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FOREWORD

THE MANAGERS OF THE ROYAL INSTITUTION OF

GREATBRITAIN have had in their care for many years the

manuscript records of the researches of Michael Faraday.

They cover the years from 1820 to 1862, during which period he

worked in the laboratories of the Institution. He was in the habit

of describing each experiment, in full and careful detail, on the

day on which it was made. Many of the entries discuss the con-

sequences which he would draw from what he had observed. In

other cases they outline the proposed course of a research about to

be undertaken. Thus the Diary is far more than a catalogue of

results. The reader is able to follow the advance, step by step, to

final and fundamental conclusions. He sees the idea forming, its

experimental realisation, and its employment as a foothold for the

next advance.

The results of Faraday's researches were described by him in

papers contributed, for the most part, to the Royal Society. They

were collected by him in his well-known ExperimentalResearches.

The demonstrations and arguments of the Diary have therefore

been given to the world already. The main interest of the Diary

lies, however, quite outside the range of propositions and experi-

mental proofs. It centres round the methods of Faraday's

attack, both in thought and in experiment: it depends on the

records of the workings of his mind as he mastered each research

in turn, and on his attitude not only to his own researches but also

to scientific advance in general.

Faraday is generally held to be one of the greatest of all

experimental philosophers. Nearly every science is in his debt:

and some sciences owe their existence mainly to his work. The

liquefaction of gases, benzene, electromagnetic induction,

specific inductive capacity, lines of force, "magnetic conduction"

or permeability, the dark discharge, anode, cathode, magneto

-

optics, electrochemical equivalent ; all these terms suggest funda-
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mental researches which he made, and many of them were called

into existence in order to describe his discoveries. It is extra-

ordinary that a man who did such excellent work, should also have

excelled in his description of it.

Moreover, the industrial applications of Faraday's discoveries

are enormous in their magnitude and variety.

The Managers believe therefore that the publication of this

Diary will be widely welcomed, by all who are interested in the

growth of a knowledge which has had so large an influence upon

the shaping of the modern world, both in thought and in practice,

and by those who would know more of the man who wrote it.

The portion of the Diary reproduced in this present volume

describes Faraday's work from Sept. 1820 to June 1832. The

^reproduction of the whole Diary will require six volumes more.

The volume contains several descriptions of great interest. In

March 1823 he records his experiments on the liquefaction of

/gases. In 1825 he isolated and examined "bicarburet of hydrogen",

now known as benzene : the entries from April to June give a full

account of his determination of its chemical composition and

reactions. A number of other chemical investigations of various

kinds occupied most of his time until 183 1. On August 29 of that

year he began the long series of researches on electromagnetism

which formed the principal work of his life. The first day's

experiments showed him the true character of a long sought for

effect : it was to be the reciprocal of that which had been demon-

strated by Oersted eleven years before and had afterwards been

extended by Ampere. An electric current could produce magne-

tism. Faraday discovered on that day how magnetism could be

made to produce an electric current. The work of the next few

months cleared the position rapidly : and an entry of March 26 in

the following year shows that Faraday had grasped "the mutual

relation between electricity, magnetism, and motion".

W. H. B.



i820. SEPTEMBER.
Artificial camphor. Rather heavier than water when fused— artificial

requires a higher heat than 212° for its volatilisation—readily camphor.

fuses and is not so volatile as the new substance—burns with bright

flame. It will bear fusion with potash for some minutes without

decomposition. Heated with oxide of Zinc it is immediately de-

composed giving mur. zinc and oil turpentine. Heated with Zinc

it act on it evolving much Mur. Acid gas, probably also hydrogen

and forming Mur. Zinc and oil of turpentine which remain fluid.

Artificial camphor in chlorine—heated, partly sublimed and

fused—much M. A. Gas formed, but bulk of gas not changed—

hence chlorine absorbed, hydrogen evolved. Substance now seems

purer than before, the first kind being probably a mixture of

this with oil of turpentine. It was now not acid—volatile— crystal-

lisable—not by any means so combustible as before, but when
burning giving ofl" very much smoke and M. A. Gas— soluble in

Alcohol, etc. Acting violently on oxide of zinc making it of a very

dark red or crimson colour and forming chloride of zinc—water—

a little bituminous looking substance and a volatile combustible

fluid matter exactly resembling in appearance and smell the vola-

tile oil produced by distilling fixed oil 3 or 4 times.

Put a larger portion of the camphor into a retort and acted on

it by chlorine, melting the substance in it. Nearly the whole of the

gas became M. A. Gas—blew this out and put a second atmosphere

in—whilst heating the substance in the retort it took fire within,

the hydrogen burning and the charcoal depositing. It was only

the vapour which burn[t], the portion below remaining unchanged

except by a little dirt.

Put in fresh chlorine and it again burnt on heating— did so a

third time— the fourth time it did not, the heat being very gently

applied. The substance taken out— dissolved in alcohol— crystal-

lised, etc. and examined proved still to be the same substance as

before.

FDI



2 i820. SEPT.

CHLORIDE OF Clilorine and olefiant oil exposed in a retort to sun light soon
CARBON, act; the vessel becomes misty, the colour of the chlorine dis-

appears, a litde heat is extricated and the bulk of the gas perhaps

from that cause appears increased. The gas contains much M. A.
and there is a smell as of Phosgene gas. (Query oxygen pre-

sent ?)

Dendritical crystals gradually form; these may be washed in

water, dissolved in Alcohol and crystallised.

The Substance is transparent—colourless—volatile and crystal-

lising in flat dendritical crystals sometimes half an inch long— it

[illegible] to the light-smell strongly aromatic and very Hke
artificial camphor— soluble in cold alcohol and more soluble in

hot— crystallises from hot solution in dendritical crystals or in

prism (quadrangular.^) -soluble in ether—precipitated from the

Alcohol by water and then its smell very strongly developed. It

is volatile in the air— a small thin crystal took about 2 hours to

evaporate—has a slightly aromatic taste.

It is much heavier than water—alcoholic solution precipitated

by water and left to stand, the substance gradually settles in a fine

white powder. May be washed from acid in this way. Crystals

of it instantly sink in water.

Put into a tube with water and heated, the substance did not

fuse under the water or dissolve in it but it softened and then

became vapour long before the water boiled. In this way it may
be sublimed in water and well washed—the water brought off

acid which had adhered to it. It was then dissolved in alcohol, a

saturated hot solution being made; as it cooled beautiful dendritical

crystals formed in the solution resembling those formed by
sublimation.

A little of it heated in a glass tube with oxide of Zinc was partly

decomposed and in part escaped— that which volatiHsed burnt

when sent into the midst of the flame of a spirit lamp with a

yellowish flame and smoke but ceased to burn the moment it was

removed out of the flame, and the substance appeared in white

fumes, easily condensible-the vapour apparently heavy—the

oxide of Zinc in the tube blackened and when washed out by
water a solution of muriate of Zinc was obtained. Query per-

manent gas liberated.^



i82o. SEPT. 3

When Alcohol holding it in solution is burned acrid fumes are chloride of

given out and M. A. Gas made evident by ammonia. carbon.

Query Its Spec. Gravity.^

The quantity of it dissolved by hot Alcohol ?

„ „ „ cold alcohol ?

„ „ „ water

The weight of its vapour .'^

The form of its crystals ?

Under what pressure it fuses ?

The Elasticity of its vapour ?

1820. OCTR. 3RD.

Put Oleft. oil into a retort-exhausted—introduced chlorine-

exposed to light-after the action introduced a little water— this

absorbed the M. A. Gas and made a fresh vacuum— let in more
chlorine and again exposed to light, shaking the retort— fresh

action, then more chlorine—when the substance all changed,

filled up the retort with water so as to wash out the acid well-

repeated washing— dissolved the substance in alcohol and crystal-

lised. This saves exhausting by the air pump which is very

injurious to the instrument.

OCTR. 4TH.

Made a similar expt. to the above in the large head, first filling

with chlorine then letting in Oleft. gas—forming the oil— after-

wards giving more chlorine—exposing to light—putting in water,

etc.—much of the substance formed.

Got a retort to exhaust, capacity 34*5 inches; put in 8-6 c: i:

oleft. gas, then 27 chlorine—exposed to light— oil formed and

afterward the excess of chlorine acted on it to form substance—

when colour gone, contraction of volume, and 8 c: i: more of

chlorine entered, making 35 on the whole-exposed to weak
sunshine—colour nearly gone—no further condensation— a good
deal of crystals formed but much oil remaining unchanged—not
chlorine enough in this experiment.

Some of the gas forced out over Mercury by heat: 12-5 gave

9*5 M. A. Gas absorbed by water and 3 of an uninflammable gas;

this was a mixture of Carbonic acid gas and nitrogen; 4-5 became

1-2



4 i82o. OCTR. 4TH.

CHLORIDE OF 4 by potash hence the 12-5 = 9-5 M. A. G., 2-667 Nitrogen and
CARBON. '333 carbonic acid.

Common air appears to have been with the chlorine and there

was not enough of the latter. Try 5 vol. of chlorine to i of Oleft.

gas.

Detonate vapour with oxygen.

„ „ „ hydrogen.

Send it over red hot oxide of copper or Zinc.

1820. OCTR. 5.

The crystals of the substance (from a strong alcoholic solution)

were very brittle and crumbled into a white powder very easily.

It is on this account difficult to preserve them. They were taken

out of the Alcohol, dried by pressure between filtering paper,

exposed to the air for half an hour and then put into a bottle.

The substance was then a white dry powder.

The Alcoholic solution spontaneously evaporated; left crystals

of the substance but they evaporated also in an hour or two
afterwards.

The crystals by sublimation are much tougher than those

formed from solutions.

The substance dissolves much more readily in Ether than in

Alcohol. A hot solution of Ether deposits crystals as it cools.

A glass rod dipped in it and exposed to the air is instantly covered

with the substance in white powder from the evaporation of the

ether.

Query acidity of solution ? My ether was acid.

A drop of the etherial solution put on a glass plate instantly

expands, evaporates and its surface becomes covered with square

crystalline plates, the crystals being dendritic and their axes lying

parallel to the diagonals of the square. In this way the substance

may be got very dry.

Water dissolves but a very small portion of it when boiled

with it.

The solution of it in Alcohol is not acid-and is not precipitated

by Nitrate of silver.

Solution of potash does not dissolve it perceptibly by boiling—

nor Ammonia (strong). Muriatic acid does act on it.
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Nitric acid (strong) boiled upon it dissolves a portion but does chloride of

not decompose it: as it cools the substance deposits again un- carbon.

altered. The concentrated acid diluted lets more of the substance

fall ; and then filtered and tested by N. of Silver gave no precipi-

tate—hence no chlorine separated from the substance by it.

Put into strong Sul. Acid it very slowly sinks to the bottom,

hence its S. G. ; boiled with the acid the acid became brown,

probably from some little pieces of dirt that were mixed with the

substance. The substance sublimed from and through the acid

unaltered and the acid tested contained no Mur. Acid or chlorine.

It was not precipitated by water, hence no substance dissolved.

Clean dry retort: its capacity when tried by the air pump
34 c: i: but the air pump does not exhaust close. When measured

with water its real capacity 35 c: i:.

This was first filled with nitrogen to exclude oxygen.

Then 3 inches of defiant gas let in and 31*5 inches of chlorine.

The chlorine examined and found to contain ^ of common air.

Exposed at 2 o'clk. to sun light for 40 ; at first the fluid formed

and afterwards crystals— the excess of chlorine remained. At the

end of that time it seemed perfectly dry and all action had ceased.

It was now cooled to the Laboratory temperature.

Put it on to a jar of chlorine and opened the stop cocks— there

was contraction of volume and 5*5 c: i: of chlorine entered,

making 37 of that gas altogether.

A strong solution of chlorine was now made and admitted into

the retort to absorb the M. A. G. It rose to a mark in the bulb

of the retort which being afterwards measured equalled 13 inches

absorbed, and the unabsorbed part being also measured = 22 c: i:

—the absorption would have gone on still farther but from its

slowness was evidently owing to the chlorine being taken up.

The 22 c:i: shaken in water were all absorbed except 1*75

which were azote; and the 20-25 were therefore chlorine— a very

slight portion of C. A. was there.

The gases therefore in the retort were

20'25 c: i: chlorine

13 M. A. gas

1*75 Nitrogen
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CHLORIDE OF and the gases used were
CARBON. chlorine because deduct nearly i for Nitrogen

3 Oleft. gas.

1-925 air in the retort left by the pump and with the

chlorine.

As the common air and 20-25 chlorine remain unchanged

the active gases are

vols I
^

(15-75 chlorine

and they form substance and 13 Vols, of M. A. G.

This vol. ofM. A. gas is evidently too high because the olefiant

gas could not contain hydrogen for it, but the absorption by the

solution of chlorine I have no doubt was carried too far. If that

were 12 instead of 13 then the results would give the substance

composed of 3 proportionals of Chlorine and 2 of carbon.

Try to-morrow with 5 vols, of chlorine to i vol. of Oleft.

Substance put into a syphon tube over Mercury and exposed

to a heat of 220 did not volatilise, but the temperature within

by no means so high; heated by a spirit lamp and the mercury

made to boil in the vapour a chloride (calomel) gradually formed

and the inside of the tube blackened in cooling; no elastic matter

had been liberated.

Heat it this way with Iron over mercury: if no gas liberated

its binary nature established.

1820. OCTR. 6th.

A little of the substance put into a bent tube—sublimed to

attach it; then two pieces of clean iron turning put in and the

tube filled with mercury to exclude air— the substance converted

into vapour and the iron heated in it nearly to dull redness— the

Iron became dull and black as if with charcoal. When cold all the

vapour had condensed, no permanent gas being liberated— the

iron taken out and washed with distilled water gave a solution

which, tested for Iron and Mur. Acid, was found to contain both.

Heated in the same manner with oxide of Zinc, Phosgene gas

was evolved (Query any other gas) and chloride of Zinc subHmed;

not the slightest trace of water.
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Must repeat this experiment. ^ chloride of

Again had occasion to observe that mercury boiled in the carbon.

vapour of the substance decomposed it, Calomel being formed

and charcoal deposited.

Cleaned out the same tube as below [above] with alcohol

and repeated the experiment; got a certain bulk of gases of which

rather more than 2 thirds were absorbed by water; the rest, being

a small i third, burnt exactly like Carbonic oxide.

Repeat the expent. in a new tube and decant the gas before

absorbing it by water so as to be able to test it for Carbonic acid

and M. A. after the action of water. ^
Try red oxide of Mercury.

Repeated the experiment in a new tube with oxide of Zinc

and got as near as could be equal volumes of Phosgene gas and

Carbonic oxide, i.e. equal volumes of a gas absorbed and un-

absorbed : the latter ascertained to be Carbonic oxide.

Used the same retort as yesterday the capacity of which is

35 c:i:, filled it with Nitrogen—exhausted by air pump which

took out 34 c: i:, then let in 5 inches of chlorine first by mistake;

and afterwards intending to let in 5 c: i: of olefiant gas I think I

put in only four. Then let in 26 more of chlorine, the quantity

being thus great because condensation had began. It was then

placed for a few minutes in the sun, when the fluid formed etc.,

and being cooled was placed on the chlorine when 7 c: i: entered.

It was then exposed to the light for nearly an hour—cooled—and
put over nitrogen, \ of an inch entered. There had entered there-

fore 38 chlorine, but this was found by previous examination to

contain ^ common air or unabsorbable gas. So that really there

was in the retort 36*54 Chlorine

5 or 4 Oleft. gas

Nitrogen

I -46 Air.

The whole bulk of gas was 43-25 and the diminution 8 '2 5,

which halved will accord very nearly with 4 c: i: of olefiant.

After this the M. A. G. was absorbed by solution of chlorine

and was between 15 and 15*5; the unabsorbed gas was from 20

to 19-5, and of this about 17 were chlorine and 2*5 were left by
water and were Nitrogen.
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CHLORIDE OF Hcrc tlic 15-5 is nearly the quadruple of the oleft. gas used—
CARBON, agreeable to theory.

There was no expansion after the condensation of the elements

of the oil; and here also the quantity of chlorine combd. with

the carbon of 4 c: i: oleft. is 11*54, i.e. nearly 12.

Red oxide of Mercury was heated in the vapour of the sub-

stance as before in the tube. Calomel was formed and oxygen and

carbonic acid gases evolved. The decomposition was by no means

ready or complete though the heat was a dull red.

Repeated the experiment in another tube— the formation of a

sublimate (calomel) as before by heating the vapour had been

formed in the tube and then in part condensed below. When the

lamp had expelled part of the oxygen from the oxide so as to form

a very hot atmosphere of it within, then on applying the lamp

below so as to raise more vapour of the substance explosion took

place; a faint light appeared, and permanent gas remained which

when examined was oxygen. Carbonic acid and (query) chlorine.

Repeated the experiment. Inflammation again and much
brighter-carbonic acid tested for and found. Smell of chlorine

very faint if at all—probably taken by the mercury whilst cooling.

Heated brown oxide of lead in the vapour— obtained oxygen-
carbonic acid— the yellow sub chloride and the chloride of lead

and yellow oxide.

To try the prot. oxide of Lead.

Heated per oxide of copper in the vapour—formed carbonic

acid and chloride of copper.

1820. OCTR. 7TH.

CHLORIDE OF Made many experiments on the action of Iodine on the sub-
CARBON AND stancc. Had small tubes and put in a little of each; then by

IODINE,
j^eating the bottom of the tube by a spirit lamp and keeping that

part hot so that the vapours which fell on to it should be highly

heated, the following effects took place. At first the substances

subHmed a little way, leaving below a small portion of a fusible

matter which by the continuance of the heat effervesced and left

solid films of charcoal (as ascertained by burning it afterwards).

Then as the heat continued below, the vapours as they fell on to
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it lost the colour of Iodine, became yellow, and the sublimed chloride of

substances were of a deep brown colour. This volatile brown carbon and

substance when left to cool remained fluid at common tempera-

tures. Water added to it immediately separated iodine and a

solution was obtained containing Muriatic acid? and iodine; this

solution boiled so as to drive off the iodine then was acid and

precipitated Nitrate of silver. The precipitate washed, dried and
heated on platinum foil effervesced strongly and gave a blue

flame, then fused into iodide of silver. The Mur. acid above there-

fore doubtful. Must examine this action more in detail and in a

large way. Also make the fluid compound in close vessels and

see if any thing given off. Where is the charcoal gone to ?

The same retort used as before— filled with nitrogen, 7 c: i: chloride of

defiant gas let in. carbon.

26*5 c: i: chlorine which contained ^ impurity exposed to

sun—placed over chlorine and 10 inches entered—cooled to

atmospheric temperature and i more entered.

Exposed to sun light for i h. and 30' nearly— then seemed quite

dry and there was excess ofchlorine—cooled—placed over chlorine

and not quite half an inch entered.

Gases within Oleft. gas 7 c: i:

Chlorine (pure) 37*1

Air in it -9

Nitrogen 1-5

Then absorbed by solution of chlorine :

gas Absorbed 19*1 or 19*75

gas Unabsorbed 15*75 or 15*1; of this absorbed

by water 2*75 Nitrogen were left.

I suspect the action was not complete here, for the numbers

accord no how otherwise; there are 7 Oleft. gas and 24*1 Chlorine

used and there are about 19 M. A. Gas formed. It seems probable

that about | have formed the substance and j the oil.

Look for hydrogen in the substance by sulphur, metals, etc.

The action does not seem to have gone so far in this experiment

as in that of the 6th or yesterday's.

Some oil; then put all into a retort and fill with chlorine. After-

wards see whether there be expansion or not.

Potassium burns brilliantly in the vapour of the substance
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CHLORIDE OF forming Chloride of potassium and charcoal. Inflammable gas
CARBON,

is given out but it is difficult to tell whether it came from the

Naptha, the water, the potassium absorbed from the air in cutting

or the substance.

Phosphorus heated in an open tube with the substance formed

a fixed red carburet of phosphorus and phosphorous and phos-

phoric acids ; when the tube was washed out with water muriatic

acid was found, so that chloride of phosphorus had been

formed.

The phosphorus heated with it in a bent tube over mercury

and without access of air formed red carburet of phosphorus,

chloride of phosphorus and a little gas; the carburet burnt away
in the air forming phosphoric acid. The chloride dissolved in

water gave abundance of Muriatic acid and the gas was not

inflammable. Much of the phosphorus unchanged.

Make this expt. again and see what the gas is.

Tried it again and the phosphorus this time inflamed in the

vapour, leaving a thick film of carbon across the tube in the place

where the flame had passed ; the gas was absorbed by water, fumed
with ammonia and precipitated Nit. of Silver; it was M. A. G. Is

the hydrogen from the substance or the phosphorus on the water

of Mercury .'^ Chloride of phosphorus is formed plentifully.

Heated sulphur and the substance in an open tube : they soon

combined with the precaution of heating the lower part of the

tube highly and both chloride of sulphur and sulphuret of carbon

were formed; the latter was shewn by the bright flame of the

fluid. The former when decomposed by water gave abundant

precipitate to Mur. Baryta and Sul. Silver.

Heated the same substances in a close tube over mercury : the

mercury and the sulphur combined to form sulphuret, which

confused the results, but a little sulphuret. hydrogen was

formed.

A piece of box wood charcoal heated over mercury in the

vapour : action on the mercury took place and the charcoal seemed

as might be expected inactive.

Heated Iron in the vapour over mercury : when pretty hot the

iron rapidly decomposed the substance and charcoal and proto

chloride of iron were produced ; there was a little gas produced
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but it would not burn. The iron when turned out was covered chloride of

with charcoal and chloride and the glass rendered opaque by carbon.

the quantity of charcoal deposited. Repeat and examine gas by
water.

Repeated—action as before—gas Hberated partly absorbed by
water— rest not combustible.

Repeated again—very little gas— | absorbed by water— rest too

small to try.

Heated iron over mercury alone and still found a little gas

formed, probably from the water of the mercury; the Iron became
tarnished.

Retort exhausted and 32*5 inches of Nitrogen let in. Capacity

by measurement with water found to be 35*25 c: i:.

Exhausted as well as may be and 8 c: i: of olefiant gas let in;

then also 8 c: i: of chlorine. Exposed to light a moment and then

4 c: i: more of chlorine let in (these 12 contain 7*2 per cent im-

purity)-then to light for I h. |.

On to chlorine and 17 c: i: entered (the impurity of this, ^)—
cooled and nearly i inch more of the same chlorine entered— ex-

posed to light, cooled and nearly | cubical inch of air entered.

The light seemed to act on this retort very tardily though

chlorine was in great excess, as evident by colour. It was there-

fore left all the (8th) Sunday exposed to the sun, the day however

not being very clear, though fine in the afternoon.

At the end of this process there was evidently some of the oil

in the retort unchanged and excess of chlorine present. The
crystals of the substance were large—no air entered when opened

over chlorine—absorbed by solution of chlorine 20-5 inches

M. A. G. were taken up and 14*75 + remained unabsorbed; these

transferred and shaken in water were divided into 6-75 chlorine,

etc., 8 inches Nitrogen, etc.

OCTR. 9TH, 1820.

Used the same retort as in the former experiments (Capacity

35-25 c: i:). Exhausted and let in 34*4 in. of Nitrogeii;

exhausted and let in first 4 c: i: of Oleft. gas

and 30-1 c: i: Chlorine;

impurity of the Chlorine 4 per cent.
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CHLORIDE OF Stood about I hour in dull day light and then absorbed 8 c: i:

CARBON, niore of chlorine, the impurity of which was ^.
It first stood stop cock upwards for some time and was then

set upright with the cock and cap immersed in water. In this way
it stood in the window the whole day and many crystals formed

in it, though there was no sunlight; taken in in the evening and

to be exposed tomorrow. O

See Octr. i4th.^

The absorbtion in this experiment just twice as much as the

quantity of olefiant gas used.

Another retort used, its measured capacity being 35 + c: inches.

Exhausted and 34 c: i: of Nitrogen let in.

Exhausted and let in 10 c: i: of chlorine, its impurity 4 per cent.

Added 24 c: i: of Olefiant.

The cock and cap were immersed in water and the retort

exposed to day light (no sun) from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.—the fluid

had formed and colour disappeared—placed over nitrogen and

15 c:i: entered—a little vapour of substance deposited on the

side; it was left for half an hour and then scarcely a sensible

portion more of nitrogen entered.

Examine the gas tomorrow. ® see tomorrow.

Another Retort prepared, etc. Its measured capacity inches.

Exhausted and let in 36*75 c: i: nitrogen

Exhausted and let in 12 c: i: oleft. gas

24*75 i* chlorine, impurity of chlorine ~.

Immersed the cap and cock in water and left it in a dark cool

place from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; fluid had formed, but no crystals—

placed over chlorine and 21*5 inches entered, its impurity ^—
after standing half an hour to let vapour deposit i full inch more
of chlorine entered, d. See Oct. nth.

All these retorts were left for the night with their cocks and

caps under water. The results to be examined in the morning.

OCTR. lOTH, 1820.

® See yesterday.

The retort had stood all night with the cock and cap in water;

' Octr. 13th was intended.
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this Mng. ^ c: i: more of nitrogen entered—then some was thrown chloride of

out by heat over mercury into a jar. The gas let free seemed to carbon.

have no M. A. G. or chlorine in it; about ^ was absorbed by
water but the solution was not precipitated by Nit. Silver— lime

water put into the gas was made very slightly turbid, probably

from impurity in the Oleft. gas used (the Oleft. used in the

former experiments seems to have been very impure, at least

some of it).

The gas burnt from a jet nearly if not quite as bright as olefiant

gas and there was no muriatic colour about it after it had been

passed through water (Query before).

Portions of it were put in four tubes and then chlorine added

to it. The chlorine used had ^ impurity. These were put on at

8 o'clk. A.M. Nos. I and 2 in the Hght in the yard, Nos. 3 and 4
in a dark place.

At I past 8 o'clk. No. i was brought in and agitated in water

to absorb the remaining chlorine; 39 vols, of gas had been put

in, to which 73 parts of chlorine had been added, and the whole

by standing and absorption left 27 vols, which were insoluble

in water and incombustible with oxygen by a taper.

No. 2 was brought in at \ past 1 1 o'clk. ; there were crystals

of substance formed in the upper part. The chlorine was absorbed

as before. 34 vols, of gas and 49 of chlorine left 30*3 insoluble

in water and incombustible. The smell of this gas was very

peculiar and acrid, a little like chlorine.

No. 3 was at | past 1 1 brought out of the dark place— there were

no crystals— the Chlorine was absorbed—40 vols, gas and 50-7

chlorine left 25-2 like the last.

No. 4 was brought out at | to 12 o'clk.— treated as before.

20*7 gas with 60 chlorine gave i5'i insoluble and incom-

bustible—this washed in potash (sol.) lost almost entirely the

acrid smell; probably therefore it was due to a little adhering

chlorine.

Hence tube No. i indicates for 100 vol. of gas 69*23 residue

?? 2 „ „ „ 88*53

?) 3 ?? ?? ?? ^3

?j 4
^

5? 5? ?j 75*5

as a mean 100 parts yielded 74*065.
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CHLORIDE OF Tlicrc Had been introduced into this retort which held 35 + c: i:

CARBON.
I -o Nitrogen

9*6 chlorine

0-4 impurity

24-0 Oleft. gas

15-0 nitrogen

r24 Oleft. gas

\ 9*6 chlorine

or generally 1 16-4 Nitrogen

50*0

35

The diminution in bulk by condensn. 1

5

Of the 35 + remaining in nearly 3 c: i: were absorbed by acid

and the 16-4 nitrogen may be supposed to remain; this leaves

space for 15-6 Oleft. in excess. But a residue of this kind would
leave 51*25 per cent instead of 74*065 as above.

To Examine the method of separating Oleft. by chlorine and

also to repeat the expt., testing the Oleft. before hand.

Put more of the gas with chlorine into three tubes; impurity

of the chlorine ^. They remained thus till next Morng. when all

the chlorine semeed gone.

No. I had received 21 vol. of gas and 70*75 of the chlorine;

17*7 of nitrogen remained.

No. 2 had had 20-3 of gas and 63*7 chlorine; 17 of nitrogen

remained. These two had been left in the dark.

No. 3 had had 19*75 gas and 80-75 chlorine; 13*6 of nitrogen

remained. This had been placed in the light till Eveng. came on

(dull day) and the tube was lined with crystals of the substance.

Nos. I indicates for 100 of the gas 84*3 residue

No. 2 „ „ „ 87 do.

No. 3 „ „ „ 69 nearly, or cor-

rected for impurity of chlorine 58*7 nearly; this comes near the

51*25 required by Yesterday's calculation.

Octr. nth Morng.

OCTR. iiTH, 1820.

Retort with chlorine in excess. See Oct. 9th. d. Yesterday

Afternoon this retort was opened over nitrogen and half a cubical

inch entered. It was then placed away in water in a dark place

again till this morning.

A portion of this gas equal to 92 vols, was thrown out by heat

into a jar over mercury yesterday and being well shaken left to
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stand all night to absorb the chlorine, which absorption amounted chloride of

to 62*4 C; then 7-4 of M. A. G. were taken up by water and 22*2 carbon.

of Nitrogen left— the 92 vols, equal 2*5 cubical inches.

Then this morng. the M. A. G. in the retort was absorbed by-

sol, of chlorine; the absorption amounted to 11*5 c:i:, but of

this, 2*5 c: i: apparent only, being the quantity thrown out by
heat yesterday; 9 c: i; therefore of M. A. G. The unabsorbed

part = 25*75; of this 22*75 were chlorine and 3 Nitrogen— the

whole measured capacity being 37*25.

It is to be observed that on adding water the peculiar substance

became evident. It is therefore formed in the dark by excess of

chlorine.

The air in the retort gives by Mercury, etc.

25*26 c: i: chlorine

3 M. A. Gas

9 Nitrogen

;

by water

24*38 chlorine

9*65 M.A. G.

3*216 Nitrogen.

Query the reason of this difference. I can trust to the last as

to the nitrogen and to both as to the chlorine nearly.

Hence therefore the Oleft. nearly pure in these experiments.

Hence also the substance forms in common day light in crystals.

Hence also it forms in the dark with excess of chlorine.

OCTR. 12, 1820.

Precaution in getting substance pure: distil it, it must leave

no black mark—wash it in alkali— dissolve in Ether— dry it over

Sulphuric acid-dissolve in Ether and test by N. of Silver for

any adhering Mur. acid.

Tried the substance thus prepared and got very little gas from
it by sulphur or Iron (not appreciable) and though more by
phosphorus, yet varying with different portions of the substance

as if accidental.

Electrised it by shock over mercury, 400 pi. Charcoal deposited

and chloride of Mercury formed—a very minute globule of air
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CHLORIDE OF sct frcc, apparently from impurity or some circumstance in the
CARBON, expt. Experiment favourable.

Sir H. Davy present.

Heated it with potassium; gas given out, but seemingly from
the Naphtha, etc.

Sir H. Davy present.

Try with Zinc over mercury same way.

Repeat Electrical Experiment.

Make expt. in small retort on gases, absorb the chlorine by
Mercury, etc.

OCTR. 13TH, 1820.

O See Octr. 9th.

This retort has stood in day light since Monday, and yesterday

it had sunshine. There were many crystals in it but in one place

appearance of a little moisture just at the bottom of the bulb;

the cock has been all the time in water and probably this is a little

that has entered since monday.
Being placed over chlorine i c: i: entered, occasioned I suspect

by the absorption of Mur. acid by the fluid. Some was then

thrown out by heat over mercury and then the two portions

examined to see what they left. When the retort was cold it was
again placed over chlorine and 2-65 c: i: entered.

Then being treated by sol. of chlorine

13-25 c: i: were absorbed for M. A. G.

20 c: i: were chlorine and

1*75 were Nitrogen and air,

but 2-65 of the chlorine were admitted just above, therefore the

real proportion will be 14*305 M. A. G.

18-787 Chlorine

1-893 Nitrogen, etc.;

to this add the inch of M. A. G. absorbed in the retort and it will

be nearly 4 times as much as the Oleft. used.

Calculated quantity of gases put in

4 c: i: Oleft.

37-58 chlorine

3-15 impurities.

The chlorine here nearly 5 times the Oleft. gas used.
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The portion thrown over mercury and analysed first by having chloride of

the chlorine absorbed by the mercury, and then the M. A. G. by carbon.

water, gave for 41-5 vols.

23-9 Chlorine

14-2 M. A. G.

3*4 Nitrogen, etc.;

this would give for 35 c: i:

20*157 c: i: chlorine

11-976 c: i: M. A. G.

2-867 impurities.

There is a chance that absorbed M. A. G. by sol. of chlorine.

The absorbtn. seems greater than it ought from the absorbtion

of chlorine at the same time.

Try it over Mercury.

Does Mercury readily absorb chlorine gas from M. A. Gas or

nitrogen— rry.

Took a small retort, measured capacity 7-5 c: i:.

Into this full I cub. inch of oleft. and 6-5 of chlorine, unknown
purity; exposed to bright sunshine for 2 hours, then 3 c: i: more
of chlorine entered— then to the light again and in the afternoon

open'd the cock under Mercury. There was an immediate ascent

up to a mark= 1-25 c:i:. Then absorbed the chlorine by the

mercury and the chlorine amounted to 4-85 c:i:. Afterwards

absorbing the residual gas by water it gave -8 c: i: M. A. G. and
•6 Nitrogen, etc. Query is the absorption of 1-25 owing to

M. A. G. condensed. If so, it must be added to the -8 and would
be nearly what I expect.

Good mode of experimenting : repeat it.

Took a large retort; let in

4 c: i: oleft.

28 c: i: chlorine. Then to sun light; open over

mercury and 8 c: i: more entered— light again, then | c: i: of

chlorine entered.

To be examined.

Took three tubes—put in oleft. up to mark and then filled up
with chlorine containing only ^ impurity (2*5 to i about). 2 of

these were placed in strong lamp light and in a few minutes the

absorption was equal to twice the bulk of the oleft. gas. They
FDI 2
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CHLORIDE OF wcrc left in the light. The absorption afterwards went on very
CARBON, slowly. Hence equal vols, of oleft. and chlorine form the oil.

The third was put in a dark place; the absorption immediately

took place up to twice the bulk of the oleft, and then went on
very slowly.

By II o'clk. P.M. (the gases put in at 7) all had disappeared

except the impurity of the chlorine a very little augmented. No
difference was visible between those in the light and that in the

dark.

Put some of the substance into Oleft. gas and subHmed it but

it did not change it.

OCTR. 14TH, 1820.

Took three small retorts and prepared them. Then let into

No. I = 11*5 of Nitrogen. Afterwards exhausted and put in

I c: i: Oleft. gas and 10*25 chlorine, its impurity ^. After ~ an

hour 2 c: i: of chlorine entered. Put into water and placed in

light till Eveng.; little sun in the day time.

See Octr. i6th.

No. 2, let in 11*75 ^-i* nitrogen, then exhausted and put in

1*4 c: i: oleft. + 10 chlorine— stood half an hour, then 2*75 c: i:

chlorine entered—placed in light as above.

See Octr. 16.

No. 3, let in 12 c: i: of nitrogen—then i c: i: oleft. + io*5

chlorine—stood | hour— 2 c: i; more chlorine—in light as above.

See Octr. 17th.

Barometer 30*1.

In the Eveng. the conversion seemed nearly if not quite perfect,

but appearance of a Httle dampness within. Nos. i and 2 brought

down. No. 3 left out till Monday (Oct. i6th).

No. I placed over chlorine : none entered. Mercury introduced

and absorption of the chlorine allowed to go on all night.

No. 2 over chlorine: | c: i: entered—placed over Mercury to

absorb as above. See Octr. i6th.

Distilled a little of the substance through a red hot glass tube;

gave out chlorine and became converted into a fluid body at

common temperatures; no carbon deposited. Query Proto-

chloride- electrised it but it was a perfect insulator—put a little
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of it into chlorine, but it did not seem to absorb it—was very chloride of

volatile. Sir H. Davy present. carbon.

This fluid may be formed by merely heating the bottom of a

tube containing a little of it; the substance soon becomes the

fluid.

Passed some of the solid substance over rock crystal heated

bright red hot in a glass tube. Much of the fluid compd. came
over, a little coloured as by charcoal; and also chlorine gas almost

entirely soluble in water. The crystal.*

Passed the substance over red hot oxide of Zinc : almost entirely

decomposed. Chloride of Zinc was formed and charcoal de-

posited in the tube with it : a very little of the fluid compd. came
over and carbonic acid and carbonic oxide gases in the proportion

of 25 C. A. to 14 C. Ox.

The crystal in the tube above ^ blackened in one place slightly proto chloride

by deposition of charcoal, which formed a bright surface on it carbon.

and burnt off by exposure to heat—some of a solid substance had

passed. The fluid turned down into the lower part of the tube

and this solid substance heated to make it volatilise and descend

too. It condensed again in part on the sides of the tube but the

quantity was very small— crystallised on cooling on the sides and

the crystals formed curved lines apparently more fixed than the

solid substance, A small portion scraped out seemed also more
combustible—burning out of the flame of the spirit lamp some-

thing like camphor and giving much charcoal. Query is this the

solid substance pure or any thing else }

What I have generally taken by its appearance for moisture

is I fancy the fluid substance—sublime the whole and separate

the lower parts as most pure. Convert the upper into the fluid.

OCTR. I 6th, 1820.

Passed chlorine from a bladder over charcoal heated red in a chloride of

white glass tube. The tube was acted on but the charcoal apparently carbon.

not, except in forming a little phosgene gas and carburetted

hydrogen. M. A. Gas, water and light hydrocarbonate with

chlorine came over.

Passed the substance (solid) over Iron in a white glass tube.

Chloride of Iron formed, charcoal deposited and a little inflam-

2-2
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CHLORIDE OF mablc gas came over. As the tube was acted on, query carbonic
CARBON, oxide?— detonated : was carbonic oxide.

Then 5 grain of the crystals were again passed over Iron in

a white glass tube. Nothing came over but gas and a very minute

portion of water: the- gas = 15*5 parts altogether, common air

and all being received ; but another equal tube heated in the same
way gave out 5*5 parts from expansion of the air; therefore 10

the quantity of gas given out by the substance. 36 of these

parts = I c: i: therefore 5 gr. gave out -28 of a cubical inch.

A part of these seen to burn like carbonic oxide—detonate the

rest and ascertain its nature; oxygen from the glass. It was
carbonic oxide. ® See Octr. 17th.

The two small retorts of Sat., which had stood over Mercury
since then, were Nos. i and 2.

No. I. Mercury had risen in the neck and stood at Mark— 13*5

inches above the level on the outside. Barometer 29-3.

Mercury in the neck up to the mark equalled 3 c:i:. The
expanded M. A. G., Nitrogen, etc. equalled 8*5 c: i: . This absorbed

by water gave at common pressure '8 + c: i: of nitrogen, etc.

Hence the corrected quantities are: Nitrogen -8+, M. A. G.

3*668 c:i:. Chlorine 7*032. Good Expt.

The retort No. 2. Mercury stood up at Mark— 1 1*1 inches

above the surface in the trough, at Barom. 29*3.

The Mercury up to mark = 2*3 c: i:

Expanded M. A. G., nitrogen, etc. = 9*45

unabsorbed Nitrogen '65 c: i:.

The corrected quantities of gas are M. A. Gas 5*429 c:i:,

Nitrogen *65, Chlorine 5*571. Excellent Expt., both came out

very near.

Passed 5 grains more of substance over Iron turnings. The
quantity of gas in this expt. less than before, but not measured-

detonated the last portion of it with oxygen over mercury. About
half a volume of oxygen disappd. and a vol. of carbonic acid gas

remained; this absorbed by potash and the remainder found to

be oxygen in excess.

Gas therefore Carbonic oxide. No fluid substance came over
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and the gas passed into Nit. of Silver caused no precipitation- chloride of

good expt. CARBON.

Get the chlorine from the chloride of Iron.

By acting by acid (Nitric) on the Iron of these experiments.

° See tomorrow.

OCTR. 17TH, 1820.

Made some more of the fluid or proto chloride. It is more proto-chloride

combustible in the air than the perchloride, giving out much carbon.

carbon and a smell somewhat resembling Phosgene gas. It is

heavier than water and looks like an oil at the bottom of it;

heated in [it] it is converted into vapour before the water boils—

and is the cause of the same appearance sometimes in the solid

substance. It is very volatile, rising from the hand like Sul. of

Carbon.

Solid Chloride put into a retort with Ammoniacal gas and chlorides of

sublimed—no change— send them through a hot tube together. carbon.

* Fluid chloride put into chlorine in retort heated with lamp in

common day light (7 o'clk. a.m.) : apparently no action im-

mediately—expose to light and see absorption of the chlorine.

On the Morng. of the i8th nearly an inch of chlorine entered and

crystals seemed slowly forming— still in light. See Octr. 20th.

Fluid chloride put into Ammoniacal gas, dry. At first slight

action in consequence of the adhesion of chlorine to the chloride.

After, the fluid remained unchanged and on placing the retort

over amm. gas there was scarcely a perceptible absorption. On
the 1 8th scarcely a perceptible absorption— still in light. See 19th.

When subHmed the solid chloride looks beautiful on the inside

of the tube, forming a transparent body, crystalline and splitting

like camphor. It soon becomes opaque on cooling.

Decompose perchloride and ascertain chlorine given out by
precipitation of it.

Today had a considerable quantity of the oleft. oil in the

large alembic head— filled the head with chlorine— placed it in

sunshine— the whole converted into M. A. Gas but no change of

volume.

^ The acid used to assist to dissolve the chloride of Iron left

•
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CHLORIDES OF a black powder : consists of a plumbagenous powder looking like

CARBON, charcoal and being a compd. and mixture of Carbon, Iron and

glass— the carbon when heated burnt off leaving oxide of Iron.

Now See Octr. i6th. ® The Iron turnings, chloride, etc. with

die tube were taken and washed with water and then with a little

N. A. to dissolve all the chloride. The solution carefully precipi-

tated, dried and weighed gave 16-4 gr. of chloride of Silver = 4-05

chlorine from 5
gr. of the substance—but some of the chlorine

has been taken by the glass tube, as evident by the Carbonic oxide.

The second expt. of the same kind ° gave 21 3 gr. of dry

chloride of silver, but this was not pure; it contained some frag-

ment of oxide of Iron and Iron. This chloride was reduced though

imperfectly by Zinc in the moist way and then the Chlorine again

obtained from the Zinc by silver; it now weighed 15*5 gr., but

this of course too little.

The retort No. 3 (Octr. 14th). This Mng. looked at- there

were a few spots of Moisture either of water or proto chloride

within, which I expected would absorb M. A. G. ; and placed over

chlorine -85 of cub. inch entered.

The chlorine was then absorbed by Mercury and left standing

over it till this evening. The Mercury then stood up to Mark— 12-9

inches above the level in the trough and Barom. 29-05:

Mercury up to Mark 3*5

Expanded M. A. G. as Nitrogen, etc. 8-25

unabsorbed Nitrogen -75

Corrected quantities with Absorption, etc.

Chlorine 7*325

M. A. Gas 4*327

Nitrogen -75

Very near.

PROTO CHLORIDE Potassium burns brilliant when heated in the vapour of the

OF CARBON, proto chloridc of carbon but does not act immediately on the

fluid when dropd. in without heat be applied. It form[s] Chloride

of potassium and deposits charcoal.

The fluid proto chloride put into solution of N. of Silver and

washed with it so as to separate the chlorine it had dissolved,

remained afterwards for several hours (8) in it without any action

or decomposition; or even in days.
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The solid will not burn with chlorate of potash but rises un- proto chloride

altered from it unless it be confined so as to heat the vapour red carbon.

in the oxygen.

OCTR. i8th.

Distilled 5 gr. of solid chloride through a red hot tube heated chloride of

by lamp and received the gas into Nitrate of silver— then washed carbon.

the fluid and vessels with the same sol. and collected the chloride

of Silver: it equalled 2-6 gr. = -64 gr. chlorine. Irregular.

Form Proto chloride by phosphorus, wash and get the

Chlorine.

A retort was prepared and filled with Nitrogen = 37 c: i: then naptholine and

introduced a little of the Naptha substance and filled it with chlorine.

chlorine, impurity about ^. Immediately on coming into contact

there was an action and heat evolved. The substance fumed,

effervesced and then soHdified. On placing the retort over

chlorine again there was absorption of 1*4 c: i:—put into sunshine

(fine day) and left till the evening— then i*6 more of chlorine

entered.

The solid substance does not look like perchloride of Carbon,

not being so crystalline and appearing moist. When the retort

was opened there were abundant fumes of M. A. G. These and

the chlorine were blown out and the substance examd. It was
tenacious and adhesive to the spatula— dissolved in Alcohol and

precipitated by water— fused and then volatilised but not so readily

as the perchloride. Its smell somewhat resembled a mixture of the

Naptha substance and the perchloride; when sublimed it did not

condense like the perchloride but was partly decomposed and

became coloured, and at a higher heat became bituminous, giving

out M. A. G. and at last left a charcoal behind. Is almost certainly

a mixture of Naptha substance and something else, but doubt

about its being the perchloride. The body has evidently lost

hydrogen and apparently, nay certainly, gained much chlorine.

A retort prepared and 24*25 c: i: of Nitrogen introduced. Then chloride of

5 c: i: of oleft. gas and 10 c: i: chlorine : set aside for half an hour carbon.

and then 19*25 more of chlorine let in, which just filled it, the

diminution having been 10. Barom. 29-1. It was then placed in

sunshine for the day— the solid formed and very little fluid seemed
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CHLORIDE OF remaining ; nevertheless when placed over chlorine not the slightest
CARBON, change in volume produced. Excellent.

The impurity in this chlorine about ^th. Have placed the

retort over Mercury to absorb the chlorine. Leave it till the

Morng.

See to-morrow, d
The pure perchloride heated in an open tube with phosphorus:

the latter inflamed in the vapour, burning brilHantly and depositing

charcoal, and being in excess formed proto chloride of Phos-

phorus. A portion of the chloride of carbon is converted into

protochloride, but this is decomposed when it comes with the

phosphorus in vapour into the hot part of the tube.

Heated over mercury. The same series of decompositions ensue

when the temperature of the vapour is sufficiently raised, and

sometimes the phosphorus inflames there.

Phosphorus put into Alcoholic solution of the substance

seemed to produce no effect on it— test for M. A. tomorrow.

Phosphorus mixes and dissolves in it.

CHLORIDE OF CAR- Sulphur mclted with it readily dissolved with it and the two
BON AND SULPHUR. crystalHsc on cooling into a yellowish mass. On being heated

the substance rises unchanged and leaves the sulphur also unaltered,

but when the mixed vapours are heated more highly there is

decomposition. Abundance of chloride of sulphur is formed

and proto chloride of carbon. Sometimes there are appearances

as if a carburet of sulphur were formed but I have not satisfied

myself.

AND IODINE. When a small quantity of Iodine is heated in a tube with the

substance the vapour of the colour of iodine soon disappears,

apparently as the perchloride becomes proto-chloride, and the

mixture which is very intimate remains fluid generally at common
temperature unless there be too much perchloride left. Water

poured on to the Mixture generally liberates iodine and reproduces

the colour of the vapour when heated; and the solution obtained,

being first heated to drive oflf free iodine, then contains chloride,

acid and precipitates both iodide and chloride of silver from

solution of silver.

The decomposition of the perchloride by the iodine does not

seem complete.
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The protochloride readily dissolves iodine and form[s] a beauti- and iodine.

ful red solution like those made by Alcohol of Sulphur, Chloric

Ether, etc.

Made some protochloride by passing it twice through a red proto chloride

hot glass tube. Still it was far from perfect decomposition, for carbon.

on evaporation it left the perchloride beautifully crystalline. The
proto chloride dissolves a good deal of the perchloride.

The protochloride (not quite pure) dropped on a thermometer

bulb sank it only from 62° to 56°, yet its evaporation seems rapid.

Perhaps the capacity of its vapour for heat is very small.

The fluid proto chloride seems to decompose water though

very slowly. When boiled many times successively for several

days in the same portion of water a small bubble of gas was given

off, apparently carbonic oxide, and the water very slightly precipi-

tated with Nitrate of Silver. Perhaps also Carbonic acid was
formed and dissolved; at least that would from its composition

be expected.

1820. OCTR. 19TH.

Phosphorus put into Alcoholic solution of the perchloride does per chloride of

not act on it in 24 hours nor does there appear any commence- carbon.

ment of action.

Sol. Ammonia added to the alcoholic solutn. of it makes it

dissolve less ammonia, and the same is to a certain extent with

potash, the substance crystallising when cooling in greater quantity.

There does not appear to be any action on the chloride though

after many hours the alkalies are found to contain a very small

quantity of chlorine.

See Yesterday. CL The retort left over mercury all night now
examined ; the Mercury stood up at Mark— 6 inches above the

level on the outside and Barometer 29*6. Then the Mercury which

occupied that part = 1-25 c: i:. The unexpanded Nitrogen =1*2
and the expanded M. A. G. and Nitrogen = 24 c: i;

Hence true Vols.

Chlorine . . . . 5*78

M.A. Gas .... 18-27

Nitrogen . . . . i'2
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PROTo CHLORIDE Scc lytli. TIic proto cliloride in ammonia still seemed to remain
OF CARBON. £qj. great part unchanged ; there was a slight absorption but

the retort this Mg. was very cold. The action seems slow only-

like sol. of Ammonia.
NAPTHOLiNE AND A retort exhaustcd and some Naptha substance and Iodine

IODINE, introduced: excess of latter. Mix by heat but apparently no
action—exposed to light— the two bodies crystallised here and

there separate from each other and without any action having

happened. Opened over Mercury; it rose entirely and only left

the quantity of air not taken out by the pump; therefore no gas

formed.
HYDRocARBURET Yestcrday Mng. a retort was got ready-exhausted-let in 1 1 -25

c:i: nitrogen—put in little Iodine and then 11*25 Oleft. gas-

exposed to light all day. Today colourless crystals had formed

on the glass like little speculae and the colour of the iodine had

in a great measure disappeared— did not touch the inside of the

retort, but on heating the part where the crystals rested they

fused, and on cooling the fluid crystallised again. Heated more
highly the substance sublimed and condensed in the upper part

in beautiful plates like body from Naptha.

Some parts were coloured brown and on heating these iodine

rose and stained the other parts. Crystals very beautiful on the

inside of retort. Drove the iodine about and then exposed again

to light. In the Afternoon placed over Oleft. gas— 1-5 c: i:

entered— then threw out a little of the gas by heat over mercury

and found it to contain no hydriodic acid gas, there being no

fumes in the air nor any absorption by water, and the gas burnt

as Oleft. The substance most probably a compound of Oleft.

gas and iodine analogous to chloric Ether.

See 23rd.

NAPTHOLINE AND A grain of Naptha substance put with 9-2 c: i: of chlorine into

a retort— the substance immediately heated, fused, effervesced and

became solid—exposed to light for the day. Then placed over

chlorine—4 c: i: entered and afterwards Mercury being admitted

it nearly filled the retort. Try again for quantity of M. A. G.; very

small and perhaps from the Naptha.

CHLORINE.
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Passed 5 gr. of the solid chloride through a tube containing perchloride of

peroxide of copper and heated red hot; gas came over and was carbon.

recvd. in tubes over water; its quantity amounted to 2*6 c:i:.

49 parts absorbed by potash left 4*5 = '0906, and these were a

mixture of carbonic oxide and common air—hence the 2*6 c: i:

were 2-36 Carb. Acid and -24 Carb. oxide and air- these are

= to '303 gr. carbon. See how much chlorine in the copper. It gave

15-8 chloride Silver = 3-9. Too little carbon, too much chlorine.

In this experiment a small portion both of the solid and fluid

chloride came over unchanged, but it was not in great quantity

and could not much interfere with the result. Repeat the Expt.

over Mercury.

Try the fluid chloride this way but get it pure first.

See Octr. 17th. * The retort has been left in the light since

then. Now there was no farther absorption, the quantity of fluid

chloride seemed lessened and there were many crystals about of

the solid chloride ; but as the fluid always as yet has contained the

other dissolved they may then have been introduced. On the

whole I think there is a slow reconversion back into solid chloride.

Try again. From the quantity of impurity left by absorbing

chlorine in the retort common air seems to have entered. The
absorption therefore greater than it appears.

Endeavoured to detonate with oxygen and also with hydrogen

in the detonating tube (solid chloride in vapour) but could not

succeed by strong electric sparks, in consequence of the heat

of the mixture not being high enough by Spirit lamp. When
heated with chlorate of potash or peroxide of Mercury it fre-

quently burns in the oxygen.

5 Grs. per chloride sent through a green glass tube heated

bright red for about 5 inches and the products received in sol.

of Nit. Silver— a little solid chloride still came over— then col-

lecting the chloride of Silver formed and drying it, it weighed

2*5 gr. = -615. This is nearly the same as the last and gives about

3 parts decomposed and 4 undecomposed. Supposing that the

per chloride loses i proportional of chlorine. Try again with

crystals in green tube.

Put a little ether in a tube into a bottle of chlorine and left it ether and

all night. There was no immediate action though the ether was chlorine.
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ETHER AND shakcii out of thc tube. Next Mng. there was Much M. A. Gas
CHLORINE, formed and a fluid body which sank to the bottom of the small

portion of water remaining in the bottle. Query Chloric Ether.

Try with Ether, a little water and chlorine in sun light and also

try in a dry retort.

21 OCTR.
VAPOUR OF Put the gold with Mercury into a tube and a bottle very care-
MERcuRY.

£^jjy them aside in a dark place for convenience sake.

PER CHLORIDE Put soiTie pcr chloride 2 or 3 days ago into an atmosphere of
CARBON AND hy^rogcn and exposed to sun light. When sublimed at first no

effect seemed produced, but now if sublimed a thick fluid is left,

apparently rather fixed and tenacious—sublimed the substance

about and left it for sun light again. ^

OCTR. 23RD.

The solid chloride was put on Sat. Mng. into an atmosphere

of Carbonic oxide and exposed to sun light through the day; and

in common light yesterday. This morning no change had taken

place. Nor when sublimed was any effect produced. No phos-

gene gas formed or chlorine separated.

This Mng. I placed this hydrogen retort over air; there was

a very little absorption, hardly appreciable. The fluid was very

evident here and there in small drops but a great quantity of the

solid chloride remained and very much hydrogen. On opening

the stock cock fumes of M. A. Gas appeared and very abundantly

with Ammonia. It was placed neck downwards in water to absorb

the M. A. Gas. Not more than half cub. inch was absorbed in

12 hours. The retort was then cut open and the apparently thick

fluid found to be nearly solid but not at all crystalline. It was

very adhesive and apparently not very combustible. When
Alcohol was poured on to it it became white and slightly opaque,

perhaps from the Alcohol dissolving out the perchloride mixed

with it. It is in very small quantity and its nature seems doubtful.

See the Evening. O
PERCHLORIDE Somc of thc solid chloride was put into Nitrous gas some days

cARB. AND N. GAS.
j^^g h^QV). cxposcd to hcat and light, but no change has

taken place.

V
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Put some of the substance into Nitrous acid gas and sublimed, perchloride car-

There appd. to be no action, and the nitrous acid when dissolved nitrous

by water and tested by Nit. of Silver gave so faint a cloud that
^^^^

it did not seem to have taken any of the chlorine from the sub-

stance. The substance remd. in the water and with its usual smell

just as it would have done without any action of the gas.

On the 20th I put some Naptha into an atmosphere of chlorine naptha and

in a retort; this was done in the evening. On the entrance of the chlorine.

chlorine the Naptha began to boil and heated considerably and

there appeared to be absorption, but that might be from the

cooling—expose to light tomorrow. 21st. In the evening looked

at it— colour of chlorine nearly gone. Naptha thick and tenacious.

Put over chlorine, absorption, and 5 c: i: entered— expose to Hght

tomorrow. 23rd. Chlorine colour nearly gone. Naptha very

thick but colourless— again placed over chlorine and 22 c: i:

entered— the water had cooled the cock and cap and some of the

contents had distilled over to that part. This when the gas entered

was thrown up in a fluid state and green from copper, but soon

solidified from the chlorine, at least in part. A little water seems

to have entered or rather I think to have been formed, for the

under part of the cock was dry.

See 19th. Prepared a retort and put in 6-55 c: i: nitrogen (its hydro carburet

contents by air pump) then a little Iodine and i c: i: of Oleft. iodine.

gas— little common air— sunshine. On the 20th. Crystals had

formed as in No. 5 and had exactly the same appearance and

properties— drove about the iodine and set it in the light— a Httle

entered by the stop cock. On the 21st. white crystals as before-

much of the iodine remaining—placed over oleft. gas, 5*25 c: i:

entered— then opened— the water that had leaked in not acid and

no hydriodic acid formed. Sol. of potash put into the retort and

the iodine dissolved out, leaving the crystals.

The retort of the 19th was now worked upon; the substance

was fused down all together, then left with solution of potash

all night and next Mng. the substance from both retorts collected

together.

The substance is white or colourless— solid— crystalline in

needles either by fusion or sublimation— transparent— of a sweet

taste— aromatic smell—biting on the tongue, especially when
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HYDRO CARBURET dissolvcd in Alcohol— not soluble in water—heavier than water—
OF IODINE, not affected by solution of potassa—not readily combustible—

readily soluble in ether and crystallising from its solution— fuses

before it volatilises— requires a moderately high heat for its

sublimation, that ofcamphor perhaps— crystallises from its etherial

sol.

NAPTHA AND The Naptha retort of this Morng. placed over air this evng.

:

CHLORINE, c: i: entered and the water appears more evident— opened,

there was plenty of M. Acid in solution and as gas- then water

was poured in— the Naptha did not dissolve in it and seemed

inclined to float, but at last several globules of it collected at the

bottom and it was evidently rather heavier than water. The water

decanted off and alcohol introduced, it dissolved a small portion

of the white substance by heat, which by evaporation and pre-

cipitation by water was separated again. Ether dissolved it more
readily and again deposited it by evaporation. The taste of the

solution was very acrid and biting, etc. The Alcoholic and

Etherial solutions put together and slowly evaporated deposited

at first flocculi which soon aggregated into a thick tenacious

gummy substance, having no taste, burning with difficulty,

but then when in the flame of the lamp giving out charcoal

and M. A.

When heated in a tube it was partly decomposed, leaving a heavy

residue, and a coloured fluid rose (query fluid chloride of Carbon)

burning with a much redder and denser flame than before. The
solution seems to contain some principle different to that which

deposits, for it is very sapid whilst the other is insipid. It is

slightly acid also, but that is from M. A. To be examined

into. ^

PERCHLORiDE Sce this Mng. O The substance left undissolved by the Alcohol
CARBON AND

3. dry pulvcrulcnt powder insoluble in it and water but very
HYDROGEN,

goluble in ether and thrown down from it by evaporation as a

powder again. The alcohol was left to evaporate spontaneously

all night and left a small portion of a white powder or rather

substance which in burning tinged the flame of the spirit lamp

blue and gave off charcoal. When the remains of it were heated

in a capsule much M. A. rose, giving fumes with ammonia, and

the capsule remained soiled by charcoal.
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There ought to be another chloride containing more chlorine, chlorides of

and my solid chloride should be a compound of this and the carbon.

proto chloride:

the proto "O
per "THI this wanting

intermediate .... this I have

Examine the apparently more fixed body before observed.

Make fluid chloride by heating bottom of tube and then see

whether it contains solid perchloride

Heat my solid chloride in chlorine in sunshine.

Get the fluid pure by distilHng in close tube by the cold of ether

or water evaporation.

Heat the fluid again with chlorine and see what the crystals are.

Query: is the Naptha body by chlorine the perchloride or that

from Naptha substance.

Combine these with fluid chloride and see if they crystallise.

Carbon added to bodies often gives volatility: Sul. of Carbon,

Carbonic oxide and acid, Carburetted hydrogen, Cyanogen, etc.

^ Examined some more of this substance—was the same as naptha and

before, giving off much M. A. G. and leaving abundance of char- chlorine.

coal in the tube, difficult of maceration. This was passed through

a red hot tube. Mem. to examine the gas given off with the Mur.

Acid gas and see what it is.

OCTR. 24TH, 1820.

Put some perchloride into an atmosphere of Sulphuretted perchloride and

hydrogen gas, sublimed it within and exposed it to sun light, sul. hydrogen.

but no action.

Passed some of the perchloride through a green glass tube proto chloride

filled with broken rock crystal and heated red— the object being of carbon.

to form the fluid. There was no charcoal deposited but only the

fluid and chlorine. The chlorine bleached litmus paper held in it.

The fluid was of a slightly yellow colour and contained dissolved

much chlorine, so as to give it off by the warmth of the hand

only-being heated the chlorine rose in abundance from it and

when that was driven off, the substance itself rose by increasing

the heat— it then became much more pale—was not so volatile— .
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PROTO CHLORIDE depositcd a few crystals— did not act at boiling temperatures on
OF CARBON. 1'mc OT Ccivh. lime— Nit. of Silver does not act on it in a week or

two— nor water, etc.

PERCHLORiDE 6 gr. of the solid per chloride were sent through a white glass

CARBON, tube heated red and the gas recvd. in nit. of silver. The fluid was
then redistilled into Nit. of Silver carefully and all the parts of

the tube washed out with it; 3 grs. of dry chloride of silver were
obtained.

Want green glass tubes.

OCTR. 26, 1820.

PROTO CHLORIDE Distlllcd some of the proto chloride, obtained by passing over
OF CARBON, crystal, by hot air at a gentle heat in a tube, to separate it if possible

from any thing else; was 8 or 10 hours going over and then about

half had passed ; this being separated the rest was set on again,

but distilled very slowly, and in 14 hours had scarcely sent any

over— it is now much more fixed, perhaps from the accumulation

of soUd chloride in the portion left—put to cool.

RESIN IN CHLORINE. Put some resin last night into an atmosphere of chlorine—no
action at common temperatures either in or out of light. When
heated the resin fumed, a fluid like water condensed within the

glass—M. A. Gas fumes played about, the resin blackened and in

some spots inflamed, depositing charcoal. It was rather difficult

to melt and more resembled thin cheese than resin. It blackened,

etc. when heated and no ready or definite decomposition seemed

effected.

Results do not promise much.

NAPTHA AND Have put some more Naptha with water and chlorine in the
CHLORINE, light—the results as yet the same as before.

CHLORINE AND OIL Passed a current of chlorine into a quantity of oil of turpentine

:

OF TURPENTINE, it was readily absorbed and fumes of M. A. Gas arose. No
chlorine passed free through the oil of turpentine. The vol: con-

siderably increased and at last the oil heated and became brown,

but the flask was now exhausted of chlorine and was taken away
to be recharged with a fresh Mixture— then the action went on

and at last the oil thickened from the formation of artificial

camphor. The action on the whole similar to that in the retort

below.
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Put some oil of turpentine into a retort and then filled with chlorine and oil

chlorine—much heat generated and then slight inflammation turpentine.

forming Mur. Acid Gas and charcoal. Placed over chlorine again

there was absorption and fresh heating but no inflammation— then

there was very little farther absorption till water was let in to

absorb the M. A. Gas formed, but afterwards fresh chlorine

entered and the action went on as before—on again letting Chlorine

in the action was much diminished— to be placed in light.

Passed M. A. Gas through oil of turpentine. Artificial camphor artificial

formed, the gas being rapidly absorbed. Obtained the camphor camphor.

by filtration.

OCTR. 28TH, 1820.

Passed 5 gr. of solid chloride through a white glass tube over perchloride of

oxide of Zinc mixed with Zinc—but the tube melted and burnt carbon.

so expt. incomplete— the gas that came over was nearly all car-

bonic oxide—but on examining the interior of the tube there was

much charcoal deposited which I got out by Mur. Acid—and I

found that the chlorine could be got with the greatest facility

from the Zinc by N. A. and N. of Silver. The process will not

do for the gas—but it promises well by oxide of Zinc.

Passed 5 grains of solid chloride over oxide of Zinc in a green

glass tube— obtained 69 parts of gas of which 18*5 were carbonic

oxide and 50*5 carbonic acid; 35-4 of these parts = i c: i:, hence

there were '5226 c: i: carb. ox. and 1-4265 carbonic acid, being

1*95 on the whole = -25 gr. carbon.

This not so much as with the per oxide of copper. The gas

came over very cloudy and appeared to bring some of the fluid

chloride with it. See how much chlorine the Zinc gives. It gave

1
1 -2 chloride Silver = 2-77 chlorine. The decomposition very in-

complete and the chlorine in excess; probably a portion of proto

chloride has been formed which will account for it and indeed

must have been the case from the circumstances.

OCTR. 30TH, 1820.

Reheat the fixed part of the fluid chloride and then see if it heating.

becomes as volatile as the other part.

Expose both fixed and volatile parts to spontaneous evapora-

tion on glass and see what solid chloride is left.
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HEATING. Lower the temperature of both portions and try to crystallise

or freeze them.

Get Spec. Gravity.

Send the solid chloride over oxide of Copper in an Iron tube

for the Carbonic acid gas and receive over Mercury.

Do the same in a good length of green glass tube.

Expose both fixed and volatile fluids in chlorine.

May perhaps get the chlorine accurately by passing the sub-

stance over a good length of heated Zinc in a green or white

glass tube, or over Iron in those tubes.

Or perhaps in Metal tubes with Zinc.

PROTo CHLORIDE Took thc S. G. of somc of the distilled Chloride of the 26th.
OF CARBON. Xhe little glass vessel I made with its corks stand weighed 7*3 gr.;

filled up to a mark with the chloride it weighed 10-25 g^-

filled up to the same mark with water it weighed 9-2 gr. The
chloride therefore 2-95 and the water 1-9— this gives 1-55263 for

the S. G. of the fluid chloride.

This fluid chloride which I take to be pure was very volatile,

and when heated at the bottom of water was converted into

vapour when the water rose to between 160° and 170° F. It

remained unacted upon beneath it and sol. of sul. silver scarcely

affected the water; the effect which did take place probably from

chlorine dissolved. It evaporated rapidly in a glass dish and left

no traces of solid chloride behind nor of any thing else. It was

not combustible except when heated by being held in the flame,

and then burnt with a bright yellow light, much smoke and

Acid fumes.

Its refractive power is very high apparently; two small tubes

being filled one with water and one with the substance, then both

immersed in water and a piece of printed paper lying at the

bottom looked at through them, the water tube made the letters

look smaller but the chloride tube made them look much larger.

Enquire best means of ascertaining refractive power. The fluid

does not freeze at the 0° of Faht.

OCTR. 31ST.

PERCHLORiDE Passcd 5 grains of the solid perchloride over per oxide of
CARBON, copper in a green glass tube: 2-65 c: i: of gas were recvd. over
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hot water; of this jj was carbonic oxide and the rest carbonic perchloride

acid; these = '34 of a grain of carbon. Now see how much carbon.

chlorine in the copper; gave 17-7 chloride of silver = 4*36

chlorine + a little of the substance passed undecomposed.

NOVR. 1ST, 1820.

Endeavoured to send 5 gr. of the perchloride over Zinc in

glass tube but the Zinc and also its chloride are too volatile and

the glass tube swelled and blew out. The tube examined con-

tained plenty of chloride of Zinc and charcoal.

Examined the two portions of fluid that had been separated by proto chloride

slow distillation. The part that had passed over when evaporated carbon.

spontaneously left no soHd chloride. The other part, evaporated

spontaneously, left a little solid chloride; at least it answered in

all points when tested by subHmation, combustion. Alcohol,

water, etc. and the part which rose seemed readily volatile. Must
distil it again by warm air.

Passed 8 gr. of the perchloride over peroxide of copper in a perchloride of

brazed Iron tube and received gas over Mercury. 4 c: i: of carbon.

carbonic acid gas came over, but the tube gave way before the

experiment was finished and from the fumes in the receiver it was

evident a portion passed undecomposed.

Then Passed 5 gr. through another Iron tube with per oxide

of copper; this tube stood the fire and 3-9 c: i: of gas were received

over mercury. Barom. 29-85. Therm. 54°. Very good expt.

NOV. 2, 1820.

5 Gr. distilled slowly in a green glass tube and the gas recevd.

in sol. of nit. of silver, also the tube washed out with it and the

fluid redistilled into it, gave by the most careful Management 43
gr. chloride of silver i-o6 chlorine— too Httle chlorine—but

some of the perchloride had escaped decomposition and con-

densed in crystals in the tube.

NOV. 3RD.

Went to Dr. Wollaston and ascertained the refractive power protochloride

of the fluid chloride— it was 1*4875, water being 1-336. The per carbon.

chloride has a very high refractive power, being above 1*5767.

3-2
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PERCHLORIDE OF Hcatcd somc of the perchloride with carb. of Ammonia. Mur.
CARBON, of Ammonia formed and a smell perceived something like

cyanogen—but perhaps only proto chloride formed.

Put some of the sublimed perchloride with hydrogen into sun

light in a dry retort and left for the present.

See Deer. 20th.

NOVR. 13TH.

Perchloride sunk in Oil Vitriol of S. G. 1*85. Is by weighing

in water as nearly as possible 2.

WITH EARTHS AND Hcatcd with Protoxide of lead it gives chloride of lead and
OXIDES. Carbonic oxide and acid.

Do. with Zinc.

With potash uncertain; water interferes.

Heated with lime, the lime burns brilliantly, charcoal is de-

posited, Carbonic acid formed and absorbed and chloride of lime

produced.

The same with barytes, the combustion as brilliant as phos-

phorus in oxygen—no gas liberated, no Carb. oxide formed.

Do. with Strontites.

Not with Magnesia; only chlorine and proto chloride produced.

Did not make protoxide of Zinc burn.

HEIGHT OF CLOUDS. There was a fire on Thursday Eveng. in Broad court, Drury
Lane. The clouds were low and recvd. a strong illumination from

the hre beneath them. The angle taken from the top of the R.

Institution by a quadrant formed by the clouds, the institution

and the fire, was 24°. Hence the height of the clouds will be =

PERCHLORIDE OF Hydrogcn and the perchloride passed through a red hot tube—
CARBON AND some soHd chloride passed unaltered—fluid chloride passed
HYDROGEN,

^oloured brownish-M. A. Gas was evolved and the rock crystal

and tube were blackened by deposition of charcoal. Hence though

the principal action was the conversion of the per into proto

chloride, yet part of the latter seems to have been decomposed

by the hydrogen.

pROTocHLORiDE Proto chloHde— soluble in Alcohol— solution burns with a

OF CARBON, greenish flame and evolves fumes of Muriatic acid.

Sol. in Ether (very)— also evolves fumes on burning.

Sol. in Volatile Oils- they burn with fumes of Mur. Acid.
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Sol. in fixed oils; but heat does not seem to char the solution proto chloride of

and evolve acid as sols, of the perchloride do. carbon.

It is not soluble in N., M. or Sul. acids nor do any of them

act on it at common temperatures.

It is not soluble in sol. of the Alkalies—nor do they exert any

action at common temperature. Ammonia after standing 12 hours

on it does not contain any chlorine.

Put into solutions of the hydriodates it does not act on them.

In hydriodic acid. Query.

Heated Chloride of Silver and S. A. in a flask— decomposition chloride of

and liberation of M. A. G. Afterwards wash off excess of S. A. silver and sul.

and got sol. of Sul. Silver.

Sul. Silver may be fuzed at a red heat without decomposition—

hence easy to convert chloride into sulphate of silver.

NOVR. 14TH.

Three retorts Numbered i, 2 and 6. Some of the fluid chloride proto chloride

put with chlorine into retort 2, it being dry. carbon, etc. etc.

Some of proto chloride with Amm. Gas into No. i.

Some of the proto chloride with Sul. Hydrogen gas into No. 6.

No immediate action in any of them.

No action between the proto chloride and aqueous solution of

Sul. Hydrogen.

An Alcoholic solution of Sul. Hydrogen made and some of

the proto chloride dropped into and dissolved in it; also after a

Httle while put in a drop of Ammonia, heated a little to drive off

Sul. Hy., Amm., etc. and then tested by N. of Silver. There was

chloride of silver formed. Hence M. A. produced and probably

Sulphuret of Carbon.

To pass Substance and Sul. Hydrogen through hot tube.

Passed 5
gr. perchloride over quick lime—some passed un- perchloride

decomposed from strong ignition causing a little explosion— carbon.

obtained 17 gr. chloride of silver afterwards = 4*2 chlorine.

Pretty good, but repeat.

NOVR. i6th.

Retort No. 2 of Novr. 14th has been exposed to sun light protochloride

yesterday and to-day. Now abundant crystals and fluid nearly ^nd chlorine.
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pROTocHLORiDE gonc. Tlic crystals were some dendritic and some square plates

AND CHLORINE. ^^cJ the microscope some rhomboidal. The retort placed over

air full 1*5 inches entered, hence absorption of chlorine and

formation of perchloride— then the air within retort examined—

there was no Mur. Acid— the substance sublimed—was sol. in

alcohol and precipitated by water— it had the smell, etc. and was

the solid chloride. I can't help thinking the rhomboidal crystals

were a deuto chloride of carbon =
ca

CL * . Ascertain this.

cL

AND suL. The Retort No. 6 of the 14th has been there 2 days in pretty

HYDROGEN. gQod sun light, but there has not been the slightest action. No
change in the fluid, no absorption. No M. A. formed.

COOLED. The proto chloride cooled to 0° of Faht. No crystallisation

or solidification— the thermometer indicated io°—but the cold was

produced by pounded ice and Salt.

AND AMMONL4. Thc rctort No. I with Ammoniacal gas and protochloride has

also been exposed 2 days to sun light (perhaps 5 hours per day),

but not the sHghtest action of any kind.

PROTO CHLORIDE 2'7 gr. of the pure proto chloride passed over red hot barytes—
AND EARTHS, brilliant combustion with flame and very little charcoal deposited

—when cold the whole of the barytes dissolved in diluted nitric

acid, filtered and precipitated by nitrate of Silver gave 9*4 gr.

dry, of chloride of silver = 2*32 gr. chlorine; should be 2*307.

Very good expt.

1-6 gr. of do. passed over red hot lime—lime not quite dry-
combustion not so bright and much charcoal deposited; a little

passed undecomposed. This dissolved in N. A., etc. gave 5*2 gr.

of chloride of silver = i -28 gr. of chlorine. This gives 4 chlor. + i

carbon by weight; too little chlorine; 5*55 of chloride silver would

have been right.

I fancy a little of the barytes was peroxide and hence the small

quantity of carbon deposited. I had been making peroxide of

barium in the day.

PROTOCHLORIDE Somc of thc protochloridc and phosphorus heated in a small

AND PHOSPHORUS, tubc. It dissolvcs a little phosphorus and when the solution is

exposed to the air on paper the phosphorus generally inflames

as the chloride evaporates. There appears to be no action on the

chloride at a heat which boils it, for water afterwards poured
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into the tube to wash out all soluble, being saturated with pure protochloride

ammon. and evaporated to dryness with a little nitrate of barytes ^^d phosphorus.

and heated, left nothing which being washed with water gave a

precipitate of chloride of silver. Hence no M. A. formed by the

heating of the two bodies at this temp.

The proto chloride dissolves sulphur and the hot solution

crystallises on cooling. There is no decomposition effected at

the boiling heat.

It does not lower the thermometer more than 6° by evaporation

from it. From 60° to 54°.

1820. NOVR. 17TH.

Put a little proto chloride and sub. carb. of ammon. into a and ammon.

tube and heated the bottom red hot. There was decomposition

of the substance, charcoal was deposited. Muriatic acid formed

and probably nitrogen liberated. Hence ammonia at high heats

decomposes the chlorides.

The proto chloride in vapour mixed over mercury with and hydrogen.

hydrogen and raised to about 300° F. An Electric spark passed

through did not cause its detonation but many gradually decom-

posed the chloride and formed M. A.

The protochloride treated in a similar way with oxygen; no and oxygen.

action took place.

Treated in a similar way with a mixture ofoxygen and hydrogen and oxy. and

the first spark caused a detonation with a bright flame in the tube; hydrogen.

the gases were much expanded in volume and were M. A. and

Carbonic oxide and acid.

Repeat and ascertain proportions.

1820. NOVR. 20TH.

Made a mixture of equal vols, of Oxygen and Hydrogen over protochloride

mercury and detonated i vol of this mixture with some of the ^^^^ ^xy.

vapour of the substance by electric spark over mercury. Inflam-

mation bright, vol. of gases nearly doubled and a little charcoal

deposited apparently by the action of the mercury on the chloride

of carbon at the high temperature produced. A little water put

in absorbed as nearly as possible half the gas produced or i

vol., which was mur. acid, and the other half when examined
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PROTOCHLORIDE containcd no oxygen or carbonic acid but was pure carbonic
WITH oxY. acid. I It appears the mercury with the oxygen had assisted in
AND H\.

(decomposing the substance, so as to form carbonic oxide instead

of carbonic acid.

Good Expt.

Detonate with vapour of water.

It will not detonate with vapour of water.

Made a mixture of 2 vol. hydrogen i vol. oxygen, put in 3 vols,

with some fluid into det. tube, vapourized and detonated. Ap-
parently vapour of water rose from the mercury—would not

detonate at first from excess of vapour— at last detonated when
nearly cold. When quite cold the vol. of gas rather more than 3

;

on admitting a little water very little absorption, bringing it to

rather less than 3. These 3 inflammable with a light blue flame

paler than carb. oxide. After detonation no carbon deposited.

Plenty of Mur. acid in the water passed up. It seems that the

detonation had given rise to Water, Carb. oxide, Carb. acid,

mur. acid and little free hydrogen. The Mur. acid had been

absorbed by the water previously in the tube. Repeat expt. in

New tubes.

1820. NOVR. 21.

Made a mixture of i vol. oxygen and 2 vols, hydrogen;

detonated 3 vols, of it with the vapour of the proto chloride by
the electric spark over mercury. When cold the expansion was

nearly to 6 vols. Then a very small quantity of water let in

absorbed nearly 4 vols, of Muriatic acid gas and 2 vols, were

found to be carlDonic oxide. A very small residuum was left, being

common air introduced with the tube containing the proto chloride.

Detonated 5 -o parts of a similar mixture in the same way with

more of the protochloride. The expansion was to 9*75 and the

absorbt. of Mur. acid gas by water equalled 6*25, leaving 3*5

which were carbonic oxide with a very small portion of common
air introduced as before by the tube. The Inflammation in both

these cases was bright but no carbon was deposited nor did the

mercury seem to have acted.

Good expts,

^ ? oxide
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Passed 3 gr. of the proto chloride over per oxide of copper protochloride

heated red in an iron tube: obtained 3*6 c: i: of carbonic acid oxide of

gas, mixed with a Httle common air equal to •! of a cub. inch;

a little of the substance passed undecomposed in fumes. The
copper taken out, dissolved in N. A. and precipitated gave 6*5 gr.

of chloride of Silver, but it was difficult to collect all from the

tube. The 3*5 c: i: = -449 gr. of carbon; should be '436 or 3*4 c: i:

nearly.

NOVR. 22ND, 1820.

Hydrogen and the vapour of the protochloride substance and hydrogen.

passed through a red hot glass tube— there was complete decom-

position. Inflammation took place in the tube and the substances

burnt together as they reached the hot part of the tube in a

regular flame. Charcoal was deposited and Mur. acid gas in

abundance liberated.

Made a mixture of 3 vols, hydrogen and i vol. oxygen— perchloride

detonated 4 vols, of it with the solid chloride in vapour over carbon with ox.

mercury— the expansion was to 6 vols., water took up 4 vols.

which were Mur. acid ; the 2 remaining burnt with a bright flame

as if carburetted hydrogen were there. No carbonic acid was

formed but water seems to have been formed.

In another experiment of the same kind hydrogen appeared to

remain behind and some carbonic acid was formed. These results

too irregular to be useful.

Made a mixture of 3 vols, hydrogen and 2 oxygen; this should

give M. Acid and Carbonic acid—but on detonation gave all sorts

of results—M. A. Gas, Calomel, Carbonic oxide and a little car-

bonic acid were produced and perhaps water. Aflinities very

nearly balanced amongst these substances.

Results useless.

DECR. 20TH.

The retort with perchloride in Hydrogen has been in light until perchloride and

now, but there has been no action. Very fine crystals of per-

chloride have formed by slow sublimation.

See Novr. nth.
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suL. ACID FROZEN. Frozc some S. A. of S. G. about 1*78: the crystals were large

but irregular and appeared to be oblique octoedrons. When
mixed with ice they became fluid with moderate rapidity, but

produced very little heat.

JANY. 2.

CHLORINE FROZEN. Put a moist bottlc of chlorine into the yard. When the chlorine

had frozen the crystals were in very delicate long spiculae stretching

out into the centre of the bottle from the side and some of them
2 inches long. They appeared equally thick in their whole length.

A little frozen chlorine put into cold water did not seem readily

soluble in it.

1821. JANY. 3.

PHOSPHATE OF Whcn thc insoluble phosphate of lime is put into nitric acid
LIME. dissolved and then precipitated by oxalate of Ammonia much

oxalate of lime falls; the solution when filtered, evaporated, heated

red, etc. is still a phosphate of lime which when once fused is

neutral and insoluble in water.

1820. MAY 23.

Chlorine and Carb. acid in sun light for 12 hours: no action.

Chlorine and Nitrous oxide in sun light for 12 hours: no action.

Mur. Amm. and sulphur distilled together; both rose together

but sulphur most readily—no action.

1 821. JANY. 24TH.

julin's substance. Substance from M. Julin, Sublimed it through lime and then

dried it by Leslie's process. It liberated a little ammonia but had

no further action, and when thus pure did not act on the lime.

When heated red hot in green glass tube it was partially

decomposed, depositing charcoal and becoming coloured, but

this took place with difficulty.

A portion of it was heated over mercury with oxygen and de-

tonated, depositing charcoal and producing expansion of volume.

By lime water a little carbonic acid seemed formed but the result

was principally carbonic oxide. The inflammation was very bright

CHLORINE AND CAR-

BONIC acid: ALSO
WITH NITROUS OX-
IDE, MUR. AMM. AND

SULPHUR.
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(it burns with a bright flame in the air). It fuses when heated julin's substance.

and then volatilizes, condensing in fine prismatic needles. It is

sol. in spirit of wine and is thrown down by water.

A portion was heated in chlorine to redness but appeared to

suffer no change, subliming backward and forward through the

heated (red) parts of the tube but always crystallizing as before.

Yet still a gas seemed produced, for when the chlorine in the tube

was absorbed by Mercury a gas remained which was not absorb-

able by mercury or water or alkalies and not combustible with

either oxygen or hydrogen by the electric spark. Doubtful whether

common air had in any way got in.

Of this gas 2*5 vols.

+ 3*5 oxygen

6 did not detonate by spark

added 4 hydrogen

10 they diminished to 3*5

added 2-1 hydrogen

These diminished to 2-7

added 3*8 hydrogen

6*5, but no diminution or action by the

electric spark. I think it must be nitrogen only.

1821. MARCH 5TH.

Put some artificial tannin into chlorine and placed them in day artificial tannin

light and sun light : were left there. in chlorine.

Put some iodine in Olefiant gas and placed them in day and hydro garb, of

sun light : were left. See Octr. 22. iodine.

1821. MARCH 14TH.

Prints of Mr. Solly's plate. bank notes.

Number them i, 2, 3, 4.

No. I was sized and left to dry.

No. 2 was sized and in about 10 minutes dipped into a weak
infusion of bark.

No. 3 was sized and in 10' dipped into a stronger infusion of bark.
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BANK NOTES. No. 4 WLis sizcd, left to dry and then dipped in chlorine in solution.

Nos. 2 and 3 were considerably coloured by the infusion.

No. 5
dipped into a borax infusion of Shell lac and when dry

into very weak mur. acid.

No. 6 dipped into a borax infusion of shell lac and left to dry.

The colour of these two of a pale sienna tint and I think

agreeable.

1821. MARCH 20TH.

CHARCOAL AND Put somc Lamp black that had previously been heated red into
CHLORINE. ^ retort, filled the retort with chlorine, drew out the neck at the

blow pipe and sealed it hermetically. Placed on the house top

and left there for solar influence. See April 4th, 1822.

ETHER AND 25 th. Introduccd some Ether with chlorine into a dry retort.

CHLORINE. Much chlorinc absorb[ed] and ether became bright yellow colour.

Colour disappeared—introduced a little water—much mur. acid

gas condensed— let in more chlorine— repeated the introduction

of chlorine and left it for a day or two.

29th. Put a little ether into a large dry retort with chlorine

and had introduced more chlorine into the retort above; was pro-

ceeding with them to the house top and had just got out at the

door into bright cloud light when inflammation took place in both

retorts. The larger one was burst into atoms; mur. acid gas and

charcoal were evolved. The smaller (25 th) did not burst but

became black from charcoal.

March 30th. Put a little ether into a large retort and filled it

with chlorine. This done by candle light : a little absorption at

first, then left it all night in a dark place. On April i examined

it; there was very slight expansion of volume. The colour of the

chlorine considerably diminished and the substance inside thick

and apparently adhesive. Exposed to sun light no further change

took place. A little water let in absorbed 26-5 c: i: of mur. acid

gas and produced a milky appearance in the retort. The retort

was filled with water to remove gas, acid, etc.; an insoluble

adhesive substance remained on the glass. The water was poured

offand alcohol introduced; it immediately dissolved the substance.

The solution tasted piquant, precipitated with water white and

very much resembled the substance from Naptha (1820, Oct. 23).
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Evaporated to dryness got a small quantity of a gummy substance ether and

still resembling the other. chlorine.

April 5th. Clean Tamarind stones— distilled at dull red heat— ammonia in

much tar, etc. given off—introduced some solid caustic potassa tamarind stones.

into the products and much ammonia produced— distilled the

whole and obtained a very strong clear solution of ammonia.

Query the nature of the tamarind plants and the quantity of

nitrogen the stones contain. Query also the state of combination.

1821. APRIL 6th.

Phoenecian coin analysed— is composed of Copper + Silver, ancient coin.

It was a small cast coin weighing about 120 grains, having a rough

white surface but brittle coppery fracture. It contained no lead,

tin or antimony. The design was bold and well preserved and

consisted apparently of characters or symbolic marks. A whole

bag of these coins were found at and were bought

for/; .

April 16. Some ether has been repeatedly acted on by chlorine ether and

and with water in the retort—a substance is left below the acid chlorine.

water which is fluid but will not mix— it is not at all volatile so

that the water has been dried off from it— it burns with fumes

of M. A., is soluble in Alcohol, precipitated by water— smell like

camphor rather and resembles the former substances procured.

April 16. Alcohol absorbs a little Sul. Hy. but does not alter sul. hy. in

it; the Alcohol retains a peculiar odour, Hke garlic, when the alcohol.

S. Hy. is driven off, but does not precipitate metallic solutions.

April 1 8th. Ossified artery from a Man's Leg. The ossifying ossified artery.

matter phosphate of lime— for Walford.

May 21. At the London Institution: Sir H. Davy's expts. electro-

Present Dr. Ure, Mr. Pepys, Mr. Vernon, etc. etc. with self. magnetism.

Arc of voltaic flame in exhausted receiver; 2000 pair of plates,

length of arc about 2-5 inches.

Horse shoe magnet (strong) approached to the side of the arc;

the arc and magnet moved in contrary directions but the course

of the arc was curved thus ^ and thus ^ ^

.

When the magnet was turned round then the arc followed its

voltaic flame.
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motions, or in the contrary direction, both moving to the right

or left togedier;* before it was thus.t

Expt. widi a brush of common electricity the same.

1821. JUNE 1ST.

julin's Julin's substance. Having obtained more of it a portion was
CHLORIDE OF passed over heated quick Hme; the lime blackened much, no com-

CARBON.
bustible gas came over and much of the substance disappeared; a

small portion however passed through and condensed in the tube.

Ammonia also appeared.

• Finding this a losing process, some crystals which appeared

to be very pure were boiled for some time in caustic soda in

solution, then filtered out, well washed and dried. They then

appeared to be pure.

3 grains were then passed over per oxide of copper in a green

glass tube. 5-7 cubic inches of gas were received over mercury,

nearly the whole of which were condensed by caustic soda— a very

minute portion of the substance had passed unaltered. Part of

the copper (an inappreciable) was reduced, but a crystalline body
appeared here and there in the tube which when examined proved

to be chloride of copper. This and the oxide was dissolved in

N. A. and the whole precipitated by Nit. of Silver. 6-i gr. of

chloride of silver were obtained but much had been lost in

testing, etc.

Hence it is probably a chloride of carbon: to prove tliat it

contained no loose chlorine a portion was dissolved in Alcohol

and Nit. of silver added; there was no precipitation.

A portion was boiled some time in water and the water tested

by N. of Silver, but no precipitation took place; hence no mixed

Muriates as of Ammonia.
A portion was passed over red hot rock crystal in a green

glass tube. The crystal became covered with charcoal and the

gas received into sol. of nit. of Silver precipitated chloride of

silver.

This was repeated with the small portion of substance that had

been passed through hot quick lime and the same results pro-

duced.

A third time repeated the results were the same.
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Query the formation of fluid chloride. julin's

To pass a gm. weight of it over pure quick lime and get chloride of

chlorine: also ascertain the absence of ammonia.
carbon.

To detonate it with mixed oxygen and hydrogen.

To expose it to sun light in chlorine.

To act on light hydro carb. by chlorine in sun light.

To detonate by oxygen alone.

The non alteration of volume by detonation with oxygen

formerly was occasioned by the absorption of the chlorine by the

mercury. The experiments prove the absence of oxygen in excess

above hydrogen and strength[en] the idea of the body being a

binary compound.

JUNE 5TH.

Little tube and substance 8-3 gr.—substance alone 2 gr. These

sublimed over quick lime at a red heat: there was ignition in the

tube when the vapour touched the lime and much charcoal was

deposited. The lime was then dissolved in pure nitric acid— there

was a slight smell of sul. hydrogen from sulphur as impurity in

the substance. This was driven off by heat and then the solution

precipitated by nitrate of silver; it gave 5*9 grains of chloride of

silver = i '46 chlorine.

Much carbon was left in making the solution of lime; it weighed

when dried in the air '45 of gr., but still retained a little water

and contained a small portion of Hme.

2 vols, of oxygen -}- 2 vols, of hydrogen were detonated over

mercury (hot) with excess of the vapour of the substance— the

inflammation was bright and the diminution to one volume— drops
of a fluid like water appeared in the tube and a whiteness like

action on the mercury. A little lime water let up absorbed nearly

all the residue and precipitated carb. of lime; a little acetic acid

being then added the solution became clear, and on testing by
Nit. of silver, chloride of silver was deposited.

It is probable that the 2 vols, of hydrogen took i of the oxygen

to form water and that the remaining oxygen acted with the

mercury in decomposing a portion of the substance— thus carb.

acid and chloride of mercury would be formed, and the latter
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julin's decomposed by the lime water would give the chloride of silver

CHLORIDE OF bv prccipitation.
CARBON. Query does the lime water blacken the tube.

Does not a little sulphur remain in the substance and blacken

the mercury?

JUNE 27TH.

Julins substance. Heated with phosphorus in green glass tube

over mercury: decomposition by the phosphorus, charcoal de-

posited, chloride of phosphorus formed. No Muriatic acid gas

produced.

Heated in the same way with iron; immediate decomposition,

charcoal deposited and protochloride of iron formed. The tube

washed out gave green muriate of iron.

Heated with mercury alone slowly decomposed.

Mixed 2 Vols, of oxygen and i vol. of hydrogen; detonated

3 vols, of the mixture with excess of the vapour of the chloride

over mercury. On applying the lamp so as to volatilise the sub-

stance the mixture inflamed within the tube without the electric

spark, and burnt with a bright inflammation ; the volume expanded

to vols., which were a mixture of muriatic acid gas, carbonic

acid gas and carbonic oxide gas. A very small quantity of lime

water added caused the absorption of 2 vols, of the gas; on adding

a farther quantity it remained transparent and it required more

than the bulk of the whole gas before it became turbid from the

formation of carbonate; at last became turbid and then the whole

absorption of Mur. and Carbonic acid gas = vols., leaving

vols, which were found to be carbonic oxide. On adding

acetic acid to the solution till it became transparent and then

testing, plenty of Muriate of lime was found.
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Electromagnetic expts. with Hare's Calorimotor. To be re- electro-

membered that this is a single series? magnetism.

1. Position of the expt. wire A*.
^

2. Positions at first ascertained were as follows

3. On examining these more minutely found that each pole had

4 positions, 2 of attraction and 2 of repulsion, thus

4. Or looking from above down on to sections of the wire

5. Or

6. These indicate motions in circles round each pole, thus

Hence the wire moves in opposite circles round each pole

and/or the poles move in opposite circles round the wire. To
establish the motion of the wire a connecting piece was placed

upright in a cork on water; its lower end dipped into a little

basin of mercury in the water and its upper entered into a little

7. inverted silver cup containing a globule of mercury; the ar-

rangement of battery poles always as at first. Magnets of different
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power brought perpendicularly to this wire did not make it re-

volve as Dr. Wollaston expected, but thrust it from side to side.

8, 9. The wire then bent into a crank form, thus, and by repeated

applications of the poles of the magnets the following motions

^\'e^e ascertained, looking from above down on the circle de-

scribed by the bent part of the wire, different Magnetic poles

shewn by letters. North pole in centre. The rod in the circle is

merely put there to shew the front and back part.

10. Magnetic poles on the outside of the circle the wire de-

scribed*.

11. The effort of the wire is always to pass off at a right angle

from the pole, indeed to go in a circle round it; so when either

pole was brought up to the wire perpendicular to it and to the

radius of the circle it described, there was neither attraction nor

repulsion, but the moment the pole varied in the slightest manner
either in or out the wire moved one way or the other.

1 2^_The_poles of the magnet act on the bent wire in all positions

and not in the directron 0/2^ of any axis of the magnet, so that

the current can hardly be cylindrical or arranged round the axis

of a cylinder ?

13. From the motion above a single magnet pole in the centre

of one of the circles should make the wire continually turn round.

Arranged a magnet needle in a glass tube with mercury about it

and by a cork, water, etc. supported a connecting wire so that

the upper end should go into the silver cup and its mercury and

the lower move in the channel of mercury round the pole of the

needle. The battery arranged with the wire as before. In this way
got the revolution of the wire round the pole of the magnet. The
direction was as follows, looking from above down [see diagram].

Very Satisfactory, but make more sensible apparatus.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 4.

145 15 1. Apparatus for revolution of wire and magnet. A deep

basin with bit of wax at bottom and then filled with mercury,

a Magnet stuck upright in wax so that pole just above the surface

of mercury, then piece of wire floated by cork, at lower end
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dipping into mercury and above into silver cup as before, and

confined by wire or capillary attraction from leaving the M. Pole.

16*. Now Magnet round wire. The magnet had one pole so far

sunk by platinum as to be low under the surface, leaving the

other just above the surface whilst the whole floated; then the

wire of connection was made to dip into the mercury near the

pole.

17. The Magnet Pole floating between the two wires in the

mercury proceeds one way or the other in a right line between

them; or the other way if north pole up.

18. But when the two wires are from the same pole the magnet

is unacted upon between them.

19. Could not make the Magnet or wire in the center turn round

its own axis—but if the revolution depends on the motions of the

currents essentially and not on the conductors except as the media,

then perhaps those currents in the axis may turn without the

media whilst those in the circumference cannot.

20. Every thing tends to prove that there is no attraction between

the poles of the magnet and the wire, but only motion in a

circular direction, and all the motions of the magnet or its poles

about the wires may be deduced from this. When the single pole

was floating upon the mercury it shewed it both by revolving

round single wires and passing through double ones.

21. On floating a magnet horizontally on water at the bottom
of which was mercury to connect the wires any where, the

apparent attraction and repulsion of the poles were all reduced

into the two circular motions about the wires. Hence also the

reason why the magnet, when the connection is made, obeys both

wires, taking a position exactly between them and with the poles

as far as possible from the wire. It then goes to the nearest wire,

but not by either pole but by its central point. And if the pole

be put to the wire and slightly agitated the magnet will slip along

the wire till midway across it.

ELECTRO-

MAGNETISM.
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22. Perhaps the settling of the needle perpendicular to the wire

across it and then its approach on that side and its passing off

on the other is the most instructive instance of attraction and

repulsion. It is shewn that the attraction and repulsion, as they

seem to be, are only the combined action of the two circles in

which the poles endeavour to move round the wire, and two
poles of different magnets, which alone merely tend to revolve

round the wire in different directions, will, if tied together at a

little distance from each other by a piece of thread, exhibit all

the phenomena of attraction and repulsion that a complete magnet
does.

23. The indifferent state of Mag. pole and absence of axis is

shewn by the wire revolving in all directions about it.

24. The double curve, each part goes the same way with the

same pole and different ways with different poles, make revoln.

the same way though on opposite sides ofthe wire. This strengthens

the idea that it is not the wires but the currents that revolve, and

shew[s] that it is not this or that side of the wire that has any

relation to the pole, but the position of the current to the pole

itself.

25. A magnet made part of the circuit shewed no difference of

property by other magnets or wires. Except that it took up filings

only at the poles when unconnected but all over when connected,

dropping part when connection broken. The two Magnetisms do

not seem to interfere; nevertheless there must be some effect. Try
weak magnet.

SEPT. 5TH, 1821.

26*. Expts. with De la Rive's Curve. The shaded bars are merely

to show the position of the curves.

If the Mag. pole be above the curve there are particular positions

as follows:

27. Rest in these positions, but if the part N be carried nearer

to either of the curves they will move from it— the effect is for

the curve to rise up and go over the N.

28. Here if N is exactly perpendicular to the plane of the curve

it will attract it; if rather oblique to it it will turn the curve round

and then repell it.

[26]
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29. Here the curve will move towards N if quite perpendicular

to it (i.e. the plane); if oblique it will turn round and then be

repelled from N a litde this way [towards the right].

So that here all the effects are evidently owing to the effort

made by the wire to revolve round the pole or the pole round

the wire, and does not at all relate to the whole magnet, i.e. to

both poles at once.

3O5 31*. The curve placed in either of the dotted positions will

take the central position and rest there. If the central position

be reversed the curve will still rest there, but if ever so little on
one or the other side of the centre it will pass that way from off

the wire and be repelled, or if some slight cause make it oblique

it will turn round and then go on, again taking up the position

actually marked.

32. This an horizontal section of the magnet and curve, the two
dots being the sides ; the curves shew the way in which the wires

and the pole endeavour to move and therefore the arrows heads

represent the forces which are drawing; the curve over the magnet

or the magnet through the wire.

33. The tendency of a magnet or needle therefore is to go to

the centre of the curve or helice, and a strong curve or helice

ought to hold a needle just in its centre.

34. Magnet above the curve is the reverse of the Magnet through

the curve.

35. Expts. to ascertain if Helice or curve would suspend a

magnet. A magnet was corked so as just to sink in water. Then
a helice constructed of Haberdasher's wire covered with cotton,

round a glass tube, the curves being close; this connected and

brought near the magnet in the water. The two mouths of the

tube attracted and repelled the ends of the needle, and when
attraction took place the needle entered quit[e] into the tube and

took its place in the middle. If moved out at either end it returned

again into the tube. But if when taken out it was turned round

and then put into either end of the tube it was repelled or thrown

36. out at one or the other end according to its vicinity. Hence
its natural state in the tube was with similar poles together, and

its repulsive state with different poles together— the effect depends
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- on its effort to carry the poles round the sides of the cylinder or

helice as round the wire.

37. See if a natural cylindrical magnet will do this.

These are the same results as with De la Rivers curve and

Magnet of Morning.

SEPT. 6th.

Expts. on Direction of curve by the earth.

36. ^ Made a single combination and connected by copper wire

in curve form; put this into a small jar with acid as a cell and

put that jar on water to float. It very slowly arranged itself with

curve perpendicular to the mag. meridian, and then a south pole

attracted the inside of the curve towards the north. Repeated,

same result. Curve about 4 inches in diameter, plate zinc about

4 square inches.

37. ^ De la Rive's little curve apparatus put into neck of a florence

flask stopped and floated and with little acid ; then on water just

as upper. It very soon took direction perpendicular to Mag. Mer.,

and the side towards the N was attracted to south pole. It even

oscillated about this position slowly.

38. Single curve helice of silked copper acted on a magnet just

floating in water as might be expected from expts. of yesterday.

39. Silked copper wire— a close helice formed on a glass tube

about half an inch diameter, the wire bell wire, and one end taken

2 through the tube so as to connect, etc.

40. This acts at the external end on revolving wire, i.e. con-

necting wire exactly like magnet.

41. Its pole attracts and repells in 4 positions like magnet pole.

42. When its action on a needle is compared with that of the

similar pole of a magnet it is perfectly similar except in one

position, as in margin; in this it seems as if the heHce repelled

the needle, but in this way the Magnet attracts. The effect appears

to be due to the separate state of the currents, which allows a little

action in the opposite direction. This is shewn by effect of

imitation of magnet by a plate bent : see farther on.

43. A double or two currents in different ways made of silked

wire act just like a compressed helice: one crevice attracts but at

the side repells; the other crevice repells but at the side attracts.

^ In the MS. nos. 36 and 37 are repeated.
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44. Two currents in same direction together act just as one does.

Has 4 positions to the needle, etc. just as one current has.

45. Tried a long slip of copper, edges only active; it had the

same effect as many currents (same) side by side, or rather as

one broad flat current. Form of revolutions about it of course

altered.

46. Another plate of copper, the middle bent nearly into a

cylinder and then connected; was like the slip made into a cylinder,

but long and narrow. This connected at two edges with mercury

and battery the cylinder part acted just like a magnet and had

two poles.

47. A square piece of copper connected at corners acted as a

plate, but grew weaker from centre to side corner where the

action was weakest.

48. The advantage of a helice consists in neutralising the central

part between the poles and getting the poles separate. Hence in

using strips of metal, the reason why edges only act because the

circuits in the other parts are in the same direction and neutralise.

Is a single curve as strong as a helice ?

SEPT. 7TH, 1821.

49. Attempted to make a straight wire direct by the earth,

extending it from one basin of mercury to another, supporting

its weight by water above and cork floats, but mercury foul and

surface skinned so as to prevent motion.

50. Endeavoured also to make it rise and fall by position to

the earth, as it actually did do to a north pole of a magnet to the

north of it when the connection was made and broken; but could

get no distinct effects.

51. Made a copper helice to repeat the expts. with the iron one

of yesterday. Results were the same except that the magnetising

power was so strong as quickly to change the polarity of the

needle when reversed in the helice, and the repulsion soon became

attraction.

52. Single curve not so strong as compound helice; the bands

of metal act through each other and appear to concentrate in what
has been called the pole.

53. A needle made to float with one pole up then brought under
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ELECTRO- the opposite pole of a magnet. It always pointed to a point in

MAGNETISM,
j-j^e axis not at the end but some little distance in from it, so that

pole is not at the end.

54. The helice turned the same way agrees with the magnet

except that the needle always points towards the end of the axis

dian to a part a little way up it; at least this is the case the needle

being on the outside. Perhaps it is owing to the separate rings, to

the tubular end and to want of solidity in the helice, which do

not exist in the magnet.

MAGNETISM.

J-

T

SEPT. 8, 1821.

Expts. on position of pole in Magnet.

Pole of needle floated, bar magnet brought over. Needle rested

under the true pole. Piece of soft iron put to the magnet end,

pole immediately moved towards the end.

One pole of horse shoe magnet brought over the needle:

position of pole ascertained. Piece ofiron put on, pole approached

the end instantly. The iron made to connect both poles the needle,

i.e. the poles, then moved the other way and became weaker.

On making the contacts better the effects all stronger, and if

they had been perfect with the horse shoe magnet the polarity

would probably have ceased altogether. Contact by other metals

produces no effects of this kind; that^ of course it is not the

position in which it should be expected.

These expts. favour the current view, but they seem to shew
that the difference between the helice and the magnet of yester-

day (54) do not depend on the causes there mentioned, for I

made a solid helice of small wire, but still the tendency to end

quite as strong as before. It probably depends on the electro-

motive power within the magnet being by induction stronger in

the middle part than elsewhere, and therefore the poles, being

situated relatively to the whole power, will be within; the move-
ment of the pole both in the single and horse shoe magnet favours

this view. Query the best form for a magnet, i.e. so that the pole

may be nearest the surface: an oblate or oblong spheroid or a

sphere or a very thick ring ?

^ ? though.
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A helice disk made, N. P. centre of one side, S. P. centre of the magnetism.

other—compare with steel plate similarly magnetised in centre.

Query opposite poles.

SEPT. 10, 1821.

2 Equal magnets (needle): 2 separate poles take up certain

quantity of filings— 2 similar poles together take up as much—

2

different poles do not take up near so much.

2 similar poles, though they repell at most distances, attract

at very small distance and adhere. Query why.

Large magnets, repelling poles attract at very small distances.

Flat spiral very active; attracts and repels same pole on different electro-

sides; takes up very much fiUngs; strongest at centre. magnetism.

Do. not complete : to centre like former, but very beautiful

with Iron filings.

Filings on paper over Helice arranged from one pole to the

other in curves like as over magnet.

On Paper over spirals very beautiful indication of course of

action.

Hollow Cylindrical Magnet would not draw needle through

like the helice, but the pole of the needle always attracted by same

pole of magnet.

Filings from bottom of hollow cylindrical magnet do not

arrange as from hollow helice; they diverge both ways from the

edge, but from the helice only outwards from the centre.

Could not magnetise a plate of steel so as to resemble flat spiral;

either the magnetism would be very weak and irregular or there

would be none at all.
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HYDRioDiDE OF TIic lodinc and Oleft. gas put in sunshine March 5 th has been
CARBON, tliere ever since. Now examined—no iodide of carbon formed

but simply hydrocarburet of iodine. A portion of this was
analysed. 4 gr. were sublimed over heated copper turning and
iodide of copper was formed with the evolution of pure olefiant

gas. The quantity of gas amounted to 1*37 cubic inches. As
100 c: i: oleft. gas weigh 30*15 gr.— 1-37 c: i: will weigh '413 of gr.;

4- •413=3-587 iodine, and 3'587:-4i3::ii7-75:i3*55; nearly

2 proportions of Oleft. gas, so that the compd. contains i pro-

portion of Iodine 117*75 + ^ Oleft. 13*4.

OCTR. 23.

IODIDE LEAD AND Fluid chloride of carbon distilled over red hot dry iodide of
CHLORIDE CARBON. \q^^ (which alonc suffers no decomposition by heat, but now)

iodine instantly liberated with strong action, chloride of lead

formed and charcoal apparently deposited, for the tube became

black.

Solid chloride of carbon over iodide of lead, nearly the same

action. If any iodide of carbon formed in these cases the heat

probably would decompose it.

IODIDE OF MER- lodide of Mercury and perchloride of carbon mixed, put into

cuRY, SULPHUR AND a tubc and iodide of M. over it; this heated considerably and then
PHOSPHORUS WITH

^hloridc of carbon sublimed through. It rose unchanged with
CHLORIDES CARBON. r • r 1-1 1 1 1 • 1 • i- 1 C

nttle lodme trom action or hberated cnlorme, and iodide or

mercury remained. No mutual decomposition will take place at

heats below redness; if above redness results as above.

Alcoholic solutions of iodide of potassium and proto chloride

and perchloride of carbon mixed: no change at all nor any decom-

position.

Chloride of carbon distilled over hot iodide of phosphorus;

the chloride seems to be decomposed but the carbon remains

apparently uncombined. The results are various and confused but

do not offer appearances of success. Experiment may be repeated

with very dry iodine and phosphorus without any access of air.
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Proto chloride of carbon passed over iodide of potassium chlo. carbon +
heated; greater part passed unchanged— a little iodine set free—no iodide pot.

apparent production of iodide of carbon.

Hydrocarburet of iodine over per oxide of lead, copper, etc.; hydro carb.

iodides formed or else iodine liberated and the carbon and iodine.

hydrogen liberated as oleft. gas or burnt by the oxygen of oxides.

Hydro carburet of iodine put into nitric acid became dark and hydrocarb.

nearly black after some little time without the liberation of any iodine in acids.

gas; being then examined it was found to be principally iodine

with a little of the hydro carburet unchanged, so that the oleft.

gas had been separated by the oxygen of the N. A.

Hydro carburet of iodine put into muriatic acid mixed with

little chlorate of potassa; the bulk seemed to diminish slowly but

the remainder was not changed in its nature.

OCTR. 26, 1821.

S. A. does not dissolve cold powdered charcoal. charcoal and

S. A. on cork: deep brown solution which, diluted with water,

threw down a dark powder, apparently charcoal. It dissolves

slowly again in strong sulphuric acid, forming a brown solution.

Chloride of silver and charcoal: no action when heated. charcoal, chlo.

Chloride of silver and carburet of Iron heated: no action. silver, mur. amm.

Mur. amm. over red hot charcoal: no action.

OCTR. 27, 1821.

Hy. carb. iodine in sol. of oxiodine in weak sunlight and by hy. carb. iodine.

heat : no action.

Hy. carb. iodine in sol. chloriodine in weak sunlight—no action

at first but by degrees the chlorine takes oleft. gas and forms the

chloric ether, and the iodine liberated on both parts dissolves in

it forming almost a black solution which, when it forms films,

is of a fine crimson colour.

Oleft. oil and chloriodine in sol. in weak sun light : no action.

Therefore Hy. carb. iodine and chlorine would form Oleft. oil

and iodine.

Dry chloride of copper, carbon and sulphur heated red: no. chlorides with

Cor. sub., charcoal and sulphur: no action. sulph. and

Chloride Manganese, sulphur and carbon: no action.
carbon.

Mur. Amm. over hot plumbago: very little action.
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PLUMBAGO IN Plumbago in chlorine in sunshine—no action in two days—
CHLORINE, heated, slight action and chloride of iron formed with httle water

-action slow and probably from little mixture of oxide of Iron-

nothing of importance occurred at the temperature of dull red hot.

URIC ACID IN Uric acid in chlorine in sunshine—no action in two days—
CHLORINE, heated, the acid became red as if purpurate of ammonia were

formed— afterwards it charred, Mur. acid and water were formed

and charcoal and nitrogen left— could find no particular result.

NOVR. 13, 1821.

dyer's spirit. Dyer's Spirit analysed for Mr. Parkes.

A Sulpho Muriate of tin—was yellow—very acid and of S. G.

1-2592 or 1-26.

A cubical inch gave 52*4 gr. sul. baryta =

„ „ „ 222- gr. chloride of silver =

„ „ „ 27-6 per oxide of tin = 21 -53 tin

„ „ weighs 318-4 grains.

DECK. 20.

cooper's iodic Cooper's substance from iodine.
SUBSTANCE. ^ £^j^ body containing crystals— solution of potassa takes

away the deep colour and leaves the oil yellow and heavy. Its

deep colour is owing to iodine dissolved. It decomposes slowly

at common temperatures, becoming brown, and appears to be

completely decomposed by a red heat. It is however evidently

a mixture of two or more substances, for when cooled it deposits

crystals, though the whole does not crystaUise. Decomposed by
being passed in vapour through a red hot green glass tube, 3-1 gr.

gave -81 of a cub. inch of hydriodic gas unmixed with any other

gas and iodine and carbon remained in the tube. When the tube

was heated so as to drive off all the iodine, etc. and -2 of a grain

of charcoal remained behind. It seemed however that all the

substance had not been decomposed. There is evidently hydrogen,

charcoal and iodine in the mixture. Query what else.
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Made a piece of copper wire of this form, on a glass tube for electro-

axis so that the part ah about 12 inches long should balance the magnetism

weight c so nearly that, when supported in glass basin of mercury

by the points the whole should be in such equipoise that it

would vibrate with a very small power. It was then placed with

the glass rod perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, and wires

from the poles of a battery connected with the mercury in the

cups e; immediately this was done the wire ah moved; when
d joined the zinc and e the copper plate of Hare's calorimotor

the wire moved towards the north, and when d joined the copper

and e the zinc plate the wire moved towards the south.

These motions are evidently the result of a rotative force

emanating from the pole of the earth and acting on the wire;

they account also for direction of Ampere's curve.

DECK. 22.

A copper wire hung by silk thread from the ceiling, ends

amalgamated and dipping into two basins of mercury. Mercury

cleaned and distilled over it in the basins, a little diluted pure

nitric acid to dissolve the film and allow free motion. When the

wires from Hare's calorimotor were put into these basins the wire

immediately moved horizontally and laterally, so that the direc-

tion of the motion was perpendicular to the wire itself. On
breaking the connection the wire returned to its first position.

The extent of this motion was as much as 3 inches ; its direction

was as follows by the diagram*.

It is evidently the attempt of the wire to rotate round the pole

of the earth.

This motion by theory should take place in a plane per-

pendicular to the dip of the needle in all latitudes. Hence towds.

the North at this lat. it should be a little ascending and towards

the south a little descending.

Tried to ascertain the slight difference of weight that would
then be caused by electrizing a wire. Arranged an apparatus

V
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thus— iz: small steelyard, b: silk thread, c: bent copper bell wire,

d: d: fine copper wire attached to the other wire and well amal-

gamated, e: e: two glass vessels containing clean mercury and

little acid and having a communication beneath to two sHps of

lead with which to connect the battery wires.

Now expected to find that on connecting the wires one way
the wire c would rise and on connecting the other way c would
fall; but found that which ever way the connections were made
the wire c rose considerably, above \ of an inch.

Ascertained that it did not depend on any oblique action of the

thread by the tendency of the wire to move laterally, nor upon
any local action as from the conducting wire, nor on the action

of the earth, for it took place in all azimuths and which ever way
the wires were connected. Could not make out the cause at all.

DECK. 24.

Got to work again. In stead of suspending the wire for lateral

motion from the ceiling put two discs of cork on and let it float

on the mercury, with the acid on as before*. Motion again took

place but sluggishly; too much friction by the corks on the

mercury.

Experimented with the wire and steelyard, and on close ex-

amination found the surface of the mercury altered whilst the

current passed from the wire into it, for every time the contact

was made the little cone of mercury raised up round the small

wire by the capillary attraction— or the attraction of cohesion-

diminished and became less, and when the contact was destroyed

resumed its original bulk. Hence a part of the attraction of the

mercury for the wire is destroyed when electricity is passing

from the one to the other, and consequently the wire rises. I took

a short (i inch) piece of small silvered copper wire and amalga-

mated it well, then soldering it to a thick piece of wire. I dipped

the other end into clean mercury having a little diluted acid over

it, and fixed it in that position. I then connected the mercury

and the thick wire to the poles of the calorimotor and could

readily see the effect produced on the cone of mercury. It was

to the same extent which ever way the poles were connected.

But a battery of 10 pair of WoUaston's plates 4 inches square

*
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had no sensible effect in producing the alteration of surface, electro-

Hence great quantity is required. magnetism.

Using thicker wires the effect very rapidly diminished ; the thin

wire was the ^ of an inch in diameter.

1821. DECK. 25TH.

Rotation of a wire by the earth magnetism. In a large glass

basin put mercury and a little dilute N. A. Took about 6 inches

of wire of inch thick, amalgamated it, formed a hook at top

by which it was suspended from another fixed hook as in tube

apparatus, put a little bit of cork on the lower end, the wire

passing through it, and then held it over and on the mercury so

that the wire formed an angle greater than the dip of the needle.

Then connecting the mercury with one pole and the wire with

the other it began to rotate and continued rotating whilst the

connection continued. On changing the connection the direction

of the motion changed also.
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cooper's iodic Cooper's solid substance-is yellow, fuses by heat, and at

COMPOUND, higher temperature is decomposed, giving apparently nothing but

iodine and charcoal. The wet substance pressed and put over sul.

acid in vacuo to dry.

Fluid substance— still impure— 4*1 gr. of it passed over red

hot oxide of copper. i-8 c: i: of gas were evolved which were
carb. acid. The apparatus had lost by its evolution -9 of gr.

A little water had condensed in the tube: this driven off = -4 of gr.

A portion of it was inclosed in a tube exhausted of air and put

to distill by warm air.

1822. APRIL.
AMM. N. GAS. = Vols, of Amm. and N. Gas, dried previously, had no action

on each other at common temperatures, or at a dull red heat,

or when exposed to solar light for 2 days; but a Hght put to the

mixture inflamed it.

WAX IN Wax put into chlorine and exposed to sun light for 2 or 3
CHLORINE, months. Chlorine very slowly disappears and the [wax] becomes

a soft body but little altered in appearance, but which when
heated gives out muriatic acid and soon chars— it melts and

sputters by heat.

APRIL 4.

LAMP BLACK IN The lamp black (see March 20, 1821) not affected in the sHghtest
CHLORINE, degree— the chlorine as bright as ever—not opened but left for

further influence of solar light. Opened May loth—no change.

1822. APRIL 13.

N. GAS AND SUL. Made expts. on Nitrous gas and Sul. Hydrogen lately. These
HYDROGEN, gascs as usually prepared appear to act on each other readily but

this is a mistake arising from impurities in them. When the sul.

hydrogen contains a little air, as it almost always does, Nitrous

acid gas is formed and then there is action on the sul. hydrogen,

or when mixed over water containing air or perhaps over pure

water there is action, but when quite pure and dry there is no

immediate action on mixture.

Portions were mixed dry: some of them placed in the dark

acted in several days, other in sun light much sooner, but the
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results the same: 7-1 c: i: N. Gas and yi c: i: sul. hydrogen, dry, n. gas and sul.

mixed in retort and left in sun light 4 days, deposited crystals hydrogen.

of sulphur; and then opened over water condensation took place,

only 3*2 c: i: of gas being left. The formation of water could not

be decided because the stop cock had permitted a little to pass

in from the jar in which it stood; of the 3'2c: i:, 2*3 were absorbed

by water and from another experiment were known to be nitrous

oxide, and -9 of c: i: was nitrogen, probably from impurities in

the gases. There was no N. Gas or Sul. Hydrogen left.

In other experiments the gases not dry but mixed in a damp
jar over mercury. Action in the sun Hght and hydrosulphuret

of ammonia formed; the ammonia liberated by Hme and made
evident even to smell.

The formation of ammonia in these cases is probably the cause

of the want of relation in the Nitrous oxide left in former experi-

ment.

1822. MAY 30.

Some Nitrous gas has been left over sol. of sub-carb. of potash n. gas and sub.

for a month or more in sunshine. There has been a slow gradual potash.

diminution amounting now to about |; the rest of the gas proved

to be nearly pure nitrous gas containing only a little nitrogen— so

that the nitrous gas that has disappeared has probably been con-

verted into Nitric acid slowly by the air dissolved by the solution

—no decomposition of the remaining portion having taken place.

APRIL 22, 1822.

Album Graecum from Mr. Latimer [.^], Kirkdale Caverns. album gr^cum,

No. I. I St. specimen. Boiled in water. Nothing but a very slight kirkdale.

portion of animal matter.

Heated, gave water—blackened— little ammonia—hence in-

soluble animal matter.

Pulverised— effervesced with M. A.— digested— solution con-

tained Hme and phos. lime— sand and flocculi (few) of animal

matter left.

Tested for animal matter by N. A. and Amm.—some present.

Hence Garb, lime—phosphate Hme— triple phosphate—animal mat-

ter—water—sand.

F D I 5
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ALBUM GR.£cuM, No. 2. Sccond Specimen. Cellular as if organised. Heated—water
KiRKDALE. —plenty ammonia-blackened much—inflammable gas—black ash

—animal smell.

Mur. acid— carb. and phos. lime— flocculi of animal matter.

Trace of Sul. lime and Mur. soda— traces of animal matter by
N. A. and Amm.— on digestion by acid gave albuminous texture

of bone.

Contains Carb. Hme— phos. lime— triple phosphate—more ani-

mal matter than last—water.

BONE. KIRKDALE. Piccc of bonc from Kirkdale—very hard and fresh—heated,

very much ammonia—blackened and burned into white ash—with

acid gave carb. and phosphate of Hme— albuminous structure— no

common salt.

NIT. AMM. AND May 9th. Triple nit. of Manganese and ammonia evaporated
MANG. ^ retort and when concentrated heated.

1822. MAY lOTH.

SEA WATER. Sca WatCr— S. G. I027*2.

Another specimen from the equinoctial Hne 1027*6. { pint

S. G. 1027-2 = 3924 gr. nearly. This boiled away until Sul. lime

began to deposit now weighed 690 gr.—evaporated farther until

common salt just ready to crystallise when cold weighed 445 gr.—

evaporated till ready to crystallise when boiling weighed 430 gr.

—evaporated till Mur. acid given off weighed 139 gr. of salts,

but not quite dry.

I cub. foot sea water S. G. 1027*2 = 1026*265 oz. avoird.

1822. MAY 29TH.

s. G. OF MERCURY Spccific Gravity of Mercury at 40° F.
AT 40° F. \5^eight = bottle and 969*8 gr.

Weight + 1*4 -= bottle and 971*2 gr.

Weight +1*4= botde and water at 40° F.

Weight + 928 = bottle, 1000 gr. mercury and water at 40°.

928 + 969*8 = 1897*8 water and Mercury
= 1000 Mercury + 897*8 water.

Water at 40° F = 971 *2 — 897*8 = 73 -4 water displaced by 1000 gr.

Mercury at 40° F.

= 13*62397 or 13*624 S. G. Mercury at 40° F.
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Napthaline in Chlorine in retort—immediate action—heat napthaline in

evolved—whole became fluid—absorption in the retort and Mur. chlorine.

acid gas formed—on cooling crystals formed in the fluid and it

seemed like a mixture of the crystals and a tenacious viscid fluid—

evidently 2 distinct compounds formed—washed with ether

which, though it dissolves both substances (as does Alcohol),

dissolves the fluid in most abundance—got some of the crystals

clean—were white, hard and brittle—when moderately heated,

melted and cooled into a hard brittle mass capable of being

scraped or rubbed into powder—heated more highly in the air

apparently volatilised in acrid fumes, but in close vessel seemed

not to rise without decomposition— suspect that in the air it rises

forming some new compound; when burnt gives flame, smoke
and Mur. acid gas— the fluid part resembles in appearance the

substance from Naptha, etc. by chlorine. If keep substances cool

whilst chlorine acts perhaps have no production of Mur. acid and

more of solid compound formed, for when hot the substance

seemed to boil from liberation of Mur. acid and by heat the solid

substance becomes soft and even fluid just before decomposition.

JUNE lOTH, 1822.

Steam from a kettle— a thermometer placed in the current, heat of vapour

sometimes with the salt merely placed on it and sometimes the and salts.

bulb and salt tied up either in lint or flannel or wadding. The
following are the results.

Sub: carb: pot: alone 258°

„ „ „ wadding . 260°

„ „ „ lint .... 260°

„ „ „ flannel 262°

Common salt alone ] 1 n .

IT } hardly above
„ „ andhntj

212°

Lump sugar pounded alone 216°

„ „ „ lint . 22f
Nit. amm. lint—ammonia liberated . 240°

„ „ alone .... 236°

Acetate potash alone.... 244°

„ „ flannel 258°

5-2
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HEAT OF VAPOUR
AND SALTS.

\_>lLilC uClLl ctlvjiic • • . , 230
1 fi'itTn/^il111 llctllllCl . . . .

Tartaric acid alone . . . . 226

111 llallllCi • • .
221°

Mur. AmiTion. alone . . , 230 very correct
1 r\ lint"

„ „ in nnt 22y

X ^ X LX ^ ^LKJlXK^ • • • • • 232° convenient
in flan nr^*!111 IXdliXXCX . • • . . 230°

218°OU.1. iVltlii. diuiic • • . . ,

„ „ in lint . . . .
->T214

Nit. Mag. alone 236°

236°

236° very convent.

220

„ „ in lint . . . ,

Tartrate potassa alone

„ ^
„ in lint ,

Potash in forceps Mounted up to 370°. At 300° and
310° would rise and fall as taken out and put into the stream again,

JUNE II.

Boiling points of Saturated Solutions.

Sub carb. potash . . 284°

Mur. Amm. . . . 238°

Tartrate potassa

Nit. Amm.
Common Salt .

Nitre

242

254° and upwards.^

228°

240°

A boiler with some water in it, a thermometer in the water and

another in the steam

boil
1^^ common pressure

[increased pressure

m vapour in water
.0

212 212
.0 o220' 219 +

A solution of sub carb. potassa put into the boiler

in vapour

212°at common pressure .

increased pressure . 222

let down to common pressure

the vapour thermometer dirty, so that stood at 214°.

in water
o

217
227°

217°, but
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Steam at 212° sent into a glass containing sub carb. potassa— a heat of vapour

thermometer introduced into the sol. formed stood at 240°. ^^d salts.

Sent into sugar, temp. 224°.

Alcohol in a flask boiled at 182°; vapour 182°. Bulb of thermo-

meter with powdered Mur. Hme wrapped up in lint and put in

the vapour soon rose to 210° and would probably have risen

higher.

JUNE 1822. 12.

Some eggs have been in saturated solution of common salt salt eggs.

now about 10 days— one boiled was nicely salted throughout.

JUNE 1822.

Diluted solution of Muriate of Zinc boiled and evaporated on muriate of zinc.

zinc filings oxidises the metal and dissolves oxides. The diluted

solution is acid to litmus—after the concentration has gone on
some time it is still acid to litmus but it is also alkaline to turmeric

—if diluted with water, oxide falls from it. When pretty strong

it shakes frothy, feels saponaceous, dissolves paper and has a

greasy feel when evaporated. When very strong and saturated a

large quantity of oxide appears to be deposited on dilution. If

the diluted be evaporated to dryness and heated a little Mur. acid

is driven off.

A portion of most diluted precipitated by nitrate of silver gave

356 gr. chloride of silver = 88 chlorine and oxides zinc loi = 82*3

zinc. Brande.

Chlorine... 88 34
Zinc . . . 82-3 31-8

A portion evaporated to dryness and heated red hot in a close

tube was transparent and colourless— glassy fracture— a portion

dissolved in weak N. A. gave 175*6 chlo. silver = 43*2 chlorine

and 49 gr. oxide of zinc = 40 Zinc.

Chlorine. . . 43*2 34
Zinc . . . 40 31*48

very nearly alike.
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MURIATE OF ZINC. Watcr alone acts on zinc at 212° evolving hydrogen. Sol. Mur.

lime acts on Do. with evolution of hydrogen abundant.

Chloride of zinc when precipitated by water seems to deposit

a sub chloride.

JUNE 24.

APPARENT Effect of various salts with Turmeric paper.
ALKALINITY. A^e^]^ gj-ggn Mur. Irou-vcry alkaline.

Weak per Mur. Iron—very alkaline indeed.

Tinct. Do.—very alkaline^.

All the sol: salts of Iron— Green vitriol very marked indeed.

Acetate of Iron very little.

Chloride of Manganese very feeble but evident.

Nit. Manganese—No.
Sul. Do.— no.

Mur. Gold—uncertain.

Acid. nit. bismuth— alkaline.

„ „ diluted till oxide deposited—more alkaline.

Chloride of antimony precipitated by water—well.

Per mur. tin— well.

Proto Do.—pretty well.

Sulphate— little only.

Mur. zinc— alkaline.

Nit. zinc—yes—when strong better.

Sul. zinc— no.

With Rhubarb paper.

Per Mur. Nit. Sul. and Acetate Iron. Olive green tint.

Proto Mur. Iron; no change at first, green at edges gradually.

Proto sul. and Nit. Iron green the paper (per salt.^).

Acid Nit. bismuth when dry by fire brown Hke Alk.

Nitric acid diluted quite alkaline and natural.

, Strong sulphuric acid also.

Strong Mur. acid sol: very little.

Per and Prot. mur. tin ) Little at first, quite brown when dried

Sul. tin I at fire.

Mur. zinc—very good and natural.
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Nitrate of Uranium (neutral) appears considerably alkaline to apparent

Turmeric paper ; of nitrate in solution affects paper. alkalinity.

Muriate of Uranium (neutral) appears very alkaline to turmeric

paper even when very considerably diluted.

Sulphate of Uranium also alkaline.

Carbonate.^ Uranium dissolved in water by carbonic acid

affects turmeric paper and makes it brown.

SEPT. lOTH.

Polarized a ray of lamp light by reflection and endeavoured decomposition of

to ascertain whether any depolarizing action exerted on it by water by electry.

water placed between the poles of a voltaic battery in a glass

cistern— one Wollaston's trough used— the fluids decomposed

were pure water—weak solution of sulphate of soda and strong

sulphuric acid. None of them had any effect on the polarized

light either when out of or in the voltaic circuit, so that no

particular arrangement of particles could be ascertained in this way.

1822. SEPTR. i6th.

Triple Mur. ofAmm. and Platinum when decomposed by heat mur. amm. and

evolves water—muriatic acid—nitrogen—mur. of ammonia and plat.

leaves platinum— the chlorine of the chloride of platinum seems

to act on the hydrogen belonging to the ammonia of the muriate

and forming Mur. acid to liberate the nitrogen.

If sulphur be mixed with the salt previously and the distillation sul. and mur.

then take place— Mur. amm.—water— muriatic acid—nitrogen— p^^t.

chloride of sulphur— sulphur—and sulphuret of platinum are the

results. The sulphur carries over some sulphuret of platinum with

it and is for the greater part of a fine green colour. Water does

not dissolve any of the coloured matter, but Alcohol does and

becomes of a fine green tint. It seems to me at present to be green sulphur.

sulphur so far altered as to assume a green colour and to be more
soluble in alcohol than common sulphur, but it may be a com-
pound of that substance with some other body— a small portion

of it collected and heated with mercury in close vessels did not

evolve any permanent gas—when fused in close vessels it retains

its green colour even in fusion, looking like a brilliant green

varnish.
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OF POTASH.

MUR. AMMONIA ScC Sept. 23.

AND CHLORATE About 2 parts of Mut. Ammonia + i part chlorate of potash-

well mixed together and struck on an anvil detonate evolving a

smell like euchlorine.

Muriate of Ammonia and chlorate of potash mixed, there being

excess of chlorate— heated in a tube retort— rapid action at com-
paratively low temperature. Results: chloride of potassium—Mur.

acid — Water — Euchlorine — Chlorine — oxygen — Nitrous oxide.

The Mur. of Ammonia is decomposed, none remaining— the

ammonia itself yields up its hydrogen and its nitrogen, both being

oxidised— the Mur. acid Hberated acts on the undecomposed
chlorate of potassa and produces the euchlorine— chlorine, etc. etc.

A mixture made with excess of Mur. ammonia. Results:

Chloride potassium—Mur. ammonia— Mur. acid—Euchlorine—

chlorine considerable quantity—Nitrogen—nitrous oxide little

only—Water.
The substances mixed with water and boiled: no action took

place.

1822. SEPT. 21.

GREEN SULPHUR Thc grccn substance of sept. i6 is sulphur combined with a

OR suLPHURET small portion of sulphuret of platinum. It burns with a blue
OF PLATINUM.

tipped with dull red— it deposits a reddish brown coat on

the glass or platinum foil on which it is burnt. It is more soluble

in hot than in cold Alcohol and therefore a hot saturated solution

deposits crystals of it. They are small and of an olive green colour

and when fused become of a brilliant green tint. When sublimed

in close vessels the sulphur rises and sulphuret of platinum in very

small quantity is left. It is more soluble in oil of turpentine than

in alcohol and more at a high than a low temperature. Heat

however alters the solution; when made at common temperatures

it is of a fine green colour but by heating becomes of a brown red

tint. If hot oil of turpentine be used in the first instance in place

of alcohol to dissolve it a deep red coloured solution is obtained.

If sulphur be fused with a little sulphuret of platinum a green

substance is also procured, but not so bright as the former and

giving little or no colour to alcohol.
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Sulphur fused with the triple mur. of ammonia and platinum green sulphur

always gives it both in the sublimate and the residuum. sulphuret

Sulphur, Mur. amm. and a small quantity of the triple muriate
platinum.

fused gave abundance that rose in green fumes ; and the mass left,

if not too much heated, also gave deep colour to alcohol; still

however much uncoloured sulphur. The excess of mur. amm.
was washed away by water before alcohol or oil of turpentine

applied.

SEPTR. 27, 1822.

Sulphur + Sulret. Platinum rubbed together and boiled in oil

of turpentine—no platinum dissolved.

SEPT. 21, 1822.

A piece of metallic arsenic heated by blow pipe on wood or sub combustion

card will, if left by itself in the air, continue to fume till it has arsenic

all disappeared. A kind of imperfect and low combustion goes

on—white oxide is produced and forms a hill round the piece of

metal and the fumes are of a dense brown— these condense readily

into a powder, nearly black, which may either be an oxide of

arsenic or a mixture of metallic and white arsenic or contain all

three. In ammonia abundance of white arsenic dissolved— in

water also, but metal does the same— sublimed in a close tube-

forms much metal and about 4 or | white oxide.

As the effect goes on the piece of metal has its surface beauti-

fully dissected into crystalline forms.

SEPTR. 23, 1822.

See Sept. 17th.

Chlorate of Potassa + Mur. acid sol. slighdy heated. Water, chlorate of

chlorine and euchlorine liberated and if the acid be in sufficient potash, mur.

quantity and the boiling continued no chlorate remains; all con-

verted into Muriate. The oxygen of the chlorate even at this low
temperature decomposes the Mur. acid and combines with both

its elements.

Chlorate of potassa + excess of Mur. Amm. There is no

chlorate left (after heating), only chloride.

Chlorate potassa + Mur. Amm. + Mur. acid in small retort.

acid and mur.

ammonia.
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CHLORATE OF Azotanc fomicd and collected together on the top of the Mur.
POTASH, MUR. acid—much gas liberated on warming; it was a mixture of

Euchlorine and nitrogen. When there was plenty of Mur. Amm.
and Mur. acid with sufficient length of boiling no chlorate was
left undecomposed.

2 prop, chlorate potassa 3 prop. Mur. Amm.
2c = 72 3c=io8
2p-=8o 3n=42
12 ox = 9 6 12 h = I 2

24-8 l6*2

Made a mixture as preceding page^ of 25 gr. chlorate potassa

and 1 6*2 gr. Mur. Ammonia—heated a portion in a tube—rapid

action with pale inflammation—water formed. Nitrous gas—Mur.

acid— chlorine and nitrogen—nearly all the chlorate decomposed.

Put a portion in a tube with Mur. Acid—heated. Euchlorine

in abundance— chlorine and nitrogen. Of course water also.

124 54
I prop, chlorate of Potash + i prop. Mur. Am.
ip-l-ic+6ox =in+ic+4h
I chlorate amm. + i mur. potash

n + 3 h Water i c

C+50X lox+ih ip

SEPT. 25.

Made the mixture of i prop, of each as above and dissolved

and boiled; still tasted of Mur. Amm. and on crystallisation still

crystals of chlorate potassa—hence no mutual decomposition, at

least to any extent.

Evaporated to dryness and well mixed—heated in a tube gave

Chloride potassium—Nitrous gas—Nitrogen— Chlorine—Water—
Mur. Amm. a little sublimed.

With Mur. acid boiled gave plenty of gas-euchlorine—chlorine

—nitrogen— apparently more nitrogen than chlorine.

Mixture detonated by strong percussion.

CHLORATE Mlxcd wlth sulphur and heated in a tube— quick action—water—
POTASSA + MUR. Sulphuranc- nitrosfen— Suls. acid Q:as?
AMMONIA + SUL- TOO

PHUR ETC ^ Immediately above.
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Perchlorate of potash is not altered by M. Acid. chlorate

Chlorate of potash and M. Acid; no perchlorate formed, only potassa + mur.
- - ammonia + SUL-

PHUR, ETC.
chloride of potassium left.

SEPT. 26.

Mur. Amm. + chlo. potassa+ Sulphur + Mur. Acid — no action

on the sulphur— euchlorine—chlorine— nitrogen, etc. just as if

without sulphur.

Chlorate potassa + sulphur + M. Acid—euchlorine—chlorine-
just as if no sulphur present.

Mixture made of i prop, chlorate potassa =124 and i prop. nit. amm.

nitrate of ammonia (dried) =71; took 80. + chlorate of

Detonates by percussion.
potassa, etc.

Dried nit. amm. alone does not detonate by percussion.

Mixture dissolved and boiled— still taste the nit. of ammonia
and on evaporation gave crystal of chlorate of potassa.

Heated a portion of the mixture in glass tubes and retorts.

When action once commenced is very violent, and communicates

itself to the other parts of the mass— results very complicated.

Euchlorine—Nitrogen and oxygen in abundance in the proportions

of about 9 n. to 7 ox. by vol.—Nitrous acid gas— nitric acid—Mur.

acid Httle—Water— Nitrate or Nitrite of potash when heated left

alkali— chlorate potassa and little chloride of potassium—with

sul. acid gave euchlorine.

Another experiment left no chlorate of potassa—but nitrate of

potash mixed with a little chloride of potassium. No Ammoniacal
salt remained. Hence this mixture of N. Am. and Chlo. potassa

gives on heating results nearly according to a mixture of nit.

potassa and chlorate ofammonia.

OCTR. I, 1822.

Nitric acid + Chlorate of potassa— heated in a tube gave very chlorate of

yellow euchlorine, as bright as that from Sul. acid and Chlorate— potassa + nitric

apparently a little chlorine and oxygen eras at last exploded. When phosphoricFry y O o r ACID CARB. OF
the action completed left a mixture of nitre and perchlorate of ammonia.
potassa. The action very like that of sul. acid.

Phosphoric acid + chlorate of potassa— slow action until the

acid concentrated, then liberation of euchlorine with mixture of
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CHLORATE OF Httlc chloriiie and oxygen—no chlorate left, but perchlorate ap-
POTASSA + NITRIC parentlv formed.
ACID, PHOSPHORIC

Chk^ratc of potassa + 2 sub carb. amm.-well mixed. Could
ACID, CARB. OF^ ^^

, ,

AMMONIA. ^^^^ make it detonate by percussion— heated m a tube—much
ammonia liberated— carb. amm. sublimed— rise of heat occasioned

liberation over water of carbonic acid, little azote and oxygen-
appears not to be much action on the salt; slight decomposition

of the ammonia and apparently a little nitric acid formed.

HERscHELL Ncutral pcr sul. of Iron and carb. ammonia prepared according
NEUTRAL PER Mj-, Hcrschell does not appear to be a simple salt but a double

SUL. IRON.
^^^^ containing ammonia, for when precipitated by Prussiate of

Potassa a dark grey green powder is obtained which, when well

washed and dried, contains abundance of water. It is a compound
of per oxide of Iron, ammonia and I beHeve prussic acid. Alkalies

or lime take the acid and liberate the oxide of Iron and ammonia.

Acids removed the ammonia and leave prussian blue.

OCTR. 2ND, 1822.

HEAT OF VAPOUR Flask Containing 2o| oz.

FROM SOLUTION. ^ oz. of solution subcarb. potassa boiling at 240° F.

Thermometer entirely in the flask stood at 212° F., but was

wet and might be kept at that point from the water trickling

down it.

Wound some tow round the stem to prevent water trickling

on to the bulb, then heated the bulb up to 212° and introduced

it into the flask— it still stood at 212°, not rising higher.

Thermometer lowered into solution 240°.

Then raised into the vapour but not cleaned 238°.

Raised higher 234°.

Lowered but still in the vapour 234°; but a drop had gathered

on it which had gradually diluted the salt adhering to it.

Thermometer in solution now 246° F.

„ „ the vapour just above solution but not

cleaned 244° F.

2nd Expt. The solution by this time much evaporated and now
salt deposited so as to make a cream like mixture, the heat 272°;

and now a thermometer, guarded as before by tow and heated

up to 212° or 220°, was further elevated by the vapour about an
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inch from the solution to 240°. There was not more steam than heat of vapour

before, but it was evidently higher heated, and apparently to me from solution.

by mere contact with the hot solution.

3rd Expt. Solution diluted till boiled at 252° F.

Thermometer cleaned, guarded by tow and the whole heated

up to 250°. Then suddenly introduced into the flask about 1*5

inch above surface— it immediately sank slowly to 234° F. and

then appeared stationary for about a minute; took it out and

found a slight spot of salt on it (thrown up by boiling). Put in

again at 212° rose slowly to 220°, and then taken out; much salt

on it.

4th Expt. Pure water boiling in a flask. Thermometer cleaned

and tow'd as before, heated up to 250° and then introduced into

the flask as in former expt., sank slowly—but with more rapidity

when near the surface of the water than when far from it—

evidently because small portions of water falling on it were con-

verted into steam and lowered its temperature; whereas with

expt. 3 small quantities of salt thrown up in the same way by
ebullition preserved the thermometer hot.

OCTR. 3, 1822.

Expts. with large boiler; contains 35 pints.

Put into it 11^ pints of sol. of nitre boiling at 240°.

Boiler placed in the furnace and fire placed round the sides so

as to heat the sides as well as bottom; plenty of steam.

Solution boiled at 238° or 240°.

Larger thermometer (mercurial) guarded by tow as before,

cleaned and heated up to 240°; stem as well as bulb put into

boiler through a hole in the wooden cover and placed (the bulb)

about 3 inches from the solution— it slowly fell to 230° and still

continued to fall: when taken out a sprinkling of salt on it.

Thermometer clean, etc. and at 212° put into the boiler; rose

3 or 4 degrees very slowly—when taken out a sprinkling of salt

on the bulb.

Repeated: the same results.

When the solution was at 243° from concentration by evapora-

tion another clean heated thermometer at 212° was put into it;

it rose very slowly, though when taken out only minute spots
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HEAT OF VAPOUR of Salt Oil it. Inclinc to think that here the vapour was higher
FROM SOLUTION, tl^an 212°.

Expt. 2nd.

Same boiler, etc. Sol. at 235° boiling.

Same thermometer clean, guarded, etc., heated up to 212°—

introduced— gradually rose 3 or 4 degrees, but taken out, spots

of salt on it.

Again rose to 217°; after about 3 minutes rose no higher, but

taken out much salt on it in state of solution in spots- the other

parts clean and dry.

Expt. 3.

Sol. at 235°. A much smaller mercurial thermometer used-
guarded, etc., heated up to 212°, then put into the vapour;

gradually rose to 216° but not higher, and when taken out bulb

quite clean.

Here the vapour must have been hotter than 212° but the excess

did not seem many degrees, though the solution was at 235° and

the sides of the vessel hot.

Exp. 4th.

Sol. at 235° boiling, etc.

Little thermometer clean, guarded, etc.—put cold into the steam

rose up to 212° and remained there. In this case instrument con-

tinued wet.

Put in not quite 212° rose to 212° and remained there. In this

case a little wet.

Put in when at 212° and dry, gradually rose to 216° and no

higher. In this case clean and dry—no salt.

Put in when at 220° fell slowly—did not wait for whole fall—

taken out clean and dry.

Heat of vapour seems above 212° but only a few degrees.

OCTR. 8th, 1822.

TEMP. OF VAPOUR The doublc tin case used; diameter of inner vessel, above 8|

FROM SOLUTIONS, inchcs, bclow 7I inches. Height of the vessel I2| inches.

Solution put round side to keep the side hot. pints of sol.

of nitre put into the vessel capable of boiling at . Plenty

of steam in all the experiments. The cover was of wood. Depth

of mass of salt when cold, 3 inches.
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Small mercurial thermometer used guarded by tow and heated temp, of vapour

and dried as before-perfecdy clean. from solutions.

Expt. I. Solution boiling at 236°.

Side at 228°

Thermometer 6-75 inches above the quiescent surface of solution.

„ 3-25 inches below the lower side of the cover.

Cover 10 inches nearly from surface of the solution.

Time 7^ o' — thermometer at 240° introduced

7 - 224°

15' — „ „ 223°— taken out, much salt had

been thrown up on to the bulb— so much that when the thermo-

meter had been heated up to 212° and was then introduced into

steam from pure water the temp, rose to 220° and then fell from

dilution.

Expt. 2. Arrangements as above.

Solution at 236°

Side at . . 228°

8^^ 10' therm, at 219° introduced

12-5 „ „ 223°

14 224°

17 „ 224°

— shortly after fell to 212°; the excess of water had

ran through the tow and wet the bulb. Could not tell the quantity

of salt on the bulb.

Exp, 3. Sol. at 238°

Side at 232°

8^^ 44' therm, at 220° introduced

4/ „ „ 222°

49' J,
224°

53' 225°

60 „ „ 225°— solution now at 242° and solid

salt depositing. Thermometer taken out found spotted by salt,

so that when heated to 212° and put into vapour of pure water

rose to 215°; then fell.

Exp. 4. Solution at beginning 233°— at end 237°

Side at „ 229°
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TEMP. OF VAPOUR
FROM SOLUTIONS.

OCTR. 8th, 1822.

9^^ 16' therm, at 280° introduced

17

18

19
20'

21'

25

250
230°

,y
223°

„ 220°

218°

„ 2 1 8°—thermometer taken out, bottom
spotted with salt. When heated to 212° and put in vapour from
pure water rose to 214°.

Solution at 237° at end of experiment.

OCTR. II, 1822.

The same tin boiler as in last experiments but conical tops put

on so as to contract the aperture— perpendicular height from

angle to top inches— diameter of inner aperture inches.

Small mercurial thermometer used.

Temperature of side 231°

„ „ solution 23i°'5

Exp. I. 8^ 31' thermometer hea

32'

33'

34'

35'

36'

3/
40'

43'

45'

ed to 260° introduced

238°

232°

230°

228°

227°

227°

227°

227°

227° '5 — taken out — only

three very little spots of salt on it, quite dry and clean other-

wise—it was suffered to sink to 210°; put in again

8^ 47

49

51

53

55

Solution now at

Side as before at

210
222^

226°

227°

227°

238°

231°
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234°

227°

226°

227^.5

227°
-5

Exp. 2. Side 228° TEMP. OF vapour

Soln. 235° FROM SOLUTIONS.

9^ 25' thermometer 260° introduced

27

29

31

33

35

37
Solution at 237°

Side at 228°

Here the vapour was only a very little below the temperature

of the side, though a good deal below that of the solution. Query
the possibility that the bulb of the thermometer could have been

cooled by conduction from the upper part of the stem, which

itself must have been nearly 212°. If not then the vapour must

have risen from the solution at least below 227°, probably several

degrees, as the sides would continually tend to raise its tempera-

ture after liberation. Use the large thermometer and ascertain

the effect when near the top of boiler and when lower down.

Ought to be cooler below than above if sides have any influence

in heating.

OCTR. 29TH.

Carefull expts. with double boiler, conical top.

Quantity of solution inside

Depth of it

Quantity of space for vapour .

Depth from aperture to surface of solution

„ „ angle to Do.
Diameter of boiler.....
Height of the side .....
Height to the top .....

Expt. I. Bulb of thermometer clean, guarded by tow and heated,

placed at the height of the angle.

Inside — 232°

outside — 229°
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TEMP.

FROM
OF VAPOUR
SOLUTIONS.

7*^ 8' therm.

10

II

13

16

19

21

23

27

29

Inside

outside

280 introduced

257

249

242

237

235-5

235

235

235

235*5 taken out

239°

230°

Did not look at bulb of therm.

\
Exp. Inside

outside
r7h

taken out-

45
-

46 -

48 -

50 -

53
-

much salt on it

Inside

Outside

Inside

Outside

-

8h o.

Thermometer put lower.

230°

240 introduce

238

235

233*5

233 '5 -begins to rise slowly-

235

230

Expt. 3. Inside — 235
^

'
' 230

240 introduced

236-5

236

236*5— taken out; a little salt on it.

240

230

I think Gay Lussac must be right. A little salt on the bulb

would not preserve the temp, high for any length of time unless

the vapour were high also, for it would gradually become diluted

and sink to temp, of the vapour.

4
6

8

Inside

Outside

/
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Dr. Seebeck's Expt. An. Phil. N.S. Vol. iv. p. 318.

Bar of Antimony and brass wire: the bar being heated at one

end the north pole of a needle would go round it as represented

in the lower figure*— the effect on the needle very decided, powerful

even and constant.

The dotted lines represent the state of the wire as ascertained

from former experiments. The side diagram represents a com-
bination with the wire in the same state.

OCTR. 23, 1822.

Oxide of Chromium heated in a tube with chlorate of potassa— chromic

powerful action with liberation of chlorine and production of compounds

chromate of potassa— curious.

Chromate of potassa with a certain proportion, not too large,

of Mur. amm. heated red gives oxide of Chromium by washing.

Oxide of chromium heated in atmosphere of oxygen—no
change.

Red chromate of lead fuses and crystallises beautifully by heat.

Yellow chromate of lead acted on by excess of ammonia—
chromate of ammonia formed and a red chromate of lead.

Red chromate of mercury and excess of ammonia form chro-

mate of ammonia and black chromate of mercury.

Chromate of potash, sulphuric acid and sugar—heated, form

sul. chromium and much acetic acid rises in vapour, which may
be readily condensed by cold surfaces.

Action of heat on chromic compounds (change of colour).

Yellow chromate of potash becomes bright red.

Green oxide chromium becomes brown green.

Red chrom. mercury becomes dark red, almost black.

Yellow chrom. lead becomes brown.

Red chrom. lead becomes dark red or black.

Light yellow chrom. barytes becomes orange yellow.

Novr. 2. Chromate of Soda forms large crystals resembling in

appearance Rochelle salts, but they fuse like ice at temperatures

of about 70°, as for instance in the hand.

Chromate of ammonia heated is decomposed in a singular way.

It runs up like burning horn—ignites and liberates much gaseous

matter-chromic oxide is left.
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ALCOHOL AND Considerably diluted Alcohol + diluted N. M. Acid was dis-

N. M. ACID, tilled and portions received separately. The first portions were

a little etherial but they had a powerful smell like that from the

ignited wire in ether and affected the nose strongly just in the

same way. The taste was very hot, like cayenne or horse radish,

and in that resembles the other vapour. They were slightly acid

to litmus, the acid being I believe the acetic. They precipitated

very slightly with nitrate of silver, but much more abundantly

with proto nit. of mercury : in this analogous to lampic acid.

Added to acid solution of gold with a small drop of Ammonia
to neutralise it reduce[d] the gold a little and partly coated the

tube: then like lampic acid. The hot taste and peculiar odour

diminished in the 3, 4, 5, 6, etc. portions, and when about half

over the further portions were more acid, precipitated more with

Nit. Silver like M. A. The portion left in the retort was yellow,

highly acid, dissolved Gold, etc. etc.; it was N. M. Acid. None of

the distilled portions would dissolve gold.

Diluted Alcohol + diluted N. Acid pure.

DECK. 12, 1822.

The Alcohol N. M. Acid of preceding page contains much
Mur. acid now— neutralised with potash— precipitates proto nit.

Mercury—by heat did not reduce it— does not now taste so hot

as before— scarcely at all, and to me now no smell— is principally

a mur. pot., but when burnt became alkaline, hence destructible

acid present. Mur. Acid also, for with N. A. and N. of S. precipi-

tated abundantly.

NOVR. 26, 1822.

CHROMATE Chromatc Potassa + excess of Sul. acid boiled together : no
POTASH-ACETIC change in 2 hours.

ACID, ETC.
Chromate potassa + excess sul. acid + a little sugar—boiled—

immediately the intense yellow colour went and the solution

became green from the conversion of chromic acid into chromic

oxide. The vapour that rose being condensed in a glass was acid,

but not sulphuric. To the smell it was acetic acid. When there

^ See Novr. 26 above.
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was enough sugar the conversion of the chromic acid into chromate

chromic oxide was complete. potash -acetic

Chromate potassa + excess of Sul. acid + a little Alcohol—

heated—immediate conversion of chromic acid into oxide; libera-

tion of vapours like those from ether by hot wire and also of acid

fumes not precipitated by mur. barytes; they appeared to be

vinegar.

Chromate potassa + excess sul. acid—heated. Oxalic acid drop-

ped in : immediate liberation of gas and change of colour— required

much oxalic acid to make solution green and then not the pure

green of the former solutions. If N. A. were added to this solution

it produced no immediate change, but if ammonia were added it

first threw down a precipitate which, in a few minutes, was almost

redissolved, and then either before or after filtration the addition

of N. A. gave a beautiful red solution. Query what oxide.

Chromate of potassa + excess of Sul. acid + Acetic acid—

boiled for two hours—no change at all.

DECK. 2, 1822.

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas and pure Mur. Acid have no action sul. hy. and

on each other whether in solution (both or one) or as gases or in

solar light or not.

DECK. 16.

Acetic acid from Acet. Pot. by Sulphuric Acid and pure— chromate of

boiled with proto nit. mercury does not reduce it— it throws potassa-acetic

down slowly small quantity of scaly crystals, soluble by heat or

in enough water—no precipitate with per nit. mercury— does not

precipitate nitrate of silver. Query very strong solution.

Pure Acet. pot.— precipitates proto nit. mercury—by dilution

or small heat redissolves—more heat— does not reduce the mer-

cury—does not precipitate per nit. Mercury. It precipitated nit.

of silver, but resoluble in enough water.

Acetate of silver soluble but not much so.

Acetate of potash—no carbonic oxide with strong sulphuric

acid.

Dobereiner's acid from Manganate, tartaric acid, etc. does re-

duce proto nit. mercury when heated with it.
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Its potash salt precipitates proto nit. mercury when cold—when
heated reduces it— evaporated, formed a deUquescent salt—gave

carb. oxid. with sulphuric acid.

Mixture (Chromate potassa, Sul. Acid, Water) with Alcohol:

distilled and products collected— redistilled to purify. The acid

obtained tastes like vinegar—does not reduce proto nit. mercury.

Its potash salt— does not reduce it neither—with S. A. gave very

little Carb. oxide— smoiXed very strongly of acetic acid— salt very

deliquescent. Seems to be principally acetic acid with a Httle of

Dobereiner's acid.

Mixture and Sugar— ^irst acid distilled off was worked with—
when purified was weak—reduced Proto N. of Mer. readily. Its

potash salt reduced proto nit. mercury readily but dirtily—was
deliquescent and gave abundance of carbonic oxide with Sul. Acid.

Repeated the experiment : same result exactly.

No charring in these expts.

Mixture and Various substances—Kdd purified and made into

salt with potash— strong sol. precipitated proto nit. mercury—by
heat reduced it—reduced N. of Silver also— dry salt deliquescent—

gave plenty of Carb. oxide with Sul. Acid—appears to be Dobe-
reiner's acid.

Lampic acid with little lamp, barytes—from Mr. Daniell—

reduces proto nit. mercury readily. Its potash salt precipitates

proto nit. mercury white like A. of Pot.—by heat blackens and

is reduced— sol. strong—mercury flocculent—with S. Acid gives

plenty Carb. oxide.

The spirits distilled from Nitro lampic and lampic acids both

reduce proto nit. mercury.

Mixture and oxalic czcz^/-heated gave off abundance of Car-

bonic acid gas—no carb. oxide—no condensible acid came over

though carefully sought for— the solution no[t] so green as the

others and peculiar— to be examined— (does the oxalic acid changed

remain or not; is all decomposed.'^)

S. A. + Water + Sugar— distilled—various portions drawn off

—all Hke Dobereiner's acid—both in reduction of Mercury and

production of Carbonic oxide with S. A. Water added now and

then to prevent too much charring of the sugar—much acid

obtained and all Hke Dobereiner's. At last Suls. Acid came off
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and stopped the process. This perhaps better than Dobereiner's

process.

JANY. 2, 1823.

Mixture andAmmonia~le£t acid—no action by boiling. Chrom-
ate potassa and Sul. Ammonia mixed and boiled—no action.

Mixture and olive oil—no effect after 10 minutes boiling.

Mixture and Camphor—no effect after 10 minutes boiling.

Mixture and i?<9^i/z—reduced the chromic acid to chromic oxide.

Query volatile acid or the change on the resin.

Mixture and oil of turpentine— x^diMZ^di the chromic acid to

chromic oxide by boiling, and though slowly yet completely.

Mixture and Gr//72— boiled, reduction to chromic oxide— smell

of Volatile acid— distilled— first product reduced proto nit. mer-

cury—and neutralised with potash— the salt gave abundance of

Carb. oxide with Sulphuric acid.

Gum andSuL cza^/— difficult to distil from carbonization of gum
—rises up and runs over.

Mixture and Acetic Acid— the acetic acid distilled off nearly as

it went on—with proto nit. mercury it formed Acetate of mercury

which heated dissolved in the water and there appeared very faint

traces of reduction of mercury; but when cold again the acetate

of mercury crystallised. The potash salt gave no Carb. oxide to

sulphuric acid.

Mixture and Ether— even in the cold the chromic acid became

chromic oxide if the sol. of mixture was strong. When weak,

boiling immediately produced the change. I could not perceive

the liberation of any gas— there were minute bubbles in both cases

but too small by far to be examined or to be a result of decom-

position. Query the acid or substance produced.

Chromate of potash and oxalic acid—with a little heat very

powerful action. Abundance of gas liberated: was Carbonic acid,

and the solution became strongly green. Query the oxide pro-

duced here. Is it the green oxide.^

FEBY. 5.

Mixture and -£'^A^r— distilled— plenty of acid came over. It did

not reduce proto nit. mercury. Its potash salt— abundant, did not
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reduce salt of mercury and gave no carb. oxide to sulphuric acid.

When burnt it left carb. potash and with sulphuric acid gave

fumes of Acetic acid.

Sugar and Muriatic acid diluted \ water. The acid distilled off

a mixture of M. A. and Dobereiner's acid— proto nit. mercury put

too-the calomel filtered out and then the solution, having excess

of proto nitrate, was heated—mercury was reduced. The potash

salt, heated, gave mur. potash and carb. potash—reduced as before.

In sulphuric acid gave a gas which on washing proved to be a

mixture of about equal parts of Mur. acid and Carbonic oxide.

FEBY. iiTH.

Sugar and N. A. with bulk of water distilled. Distilled nearly

to charring— the Acid contained no vegetable acid but nit. with

little mur. acid—put some water in retort and then again distilled—

weak acid came over, a little Nit. and Mur., but it reduced Proto

nit. of mercury and also Nit. Silver— there was very little of it.

Continued the distillation until substance black and charred—

strong acid product— precipitates N. of S. and proto nit. mercury,

whitish, like chlorine— filtered and heated then reduction of the

mercury— potash salt—no oxalic acid in it for no precipitate with

lime solutions— salt brown with strong peculiar odour like triple

compd. of Chlor., Carb. and hydrogen—on evaporation, when
hot, thick and gummy; when cold, hard. Gave abundance of

Carb. oxide to Sul. Acid.

Sugar andN, M, acid— with water— -an acid came off which, after

neutralization by potash, precipitation with Proto N. of Mercury

and filtration gave on boiling signs of reduction of mercury— the

dry salt and Sul. Acid—much Mur. and Carb. acid but no Carb.

oxide or at least very minute quantity.

1823. JANY. 16.

HYDRATE OF Solution of chlorinc in a stopper bottle put in a cold place—
CHLORINE, cooled to 28° F, agitation then made it crystallise-left all night-

next morning more crystals in it but greatest part fluid— the

temperature about \ a degree lower than ice cold or rather snow
cold water—temp, the same in another Jar, where crystals of

hydrate of chlorine were undissolved— crystals taken out of the
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bottle and washed well in distilled water; were then pure ice—and hydrate of

when dissolved did not precipitate nitrate of silver. chlorine.

A little water put into a jar of chlorine and left in a cold place.

Hydrate of chlorine formed, a little water added and the hydrate

washed together—was in crystalline plates and films— sometimes

it shoots out in long prismatic or needle crystals into the atmo-

sphere of a bottle of chlorine; at other times forms an arborescent

film on its inner surface. The substance is of a bright yellow

colour; it does not dissolve readily in water unless the particles

be small and thin, and then a solution just like a solution of

chlorine results—water to which the crystals had been added,

when tested by nit. Silver, gave plenty of precipitate, and it

formed beautifully round the crystals of hydrate remaining un-

dissolved.

Put into water and the temp, gradually raised, chlorine began

to liberate as gas at heats between 44° and 48°; at 48° crystals

gave of[f] gas with moderate rapidity. The crystals sink rapidly

in water when of a moderate size and are probably of a S. G. of

i*2 or 1-3.

Put into sul. acid, heat is produced from the water present and

the hydrate is decomposed, giving gas— in Mur. lime also, but

perhaps the solution not cold enough.

Put into Alcohol— there was considerable elevation of tem-

perature, 8° or 10° or more— a gas or vapour rose from the

crystals as they lay in the alcohol, but it did not rise far before it

was condensed in the liquid— a dense fluid appeared about the

crystals which was miscible with the alcohol— and the crystals

rapidly diminished in volume, at first giving a yellowish tint to

the alcohol, which soon disappeared. The alcohol examined con-

tained abundance of Mur. Acid (very much) ; also ether smell and

on evaporation left a little of a substance which charred by heat—

a

minute globule of gas was liberated during this action: it appeared

to be azote, probably from air in the alcohol.

The crystals put into solution of Ammonia acted on it,

liberating nitrogen gas and forming muriatic acid (with slight

smell of azotane.^). In salts of ammonia (mur.) it liberated a little

nitrogen gas, formed muriatic acid and also azotane which re-

mained undissolved at the bottom of the solution.
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HYDRATE OF 39*2 gr. crystals well pressed in bibulous paper weighed— in

CHLORINE, water cold and weak ammonia added, was left for 28 hours— '

action during this time— then heated a little, the excess of am-
monia neutralised by N. A. and the Mur. acid formed precipitated

by Nit. Silver, 35-5 gr. chloride of silver were obtained = 8-75 gr.

chlorine which, plus 30*45 gr. water = 39-2. This is about 14 prop,

water to i chlorine.

1823. JANY. 20.

Again 65 gr. pressed crystals were put into flask with diluted

ammonia (cold)— action rather stronger than before— once a slight

smell of azotane at mouth of flask, but much ammonia in excess-

left for 24 hours— then heated, filtered, neutraHsed by pure N.

Acid and thrown down by Nit. Silver, 73 -2 gr. chloride of silver

were obtained = by scale to i8*i chlorine] i prop.

hence 46-9 water | 10 prop.

JANY. 25TH.

COLOURED Some pieces of plate glass said to change colour and become
PLATE GLASS, pjnk by exposure to light and air. 3 pieces marked across, then

each cut in half; 3 halves sealed up and put by— the 3 other halves

exposed to light and air, to remain so— the pieces have now a

pale pink tint.
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Expected results in Electro Magnetism.

II III Jany. 21. IV
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Tried to make Magnet rotate round the wire iii, using cylinder

and also bar magnets; could not succeed though suspension very

delicate.

Tried to make Magnet revolve in a circle of wires xiii; would
not do—no tendency to motion.

It appears the action does not regard the material substance

at the centre but simply the current of electricity or the magnetic

pole, the substance merely giving locality to the power. In that

case, when the current or the pole is not in the centre of motion,

it in acting by producing rotation must carry the material with

it; but when in the centre it produces all its effect without affecting

the substance or making it revolve. Hence a wire placed to revolve

round a Magnetic pole has no tendency in the way of reaction

to make the pole or magnet revolve on its axis. Nor if the wire

be a series of wires or a cylinder surrdg. the pole will it have

any action of this kind. Nor would a pole have any reaction on

a wire active in making it revolve so as to make the wire rotate

on its own axis.

If this be true, then in my rotation apparatus the wire ought

to move equally well though the magnet turned with it. Also

the magnet ought to move round the wire though the wire turned

with it. Hence also such an expt. as xix and xxiv ought to suc-

ceed where the conducting medium incloses the pole not to be

used. No, for reason on Jany. 23, etc. Hence however such

expts. as depended on reaction, as i, 11, iii, iv, vii, x, xiii, cannot

probably succeed.

JANY. 22.

Tried rotation of wire round magnet, both fixed together— did

very well. Also tried rotation of magnetic pole round wire: did

not do quite so well but motion very distinct— the mercury was

dirty—apparatus small and power weak—but it was evident that

the body at the centre might turn with that describing a circle

without interference.

There must I think be some very peculiar state of the powers

when a magnet is made part of the electric circuit, but it is a



94 1823. JANY. 22.

ELECTRO question whether, being exerted in the substance of the magnet,
MAGNETISM. ghall cvcr make them sensible.

* Rotation by repulsion. Let the ends of the wires be bent at

right angles and guarded by a glass tube or cement; then inwards

in a dish of mercury. Make communication by dish and wire a

and rotation from repulsion ought to take place,

t As they are not either of them in the centre of motion, and
the one pole of magnet is enveloped in the conducting medium,
the thing ought to revolve.

JANY. 23.

If the north pole N endeavours to go round the wire as a watch

hand moves then the S pole will try to go the other way round
the crank and consequently there is no reason to expect rotation

of the whole: try xxiv and xxix and xix.

1823. JANY. 27TH.

Again tried the rotation of wire and magnet round each other,

the two being fixed together so as to move at once, as on the

22nd. Did very well indeed—motion free and constant.

Tried an apparatus like the xix, but could get no indications

of motion or rotation though the suspension on a needle point

was very free. Tried also one like the xxiv, but could not get

any effect at all. Now and then I thought there were faint indica-

^ tions, but the motion or rather the suspension was not free and
/c^^. the tendency of the whole to one side or the other might cause it.

See Jany. 23.

The one in the margin should revolve; it is merely another

form of the common rotating apparatus having the magnet on

the outside instead of the centre. Nevertheless there is a question

arises from the cylindrical form of the magnet— its rotation inde-

pendent of the metal and reaction. If a cylinder does not do, can

a series of small magnets do } No.

XXVIII
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Tried xxx; got no effect. Query are not the powers which

tend to make it move in any one direction neutralised by the

others.

Tried xxix. No tendency to Motion. It could not be expected

any more than in xxiv.

Tried vi. No tendency to Motion.

VI, VIII, XIX, XX, XXIV, XXIX are the common apparatus with

a solid medium in place of the fluid mercury. Hence the thing

essential to the permission of motion was absent.



1823. MARCH 18.

FLUID suL- Mercury + Sul. acid: sealed up and heated in tube plenty of
PHURous ACID, action and much sulphate of mercury produced—by degrees a

limpid colourless fluid passed over which, when the action had
been continued for a short time only, would again mix with the

sulphuric acid in the tube; but when the sulphuric acid was
saturated with sulphurous acid it would not mix with it but

remained separate, floating on it. When the saturated sulphuric

acid was distilled it gave off gas which condensed into the fluid.

A tube containing the fluid opened— it did not explode or the

substance instantly pass into vapour but it quickly evaporated,

producing cold. It was not so rapid in its evaporation as the fluid

chlorine. It entirely evaporated, producing no visible fumes, but

the pure smell of sulphurous acid—hence not a compound of

sulphuric and sulphurous acids.

The gas which first rises on heating is rapidly absorbed by the

Sulphuric acid under this pressure but the after portions distil

into the further end of the vessel.

A tube opened under mercury, the liquid expanded into sul-

phurous acid gas. Water added to a portion of it, there was

immediate ebullition from the heat communicated— sulphurous

acid gas was evolved and a solution of sulphurous acid formed.

The fluid does not solidify or thicken at 0° F.— Feby.^ 20th—

Have made abundance of the fluid. To prove it dry made some

sulphurous acid gas over mercury— dried the chlorine tube-

exhausted it— filled it with the gas—by a syringe threw in 5 or

6 atmospheres more of the gas— the tube at common temperatures

appeared perfectly clear and dry—but on cooling one end to 0°

the fluid sulphurous acid came down, and in limpidity, evapora-

bility under atmospheric pressure, etc. etc. was exactly like that

prepared in the other way.

Ascertain temp, by evaporation by a thermometer. It does not

freeze mercury.

^ March: preceding dates have been altered in MS. from February to

March.
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Sulphuret of Iron and Muriatic acid— in tube sealed up, then fluid

brought into contact and heated to 200°. Much gas liberated and sulphuretted

some sulphur. After some time distillation separated a very fluid
hydrogen.

colourless body, not miscible with the rest of the fluid in the

tube— it was very volatile. The tube opened did not burst asunder,

but the fluid expanded into sulphuretted hydrogen, leaving no
residuum. Feby.^ 19th. Tube opened under water, fluid expanded

into SuL hy. ^czj—does not thicken or solidify at o°— is very

volatile, more so than sulphurous acid.

MARCH 19TH.

Sulphuric acid + chlorate of potash in tubes sealed up— Feby.^ fluid

20th. Have now been 24 hours— S. A. and salt dark brown colour, euchlorine.

atmosphere bright yellow, distilled between loo'^ and 0°. After

some trials fluid euchlorine obtained—by degrees the S. A. and

salt lost their dark colour and became light yellow, and a very

fluid etherial looking body condensed in the cold part—not

miscible with a small portion of the sulphuric acid which lay

beneath it, but if returned back on to the mass of acid and salt it

soon spread through it, apparently combining with and rendering

it of a much deeper colour even in places than itself. Its colour

was deep yellow, becoming bright yellow where the tube was

thinly moistened with it.

One tube containing a portion of it at the clean end was opened

at the opposite extremity— there was a rush of gas but the salt

plugged up the atmosphere. Whilst clearing this away the whole

tube burst with a violent explosion, except the small end in a

cloth in my hand, where the euchlorine previously lay—but it had

all disappeared.

1823. MARCH 19TH.

After many trials for carbonic acid at last obtained it. A tube fluid

containing Sul. Acid -h Carb. Amm. was sealed up some days carbonic acid.

ago—but no results by distillation or otherwise obtained— today

by cooling one part to 0° the atmosphere suddenly condensed

and formed a transparent colourless limpid fluid—not miscible

^ March: preceding dates have been altered in MS. from February to

March.

F D I 7
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FLUID with the S. A., etc. in the tube and distilling backwards and for-
cARBONic ACID, i^^ards at temperatures of 50° and 0°. After a while the tube sud-

denly burst spontaneously, shattering a basin containing freezing

mixture in which it was placed.

Feby.^ 20th. Put some more tubes to work and very soon
obtained plenty of fluid carbonic acid again—appearance just as

before.

1823. MARCH.
Chlorine

Muriatic acid

Sulphurous acid

Sulphuretted hydrogen

Carbonic acid

Euchlorine

Nitrous oxide

Cyanogen
Ammonia

v/ Cyanogen

\/Ammonia
Arseniuretted hydrogen

Phosphuretted hydrogen

\/ Sulphuretted hydrogen

Hydrogen
Nitrogen v/

Oxygen \/

\/ Carbonic acid

Carbonic oxide

Carburetted hydrogen

defiant gas\/

v/ Chlorine

s/Euchlorine

fluoboric acid^/

Hydriodic acid

\/Muriatic acid

Hydrophosphoric gasv/

\/Nitrous oxide

Nitric oxide \/

Nitrous acid

Phosgine gas

Potassiuretted hydrogen

Seleniuretted hvdroo;en

Silicated fluoric acidv/

Telluretted hydrogen
s/ Sulphurous acid

Hydrophosphoric gasv/

1823. MARCH 19TH.

FLUID Put Nit. of Ammonia (dry as could be) into 2 glass tubes and
NITROUS OXIDE, scalcd them up. Then heated one end of each to decompose the

^ March: preceding dates have been altered in MS. from February to

March.
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salt— the larger tube soon burst with powerful explosion— the fluid

smaller stood. After some time 2 fluids passed over, not miscible nitrous oxide.

with each other. The pressure, estimated by a bubble of fluid, was
between 20 and 30 atmospheres. When the whole had been dis-

tilled and left to cool there was no separation of the resulting

fluid but was one uniform transparent portion—March 20th.—

Found nothing was done by raising the temperature of the fluid:

none rose—but on cooling a part of the tube to 0° there was an

abundant deposition of a very limpid, colourless, etherial looking

fluid that would not mix with the fluid before in the tube but

floated on it. By taking the tube from the mixture and leaving

it in the atmosphere the whole again disappeared, leaving only

the comparatively tenacious adhesive fluid (the bore of the tube

small; this probably water). So that the Ns. oxide, if it prove

to be that body, is wholly in the state of vapour. This appears

to be Cagniard de la Tour's expt. The body is at these tempera-

tures just at the point where it will become either fluid or vapour.

MARCH 21.

Another tube about half filled with dry nit. ammonia and the

salt then carefully decomposed; the further end of the tube being

cooled by filtering paper (wet). The fluids produced was distilled

a second time. Now there was a good deal of the etherial colour-

less fluid N. Ox. at common temperatures, so that there had not

been vapour enough in the former tube. When the tube was cooled

a great deal more was deposited. The tube and fluid being at

50°, if the empty end were cooled to 0° the fluid immediately

boiled and distilled to the cool end.

The first tube had the end opened: the fluid immediately

rushed out into vapour and left that end of the tube dry. The
tube did not fly to pieces, so that may open it under water and

collect the gas.

March 26th. Opened a nitrous oxide tube under water and col-

lected the gas. It proved to be as expected, Ns. oxide. The water

left in the tube was acid, and on evaporation acid fumes arose,

but no Nit. of Ammonia remained. What is the nature of this

acid and how is it produced.^

See March 26.

7-2



lOO 1823. MARCH 21.

PHcspHiRLTTED Prepared two tubes with Mur. acid and phosphuret of lime—
HYDROGEN, inverted the tube— strong action, much heat and liberation ofgas—

and an apparent deposition of phosphorus— left till a future time.

March 26. One of these tube[s] burst spontaneously with a

violent explosion. The other had one end cooled to 0° but no
fluid separated. One end was then cooled to 0° whilst the other

was raised to 200°, but still nothing condensed. The end of the

tube was then broken and the whole burst with a very loud

explosion and large flame. There must have been great pressure

within, although insufficient to produce fluid at 0°.

MARCH 21.

AMMONIA. Prepared two tubes with dry Mur. Ammonia and dry and

caustic quick lime— distil tomorrow.

1823. MARCH 26TH.

HYDROGEN. A tubc with zinc and somewhat diluted sulphuric acid pre-

pared nearly a week ago. Much action and much sulphate of zinc

formed but all endeavours to condense the hydrogen failed. At
last the tube, though very thick, burst with a violent explosion

spontaneously.

NITROUS OXIDE. Sce March 19th.

Two tubes had been prepared with Nitrous oxide from Nit.

Ammonia— internal diameter -135 of inch each and uniform

throughout— external diameter -305 of an inch, consequently glass

•085 of an inch thick. The tubes may be called A and B, and the

conical termination being estimated as well as could be of a

cylindrical form, the following marks and measures refer to the

length of the inside of the tubes, which may therefore be con-

sidered as cylinders.

A tuhe^

a to /-internal length of tube 8-5 inches.

a to ^—water 1-5 inches.

b to c-fluid nitrous oxide at temp, of 45*^

h X.0 d „ „ „ „ 35°

h "io e „ „ „ 5°

e to /—atmosphere at temp, of 5°

= •21 of inch.

= -38 of inch.

= -72 of inch.

= 6-28 inches.



1823. MARCH 26TH. lOI

NITROUS OXIDE.

a to f internal length of tube . . . .8-67 inches.

a to water . . . . . . .1-24

b to c fluid nitrous oxide at temp, of 45^

h to d „ „ „ „ 35^
b to e „ „ „ „ 5'

e to f atmosphere at temp, of 5°

I cannot reconcile these proportions. I think there must be

some other bodies than Nitrous oxide and water formed from
Nitrate of Ammonia: and those volatile.

0-15

0-40

o-8o

6-63

1823. MARCH 27TH.

Pure cyanuret of mercury, well dried and inclosed in a green fluid

glass tube— heated, obtained fluid cyanogen— limpid, colourless cyanogen.

and very fluid— tube cut or broken, fluid immediately became gas,

leaving tube dry— expansion within not very great, so that tube

easily cut in half in the hand.

March 18. A tube with fluid cyanogen open under water at the

end farthest from the cyanogen, so that the mercury, charred

matter, etc. retarded the liberation of the vapour. As soon as the

end was cut the gas issued out and the whole of the fluid evaporated

gradually as the gas liberated.

Another tube opened under mercury: the vapour, collected in

a jar and examined, was pure cyanogen.

A narrow tube prepared with cyanuret of mercury at one end

and a globule of mercury including a portion of air at the other

to measure the pressure. Heat applied until a portion of fluid

cyanogen produced and the volume of the air within the mercury

marked— the tube opened and the point to which the mercury

returned marked— temp, being 45°. These two spaces compared

by the weight of mercury they held and were 293 gr. and 67 gr.—

hence = 4-37 atmospheres at 45°. All this is not however due

to the force of the vapour of cyanogen at 45°, for a part of the

pressure will be due to the air still mixed with it. The space was

perhaps enlarged
j
by the advance of the globule so that about

|

of an atmosphere, or '7, might be due to this air; hence the

IT
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FLUID pressure of the cyanogen vapour at 45° about 3-6 or 3-7 atmo-
CYANOGEN. splieres.

Another tube prepared, the fluid cyanogen distilled to one end

(the prussiate mercury had not been decomposed at a high heat

that liberation of nitrogen might be avoided) and its bulk marked
off. The tube opened and cyanogen allowed to evaporate— all

fluid disappeared and there was loss of weight 4-5 gr. Water equal

to bulk of fluid cyanogen =4*2 gr. The capacity of the whole

tube = 466 gr. mercury— space occupied by fluid cyanogen, mer-

cury and black matter =143 gr., hence vapour atmosphere =323
gr. mercury in bulk = 0-0946 of c: i:. This multiplied by 3-7 the

number of atmospheres = -34982 of a c: i: at common pressure,

and as 100 c: i: cyanogen = 54*9 gr., the -34982 c: i: = 0-192 of a

gr. Now 4-5 — 0-192 4-308, the weight nearly of the fluid

cyanogen, and = 1-0257, S. G. of fluid cyanogen at 45°.

Put a little water in the tube for trial.

A tube with cyanogen opened in the air so that cyanogen

gradually became vapour. The tube became excessively cold and

instantly froze the atmospheric vapour on its exterior.

OXYGEN. Chlorate of potassa dried was put into a thick glass tube (green)

one end of which was preserved moist by water; the other was

heated by a lamp so as to decompose the salt but not soften the

green glass— after some time and action, when no condensation

could be perceived, a violent explosion took place—hence great

pressure and low temp, for oxygen.

1823. MARCH 29.

FLUID Prepared a cyanogen tube with a little water in it— the fluid

CYANOGEN, cyanogcn not miscible with water—and decidedly lighter than

that fluid—apparently not so much lighter as ether would be—
looking at objects through the tube containing the water and

cyanogen, both in and out of water, the refractive power of the

cyanogen was found to be rather less than that of water— temp,

in these expts. 45°.

FLuosiLicic Prepared a tube with fluor spar, glass and sulphuric acid— as

GAS. apparently no liquid product— distil on Monday.
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April I. Could get no results by distilling between 212° and 0°; fluosilicic

distilled by lamp and 0°, could get no results still— at last very "^^s.

violent explosion—great fume from an immense volume of fluo-

silicic gas set free and silica deposited on the ice near.

March 29th. A tube with sulphurous acid prepared with a mer- pressure of

curial guage attached. The spaces marked where the mercury suls. acid.

stood at first and when fluid sulphurous acid had been produced,

temp, being both times 45°. The spaces estimated by weight of

mercury were 84*7 gr. and 27*8 gr.—now 3*05 atmospheres

within the tube, but as the air within the tube was but little

expanded by moving ofmercury in guage, it equalled i atmosphere

nearly—hence Suls. acid at 45° = 2 atmospheres.

Prepared a tube with boracic acid, fluorspar and Sulphuric acid fluoboric

—heated, much action— distilled by lamp and ice, but no con-

densation of fluid— the Sul. acid appears to dissolve the fluoboric

gas too readily.

Prepared some Amm. gas over mercury— dried some chloride fluid

of silver—put it in the ammonia and absorbed the gas— the ammonia.

saturated chloride put into a tube and sealed up— then heated by
a lamp at one end whilst tube cooled to 0° at the other. The
chloride fuses at a very low temperature comparatively, giving

ofl" ammoniacal gas—which condensed at the other end and

formed fluid ammonia.

April I. Ammonia tube—plenty fluid ammonia. When tube

taken out of mixture and chloride allowed to cool, the ammonia
soon began to return to the chloride. It combined with it producing

heat, and at the same time evaporated from the opposite end

producing cold. When chloride cooled to 50° the ammonia at

opposite end would boil at 60°, from the vapour required to

combine with the chloride.

The tube thus arranged may be compared with the Cryo-

phorus and called a Calo-cryophorus.

1823. APRIL I.

Voltaic Electricity. 50 one inch plates passed through chlorine conducting

and Sulphurous acid: they conduct so as even to allow a spark power.

with charcoal and the decomposition of water; but no gas or
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CONDUCTING Other appearance of decomposition in the substances appeared.
POWER. Repeat.

REFRACTIVE Refractivc power— ascertained as well as could be by viewing
POWER, objects, as letters, etc. through the tubes and similar tubes con-

taining water, both in the air and in water at temp, of 50°.

Nitrous oxide—Y^ty much less than water—half way between

water and air.

Muriatic acid~\ess than water— greater than nitrous oxide— nearer

to N. oxide than to water.

Carbonic acid— much, less than water—verging towards Nitrous

oxide—perhaps about M. A.

Chlorine— Tdither less than water.

Cyanogen—vexy like water, perhaps a little less.

Sulphurous acid—^s near as may be water.

Sulphurettedhydrogen— nediv water ;
perhaps rather more— decidedly

a little more— than Suls. acid.

Ammonia— decidedly more than water.

APRIL 2.

MURIATIC ACID MuHatic acld-cndcavourcd to ascertain pressure within—pre-
pREssuRE. pared a tube having inclosed in it a mercurial guage. When action

had produced liquid mur. acid observed the compression: 133

parts of air became 4-6 parts— —| = 28 '9, which minus the '9 for

atmosphere of air = 28 atmospheres at 32°.

At temp, of 50° it was = 34*4— 33*4 the number of

atmospheres at 50°.

suL. HYDROGEN Sul. Hydrogcn tube for pressure prepared with guage: 91 of
PRESSURE. . ^ 1 ^ 91 1 • 1 •

air at common pressure became 6-5: now = 14 which minus

about I for common air gives 13 atmospheres at 32°.

At temp, of 50° it was = iy6(^ — about i = 14-7 atmospheres

at 50°.

APRIL lOTH.

SULPHUROUS ACID. Opcncd a tube with sulphurous acid, dipped the outside in

water and left a drop hanging to it. The water immediately froze.

Put a small piece of ice at 32° into the sulphurous acid; the latter

immediately boiled from the heat communicated by the ice, but
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when the ice had been cooled by the evaporation it remained sulphurous acid.

unchanged in the sulphurous acid.

Pressure of Nitrous oxide by guage. nitrous oxide

157 parts of air became 3*482 parts by pressure of vapour at 32°. pressure.

Now — I = 44 atmospheres, which is therefore the pressure of

nitrous oxide vapour at 32°.

The 157 parts became 3 parts at temp, of 45°. ~ — i = 51 '33

atmospheres for the strength of vapour at 45° F.

1823. APRIL 16.

Hydrate of chlorine in a tube with a guage, then decomposed pressure of

by heat until free fluid chlorine. 6 degrees in the guage became chlorine vapour.

I -2 degrees, hence ^ — i = 4 for number of atmospheres of pres-

sure of chlorine vapour at 60°. Tube soon after burst, on con-

tinuing the heat.

1823. APRIL 17TH.

High pressure vapour lamp. high pressure

Bent a tube as in margin—introduced cyanuret of mercury vapour lamp.

at c : fastened on a cap and stop cock cz, L Then heated c and A
cooled d until cyanogen issued from stop-cock. Closed the stop- i^i /

cock and continued the heat; fluid cyanogen collected at d. When
the whole had gained common temperature opened the cock and

lighted the jet of cyanogen vapour which issued out. It con-

tinued (and also the flame) till all the fluid had disappeared as

vapour. Mr. Millington saw this experiment and I mentioned to

Mr. P. Taylor yesterday and to Mr. Brande this morning, my
expectations on this point. Now search among combustible gases

for one becoming a liquid under 8 or 10 or even 20 atmospheres

at common temperatures; examine oil gas products, etc. Men-
tioned to Phillip at Royal Society in the eveng. of this day at

time Sir H. Davy's paper read.

Prepared some dry ammonia and chloride of silver; saturated pressure of

the chloride and put it into a bent tube with a guage— liberated ammonia.

the ammonia by heat and fused the chloride into lumps, so that

the surface being diminished the ammonia could not readily



io6 1823. APRIL 17TH.

PRESSURE OF lecombine— tlius got plenty of liquid ammonia which remained
AMMONIA, unabsorbed for an hour or more. The common air had been

expelled from the tube by part of the ammonia before sealing,

so that all the pressure noted afterward was due to the ammonia
vapour.

12 parts of air at common pressure became 2-4—hence ^=5
atmospheres at 32° F.

12 parts became 1-83; now 6-55 atmospheres at 50° F.

1823. APRIL i6th.

PRESSURE OF Carbonic acid produced in a tube containing a guage. There
CARBONIC ACID, enough produced to leave some in the liquid state at 10° or

12° F, but as the tube had cracked in one part I was afraid to

urge it for the production of more liquid for higher temperatures.

But at 0° F, 24-25 parts of air were condensed to -842 of part.

Hence — i = 27*8 atmospheres for force of vapour of Car-

bonic acid at 0° F.

1823. MAY 3RD.

Another experiment, but tube again cracked—however, could

experiment at temp, below 32° and with more accuracy than

above. At 22°, 52 parts of air became 1*75 = 30 atmospheres—

and at 32°, when there was hardly fluid enough, the 52 parts be-

came 1*45 parts = 36 atmospheres.

1823. APRIL 30TH.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY Hydromctcr Bulbs made of glass. Tried their S. G. and found
OF AMMONIA. ^o bc as follows:

I one lighter than ether of '772

none „ „ „ -908

III
,y ,y 5,

-916

IV „ „ „ „ 1-053

V „ „ „ „ 1-098

VI „ „ „ „ I -102

VII „ „ „ „ 1-133

VIII,, „ „ „ 1-133
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IX one lighter than ether of i '220 specific gravity
V TA1A OF AMMONIA.

XI „ „ „ „ 1-500

XII „ „ „ „ 1-580

Put the I into an ammonia tube, sealed it up and liberated the

liquid ammonia until enough to cover the bulb was obtained.

The bulb just floated in it, coming to the top, but more slowly

than in ether of '772, and judging from the difference of effect

I observed whilst graduating these bulbs, as produced by a small

alteration of S. G. of the solution containing them, I should think

the S. G. of the fluid ammonia to be about 0*76 very nearly.

Query degree of penetration when mixed with water?

A bulb introduced into sulphurous acid tube in the same way. s. g. of sul-

The bulb was No. vi; it floated however with much force, the phurous acid.

little stem rising out of the liquid.* As much was got together

as could be, and the tube when cold opened; then hooking out

the VI, No. IX was put in. It floated also strongly, and being

taken out x was put in. I believe it sank, but so much liquid had

evaporated, enough did not remain. No. x was therefore put into

another tube and a fresh portion of suls. acid made about it. It

was now found to sink slowly in the fluid. I judge the Specific

Gravity of Sulphurous acid to be 1*42.

Every time the platina wire was put in to the sulphurous acid

it made it boil and became so cold that when applied to the tongue

quickly it froze to it. I could not perceive any taste in the suls.

acid— try its reddening powers.

Tried cyanogen for S. G.; put in bulb 11. It sank in the liquid s. g. of cyanogen.

slowly. Its Specific Gravity therefore is 0*9 or a little less.

May 3rd. Tried Sulphuretted hydrogen for S. G.-got a bulb in s. g. of sul. hydn.

(hi), and also free from all adhering water and mur. acid. The
bulb sank in the liquid but not with great velocity. S. G. I think

about '9, certainly not -916.

1823. JUNE 26TH.

See 1826. Sept. 15th. oxygen and hy-

Made a mixture of i vol. oxygen + 2 vols, hydrogen, filled drogen: spon-

5 dry botdes over mercury with the mixture and also 4 bottles
"^^^eous action.

over water— left them in glasses inverted over mercury and water—
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OXYGEN AND HY- liaving prcviously placed 3 mercury and 2 water bottles in the

drogen: spon- windows so as to receive the sun's rays and daylight, and put
TANEOUS ACTION.

^^.j^^^. ^ mcrcury and 2 water bottles by in a dark place.

Sept. 3rd. The mercury in the dry bottles in light, black at the

surface with thick him; one has a little moisture within. Opened
one of the water bottles—was no expansion or contraction of

volume—43 vols, of gas gave 10 vols, of oxygen to nitrous gas.

In consequence of evaporation the bottles have been left dry

round the stopper on the outside.

1824. July. Examined the bottles— the water bottle in sun light

contained a little hydrogen and rest common air : no alteration

of volume. The mercury bottle in Hght contained common air

only. The water bottles in dark place, water right on outside—

no change in volume of gas— it was the original mixture. The
mercury bottles in dark place contained nothing but common air.

Hence mercury cannot confine gases perfectly—hence also no

combination in the dark—nor (most probably) in the Hght either.

1823. AUG. 20TH.

RADIATION. At Folkestone, the atmosphere clear and a fine view of the
DEW. MIST,

^ijfj-g Dover. Soon after sun set (the wind being about S.S.W.

so as to blow on land) observed a cloud forming just above the

brow of Shakespeare cliff. It streamed inwards, increasing in size,

but all seemed to pour nearly from the same spot; the air which

came from over the sea there taking on a visible form and passing

in to the interior as a cloud. By degrees the generation of cloud

took place along the whole Hne of cUfFfrom Dover to Folkestone

hill, the wind still carrying the portion formed over the land. We
ascended the cHfFs about | a mile beyond Folkestone hill about

an hour after sunset and found all above envelloped in a dense

moist mist, so as to deposit water on our cloaths; the temperature

also low to the feelings. We walked back towards Folkestone

and on descending a little way down the hill by the road emerged

from the cloud and found all clear beneath. The cloud now
extended a considerable way in land, covering the tops of the

hills. Was not this effect produced by the cooling of the surface

of these hills after the sunset by radiation into the clear space
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above, and the consequent cooling of the moist air brought by radiation.

the wind from the sea below its point of deposition ? °ew. mist.

We saw a smaller effect of the same kind a few evenings before

in similar circumstances at the same place—and also over the land

of Romney marsh.

1823. AUG.
Flying of Gullsj hawks^ etc, Folkestone. flying.

At times when the wind has been rather strong I have fre-

quently watched the gulls who were flying over the waves looking

for food, and have often seen them move slowly against the wind
or remain stationary facing it, balancing themselves on their wings

but without flapping them. This has lasted for i, 2, 3 or more
minutes, and I think could not be due to any previously acquired

momentum because they would suddenly sweep round, going

down with the wind, and then again return against it, all without

flapping the wings. I have also remarked hawkes over land

advance in a similar manner in similar circumstances, without

having been able to detect any motion of the wing calculated

to support them. They seemed to remain suspended in the air

by an apparent balancing of the body on the wings against the

wind.

Sometimes similar appearances were observed in situations

where it might be accounted for. Thus I have seen gulls and

hawks leave a resting place in a cliff, move in to the free space

and poize themselves whilst they examined the ground beneath,

and without a single flap of the wing; but the wind has in these

cases been blowing on to the land, and being thrown upward
against the face of the cliff may have produced a current upwards

abundantly sufficient to support the bird. But I have seen the

same thing many times with gulls, and once with a hawk, w[h]ere

the birds moved out clearly into the horizontal current and where

the means they used to support themselves escaped my per-

ception.

Last year when at Swansea and standing on the end of the pier

I noticed a gull coming up across the mouth of the harbour

against a westerly wind in this manner, without flapping the

wings. On coming to a spot a little beyond me it returned with
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FLYING, the wind to the place from where it came up, and again renewed
its course towards me; this I remarked done 7 or 8 times, occu-

pying above a quarter of an hour, and with only an occasional

flap of the wing now and then.

How do these birds fly ? and why may not a man or a machine
fly in the same way in the same circumstances ?

See notes Aug. 3, 1824.

SEPT. 3.

DIAMOND AND Hcatcd diamond with borax, nitre and other fluxes on Platinum
FLUXES, wire by blow pipe. No action, or at least a very sHght one: no

remarkable effects.

VOLTAIC ELEC-

TRICITY.

1823. SEPT. 9TH.

A plate or band of sheet zinc about 2 feet long, | inch vv^ide

and thick was coiled together at the two ends so as to form

an endless band and put into a jar of strong sul. acid solution as

in the figure. When the action was well estabHshed there was a

deviation of the magnetic needle in the direction of the upper

circle. When a rod of zinc was dipped into the acid and made
to touch the band at i or i this deviation was increased, or when
a rod of copper touched the band at 2 the same effect was pro-

duced; but when the zinc touched at 2 or the copper at i or i

then the deviation was in the direction of the lower circle.

CYANURET
MERCURY.

OCTR. 31.

Ferro prussiate potash and turpeth mineral boiled together

become very alkaline.

Let there be excess of turpeth, then the solution obtained after

boiling contains no ferro prussiate of potash, and on being

crystallised yields crystals at first which appear to be a cyanuret

of mercury. If collected and recrystallised they still do not

resemble common cyanuret of mercury in form, and when heated

fuse more readily and yield I think much more cyanogen; they

are probably a bi- or tri-cyanuret of mercury or contain a still

higher proportion.

Ferro prussiate of potash and the proto-sulphate of mercury

boiled with the latter in excess yield a solution containing no
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ferro prussiate of potash and giving much cyanuret of mercury cyanuret

of the well known kind—but the mother liquor contains a mixture mercury.

with sul. potash.

1823. NOVR. 3.

Steel Alloys, etc, alloys.

I Platinum and Steel welded.

II Do. „ „
III Twisted and forged steel to imitate Damascus.

IV Pure iron fused.

V Iron with 3 per cent Rhodium.
VI Iron with 3 per cent Nickel.

VII Steel 50, Platinum 50.

VIII Steel 20, Platinum 80.

IX Steel 50, Rhodium 50.

1823. NOVR. 14.

Muriatic acid added in excess to solution of hydro-sulphuret

of ammonia— turbidness appeared and in a short time a strong

smell of sulphurous acid. The hydrosulphuret contained sulphite

of amm.onia. There is no action on the pure compound of sul.

hydrogen and ammonia except liberation of Sul. hy.

Solution of chlorine added to sol. of Mur. amm. and left a sulphuret

while till Azotane formed; then added Hydro sulphuret of am- nitrogen.

monia in excess— a pleasant odorous smell produced, something

Hke chloride of carbon, but no traces of Sulphuret of Nitrogen.

Carbonate of ammonia added in excess to lime water dissolves garb. lime.

the carbonate first thrown down and the lime is not then detect-

able by oxalate of ammonia, ammonia, potash or carb. pot.; but

phosphate of soda throws it down. Mur. or other salt of lime

with Carb. ammonia— similar effects.

Could not get this to succeed again; see Octr. i, 1824.

1823. NOVR. 17.

I a complete circle of zinc*— the shaded part immersed in acid, elegtro-

but no magnetic effects produced. magnetism.

II a piece of coppert— the shaded part heated whilst the extremes

connected with a magnetometer: no effect, i cut and opened out

at a and connected with the magnetometer—no effects.
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suLPHURET OF Solution of chlorine added to weak sol. of hydrosulphuret of
NITROGEN, ammonia—when chlorine in excess, sulphur and sulphurane sepa-

rated and the mixture became odorous—when hydrosulphuret of

ammonia in excess it smelled simply of it.

Solutions of amm., chlorine and sulphuretted hydrogen: similar

effects.

Solution of Mur. Amm. mixed with little sul. hydrogen and

ammonia, then chlorine placed over it : sulphur was deposited as

the action went on but no appearance of a sulphuret of nitrogen.

Chlorine was placed over sol. of mur. ammonia until the solu-

tion saturated with chlorine of nitrogen and slowly yielding

bubbles of gas from every part— this solution mixed with sol. of

sul. hydrogen and hydro sulphuret of ammonia— the liberation of

gas stopped and the mixture became turbid—allowed to subside,

the substance was collected and appeared like sulphur; it was

dried and heated in a tube with mercury— it yielded a small bubble

of sulphuretted hydrogen but no nitrogen,

NOVR. 19.

Bi SULPHURET NitHc acid strong but cold added to artificial sulphuret of
OF COPPER, copper— acid soon neutralized if not in excess—nitrous acid and

nitric oxide given out— nitrate of copper and a little sulphuric

acid formed—and a decided peculiar smell like that of weak nitric

acid on fat or flesh—no traces by alcohol or otherwise of any

thing peculiar Hke when acid in excess, the sulphuret

being powdered and the action left in the cold to complete itself,

another sulphuret of copper resulted which, washed and dried,

was of a greenish black colour—when heated gave out abundance

of sulphur and when decomposed in a tube by strong red heat

gave of[f] nearly i proportion of sulphur, leaving i proportion

of sulphuret of copper—hence it is an artificial bisulphuret of

copper.

This bisulphuret of copper acted on by hot N. A. was decom-

posed yielding nitrate ofcopper— sulphur— sulphuric acid— nitrous

acid and nitric oxide—but no S -^N.

N. A. ON suLRT. TIN. Nitric acid on sulphuret of tin— cold, little action—heated,

action— oxide of tin— sulphuric acid—nitrous acid— nitric oxide,

but apparently no S ^N. The peculiar smell was again evident.
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Made to act in close vessels and the gas examined, it proved to n. a. on sulrt. tin.

be nitrogen; whilst the solution was so strong of nitrous acid as

to be of a blue colour. When boiled the Ns. acid flew ofl" and a

little oxide of tin was thrown down.

Nitric acid, dilute, on Solution of hydro sulrt. lime made by n. a. on sulrt.

boiling lime, sulphur and water together— strong smell of sul.

hydrogen, and the hydro sul. left in such proportion as to leave

this smell in excess—abundant precipitate—no liberation of gas—

the precipitate left for 12 hours was a soft, solid substance which,

heated in a tube over mercury, gave out a little sulphuretted

hydrogen and left sulphur and sulphuret of mercury.

1823. NOVR. 20TH.

Nitric acid pure on cinnaber— at first dissolved a little sulphuret n. a. on cinnaber.

of copper— afterwards no action at all by boiling even—but the

cinnaber was very highly improved in colour.

Muriatic acid on Cinnaber: after first boiling no action—but

N. M. Acid rapidly dissolved cinnaber, producing cor. sub., oxy.

nit. mercury, sulphuric acid and sulphur.

NOVR. 21.

Sulphuret of tin with diluted N. A. at low temperature— n. a. and sulrt.

action, oxide of tin— Nit. tin— and Nitric oxide gas— apparently

no N+ S.

NOVR. 22.

Solution of Mur. Amm. in Mur. acid : put chlorate of potash azotane.

into it to see whether Azotane would be conveniently formed.

It was formed and was evident to the smell and eyes, but did not

collect in drops. Process will not do better or so well as the

known one.

Chloride of sulphur poured into solution of ammonia— strong chloride

action, the solution becoming; brown, but then clearing; and sulphur in

• 11. 1 1 ammonia.
yieldmg a brown coagulum.

The solution contained Mur. ammonia, but I could find nothing

particular in it. I did not observe the liberation of gaseous

nitrogen during the action. The red brown substance, when col-

lected, was a soft body not soluble in water, alcohol or ether,

FDI 8
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CHLORIDE SULPHUR but apparently soluble in boiling oil of turpentine, for it dis-

iN AMMONIA, appeared almost entirely. Heated in the open air it fused and

burnt producing sulphurous acid. Heated in a glass tube in con-

tact widi mercury it gave cinnaber, sulphurous acid gas and a

small portion of a fluid. In another expt., tube more highly

heated, strong fume of ammonia—perhaps adhering to the sub-

stance. Solution of potash acted on the substance, first deepening

its colour and then becoming pale— the potash contained a little

sulphuretted hydrogen.

Substance looked something like an oxide of phosphorus—
but not at all Hke N+ S.

CHLORIDE SULPHUR Some chlorldc sulphur was put into a tube and ammoniacal
AND AMMONIACAL gas passcd ovcr it— strong action with heat—much mur. ammonia

formed- the fluid disappeared and a solid body of brown and

yellow colour appeared—insoluble in water and something like

sulphur. It was not so red as the substance obtained in the fluid

way and was more brittle. It appeared by its action over mercury

to be sulphur with a little sulphuretted hydrogen, but contain

no nitrogen. Nitrogen was given off during the first action of

the Amm. gas on the chloride, occupying the capacity of the tube.

CAMOMILE A strong infusion of camomile flowers was acidulated by sul.

FLOWERS, acid— it became very turbid and being left for several days

deposited a substance insoluble in water but soluble in Alcohol

and in alkalies. The Alcoholic solution was filtered and set aside

to evaporate spontaneously.

Another portion of the Alcoholic solution (being of a brown
colour) was boiled with animal charcoal; the colour was con-

siderably removed but the solution would not now precipitate

by water, which it did before.

A portion of the infusion was precipitated by nitrate of lead

:

all the substance went down with the lead. The precipitate washed

and then boiled with sul. soda and a little ammonia gave a deep

brown solution— this was boiled with animal charcoal without

much improvement of colour, and then after filtration a little

sul. acid added to it—an abundant precipitate took place. This,

washed and collected, proved to be a compound of lead and

vegetable matter. It was not further examined because it did not

appear to be the substance I wanted.
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This portion has deposited a white granulated substance but camomile

mixed with impurity here and there and having water laying flowers.

over it. Examined by the microscope it did not appear crystalline.

A part was filtered and wash[ed] with water; another part had

weak potash added to it and many drops of the Alcali were

neutralized by it. It was filtered and the neutral brown solution

evaporated.

The purer granulated portions were separated and again dis-

solved in alcohol; in spontaneous evaporation a white granulated

mass like the first was obtained. This was soaked in water for a

night and the water poured off: tested by Mur. bary. a precipitate

(slight) appeared but not like sul. barytes. It was washed with

more water and then dissolved in alcohol: solution brownish—
reddens Htmus decidedly and requires many drops of soda solu-

tion to neutralise it. The neutral solution precipitated strongly

by sulphuric acid—more feebly by Mur. acid and not at all by
N. acid— left to evaporate.

See Deer. loth.

A closed tube 30 inches long filled with mercury and inverted mixed vapours.

in mercury. A little ether sent up and the place where the mercury

stood marked. Sulphuret of carbon sent up in addition: the

mercury stood at the same place.

DECK. 4.

Some arseniuretted hydrogen made in Stromeyer's way—my arseniuretted

tube exhausted and filled with it and then 6 or 8 atmospheres hydrogen.

more forced in— the end of the tube then cooled, first to 32° and

then to 0° F: a sHght dew occasioned, but no condensation of

the gas into a liquid.

DECK. lOTH.

Powdered oxalic acid has been left in an atmosphere of chlorine oxalic acid in

for 10 or 12 days. It now seems a dry dirty powder—but examined chlorine.

it appeared to have undergone very little change- dropped into

water, there were no signs of carbonic acid though the solution

gave chloride of silver with N. S., probably from adhering

chlorine.

8-2
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CHLORINE AND Solutioii of clilorine in sun light 2 days : has given a bubble
WATER, which when examined proved to be oxygen.

Mur. Acid tinged by sul. indigo— left with an atmosphere

exposed to sun light—no decomposition, no change of the colour

of the indigo. Jany. 15, no change up to this time.

CAMOMILE
PRINCIPLE.

DECK. 10.

See Deer. i.

The alkaline salt in solution tested by the addition of the fol-

lowing substances and with the following effects

Mur. lime

Mur. baryta

Mur. Strontian

Mur. Magnesia

v'Mur. Manganese

Per sul. Iron

\/Mur. zinc

proto Mur. tin not in
]

excess

Mur. copper

\/Nit. lead

Tart. Ant. and potash

Nit. Cobalt

v/Mur. Cerium

Nit. Nickel

\/ proto nit. mercury

Nit. Silver

Mur. Alumine

precipitates, not abundantly

Do. - little

Scarcely

None
rather abundant

no precipitate, but dark brown colour

very abundant yellow precipitate

yellow precipitate

greenish precipitate

dense precipitate

none

none

dense precipitate

white green precipitate

dense white precipitate

slight

little

Precipitates not mentioned as colour were white or yellow white.

1823. DECK. 17TH.

CHAMOMILE Strong infusion of chamomile flowers— precipitates abundantly
PRINCIPLE, ^i^]^ sulphuric acid-boiled with animal charcoal (large quantity)

the solution changed colour, but did not after filtration precipitate

by sulphuric acid—but when boiled with powdered box wood
charcoal it still retains the principle in solution.
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Strong infusion— nit. lead— then sul. acid in slight excess. Strong chamomile

precipitate—which soon subsided—washed two or three times— principle.

filtered—and digested the precipitate in alcohol, but no particular

substance separated by it, for alcoholic solution did not precipitate

with water— the salt of lead dried and heated burned, still re-

taining the substance.

Carbonic acid thrown into Strong infusion : no precipitation.

Neither the substance nor any of its compounds yield ammonia
by heat.
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Some oil of turpentine with twice its bulk of strong muriatic m. a. and oil of

acid put in a bottle, shaken and left, has now been 4 days and is turpentine.

of a dark colour but does not seem to have formed artificial

camphor. Feby. 11. Still the same—no interesting change.

DECK. 24TH.

See

Tamarind Stones, They did not yield ammonia as some I tamarind stones.

formerly tried did— they were soaked in water and then scraped,

by which the white central part was obtained clean and pure—

a

portion of the dry substance put into strong sulphuric acid and

heated yielded carbon, carbonic oxide and water .'^ Heat was

required for the action.

After steeping in water for 24 or 30 hours the matter was

beaten up into a mucilaginous pulp and a little dilute Sul. acid

added; this, left for 24 hours, had deposited most of the substance.

The fluid poured off, neutralised by cream of lime, filtered (which

it did readily) and the dried residuum digested in hot alcohol and

filtered. This evaporated yielded an oily substance, combustible,

not soluble in water but with diluted sul. acid yielding a pinkish

solution not precipitable by alkali— the oil evidently dissolved

slightly in the sul. acid.

The pulp left by the acid was washed in many waters and then

had an acid apple odour : it did not
[ ] nor was it soluble except

very slightly in cold water; not therefore like gum. When boiled

in water it swelled and thickened something in the manner of

starch; more water added and the whole filtered gave a solid part

insoluble in further portions of water and a liquid which when cold

appeared slightly mucilaginous, and on the addition of alcohol

appeared like a solid Jelly. When evaporated it seemed like a weak
solution of albumen but left very little solid matter. Iodine gave

no precipitate or colour with it, nor did nit. lead. Infusion of galls

precipitated it whitish. Corrosive sublimate did not precipitate

it. Sub acetate of lead has the same effect as alcohol. The sub-

stance appears to be vegetable jelly.

Alcohol will not dissolve the solid portion; heated in oil it
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TAMARIND STONES, does not dissolvc but ultimately chars. Alkali dissolved a little

of it and was precipitated again by acid.

A large portion of the softened pulp was boiled in a smaller

quantity of water; it formed a starchy like mass which when hot

flowed about and when cold had not gelatinised like animal jelly.

Abundance of water was added ; the whole boiled and suffered

to separate by standing and the insoluble portion washed in

repeated portions of fresh distilled water. It was then filtered out

and dried and though white at first became yellow by drying.

It somewhat resembled soft Gluten, and what is remarkable it

yielded ammonia by destructive distillation, though in small

quantity.

DECR. 26TH.

NITROUS OXIDE ON A solution of proto sulphate of Iron and another of manganese
HYDRosuLPHURETs were precipitated by hyclrosulphuret of ammonia and the pre-

OF METALS,
^ipitates well washed out of the contact of air. The first was black,

the second white or buff coloured. These mixed with water to

the consistency of cream were each put into capped retorts, the

vessels exhausted and then Nitrous oxide sent in. At first there

was action on the sulphuret of Iron and the formation of oxide

from the presence of a little air, but that soon ceased, and on the

29th no further change had taken place in either retort.

They were then placed in sun light and left till Jany. 2nd.

When examined no change had taken place. The moist hydro-

sulphuret was then boiled in contact with the gas, but no action

took place and the nitrous oxide remained unchanged— a little sul.

hydrogen came over at the end of the boiling.

1824. JANY. 2.

SUL. HY. IN A Stream of sul. hydrogen sent into solution of Nit. Amm.;
NIT. AM. absorption but no further action; the solution placed in sunshine

but no action—heated gave out

SUL. ACID AND Jany. 2. Black substance from distillation of Alcohol and
ALCOHOL, sulphuric acid. The mass in the retort liquid when hot but on

cooling coagulated like blood, a black jelly like mass being formed

and a clear acid separating. Water added to the whole and well
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shaken ; the black substance insoluble and settled to the bottom, sul. acid and

Repeatedly washed with water till all the acid removed; it then alcohol.

dissolved in water forming a black solution smelling something

like wallnuts. This solution precipitated by acids, the black matter

becoming insoluble. Alcohol does not precipitate it. Evaporated

on sand bath, films form on it as if on milk, but not to any great

extent. A brilliant black substance left which heated in tube yields

water, sulphurous acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, a little sulphur

and left charcoal and some apparently earthy matter.

The black solution evaporated under the air pump left a similar

substance which afforded similar products.

JANY. 3.

Some of the above dried substance was boiled in distilled water.

It did not dissolve in it or undergo any change. But when a

portion was rubbed very fine and mixed up even in cold water

it produced an uniform liquid which did not deposit any thing

in several days and which looked very like a solution. Under the

microscope it appeared uniform and no particles could be per-

ceived.

When rubbed up with Alcohol a similar fluid in appearance

resulted.

The substance is of greater S. G. than water, sinking when solid

rapidly in it. Query, does it form by minute division a true

solution or not and how does the action of acids in precipitating

the liquids decide. Though the solution be then made denser yet

the black substance precipitates.

The aqueous solution prec. by S. A., not immediately by Acetic

acid; it does by potash and chlorine slowly destroys its colour.

Some Nitrous oxide was carefully prepared and some sul- nitrous oxide

phuretted hydrogen from Sulphuret ofantimony and Muriatic acid, and sul. hydro

Equal volumes of these gases were mixed and a light applied

to a portion in a tube; the mixture inflamed at the aperture but

would not burn through the tube—when a little more than half

of Nitrous oxide was present the mixture burnt on applying a

light to it, the bright blue flame produced passing but slowly _
through the tube. Water and sulphurous acid were formed, sulphur \^\ =

deposited and probably nitrogen set free.

gen.

A/
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NITROUS OXIDE A portioii of the equal part mixture was heated over mercury
AND suL. HYDRO- jn a tube ; no effect was produced though the glass softened until

the mercury became heated; then sulphuret of mercury and water

were formed and nitrogen set free.

A pellet of finely divided platina (mixed with clay) was put

in a tube containing the mixture over mercury; no action. No
action up to Jany. loth.

Another portion was heated, a pellet being inside; the effects

were as if no pellet had been present.

A dry retort was filled with the mixture, some spongy platina

having been previously introduced. It was then placed where it

may receive such sunshine as may occur.

Jany. 17th. The retort examined: no action, the gases just as

at first, a mixture of nitrous oxide and sulphuretted hydrogen.

There have been several fine sunny days for winter but may try

the expt. again in summer.

Feby. 12. Passed equal vols, of nitrous oxide and sul. hydrogen

over spongy platinum—no effect at common temp.—when heated

sulet. platinum—water— a Httle suls. acid and nitrogen Hberated—

no other action.

JANY. 5TH.

NITROUS OXIDE Proto sulphurct of Iron was put into a green glass tube and
AND SULET. IRON, when heated to dull redness nitrous oxide passed over it; the

latter was decomposed, nitrogen was liberated and sulphurous

acid and oxide of Iron formed. When heated up to a certain point

the action was so strong as to elevate the heat within still higher

to a bright red, forming a sort of combustion within. This would

be a good process for analysis of nitrous oxide and probably

nitric oxide also.

JANY. 15.

NIT. AMM. IN Nitrate of ammonia fuzed and decomposed in atmosphere of
SUL. HY. sulphuretted hydrogen—no particular effects— a part of the sul-

phuretted hydrogen decomposed and sulphur deposited— a mix-

ture of sul. hy. and nitrous oxide left—no sulet. nitrogen formed

that could be perceived.
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A quantity of the black substance of Jany. 3 dried on sand- s. a. and alcohol

bath, pulverised and put into a retort with an atmosphere of substance in

chlorine. Much heat and action and a fluid formed—fumes in the
^^^^o^^^ne.

retort, a little absorbtion; set aside for 24 hours, then colour of

chlorine nearly gone. Let some more in—had been absorption;

substance still black; no appearance of crystals of chloride of

carbon : brought it into day light.

Prepared some hydrochloride of carbon from Oleft. gas and hydrochloride

chlorine, washed it with water and left it over Mur. lime fuzed, of carbon in

A portion of it placed in strong sol. of ammonia and even boiled
^^^^^ies.

in it, but no decided action except a slight formation of a film

about it, even after 3 or 4 days. Substance still appears as before—

it does not dissolve in it but lies Hke a globule in it. Strong

solution of potash had not any immediate action on it nor did

it dissolve it.

1824. JANY. 16.

With Mr. Ewart at Taylor and Martineau's establishment; ewart's steam

Mr. Phillips present. Mr. Ewart's expt. on steam. experiment.

* A horizontal tube 4 inches in diameter and about 6 feet long

was attached to one of T. and M.'s boilers; the extremity of the

tube came out into the open air and was closed by a diaphragm

perforated in the centre by a half inch hole; a thermometer (No. i)

was fixed in the 4 inch tube about 2 inches from the diaphragm,

and a stop cock was fixed in the pipe beneath it to draw off con-

densed water. A piece of copper tube was prepared about 20

inches long and two inches in diameter. Two thermometers were

fixed in it at about an inch from the extremities; they passed

through the side of the tube and had their bulbs in its axis. This

tube was then fixed on to the larger as an elongation of it, the

hole in the diaphragm being made to correspond with the axis

of the smaller tube.

Steam was not [? now] let on at a high pressure and allowed to

pass freely out at c. The temperatures of the three thermometers

were all different but the important one ^ fell as it was removed

from its central position and raised or lowered out of the axis of

the tube— it was in fact too large in the bulb and formed a serious
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ewart's steam obstacle to the emission of the steam: the following are some of
EXPERIMENT. temperatures noted

a b c

266° 213° 218°

204° „
194° »
191°

189°
o o

190 215

During the whole of the experiment the short tube was so cold

as not to boil water from its outside; it was decidedly below 212°.

Much water was blown out of it by the force of the steam and

must have been such as was condensed by the coldness of the air

about in it; the water lined the tube or at least was blown off

from all parts of its opening and the little steam that ran off at

the bottom was at 190°. A thermometer put in at the open end

varied in temperature as it was placed in the axis or side of the

tube, the axis of course being hottest. Any variation of the

position of thermometer I? varied the temp, both of a and c

because of the different emission of steam. I do not think the

experiment satisfactory, because I think there may have been an

eddy in the angle of the tube which might carry the water back

to the thermometer l) when not central, and because the tube was

not cloathed.

At last thermometer I? was blown away. Then the following

temperatures were noticed with a and c

a c

253° 236°

262° 240°

270 216

270° 218°

220 210
221° 220°

248° 230°

240° 230°

266° 242°

These were intended to shew that after certain temperatures

whilst a rose— 6 was falling.
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565 grains of steel and 16 grains of nickel packed in a crucible steel and nickel.

together for fusion—Feby. 11. Fused, but being interrupted only

imperfectly; must fuse again.

Ultimately failed in furnace.

1824. FEBY.

A portion of Chloride of antimony pure and solid decomposed antimonial pre-

by water, the powder well washed by repeated portions of water cipitates from

and a crystaUine powder obtained which when digested in pure
^^^^^'^^s-

alkaline solution, filtered, the alkali neutralised by nitric acid,

again filtered, and precipitated by nitrate of silver yielded for

ICQ parts—42 parts chloride of silver = 10*3 chlorine.

A portion of glass of antimony powdered, digested in Mur. acid

and a solution obtained which when precipitated by water and

washed also yielded a crystalline powder, of which 100 parts

yielded 36 parts chloride of silver, 8-9 [chlorine].

A portion of butter of antimony from Fisher's (red-brown

liquid) precipitated by water and washed gave an earthy powder
yielding per 100 parts only 13 of chloride of silver =3*2 chlorine.

FROM THE
northern
expedition.

1824. FEBY. 12.

Air brought home by Mr. Fisher. atmospheric air

45*5 of the air t gave a diminution of 27-8 which divided

26 of hydrogen] by 3 gives 9*2666 or

ICQ of air contains 20*364 oxygen.

Again, 44*4 of the air 1 . . ^° Z c\ 1 y gave adimmutionor 27*5 = t0 9*i66ox.
36*2 of hydrogen] ^ / ; /

100 of the air contain 20*42 oxygen.

56*4 of common air) . . ^
a c-L. \ save a diminution or 37*3 = to 12*433 ox.

44*8 of hydrogen
J

^ ^' ^

100 of common air contain 22*045 oxyg^i^-

The air brought home in a glass flask only secured by a cap

cemented on in the usual manner and a stop cock.

This bottle had formerly contained sul. hydrogen—no trace of

that gas now.
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ATMOSPHERIC AIR Anotlicr bottlc of air brought home by Mr. Fisher.

FROM THE Hydrogen tried by a ball
; 94 parts diminished to 90.

46-5 parts of the air 1 gave a diminution of 30-4 from which

34*9 „ „ hydrogen] subtract 1-5 for dim. of hydrogen;
leaves corrected diminution 28*9 = 9*633 or

100 of the air contains 20*72 oxygen.

Again,

45*2 of the air | gave diminution of 29*5 which minus 1*22 for

28-8 of hydrogen] the hydrogen leaves 28-28 = 9*426 oxygen or

100 of the air contains 20-85.

61 -2 of common air| gave diminution of 41-8 which minus 1-63

38-3 „ hydrogen
J

for the hydrogen leaves 40-17= 13*39

oxygen or

100 of common air contains 21-88.

This bottle had formerly contained nitrous oxide gas and

now contained the little guage that was then inclosed in it. Query,

how was that gas expelled and the common air admitted; in what

part of the ship or in what situation and at what temperature.

There was a little expansion when opened under water at about 48°.

1824. MARCH 25TH.

suLPHocYANATE Sulphocyanate of potash prepared by Vogel's method when
OF POTASH, considerably evaporated and cooled crystalHsed in a solid mass

of needles; evaporated still farther became dry, was then very

fluid at heat below dull redness, unchanged by that heat, solidi-

fying upon cooling like nitre and crystallising—and very de-

liquescent.

SULPHOCYANATE Solution of Sulphocyanate of potash added to acetate and

OF LEAD, nitrate of lead— precipitated a salt of lead resoluble in excess of

Acetate of lead but gradually separating in crystals. A quantity

of the precipitate being obtained, it was washed in distilled water

and then dissolved in boiling water; as the solution cooled the

pure sulphocyanate of lead crystallised from it and on being washed

again and dried was operated on.

The sulphocyanate of lead is very little soluble in cold water

and not very much in hot water; it does not dissolve in alcohol

but does dissolve in dilute Nitric acid; the solution is decomposed

by sulphate of soda or sulphate of iron.
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The dry salt heated in a tube fuzes whilst decomposing— a sulphocyanate

slight odour of Prussic acid and a little free sulphur—much of lead, decom-

sulphuret of carbon formed and a purplish fixed substance left
position of by
HEAT.

looking Hke galena—but not affected like it by nitric acid. Nitric

acid a little diluted acts on galena liberating sulphur readily, but

with this powder, though it acted a little, no sulphur was liberated

the whole remaining black and powdery: it contains lead and

sulphur.

A portion of gas was also liberated during the action which

was almost entirely absorbed by solution of potash.

April 8. The above account of the residum incorrect. Nitric

acid with a little water acts powerfully, leaving a residum which

on evaporation and heating deflagrated as if a combustible and

a nitrate were present. A portion powdered and heated with

chlorate of potash burnt with powerful white flame like sulphuret

of antimony.

Galena when similarly powdered and treated burnt far less

powerfully with chlorate of potash, and with nitric acid gave a

mixed white substance which when heated did not deflagrate, but

a little sulphur burnt off and sulphate of lead left.

The residum above when heated in air burns as if carbon

present, and leave [s] a substance like heated galena and affected

like it by Nitric acid.

Proto nitrate of mercury and sulpho cyanate of potash yield sulpho cy.

a precipitate which when well washed and dried and heated in mercury.

close vessels at first fused, then suddenly was decomposed yielding

a vapour (green sulet. carbon), no permanent gas and leaving a

bulky yellowish grey looking cinnaber.

1824. APRIL 8th.

Sulphocyanate of lead (crystallised) heated in close vessels as decomposition of

before, residum free sulphur a little and sulphuret of carbon as sulphocyanate

before— the gas evolved collected over mercury— contained much heat.
O J GAS EVOLVED ETC.

vapour of sulphuret of carbon— odour that of sulphuret of carbon
'

and a little prussic— combustible flame reddish blue producing

strong smell of sulphurous acid—lime water dissolved about five

sixths of the gas and became a little turbid but not as with carbonic

acid— turbid, yellowish and probably some reaction— the small
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DECOMPOSITION OF portion left still combustible producing fumes of sulphur. The
suLPHocYANATE ^^lole gas remained some time over mercury without any change,

GKs Evo^vED^ETc*
portion into which a little piece of paper had been put to

absorb the sulphuret of carbon became brown after 24 hours;

diminished to about one half in bulk leaving

? Is the gas a mixture of cyanogen and vapour of sulphuret of

carbon.'^

A portion of the gas over mercury with a piece of paper intro-

duced to absorb the sulphuret of carbon, after standing 24 or 30

hours had diminished very much, above one half—the residue had

a sharp pungent smell not like cyanogen or sulphuret of carbon-

it was partly soluble in water and it burnt with a pale blue flame,

producing a strong smell resembling sulphurous acid gas.

SUB suLPHo CY- In purifying the Sulphocyanate of lead when precipitated by
ANATE OF LEAD? solution in Water and crystalHsation a portion of an insoluble salt

was left. A portion of it dried at 212° when heated in a tube

evolved very much ammonia and water and left a black powder,

which in nitric acid was rapidly acted upon and a white powder

produced. The solution contained no sulphuric acid but the white

powder was a mixture of sulphur and sulphate of lead.

The body contains Lead, sulphur, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,

carbon.^

APRIL 22ND.

suL. CY. LEAD. Crystd. sulphocyanate of lead when heated— the fumes acid to

litmus and containing much sulphocyanic acid— tinging per sul.

iron very deep red—gas liberated almost certainly cyanogen.

SUL. CY. COPPER. Some salt of copper prepared— (Proto sulphocyanate of copper)

heated: products like those from lead—fumes acid precipitating

salt of iron red— charcoal in the sulphuret left, etc. etc.

Much sulpho-cyanic acid in the sulphuret of carbon formed on

distillation; a drop of per sul. iron added produced strong pre-

cipitate.

1824. MARCH 25TH.

SULPHUR AND SUL. Sulphur and Sulphate of lead powdered, mixed and heated
LEAD, evolve sulphurous acid gas and leave a dark brown substance

which heated in air becomes white and very fusible; ? what is it.
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Cyanogen formed and a litde sulphuret of carbon passed up mixture of

into it over mercury—bulk expanded about a fifth or sixth—ad- cyanogen and

mitted a piece of paper to absorb the fluid sulphuret of carbon,
^arbon^^^

A portion of this mixture burnt in a tube gave strong odour of

sulphurous acid like the gas.

A portion of this mixture was set aside with a piece of paper

over mercury.

A portion had water admitted which absorbed the cyanogen;

the solution was filtered and then heated in a tube over mercury;

in this way the cyanogen was obtained probably free from the

sulphuret of carbon but the gas on burning gave a pale blueish

flame and smelt of sulphurous acid gas.

Oil was admitted to a portion; it appeared to absorb much of

the gas but at last the action ceased. It was left all night.

1824. APRIL 22.

Sulphocyanate of lead and strong sulphuric acid cold~s\ow sulpho. cy. lead

action, sulphate of lead formed— red tinging acid in the liquor 5n ^ul. acid.

addition of a little water or heat—portion of sulphurous acid gas

rose and the fumes though colourless tinged white cartridge

paper of a rose tint—with persulphate of iron deep red colour—on

distilling tinging acid rose— sulphurous acid and ultimately pure

solid sulphur separated.

Sulphocyanate of copper (the white salt) by heat in tube dis- sul. cy. copper by

coloration—darkening—no fusion or sudden action— suls. acid gas heat—by s. a.—by

evolved— acid vapour reddening salt of iron—heat discontinued— ^* ^*

mass thrown into water gave solution per sulphate copper and

a greenish insoluble substance, heavy—contained sulphur, carbon

and copper.

Cold Sulphuric acid either strong or diluted does not act on

this salt; solution filtered has no effect on salt of iron and the

copper salt remains unchanged— a drop of nitric acid caused im-

mediate change—fumes of nitrous acid gas—sulphurous acid gas

and I think hydrocyanic acid. They affect per sul. iron very little—

much gas liberated and colour of mixture fine deep lilac—on

adding water immediately became dull yellow and gave a blue

solution of sul. copper leaving a mixture of sulphur and apparently

the unchanged copper salt.

9-2
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FINITE EXPANsi- Somc tubcs about
I
of an inch in diameter and 4 inches long

BiLiTY OF VAPOUR ^ ^16 sHglitly bent in the middle and then on having different

~^\^odine'
sut)stances introduced were exhausted of air by a good air pump
and hermetically sealed so that the substance within was in vacuo.

When all the substance had been collected in one extremity the

other was covered by a piece of bibulous paper and connected

by a thread with a basin of water, so as to be preserved constantly

moist and consequently cooled by the evaporation.* Two tubes

were thus arranged, one containing iodine, the other camphor.

They were placed at 7 o'clk. in the evening in rather a dark place;

the temperature of the air of the place was 56° but a thermometer

moistened by paper, as the tubes were, stood at 53°. In this state

they were left.

April 29th. At 3 o'clk. P.M. the Camphor tube had beautiful

crystals in it at the place covered by the moistened paper. Tempera-

ture of thermometer 55° and 58°. The iodine tube contained no

visible crystals at 5 o'clk. in the cooled part. Left as before.

1824. MAY 5TH.

—iodine, mer- Iodine tube examined—now two or three considerably sized

cuRY. crystals in the cooled part, very solid and compact— there was

no iodine in any other part but where these crystals were placed—

left still longer that the crystals might enlarge.

A jar had some clean mercury put into it; a piece of tube closed

at one end was thrust through a cork, a little piece of gold leaf

stuck on to the end of the tube and the cork being placed in the

mouth of the jar, the tube was depressed until the Gold leaf was

very near the surface of the mercury, about | of an inch off.

Another piece of gold leaf on a similar tube was put into a jar

containing no mercury for a point of comparison. This was done

about a week ago. At present the gold leaf over mercury has

a whiter appearance than that in the jar without mercury. Left

for the effect to increase. See next page.^

1824. APRIL 28TH.

—SULPHUR. Some silver capsules were cleaned— a piece of roll sulphur was

put into one ofthem and a little heap of flour sulphur on to another

I April 28th, p. 133.
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part of the same capsule; the whole was put into a finger basin finite expansi-

and covered over with a glass dish. bility of vapour

A small capsule without sulphur was put into a glass and also
-sulphur.

covered.

Another capsule was left without sulphur but exposed to the air.

And a fourth was exposed to the air but with a piece of sulphur

in it.

All put into a dark place at 8 o'clk. in the evening and left.

Temperature 56°.

April 29th. All the capsules containing sulphur stained, those

with flour sulphur more than those with roll sulphur. Those
without sulphur not changed in colour. The stains were merely

on the spots where the sulphur lay and did not extend to any

distance beyond it.

1824. APRIL 28TH.

Some clean Mercury put into a jar, the mouth closed by a cork —mercury,

from which descended a tube having a small piece of gold leaf iodine.

on it, the gold leaf brought within ~ inch of the surface of the

mercury. Put in the same place with the other experiments,

8 o'clk. evening. Temp. 56°. See previous pageJ-

April 29th. No decided change of colour in the gold as yet.

June 1 2th. Gold leaf decidedly whitened by the vapour of the

mercury.

APRIL 28TH.

Iodine in a tube open to the air except by a cork. Polished

silver wire introduced tarnishes instantly and if put within half

an inch of the iodine deeply tarnished. Temp. 56°.

1824. APRIL 29TH.

Camphor in the bottom of a clean tube, a smaller tube put down —camphor,

to it and then air inhaled by the nostrils placed close to the upper iodine.

end of the inner tube; strong smell of camphor. The Camphor
and tube then cooled down by an artificial mixture to -10° F.

and the nostrils applied as before; a smell of camphor could still

be perceived but it was very faint indeed.

^ May 5th, p. 132.
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FINITE EXPANsi- A similar tube had some dry iodine introduced into it and the
BiLiTY OF VAPOUR atmosphere above it tested by a silver wire as yesterday (temp. 56°).

~^\Tdine'
^^^'^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ cooled down to -10° F. and the silver wire intro-

duced; when placed almost in contact with the iodine it became
but very slightly tarnished in half an hour and the smell tried

by a smaller tube as with the camphor could scarcely be perceived

—must have been a very weak vapour indeed but evidently there

was a vapour.

1824. MAY 14TH.

CYANURET OF Cyanuret of mercury pulverised, dried and mixed with sulphur
MERCURY AND —put into a tube and heated—blackened much, gas liberated and

SULPHUR,
received over mercury— a little fluid like sulphuret of carbon in

appearance also formed— substance left nearly black—burnt on
platinum as if containing a little carbon— sulphur and mercury in

close vessels heated, cinnaber sublimed and reddish powder left

which at a higher temperature on platinum fused and ultimately

evaporated. Some sulphur rose with the gas and lined the tube,

also apparently a portion of sulphuret of mercury.

Water agitated with a portion of the gas absorbed about one

half and gave a red tint with per sulphate of iron— the unwashed

gas burnt like a mixture of cyanogen and sulphuret of carbon— the

washed gas after standing some time over water left a residum

which in a tube burnt with a pale blue flame, passing through

it as if it were a mixture of a little inflammable gas and some com-
mon air.

Another portion of dry cyanuret of mercury was mixed with

a small proportion of sulphur, put into a tube and heat applied

slowly to the upper part of the mixture—in a few moments there

was action, further heat was produced which was sufficient to

propagate the effect gradually from the top to the bottom of the

mixture—no sulphuret of carbon was formed, but gas came over

the whole time which was combustible— entirely absorbed by
water and had all the properties of pure cyanogen—hence sulphur

not in excess seems merely to displace cyanogen from mercury.

CYANOGEN OVER Sulphurct of potash or potassium formed by fusing carbonate
SULPHURET OF of potash with excess of sulphur a dark red compound— a portion

POTASH.
q£ ^i^ig heated to redness in a green glass tube till dry- then intro-
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duced into another green glass tube and being heated to redness cyanogen over

cyanogen sent over it; the gas was absorbed with considerable sulphuret of

rapidity and what little passed over into the mercurial trough was

pure cyanogen— a little sulphur was separated— all the sulphuret

was not acted upon but where the action had been complete the

compound became white or yellowish on cooling and on examina-

tion proved to be nearly pure sulphocyanate of potash.

Some sulpho cyanate of potash fused and dried, then put into sulphocyanate

a green glass tube and heated; at first a little sulphur rose (from of potash

the air in the tube acting perhaps) but afterwards no further
heat.

change of that kind—when dull red or scarcely visibly hot the

tint a deep blue which disappeared on cooling and gave place

to a buff colour—by further heat the blue tint disappeared— it

was ultimately heated by blow pipe to whiteness but there was

no alteration in the substance or action on the glass—on cooling

it crystallised, was of a yellowish colour—was deliquescent as

before—and on solution though very slightly alkaline was other-

wise just as it was before being heated.

10 grs. of the dry crystallised sulphocyanate of lead were pul- sulphocyanate

verised and mixed with 150 grs. of per oxide of copper, put into of lead analysed

a green glass tube with asbestus, etc., and heated by Cooper's oxide of

lamp. 8*5 c: i: of gas were obtained, but a little escaped; of this

I were carbonic acid gas and | was nitrogen— the asbestus con-

tained a little water, about ^ of a grain (perhaps by absorption,

for after the tube had been packed it lay aside for 3 or 4 days).

2-833 i* nitrogen == '84333 ^f gr. Nitrogen.

5*666 c: i: carb. acid = -71826 of gr. carbon.

The substance left in the tube when boiled with a little water

gave solution of per sulphate of copper— another portion digested

with nitric acid gave at first whitish appearance as of sulphate of

lead but the whole ultimately dissolved in the excess of nitric

acid and when diluted precipitated with muriate of baryta and

with sulphate of soda or with nitrate of lead. It contained there-

fore Sulphuric acid and lead and apparently no sulphuret of lead

or copper.

Bottle of water from Mr. Reynolds Solly. The water was water from sea

obtained in the late expedition by dissolving a portion of the ice ice.
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WATER FROM SEA in Winter Harbour in the late Northern expedition. When pro-
icE. cuj-ed the ice though not salt had a very peculiar taste. The harbour

^^as frozen over with ice 6 feet thick and throughout the whole

not the least appearance of containing salt. The water was from

ice taken at the centre part of the harbour, about 3 feet below the

surface. It was brought home by Mr. W. Griffiths.

On examination the water was found to have a pleasant taste,

not at all brackish. It contained Muriatic acid. Sulphuric acid, a

little magnesia but no lime.

1824. MAY 15TH.

ANALYSIS OF Dry sulphocyanate of lead in diluted nitric acid pure—on
suLPHo cYANATE applying gentle heat strong action and effervescence— the capsule

OF LEAD.
u}|-iiT^atgly contained sulphate of lead and also plenty of free

sulphuric acid. The gas collected was not soluble in water, at

least to a very small extent, and was almost pure nitric oxide.

Query the state of the Carbon.

45 grs. of the dried salt of lead in diluted nitric acid—with heat

sudden and violent action in the flask but I believe no loss except

in vapour; boiled and left till monday.

MAY i8th.

Sulphate of lead washed, dried, etc., by sand bath = 42*8 gr.

—a portion heated gave off a little water and nitrous acid; 30 gr.

therefore heated with sulphuric acid and water left 29-4 gr.

sulphate of lead; hence the 42-8 gr. equalled 41*944 gr. dry

sulphate of lead.

The solution before the separation of the sulphate of lead had

been neutralised by ammonia. It was now acidified by pure nitric

acid and precipitated by muriate of baryta; 32-4 gr. of pure dry

sulphate of baryta were obtained.

ICQ grs. therefore of the sulphocyanate of lead yielded by this

experiment

Lead . . . 63*77 from the 93-21 sulphate of lead.

Sulphur. . . 19-574 j9-8i from Do. Do.

(9-764 from the 72 of sulphate of baryta.
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By the former experiment analysis of

Nitrogen. . . 8-4333 from the 28-33 c: i: of nitrogen. sulpho cyanate

Carbon . . . 7-1826 from the 56-66 c: i: of carbonic acid.

98-9599

Lead 104 . . . i atom
Sulphur 31*92 . . . 2 atoms

Nitg. 13*75 • • . I atom
Carbon 11-7 . . . 2 atoms

Metallic zinc put into water with Sulphocyanide of lead pre-

cipitates the lead metallic and forms a sulphocyanate of zinc.

1824. MAY 25TH.

Sulphuret of Potassium formed by passing hydrogen over cyanogen over

sulphate of Potash at red heat in green glass tube—ultimately a sulphuret of

sulphuret formed which when hot was liquid and of a deep brown p^'^^ssium.

colour; but when cold, light red colour and solid— tube closed

and allowed to cool.

Dry cyanogen passed over this sulphuret; immediate action

even when cold, absorption of cyanogen and a blackening of the

substance—application ofheat increased the effect— the tube became
black beyond the sulphuret of potassium— after some time the

process stopped— the gas which had passed through had been

received over mercury; it was almost pure cyanogen—about ~
unabsorbed by water and that burnt with a blue flame like car-

bonic oxide. Examined by detonation it proved to be Carbonic

oxide (not entirely, but about |, the rest being nitrogen). It

resulted probably from the action of the cyanogen at the high

temperature on a portion of undecomposed sulphate of potash

mixed with the sulphuret of potassium.

The tube opened. The black substance near the end burnt

entirely away like charcoal— it slowly coloured cold water and

water gave faint indications of sulphocyanic acid to salt of Iron-

boiled, the water rapidly became of a deep brown colour, but it

caused no redness with salt of iron nor any precipitate with acetate

of lead— the insoluble part heated gave ammonia and sulphuretted

hydrogen with a smell of prussic acid— the soluble portion as

above the same.
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POTASSIUM.

CYANOGEN OVER TIic substancc itself or altered sulphuret of potassium was
sui.PHURET OF black- deliquesccnt— sHgHtly alkaline— taste like nitre or sulpho-

cyanate of potash— its solution in water deep brown, precipitating

sul. iron deep red—with acetate of lead a sulphuric

acid liberated no sulphuretted hydrogen but a strong odour as

of hydrocyanic acid. Substance seems to be a mixture of sulpho-

cyanate and cyanate of potash. Dissolved in water, filtered (deep

brown), evaporated to dryness, put into a tube and heated red—

much ammonia came off—black substance was destroyed and the

remaining salt was easily fusible and unchanged by the heat; this

dissolved in alcohol gave a perfectly clear solution, rather alkaline

and containing cyanate of potash and sulphocyanate of potash.

1824. JUNE 14TH.

SULPHOCYANATE Thc proto sulphocyauatc of copper put into liquid ammonia
OF COPPER WITH bccomcs bluc (i.e. solution) but the whole if entirely soluble
AMMONIA, ACID,

^^-j^^ ^ ^j^^ ^j^^ purposc-thc solutiou neutralised by

sulphuric acid deposits part of the white salt again unaltered and

the solution contains sulphate of copper and sulphocyanic acid-

ammonia therefore dissolves it and with access of air appears to

decompose it, giving rise to formation of peroxide.

Diluted sulphuric acid on this cupreous salt dissolves a little

but does not decompose it. Strong sulphuric acid appears to have

a tendency to decompose it but with difficulty. On applying

heat, decomposition with effervescence, per sulphate of copper

formed and a brown powder left insoluble in sul. acid and which

when washed, dried and heated in a tube gave a little sulphur,

some sulphuret of carbon and left a black sulphuret of copper.

This looks as if the compound contained copper united to

sulphocyanogen and not an oxide of copper united to an acid.

Moist hydrate of per oxide copper put into sulphocyanic acid

dissolves and form[s] a blue solution of per sul. cyanate of copper,

but on standing over excess of oxide and especially by boiling

on it the whole becomes proto sulphocyanide of copper and

precipitates, whilst the liquid contains neither Sul. cy. acid nor

copper. An acid ( S. A.) by dissolving the excess of oxide leaves

the white insoluble S. Cy. Copp.
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Crystallised sulpho cyanate of lead pulverised and digested sulphocyanate

with ammonia in excess readily decomposes it in part, producing of ammonia from

apparently a sub sulphocyanate of lead (to be further examined) ^^^^ lead.

and giving a solution which when evaporated carefully and con-

siderably becomes solid on cooling. This substance is then very

fusible—very deliquescent—very soluble in water and alcohol—
solutions neutral—and giving the usual tint with per salts of iron-

taste saline, something resembling nitre. By heat in a tube it first

fuses, sul. hydrogen and ammonia fly off, also a portion of a fluid

apparently sulphuret of carbon, and a part of the salt sublimes

in brilliant transparent drops; either this or the original portion by
higher heat is decomposed with ebullition and a charry stain left.

By repeated boilings of ammonia on the same salt (removing

a little sulpho cyanic acid each time) it became at last heavy and

buff coloured— this with Sul. acid and salt of iron still gave signs

of sulpho cyanic compound—when dried and heated in a tube

gave ammonia and very little tinging fumes and left black sub-

stance which by further heat gave yellow fused oxide of lead.

No sulrt. of carbon and no sulet. of lead except what the oxide

might dissolve. The buff coloured substance quite soluble in

N. A. when diluted and a little heat— carb. acid evolved— a little

redness as of sul. cy. iron— the solution left no sulphur undissolved

and contained no sulphuric acid. Hence substance nearly pure

oxide or carb. of lead.

Sulphocyanate of lead pulverised and warmed in a capsule with sub-sul. cy. of

solution of baryta, the latter being added in successive portions lead.

until the whole remained alkaline: then filtered—the residuum

when washed appeared to be a sub compound of lead like that

left by the ammonia on addition of sulphuric acid, and sol. of

iron gave abundant red colour. Some of the same residuum

digested with carbonate of potash was entirely decomposed, only

carbonate of lead remaining. Solution of pure potash on the

contrary dissolved the whole—perhaps had first decomposed it.

The barytic solution was filtered and a current of carbonic acid sulphocyanate

passed through it until it was neutral; it was then again filtered of baryta—from

and on examination proved to be a neutral sulphocyanate of ^^^^

baryta. On evaporation it crystallised—by warmth effloresced

and when cold deliquesced.
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suLPHocYANATE Tlic barytic salt heated on platinum foil effervesced and then
OF BARYTA-FROM burnt, giving sulphurous fumes and leaving an alkaline residuum.

Heated in a close tube gave at first water— this accompanied with

ammonia and a little sul. hydrogen— the salt then fused and

became dark coloured and bore a bright red heat without change.

When tube opened the greyish white substance left was soluble

in water and rather alkaline, but contained sulphocyanate of

baryta unchanged—hence first results probably from presence of

water. Carbonic acid was again passed through the salt in solution

and the whole rendered neutral, filtered and evaporated. This

heated in a tube as before gave much ammonia with water, a little

sulphuretted hydrogen and after a red heat, being dissolved, was

found as before an alkaline sulphocyanate of baryta. On passing

carbonic acid through it there was a strong smell of sulphuretted

hydrogen, suspected to be from the presence of hydro sulphuret

of baryta; the whole therefore being rendered neutral was heated

and filtered and a solution of the salt obtained which when tested

contained no sulphuretted hydrogen and gave white precipitate

with lead. This evaporated to dryness and heated in tube as

before gave water and abundance of ammonia and after fusion

and solution the salt contained hydrosulphuret of baryta—no sul.

hydrogen or very little came off with the ammonia.

SUL. CY. POTASH BY After tMs a small portion of sulpho cyanate of potash, rather

HEAT WHEN MOIST, moist, was hcatcd in a large tube so that the vapour of the water

should be in contact with the substance; there was partial decom-

position, ammonia and sul. hydrogen came off, the salt became

slightly alkaline and contained afterwards a little hydrosulphuret

of potash. This effect evidently due to the water present.

The sulphocyanate heated on platina foil in the air became

slightly alkaHne and a sulphate of potash left.

JUNE lOTH, 1824.

COMPATIBILITY OF A wcak solutiou of sulphate of lime and bicarbonate of soda
SUL. LIME AND boilcd bccomcs alkaline but still sulphate of lime remains in

solution. If evaporated to dryness and then washed or dissolved

in water sulphate of lime is still taken up.

Such an alkaline (carbonate) solution is but very slightly affected

by lime water; the lime will hardly test the carbonic acid present.

GARB. SODA.
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Ferro Prussiate of potash and Phosphorus heated together in ferro pruss. pot.

a tube but no change took place—no formation of anything like phosphorus.

the sulpho cyanate.

Pyrophorus of lead dropped into chlorine burns brightly but gobel's pyro-

residue black, etc. phorus with

Some of the Pyrophorus made in a tube and then a stream of
^^^^^^^^e.

chlorine passed over it—when the chlorine passed rapidly the

mass ignited, when more slowly it heated only without ignition

;

at those time[s] a portion of fluid passed into the farther end of

the tube looking like protochloride of carbon, and the gas which

issued from the end of the [tube] evidently by the odour contained

chloride of carbon, but it was in small quantity only. The sub-

stance in the tube was black and when boiled in water gave a

solution of chloride of lead and left charcoal very nearly pure;

it was light and very finely divided; there was a considerable

proportion of the black charcoal so that very little had combined
with the chlorine.

The pyrophorus easily moistens and sinks readily in water—

appears of a deep blue or brown according as it is more or less

burnt in the preparation. Taken out of the water and dried it will

not inflame in the air at common temperatures but does when
the temp, is about perhaps 250°. The water dissolves nothing.

Pyrophorus in water, iodine put to it— action took place, the

whole left for two days— then washed; the washing on evaporation

gave little iodine and crystals of iodide of lead, nothing else. The
solid matter pressed, dried and heated in tube gave first iodine,

then water, then a little sublimate of iodide of lead and left iodide

(and charcoal) behind. The whole was black.

Pyrophorus in Alcohol—nothing dissolved out—iodine added

—heat evolved, colour changed and alcohol became colourless—

added more iodine until in excess—more heat— the mass became

of a yellow grey colour, rather light in tint—whole left till monday.
On Monday alcohol separated and substance washed till all

iodine removed— alcohol contained iodine, a little iodide of lead

and a trace of some other substance, but nothing marked. The
residum was yellow grey substance like that from water and

acting like it in tube when heated.

A portion of the substance either from alcohol or water heated
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gobel's pyro- on platina foil : volatile with fumes like iodide of lead. Another
PHORUS WITH portion boiled in repeated waters gave solution of iodide of lead

CHLORINE,
^j^^ ^ j^i^ck substance almost all charcoal-a Httle iodide or

lead in it.

A portion in Ether underwent no change.

PER. PRuss. POT. On heating Ferroprussiate of potash and sulphur together for
AND SULPHUR, preparation of sulphocyanate of potash-constant liberation ot

sulphuret of carbon.

1824. JUNE 21.

gobel's pyro- a portion of the substance from water and iodine described
PHORUS WITH

iri the last page^ was treated with solution of Alkali; it became
IODINE,

j^j^j^]^^ washed and N. Acid added to dissolve oxide

of lead ; on washing again a black powder left which was almost

entirely charcoal.

A portion of the substance heated with Mur. acid became grey

and on washing with water Muriate of lead was dissolved out

and charcoal left. When cold the action was much slower.

Do. with Nitric acid—Nitrous gas evolved— nitrate of lead

formed and a mere mixture of carbon and iodine left.

Do. with sulphuric acid—the action just as if on iodide of lead

and charcoal mixed.

1824. JUNE 22ND.

TART. LEAD AND Tartrate of lead and Iodine mixed in a mortar—then heated in

IODINE, a tube; iodine rose and salt decomposed but no results except

iodine, iodide of lead and charcoal with the usual gases.

TART. LEAD AND Tartrate of lead in retort with chlorine gas: no immediate
CHLORINE, change—put in sun light still no change: left for the morrow.

Then heated (as no change had taken place); the chlorine dis-

appeared, water was formed, muriatic acid and also chloride of

carbon (fluid), for when water and potash were added strong

odour of that substance. Effect however not very striking or

important.

gobel's pyro- Some of the pyrophorus put into water, then the mixture
PHORUS AND poured into a bottle of chlorine and the whole put into sun light
CHLORINE.

^.jj ^1^^ morrow. On the morrow the pyrophorus was
^ See June 19th, p. 141.
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altogether brownish—on examination contained Muriate of lead gobel's pyro-

and charcoal and no chloride of carbon— a little pyrophorus re- phorus and

mained unchanged. CHLORINE.

STRONG SULPHURIC

ACID.

1824. JUNE 23RD.

Fuzed Sulphocyanate ofpotash put into strong Sulphuric acid— sulphocyanate

no immediate action, but a little warmth caused powerful effect, potash in

much gas and vapour evolved smelling like sulphuretted hydrogen

but yet acid and not like cyanogen or its compounds, and great

heat was excited. A yellow substance was left in the acid which

being collected, washed and dried appeared pulverulent and when
heated in a tube gave water and other vapour with sulphur and

left carbon. Boiled in Alcohol it communicated a yellow colour

and the alcohol on evaporation left yellow substance which heated

in a tube gave sulphur and carbon. Ether acted Hke Alcohol,

substance not very soluble in either. The substance after being

boiled in Alcohol and dried seemed much freer from water than

before, and on being heated in a tube gave scarcely any thing

but sulphur and carbon. It either seems to be or contains a solid

sulphuret of carbon.

1824. JUNE 25TH.

Prepared Sulphocyanate of potash. Equal parts of prussiate of peculiar sub-

potash and flour sulphur—fused in florence flask in a sandpot

After solution a little pure potash added to make it alkaline—very
^^^^'^^^^ of

little Iron precipitated— then filtered and added solution of sulpho- potash.
cyanic acid until solution was acid altogether— the sulphocyanic

acid contained a little sulphuretted hydrogen— then evaporated

the solution— it gradually became turbid depositing a substance

like hydrated sulphur in appearance which on standing formed

flocculi— this separated by filtration, the liquid concentrated and

when solid set aside for experimental purposes.

The precipitate washed, collected and examined. It is not

soluble in water or Alcohol.^—heated on platinum foil did not

burn but by a red heat entirely volatilised. Heated in a tube gave

water—much ammonia and salt of ammonia and yellowish sub-

stance remained which heated more highly gave a black empyreu-

matic product and was wholly volatile with smell of cyanic

stance from pre-

paration OF
sulphocyanate
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PECULIAR SUB- compound. It contains no lead— sulphuric acid and per salt of
STANCE FROM PRE- Jj-qj^ indicatc no sulphocyanic compound. Nitric acid heated on

PARATioN OF
effervesccs and a little nitrous gas is formed— the whole of the

SULPHOCYANATE ^
POTASH, substance is dissolved but on cooling or by dilution again appears

unaltered. The action seems due to impurity only: must be further

examined (by oxide Copper).

lODo suLPHo Dry or at least fused sulphocyanate of potash in a tube— the salt

CYANATE OF meltcd and iodine passed over it—immediate action and apparent
POTASH,

gyolution of some gas or vapour— salt became much less fusible

and ultimately very difficult to fuse—some parts seemed to absorb

double proportion of iodine, for they became black and more
fusible, and when heated gave off Iodine, became grey and less

fusible— there was iodine in excess and ultimately the salt was

fused together into the bottom of the tube— the vapour liberated

affected salts of iron like sulphochyazic acid, but there was very

little of it and that perhaps formed by water—some sulphur was

set free and sublimed— the salt broken out it tasted like sulpho-

cyanate of potash and was deliquescent— its solution was quite

neutral— a little residum was left, apparently impurity from Ure's

Iodine. The solution precipitates nitrate of lead yellow like iodide

of lead and per sul. iron coloured red like sulpho cyanate. After

being precipitated by Nit. lead and the iodide.^ separated the

solution then affects salts of iron very strongly. Strong Sul. acid

liberates iodine from the salt or solution. The solution filtered,

evaporated, put in a tube and heated behaved exactly like sulpho

cyanate of potash, giving at first a little ammonia and then bearing

a red heat unchanged. On re-solution was just as before.

Is one of sulphur replaced by one of iodine here.'^ There was

iodine in excess.

JUNE 28TH.

Some iodine put into solution of sulpho cyanate of potash in

water— first portions of Iodine dissolve and their colour dis-

appears—no precipitation of sulphur—more iodine added until

solution of a deep colour and iodine remaining undissolved—

poured off the solution, put it into a flask and boiled it; excess

of Iodine gradually dissipated, no precipitation of sulphur,

filtered— solution yellow with nit. lead and red to per sul. iron.
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indeed exactly like that prepared in the dry way— solution con- iodo sulpho

tained a little sulphuric acid but not more than the original cyanate of

sulpho cyanate of potash—evaporated to dryness was very de-

liquescent, etc.

The yellow precipitate by lead looked like iodide of lead—

abundance of water dissolved it— solution filtered was colourless-

concentrated-when pretty strong and a film began to form was

taken off to cool; shortly crystals like flocculi formed through

the whole mass and the solution from being colourless became

almost a solid yellow body. This not quite like iodide of lead

(examine the substance).

See next page but one.^

Packed up in a crucible for Mr. Christie 1000 steel + 60 pure steel and nickel.

nickel. Fusion July 4th. Crucible and all right—when opened

fusion good but upper surface of the button very convex and

again lower surface very cavernous. When all liquid must I think

have been compact but on cooling perhaps gas has been evolved

which has thrown it into that form.

Preparation of Sulpho cyanic acid. Sulphocyanate of potash preparation of

and diluted sul. acid distilled in a retort—have distilled to dryness, sulpho cyanic

Residuum in retort smelt of sulphuret of Carbon— is solid, white
^^^°*

and crystalline, saline and acid—water added and solution filtered

—small insoluble portion proved to be sulphur.

Solution with per salt of Iron neither red nor blue— solution

was yellowish, turbid rather and acid—evaporated until so far

concentrated that on cooling crystals were deposited— these were

then left to drain.

These crystals when heated gave very evident smell of sulphur,

then ammonia and left sulphate of potash—when heated in tube

same results but no deposit of sulphur— treated with potash

yielded abundance of ammonia. Is a salt of potash and am-
monia, perhaps a sulphate—but smell of sulphur at first peculiar.

Solution further evaporated gave a second similar crop of

crystals. The crystals with S. A. evolve no suls. acid, hence no

sulphite.

' July ist, p. 146.
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lODo suLPHO From last page but one^
CYANATE OF THc mass mixed up and filtered and then pressed between

POTASH.
j^il^LiloLis paper and dried—looked like iodide of lead but when
heated in tube much ammonia rose, no sulphocyanic vapour, and

fixed red fuzed iodide of lead remained. Some iodide of lead dis-

solved in water, filtered and evaporated until salt began to crystal-

lize then set aside to cool gave very different appearance, the

substance crystallizing gradually in plates and not in a mass as

the other.

The solution of lodo sulpho cyanate of potash obtained in the

former part of this experiment—evaporated— the salt obtained

was like the other by heat (dry)—heated in tube it gave ammonia-
then sul. hydrogen—became green— then brown—bore a red heat

and when cold and in solution was alkaline and contained sul.

hydrogen in combination with part of the potash, but still it was

a sulpho cyanate and contained iodine, hence analogous in effect

to salt without iodine.

Solution with Nitrate of silver gave a precipitate of which part

at least was an iodide of silver as it would not (all) dissolve in

ammonia.

CHLORINE ON SUL. Solution of sulpho cyanate of potash was put two days ago
CY. POTASH, into a jar containing chlorine gas—absorption immediately and

production of some heat—today solution poured out— it and the

jar smell strongly of phosgene gas— solution boiled and filtered—

very acid, contains abundance of sulphuric acid—no change with

per sul. Iron—evaporated to dryness left an acid salt Hke acid

sulphate of potash but heated with potash it yielded ammonia,

hence probably an acid sulphate of potash and ammonia.

mur: acid gas Dry sulpho cyanate of potash in tube—heated and dried air

OVER DRY SUL. passcd ovcr it to remove all possible moisture— then stream of

M. A. G. first passed over mur. lime then over it—whilst cold no

apparent action—when heated immediate effect— salt becomes

more infusible, much effervescence and yellow sublimate. M. A.

Gas absorbed, some that came over collected over mercury, some

that escaped strong smell of sul. hydrogen and burnt like it but

with purpHsh edged flame—fumed—dense fumes when whole of

CYANATE OF
POTASH.

^ June 28th, p. 145.
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tube heated—apparently of muriate of ammonia— the end of the

tube which broke off contained muriate of ammonia and a little

sulphur— a few drops of water let up into first portion of gas-
absorbed nearly the whole of it producing a yellow brown deposit

in the water and the small portion of gas which remained burnt

like sulphuretted hydrogen. The solution when filtered was clear

and colourless—acid— muriatic acid— deep red tint with sulphate

of Iron—contained a little sulphuric acid.

mur: acid gas
over dry sul.

cyanate of
POTASH.

1824. JULY 2.

Tube of yesterday examined—contained Mur. pot. Mur. am- m. a. gas over

monia—very Uttle sulpho cyanate of potash—and an insoluble

substance of an ochre yellow colour.
potash.

This substance on platina foil volatile or dissipated with com-
mencement of fusion leaving at last a very minute trace of potash

(impurity). In tube—ammonia, smell of cyanogen or prussic acid

—empyreumatic black sublimate—yellow sublimate and Httle

alkaline residuum.

Mur. acid on sol. of sul. cy. potash— strong vapour reddening m. acid on solu-

per sul. iron—precipitation of salt perhaps mur. pot. and now and ^^'^^ ^^l. cy.

then slight effervescence but no smell of sul. hydrogen—but when
heated in a tube reaction took place, sul. cyanic vapour— sul.

hydrogen evolved and a yellow insoluble substance formed which

on dilution with water was deposited— a yellow precipitate on
dilution also from the cold portion but in smaller quantity— still

strong odour of prussic acid from diluted portion.

Yellow substance of yesterday— collected, washed and dried— peculiar yellow

on foil almost entirely volatile— in tube volatile— fluid rises first substance.

clear and colourless and at same time pungent sulphurous vapours

and abundance of sulphocyanic acid, for it reddens salt of Iron

astonishingly. Is this fluid or vapour pure dry sulpho cyanic

acid .^—then by heating fluid it becomes yellow, deposits sulphur,

gives sulhydrogen and ammonia, hence very decomposable—the

remaining part heated gives similar results and a yellowish stain

is left which on breaking the tube and heating in the air dis-

appears. No appearance of free carbon.

10-2
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PECULIAR YELLOW Substancc contains Sulphur
SUBSTANCE. Nitrogcn

Hydrogen
Carbon?

Water?
Send it over oxide of copper.

Yellow substance— waiter: boiled on it becomes of a yellow

euchlorine colour— substance not affected by that heat—no tint

with sul. iron or nit. lead—hence no sul. cy. acid or sul. hydrogen
formed— sol. evaporated on glass plate, substance deposited in

crystals.

Alcohol by boiling dissolves a small quantity forming a yellow

solution— filtered and evaporated either in basin or on glass plate

gave substance in crystals.

Ether also dissolves it by boiUng and on evaporation yields

the crystals. None of these solutions affect salts of Iron.

Sol. Ammonia added to a portion—made colour paler and

suspended it in the liquid—no sul. hy. formed in ammonia—on
boiling became transparent and yellow— a drop on glass?

The rest made acid by M. A. and tested by per sul. iron gave

red tint.

Sol. Potash exactly Hke ammonia.

July 6th. Some of the yellow substance put into strong N. A.—
soon spontaneous action, liberation of Nitrous gas and solution

of every thing—on testing found sulphuric acid had been formed—
Mur. acid appears merely to dissolve it— for on evaporation on a

glass plate the yellow solution yields the yellow crystals.

Some of the substance crystallised by spontaneous evaporation

of an alcoholic solution was beautifully in curved dendritic forms

so as to look like vegetation or like some corals— the appearance

in the Microscope beautiful.

1824. JULY 2.

MUR. ACID ON SUL. Crystd. Sul. cy. pot. in tube, little M. A., at first turbid then

CY. POTASH, clear and cold from solution of the salt— strong vapour of sul. cy.

acid rose; added a Httle more acid and salt, acid in excess—became

turbid— still much vapour of sul. cy. acid—warmed, a little became

solid and hot—heating of itself— effervescence—very much vapour
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and formation of yellow insoluble substance—heated a little, very mur. acid on sul.

much vapour flowing over— smelling like pungent cyanic acid— ^y. potash.

inflammable, very pale flame and producing suls. acid among
other things. Boiled some time, diluted a little, poured ofl" clear

liquor which was yellow—added a little M. A. and evaporated in

a capsule to dryness carefully—was yellow but on solution and

filtration the yellow matter deposited on filter—was like the other

portions of yellow substance— solution gave no red with sul. iron

but on evap. and heating with potash gave much ammonia.

Hence Ammonia formed by action of M. A. on sul. cy. pot.—the

yellow colour due to solution of yellow substance.

Some Sul. cy. pot. with small quantity of M. A. distilled in a

tube retort—heated by a water bath to 212°—very little gas came

over—no sul. hydrogen—gas slightly combustible producing sul-

phurous acid— smells of cyanogen—water absorbs some of the

gas, the solution gave no precipitate with salt of lead or colour

with salt of Iron. A Httle sol. of potash let up to another portion-

only a little gas absorbed—the gas left smells of cyanogen but

contains sulphur— the solution with lead gray, not brown or

black—with iron (per sul.) dark greenish precipitate sol. in M. A.

No sul. cyanic acid and no sul. hydrogen.

More acid added to the salt or yellow substance and reheated—

gas more abundantly—combustible with smell of sulphurous acid

(that after being washed in water). Query the nature of this gas.

1824. JULY 5TH.

Sulphocyanate ofammonia—made from salt of lead by ammonia sulphuric acid on

—heated in tube effects as on June 14th—ammonia— a little sulpho cyanate of

cyanic vapour— sul. hydrogen, etc. etc.
ammonia.

Some salt with sulphuric acid strong—spontaneous action, pro-

duction of heat and effervescence—vapours very highly sul.

cyanic—ammonia held near produced fumes— smell cyanic— in-

flammable, pale flame, results highly sulphurous—on heating,

more vapour—no sul. hydrogen formed, at least acetate of lead

not browned by the vapour but whitened from formation of sul.

cy. lead— salt Iron very red as before.

Some sul. cy. amm. and strong sul. acid distilled in a little

retort and gas collected in successive portions—heat gradually
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SULPHURIC ACID ON applied to the retort at first 160° then 212°, etc., at last a lamp
suL. CYANATE OF heat— at first formation of yellow substance and thickening of the

AMMONIA,
n-iixture— boiling over, etc.—ultimately mixture became thinner

when lamp applied and gas more freely but then probably a

different gas.

July 6th. First portion ofgas examined— little water absorbs a

small portion of the gas but the solution gave no red with per

sul. iron—much water absorbs nearly the whole of the gas— the

gas smells strong and pungent like sulphurous acid and a little

cyanogen—when mixed with air feebly combustible and then

smells far more of sulphurous acid—no sul. hydrogen in the gas.

Solution of potash added to some of the gas absorbed about 3

fourths of it— the residum left contained sul. hydrogen and was

nearly all soluble in water— the solution of potash also now con-

tained sul. hydrogen in abundance. It had been formed by the

action of the potash.

Last portions of ^cz^—almost entirely absorbed by water—no
sul. cyanic acid— little remainder inflammable with pale flame— the

gas smells strongly of suls. acid gas even when half absorbed by
water—no sul. hydrogen at present. To a portion of the gas

added solution of potash— only about half the gas absorbed even

by agitation though potash in great excess— the solution became

black and dirty. The gas remaining was now less soluble in

water—had a slight odour and contained sul. hydrogen— it was

more combustible than any other portion of gas previously

obtained by washing, etc., and when burnt gave a pale blue flame

producing strong fumes of suls. acid gas. This gas again treated

with potash and water— at last a portion obtained insoluble— little

smell but combustible producing sulphurous fumes.

The Alkaline solution brown black with acetate lead—greenish

black with per sul. iron— sul. acid liberated abundance of sul-

phurous acid vapours—hence contained suls. acid and sul. hydrogen.

The sulphuric acid in the tube contained very little of the yellow

substance, it having boiled over or decomposed.

1824. JULY 5TH.

Two cubes (roughly made) cut out of a mass of artificial

LINE BODIES. Striated sulphuret of antimony so that the directions of the

CONDUCTION OF
HEAT BY CRYSTAL

•
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crystals should be parallel to 4 of the sides and perpendicular to conduction of

the other two. They were about an inch in the side— a piece of i^^at by crystal-

pomatum was put on the top of each and they were then placed ^^^^ bodies.

on a surface of copper heated by boiling water beneath, the

positions of the cubes as to the direction of the crystals being as

in fig. I and 2. In the course of a short time pomatum on fig. i

melted, but it required full four times as long a period before

that on 2 melted—pieces of wax placed on each: that on i softened

after some time but did not melt; that on fig. 2 did not experience

any thing like the change. The surfaces on which the pomatum
and wax had been applied were then put in contact with the cheek

and upper lip and fig. i felt by far the warmest. Even on applying

the surfaces which are lowest in the figures and which were almost

certainly at the same temperature, still fig. i felt much hotter than

%. 2.
^

Sept. 17th. Tried the same experiment with cubes of fibrous

iron but could perceive no difference occasioned by direction of

fibres. Tried also with plates of carbonate of lime, some cut per-

pendicular to the axis of the rhomboid others parallel to it, but

could again find no difference. Hence effects above probably due

to want of contact of the fibres latterally.

1824. JULY 6th.

Sulpho cyanate of lead in Mur. acid—cold—fumes of sul. cy. sul. cy. lead in

acid rose— after a while turbidness and decomposition with pro- m.a.

duction of yellow substance just as with salt of potash.

Peculiar yellow substance perhaps best formed by adding to a peculiar yellow

saturated solution of sul. cy. potash about as much or rather more substance.

of strong pure Mur. acid, boiling carefully for about five minutes,

then cooling, diluting and washing, etc. etc.

Sept. 20th. Boiled in oil becomes dark coloured and is ap-

parently decomposed. Heated with mercury— sulrt. of mercury

is formed and a vapour rises, combustible and tinging sul. iron red.

Heated alone in tube gave much sulrt. carbon—ammonia— sul.

hydrogen—and vapours were combustible and reddened per sul.

iron. Sulphur also rose and a yellow substance remained fixed

at moderate temperatures, but at higher heats entirely disap-

pearing. This substance heated in small tube highly gave odour
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PECULIAR YELLOW of prussic acid—plenty of ammonia and a charring stainpart—
SUBSTANCE. samc time subliming undecomposed. It does not seem to

contain sulphur but must contain Carbon, Nitrogen and hydrogen.

It is insoluble in water and not readily acted on by N. M. Acid.

RED suLPHo [July 6th.] Per sulphate of Iron precipitated by great excess of

CYANATE OF IRON, soda, boilcd with it and well washed in many waters ; then filtered

and pressed but preserved moist. Some of this peroxide put into

solution of sulphocyanic acid—immediate action and a deep red

solution formed which after being heated and left for 12 hours

was experimented with.

Solution of sulpho cyanate of Iron evaporated on a warm glass

plate left deep red mass—crystalline.^—which was resoluble either

in water, Alcohol or Ether but not in oil of turpentine or in olive

oil. It was deliquescent at common temperatures. Its taste was

chalybeate.

Alkalies, either potash, soda or ammonia threw down from it

hydrated protoxide of Iron.

Its colour was destroyed by Saliva.

Do. Do. by a Httle glue.

Do. Do. by a piece of Iron.

1824. JULY 7TH.

PER AND PROTo Pet suL cy. uon evaporated on sand bath to dryness a deep
SULPHO CYANATE mass—ou contiuuing heat colour changed and the whole

OF IRON.
brown. This mass deliquescent and the greater part

soluble in water, leaving per oxide of Iron and yielding a solution

colourless, very slightly acid, giving red to per sul. iron—and iron

(oxide) on addition of alkali. On evaporation became reddish

(exposed to air) and at last deep red like per sul. cy. iron and

deposited oxide, but on drying became brown just as before and

furnished a colourless solution with deposition of oxide of iron

as before; and this happened as often as the process repeated.

The colourless solution—white precipitate by pruss. potash

becoming deep blue in the air. It tastes like a proto salt of iron.

By nitric acid the solution becomes red. This solution is doubtless

a proto sul, cyanate ofIron. The red solution a per sul. cy. of iron.

The red solution precipitates blue by prussiate potash. The red

solution is also highly acid at all times.
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Dry proto sul. cyanate of Iron (i.e. solid) heated in a tube fuzed per and proto

and boiled up giving sul. cyanic vapour, sul. hydrogen, a little sulpho cyanate

sulphur, no ammonia and left a sulphuret of Iron which heated

on platinum foil gave off sulphurous fumes ignited (burning as

it were), and became oxide of Iron.

Per sul. cyanate of Iron in solution: it is rendered colourless

by [Zinc

Iron filings

Proto Muriate of tin

Proto sulphate of Iron. The three first and probably the last

act by converting the per oxide of iron in the salt into prot oxide,

forming proto sul. cyanate of Iron.

Per sul. cy. Iron solution has its colour destroyed by Saliva, per sulpho

Also by Jelly. When sol. jelly is added to the red solution colour cyanate of iron.

nearly disappears; when evaporated the solid matter left is as red

as the dry per sul. cy. of Iron but on dilution is as colourless as

at first. Alcohol does not restore the red colour by precipitating

the Jelly but Nitric acid immediately restores it in its full intensity.

Per sul. cy. Iron solution—colour not affected by Gum arable.

Acetic Acid, charcoal or phosphorus.

Starch and sugar appear slightly to diminish the tint. Sulphur

appears to affect it slowly by boiling. Tincture of galls in small

quantity scarcely affect it; in larger quantity make it dark brown
or gray.

Nitric acid when cold does not readily affect it; hot destroys

the colour— query Sulphuric acid.

Sulphuric acid, weak: when cold slowly discharges colour;

quicker when warm.

Muriatic acid. Strong destroys the colour, weak also when warm.
These acids seem to take away the Iron and then cause the decom-

position of the sul. cy. acid producing yellow substance, etc. etc.

Alkali throws down prot oxide of Iron (hydrated) even from

the red solution and does not at the same time form sulphuretted

hydrogen. } what is formed or how is prot oxide liberated or is

it really protoxide.

Proto sul. cy. of Iron crystallizes on a glass plate as may be proto sulpho

seen by the microscope. The Per sul. cy. of Iron very doubtful cyanate of iron.

as to crystallizing.
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PROTO SULPHO When Proto suL cy. of Iron is evaporated to dryness it gives
CYANATE OF IRON. ^ coloui'less solution with water, remaining so for some time even

exposed to the air—but Alcohol added to the dry mass very quickly

converts the proto compound into a per compound and the whole

shortly becomes deep red especially if assisted by warmth. This

effect is very constant and happens with the proto salt prepared

either by evaporation to dryness or by boiHng with Iron—but

the solution thus formed is always acid and oxide of Iron is left.

This effect does not take place if the Alcohol be boiled with the

salt in close vessels out of contact of air.

1824. JULY lOTH.

SULPHO CYANATE Sulpho-cyanatc of Ammonia—acid in excess—boiled and eva-
OF AMMONIA poratcd until ready to crystallise, then placed whilst hot over
ANALYSED,

g^ipj^^j-j^;. ^^^^ jj^ cxhaustcd rcccivcr and left there for three days,

the mass of crystals formed having during that time been broken

up and stirred about 2 or 3 times.

At the end of three days a portion of the dry pulverulent salt

weighed in water; it equalled 27-7 grains. This put into a flask

with water and some N. Mur. acid which converts all the sulphur

into Sul. acid—warmed it; violent action took place from libera-

tion of Nitrogen and other gases and ultimately all the sulpho-

cyanic acid destroyed—then further diluted and precipitated by
Mur. baryta gave 68*9 sul. baryta = 9*35 sulphur.

POTASSIUM.

SEPT. 20TH.

POTASSIUM Some Sulpho cyanide of potash heated in a tube till quite dry,

^^ot*. ^T*
^^^^ ^ piece of potassium dropped in and heat continued. Potas-

sium became covered apparently with sulphur and at one moment
inflamed a little but instantly was extinguished—by keeping the

salt liquid the Pm. gradually dissolved without evolution of gas

and rend[er]ing the salt brownish when entirely dissolved; a por-

tion was taken out and dissolved in water— the solution by M. A.

gave Sul. Hy. and precipitated sulphur—with A. of Lead it gave

Sulrt. lead—with per sul. iron first black then reddish. There had

not been Pm. enough to decompose whole of salt but the action

seemed to be formation of sulphuret of Pm. and Cyanide of Pm.
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A portion of per sulpho cyanate of Iron considerably evaporated per sulpho

and then placed over sul. acid in vacuo for 3 days; at the end of cyanate of iron

that time weighed in water (for salt is deliquescent) and found to

equal 4*8 grains. This in solution put into a flask and treated with

N. M. acid— action and disappearance of red colour— then precipi-

tated by Mur. baryta gave 13*5 gr. sul. baryta and then ammonia
threw down i*8 gr. per oxide of Iron.

13*5 sul. baryta 1-83 sulphur .... 16

1-8 per oxide Iron . . 15*74

salt . 4*8 41*967

The residum is not sufficient to make cyanogen but if the Iron

be considered as metalHc then a proportion of Iron, two of sulphur

and a proportion of cyanogen would nearly make the results;

but the iron rather uncertain in its weight.

See on this subject of sulpho cyanates Berzelius' paper in the

Annales de Chimie xvi ?

AUG. 3RD, 1824.

A creeping ceres ^ growing in a pot has been hung up in a window effect of light

—several new strong shoots have been thrown out which rise up on vegetation.

into the air; all of these shoots have thrown out rootlets and they

all proceed from those sides of the shoots which are farthest

from the light— the direction of the rootlets is mostly horizontal

but some proceed upwards, some downwards, according to their

situation—they seem to be uninfluenced by gravity but to respect

obscurity.

A scarlet bean was growing in a pot in the same window and

was trained on a string running upwards. The bean at first twined

closely round the string as usual but on rising so high as to be

level with the top of the sash it no longer twined round the string

although that proceeded much higher but went off into the air

towards the light.

^ ? Cereus.
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FLYING OF GULLS, ScC Aug. 20, 1 823.
HAWKS, ETC. When at Freshwater cHffs had opportunities of again remarking

the balancings of the gulls in a strong wind. Many of them would
rise together and there seemed to be a sort of emulation among
them; all had their heads to the wind which was here parallel to

the cliffs, being about E.S.E.; they did not seem to respect the

top of the cliff or any upward action of the wind from against it,

but floated in the air both over the sea and the land and at various

heights above and below the top of the cliffs. They did not seem

able to make away against the wind or at least only slowly, but

they could readily rise or fall. Sometimes they seemed to lose

their balance, or the wind was too strong for them, and then they

took a sweep sideways, going down with the wind but soon

turning their heads to the wind, recovering their balance and

slowly coming up again. All this was done without striking the

air with their wings but apparently only by keeping them in a

certain position with regard to the current of air.

Perhaps the effect which may sometimes be observed in flying

a kite may be connected with this subject. Sometimes a kite when
badly rigged will, upon rising, not cease to ascend when the string

forms a certain angle with the current of air, but will continue

to mount, taking nearly a horizontal position in the air, and that

till the string is nearly vertical when the kite generally falls over

and comes down.

AUG. 24TH, 1824.

REFLECTION OF In usiug the Claude^ it seems to me as if the various parts of the
LIGHT IN THE objects Seen in it differ in their proportion of light from the same

CLAUDE,
p^j-^g gggj^ directly—the faint lights seem to go sooner than the

others in proportion and the shadows to deepen out of proportion.

I thought also some tints darkened more rapidly by reflection

than others.

Try whether lights of different intensities are reflected in dif-

ferent ratios, i.e. whether faint lights have less light reflected

(proportionately) than bright lights and also whether the same

tints and colours produced from different substances (as leaves)

^ Claude-glass—a somewhat convex dark or coloured hand-mirror, used

to concentrate the features of a landscape in subdued tones (O.E.D.).
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do not alter differently by reflection at various angles, etc. etc. reflection of

Try also coloured glass for the Claude^ but always with black light in the
CLAUDE.

ground, etc. etc. With this consider proper tint for printing pape

—also the phenomena observed by both eyes when one has been

darkened or exposed to bright light previously or when each has

been previously exposed to a different colour.

1824. SEPT. 20TH.

Peculiar Yellow substance—boiled in Alcohol and then placed analysis of

in vacuo over Sulphuric acid for 48 hours. peculiar yellow

2 gr. of it with 240 protoxide copper in Cooper's lamp. Tube,
substance.

Asbestus, etc. 437*4 gr.

A Httle gas was lost at first but 5-45 c. inches were obtained—

when opened strong odour of Sulphurous acid.

The quantity of water collected in the asbestus = 0*3 of grain.

There was a small portion of a volatile substance in brilliant

crystals formed which passed off with the water undecomposed.

It did not seem to be sulphur.

The tube seemed to have lost on the whole 3*2 grains, but a

film of the copper envelope might perhaps adhere to it and make
this weight a little uncertain.

The 5*45 c: i: of gas were put into contact with brown oxide

of lead for an hour and a half; there was immediate action and

2*55 c:i: (Suls. acid gas) disappeared. Then solution of potash

condensed i-8 c: i: (carb. acid) and left i*i c: i: (nitrogen) of a gas

unabsorbable by water and incombustible.

Water = 03 of grain = . . . hydrogen . 0*033

Nitrogen = i*ic:i: = . . . nitrogen . 0*3217

Carb. acid = 1*8 c: i; = 0*838 gr. . carbon . 0*2285

Suls. acid gas 2*55 c: i: = 1*7213 gr. . Sulphur . 0*8606

1824. SEPT. 21ST.

Peculiar Yellow substance— 2 gr. with 220 per oxide copper

by Cooper's lamp as before.

All gas collected = 4*5 c:i:—when opened no odour of sul-

phurous acid gas and no sublimate formed.
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ANALYSIS OF Quantity of water in asbestus = 0-34 of grain—when driven
PECULIAR YELLOW off a Very sHght smell of sulphurous acid with it.

SUBSTANCE.
4*5 CI i: of gas in contact with brown oxide of lead had

0-25 c. inches absorbed (of Suls. acid gas). The residum treated

with solution of potash gave to it 2-7 c. inches (Carb. Acid) and

left 1*55 insoluble and incombustible (nitrogen). The tube when
cold after the experiment was reheated to ascertain how much air

would be expelled by mere expansion; it amounted to 0-12 c: i:

hence Nitrogen only 1*43 c: i:

The oxide of copper dissolved in N. M. Acid and precipitated

by Mur. baryta gave 12*6 gr. sul. baryta = but this result

uncertain from impurity of acids.

Water 0-34 of grain = . . . . hydrogen . 0-038

Nitrogen I -43 c : i : = .... nitrogen . 0*4183

Carbonic acid 2-7 c: i: = 1*2582 grain = carbon . 0*3431

Sulphurous acid gas 0*25 c: i: = 0*1687 gr* = sulphur . 0*0843

Sulphate of baryta gr- = • • . Do.

Peculiar Yellow substance—4 grains in a flask with diluted

N. A. I acid, i water—warmed—action—nitrous gas evolved and

smell as of Sulphuret of Carbon and cyanogen or hydrocyanic

acid— substance diminished and at last left a substance resembling

sulphur—boiled until whole dissolved, having added at last a little

Mur. acid— diluted and precipitated by Mur. baryta— obtained

17*7 gr. of sulphate of baryta.

Again 4 gr. in diluted N. M. Acid— left cold—slow action and

substance diminished; after a while warmed it—matter soon dis-

solved—precipitated it by Mur. baryta and obtained 21*5 gr. of

sulphate of baryta = 2*915 sulphur.

100 substance contain 72*875 sulphur.

Again 4 gr. in diluted N. M. Acid— left cold, etc., then boiled,

at last precipitated by a little Mur. baryta and more N. Baryta.

The sulphate of baryta = 20*7 gr. = gr. of sulphur.

1824. SEPT. 22.

suLPHocYANATE Sulpho cyanatc of potash and potash both damp heated in a

OF POTASH AND tube—gavc water—very much ammonia; afterwards hydrosul-
poTASH.

p]^^j.g^ of ammonia and a tenacious brown substance, not so
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fusible as the substances first used, remained which when cold sulphocyanate

became red like sulphuret of Potassium. When dissolved in water of potash and

it left a little charcoal and gave a yellowish solution which by
Muriatic or sulphuric acid gave sulphuretted hydrogen and a little

sulphur, but afterwards by persulphate of iron no signs of sulpho-

cyanic acid—apparently a mere mixture of Sulphuret of Potassium

with charcoal, etc.

Sulpho cyanate of potash was heated in a tube steam passing sulpho cyanate

over it at the same time. It gradually became brown and less potash and

fusible and ultimately on cooling became red like sulphuret of
^"t^^^-

Potassium. On examination it was found to contain a little

undecomposed sulphocyanate— then sulphuret of Pm. and sul-

phate of potash. The last was concluded to be present because

when substance was dissolved, rendered acid by M. A., boiled to

expel sul. hy. and filtered to separate little sulphur, M. Baryta

caused a great precipitate. In these circumstances water forms

therefore potash and sul. acid with its oxygen (perhaps also carb.

acid) and amm. and sul. hydrogen with its hydrogen or assists

in so doing.

1824. SEPT. 23RD.

White substance (See June 25th). properties of

On foil heated, volatile— last portions burning carbonaceously. peculiar white

In open tube with turmeric paper at first water— then pungent substance.

invisible vapour, then solid white sublimate (ammoniacal salt)

then abundance of ammonia, then on a sudden, disappearance of

brown tint on turmeric and reproduction of pungent vapour, as

if it were acid and had neutralized the ammonia forming a salt.

On heating substance or water above it some free ammonia was

sent off. The white sublimate was partly soluble in water and

partly insoluble— the soluble portion with per-sulphate of iron

gave no immediate change nor any ultimate change— the insoluble

portion was also insoluble in alcohol—heated in an open tube as

before its vapours were highly acid.

Some of the substance again heated in an open tube with both

litmus and turmeric paper: there rose first water—then acid— then

ammonia— then acid again. The volatile substance not soluble in

alcohol— decidedly not sulphur—gives strong acid vapours when
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PROPERTIES OF licated in open tube as before— the part not burnt but volatilized
PECULIAR WHITE crystalHzed above.

SUBSTANCE. Some of the substance heated in a close tube with litmus and
turmeric paper— first acid vapours— then abundance of ammonia
and salt rose. The rest of the substance wanted a higher heat, but

having that it gave a strong prussic odour and a black rim

(empyreumatic or prussic) at the upper end of the tube—very
little charcoal left in the bottom of the tube. A substance also

rose as in the open tube— it was like it insoluble and gave acid

vapours on heating.

The white substance heated with mercury— there was no action-

no signs of sulphur. The heat of boiling mercury is sufficient only

for the first decomposition and not sufficient to complete it.

White substance is not soluble in ether, alcohol or water.

White substance in N. M. Acid heated and boiled— liberation

of Nitrous gas— solution of the whole—on cooling part deposited

—rest diluted, filtered and tested for sulphuric acid—only a minute

trace found. Another filtered portion evaporated to dryness left

a yellow deposit insoluble in water, which heated in a tube gave

first acid, then ammonia and a white substance like that from the

original substance.

White substance in N. A. heated, whole dissolved— deposit on

cooling— solid portion washed many times— dried and heated in

tube behaved nearly as before, giving first acid fumes, then much
ammonia and prussic smell, etc., hence substance unaltered.

Hot alkali strong or weak dissolves the substance—on cooling,

white substance deposited which appeared like the original sub-

stance.

1824. SEPT. 24TH.

lODo suL. cYANATE lodlne and Sul. cy. potash—heated in a tube for a long time,

OF POTASH, iodine in excess—evolution of sulphuret of carbon— sublimation

of free sulphur— tube cut and salt examined— it was soHd, white

or gray— dissolved in water producing cold— then gave to per

salt of iron a little sul. cyanic acid— to lead much iodine.

SUL. CY. POT. AND Solution of sulpho cyanate of potash in water boiled with
IODINE, iodine in a flask— a precipitate formed like sulphur—ultimately

evaporated, driving off the excess of iodine—when nearly dry it
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crystallized— dissolved a little and tested it; it contained plenty sul. cy. pot. and

of Iodine also sulpho cyanic acid. Reboiled it with more iodine iodine.

as before (having filtered out the yellow precipitate previously)—

again gave yellow precipitate—repeated the operation and had the

same result again. Hence the decomposition is slow^ and imperfect

and the substance resulting each time only a mixture of sulpho

cyanate and iodide and cannot be definite. Probably no definite

combination of this kind.

The Yellow substance precipitated—washed and dried—on foil

in air burnt something like sulphur but not so readily. In tube

it gave sulphuretted hydrogen and ammonia, also prussic smell-

apparently carbon left, perhaps from filter. Is insoluble in water,

slightly soluble in Alcohol.

1824. SEPT. 23RD.

Hydrosulphocyanic acid and muriate of potash evaporated to iodo sul. cy.

dryness together, dissolved and tested by iron gave slight sulpho potash, etc.

cyanic tint.

Sulpho cyanic acid and iodine boiled together. Iodine evaporates

entirely, nothing but sol. of sulpho cyanic acid remained.

For preparation of the white substance : peculiar white

Sul. cy. potash and sul. cyanic acid boiled; no precipitate. substance.

„ „ „ „ and Sul. Hydrogen boiled; no
precipitate.

„ „ flour sulphur boiled; no action.

„ „ sulphuret of potash boiled; no action.

„ „ potash boiled; no change.

Sul. cyanic acid on Iron— evolves hydrogen and forms proto sul. cy. of iron.

sul. cy. iron.

SEPT. 29TH.

Phosphuret of lime (not recently made but good) put into a

tube of green glass and cyanogen (from an old cyanogen tube

not previously heated and dried) sent over it. When all the com-
mon air expelled the phosphuret of lime was heated in the

cyanogen. It immediately became black and continued so when
cold—phosphuretted hydrogen was evolved and phosphorus

FDI II
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suL. CY. OF IRON. subHmed— licHt was continued till all action had ceased and pure

cyanogen again passed through.

The black solid substance exposed to air smells of phos. hy.—
heated on platina foil it does not burn as phosphuret of lime but

undergoes a dull ignition, and leaves a gray substance which in

M. A. dissolved without effervescence and by ammonia gave phos-

phate of lime; and afterwards by carb. ammonia a further cal-

careous precipitate.

The black substance in water smelt of phos. hy. but no libera-

tion of that gas-the first portion of water was brown and slightly

alkaline but per. sul. iron had no effect on it— other portions of

water dissolved nothing. Then Mur. Acid dissolved all but a black

charry looking substance which on plat, foil by heat gave com-
bustion first of phosphorus a little, then of charcoal. The acid

solution did not affect salts of iron. Ammonia threw down phos.

lime and then carb. of ammonia threw down a little carb. of lime.

No important action in this expt.

1824. OCTR. I.

SOLUBILITY OF I. Marble (Carrara) very finely powdered—boiled in distilled

carb: lime, water— filtered and tested gave little lime to ox. amm. and phos.

soda—seemed to redden turmeric when moist but not when dry—
affected reddened litmus slightly—no S. A. present—evaporated,

then by M. A., amm. and ox. amm. plenty of lime.

2. Washed the marble several times, boiled as before— tested,

was lime as before especially on evaporation, etc.

Distilled water tested; no lime in it.

Filters washed with distilled water before being used.

3. Sub carb. soda precipitates lime water (cold) and on

moderate dilution it does not appear that any lime is taken up.

Weak sol. sub carb. soda does not precipitate lime water im-

mediately—when a little stronger it does, but excess of lime water

redissolves the precipitate— or dilution by water only. Perhaps

wanted time. See 4, 19.

4. Lime water precipitates by sub carb. amm. but excess of

solution of latter redissolves the precipitate or nearly so—on

standing however a precipitate came down and on filtering no

lime in solution by ox. amm. or phos. soda.
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5. Lime water and weak sol. of bi carb. soda. The precipitate solubility of

formed by adding the two together is soluble in excess of either carb: lime.

or in much water.

6. Sol. sub carb. of Soda and carb. of Hme boiled together—

filtered—no lime in solution—washed insoluble portion several

times; no lime taken up as alkaH removed but liquid goes through

filter turbid. See 20.

7. Weak sol. of sub carb. soda on carb. lime left on sand bath

all night— did not appear to dissolve any.

8. Carb. of lime and carb. of ammonia boiled together— after

a while a portion filtered ofi" before the Carb. of ammonia dissi-

pated—no lime by ox. amm. Boiling continued till all carb. of

ammonia nearly gone—liquor would not filter; left till Morning
to settle.

9. Ammonia cold on carb. lime— after standing and filtering

found a little lime dissolved—on evaporation more decided.

Boiled together till most of ammonia flown off— did not then

contain much more lime than water would have done.

10. Mur. amm. and carb. of lime boiled gave off much am-
monia, probably carb. acid, and produced strong solution of lime.

11. Sol. Mur. soda containing no lime or excess of alkali boiled reaction of

with carb. lime— filtered solution gave Hme to ox. amm. and phos. carb. lime and

soda—more than water alone— solution alkaline—evaporated to
ETC.

dryness— all resoluble and still contains lime— apparently not more
alkaline than before. Second washing of the carb. lime left in

flask still gave plenty of lime.

12. Sul. soda (pure) and carb. of lime boiled—liquor alkaline

and contains plenty of lime—hence decomposition.

13. Sub carb. soda and sul. lime (solid) boiled— filtered liquor sol. of carb.

alkaline and no lime in it—washed remaining sulphate again—

liquor when filtered alkaline and contained lime both to ox. am.

and phos. soda—washed again, the third liquor barely alkaline

but contains much lime and also S. A.— a fourth washing brought

off much Sul. lime—hence decomposition not complete but cer-

tainly sub carb. soda and sul. lime compatible in weak solutions.

14. Sub carb. soda in excess to sol. sul. lime— left all night cold

—solution poured off contained no lime—second washing of pre-

cipitate contained lime though very alkaline— third washing

1 1-2
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SOL. OF GARB. Seemed to contain no lime or very little—fourth contained lime
LIME, again but apparently more in the first filtered portions than in the

after portion, but these by evaporation gave plenty of Hme—the

powder in M. A. tested for S. A. gave none—was a pure carbonate.

15. Sub carb. soda in little excess to sol. sul. lime—precipitate—

first liquor contains plenty of lime though alkaline—second

washing contained very little lime but still appreciable, especially

by concentration. Had not had time perhaps; see 19 and 4.

16. Bi carb. soda and sul. lime both in solution evaporated

together—redissolved— first solution strongly alkaline and no
lime—second solution or washing no lime— still alkaline— third

washing a little lime taken up, hardly alkaline—on examination

a little S. A. but probably with the alkali.

17. Weak sol. of sub carb. soda and a solution of sul. lime-

when added together the precipitate formed is resoluble in excess

of either or in much water, the ultimate solution in the latter case

being still alkaline. See however 19 and 4.

18. Weak sol. of bi carb. soda and a sol. of sul. Hme produce

the same effects but more readily.

19. Solutions of sub carb. soda (weak) and sulphate of Hme
were mixed, being so diluted that no precipitate should take

place; one was made stronger of alkali than the other. They were

set aside very clear and transparent. Boiling a portion of the

stronger (alkaline), precipitate took place and the clear liquor

retained no lime in solution. After 3 hours examined the cold

solutions; there were precipitates in both; the stronger was still

alkaline but contained no lime. The weaker was now not at all

alkaline—and contained plenty of lime. It was poured off clear,

a Httle more subcarbonate added and on standing another pre-

cipitate took place— this repeated till water or liquor permanently

alkaline ; then filtered and found to contain a little lime.

20. Weak solution of sub carbonate of soda on carbonate of

lime does not seem to dissolve any or at least very little; indeed

I think none. See 6.

21. Tried Carb. of ammonia to lime water and salts of Hme
as mentioned Nov. 14, 1823—but did not succeed. If time be

allowed the effects do not take [place] as there described.

22. See June loth, 1824—not quite accurate— see 19 above,
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latter part; true only with plenty of water present and for a short sol. of garb.

time. LIME.

1824. OCTR. 4TH.

Suspect the India paper used as filter—some pure water filtered

through it was found to contain lime; and when first rendered

slightly alkaline by sub carb. soda, it was more alkaline on passing

through an India paper filter. Hence a source of fallacy in all

the preceeding experiments.

Distilled water on Powdered marble boiled and left to settle,

then filtered several times through an India paper filter previously

well washed, about a pint of the perfectly clear solution, i.e. the

filtered water, was evaporated in a wedgewood basin to dryness.

It left nothing soluble in a small quantity of water or alkaline to

turmeric but it left a small quantity of solid substance which

effervesced with acids and was a carbonate of lime. Before

evaporation the water tested by oxalate of ammonia gave on
standing decided indications of containing lime. Hence it appears

undeniable that carbonate of lime is slightly soluble in water.

1824. OCTR. 5TH.

Chloride of Sulphur in Strong S. A.—no immediate action— chloride sulphur

water causes decomposition and throws down sulphur. amm., et

Chloride of Sulphur in Pyroligneous ether—gradual decom-
position.

Chloride of Sulphur on powdered mur. ammonia—no im-

mediate action—on adding ammonia (sol. of) dark colour pro-

duced; much action and heat—added more ammonia— then washed

—a reddish body left was merely hydrated sulphur.

Chloride of Sulphur in a bottle on dry powdered muriate of

ammonia and left for some days; then exposed for two days to

sunshine and after that left for 4 days longer—but no action.

Chloride of sulphur in a bottle with bruised glass so as to

present much surface— this put into a covered jar having some
carbonate of ammonia strewed over the bottom— the whole left—

a

crust gradually formed on the neck of the bottle which when
dissolved in water left sulphur and gave a solution containing

S. A., M. A. and ammonia. When evaporated to dryness and
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CHLORIDE SULPHUR lieatcd in a tube much ammonia rose, a yellow appearance like

sD MUR. AMM., ETC. sulphatc of ammonia, a strong prussic smell. Ether dissolved

nothing. Alcohol dissolved salts and left Sul. am. The cyanic

compds. probably formed from Carbon of Carb. Amm.

1824. OCTR. 8th.

Carb. amm. and sulphur sublimed together and passed through

a tube heated red hot. Sul. Hydrogen was formed, probably

Nitrogen set free but no important results produced.

Weak sol. of ammonia made. This decomposed by sol. of

chlorine gave but little nitrogen, the chlorine combining with it

to form chloride of nitrogen ofwhich the smell was very evident—

but when a little potash was mixed previously with the ammonia-
much more nitrogen was liberated (many times more) and no

azotane seemed formed— the chlorine going apparently to the

potassium. No other results were however obtained.

OCTR. I2TH.

CHLORIDE OF LIME Solutiou of chlorldc of lime made (bleaching powder)—was
AND AMMONIA, alkaline— filtered, then clear—ammonia was added to it and stirred

in in such quantities that at last turmeric paper held over the

solution was reddened instantly by it— still there was no liberation

of nitrogen and the mixture destroyed the colour of indigo just

as before. Hence chlorine and ammonia both existed in the liquor.

This solution when heated at first became almost gelatinous from

deposition of lime, appearing like silica, then nitrogen gas came

off (near boiHng heat), the lime redissolved and ultimately a solu-

tion was left with excess of ammonia but having no further action

on indigo.

A precipitate fell on making the mixture which when examined

was found to be a hydrate of lime containing much water— it

dissolved in water, was alkaline and dissolved in acids without

effervescence.

OCTR. 13.

This morning the solution were found to have given off

nitrogen and when sul. acid was added to neutralize the ammonia,

strong smell of azotane was evident and the solution became

yellowish.
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On making a strong solution of chloride of lime and adding chloride of lime

ammonia in excess there was some effervescence produced and ^nd ammonia.

lime deposited as before—when filtered the clear liquor con-

tinually gave off nitrogen gas in small quantities and was quite

colourless; some was left in a bottle— a portion had S. A. added

to it to neutralize the ammonia after which it would not discolour

indigo. Hence the chlorine must have entered into combination,

and from the non abundant liberation of nitrogen and strong

odour of azotane probably with the nitrogen as azotane.

Lime water alone discolour[s] weak sol. sul. indigo to a con-

siderable extent.

1824. OCTR. iiTH.

Attempt to ascertain polarization of crystals. A small perfect

crystal of nitre about 2 inches long was suspended in succession

by a single silk worm fibre and a spider's thread, each being

about 14 inches long. They were hung from the top of glass jars

as balances of torsion, then a very large crystal of nitre was

placed beneath the small crystal and as near as could be to allow

freedom of motion, but after long examination no tendency to

direction relative to the large crystal could be observed.

Sulphur boiled with cyanuret of mercury—no particular action.

OCTR. i8th.

Sol. of Sulrt. potassa with excess of potassa added afterwards

in solution would not absorb hydrogen gas at common tempera-

tures.

Effervesced Glauber's salt gave no diminution of weight by
fusion; hence contains no water.

Chlorine passed continuously over fused nitre caused decom-

position of a small part and formation of chloride. Nitric and

nitrous acids being set free, but no chlorate was formed.

Sol. pure potash boiled with sulphur for some time—deep sulphur and

yellow solution obtained. Sulphur in excess quite unchanged— the potash.

solution evaporated and heated when dry even to dull redness

let no sulphur go—hence a definite point of sulphuration.
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SULPHUR AND Sill, liydrogeii passed through solution of pure potash until no
POTASH, niore was absorbed—when precipitated by nit. lead gave black

sulphuret of lead— acids took alkali and liberated abundance of

sul. hydrogen. Evaporated to dryness in close vessels: gave sul.

hydrogen and a substance white and brown in places was obtained

which when heated fused and formed a reddish compound, a

sulphuret of potassium like that from Sulphate of potash by
carbon or hydrogen. When dissolved in water it formed a solution

having the same properties as before except that it gave no sul.

hydrogen on boiling. It contained no Sulphuric acid.

Some of this solution put into a flask with sulphur in excess

and boiled dissolved much of it, forming a deep yellow solution

darkening very much by heat and which precipitated by nit.

lead.

Acids took the Alkali but liberated no sulphuretted hydrogen;

at least no effervescence but a dense turbidness was produced

and a peculiar sulphurous smell, very pungent, was occasioned.

A little warmth caused the collection of a substance on the surface

something resembling sulphur, but fluid and remaining fluid at

low temperatures. When collected it was found to emit the

peculiar smell before noticed—when evaporated spontaneously it

left crystals of sulphur—when heated in a tube it gave sulphuretted

hydrogen and left sulphur. It appears to be a bi-sulphurett of

hydrogen. It seems also gradually decomposable into sulphur

and sul. hydrogen.

The sulphuretted yellow solution evaporated to dryness in a

flask gave a deep brown sulphuret of potassium from which no

sulphur rose by heat. Solution of a part of it gave the solution

again which by acids gave the bi sulphuretted hydrogen as before.

It contained no sulphuric acid.

Another part of the dry mass was heated with more sulphur;

some of the sulphur appeared to combine with it, but the rest

would not nor would it even mix with it, the sulphur remaining

by itself; but afterwards on adding water to the sulphuret a

portion of the sulphur was set free. Hence it had taken more
whilst solid than it could hold in solution in water.

Metallic copper takes away sulphur from solution of the sul-

phuretted hydrosulphuret of potassa and even apparently from
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the pure hydrosulphuret itself, but it cannot entirely decompose sulphur and

the latter. potash.

A portion of the yellow solution of sulphuretted hydrosul-

phuret of potassa was put into a bottle with clean copper turnings

and left for 24 hours, agitating every now and then. It gradually

took all the sulphur and left nothing that would precipitate lead,

brown or black.

When potash or hydrosulphuret of potash is boiled with

sulphur, sulphuretted hydrogen is given offeven for days together

and hyposulphite, sulphite and sulphate of potash are formed.

Copper added to such a miscellaneous solution frequently takes

all the sulphur from the sulphuretted hydrogen without evolving

hydrogen, in consequence apparently of the simultaneous reduc-

tion of some of the hyposulphurous or sulphurous acid. Much
heat is excited by copper turnings in a strong solution of hydro-

sulphuret of potash.

Sulphate of potash in powder and powdered charcoal mixed

(i and 3 or 4 by weight) and heated to whiteness for half an hour

form a strong pyrophorus.

Dry rot fungus when heated yields ammonia.

Hydrosulphuret of potassa in M. A. as Dalton and Henry de-

scribes yields a true bi sulphuret of hydrogen.

Nitrogen passed over red hot charcoal; no action.

OCTR. 22ND.

Again Effloresced Glauber : suffer no diminution of weight by crystals of sul.

heating or even fusion—no water given off— are dry. soda.

A saturated solution of glauber at 180° set aside in a close

florence flask. After 24 hours crystals had formed in it which

were perfectly transparent and appeared to be rightangled prisms

with diedral summits. The flask was opened and the rest of the

salt crystallized; the flask was broken and the light adhering

crystals washed off by saturated solution and a brush. The group

of crystals had now become quite opalescent and almost opaque;

the most perfect appeared as quadrangular prisms and they were

far harder than common crystals of Glauber. 55*6 gr. heated in
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CRYSTALS OF SUL. a tubc till all water dissipated gave a loss of 27-7; this gives dry
SODA, salt 27-9 + 27-7 water in crystals, or 8 prop, water 8 x 9 = 72

and one of dry salt 72 = 144.

Again 130 grains of the same crystals, but which had a little

of the common crystallised salt adhering to it, was evaporated

to dryness in a basin; it lost 66 of water and left 64 of salt; again

near 8 proportionals of water.

Crystals of Glauber fused in a wedgewood basin and the heat

raised to 200; a solution was formed and a salt precipitated.

261 gr. of this saturated solution evaporated to dryness left 81

of dry salt which was therefore dissolved in 180 of water and

81 : 180 :: 72 : 160 so that i prop, of salt dissolves in about

18 prop, of water.

The precipitated salt was pressed in hot dry paper and in hot

cloths and when heated appeared to contain but little water and

that probably due to solution adhering to it; the salt as thrown

down appears to be anhydrous.

The usual crystals of glauber contain 10 prop, of water.

So that when they are heated
I
of the salt takes all the water to

form a saturated solution and
^
precipitate in an anhydrous state.

1824. OCTR. 26TH.

Heated potash, sulphur and charcoal together, sulphur in

excess—no sulphuret of carbon formed— carbonic acid given off-

no peculiar or striking effects.

Chloride of sulphur over cyanide of mercury at moderate tem-

perature—action and production of cyanogen— sulphur, chloride

of mercury, sulphuret of mercury, etc. but no particular action.

NOVR. 3RD.

Chloride of sulphur in retort with cyanogen: no action either

in day light or by heat.

Sulphuric acid and chloride of silver heated—some action and

^ a small portion of sulphate of silver formed.

Nitric acid and chloride of silver : very Httle action, very Htde

nitrate formed.

Nit. amm. and chloride of silver heated : very little or no action,

a little nitrate of silver formed.
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Caoutchouc sap or juice a thick pale yellow creamy looking caoutchouc sap.

substance of uniform consistency and S. G. ioii*74. It had an

unpleasant acessant^ odour something resembling that of butter

milk or sour milk. Exposed to the air it soon dried, loosing in

weight and leaving caoutchouc of the usual appearance and colour

and very tough and elastic. 202-4 gr. of the sap put into a wedge-
wood basin and dried at about 100 became in a few days 94*4,

and being then removed from the capsule and left exposed at both

surfaces to the air it became after 2 or 3 days 91 grains.

On being taken out of the capsule it was found that a partial

separation of the elements of the sap had taken place, a small

portion of matter had fallen and formed a thin layer (perhaps

half a grain) of a peculiar substance on the bottom of the basin,

and it appeared as if this matter was in greater quantity in the

lower surface of the caoutchouc than the upper. It was brownish,

shining, soluble in water, bitter and precipitated per sul. of Iron

green; it is the same as a substance presently to be described.

Some of the sap poured into alcohol not very strong was

partly coagulated and partly a white precipitate; the coagulum

when taken out, washed, pressed and dried was elastic solid

caoutchouc. The rest filtered left white powder on filter which

dried also cohered into a mass of caoutchouc. The alcoholic

solution brownish—precipitated slightly by water—gave green

precipitate with per sul. Iron— evaporated, left but little matter

tasting very bitter and was brownish— this almost entirely soluble

in water; solution filtered and evaporated left dry brown shining

matter like a varnish and cracked over its surface— taste bitter—

soluble in water or alcohol—burning with flame smelling like quill

and leaving bulky charcoal— in tube does not yield ammonia-
precipitates green with per sul. of Iron—white with pure proto

sulphate—became bright yellow by alkali—colourless with acid—

but no precipitate in either case— alkali added to it increases the

green tint by iron— and in greater quantity causes a brown pre-

cipitate with the sul. iron much deeper than that with alkali alone.

Some of the Sap put into about two parts of water easily

miscible—no other change on standing, no change when eva-

^ The spelling is corrected to 'acescent' in Experimental Researches in

Chemistry and Physics, p. 174 (1859). Acescent = slightly sour (O.E.D.).
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CAOUTCHOUC SAP. poiatcd in basin or on paper; is as if it were a weak sap, no
otherwise— same results ultimately as with strong sap. Diluted

M. A. produces no change in this weak sap. Alkali makes it

yellow— does not appear to dissolve the caoutchouc— destroys the

acid smell and make a positive stink evident— on standing a while,

as two days, and more diluted it does not seem to separate so

easily as from water alone (as is to be described) but otherwise

no change. M. A. added after 2 days puts things just as they were.

Alcohol added to the diluted sap—no change unless alcohol

in great quantity and then coagulation, etc. A little M. A. added

facilitates this separation, and the caoutchouc set free is beautifully

white and elastic and exhibits the change of temperature by exten-

sion extremely well.

Diluted sap heated in tube— coagulation of the caoutchouc and

gradually the whole separated—a deep brown solution left con-

taining the bitter principle before mentioned.

A mixture of one sap one water—added oil of turpentine and

agitated—imperfectly miscible— on standing 24 hours three por-

tions formed— the lower water containing the usual dark coloured

soluble substance and very little caoutchouc— the upper clear and

like oil of turpentine— filtered was clear and fluid but somewhat
tenacious and stringy between the fingers and held caoutchouc in

solution—the third portion a clot or tenacious mass, soft, adhesive

and like birdlime, contained caoutchouc and oil of turpentine-

when heated let loose a little watery solution and became dark,

but still adhesive as before—very difficult to dry and always

sticking and tacky. The turpentine solution on evaporation per

see became yellow, more adhesive— thickens, but adhesive and

tacky, is rather heavier than water; further evaporation left a

substance quite hard when cold, yellow and transparent, brittle—

soluble in alcohol almost entirely and precipitated by water-

caoutchouc then liberated. It is resin with a little caoutchouc.

Some of the same turpentine solution boiled with water left

similar results.

Some of the sap was further diluted with water-after standing

some time the creamy white caoutchouc rose leaving a dark

coloured aqueous solution beneath. The tw^o portions were

separated and the caoutchouc diffused through more water—on
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standing it rose again and was then beautifully white—when put caoutchouc sap.

on paper or in a capsule it evaporated just as at first, but the

caoutchouc remaining was beautiful in its appearance and fully

as elastic as before.

The aqueous solution was brown— filtered it became clear—was

very bitter—became yellow by alkali, green by per suL iron-

colourless by acids. Slightly precipitated by alcohol—evaporated

gave a yellow shining substance like resin almost entirely soluble

in water and containing the same substance as that before

spoken of.

The water evidently separates a soluble substance from the

pure white insoluble caoutchouc.

981 grains of the original sap in water and washed gave a

solution which when boiled threw down coagulum amounting

to 1
8 -6 gr. when dried—and the solution then evaporated until

it when cold formed a dry brittle extract = 116 gr.; it was de-

liquescent. The washed caoutchouc coagulated by heat and dried

amounted to 331 grains. Jany. 8, 1825. Now weighs 311 gr.,

is dark brown and nearly transparent throughout. The 116

digested in alcohol left insoluble 28-5 and the soluble part on

evaporation gave 70 gr.

1824. NOVR. 15TH.

Properties of brown aqueous solution—was bitter— deep brown
—acid to litmus paper— difficult to filter—when boiled vapour

even acid— a precipitate fell which settled to the bottom and was

not therefore caoutchouc and now the solution became clear

either by standing or filtering—when filtered and the substance

on the filter dried it became hard, deep brown, glassy like caout-

chouc, but was brittle and not elastic— it was not soluble in alcohol

and burnt with an odour resembling common india rubber-

solution of soda dissolved out something forming brown solution

and left a pure white undissolved film of caoutchouc— the soda

solution did not precipitate iron green.

The brown aqueous solution appeared frothy on boiling or

agitation— on adding alkali became deep yellow and an unpleasant

putrescent odour was produced, like that from quick lime or

alkali or white of egg or blood. The green colour with per sul.
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CAOUTCHOUC SAP. Iron appears not to be a precipitate for it goes through the filter.

The brown solution produces no precipitates in

Mur. Baryta or

Mur. Mang.

Mur. Zinc— dense yellow precipitate.

Prot. Mur. Tin—dense white.

Prot. Mur. Copper— dingy green.

Per Mur. Copper-none till Alkali added then good green.

N. Lead— yellow, deeper by alkaH.

N. Bismuth—whitish.
M. Cerium—whitish.

M. Chromium—greenish.

P. N. Mer.-white.
Per N. Mer.—none.
N. Silver—whitish.

1824. NOVR. i6th.

The boiled brown solution when concentrated and then acted

on by Alcohol gave one part soluble in alcohol (a)— another part

insoluble which, separated by a filter and well washed with

alcohol, afterwards treated with water gave a deep brown aqueous

solution (b) and a small insoluble portion left (c).

{a) Evaporated to dryness left brown brittle transparent body-
becoming soft by exposure to moist air—heated on plat, foil does

not burn easily but runs out into bulky charcoal much like animal

matter— is very bitter— does not yield ammonia when heated per

se though smell very animal—heated with common potash plenty

of amm. ^— sol. in water— colours iron very green— is slightly

acid—has no appearance of an alkaH. The solid matter put into

ether had something dissolved, for ether solution on evaporation

left little globules, solid like wax at 60° and of the same colour

and appearance—but fluid at ioo°—Hghter than water—insoluble

in it—but washed with water washing gave little green to iron—

this waxy substance is heavier than alcohol— slightly soluble in

hot alcohol—requires high temp, for its decomposition and then

yields products like those from oil or wax. Alkalies did not

^ but string and paper heated with potash yield ammonia.
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dissolve it cold— readily when heated—M. A. threw it down again, caoutchouc sap.

There is but Httle of this substance present.

(b) solution deep brown—almost tasteless—evaporated to dry-

ness forms greenish shining brittle substance—resoluble in water,

etc.—when heated in tube yielding ammonia— it is precipitated

by alcohol—makes per sul. Iron dark green— alkali makes it

yellow—Mur. Acid precipitates a reddish brown substance from
it resoluble perfectly in water. The M. A. filtered off gave a little

green to iron— the insoluble portion dissolved in water did not

give green tint to iron even when alkali added—seems to be

somewhat purified by the M. A.— dried, it formed a substance

pulverulent, burning but not with facility and yielding a little

ammonia in a tube.

{c) dark, almost black—appearance of an insoluble extract—

when dried not elastic— tasteless— brittle—burns with difficulty

and in tube gives much ammonia.

DECK. 3.

Liquid from condensed oil gas has been treated with chlorine oil gas liquid

water and sunshine until converted into a soft substance re- ^nd chlorine.

sembling honey, containing granular crystalline particles mixed

with a fluid— it is not affected by water— it has a remarkably hot

pungent and persisting taste—heat evolves much M. Acid—

a

white substance sublimes and leaves much charcoal. There appear

to be two substances at first, a liquid and a solid, and after heating

there appears to be a substance not readily changed by heat,

though before one part was easily resolved into M. A. and carbon.

1824. NOVR. 16.

Caoutchouc washed several times in water— a portion of the [caoutchouc sap.]

cleansed milky caoutchouc mixed up with olive oil—when beaten

up formed a singularly adhesive stringy substance holding the

water in its interstices— it was stringy, pearly in appearance and

tenaceous—when heated so as to drive off the water it became oily,

fluid and clear—on adding water and stirring considerably it

became adhesive as before.

A portion of the cleaned milky caoutchouc had alkali added

to it—no action—boiled—caoutchouc separated as a coagulum—
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CAOUTCHOUC SAP. after some boiling— separated the liquor, evaporated it to dryness

and redissolved. Alkali had taken a little caoutchouc but almost

all coagulated at first.

Some of the cleaned milky caoutchouc to sol. of per sul. iron-

no colour (green) produced—added a little of the aqueous solution

and evaporated— colour very bad.

Some of it with Alcohol and camphor—nothing particular.

Caoutchouc—camphorated and odorous.

Some of it poured on a dry absorbent surface immediately

coagulated.

Some coloured in various ways—body colours hot [?] and

should be well mixed in—Indigo— Cinnaber— Chrome yellow-

Rouge- Carmine.

Washing of Caoutchouc— last washings do not separate so

well; this obviated by washing with saline solutions. Thus
Muriate of Soda or Muriatic acid both throw it up well and

quickly. Sul. Soda, Sul. Magnesia probably also.

Properties ofthepart coagulatedfrom the aqueous solution by heat.

Is a dark coloured shiny brittle mass heavier much than water—

not soluble in Alcohol, Ether, Water. Effect on fixed oils.^

Weak alkali dissolves it giving deep brown solution— filtered

and precipitated by M. A. dilute— precipitate greyish—acid has a

little colour but not much—when evaporated the acid gave but

little soluble matter—but that when heated smelled ammoniacal

and tasted as if it contained Mur. Ammonia. Alcohol boiled on

it took very little up. Ether took up a mere trace. It burns on

foil like animal matter with flame, leaving bulky charcoal, and

in a tube when heated chars and yields very much ammonia.

The aqueous solution left after boiling and filtering has been

precipitated by nitrate of lead which left no colour in the solution

although it was previously of a deep brown tint. The precipitate

was greenish. When well washed it was diffused through water

and sul. hydrogen passed through it. This changed the green to

a deep brown, not to a black. It was filtered. A yellowish solution

went through and a black substance remained on the filter (deep

brown rather). This washed and dried was in small quantity only,

brittle, rather hard—when heated on foil burnt like animal matter

with a good deal of flame and odour of ammonia, swelling much

;
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after that sulphurous acid and ultimately lead and oxide of lead caoutchouc sap.

left. When heated in a tube it gave very much ammonia. It

appears like an highly animalized substance. Digested with

alcohol a very minute portion only was dissolved out and that

gave green tint with iron.

The Sul. hy. solution boiled and evaporated left a yellow

shining substance resembling a varnish in appearance—not de-

liquescent—soluble in water—acid to taste and to litmus—no am-

monia by heat—green by per sul. Iron—by nitrate of lead greyish

—the acid not sulphuric acid.

Caoutchine.

Substance insoluble in Ether, Alcohol, water, etc.; not [illegible].

Bitter precipitating principle.

Wax.
Substance sol. in water not in Alcohol.

Insoluble brittle Amm. substance.

1825, Novr. 4th. Some pure caoutchouc has been left mixed

with water nearly a twelvemonth; it has risen to surface in a thin

film but has not changed otherwise and is just as miscible as ever

with the water beneath.

1824. DECK. 13.

Chromate of potash solution made very alkaline— diluted nitrate crystd. chrom.

of lead added to it— after standing some time small red crystals lead.

of chromate of lead formed quite resembling the red lead ore of

Siberia.

1824. DECK. 21.

Some crystals of carbonate of soda were pulverised and exposed effloresced

to air to effloresce several weeks ago, and at the same time some carb. soda.

other crystals were fused so as to be made quite dry, pulverised

and left in a basin by the side of the first—both covered with

paper.

To day 150 gr. of the effloresced carbonate upon fusion lost

FDI 12

\
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EFFLORESCED 85 gT. of wHtcr and 150 of the pulverised fused carbonate upon
GARB. SODA, being refuzed lost 84 gr. of water. The first compound therefore

of 85 water, 65 dry carbonate-the second of 84 water, 66 car-

bonate,

carb. water carb. water

65 185 : : 54 : 70-6— this not quite 8 prop, water.

66 : 84 : : 54 : 69 —this not so near 8 prop, as above.

100 parts of the second lost by S. A. i7'9 carb. acid; the 100 con-

tained as above 44 dry carb. and consequently 25-9 soda and

25*9 : 17-9 :: 32 : 22 nearly; hence the loss water and not

Carb. acid—no carb. acid had been absorbed.

1824. DECK. 28TH.

Expected that an electro magnetic current passing through a

wire would be affected by the approach of a strong magnetic

pole to the wire so as to indicate some effect of reaction in other

parts of the wire—but could not perceive any effects of this kind.

The power was from 2 to 30 pr. of 4 inch plates. The circuit was

made long, short, of moderate copper wire—of very fine silver

wire— the indicating needle was put into a galvanometer. The
pole was put into a helix, etc. etc., but in no case did the magnet

seem to affect the current so as to alter its intensity as shewn

upon a magnetic needle placed under a distant part of it, although

the M. Pole was so strong as to make the wire bend in its en-

deavours to pass round it.

1824. DECK. 30TH.

PRODUCTION OF Singular production of ammonia.
AMMONIA. Piece of pure potash heated in glass tube—no signs of am-

monia—a piece of writing paper dropped on to it and heated

with it—abundance of ammonia to turmeric paper and to Mur.

acid fumes.

Potash with tow—much ammonia.

Do. Do. much ammonia.

Tow or paper alone—no ammonia.

Potash with large crystal of sugar—no ammonia.

Potash with little sugar—a little ammonia.
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Potash with piece of charcoal— a Httle ammonia.
Carb. potash with paper— a Httle ammonia.
Carb. potash with tow— a little ammonia.
Hydrated lime alone (old)—a little ammonia.
Hydrated lime with paper—more ammonia.

JANY. 8th, 1825.

Linen with Potash in tube—no cyanogen apparently.

Cotton with Do. — Do.

Linen in retort moistened with strong solution of potash—

heated— retort cracked but continued the heat—water, etc., dis-

tilled over into condenser— ceased the distillation— opened the

retort—only the exterior of the linen acted upon. Water in con-

denser very alkaUne to turmeric—brown tint dissipated by heat

like ammonia— strong odour of pyroligneous ether— taste also

etherial, hot and rather empyreumatic—liquor transparent and

colourless— three drops of Sul. Acid added by mistake instead of

Mur. Acid— neutralised alkali and rendered the liquor acid-

evaporated-pyroligneous smell and ultimately a charring of the

contents of the basin; at last a black dense fluid in small quantity

and very acid—put a little of this on paper into a tube with hydrate

potassa—heated, much ammonia rose— at least brown or reddened

turmeric paper and rendered red litmus paper blue—but still did

not smell so much of ammonia as of empyreuma—must try alkali

again.

JANY. iiTH.

The portion not decomposed (of linen, etc.) redistilled and the

product received into a flask— the liquor in quantity from water

added and not alkaline—was tarry and empyreumatic— a few drops

of M. A. added and the whole filtered -filtered again the solution

sHght yellow—odour pyroligneous ether—evaporated to dryness

left dark residuum, pitchy and soft— put it into a tube with potash

and heated; much ammonia came over to turmeric paper—not

enough to collect gas.

Potash with resin in tube—no ammonia.

Potash with coal asphaltum—much ammonia.

PRODUCTION OF

AMMONIA.

12-2
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PRODUCTION OF Purc PotHsh in vapour ofNapthalinc ill tubc—somc ammonia.
AMMONIA. ^ith white bees wax Do. do.

„ „ in vapour of Alcohol Do. none.

„ „ in vapour of ether Do. none.

Potash heated red and Oleft. gas passed through—none.
Potassa fusa alone in tube.

Little „ „ with linen Do. —plenty

ammonia.

much „ „ Do. Do. —more
than above.

Potassa fusa— tartaric acid .... Do. —a very

little amm.

„ „ bi tart, potash .... Do. —some.

„ „ neutral tart, potash . . Do. —plenty.

„ „ oxaHc acid Do. —little.

„ , „ oxalate potash .... Do. —very
much. *

„ „ acetate potash .... Do. —some.
The ammonia was so abundant with the oxalate of potash

that I suspect the salt must contain some—must make a fresh

oxalate.

Sulphuric acid heated with linen—when charred washed out

the Acid— neutralised almost with potash— evaporated to dryness

and heated the salt obtained with excess of potash in tube— the

appearances of ammonia doubtful but think there was some—
when the salt and alkali were heated together in strong solution

was more decidedly ammoniacal. Repeat, etc.

1825. JANY. 17TH.

Potassa fusa with oxalate of lead in tube—very little if any amm.

„ „ „ tartrate of lead „ —much ammonia.

Tartrate of lead in tube alone . . . —none.

Potassa fusa with pure Benzoate potassa—some ammonia.

Strong Mur. acid boiled on Unen— linen soon broke down and

became brown— filtered— evaporated solution which was a pale

brown— a substance obtained of a dark colour and rather charred,

charred apparently at low temperature—was not acid and tasted

slightly bitter— it was adhesive or else brittle and nearly black—
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it burnt on plat, foil with difficulty and very little flame— it left production of

much ash which was fusible by blow pipe but not sapid. In water ammonia.

the evaporated substance dissolved giving a deep brown solution

and leaving a little insoluble charred substance— it became slightly

darker by per sul. Iron.

The solid substance gave very little ammonia by potash.

The insoluble part—brown when washed and dried— tastes in

mouth like starch— insol. in water—burns readily with bluish

flame—give a little ammonia with potash in tube.

Sent M. A. Gas over linen in a tube at 380°: linen blackened

and empyreumatic smell produced— tarry matter, etc. etc. col-

lecting in farther part of the tube. The linen was black— friable—

tasteless—burned with flame— is charred— in tube yields water-

gas inflammable—empyreuma— a Httle ammonia with potash but

not much.

Potassa fusa with Acetate of lime in tube— plenty amm. Pure salt.^

„ „ „ Pure Oxalate potash „ —ammonia not so much
as before but plenty.

„ „ „ oxalate of lime „ —plenty ammonia.

Lime with linen in tube— plenty ofammonia on first impression of

heat—no more by continuance of heat,

lime alone „ —no ammonia.

FEBY. 3

3 Vols, hydrogen i Nitrogen mixed and passed over spongy

platina in a green glass tube heated to various degrees up to dull

redness—no traces of formation of ammonia.

Finely pulverised Carrara marble alone in tube—no ammonia.

„ „ „ with little gum in tube—no cer-

tain trace of amm.

., „ „ with linen in „ Do.
Hydrate of lime in shelf bottle gives little ammonia when heated.

Linen (flos almost) with red lead in tube—no trace of ammonia.

„ „ „ yellow oxide lead—no trace amm.

„ „ „ scales of iron—no certain trace.

„ „ „ oxide of zinc—no ammonia.

„ „ „ recently heated per ox. iron—no am-
monia.
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PRODUCTION OF Lineti (flos almost) with chloride antimony—nothing.
AMMONIA. protoxide Manganese—nothing.

Dry lime and dry linen in tube -very little amm.

„ „ undried linen Do —ammonia and

pyrolig. ether.

Pure hydrate lime and linen —plenty ammonia.
Potassa fusa and resin in tube— little resin—ammonia formed; re-

quires continued heat to decompose
the resin; not readily decomposed,

little sugar in tube— little ammonia,

alone .... —none unless dirty; then am-
monia formed— the effect is very

striking if the potassa be fused at

bottom of tube and then a pellet of

paper or linen be dropped in.

neutral tartrate potassa— a little ammonia only.

„ pure oxalate potassa— plenty during first action;

none afterwards when charred.

„ „ tartrate of lead . .—very much ammonia; as

water flows down on to residue be-

low striking effect.

„ „ emetic tartar—none or very little.

Some linen put into a retort with very strong solution of

potash— distilled to dryness, the products being received in three

portions— the first about half the water off with a Httle potash

which boiled over—during this time the linen had not broken

down or become much discoloured— the second was about half

the remaining water—during this time the linen had softened,

broken up in part and become much browner and permanent gas

had during the latter part of the time bubbled from the mouth
of the retort— the third was collected until the retort was dry—gas
of a pyroligneous and empyreumatic odour came over but quite

transparent and colourless. All of these contained some potash

which had passed over.

No, I. or^r^r-alkaline— redistilled carefully— still alkaline from

potash— neutralised by M. A.— evaporated to dryness— the salt col-

lected and put into a tube with potash dry—when heated was

plenty of ammonia.
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No. 2. alkaline and foul—redistilled— still alkaline—M. A.— production of

evaporated— then heated with potash in a tube; more ammonia ammonia.

than before— the characters of the ammonia tested by turmeric

paper— volatility— solubility in water—M. Acid vapours— sul.

copper (made blue) and by smell— satisfactory with all of them.

No. 3. redistilled—saturated—was not previously very alkaline

to turmeric—evaporated— left but little salt but that with potash

in tube gave as much if not more ammonia than before— tested

in all ways as to its nature.

The dry residue in the retort dissolved in water— distilled— the

product neutralized by M. A.—evaporated— the residue heated

with potash—gave very little ammonia.

1825. FEBY. 7TH.

Potassa fusa and pure acetate of Hme in tube—ammonia— also a

second portion on letting the water down.

„ „ and acetate lead in tube—water, then little ammonia
with care.

„ „ olive oil „ —ammonia at first.

Oxide of lead and acetate of lead in tube— acetic acid, etc., no alkali.

Tartrate of lead alone in tube—no ammonia alone— or after-

wards with water—on adding potassa, plenty.

Potassa fusa and clean tin foil in tube—much ammonia.

„ ,, and clean zinc foil in tube— plenty ammonia.

„ „ and spongy platina „ „ —no ammonia; added zinc

plenty.

„ „ and copper wire fine „ „ —very Httle ammonia-
added zinc wire plenty.

„ „ and Iron wire „ „ —much at first — then

ceased; surface of wire

oxidated — fresh clean

wire dropped in— fresh

evolution of ammonia.

„ „ and prot. oxide manganese—very little at first— then

none—no chameleon

formed without access

of air.
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PRODUCTION OF PotHssa fusa and arsenic in fragments—very much ammonia at

AMMONIA. first-better than any

thing else almost.

„ „ alone in tube— sometimes a little ammonia.
Quick lime alone „ „ —no ammonia.

„ „ with little water—sometimes a trace.

Hydrate of lime „ „ —generally a Httle ammonia.
Potassa fusa and quick lime—sometimes ammonia, sometimes

none; must work with pure materials.

1825. FEBY. 8th.

A tube bent and drawn out as in margin*—some clean zinc foil

put at 2:—some carefully fused and unhandled potash at pot.^ a

piece of turmeric paper in the bend— the end a fastened into a

cap—the end b dipped into mercury and then about 100 c: i: of

pure hydrogen passed through— the tube was then sealed at s and

was considered as having all nitrogen excluded. Upon making

the potash hot a very slight trace of ammonia appeared on the

turmeric paper (perhaps from the zinc in the hydrogen or indeed

the action of the hydrogen itself)—but upon bringing the potash

and zinc together and heating—much ammonia formed—was a

very good experiment.

Same form of experiment but with the fused potash in the

hydrogen only, no zinc being present— obtained a minute trace

of ammonia.

Again with fused potash in arseniuretted hydrogen—very little

ammonia on action of heat—but was a little.

Arsenic and potassa fusa (common) in tube of usual form-
introduced a paper moistened in mixed solution of nitrate of silver

and arsenious acid—yellow arsenate immediately produced by the

ammonia.

Powdered Arsenic in strong sol. of potash in retort— distilled,

received half the water separate— then in another vessel received

the rest of the water—and then in a third distilled into a portion

. of pure water in a third vessel— gas coming over (arseniuretted

hydrogen) at the same time—examine for ammonia by neutralizing

with M. A., evaporating to dryness and heating residue with

potash in tube— ist product no ammonia— 2nd product plenty—
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3rd product none— residue with water distilled; no ammonia— production of

examined residue—no arsenious acid in it either to sul. copper or ammonia.

nitrate silver— the black divided powder remaining upon washing

when dried and heated in a tube appeared to be pure metallic

arsenic.

FEBY. lOTH.

Pure caustic lime alone in tube—no ammonia—addition of

water—no ammonia.

Pure hydrate of lime in clean tube—no ammonia.

Pure lime or hydrate mixed with pure potassa in clean tube—

no ammonia.

Zinc dissolved in S. A.— the solution treated with potassa fusa

in excess, it having been previously heated— distilled— the product

neutralised by M. A.—evaporated and heated in tube with potash-

gave much ammonia—.^ if from potash or from action of acid

on metal.

Very dry turmeric paper in very dry ammoniacal gas; scarcely

has its colour affected by it.

Pure dry lime with zinc; hardly a trace of ammonia.

Effect of fingering. Heated sea sand red hot— cooled it on a

copper plate—introduced some into a tube and heated; no signs of

ammonia—put a little into the palm of the hand and moved it for

a second or two with a finger; this put into a tube and heated gave

plenty of ammonia.

Precise experiment. Put distilled water into a clean retort-

distilled till half over— then condensed a little in a new clean

closed glass tube which had been cleaned by heating red and not

by wiping— thus collected a little pure water— cut pieces of

potassium with a lancet from the middle of a lump and dropped

them into the tube—inflamed forming an atmosphere of hydrogen

above and solution of pure potash; heated the tube about 2 inches

from bottom and contracted to a capillary aperture— then evap-

orated the solution in this tube till potash sufficiently con-

centrated—cooled it—prepared a tube as before (Feby. 8th)—put

in the zinc and potash and adopted all the former precautions.

The water for the trough boiled in a close boiler over night for

some hours—put into trough just before it was used. Jars filled
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PRODUCTION OF up to stop cocks with the water. Gas bottle quite filled with
AMMONIA, yv^ater before putting the acid in-full. 100 c: i: of the hydrogen

gas passed through the tube and so on-yet still on heating the

potash and zinc together plenty of ammonia.
The potash quite colourless.

Also made a potash by calcining tartar— lixiviating— treating

with lime made for the purpose and evaporating the solution of

caustic potash by boiling in florence flasks—pouring out at last

on to copper plates—breaking up the potash with platina tools

and putting it into the bottles with forceps. The solution was

never filtered but cleared by decantation and the potash never

touched any vessels or other things but such as were of glass—

stone (as crucible)— platina or brass—no fingers, paper or cloth-

yet with zinc plenty of ammonia.

FEBY. 14TH.

Caustic potash heated with zinc foil so as to evolve all the

ammonia possible— then dissolved in pure water; allowed to

stand— the clear portion (containing of course some oxide of zinc)

poured off and evaporated in a clean flask— this potash with clean

zinc in hydrogen gave abundance of ammonia.
The zinc potash alone also gave ammonia—more than from any

other specimen of potash or lime at any time.

Hydrate of lime (pure, exposed to air for 3 day[s]) gave am-
monia in tube by heat—not much.

Caustic lime exposed in same circumstances gave more am-

monia than hydrate.

Arsenic carefully washed from the Arsenic and potash experi-

ment (Feby. 8th) which gave no ammonia by itself gave plenty

with tartar potash, yet no arsenious acid formed.

Zinc in carbonate of potash—very variable and uncertain

results.

FEBY. 15TH.

Potash from tartar with tartrate of lead—much ammonia even

at first—when exhausted, on letting down water more ammonia-
must repeat with carefully made tartrate of lead.

Potash from tartar with pure oxalate potassa—plenty of am-
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monia long before any blackening effect— is a very good experi-

ment—repeat with other oxalic acid and unexceptionably. .

.

Tartar potash heated with zinc (again) till all ammonia formed

dissipated—broke tube, put some of alkali in bottle of course in

contact with nitrogen— other portions dissolved in very pure

water, decanted, evaporated and left with the first for 12 hours;

then examined by heat in tube alone— that by water gave some
ammonia— that without and in bottle very little indeed.

Caustic lime alone in tube; no ammonia—some finely cut linen

put into same lime with a wire gave abundance on heating-

good expt.

FEBY. 16

Re-fused soda with zinc in tube

linen . .

„ „ alone . . .

„ „ with arsenic .

Arsenic . . alone . . .

Arsenic resublimed and purified

Purified Arsenic with Potash or Soda—ammonia plenty.

Potash heated in tube till dry as possible— then zinc added and

heated—no ammonia—water then added— then heat— still no cer-

tain traces of ammonia.

—plenty of ammonia.

-Do.
—None.
—plenty ammonia,

—plenty ammonia,

—then no ammonia.

PRODUCTION OF
AMMONIA.

1825. MARCH 1ST.

Some pure quick lime exposed to air in clean capsule in back ammonia in air,

laboratory room. Also some white cornish clay heated to redness ^'^c-

and then exposed in the same situation. On March 8th examined;

when heated in clean tubes both gave ammonia in very striking

quantities.

March i. Some lime and clay exposed to air in passage to my
rooms—May 14th examined; both gave much ammonia.

1825. MARCH 25.

Made some pure preparations of oxalic acid with a view to some [oxalic acid.]

experiments on their nature.

Crystd. oxalic acid when heated yields water at first and after

a while a sub hydrated oxalic acid rises in vapour and on con-
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[oxalic acid.] densing crystallises again. This sub hydrated acid may be re-

peatedly volatilised with care without any particular change.

If the temperature be higher and applied rapidly then decom-

position is effected; carbonic oxide and acid result, a little car-

buretted hydrogen to smell— stain of charcoal, etc., water ap-

parently having been decomposed.

Thenard says in red hot tube decomposed without deposition

of carbon, iii, 90.

Oxalic acid mixed with sublimed sulphur and heated was

decomposed readily with strong effervescence, the sulphur ap-

parently acting upon it—gases collected over mercury proved to

be a mixture of equal vols. carb. oxide and acid— a very slight

odour of sulphurous acid existed in it but otherwise sulphur was

unchanged. It appeared merely to have acted by contact, in-

ducing ready decomposition.

Spongy platinum had precisely the same effect: dropped into

melted heated oxalic acid in tube it immediately caused decom-

position into carb. oxide and acid.

1825. MARCH 29.

OXALIC ACID DE- Crystals of Oxalic acid in strong Sulphuric acid—heated gases
:oMPosED IN s. A. collected over mercury—no blackening of S. A. and decomposition

went on very readily, great effervescence taking place— at last it

suddenly ceases— the oxalic acid being all decomposed and the

S. A. remained somewhat diluted— the latter portion of gas had

a smell of sulphurous acid gas but quantity tested by per oxide

lead very small. Sol. potash added to the gases divided them,

absorbing carbonic acid to the amount of one half and leaving

pure carbonic oxide— in two or three experiments the mean of

quantities was rather more than one half carbonic oxide.

Oxalic acid in S. A. ; no action whilst cold.

Neutral oxalate ammonia heated in tube gave ammonia, carb.

ammonia, carb. oxide, etc., and ultimately a little hydrocyanic

acid or compound.
Potassium in ox. ammonia crystallised—by heat burnt into

potash containing a little cyanuret— the presence or formation of

the latter body the object of the experiment.

Oxalate of ammonia and sulphur heated in tube—no cyanic
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compounds— results, ammonia, sul. hydrogen— Carbonic acid and oxalic acid de-

oxide and sulphur left. composed in s. a.

Oxalate of Ammonia and Sul. acid— results similar to oxalic

acid and S. A.

Oxalate of Soda—pulverised— heated in a basin to dry it as far

as might be— acrid fumes arose— then put into tube retort— dis-

tilled and gas received over mercury— several jars of it— then tube

heated in hre to complete decomposition.

Gas combustible—mixture of carb. oxide and acid—had slight

smell of carburetted hydrogen or of ammonia—by potash, mixture

contained carb. oxide to of carb. acid. The carb.

oxide separated burnt with a purplish tint (slight).

Residue in tube—black— alkaline— dissolved in water—carbon

left and carb. Soda obtained.

Oxalate of Soda and sulphur rubbed together—heated—gas

came off not combustible except from sulphur— sulphur rose-

residue deep brown, soluble in water leaving no charcoal—but a

heavy substance which, washed, etc., proved to be oxalate soda

undecomposed.

Oxalate of soda dry in Strong S. A.—no action when cold—

when heated, gas—which consisted of equal vols, of carb. oxide

and acid—no charring or blackening of acid.

Oxalates of lead ^ expts. on oxalic

" " ^^^^
1 dry salts.

„ „ manganese

„ „ Iron per j

See results of distillation of oxalates. Thenard, iii, 99.

Refer to Ann. Phil. N.S., ii, 136. Thomson.

„ Ann. de Chimie, xv, 125.

„ Rechearches by Gay Lussac and Thenard.

„ Thom. Ann., iv, 232; v, 97; ix, 33. Berzelius.

„ Phil. Trans., 1822, p. 480. Ure.

Oxalate of lead by heat— yields carbonic acid and metallic lead.

APRIL 2ND.

Oxalate of ammonia in fluoboric gas—hoped to have produced

cyanogen and water from elements of the salt—but the fluoboric
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EXPTS. ON OXALIC gHS took WEtcr and ammonia from the salt and left either an acid
ACID, oxalate or Carbonic oxide and acid.

Oxalate of lead with sulphur—heat— sulrt. lead and carb. acid.

Oxalate amm.— Mur. acid and oxide Mang. distilled. Carbonic

acid in great abundance— all oxalic acid decomposed.

Mur. Amm— Oxalic acid— oxide Manganese—nothing. Oxalic

acid: Carbon 2 prop. 12

Oxygen 3 „ 24

~6

Water it is said correctly 36

72 crystd. oxalic acid from solution.

Oxalate ammonia heated over spongy platina—ammonia at first

—hydrocyanic acid smell at last— a Httle.

Oxalic acid crystd. from Alcohol—contains plenty water.

Sols, of Cor. sub. and ox. am., equal vols, in dark and light-

strong solar effect—Planche, Jour, de Pharmacie, vii, 62.

Cyanuret of mercury heated in carbonic oxide—in sun light-

white crystals sublime— resist heat more than cyanuret of mercury

—retort opened— smell of cyanogen—a little free mercury—
crystals volatile and condensible—contain mercury when tested

by rubbing on copper or by taste— in air sublime with decom-

position—soluble in water— no[t] so much so apparently in alcohol.

Was merely dry cyanuret of mercury—has been no action

apparently.

Carbonic oxide gas and scentless carbonate ammonia with little

water exposed to sun light in glass retort.

Carb. oxide and sesqui carb. ammonia—water, etc. in sunlight.

Carb. oxide— carb. pot. and water in sunlight.

These exposed till April 12th, all bright days— at that time

examined—no carb. oxide had disappeared—no oxalic acid had

been formed—no change of any kind.

1825. APRIL 4.

Carb. oxide and cyanogen gas equal vols, and carbonic oxide

and iodine exposed to solar light in glass retort till April 12— then

examined—no change.
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Cyanuret of mercury and oxalate of lime heated together— expts. on oxalic

nothing particular. acid.

Iodine and oxalic acid heated together—no particular action.

Oxalic acid and phosphorus heated together—vapour of phos-

phorus carried up but no permanent compound—nothing par-

ticular.

Oxalic acid and sulphur heated together again— nearly as before

—action as to decomposition not quite so much as I expected.

1825. APRIL I2TH.

Mr. Brande has been making an experiment these last few days voltaic decomp.

of the following kind. A strong tube has been prepared with of water in close

2 plat, wires sealed into it—then nearly filled with pure water and
^'^^^^^ ^

hermetically sealed— a mark was made where the water stood and

then a voltaic battery appHed—decomposition took place, gas was

formed which ascended to the top and accumulating produced

after some day[s] great pressure— after some time so much water

had disappeared as would perhaps occupy about | of the space

previously occupied by air— so that the pressure was probably

very great. In this state of things a fresh battery put to work-
liberated but very little gas, apparently from its compressed state

—but certain other appearances took place— the cloud of minute

bubbles seemed to me to dissolve in the water as they left the

wire, only a few reaching the top—and the quantity of water

appears not to be diminished by the last two or three day's ^

voltaic action, as if it were recomposed from the dissolved gases

or at least formed a solution equal in bulk— still a few small

bubbles rose. After a time a remarkable appearance was seen

between the wires; bubbles were seen to pass backwards and

forwards between the wires as they ascended from bottom to

top as if attracted and repelled alternately— they seemed how-
ever to be carried by and influenced merely by the motion of

the surrounding water. Some little filaments were now observed

inside and these by their motion shewed the water about the wire

to be in rapid motion— they went backwards and forwards rapidly

between the wires just as the bubbles had done.

After a further action the quantity of gas evolved was very

small, but looking through the tube when the sun shone on it,
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VOLTAIC DEcoMP. rapid currents could readily be seen between the two wires,

OF -^ ATER IN CLOSE moving quite horizontally. Sometimes these seemed to consist
\ EssELs. q£ ^ stream of very minute bubbles principally on the negative

side, passing to the positive side, embracing the wire as it were

and dien moving up it, pardy I think disappearing, partly forming

bubbles somewhat larger which rose to the top. At other times

and most generally at last the currents seemed to be visible merely

from difference of refractive power, as if they were solutions

(perhaps of gas) and these passed from the negative to the positive

pole and from the positive also to the negative; the currents were

as in the margin—generally from N to pos. at top, from p to neg.

a little lower down— this probably from some casually [.^] arrange-

ment of the wire— they ceased to be visible the moment the con-

tact was broken and recommenced the instant it was renewed—
they went directly across the tube from wire to wire—and were

^ evidently the result of strong attractions and repulsions— they

formed returning currents in the part of the tube on their sides,

but these were not visible except when a little bit of floating

substance came into that part.

The motions seem to me to be produced by the attractions and

repulsions of electrified water or solution— to be visible probably

in consequence of solutions of the elements at the poles in water

being formed—and also in consequence of the non formation of

gas which in its ascent would disturb them—and it seems also

, as if the decomposition of the water was limited—perhaps because

under such pressure solution of oxygen and hydrogen may form

water by contact, especial[ly] .when the mixture is in certain

relative situations to one or the other pole. These repulsions, etc.

appear to me to be the same as the motion of mercury observed

by Sir H. Davy.

1825. APRIL 14TH.

CONCENTRIC Illustrate concentric layers in nodules as of fluor spar by the

LAYERS IN cRYST. similar crystallization of crystalline substance from oil of pepper-
NODULES.

j^Ij^^ surface of glass. It commences at a centre, stops for an

instant, a second layer or ring shoots out— it stops short, then a

third is formed, and so on to 20 or 30— the crystallization ceases
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apparently from a portion of latent heat evolved which when
dissipated permits the process to go on again, etc.

Protoxalate ofmercury, a white powder, insoluble, etc. when dry,

detonates by heat and strongly too if wrapped up in platina foil— it

also explodes though with difficulty when struck with a hammer.

During explosion it is resolved into carbonic acid and mercury.

Oxalate of lime dry in M. A. Gas in retort—no direct absorp-

tion, ultimately a little—no decomposition of oxalate apparently—

heat applied to the retort—water formed which sublimed—

afterwards on examining gas contained Mur. acid gas and

apparently common air, but no carb. oxide and apparently no

carb. acid. This result singular; must repeat experiment.

Dry oxalate of zinc in M. A. Gas—much absorption—much
heat evolved— left all night, absorption continued and a little air

entered—April 15th examined—some of gas expelled—principally

M. A. Gas— little nitrogen—no gas expelled from the oxalate—

neither carb. oxide or acid.

Substance dry and hard—white— retort dry— a little of it ex-

posed to air— rapidly absorbed moisture— taste very strong like

chloride of zinc with acidity— in water became white, an insoluble

substance forming apparently— filtered with difficulty—by standing

separated from the clear solution— the insoluble portion oxalate

of zinc and soluble in excess of M. A.— the solution acid and con-

sisting of M. Acid holding a Httle oxalate of zinc in solution.

A portion of the solid matter put into a tube and heated—much
M. A. Gas evolved—some oxalic acid volatilized— a little water

rose— the soHd matter then fused— other gas than M. A. gas came
off, a fixed grey substance remained, whilst a little volatile matter

rose, liquid and clear whilst hot— solidify on cooling— it was
chloride of zinc and the solid matter in water gave sol. chloride zinc,

leaving a grey deposit which acted on by M. A. gave mur. zinc and

left a Httle charcoal— it evolved a little hydrogen during solution.

1825. APRIL 15.

A portion of the same substance distilled in tube retort gave

off at first M. A. Gas and afterwards a mixture of Carbonic Oxide

and acid with but litde M. A. Gas.

It seems therefore that a compound containing oxalic acid.
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EXPTS. ON oxide of zinc and M. A. may exist which is decomposed by heat,
OXALATES, etc., watcr taking the M. A. and leaving the oxalate, etc.— try

ether on it.

Quadroxalate of potassa heated-water flies ofF-also oxaHc

acid— the salt still retains water—not a dry salt— then it decom-
poses as do the other salts.

1825. APRIL 20TH.

Oxalate of lime in M. A. G.-no action without heat, then for-

mation of water— of chloride ofHme— deposition of a little charcoal

and evolution of a mixture of Carbonic oxide and carbonic acid

and I think a little hydrogen-nothing particular in the results.

Oxalic acid heated on pulverised antimony—no particular in-

crease of decomposing power.

Oxalic acid in sunshine alone—nothing particular.

„ „ „ mixed with platina—nothing particular.

1825. APRIL i6th.

CRYSTAL FROM Crystal from Marsh at Woolwich. His letter says it was taken
MARSH, out of a piece of chalk.

Was a single piece weight about j of a grain—colourless

—

transparent— sinking in water— easily broken or crushed to powder
—fracture vitreous, not crystalHne cleavage— alkaline to the taste-

alkaline to turmeric paper—had exactly the appearance of a piece

of washed bi carb. potash—but did not break like it with cleavage

fracture.

Dissolves in water—solution alkaline to turmeric and litmus

paper—aqueous solution on glass plate and warmed to evaporate

left the spot covered by a colourless transparent film like a varnish

—edges thicker than the rest and where thickest white and opaque

as if it had split in various directions—by glass the white part did

not seem crystalline— the whole hard and scratching by a knife

into powder as if it were a resin— this was the case when cold

—when heated the same— except that slight cracks appeared across

the film on the plate like the cracks of varnish—a considerable

heat did not disturb the transparency— it scraped brittle like a dry

varnish. Water added to it dissolved it entirely— the solution
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alkaline as before—on reevaporation the same transparent varnish crystal from

appearance as before— this film left exposed to air. marsh.

A drop of the aqueous solution on a glass plate left to spon-

taneous evaporation.

To aqueous solution added nit. silver—cloudy precipitate-

resoluble by adding little dilute N. A. to neutralise alkali-not
therefore due to M. A.

To aqueous solution added Mur. baryta— flocculent precipitate

—little nitric acid redissolved it—no sulphuric acid therefore—

ammonia added to this solution caused no precipitate—no phos-

phoric acid therefore—nor can ammonia set the alkali or other

substance free from the N. A. or restore the former state of

things.

Aqueous solution: same action with Hme as to first precipitate

from muriate.

Aqueous solution with Mur. Platinum.

Aqueous solution neutralises acids as shewn by effect on red-

dened Htmus paper.

A portion of the crystal dropped into a drop of M. Acid on a

glass plate—no effervescence— crystal became white—broken up

by a glass rod—would not dissolve—added water, then dissolved

readily— solution evaporated on the plate by warm stove left

crystals on the spot— needles, etc.— these soluble in water—neutral

—did not precipitate mur. lime—hence no phosphoric acid present

—a very little phos. soda added gave abundant precipitate with

the previously added lime.

Some Mur. acid diluted—piece of bi carb. potash dropped in,

abundant effervescence— a piece of the crystal put into same acid-

no effervescence; certainly no carb. acid present.

No change in the crystal by exposure to air for 2 days—from

April 14th to April i6th.

Heated in tube—much water given off— substance became white,

pulverulent— swelled—heated more highly, fused into a colourless

liquid when hot, a colourless glass when cold— dissolves slowly

in water and gives former solution.

Tried it for Boracic acid. Might be Sub borate of Soda.

Solution of borax gave similar indications with test— dissolved

piece of crystal in water, added a little Sul. acid until slightly

13-2
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CRYSTAL FROM acid— evaporatcd nearly to dryness— then added a little alcohol—
MARSH, stirred it, heated and inflamed it and obtained green flame.

Specimen is a piece of Borax—has not come from the chalk-

but has either accidentally been supposed to do so— or has been

mischievously described as having such a source with intent to

deceive.

Boracic acid readily distinguished from Phosphoric acid by
none precipitation on adding ammonia to solution containing it

and Mur. baryta with little N. A. and by green flame as above.

1825. APRIL 20, 21, ETC.

ELECTRIC pow ER ElcctHc powers of Oxalatc of lime.

OF OXALATE LIME. Some oxalate of lime dried in a wedgewood's basin—when
found by cold glass plate that no more moisture came off, it

was found that when stirred with a platina spatula it became

strongly electrical, so that from the mutual repulsion of its par-

ticules it flew about the capsule and even out of it when moved
and could not be brought together. When stirred by the spatula

or a glass rod or otherwise the particles rose up from the spot

stirred in a vivid fountain.

The particles could be rendered electrical either [in] a wedge-

wood, a glass or a silver dish and when stirred by glass or metal.

The electrified particles were attracted by conducting bodies

brought near to them.

The oxalate was electrified in this way by stirring as well or

even better when cold than when hot, so that they had not been

exposed to the air or moisture—by exposure to air the oxalate

soon attracted a portion of water and lost the power of becoming

thus electric by stirring—exposure to moderated temperature

drove off this water and the oxalate resumed its powers.

Oxalate of Hme dry a very bad conductor of electricity—seems

a perfect insulation—when stirred by a metal rod or spatula it

clusters round it, being attracted, and yet cannot discharge itself,

but if shaken ofl" on to electrometer renders it highly electrical.

Electric state results from friction of the oxalate of lime

against the metal or glass.

Platina spatula insulated on wax, then rubbed against the dry

oxalate in porcelain basin until the oxalate electrical; afterwards
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put in contact with the Electrometer cap and caused divergence electric power

of leaves by Neg. electricity. of oxalate lime.

Portions of the oxalate clung to the spatula; these shaken off

on to the cap of the electrometer caused divergence of the leaves

with Pos. Electricity. The divergence was above 2 inches in

certain cases.

A jar was charged pos. and its nob brought near the electrified

oxalate in the basin— the oxalate was repelled. The jar charged

negatively attracted the oxalate—hence it was Pos,

A portion of dry oxalate put on cap of electrometer and rubbed

with an agate pestel— it adhered to the pestle, leaving the brass

so that the surfaces rubbed were the brass of the cap and the

surface of the oxalate (caked) collected on the pestel. When
rubbed together the electrometer became strongly electrical—

iV^^.—and as on bring[ing] the surface of oxalate towards it the

divergence diminished the oxalate must have been pos.

Oxalate in silver capsule on Electrometer cap— stirred by in-

sulated plat, spatula—capsule and spatula both iV^^.— substance

flew to either, being in the opposite state.

Oxalate of lime in glass capsule rubbed by glass rod— strongly

electrical—attracted by rod—shaken on to electrometer— oxalate

was /x?^.—glass neg.^ glass capsule also neg.

Oxalate of lime seems more pos. by friction than any other

substance.

Oxalate of zinc—none of these effects.

„ lead—none of them.

1825. APRIL 26TH.

Liquor from condensed Oil gas sent to me by Mr. Gordon. condensed oil

Very limpid— liquid—odorous— peculiar reflection of colour at liquid.

surface like quina sols, with alkali—when opened tension of

vapour so strong as to cause constant emission from the bottle,

and rapid descending current[s] were seen in the liquid from the

cooling process at its surface by evaporation—vapour very com-
bustible—flame bright— depositing fuliginous particles—odour

that belonging to oil gas— the substance not acid to litmus.

Distilled a portion—condensing in tubes or bottles cooled to

0° F. Portion I, such as came over, retort merely warmed by
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CONDENSED OIL air or hand -II, another similar portion— III, another portion,
GAS LIQUID, retort warmed now and then by spirit lamp—IV, heat increased

and continued—V, heat still higher— VI, heat very considerable,

probably 300° or more. Portions I and II small— III a little more—
IV and VI most abundant—V moderate— these all colourless and

transparent—residum dark coloured poured into capsule—very

combustible— like oil partial [ly] altered— as in sugar house expts.

by heat— (high), boiled it off leaving a black carbonaceous

residuum.

LIQUIDS FROM OIL No. I colourlcss- transparent—Hmpid—by temp, of 0° slight

GAS LIQUOR, deposit of solid matter disappearing again as temp, raised—tube

opened over mercury gave Vapour—permanent at common tem-

peratures—quite as other gases—odour of oil gas— at 0° condenses

into fluid again— also in part at 32° under pressure of 12 inches

mercury added to atmosphere— its flame very bright—when aper-

ture of tube opened the vapour burnt in a constant jet as a safe

vapour lamp— fluid highly refractive.

APRIL 27.

Bent tube filled with mercury over trough.

No. I taken and distilled by heat of air into tube, its vapour

passing into the tube as gas—appeared as a gas over the mercury—
the gas as it issued from the tube I heavy and highly refractive

—visible as it passed through the air. The gas in the tube had the

part a cooled to 0°, the mercury being also cooled— it entirely

condensed into liquid even when mercury in leg h was 6 inches

lower than in leg c.

Being put into a bath of water the liquid at 32° supported only

a very short column of mercury (about \ inch) in addition to the

pressure of the atmosphere (bar. 29-3 inches).

At 40° it supported 1-5 inches of mercury.

At 50° „ „ 3 inches Do.
It was found useless however to go on because the vapour was

evidently a mixture of substances of different elasticity— at 50° for

instance, adding 3 inches more of mercury though it compressed

the gas and condensed a small portion of it, yet it did not con-

dense the whole, so that at 50° it seemed either to support 3 inches

or 6 inches at pleasure.
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Substance evidently a mixture— the more volatile raising in liquids from oil

vapour and the less volatile evidently condensing the more volatile liquor.

at temperatures when, if alone, it would be permanently elastic.

The whole however almost condensible at 0° with pressure of not

more than 24 inches mercury—and also condensible entirely at

32° with pressure of 30 inches mercury.

To ascertain the S. G. of vapour a tube prepared—weighed s. g. of most vol.

16 gr.— distilled a Httle of I (a fresh portion) at low temp, con- part.

densing at 0° into it and then drew it off and sealed at cz—piece

drawn offweighed 5*76 gr.—hence tube containing Hquid weighed

I0'24 gr.—with the liquor it weighed 12*42-hence fluid equalled

2*1 8 gr. This put into a jar over the mercury trough and the tip

broken off— gas rushed out into the jar— a portion of Hquid

remaining— in an hour this had much diminished— after 4 hours

a little remained in bottom of tube— this evidently proves that

fluid a mixture of substances of different volatility— left all night

over the mercurial trough.

APRIL 28TH.

This morning still a little liquid left not volatile at 50° at

pressure of atmosphere— gas equalled 3-4 c: i: at 54°— or 100 c: i:

= 64-12 gr., or S. G. to hydrogen 30*24.

An equal bulk of water to the liquid used weighed 3 '48 grains,

hence S. G. 0-627 at 54°.

This gas or vapour transferred to water trough—mixed with it and chlorine.

chlorine, immediate condensation (very rapid), much heat evolved

—and a fluid formed which in taste, smell and appearance exactly

resembled hydro chloride of carbon—absorption of chlorine and

gas almost total—combining volumes apparently i of gas, i| of

chlorine.

Gas agitated over water; 60 vols, quickly became 40 vols.— the

40 permanent, probably vapour of a more volatile substance than

the 20 absorbed.

Gas readily soluble in alcohol—water added to alcoholic solu- most volatile

tion causes rapid effervescence and liberation of much gas, vapour -with

burning with bright flame-the part liberated probably more vol.

than part remaining in solution— alcoholic solution burns with pale

flame— is perfectly neutral to test papers— has a peculiar hot taste.
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MOST VOLATILE Sol. purc potassE (stroHg) ; no action on gas or even the liquid
VAPOUR—WITH M. A. q^- comiTion tcmperatures.

Sul. acid let up to gas absorbed very large quantities of it-

became brown—no residuary gas—heat evolved—on adding water

no liberation of gas of any kind— a slight opalescence produced—
then added ammonia in excess, still no liberation of gas.

Mur. acid in sol. no effect on gas—added sol. per sul. iron and

agitated— apparently much action, became black, etc., but no
diminution of volume until afterwards agitated with much water,

then diminished about one half—residuary gas burnt with bright

flame.

1825. MAY 2.

LIQUIDS AND Workcd with the portions obtained April 26th.

SUL. ACID. No. VI the most fixed; evaporates in the air with much rapidity

—some put into a capsule and exposed to the air at 3 o'clk. had

nearly disappeared at | past 5— still last portions not so volatile

as the first.

No. 1. Sulphuric acid introduced into the tube— a little caused

much blackening—heat—and a separation into two portions, one

black and thick, the other colourless nearly and more fluid— the

latter found to be combustible—odorous—mixing with fresh S. A.

but not blackening—on adding water separating from the acid

again.

More S. A. introduced into the tube— still not mix with the

whole^ a little left clear—heat evolved during action but no gas-

applied a little more heat— then sudden liberation of gas—in-

combustible—odour of Suls. acid— this soon ceased and then

substance in tube black and nearly solid—further heat evolved

a little more gas from action of the charcoal on the S. A.—water
added—filtered— solution acid and dark— the black charry sub-

stance—pulverulent—burning with flame—Httle odour of sul. acid

—burns away entirely— in Alcohol gives coloured solution con-

taining but little solid matter.

No. V. Blackens with S. A. immediately—much heat— the

whole apparently acted upon if S. A. enough.

When a little was put into much Sul. acid— at first brown
emulsion—on adding water a kind of precipitation occurs and the
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whole assumes a violet tint—more water changes the colour and liquids and

on standing a blackish oil floats—very odorous—and a dirty

aqueous solution separates. This oil is sol. in S. A. if strong, giving

a brown solution which on adding water yields the violet tint

again— it may be retained violet if in acid of a certain strength-

it is rather tenaceous after this second precipitation—heavier than

water—does not seem verycomhustiMe—changes effected apparently

by continued action of S. A. on it— it does not seem very volatile

by heat—but is decomposed by it.

Purple oil in No. V dissolved, forming a green solution.

Alcohol added dissolved both—and the solution by water gave

greenish white precipitate. Purple oil in Alcohol gradually became

stiffer, a greenish substance (pasty) remaining and a colourless

solution resulting which by water was white. The green residuum

very soluble in No. V.

No. II. Very Volatile—a good lamp at 50°—added to S. A.

much action—much heat—no gas—black mixture— this to water

gave greenish grey or black precipitate, not purple.

Oleft. gas over S. A. over Mercury: no immediate absorption,

blackening or change of any kind.

Alcohol dissolves all the volatile substances from oil gas.

Vol. Oils dissolve V, absorb vapour of I rapidly and abundantly.

Fixed oils Do. Do.

1825. MAY 3.

Sulphuric acid with either I or V— first action by heat evolves liquids with s. a.

only Suls. acid—no carbonic acid or oxygen—action seems to

depend on the hydrogen of the compound taking oxygen from

the sulphuric acid and carbon being deposited.

Ether dissolves V readily, solution burning with bright, smoky
flame— a very Httle ether condenses many vols, of I vapour.

Alkaline sol. of potash does not sensibly dissolve V nor does

it dissolve any vapour of I.

Nitric acid on IV in basin—not much action—gradually with n. acid.

browning—on IV in tube by agitation gradually became brown
and hot—on applying heat nitrous acid came off mixed with

brightly combustible vapour— after a time water added— the re-
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WITH N. ACID, maining portion of oil slightly heavier than water— of a pungent

odour and affecting the eyes somewhat.

OLEFT. GAS AND Alcohol not vcry strong (S. G. ) dissolves about i| vols.

ALCOHOL, of olehant gas at 60°, not much more at o°—perhaps 2 vols, or

a little more— the solution mixed with water evolves about half

the gas again. It appeared to me that on adding about a vol. of

alcohol to 6 or 7 vols, of Oleft. gas it dissolved more gas than a

second vol. of alcohol did upon being afterwards added, as if the

first alcohol had acted upon a more soluble portion— try this again.

1825. MAY 5.

MOST VOLATILE About 1 6 vols. olcft. gas ftom Alcohol have been left with
VAPOUR WITH QiQe vol. Sul. acid over mercury in a tube for 2 days— the gas has

suL. ACID,
gj-^jjually diminished and now only about 4 vols, remain—the

sulphuric acid has become yellow in colour—but not black—no

charcoal deposited— the gas remaining burnt with a pale blue

flame like carb. oxide or light hydrocarbonate or little olefiant

gas with much air—no sulphurous acid formed—no odour of it

in Sul. acid when heated even—except up to a certain point when
suls. acid was developed and charcoal also, colouring the Hquor

black. The substance is apparently a compound of sulphuric acid

and olefiant gas—probably sulphovinous
]J\

acid—must prepare

more in a retort and examine it for that acid.

Expts. on action of S. A. on mixtures of vapour i or 2 with air

or gas.

Vapour acted on by S. A. nearly all absorbed— a little air per-

haps from the water it has stood over.

I vol. vapour + 3 vols, air—the i vol. completely and readily

separated by about \ vol. Sul. acid—none left.

I vol. vapour + 7 Oleft. gas—added about \ vol. Sul. acid-

browning and on agitation immediate absorption of nearly i vol.

— on further agitation for 5 minutes about \\ vol. had been

absorbed on the whole—no vapour remained, only oleft. gas.

COAL GAS WITH s. A. 8 vols. of Oleft. gas alone, added \ vol. S. A.—agitated for a

minute— doubtful if any absorption—hence may separate vapour

very well by S. A. from Oleft. gas or from oil or coal gas— left

till the morrow, then about 2 vol. of Oleft. gas had combined

with the sul. acid.
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34 vols, of coal gas from Fisher's shop with about 2 vols, of coal gas with s. a.

Sul. acid—apparently absorption of about i vol. or 34 part— sul.

acid brownish— left till the morrow—but the result doubtful: try

it again.

Strong sol. potash has no action upon these rectified vol. pro- liquids with

ducts— this a strong distinction between them and common oil. potash.

WORKS.

MAY 9TH.

A piece of solid potash into IV soon became yellow brown-
next morning black—gradually chars and decomposes the sub-

stance.

Sul. acid heated in Olefiant gas—became black and charry— oleft. gas, s. a.

vapours formed—absorption took place— suls. acid was produced heat.

—and this absorbed over water left about | of the original volume

of a gas—combustible with a pale blue flame and apparently light

hydro carbonate.

Went to Day to Portable Gas works. Saw Mr. Gordon and arrangements at

the Arrangements. portable gas

Mr. Turnbull, Engineer.

Mr. Hasledon— Superintends the filling, etc.

Make from 70 to 90 c. feet of gas per Gallon of oil.

Water in oil interferes very much.

Gas varies much with the oil, heat, etc.

Mr. Gordon has known of the condensed liquor 4 or 5 years.

Has obtained a fluid from coal gas condensed.

Pressure at works 30 atmospheres.

Heat evolved during condensation.

I St General recipient a fixture; fluid drawn off from it.

Lamp vessels screwed on to pipes and are moveable.

When communication opened to them from recipient, sudden

cold produced so as in winter to produce frost on outside of lamp

vessels at bottom.

During condensation much heat at top of lamp vessels, up to

100° sometimes; always hottest above, difference sometimes 32°

to 100°.

Pressure in vessel at first 30 atmospheres; by standing reduced
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ARRANGEMENTS AT to 27-28 and cveii to 25 atmospheres. This probably from con-
poRTABLE GAS dciisation of fluid in vessel as temperature falls.

WORKS.
large lamp vessel at 30 atmospheres— left a while— then gas

let out suddenly— till all at common pressure—closed and left for

some time—vapour, etc., arose up to pressure of 4I atmospheres.

Has not been observed higher than this.

COAL GAS WITH s. A. Coal gas in a tube with Sul. acid over mercury became brownish

immediately and slight absorption took place. On May 13. No
increase of absorption last days; on estimating vols, it was found

that 257-1 vol. coal gas had been used, 6-9 vols. Sul. A., and the

absorption was 6-6 vols. Bar. and thermometer attended to.

OLEFT. GAS WITH s. A. A rctOTt Capped and exhausted by air pump held 44 c: i: of

gas—introduced i c: i: of sul. acid, then filled it with Oleft. gas

and left it in laboratory Hght. May 10-7 c: i: of oleft. gas entered

—put it into sun light.

May II. I o c : i : oleft. gas entered— put it in to moderate day light.

„ 12. 7c:i: Do. — „ „ dull day light.

MAY II, 1825.

MOST VOLATILE T lo parts (vols.) volatilc oil vapour—
5
1 vols, alcohol (S. G. )

VAPOUR WITH AL- absorbcd the whole—
5
1 water added evolved about 70 vols.

vapour—
5
1 vols, more of alcohol absorbed till about 30 vols. left.

Added alcohol till all dissolved— then nearly its vol. of water—

about half the vapour evolved— this dried, etc., when treated over

mercury by S. A. absorbed readily—whitish precipitate formed—
no gas or at least very little produced—no Suls. acid formed—on
adding water precipitate became white—when settled, small in

quantity— slightly examined—part of it apparently sul. mercury—

but some of it sol. in Alcohol—not in Alkali and not changing

colour in alkali as salts of mercury would.

WITH s. A. Much vapour added to Httle S. A.—great absorption—browning

but no gas—no suls. acid formed— diluted thick brown acid with

water—peculiar odour—added cream of lime— filtered-added carb.

acid— filtered— obtained clear solution. To a part added baryta water

—filtered— evaporated to dryness-became brownish—washed with

N. A. to dissolve carbonate formed from excess baryta and found

sulphate of baryta present— this in favour of sul. vinous acid.

The other part evaporated for salt of lime— then redissolved in

COHOL AND WATER.
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Alcohol, filtered and evaporated— a salt obtain[ed]— deliquescent— with s. a.

very sol. in alcohol— neutral but bitter—crystalline—when heated

—melting—drying—burning with flame—evolving suls. acid and

leaving acid sul. lime if not too much heated. Agrees with

Sulphovinate except in taste. Cannot be hyposulphite from re-

sisting action of heat more—deHquescent in moist atmosphere,

dries in dry atmosphere— S. A. appears to displace acid.

To about 30 vols, of Oleft. gas added i vol. liquid No. IV— it solubility of

at first diminished the vol. of gas by absorption—but soon caused oleft. gas in

expansion by adding vapour, the expansion being about i^ vols.—
^^^u^^^-

removing the fluid by paper and then adding S. A. to absorb vapour

in Oleft. gas 5I vols, disappeared. Now 5|-i^= 44, which is

about the bulk of Oleft. gas absorbed by the i vol. of No. IV.

1825. MAY 12.

At Apothecaries' Hall. Their oil gas apparatus. hennel's gas

Besides liquor which condenses in oil can—some condenses on products.

water in Gazometer—some in the syphon tube at lowest part of

pipe from gasometer to the retorts— black, dirty—odour of oil gas.

Hennel will send me a portion of that and a portion which they

distilled some time since in a common glass retort and receiver.

This substance passed through a[n] extra heated retort deposits

carbon and forms gas, etc.

At Portable gas works again— they were filling the recipients, at portable gas

Had occasion to observe that on letting gas compressed to 30 works—liquid

atmospheres into a tall recipient, by which expansion it came
down to 10 atmospheres, that at a the temperature fell and at b

rose; the cooHng at a depending upon the expansion of the air

entering, but which having taken heat is afterwards compressed

at b by the successive portion of air and a portion of the heat

evolved again, so that the heat is actually carried from a to b.

Having a well stoppered bottle- the aperture at bottom of the

condenser was opened— at first much water came out which

foamed something like champagne from evolution of gas, but \^ /

it soon became clear. Then liquor flowed out into the bottle— ^ U
came out pretty clear and not as I expected frothing or boiHng

much— it was easily put into the bottle and easily retained there by a

COLLECTED— PECU-

LIAR EFFECT.
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AT PORTABLE GAS finger OH tlic stoppcr— its vapour had not great tension though it

W ORKS -LIQUID ^^as drawn when a pressure of about 20 atmospheres was within-
coLLECTED-PEcu- gide— this seems to indicate that the Uquor contained nothing very

volatile because there was nothing of the kind in the gas which

was condensible— it puts a limit to the volatiHty of these con-

densible matters, probably 3 or 4 atmospheres, and distinguishes

them by a long interval from the gas remaining not condensible

at 30 atmospheres. The bottle was carried home safely and without

any difficulty.

Brought away a bottle full of oil gas also for examination.

TENSION OF MOST Distillcd a portion of this fresh Hquor into glass tubes cooled
VOLATILE PART, jqO^ qO_^

ctc.— thc vcry vol. portion seems to be in small quantity.

With the first portions there always comes over a part condensible

by 0° into a solid form— it is then white, pulverulent and looks a

little like hoar frost— it melts and volatiHzes at a little elevation

of temperature— it sometimes stops up the end of my drawn out

retort. It must be a peculiar substance.

One of the first portions was obtained in a tube like the above*

which was afterward sealed, air having been previously excluded

by the vapour of the substance. The tube contained a condensing

guage at a and when by inclining it all the liquid was collected

in b it occupied about | of it. The parts e and / were at such

angles (as in the sketch) that on raising the end a any liquid in d
could be made to pass into c without going back as far as a.

ELASTICITY OF All the Hquid being at b the pressure on the guage at common
MOST VOL. temperatures was about . The air in the guage equalled
PORTION.

parts and in this case it stood at . Then putting c and d
into a mixture at about 10° and b left in the air or warmed by the

hand— the most vol. portion distilled over into c; when about
\

had come over d only was left in the mixture and c brought into

the atmosphere— a second distillation took place and a portion

of the most volatile passed into d—d^ or the whole tube being

then raised to certain temperatures the pressure on the guage was

noted. At a temp, of 11° the mercury stood at about 6 of the

guage = 2 atmospheres— at 60° the mercury was at 2-8, rather

more than 4 atmospheres.

These pressures soon diminished from reabsorption of most
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ELASTICITY OF
MOST VOL.

PORTION.

volatile by more fixed portions and consequent diminution of

Elasticity. Sometimes preserved b and c warm to diminish their

solvent power.

Sul. acid on glass rod a test of the presence of these vapours.

If condensing vessels not very cold and even then, may weaken
instead of strengthening by distillation.

The largest part by far of vapour of oil gas is evidently a liquid

at even less than one atmosphere.

1825. MAY 13TH.

Expts. with yesterday's tube and guage; distilled at temp, of tension of most

0°; at temp, of 11° guage stood at 6*75. Afterwards mercury out

of order and would not traverse.

When fluid rectified from ^ to c the portion in c poured back

on to that in h floated on it, being much lighter— if shaken the

difference of S. G. seen during mixture by the different striae.

A portion of liquid as from the works yesterday weighed out,

then heated to the boiling point in glass vessel and at intervals

the boiling point and loss of weight noted—boiled at first by the

heat of the hand.

again

90 at.

VOLATILE PART.

PROPORTIONS
EXISTING IN THE
ORIGINAL LIQUID.

became

grains

58° lost

70° ..

125 ..

121 .

.

4-0

119 .. 80° .. 6-0

90° .. 8-5

100° .

.

10*4

110° .. 14-5

120° .. i8-o

130° .

.

22-0

140 .

.

25-0

150° ..

160° ..

29*6

34-0

4
2

2-
5

1-9

4-1

3- 5

4-

yo
4-6

4-4

then boiled over but on weighing there

was

72 at 160° .

.

T ^
^-

180 .. 17
j8

190 .. 35
then much went off before it got near

200°, but it suddenly inflamed and the

result was lost.

.58° lost

70 .. I

80 .. 3

90 .. 4*7

ICQ . . 6-9

no . . 9-1

120 . . 11-9

I

2

1-7
2- 2

2-2

2-8

then boiled over— raised it to

130°— during conversation it

cooled; when weighed it

= 68 gr.

68 .. 130

.. 2-6
. . 2-6

140
. . 1-4

.. 2-5
150

160

• • 4
.. 6-5

170

180

.. 9-6

. . 22

.. 3-1

. . 12*4

190 .. 41 .

.. 19

.. 13

.. 6
200 .. 54
210 .. 60

220 .. 63
3

I

230 .. 64

all volatile 250 . . with crackling

noise but no charring.
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VAPOURS, OIL GAS, 211 vols. of oil gas from . Gazometer at Sutton Street with
ETC. WITH 8. A. about 7 vols. of Sul. Acid over mercury in a tube—by little

agitation 28 vols, immediately disappeared— in 5 minutes became

38 vols.— in about 6 hours diminish[ed] to 43 vols. Supposing the

Oleft. gas so diluted with hydrogen, etc., as not to be very soluble

in S. A. and to have little or no influence on the absorption, then

the absorption is as 20-4 per cent for vapours.

Again 100 vols, of the oil gas and about 9 vols, of Sul. acid;

by Httle agitation 17*5 vols, immediately disappeared, and in 6

hours it had diminished by 20 vols. Of course diminution 20

per cent.

In both cases the gas left had its illuminating power very much
diminished—burning more like coal gas when in a jet than like

oil gas.

I vol No. IV thrown up into dry tube over mercury— then
I vol. of oleft. gas (made some time since) added—on agitation

about
I

of the gas absorbed— a second vol. gas added—again
absorption about | of the gas— a third vol. added, still some
absorption; then threw up much gas so as to fill the tube—on

agitation absorption though vapour of substance must have ex-

panded the atmosphere. Perhaps about 3 or 4 vols, of gas dis-

solved by the fluid.

VAPOURS OF FLUIDS Coal gas not very good, having stood over water some time—
TO AIR, COAL added a little of No. IV to it-it then burnt with brilliant dense

GAS, ETC.
fl^j^g^

Burnt a taper out in confined portion of air—added a little

Hquor No. IV to it over water— in a few moments so much vapour

had risen as to make the mixture burn with brilliant flame from

wide mouthed aperture, but scarcely burning at a narrow aperture

from force of current blowing it out— the appearance of flame

that of oil gas— the vol. of air not increased ~ part at most by
vapour—probably not so much— estimated only by sight.

1825. MAY 14TH.

FLUIDS AND Ou the 1 2th. Some S. A. in dry bottle—also a tube with a little

SUL. ACID. Qf ;^Q^ IV—action soon evident in the acid. To day appearance

in bottle of black and viscid S. A. mixed with a more fluid red

or purple coloured liquor and in the tube of a residue pale green
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colour. On opening the bottle atmosphere acid to litmus paper, fluids and

pungent smell though not of Suls. acid—but may be it mixed with sul. acid.

odour of liquid or of evolved substances.

First the tube—Hquor dark greenish grey colour—blackness

here and there on inside of tube— smell pungent— liquid not acid-

added to water and left till Monday, i6th. Had then separated

and risen to the surface as a pasty brown substance mixed with

water—when heated water flies off, also part of the substance

which is volatile apparently like the original oil, and a black

substance remains, charring by heat. S. A. dissolves the substance

forming deep brown solution as it would with original substance.

Alkali causes separation of the water from it and resumption of

fluid appearance by the body— such is the case also when it is

put on bibulous paper. Is principally the more fixed part of

No. IV unaltered except by mixture with Httle of the volatile

vapours of the bottle.

The portion in the bottle was of two kinds— one thick and

dark coloured like treacle— the other more fluid, lighter and of a

paler colour. They were put into a separator and left till Monday
1 6th. Then separated and examined.

1825. MAY i6th.

The denser black portion thick like treacle— acid, but I think

not so much as S. A.— a Httle water added to it mixed readily,

causing olive green turbidness and making original colour dis-

appear—by more water colour became lighter and more grey-
much water produced a pale gray tint, almost white— this simply

due to division of a matter which separates from the acid by water,

for a portion from the bottle that had been thus diluted and left

to stand from Saturday till to day had separated into 2 portions;

a blackish matter had risen to the surface thicker than treacle

and the greyness had nearly gone. The black substance added to

S. A. dissolved, forming brown solution which by water behaved

as before. Potash made the black substance more liquid, apparently

by separating water.

The aqueous solution of acid being neutralised by Soda was

filtered and evaporated to a certain extent. Alcohol being then

added—a salt was left undissolved and one was taken up.

F D I 14
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FLUIDS AND Tlic lighter fluid was more liquid and thin— of an amethystine
SUL. ACID, colour. Volatile by heat— leaving no residue except a little of the

black acid which it had dissolved—not soluble in water—not very

readily soluble in alcohol, but by agitation losing its colour,

becoming gray and dissolving— alcoholic solution by water pre-

cipitated white—burns with bright flame—not acted upon by cold

S. A. Is apparently a product of the action of S. A. on vapour of

original liquor.

OIL GAS WITH s. A. Oil gas froiTi Apothecaries' Hall.

208 vols, with 16 vols, of S. A. over mercury— diminution in

10 minutes to 181 vols.— did not decrease perceptibly in 2 hours

afterwards— there was a slight liberation of gas, apparently from

action of mercury on the S. A., the mercury not being pure and

being affected by the acid in other vessels.

Again, 184-5 ^oh. with 20 vols. S. A. diminished in 10 minutes

to 157 vols.— circumstanced as above.

Again, 236-6 vols, with 6-5 vols. S. A.—in 10 minutes became

201 vols.— then as before.

RECTIFICATIONS Distilled and rectified a portion of liquid from which most
OF FLUIDS, volatile part had been separated. Received in 3 portions, noting

temp, of vapour in retort when boiling as indicative of volatility.

First portion to 170°. Second to 210°. Residue above 210°.

On redistilling first portion much in it requiring heat of 200°

or more for ebullition, having been carried over with volatile

portion. On redistilHng second portion it boiled below 170°,

volatile matter having been held down in it. Observed this effect

very much afterwards. After several rectifications had obtained

8 portions.

I . . . up to . . 140°

II 170° . .

III 180° . .

IV 190° . .

V 200^

VI 210'^

VII 220° very little hen

these about the com-
parative quantities, no
account being taken of

those portions lost by
volatility.

left nothing . 5

VIII residue .... 6^

Still these indicated by their temperatures that they were

mixtures, but the last portions were more steady in their tempera-

tures than the first.
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FLUIDS.

A portion of I in a tube with thermometer—when boiling at repeated recti-

140° not above half gone—much remained even at 170° and it rose fications of

to 180° and 190° before all was volatilised.

Rectified I, thermometer bulb being in the liquor— about
|

passed over by boiling below 140°, and between that and 170°

nearly the other third, but a little remained even then.

V and VI mixed— then rectified—began to boil at 140° (A)— full

boil at 1 60°— at 184°— 6°, a very constant point, much distilled

over— at 190° about two thirds gone over. Cooled that in retort,

then distilled into another receiver—heat rose to 190° again im-

mediately and before any boiling of importance took place-

between that and 200° y of the remainder went over (B).

About equal parts of that (A) before 140° and of that (B)

between 190° and 210° mixed and then distilled; the results came

over not at 140° and 200° or thereabouts but as follows:

140

150°

160°

170°

180°

190°

210°

1*5

1-5

I

I

I

0-8

0-8

these being about the proportions

in which they were received— of

course some most volatile lost.

Taking the 170° and putting it into a tube with a thermometer

it began to boil at 130°, and continued boiling and evaporating

by 140°, 150°, 160°, 170°—by which time most was gone; but a

little remained even at 180° and 185°.

Have been redistilling many times to day, separating the pro-

ducts at every ten degrees and condensing in vessels surrounded

by ice—have of course lost much of most volatile.

The portions at low temp., i.e. 130°, 140°, 1 50°, seem inconstant

in temperature, boiling at variable points as mixtures would do,

but about 184° or 188° there seems to be a pretty constant point,

and have obtained a portion of fluid which seems to boil at that

temperature and not before.

Thought there was a constant point about 170° but am not

certain.

A portion of that at 140°, whilst volatilizing from end of a thin

tube, left a solid crystalline substance which upon slight elevation

of temperature (that of the finger) instantly fused and volatilised.

14-2
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RECTIFICATIONS A portioii of 140° in a thin glass capsule on a mixture at o°
(continued), evaporated, leaving solid residum very volatile—but soluble in

alcohol and precipitated white by water.

FLUIDS, ETC. WITH Three dry bottles with little S. A. at bottom; in one, I, a Httle

suL. ACID. Qf liqui(£ vol. at 140° and a Htde solution of soda, both in tubes.

In a second, II, a little of liquid at i84°-8° and also a little solution

of soda in tubes. In the third. III, a little hay in contact with the

acid.

1825. MAY i8th.

OIL GAS WITH Mercury has been cleaned by sul. acid for 24 hours. Now no
suL. ACID, action of the acid on it and no liberation of gas when S. A. and

oil gas put together in tubes over it—nor was any soHd precipitate

formed— all that due to the impurity of the mercury. The acid in

all cases became brown.

188 vols, of Gordon's Uncondensed oil gas with 9-5 vols, of

S. A.— diminished in 8 minutes to 155—in i hour to 148-5-in

2 hours to 146*4.

Again 107 vols, oil gas with 13 vols. S. A.—in 8 minutes became

88'5 vols.— in i hour 84'5— in 2 hours 82 vols.

Again 138*5 vols, oil gas with 5*2 vols. S. A.—in 8 minutes

became 113*7 vols.— in one hour 108— in 2 hours 105*5 vols.

Hall oil gas over S. A. for 24 hours— then over water for 2 days

— 144 vols, with about 60 of chlorine for a minute and the chlorine

in excess washed out left 1 1 1 of gas. Upon trial the chlorine left

about ^ residue. The oil gas by similar agitation with water was

diminished about 4 parts in 144. The residual gas still burns with

much brightness— like bad oil gas for instance.

Gordon's oil gas from vessel (after condensation) with S. A. as

before: 211*4 vol. g^s with 6*8 vols. S. A.— in 15' diminished to

183*3 vols.— in about half hour to i8o*8— in 3 or 4 hours to 176.

Again 159 vols, gas with 5*9 S. A.— in 15' was at 137*5— in

half hour 136 vols.— in 3 or 4 hours 130*4.

Again 113 vols, gas with 12*2 S. A.— in 15' was 98 vols.—in

half hour 96—in 3 or 4 hours 92.

RECTIFICATIONS Havc again been rectifying at boiling points— 170° sometimes
OF LIQUIDS, appears constant— 176° pretty constant— 180° very constant, large

quantities coming over without change.
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On redistilling some of 170° it began to boil at 130°, boiled rectifications

well at 140°, i5o°-at 160° much came over, perhaps one half—a of liquids.

little remained at 180° and 190°.

Again with fluid of i8o°-began to boil at i6o°-full boil at

170°—very little remained beyond 180°.

Finished by having portions of fluid at

i40°-i5o°-i6o°-i7o°-i76°-i8o°-i84°-6°-i90°-20o°-2io°.
Put all these in tubes into cool mixture at 0°.

140°—became slightly turbid— instantly clear by warmth of hand.

i5o°-Do
i6o°— rather more turbid— Do. ......
170°—As first. .........
176°— crystals round side— fluid in middle.

1 80°- only little turbid like first.

1 84^-6°— quite solid and crystalline.

0190° Do
200°— Slightly turbid.

2io°-Do. .

On probing the three O with a cold glass rod, but a small bi carburet of

quantity of solid matter was found in 176° to what there was in hydrogen pro-

the other two— 176° when broken up and left to rest at 0° let

the crystals fall and clear fluid floated above—when allowed to

warm, crystals rapidly dissolved forming a solution— dense and

lying under superior fluid.

i84°-6° and 190° hard like cold butter—pressed much of solid j— <

matter to bottom of the tube, then poured off part of the upper ^^^|-^
solution and thus divided it into two portions.

—
]j}'t^^^^

Crystals are white, transparent— dendritical. '-SJjf^

Query Napthaline.

1825. MAY 19TH.

Napthaline from Coal tar boils at 420°. compared with

To a portion of 190° added Napthaline (which dissolved napthaline.

readily) until the solution when cooled to 0° crystallized in part-

but it did not crystallize in appearance like 186° or the others.

Then heated this solution— it began to boil at 180°; boiled on

whilst heat slowly rose to 190°; vapour then ceased to come off

for a while and the thermometer rose to 300° and nearly 400°,
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COMPARED WITH yct boiling of the residue (the Napthaline) had not commenced—
NAPTHALiNE. taken from the heat and cooled-when at about 60° the whole

soHdified into Napthaline. Hence 186°, etc. do not owe their

crystallization at 0° to Napthaline.

PURIFIED. The solid 190° of yesterday cooled to 0° in a strong glass tube-

then a single thickness of dry cold bibulous paper pressed upon
it by the closed end of another tube entering the first— then a

crumpled pellet of bibulous paper pressed upon that, the whole

being retained at o°— in this way paper absorbed fluid portion-

removed it and introduced fresh paper in the same way— this

repeated till paper was no longer moistened by liquid and the

solid part remaining was dry and hard—withdrew the paper—

fused the solid— recrystallised it—repapered it— a little more re-

moved but very little.

Substance now a white crystalline solid—not fuzing at 32°—

fuzing at 45°—when cooled to 28° readily crystallizing— crystals

dendritical— brittle at o°—substance hard as sugar perhaps—pul-

verulent. As a fluid at 60° limpid, but not so much so as the liquor

at 190°—boils at 1 86°—burns with dense white or smoky flame

according to circumstances— soluble in alcohol— solution pre-

cipitated by water— is apparently very slightly soluble in water—

approaches to water in fuzing and boiling points.

MAY 20TH.

Bi CARBURET OF A portlon of this peculiar substance put into an atmosphere
HYDROGEN WITH of oxygen rose in vapour in sufficient quantity to make the

OXYGEN,
atmosphere explosive either by taper or electric spark—could

detonate it in tube.

7-32 vols, pure oxygen at 6i°—admitted Hquid—in 10 minutes

had become 8 vols.— i.e. 7*32 oxygen + 0*68 vapour—not very

accurate. Observed again—whole vol. not quite 8 and vol. of

vessel and liquid introduced about o*i—hence as oxygen 7*32

+ vapour 0*58 or oxygen 12*62, vapour i.

Of this mixture 7*5 vols, at 61° F. were detonated in Eudio-

meter by E. Spark and became 6'25— potash reduced this to 2*7

which was pure oxygen.
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This would give if correct (but is doubtful from uncertain bi carburet of

vol. of vapour)

oxygen-4-25\

vapour —0*5 5 J

HYDROGEN WITH
OXYGEN.

Or

4*8 the substances acted upon, the diminution

being 1-25 — Carb. Acid— 3-55

vols.

Vapour I ... I

Oxygen consumed 7*7272 ... 8

Whole vol. Do 8-7272 ... 9
Diminution 2-2727

Carb. acid formed ^*4545 ... 6

Oxygen left to form water . . . i -2727 ... 2

This approximates slightly to '^"^ \ . \
h-

Must be incorrect.

c-b-

c-b-

c-b-
-b—c
h—c

51 vols, pure oxygen with substance at 57° became rather more
than 56-1 =5-1 vols, vapour or {i-

Vapour with pure oxygen gas in bent tube—oxygen vol.

estimated at 57° F. equal to left all night.

May 2ist.— Expt. continued—Jar, tube. Mercury, etc. immersed

in water at 57° F.; when of uniform temp, place of gas and vapour

marked and then a portion carefully transferred into a tube for

analysis by Eudiometer. The vols, of oxygen and oxygen and

vapour estimated by weight of mercury filling the space occupied.

Oxygen alone = 3617 gr. measures. Oxygen and vapour 3856.

Hence Oxygen . . . 3617 or 15-134)

Vapour 239 I I

1825. MAY 21.

This mixture detonated in a Eudiometer tube— 7-8 vols, became

6-5 and these by potash diminished to 3-55 of pure oxygen; hence

Vol. of Mixture . . 7-8

became 6-5

by potash . . . .3*55

therefore detonated .4*25

of which oxygen . .3-766549. .8

„ vapour . .0-483451. .1

diminution by spark .1-30

Carb. acid produced .2-95
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Bi CARBURET OF Oxygeii to Carbon .2-95 . . 3-61271 approximates to 2
HYDROGEN WITH liydrogen -816549. .1 j Carbon, i hydrogen.

The portion experimented upon must of course have contained

some of uncongealable portion boiling at 186°.

Incorrect.

OXYGEN.

BI CARBURET OF
HYDROGEN -HEAT,

POTASSIUM,

ETC. ETC.

WITH S. A.

LIQUID AT 186

WITH S. A.

Substance Crystallizable at 32°. Vol. at 186°.

On fusing a solid portion the solid part sinks rapidly in fluid

part, being much heavier.

A mixture of its vapour with oxygen— S. A. added over mercury

gradually absorbed the vapour of the substance and by agitation

in a minute or two the oxygen left pure and unexplosive—the

S. A. became of a pale yellow colour only—no charring.

Potassium in liquid—no action at and above boiling point;

metal bright and clean.

White heat in glass tube causes deposition of the charcoal in

part from the vapour.

Very soluble in fixed oil.

Very soluble in Alcohol and ether.

Does not conduct voltaic Electricity— is not affected by it.

The particular portion I now possess freezes as near to 32° as

may be.

A portion of liquid with about 4 vols. S. A. over mercury in a

tube—action mild—no gas evolved—no blackening—no heat ap-

parently evolved— tint Hght yellow of acid—and a portion of clear

colourless liquid remained floating on the acid after agitation as

if it were unacted upon by it— perhaps a product of action—about

half as much as original quantity. May 23. Added more S. A.—no
further action—remaining portion unaffected by it. The part un-

acted upon removed after some hours—was bright and clear—not

affected by water—freezing a little above 32°— then crystalHne— den-

dritical—white— lighter than water— soluble in alcohol— solution at

first precipitated by water hut great excess apparently dissolving it.

Liquid boiling at 186° but not coagulable at 32° or at 0° even—
with S. A. over mercury—much action—much blackening—heat

produced— ultimately separation into two parts— the lower acid,

etc., almost black and thick— the lighter portion not acted upon

by the S. A. and of a yellow colour. May 23rd. Added more
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S. A.—no apparent action after some hours—removed the portion liquid at 186°

unacted on—amber colour— lighter than water—not freezing at with s. a.

10°. Sol. in Alcohol, precipitated by water—an aromatic or

camphor smell and taste.

May 21. Mixed portions boiling from 170° to 190° and fluid further recti-

at o°— distilled them slowly, fluid barely simmering— collected in fications.

two portions. About | before or by 176° and the rest by i8o°—

these portions cooled to 0° became slightly opalescent but nothing

more—both doubtless contain peculiar crystalline substance—

opalescence perhaps due to a little water.

Mixed the portions from 200° to 220° and above and distilled

at simmering point—gave very little at 190°—most at 200°, about

one half— another portion up to 210°, about one third— a portion

up to 220°, about one sixth or rather less— a little still remained

in the retort. These portions appeared very constant compara-

tively in their boiling points— they all became slightly turbid by
cooling to 0° except 190°.

The most volatile and first portions from condensed liquor most volatile

cooled to 0° did not become turbid or shew signs of solidification portions.

—there appears to be a thin film of water deposited from them

on the glass— soluble power perhaps being diminished by cold.

MAY 23RD.

Native Naptha and S. A. equal vols.—heat—blackening im- s. a. and naptha.

mediately—no Suls. acid— in 10 minutes separation into clear

colourless Naptha and deep coloured acid— in 6 hours smell of

Suls. acid. Portion unacted upon separated—added to more S. A.

—little action but greater part separated— colourless— tasteless like

oil—fluid at 10° in more S. A. slowly acted— slight colour. Water
to the acid caused separation of part of it or something like it.

Native oil of Laurel and S. A. equal vols.— strong action—much s. a. and oil of

heat—blackening—no suls. acid—by agitation mixture soon made laurel.

uniform and no appearance of separation. After some hours smell

of suls. acid— little fluid had separated— thick, viscid and like

castor oil in appearance— fresh acid acted slowly upon it. Water
to the acid caused separation of a large portion of black oily

matter lighter than water—odour aromatic.
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FLUID AT 186''. Fluid at 0° boiling at 186°.

Boils very constantly at 186°.

S. A. on it: see May 21.

At moderate heat no change— at high heat deposition of char-

coal.

Miscible with fixed oil—evaporates by degrees from it.

Admitted to oxygen—vapour sufficient to make it explosive.

Alkahne solution—no immediate action on it.

Potassium—no action upon it even when boiled.

hennel's oil gas HenneVs rectified oil gas deposit— a liquid,

FLUIDS RECTIFIED. Distillcd— scarccly gave anything before 220°: then began to

boil, but reached 300° before it boiled fairly—drew off two small

portions and then a bottle full— a little water distilled over with

it— drops in retort neck—probably gave turbidness.

Henneirs foul oil gas deposit— dark liquid.

Distilled, began to pass over at 150° in small quantity—not then

boiling—boiled at 190°.

I before . . 190°

II ... . 200° 11 . . -1
jjj 210° f

quantities comparatively.

IV. . . . 220

V up to 280° or 290°—much above half of whole quantity.

VI last portion got up to 330° very quickly— quantity not

more than IV.

Then a little left very much higher and suddenly rising in

temperature. This residue partly insoluble in alcohol— the alcoholic

solution in water, dark oil separated, little heavier than water— sol.

alkali added to it mixed with it but a portion of lighter oil soon

separated.

The products reduced to temp, of 0° F, No. I gave crystals

of the substance contained in fluid matter. All the other became

turbid only, probably from water.

COAL NAPTHA Hullmandel's coal tar oil.

DISTILLED. Boils fairly at . . 210°.

I up to . . . . 220°.

II

III 340°? a large quantity.

IV beyond . . . 340°.
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Residue black and like diin tar but quite soluble in Alcohol, coal naptha

None of these products gave signs of substance at 0°. distilled.

Vapour of 140° added to air— a portion of the mixture in a tube

with olive oil— the vapour immediately taken out by agitation.

Peculiar Substance— cooled to o°—put into bibulous paper and bicarb, hydrogen

pressed in Bramah's press for 4 minutes— all things about it being purified.

cooled as low as possible. Succeeded in expressing more fluid

from it—and obtained the substance in such a state that it now
froze when tube immersed in ice cold water and began to thaw

only as water gained 40°. By observing certain dendritical films

on side of tube found fuzing point to be very nearly 38° F.

2 vols, of liquid at 40° became 2-25 very nearly when frozen

at 32°. Diminution therefore \ or expansion |.

It may be cooled down to 30° sometimes without solidifying,

but once solid fuses at 38°, etc.

°F.

liquor put in then.

1825. MAY 24.

S. G. of Peculiar body taken at Temp. 61

Tube alltogether weighed . . . 13*86 gr

Piece of glass cut off . . . . 9*56.

Consequently vessel remaining . 4*30.

Liquid, vessel and Cork . . . 26-81.

Cork 21 -I I.

Liquid and tube therefore . . . 5-70.

therefore liquid alone .... i -40.

Liquid— tube and Piece . . . 15-26.

Afterwards tube filled to same height with distilled water at

temp. 61°.

It with tube weighed . . . 5-87.

Therefore Water alone . . . 1-57.

^ = -89172 S. G. of liquid at 61° F.

The 1-4 gr. of substance in its tube closed by a minute portion

of wax was put into a jar filled with dry mercury inverted in a

cup and the whole introduced into a tall glass jar. Hot water was

then poured in and the temperature further raised by throwing

in steam from a boiler. As the heat rose the substance became

vapour. It equalled 2-2 c: i: at the temperature of 200*^ F., the

Bi carburet of
hydrogen: s. g. of
fluid and vapour.
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Bi CARBURET OF column of mcrcury from a to b being 4I inches and the column
hydrogen: s. g. of q( water from b to c being; 7 inches.
FLUID AND VAPOUR. T) ^ oBarometer 29-83.

Wlien cooled and substance had resumed liquid form only a

minute bubble of air remained.

Calculation^ etc.

7 inches of water = 0-5185 inches of mercury.

4-375 -0-5185 = 3*8565 inches of column of mercury. -

Bar. 29-83 - 3 -8
5 65 = 25-973 5 ,

pressure towhich the 2-2 c : i : subject

;

29-83 : 25-9735 :: 2-2 c:i: : 1-9156 c: i: vapour at 29-83 -5ar.

As air at 200° air at 60° vapour at 200° vapour at 60°

134944 : 105824 :: 1-9156 : 1-5024

Hence 1-5024 c: i: weigh 1-4 gr. Bar. 29-83. Therm. 60°.

Or 100 c: i: weigh 93-1842 gr. S.G.44.

BicARBURET OF Somc oxygcn had some of the substance thrown up into it;

HYDROGEN aftcr a while it was transferred to another vessel, no liquid passing
ANALYSED, —consequently it was a dry mixture of vapour and oxygen.

A portion of this mixture equal to 6226 gr. measures of mercury
' introduced into a tube over mercury, then a small quantity of

olive oil sent up—absorption immediately took place and in about

40 minutes, without agitation, the bulk had become 5678 vols.

Agitation and longer time did not increase this effect. Hence
mixture contained

Oxygen . . . 5678 vols. . . . 10-3613 (9-4)

or

Vapour . . . 548 ... I. (i)

A portion of pure oxygen in another tube over mercury treated

with same kind of oil for some time and in same manner—but
no absorption.

A portion of above mixture introduced into detonating tube

and fired by spark.

BICARBURET OF MixtUrC 6-48 Vols.

HYDROGEN WITH AftCT Spark bccame . .5-20
OXYGEN. gy potash diminished to 2-35 residual oxygen.

Mixture burned . . .4*13

Vapour in it . . . . 0-5703 i

Oxygen 3-5597 6^
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Carb. acid produced . .2-85 bicarburet of

Oxygen in C. A. . . . 2-85 14^1 tt j hydrogen with
. u J r 2 Carbon i Hydrogen oxygen

„ to hydrogen. . o*7097j i ^ & uxY(^tN.

Dim. by spark . . .1-28

Results not quite accordant. If 6 carbon 3 hy. in one, then

C. A. underrated '065, dim. by spark over rated -065.

N. A. to substance— little action—reddening of acid— cold froze with nitric acid.

the substance which from nearly colourless liquid became bright

red solid—colour disappeared on thawing. Acid poured off, its

smell very like almonds—no prussic compound detectable by iron,

etc.— substance itself then smelling like almonds—washed became

clear and then white on freezing.

Sol. Potash with Substance—no evident action though tempera- with potash.

ture considerable—almond smell of substance very striking.

Carb. potash with substance—no action.

Substance and chlorine together in a dry retort— little action bicarburet of

in common light—much in evening sun light—dense white fumes hydrogen and

—no sensible heat— crystalline solid forming— chlorine absorbed— ^^^^^rine.

colour disappearing—more permitted to enter. Ultimately chlorine

in excess—a solid crystalline matter something like per chloride

of carbon and a fluid here and there moistening the crystals.

Opened the retort—much Mur. acid formed—blew it out-
substance had an odour something resembling perchloride of

carbon but more resembling artificial camphor. Put water into

retort— it did not affect or dissolve crystals or liquid—hence two
compounds produced. Collected the substance by spatula, having

broken the retort—and pressed it between paper to remove water

—paper stained as if by oil—was the fluid portion which it had

in part absorbed. Paper in alcohol gave a solution precipitating

white by water.

Put part of solid portion into a tube-at moderate heat it partly

melted but required high heat for fusion of the whole—not par-

ticularly volatile— the heat decomposed it causing evolution of

M. A. Gas and a charring of the fluid— then seemed to go on

boiling unaltered— the residue when cold black and thick like

treacle in appearance, and not solidifying at 60° except after some
time, when it seemed full of crystals.

Heated in the air the vapour was very acrid.
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BICARBURET OF Tlic icst put into alcohol did not dissolve readily— one part
HYDROGEN AND seemed to dissolve more readily than another—evidently two

substances present— the hot alcoholic solution left to cool de-

posited brilliant crystals.

CHLORINE.

MAY 25TH, 1825.

The thick black substance above mentioned distilled— first

PORTION readily came over—was received in tube— a pale yellow

fluid at 60°. Second portion required a higher heat—was thick-

soon solidified and crystallised— a black charry mass remained

which with further heat left charcoal.

Second /'or^io/z—heated— volatile at high temperature, com-
bustible on paper with much smoke—chlorine acts upon glass

tube—when passed through hot tube decomposed depositing

carbon and forming apparently a chlorine carbon. Glass heated

in its vapour strongly acted upon—became opaque, chloride of

lead formed and probably C. A. Chloride blackened by Sul. Hy.
instantly.

First Portion— a mixture of solid and fluid—heated in tube-
same phenomena as in former case—no chlorine liberated though

glass acted upon and I think no M. A. set free— liquid produced—
black—much heavier than water—not affected apparently by solu-

tion of potash or ammonia.

The tube with Alcoholic solution of yesterday. Solution poured

ofF and evaporated— left adhesive yellow fluid not soluble in

water—not affecting tongue at first but in Httle time very powerful,

biting and persistent. Action of heat as before.

The crystals pressed in bibulous paper by Bramah—became a

dry white pulverulent gritty powder— taste in alcohol nearly as

last— fuzing by heat, then becoming coloured— acts on the lead

in glass—passed over red hot glass— deposited charcoal but gave

off no chlorine or M. A.— fumes white and acrid— it is combustible

—smell of crystals something like per chloride carbon. Is com-
paratively diflicultly soluble in cold alcohol.

MOST VOLATILE A ffesh portion of fluid from oil gas condenser distilled at

VAPOUR WITH temp, of about 70°. Vapour passed through tube at 0° or near

it— the uncondensed portion received over mercury. There was
not much of this uncondensed portion, and that which condensed

OXYGEN.
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in the warm tube at 0° was found by after examination to have most volatile

carried over a large proportion of fluid, not boiling at less than vapour with

120° or 130°. The quantity in the cooled worm was but small,
oxygen.

With reference to the uncondensed vapour, a mixture of it and

oxygen gas made: i vapour, 12 oxygen— a portion detonated in

a tube.

Original vol.

or Vapour

Oxygen ....
by spark became

diminution

by potash became

Carbonic acid

Oxygen employed .

Mixture detonated .

Oxygen in C. A.

„ to hydrogen

Another portion of same mixture detonated.

9-1

0-7 i]

8-4 12J
7*3

1-8

4-85 this oxygen
2-45

3*55

4-25

2-45

i-io

[Original vol.

< Vapour in it

[Oxygen ....
By spark became

Diminution .

By potash became .

Carb. Acid

Oxygen employed .

Mixture detonated .

Oxygen in C. A.

„ to hydrogen

Sul. acid added to some of this mixture— 2875 vols, of mixture with s. a.

became 2651—hence vapour 224— this equals of mixture in-

stead of ^.
Most vol. vapour in a tube over mercury. Olive oil added and with oil.

agitated— dissolved about 6 times its vol. of the gas at common
pressure and temperature—gave offgas under diminished pressure.

There was a small residue, the whole not seeming soluble in oil.

I2-00

00-92308

1 1 -07696

9-50

2-50

6-62

2-88

4-45696

5-38004
2-88

1-57696

most vol. vapour
analysed.

12/
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MOST VOL. VAPOUR Most vol. vapout ovcr mercury to S. A., the gas being intro-

wiTH s. A. duced in 9 successive portions. The S. A. = 410 vols, and 47223
vols, of vapour were added—each addition left a residue un-

absorbed by the S. A. which at last amounted to 6142 vols.— it

burnt with a pale coal gas flame and was not acted upon by S. A.

in half an hour. Was perhaps a product of action of acid and

vapour on each other.

The S. A. at last equalled 584 vols. When put into water it

became milky and an oil separated. The diluted acid was pre-

served for future experiments.

The S. A. would have absorbed much more vapour. It had

absorbed rather more than 100 vols.

WITH IODINE. Iodine and crystalline body at 38*^. Iodine dissolves in liquid

in small quantity— red fluid—put into sun light for a whole day—
no apparent action.

BICARB. HYDROGEN PccuHar soHd, 38°, boiUng 1 86°—decomposed by per oxide of
OVER OXIDE copper.

COPPER.

Tube and cork 16-13 gr.

Do. . . . and substance . . . 17-30

Substance 1-17

Glass tube and contents 420 gr.

Do after operation lost 4-14— then water

drew off.

Do water expelled lost 5-00 altogether-

smell of substance.

Water therefore . - o-86

Gas equalled 9- c: i:—correctly 8-8

Potash reduced it to .... o-5c:i:-Do.. . -47

Carbonic acid 8-5c:i:, portion ofcourse

remaining in the tube. The 0-5 c: i: came over early and before

decomposition well commenced -it was combustible with bright

flame and had smell like the substance originally.

Garb, acid produced . . 8-5 c: i: or 3-961 gr.

Water—by weight (expt.). . . . 0-860

Loss in tube of G. A., etc., etc. . . 4-140
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Hydrogen in 0-86 of water . . . 0-09555]

Carbon in 8-5 c: i: carb. acid.

225

Jii-305

I -080271 [
I

1-17582

BICARB. HYDROGEN
OVER OXIDE
COPPER.

Water probably dissolved some of undecomposed substance

—hence overrated— strong smell when driven off.

MAY 26TH.

Portion fluid at 0° boiling at 190° decomposed by oxide copper, fluid at 190°

Tube, cork, etc 10 gr. ox. copper.

Do. . . . and substance . 10-64

Substance decomposed . . . 0-64

Glass tube and contents . . . 389-88 gr.

Lost by operation 2-28— Carb. acid.

Water expelled-the loss . . . 0-60-Water.

Gas received = 5*34 c: i: correctly— 4-75

On adding sol. potash diminished to 0-25 „ Do. . . -24

Carbonic acid 5 •09-graduation in-

correct— 4-51.

Do. . . .correct .... 4*51 =0-573176 gr. carbon

Water . . o-6o = 0-066666 „ hydrogen

Odour of substance in gas.

Portion of fluid boiling at 160°—decomposed by ox. copper.

Cork, tube, etc. .

Do. . . and substance

Substance decomposed .

Tube and contents .

h. Lost during the operation

Water driven off— loss .

Gas obtained ....
„ with potash became

Carbonic acid produced .

a, „ „ correct vol.

Odour of substance in gas.

Substance decomposed 0-88

Carb. acid gas = 5-92 c: i: = 2-86 gr. = Carbon 0-7564

Water= 0-8 gr.+ -0613, diff. between a and Hydrogen 0-0957

etc.

1
1

-9 gr.

12-78

0-88

359*44 gr-

2-82- Carb. acid.

o-8o-Water.

6-36 c:i: . . . 6-14

0-23 .... -22

6-13: graduation incorrect.

5-92

FLUID AT 160^

OVER OXIDE OF
COPPER.
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FLUID AT 140° Portion of fluid boiling at 140° decomposed by oxide copper.
OVER OXIDE OF

Cork, tubc, CtC 9-86
COPPER. ^

Do. . . and substance 10-62

Substance decomposed 0-76

Tube, ox. copper, etc

Lost during the operation

Water driven off— loss 0-72

Quantity of gas obtained 5*00 c: i:

With potash became 0-23 : correct

Carbonic acid produced . .
*

. . . . 4-77

Substance decomposed 0-76

Carb. acid gas 4*77 c: i: = 2-2223 g^- Carbon— 0-60645

Water = 0-72 = Hydrogen—0*0%

FLUID AT 150°— Fluid boiling at 150°.

OVER OXIDE OF
Cork, tube, etc. io-24-Do. with fluid . . ii-ii

COPPER. 01
Substance 0-87

Tube and contents 362-74

Lost by heating 2-86

Water driven off 0-82

Gas received 6-21 c:i:

Potash left 0-20

Carb. acid 6-oi

Substance decomposed 0-87

Carb. acid = 6-OI c: i: = 2-8 gr. = . . Carbon 0-76381

Water 0-82 gr. = Hydrogen 0-09111

AT 210°. Fluid boiling at 210°.

Cork, tube, etc. . 10-2 Do. with substance 11-28.

Substance i -08

Tube, etc 343*9

Lost by heat 3-64

Lost as water . . - -90

Gas received 7-84 c:i:

by potash diminished to 0-20

Carbonic acid gas 7-64

Substance decomposed i-o8

Carb. acid = 7-64 = 3-56 gr. = . . Carbon 0-971

1

Water = 0-9 gr. + 0-8 hydrogen 0-1090
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Fluid boiling at 220°

Cork, tube, etc. . 9'76—Do. and substance— 10-73

Substance 0*97

Tube and contents 340-20

loss by heat 3-23

Water driven off 0-77

Quantity of gas 6-88 c: i:

Diminished by potash to 0-22

Carbonic acid 6-66.

Substance decomposed 0-97

Carb. acid 6-66 c: i: = 3*1 gr. = Carbon 0-84642

Water = '77 gr. + 0-13 .... Hydrogen o-ioooo

Fluid boiling at 176"^.

Substance 0-87

Tube and contents 356-12

by heat lost 2-91.

Water driven off 0-70

Gas received 6-20 c: i:

By potash diminished to -23

Carb. acid 5*97

Substance decomposed 0-87

Carb. acid = 5*97 = 2*782 gr. = . . Carbon 0-75873

Water = 0-7 + 0-128 Hydrogen 0-09200

Fluid boiling at 200°.

Substance i gi^'

Tube, etc 346-96

By heat lost 4-16

Water driven off 0-98

Quantity of gas 8-96 c: i:

Left by potash 0-25

Carb. acid 8-71.

Substance 1-2

Carb. acid = 8-71 c:i:= 4-0588= . . Carbon 1-107

Water = 0-98 + -1012 Hydrogen 0-120

15-2
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s. G. OF VAPOUR Portions of substances converted into vapour over mercury in

OF SOLID AND syplion tube by hot water and the pressure of the mercury
FLT.ID AT 186 . gqu^^iisgj^ iQ remove that correction—heat applied by a steam pipe.

Substance solid at 38°, boiling at 186°.

1*4 gr. in a tube introduced and heated at 212°, pressure in

limbs being equal and Bar. at 29-9: the 1-4 gr. gave 19*25 divisions

= 2-05 c: i:

2-05 c: i: at 212° = 1*578 c: i at 60° = in weight 1-4 gr.

Or 100 c: i: at 60 = 88-72 gr. S. G. 41-88 or 42.

Substance liquid at 0° boiling at 186°.

I - I I gr. of this body in a tube introduced. Temperature 212—

the pressure on the vapour | inch of mercury less than Barometer

(then at 29-9) because of short open leg— the i-ii grains gave

15 divisions = i-6 c: i: vapour— or 1-573 c:i: corrected to Bar.

at 29-9.

Now 1*573 c: i: at 212° = 1-212 cinches at 60°= in weight i-ii gr.

Hence 100 c: i: at 60 = 91*584 gr. S. G. 43*24.

1825. MAY 28TH.

s. G. OF xMosT Obtained more of the Hquid from the works. One, the larger

VOL. VAPOUR, portion, drawn from the condenser whilst I was there at pressure

of about 25 or 28 atmospheres. The other in consequence of its

peculiar appearance was taken out of a carboy.

Distilled a part of the larger portion at temperatures from 32^

to 60° or 70°. When the vapour was passed through a tube at 0°

very little went on uncondensed to the mercurial trough. Re-

moved the cold mixture and allowed the vapour to go on uncon-

densed and be received over mercury as gas.

A globe being exhausted, 39*9 c: i: of this vapour estimated

at temp, of 60° and Bar. 29-94 were admitted— tlie globe had

increased in weight 22-4 grains—hence iooc:i:= 56-14 gr.

S. G. 26-5 nearly.

Graduation incorrect: 8 c:i: only = to 7-84 c:i:, hence

39-9 = 39-102 correct or 100 c: i: = 57*54- S. G. 27-1.

MOST VOL. SOLID Obscrvcd during the distillation (as before) that there is not

SUBSTANCE, much of most volatile products present.

Observed also the appearance of the substance which crystal-
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lizes at 0° but is very fusible and volatile and which comes over most vol. solid

almost the first thing. substance.

Distilled the rest of the liquor, receiving the first and most

volatile into a cold tube—and then collecting a second portion-

when operation ceased heat perhaps 120°—not much received

compared to the quantity remaining.

MAY 30TH.

Filled a tube with olive oil over mercury and then let up a most vol. vapour

portion of most volatile vapour, the oil being half the bulk of the with oil-with

vapour; agitation soon caused its entire absorption. chlorine.

A retort prepared—when exhausted by air pump it required

27 c: i: of air to refil it—exhausted and 20 c: i: of most volatile

oil vapour let in— then added 10 c: i: of chlorine—vapour—much
heat and much fluid instantly formed— all colour of chlorine gone.

Admitted 10 c: i: more of chlorine— again heat produced—more
fluid and colour disappeared— again 10 c: i: of chlorine— little

heat, yellow colour partly remained— 10 c: i: more of chlorine-

deep colour, no heat—opened stop cock full and 5 c: i: more of

chlorine entered.

20 c: i: oil vapour and 45 c: i: of chlorine— retort would require

27 of chlorine and vapour for its atmosphere; 18 at least therefore

of chlorine combined with the 20 of oil gas vapour, or nearly

equal volumes unite to form the oil.

Took some of the Hquid out—was yellowish from little excess

of chlorine—no appearance of M. Acid in the retort—Hquid had

a sweet taste very like that of chloric ether but accompanied by a

strong aromatic flavour like some other triple compounds of

carbon, hydrogen and chlorine— this taste strongly evident even

after substance had been washed by water, sol. potash and water

again— it was heavier than water and burnt with a greenish flame

and fumes of M. A.

The retort containing chlorine and the rest of the liquid exposed

to sun light—colour slowly went—much more slowly than with

chloric ether—when retort opened over chlorine slight expansion

and little M. A. Gas came out— retort full of M. A. Gas—admitted
a little water—agitated it— then admitted more chlorine and again

exposed to light-colour disappeared-gave another atmosphere
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MOST VOL.

VAPOUR—
CHLORINE.

DETONATED.

OIL GAS LIQUID-
DISTILLED.

of chlorine and exposed to sun light—colour remained and

apparently action finished, but no crystals formed as of chloride

of carbon, only a tenaceous oily looking fluid.

Of this most vol. oil vapour i vol. mixed with 7 vols, of oxygen.

8*8 of this mixture detonated in an Eudiometer tube diminished

by spark to 5*7 and then by potash to 1*4 which were oxygen.

Hence 7-4 vols, consumed.

Mixture .

Vapour .

Oxygen .

Carb. acid .

Oxygen in C. A
to hydrogen

7*4

6.3

4-3

4*3

2-0

4 carbons

4 hydrogen

I vapour

24

4

28

S. G.

28diminution by spark 3*1

Submitted some of the vapour to 0° at common pressure— did

not condense.

Compressed a portion in a tube by a syringe and cooled it— it

then condensed.

Passed Gas from Gordon's Globe through a tube at o°— a little

condensation of solid substance—but very small and might be

aqueous.

Distilled the large portion of the liquid from works and received

the products in 4 portions—the first came over at temperatures

below 170°— the second between that and 190°— the third up to

200° ; the fourth was what remained in the retort not distilled.

1825. JUNE 2.

CHLORINE AND OIL Compound of Vol. Vapour and chlorine— liquid—no crystals—

GAS PRODUCTS, clear and limpid when warm— volatile by heat—decomposed be-

low red heat—apparently much carbon deposited—M. A. Gas came

off—and by odour think chloride of carbon formed.

Crystalline compound by Alcohol from Bicarburet ofhydrogen

and chlorine— in tube fuzes—sublimes unchanged—by high con-

tinued heat decomposed—action on glass—carbon deposited—

M. A. Gas came off-a fluid formed insoluble apparendy in

OLEFT GAS
^l^^^*^^*

AND OIL. Olefiant gas with olive oil-6 vols, gas, i oil-by agitation for
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15' nearly i vol. of the gas absorbed by the oil— in two hours oleft. gas

about 1*3 vols, gone— in 5 hours continued the same. ^nd oil.

Oleft. gas with oil of turpentine— 6 vols, gas, i oil of turpentine

—by agitation in 15' nearly 1-5 vols, absorbed— in 2 hours no

farther diminution—nor in 5 hours.

Air with oil of turpentine in a tube agitated— 2 hours, change

of volume doubtful, if any thing diminution—in 5 hours still

apparently very small diminution.

Coal tar distilled— temp, rose much above 200° before any coal tar

thing but water came over. Of course no bi carburetted hydrogen, distilled.

It could not be expected from the appearance of the flame of coal

gas— for if gas saturated with it, would have much brighter flame

than it has.

Rectified each oflarge portions obtained yesterday. Appearances

just as before obtained.

I. All before 170°

II. up to. . 180°

III. up to. . 190°

IV. up to . . 200°

V. above . 200°

JUNE 3.

Made some more bi carburet hydrogen—had to rectify again bi carb.

several times before sufficiently concentrated to yield the sub- hydrogen.

stance. In pressing it, left it for 10 minutes under pressure in

Bramah and afterwards in consequence of presence of a little

water from piece of ice rectified it from off caustic lime— obtained

it in this way better than before and less fusible.

JUNE 4TH, 1825.

Bi carburet hydrogen. bi carb.

Fuzing point 42° F., boils at 186°.

With N. A. again very strong odour of Prussic acid or of

almonds.

For S. G. of its vapour and in liquid form.

Tube and cork. . . . i3'86

Do. and substance . . 15*56

Substance . . . . . 1*7

HYDROGEN. ITS

S. G. AND VAPOUR.
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Bi CARB. HYDRO- This ill curvcd tube formed vapour which at 212° equalled
GEN. ITS s. G. AND 22 divisioiis or correctly 2-44 c: i: the pressure of the mercury

being equallized but under pressure of boiling water 8| inches and
Bar. at 29-98. An equal bulk of water to the substance weighed
2 gr. at 60°.

7 = 0-85 S. G. of the fluid at 6o^

2*44 c: i: corrected for 8| inches boiling water = 2-49 c: i:

2*49 c: i: at 212° = 1*917 c: i: at 60° weighing 1-7 gr.

Hence 100 C. I. at 60° F., Bar. 29*98 = 88*68 grains nearly.

S. G. 41*9 nearly.

A little vapour escaped in this expt.

Again S. G., etc. of Bicarburet hydrogen

:

Tube, cork, etc. . . . 16*89

Do. . . and Substance 19*19

Substance 2*3

This gave 3*83 correct c: i: of vapour at 212°, there being a

column ofmercury 3*1 inches expanding it and a column ofboiling

water 9I inches condensing it. Bar. 29*98.

An equal bulk of water weighed 2*7 gr. at 60°.

0*8 S. G. of liquid at 60°.

3*83 c: i: corrected for columns of water and mercury = 3*52 c: i:

3*52 c: i: at 212 = 2*71 c: i: at 60° weighing 2*3 gr.

Hence 100 c: i: at 60° F., Bar. 29*98 = 84*87 grains.

S. G. 40 very nearly.

BICARB. HYDRO- Bi carburct hydrogen over oxide of copper.
GEN ANALYZED.

Substancc .... 0*77^ gr.

Tube and charge

Lost by operation

Water driven off

Gas equalled

345*94
2*6

0*58

6*13 c:i: which by potash became

0*34—very slightly inflammable. This leaves 5*79 c: i: which cor-

rected for wrong graduation became 5*6 c: i: of Carbonic acid gas.

5*6 c:i: carbonic acid gas = 2*609 gr.= Carbon— *7ii704 11*44

0*58 grains water = Hydrogen— *o64444 i

•776148

ft
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Bi carb. hydrogen over ox. copper.

Substance . . . 0*82 gr.

Tube and charge . 341*86

Lost by operation . 3 -00

Water driven off . o*6o

Gas collected . . 7-02 c: i: reduced by potash to 0*29 c: i:

The residue 6*73 corrected for graduation gave 6*51 c:i: Carb. acid.

6-51 c:i: carbonic acidgas= 3-0337gr.= Carbon— -82735 or 12*4

0-6 gr. water = Hydrogen— '06666 i

•89401

Must be some mistake here: weight ofproducts surpass original

weight.

Bi carb. hydrogen over ox. copper.

Substance .... 0-75 gr.

Tube and charge . . 323-28

loss by operation . . 2-58

Water 0-57

Gas collected . . . 6-o8 c: i: reduced by potash to 0-33.

The difference 5-75 c: i: corrected for graduation gave 5-56 c: i:

of Carbonic acid gas.

5-56 c: i: carb. acid = 2-591 - Carbon— 0-70662 or 11 -16

0-57 gr. water = .... Hydrogen— 0-06333 ^

BICARB. HYDRO-
GEN ANALYZED.

JUNE 6th.

Oxygen 8092 vols, at 62°. Added 0-14 gr. bi carb. hydrogen—

vol. of mixture became 8505—hence vapour 413 vols, or

nearly. 7 vols, of mixture in Eudiometer tube became nearly

6-1 vols, by spark and these by potash diminished to 4.

Oxygen in C. A. to that

in Water : : 4 to 1.

Oxygen about 7-8 vols.,

vapour I vol.

hence detonated . 3 vols. 8-5

Carb. acid . 2-1 6

Diminution 0-9 2-5

Vapour

.

0-34 I

Oxygen. . . 2-65 7-5

Do. to C. A. . 2-IO 6

Do. to hydro. . 1-5
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FLUID FROM Fluid cxpresscd and otherwise obtained as residum from bi
BICARB. HYDRO- carb. of liydrogen— redistilled. It boils constantly at 186°, no

gen: s. g. of
sgp^j-^^iQj^ into more or less volatile substances.

VAPOUR. ^ . . . o 1 •

1-72 gr. converted mto vapour gave 2-79 c:i: at 212 , this

quantity being compressed by a column of water at 212° of 9^
inches in height and expanded by a column of mercury (212°) at

4I inches. Bar. 30-06.

2*79 c: i: corrected for pressures of water and mercury
= 2*4 c: i: nearly.

2*4 c: i: at 212° = 1*849 ^* ^' ^'7^ grains or

100 c: i: weigh 93 gr. at temp. 60°, Bar. 30-06— or S. G. 44.

The 1-72 grains= in vol. 2 gr. water, hence S. G. of liquid 0-86.

1825. JULY 4TH.

s. G. OF OIL GAS Specific Gravity of original fluid.

LIQUID. .

Water .... 39o-5 U. G. of fluid 0-821.
rluid .... 320-9J

COAL GAS WITH s. A. Coal gas obtaincd from Fisher's and preserved for a night over

water— then treated in a tube with Sul. Acid. Coal gas not par-

ticularly good.

5486 vols, of gas with 276 vols, of oil of vitriol became 5333
in 15 minutes, 5292 in 30 minutes and in 2 hours had not altered

further.

Again 2736 vols, of gas with 278 vols, of oil vitriol became

2679 vols, in 15 minutes, 2660 vols, in 30 minutes and in 2 hours

more had hardly changed.

Again 1906 vols, of gas with 131 vols, of Sul. Acid became

i860 in 15 minutes and 1842 in 30 minutes— 2 hours made no

further alteration.

LIGHT OF IGNITED With Mr. Drummond, FurnivaFs Inn. He is experimenting
LIME.

^i^Q jjg]^^ produced by the strong ignition of various bodies

as fitted to illuminate a mirror when placed in its focus for the

purpose of surveying. This Evening balls about 3, 4 or 5 tenths

of an inch in diameter of lime. Magnesia and oxide of zinc were

used; these were supported by a small stem of the substance on

a prop placed in the middle of 5 spirit lamp burners, to each of

which was adapted a blow pipe jet communicating with one

0^
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common flexible tube. The lamps were fed by a reservoir of spirit light of ignited

connected by a flexible tube with them, and being mounted on a

stand could be raised or lowered at pleasure so as to supply more
or less spirit. The air tube or blow pipe tube could be connected

with an air holder of oxygen so as to raise the ball to a very high

temperature, it being previously placed in the focus of the mirror.

Another mirror was furnished with an argand oil lamp, and

standing by the side of the first offered a wide object for com-
parison when both were looked at from a distance of about

10 yards.

A ball of lime being heated the light was very white and

brilliant, reducing the lamp and its mirror to the appearance ofa red

coal— the mirror though imperfect in form was well illuminated.

A ball of Magnesia heated did not equal the light of the lime;

it was more dim and of a reddish colour, but the colour faint.

A ball of oxide of zinc heated produced powerful light far

surpassing the lamp, but not so good as magnesia and nothing

like lime. It was of a decided yellow tint, very peculiar and distinct

from lime or magnesia.

A ball of lime again— beautiful and brilliant like a voltaic dis-

charge, far surpassing the rest.

The lime became highly caustic but did not change in form or

appearance. The magnesia contracted, cracked and became hard

and dense—not fused. The oxide of zinc was in part reduced and

a blue flame could be seen now and then when oxygen was not

full on. It also became discoloured and blackened from deposition

of charcoal of alcohol; so also did the lime sometimes—but when
plenty of oxygen on none of these effects, and then oxide of zinc

seemed fixed and unchanged by the high temperature produced.

John and George Barnard being in a hay field where many large whirlwind.

cocks of hay were had occasion to notice the effect and progress

of a powerful whirlwind; it took up the whole of a hay cock,

raising it in the air, whirling it round and expanding it over a

space 6 or 7 times its original diameter and then letting it sink a

little in advance on the neighbouring ground or trees. It then

took another, and so on, lifting several of them in succession and

covering the trees, etc. near them with hay.
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WHIRLWIND. John and George ran to get into its course, and when it came
to them diey found their clothes whirled and flapped about, a

strong wind moving; it could not however lift a heavy body; it

after that went to other hay cocks, and they lost sight of it,

probably from its going to a field where there was nothing loose

to mark its progress.

It is evident that the progressive motion of this whirlwind (and

it is the same with most of them) was not due to the advancement

by a general wind of that portion of air which was first put into

rotation but that of the general mass of air; nearly quiescent,

contiguous portions assumed the rotating motion in succession,

so that when the air over a haycock had rotated and taken up
the light matters beneath, its motion gradually ceased whilst the

neighbouring parts revolved and then the first hay raised fell

again.

1825. JULY 8th.

Sol. of Mag. in mur. acid made by boiling— filtered, set aside

in a bottle— after some time clusters of small acicular crystals

formed, radiating from common centres like tartrate of lime. These

not soluble in water—but by plentiful washing gradually resolved

into a solution of common mur. magnesia and the earth mag-
nesia—they contain no lime or sul. acid. They are apparently a

sub mur. magnesia which is crystallizable, insoluble, etc. and

resolved by water into Mur. Magnesia and magnesia,

s. A. ON OIL GAS Preceediug notes respecting the action of Sul. acid on oil gas pro-
PRODUCTS, ETC. ^^^^^^ I

Most volatile product with Sul. Acid, pp. 144, 145, 147, 152, 189

[200, 201, 204, 224].

MUR. MAGNESIA.

Medium volatile Do. pp. 160, 162, 166, 175

[208, 210, 212, 216].

PP- 145? 147 [200, 201].

pp. 174 [216].

p. 176 [217].

pp. 148, 149, 151 [202, 203,

204].

^ The references are to pages of the MS. The corresponding references

to pages in this volume are given in square brackets.

Most fixed products Do.
Bi carb. hydrogen Do. .

Naptha, Essential oil, etc. Do.
defiant gas Do
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Bottles of May 17th examined. sul. acid and oil

No. 1. On opening it no expansion— smell pungent and fragrant gas products.

like bi carb. hydrogen somewhat.

Soda tube: colourless— crystals in the solution—bulk diminished

perhaps one half—highly alkaline and dense—no carb. acid in it-

no precipitate by tests as of sulphuric acid unless previously

Nitric acid added. The crystals pressed on paper and examined

were found to be sulphate of jo<3f(2—hence this the volatile acid

before noticed, its smell rendered peculiar by mixture with odour

of carburetted hydrogen, etc.

Condensedfluid tuhe—tm'^ly except a black film which was dry

and hard and most abundant at bottom— it burnt with flame

leaving a difficultly combustible charcoal.

The bottle contained three substances, the lightest a thick tena-

ceous black substance—acid—very combustible—much smoke very

slightly acid to taste. Shaken with cold water mixture readily

made which on standing gave a solution of acid and the oil

floated— next substance was the S. A.; it was much thinner—

of a deep brown colour— clear and transparent—when diluted with

water slight precipitation took place. At the bottom was a black

thick tarry looking fluid which was miscible in hot water or by
shaking in cold water, and gave a solution of acid and a portion

of combustible, thin but dark coloured Hquor floated.

The diluted acid from this bottle was saturated with potash-

heated- filtered-and evaporated to dryness.

1825. SEPT. 14TH.

The salt obtained digested in Alcohol— the solution evaporated

left a very little saline, adhesive, slightly deliquescent matter-

neutral- readily soluble in water—more than sul. potash— preci-

pitated by alcohol— fuzing by heat— then burning with flame

and leaving a black soluble mixture as of ulmin in potash—when
further heated alkaline—but sulphuret potassa formed. Its solu-

tion precipitated slightly by sul. baryta.

A solution of the salt precipitated by great excess of mur.

baryta— the clear solution evaporated to dryness and then a por-

tion heated in a tube became black and evolved an empyreumatic

odour—hence a soluble salt of the peculiar kind either barytic or
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suL. ACID AND OIL iiot precipitated by mur. baryta. A larger portion heated in

platina capsule also blackened—but on adding water the whole
soluble except a little charcoal and the solution not alkaline—hence

no sulphate of baryta formed, consequently no vegeto-sulphate

present.

The precipitated barytic salt washed and dried— this when
heated in tube blackened a little and smell of empyreumatic
matter— a portion heated in air became white or gray— the residue

in M. Acid gave a solution which could hardly be said to be affected

by sul. soda, hence no baryta set free from combination. The
combination of baryta or its salts with the hydro-carbon seems

very doubtful.

Some of the precipitated salt ofbaryta when washed and pressed

was very adhesive before being dried, and when put into water

adhered for a long time to the stirrer as if somewhat greasy,

refusing for a while to mix with the water—at last mixed and

then M. A. added did not dissolve any baryta or salt of baryta

but on evaporation left a brown empyreumatic matter.

There is perhaps a soluble substance formed in the first instance

which afterwards accompanies the acids, salts, etc.

Some of the salt dry—heated in a closed tube—became black-

evolved empyreumatic odour, also water and fumes, and the

residuum in water was alkaline though apparently no sulphuret

had been formed, for M. A. produced no smell of Sul. hydrogen.

The salt is apparently more soluble in water than sulphate of

potash—when solutions of the two are evaporated they differ very

decidedly in aspect and manner of crystallizing; the new salt

assumes a silky or pearly appearance like acetate of potash or

acetate of mercury, especially if the salt be dried. Its taste was

also more bitter than that of pure sulphate of potash.

1825. SEPT. 17TH.

A hot saturated solution of the salt set aside to crystallize gave

this morning acicular crystals in spherical groups occupying full

half the bulk of the original solution. The crystals were flat, thin

and somewhat flexible— like thin plates of white mica—resembling

boracic acid in appearance. The groups at the surface had a white

silvery silky appearance and this was heightened when the crystals

SUL. ACID ON OIL

GAS PRODUCTS-
PEARLY SALTS.
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were drained, exposed to air and broken down—they then con- sul. acid on oil

tracted very much, the bulky groups occupying but a small gas products -

space when pressed.
^^^^^^

These crystals when heated in a tube gave off but little water-

blackened— did not fuze— did not flame—and only little com-

bustible matter in them— the ashes, etc. put into water gave feeble

alkaline solution and little charcoal— the solution yielded common
crystals of sulphate ofpotash.

Sol. of sul. pot. crystallising at same time had usual appearance

—quite unlike the salt unburnt.

Ether does not dissolve any part of the salt.

It would appear that much common sul. potash must be con-

tained in the salt and but little of any peculiar salt or compound;
yet it is curious that the sulphate of potash cannot be separated

by crystallization, but has peculiar crystalline characters im-

pressed upon it.

Bottle No. II ofMay ijth examined.

Volatile liquid tube: contains a black film— pulverulent when sul. acid and oil

scraped and not like asphaltum— it burnt with flame leaving pure products.

charcoal— the tube was dry.

The alkali tube : was very similar to the former, containing a

few crystals of sulphate of soda but in small quantity. Should like

however to try a similar experiment with less alkali and diluted.

The bottle contained three immiscible fluids. The lowest the acid

of a deep brown colour—above that a little of a deep black sub-

stance like fluid tar—and over that again a very dark brown liquid

—volatile, inflammable and slightly acid— it is that substance which

most resembles the original fluid. There was not any or at least

only very thin films of the thick black almost solid substance

formed in Bottle No. I. There was a good deal of the most volatile

portion^ perhaps one third of the original volume of fluid or even

more.

The tarry substance added to water sank in it but by agitation

much acid washed out, the bulk diminished and nothing was left

but a little lighter oil and a few black flocculi resembling charcoal.

The acid diluted became very slightly turbid— filtered—neu-

tralized with potash gave a salt—which in some thing[s] as lustre.
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SUL. ACID AND OIL colour, ctc, rescmbled that of Bottle I but did not crystallize so
GAS PRODUCTS, readily in acicular crystals; the tufts were very small and more

general yet not like sulphate of potash. The first crop of crystals

dried, etc.—burnt with odour—blackened a little more than former

and became also more alkaline. Obtained a second crop of

crystals in appearance like the first—proceeded to try the small

quantity of mother liquor left from them— this evaporated gave

a salt blackening more than former by heat—becoming also more
alkaline. Mixed with Sul. acid it did not evolve Acetic acid and

blackened much in the acid by heat. Very small piece of Acetate

potash in Sul. acid evolved odour of A. A. and did not blacken

so much by heat. The whole salt washed with alcohol, filtered,

solution evaporated—a substance obtained, sol. in water, in

alcohol— sHghtly acid from excess of acid at first—when heated

fuzing—blackening—burning with flame and leaving black resi-

duum strongly alkaline—hence a combustible acid or salt—put into

Sul. Acid did not evolve acetic acid odour.

A portion of the whole salt washed several times in alcohol-

still when heated discoloured a little and became slightly alkaline.

The salt washed in alcohol, filtered, pressed— then dissolved in

water and crystallised. The crystals had all the pearly aspect of

the salt before observed and did not resemble sulphate of potash.

Hence salt retains something powerfully which causes it to assume

this aspect.

The most volatile portion of this Bottle No. II or that which

floated added to fresh sul. acid and shaken—miscible— after a few

minutes separated leaving a black acid below and floating above

was a small portion of fluid resembling that put on—more acid

added and the whole shaken up— then after several days no

separation— acid remained black and a smell of sulphurous acid

was slowly evolved. On dilution acid became slightly turbid—on

standing very Httle oil separated indeed— the acid neutralized by
carb. potash— solution heated— filtered—and crystallised—no sepa-

ration of the oil. The salt obtained was pearly, soft and exactly

like the former.

A portion of this salt in cold saturated solution set aside to

crystallize slowly and spontaneously.

Another portion dissolved in water and boiled in a florence
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flask for many hours in order to dissipate anything volatile; it sul. acid and oil

acquired a slightly brown tint but on crystallization yielded the products.

pearly salt as before.

1825. SEPT. 21.

Bottle No, III ofMay 17 examined— Sul. Acid and Hay. sul. acid on hay.

On opening the bottle a strong smell of acetic acid—added

water and agitated—black part of the hay insoluble— filtered the

acid—neutralised by potash—heated— filtered—and crystallised—

the crystals obtained were gritty and like sulphate of potash but

when heated became discoloured and very slightly alkaline.

Alcohol added to the mother liquor precipitated much salt— the

alcohol solution filtered off and evaporated became olive greenish

and when dry gave an aqueous salt burning and leaving an alkaline

ash— it was deliquescent—in Sul. Acid it evolved acetic acid. It

was an acetate of potash mixed with some muriate of soda and

some brown destructible matter burning and smelling as if of an

animal nature.

The salt precipitated by the alcohol when dissolved in water

and recrystallized gave merely sulphate of potash.

1825. SEPT. 23RD.

Solution of sulphate of potash agitated well with portion of sul. pot. with oil

volatile Hquid (boiling at 180°) for some time and then filtered products.

and crystallised. Crystals merely common sulphate of potash—no

combination.

Results ofS. A. and most volatile portion leftfrom May i^th. sul. acid on oil

The acid saturated with potash— filtered— crystallised— the first products.

crop of crystals were merely sulphate of potash— crystallised the

mother liquor—second crop of crystals still only sulphate of

potash— did blacken a very little upon being heated as if something

destructible by heat were present—evaporated again—again sul.

potash— rest evaporated to dryness— a little burnt with flame but

did not become acid or alkaline. Alcohol dissolved a small

portion of matter from the rest, burning brightly and apparently

of an oily or highly inflammable nature.

F D I 16
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VARIOUS OIL GAS Tubes of various products of condensed liquor which had been
PRODUCTS set aside closed by corks-the results obtained at 140°, 150°, 176°
AND TIME.

^^^^
^^^o

1^^^ nearly all evaporated and left a thick fluid below,

in appearance like cold castor oil. A cold of 0° only rendered it

thicker and tenaceous like gum or soft rosin-warmth rendered

it fluid -if temperature raised on sand bath sudden action as if

explosion, but was dull, and when heated over mercury without

air and by lamp it did not happen-was probably only rapid and
sudden ebuUition-the heat deepened the colour very much-
solution of potash acted slightly upon it, deepening in colour,

but when filtered acid scarcely separated anything— a large portion

was left unacted upon by the alkali.

1825. SEPT. 27TH.

suL. ACID AND OIL Stroug Sul. acid in a tube, liquor (boiling at 140°) added to

GAS PRODUCTS, it^ much heat and ebullition-discolouration-cooled the tube and

its contents—added more liquor until it equalled twice or thrice

the quantity of Sulphuric acid—has now been left for some days.

To day examined. The whole very dark coloured, almost

opaque, but thin films at the surface of glass appeared of a deep

inky purple colour. There were two substances in the tube but

though they had spontaneously separated they seem miscible with

each other. The upper fluid being also the thinner was poured

off from the lower and thick portion.

The light thinfluid— a deep inky purple colour in thin films—

opaque in any quantity— consisting of thin or coal tar. A film

exposed to air changed colour as the acid absorbed water—from

inky purple it changed to fine violet—blue (dull indigo tint)—

greenish blue— fine dark green— paler green which became more

and more pale as it diluted itself. On diluting a portion with

water the same tints were produced. On adding about half its

volume of water and agitating, a perfect mixture was obtained

of a fine deep green colour—on adding more water and either

agitating or allowing time for rest a separation took place—

a

colourless heavy acid sunk—and upon it floated a deep green

coloured oil (much thinner than before)—removing the acid by

a tube a second portion of water was added and agitated with the

oil—on standing it separated but not quite so readily as before— it
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was removed, added to the former acid— and filtered— it was sul. acid and oil

colourless and the oil was left of a deep green colour and opalescent. products.

T/ie acid was quite colourless— it had a slightly aromatic smell—

when evaporated on a sand bath, it when concentrated became
dark coloured (inky)—afterwards reaction appeared to take place

and it became deep brown, strong aromatic or camphor odour
rising at the same time— the substance did not seem volatile here—
was then acid—heated still more, charred and became quite black-
acid began to rise in vapour, etc.—on cooling water no longer

dissolved the whole— charcoal left.

A portion of the same acid put in a flat dish to evaporate over

Sul. Acid under air pump receiver— as it became concentrated

there was action and the whole took a strong brown colour. On
dilution with water the brown went and a pale green colour

appeared ; a little green solid matter ultimately separated and a clear

acid solution remained.

Another portion made into a potash salt gave pearly crystals.

Another portion after long boiling, being saturated with potash

and crystallised, gave crystals not so pearly as should be— the

pearly character appears to have been injured.

The green oilyportion left by the water—was opaque and turbid

—colour dark dull apple green—heated in a tube a Httle water

separated and oil above became very dark green and free from

turbidness—heated in an open basin it soon cleared—became very

dark green-then almost black—but by exposure to air and

moisture returned to dark green again— in this state soluble in

fixed and volatile oils and also in volatile fluid, forming green

solutions. Reheated, again darkened through purple to black and

by cooling went back again—aromatic odour—combustible-
burning with flame— is apparently very slightly acid but not to

taste. Continued and higher heat drives off something volatile—

the substance darkens in colour, becoming deep blue and this if

cooled is hard and solid—when dissolved in essential oils it resumes

its green colour-by further heat, after blackening, charred and

was decomposed.

Some of the green oil distilled—water and colourless volatile

oil came over— smell aromatic. Part of this product in a tube

put into a bottle with sulphuric acid—action gradually took place

16-2
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suL. ACID AND OIL but by 110 means with a rapidity to that in the original liquor—
GAS PRODUCTS. Jeft to complete. Another part had about 12 vols, of sulphuric

acid added to it— slight browning but not much action— only

about half the oil dissolved— rest after a time floated.

The residuum in the retort was thick and of a dark green

colour like that left when evaporated in a basin.

GREEN SUBSTANCE Alcoliol added to some of the green oil produced a precipitate,

FROM SUL. ACID grecn at first but becoming brown, and the solution filtered was
AND OIL GAS ^£ ^ ycllowish colour whilst the precipitated portion was
PRODUCTS. m

brown and soft like honey. This residuum dissolved in volatile

oils or in the liquor and on adding strong S. A., the solution from

brown became green—when residuum heated it boiled up—
volatile portion evaporated and a substance was left hard and

soHd when cold but still retaining solubiUty and other characters—

further heat caused it to burn with much smoke— then nothing

left. When it was boiled in water some time, no solution, but the

volatile part was dissipated and a portion left like that produced

by heat, except that it was not so hard and retained a Uttle water—

the substance is heavier than water— solution of potash boiled

with it acts on it very slightly, changing its colour but not dis-

solving anything.

• The Alcoholic solution of the green oil was of a yellow colour.

Evaporated, it gave aromatic odour and left sUght brownish green

substance becoming green by water or acid— dissolving in volatile

oils or products and giving green or brown solution— sul. acid

made it very green— quantity small.

One volume of water added to alcoholic solution became turbid

and white, but no precipitation—no separation on standing some

hours—4 vols, of water and a little potash added— still no signs

of separation.

Dry chloride of Hme added to the alcoholic solution— still no

separation induced.

Some of this alcoholic solution added to warm saturated solu-

tion of sulphate of potash— slight turbidness— filtered and crystal-

lized—crystals common sulphate of potash—no pearlyness.

The thicker portion of the original mixture examined— of a deep

chocolate brown colour— like thick tar—heavy— in water changed

slowly, the acid by degrees separating from it and the colours
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(green, etc.) being produced, but not so finely as in the former green substance

instance— strong odour of sulphurous acid. ^^^^ ^^l-

The acid solution separated and neutralized with potash gave

pearly crystals.

A portion of the Residuefrom water boiled with water in a tube

had volatile matter separated and a brown substance remained—

insoluble in water or alcohol—hard—burning with flame— soluble

in volatile liquids or in oils forming a brown solution which by
M. A. or especially Sul. acid became green.

The rest of the residue from water well shaken with alcohol

and left 12 hours—then an alcoholic solution and an insoluble

substance below it.

Alcoholic solution—deep olive brown colour—not turbid—when
evaporated left a small portion of dark inkey coloured fluid which

on adding alcohol dissolved again forming a green solution-

water also made it green but did not dissolve it— volatile oils and

the fluids gave greenish brown solution of it— flxed oil did not

dissolve it. Alcoholic solution (original) with water caused slight

turbidness but no distinct separation of fluid even when heated.

Its taste was hot— slightly acid—and bitter— is acid to litmus.

Insoluble substancefrom Alcohol— like soft pitch or thick treacle

and similar colour—combustible— soluble in fixed oil, volatile oils

giving brown solution—in volatile Hquor giving greenish solution

becoming fine green by Htde heat—on evaporation substance left

and on re-solution colour not so fine as before— the substance

altogether very like residue from distillation of green oil. The
two put together, alcohol boiled with them and left for future

examination.

1825. SEPT. 28TH.

A little sulphur burnt in a dry bottle to produce sulphurous suls. acid and

acid— a few drops of volatile Hquid poured in—in 24 hours very oil gas products.

considerable brown shade produced—by water the colour be-

comes olive green. Hence suls. acid does act on these fluids and

hence the discolouration of the tubes of liquor in bottles with

Suls. acid.

I Vol. S. A., 3 vols, water mixed-a little fluid (180°) added and diluted s. a. and

left for several days, shaking at intervals— the oil gradually became gasproducts.
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DILUTED s. A. AND browii aiid brownish green and the acid remained opalescent after

OIL GAS PRODUCTS, long standing-hcncc had been action which here could not be

in consequence of attraction of acid for water. Acid saturated

with potash, filtered and salt crystallized gave only common
sulphate of potash—probably by longer action would have given

pearly crystals. Action continued to Nov. 4th, but still common
sul. potash given on saturation, etc.

Solution of pearly sulphate of potash boiled for some time with

white cornish clay, then filtered and crystallised—gave pearly

crystals apparently unchanged.

1825. SEPT. 29TH.

POTASH AND OIL Potash dissolvcd in alcohol— volatile fluid added to it— left all

GAS PRODUCTS, night-ncxt morning the alkali made a sulphate-boiled-filtered

and crystallised—but no silky crystals, merely sulphate of potash.

SUL. ACID AND SuL Ac'id and Native Naptha mixed in a glass—some heat

NAPTHA. evolved—deep brown colour—not complete mixture, part of the

Naptha floating—added water, white precipitate—made acid a

sulphate of potash-filtered— crystallised, gave merely sulphate of

potash— crystals examined by heat, nothing destructible, not a

trace.

s. A. AND OIL OF SuL ac'id and native oil oflaurel—mixed— much, heat—reddening,
LAUREL, becoming deep brown—ultimately complete mixture— acid became

thick and viscid—much suls. acid—added water gradually— separa-

tion of brown mass—made acid a sulphate— crystallized slowly

gave prismatic crystals which under the solution did not appear

pearly— a little more concentrated it gave an abundant crop of

very pearly crystals— these when drained, pressed and heated

charred but remained neutral.

SUL. ACID AND Su/, Add and Oil of Turpentine— he^X. and action—on dilution

OIL TURPENTINE, acid vcry turbid— neutralised by potash and filtered— still very

turbid and filtering slowly— the solution crystallised gave very

silky crystals, burning and charring—ashes little alkaline. The
residuum from first solution miscible with water. When turbid

solutions boiled a matter separated on the surface—resinous

—

combustible— soluble in alcohol— miscible with water as before.

All the products here probably worth careful examination.
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Sul. acid and Olive oil—he^t produced— deep brown colour— sul. acid and

perfect union—added water— gelatinised and became white— odour olive oil.

of sulphurous acid—by agitation frothy and saponaceous— little

turbid but no separation of oil from it—heated— then a solution

of acid below and a coagulum above— separated the acid, neu-

tralised by potash—solution frothy and saponaceous— crystallised

— crystals were not pearly—resembled sul. potash— charred a little

by heat—mother liquor evaporated and heated charred much
but neutral. The coagulum white—added to more water— quite

miscible—on heating, no separation but a kind of emulsion-
put into a glass and left—was very frothy—when cold almost

mucilaginous.

SuL acid and Napthaline—no heat—no rapid action— solution sul. acid and

formed slowly— red colour—on dilution became only slightly napthaline.

turbid—neutralised by potash— still no separation of Napthaline—

filtered and evaporated—when hot and just forming film set aside

but did not crystalHse in some time—evaporated a little more— set

aside and after a time full of very minute silky crystals in tufts

which gave the whole when stirred not the appearance of salt

and liquid but that of a very strong solution of soap—by stirring

a while so much more crystallised that the whole became a soft

solid and then felt like soft soap— crystals apparently acicular or

fibrous— dried a portion—when heated it burnt with flame and

left salt very little alkaline though much charred—put a portion

of the dried salt into alcohol. The alcoholic solution evaporated

left a crystalline substance burning with much flame and leaving

a little alkaline residuum. The substance itself soluble in water.

Redissolved a portion of the salt and set it aside to crystallise

slowly; next morning had not crystallised much in dish though

there was some minute reddish spherical arrangements, but had

passed over the side crystallising thickly there and then running

over the shelf and up the neighbouring bottles— the crystalline

vegetations were very beautiful, ramose, dendritic, etc.—and

highly silky.

Sept. 30. The reddish crystals in the basin when examined were

found to resemble roes of a fish or small pisolite—were minutely

crystalline on the surface and as if composed of radiating fibres—

were hard globules—when heated burnt with little flame— charred
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SUL. ACID AND but remained nearly neutral— the white pearly and vegetative
NAPTHALiNE. crystals were far more combustible—much flame—diminished

much in size and weight—became very black—and were alka-

line to turmeric. The pisolite crystals dissolved in water and

evaporated to a pellicle— then left to crystallize; after a time

found a few pearly speculae at the surface—some fibrous crystals

below— crusts and crystals had begun to creep up the side to the

top, and these were very thick, and upon stirring the whole

assumed the gelatinous or soapy feel spoken of at first. Alcohol

added made the whole white and opaque— filtered— a solution

was obtained which in properties corresponded with the one to

be described onwards—the residue was pressed and disposed of

as to be described.

The pearly and vegetative crystals were rubbed in alcohol, the

alcohol filtered and the residue washed with a fresh quantity. The
residue like that above no longer burnt with flame, but charred

only and remained neutral—both residues were redissolved in

water— recrystallised and gave crystals of sulphate of potash.

The alcoholic solution evaporated gave at last an aqueous

solution which on cooling crystallised—by further evaporation

a crystalline pearly substance was left— soluble in water and in

alcohol—white— slightly acid (from excess of S.A. probably)—

combustible with bright flame leaving a little strongly alkaline

ash—heated in a close tube a little water rose— also a crystalline

body—some gas—very little discolouration except of ash, which

was black and alkaline. The volatile crystalline substance was not

soluble in water— sol. in alcohol precipitated by water—burnt

with flame, fuzing first and in all evident characters resembled

napthaline.

An aqueous solution of the substance by alcohol was not

precipitated by nitrate of lead—mur. baryta— sul. copper— nitrate

of silver— S. A. did not separate napthaline from it.

It would seem to be a soluble unprecipitable salt composed of

Napthaline and potash.^

1825. SEPT. 29TH.

s. A. AND CAMPHOR. SuL Add and Ca/TT/^Aor— dissolved slowly—pinkish solution-

water precipitated white camphor—separated— acid neutralised—

I
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crystals not pearly but brittle—were common sulphate potash— s. a. and camphor.

mother liquor evaporated to dryness and heated charred very

little indeed.

1825. OCTR. I.

Napthaline in S. A., the former in excess—heated—deep red sul. acid and

solution—on cooling, much of napthaline recrystallised—gave napthaline.

higher heat—deep red solution— colour changed gradually and at

last became olive green, dark—very Httle vapour of napthaHne

evidently held down—when cold was clear, did not crystallize

but more like honey— smell decidedly sulphureous— diluted, no
precipitation—hence napthaline changed— the solution rubbed

with marble till neutral— filtered— solution evaporated— digested

in alcohol and a salt obtained which was combustible but not

with flame, burning Hke charcoal and leaving a neutral ash.

Some Napthaline in fragments put into sul. acid in stoppered

bottle—well shaken and left till Monday.

OCTR. 3RD.

Bottle now contained a thickish fluid, deep red and a crystalline

solid. The fluid part dissolving entirely in water, the solid part

leaving a few particles of white napthaline but principally dis-

solving. Water was added to it in the bottle and both shaken

together; in this way a solution obtained which when filtered

was clear and transparent and of slight brown tint. I observed

that on adding a little water and allowing to cool a deposit took

place (crystalline) which dissolved on adding more water-

probably a definite compound of acid and napthaline.

This diluted acid had a bitter taste.

A portion of diluted acid saturated with potash—alcohol added

to precipitate sulphate of potash and the alcoholic solution

filtered and evaporated— a crystalline salt obtained—neutral-

soluble in water and alcohol— tastes bitter—giving but very slight

trace of sul. acid to mur. baryta—burning with jets of flame—

fuzing and blackening at same time and leaving a strongly

alkaline ash— this might be from, formation of sulphuret. Another

portion of this potash salt redissolved in alcohol to separate

sulphate perfectly— then solution evaporated to dryness— a portion
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suL. ACID AND dissolvcd and tested by M. B. gave no sul. baryta. The rest burnt
xAPTHALiNE. clean platinum foil left very alkaline ash which in water did

not smell of sul. hydrogen and by digestion with N. Acid gave

a solution which examined by M. Baryta gave no appearance of

Sul. acid or sul. baryta.

Another portion of the diluted acid rubbed in a mortar with

artificial carbonate of baryta until neutral— then filtered— a solu-

^ tion obtained—neutral-precipitated by sul. soda—hence con-

taining baryta and no sul. acid—evaporated gave a white salt

which burnt with bright flame— sol. in water—alcohol— crystalline

—its ash black and carbonaceous— the ash with M. Acid and then

sul. soda did not precipitate. It more resembled in appearance a

sulphate of baryta than a carbonate as expected— try again.

The solution of the Barytic compound with S. A. :—a precipitate

of sul. baryta but there was a little excess of free sulphuric acid—

hence its acid properties not certain when pure— solution clear—

on evaporation blackened a little—on cooling partially crystalline

—by higher heat sublimation, inflammation, etc. etc.

1825. OCT. 4.

A larger portion of the diluted acid rubbed with native carbonate

of baryta till neutral— left to settle—clear solution filtered—neutral

to Htmus and turmeric—not precipitated by mur. baryta—pre-

cipitated abundantly by sul. soda—hence decidedly contains

soluble salt of baryta— a portion evaporated in drops on a glass

plate— left pearly white opaque rings, sHghtly crystalline—per-

fectly re-soluble in water or in alcohol—nitric acid added to a

dry drop, then water; complete solution—no turbidness from

formation of sulphate. The whole of the solution evaporated to

dryness left considerable quantity of a perfectly white salt—

soluble in water and alcohol but not in ether—ether separated

nothing from it— the dry salt heated burns with flame, puffing

a little at the same time like coal, leaving a mixture of charcoal

and sulphate of baryta—no carbonate.

A portion of the salt in water boiled with N. Acid—no precipita-

tion of sulphate-added Mur. acid—boiled in the N. M. Acid still

no precipitate— a little sul. soda caused much precipitation.
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Napthaline boiled in solution of potash— left all night— potash and

saturated by sul. acid— filtered, concentrated— treated with alcohol napthaline.

and alcoholic solution evaporated— left very little residuum— that

slightly carbonaceous and the ash neutral sulphate of potash.

Of the diluted acid half rubbed with marble till neutral—water sul. acid and

added, solution or mixture filtered—evaporated—when almost dry napthaline.

added alcohol to separate all sulphate of lime—evaporated the

clear solution and obtained the lime salt.

The rest of the acid neutralized by carb. potash— the solution

filtered—evaporated to dryness and treated with alcohol— the

alcoholic solution filtered and evaporated gave a potash salt,

OCTR. 8th, 1825.

About equal vols, of Napthaline and Sul. acid heated and

agitated together in a glass tube—became of a fine red colour—

when cold there was on the top a solid portion and beneath a

liquid portion. These examined apart.

SoRd portion: reddish or white in parts—highly crystalline— in

water gave an acid and bitter solution and left Napthaline— the

solution saturated with potash and treated with Alcohol gave

much peculiar salt of potash and but little common sulphate. The

fluid or acidportion was red—more fluid I think than S. A. generally

—put into water no precipitation— treated with potash and alcohol

gave very little peculiar salt and much sul. potash.

The Napthaline from above portion dried—heated with a little

more S. A. as before—and when cold the solid part triturated in

water. The acid solution was bitter, etc. as before—rubbed in a

mortar with native carbonate of baryta—soon neutralised—not

much carbonate used— filtered and evaporated—much peculiar

barytic salt produced. The insoluble residue acted on by Mur.

Acid to remove carbonate of baryta left but little common sul-

phate. Hence this a good process; the peculiar compound of

Acid and Napthaline seems readily soluble in unchanged Naptha-

line— salts probably also soluble, etc.

OCTR. 10, 1825.

On Saturday (8th) had heated and shaken together about 4
parts napthaline and 2 parts by vol. of Sul. Acid—when hot set
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suL. ACID AND asidc wrapped up, diat it might separate and cool slowly. This
NAPTHALINE. moming the solid cylinder was taken out and the small quantity

of acid tlirown away.

The solid cylinder was red inside and soapy or soft to the touch,

but where exposed to air or moisture it rapidly attracted moisture,

became white and damp and harsh to the touch from deposition

of Napthaline. It is deliquescent—bitter to taste—much heavier

than water, probably twice as heavy. A portion of it put into a

tube and refuzed melted into a clear deep red liquor and on cooling

became a crystalline solid, but there was no further change at that

temperature. The whole put into a tube with about one fifth its

bulk of water—heated, melted and agitated—two fluids appeared—

the portion at top was small in quantity— colourless—became a

crystalline solid on cooling and was pure napthaline.

The fluid below was of an uniform deep red colour— transparent

—on cooling crystallization took place throughout the mass, com-
mencing in tufts which increased over the whole— it then appeared

of a yellow brown or dirty fawn colour though the fluid state

red. A Little more water then added—heat applied— still soluble

but now of a brown colour—on cooling partly crystalHne as if

not enough water to dissolve whole— tested by Mur. Baryta it

contains sul. acid—hence not pure compound and Napthaline only.

More water added, apparent precipitation of something, but on

cooling the matter remained generally in solution— filtered—

obtained a clear brown solution and a little solid matter in flaky

crystals which proved to be Napthaline. On the whole not more
I think than a fourth of the Napthaline originally used re-separated

unaltered.

The greater part of this acid rubbed up with native carbonate

of baryta until neutral then filtered, repeatedly washing the in-

soluble portion to separate all the peculiar salt— (the latter

washing[s] were reserved appart to ascertain if they differed at all

from the earlier).

1825. OCTR. II.

bar: salts from A portion of yesterday's barytic salt set aside in solution when
s. A. AND ^arm to crystallise. Minute tufts gradually appeared on the glass

' under the solution which were composed of small prismatic
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crystals—being left all night, collected, pressed and dried next bar: salts from

morning—were white and gHstening—by heat on foil flamed but s. a. and

little, burning more like tinder— left merely sul. baryta— in tube napthaline.

by heat gave off very little napthaline— left very carbonaceous

sulphate—evolved fumes or smoke empyreumatic like those of

decomposing vegetable matter. These crystals decidedly different

to the others— contain much less combustible matter—boiled in

water dissolved but not in great quantity—very little dissolved

when cold—hot solution deposited crystals abundantly. Alcohol

dissolves it— salt is almost tasteless whilst other salt is of decidedly

bitter taste.

Another portion of the first barytic salt in solution was carefully

precipitated by Sulphuric acid until, being tested by sul. soda and

mur. baryta, it appeared nearly free from sul. acid or baryta— there

was the merest trace of baryta present. This therefore the pure

new acid. It was acid to litmus paper and when concentrated had

a bitter acid taste. The solution was evaporated on a sand bath

to a certain extent and then a portion placed over sulphuric acid

under an exhausted receiver. Next morning—examined—was a

soft solid, white— deliquescent in the air— taste bitter and slightly

acid— after taste metallic like copper or silver— in a tube slight

heat (below 212°) meltedit without change—on cooling crystallises

from centres— at last quite solid—more highly heated, water went

off— acid became red slightly but still no sul. acid evolved or any

charring. On cooling, when tested by Mur. Baryta, very minute

trace of Sul. acid. Further heat, little Napthaline rose—more dis-

coloured—red became deep brown— then sudden action— spreading

—acid becoming black and opaque—but still no suls. acid. Further

heat— then naptlialine, suls. acid and charcoal—residuum still ad-

hesive, solid when cold—with water gave charcoal and a black

solution and this with carb. baryta gave sul. baryta and a little

soluble salt of baryta still.

Another portion of thepure acidwas evaporated by heat without pure napthaline

any great care—when very concentrated it began to assume a

brown colour—and when cold became thick and solid almost like

cheese—but very deliquescent— it[s] crystalline nature not observed

here—when more highly heated it melted— then began to fume-
charred—but did not flame— left black charcoal.
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PURE NAPTHALiNE SoM Qc'id dissolvcd in a little water— sol. Mur. baryta strong
ACID, occasioned a precipitate, but water dissolved it, hence this acid

decomposes die muriate forming peculiar salt.

Solid acid and Napthaline fused together in a tube would not

mix, the acid containing too much water.

Solid acid left for a longer period under the receiver became

at last perfectly dry to appearance— Aar^zf and /^mr/e—remained

white, there being no reaction ofthe S. A. at common temperatures.

FLAMING BAR. Barytic salt of Octr. 8th very white and pure in appearance—
SALT, heated in the air it burnt with much flame and left a carbonaceous

sulphate of baryta— this by heat formed a Httle sulphuret of

barium but certainly no carbonate—hence S.A. an equivalent to

tlie baryta or base. The salt heated in a tube— a little water rose—

tlien much Napthaline with some tarry napthaline—vapour very

acid to nose but not fuming or like thick smoke— quite invisible

and apparently pure acetic acid and a charry sulphate left. The
Barytic salt not soluble in NapthaUne or in oil of turpentine-

unchanged by them—no napthaline separated.^

OCTR. 12.

TINDERY BAR. The latter washings of Octr. loth (mentioned in parenthesis)—

SALT, evaporated— solution of a barytic salt obtained— salt appears more
crystalline than former—hot saturated solution forms pelicle,

crystalline—not so pearly as former salt, more like that ofcommon
salt— a drop of hot solution on glass plate deposited crystals

looking hard and gritty like drop of alum solution—evaporated

to dryness gave a salt which burnt just like crystals (of yester-

day)—tindery— is probably the same salt and was mixed with

them; may be distinguished as second barytic salt or tindery

barytic salt.

BARYTIC SALTS— Thc solution from which crystals of second salt of yesterday

DIFFERENCES, wcrc dcpositcd, when evaporated gave a pearly salt burning with

bright flame more like first barytic salt. The salts probably only

differ by the quantity of hydrocarbon since both leave neutral

sulphate of baryta after combustion.

First barytic salt will bear a temperature of at least 460° before

it browns— at 480° very slightly brown and still retains napthaline
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—at about 520° napthaline begins to separate— at 540° browning barytic salts

and vapour of Napthaline rising. differences.

Barytic salts^ first No. i, second No. 2—boiling saturated

solutions made of both—on cooling, No. i nearly solid; No. 2

by no means so: shook them, then crystals in No. i filled about
|

of solution— those of No. 2 about \ of solution. Took equal

portions of cold saturated solutions and added equal quantities

of sul. soda (in excess). No. i denser precipitate than No. 2—
diluted No. i with water till shade apparently like that of No. 2;

it required i vol. No. i and four vols, water to reduce it to No. 2.

Hence No. i much more soluble both in hot and cold water

than No. 2.

MUR. AND PHOS-
PHORIC ACIDS

WITH NAPTHALINE.

1825. OCTR. 13.

Glacial Phosphoric acid and Napthaline heated in tube. Naptha-

line fuzed— acid solid— little reddening— agitated, etc., then

Napthaline poured off— in mortar with water— slightly acid—added

carbonate of baryta—when neutral filtered— solution gave no trace

of baryta to sul. soda— evaporated, left mere film, very slight

charring by heat.

A drop of water added to acid so as to make strong solution—

then heated and agitated with napthaline— two fluids— at top

Napthaline, crystalline when cold—below dark opaque acid—acid

cold thick, not solid—rubbed altogether in mortar with carbonate

of baryta—could not render it neutral to litmus though carbonate

in excess— filtered— solution a little acid to litmus—not to taste—

tested by sul. soda, very little baryta—evaporated, left mere

film—charring very slightly by high heat.

Muriatic acidgas ^-disstd through boiling and heated napthaline—

after some time—suspended the action—and allowed the napthaline

to cool—no appearance of action—when examined was found un-

changed. No action.

Napthaline containing a little fluid (naptha) between crystals sul. acid and

so that when pressed in bibulous paper it moistened it—reddish napthaline.

but finely crystalline—700 gr. of this Napthaline in a florence

flask with 520 gr. oil of vitriol—melted together and well shaken

over a lamp for 30 or 40 minutes—red— left to separate and cool

slowly, covered up. When cold flask broken—contained red cake
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suL. ACID AND at top, Crystalline, etc., as before—below that some fluid acid con-
NAPTHALiNE. taining granular concretions floating at top— these soluble in

water. The cake scraped to remove adhering acid—wiped— then
cut up and put into another flask and then 300 grains more of

napthaline added which with the cake made 1536 grains These
fuzed and well shaken seemed to mix, but opaque—were after a

' time poured into tubes, and the matter was then observed quickly

to divide into two parts nearly equal in bulk, but the heaviest

most. The lower deep red—opaque in the tube (half inch)— the

upper also deep red but could see through it by candle— clear.

On cooling both solidified— crystallizing, but the upper first— the

upper much lighter than the lower— left all night.

1825. OCTR. 14TH.

This morning worked with the substances in tubes ofyesterday.

Looked uniform—no difference between the upper and lower

substances except that the lower was of the deepest red colour

and the crystalline grain upon its surface rather the smallest. There

were two tubes. One opened— the upper portion put into a dry

bottle—and the lower portion into another dry bottle— the part

about the junction put into another tube. The upper portion when
cut by a knife felt gritty and harder than lower portion^ the latter

having a soft and tallowy feel when cut. The lower was soft and

tallowy to the fingers too— the upper harsher and harder, more
like fused napthaline. The second tube opened and the upper and

lower portions separated— the lower portion was still softer and

even moist on exterior as if moistened with somewhat— there was

also a vacant space between it and bottom of tube as if some other

fluid (acid) had lain there and then been absorbed by capillary

attraction. The junction put with the former and these now fused—

observed that there were the two portions as before and also

at bottom a small quantity of a light brown or colourless fluid,

probably sul. acid. On cooling the upper portion crystallised

first—then the one below it— the bottom portion did not crystallise

at all. It was probably the absorption of this part which made

* I had some slight suspicion afterwards that 500 grains had been

added instead of 300—but think from recollection of bulk that could not be.
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the second lower portion softer than the first. I find the bottom sul. acid and

of the first lower portion is in the same state. The colourless fluid napthaline.

examined was Sul. acid with some organic or hydro carbonic

matter.

Now purified the two portions by fuzing each separately in

tubes and retaining them in fusion for some time. On opening

tubes of lighter substance when cold the bottom was rejected as

impure and added to mixed portion to be repurifyed. On opening

tubes of heavier substance the top was in like manner rejected

and added to portions to be purified. The different parts of heavy

matter kept separate, some seeming to retain more acid than

others. This done several times. The residuary pieces all fused

together when the two matters separated and were purified by
successive fusions as before.

OCTR. 15.

Two substances examined—Lighter substance crystalline— dull

red colour— easily broken in mortar—adhesive like napthaline—

powder nearly white—on foil burns like napthaline, leaving a

little charcoal— fuses first— in tube, heated— colourless and tasteless

napthaline sublimes—a black substance is left, acid, soluble in

water— soluble in Napthaline—by further heat giving a little

Napthaline, charcoal and sulphurous acid. Lighter substance is

highly sapid in the mouth, acid, bitter and astringent. Its quantity

altogether 600 grs. nearly— it becomes slightly turbid by heat

between fuzing and boiling but clears as it cools towards fuzing

point. Rubbed in water and filtered it left a residuum which

proved to be pure Napthaline— filtered solution slightly acid—

when rubbed with carb. baryta a neutral salt obtained, which

evaporated gave white salt of baryta which when heated did not

fuse—flamed much and then left very charred ash. This was the

first or most combustible salt of baryta—and this lighter substance

is evidently NapthaHne holding a little of the peculiar acid in

solution.

Heavier substance examined— solid—red— crystalline— soft like

mixture of wax and oil— S. G. —taste very sour and bitter,

little metallic. On foil burns with flame, fusing first, and leaves a

bulky charcoal— suls. acid gas evolved—no residuum ultimately.

FDI 17
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suL. ACID AND Hcatcd in tube—melts— then a deep clear red, almost opaque—
NAPTHALiNE. furtlier heat, napthaHne rose, a bulk[y] black substance remained-

tlien suls. acid-charcoal left. Exposed to air it gradually became
brown and damp and wet on exterior— dissolves in alcohol, solu-

tion brown. Rubbed in water, a deposit of napthaline and an

acid solution which when filtered was of a brown colour— 180 gr.

of the heavy solid gave 50 grains of Napthaline-the rest soluble

in water.

IMPURE NAPTHA- Tlic filtered solution may be called impure acid— it contains sul.

LINE ACID, acid free when tested by Mur. baryta but not a great deal. When
rubbed with native carb. baryta till neutral, the first filtrations or

washing gave a white salt of baryta burning with flame, etc.,

being the first or flaming salt. The fourth and fifth washings of

the residum of carbonate and sulphate of baryta when evaporated

gave a small quantity of salt, but this when collected also burnt

with bright flame—hence salt thus obtained must be nearly pure

flaming salt. The washed carb. baryta, etc. when dried and heated

did not blacken but seemed quite free from peculiar salts; hence

probably that scarcely an atom of acid existing in tindery salt was

formed.

1825. OCTR. 17TH.

SUL. ACID AND A portlon of heavy substance put into a tube with some sul.

NAPTHALINE. acid and heated-at first floated but by agitation mixed perfectly,

forming a deep red solution— left to cool— thickened but did not

solidify or separate— a portion added to water, the whole dissolved

—this rubbed with carb. baryta, etc. in mortar gave a mixture

of which first washings gave by evaporation a salt burning with

flame, but I think not quite so much so as former flaming salt—

latter washings evaporated gave a salt which burnt tindery—was

a little flame at one moment but principally tindery salt. The
residuary carbonate and sulphate of baryta, no combustible matter

in it. Hence by further action of S. A. it seems that a compound
with less napthaline is formed.

BAR. SALT IN Flaming salt of baryta put into an atmosphere of chlorine con-
cHLORiNE. taining perhaps one half air— left six hours, no action— salt un-

changed and still soluble in water.
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Now examine some of the SALTS of this acid. Ammonia added napthaline—

in excess to some of impure acid—evaporated—brown colour— ammonia salt

filtered, became clearer but not colourless—evaporated to dryness

—alcohol added to separate sulphate of ammonia— filtered—almost

all dissolved— little sulphate on filter— solution tested by mur.

baryta, no precipitation, hence salt pure—evaporated it by little

warmth in air, became acid but dry— did not deliquesce by ex-

posure to air— a little dissolved in strong ammonia and exposed to

air became dry and slightly acid— litmus paper dipped in solution

as it dried became very red—hence always acid salt— taste saline

and cooling. Heated on foil—fused—blackened—burnt with flame

and left a charcoal with acid sul. ammonia which by further heat

had the sulphate decomposed in the usual way, and then ash

entirely burnt away.

Portion of the aqueous solution dried under air pump receiver

—slightly or imperfectly crystalline—brownish—dry— in air not

deliquescent— dissolves readily in water—acid to litmus, burns,

etc. as before.

A very ammoniacal solution had litmus paper dipped into it,

but before litmus had become dry at common temperatures had

become acid and very red. The solution itself by standing became
acid.

Potash added to solution of the salt liberates ammonia, and a

salt of potash is formed which being less soluble precipitates in

part if first solution strong enough.

Potash. Impure acid neutralised by crystd. carbonate of potash potash salt.

and pure potash—heated—brown—filtered—comes through nearly

colourless—evaporated. As evaporating, the solution upon agita-

tion easily admitted of the formation of floating globules, large

and numerous—when dry, alcohol added—heated—filtered—
scarcely any sul. potash left. Solution light brown—by spon-

taneous evaporation formed tufts of acicular crystals— salt white

and transparent but becoming pearly in the air. It is soluble in

water but not very much so— solution contains no Sul. Acid to

M. Baryta— solid salt feels like greasy wax— soft but slightly

fragile—exposed to air continues dry— solution in air dries up,

hence not deliquescent, but still retains water— is slightly brown—
the last washings by alcohol gave whitest salt- salt is neutral

-

17-2
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NAPTHALiNE- bitter and saline to taste—heated on foil melts—blackens— then on
POTASH SALT. cooHng crystalHses and is still neutral. Must dissolve, filter and

examine diis black substance—probably more pure—by further

heat, fuses—decomposes—burns with flame— leaves much char-

coal in ash and this by heat becomes alkaline—but in all cases

smell of sul. hydrogen. A sulphuret is formed and this probably

produces alkaline effect, either directly or in consequence of

decomposition by carb. acid, etc., etc. The alcoholic solution—

when hot exposed to air—gave crop of crystals platy and in tufts

also as before. Examine salt successively during application of

heat and ascertain when first begins to be alkaline.

1825. OCTR. i8th.

SODA SALTS. Soda, Impure acid as before, with carb. and pure soda— solu-

tion heated, evaporated and treated with alcohol— scarcely any

sulphate of Soda. Alcoholic solution on cooling gave crystalline

tufts, small, resembling those ofpotash salt. Evaporated to dryness

—salt light brown—exposed to air did not deliquesce—solution

(aqueous) in air became dry and crystalline— taste bitterish, not

very strong, slight persistent metallic taste. Heated on foil—

blackens a little—melts—puffs up—burns with flame and leaves a

carbonaceous alkaline sulphuret soda—heated in a tube yields a

little water—blackens—decomposes—fumes highly combustible—

a little napthaline evolved but perhaps not so much as with

baryta or potash salts—then further action— suls. acid gas evolved

with smell of sul. hydrogen. Query the soluble results after being

strongly heated— if sulphur escapes, the residuum not a true

sulphuret—perhaps a carbonate in part. Query also the escape

of sulphurous acid gas— especially from salt of baryta as salt

remains neutral and therefore retains a proportion of sulphur in

acid.

OCTR. 19TH.

MAGNESIA SALT. Mugmsia. ImpuTc acid rubbed with Magnesia—became neutral

—evaporated—added Alcohol to dry salt—Altered— solution clear

—slight colour—by spontaneous evaporation on glass plate gave

separate tufts formed of radiating needles—very minute—evapo-

rated to dryness by heat gave white salt—which on foil by heat
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blackened—y^^W—swelled and burnt with flame—fuzing as it napthaline-

burnt— left black 2^^— alkaline to turmeric paper—black ash burned magnesia salt.

gave white ash, also slightly alkaline to turmeric paper. Are these

effects due to pure magnesia or is some alkali present? In tube by
heat—water, napthaline and empyreumatic matter rose—black

ash, etc.

Aqueous solution by spontaneous evaporation left stratum of

small radiated hemispheres resembling zeolite when seen through

glass, and about it was an abundant vegetation beautifully

prominent and relieved and highly crystalline— all quite dry—
taste of salt bitterish but not eminently so.

Lime, Impure acid and marble rubbed together till neutral— a lime salts.

little concentrated—alcohol added— filtration— a solution obtained

which by evaporation gave solid salt of lime— is moderately

soluble in alcohol—in water not so soluble but is quite soluble

by boiling. Alcoholic solution on glass left crystalline solid.

Aqueous solution on glass, a white thick film which by lens

slightly crystalline—by slow evaporation a disc of small crystals

and an edge of vegetation— all dry— taste bitter, a little like sul.

Mag.— a slight after metallic taste. Heated on foil—blackened,

burned without change of form with bright flame— left black

residuum, becoming white by degrees and proving to be sulphate

of lime with little sulphuret of lime. In tube by heat— little water—

blackening— then Napthaline— then more action— denser fumes—
yellow deposit—empyreumatic oil—then suls. acid gas.^ or pungent

smell of some kind— left black ash, etc.

Strontia. Impure acid rubbed up with native carb. strontia strontia salts.

till neutral— filtered, etc.; aqueous solution evaporated gave a dry

white salt—drops of aqueous solution on glass plates: rapid

evaporation gave white film and ring— salt almost opaque by
reflected light—not visibly crystalline, unchanging by exposure to

air—slow evaporation gave —dry salt on platina foil heated—

did not fuze—burnt with bright flame, smoke, etc.—no tinge of

red in flame— left carbon and sulphate strontia, etc. In tube

behaved like other salts, etc.

/ro/z—Iron filings in impure acid—action and liberation of iron salts.

hydrogen—heated a little and obtained a solution—greenish colour

but slightly brown— acid to litmus— as the solution cooled it
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NAPTHALiNE- dcpositcd a white salt of iron— crystalline but scarcely perceptible.

IRON SALTS. The solution heated and removed from the Iron—part left in a

clean tube to cool and deposit—drop of solution white by ferro

prussiate potash becoming blue in the air—drops evaporated in

the air spontaneously soon became covered with films—by slow

evaporation left comparatively large globular concretions—were

slightly brown— after standing exposed to air for 18 hours, water

added gave a solution precipitating almost white by ferro prussiate

pot. Aqueous solution evaporated by heat left similar substance

which on foil burnt with flame without fusion or change ofform-
left charry ash which by heat in air gave suls. acid and left

peroxide iron— taste of salt ferruginous—not bitter I think.

Alcohol 2 vols, added to i vol. aqueous solution—caused slight

turbidness— filtered— slightly acid—by M. Baryta contained a little

S. A.— drop of solution on glass by heat left crystalline film-

almost white— left till morng.— dissolved in water became more
blue by ferro prussiate than upper aqueous solution. The alcoholic

solution clear—white by ferro prussiate becoming blue by degrees

—evaporated to dryness by heat a little separated red oxide

appeared— dissolved in water—more blue to ferro pruss. than

before. Drops of Alcoholic solution left on plates to evaporate

all night—in morng. films with aggregations here and there— light

yellow colour— dissolved in water and tested by ferro prussiate

more blue than dissolved drop from aqueous solution.

It would seem that a little acid remained uncombined— that a

little per salt had been formed at first and dissolved in alcohol—

that proto salt in alcohol becomes per salt by exposure to air or

heat more rapidly than when dissolved in water—but that on the

whole aqueous solution or the dry pure proto salt not very apt

to change. The action of Alcohol here in causing oxidation some-

thing like its action on the two sulphocyanurets of Iron.

Make salt from pure acid and from sulphuret— sulphur and Iron

moistened and heated a little. The proto salt seems considerably

soluble in water.

ZINC SALT. Zinc, Metallic zinc in impure acid—action and liberation of

hydrogen— solution not neutral this way—added oxide of zinc by

combustion and carbonate of zinc—boiled— filtered— evaporated

considerably— then added alcohol to hot residuum- obtained
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almost complete solution—but on cooling became almost gela- napthaline-

tinous from formation of silky crystals of sul. zinc; these though zinc salt.

bulk[y] very small in quantity—filtered— clear solution obtained—

slightly acid and containing a little sul. acid to M. B.

Alcoholic solution on glass plate gave beautiful groups of

crystals— star form with few rays—unlike all former salts— taste

bitter—on foil fused—blackening—burning with much flame-

black ash—burning to yellow white—residuum oxide of zinc. In

tube, by heat, first little water— then napthaline, suls. acid.^ and

black ash.

Aqueous solution in drops on glass plate left small spherical

groups of crystals not so distinct as with alcohol. A larger

portion left all night, centre not well crystallised but an abundant

vegetation fully and highly crystalline— silky, etc.

OCTR. 20.

Protoxide ofmercury obtained by precipitating a proto nitrate mercury salt.

by carbonate of soda, washing, etc. by decantation until pure but

retained moist— this put in great excess into impure acid soL—
heated— evolution of some carb. acid— solution remained slightly

acid— filtered and tested—potash precipitated black oxide of mer-

cury. N. Baryta indicated a little common Sul. acid present.

Evaporated solution—soon became turbid and filmy—by con-

tinued heat a dry yellow salt obtained—having a little odour of

napthaline— the salt soluble in water forming yellow solution—by
further heat colour increased to brown— still higher heat on plat,

foil made it burn like tinder and ultimately nothing remained.

Another portion of solution somewhat concentrated put in

drops upon a glass plate— as it cooled became turbid—filmy— left

till morning— then each drop had left several small apparently

hemispherical accumulations of salt—but not very decidedly

crystalline—were dry—hence though acid salt not free acid.

Another portion of solution put in basin under air pump
receiver to evaporate— left a white crystalline salt—in places

yellow as if a little per salt or sub salt mixed with it— alcohol

upon it warmed left a yellow salt— filtered— the yellow insoluble

portion on platinum foil—burnt with little flame—tindery— all

dissipated by mere heat. Alcoholic solution concentrated and
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NAPTHALINE- diicd by moderate heat gave yellow salt— this with water a yellow
MERCURY SALT. solutioH aiid more insoluble matter— the yellow solution with

Mur. acid gave calomel.

Per oxide ofMercury obtained from per nitrate of potash—well
washed, etc. etc.— digested moist in impure acid solution, boiling

it for some time— filtered— solution clear acid—by concentration

became pink colour and very acid but gave some peroxide to

potash—drops on glass plate gave damp crystalline films—

evaporated to dryness by heat left a yellow substance— at first

brittle—but by exposure to air attracting water and becoming
adhesive. On platina foil-fused, blackened-burnt with flame

leaving no residuum—heated in a tube gave water—vapour naptha-

line—mercury—empyreumatic stain and left carbon. The yellow

salt in water gave yellow solution and yellow sediment. The acid

evidently in excess in solution hence not dry in the air.

Solution evaporated under air pump left a yellow solid—

deliquescent in air from presence of free acid.

LEAD SALT. Lead. Nitrate of lead precipitated by carbonate of soda,washed,

etc. etc. The most carbonate digested in sol. of impure acid—

effervescence— solution filtered—was clear, slightly acid—examined

by sul. hydrogen, plenty of lead—by M. Baryta no sul. acid, for

precipitate was flocculent and resoluble.

Drops left on glass plate left crystalline solid in radiating tufts—

very crystalline and quite dry. A hot saturated solution on cooling

deposited very white and pretty substance but not decidedly

crystalline— feeling fatty or waxy.

Solution evaporated to dryness—white salt— taste bitter, metallic

and afterwards saturninei—but not sweet—heated on platina foil

blackened—fused—burned with much flame— left black mass

which burnt giving suls. acid gas, metallic lead and ultimately

oxide of lead. Salt heated in a tube, partial fusion—water-

napthaline—empyreumatic results and charry ash.

Alcoholic solution of salt—drops on glass plate gave very

crystalline results—platy—good salt for crystallizing— crystals feel

dry—no adhering water. Salt considerably soluble in water.

MANGANESE SALT. Mangatiese. Mur. Manganese and carb. soda mixed— the pre-

cipitated carbonate washed, etc.— digested whilst moist in impure

I Of or pertaining to Lead. (O.E.D.)
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sol. ofczaV—evaporated to dryness—dissolved in water, filtered— napthaline-

evaporated to dryness—dissolved in alcohol— filtered. manganese salt.

Alcoholic solution slightly brown—almost neutral but a little

acid to litmus—drops on glass plate left aggregations of crystals

radiating from a centre, but crystals so large as to prevent

generally hemispherical form of aggregations— crystals distinct

from each other. Evaporated by heat left a very light brown
salt— slight austere taste—heated— first fuzing, then blackening

and burning with flame— ash charry; by further heat with air

charcoal burnt off and left /ro^oxide of manganese— light brown
whilst cold, dark brown whilst hot. Results in tubes as with

former salts.

OCTR. 21.

Copper— copper and carb. soda—mixed— the carb. copper copper salt.

produced well washed, etc. and whilst moist digested in the

impure acid solution— Ulteved. Solution—considerably acid—acid

cupreous taste—greenish colour—on glass plate in drops left a

very thick crystalline crust of radiated concretions— this a dry

salt—very soluble (comparatively) in water.

Salt on Plat, foil—becomes yellow brown— decrepitates con-

siderably—blackens—fuzes—burns with flame leaving a mixture

of charcoal, copper, etc.

Alcohol added to the salt—acid solution obtained—drops set

aside to crystallize gave radiated agglomerations over the space

of the drop surrounded by edge— decidedly crystalline—and dry.

Portion in capsule left a dry crystalline result. The salt white or

very nearly so.

Nickel. Sul. Nickel and carb. soda mixed— the carbonate pre- nickel salt.

cipitated, washed, etc. etc. This carbonate digested in impure

acid— filtered, etc.— a green solution obtained which on being

heated became slightly turbid—evaporated to dryness—alcohol

added— a green solution obtained and a white insoluble matter— the

latter heated on foil burnt tindery but did not char— left a white

ash— it was insoluble in water but was in too small a quantity

to have its nature well made out.

The solution in drops on glass gave a filmy space containing

hemispherical crystalline tufts— tested by M. Baryta-no sul. acid
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NAPTHALINE- — evaporatcd to dryness—a ^r^^/z salt—hy heat yellow, then brown
NICKEL SALT. _not fuzing— charring—buming with much flame— leaving a

black ash which by heat and air gave suls. acid gas and left oxide

of nickel. In tube results as with former salts.

Hot aqueous solution cooled suddenly filled with minute acicular

crystals—on plate of glass gave crystallization resembling that of

alcohol, but no[t] so distinct— greater quantity of solution gave

greater results but more confuzed.

SILVER SALT. Silvcr. Nitrate of silver and Carb. of Soda were well mixed

and the precipitate well washed. A little of the precipitate dis-

solved entirely and readily in much of the impure acid. Excess

of tlie carbonate of silver put and heat applied until neutral-

filtered— a clear neutral solution obtained—brownish colour—

taste highly metallic. Mur. Soda indicated much silver. Nit.

Baryta— a little Sul. Acid. Drops of the solution on glass plate

became quite dry in the air, crystallizing in tufts but not very

distinct— the salt film very white and almost opaque by reflected

light.

The dry white salt by heat— fuzes, darkening, a little blackens—

decomposes—burns with flame, leaving a black residuum which

by heat and air leaves silver—pure, spongy, very minutely divided,

white and looking like a dense cobweb.

The aqueous solution boiled— it became less coloured and de-

posited black films J
etc.; after a time this change ceased. The

deposition separated and examined were of a dark gray colour—

heated— it fuzed—blackened—burnt with a little flame but very

tindery and left a carbonaceous residue burning to silver. The
solution remaining by further concentration became almost gela-

tinous from the formation of a yellow salt in it—by evaporation

the whole formed a light yellow-brown dry salt— this when
heated, fused, became dark brown and inflamed— it left a black

mass still fuzing—burning tindery—and rising up as it burnt so

as to leave a [wjhole light cone of metallic silver.

The dry salt divided. One halfdissolved in water only minute

films left undissolved—drops on glass plate gave light brown
films with concretions not distinctly crystalline. The other half

in alcohol: a clear colourless solution obtained and an insoluble

yellowpowder left. T\\Q yellowpowder separated—on foil blackened
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-burnt tindery-no flame-and gave off suls. acid gas, leaving napthaline-

silver— it required much water to dissolve it, forming a solution silver salt.

which on evaporation again furnished the substance—drops of

this solution left on plate glass left but little matter- that however
highly crystalline in stars and needles, not mere tufts-similar

results with a portion in a capsule— the residue was quite dry.

Alcohol made it turbid and white.

The clear colourless Alcoholic solution—drops on glass plate-

then films left—not very crystalline—were moist (from excess

perhaps of acid). The rest evaporated became yellow and left a

yellowish salt-heated on foil-fuzing-browning, burning with

flame— leaving black residue burning to pure silver. This salt

readily soluble in water with exception of a little yellow sediment

—drops of solution left on glass plates left a light brown dry

deposit—moderate in quantity, granular—apparently crystalline

but not decidedly so.

OCTR. 22.

Flaming baryta salt and pure strong Nitric acid heated together flaming bar.

in a tube for some time— little evolution of nitric oxide—remained ^^^'^ ^* ^•

opaque—matter did not dissolve. Added water and obtained a

bright yellow solution and a white insoluble flocculent matter— nox.

resembling sul. baryta but insoluble in very much water—

filtered. Yellow solution gave baryta to sul. soda—evaporated,

left yellow brown films soluble in water again— slightly acid and

bitter to taste. The solid substance obtained by its evaporation

heated on platinum foil—melted—blackened, burnt suddenly with-

out flame— tindery—and left charcoal, burning to sulphate of

baryta. The white flocculent matter by heat burnt tindery and left

sulphate of baryta.

Strong N. A. on Napthaline—changes it— dissolves when hot, n. a. on naptha-

separates when cool— causes new combinations— a bitter soluble ^^n^-

matter produced and an insoluble matter something like naptha-

line, but containing an acid and by heat at last deflagrating. This

action and results should be examined.

Flaming salt ofbaryta with N. M. Acid : similar results to those

of N. A. Action very imperfect.
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FLAMING BAR. Flaming salt of baryta is decidedly neutral to litmus; not the
salt: heat, slightest appearance of acid -yet heated in glass tube suls. acid

gas as decidedly rises after the Napthaline— the residuum from

the tube heated in the air till white ash produced, then digested

in M. A. gave Httle Sul. hydrogen smell— little nitric acid added—
boiled— diluted, clear liquor tested— contained a Httle baryta.

Hence suls. acid may have resulted from decomposition of

sulphate of baryta or S. A. belonging to it by charcoal.

Some flaming salt mixed with little carbonate of baryta and

then heated in tube gave no suls. acid vapours.

WITH SULPHUR. Flaming salt and Sulphur mixed and heated—no particular

action.

IMPURE NAPTHA- Dry Napthaline acid or heavier substance ofOctr. 1 5 —a portion

LINE ACID of the purest taken— it equalled \^\*4 grains. This rubbed in a
ANALYZED,

j^qj-^-^j. watcr to dissolvc the acid, care being taken of evening

thin. It was filtered, the insoluble portion well washed and when
dried by pressure was collected from the filter—introduced into

a tube and fuzed with a sol. of mur. soda to effect its separation—

when cold the solid matter was separated—wiped with bib. paper

—and then weighed 39*6 grains and was Napthaline.

A pure specimen of native carb. baryta was chosen, and being

powdered 100 grains were weighed out, that being found more

than sufficient to neutralise the acid solution—the carb. baryta

and the acid were rubbed together in a mortar in small propor-

tions and afterwards the whole heated together, the solution being

neutral. Then the solution was separated from the insoluble

portion, plenty of water being present to dissolve all barytic

salt—and the insoluble matter was well washed untill pure, then

dried and weighed, dried at 212° till it lost no more weight;

it = 62-2 grains. It was then heated in a platinum crucible during

which it became black or rather gray and burnt dully, diminishing

in weight to 59-9 grains— a loss having occurred of 2-3 grains.

It was then put into water and was found to be slightly alkaline

and had films formed on its surface from the presence of baryta—

probably sulphuret baryta from action of carbonaceous matter

by heat on the sulphate—added a little nitric acid which caused

slight smell of sul. hydrogen as carbonate dissolved—added weak

Nitric acid until effervescence ceased and it was in excess—
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filtered, washed the residue, etc., and found the sulphate of composition of

baryta when heated to equal 27 grains; about 33 grains therefore ^- naptha-

of Carbonate left untouched by acid.
^'^^ substance.

The solution of baryta salt was gradually evaporated in a basin

weighing 2061 gr. until all was introduced and the salt had been

obtained in the dry state—being scraped, pulverized on pan, etc.

and heated until it ceases to loose weight, the pan was found to

increase to 2178 gr. which, minus 2061 ==117 gr. of the salt in

this state. It was immediately bottle[d] up, its weight being found

to increase by exposure to air when cold—

Impure Napthaline acid 151*4 grains

Of this Napthaline separated 39*6

Hence Acid entering into combination . . iii-8

Carb. baryta used altogether loo-o

„ „ remaining unacted upon . . . 34-8

„ „ converted into sulphate . . . 22-9

„ „ „ peculiar salt . . 42-3

Quantity of sul. baryta produced .... 27-0

„ „ sul. acid it required .... 9*15

Hence Acid and water entering into peculr. salt 102-65

for Napthaline and Sul. Acid = .... 48-75

Quantity ofbaryta combining with peculiar acid 3 3

„ salt produced experimentally . . 117

„ „ by addition of acid and baryta 135*65

Hence water driven off 18-65

and as some still remains crystalline impure acid must contain

much.

OCTR. 23.

30 grains of the salt thus produced burnt in plat, crucible till flaming bar.

white left 13 gr. residum-sul. acid added—heated to drive off salt-quantity

excess—weighed again still 13 grains exactly of sul. baryta from
^^^*

the 30 original salt.

30 grains of the same salt mixed with 20 gr. carbonate in fine

powder—burnt in crucible till white— a Httle nit. amm. added,

but perceiving smell of sul. hydrogen water was added, the whole

put into a basin and left to oxidize in the air.
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FLAMING SALT A portion of the same flaming salt of baryta dried in a tube
BARYTA, at temp, of 34o'^-400°-420° for 2 hours— 17 grains of this dried

salt burnt in crucible gave 7-36 grains of sulphate of baryta after

the action of Sul. Acid—hence loss of 9-64 combustible or water.

ACID IN VOLTAIC SoL of the puTC ac'id from barytic salt acted upon by voltaic

CIRCUIT, battery—gas from both poles. Neg. pole pure hydrogen. Pos.

pole oxygen only—but the solution became of a deep yellow colour

at die positive pole and after some time whole became yellow.

On testing found sulphuric acid had been evolved; this had

produced yellow colour at pos. pole by its action on the hydro

carbon. Spontaneous evaporation made it of a deep brown colour.

Sol. of barytic salt in voltaic circuit—similar results, becoming
yellow, etc., by degrees.

IMPURE SOLID Impure solid acid dissolves in alcohol.

ACID. in oil of turpentine—red portion

last I think.

„ „ very little in olive oil— separates

again.

1825. OCTR. 24TH.

AMM. SALTS ALL Find that it is not the peculiar salt of ammonia only but that

ACID, all ammoniacal salts are acid to litmus paper if dried in the air-

even at low temperatures—subHmed muriate of ammonia al\^ys

acid.

FLAMING SALT Flaming salt of baryta put into cold chlorine in retort—no
BARYTA IN action—hcat applied—action—browning and blackening of salt—
CHLORINE,

^j^j^g fumes—production of Mur. acid—no absorption of chlorine

—a little expansion I think—fumes blown out were mixed chlorine

and mur. acid—on cooHng observed a solid crystalHne substance

in small quantity which had sublimed—water added—shaken—

filtered solution gave very little baryta to sul. soda—evaporated

gave a salt charring by heat and leaving sul. baryta. Insoluble

residuum boiled with water— smell of chloride carbon and

hydrogen and the insol. substance seemed adhesive— solution

filtered out again contained a Httle baryta and by heat charring

as before—residue treated by alcohol gave a little triple chloride—

the residuum now heat[ed] burnt tindery—was previously of a

deep brown colour. Action of chlorine very imperfect.
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Some of the bottom portion of lower stratum examined as to impure solid

proportion of tindery salt given by it- treated with carb. baryta

gave much flaming salt—but also some tindery salt—more tindery

salt than upper portion though not a great deal compared to the

flaming salt produced.

OCTR. 27TH.

A portion of heavy or lower stratum retained melted in a tube

in water bath for some hours undisturbed—on cooling examined—
at top a Httle of lighter or napthaline substance—below the heavy

substance. Portions of this taken, one from top, another from

bottom and examined as to relative quantity of first and second

acid by making barytic salts—gave about equal proportions of

napthaline. Top portion gave hardly a trace of tindery salt—

residuum burnt tindery and some of that kind of salt there.

Bottom portion also gave much flaming salt and but little tindery

salt—perhaps a little more than top portion but quite doubtful.

Flaming salt of baryta dried in tube at 350^-400° for 40 flaming bar.

minutes— then tube cooled— salt had not decomposed or suffered— salt—dried.

then heated; Napthaline rose pure— then carbonization, etc. etc.—

fumes—very minute trace of water if any— doubtful if small por-

tion at last were not from action of hydrogen on the S. A., for

decided smell of sul. hydrogen produced.

OCTR. 28.

4*2 gr. of baryta salt dried at 450"^ (flaming salt) exposed to air crystd.—hygro-

in a capsule— till Nov. 4th—had become 4-4, increase of 0*2. metred, etc.

A cold saturated sol. of barytic salt set aside Octr. 12th covered

with paper to crystallize. Today (Oct. 28) examined— several

groups of crystals in remaining solution— the crystals decidedly

formed— transparent—but not perfect enough to give shape—best

yet obtained—pressed, dried and burnt on plat, foil gave scarcely

any flame but burnt tindery.

Flaming salt of baryta in a tube in metallic bath— at 480°- 5 00° flaming salt

for half an hour-water was driven off but no napthaline sublimed baryta and heat.

—no blacking or discolouration— at 480° a card and paper browned
and rendered brittle-at 570° began to brown-but very little

napthaline had risen and salt in this state burnt with as much
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FLAMING SALT flainc as before apparently. The second or tindery barytic salt

BARYTA AND HEAT, also began to brown at 570°-left at 5
70°- 5 60° for half an hour,

no further change— then heated by spirit lamp, no water rose—

a

little napthaline but very little indeed—fumes—blacking, etc. First

orflaming salt also left for same time— then heated in tube—plenty

of napthaline during decomposition.

Hence cannot convert flaming salt into tindery salt by heat.

Hence also hydro carbon held down very powerfully.

OCTR. 29TH.

suL. ACID AND Somc napthaline and sul. acid rubbed together in a mortar
NAPTHALINE. jgf^ fQ^- scvcral hours—cxposcd to air—then when rubbed

with carb. baryta gave a little flaming salt—very little of tindery

salt—indeed very little altogether. No advantage in proportion

of tindery salt.

Some Napthaline rubbed with S. A., then put into a tube-

heated— a little more napthaline added—heated and agitated— the

proportions were such that a homogeneous red fluid resulted

remaining fluid when cold but thick Hke treacle— the mixture was

not heated longer than sufficient to combine the substances.

Examined for salts in the usual way gave very much flaming salt

and scarcely any tindery salt.

Some Napthaline and sul. acid rubbed in a mortar put into a

tube with some more napthaline—heated and mixed— the heat

was higher and continued much longer than in last experiment—

the proportion of napthaline was also larger, so that though a

uniform fluid whilst hot, on cooling it crystallised—much more

acid in it however than in what has been called heavy portion.

Then examined for salts in usual way gave very much flaming

salt and scarcely any tindery salt—not better or worse than last

experiment. Hence tindery salt seems formed almost accidentally

and cannot be made in these ways at pleasure to the exclusion

of flaming salt. Hence also action and combination at common
temperatures.

QUANTITY OF Expt. for PhUUpS.
HYDROGEN FROM 81-5 gr. of mctalHc zinc gave with S. A. 122 c: i: of gas. This

is too much and gives No. of zinc 31-5 instead of 35.^
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Bone oil from Mr Crane- Crude, Black, fetid, very ammoniacal. bone oil dis-

Distilled in tin vessel— a moderate temperature sent over a quantity tilled.

of ammoniacal liquor and some thin light volatile oil, but after-

wards produced no more effect. Heat raised more highly— at last

began to distil plentifully, but heat such as to char a cloth wrapped
round leaden tube conducting the vapour. The results were

received in separate portions and the last portions when cold were

much darker and thicker than first portions— crystals appeared in

upper part of some of bottles, probably carb. ammonia, and in the

last portions sediments of a different nature apparently were

formed. It is remarkable that ammonia came over to the last,

hence must have been some compound of azote bearing a high

temp, in the still though gradually decomposed. The distillation

was continued till fumes came over with the vapour, these fumes

being incondensible and either a gas or a very volatile substance

formed by the action of heat on residum.

Specimens of the products were taken for future examination—

No. I —Ammonia from distillation.

2— First product with ammonia at temp. 212° or 220°.

3 — 2nd product

'

4- 3rd

5 -4th

6- 5th

7- 6th product

8- Residuum left in tin retort.

See Sept. 29, 1827.

1825. NOVR. 15TH.

A piece of pure transparent and colourless caoutchouc which pure caoutchouc

had been washed before aggregation many times cut into thin o^er oxide of

slips and charged carefully into tubes in following experiments

so as to have plenty of oxide of copper about them.

Caoutchouc = 1-2 grains.

Tube when charged = 399*38 gr.

Loss of weight of tube by heating = 4*16 gr. (carb. acid)

Further loss of weight by driving off water =1*4
Gas. In first or thinner tube = 5*3 c: i:] . (5*13

received in succession at higher tempera-

tures.

COPPER.

lUbL ui Linmici Lujjc- n-i3_g.^
second or shorter tube = 3*6 j l3'54
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PURE CAOUTCHOUC Potasli added left in first tube 0-4 c:i: and in second tube
OVER OXIDE OF 0*02 c: ii 0*42 CI i: residual gas—as no nitrogen in second tube

COPPER.
(.^^ j^g none in the substance, residual gas being merely air

of tube expelled by c: a:

The tube now dismounted— its contents rubbed up together,

restored— tube rearranged and again heated to redness—not quite

o*3 c: i: of gas were obtained, in which potash caused no absorp-

tion—loss of weight in the tube was hardly visible—when asbestus

heated a little water came out amounting to 0-2 grains— this was

probably from the additional oxide of copper which had been

put in unheated and this probably forming vapour had expelled

'so much as 0-3 c: i: of air.

PURE CAOUTCHOUC The tube was now allowed to cool entirely, then reheated to

ANALYSED, asccrtaiu how much air would be forced out by mere expansion;

it equalled o-i c: i:

^ . (Long narrow tube— 6-2 c: i: really only 6 c: i:
Corrections ii^ .j •

(shorter wider tube— O'l c: 1: „ „ 6 c: 1:

Caoutchouc 1-20 grains

Loss of Carb. acid from tube .4-16

Loss as water i'40

Carbonic acid 8*41 cubic inches

Do. in calculated weight 3*92 grains

Carbon in the Carb. acid i'o69i] f6-875 fo .1
TT 1 . [ 01 \ ^ ^ or Proportionals.
Hydrogen m water . 0-1555] U
Weight of elements surpasses weight of substance used. Inas-

much as the tube remains filled with carbonic acid and vapour and

they must be in nearly equal volumes, the quantity of carb. acid

remaining in it must be nearly o-i6, which added to the C. A.

received = 8-41; hence the assumption of that quantity.

1825. NOVR. 17TH.

PURE CAOUTCHOUC Pute caoutchouc =1-2 grains.

OVER OXIDE OF Tube aud contents 515-5 grains (same tube as before)
COPPER.

LQgg of weight in tube = 3-88 gr.

Water driven off= 1-31 gr.

Gas in long narrow tube = 5-5 c: i:|
^^^^^^^^^

\5'3^ _
short wider tube =2-47 J

(2 -43
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Potash left in short wide tube (the first used) 0*26 c: i: and in pure caoutchouc

the long narrower one 0-05 c: i: = 0-31 unabsorbed. over oxide of

Caoutchouc i '20 grains
copper.

Loss of weight in tube (C. A.) . 3-88

Loss of weight—water . . . . 1-31

Carb. acid gas 7*54 c:i:

Do. in calculated weight . . . 3*5 1364 gr.

Carbon in it 0*95826 6-582 10
XT J • . or ^ prop.
Hydrogen in water *i4555 i 9

1825. NOVR. 19TH.

Pure caoutchouc 1-45 gr. In this experiment a glass tube con- pure caoutchouc

taining dried chloride of lime was interposed in arrangement analysed.

between asbestus and moveable pieces, being joined by caoutchouc
tube— the asbestus however cooled as usual.

1-45 gr.

508-74 gr.

57-2 gr.

4-7 gr. (carb. acid)

1-5 gr. (water)

0-04 gr.

7 c:i:) cor- [6-885

3-95 c: i:j rected I3-822
10-707

Pure caoutchouc

Tube and contents

Drying tube and contents

Loss of weight in main tube

Water driven off, then its loss

Drying tube had increased only

Gas in shortwide tube (the first)

„ long narrow tube

By potash first tube left 0-4 c: i: and the second 0-02 c: i: = 0-42

gas or air uncondensed. This large in consequence of additional

air of drying tube.

Novr, list. Contents of this tube taken out, repulverised and

mixed—repacked again and reheated; 0-21 c: i: of gas received—

tube allowed to become quite cold but its contents not disturbed

;

then reheated, etc. gave off 0-2 c:i:; hence this the quantity

thrown by expansion out of heated part of the tube.

Caoutchouc ....
Loss of weight in tube .

Loss of weight, water .

Water in drying tube .

Carb. acid gas .

Do. in calculated weight

Carbon in it .

Hydrogen in water .

1*45 gr.

4-70

1-50 gr.

0-04 gr.

10-507 c: i:

4-89626 gr.

1-335344I
•I7IIIIJ

1-54 water

7-8

^
Proport.

18-2
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PURE CAOUTCHOUC
OVER OXIDE OF

COPPER.

no drying tube used.

Pure Caoutchouc . . = 1-38 grains.

Tube, etc = 527*3

Loss of weight in tube . = 4-3

Loss on driving off water = 1-53: tube broke and a small

piece of asbestus lost—very trifling.

Gas in tall narrow tube

„ short wide one

Potash left 0*35 in tall tube

one.

Caoutchouc .

Loss of weight in tube

Loss of weight—water

Carb. acid gas .

Do. by calculated weight

Carbon in it .

Hydrogen in water

Mean of four expts.

Carbon .

Hydrogen

Mean of three best expts:

Carbon .

Hydrogen

5*3

4*5 c:i:
corrected

5-13

4-426
9-556

-and a very minute bubble in shorter

1-38 gr.

4-30

1-53

9-336 c: i:

4*35

1-1865) ^6-98 7

•17
J

^or
^
proportionals.

7-06

I -00

6-8i2

i-ooo

or 7 proportionals.

6 Do.

or
8 proportionals.

7 Do.

1825. NOVR. 21ST.

CAOUTCHOUC Pure caoutchouc heated in glass tube— first melted— then dis-

HEATED-Dis- tilled ovcr without any further change, having only a slight
TILLED, ETC. colour—by heating a part of the tube red where the vapour lay

it was gradually further decomposed and carbon deposited.

Some oxide of copper put into some of this fluid— the fluid

by heat distilled from ofl" the oxide of copper without decom-

posing it or depositing carbon—hence reason why there is no

occasion to repulverise contents of the tubes in analytical pro-

cesses.
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Moderately pure caoutchouc distilled—no gas— all fluid products caoutchouc

though some very volatile—received together— were a fluid com- heated -dis-

paratively liquid smelling like naptha— lighter than water— in-
^^^^^^^ ^^c.

soluble in water-unaffected or nearly so by solution of potash-

soluble in alcohol but only in small quantity— solution precipitated

by water—very soluble in flxed and volatile oils.

A portion boiled with a thermometer in a tube began to boil

at 80° F. and continued boiling up to 560° and then much left

requiring a higher temperature.

The liquid rectified from ofl" carb. of lime and products re-

ceived in different portions— first portions very volatile but small

in quantity—most abundant about 400° or 450°.

S. A. added to a portion of general mixture—instantly com- s. a. with

bined— deep red solution and heat evolved—water added caused caoutchouc

precipitation with separation of dark coloured adhesive matter—

smell like that of similar action with oil gas products—diluted

acid treated, part with carb. baryta and part with carb. potash—

a

very minute portion of sol. salt obtained in first case and no pearly

salt in second.

products.

NOVR. 23RD.

All the products of yesterday's distillation fluid: not thick or caoutchouc

tenaceous— the most volatile most fluid. Cooled to 0° F, the first, products.

second and third portions remained quite fluid—the fourth a little

thickened— the fifth still thicker like thin tar perhaps—on rising

to 50° all fluid again.

Slip of pure caoutchouc put into very strong solution of potash caoutchouc in

(solid when cold) and boiled with it—no action except production potash.

of pearly or tendinous surface on caoutchouc—no softening or

swelling.

A slip of pure caoutchouc in pure nitric acid—heated— caused in n. a.

evolution of nitrous acid and at last it dissolved and a yellow

solution resulted which on cooling became turbid—water pre-

cipitated a yellow body— the acid solution evaporated left a bright

chesnut brown substance insoluble in water— soluble in part in

alcohol solution—precipitated by water— alcoholic solution on

glass plate left a yellow deposit.
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s. G. OF CAOUT- Alcohol dilutcd until slip of pure caoutchouc just floated in

cHouc. it— diis alcohol compared with water. Water 390-42— the Alcohol

360-18— S. G. of Alcohol 0-925; hence S. G. of pure caoutchouc

0-925.

NOVR. 24TH.

CAOUTCHOUC Pure caoutchouc wrapped up until thick, then pressed in

PRESSED. Bramah's press—when expanded folded up again and repressed—

folded up in this way several times until it refused to extend

laterally, then very much pressed—no alteration had taken place

in its S. G. but it was more rigid and stiff.

PURE CAOUTCHOUC Purc caoutchouc and sulphur heated in tube—peculiar results

WITH SULPHUR, of dccomposition I much gas and vapour containing sulphur,

carbon and hydrogen—much charcoal left in tube— this not left

if caoutchouc distilled per se.

Caoutchouc (pure) with sulphur in considerable excess—the

products received over water—much sul. hydrogen came over but

no other permanent gas— the retort contained sulphur and carbon;

by driving off the sulphur the carbon left alone.

Pure caoutchouc with deficiency of sulphur—gave sul. hydrogen

—a volatile compound ofcarbon and hydrogen burning brightly-

other more fixed compounds like those from caoutchouc alone

and ultimately charcoal remained. The sulphur seems simply to

take the hydrogen.

A little sulphur put into product No. IV of Nov. 22— slight

heat caused its solution—yellow liquid resulted—on cooling

sulphur crystallised out abundantly—mixture heated continuously

—sulphur gradually acted producing sul. hydrogen and darkening

the colour of liquid until all exhausted— the remaining liquid then

distilled in the tube without further change. On adding a little

more sulphur, action recommenced again by heat—more sul.

hydrogen produced and further darkening of liquid—when the

sulphur was exhausted there was again cessation of action. Added
sulphur a third time—renewed liberation of sul. hydrogen and

now thickening and solidification of fluid, charcoal beginning to

separate in the solid form— a litde volatile compound of carbon

and hydrogen seemed to form now and then at this period ac-
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cording to the heat and dryness of the mass and burnt with bright pure caoutchouc

white flame-ukimately charcoal only left in the tube. with sulphur.

Sulphur in No. i or most vol. product—Hquid did not bear

heat enough to effect decomposition, but volatiHzed— it did not

seem either to dissolve any or but little sulphur— the sulphur

heated in its vapour decomposed it as before.

Processfor SuL hydrogen—Sulphur and Naptha or tar

Hints etc. ^
'''' P'^""^'

' * Test ofpresence ofhydrogen— hedLt with sulphur.^

To make more carhuretted compounds for experimental

combination—remoYQ: part of hydrogen by sulphur.

Pure caoutchouc in No. i or vol. product— dissolves readily— caoutchouc in

viscid solution— in air rapidly dries and leaves caoutchouc. The product.

same or similar results in the other products.

Drops of No. 2 on glass rapidly evaporated when warmed
leaving thin film on glass. No. 3 also evaporated but more slowly,

leaving an slight and adhesive film—No. 4 though warmed did

not dry in several hours.

Clean pure Potassium has no action on well rectified products, potassm. in do.

No gaseous products are evolved during moderate distillation caoutchouc

of caoutchouc and its conversion into fluid products. distilled.

1825. NOVR. 28TH.

Experiments on induction by connecting wire of voltaic electromagnetic

battery. A battery of 4 troughs, ten pair of plates each, arranged induction.

side by side.

Expt, I. The poles connected by a wire about 4 feet long,

parallel to which was another similar wire separated from it only

by 2 thicknesses of paper. The ends of the latter wire attached

to a galvanometer exhibited no action.

Expt. II. The battery poles connected by a silked helix—

a

straight wire passed through it and its ends connected with the

galvanometer—no effect.

Expt. III. The battery poles connected by a straight wire over

which was a helix, its ends being connected with the galvanometer

—no effect.

Could not in any way render any induction evident from the

connecting wire.
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ELECTRIC INDUC-

TION.

ANALYSIS OF
FLAMING BAR.

SALT.

Expts. on Electric induction in imitation of Arago's experiment

on rotation of magnets.

A Deluc's column dried and got into good action suspended

horizontally by 5 feet of silk thread, then a plate of copper whirled

beneath it—no action.

A small Leyden jar mounted with an external wire bent and

arranged as in the sketch was suspended as before, and being

charged the knobs or balls were one positive and the other

negative. The copper plate being whirled beneath, no effect was

produced except such as was due to the wind of the plate.

DECR. 13TH.

Some of the barytic salts have been prepared by repeated

crystallization, etc. so as to furnish pure flaming and pure tindery

salt.

These have been dried in glass tube by immersing them in a

metallic bath at temperatures from 440° to 480° for about 3 hours.

The dry flaming salt analysed by oxide of copper being mixed

with it with proper precautions, etc.

Dry flaming salt .... 3-16 grains.

Tube when charged . . . 4ii'57gr.

„ lost by operation . . 4-93 gr.— carb. acid

„ „ after heat . . o-8o gr.—water

Gas in tall narrow tube 5-1 c: i:, correctly 4*935, left by potash

0-28 c: i:

Gas in short wider tube 5*66 c: i:
,
correctly 5-57, left by potash

minute bubble.

Carbonic acid gas = 10-365 c: i: = 4*83 grains =
Carbon . . . = 1-317 gr.

Hydrogen . . 0-090 „
Baryta . . . = -88424

Sul. Baryta . . = 1*3377

Salt used . . . = 3-160 gr.

S.A -45346

Again another expt., same salt:

Dry flaming salt . . . .

Tube charged weighed

„ lost by operation

heat afterwards .

i.e. Water collected 0-8 gr.

3-23 gr.

416-70

5-09 carb. acid.

0-86 water.
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Gas in tall narrow tube 5-3 c: i:, correctly 5*13, left by potash analysis of

o-^ c: i: flaming bar.

Gas in short wider tube 5-73 c: i:, correctly 5*545, left mere

nothing.

Gas in these experiments pure carbonic acid—no suls. acid gas.

Carbonic acid gas . . . . = 10-525 c: i: = 4-9 grains =
Carbon = 1-33763 gr.

Hydrogen = 0-09555 „ i.e. water 0-86 gr.

Baryta = "90385

Sul. baryta = 1-36736

Salt used = 3-23

S. A 0-46351

Six grains of this same salt exposed to air for 24 hours increased

0-2 gr.; these by burning, sul. acid, etc. gave 2-5 grains sul.

baryta or 10 gr. gave 4-1666.

1825. DECK. 14.

Six grains of the same salt (same specimen) by heat and

sulphuric acid gave 2-54 gr. of sulphate baryta— this therefore the

baryta— or 10 gr. gave 4*2333 gr. sulphate— best.

Another Six grains mixed with 4 gr. carb. baryta put into tube

and covered by 4 gr. more carbonate—heated; much Napthaline,

some sulphurous acid— small trace only— a little empyreumatic

oil, black, etc. but on cooling crystallised principally napthaline.

The matter remaining put into water, boiled with excess of Nitric

acid to dissolve carbonate, filtered, washed, etc. gave 3-05 of the

sulphate of baryta— or 10 gr. gave 5*0833 sulphate.

Nine grains of the same salt put into a tube covered with

pulverised carb. of lime (marble)—heated in Cooper's apparatus-

much napthaline, etc., no suls. acid to nose—put the residuum

into water, added nitric acid to convert all into sul.-c. acid that

could be, added Mur. baryta and then collected the sulphate of

baryta formed; it equalled 4-04 grains or 10 gr. gave 4-4888 gr.

sulphate.

1825. DECK. 15TH.

Tube with some of the same specimen of flaming salt used in flaming bar. salt

the last experiments was introduced again into metallic bath and dried: analysed.
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FLAMING BAR. SALT licatcd for two liours betwcen 480°-
5
30°; then it had odour of

dried: analysed, napthaline and had lost 0-7 of a grain— the original quantity being

10-58 grains.

A portion of this salt thus excessively dried analyzed:

Salt 3-16 gr.

Tube when charged . =414-8 gr.

„ lost by operation 4-72 gr.

heat .

Gas in short wide tube =

Gas in long narrow tube =

Carbonic acid gas

Carbon .

Hydrogen
Baryta .

Sul. baryta

Salt used

S.A. .

0-8o—water
4-25 c: i:—correctly 4*1

1 3, by potash
left nothing.

5'97c: i:—correctly 5 -780, by potash

left 0-3 c: i:

9-763 c:i:- 4-5495 gr. =
1-2408 gr.

0-09— i.e. water collected 0-8 gr.

0-943
1-42663

3-16 gr.

•48363

A specimen of the flaming salt before it was dried in tube in

metallic bath and as it came from sand bath (pure white, etc.)

:

Salt 3-5 grains.

Tube charged weighed 428-14 gr.

„ lost by operation 5-64

„ „ heat . . 0-90 water

Gas short wide tube = 6-38 c:i:, correctly 6-275, 1^^^ Pot-

ash 0-0.

Gas long narrow tube = 5-80 c: i:, correctly 5*613, left by potash

0-3 c. i.

Carbonic acid . . = 11-738 c: i: = 5-47 grains =
Carbon . . . . = 1-4918 gr.

Hydrogen . . . = o-iooo— i.e. water 0-90 gr.

Baryta . . . . = 0-9650

Sul. baryta . . . = 1-4600

Salt used . . . = 3-5000

S.A = 0-4950

Oxygen ....
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Seven grains of the same salt burnt and by Sul. acid gave 2-92 flaming bar. salt

grains sulphate baryta— or 10 gr. salt gave 4*1714 sulphate. dried: analysed.

1825. DECK. 17TH.

Tindery salt, a pure crystalline specimen, dried in metallic bath tindery bar.

in a tube for 3 hours from 440"^ to 480° F. salt analysed.

10 grains of this salt exposed to air for 40 hours increased o-o8

of a grain only— these heated in a platinum crucible gave some
bright flame—hence some hydrogen— the residum very car-

bonaceous—the carbon burnt away and the baryta made into

sulphate by addition of sul. acid and heat gave 4*24 gr. sulphate

of baryta.

Salt analyzed by oxide of copper.

Salt 5 grains.

Tube charged . . .= 412-2 gr.

lost by operation =- 7-84 gr.

1 -20 gr.— this water.

6-7 c: i:, correctly 6*59 c: i:, left by
potash nothing.

6*48 c:i:, correctly 6-27, left by
potash 0-3 c: i:

4-10 c:i:, correctly 3*968, left by
potash nothing.

16-678 c: i: = 7*772 grains =
2-ii9622 gr 2-1 1962
0-1333— i.e. 1-2 water . • '13330

1-4 I -40000

2- 12 S. A. ... -72000

5*0 Oxygen . . . 0-62708

5

heat .

Gas in short wide tube

Gas in long narrow tube

Gas in long narrow tube

Carbonic acid

Carbon .

Hydrogen
Baryta .

Sul. Baryta

Salt used

1825. DECK. 22ND.

16 grains of the flaming salt analyzed Deer. 15 th introduced flaming salt in

into a dry retort, chlorine admitted and the substance heated until chlorine—

decomposed— then retort taken from its cap and alcohol introduced
analyzed.

for the purpose of dissolving all the napthaline and triple chloride

of carbon and hydrogen and letting the S. A. and baryta act upon
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FLAMING SALT IN cacli otlicr, a little N. A. also being introduced to facilitate this

CHLORINE- action; left all night—next morning Mur. Baryta added and
ANALYZED,

agitated— insol. matter washed first with alcohol then with water,

left Sul. bary. and charcoal and these by heat and S. A. in crucible

gave Sul. baryta 6-3 gr. The alcoholic sol. evap. to dryness, the

watery washing being also added to it. The dry mixture heated

in crucible to decompose triple chloride carbon and hydrogen—
die residue washed with water to remove mur. baryta, etc., the

insoluble residue by heat and S. A. gave 0-9 sul. bary. Hence Sul.

acid of whole substance gave or was equivalent to 7-2 sul. baryta.

Flaming salt in chlorine gas—no action whilst cold—heat ap-

plied, little action, imperfect charring— afterwards examined, water

being poured into the retort— a solution obtained which when
filtered and tested by Mur. Baryta contained sulphuric acid. The
insoluble matter contained a yellow triple hydro chloride of

carbon and a dark carbonaceous heavy substance— this by M. A.

gave a solution which tested by sol. soda evidently contained

baryta. Hence perhaps the first sul. acid (by water alone) not

excess of acid, but such as this baryta had previously been com-

bined with.

Sulphur mixed with flaming salt—mixture heated in a tube. At
first Napthaline rose— then colour of residuum changed to deep

brown—some suls. acid gas rose and ultimately sul. hydrogen—

a

carbonaceous sulphuret of barium was left behind.

DECK. 28TH.

10 grains of a flaming barytic salt nearly free from tindery salt

gave 4 gr. of sulphate of baryta by heat and Sulphuric acid.

10 grains of the same salt heated and boiled in a flask with

strong N. M. Acid; it did [?was] not all dissolved but there was

action (strong)— after a time added some sol. mur. baryta and then

boiled to dryness in the flask—washed out all with water-

evaporated to dryness—heated solid product in platina crucible— it

deflagrated a Httle— fused the result—washed the residue with

water and pure M. A. in order to remove all carbonate and muriate

of baryta— the insoluble portion well washed, dried and heated

equalled 6-5 grains sul. baryta, and by filtering the washings, etc.

0-7 of a grain more sulphate was collected, making 7*2 in whole.
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This very different to above, but must analyse it by ox. of copper

and ascertain Sul. acid that way.

General statements {comparative) ofanalyses ofsalts.

Flaming Carbon 1-31700—4-16772— 1 16-2 —19-4 Prop,

salt Hydrogen 0-09000—0-28481— 7-94— 8

dried Oxygen 0-41530-1-31424
at 460°. Baryta 0-88424—2-79780— 78 — i

Sul. Acid 0-45346—1-43563

3-16 lO*

Flaming Carbon 1-33763—4-14127—1 15-4 -19-2

salt Hydrogen 0-09555—0-29583— 8-24— %\
dried Oxygen 0-42946—1-32960

at 460°. Baryta 0-90385—2-79830- 78 — i

Sul. acid 0-46351— 1-43501

3-23 lo-

Flaming Carbon 1-24080-3-92660—102-63-17-1

salt ex- Hydrogen 0-09000—0-28481- 7*44— l\
cessively Oxygen 0-40257— 1-27400

dried. Baryta 0-94300-2-98417— 78 — i

Sul. Acid 0-48363—1-52848

3-16 lo-

Flaming Carbon 1-4918 —4-26230— 120-58— 20 —120-58— 20 proportionals

salt Hydrogen o-iooo —0-28570— 8-08— 8 — 8-08— 8 Do.
dried on Oxygen 0-4482 —1-28057— — — 36-23— 43 Do.
sand Baryta 0-9650 —2-75714— 78 — i — 78-00— i Do.
bath. Sul. acid 0-4950 — 1-41428— — — 40-00— i Do.

3-5 lo-

Tindery Carbon 2-11962-4-23924—118-09-19-6
salt Hydrogen 0-13330—0-26660- 7-426— 7I
dried Oxygen 0-62708— 1-254 16

at 460°. Baryta 1-40000—2-80000— 78 — i

Sul. acid 0-72000—1-44000

5- 10-

In these results the acid has been assumed as an equivalent to

the baryta and consequently the oxygen assumed as the deficiency.
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If the acid is found to exist in rather larger quantity than the

equivalent the oxygen must be proportionally diminished. The
Carbon^ Hydrogen and Baryta are experimental results.

1825. DECK. 31.

The pure solid acid imperfectly soluble in Napthaline, oil of

turpentine, olive oil, etc., less in napthaline than in the others.

Contains water still and that probably the cause.

Pearly salt of potash dissolved in water—alcohol added— it pre-

cipitated the salt which being collected, dissolved and crystallised

was not pearly. The solution evaporated gave a brownish matter

burning with flame and a peculiar smell. This matter soluble in

water and when common sulphate of potash added to it, a solution

obtained which gave on evaporation very pearly crystals. Hence
properties of these pearly salts due to a distinct kind of matter.

A little Napthaline salt of potash added to common sul-potash,

the whole dissolved and crystallised; no union or production of

pearly salts.

Flaming barytic salt dissolved in Baryta water boiled for some
hours. Carb. acid then thrown into flask and shaken to precipitate

the baryta (free)—filtered—solution neutral—clear—not affecting-

test papers, etc. or carb. acid—evaporated gave the salt unchanged,

flaming as ever. Hence tindery salt not a sub salt or the tindery

salt formed by action of Carb. baryta.

Expt. repeated ; same results.

S. G. of impure solid acid 1-3; another specimen 1*4.

Napthaline and S. A. heated together considerably until mixture

had lost red colour and taken green one—much suls. acid had been

given off and the mixture did not become solid on cooling. Half

of this was dissolved in water—no precipitate on solution—half

of the solution treated with carb. baryta gave with first washing

Dully flaming salt not at all like pure flaming salt— 2nd washing

much more tindery— 3rd washing very tindery—4th washing

allmost pure tindery salt. The other half of the solution boiled

to drive off the sulphurous acid, then rubbed carb. baryta; seemed

to form but little insoluble salt; ist washing removed mixed

salts; 2nd very tindery indeed.
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The remaining half of the strong acid left above heated still

more; more suls. acid came off and some napthaline when cold-

thick, not solid— colour dark green—by dilution no precipitate.

Rubbed with Carb. baryta, ist and 2nd washing gave mixtures,

third washing almost all tindery. The effect of the further heat

here not very decided.

1826. JANY. 2.

Again Napthaline in great excess and S. A. heated in tube; much
napthaline came off not being retained either by affinity or altera-

tion. The residue heated considerably but not to charring, only

dark green. Half of this was removed and allowed to cool; the

other half had S. A. added to it until the acid doubled, then heated

almost to charring and left to cool. The first half when cold was

very hard, much harder than napthaline, more like asphaltum—

black also—water dissolved the whole with exception apparently

of a little very finely divided charcoal, which made the solution

black, but there was no appearance of solid matter. It filtered

black and unchanged. Rubbed with carb. baryta gave a tenaceous

black mixture; this heated a little soon cleared from bubbles—

became neutral. The first liquid filtered was very dark coloured

and on evaporation gave a salt very tindery, but still a little flame.

The second more tindery still, better than any former if it can

be rendered white.

The other half (excess of S. A.) when cold a thick tarry black

mass—added to water black and more carbon perhaps than before.

Rubbed with carb. baryta, required heat to assist—when neutral,

first washing gave tindery salt but it was very dark coloured as

it evaporated— film of extraneous matter appeared to separate.

Both these too dark.

Flaming salt of baryta digested in Alcohol and filtered. The
salt left undissolved was as flaming as ever. Hence alcohol [did] not

decompose it or abstract any thing like napthaline from it. The
Alcoholic solution evaporated gave a little yellow white salt—by
heat fuzing, burning tindery, but with a little flame. Its quantity

was very small. It left sulphate of baryta. The flaming salt seems

very little soluble in alcohol, the tindery salt a little more.

Napthaline and S. A., i vol. former, 2 vols, latter, heated in
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tube till dark green, immediately added to water gave a dark

solution—no deposit—but carb. baryta just cleared it of colour.

The solution obtained was almost all tindery salt.

It seems that when i vol. napthaline and 2 S. A. are mixed
togedier and heated as much as may be without charring, so that

die solution immediately made shall give colourless sol. with

baryta, that then most tindery salt is formed. It also seems that

then but Httle sulphate comparatively is formed. It is best to boil

sol. of acid to drive off sulphurous acid before adding carb.

baryta.

1826. JANY. 3.

Flaming salt dried on sand bath and analyzed Deer. 15th:

10 grains by heat and Sul. acid gave 4-16 sul. baryta.

8 grains mixed with per oxide of copper and heated in a tube—

sulphurous acid gas evidently came over. On unpacking the tube

the oxide almost all reduced—put into N. A. and N. M. Acid all

dissolved with exception of a white powder and a minute quantity

of charcoal— filtered— the clear solution precipitated by Mur.

baryta gave 3-2 suL baryta. Hence seems to have been S. A. in

excess over the baryta in salt unless it came from oxide of

copper.

7 grains same salt rubbed with 7 grains pulverised native carb.

baryta, then mixed with 349 gr. per oxide of copper and heated

in a tube, the gas being passed through a little mixed solution of

Mur. baryta and baryta water; the latter immediately became

carbonate but the Gas had no smell of suls. acid. After the opera-

tion a little N. A. added to washing water rendered all perfectly

clear by dissolving the carbonate; hence no suls. or sul. c. acid

there. The tube was examined; its contents were considerably

reduced—being dissolved in a flask with N. M. Acid some in-

soluble matter was left; this rubbed in a mortar with fresh N. M.

Acid to remove all soluble was put with the rest and a little Mur.

baryta added for greater safety. The sulphate of baryta when
collected weighed 10*2 grains.

Then 7 grains of the same carb. baryta and 349 of the same per

oxide of copper dissolved in the same acid, etc. and treated in the
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same way gave 3-5 gr. sul. baryta. This therefore the quantity

of S. A. present independant of the salt.

10 grains flaming salt gave alone 4-16 sul. baryta = gr. baryta

10 grains Do. ox. copper 9*57 „

7 grains salt by ox. copper, etc. gave 10*2, which minus 3*5 for

accidental S. A., etc. = 6-7 sul. baryta or 10 grains would give 9-57.

Oil gas product not boiling below 200°; i vol. with i~ vols,

of Sul. c. acid—mixed and heated till dark coloured and suls.

acid came off—on adding water became dark green and there was

no separation of oil. The acid saturated with carbonate of potash

gave a brown solution which, when concentrated to a certain

degree, crystallised especially at the edges in a very peculiar

manner. Shining fibrous filaments rising up like asbestus thread

and extending from | [?] of inch to i| inches even. In some cases

they resembled a vegetation of moss or mould, and the mass of

the solution had crystallised in similar fibres lying in horizontal

but curved directions, so that when moved it resembled a mass

of cotton fibres. The salt had considerable tendency to vegetate.

When evaporated to dryness a brown salt was obtained which

heated on foil burnt dully and left a charry sulphate of potash.

A portion of solution of the salt was precipitated by alcohol

and filtered. The precipitate pressed and dried, then dissolved in

water and crystallised, gave pearly crystals but had evidently lost

something. The crystals had retained all the colour.

The alcoholic solution was clear and colourless. When evapo-

rated it gave a portion of combustible matter soluble in water

and which added to common sulphate of potash made it highly

pearly. Can now easily form pearly salts.

1826. JANY. 4TH.

The dried brown salt was pulverised and digested in alcohol;

a brown solution was obtained which by evaporation yielded a

substance solid and apparently crystalline when cold—yellowish

brown— soluble in water and in alcohol—highly sapid, being first

saline, bitter and cooling and then sweet. It seemed further

unchanged by solution and powerfully affected the crystallization

of sulphate of potash. Exposed in aqueous solution it gradually

F D I 19
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dried, die forms remaining appearing to be crystalline but with

difficulty only.

Go on to March 28th for expts. with this substance.

Mur. Potash with this substance—compared with pure mur.

pot., not much difference—tendency to dendritical forms, the

cubes being grouped in lines passing outwards from the eight

solid angles of the cube—was very Httle substance present.

Nitre with little peculiar substance—no difference between it

and the pure solution—with a little more, crystals made up of a

number of small ones symetrically arranged— each a hexadral

prism. When still more of substance nitre became dendritical,

the laterals passing off at angles of about 60*^. Same phenomena
by evaporation of small quantities on glass plates.

Sul. potash changed—pearly, fibrous, etc. as before.

1826. JANY. 5TH.

Tindery salt same as that analysed Deer. 15th.

7 grains with 7 grains carb. baryta and 363 gr. per oxide of

copper heated in tube and treated as salt of yesterday gave 10*2

grains sul. baryta— or ten grains would have given 14*57 gr. sul.

baryta.

7 grains carb. baryta and 363 gr. per oxide of copper Do. Do.
gave 4-18 grains sul. baryta— or ten grains carbonate and pro-

portionate quantity of oxide would have given 5*97 gr. sulphate

baryta.

10 grains ofsame tindery salt by heat and Sul. acid gave 4*18 gr.

sulphate baryta

:

Hence 14*57 - 5*97= 8*6 gr. sulphate of baryta, i.e.

10 gr. tindery salt contains sul. acid enough to make 8*6 gr. sul. bary.

Do. Do. Do. baryta 4*18 Do.

or very nearly one half; hence two proportionals of acid and one

of base in the salt.

1826. JANY. 6th.

Repetition of experiment of Jany. 3. Same flaming salt.

7 grains salt, 7 gr. carb. baryta, 312 oxide of copper in tube, etc.

as before. Then the contents of the tube digested in a flask with

I oz. nitric acid, \ oz. Mur. acid-then | oz. N. A. and | oz. M. A.,
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which completed solution, etc.; the sulphate collected as before

equalled 9-8 grains— or 10 gr. salt, etc. would have given 14 grains.

7 gr. carb. baryta and 312 gr. oxide of copper dissolved in the

same quantity of the same acids and washed in the same quantity

of the same water, etc. etc. gave 3-5 gr. of sulphate of baryta.

Or 10 gr., etc. would have given 5 grains sulphate.

14 - 5 = 9 gr. sul. baryta.

Hence 10 grains flaming salt contain SuL acid enough to make

9 gr. sul. baryta.

Flaming baryta salt heated in tube gave out sulphurous acid

very decidedly. Another portion heated so as to just drive off

some of the napthaline, then the contents digested in a little water,

were decidedly acid to litmus paper, though not so much so as

I expected, seeing that there are two proportions of Sul. acid

present— tested by Mur. baryta it gave sHght evidences of Sul. c.

acid; it is however probably suls. acid. Another portion of the

salt heated and liberated vapour, gas, etc., passed through solution

of acetate of lead—precipitate white at first but at last discoloura-

tion produced by a little sulphuretted hydrogen—hence sul.

hydrogen liberated. The solution was afterwards treated with

N. A., but a considerable portion remained undissolved which

appeared to be sulphate of lead.

1826. JANY. I 8th.

Measurements and weight of a fine sea gull brought here by
George from Mr Harding.

feet inches

From tip to tip of wings 4 10

„ beak to tail 2 4
Average width of wings through the 4 ft. 10 i. . o j\
From tip of tail to setting in of wings ... 9 inches

Width of tail part near wings, i.e., ofbody there . 5 „

„ „ extremity moderately extended 9
Each wing, length of 2 3

Thickness of body 5

Weight of the bird with all its feathers, etc. . 3 lb. 4^ oz.

or 52 1 ounces avoirdupois.
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See Back to Jany. 3rd and 4th for substance here worked with.

Different saks were tried as to effect of this substance on their

crystalline forms. The salt was dissolved and divided into two
portions, one being left unaffected for a point of comparison, the

odier had a Httle of the substance dissolved in its solution. The
solutions were crystallised in capsules and also on glass plates

in drops, and equal strengths, temperatures, etc. were always

attended to.

Mur. soda: not much difference in small quantities except a

general looseness of aggregation and less perfect forms with

substance.

Nitrate Soda. Is rendered less readily crystallizable. In the

basin it does not make definite and clear rhomboids but forms

three or four large masses with general crystalline shapes, but

opaque and composed of a number of minute crystals grouped

together so that on the whole the large crystals have an apparent

granular structure. Films of the substance probably or perhaps

a little altered gradually separate from these solutions.

All the solutions of salts containing the substance and also

water are particularly prone to the formation of separate spherules

on the surface which run about without contact with the fluid

beneath.

On glass plate the substance N. of Soda gave numerous

dendritical arrangements at right and oblique angles. The pure

N. of Soda did not do this but gave more or less perfect rhom-

boids.

MARCH 30TH, 1826.

Sul. Magnesia— in basins no apparent difference. On glass

plates that with substance gave most radiated films, crystals

smallest and most confused.

Sul. copper. Alone blue colour—in basin separate crystals very

definite and clean—on glass plate the same. With substance— solu-

tion of green colour—in basin vegetated crystals all on the sides

and pearly and indefinite— colour of crystals light green—loss of

colour due in part to division or want of compactness. On glass

plate crystallised in radiated portions—forms imperfect and not

at all like the pure salt—colour pale green. A very little of the
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substance affects the salt and causes vegetation with pale green

and pearly crystals.

Oxalic acid—not affected by the substance.

y^/r//72—interfered with a little, not much— crystals are smaller

than when substance is not present— observed best on glass plate—

not much difference in capsule.

Rochelle salt—on plate very little interference— in capsules very

little interference except that forms of crystals seemed to approxi-

mate to right angled parallelopipedons.

Sulphate ofNickel—no interference.

1826. MARCH 21ST.

Liquor from pipes of oil gas apparatus at Apothecaries' hall-

rectified-given me by Mr Hennel—and Strong Sul. acid—equal

weights mixed— great heat—blackening and thickening—much
sulphurous acid—put into a bottle and left till

March 2()th. When the little separate black acid below which was

fluid was poured off and separated from very thick, almost solid

black mass above. The two were then treated separately.

The acid diluted much—heated— filtered— again heated to drive

off sulphurous acid— then rubbed with marble powder till neutral,

diffused through much water, the clear solution filtered and

evaporated; as it concentrated it assumed a brown tint from mere

approximation of parts but did not taste of substance; when equal

to about half a pint it was filtered to separate sulphate of lime—

evaporation continued until becoming stiffer, then alcohol added

and thus a solution obtained by filtration a little of which added

to sulphate of potash or sulphate of copper gave peculiar crystals—
much lime remained in solution as a soluble salt and substance

was dark coloured, but being evaporated, dissolved in water and

boiled with animal charcoal the colour was exceedingly diminished.

The solution retained all its pecuHar properties and still held much
lime as a neutral soluble salt. It was bitter and burnt when dry

with difficulty, leaving much sulphate of lime.

1826. MARCH 29TH.

The thick pitchy part was added to water and readily diffused

through it— it was perfectly black and nothing of consequence
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separated by mere rest—heat in a wedgewood basin caused

deposition of much heavy pitchy matter at the bottom which was
separated and set aside.

The dark acid solution rubbed with marble powder— filtered

—

was deep coloured—boiled with animal charcoal became very Hght

coloured. Evaporated— filtered to remove sul. lime which separated

in crystals at the bottom of the basin. The solution had great

power of altering form of sulphate potash and sul. copper and

resembled that from the acid part. With alcohol it gave a slight

precipitate—then filtering and evaporating a fawn coloured salt

of lime was obtained which was soluble—when heated, blackened,

burnt with flame and left sulphate of lime. The salt became moist

or rather damp by exposure to air but did not deUquesce— a very

small quantity gave pearly crystals with sulphate of potash.

1826. MARCH 30TH.

Substance ofJany. yd.

Substance somewhat impure. Is moderately soluble in hot

Ether but on cooling deposited to a great extent. If much be

present it seems to cause the separation of the water or alcohol

in the ether in a lower denser separate stratum.

Very slightly if at all soluble in Oil ofturpentine— iviZt's, beneath

it into a yellow liquid.

Very soluble in Alcohol.

Very soluble in Pyroligneous ether.

Not soluble in olive oil.

Very soluble in water.

By heat fuzes, blackens, burns with dense flame and leaves a

bulky black residuum, alkaline and containing sulphuret potash.

Re-solution in water and in alcohol does not leave the salt or

purify the substance from this alkali, it being in such state of

combination as to be similarly soluble.

Decomposed in a tube by heat, no signs of ammonia.

With S. A. no action whilst cold-gradual solution on heating

it— then charring.

With N. A. cold, mere solution, no other action-heated,

decomposition—evaporated, residual matter yellow, bitter and

nauseous.
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With M. A.—no particular action.

Substance with ether—boiled—when cold, clear solution poured

off—evaporated, left a peculiar matter—readily decomposing by-

heat and charring, burning with flame leaving sulphuret potash—

hence not free from salt. Residuum boiled again with ether—

solution on cooling deposited crystals—boiled a third time— the

two ether solutions evaporated together—gave similar results to

former ether solution.

1826. APRIL I2TH.

The residuum was a soft brown solid matter—boiled with more
ether gave a solution which when cold deposited the filmy

crystals— these collected—they burnt, blackening, fusing and

causing flame and left an alkaline residuum— they were not

deliquescent and had same taste as substance altogether.

The residuum acted on by more ether—by ether and alcohol

mixed and in various ways hot and cold to get separation, but all

the results seemed of the same kind— they all contained potash

in abundance when burnt and no substance free from potash and

giving peculiar crystals could be obtained. Suspect that the

substance is essentially a salt or an acid, since there can be but

a very minute quantity of anything not a salt present in the

matter.

Substance heated and agitated with HenneFs purified oil gas

liquor—no apparent solution— the whole warmed, began to brown
—shaken and stirred—residuum became more solid instead of less

so— the oily fluid deep brown—added to water, heated, well

shaken, filtered through a wet filter and the aqueous solution

evaporated, but it gave nothing—cannot separate substance this

way.

Substance: 2 gr. of it and 200 sul. potash dissolved and crystal-

lised gave ordinary crystals—added 2 gr. of substance (x) of

April 1 6th, redissolved and crystallised—gave pearly crystals—

100 gr. more of ordinary sulphate added—redissolved and crystal-

lized gave slightly pearly crystals.
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Have been heating some sulphur in a flask to sublime it.

Having left it on sand bath flask has broke and sulphur run out,

but part has sublimed in the flask and on that part of the flask,

but a little way above the sand (when examined cold next

morning) there were found portions of sulphur in drops. Many
of these were solid, opaque and yellow but many were in clear,

transparent, yellow, fluid drops, though quite cold, and these

were pure sulphur. If rubbed with the finger they spread like

oil but instantly became solid— feeling sticky at the moment of

fluidity— if touched with a soHd body they instantly became soHd

and almost at the same moment opaque and yet if not touched

by a solid body they remained fluid and transparent for a long

time. Query the mechanical arrangement of the particles in the

two states. The case resembles that of water cooled below its

freezing point, etc.

Some globules have remained unsolidified to this day—
May 15 th.

1826. APRIL 16.

See March ^ist, 2C)th.

All the solution of the salt of lime and soluble substance

affecting the appearance of the sulphates obtained as described

in these pages ^ was evaporated to dryness and a fawn coloured

salt obtained—was soft—damp—of a bitterish taste—burning when
heated into sulphate of lime—and powerfully affecting the crystals

of sulphate of potash and sulphate of copper. It may be dis-

tinguished as (x).

3 grains of (x) + 300 gr. sul. copper— dissolved and crystal-

lized gave pearly crystals—added 100 more sul. copper—pearly

crystals— 100 more sul. copper—pearly crystals but large Hke those

given to M. Levy— 100 more sul. copper, still pearly— 100 more

sul. copper— still pearly but now approximating to common
appearance— 100 gr. more sul. copper— still slight traces of pearly

flakes on one side of the crystals—but not far from common
crystals—these contained 3 gr. of {x) and 800 gr. sul. copper.

A portion of {x) digested in ether— clear solution evaporated

gave a dry substance which burnt with more flame than salt

' i.e. under March 21st, 29th on p. 293.
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altogether but contained abundance of lime. It was dissolved in

water and also a portion of (x) dissolved in water without being

previously acted on by ether—both solutions being evaporated,

that by ether left matter having very little colour and was much
the purest—both gave dry masses but that by ether fuzed most

perfectly and burnt with most flame on platina foil; it also left

smallest and hardest residue. The dry portions exposed to air for

12 hours did not deliquesce or moisten and seemed to have under-

gone a little change by evaporation to dryness.

Equal portions of each were added to equal portions of sulphate

of potash and dissolved; then crystallized— the crystals were both

pearly but it required much more apparently than usual to produce

the effect, I suspect from having been too far evaporated at first.

1826. APRIL 18.

A portion of (x) dissolved in water—equal volumes of the

solution put into separate basins, one evaporated to dryness, then

dissolved in the basin— the other not so heated. Equal weights

of sulphate of potash with water added to the two portions and

dissolved so as to yield crystals on cooling—when cold next day

both had yielded pearly crystals and equal in appearance. Hence
evaporation to dryness does not seem to injure the peculiar sub-

stance as was at first supposed.

A portion of {x) put into a retort and distilled with water; the

water or product condensed added to sulphate of potash gave

1826. MAY 3.

A portion of (x) precipitated by excess of oxalic acid and filtered

to separate the oxalate of Hme— the evaporated Hquor became

brown and on cooling, solid (</>)—added to sulphate of potash it

still made it pearly—heated on platina foil the oxalic acid was

dissipated and ultimately the substance blackened and burnt with

flame and by blow pipe left a white ash which was sulphate of

lime—hence not freed from lime by oxalic acid. Another portion

of (</>) was heated in ether, shaken and left to cool; the ethereal

solution was poured off from the liquid below—by evaporation

it left a liquid which when cold was solid and on solution in water

shewed but little oxalic acid by mur. lime— a second portion of
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etlier on the residuum when separated gave but little substance—

the tube with unacted portion or residuum, when dissolved in

water and tested by mur. lime, gave plenty of oxalic acid—hence

a partial purification had in this way been effected.

1826. MAY I 6th.

Pearly sul. copper dissolved in water and crystallised—the

crystals were as pearly as at first. »

A large quantity of pearly crystals dissolved in water and

crystallised; it gave pearly crystals. These separated from the

mother liquor and dried on bibulous paper, then a second time

dissolved in water and crystallised, gave pearly crystals—the

crystals separated and dissolved a third time; crystals obtained

still apparently as pearly as before— dissolved a fourth time, pearly

as ever— dissolved a fifth time, still pearly—a sixth time, pearly—

a

seventh time, pearly—eighth time, still as pearly as ever and now
as quantity left was small finished the experiment.

An aqueous solution of clean crystals of pearly sul. copper

poured into alcohol, the precipitated sulphate separated by a

filter from the solution— the solution contained but very minute

trace of copper or sulphate and by evaporation gave a Httle

substance which, when heated, burnt and left trace of oxide of

copper, and added to common sulphate of copper rendered it

pearly. On the contrary the precipitated sulphate of copper being

washed with alcohol was after solution in water crystalHsed and

gave ordinary crystals,

A portion of {x) dissolved and solution of carbonate of am-

monia added to it in excess— filtered and found to retain no Hme—
evaporated on sand bath and left there for 2 or 3 weeks that the

excess of carb. ammonia might be dissipated. Now dissolved and

filtered -tested by Mur. lime no precipitate-hence no carb. am-

monia left— is now peculiar salt of ammonia (<>) and of a dark

brown colour.

A very little of the solution crystallizes sulphate of potash

strongly pearly. Evaporated to dryness carefully, became a

shining brittle brown mass—very sapid and bitter-burning with

much flame and aromatic odour—leaving charry and ultimately a

white film—very small in quantity— is very deliquescent.
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3 grains of (<>) and 300 gr. sul. copper gave pearly crystals—

300 more sul. copper, still pearly—a third 300 sul. copper—pearly—

a fourth 300 sul. copper— solid forms, but had pearly lustre in

one direction. Here only i of substance to 400 of salt.

A portion of (-v-) boiled with caustic baryta in excess—ammonia
came off—put into a basin and evaporated to dissipate all the

ammonia but by accident was carried too far and even charred

slightly—on dissolving in water, agitating with carbonic acid gas

to separate excess of baryta and filtering, a brown solution of a

barytic salt was obtained—neutral—by evaporating yielding a dry

salt burning with flame and leaving charry residuum. It resembled

a sulphonaphthalate in appearance—but heated in a tube no
naphthaline rose from it, but an oily fluid burning with flame; it

was soluble in water and Alcohol, etc.; added to Sul. copper,

Sul. baryta precipitated— filtered and crystallised, the sul. copper

was not pearly but took a granulated and earthy form, and by
stirring became a soft solid— it resembled some of the sulpho-

naphthalates in appearance—added more sulphate of copper,

redissolved and set it aside to crystallize—next morning highly

pearly crystals in large flakes—had at first been too much of the

substance.

A portion of (^) evaporated to dryness—digested and boiled

in ether— the ether solution poured off and evaporated left a little

of bitter matter which with sul. copper gave earthy pulverulent

vegetation—no pearly crystals—added much more sul. copper and

redissolved; now gave a soft and pearly mass but not distinctly

crystalline—added more sul. copper and now obtained a pearly

salt. Think that there must be less peculiar matter here than in

any other experiment.

1826. SEPT. 13TH.

Experiments on vaporization— to be set aside for a year or two.

Bottles stoppered, well cleaned and dried, the solutions put into

the bottles so as not to soil the sides and the solid substances

put into clean dry tubes which, being carefully wiped outside,

were then let down into the bottles, the stopper put into its place

and tied over with bladder, and then the whole carefully set aside
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without agitation. The bottles were numbered by a diamond
and their contents as follows:

bottle. contents of tube.

I. Crystd. Mur. baryta

II. Fuzed Chloride

Sodium
III. Crystals of oxalic

acid

IV. Crystd. common salt

V. Oxalate ammonia
VI. White arsenic

VII
VIII. Mur. ammonia
IX. Ferro pruss. pot.

X. Calomel

XL Corrosive sublimate

XIL Chloride of lead

XIII. Nitrate lead

XIV. Chloride of lead

XV. Carb. Soda
XVI. Nitrate ammonia
XVII. Ferro pruss. potash

XVIII. Iodide of potash

Sols, in bottle all very clear.

Sul. soda with drop of N. Acid
Nit. silver

Mur. lime

Mixture half S. A. half water

Mur. lime

little sol. potash

Some of the S. A. used in these expts.

Mixture half S. A. half water

Per sul. Iron

little sol. potash

little sol. potash

Chromate of potash

Chromate of potash

Iodide of potash

Mur. lime

Dilute Sul. acid

Sul. copper

Acetate of lead

These were
put on

> Tuesday,

Sept. 12,

1826.

These were

put on

r Thursday,

Sept. 14-

1826.

All tied over with bladder and carefully put bye.

See Sept. 25, 1827 and Oct. 29, 1829.

1826. SEPT. 15TH.

Have to day examined some experiments on the escape of

oxygen and hydrogen (mixed) from over mercury. They were

commenced June 28th, 1825 and the note relative to them in the

Laboratory book is as follows: "1825 June 28—About 2 vols,

hydrogen and i vol. oxygen mixed in jar over mercury— fused
chloride of calcium introduced to remove water— 3 stoppered

bottles well cleaned and dried and nearly filled with the mixture,

the stoppers put in and the bottles set aside (sealed up) in glasses

containing mercury."

At this time, Sept. 15, 1826, after a lapse of 15 months, the

experiments were examined. The cupboard was found sealed up,

the seals unbroken— the string being cut the bottles in their

glasses were found undisturbed. One of them was brought away.
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opened over the mercurial trough, a portion of the gas transferred

to a tube and examined by a taper; it did not explode but sup-

ported the combustion exactly as common air would do and was
indeed nothing but common air. The stopper was replaced and

the bottle with the rest of the gas returned to the cupboard and

sealed up with the rest, and I think that in all of them the level

of the mercury within the bottle was higher than that outside in

the glass confining it. Thus the former results are abundantly

confirmed. See June 26th, 1823.

1826. SEPT. i6th.

Have examined the other two bottles of gas; found both of

them to contain explosive mixtures— transferred portions there-

fore to tube and introduced spongy platina to remove the oxy
hydrogen—warmed the tubes to expediate the action—about two
fifths of the air of one bottle and rather more than one half of the

air of the other disappeared; hence such were the proportions of

the mixture left. The residue supported the combustion of a taper

a little more brightly than common air.

1827. SEPT. 21.

A clean newly varnished trough and mercury cleaned during

the summer by Sulphuric acid. Hydrogen made over it into

cylindrical jars and the gas dried for three hours by pieces of

chloride calcium. I have had some small flat gas jars made for

these experiments about 2 inches in the mouth one way and the

half or the third of an inch the other: the height about i| or

2 inches so that they had little capacity for gas but great contact

with the mercury. Portions of the hydrogen were put into four

of these vessels; these were then put into a Wedgewood's basin

together so as to stand in the mercury about half inch deep, the

mercury inside being much higher, perhaps i| inches. The height

of gas in all was carefully marked by slips of paper stuck on at

apparent place of contact of mercury with glass. All four covered

over with a stoppered jar standing also in the mercury, and then

moderately good oxygen thrown into this jar by a bladder and

tube so as to form an atmosphere of oxygen outside the four
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small jars. A piece of chloride of lime put into the oxygen to

keep it dry. All put by in a dark place.

SEPT. 27.

The above experiment examined. A little gas transferred from

one of the vessels by a Pepys transferrer and the electrical spark

passed through it in a Eudiometer—no appearance of explosion.

The vessel and remaining gas returned to the basin and again

covered with an atmosphere of oxygen and put bye as before.

There had been no sinking of the mercury below the marks.

Novr. I. Examined—no sinking of gas—no detonation— jars

returned and oxygen put over.

SEPT. 25TH.

The experiments of Sept. 13, 1826 examined.

I. No change except that Mur. of Baryta is wet.

II. The chloride of sodium is covered an inch deep with

solution; the nitrate of silver unchanged except by concentration.

III. No apparent change.

IV. Do.
V. Do.
VI. The arsenic slightly yellow—probably so at first. The

potash solution slightly fawn coloured.

VII. As at first.

VIII. No apparent change.

IX. No change except that ferro prussiate is wet, as XVII.

X. No apparent change.

XL Do.
XII. Chloride of lead not changed in appearance. The

chromate turbid as in XIII.

XIII. Nit. of lead not apparently changed. Chromate of

potash is sHghtly turbid; perhaps has acted upon the glass.

XIV. No apparent change.

XV. Carb. soda wet—part in solution; Mur. lime a little

mouldy but no precipitate-apparently no change.

XVI. Unchanged in appearance except that N. Am. has

acquired water, is partly moist and has crystallised on the glass
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in consequence— water has passed over here and elsewhere in

vapour but in no case by capillary attraction up sides.

XVII. No change except that ferro prussiate potash is wet

at bottom of the tube— saturated solution there about half inch.

XVIII. Iodide of potash contains a black precipitate—the

acetate of lead is dry and has crystallized— there is a blackish

film in small quantity on surface of iodide in tube. The iodide

of potash is of a full orange colour.

No apparent change in any of them by vaporization of any

thing except water and perhaps in the last of a little acetic acid.

Again put bye as before.

See Oct. 29, 1829.

1827. SEPT 25? TUESDAY.
This Evening a magnificent Aurora horealis occurred. It began

I understand about 10 or a quarter past 10 o'clk. and continued

until 2 o'clk. next Morning. I saw it from about 1 1 o'clk. to half

past 12 o'clk. At II o'clk. it was like a powerful clear twilight

or a break ofmorning from behind a low ridge of dark picturesque

clouds towards the north, but the effect extending from North

West to East north east and 40 or 50 degrees in height. There

was also much fine red coloured light in the westerly part. The
sky was otherwise clear, the wind from the south west and but

slight in power. Gradually the light changed in appearance, the

red colour in the west extended towards the north and then

passed away; the light towards the north varied in intensity, large

portions diminishing in brilliancy, others increasing, and after a

while a fine broad pillar of red light gradually formed about ENE
which rose obliquely upwards to the height of 30 or 40 degrees,

pointing to a part a little south of the Zenith. After innumerable

changes in the light towards the horizon both as to colour and

intensity the whole gradually assumed the appearance of faint

columns or rays, all converging to a spot a little south of Zenith,

and about \ past 11 or | to 12 dancing or flashing was perceived.

It appeared as if part of the sky towards the zenith suddenly

glowed with a phosphorescent pale light which then decreased,

to be renewed in other parts, and after a short time the light

appeared to be progressive upwards from the red column to the
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west especially, and also from the other parts. It was more like

the effect of a communicated impulse to parts of the space or sky

contiguous to each other than a flash upwards, and it was always

pale white. The blushes were very rapid about the zenith. The
direction of the columns and also of the flashes was always to a

part south of the zenith, and we soon perceived that light blushes

were rising to the same place, not from the west, north and east

only but also from the south, commencing not from the horizon

but perhaps the height of 50° or 60°. Even upon the horizon at

last light was streaming upwards from the south of East and

ultimately at least two thirds of the visible hemisphere was in the

flashing or blushing state. A remarkable fact relative to the lines

of direction toward the one spot south of Zenith was that, even

when the blush did not proceed along them, but across them or

simultaneously over a large space, still they were visible and

apparently as fixed in their position as ever. It seemed as if there

were a permanent set of invisible rays or columns all pointing to

the particular spot south of the Zenith which were rendered

partially and transiently luminous by patches at a time. The
appearance may be understood by supposing a hemisphere

painted in stripes with transparent colours, and light flashing

upon it momentarily in different places so as to render the stripes

partially visible, the light expanding at times across the direction

of the stripes.

Another effect observed was an intense glow of light to the

west of north which gradually rose and crept up towards the

zenith in a very slow manner; it faded away before it rose 60°

but was very bright up to 45° or 50°; as it rose it left the part

beneath comparatively dark; it continued perhaps 5 minutes on

the whole.

The stars were visible through the aurora but always appeared

slightly dimmed when the Hght flashed over them, as if obscured

sHghtly or as if the new light, forming less of a contrast than the

previous darkness, made them less conspicuous. I left the phe-

nomena in full vigour at \ past 12 o'clock.
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A beautiful areal phenomenon observed about St. Paul's Church,

from the shadow of the dome and the part above cast on very

thin clouds moving at that height. The moon at the full and

rising. On looking at St. Paul's cross from Ludgate hill, about

stationers' Court and the opposite side a stream of darkness

seemed to issue from the part above the dome, and expanding

seemed to pass over the head of the spectator; by moving a little

to the north or south so as to get under the edge of the shadow
it was exceedingly well defined and distinct. Each of the turrets

in front threw a similar shadow, but more faintly. As the moon
rose and moved towards the south the shadows or rays also

changed their directions, and at last they were best seen from the

corner of Ludgate hill and St. Paul's Church Yard. The mist or

cloud was very faint, for the stars could be well seen. Whilst

looking at it my companion thought she saw a black ray in another

direction ; this however proved to be the clear space between one

thin cloud and another, and watching this and by it tracing the

motion of the cloud in the wind, we were able to account for the

increase and diminution in strength of the shadow of the church

spire as the cloud came up and afterwards passed over. The effect

was very beautiful. Many persons went away fully convinced that

rays of darkness were issuing from the Church. Time about

8 o'clock.

1827. SEPT. 29TH.

The products from distillation of bone oil (Octr. 29, 1825)

resumed and examined.

The first product (as formerly marked), i.e. the first portion

of Naphtha, was ammoniacal—agitated and washed several times

with water— still faintly ammoniacal— then washed with very

dilute M. A.— this removed ammoniacal odour but left the peculiar

penetrating odour of burnt animal substance and the colour of

specimen became darker than before.

The washed substance or product—very fluid—combustible with

bright flame like naphtha—being heated in a closed tube so as

to decompose part of the vapour and deposit carbon a little

ammonia was evolved—upon adding hydrated potash and heating

much more ammonia formed.

FD I 20
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Some of the washedfluid to sol. carb. potash—no particular effect.

Do to its vol. of strong solution muriatic

acid pure-fumes in the vacant space of the bottle as if ammonia
present or some such thing—heat evolved considerable and con-

tinued for some time—but no gas or volatile vapour escaped—

shaken well together and left to stand— separated and examined—
acid very dark and increased in quantity, substance dark also and

diminished in quantity; it was still very fluid; more M. A. was
added and shaken with it, but there was no more sudden action

or heat; they were however left to separate.

The acid already spoken of was deep coloured—rather thick-

had an aromatic odour resembling a little that of the washed bone

oil. A little water being added no oil separated but only a few

clammy flocculi— the acid either strong or diluted not combustible

on paper. After dilution it was filtered ; a clear acid brown fluid

was obtained, not changed by boiling, which when evaporated to

dryness left a brown shining varnish in the basin, not deUquescent

in the air. It was slightly acid and bitter to the taste and when
heated in a tube gave animal smell, but no free ammonia to

turmeric— there was a little free acid and probably muriate of

ammonia.

This brown shining substance when put into water partly dis-

solved, and left films which were not soluble in alcohol, ether,

water or ammonia and very little affected by Muriatic acid—when
heated they burnt and left a carbonacious residue; they were of

an animo-bituminous nature.

Excess ofammonia was added to another portion of the filtered

acid solution—a flocculent precipitate—boiling caused more facil

separation—substance fawn coloured— solution clear— this sub-

stance when separated rendered dark coloured by M. A., but not

quite soluble in it, and appeared to have the same qualities as the

scales or thin plates of shining substance obtained by evaporation.

OCTR. 5, 1827.

Another portion of the filtered brown fluid left several days

exposed to the air became much deeper in colour and now com-

municated a reddish brown stain of considerable intensity to the

skin, paper, etc. The residuum and other portions have also
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darkened much in colour. The acid fluid also now simply a tar

smell, not peculiar smell.

Theproduct separated from the second portion ofacid was some-

what diminished in quantity. Being treated with a third and

fourth portions of acid it was almost entirely changed. The acid

as they were separated had properties generally resembling those

of the acid already described, but the substance separated by the

ammonia was of a paler buff colour.

The second product obtained by distillation examined—was

ammoniacal as first, etc.—being washed with water and then with

acid underwent similar changes—washed portion gave ammonia
when decomposed by heat, especially when potash present. With
sol. carb. potash no apparent change. By M. A. changes similar

to former but not so much heat evolved— the only difference in

appearance is that substance is not so readily acted upon by the

acids.

Further examination of the first product. Alcohol dissolves

it—water throws it down—ether dissolves it. Pyroligneous ether

dissolves it.

A portion with strong S. A.—do not act suddenly— the S. A.

darkens a little—by no means so suddenly as oil gas products

and the portion of incombustible fluid undissolved does not seem

deepened in colour but rather lightened. Much S. A. appears to

dissolve all the fluid—water partially separates it again.

A portion with nitric acid acts but little—no heat—acid deepens

a little in colour-the fluid portion scarcely at all-water causes

the Nitric acid to become yellow.

A portion with strong acetic acid—but Httle action—acid dis-

solved a small quantity of substance which was thrown down by

ammonia.

There were six products of the bone oil (Oct. 29, 1825); the

first smallest in quantity— the rest about equal— all contain am-

monia.

I. Naphtha like-very combustible-bright flame.

II. Very combustible— denser apparently than first—not so

fluid or etherial in appearance— transparent—no crystals or sedi-

ment.

20-2
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III. Rather clearer in colour than II; perfectly transparent.

IV. More dense— deeper in colour— greenish by reflected light

— diere are crystals apparently deposited on the sides of the bottle

and a muddy crystalHne mixture at the bottom.

V. Far more ammoniacal than IV or III— colour also browner
and substance more tarry- there is a little water at bottom and

sides of the bottle— fluid is fouled by a sediment, small in quantity.

Something has been decomposed during the distillation about the

time this came over.

VI. Very ammoniacal but also something of the etherial or

spiritual odour of the first product— is thick and tarry—deep

coloured—reddish—but has not produced the stain on the side

that V has deposited nor the crystals of IV.

The Six products put into equal small tubes (No I has however

been washed with water once or twice).

III. Lightest colour— II very little darker— I considerably

darker—IV darker than I—V and VI so dark as hardly to let day-

light pass through, though the tubes only three tenths of an inch

in diameter—VI the darkest— these two products V and VI poured

very thick like oil.

The tubes put into a mixture ofice and water,

T slightly turbid, very fluid— II quite clear, not quite so fluid as

before— III quite clear, much thickened—IV quite clear, but will

scarcely run in the tube, is so thick—V apparently lighter in

colour but thicker than IV—VI very dark coloured but clear,

very much thickened.

Now put into a mixture at 0° F.

I a few crystals round the top, rest quite fluid- the crystals appear

to be water only— II quite clear and fluid, unchanged nearly— III a

thick mixed mass of much fluid and apparently of very fine

acicular crystals—IV a soft solid—V a harder solid—VI harder

still—and none of these three shewed appearances of crystal,

lization.

OCTR. 17TH.

Bone oilproducts: No. 3— agitated with water— latter separated—

filtered-nearly clear-evaporated -left a brown moist thick sub-
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stance— soluble in water and apparently not altered by re-evapora-

tion—bitter to taste. When heated in capsule water rose first, then

white acrid vapours of substance—and ultimately a charry stain

left. The vapours when ignited burnt with white flame. The
substance is soluble in alcohol, ether, pyroligneous ether— in first

spirit from bone oil— sHghtly soluble in oil of almond—not
soluble in essential oil of laurel. Its aqueous solution alkaHne to

turmeric paper, and also to redenned litmus paper, from ammonia
present—M. A. causes no precipitate but darkens the colour

slightly. Potash causes no apparent change.

1827. NOVR. 17TH.

Bone oil products. The 3rd and 5 th have been washed several

times and the washings evaporated. They have much less of any

thing than the washings of first product and the matter does not

seem interesting. It is tarry, oily, etc.— partially resoluble in

water and becomes dark coloured by exposure to air.

The washed No. 5 product not ammoniacal at first—but became

so by being heated in a tube to redness; there is some compound
of nitrogen present. The washed No. 5 product heated with

sulphur was immediately decomposed—carbon deposited and

ammonia with excess of sulphuretted hydrogen evolved.

NOVR. 19.

Three tubes charged with N. M. Acid and sealed up herm-

etically.

Tube I. I vol strong N. A. and i vol. strong M. A.

II I Do 2 Do
Ill I Do 3 Do

these put on the sil of the window exposed to light.

1828. FEB. 26.

Conceived that when a bar of soft steel was converted into a

magnet, the particles if they become each magnetic independant

of the others ought to exert such power of attraction upon each

other as to influence the density of the bar, for upon the received

theory their attraction ought to be super added to the attraction

of aggregation in the direction of the axis of the magnet. To try
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whetlier any sensible effect is really produced, a soft steel bar

II or 12 inches long was put into a wedgewood pyrometer
indicating the expansion or contraction by levers which multiplied

the effect 400 times; but on holding powerful magnets to it, or

converting the bar into a magnet, no change in length either one

way or the other could be observed.

APRIL 22ND.

Made a ring of clean copper wire, soldering the extremities;

fixed it with thread to a piece of wire and suspended it as a balance

of torsion (as in fig.) ; introduced the pole of a strong bar magnet
through the ring, supposing it might exert an influence upon it;

but upon bringing other magnets near the wire could observe

no effect, whatever the position of them.

Brought the middle and other parts of a horse shoe magnet
round the wire connecting the poles, but this closed circuit pro-

duced no effect.

Repeated the experiments with a copper ring not soldered but

twisted together at the ends, but obtained no useful results.

Repeated them also with a ring composed of many alternations

of platina and silver but still obtained no direct results.

SEPT. 19TH, 1828.

As to Solubility of Corr. Sub. by Camphor in Alcohol. Put

camphor into a tube and added Corr. sub. in powder—upon
applying heat to melt the camphor the Corr. Sub. readily dis-

solved, and on cooling the whole crystallized together— in stars,

etc. very different to either Camphor or Corr. sub. alone. The
two bodies evidently unite to form a compound which is crystal-

lizable.

When heat is continued or raised— action takes place, the

mixture becomes brown and ultimately black. Calomel is

deposited, being insoluble—and also a portion of charcoal which

causes the colour. Mur. acid is evolved—and a fluid substance,

apparently a compound of Chlorine, carbon and hydrogen is

formed and rises at the same time with camphor. The degree

of change, the time required and the quantities of substance

formed vary with the proportions mixed. The formation of the
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calomel and carbon was ascertained by separating them and

examining their properties.

If about equal parts of Camphor and Corr. Sub. be mixed it

requires long continued digestion before all the Corr. Sub. is

decomposed and the carbonacious part is not at once separated;

but a dark coloured substance is formed which, containing

camphor in abundance, is sol. in Alcohol but not in water.

If little camphor and much Corr. Sub. be used the blackening

is more quick and decisive. Much M. A. Gas comes off, water is

formed and a limpid fluid rises which, though containing much
camphor, is not solid unless cooled to common temperatures.

This fluid does not dissolve in water—dissolves in alcohol, burns

with bright smoky flame and evolution of M. A. Gas and taste[s]

acrid like a chloro carburetted hydrogen. Per se it distils un-

changed—but by more Corr. Sub. is apparently entirely decom-

posed, evolving charcoal and M. A. Gas as before. I am not quite

sure that no chloride of carbon is formed.

This clear fluid is the only thing worth attention. It may
deserve looking at as a triple hydro chloride of carbon. Probably

obtained by distilling camphor through plenty of Corr. Sub.

Camphor and Calomel have no action on each other.

SEPT. 22ND.

If a little alcohol be put into a tube, then 4 or 5 times its weight

of camphor be added, by heat the whole will become fluid, but

readily solidifies as the temperature falls. If Corr. Sub. be added

in excess and then heat applied the temperature now does not rise

so high as to cause any reaction or charring, and a large quantity

of the Corr. Sub. is taken up. Then allowing the solution to cool,

it may be sunk to common temperature without its soHdifying,

so that the addition of more solid matter (corr. sub.) has actually

much increased fluidity of the mass. This indicates a degree of

combination between Camphor and corr. Sub. and the formation

of a substance more soluble in alcohol than either of them.

The liquid being poured out on to glass plates soon became

solid by evaporation of alcohol, forming white crusts; these

smelled of camphor; they were left for some days exposed to air

to lose all the camphor that could evaporate—some drips of
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alcohol camphor being put by the side of them to indicate when
the whole had evaporated.

Sept. 26. No smell of Camphor remained— a little of the substance

heated in a tube slightly blackened, but was principally sublimed

unaltered. It was in fact corr. sub. very nearly free from camphor,

so that it cannot be supposed that any very distinct or definite

compound of Corr. Sub. and Camphor had been formed.

SEPT. 23RD.

Heated Napthaline and Corr. Sub. together— slow action—the

impure part seemed to be first decomposed; the Napthaline rose

over and over again, very pure apparently—perhaps a good way
to cleanse that substance. By degrees Calomel, Charcoal and

M. A. Gas were evolved—but no interesting appearances took

place.

Napthaline does not seem to have much power of dissolving

Corrosive sublimate.

SEPT. 26TH.

Heated pulverised Arsenic and ferro pruss. pot. together to see

if anything like sul. cyanate of potassium would be formed—but
the arsenic sublimed and no appearance of combination took

place.

Decomposed a mass of sun Hght into a coloured spectrum by
the prism ; threw the ends of the spectrum on to the ends of copper

plate connected with the Galvanometer, but could not perceive

any effect on the needle; the plates were sometimes in the air,

sometimes in dilute sul. acid, sometimes in contact and sometimes

a single plate receiving the whole of the spectrum was used and

its ends connected with the galvanometer; but no effects were

obtained. The experiments were made in a very rough way.

NOV. 1828.

W. Lloyd Caldecot Esqr., 3 Paragon Buildings, has put into

my hands some Specimens of true Barbadoes tar—he is through

his wife the Proprietor of the Tar Springs. There were 3 small

bottles. No. I, the best, from a spring which gives ''Pottery^'
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tar—No. 2, the next best, from a spring called ''Moses"—No. 3,

''Common" Barbadoes tar rising from several springs. He also

sent me a quart bottle containing a mixture of "Pottery" and

"Moses". Likewise a piece of the rock strongly impregnated

with bitumen.

The two best are supposed to possess powerful medicinal

virtues and the object was to discover if possible any pecuHar

principle which might confer these virtues upon the tar.

The following expts. were made, principally with the mixture

of Pottery and Moses in the large bottle.

The tar has a greenish reflexion of light added to the general

brown colour of the substance, and differs in that from the 3rd

kind and much more from common tar. Cold Alcohol put on

it and stirred at times for many days became opalescent and pale

greenish and remained so—water added precipitated a white

substance, small in quantity and not resoluble by potash—nor by
M. A., but the latter appeared to hasten its separation and deposi-

tion. The Alcoholic solution had peculiar smell of Barbadoes tar

and also peculiar aromatic taste. By evaporation it left globules

having the consistence and nearly the colour of the original tar,

not quite so dark ; and all the other appearances. Alcohol dissolves

very little of the tar and separates nothing peculiar.

Some of the tar distilled per se in a glass retort—products

received in four portions; about | left in retort—high temp,

required—even first product had empyreumatic smell as if de-

composition had happened— 2, 3, and 4 still stronger symptoms-
first pale yellow, others darker, to the 4th—probably in part by
sprinkling up in retort—about 3rd product some gas seemed to

come over— little water with first but not afterwards—^/-o^a^/)/ no

oxygen in the tar or at least very little. All the products were

neutral to litmus and turmeric paper— azo nitrogen andfurther con-

firmation ofno oxygen.

ist product not so fluid as Naphtha— 2 somewhat thicker—

3

certainly thicker still— 4 thinner than these, more like 1—seems as

ifsome solid matter came over before decomposition began. All the

products burn brightly, perhaps last most carbonaceous. Greenish

appearance at surface of 2— stronger in 3— strongest in 4.

In alcohol all these products soluble to slight extent only— are
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precipitated by water and potash does not dissolve them and

even precipitates alcoholic solution— 2 seems most soluble in

Alcohol.

The residuum in the retort was black and soft like thick tar—not

hard like pitch—being redistilled and urged further a fifth fluid

product was obtained and left a thick matter becoming quite solid

and brittle when cold. This fifth product as thin as any of the

former—by standing a few days, 3, 4 and 5 seemed to deposit

flaky matter, like oil which has been long heated.

The five products being put into tubes were immersed in ice

and water and afterwards in ice and salt to 0° F; i scarcely

thickened any thing— 2 did a little— 3 much more—4 more still

and 5 seemed a soft solid. None of them gave evidences of

crystallization. The progression was regular when cold, although

not so at common temperatures, for then 3 was thickest. Query

something in the "^rd.

Weak acids appear to have little or no action on the Barbadoes

tar— they do not separate any thing interesting.

Alkaline solutions do not appear to dissolve any thing—but

they have the curious effect of making the tar much more miscible

with water. The cohesion of the tar seems destroyed—hence they

may be useful in causing the division (as it were) of the tar for

the purpose of bringing other bodies into contact with it, though

they do not separate any thing from it.

The Barbadoes tar was distilled with water; after a time a

litde product was obtained and but very little. It smelt like the

Barbadoes tar; there appeared to be no decomposition of the

substance. It was less coloured than the tar but had the same

general physical properties. It resembled what will be described

under the action of ether. By adding alkali and then distilling,

no change appeared to occur except that substance perhaps rose

quicker—but contents of retort boiled over so much and readily

that no precise results were obtained. They did not seem worth

pursuing.

Pyroligneous ether has very little solvent power over Barbadoes

tar. It separates no particular product.

Ether dissolves Barbadoes tar entirely. Alcohol precipitates

nearly the whole. Ether with a little acetic acid was used, then
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alcohol added, afterwards water—acid came out as it went in—no
neutralizing power— in the tar no particular effects.

Some of the tar was dissolved in Ether—alcohol added about

its bulk, much precipitated, black— the solution was poured off

and water added— a substance rose to the surface which was ether

and part of the tar. It was gathered onto a glass plate and

evaporated— it left about half its bulk of a greenish brown matter,

fluid Hke the tar and of a pale colour— it had the taste, smell, etc.

of Barbadoes tar and was evidently freed from black and other

matters, but still exhibited no striking chemical characters.

The same substance was obtained by dissolving some of the

tar in ether, adding about its bulk of alcohol— stirring—allowing

the black deposit to separate—pouring off the pale coloured fluid-

adding to it a little more alcohol— again allowing the separated

part to settle—pouring off as before and then adding more alcohol;

if the separated matter no[w] appeared yellow the whole was

evaporated and a substance of tarry consistence was obtained

having the smell of barbadoes tar—brown in large quantities but

on glass plates in films of a greenish colour and very different

to similar films of the Barbadoes tar. This purified portion was

like the former, i.e. that by ether, alcohol and water as above, but

it presented no striking chemical characters.

Mr Caldecott sent me some Tar sold in this Country as

Barbadoes tar. It was very distinct from true tar in its nasty

unpleasant smell— in colour not the green hue of true—was much
thicker—by ether a similar sort of precipitation took place, but

the colours were very inferior and so was the substance obtained.

Any one who had seen the two would easily distinguish those of

one from those of the other. In general chemical characters there

was no marked line of distinction between the substances; they

come as bitumen together.

NOV. 30, 1828.

Some red colour from the Soc. Arts, said to be prepared by a

process the same as that for Indigo.

A red power—heated, decomposed, evolving red and yellow

vapour condensing into drops on platina foil and solid when
cold— the drops dark red brown— insol. in water— sol. in Alcohol
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and think the solution crystallizes on evaporation-sol. in Alkalies

but precipitated by acids.

Vapour will burn with bright flame.

By heat in tube—much water— a little ammonia—much char-

coal—not much earthy matter.

With water—cold, no solution—boiled and filtered, a faintly

coloured solution but small particles come through—none seems

fairly to dissolve.

IFit/i ^^A^r-boiled— a weak coloured solution—evaporated—

left a little substance of a better colour than the solution— this

was not soluble in water—was readily soluble in Alcohol—not
deepened in colour by mur. tin but rather injured.

With Alcohol—cold or hot— dissolves more than ether—

evaporated, left red solid substance, not crystalline, having the

same properties as that from ether.

Weak acids affect no solution but appear to change the red

colour to yellow brown— alkalies restored the colour.

Alkaline solutions form deep coloured solutions. With weak
Ammonia, filtered— a deep coloured solution-M. A. added caused

yellow precipitate and on filtering the solution passed nearly

colourless— the precipitate treated with ammonia became red and

dissolved again.

Some of the ammonia solution evaporated left a brown sub-

stance not readily soluble in Alcohol—adding a little Mur. acid, it

dissolved in the alcohol more readily.

Fresh ammonia added to the residue of the first digestion

acquired very little colour— nearly all that was soluble had been

abstracted at first.

The pigment mixed up with Sul. Iron^ lime^ and water and

enclosed in a bottle changed in colour, but the supernatent clear

liquor did not contain any deoxidized matter becoming red by
exposure to air.

Strong Sul. Acid mixed with the pigment appeared to dissolve

the whole, producing a dark yellow liquid and giving no smell

of suls. acid even after many days. Adding this solution to water

a pale yellow liquid is obtained, but by far the greater part of the

substance is thrown down of a dark yellow brown colour. It

does not remain in solution therefore, like indigo, on dilution.
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The yellow brown precipitate and also the yellow liquid itself

is taken back to red by Ammonia so that probably the Sul. acid

dissolves the substance without causing its decomposition.

DECK. 29, 1828.

Mr Phillips was here, making an experiment on the evolution

of oxygen from pure native peroxide of manganese by Sul. acid—

150 gr. of the oxide finely pulverised was mixed with 4*4 c: i: of

sulphuric acid in a retort and then the retort, being connected

with a trough, heat was applied and the acid made to boil until

gas appeared to cease from coming over; after which the jar of

gas was removed and the retort corked under water until all was

cold or nearly so. Water was then let in until the pressure was

restored at common temperatures and then the quantity of oxygen

remaining in the retort marked. The diluted solution in the retort

was filtered on double filters to collect all the insoluble portion,

which amounted to 14*15 grains and may be considered as per

oxide unchanged: hence 150 — 14-15 = 135*85 gr. of oxide man-

ganese were converted into protoxide to form proto sulphate—

very little red sulphate was produced—unimportant.

The retort was of 33 c:i: capacity— the quantity of gas and

air received was 74 c: i: at 52° F.— the quantity remaining in the

retort 7*4 c: i: The bulk of the 150 gr. oxide about | c: i: or

say 0*2.

Hence 135-85 gr. per oxide gave 53 c: i: of oxygen or 17-96 grains,

but 135-85 „ „ ought to give . . . 24-7 „

JANY. 6, 1829.

Occasionally fires appear to burn with more than ordinary

vigour and this usually taking place in winter is supposed to

indicate a frosty air. This cause does not seem sufficient to account

for the effect. Query does the air at these times really contain a

larger proportion of oxygen, for that is the explanation which

most readily arises in the mind of a chemist.

This evening my parlour fires were burning in this bright

manner. Collected three bottles full of air from the Laboratory

where all was clear and sweet, and leaving a little distilled water

in each, put them bye for comparison in an inverted position.
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The time was 10 p.m.: the Barometer 30-o6-thermometer in the

Laboratory 46° F. Temperature out of doors just at freezing.

Jany. 8th. Morning. Fires burn in the ordinary way—put by
two bottles of air for future comparison.

OCTR. 29, 1829.

See Sept. 25, 1827.

Experiments in Vaporization. Examined the results of the

experiments put by Sept. 13, 1826. It is now three years since

they were set on and they have not been disturbed since. The box
and every thing else appears safe.

No. I. Much of the water had passed from the solution of

sulphate of Soda in the bottle to the Mur. of Baryta in the tube,

but the remaining sol. of sulphate of soda was perfectly clear.

The solution of Mur. of baryta formed was also perfectly clear,

but there was a good deal of solid salt which might hide a Httle

turbidness.

No. II. The nitrate of silver solution had given all its water

to the chloride of sodium and the latter was covered in the tube

by solution, but there was no appearance of chloride of silver in

either tube or bottle.

III. The solution of Mur. lime perfectly clear— the crystals

of oxalic acid dry and unchanged.

IV. The salt was dry and unchanged. The S. A. on being

examined was found free from M. A. ; not a trace.

V. The solution of Mur. of lime perfectly clear— the

crystals of oxalate of ammonia dry and unchanged.

VI. White Arsenic unchanged. The Sol. of potash turbid

and foul. On chemical examination it was found to have acted

strongly upon the glass and to be fully saturated with silica, and

also to have much lead in solution.

VIII. The Mur. Ammonia unchanged. Here again the Sul.

acid upon examination was found pure and free from M. A.—not
a trace present.

IX. The per sul. Iron its own colour and not at all blue.

The crystals of ferro pruss. potash unchanged.

X. No blackness in potash as if Calomel had passed over

but the potash contains yellowish filaments, as VI, and tlie glass
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is acted upon by it. The filaments appear to be silica or something

from the glass. No calomel has passed over.

XI. No cor. sub. appears to have passed over but the

potash has acted on the glass and is coloured a very little and

turbid— deposits in it. By examination as to appearance there had

happened the same decomposition of the bottle as with VI, but

this bottle was not opened.

XII. The solution of Chromate of potash has become
yellow, turbid, but from the appearances I have no doubt it has

been occasioned by action upon the lead in the glass. The same

effect takes place in the Laboratory solutions.

XIII. The same as XII and for the same reason.

XIV. The solution of Iodide potassium is perfectly clear and

colourless; no subHmation.

XV. The sol. of Mur. lime is perfectly clear. Some of the

water has passed over into the tube and formed a solution of

carb. soda, but that is perfectly clear also.

XVI. The sulphuric acid here perfectly clear. The Nitrate

of ammonia unaltered; not in solution.

XVIL The solution of sul. copper still blue and unchanged-
part of the water has gone over into the tube and formed solution

there—but that is yellow.

XVIII. The Iodide of potash in the tube is in red solution as

containing Iodine and the acetate of lead is dry in the bottle.

All the water has passed over, but no sublimation except perhaps

of acetic acid, which has caused deep colour.

All these bottles with the exception of VI were again put bye

for a further period.

NOV. 26, 1829.

Action offluid in voltaic combination.

Clean iron nails laid on clean sheet zinc in dishes with fluid

so that both iron and zinc partly in fluid, partly in air. For the

purpose of observing the protecting power of zinc over iron.

After many days examined. Where water the fluid, action and

oxidation both of iron and Zinc—no protection ofiron—no serious

corrosion of zinc by its contact. Apparently not more than where

wood intervening. But where sol. of common salt used there iron
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fully protected; no corrosion of it, great corrosion of zinc—when
wood intervening then both corroded. Hence zinc can protect

iron and iron destroy zinc in this saline solution, but not in pure

water. An evidence this of the effect of chemical action, etc. in

exciting electricity. The iron nail on the zinc in solution of salt

had much free alkali adhering to it.

1831. APRIL 19TH.

Evening 10 o'clk.—saw aurora whilst going from Academy
towards the Inn. Called at Mr Christie's—he examined the

Needle and the Mag. Needle was between two bar magnets so as

to have directive force diminished and altered; at 10 o'clk. p.m.

the south end of Needle was at i24°-5—by ^ p. 10 it had gone

towards the East to 146° and in a few minutes more it had gone

further east. There was one very fine streamer during the time

and that time needle vibrated much. The mode of going back,

regular, etc. as it was, shewed that it was the Aurora that affected

the needle. There can be no doubt about it.

1831. MAY 30TH.

A silver wire ring (a) was so put into a vessel of water (J?) that

a part could project over the edge and be heated by a spirit flame

(c) whilst a little magnetic needle {d) suspended by a long delicate

silk fibre hung over the top. The ring was then moved in the

direction of the arrows, so that each part became hot and was then

cooled suddenly in the water. No effect on the needle was

observed, nor when the needle was perpendicular to the plane

in which the wire moved. The expt. was made to ascertain

whether, as the heat travelled from particle to particle, any

electricity was put in motion.

AUG. 18, 1831.

Was yesterday at the Bank looking at Mr Perkins' mode of

heating blocks for use of copper plate printers by circulating hot

water. Raised the pressure to 100 atmospheres and then temp,

by thermometer was 420° F., but the pipes themselves must have

been hotter. Now chars wood and tow at once, i.e. makes it

brown—inflames sulphur—inflames tow sprinkled with sulphur—
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fires a match— fires gunpowder—did not inflame tow, oil, rosin

or paper when alone.

Probable causes of danger, a blow on hot substance which by
friction or compression of air might raise heat.

Evaporation of water so that very hot steam might circulate.

When water partially evaporated then assumption of Cagniard

de la Tour's state without great increase of pressure, and then over

heated state of steam in some parts of apparatus beyond others.

AUG. 19, 1831.

Made a few expts. in a bent tube placed in heated oil. Even
when oil boiled (at 580° or 600°), tow, rosin and paper, though

charred in the tube, did not inflame.

After the oil had boiled a Httle while, the vapours inflamed

spontaneously, and the vessel being taken off and placed on the

ground, and the flame extinguished by putting a board over it,

the vapours reinfiamed upon opening the vessel to the air; and

that took place when the liquid had sunk to 540°. The vapours

often inflamed much above the pan (a foot for instance), the

flame descending to the pan.

MARCH 29, 1832.

Have put six pieces large and small of plate glass into the sun-

shine on boards against the wall of the house outside and beyond

the lecture room on the leads. The pieces are shaded more or less

by black varnish and paper, etc. etc. and are to remain for the

summer.

One piece beingpart of one of those put out I have kept within

doors in a dark cupboard.

1832. SEPT. 8th.

Took a planed board, not painted or covered, put in some
screws in the places marked, making their heads flush with the / '\ P~l

board. Then varnished the board in those places with white hard

varnish so as to attach three leaves of dutch foil to the wood in

such a manner as to be in contact with and to cover the screws, as

in the figure. Left the whole until the loth, and then put it out

in the rainy weather with the unprepared side uppermost, so that
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the wood might get damp and that voltaic action might go on
and also ordinary oxidation of the leaves.

Novr. The rain has washed off the copper leaf and no distinct

results have been obtained.

14TH NOVR., 1832.

I and Daniell went today to see Mr Gary's gas microscope.

He uses the light of a piece of lime ignited by the oxy hydrogen

flame.

Made some experiments on the refrangibility of the rays of

heat from this source and the chemical action also of the radiant

matter.

Found that a luminous focus occurred on the outside of the

arrangement of lens about half an inch from the last glass. Here

the back of the finger was actually burnt, the pain being more
than would willingly be borne. Found that the heat in that focus

(and only there) was enough to fuze and then inflame phosphorus
— that it affected a differential thermometer.

On putting a little fresh and moist chloride of silver in the

focus for a minute, a dark stain was produced at and round the

center of the focus which was entirely superficial and therefore

not due to the chemical action of the paper. The chloride below

the surface was quite white.

On trying the effect when no lime was used, I thought I could

perceive a little heat on the finger, but it was as nothing compared

with that of the lime radiation.

The lenses remained cold to the finger during the experiment.

The sum of the thicknesses of the lenses, i.e. of the glass

through which the rays passed, is about i| inches.

Hence lime raised to this temperature, besides evolving intense

light, evolves rays of heat which pass through glass without

heating it and are refracted freely to a focus—and also emits rays

producing chemical changes like those from the sun.

Evening of Octr. i. 1833 at about 5' before 7 o'clk. I was in a

coach on the lower Woolwich road looking over the marshes

towards the North. A meteor appeared—very bright— it threw

out sparks behind it in its course and had all the appearances of
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combustion— the sky was clear there and the stars visible. It

described a path from West to East directly in the north of about

the inclination above*. Its mean height from the horizon was v

about 20° or 22° and the extent of the path visible to me about

as much. It was very beautiful and bright. It left no line behind

it, only the sparks, etc., which had separate existence for the

time.
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Meteoric Stone was of a flattish form and angular shape ; crust

over the whole surface except where a portion had been broken
away; a fresh part broken out in same neighbourhood, i.e. farthest

from apex. Stone tough, shivers and has a tendency to divide

parallel to its upper and under surfaces when lying flat, and from
the apex to the rounded edge. It is as if the piece had a stratified

structure; they extend almost through the stone and divide the

solid part into layers from the | of an inch to half an inch or an

inch in thickness. When the division was carried through these

cracks the surface exposed was very remarkable and very different

to the cross fracture of the stone. The surface had the appearance

of a mica slate but in place of mica the flat particles present had

a brilliant metallic lustre and proved to be thin plates of metallic

iron ; where the surface had been exposed by former fracture these

had rusted and become red. The metallic lustre was not so bright

as clean iron but more resembled that of plumbago or sulphuret

of molybdenum. Another remarkable thing on this surface was

that it was irregular like some kinds of slickensides, or like the

chalk of Carisbrook which has slipped one part over another, so

that long elevations and depressions like furrows, etc. existed quite

like those in the Carisbrook chalk ; and then these line[s] and marks

were not strait but as far as they could be traced on a surface about

4 inches long and 3 broad in the widest part they were curved,

having a direction nearly concentric with the round edge or limit

of the stone on that side and respecting the apex very nearly as

acentric. Supposing this stone a piece of a large mass of which the

apex of the present had been the centre, it would seem as if the

parts of the stone had rotated or slid one over another and so have

neared this slickenside state in different parts.

The appearance of the stone in the cross fracture was very

different. It had a spotted earthy aspect, a light bluish grey colour

being the general tint, but there were brown spots here and there

and by the lens minute points of brilliant metalHc iron could be

perceived in all parts of it. The appearance of the stone however

varied in different parts, even of the small surface opened out. In

some places it assumed the appearance of a decomposing porphyry,
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in some of a porphyritic basalt ; but in all parts were the minute

specks of iron, in none any glassy points or crystalline brilliant

matter. Sometimes the particles of iron were of a larger size.

Towards the surface of the stone or where it has been broken and

exposed to air, etc. it is much spotted with red rusty dots, as if

oxidation of iron had taken place in numerous points and spread

from them as centres; these spots were irregularly in form and

disposition from the ^ to the | of an inch in width, sometimes

running into each other, sometimes not.

In the cross fracture the stone a good deal resembles that from

Benares.

Having been allowed a few days after to open the stone still

further, it was found that wherever there was a tendency to divide

as before described, that the micaceous surface of iron was shewn.

Parts of as many as 4 and even 6 of these surface[s] were shew[n]

and the stria2 or furrows all preserved a certain degree of paral-

lelism and might be considered as respecting the apex as a centre.

With regard to the cross fracture, in one part towards the side it

was veined like a piece of marble, the veins being darker than the

other parts and there the stone looked like an old lava.
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FEB. 2, 1831.

1. Phos. lime—fLne one place-coarse another—finest will col-

lect at centers of vibration even on very inclined plates.

2. Silica Jine—vevy good -all at centers.

3. Carl), mag. intermediate, some at centers, some at lines -little

involving heaps in all parts— hence that motion common to the

whole plate where vibrations occur and not to centres only.

4. Magnesia Do.

5. Red ox. iron to lines, even when rubbed with sand.

6. Carb. copper—good— diX. centres, all if finely rubbed.

7. Carb. lead— little finest at centres—rest at lines. Do. with

Sand.

8. Per-ox. tin by far the best as yet and also had little adhesion

with itself.

9. Red lead very pretty; though so heavy, finest still keeps at

centres and rest descend slowly to quiescent lines.

10. Vermillion nearly as red lead, but more tendency to lines.

11. Calamine settles slowly at lines—almost neutral.

12. Sul. bary. fine to centres -coarse to lines— nearly neutral.

13. Sul. lime nearly neutral in effect- fine and coarse, etc. etc.

14. Washed powdered Glass very good— next to ox. tin—heaps

are angular, not round.

15. Long plate with two nodal lines— Silica -cz/o/z^ middle and

not at equal distances.

16. Silica on edge of plate on table, other plate edge vibrated

near to it, silica carried or blown from one to the other.

[17-25, see diagrams below.]

19. 3 indifferent as to inner card, collected ultimately close to

outer—note not much lower—form of cross not changed.

20. 4 collected towards the corner.

21. 5 then went towards corner.

22. 6 towards edge.
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23 . 7 towards corner.

24. 8 little way from upper but when closed as in 9, then quite

up in corner.

26. Gold leaf over place, entrance of air here, there, etc. in-

sinuation of silica under.

27. On long plate—with card— lateral motion.

28. With card— lateral where none, lay along and by card where

card, when card laid flat in same place then motion as without

the card. Proof.

FEB. 3, 1831.

29. Plate with water on—appearance as usual—could not hold

steady enough to see whether accumulation of water at 4 centers

but think there was indeed must have been because it travelled

over the edge. Sand with water collected at quiescent lines, nodes.

Silica or liquopodium did not collect at centers though there it

took form. Mutual repulsion of fine floating particles probably

far too strong. Appearance of vibrations, etc.

30. As usual. Ox. tin—moistened yet dried body did not seem

much disturbed as to locality under water— did not collect either

at lines or centres.

31. Funnels with vellum and horse hair shew effects in air ex-

cellently well.

32. In water but air in funnel-both Sand and filings gathered

to the middle, even though up hill— and also when water on both

sides—they gathered to middle whilst parchment taught but

33. when it slackened then they settled in irregular points but

not at edge.

34. Air pump Exp.—good. Round plate on four cork legs,

rod of glass through cork with pomatum resting on plate at

middle—made to vibrate by wet fingers— did pretty well-

vacuum exhausted to 28 inches—^zVz^ silica not moved from edges

but went from middle towards nodal lines—on letting in air and

repeating vibration then silica left edges and took up usual place

from nodal lines and some went back towards middle— glass

then broke.

35. Expts. in water with Anderson—Round plate on three

crucibles—vibrated by glass rod held tight upon it and
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fingers applied, nodal points held tight by sticks above— on
vibrating plate, both filings and sand went to centers and when
a part so covered with filings was placed over a node or resting

point and plate made to vibrate the filings travelled from that

point of rest to the centres of vibration. The way in which they

went in from the edge forming a ring all round and also the col-

lecting of them at the place where the rod touched were both

striking of the collection at places of greatest vibration.

36. Tin plates fixed at one end and vibrated by fingers shew also

the progress of the air and the light powders with it.

FEB. 4TH.

37. Funnels— one with parchment oiled—m air as usual—in

water— filings and sand very well to centre when lower part of

funnel contains air—when lower part water, then subdivision,

the edge and a circle nearer the centre lines of rest and there no
filings. The centre and a circle towards edge places of vibration and

there filings, the filings in full motion like liquopodium in air.

38. Same exp. with linen instead of vellum. In air, fine silica

passed into and through the linen but tended to middle, filings

and sand off, but in water both filings and sand to middle or

place of vibration.

39. Long bar in line thin paper at edge—go to paper either side. ^

40 . Funnel in Exhausted receiver, horse hair, etc. etc. little inclined

when exhausted, tendency to edges or almost indifferent, but when
air in decidedly to middle and powerful. Effect very good.

41. Paper frames—with horse hair cemented in, shew working of

light powders very well indeed, some beautiful arrangements.

42. Long plate, liqupd. in lines, but on cementing piece of^
paper at a, so as to extend above and below then powder towards it, L

yet should still more have deadened any internal vibrations.

43. Involution of heaps is another effect and is from centre out-

wards above in whatever part of the plate the heap stands and not

from centre of vibration outwards only.

44. Funnel fixed on stand with vellum etc. shew[s] effect ex-

ceedingly well.

45. In smoke of Naphthole -current of air, etc. evidently not

exterior, soon return.
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46. Brass plate and Smoke does not do well.

47. Large thin tin plate and sand and liquopodium same as fine

plates except that jumps, etc. coarser.

48. Do. Plate- if gold leaf quite on then travels towards end,

etc. as powder does, if only a little off at end then quickly blown
off entirely-air gets under in another way and the effects are

quite different.

49. Tuning fork good, liquopodium in fine heaps and lines, etc.

etc.

50. paper on one edge—powder to it— on other edge, powder
to it.

51. on different sides in different parts— still to it where paper.

52. Crispations happen as well oil as water if a Httle heated.

^ 53. Plate of tin, long, in water surrounded by i| or 2 inches on
all sides. Sand on plate vibrated by stick pressed upon it, etc.

Sand collected in line at middle. On trying upwards vibration

only, sand collected from edges towards middle almost while none

being thrown off, though opposite result was expected. On
trying downward vibration then sand towards edges thrown off

in shoots but that towards middle collected at middle. Although

reverse ofwhat expected yet cause easily seen if a single vibration

or half vibration be made. In first case sand in centre and held on

until return water pushes it. In second sand left behind because

of Greater S. G. and consequently is off the plate and return

water pushes it right and left with itself. Well seen and explains

why on plate in air liquopodium not quite close to the edge.

FEB. 8.

54. On glass rough on one side smooth on other nearly equal

appearances. On round plate of Plaster cast on glass, form of

cross, etc. very distinct, but liquopodium travels fast to quiescent

line and it is very difficult to keep even a little at centres of oscilla-

, tion.

55. Funnel and parchment, hair downwards— glass plate close

over vellum: then gathering to centre very powerful, far more so

than at distance, and then also the heaps are often linear and

concentric and not hemispherical— tends to prove that heaps

do depend also upon currents of air, etc.
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56. In this way Carb. mag. gathers slowly without glass, quickly

with it.

57. Sul. lime collects with difficulty in open air but well this way.

58. Calamine nearly the same not quite so good.

59. Ox. iron nearly as calamine except that rather too heavy.

60. Carb. Magnesia the best— shews the long concentric in-

volving lines also best inwards below and outwards above and

therefore rolHng.

61 . Carb. lead, place of rest both ways at edge of funnel.

62. Sul. bary. as before, except that it is assisted in collecting

by the upper plate.

63. When plate put close down upon funnel and held tight

down then Hquopodium travelled from middle towards sides be-

cause as hair was downwards the vibrations up were quicker

than those down and therefore air thrown out had greater velocity

than that entering and as force is as square of Velocity therefore

Hquopodium outwards, just reversing the course of powder, yet

clear that supposed internal vibrations not altered.

64. Funnel old under water— hair upwards, filings and sand on

parchment— they settled away from middle but still shewed

tendency towards it where in contact with skin and they did not

collect at edges but in places where they suffered violent agita-

tion. The heaps were often semiglobular and then involved I

think like Hquopodium both of sand and filings. When funnel

out of water and hair held taught the curve of surface was quite

as much as below, thence good reason why not settle at middle.

65*. Another funnel under water thus— here fiHngs to centre and

evidently swept there though of course cone downwards was
in its favour but there was also another or many other centres

of vibration, and there filings rested-involving exactly like

Hquopodium on glass.

65 [a]. Expt. in Vacuo. New tympanum, horse hair through

paper, cork, pomatum and at top water— found water entered—

by putting another cork at top with water and [illegible] pomatum
in, obtained perfect tightness— then at 28 inches moderate vibra-

tion Hquopodium passed across the diaphragm to one (the lowest)

side being agitated but not collected. With very strong vibration

more cloud at middle than elsewhere but still not collection. At
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26 inches nearly the same with strong vibration faint traces of

cloud collecting at middle but no accumulation of powder there.

At 24 inches very little effect of return and tendency to little

accumulation at middle— at 22 inches rather more— at 20 very

fair collection at middle, then exhausted to 28 inches and ap-

pearance again as at first, what had collected passing towards

lowest side again. Then brought it to 16. Collected well at middle,

and when all there exhausted to 28, and again repeated, powder
gradually passed to sides again.

6<fb. When powder uniformly spread and exhaustion at 28 ob-

served that heaps formed very beautifully over whole surface

though more immediately towards middle than else where, but

the heaps were much flatter than when the pressure was at 16 inch

or as in ordinary circumstances as if absence or attenuation of air

had flattened them. As air was let in the height of the heaps in-

creased most distinctly, evidently an influence of air over them.

Again observed that when receiver was exhausted the powder
purposely collected at the centre was not thrown so high or with

so much force upwards at the middle as when receiver full of air.

Difference very striking; in latter case spurted up in jerks like a

fountain, in former rose a very little way. This should have been

the reverse if the powder had been thrown up only by the vibra-

tion of the tympanum and proves that it is thrown up rather

through the medium of the air— it ought on the first supposition

to be thrown higher in vacuo than in air because then no resist-

ance, but the contrary was the fact. The little heaps involved

in vacuo but not so strikingly in air. Query the effect of hydrogen

and Carbonic acid.^

FEB. i8th.

66. Expt. with funnel upside down on plate of glass and effect

observed by Mirror, liquopodium on glass plate. The liquopodium

mostly thrown out by more rapid motion of air out than in,

but there was a part which involved in a circular area about the

middle point about one third ofwhole diameter wide : here neither

thrown out or gathered in, but went in at surface of parchment

and out at surface of glass. Same effect if funnel and glass plate

set upright.
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67. Large Expt. started, drawing paper on frame 3 feet by two

and a spoon full of lycopodium ; tapping and striking beneath,

very good gyration results.

MAR. 14.

68. Diaphragm and hair— lamp glass above— certainly col-

lected powder fast at Edges. When held up, diaphragm vibrated

and then glass lowered over powder, it was quickly seen how
by approaching the powder it caused it to fly more rapidly under

its edge and towards the middle. A funnel did not do this, nor

a tube nearly closed, for then air went to and fro^ not in one

direction principally.

69. A piece of upright paper did not do it but a chimney would.

Went to large drawing paper stretched on frame— there on
spreading the lycopodium over surface, then tapping one part

to make whole vibrate and holding lamp chimney over any part,

powder immediately collected to the middle of space beneath

and that wherever the glass was. On moving the glass the

powder could be carried with it. On closing top of lamp glass

then also collection but powder went in and out and part

blown back, etc.
;
space below edge swept very clean. These all

natural and shew modification of the currents of air formed by
vibration. Funnels as the close tube mainly— contracted tubes

halfway between open and closed. In open tubes direction princi-

pally one way. Nothing can shew lateral currents better than

these expts.

70. Mica ring on surface of diaphragm— concentric lines.

71. Silica Chimney (glass) suspended so as not to be warmed
and hands at great distance above. No decided evidence of cur-

rent upwards, rather proofs of none, but collecting power of the

chimney very distinct—appearances very different as nearer to

or farther from diaphragm. When near to, revolving at Edge as

if double current not high in extent— not far from the membrane
—still all in favour of the influence of air, nothing against it.

72. As to rotation of particles, necessary consequence if con-

sider that [they] are lifted up in air and then support taken

suddenly away— outside edge, etc. carried down first.



EXPTS. MADE 1831. CRISPATIONS

JUNE 17 AND PREVIOUS.

1. "^ White of Egg a very good thing for crispations.

2. "^ Crispations almost always quadrangular, always when well

formed, but modified by edge of water or liquid-also by centre

of motion.

3. "^ Water on glass -crispations at centres of oscillation always.

4. "^ Drop of water on plate of glass upside down, drop hung
down but on vibrating plate the drop crept up gradually and

water spread laterally on the plate instead of being accumulated

further at drop and thrown off. When plate quiet water by

gravityreturned and formed drop and this drop by vibration spread

again laterally. The agitation at apex of drop formed little globular

jets (at first) hanging as it were by a pedicle, but these were not

thrown off and soon diminished, passing into the lateral expan-

sion. It seemed at first as if water forced from centre of vibration

instead of to it.

5. Seems as if the thickness of the stratum of water on the plate

above or below must have a certain relation in thickness to the

force (mechanical) belonging to the parts of the plate beneath.

Is not this and the lateral expansion in favour of reciprocating

waves, i.e. very peculiar stationary undulations.

6. "^ The effects of stationary undulations of the ordinary kind

which are formed with low vibrations and are much affected by

the form of the puddle, etc. and the limitation at the edges ought

to be carefully distinguished from the true crispations.

7. "^ Cold oil rarely shews crispations, hot oil readily.

8. ^=<^ Made experiments with Young's table so as to have no Hmit

to the water over the vibrating plates, then all influence of re-

turning waves prevented and no stationary undulations of that

9. kind produced. A circular plate of glass with 6 cork feet

attached in nodal line, the plate stood upon these and thrown

into vibration by a glass rod resting at middle and rubbed in

finger. This placed horizontally in water on Young's table till

surface covered about | or ^ of inch— then vibrated -crispa-

tions beautiful— first in circles from center outwards, ceasing
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before reaching the nodal line—beyond nodal line began again,

rapidly rising in intensity and being radial to and beyond the

edge over the surrounding water, but immediately beyond the

edge crossing circles were formed continuing outwards.

10. When the vibration was stronger then central portion some-

times broke up from rings into heaps or elevations, but these

tended to be hexagonal and were hexagonally arranged and sus-

tained with difficulty. With stronger vibration the crispation

near the edge became tumultuous and broken but not rectangular.

The beating of the water at the edge of the plate interferes and

11. produces the circular crossing waves there. Pieces of cork

put on to the water were driven out from the center and inwards

from the edge tending to rest at the nodal line or quiescent part

but always agitated.

12. Sand strewed on the plate had a tendency to gather into

little heaps but the tendency was very small and uncertain. It

was nothing like what happens with stationary undulations.

1 3 . The long plate was put under the water and vibrated similarly,

but the lines usually formed depended upon interfering undula-

tion from the edges beating the water; when the crispations

appeared they were large as the diagram about and generally

regular and quadrangular, the lines being parallel to the sides of

the plate. Sometimes they were confused.

14*. It is very evident that the quadrate form of the crispations or

waves is the natural one, for in that form the distance which the

particles have to move through is the shortest possible distance

i.e. considered in relation to the courses which they would
probably take and the number of these courses. In that arrange-

ment the dividing lines are the shortest possible also, and other

physical reasons suggest themselves to be considered hereafter.

15. Again, if as I suspect the elevations are alternating and exist

in the manner of stationary undulations, i.e. up and down motion,

then linear or triangular or quadrangular—hexagonal?— are the

only arrangements that are admissible as capable of alternating-

linear are first formed and these readily break up into quadran-

gular by increased force.

16. The forms at the commencement and the place also of the

crispations are much influenced by the depth of water— the edge

t^^LJ^ . / / . .
/

>-^<.J>^ / — /.S'z 0.^1 as
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of the pool, the edge of the plate-somewhat by the direction

and nature of the vibrations of the plate itself, etc.

17. When the quadrangular arrangement is oblique to the plate

used and the vibration is steadily sustained they gradually wheel
round in mass until parallel to the edges.

JUNE 18, 1831.

18. Expecting accumulation of fluids at centres of vibration I

used oil (cold) hoping its viscidity would enable me to observe

curve formed on surface or else a lens like action there. Took a

square plate, put oil upon it, griped it about c, applied the

bow at X producing the note which had with sand previously

given the nodal lines marked or thereabouts. Immediately oil

collected at a and b and on looking at small printed paper

through the plate and oil these parts acted as lenses. On with-

drawing the bow the oil flowed back to level-on renewing

vibration it again went to a and b,

19. The oil being yellow even the difference ofcolour on looking

at white paper shewed the accumulation at a and b whilst

vibration continued.

20. On using a round plate held at middle and agitated by the

bow at X the accumulations of oil at a, b and c were as beautiful

and distinct when thus looked at as if lycopodium had been used.

21. Then inverting the plate so that a drop of oil should hang

from a and b down some little distance and vibrating it, the oil

instead of being still further accumulated and thrown off as a

drop, gathered up and expanded laterally until it formed a lens

of nearly if not quite equal power as in the former cases. The
mere gravity of the drop seemed quite lost in the superior powers

brought into action by the vibration of the plate and the cohesion

of the fluid, and it appears that the oil arranges itself in a layer

proportionate in some manner as to its thickness in any part

to the vibratory state of that part. See on water June 17th

of same nature. Hence there is only a gathering with fluids at

the centers of vibration to a limited extent.

22. The notion of reciprocating waves or elevations gains

ground in my mind.

23. On experimenting with white of Egg, as with the oil-it

also shewed the accumulation at the centers of vibration—and as
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that substance shews the crispations well, it was very beautiful

to trace the effect first to accumulation (lens like), then by in-

creasing the force of vibration to see the first wrinkle appear, next

quadrangular crispations and finally jets in the air upwards so as

to convert the egg into froth.

JUNE 20TH.

24. At work with long plate (June 17. § 13) but not in Young
table. It was put on its bridges, water put about the middle and

then the plate vibrated by a wet glass tube resting at a. It was

easy to make the crispations so powerful as to overcome all

ordinary stationary vibrations. The crispations were as usual

almost always rectangular, sometimes a little confuzed— etc.,—

they were perhaps \ of inch across— they seemed square.

25. A candle image reflected from surface and examined pre-

sented a similarly formed figure on each heap or elevation, but

these were not fixed, but travelled, forming endless figures like

those of the kaleidophone, that on one wave being exactly Hke

that on another. Does not this shew that the waves are recipro-

cating, i.e. continually moving to and fro one into another?

Supposing that this might in part be due to the motion of the

plate itself up and down, which would carry the waves even

26. though they were permanent elevation[s], the candle was so

placed that the incident and reflected ray was nearly perpendicular

to the plane of the glass and parallel to the direction of its motion,

yet the images travelled as before. Must make permanent eleva-

tion[s] of resin or other substance and see how they appear under

the vibrating state of the plate.

27. On examining action of sand on plate: Much sand with

Httle water formed large heaps, involving in a beautiful manner
like lycopodium in air and exactly analagous in cause.

28. Less sand and more water gave confused results. Very Httle

sand and plenty of water gave sand figures resulting directly

from crispations, but these always appeared to be as square heaps,

one for each wave (perhaps.^), placed in lines; but these Hnes at

an angle of 45° with those of the waves. Thus when waves were

as black ink, sand spots left were arranged as red ink.^ Must
work these out as to number, position, etc. the first thing.

^ In the original diagram the diagonal lines are in red ink.
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29. The ripple or crispation continues of the same width sensibly

whether barely formed or whether plate vibrates so powerfully

as almost to throw up drops.

30. I used coloured water to ascertain whether whilst ripple

existed one part was more luminous than another, but I could

not determine the point for want of some mirror adjustments—

but it is a good form of experiment.

THURSDAY, JUNE 23.

31. Experimented altogether with a new long plate marked c

and which gave slower vibrations than the former (marked a).

32. Each elevation is decidedly a little nipple, cone or hill, but

it often happens that reflection from one to another gives many
figures from each cone, though only one window or other light

be used. Some highly polished silver cones arranged as these

cones or heaps gave for the inner ones each 8 reflections at the

sides, one direct at the top and vague but luminous reflection

from the lowest parts ; the window being over head.

33. Will endeavour to call these cones heaps. These heaps ar-

ranged in a quadrangular form when most steadily, the lines of

arrangement being general at angles of 45° to the side of the

plate.

34. There should not be too much or too little water— a certain

quantity is most favourable.

35*. Sand upon plate was decidedly washed from under each heap

— obtained some beautiful sand figures. The sand formed lines

between each heap parallel to their arrangement as in first figure

but often in pieces as in second.

36. The pieces of the second figure were sometimes small as

thust—and when these happened to be thick as well as short they

put on the appearance of heaps of sand arranged in directions

opposite to those of the waves, i.e. at angles of 45°.

37. With this plate c 10 heaps equalled in length 3 inches: with

less depth of water more hills were formed for same note or

vibration, i.e. ii| heaps in 3 inches, and when more water was

put on as few as 8 heaps in the 3 inches. The extreme numbers for

t [36] ' / ^ ^

/ Cn. I ^ y./^. '
' \ .

' X
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the same note were 8 and ii| in the 3 inches. These were with

square heaps or square arrangement.

38. Then another form of heap and sand lines occurred. The
kind of heaps I have often seen before, thus arranged together

something like bricks, and the following marks may be supposed

to represent the summits. The sand lines were not in pieces but

complete and defined and as in the margin. The sand was de-

posited between two neighbouring heaps as in former cases, and

the heaps and lines were parallel to side of glass plate : the dotted

lines represent the edges of the plate. There were 8| sand intervals

(and consequently heaps) in the 3 inches longitudinally taken,

and 1 5 in the same space taken across the plate.

39. Then again the heaps formed quadrangular and equi-oblique

to the plate as in margin, there being ii| heaps in 3 inches; but

now sand instead of being deficient at crossings accumulated

there in squarish masses, but still a few particles connecting.

40. Then again; on obtaining quadrangular arrangement at

angle of 45° with edges of the plate, and with little water so that

ii{ heaps occurred in 3 inches, the sand now accumulated at

the points of intersection instead of being as in a former case

absent from them altogether; it formed squarish masses, but still

a few particles connected these one with another shewing the

primitive direction.

41*. The system generally begins by circular waves or heaps

concentric to glass rod, and these form circles of sand, the sand

being as before from under the elevated portions of water and

consequently alternate with them- a spot of sand forms the

center; at the same time there is a tendency to form linear heaps

across the plate and parallel to each other (due probably to the

evident mode of vibration assumed by the plate) and to the

bridges, but strongest at the middle distance; these break up the

circles and are themselves broken up, producing the independant

heaps, at first rather irregular but almost instantly assuming the

quadrangular arrangement at angle of 45^ to edges of the plate:

then these have a tendency to rotate through 45° and become
parallel to the sides of the plate, and though they sometimes start

back again their tendency is to remain in that parallel state.

* [41]
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42. With the preliminary circles there are about 10 waves or

intervals in the 3 inches.

43. On spreading lycopodium on the water and sand at bottom

the lycopodium could be made to arrange in crossing lines, rather

thick, but leaving clear places over the heaps and the lines being

over and parallel to the sand lines. When both were well formed

the lines and figures coincided accurately, but the sand far the

best to shew the figures.

44. The lycopodium moved about over the whole surface of

the water suddenly and in starts, as if quite independant of the

heaps and urged by some other cause. The surface of the water

was evidently moving about without affecting the place or form

of the heaps and having no relation to them, as the motion was

in many opposite and fanciful directions at once, the heaps being

quite fixed in place and permanent. The direction of the vibra-

tions in the glass— the wind of breath, etc. were probably

affecting causes.

45. I had a piece of silver plate punched up with nipples repre-

senting the arrangement of heaps; these nipples each gave many
reflections of the light or candle as before explained— but being

fixed to the plate and the plate vibrated— the figure described

by the reflected light was always a straight line (as it ought to

be) perpendicular to the plane of the vibrating plate and shewing

beautifully the extent of vibration. On looking down upon the

nipples then the images appeared to be nearly fixed. This tends

to shew that with water heaps the travelling of the reflected image

is due to variations in shape of heaps and not to their rising or

falling simultaneously with the plate.

46. A bead will be useful to shew extent of vibration required

for any heap of water.

47. Tried to obtain very large heaps. Filled a flat dish with

5 water, put it on long table flap and lifted it up and down. Got
something like heaps, very large. Try still larger scale next.

JUNE 25TH, 1831.

48. Made some very large expts.—A deal board on two stools.

Board 18 feet long, put Young's table in the middle—with

little water, and then vibrated the board; got quadrangular
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arrangements each several inches (4 or 5) in the side. They look

like crossing waves but I beUeve they are the phenomena in

question.

49. Brought the stools nearer together so as to get quicker

vibrations, then had the heaps, etc. about or 2 inches wide

each ; looked exactly as smaller in some cases in others as four

crossing waves.

50. The proportion of water requires adjusting.

5 1 . Although same phenomena probably as that produced by
action of four right angular and opposed waves, yet cannot

originate so: originate at center of motion and the 4 waves

instead of being the cause of the heaps are probably the effects

of them.

52. The heaps are not permanent, they rise and fall like sta-

tionary undulations.

53. Endeavoured to ascertain whether all rose and fell together

or alternately—resume this next time, but believe that for any

one heap it rises once or completes its cycle of changes in two

complete vibrations of the supporting plate.

54. Then made expts. with strong laths, about 2, 3 or 4 ft.

long, 1 1 inches wide and | or | of inch thick— these sup-

ported at each end on bridges— then a plate of glass put on

the middle covered with water, and the vibrating rod put on

that and the whole thrown into motion by the wet hand or

fingers gave beautiful arrangements, evidently the same as those

on glass plates giving high sounds and as evidently the same

with those produced on the plank. Their number from 2{ or

3 to any larger number in a linear inch. Very beautiful.

55. Ink shewed them with extreme beauty, the extra reflection

from below being done away with.

56. Cold olive oil could be made to give the larger heaps though

not the smaller—being warmed it gives the smallest— all depends

upon the cohesion. White of Egg good because easily mobile

to a little distance. These effects afford a curious illustration of

the cohesion of fluids and may probably be usefully applied.

Should be pursued.

57. Can now pass at pleasure from smallest to largest arrange-

ments.

22-2
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58. Evidently not caused by interfering waves, although re-

soluble into them. For if water dished then phenomena begins

at and proceeds from the middle continually though the waves

are as continually lost at the edges. Besides, however irregular

the edges are the arrangement may be rendered quadrangular.

JUNE 28TH, 1831.

59. Made experiments with Young's table and the plank, taking

about 9 feet of plank between the bearings. Used milk as the

fluid instead of water. It has more cohesion and therefore does

well for large arrangements, and by putting a candle beneath, the

translucency of the milk shew[s] beautifully where the heaps rise

and descend and the course of the waves formed. In these large

experiments linear waves often begin from the side and form

intersection, closely resembling and in effect the same as the

crispations when the 4 sets cross accurately, but these are soon

broken up and the effect is seldom regular. In these large experi-

ments the heaps may continually be considered as stationary

undulations formed by waves, but as before stated, they them-

selves form the waves.

60. The Elevations in this large arrangement certainly alternate,

i.e. they not only rise and fall, but when one is up its neighbours

are down and vice versa.

61 . Wires laid into the Hquid produced no particular or deter-

mining effect.

62. Soaked some saw dust in hot water so that it would sink:

used this instead of sand under the water in these experiments.

It shewed exceedingly well the alternate rising and falling of

neighbouring hills, being washed from under both and oscillating

to and fro in the part between, in which in smaller arrangements

the sand rests.

63. Each heap recurs at two full vibrations, but as there are

two sets of heaps a set exists for each vibration.

64. With very large vibrations and much water (board 18 feet

long) still effects generally the same, heaps still alternate; see

then better the sets of co-existing heaps.

65. If considered in relation to the waves which may be sup-

posed to form or be formed by the heaps, all the heaps which
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exist at once are in rows parallel to the direction of the waves,

thus,^ or thus, these being the two sets: but as in

consequence of durability of impression on the eye both sets

are seen at once, the arrangement of the heaps seems to be at

an angle of 45° with the wave thus, or thus

66. On using a quadrangular frame of wire and striking the

water with it so as to produce four sets of waves at right angles,

the elevations as above were produced at angles of 45° to

wires.

67. Then used a smaller arrangement, a lath about 3 or 4 feet

long, i| inch wide, third of inch thick. A glass plate 8 inches £[
in diameter was cemented on and the whole vibrated by a glass

rod and the fingers as before. A mixture of half water, half ink,

was used. A beautiful arrangement very regular was obtained,

there not being above 2 or 3 heaps in the Hnear inch. The
arrangement could be sustained for any time almost unchanged
in place.

68. The plate was then surrounded by a border of wax or soft

cement so as to hold plenty of fluid over its whole surface. The
ink was much further diluted— a beautiful and perfect and constant

formation was obtained.

69. On looking at white paper beneath, a peculiar chequered

appearance was perceived in consequence of the different quantity

of fluid on different parts of the plates: lines of a certain in-

tensity divided the heaps from each other, but the square places

representing the heaps looked generally Hghter. On, however,

taking a position in which no reflected light, or but little, came
from the surface of the heap, then the places of the heaps could

be perceived as dark from the greater depth of ink there, and

on looking more minutely a position could be found in which the

whole surface looked like an alternate arrangement of white and

dark chequers-the dark becoming light and the light dark

alternately. In this way the alternating action of the two sets

of heaps was most beautiful.

70. It required tact to observe this effect and the chequers could

be seen light or dark all at once very often by merely making an

^ Four diagrams are referred to in this paragraph in the order in which
they appear below.
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exertion with the eye either to see the one or the other. This is

because of the rapid alternation of the two.

71. The heaps were conoidal— the candle image travelled

beautifully.

72. On replacing the diluted ink by water, sand arranged

beautifully.

73. On putting a candle exactly below this plate and holding

a screen of tracing paper an inch above it, the picture given was
beautiful. Each heap gave a star {a) of light at its focus which
twinkled, i.e. appeared and disappeared with the heap con-

tinually as it rose and fell. At the corners {x) a fainter light

appeared, and then as the screen was nearer or farther lines of

light in 2 or even 4 directions appeared (constant). This was
exceedingly beautiful and easily rendered visible to a large

Audience.

74. On making expts. on the reflection of waves from the

edges of Young's table at present I found a feeble wave was
reflected. On putting strips of calico in the water round the

edge it was still further diminished. On putting saw dust (tow.^)

all round the edge it was apparently quite destroyed, but the

effects took place as before, and in this as in many other expts.

is shewn to have no particular influence in causing the heaps.

75. With respect to such portions of fluid as were used on the

glass plate, but little reflection took place from the edges of water

when raised by capillary attraction or depressed by it, but did

by an obstacle equal in height to the surface of the water.

76. The round plate on feet was covered with water beyond

the nodal line and vibrated by the glass rod: the crispations

formed sometimes quadrangular but more frequently irregular,

but they could always be sustamed until they ran into the

quadrangular. Here no return waves could exist because the

water was quiescent at the circular nodal line.

77. An air pump jar was covered with parchment and set as in

the figure. Water was poured on to wet the whole of parchment,

a piece of cork put in the middle, the rod rested on that and the

parchment vibrated: the water formed a little lake in the middle

passing gradually into mere moistened surface. Yet the crispa-

tions occurred, though irregularly; yet no return of waves could
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exist here. Some portions of the crispations where there was
least water were quadrangular.

78. The heaps were of the same size laterally on large and on
small plate vibrating same number of times when depth of

water was sensibly the same.

79. Can easily modify place where heaps originate: thus with

equal depths they commence at place of greatest motion, but by
increasing depth in one part may make them commence there

though not the place of greatest motion.

80. The maxima and minima of height for the heaps appeared

to be alternately almost immediately after the supporting plate

had begun to descend in the course of one complete vibration.

81. Pieces of cork move about irregularly on the surface of

large heaps as lycopodium does on small ones.

JUNE 30TH, 1831.

82. Had a plate of tin circular about 10 inches in diameter and

dished about | of an inch—moistened it first with alkali to wet

it, then put water in so as to make sufficient depth at middle

but passing gradually into mere moistened surface— crispations

formed well at middle but were not constantly quadrangular,

they shifted continually. Here no return waves.

83. Obtained fine large heaps on this plate.

84. By putting ink on this plate, then the light and dark chequers

and the alternation was beautifully exhibited, better than by
glass plate and white paper beneath.

85. Then used a mercury bath. A piece of tin plate about 2I

inches square was fixed on cross bar, floated with mercury and

vibrated. The crispations formed with extreme rapidity and very

beautifully; they were smaller than with water having same

vibration. The Mercury soon became filmed, but on clearing of

that with a piece of paper, the clean crispations again occurred, but

mercury soon became filmy and so on. Very filmy mercury

caused irregularly arranged crispations, large and small, etc.

etc., but a little acidulated water being on the mercury prevented

all film and then crispations very equal and beautifully regular-

quadrangular- and the lines of heaps parallel to the diagonals

of the plates nearly always.
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86. When the mercury was dry and clean and when after one

or two vibrations but Httle film had formed, then it often re-

mained on the mercury in Hnes, marking out the previous

positions of the pimples. On looking in one light, Hnes could

be seen coinciding with the intervals of the pimples in one

direction, in another light the cross lines coinciding with the

other direction came into sight and the first disappeared, and in

a third light both sets of lines were seen cutting out the square

places where the dimples had existed. Here the film was minutely

wrinkled and bagged as if it had been most distended. At the

cross lines it was not so much wrinkled, and at the crossing of the

lines themselves it seemed quite free from mark and fully dis-

tended. All this can be understood by considering the film as

a flexible but not elastic envellope which had formed over the

whole surface whilst the pimples were rising and falling.

87. When much film was on the mercury and was drawn into

streaks the dimples or ripples formed under and in accordance

with these streaks ; the tension of the envelloping film being able

to give direction to the forces emanating from the plate.

88. Mercury in drops on the table, or mercury in basins, glasses,

etc. standing on the table—vibrated and exhibited lines, circular

principally, resulting from the communicated motion.

89. When Ink was put on the mercury on the plate some beautiful

appearances were seen. The mercury now when forming dimples

could be seen sending up the dimples through the ink, and by
rendering the latter thinner there shewed the arrangement of

forms beautifully. The arrangement was now beautifully regular

(the ink acid having dissolved all film) and constantly quadre-

lateral, the lines being parallel to the diagonals of the plates. The
form of the sides of the plates had in these cases determined the

arrangements (not originated them). These peeps of the pimples

were very beautiful. The optical effect is the reverse of that when
ink pimples were formed on tin plate. As oil does not form dimples

readily, black oil would be good for this experiment.

90. The determination also of substances to the centers of vibra-

tion were well seen here, for though when quiescent the ink

covered the mercury uniformly, yet when vibrated, as the mercury

was more abundant in one part than another the waves formed
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there first caused the thinning and gradual dissipation of the ink

to the other parts, that being left for the moment quite clear: on
ceasing the motion the ink returned. This appears to be due to the

relative gravity of the mercury and ink and is analogous to the

whirling table effect: the heavier substance receives the greatest

centrifugal force.

91 . Saw last night a Brewer's caravan going along over the stones.

It contained empty Butts upon end and rain had fallen on to them.

As the vehicle proceeded it rumbled over the stones and the up-

wards jerks frequently threw the water up into heaps quite of the

nature of the crispations.

92. Several pieces of glass of different shapes were put on the

cross bar, covered with water and vibrated. In all the arrangement

tended to become quadrangular: in i, 2 and 3 it was readily ob-

tained and nearly constant, in 2 and 3 the lines of heaps were

mostly at angles of 45° to the sides. With 4 and 5 the arrangement

was more irregularly and started off in different manners. The form

of the plate and of the edges of the pool evidently have much
influence in determining the final arrangement.

93. Some small print, net and an engraved tint were put against

the under side of a glass plate on which large heaps were then

induced, but nothing particular occurred.

94. A largish plate was arranged on the cross bar with such

intervals as to give large vibrations and then covered with sand

I of inch deep. With weak vibrations the sand was dispersed

and nothing particular occurred; but with strong vibrations the

sand formed arrangements in the air apparently as if it produced

a net work, for there were comparatively free holes through which

the glass could be seen with little or no sand there. The effect is

very curious, and by having a plate with raized sides to keep the

sand on may probably be continued a long time.

95. When the sand was put into a basin the same effect was

shewn.

96 . When a single heap ofsand was formed it involved something

like lycopodium in air, the whole flying off fast however from

the outside; but the theory appeared to be of the same kind. In

the reticulated appearance I think it seems as if the sand rose at

the places w[h]ere it forms net, and that air descends by the freer
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spaces. I speak generally; of course many grains of sand fly in

all directions.

97. When Much lycopodium is put upon large stretched paper

and struck up violently in the air, it often forms clouds in lines

or masses involving.

JULY I, 1831.

98. Mercury on tin plate being vibrated in sunshine gave very

beautiful effects of reflection. These might be transmitted on to

a screen, but the focal lengths of the cavities were usually too short

to allow of screen being placed at convenient distance. Perhaps a

concave lens might make this a beautiful Lecture room Expt.

99. The travelling of the sun's image on each point was very

beautiful and satisfactory.

100. It was pretty to see the reflection on the ceiling disappear

as the vibration was induced.

101. Ink and water vibrated in sunshine looked extremely

beautiful.

102. Dr. Brewster with me to-day. I shewed him some of the

Experiments.

103 . Have obtained some long and regular lathes, and also bridges

from Mr. Royce. They answer very well indeed. Can now easily

do with them all that was done with the plank and Young's table.

Got very large heaps on them.

104. Alcohol vibrates very well; so also Alcohol and Camphor.

105. Oil of turpentine vibrates and forms very well.

106. Oil of turpentine and water on same plate in mingled patches.

Map-like. Vibrations and forms accord very well, running off one

on to the other without much confusion at the confines of each.

There was a little confusion owing to difference of cohesion, etc. etc.

107. Have had a tin plate circular and 6 inches in diameter dished

slightly. Being amalgamated and put on a vibrating bar, mercury

was poured in: it formed a pool at the center gradually diminishing

to the sides. Upon vibrating it several natural and satisfactory

phenomena took place. The mercury flowed from the center and

passed a good way up the side, and when vibration stopped it

returned to original depth at middle. It did not receed altogether

from middle but diminished there and increased at sides w[h]ere
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before there was very little. As whole of plate suffered equal

vibration, i.e. possd. equal vibrating force, this is a natural

effect of lateral communication by the waves from center to sides,

and is opposed to the notion that waves originating the pimples

commence at sides.

108 . Then on observing crispation it was found to be very regular

and quadrangular at the middle where there was plenty of mercury,

etc.; but then passed into concentric waves nearer to the edges

and there was a large portion of surface covered with concentric

waves. These could not originate the quadrangular crispations.

Their cause was merely the deficiency of mercury and the direc-

tion in which the mercury thinned off.

109. These effects took place as well and better when the exciting

glass rod rested not in the mercury but on the wood at one side.

It did not at all interfere with regularity of vibrations, any more
than the violin bow does applied not at middle but near one end

of a string.

no. By varying the position of the exciting rod the cross bar

could be made to vibrate in aliquot parts, producing higher notes

and quicker vibrations, and then crispations of mercury became

smaller corresponding thereto.

111. Then resumed expts. with sand. Have a tin plate 4 inches

in diameter with round edge \ of inch high, this fixed on bar

to vibrate. The white glass maker's sand in it gave very good
effects. The sand when vibrating seemed to form a reticulated

texture, there being apertures through (perhaps | to | of inch

wide), through which tin bottom could be seen. It looked Hke

a honey comb arrangement of cells perhaps | of inch deep but

shifting continually. The size of cells were large with more forcible

vibration; some with moderate vibration were very small and

beautiful and often seemed to be in a quadrangular arrangement,

but forms continually and rapidly shifted. There should not be

too much or too little sand. On suddenly ceasing vibration sand

settled occasionally in forms corresponding to the appearance

whilst vibrating, but as it rebounded of course it settled usually

all over the plate, being only thicker or thinner in different parts.

A side light by throwing shadows shewed the forms best.

112. When plate not accurately arranged sand would accumulate
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at this or that side and then formed with weak vibration involving

heaps like lycopodium, but large. These could with increasing

vibration be traced into the cellular walls, and I believe at present

that the walls are of sand rising through the air and the cells

passages by which air is passing down towds. plate— analagous

in action indeed to lycopodium heaps except that perhaps much
air is carried upwards with sand at those places.

113. Tried several other kinds of substance, Magnesia, etc. but

not do well. James Powder shewed effect but not very well— red

lead— red oxide of iron— feebly.

113 a. The sand mingled with a little red lead or red oxide of

iron to colour it showed effects very well. They were very pretty

and were regular when soft vibrations of a two foot lath were

used.

114. Then used a longer lath and of course slower vibration.

Phenomenon very striking and evident.

115. Now vibrated water but used a basin and had some depth-

still vibrations took place. Used a finger basin and had 3 or 4
inches deep of water: plenty of undulation of the true or present

kind— depth in fact no barrier, for effects still occur, of course at

the surface.

116. Put mercury into the finger basin under the water, then both

became pimpled, the mercury very beautifully as seen through

the sides of the basin. Probably by putting sand round edge of

the mercury very effectually destroy lateral vibration or returned

vibrations.

117. Now went to vibration of plate in another direction to the

water. Put a plate upright against bridges, a basin of water

beneath so that end dipped into it a little, and then vibrated the

plate by a glass rod at x or by tapping with finger.

118. Elevations, waves or crispations immediately formed but of

a peculiar character. Those passing off from the surface of the

plate over the water to the sides of the basin were hardly sensible,

but apparently permanent elevations formed, beginning at the

plate and projecting directly out from it to the extent of | or §

an inch or more, like the teeth of a very short coarse comb. These

varied in their commencing at the glass; or having intervening

ones; or in height; or in length; or in number; or in breaking
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up into violently agitated pimples, etc. etc. according as the plate

dipped more or less into the water; or vibrated more or less

violently; or sub-divided whilst vibrating into parts. But when
plate was only about | of inch immersed (being one about 16

or 17 inches long), then 4 of these permanent ripples occupied as

nearly as possible the same space with 4 heaps formed with the

same plate and note in the ordinary way. The experiment shews at

once the cause of the ripple or crispation formed at surface of

water in a drinking glass vibrating under the finger.

119. The water arranged itself in those heaps (alternating probably)

as compensate most readily for the displacement of plate. It is a

beautiful proof that crispation does not arise from opposing or

crossing waves, for they are here at right angles to any such.

JULY 2ND.

120. Procured a very large glass (a glass jar will do), filled it

nearly with water. Then with wet finger at edge brought out

tones— there was crispation of surface— this was divided into four

divisions; the finger, the opposite part and the two at right

angles x ;-: x x were places where the crispations were weakest,

but the intervening parts 1^ were places where they were strongest.

At the former they were little ridges apparently permanent standing

out along the surface of the water perpendicular to the glass:

at the other places they were breaking into confused heap like

crispations. By diminish, the force of vibration the former almost

entirely disappeared and the latter became simple linear heaps per-

pendicular to the glass. Very good.

121 . Made a plate vibrate yesterday immediately over the surface

of water yesterday, but obtained no effects.

122. Used a tuning fork and glass of water for the ridges. If

fork vibrate too hard then violent agitation and drops thrown off.

If too feebly then only the waves outwards, and which between

the two limbs of the fork produce ordinary stationary undula-

tions; but if with moderate force then the stationary ridges at

right angles to the intersecting line of the water and fork appear

very prettily, and often so strong as to overcome the ordinary

stationary undulations between the two limbs.

123. If the fork be inclined still the ridges occur all round the
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touching part, and when fork held almost flat still ridges very good
alway round. Ought to happen, for as fork occupies more or less

room in the water the water has to vibrate in alternate heaps to

compensate for change of volume.

124. From this many conclusions flow. Cylinder little immersed

and vibrating up and down ought to produce them. If much
immersed ought not because whole mass of water not moved so

rapidly. So also if but little immersed much sound ought not

to be conducted, but if much immersed fluid ought to conduct as

well as some solids. Try all these— afford easy mode of effecting

phonic communication, etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. An instrument to

measure liquidity of fluids, etc. etc.

JULY 5, 1831.

125 . Continued the Experiments with the tuning forks and fluids.

The limb of the fork put into ink shewed the effects very well.

126. The limb of the fork put into mercury shewed the ridges

also, but the vibration of the fork was very rapidly stopped from

the density of the mercury.

127. When the butt end of the vibrating fork was put into mer-

cury in a basin, very minute undulations were observed upon the

clean surface, but they were of the nature of ordinary stationary

undulations.

128. When limb of lork was put upright in cold oil, no ridges

were observed. When put in very obliquely, the vibration being

strong, four currents rising up from under the fork into the air

I inch high or more, to the right, to the left, forward and backward,

were produced. These were actual fountains, but soon ceased as

the force of vibration diminished. They depended upon the de-

termination of these four currents by the mechanical action of

the Hmb acting as a pump piston and the cohesion of the fluid.

No ridges were formed.

129. Upon putting a spirit lamp under the oil, so soon as it was

somewhat warmed these streams diminished a little and became

ultimately splashingas with water, and the peculiar ridges appeared,

the oil having now lost that tenacity which it previously had.

130. When the fork placed obliquely is, from its strong vibra-

tion, splashing the warm oil, the shower of independant oil
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globules formed is very beautiful; they float for some time on

the oil beneath.

131. On putting a wire into a tube of water and bringing the

end of the vibrating tuning fork to the wire nothing particular

was perceived as to the difference of conduction of sound, etc. by
more or less depth.

132. Very thin jelly, so thin as to flow, did not shew crispations

of glass plate well. Jelly in this state is more like oil than white of

Egg. It is very sluggish.

133. On returning to the experiments upon sand under strong

vibration forming honey comb appearance. Very minute shot

shewed effects, so also did millet seed, but neither so well as sand.

Lycopodium added to the sand shewed nothing particularly.

134. The large drawing paper screen was put horizontally, much
sand put upon it, and then the paper struck up from beneath. The
peculiar appearances of the sand were visible but not better than

in tin plate with round edges. It was however evident that the

sand rose up highest and in largest masses from those parts where

it had fallen in largest portions, and the tendency is not to equal

diffusion but rather to concentration in these heaps.

135. The involving effect (which in fact is a weaker exhibition

of that just mentioned) was beautifully shewn. When the paper

was covered with sand a few blows upon the edges or other parts

caused it to draw up into patches Hnear or insulated according to

various circumstances, all of which involved beautifully and very

sensible at a distance. When sifted regularly over, the manner in

which the sand drew together in little heaps was very beautiful.

136. The sand being cleared off, much lycopodium was put on.

Here the involving effects were also very beautiful. But with

reference to the arrangement of the lycopodium in the air when
struck up forcibly from below, forming that peculiar tesselated

or reticulated appearance, it appears to be of the same nature as the

form given by sand and to depend upon more forcible impetus

in one part than another and a consequent periodical or inter-

vening reaction of the air.

137. As before stated water in a finger basin of much depth forms

surface ofheaps when vibrated on the lathe. When surface covered

halfan inch with oil, the oil also forms heaps, but these are smoother
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than those with water and, though requiring more force to pro-

duce them, perhaps shew the conical form of each heap better

from the tenacity of the oil. The cones are easily kept up and are

very good and regular.

138. Now went to experiments upon the lateral vibrations of bars

and plates in water.

139. A wooden lath was fixed with one end in a vice and the

other descended into a vessel of water. On vibrating the bar by
means of a glass rod and wet fingers very large and good ridges

were formed. As the rod dipped further into the water the vibra-

tions were slower and the ridges larger and fewer. When vibra-

tions were very violent the ridges often were mechanically broken
and dispersed in drops. When lath was made to sub-divide by
application of glass rod nearer the vice the ridges were more
numerous and smaller.

140. A large cross piece of board was fixed to the end of the lath

so as to produce a larger vibrating surface in the water. The board

might be 7 inches by 3 inches and the lath | inch thick, i{

wide and from 2 feet downwards in length. Many more ridges

were now obtained at regular intervals starting out from the board,

and now it was ascertained that there were two sets just as of the

pimples and that when one set was down another was up ; thus all

of this mark 9 were up at once and when they went down
all those ^ ^ came up. For each to and from motion or one

complete vibration one of the sets appeared, so that in two com-

plete vibrations the cycle of changes was complete. As the ends

of the board were open and the vessel of water was not very

large certain disturbances of the water took place, preventing a con-

clusion respecting the existence of currents or not. To avoid this

another piece of board, about 8 inches long and four inches deep

had pieces of tin plate above 4 inches by 5 inches fixed on at the

ends so as to cut off much of the lateral motion, and then this being

fixed at the end of the lath was vibrated in the water. When deep

the vibrations were slow and ridges large. When immersed but an

inch the vibrations were quicker and ridges smaller; they were

very regular and did not form except on the wood and parallel

to the course of its vibrations. Pieces of cork and lycopodium

powder shewed that there was no important current setting in the
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direction of the ridges—cork close up towards the wood, i.e. at

the head of the ridges, oscillated to and fro from one ridge towards

its neighbour just as they do from one heap to another in the

ordinary phenomena. The lycopodium sometimes moved or

seemed to move on the ridges from the wood and between the

ridges to it, but it was very irregular and there was no current

setting into or out from the wood generally, nor was the disturb-

ance so much as with lycopodium on water amongst the heaps.

The ridges are evidently reciprocating ridges. They exist on both

sides the wood but do not seem necessarily to correspond, for they

frequently shifted a little so as to coincide or not quite accidentally.

141. A very simple arrangement shewed this [these] ripples with

extreme beauty. An oval foot bath being nearly filled with water,

a piece of lath such as described above was held with the two ends

against the curved sides so that the lath was partly immersed and

then vibrated horizontally by the glass rod and wet fingers. The
ripples instantly appeared on both sides, were an inch in length,

more or less numerous according to the length of the bar, the

part immersed, etc. and could be well shewn by a light passed

through it. Even when the top of the lath was nearly an inch

under water the ripples could be made to form over it at the

surface.

142. Glass plates and metal plates are easily vibrated in the same

way.

143. Now went to perpendicular action. A cork was fixed by
cement near the end of a lath and the latter fixed by the other

end in a vice, the cork being downwards: then the rod of glass

being applied and the fingers used the lath vibrated carrying the

cork, and a basin of water was brought up to the latter. So soon

as the cork touched the water a beautiful store of ridges formed

all round it, running out 2, 3 or even 4 inches. These were more or

less numerous according to number of vibrations, etc. etc. and

force of vibration. On raising the water so as to immerse more of

the cork the ridges soon diminished in elevation and strength

and by further immersion disappeared: thus when only | an inch

deep, strong vibration was required to produce them, but when
only touching the surface they were beautifully formed with the

least force. By moving the glass rod so as to make the lath

F D I 23
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subdivide in its vibrations, corresponding alterations in the ripples

were obtained.

144. Arranged the large glass plate and long lath for large vibra-

tion. It will very well with care, etc. etc.

145. Made a few experiments on the action of oil and oil of

turpentine in stilling waves but did not satisfy myself. Must
experiment on Ponds, etc.

JULY 18, AT HASTINGS.

146. Remarked a peculiar series of ridges produced by action of

steady strong wind on water on sandy shore. Wherever the sand

was covered by a layer of water too thin to form waves before

the wind, yet flowing over the surface as where it was oozing

out from above, slight ridges were formed parallel to the direction

ofthe wind. These would be two, three, four or more inches long

and were continually reciprocating, i.e. ascending and descending

in succession: the eye could trace the two series of resulting waves

which seemed to travel from right to left and left to right over

them. Of course these opposing waves were the consequence not

the cause. The sun's image was a good object to render these

ridges visible. They were not high, but high enough to arrange

the sand beneath, which was left lined in this way parallel to the

wind's course over very extensive flats. The ridges covered all

the wet sand, and also appeared in the pools when the windward

edge was flat and before waves had formed. When the water

deepened enough to form waves then these ridges disappeared.

They are small and require carefull looking for, but being once

seen they are easily found again. They may serve to indicate

how the wind has been during a night, etc. etc. for they are per-

fectly parallel to its course.

147. I could not get them on a plate or on a stool. The wind must

be of equable force and sweep the surface undisturbed by any

projection or irregularities which cause eddys, hence the advantage

of the sands.

Repeated fig. 7^ arrangement, nearly quadrangular marking,

not one double the other but numbers as 7-5 one way and

^ The fig. 7 (23) at foot of page 329 is apparently referred to here.
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10 at angles of 45° to former, counting the heaps in an equal

length.

Vibrated round plate on lath with water and sand so as to obtain

circles and then square arrangement; the numbers of intervals

between the circles and between the heaps were the same for the

same plate, water, vibration, etc. etc.

Vibrated plate for luminous image; was as in the margin.

Examined light reflected from top of each heap: varies very

much with position of candle, age, etc. etc. etc.



CRYSTALS, SURFACE of

20TH MARCH, 1832.

Have selected some crystals of Carb. soda, put them in basins,

put a solution of the same carbonate over them, and covered

them over with paper to evaporate and crystallize—hoping for

large masses of crystals but with natural surfaces.

Some of the pieces were a little effloresced when put in ; others

clear of efflorescence. I do not know whether the effloresced part

will become the most or fully hydrated. I fear not.

APRIL 5TH, 1832.

To-day opened the basins. The solution had crept up to the

covering paper and crystallized there. Took paper off, found all

beneath dry and crystals very fair and transparent, with good
surfaces except here and there a little dullness from the old

effloresced part. Cleared away the film of carbonate from the

edges and sides of the basins, which of course left a crushed or

broken edge all round, but thin, and then recovered them with

fresh paper and left them again (2, 3,4). The crystals of one basin

became loose and were transferred to another, I hope without

crushing or breaking any part of the surface (5).

AUG. I, 1832.

A basin of crystals of carb. soda of date Sept, 5, 1827 (i) still

uneffloresced in any part.

The undisturbed basin of April 5 (2) same as then. No efflores.

The do. do. (3) also the same.

The do. do. (4) altered a little at edges of film and here

and there at angular dull parts of the solid crystals, but not much.

The transferred basin (5) specked a little with efflorescence

especially at angles.

A basin of sol. glauber put by on April 1832. Is now com-

pletely crystallized but no signs of efflorescence.

Phosphate of soda probably the same.

Sul. Soda crystals.
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Looked at Basins of crystals.

No. I . Still uneffloresced except a little at the very edges of mass.

No. 2. Still uneffloresced.

No. 3. Little efflorescence at end of one crystals and a spot or

two on the other.

No. 4. Not much extension of efflorescence. Now nearly as 3.

No. 5. Specked more than before.

No. 6. Glauber not effloresced any where.

No. 7. Phosphate of Soda. Fresh moist crystals put away on

the 3rd August, 1832 are now perfect. No efflorescence except

that at edges of moist places, and here and there on single crystals

are little elevated white portions like globes and these are probably

not efflorescent parts but minute crystals grouped by capillary

attraction, etc. etc.

No. 8. Phosphate of soda. Fresh moist crystals put away on

Aug. 3, 1832. Clear and transparent, no efflorescence, a little trace

on basin of whiteness at edge of the moistened part.

No. 9. Phosphate Soda. Part crystals part solution put away
Aug. 4th, 1832. Now all is dry, crystals very beautiful and clear

and no appearance of efflorescence. Many of the crystals are long

prisms.

No. 10. Phosphate of Soda. Crystals and solution put aside

together on Aug. 4th, 1832. Now all dry and crystals clear and

not effloresced. Many of them are long prisms. Round the mass

the thin film of salt has risen up here and there from the basin and

seems white as if effloresced, but it may perhaps be only a con-

geries of minute crystals. Time will shew.

Influence of Mechanical arrangement over chemical affinity.

Is not introduction of wire or nucleus, solid, into saturated cold

solutions or cooled acetic acid the same principles more highly

exalted

And then is not that the same as action of spongy platina on

oxygen and hydrogen. If either gas alone were put up into spongy

platina would there not be condensation ?

Are not all these phenomena results of one cause ?

Make crystals of salts with wires, etc. in them. Put spongy

platina into gases which are required to combine and subject all

to sunshine.
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No. I as on Aug. 30th except that efflorescence farther in to-

wards middle.

No. 2 quite unchanged.

No. 3 efflorescence extending, above half surface covered.

No. 4 efflorescence proceeding—but not much yet.

No. 5 do. do. over part of surface planes.

No. 6 Not effloresced any where.

No. 7 Exactly as before -beautiful.

No. 8 do. do.

No. 9 do. do.

No. 10 do. do.

3 DECK. 1833.

1. All effloresced.

2. do. , the paper hard from imbibed salt.

3. do. on surface, parts within still transparent.

4. As 3.

5. As 3.

6. Not effloresced any where as yet.

r
g

^
\ All effloresced

;
parts beneath here and there transparent.

10



LIME EXPERIMENTS and C.A.

1832. MARCH.
About 4 or 6 months ago Brunei (Junr.) wanted to make

carbonic acid by heating carb. lime in close vessels, but though

he gave great and long heat could get no gas over.

He and Hawes (Wm.) came to me about it. I remembered
certain similar effects with myself, and also Dr. Wollaston's direc-

tions to me for making quick lime, and suspected that heat alone

was hardly sufficient to cause the decomposition. I recommended
Brunei to send vapour of water through; this he did, and then

obtained plenty of carbonic acid gas and caustic lime.

Dr Wollaston's directions to me were, when I wanted perfectly

caustic lime, to slake the lime once calcined and then to re-calcine

it. It would be perfectly caustic the second time.

I think Phillips (R.) mentioned some results of the long calcina-

tion of chalk some time since by a friend of his, but I do not

remember whether it did not become caustic or whether it be-

came hydraulic cement.

Berthier's expts. on fusion of carbonates, etc. interesting. He
says he easily fused mixed single proportionals of Carbonate of

lime and carbonate of Soda, also i : 2. Quar. Journ. xxvi, 436,

or Annales de Chimie, xxxviii, 246.

Berzelius has remarked and described the fusion of dry carb.

lime, the effect of water, air, etc. etc. very well. French Edition

Vol. ii, p. 358. I cannot admit the explanation however.

Hall's expts. seem very doubtful to me, i.e. I have never yet

seen good crystals and I doubt whether the pressure in the

experiments was of any consequence.

1832. MARCH 15TH.

Dried carbonic acid gas over S. A. Put dry carb. lime (whitening)

into a platina tube, connected it with the Dry C. A., allowed a

little to leak over the carb. lime and escape at the end of tube

and heated the tube, by an oxy-alcohol lime— thus the carb. lime
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was exposed at very high temperature to dry carb. acid. After a

few minutes examd. it. The substance was harder, contained very

much C. A. and very little free lime.

Repeated expt. continuing the heat longer and at one place.

On removing the matter one piece was now very hard, contained

much lime and but little carb. lime. It was not fuzed. Thus heat

does drive off carb. acid though with great difficulty.

On heating some carb. lime in same tube by common
blow pipe but putting a little water into the tube then the lime

quickly became very caustic.

Volcanic marble—appearance of fusion though not under pres-

sure.

MARCH i6th.

Heated carb. baryta native in tube with steam passing. On
putting it in water no trace of caustic baryta— all was still

carbonate-used only oil blow pipe lamp for the purpose.

Put dry caustic lime into dry carbonic acid gas over mercury

;

marked place of gas and left it for 24 hours. No change in place.

MARCH 17TH.

Then moistened a little piece of paper, i inch square, rolled it

up into a pellat and put it through the mercury into the jar. Left

all for 48 hours.

MAR. 19.

Then the mercury had risen much— all had passed into the

jar— air had entered and upon letting in water and agitating I

found very little carbonic acid gas was left. Hence distrust fact

no absorption between dry lime and carbonic acid—but little

water immediately brings it about.

Sir Jas. Hall's expts. on heat and compression. Edin. Phil.

Trans, for 1812. i.e. Vol. vi, p. 71.
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Deposits from Mr Babhage from Temple of Serapis, Piscina

mirabili and Temple of Mercury. Baia and near Naples.

Temple of Serapis. A thin hard brown crust, consisting of

numerous successive layers—very distinct and indicative of de-

position, the flattest inside surface more crystalline than the outer

surface. Looks very like a fur— or a calcareous deposit.

Boiled in water gave a very weak solution of Sul. lime.

In M. A. great effervescence, little smell like that of bituminous

limestone— the deposit being in excess a neutral solution was ob-

tained and with the excess was left peroxide of Iron a little. The
solution with Amm. gave scarcely any precip.—by carb. amm.
much of Carb. lime. It contained a little S. A.-Magnesia I could

find none. On boiling the undissolved residue in more M. A. (in

excess)— left a little siliceous matter, and oxide of iron was taken

up. Alumina, no sensible trace.

Substance is a deposit principally of carbonate of lime. There

is a little Sul. lime and a little silica. Iron and perhaps alumina.

There is no magnesia and no sensible trace of a muriate. These

rather against notion of sea deposition.

Piscina Mirabili. A hard brownish earthy mass, external surface

tuberculated, rough and stalactitical— appearance of layers far less

evident but occurring here and there—whole more crystalline

than former— is very like a carb. lime deposit.

Boiled in water gave a weak solution of Sul. lime—no sensible

trace of muriate.

In M. A. great effervescence— little smell as before of bitu-

minous limestone— the deposit being in excess a neutral solution

was obtained, and with the excess was left a little peroxide of Iron.

The solution with ammonia gave scarcely any precipitate; with

carb. ammonia much of carb. lime. There was a little Sul. acid

present but no Magnesia. On boiling the undissolved portion in

more M. A. a solution containing iron was obtained—no alumina,

and a little silica was left.

This substance is a deposite like the last consisting of Carb. lime

with very little Sul. lime. Silica, oxide of iron and perhaps

alumina, but no muriate or magnesia.

Temple of Mercury. This piece very rough and irregular—

very tuberculated outside and white as snow there, also highly
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crystalline; towards the other surface a little brown but crystal-

line.

Does not effervesce with M. A. Is soft in the mortar. Boiled

in water gave a sat. solution of Sul. lime—not a trace scarcely

of M. A.—no other earth or base.

Boiled in M. A. all dissolved but little siliceous matter and oxide

of iron—a little oxide of iron dissolved. The rest sulphate of lime.

The deposit is essentially sulphate of lime.
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AUG. 29TH, 1831.

1 . Expts. on the production of Electricity from Magnetism, etc. etc.

2. Have had an iron ring made (soft iron), iron round and
g

inches thick and ring 6 inches in external diameter. Wound many
coils of copper wire round one half, the coils being separated by

twine and calico— there were 3 lengths of wire each about 24 feet

long and thev could be connected as one length or used as separate

lengths. By trial with a trough each was insulated from the other.

Will call this side of the ring A. On the other side but separated

bv an interval was wound wire in two pieces together amounting

to about 60 feet in length, the direction being as with the former

coils; this side call B.

3. Charged a battery of 10 pr. plates 4 inches square. Made
the coil on B side one coil and connected its extremities by a

copper wire passing to a distance and just over a magnetic needle

(3 feetfrom iron ring). Then connected theendsof oneof the pieces

on A side with battery; immediately a sensible effect on needle.

It oscillated and settled at last in original position. On breaking

connection of A side with Battery again a disturbance of the

needle.

4. Made all the vdres on A side one coil and sent current from

battery through the whole. Effect on needle much stronger than

before.

5. The effect on the needle then but a very small part of that

which the wire communicating directly with the battery could

produce.

6. Changed tlie simple wire from B side for one carrying a liat

helix and put the helix in the plane of the Mag. Meridian to the

west of the S pole of the needle, so as to shew best its influence

when a current passed through it— the helix and needle were about

3 feet from the iron ring and the ring about a foot from the battery.

7 . When allwas ready, the moment the battery was communicated

with both ends of ^ire at A side, the helix strongly attracted the

needle ; after a fevs- vibrations it came to a state of rest in its original

and natural position: and then on breaking ihQ battery connection

the needle v^'as as suon<g\\' repelled.dind. after a few oscillations came

to rest in the same place as before.
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8. Hence effect evident but transient; but its recurrence on break-

ing the connection shews an equilibrium somewhere that must be

capable of being rendered more distinct.

9. The direction of the pole towards the helix was, when the

contact was first made, as if the helix round B was a part of that

at A, i.e. the electric currents in both were in the same direction

;

but when the contact with the battery was broken the motion of

the needle was as if a current in the opposite direction existed for

a moment.
10. Had a short cylinder of iron | thick, 4 inches long, and coiled

round with 4 pieces of wire each about 14 feet long: made these

coils into one and substituted this in place of the flat helix. The
needle was affected as before, but not at all as if the iron had

helped to develope magnetic power—not more than helices round

it would probably have done without the iron. It was the same

transient and inverted states as before.

11. Removed the iron and helices and substituted two platina

poles to ends of B coil; put these into solution of copper, lead,

etc. etc., but could get no evidence of chemical action. Put solution

of copper on to one pole and then touched the drop with the other

;

then connected the battery, then broke connection at drop, and

then at battery, and so went on in succession so as to avoid the

recurrence of the return or opposite current on the drop : but got

no evidence of chemical action.

12. On making all the wire round the iron ring one helix and

sending current from battery through it, and also hanging a

magnetic needle over the ring, one pole being in the middle at

the point of suspension, the needle darted about irregularly and

shewed poles— two N and two S. On putting paper over the ring

and sprinkling filings over it also see the 4 poles, but were ir-

regularly placed. Iron probably not soft but evidently not a per-

fect conductor, for the parts between the ends of the two general

helices ofA and B were of very different magnetic power to the

ends of the helices.

13. Put a helix (of brass brace spring) round a glass jar and brought

a needle within it in various positions, but it behaved merely as a

single ring of wire would have done.
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14. Repeated (6): continued the contact of A side with battery

but broke and closed alternately contact of B side with flat helix.

No effect at such times on the needle— depends upon the change

at battery side. Hence is no permanent or peculiar state of wire

from B but effect due to a wave of electricity caused at moments
of breaking and completing contacts at A side.

15 . Tried to perceive a spark with charcoal at flat helix junction B
side but could find none. Wave apparently very short and sudden.

No use trying platina wire. Not sure large battery would not

produce spark.

i^a. Then disjoined the three portions of wire on A side—made
two into one helix and sent battery current through that—and

connected the third portion with the flat spiral and needle, etc.

so as to represent B side. Effects on needle stronger than before

but same in character, occurring inversely, etc. on breaking battery

connection, etc. etc.

16. A large bar magnet brought in contact with the ring caused

no change at the flat helix.

17. May not these transient effects be connected with causes of

difference between power of metals in rest and in motion in

Arago's expts. ?

18. Took the iron cylinder (10) and connecting two of the wires

into one Helix and the other two into another, connected one of

these Helices with the flat spiral and needle and the other with the

battery—immediately a sharp short pull upon the needle, the

effects being exactly as before but not so strong. Hence a ring

magnet is not wanted.

19. Brought the poles of strong magnets in contact with ends of

the iron cylinder, but found no difference upon the needle at the

flat spiral-all the effects seem due to the Electrical current only.

SEPT. 12, 1831.

20. Have prepared several coils, helices, etc. etc. etc. Coil A con-

sists of various lengths (as under) of copper wire, string being

interposed between the turns of each coil and calico or linen

between the different coils.

Coil B was composed of alternate copper and iron (see lengths
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beneath), the iron either covered with cotton or else separated as

before.

AA £>

20—

6

C—26—

6

20
5 I—30—

6

21—4 C—31—

5

24—3 I—31—

5

These lengths are the

25—2 C—36—

4

lengths 01 coil (not

26—1 1—38—4 including the projecting

27—

6

C-38-3 ends), and the core in
-,Q c2»—

5

I—37—

3

each is of wood.
28—

4

C—39—

2

29—3 I—37—

2

31—2 C—38—

I

31—

I

I—41—

I

310 422

C—208

I—214

C a flat spiral of covered iron wire containing about 6 feet.

D a double flat do. do. 19 feet.

E a do. copper wire uncovered do. 14 feet.

F a cylindrical round solid helix of covered iron wire con-

taining about 12 feet.

G do. of 31 feet.

H a double flat spiral of covered iron wire of 18 feet.

I a coil of covered iron wire 35 feet about and 2| inches

mean diameter, forming a thick ring ; this then covered by a helix

at right angles to it of two lengths of copper wire 40 feet each

or 80 feet together, these being separated by string and calico

from each other as in former cases.

K The iron ring covered of (2).

L The covered iron cylinder of (10).

SEPTR. 24, 1831.

21 . A tried-each length independant and right-half the lengths

(i.e. I, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) made into one helix, the other half (i.e. 2,

4, 6, 8, 10, 12) into another helix by connection, so as to form

two helices closely interposed, having the same direction, not

touching anywhere and each 150 feet long. One helix connected

4

1
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as in (6) with flat helix and the other with battery of 10 pr.

plates 4 inches square. Not the slightest effect on needle at flat

helix either at time of contact or disunion or any other way.

No induction sensible— contacts all perfect.

22. Then B, the final copper helix containing 208 feet wire, the

final Iron helix 214 feet, but no effect on needle, though sometimes

.the battery current was sent through the iron, sometimes the

copper; the iron seemed to do no more than the copper.

23. Used H. When brought towards pole of needle concentric

with it, the pole seemed to be repelled towards edge in any direc-

tion going from H- . In fact the pole of needle in inducing

magnetism on the wire could do it better at a than at + , and

better at b than at a, opposite poles no doubt being formed at c

or d. Would be it so also with a continuous plate as well as a flat

helix. Evident therefore that magnetic action tends to arrange

particles longitudinally in the direction of its own axis and is

itself powerfully arranged by previous arrangement of iron par-

ticles—important influence thus exerted.

24. When H connected with the battery then the centers were

the poles, and there was nothing particular in the magnetic action

evolved. The moment the connection was broken the magnetism

was lost.

25. The double flat iron helix H connected with wires leading

away, as in (6), to flat copper helix and needle, and then pole of a

powerful bar magnet brought flat against iron helix and suddenly

removed to distance—but no effect produced at test helix beyond
that of motion of magnet itself.

26. The flat helix H put between N and S poles of the two bar

magnets, the lower ends of bars touching, and then the upper poles

put close to or kept at distance from H—but still no effect at

indicating helix at distance.

27. A flat copper helix E substituted for H and experimented

with but still no effect.

28. Two double iron spirals such as H but side by side— one

connected with indicating spiral at distance and a current from

10 pr. of plates and trough sent through the other. No sensible

inductive effect.

29. I. Tried in various ways by currents through iron or copper
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but no effect at indicating coil. Magnetic poles brought quickly

to it and then removed, still no effect.

30. When copper of I carrying current no particular magnetism

in the iron that was sensible to needle ; those parts of iron wire

ends nearest to rings were powerful poles for wire but not power-

ful for helix used and for battery.

31. Covered Iron wire bent to and fro like a cracker; when cur-

rent through it no particular action.

32. The iron ring K and cylinder L acts as before and very well.

33. The iron cylinder and helix L. All the wires made into one

helix and these connected with the indicating helix at distance by
copper wire: then the iron placed between the poles of bar

magnets as in former expt. and in fig. Every time the mag-
netic contact at N or S was made or broken there was magnetic

motion at the indicating helix, the effect being as in former cases

not permanent, but a mere momentary push or pull. But if the

electric communication (i.e. by the copper wire) was broken then

these disjunctions and contacts produced no effect whatever.

Hence here distinct conversion of Magnetism into Electricity.

34. Perhaps might heat a wire red hot here— try with Marshes

magnet.

SEPT. 29TH.

35. M. Put two coils of copper wire round block of wood, string

intervening and the coils alternating. Each coil had 34 turns

of 73 inches each— each was therefore 2432 [sic] inches or 202.8

feet in length. Each had one joint but bright and well twisted.

OCTR. I, 1831.

36. A battery of 10 troughs each of 10 pr. of plates 4 inches

square charged with good mixture of sulphuric and nitric acid,

and the following experiments made with it in the following

order. The discharge of the battery between charcoal points was

very powerful at the first and very good at the conclusion.

37. One of the coils of M connected with the flat helix as in

expt. (6), and the other with the poles of the battery (it having

been found that there was no metallic contact between the two).

The mag. needle at the indicating fiat helix was affected but so

little as to be hardly sensible.
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38. In place of the indicating helix our Galvanometer was used

and then a sudden jerk was perceived when the battery com-
munication was made or broken^ but it was so slight as to be

scarcely visible -it was one way when made, the other when
broken, and the needle took up its natural position at intermediate

times.

39. Hence there is an inducing effect without the presence of

iron, but it is either very weak or else so sudden as not to have

time to move the needle. I rather suspect it is the latter. Use a

hollow helix in place of indicating galvanometer and put needle

in to magnetise. Compare with effect with Iron present also.

40. The Galvanometer tells better than the flat helix.

41. Endeavoured to obtain evidence of Chemical action as in

(i i), but could not. Probably the interference of fluid conductors

is enough to stop the wave.

42. Could get no heating effect with Platina wire or spark with

charcoal with this arrangement at induced side.

43. When a small battery was introduced on induction side so

as to send a continual current through that helix and constantly

deflect the galvanometer needle, the making and breaking of the

contact on the other side was not more sensible if so sensible as

with the helix alone. And as contact was made in opposite direc-

tions it would appear that when currents in both wires there was

little effect or none beyond that with no first current.

44. Now used the Ring K instead of these large coils-all other

things for induction, etc. remaining the same as in the former

expt., and in (6). With index helix there was powerful effect,

and with indicating galvanometer very powerful, pulling the

needle quite round, but still it was only momentary. The needle

settled as at first though contact continued, and when contact was

broken the needle was pulled for the moment in the opposite

direction with equal force.

45. Decomposition as at (11)—could not perceive the least

trace.

46. Got a spark with charcoal at the end of the inducing wires,

very distinct though small— only at the moment of contact or

disjunction. Tried to heat a platina wire but probably failed be-

cause of too great thickness of wire.

FD I 24
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47. Deflected the galvanometer needle by use of little battery

( ) and then passed battery charge through the other helix—

but obtained no extra action.

48. When the Ring K was held near to the cap of an excited

electrometer, the contact of one of the battery wires with the heHx

caused a little increased divergence, but on completing the contact

it fell to its first petition. The effect seems due to the whole mass

becoming feebly electrical with the pole which first touches it,

and acting by induction on the electrometer. It is nothing im-

portant.

49. Two double flat iron helices each containing 19 feet of wire D
were placed side by side, one connected with the galvanometer

and the other with the battery, but no effect on galvanometer

occurred.

50. See old expts. on magnets in helices.

51. The two helices (iron) D when hung about | of inch apart

powerfully attracted each other at moment of communication

with battery, the direction being the same in both, but in a

moment or two continuing the contact the attraction ceased—

apparently entirely. Upon breaking the contact for a minute or

two and then renewing it the attraction was reproduced, but when
contact was broken for a shorter period the attraction was not so

strong, and when broken for an instant only it scarcely appeared

at all. When iron coils first receive magnetic state they attract

strongly; when contact broken they lose that peculiar state

gradually, and if before it is much diminished it be renewed

attraction is only small. Attraction proportionate to approxima-

tion to natural state and to intensity of peculiar state to which it

is rising. Query would this happen with copper helices.

52. Cylinder L arranged with indicating galvanometer etc. pro-

duced its effect but nothing to compare with ring K.

53. Attraction of filings with Cylinder L very good— a very

fine bunch, inch or more long, fell off moment contact broken-

good class expt.

54. Arranged Sturgeon's plate for Vibration— 20 vibrations were

necessary to diminish it from one arc to another— then hung two

iron helices D over the edge of the plate so as to act as the poles

of a magnet on the sides of the plate, but there was no sensible
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difference in the number of vibrations. Then used two poles of

two bar magnets instead of the helices, and then 10 vibrations

made the same diminution in amplitude of vibration as 20 before

or thereabouts. But the poles of the magnets were far stronger

on a needle than the helices were. Still doubt that pure Electro-

magnets will produce Arago's effect.

OCTR. 17, 1831.

55. Have prepared two pieces of apparatus—N a piece of musket

barrel ~ of inch in diameter, variable in thickness but about ^ of

inch. This was covered by one piece of copper wire 61 feet 4
inches long, in a helix passing from end to end and back again (in

the same direction), so as to surround the barrel four times.

56. O a cylinder, hollow, of paper, covered with 8 helices of

copper wire going in the same direction and containing the fol-

lowing quantities

f. in.

1 or outermost—32 10

2 — —31 6

3 - —30
4 - —28
5 - —27
6 - —25 6

7 - —23 6

8 or innermost—22

220 feet exclusive of pro-

jecting ends all separated by twine and calico. The internal diameter

of paper cylinder was ^ of inch in diameter, the external diameter

of whole 1 1 inches and the length of copper helices (as a cylinder)

6| inches.

57. Expts. with O. The 8 ends of the helices at one end of the

cylinder were cleaned and fastened together as a bundle. So

were the 8 other ends. These compound ends were then con-

nected with the Galvanometer by long copper wires-then a

cylindrical bar magnet | inch in diameter and 8| inches in length

had one end just inserted into the end of the helix cylinder— then

it was quickly thrust in the whole length and the galvanometer

24-2
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needle moved— then pulled out and again the needle moved hut

in the opposite direction. This effect was repeated every time the

magnet was put in or out and therefore a wave of Electricity was
so produced from mere approximation of a magnet and not from

its formation in situ,

58. The needle did not remain deflected but returned to its place

each time. The order of motions were inverse as in former expts.

— the motions were in the direction consistent with former expts.,

i.e. the indicating needle tended to become parallel with the

exciting magnet, being on the same side of the wire and poles of

the same name in the same direction.

59. When the 8 helices were made one long helix the effect was

not so strong on the galvanometer as before, probably not half

so strong. So that it is best in pieces and combined at the end.

60. When only one of the 8 helices was used it was least powerfull

—hardly sensible.

61 . Made a sort of jacket of tin foil round a paper cylinder so

that, being separated at the edges by paper, the galvanometer wires

could be attached to. Then pushed magnet in and out but could

perceive nothing at galvanometer. Could hardly indeed expect it,

because as magnet introduced there was the part in advance

ready to carry the current back. Now in coil, the part in advance

could not do so. But jacket may be effectual with iron in its

place made a magnet at once, either by contact of bars or by helix

round it.

OCTR. 18, 1831.

62. Again charged battery of 12 troughs, 10 pr. each 4 inches

square.

63. Re-experimented with block and coils M ( ) connected

as before with the Galvanometer. When battery was connected

with one wire the other very feeble affected galvanometer. When
contact was broken the galvanometer was affected the other

way— the effect was very small, but it did not depend upon elec-

tricity of tension diffused from battery, as was evident from the

direction of the disturbance.

64. Then concluding that there might be a powerful wave diough

too sudden to move Galvanometer needle and more like a com-
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mon electric shock-use a hollow helix instead of the galvano-

meter, and put two or three unmagnetised needles into it; found

they were made magnets instantly by contact of the other wires and

magnets of the contrary kind when contacts broken. Hence mere
wires do induce upon each other, but action very sudden and quick.

65. Interposed brine and two copper plates, of large surfaces,

in the Galvanometer circuit to see if by retardation might render

effect on needle more visible—was just as before, not more—
hence can pass fluids though it does not decompose them.

66. Sent the current of the battery through a rod of copper, the

rod being at the same time connected by two other wires with

the galvanometer— to see if on the current ceasing there was any

return in copper rod; but could find no effects. Perhaps ought

to use helix and needle because of very quick action.

67. Same expt. with iron rod, obtained no action.

68. Now used the arrangement O, connected spirals i, 3, 5 and

7 end to end to form one long helix for battery circuit, connected

2, 4, 6 and 8 with similar ends together ( ) for galvanometer

connection. When all was arranged and the middle of O was

empty or had wood only, then there was very slight momentary
effect on galvanometer. But on using helix in place of galvano-

meter then needles were rendered magnets very sensibly and

reversed at pleasure.

69. On repeating expt. with copper bolt in middle of O still

effects as before.

70. On repeating expt. with iron bolt in middle of O then

Galvanometer needle powerfully pulled aside even 70° or 80°,

coming to rest if contact continued, and occurring in opposite

direction when contact broken. Hence effect of iron very evident.

On using helix and needles in place of galvanometer the magnets

formed were stronger than if iron not used, but the difference was

not so great as with galvanometer.

71. Arranged O so as to be able to make Sturgeon's vibrating

experiment with it, either with or without iron axis; the plate

being allowed to vibrate from one extent or arc of vibration until

it had diminished to another, these being marked. Now when the

helices O had no current through them the average vibrations of

the pendulum and plate were about 19. When the current was
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passed through it was nearly the same. When the iron bar was in

the middle, but no current, still nearly the same. When iron bar and

current also the number was only about 15. It is true, however,

that end of iron bar was nearer a little than end of helix, but still

helix with current and no iron seems to be doubtful in effect.

72. The current was sent through helices 1,3,5 and 7 as one long

helix. Must suspend plate by glass horizontally so as to be free

from retardation at point of support.

73. Expt. with N. On sending Electric current—powerful mag-
netism, more so on needle than if iron not there— far more

;

but pole of iron and pole of helix same kind, say S. But there

was no tendency of N pole down middle of iron cylinder; it

always flew to the edges, hence quite unlike helix alone, as if

therefore currents inside the cylinder were reverse direction to

those outside.

74. On putting needles into the iron cylinder whilst an electro-

magnet, if in contact with iron then ends assumed state of opposite

poles, i.e. S gave N. If iron had been away that end of needle

would have been south. On holding needle in axis of cylinder

so as not to touch and then making contact there was no charge

given to needle. Hence evident that Magnetic power of helix

cannot penetrate this iron cylinder, but is absorbed as it were by
it. Extraordinary that as there is this direct action there should

not be more reaction of magnet on wires.

75. Expt. with O: arranged all the helices ends together as

one (i.e. like ends together) and connected with a little hollow

helix, then put a needle in latter and thrust cylinder magnet into

former; withdrew latter and then former; introduced latter and

then former, and so on, but could not so get evidence of any

magnetism communicated to the needle.

OCT. 24, 1831.

76. Used cylinder O: all similar ends bound together and con-

nected with Galvanometer— an iron cylinder of 12 inches long

in O and contacts of magnets as in (33) made and broken

-

affected the Galvanometer very well.

77*. A large magnet was laid down on a table, the north pole as

indicated by a needle being at N— it was co\-ered with paper-a

* [77]
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long slip of copper, perhaps of inch thick, was laid across it,

with the edge a amalgamated: little bitts of copper plate were

bent as at c so as to form a sort of groove to receive the

edge a, and these were amalgamated to make contact, then being

placed as in the figure with mercury between the conductors and

edge. The slip A was drawn quickly to and then fro, but no

motion was observed at the galvanometer. The hopes were that

the pole being at N a semi-vortex would be formed and electricity

gathered up by the conductors at the section of the vortex occa-

sioned at the edge of the plate. Still it may do with more delicate

apparatus and more powerful magnets.

OCTR. 27TH, 1831.

78. Tried arrangement above with better adjusted conductors

and with much more delicate small galvanometer— got no effects.

79. Used rotating wheel— conductors good thick copper both

well amalgamated—put bar magnets, one pole over the opposite

pole of other bar under, and connected other ends of bars. Hence

bars were horizontal and along the plate but think it ought to do

;

yet got no effects.

80. Used a basin of mercury and touching or collecting conduc-

tors covered with paper except at edge as it were ofmercury disc.

Put one magnet above the other below, but got no effects when
mercury made to revolve.

81. Thought there might be a kind of statical effect or pressure

in the electric fluid, so that a narrow wire would only convey that

produced from an area equal to its own, and therefore used thicker

wire, but still obtained no effect.

82. Tried if common electric discharge could produce this kind

induction. Used O. Coils i, 3, 5 and 8 [?7] were connected at end

as bundles and connected with outside and inside of Leyden jar.

Coils 2, 4, 6 and 8 were similarly connected and attached to a hollow

helix in which a needle was placed. A needle in the trial helix

became magnetic. North pole being to the left hand. A needle

in helix O also became magnetic, but with less force and more
labour, but N pole also to left hand. Hence it was proved that

the magnetization in trial helix was not effect of induction, for

induction would have caused a current in the direction of the
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inner arrow, whereas the effect was that of a current in direction

of outer arrow. In fact a little of the positive electricity had passed

through the further as well as near helix and produced similar

effects in both.

83. Tried sparks, but had the same effect—no sensible induction.

84. Prepared to go to Mr Christie's to-morrow.

OCT. 28, 1831.

85. At Mr Christie's to-day making many expts. with the great

magnet of the Royal Society, a, a are the ends of the projecting

poles of the magnets: each is 12 .'^ inches long and 3 ? inches

wide and they are about 10 inches apart. A soft iron cylinder

I
inch in diameter and 13 inches long was put through O— all

the ends of O helices made into 2 bundles and these connected

by long copper wires, bell wire, with the last galvanometer

that I made in a jar. This Galvanometer was about 10 feet from

the magnet and in about the position marked in the sketch*. In

altitude it was rather above the middle of the poles.

86. By connecting the two poles (magnetic) by the soft iron

cylinder, when connection between the galvanometer and ^ires

was not made, the galvanometer was very slightly affected, so little

as to be barely sensible. But when wires were connected, then on

making or breaking the magnetic contact with the iron cylinder—

a powerful pull whirling the Galvanometer needle round many
times was given.

87. As the helix or cylinder were moved to or from the magnet,

not touching^ corresponding effects were exhibited by the gal-

vanometer.

88. When the contact was continued—no permanent effect on

the needle was produced. Even with this powerful magnet the

effects were only for a moment as in former cases at home.

89 . As the evidence of a strong current for the moment was visible

we tried other actions. Easily made magnetic needles w^hen a

helix (hollow) was substituted for the galvanometer.

90. On bringing ends of short wires from the ends of the

helices O to the tongue and gums could get no taste or flash.

91. Could get no spark by charcoal and wire— could not heat

platina wire of the fineness I possessed, but I had none of Wol-
laston's Silver platina.
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92. Could get no chemical action on Sul. copper though took

care to repeat contact at proper times, etc. etc.

93. Re-arranged Galvanometer- tried a jacket like that of (61)

but of thick copper plate—put with paper on the soft iron cylinder.

Obtained a good effect at the Galvanometer. Put on three jackets

and connected at projecting parts—somewhat more of effect but

contact not good with wires— too hasty.

94. Put paper on iron cylinder and took 6 turns of copper wire

on it. Very powerful effect at Magnetic contacts and disjunction.

95. Took only a half round of wire on iron cylinder— still

excellent effect on needle.

96. Brought helix O up suddenly between the large poles of

the magnet; it having no iron bar in its axis. The needle was
strongly affected; and also upon its removal as in former cases.

This of course a mere effect of approximation and that not very

near— not subject to any objection founded on notion of the iron

exerting a momentary peculiar action at time of becoming a

magnet— is directly connected with Arago's expt.

97. A copper bolt | inch in diameter put through helix O : not

more action than without.

98 . A thick iron wire put through helped to increase the action.

99*. Made many expts. with a copper revolving plate, about

12 inches in diameter and about | of inch thick, mounted on

a brass axle. To concentrate the polar action two small magnets

6 or 7 inches long, about i inch wide and half an inch thick were

put against the front of the large poles, transverse to them and

with their flat sides against them, and the ends pushed forward

until sufficiently near; the bars were prevented from slippingdown
by jars and shakes by means of string tied round them.

100. The edge of the plate was inserted more or less between

the two concentrated poles thus formed. It was also well amal-

gamated, and then contact was made with this edge in different

places by conductors formed from equally thick- copper plate

and with the extreme end edges grooved and amalgamated so as

to fit on to and have contact with the edges of the plate. Two
of these were attached to a piece of card board by thread at such

f99] //
i
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distances that they might come in contact with two near parts

of the edge of the plate at once ; these conductors being connected

by wires with the Galvanometer.

loi. The circular plate was in all the expts. nearly in the

plane of the magnetic meridian, the Galvanometer in the same
place as before. In the following notes and diagrams the plate will

be represented by a circle looked at from the west or from the

eye in the above sketch; the direction of its motion will

be represented by arrow heads. The place of the poles (magnetic)

by a red area thus Q^, and the place of the conductors by black

sketches thus
\\

102*. The Galvanometer had two needles put north and south,

one between the helix the other above, but the upper one gave

by its stronger power direction to the whole, and the observations

were always made upon its south or unmarked pole (that

pointing south).

103 1. When conductors were on edge of plate equidistant from

place of poles, and plate raised up till edge level with middle of

each pole and then turned as in the figure (from right to left above),

then galvanometer gave indications and the S pole of the upper

needle passed towards the East. But when plate turned the other

way, all other things being the same, the S pole went JVest.

104. The direction of the Galvanometer wires from the conduc-

tor is evident above^. The effects were very distinct and constant.

105 ^. Next held the conductors against the edge as if they were

fixed to it, and moved them with the circle by the Magnetic poles.

When the motion was in the same direction as in the last expt.,

the S pole went west as before.

106 But when the motion was reversed and therefore in the

same direction as in the first expt. the S pole went east, i.e.

the contrary of the last and the same as the first.

107. All these effects were constant in direction but difficult to

obtain regularly, because of the difficulty of holding both con-

^ The small rectangles here referred to, which were drawn in red ink in

the manuscript, will be seen in diagrams to pars. loi to 167 inclusive.

^ See diagrams.

t [103]
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ductors in contact at once—both for that the edge of the plate

was not perfectly regular and also that the stand was not steady.

108*. Then suspecting terrestrial action, especially as plate was

revolving nearly in Magnetic meridian, the latter was raised until

the magnetic poles were in the plane of the magnetic equator of

the revolving plate, but the effect was the same, i.e. the south pole

went west when the plate moved from left to right above. By
depressing the place of magnetic poles still lower still the same

deflection was produced when the plate revolved the same way.

109. Hence the earth's effect either null or too small to confuse

the experiment.

1 10 1. Then endeavoured to examine effect more minutely. Put

conductors as in the figure, i.e. the left hand one between the poles

and the other at one side on the right ; then revolving the plate

as the arrows point out the S pole went east.

iii^. But on making the motion and every thing else the same,

except that the right hand conductor was between the pole and

the left a little to the left of it (which did not require more than

an inch of displacement), now the S pole went west^ i.e. the reverse

of the last expt.

Ii2§. Hence it was evident there ought to be a nearly neutral

position, and on examining the position of equidistance more care-

fully it was found that the power though westerly was very

weak and depended more upon irregularity of contact than con-

stant action. This had every appearance of a neutral position.

1 13 11. Now the experiment was repeated except that the motion

of the plate was reversed. The conductors being placed as in vi,

south pole went west instead of east.

114^. On placing conductors as in vii the south pole went east

instead of west.
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115. Hence changing the direction of the motion of the plate

changes the current, and also changing the conductors to the right

or left reverses the current.

116. Suspected from all this that a single conductor would do
more than two, and that the condensed imaginary bisected vortex

was not so definite as supposed, if existing at all. The wire coming
from the upper coils of the Galvanometer was therefore fastened

round the brass axis of the plate as the most neutral part of it,

and the conductor from the other wire end applied to the edge

of the wheel.

117*. When the wheel was revolved from left to right above and

the conductor placed between the magnets the S pole of galvano-

meter went powerfully west, and when the conductor was placed

either right or left of that still the S pole went west, but with less

force. Even when a good way removed the S pole went westward.

Ii8t. On the contrary, when the wheel revolved in the opposite

direction the south pole went easi most strongly when the con-

ductor was directly at the magnets— less strongly when removed

right or left as in the faint figures.

119. Hence it is easy to see how two conductors acted. They only

shewed the difference of intensity of the two currents setting into

them, and consequently by changing the conductors with relation

to the strongest part of the plate the direction of the current in

the wires and galvanometer was changed and therefore the direc-

tion of the needle. The neutral position was that in which each

conductor tended to receive a current of equal intensity and in

the same direction, consequently there was no circulation,

^-'n--^ x\x\ 120. When the conductor was fixed on the plate, and with the

^'),J^^;]\ plate itself moved forward from left to right above, the S pole

^ir~^
I

went west first as if the plate had moved without the conductor.

d 121 ^. When the plate and conductor moved together by the

Magnetic poles in the opposite direction the S pole went east—

again as if plate had moved without the conductor.

I22§. When the two conductors were placed as in the neutral

position viii, but connected as one as in figure, then revolving
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plate made S pole of needle go powerfully west. On reversing

motion of the plate it went as powerfully east.

123*. Now raised the plate so that the projection of the Magnetic

pole should be quite within the edge of the former.

124 1. But although supposed vortex thus nearly included, effects

were as before, i.e. a current of the same kind set off from all the

parts of the edge of the plate near the pole whilst the rotation one

way. But on reversing the rotation the deflection of the needle

at the Galvanometer was reversed.

125. As now the edge could be seen and the contact better pre-

served, it was found that whilst the plate continued to revolve the

Galvanometer needle was permanently deflected.

126 ^ . On raising the plate so that the magnetic poles were much
nearer the center still effect was the same and the deflection was

very sensible. It was reversed with the reversal of the rotation

of the plate. Hence if any vortex it must be very diffuse.

127. To ascertain effect of vicinity to one pole or the other, one

pole was quite taken away from plate and only the other left.

The effects were exactly of the same kind, though not so strong

as the former.

128. None of all these effects took place when the plate was made
to revolve away from the magnet. They occurred very feeble when
the plate was placed between the large magnetic poles, each being

then several inches from it.

129. No electric effect from friction, mercury, etc. etc. could

have therefore led to mistakes.

NOVR. 4TH, 1831.

130. Again at Mr Christie's—making expts. He has had two

iron bent bars made, so as to apply to sides or ends of large poles

and thus concentrate them into two smaller poles, one over the

other (the axis of these poles being perpendicular), and so that

either north or south pole could be made uppermost. These bars

were about | of inch square and consequently the face of each

pole presented that area.

131. He had also fitted up the large copper plate on a table with
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a horizontal motion, so that it could be brought up between the

poles and revolved there.

132. The character and position of the poles and wires at the last

day were first verified. The large magnet stands nearly N and S,

its poles towards the north and the marked or north pole to the

East, the other to the west. The Galvanometer was to the North
of the magnet and its wires as before.

133*. The plate was now made to rotate horizontally, moving as

the arrow heads point. The galvanometer wire A went to the

conductor at the edge by the poles and the wire B to the center

of rotation. The S end of needle went W.
134. On reversing the motion of the plate the S end went E.

135. On putting wire B on plate a little way from the axis effect

produced agreeing with the motion.

136. A place could be found between the edge of the plate and

the centre in which the electricity was not evolved, i.e. if both

being placed there, one was then moved towards the rim it would

receive one electricity, if towards the axis another. This ought to

be in fact the quality of the line passing under the center of the

magnet, and therefore extend right and left from the magnet on

the plate and parallel to the circumference.

I37t. Then experimented with plates, as being simpler; in the

figures it is supposed that you are looking down upon the plate,

the north or marked pole above, the S pole below. A plate i\

inch wide, 12 inches long and \ thick, of copper, was passed be-

tween the poles in the direction of the arrow; the conductors of

lead being at the place of the poles on each side as figured. The
S pole went East.

138. On reversing the motion the S pole went west. These effects

very distinct and good.

139 ^. Then to shew opposite character of Electricity on the two

sides, the wire A was made fast to the end of the plate and the

wire B touched conductor on one or other side of the plate at

place of pole. The following were the results^. North or marked

pole of Magnet being above.

The diagrams are referred

t

he I

5 {Vt^iytr
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140*. Now put conductors at end of the same bar and carried it

through between the poles transverse to their axis ; and at about

the middle the motion of the needle was as in the figures.

141 . The effect was as strong as if the conductors had been held

against the sides of the bar when passed through, thus

142 1. When the bar with the conductors at the ends was passed

lengthways between the mag. poles there was no effect either way.

No effect on Galvanometer.

143. When narrower plates of copper were used the effects were

produced as before, but there was no great or even sensible dif-

ference in the intensity of effect.

144. When a mere copper wire, amalgamated, was drawn through

between the conductors and poles the effect was produced, but

not so strong as with the plates. Perhaps because it was thinner,

perhaps because amalgamating mercury might wrap over it and

conduct and perhaps also because of its being narrower. I think

wider plates are better.

145. When an iron plate of 12 inches by i| inches and | was

used, it being turned at the edges and amalgamated, it gave effects

the same in direction and kind as copper but stronger, but then

the Magnetic poles were attracted to it and were nearer, for there

was only a slip of card board between the soft iron bar and the

poles. On the whole do not think it was stronger than copper at

the same distance.

146 When copper plate was quite out of polar axis of magnets

and moved as in figure, still effects, which though not so strong

as when plate just between poles were of the same character, for

S pole went East.

147. In this experiment, as in those of the last two pages^, the

North or marked pole of large magnet was above, i.e. between

the sketches and the eye of the observer.

^ Pars. 137 to 147.
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148. Now because of better contact with the irons on the magnet
they were reversed, and consequently the south or unmarked pole

was uppermost, the north or marked pole lowermost; but the polar

axis was still perpendicular.

149. A copper wire | diameter drawn between the poles and
conductors produced the effect.

150. Being revolved on its axis between the poles and conductors,

it produced no sensible effect: the little produced was apparently

due to lateral motion, not to the revolution.

151. When the magnetic poles were in contact and the Magnetic

circuit closed there was very little effect produced by a plate

(copper) drawn between the conductors close to the shut poles.

When the poles were opened by a card the effect was a little more

'

but still very small.

152. A lead plate 12 inches by i| and \ was tried— it produced

plenty of effect on the Galvanometer—Motion, etc. the same as

with copper.

153 *. A tin plate 4 inches square being tried gave plenty of effect,

and the direction the same as before, i.e. south end went East,

but now the South pole of great magnet uppermost.

154. A similar plate of Zinc: plenty of Effect, same direction.

155. The mere conducting wire of the Galvanometer (being in

connection) when taken through produced very distinct effect.

I56t. Two pieces of copper plate | thick, shaped like those in

the figure and about 2 inches across, each being amalgamated

at the strait edges, put together and carried between poles

produced plenty of Galvanometer effect; but when a piece of

paper only put between the edges there was no sensible effect

on the Galvanometer. Illustrates effects of cuts in Arago's wheel.

157. Tried to get taste or spark on charcoal by trying ends of

wires coming from the two conductors when against the plates

(square) or on edges of wheels, but could not.

158. Put the circular plate up again, having amalgamated part

round middle and attached one conductor to that part and the

other to the edge; having thus got the most powerful arrangement

then brought wires from the conductors to two platina plates and

put a drop of sulphate of copper or nitrate of silver between. Even

put a slip of paper moistened with the solutions between. Yet got

no decomposing effect. Yet when Galvanometer ^-as substituted

* [153] + [156]
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for the drop of solution, even though through much larger wires

an oscillating effect equal to a permanent deflection of 45° or 50°

could be obtained.

159. Made a voltaic circuit of a single pair of plates— taste sensible

and decomposing action sensible—but the effect on the Gal-

vanometer powerfull.

160. Weakened the solution and therefore force of the voltaic pair

until small on the Galvanometer, but still it sensibly acted on
the solution.

161. Arranged a current (voltaic) which passing through the

Galvanometer and also a drop of solution decomposed the latter

and deflected the former about 30°; the decomposing power was
but small.

162. Forgot this time to make same double arrangement with

revolving plate arrangement; believe that none or next to none

of the electricity would pass the drop, for its intensity must be

very low.

163. Brought an iron flat helix end on towards the North or

marked pole; the effect and direction was as in the figure, the

Magnetic pole being on the further side of the helix and the

motion observed as the helix approached.

164. The motion was reversed as the helix was withdrawn from

the Magnetic pole.

165*. The copper helices O, being attached to the galvanometer,

was advanced towards and between the poles ; the direction of the

needle was as in the following sketch. The South end went west.

166. On withdrawing the helix the S end went east.

167 1 . A copper ring about 1 2 inches external diameter, i inch wide

and
I
of inch thick was fixed on mill board, amalgamated on the

outer and inner edge and revolved between poles of the magnet,

in hopes of getting greater power than with the plate, but it was

not so; it was not so good. At the same time the contact at the

inner edge was not very good ; the outer was.

168. Revolved circles of copper and iron of i|, i and - inch

diameter between and near poles rapidly, but got no good effect

from them. There was electricity, but not so copiously as from

the revolving plate.

R.S. Paper Read 24 Nov. 1831.

* [165] t [167]
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169*. Measurements of the Magnet. It belonged to Mr Knight.

It contains 437 bar magnets each 15 inches x i x |—but it is not

well arranged.

170. Could get no sensible effect on a frog with the electricity

from the whirling plate between the Magnetic poles.

171. The current from the whirling plate could pass (but very

feebly) through the brine between two large copper plates ( ) :

care was taken to account for the permanent voltaic action and

deflexion due to difference of the plates.

172 1. A glass dish was mounted on the whirling table, a pole above

and below— then solution put into the dish, the solutions whirled

and conductors of platina introduced into them on each side the

place of the pole ; but no sensible current could be obtained when
brine and sulphate of copper solution were used.

173. Another form of the experiment was a bent tube into which

S. A. was put, and then the tube, with wiresA and B inserted, passed

between the poles; but no action took place. It often happened that

feeble deflections of the needle took place, but these in such cases

could be traced to voltaic action or to thermo electric effects, and

distinguished from those of Magneto electric induction.

174. Two pieces of platina foil were held in a flame so as to be

ignited, the ends being connected with the galvanometer— but no

effects were perceived on passing them between the poles of the

Magnet.

175. Coal gas retort deposit being carried through between the

poles gave deflection of needle. Cylinder charcoal did not.

176 . Loose ends of wires brought near magnetic poles did nothing

;

contact is essential.

177. The galvanometer wires were connected and then a part of

it held upright before space between 2 magnetic poles ; then it was

turned half way round into position 2: the needle moved; as the

needle returned the wire was turned back into position i. The
motion of the needle increased, and by inverting the \^ire in

consistency with the vibration of the needle 5 or 6 times the

needle was made to vibrate thgh. an arc of 60° or 70°. This shews

* [169] t \1J2]
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the efFect of [illegible] or metals near the poks: Barlow's

rotation.

178*. Obtained direction. Consider the marked pole as presented

to the Experimenter ; then when wires were brought up to it in the

positions marked, B and A being connected with the similar ends

of Galvanometer wires, the north end of needle went west. When
in the opposite direction the north end went East. On removal the

motions were reversed.

179. When a flat helix was advanced with its plane towards the

end or face of the pole its motions were consistent; thus with the

same pole, the helix as in the margin, the marked end of needle

went west as the helix approached and east as it retrograded.

180. When the helix was carried edgeways through between the

poles there was a very curious action on the galvanometer. The
needle began to move one way, then suddenly stopped as if it had

struck an obstacle and then moved the other way. Whether the

helix moved between the poles from above downwards or from

below upwards, still the motion began in the same direction, stopped

suddenly, and then returned in the opposite direction. But on
turning the helix half round, i.e. edge for edge, then the motions

were reversed, but still were suddenly interrupted and inverted

as before. Thus the effect of passing through was double—and

the direction of deflexion was not changed by changing the motion

of the helix, but was by turning it edge for edge. The double action

depends upon the two halves of the helix (formed by a line passing

through its center perpendicular to its motion) acting in opposite

directions. The motion being the same whichever way the helix

comes up depends upon the point that at the same time the motion

ofthe helix is changed, the direction of the wires of the approaching

half of the helix is changed too, and therefore the deflection at the

needle remains the same. All the effects are in fact easily under-

stood, and very simple.

181 . The same happens with a helix (cylinder) and caused in part

the results noted at page 34 (165)^ That expt. repeated. On going

up, marked end of needle went west. On going through or re-

turning the marked end went East.

^ See par. 165 on page 389.

* [178]
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182. When the Iron cylinder was put into the helix the directions

were the same.

183. A little voltaic arrangement was used which, being inter-

posed between the helix O and the galvanometer deflected the

needle about 50° from Mag. Meridian. Then the helix O, both with

and without the iron cylinder, was brought up to magnetic poles.

There was a little disturbance as induction occurred, shewing that

induced current did pass liquid in cells, but the needle immediately

settled to its former place. Hence electrotonic state does not

affect current passing thgh. wires (sensibly).

184. The magnetic poles were closed by the 13 inch cylinder and

a wire carried up as in figure: the S end of needle went west (?) but

there was scarcely a sensible effect. When the helix O was carried

up to closed Magnetic poles, scarcely a sensible effect. Hence little

external induction by closed poles; probably none if perfectly

neutral.

185. When the wire was carried slowly between poles very little

action: when quickly much more sensible—was to be expected.

186. Could make no magnet of a sewing needle by means of the

hollow helix and the current from the wheel arrangement.

187. Mercury revolved in a basin ( ) gave very little indica-

tion, but in bent tube, when passed between poles and the action

reiterated, gave abundant effect.

188. Could get no effect by use of Galena between poles. Ob-
tained deflections at first but traced them to thermo electric action

from warmth of fingers. Nor from Magnetic oxide of Iron.

189. Iron plate carried between poles has decidedly less action than

similar copper plate, but still has effect; acts therefore like copper,

"but is quite distinct in this and its common magnetic action.

DECK. 8th.

190 . I have got my apparatus at home to act and have been making

precise observation upon the directions of the currents, etc., for in

former notes there is much confusion from North end and North

Pole, etc. etc. etc.

191*. Marked pole _1_ above A wire went west. Therefore

Electrical current is from A through the galvanometer wire to B
when the marked pole goes west.
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192*. Needles were made magnets by the same battery currents,

as marked. Six troughs were used.

193 1. Arranged helices exactly as in figure as to direction, and the

needle at a became a magnet, marked pole beneath ; therefore the

electric current induced on making contact is the reverse or con-

trary in direction to the inducing current, as seen by tracing the

circuits in helixes b.

194. On breaking the voltaic contact the needle became oppositely

polarized: hence then the induced current is the same as the in-

ducing current.

195. When wire carried up as in figure to marked Mag. pole,

the marked end of needle went west. Electric current therefore

from B by magnet to A, and so from A through galvanometer ^
to B. When withdrawn the current in the reverse direction.

196 When wires were brought up as in following figure the

marked end of needle went west. Hence currents of Electricity

from B to A.

197^. When the marked pole of the magnet entered the helix O
as in the figure the marked end of the needle went west\ hence

electrical currents as indicated by the arrows.

198. On withdrawing the Magnet, the marked end went East. _jb

When the helix was advanced between the poles as in figure the

marked end of needle went west\ hence Electrical current as in

figure.

199. When withdrawn the marked end went east.

200. When an iron cylinder was put into the helix the directions

were the same but very strong.

201. When a helix was carried up towards a marked magnetic

pole, considered in fig. as on the other side of it, the marked end

of needle went west\ hence Electrical current as marked.

202. When the helix receeded the marked pole went East.

[192] t [193]
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203 *. Helices arranged as in figure : on making contact with battery,

needle at a became a magnet as marked, whilst bar at b became a

magnet in reverse direction. Hence again inducing and induced

current (first) in opposite directions.

204 1. As the marked Pole of Magnet enters the ring or helix at x

in one direction the marked pole of the needle at xx takes the

opposite direction. The induced current therefore at first the re-

verse of that in the magnet, or of the current that would make
such a magnet.

205 . Marked Mag. pole ahove^ unmarked beneath, then the plate

advanced. The marked end of the needle went west^ and therefore

current in plate from B to A.

206 ^. When plate revolved between two contrary poles of two

bar magnets, marked pole above and motion unscrew, the marked

end went west,

207. When the motion of the plate was reversed the marked end

of needle went east.

208. Both the revolving plate and the single copper plate pro-

duced these effects w[h]en 200 feet of copper wire was included in

the circuit, but much feebler than before.

DECK. 9TH.

209 . To-daywent still more generally to work, for some of former

directions only partial, and obtained I think very satisfactory and

reconciling results.

210. When the wire B A went before a marked pole of magnet

in front from left to right as figured, the marked end of needle went

west. Hence electric current from above downwards.

2ii§. The direction was the same in the other two cases figured;

the marked pole went west and therefore the Electric current was

from B to A.

212. When the wire B A moved in the direction of the dotted

line > the marked end went west.
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213 *. As the marked end of the magnet came into and through the

ring the marked end of upper and usual needle went east^ but

marked end of the under needle went west and therefore contrary

to entering pole. As pole withdrawn motions reversed. This effect

of marked pole consistent with those above ; consistent also with

203, 204.

214 1. As this helix approached the marked end of a magnet the

marked end of the needle —V went west, hence the current of

Electricity as marked . Any one part of the spiral is as if it were

going across the resultants or magnetic curves as marked, and

therefore the expt. the same as the former of a single wire, 210,

211, 212.

215. Now made a marked pole with a helix and 6 batteries as in

figure. Then approach the helix above as before to Magnet.

Marked pole of needle went west ; therefore the electric currents

opposite^ for that in battery helix is against screw or watch hands^

and that induced in approached helix with screw or watch hands.

Consistent with yesterday's 193.

216 ^. Now made circular plate expt. in three different ways. The
plate always turned one way (unscrew) and the gatherers were

always connected to B and A in the same way. But the Magnets

were changed in position, but always keeping the marked pole

above and the unmarked pole below. In all the cases the needle

was deflected the same way (i.e. the marked end towards the

west), and therefore the current was always the same and from the

circumference by the pole to the center. If therefore the position

and motion of the plate be the same, the current produced in it is

the same in direction in whatever direction the magnet is applied

or held, provided the same pole is applied to the same place, i.e.

the position of the axis of the magnet is of no consequence pro-

vided the magnetic curves are cut in the same direction.

* [213] + [214]
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217*. Tried Expts. on effect of terrestrial magnetism in evolving

electricity. Obtained beautiful results. The Helix O had the soft

iron cylinder (freed from magnetism by a full red heat and cooling

previous) put into it, and the helix then connected with the gal-

vanometer by wires 8 feet long. Then inverted the bar and helix

and immediately the needle moved ; inverted it again, the needle

moved back; and by repeating the motion with the oscillations of

the needle made the latter vibrate 180° or more. When the helix

and bar was in the position of the dip and then inverted, the marked

end of needle went East, and that was the same whether the upper

end went to the right or left hand in the inversion.

218. When the A end was uppermost at first, the marked end

of needle went west when the helix was inverted either to the right

or left.

219. When the bar was taken out of the helix, its inversion at 4
feet from the galvanometer did nothing.

220. The helix O without the iron bar gave by repeated inversion

a feeble and similar deflection, very distinct. But putting in a

copper bolt rendered it insensible, or so little as not to be decided

;

the bolt evidently did harm yet it touched no part of the coil.

221. When helix held steady and bar pushed in and out in the

position of the dip there was deflection of the needle just as if the

bar was a magnet with its marked pole downwards. Such a

magnet gave the same deflection but stronger.

222. When the helix was horizontal or perpendicular to the

magnetic needle, then putting the soft iron in and out did nothing:

but when inclined this or that way to the magnetic meridian the

soft iron acted accordingly, the virtual marked pole being down-
wards.

223. Found that on using thick wires in place of thin ones much
greater effect was obtained at the galvanometer.

224. When a cylinder magnet was retained in the helix but in-

verted with it the needle was deflected as before, and thus the

influence of the earth in disturbing the distribution of the magnetic

influence easily shewn. Useful mode of detecting derangements

not otherwise visible.

225 . Bears also upon Barlow's rotation of iron shell and also upon

question whether iron becomes magnetic by the earth : think it does.

* [217] ^
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226*. Made Arago's experiment with the Earth magnet only. No
magnet used, but the plate put horizontal and rotated. The effect

at the needle was slight but very distinct and could be accumulated

upon the needle by reversion and reiteration of motion, etc. etc.

When plate revolved as marked the marked end of needle went

East. No iron used here, wires not more than 18 inches long and

only bell wire. If had used thick wire in galvanometer and for

conductors probably much more effect.

227. Hence Arago's plate a new Electrical machine.

DECK. i6th.

228. (2 is a disc of copper thick | of inch, and about i{ inches

in diameter; 6 is r piece of equally thick sheet lead with a hole

cut in it in which disc a can revolve loosely; the inner edge of 6

and outer edge of a are amalgamated ; a is mounted on a copper

axle with a little cup at the top to make contact. On putting

mercury between a and h to make contact, revolving a and con-

necting the galvanometer with the axle of a and the lead it was

feebly affected; though no magnet but the earth was used. The
effect could be accumulated until very distinct.

229. On putting the apparatus over the pole of a bar magnet

then it was easy to affect the galvanometer. As the disc revolved

one way the electricity was from the center to the circumference

;

as it revolved the other way from the circumference to the center.

This shews that so long as the wheel moves, electricity is evolved,

and as the radii are here not passing the pole as a whole but are

always in the same relation to it, it shews that it is not mere

vicinity but motion which evolves the electricity. Must consider

this more presently.

230. Probably build a machine up this way.

231 . I could not decompose solution of copper with this machine.

* [226]



EXPTS. IN TERRESTRIAL MAGNETO-
ELECTRIC INDUCTION

DECR.'2i.

232. Prepared a magnetic needle by sticking two halves of a

sewing needle, magnetised, into stem of hay, and suspending the

whole by silk fibre in a cylindrical jar, so as to be able to revolve;

the little needles were about 4 inches apart and the lower one

gave terrestrial direction, being most powerful of the two.

233. A common electrical ball 4 inches in diameter was fastnd.

to a stiff wire so as to be rotated easily between the fingers (like

a mop) in any direction. It was not magnetic when at rest—was

hollow and light.

234. Held ball on west of upper needle outside the jar. When re-

volved clock fashion as in figure, marked pole went east or

from the ball. When ball revolved unscrew or reverse to former

direction, marked pole went west or towards the ball.

235. Now held ball on west of lower needle. When revolving

screw fashion the marked pole went east or from ball—when
revolving unscrew, marked pole went west or to the ball— the

same as before.

236. Now changed the ball to the east of the needles and when
opposite the one or the other, and revolved screw fashion, marked

pole went east or towards the ball. When the motion unscrew

then marked pole went west or from the ball, both of the upper

or lower needle. So that in these four positions, when ball revolved

the same way, the same pole of needle always went same way.

When motion is direct or screw the marked pole goes east.

237. Then brought up a magnet until the needle stood in a plane

perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, and now revolved the ball

to the north and the south of the needles, the axis of rotation

always being perpendicular to the dip. When the ball was revolved

screw fashion the needle moved exactly in the same relation to it

as before— all proving that a current of electricity was running

round the ball in a plane at right angles to the plane of rotation,

and that this current deflected the needle.
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238. Bars of soft iron placed in magnetic dip d attract soft iron

filings
;
paper was put on top end of one bar, very fine iron filings

sprinkled on it and the bottom end of the other bar brought near

them
; they were distinctly attracted between these two temporary

poles.

239. When swimming on clean mercury or water also the end

of such a bar in such a position would attract them, but not

sensibly in a horizontal position.

[DECK. 22.]

239CZ. Repeated ball expt. (236) to prove what ought to take place,

that needle at side of ball and above or below ball was deflected

in opposite directions. When ball opposite lower needle and re-

volved screw or clock fashion the marked pole went east as it did

also yesterday. But on placing the ball below the needle, a glass

plate and jar intervening, and then revolving it screw fashion, the

marked pole went west. This a necessary consequence of the

rotation of Electric current round the globe— it in fact resembles

the currents in the galvanometer and the needle moves in the same

directions.

2nd Paper dated Deer. 21, 1831.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH BATTERY.
240. Repeated the experiment with ring K ( ). Sent battery-

current from 80 pr. of plates through A helix or side and several

times obtained the spark with charcoal at B side. Did not get the

spark perceptibly at any time of breaking the contact— always at

the making contact. The spark never occurred except at the first

moment of contact— not afterwards though the battery contact

continued.

241 . Sent currents of same battery through a copper wire under

water—covered with paper and having a long globule of mercury

at its side—but could perceive no indication of motion or other

action in mercury when contact made, broken or continued—

a

little N. A. was added to dissolve the film from mercury and render

it perfectly fluid.

242. Put some needles into a hollow helix, passed battery charge

thrgh. helix, took out needles, then broke battery connection—

these needles were strong magnets. Again put some needles into

helix, passed battery charge through, broke battery connection and

then took out needles. Think they were not so strong as magnets

as the former, i.e., that breaking contact had weaknd. them.

243. Can it be true that continued motion of wire or plate is

sufiicient alone, without removal into increasing or decreasing in-

tensity of power— then wire and magnet revolving together will

do— or even magnet revolving without wire or plate. Then also

easily find if thick or thin or wire or plate best— then too a more

easy machine. That it is so would seem to be the case from revolu-

tion of plate subject to earth's magnetism evolving electricity, for

there the power must be equal over all parts of the plate— and

also again from the electricity of revolving brass ball.

244. If the former be true then surely power can not be direct

but oblique or tangential, or else departure from all known laws—

action but no reaction— see electrotonic state— or else some effect

(equivalent) produced not yet discovered.

245. Important to decide whether electricity is evolved so long

as wire moving, or only whilst moving across magnetic curves
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of different intensity of power— the former most probable—and if

true upon that follows perhaps the electricity ofmagnet and wire re-

volving together, and the electricity of terrestrial arrangements.

246. If a magnet rapidly rotated, should be currents of electricity

in the iron itself, from the equator of magnet near the surface

towards the ends and back down the axis. Can hardly expect to

find this by mag. needle because central current act[s] as well as

superficial and with equal force on needle. Otherwise revolving

magnet ought to alter position of needle over quiet magnet.

247. If rotate hollow cylinder magnet perhaps expect something.

248. If such an action in the earth, then currents of electricity

from the equator to the poles, both ways in parts nearest the sur-

face, i.e. if they can be returned back in central parts as axis where

magnetic induction more neutralized, or if they can be discharged

by differences of intensity under the inductive action— or if dis-

charged by other means.

249. Can the Aurora borealis be discharge of such electricity?

DECK. 26, 1831.

250. Arranged feet of copper wire on board in zigzag

form as at fig. i. Arranged an equal number of feet on another

board exactly in the same form and on same scale, so that as one

board approached the other the wires approximated until in con-

tact throughout or nearly so. Then covered one board over with

cartridge paper to prevent contact. Then connected the ends of a

battery of 100 pr. of plates, moderately charged, with one of these

wires as in fig. 2* and 4, and the ends of the other wire with the

Galvanometer, as A, B. When galvanometer wire was approached

to the battery wire carrying the current the marked pole of upper

needle went east, and when withdrawn from battery wire and cur-

rent the marked pole went west. Current therefore induced on

approaching was opposite direction to the inducing current: and

current induced on receeding was in same direction.

251. Hence distinctly inducing power of voltaic current after it

is formed, and not merely on making or breaking contact. Hence
also intermediate electrotonic state.

252. Used helix O, connected one half with battery and the other

half of its elementary helices with a hollow helix for the purpose

* [250]
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of making needles by induction as in expt ( ). Now made
needles magnets by the induced currents existing both upon
making and breaking battery contact. These magnets were op-

positely polarized, i.e. those at the making contact were the reverse

of those at the breaking contact^ but the first were always the

strongest. And so when the needle was left in both for the making

and breaking, it was not found neutral, but a magnet of the same

kind as that of making contact,

253. This is probably a consequence of the accumulation in the

poles of the pile, for the inducing current on making is stronger

than the inducing current broken.

254. Battery current was then sent thrgh. helix O, and a wire con-

nected at both ends with the galvanometer carried by the electro

magnet formed, at one end, so as to represent action of magnet on

wire. There was a little agitation of galvanometer needle but the

effect was so small as hardly to be sensible, and not to allow of

direction being determined. But when an iron core was put into

the helix, all other things remaining the same, then the passing of

the wire showed the effects most distinctly and gave direction

consistent with all former expts. Here again difference of electro

magnet and ferruginous magnet great.

255. A copper disc was cemented on the top of a cylinder magnet,

paper intervening, the top being the marked pole; the magnet sup-

ported so as to rotate by means of string, and the wires of the

galvanometer connected with the edge and the axis of the copper

plate. When the magnet and disc together rotated unscrew the

marked end of the needle went west. When the magnet and disc

rotated screw the marked end of the needle went east.

256. This direction is the same as that which would have resulted

if the copper had moved and the magnet been still. Hence moving
the magnet causes no difference provided the copper moves.

A rotating and a stationary magnet cause the same effect.

257. The disc was then loosed from the magnet and held still

whilst the magnet itself was revolved; but now no effect upon the

galvanometer. Hence it appears that, of the metal circuit in which

the current is to be formed, different parts must move with different

angular velocities. If with the same, no current is produced, i.e.

when both parts are external to the magnet.
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258. A copper cylinder was fixed by many folds of paper as a

socket over one half of one of the cylindrical magnets. The
cylinder was closed above by a copper end amalgamated at its

edges, and this end carried a cup to make metallic contact by
mercury. The lower edge of cylinder was amalgamated, and then

the magnet put with its uncovered and marked pole downwards in

a narrow jar containing mercury, so that as magnet swam it could

be easily rotated by a string round the outside of copper, and the

copper cylinder itselftouched the mercury in jar below and mercury

in cup above. Then these portions of mercury were connected as

above with galvanometer, and the magnet rotated— the needle was
deflected, thus shewing formation of current in copper jacket re-

volving with but not touching the magnet. The experiment is in

fact a repetition of that with the disc just described.

259. When the magnet and cylinder revolved together screw

or clock fashion then the marked pole of the needle went west; and

therefore electric current was from B to the top of the cylinder,

through the cylinder downward and by mercury in the jar to

wire A.

260. When the magnet and cylinder revolved unscrew or against

clock then marked pole of needle went east and consequently

the current was then upwards through the cylinder.

261. These directions the same as if cylinder had revolved with-

out magnet, for now unmarked pole up and direction like that

of (226, 215) etc. etc. Results therefore the same as with fixed disc.

262. Now took a cylindrical magnet, put it into jar of mercury,

dipped wire A into mercury of jar, and connected wire B with

magnet at its upper end in axis by little mercury in a small hole.

Marked pole upwards. The magnet was 8| inches long, 5 inches

were immersed, 3I inches projected above mercury.

263. When revolved by string, powerful effect at galvanometer,

more than before. If revolved screw or clock fashion the marked
end went east^ and therefore current from mercury of jar into

magnet, then upwards and out at axis above. When revolved

unscrew then marked end went west, and current therefore down-
wards through magnet. These currents are therefore the same as

those in the disc experiment, same pole being upwards, and con-

sequently when magnet moves itself the current is through it in
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same direction as if a wire or cylinder of copper were moving
same way round magnet. Whether therefore magnet moves or is

at rest, the directions are the same, and also whether other metal

move by it or the metal of itself is used.

264. Now reduced the mercury until only 4 inches of the magnet

were immersed, the poles, connection, etc. the same. The electric

action was as strong as before and the direction, etc. etc. the same.

265. Now reduced the mercury until only ^\ inches of magnet

was immersed. Effect stronger than before— direction, etc, still the

same.

266. Now inverted the magnet bringing the unmarked pole up-

wards. All things else the same. Very strong electricity though

only 2| inches. When magnet rotated screw fashion, marked

pole of needle went west. When rotated unscrewfashion the marked

pole went east. Inversion of magnet had therefore inverted the

direction of needle, and all effects in harmony with former results.

267. When therefore magnet continues to revolve in the same

direction relative to its own axis. Electricity of the same kind may
be gathered at either end or pole, and electricity of the opposite

kind at the equator or the parts corresponding to it.

268. Now reduced the mercury until only about | of an inch

in depth. On rotating the magnet the strength of electrical action

was found weakened a good deal, but the direction was the same

as before, i.e. screw rotation gave western direction to marked end

of the needle, the unmarked pole being upwards.

269. Then gradually added mercury: effect became stronger until

nearly half way. It did not much diminish until within an inch

of the top—when within half an inch of the top the effect still

strong.

270. There is evidence of great power in these experiments, for

the electricity had only 2, 3 or 4 inches of the thick magnet to go

through, and yet rather went through 27 or 30 feet of thin copper

wire.

271 . Now revolved the large copper plate in different positions

to earth and observed electrical effects produced.

272. When the plate was in the magnetic meridian or in any other

Azimuth to the magnetic dip, the axis of rotation being always

perpendicular to the dip, then the rotation of the plate produced
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no signs of electricity at the galvanometer—connection being

made at the axis and circumference as in former cases.

273. When the plate was put upright east and west, and the axis

of rotation therefore inclined only 20° from its former position

relative to the dip— the plane of rotation making an angle of 20°

with the dip— a little electricity was evolved. When the plate was
put horizontal, its plane of rotation inclined therefore 70° to the

dip, then far stronger electrical effects on rotation than before.

When the plate inclined until its axis was parallel to the dip then

most effect on the galvanometer.

274. Expts. with a single ^\te— beautiful, A common copper wire

(bell wire) about 8 feet long, attached at each end to the wires of

the galvanometer, then spread out as in the figure and the loop

part carried right and left over the galvanometer. Immediately

the instrument needle moved, and by four or five inversions of the

wire vibrated 90° or more. This effect of the earth's magnetism

on moving wire, and same as effect of revolving ball ( )? is a

truly elementary experiment.

275. When the wire was carried from west to east over the gal-

vanometer the marked pole of the needle went west; when carried

from east to west marked pole of needle went east.

276 . Then carried wire from north to south and back again— direc-

tion as before, i.e. consistent with them, and same occurred in

any other azimuth. Thus let dotted line be the dip, and B A a wire

in a horizontal plane, having an arrow projecting from it which

shall always have B on its right hand and A on its left ; then what-

ever azimuth B A is placed in, if it be moved in the direction of

the arrow the current of electricity in it will be from B to A.

277. The wire was then carried up and down as nearly as might

be in the magnetic dip, avoiding as much as might be any inter-

secting motion relative to the dip : scarcely any effect, and that due

to the in and out motion of the sides.

278 . This is an excellent means of getting the effect due to direc-

tion of motion.

279. Carried the wire below the galvanometer and moved it so

as to cut the dip: the deflections the same as before, i.e. when
moving from east to west above or from east to west below, needle

deflected the same way. This ought to be the case.

F D I 26
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280. Found it better to have a long wire and carry it through long

space than a short wire through short space.

281. When wire is bent as in figure and a is made a fixed point

a good exhibiting effect is produced. As both sides swing out or

in together they combine to produce one strong effect on needle,

for as the currents formed are in opposite directions they tend to

circulate the electricity in the whole.

282. Tried to get effects by carrying the magnet and wire fixed

to it to the right and left, so as to alter its position to galvanometer.

Ought to produce effects, but the apparatus too weak and heavy.

Mag. pole too weak and effect altogether of single wire and single

pole too weak to shew the action.

283. Took some covered iron wire, cleaned the end, connected it

with clean copper wire and then twisted the two together for

18 inches, after which the ends separated and the wires A and B
of galvanometer were attached to them. Hence twisted part was

in contact at end, close together and yet insulated. Passed this

wire to and fro, as in figure, between two poles of Daniell's powerful

magnet, but got no effect. Hence action on the two metals, iron

and copper, equal to each other—no available difference.

284. Then took iron cylinder, put paper round it and rolled the

combined part on it as a spiral— one end of this spiral opening out

and the two branches being connected as before with the galvano-

meter. On bringing the soft iron bar to the poles of same magnet,

still no effect on needle. The soft bar in this position would lift

25 or 30 lbs. No effect on making or breaking.

285. Then tried the following metallic combinations in a similar

way against each other.

Copper and Iron ^

Copper and Tin

Copper and Zinc

Tin and Zinc

but obtained no effect.

286. Then tried an iron spiral and a copper spiral, the one 16

inches and the other 18 inches in length of wire; the iron was a

Httle the most powerful but it was also a little the longest.

287. Had a tube bent, put ends of polished copper wire many
times bent into it at each end and bent them as in the figure, so
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as to compare S. A. in the tube and copper out of the tube

together ; but obtained no effect.

DECK. 28TH, 1831.

288*. This morning arranged wires as in the sketch. One long

iron wire 120 feet long was laid out in the direction of the meridian

;

copper wires were fastened at its ends by good contact and then

brought parallel to the first, their two ends being at the middle

and connected there with the galvanometer. In this form two equal

lengths of copper and iron each 120 feet long were subject to the

earth's magnetism under the influence of her diurnal motion. No
effects were perceived. No difference shewing difference of metals.

289. When one end was made a little warmer than the other then

thermo-electric effects instantly shewn.

290. Arranged the jar needle ( ) steadily. Carried a wire

steadily in its neighbourhood, connected one end of this wire with

a voltaic battery of 10 pr. plates, and the other end with one

termination of a helix of copper wire, about | inch or inch in

diameter, containing 50 or 60 turns and the turns insulated by
interposed paper. Connected the other end of the helix with the

battery. Then the current of the battery passed the helix and the

galvanometer and caused a constant deflection in the needle. When
quite steady the helix was pulled open, i.e. the turns apart from

each other, but there was no change at the needle—nor again

when closed up could get no effect. Indeed any induced current

could hardly have passed fluid in cells and therefore hardly have

been sensible.

JANY. 7TH, 1832.

291 . Is not the evolution of electricity in the wire caused by an

electro magnetic pole a presumptive proof that time is required in

electric circuit, and perhaps much time; is not effect due to the wire

going in the direction of the current in one part and against it in

the other

292. The electricity in the wire is in the same direction as it is

in that side ofthe circular theoretical current which it is approaching

and the reverse of the current in the side it is leaving.

* [288]

^ y ^

i
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293 *. Experimented in the pond before Kensington Palace. This

is a made pond with a Stucco or other artificial bottom, and is sup-

plied with water by one of the Companies, I believe the Chelsea.

There are no springs, hence the water is all alike in quality and

probably also in temperature.

294. A clean bright copper plate 2 feet by i foot had a thick

copper wire soldered on at one corner. To this was made fast by
clean metallic contact a copper wire ~ inch thick, and then the

plate thrown into the water at the north East corner. The water was

very clear and the plate quite immersed, depth about 2 feet or per-

haps more. The wire was then coiled round the eastern side on
the grass until it reached the south eastern corner, where it was

made fast to a similar plate as before, and that plate thrown in to

water about 2 feet or 20 inches deep. The plates were nearly N
and S of each other and about 160 yards apart— the wire was of

course much longer. The wire was then divided in the middle of

the eastern side and its ends connected by cups of mercury with

the ends of a galvanometer wire to observe any induced effect.

295. At first I obtained deflections of the needle, and these were

very regular. When the contact was as in the diagram the marked

pole of the needle went west, and the current was therefore from

A to B through the galvanometer and of course from S to North

through the wire. On connecting the ends cross way the marked

pole went east, proving the same thing.

296. After some time again made contacts and again obtained

same results and direction. Obtained the same a third and fourth

time.

297. Occasionally the vibrations of the needle were irregular, as if

the contacts gave currents in opposition to its vibration.

298. Now looked carefully for ordinary causes sufiicient to ac-

count for these effects, and found they had been active. The fingers

held one wire shorter than another. It was warmer therefore at the

end and in this way thermo electric currents had been produced.

299. Then found that the nitrate of mercury used to amalgamate

the copper wires, on mingling with the water above the mercury

in each cup, formed an ordinary voltaic apparatus which acted

powerfully, notwithstanding that the copper wire seemed bathed

in mercury. ^
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300. On washing all the cups and wires well in clean water; on
using some of the same water to communicate equal temperatures

to the two portions of mercury; and on holding the wires by paper

handles, then obtained no effect, and do not believe that under these

circumstances any magneto-electric effects are produced, i.e. when
wire and water have same (diurnal) velocity of motion.

301. It was wonderful to find the electric current from so small

a cause as a little saline matter in one cup, or closer contact of the

fingers on one wire, go through about 500 feet of water and more
than 600 feet of wire— still affecting the galvanometer. It shews

the extreme care required in delicate and elementary experiments

when this instrument is used. But it shewed also that the circuit

was perfect and that the want of magneto electric effects was not

therefore due to any interrupting cause.

302. The Duke of Sussex had obtained leave from the King for

these expts. to be made in the gardens, and I received all help

from Mr Acton [?] and the men that was required. It was but little

but was very willingly given.

JANY. 12, 1832.

303. Experimented to-day at Waterloo Bridge by leave of Mr
Bridell the Secy. Stretched a long copper wire on the Parapet of

the Bridge on the western side. It extended from the toll house.

Strand side, over six arches and to the sixth pier (these arches are

each 140 feet, the piers each about 15 or 20 feet); it was therefore

about 960 feet long. One of the plates above mentioned, very

clean, was fastened to a wire and let down to the river directly

at the toll house. The end of the wire was taken into the toll house

by the window. The other plate, fastnd. to a similar wire, was let

down into the river at the sixth pier, the other end being connected

with the wire just mentioned. The end of the long horizontal wire

was taken into the toll house, and thus, these two ends being con-

nected by cups of mercury with the galvanometer wire, the whole

became one wire from plate to plate; and the circuitwas completed

by the water between the plates, which, being in motion up or

down, was expected to produce by magneto-electric induction

currents rendered sensible at the galvanometer.

304. In the morning the tide was running down at the Bridge
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and consequently the water flowing from West to East. On
making the contact perfect, as in the margin, evidence of a current

was soon obtained—and finally it was found that when the contact

was completed the marked pole went east. When broken the

marked pole swung back westward. Whether contact was made
at A or at B, provided the wires were the same for the same cups

the effect was alike, but when wires were crossed the effect was
reversed. By making contacts alternately in direct and inverted

order the needle at last swung 90°.

305. In the evening | p. 6 returned to the Bridge : tidenow running

up or from east to west, the reverse of the morning. Put in the

plates as before and at same places and got all in good order.

Mr Christie was present. The watermen told me the tide was now
running faster than in the morning, and in some parts of the arches

between 2 and 3 miles per hour.

306. Obtained now very powerful effects. By continuing the

contact a permanent deflection of 5° or 10° could be obtained, and

by two or three making and breaking the needle was swung 180°

or more. The arrangement was as follows—on completing con-

tact the marked pole went west—on breaking it returned towards

the east. This effect was obtained again and again and I am sure

the arrangements are as marked down.

307. Mr. Pearsall who was present says they are as they were in

the morning. My morning note says they are the reverse, but now
what is the direction.

308. When contact was made in morning the noted deflection

indicated that a current existed in the wire from south to North,

and therefore in the morning water from North to South. Ac-

cording to theory, as the water moved from west to east the electric

current in it ought to have been from south to north, or the con-

trary of that found. That current also seemed weak bycomparison.

309. In the evening when contact was made a current passed

through the wire from South to North, and therefore in the water

from North to south, which ought to be the case as the fluid moved
from east to west.

310. I inquired about sewers, etc. from the watermen. In the

evening and tide rising they all declared the liquor in the sewers

was pushed back by the tide, and that the water at the middle and
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sides was quite alike. In the ebb (morning) they said the middle

water was purest. Go again tomorrow morning to continue and
examining results. No source of Electricity occurred in the toll

house. But I must consider further whether any source could exist

in the river independent of magneto-electric induction.

JANY. 13, 1832.

311. Experimented again at the river between 11 and i o'clk at

Waterloo bridge. Tide running down fast, i.e. from West to East.

Used plates of platina about 10 inches square (one was the

other ) instead of copper plates : copper wires were soldered

to them as before and the plates were clean and brush[ed] and

ignited before being taken from home— quite metallic.

312. The horizontal wire was now stretched from the second

pier to the seventh and extended over the five middle arches ; its

length was about 700 feet long and there were two arches at each

end between the platina plates and the banks of the river. The
platina plates being connected as before were lowered, and kept

under water by iron weight attached to them at a distance by
string.

313. When contact was made there was plenty of electricity like

last night. When connected as in the figure the marked pole of

needle went east and was held there. Two or three making and

breakings of contact swung it round. On making contact there-

fore current of electricity was in wire as marked, and therefore

from north to south through the water, but as latter moved from

west to east I expected the opposite current.

314. Then went along the wires to see they did not touch the

iron gas pipes anywhere. In contact with the Granite only all

the way. Took off the iron weights and let the platina float on

the surface of the stream. Still the effect was as great as before

and the direction the same.

315. Took up the plate and wire at the south end of the line.

It was the square soldered plate. The other plate at the north end

was the irregular jagged new plate. Brought the former or square

plate to the same pier as the other and put them both in the water

near together. On making contact there was a deflection, weaker

than the former, but yet marked pole of needle went east as before.
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316. Then let one drift under the Arch, the other being held

near the pier; and afterward took the first near the pier and the

other allowed to float under the arch. Still on making contact

as marked the marked pole of the needle always went east— as

if each plate had a permanent power of sending electricity in a

determinate direction independent of its position in the water to

the north or south.

317. Both plates were I think somewhat tarnished and on that

to the south, i.e. the soldered old plate, was a red tinge looking

like copper. This is to be examined ; and also effect of temperature

of water. The Thames water was turbid and dull. Rainy weather

lately.

JANY. i6th, 1832.

318. Examined the two platina plates used. The red tinge is from

oxide of iron which it acquired in one of the furnace expts. on
glass.

319. On putting the two plates in pail of water galvanometer

was deflected, a current of Electricity passing from ragged plate

through the galvanometer to the square patched plate.

320. Cleaned both plates much with sand paper— first burnishing

out all inequalities—removed all redness.

321 . On now immersing the plates found contrary deflection and

that very strong. After a time found these irregularities were due

to the solder used to attach the copper wire. Now immersed the

plates in part only, keeping the solder and the copper out of water.

Now no sensible action.

322. Poured hot water in about and behind one plate: produced

a little effect, but found it was not thermo electric, for on making

the other plate and all the water equally warm it continued. It

was due to some slight difference between the plates which was

exalted in the well known manner occasioned by heat.

323 . Now took solution of pearlash in a large tub-rotated it fast

and held in platina plates (the solder and copper having been

covered with wax and also kept out of the fluid); obtained no

deflection, and believe that in this way (with every proper pre-

caution, it is not sensible.

324. When a little piece of copper was put in contact with one
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of the platina plates it immediately altered its relation to the other,

and a current pass[ed] through the galvanometer.

325 . The copper plates put in the alkaline solution gave a current

:

they were too unlike, i.e. they differed in a little oxide or some
other point.

326*. Now experimented on direction of current induced when a

magnet is introduced into a hollow helix, for from theory if it

were carried quite through it should produce two deflections, one

one way one the other, inasmuch as two poles of contrary nature

are carried past the wire: found this to be the case.

327. When the magnet was introduced a deflection took place as

before described. Being in, whether it were pushed in the same

direction quite through, or withdrawn, a deflection the reverse of

that just mentioned is produced.

328. When carried in and through at one motion the needle

moves one way, is then suddenly stopped, and then moves the

other way; just as with the helix carried between poles and for

nearly a similar reason.

329. If therefore a hollow helix be laid East and West, and a

magnet be retained East and west, its marked pole always being

one way, then which ever end of the helix the magnet goes in at

and consequently whichever pole of the magnet enters first, still

the needle is deflected the same way : and on the other hand, which

[ever] direction is taken in withdrawing the magnet, still the

deflection is the same, being the contrary direction to the deflection

due to entrance.

330. All these effects are consistent with and were theoretically

deduced from the law described.

331 . Now experimented with a cylindrical magnet having a hole

one third of its diameter in width made at one end in the line of

its axis and penetrating perhaps 3 inches. Into this was fitted a

copper cylinder surrounded with paper and amalgamated at its

upper and lower end. When in its place it formed metallic contact

with the middle of the magnet by a little mercury; was insulated

at the sides by the paper, and rose about | of an inch above the

end of the magnet. A quill was put over it down to the paper and

formed a little cup to receive mercury to complete contact. Then

* [326] ,

I
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a high paper edge was raised round that end of the magnet and
mercury put within it; but this had no connection with the mercury
in the quill, being quite insulated from it.

332. When therefore wires A and B were dipped in these two por-

tions of mercury, any current of Electricity through them must
pass down the magnet towards its equatorial parts and then up
the copper rod, or vice versa. The intention was to see whether,

when the magnet was rotated, the parts at i, i, etc. could produce

currents which the copper rod c could discharge down the axis,

it having the same angular velocity with the other parts. It was
expected not.

333 *• When thus arranged and rotated screw fashion the marked
end of the galvanometer needle went west^ and there was therefore

a current through it from A to B. But it was very feeble indeed

and could hardly be observed. The marked pole was upwards in

all these expts.

334 1. Then put the magnet in a jar of mercury and put wire B
in metal in the jar, so as to be in contact with the equatorial part

of the magnet instead of its polar extremity. Revolved screw

or clock fashion as before and marked pole of needle went west

as before: but now far stronger than before, though evident that

parts of magnet from equator to pole out of the electric current.

335 ^. Then put wire A in mercury on end of magnet and left

copper axis out ofview altogether. Rotated Screw or clock fashion

and so got again deflection of marked end of the needle to the

west, and current as strong as the last time and verymuch stronger

than the first.

336. Hence it is evident that there is no discharge in the middle

of the magnet, for the current now freely evolved is up through

the magnet, but in the first experiment it was down. In fact in the

first expt. it is only the part equal to a little disc extending from

the end of the wire B in the mercury to the wire A that was

efficient, i.e. moving with a different angular velocity to the rest,

and for that little disc the direction of the current is right.

337. But in the other two it is not only the action of that sup-

posed little disc, but of the lateral parts of the magnet which move
relative to the galvanometer wires at rest, and hence the great

* [333] t [334] X [335]
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action obtained. For the discal part the direction of the induced

electric current is the same in all three experiments.

JANY. 17TH, 1832.

338. Attached a little disc of thin copper foil { inches square to a

very thin film of spun glass; fastened the other end of the film to

the cap of a guinea and feather fall so that little disc hung near

the side of jar and face towards it. The glass thread was nearly two
feet long and allowed the disc to move with very little impulse.

Then the jar was put on an air pump and exhausted until mercury

stood at about 29 inches. Now brought the pole of large bar

magnet towards jar, opposite the disc; looked for repulsion of

disc as pole approached and attraction as pole receded. Reiterated

these actions in accordance with the times required for vibration

of the disc within as a pendulum, and thought I got effect.

339. Now removed the air pump to a stone floor and repeated

the experiment, and at first thought I got distinct effect; but by
chequing the experiment found it depended upon the foot touching

one of the flag stones touched also by the air pump.

340. Now fixed the pump on separate basis and first ascertained

that all the bodily motions required in approaching the magnet

caused no vibration. Then found that the magnet caused none

either, although the two similar poles of the two bar magnets were

put together. No effect at all from Magnet.

341*. Now arranged an apparatus consisting of a thin plate of

copper bent in the middle part thus—and amalgamated at a and 6,

and then a strip of leaf gold stretched across loosely so as to be

in metallic contact at a and ^, but free to move at c. This was

soldered at one end to a thick copper wire d and at the other

to a spiral of copper, amalgamated, e. The copper d was passed

through a cork made tight in the end of a tube of glass: the

spiral e pressed into mercury at the bottom of the cap at the other

end of the tube. Then the tube was exhausted of air and magnetic

poles passed by the gold leaf, etc. ; d and the stop cock being

sometimes connected by a copper wire to complete the circuit and

at other times not. Not the slightest evidence of action appeared

under any circumstances although the Magnets were tried in all

ways and the gold leaf moved very freely.
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342. Tried Arago's effect of repulsion. Put a long magnet on a

pastboard plane hung at three corners from silk fibre and balanced

so as to move in a horizontal plane. The magnet brought it to a

state of rest. All enclosed in glass frame and on a separate table.

Then revolved copper plate near to marked magnetic pole outside

of the frame, the plane of the plate being parallel to the plane

passing through the pole and the line of suspension. Hence motion

of pole directly to or from the plate. Could get no effect either

way, but when the plate inclined a little to the aforesaid plane,

then got motion of the needle to or from in accordance with its

power of passing with the plate one way or the other. Hence do

not here find verification of Arago's effect.

343. Tried a magnet on both sides of Arago's plate. If Herschell

and Babbage were right, a pole of the same kind on each side of

plate should do more than a pole on one side, or than opposite

poles on opposite sides. If I am right the reverse should be the

case. Used Sturgeon's [Arago's] plate: arranged it nicely. It made

a certain no. of vibrations before the Arc fell from one quantity to

another.

Alone it made of vibrations 62, 56, 60, 61

Different poles „ „ 21 20, .... 15) ^ 1,

c- -1
? n ^ equally near.

Similar poles „ „ 58 58, .... 50J
^

On putting two pieces of wood as near as in the last expt."^ the

no. of vibrations was diminished to 52. Shewing that the difference

between 50 and 60 was due more to obstruction of air than residue

of magnetic action. Very Good Expts.

FEBY. 23RD, 1832.

344*. Two double spirals each containing about 18 feet of wire

were arranged parallel to each other, about half an inch apart, and

connected with each other and with a voltaic battery so that the

current passed in the same direction through both. The large

copper plate was then arranged in the plane of Mag. meridian

with its edge interposed between the spirals. The wire B of the

galvanometer was brought by a leaden collector in contact with

the edge, and the other wire A by another collector in contact with

the axis of the plate. On revolving the plate the galvanometer

* [344]
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was deflected. As the plate revolved clock fashion the marked
pole of the upper needle went East. As the plate revolved against

clock or unscrew the marked pole went west.

These spirals were of Iron wire.

345. Now used one double spiral of copper wire containing

feet of wire. It was arranged horizontally thus, and then a small

copper plate about inches in diameter arranged over it but with

paper between. When this plate was rotated, the galvanometer

wires being connected with the edge and axis as figured, the needle

was deflected. When the plate revolved clock fashion the marked

end of needle went east. When it revolved against clock the mark-

ed end went west.

346. Thus mere Electro-magnetic spirals act as magnets and the

directions of the induced currents, etc. are the same.

347. Then arranged the small disc of the last experiment above

a single strait wire carrying the current of the battery (100 pr.

of plates, but charge old) and revolved it with wires of galvano-

meter applied at each side of disc, thus. There should be an in-

duced current right across the disc perpendicular to the wire PN.

348. With a wire as thick as a quill obtained no effects, but with

a wire about ^5 of an inch in diameter obtained slight vibrations

at the galvanometer, which I believe to be from true induction

excited by a single wire.

349. Stretched a straight wire, amalgamated on surface, through

which the current of the battery was sent. Brought wires from

the galvanometer in contact with it at opposite sides. There was

no action, but if the wires A and B were removed from each other

on the main wire only the | of an inch a current took place

through them and the galvanometer. If removed an inch apart it

was greater. If removed 10 or 12 inches apart the galvanometer

needle was flung round.

350. The experiment is very beautiful and in some researches

very useful. But it does not relate to my present research except

as the effect prevents me from moving the wires A and B along

the principal current wire to get an effect of wire motion.

351. The 1 1 inch copper disc was arranged with four leaden

bearers against it. Two of these, P and N, were used to transmit

the current of the battery through the disc, being retained in con-
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trol by springs ; the other two were connected with the wiresA and B
of the galvanometer. On revolving the disc whilst the main current

went through it I could find no evidence of a cross current by
induction.

352. I then used a little disc only | inch in diameter and about

J
of inch thick in the same way. There was here feeble traces

of motion at galvanometer, but I incline to think they were due

to the rotation of the disc carrying the wires A and B a little side-

ways (to the principle current), first one way and then the other

as the rotation was changed, and thus producing an effect like that

described in the last page.^

353. Still I see no reason why a revolving disc should not thus

produce an induced and cross current if the adjustments are good

and the principle current strong.

354. Try single Voltaic arrangements.

FEB. 27, 1832.

355. Made the expt. 345 with the same disc and spiral, but used

only a single pair of plates (double copper, the zinc about 10 inches

square and arranged in a circle). The action of the acid was weak
and tranquil, yet the electrical result of the experiment was much
stronger than in the former case.

356 . The current from a single pair abundantly sufficient probably

for all these experiments.

357. Adapted conductors to the large copper plate so as to make
better contact, taking 4 inches of the edge and more of the axis.

Then rotated plate perpendicular to the dip and connected con-

ductors with Galvanometer, but only by small wires (had not large

ones). Effects not greater than in former cases.

358. Arranged the plate horizontally—put marked pole of large

bar magnet beneath it, revolved the plate and obtained plenty of

electricity. Then put unmarked pole of other similar magnet

above over place of lower pole, revolved, got much more elec-

tricity. Then put marked pole of upper magnet over plate so that

there was a marked pole on each side. Got very little electricity

on revolving plate. Adjusted the magnets, one nearer to, the other

farther from the plates, and at last found a position in which plate

^ i.e. at par. 349.
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when revolved gave no electricity. After that found that the pole

which required to be brought nearest to neutralize the other was
the weakest. This is a beautiful experiment and shews the destruc-

tion of the electric current by similar poles on opposite sides. If

now the action on plate disappears at same time this will prove

that Babbage and Herschell notion is wrong, mine right, for

on their view effect ought to be increased.

359. Now tried to oppose action of different metals to each other

so as to get a difference thus
;
passing two pieces of metal between

poles of strong magnet, having the ends of the pieces of metal

connected with the galvanometer but in contrary directions, it was

thought that the difference might be found. Thus AB was one

copper rod and CR another. When separated by paper and then

passed between poles the needle was affected. But on reversing

CR as in the figure, all the connecting wires being copper and

of equal lengths and quality from the ends to x^y^ then no deflec-

tion took place. The action of the two being supposed to neutralize

each other. When AB was a thick copper wire and CR a thin

one, still they neutralized each other. Then used Tin instead of

CR, but now found no deflection, so that expected result not

obtained.

360. Suspected that the current in AB was so freely discharged

through xWYy that even if latter not passed between poles it

would carry off most of the electricity from AB, and it was so, for

on putting TN still in metallic connexion on one side and passing

AB only by poles, there was a little and but little effect on the

needle. When TN therefore causing current in reverse direction

there was no power left to deflect the needle.

361 . Must use a galvanometer with two wires only, one for the

copper and one for the tin, acting on the same needle.

362. Now have had a plate of soft Iron made like the vibrating

plate of 343, for if I am right, nothing is more different than

ordinary magnetic induction on iron and the magnetic effect of

the current produced as I find them. The plate vibrates just as

the former and very nicely.

363. This plate vibrated until the extent of the vibration was

diminished from one arc to a smaller, both marked on the plate

and indicated by an index point from the stand itself.
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Alone the plate made 33, 32, 32 vibrations.

With one pole of bar Magnets end on,

{ inch from edge, only 5 vibrations

„ „ I- 1 inch from edge, about II „
With marked pole at one side of edge 3-75 vibrations

„ „ a little further off 5 vibrations
]

With marked pole of second bar on opposite side I

of plate, same distance 2 „
J

With unmarked pole of second bar on opposite side

do. do. 22 „
By removing the stronger of these two opposite poles a little

away from the plate increased vibrations to 31. By removing it

altogether reduced them to 5 or 6.

364. Nothing more clear than that with iron Opposite poles on
opposite sides of the edge of the plate neutraliie each other, and

that similar poles exalt the action, A single pole end on is also

sufficient.

365. Now with a copper plate (345). Similar poles on opposite

sides of the plate neutraliie each other. Opposite poles exalt the

action and a pole at the edge or end on does nothing.

366. A magnet edge on to the plate ought not to rotate with it.

367. The expts. with the Iron plate abundantly shew the point

of time required in ordinary magnetism, and Herschell and Babbage

are right in that respect.

FEBY. 29, 1832.

368. Have constructed a double galvanometer, i.e. two separate

coils and a double needle between; is very delicate and good.

369. On connecting a copper bar with one coil and a second

copper bar with the other coil, separating the bars by paper and

passing both between the poles of Mr Daniell's magnet at once,

the effect on the galvanometer was strong, the bars both being in

the same relative needle. But on reversing one bar and then

putting them together and carrying them through, the needle did

not move even after many reiterated passages of the bars by the

poles. In fact the effect of one was exactly equal to and therefore

neutralized the effect of the other.
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370. Then replaced one of the copper bars by an iron bar and

passed the two, i.e. copper and iron, through between the poles,

they being in opposition relations to each other— still no action.

Used copper and tin; still no action. Hence would seem as if

copper, iron and tin were equal to each other.

371 . But in these cases all the rest of the communications were

copper and equal, good in all, and as the effect depends upon
the whole circuit, this may influence results. In the revolving

wheel the whole circuit performed by the current is always in the

same metal, i.e. all copper or iron or tin or zinc, etc. etc.

372. Took therefore a long copper wire reaching from the gal-

vanometer to the magnet and back and connected it with one

galvanometer, and also an equally long iron wire and connected

it with the other galvanometer, so that each coil circuit was com-
pleted in one case by iron in the other by copper. Then brought

the parts near the magnet together, interposing paper and placing

them so as to act in opposite directions ; and so passed them between

the poles of the magnet. Now the galvanometer needle was

affected, and in accordance with the copper, shewing that the copper

had a greater power than the iron.

As there were about 11 or 12 feet of copper and iron compared,

whilst all the wire in the galvanometer coils (in each about 18 feet)

was copper, it is clear only half the two-fifths of the superiority

of copper over iron or thereabouts would be shewn.

373. Believe that the metals act according to their conducting

powers simply.

MARCH I, 1832.

374. Arranged revolving plate— one magnet end on so that the

pole was opposite the edge. No revolution or action. No rotation

of the pole with the plate.

375. Same pole put below the edge and opposite the side of the

plate. Then it revolved with the plate.

376. Letting that remain, a similar pole was put in a corre-

sponding position above the plate : the action of the first was im-

mediately neutralized and the poles did not travel with plate. The
plate was of course enclosed in a sheath of paper to prevent wind
from it affecting the magnet.

FDI 27
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377. Opposite poles on opposite sides of the copper plate were
best of all. The very excellent proof of truth of theory.

378. Connected the iron ring and its helices, using a single

pair of plates. Could get no spark at the other helix. But the effect

on the galvanometer on making and breaking contact was very

powerful.

379. Had a series of wires of copper, platina, iron, zinc, silver,

lead and tin drawn to the same size— connected them end to end
and then with a battery, a single pair of plates, so that the current

passed through all. Then brought the wires in succession into

exactly the same position and distance from a delicate glass thread

torsion galvanometer—but they all deflected the needle alike. No
difference therefore for different metals when equal currents passing

through them.

Pursued expts. 371, etc. of Feb. 29th.

380. Have had wires ^ of an inch in diameter drawn of Zinc,

iron, copper, tin and Lead, and now tried them by the double gal-

vanometer 368, etc. In the following manner. A round soft iron

bar
I
of inch in diameter was taken, long enough to connect the

poles of Daniell's magnet; 16 feet of each of the five wires was cut

off. The ends of the copper wire were connected with A and B
of galvanometer coil i and the ends of the Zinc wire connected

with A and B of galvanometer coil 2. The middle part of each wire

then made six convolutions round the soft iron bar (covered with

paper at the parts) in two places forming 2 helices, the convolutions

being separated by string. The two helices formed were in opposite

directions so as to send opposing currents through the two gal-

vanometer coils, leaving the needle to be affected by the excess

of the most powerful.

381. On making and breaking contact the needle was affected

as it would have been by the copper wire alone, but less powerfully.

As it was possible the two galvanometer coils might differ a litde

in their force upon the needle, either by the vicinity of the needle

or otherways, the copper ends were changed for the zinc end[s] and

the zinc for the copper, so that each metal in turn acted on each

galvanometer coil, but still the Copper beat the zinc.

382. All these metals were then tried, two and two. Copper

overpowered the rest. Then Zinc overpowered Iron, lead and tin,
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and was therefore second. Iron overpowered lead and Tin and was

therefore third. Tin overpowered lead and lead gave way to all.

Hence the order is

Copper

Zinc

Iron

Tin

Lead

and it is exactly the order of the conducting power and with the

exception of Iron the order in the Magneto-rotation experiments.

Hence all is in agreement ; but Iron can be interpolated, whereas

in the other way, by rotation, its place is uncertain because of

ordinary magnetic effects.

MARCH 5, 1832.

383. Experimented with the helice B (20) which contains 6 iron

helices amounting together to 214 feet and six copper helices

amounting to 208 feet. The iron extremities were connected

together side by side and the copper extremities also, so as to have

four general terminations, two of the iron, two of the copper.

The ends of the general copper helix were made fast to coil i

of the new galvanometer and the ends of the iron helix in the

contrary direction to coil 2. Then passing in one ofmy cylindrical

magnets the galvanometer was well deflected. On trying the

deflection of the iron or copper helix alone, the first was in the

contrary direction and the second the same but stronger than the

one produced above. Hence Copper had overpowered Iron as

before. The effect was very striking.

384. Connected the similar ends of the copper and iron helix

together at one side and the other ends with the galvanometer

arranged as a single instrument: passed in the magnet. No effect.

This experiment is the same as 283, etc. and the result the same.

It proves with the rest the sole dependance upon conducting

power and the compensation (exact) when two different metals

are used.

385. Connected Copper helix ends by a wire thus. Then made
ends of long galvanometer wire fast at a and passed in the

27-2
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magnet and still found the galvanometer was affected, though

from atob was not more than 2 feet direct and through the gal-

vanometer was between 50 and 60 feet. Shews division of current

and great care required in experiments.

MARCH 8th, 1832.

386. Experimented again as to taste, chemical decomposition,

Spark and frog, etc. etc. etc.

387. Used first the new wheel between poles of Daniell's magnet,

connectors applied at axis and edge as usual— the connectors

attached to platina plates and paper soaked in Sul. Copper put

between them. Could get no decomposition though we turned

for 5 minutes in one direction.

388. Put frog prepared between similar platina plates and turned

wheel but could get no agitation.

389. Then took away wheel and used hollow copper helix; con-

nected the ends with the platina plates and put one above and the

other under the frog's limbs. Put an iron rod into the helix and

connected it with the poles of magnet; immediately convulsion of

the frog.

390. If the soft iron were taken slowly to the poles, there was no

convulsion of the frog, but always if taken up rapidly. Again

at first could not find the convulsion on breaking contact, but on

making the rupture rapidly by knocking off the connecting iron

then got the convulsion strongly. Happened only at making or

breaking contact.

391 . Thought I could also get a taste and a flash but was not sure.

392. Could not get a spark either by charcoal or without.

393 . Time of travelling of Magnetic impulse.

394. „ „ impulse of Electric induction.

395. Query application of theory of vibrations.

396. When the travelling wire moves only through magnetic

curves of equal intensity— can the effect of induced current be

due to any thing else than relief on one side of wire relative to its

position to the curves and tension on the other, i.e. to time required

in propagation.^— for the motion requires time and implies occupa-

tion of time in the powers producing the tension (tangential

powers.^).
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397. References to new point of investigation, time, vibration,

etc. etc. also interception, reflexion, etc. 51, 74, 244, 291, 342, 367,

393) 394? 395) 39^- See also list of Expts. 21, 22, 23, 74, 79, 84, 90,

210, 219, 220, 221. Also p. xvii.

MARCH 26TH.

398. Conceived that as electricity in passing made magnetism at

right angles, so if electricity still and needle moved in opposite

directions, should become a magnet, for then the electricity and

metal are relatively moving and that seems the only condition

required. \^
399. Made a very delicate mag. needle, very feeble. Took other

minute needles and passed them near to end of conductor, the

needle and its path of motion being perpendicular to each other.

The conductor belonged to a small electrical machine and was
charged. Could not in this way get a magnet.

400. Then held knob near conductor and passed the needle

between the two, but could not get signs of magnetism in it.

401. When sparks were passed from the conductor to the ball,

the needle being near, they did not make it sensibly a magnet, so

that evidently could not expect effects from the mere motion of

the needle.

402. The lines or directions of force between 2 electrical con-

ductors oppositely electrified may be called electric curves in

analogy to magnetic curves. Do they not exist also in the electric

current wire ?

403. The mutual relation of electricity, magnetism and motion

may be represented by three lines at right angles to each other,

any one of which may represent any one of these points and the

other two lines the other points. Then if electricity be determined

in one line and motion in another, magnetism will be developed

in the third; or if electricity be determined in one line and

magnetism in another, motion will occur in the third. Or if

magnetism be determined first then motion will produce elec-

tricity or electricity motion. Or if motion be the first point

determined, Magnetism will evolve electricity or electricity

magnetism.
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404. Harris' expts. on interposition of copper, silver, etc. between
moving magnet and iron plate prove absorption of power of

magnet by the interposed metals and consequently a reaction.

405. Will these metals obstruct equally the force of a magnet at

rest ?

406. Will flame intervening obstruct power of moving magnets

but not of magnets at rest ?

407. Will white hot iron allow magnetic forces freely to pervade

it, i.e. when not magnetic is it no obstacle }

APRIL 6th, 1832.

408 . Had two brass plates, each 3 inches by 6 and flat, each with

a wire P and N fastened to it. Obtained two glass plates 6 inches

by 9 inches, thin and flat; held all together as in the figure,

when they formed a Leyden arrangement of some force. Opened
the edges of the glass plates a little, still the Leyden arrangement

was strong.

409. Now immersed the whole in Oil (lamp), connected P with

the prime conductor of machine and N with the ground. Took
a small needle free from magnetism and by a whalebone slip

drew it up from a to then discharged the arrangement, depressed

the needle, recharged the arrangement and raised the needle. Re-

peated this again and again many times, endeavouring to cut the

electric lines of tendency or curves by the needle and make the

latter a magnet; but could get no traces of such an effect.

410. The Leyden power of the arrangement in the oil was much
weaker than in the air. Cleaned every thing therefore and repeated

the experiment in the air, but could get no magnetic effects.

APRIL 7TH.

411. Repeated the experiments in air but could get no magnetic

effects.

APRIL 17TH.

412. Have experimented upon screening power of copper when
at rest or in motion. In latter case ought to screen. Used the two

bar magnets, put similar poles together— they were arranged hori-

zontally and in magnetic meridian, the marked poles southwards.

Used a double needle (belonging to the galvanometer) vibrating
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slowly, i.e. to and fro in about 20''. It was put magnetically south

of the bar magnets, at the same elevation and about 3 feet off,

and was deflected about 70° from its natural position, the stronger

marked pole which gave direction to the whole going westward.

413. Now arranged the copper round plate on whirling table in

a vertical plane perpendicular to Mag. meridian and close to the

marked magnetic poles of bars, so as to form a screen between

them and the distant needle.

414. When the plate was interposed and then removed iso-

chronously with the time which would be required for the vibra-

tion of the needle, still not the slightest effectwas observed; whether

there or not the magnetic influence between the bars and the

needle was equally strong.

415. But when the plate instead of being removed was made to

revolve then the magnetic forces were affected. Upon revolving

the plate 10 seconds and then leaving it still 10 seconds and so on

several times, the vibrations of the needle were varied to several

degrees.

416. When the plate revolved the needle tended to return to the

position it would take if no bar magnets had been used, i.e. the

power of the latter over it was diminished.

417. Whichever way the plate revolved the effect was the same,

i.e. as if bars had been removed a Httle further off.

418. Hence moving metals screen magnetic power off when still

metals do not, i.e. the currents of electricity generated by the

vicinity of the mag. pole react upon it and neutralize part of its

magnetism. As it ought to do and as was expected.

419. Hence Harris' expts. in screening influence involve a fallacy,

for his magnet was moving and currents were formed.

420 *. At first the apparatus was arranged with the parts at different

altitudes, but then the needle was affected by the current produced,

and went this way or that as the motion was one way or the other.

In the arrangement already described the magnet was so place[d]

that the principal current was horizontal and therefore tended to

raise or depress the needle but not to make it approach to or

receed from the plate; and then it was found that revolution either

way always made the needle approach the magnets and rest made
it receed.
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421 . The bar magnets and needle being as first arranged (412, etc.),

a bat's wing gas burner was so arranged as the flame should occupy

the place of the copper plate, acting as a screen and cutting the

magnetic curves proceeding to the needle. It was then turned on
and off alternately at intervals of 10 seconds so as to indicate any

effect it might have over the curves. It being supposed possible

that the heat might do something, but no results were obtained,

i.e. the magnetic forces did not appear to be at all diminished when
intersected by the flame.

422. It is very necessary in these expts. to take care and avoid the

motion of portions of iron about the burners or vessels during the

expts. Effects were at first obtained which after a while were

found referable to these causes.

1832. FEB. 8th.

423. This Evening at Woolwich experimented with Magnet and

for first time got the Mag. spark myself. Connected ends of a

helix into two general ends and then crossed the wires in such a

way that a blow at a b would open them a little. Then bringing

a h against the poles of the magnet the ends were disjoined and

bright sparks resulted.

424. They were produced as the lifter went up and also as it was

pulled away.

425 . In pulHng away, 3 or 4 sparks in succession could be observed,

i.e. as lifter went from poles to c a spark, and also as it went from

aX-ohdi spark, i.e. without even touching the magnet.

Proposed using hydrogen but had not any at hand to inflame.

FEB. 9TH.

426. At home succeeded beautifully with Mr Darnell's Magnet.

Amalgamation of wires very needful.

427. This is a natural loadstone and perhaps the first used for

the spark.

FEB. i6th.

428 *. cz a brass plate hung by silk, connected by wire with gal-

vanometer b and that with wire c passing off to the earth. An
excited Glass rod brought towards and from a alternately— there

* [428]
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should be current through wire of b but could not get any effect.

Try however expt. in better and larger way.

1832. JUNE iiTH.

429. Have been experimenting on chemical power of magneto-

electric current, etc. etc.

430. On tinning the surface of the copper plate and the end of the

wire resting on it, obtained (after amalgamation) a much better

spark than before. Very good, but amalgam of tin may perhaps

wear off.

431. On making two copper wires attached to platina spatulas

fast at a and b so that the tongue could be put between the spatulas

and yet the contact of the end on the plate allowed to be broken
as in former cases, a very powerful effect on the tongue was felt

each time the contact of the lifter with Daniell's magnet was made.

432. On putting one of the spatulas up the gums the flash was
very strong.

433. Then mixed a little solution of starch with solution of

hydriodate of potassa—dipped bibulous paper in it and put it be-

tween the two spatulas so that they did not touch, but the current

passed the solution. As the lifter with its helix was raised from

the Mag. poles, allowed the plate and point to open, that the current

might then be diverted and pass through the solution. As the

Hfter was put down on the poles, kept the plate and point close

so that no current should pass solution. All that did pass wire

therefore one way. Repeated the action many times so as to accu-

mulate chemical effect. The spark was evidently smaller at the

plate and point shewing that electricity went through the solution,

but not the sHghtest appearance of decomposition occurred—no
blueing of the starch.

434 . Now put up the revolving plate between the poles ofDaniell's

magnet and could obtain with it a permanent deflection of the

magnetic needle of 45° or 50° or more.

435. Then attached to the ends of the wires used a piece of

platina and a piece of zinc wire
;
put the end of the platina wire

into a glass of very dilute acid and then immersed the zinc wire

so far as to give about 40° of deflection to the magnetic needle

;

for this about \\ inches of the zinc wire were required to be
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immersed. This therefore formed a voltaic comparative arrange-

ment.

436. Interposed elsewhere in the circuit the two platina spatulas

separated by paper moistened with the starchy hydriodate of

potassa. Using the standard voltaic arrangement just mentioned

the needle was now very feebly deflected, instead of 40° or more
now hardly 10°; but after a little continuance, on examining the

moistened paper decomposition had proceeded and the starch had

been rendered blue. It required more than a momentary duration

for this purpose. After a few seconds no change was visible. In

half a minute it was sensible, in a minute or two very strong.

437. Hence the original current, though much impeded, could

pass the interposed solution, and if time were allowed sensibly

decompose it.

438. Now using the current from the wheel and magnet, when
this was interrupted by the platina spatulas and interposed moisten-

ed paper, etc.. No deflection of the needle could be observed, nor

after several minutes turning could any signs of decomposition be

discovered. This current therefore, which when all in metal could

deflect the needle more than the other, had no sensible power

under these circumstances of passing fluid conductors. No doubt

it would pass if exalted enough and then most probably decom-

pose. Hence the hydro current more intense.

439 . The little voltaic arrangement (43 5 ) did not affect the tongue

so strongly as the first arrangement with the magnet (431); but

then it was constant.

440. So that the effect of the Magnetic helix was strong enough

but not long enough, and the effect of the wheel was long enough

but not strong enough.

441. Then by means of Httle voltaic arrangement (435) tried the

delicacy of different tests of voltaic action. Solutions of Acetate

of copper, Mur. Gold, Acetate of Lead and sub acetate of lead, put

in drops on one platina spatula and touched by the other so that

the current of the Voltaic arrangement passed through them and

feebly affected the needle, still did not give sensible signs of de-

composition in a few minutes. But the mixed solution of starch

and hydriodate of potassa did give very abundant proofs in same

time. Hence the latter a very delicate test. The best of these.
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1. Experimented with large E. Machine for deflection of gal-

vanometer by its current. Plate of Machine feet in diameter.

2. Have arranged a good discharging communication with pipes,

earth, etc. etc., so that when it is connected with delicate Electro-

meter and the latter with the machine, the most powerful working

of the latter will not affect the Electrometer (Singer's Gold leaf).

3. Connected one end of Galvanometer wire with this communi-
cation and the other end with a wire and fine point. Charged large

battery of 1 5 Jars and brought point suddenly and slowly up to

it so as to cause continuous discharge—but could not affect the

Galvanometer.

4. Occasionally needle moved a little but found that motions

were always due to electricity excited upon the glass of the Electro-

meter jar. When machine is worked, a point in the room at con-

siderable distance will cause motion of needle by rendering the

glass electric. Or if wire of galvanometer is not perfectly con-

nected with discharging medium, same effect. I think also that silk

about it may occasionally become electric.

5 . It is necessary to avoid passing a shock through galvanometer

for otherwise the magnetism of the needles is disturbed or altered

and the instrument deranged.

6. Colladon on deviation of Mag. needle by common Electricity

of Machine or storms. Ann. de Chimie, 1826, xxxiii, p. 62.

AUG. 27TH.

7. Have coated galvanometer jar with tin foil inside and outside

to a certain height, connected these with the discharging train (2)

and then hung a strip of metal leaf within the jar by a wire through

a cork, the wire being also connected with the discharging train.

Now connected a point (needle) with the large machine by a wire

—use an insulating handle-and brought the point towards the jar,

the machine being at the same time at work. So long as the point

was about the coated part of the jar there was no attraction or

motion of the metal leaf within, except when very low, and that

1-2
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was by a part of the wind issuing from point being introduced

beneath the edge and acting as wind only. But when point near

upper uncoated part of jar and the leaf raised, then strong attraction

of it from electricity communicated to glass.

8. Made a frame work of wire and soldered needles on to it; this

rested on uncoated part, the points projecting outwards. When
machine point brought to within a foot of these, there was no effect

on the leaf within ; if brought quite within and between points of

frame, then the glass could be charged a little and indicating leaf

within moved. But so strong a case could never happen in expts.

9. Hence have now a galvanometer which will not be affected

by common electrical attraction and repulsion.

10. When galvanometer coil is connected with the discharging

system, know that it will not shew any common attraction and

repulsion by electricity of machine (2).

11. Now exptd. by passing electricity of battery through water.

A thick thread about four feet long was thoroughly wetted and

then one end attached to theA end of the galvanometer, containing

36 feet of wire, and the other end to a discharger. The end B of

galvanometer wire was connected with the discharging system (2).

The battery of 15 Jars was then connected, its outside with the

discharging train, which is the same thing as being connected with

the end B of the galvanometer, and its inside with the Electrical

machine. A Henly's Electrometer was put upon the general con-

ductor and the machine worked and the battery charged until the

electrometer stood at about 40° or 35° of inclination with the

stem. Then the discharger was brought in contact with the con-

ductor and so the discharge made through water in the thread

and through the galvanometer in the direction from A to B.

12. On these occasions the needle was deflected, and by con-

tinuing the machine at work and discharging the charge in the

battery each time the needle in swinging returned in the direction

of the first impulse, the deflection was soon raised to 40° or more.

13. This effect was repeated again and again successfully and the

deflection of the needle was always in the same direction. The
upper needle of the galvanometer was the strongest and the ar-

rangement as in the figure, N and S meaning north and South end

when in natural position. On making contact, i.e. sending current
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from A to B, the upper S end went towards the east. This is

precisely the kind of deflection that a voltaic current would cause.

14. Then the battery was separated from the machine and the

effect of the machine alone on the needle was observed, i.e. the

machine was worked and the discharger held against it whilst the

needle swung in one direction ; then the discharger was removed

as the needle swung back and the machine meantime connected

with the discharging train and also stopped, and then as needle

swung in first direction the machine was reworked and the elec-

tricity from it sent through the wet thread, galvanometer coil,

etc. as before. This was repeated several times and the deflection

occurred and was increased each time until it was 30° or 40° or

more.

1 5 . The current on these occasions merely passed through the water

and galvanometer coil away to the earth and not back to machine.

16. The direction of the deflection was the same as before and

as every thing had remained in the same position gave consistent

result. Hence mere machine current can thus deflect the needle.

1 7 . Then changed the wires from the machine and the discharging

train the one for the other at the galvanometer, so that the

current now went from B to A.

18. On using the machine current only as it passed from B to A,

it deflected the needle, causing the upper S end to pass now to the

west instead of the east, as ought to be the case if true electro-

magnetic effect were the cause.

19. Retaining the communications as last described, the battery

was now put in use as before, so that its discharge also went from

B to A, and the deflection occurred powerfully but contrary to

what happened at first with the battery, but consistent with the

changed state of the communications. Upper S end of needle went

westward.

20. Now used a thick wet string instead of the thread and about

the same length; effect was equally good and about the same.

21. Shortened the string, but with equal charge of the battery;

the deflection still about the same in extent.

22. Used four short thicknesses of string instead of one long one

;

effect not apparently different.

23. When a thread is used the battery charge sinks gradually,
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requiring perhaps 2 or 3 seconds to go down. When a short thick

string is used it passed at once as a spark. But the effect on the

needle is apparently the same. When it passes thus as a spark,

wet string being in the circuit, the sound is very little and the

spark had more of the appearance of flame than the ordinary spark,

as if it lasted longer and was redder. It reminded me of the ap-

pearance of the discharge sometimes of a voltaic trough from
points of charcoal.

24. On using an ordinary sized wire as connector between the

galvanometer and the conductor of the machine and (throwing

the battery out of gear) sending the current from the machine

through it as had been done before through the water, I could

[detect] no distinct effects upon the needle, but I must repeat the

effect.

25. I rather doubt Colladon's actions of points, for I do not see

why, if the galvanometer is sensible enough to shew effects with

water, it should not shew effect if any of points, and yet I could

not get such effects; but I must repeat the experiments.

26. I tried to make a discharger of fine needle points that could

discharge the battery without a spark and yet suddenly, but I

could not. A single point, unless approached very slowly and care-

fully, could not without a sharp spark. Nor could four points

attached to wires about 3 inches apart but connected together at

ends do it. A point requires much time to discharge from large

surface and easily takes a spark from low intensity of battery

charge.

AUG. 30TH.

27. Repeated the water expt. (18) with machine current only (i.e.

not using the battery) and sending the current through the gal-

vanometer from A to B. Effects were as before, and as current

passed, the upper S end went eastward as on former occasions.

28. Now removed the string and used wire throughout, i.e. from

discharger through the galvanometer away to the discharging train.

Worked the machine and made and broke contact with the prime

conductor alternately every 18 watch beats (that being the time

for each swing of the galvanometer needle to the right or to the

left). In this way accumulated effects and soon obtained deflection
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of needles. Hence water is not necessary for wire alone does it.

As current passed from A to B, the upper S end of needle went
eastward.

29. Then repeated the water experiment, reversing the direction

of the current, and now the upper S end went westward instead

of eastward.

30. Then repeated Battery experiment (11, 19, etc.) and obtained

an excellent swing of the needle with one discharge. The direction

was the same as before, i.e. current from A to B and S end of

upper needle towards the east.

31. The appearance of the spark between the prime conductor

and metal discharger very remarkable when the charge is thus

passed through water. The spark yellowish, slow, flamy, about | of

inch long, with little or no noise and in appearance, etc. very like

a voltaic spark.

32. Then put a piece of box wood charcoal on to the prime

conductor, and another piece on to the discharger, so as to pass the

discharge between them and yet also through the water of the

wet string included in the circuit. When thus retarded, the dis-

charge of the battery gave a quiet spark at the charcoal, but it was
very luminous and bright upon both surfaces of the charcoal, much
resembling there the brightness of the voltaic discharge upon
similar surfaces. In the rest of the course of the spark, i.e. the

intervening distance, it was not so bright.

33. When the discharge not retarded by water was taken upon
the charcoal surfaces, the spark was of the ordinary kind but very

bright upon both surfaces of charcoal (resembling in that respect

the voltaic effect), and the noise was loud and sharp and ringing.

34. When water formed part of the circuit (8 inches of wet

string) then the shock of the battery charged by eight turns of the

machine was such as I could easily support, caring indeed nothing

about it. But when no water was there, I could not well bear four

or five turns, the sensation then being general through the arms

and chest and very much indeed greater than the former.

35 . Now tried if currents drawn by points would affect the gal-

vanometer. The end B was therefore connected with the dis-

charging system and the end A by a long wire with a kind of fork

consisting of four prongs of copper wire each terminated by a
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very fine needle ; the needles were about 2 or 3 inches from each

other in a line. A stick of wax was used as an insulating handle

but I do not believe it was necessary.

36. The machine was worked and these points held near it for

18 watch beats (28), then removed and the machine stopped and

uninsulated for the same time; then the action of the machine

and points renewed, and so on 5 or 6 times. The needle soon

vibrated sensibly, and as the current thus gathered by points went
from A to B the upper S end went as before eastward.

37. Then put a jar with a brass summit on to the air pump, and

having exhausted it until the discharge of electricity through it

was ready and in purple streams, sent that stream through the

galvanometer. The needle was deflected just as well as in former

cases.

38 . Hence the current, whether transmitted through water or wire

or exhausted air or collected by points, is still able to deflect the

needle; the only requisite point being apparently to allow time for

its action. But imperfect conductors, as water, brine, acids, etc. etc.,

are very excellent for their power of converting the charge of a

battery into a feeble spark or rather a continuous current.

AUG. 31.

39. Experimented on decomposing power of common electrical

current. Repeated Wollaston's fourth experiment (Phil. Trans.,

1 80 1, p. 429). The silver wire was about 1/ 100 of inch thick, coated

and cut as there described and the ends put into a drop of solution

of sulphate of copper about i/io of an inch apart. The current

from the machine was not transmitted in sparks but by a piece

of wet thread about 8 inches long, the rest of the circuit to the

discharging train being metal with the exception of the drop of

sulphate of copper.

40. After 200 turns of the machine the two wire surfaces in the

drop were examined; that connected with the prime or positive

conductor was discoloured and blackened, but it did not appear

cupreous or burnish red ; it was due to acid action on the silver.

The other or negative surface had copper precipitated upon it,

very evident both before and after burnishing.

41 . Repeated the experiment very successfully.
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42. The decomposing action is however very minute— very little

copper is precipitated and no sensible trace of silver appeared in

the solution of copper.

43. On using platina spatula as negative surface, a wire point as

the positive, and putting between them a Httle bit ofpaper moistened

with sulphate of copper, I obtained no sensible action after 400
turns of the machine.

44*. The discharging medium is not so good but that when its

end is brought within | an inch of prime conductor and sparks

then taken by means of it, other sparks may not be drawn by the

hand or a leyden jar from a or a at the moment the principle

spark passes. It will be better to connect it still further, as with

street gas arrangements or supply water pipes.

45. It would seem that water may entirely insulate a very weak
electricity (De la Rive) or it may allow it to pass without causing

or suffering any chem. action (common Electricity, etc.) or it may
rise higher and then decompose (both common and Voltaic

Electricity) ; and what is true of water is most likely true of all

other moist or bad conductors if the electricity be proportionately

diminished, and may be even true of metals themselves.

SEPTR. I.

46. Experimented on chemical action of common electricity in

another way and obtained beautiful results.

47 1. Bent two small platina wires twice at right angles nearly,

thus, so that the part cd would be nearly upright whilst the

whole stood upon the three bearing places a, l?, c. Put
a glass valve or plate on a table, placed a piece of tin foil on
that and then let the end of a wire connected with the

electrical machine by 8 inches of wet string rest on the tin foil.

Then one of the bent platina wires was so placed that h and c

rested on the other end of the same tin foil and a on a second glass

plate. The second platina wire was placed with its end a near a
of the former and the rest in connection by tin foil or otherwise

with the discharging train. Thus the connection could be arranged
or broken at pleasure, being discontinued only between the two
points a, a when the experiments were in progress. In this way

* [441
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surfaces of contact as minute as possible could be obtained at

pleasure, as will soon be seen.

48. A mixture of half pure Mur. acid and half water was rendered

deep blue by sulphate of indigo and then a moist strip or place

made with it on the larger glass plate and the two ends a, a arranged

so as to be about \ an inch apart and connected together by it.

Immediately on turning the machine a decolouring effect was seen

at the end a connected with the machine, i.e. the positive side,

and after 20 or 30 turns the bleached portion of solution was so

large and powerful that when the wires were removed and the

whole of the solution stirred together the chlorine evolved by the

machine was enough to bleach the whole.

49. Then connected those two ends a, a by a little solution of

Hydriodate of potash mixed with a little starch. In a few turns

of the machine the blue tint indicating iodine was evident at

the positive pole. In these experiments with fluids on glass it is

useful to put a piece of white paper under the glass and also to

raise the latter in the air to get rid of shadows.

50. Then put a little bit of filtering paper moistened with the

mixed hydriodate of potash and starch under the ends a, cz, and

put them about \ of inch apart; the decomposing action was

sensible when only half a turn of the machine was taken.

51. The paper very valuable; it makes contact by very minute

surface, keeps the decomposed matter at the spot, and by its

whiteness well shews the effect of change of colour.

52. The paper moistened with sol. hydriodate of potash alone is

a very excellent test. The brown spot produced becomes blue by
being touched with starch.

53. A piece of litmus paper was moistened with brine and sub-

mitted to the points a, a; the positive a soon made a red spot:

20 or 30 turns of the machine was enough. But this test is not

so good as the hydriodate of potassa.

54 . On moistening litmus paper with dilute Mur. acid and putting

it under points cz, a the positive one quickly bleached it.

55. Now moistened a piece of turmeric paper in sulphate of soda

and placed it under the points a, cz. In two or three turns of the

machine a red spot appeared under the negative a and in 20 or

30 turns it was very good effect. On reversing the paper and
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putting the spot under the positive a it disappeared, whilst another

was formed under the negative a. This a very good test, but not

equal to the Hydriodate of Potassa.

56. Now combined the litmus and turmeric papers, folding one

piece over another, moistening both with sul. soda and so placing

them on the glass that the litmus should be under the positive a

and the turmeric under the negative a point. A few turns of the

machine produced both effects, i.e. acid and alkali at the positive

and negative poles.

57. All these experiments of to-day were made using the wet

string in the circuit. But now repeated them without the string,

i.e. wire reached from the prime conducter to the end of the

platina wire so that the metal was continuous from the positive

end a to the machine. The effects were quite as good as before.

58. Repeated the exp. (48) in form but put solution of sulphate

of copper on glass between the ends a, a. 20 or 30 turns sufficed

to precipitate the copper on the negative end a so perfectly as to

make it look like copper.

59. On repeating this experiment but instead of the negative end

a using the curved surface of the wire bent round into a loop,

so as in fact to have a larger surface of contact, 100 turns of the

machine did not cause any sensible precipitation of copper. This

shews the value of concentrating the effect by diminishing the

surface, but whether the effect was insensible because the new
surface was so large as to dilute it or whether it was so large as

to prevent the current ever rising so high in intensity as to de-

compose, I am uncertain of. I think the latter possible (see 45),

the former most Hkely.

60 . The decomposition ofsul. soda and evolution ofalkali and acid

at the poles on litmus and turmeric paper occurred equally well,

I think, whether the electricity was taken from the machine through

wet string or directly by the wire in contact or by a series of sparks,

provided that in the latter case the sparks did not strike across

from positive a to negative a, but were conducted by the solution

between. Hence I do not think that sparks are required to produce

decompositions which currents cannot.

61. When the electricity struck in a visible spark from a to a

across the moistened litmus and turmeric paper, the course of
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the spark left a red mark over the litmus, but none over the

turmeric. This red mark I believe to be due to nitric acid formed

by the detonation from the nitrogen and oxygen of the air. Must
try this. If the spark passes only part of the way across like a

brush, still as far as it passes it reddens litmus. The effect must not

be confused with the decomposing power of the current.

62. Have increased discharging system by taking in the water

pipe and consequently all the water mains, etc. etc. Still the effect

before described (44) takes place.

63 *. Experimented with Wollaston's wires in globe ; surfaces small

and good. Water only in globe. Using sparks at machine, i.e.

taking sparks about ^ of inch long from machine by wire, then

gas at both water surfaces. But this gas was evolved by an ex-

plosion in the water, for the spark was visible and the water was

dashed about, as was very evident by the bubbles formed being

knocked up, down and sideways at the moment of explosion and

rising upwards by their levity afterwards.

64. When instead of transmitting the current in sparks it was

transmitted as a constant stream, then the gas evolved at the water

surfaces diminished very much, although the quantity of electricity

from the machine was the same in the same time.

65. When the current was transmitted with as little interruption

as possible, then merely a very fine current rose from the negative

surface and a bubble or two now and then from the positive. But

I think all the gas or nearly all the gas thus produced was still

the result of little explosions, and not of true chemical decomposi-

tion by different attractions of two electrified surfaces. I do not

think these decompositions are to be compared to those of the

litmus and turmeric on the paper.

66. When instead of connecting the discharging train with its

appropriated guarded platina wire it was dipped into the water to

some extent and then the electricity passed in sparks, then gas

rose as before from the remaining positive water surface, but none

rose from the surface of the negative immersed wire, although the

action was continued long enough to have covered it with fine

film of bubbles if it had been necessary that the development on

each pole should be proportionate. Hence in fact the genera]

effect of evolving gas in such cases is due to the passage of the

* [63]
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electricity at the spot and does not require an equal action else-

where. It is not a case of usual electro chemical attraction.

67. On filling the globe with strong solution of Sul. Soda, then

in passing the electricity either as stream or as sparks there was

no gas evolved at either water surface, unless indeed the sparks

were very powerful^ and then the gas or air evolved was hardly

sensible. In this expt. the concussion at the contact of the solution

and wire was hardly sensible, so good is the conducting power of

the former, and to this cause and perhaps also to the absence of

air from the solution is due the absence of currents of gas or air

in this form of the experiment.

68 . Shall try water well boiled and purged of air.

SEPTR. 3RD.

69. I find that paper moistened with solution of hydriodate of

potassa is affected by both points cz, a if the electricity pass by
sparks, however minute; for iodine is then set free at both wires.

Hence care required in its use for electro chemical decomposition

that sparks or even strong brushes do not pass.

70. Sparks from either point a, a on to moist litmus paper will

also redden it after some time. It is necessary in obtaining this

effect readily that the litmus paper be not very alkaline.

71. This not the case with moist turmeric paper; it shews the

effects of the poles fairly.

72. Connected the piece of litmus paper on which the positive a

rested with the turmeric paper on which the negative a rested

( ) by a piece of wet string above four feet long. On working

the machine the right decompositions took place at both poles, as

readily I think as if they had been close together.

73 *. Then varied the expt. by interposing a piece of platina wire

(short) between the ends a, a, so as to give four poles or termina-

tions in the course of the current. The points i and 2 rested on
combined litmus and turmeric paper moistened with Sul. Soda

and the points 3 and 4 on other combined litmus and turmeric paper

similarly moistened; the two portions of paper were supported

on a glass plate so as to be insulated from the table and each other

except by the platina wires. On working the machine a few turns,

* [73]
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the litmus under i and 3 was reddened by acid and the turmeric

under 2 and 4 also reddened by the alkali.

74. Then let the positive a rest on litmus paper moistened by
the sul. soda and touched the paper itself with moist string held

in the hand, so as in fact to have a positive pole active but no
definite decomposing negative pole near; still the decomposing
effect took place there as well as if a negative pole had been active.

75. In this case what becomes of the alkali repelled from the

positive pole? Repeat the expt., discharging by water into the air.

76 . As identity ofcommon and voltaic electricity proved, we may
reason from the former when intense, etc. etc. as to manner of

action of the latter.

77. Some water was boiled for 6 or 7 hours until above one half

or 2 quarts had boiled away. The [portion that] remained was

poured hot into glass retort[s] until they were full to the end of

the neck, and then these were immersed in water so as to be

cooled rapidly and then the Wollaston's globe and points ( )

filled rapidly with it. In this, water containing no sensible portion

of air was experimented with.

78. On passing the electricity through in currents or in sparks

there were exactly the same appearance[s] as before. Hence the gas

is not air in the water but decomposed water. All the effects

looked like decomposition from explosion and not electro chemical

decomposition, except indeed when the wires were in contact one

with another in every part, and then a minute stream of gas rose

from the left hand or negative surface whilst only a bubble rose

now and then from the positive. On turning the globe round so

as to change the surfaces relative to Pos. and Neg. still the negative

gave the minute stream and the positive the little occasional

bubbles. Still these effects were not quite constant and I suspect

the whole is due to decomposition by explosion.

SEPTR. 4TH.

79. Put the positive point a (47) connected with the electrical

machine on litmus paper moistened with solution of sulphate of

Soda, and then connecting one end of a wet string with the litmus

paper, the other end was allowed to hang in the air, the middle

of the string being supported on insulating wax rods. On working
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the machine, the electricity passed through the wire point to the

litmus paper and then away by the wet string, and issued into the

air in brushes and streams as from a point, and was dissipated ; so

that there was but one metallic pole^ the positive a. Yet decom-

position took place, for the litmus was reddened there freely as

before.

80. Then put a point on to the conductor of the machine; put

a piece of turmeric paper moistened in Sul. Soda on to a glass

plate to insulate it. Hung a piece of wet string from it
; brought

a fine platina point (47) into contact with the turmeric paper,

holding the wire of it in contact with the discharging train ; and

then worked the machine. The electricity now passed from the

point on the machine, through the air on to the wet string, from

it to the paper and away by the point a to the earth ; so that here

also there was but one decomposing metallic pole and that was

negative. Here also decomposition took place, for the turmeric

paper was quickly reddened.

81. Do not these cases shew that two decomposing metallic

poles acting simultaneously ^vt not necessary; and also that each

pole has power of attracting one set of bodies and repelling

another without the aid of the contrary pole ? But where does the

repelled element or body go to in these cases ? Try by iodine or

Hydriodate.

82. Repeated the reddening of litmus paper by sparks as before

(61).

83 . Then took a piece of litmus paper, cut it into two, dipped one

piece in a weak solution of alkali (strong enough faintly to redden

turmeric paper) ; took part of this moistened sample and dried it

;

took another part about this size
i

\ and putting the wires

£Z, a at each end sent electric sparks over it until so much acid

had been formed as was enough to redden the Htmus paper besides

neutralizing the alkali. Now expected to find it touch paper from

the nitrate of potassa formed. But in fact all the three samples of

litmus paper (i.e. original, alkalized and neutralized) burnt as

touch paper and with sensibly equal power.

84. On putting a piece of the spark neutralized paper into a drop

of M. A. and comparing it with a similar piece of the alkalized

part similarly treated, the first became nearly bleached, the other
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merely red ; but this not enough, for the electric sparks might have

done something in destroying colour.

85. On putting the spark neutralized paper into strong S. A. in

a tube no red fumes; but then a little bit of paper dipped in

solution of nitre produced in S. A. no red fumes, the carbon of the

paper, etc. etc. apparently taking oxygen enough under the cir-

cumstances to prevent formation of nitrous acid.

86. Cavendish expt. is sufficient to shew what takes place when
the spark is taken in air over a solution of potash, and to prove

that N. A. is formed.

87. Litmus paper with much alkali is not good to shew reddening

effect of spark, etc. etc., due to acid formed from air, except the

experiment is continued longer.

88. Made a few expts. in repetition of those of Wollaston on
oxidation of the Amalgam. Rubbed a glass tube with new clean

black silk and examined state of tube by electrometer. Some elec-

tricity but not much. On putting a little tallow on the silk then

abundance of electricity.

89. Put clean amalgam of platina on clean silk and rubbed the

tube ; very little electricity. But adding a little tallow, then plenty

of electricity.

90. The ordinary amalgam with tallow, however, beat the platina

amalgam with tallow.

91. Still I see no proof of the truth of Dr. Wollaston's statement

considered in the unreserved way in which he makes it. Nor any

that oxidation is the source of electricity in the machine.

92. The following points are probably connected with and to

be considered in conjunction with the attractions and repulsions

producing decomposition at an electro chemical pole. Davys
heaps in mercury. These must be tried for in strong saline solutions

containing particles, etc. etc. ; in water also. Davy and Herschell.

Mercury under liquid bad conductors— do same by common
electricity. Ampere's Elongation of current. Decomposition and

divergence by water battery— this may perhaps become a good

instrument ofcomparison between common and voltaic apparatus.

Brande's expt. on decomposing water in close vessels.
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93. Made a few more experiments with amalgams, etc. etc. (88).

94. Black silk will excite glass rod pretty well: if a little tallow

be added, very well.

95. Amalgam of Platina on black silk did not excite tube well,

but yet quite as well as an amalgam of tin without tallow. With
tallow both did far better than before and that of tin better than

that of platina.

96. The cap of the instrument (electrometer) was covered with

tin foil, and then being flapped with flannel the instrument diverged.

When the cap was covered with platina foil, it however diverged

just as well. The brass cap of the instrument did better than either,

but it may have been lacquered or perhaps the coat of oxide may
be effective beyond metal.

97. Glass is easily excited by flannel.

98. All these results are against Dr. Wollaston's notion.

99 *. Now experimented in continuation ofthe former experiments

with one pole (79, 80, 81) to ascertain where the element which

receeds from the pole used goes to and what direction it takes.

A little bit of turmeric paper about this size was moistened

in solution of sul. soda and put on the edge of a glass plate ; then

the connection of the positive point a (47) was made with the

end of the paper on the glass, whilst a point terminating the dis-

charging train was brought about 2 inches from but opposite the

other end of the turmeric paper. The machine was then worked, and

after 40 or 50 turns it was found that the two points of the outer

end of the turmeric paper were deeply tinged brown by alkali, and

deepest at the very corners where the electricity had gone off in

streams.

loot. Then reversed the order, i.e. a piece of Htmus paper was

moistened in sol. sul. soda and one end connected with the dis-

charging train, whilst the other was placed opposite a point con-

nected with the machine. On working the machine only a few

turns, the end opposite the point became red from acid, the redness

being at the two corners where the pos. electricity entered from

the air.

lOi. Then a long piece of turmeric paper, large at one end and

pointed at the other, was dipped in the sul. soda and the large

end connected with the machine, whilst the small end was held

* [99] t [100]
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opposite a point connected with the discharging train. After 40
or 50 turns of the machine the point of the paper was reddened

by alkali.

102 . Then a similar piece ofpaper was connected with the machine

at the larger end and the point directed into the air, no receiving

point being opposite. After some turns the salt was found de-

composed and the alkali collected at the point discharging elec-

tricity into the air.

103. Hence it would seem that it is not a mere repulsion of the

alkali and attraction ofthe acid by the positive pole, etc. etc. etc., but

that as the current of electricity passes, whether by metallic poles

or not, the elementary particles arrange themselves and that the

alkali goes as far as it can with the current in one direction and the

acid in the other. The metalHc poles used appear to be mere ter-

minations of the decomposable substance.

104. The effects of decomposition would seem rather to depend

upon a relief of the chemical affinity in one direction and an

exaltation of it in the other, rather than to direct attractions and

repulsions from the poles, etc. etc.

SEPT. 7TH.

105. As upper atmosphere is generally pos there is almost

always a natural current of electricity from above downwards. As
this passes through leaves, plants and other things on the surface

of the earth, it must have a corresponding effect in modifying the

tendency of certain proximate elements this way or that and per-

haps may be important in giving direction to plants, the develop-

ment of the ends of branches, stems, etc. etc. Consider this and try

if plant[s] grow differently under conductor or not.

106. Query the influence of water in Electro chemical decom-

positions, its necessity or not ; Brande, Gumming, Ritchie, Davy,

etc. etc.

107. If important, then consider the action of spongy platina on

oxygen and hydrogen in connexion with the subject and try in-

fluence of electric states given to the gases purposely, either when

mixed or before they issue from apertures. Effects of points on

common machine in such mixed gases. Effects of spongy platina

made previously positive or negative, etc. etc. etc.
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108*. Apiece of turmeric paper a and a piece of litmus paper h

were dipped in solution of sulphate of soda, put together so as to

form one moist pointed conductor, and supported on wax between

two needle points, one attached to the conductor by a wire and the

other to the discharging train. The points were about \ an inch

from the points of the paper ; that attached to the conductor was
opposite the litmus paper, the other belonging to the discharging

train was opposite the turmeric. Hence electricity went through

the air, in at the litmus paper and out at the turmeric point. On
working the machine a little while, the point of h (litmus) became

red from acid ; the point of a (turmeric) red from alkali. There were

no poles in contact with the solution except indeed air, yet decom-
position occurred. The acid and alkali were arranged exactly the

reverse of what would have happened at the end of metalHc con-

ductors and appear rather to have gone with the current than to

have been attracted by any particular surface.

108 1. References, etc. to papers connected with this subject.

Wollaston on Chem. Action of Common Electricity. Phil.

Trans., 1801, p. 427.

Colladon on deviation of Mag. Need, by Do. Ann. de Chimie,

1826, xxxiii, p. 62.

Davy on the relation between electric and chemical Action.

Phil. Trans., 1826, 1821, p. 435.

Herschell on the motion of mercury under fluid, etc. Phil.

Trans., 1824.

Serullas remarks on do. do. Ann. de Chimie, 1827,

xxxiv, p. 19.

— on motion of mercury, etc. Journal de Physique, etc.,

xci, p. 170, and xciii, p. 115.

Ritchie on the—

Davy's elevations.

Ampere. Elongation of current.

Brande's decomp. of water in close vessel.

Savary on Magnetization (hist, part also useful for reference)

Ann. de Chimie, xxxiv, 1827, p. 5.

Brande on attraction of acid. Alkalis, etc. by Electricity. Phil.

Trans., 18 14.

Necessity of Water. Brande, Manual, i, p. 88. Davy, Do., i, 97.

[108]
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Davy on Torpedo, 1829, thinks it particular electricity. Phil.

Trans.

Walsh on Torpedo. Phil. Trans., 1773, p. 461; 1774, p. 464.

Hunter on Do. „ „ 1773, p. 481.

Ingenhousz Do. „ „ 1775, P-

Cavendish Do. „ „ 1776, p. 196.

Todd Do. „ 1816, p. 120; 1817, p. 32.

Nobili on new class of Electrochem. phenomena (metallo-

chrome). Ann. de Chimie, xxxiv, 1827, p. 288.

Also Ibid, xxxiv, 1827, p. 419.

109 . Then made a similar arrangement, but put the litmus towards

the receiving point and the turmeric towards the delivering point.

Now no reddening of either happened, so that it was not from the

mere effect of the brush, etc. etc.

no. Might put several in succession.

111. Then arranged the first order (108), but instead of putting

the litmus and turmeric papers in contact, put them on separate

glass plates insulated and communicated them by means of a piece

of string six feet long, moistened in the same solution of sul. soda.

On working the machine the litmus point was reddened by acid

and the turmeric point by alkali, but the effect at the latter was

weaker than before, for in fact much of the electricity left the

string at various parts over its surface.

112. Paper moistened in sol. hydriodate potassa is reddened by
brush on to it either from Pos. or negative conductor. But I

believe this is because of the formation of little N. A. by the brush

in air and its action on superficies ofhydriodate. Very little vapour

of nitric acid, if strong, browns this salt, but if the N. A. be diluted

a little then much of it will not decompose the hydriodate. Now
when formed by the Spark or brush the N. A. is at the moment
very concentrated.

113. A spark taken over the moistened hyd. pot. paper always

browns it if the spark be near enough to pass in its course in

contact with the paper. But if the spark pass through the air as

at 2, then the paper is not discoloured. If it pass down in the middle

of its course as at 3—and it can easily be made to do so when the

paper lays on glass, etc. etc.— then the part is discoloured only where

the spark touched it. If the spark enters into and out of the paper
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luminously but is conducted within the moisture in the middle

part, the discolouring does not take place at the latter part but

does where the sparks or brushes were visible as they entered the

paper. All these effects seem to prove that it is the acid formed

by the explosion that does these things and in fact paper moistened

in hyd. potassa is a better test for the acid formed than litmus

paper.

SEPT. lOTH.

114*. If two troughs be arranged so that the N. end of one and

the P. end of the other be connected by a wire, and a mag. needle

placed near the wire, that needle will not be affected (permanently)

by the wire unless the other P. and N. ends are also connected. If

arrangement and no current, then the first wire ought to be ar-

ranged perhaps to half the extent of what it should be when the

circuit is complete. But it possesses no power at all. This against

those who oppose current.

1 15 1. If two troughs be insulated, the N. end of one and the P. end

of the other furnished with wires, and a magnetic needle be placed

under one of these wires, it will not be affected, but on bringing

the two ends of the wires in contact the needle will be affected

for a moment; and then when the two troughs are in their natural

relation to each other the effect will cease. This again is proof in

favour of current when circuit completed and against mere arrange-

ment.

116. By current I mean any thing progressive, whether it be a

fluid of Electricity or vibrations or generally progressive forces.

By arrangement I understand a local arrangement of particles or

fluids or forces, not progressive.

117. Again, decomposition of water infinitely better in a saline

solution than in pure water, i.e. best when best conductor used.

This natural if a current, for a current may be retarded or accelle-

rated. Ought it not to be the contrary if effect depended on
arrangement }

118. With regard to nature of the power which urges this or

that element towards this or that pole, can a simple element be so

urged or must it be in relation (by combination) to some other

element.^ If effect depends upon relief of attractive tension in one

*
[114] t [115]
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direction and increase in the other, a single element would not go
to poles (or be attracted as it is said).

119. Or would mere mixtures show effects.^ Thus oxygen and

Hydrogen gases mixed— or carbon in water— or sulphur in water

—or metal diffused, as gold.

120. Solution is attraction, and therefore bodies in solution, as

iodine in water, or acids only, etc. etc. would not do to illustrate

the point.

121 . Query the nature and value of Mr Brande's experiments on
attraction of bodies by common electricity at a distance.

SEPT. 14TH.

122. Experimented on effects of tension, whole quantity being the

same on the deflection of the magnetic needle, thus. Our electric

battery contains fifteen large jars of equal size and each with

about square inches of doubly coated surface (i.e. inches

inside and inches outside). Seven of these were disunited and

eight left connected. Then the machine, having been brought into

good order, it was connected with the battery and the battery with

the galvanometer, so as to send its discharge both through it and wet

string in the manner before described (11, 20, 21); the wet string

connection was about 10 inches long, quadruple and thick.

123. On working the machine the battery charged up to the

38th turn but discharged spontaneously at the 39th. Then
charged the battery with 30 turns and discharged it through the

string and galvanometer. The needle was deflected, passing to the

left to the 2| and then swinging to the right to the 3 division or

line of an arbitrary and irregular scale of large degrees placed

under it. The marks were, however, quite sufficient to determine

what extent the vibration occupied.

124. Then connected the other seven jars and charged the whole

fifteen with 30 turns of the machine. The Henly's electrometer

stood now not quite half so high as before ; but on passing this

charge through the string and galvanometer, the needle of the

latter swung to the left to the 2| and then back to the right to the

3 division exactly as before.

125. Repeated this experiment with exactly the same result.

126. Hence it would seem that if the same absolute quantity of
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electricity pass through the instrument, whatever may be its

intensity, the deflecting force is the same.

127 . Then sent 60 turns of the machine into the battery and passed

the charge through galvanometer. The deflection much larger than

before but the graduation not nice enough to tell the proportion;

it appeared to be of about twice the extent.

128. Have mounted an aerial apparatus for the collection of

atmospheric electricity, but it did not shew any signs on this day,

although the insulation very good, as was shewn by its holding a

charge given from excited wax.

129. Now drew some platina and zinc wire through the same

hole in a draw plate -it rendered them very nearly ~ of an inch

in diameter -fastened these to a piece of wood so that their lower

ends projected beyond the wood and were parallel to each other

and 5/16 of an inch apart. These are to be immersed in acid to

constitute a standard voltaic arrangement. The other ends were

directly connected with the ends of the galvanometer wire and

bound round with clean copper wire to make the contact good.

130. Put one drop of Sulphuric acid into 4 oz. of water, mixed

well, then brought it under the ends of plat, and zinc wire, lifted

it up until the wires were immersed about | of an inch and

instantly took it away again. The galvanometer needle swung to

the right hand beyond the 3rd division. So that in that moment
the two wires in such weak acid produced as much electricity as

the battery contained after 30 turns of the machine.

131 . The needle being again at rest, the acid was again carried up
and the wires left immersed | of an inch; the needle swung to

the right hand to the 6th division, and settled after vibrating at the

3rd division.

132. A piece of string was dipped in strong M. A. and then brought

up for a moment against the ends of the platina and zinc wires.

The needle went to the right to the 6th or 7th division.

133. Then separated the galvanometer and the voltaic arrange-

ment and made the upper end of the latter fast to two fine platina

wires, and brought them in contact with paper moistened in the

usual solution of hydriodate of potassa, whilst the lower ends were

immersed! ofinch ^^e former acid (130); caused decomposition

and shewed iodine at one pole but not at all in proportion to the
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deflecting power of same arrangement, for in fact the moistened

paper, being a bad conductor compared to the galvanometer wire,

allowed only a small proportion of the electricity to pass.

134. But then when the hydriodate potash paper was put flat

between two platina spatulas and these touched by the platina

points of the galvanic arrangement, then decomposition took place

over an extended surface, perhaps more than a hundred times larger

than that used with the Electrical machine (46, 52). This natural,

for now conduction across hyd. paper facilitated by extent of

surface of contact, more electricity passed and more decomposition

followed. Now with the machine all the electricity passes however

small the surface of contact ; no retardation (to interference) can

take place.

135. Procured a thick platina wire of an inch in diameter,

filed one end flat so as to expose a circle ^ of inch in diameter

for contact. Then connected a platina spatula with the discharging

train, arranged it horizontally, put on it filtering paper of four

thicknesses and moistened in the hydriodate of potash, put the

thick platina wire upright with its flat end on the paper and pressing

with its own weight, and connected the Electrical machine with

the other. 30 turns of the machine made a fine deep brown spot

of inch in diameter; the iodine even penetrated the second

thickness ofpaper— 20 turns of the machine made a paler but still

good spot— 10 turns gave a pale iodine spot, not sensible in the

second thickness. This a very good expt.

136. On using the same decomposition arrangement with the

elementary standard battery (129), excited by the acid consisting

of I drop in 4 ounces water, it produced decomposition but took

some time to equal the effect of the machine— time equal I think

to that required to turn the machine. But then because of the

intervening four thicknesses of paper and moisture the electricity

of the voltaic arrangement would be much retarded ( ), that

of the machine not being so.

137. On including the galvanometer in the circuit so as to give

as it were a measure of the quantity of electricity passing, it took

a pretty strong acid and immersion of at least an inch ofboth wires

before the needle was permanently deflected to the 3rd division

on the right hand, and even then a momentary contact would not
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cause decomposition to the extent of 30 turns of the machine;

it required 2 or 3 seconds for the purpose.

SEPT. 15TH.

138. Resumed the experiments of yesterday on the comparitive

effects of the Voltaic pile and the Electrical machine.

139. First brought the machine into equally good order.

140. Then arranged the two wires platina and zinc ^ of inch

in diameter as they were yesterday at ^ of an inch apart.

141. Ascertained the number of beats of my watch for the swing

of the galvanometer needle either from right to left or from left

to right, i.e. in one direction it was very nearly 17 beats.

142. Now purposed to immerse the wires of the voltaic arrange-

ment to such a depth, and in acid of such a strength, as to swing the

needle as far to the right or the left as was yesterday done by the

battery, the time during which the wires were to be immersed
being about a half of that required for a whole swing.

143. Used the acid made by putting one drop oil of vitriol into

4 ounces of water. On immersing the wires | of an inch deep

in this acid and holding them there during eight beats of the

watch, after which they were quickly removed, such impetus was

given to the needle that it passed to the right hand to the third

mark or division, i.e. exactly to the place to which the Electrical

battery charged by 30 turns of the machine carried it yesterday.

144. The needle continued to swing towards the 3rd division

after the wires were withdrawn from the acid, i.e. the time of im-

mersion was not so long (indeed only about a half) as the time

of the first impulse to the right. Hence the whole deflecting power

of the current during the 8 beats may be considered as fairly

exerted on the needle.

145. This observation was not made upon the first immersion

of the wires in the acid, but after they had been immersed two or

three times and when the first excessive effect was over. It was

repeated several times and always produced the same effect.

146. Hence as an approximation, two wires, one of platina one

of zinc, each ^ of an inch in diameter, when immersed each

I
of an inch into an acid consisting of i drop oil of vitriol

and 4 oz. of water, being also ^ of an inch apart, give as much
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electricity in 8 beats of my watch as the Electrical battery charged

with 30 turns of the large machine in excellent action.

147. Now my watch gives 150 beats in a minute.

148. Thirty turns of the machine occupy on an average 60 beats.

Ten turns gave 100 sparks of an inch each in length from the

prime conductor, which consists of two large long brass cylinders

and a connecting brass rod. The Plate is 50 inches in diameter, in

high excitation, and will produce so much electricity that sparks

from 10 to 12 and 14 inches long may be drawn from the con-

ductor.

149. The jars of the battery used yesterday and to-day and at

other times are each coated 8 inches up from the bottom and are

23 inches in circumference, so that each contains 184 square inches

of glass coated on both sides, independent of the bottom which

contains 50 square inches besides.

150. When the wires were permanently retained in the acid (143),

the permanent deflection was found to be to the third division

on the right hand. Therefore a permanent deflection to the right

hand to the 3rd division will indicate a constant voltaic current

which in eight beats supplies as much electricity as the battery

charged as yesterday with 30 turns of the machine.

151. Now tried some other forms of intensity of Electrical cur-

rent to accompany those of yesterday (122, 123, 124). The battery,

galvanometer and machine were connected so that the discharge

would take place through wet string as in the early experiments

(11, ). The battery was then charged by 50 turns of the machine,

discharged through the galvanometer, etc. etc. and the deflec-

tion noted. Then the string, which was fourfold thick, short and

moistened in dilute acid, was replaced by a thin single long string

moistened only in water. The battery was again charged by 50

turns; again discharged by the string, etc. etc., and a deflection

exactly the same as before produced. Then the fourfold thick

string was used with 50 turns of the Machine and the battery, and

then the thin string again, but deflection was always the same.

These expts. are in fact the same as 20, 21 and 22.

152. The thin string was 38 inches long. The thick string was
full thrice the thickness of the thin string, and as four thicknesses

were used each 12 inches long, it is as if a string 38 inches long
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was compared with one twelve times as thick and not one third its

length. Yet still effect the same, though time and therefore specific

intensity of the currents very different, but whole quantity was
the same.

153. The difference of intensity was also shewn in way the dis-

charge passed, with the thick string in one dull suppressed dis-

charge, but with the thin string more between a spark and a brush,

requiring sensible time. In both cases the discharger, when brought

up to conductor, was held there a moment that all the electricity

might go through.

154. The thin string gave I think on the whole a little advantage,

and if there is any lateral transmission from coil to coil through

the silk, it ought to be so, because then intensity lower and lateral

transmission less. But the difference was very slight.

155. The term Galvanometer now exceptionable but very useful.

156. Now arranged the decomposing apparatus of yesterday

(135, 137) as at 137, i.e. connected the platina wire with the platina

wire of the standard voltaic pair (129, ), the other or zinc wire of

the voltaic pair to one end of the galvanometer wire, the other

end of the galvanometer wire to a platina spatula, and then inter-

posed four thicknesses of filtering paper moistened in the standard

solution of hydriodate of potassa to a certain degree. Thus current

had to pass through all and could be measured by the galvano-

meter.

157. Now prepared a strong nitric acid (diluted sufficiently) and

immersed the ends of the voltaic arrangement until the galvano-

meter needle stood steadily at the 3rd division on the right hand

(150, ) ; the end of the platina wire for decomposition resting on
the upper surface of the four fold paper exactly as it would do in

cases of decomposition. This strength of current being obtained,

now put the end of the decomposing wire (135) on a fresh place

of the paper and let the current pass for eight beats of the watch

(143), and then took up the wire. Repeated this in a fresh place,

and then in another place, and so on until many brown spots of

iodine corresponding to the end of the wire were obtained, each

due to a current of eight beats.

158. Then arranged the same decomposing wire, paper, spatula,

etc. in contact with the Electrical machine and discharging train
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(135), and sent the electricity of 30 turns of the machine through

;

it produced a spot of iodine as nearly as could be ascertained of

the same tint as the voltaic battery. Tried it in another place and

another and another and the comparitive effect was very exact.

Twenty five turns were not enough, i.e. they produced a paler tint.

159. Hence it would appear that both in magnetic deflection and

in chemical effect the current of the standard voltaic battery for

eight beats of the watch was equal to the electricity of 30 turns

of the machine, and that therefore common and voltaic electricity

are alike in all respects.

SEPT. i8th.

160. Has Porrett's experiment or has Dutrochet's endosmose

(Ann. de Chimie, April, 1832) any connection with the passage

of elements between the poles in my view of the matter.

1832. OCTR. 26.

161. Have prepared some tremulous jelly about as strong as for

table use. One portion with distilled water, which shall be called

pure jelly—another with sulphate of soda, which shall be called

Sul. soda jelly; there was not enough sul. soda present as to

crystallize in the jelly when cold, nor to make it loose of its

stiffness as an over dose would do.

162. A slice of the sul. soda jelly put between the poles of a

single voltaic trough of 10 plates 4 inches square instantly gave

alkali at the negative pole and acid at the positive pole, rendered

evidentby pieces of litmus and turmeric paper there, and apparently

as freely as if the jelly had been liquid. The slice was about

^ inch thick. Decomposition ready therefore and easy.

163. The piece of jelly between the poles did not melt or seem

inclined to fuze by any power, but it was pushed about and broken

by the gas evolved at the place of contact. A smell arose from it

very like indeed to that of the common electrical machine.

164. The pure or unsalted jelly gave a little acid and alkali at

the poles when treated in a similar way, and that not only when
the test papers were put in the first instance between it and the

poles, but also when the jelly alone was placed between them and

its sides afterwards brought into contact with the test papers.
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165. A conical glass had been filled with the sul. soda jelly and

allowed to gelatinize. Then two portions were cut out so as, by
leaving a portion as a wall in the middle (cz), to form two cells

{b, b) on each side of it. These were filled with strong solution

of sul. soda in water and then the poles (c, c) of the trough im-

mersed in them. There was immediately strong action—much gas

evolved—and in a few minutes or even less than a minute the

solution in the negative cell was strongly alkaline throughout and

that in the positive cell acid throughout. Acid and alkali had

mutually traversed the jelly, yet there was no perceptible acidity

and alkalinity in it near the cells but in its mass.

166. The above experiment repeated except that the jelly taken

out was melted and then put into cells so that the fluid and

separating wall were of same composition in all things, differing

only in solid and fluid states. When poles immersed then decom-
position, etc. etc. as before, and the acid evolved in one cell

exactly neutralized the acid [? alkali] in the other.

167. Then warmed all the jelly enough to fuze it and put it into

he glass and immersed the poles as before. The quantity of gas,

etc. was such as by the eye to indicate that the action was neither

more nor less whether the jelly between the poles was fluid or

solid. The transfer, etc. etc. seemed equally easy.

168. Now experiments were made with the cold gelatinous saline

and unsaline jelly ( ) by superimposing slices and putting the

heaps between the voltaic poles (always platina). The sHces were

about \ of an inch thick and the diagrams represent vertical

sections of the arrangements.

169. Made a heap with— i, Pos. pole— 2, litmus paper just wetted

so as not to run with distilled water— 3, unsaHne jelly— 4, Htmus

paper wetted as before— 5 , Sul. soda jelly— 6, Turmeric paper wetted,

etc.— 7, unsaline jelly— 8, turmeric paper wetted, etc.— 9, Negative

pole. Contact for a few seconds with the battery evolved plenty of

acid at 2 and alkali at 8. But there were no signs of acid at 4 or of

alkali at 6. Hence the transference was good, ready and effective,

but the evolution seemed to be altogether at the poles. No signs

of the free acid or alkali in its transit appeared.

170. Then arranged a heap thus: i, Pos. pole— 2, litmus— 3, pure

jelly— 4, litmus— 5, Sul. soda jelly— 6, turmeric— 7, Neg. pole. By
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contact with battery the alkali instantly appeared at 6. No acid

at 4, but plenty at 2. The transfer was again free across the pure

jelly and to the extremity of the decomposable conductor, i.e. to

the metal poles.

171. Then arranged thus: i, Pos. pole— 2, litmus— 3, Sul. soda

jelly— 4, turmeric— 5, pure jelly— 6, turmeric— 7, Neg. pole. On
making contact with the battery much acid appeared at 2, no

alkali at 4, but plenty at 6. The transfer therefore as ready and

to the same extent as before.

172. Now worked with large electrical machine as at 135, re-

peating that experiment.

173. Then instead of connecting the discharging train wire

directly with the paper moistened with hyd. pot. on which the

wire rested, that paper was put on a glass plate and connected with

the discharging train by 4 feet of wet string, insulated through its

course in the air. The platina wire of diameter resting as

before on the paper moistened with the hydriodate solution. On
turning the machine 30 times the spot of iodine was as brown as

before.

174. Now the hyd. pot. paper was made to touch a piece of

paper moistened in pure water and the end of the wire put upon
the latter. Upon turning the machine no spot of iodine was pro-

duced. When the wire was gradually brought on the paper

nearer and nearer to that containing the hyd. pot., still no spot

of iodine was produced until it actually touched it.

175. Thus the iodine is not transferred instantly and in a free

state, but gradually and by successive combination and decomp.,

and the experiment corresponds with those w[hjere jelly and the

Volt, battery was used in proving the successive combination,

etc. etc. of the elements moving between the metallic poles.

NOVR. I.

176. Have prepared a large ring electro-magnet. The iron was

1*7 inches in diameter and round. The neutral, i.e. middle cir-

cumference of the ring 24 inches. Three coils of copper wire was

put round it. The first, or that nearest the iron (linen intervening)

was of wire \ of inch in thickness and 64 feet in length. The
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second was of the same wire and 60 feet in length about. The third

was Y5 of inch in thickness and 70 feet in length, all separated

by twine and calico, etc. etc. and covered with girting, etc. etc.

The poles were within 0-4 of inch of each other and the faces

parallel, so that wheel or plate might revolve between them well.

On the outside of the ring they were flattened so as to form two

new surfaces to which a lifter could be applied as in the figure

above, and thus the magnet be used either for suspension or as

acting on copper plate. Its weight altogether was lbs.

177. On connecting the three copper ends at one pole by a cup

of mercury and the three copper ends at the other pole in another

cup of mercury, and then sending the discharge from my single

pair of plates (voltaic) through the three spirals so arranged, the

ring became a very powerful magnet. On taking out two of the

ends and sending all the charge through only one spiral (the first)

the magnetism was not nearly so strong. The voltaic element was

a double cylinder of copper and a single intervening cylinder of

zinc, the latter inches in diameter and inches in height. The
acid was powerful and mixed Sulphuric and nitric.

178. This being rendered a magnet, the copper plate before used

was interposed and spun, collectors being applied at the axis and

circumference. The rotation was made so as to produce a current

through the plate from the center to the circumference. Then the

collector at the circumference was terminated by a fine platina

wire, the end ofwhich was made to touch a piece ofpaper moistened

in Hydriodate of potassa, whidi paper was laid on a spatula of

platina connected with the axis of the revolving wheel. Positive

electricity therefore tended to pass from the plat, point to the

paper and through it to the spatula. But after grinding some time

not the slightest trace of chemical action could be perceived.

179. Hence the intensity of the current induced by magnetism

appeared to be very small
;
yet they can pass through the tongue,

frog, etc. and produce a spark when once formed.

180. Passing thoughts on other points. When contact in single

circuit is completed there is no spark. When broken there is spark.

Is not this presumptive proof that contact is essential to the current

and Chemical action not— or that contact is more influential than

chem. action.
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181 . If really spirals of a helix interfere much when not touching

and require thicker insulation as Colladon and an American say,

then there must be either mutual interference of currents or else

more tension in different parts ofcircuit than is generally imagined.

DECK. 15TH, 1832.

182*. Two trough[s] charge[d] and placed on box as in figure,

then connected with our decomposing apparatus, four pieces

being used in succession as in the fig. A wire went from P to

first apparatus, one from that to second, one from that into third,

expanded there into plates, and one from that to fourth into a

plat, capsule, i and ii contained sol. sul. soda; iii sul. soda colrd.

by cabbage liquor blue ; at iv, between the plat, capsule and plat,

plate h was put two thicknesses of litmus and turmeric paper

dip[ped] in some solution of sul. soda. On connecting N with

the discharging train and h with the earth by a wire inserted

only two inches, decomp. took place in all the apparatus, gases

evolved, acid and alkali set free, etc. etc.

183. On connecting b with discharging train and N with earth

by two inches wire, same result.

1 84 . On cutting offconnection with discharging train but leaving

other made, no effect with these apparatus sensible in \ hour.

DECK. 17TH, 1832.

1 85 . Threw i, ii, iii and iv out of connection and used merely two
thicknesses of paper dipped in hydriodate of potassa as the test

between edge of one plat, spatula and plane surface of another.

Battery same as before and resting as before on wooden box.

When N connected with discharging train and spatula under test

paper held in hand only, still sensible decomposition, in fact very

fair.

186. When N not connected with discharging train but touched

by hand, still decomp., but very feeble.

187. As the box conducts must insulate troughs and then try.

[182]
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1 88. Made experiments in various way[s] to obtain if possible

a decomposition of water analagous to that of Dr. Wollaston

by wire ends^ using mechanical impulse alone for the purpose.

A straight platina wire was fixed to a vibrating bar, and then by

a glass rod and wet fingers the bar and wire made to vibrate.

The end of the wire was filed flat, but no bubbles or particular

effect except that of agitation in the water could be seen at the

end of the wire.

189. A narrow tube was put over the end of the wire in the

water so as to prevent lateral loss of force, but still no effects.

190*. Then quicker vibrations were used, the wire being fixed

at the end of a 6 foot glass rod, fixed at the middle a and

excited at by a wet piece of woollen cloth. The sounds were

high and vibration powerful, but no bubbles appeared. Well

boiled water was used in all these experiments.

21 DECK. 1832.

191. Two troughs each 10 pr. Wollaston plates 4 inches sqr.

each charged, insulated and connected as one battery. Two platina

fine wires were soldered on to ends of two copper wires and then

fastnd. to a glass rod so that plat, ends were very near together,

but not touching. This rod being fixed up, one of the copper wires a

was connected with the pos. end of battery and the other wire b

rested on a piece of metal (platina) c. A piece of bent platina

wire, such as that used 47, connected this metal with paper moistened

in standard solution of hydriodate of potassa, supported on a

platina spatula connected by a copper wire with the neg. pole of

the battery. The whole circuit was thus insulated and decomp.
of the hydriodate would have taken place had it not been for the

interruption between the points of the plat, wires in the circuit.

That there was no contact there was shewn by no decomposition

taking place in 10 minutes or a quarter of an hour.

192. But on applying a spirit lamp so as to heat the separated

ends of the platina wires and the air between, in one minute very

sensible decomposition had occurred—shewing that electricity had
passed through the hot air.

^ This date is probably incorrect, and should be between Dec. 17 and
Dec. 21.

* [190] ^ /
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193. On heating the ends as highly as possible by a blow pipe,

the decomposition of the hydriodate instantly followed.

194. On allowing all to cool, effects cease. Then voltaic like

common electricity can, even with 20 pairs of plates, be discharged

through ignited air, etc. etc.

195. On including the galvanometer in the circuit (its vibration

requiring 13 beats of my watch) and heating the points for 13

beats, then refraining for other 13 beats and so on alternately, a

deflection of the needle was gradually obtained, and decomposition

was effected at the hydriodate paper ; but this galvanometer was

not so sensible to the current as the test paper. Still the effect

shewed that the electricity passed through hot air and not through

cold air.

196. On putting the ends of the platina wire parallel and very

near, think the effects were greater—was more discharging surface.

197. Water battery i inch plates charged— 1200 pairs of plates

will open electrometers about 1/3 of inch—not affect the tongue

sensibly—will decompose hydriodate of potassa on paper— will

also feebly deflect galvanometer needle.

198. Transferred it to the furnace, put it on glass rods over the

sand bath, then rose in power.

199. With two thicknesses filtering paper in standard sol. hydrio-

date of potassa and standard wire of platina, the whole being in-

sulated and used, 300 beats of watch were required to produce a spot

of iodine not quite so strong as that in former experiment 135.

200. Using only the first 100 pair (the warmest) the effect was

better in 100 beats only.

201. Using only the first 10 pair the effect was good but not

equal to the 100 pair.

202. 200 pair were not so good as 100 pair— 150 pair not quite

so good— 100 was about the best, but then these 100 were warm,

yet not warmer than the first 200.

203. On using the galvanometer as the test of current the effect

improved even down to ten pairs of plates.

204. These effects in accordance with Ritchie's results.

205. The warm 100 were nearly twice as good as a cold hundred

of pairs of plates in decomposing power.
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206. A Voltaic battery of 140 four inch Wollaston pairs of

plates charged and insulated on glass rods. A person, on standing

on floor (stone), could feel a shock if wet fingers grasped the

neg. wire—but only a little one if he held pos. pole. Do not

know if this due to a little imperfection in insulation.

207. Battery affects the electrometer feebly only—very little.

208. On using apparatus of 191 with wire ends parallel, with

hydriodate of potassa on paper in the circuit, there was no decom-

position, but on heating wires red hot or white hot then decom-

position occurred. On using blow pipe to wires then occurred

quickly.

209. With galvanometer obtained deflection as yesterday 195.

210. On using an apparatus of sliding rod in a globe to exhaust,

two fine needles being fixed on the lower connection and two on

the upper, so as to be brought as near to each other as possible,

and connecting this apparatus with the battery poles and de-

composing apparatus so as to see if current could pass from point

to point through air, could not get any signs of decomposition

on paper even though needles brought very near.

211. On exhausting the globe, still could not get any signs of

current by decomposition.

212. On using two series of points (9 each) in air opposite to

each other, all insulated, etc. etc., still could not obtain signs of

current. Still I do think that the electricity of a battery ought to

pass from pole to pole by points. I think the intensity is high

enough, but whether quantity passed is enough is another question.

Points discharge a battery but slowly (26).

213. Now worked with large electrical machine and battery ( )

all in good order. On charging the battery it was discharged

thrgh. a wire connected with a platina spatula under the tongue,

another spatula over the tongue connected with a wire and about

2 feet of wet thread and the discharging rod. Thus the shock was
modified by its passage through water and felt at the tongue.

214. I could take 7, 8 or 10 turns of the machine as a charge;

the sensation was just that of zinc and silver over and under the

tongue. By putting the one spatula between the upper lip and

gum I could easily obtain the flash. I could just perceive the taste

in the tongue by a charge of two turns.

3-2
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215. What a quantity of electricity the pieces of zinc and silver

must evolve—again what a quantity even the magnet can evolve

at once, as all these experiments shew ; and how consistently they

group together.

216. I sent the electricity of this machine for a quarter of an hour

through an apparatus Hke that Mr Barry described, but without

any sensible effect. 700 turns were given in that time. The machine

in excellent action.

24TH DECK. 1832.

217. Made a thermoelectric circuit with copper and platina wire.

On heating the one junction by a lamp, the other being in water,

it would deflect the galvanometer and put the needle almost at

right angles. Yet interposing one thickness of paper with solution

of hydriodate of potassa, I could get no signs of decomposition in

20 minutes. Hence no hope from continuous Magneto-electric

current.

218. Can an electric current, voltaic or not, decompose a solid

body, ice, etc. etc.

219. If it can, does it give structure at the time.

220. If it cannot, what would fuzed gum, lac, wax, etc. etc. do.

221. De la Rive Chlorine and water—conducting power.
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222. Have prepared some platina poles of platina sheet soldered

to copper wire, each about i inch wide and 3 inches long. Put

these in pairs into a glass with a plate of ice between, and again

on outside filled all up with powdered ice and ice cold water and

put them out last night to freeze. Weather very cold. This morng.

all solid, so that poles were in ice facing each other about one inch

apart and could be connected by external wires with battery, etc.

223. Used a battery of 20 pr. Wollaston's plates, sent current

from it first thrgh. galvanometer and then these poles and the

intervening ice. The Needle was deflected^ and on trying common
water with a similar paper [? pair] of poles at similar distance, the

needle was also deflected, but not more than in the ice: hence ice

conducted as well as water.

224. Paper moistened in hyd. pot. put on the surface of the ice,

whilst pos. pole of battery touched the paper and neg. pole one

of the enclosed pole[s]. Then iodine slowly apprd. on the paper.

Hence current passed ice and decomposed hydriodate.

225. On continuing the battery current thrgh. the ice as in first

expt. for 10 minutes or more, the ice thawed at the bottom part

and there gas could be seen at the poles in contact with water.

But in the middle and upper part of the glass where the ice was

in close contact with the platina, there was no appearance of fusion

nor any of gas ; no bubbles there. Fusion of ice still continued

below, as if current passed there producing heating and other

effect, but not where ice in contact with the metal.

226. Took united litmus and turmeric paper, dipped in sol. sul.

soda, put it against poles and piece of clear ice between. Order

was P. pole, htmus, turmeric, ice, litmus, turmeric, Neg. pole.

In this case there was very little deflection of needle, as if current

very much retarded. After some time traces of decomposition and

acid apprd. at the first litmus paper and alkali at last turmeric

paper. But the litmus and turmeric paper against the ice were not

affected. Is it possible that the acid and alkali could have penetrated

the ice ? / think not,

227. Tried a similar expt. with Hydriodate of potassa. After a
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time traces of iodine at positive pole but none against the pos. side

of the ice. In these cases ice a Httle damp : must try more strictly

with DRY ICE.

228. Sulphuric acid of 1*783 crystallizes beautifully, but leaves a

portion liquid. That is the part not in right proportions.

24 JANY. 1833.

229. Made some excellent expts. on ice. I procured some clean

water tight tin vessels open at top, closed below, and then by corks

fitted into them the platina poles, so that they did not touch the

tin vessels yet the latter served as jackets for them. Then distilled

water, which was first boiled for 3 hours, was poured in and

instantly frozen by freezing mixtures applied outside. In this way
the tin vessel and inclosed pole were separated by a thin layer of

pure ice cooled down to 10° or perhaps lower.

230. In the first experiment the tin vessel was 5 inches long,

Y deep and | wide. The plat, pole (soldered to a copper wire)

was 3I inches long and | wide; the platina was entirely immersed

in the water or ice. The voltaic battery consisted of 20 pr. of

4 inch Wollaston's plate [s]. My delicate (first) galvanometer was

used. The tin vessel was retained in the freezing mixture during

the experiment, and one of the battery wires made to touch the

tin case whilst the other was connected with the wire of the

enclosed pole. Not the slightest deflection of the needle occurred.

This was tried again and again. That the connections were all

right was shewn by touching the battery wires together ; the needle

was so knocked round as almost to destroy the galvanometer.

231. On taking out the tin vessel and applying a spirit lamp to

the lower part for a few minutes and thawing the ice there, and

then again introducing the arrangement into the circuit, the needle

instantly spun round and could be retained permanently deflected

full 60° from its natural position by the current which could pass

the distilled water.

232. In a second expt. the pole was a platina spatula | of an

inch wide and 5 inches long; 4 inches were buried in the ice. The
tin case was 5 inches long, \ wide and y deep. When perfectly

frozen, it perfectly insulated the electric current ; the needle did not

move in the least.
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233. Then a little water was poured in at top— still the current

could not pass. Put a little more in, still not pass, but in a

moment or two more it did pass. This was because the water

added froze instantly against the very cold metal, and that film

insulated the current and even the central portion of added water

which did not freeze. When, upon adding a little more water and

handling, the ice against the upper edge of tin vessel thawed, and

water reached from it to the spatula, then conduction occurred.

234. After the experiment the tin vessel was warmed and the

piece of ice drawn out. Then the manner in which the added

water had frozen against the metal was beautifully visible. It was

also seen that from the slipping of the lower cork the spatula was

oblique in the vessel and all but touched at the lower edge on one

side. Yet the insulation was perfect,

235. A third expt. was made : the pole was platina plate soldered

to copper wire. The platina was 3I inches long and i inch wide.

The box 5 inches long by ^ deep and | wide. At first this

seemed to conduct a little electricity for a long while, but it was
found that the upper cork dipped into the water, that it was above

the level of the freezing mixture and that a little water in it was
a long while freezing and continued to serve as a conductor. At
last this was frozen and all insulated well and perfectly.

236. Then added water : yet was surprised to find that it would not

conduct. Melted the ice in the tin by the fingers at edge and breath,

yet would not conduct. Found at last that the cause was the ice

was not melted in contact with the wire ofthe pole^ for being in-

closed so well by the cork, which was embedded in the ice, the

thawing process was some time reaching it.

237. Arranged some plat, poles in a bottle of S. A. at S. G. 1-78,

which had resulted from draining the bottles frozen before, then

fusing the drained crystals and using the acid in the present expt.

It conducted very well indeed. But have no assurance that liquid

was not present, for in fact it is impossible part should not be

liquid, and that part would be at the middle.

238. Electrified an Electrometer and touched it with the wires

of the frozen in poles. The ice seemed to discharge electricity

of this intensity freely.
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239. Have experimented further on insulating power of ice. Ar-

ranged the two apparatus 230, 235 as before, but put in so much
boiled distilled water as filled only about half the vessel. Nearly

two inches of the platina foil was in both cases enclosed in the ice

formed by freezing.

240. Used a voltaic battery of 1 5
trough[s] or 1 50 pr. of WoUaston

plates 4 inches square. It was not strongly charged but it gave

an excellent spark with charcoal and a strong shock when hands

were moistened. A galvanometer was interposed as before, indeed

the same, but when the poles were connected with the tin vessel

and the pole frozen in, not the slightest deflection of the needle

occurred nor any signs of a current of electricity.

241. Upon removing the vessel and thawing a little of the ice

then the current passed.

242. On connecting a common electrical machine in good action

with a gold leaf electrometer and touching the cap of the electro-

meter with the end of the wire connected with the frozen pole,

no working of the machine could cause the leaves to diverge.

Hence electricity of an intensity so low that it cannot diverge the

electrometer still can pass freely thrgh. the ice.

243. On trying the battery by the electrometer no divergence

could be observed— the electricity was too feeble in intensity to

produce this result. Must try by a battery more fully charged and

get an intensity which can pass.

244. The expt. 237 was now varied— the wires were so bent that

the poles were close to the glass withinside and then freezing

mixture was applied to that side first;, so as to freeze the acid there

and exclude the rest or liquid part to the other side. When the

whole was thus well frozen it was put into the circuit. It con-

ducted the current very well.

245. Yet cannot be sure no liquid was there, for substances con-

tract much in cooling, therefore cracks, and there must have been

unfreezable portions in some parts of the bottle.

246. Observe next time if any appearance of chem. action.

247. Can ice absolutely not conduct voltaic electricity.^ I think

it will conduct high intensity, though perhaps very slowly. Must
charge battery till it open Electrometer and then try.

248. If ice will not conduct, is it because it cannot decompose.^
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249. If it will conduct, will it decompose or will the elements

separated lodge against each side of the ice ?

14TH FEBY.

250. Experimented on substances solid at common temperatures,

but fusible and of such composition as was presumed would
supply place of or act like water.

251. Two troughs of 10 pr. plates each, double copper and zinc

4 inches square were used, and a galvanometer was introduced

into the circuit occasionally to shew if conduction.

252. Nitre, A piece of plat, foil was made positive pole and nitre,

pure, fuzed on it and allowed to congeal again. A platina wire was

made negative pole. Whilst nitre solid it did not conduct, i.e. no
current passed thrgh. it affecting the galvanometer. On melting

the nitre and then puttting the neg. pole in, the galvanometer

needle was knocked round as if the metals had touched through

the nitre, and strong decomposing action took place with much
gas evolved ; and the nitre in contact with neg. pole become deep

green and flowing off in green streams from it into the rest. On
allowing temperature to fall, the moment nitre solidified the cur-

rent thrgh. it ceased ;
yet neg. wire actually imbedded and cemented

in the nitre.

253 . Again when Nitre fluid, if neg. plat, pole was cold no current

passed when it touched the nitre, for it solidified a little crust

around it which insulated the electricity and it was only when
so hot that the fuzed nitre wetted it as water would do, that the

current passed.

254. The green part about neg. pole was very alkaline when put

into water, and as the green colour disappeared yellowish flocculi

appeared there, probably platinum dissolved off by alkali at neg.

pole, for plat, in caustic alkaH yields green concrete, changing thus

in water. At Pos. Pole the nitre quite neutral, not acid—no dis-

coloration there.

255. Now put nitre on foil and fuzed it and put in two wires

from battery poles. There were here four effective poles. The end

of wire P (positive) evolved gas, plenty, but was not discolrd.

and the matter in contact with it was neutral. The part of platina

in nitre just below it became a neg. pole (/z), evolved no gas,
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became green and matter there was alkaline. The part at {p) was
a positive pole and acted in all respects as the end of P ; and the

end of wire N was a negative pole acting as (n) did.

256. Now fuzed nitre on a watch glass and put in Platina P. and N.
poles. At P. pole much gas, oxygen, but as to nitrogen not sure—

no discoloration there, no action on platina and residue neutral.

At N. Pole, No gas
J
action on platina— dark green alkali formed

becoming white in water. The whole after some action was dis-

solved in water and the flocculi left examined ; these in N. M.
Acid gave platina^, but still a little left which did not go freely in

N. M. Acid, and yet yellow like platina; perhaps silica from glass^,

but same happened with alkali on platina dXont— ought to be

examined.

257. Now fuzed nitre on glass again and used poles ofgold wire.

Plenty of gas at P and no action on metal. No gas at N but

rapid solution ofgold wire there, producing dark brown streams

flowing into the rest of nitre and partly disappearing there. Action

at N. Pole on gold and Platina is from caustic alkali^, probably

corroding and dissolving metals.

258. Hence nitre is exactly like water: whilst solid it is a non-

conductor and when fluid a conductor and decomposed, and there-

fore water has no particular distinction or action or any exclusive

power in voltaic chemical decomposition.

259. Chlorate of Potassa fuzed on pos. platina pole. No con-

duction whilst solid. Conduct and decompose freely when fuzed.

At P. pole much gas, oxygen. Am not certain about chlorine: no
action on metal there. At N. Pole No gas-Potassium evolved

burning in globules there— action on platina there, matter be-

coming dark green and very alkaline.

260. Hence this salt as Nitre and water.

261. Chloride ofsodium. When fuzed and allowed to solidify a

non-conductor for galvanometer—when fuzed, instantly conducts

freely and instantly decomposed. At P. pole free chlorine plenty.

At Neg. Pole Globules of sodium—very beautiful. Platinum

quickly corroded away there, great discoloration and part alkaline

from soda of sodium. Hence this body as water, and like it

also a binary compound, only two elements concerned.

262. Borate of lead on glass
y
heated, softened like treacle but did
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not conduct either when so softened or when solid. Being put

upon plat, foil and heated more highly it at a fair red heat con-

ducted and began to decompose; and at bright red heat was very-

liquid, conducted excellently and decomposed very rapidly (these

effects, however, perhaps not quite equal to those of nitre, chlorate

or chloride just described).

263. Much gas (oxygen) escaped from pos. pole or plat, foil

below; and at Neg. pole lead was evolved which rapidly alloyed

with plat, wire and the latter quickly fuzed away in consequence.

264. Try this with Pos. pole uppermost, plat, foil being negative.

265 . Even this therefore like water, etc. ; curious to see effects of

gradual liquefaction here.

266. Litharge on Plat, foil pos. Insulates until melted^, then in-

stantly conducts and decomposes. Oxygen from below or pos.

pole, and lead at N. Pole rapidly melted platina away.

267. Inverted the order and made lower foil neg. and upper wire

pos. Then at P. Pole no fusion of platina or action on It but

plenty of gas evolved there. At N. Pole no gas; but plat, foil soon

pierced through by alloying with lead and contents run out.

Good,

268 . Hence litharge^ like water and chloride sodium^ also a binary

compd.

269. Prepared an iodide of sulphur^ Z125 + s 16= very liquid at

moderate temperatures^ but did not conduct when liquid. Pre-

pared another with more sulphur. But neither did this either

conduct or decompose.

270. Hence these compounds differ from water, etc. etc. in being

liquid yet insulating. Yet they contain elements which can go to

both poles.

271. The iodine in these bodies continually passes off in fumes

and they hardly look like strong compounds. Must try Iodide of

Phosphorus, etc. and also iodide of lead. If latter will do, then

probably in this way a distinction drawn between ordinary

[illegible] and metals in addition to those already known.

15 FEBY.

272. Continued the experiments of yesterday.

273. Single equivalents of the carbs. of potassa and soda were
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fuzed together. A portion placed on positive platina, fuzed and

touched by neg. plat. wire. No conduction whilst solid, but when
melted strong action. Plenty of gas at Pos. pole, probably both

C. A. and oxygen. At Neg. pole no gas, but metal which burnt

and free alkali apparently.

274. Must try this mixture in glass tube.

275. On putting drop of water on plat, foil in place of fuzed

substances and completing the communication, action, but not

nearly so much as with fuzed substances.

276. On putting drop strong solution sul. soda there, then much
more action, and more resembled degree of action on fuzed

substances.

277. Now put fuzed sul. soda there; plenty of conduction and

decomposition when fuzed, none when solid. Alkali appeared at

Neg. pole, no gas. Plenty of gas at pos. pole, but could find no

bi sulphate of potash there ; could hardly expect it considering the

heat. The S. A. probably resolved into its elements or perhaps

oxygen and suls. acid.

278. Sulphuret of antimony fuzed on plat, foil— did not seem to

conduct when solid, but did conduct and appear to be acted on
when fuzed. Negative pole quickly alloyed and injured but so

also positive pole. Indeed mere fusion of it on platinum acts

powerfully on latter. Hence repeat expt. in glass tube.

279. Glass ofantimony on platina—non conductor when solid—

when melted appears distinctly to decompose by pole; but must

try in glass tube.

280. Borate of lead repeated. The plat, foil Neg. and the upper

wire pole Positive. Much oxygen at Pos. pole, no solution or

injury of platina there. At Neg. pole or foil no gas, but rapid

alloy of platina with lead and fusion into a hole quickly took place.

281. This general assumption of insulating powers so soon as

fluid matter becomes solid a new point, before unsuspected and

very extraordinary ; seem.s to confer a new property on the matter

in the second state. Curious that as gas and as solid non conduct

and that as liquid conduct.

282. This assumption of two states perhaps connected with the

conducting power of carbon and non conducting power of

diamond.
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283. As gases will conduct when hot, why should they not be

decomposed by electricity passing through them, either of machine

or pile, and thus perhaps act on oxygen, chlorine. Iodine, mercury^

etc. etc. ^

284. The passage of carbon across from one pole to the other

^

if true^ would support this view. Or rather, can it pass and should

it pass, and is it not rather Carbonic acid decomposed which

deposits carbon on neg. pole ?

285. The difference between solid and fluid state shews most im-

portant relation and opposition between mechanical aggregation

and chem. affinity, i.e. of that affinity modified by voltaic power.

First may in some respects be considered even more powerful than

the latter. Again, is the reverse as to heat, where fluid does not

conduct and solid does.

286. Does not insulation by solid shew that decomposition by
V. pile is due to slight power super added upon previous chemical

attractive forces of particles when fluid .'^ Since mere fixation of

particles prevents it, must be slight.

287. Does it; not shew very important relation between the de-

composability of such bodies and their conducting power^, as if

here the electricity were only a transfer of a series of alternations

or vibrations and not a body transmitted directly. May settle or

relate to question of materiality or fluid of Electricity.

16 FEBY. 1833.

288. Find if possible a solid body which can exist both crystal-

lized and not ( ? diamond and charcoal), and see if any difference

in conducting power in two states.

289. Classes of bodies, not as simple and compound, but as thus :

Conductors both when solid and fluid.

„ when fluid, not when solid, decomposable.

Non-conductors when fluid and solid.

290. Then compare composition of these three classes and the

elements present.

291. Examine some of the gases as to non conducting powers.^

Have doubts of them. Remember approximation of liquid and

gaseous state shewn by Cagniard de la Tour's Expts. Hence
perhaps decompose dense compound vapours.
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Continued expts. on fuzed bodies.

292. Nitrate jod^cz— easily decompose when fuzed— alkali at Neg.

Pole— Gas at Positive, etc. etc.; appears not to conduct when
solid.

293 . Hydriodate ofpotassa—^cts as the rest, decompose, etc. etc.—

but by the candle Hght not quite sure of the iodine at P. P.—must
make expt. in a tube. Gas at P. Pole, none at N. Pole. Alkali

at N. Pole.

294. Chloride of lead-ediS\\y fuses. Rapidly acted on-boiling

and ebullition when contact made, ceasing when broken— lead

reduced at N. Pole and platina quickly fuzed there. At P. Pole

dark colour quickly produced as if by sol. of platina—on using

a wire for P. P. it was soon dissolved and eaten to a point by the

chlorine—no gas evolved scarcely but remaining chloride of lead

quickly dark, opaque and even black. Try this in tube also.

295. Oxide bismuth fuzed by blow pipe— decomposes by current.

At N. Pole no gas but metal and alloy of Platina. At Pos. Pole

plenty of gas, probably oxygen.

296. Caustic potassa conducts when melted and decomposes I

think butphenomenanotvery marked, not as with Chlo. Potassium,

because of water present which decomposes and prevents evolu-

tion of oxygen ; doubt whether Davy obtained Pm. except after

decomposing the water— the water began the current, etc. etc.

Perhaps worth making in tube.

297. Proto chloride of tin fuzed by lamp on glass and two
platina wire poles used— beautiful expt. After water driven off

and chloride dry, and fuzing by heat, then easily conduct and

decompose. At N. Pole no gas but a globule of soft bright tin

formed. At P. Pole plenty of gas, no metal. Gas mixed with

fumes of chloride but probably chlorine; try in tube to collect

gas.

298. Why with some chlorides, as this, is gas evolved at P. Pole

and no corrosion or little, whilst with others, as lead, no gas but

immense corrosion of platina there }

299. Query— are not all compounds of single proportionals con-

ductors, or how far does it hold.

300. Chloride of Silver—most beautiful—fuzed by lamp on glass

—conducts well—intense action— deep descoloration at P. Pole
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and apparently chloride platina formed. Metallic silver at N. Pole

and on lifting up pole drew out a wire of silver, the metal being

reduced as it went on and the communication being completed

through it. Might in this way draw out silver bar at rate of | inch

per second quite regular.

301 . Easy with silver poles to go on making chloride at one side

and reducing it at the other. Curious case of chlorine travelling

along the silver and very well illustrate the nature of the transfer

of elements and the seat of action in the parts through which the

current passes.

302. Put a piece of the wire in ammonia to remain all night and

remove adhering chloride. Will probably give spongy silver.

303. Iodide of lead on ghss {uzeshy spirit hmp. Decomposition

by Voltaic current. At P. P. iodine evolved and no corrosion. At
N. Pole no iodine or gas or vapour but Httle globule of soft

malleable lead. Good. Do well in tube to shew place of iodine.

304. Chloride of copper {rosin of copper^. After fusion on plat,

foil decomposed by E. current. Copper metallic and red at N.

pole and gas at P. Pole. P. Pole very much brightened by action

of chlorine on it.

305. Calomel. Evaporates from Plat, foil before it fuzes—no in-

duction during the time.

306. Chloride Manganese on plat, foil fuzes by lamp— decomposes
by current. An exploding gas about N. Pole I think and when
the N. Pole taken out into air, the adhering matter goes on swilling

and bubbling for some moments. Must try all this by day light

and in a tube.

307. Chloride ofBarium—good. On plat, foil, fuze by lamp and

blow pipe. Then decomposed by E. current. At P. Pole much
gas (chlorine) and action on plat. foil. At N. Pole burning of gas

and Barium there, and when lump of chloride collected there and

afterwards put into water, it effervesced;, evolving hydrogen and

giving a solution containing caustic baryta (as well as mur.

baryta) and shewing carbonic acid in air. On adding a Httle Mur.

acid to matter at N. Pole evolution of hydrogen more abundant.

308. Make this in tube and obtain chlorine.

309. The reason why with some chlorides the chlorine at the

P. P. combines with* platina entirely, and with others not, is most
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likely because resulting chloride is in first case sol. in the original

chloride and in the other not. Its affinity helping or predisposing.

310. Chloride of Zinc—fuzed on glass till ebullition ceased and

matter began to sublime abundantly. On putting two poles in,

abundant decomposition— at P. Pole some gas but great cor-

rosion of platina and dark solution there in consequence—wire

quickly melted away. At N. Pole some gas continually, perhaps

hydrogen from little water present, yet reduction of zinc there.

Took piece at end of N. Pole and washed with water to remove
Mur. Zinc— the rest was black and brittle— in M. A. effervesced

giving hydrogen and sol. Mur. zinc— doubtful whether platina in

it. Heat not high enough to melt the zinc, hence very porous and

spongy though metallic.

311. Chloride of zinc is a very deliquescent body.

312. Chloride ofNickel: could not fuze it on plat. foil.

313. Iodide Mercury. Did not seem to decompose when fuzed

but volatilized so fast as to annoy me very much—very injurious

and poisonous probably—must try expt. in tube. This was the

red Biniodide. Try also prot iodide ; that single proportions.

314. It is a very remarkable coincidence that all these bodies

should thus by change of form either lose conducting power for

heat and gain that for electricity or lose that for electricity whilst

they gain that for heat. Probably a natural dependance of the

two may here be discovered.

2IST FEBY. 1833.

315. Sulphuret ofAntimony in a green glass tube. When melted

conducted Electricity of two troughs freely to galvanometer.

When allowed to solidify in tube then did not conduct the least—

when warmed and melted conducted again— could not find traces

of decomposition during the time the current passed. Would be

important to know because would settle whether decomposition

and conduction essentially connected in known compound bodies

or accidentally coincident in some only.

There did not appear to be alloy at N. Side or more action

than at P. side. No gas at either—no difference in appearance

of poles afterwards when taken out.
'
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316. Sulphuret ofSilver—very extraordinary. At first on piece of

glass flask in air, but afterwards in tube, fuzed into its place in fire.

317. When all was cold conducted a little (by galvanometer) and

if quite cold at first conducting power did not increase. But if

battery current strong from recent immersion of plates or if

sulphuret warmed a little by a lamp— then as contact with poles

continued the sulphuret continued to increase in conducting power
as shewn by the galvanometer and at last needle jumped into a

position perpendicular to that of the coil as if on a sudden the

whole electricity of battery had passed ; this then continued as long

as contact continued. The heat rose as the conducting power in-

creased (a curious fact)^ no other source of heat than the current

being present. Yet I do not think it became high enough to fuie

the sulphuret. The whole passed whilst in the solid state. The hot

sulphuret seems to conduct as a metal would;, and could get sparks

with wires at the end and a fine spark with charcoal.

318. The sulphuret when hot seems to me very much to resemble

the metals in their usual state as to electrical relations, a conductor,

solid, not decomposable, etc. etc. etc.

319. If the sulphuret cooled then returned to first state and then

all these effects could be obtained again. Hence no permanent

change inside.

320. Now opened the tube. On breaking off the glass appear-

ances of silver on outside of sulphuret; these probably from reduc-

tion by heat in tube. Tried to trace the platina wires by filing,

breaking, etc. etc. to their termination. The ends appeared to be

full \ inch apart.

321. The silver outside appeared more at P. Pole than N. Pole,

but doubt its being the result of Voltaic action. If it was, must

have resulted from action on the solid body, and thus a new case

of voltaic decomposition.

322. Repeat these expts very carefully. Perhaps mixture of

Antimony and silver do.

323 . Is it not very probable that alloys of Platinum, Silver, etc. etc.

with Antimony, Arsenic, etc. etc. would act as sulphurets, i.e. as

non conductors though both elements conduct?

324. Realgar (sulphuret) and orpiment (sesqui sulphuret) when
fuzed on glass or when solid did not seem to conduct. Platina

F D II 4
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soon melted away, and sulphurets burned off. Hence reason for

thinking arsenic will act as sulphur does.

325. Sulphuret ofBismuth. Conducts hot or cold, solid or fuzed

;

may get sparks from a piece almost as a metal. Quite unlike

sulphuret of silver. But must try this with some fresh sulphuret

made so as to assure the absence of metallic bismuth.

326. Expt. further with Sulphurets ofSilver^ Bismuth^ Potassium

reduced hy hydrogen^ Tin—
327. Nitrate of Silver— fuzed on glass— insulates when solid—

conducts and is decomposed when melted— furnishes a beautiful

case. At P. Pole plenty gas^, Oxygen. No acid, red fumes. And at

N. Pole no gas but metallic silver arborescing through the liquor

and crystallizing in long spiculas adhering by their points to each

other—very beautiful.

328. Bichromate potassa— fuzed on glass -insulates solid—when
melted conducts and decomposes. At P. P. plenty of gas,

oxygen, and at N. Pole potash and I think MetalHc chromium.

329. Chromate potash yellow—requires high heat— fuzed on plat,

foil—whilst solid insulates, when fuzed conducts and decomposes,

but do not know accurately what and where matters are evolved;

think that oxide of chrome is formed ; but the general fact of solid

and liquid condition good.

330. Borate ofAmmonia fuzed left only Boracic acid and that

insulated at all times. Think it could not be made liquid enough to

conduct. See Borate of lead for similar case.

331. Borax—on foil, fuzed. Insulated when solid, when fuzed

conducted and decomposed. Much gas at P.P. (oxygen.'^). At
N. Pole, sodium ; corrosion of plat, wire there, dark colour Hke

Boron produced. On putting matter about N. Pole into water

effervescence of hydrogen. Think that Boron had here been

separated, but the darkness may be due to action of Sodium or

Soda on Plat. Pole, etc. etc.

332. Chromate ofLead— fuzed on plat. foil. Then conducted well

and decomposed; much action—some corrosion of platina at N.

Pole by lead, I believe, and much chromic oxide formed. Did not

conduct when solid.



As above-did

not conduct in

either state.
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333. Have washed the matter on the Neg. Pole of the Borax

Expt. and find it is boron^ for it burns into boracic acid with all

the characters, etc. etc.

26TH FEBY. 1833.

334. Spermaceti: no conduction of Electricity of 2 troughs, tested

by a galvanometer, either in solid or Uquid state. No decomposi-

tion.

335. Stearine of cocoa nut oil

Naphthaline

Camphor

Shell Lac
Rosin

Gum Sandarach

Adipocire

Mixed Margaric and Oleic acids

Caffeine

336. Kino and Catechu decomposed by heat before properly

melted—no results.

337. Sugar—whtn fuzed and so forward to decomp. by heat.

If it transmits any current it is so small as to be unimportant—

almost a non conductor—and not sensibly decomposed by current.

338. Pyroligneous ether
^

Tw^o ether + i alcohol
\^

Perhaps fuzed sugar comes with

Alcohol I these.

Ether J

These conducted not quite so well as distilled water, and by
same apparatus and trough distilled water very far below (hundreds

of times) that with a drop of saline solution; and yet that again

far below some of effects with fuzed salts, sulphurets, etc. etc.

339. Margarate of Lead. Did not seem to conduct but soon

began to decompose by the heat and was then a thick soft paste

full of bubbles.

340. Chameleon Mineral conducted and decomposed when fuzed

but could not tell difference from potassa.

341 . Silicated Potassa. When melted conducts, etc. etc. ; decom-

poses. Potassium at Neg. Pole. Much gas at P. P. As to silica^

do not know whether any occurred at N. Pole or not.
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342. Boracic acid^ not quite anhydrous—when fuzed seemed to

conduct a little, about as distilled water. Continued boiling all

the time because of heat applied and therefore results confuzed.

343. Acetate ofPotash^ fuzed on glass, wires in and salt solid—no
conduction. When fuzed conducts freely and decomposes. Potash

at N. Pole. Gas at both Poles. No free acid at P. Pole, but it

may have been driven off by the heat as separated. Appearance of

carbon or black matter there. } its nature.

344. Proto sulphate ofMercury. When solid not conduct. When
fuzed then conduct and decompose—much gas evolved, etc. etc.

etc.

345. Mur. Glucina- did not fuze but sample very impure.

346. JV/iite Arsenic. Volatizes in open tube ; must be

made in a close tube under pressure.

347. Glass of Antimony in tube ^^^^v^^ • When melted con-

ducted pretty well;, but not as some sulphurets (silver, hot) or

metals or even fuzed salts. When solid wires fuzed in not conduct

at all. When melted decomposition. At P. Pole could not see if

gas evolved. At N. Pole Antimony separated and alloy of Platina

formed.

348. Chloride Magnesium. When solid and wire fuzed in^, non
conductor—when fuzed conducted very well and was decom-

posed. At P. Pole much action and gas— chlorine.'^ At N. Pole

Magnesium separated and no gas. Sometimes Magnesium burnt,

flying off in globules burning brilliantly. When wire at that pole

put in water or dilute M. A. matter round it acted powerfully,

evolved hydrogen and forming Magnesia; and when wire and sur-

rounding matter heated in spirit lamp Magnesium burnt with

intense light into Magnesia. Very Good Expt.

349. Sul. cyanate of Potassium. Easily fuzes but decomposes in

^^\^/ air or on plat, foil and was at last fuzed in tube. When solid

and wires fuzed in, insulated. When melted;, instant conduction and

decomposition. There was a little gas at P. Pole. None at N. Pole.

Both wires remain bright and there is no apparent alteration of

matter at either pole. When made hotter substance decomposes

and platina becomes sulphuretted at both poles— the results are
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then confused. But compound shews the general fact of effect of

change of form.

350. Water appears to be the lowest body almost instead of the

highest, as respects transmission of elements, etc., etc., etc.

28TH FEBY.

351. Chloride of silver fuzed on glass, using silver poles. All

went on beautifully. The positive pole was so rapidly dissolved

and converted into chloride that it actually burnt in the sur-

rounding chloride of silver, and at the Neg. Pole the silver was

reduced in a wire that could be lifted up and lengthened 5, 6 or

7 inches even. Beautiful.

352. Chloride of silver in a tube. Platina poles. There was

rapid solution of platina at P. Pole, but still evolution of gas there

and that gas was chlorine^, bleaching litmus paperfreely^
etc., etc.

353. Chloride of lead in tube. Lead at Neg. Side. Chlorine

plenty at Pos. Side. Platina rapidly dissolved and litmus paper

bleached.

354. Chloride Sodium in tube as above. Sodium and alkali at

N. P. (air has access). At P. Pole corrosion of platina rapidly and

gas evolved, reddening and bleaching litmus paper.

355. /oi/zWg Potassium in tube. Great abundance of iodine at P. P.

356. Iodide of lead in tube-great plenty of iodine at P. P.-de-

composition very beautiful. Lead at N. Pole.

357. Per iodide ofmercury-m tube - When solid in tube,

wires being fuzed in, did not conduct—on liquefaction by heat

conducts but does not appear to decompose. No iodine at P. P.—
no appearance of action—no mercury separated—no extra heat

to any extent— raised the heat until the iodide boiled but the

effects did not change.

358. Cannot procure a protiodide of mercury that will fuze-

it resolves itself then into mercury and per-iodide.

359. Nitre in tube ^ fuzed. Abundance of oxygen at

P.Pole during action; lighted a spark there, etc., etc. Alkali at

N, Pole.

360. Chloride Manganese in tube Metal Manganese at
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N. Pole. Chlorine at P. P. Litmus paper bleached there and

solution of platina.

361. Chloride of Magnesium in tube. Magnesium at N. Pole,

Chlorine at P. P. ; solution of platina there rapidly and bleaching

of litmus paper.

362. Perchloride of tin. Not conduct or decompose even up to

boiling point.

363. Protochloride of tin. Truly conducts and decomposes in

tube when melted-not when solid—when decomposing. Metallic

tin at N. Pole-but at P. Pole no corrosion of platina or escape

of chlorine, but formation of perchloride of tin in abundance.

Hence it boiled violently there and evolved fumes, etc. etc.

364. Chloride ofBarium in tube ^^^^v^^ ; at N. Pole Barium. At

P. Pole acid and chlorine, acid from action of moisture in litmus

paper probably.

365. Chloride ofAntimony. When solid conducts a little, perhaps

about as pure water—no signs of decomposition. When fluid by
heat conducts better but still not vastly, yet the transition at the

moment of liquefaction distinct. Does not then seem to decom-

pose. This is considered as the protochloride of antimony. Query
the relation of antimony therefore to other bodies, as sulphur,

Phosphorus, etc., etc.

366. Sulphur fuzed does not conduct in any state, thick or thin,

cold, warm or hot, etc. etc.

367. Phosphorus— does not conduct.

368. Alcohol may serve as a vehicle to other bodies though it

does not conduct itself. Look for salts and compounds soluble

in it.

369. Try all those which seem to be bad conductors by chem.

action as a better test than Galvanometer.

APRIL I.

370. Cyanide of Potassium— fuzed on glass— does not conduct

when solid— conducts well when fluid—became red hot by con-

duction. At first no effervescence at either pole, but platina dis-

solved rapidly at Pos. pole and precipitated in arborescent forms

at Neg. pole. By degrees salt or compound became alkaline.
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probably from action of the air^ and then there was effervescence

at Pos. pole. When cold, salt solid; opaque yellow substance

from plat, present probably— there was much plat at Neg. pole.

Not much indication of potassium at N.pole. Should make experi-

ment in close tube for results. The solution of plat, very curious.

If other metals used probably get very interesting forma-

tion of new compounds this way.

371 . Fluoride ofpotassium—when solid not conduct; when melted

conducted well. Effervesced at Pos. pole— apparently little cor-

rosion of platina there but not much. At Neg. pole potassium and

alkali. Query, gas evolved at P. Pole worth looking after.

372. Metallic arsenic—when solid conducts well as a metal and

deflagrates at point of contact.

373. Chloride of ^rje/z/c— liquid-does not conduct to galvano-

meter- nor its liquid hydrate. But when still more water added

then conduct and produce gas at N. pole with Arsenic^ probably

arseniuretted hydrogen, but no gas at P. Pole unless still more
water.

374. Artificial camphor—solid or fuzed, not conduct to this gal-

vanometer.

375. Glacial acetic acid—when liquid not conduct, i.e. no ap-

pearance of decomposition and no deflection^, but galvanometer

not very sensible now. On adding a little water still no signs of

conduction. On adding as much water as acid then decompose

slowly but not affect the needle. Repeat this and similar results

by chem. action and better galvanometer.

376. Sulphuret ofpotash of Pharmacopoeia in tube. When melted

dull red hot conducts very well to galvanometer; when cooler,

though hot, conducts but little. When quite cold conducts not at

all. When hot did not conduct enough to sustain sufficient heat

without flame. On examining wires, that at N. Pole decidedly

more sulphuretted than the other, but potassium there might aid.

Whilst conducting electricity there was decomposition there of

some kind and effervescence going on in the tube, but I do not

know of what substance, this body not being a pure metallic

sulphuret, but a mixture of sulphate, etc. etc.

377. Sulphuret ofsilver—very strange. Made some fresh pieces,

taking all pains to avoid reduction of it in crucible. Pieces were
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from bottoms of crucible^ cooled in vapour of sulphur and water

and about this size^ Filed the face flat to rest on spatula and the

cone also filed all over to make contact above. Pieces were ar-

ranged as in sketch, all superficial silver being removed by file

and sandpaper. They rested [on] platina spatula made Pos. pole

and were pressed down by another plat, spatula made Neg. pole.

378. When cold no apparent action generally and yet sometimes

needle deflect as if a current; then it would go off again, or come
on and increase quite irregularly. If conducts when cold it is but

very Httle indeed.

379. But on applying heat below P. spatula, conduction soon

occurred and increased, and heat rose and needle jumped into its

place as at former time; and a crackling and vibratory action was

heard as if boiling between sulphuret and P. pole, and afterwards

sulphuret found fuzed to P. pole. Yet heat from lamp had not

been alone enough for that. When once conducting the current

sustained the heat high enough to continue the conduction.

380. During action of heat saw feeble combustion of sulphur

from part near lower spatula, but am not sure heat alone would not

do that. Also appearances of reduction at upper or N. Surface;

white spots like silver. But to prevent this or other films of

silver interfering with result, put sulphur upon sulphuret so as to

melt it there, and could here, where no metallic silver occurred,

still conduct and take even a spark when hot.

381. Part on P. spatula also seemed more fusible as well as more
combustible than common sulphuret of silver. Must prove un-

exceptionably whether Sulphur does or not go to P. pole and silver

to N. pole.

382. Must make this expt. in vapour of sulphur— also by contact

of silver instead of copper— also reverse poles and see if same

ebullition, etc. etc. if N. pole made lowest.

383. It seems possible to make a sulphuret with more sulphur.

Refuze this sulphuret with more sulphuret.

384. All the effect[s] of Electrochem. decomposition seem to

shew that in ordinary chem. affinity the particles exert an in-

fluence not merely on those with which they are combined but

also, although to a weaker extent, upon those particles combined
^ The diagram is reduced | in size.
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with their neighbours : that in fact that it is not a mere tendency

to unite particle to particle but that tendency is general; and that

even those in excess exert an influence though it be not enough

to overpower definite combination. Many facts in chemistry also

bear out this view that particles act in common. Berthollet,

Phillips, etc. etc. have quoted cases. But it is not merely incidental

in these phenomena. Electro-chemical decomposition seems to be

essentially dependant upon it.

APRIL 5TH, 1833.

385. Have been working still on Sulet. Silver to obtain un-

exceptionable results. First broke some of former artificial sul-

phuret, mixed it with sulphur and re-fuzed it in a glass tube

surrounded by plat. foil. Obtained a good twice-fuzed sulphuret,

I think now unexceptionable, i.e. uniform and containing no free

silver.

386. Used four freshly charged troughs. With small piece of

cold sulphuret conducts a little by galvanometer. On squeezing

parts, warmth (by fingers, etc.) increased and sulphuret increased

in conducting power. On applying heat by a lamp, still further

increase in conducting power, conducted like a metal, gave sparks

both at P. and N. pole. At P. pole reddish, at N. Pole greenish^

as of burning silver, i.e. at P. pole where sulphur set free like

burning sulphuret.

387. The current of electricity did not with this small piece

sustain the heat; it lowered and at last the current itself ceased

to pass.

388 . Whilst the current passed either moderately or strongly there

was voltaic decomposition. Silver appeared at Neg. pole and

Sulphur at the Pos. Pole.

389. When the current ceased it could be restored by refiling

or renewing the contact by a fresh surface at the P. pole. On
small masses the course of effects tends to cause interruption to

the voltaic current; this is effected at the P. pole and I think

perhaps by the intervention of the sulphur separated, or by forma-

tion perhaps of a non conducting bisulphuret of silver. The
sulphuret is always there altered at point of contact. It has a fuzed
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appearance and breaks off from contact with the plat, pole with

which before it had adhered.

390. On using silver for Pos. pole then pole always eaten into

a hole, for sulphuret ofsilver is formed there. Now also conducting

power does not tend to cease as with platina pole, and expt. affords

a case of transference of sulphur analagous to that of chlorine in

chloride silver.

391. How well decomposition of Sulrt. Silver and place of sul-

phur shews that the direction of the elements depends upon the

other elements with which they are associated, and that the whole

effect is an action of the elements aided in one direction by the

electrical current—and not therefore real cases of attraction by
the poles.

392. In all cases silver reduced at N. Pole.

393. The different coloured sparks at two sides of a decomposing

body as sulrt. silver may indicate in some other cases decom-

position of substances not as yet suspected or separated.

394. On using a larger piece of sulphuret touching by larger

surface at Pos. Pole, found that the first current produced heat

enough to increase temperature and conducting power and that

because of less opportunity for loss, this rose up to full degree,

without application of extraneous heat.

395. Found in this case also that conducting power continued

whilst poles and piece were all pressed together. Not ceasing as

with the small piece.

396. Found also that sulphur rose the whole time from the P.

Pole, the heat being enough to volatize it and even to prevent

probably the formation of bi sulphuret of silver, which interfered

in continuance of conduction with smaller pieces. In smaller

pieces this could be compensated for by applying the heat of a

lamp on purpose.

397. Hence it is quite clear that solid can conduct— that it can

decompose whilst solid— that increasing heat increases conducting

power— that elements are electrochemically arranged— that sul-

phur is either P. or N. (as folk say) at pleasure.

398. In these expts. a little sulphur can often be collected at the

P. Pole on the plat, foil—being burnt off in a dark room it is

readily visible. But in other cases it does not appear there so as
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to be thus detected. This is, not because it has not been separated

there, but because heat of action (necessary to conduction) has

volatiliied it. Whilst the current is passing, sulphur can always be

smelled burning off or else subliming unaltered at P. Pole, and

if the decomposition is made in a dark room it is seen burning off

in a pale blue flame round the point of contact of sulphuret and

the Platina P. Pole. Hence care in trying to observe the sulphur.

399. Hot platina is to the sulphur at the P. Pole just what Plat,

is to oxygen at the P. Pole, i.e. it does not combine with the sulphur

but sends it off free.

400. Native Grey sulphuret ofsilver^ vitreous—not the flexible or

malleable. When cold it conducted a little but did not heat of

itself. On being heated conducted much more—ignited at points

of contact— sulphur sublimed -arsenic set free, but perhaps by
heat only, for white stain and appearance at both poles. There was
no appearance of metallic silver at N. Pole. The arsenic going there

also probably prevented it.

401 . Red silver ore^ Ruby silver—Sulphur
^
Antimony^ Silver^ etc. etc.

When cold conducted a little. When warm more ; then became of

itself red hot and fuzed-because of fusion could not make out

results well. At P. Pole plat, foil eaten through. At N. Pole Plat.

Spatula not apparently much affected, but no distinct trace of

silver.

402. When little buttons on P. and N. Pole allowed to cool and

then brought in contact they conducted a little; then heat rose,

they conducted more and soon fuzed.

7TH APRIL 1833.

403. Under certain limitations probably those bodies composed

of elements most opposed and having most powerful affinity for

each other are those soonest decomposed.

404. Hence also probably a limit or restraint on decomposing

power of pile, not because bodies exist by powerful attraction

but because not in the relation to each other favourable to these

decompositions.

405. There is also a necessity of certain proportions in the

number of particles in a decomposable compound. This is shewn
in the chlorides.
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406. Metals may not be compounds of elements most powerfully

combined but rather of such as are so similar to each other as to

pass out of the limit of voltaic decomposition.

407. Must look for some other bodies which, like sulphuret of

silver, will decompose whilst solid. Probably hydriodate of potassa

one, and indeed many other bodies tried by common electricity.

Probably many such slow actions in nature.

408. Search for a body which, not having yet been decomposed

or is not decomposible by electricity, will still insulate when solid

and conduct when fluid. I doubt whether there is such body.

Per Iodide mercury, 357; chloride of Antimony, 365.

APRIL 13, 1833.

409. Why did Davy require water in decomposing potassa.'*

410. If decomposition by voltaic battery depended upon the

attraction of the poles being stronger than that of the particles

separated, it would follow that the weakest electrical attraction was

stronger than the strongest or than very strong chemical attraction,

i.e. such as exists between oxy. and hy.—Acid and alkali—Pm.
and Oxygen— Chlorine and Sodium, etc., etc., etc. This not likely.

411. If voltaic decomposition of the kind I believe, then review

all substances upon the new view to see if they may not be de-

composable, etc. etc. etc.

412. New view gives good reason why a body should sometimes

go to one pole and sometimes to another, according to the element

it is in relation or association with. Such as Nitrogen, Sulphur.

413. May not non conductors be decomposed by diminishing

their insulating power until the electricity will pass ? This perhaps

by bringing the poles closer—increasing the powers of the battery

—melting or heating the substance. Try sulphur, phosphorus,

etc. etc.

414. Volta-electric decomposition may be only one form, and

that a very coarse, violent and common form, of what is done

upon a similar principle by electric currents. May be innumerable

other actions upon similar principles, terminating in rearrangements

in particular places of elements moved or affected: these perhaps

more quiet but also more beneficial in their results and constantly

occurring in nature and animated or vital beings.
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415. A single element is never attracted by a pole, i.e. without

attraction of other element at other pole. Hence doubt Mr Brande's

Expts. on attraction of gases and vapours. Doubt attraction by
poles altogether.

APRIL i8th.

416. Have been decomposing, using as the Pos. pole a platina

wire with the end bent into a ring, so that a higher heat could

be given to the matter upon it and consequently salts fuzed that

could hardly be melted on platina foil.

417. Chloride ofpotassium^ insulate solid, conduct and

decompose fluid.

418. Chloride of Calcium^ Do.

419. Chloride ofStrontium^ Do.

420. Nitrate ofbaryta^ Do.

421. Nitrate of /^a^/—required care or else was decomposed by
flame and heat, but still presented same phenomena as the others.

Insulate when solid, conduct when fluid.

422. Carbonate ofPotassa. Do.; i.e. insulate solid, conduct melted.

423. Carbonate ofSoda Do.

424. Glass ofPhosphorus^ i.e. Acid Phos. lime. Do.

425. Phosphate ofLead^ Do.

426. Phosphate ofSoda |
1 i i r vm 1 r-n r the samc; a pnospnuret or sodium

427. Phosphate oj Potassa \

' r r

and potassium formed at Neg. pole, giving phos. hydrogen by
action of water.

428. Boracic Acid—covXd not get this to conduct by heat of

ordinary blow pipe. Must try oxy-hydrogen blow pipe.

APRIL 19TH, 1833.

429. Protiodide of tin, insulate when solid, conduct when fluid

and decompose.

430. Per Iodide of tin^ insulate when solid, insulate when fluid,

does not decompose.

431. Iodide of line, insulate solid, conduct when fluid, de-

composes then.

432. Protoxide of antimony, insulates when solid, conducts and
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decomposes when fluid, about as good as glass of antimony, not
better.

433. Native malleable grey sulphuret of silver— exactly as the

artificial sulphuret of silver—conducting power increased by heat

in the same way. Is also decomposed in the same way, silver

at negative pole and sulphur at the positive pole.

434. Native per sulphuret of/rc^—brilliant yellow unalterable-

conducts (two troughs) very well— gives sparks—heats very

much, far more than metals, etc., etc., evolves fumes at both poles-

could not find certain traces of decomposition. Is like sulphuret

of bismuth as to conducting power.

435. Arsenical sulphuret of Iron, native, conducts and becomes
heated.

436 . Artificialproto sulphuret ofIron—conducts well and becomes
hot.

437. Native yellow sulphuret of copper and /ro/z-conducts and
heats much— it gradually lost conducting power, but I could not

find certainly that this was due to decomposition and deposition

or intervention of sulphur.

438. Grey artificial sulphuret of copper—conAwcts very well-

gives a spark—could find no appearance of decomposition.

439. Sulphuret of antimony— little or no conduction hot or

cold.

440. Sulphuret ofbismuth, artificial—conducts well like sulphuret

of iron—gives a spark—heats much— decomposition doubtful.

441 . In these decompositions of sulphurets, use silver poles and

compare effects at two side[s]— this will do when can not separate

and collect sulphur.

442. Grey sulphuret of tin, Artificial— conducts—heats—does not

give spark— does not seem to conduct better for heat—does not

appear to decompose but am not quite sure. Must try with re-

fuzed sulphuret and silver poles.

443. Chloride of antimony—unexce^tionahle in glass tube

—with two troughs. When solid did not conduct to affect gal-

vanometer-when fluid conducts, but not much—and also de-

composes, but only slowly— it is not remarkable for assuming

conducting power on liquefaction—but does assume it and de-

compose.
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444. Phosphate ofcopper—when solid non conducts—when fluid

conducts and decomposes well. Phosphuret of copper formed at

Neg. Pole.

445. Sulphate of lead—when solid insulates—when melted con-

ducts and decomposes— effect striking.

446. Borate of Lead—when solid insulates—when melted con-

ducts and decomposes— lead reduced at N. Pole.

447. Per borate of tin. As borate of lead.

448 . Borax. When softened conducts a little—when hot and fluid

conducts much more— decomposes well— corrosion of platina at

the N. Pole—explosion of the borax from formation and com-

bustion of sodium. A brittle hard solid metallic mass was found

at the positive pole. Query, is it Boruret of Platina formed there,

or is it an alloy of potassium and platina from neg. pole by
accident; or what is it.^

449. Nitrate ofStrontia. When solid insulates—when fluid con-

ducts and is decomposed, and during that time the negative pole

is covered with a very fine pure blue light—no appearance of red

or crimson in it.

450. Nitrate of co/>/?^r—indications of similar action with the

former salts, but not certain— at first conduction, and by degrees

it loses that power, but as gradual decomposition going on it may
be a consequence of that change.

451. Sulphuret of Potassium— mdide by reducing sulphate of

potassa by hydrogen. When solid and cold did not conduct at all

;

heat appeared to give a little conducting power before fluidity

was conferred, but when fluidity given, then sudden and great

increase of conducting power, as if it were like a metal or some
other sulphurets. Needle stood stifly at the galvanometer. I think

decomposition goes on at the same time, but it was difficult to tell

in a close tube and where neither element would separate from

fluid.

452. Boracic acid— £uzed on ring of plat, wire by oxy-hydrogen

jet, yet did not conduct so as to affect the galvanometer in the least

—two troughs used. This very remarkable; it is as bad as air if

not worse. Did not become very fluid— volatilized and was

carried of [f] by water, etc. of compound jet flame.

453. Flint glass by oxy. hy. flame conducted a little when very
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hot and traces of decomposition; but not so much action as

expected.

454. Bottle glass by oxy. hy. flame- did not seem to conduct at

all.

455. These effects seem to connect very closely with possibility

of decomposition shewing some relation. The glasses differ very

much from Borate of lead glass, etc., for there elements for both

poles.
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456*. Large Electrical machine, introduced Sulphuret of silver into

course of electricity so as to indicate whether silver reduced at

the N. pole, i.e. that at which electricity entered; connected also

an electrometer with the arrangement before the sulphuret of

silver, so as to shew whether the sulphuret conducted so badly at

common temperatures as to allow any accumulation which might

be shewn by the electrometer. It was requisite that the electro-

meter be shaded from the machine, which otherwise by its great

power acted byinduction, etc., etc. on the glass and caused opening

of the leaves a little.

457. When all well arranged, could not observe sensible opening

of electrometer leaves though machine in very excellent action.

I thought once I obtained little opening but it was a fallacy.

458. When machine at first weak, obtained no indication of de-

composition of sulphuret by 100 turns; but on applying a little

tallow and getting it up to full action and giving also 200 turns,

obtained a very nice little spot of metallic silver reduced at neg.

pole.

459 . This expt. shew [s] the very small quantity of electricity which
the machine really furnishes and shews relation of quantity and

intensity also very well in some respects. It is wonderful to see

the superiority of the volt, battery over the machine as to quantity.

460. Fuzed hydriodate of potassa put between poles of machine—
current— the Pos. pole, being the end of a wire, gave indications of

brown spot, but think it was at first due to little brush or spark

or effect of that kind.

461 . Finally arranged it thust, with two pieces of iodide, one con-

nected with the machine, the other with discharging train, and the

two connected by a fine bent insulated plat, wire; offering thus both

P. and N. or exit and entring pole. The electrometer was con-

nected as before. The pieces of iodide each about ^ of inch thick.

t [461]
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462. The electrometer now opened about | of an inch, the

machine being in excellent action and quickly worked. If in bad
action or slowly worked it did not open at all. After 100 turns

there was plenty of iodine at P. Pole and none at Neg. Pole.

Then changed the two pieces of iodide to be sure that nothing

in them produced the effect. Still, upon 100 turns, plenty

iodine at P. Pole on new piece and none at Neg. pole. This a

good experiment and decisive that iodide of potassium can be

decomposed polarly in the soUd state like sulphuret of silver.

463. Must try dry iodide between poles of good volt, battery

capable of opening the leaves of electrometer.

464. Shews relation of iodide as to conducting power also; is

worse a good deal than sulphuret of silver. No wonder that when
solid it does not deflect electrometer using only two or four

voltaic troughs.

465. Arranged plat, poles in jackets, introduced boiled distilled

water and froze it well. One vessel was | of inch in width and

the other | of inch in width; therefore in one the intervening

ice should have been | of inch thick, in the other ^ of inch, but

in the first it was found afterwards near the side only | of inch

distant, whilst in the other it was nearly in the middle.

466. Now introduced one of these in Hne of discharge, i.e. the

wire of platina pole was connected with the machine and the

electrometer, whilst the discharging train was connected with the

jacket. In this way could open the leaves of the electrometer

with either in circuit ; but when the machine was well and power-

fullyworked, the leaves with the thinner ice scarcely opened whilst

with the thicker ice they could be opened nearly two inches.

Hence eflect of thickness and hence conducting power of ice, but

small even with tension equivalent to divergence of two inches,

for it was but just able to discharge the electricity of the machine

when of that tension and of course was not able to discharge the

whole of it at lower tension. No wonder it insulates almost the

whole of that of two troughs.

467. Interesting to see what will happen on using a voltaic

battery that can open leaves of electrometer.

468. When decomposing apparatus of hyd. pot. solution on

paper with plat, wire was introduced into the current, then de-
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composing effect took place there ; at P. Pole plenty of iodine with

only one turn of the machine, proving that all was right; that

electricity passed ; had its usual power, etc. etc. etc.

469. Four series of litmus and turmeric paper moistened in solu-

tion of sulphate of soda arranged on glass rods thus*, so that all

turmeric points would receive electricity and all the litmus points

transmit it. The machine gave its electricity from a needle point

and the train received it at one. On working the machine it was

difficult to prevent small sparks passing at the points, but at last

got distinct effects, especially on the turmeric points, of alkali there;

and also indeed of acid at the Htmus points, but the acid effect

extended rather round edge and was more dilute. Still, satisfactory

and shews analogy to pieces of interposed metal, etc. etc. in volt,

circuit.

APRIL 30, 1833.

470. Have experimented to-day with a battery of 150 pairs of

plates 4 inches square-double coppers— well charged—not in-

sulated but standing on boards supported by tressels, these being

damp and saline from previous acid. The action was very good—
the shock strong— it would just affect gold leaf electrometer— the

discharge would take place from copper to copper (wires) in the

air through a space y6 inch, producing a bright flame,

etc. etc. etc.

471 . In all the following experiments the whole of the discharge

of this battery was used.

472 1. The first expt. was to ascertain if ice did entirely insulate

electricity of this intensity or if a little would pass as ought to do,

reasoning upon experiments with the electrical machine and electro-

meter. The apparatus for interposing ice (465) | of inch wide

was used, though both were prepared. The plat, plate was in the

middle of the ice pretty regularly.

The order was as follows: a wire from the P. Pole com-
municated with the wire of the platina plate in the ice— the plate

touched the ice— the ice touched the tin jacket— the jacket touched

a wire which communicated with a piece of tin foil, on which
rested a bent wire, platina, the other end of which rested per-
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pendicularly on paper moistened with hy. potassa solution. This

paper was supported on a platina spatula connected by a wire with

the negative pole of the Voltaic battery.

473. At first there was appearance of chemical action and pretty

quick production of a brown spot upon the moistened paper. But

soon found that when connection with the ice vessel was broken

there was still production of the spot and that connection with

the ice did not sensibly increase it. The part therefore from the

hyd. pot. paper to the ice vessel was insulated, so that no current

could pass at the point of the wire through the paper and iodide

but what also passed through the ice. Then found that a feeble

spot was slowly formed and consequently that with a battery of

this kind ice could conduct a little of the electricity.

474. It is evident the electrical machine ( ) could send much
more electricity through ice than this battery, for it sent as much
as the ice could carry, it being of a far higher tension, i.e. able to

open the Electrometer leaves nearly half an inch, and it could

produce enough to supply the possible current and still keep up
the higher tension.

475. Then in place of the hydriodate of potassa the best of the

two galvanometers was introduced into the circuit, the rest of the

arrangement remaining the same. The galvanometer was very

sensible and so nearly astatic that it vibrated to and fro in about

63 beats of my watch. In this case the current through the ice

was also sensible, but the deflection was very feeble and it required

to break and make contact once or twice before it was rendered

quite distinct. Hence again evidence of the little ice can carry.

The Electrical machine would have sent as much through by
virtue of its tension, etc. and deflected the galvanometer as power-

fully.

476. The moistened paper was then removed and a piece of dry

iodide potassium, about ^ of inch thick, put there instead, the

positive end of plat, wire resting on it and it resting on the platina

spatula. A brown spot formed slowly at the Positive pole—hence

it does conduct a little of this electricity and also decompose in

solid state ; but electrical machine can supply as much as it can

carry and form a brown spot nearly as soon.

477. As ice was interposed, that was afterwards removed and the
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experiment repeated, but effect just as before— spot slowly appd.

at positive point. In fact ice by so large a surface of contact

make[s] up for bad conducting power and will pass as much as

iodide of potassium can. When present the current passes the

iodide of potassium, did not sensibly deflect the galvanometer,

but probably could by reiterating the action make it sensible.

478. A piece of fuzed common salt | of inch thick put in place

of iodide (no ice); could obtain no trace of action by smell of

chlorine or action on litmus whilst dry. Nor was galvanometer

affected; current if any very small; but it is evident that the

machine is a better instrument to ascertain conducting powers of

these bodies by, the wires being fuzed into the salts, etc., etc. to

be experimented upon.

479. Fuzed chloride of lead— put upon pos. pole—point of wire

applied at the Neg. pole (no ice in circuit) ; could get no appearance

of lead in a minute or two at N. Pole nor appearance of conduc-

tion by galvanometer.

480. Wire happened accidentally to slip off this piece on to the

tin foil. Instantly violent fusion and deflagration, shewing that

all the other parts of the arrangement were in order.

481. The ice being in the circuit as in the first experiment, two
plates of platina were put one above the other below the tongue.

On connecting one of these with the Neg. pole of the battery

there was plenty of sensation, flash, etc. etc., because I was

standing on the floor and the discharge took place in that direction,

connecting the other platina plate with the tin jacket. I could find

no additional feeling, and when I was insulated so as to avoid

discharge through the feet or in other directions, then I could get

no effect on the tongue, though the battery was so powerful

because of the interference of the ice. Doubt whether a frog

would have moved or if it did, expect only very slightly.

MAY 2, 1833.

482. As to effect of decomposing solution on polarized ray of

light, can be only two directions, one across the current, the other

along it.

483. Have been passing ray of polarized light through decom-
posing solutions to ascertain if any sensible effect on the light.
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484. The light used was an argand lamp, sometimes with a

ground glass globe, sometimes without. It was polarized by re-

flection from black glass in a horizontal plane, and the ray after

passing through interposed solutions then received on a mirror

reflecting it in a vertical plane and placed at the polarizing angle.

Sometimes the polarized ray was examined also by a plate of

tourmaline or by a prism of Iceland spar instead of the second

reflector.

485. The solution was contained in a square glass about 6 inches

deep, 7 inches long and i| inch wide. Two sets of poles were

arranged and used at different times, one set placed at the different

sides of the cell, the other set at the ends.

486. The first set of poles consisted of two clean plates of platina,

each nearly 7 inches by 3 inches—a copper wire was soldered to

each. These were put into the cell one on each side, and between

them was placed a little frame of wood covered with calico, for

the purpose of preventing the gas from the poles mingling with

the liquid at the middle of the cell and obscuring it so that the

light could not pass ; but the decomposition would of course be

across this partition from side to side.

487. The solution first introduce[d] was a saturated solution of

sulphate of soda, and the polarized ray passed through an ex-

tent of seven inches of this solution across the electrical current

which, when contact was made, passed from one side to the

other.

488. The battery used consisted of 150 pairs of 4 inch plates,

double coppers, and gave an excellent discharge spark. Yet when
contact was made or broken not the slightest influence on the

polarized ray could be perceived. The contact of the poles was
changed from side to side but still no effects.

489. The current of electricity going across the solution was so

effectual from the quantity of salt present, the large extent of dis-

charging contact in it, etc. etc., that the spark passed very freely

indeed. In fact the experimental cell was as large nearly and as

effectual almost as any of the battery cells.

490. Then these poles were taken out and others of platina plate

put in, one at each end. These were about i inch wide and 4 inches

long and a slit was cut in the middle of both, to let the ray of
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polarized light pass through it, now traversing the solution in the

direction oj the electrical current.

491 . On making or breaking contact not the slightest effect could

be perceived on the polarized ray, though the direction of the

electrical current was changed and the mode of examining the ray

changed also.

492. This solution was now removed, and all being well washed

in distilled water, a saturated solution of nitrate of lead was used

instead. But when tried both across and along as above, still no
appearance of action on the polarized ray was evident.

493. I do not think therefore that decomposing solutions or

substances will be found to have (as a consequence of decom-
position or arrangement for the time) any effect on a polarized ray.

494. Should now try non decomposing bodies, as solid nitre,

nit. silver, borax, glass, etc. whilst solid, to see if any internal

state induced which by decomposition is destroyed, i.e. whether

when cannot decompose any state of electrical tension is preserved.

My Borate ofLead glass good, and common electricity better than

voltaic— higher intensity.

6 MAY 1833.

495. A research. On the nature of the electric spark: the manner

in which it passes is by conduction or in some new way: com-
pare it with electricity passed through oil, water, saline solution,

etc. etc. up to good conductors in quantities greater than can be

conducted : does decomposition of matters in its course take place }

There is no proof of lateral repulsion of its agent in its course

but rather proof of attraction— see fuzed match by lightning,

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. Of course its nature in various gases,

simple, compound, metallic, oil turpentine, etc. etc., heavy, light.

Its comparative conduction in these different gases.

496. Have experimented further on the effect of electrified bodies

on a polarized ray.

497. Put sweet oil into the large cell, and using the large poles

( ) looked at a polarized ray passed between them when one

pole was connected with the electrical machine and the other

with the discharging train; but could find no indication of effect
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on the polarized light when the poles were electrified, i.e. put into

opposite states.

498. The insulating power of the oil was not great. I could get

only small sparks from the prime conductor.

499. Then arranged the poles ( ) so as to look along the

direction of the electric current or attractions, but could find no

effect. The distance between the poles when looking between was

about I inch. The distance when looking from pole to pole

was about 7 inches.

500. Now substituted oil of turpentine for the sweet oil. This

oil of turpentine had been on the house top for a twelvemonth.

It depolarized the light, as Biot has described, very well, but no

additional effect was observed on the polarized ray when passed

through either across or along the current. The insulation was so

little by the oil of turpentine that scarcely any sparks could be

drawn from the conductor.

501 . Now experimented with a piece of borate of lead which

I had fuzed into a glass in a platina tray on purpose. This is

an excellent insulator when solid (see expts. on optical glass) and

an excellent decomposing conductor when fluid. The piece was

61 inches long, if inch wide and from 0-2 to 0-3 of an inch thick.

Conductors were applied along the two flat sides so as to make
it a Leyden arrangement, and as the piece was too bubbly and too

deep in colour to look through its length, the polarized ray was

only passed through its width, i.e. if of inch in extent. The edges

at the parts looked through were made plane by applying

two little pieces of crown glass by means of evaporated oil

of turpentine. No effect upon the polarized ray could be ob-

served either when the surfaces were charged or in their natural

state.

502 . Then slits were made in the conductors so as to look through

them along the line of electric attraction, but still no effects could

be perceived upon the polarized ray.

503. Hence I see no reason to expect that any kind of structure

or tension can be rendered evident either in decomposing or non
decomposing bodies— in insulating or conducting states.

504. Does not this favour the idea that conduction does not

depend upon decomposition, or else an attempt at the latter might
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be expected in borate of lead; but rather that decomposition de-

pends upon conduction.

MAY 7, 1833.

505. Acetic acid alone does not decompose or arrange or conduct,

but in acetate of potassa passes to P. Pole. Hence a proof of

combined action of two proximate elements present, when one

only insufficient. Chlorine, iodine, sulphur, etc. etc. same thing.

506. If salt added to water, makes it better conductor and at first

causes more gas to be evolved, but add more salt and as still

better conductor less gas evolved; ? because difference between

particle and particle not kept up, and salt gives way first as being

more easily decomposed and therefore giving way at lower in-

tensity.

507. Colour of spark at two sides indicative of decomposition—

try it in other gases than air.

508. Possible decomposition of gases, etc. etc., 283. M.A. Gas.

Vapour of mercury. Use spongy plat, poles and see if in M. A.

chloride is formed at Pos. pole, or use poles of silver, zinc, etc.

etc. etc. Silver reduced from chloride by zinc, etc. etc.

509. If decomposition necessary to conduction (in certain cases),

then will not the new view explain why increasing distance of

the poles retards and diminishes current and decomposition, for

then general mass of attractive forces so much greater in pro-

portion than that of the electric force super-added.^

510. It surely must be true that if decomp. be prevented at one

end of fluid conductor it will be prevented at the other.

511. Hence if one end be made so extensive that intensity too

small (if there be a limit) for decomp. there, none ought to happen

at the other end.

512. Then even hyd. pot. on paper, if other end carried well off

and discharged by large surface of metal, should not decompose

but be prevented though electricity is passing.

513. Should not many plates as diaphragms across fluid con-

ductor prevent decomposition, yet not prevent current ^ Perhaps

good expt.

514. De la Rive on interposed plates, Ann. de Chimie, xxviii,

p. 190. Davy, Do., P. T., 1826, p. 413.
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515. Expansion very much of middle of fluid conductor should

also prevent by diminishing intensity there below the mark (if

a limit).

516. May obtain different intensities very well by putting wires

or plates into fluids carrying only a feeble current—nearer to or

farther from each other— testing for current by galvanometer and

trying for chem. action.

16 MAY 1833.

517. De la Rive and Davy's account of interposed plate eflFect

probably not true ; must consider them.

518 . Terms electro-positive and electro-negative are terms merely

relative—agrees with Berzelius and Davy's view, but the former

perhaps too specific.

519. Davy says (P. T. ) attraction or decomposition

diminishes in force from Poles. Should not be so. Power is alike

every where in equal strength of current. Grotthus says it is

alike but then gives a law of attraction and repulsion; that cannot

apply and would make it different. Ann. de Chimie, Old series

Iviii, p. 66, 67.

520. How is decomposing power modified by introducing plates

as secondary poles? This important. Query the law.

521 . Is the law this (above a certain intensity, i.e. the one required

for decomposition to take place at all), that whatever the size of

plates or number intervening, or constant section of decomposing

matter, or variable section or variable length or variable strength,

or number of series in the battery; that (provided other decom-
positions do not mask the indicating one) equal currents of

electricity measured by the galvanometer evolve equal volumes

of gas or effect equal chemical action in a constant medium.^

522. Is it possible it may generalise so far as to give equal

chemical action estimated on the same elements on variable media ?

Ought it not to be so if decomposition essential to conduction.'^

523. De la Rive's results (Ann. de Chimie, xxviii, 190) do not

at all countenance this regularity or the dependance of conduction

on decomposition.

524. Acid alone ought not to travel at all. Davy witnesses that it, as

every thing else, is always developed at pole, not in its course there.
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525. If water be found to act as a pole, then will probably evolve

different elements to what platina would, because in different rela- ^

tion to the separating bodies. Suppose a and e platina, b and d
water and c sol. muriate soda, probably M.A. may appear at

pole I, and soda at pole 2, but then because of relation of M.A.
to water decomp. and transfer take place through it and

chlorine will appear at 3 and hydrogen at 4. The probability also

is that no mur. acid will travel electrically to 3, nor any soda or

alkali to 4. If fluids could be well confined to their places, should

then have 4 places of evolution of elements : try this.

526. In a decomposing solution, the recombination of the ele-

ments transferred seems to be active there also in restoring the

electrical equilibrium between any two or more particles in the

line of transfer, just as Davy supposes in the case of generating

electricity. There the disturbance by contact put in equilibrium

by chem. action. Here the disturbance produced by the poles

put in equilibrium by chem. action also. If conduction in de-

composing cases belongs essentially to decomposition, would
almost prove the truth of this view, or at least give it great

support.

527. Have prepared a solution of pure soda.

528. „ „ pure Sul. Acid.

529. „ „ pure nitric acid.

These solution[s] are such that one volume of the alkaline solution

will neutralize i volume of either of the acids.

530. Made a very weak sul. acid, barely acid to taste, put it

into two glass vessels connected by asbestus. Used a battery of

4 troughs, 40 pairs of plates, charged moderately and connected

by two platina plate poles as in fig. The action was very feeble

owing to want of conducting power. After half an hour removed
the asbestus and the poles— took equal parts of the fluid of each

vessel and neutralized them by a solution of soda ;
they appeared

to take equal quantities.

531. Now used the much stronger Sul. acid (528), operating in

the same way— far more powerful action—plenty of gas at both

sides—asbestus smoked. Manganese pink colour appeared directly

at P. side, none at N. side. Pink tint went on increasing until end,

then almost opaque ; was continued for 20 minutes and then re-
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moved and examined by neutralizing equal weights with the soda

solution (527) measured out.

176 gr. N. fluid required 12-5 parts soda solution.

176 „ P. fluid „ 16 „ „
During the addition of alkali, manganese oxide precipitated.

532. Put on a similar expt. with other glasses— the same acid

528 and the first asbestus used, 530, which had given no pink tinge

with weak acid. All worked well—plenty of action—much gas—

heat on asbestus—no pink tint at the positive side during the

whole expt.—was continued 35 minutes. Then fluids neutralized

as before.

161 grs. N. fluid required 11-75 P^^^s soda solution.

161 „ P. „ 16
5,

533 . Put on another experiment with third set of glasses, but same

acid and same asbestus as the last, and changed the plates serving

as poles so that they were as in the red experiment. Plenty of

action, of heat, of gas ; no pink colour. Left about half an hour

;

then neutralized.

157 grs. N. fluid required 10-75 soda.

157 P. 15-5

534. Repeated the experiment with the former asbestus to obtain

red effect but procured none; hence must have been an accident—

perhaps adhering to platina foil.

535. Very evident that under these circumstances acid travels to

the P. pole. The affinity of solution may do this, but must first

see if any base obtained from glass or from asbestus before that

can be decided. For whilst electri[fied] the Sul. acid may gather

base from every part of the glass which it touches, and from

asbestus also if it decomposible. As to latter, the neutralization-

threw down no sensible portion of earths.

21 MAY 1833.

536. Experimented with Electrical Machine. On a glass plate

insulated two pieces of paper ; one a, connected with the machine,

was moistened with distilled water and the other connected with

discharging train, moistened with solution hydriodate potassa.

Lines were drawn from each with asbestus points on the glass until

the water and solution met at c, and then the machine was worked.
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No appearance of iodine on the right or machine side of c could

be perceived. Nor indeed ought it, for it would produce hydriodic

acid.

537. Made the same arrangement but used little films of asbestus

instead of the lines on the glass reaching from a and ^ to c.

This was to prevent flowing of fluids easily. Still no visible effect

on working the machine.

538 . Tested the power ofthe asbestos in shewing a tint by bringing

a plat, wire from machine on to it; found it much worse than paper

because iodine evolved entered between filaments and became so

diluted in tint as to be hardly visible. Very fat better on paper by
same electric power.

539. Arranged the same solution and water as above, using paper

points to connect by, but on working the machine obtained no

signs of iodine. On applying testing plat, point from machine to

parts of a slip between c and c/, found that iodine was there

present as hydriodic acid. I believe had gone into pos. paper or

towards Pos. pole.

540. Now used paper as in last expt., the slips being turmeric

paper, but put sol. sul. soda on P. Side and pure water N. Side.

Could get no signs of alkali whilst two points touching, but on

opening out the points at a obtained signs of alkali at end of

P. slip.

541. This did not prove that before that alkali had not gone

from salt at P. side towards N., and the reason why it was not

visible was that enough acid, etc. was in paper or formed from

the air, etc. to neutralize it, and indeed when in this expt. the end

of N. side was laid on end of P. side and pressed against it, the

alkali at P. end disappeared by virtue of the acid which had accu-

mulated at end of N. at a,

542. Should make this expt. with pure water at N., sul. soda at

P. and ends apart from the beginning.

MAY 23, 1833.

543. By putting cups and expts. in succession and sending the

same electrical current through both or all, are sure that each is

submitted to an equal force. Can try well this way whether the

same quantity of different intensity does the same chemical work
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using same dilute S, A. but different si^edpoles ^ and collecting gas,

and that will tell—some poles mere wires, others large plates.

544. Also ascertain whether when different in intensity it makes

difference as to substance decomposed ; thus if so, then using sul-

phate of soda or such matters in different glass salt will give way-

more in one and water in another.

545. Ascertain if successive pairs of poles all acting at once will

give equal vols, of gas.

546. In such vessels try different strengths of S. A. and different

sized poles and see ifalways same volume of gas. Try also different

substances, as neutral solution in one, acid in another, strong in

one, weak in another.

547. Such expts. connect at once with those on intervening plates

and those of De la Rive. Expect that each plate will give the same

chemical effect in these latter expts., i.e. in the proposed expts. with

intervening plates.

548. Expect that a plate placed any ways across a decomposing

portion will give same decomposing effect if the quantity of

electricity retained the same, i.e. expect that the chemical action

in any possible section, plane or curved or oblique, between the

poles is a constant quantity.

549. De la Rive's phenomena of polarization by plates nothing

but an effect of intensity, combined with retardation of electrical

current by every act of decomposition and evolution of elements.

Davy wrong in his account of it. Each diaphragm plate, by evolving
elements, produces a retardation, probably an aliquot part of the

whole retardation due to decomposition in the pile itself. Hence
the reason why diminution less by a plate with a numerous than

with a scant battery. Hence why not so much in proportion by
a second as by a first and still less by a third, etc. etc.

550 . Ifquantity ofelectricity still retained the same, the effectwould
not be at all diminished, but retardation by act of decomposition

lessens the quantity.

551. Important to prove retardation during decomposition be-

cause that seems at once to connect with the necessity of fluidity

to conduction and decomposition, and to dependance perhaps of

conduction in such cases on decomposition, and to what cannot be

denied, the close relation of the two and their mutual influence.
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Perhaps also it may point out that a certain intensity must be

necessary and that therefore it is that thermo electricity can not

decompose, etc. etc.

552. But in connection with this, is the question: is it possible

that, a certain intensity being necessary to decomposition, still a

lower can be conducted by the same body but now in an un-

decomposing state ?

553. With regard to (549, 550): when the E. Machine is used

where the intensity is such that the quantity is the same. Then
no effect of retardation would be expected by using successive

decomposing wires.

554. Extraordinary and unique relation of water to most other

substances because of the electrical relations of its elements and

the neutral character of the compound.

555. If no limit to decomp. by intensity and if same quantity of

Electricity does same chemical work, then curious generalization

as to that moving in nature— in animals, vegetables, etc. etc. etc.,

i.e. in bodies which can decompose (see page 1028^ of these notes).

556. Query whether there is a real distinction between de-

composing conducting bodies and non decomposing conducting

bodies. The point will turn on a limit of necessary intensity.

557. But must still admit a very distinct character between bodies

conducting and decomposing and those conducting and not de-

composing.

558. On retardation of current by a decomposition, its amount,

etc. etc. and its effect on repeating decomposition.

559. Equality of decomposition in every part of a humid con-

ductor.

560. Charcoal at N. Pole refuze to combine with metals, but

at P. pole unites to oxygen and perhaps chlorine and iodine.

Illustrates transfer and evolution as dependant on power of union

or no such power.

MAY 27TH, 1833.

561 . Experimented on transfer of elements or substances alone or

in combination, using sulphuric acid as the body. Employed

four troughs, 40 4-inch plates WoUaston's copper, freshly charged

^ See later, under i April 1838, par. 4582.
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and in fair action—zinc plates had just been cleansed a little from

precipitated copper.

562*. Some of the dilute S. A. (528) was put into a and b. Some
of the same acid neutralized by crystd. Carb. Soda (and therefore

containing nearly the same quantity of acid per bulk but in com-
bination) was put into A and B, the quantities in the four vessels

being as nearly as might be equal. Four platina plates as poles

were used— that in a was connected with Neg. pole of the battery,

that in b connected with that in A by a wire soldered to both, and

that in B with the Pos. pole of battery. The communication with

the battery was continued for 1 5 minutes and then the poles and

asbestus (used to connect the pairs of cups) removed.

563 . A solution ofammonia was now made equivalent in strength

to the acid and alkaline solutions before prepared (see 527, 528,

529), and this was used to neutralize the acid solutions of this expt.

176 grs. of solution from a required 15-1 parts amm. to

neutralize them.

176 „ „ b „ t6 „ „
176 „ „ A „ 3 parts of the acid (528)

to neutralize.

176 „ „ B „ 2-8 „ amm. to

neutralize it.

176 „ acid (528) „ 15-3

The two sols, from a and b after neutralization were evapo-

rated to dryness and heated red hot, the residues dissolved in

equal quantities ofwater and tested by Mur. baryta for S. A. ; neither

gave much but a gave most. This indicated that the electricity

had found alkali even in that considered as free acid and that there-

fore part of the acid transferred by its means, the rest by attraction

of solution influenced by electricity.

564. Arranged another experiment like the last, with four cups,

using the same solutions, battery, etc. etc. ; but estimated quantities

better.

565. Into each vessel a and b put 17 measures of the acid free and

into A and B 17 measures of the neutralized acid. Then washed the

asbestus well, dried it by pressure, cut it as short as it might be to

communicate well with fluids and then put it on and connected

with the same battery for 45 minutes.
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566. The asbestus was then lifted out, the drops at the ends being

allowed to fall each into its respective vessel, and the liquors

neutralized by the sol. of soda (527). Thus two evaporating basins

were balanced and then the acid from a put into one and that

from b into the other. One was a little heavier than the other

and therefore a small drop transferred from one to the other to

make both alike. They were then neutralized.

Equal weights of a took 1 5 parts soda solution to neutralize.

» ?> ^ ?? i6*3
,j ,,

567. With regard to A and B, the equality of weights was of no

consequence because the solution was at first neutral, and all the

evolved acid would be in B, all the free alkali in A.

The liquor in A took 3-2 parts of acid (528) to neutralize it.

„ „ B took 3-2 „ soda (527) „ „

568. Very evident therefore that the transfer is dependant on

the mutual action of the particles.

569. Asbestus not good to connect with; it retards the current

so much. Probably do far better with thick diaphragms of cloth,

leather, list, felt or something of that kind.

570. Worked with the Electrical machine—making expts. of the

kind (536, 539, etc.).

571. Tried to use paper moistened in oil or oil of turpentine as

a pole against solutions, but they would not conduct enough.

572. On trying paper moistened in water against other paper

points moistened in metallic or other solutions, found I could not

trust to the solutions retaining their places, for on putting two
pieces together on glass without sending current through, after

10 minutes much of the solution of lead had passed into the paper

at first moistened with water only. Hence no certainty of confine-

ment of substance and no deduction from electrical action.

573. Cannot find two immissible solutions or liquid[s] which do

not act under ordinary circumstances on each other and which do

conduct sufficiently well.

30 MAY 1833.

574. Water is a good substance as to elements for decomposition

but bad as to conducting power. On putting a salt or even an

acid or alkaH (the latter suffering no decomposition), then con-

FDII 6
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ducting power is increased, and the decomposition also. This seems

to shew that the latter is dependant on the former and not the

former on the latter or on capability of the latter.

575. The reason why in Davy's expts. of transfer Baryta did not

pass through sulphuric acid or sulphates is that it assumes with

the S. A. the solid state and is no longer in right relation for

decomposition. If it could have remained fluid it would be

decomposed.

576. Water is one of those substances which may be considered

as passing either to the Positive or Negative pole according as it

is in relation to acid or alkali in solution.

577. Made an apparatus for decomposition of saline solutions

X^' ^ using water as the Neg. pole. A finger basin had a septum of

mica (a) fixed across the upper part of it so as to make a division

about 1 1 inch deep. The basin would hold ; it was

inches in diameter. A large plate of platina h was put on one

side of the septum and retained there by a glass weight or block

below. Then a strong solution of Sul. Magnesia was poured into

the basin behind b so as to make no splashing, until it reached a

little above the bottom of the septum a. Next a slice of clean cork

was cut, well moistened in distilled water and laid on the surface

of the solution on the free side of the division, and a little distilled

water poured carefully on to it; as soon as the cork was round

about an | of inch from sul. mag. solution all was left, that little

adhering salt should fall to bottom of the water. After which

more distilled water was poured on until a stratum \\ inch in

depth c stood above the sul. magnesia on that side of the

septum. Now a plate of platina in a horizontal position was intro-

duced just beneath the water and connected with a cup of mercury

so as to form a Neg. pole; the distance below it and the plane where

the water and sul. mag. met was \ of an inch.

578. Connected the two poles with a battery of 40 pr. of plates

moderately charged. There was action—gas was evolved—hy-

drogen at the horizontal Neg. pole and Oxygen at the large vertical

positive one. After a little while Magnesia also appeared at the

Neg. side— it was evolved at the plane where the solution and

water met and not at the metallic negative pole— it could be

easily seen by looking horizontally across the glass. It was
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gradually bent upwards just at the middle part under the pole,

being made to ascend there by the currents produced in the water

by the ascension of the hydrogen gas. The currents at the P.

Pole were by the mica septum a prevented from interfering.

579. As the action continued the layer of magnesia became more
and more evident and was very beautiful.

580. Here a true water pole produced.

581. On breaking voltaic connection and taking out N. Pole of

Platina, examined fluid in contact with it by turmeric paper but

found no signs of alkali. On taking out the Positive Plat, pole

and examining that by litmus paper for acid, found plenty there.

Hence no interference of other salts or substance— the acid on the

plat, and the magnesia in the water— the elements of the salt de-

composed.

582. Tried the same experiment with sul. copper solution but

here had different results; copper, or a black substance at least,

appeared first on the Neg. platina, which gradually increased for

a while and then action seemed to cease. As copper salt an acid

and a per salt, it is possible that a sub salt formed which might

travel properly to neg. pole in conjunction with action of water. No
cloud or appearance of oxide occurred at contact of salt and water.

583. Tried also Nitrate of Lead solution. Here obtained at once

a cloud formed at the metallic negative pole and diffusing in water,

whilst no cloud formed at contact of water and lead solution. But

lead can also form sub salts, and during the whole of this action

No gas was evolved at either pole and per oxide of lead formed

at the Positive pole.

584. On cleaning all things and then proceeding as far as putting

the water above the solution of lead, I found I could not succeed

in keeping the water quite free from lead, for portions taken up

by a pipe and tested by Sul. Hy. shewed a Httle lead even at the

surface. Hence sufficient reason for the cloud in contact with the

metal.

585. Repeated the Sul. Mag. experiment; most decided and good
results— as before. This salt forms no sub salt, etc. etc. and hence

probably its value in the experiment.

586. The paper tray expt. form perhaps good for the lead experi-

ment, etc. etc.

6-2
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587. In Lecture to-day, on using glass cell with Sul. Soda solution

coloured by cabbage, I also used two diaphragms so as to make
three divisions, the poles in the two outer. The diaphragms were

of several folds of filtering paper sewed together and so rendered

stiff. They were inserted in their places, holding only by friction.

Under these circumstances Porrett's effect occurred exceedingly

well, and the fluid at the P. Pole was in less than a minute nearly

^ of inch higher there than elsewhere. Must repeat this ; I think

effect will merge into a mere case of transfer and be explicable

on my principles.

See on this point De la Rive, Ann. de Chimie, 1825. Vol. xxviii,

p. 196.
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588. Made a few expts. on substitution of bodies containing no

water as exciters of the Voltaic battery. A piece of platina foil

was soldered to one end of the Galvanometer wire; the other end

of the Galvanometer wire was terminated by a fine copper wire.

The platina was arranged so as to be nearly horizontal, then a

little nitre put on to it, fuzed and the opposite copper end dipped

into it. As soon as the nitre and wire were hot enough to touch

mutually and also act chemically, the galvanometer was deflected,

the electric current being in the same direction as if acid were

present instead of nitre and corresponding to the oxidation of the

most oxidable metal in the ordinary series.

589. As soon as the copper wire was much oxidized the effect

almost entirely ceased—but on recleaning it was again renewed.

590. The effect was not due to thermo electricity, for on cleaning

off the nitre, heating the clean platina and touching it with the

copper (as might by accident have happened before), the magnetic

deflection was strong but in the contrary direction.

591. Made the same expt. with Chlorate of potassa— there was

good voltaic action at the moment of oxidation of the copper.

Hence Platina, chlorate of potassa and copper form a voltaic series.

592. Made the experiment with Platina, Chlorate of Potassa and

an iron wire. A current of Electricity produced at moment of

oxidation. Hence this arrangement does.

593. Porrett's effect perhaps common to all insoluble substances,

and perhaps fluids (different) in different cells might go different

ways— try acids, alkalies— try silica— Insoluble acids— Insoluble

bases as oxide of lead, etc. etc.— try metals. Many folds of bladder,

the more the better.

594. Action is probably a result of general action of particles,

even when attraction not enough to make actual combination or

even solution. Simple wetting shews attraction and therefore

perhaps that the limit.

595. Search for and apply the general principle. Is it connected

with the action of superficial particles (carbonate of Soda— Iodide
Mercury, etc. etc.) or of Platina when Spongy on gases }
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596. Difficulty on the old theory of comprehending the decom-

posing action of thin plates across the solution, as gold leaf for

instance: can hardly think the opposite sides are in sensibly

opposite states of Electricity, so as to attract different elements by
virtue of that difference.

27 AUGUST 1833.

597. Continued expts. like those of 591, 592, etc., using platina

foil either with copper or with iron wire. In all these experiments

the current was as in the former experiments, i.e. in the same

direction as with acid— for on substituting acid the needle was

deflected the same way—except with nitrate and chloride of silver^

and these caused deflection in the opposite direction. The fol-

lowing are the results—

598. Platina and copper with

599.

nitre fuzed, etc.

chlorate potassa

carbonate potassa

sulphate soda

Nitrate silver

chloride of silver

chlo. lead

chlo. sodium

chloride bismuth

chloride antimony

Voltaic action and current.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

strong,

weak.

„ „ „ reverse
^

direction.

Voltaic action wrong direction.

Volt, action, strong and right.

57

Do.
No

5? 77 J?

„ right, good,

deflection, though blacking of

oxide bismuth

oxide of lead

Iodide lead

Platina and Iron with

Nitre Voltaic act:

Sul. Soda

Phos. Soda

Chlorate potassa

Nitrate of Silver

Chlo. sodium

Chlo. lead

strong and right.

Do.
Do.

copper.

on, right direction.

,
strong and right.

, Do.

,
right, good.

current wrong direction,

,
strong and right.

. Do.
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Chlo. calcium Voltaic action, strong and right.

Chlo. bismuth „ „ Do.
Chlo. silver

Iodide lead

Oxide bismuth

Oxide lead

current reverse direction,

strong and right.

Do
Do. very strong: com-

bustion of iron-fusion by reduced lead of platina.

Chlo. antimony. No current, yet iron powerfully and

quickly acted upon— this body not a conductor or very bad one—
that the cause probably.

600. Pursue the investigation: whether the same quantity of

Electricity always produces an equivalent of chemical decom-

position, always the same in all circumstances.

30 AUGUST 1833.

601. Made some expts. of the nature of those at (72), but instead

of four feet of string used 70 feet, moistened in solution of sulphate

of soda, insulated by being hung on silk supports and resting at

the extremities on glass plates ; and touching litmus and turmeric

paper at those extremities. The Electrical machine was in good

action, the former kind of decomposing wires were used, J ^

etc. etc. ; and on working the machine Alkali was freely evolved

at plat, point connected with the discharging train and acid at that

connected with the prime conductor of the machine. Four or

five turns of the machine sufficed.

602. A piece of turmeric paper moistd., etc. was directly con-

nected with the wire from the prime conductor. Another piece

was connected with it only by means of the 70 feet of string. The
point from the discharging train was made to rest sometimes on

one and sometimes on the other, for five turns of the machine each

time. The spot of alkali produced was so equal as to shew that,

though the moist conductor was in one case one inch long and in

the other 70 feet, it made no difference, since all the electricity

passed in both cases.

603. Repeated this expt. with the acid evolving point; the same

effects were produced.

604. Repeated it with paper moistd. in hydriodate of potassa;

still the same effects.
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605. Now placed the machine on four glass plates so as to in-

sulate it and made the frame altogether a negative conductor—

and now repeated these and former experiments. At this negative

conductor found exactly the same results, except that the points

connected with the conductor, being now negative, evolved alkali

and the others acid, etc. etc. ; as was to be expected from the general

law of dependance on the current, already recognised by myself

as the only essential point.

31 AUG. 1833.

606*. Experimented on action (decomposing) of the same electric

current on different aqueous solutions. The battery used con-

sisted of four troughs or 40 plates 4 inches square and double

coppers. It was not changed from first to last and at the end was

much reduced in power, a and h were two finger basins, c and dtwo
small gas jars, graduated. At first a, c and d contained a dilute

Sul. acid of S. G. 1054; e is the wire of platina connected at

pleasure with the Pos. Pole of battery and gold soldered at the

end in the jar c to a small plate of platina 0-5 by o-8 of an inch

wide. A similar plate in the same jar was gold soldered to the

end of a thick platina wire/which was at the other end soldered

to a plate of platina 0-7 by 3-8 inches in length and breadth—

a

similar plate was gold-soldered to the platina wire g and this

communicated with the neg. pole of the battery. So that there

was a pair of small and a pair of large poles immersed in acid of

the same strength, through each of which would proceed equal

quantities of electricity. The acid was drawn off as far as could

safely be done from the finger basins, to avoid decomposition as

much as possible elsewhere than within and under the air jars.

607. On making battery contact, sufficient gas was evolved in less

than half a minute to fill the jars nearly. On comparing their

quantities there was 1-9 cubical inches in the jar c and 2-2 cubical

inches in the jar d. The experiment was very beautiful and the

approach to equality great. A sufficient reason for the difference

was visible, for because of the smallness of the poles in the jar c

the parts of the wires in the acid of the basin a gave out more
gas than the similar parts of those in the basin ^, and hence a

greater part of the result of the decomposition was lost there.
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608 . Hence it would appear that, whether the poles are large or

small, the same current of electricity or same quantity will produce

the same decomposition of water.

609 . Dilute sulphuric acid was used, that the fluid might be a good
conductor and yet that no other chemical decomposition than

that of water should occur, least part of the decomposing effect

should thereby be masked. It is true that the acid would traverse,

but it was hoped the effect thus produced would be small and

unimportant in the attempt thus to prove equality of decomposing

actions by different sized plates.

610. To avoid source of error arising from the loss of gas evolved

by the parts of the connecting wires immersed in acid not under

the jars, tubes were now used, the wires entering at the top^ so

that all the gas was collected. The tubes were about 12 inches

long, 0-7 inch internal diameter; the wires passed through corks

at their upper extremity, the latter being rendered air tight by soft

cement.

611. In one (to be called the plate tube) the poles were 9 inches long

;

the lower ends consisted of the platina plates 3-8 inches by 0-7, and

the other 5-2 inches of each was strong platina wire about ^
inch in diameter. In the other, to be called the wire tube, the poles

were also 9 inches long but consisted only of platina wires about
~ of inch in diameter. The plate poles therefore at the commence-

ment of an experiment presented 9*7 times the surface of the wire

poles, and as an experiment proceeded and the fluid in the tubes

sank, the proportion would greatly increase until the plates also

emerged from the fluid.

612. These tubes were now used with the same acid as before

(S. A. of S. G. 1054), and about 2-4 cubical inches of gas collected

in each by decomposing action of battery. The quantities were

now very nearly equal in the two tubes ; the wires had evolved

rather more (about ~) than the plates.

613. Repeated this experiment a second and third time— still the

same results.

614. Now changed the places of the two tubes in the circuit;

still the same results.

615. Tried again and marked the volume of gas when only half

full as well as when nearly full. At the half, volume very nearly
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alike ; at the whole volume or larger volume, still wires had made
more gas than the plates ; a little only, perhaps about ^ more.

616. The gas from the tubes after an experiment had a very strong

electric smell, like brushes of a machine. I thought the smell was

in most experiments stronger in the wire tube than the plate tube.

617. Diluted some of the acid with nine times its bulk of water,

so that it contained only one tenth the acid of the other. Used
the stronger acid in the wire tube and the weak in the plate tube.

After decomposition the results were the same as before. Volumes
of gases alike. Then used weak acid in wire tube and strong

acid (s.g. 1054) in plate tube— still the volumes of gas evolved

were equal.

618 . The wires in all these cases evolved a little more gas than the

plates, for which there may be two or three reasons. The bubbles

which rise from the small surfaces of the wires are large and ascend

rapidly, exposing but little surface of contact to the liquid ; those

from the plates are very small, rise slowly, present a large surface

of contact to the liquor and are retained longer in contact. The
liquor in this looks dull and turbid from small bubbles but in the

other it is clear and bright. Hence there is far greater facility of

solution of gas in the plate tube, and to this effect I attribute the

difference of volume obtained.

619. Prepared a neutral solution of sulphate of soda; used that in

the plate tube and the strong S. A., S. G. of 1054, in wire tube. The
quantity of gases in the tubes very nearly alike. Then used the

sulphate of soda in the wire tube and the acid in the plate tube;

now also gases very nearly alike but wires make a little more than

plates. A difference of this kind would be produced by a greater

solvent power for the gases of the acid than of the neutral solution.

620. Used the strong acid s.g. 1054 in wire tube and distilled

water in plate tube, taking care to wash away all former matters

first. The conducting power of the water was so bad that scarcely

any gas was evolved from either set of poles, but there appeared

to be more gas from the wires than from the plates, and upon
waiting awhile the bubbles collected seemed disproportionate. It

is probable that this result is due to the extreme smallness of the

bubbles from water and the solvent power of the water upon the

gas. Must make a long experiment in small tubes upon the same
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water with equal wires, etc. etc. to settle the point of equality—

but is very interesting to know.
621 . Strong acid S. G. 1054 in wire tube, strong sul. soda solution

(12 or 14 times that before used and nearly saturated) in plate

tube. Results equal as before. Then used the acid in the plate

tube and sul. soda solution in wire tube— still same results. The
wires their usual slight advantage.

622. The strong acid s.g. 1054 in plate tube and strong solution of

Sul. magnesia in wire tube— equality of gas produced as before-

reversed the solutions and tubes, i.e. putting acid in wire tube,

etc. and now gases very nearly alike indeed. This supports view that

difference is caused by solution of the small bubbles in plate tube,

for when that tube contains substance having least solvent power,

difference diminishes.

623. The magnesia was not separated in this expt. Of course the

acid evolved would redissolve it.

624. There was strong electrical smell in these experiments and

indeed in almost all. All I think, except those with alkali, to be de-

scribed.

625. Strong sol. S. A. s.g. 1054 in wire tube—Liquor Potassas in

plate tube. Gasesasnearlyaspossiblealike—reversed the tubes as to

the solutions— gases exactly alike.

626. Strong sol. of S. A. s.g. 1054 into plate tube— a moderately

dilute solution of proto nitrate of mercury into wire tube. Gas as

usual in the first. In second. Negative pole evolved running mer-

cury, but no gas— the positive pole evolved pure oxygen, and at

the end of the expt., its quantity was to the mixed oxygen and

hydrogen in the first tube as i to 4-2. The positive wire of wire

tube was somewhat acted upon and had a golden yellow ap-

pearance.

627. Put the S. A. s.g. 1054 into plate tube and a moderately strong

solution of sulphate ofcopper into the wire tube. Gas was evolved

as usual in the first. In the second, oxygen gas was evolved from

the positive wire— copper appeared in arborescent forms on the

negative wire, and a very few bubbles also escaped from it. At
the end of the expt. the gas in the wire tube was to that in the

plate tube as i : 2-8 nearly. This was therefore very nearly its

oxygen or equal to its oxygen.
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628. Strange that, with such different substances, the same

quantity of water should be decomposed by the same current.

629. Would seem as if decomposing or rather separating particles

might be arranged in series; thus elements which reciprocally

combine, or combine with a third body, may replace and act for

each other, but have no influence over those with which they cannot

do so (as in Dalton's mixture of gases, etc. etc.). So decomposition

of water not affected by decomposition of salts the elements of

which do not combine with oxygen or hydrogen— or by acids or

alkalies.

630. In that case, Sum of chemical decomposition not always the

same—ior with the same current passing through sol. of acid in

one tube and sol. sul. soda in other, the decomp. of salt differs in

amount from that of free acid, and yet decomposition of water

remains the same ; hence the sum is different.

631. But the decomposition may be always the same in the same

solution however the size of plates, etc. etc. is changed, as is

shewn in the first expts. of 31 Aug. 1833.

632. These results, if they prove correct, will shew that there is a

limit of intensity beneath which decomposition does not take

place, for in Solution of potassa the water gives way constantly

and uniformly, but the potassa not at all. So also in sol. acid

sulphuric. If in these cases the acid or alkali gave way, there

should be increase of oxygen and hydrogen, by the results of

potassium and oxygen added to the results of water.

633. It can hardly be supposed that such action does take place,

a corresponding diminution of the oxygen and hydrogen of the

water occurring, and so the sum of the whole action be equal;

because that would require that the sum of all the chemical actions

should be constant. Whereas in the case of solution of acid and

Sol. Sul. Soda, it does not appear to be constant.

634. As decomposing action appears to be due to mutual

action of particles in decomposing body, so where matter shews

such action, even though it be not more than to cause moistening

or wetting, still it may shew effects. This perhaps explains Porrett's

expt. and others similar.

635. I think De la Rive in his paper says that with thick bladder,

Porrett's expt. will not do. Ifmy view be right it ought to do better
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than thin, and will then shew that De la Rive is wrong in his theory-

better than any other fact perhaps.

636. Several reasons against the conclusion that conduction is due

to decomposition and m favour of the reverse seem to arise. Water
for instance decomposes equally at different times, yet when pure

and a bad conductor it gives way with difficulty, when saline

easily. Here as conduction varied decomposition varies with it;

and it does not seem right to suppose that decomposition is varied

and conduction is varied as dependant upon it, because equall

quantities for the electricity which passes is evolved in both cases.

637. Then make water by presence of acid or salt a better con-

ductor and the decomposition is favoured with it. Enable it to

pass more electricity and more decomposition takes place, etc. etc.

638. Subdivide electric current after passing the first or test tube

and make it pass through 2 or more others ; and causing these to

vary, see if sum of results is then equal that in test tube. Will

prove well that chemical action or decomposing power is exactly

proportional to the quantity of electricity which passes in solution

of the same kind^ and so confirm result at close of third series of

researches.

639. The mode of experimenting now adopted furnishes then the

best method of measuring out a certain quantity of electricity

when its action on other things is to be noted ; i.e. decompose

water by wire poles immersed in an acid solution until a certain

quantity of gas is evolved; then a certain standard quantity of

electricity will have passed.

640. Now wished to interpose a large decomposing plate in the

middle of and course of the fluid conductor under decomposition.

So as to prove that the sectional decomposition was equal to the

terminal one. A cylindrical glass vessel was selected. It was

divided into two cells by a plate of platina 2-8 inches by 2 inches

which was cemented round the sides and bottom water tight and

did not rise so high as the edge of the vessel by a quarter of an

inch. A piece of mica was bent to an angle of about 90° and put

over this plate of platina so that when cemented to the glass, it

formed a funnel shelf over each side under which gas might be

collected and retained. This vessel was then filled with a dilute

Sul. acid S. G. 103 1 so that no air was retained under the funnel
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shaped mica. Two tubes with small poles were filled with the same
acid and inserted one on each side the platina division ; and then

the acid was withdrawn so far that the mica ridge rose above its

surface. The two portions of acid were therefore separated except

by the platina and the wet mica. On connecting the tube poles

with the battery of 40 four inch plates there were rendered active

the two extreme poles and both sides of the intervening plate; and

the gas was caught in three portions. After a time, the battery

action was stopped, the gas in the extreme tubes, being oxygen and

hydrogen, were put together and their volume marked ; and then

the gas evolved by the large intermediate plate was transferred

into the same tube and its volume observed. It was much less

than the first, perhaps a fifth less ; it was expected to be the same.

641. On repeating the expt. the same result was obtained.

642. It was supposed this difference might be due to the smallness

of the bubbles evolved by the large plate, their slower ascent and

their consequent solution to a greater degree in water. Only one

tube was put therefore into the vessel ; its wire was made the Neg.

pole and the platina plate in the lower large vessel made the pos.

pole by direct contact. In this way only one decomposition took

place and the oxygen was evolved at a large pole and therefore

slowly. On measuring it and comparing it to the hydrogen

evolved, instead of being as i to 2, it was about as 4 to 9, shewing

the effect of solution in the water of the small bubbles.

643. This cause, and the conduction of part of the electricity

by the moistened surfaces, etc. of the mica, so as never to pass

through the large plate and therefore cause no decomposition,

there is enough to account for the difference in the comparitive

volume of gases.

644. Then changed things: put the poles 0-7 by 3-8 inches one

into each tube, and covered so much of the platina plate in the

cylindrical vessel with soft cement so as to leave only 0-7 by

3 inches of it uncovered, and then put in acid, etc. as in the last

experiments. Now the united gas of the two tubes was equal to

the gas collected on both sides of the diaphragm plate or very

nearly so.

645. Drew the pole in one of the tubes near to the upper end—
effects still the same. These effects are the same as those which
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would be given by putting a decomposing plate of constant size

across the middle of a fluid decomposing conductor and then

nearer to one end.

646. Results of course always the same.

647. Reduced some Amm. Mur. plat, upon a plate of platina so

as to cover it with Spongy platina, and used it as the positive pole

in a test glass containing dilute sulphuric acid S. G. 103 1—using

also a clean gold plate as the negative pole. The power was 4
troughs; decomposition of the water was abundant. But I could

perceive no signs of any transfer of the platina at the P. Pole

to the N. pole.

648. Some sublimed sulphur was diffused through some of the

same S. A., s.g. 103 1, and used. Platina as the pos. pole and bright

silver as the negative pole—but no signs of determination of

sulphur to the silver. No escape of sul. hydrogen—was pure

oxygen and hydrogen.

649. Diffused fine gold, which had been precipitated, through the

dilute S. A. and used two poles of platina. Here after a time there

were traces of gold at the N. Pole, and on changing the poles

the gilded Plat, became clean ; and gold, only a trace, appeared on the

New N. Pole. On examining the solution by Proto Mur. tin, found

traces of gold in solution—hence cause of result. Looked also

for chlorine in the solution, and found trace.

650. Washing this gold well and then trying the expt. again, I

could get no evidence of determination to the N. Pole. A little

stuck to both but much more to the Pos. than the Neg.
; scarcely

any trace on latter. This due I believe to the motion of the particles

and the direction of the striae on the surface of the poles caused

by cleaning. More favourable on Pos. Pole.

651. Another reason why conduction not depend upon decom-

position, given byexpts. on the transference of acid alone and with

alkali. In both cases, the conduction the same but the decomposi-

tion very different.

652. When discussing the action of diaphragm plates, refer to the

disappearance by my theory of the difficulty as to thin plates like

gold leaf, etc. (596) being highly pos. and negative on opposite

sides.

653 . A middle plate connected with opposite ends oftwo separate
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batteries, etc. etc. all easy. Merely have to consider the resultant

of powers and deduce course of the final electrical current.

3 SEPTR. 1833.

654. Tried carbon in the manner found with gold and sulphur

yesterday—not the slightest evidence of determination of carbon

to the N. Pole. Was charcoal powdered and diffused through the

dilute Sul. acid.

5TH SEPT. 1833.

655 . Filled a decomposing tube with strong solution of ammonia

;

found that it was so bad a conductor I could obtain scarcely any

gas with four battery troughs. Does not seem better than pure

water. This remarkable.

656. Used a tube with two platina plate conductors very near

each other so as to favour conduction and decomposition and

collected the gas from both poles together. Still gas was evolved

slowly by four troughs well charged. Apparently most at the

Neg. pole, but bubbles all small. After a time, the collected gas was

transferred to the water trough for examination.

657. First dry spongy platina was heated in it for the purpose

of recombining all the oxygen and hydrogen evolved from water

decomposed. In this way not more than ^ or | disappeared;

so that very little of these gases in water proportions were present.

The residual gas burnt like hydrogen. To ascertain how much was

hydrogen and what the remainder might be,

4 vols, of the gas after the action of platina and

2 vols, of pure oxygen were mingled, and spongy platina heated

in the mixture. The platina actually ignited and only

1*5 vols, remained when reduced to the first temperature. Hence

4*5 vols, had been combined to form water of which

3 vols, were hydrogen; the remaining volume derived from the

original volume of gas experimented with was nitrogen mixed

with \ a vol. of oxygen, introduced for the experiment's sake.

658 . It is evident therefore that Ammonia had been decomposed,

for the hydrogen and Nitrogen are evolved in right proportion,

but—where do they appear.'^

659. Strong solution of ammonia was put into a decomposing
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tube like that figured, about 7 inches long and | of an inch in

diameter. Some pulverized Sulphate of ammonia was added and

shaken with it, in hopes of giving conducting power without inter-

fering with the decomp. of the ammonia, and then the wires a and h

connected with the battery, so as sometimes to collect the gas from

the P. pole and at others that from the Neg. pole. Decomposition

now took place /r^e//; the Neg. pole gave most gas; it was princi-

pally if not entirely hydrogen.'^ That from the pos. pole being

examined proved to be almost entirely nitrogen, for on adding

oxygen and heating spongy platina in it, it scarcely suffered any

diminution. Is a very good expt. Shews place of Nitrogen at

Pos. pole.

660. Make a good class expt. probably.

661. Strong Nit, Amm, solution in a tube containing both the

poles decomposed readily. The gas, being treated with Spongy
platina, diminished to about one half— the residue contained no

nitrous gas or fumes— did not burn— supported combustion better

than air— seems to be mixture of oxygen and nitrogen. Look
therefore for pole at which Nitrogen evolved.

662. Strong Sol. Nit. Ammon. decomposed in separate vessels,

gas collected at each pole. Much more gas in P. vessel than in

N. vessel, but bubbles small in N. vessel and therefore absorption

there to greater extent than in the other.

663. Finally gas in Pos. vessel equalled 12-5 vols, and was Oxygen
gas in N. vessell „ 3-5 vols.

The latter gas was examined

3*7 vols, of it and

1*9 vols, of oxygen were mixed, making

5*6 vols, which by platina and heat diminished to

0-65 vols, so that the diminution was

3)4*95 vols, of which
I

"^65"

2

is 3-30 vols, being the hydrogen present; the difference

0-4 between this and the first vol. of 3 -7 is therefore nitrogen.

664. As the gases of the two tubes of this experiment, if mingled
together, would not make such a gas as that obtained in the first

FDII 7
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expt. ( ) on Nit. Ammonia, it would seem to shew that cir-

cumstances vary the results obtainable from this salt. Probably

a nitrate has been formed; however, it shews very well that

Nitrogen did go to the Neg. Pole.

665. It is perhaps possible that ammonia has been formed, for

there is not enough hydrogen at the N. Pole I think to tally

with the portion of oxygen that may have been expected from
water decomposed.

666. Try fuzed Nit. ammonia some other time.

667. Strong colourless Nitric acid was submitted to decom-
position in a tube like that last described. There was free conduc-

tion and decomposition. Much gas at the Pos. pole ; it was pure

oxygen. There was no gas at the Neg. pole, no solution of the

platina, but nitrous acid was formed there. The acid became yellow,

orange, etc. and red fumes arose from it.

668. Nitric acid a case therefore w[h]ere a simple principle is

evolved at one pole and a compound principle at the other. Proto

chloride of tin is a similar case ; but there the compound principle

results from combination, here from decomposition.

669. May be possible to obtain some new compounds on this

principle.

670. Very likely to obtain new compounds by selecting poles that

are to combine or be combined.

671 . Experimented with a charcoal pos. pole and dilute Sulphuric

acid to ascertain and prove if the carbon will so combine with the

oxygen. Plenty of gas evolved. This agitated with pure potassa,

about
I was absorbed; it was carbonic acid. The rest, when a

light was applied to it, burnt with a feeble explosion and blue

flame; it was almost entirely carbonic oxide— 2i little oxygen was

with it. Good.

672. Least I should hereafter forget, the following is the mode in

which I operated with the spongy platina over water— it is good.

A piece of plat, wire had the end bent two or three times— stuffed

full of Amm. Mur. Platina and decomposed in spirit lamp. The
tube selected to contain the gas, of which the oxy. and hydrogen

were to be combined, was rather thin, about 6 inches long and

J of inch in diameter. The gas being in it, the knob of Spongy

platina was passed through the water to the upper end of the tube.
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the lower end of the plat, wire bent round the edge of the tube,

and a test glass then used to transfer the whole from the trough.

The upper end of the tube was wiped and warmed, or heated even,

with a spirit lamp, the water driven off from the spongy platina,

the expansion of the volume of gas noticed, and when contraction

began the lamp removed— the combination then went on till com-

plete. Then the whole was cooled ; and taken to the water trough

and the test glass with the wire and Platina depressed, removed

and set aside until wanted for the next expt.

673. When any gas had to be tried for hydrogen. Oxygen was

purposely added and the expt. made as just described.

674. Gas was tried for oxygen by hydrogen in the same way.

675. All the precautions requd. are not to fill the tube more

than one half with gas, that room for expansion may be allowed—

not to heat more of the tube than is absolutely necessary, for that

only makes a great bulk of steam-not to heat suddenly, but

gradually, and to cease heating so soon as the gas begins to con-

tract, least in mixtures containing much oxy. and hydrogen ex-

plosion should be caused. But the Platina will often become red

hot with exploding the gas, the steam formed preventing the

latter effect.

676. Private references for Paper on Electro chem. decompos.

At Par. 538 refer to P.T. 1807, p. 22, 24 exp., pp. 25, 30, 41.

„ 551 „ „ 1807, p. 41.

6 SEPT. 1833.

677. Thinking that a dilute N. A. would perhaps give nitrogen

at the N. Pole, some strong acid was put into a tube and then

gradually diluted, being tried each time by connection with a

fiearly exhausted voltaic battery of four troughs, a being made
Neg. pole. When strong, oxygen was given at Pos. pole and no
gas but nitrous acid at Neg. pole. When weak (about half water),

the decomp. went on as in water, oxy. at Pos. pole and hydrogen
at Neg. pole, with no nitrogen apparently.

678 . As dilution proceeded it was found that each time the battery

contact was made with the wires, a little gas proceeded at first

from N. Pole and then ceased, though contact was continued. As
the water increased in proportion this first evolution at N. Pole

7-2
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increased also, but still ceased after a second. Without adding

water, if the contact were broken for a while and then renewed,

the same effect took place. After a while, it was traced to the

greater power of the battery from accumulation, at the moment
of contact being able to effect some decomposition which could

not be done by the constant power of the same battery (for it

continued in the acid the whole time) ; and there is no doubt a

stronger battery would have continued the action, evolving gas

at the N. pole.

679. It is to be remembered also that the weaker the acid the

greater the effect; i.e. weakening the acid would produce the same

effect as strengthening the battery.

680. Then collected by repeated contacts enough of this gas to

examine, and found it was pure hydrogen— resulting from the

decomposition of water. Hence explanation of the whole ; when
enough diluted the weakest state of battery decomposed the

water in preference to the acid. When strongest the acid decom-

posed first and easily with the weak battery, and to decompose

the water in a strong acid required a stronger power than for

the acid itself; but the difference diminished by diluting the acid

and at last the water gave way in preference.

681. Hence by adjusting strength of acid and of battery, either

the water alone, or the acid alone, or both together, can be de-

composed at pleasure.

682. Now to get Nitrogen at N. Pole tried fuzed Nit. ammon.
in a tube; evolved gas freely. The gas at N. Pole burnt like

hydrogen, but 5 vols, with oxygen and platina indicated 3*4 of

hydrogen. The i-6 I believe was nitrogen—but I am not quite

sure it was not nitrous oxide. Think that here Nitrogen went

to N. Pole.

683. Now decomposed Nitric acid strong in which Nit. Am-
monia had been dissolved, adding also a little water. A little gas

was evolved at N. Pole and I continued the action until enough

was collected to examine; but on removing apparatus from the

battery, still evolution of gas went on from both P. and N. Pole;

they appeared to act as nuclei, evolving a gas from the liquid with

which it had become charged by the action of the battery. This

gas by prot. sul. Iron was not nitrous gas, nor was it hydrogen

;
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it extinguished a flame and was I believe pure nitrogen, but I am
not sure it was due to the electro chemical action of the N. Pole,

otherwise than as that solid substance caused its disentanglement

from the liquid, etc. Hence proofs of determination of Nitrogen

to the Neg. pole not good or clear.

7TH SEPT. 1833.

684. What is the dependance of decomposition upon intensity

and conduction? An intensity not being sufficient when con-

duction bad, will it become sufficient when the latter rendered

greater. If so, is a fact against theories of decomposition of fluids,

etc. by attraction of poles.

685 . Motions of mercury, etc. etc. of Davy, Herschell, etc. perhaps

an intermediate state between Electrochemical transfer of the

ordinary kind, and those cases classing with Porrett's eflect—

examine this.

686. Unipolarity references—

Erman, Ann. de Chimie, Ixi, p. 113.—Ann. de Chimie,

Ixi, 116, 122; 1824, XXV, p. 278.

Davy, Elements, 168.

Brande, P.T., 18 14, p. 60.

Biot. Ency. Brit. Supplement. Vol. iv, p. 444. Column i,

Article Galvanism, A.D. 1824.

687. Mercury motion references—

Davy, Elements; P.T., 1826, p. 417, expt. to make.

Herschell on Do.— his reasoning, Phil. Tr., 1824, p. 162,

153-

„ his distinction, p. 168 and note, p. 169; very

suspicious.

„ mechanical action proportionate to absolute

quantity passing, p. 168 and note.

„ Direction of currents, 179.

688. Harris on screens in Magneto electricity, Phil. Trans., 1831,

p. 72, 497.

689. Interposed plates in humid conductors.

De la Rive, Ann. de Chimie, xxviii, 190.

Davy-Phil. Trans., 1826, p. 413.
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690. Insulating power of water.

Harris, p. 6 of his paper.

De la Rive on Do. and chlorine, etc. etc.

Davy, Phil. Trans., 1807, p. 45.

691. Conducting power of metals even alter by a little alloy

added to them. Harris, Phil. Trans., 1827, p. 22.

692. Theories of cause and source of Electricity: references, etc.

Brande, in contact of Metals, Elements Chem. pp. 211, 263.

Wollaston, in chem. action, Phil. Trans., 1800.

Davy, his views. Elements Chem. Philosophy, 163.

„ „ Brande's Elements, p. 266.

„ Metallic contact not necessary, P. Tr., i825,p.337.

„ Other effects, P.T., 1825, p. 339.

Biot, in contact of metals, Ency. Brit. Supp. Article

Galvanism.

Becquerel and Ampere, in contact. Ann. de Chimie, 1824,

p. 29, xxvii.

Moving electricity— matter or vibration.^ Savary, Ann.

de Chimie, xxxiv, 54.

Ritchie quotes two or three expts. against chem. Theory
which are worth repeating, P.T., 1829, p. 364, Exp. iii, iv, v, and

writes on the cause, but very loosely. Another paper of his, P.T.,

1832, p. 279.

Pfaff.

Biot, Absorption of oxygen by a pile in air.

Nobili, on production of Electric currents and their

nature, Bib. Univ., xxxvii, pp. 11, 24, 118.

Davy, on relation of Electrical and chem. changes, P.T.,

1826, p. 383.

693. On Electric light, Biot, Ann. de Chimie, Hii, p. 321, 1805.

694. There is no reason to doubt the compound nature of the

metals because of their habits in the Voltaic circuit; for several

sulphurets known to be compounds have the same habits.

695. All bodies under the law described in fourth series are com-
pound bodies and decomposable. This remarkable; is it very

strict.'^
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696. Reasons why conduction does not depend upon decom-

position.

697. Because conduction often exists without decomposition, and

that not in bodies supposed to be simple only, but also in those

known to be compounds, as some metallic sulphurets— chloride

ofantimony, etc. etc. Metals as simple bodies—but decomposition

never occurs without conduction.

698. Because in bodies that do decompose when they are con-

ducting electricity, the latter is not in proportion to the former—

for when conduction or the quantity conducted is the same, the

quantity decomposed varies.

699. Because that certain bodies would seem to be of a nature

(by their elements and proportions) to decompose if they could

only conduct, but they do not conduct. Boracic acid—Acetic

acid—Ammonia strong sol.. Water, etc. etc.

700. Because substance added to increase conducting power is

not itself decomposed—both compound and simple bodies will

do this— salts, chlorides, chlorine. Iodine, bromine, etc. etc.

701. Query the action of the following bodies in assisting the

decomposing power of water. Will substances not decomposing

alone, as sulphurous acid, etc., produce increased effect on water?

S. A. is of this kind. Will sugar, gum, starch, etc. do ? Sul. Hy.

contains elements both of which go to one pole; will it do then.'^

Will Prussic acid do?— it makes a solution lighter than water.

Has the little S. G. of ammonia sol. anything to do with its non
conducting power ? Will Boracic acid dissolved do ? If so, it will

shew that effect is not due to liquefaction by solution, as lique-

faction by fusion does nothing with it. Strong phosphoric acid.

Strong Sul. acid.

16 SEPTR. 1833.

702. Made an expt. on magnetization of Iron, relative to the fol-

lowing consideration. If when Iron becomes magnetic electric

currents are caused round its particles, all parallel to each other, or

if electric currents before in all directions are then put parallel, then

there should be contraction of the iron in the direction of the

magnetic axis in consequence of the mutual attraction of these

currents; and perhaps also expansion in directions perpendicular
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to this. A bar rendered magnetic should become shorter and

thicker it may be, or undergo some change in figure and perhaps

volume; and though attraction of spirals of a helix are not very-

strong, yet in a magnet the currents are very powerful, very

numerous and very close together. Hence expect a sensible sum of

action.

703 *. A soft iron bar, cylindrical, o-9 of inch in diameter and 4 feet

long was covered with calico and then with one continuous helix

of copper wire ^15 of an inch in thickness. There were 684 coils

in the helix ; each was 3 inches in circumference and consequently

2052 inches or 171 feet of wire were used. This was adjusted

endways against a Smeaton's pyrometer in which the bearings and

fulcra of the lever and index were as 10 inches to \ of an inch

and 10 inches to half an inch, so that the motion was magnified

800. All was so blocked up that no motion of the index could

take place except from expansion or contraction of the bar;

and the bearings were such as to shew either expansion or con-

traction, the index being in the middle of the scale.

704. A voltaic battery of 4 trough, 40 plates 4 inches square, in

good action, was used, the discharge being made through the

whole length of the coil. At first no effect either on making or

breaking contact could be perceived.

705. On moving the index one way or the other by the finger,

it did not return to the same middle place, but always stopped a

little short of it on the side towards which it had been forcibly

carried. Now when placed purposely in one of these sensible

situations (from which a little vibration on the iron always made
it start towards the middle point), the moment battery contact was

made the index moved towards the middle point. Or if contact

were continued and the index replaced in either of these situations,

then breaking contact caused the needle to move in the same

direction as making contact would have done. But no touching

with one wire ofthe battery had any such effect. Hence it is evident

that making or breaking contact affected the iron at the moment
so as to make the action sensible on the mechanical measurer ; but

it is also evident that the action was momentary, for the current

being continued, still the index could be restored to the same

place as if no current were there.
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706. It seems to me as if the whole depended upon the capability

metals possess of expanding or contracting in bulk, and remaining

expanded or contracted when the power was removed. Mr Fisher

observed in the northern regions that if Iron bars, much cooled,

were raised a little in temperature they did not expand fully, but

a few taps with a key made them settle into their right bulk;

and the same occurred in contracting, a sluggishness being about

them. Now the index of the pyrometer I used is retained up
against the bar, lever, etc. etc. by a spring— in moving it one way
the bar is more compressed, in moving it the other it is less

compressed than when the spring has it[s] fair action; and the

non return of the index to its medium place seems due to the bar

finding a difficulty in acquiring its true bulk under the pressure,

finally giving.

707 . When the bar is rendered magnetic, the shock, jar, concussion

or what not on the particles seems to due do] this. Or if, being

magnetic, it is compressed or expanded, then the shake or jar of

particles when the[y] return upon breaking the current to their

first position also seems to have the same effect. It seemed evident

that, either magnetising or unmagnetising, it produced the effect;

but making the particles vibrate as in producing a sound would
have done the same thing.
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708. Have been comparing decomposition of M. Acid and water

together as to the equivalents of elements evolved by a given

current of electricity. Used one tube cz, that of (611), for de-

composition of water acidulated by Sulphuric acid s.g. 1054; both

poles being in one tube but kept apart by a piece of glass put

across between them. For the Muriatic acid, which was the purest

strongest solution, used the tube h (659).

/V—. 709. After decomposition by four troughs had gone on until

K <^ there was enough gas in b to reach nearly to the an[g]le, the action

-i y^^^^ stopped and the gases examined. That in a was mixed

I ^^^^^^ oxygen and hydrogen ; it equalled 48 volumes. That in the close

@ end of h was hydrogen and =33*2 vols., being rather more than

I of the first or the hydrogen present from water. Plenty of

chlorine was evolved at the P. pole of h and there was also action

on the platina pole.

710. Repeated this experiment.

Tube a gave 51-5 vols, of oxy. and hy.

Tube „ 35*25 vols, hydrogen,

being again rather more than | of the gas in a, i.e. the hydrogen

from water.

711. In (2 the p. and n. poles together expose about twelve times

as much surface as the N. pole in h. Hence bubbles in the first

small, in the second larger—hence more solution of gas in the

first—hence a cause of the slight difference observed.

712. Now sent the electric current in the reverse direction so as

to collect the gas from Mur. acid at Positive pole. Very little was

there evolved.

In the water tube a there were 65 vols, of Ox. and Hydrogen.

In M. A. tube ^, at P. Pole only 0-35 of vols.; and that did not

appear to be oxygen. Hence all the gas at P. Pole was chlorine;

part was dissolved, part evolved as gas was dissolved by agitation

in water and part acted on the platina. The M. A. left bleached

powerfully. No water had been decomposed here, yet the

hydrogen evolved equivalent to that of water—very curious and

beautiful.
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713. Repeated the experiment.

The tube a gave 72 vols. O. and H.

The tube h P. Pole only 0-57 of vol. of a gas left unabsorbed,

and it had properties ofcommon air or bad air. Evolved probably

by solution of chlorine in the M. A. and in the water.

714. I remarked in the last expt. that whilst h tube was examined,

the bulk of gas in a had diminished. Therefore put a on alone, and

by battery evolved gas until it was full. Being left to itself, this

gas gradually went on diminishing and after 3 or 4 hours not a

fourth part was left. At first (12 o'clk.) there were 116 parts and

at last, 5 o'clk., there were only 13-5 parts. Think this must have

been an effect of permeability through the cork at top, by wires,

etc. etc., but must examine it closely and also used [.^ use] tube

hermetically sealed at the top.

18 SEPT. 1833.

715. To-day examined the 13-5 parts left yesterday. By heating

spongy platina in it the gas diminished to 2 parts, and these ap-

peared to be like air, but was so small it was difficult to examine.

716. Hence think it cannot be due to permeability of cork, etc.

etc., for no sensible portion of air has entered. Think it must be

due to recombination of the oxygen and hydrogen in some way.

717. Put some pure hydrogen into the tube which had been used

in these experiments, but there was no indication of permeability

of the cork. No diminution of the volume of pure hydrogen.

Another reason why disappearance above due to combination.

718. I then put mixed oxygen and hydrogen into the tube over

water, but there was no appearance of diminution in 10 or 15

minutes.

719. Now refilled the tube with the dilute sulphuric acid S. G.

1054 and by the battery decomposed enough to fill the tube

nearly. On disconnecting the battery, the effect of diminution

instantly became sensible. Put the whole under water, both tube,

acid, vessel, etc. etc., and left it to see if still go on— for here no
escape by permeation through cork or by wires could occur.

This was about i p. 4 o'clk. P.M. The effect still proceeded. This

was in tube cz, 611.

720. Now prepared another tube c similar to tube a, i.e. having
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two platina poles or plates fixed in it, but these were hermetically-

sealed in through the glass, so that no cork was here. Tried the

tightness of the wire passages or places; all seemed right. The
plat, poles were about 3 inches long as plates and above that part

were continued by wires (soldered on with gold) for about 3 or

4 inches more.

721 . This tube was filled with the dilute S. A., s.g. 1054, and then

connected with the battery until filled with the gas evolved. On
being separated it was found that diminution of the gas went on
just as fast as in the tube a having a cork termination.

19 SEPTR. 1833.

722. Last night at 9 o'clk. P.M. I marked the place where the gas

stood in the tube a under water. At 10 o'clk. A.M. to-day, on
examining, it had risen about the third of an inch; the effect is

still going on slowly.

723 . Last night at 9 o'clk. P.M. I marked the place of the gas in

tube c. At 10 A.M. to-day, found it had risen about | of an inch,

and on watching it for half an hour, found the effect was still

proceeding slowly.

724. In each of these tubes more than | of the first quantity of

gas has disappeared.

725. I suspect the cause of all this is some combining power
possessed by the platina of the poles—perhaps given to it during

the decomposition— for De la Rive has remarked case of peculiar

effects conferred on the poles in such cases. This will account for

slowness at last when the gas has risen so high that the plates are

covered with water, and only wires, and that in small portions,

exposed to the gas.

726. Must ascertain whether both poles or only the positive has

this power; and whether it has power over other gas than that

evolved by the electricity. Also whether washing the poles in

water (as in transferring) removes this power.

727. If poles have this power the effect will immediately connect

with that of spongy platina, and probably explain it. Perhaps

merely digesting platina in dilute S. A. or at least in N. M. A. may
give it this power. The poles used in constructing tube c had been

used in decompositions, but before they were fixed in tube c they
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had become waxy and were made red hot in spirit lamp flame.

After this they were used to decompose water only once, yet

effect went on rapidly in the tube.

728. Probably heating in air— or in flame with little mur. am-
monia vapour- or in chlorine, etc. etc. will give this power to

platina in plate or lump. Probably also heat much assist it. Try
all this.

729. It is evident from expts. on strong solutions that both Am-
monia and muriatic acid decompose by battery more freely than

water. The same is the case with Nitric acid.

730 . It is probable that a solution of M. A. may be obtained which,

like nitric acid, will by strong battery action have part of its water

decomposed at the same time with the Mur. acid, and by a weak
acid [? battery] will have the latter only decomposed. If so, see

whether that solution will by strong and weak battery give

always a constant sum of decomposition, i.e. if when water and

acid give way together, only as much hydrogen is produced as

when acid only is decomposed. Should be so, but then how stands

the case of dilute Sul. acid and solutions of sul. soda, etc. etc..^

731. Connect the decomposition of water by the hydrogen with

decomposition ofM. A.—M. A. by chlorine with chlorides oflead^

tin, etc. etc. Metallic chlorides by their metals with salts of those

metals, as acetates, sulphates, etc. etc. Acetate of lead a good salt

for proportion of lead.

732. Will not white hot diamond conduct.'^ If so, may perhaps

crystallize carbon at white heat by power of the voltaic battery.

733. Continued the expts. on the recondensation of the evolved

gases. Put dilute Sul. acid into a small earthen ware pneumatic

trough. Prepared the tube c by filling it with the acid s.g. 1054,

and then;, connecting it with the battery, decomposed enough water

to fill the tube with gas nearly. Transferred this gas into a plain

glass tube without any plat, pole in it and transferred a mixture of

O. and H. from Chlorate of potassa and Zinc with S. A. into tube c.

The gas in the plain tube underwent no change, but that in tube c

began to diminish ; and in half an hour not more than \ of whole

quantity was left^, and the acid had risen above the platina poles.

734. Hence evident that the recondensation is not peculiar to the

gas evolved by the battery, or due to any action of its constituents
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exerted upon each other ; but that it is due to an action exerted

by one or both poles and can be effected on gas obtained and mixed
in the ordinary way.

735. The mixed O. and H. in the plain tube^, which had undergone
no change, was divided into two portions and put into two plain

tubes, all these operations being over the acid pneumatic trough.

Then two plates of platina connected with the battery were im-

mersed for a while in the general mass of acid, so as to decompose
the water, and after a minute or two were separated from the battery

and put, one into one of the tubes and the other into the other, so

that the metal should be quite up in contact with the mixture of

gases. This was done at 5' past 12 o'clk.,and at that time there were

9*5 vols, in the P. Pole tube and 10-75 volumes in the N. Pole tube.

736. Diminution instantly took place in the P. Pole tube, but none
at all in the N. Pole tube. In 10' the gas in P. pole tube had

diminished to 3 vols, and in 25' to i vol., very little of the platina

being then uncovered by the acid; but in the N. Pole tube no
change took place.

737. Now took the N. pole out of its tube and made it a positive

pole in the general mass of acid for about 2 minutes, returned it

to its own tube and observed the effect. Immediately condensa-

tion of the gas took place: in 3' the 10-75 vols, were reduced to

6*5 vols—in 8' to 3 vols., and in 17 minutes to less than i vol., and

then very little platina remained uncovered by the gas [? acid].

738. Now put some more Oxy. and Hydrogen into the first Pos.

pole tube so as to make 11*5 volumes. Condensation occurred,

but only slowly—very slowly. Hence it appeared that the pole

had lost the power it first possessed, either spontaneously by time,

or by action of the acid, or by exerting its power on the gas; but

it is quite clear that the P. pole has peculiar power of causing

oxygen and hydrogen to combine.

739. Now tried the effect of the two poles, after being separated

from the battery and washed, upon a fresh portion of acid, con-

necting them by a galvanometer so as to see if any current were

produced. The deflection was such as to shew that the Pos. pole

was to the neg. pole as platina is to zinc, i.e. as the less oxidizable

metal-and either plate of platina could have these properties

conferred upon it by being made the pos. pole for a while. It
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required, however, contact for some time, for an instant contact

did not do so much as contact with battery for a minute.

740. Used spongy platina in acid against ordinary platina but

could not find that it caused deflection of the needle. It could be

made either pos. or neg. pole and then acted like a plate of platina

made pos. or negative.

741 . These experiments shew cause for the deficient quantity of

gas in many of the former experiments.

742. In constructing a volta electrometer, may obviate the error

this effect produces by making the wires long^, or making them
enter below and not evolving so much gas as shall reach to them

;

consequently no secondary action will then go on.

743. In investigating the effect by other metals^ as gold, silver,

platina, palladium. Rhodium, Mercury^ try them also in solutions

of alkalies^, Neutral salts and in N. acid and M. A. and Acetic acid,

etc. etc. Try also action of the P. Pole so prepared on other

substances than Ox. and Hy.^, as Hy. andChlorine^ Curb, oxide and0.,
Carb. oxide and Chlorine, Perhaps may obtain new compounds.

Try also platina prepared by sol. in N. M. Acid, heat in gases of

different kinds, etc. etc.

744. Will a pole which has not decomposed but which is in con-

nection with the P. end of battery do any thing Is not likely,

but try.
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745. As to peculiar effects of the P. and N. Pole, will Pos. pole

act as less oxidable metal to a piece of platina in common state }

If so will N. Pole act as more oxidable metal to Do. } If so then

both poles in peculiar state, but opposite to each other, and may
consider that whilst P. Pole has power of combination when alone,

N. Pole has probably power of decomposition or something

equivalent to it. Extend this view by thought and experiment.

746. No doubt that different sides of same plate or even different

parts of same side may have these powers induced upon them.

747*. Arranged three tubes : two of them, cz, b^ had each two plate

platina poles within, but c had only one. The wires were in all

cases fuzed in the glass, corks being no longer used for that

purpose.
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748. A strong solution of sul. soda was put into cz, Dilute Sul.

Acid s.g. 1054 into and strong solution of muriatic acid into c,

N. was then connected with the N. Pole of a battery of 4 troughs,

but nearly exhausted and acting very slowly, and P. was con-

nected with Pos. end. The action was continued until more
hydrogen could not with safety be evolved in and the battery

then unconnected. The bulks of gases were then noted but the

tubes left. Diminution instantly began in h or that with Sul. acid.

It did not happen in c where there was only a neg. pole and

hydrogen, but it did slowly occur in a or sul. soda tube.

The O. and H. from a or sul. soda =75*5 volumes

The O. and H. „ h or dil. sul. acid = 72-5 „
The H. from c or M. A. = 50-0 „
The hydrogen from the M. A. is therefore the same in quantity

as that from Sul. soda solution, and the deficiency in the S. A. tube

has been caused by the combination of a part of the O. and H. by
the P. pole even whilst decomposition going on.

749. Still, it is evident that an equal current of electricity evolves

equal quantities of hydrogen in these three cases.

750. Also evident that effect of P. Pole occurs in Sul. soda, but

very slowly as compared to that in acid.

751. Made the expt. again in the same order and with the same

solutions;, but now used a newly charged battery acting well and

powerfully, and consequently allowing only a short time for the

P. pole to act on gas in S. A. tube before bulks were estimated. Now
The O. and H. from Sul. soda = 74-8 vols.

The O. and H. from Sul. acid => 72-9

The H. from M. A. = 49-75

Here again the H. evolved in the three cases evidently the same

in quantity, and now the S. acid tube differed less from the other

than in the former case.

752. Must make an S. A. tube in which gas when evolved is no

longer in contact with Poles.

753. Now sought for an M. A. in which water should also give

way as well as M. A. 2 vols, strong solution of M. A. and i vol.

distilled water—using four batteries, gave nearly all chlorine at

P. pole ; think that the little bubble left at last had been air evolved

from the water.
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I vol. M. A. + 2 water— chlorine only at P. Pole.

I vol. M. A. + 4 water— Do.

I vol. M. A. + 9 water— a little oxygen appeared with the

chlorine at P. Pole.

I vol. M. A. + 15 water— a little oxygen, much chlorine at P.

Pole.

I vol. M. A. + 15 water, with a little strong sul. acid added to

increase conducting power and action on the water, for I think

that the M. A. and water alone in these proportions conducted

badly. It now conducted better, but there was not more oxygen

in proportion evolved; the little produced was good oxygen.

Plenty of chlorine was evolved.

I M. A. 4- 24 of the usual dilute S. A. (S. G. )-much chlorine,

little oxygen.

754*. Now put the dilute S. A. s.g. 1054 into tube a and the

mixture of 24 of this sul. acid with i Mur. acid into tube to see

whether, w[h]ere solutions gave such different results at P. pole,

they would be the same at N. pole. Connected both in the order

they are placed in with the N. and P. poles of battery, and when
enough gas evolved examined them.

a or the dilute S.A. s.g. 1054 gave 34 vols. hy.

b „ „ with M. A. in it gave 33*8 vols.

These numbers prove that the quantities are really the same

and, as I thought, the difference was due to the insulation of h

not being so good as cz; and having been touched by the wet

hand, I changed the order of the solutions, the tubes remaining

in the same places, and put the mere dilute S. A. s.g. 1054 into b

and the muriated S. A. into a. After decomposition

a or Mur. sul acid gave 34-5 vols.

b or simple sul. acid „ 34*3 vols.

The difference is the same as before for the tube, but reversed for

the solutions, and shews therefore cause, and also exact equality

of hydrogen evolved.

755. Must be careful in the Volta electrometer to insulate it and

the connected apparatus well.

756. Now tried to obtain a Mur. acid which, like N. A. diluted,

should by weak battery have M. A. only decomposed and by
strong battery have part of the water go with it; so as to illustrate
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intensity and also shew whether, when both decompose, there is

only the same quantity of hydrogen evolved.

757. I M. A. strong solution+ 100 dil. S. A. s.g. 1054—gave fair

proportion of oxygen at P. pole and plenty of chlorine, using a

strong battery of 40 four inch plates.

758. The same mixture, using only 5 plates of the battery, gave

also oxygen. Cannot say whether it gave less in proportion than

before; think not. It ought however if water had ceased to de-

compose by weaker battery.

759. On using on[ly] 3 pair of plates, decomposition seemed to

cease altogether. This refers to intensity and probably make a good
experiment. Query : did the current cease at same time or would a

consecutive M. A. solution have decomposed }
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760. Have constructed a new decomposing tube intended to be

a volta electrometer. It is about inches long and of

an inch in diameter. Two platina wires soldered to plate platina

poles passed through the side, being hermetically sealed there. So

that the tube can be filled with dilute acid or any other solution^

inverted in a cup of the same solution: the poles can be connected

with the battery, or with other apparatus, and the gas evolved can

be collected above out of contact with the Pos. or Neg. pole.

No after action of absorption or condensation was found to occur

here. Will for the future call this tube A.

761. Arranged this tube with two others, also having each two
poles, but these passing in above through the glass in the usual

way and therefore always touching the resulting gas more or less

;

will call these B and C. In B was strong sol. caustic soda— in A
dilute S. A. of s.g. 1054— in C dilute solution of nitre. The battery

used had four troughs but was partially exhausted. At end of

certain time

B or caustic soda gave 70-1 vols, of mixed gases.

A or dil. S. A. „ 70-8 „ „
C or sol. nitre only 58-3

Hence a solution ofnitre not as sol. sul. soda or sul. acid, etc. etc. etc.

762 . A portion of the gas from C or nitre tube^, acted on by spongy
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platina, did not leave more than -5 unabsorbed, and that looked

like common air. Hence no appearance of excess of oxygen or

deficiency of hydrogen, as if the nitric acid had given way.

763 . The bubbles evolved during the action in B and C were small

and the solutions cloudy. Those in A were larger and the solution

bright and clear.

764. Then tried the same solution in a single pole tube to be

called D, thus, the S.A. of s.g. 1054 being in A. This was to

ascertain if the hydrogen from the nitre were deficient or not. The
gas evolved at the N. pole in D in small bubbles, that at the P. ^

pole in larger^ and liquid clear there
;
just the same difference as in

solution of alkali and acid. After a while the gas from

N. end of D or nitre solution = 17' 2 5 vols, and

the whole gas from S.A. inA tube = 25-5. These very nearly as 2 : 3^

and the hydrogen in both therefore alike, but does not agree

with expt. of two poles near each other in nitre solution above.

765. Now put same solution of nitre as above into two tubes B ^

and D to compare action of poles near to and far apart. During

the action of battery, the gas in B was evolved from the wires and

upper part of pole plates and very little at lower part: as if the

electricity discharged almost entirely there. But in D, the gas was

evolved at the lower ends of both poles, as near to each other as

might be, and very little above ; indeed none there, no electricity

going so far up the tube from the bend. This indicates good
conducting power of nitre solution, but is also equivalent to

a concentration or a use of small poles in D and to extension of

surface or use of large poles in B. This therefore affect the in-

tensity of the current. The appearances are, as of but little gas

from pos. pole in B, but appearances of bubbles, etc. often de-

ceptive.

766. The insulation is good^ so that all current goes through

both tubes. The action of the battery is weak. In tube B the acid

and alkali separated can unite again ; in tube D not very readily,

and the solution is strongly acid at the pos. end. After action over

Gas supposed to be hydrogen from D = 19-6 vols.

Supposed O. and H. from B =20 vols. only.

Of the 19-6 from D, about 15-4 disappeared by oxygen and spongy
platina, but whether the other 4-2 were nitrogen or no I cannot

8-2
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say: the tube broke. The 20 of gas from B diminished to 3,

so that 17 mixed H. and O.^ of which 5-666 Ox. and 11*333 Hy.

The 3 contained more O. than air and seemed to be O. and

Nitrogen.

767. These expts. consistent in shewing that in such a tube as B,

where poles are large and close together, there is a deficiency of

gas as compared to that resulting from decomp. of water. Seems

also as if sol. nitre gave different results by same quantity of

electricity, when decomposed by large or small plates or by cur-

rent more or less intense. Must examine this hereafter.

768. Now worked with a Muriate, namely muriate of lime, to see

if it would give as much hydrogen as the dilute S. A. or Mur.

Acid. Used tubes A and D. In A was the S. A. s.g. 1054. In D
a moderately strong solution of Muriate of lime. There was much
action on platina at Pos. pole in D and much chlorine evolved;

there was also a precipitate^ flocculent^, formed through the whole

solution by the mixture of the different parts. Ultimately the gas

from the N. Pole of

D or Mur. lime, supposed to be hydrogen= 42-3 vols,

that from A, 0. and H. from S. A. =65 „ ; it should

have been 63*45 to compare as O. and H. with the 42-3 of H.

769. Lime had precipitated on the Neg. pole in D; it was re-

moved by M. Acid.

770. Repeated the expt.^, using a much stronger solution of Mur.

lime in D.
The gas from D or Mur. Lime, supposed H. = 49*2

that from A, supposed O. and H. = 72*75, not 73-9

as should be to be proportionate to the 49*2. There was plenty

of lime deposited on the N. Pole of D. At Pos. pole apparently

all chlorine.

771 . Repeated the expt. with same solutions :

Gas from D or Mur. lime =46*9
Gas from A or sul. acid sol. = 69-0, not 70-35;

lime, etc. at N. pole as before. 18-5 parts of the gas from D
with 11*5 oxygen and spongy platina gave diminution of 24-5, of

which 16-33 ^he hydrogen; the other 2-17 appeared to be nitrogen

or air.

772. Fearing the Mur. lime used might contain a little nitrate,
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I made a very strong solution from pure Mur. acid and Marble,

and used it in that very strong state, repeating the last experiment

in every other particular. Much chlorine was evolved as gas

from the P. pole of D, less being apparently dissolved, and there

did not appear to be any thing like so much action on the platina

as before. Finally

Gas from D or Mur. Hme, supposed hydrogen =47*2 vols.

Gas from A or dil. S. A., „ O. and H. = 66-75, 7°'^

773 . I suspect that some process of solution of the gas in particular

cases has much to do with these small and irregular differences.

Here the sol. Mur. Hme dissolved little or no chlorine, and there-

fore probably no hydrogen. 20 vols, of the gas from D tube

with 12 Ox. diminished by spongy platina to 4-6—indicating

18-26 in the 20 as hydrogen. I am doubtful whether the 1-74 is

nitrogen or air or some other gas, or whether there was not

enough oxygen to ensure complete condensation of all the hy-

drogen.

774. Now used a weaker solution of the same muriate of lime,

in proportion of i of the strong and 3*5 of distilled water. This

time the chlorine at P. pole in D appeared to dissolve.

Finally, Gas from D or Mur. Hme (H.) 47-6 vols.

„ „ A or Sul. acid (O. and H.) 69-25, instead

of 71 -4.

775. Began to think that the form and conditions of the de-

composing tubes might have something to do with this constant

small difference always or almost always in the same direction,

and therefore dismissed the Mur. of Hme and used only the dilute

S. A. s.g. 1054, putting that into both tubes as in the figure. After

a time the gas in D, Hydrogen =51-6
gas in A, (O. and H.) = 75-4 instead of 77*4.

Yet in this case the same acid used in both and the same current.

776. Repeated the expt. with S. A. s.g. 1054 in both tubes.

D gave gas (H.) = 47-4

A „ „ (O. and H.) = 67-65 instead of 71-1.

Tried these gases : 18 vols, of that from D + 18 oxygen diminished

by platina to 12, indicating only 16 of the 18 to be hydrogen— 24
vols, of the gas from A+ 12 of oxygen diminished by platina

to 13-6. Hence only 20-4 had disappeared as O. and H. of the 24.
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777. Hence apparent absorption of some of the gas evolved by
the voltaic action, or else evolution of some gas as air, etc. from

the acid during the action, independant of that due to the de-

composition.

778. On heating some of the Sul. acid diluted in a flask it did not

give any signs of air dissolved— as water would do. Transferred

some gas to and fro over the trough but did not perceive any

diminution by absorption or other change of volume produced

by the mechanical agitation and transference, etc. etc.

779. It rather seems as if the Pos. pole had caused absorption in

some way in the double tube. It is not unlikely that it may have

a power like that it has in gases, and may make the oxygen evolved

combine with the water, forming something like oxy water (Mr

Pearsall has shewn that it bleaches) and it does not seem impossible

but that the N. Pole shall have some contrary action rather tending

to evolve gas. But this, by the bye, does not seem to occur in

tube A ; i.e. no compensation for action of P. Pole occurs. On
the whole^ there is deficiency.

780. Now put dilute S. A. s.g. 1054 thus*, so as to collect gas both

at a P. and at a N. pole, as well as in A from both poles near

together. After a while the battery was stopped and the volumes

of gas examined.

The gas in E-(Ox.) 22 vols.

„ „ A- (Ox. and Hy.) 68 vols.

„ „ D-(H.) 48-1 vols.

Results here remarkable— first A is to D as before; it has 68 vols,

only instead of 72-15. But then as compared to E it has too much

gas, for it is 68 instead of 66, and E and D differ still more ; instead

of being as i : 2, they are as 22 : 48.

78 1 1. It seems almost certain here that P. pole has some dissolving

or combining action on gas evolved from it, as respects the solu-

tion ; and if this power can be retained, as that which it has over

gases can, then by making that pole Pos. which before was Neg.

may compensate in part for the effect. Changed therefore the two

tubes D and E for each other, so that the collecting poles should

be the reverse of what they were, but used the same acid as before,

s.g. 1054, in all. The battery was now very weak and the time of

* [780] t [781]
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action therefore long, but after a sufficient quantity of gas was

evolved, the relative portions were measured.

The gas in D-(Ox.) now = i6-6

„ „ A-(0. and H.) „ = 49-2

„ „ E-(H.) „ = 33-5

Here A is to E as before, but not so far off ; it is as 49-2 (instead

of 50-25) to 33*5 -E therefore seems to have given less gas than

on former occasions-(A has not been changed in any circum-

stance). The ratio of D to E is still more remarkable, for they

are very nearly as i : 2, as they ought to be. This looks very like

a peculiar action conferred on the platina by its being made either

P. or N. Pole, but what are its characters after being made N. Pole,

I am yet not clear about, or its relation to ordinary platina.

782*. The tube A has all along been used in one position and

direction, one of its poles having been constantly Pos. and the

other as constantly negative. Now turned it round half way, so

as to make that which had been P. now Neg., etc. etc. and again

changed D and E for each other.

Gas in E-(0.) = 21-5

„ „ A-(0. and H.) = 65-8

„ „ D-(H.) 44-4

The battery was very weak and the action long.

Now A is to D as 65-8 (instead of 66-6) to 44*4, so that it is

not far away; not so far as in former cases, and it is almost

exactly equal to D and E together—but they differ, the P. pole

being deficient or the N. Pole in excess.

783. Put two poles of battery near each other in solution of

acetate of lead. The lead on N. Pole continued to increase until

it completed the communication metallically. Much per oxide of

lead went to P. pole. Hence mutual relation and action of particles

in decomposing solution.

784. It was easy to obtain crystals of lead so thin as to be quite

transparent, yet metallic and brilliant in a proper light.
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785. Have made some new tubes for the purpose of obtaining

the O. and H. evolved from the same decomposing solution, and
ascertaining real volumes, etc. at the opposite poles. There were

* [782]
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six of them. The pole was in each a platina wire terminated by
a platina plate soldered to it by gold. The wire was sealed into

the glass at the top of the tube and the plate came within ^ inch

of the open end: as near as it could, to lose no gas by currents

of fluid carrying bubbles down and out of the tube.

786. These were then used in three successive portions of an

arrangement acted on at once by the voltaic battery. The battery

consisted of four troughs. The tubes were put into basins con-

taining the same solution as that used in the tube and the mouths
placed near to each other, so as to facilitate the transfer of gas.

The following may represent a section of tubes, etc. etc.*

The troughs had been newly charged. The notes shall represent

the results in the same order in which they stand upon the paper

above* and the tubes may for the present be identified by the Nos.

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, so that any ulterior effect due to a particular tube

may be ascertained.

787. In the first experiment, dilute Sul. acid of S. G. 1232 occupied

the first two tubes and basin— dilute sul. acid s.g. 1054, which has

been so frequently used, occupied the 3 and 4 tubes and basin, and

strong solution of caustic potassa occupied the 5 and 6 tubes and

basin. After action of the battery the results were as follows:

S. A. sol. 1232 S. A. sol. 1054 Potash solution,

tube I, 34*5 vols. hy. tube 3, 33-5 vols. tube 5, 33-3 vols.

„ 2,17-4 Ox. „ 4, 15-9 only „ 6, i6-7vols.

788. In the strong S. A. and in potash the hydrogen is as nearly

as may be expected double the Oxygen, but the Potash has given

less altogether than the acid. In the S. A. 1054, as in the former

instance the oxygen is much less than half the hydrogen. The
hydrogen itself is less than the hydrogen of S. A. 1232, and it is

probable that that is the nearest to the truth, but whether the whole

deficiency in the others is due to solution of the gases separated

or that transfer of the acid and alkali in those cases has occupied

part of the electro chemical power of the current, I cannot yet

say.

789. Repeated the expt., wiping the tubes carefully on the outside

least any electricity should pass that way, but not likely. I also
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changed the places of the strong and weak sulphuric acid to see

if that did any thing.

Sul. Acid 1054 Sul. Acid 1232 Sol. Potash

Tube 3 gave 39- 5 vols. H. Tube i gave 40-4 vols. H. Tube 5 gave 3 8- 8 vols. H.

„ 4 „ i8-5 „ O. „ 2 „ 20-4 „ O. „ 6 „ i9-6vols.O.

Here results very nearly as before and just in the same order.

Hence changing place does nothing, nor the wiping of tubes, etc.

790. The oxygen gas evolved from the acid smell[s] very power-

fully like Electricity, or phosphorus or nitric acid, etc. but the

hydrogen not at all. Nor does the oxygen at the P. Pole in Alkali

smell. Can nitric acid have been formed here.'^ It will account in part

for diminution of oxygen and also for smell not occurring in alkali

where the disappear, of oxygen considerable. Perhaps using am-
moniacal salt or solution or little amm. in acid might give much
more disappearance, and perhaps boiled water not give disap-

pearance. Must try that.

791. Now changed the tubes only of the strong and weak sul-

phuric acid. It so happens that as the solution of strong acid has

but just been made, it is hardly cold and air may have been expelled

from it and not yet taken up again.

S. A. 1054 S. A. 1232 Sol. potash

Tube I gave 39-1 vols. H. Tube 3 gave 39-9 H. Tube 5 gave 39-4 H.

„ 2 „ 18-3 „ O. „ 4 „ 19-70. „ 6 „ 18-90.

792. In this expt. I placed the tubes so that the plane of the

different poles were vertical, and in that way the gas separated

better and escaped to the upper part of the tube and no small

bubbles were carried out by the descending currents. It was a

great improvement— especially in the potash solution where the

bubbles are very minute— easily escape, easily dissolve.

793. The results here nearly the same as before. The potash not

much behind the strong S. A. in the hydrogen, but the oxygen

both of it and weak acid minus.

794. Oxygen smells of electricity.

795. The changing tubes has made no difference. Repeated the

experiment without any alteration as to place of solutions, but

changed tubes for a final trial of that circumstance.

S. A. 1054 S. A. 1232 Sol. Potash.

Tube 5-38-2 vols. H. Tube 3-38-7 H. Tube 1-38-4 vols. H.

6-i7'4 „ O. 4-19-4 O. 2-18-4 „ O.
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796. Changing tubes has done nothing. Results are as before.

Strong S. A. looks well: weak S. A. deficient. Sol. Potash near in

the H. but short in the Oxygen.

797. Now dismissed the weak S. A. 1054, and made a very strong

one of 8 oz. measured Oil Vitriol and 4 oz. measured of water.

This when cooled proved very oily indeed and was more like oil

in appearance than the original stronger acid. It is probably near

the freezing acid in composition and is another distinction of that

state of combination of sulphuric acid and water.

Strongest S. A. S. A. 1232 Strong sol. pure M. A.

Tube 5—42-0 H. Tube 3—40*5 Tube i—40-5—H.
6—11-8 O. 4—20-1 2— o-o—

The strongest S. A. gave more H. than any, the other S. A. and

M. A. are alike ; and the ox. of the weaker S. A. is very nearly in

right proportion. The product at the P. Pole in M. A. was chlorine.

But the curious matter is in the Strongest Sul. Acid— the hydrogen

was pure; it contained no sulphur. The oxygen was also pure.

I do not see how to account for the effect except by supposing

that Sul. acid has considerable solvent power over oxygen or by
supposing a new acid of sulphur, containing more oxygen than

the sulphuric.

798. Must try bleaching powers of acid oxygenized at the P.

pole of voltaic battery.

799. Repeated the expt.

S. A. 1232 Strongest S. A. M. A. solution.

H. tube-39 vols. H. tube-39-5 vols. H. tube-38-7 vols.

O. „ -19-6 „ O. tube— about same as C „ — o*o gas

last, but lost the result; it absorbed,

was as before very deficient.

Results therefore agree with the former, and it would seem that

in S. A. 1232 there is still some solution of gas evolved by de-

composition of water.

800. Have made another Sul. acid,

8 measured oz. oil vitriol ) s.g.

8 Do. Do. distilled water) 1495.

801 . Think it will be very important to have a new relation of

bodies under the term electro-chemical equivalents-tdhuhted. Very

important as to decomposing powers of the pile-as to the true
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expression of equivalent numbers and as to nature of chemical

affinity and its relation to electrical states and powers.

26 SEPTR. 1833.

802. If in decomposing a solution of lead, as acetate or other salt,

the same quantity of lead is produced whether per oxide or other

substance is formed or not at P. Pole: will then shew that the

action of separation is evidently not at the poles, but internally:

and that the final state is of no consequence.

803. The per oxide of lead formed there is most probably a

result of the peculiar combining power possessed by the platina

which has been made positive, and is probably no direct con-

sequence of electro chemical decomposition.

804. The same thing will be shewn if hydrogen evolved at the

N. Pole remains constant when the oxygen at the P. Pole is

either set free, or combined as with lead or zinc pole— try this.

805. But these effects will require to be considered in obtaining

the true expression of electro chemical equivalents.

806. Then must be some effect as to the production of new
bodies internally, as of nitrous acid in N. A. decomposition. Per-

haps may ascertain what are the true acting evolving bodies con-

cerned in producing under the influence of the current decom-

position; as distinguished from final bodies, often depending upon
secondary chemical action of the pole.

807. Cases ofrecombination ofElements. Water under pressure.

This effect probably a common one, and the cause why sometimes

decomposition is not finally effected. As for instance in Sul-

phurous acid and other liquefied gasious compounds which do

not decompose.

808. May be the case also with chlorine, iodine, etc. etc., metal,

etc. etc. and the reason why their elements do not separate.

809. Must ascertain the effect of the two solutions at the two

poles on different bodies. Should be oxy. solution at the P. Pole

and hydro solution at the N. pole. Action of the latter especially

in reducing bodies.

810. In case where three pr. plates did not decompose ( )

sensibly, perhaps all the O. and H. dissolved, and by mixture re-
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combining elsewhere ; then a parallel case to water under pressure

as before noticed, and also to rest of such phenomena.

811. Then the phenomena would not shew that the intensity was

too small—but be otherwise accounted for.

27 SEPTR. 1833.

812. Have continued experiments like those in form of the 23rd

instant. The battery had been much used and was considerably

exhausted. The platina poles in tubes were placed edgeways,

etc. etc.

Strong sol. pure Amm.
Sul. Acid Sul. acid rendered conducting by
s.g. 1495. s.g. 1250. sulphate Amm. dissolved.

Neg. tube-33 '4 vols. H. N. tube-33 -3 H. N. tube -33-1 vols. H.

Pes. „ -i6-6 „ O. P. „ -16-550. P. „ - 8-65 „ N..^^

There was good decomposition in all ; hydrogen seemed most

in Amm. N. tube, but this due to Amm. gas carried up at time.

It is remarkable that not more hydrogen from the Ammonia than

from water, for these being alike, the contents of the P. tubes bear

no relation to each other consistent with the present scale of pro-

portional numbers.

813. Repeated the expt.

S. A. s.g. 1495 S. A. s.g. 1250 Sol. Amm, etc. etc.

N. tube-37-9 H. N. tube-37-7 H. N. tube-37-3 H.

P. „ -19-0 O. P. „ -19-0 O. P. „ -8-8N..^

As before except that the Amm. product at P. pole not now
^ of the hydrogen—indeed, neither of them are right propor-

tionals as Nitrogen for the hydrogen evolved.

814. Now used the acid of s.g. 1495 in two places, with one

^ portion using poles such as those employed all along, that is

platina plates, but with the other using tubes containing a wire

pole, that they might expose less surface at which the oxygen or

hydrogen could be dissolved by the water. The Ammonia was

diluted with its bulk of water.

S. A. s.g. 1495 S. A. s.g. 1495 Sol. Amm. i vol.] plate

plate poles Wire pole Water i vol. J poles

N. tube-39-9 H. N. tube-40- H. N. tube-39-2 H.
P. „ -2o- O. P. „ -20-40. P. „ - 7- N.andO.
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815. The S. A. s.g. 1495 results have been very good all along,

but the wires poles are perhaps a little better than the plates—but

they retard the current and require longer action of battery. The
ammonia results are deficient still at P. Pole. It is probable that

both Amm. and water may be decomposed there and the peculiar

power of the P. pole cause part of the N. and O. to unite and form

Nitric acid. This would account for the deficiency. Try the gas

therefore. Now taking the mixed gases from the P. Pole in Am-
monia of the two last experiments—

10 Vols, mixed with

10 vols, of Hydrogen and acted on by heated

spongy platina gave 18-3 vols.; hence

diminution 1-7, of which | or 0-566 is oxygen; the rest

of the 10 vols, appeared to be Nitrogen. Hence both O. and N.

are evolved by the electro chemical action and it is not wonderful

that they should have partly combined to form soluble compounds
and diminished the volumes of gases.

816. Must try the gases evolved by the strongest Amm. Solution.

817. It is remarkable to notice the constant relation of the current

to the hydrogen evolved. As this is the lightest and most ele-

mentary of substances in its character, combining in the smallest

quantity, the circumstance of constant evolution may perhaps

indicate that it is more simple in its nature than other acknow-

ledged elements, and also most natural standard.

818. Consider whether circumstance can depend upon the de-

composition of water in this case, the Oxygen evolved at the

P. pole decomposing Ammonia there and combining both with

its hydrogen and nitrogen. In that case Ammonia not decomposed

electrically by current but by ordinary chemical affinity: it looks

more likely than the above strange relation.

819. IfAmmonia decomposed by current, then it would be very

remarkable that, whether it be the water or the ammonia or both

that is decomposed, the final result relative to the hydrogen is the

same, the proportion of oxygen or nitrogen being indifferent; but

I feel that it is more likely the ammonia suffers by a secondary

action, and its giving no conducting power to water when dis-

solved in it indicates this.

820. May it not then follow that bodies which do give conducting
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power are decomposed? But then how stands dilute Sul. acid?

Mur. acid may be either one way or the other.

821. The hydrogen seems to be an excellent indicating element,

for there is no other element at the N. pole to mystify it.

822. Now worked with a new battery—used the S. A. s.g. 1495

as the check or indicator of electricity, for it seems very constant

and good, and associated other bodies with it to ascertain their

relations.

S. A. s.g. 1495 Sol. Salt nearly Strong sol. Mur. lime.

saturated.

N. tube, 27-7 vols. H. N. tube 27-5 H. N. tube -27- 5 H.
P. 13-8 „ O. P. „ 0-33 Azote P. „ — 0-3 N. or air

or air

In the salt and Mur. lime, chlorine evolved at P. pole— it acted

on the platina and gold solder—part also dissolved, forming a

very bleaching solution; and a little escaped in gas which dis-

appeared on agitation in water, leaving the small residue of air

from the liquors mentioned above. There was plenty of lime at

N. pole in Mur. lime. No Oxygen at P. poles of salt or Mur. lime,

and the hydrogen so near as to be considered the same in all.

823.

S. A. s.g. 1495 Strong Sol. Sub Strong Sol.

carb. pot. Mur. Am.

N. tube- 37 vols. H. N. tube 36-8. H. N. tube -37-0
P. „ -16-9 ? O. P. „ only 7-8 O. P. „ - 1-5 nitrogen.

Oxygen here very short Chlorine evolved here

but good in quality— acted on the gold ; it also

there was a deposit of formed azotane, and

something looking like that evolved, as is usual

lead on N. pole. with it, the Azote.

The hydrogen agrees well in all and shews utility of that as

the indicating element. Query, what has become of the Oxygen
in the Carb. potash solution.

824. Repeated the last expt.

S. A. 1495 Sub carb. pot. Mur. Am.
N. tube-33-8 H. N. tube -32-6 H. N. tube-32-8 H.
P. „ -15-8 0. P „ only 4-8 0. P. tube- 3-0 N.

Here the oxygen in the Alkali very deficient; must be a ready

combination in some way. The hydrogen agrees in all pretty well.
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The N. from Mur. Amm. is increased because, having used the

same solution, the previous state of solution of chlorine or of

Azotane make a more ready evoluter by reaction upon this salt,

and a quicker spontaneous decomposition of the azotane dissolved.

825. Must change the P. poles of the first and second parts of

the experiments for the N. Poles, to ascertain whether their peculiar

power has helped in the great deficiency of O. in the Carb. potash,

and the deficiency also in the S. A., which has not occurred to

anything like this extent before.

826.

S. A. 1495 Sub carb. pot. Sol. Common salt

with a zinc Pos. pole.

N. Pole-35-4 H. N. pole-35 H. N. pole-34-5

P. „ -17-0 O. P. „ - 7*5 O. P. „ - o-o no
What had been P. The P. pole here in gas evolved or dis-

pole in former expts. former expts. now solved— all com-
now made N. made N. pole, etc. bined with zinc as

etc. chloride

Still the acid gives too little oxygen. I think it is too strong

now it begins to warm and that like very strong acid oxygen is

dissolved or combined by it. Must make a weaker acid. Changing

the poles may perhaps have done a little but leaves much uncor-

rected. In the alkali and sol. salt, there is precipitation on the neg.

pole— in the first of lead apparently, in the second of zinc prob-

ably. These may account for the diminution of hydrogen in some
degree, i.e. if metal can replace hydrogen.

827. On neutralizing some of the Carb. pot. by N. A., etc. etc. I

found it contained some muriate, and this may account for the

disappearance of gas there at P. Pole, i.e. probably chlorine has

been set free there.

Weaker S. A. 1250. Sat. sol. sul. soda. Sat. sol. sul. soda, i vol.

Water 5 vols.

N. tube -24-0 H. N. tube-24 H. N. tube -24-0 H.
P. „ -ii-oO. P. „ -14 O. P. „ -II O.

Must repeat this expt. and examine Oxygen at strong sul. soda.

O. in S. A. very deficient— also in sul. soda.

828. Bodies at the poles are of two classes. Those simply evolved

by the electro chemical action of the current and those produced

there by their action or combination either with the pole or the
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bodies in solution. Sometimes one, as when zinc pole used, some-
times other as when per oxide of lead formed or in case of de-

composition of ammonia.

829. Consideration of the substances produced and of their

quantities will often decide whether they are in the first class or

in the second—and consequently often decide what is the body
which has really suffered Electro chemical decomposition.

830. On cause of salts giving conducting and decomposing
power, refer to 410 of the researches, fourth series.

831 . On the connection of conduction and decomposition, look

back to fourth series of researches.

832. References as to action of interposed plates:

Davy, Phil. Trans., 1826, p. 413.

De la Rive, Ann. de Chimie, xxviii, 190.

833. Peculiar property of Pos. pole. See Davy. Phil. Trans.,

1826, p. 412, 413.

834. Conduction. Davy on. Phil. Trans., 1826, p. 428.

835. Davy on Herschell on Motions of mercury under fluids.

Phil. Tr., 1826, p. 416.

28 SEPTR. 1833.

836. Continued expts. on simultaneous decomposition: first tried

the three sul. acids.

Sul. acid s.g. 1495 Sul. acid s.g. 1336 Sul. acid s.g. 1232

N. tube-3o-4 H. N. tube-30-o N. tube-30-4

P. „ -14-4 Ox. P. „ -15-4 P. „ -15-3

Here all the hydrogens nearly alike, very nearly. The strongest

S. A. deficient in Oxygen, the other two very nearly alike, and

both rather more than half hydrogen. Errors from mixed air

probably and absorption, but S. A. of s.g. 1336 seems very good.

837. Now used S. A. s.g. 1336 in all three parts of expt., but in

one used the volta-electrometer with plates, in another used one

with wires only but otherwise constructed in the same way, and

in the third used two separate tubes.

S. A. S.g. 1336 S. A. s.g. 1336 S. A. s.g. 1336

Gas 55*3 vols. fl Gas 55-3 vols. N. tube-36
P. tube- 1 8-4

54*4
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The two first alike, so that both apparently equally good. The
oxygen in third very nearly indeed

f
of whole volume in others,

but the hydrogen a little deficient.

838. Repeated the last expt.

S. A. 1336. Plates S. A. 1336. wires S. A. 1336. separate tubes

Gas 74-3 vols. Gas 73-25 N. tube -49- 2

5

P. tube— 24-4

73-65

Now the separate tubes are between the other two, and there are

other little differences, but the coincidences are very mark[ed]. In

this expt. the two outside parts were insulated, but there seems to

be no additional effect produced.

839. Now reverted to expt. on solutions of Sul. Soda.

S. A. s.g. 1336 Sat. sol. sul. soda Sat. sol. sul. soda i vol.

Plate Volta eudiometer in separate tube Water 5 vols.

in separate tubes.

Gas— 27-0 vols. N. tube— 18-4 N. tube— 18-45

P. tube— 9-4 P. tube— 9-4

whole 27-8 27-85

Here results of Sul. soda very close ; no difference in strong

or weak, both beat the S. A. The weak sul. soda conducted but

badly: the action was therefore longer and probably more gas

dissolved.

840. The oxygen smelt of Electricity.

841 . Sulphuric acid dilutedSoX. sulphurous acid and strong Nitric

acid. The sol. sulphurous acid contained sulphuric acid. There was

very little gas at either pole; at the N. Pole much sulphur rose in

a milky stream and liquor there soon turbid. As to the nitric acid,

the oxygen only was collected ; there was indeed no gas at the neg.

pole, only nitrous acid which dissolved.

S. A. s.g. 1336 in plate Sol. Sulphurous acid Strong nitric acid

volta electrometer. in two tubes in [tube]*

whole gas 53-4 vols. P. pole -4- 3 5 was oxygen P. pole— 17-1 oxygen
N. pole— 4 was hydrogen N. pole— nitrous acid.

842. The effects on Sulphurous acid are I believe secondary at

both poles, i.e. that water only has been electrically decomposed.
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but that the Oxygen has at the P. pole converted sulphurous

into sulphuric acid and the Hydrogen at the N. pole reduced part

of the Suls. acid. The gas there was pure hydrogen, not sul.

hydrogen.

843. I think also the effects at the N. Pole in Nitric acid are

secondary, i.e. that the hydrogen evolved decomposes nitric acid,

reducing it to nitrous acid. The oxygen seems to be a pure elec-

trical result; it is very nearly j the vol. of gas in the volta

eudiometer, i.e. equal to the oxygen there. This oxygen did not

smell of Electricity.

844. Sul. acid^ 12,^6—Strong solution of Acetate Potassa—Strong

Nitric acid.

Here the nitric acid was repeated to compare with the above.

S. A. 1336 Acetate Potassa strong. Strong N. Acid.

Plate volta electrometer

Gas 37 vols. P. pole— 34-5 vols, gas P. pole 12-3 oxy.

N. pole— 24-6 N. — Nitrous acid.

The nitric acid very good. The oxygen as nearly as possible

I
the mixed O. and H. of first tube. The acetate curious. The

hydrogen is exactly as if from water, and the gas at the P. pole is

probably the result of the action of oxygen evolved on the acetic

acid, in fact a secondary result. The 34-5 vols, gave 12-1 of carb.

acid and 16-4 of carb. oxide, but probably some of the Carb. acid

has been dissolved.

845. Repeated the acetate of potash expt.

S. A. s.g. 1336 Strong sol. acetate potash,

in plate volta electrom.

Gas 50-4 vols. N. pole- 33-4 H. being as nearly as possible | of first.

P. pole—42-4 of which 23 Carb. oxide

19-4 Carb. acid.

It is probable that if none were dissolved there would be an equal

bulk of carbonic oxide and carbonic acid. It is also most probable

that the results at the P. pole are of a secondary nature, but I do

not yet see how it is that so great a bulk of oxy. compounds is

evolved there, as the O. and H. in acetic acid are in the proportions

to form water.
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There seems to be only pure hydrogen at the N. pole, for

22 vols, of that gas with

17 „ oxygen, diminished by platina to

39
8-6 hence

30-4 was the diminution, of which 2/3 = 20-3, so that the

22 could have contained no comb, hydrogen, or more oxygen would
have disappeared.

846. I think the results at the P. Pole are secondary or else surely

carbon should have appeared at the N. pole, where it does not

appear. But I must look at the unabsorbed portion of the gas

at the P. Pole to see whether it is not a carburetted hydrogen— it

seems very likely that it may be. Must make out where so much
gas comes from.

847. Made another expt. with diluted solution of acetate of

potash; it was i vol. of the strong solution + 3 vols, distilled

water.

S.A. s.g. 1336 Dilute sol. acetate potassa

plate Volta electrometer

Gas 56-3 vols. N. pole-37 vols. H.

P. pole— 25 vols., consisting of 11-4 vols, absorbed

by potassa and 13-6 unabsorbed, and supposed to be

C. oxide— but on mixing this with oxygen to burn
it in an open tube, it appeared to me to want much
more oxygen than C. oxide. Possibly a carburetted

hydrogen.

848. Must try a dilute acetic acid. It is very possible that with

Tartaric acid, etc. etc. etc., this mode of decomposition at P. Pole

may be rendered available in analysis or in obtaining views of

ultimate composition. Benzoates, etc. etc. etc.

849. Tried the hydrocyanic acid of Apothecaries Hall, using a

tube in which the results at the N. Pole could be collected.

S. A. s.g. 1336 Hydro cyanic acid

in plate volta electrometer N. Pole— 6-6 vols,

gas- lo- 1 vols. was hydrogen

Conducted very badly and could obtain very little gas in a

reasonable time. This looks as if it did not decompose by voltaic

battery, or like M.A. it probably would have increased con-

ducting power.

9-2
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The 6-6 of hydrogen is nearly | of the lo-i, so that it looks

like the hydrogen of water, but as with Mur. acid it might be the

hydrogen of the hydrocyanic acid. Gas was evolved at the P.

Pole, and therefore the expt. was repeated, collecting the gas at

that pole only.

850.

S. A. s.g. 1336 Hydrocyanic acid solution

plate volta electrom.

Gas, 12*4 vols. P.Pole, 2-4 vols. gas. This gas was pure oxygen,

but it is much less than the oxygen in 12-4 vols,

at the other pole. There has probably been a

secondary action at this pole.

851. It seems probable that only those elements which can com-
bine with each other chemically, expell or influence each other to

decomposition of their joint product under the influence of the

circuit. Thus hydrogen conjointly with oxygen, chlorine, etc. etc.

is determined one way, they the other: acids with bases are deter-

mined in opposite directions, but hydrogen has no relation to an

acid or oxygen to a base in making each other proceed in opposite

directions. When therefore metallic solutions are decomposed, the

metals are evolved not by the current of electricity, but by the

hydrogen evolved at the N. Pole, i.e. the oxide of the metal is

determined to the N. Pole and is there reduced by the hydrogen

also evolved or determined there. Hence the cause of the dis-

appearance of the hydrogen and the appearance of the metal.

852. Hence it will probably follow that in these cases the metal

is an equivalent of the hydrogen, because it is produced chemically

by the hydrogen, and therefore such effects will not prove the

equivalent character of the products of true electrochemical de-

composition. But they may and will probably agree with other

proofs of it.

853. There may be many valuable secondary effects thus pro-

ducible.

854 . Perhaps even Potassium in Davy's decomposition a secondary

effect. As Potash a decomposible substance when fuzed however,

the result is most probably one of a mixed nature.

855. Two modes of decomposition are therefore involved in the

action of the pile.
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One by the direct action of the current.

Other by the oxygen or hydrogen or other element evolved,

acting in a secondary manner.

856. Also a mode of effecting combination^ i.e. matter evolved

with matter of solution or of pole present. This is the mode
Becquerel has used. Quar. Jour., xxiv, p. 462 ;

xxviii, 409.

857. When water is present, probably all the results besides

oxygen and hydrogen which are elementary, and many that are

compound, are secondary.

858 . Of course, acid and alkali from a salt are not secondary, or at

least do not appear to me to be so at present.

859. Hence cause of disappearance of oxygen and hydrogen;

and when hydrogen disappears, perhaps it always indicate

secondary action. The same most likely true of oxygen.

860. Now know why in proto chloride of tin per chloride is

produced at the Pos. pole. Is a case of secondary action.

861. May in many cases use a pole of charcoal or of the carbon

from the inside of gas retorts as the P. Pole in melted chlorides,

to avoid the formation of metallic chloride from the platina pole.

862. Perhaps fuzed nitre will be a good salt to compare by cur-

rent with decomposition of water. Or fuzed chloride of lead or tin.

863. Alloying or amalgamation of Pos. Pole. Davy.

864. How will proportion of decomposition in Sulphuret of

Silver agree with that of water.

OCTR. I, 1833.

865. Have been observing circumstances of decomposition in

strong Mur. acid using a silver P. pole. In the first place all the

chlorine unites to the silver to form chloride -none is set free—

the liquor has no bleaching powers. A platm. Pos. pole bleached

instantly.

866. In the next place, decomposition went on regularly as if the

deposit of chloride were no impediment, for it adhered to the

silver plate, and being a solid ought to have prevented action: but

on examination it was found that over a large part of the surface

the chloride had formed a continuous dark coat and there no

further action or corrosion went on— in other parts it scaled up
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or white loose tufts formed, thrgh. which the Mur. acid pene-

trated and here the action continued to proceed. So that where

the chloride was continuous there it did insulate and prevent

further action.

867. A solution of salt was decomposed using a Zinc positive

pole; there was not the slightest appearance of bleaching.

868. Tried bleaching action of P. Pole platina in dilute Sul. acid.

The acid was coloured by a little sul. indigo, and then carefully

tested to ascertain the absence of chlorine or muriates, etc. etc.

Only two troughs were used and those rather weak. But in 20'

there was not a certain indication of decoloration in the glass

containing the P. and N. Poles. It may have happened, for there

was a little difference, but it is doubtful. Must try stronger battery

and each pole apart. Of course a very little chlorine or muriate

shews bleaching at once.

869. The independance of the quantity of gases evolved in dilute

sul. acid or in Mur. Acid of the nature of the poles, whether

platina, zinc or other matter, shews most decidedly that the true

electrochemical decomposition is quite independant of the attrac-

tion, etc. etc. of the poles, for changing their nature makes no

change in the quantity of electro-decomposition. This quite agrees

with my theory.

3 OCTR. 1833.

870. Sulphuret of silver perhaps warms, etc. by current because

of decomposition.

871 . When sulrt. silver decomposes, is the decomposition at all

equivalent in extent to the decomposition of Sul. acid solution

or other bodies ? I suspect not. It perhaps stands intermediately

between metals which conduct without decomposing and those

bodies which will not conduct without simultaneous decom-

position. It may be important in determining relation of con-

duction to decomposition.

872. Will carbon (from retort) and platina make voltaic circuit-

in fuzed chlorides, solution, etc. etc. ?

873. Will carbon protect copper in sea water .'^ Or will dry or

underpolled copper resist action of sea water
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873^*. Expts. on reduction of acetate of lead.

S. A. 1336 Acetate of lead in a tube and basin, the tube

in plate Volta electrometer, pole being made positive for the collection of

Gas 17-6 vols. gas, etc.

The decomposition was very slow, so that I had to stop the

expt. before much electricity had passed; the gas in the volta-

electrometer = 17-6 vols. There was very little gas at P. pole in

acetate of lead, but very fine colours metallo-chrome from de-

position of per oxide of lead on pole. At N. Pole the lead when
washed, collected and dried, weighed 0-4 of a grain.

Now vols, make a cubical inch, therefore the 17-6 vols,

contained of c : i : of hydrogen, which would weigh of

gr., and that is to 0-4 as i : ; the equivalent number of lead is

874. Chloride oflime— 2i filtered solution of bleaching powder.

S. A. 1336 in Sol. Chloride of lime strong

plate Volta Electrometer

gas, 47-5 vols. P. Pole— 7-5 vols, pure oxygen.

N. Pole— 12 vols, pure hydrogen.

The proportion at the two poles in bleaching liquor are not

to each other as in water, nor are they in any proportion to the

whole vol. in Volta Electrometer. There must have been secondary

action at both poles, and as Mur. lime would be present, that has

affected results and made them very irregular.

875. Strong oil of vitriol acted on by four weak troughs: there

was no decomposition of the acid, only of the water. No sulphur

or sulphuretted hydrogen, but pure hydrogen at the N. Pole and

pure oxygen at the P. pole. If strong battery will decompose,

shews effect of intensity.

876. Tried to evolve acid at N. Pole where metal of a salt reduced

by hydrogen evolved. Acetate of lead is not neutral. Sub acetate

of lead, by weak battery, did not shew acid at N. Pole. Nitrate

of lead is always acid.

877. Now tried Sols. Ferro pruss. pot. and Iodide Potassa.

S. A. 1336 Sat. Sol. Ferro pruss. pot. Strong sol. Iodide Pm.
in plate Volta Electrometer.

N. Pole-27-5 H. N. Pole-25-8 H.
whole gas, P. „ -very little gas; P. „ —no gas; only

41-6 vols. only a few bubbles at iodine which dissolved

first— none afterwards in liquor.

—the ferro pruss. acid

dissolved.
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In these cases the hydrogen from ferro pruss. pot. quite right in

proportion and that from Iodide Pm. not very deficient. As the

iodine dissolved and diffused itself, it is possible that part of the

hydrogen evolved at the N. pole combined at the moment with

iodine again and caused the deficiency.

5 OCTR. 1833.

878. Motions of mercury. See Quar. Jour., xxv, 216.

'De la Rive, Conductibility conferred on or by water.

Quar. Jour., xxvii, 407.

„ „ „ also by Iodine, Bromine,

etc. xxiv, 465.

See Kemp on Suls. acid. Quar. JourL, 1831, p. 613.

880 . Conducting power of liquefied condensed gas. Kemp. Quar.

JourL, 1831, p. 613.

881. Fusinieri on transfer of ponderable matter by spark. Gior.

di Fisica., viii, 450.

879.
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882. Experimented on the action of platina poles on Gases. Had
a new charge of battery 40 pr. Plates 4 inches square. Prepared

several poles consisting of pieces of platina foil soldered with gold

on to platina wires ; the pieces of platina were about half an inch

wide and 2| long. A number of tubes were also prepared con-

taining from 1 1 to 2 cubic inches, closed at one end. In the

experiments to be described, these were filled with a mixture of

2 vols. H. + I vol. Ox., and then the platina pole or plate intro-

duced into the gas through the water of the trough and the whole

set aside in a small jar for action and observation.

883. These poles or plates were made pos. whilst a very large

plate of platina was made Neg. in a jar of the Sul. acid, s.g. 1336.

They were retained there only one minute, after which they were

withdrawn, washed in water and introduced into 3 tubes previously

filled with O. and H., at the pneumatic trough. They instantly

caused condensation, the gas evidently diminishing and in periods

from 6 to 8 minutes nearly the whole had disappeared in all

the jars or tubes.

884. One of these poles was then transferred to a fresh mixture—

there was action upon it but the effect was slow by comparison

to what it had been.

885. Three fresh poles were now made Pos. in the S.A. 1336
for five minutes, and then washed and put into mixed gases O. and

H. They acted more rapidly than the former, considerably so. The
diminution went on beautifully and the upper ends of the tubes

became quite warm. These poles each of them in the space of one

minute made about inches of the mixed O. and H. disappear.

886. Three poles were made Pos. in the S.A. 1336 for five

minutes. One was put into a fresh portion of S. A. 1336. Another

was washed and put into distilled water^ and the third washed,

shaken and left in the air. After eight minutes each was put into

a tube containing gas, 0. and H. The air pole acted most rapidly;

in four minutes its gases had nearly all disappeared, the tube

becoming very warm. The acid pole acted next best as to rapidity

and in about 7 minutes its gases had disappeared nearly. It was
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observed in both these as the water rose that it rose against

and covered the platina as if the latter were quite dry. It was also

evident that as the warmth from first action increased, the effect

went on more rapidly. Hence much difference may result in

different expts. from accidental circumstance of water adhering

more or less to the pole and requiring to be evaporated, so keeping

down heat. The water pole was the most sluggish in commencing
visible diminution ; at last began to rise ; after nine minutes rose

rapidly, the pole became red hot in the middle part and the rest of

the gas exploded.

887. Two thin foil poles and one thicker one were made Positive

for 4 minutes in S. A. s.g. 1336. The two thin ones were removed

and put at once into tubes ; the thick one was wiped with filtering

paper, the tube of gas lifted out of the water mouth downwards,

the pole put up dry and then the whole put into a jar of water.

The object being to dry the one pole and leave the other two wet.

All three acted so nearly like that no difference could be traced

to the drying.

888. Again the three were made Pos. in S. A. 1336 for 4 minutes.

The thin ones were put as before into gas, but the thick one was

washed in water, wiped with a cloth, washed and wiped again, after

which it was also passed up through water into a tube of gas. The
two first acted as before-not igniting but warming the tube, and

the third or washed one acted but was slower than the former.

889. One vol. Nitrous gas was mixed with one vol. hydrogen—

two vols. Nitrous oxide were mixed with one vol. hydrogen.

These were put into tubes and four-minute Pos. poles from S. A.

1336 introduced. There was no sensible action after an hour even.

The tubes were left for 36 hours.

890. A mixture of equal vols, of Chlorine and hydrogen was

made, two tubes filled with it and four-minute Pos. poles from

S. A. 1336 introduced. There was no apparent action at first. After

some time a little action appeared visible. These were also left

for 36 hours.

891 . Two tubes with O. and H. and two four-minute poles (Pos.)

from S. A. 1336 were prepared. One pole was put at once into its

gas and instantly shewed action. The other pole was washed in

water, heated red hot in the spirit lamp and then passed up through
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water into its tube of gas. It did not act at first sensible—in three

minutes it was sensible, and in nine minutes it had condensed

nearly the whole of the gas.

892. Two thick poles and a thin one were made Pos. in S. A.

1336 for four minutes and put into tubes with O. and H., one of the

thick ones having been washed and heated red hot in spirit lamp
first. The two thick ones acted moderately and nearly alike. The
thin one acted more quickly. I am inclined to attribute this to its

more favourable condition as regards it becoming heated— the

heat always favouring the action much.

893. Two poles were made Pos. for 4 Strong oil of Vitriol,

then washed and put up into tubes of O. and H. They both acted

well and quickly.

894. A pole, or as it should be now called, a plate, was merely

heated by the spirit lamp and blow pipe (not having been con-

nected with the battery) and put up into gas, O. and H. At first

there was no action, but after a while condensation began and

went on well at the last.

895. Another piece of platina plate was heated in the same way
(not having been electrified), and put into mixed O. and H. It

acted slowly, but at last all the gases nearly disappeared.

896. Two poles were made Pos. for 4 minutes in diluted acetic

acid^ and then put into mixed O. and H. They both acted very well,

condensing the gases.

897. Two poles were made Pos. for 3 minutes in Mur. acid

strong and pure. Much chlorine was evolved during the time.

These poles in mixed O. and H. acted but slowly— decidedly less

effectually than those from Acetic or Sulphuric acid. The dis-

appearance of gases at last almost complete.

898. Two poles for 4 minutes in pure diluted Nitric acid. These

acted pretty well on the mixed gases -better than the last- about

as those from Acetic acid.

899. A piece of platina foil about i inch by 2| and which had

not been used in any of these experiments, was curved so as to

enter a tube and then put up into one containing O. and H., and

left there at 8 o'clk. for the night.
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900. This morning at 9 o'clk. the platina left last night in the

O. and H. was examined. No action or condensation had taken

place. It was now withdrawn from the gas through the water,

heated by the Spirit lamp and blow pipe, and reintroduced into

the same gas. In the course of a few minutes, condensation of

the gas could be observed and in 45 minutes above | of the

gas or I- inches (cubic) nearly, had disappeared. Hence heat

alone can bring platina into the acting state.

901. The tubes with Chlorine and Hydrogen examined—about

half of gas in each gone; what remained was nearly pure hydrogen,

and chlorine was found dissolved in the water. It had also pro-

bably acted on the platina. Hence no combining power over

chlorine and hydrogen, but this most probably due to alteration

of the surface of the platina by the chlorine.

902. Now made some expts., not using the voltaic battery, but

preparing the surface of the platina in other ways.

903. Cleaned a platina pole, i.e. one of the pieces of plate and

wire before described, with a cork and some ashes from the fire

place, washed it and put it up into mixed O. and H. It acted

slowly at first, then well, and in less than an hour nearly all the

gases combined.

904. Cleaned another platina pole with water and ordinary glass

paper or fine sand paper. This in mixed O. and H. acted also but

much slower than the last. In 2 or 3 hours the gases had nearly

disappeared. The surface was scratched; that I think probably

favourable, but the glue of the sandpaper perhaps deleterious.

905. A pole was boiled for a minute in dilute Nitric acid and then

put into mixed O. and H. It acted very well, sooner than either of

the former.

906. A pole was heated for about a minute in strong oil of vitriol,

and then washed and put into mixed O. and H. It acted very well,

as well as if it had been rendered Pos. by the battery.

907. A pole was boiled in a solution of caustic potassa and then

washed and put into mixed O. and H. It did not seem to act at

first— after a while acted sensibly— in 2 hours, y of the gases

had disappeared— the metal acting very well.

908 . A pole was dipped in S. A., taken out and heated in the spirit

lamp to drive off all the acid. This in mixed O. and H. acted very
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slowly indeed, as if matter left by S. A. had soiled or injured the

surface. After some hours only small diminution.

909. A pole boiled for a minute in strong Nitric acid—washed
and put into mixed O. and H. acted very well indeed; gases soon

gone.

910. A pole cleaned with whitening, water and a cork (after being

burnished smooth by a glass stopper on glass) when put into

mixed O. and H. acted slowly only, but in 2 or 3 hours gases

had disappeared.

911. The tubes with Nitrous gas and Nitrous oxide examined.

In the tube containing Nitrous gas and hydrogen, the diminution

was very sensible, but very small ; about | of the gases had dis-

appeared. This mixture when lighted burnt very slowly down
tube.

912. The mixture of Nitrous oxide and hydrogen had diminished

more than the last ; about ^ had disappeared ; still action has been

very slow. This mixture by light exploded.

12 OCTR. 1833.

913. Yesterday a piece of amalgamated Zinc and a platina spatula

were put into dilute Sul. Acid and left all night for the electric

action to proceed. This morning, the platina was dull in most
places but in some parts amalgamated. There had been precipita-

tion in fact upon it. It was put up into a tube of O. and H. and

left there for 2| hours, but no action ensued. It was then taken out

and heated red hot, then cleaned by a cork, water and emery and

returned into the gas. It instantly began to act and condense the

gas, yet it had been a negative pole all night. It acted only slowly.

914. On moistening some of the poles to observe how the water

disposed of itself, it was found sometimes to remain moistening

the whole of the surface and sometimes to run off parts and gather

together in drops.

915. One of the platina plates was burnished with agate, then

rubbed with emery, a cork and water and put into tube of O. and

H.; it acted slowly but decidedly. In about i| hours about | of

the gas had disappeared.

916. A platina plate was burnished, then heated by spirit lamp

and blow pipe and put into mixed O. and H.; it did not sensibly
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act in 1 1 hours. A second was cleaned with emery, a cork and

dilute Sul. acid, well washed and then heated by blow pipe and

spirit lamp as the last; this was put into mixed O. and H. and did

not act sensibly in i| hours. This piece of platina, after being

heated, looked tarnished ; and as the spirit lamp had had salt upon
the wick on a former day, a fresh lamp was trimmed with fresh

spirit and a plat, plate previously cleaned by emery, sul. acid and

a cork heated by it. This, put into O. and H., produced no effect

in half an hour.

917. The three plates were now removed from the tubes and

rubbed with emery, dilute S. A. and a cork so as to clean them.

Being then returned each to its tube and gas, they all began

instantly to act, and in about two hours had condensed above

f of the gas.

918. A plate platina cleaned on glass with emery, dilute Sul. acid

and a cork—put into mixed O. and H.-soon acted sensibly— in

37 minutes ~ of the gas gone-good.

919. Two poles made Pos. in S. A. 1 336 for 4 minutes. Onegaveoff

much smaller bubbles than the other—being put into mixed O. and

H., the first acted quicker than the second but both acted very

well.

920. Two poles were burnished—cleaned with emery, dilute

S.A. and a cork and then made Pos. in S. A. 1336 for 3 minutes

by a weak and almost exhausted battery. They gave very small

bubbles by battery—being put into mixed O. and H. they acted

immediately, and in periods of 9 and 11 minutes nearly all the

gases had disappeared.

921. These two poles were then taken out of the tubes, washed

and heated, one in a quite [? quiet] alcohol flame, the other by

the same flame urged by blowpipe. They were then put into mixed

O. and H. After an hour they shewed no action— in consequence

they were removed and heated to fair redness and returned into

gas again- still there was no action.

922. Three poles were made Pos. in S.A. 1366 for 5 minutes

by the weak battery. One was then rinced, wiped and put up

into mixed O. and H.; it acted very well. The second was dipped

in Soapy water, washed and dried ; being put into gas it acted
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very well. The third was rinced, wiped very dry, passed over the

tongue, again wiped well and put into gas ; it also acted, and in

half an hour nearly all three of them were up at the top.

923 . The large curved platina plate which, when heated yesterday,

succeeded in condensing the mixed gas, was to-day heated just

in the same manner by the lamp and blow pipe and put up into

mixed gases, but it did not shew the slightest effect.

924. A pole had a part in the middle cut round, thus—so that

the middle portion adhered to the others only at the four corners.

This was done to prevent the conduction away of heat and facili-

tate ignition. This and a second or ordinary plate were both

made Pos. in S. A. 1336 for 3I minutes. The first was put into gas

and acted very well but did not ignite. The second was put into

distilled water and left there for 15 minutes, after which it was

put into O. and H. mixed. In less than 2 minutes it began to rise

and very soon rose rapidly, the platina became red hot and the gas

exploded^ blowing the tube out of the water.

925. I put the same pole immediately after into fresh O. and H.;

it acted but very slowly upon it.

926. Now had a new charge for the battery.

927. Made three poles negative for 4 minutes in S. A. 1336, and

put each into a mixture of O. and H. They soon acted sensibly

though not so strong as Pos. pole. In about 25 minutes, y of

gas in each had disappeared.

928. Hence Neg. poles will do it if clean.

929. Two poles made pos. in S. A. 1336 for four minutes to

shew Mr. Daniell ignition, etc. etc. One put into tube of O. and H.

shew absorption well ; the other into distilled water for 10 minutes,

then in mixed O. and H. ; it soon began to rise, then rose rapidly and

at last platina ignited but without exploding the gas, only making

it disappear instantly. Hence pretty sure of this effect.

930. Six poles made Pos. in S. A. 1336 for 5 minute each at two
separate times. These then left, two in similar acid, two in sol.

potash and two in distilled water, to be examined as to their action

on Monday.
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931. This morning experimented with the six poles put away on
Saturday night. It is now forty hours since they were connected

with the battery.

932. The two retained in water were put into mixed O. and H.

They acted, but very slowly and after some hours had caused but

little condensation. Then took the worst of them—shook it,

dipped it into warm oil of vitriol for one minute, then put it

into water for a minute or two and then returned it to the same

portion ofmixed gases. It now acted very well, soon overtook the

other and in a short time had caused far greater condensation than it.

933. Of the two retained in acid S. A. s.g. 1336, one was put at

once into mixed O. and H., being only briefly rinced in water. It

acted at once and well, and in 17 minutes, | of the gas gone ; action

then diminished and the tube was taken off. The other was put

into water for 10 minutes and then into mixed gases— it also acted

very well, and gave very nearly the same result as the first.

934. Hence they keep pretty well in acid-but now the action

of water in cleansing the surface not evident, in fact may consider

that the weak acid do it— for when pole comes out of S. A. 1336

after being positive, the S. A. next to its surface is probably very

highly concentrated, and this the weak acid could remove, almost

as well as water.

935. Of the two poles retained for 40 hours in Alkali, one was

simply rinced and put into mixed gases, the other was put for ten

minutes into water and then into gases. They both acted sensibly

immediately and finally acted very well. One of them rose so

rapidly that I added gas twice to the tube, in hopes the plate would

ignite, but it did not do so, the action gradually falling off.

936. None of these Six were as active as they would have been

if after separation from the battery they had been put into water

for ID or 15 minutes, and then used. But the acid and alkali have

kept them pretty well.

937. It appears also that in acting on the gas they lose power,

but this probably from their accumulating on their surfaces the

impurities of the O. and H. The oxygen was from Ox. manganese

and the hydrogen from Zinc and S. A. Probably, Chlorate of potash

oxygen and Hydrogen from Steam and pure Iron by heat, would

be better.
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938. Three poles which have not been used since Saturday were

heated in Strong Sul. Acid for 10 minutes, then put into water

for 10 minutes and then into tubes containing O. and H. They all

acted immediately and well— as well as the best of the above six.

939. Whilst heated and in the S. A., the surfaces acquired such

state as to cause much friction when the pieces were rubbed

against each other. This no doubt because of their perfectly clean

state, and helps to shew that effect is due to that clean state of

surfaces which acid and battery induce.

940. The three above (938) were taken out of their tubes,

put into distilled water for 10 minutes and then heated by a

lamp trimmed with fresh cotton and spirit to avoid all impurity.

The first was heated in quiet flame to fair redness, then put into

mixed O. and H.-it acted slowly, about I think as it would have

done if it had been put into a second portion of gas without any

preparation.

941. A second was heated more highly by alcohol flame and

blow pipe and put into mixed O. and H.— scarcely acted sensibly.

After a while it was taken out of the gas—put in warm oil of

vitriol for a minute—washed—and returned to the gas— it then

acted immediately and well.

942. The third was still more powerfully heated than the second

and then put into mixed O. and H. It acted better than the second

and in 1 1 hour gas nearly all gone. It was then taken out—wiped
clean with a cloth—heated red hot by lamp and blow pipe—put

into fresh mixture of O. and H. and left. It acted slowly but fairly,

and in about 33 minutes, half the second portion of gas gone.

943. Heat is evidently uncertain in its action, most probably

because of what it finds on the surface of the plates, which it makes

cleave by stronger force to them and because of what the fuel and

air takes to it and deposits on it. It often happens that when
heating the platina by the cleanest flame, the surface becomes

cloudy and dulled, shewing deposition of something extraneous

upon it.

944. Two poles were boiled in solution of pure caustic potassa

(I found afterwards there was lead in this potassa)— then put into

water for a few minutes—then in mixed O. and H. Neither acted

sensibly in one hour. Then took one out of gas, put it into hot

FDII 10
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Sul. Acid, strong, for half a minute, washed it and returned it to

its own gas. It acted immediately though slowly and in 20 minutes

f of the gas was gone. The other, which had shewn no action

in 1 1 hours, was taken out, was cleaned with a solution of potash,

emery and a cork, put into water for 4 or 5 minutes and then

returned to its own gas. It then acted sensibly although slowly,

so that cleaning the surface gave power.

945. In order to obtain a notion of the adhesion of the acid or

alkali to the platina, a pole was put into hot oil of vitriol, im-

mediately taken out, washed, wiped—washed and wiped again, and

then put into distilled water for 10 minutes. At the end of that

time the water gave traces of sul. acid to Baryta.

946. In order to try if soiling surface would leave permanent

harm, a pole was well dried—passed through the mouth to cover

it with saliva—washed and wiped—washed and wiped again— then

heated red hot by blow pipe and lamp and put into mixed O. and

H. It acted slowly but directly, and finally very fairly. Hence heat

does not destroy action ofnecessity^ etc. etc.

947. A pole was oiled-the oil burnt off- the pole soaked in

water a few minutes, wiped, washed, wiped, heated dull red and

put into O. and H. As there was no sensible action in five minutes,

it was taken out, washed again, heated much hotter and returned

to the same gas. It then acted, but very slowly.

948. Must remember that platina can combine with carbon by

heat, and that probably the surface thus aftd. in these modes of

igniting.

949. The pole just referred to, being after a while cleaned with

a cork, emery and dilute S. A., then acted at once, though not very

fast.

950. Two poles were cleaned by Emery and dilute S.A., the

cleaning friction being given by platina and not as heretofore by

a cork. These being put into mixed O. and H. acted very fairly.

In about 20 minute from | to f
of the gases had condensed.

951 . Two poles were boiled a few seconds in strong N. A., then

put into water for 6 minutes and afterwards into mixed O. and H.

They acted directly, and in five or six minutes nearly all the gas

gone.

952. One of these poles was taken out-heated red in a clear
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coal fire, not touching the cinders, and put into fresh mixture of

O. and H. It now acted very slowly.

953. A pole was boiled in strong N. A. for 4 minutes, put into

water for 2 minutes, and then into mixed O. and H. It acted at

once and well, but did not inflame gases. In 9 minutes,
f
of

gas gone.

954. Two poles which, having been rubbed with platina and

emery were very rough and dull on surface, were put into S. A.

strong for 20 minutes, then into water for 3 minutes, and then

into gas. They acted very fairly, but not powerfully. They had

not been in water long enough considering their roughened state.

955. A pole was cleaned and rubbed by a piece of charcoal and

water, then washed, put into mixed gases and acted slowly directly

—it acted very well afterwards. The top of tube became warm,

and in 20 minutes | of the gas was gone.

956. A pole was cleaned with oxide manganese (per), a cork and

water, then put into gas, O. and H. It acted at once slowly and in

25 minutes ^ of the gas was gone.

957. A burnished plate pole was put into hot strong S.A. for

about half a minute, then into distilled water, shaken about and

wiped with a clean cloth— again into distilled water (fresh), shaken

about and wiped— again into fresh distilled water, where it was

moved about for 5 or 10 seconds, and then into fresh distilled

water where it was left for five minutes. The third and fourth

portions of water were then tested by Mur. Baryta. No sensible

trace of S. A. appeared in the third, but the fourth gave very sensible

indications. Very considerable considering the circumstances.

Proof of strong adhesion of or retention of the S. A. and therefore

of other bodies by the platina.

958. This effect very probably a general one.

959. All the previous expts. of to-day have been made without

battery.

960. Four poles were made, two Pos. and two Neg., in S. A. s.g.

1336 for seven minutes. One Pos. pole was rinced in water

and then put into mixed O. and H. It acted very well indeed. The
other Pos. pole was put into water for 10 minutes and then into

gas, O. and H. It instantly acted— the gas rose very fast and the

plate became so hot that the water boiled as it covered it, but it

10-2
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did not explode. One of the neg. poles was rinced in water

and then put into O. and H.— it acted very distinctly, but slowly

as compared to the P. poles. The other Neg. Pole was put into

water for 10 minutes and then into mixed O. and H. ; it acted much
faster than former N. Pole, perhaps twice as fast, but yet slow

as compared to the P. poles.

961 . Two poles were made, one P. one N., in strong sol. of sul.

soda for 5 minutes; then put into separate portions of water for

10 minutes and then into O. and H. The P. pole soon acted,

the water ran up fast, the gas almost exploded. The N. Pole also

acted and in 1 5 minutes had condensed | the gas or more. There

was no lead in this saline solution.

962. A Pos. and a Neg. pole were made for five minutes in sol.

of Potassa (it contains a little lead), then in water for 10 minutes,

then in O. and H. They seemed to exert no action at all. After

40 minutes, during which there was no action, they were both

cleaned by emery, water and a cork, returned to the gases and

then acted slowly. The Neg. pole was then cleaned by emery,

dilute S. A. and a cork, after which it acted better. Being then

dipped in hot strong S. A., put into water and then into the gas,

it acted better still.

963. The four poles of (960) which had been in seven minutes,

etc. etc. were now made poles in S.A. s.g. 1336, for 5 minutes.

Those which were pos, being now neg, and those which were Neg,

being now Pos, These were put into water for 30 minutes and then

into O. and H. The two pos. poles quickly acted: one produced

ignition of itself, but did not explode gas; the other rose very

rapidly— the water evaporated fast from off it— it became so hot

as to make the rising water boil, but it did not visibly ignite,

though it was close upon it. The action of both was over in a

few minutes. The Neg. poles both acted, and fairly, though far

more slowly than the others ; in 30 minutes, y of the gas of each

had disappeared.

964. Two poles were made P. and N. in a solution of Carbonate

of Potassa for 5 minutes— then put into water for 5 minutes

and then into mixed O. and H. There was no sensible action in half

an hour. The N. pole was then dipped in Oil Vitriol—then in

water and returned to the gas. Now acted very well— in seven
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minutes the gas was up at the top, the tube becoming warm. Did
the same with the P. Pole—action—but not so good as last.

965. Now dipped a pole in sol. potash, dried it by spirit lamp

and almost fuzed the remaining alkaH upon it. Then put it into

water for 4 or 5 minutes—next into strong Oil Vitriol hot for

a minute or two— then into water for ten minutes, and then into

O. and H. Instant excellent action, the gas rose quickly, the platina

became red hot, and thus Dobereiner effect was produced without

action ofbattery on the platina. Good.

22ND OCTR. 1833.

966. Query the temperature at which bodies combine without

contact of solid matter. Put jet of gas in place of blow pipe

current— then put wire or some incombustible substance there

and see if it inflames it. Probably gas require a very high tempera-

ture to inflame without solid matter.

967. In all cases of common inflammation solid matter is present

—great use of carbon in fuel in consequence in this point of view.

Carbon probably burn sooner than either hydrogen or carb.

hydrogen.

968. General views of this kind.

21ST OCTR. 1833.

969. Refer phenomena to attraction of Particles, yet not sufficient

to cause chemical combination. This probably made a general

principle. As cases make [? may] take Aggregation of similar par-

ticles as in Pottery. Glass attracts water, resin does not—a similar

case almost of chem. selection. Then adhesion of air as to needles

when floating on water; to glass in Bellani's thermometers and

barometers, etc. Wetting of different substances, some by water,

some by oil, etc. etc., yet not soluble. Resin and metals, not wet

well— glass, silica, etc. very well. Nuclei: their action especially

in vapours— will glass and metal differ in condensing camphor—
or things in solutionwhen crystallizing, will theyadhere differently.

970. Quick loss of power is a proof of attraction of other and

interfering matters. Then especially the adhesion of Sulc. Acid,

etc. etc.

971 . When metals made poles of battery the acid and alkali in
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immediate contact most probably very strong and in very close

contact; circumstances are very favourable.

972. Observe what is the appearance as to wetting of 4' plat,

poles—when directly taken out of the acid—when washed for

15'; and also of common platina. Does it wet equally in all cases ?

How does it wet after heat ? If it wets least after washing, it will

shew the removal of the acid by washing- it will also shew a

quicker contact of gas in such cases and therefore ought to be

quicker effect.

4 NOVR. 1833.

973 . Ritchie says that current in passing a decomposing solution

is as magnetic as in a wire. If so, very strange. Would result

evidently that it did not pass in consequence of decomposition

or by any process of that kind, for no reaction on it more than

when it passes without, as in wire.

974. If it should turn out that electricity can decompose a salt

in solution as well as the water, and without diminution of action

on the latter, then again shew independance of conduction on

decomposition, but dependance of latter on the former— this with

its unaltered magnetic action very curious.

975. Perhaps conduction and little decomposition of Sulet. of

Silver also prove the same thing.

976 . Will be very strange if Electricity can decompose two bodies

at once to an equal equivalent amount, as it can if they were acted

on separately. It will shew relations altogether new as compared

to other powers of matter in their usual or natural condition.

977. In the transfer of Sulphuric acid (in expts. on dilute S. A.)

must consider the effect of the connecting asbestus and how far

it might help. If my view of Porret's phenomena right, it might

help much.

978. In investigating equivalent decomposition and constant de-

composition by the voltaic battery, after shewing water constant,

then try whether it can any way be varied. That done, take other

substances in a simple condition, as fuzed chlorides, etc. etc., to

compare with water ; and then take cases in which two substances,

as water and a salt, give way at once, and see if decomposing action
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on both is not equal, and therefore double what it would be on

either alone.

979. As the nature of the pole seems to make no difference in

the sum of action, may tell the acid taken by using a positive zinc

pole in a neutral solution and ascertaining how much alkali or

earth or base is set free; using a standard sulphuric acid to

measure this evolved base and therefore represent the acid com-

bined.

980. If a zinc Pos. pole is used in Sul. Soda, will an equivalent

of hydrogen and another of alkali appear at the negative pole.

Probably find good use of diaphragm in these cases, to keep acid

and alkali apart.

981. For separation of base and hydrogen at once may use

Muriate, Nitrate or perhaps Acetate of baryta, lime, strontia, mag-

nesia, etc. etc. with a Pos. pole that will unite to acid.

982. Must ascertain if there is any way of altering the quantity

of water decomposed, as by combining its oxygen or hydrogen

at the poles or putting other decomposing bodies with it.

983. As to smell of Electricity. Does it occur at the Pos. pole

only } in acid } May it be due to power of Pos. pole to combine

bodies } Can it occur at both Pos. and Neg. surface of machine

electricity.'^ Combining power at P. surface may be very strong

because very concentrated as to surface (i.e. to its extent).

Cavendish acid may perhaps be formed only at P. Pole and be a

consequence of this peculiar power Should then happen with

Brushes equally with sparks. Try smell of Electricity fromWooden
points—in two portions of air separated by water or something

not giving or causing sparks. Pass smelling air through a thick

cloth moistened with solution of potassa, etc. etc.

984. Bonijol's effect of decomposition perhaps connected with

these phenomena. Wollaston's also.

985. Conductibility mutually conferred on each other by Sul-

phurous acid and water. De la Rive, Quar. Jour., xxvii. 407.

Chlo. Arsenic same (373 exp.).

986. On necessary intensity for decomposition. Do. 183 1, p. 377.

987. Ampere and Becquerel on Electricity produced by com-
bination and nature of resulting current. Ann. de Chimie, xxvii,

p. 29. This reference is for consideration of Source of Voltaic
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electricity and electrical nature of chem. combination. See Also

by same, the end of a memoire presented to the Acad, on 3 Deer.

1823.

7 NOVR. 1833.

988. Crumpled up the end of a thin wire— dipped the crumpled

part into strong sol. potassa (it contained a little lead)—heated

it in lamp until alkali fuzed-soaked it in water for 10 minutes—

dipped it in nearly boiling Sul. Acid (strong) for 3 minutes—put it

into water for 10 minutes—shook it well and then held it over a

small jet of hydrogen ; but it did not shew any signs of heating.

When warmed in lamp and then put into jet it cooled down to

common temperature, unless it were of considerable temperature

(not visibly red), and then its temperature rose to redness and it

soon inflamed the hydrogen. Do not expect to render wire

effective with a common jet of hydrogen in air. No doubt of it

in mixed O. and H.

989. Prepared oxygen from chlorate of potassa, and hydrogen by
passing steam of water over heated iron ; the latter has a strong

smell and is probably far from pure.

990. A Gold plate was made pos. for 5 minutes in Sul. Acid, s.g.

1336, by a weak battery of 40 Pr. plates—put into water for

10 minutes and then into mixed O. and H., the hydrogen being that

from iron and steam. There was no action here in 2| hours. Then
took it out, made it Pos. for 9 minutes in the S. A. 1336 by the

same halfexhausted battery, and put it into O . and H. (thehydrogen

being from zinc, and found effective with platina). In 3 hours

and quarter still no action. Then took it out and made it Pos.

in S. A. 1336 by means of a newly charged and active battery of

40 pr. plates for 5 minutes— left it in water for 10 minutes, and

put it into fresh good O. and H. at 7 o'clk. P.M. to be left all night.

991. On the 8th at 7 o'clk. P.M., i.e. after 24 hours. The action

of this pole had been very distinct ; gas had disappeared. Still the

action had been but slow.

992. A Palladium plate made Pos. for 5 minutes in S. A. 1336 by
the weak battery. It evolved oxygen but it was also acted upon
and a solution of Palladium formed— it was put into water for

10 minutes—then into O. and H. (the hydrogen that from iron and
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steam) and left for 2 hours, during which there was no appearance

of action. It was then taken out, made Pos. for 9 minutes in the

S. A. 1336 by same exhausted battery and put into good O. and H.

(H. from Zinc and S. A). It now acted immediately and went on

very well though not like platina.

993. A Platina plate was made Pos. for 3 minutes in S. A. 1336

by the same half exhausted voltaic battery, and put into water for

10 minutes, and then into O. and H. (the H. from Iron and Steam).

There was no action in 6\ hours. It was then taken out and made
Pos. for 5 minutes by newly charged active battery of 40 Pr.

plates in S. A. 1336-put into water for 10 minutes and returned

to the same O. and H. at
^ p. 7 o'clk. P.M. to be left for 24 hours.

Being examined after 24 hours, i.e. at ^ p. 7 o'clk. P.M. on the

8th instant, there was so small a diminution that the occurrence

of any real action was doubtful.

994. A similar plat, plate made Pos. for 3' in S. A. 1336 by same

exhausted battery—put into water for 10' and then into O. and H.

(the hydrogen from zinc and S. A.) - acted very well and the platina

ignited.

995. Hence Iron hydrogen bad, probably from compound of

carbon in it with hydrogen or some other matter, and is remark-

able that Oleft. gas apparently interfered with action of Plat.

Zinc hydrogen good, but probably O. and H. by battery poles

better still. Must try silver, etc. etc. etc., by such O. and H.

996. See if little Oleft. or Carb. oxide will prevent action of good
Oxy. and H.

997. Two silver plates inches long wide and of inch

in thickness were made Pos. for 5 minutes in S. A. 1336, by old

battery. They were acted upon, silver was dissolved and the sur-

face became dull. They were put into distilled water for 20

minutes and then into good O. and H. (Zinc hydrogen). They
shewed no sensible action and were left at 8' to 2 o'clk. After

24 hours, still no action. Being taken out, they seemed dirty;

a finger passed over them moved a black powder.

998. Two Platina plates were made Pos. for 10 minutes by ex-

hausted battery in a solution of Tartaric acid consisting of i vol.

sat. solution and 2 vols, water. They were then put into water

for 9 minutes and afterwards into good O. and H. Both acted very
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well, but did not rise to ignition. In id gases nearly all gone-
tubes became warm.

999. Two platina plates were made Pos. for 7 minutes by old

weak battery in diluted Acetic acid, and then put into water for

10 minutes—being put into good O. and H., they acted very well.

One rose to ignition and explosion, the other very nearly so.

1000. Two platina plates made Pos. by the exhausted battery for

7 minutes in diluted solution of Oxalic acid— then put into water

for 15 minutes and finally into good O. and H. They both acted

very fairly but not as those from Acetic acid.

1001. Two platina plates, first heated, then made Pos. for 8

minutes in a dilute solution of Acetate of Potassa by the exhausted

battery—put into water for 16 minutes— then into good O. and H.

They acted but slowly, and in 23 minutes had not condensed

above | of the gases—but this was due to poor state of battery.

1002. Two plat, poles into sol. suL Zinc. Here the P. pole

became yellow and finally covered with a reddish body which

could be rubbed off in scales ; which was not dissipated by heat,

though something altered ; which dissolved in StrongM. A. forming
a dark red solution, becoming colourless by heat or dilution, etc. etc.

It does not look like per oxide of lead, and must be examined— it

looks rather like a new body.

1003. Two plat, plates in sol. sul. copper for 10 minutes, being

rendered Pos. by the old exhausted battery— they were then put

into water for 8 minutes, and afterwards into good O. and H. There

was no sensible action in half an hour. The plates were then with-

drawn from the gases, made pos. in the same solution of suL copper

for 5 minutes by di freshly charged battery
,
put into water for 10

minutes and returned to the same portions of gases in which they

were before. They now both acted very fairly. The old battery

had been too weak.

1004. A Platina pole rendered Pos. for 5 minutes by fresh battery

in S. A. 1336, then in water for 10 minutes, then into a mixture

of 2 vols. Garb, oxide and i vol. oxygen. This was done at 10'

to 7 o'clk. P.M. and left for 24 hours (Short Jar). At 7 o*clk. P.M.

on the 8th Novr., there had been no sensible action.

1005. A Plat, pole made pos. for 5 minutes by fresh battery in

S. A. 1336— in water for 10', then in mixture of i vol. Oleft. gas
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and 3 vols. Oxygen— at 10' to 7 o'clk. P.M. to be left 24 hours

(taller Jar). At 7 o'clk. on the 8th, i.e. after 24 hours, no sensible

action had occurred.

1006. A thin Plat, pole made Pos. for 5' by good battery in a

strong solution of Carbonate of Soda— then in water for 10

minutes, and then in good O. and H., at | p. 7 o'clk. P.M. for 24

hours. At I p. 7 o'clk. on the 8th, i.e. after 24 hours, but very little

action had taken place ; about | of the gas had disappeared. There

had been action.

1007. Two plat, poles made Pos. for 5 minutes by good battery

in S. A. 1336, then put into water for 10 minutes, after which they

were quickly shaken and put into a little bottle containing only

air, and the mouth closed (not air tight) by a cork. The bottle was
then inverted with its mouth in water and put by at 20' to 8 o'clk.

P.M. to be left for 40 or 50 hours, i.e. until Saturday or Monday
next.

1008. On Monday the nth, at 14 p. 9 o'clk., i.e. after 84I hours,

one of these was put into good O. and H. It acted at once and

exploded the gas at 19' p. 9 o'clk., i.e. in 5' from its introduction.

1009. The other pole was put into good O. and H. at 16' to 10 o'clk.

A.M.; on Friday the 15th, i.e. after j{ days, or rather 182 hours,

it acted very well, though not rapidly. All the gas was gone in

about two hours.

10 10. A Plat, pole made Pos. for 5 minutes by good battery in

Sul. Acid 1336, then put into a small portion of the same acid

and set aside at 15 minutes to 8 o'clk. P.M. to be left 6 or 8 days,

i.e. until Thursday or Friday next. It was put into O. and H. on
Friday the 15 th at 10' to 10 o'clk., having been in the acid j{ days

or rather 182 hours. It acted directly and in 27' the gas was all

gone.

8 NOVR. 1833.

ion. A little spongy platina reduced as a ball on the end of a

wire and suspended in a glass tube, so that a spirit lamp put beneath

should touch it with its flame and keep it red hot. Being heated

for 3 hours, then cooled and afterwards held in a jet of hydrogen,

it ignited freely. After it had been heated six hours and subject

to the gases from the spirit lamp, still it acted very well. Being
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heated an hour longer, i.e. 7 hours altogether, still it acted well

as spongy platina. Hence heat in this way does spongy platina

little if any harm.

1012. Crumpled up the end of a small wire, heated it in Potassa,

then in water, then in hot oil vitriol; then in water, shaken and

held in jet of hydrogen, but could not cause ignition. Could
perceive no hopes of raising the power of a wire so as to effect

this action.

1013. Made a jf/y^rjp/a^e Pos. in dilute acetic acid. It was power-

fully acted upon but became much discoloured. I thought there

was no hope of finding it active on O. and H. and did not pursue

the experiment.

1014. Cleaned two plates of silver with cork, water and fine

emery, washed them and put them into O. and H. at 18' p. 3 o'clk.

On Saturday the 9th, after 26 hours, no action. On Monday the

I ith at 9 A.M., after 66 hours, no sensible action. On Tuesday the

i2th at 9 P.M., no action.

1015 . Made a Plat, plate Pos. in sol. of Nitrate of Lead—per oxide
of lead formed on it so as to stop the expt.

1016. The tints are very good and from their order would serve

well to indicate the intensity of electric currents in different parts

of a solution under investigation. GOOD,

1017. Boiled a plat, plate in strong sol. of Ammonia—put into

water for a few minutes, then into O. and H. at 12' to 4 o'clk. No
action in 3 hours. Then taken out— dipped in hot Sulphuric acid—

put into water for 10 minutes and returned to the same gas. It

soon acted, but only slowly. In 27 minutes about | of the gas

gone.

1018. A Platina Plate made Pos. in S. A. 1336 for 8 minutes-

then put into water for 10 minutes. A mixture of 3 vols. O. and H.

with I vol. Oleft. mixture (i.e. of 8 hy. + 4 ox. with i Oleft.+ 3 ox.

vols.) was prepared, and the plate put in at 11' p. 7 P.M. At \ to

II o'clk. next day, i.e. after 15I hours, there had been no action.

This was because of the Oleft. gas present, for on taking out the

plate and putting it into O. and H., it acted at once and in 17 minutes

the gas was gone.

1019. A Platina plate made Pos. in S. A. 1336 for 8 minutes, then

put into water for 10'. Then into the following mixture of gas
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at 1
1

' past 7 o'clk. P.M. -namely, 3 vols. O. and H. with i vol. Carb.

ox. mixture (i.e. 6 hy. + 3 ox. with 2 c. ox. + i ox.). There was no

sensible action in 15I hours. On taking out the pole and putting

it into good O. and H. it acted also and very fairly. All the gas was

gone in 40 minutes.

1020. Hence both these mixtures retard the action of the platina

on O. and H.

1021. An unused platina plate was boiled in a strong solution of

Tartaric acid for 5 minutes-then put into water for 8', and then

into O. and H. at 18' p. 7 o'clk. There was no action next day at

15' to II o'clk., i.e. after 15I hours.

1022. An unused platina plate was boiled in strong Pharma-

copoeia Acetic Acid for 5', then put into water for 10 minutes

and then into O. and H. It acted at once and very well.

1023. A Platina plate wetted in Potassa and heated red in spirit

lamp flame— it became stained in one part. It was put in water to

remove the alkali— then boiled in strong Acetic acid for 5'—put

into water for 10'—and then into O. and H. It acted at once, not-

withstanding the stained state, and the gas was all gone in 37
minutes.

1024. A platina plate wetted in potash and heated red in spirit

lamp flame; it became stained in one part-it was then soaked

in water to remove the alkali— boiled for 5' in solution of Tartaric

acid-putinto water for 5' and then into O. and H. It acted directly

and in 15' exploded.

9TH NOVR. 1833.

1025. A platina plate made Pos. for 20 minutes in S. A. 1336 by
a weak voltaic battery—put into water for 10' and then into a

gaseous mixture of 1 1 vols. O. and H. with i vol. Oleft mixture (i.e.

of 29-3 H. + 14-6 Ox. with I oleft. + 3 ox.) containing only ^
Oleft gas. This was at 3

5
' p. 11 A.M. On the 1 1 th at 9 o'clk. A.M.,

i.e. after 45I hours, there had been no sensible action. The plate

was then taken out of that mixture and put into good O. and H.
on which it immediately acted; the gas was all gone in 7', and very

nearly exploded.

1026. A Platina plate made Pos. for 20' in S. A. 1336 by a weak
battery, and put for 10' into water. A mixture was made of 1 1 vols.
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O. and H. with i vol. carb, ox. mixture (i.e. of 22 H.+ 11 ox. with

2 c. ox. + I ox.) containing therefore ^ carb. oxide. Into this

the plate was put. It acted slowly at first— in 25' it was still

acting slowly, but at the end of 42' it exploded.

1027. A plate made Pos. in S. A. 1336 by weak battery for 20', then

put into water for 10'. Filled a dry tube by a jet with O. and H.
closed it with the finger, dry. Dried the plate with filtering paper

and then put it into the tube quickly through the air (the tube

being held mouth downwards) and then the tube put with its

mouth into a dish of water. The action of this dry pole on dry

gas was very good. In 3' all the gas was gone, but the effect did

not quite rise to explosion.

1028. A platina plate made Pos. in S. A. 1336 by weak battery

for 20' and then put into water for 15'. This was put into a tube

with a little distilled water and set aside at 10' p. 12 (Midday). After

96 hours, i.e. on 13th, it was put into O. and H. It acted slowly—

in 9 hours the gas was about
|
up. Before 24 hours over quite up.

1029. Equivalents of Curbs. Pot. and soda mingled, sprinkled over

a platina plate and fuzed on it by lamp or fire. No action here on

the platina— then put into water to wash off the carbonates—put

into fresh water for 10' and then into O. and H. at 35' p. i o'clk.

In 25' they were acting slowly. In 2 hours about ^ of the gas

gone-but the action very slow. It might however have risen, but

the pole was taken out, dipped into S. A. (hot) for a moment,

then into water for 5', and then into fresh gas: it now acted at

once and in 15' exploded.

1030. A platina plate fuzed with the Carb. pot. and soda on it-

put into water— then into another water— into hot S.A. for 5'—

into water for 9'—into O. and H. It acted directly and in 10' almost

exploded, the gas running up rapidly.

103 1. A plat, plate heated and fuzed with Borax sprinkled on

it—put into water— boiled in dilute S.A. until Borax dissolved

off-put into water-put into O. and H. -acted slowly only and

in i\ hours about | of gas gone. Taken out-put into hot oil

vitriol for a moment— then into water for 5'— into O. and H.— it

acted at once and in 15' gas all gone.

1032. A Plat, plate dipped in Phosphoric acid and heated in spirit

lamp flame— then put into water for 10' and then into O. and H.—
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no apparent action in i| hours. Taken out of gas and put into

hot S. A. for a moment— then into water for 8'—and then re-

turned it to the same gas: it acted at once—in 24' about | of

the gas gone.

1033. A Platina plate heated in spirit lamp flame and rubbed

over with a piece of potassa fusa-^ut into water to remove

the alkali— into hot SuL Acid for a moment— into water for 15'—

into Ox. and H.— it acted slowly at first and exploded at the end

of 12 minutes.

1034. A platina plate acted on in the same way by potassa fusa

—heated in the fire until the plate much tarnished—put into water

to remove alkali-into hot oil vitriol for i', which did not remove

dark stains— into water for 15'— into O. and H. at 22' p. 4 o'clk.

It caused explosion in 6'.

1035. This pole or plate was put into a Httle water and set aside

until monday, on which day at 21' p. 9 A.M., i.e. after 41 hours,

it was again put into O. and H. At first it acted but slowly— in

30' gas about half gone -in 40' nearly all gone, and it rose so fast

at last that it was evident if there had been enough gas at last it

would have exploded.

1036. A plate of Palladium was dipped into hot Sulphuric acid

for one minute—into water for 10'— into O. and H.— it acted very

fairly at once.

1037. A plate of Gold in hot Oil Vitriol for 5' -in water for 12'—
then into gas, O. and H.— it acted very fairly at once.

1038. A plate of copper cleaned by emery and water—put into

hot S. A. for a moment (it instantly tarnished)— into water for

ii'-into O. and H. at 5 o'clk. P.M. On Monday the nth at 9
o'clk. A.M., i.e. after 40 hours, no action,

1039. A plate of copper cleaned by emery, cork and water—put

into water for a few moments to rince off cleanings and then into

O. and H. at 5 o'clk. On Monday the nth, at 9 o'clk A.M., i.e.

after 40 hours, no action.

1040. Two Plat, plates made Pos. in S.A. 1336 for 20' by an

exhausted battery—put into water for 55', and then put into the

following mixtures of gases at 5' to 6 P.M.

1041. 49 Vols. 0. and H. + i vol. Oleft. ^cz^— the action hardly

sensible in 2 hours time—but on looking 24 hours after, the tube
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was found blown to pieces. The retardation at first occasioned by
the Oleft. gas very sensitive here.

1042 . 99 vols. . andH.+ i vol, Oleft, gas. The action was sensible

in 50'—went on slowly until the end of 85'— gas then rose rapidly

and exploded. Hence, also effect ofolefiant gas in retarding evident

and proportionate.

1043. A Thin Plat, plate, heated in lamp and rubbed over with

potassa fusa— then in water— then in hot S.A. for 4'—in water

for 12'— then in mixture of 99 ox. and H. + i oleft gas. It acted

sensibly at once—went on steadily— at the end of 50' about
|

of gas left— it then rose suddenly and all the gas disappeared at

once, almost producing explosion.

1044. The effect with these proportions may vary when stronger

battery used or other changes made—but general results very

good and instructive.

111.

iv.

OXYGEN V.

vi.

12 NOVR. 1833.

1045. Experimented with O. and H. mingled with different pro-

portions of air and other gases. Thus six equal plat, plates were

prepared by heating them in spirit lamp, rubbing potassa fusa

over them but not continuing the heat until the platina was dis-

coloured—putting the plates in water to wash off the alkali—

dapping them between filtering paper to dry them—putting them

into hot oil of vitriol for 5'—and then into one portion of distilled

water to wash roughly and into another portion to remain 10'.

These plates were put into the following mixtures—

In 2I hours

nearly all in

' each gone
= of the O.
and H.

AIR i. O. and H. with air

ii.

2 acts well in 20' y of whole bulk gone

5)

5>

5?

withoxy. =

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

f I

6
/ I

6

20

20'

^ of whole bulk gone
In 2I hours

nearly all

the O. and

I

H. to form
' water gone.

At first starting i, ii, iii were nearly alike- iv slower and v
about as iv— vi twice as fast as v.
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1046. Oxygen I think retards more than air, but that is doubtful,

and much will depend upon the state of the plates—not certain

all alike. It is remarkable to see | or ^ of air do so little-even f-
not retard much, considering the dilution that must occur at place

of condensation.

1047. Prepared five plates as described, by Pot. and S. A. They
were in S. A. 5'-in water 13'. Were then put into O. and H. diluted

with Hydrogen.

O. and H. with Hydrogen = f All acted at once, but iv and v hydrogen

quickest— then iii, then ii, then i.

In I hour 10', nearly all the O.
and H. which could form water

gone. Action very good and

quick. Hydrogen therefore re-

tards very little, astonishingly little. In these and the other expts.,

I
means that | of the whole bulk was diluting hydrogen, the

rest O. and H. to form water.

1048. Prepared five plates for gas diluted with Nitrogen. Were
in hot S. A. 5', in water 12'. Then in gas.

O. and H. with Nitrogen They all acted at once, v, iv and nitrogen

iii together and best, ii and i less.

In I h. 10' the O. and H. not all

gone, though not far from it. In

I hour more still, some O. and

H. remaining. Nitrogen retards

more than Hydrogen I think, especially at last, but must remember
that it was prepared by Phosphorus from air and that the plates

may have become a little soiled by Phos. acid.

1049. Prepared five other plates, etc. in S. A. 7', in water 12'.

O. and H. with Nitrous Oxide f They all act at once well in the nitrous oxide

order v, iv, iii, ii, i. In 46', all

up, all O. and H. gone. This gas

retards I think decidedly less

than nitrogen or air. I have

an impression it is about as

hydrogen.

1050. Prepared a plate platina—in S. A. for 5'—in water 12', A tube ether

of O. and H. prepared, a little piece of cork dipped in ether and
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passed up into the gas. Then the plate in. It acted at first fairly,

went on slowly. In 2 hours it was nearly at the top—and next

morng., i.e. in 14 hours, quite up. Consequently the ether had

taken no oxygen— the tube being open smelt of ether. Ether does

not therefore retard much.
OIL GAS VAPOUR 1051. A platc prepared by Alkali, acid, etc. in S. A. 5', in water

12'; a tube filled with O. and H. and then a piece of cork dipped in

the volatile liquor from the condensed oil gas passed up. The plate

was then introduced and acted but very slowly. In 2 hours only

about I inch up. On Wednesday after 14 hours about |rds up.

On Thursday after 39 hours about
|
up. On Friday after 60

hours about
|
up. At this time the tube with its remaing. gas

was removed and the plate put into good O. and H. The tube

smelled strongly of the oil gas liquor. The plate in the fresh tube

acted at once; in 12 hours it was and in 24 hours it was

up at the top. The action therefore had not been destroyed but

quelled.

suLPHURET OF CARBON 1052. A platc prepared by Alkali, acid, etc. in S. acid 5', in water

12'. A tube of O. and H. had a cork dipped in sulphuret of carbon

put up, and then the plate introduced. After 2 hours no sensible

action. On Wednesday after 14 hours scarcely any action, only

about I inch of gas in tube gone. On Thursday after 39 hours the

same. On Friday after 61 hours up a very little more
;
scarcely any

action. Now put the plate into a fresh tube ofoxygen and hydrogen

and examined the old tube. It smelt strongly ofsulphuret ofcarbon.

The plate in fresh gas acted very well and in 18' had condensed

the gas. Hence great retardation by vapour but no injury of

plate.

1053. A plate prepared like the three last put into good O. and H.
for comparison. Acted at once well, did not run up, but in 2 hours

all gone. I think that using the water through which the sulphuret

of carbon and other matters had passed may have caused the re-

tardation by sending up a little vapour to the gas of this expt.
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Six plates prepared by Pot. and Acid. In S. A. 6'—in water1054.
20'.

i. O. and H. w
n.

iii.

iv.

V.

vi.

plates

h Carb. oxide = 7 No sensible action in any carbonic oxide

in 3 hours time except the

last; that acted at once—but

slowly. All was gone in it

in I hour.

Then prepared five other

They were in hot S. A. for 7', and in water for 12'. They
were then put into these gases, and the plates taken out, put

into good O. and H.; the latter immediately acted very well

and soon condensed all the gas, but the former did not act at

all. These new plates were left in until Thursday, but though

20 hours had passed no action had occurred. The plates were

then taken out of the tubes i, ii and iii and put into good
O. and H.; all acted at once, and in 17 minutes all the gases were

condensed. The tubes iv and v were left till Friday, but though

42 hours had passed no condensation had occurred. The plates

being then taken out and put into good O. and H. acted very well;

the gas rose rapidly and in 10' was up at the top, producing almost

inflammation.

1055 . Hence carbonic oxide retards the action in an extraordinary

way, but yet without injuring the plate in the least. Even ^ pre-

vents action entirely.

1056. Five plates prepared by alkali, etc. In S. A. 8', in water 18'.

O. and H. with Carb. acid = 7 They acted very fairly at once, carbonic acid

the last most rapidly. In

hours all nearly finished. It was

very evident from the shortness

^ of the time and notwithstand-

ing the absorbability of carbonic acid by water, that this gas

causes but little retardation to the action, only that which is

mechanical. It is a singular contrast to Carbonic oxide.

1057. I changed the acid in the tube which has been in use some
time, for it was much weakened by spontaneous dilution, and I

found much quicker effect with plates prepared with the new acid.

1058. Five plates prepared with Alkali, etc. In S. A. 5', in

water 15'.
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OXYGEN O. and H. with Oxygen =
y

Action very fair but not so strong

as with Nitrous oxide or hydrogen

or Nitrogen. In i h. 18' the O.
and H. to form water nearly gone.

Must compare different gases at

once, since different preparation of plates may interfere.

PHosPHURETTED 1059 . A platina plate prepared with alkali, etc. In S. A. 5', in

HYDROGEN ^ater 10'. O. and H. had ~ of Phos. hydrogen added to it and

then the plate put up. It shewed no sensible action even by
Saturday after 70 hours. The plate was then put into fresh O. and H.

The old gas examined smelt strongly of Phos. Hy. and burnt with

a bright phosphorus flame. The plate in its new gas did not shew

any direct action, and on Monday i8th at 8 P.M., or 50 hours

after, there was no action ; nor on Thursday following. Hence the

plate has had its power taken away by Phos. Hy.

14 NOVR. 1833.

SULPHURETTED 1060. A Plat, platc prepared by Alkali, etc. In S. A. 8', in water 15'.

HYDROGEN A tubc of O. and H. had of Sul. Hy. (from Sulet. of Antimony
and M. A.) added to its contents and the plate put in at 12 o'clk.

No action occurred even by Friday the 15; nor by Saturday

the 1 6th at 20' to 2 o'clk., or after 50 hours. The plate was taken

out and put into fresh O. and H. The old gas examined— it was

fetid and burnt with a blue flame. There was no action of plate on

new gas at first. Nor on Monday i8th, 50 hours after was there

action ; nor on Thursday following. Hence Sul. Hy. also destroys

power of the plate.

IRON HYDROGEN 1061 . A Plat, platc prepared by Alkali, ctc. InS. A. 8', in water 15'.

A mixture made of i vol. good oxygen and 2 vols, of the hydrogen

from steam and iron made 7 days ago and which has been standing

over water ever since. The plate put into this mixture. No action

took place. On Friday the 15 th— the plate taken out and put

into good O. and H. (hydrogen from zinc), it acted at once and well,

just in the usual way. The plate had been in the ferruginous O.

and H. 22 hours without action.

1062. The hydrogen from Iron and steam is now 7 days old -it

does not stink as it did and has little or no smell. I think it has

diminished a little in bulk over water but am not sure ; but it is
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worth examining in that respect— there may be a new gas here.

It burns now^ either with or without oxygen, with a purplish flame.

It is probable a little carbonic oxide is here and that might account

for the non-action, but the colour is rather purple, not pure blue.

1063 . Two Plat, plates prepared by alk., etc. In S. A. 8', in water

15'. Two mixtures made. One of equal vols, of good O and H.,

and the ferruginous O. and H. used above; the other 3 vol. good

O. and H.+ I vol. ferruginous O. and H. The plates put in at 12

o'clk (Midday). On Saturday the i6th at 2 o'clk., i.e. after 50

hours, no action in either tube. The plates taken out and put in

good O. and H. They acted at once-but not quickly. In i h. 43'

the water about i inch up in first tube and about half up in the

second. In 4I hours, gas f up in first and quite up in second.

On Monday Morng. (i8th) gas also up in the first.

1064. I tried to obtain some proofs of condensation of gas about

platina. A tube of the size^ and shape figured, contracted at one

end, open at both, was stuffed hard with Spongy platina by a

wooden
[ ], pressed, then connected with a drying tube

and a jar of hydrogen and endeavours made to send the hydrogen

through—but it would not pass.

1065. A similar tube made and the platina put in lightly, i.e.

pressed only moderately. Through this the hydrogen went. It was

then closed at both ends, immersed in distilled water to exclude

the gas and the rest expelled by boiling. The gas was hydrogen,

but did not surpass what the empty tube would have held. But

then the spongy platina weighed only grains and would have

occupied only part in the solid state of the capacity of the tube.

Hence much space not subject to surface action.

1066. Refer action to surface effect entirely—very probable—

very like also a specific action on different gases. Perhaps metals

Hygrometric to vapour, oil gas, etc. etc. If so, prove a good deal.

1067. If surface action, then have to do with permeation of gases

and Graham's and Mitchell's effects. Then his law not true: will

be a kind of test of his view or mine to use other bodies, as metals,

etc. etc.; for if specific action on bodies, then different bodies

give different mixing laws.

^ This diagram is reduced to half scale.
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1068. If there be an action of surface, then also influential in

many other phenomena. Query the following. The passage of

gases through tubes— the passage of hy. out and air into a jar

without the mercury falling: in this case, two bodies, metal and

glass, having probably very different surface attractions.

1069. Remember that when a gas rests against a solid, as platina,

at least half its elastic power gone on the side of the solid. Not
merely a condensation in bulk to one half, but the particles neces-

sary to elasticity by their mutual action, gone.

1070. Prepared some substances for the purpose of observing

their hygrometric action, i. Pulverised rock crystal—boiled in

water, washed well in distilled water—allowed to subside— the

water poured off, the silica dried and heated red hot in platina

crucible. 2. White cornish clay boiled, washed and heated to

dull redness in plat, crucible. 3. Per oxide of iron boiled, washed,

dried and ignited. 4. Oxide of Manganese which has been heated

for oxygen. Do. 5. Spongy platina. 6. Precipitated silver—

boiled, washed and heated on sand bath well. These put in separate

small basins into a space containing water beneath and covered

over, being left for 3 hours. Portions of each were put into clean

cold glass tubes and heated, i gave water, but not much. 2, clay

gave much. 3. Peroxide of iron gave some, between i and 2.

4 gave most; looks like an actual compound formed by exposure;

must examine this. 5 gave a feeble trace. 6 gave also a feeble

trace, more than 5.

1 071. On trying to prepare rosin and amber, I found they con-

tained water under common circumstances.

1072. Has the presence of ammonia in oxides of iron anything

to do with these effects generally.^

21 NOVR. 1833.

1073. On the 19th I put portions of the same substance[s] (

all previously heated, into a jar containing camphor, so as to

ascertain how far they would condense the vapour of camphor.

All was dry.

1074. To-day examined them. The pulverised rock crystal i had

hardly a trace of camphor in it. The clay 2 gave much upon
heating— the oxide of iron 3 also much-the oxide of manganese
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4 very much. The silver 6 some, much more than i, but not

so much as 2, 3 or 4. The spongy platina 5 gave about as silver.

1075. It is remarkable to observe the attraction of all these sub-

stances for the vapour of camphor, especially of such as the

oxides of manganese, iron and alumina. I think the metals con-

dense more of this substance than they do of water.

1076. I put also a glass tube, gilt in places and in places naked,

into a vessel of camphor, and applied slight warmth ; on the whole

I thought more camphor adhered to the gold than to the glass,

but the difference, if any, was not very decided.

1077. It seems as if the idea that the power is abstroud ^ to one half

on the superfices of the vapour will explain the effect of nuclei,

etc. etc., both in vapours and also in solutions.

1078. Now experimented on different gas with Spongy platina^

not with Plat, plates, and prepared a portion on the end of a

platina wire for the purpose ; it was made from very pure ammonic
muriate of platina.

1079. The Hydrogen from Iron and steam directed in a jet

against the spongy platina. It would not cause its ignition if the

platina and also the end of the jet were quite cold, but if either

were a little warm the temperature increased and ignition ensued.

1080. 4 vols, of Zinc Hydrogen + i vol. carbonic oxide were

mixed and directed against the platina. This mixture would not

ignite it if all were cold, but did if either were warmed a little

first.

1081 . Another mixture of 3 good Hydrogen and i carbonic oxide

did not act—nor did adding 2 vols, of Carbonic acid produce

any good effect.

1082. A mixture of 4 vols. Zinc Hydrogen + i vol. Olefiant gas

did not act when all cold. A mixture 3 vol. hydrogen + i vol.

olefiant gas—no action on spongy platina when applied as a jet

if platina and jet cold, but when platina warmed I thought it acted

better than similar mixture of Carb. ox and Hy.

1083. A mixture of i vol. Hy. + i vol. Olefiant—had no action

as a jet on spongy platina when cold—when warmed and cooled

still no action— if retained warm, then action.

^ ? abstrude = to thrust away (0. E. D.).
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1084. A jet of mixture equal vols, hydrogen and nitrogen acts

very well on cold spongy platina, igniting it.

1085. A jet of mixture i vol. hy. + 2 vols, air act very well on
cold spongy platina, igniting it.

1086. A jet ofmixture i vol. H. + i vol. carb. acid acts very well,

igniting the platina. A mixture i vol. H. + 3 vols. Carb. acid acted

very well—yet mixture would not burn at end of small jet even

when lighted at a candle, and scarcely at the larger aperture of the

stop cock.

1087. A jet of mixture of i vol. H. + 7 vols, carbonic acid caused

cold spongy platina to heat and ignite; yet this would not burn

at the candle flame, but was actually able to extinguish a taper,

though it could ignite cold platina.

1088. On the contrary, the carb. oxide mixture which burns well

at the candle has no power of heating the platina, and yet far

more of the heating agent, i.e. of the hydrogen in it.

1089. A little ether put into a bladder of Hydrogen gas did not take

away its power of heating spongy platina, though it seemed to re-

tard it. It does not destroy the power of the plate, but retarded it.

1090. A little oil gas liquor in hydrogen did not take away its

power but retarded it. It does take away the power of a plate

unless very well prepared. This mixture burnt far more brightly

than that with Oleft. gas, yet the power here remained and there

was taken away as to common temperature.

1091. A little sulphuret of carbon takes away power from the

hydrogen, i.e. action begins but a sulphuret of platina (super-

ficial) is formed and the action ceases. If the platina be heated

redhot by the spirit lamp it cannot be retained so by this mixture,

but gradually falls in temperature and becomes quite cold. A spirit

lamp will drive off the sulphur from the platina and restore its

first state.

1092. Good O. and H. were mingled in the right vols., 1 + 2. One
volume of this mixture was mingled with 3 vol. Carbonic acid,

a dry tube filled with the final mixture and the spongy platina

introduced. It immediately caused combination as a plate would
have done and no more; it did not ignite, there being too much
Carb. acid to allow of such action. The same mixture sent

as a jet against spongy platina caused its ignition.
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1093. Yet this mixture, though it will ignite platina, puts out a

taper- singular reversion of ordinary effect and singular contrast

to carbonic oxide mixture.

1094. Three vols, of the O. H. gas and i vol. carb. oxide mixed,

a dry tube filled and the spongy platina put in. Here no

action—now would a plate have acted The mixture thrown as

a jet against the spongy plat, did not cause its ignition. Yet this

mixture explodes powerfully by a taper.

1095. Three vols. O. H. gas and i vol. Oleft. gas mixed and put

into a dry tube with spongy platina-no action-just as with

plate. Nor any action when sent as a jet against the spongy

platina at common temperatures.

22 NOVR. 1833.

1096. I have endeavoured to obtain indications of a power in

spongy platina to separate gases previously mixed, as for instance

Oleft. gas from Carbonic acid, supposing that the different effects

were due to the attraction of one and the non-attraction of the

other, but have not succeeded. The tube (1065) was connected with

the jar and drying tube there mentioned and a mixture of i vol.

Oleft. gas with 9 vols. Carbonic acid sent through it. The gas was

then expelled by distilled water as before and the Carb. acid re-

moved by potash. The unabsorbed gas was about | instead of

~ the capacity of the tube with platina, but it did not burn very

brightly, and I suspect common air is with it evolved during the

solution of the C.A., etc. etc. It is very difficult in these small

quantities to exclude the air from the water, etc., so as to get true

results.

1097. taking a small measure of the mixture at once and

absorbing the C. A., etc. by potassa, it gave nearly a fifth un-

dissolved, though it ought to have been only a tenth.

25TH NOVR. 1833.

1098. Cleaned five plates by Alkali. Hot Sul. Acid for 5'—water

for 10'. Put two away in a Httle double distilled water in a tube.

Other one in a little distilled water (double) in another tube, and

other two in a large half pint phial containing the first portion

of the double distilled water. This water was coloured greenish,
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the other portions were clear. These were all put aside at 10 o'clk.

A.M. this day for a fortnight or three weeks.

Deer. 19th. Took one of the two in the tube and one of the

two in the phial, put them in O. and H. ; acted at once-neither rose

to explosion, but think they would if the water in the trough had

not been very acid from S. A. and previous operations. In half

an hour nearly all gas gone—went quicker with the plate from
the tube. Have been put aside 24 days.

1834. Jany. 17th. Put the other three plates into three tubes

of O. and H. No immediate action in any—by evening a little

action in one. Next morning, the i8th, one nearly at the top—
another a little advanced and the third not sensibly gone. This is

53 days from beginning of expt.

1099. Put the crossed ends of a bent platina wire into hot alkali

first—into water—into hot Sul. Acid for 5'— into water for 15';

shook them, dried them by spirit lamp and pressed them together

in the chops of the pliers at | p. 10 o'clk. A.M. Next day at

II o'clk. examined them; there was no adhesion.

I ICQ. Several plates prepared by alkali, Sul. acid for 5', and water.

In this state platina wets very well ; the water runs over any part

of its surface -it does not run up into wet and dry parts and when
a plate is shaken and dried over the spirit lamp, a rod dipped in

distilled water wets it freely any where, making wet marks wherever

it is drawn. When dry. Naphtha wets it also well, but when the

Naphtha dried off, then water not wet it but the liquid runs up in

the usual way. If heated red however it wets well again.

1101. Spongy platina also wets well; water runs up into it as

into sugar almost and if a little be sprinkled on water, it wets and

sinks immediately, not floating like filings of brass or iron, etc. etc.

1102. Clean metals therefore probably wet very well—but they

soon get dirty by exposure so as not to wet well.

1103. A Piece of polished Quartz did not wet well on the surface

—nor did rubbing or wiping even with a wet cloth make it better.

But being moistened on one part with strong oil of vitriol, washed,

-and left in distilled water 10' to remove perfectly the sulphuric

acid, then it wetted very well at that place, and when wiped dry

it easily and readily wetted there again. It was left exposed to

the air but out of other contact at 1 1 o'clk. A.M.
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Next day at 11 A.M. This quartz surface would not wet well;

the water ran up and left dry places. The air has therefore

affected it, dirtying it. Wiping made it far worse
;
wiping is not

the way to obtain a clean surface.

1 104. Obsidian was as quartz; at first it did not wet, but was made
to do so by Sul. Acid. It also was exposed to air at 11 o'clk. A.M.
At 1 1 A.M. next day it was as the quartz, the surface having be-

come soiled. Wiping with the cleanest cloth only made it worse.

1 105. Stone coal did not do so; it did not wet well even after

contact with Sul. acid. It did wet well with Naphtha and also

oil.

1 106. Carbonate of lime wetted well on a fresh cleavage. It was
exposed to air at 1 1 o'clk. A.M. It seemed to have suffered also.

Split another piece—wets well at first; put by at 11 o'clk. A.M. of

the 26th Nov. On the 28th wets well, but very badly after wiping.

Wiping the calcareous spar immediately take[s] off its first state.

1 107. Topai did not wet well either after sulphuric acid or by
Naphtha.

1 108. Some of the clean dry plat, prepared as above were also

left exposed to air at 1 1 o'clk. A.M. On the next day at 1 1 o'clk.

A.M. would not wet well as before ; had been injured ; but other

plates left in water for the same time did wet well after being

shaken and dried. The air plates, if heated dull red in clean spirit

lamp flame, then wetted again.

Wiping a plat, plate made it very repulsive of water.

1 109. Think this a subject of great consequence, for I am con-

vinced that the superficial actions of matter and the action of

particles not directly or strongly in combination are becoming
daily more and more important in Chemical as well as in Mech-
anical Philosophy. I have therefore pursued this matter more
closely. As illustrations of mechanico chemical action refer in

note to Carb. Soda, Phos. Soda, Iodide Mercury, Oil on water.

26 NOVR. 1833.

mo. Some Mica recently split wetted very well. If wiped with

cloth did not wet; this just as with calcareous spar. The difference

cannot be due to electric action, because the wetting should

L
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discharge any electricity as well as wiping, and metals suffer by
wiping also.

1 1 11. Some Mica just split put away exposed to air at 11 o'clk.

28 NOVR. 1833.

1 1 12. The mica of the 26th wetted very well to-day, and also

after wiping with a clean cloth wetted well.

1 1 13. Now experimented on the polarity of P. and N. poles, and

as a reference for the quality of these poles in relation to zinc, etc.

etc. made an experiment with the galvanometer first. When in its

place, pieces of Zinc and Platina attached to its wires and touching

a drop of acid deflected the needle as in the figure. From this

deduced relations of the pieces tried.

1 114. The plates used as poles were those before described ( ),

of platina with platina wires soldered on. The battery used was

freshly charged and of 40 pr. plates double coppers, the charge

I'^J^ good but gradually diminishing by use. At first the plates were

made poles in S. A. 1336.

1 1 15. Three plates made Pos. and other three Neg., for 5' in

S. A. 1336. One of each connected with the galvanometer wires

and immersed immediately in a fresh portion of the same acid ; the

galvanometer was strongly deflected ; the P. plate acted as Platinum

to the N. plate as zinc. Using the same plates, the P. plate acted

as platina to a clean unelectrified plate (cleaned by cork, emery

and dilute S.A.) and the N. plate acted as zinc to it, but both

these actions were weak. The Plates soon lost of their power with

respect to each other; after 2 or 3 minutes I could hardly find

traces of it.

1 1 16. The two remaining P. plates were put into distilled water

immediately upon being taken from the battery action and the

two N. plates into another portion of distilled water. One of each

of these was taken out after 6', connected with the galvanometer

and plunged in S.A. 1336. The galvanometer was affected in the

same direction as before.

1 117. The action on the galvanometer is one strong impulse and

then the power seems gone, for the needle in returning vibrates

about the neutral or natural position line. A moment after con-

tact the effect is at an end.
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1 1 18. The other two were experimented with after having been
twenty minutes in the water. They acted in the same direction as

before but not so well, i.e. not so strongly; but it is clear that,

charged to this height, it can remain 20 in contact with water.

There was no effect after the first contact.

1 119. Four P. and four N. plates in S. A. 1336 for 5', then in dis-

tilled water, separate vessels.

1 120. One P. and one N. in the S.A. 1336 and touching each

other for a moment only before their contact with the galvano-

meter-after that scarcely able to affect the instrument. The
momentary contact had taken away almost all the power.

1 121. One P. and one N., the N. plate in the S.A. 1336 for a

minute before the P. plate, but otherwise not touching any other

plate. On communicating through the galvanometer the direction

was the same and the power considerable, but not quite so strong

as in first expts.

1 122. One P. and one N. plate, after being 8' in the water, tried

against a neutral clean washed indifferent plate. The P. plate acted

as Platina, the N. plate as Zinc, to the neutral plate.

1 123 . The last P. and N. plates, out of water after 10', put together

through galvanometer as in the first expt. They acted in the same

direction as before, but only moderately. The power soon goes off.

1124. Three P. and three N. plates in S.A. 1336 for 5'.

1 125. Two of the P. plates rinced in distilled water, wiped on a

clean cloth— rinced in fresh distilled water—wiped again—put

each into a separate portion of distilled, and left there for 5'; at

the end of that time they were put into fresh portions of water

and the two out of which they were taken examined by Mur.

baryta. They both gave traces of sulphuric acid. Sixteen minutes

after, the last portions of water were also examined, and the traces

of S. A. there sensible but feeble.

1 126. Two of the N. Poles were washed—wiped—washed—
wiped and put in separate portions of water in the same way.

After 16' there water gave exceedingly minute traces of S.A.

1 127. The remaining P. and N. plates were rinced, wiped and put

into separate portions of water. After 5' both these portions of

water gave Sul. Acid.

1 128. Four P. and four N. plates in S.A. 1336 for 5'.
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1 129. One P. and one N., directly out of contact with the battery,

made to act through the galvanometer— effect very good.

1 130. One P. and one N., directly out of contact with the battery,

rinced and wiped quickly and then connected with Galvanometer

in S. A.— acted even more powerfully than former, but am not

sure of equality of circumstances whilst under the battery

action.

1 131. One P. and one N. taken out of battery connection—not

rinced but left in air 5'. Still acted well but not as the former.

1 1 32. One P. and one N. put in water for 10'— then in air for

5'— then scarcely acted. Water and air together seem to injure

more than water.

1 133. Three plates were heated with potassa fuza—washed—put
into hot oil vitriol and then into water for | of an hour, to give

them clean surfaces.

1 134. Three P. and three N. in S. A. 1336 for 5'.

1 135. Two P. and two N. into water (separate portions).

1 136. One P., directly out of contact with the battery, connected

by galvanometer with one of the three cleaned indifferent plates

above : it was as platina to the indifferent plate, which was as zinc.

1 137. One N. plate directly from battery contact against same

neutral clean plate ; the latter was now as platina, the N. plate being

as zinc. Hence the pole plates are on opposite sides of the in-

different or unelectrified plate.

1 138. One P. and one N. out of the water against each other

in solution of Potassa— still the def[IJection was in the same direc-

tion and probably as strong as in acid, for plates had been some
time in water.

1 139. One P. and one N. out of the water against each other in

solution of sulphate of soda. The direction of deflection same as

before, but weaker because of continuance in water.

1 140. Three P. and three N., made so in sol. Sul. Soda strong

for 5'. Two P. and two N. in water.

1 141. One P. and one N. connected at once by galvanometer

and put in S. A. 1336, acted as in former cases as to direction, but

not stronger than when electrized in acid.

1 142. One P. and one N. after 7' in water acted well.

1 143 . One P. and one N., after 7' in water, put each into the S. A.,
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but not touching each other, and left thus a minute; then con-

nected by galvanometer wire and acted very well.

1 144. Hence seems proved that there is some state of surfaces

induced, but it may be perfect cleanness at P. Pole and perhaps

alloyage at the N. Pole.

1 145. Three P. and four N. in acid solution Nit. baryta for

7', then in two separate portions of dilute N. Acid for perhaps 10'.

1146. One P. and one N. by galvanometer in S. A. 1336-after

14' in water— acted as before but feebly.

1 147. Two P. and two N. from the dilute N. A. into distilled

water, then into two portions of fresh dilute N. A. Then one of

each tried at Galvanometer in S. A. gave a little deflection— the

other two put into a tube of dilute N. A. touching each other to

exert their action in that tube; the liquor then tested for baryta

but none perceived at once. The two preceeding washing liquors

also tested for baryta but none there also.

1 148. This expt. was to see if any alloy of barium and platm.

which remained until voltaic action, because then set free and

found in tube where contact made. But the deflecting action

was too feebly—must make expt. again with a better battery.

1 149 . Remember too how exceedingly minute a portion of matter

acting chemically would suffice to produce the deflection observed,

and remember also it[s] close adhesion to the platina plate.

1 150. Now experimented with plates not prepared by connection

with the battery.

1 151. A clean plate out of S. A. 1336 against another clean plate

out of water; did almost nothing.

1 152. A plate heated with Potassa fuza— then in water— if against

an indifferent plate was generally indifferent to it but if a Httle

alkali adhering acted as zinc.

1 153. A Plate with alkali on it acted as Zinc against a neutral

clean plate.

1 154. A Plate immediately out of hot oil Vitriol acted against

a neutral clean plate as platina would against zinc. Or the plate

with alkali acts as prepared N. plate did and that with acid on it

as prepared P. plate.

1 1 55. Plates in Alkali and S. A.-then washed well- little or no
action against others.
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1 156. Plates cleaned, some by strong S. A., other by potassa fusa

—well washed— tried against each other, did not act sensible.

1 157. Either the surface of the poles must be charged with very

concentrated alkali and acid or else, as is more likely, there is a

real alloy on N. Side.

1 158. Is it not possible that at P. side the metal oxygenated.'^

Sometimes the plates from Alkali by heat seemed to act in this

way ; try this again.

1 1 59. Marianini on difficulty of electricity passing from metal to

humid conductors, and vice versa, Ann. de Chimie, xxxiii, 117,

119. Ritter also wrote on this. It relates to force of decomposition

and effect of interposed plates, etc. etc. Ritter, Do. Jour, de

Physique, Ivii, 349, 350.

DECR. 2, 1833.

1 160. Marianini on the source of electricity in piles. Annales de

chimie, xlv, p. 28.

1 161 . The Phenomena of Ritter, de la Rive, etc. etc. must be con-

nected with the agitated mercury of Davy, Herschell, etc. etc.

Must experiment and examine that in relation to it.

1 162. The metals which are best are just those which shew my
effect (due to cleanliness) best.

1 163. The effect is always by passage of Electricity from or to

decomposing bodies, not from bodies suffering no change.

1 164. The change is merely that of increasing platina power at

Pos. pole and diminishing it at N. pole.

1 165. A piece of neutral platina can act with either, yet it is sup-

posed to have no structure or charge. Why should they have

therefore ?

1 166. To say that P. pole acts like a Neg. Metal and Vice Versa

is merely to say that Platina has its power exalted at P. pole

and diminished or hidden at N. pole.

1 167. Consider the transmission of Electricity; that there are

three modes as in a metal wire

in decomposing fluids

through air, vapour, etc. as spark or brush.

Are not these all one }
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1 168. Consider the quantity heat evolved in these three cases

and what it indicates.

1 169. Is heat evolved in decomposition, i.e. would more heat be

evolved in three decompositions than in one, if the current were

through the same length of fluid in both cases.

1 1 70. Priestley was probably the first who put forth the view
that Electricity is an important agent between mind and body in

the animal system— R. Phillips.

FDII 12
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1 171. Proceeded to decompose dry chlorides, oxides, etc. etc. to

ascertain if there also the decomposition was definite and what

the equivalent numbers would be.

1 1
72*. A tube of green glass A had a wire fuzed into the bottom

as in the fig. The wire was of platina: a part was coiled up into

a ring just in the bottom of the tube and the weight of it was

6*44 grains.

1 1 73. The tube was slung by a platina wire twisted round it to

a retort stand and the wire connected with a volta-electro-

meter with double plates, as in the figure, and that again with the

N. end of a Voltaic battery. Proto chloride of Tin was first fuzed

in a platina capsule and then put into the tube A. Being then

retained in a fuzed state, a platina wire P connected with the Pos.

end of the battery was dipped in and decomposition ensued.

Deuto chloride of tin passed off from the P. Electrode and Metallic

tin was rendered at the N. Electrode. The action went on very

well. The vessel remained tight, and the plat, pole, though a little

dulled, did not seem to have been acted upon so as to cause any

solution.

1 174. When the Volta Electrometer was filled with gas (48- 5 vols.),

the action was stopped and the tube with its contents allowed to

cool. The gas in the Volta Electrometer = 2*05 c. inches at 56°

and 29-7 Barometer.

Now 100 c: i: of 0. and H. in the prop, to form water = 12*92

grains at 60° F. and 30 inches Barometer.

Hence the 2-05 c: i: = 0-26486 of grain of water decomposed.

1 175. When the tube was cold it was broken up and the tin was

found beautifully reduced and melted into a knob of alloy on the

end of the Plat, wire, which with it could be easily separated from

every particle of glass and chloride. That being done it was

weighed, and now the weight of the Platina and tin together was
8-2 grains. Hence 1-76 of tin had been electro-chemically evolved

at the exode and of course a corresponding proportion of chlorine

at the cisode^ which had formed hi-chloride of tin as a secondary

result.

w T

Now 0-26486 : 1-76 : : 9 : 59*805, the tin.

* [1172]
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1 1 76. The number for Tin is given 58, which is very near indeed

for a first expt. and shews that the Electro chem. equivalent is the

same as the Chemical equivalent here. The excess of tin above 58

is probably due to the deficiency of gas in the Volta Electrometer

from absorption, etc. etc.

1 1 77. It is probable that a better volta electrometer would be to

act on a chloride, as lead or tin, etc. and estimate the electricity

by the weight of the latter. Or even humid solutions might be

employed; thus the lead or Tin or copper thrown down from a

solution would, if washed, dried and weighed, do as well as the

volume of gas and be free from the objection of absorption, y^^r

probably all these precipitates are electro chemical equivalents in their

purest condition. Then indeed have an admirable means of com-
paring numbers of definite proportionals, etc. etc. etc.

1 178. Now tried the Value of a plumbago Electrode in acting

upon chlorides. It answers beautifully. In fuzed chloride of lead,

for instance. Lead was reduced at the N. Electrode and gaseous

chlorine at the P. plumbago Electrode. There seemed to be not

the slightest chemical action on the plumbago, but some minute

particles were disengaged from it and floated about; but these

could do no harm, for the carbon had no power of reducing the

chloride—were not attracted to the N. Electrode and if they went
there could do no harm. Plan excellent for chlorine evolutions.

The chloride of lead when cold was not at all discolored, so that

no iron or platina or other matter dissolved.

1 179. A piece of plumbago made to connect the Electrodes is

very powerfully heated. It seems to me to be like Sulphuret of

Silver. Would be worth while knowing whether it is a better or

worse conductor when heated.

1 180. The crystd. Hydrated chloride of Tin is very volatile when
heated. A case of this kind occurs with hydrated Boracic acid,

where volatility is given by the water. Hydrated chlorides an

interesting class of bodies. Query in a hydrated chloride, as of

Tin, does the Chloride or the Water or both give way Electro-

chemically.

12-2
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1 18 1. Made another experiment upon the Chloride of tin as be-

fore, but continued the action until the Volta Electrometer had

been four times filled with gas. The quantities according to its

graduation were 53—54-5— 55-54 vols., and these put together

and measured thrice gave a result of 9-13 cubical inches. The
Platina wire at first weighed 4-29 gr.; afterwards with the tin it

weighed 11*75 g^^- The tin therefore 7*46 grains. The button

of alloy was very fine and well melted.

1 182. The gas, being 9-13 c:i: at 57° F. and 29-5 inches mercury

pressure, would = i'i796 nearly, i.e. if 60° F. and 30 inches be

w T

allowed to stand for the above, then 1-179596 : 7*46 :: 9 : 56*833.

Here the result in Tin is too light, but there are plenty of reasons

for that, and it is abundantly sufficient to shew the definite nature

of the action of the Electric current.

1 1 83 . Experimented with Chloride oflead in the same way exactly,

for that chloride can also be fuzed by spirit lamp in the tube. The
platina wire used in the tube was thin but long; it weighed 9*6

grains.

1 1 84. Whilst the Volta Electrometer was filling for the third

time an effect took place which obliged me to stop; the alloy of

lead with Platina is so fuzable that the wire had dissolved away
in the tube until the end only touched the melted globule above

and the aggregation or some other circumstance caused the globule

to separate from the wire, leaving a film between so that the spark

passed there. The action was therefore stopped and the results

estimated.

1 185. The gas in the Eudiometer = 50*5-56*o-and 7*3 vols.;

measured twice by the small c : i : measure it amounted to 4*92 c : i .*,

but by another measure to 4*87; the latter however not a delicate

graduation. Temp. 5
6°-Bar. 29-5.

The button of alloy was very good but very like bismuth in

colour, brittleness and crystalline appearance of fracture; it with

the wire = 16-7 grains. Being dissolved in N. A. it gave a solu-

tion oflead and left platina. The lead must have weighed 7* i grains.

The 4-92 c : i : = 0*63 5 664 gr.

w L

Now 0*635644 : 7*1 : : 9 : 105*1

1
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The equivalent of Lead is 103-5 or 104. Hence this result as near

as could be expected and very good.

1 1 86. Again with chloride ofLead^ using a much thicker wire in

the tube, it weighed i8-6 grains. All went on well; the chlorine

at the P. Electrode bleached litmus instantly and the chloride of

lead at last as white as at first. The Volta electrometer was six

times filled with gas as follows by its own graduation— 55 — 5
4*5

—

54*75 — 54-5 — 54— 54-5. These put together and measured gave

13-65 — 13-68— 13*77— 13-65, the mean being 13*68 c:i:; these

= 1-767456 gr. water decomposed.

1 187. The alloy of lead broke off from the wire as before, being

brittle; it was boiled in water to remove the last remains of

chloride. It and the wire weighed 37-7 grains and the lead alone

therefore 19*1 grains.

w L

Now 1*767456 : 19*1 : : 9 : 97-26

Here it is too little, but still so near as to establish the principle

of Electro-chem. equivalents.

Various.

1 188. Proofs against De la Rive s theory.

(P) Sul. Soda-Nit. Soda-Nit. Baryta ®
S. A. collects here Baryta collects here

and No N. A. and No Soda,

again

(F) Nit. Baryta-Nit. Soda-Sul. Soda ®
No Sul. Acid here. No Baryta here at first;

but there should be instantly according to De la Rive's theory.

1 189. As to source of Electricity, A contains an acid strong or

weak; B a neutral solution strong or weak; C consists of a zinc

wire with a zinc disc at each end; D of a platina wire with a

platina disc at each end. If electricity originates from chem. action

it is very strange that none is produced in this case, i.e. that weak
brine can evolve as much as strong acid, etc. etc. See results

of 19th Feb. 1834.

1 1 90. In respect to this matter of Source. Consider well the

state of a Single pair of plates before and after making and breaking

their mutual contact.
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1 191. The present voltaic apparatus, i.e. the trough, must be a

very coarse wasteful arrangement if referred to its first principle.

For the Zinc dissolved ought to supply electricity enough if rightly

collected to affect the world almost.

19TH DECK. 1833.

1 192. With regard to intensity and its meaning, etc. Define

intensity if possible and state its relation to quantity^ time and

conducting power.

1 193. Its relations in wires— solutions, etc. etc. having different

extensions and diameters, etc. etc. very curious; also with reference

to decomposing actions going on or not. Thus in diagram*

the intensity at i, 2 compared with that at 5, 6

?> ?? )5 3? 4

„ „ „ even with that at 7, 8 in

the continuous wire.

Then again, making 9 and 10 large plates or small or varying

otherwise whilst one constant current of Electricity runs through

the whole.

1 194. Investigate the intensity by decomposition test or by gal-

vanometer test, etc. etc.

Nervous agency ofElectricity.

1 195. Each leaf of a tree subject to electric currents-each has its

cisode and exode, the latter in the roots. The same true of the

rootlets. Hence cause for direction of sap, etc. etc. Perhaps cause

why shoots, etc. upwards, why roots downwards, according to

the matters evolved at cisode or exode, or tendency to evolve

there. Cause perhaps why ends of shoots in Spring put forth

leaves first and most strongly and from these why trees grow in

range and extent.

1 196. Probably be able to invert the growth of a seed, as a bean.

Ask Lindley for a quick growing seed; put it into a vessel with

reflector, etc. etc. so as to have equal light; then determine an

electric state ofthe airby Machine and Leyden Battery as store house,

making the seed and its [illegible] the discharge. Can easily deter-

mine the current of Electricity in any given direction.

1 197. Query the effect of lightning rods in vineyards; more like

* [1193]
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from natural reasons to injure vegetation than to help it. See on

this what Mr Madden says in his Infirmities of Genius^ Vol. i.

1 1 98. As action of Electricity definite whether viewed Mag-
netically or chemically, then probably definite in quantity of

action in vital functions. Then how minute a quantity affects frogs

and how little required for the mental Government.

1 199. Then more would do harm, and probably the conducting

power of Nerve and Muscle are so near alike that no improper

accumulation can take place; the lateral conduction being the

safety valve or regulator of the animal Economy in that respect.

So that man can not hurt himself casually, although he has so

much nervous power at command in Machine, etc. etc. This

inefficiency consists in his not having the conducting system at

command also.

1200. Consider the Torpedo also in relation to these points and

its insensibility to its own electricity, whilst it suffers from the

Voltaic current sent through it. Could probably combine matters

as to make the Torpedo shock itself.

1201. Electro chemical equivalents, propositions relating to.

1202. A body which is not decomposable alone by Electric cur-

rent is not directly decomposable when in combination, as for

instance Boracic acid is not alone— therefore not in combination

except by secondary action. Water, Mur. acid are decomposable

alone and are also in combinations, though not essentially so. It

is only to decide whether, if not alone, it is not in combination,

and Vice Versa, for the principle would then settle many sub-

stances not subject to action otherwise.

1203. The nature of the Pole makes no difference in the definite

decomposition if it have no power, not being part of the electric

circuit. Therefore may get weight of principles in that way in-

stead of collecting them- thus Chlorine by quantity of chloride

of silver formed and Fluorine or iodine in same way.

1204. When a body ofknown composition is decomposed directly

by the Electric current, may conclude that its proximate principles

are Electrobeids^ and may deduce their numbers from their

chemical equivalents, for the elements of that body which is

directly decomposed must be equivalent.
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1205. Does it not seem to be an axiom almost that, when in a

case of true Electro chemical decomposition an Electrobeid is

rendered at one Electrode, there must be a corresponding Electro-

beid at the other?

1206. Is it not true also that bodies which, being made Electrodes,

can combine with the substance evolved without being them-

selves changed in composition, are also Electrobeids and combine

in Electro chemical equivalents ?

1207. In the table I mean Real Electro chemical equivalents, not

hypothetical; for we shall else outrun fact and lose the informa-

tion directly before us. It does not follow that all bodies which

combine should be in the combining proportions. Electro chemical

equivalents : I must keep my researches really Experimental and

not let them deserve any where the character of hypothetical

imaginations.

1208. Practice of decomposition, I can decompose chlorides,

iodides, etc. requiring a strong heat thus—the negative wire being

enclosed in a tube but sealed to it below. May so act on fuzed

salts perhaps also.

1209. Act on Chlorides of Sodium, Potassium, Barium, Stron-

tium, etc. etc. by a globule of tin at N. Electrode so as to cause

their fusion, and collect them safely so as to weigh them.

1210. May obtain the loss of chlorine perhaps by loss of weight.

121 1. Decompose chlorides of Barium, Magnesium, Calcium,

Strontium, etc. etc. by Platina for the metallic bases. Probably

obtain them crystallized.

1212. Search for Fluorine by using a plumbago Pos. Pole acting

on a fluoride.

1213. This process may finally give rise to some very good
processes of analysis in determining weights, or at least to some

excellent modes of comparing weights of metals. Thus by sub-

mitting vessels containing Chlorides of lead, tin, etc. etc. to same

current, get the comparitive quantities very accurately— cz good

principle of analysis., for it will hold probably in salts as well if

properly selected, and may use mercury electrodes when con-

venient.
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12 14. Chloride of Antimony. I wanted to obtain the equivalent

of Antimony from the chloride or sulphuret, but have been a

little embarrassed. Ordinary sulphuret of antimony was digested

in M.A. pure in expectation of obtaining a solution of proto

chloride of antimony, and from it both the proto chloride and

protoxide. Sulphuretted hydrogen came off as usual, etc., but

in filtering the solution there was occasionally appearances of a

little sulphuret or sulphuretted oxide in the solution. However,

I do not think it made any final difference.

1215. A part of this solution was precipitated by abundance of

water, then well washed with water, next with weak solution of

carbonate of Soda, and then again with water and filtered— dried

on chalk stone and so prepared for use. It was of a buff colour,

but I thought that might be in part due to the hydro sulphuret

present.

1216. Another part of the solution was evaporated; it gave off

much fumes of M.A. Being put into a platina crucible and

evaporated still more, I could not get it to solidify on cooling.

It was very volatile, and in successive portions the whole evapo-

rated without its having at any time acquired the condition of

becoming solid by cooling. Whether this is due to the presence

of water not separable or to other circumstances, as of com-
position, is just now rather doubtful to me.

1 217. I then made some chloride from Metal antimony and corr.

sub. having the usual qualities.

121 8. Compare these two chlorides again.

12 19. The latter chloride was put into a tube connected as before

with a Volta electrometer, and all arranged for its decomposition,

a piece of plumbago being used as the P. Electrode. But decom-
position would not proceed. Hence this body not decomposable

by Electricity.

1220. When the two Electrodes very near each other in the

chloride there was a little decomposition and a very little gas

evolved in the Volta Electrometer. But I incline to attribute this

now to the little water present, which it is almost impossible to

avoid. This will account for the effect produced under the new
law of conduction, but I suspect that in all true cases the change

from non-conducting to conducting is far more striking, and that
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in the other feeble cases water or some other decomposable body-

had been present, producing effects not due to the body at the

time thought to exhibit them. Still the fact as stated in the former

paper is true because true of the water^ etc. etc.

122 1. Sulphuret ofAntimony. Wishing for the power of decom-

posing sulphuret of antimony by the E. current so as to make
out Antimony and sulphur as Electroheids and get their Electro

chemical equivalents^ I proceeded to ascertain whether I could fuze

sulphuret of antimony over platina out of contact of air without

injuring the metal, and also whether I could do the same with

the sulphuret and the metal antimony, for if not there would be

no chance of collecting the metallic result at the N. Electrode,

A piece of platina was therefore fuzed by a spirit lamp in a glass

tube under ordinary sulphuret. When cold and examined, the

platina was gone and the tube contained two substances, both

black and solid; the bottom heavy portion was very glassy and

brittle, the upper portion was the ordinary crystallized sulphuret

of antimony. The platina quite gone.

1222. Put antimony and sulphuret of antimony into a tube and

fuzed over a spirit lamp: when cold examined. At bottom

metallic antimony, well divided from substance above, but much
smaller in quantity than when put in. Above it a sulphuret of

antimony, not crystallized but very glassy, and breaks with glassy

fracture, very dark indeed. When fuzed, transparent in thin films.

This evidently a new sulphuret of antimony containing less

sulphur than the common crystallized sulphuret.

1223. Made a rough expt. on proportions: 1056 gr. pulverized

Sulphuret antimony and 700 grains pulverized metal fuzed together

in a crucible. On taking it out of fire the crucible cracked and

part of the sulphuret ran out, but I saved I think all the metallic

antimony below. The button when cleaned, etc. weighed 298

grains. Hence 402 grs. had been combined with the sulphuret.

Now 1056 contain already 771*2 metallic antimony

but they took 402-0 more. This approaches to

about one half more of metal in this new sulphuret.

1224. It is evident this low sulphuret may exist more or less in

ordinary sulphuret, for if sulphur burnt off, this formed. At the

same time they separate on fusion from each other. Are therefore
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very distinct bodies. This sulphuret may be present in large

quantities in glass of antimony. Make glass directly with it.

1225. The new sulphuret is generally glassy, but if cooled slowly

becomes somewhat granular, perhaps even at last crystallizes.

There was the appearance in the cavities as if so. I think it is

more fusible than the ordinary sulphuret—transparent in thin

films when fuzed—very liquid. When solid does not conduct

battery current. When liquid . A platina wire fuzed

under it.

1226. When digested in Mur. acid gave sul. hydrogen gas ^ and

a very good solution, which in water precipitated quite white.

A very little powder was left insoluble and this was metallic

antimony.

1227. The chloride here present most Hkely not the same with

that from common sulphuret. Nor should the oxide be the same.

The chloride probably the same as that from Metal Antimony
and Corr. Sub., but if so, then the oxide, not protoxide; yet

soluble in M. Acid, etc. etc. Examine these two chlorides and

oxides and see how they relate to the acknowledged oxides and

compounds.

1228. New Volta Electrometer, Have been using a new form of

instrument, thus*— the Electrodes in the wide part of the tube, the

other part drawn out and bent as a neck and put under a jar.

When in use the gas evolved passes into the jar and the operation,

whether long or short, can go on at once, which is important

in furnace operation, and the Volta Electrometer is not disturbed

each time—answers very well.

1229. Electroheids and Electrochemical equivalents,

1230. If an Electrobeid present it will not go to one Electrode

unless it be combined with another Electrobeid which can at the

same time go to the other Electrode.

1231. As a consequence, if combined with another Electrobeid

of the opposite class, it will decompose.

1232. As a consequence, when a body is decomposed, two electro-

heids are present.

1233. As a consequence, only one compound of the same ele-

ments, proximate or ultimate, decomposable; for two compounds
cannot exist both of which contain Electro chemical equivalents—

* [1228]
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and it appears that only single Electro chemical equivalents, not

multiples^ can go to the Electrodes.

1234. The Electro chemical equivalents always consistent, i.e. not

one number for A with B, and another for A with C; B and C
being always taken as Electro chemical equivalents.

1235. Whether all Elementary substances are Electrobeids I can-

not as yet tell. Whether they all hang together as one series or

whether there are two or three series I cannot as yet say. In fact

there must be two or more series, for Sulphuric acid is an Electro-

beid, but not matchable against a metal. The compound Electro-

beids probably simple combinations of Elementary Electrobeids.

Yet this cannot be, for Sulphuric acid is an Electrobeid, yet not

compounded of Electro-chemical equivalents. Again, Nitrates and

Nitrites would probably both decompose, as also Phosphates and

Phosphites, yet the acids, though subject to the current as Electro-

beids, not all resolvable into Electrobeids and E. Chemical

Equivalents.

1236. Is it possible that there should be two electro chemical

equivalents for the same body, thus— will 8 of oxygen separate

from combination with one body and 12 of oxygen from com-
bination with another.^

21 DECK. 1833.

1237. Decomposed Iodide of Lead in a tube, but the tube was
covered and strengthened by an outer jacket of platina foil and

the Positive pole was of plumbago. All proceeded well and iodine

came off very beautifully.

1238. The plat, wire or neg. Electrode weighed at first 15-4 gr.,

and after the action it weighed 26*2 gr.—hence the lead separated

weighed io-8 grains. The lead button, etc. was very good and

well melted together, looking just like the other alloys of lead

with platina. The remaining iodide was unchanged in its appear-

ance. The gas received was equal to 9*97 cubic inches at temp.

53°. Bar. 29-5.

The 9*97= 1*288124 gr. of water and

w L

1-288124 : 10-8 : : 9 : 75*459
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The Lead here very wrong— is the expt. a bad one or is there

a sub iodide of lead produced?

1239. Chloride ofSilver,

Weighed a silver wire for a positive electrode: it equalled

1 8*4 grains. Melted Chloride of silver in a piece of glass flask and

sent the voltaic current through it and a volta Electrometer, using

the above and another silver wire as the communication and with-

drawing the Negative electrode as the silver was reduced there;

whilst the P. Electrode was put further in as it dissolved away.

At the end of the expt. the gas collected =9-18 cubic inches,

temp. 54°. Bar. 29-56. The Pos. electrode wire was diminished to

6*59 grains; hence 11 -81 of silver had been dissolved there.

The 9-18 c: i: = 1*186056 gr. water decomposed.

w s

Now 1-186056 : ii-8i : : 9 : 89-616

The silver too small, but there is every chance that sometimes

the small slender crystals should have made contact under the

surface of the chloride. Is a difficult expt. to make.

1240. The silver with the chloride at the N. Pole put into caustic

ammonia to redissolve the latter and give weight of the former;

it amounted to 10-9. Hence Silver filaments or crystals had been

left in the liquid chloride and therefore probably had now and

then conducted.

1241. The new Sub sulphuret of antimony fuzed with a piece of

platina wire in a glass tube— is very nicely liquid at a red heat.

When cold examined— rAe platina remained; it was a Httle brittle

perhaps but still it bore bending to and fro many times before it

broke. Its outside was rough and the sulphuret seemed to adhere

strongly to it.

1242. Subjected this sulphuret to action in a glass tube coated

outside with platina foil. The Positive electrode was of plumbago

:

the negative one of platina and weighed at first 13-6 grains. When
melted the substance conducted pretty well and action went on
regularly. Decomposition seemed to take place; there was a smell

of sulphur at the Positive Electrode and corrosion of the platina

seemed to occur there. I was afraid of going on too long because

the sulphur at the P. Electrode did not separate entirely, perhaps

only very Httle, but combining with the sulphuret would make it
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ordinary sulphuret and thus confuze result; for that sulphuret

could pass to the N. Electrode and prevent metal being separated

there. Only 3*29 c: i: of gas evolved in Volta Electrometer.

1243. opening the tube there was no regular button; the

platina had disappeared at the N. Electrode and the part there was

different to the rest, but it was very brittle, black, etc. and could

not be separated. Tried to separate the sulphuret by Mur. acid

but could obtain no good result.

1244. Then experimented on the Ordinary sulphuret ofantimony^

using a platina N. wire and a plumbago P. Electrode. The action

went on when fuzed much like the last, and 2-85 c: i: of gas was

obtained. But when examined it was found that the platina had

given way below (as was to be expected from the mere effects

of the heat on the substance) and that some sub sulphuret had

been there formed. The results therefore very confused.

1245. Now tried the ordinary sulphuret with both electrodes of

plumbago, not to collect results but see if it would decompose,

etc. The plumbago was easily fuzed into a glass tube. When fuzed

the current passed, but not when solid. Such is the case also with

the other sulphuret. Whether it decomposed or not I cannot say,

for though there was a feeble appearance of combustion of sulphur

at the P. Electrode, yet I was not sure it was electro chemically

evolved. When broken up, there was no appearance distinct of

metallic antimony at the N. Electrode, but the sulphuret there

looked a little changed and glassy. It was very difficult to separate

from the surrounding matter.

1246. Will the other sulphuret decompose with carbon poles .'^

1247. If decomposition has occurred in these two cases then two

different proportions of the same body must have gone to one

of the electrodes. Query, which is the constant body. Sulphur

or Antimony.

1248. Does not this also look like uncertainty of decomposition.'^

1249. But then Sulphurets are curious bodies. There is for in-

stance the Sulphuret of silver. Besides which Sulphur is a curious

body and goes to both poles. Associated with this may [be]

water, its separation from acid or alkali and its power of going to

both Electrodes.
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1250. Now tried to experiment with oxides but found it very

difficult.

125 1. Tried protoxide of lead obtained by decomposing and

fusing nitrate of lead in a green glass tube cased in platina foil

and heated in a charcoal furnace.

The platina wire weighed 14*8 grs. The heat required was very

high and the oxide fluxed the tube and issued out, so that I had

to stop the experiment when only 1-46 c: i: of gas in Volta Electro-

meter. These were of no use, for on examining the tube there

was no chance of obtaining the metal reduced ; the alloy had run

out along the platina. The decomposition went on well whilst it

lasted; oxygen came off well and the Platina at the P. Electrode

not affected.

1252. Tried Borate of lead^ but it froths so much I was obliged

to stop. Must make the expt. in an open vessel, not in a tube.

1253. Protoxide of antimony in a tube as in former cases coated

with Platina foil and heated in a crucible furnace. Both Electrodes

Platina. The oxide fuzed very well and the action went on very

well at first, but soon diminished and at last almost stopped,

though only o- 5 of c : i : of gas obtained in Volta Electrometer.

There was no appearance of gas at the P. Electrode and I con-

cluded that per ox. ant. had formed there as a secondary product

which, being infusible, had stopped the electric current.

On taking out the wire I found this was the case; it was thickly

encrusted with a coat of per oxide apparently crystallized. This

put into Mur. acid allowed a little prot. oxide to dissolve and the

per oxide was left untouched.

1254. At the N. Electrode a little antimony had been reduced,

but it was too small in quantity and the wire too brittle to allow

of its collection and weighing.

1255. The oxide ofBismuth requires too high a heat and is too

powerful a flux to allow of an experiment.

1256. I now worked on Borate of lead and oxide of lead, using

small porcellain crucibles which I had had from M. Mitscherlich,

and surrounding the N. Electrode by a jacket of fuzed green glass

made out of a tube, arranging all thus and using a charcoal fire

in crucible furnace to melt the substances. The process on the

whole went on very well, though the froth of oxygen at P.
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Electrode, by enveloping the metal, prevented quick action. The
action gradually decreased, perhaps from failure of battery, etc.

etc. in strength and other causes.

Succeeded in obtaining 1-96 c: i: of gas in Volta Electrometer.

The N. wire originally weighed 20-8 gr. and with the metal

weighed 23*65 gr., hence lead reduced = 2-85 grains. Now
1-96 c: i: of gas = 0-253232 grs. of water and

w L

0-253232 : 2-85 : : 9 : 101-29.

This is not far off and looks very well.

1257. Worked with the oxide of lead in the same way. The wire

weighed at first 32 grains, and after the experiment 36-28, hence

4*28 grains of metallic lead. The gas in the Volta Electrometer

was 3-2 c. inches and these are = 0-41344 gr. water, so

W L

0-41344: 4-28 1:9: 93-17

This is much too little for the lead, but I fear that from the

circumstances of the expts. I may have made the P. Electrode

touch the N. Electrode now and then under the surface of the

litharge.

24 DECK. 1833.

1258. Arranged a nice Expt. to-day with prot. oxide of lead in

Porcellain crucible, good poles, etc. and plenty of oxide to

prevent chance of touching metals beneath. But failed, for the

heat required is so high as to make the oxide flux the crucible,

and it ran through. It is almost impossible to heat enough litharge

and yet to save the crucible-if at least the expt. be continued a

reasonable time.

1259*. Made an expt. to-day passing the Electric current at once

through Chloride of tin. Chloride of lead and the Volta Electro-

meter. Both these were in tubes of green glass. Each was heated

by a separate Spirit lamp. The negative Electrodes were platina

coiled up at the inner ends. The positive Electrodes were both

plumbago, though that was not needed but rather an inconvenience

with the tin chloride. The results were as follows.

In the volta electrometer were 3-85 c: i: of gas = 0*49742 grs.

water.

[1259] r/^^:^ clL
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1260. The tin N. Electrode weighed at first 20 gr. and afterwards

23-2 gr.; hence 3-2 grains of tin had been separated.

w T

Now 0*49742 : 3*2 : : 9 : 57-9

This is exactly the number in Turner for Tin.

1261. The lead Electrode weighed at first 18-95 gr. and after-

wards 23-4, making the lead = 4-45.

w L

Now 0-49742 : 4-45 : : 9 : 80-51

This is very short for lead, but I fear I must have touched

the metals beneath. This could well be, for as I held the wire

dipping into the chloride of lead, it wavered with my hand. But

the wire descending into the chloride of tin was a fixture. Try
this and the iodide again.

26 DECK. 1833.

1262*. Made an expt. on the simultaneous and successive de-

composition of Chloride of lead^ Iodide ofLead^ Prow chloride of
Tin and Water in the Volta Electrometer. Had a new battery

and fresh charge that all might be well. Arranged the substances

in the following order. The P. Electrode in the chloride of lead

was plumbago. The other two platina. All were bent at the top

so that they could be stopped by the mouths of the tubes and

insure a certainty that contact did not take place between the elec-

trodes in the liquids. The whole was arranged permanently before

hand and the liquids were retained hot and fluid by a spirit lamp

under each. No platina jackets are required for these substances.

1263. At the beginning the three negative Electrodes were weighed

:

the larger = 26-7 grains and was used for the chloride of lead.

middle = 23-45 „ „ „ iodide of lead,

shorter =- 23-8 „ ,, „ chloride of tin.

1264. All went on well except that the vapour of bi chloride

of tin in the third tube brought up with it as froth very much
of the proto chloride. It ran over and the quantity within was
so much diminished there was but little contact, besides which,

if more were added, so much froth was made about the P.

Electrode as to prevent contact. This substance should be de-

composed in a wide tube. However, all went on well and at last

* [1262]
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the expt. stopped because plenty of gas was collected. The
Barometer was 30-18 inches, the Thermometer 50° F. The quantity

of gas 10*29 c. inches.

Now 10*29 c: i: of 1*329468 grs. water.

1265. The chloride of lead wire after the expt. weighed 41*5.

Hence the Lead weighed 14*8 grains.

w L

Now 1*329468 : 14*8 1:9: 100*19

The lead here too little but still approximates well.

1266. The iodide oflead wire after the expt. weighed 34*3. Hence
the lead 10*85 g^* o^ty? near 14*8.

w L

Now 1*329468 : 10*85 • • 9 • 73*45

This very short and was also very short in the former case of

iodide of lead.

1267. The chloride of tin wire weighed 23*8 grs.^ after the expt.;

hence the reduced tin 8*8 grains.

T

Now 1*329468 : 8*8 : : 9 : 59*57

This is rather too much for tin, but not far off.

1268. In order to ascertain if a sub iodide of lead formed at

N. Electrode to account for the loss of lead, fuzed 1 1 grains of lead

under fuzed iodide of lead; but the lead suffered no loss in weight.

1269. Whilst fuzing iodide of lead (crystallized) iodine rises until

all is fuzed, and for a moment or two afterwards. I think there

is a per iodide formed which is soluble in the protiodide and not

quite instantaneously decomposed by dull red heat. The well

fuzed protio[di]de, when pulverised and boiled in water, gives a

colourless solution and the yellow crystals. A little iodine rubbed

with the well fuzed iodide in powder.

1270. Iodide oflead. Decomposed it as before in a tube but used

a Plumbago P. Electrode and sustained the heat at redness the

whole time, so as to avoid as much as might be the formation

of a per iodide, which should mix with the rest and re-act upon
the lead separated. All was arranged so that the P. Electrode

should be steady and never touch the lower N. Electrode.

^ The negative electrode weighed lyZ grs. (see Par. 1263); hence this

figure appears to be incorrect.
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1271 . The Platina wire at first = 24 grains, and after the expt.

29-1 grains; the reduced lead weighed therefore 5-1 grains. The
gas = 3*99 c: i: = 0-515508 grains of water decomposed.

W L

Now 0-515508 : 5-1 : : 9 : 89-04.

This is too small for lead, but it is more than on former occa-

tions with iodide, probably because of proportions taken. The
Numbers before were 75*459 and 73*45.

1272. Rubbed a little iodine with some of the fuzed iodide of

Lead in a mortar. It appeared to combine with it. And indeed

know that a per iodide exists. I have little doubt that it is this

and the contact of the bubbles of vapour which cause the effect.

1273. It is wonderful to observe how small a quantity of a com-
pound body, water for instance, is decomposed by a certain

portion of Electricity. One grain for instance by a powerful

current continued for some time. Yet here the relation of con-

duction and decomposition so close that [it] is probably a true result

and the only kind of true result as yet supplied by expt., and it is

most likely true that if all the Electricity which acts when the

Elements of a grain of water unite could be brought into an

available current, it would equal the current required for its

decomposition. Enormous.

27TH DECK. 1833.

1274. Expts. to ascertain if varying the nature of the Electrode

would vary the proportion of substance decomposed by the

Electric current.

1275*. Dilute Sul. Acid, about i oil vitriol to 3 water, so as to

act strongly on Zinc, was put into a basin. An Electrode of

Platina cz in a tube filled with the same acid and inverted in the

basin. The end of its wire was connected with a Volta electro-

meter and that with the Neg. end of a voltaic battery of 40 pr.

of plates. A plate of Zinc was connected with the Positive end
of the battery and plunged in the same acid. In this case the acid

was so strong as to evolve plenty of hydrogen at the Zinc, both

when out of contact and also in contact with the P. Pole of the

battery. Yet this did not in the slightest degree disturbe the

proportion of water decomposed by the electric current, for the

* [1275]
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gas O. and H. in the Volta Electrometer = 1-53 c: i: and that in

the Neg. Electrode tube a = 1*04 c: i:, or just 2/3rds. It was of

course the Hydrogen alone; the Oxygen had passed to the zinc.

1276. The same expt. was made in a mixture of i Mur. acid with

2 water. The acid was strong enough to evolve hydrogen at the

P. Zinc, both in and out of contact with the battery. Yet the Volta

Electrometer gas was 2-08 c: i : and the gas in the tube a 1-41 c: i
:

,

or just 2/3rds. No influence therefore here of the chemical

affinity at the poles over the Electro-chemical of the current.

1277. Now used a Pos. Silver Electrode in the Mur. acid. On
passing the Electric current no chlorine evolved, but chloride of

silver formed, which by virtue of my law interfered with current.

Cleaned this off two or three times during the expt. Still at last

the Electro-chemical results the same as before, for Gas in the

Volta Electrometer = 1-42 c: i : and that in the tube a -94 or 2/3rds.

1278. Made a piece of Charcoal the P. Electrode in the Mur. Acid;

in this case Carbonic oxide and acid formed.. But no change in

the proportions decomposed, for the gas in the Volta Electro-

meter was = 1*37 c: i: and that in tube a 0-9 or 2/3rds.

1279. Used the charcoal P. Electrode also in the first Sulphuric

acid. Still results the same, for Gas in Volta Electrometer = 1*68

c: i: and that in tube a 1-13 or 2/3rds.

1280. Now used Copper P. Pole in the S. A. It comes between

the Zinc and the Platina in its relations. Still no difference in the

results, for Volta Electrometer gave 1-76 c:i: of gas and the

tube a i-i8 c: i: or 2/3rds.

128 1. Hence whether any of these bodies or the Platina as in the

Volta Electrometer be used, no difference in the quantity Electro

chemically decomposed results.

1282. The fuzed chloride of silver agrees with this in another

class of decomposing bodies.

1283. Chloride of tin perhaps shew same thing very well.

2 JANY. 1834.

On decomp. ofSulc. Acid.

1284. Well boiled S. A. when cold conducts pretty well. The gas

at P. Electrode, much of it dissolved. At N. Electrode Hydrogen
and sulphur. The battery weak.
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1285. Used a well charged battery— effects as before. The con-

centrated conducts very much worse than the dilute acid. The
oxygen as before much dissolved at P. Electrode. At N. Elec-

trode the hydrogen and sulphur as before. The gas here is not

Sul. Hy. but pure hydrogen. This proves that water decomposed.

I do not believe that the Sul. acid is. Would be well to try

anhydrous sul. acid if one had it.

1286. Does not Boracic acid in solution act as S. A. in solution,

i.e. increase conducting power but is not itself decomposed.^

On decomp. ofhisalts.

1287. Put more than enough Oil of Vitriol to Sul. Soda to con-

vert all into bi sulphate of soda, evaporated in crucible until water

alone ceased to rise but was accompanied with fumes. Being

introduced into the circuit it conducted and decomposed, pro-

ducing gas both at P. and at N. Electrodes.

1288. The heat was then continued and from time to time the

fluid submitted to the action of the current. As the heat was
applied, the salt required a higher fuzing temperature, and at last

fumes of S.A., i.e. oil of vitriol, made their appearance. These

continued until and after the salt required a dull red heat, and did

not cease before the whole became neutral. It seemed that so long

as the acid was in excess, water was retained, i.e. that the bi-salt

never became anhydrous.

1289. The substance at all times conducted and was decomposed
and so long as any bi salt was present gas was evolved at the

N. Electrode, and I think it was hydrogen. Hence another proof

that water was there, and that as to action of hi-salts^ the experi-

ment is not decisive. The gradual evaporation was carried on
over a spirit lamp.

1290. On law of conduction.

A Crystal of Sulphate of Soda

Sulphate of Magnesia

Carbonate of Soda

Phosphate of Soda

was each in turn put between two plates of platina and subjected

to the action of the Voltaic current. The surfaces of the crystals

were made large and flat and the plates wetted where they touched

them, to make perfect contact in strong solution. The middle
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part of each crystal was dry. Some of them were not more than

I of an inch thick. Yet in all of them there was neither con-

duction nor decomposition.

129 1. This strikingly proves the law as regards water, for in-

stance; for in these salts about and above one halfof each crystal

is water—hut in the solid state.

3 JANY. 1834.

1292. Conduction ofPhos. acid^ etc.

Pure fuzed Phosphoric acid heated in a crucible or on a ring

of plat, wire o conducts and is decomposed. But it

is water which is decomposed, not the acid.

1293. In the first place, the acid will evaporate entirely, forming

fumes, so that one cannot obtain a fixed acid as with boracic acid.

In the next, there is always gas at both poles^ and the gas at the

N. Electrode is not Phosphuretted hydrogen, for it does not burn

phosphorically and there is no smell of Phosphorus during the

whole time. Hence it would appear also that the P. Acid does not

give way in a secondary manner but is volatilized. It is true that

the Phosphorus evolved either way might be burnt before any

smell could be evolved from it, but the appearances seem other-

ways, and to account for the gas at the N. Electrode there must

have been water in the acid. Again, the N. wire is not acted on

or dissolved, as happens with some bisalts to be described.

Bi-salt^ Bi-phos. soda,

1294. Made a bi phosphate of Soda by fuzing the ammonic phos^

phate of Soda, and then acted on that heated on a ring o-

This salt continued to boil slowly at a high heat per see, and when
tranquil and clear by a full red heat, a white heat could make it

bubble. Hence it is doubtful whether it was quite freed from

water.

1295. When calm and quiet at a white heat, it did conduct and

decompose. A phosphuret of platina seemed to be formed at

the N. Electrode. This looks very much like a true decomposition

of a dry bisalt, but am not quite sure, for Phos. hydrogen seemed

to be evolved sometimes (perhaps from phosphuret of sodium

however). The salt at last also was nearly neutral. If this be a

true decomposition it is possible or unlikely that it may be con-
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sidered as a solution of neutral phosphate of Soda in Phosphoric

acid.

1296. Made a Biborate of Soda by fuzing together 2 parts of

Borax crystals and i part of Boracic acid crystals. This is rather

more than the equivalent of B. A.

1297. This salt I think when ignited must be dry. It however
decomposed and conducted very well. There was gas at both

Electrodes and much alloying of the platina and consequent

fusion at the N. Electrode, probably from reduction both of

Sodium and Boron.

1298. More Boracic acid was added: still the effect was the same,

but more slowly—gas yet at the N. Electrode.^

1299. Can these again be considered as solution of Borax in

Boracic acid ? Perhaps they may even be rightly considered as the

base only in solution in B.A., and the same with the sulphate and

Phosphate.

1300. The Boracic acid alone did not conduct in the least.

1 301. When a dry salt decomposes, the arrangement of substances

between the Electrodes must become very complicated.

P. P. P.

Platina then Plat. then Plat.

Oxygen
S. A. Sulphur I

Sul. Soda Sul. Soda
Soda Oxygen f

Sodium
Platina Plat. Plat.

Sul. of

Soda

N. N. N.

Examine all this, for how can conduction go on with S. A. or

P. A. or B.A. against the P. Electrode, as in the second step.^

4 JANY. 1834.

1302. Water as dilute S. A. was decomposed in two volta-electro-

meters, one with large plates, the other with small wires, using

a battery of only 9 prs. of plates. The quantity of Oxy. and Hy.

evolved was alike in both, i.e. 52 volumes.

1303. Stirring the acid with a feather between the plates of a

battery very much increases its power; in a weak battery, stirring
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caused the evolution of bubbles from the beak of the retort volta

electrometer twice as fast as without.

1304. Pure water and a pure solution of Boracic acid were tried

as to conducting power against each other; the last conducted

20 or 30 times better than the former.

1305. S.A. s.g. 1*270 and saturated solution of Sulphate of Soda

were tried against each other as volta electrometer fluids— relative

to absorbability of gases, as oxygen, by them. They were ar-

ranged thus*:

The battery was weak in action.

1306. After the expt. was over, the gases were measured by two

different measures.

by one by another

measure measure.

Tube I. Pos. in Sul. Soda gave 5-4 vols, and 25*9

2. Neg. in Do. „ 12-4 „ and 63-1

3. Pos. in dil. S.A. „ 6-2 „ and 31-8

4. Neg. in Do. „ i2'4 „ and 63-3

The dilute S. A. therefore much more exact than the Sul. Soda.

1307. It seems here as if in tube i absorbtion had happened

before it was measured the first time, and also between that and

its second measuring. Therefore repeated the decomposition with

the Sulphate of Soda solution only. Tube i. Positive, in the Sul.

Soda gave at first 18*2 vols, of gas; by standing, with a little

agitation, this diminished to 16-9, and I believe the effect was real,

not an accident. It still smelt strongly of Electricity.

1308. The contents of tube 2 I lost, and I must defer further

examination to save time just now with Series 7 and 8.

1309. Ascertained proportion of oxygen at P. Electrode from

Muriatic acid, i vol. of Strong solution diluted with 99 vols, of

IV dilute Sul. Acid. After the expt. the N. tube contained 12-8 vols,

j^^.^^^^ of Hydrogen. The P. tube contained only 3-4 vols, of oxygen,
^^^^^^^""^ which had belonged to 6-8 of the hydrogen; the other 6 of

hydrogen must have been from Muriatic acid and must have given

6 vols, of oxygen, but they dissolved in the liquid. Very nearly

equivalents of M. A. and water decomposed in this case.

13 ID. Made an expt. on intensity with large and small decom-

posing plates. Both jars contained the same very dilute S. A. In

* [1305]
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the large jar large platina plates were used ; in the small jar small

platina wires*. On bringing the ends of a volta electrometer

against a and 3, very little decomposing action occurred because

the current had very little intensity there. But when brought

against c and d great decomposing action occurred, because of the

great intensity there. Hence intensity has nothing to do with

the amount of chemical action, since that is the same in the two
jars; it all depends upon the quantity passed.

1 3 1 1 . Tried to collect chlorine from Strong M. A. at P. Electrode,

but the solution absorbed it all.

13 12. Put about I vol. sol. M. A. to 4 vols, strong oil of vitriol,

to try and prevent solvent power on chlorine. But still not good
result. The gas at the P. Electrode was about | mur. acid,

|

chlorine,
\ oxygen.

6th JANY. 1834.

1 313. Experimented on transfer in fused bodies, and first on ^
chloride of lead. Wire i was as usual fixed in the closed end of <

a tube, but the tube so bent that the melted metal at the end of

wire 2 should not mingle with that collected in the expt. at wire i.

Wire I had the knob of platina at the end and weighed at first

21 grains. Wire 2 had a similar knob, but after that a button of

lead was alloyed with and fuzed on to it in a little glass tube. It

weighed 29-3 grains altogether.

1 3 14. During the experiment all was placed as in the figure, and

the chloride retained fluid by two spirit lamps, and thus the voltaic

action was continued. No gas was evolved at either 2 or i, for

as fast as lead was reduced at the end of i it was dissolved by the

chlorine at the end of 2.

1315. At the end of the experiment 3*78 c:i: of gas had been

collected, = 0-488376 of grain of water decomposed.

1316. On opening the tube the buttons of alloy on both i and 2

wires looked very well.

gr-

1. Wire of platina now weighed 26-4; it was 21; gain 5-4.

2. Wire of platina and lead „ 24-2; it was 29*3; loss 5*1.
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13 17. Hence for a first expt. the gain and loss tell very well

together.
w L

Now 0-488376 : 5*4 : : 9 : 99-5

and 0-488376 : 5-1 :: 9 : 94

1 318. Here both too small, but if the gas had been only 0-15 of

cubical inches less, it would have been right, i.e. if it had been

3-63 c:i: instead of 3-78 c:i:; must examine the cubic inch

measure, and also note Bar. and Therm., and also measure again

next day. Now the correction for moisture only, taking the gas

at 60° F, amounts to o-o6, which removes f of the deficiency.

13 19. Repeated this expt., but had a better tube, so that a little

bubble of gas from wire 3 could get away. During the expt. a

very little gas issued from the end of wire 3, but altogether did

not make a bubble larger than this o when dull red hot. Whether

due to a minute portion of moisture retained in the tube, or as

is most likely, to the air previously involved in the folds of the

plat, foil round that end of the wire, is not quite sure. I think

it was the latter. No gas came from the end of wire 4 during the

whole expt.

Wire 3 weighed at first 20-55 g^-? weighed after 27-75; g^i^ 7*^-

Wire 4 „ „ 43*3 gr.; „ 36-3; loss 7-0.

The quantity of gas evolved was 5-12 cubic inches, which, cor-

rected for moisture only = 5-025 = 0-64923 of gr. water de-

composed.
w L

Now 0-64923 : 7*2 : : 9 : 99-81

and 0-64923 : 7-0 : : 9 : 97-04

1320. In this case I found the P. Wire button very cavernous;

at first it weighed 37-6, but on breaking it open and boiling it in

water to remove the evident chloride of lead, it was reduced

to 36-3 gr.

7 JANY. 1834.

132 1. Now experimented with Iodide oflead in the same way.

The affair went on very well. Bar. 29-7, Therm. 54°. The
quantity of gas = 5-45 c. inches in Volta electrometer.

The N. Electrode weighed at first 19*3; it became 26-7; gain 7-4.

The P. Electrode and appended lead
5 5 -3 5 ; it became 47*3 5 ; loss 8-o.
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Now 5*45 c:i:, corrected for moisture, are equal to 5-37 c:i:,

and these are = 0-6938 of gr. of water.

w L

Then 0-6938 : 7-4 : : 9 : 96

and 0-6938 : 8 1:9: 103-7

There was a little confusion in this expt. as to the N. Wire with

the one meant for another expt. But the form good. No iodine

appeared the whole time— all went on well.

1322. Chloride of dn^ Proto, with Tin at the P. Electrode as in

the cases just described. All went on beautifully. No hi-chloride

was formed, but there was a little gas, I think hydrogen, from

the N. Electrode at the commencement of the experiment. It was

from water that could not be dissipated even at a dull red heat,

but the quantity was very small; no proportion to that in the

Volta Electrometer.

The gas in Volta Electrometer = 5-65 c: i:, which corrected

for moisture 5-56 c: i: = 0-718352 of gr. water.

The N. Electrode, Plat., weighed at first 17-3 ; after 22-05 ;
gain 4-75.

The P. Electrode, Plat, and Tin „ „ 48-43; „ 43-7; loss 4-75

^

w T

Now 0-718352 : 4-75 : : 9 : 59-51

This rather too high, but the gas has not been corrected to temp,

and Pressure—besides which the smallest error in measurement

makes the difference. Good general expt.

1323. Now examined per iodide of mercury as to its power of

conducting, decomposing, etc. This form of expt., and both

Electrodes platina. It certainly does not conduct when solid and

does conduct when melted, and the current decomposed the water

in the Volta Electrometer, although very slowly compared to

former cases, as of iodide lead, chloride, etc. Hence statement in

account of law of liquido-conduction true.

1324. As to consequent decomposition, I could see none. There

was no appearance of iodine at the P. Electrode all the time, nor

any appearance of a new body formed. On after examination the

P. Electrode wire was not found affected and the N. Electrode

wire was also [.^not] changed; no appearance of mercury or any

other metal there.

' Query 4-73.
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1325. The case may be one of conduction without decomposition,

being then however the only one I know of amongst bodies

subject to the law of liquido-conduction; or the effect may be

due to the presence of a little protiodide in solution in the per

iodide, and as water is retained by chloride of tin that is not at all

unlikely. Then such protiodide would carry on the effect, and yet

from formation of per iodide at P. Electrode, and as mercury

deposited at N. Electrode, formation of protiodide there, no ac-

cumulation of any thing at either cisode or exode would appear.

The secondary results in fact merging in the bodies already present.

1326. The case is only important as to the principle of action,

and being alone cannot disturb any general law.

1327. Tried to obtain Electrochemical equivalents with secondary

results^ as by precipitating the metals.

1328. Solution ofAcetate oflead or any solution of lead will not

do. There is no gas at N. Electrode, but the crystals of lead shoot

across into the solution and communicate with the P. Electrode.

1329. Solution of Proto nitrate of mercury^ using a weighed

platina wire as N. Electrode. Here gas was evolved from the

N. Electrode, although only in small quantity, but that confused

the result. The gas evolved was 1-96 c. inches; corrected for

moisture -= 1-93 c: i: 0-249356 of gr. water decomposed. The
wire weighed at first 21 gr.; became 24-6; hence mercury re-

duced 3*6.

w M
Now 0*249356 : 3-6 : : 9 : 130

This too little. I fear that a per oxide is formed at the P.

Electrode and that the hydrogen at the N. Electrode is partly lost

on reducing this. The formation of gas also tends to make the

quantity of mercury too small.

1330. Repeated the expt. (in the same portion of solution of proto

nitrate) using a piece of Plat, foil instead of platina wire. Gas

evolved 2*2 c: i: 0-28424 of gr. water. Platina foil at first

17 gr. became 21-25; increase 4-25 mercury.

w M
Now 0-28424 : 4-25 : : 9 : 134-5

This is better, and there was less gas at the N. Electrode, but

probably the prop, of per nitrate is increasing.
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133 1. In both these expts. a reddish deposit occurred on the P.

Electrode. Can it be per oxide of lead or the matter from Zinc

solution, etc. etc. ?

1332. Repeated the expt., putting first some acetic acid into the

same portion of Proto nit. mercury to prevent if possible the

formation of per oxide there. The gas evolved in Electrometer

was 2-62 c: i:; corrected for water = 2*58 c: i: = 0-33336 of gr.

water. The mercury reduced was 4-75 gr.

w M
Now 0-33336 : 4-75 : : 9 : 128-2

This less again; probably due to the per oxide formed in former

actions.

1334^. Must try some day a solution of Proto Acetate of mercury

in Acetic acid.

1335. Now experimented on Sul. Zinc^ using Plat, foil as the Neg.

electrode, in a strong solution.

The quantity of gas was 1-04 c: i: = 1-024 c: i: = 0-1323 of gr.

The Zinc deposited was 0-5 of grain.

w z

Now 0-1323 : 0-5 : : 9 : 34-08

As 32-5 or 33 is considered the equivalent of Zinc, it shews a

very close approximation, especially in such small quantities. This

will probably do for galvanometric indication.

1336. There were two things to observe and pursue here.

1337. In first place the zinc crystallized on the Plat, foil, but the

crystals did not project from it as those of lead or silver would

do in their solutions, but were applied close and flat to the Platina,

investing it thoroughly and not running off into the solution.

This extension of them across the course of the Electric current

instead of along it curious and worth pursuing. Will probably

indicate the relative strength of the aggregation in one direction

and the other relative to the direction of the natural electricity

belonging to the particles ofZinc^ silver
^
lead^ etc. etc. etc.

1338. Then in this solution a red colour and deposit formed at

the P. Electrode. Probably the same as I observed before and

marked down, only now it separated from the plate and was

diffuzed thrgh. the fluid. It also has a curious almond, or prussic,

I 1333 has been omitted in the MS.
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or odoriferous smell of some kind. Cannot help thinking there

is a new substance here. I wish I could evolve time from the

battery as well as all these points; and then—See 6th Feb. 1834.

8 JANY. 1834.

1339. The condensed Nitrous or Per nitrous acid from Nit. lead.

It has been in contact with Sul. Acid—was poured from off it-

was yellow—and poured rather thickly.

1340. It conducted and decomposed. There was gas at both poles

but that at the N. Electrode seemed to be immediately recon-

densed. Examined the gas at the P. Electrode; it had every

appearance of oxygen. Examined that at the N. Electrode. It was

reabsorbed before the bubbles could rise an inch in the liquid.

It looked like nitrous acid gas or perhaps nitrous gas. I believe

water was present and that the results were secondary.

1 341. On putting a drop of water to the crystals remaining, gas

(N. Gas) was evolved and a deep green solution formed on the

top of the remaining crystals, but on shaking all together more
of the crystals disappeared, more liquid formed and that liquid

was yellow; yet though it contained water it was just Hke that

I had used. Hence the first might have contained water.

1342. A little water added to this yellow liquid evolved Nitrous

gas and made the liquid deep green, and that agitated with the

remaining crystals again became yellow.

1343. Proto chloride ofCarbon— will not conduct or decompose.

1344. Hydro chloride of carbon— will not conduct or decompose.

1345. Chloride ofSulphur—Do.

1346. Proto chloride ofPhosphorus—Do.

1347. Arsenic czaW— doubtful. Can not get it dry. What I did

get conducted and decomposed, but plenty of water there.

9 JANY. 1834.

1348. Electricity of a single circle and its equivalent of matter

decomposed.

1349. Two pieces of sheet zinc amalgamated and weighed; the

one weighed 165-1 gr.; the other, No. 2, 147*4 gr.

1350. Some dilute Sul. Acid was made so as to act quickly on

zinc, but not on amalgamated zinc. This was put into an earthen
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ware trough and a jar filled and inverted in it. A platina spatula

was put into the jar in the acid. The larger piece of amalgamated

zinc tied to a stick, put into the jar and held against the plate of

platina so as to form a voltaic circuit, whilst the other piece of

zinc was put into the same acid but out of contact with the

platina.

135 1. The platina immediately evolved gas in abundance, but

none came from the zinc touching it. After a while the experi-

ment was stopped and the zinc put into water to be washed. The
piece No. i had in the mean time had just one coat of small

bubbles formed on its surface, but scarcely one had escaped from

it; the quantity insensible.

1352. The two pieces were now again dried and weighed.

No. I weighed 147*35 ; it had lost only 0-05 of a grain.

No. 2 weighed 158-8 ; it had lost 6-30 of a grain.

The volume of gas was 10-02 cubic inches, and was hydrogen.

The thermometer was at 54°, the Barometer at 29-2 only; the

correction for Barom., therm, and water brg. the gas to 9*695 c: i:

at mean temp, and pressure. This is the hydrogen: to which add

4-847 for the oxygen and it makes 14*542 c: i: of oxy. and hy.

from water decomposed voltaically. Now these weigh 1-878826 gr.

w z

and 1-878826 : 6*3 : : 9 : 30-2 nearly.

This very near for a first expt. Number of Zinc is given as 32-5.

10 JANY. 1834.

1353. Repeated the above expt.—used the same acid, but had put

a small piece of zinc in last night to dissolve, and by its minute

bubbles to clear away all air tending to separate from the solution.

The same pieces of zinc wire also used, but amalgamated a little

more.

Small piece weighed at first 148-3; being left in the acid during

the expt. and weighed again at the close, it was still 148-3. The
bubbles formed on it during the time were scarcely perceptible.

1354. The large piece of zinc weighed at first 163-1 gr. and after

the expt. 154*65. The zinc dissolved therefore amounted to

8-45 gr.
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1355. The gas collected was 12-5 cubic inches, Temp. 52°, Bar.

29-2 inches, which corrected for temp., pressure and moisture

becomes 12-15453 cubic inches of dry hydrogen at temp. 60° and

Pressure 30 inches. This is the Hydrogen, and increased by one

half for the oxygen, it becomes 18-232 c: i: nearly = 2-3535 544 gr.

of water decomposed voltaically.

w z

Now 2-3535544 : 8-45 : : 9 : 32-31

Excellent,

1356. Requisite Electricity for decomposition of water i grain.

A wire 2 inches in length in the clear part and of an inch

in diameter, Platina, was introduced into the circuit with the

Volta electrometer, and a jar marked at the part = 8-4 c : i : of

gas, for this quantity is when corrected for moisture, etc. etc..

Bar. 29-2, Therm. 54°, as nearly as may be the results of i grain

of water decomposed. Adjusted the battery so that it should

retain this wire pretty steadily red hot, i.e. sensibly so in ordinary

day light. It required this current to be continued for 3-75

minutes to produce the 8-4 c: i: of gas.

1357. On repeating the expt. the same result obtained. Hence

a current equal to the heating of this wire red hot must be con-

tinued
3I

minutes before enough electricity has passed to equal

that in a grain of water.

1358. Decomposition ofsome solutions for secondary result section.

Used the following tube apparatus in most of these expts., indeed

in all, turning it round to obtain the products at the second pole,

so that with each expt. on a substance there were two parts of

the expt.

1359. Hydriodic acid. The solution made by adding sulphuric

acid diluted with 4 or 5 times its weight of water to a pretty strong

solution of Iodide of Potassium. There was good action. Much
gas at N. Electrode— little gas at P. Electrode, but much iodine

there being deposited even in the solid form, but soon dissolving

in the Hyd. acid when Electric current ceased.

[At N. Electrode gas Hydrogen = o-6o of cubic inch 2I

[At Volta Electrometer both gases = 0-87 ?j 3/
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' This as with

At P. Electrode gas Oxygen = o*o8 of c : i : Mur. acid in

only i dilute solu-

At Volta Electrometer both gases = „ „ tion and for

^
same cause.

1360. Repeated the expt. as to collection of hydrogen at N. Elec-

trode.

At N. Electrode gas hydrogen = 0-56 c: i: — 1-82)

At Electrometer = 0-92 c: i: — 3 J

1361. This deficiency of hydrogen is due I believe to the expt.

being made with the same solution, in consequence of which the

free Iodine liberated in the first expt., and remaining dissolved in

the liquor, combined with a part of the nascent hydrogen and

thus lessened that evolved.

1362. Sol. Iodide ofPotassium,

At the Pos. Electrode : No gas, only Iodine, solid, but dissolving

by degrees. At N. Electrode : Hydrogen and probably free alkali

formed. The gas = 0-7 c: i:, whilst that from volta-electrometer

was 1-05 c: i:, the two being exactly as 2 : 3, as they ought to be.

1363. Cyanide of Potassium^ dissolved in water at the moment
smells prussic and is alkaline to turmeric, but that a character of

the cyanide. The results were very good. There was no gas at

the P. Electrode, but a brown solution formed there as if cyanogen

separated at the cisode, but redissolved by the water and dissolved

cyanide. At the Negative Electrode hydrogen only was evolved,

the quantity being o-6 of c: i:, whilst the gas in the Volta Electro-

meter was very nearly 0-9 c: i: or as 2 : 3.

This accords with chloride and Iodide of Potassium.

1364. Added Sul. Acid to this as before to Iodide and then

experimented as for Hydrocyanic acid. Now Gas at both poles

and no discoloration at the P. Electrode.

'At N. Electrode hydrogen = o-6 c: i:, but mixed with prussic

vapour as appeared by its

burning.

Volta Electrometer = 0-78 c: i:; repeat this.

At P. Electrode the gas diminished a little by agitation with

water and was therefore either carb. acid or perhaps cyanogen,

and left only 0-35 c: i: of oxygen^ the gas in Volta Electrometer

FDII 14
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being ^ I'^j. Hence probably both water and Hydrocyanic acid

decomposed here as in case of muriatic or hydriodic acid, and
both oxygen and cyanogen set free, but the latter dissolving.

Whole expt. worth repeating both as to evolution of free cyanogen
at P. Electrode, and any thing with the Hydrogen at the N.
Electrode.

1365. Must try fuzed cyanide of Pm. for cyanogen at the P.

Electrode— will be a curious case of the passing of nitrogen and

Carbon to the P. Electrode.

1366. Solution ofCyanide ofMercury— doQS not conduct a sensible

quantity. Added Sul. acid, then at N. Electrode some gas,

hydrogen, and some mercury. The proportion of gas increased

as battery power increased or as strength of solution diminished.

At P. Electrode gas oxygen, but only 0-22 of cubic inch, whilst

at Volta Electrometer i-o8 c: i: The action here probably as with

Sol. Hydrocyanic acid, with a secondary result at the N. Elec-

trode.

1367. Added sol. sul. soda to sol. Cyanide of mercury; still gas

was evolved at the N. Electrode.

1368. Solution of yellow ferroprussiate ofpotassa. Gas at both

poles but very little at P. Electrode.

N. Electrode, hydrogen = o-68 c: i:l . 2
17- 1 T71 • r nearly as
Volta Electrom. =o-97c:i:J 3

At P. Electrode a little prussian blue; gas oxygen = 0-14 c: i:,

whilst in volta Electrometer it was 1-55 c:i:. Hence ferro

cyanogen principally at P. Electrode.

1369. Acetic acid^ diluted with dilute Sul. Acid. Gas at both

poles.

fN. Electrode, hydrogen = 0-63 c: i:l 2 ^

IVolta Electrometer =o-93c:i:J 3
^

Volta Electrometer = 2-27 c: i:

P. Electrode = o- 5 5 c : i
:

, which by agitation gave-

up Carb. acid and diminished to 0-44, which were oxygen.

1370. Strong solution of Tartaric acid^ almost a non conductor—

if quite pure, probably quite like water or acetic acid or ammonia
or Cyanide mercury, etc. etc.

Put in some Sul. Acid, then powerful action and gas at both

poles.
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JVolta Electrometer i -o c : i

:

(N. Electrode 0-64 c: i:; this was hydrogen.

[Volta Electrometer i-y c: i:

|P. Electrode o*55 ; very little absorption here; nearly

all oxygen. Hence here but little secondary action. But with such

solutions the results differ much with different strengths of

current and also different tubes, as when poles are thus*, or

thus*, etc. etc.

1371. Solution of Tartrate of Soda in tube— action and gas at

both Electrodes, but assumed that that at N. Electrode would be

hydrogen, and examined only that at P. Electrode.

Volta Electrometer 0-59 c: i:

P. Electrode gas 0-5 c:i:; this a large quantity. Gas not

absorbable by water or potash. On putting light into it it ap-

peared very like common air. There was oxygen present diluted

with some other gas produced in rather large proportion, and this

was not carbonic oxide, carbonic acid or any combustible gas;

} must examine this.

1372. Solution ofBenioate ofSoda with excess of soda to make it

soluble. Is a bad conductor, but gas appears at both poles. In

some of these cases, where the gas is frothy, the badness of con-

duction may be due to the attenuation of the liquid by the mixture

of air or gas.

Volta Electrometer 0-36 c: i:

P. Electrode o-io c: i: Principally oxygen, but quantity

too small to examine and compare with certainty.

1373. Syrup of sugar mixed with Sul. acid; 1-30 s.g. Plenty of

action at both poles; only examined that at P. Electrode. A little

of it was absorbable, the rest brightened a coal but exploded by
flame—was a mixture of oxygen and carb. oxide which with Carb.

acid had been evolved.

The unabsorbed gases = 0-4 c: i:]^ hence much secondary

Volta Electrometer „ =2-3c:i:J action.

1374. Solution ofGum arahic^ with Sul. acid s.g. 1*30. Plenty of

action.

Volta Electrometer = i-8 c: i:

P. Electrode only = 0-35 c: i:; after absorption there was

* [1370] _
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some oxygen present but also some other gas, perhaps carbonic

oxide.

1375. Solution ofAlbumen in Potash,

A very bad conductor. Gas at both poles, frothy very.

Volta Electrometer 0-62 c: i:

P. Electrode o-o8 c : i
:
; this oxygen. This gas had to

stand so long to clear from froth that any carbonic acid would
have been absorbed.

1376. I do not think that alkali favours conducting power of

water much, ifat all. Must try it quite pure and free from Car-

bonic acid and other acids.

1377. Solution ofRosin in Potash: to this added solution of sul-

phate of soda to make it a conductor. Conducted then very well.

Gas at both poles
;
only that at P. P. examined.

Volta Electrometer 1-84 c: i:

P. Electrode about 0-42 c : i
:
; was oxygen nearly pure, but had

been standing some time over water to clear off bubbles and froth.

1378. Now Experimented with Fluoride ofPotassium in solution.

There was gas at both Poles, but no sensible action during the

whole time on the glass.

Volta Electrometer 0-84 c: i:

N. Electrode o* 5 5 c : i
:
; this hydrogen, and to the gas in

Volta Electrometer as 2 to 3. Good.
Volta Electrometer i-86 c: i:

P. Electrode only 0-47 c : i
:
, and this was oxygen. There was

no action on the Platina.

1379. Then added Sul. acid to the same solution. There was

immediate and powerful action on the glass, effected of course

by the hydro-fluoric acid now in a free state. Subjected this to

the battery action as a solution of Hydrofluoric acid; there was

much gas at the N, Electrode^ but little at the P,

fVolta Electrometer 0-99 c: i:

I^N. Electrode 0-67 c: i :; this hydrogen, and just as 2 : 3.

Volta Electrometer i-8i c: i:

P. Electrode only 0-20 c:i:, which was oxygen. Still the

Platina Electrode was not apparently acted upon and the glass

in the neighbourhood was. From which, and from the small

quantity of oxygen, I conclude that Fluorine had been evolved
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at the Electrode and dissolved in the water without decomposing it,

but something in the manner of chlorine or iodine. If not so,

then the Platina ought to have been corroded or else the full

equivalent of oxygen set free.

1380. If an electric current can heat one inch of wire it ought to

heat ICQ inches, provided the same quantity passes in the same

time ; i.e. if the larger length is not heated as much as the smaller,

it must be because less is passing. For its having heated one

portion is no reason why it should not heat another. There can

be no other proper known reason.

1381. Contrive mode of heating wires— —

^

17 JANY. 1834.

1382. An expt. was begun on the loth instant on comparison of

Large and small voltaic battery. Two wires, one of platina, the

other of zinc, each ^ of inch in diameter and 5 inches long,

were fastnd. together at ends by small cross binding pieces of

platina wire so as to keep the ends about | of inch apart, but

crossing and touching in the middle.

1383. A dilute S.A. consisting of 120 oz. Water distilled and

30 drops strong oil of vitriol was put into a large jar and the

above arrangement suspended in the middle of it by a thread. It

acts fairly; gas appears on the platina; it looks quite as strong if

not stronger than the little test battery. This was put into action

at 25' to 1 1 o'clk. A.M., 10 July [? January] ; the zinc wire weighing

at that time 17-5.

1384. On the nth instant at Evening the platina had become dull

from precipitation on it and the gas bubbles were present on the

zinc; hence not acting as a voltaic circuit— the two metals now
equal and probably act as Mariani Marianini] describes. On
cleaning the surface of the platina by rubbing with the fingers

then acts there and evolves gas. Added 30 drops more of strong

Oil Vitriol to the fluid to increase effect and compensate for that

neutralized by the zinc dissolved.
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1385. On this day the 17th, about 10 o'clk., and therefore very

nearly a week after the commencement of the experiment, took

out the wires, separated them and weighed the Zinc. It was equal

to 10-7 grains and had lost therefore 6-8 grains.

1386. The solvent action was going on very well on the zinc,

but no gas on the platina; but all things considered, I think the

zinc has been dissolving as fast as that was doing in the little

battery used for comparison in the third series of Researches.

1387. Now in this form of battery i gr. of water require solution

of 3'6 grains of zinc—and as 6-8 gr. dissolved in 7 days, 3-6 would

require 3-7 days; but if a wire 5 inches long required 3-7 days to

loose 3*6 grs., one only | of an inch in length but of the same

diameter would require 29*6 days for solution of same weight,

if constant action could be sustained. Now the comparitive

battery required 0-0533 of a minute to equal one charge of Leyden
battery, but 29-6 days divided by 0-0533 ^ minute gives very

nearly 800,000. So that from this calculation the electricity re-

quired to decompose a single grain of water is about equal to

that of 800,000 charges of the Leyden battery, any one of which

would kill a cat or dog.

1388. The zinc was returned, weighing 10-7 grains, into the acid

at 10 A.M. Friday the 17th Jany., having first had a fine platina

wire coiled spirally round it. This was to see that plenty of acid

remaining. Action very fair.

1389. Prot. iodide of tin: fusible by high heat in close tube but

in open air burns by heat with bright flame, per iodide subliming

and prot or per oxide remaining. Not a good substance for Prot.

and per experiment—requires too high a heat to fuze it.

18 JANY. 1834.

1390. The zinc wire (put in acid on the 17th, i.e. yesterday),

taken out to-day at ^ p. 3 o'clk., having been in the acid 29^ hours.

It weighed 10- 1 grains, having lost o-6 of grain. The mean rate

of the solution during the 7 days is about twice as fast as this rate.

Now considering the extent of the present rate and the double

strength of acid given at the commencement of the expt., I think

the former rate must at any one time have been as fast, or great

rather, as the rate upon the comparitive voltaic couple, and there-
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fore that the proportion of 800,000 then deduced is certainly be-

neath the mark ; the probability is that i ,200,000 is nearer the truth.

1391. Fuzed acetate of Soda does decompose; it is an Electrolyte,

but there is much secondary action both at the cisode and exode.

1392. Fluorine^ etc. Made a sol. of Fluoride Potassium, added

a little S. A. to evolve Hydro-fluoric acid. Put this into a platina

crucible rendered Positive and dipped a plat, spatula rendered

Neg. into it; action as on former occasion (very different to that

occurring if the neutral solution of Fluoride be used). After a

minute or two, separated the Voltaic battery and added a little

solution of Sul. Indigo to the liquor. It bleached. Hence additional

proof of the production of an aqueous solution of fluorine—

of its inaction on platina (for the crucible was not affected)—also

a proof in its bleaching power of analogy with chlorine. The
solution smelt strong and acrid but not Hke chlorine.

1393. I begin to think that fluorine may probably be received

and retained in glass vessel though Hydro-fluoric may not. It

does not follow that cold fluorine should decompose an oxide

because cold the fluoric acid does. For chlorine does not decom-
pose lime at common temperatures though Muriatic acid does.

1394. May also use vessels of wood, paper, oiled paper, oiled or

waxed silk or cotton, etc. etc. etc. strengthened by wood outside,

to receive, to retain and even to evolve fluorine. Apparently also

use platina vessels well at low temperature. There is less action

on it by Fluorine than by chlorine.

Voltaic current— its intensity and evolution.

1395. Tried (Daniell present) to send current of a single voltaic

circle through my Volta electrometer. Used amalgamated zinc as

the motor with platina. Thus two cups, i and 2, with pretty

powerful S.A., the same as in the volta electrometer 3. All the

metallic communication wire platina, 4, except one piece 5, which
was zinc. But in this state of things there was no current. The
reason is good, but very important to me. To produce a current

water would have to be decomposed in cup i, but to transmit a

current water must be decomposed both in cup 2 and in volta

electrometer. The force to be overcome was twice that of the

originating force.
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1396. When cup 2 was dismissed and the zinc 5 communicated

directly as by the dotted line with the Volta electrometer, still

no decomposition occurred, for the producing and the opposing

decompositions are now equal.

1397. It seems most likely that strength of acid has nothing to

do with the occurrence or non-occurrence of these counter de-

compositions, but that the number of decompositions which on

the one hand excite or produce the current and on the other

retard it constitute the essential point. Then 10 platina diaphragms

used to decompose would neutralize the current of a battery of

ten pairs of plates, etc. etc., no respect being had to the strength

of the acid, etc. etc. either in one or the other sets of cells. BeautifuL

I think I see it all^ but must go on with fluorine first.

20 JANY. 1834.

1398. To obtain electricity by the evaporation of water, it must

not be pure but a solution— (query chemical action then?). So

at least Arago says: Arago's Eloge, p. 23. Harris says not.

1399. When on origin of Electricity in Voltaic pile and even on

other Electrical points, refer to Arago's Eloge on Volta, 1833.

1400. For Fluorine. Fluor Spar and Ox. Manganese well powdered

and mixed with Oil Vitriol in a platina crucible, both without and

with heat. Apparently only hydrofluoric acid evolved. The fumes

very acid but did not bleach litmus paper— only reddened it. No
action, or scarcely any, on the platina.

Fluate Potassa, Ox. Mang. and Oil Vitriol in Platina crucible

did not succeed better. There was here a little degree of action

on the platina, but not much; had also used a higher heat.

1401. Fluate potassa. Red lead and Oil Vitriol— in same platina

vessel: the fumes have a smell different to Hydro fluoric acid.

More as if a little Euchlorine with it. Are white and fuming; act

on litmus, reddening as before, but also a bleaching effect in

addition, though very slight. Looks as if a little fluorine set free.

1402. Red lead and Oil Vitriol alone in same vessel. Did not

shew the same symptoms of bleaching, but gave same Euchlorine

kind of smell; perhaps the smell of the oxygen.

1403. Fluoride Lead^ precipitated from Fluate Potassa and Nitrate
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of Lead, well washed and dried : white insoluble powder. When
heated on platina, fuzes very well on fair red heat without injuring

the platina or undergoing change. But it gives off acid fumes

during the first application of heat and then seems permanent.

The fumes redden but do not bleach. I thought at first they were

Fluorine and must be sure they are not.

1404. When fuzed in Glass tube, the same acid fumes arise. The
glass not affected apparently in the part of the tube above by the

fumes, but there is a white opaque part just over the fuzed

fluoride where red hot. As the melted fluoride solidified and

cooled the glass beneath it broke all to pieces. For in fact action

had taken place there and the glass and the fluoride were one

piece at that surface. The action is not rapid and glass would
contain fuzed fluoride some time at red heat. It seems to be a

direct union of the fluoride and the glass and not to be accom-

panied by any evolution of oxygen or other gas. The same

effect takes place with the fluoride of Pm. fuzed in glass. It does

not happen, nor any thing like it, in Platina.

1405. Fluoride of lead fuzed on Plat, foil, Neg., touched by a

Pos. Plat. wire. Much good action at N. foil; lead reduced and

Platina alloyed and fuzed. At P. Electrode effervescence much;
vapours transparent, pungent, etc. The platina wire acted upon
but only a little, not as if a chloride had been acted upon. Is it

possible that a hi-fluoride should be formed here } Not very likely.

1406. Fluoride of lead fuzed or Neg. Plat, foil, touched by Pos.

plumbago. Action as before; much gas or vapour at Plumbago
electrode. Very pungent, etc. No action on the plumbago itself.

The fumes which rise appear to corrode glass, but this does not

decide that at common temperatures fluorine would act on glass.

1407. Fluoride of lead fuzed on neg. plat, foil and touched by
a plumbago pos. electrode, inclosed in a glass tube as in a chimney

for the purpose of carrying the fumes up. Litmus paper held at

the top was reddened and I thought a little bleached; but not

quite sure.

1408. Fluoride of lead fuzed on glass touched by two plat, wires,

P. and N. It is an excellent conductor and a very thin film carried

on the action. At N. Pole no gas; only lead reduced. At P.

Electrode plenty of gas or vapour and scarcely sensible action
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on the platina. Action on the glass every where in contact with

the fluoride. Here then the fluorine, gaseous, colourless, pungent,

etc. etc.

1409. Neutral Solution of Fluoride Pm. does not act on glass at

common temperatures, but any acid makes it act or any acid salt,

as Nitrates of Mercury, silver, etc. etc. etc.

22 JANY. 1834.

1410. Precipitated proto nitrate ofmercury by solution ofFluoride

Pm. If not strong scarcely any precipitate. When strong much
grey curdy precipitate, but at same time action on the glass vessels

from the free N.A. in the Nit. Mercury. Had Nit. mercury in

excess. Washed the grey precipitate and dried it. It was then a

yellow substance entirely volatile by heat from Plat. foil. Heated

in a glass tube, water rose, then red vapours of Nitrous acid, etc.

;

then a red sublimate, at which temperature something remained

which by higher heat fuzed, effervesced; when cold it became a

white solid.

141 1. All together the precipitate seems to be very complicated,

containing Sub. nitrate and Fluoride of mercury with fluate of

Potassa, etc. etc. It does not decompose by heat into useful

results.

1412. The washings of this precipitate were evaporated in a

platina crucible, but became too dry; had been probably too hot

in my absence. The residue washed with water gave a yellowish

insoluble matter and a solution containing little or no mercury;

the heat has perhaps been enough to decompose the excess of

nitrate.

1413. The dry yellow residue requires a high temperature for its

final disappearance. Some red sublimate and some metallic mer-

cury appeared. Nothing very particular here.

1414. A Solution of Nit. Silver and another of fluoride Pm.
added together; a little precipitate of chloride of Silver but none

of fluoride of silver, for when filtered no addition of nitrate of

silver produces a precipitate. Hence fluoride of silver either

soluble or not formed in this case. Filtered, added more nitrate

of silver to the clean solution and evaporated the whole in a silver

basin. It went to dryness and had been rather hot: it was black:
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by standing it deliquesced, and no crystals or precipitate except

a little from oxide of silver appeared.

1415. Either there is no mutual decomposition or else the fluoride

of silver is very soluble. Must make it from Hydro fluoric acid

and moist oxide of silver.

1416. As the Fluate of Potassa contained chlorine, now tried

bleaching effect on purified Fluoride; for which purpose added a

little solution of sulphate of silver to a solution of the fluoride.

Put this in silver basin and warmed it. Next day there were some

good small crystals and crystalline crusts ; these were Sulphate of

Potassa. The sulphate of silver was very acid. Filtered to remove

all the chloride and then acted on this solution by Voltaic battery,

having previously added a little sul. Indigo. There was a very

feeble effect of bleaching but nothing like what happened before.

Fluorine does seem to bleach, but its powers are very feeble; the

oxygen from water will do almost as much. Hence correct that

notion in part.

1417. Fluoride of lead promises best; have made some therefore

and washed it well.

25 JANY. 1834.

141 8. In relation to the interfering effects of vapours on the

action of Platina, think we may by it preserve metal surfaces from

rusting. Put two plates of cleaned Steel into two jars standing

in water, but the metal not touching the water. Put into one jar

a vessel with a little oil of turpentine and then left them, hoping

to find hereafter that the presence of the vapour of oil of turpentine

would preserve the steel from rusting, though in a very damp
atmosphere. (1476).

27 JANY. 1834.

14 19. Fusion ofCalomel under pressure. Put Calomel into a white

glass tube, pretty thick and hermetically sealed up; gradually

heated it in a furnace. It was just on the point of fusing, and did

fuse into a liquid portion, as the glass softened and began to

swell. It became very dark, almost black, at the part where it

fuzed, but as it solidified the yellow and white appearance was
resumed. On opening it a little metallic mercury and corr. sub.
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was found and it appears resolvable at the fusible point into rhetal

and corr. sub. This metal would interfere with experiment of con-

duction and decomposition.

1420. The calomel was dingy in colour when first put in and the

quantity of mercury very small, so that it is just possible it may
have been in a reduced film on the surface of the crystals in the

first instance.

142 1. Tried a solution of prot. acetate made with acetic acid and

calomel acted upon by Potassa, but there was much hydrogen

evolved at the N. Electrode and the solution would not answer

any useful purpose as giving the equivalent of mercury for the

current passed.

1422. Expt. of conduction and decomposition on Corr, Sub. Put

Corr. Sub. into a tube with 2 platina wires hermetically sealed,

etc., then made it part of a circuit with the Volta Electrometer

and melted the Corr. sub. As soon as it was fused, there was a

current passed and decomposition in the Volta Electrometer

occurred. I think also that there was decomposition in the Corr.

Sublimate. But the current was very feeble to what would have

passed if an ordinary proto chloride had been present.

29TH JANY. 1834.

1423. Have prepared fluoride of lead from solutions of fluoride

Pm. and Nitrate of Lead, the latter in excess. Washed it well:

it was a white insoluble substance. Fuzed it in a platina tray;

it gave off a little pungent fume but no nitrous acid or vapours

that I could see. Hence I trust it is a true fluoride of lead.

1424. It fuzes at a fair red heat, becoming clear and colourless

as water ; not dark coloured as the oxide but more like the chloride

in appearance. It fuzes suddenly, not softening first; hence bubbles

_ from it probably break easily and well at P. Electrode. It congeals

j into a white solid semi opaque substance, very much resembling

I
\ chloride of lead in its habits.

^ 1425. A tube was now prepared, thus, as is given here partly

in section. A platina wire with a platina knob at the end was

1 fuzed into a short piece of bottle glass tube (the sketch is about

full size^). A platina tube was made out of platina foil, soldered

^ The printed diagram is | the linear dimensions of the original.
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with gold, so as to fit inside the glass tube, and put a little way
into it, after which by the blow pipe the glass was urged against

and fuzed to the platina. Enough fluoride of lead was put in to

fill the compound tube up to the mark a when fuzed, so that it

touched both the lower edge of the platina tube and also the knob
of platina at the bottom.

1426. This tube was arranged over a spirit lamp and connected

with a Volta electrometer and wires to communicate with a

voltaic pile. The Platina tube was made Positive and the wire

below negative. When the fluoride was fuzed, good action took

place and I could see down the tube plenty of gas or vapour

evolved at the P. Electrode. But the heat was not quite enough
nor quite steady enough to keep up a very regular action, and

I was afraid to raise it too freely because of the quick action of

the hot fluoride upon the glass.

1427. Although the gas or vapour at the P. Electrode came off

irregularly and soon mixed with air in and about the tube, I was
able to make the following observations. It must I think have

been fluorine.

1428. It was colourless and transparent. It did not produce fumes

in the air like hydro fluoric acid, but when an open glass was held

over the end, thus, fumes at the aperture above were produced;

but at the same time the spirit lamp flame was near to the lower

aperture and a part of its products going in and mingling with

the Vapour. I think the fumes were hydrofluoric acid, the

hydrogen being derived from the spirit lamp flame.

1429. The transparent fluorine vapours were pungent to the

mouth and nostrils. They reddened litmus paper but did not

bleach it. Paper blue by sul. Indigo did not appear bleached by
them whether moist or dry.

1430. On trying a glowing point of carbon in vapours, some-

times it seemed to brighten a little as if oxygen present, or as if

fluorine acted as oxygen (but the heat in the tube might do that

at the mouth) ; and at others it seemed to extinguish the spark.

143 1. A little copper leaf tarnished in the fumes. Silver leaf also

tarnished and looked dull afterwards, but I could dissolve no
fluate off from it, nor did S. A. or M. A. give any indication of

fluorine or silver. The expt. must however be repeated, for
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as a fluoride of silver (soluble) can be formed, if fluorine does not

act on silver, then probably the fluoride decomposable by heat

and thus obtained the substance.

1432. The vapours being received into glass tubes, either from
the platina tube delivering upwards or from another put on to

it delivering downwards, acted upon the glass, rendering it white

and opaque at the place. Hence fluorine acts at once on glass as

well as the Hydro-fluorine. The part aflected was always upwards
from the delivering mouth, indicating that the fluorine was a light

vapour or gass.

1433. I had to cease these observations now, for the fluoride had

by eating the glass began to leak through and also to pass by
the joint between the platina tube and glass. The consequence was

that the fluoride thus exposed as a drop and a film on the outside

was decomposed and reduced by the flame of the spirit lamp, and

the negative wire so alloyed by the lead thus produced that at

last it dropped ofl". The voltaic connexion was therefore broken

and all allowed to cool.

1434. Being examined when cold, it was found that the glass was

much eaten away by the fluoride and in one place eaten through

;

in others very thin. The silica, alumina, etc. seemed to have

dissolved in the fluoride. On breaking the tube to the bottom,

it was found the heat had not been enough to fuze all the fluoride

down and that a plug had formed in the plat, tube above. It was

found that the Neg. electrode was well alloyed with lead, proving

that Electrolyiation had gone on well and regularly. This alloying

did not extend through the wire to the outside; the wire there

had been alloyed by lead from the fluoride reduced by the flame.

1435. The inside of the Platina tube which had been pos. did

not appear aflected to any extent, either by the gaseous fluorine

or where the tube actually formed the P. Electrode.

1436. Hence it would appear that at this heat both Platina and

silver are untouched by fluorine.

1437. Fluorine seems to have less affinity for Platina, Gold, silver,

etc. than chlorine, iodine, etc.; and this contrasts curiously and

importantly with its aflinity for Silicon, Boron, Calcium, etc. etc.

etc. I begin to suspect that its aflinity for hydrogen is stronger

than that of chlorine
^
iodine^ etc., or perhaps even oxygen.
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1438. Have been distilling Hydro fluoric acid in a Leaden vessel.

I diluted the Sul. acid first a little and examined the fluate of lime,

which had sulphate of Baryta in it, etc. On mixing the materials

there was much action; carbonic acid was evolved and also silicated

fluoric acid. After a little delay, soldered up the retort and distilled

carefully into water in Platina vessels. Gas continued to come
over all the time in moderate quantities; it was Carbonic acid gas.

At first silica came over, but the second portion of water did not

cause any precipitate and the third and fourth portions, I think,

were nearly free from it. A little sul. hydrogen came over towards

the last.

30 JANY. 1834.

1439. Experimented on the solution of Silicated fluoric acid and

the latter purer portions of hydro fluoric acid, to see if the oxygen

at the P. Electrode would be deficient and so indicate a solution

of fluorine. The acids examined by sul. silver did not appear to

contain any muriate. See expts. ( ).

1440*. At first the silicated fluoric acid solution was used. It

appeared to have no action on the glass during the experiments.

Nor was there apparently any action on the platina at either pole.

A little silica separated at first but it was of no importance.

Hydrogen was evolved at the N. Electrode and Oxygen at the

P. Electrode. It had the electric smell I think. A litde piece of

litmus paper put into the acid was not bleached; being suffered

to remain in during three experiments, it communicated a rose

colour to the acid, but there was no appearance of bleaching. The
results of gas in three experiments was as beneath. Therm 54°.

Bar. 30-3 inches.

Gas in Volta

Electrometer in tube: equal to

2-14 c;i: 25 = 0-71 of c: i: X 3 = 2-13

2-12 c:i: 25 =0-71 „ X 3 = 2-13

2-ioc:i: 25-5 = 0-73 „ x 3 = 2-19

Here therefore the oxygen from the Sil. fluoric acid solution

was the same as that in Volta Electrometer.

1441. Now experimented with the last portion of fluoric acid

* [1440]
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collected and which contains little or no silica. It conducted very-

much better than the former acid: the gaseous results were

Gas in Volta

Electrometer in tube: equal to

2*1 c: i: 24 = 0*67 of c: i: x 3 = 2-01

2-1 c:i: 22 = o-6i „ x 3 = 1-83

2-1 c:i: 22 = o-6i „ x 3 = i'83

Here the oxygen seems less than should be, but the difference

is only small; so that may be due to other causes than a solution

offluorine being formed. The acid did not bleach a piece of litmus

paper put into it during the expts. ; it only reddened it, and even

the red colouring matter dissolved in liquid did not bleach. Hence
also no appearance of solution. Hydro-fluoric acid does not seem

to have the same decomposing habits as Mur. acid or hydriodic

acid, etc. etc.

1442. The oxygen at P. Electrode had very powerful smell of
Electricity. Rather doubt smell of that from Sil. fluoric acid.

1443. During the experiments and especially in the second and

third, there seemed to be much action on P. Electrode and

deposition of metal on N. Electrode. On examining this metal it

proved to be lead, perhaps alloyed or combined with silicon or

fluorine; am not quite sure. It was derived from the glass, for the

hydrofluoric acid had acted regularly on the glass, dissolving

every thing and therefore giving no appearance by opacity of this

action, and the silica, the alkali and the oxide of lead had all been

brought into solution. It was this solution of lead which in the

second and third Expt. gave such abundant precipitates at the

N. Electrode, and I found that the precipitate at the P. Electrode,

or the blackening there, was not due to the action of fluorine,

but the formation of per-oxide of lead, as in former cases, by a

secondary action.

1444. This formation of Per oxide will account for the deficiency

of oxygen in the second and third expts., by which time more

lead had been brought into solution.

1445. Fluoride of lead evidently soluble in excess of hydro

fluoric acid.

1446. Hydro fluoric acid l:ad not decomposed here as muriatic
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acid would do. Apparently very strong attraction for the hydrogen

by the fluorine.

31 JANY. 1834.

1447. Prepared Oxide of Silver from sol. Nit. of Silver and

caustic potassa in excess; it required boiling to decompose

thoroughly all the nitrate. Washed the oxide well in water— it

required heating and much stirring to remove all the alkali.

1448. As the last washings, though free from alkali, seemed to

contain a little silver, examined them. When filtered and perfectly

clear, if tested by Mur. Soda, there was no trace of silver, not

even when a drop or two of nitric acid added first to decompose

any supposed alkaline compound. Still this filtered liquor tasted

metallic, and when evaporated, little films of reduced silver arose,

the solution became turbid and left a small quantity of residue,

black, and with little water giving a very alkaline solution. A little

N.A. added dissolved the black residue and all, hut still Mur.

Soda did not shew silver. What can this black matter be } Is there

a compound of alkali and an oxide of silver, soluble, etc. etc. .'^

Must examine this hereafter.

1449. The films of silver spoken of above gave different colours

by reflexion of light. Does not this imply transparency? For is

it not a case of thin plates, and the action there is of necessity

dependant upon transparency. A good case of transparency.

1450. The oxide of Silver prepared as above aflects turmeric

paper powerfully, as if alkaline. Thought this might be from

decomposition of a chloride of potassium or sodium in the paper,

but is not, for an infusion of the paper gave no precipitate with

Nit. Silver. Is an effect of the oxide.

145 1. Formed a fluoride ofSilver by dissolving this oxide in the

purest portion of the hydro fluoric acid of the 29th instant in

silver vessels.

1452. By having excess of the oxide it was easy to render the

acid perfectly neutral, i.e. the clear solution did not render litmus

paper red, but green at first, and afterwards by reduction of silver

it was more discoloured. The solution also reddened turmeric

paper strongly, but in an hour or two this also changed still

further. This liquid held a fluoride in solution.

FDII 15
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1453. On pouring off the liquid, and after it had become quite

clear by deposition, evaporating it in a silver dish, it became con-

centrated, evolving no acid fumes; and at last deposited orange

films and soon after began to crystallize at the bottom regularly

but small, and at the surface in films. Stirred the whole until very

nearly dry. It became black and I suspect two fluorides are present,

but perhaps it is only the hydrated and anhydrated states. I un-

fortunately got some sand into this batch just as it was finished

off to dryness.

1454. A portion of the fluoride without sand^, heated on platina,

after becoming anhydrous, fuzed, becoming a deep coloured liquid

with a metallic appearance. On cooling it solidified, crystallizing

—it could be fuzed and solidified many times without further

change. Upon being heated (it was in air and by spirit lamp

flame), it was decomposed, boiling at the time, and left metallic

silver. I suspect and hope that in this expt. pure fluorine was set

free, and then using platina or silver vessels, I shall catch it.

1455. I begin to think Mercury will hold fluorine.

1456. In making the fluoride the whole of the oxide does not

appear to dissolve, or rather a black matter is formed remaining

undissolved even when excess of hydro fluoric acid present. Still,

I think that a part of it dissolves and that it is probably one of

two compounds. I poured the acid solution off a portion of this,

washed the latter well in water, and intend examining it to-

morrow if the Excise will let me. I will call it (A).

1457. The acid solution poured off from this was not now]
saturated with more oxide and evaporated at once. It gave off

much hydro-fluoric acid fumes and left

3 FEBY. 1834.

1458. The black insoluble powder (A): much of it is mere

organic fibre, as dust, etc., derived from different accidental

sources. Much of it is chloride of Silver. The rest may be oxide,

but as it did not dissolve in ammonia, nor fuze by heat as chloride

or fluoride would do, it may be some metallic impurity. Its

quantity when dry was small, as indeed was the whole quantity

of (A) at first, though it looked large when moist.

1459. Examined the soluble ordinary fluoride of silver: neutral.
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etc. to litmus and turmeric paper. When evaporated to dryness

on platina, it evolves acid fumes and gives a dry body— deliques-

cent. But at same time is formed a golden yellow crystallized

body, not deliquescent and not soluble in the general solution.

These by addition of water became dull and lead coloured, but

by re-evaporation gold coloured again. When water solution was

removed^ they became permanently dull and did not recover gold

colour, etc. by drying and evaporation. But adding a little of the

soluble fluoride they then by evaporation became yellow and gold

coloured, etc. again.

1460. I found the silver dish in which the soluble fluoride had

been evaporated, and in which much gold coloured crystals had

formed on the silver, very much eaten. Another silver dish had

been by similar treatment almost eaten through to form the gold

coloured substance. The solid parts of the mass of insoluble

matter, when scratched by a knife, felt malleable, etc. like chloride

of silver, but gave gold coloured metallic streak.

1461. Think that a sub fluoride of silver is formed and that by
water this is resolved into the soluble fluoride and metallic silver.

The sub fluoride being the insoluble crystallized yellow metallic

looking body. When well and repeatedly washed the insoluble

body left is metallic silver,

1462. These relations of silver and fluorine very curious and

agree well with notions of fluorine being analogous to chlorine,

etc. etc.

1463. Probably advantageous to add pulverized silver when
evaporating soluble fluoride of silver in silver basins.

1464. Hydro fluoric acid can dissolve oxide of silver up to a

certain point, but after that only metallic silver can be taken up.

This point is where the oxygen of the oxide is equal or equivalent

to the hydrogen of the hydro fluoric acid.

4 FEBY. 1834.

1465. May evap. soluble fluate of silver to dryness and fuze and

even decompose the resulting sub fluoride on platina, for Nitric

acid will dissolve off the metallic silver left and the platina seems

to be uninjured, provided the heat of fusion has not melted the

silver in to it.

15-2
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1466. The fluoride of silver decomposes well in the air by heat,

and I thought it would give me fluorine and silver, but begin to

suspect that air or rather the moisture in the air is essential to the

decomposition. Proceeded to test this point.

1467. Wrapped up in one plat, foil and heated in the air. Here
it decomposed, but still air might have entered; besides, the

fluoride very fusible and flow over the surfaces and so come to

the air.

1468. Wrapped up in platina and heated in a glass tube. Here

decomposed, but the tube too open to be satisfactory.

1469. Wrapped the hot dry sub fluoride up in two pieces of

platina very close, put the parcel into a green glass tube and heated

it red hot in fire, so as to avoid to a certain degree a hydrogen

flame or source of heat. It was well red hot so that glass softened.

When cold enamined. The sub fluoride was found to have run

from its original place among the folds of the platina, but there

was plenty of it undecomposed^ so that red heat had not been sufli-

cient per se to decompose it.

1470. The pieces of this packet, which had been fingered by
pulling to pieces and examining, were now put into a glass tube

and heated by a spirit lamp. Immediately it decomposed, shewing

that much fluoride had passed through the fire heat unchanged,

and that the moisture given by handling and in the air of the tube

had now favoured decomposition. The glass was much acted

upon and silver was reduced.

1471. In this last expt. what seemed to be moisture rose and con-

densed upon the cooler part of the glass in little dew drops. It did

not seem to act upon the glass. It could be moved about by a

platina wire like moisture. When a particle of water was put (by

the wire) in contact with a small drop of this liquid, there seemed

to be strong action and the glass all round the place was instantly

acted upon and rendered white and opaque, not from deposition

only, for the wire could not remove it, but apparently from actual

corrosion by a vapour suddenly evolved from the mixed drops.

1472. Hence this liquid very peculiar. It was hardly likely to be

hydro-fluoric acid of the ordinary kind— its easy condensation

and non action on the glass is against that notion. I must look

after it.
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1473. I believe that the reduction of the fluoride in the glass tube

depended upon the presence of moisture, but I am not quite sure

of this. It may have been due to the presence of oxygen—but
then a new oxy-fluoric compound produced. Think it must have

been the water.

6 FEBY. 1834.

1474. On the red precipitate at the P. Electrode in solution of

Zinc. See 7th Jany. 1834 (1338). This precipitate has been washed

and dried. It is a dark red brown powder. It does not fuze by
heat on plat, foil and is not brown oxide of lead. In Mur. Acid

it dissolves, forming at first a brown solution which by standing

or heat became nearly colourless, having only a pale yellow

colour. On evap. to dryness, it left yellow substance— deliques-

cent—not having a strong taste. This in water gave clear solution,

which by different tests indicated first a little iron—then a little

lead— then manganese; and with caustic potassa it formed a fine

chameleon.

1475. The substance consisted at first of per oxides of lead, iron

and Manganese, the latter in greatest quantity. These have all

been formed by secondary action on the impurities of the zinc

solution. There is no new substance.

7TH FEBY. 1834.

1476. Have had two pieces of iron in two jars of common air

standing over water for several days past. In one of the jars was

a cup with a little oil of turpentine. Both pieces of iron have

begun to rust and I think about equally. The temperature seems

to have no effect (141 8).

10 FEBY. 1834.

1477. Worked for fluorine. Used a strong small platina vessel

like a little crucible, and having made a tube of platina soldered

by gold, soldered it on to the former. Adjusted a thick Plat,

wire P so as to go into it, touching nowhere but dipping into

fuzed fluoride of lead, which was kept in that state within by the

heat of a spirit lamp without. A volta-electrometer was attached
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at N and the neg. pole of battery connected there, whilst P was

rendered positive.

1478. There was plenty of action. Lead was precipitated on the

platina, alloying with it, and gas evolved at the end of the wire P

;

for this gas or vapour the upper part of the platina tube answered

as a receiver. It must have been fluorine.

1479. The brightness of the inside of the platina tube caused

plenty of light to shine down it, and it was very easy to see the

state of things within.

1480. The fluorine was colourless and transparent, a gas or

vapour boiling up abundantly from the P. Electrode and not

fuming in the air-it was very pungent. It seemed to extinguish

a coal, but burn with hydrogen. Sulphur did not burn in it, but

boiled and blackened. It acted on a clean bright silver wire,

rendering it cloudy. It acted rapidly on glass. It acted on copper

leaf, but I could not get the metals to burn in it, even zinc. The
quantity was too small.

148 1 . Potassium would probably ?

1482. I could not try its bleaching powers, for the paper charred,

or if wet, reddened.

1483. Must try Pm. and Phos. in it.

1484. After a while the side of the plat, tube ran, from its having

been eaten through and fuzed by lead reduced upon it as the

N. Electrode. The expt. was therefore stopped, but not before

as much as 8| cubic inches of O. and H. had been evolved in

the Electrometer. This is equal to rather more than | gr. water

decomposed. Hence as much as 8 gr. nearly of lead must have

been reduced and the proportionate quantity of fluorine set free.

1485. On cutting open the thin part of the tube, the action upon
it of lead reduced was very visible, but there seemed to have been

very little action, if any, on the sides by thefluorine. On examining

the end of the thick platina wire which served as the P. Electrode,

it was found rounded and dissolved in part, so that the fluorine

evolved against it had dissolved some; but the action was as

nothing by comparison with what a chloride of lead would have

caused. Hence relative position of chlorine and fluorine; and

indeed chlorine expells fluorine, and hence perhaps a chemical

process even upon fluoride of lime.
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1486. On melting out the rest of the fluoride of lead, it was found

discoloured by mixture of a little fluoride of Platina, but other-

wise unchanged. At the bottom of the thick vessel of Platina was

seen the portion of fusible alloy of lead and platina. This is very

definite and may almost be melted from off the platina, as I have

seen in other cases.

1487. Must now lay this subject aside for a while and go to the

trough.
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1488. Oppose equal decomposing plates to equal generating

plates.

1489. Alter size of the Poles.

1490. „ strength of the solution.

1491. „ nature of the decomposing body.

1492. Compare intensity of one pair or of two to machine

electricity intensity.

1493. All decompositions require probably the same intensity

if relieved from secondary action. No.

1494. Arrange two simultaneous decompositions of different

kinds.

1495. By use of pure or amalgamated zinc, may have a battery

not active when not connected—active when connected—here all

the Electricity used and accounted for that is produced by chemical

action. The reduplication being to produce intensity.

1496. This definite production of electricity a proof that the

electricity is due to chemical action in voltaic pile, for 34 grs. of

zinc and 9 of water, etc. produce a definite quantity, etc. etc. etc.,

as the argument runs.

1497. This may cause the Voltaic trough to be an economical

mode of preparing some things, as Barium, etc. etc., or even Pm.,

for get it by the equivalent of Zinc used.

1498. But will shew that plan to decompose proposed in some
other cases bad, because only the equivalent could be obtained,

however many series of plates were used.

1499. In De la Rive's expts. with plates, etc., besides the constant

effect of each additional diaphragm, there was also a counter effect

of the elements arranged at the plates by the current, and this

cause another ratio of the sum of effects.

1500. That this effect of arrangement is great is proved by the

improvement in a trough produced by stirring the acid between

the plates; the increase of power is great.

150 1. When the charge in a battery is an acid able to act on the

metals though no current occur, as N. A. for instance, the quantity

or intensity (consider the two here) above the unit of effect is
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discharged laterally. Refer to tuning fork vibrations, etc. etc. for

a figure.

1502. The power of decomposing water a good unit of intensity

in voltaic apparatus. Query its relations to common intensity.

Make this out by reference to diverging power of a battery with

a certain charge— a water or acid battery.

1503. Daniell called on me to-day to ask me about my views of

the elementary expts. of single pr. metals and the relation to pile,

etc. etc., and if it had not occurred to me whether he might work
it. I told him my views, and wished him to work cotemporaneously
with me. He behaved very generously, leaving it open to me
alone. But if another catches my idea, and works it out before

I can write my paper, I shall always regret that Daniell has given

way to me, and that another should come before him. Must leave

fluorine and hasten this matter of the Voltaic pile. I shewed

Daniell my preparatory notes for the paper.

12 FEBY. 1834.

1504. Expts. on the generating plates and the intensity of the

current they produce. The existence of a current was ascertained

both by the chemical action at the Platina plates and also by a

galvanometer having two needles. The position of the latter and
of its wire was such that, when influenced by the earth only, the

upper needle stood as in the position a; but that when the ends

were zinc Z and Platina P, and dipped in dilute Sul. acid, the

deflection was more or less in the direction b indicated by the

dotted line. In the expts. to be described Z was always made
zinc, or at least the more oxidizable metal, and P always Platina.

1505. Numerous arrangements of plates were now made which

will be understood from the following description, a and b are

plates of platina about 2 inches and \ long and | or j of an inch

wide. These are soldered on by gold to a Platina wire c about

8 inches long, so that c can be bent and the plates a, b inserted,

either into the same glass or into contiguous glasses containing

acid or other solutions, so as to build up a form like the couronne

des tasses.

1506. Other pairs of plates had one platina, another zinc— or were

platina and amalgamated zinc— or platina and copper, the metals
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associated being different but the form the same. The cups were

of the form in the margin and of glass, that the insulation might

be perfect. I intend representing the different arrangements thus^

;

for instance, where i, ii and iii are three cups containing acid or

other liquid to be described, 4 and 5 the zinc and platina plates

just referred to as connected with the galvanometer, and 6 and 7
i:^ pairs of plates like those just described, 6 being platina at one end,

zinc at the other, and 7 platina at both ends. The terminal plates,

as 4 and 5 here, shall always be in the same relative position and

order to the galvanometer as that described in the first expt. of

this day.

1507. It will easily be seen that the arrangement of cups above

is in effect exactly the same with the following, where a glass

trough consists of three cells containing acid, at Z a zinc plate

terminates the trough, at P one of platina, at PZ a compd. plat,

and Zinc plate divides the acid, at P a platina plate only; and so

on for all other arrangements of cups and plates.

1508. Some Sulphuric acid was diluted when cold; it had a Sp.

Gr. of and acted powerfully on ordinary zinc, evolving much
hydrogen, but not on amalgamated Zinc, except very slowly. This

was put into glasses and arranged with a pair of platina plates

and the final plates, thus*. Glass rods were put into the cups

between the plates to keep them from touching each other.

1509. In this case there was no sensible current. The middle plate

of Platina had prevented all transfer or current of Electricity, even

to the galvanometer.

15 10. Removing A, I used in its place a mere platina wire, but

the effect was exactly the same. Hence making the interposed

plate touch by small surface, whilst evolving plates are large,

causes no difference: no current.

151 1. I then used very large plates at ends of A and mere wires

of zinc and platina at the extremities, but neither did this alter

the effect.

15 12. Variations of this sort therefore, as to mere quantity of

evolving surface or mere increase of facility at transmitting sur-

faces of intervening plate, are of no consequence.

15 13. It is needful that in these and similar experiments care

^ Refers to diagram in margin.
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should be taken that all the Platina plates are equally clean and

pure, or else they by their differences cause currents of electricity

which can pass.

1 5 14. Now used two electro-motive pairs of plates instead of one

and one interposed decomposing platina pair, thus*.

There was at first a little deflection, but it soon gave way and

the needle stood uninfluenced by any current; nor was there any

gas or other signs of current at platina plates. So that it would

seem that one decomposing plate of Platina having no affinity for

the bodies evolved was able to stop the current which two
decomposing pairs of zinc and platina plates tended to produce.

15 15. When a third pair of electro motive plates were used,

thust, then a permanent current appeared both by the gal-

vanometer and by tJie bubbles on the platina plates. Its direction

being as if all the plates except the extreme ones were removed.

15 16. Three series of decomposing plates therefore are able to

produce a current having intensity enough to overcome the

affinities of oxygen and hydrogen in cell i. Two have not, but

seem almost equal, if not quite; perhaps just balanced.

1 5 17. Then three pr. of electro motive plates were put against

two decomposing plates of platina, thus*; but there was now no
deflection—no decomposition—no current. The two mere de-

composition required in cells i and 2 were more than could be

effected by the current having an intensity due only to three zinc

decomposition in 3, 4 and 5.

1518. Then four pair of Electromotive plates were opposed to

two decomposing platina plates, thus §. Here there was no current

—no deflection—no decomposition.
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15 19. Then tried five pair of Electromotive plates against two
decomposing plates of platina^as thus*. This gave a feeble current;

there was both deflection and decomposition. The current was

however much less than if all the intermediate plates were taken

away, for on putting then into acid, 6 inches apart, very strong

resulted and good decomposition as shewn by the gas on the

platina.

1520. Hence five pairs contrasted with two decomposing pairs

do not give a power equal to one unobstructed pair.

1521. In all these experiments the Zinc plates were amalgamated

so as not to act except when the current was passing. But must try

whether the ratio of effect the same with unamalgamated plates.

1522. I now changed the nature of the intermediate decomposing

plate, using an amalgamated zinc instead of a platina plate, thust.

1523. There was a strong current just as if the middle zinc plate

were away, for it held the needles at right angles to the coil and

decomposition was plentiful on the platina plate. Hydrogen was

evolved at i and also at 2, but not at 3 or 4, the oxygen being

rendered there and uniting to the zinc. There were a few bubbles

on 3, but these were due to the direct action of the zinc on the

acid, as I found by a piece left in the acid, and yet the circuit

broken.

1524. Now two prs. of zinc intermediate plates were used in

place of one, thus^. This gave a strong current having the same

direction as in former cases. It still was much weaker than when
only one intermediate.

1525 §. Now used three intermediate zinc plates to single voltaic

pair. Still a current and pretty strong, but no[t] so strong as if

from P to Zi had been merely the dilute Sul. Acid uninterrupted.

* [1524]
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The intermediate series therefore do retard each the current and

its effect. There was evolution of hydrogen on the P and also

on the zinc ends 2, 3 and 4, in apparently equal proportions.

1526. These zincs were all amalgamated.

1527. That each zinc interposed should retard the current seems

to be because each zinc wanted a little more power under the

circumstances to enable it to decompose Water, and this power
the current gave it, loosing of its own force. But still the point

recurs; how is it that the zinc in contact with the platina has such

power as to decompose water and half succeed in decomposing

water at a second surface ?

1528. How very needful the current is to the decomposition in a

single pair of plates. How very needful for the existence of the

current is decomposition in the cases where the intervening platinas

are used. But as they cannot be cause and effect to each other,

what is the common origin or cause of both ? Must make this

out. It is of no use continuing to suppose one as producing the

other in either order.

1529. Now repeated the last expt. but one, i.e. the one with two
interposed pair of zinc plates, but used them un-amalgamated^

thus*. The end i was amalgamated, but 2, 3, 4 and 5 were not,

or in the second figure a was amalgamated but h and c not. In

this case the current was far more intense than when the inter-

mediate zinc plates were amalgamated, and was as intense, I think,

as if they had been away. Perhaps even a little more so. The fact

shews that the nature of the interposed metal very important.

For Platina interfere very much with the current. Amalgamated
Zinc much less and Clean Zinc still less. This is consistent with

the relations of the three to oxygen; and with the platina it is

necessary to expell it per force; with the amalgamated zinc the

affinity is not quite enough but wants help from the current;

but with the clean zinc it can at once decompose the water;

requires no help from the current. There is therefore no reaction

on it; no retardation, but rather an increase of power, because

zinc
5 unamalgamated is in more powerful electro motive relation

to the platina than the amalgamated zinc i.

1530. As the unamalgamated zinc acts by itself, decomposing

water, it is probable that its interposed plates produce no retarding

[1529I
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effects, except perhaps as to length of humid conductor involved;

for the decomposition is continued on from one to the other

without the aid of the voltaic current, receiving only direction

of the elements from it.

153 1. This unamalgamated zinc was acted on very strongly by
the acid, evolving much hydrogen in a short time.

1532. These cases of retardation seem to indicate that the re-

tarding effect is exactly equal to the affinities to be overcome, and

that where the current is deficient in power it may be helped by
calling in chemical aid ; the former being replaced or made up by
an equivalent of the latter. Does not this shew a remarkable

identity} Further, the original current is in its power in proportion

to the chemical affinities producing it, again shewing identity.

1533. The differences between the different interposed plates

seem also to refer the electricity decidedly to chemical action.

1534. The whole arrangement seems beautifully to shew the

antagonism of the chemicalpowers at the Electromotive parts with

the chemicalpowers at the interposed parts. The first are producing

electric effects; the second opposing electric effects, and the two

seem equipoised, as in a balance, and in both cause and effect

appear to be identical with each other. Hence chemical action

merely electrical action and Electric action merely chemical.

1535. That the chemical and Electrical action are convertible

shewn by the condition of action and non-action at the inter-

posed plates, according to their nature and number. It seems that

to balance the power of a battery current, all that is required is

to interpose plates until the sum of the chemical action against

them is equal to the sum of those in the battery. If, as with platina,

all the power must come from the current, then few will do. If,

as with amalgamated zinc, but little is required from the current

by each, then many are required, and so on.

1536. I am continually wanting a clear definite view of the actions

in a single voltaic circuit.

1537*. To ascertain the superior electro motive power of un-

amalgamated over amalgamated zinc, now experimented to see if

two pair of it, and Platina, were also neutralized by one interposed

platina plate.

1538. There was a very trifling current at first, but that soon

[1537]
.

f
or
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ceased and the tendency seemed balanced. Perhaps there was no

reason to expect that the abstraction by sufficient affinity of oxygen

in two generating cells was more than sufficient to counterbalance

the two separations of oxygen and hydrogen in one cell; since

the attraction of oxygen for hydrogen must be the same as of

hydrogen for oxygen.

1539. There was much gas evolved at i and 2 zincs, but not at

any of the platinas. There was no current.

1540*. Then tried the electro motive power of pairs of Platina and

copper in this pure strong Sul. Acid 1336. But there was no

sensible action either at Galvanometer or by appearance of bubbles

on the platinas. Probably a triffing action, but nothing of im-

portance to me; neither was there chemical action.

1541. Concluded a pair of platina and copper plates would there-

fore neutralize the current of a pair of platina and zinc plates,

thus; and found this was the case, notwithstanding that the Plat,

and copper were in the order to form a current like that of the

platina and Zinc. This may also well illustrate the way in which

bad plates, or a weakly charged or exhausted trough, or one with

copper on the zinc, interferes and neutralizes the action of the

other good.

1542. Never put weak and strong troughs in succession again.

Better to leave out the weak. Have more power.

1543 1. The pile was now reconstructed with the four pair of

copper and Platina plates, but a little nitric acid had been added

to the Sulphuric acid with which the glasses were charged. The
arrangement was now very active and gave a powerful current

to the galvanometer; one pair being as powerful in that respect

as the four, according to the well known law. But the important

point is to observe that, the moment the chemical action upon
the metal could go on, that moment a current began. The oxida-

tion of the metal is not now from the water but from the nitric

acid.

1544. Is it not possible that the electricity is evolved between the

metal 3n6. what it combines with^ i.e. in this case the oxygen; and

that the previous condition of that oxygen is only of consequence

as offering a certain quantity of chemical effect to be overcome,

and a relation to other particles which can favour or allow of
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transmission by Electrolytic action across the humid conductor ?

The combination of the acid with the oxide produced seems to

have no direct influence in producing electricity, for the Electricity

produced is equivalent to the oxygen combined with the metal.

1545. In that case, look to the particles of the metals for the

Electricity evolved, and in that view remember their conducting

yet indecomposable state, which no other set of bodies have, i.e.

no other set than those which, like the metals, are needful in the

voltaic pile.

1546. Took out the three intermediate pairs of copper and Platina,

and using the same Sul. Nitric acid, interposed a single pair of

platina plates between the extreme copper and platina plates,

thus*; and found that a strong current passed. Then used two inter-

posed platinas, thust. Still a current passed. And even when three

interposed platinas were used, still a current passed, though

weaker much than in the former cases.

1547. Must remember that Nitric acid present in all the glasses,

that therefore the copper has not to decompose water, but finds

oxygen ready to combine freely with it; its powerful affinity is

not therefore opposed by another powerful affinity and the elec-

tricity evolved is of proportionate intensity. On the other hands,

the interposed plates afl:ord less obstruction than if in Pure S. A.,

for there is either no need to decompose water there, or if there

is, the hydrogen has an affinity presented to it at the N. Electrode.

Probably get some means here of deciding whether N. A. is de-

composed primary or secondarily, and if the latter, how it favours.

1548. Then again in this arrangement. When the acid in both

i and ii was Sulphuric with Nitric acid, the single pr. of copper

and platina was able to send a current through the whole. But

when the acid in ii was the dilute Sul. acid without nitric acid,

so that water had to be decomposed there to supply the oxygen

at the Platina i, then no current passed.

1549. Hence the chemical relation at the incidentalor decomposing

plates important as to the final decomposition and transfer.

1550. It is curious to observe how the possibility of decomposition

against the platina plates in ii here governs the evolution of Elec-

tricity. I see no positive proof as yet that contact is necessary for
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generation, only for the conduction and restoration of state. But

the current seems necessary for decomposition.

155 1. Must consider the case of single decomposition very well

and closely,
//\^

for that includes the whole. Why is it necessary

there should be a discharge of electricity before action can go on }

Why not zinc alone decompose, and how is it that in existing

circumstances the platina helps }

1552. Made an expt. of transmission through many intervening

plates by only one pair of Zinc and platina plates, thus*. But all

the vessels contained sulphuric with Nitric acid diluted as before.

The current passed pretty strongly through one plate— it passed

also through two, not so strongly—and it even passed through

three intervening platina plates, but less strongly. Hence to obtain

an intense current, a charge with N. A. probably good; but effect

here on intermediate was also on dilute N. A.

1553. When i contained the S.N. Acid with zinc, the current

evolved would pass through the interposed Platina plate i, though

the acid in ii was pure sul : acid diluted, but by no means equal

to what would have passed had ii contained S. N. Acid.

1554. The current could then even pass through two intervening

plates, though ii and iii contained sulphuric acid without any nitric

acid ; but the force was very small compared to that of the current

passing when ii and iii contained Sul. N. Acid.

1555. Now used Muriatic acid so strong as to act well and quickly

on unamalgamated Zinc, and evolve much hydrogen. Only one

generating pair of zinc and platina plates were used. The current

could pass feebly by one interposed platina, but scarcely sensibly

with two. Then arranged two pair of zincs and platina with only

one interposed plate, thust. There was a feeble current on the

galvanometer, but so feeble as not to give any quick signs of

bubbles on the Neg. Plat, wires. When Pi made to touch P2
so as virtually to remove the latter, then a powerful current

passed and much hydrogen gas was evolved at all the Plat,

surface.

1556. Notwithstanding these and all other variations in the in-

tensity of the power, the law of definite action of quantity appears

to hold constantly true.

* [1552]

+ [1555]

—

-

i!
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1556I. Mur. acid can give no chlorine to zinc without evolving

Hydrogen somewhere. In this respect it is like water and unlike

Nitric acid. Hence more like water in its actions also and regulations.

1557. The Muriatic acid did not make a much better voltaic

battery with Copper and platina than the Sul. acid did.

1558. With respect to the interposed plates, it is easy to pass from

them to voltaic pairs of plates, considering first platina plates with

sul. Acid and then N. S. Acid, then zinc plates with same varia-

tion and then conjoint plates acting of course as battery plates.

1559. Compare intensity of one or of two pairs of plates to

machine intensity.

1560. Decompositions cannot all require same intensity of cur-

rent. Evidently differ in the attraction of the particles united, and

also in the attractions of the plates against which their elements

are to be rendered.

1561. Try a decomposition of Nitre or fuzed chloride of silver

by zingle pairs of plates.

19TH FEB. 1834.

1562. Examined the action of pure zinc on the S.A. diluted; it

acted and hydrogen was evolved, but it acted very differently

indeed to a similar piece of ordinary zinc; yet on putting platina

wire in contact with it, the wire gave off abundance of gas, more
than if in contact with the ordinary zinc. Left the acid with both

pieces of zinc in. I have no doubt the small piece will be gone in

an hour or less. Next morning examined the glass. Of the

ordinary zinc only a little flocculi, black (lead, copper, etc.) was

left; of the pure zinc above one half was left. That was still

evolving gas, and being touched by the platina wire, evolved on

it abundance of gas. This was not quite pure, for there hung about

it metallic flocculi which proved to be lead. Perhaps, however,

they had been dissolved from the other piece and reprecipitated

on this.

1563. See De la Rive on pure zinc.

1564*. Now experimented on certain decomposition effected by
a single pr. of plates to ascertain whether the intensity produced

by one constant pair was enough for some decompositions and not
enough for others.
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1565. When the same dilute Sul. acid was in both i and ii then

no permanent current passed; a little effect when the plates were

put in, but no other. But when a little N. A. was put into i,

then a permanent current passed, but not very strong. Hence

increasing the action in i by N.A. (query whether more s.a.

would do), made the current far more intense.

1566. When N.A. was added to ii also, facilitating the decom-

position, etc. required to favour current there, then a strong

electric current passed. So here a proof that a single pair of

plates can decompose well in a second vessel.

1567. When N. A. was in the S. A. of ii whilst only S. A. diluted

in i, then the current.

1568. Now experimented on solutions of hydriodate of potassa,

sulphate of soda, etc. etc. etc., thus, i contained dilute S. A. (no

N.A.). The zinc plate Z was connected with the wire of the

galvanometer (p and that with a platina plate 2, on which rested

a piece of paper of two thicknesses moistened in the solution to

be tried; and upon this the end of P rested, the whole of that,

both plate and wire 3, being platina. When the paper at 4 was

moistened in solution of hydriodate of potassa, plenty of iodine

instantly appeared (as it ought to do) at the end of the wire 3

;

and when the paper was turmeric paper, corresponding dots

marked by alkali were found on the opposite side against the

platina plate 2. Hence a single circle will decompose hydriodate

of potassa freely, though only S.A. be in i. The Galvanometer

swung but very little, the point of contact being very small for

the discharge; but the iodide a better test than the galvano-

meter.

1569. Now arranged so as not to have a single pair in metallic

contact. In fact no metallic contact, thus. P was a platina plate

made fast to a platina wire which was bent so as to come round

and rest on the piece of moistened paper at Z was a zinc plate

amalgamated and bent round so as to sustain the piece of paper

at ^. The vessel contained dilute Sulphuric acid without any

N.A. The observation was to be made at and there was no
metallic contact here except perhaps the difference of amalgama-
tion at the two ends of the zinc plate.

1570. Neutral hydriodate of potassa in solution both on white
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and on turmeric paper at * gave iodine at the end of the P wire

as it ought to do, and alkali against the zinc plate.

1571. But when the two plates were made to touch at P and Z
or elsewhere, then the counter current was produced due to the

direct action of the sol. hydriodate on the two surfaces at and

alkali appeared against the end of the platina wire. A beautiful

reversion this and a good expt.

1572. Sol. Hydriodate of Potassa a substance which can shew
decomposition when only one pair of metals and one fluid used.

1573. When the paper at was litmus and dipped in Sul. Soda,

so as to repeat the expt. in form as at , no trace of acid ap-

peared at the end of the platina wire in a minute or so.

1574. When the litmus paper was dipped in solution of common
salt, still no trace of acid or of bleaching at ^. The motive power
in the first vessel not sufficient to overcome these substances,

which themselves tend to produce a counter current.

1575. Even when the vessel contained S.N. acid, I could not

decompose a solution of salt or sulphate of soda in a few moments,

so as to obtain results at at the end of the platina wire.

1576. Using Muriatic acid in the paper I could not bleach at "5".

1577. Thinking the amalgamation of the zinc might be irregular

and therefore supply a difference at the two ends equal to a con-

tact between two different metals, I dismissed the amalgamated

and now used unamalgamated zinc. But I found that now I could

not even decompose solution of Hydriodate of potassa at unless

there was a little N. A. in the S.A. of the vessel containing the

ends of zinc, and then it would give way. It was then however
a good case of decomposition, not merely by a single pair ofplates

but even without contact of metals. See 11 89.

1578. There was a curious appearance and result here. Thus when
the cup contained only dil. S.A. there was no action on the

hydriodate of potassa at ^. But if that cup were removed and

another put there with S. N. Acid, then the hydriodate was de-

composed. On taking away the second cup and restoring the

first the decomposition of the hydriodate could be produced and

continued for any time. On taking out the plates from the acid

and returning them immediately or after 2 or 3 seconds, the

decomposition still went on, but on keeping them out 8 or 10
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or more seconds, the decomposition ceased and could not be

renewed without taking away that acid and using the N. S. Acid

for a moment as before, and then things went on. This effect did

not seem to be due to the little N. S. Acid carried into the S. A.

cup by the wet plates, for a little of the N. S. Acid added to the

S. A. cup did not give the power of decomposition.

1579. It looked rather as if the particles had been favourably

arranged by the passage of the current and kept that arrangement

for a while, but whether this species of polarity might be sup-

posed to be in the metal or in the acid or in the Hydriodate under

decomposition, I cannot say.

1580. Consider how such polarity would agree with that spoken

of by De la Rive, etc. etc. But there the final tendency is opposite

to that current which induced it. See page 345^ 25 Feh,^

158 1. As to contact of metals not being necessary. Now that I

have made and understand the expts. just described, can easily

see that the Expts. by Davy of Voltaic piles with one metal and

two fluids prove the same thing.

1582. Again, the preservation of copper without contact by Davy
another case— if it be a fact. Phil. Trans. 1825, p. 337.

1583. Still, effect of contact seems to be very important in the single

circle, but it is the contact between the acid and the metal or rather

probably between the metal and the water whose oxygen it wishes

to take, but has not affinity enough without the aid of the current.

1584. Now experimented on some cases of decomposition of

other substances by a single pair of plates, but where metallic

contact was allowed, both the decomposing ends being of platina.

Thus. Z was zinc, P to the globule platina, i and 2 also platina

:

the wire of the galvanometer copper : 3 is a piece of florence flask,

flat or curved, and 4 any matter fuzed upon it by the spirit lamp

and subjected to decomposition by the current from the single

pr. of plates Z and P.

1585. Nitre was fuzed at 4 and dilute S. A. put into the vessel i.

There was no sensible current or decomposition of the Nitre.

But on making the fluid in i N. S. acid, the nitre did decompose
and there was a current, but not powerful. It must be remembered
that at the nitre, as the ends of wires only are used, the decom-

^ P. 262, par. 1684.
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posing surfaces are very small and the current thus much retarded.

The decomposition here probably more ready than that of S.

acid water.

1586. With fuzed chloride of Lead at 4, there was no decom-

position or current whilst only dil. S. A. in the vessel i. But when
N. S. A. in that vessel i, plenty of action and current— far stronger

than with Nitre. Remember that here the electrodes have affinity

for the elements evolved at both sides, both the chlorine and lead.

This facilitate the decomposition and transmission. Current al-

ways the same way and dependant upon the zinc and platina in i.

The zinc was amalgamated.

1587. Fuzed chloride of Silver at 4. This decomposed and the

current passed when only S. A. in the vessel i. Hence easiest of

all yet tried. When N. S. Acid in i, decomposition very rapid, etc.

etc. In both cases, metallic silver reduced beautifully and rapidly

upon the surface at the N. Electrode and Chloride of Platina

formed at the Pos. Electrode.

1588. We see well in such cases the influence of the chemical

affinities concerned at the decomposing place 4 in producing a

back effect upon the evolution of the Electricity at the place of

generation in i. That is the dependance of one on the other and

the direct relation therefore of the powers. Affinity is active at

both points, but is as it were connected or related by the current

of Electricity in the communicating wires, or in other words affinity

IS Electricity and vice versa.

1589. Iodide of Lead at 4 was not decomposed by S. A. in i, but

was by S. N. A. there. It did not decompose so easily as chloride

of lead. Probably because the Iodine has not such power to com-

bine with the P. Electrode as chlorine has. The case came between

that of chloride of lead and that of water, using always Platina

Electrodes.

1590. Proto chloride of tin fuzed at 4 was decomposable whether

S. A. or S. N. Acid was in i. But the effect and current was far

stronger with the latter than the former. This body nearly as

decomposable as chloride of Silver, more so than chloride of lead.

1591. Dilute Mur. acid rendered blue by Indigo was not bleached

regularly when S.A. only in the glass i, but was readily when
S.N. Acid was used. The current in the latter case was in the
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right direction and the bleaching occurred at the cisode as it ought

to do.

1592. There were some curious appearances when S. A. (diluted)

only was used in i. The colour seemed to go, on establishing the

circuit, but not at the cisode; and the N. Electrode appeared to

produce a certain decolouring effect, but quite unlike in character

to that when N. S. Acid used.

1593- These various decompositions shew that there is no diffi-

culty in obtaining results with a current of Electricity from a

single pair ofplates,

1594. A little N.Acid in i seems to do far more in exalting the

intensity of the current than much additional Sul. Acid.

1595. Now experimented with copper interposedplates^ thus*, dilute

Sul. acid being used in the cells. There was plenty of current and

also decomposition. The copper did not seem to retard much, if

any. When the copper plate was removed and a platina one put

for it, then the current nearly stopped, if not quite.

1596 1. Now used a series of six intervening copper plates and only

one pr. of Platina and Zinc plates, dil. Sulphuric acid being in all

the cells. A good current passed. I think there could be no
diminution by the coppers. But when only one of the coppers

removed and placed by Platina the current was stopped. Or when
all the coppers removed and only the one platina interposed, the

current was stopped.

1597 Now tried the effect of distance in affecting the power of

one interposition of platina in stopping the current from two pr.

of Zinc and Platina generating plates. But whether the plates i

and 2 were six inches apart or whether merely separated by one

or two thicknesses of paper (bibulous), still the stopping effect

was the same. There was no sensible difference. Hence the result

does not depend upon the quantity of intervening decomposing

conductor, but on the relation of its elements to the metal.
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1598*. Now tried an experiment or two on the effects of inter-

vening Platina plates, having six pr. of zinc and Platina motors

and dil. Sul. Acid in all the cells. With 4 intervening platinas a

very feeble current passed. With 3 intervening platinas a current

a little stronger passed. With 2 intervening platinas a current still

stronger passed, and with one intervening platina a good fair

current passed.

1599- But the intensity of the current does not decrease regularly,

i.e. alike for each succeeding intervening platina plate. The first

interposed does far more than the second, and the second more
than the third.

1600. If tin and Platina be made into a thermo-electric circuit,

it is very effectual on the application of heat a»t one point of

contact. Thought it likely that when that point was heated so as

to cause combination with the platina, that at the moment Elec-
~——^ tricity would be evolved. Made the experiment thus. A bent tube

y contained tin, a platina wire a was melted into one end of this tin

and connected at the other with a galvanometer. Another platina

wire (thick) was immersed in the other end of the tin and also

connected with the galvanometer. When the tube at c was heated

the galvanometer needle shewed the thermo-electric current. But

when the temperature was raised until combination took place

at c, still no effect on the needle was visible; it remained steady

the whole time.

1601. It is perfectly clear from all experiments that Electricity is

not evolved during chemical action at the Electromotive plates,

but only arranged, i.e. that as much N. Electricity is determined

in a circuit one way as there is of P. Electricity determined the

other. If the following arrangementt be made in glass vessels,

chemical action in i will not evolve electricity, it being insulated.

On the contrary, the chemical action is stopped because the cur-

rent cannot go round, and either metal is just as active in deter-

ming Neg. Electricity one way as Pos. Electricity the other way.

This latter point important in connection with other views.
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1602. First examined the stopping effects of one interposed

platina plate more carefully than before. Thus i and ii contained

the same dilute Sul. acid without any N.A. At (p was a gal-

vanometer and at X paper moistened in solution of hydriodate

of potassa. At first there was, as in former cases, no sensible action

(after the first contact) at the Galvanometer. But on waiting a

while and then remaking the galvanometer contact, there was an

action which however fell instantly as before. This could be

repeated continually.

1603. There was also decomposing action shewn by the hy-

driodate of potassa, this being continual, but more strong, very

much, when action was strongest on the galvanometer.

1604. On putting a little N. A. in addition to ii, there was more
current both by galvanometer and chemical action, but after a

few moments continued contact this increase fell to almost nothing.

On intermitting the contact the same renovating effect as that

just described was obtained.

1605. On adding still more N.A. to ii, current was at first still

stronger, but it diminished as in former cases, though perhaps

not to so low a degree.

1606. Current of one pr. of motors does pass therefore feebly

even though there are two decompositions to be effected, one of

water and one of hyd. potassa; and there are also two intervening

platinas, one between the two acids and the other between the

acid in ii and the hyd. potassa.

1607. If I find by the expts. to be made that the current passes

in these cases without decomposing water, it will very much
simplify the statements and clear all up. Then I should perhaps

find that when no decompositions take place, Sul. Acid, salts,

etc. etc. do not render it a better conductor. Good thought.

1608*. Now tried stopping power of several interposed platina

plates. The acid in all was alike and dilute S. A. (no nitric acid)

;

hydriodate of Potassa on paper at X when required. There was

feeble current through all these, shewn both by galvanometer

and by decomposition. I cannot help but think that this is the

current of an intensity too feeble to decompose water and there-

fore passing through so slowly. In such a case the number of

interposed platina will offer no resistance.
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1609. Observed here a very curious condition of the apparatus.

Suppose that the end of 6 had been separated for a while from

contact with P^; on making the contact there was a feeble current

shewn. But if the contact of 6 were made with P^, the current

was stronger still. Or if with P3 still stronger—and with P4

strongest of all, (except P5, which of course inclused then no
interpozing Platina plate, and then the current is violent and

continuous).

1610. If, after breaking the contact of 6 so as to suspend the

current for a while, it were made at once with P4, the effect was

stronger than in any other mode of contact (except with P5 which

is always to be avoided); and if afterwards the 6 were brought

in contact with P3, P^ or P% no effect resulted, they having been

discharged or lowered by the contact with P4 and requiring cessa-

tion of the current before they could rise again. It require 5 or

10 minutes to rise again in these cases.

161 1. Again, if the end 7 were brought against the platina 8, that

caused discharge of the electricity of the apparatus ; and if 7 were

immediately after placed on the hydriodate of Potassa paper, it

did not visibly act, but on allowing time the charge gradually

rose and then the passing current was able to decomp. the hy-

driodate. The same effect happened when the end 6 was against

P^, P3 or P4, and more powerfully. Less time also was then

required for renewal of the decomposing effect.

1 612. There seems here to be a charge of the apparatus, but if so,

it is a very extraordinary charge, for the effect produced on the

hydriodate of potassa is equal to two turns or more of the large

electric machine, and that electricity could not be stored up in

this extraordinary way. Besides which, if it be a charge of the

apparatus, then the back discharge which must occur when 6

touches P^ must be a very odd discharge; and also if the vessel i

be taken away, the rest must be able to give a current in the same

direction as if that remained. For the power arranged or charged

are in accordance with and not against the current of the original

electromotors.

1613. If when the system is charged the contact is broken at the

zinc side as at § in the figure, no current occurs when 6 touches

any of the platinas. But still no harm is done, for on renewing
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the contact at §, all the effects take place which occur after stop-

ping the current for a while. There is no discharge of P^, P3, P4j

etc. etc. by breaking the contact with the zinc like that which is

occasioned by making 6 touch P4.

1614. Agitation of the acid in cup i, or in any or all the cups,

causes no deficiency of the effect.

1615. Contacts of the metals in the cups ii, iii, iv and v before

completing the circuit produces not the slightest alteration in the

final effect. All remains unchanged until the current passes. The
passage of the current only seems able to let down the state.

1615I. All the platinas were turned end for end without being

changed in their situation one to another. The effect was now
much stronger, but still of the same kind and in the same direction,

the current also being in the same direction. The platinas had taken

the condition of Ritter's plates in fact, and so had diminished the

effect I am examining but had not [been] able to overcome it.

But the cause of the effect must be in glass i.

1616. Now experimented with only one intervening platina and

after a while discovered the cause of the whole : it depends entirely

upon the nature,of the bodies in contact with the zinc plate. When
the current passes at the first moment of contact water is decom-

pozed against the zinc oxide formed, and this neutralizes the acid

immediately in contact with it; so that instead of being in con-

tact with acid, it is rather with a solution of sulphate of zinc. Hence

the plate cannot oxidize and the current sinks. But on breaking

contact for a while (which would keep the zinc in that state)

the surrounding fluid gradually mingles with and renews the first

state of things, and then the current can be reformed and so on.

All the effects are thus explained.

16 17. This result shews the importance attaching to a considera-

tion of the change in the nature of the substances formed in con-

tact with the plate. The rests will be exceedingly valuable in a

battery of amalgamated zinc plates, etc. etc. etc.

1618. The successive forces at P5, P4j Ps, etc. etc. seems to shew
that there is retardation by them. It may be only what would
happen from elongating the series, but if it depends upon the

successive interruptions and not upon mere increase of distance

in cases where water not decomposed^ then must consider their
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extent and the nature of the interference; for if water is not

decomposed, then I see no reason (theoretical) at present why-

electricity should pass with more difficulty between water and
platina than between water and water. But it may be so.

1 619. Now experimented upon decomposition of different bodies

by a single pair of plates, using platina surfaces for decomposition

and having therefore metallic contact. A solution of sulphate of

Soda in a folded piece of litmus and turmeric paper at X gave

acid at the end of and alkali at the corresponding surface of P^,

when the fluid in the vessel i was N. Sul. Acid, but not when it

was dil. Sul. acid only.

1620. Nitrate of Silver on paper was readily reduced at X by
N. S. Acid in the vessel i. Silver appeared beautifully.

1621. Acetate of lead did not seem to be reduced.

1622. Now experimented contrasting different fluids together,

thus. No. i contained S.A. s.g. 1*300; No. ii acid consisting of

one part of that s.g. 1*300 and four of water, and therefore very

much weaker. In this case, whether tried by galvanometer or

chemical action, the motive power was as nearly balanced as could

be; on the whole the weaker acid predominated. Great care was

taken and was needful in changing the zincs in the two vessels

one for the other, and in turning 2 round so as to balance errors

due to variation in them. The weaker cell was very little but still

decidedly superior in current to the stronger cell.

1623. On putting a little N.A. into ii, or the weaker cell as to

acid, it was able still more decidedly to overcome the cell No. i

in power.

1624. Tried two weak and two strong cells against each other,

thus*, i and ii contained strong S. A., i.e. 1*300; iii and iv only

weak S.A., about one of the former to 5 of water. The strong

were quite neutralized by the weak and on the whole the weaker

had a very little advantage. The plates were changed about in

every direction so as to avoid the influence of differences between

them.

1625. On arranging one pair with Stronger S.A. against two

pair with weaker S.A., i.e. with i strong S.A. whilst ii and iii

had weak S. A., the latter two had the advantage. But there was

great obstruction to the current. Still there was more than with
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one pair only of weak S.A. opposed to one pr. of strong S.A.,

but there was nothing like the effect of one pr. of weak S.A.

alone and unembarrassed by other.

1626. Again, on opposing one pair with weak S.A. to two pair

with strong S. A., there was the same effect, i.e. a current in the

direction governed by the two with strong acid, but not equal to

what might be expected from two less one. It was not a tenth

part of the effect due to a single pair of unembarrassed plates in

Strong S. A.

1627*. Now reversed one pair out of four, the acid in all the cells

being equal in strength. Very little current of Electricity passed;

the one pair reversed took greatly from the other three pair, and

as to practical results almost neutralized them.

1628. Now compared amalgamated and unamalgamated zinc

against each other in the same Sulphuric acid, and took care to

change them about so as to neutralize the irregularities in other

things. The amalgamated zinc always had the advantage over the

unamalgamated zinc-notwithstanding that the action upon the or
unamalgamated was very strong, much hydrogen being evolved,

and the action on the amalgamated very little. The reason is a

good one. Because the amalgamated zinc is less acted upon, there

is less sulphate of zinc against it and in that respect it is superior

and retains its superiority, though lowered by the presence of

the mercury on its surface.

1629. Now tried strong and weak Mur. acid against each other

in two cups or cells with zinc and Platina plates. No current was
produced, so that their powers seemed to be equal. A little nitric [or]

acid added to the weaker made it predominate in force slightly; ^ ^/

a little in the stronger made it predominate still more.

1630. But there is a very great quelling effect where plates are

opposed to each other, for they act like platina plates in obstructing

even before they can come into play as electromotors to produce

a counter current.

163 1. Dilute Muriatic and Sulphuric acid opposed to each other

appeared to be very equal in motive force. In both there is

hydrogen to be separated and so far they are alike.

1632. Strong Nitric acid has a superiority over weak nitric acid,

but not much.

[1627]

or
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1633. Strong Nitric acid against pretty strong sulphuric acid has

a superiority, but not much. More alike than one might have

supposed.

1634. Must in all these cases remember that the opposing plates,

even if not Z and P but all Platina, would retard much; and that

being Z and P, it doubles the resistance, etc. etc.

1635. Remember also that these indications are by the Gal-

vanometer, which is not a measure of intensity but of quantity,

and that if tried by a series of compounds decomposable at dif-

ferent degrees and so forming a graduation, that other results

might come out. Nevertheless the results are very useful practi-

cally, although they do not give,pure and simple effects from which
the true laws may be deduced.

1636. When metals are the Electromotors, is not the evolving

action always between the metal and the element oxygen or

chlorine with which it combines. In that case the after combina-

tion of the oxide formed with the acid is of no avail and produces

no additional result of an electrical nature; but rather in an in-

cidental manner retards the action by investing the plate with an

unfavourable fluid.

1637. With regard to the need of intensity in acting upon bad

conductor or upon a greater length of the same conductor. There

are good reasons why a greater length should require a higher

intensity, for as the present state is sustained by a certain natural

exertion and condition of the chemical affinity which it requires

even an extra force to overcome for a single particle, so where

there are many particles, the resistance to the change must be

greater, being equal to the sum of the resistances of each of the

particles subject to the variation caused by the variation in amount
of the resistance at the end of the chain of particles, where the

last particle has either to be actually excluded or combined with

a body having more or less affinity for it.

1638. Must consider the Volta electric motion of elements and

their final places of rest or evolution in a circle and in relation to

the direction of the similar elements in the motive arrangement,

for it is they which determine the courses of the other elements.

Thus arranging them in a circle, if oxygen is the motor by com-
bination with a metal, then in the circle other oxygen or chlorine
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go elsewhere in the same direction. Or if chlorine the motor,

elements like it march under its guidance.

1639. Observe how this will bear in Sulphur or other combina-

tions producing volta electricity.

1640. Particles of an electrolytical body are all mutually con-

nected and dependant— are in relation with each other throughout

their whole extent in the direction of the current. Hence, if the

last not disposed of, the first is not at liberty to take up its place

in the new combination, which the superior affinity of the Electro-

motor tends to produce.

1641. Must make out what happens in cases of chemical action

with no current.

1642. We seem to have the power of deciding, in certain cases

of chemical affinity (as of zinc with the oxygen of water, etc. etc.),

which of two modes of action of the one power shall be exerted.

In the one mode we can transfer the power on, it being able to

produce elsewhere its equivalent of action; in the other it is not

transferred on but exerted at the spot. The first is the case of

Voltaic Electric production, the other the ordinary cases of

chemical affinity. But both are chemical actions and due to one

power or principle.

1643. That no electricity is set free in the latter case shews the

equality of forces and therefore of Electricity in those quantities

which are called Chemical equivalents. Hence another proof that

Chem. affinity and Electricity the same.

1644. In Becquerel's expts. on flame and other cases of chemical

action, the effects were probably only incidental and perhaps so

irregular, from our ignorance of knowing how to obtain the true

effect, as to be almost accidental. The results are in no proportion

to the quantity of Electricity really concerned in the phenomena.

1645. I must very closely consider and examine a case of com-
bination in which no electric current produced. Such as Zinc in

dilute Sulphuric acid or oxide of lead in Nitric acid, etc. etc. etc.

What become here of all the electricity which must pass during

the combination.^ How is it discharged between the particles?

Of course they are able to neutralize each other, but how do they

neutralize }

1646. Is not rubbed glass and the rubber exactly in the state of
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Zinc and the oxygen of water in an electromotive circle, i.e. when
the rubbed glass and the rubber are separated are they not in the

state assumed by the zinc and the oxygen before they combine

and before the contact is made in a single voltaic circle. They
probably give an exalted view of the conditions of the particles

of the zinc and oxygen, a permanent view as it were. How do

the states agree ?

1647. Would not this view, if supported, reduce both modes of

evolution to one common principle. The mutual influence of

neighbouring particles—in the glass not proceeding to a full effect:

in the voltaic circle being completed and being followed in suc-

cession by a multitude of others of the same kind. In the last it

is the attraction of the Zinc for the oxygen of the oxide, and this

would tell in well for the instances of induction, etc. perhaps, of

common electricity.

1648*. What would result if, in place of evolving electricity by
the union, etc. of Elementary bodies, as Metals with oxygen,

chlorine, etc. we could arrange an acid and a base ? Oxide of lead

would do for a base and sul. acid perhaps for an acid. Boracic

acid would not do, but observe we should have no electricity,

for oxide of lead is no conductor except it decompose, and it

would not decompose in such a case. There would be no trans-

mission therefore in such a case because the combining bodies are

not conductors. In all voltaic circuits the combining body is

either a conductor per se, or being a zetode, it constitutes an

electrolytical conductor with its companion element.

1649. Therefore cannot expect electric currents from combina-

tion of acids and alkalies.

1650 1. But if the acid could be a hydracid, then the course of the

elements would allow a current; but the affinities would probably

be against it. Thus let cz ^ be platina, c oxide of lead and d Mur.

acid (if it were possible), the oxide being of course in the fluid

state, for then only is it electrolytical. Then if the affinity of the

lead of c for the chlorine of d were very great, they might com-

bine at e. Oxygen would travel in c towards a and be evolved

there; hydrogen would travel in d towards h and be evolved there,

and an electric current might run round. Or if c could be a fluid

oxide of a metal and d water, the same might happen. But no
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combination of Elements or of compounds in the free state can

produce an electric current unless they be conductors like the

metals and not Electrolytically. Now we have none such and

have no right therefore to expect such currents.

1 65 1. Hence more reasons why Becquerel's results only acci-

dental.

1652. The circumstances in fact do not exist with acids and bases

or with independant bodies, either elementary or not (except the

metals), which are necessary to the construction of the pile. Hence

the uses and relations of metals, as zinc, etc. Hence all the circum-

stances and conditions limiting the construction of the voltaic

pile.

1653. As to power of comparing intensity, I wish I had a true

measurer of it. What would this do, using a substance for de-

composition atX ? Still this not good ; and should probably obtain

different indications at X by using a galvanometer there or

different chemical decompositions.

25 FEBY. 1834.

1654. As to intensity of a current and its power of effecting

decompositions, etc. etc. As the current of one pair of plates was

found in the expts. of the 22nd instant to pass through four inter-

vening platina, I arranged an experiment last night at 7 o'clk. in

the following manner. Five glasses were put in a circle so to bear

connecting by the platina plates, etc. and charged with different

solutions. No. i had the dilute Sul. acid, s.g. 1-300 about; No. 2 /J.

the same acid; No. 3 a solution of hydriodate of potassa; No. 4
a solution of nitrate of silver, and No. 5 a solution of acetate of

lead. These were then connected by pairs of metal plates, only

one pair of Z. and P. being uzed; the rest being pairs of platina

only. The cup No. i contained the Zinc and platina pair, which
acted as Electro motors to the whole.

1655. This was left all night, and at 8 o'clk. A.M. to-day could

observe no traces of decomposition anywhere.

1656. At 12 h. 30' A.M. to-day examined the whole carefully.

First took out the pair of platina plates X, introduced two separate

plates of platina and tried between them at X for a current of

Electricity by sol. of hydriodate of potassa on paper, so as to be

FDII 17
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sure that one had passed during the night. Found that there was
a current passings although it was very weak.

1657. Then looked closely at the several cups. In No. i Gas was
in act of evolving and rising from the Zinc by the direct action

of the platina. But there was none on the platina^ as I expect there

would have been had a decomposing current existed. A glass rod

having been introduced to keep the Zinc and platina from touching

each other, that had many bubbles on it as if it had acted as a

nucleus in evolving air from the acid; but if so, such air was

probably hydrogen evolved and dissolved at the zinc surface.

This solution of hydrogen curious, and an effect that would pre-

vent appearance of gas on Neg. Electrodes even when decom-

position (feeble) going on.

No. 2 vessel. S.Acid, No gas either on the Pos. or Neg.

Electrode in this vessel, i.e. no bubbles adhering and no appearance

as if any had risen from them.

No. 3 vessel. Hydriodate of Potash solution. No coloration

here as if any decomposition. No gas on either Electrode.

No. 4 vessel. Nit, Silver, No gas on either Electrode. No
appearance of Silver on the N. Electrode.

No. 5. Acetate ofLead, No gas on either electrode. No lead

on N. Electrode.

1658. Even if hydrogen evolved in i, 2 and 3 at N. Electrode

and dissolved, still here and in 4 it should have reduced metal.

Hence strong reason for concluding that water, etc. had con-

ducted a current during the night, but had not been decomposed

by it.

1659. Connected the platinas in the cups 3 and 5 and finally also

in 4. Then had a very fair current when examined by hydriodate

of potassa at X. Of course it soon fell in power, according to

what is said in the expts. of the 22nd, but still a current passed.

Left things in this state at 20' to i o'clk. P.M.

1660. Re-examined them at 11 o'clk. on the 26th, i.e. next day.

There was gas on the Zinc in the first glass, and also on the glass

rod and the platina plate in the same glass. But there was no gas

on either of the Platina plates in the second glass and so far no

apparent decomposition by the current.

166 1. On proceeding to test for the current at X, found by hy-

I
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driodate of potassa that it was passing, but in a very feeble state.

Being counteracted by the peculiar Marianini state of the plates

in the second glass.

1662. Experimented on the current formed by solution of com-
mon salt in cup with Zinc and Platina plates, thus. When paper

moistened in hydriodate of potassa was put at X, there was
decomposition instantly, Iodine being evolved at the end of the

wire.

1663 *. Then arranged the apparatus in the following order, so as

to have two decomposing surfaces at i and 2, and by making
the ends of the wire 3 touch either the plates of platina or the

papers moistened in the solutions, I could arrange so as to have

only one decomposition at a time, or both or neither at

pleasure.

1664. Put hydriodate of potash at 2 and Nitrate of silver at i

and connected so that the current would have to pass through

both substances. After a while there was decomposition of the

iodide, but none of the nitrate of silver. Hence there seems to be

a good distinction as to the necessary intensity, for the current

passed through both and was sufficient in intensity for the iodide

but not for the nitrate.

1665. As the nitrate an acid salt, perhaps the hydrogen may have

been evolved but was occupied in decomposing nitric acid. Still

I do not think this likely, but can try with the sulphate or the

acetate of silver.

1666. Now put turmeric paper moistened in solution of sulphate

of soda at i, and hydriodate of potassa on white paper at 2. When
both substances intervened in the course of the current, there was

a slow effect on the iodide but none on the sulphate of soda.

When the iodide alone intervened, then there was quick decom-

position of it. When the sulphate of Soda alone intervened, then

could get no signs of decomposition. Here again a distinct dif-

ference; the intensity enough for one but not for the other.

1667. As to the evolution of Electricity, there was plenty of action

on the zinc and oxidation in the solution of salt and oxide of zinc

falling to the bottom. It is well worth while ascertaining whether

any zinc remains in solution, for if not, the case is an excellent

one to shew that the oxidation or chloridation of the metal is the
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source of electricity and not the solution of the oxide in an acid.

The case probably a very good one to shew decomposition of

water by zinc without interference of further chemical action by
the oxide formed.

1668. Ascertain also whether if zinc and platina in contact in

solution of salt, hydrogen will be evolved against the platina.

May seal up hermetically a zinc and platina pair or may close it

up by mercury. The oxide separates in an insoluble flocculent

form.

1669. I put litmus paper dipped in sul. soda at X of the first

brine arrangement, placed the whole under a wet bell glass to

prevent evaporation and left it all night to see if then any decom-

position of the Sul. Soda would occur; but there was no appear-

ance of it. Yet the current had been passing, and on substituting

hydriodate of potassa for the sulphate of soda there was decom-

position immediately. Good expt.

1670. Experimented now with Alkali in place of acid, for if my
present notions right. Alkali ought to give the same effects and

the same direction of current as acid, i.e. if the oxidation of the

metal is the real cause of the electric current. When solution of

Potassa was in the vessel A, there was a strong electric current

when no decomposition at X intervened, almost as strong as with

acid, and the direction of the current was the same.

167 1. The current of the single pair in the Potassa was able to

decompose hydriodate of potassa at X freely and powerfully; also

nitrate of silver; and even Sulphate of soda, giving acid at the

cisode and alkali at the exode of one decomposing portion.

1672. Then arranged the apparatus as before, so as to give two
decomposing places, thus*: but was scarcely able to effect the

simultaneous decomposition of sul. soda at both places. Still it

did occur feebly. Hence this a very powerful agent. More
powerful than Sulphuric acid apparently.

1673. On making Zinc and Platina in the same glass of caustic

potassa touch each other, there was strong evolution of hydrogen

on the platina, just as if they had been immersed in dilute Sul.

Acid. It was amalgamated zinc which was used in all these experi-

ments.

1674. Then used a strong solution of Ammonia in place of the

^^^^^^ fN^Zl
z /
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caustic potash solution. There was a powerful current in the same
direction as with acid or potash but not quite so strong as the

latter. It however decomposed Iodide of Potassium and Nitrate

of silver and feebly also Sulphate of Soda.

1675. On making the solution of ammonia weaker it acted more
powerfully, but in the same direction.

1676. As pure ammonia solution is a bad conductor I added some
Sulphate of ammonia to it, and now it acted very well, approxi-

mately to solution of potash; but direction of the current always

the same.

1677*. Now opposed two cups with the same motors, but one

containing the dilute S.A, 1-300 and the other strong solution

of potash^ in two ways. At first there was an effect in favour of

the Alkali }^ but in a few seconds it settled to nothing and there was

no permanent current either by the galvanometer or chem. action.

1678. Made the same experiment, using copper instead of zinc.

Here there was a little effect at first, but it immediately fell to

nothing and no permanent current was produced. The effect was

in favour of the alkali.^, i.e. both the motors causing currents

from the copper through the liquids to the platina; that in the y
alkali cup was apparently the strongest or produced the visible

effect.

1679. On taking out the copper bridge at, which was a long slip

or plate, and turning it round so that the end i went into the acid

cup and the end 2 into the alkali cup, there was an effect produced

at the galvanometer of a current in the direction of the arrows.

It lasted only an instant and was renewed if the copper were

again taken out and turned half round, and so on continually.

1680. There was of course action between the acid and alkali

each time this reversion of the copper was made, for the ends of

the metal took acid into the alkali cup and alkali into the acid cup,

and the order of bodies at the first moment of immersion would
be thus. Both pairs of acid and alkali therefore are in such order

as to aid each other in any electrical action due to their mutual

combination. See page 352% etc.

168 1. Now used platina instead of copper for the intervening

plate. Still the effect was produced upon inversion as before, but

^ i.e. see par. 1719 et seq.

* [1677]
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not so strongly; yet always in the same direction. This however

seems to prove that it is the acid and alkali which by combining

produce the current. The electricity produced is however, I think,

a very small portion of that which would be produced if the whole

of that evolved by the acid and alkali each time combined could

be directed. It is perhaps only that directly touching the plates

which causes the current.

1682. But it shews that acid and a base combining on the surface

of a plate, as when zinc is oxidized by dilute S. A., may produce

electricity; and that the water does not do all.^

1683. On comparing the effect when the intervening plate was

. platina or copper, it was decidedly greater with the latter. Hence

it would appear that the copper itself is so prepared by the

previous contacts with the acid and alkali as to be assisting in

producing a current like that due to the acid and alkali alone.

In that case, the limb of the copper which has been in contact

with the acid, and is at the moment in contact with the potash, is

negative to the other, determining a current to itselffrom the fluid.

1684. Repeated the expt. of 19th Feb. p. 320^, but could not

obtain the intermitting action on the hyd. potassa at X. It always

decomposed there and was a very regular good case of decom-

position without metallic contact.

1685. On removing the glass and using others containing either

Potash or ammonia, the same effect was produced and in the same

direction. Very good. On touching the zinc with the Platina

then the order of the current reversed.

1686. In these cases no electricity can be produced or result

from union of oxide formed with an acid. Good.
1687. If a certain intensity be required for a certain decom-

position, as of water, and if when a certain intensity at the motor

is produced it can decompose without relation to quantity, as

seems to be the case, then we may arrange things so that the same

quantity of electricity may pass in the same time in at the same

surface into the same decomposing body in the same state^ and yet

differ in intensity, decomposing in one case and in the other not.

For taking a source of too low an intensity to decompose and

ascertaining the quantity passed in a given time, it is easy to take

^ i.e. par. 1578.
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a source having an intensity sufficient and reducing its quantity

to the same proportion as the last by introducing bad conductors.

1688. But if intensity depends upon the intens[ity] of action or

chem. affinity at the first source and not upon the quantity, then

intensity of that character cannot be lowered by enlarging the

surfaces of the electrodes or admitting more easy discharge of

the current, and then the analogy wouldfail with ordinary elec-

tricity.

1689. Can all bodies conduct a little, i.e. more or less at intensities

below the electrolytic point }

1690. By a scale of motors of different kinds and intensities,

obtain a gradation of powers, and by them obtain a gradation of

decomposition. Also evidence that a certain intensity is required.

26 FEBY. 1834.

1691. Put on an experiment with two glasses of acid S.A., and

alike, thus. When tried as in the figure there was good decom-

position of the hyd. potassa at X. The wire i was then put into

the dotted position so as to complete the metallic communication

there, and all left for several Hours : this was at about 1 1 o'clk.

1692. At about 5 o'clk. replaced the wire i on the paper at X
and found a current, but only a feeble one; not at all like what
ought to be produced by the arrangement in the vessel i, provided

no new state had been taken up at ii. But in fact the plates in ii

had, by the passing of the current, assumed the Marianini state so

powerfully as almost to neutralize the current and prevent passage.

This was proved thus. The wire i was lifted up and insulated.

A platina wire was made to touch at 2 and 3, connecting the plates

in ii, and as I know from former experiments, discharging them
and getting for the moment a counter current. Then taking away
that wire and letting i down upon the platina first, if I pleased,

and then upon the hyd. potassa at X, there was much more
powerful decomposition shewing a much freer current. On con-

necting I with the Platina plate as by the dotted line and leaving

it there, the plates in ii gradually resumed their former counter-

acting state and again reduced the current through the whole
almost to nothing.

1693. This condition of the plates very curious. If not due to
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reduction of Elements and fixation upon them, is extraordinary.

Can it be hydrogenation and oxygenation of the Plates ? Silver,

copper, etc. etc. seem in the [illegible] capable of this kind of

state on surface, etc. etc.

1694. so, might prepare them in other ways, as in oxy water,

etc. And also let them down other ways, as by hydro compds., etc.

After which, contact should give no current. But all this must

wait.

1695. I left the apparatus in the connected position designated

by the dotted line to be examined as to gas or not in ii tomorrow.

See (1728) 8 March 1834.

1696. Now made a general set of Experiments on two metals

immersed in the same cup, containing either S. A. 1330 or solu-

tion of caustic potassa or caustic ammonia, the latter rendered a

good conductor by the addition of Sulphate of ammonia. It

required very great care to have perfectly clean metals each time.

Not merely was it needful to remove any of the solution adhering

to a metal from previous immersion, but even to remove any

oxide adhering to it. Wiping or cleaning of tin, for instance, by
a cloth, would not do; it required cleaning by sand paper; and

again, the same piece of sand paper could not be used for two

different metals, or even twice in the same place for the same

metal. The form of expt. was thus, and the direction of the current

is always given as from one metal through the liquid conductor

to the other. Thus from Zinc to the Tin means from the zinc to

the solution and from it to the Tin; back again through the gal-

vanometer to the Zinc.

1697. Metals used. Zinc and Tin.

In ammonia. Current from Z to T, but very feeble and

transient.

Z & T Potash. Do. Do. stronger, but transient.

I

S. A. 1330 about. Do. Do. not strong for acid, but

still stronger than

either of the former.

1698. Metals used. Zinc and Lead,

!In Ammonia. Current from Z to L, feeble and transient.

Potash. Do. Do. strong, as in acid.

S.A. 1330. Do. Do. strong.
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1699. Metals used, Zinc and Iron,

I

In Ammonia. Current from Z to I, powerful.

Z & I j Potash. Do. Do. powerful.

[ S.A. Do. Do. powerful.

1700. Metals used, Zinc and Copper.

finAmmonia. Current from Z to C, very strong.

Z & C - Potash. Do. Do. very strong.

[ S. A. Do. Do. exceeding strong.

1701. Metals used, Zinc and Silver.

fin Ammonia. Current from Z to S, moderate.

Z & S - Potash. Do. Do. moderate.

[ S.A. Do. Do. exceeding strong.

1702. The difference here between Copper and Silver in the

Alkalies remarkable.

Now Tin with the other metals.

1703. Metals used, Tin and Lead.

fin Ammonia. Scarcely any current, not decided.

T & L - Potash. Current from T to L, strong.

[ S. A. Current from L to T, very feeble.

A remarkable case this of inversion and superior effect of alkali.

1704. Metals used, T and Iron.

In Ammonia. No sensible current.

Potash. Current from T to I and very fair in

strength.

S.A. Do. Do. a little stronger.

1705. Metals used, T and Copper.

In Ammonia. Current fromT to C, moderate, transient.

Potash Do. Do. same same

S.A. Do. Do. moderate,but stronger

than other two.

Metals used. Tin and Silver.

In Ammonia. Current fromT to S, very feeble.

Potash. Do. Do. stron2;er.l

S.A. Do. Do. same |
temporary.

Metals used. Tin and Pladna.

In Ammonia.
Potash.

S.A.

T & I

T&C
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Now combination of Lead with the succeeding metals.

1708. Metals used, Lead and Iron,

[In Ammonia. Current from L to I, very feeble.

L & I J Potash. Do. Do. stronger.

[ S.A. Do. Do. still stronger.

1709. Metals used, Lead and Copper.

iln
Ammonia. Current fromL to C, moderate. 1

^j-^j^gient
Potash. Do. Do. moderate.

J

S.A. Do. Do. strong at first, but in-

stantly over. On cleaning the lead again is renewed, etc. So much
for investing coat formed; it insulates, etc. etc. etc.

1710. Metals used. Lead and silver.

InAmmonia. Current fromL to S, feeble.

Potash. Do. Do. stronger but tem-
L & SJ

porary.

as last, temporary.S.A. Do. Do.

171 1. Metals used. Lead and Platina,

{In Ammonia.
Potash.

S.A.

1712. Now Iron. Metals Used, Iron and Copper,

In Ammonia. Scarcely a current, very doubtful.

J ^ ^ Potash. Current from I to C, very feeble, almost

doubtful.

S.A. Do. Do. strong.

1713. Compare Iron to Zinc. S. A. can act on oxides of both and

effects are alike; but the Potash can dissolve oxide of one and not

of other, and observe the consequence.

1714. Metals used. Iron and Silver.

{In Ammonia. Current from I to S, scarcely sensible.

Potash Do. Do. weak.

S. A. Do. Do. not very strong.

171 5. Metals used. Iron and Platina.

{In Ammonia. Current from I to P, very feeble.

Potash. Do. Do. very feeble.

S.A. Do. Do. very strong.

1716. Metals used. Copper and Silver.

fin Ammonia. Scarcely a current, doubtful.

c & s Potash. Current from C to S, very feeble.

S. A. Do. Do. very feeble.
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1717. Metals used, Copper and Platina,

fin Ammonia.
C & P ] Potash.

[ S.A.

171 8. Metals used, Silver and Platina,

fin Ammonia.
S & P ] Potash.

[ S.A.

1719. Repeated the expt. of turning the copper (page 3440- The
current was very feeble each time, but was from the alkali to the

acid each time. It fell to nothing each time. On using Ammonia
in place of potash, still the current was from the Alkali to the

acid, though very feeble.

1720. On using Platina in place of there was very little

current, and sometimes one way, sometimes the other. It is quite

evident from these and the expts. with tarnished Plates that the

investing coat of matter can determine a current, but it lasts only

a short time and seems to be quite overcome and swallowed up
by that which the combination of oxygen, chlorine or other

elementary matters with the metals causes.

MARCH 5TH, 1834.

172 1. Reference. Becquerel on the interruption or non-interrup-

tion of a feeble current, according as the metals dipping in a

solution had attraction for substances present or not. See Annales

de Chimie, xxxv, or Quarterly Jounl. of Science, xxiv, p. 462.

Relates to the reason of its passing in some cases and not in others,

for is to me now evident.

1722. On Electro chemical theory of combination. Quar. Journal

of Science, xxvi, p. 428 or . Fechner.

1723. On Electro-chemical theory ofpile. Ritchie. Phil. Trans.

1829.

1724. Ignition of wire by Voltaic Electricity. Becquerel. Quar.

Jounl., xxvii, 189.

1725. Conductibility conferred on water^ etc. De la Rive. Do.,

xxvii, 407. Also ii, p. 465; or Bib. Univ., xl, 205.

1726. Brande on decomposition of Vegeto Alkalies. Quar. Jour.

1831, i, p. 250.

^ See par. 1679.
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1727. Turner's last Elements, pp. 98, 126.

1728. It is now ten days since the apparatus (1695) was put on,

yet there is a current, and a good one, through the iodide of Pm.
to decompose it; yet no appearance of gas in the second vessel.

Hence I really believe that the current passes, but the intensity

is not sufficient to cause decomposition of water. loth March, Do.

21 MARCH 1834.

1729. Experimented as to spark with single pair of plates on
making and breaking contact. The plates were a zinc hollow

cylinder and a double hollow cylinder of copper, immersed in a

jar of Sul. Nitric acid. The connection was completed by a copper

wire, amalgamated at the ends, dipping into two cups containing

mercury and attached to the zinc and copper plates.

1730. I found that there was a spark on making contact as well

as on breaking it, if the metal surfaces were clean and dry; and

that on the whole it was more brilliant than that occurring on

breaking contact.

173 1. When a film of oxide was present, it interfered much with

the spark, which then was ohen feeble on making and sometimes

failed. The breaking spark was in such cases most frequent and

most brilliant.

1732. On putting a stratum of water over the mercury, the spark

much diminished in brilliancy, for now no mercury burned; but

it was very regular both on making and breaking the contact.

1733. On using a platina wire instead of amalgamated copper

wire, the spark was much diminished in brilliancy, but happened

both ways
;
every now and then failing both ways.

1734. On making the contact between Platina on both sides, then

spark very small, but in both directions. On making and on

breaking contact. Also under water.

1735. On making the contact between the platina wire of the

copper plate and the edge of the Zinc plate, there was the spark

both on making and breaking contact.

1736. The true spark is very small; that obtained by using

mercury surfaces is due to the combustion of the mercury. The
circumstances favouring the burning of the mercury are more

favourable on breaking than making contact, for the act of
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breaking exposes clean surfaces of mercury, but that of making
does not; and hence it has been supposed the spark only took

place at the breaking and not on making contact.

1737. Shall repeat with clean Copper and Zinc plates and amal-

gamate the latter so as to obtain the simplest form of expt.

19TH APRIL.

1738. To ascertain whether, when prot. iodide of tin is electro-

lyzed, per iodide of tin or iodine is evolved at the cisode. The prot.

iodide is fixed in close vessels, but in the air readily burns into

per iodide and oxide of tin, even with flame. Hence could not

act in open vessels and in close vessels is very difficult. But I

obtained sufficient evidence to shew me that as with the chloride,

so with the iodide of tin. A per iodide is formed at the cisode,

which flies off, and there is little or no action on the positive

electrode.

1739. Is fuzed anhydrous acetate of Soda an Electrolyte.^ Yes,

and I believe the proximate elements, acetic acid and Soda, first

separate. But these are also reacted upon, and at the N. Electrode

carbon, Sodiuretted hydrogen, etc. separate; and at the P. Elec-

trode a little gas, but I could not separate it to make out accurately

its nature.

1740. As to whether the length of a wire altered the effect of a

given quantity of electricity in rendering any part or all parts red

hot, found it did not. Thus a battery of four troughs was con-

nected with a volta electrometer, using in the circuit a piece of

fine platina wire; and this was shortened gradually as the power

of the battery failed, so that the wire should always be dull red

hot, as seen on a back ground of black paper. The current was

continued for two minutes and the length of wire sustained red

hot was from 8 to about 4 inches. The quantity of gas evolved

was then noted.

174 1. The experiment was resumed with the same wire (always

in a horizontal position), using only two troughs. The length of

wire now preserved red hot was from 3I inches to as little as

\ of an inch only. This being continued for two minutes, exactly

the same quantity of gas as in the former case was evolved. The
experiments were repeated with the same result.
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1742. Thus it is proved that the ignition of a platina wire has

no relation to its length but only to its diameter. For the same

quantity of electricity that will heat one inch of wire red hot will

heat a hundred inches if it pass through. The only effect of a long

wire is to retard the current and so diminish the quantity which

passes, and hence the lower heat in the usual form of making
the experiment.

1743. The first effect of a battery is not an effect of accumulation,

but only a result of the favourable state of the fluid at the plates.

It is both: Oct. 1834.

13 MAY 1834.

1744. Have begun experiments with single circles to determine

the current induced by the use of different metals and especially

different fluids, for I do not believe that metals are rendered, as

the phrase goes, positive by acids and negative by alkalies.

1745. Have had a wooden cup made, cylindrical in form and

open only at one end. This had been cut down the middle into

two halves, which could be held together so as to make one vessel

by a ring going round it which could be tightened by a screw.

If before putting the two halves together a piece of filtering paper

were interposed, and then the screw tightened, the paper divided

the cup into two cells or portions, into one of which acid and

into the other solution of alkali could be put; and these were then

in electrolytic communication and could be used to form the fluid

communication between two pieces of metal, either of the same

or different metals, and which might either communicate together

directly or through the wire of a galvanometer and yet form only

a single voltaic circle.

1746. This cup is an excellent general instrument of investigation.

Can try all sorts of combinations by it; it becomes a universal

chemelectric test. It will supply the arrangement of two metals

and one fLuid\ or of two fluids and one metal; or of two metals and

two fluids; or of any combination of these in the simplest manner.

1747. I shall represent the results ofexperiments diagrammatically

thus: the first figure shews that when zinc and platina are in the

same portion of dilute Sulphuric acid, the electric current by the

Galvanometer is from the P to the Z through the metal and from
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the Z to the P through the liquid. Fig. 2 shews that when two
pieces of Zinc are put into dilute S.A. and sol. of potassa in

electrolytic communication, the current is from Z^ to 2? through

the metal and from T? to the Alkali, then to the acid, and then to

Z^ below. That in fact that Zinc is rendered more positive, as

the phrase is, by solution of potash than by dilute Sulc. acid.

1748. Zinc in dilute S. A. and in Potassa, The current was always

as in the figure, so that the Zinc in alkali was positive to the Zinc

in acid, and strongly so at first—so as to swing the galvanometer

needle quite round. The effect was strongest at first. As effer-

vescence at Z^ from direct action of the acid came on, the deflec-

tion diminished, but was renewed by taking out Z^ and after a

moment returning it, touching the surface of the acid with it.

In this way the effect was very strong.

1749. By keeping Z^ in the Alkali and making Z^ touch the

surface of the acid at intervals of about | or | of a second, a far

greater deflection of the needle could be preserved than if the

pieces of metal were retained constantly in the solutions.

1750. The pieces of zinc and of other metals used in these experi-

ments to touch the acid and alkali were merely wires about the

or ^ of an inch in diameter and made perfectly clean.

1 75 1. A little piece of platina wire was twisted round the end

of the wire Z^, or that in the alkali, to diminish its force a little

or render it less positive towards Z^, but still, though this platina

was with Z2 immersed in the alkali, it made no difference in the

direction of the current nor apparently in its force.

1752*. When the two Zincs were turned, i.e. taken out of the

respective liquids and immediately immersed in the other liquids,

the first effect at the Galvanometer was a current in the same

direction as before, i.e. from Z^ through the Galvanometer to Z^

(which implies a current from Z^ to the acid, then to the Alkali

and then to Z^); but in a moment this is reversed and a strong

current sets from Z^ through the Galvanometer to Z^, then to

the Alkali, next to the acid and again to Z^.

1753. The final reversion of the current is consistent with the

first observation that the Z in Alkali is more positive than that

in acid. The momentary current produced directly after the change

of the metals is due principally, I think, to the acid and alkali

* [1752]

changed to
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carried by the metals, and being that which, until it is displaced,

acts upon them; and the Electrolytic conductor, instead of being

S. A. against and Potash against Z^, is Potash against Z^, then

S. A. next, again Potash and finally S. A. against Z^. So soon as

these terminal but small portions of S. A. and Potash are neutralized

by the surrounding Alkali and acid, then the current takes the

direction consistent with the first result. The whole is therefore

consistent.

1754. In order to free these and the other experiments of a

similar kind from the supposed influence of the action going on

between the acid and alkali at the paper diaphragm, Platina was

next used, these pieces being not merely wires but large plates.

The effect on the Galvanometer was so little as to be doubtful

altogether. If existing, it was from the Alkali to the acid and

then back from P^ by the galvanometer to P^. On washing and

changing the platina plates the result was the same. On using

fresh S.A. and solution of potassa still it was the same. Hence

there is no sensible current of Electricity produced by the action

of the acid and alkali on each other at the diaphragm. I have

before given reasons why there could not be, for there are not

Electrolytes to conduct on the power; i.e. the S.A. and Alkali

are ions in the separate state and not combined, therefore no

electrolytic conduction can be effected by them.

1755. In the former and future experiments therefore the current

is the result of the action of the acid and alkali on the immersed

metals.

1756. Copper in S, A, and Potassa. On using two pieces ofcopper

wire cut from the same piece, the results were exactly as with the

Zinc. That is, copper in Potash is more positive than copper in

dilute S. Acid. The momentary effect on reversing the places of

the copper was not so strong as with the zinc, but was very distinct.

1757. The relation of the copper to the acid and the alkali was

much exalted by previous immersion of them in acid and alkali,

i.e. copper from acid put into the alkali and copper from alkali

put into the acid formed a stronger combination than if merely

cleaned copper had been used.

1758. This effect may have relation to Marianini's effect, i.e. be

due to the momentary current which has been formed in the



Full text ofthe letterfrom Whewell to Faraday,

Trin. Coll. Cambridge. May 6, 1834.

My dear Sir,

You will have received my letter of yesterday and perhaps will have

formed your opinion of it. I still think anode and cathode the best terms

beyond comparison for the two electrodes. The terms which you mention

in your last shew that you are come to the conviction that the essential thing

is to express a difference and nothing more. This conviction is nearly correct,

but I think one may say that it is very desirable in this case to express an

opposition^ a contrariety, as well as a difference. The terms you suggest are

objectionable in not doing this. They are also objectionable it appears to

me, in putting forward too ostentatiously the arbitrary nature of the difference.

To talk of Alphode and Betod^ would give some persons the idea that you

thought it absurd to pursue the philosophy of the difference of the two

results, and at any rate would be thought affected by some. Voltode and

Galvanode labour no less under the disadvantage of being not only entirely,

but ostentatiously arbitrary, with two additional disadvantages; first that it

will be very difficult for anybody to recollect which is which ; and next that

I think you are not quite secure that further investigations may not point

out some historical incongruity in this reference to Volta and Galvani.

I am more and more convinced that anode and cathode are the right words

;

and not least, from finding that both you and Dr. Nichols are ready to take

any arbitrary opposition or difference. Ana and Kata which are prepositions

of the most familiar use in composition, which indicate opposite relations in

space^ and which yet cannot be interpreted as involving a theory appear to

me to unite all desirable properties.

I am afraid of urging the claims of anion and cation though I should

certainly take them if it were my business— that which goes to the anode and

that which goes to the cathode appearing to me to be exacdy what you

want to say. To talk of the two as ions would sound a little harsh at first:

it would soon be got over. But ifyou are afraid of this I think that stechion, as

the accepted Greek name for element, is a very good word to adopt, and

then, anastechion and catastechion are the two contrary elements, which I am

sure are much better words that you can get at by using dexio and scaio

or any other terms not prepositions.

I expect to be in London Friday and Saturday, and if I am shall try to

see you on one of those days and to learn what you finally select. Believe me

Yours most truly

W. WHEWELL.
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reverse direction. Or it may be due to the clean and chemical

condition of the metal wires. On looking at the two wires, the

one from acid looked palest and most metallic; the one from

alkali looked a little redder, as if a film of oxide were upon it.

The difference was small, but still it might be enough to account

for the effect, for the Alkali would have a perfectly clean surface

to oxidize, and the coat of oxide in the acid might help to take

the hydrogen from the water in the acid; for it is certain that,

when the currents are formed, water is electrolyzed; and that

oxygen is disposed of at the anode in the alkali and hydrogen

at the cathode in the acid. This will be shewn well in the Tin

experiment, and I have no doubt that Tin in solution of potassa

could cause hydrogen to be evolved against Copper in dilute S. A.

Tin in S. A. and Potash.

1759. This metal acted as Zinc and Copper, but more inter-

estingly. First, the Tin in Potash was always strongly Positive

to the T. in Sul. acid. In the next place the tin required to be

clean or the current would not be produced, and sometimes when
it was apparently quite clean, still no current was occasioned.

Then on a sudden the current would start into existence, and was
always powerful and from through the alkali and acid to Z^^

When the current existed, a regular decomposition of the water

occurred and hydrogen gas was evolved at T^. This was not due

to the action of the acid on T% but solely to the current; for

when T^ was taken out of the potash the evolution of hydrogen

at T^ ceased, and was again renewed by the re-immersion of T^.

Hence both chemical and galvanometrical proof of production

and direction of the current and proof that the Tin in the Alkali

determines it and is the Positive metal.

1760. On changing T^ and T^ for each other, the current through

the cup was reversed for a moment, but quickly resumed its first

direction as before. So that all right in that respect, and either piece of

Tin could be made Positive to the other by immersion in the alkali.

1 761 . These experiments with Tin excellent. They are good proofs

that metallic contact is not required. They afford also an excellent

and wonderful case of the transference of the chemical powers,
^ ? and

FDII 18
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for in fact a piece of tin of any length can have its power of deter-

mining the combination of oxygen at one end made influential

in determining hydrogen to the other end.

Lead in S, A, and Potash,

1762. Lead acted as the other metals, being positive in solution

of potassa to other Lead in dilute S. A. The current was very fair

at first, and hydrogen was evolved at L^ in the acid, as in the case

of tin; but not so abundantly. If the contact of L^ with the S. A.

be intermitting, a good deflection can be continued.

1763. On changing L^ and L^ in the divisions, then a little and

only a little inversion of the current in the cup, but there was

much strengthening of the principal current from the Alkali to

the acid.

Iron in S, A. and Potash,

1764. Iron gave a current in the same direction with the other

metals, but it was not strong. There was plenty of Hydrogen
from the I^ in the acid, but it was all chemical. It illustrates that

the intensity of action there is nothing to the production of an

electric current unless the power is electrolytically transferred

onwards.

1765. It will be important however to consider in this case and in

the case of Zinc, how it is that an affinity which can cause water

to be decomposed that the metal may be oxidized, does not

determine a current through the liquid toward the I^. There is

some important point hanging by this. It may however depend

upon the iron presenting an infinity of little voltaic circles because

of its heterogeneous nature. This by the bye is probably the true

cause of the effect.

Silver in S. A, and Potash,

1766. There was scarcely a sensible action, but on very close

examination the little current observed was, as in former cases,

from the alkali to the acid in the vessel. When tried in fresh acid

and alkali still the same.

1767. Now tried a few cases of two metals and two fluids.

Remember that in such cases no cause of action or current exists
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at the contact of the two metals or of the two fluids, but only

between the metals and fluids.

1768. Tin and Zinc compared both ways in S. A. and Potassa,

Whichever of the metals is in the Solution of Potassa is Positive

to the other and determines a current from it through the liquids

to the other. By former expts. (1697), if both Z. and Tin be in

the same liquid, whether that be sol. of Potash or Amm. or dilute

S.A., the Zinc is positive to the Tin. Hence power of alkali

very evident.

1769. Tin and lead.

In both cases the metal in the alkali was positive to that in the

acid, but the current was weak when the lead was in the alkaH,

and stronger far when the Tin was there. The lead in the Sul.

Acid then actually evolved hydrogen whilst the tin touched it and

was also in the alkali.

1770. When both the Tin and lead were in the Alkali, the Tin

was much the most positive. When both were in the Sul. acid,

there was very Httle difference. This agrees with former expt. (1703).

1 77 1. Zinc and Silver,

Zinc was always positive to silver. But it was more positive

when in the alkali than when in the acid. The current is always

from the Zinc through the acid or alkali to the Silver when both

metals are put into the same solution (1701).

1772. In these experiments the Sul. Acid and the potash gradually

combined, forming a thick layer of crystals of Sulphate of potassa

on that side of the paper only which was in contact with the

solution of alkali. This might be a consequence of the acid being

stronger than equivalent to the potash in an equal bulk of solution,

but it is worth noticing as having always happened on this day.

Note next time the relative value of equal volumes of the acid

and alkaline solution, etc.

1773. The formation of such quantities of Sulphate of potassa

without an enormous current of electricity, or even any current,

shews that acids and alkalis in combining thus from the free state

do not produce current.

1 775 ^ May get the order of intensity of current formed by different

solutions by means of this cup, etc.

^ Par. 1774 is omitted in the MS.
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1775I. Must make out how or why bodies in solution which, like

Sul. Acid or Veg. acids or alkalies, give nothing to the oxidizing

metal, still have different exciting powers.

1776. There may be a difference in the intensity due to the

exciting cause and yet the quantity of electricity excited or trans-

mitted be the same. Thus with Solution of Potassa and Sul. Acid,

the first may excite electricity of a greater intensity than the

acid.

1777. Has not the useful effect of the nascent state something in

it analogous to the condition of a single circle

1778. I sometimes think it may be possible to have a current

of Electricity without a circuit, that is, to have an absorptive

effect at each end of a series of apparatus. It would be a current

between two vessels not forming a circle. Try Amalgam of Zinc

and S.A. in one vessel and Copper in Sulphuret of potassa or

in solution of sulphur in the other.

1779. Or the nitrate or chloride of Silver arrangement which

makes the reverse current. Or silver in Hydrosulrt. ammonia.

1780. Considerations as to the intensities of the different forces

which matter is governed by.

178 1. The force of attraction of aggregation is as nothing com-
pared with the force of attraction of chemical affinity. Hence

chemical attraction so easily overcomes cohesion, and dilute sul-

phuric acid or even water, where the oxygen is already partly

counteracted, will disintegrate and dissolve Iron.

1782. With reference to Mag. attraction, can a Magnet take iron

or nickel out of a very fluid amalgam ?

1783. Gravity is still far weaker. Must consider the relation of

these three forces : Chem. attraction. Cohesion and Gravity.

HerschelFs motions ofMercury between the Electrodes or Poles.

Combustion of diamond in oxygen a case.

1784. There is no case of the weakest chemical affinity being

overcome by the strongest exertion of attraction of aggregation

or even by Gravity. As to Hatchet's [? Hatchett's] cases of alloys,

it depends upon other principles.

1785. Hence there is a most intense power active in all the cases

of chemical attraction. Even in those of vegetation and animaliza-

tion.
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1786. Never overcome chemical by mechanical force, although

we often determine its action. It is then probably incidentally.

1787. Chem. aff. as much surpasses aggregation as the latter does

gravitation. Even Solution, which is so weak, can overcome

aggregation.

19TH MAY 1834.

1788. Continued the experiments with one metal associated with

dilute Sulphuric acid and solution of caustic potassa.

1789. Antimony in Sul. Acid and Potash. The effects were just as

in former cases, the current from the Potash to the acid in the cell.

On reversing the pieces, first the momentary current and then

the permanent one, just as before.

1790. Bismuth in Sul. Acid and Potassa. Just as with antimony

and the other metals. Current strong at first.

1791. Arsenic in Sul. Acid and Potassa. The two pieces of Arsenic

used were first heated in tubes, to drive off all the white arsenic

and oxide and bring them to a perfectly metallic state, and then

allowed to cool in the tubes. The effects were just as in the former

cases. On changing A^ and A^ for each other, the first current

lasted longer than in former cases and was stronger, but as the

pieces of Arsenic were crystallized and shaken and as therefore

more Sul. Acid and Potassa would by capillary attraction be held

against and in them, that may be the cause.

1792. Palladium in Sul. Acid and Potash. No effect. It gave no
distinct current either way. There were some agitations of the

needle, but these I refer to contact of the fingers, for which see

notes at the end of this day's experiments.

1793. Amalgamated Zinc in dil. S.A. and Potassa. Strong cur-

rent from the Alkali to the acid through the cup. The zinc in the

acid did not evolve gas by itself, but the moment it was made to

complete the circuit by contact with Z^, then it evolved gas. Hence
the chemical proofs of the current and its direction also present.

1794. Now repeated many of these experiments, using Ammonia
in place of Potassa as the alkali, but retaining the same dilute

Sulphuric acid. As solution of Ammonia is a very bad conductor,

sulphate of ammonia was added to it. The ammonia solution was
lowered about one half by water and the state of the liquids in
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the two divisions of the cell continually watched to see that there

was always plenty of free acid and alkali there.

1795. Platina in SuL Acid and Ammonia. Large plates of platina

were used. The current was distinctly from the Amm. to the S. A.

in the cup, but there could not be any chemical action on the

metal here.

1796. Silver in SuL Acid and Amm, Much as platina. Current

feeble but distinct, direction the same.

1797. Palladium in SuL AcidandAmmonia, No action or current.

1798. Copper in SuL Acid and Ammonia. Gave a strong current,

the direction from the Ammonia to the acid in the cell, and there-

fore as with Potash.

1799*. Lead in SuL Acid and Ammonia. Current in the same

direction but not so strong as when potash used instead of the

Ammonia.
1800. Zinc in S.A. and Ammonia. The current from the Am-
monia to the S.A. in the cup and very strong. It was able to

modify the power of in the acid of decomposing water, for

when contact was broken evolved very little gas, but when
the contact was made it evolved much. Hence chemical proof of

the current as before.

1801. Amalgamated Zinc in S.A. and Amm. Just the same as

in the last experiment, and as to the chemical proofs even more
distinct, becauze Z^ evolved no gas except when in contact with

1?. Here therefore Potash and Ammonia the same, although

perhaps the former the strongest.

1802. Bismuth in S.A. and Amm. There was a current in the

same direction as with Zinc, etc., but it was a weak current.

1803. Antimony in S.A. and Ammonia. As Bismuth: current

weak but in the same direction.

1804. Arsenic in S.A. and Ammonia. As Bismuth: current weak
but in the same direction, i.e. from alkali to acid in the cup.

1805. Tin in S.A. and Ammonia. Tin was remarkable for its

action and in some respects much unlike that in S. A. and Potash.

Yet a similarity exists. There was sometimes the appearance of a

current, but it was uncertain; and on the whole the action was

very weak and doubtful and the direction of the current as much
one way as the other.
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1806. Iron in S. A, andAmm. Again, Iron had remarkable effects.

Sometimes the current was strongly one way, then strongly the

other; but the general result was from the acid to the ammonia
in the cup and the reverse therefore with that when S.A. and

Potassa were used. These effects could not depend upon differences

in quality, for both pieces used were the halves of one piece. They
are probably connected with the superficial oxidation of the metal

at the moment of contact, etc. etc., and seem to shew both that

the forces are nearly ballanced, and also that there is a kind of

inertia in the current when once produced.

1807. In all the experiments where the currents are feeble, it is

needful to be cautious as to the source of the currents affecting

the needle. The ends of the galvanometer wires were at first of

copper, and when these were clean, touching them by the fingers

of each hand deflected the needle. Even when the hands were

washed still I could affect the instrument by holding one end and

grasping the other at intervals only. Besides this, a motion of the

wire across the magnetic curves of the earth can produce currents,

etc. etc. I am inclined to think that some of the current with

Platina, etc. etc. might be thus due to extra action.

1808. Must test the current from the Alkali to the acid, when
Platina, Palladium, Gold and Silver are used, very accurately and

carefully, to be sure that it really exists or not.

1809. The vibrations above by touching occurred even when the

galvanometer terminations were of platina wire.

1810. Now made a few comparisons between potash and am-
monia.

181 1. Zinc in Potash and Ammonia^ the latter containing Sul.

Ammonia. The current was from the potash to the Ammonia
through the cell and of moderate strength.

18 12. Lead in Potash and Ammonia, Strong current, direction

as with Zinc.

1 8 13. Tin in Potash and Ammonia. Current weak, direction as

with Zinc.

18 14. Copper in Pot. and Amm. Current weak, direction as with

Zinc.

1 8 15. Iron in Pot. and Amm. Current feeble, direction as with

Zinc.
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1 8 16. Silver in Pot, and Amm. 1 -i 1

ni . . r> 1 A h JNo sensible current.
rlatina in rot, ana Amm.)

18 17. Hence Potash is stronger than Ammonia and Ammonia
than dilute S. A. in rendering metals positive. But the action on
iron very strange and must be repeated, for it seems to give an

exception when ammonia is used.

18 18. The little action, or entire absence, when such metals as

Platina, Palladium, Gold, etc. etc. are used, seems to shew that

the power of the acid and alkali is not to render the metal positive

or negative or to induce any other state, but is to affect the oxide

about being produced, or at least is related in its action to that

oxide, or to the power the metal can exert in forming it.

22 MAY 1834.

1 8 19. Single metals compared in different alkalies^ etc. Zinc in

solution ofpotassa and clear lime water. Two thicknesses of paper

were used to prevent too quick a mixture of fluids. The current

was from the Potassa to the lime water in the vessel and moderate

in strength.

1820. Tin in Potassa and Lime water. Current in same direction

as with zinc and about same strength.

1821. Lead in Potassa and lime water. Current in same direction

and of fair strength.

1822. Iron in Potassa and lime water. The current perhaps in the

same direction, but the action was wavering and the current very

feeble,

1823. Then in Place of lime water cream of lime was used, and

this was stirred up from time to time. Zinc, Tin, Lead and Iron

were tried again and gave currents in the same direction as before

and of about the same strength. Iron was very uncertain and

doubtful.

1824. Now Ammonia was used in place of Potassa against cream

oflime. With Zinc the current was from the lime to the ammonia
in the cup, but very doubtful and wavering. With Tin and lead

it was from the ammonia to the lime^ but very feeble. If any

consequences were to be drawn of importance, the expts. should

be repeated with impervious paper or paper nearly so, for a little

potash or ammonia could pass the paper now uzed.
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1825. Now tried dilute S.A. s.g. 1-300 against a strong solution

of sulphate of soda, using two papers and taking care to keep

the saline solution neutral by adding a little soda to it now and

then.

1826. Zinc in S.A. and sul. soda solution. The current was from

the Sul. Acid to the salt, but not at all strong.

1827. Tin. The current in the same direction, but very feeble.

1828. Silver. No sensible current.

1829. Copper. Very uncertain current, but generally from the

solution of Sul. Soda to the acid; now and then strong, but

hestitating, as if some unsteady equilibrium were overcome, first

one way then another.

1830. Iron. Very fairly and constantly from the solution of Sul.

Soda to the acid. This very curious as well as the copper. Must
repeat if require the experiment to quote.

1 83 1. Lead. Scarcely any current at all.

1832. Now tried sol. Ammonia against sol. Sul. soda^ but of

course during the experiments a little mixture, etc. would take

place.

1833. ^^^^ 1^ Amm. and sol. Sul. Soda. Current very feeble: was

from the Amm. to the sol. Sul. Soda.

1834. 77^2 in Do. Current very feeble : not sure, but apparently

in the same direction.

1835. Silver in Do. Current feeble but from Am. to S. S.

1836. Copper in Do. As Silver.

1837. Iron in Do. Current and effect insensible.

1838. Lead in Do. Current and direction insensible.

1839. Now compared Strong and weak Sul. acid. At first put in

the S.A. s.g. 1*336 on the left side and only water on the right,

letting that water get a Httle acid by the mixture through the two
papers. Then after one set of observations, strengthened the weaker

acid a little so that it might taste sharp and sour, but still not

making it more than ~ the strength of the strong solution. The
results were the same in both cases and as follows.

1840. Platina in strong and weak S.A. There was no sensible

current. Silver produced no sensible current.

1 841. Copper. A distinct current, though feeble; it was from the

strong to the weak acid.
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1842. Tin, As copper in direction of the current, but the current

itself stronger.

1843. L^^d, Current fair, and from strong to the weak acid.

1844. Zinc. Good current and from the strong to the weak acid.

1845. Iron. Current was very uncertain and feeble, wavering

much.

28 MAY 1834.

1846. Expt. to try if heat would, by exalting chemical affinity,

increase initial intensity of a current. A zinc amalgamated and

platina plate separated by paper were put into hot dilute S.A.

s.g. 1-25. The zinc was connected with a platina plate p on which

was put a drop of Mur. acid blued by sul. Indigo, and a platina

wire from P touched it at x. There was a gradual action and the

indigo lost colour, so that it is probable an effect was produced.

The expt. is worth pursuing therefore, but I can not spare time

for it here. It should be tried on sol. sul. soda or fuzed chloride

or iodide of lead.

1847. An amalgam of potassium put into water gives a strong

current with a plate of platina, the current being from the amalgam
through the liquor to the platina. Here could be no action of an

acid or alkali on the oxide formed: the electricity all from the

oxidation. See Davy on same effect, though not accompanied by
the same reasoning.

1848. Again, a plate of clean lead and a plate of platina put into

pure distilled water, with only a piece of filtering paper between,

gave a current which readily decomposed sol. iodide of potassium

at between the platina wire and plate there. Here no action of

the oxide formed any acid or alkali. The current was from the

lead to the platina in the solution.

1849. Iron and copper in S.A.^ in Potash and in Sulrt. Potash.

When Iron and copper are connected in dilute Sulphuric acid,

the current is feeble but from the Iron through the cup to the

copper. When the same metals are in solution of potash the current

is also feeble and in the same direction as before. When they are

in a solution of sulphuret of potassa, the current is reversed, being

from the C. to the Iron through the acid and pretty strong. In

this case a sulphuret of copper is quickly and beautifully formed.
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especially whilst the copper is in contact with the iron—but no
sulphuret of iron is produced.

1850. When the two pieces of iron and copper which have been

in the sulphuret of potassa are taken out, washed, wiped and,

being communicated with the galvanometer, are put into either

dilute Sul. Acid or sol. of potash, a very powerful current from

the iron to the copper through the fluid is produced, the two
metals having been highly exalted with regard to each other by
previous use in the sulphuret. It appears to be the copper which
is thus exalted, but the effect does not continue until all the

sulphuret is gone; for it lasts only for a short time and then the

iron and copper are very feeble towards each other in the acid

or potash, but are exalted as to their relations in the sulphuret.

Davy, Phil. Trans. 1826, p. 395.

185 1. Spark from single pair ofplates on contact. Used a new
Electromotor consisting of a double cylinder of copper and one

of Zinc, the latter amalgamated. The acid dilute Sulphuric, S. G.

about 1-25. A copper wire was fastened to the copper cylinders

and brought against the clean filed edge of the zinc cylinder. There

was no action of the plates before contact. There was a spark on
making contact quite as bright as the spark on breaking. The
points of contact must be clean and dry. On amalgamating the

points of contact the spark was much finer and larger for the

reasons before given.

29 MAY 1834.

1852. A weak battery used and silver poles in a solution of sul-

phuret of potassa. Plenty of sulphur was set free at the anode

and much combined with the silver. I do not believe that this

sulphur is a secondary result, but a direct result, because it passes

in the same direction as when copper and iron are put into a

solution of sulphuret. Sulphur is in both these expts. and in that

on sulphuret of silver an anion.

1853. Made a solution of seleniuret of potassa. It when acted

on by battery gave selenium at the anode,

1854. When copper and Iron were put into this solution of

seleniuret potassa, the current was from the iron through the

solution to the copper, and therefore the reverse of that in sol.
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sulphuret, but then the copper was very little acted upon—nothing
like what it was in sulphuret solution.

1855. Silver is more acted upon I think in the Selenium solution

than copper, and when Silver and copper are put into the solu-

tion the current is from the former through the electrolyte to the

latter. Hence proof that selenium is an anion.

1856. Silver and copper in Sulphuret of potassa give a reverse

current, but still the sulphur is an anion^ for now it goes to the

copper.

1857. Great points in Electricity which require to be decided.

Is not the existence of compound ions assumed rather than

proved.^ Has an acid or a base yet been determined to the

electrodes except in a solution, and would they go in equivalent

proportions in ordny. salt.'^ In fact is it not the simple bodies

only which truly and freely traverse.^ This not yet definitely

decided.

1858. If there are; still, may we not by Electrical relations of the

simple ions distinguish between real elements and such as we may
think to be such because we have not decomposed them.'^ That

is, will not electricity prove to be the test between bodies really

simple and those which are compound.^ If so, probably our

present elements are true and ultimate elements.

5 JUNE 1834.

1859. To ascertain if current by S.N. Acid would be intense

enough to decompose water by the apparatus described 1691,

1695, 1728, etc. In i was put dil. S.A. with a few drops of N.

Acid; in ii only dilute S.A. s.g. about 1*3 or 1*25. There was

a good current indicated by the effect on the iodide potassium

at X. In less than five minutes gas appeared both on and

in the second vessel. Supposing this might be due to some action

of the plates as nuclei, the connexion between 3 and 4 was broken

and I and 2 cleared from bubbles and all left in this state for 15

minutes, during which no bubbles appeared on either. The cur-

rent was then restored by contact of 3 and 4, and in a minute

bubbles were evident on 2 and in five minutes it was covered.

On breaking contact at 3 and 4, clearing 2 and restoring it to the
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solution for 1 5 minutes, no bubbles ; but on renewing the current

in 5 minutes plenty of bubbles.

1860. In this experiment there was more appearance of bubbles

at the anode in ii than at the cathode, i.e. more appearance of

oxygen at 2 than of hydrogen at i ; and again at 2 there were more
bubbles on that side of it which was towards the light and farthest

from I than on the other side. Thinking this might be due to an

aiding action of light, 2 was taken out and twisted half way
round so that the sides should change their relative situations, and

the current again restored. The gas was now evolved more on
the side in the dark than on the other side, so that that side had

an advantage in structure or some other point, but the difference

was by no means so great as before. And it is well worth ascer-

taining whether light does not aid a feeble current or affect its

power of decomposing in some way.

186 1. From the expt. altogether it is well shewn that the current

by S.N. A. can decompose water, whilst that from S.A. alone

cannot. Hence good proof of the necessary intensity required.

1862. Arranged another apparatus as above, but put a strong

solution of Potassa into i instead of Sul. acid. The zinc used in

this and the former was amalgamated zinc. There was a good
current at at, but the metallic communication was completed and

retained for 96 hours, or four days (without any interruption

except for a moment at a time to prove the continuance of the

current), and yet there was no appearance of decomposition in ii.

Hence the intensity of the current produced by potassa is not

enough to electrolyze water. The apparatus was finally left for

14 days, and though a current had passed the whole time no
decomposition of water had resulted.

1863. Made an experiment to ascertain whether, with currents

below the electrolytic intensity for water, pure water did not con-

duct as well as acidulated. An apparatus arranged exactly like

that just described was used, but i contained dilute Sul. Acid and

ii pure water. By observing the decomposition at at, there was

no appearance of obstruction by the water more than by acidulated

water, but rather indeed the reverse. The advantage of pure water

appeared to depend upon the platina plates in it not acquiring

that peculiar state which makes them tend to produce a counter
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current (Marianini's state) to the same degree that they do in the

dilute S. A. It is easy to examine this state in the apparatus, thus

:

let 4 touch the metal plate 3 (platina) ; a current runs round which

makes and acquire the peculiar state. If 4 be then lifted

off 3 and put on to the paper with sol. iodide potassium at x,

it will be found to exert but little decomposing power, if any;

but if it then be lifted up, and whilst up i and 2 be connected

a moment by a platina wire, their counter power is discharged,

and on putting 4 on to at quick powerful decomposition occurs.

By making 4 touch 3 again for a few moments, the passing current

restores the peculiar states of i and 2 and the effects can be

repeated.

1864. Now these effects are much less feeble when water is in ii

than when acid is there, and hence the reason why pure water is

a better conductor apparently than acidulated water. All the

phenomena are better observed with plates and an apparatus in

which the current has been circulating for a while. The plates

after that more easily take up the peculiar state. After 4 days the

current was passing through the water but no signs of decomposi-

tion in it had taken place. Nor after 14 days.

1865. Experimented with interposed plates of copper in order to

explain and reconcile the results at 1541, 1595, 1596.

This arrangement gave a good current.

c PC PC 7>c pM

12 PC PC T J

Four pair of copper and Platina thus arranged and always uzing

the dilute S. A. gave no sensible current.

Putting zinc for the extreme copper plate so as to make the

apparatus like the first, but with three interposed P. and C.

instead of one, gave a very feeble current, scarcely sensible.

Taking out one of the pairs of platina and copper, a current

passed much stronger than the last, but still feeble.

Taking out another pair so as to return to the first state, then

a moderately good current passed.
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Now instead of three platina and copper pairs, in the order in

which they would tend to assist the current forward as to direc-

tion at least, used only three interposed coppers, having the form
as before, and expected this would give feebler current, as the

copper surfaces i, 2, 3 were those places where hydrogen would
tend to appear. But the current was very good, being scarcely

at all diminished.

1866. I found however that if the apparatus was left a little while

communicated, the current soon ceased entirely, and then the

coppers were as platinas or as copper and platinas.

1867. This effect depended apparently on a peculiar state assumed

where the current passed into and out of the surfaces (Marianini),

giving them the power of producing a counter current; and when
the apparatus, being connected with the galvanometer, was all

quiescent, if the copper i was taken out and turned round, a

current was produced. If two or especially if the three coppers

were turned round, the current was very powerful for a while,

and then sank to nothing; at which time, if the coppers were

returned, the current was again renewed in the same direction.

1868. Hence, and with the oxidation, etc. of Zinc in its ordinary

state, etc., a reason for the anomalous effects in 1541, 1595, 1596.

1869. There seems to me little doubt but that this is still a part of

Marianini's state, but it seems to me to connect it with conditions

of the surfaces caused by the precipitation or evolution of matter

on them. Remember the extremely minute portion which would
suffice to produce this quantity of Electricity.

1870. Experimented on the gas voltaically evolved by amal-

gamated Zinc connected with a platina plate and acted on by
Potassa solution. The form of the experiment was just like that

before described with Acid, but the time required was much
longer, lasting from 3 hours. All the Hydrogen was evolved on

the platina and therefore electrolytically, but as it rose it ascended

against the zinc, which hung as it were over the platina. The plate

of zinc left in the same solution of alkali by itself weighed at first

164-55 grains, and at the end of the three hours 164-52 grains;

it had lost therefore essentially nothing. The other plate, which

weighed at first 175*5 grains, was reduced to 167-95 grains, having

had 7-55 grains oxidized and dissolved by the solution of alkaH.

c c c ?

2. 3

t^kMH
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The quantity of gas collected was io-8 c: i: at 64° F., and Bar.

29-8 with a water pressure expanding the gas of 5-5 inches = 0*4

of mercury and therefore = Bar. 29-4 inches.

1871. The gas corrected for temperature, pressure and moisture

becomes 10-274145 c: i: of hydrogen, which, increased one half

for the oxygen, gives 15-4112, etc. of O. and H. from water

decomposed. This brings out the number for zinc a little above

34, which is so near as to shew the truth of the principles, etc. etc.

advanced.

1872. Must observe that the power of acids, salts, chlorides, etc.

to increase conducting power of liquids affects them only as

electrolytes.

6 JUNE 1834.

1873. Experimented to ascertain whether platina electrodes in

acid and alkali really produced any current. Davy says they do

:

P. Tr., 1826, p. 404. I used the glass halved vessel and cleaned

the electrodes well first with emery and a cork. On immersion

there appeared to be a current from the alkali to the acid. This

current quickly fell to nothing, but if then and P^ were taken

out and changed side for side and then again plunged in as in

the second figure, there was a still stronger current than before,

but in the same direction, which quickly fell to nothing and could

then again be restored by changing sides. This effect is probably

partly due to electricity from the combining acid and alkali, partly

from that which the plates can produce in consequence of having

had a reverse current through them, and the whole result is I

suspect complicated; but there did seem to be an excess of action,

as if a current set in the main from the acid to the alkali. These

currents have nothing to do with the essential electricity of the

Voltaic pile.

9 JUNE 1834.

1874. Have been experimenting on the intensity necessary for

decomposition and on conductibility below that degree.

Amalgamated Zinc and a platina plate immersed in dil. S. A.

without N. A. gave origin to the electric current. The current was

passed through a galvanometer and sometimes through one and
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at other times through two places of decomposition a and h. At
first chloride of lead was placed at a and chloride of silver at

both fuzed on glass by lamps beneath. A very feeble current

passed through both, I think without decomposition in the chloride

of lead, but I cannot tell as to the chloride of silver; it was so

dark in colour and also so little electricity passed.

1875. Now the fuzed chloride of lead was left at a, but at b was
placed a plate and a wire (platina) with paper moistened in sol.

iodide Potassium there in the usual way. There was a moderate

decomposition of the iodide, shewing that the current passed the

chloride at a and decomposed at b'y yet when metallic contact was
made at h the chloride of lead did not appear to be decomposed.

It seemed to conduct without decomposition.

1876. Then fuzed chloride of silver was retained at h and the test

apparatus introduced at a. Now there was very quick action at a

on the iodide, as if a strong current passed, far stronger than with

chloride of lead intervening. I thought also there were appearances

as if the chloride of silver was electrolyzed by this current and

did not merely conduct as the lead chloride did.

1 877. Then arranged so as to have but one place of decomposition,

as for instance with the fuzed chloride of silver there, and put

the two ends of the wires as near together as they could be without

touching. Leaving all thus, there was at first but the smallest

indication of a current at the Galvanometer, but in a minute or

two the needle would swing round and indicate a strong current.

This I attribute to the reduction of the chloride of silver by the

current and the completion of the circuit metallically by the re-

duced silver. The process is a very good one to assist in giving

assurance of reduction by a current of given intensity, i.e. pro-

duced by amalgamated zinc on dil. sul. acid.

1878. Made the same experiment with chloride of lead but could

not get the same evidence of reduction. But then lead fusible at

that heat, and therefore would not extend across the Electrolyte

as silver does. Still, I think the chloride of lead is not reduced by
this current, but conducts without.

1879. Now arranged matters, putting at a the test apparatus and

at ^ a little pure water in a watch glass to represent the fuzed

bodies, and having only the small platina wires to complete

FDII 19
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communication instead ofplates. In 5 minutes and even in 2 minutes

decomposition of the iodide shewn; hence water conducts even

here, though not decomposed, but time longer than with the

other apparatus (1863).

1880. Arranged the test apparatus at a and fuzed nitre at taking

care that the heat merely fuzed the salt and did not decompose it.

The nitre conducts pretty well and decomposition of the iodide

follows. Sometimes it fails. I do not know why; probably from

want of contact in some of the wire; it is very important that

with these low currents contact should be quite sure. Often when
the wires seem to touch there is none because of a film of oxide

or dirt.

1 88 1. The nitre conducts better than water, but I could not per-

ceive any proofs of its own decomposition. No discoloration of

the platina nor any gas evolved.

10 JULY 1834.

1882. Experimented to ascertain the bad effect of a weak or

exhausted trough amongst several strong ones. Four troughs

were newly charged and arranged with a fifth containing an old

and exhausted charge so as to form one battery. A volta electro-

meter was arranged, the plates put down and the current of the

whole five troughs sent through the instrument for one minute.

One of the wires was then moved so that the current of the four

good troughs only should pass. In the first case only I'l cubic

inches of oxygen and hydrogen was obtained; in the second 8-4

cubic inches. So that the introduction of the one weak trough

had reduced the power of the associated troughs nearly | of

the whole amount under the circumstances.

1883. Another expt. was made with the whole and with different

parts of the battery for exactly equal times, namely half a minute

in the order set down.

The whole 50 pair of plates evolved only 0-9 of cubic inch.

The 40 well charged 4*6

The whole 50 i*o

The 10 weakly charged pair .... 0*4

The whole 50 1-15

The 40 well charged 3-0
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The general result is here very evident; the gradual fall in force

of the 40 is due to their action on the plates and consequent

deterioration. The gradual increase in power of the whole is due

to the increased temperature in the weakly charged trough by the

continually passing current and its consequent increase of force.

19-2
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1884. In the Voltaic pile, when circulation is complete, the Elec-

tricity is not formed or evolved, only arranged. Must consider

well that in this state it has no tension.

1885. Electricity of friction: its analogies, 1646, 1647.

1886. Though the quantity of electricity which passes when
equivalents of two different bodies are decomposed is the same,

the true or free force required may be very different and relates

to the intensity.

1887. Must explain the irregularity of current obtained with

nitrate or chloride of silver referred to at end of 476 par. of

printed series.

1888. Must consider also 526 printed series, and explain clearly

how the acid travelled.

1889. Must consider solid decompositions vii, Sulphuret of silver

871, and ascertain how they are related to definite action of elec-

tricity.

1890. Are any solids (which can decompose) structurized by the

effect of the passing current; 319, 494, 501 - 504 .'^

Ampere, Ann. de Chimie, li, p. 78.

1891. As to requisite intensity of current for decomposition, put

the following from old notes as perhaps useful: Hachette, Ann.

de Chimie, li, p. 74; Nobili, his third paper, conclusions, p. 34.

When current passed, decomposition always takes place, says

Nobili, p. 9 of translation of his first paper or p. 34 of his third

paper. Matteucci says not-. New Quar. Journal, i, p. 371 [} p. 612].

Volta says not, Phil. Trans., 1829, p. 16. Hachette.'^. Biot on

necessary intensity for decomp., Ency. Britt., Vol. 4, p. 440,

column I, article Galvanism. Was there in that case perfect in-

sulation or not, i.e. was there a current not enough to decompose ^

Same place and page, bottom of column i, is the difference of

gases evolved in solutions of nitre and Glauber not due to other

action.^ Salts compensating— this considered in relation to equi-

valency of chem. action.

1892. Try nonconducting power of a diamond when very hot.

1893. General relation of conduction to compound nature of

bodies : is there any, or only partial and accidental }
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1894. As to the great question: is it possible the sum of Electro

chemical decomposition can vary ? Decide this by use of sulphate

of Soda or salts of baryta or some body not subject to secondary

action tried against Sul. Acid. See 280, 521-523, 555, 559, 568,

600, 628-630, 632, 633, 681, 851, 852, 976, 978-982, 1247-1249.

1895. Try Zinc Pos. Electrode in Neutral sul. magnesia.

1896. As to general action of all the elements or matters present.

It would seem rather that only one gives way and transmits the

electricity unless the others rise to high proportion, and they can

so rise against the electrodes, i.e. in the part of the fluid in contact

with them. See 506, etc. Also P. Trans., 1807, pp. 18, 19.

1897. Agreement of my views of electro chem. decomposition

as to internal action with all the newer facts; 802, 804, 869, 1188.

1898. Independant nature of Electricity: is not consumed or

exhausted in any of its peculiar action; only transferred onwards.

1899. Probable effect in nature, trees, etc., 105, 407, 414. P.Tr.,

1807, p. 53, Note. Water probably the only body electrolized

here—nascent state of its elements. Query cause of buds pointing

upwards, roots downwards.

1900. Nervous action.

1901. Selected poles—with reference to principles of transfer, as

for iodides, sulphurets, etc., 390, 401. Perhaps decompose bodies

not yielding to platina poles by others of Zinc, Tin, etc. Try
iodides, sulphurets, artificial camphor, etc.; but not likely such

as the latter give way.

1902. Plumbago: is it always pure carbon .'^ Why found against

iron } True nature of carbon } Plumbago from cast iron by acids.

1903. Propose to restrict the term of Voltaic combination to

cases where an electrolyte is present and acting as such. May, in

the various modes ofaction of chemical powers, be others between

common action and voltaic; but if so, use other terms for these,

as they involve other principles of action.

5TH AUG. 1834.

1904. Certain laws of action (according to those named) of

Electric, Electro-magnetic and Electrolytic action.

1905. All parts of an equal and homogeneous conducting wire
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carrying a voltaic current exert equal actions. Savary, Ann. de

Chimie, xxxiv, 49. Also Becquerel.

1906. Two wires of the same substance transmit with equal in-

tensity the same voltaic current when the ratio of their lengths

to their transverse sections are the same. Davy, Becquerel^ Ann.
de Chimie, xxxiv, 21.

1907. Relation of Moving and magnetic effect to the quantity of

electricity passed. Herschel^ Phil. Trans., 1824, p. 168.

1908. The conducting power of metal for common electricity is

not influenced by xht form of the metal, i.e. whether cylindrical

or flattened or separated into form smaller : still the same. Harris^

Phil. Trans., 1827, p. 23.

1909. The Voltaic (Magnetic }) effect of two batteries of the same

length and same si^e ofplates is directlyproportional to the number
of plates. Each pair of plates produces an equal effect in whatever

part of the battery it is placed. Ritchie^ Phil. Trans., 1832, p. 289.

1910. The magnetic effect of the current of a pair of plates is

inversely as the square roots of their distance in a trough of equal

size with the plate. Ritchie^ Phil. Trans., 1832, p. 289.

191 1. Two batteries with plates of equal size and at equal dis-

tance have their energies (magnetic and chemical) very nearly

proportional to the square roots of the numbers of (pairs of .^)

plates. Ritchie^ Phil. Trans., 1832, p. 289.

1912. Several other laws as to relation of Magnetic deflection to

the electricity passed. Quar. Jour., N. S., i, p. 29.

1913. Some conclusions, general, of my own to consider, etc.

That very possible for the same quantity of Electricity to be

disturbed or transmitted yet not exert the same degree of force.

1914. Remarkable that though the quantity of electricity con-

cerned between the electro-chem. equivalents of oxygen and

sodium and chlorine and sodium must be the same, the forces

of attraction are not the same
;
or, as far as we know, the intensities

of the currents they can determine.

191 5. But considering the force of the electricity upon a magnet

whilst passing through a copper wire as a true and constant

measurer; it would appear that the electricity of the equivalents

are the true forces, and that the differences in the power of the

particles are due to the mode of its association with them.
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1 91 6. Quantity in Electricity appears to be analagous to the pitch

in sound or the colour in light, and intensity in electricity to the

loudness of the sound or the vividness of the light, i.e. to associate

with increased energy of vibration but not with more numerous

vibrations.

1917. The electricities appear to be the forces of attraction by
which two particles combine.

1918. In reality no compound Electrolytes have as yet been really

and equivalently decomposed.

1919. I must give soon my present view of the theory of Electro-

chemical decomposition as a whole.

19 AUG. 1834.

1920. Zodiacal light. Whilst at Walmer last month and the beging.

of this, I witnessed the Zodiacal light twice, and have some
suspicion of its cause. The ray was like an acute spindle, larger

below than above and not at all like a ray depending upon the

shadow of the clouds. It was vertical. The sky was pretty clear—

indeed very clear, except that three or four thin streaks of very

light cloud ran across the ray, and these were most distinctly more
luminous where the ray crossed them than the rest of the ray, i.e.

those parts of the ray which intersected the clouds were more
luminous than the other clear parts. Hence I conclude that the

ray depends upon light coming to the eye from particles in the

atmosphere of the earth, and that in this case, the crossing clouds

presenting more particles, reflected more light than the clear parts.

1921. If this be so, then the Zodiacal light would not be the

Visible projection of a disc or ray of light surrounding the sun

in one direction, for such a ray would be visible to an eye placed

out of the earth's atmosphere, if the sun's body could be shaded

from it; but must depend essentially on our atmosphere. In that

case it is a terrestrial phenomenon in part and not purely a solar

phenomenon.

1922. May it not be due to light reflected from the surface of

the earth and the waters, etc. thereon, which being thrown off

at an angle of incidence equal, strikes upon and illuminates the

haze and so produces the luminous image: and would not the

reflection be such as to make the light more distinct in the
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(vertical) plane containing the observer, the sun and the center

of the earth, and so produce the narrowing of the image and the

appearance of the ray as a spindle and not a diffuse twilight or

illumination ?

Can experiment on the latter point.

1923. Mentioned my view to Mr Christie on the Evening of the

13 Aug., 1834, when he told me of his observation of a vertical

ray, expanding upwards, which appeared from behind clouds and

which he referred to some effect of repeated reflection from the

clouds. He did not consider what he had seen as the Zodiacal

light, nor did he think it was due to reflection from the earth's

surface, but the clouds' surface, etc.

21 AUG. 1834.

1924. Have been considering of the new construction of the

battery and have given Newman orders to prepare the trough and

plates. It is quite clear to me that when the copper surrounds the

zinc, there is no use in or occasion to insulate one copper from

its neighbour, as the copper i from the copper 2 : the electrolyte

which is between is a sufficient insulation, for several reasons. In

the first place, the coppers 2 and i have of themselves equal

chemical relation to the liquid between, and will not therefore

induce any current or electrical action. In the next place the

relation of 2 as an electric exciter, etc. is to the Zinc within it and

not to the copper without it. In the third place, if there were a

tendency of an electric current backwards from the copper i to

the copper 2, it could not pass because the power required to

decompose an electrolyte, i.e. the fluid between i and 2, is more
than a single pair of plates can produce; and only a single pair

can be active in urging the current backward between two con-

secutive coppers.

1925. References on this subject of the battery.

Pepys apparatus for raising and lowering the plates. Quar. Jour.,

i, p. 193.

Hare's revolving battery. Quar. Jour., xvii, 378; or Phil. Mag.,

Ixiii, 241.

Hare's Calorimotor. Ann. Phil., N. S., i, 329; or Gray's Opera-

tive Chemist, p. 222, etc.
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1926. The question is whether 3 can discharge to 2 through i.

Can try that by an expt.

23 AUG. 1834.

1927. Arranged two cups with Zinc and copper as in the figure,

with dil. S. A. in the cups. There was a current on first immersion,

but it soon fell. On taking out the plates and re-immersing them,

there was" again a current, but it fell again. When O and Cs

touched, the current was extremely more powerful. Hence there

would be back discharge in a battery of Zinc and copper charged

with dil. S. A. at the moment when the charge first put in.

1928. But supposing the ends of the battery connected so as to

open the right door for the current, it would probably be much
less: perhaps even nothing important.

1929. When Platina was used instead of and O, then scarcely

any current was obtained, so that a battery of Zinc and Platina

would not have back discharge.

1930. When a little N.A. was added to the S. A. in the vessels,

then there was a constant current in the apparatus, but it was small

compared to what passed when and C3 touched. Still it shews

there would be a continual loss, though how little that might be

when the poles of the battery are connected is not so clear.

193 1. It is still well worth while making the expt. and ascer-

taining how well such a battery will act. With the power of

pouring the acid on and off, it may much surpass common
batteries.

1932. Must try this expt.: for that is the true state of the case.

When the electrodes are unconnected, there will be a current

through the galvanometer g; but what will there be when they

are connected }

25 AUG. 1834.

1933. To-day procured the Electric spark from a Magnet directly,

i.e. used no soft iron lifter or other intermediate magnet. The
arrangement is here shewn in section*.

A, a cylinder magnet 10 inches long, ^ in diameter; it would
not lift more than 2 oz. at either pole. B a pastboard cylinder in

which A could move freely. C, C, two collars ofpastboard backed

[1933]
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by the two bungs D, D, which were fastened by sealing wax to

the cylinder B. E, about feet of copper wire covered with

white silk and coiled between the collars, C, C. F, one end of the

coil soldered to a copper plate G. H, the other end of the coil,

bent so as to rest upon the plate G and bear against it with a little

spring. The wire and plate where they touched were amalgamated.

I, a piece of wood which, when urged forward by the magnet A,

would separate the wire H from G at the most favourable moment
of time. K, a wall to stop the magnet.

1934. When A, being partly out as in the figure, was driven

quickly up the cylinder, it opened H from G before its motion

was concluded, and the spark was seen there. The Electricity here

is much more directly from the magnet than in the usual way of

procuring a spark.

8 SEPTR. 1834.

1935. Endeavoured to examine crystal of lead by polarized light.

Was able easily to arrange a watch glass between my tourmalines

and so get a ray through, but did not procure a good crystal. All

the crystals when examined closely were dendritical and not plates,

and too opaque in the solid parts. I used only ten pairs of plates

:

think I shall do better with 40 or 50 pair and a stronger solution

of the acetate. Crystals formed slowly appear to be more solid

than those formed quickly.

Should also put on a lead tree: perhaps get some good
crystals there.

13 SEPTR. 1834.

1936. Have experimented on the new construction of trough.

Newman has made me a wooden trough 18 inches long, 3I inches

wide and 3^ inches deep, on Hare's construction, so as to revolve

90° and put the acid on or off the plates. He has also prepared

me 40 pr. of zinc and copper plates of right width and size, so

that I could bend them over a mould and make them agree

together. Three plates of plate glass were used, one at the bottom
and one at each side of the half trough which was to receive the

plates. The plates were bent, pieces of cork adapted to the four

corners of the zinc plates and then the whole packed in the trough
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thus; making in fact Wollaston's arrangement, but then there was

only a double thickness of cartridge paper between the different

coppers, instead of an impervious division; and the plates being

all pressed up together, the 40 pairs only occupied about 14 inches

or 14-3 inches in length of the trough. The Glass plates were then

wedged up by pieces of wood on one side. The space at the end

was filled up by corks to keep the plates tight. The end plates

were connected with the copper pivots on which the trough

turned, and these working on copper bearings, gave opportunity

of using fixed poles.

1937. A charge of ordinary acid was then put in the vacant side

and the trough used for various expts. of decomposition, heating,

etc. etc. The connection of the apparatus with the poles was made
first— then the acid was poured on to the plates— the effect ob-

tained—the acid passed back again and the whole left in a quiescent

state. The apparatus decomposed water well and rapidly— it gave

an excellent spark-it heated a good length of wire— it burnt

metals very well— it gave a fair shock. It did I think the work
of 40 pair of three inch square plates well, and was used in this

way for continual experiments for 45 minutes. At the end of that

time the power was weak, and on tasting the liquor it was scarcely

acid sensibly. It had no green colour and had dissolved Httle or

no copper. It was removed, water poured over the plates— that

removed, and the whole left to itself.

1938. The quantity of dilute acid used was not more than 3 Pints

—not enough for a single trough of the usual construction of ten

pair of plates—but acting on 40 pairs, it was no wonder that it

was so soon neutralized. Thus all the effect of the acid was

obtained, and a very small quantity does.

1939. It is quite clear that the construction is good in principle

and that the coppers need not be separated more than not to touch.

1940. The wood was oiled— the electrodes had better descend to

the edge and front of the stand. Oiled thin millboard, pastboard

or even paper (cartridge) better perhaps between the coppers than

unoiled.

194 1. Must have one made with plates in a frame to drop into

a box of acid. Must have a plug at the corner of trough to with-

draw the acid by.
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1942. Advantages. Compact powerful form and effective instru-

ment. No annoyance of gas evolved. Obtain the effect of first

immersion. Have a uniform charge always. No copper dissolved

and precipitated on the zinc. No waste of force between the experi-

ments. Economy of zinc and consequent lightness of a 50 pair

battery. Economy of acid. Ready manipulation.

1943. want more [illegible] effect, then have plates in a frame

and drop them into the acid.

15 SEPTR. 1834.

1944. Worked with the new trough of 40 pr. 3 inch plates, paper

only being between the contiguous coppers. The object was to

ascertain what took place between the coppers, and how the

electricity passed, if any passed there. For this purpose a single

copper plate was put between two contiguous coppers, but with

the double thickness of cartridge paper between it and the copper

on both sides, thus. A wire proceeded from that plate and was

connected with a galvanometer, and another wire from the gal-

vanometer was made to touch any desired part of the battery.

1945. When the electrophores were not connected and there was

consequently no current through the battery, and the wire a

was made to touch the copper i, there was a pretty strong current

from i, through the galvanometer wires to ii, and I conclude

from ii through the interposed acid and paper to copper 3, and

back through that copper to the zinc 4 and so from it through

the acid in i to the copper i. This might be expected from the

expt. 1927, and shews that the electricity could pass between the

coppers, the charge being Sulpho nitric acid and the electrophores

not connected. This would be a losing current in the active battery.

1946. When, instead of touching the copper i, the wire a touched

the zinc 4, or any part of its copper 3, a current equally strong,

but in the reverse direction, was produced. This effect also might

be expected, as the electrophores were still unconnected.

1947. When (the electrophores not being in contact), the wire a

touched any zinc to the right of the inserted plate ii, or any copper

in metallic contact with such zincs, or the zinc plate 4 or its

copper, then the electric current was from the inserted plate ii

to the galvanometer and away to the touched plate. But when a
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touched any zinc plate to the left of the zinc plate 4, or any copper

in metallic connection with such zinc plates, the current was from

the galvanometer to the inserted plate and so round to the plate

touched by a.

1948. Now brought the electrophores in contact, so as to allow

the battery current to circulate and relieve the tension of the

apparatus. In this case, when a was communicated with the

copper i, the current was as strong as in the former case when
the electrophores were not in contact; but in the reverse direction,

being from the inserted plate ii to the copper i. This current is

in the same direction as that through the battery, and would rather

aid than be a cause of loss of power; and at all events it goes to

prove that if ii were away, electricity would not go from i through

the acid to the contiguous copper 3, for it appears rather that

electricity proceeds from 3 to ii, which is now only a part of i:

the outer face, as it were, of it.

1949. It seems just now as if an insulation between the coppers i

and 3 would do more harm than good, since when there is no
insulation, a current passes from one to the other in the direction

of that which is general to the whole connected battery.

1950. If, whilst the electrophores were still in contact, the wire a

were made to touch the copper 3 or the zinc 4 connected with it,

the current is always from the interposed plate ii to the Gal-

vanometer. This however would imply that the electricity of the

Zinc 4 could pass through i and the acid next to it to 3 or at least

to ii, which in one case is made part of 3 and gives a current

through the Galvanometer to it. Must examine all these effects

by two interposed plates and see how they are related to each

other.

195 1. When the wire a is placed in contact with zinc plates far

to the right or left of the inserted plate ii, then irregular effects

take place, dependant I think in part on a Marianini state of

plates induced by the previous current.

1952. Now ceased these experiments; removed all the old charge;

washed out the trough; made a new charge of Sulphuric and

nitric acid; connected a volta electrometer with the trough; put

it into action and collected the Oxygen and hydrogen evolved

from the instrument, i.e. the volta electrometer. It gave 44 cubical
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inches of oxygen and hydrogen, which, without making any cor-

rection for temperature, pressure and moisture, is equal to about

5*68 grains of water decomposed.

1953. The whole charge, being still somewhat acid, was with-

drawn, the plates washed and the liquid evaporated down to

dryness, so as to give a dry uniform result; it weighed 5255 grains.

18 SEPT. 1834.

1954. 200 grains of this mass were dissolved in water—heated-

excess of carb. soda added to it—the whole boiled— the precipitate

well washed— filtered and dried on a warm plate. It gave 109 gr.

carb. zinc; but on heating this in a platina crucible on the sand

bath, water continued to rise and also carbonic acid; it was there-

fore heated red hot and became 79*57 grs. of oxide of zinc without

any carbonate. The 5255 grs. contained therefore 2090 grs. of

oxide of zinc or 1677 grains of zinc.

1955. Hence each of the 40 plates must have lost nearly 42 grains

of zinc. Now 5-68 grains of water is equivalent to 20-5 grains

of zinc, so that twice the quantity of zinc was oxidized and

dissolved than was really needful in its most effective condition

to produce the electricity required to decompose the water in the

Volta electrometer.

1956. Still, the quantity of acid used for this decomposition was

very small as compared to that required in the ordinary battery.

The exhausted charge contained no copper. On acting on it by
the carb. soda or by lime or alkali, much ammonia was found

present, probably formed by the action of the Zinc, etc. on the

N. A. of the charge.

1957. It is very probable that a dilute pure S. A., i.e. without

N. A., will be a more economical charge as to the action on the

zinc plates; must try it and get the results.

1958. Expts. 1944 and 1948 shew that when the wire a is touching

the copper i, reverse effects are produced according as the electro-

phores are in contact or not at x. Proceeded to make communica-

tion at Xby means ofdifferent fluids, to ascertain when the reversion

would commence. If contact be metallic at x^ the electric current

is from the inserted plate ii to the galvanometer and away through

the wire a to the copper i.

I
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1959. On putting a volta electrometer filled with dilute Sul. Acid

at a:, the current was in the same direction. On dipping platina

plates connected with the electrophores into my volta electro-

meter Sul. Acid, the current was still in the same direction, although

the plates were 6 inches apart and did but just touch the acid.

1960. On dipping the same plates into a basin of water the current

was reversed, being the same as if the electrophores were not

communicated. Adding a little Sul. Soda, still retained the current

in the same state. But adding a little Sul. Acid, the conducting

power was so far increased that by putting the plates either far

into the fluid or near together, the effect of connected Electro-

phores could be obtained; or by putting them farther apart or

but little immersed the effect of non contact of the electrophores

was produced.

1961. The charge used for these experiments contained a little

copper, but it was that portion which had been acted upon at the

time the battery was tuned up and out of action—flowing indeed

from the interposed papers.

1962. Now dismounted the trough, took out all the papers and

put in others of double cartridge paper which had been waxed,

each having been dipped in a bath of yellow wax heated to 310°,

so as to drive out air and water vapour and leave the papers

thoroughly impregnated.

19 SEPTR. 1834.

1963. Used the waxed paper battery, 40 pr. 3 inch plates, the

charge, as before, being Sul. N. Acid of the usual strength. The
gas in the volta Electrometer was 37-8 c. inches of Ox. and

Hy. = 4-88 grains of water decomposed.

1964. The charge, being removed, was made up to 140 c:i:

uniformly mixed; and then 10 c: i: were put into a flask, made
hot, sol. carb. soda gradually added until in excess, the whole

boiled, the precipitate well washed, filtered, dried, ignited in a

platina crucible and weighed: it was pure oxide of zinc and

amounted to 103*7 grains. Hence the whole charge contained

1451-8 gr. = 1 165 gr. metal zinc; and each of the 40 plates had

lost 29-1 grains.

1965. Now 4*88 gr. of water are = 17*6 zinc, so that 1*65 times
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the equivalent of zinc had been used to decompose the water.

This is a good result, better than the one from the trough with

only common paper. 1-65 x 40 = 66, the number of equivalents

of zinc in the whole battery used to decompose elsewhere one

equivalent of water.

1966. Now used two porcellain troughs with Wollaston's plates,

4 inches square, the two containing 20 pr. plates. The acid was
of the same charge as before. Here the action was far more steady

and durable than before and for any given time more abundant,

but then the zincs have nearly double the surface of the others

and the acid is in much greater quantity.

1967. The quantity of gas from the Volta electrometer was

124-5 c: i: = 1 6* I gr. of water decomposed.

1968. The charge mixed altogether = 480 c: i: Of this, 10 c: i:

were decomposed as before and gave 160 grs. oxide. The 480 c: i:

therefore contained 7680 grs. of oxide or 6237 grs. zinc, and each

of the 20 zinc plates must have lost 311-8 grs. of metal. Now 16-

1

of water are equivalent to 58-14 of zinc, so that 5-36 equivalents

of zinc from each plate had been used to obtain one equivalent

of action in the volta electrometer— 5-36 x 20 = 107-2, the whole

number of equivalents of zinc used in the battery in this case.

1969. Used now only one Wollaston's trough, i.e. 10 pr. 4 inch

plates, double coppers— same charge as before. The current of gas

at the Volta electrometer was apparently much less than it ought

to be, and from circumstances the acid within had been diluted

about
I
with water and was not therefore so good a conductor.

The experiment therefore not fairly comparable with the former.

1970. The gas from the Volta Electrometer was 54 c:i: =7
grains water. The whole charge was 240 c:i: 10 c:i: gave

222 grs. oxide: the 240 c: i: contained therefore 5328 grs. oxide

or 4275-5 zinc, and each of the ten plates must have lost 427-55 gr.

of zinc. The 7 gr. of water are equivalent to 25-28 zinc: so that

16-9 equivalents of zinc from each plate or 169 equivalents from

the whole trough had been used to decompose one equivalent

of water.
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1971. Collected results of battery action in producing the de-

composition of one equivalent of water in a volta electrometer

:

Equivalents of Zinc used. at one atwhole
plate. battery.

^y; / )

1

My 40 pr. 3 inch plates— double coppers— common papers 2-05 82-0

waxed papers 1-65 66-0

1966—1968 Two porcellain trough 20 pr. 4 inch— double coppers 'i"x6 107-2

1060—1070 Do. 16-00 i6q-2

1006 My 40 pr. 3 inch—wax papers W 200— S.A.9- N. A. 4 vols. 2-786 III-5

I007 L.V.E. 200 9 8 2-260 00-4

1008 L.V.E. 200 / 4-102 175-7

2001 L.V.E. 200 8 1-854 74-16

200 L.V.E. 200 16 1-82 72-80

2004 L.V.E. 200 32 2-10 84-0

2005 L.V.E. 200 4i 4 2-16 86-4

2006 S.V.E. 200 4| 4 2-17 86-8

2007 both V. E. 200 42 4 1-207 48-28

2008 . . only 20 pr L. V. E. 200 4| 4 2-53 50-60

2000 200 4| 4 37-25

2013 40pr. 4 inch— Porcellain— Old— L. V. E. 200 4| 4 3'544 141-76

2015 20 pr. Do. Do. Do. 200 4i 4 105-00

2016 10 pr. Do. Do. Do. 200 4i 4 14 140-00

2017 My 20 pr. 4 inch—wax

papers—New—L. V. E. 200 A 4 J)
46-40

2018 . . 10 L.V.E. 200 42 4 6-7-58 67-58

2019 . . 20 both V. E. 200 4|'2 4 4-85 97-00

2020 . . 20 . . . again as 2017 200 4! 4 80-40

2027 20 pr. 4 inch— Porcellain—New ist time 200 ^2 4 74

2028 My 40 pr. 3 inch—common papers-

no glasses 200 4 4 2-527 lOI

2020 . . 20 pr. 4 inch Do. Old 200 4 4 ^•864 77-28

2039 . . 20 pr. 4 inch— porcellain— used 3

or 4 times 200 4 4 118

2040 . . 10 pr. 4 inch— porcellain (double acid) 200 9 8 24-435 244-

5

2041 . . 10 pr. 4 by 8— porcellain (single acid) 200 4 4 25-68
>

256-8

2043 . . 20 pr. 4 inch— porcellain .... 200 4 4 14*4'? 288-6

2044 . . 40 pr. 4 inch— porcellain (half acid) 200 -\ 2 4-7 188

2045 . . 20 pr. 4 by 8— porcellain (half acid) 200 -\ 2 6-54 130-8

2046 . . 10 pr. 8 by 8— porcellain (half acid) 200
"k

2 16-4 164-0

2047 My 20 pr. 4 inch—common paper

(single acid) 200 4 4 3-57 71-4

2054 . . 20 pr. 4 inch— porcellain (have rested) 200 4 4 9 180

2055 My 20 pr. 4 inch—common paper (Do.) 200 4 4 3-265 65-3

2056 My 20 pr. 4 inch—Wax paper cells 200 4 4 3-275 65-5

May take 100 c: i: of damp O. and H. at 60° and 30 inches bar. as = 12-68 gr. of water.
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1972. With regard to the superiority of many plates over few

plates in decomposing power, not merely by comparison of one

plate from each arrangement, but of the whole of the metal in one

battery with the whole of that in another, it of course must depend

on the intensity obtained by many plates; for that intensity urges

the current round through the decomposing or bad conductor;

and in proportion as that is facilitated the proportion of chemical

action which becomes current instead of local is increased, and of

course there is less lost force.

1973. With a perfectly good conductor nearly all the electricity

is passed, i.e. nearly all the chemical power becomes current even

with a single pair of plates. With an interposed non conductor

NONE of the chemical power becomes current. With an imperfect

conductor more or less of the chemical power becomes current^

as the circumstances favouring the conducting power across the

imperfect conductor are exalted or diminished. These circum-

stances are

Actual increase or improvement of the conducting power.

Enlargement of the Electrodes.

Approximation of the Electrodes.

Increased intensity of the passing current.

1974. The appearance of hydrogen or gas rising from the zincs

in the trough is bad. In a trough unconnected in which it was

thus rising, when the ends were connected by a thick wire much
less rose from the zinc and more from the neighbouring coppers.

This shews that making the communication better or perfect con-

verts local into current chemical action.

1975. No hydrogen ought to rise from zincs in a perfect and

connected trough even though the charge Sul. Acid only. But

as there are impurities in the zinc there are always a number of

small circles which will cause such evolution.

1976. Pure zinc, if it could be had, would be very important in

the construction of a battery, because it would prevent these small

circuits. Could it not easily be redistilled at the Zinc works }

1977. There was no copper in any of the last three experiments

in the charge of the troughs; zinc only had been dissolved. The
way in which copper gets into the charge is by the latter dissolving

the dirty deposit of copper always formed from common zinc
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because of its impurities, this solution taking place when the plates

are removed from the acid. When immersed, a little of this copper

precipitates on the zinc by local chemical action, and then pro-

duces with it small circuits occasioning sad loss of power.

1978. Volta electrometer. The plates should not be so close that,

when there is great evolution of gas between them, it may, by
not getting away quickly enough, retard conducting power. The
wires should be thick, or else they become heated, and even

ignited, and then crack the glass. The plates should be larger than

I have made them— at least for the discharge of the current of a

battery.

1979. Experimented upon the condition of the interposed copper

plate (1944) with the trough of 40 pr. 3 inch plates, which had

now Waxed papers interposed (1962), instead of unwaxed papers.

When the wire a touched the copper" i in any part, or the zinc

plate attached to [it] (the circuit of the battery not being closed

at x), the current was from the galvanometer to the interposed

plate just as if the papers had been unwaxed (1944).

When the wire a (the circuit of the battery not being completed)

touched the zinc 4 or any part of the copper 3 connected with it,

then the current was from the interposed plate to the galvanometer

and back through the wire <2, just as when unwaxed paper were
used in the battery (1946).

1980*. When the battery circuit at x was complete and the wire a

was made to touch the copper i or its zinc, the current was from
the inserted plate ii to the galvanometer and back through the

wire a, as in the battery without the waxed paper (1948), and

therefore the reverse of what takes place with the battery uncon-

nected at X. This is the important condition of things, since when
the battery is in use it is always more or less connected at x.

198 1. When the battery circuit at x was complete^ if the wire a

touched the zinc 4 or any part of the copper attached to it, the

current was from the interposed plate ii to the Galvanometer and
back through a to the zinc 4: but it was weaker than in the case

of unwaxed papers (1950), or in the case of non-contact at x
(1946, 1979).

1982. When the wire a touched the zinc 4 or its copper (the

electrophores not in contact), or any zinc or copper to the right

* [1980]

IT P
^/ \l
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of the interposed plate, the current was from that plate to the

galvanometer and away through wire a. But when it touched

any zinc to the left except 4, or any copper of such zincs, then

the current was from the wire a to the galvanometer and so to the

interposed plate, just as when unwaxed papers were used. See

(1947).

1983. These effects appear to shew that waxed paper conducts

like unwaxed paper, though not so strongly. Put (to try this)

a diaphragm of waxed paper across my bisected cell and put poles

from a battery on each side. There was action as if conduction

through the waxed paper.

1984. Believing this to be due to the little film of acid which

could creep by the paper edges and cause moistening, I folded

up a paper dish, and floating it on dilute S. A., put some also

inside, and then put one pole outside and the other in. There

was now no conduction and hence wax does insulate.

1985. But it is evident how much a little contact allows, and I

believe that wet ordinary porcellain partitions are of very little

consequence. See 1986 in correction as to insulation.

25 SEPTR. 1834.

1986. Experimented on insulating power of divisions in a por-

cellain trough. When a zinc and a copper plate were put into two
neighbouring cells and connected by a galvanometer, the division

of porcellain between them being also dry at the upper edge, there

was scarcely any current. The insulation was very good.

1987. When the trough was tilted so that the acid in the two cells

communicated over the edge a little at the lowest side, there was

conduction and deflection.

1988. The putting in of too much acid, or the increase in bulk

of the liquid from the gas rising in a charged trough, often does

as much or more than was done in the preceeding expt.

1989. Repeated the experiments with an interposed plate (1944,

1979, etc. etc.), using now the porcellain trough and insulating

the interposed plate by porcellain divisions on both sides, thus.

Deflections of the galvanometer needle occurred as in the former

cases, and in the same directions in all cases; but they were to

a very small extent. If the divisions had insulated perfectly there
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would have been none. If the acid had flowed over the top of

the partitions there would have been more.

1990. In the expts. with waxed papers, the influence gets round

the sides and bottoms of the papers, for the paper itself does not

conduct (1984).

1991. In the unwaxed papers (1944) the effect is a maximum.

1992. The simple question which needs practically to be settled

is whether it is favourable or disadvantageous when the battery

is connected in a circuit.

1993*. Have made a new Volta Electrometer with large plates

and thick wires. The jar was inches deep and inches in

diameter: the plates 4 inches high and 2*3 inches wide. The acid

in the jar covered them. The thick platina wires soldered to them

by gold passed through the bottom into ivory cups containing

mercury, and here the communication was made. The liquid in

the jar was diluted Sul. Acid of S. G. 1-336. The top of the jar

was of turned mahogany, which had been soaked in wax at the

temp, of 300° and allowed to cool under the surface of the wax.

It was perfectly tight and answered exceedingly well.

1994. Proceeded to experiment upon my trough and others for

the purpose of comparison, using this new volta electrometer to

measure the action, and exciting the trough by acids of known
strength. For this purpose Sulphuric and nitric acid of the same
constant strength was used. The sulphuric acid was strong oil of

vitriol. The nitric acid was of the ordinary kind and a cubical

inch of it dissolved grains of marble.

1995. Besides this, the quantity of charge was always ascertained

and a portion of it analysed by being precipitated by carb. soda

in excess, boiled, decanted, washed, dried, heated red hot and

the proportion of oxide of zinc left ascertained.

1996. i. My trough of 40 pr. 3 inch plates^ double coppers^ wax
papers. Proportions of the Charge by Vol., 200 W.; 9 S.A.;

4 N. A. The connection made with the volta electrometer before

the charge was poured on to the plates and continued until the

action was very slow and almost nothing. The acid was poured
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back once or twice to mix it and returned. At the last it came

off tasting neutral or nearly so, but sulphate of zinc soon covers

the taste of acid. The acid evolved a little gas from the plates in

the trough. After the action had ceased the acid was withdrawn,

estimated and analysed. The plates were washed in clean water

and were then ready for a second experiment. This was the course

pursued in all. In the present instance—

The O. and H. from the Volta Electrometer (large one) was

28*5 cubic inches = 3*614 grs. of water decomposed.

The quantity of charge was 134 c:i: Of this, 10 c:i: gave

135 gr. of oxide of zinc. The whole charge contained therefore

1809 Ox. Zinc, or 1451-6 gr. metal, and each plate had lost nearly

36*3 grs. zinc. Now 3*614 water are equivalent to 13*05 grs. of

zinc, so that 2-786 equivalents of zinc from each plate had been

used, or 111-5 equivalents from the whole battery.

1997. ii. My trough of40 pr. 3 inch plates, double coppers, waxed

papers. Charge, W. 200; S. A. 9; N. A. 8 vols.; the N. A. double

that in i, rest unchanged.

The action here was strong, the heat in the trough great and

much waxy scum floated up, from the paper, melted by the heat,

displaced by the gas and currents, etc.

The O. and H. from large volta electrometer = 39 c: i: = 4*945

gr. water decompd.

The vol. of charge was 135 c: i:; 10 c: i: gave 149 gr. ox. zinc;

the whole charge contained therefore 2011*5 g^- Ox. Zinc or

1614*16 gr. Zinc. Each plate had lost 40*354 gr. zinc. As 4*945 W.
are equivalent to 17*857 gr. zinc, each plate had lost 2-26 equiva-

lents for one equiv. of water, or the battery had lost 90-4 equiva-

lents.

1998. iii. My trough of40 pr. 3 inch plates, double coppers, waxed

papers. Charge, W. 200; S. A. 9; N. A. none; to compare with

i and ii in that respect. There was much gas of course evolved

here from the battery plates. It seemed to be irregular, more
rising between some plates than between others. The gas, by
swelling the bulk of the acid, made it overflow the edges of the

plates, and so add to the discharging effect (if any) round the

edges and bottoms. The heat produced in the battery was very

little compared to iii or even ii.
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The O. and H. from Volt. Electr. was 16-5 c: i: = 2-092 grs.

of water decomposed.

The vol. of charge was 139 c:i:; of which 10 c:i: gave

119 grs. Ox. Zinc, or 1654 grs. for the whole charge = 1327-3 zinc

or 33* 18 gr. each plate loss of metal.

As 2-092 water are equivalent to 7-554 zinc, each plate had lost

4-392 equivalents, or the whole battery had lost 175*7 equivalents

of zinc.

1999. When the charge is dilute S.A. without N.A., much
copper in black flakes, loose, is thrown up. This I presume is the

impurity of the zinc which is loosened by the hydrogen gas

acting mechanically and tearing it off from the surface, where the

charge acting without evolving gas would leave it. As such

particles tend to discharge the circuit on the surface of the zinc,

their removal is important and the use of dilute S. A. now and

then on the plates may be very valuable in effecting this object.

Can try this in a glass with a single pair.

2000. It is important to keep all copper in solution and also all

loose copper out of the trough. The lead in the zinc would
probably do no harm because of its electric relation to it.

26 SEPTR. 1834.

2001. iv. My trough 40 pr. 3 inch plates^ double coppers^ waxed
papers. Charge, W. 200; N. A. 8; S.A. none— to compare with

i, ii and iii. The action was good at first but soon fell. As there

was no gas evolved in the trough, there was no mixing action

there, and the charge had to be transferred to and fro several

times. The acid soon tasted neutral— there was no heat scarcely

evolved in the battery— the exhausted charge was very clean and

brought away no loose copper or lead flocculi or particles.

The gas from V. Electr. (large) was 11-5 c:i:= 1*458 grs.

water decomposed.

The vol. of charge was 139 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 35 gr.

ox. zinc, and the 139 contained therefore 486-5 grs. Ox. zinc, or

390-4 gr. metal zinc; or each plate had lost 9-76 grains.

As 1*458 W. is equivalent to 5*265 zinc, each plate had lost

1*854 equivalents, or the whole battery 74*16 equivalents.

2002. A portion of this exhausted charge being put aside (as the
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rest were), bubbles of gas rose from it for some time after-

wards.

2003. V. My trough 40 pr. 3 inch plates^ double coppers^ waxed

papers. Charge, W. 200; N. A. 16; S.A. none— to compare with

former. The action was good and quick— slackening suddenly

rather— there was no copper or lead loosened—no copper in

solution, or at least very little. After the exhausted charge was

removed and put aside, little bubbles of gas rose from it as in

the last case.

The gas from large volt, electr. = 23*2 c:i:= 2*942 grains

water decomposed.

The vol. of charge was 144 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 67 gr.

oxide of zinc; the whole contained therefore 964-8 gr. Ox. Zinc

or 774*2 gr. metal zinc; or 19*355 gr. loss each plate.

As 2-942 W. are equivalent to 10-624 ^-j ^^ch plate had lost

1-82 equivalents, or the whole had lost 72-8 equivalents of Zinc.

2004. vi. My trough of 40 pr, 3 inch plates^ double coppers^ wax
papers. Charge, W. 200; N.A. 32; no S.A.— to compare with

the former. The gas in trough was strong—much heat evolved

there—some gas set free in the trough— query what gas—action

fell quickly at the close. Whenever N.A. is used in the charge

Ammonia is formed— of course at the cathodes in the cells.

The gas evolved in large V. Electr. = 38-5 c:i:= 4*882 gr.

water decomposed.

The vol. of charge was 140 c:i:; of which 10 c:i: gave

132 gr. Ox. Zinc and the whole therefore contained 1848 gr. ox.

zinc or 1483 gr. metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 37*075

gr. metal.

As 4*882 W. is equivalent to 17*63 zinc, each plate had lost

2- 1 equivalents or the whole battery 84 equivalents of zinc.

2005. vii. My trough of40 pr. plates 3 inches^ double coppers^ wax
papers. Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4-5; N.A. 4 vols. Acid half

strength of ii. Action very fair and steady.

The gas evolved from large V. Electr. = 23-3 c: i: = 2-954 gr.

water decompd.

The charge = 140 c: i:; of which, 10 c: i: gave 82 gr. and the

whole therefore 1148 gr. oxide of zinc, or 921-2 gr. metal zinc

= 23-03 gr. zinc loss each plate.
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As 2*954 W. is equivalent to 10-667 zinc, so each plate had

lost 2- 1 6 equivalents, or the whole battery 86-4 equivalents.

2006. viii. My trough of40 pr. 3 inch plates^ double coppers^ wax
papers. Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Charge the same as

vii, but now used my Volta electrometer with small Electrodes

( ) instead of the one with large plates; but the acid in

both was the same. The action went on well, but this volta

electrometer and its contents soon became warm.

The gas from V. Electr. = 22-75 c:i:= 2-885 g^"- water de-

composed.

The charge = 140 c:i:; of this, 10 c:i: gave 80-5, and the

whole therefore 1127 gr. oxide of zinc or 904-38 gr. metal zinc:

each plate had lost therefore 22-61 grains of zinc.

As 2-885 ^ ' equivalent to 10-418 zinc, so each plate has

lost 2-17 equivalents— or the whole battery 86-8 equivalents of

zinc.

Is very beautiful as compared with vii, and shews equality of

large and small electrodes very well.

2007. ix. My trough of 40 pr. 3 inch plates.^ double coppers.^ wax
papers. Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Charge the same

as vii and viii, but now used both V. Electrometers, connecting

them in succession and collecting the gas from each separately.

The action in the battery and instruments went on very well and

there was little apparent retardation.

The gas from large volt. Electr. = 21 c: i: = 2-6628 gr. water

decomposed.

The gas from small V. E. = 21 c: i: = 2-6628 gr. water de-

composed.

The charge = 140 c: i:; of this, 10 c: i: gave 83 gr., and the

140 c: i: therefore 1162 gr. of oxide or 932-5 metal zinc = 23-31

loss each zinc plate.

As 2-6628 W. is equivalent to 9*615 zinc, so each plate had

lost 2-414 equivalents and the whole battery had lost 96-56

equivalents as compared with the decomposition in one V. Electro-

meter.

But as compared with all the water decomposed, the loss of

each plate is only 1-207 equivalents, or of the whole of the zinc

used, 48-28 equivalents.
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2008. X. My trough of 40 pr. 3 inch plates, double coppers, wax
papers; but arranged it as in the diagram, with a wire a connecting

the 20th zinc plate with the negative end of the battery, so that,

though the whole battery was charged, only the power of 20 pr.

of plates was active at the Volta electrometer.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N.A. 4 vols., or same as vii, viii

and ix. The action at the V. Electr. was very fair and good.

Gas in large Volta electrometer = 20 c:i:= 2-536 gr. water

decomposed.

Whole charge 140 c: i:; of which, 10 c: i: gave 82-5 gr. and

the 140 c: i: therefore 1155 gr. oxide of zinc or 926*8 metal zinc.

Each plate therefore had lost 23-17 gr. zinc.

As 2-536 W. are equivalent to 9-16 zinc, so each plate has lost

2- 53 equivalents, or the 20 active plates 50-6 equivalents.

2009. xi. My trough of40 pr. 3 inch, double coppers, waxpapers—
but arranged as above, so as to employ only 10 pr. of plates in

decomposing.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5 ; N. A. 4 vols., as in vii, viii, ix and x.

There was much less action in Volta electrometer now.

Gas in large V. Electr. 13-5 c: i: = 1-712 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 140 c: i:; of which, 10 c: i: gave 82 gr., or the

whole 1 148 gr. of oxide or 921-2 gr. metal zinc. Each plate lost

therefore 23-03 gr.

As 1-712 W. is equivalent to 6-1822 zinc, each plate had lost

3-725 equivalents or the whole ten in use, syzS equivalents.

2010. What is the state of the connecting wire a in x} Must

think of and examine this point well.

201 1. Refer to Gay Lussac and Thenard, Researches Electro

chemiques, etc. for their battery results.

2012. Make a galvanometer with a descending arm passing into

water to stop the Vibrations. Will settle well and quickly. Good.

30 SEPTR. 1834.

2013. xii. 40 Pr. 4 inch plates, double coppers, porcellain troughs, etc.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5 ; N. A. 4. The plates were old and some

of them even perforated. But they had been acted on slightly

by acid and brushed and made clean from all adhering dirt or

metal. The action was continued for 30' and was regular and good
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the greater part of the time. The plates were raised once or twice

to mix the acid.

Gas by large V. Electr. 78- 5 c : i : = 9*954 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 1000 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 63-5 gr. and

the 1000 there 6350 grs. of oxide, or 5095-68 metal zinc. Each

plate had lost therefore 127*4 gr. of zinc nearly.

As 9*954 W. is equivalent to 35*945 Z., each plate has lost

3*544 equivalents; or the whole battery 141*76 equivalents.

2014. In these plates the coppers and zincs are farther apart at

the acting surfaces than in mine: this, by lengthening the bad

conductor, opposes the current action and increases the local

action—especially when the copper or lead on the surface of the

zinc accumulates, so as to form a serious number of discharging

voltaic circuits, making no part of the whole, but diminishing its

power.

2015. xiii. 20 Pr. 4 inch plates^ double coppers^ porcellain troughs.

Zincs had been used but were good and clean.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4*5; N.A. 4. Allowed to act half an

hour; the action was good.

Gas in large V. Electr. 53*4 c: i: = 6*77 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 500 c: i:; 10 c: i: gave 64 gr. and the 500 there-

fore 3200 gr. oxide or 2568 gr. metal zinc = pr. plate to 128*4

gr. zn.

As 6*77 W. is equivalent to 24*447 Z., so each plate has lost

5*25 equivalents or the whole 20 pr. 105 equivalents of zinc.

2016. xiv. 10 Pr. 4 inch plates^ double coppers., porcellain troughs^

old but clean good plates. Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4*5; N.A. 4.

Action for half an hour.

Gas in large V. E., 20 c: i: scarcely = 2*536 gr. water de-

composed.

Whole charge 250 c: i:, of which, 10 c: i: gave 64 gr. and the

whole therefore 1600 gr. oxide or 1284 gr. metal zinc; each plate

had lost therefore 128*4 gr. zinc.

As 2*536 W. is equivalent to 9*16 Z. nearly, so each plate had

lost 14 equivalents, or the whole ten 140 equivalents of zinc.

2017. XV. My 20 pr. 4 inch plates., double coppers., waxed papers
\

used for the first time^ in round trough. Were dipped in and out

at required times of action, etc. etc.
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Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Action continued 20';

was very good action, bubbles of gas the largest we have had

yet. Stirred the acid three times during the 20' ; renewal of action

very considerable each time.

Gas in V. E. 70-4 c: i: = 8*927 gr. of water decomposed.

Whole charge 270 c:i:; 10 c:i: gave 69 gr. oxide and the

whole charge therefore 1863 gr. oxide or 1495 gr. metal zinc= each

plate had lost therefore 74*75 gr. zinc.

As 8*927 W. is equivalent to 32*2364 Z., so each plate has lost

2*32 equivalents nearly, or the 20 pr. plates 46*4 equivalents of

Zinc.

2018. xvi. My 20 pr. 4 inchy double copper^ wax papers. 10 pr.

only used as in xi.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4*5 ; N. A. 4. Acted for 30'; action slow

by comparison with xv.

Gas in V. E. 23*1 c: i: = 2*93 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge was 270 c: i:; 10 c: i: gave 66 gr. and 270 c: i:

1782 gr. of oxide or 1430 metal zinc = 71*5 for each of the plates.

As 2*93 W. is equivalent to 10*58 Z., so each plate had lost

6*758 equivalents, or the ten pair used 67*58 equivalents.

2019. xvii. My 20 pr. 4 inch plates^ double coppers^ used with both

V. E. as ix. Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4*5; N.A. 4. Action very

slow; continued it for 20'.

Gas in large V. E. = 14*5 c: i: = 1*8386 gr. water decomposed.

„ small V. E. = 14*6 c: i: = 1*85 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 270 c:i:; 10 c:i: gave 59*5 gr. and 270 c:i:

gave therefore 1606*5 gr. of oxide, or 1289 gr. metal zinc. Each

plate had lost therefore 64*45 5 gr. metal.

As 1*84 W. is equivalent to 6*644 Z., so each plate had lost

9*7 equivalents, or the whole battery 194 equivalents, for the water

decomposed at either V. E., or the half of those quantities as the

equivalent of the water decomposed at both V. E.

2020. xviii. My 20 pr. 4 inch double coppers^ wax papers^ tried

again as in xv, this being now the 4th time of using instead of

the first.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4*5; N.A. 4. Action continued 20';

was poor as compared to xv. A few floculli of lead and copper, etc.

came off into the acid during the action, and after action or rubbing
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the plates of Zinc with a feather only, much of such metal came

off. This had done the harm.

Gas in large V. E. 36-5 c: i: = 4*628 gr. water decomposed.

The whole charge was 270 c:i:; 10 c:i: gave 69 gr. oxide,

or the whole 1863 oxide or 1495 gr. metal zinc = each plate had

lost therefore 74*75 gr. zinc.

As 4*628 W, is equivalent to 16*71 Z., so each plate had now
lost 4*47 equivalents or the whole battery 89*4 equivalents.

This is nearly twice what it lost before. Proof of value of new
plates, i.e. of plates free superficially from copper. Must try it

again hereafter. Must try also 20 new Porcellain sets of plates.

2021. One cubic inch of the Nitric acid used to excite the batteries

in these experiments can dissolve just 150 grains of marble. There

is scarcely a trace of Sulphuric or Muriatic acid in it.

2022. Must try the two kinds of zinc used in cast and rolled

plates.

2023. Took the 40 pr. 3 inch plate battery to pieces and examined

it. The wax was out of the papers and they were wet and soaked

with solution of zinc. The wax was about the plates. In this case

it had done no final good, but harm in dirtying the plates, etc.

2024. The zincs were much eaten away— pretty regularly, but of

course rough, and a powder of lead and copper particles upon
them. The whole 40 pr. of zinc and copper weigh 124 oz., hence

10 pr. would weigh 31 oz. Ten pair of new ones weighed 54 oz.,

so that the ten old zincs had lost 23 oz., or each zinc plate had

lost 2*3 oz. According to the notes, about this quantity should

have been used.

2ND OCTR. 1834.

2025. Have repacked the three inch plates, old as they were;

have used double cartridge papers, unwaxed; have taken out the

side glasses and put in a piece of board instead, so that, as to

insulation, no care is now taken. But I think that, with this form

of plate, side glasses (of crown glass) would be useful.

2026. Now proceeded to experiment still further on the amount
of action from different forms of voltaic instruments.

2027. xix. Twenty pair^ 4 inch plates. New ^incs and coppers',

first time using, Porcellain troughs.
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Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Action continued for 50'.

After the action there was much black powder on the zinc plates.

Gas in Large V. E. 89 c : i : 1 1*3 gr. water decomposed nearly.

Whole charge 460 c:i:; of these, 10 c:i: gave 81-7 gr., and

the 460 c: i: 3758 grains therefore of oxide of zinc, or 3015*7 gr.

zinc = 150-8 gr. per plate loss of metal.

As 11-3 W. is equivalent to 40-8 Z., so each plate has lost 3*7

equivalents nearly or the whole 20 plates 74 equivalents.

2028. XX. My 40 pr. 3 inch, old^ common papers^ no glasses.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Action quick—continued

for 25'.

Gas in Large V. E. 24-5 c: i: = 3*1 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 150 c:i:; 10 c:i: gave 94 gr. oxide, so the

150 c: i: contained 1410 gr. of oxide or 1131*4 of zinc = 28-3 loss

per plate.

As 3*1 of water is equivalent to 11-2 Z. nearly, so each plate

had lost 2-527 equivalents, or the whole 40 pr. loi equivalents

of Zinc.

2029. xxi. My 20 pr. 4 inch^ common papers^ old in use.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4*5 ; N. A. 4. Acts well; time about 30',

but not noted.

Gas in V. E. 52-25 c: i: = 6-625 g^"- water decomposed.

Whole charge 300 c:i:; of these, 10 c.*i: gave 76-8 gr. and

the 300 c:i: 2304 gr. oxide = 1849 ^i^ic. Each plate had lost

therefore 92-45 gr. Zinc.

As 6-625 water is equivalent to 23-924 zinc, so each plate has

lost 3*864 equivalents or the whole 20 pr. 77-28 equivalents.

2030. I think electricity is lost at the edges with this form: better

have the other form plates. No glasses at the bottom, but crown
glass at the sides and perhaps ends.

2031. The use of Wollaston's double coppers very evident—

simply depends on the circumstance that the action depends on the

extent of surfaces of the electrolyte which is between the zinc and

copper plates, and that this way the surfaces are the largest and

the distance which the current has to travel through a bad con-

ductor the least of what they can be in any other form. Hare's

large calorimotor is effective as an arrangement on the same

principle.
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2032. Had two pieces of zinc of exactly equal surface. One was
of cast zinc such as used in the porcellain troughs, and weig[h]ed

430 grains, being thicker than the other, which was of rolled zinc,

such as I have used in my arrangements and which weighed

304-8 grains. An acid was mixed, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N.A. 4, of

which 6 c : i : was put into each of two vessels exactly alike in

form. After some hours they were examined. There was black

powder on both, but more on the rolled than the cast zinc. The
acid of the cast zinc was not so far neutralized as that of the rolled

zinc; the rolled zinc had lost 43-2 gr., the cast zinc only 36 grains.

The cast zinc, having contained more impurity, had more of the

black matter on its surface; and though this would increase voltaic

action and increase rapidity of consumption, yet by retaining the

fluid on the surface of the zinc, it prevented the exhausted acid

being replaced by fresh and so diminished the action in a given

time.

2033. There was little or no gas evolved from this acid to change

the place of fluid. Probably with dilute S. A. only the action on

the cast zinc would be quickest.

2034. The powder from the cast plates porcellain troughs is

principally lead, with a good deal of zinc, some copper and some
iron. The metal is foreign, as Newman tells me, and was new,

i.e. from the ingot.

2035. If it were distilled it would be better. Zinc which, dis-

solving clean, also dissolves the slowest, ought to be the best.

2036. A piece of the fuzed zinc, when coated in powder, etc.,

is less effective than pure zinc when put into dilute acid with a

piece of platina in contact with it.

2037. Prepared two troughs for 20 pr. 4 inch plates, porcellain

troughs. Prepared also the round trough for my 20 pr. 4 inch

plates. Charge in both, W. 200; S.A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Then com-
pared the power in the best way I could, both on platina wire in

tube and by spark between same charcoal points. On the whole

mine quite equal to the porcellains, and perhaps even better. Thus
as to spark and good conductors, as well as in decompositions,

this form appears quite as good as the former.
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2038. From the expts. of this day I begin to suspect that rest is

useful in a battery in letting down that contrary state (Maria[ni]ni ?)

which they acquire by use, and which in action creates a reaction.

Query is it possible that my form, by allowing a little discharge,

can so reduce this opposed state and actually make the whole
effect better. It looks a little like it.

2039. xxii. 20 pr. 4 inch plates, Porcellain troughs. Were used

three or four times yesterday; are old therefore, but have rested.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Acted for about half an

hour.

Gas in Large V. E., 45*25 c: i: = 5*738 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 500 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 61 gr., and the

whole therefore 3050 gr. oxide or 2447*5 g^- rnetal. Loss each

plate 122*37 gr. Z.

As 5*738 W. is equivalent to 20*72 Z., each plate must have lost

5*9 equivalent or the 20 pr. 118 equivalents.

2040. xxiii. 10 pr. 4 inch plates
^
porcellains^ with double acid.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 9; N.A. 8. Action on about half an hour;

there was but little gas from V. Electrometer, but much at the

plates in the cells. Great heat in the trough; much black flocculi

of lead, copper, etc.

Gas in V. E. 27*8 c: i:, equal to 3*525 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 250 c: i:; 5 c: i: gave 77*5 gr., and the 250 c: i:

3875 gr. of oxide or 3109*5 gr. metal Zinc. Loss each plate

310*95 Zinc.

As 3*525 W. is equivalent to 12*73 Zinc, so each plate had lost

24*435 equivalents, or the whole ten 244*35 equivalents of zinc.

2041. xxiv. 20 pr. 4 inch^ porcellainsj with single acid, in two tens.

The zincs had been scrubbed clean from powder, etc.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4*5; N.A. 4. In action for 35'; fair.

Gas in Large V. E. 23*2 c: i: = 2*942 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 500 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 68 gr. and the

500 c: i: therefore 3400 gr. oxide, or 2728*4 metal zinc. Loss per

plate 136*42 gr. Z.

As 2*942 W. is equivalent to 10*624 Z., so each plate has lost

12*84 equivalents, or the 20 pr. 256*8 equivalents.

2042. On breaking and renewing the contact with one of the

two troughs, the quantity at the V. Electrometer (of action)
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varied in proportions approaching to i and 2, shewing that, the

intensity remaining the same, if the size of the plates was enlarged,

more electricity could pass a given decomposing obstructor.

2043. 20 pr. 4 inch plates
^
porcellains, scruhhed clean. Have

been used yesterday and to-day— to compare with xxii.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N. A. 4. Acted about half an hour.

Gas in V. E. 21-25 c: i: = 2-694 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 500 c:i:; ioc:i: gave 70 gr. oxide and the

500 c:i: gave therefore 3500 gr. oxide, or 2808-6 metal. Each

plate lost 140*43 gr. Z.

As 2-694 W. is equivalent to 9-728 Z., so each plate had lost

14-43 equivalents, or the 20 pr. 288-6 equivalents.

2044. xxvi. 40 pr. plates 4 inch^ porcellains^ end on^ half acid^

all clean.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 2-25 ; N. A. 2. Action continued for 30'.

Gas in V. E. 28 c: i: = 3-55 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 1000 c : i
:
; 20 c : i : gave 60 gr. and the 1000 there-

fore 3000 gr. oxide, or 2407-4 gr. metal Z. Each plate had lost

60-2 gr. Z.

As 3*55 W. is equivalent to 12-82 Z., so each plate had lost

4-7 equivalents, or the whole 40 pr. plates 188 equivalents.

2045. xxvii. 40 pr. 4 inch plates^ Porcellains^ half acid. Zincs not

cleaned; two and two, thus.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 2-25; N.A. 2. The action was con-

tinued for 30'.

Gas in V. E. 37-5 c: i: = 4*755 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 1000 c: i:; 20 c: i: gave 56 gr. and the 1000 c: i:

therefore 2800 gr. oxide of zinc = 2246-9 gr. metal zinc. Each

plate had lost therefore 56-173 gr. zinc.

As 4*755 W. is equivalent to 17*17 Z., each plate has lost there-

fore 3-27 equivalents, or the 40 plates 130-8 equivalents.

2046. xxviii. The 40 pr. 4 inch, porcellains, cleaned, half acid.

Arranged side by side, thus.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 2-25 ; N. A. 2. Action continued for 35'.

Gas, 28-75 c: i: = 3*6455 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 1000 c: i:; 20 c: i: gave 54 gr. oxide. The 1000

therefore contained 2700 gr. oxide or 2166-66 metal zinc. Each

plate had lost therefore 54-166 gr. metal.

FDII 21
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As 3*6455 W. is equivalent to 13-1643 Z., so each plate has

lost 4-1 equivalents, or the 40 plates 164 equivalents.

2047. xxix. My 20 pr, 4 mch, common papers^ standard acid, etc,

again. To compare with xxi, etc.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N. A. 4. Action continued for 30'.

Gas in L. V. E., 56*7 c: i: = 7*19 grains of water decomposed.

Charge 300 c:i:; 10 c:i: gave 77 gr. and the 300 therefore

2310 gr. oxide or 1853-7 gr. metal zinc. Each plate had lost there-

fore 92-68 gr. metal.

As 7-19 W. is equivalent to 25-964 Z., so each plate has lost

3-57 equivalents nearly, or the 20 plates 71-4 equivalents.

2048. Used 20 pr. 4 inch porcellains with the standard acid, but

made the electric current pass, not only through the large Volta

electrometer, but also through common river water, by two platina

plates each 3 inches long by | wide and placed not quite \ of

inch apart. The current was almost entirely stopped by this added

decomposition in so bad a conductor; a bubble came from the

Volta electrometer only now and then.

2049. The object was to compare the trough with my 20 pr. in

the same way, but the obstruction was so great here, it could

scarcely have been greater with mine; and there was not enough
effect to make it worth carrying on the experiment.

2050. The Large Volta electrometer has been used constantly in

these experiments from the time it was made. At first, and for

some time, the gas from it had the peculiar electricity smell I have

so often noticed from gas in sulphuric acid ; but at the xxv expt.,

and afterwards to the end, the gas had no smell of this kind.

Hence I conclude it is due to something in the S. A. which has

now been exhausted. Probably N. A.

2051. As the smell is in the oxygen always, shall now be able

to make out its history. Must add a little N. A. to S. A. and see

if it is renewed, etc. Is probably due to a per nitric compound,

very volatile, etc. etc.

2052. As good zinc is probably selected for rolling, rolled zinc

is likely to be of better quality for troughs than cast zinc.

2053. Different sized plates in one series bad. Holes perforated

in them therefore bad, if large; as by corrosion.
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2054. XXX. 20 pr. 4 inch porcellain^ which were used on Friday

3 or 4 times and have rested since then. Were cleaned on friday

and are in good condition; free from surface copper, thick in

metal zinc.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N. A. 4. Action continued 30'.

Gas in Large V. E. = 32 c: i: = 4-0576 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 500 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 65-5 gr. of oxide.

The 500 contained therefore 3275 gr. of oxide or 2628 gr. of

metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 131*4 gr. zinc.

As 4*0576 W. is equivalent to 14*652 Z., so each plate has lost

9 equivalents nearly, or the 20 pr. had lost 180 equivalents of zinc.

2055. xxxi. Now my 20 pr. 4 inch^ common papers. Have also

rested since friday—have not been cleaned— in round trough.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Action continued 30'—

better than xxx.

Gas in L. V. E. = 62-8 c: i: = 7*963 gr. water.

Whole charge 300 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 78 gr. of oxide.

The whole 300 c:i: contained therefore 2340 gr. of oxide or

1877-77 gr. zinc. Each plate had lost 93*89 gr. zinc.

As 7-963 water is equivalent to 28-755 so each plate has

lost 3*265 equivalents, or the 20 plates 65*3 equivalents of zinc.

2056. xxxii. Now dismounted my 20 and replaced them using

recently waxed single papers^ l^rge, so that, as they folded over

each other, each pr. of plates was as well insulated as by porcellain

or glass almost.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4*5; N.A. 4. Action for 47'.

Gas in L. V. E. 68*2 c: i: = 8*65 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 300 c: i.*; of these, 10 c: i: gave 85 gr. of oxide;

the whole 300 contained therefore 2550 gr. of oxide or 2046*3 gr.

of zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 102*31 gr. of zinc.

As 8*65 W. is equivalent to 31*236 Z., so each plate had lost

3*275 equivalents, or the 20 plates 65*5 equivalents.

2057. This morning, on examining gas evolved from large V.

Electrometer, it had no smell as in xxx. Nor did I perceive it in

expt. xxxi. But the gas from exp. xxxii had again the smell of
Electricity. On examining the circumstances, I found that in

exp. xxxii, I had changed the electrodes so as to render that

positive which had been all along negative.

21-2
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2058. Now it is the oxygen which smells, not the hydrogen (at

least I think I noted that). It would therefore appear that there

is something in the S. A. which can give the oxygen evolved at

the Pos. Electrode the peculiar smell, and which can be separated

and reduced at the N. Electrode. Query, Selenium, Tellurium

or any of these things. It does not now look like a nitrogen

compound.

2059. Rest seems to do something, with porcellain battery at

least. See xxx and xxv, also xxii.

13 OCTR. 1834.

2060. Have to-day experimented on the troughs to obtain com-
parisons of various acids, etc. and observe the effect of rest, if

any. Used my troughs principally. The 40 pr. 3 inch plates were

good to the end, so that the comparisons were fair. The 20 pr.

4 inches plates were taken to pieces and repacked with single

papers, unwaxed, and were good.

2061. The muriatic acid used contained some sulphuric, i c: i:

of this M. A. dissolved 108 grains of Marble, i c: i: of the N. A.

used dissolved 150 grains of the Marble, i c: i: of the Sul. Acid

used = to 486- 1 grains of marble, by an expt. on Carb. Soda

crystallized, etc.

2062. xxxiii. 20 pr. 4 inch Porcellains^ same as had been used

for 2054. Have rested since then, i.e. since 6th instant. In good
condition, but am not sure copper had been cleaned off.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4I; N.A. 4. Action continued 40'.

Gas in large V. E. = 37-7 c: i: = 4-78 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 500 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 63 grain oxide.

The whole 500 c:i: contained therefore 3150 gr. of oxide or

2527-5 gr. of metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 126-37 gr.

zinc.

As 4-78 of water are equivalent to 17-26 of zinc, so each plate

has lost 7*315 equivalents, or the whole 20 pr. 146-3 equivalents.

2063. xxxiv. My 40 pr. 3 inch^ common papers', have rested from

the 2nd Octr., 2028. Have had no cleaning of the zinc, etc.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4I; N.A. 4. Action continued 20'.

Gas in large V. E. = 23 c: i: = 2-916 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 150 c:i: Of these, 10 c:i: gave 94 grains
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oxide. The whole 150 c: i: contained therefore 1410 gr. of oxide

or 1 149 gr. metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 28-74 g^.

zinc.

As 2-916 of water are equivalent to 10-53 of zinc, so each plate

had lost 2-7293 equivalents, or the whole 40 pr. 109-17 equivalents.

2064. XXXV. Aly 40 pr. 3 inch^ common papers^ with Mur. acid.

Charge, W. 140; M.A. ii-ii. This is equivalent in strength

to W. 200; Nitric A. 12. Action continued 20'. Much hydrogen

evolved in the trough and could use only 130 c: i: as charge.

Gas in Large V. E., 9 c: i: only = 1-1412 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 130 c: i: Of these, 10 c: i: gave 60 gr. oxide.

The whole 130 c: i: contained therefore 780 gr. of oxide or

626 gr. of metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 1 5-648 gr. zinc.

As I- 14 1 2 of water are equivalent to 4- 121 nearly of zinc, so

each plate has lost 3*797 equivalents, or the whole 40 pr. 151-88

equivalents of zinc.

2065. xxxvi. My 40 pr. 3 inch plates^ common papers^ with Sul.

Acid only.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 9. Action about 20'. Much gas in the

trough.

Gas in large V. E., 18-5 c: i: = 2-346 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge, 130 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 160 gr. oxide.

The whole 130 c:i: contained therefore 2080 gr. of oxide or

1669-2 gr. metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 41*73 gr.

of zinc.

As 2-346 of water are equivalent to 8-471 zinc, so each plate

has lost 4-926 equivalents, or the whole 40 pr. 197 equivalents

of metal.

2066. xxxvii. My 40 pr. 3 inch plates^ common papers^ with N. M.
Acid.

Charge, W. 140; N. A. 4; M. A. ii-ii (= to W. 200; N. A. 18).

Action continued 20'. No gas evolved in trough.

Gas in large V. E., 20-5 c: i: = 2-6 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge, 150 c: i: Of these, 10 c: i: gave 66 gr. oxide.

The whole 150 c:i: contained therefore 990 gr. of oxide or

794*45 gr. of metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 19-86 gr.

of zinc.

As 2-6 of water are equivalent to 9*3886 zinc, so each plate
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has lost 2-1153 equivalents, or the whole 40 pr. 84'6 equivalents

of zinc.

2067. xxxviii. My 40 pr, 3 inch plates^ common papers^ with com-

mon charge', after preceeding actions and to compare with xxxiv.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4I; N.A. 4. Action about 20'.

Gas in V. E. 25*7 c: i: = 3-26 gr. of water decomposed.

Whole charge 140 c: i:; 10 c: i: gave 89 gr. oxide. The whole

140 c:i: contained therefore 1246 gr. of oxide or 1000 nearly

of zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 25 gr. of zinc.

As 3*26 of water are equivalent to 11-772 zinc, so each plate

has lost 2*123 equivalents or the whole 40 pr. 84*9 equivalents

of zinc.

The reason why xxxiv has lost so much more metal is probably

that the plates, by exposure to air and moisture for so many days,

had become oxidized; and this oxide would produce no elec-

tricity though it would appear in the acid.

2068. xxxix. My 20 pr. 4 inch, common papers', have rested from

the 6th instant (see 2056). Common charge.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4I; N.A. 4. Action for 30'.

Gas in large V. E. 49-3 c:i:= to 6-25 grains of water de-

composed.

Whole charge 315 c:i:; ioc:i: gave 74-5 gr. oxide. The whole

charge of 315 c: i: contained therefore 2347 gr. of oxide or 1883-4

gr. of metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 94*17 gr. of metal.

As 6*25 of water are equivalent to 22*5687 zinc, so each plate

has lost 4*172 equivalents, or the whole 20 pr. 83*44 equivalents

of zinc.

2069. xl. My 20 pr, 4 inch, common papers', with S.A. alone.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4|. Action for 20' only. Much gas at

trough plates.

Gas in V. E. 7*4 c: i: only = 0*9383 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 300 c: i: Of these, 10 c: i: gave 36*2 gr. oxide.

The whole 300 c:i: contained therefore 1086 gr. of oxide or

871*5 gr. of metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 43*57 gr.

of metal.

As 0*9383 of water are equivalent to 3*3882 of zinc, so each

plate has lost 12*86 equivalents nearly, or the whole 20 pair of

plates 257*2 equivalents.
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2070. xli. JHy 20 pr. 4 inch, common papers, with M. A, alone.

Charge, W. 300; M. A. 25 (equivalent to 200 W.; 12 N.A.).

Action on for 30'. Much gas in trough.

Gas in large V. E. ii-8 c: i: = 1-496 gr. of water decomposed.

Whole charge 300 c: i: Of these, 10 c: i: gave 37 gr. oxide,

so that the whole 300 c : i : contained mo gr. of oxide or 890-75 gr.

metal zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 49*54 gr. of metal.

As 1-496 of water are equivalent to 5-4 of zinc, so each plate

has lost 9*174 equivalents, or the whole 20 plates 183-48 equiva-

lents of zinc.

2071 . xlii. My 20pr. 4 inch plates, commonpaper, with N. M. Acid.

Charge, 300 W.; 25 M. A.; 6 N. A. (equivalent to W. 200 and

N. A. 16). Action continued for 30'. No gas from trough. Certain

black flocculi, which were swept off from the plates at the first

stirring, were redissolved by lying in the acid.

Gas in V. E. 20-3 c: i: = 2-574 gr. water decomposed.

Whole charge 310 c: i: Of these, 10 c: i: gave 52-6 gr. oxide,

so that the whole 310 c: i: contained 1630 gr. of oxide or 1308

of metal Zinc. Each plate had lost therefore 65-4 gr. of zinc.

As 2-574 of water are equivalent to 9*295 of zinc; so each plate

has lost 7-036 equivalents, or the whole 20 plates have lost 140-72

equivalents.

2072. As to the acids used, i cubic inch of the Mur. acid dissolved

108 grains of Marble; i c. inch of the Nitric acid dissolved 150 gr.

of marble and i c. inch of the Sulphuric was equivalent to 486

grains of marble. Hence the relative acid strengths are: S.A.,

486; N.A., 150; M.A., 108.
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2073. Expts. on Mr William Jenkin's Magneto-electric shock

from a single pair of plates.

2074. Used his helix and iron rod but my circular Electromotor.

His helix about 2 feet long and the rod the same length and about

half an inch in diameter. My electromotor a single pair exposing

about 2 square feet of surface of zinc.

2075. The spark on breaking contact (when iron in the helix)

much more powerful than on making contact; the latter happens

very rarely. The spark was decidedly brighter when the iron was

in the helix than when out.

2076. If a bolt of copper in the helix instead of the iron, then the

spark not improved.

2077. The shock obtained by grasping two cylinders soldered on

to the ends of the helix wires also very good on breaking contact

if the iron were in ; but none if the Iron were out.

2078. Now used a small Voltaic pair of plates and introduced

both the helix and a galvanometer in the circuit. When galvano-

meter steady, removed the iron from the helix, but there was no

change in the deflection. Hence the current constant, whether

the iron in or out, and the quantity in a given time constant.

Notwithstanding that, there must be a change in the current or

in its character^ or else a brighter spark could not pass on breaking

contact. Whether Iron in or out current is in the same direction

and of same strength.

2079. The spark is from a current passing one way through the

wire of the helix. The shock is from a current passing the other

way, and is a pure Magneto electric shock consequent upon the

passing off of the Magnetic state of the iron so soon as the

principal current ceases.

2080. Thinking the difference of spark even without the iron

striking from a short wire, tried results with a long and short wire.

208 1. A short connecting wire gave but a small spark on breaking

contact; the whole circuit of the helix a greater, and the helix

with iron in a still greater. Hence effect of elongating the wire

and putting soft iron in the same, and is like a kind of draught
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in the metal, making the discharge at the moment of breaking

contact able to pass over a larger space of air, etc. Being in fact

at that moment more intense.

2082. A wire (copper) of ^ inch in diameter, of 114 feet long,

was used to discharge the Electricity of the large Electromotor.

When by crossing the wire the circuit was through 12 inches only

the spark on breaking was small, although the wire conveyed so

much electricity as to become quite hot. When the discharge was

through the 114 feet the spark was much brighter, although the

wire remained cold. Here also the larger spark was produced by
the smaller current of electricity.

2083. A copper wire | of an inch in diameter was used; 12 inches

gave a small spark; 36 feet a much larger. Even larger than the

former wire of 114 feet.

2084. Hence use long length of thick metal rod or pipe and try

again.

2085. Used our large soft iron ring electro-magnet. Here the

spark upon breaking contact excellent, and the shock also.

2086. Upon leaving the poles open or closing them with the

keeper there was no sensible difference.

2087. Tried to make out the direction of the Shock current experi-

mentally, but did not succeed. Must take the helix farther away
from the galvanometer used.

2088. The spark in these cases can be no proof of the quantity

of the current previously passing. Nor probably of its intensity.

But at the moment of passing it must indicate a higher intensity

and a larger quantity.

2089. There is evidently an affection of the current independant

of quantity passed. If it be independant of intensity also, then

what quality of the current is it which is thus rendered evident

by its exaltation ?

2090. It is I think evidently dependant upon induction. See the

paper I have written to the Phil. Mag. Though the experiments

were made on the day of the date given, the rough notes were not

entered here until the 20th Octr. at Brighton.
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2091 . Fluorine evolved from Fluoride of Silver by CHlorine acted

on Caoutchouc strongly. Aime, Ann. de Chimie, Iv, 443.

27 OCT. 1834.

2092. Electrotonic wire, i.e. effect of long wire, magnet, etc. etc.

Are effects of induction of currents over currents. May well be

called the electronic state of a current. But the forces are well

represented and related by the magnetic curves.

2093. The effect may be said to be as follows. Suppose a current

(constant) to be subject to the induction of another current. As
the second current is formed in the vicinity of the first, if in the

same direction, it for the moment diminishes the first current; but

that first current soon returns to its first amount and then has the

peculiar state. When the inducing current is removed the peculiar

state falls, and the induced current is for the moment increased.

It then sinks to its natural quantity, and if the inducing current

be renewed in the reverse direction to what it had at first, the

induced current will increase for a moment; then (probably) have

a state the opposite to that I describe, which it will keep until

the inducing current ceases, when it will be found to diminish

in quantity for a moment, and then rise to its full standard, free

from all extraneous influence.

2094. As one wire or current act on its neighbour wire or cur-

rent, there can be no doubt that the current in one part of a wire

acts on the current in another part parallel to it; or that every

part of a current acts on the other parts of the same current lateral

to it. Hence peculiar mutual action and relation of the elements

of an electric current which are in the same plane across the course

of the current. Hence use of increasing the wire.

2095. Ascertain that when action opposed also, the quantity

passed is the same. Has been done in first series of Researches.

2096. The action on the subject currents—and all are reciprocally

subject— is the endeavouring their continuance if all are in the

same direction, or endeavouring their sudden cessation if the

currents are contrary to each other. But the effects are not effects

of alteration in quantity. Must be of the intensity at least.

2097. Ascertain really if intensity the same.
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2098. Will a current, not able to decompose iodine, decompose

it when helped by a stationary magnet?

2099. Can thermo-electric currents be helped by it ?

2100. Must make a separation in the quality of intensity and

perhaps find its basis here.

2101. Common electricity has same action. Try it with a magnet

in helix, by P. and N. Sparks, etc.

2102. The effect of kite string, or Ronald's or Wheatstone's wires,

a probable consequence of this.

2103. If electricity were going through a given quantity of wire

in one large or 100 small wires (the latter apart), there should be

difference in the results produced; because in one mutual induc-

tion, in the many that avoided. How will that affect the subject

of conduction; or how is the difference rendered evident in these

two sets of wires, i.e. by what difference of effect.^

2104. The mutual inductive action of currents must have

existence to an enormous extent within a magnet ; and probably

produces some very important consequences there. As it helps

to sustain the existence of the currents it may have to do with

the permanent magnetism of iron and steel. Still, at present it

always seems the consequence of currents previously formed.

2105. Is it possible that, a current being produced, its inductive

effect should in some way, or in some cases, as in iron, even

surpass in its tendency to sustain or produce a current, the first

force; and then would not the currents continue, and so a per-

manent magnet result.^ See, in way of analogy, Airy's paper on
possibility of the conditions for a perpetual motion. Cam. Trans-

actions.

2106. i\.mpere's elongating wire probably only a fact associated

with or belonging to the Electro tonic state of current; and

perhaps also my rising wire.

13 NOVR. 1834.

2107. Have constructed a bundle of coils or helices consisting

of four helices, one over the other, upon a pastboard cylinder, so

that a rod of Iron or steel might be put within. All the helices

were in the same direction, and were separated from each other
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by calico, and the convolutions ofeach helix from its neighbouring

convolutions by an interposed string.

The first helix, or that next the

pastboard, contained .... 48 feet of wire (copper)

;

the second helix, or one above it, contd. 49I feet „ „
the third helix 48 feet „ „
the fourth or outer helix .... 45 feet „ „
The wire was all copper and of the same size, i.e. about the

of an inch thick. The wire at the ends of these helices were

left projecting for about a foot each beyond the lengths given,

so as to allow of communication in various ways. It was found,

upon trial by a voltaic circle, that none of these helices com-
municated through the calico or string with the others, but that

each acted distinctly and separately when called into use.

2108. The helices i and 3 were connected together, being

soldered at a so as to form one circuit which, though consisting

of two helices, were from their symetrical arrangement virtually

but one helix, and this consisted of 96 feet. Then a length of

97 feet of the same sized copper wire was laid down upon the

floor of the laboratory, and the ends of these two equal circuits

were amalgamated and brought up to an electromotor consisting

of a single pair of plates, to observe the relative intensity of the

spark produced upon breaking contact. By alternating the experi-

ments it was easy to see which gave the brighter spark. In this

way it was found that the spark from the wire in the form of

a helix was far brighter than that from the straight or extended

wire; and thus the effect of the mutual induction of the different

convolutions of the helix fully shewn.

2109. A short wire about 9 inches long, being used at the same

time with the same electromotor, gave scarcely a sensible spark.

21 10. Then all four of the helices were arranged as one consistent

helix, so that the current should be in the same direction in all

the circumvolutions. This gave a good spark on breaking contact.

21 1 1. But when the whole of the helices were made into one

circuit, but so that two of them should be opposed to the other

two in their direction, then the wire gave a spark scarcely per-

ceptible upon breaking contact, and not brighter than that of the

short length of 6 inches.
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21 12. Thus the whole effect of the length of wire was neutralized

by the reciprocal and contrary action of the two halves which
constituted the helices in contrary directions.

21 13. By another experiment I found that, when these contrary

helices were removed from each others influence, then there was
no longer an injurious effect. The spark passed well through the

whole length of wire, and better than in the straight wire, because

the different circumvolutions of each half could act on and assist

each other, and because at the same time the equal and opposing

actions of the two halves were not allowed to come into play.

2 1 14. The helices i and 3 were joined together so as to make one

conformable helix of 96 feet of wire. The helices 2 and 4 were left

out of use, the ends being in the air and unconnected. A circular

magnet was put into the cylinder and the spark upon breaking

contact then observed.

21 15. When the magnet was in, it helped a little, and that whether

its position was such as to accord with the magnetism of the helix

or be opposed to it. I did not see any difference in that respect.

At the same time, it did not help the effect nearly so much as an

equal piece of soft iron.

21 16. A piece of hard steel did not produce nearly so good an

effect as a piece of soft iron.

14 NOVR. 1834.

21 17. Twenty-eight feet of copper wire were made into one

regular helix upon a cylindrical magnet, only two thicknesses of

paper intervening. When this helix was used to connect the plates

of the Electromotor, the spark upon breaking contact was of the

same brilliancy and si^e (sensible), whether the electric current was

passed through the helix in accordance with the magnetism of the

magnet, or in the opposite direction. Hence the magnet has no
influence as a magnet over the phenomenon.
21 18. When the current accorded with the magnet the power of

the latter was increased^ but as soon as the current was stopped

the magnet fell in force. When the current was opposed to the

magnet the power of the latter diminished and was at times even

reversed, but when the current stopped, the magnet returned to

its first state and former polarity, if not in extent of power, at
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least in direction. Hence the magnet acts at these moments like

a piece of soft iron, but because of its hardened condition it can-

not change so far under the influence of the current or afterwards

drop through as great an extent.

Magnet in this respect just as unmagnetised steel.

21 19. Now loosened the magnet and took it out of the helix, and

then used the helix (of 28 feet), sometimes alone, sometimes with

the magnet and sometimes with an iron core. The helix alone

gave a good spark; with the magnet perhaps a little better, and

if better, equally so whichever way the magnet in ; with the iron

core much better. If the magnet acts at all, it acts merely as iron—

perhaps equal to a moderate Iron wire.

2120. Now experimented upon this helix with the view of com-
paring the same wire in different forms and arrangements. As a

helix (no iron or magnet being in it), it gave a good spark upon
breaking contact. Then being suddenly pulled out into its full

length, so that the circumvolutions could no longer act by mutual

induction, it gave a much smaller spark; and finally being made
up into a helix, one half in one direction and the other half over

it in the reverse direction, it gave a spark so small as to be seen

with difliculty and just like a short piece of wire.

212 1. A piece of thick lead pipe, 6 feet long, was brought into

the discharging circuit by means of two pieces of wire each 3 feet

long. The 12 feet did not act better than 12 feet of straight wire.

The massiveness of the lead pipe did not seem to do anything.

2122. A piece of the wire from 8 inches to 2 feet gave scarcely

a sensible spark.

2123. The compound cylinder (2107) was arranged as two separate

conductors, the one consisting of helices i and 3 connected con-

sistantly or symetrically, and the other of 2 and 4 also connected

in the same way. Hence it was easy to send electric current through

both these conductors from two separate electromotors, and make
them accord or oppose at pleasure. The electromotors were each

a single pair of plates (cylinders) and nearly equal in power.

2124. Being thus arranged, I found that either current in either

helix could give a good spark on breaking contact, but that when
a current was passing through one helix at the time the current

in the other was broken, scarcely a sensible spark passed.
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2125. It did not matter whether the currents through the two
helices were in the same or in contrary directions, or whether the

one was stronger or weaker than the other, or at which heHx the

disjunction was made; the effect was always the same and the

spark nearly annihilated.

2126. When disjunction of both helices were made in succession,

the first which was separated gave a very weak spark; the second

a strong one.

2127. Here the permanent current seems to have an influence

over the whole phenomenon, but its interference in the same way,

whether in the same or contrary direction, is very anomalous.

I found, by an after experiment to be described, that in fact the

current had no influence whatever and that the effect is due to

another circumstance.

2128. All the effects seem to point out that the peculiar action

occurs only at the moment of breaking the contact and stopping

the current; and as it is evident from the action of a helix that the

neighbouring convolutions do affect each other and increase the

effect, I thought it must follow that a neighbouring current from
a separate Electromotor must also have the same power; but

probably limited to the moment at which it is suddenly stopped.

2129. I arranged the apparatus therefore so that, by means of two
amalgamated plates, upon which rested the ends of two amalga-

mated wires, both attached to a cork and properly connected with

the two interposed helices and the two electromotors, I could

break the contact of both at the same moment.

2130. In this way I expected that, if the currents were in the same

direction, both wires would have their sparks increased at the

moment of breaking contact; that if they were in contrary direc-

tions and equal in power, the sparks would be diminished almost

to nothing.

21 3 1. But I found it almost impossible for me to obtain both

sparks accurately at the same time by my apparatus ; one always

preceeded the other. Now, simultaneous existence is essential to

the experiment. This perhaps might be done by a very perfect

apparatus, but the velocity of Electricity is such that it will be

difficult to do.

2132. The apparatus shewed well the apparent destruction of the

F D II 22
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effect at the interrupted circuit by the vicinity of the continuing

circuit.

2133. Considered that, in the apparent destruction of the effect

in one helix by the continuance of the current in the other ( ),

the effect most probably did not depend upon the current, but

upon the circumstance that the second helix formed a closed

circuit, through which any induced current might circulate. I re-

moved one electromotor, and connected the ends of its helix

together, and then found that the spark could no longer be

obtained at the other. Hence, when the electromotor was used,

it merely served to connect the ends of its helix, and its current

went for nothing. Hence cause why direction of current pro-

duced no effect.

2134. Now then begin to see light. The phenomenon of in-

creased spark is merely a case of the induction of electric currents.

If a current be established in a wire, and another wire forming a

complete circuit be placed parallel to it, at the moment the current

in the first is stopped, it induces a current in the same direction

in the second; itself then shewing but a feeble spark. But if the

second be away, it induces a current in its own wire in the same

direction, producing a strong spark. The strong spark in the

current when alone is therefore the equivalent of the current it

can produce in a neighbouring wire when in company.

2135. All the phenomena of the magnet and soft iron agree.

2136. These effects shew that every part of an electric current

is acting by induction on the neighbouring parts of the same

current, even in the same wire and the same part of the wire.

2137. There must be a reverse effect of this kind, when contact

is made, which will tend to diminish the spark which can then pass.

2138. Similar effects must occur with a battery. Hence great

difference between spark on making and on breaking contact.

2139. Must try to obtain some effects on making contact.

SAT. 15 NOVR. 1834.

2140*. Made the two helices of (2107) into one and used one

electromotor; found the spark greater than if only one helix used.

The two helices were joined, not end to end, but as in the figure,

so that the current, entering and passing out by single wires as

* [2140] J ^
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at a and divided in the course of its passage into two equal

currents having similar directions. On breaking the contact at a

the disjunction was of course simultaneous for both currents; an

effect I could not obtain mechanically. If these two helices had

not had power to act on each other, i.e. had been at a distance

from each other, the spark would have been less than that actually

obtained, and which, on being compared with that obtained on
using one of the helices only for the whole current, was better

than the spark so given. However, it is only by separating the

helices one from another that that can fairly be established.

2141 *. Now crossed the helices so that the current, when divided,

went in contrary directions through the two. In this case, on
breaking contact at a, there was no sensible spark scarcely; only

the effect of a short wire. Yet the current went through both,

but now at moment of disjunction neutralized each other. Good;
shews effect of simultaneous disjunction.

2142. These phenomena must happen in cases of common elec-

trical discharge through long wires, but then simultaneously.

Hence some curious results; but what are they.'^

2143. Must use the soft iron Electro magnet arrangement in

discharge of a voltaic battery. Will it affect the spark either when
latter continuously or at termination of discharge }

2144. Have made some mistakes in letter to Phil. Mag. last month
as to direction, etc. ; correct them next month.

2145. Laid down on floor of laboratory 132 feet in length of

thick copper wire, o-i8 of inch in diameter, with copper handles

at two extremities so as to give extensive contact with hands

moistened in brine. With this, obtained a very good spark on
breaking contact, shewing the effect of long straight wire; but

could not obtain the shock which I expected.

2146. The soft iron Electro-magnet arrangement gave a very

good shock at disjunction when used with the same electromotor—

but then it gave a much larger spark.

2147. At l^st succeeded in obtaining the shock from the straight

wire, thus. Two plates of silver were fastened to a cork so that

the tongue could be introduced between the space at one end of

the arrangement, and wires proceeding from the other ends of

the plates were attached to the long wire near the extremities, as

* [2141] ^/
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thus. Then the tongue, being placed between these ends, as at

and the contact of the long wire and the electromotor broken

either at a or 3, a strong shock was felt in the tongue or lips at

every disjunction.

2148. No taste or sensation was felt on making junction, nor

even when the plate arrangement was separated from the long

wire and used directly with the electromotor. The current from

the latter could not in this case complete the circulation through

the tongue so as to produce taste.

2149. The tongue arrangement used with the large soft iron

electro-magnet gave very powerful shock in the mouth, etc.

2150. When the shock on hands or tongue was obtained from

either the straight wire or the Electro magnet coil, still there was

no sensible diminution at the place of disjunction of the brilliancy

of the spark. Hence the electricity as shock is only a small portion

of that which passes as the result of the inductive action.

215 1. If a good conductor, as a wire, be used instead of any part

of the human body, then there is scarcely a sensible spark at the

place of disjunction; the induced wave of electricity then going

through that wire. It is thus easy to separate the induced portion

from that which passes only by virtue of the electromotor, and

which is the same whether a long or a short wire be used.

2152. Now looked for this induced wave of electricity in the

form of a spark, not at the place of disjunction with the electro-

motor, but at the place where the shock has been felt, using

subsidiary cross wires there; and obtained it both with the soft

iron electro-magnet and also the long extended wire arrangement.

2153*. Let m be the electromagnet, the wires of which are com-
municated with the electromotor at a and ^; let c and d be the

subsidiary wires.

2154. When c and d were in contact at x, whilst the junction was

broken at either a or ^, then no spark or scarcely a spark visible

there.

2155. When junction continued at a and and contact at x
broken, a small spark visible there.

2156. When contact broken at cz or ^ whilst the ends of c and d
were brought so near together at x as to allow a spark to pass,

then a bright spark did pass there, and no spark at a or h.

* [2153]
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2157. When contact at x broken first, then the usual bright spark

at a or ^ on disjunction there.

2158. The same things happened when the long wire ( ) was
used instead of the electromagnet, but the sparks were not so

bright.

2159. The spark at a; I consider as the one due to the induction

at falling or ceasing of the current, and to be equivalent with,

or in fact the same as, that usually shewn when the subsidiary

wires are not used upon causing disjunction at a or b.

2160. I suppose that the spark which occurs at x upon disjunc-

tion there whilst the contact at a and b is continued, is in one

direction, and the brighter spark which occurs there when contact

is broken dXaor b to be in the other direction. But examine these

more closely. Some good results may be obtained here as to

current induced on making as well as breaking contact.

21 61 *. Then arranged the soft iron Electro magnet so as to obtain

evidence of the course of the induced current by chemical indica-

tions. This Electro magnet consists of a cylindrical bar of soft

iron inches long and inches in diameter, bent into a

ring and surrounded by three coils of thick wire, the ends of

which were made fast to two thick rod or wire conductors. Hence
the electric current in it was divided into three streams in the

helices, all according in direction.

2162. This was arranged with the Electromotor thus: Z and C
represent the plates of the electromotor; a the electromagnet;

b and c its terminations, making contact with the electromotor

at d and e;fand g are the two supplementary or subordinate wires

where the chemical action of the induced current was to be

examined ;/terminated in a platina wire resting on paper moistened

in hydriodate of potassa, which was supported on a platina plate

attached to g.

2163. In this form of experiment, when contact was made and

continued, the current moved in the principal circuit as shewn
by the arrows; no current passed through/and g^ for no decom-
position took place there, the principal wire being able to carry

all the current. But on breaking the contact at d or then iodine

evolved at x against the end of the wire f. This was from action

of the induced current, and shews that direction from/ through

* [2161]
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the paper to g. A spark also passed at the same time at the place

of disjunction, as happened in the case of the shock.

2164. But when/and g touched metallically, there ought to be

a current through them in the opposite direction whilst contact

continued, because they then carry part of the current urged

onwards by the electromotor; ^ and c carry the rest of that

current. This was proved by putting a galvanometer at x, for

whilst the contact was continued there was a permanent deflec-

tion, shewing a current as marked by the arrows.

2165. On breaking the contact at ^/ or e the needle (previously

allowed to obtain its permanent state of deflection under the

influence of the current), swung back and passed the magnetic

meridian or neutral line by a greater number of degrees on the

opposite side to those measuring its permanent deflection; as if,

when relieved from the permanent current, it had not merely

been urged back by the earth's force only, but that some additional

force from a counter current was produced. And this was shewn

beautifully by putting stops in the way of the needle on one side,

so as to prevent its leaving the magnetic meridian whilst the

principal current was continued, for then, on breaking the contact,

the induced current acted, and by swinging the needle far round

in the opposite direction, shewed that it was as marked in the

margin; being like that indicated by the chemical action and

contrary to that occurring during the continuance of the contact.

2166. On using the long wire only I could obtain no signs of

chemical decomposition.

2167. Using the galvanometer at x with the long wire ( ),

there was a strong direct current whilst contact continued and

but a very feeble reverse current when the contact broken with

the Electromotor.

2168. On making the experiment for chemical effect with the

soft iron Electro magnet, no chemical action could be obtained,

or evolution of iodine against the end of ^ at a: (2162). This is

a good experiment, as shewing the low condition of the current

when contact is made; for the current which the electromotor tends

to urge through the principle conductor is at the first moment
diminished or neutralized by the counter current which tends

to form.
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2169. Important for general principles to shew that all these

effects, which a current can produce on itself, can be produced

on it also by a neighbouring and independant current.

2170. It seems to me as if there must be some intermediate link

of action between the current as produced from the electromotor

and that occurring at moment of disjunction; and that this link

is also the same with that which connects electrical and magnetic

properties.

17 NOVR. 1834.

2171. See, in reference to this subject, 92, 181 of written notes^.

2172. Is Ampere's elongation of the current a connected pheno-

menon—also my elevations in my early papers, Quar. Jour.?

2173. Repeated the experiments with the wire ( ), using a

new strong charge of Nitro sulphuric acid. The arrangement was

now as in the figure.

2174. When the contact was continued, obtained iodine at x
against the end of shewing a permanent current from / to g.

This is therefore a part of the original current which the long

wire a under the circumstances was unable to carry.

2175. On breaking contact, I could obtain no chemical effect at x
indicating a current in the reverse direction ; but this could hardly

be expected, for as during contact a direct current existed, the

effects it could each time produce on the iodide would neutralize

those of the reverse current. It was in fact impossible under the

circumstances to separate the two sets of effects from each other,

and though the reverse current was probably the most intense, the

direct current must of necessity have been of the longest duration.

2176. Then again, the inducing force of the simple wire is far

less than that of the soft iron electromagnet, and, as appears, its

conducting power also; both circumstances being against the

developement of the induction results by chemical means.

2177. I observed that if contact were continued at d and the

decomposition at x soon diminished and at last almost ceased;

but that on breaking contact at d or the power of decomposition

at X was restored. So that continuing contact for 5 or 10 seconds

would produce very little effect at at, whereas, if contact were
^ Pp. 16, 32 of this volume.
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broken 10 or 20 times, during those 5 or 10 second [s] a much
stronger effect of decomposition at x would result, but always

in the same direction. This effect is probably due to the surface

of platina at x assuming Marianini's state, which is let down by
the counter current each time the contact 21 d ox e is broken.

Perhaps also part of the effect may be due to the direct current

through X being stronger when contact is made at d or as a

consequence of the resistance or counter current which tends to

form in the principal wire when the contact is established.

2178. Now placed a galvanometer at x instead of the decomposing

apparatus. It gave very strong indications of the direct current,

or that produced whilst contact continued, shewing that more
passed through this subordinate communication, in the present

case of the long wire, than when the electro magnet was used.

On stopping this deflection mechanically, as before ( ), and

then breaking contact, I obtained but very feeble indications of

the reverse current. Must repeat the expt.

2179. The spark was however wanting at the place of disjunction

and the shock from this long wire on the tongue was always good
and constant on breaking contact.

2180. As there must be some action and effect on the making

ofcontact which shall correspond to that which occurs on breaking

contact, but as from every principle of action and reaction that

must be in the reverse direction and tend as it were to diminish

the spark, or at least to prevent its appearance, it becomes very

difficult to obtain this negative effect.

21 81. May however consider and estimate the effect of contact

at first by observing what happens in a lateral wire, for we are

able to transfer the force from the wire carrying the original cur-

rent to another wire, and there shew its effects ( ). This has

been done in some cases with the double helix, but now re-

arranged it so as to give evidence of chemical action.

2182. The independance of the two helices was first ascertained.

No iron core or magnet was used. Then one helix was connected

with the electromotor and had a current sent through it, whilst

the other was associated with a decomposing apparatus. Whilst

the current through the first helix was continued, no decomposi-

tion took place at x; but on breaking the contact at d or obtained
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a decomposition at iodine appearing against the end of the

wire 4 and indicating, as it should, a current in the direction

marked.

2183. Tried to obtain the reverse current on making contact but

did not succeed distinctly by chemical means. My arrangement

however very sudden and imperfect.

2184. Put a galvanometer at and then easily obtained the two
currents, one on making and the other on breaking contact.

2185. I now, without much expectation of results, put a galvano-

meter into the direct circuit of a current sent through the soft

iron Electromagnet. When contact was made it swung at once

forcibly in the right direction, giving no indication of a pre-

liminary action. When the needle was mechanically confined in

the magnetic meridian, breaking contact cause no reverse deflec-

tion except the very little which resulted from the residue of

mechanical forces not perfectly balanced by the stops used.

2186. All the effects at making and breaking contact, separated

when a current is used by an interval of time, must occur at once

in the common electrical spark when taken from a wire. Must
occur at once even, to a small extent, when a short wire or a

conductor of any length, however small, is used. Must occur

therefore in every electrical spark. And further, probably occur

at every instant in every part of a continuous electric current,

but are only insulated at the extremities; just as where, in a

spectrum but little developed, the colours appear only at the

extremity—white being in the middle; but not white consisting

of the identical association which made white on entering the

prism, but by the overlapping of successive coloured spectra.

2187. The effect of wire on wire, of convolution on convolution,

and magnet and wire on each other, shews that the force exerted

is lateral, as it were, in its direction; according thus with the

magnetic curves and being represented in its direction, etc. by
them.

2188. That the original current should be able to exalt and sustain

a power which can react like a spring when the original current

ceases, and with an intensity very much greater than that original

force, implies, I think, some intermediate or collateral state of

the force or forces aside from direct electrical action— for the
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reaction is higher in the quality of intensity than the original

action.

2189. I cannot find that the intensity during the continuance of

the current is increased, i.e. that the soft iron electromagnet can

make a current passing round decompose a substance which it

could not decompose before.

2190. Must transform these results into such as can be obtained

with magnets only, when wires move across their magnetic

curves, etc.

2 DECK. 1834.

2191. Used the Electro magnet, and a fine wire at x or the place

where the cross wires met. The wire was platina. All remained

quiet and unchanged whilst contact at C and Z continued; but on

breaking contact there the wire at x was ignited andfuied.
2192. Then used a thicker platina wire there, and could so adjust

it as to length and thickness that the wire should not be fuzed;

but became ignited each time the contact was broken at C and Z,

though it remained black and cold whilst contact continued. Other

effects at x supervened, as that of first contact, etc. etc., but the

effects required were very easily distinguished.

2193. If a thick wire with a cut end be used, with a single pair

of plates to complete the communication, and whilst contact is

continued either at C or Z, the contact at the other side is made

by just approaching the extremity of the wire to the surface of

the mercury, bright sparks and combustions of the metal may be

obtained; and it looks, according to circumstances, either as a

continuous discharge or the spark of making contact. In both

cases, however, it is generally the spark of breaking contact. The
first contact causes ignition of the points touching ; that agitates

the mercury, drives it away, and so breaking contact, gives the

bright spark; and when the tremors of the mercury repeat this

action, it becomes to ordinary observation a continuous spark.

2194. The effect can be produced with a short wire, but infinitely

better with a long one or with an Electro magnet arrangement.

2195. So quickly travels the wave of electricity in a wire that

the shortest sensible contact is long enough to give the full effect

when the contact is broken.
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2196. When spark is taken between platina surface, then is purest,

i.e. freest from effects of combustion. Is very good on breaking

contact when large Electro Mag. used, but scarcely sensible on

making it. It is of course nothing like so bright as that obtained

when mercury used.

2197. The spark on mercury probably not so instantaneous as

that between platina.

2198. Using my battery of 46 pr. 5 inch plates, the effects with

the electro Mag. on making and breaking contact were very

distinct, and of the same kind as those with a single pair of plates.

There was nothing further striking in them.

2199. The permanent discharge of a battery was not better or

worse, or at all different apparently, whether the large Electro

magnet was in the circuit or not.

2200. Took a wire 20 feet long, covered with silk, and doubling

it in the middle, bound it round with string into a length of double

wire of 10 feet; the two halves of the wire being close to and

parallel to each other. Using this wire with the single pr. Electro-

motor, scarcely a sensible spark occurred on breaking contact; but

when the binding thread was removed, and the two halves were

separated and free from each other's inductive and contrary

actions, the same wire gave a good spark on breaking contact.

2201. If of two parallel wires, one were used as a conductor and

the other to make a circuit open or complete at x at pleasure,

there is no doubt that, whilst the second wire open at the first

would give a good spark on breaking contact; but that if the

second were closed at at, the first would give little or no spark.

2202. Opposed helices conjoined in one circuit produce no effect

of spark on disjunction (21 11, 2141). Putting an iron core in was

expected not to alter the result. Tried this morning and it was so.

No change was produced. All null.

2203. Repeated the expt. of decomposition at the cross wires

when the Electro magnet was used as the conductor and a single

pair Electromotor as the generator of Electricity (2168).

2204. On former occasion, on continuing contact at Z and C,

there was no chem. action at x from a portion of the current

passing by that channel. See 2162, 2168. On using a stronger

charge, with more N.Acid in it, I could obtain a feeble effect
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at X whilst contact with Z and C continued, shewing continual

passage of a little there. But if I proceeded in the following order

I obtained a much better effect at x. Break contact at y, then

break contact at C or Z ; renew contact at then renew contact

at C and Z; and so on many times. In this way I avoided any

current through x due to breaking of contact at C or Z, and obtained

there the effect of making contact^ and which effect was greater

than that due to the constant current. Does not this shew that,

at the moment of making contact, there was an effect of retarda-

tion in the part of the circuit constituted by the Electro magnet,

which threw more into the circuit x; and that, contact being

established, this effect of retardation passed away? The Electro

mag. part acquired its standard and constant conducting power,

and then, as we know, on breaking contact rose in conducting

force beyond its constant condition. The retardation at first and

the exaltation at last are the effects due to making and breaking

contact.

2205. These effects might be well shewn by a galvanometer at x
blocked so as to give the excesses of power in the different

directions on making and breaking contact.

2206. Tried for similar effects with a long wire, but did not

obtain them distinctly. In fact, a wire of equal length and thick-

ness as that round the Electro magnet is so much weaker in the

peculiar effect on making and breaking contact, whilst at the same

time it is quite as bad a conductor, that one could hardly expect

to obtain results which had not come out even with the Electro

magnet in the first instance.

2207. Tried again to obtain the reverse current at at by a gal-

vanometer when a long wire formed the circuit ( ); and for

that purpose blocked the galvanometer in the natural position on

one side, i.e. by blocks at opposite sides at each end. Still I did

not succeed. With the electro magnet it is easily obtained, and

there are plenty of reasons why here it should be more difficult.

2208. Repeated the expt. 2182, in which a current through one

helix was made to induce a current through another helix associated

with it, either at the making or breaking of contact. The helices

used were the same, but the Electromotor was my battery of

46 5 -inch plates, and the effect of making or breaking contact was
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repeated several times before the result was examined. Now ob-

tained decomposition of the solution of iodide for the current

induced at making and also that induced at breaking of contact.

3RD DECR. 1834.

2209. Have made a new helix of two coils, each containing 46

feet of the same wire used in the former helix (2107). The cylinder

and convolutions were of the same size, so that this helix, made
into one circuit, is equal nearly to half of the former helix.

2210. In this arrangement, the wires i and 3 make a helix of

96 feet in convolutions, and its extremities can be connected or

disjoined at a and h with an electromotor. The wires 2 and 4
make a helix of 94I feet, in the same direction and close inducting

association with the first, and which can be made to divide the

current with it by bringing 2 and 4 ends into contact at m and n.

The wires 5 and 6 constitute a third helix, containing 92 feet in

convolutions, at a distance from the first helix and having no

inductive action in common with it; and this may be used instead

of the second to divide the current with the first.

221 1. When helix i alone was used, there was a certain bright

spark on breaking contact.

2212. When helix ii was associated with i at m and there was

a brighter spark on breaking contact at a or b,

2213. But when helix iii was used instead of helix ii, there was

a smaller spark— smaller spark even than when i was used alone.

2214. So that helix iii joined to i had not such power as ii joined

to i, and mainly because the induction absent.

2215. There are some circumstances to notice here important.

Helix iii touching i gave smaller spark than i alone, and at last

it caused the disappearance of the spark at a or altogether. In this

case it evidently acted as a return or cross wire to i, or perhaps i

as a return or cross wire to it ; for either alone gave a good spark

on breaking contact at a or h.

2216. This effect is possible and perhaps probable unless the two
helices are perfectly alike in all things, i.e. thickness of wire,

nearness of convolutions in each, contact with each other and the

Electromotor, etc. etc. ; and in many cases the effect may be, not

to destroy the spark entirely, but only diminish its brightness.
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2217. These effects will have a connexion with the comparitive

conducting power of the whole length of wire acting as the cross

wires, and the conducting power of the layer of fluid between the

plates of the electromotor, for the electricity will pass one way
or the other.

2218. If soft iron were put into either helix the other would most

likely act as cross wire to it. Try this.

13 DECK. 1834.

2219. xliii. My 40 pr. 3 inch plates^ old^ common papers^ no glasses.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Action continued 25

minutes. The large volta electrometer has been taken to pieces

and newly arranged; the plates were now above half an inch

apart.

Gas in large V. E. = 29-3 c: i: = 3*715 gr. ofwater decomposed.

Whole charge 140 c: i:; 10 c: i: gave 86 gr. oxide zinc, so the

140 c: i: contained 121 8 gr. of oxide or 977*45 zinc = 24*436 loss

per plate.

As 3*715 W. is equivalent to 13*415 Z. nearly, so each plate

has lost 1*82 equivalents, or the whole 40 lost 72-8 equivalents

of zinc.

2220. My battery of 56 pr. 5 inch plates. It acted beautifully at

first, i.e. when new; but having been used perhaps 8 or 10 times,

it has fallen very much in power, and when the charge is removed

from it great quantities of black powder, containing copper, lead,

zinc, etc., come away from it, and by putting in a feather to brush

the zincs, much more can be brought away. This seems to have

lowered the battery terribly. Its force at present is as follows:

plates were rolled zinc.

2221. xliv. My 56 pr, 5 inch plates^ old^ commonpapers^ glass sides.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N.A. 4. Action good at first, soon

fell—on for 30'.

Gas in Large V. E. 28-5 c: i : = 3*614 grs. of water decomposed.

Whole charge 287 c: i:; 10 c: i: gave 93 gr. oxide, so the 287

c:i: contained 2669-1 gr. oxide or 2141-953 metal = 38-25 loss

per plate.

As 3*614 W. is equivalent to 13*05 Z. nearly, so each plate has

lost 2-931 equivalents, or the whole 56 pr. 164 equivalents nearly.
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2222. xlv. Same battery after rincing off black powder as much as

might do.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N. A. 4. Action on for 30'.

Gas in Large V. E. 29-5 c: i: = 3-74 gr. of water decomposed.

Whole charge 280 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 94-4 gr. oxide,

so the 280 c:i: contained 2643-2 gr. oxide or 2121-168 metal

zinc = loss per plate 37*88 gr. zinc.

As 3-74 W. is equivalent to 13*505 Z., so each plate has lost

2*805 equivalents, or the whole 56 pr. 157 equivalents nearly.

See xlvi and xlvii, expts. of 9th Jany. 1835, for comparitive

results.

17 DECK. 1834.

2223 . The production of a current by induction in an endless wire

is a good case of proof that the electricity is previously in the wire,

or at least is not derived from any thing external, though it may
be excited by external means, i.e. supposing electricity matter, etc.

and not merely motion.

2224. Joined the similar ends of helices i and ii (2107, 2140) to

each other and to thick wires with large copper handles, for the

purpose of obtaining a shock, etc. from helices only. The two
helices of course acted as one having a wire twice as thick as

that employed in either helix. Used with this the single pair

electromotor. Could imagine I obtained a shock when contact

was broken, but it was very weak. Easily obtained a powerful

one in the tongue and mouth.

2225. When Iron was put into the helix then it gave a shock up
to the arms.

2226. Then used 10 pr. Wollaston plates, 4 inch square, instead

of a single pair. Now obtained shock both on making and

breaking. The shock on making was from electricity direct from

the battery. Query whether that on breaking was from cessation

of this current, or from the reverse and induced current. On
making the helix complete communication, then laying hold of

the handles and finally breaking contact, there was no shock on

laying hold, but there was on breaking contact.

2227. Must have a helix of thick wire and then can do all this

better.
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2228. Consider Marianini's effect of return shock, etc. etc. in

frog's body, etc. May be due to the intensity of current on
cessation.

2229. Introduced a platina wire at the cross wire of Electro

magnet and arranged it as to length and thickness so that it should

not be ignited when circuit through the electro magnet was com-
plete. It was indeed of such diameter that no length, however
little, could be ignited whilst circuit in the E. M. was complete.

2230. But on making contact the wire was ignited at that moment
because of retardation for the instant through the E. Mag. circuit;

the temperature then fell, and it could be so adjusted that either

making or breaking contact should ignite the wire—whilst con-

tinued contact should not.

2231. The platina wire used was not very thin. Too fine a wire

does not do so well as a coarser one.

2232. Tried same expt., using helices i and ii arranged as above

( ), but did not succeed for very plain reasons. The wires

of the helix, because of their small diameter and great length,

conduct so badly that a full inch of the platina wire introduced

at the cross wires could be sustained red hot by the portion of

electricity passing through it; and a quarter of an inch could be

retained white hot. Hence it was impossible to distinguish the

first effect from the constant effect.

2233. Again, as the constant current kept it so hot, it was equally

impossible to observe the effect of breaking contact. All these

experiments require that much electricity should go through the

long circuit and little through the cross wires— except at the

moment when contact is made or broken.

2234. Used the E. Magnet and put the Galvanometer into the

cross wires ( ) ; observed the constant deflection ; then blocked

the needle there, broke contact, and then on making contact ob-

served the extra effect due to the greater current through the

cross wire at that moment. Obtained the effect, but it was not

great; principally because of the distance of the poles of the needle

from the convolutions of the galvanometer and the distance there-

fore at which the power was acting.

2235. Made the same arrangement, using the helix i and ii ( )

;

obtained the deflexions both for making and breaking contact,
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but they were very feeble, because the part of the current through

the cross wires was great and the other part through the helix

small. Try with a helix of thick wire.

2236. Repeated 2194 carefully, using the same piece of wire to

make contact and complete communication in both cases. The
running fire of spark is not so easily obtained with the E. M. as

with the short communication (in this instance about 8 inches),

apparently because, as current rises in former case slowly, there

is no sudden repulsive action, either mechanical or electro mag.,

to drive off the mercury at moment of contact. With short wire

there is sudden current; therefore sudden heat at point of contact

and also sudden production of forces Electro magnetically to

produce separation. In my old expt., at moment the current

passed through the wire, the mercury was depressed around it,

and a similar effect would take place here, aided by the momentum
the mercury would receive. All these causes would be less effectual

with the Electro magnet because of slowness with which the current

there attains its full force.

2237. On tapping the cup containing the mercury, successive

sparks could be obtained with the Electro magnet communica-
tion. I remarked that these sparks were not so bright as those

obtained when the end was fairly dipped into the mercury and

taken out again. This would depend in part on the difference of

surface of contact in the two cases, the small surface in the first

instance diminishing the quantity of electricity which passes ; and

in part perhaps upon the time required for the Electro magnet to

change its state, i.e. to acquire its highest state on making contact

and its lowest on breaking. Any deficiency in this respect would,

by diminishing the quantity of passing electricity, diminish the

spark on breaking contact. The diminished effect is, I take it,

principally dependant upon this point of time requisite for the

changes.

19 DECK. 1834.

2238. Have made an excellent helix of copper wire, \ of an inch

in diameter. The wire in the first or inner helix contained 37 feet

in length; that in the second and superposed helix 42 feet in

length, independant of the connecting terminations. These helices

F D II 23
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were united into one helix of 79 feet of wire in a consistent or

conformable manner, and then experiments made with it and a

single pair Electromotor.

2239. This helix gave a good spark on breaking contact.

2240. The two helices in one gave a better spark than either

of the helices alone, so that the length was advantageous.

2241. Copper handles were fitted to the extremities and these

held in hands moistened in brine. A shock upon breaking contact

was now obtained by myself, Anderson and Mr Daniell. The
shock on the tongue was very strong.

2242. On putting a platina wire, perhaps ~ of an inch in diameter,

at X at the cross wires, an inch or more was ignited, and retained

so by the part of the current which then passed there. Took there-

fore a very much finer platina wire, so fine that a quarter of an

inch of it could not be retained permanently red hot by the

current of continued contact. Then tried effect at making and

breaking contact. Could obtain ignition on making contact but

not with this wire on breaking contact. A finer would, I have

no doubt, give it; for the spark at breaking contact did not occur

at the place of disjunction and hence the return current must

have passed x.

2243. The ignition on making contact is liable to be produced

in part by the state of the acid, etc. against the zinc plate, con-

sequent on the momentary intermission of action; but I believe

that the principal part was due to the retardation at first making

contact.

2244. Now put the Galvanometer at x in the cross wire circuit.

An immense portion of the electricity passed through the gal-

vanometer, so that the needle was almost at right angles to the

wires. So there was no chance of obtaining the effect (increased)

on making contact. Again, when the needle was forced back to

its natural position, it was so strained mechanically that, on dis-

joining the circuit at the Electromotor, I could not be sure the

reversed deflection, little as it was, was not merely mechanical.

2245. In the galvanometer expt., there are several things against

obtaining results. The galvanometer wire itself is rather long and

produces inductive effects, counteracting those of the helix-not

being so long, a greater proportion of the current goes through
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than of equal length, and so its inductive force is somewhat
raised.

22 DECR. 1834.

2246*. Copper wire, ^ of inch in diameter. Six lengths of five

feet each, soldered at ends to piece of copper plate so as to form

terminations, and these amalgamated. When this bundle was used

to connect the electromotor, it gave but a very feeble spark on

breaking contact; but the spark was sensibly better when the wires

were held together, so as to act laterally, than when they were

opened out from each other— thus shewing lateral action.

2247. Made a longer bundle of the same fine copper wire. There

were 20 lengths of 18 feet 2 inches each, and the thick terminal

pieces of copper wire were 6 inches long and | of inch thick.

2248. When this bundle was bound together by string, the spark

at breaking contact was distinctly better than when the lengths

or strands were spread open; but the difference was not very

great. Not so great as I expected from the action of a helix.

2249. When a length of 19 feet 6 inches of the thick copper wire

I
of inch in diameter was employed, and the sparks from this

and the other alternated, this gave decidedly the largest sparks

on breaking contact. The Sectional area of the two is very nearly

the same.

2250. A piece of zinc on the tongue and silver beneath. Whether
connected by a long or a short wire I could perceive no difference.

The sensation occurred on contact—continued during contact and

did not increase at moment of breaking contact.

2251. A flounder used instead of the tongue: results the same—
contraction on making, cessation on breaking. No difference

between long and short wire (fine diameter and copper).

2252 1. As regards bundles of wires, etc. If a and b equal in nature,

diameter and strength, then equal inductive action in both and

neither will tend to discharge the other.

2253. If much thicker than the other, still, as it will carry

proportionately more electricity, the inductive effects will be pro-

portional and neither will tend to discharge the other.

2254. If one made shorter than the other, its amount of inductive

* [2246]

+ [2252]
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force is then less and it gradually merges into the condition of

mere cross wire.

2255. If the two, a and are of different quality as to conduction,

then the results are not so evident, but probably equal lengths

would be equivalent to each other in not discharging each other's

currents; just as, in fact, they were found to be in my second

series (201, etc.).

2256. See also 2218 of these notes.

9 JANY. 1835.

2257. My battery of 56 pr. 5 inch plates has been taken to pieces

and rearranged. When dismounted, the papers were in good con-

dition. The coppers were cleaner on the sides next the papers than

on that next the zincs. Copper had been dissolved from the

former sides : protoxide of copper had apparently been produced

here and there on the latter sides. The zincs were in very bad

condition, having a thick crust of deposited copper on them. This

was generally as a soft black powder, but sometimes even in hard

metallic scales which, when rubbed by a file, gave the red colour

and lustre of copper.

2258. The plates were rubbed with a file whilst wet, etc. ; brushed

;

and so this deposit of copper, zinc, etc. removed. They were then

dried. There must have been great local voltaic action.

2259. The coppers have been covered with a coat of lacquer

(shell lac dissolved in alcohol) on the outsides, i.e. those surfaces

against which the paper would touch, and this allowed to dry

and harden for two or three days.

2260. The box of the trough, having been left for two or three

weeks, has become dry. The plates however were repacked as

before, with papers between the coppers. Some of the papers

were single thicknesses of foolscap which had been dipped in the

solution of shell lac in alcohol and dried. Others were single

thickness of cartridge paper dipped in a similar way; and others,

cartridge paper not so dipped. 54 plates were reintroduced.

2261. On putting water into the battery, the box was found to

leak all round the lower edges much, from the warping of the

wood. The bottom is only pinned on, but this mode of junction
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will certainly not do. This water in the cell enabled the battery

to decompose water slowly in the Volta electrometer.

2262. Must try different boxes. Must also try to soak wood in

mur. lime, etc., to prevent warping.

2263. The charge for this trough at present is 280 or 285 cubic

inches of fluid.

Now made two experiments with the battery.

2264. xlvi. My 54 pr. 5 inch plates. Newly arranged^ lacquered

coppers^ glass sides^ etc.

Charge, W. 200; S. A. 4-5; N. A. 4. Action good: soon over:

on only for 10'.

Gas in Large V. E. 45-9 c:i: at 37° F. = 5*82 gr. of water

decomposed.

Whole charge 281*5 c:i:; 10 c:i: g^ve 87*5 grs. of oxide: so

the whole 281*5 i* contained 2463*1 grs. of oxide or 1976*6 grs.

of metal zinc = to 36*6 loss per plate.

As 5*82 W. is equivalent to 21*016 Z., so each plate has lost

1*74 equivalents, or the whole 54 pair 93*96 equivalents.

The probable reason why the loss of metal appears greater

here than in the next expt. is that the plates were, of course,

oxidized on the surface the first time of using, but clean and

metallic the second.

2265. xlvii. Same battery—second time ofuse after re-arrangement.

Charge, W. 200; S.A. 4*5; N.A. 4. Action on for 10'; then

nearly exhausted.

Gas in large V. E. 45 c: i: at yf F. = 5*71 grs. of water de-

composed.

Whole charge 281*5 c: i:; of these, 10 c: i: gave 83*6 oxide of

zinc, so the 281*5 contained 2353*35 gr. of oxide or 1888*56 metal

zinc = loss per plate 34*97 gr. metal.

As 5*71 W. is equivalent to 20*6188 Z., so each plate has lost

1*69 equivalents^ or the whole 54 pair 91*26 equivalents nearly.

Vast difference between these and the former results (2221,

2222).

2266. Mr Clarke shewed me to-day several of his results of

shocks, etc. obtained by his Magneto Electric machine. Most of

them are related to the Magneto Electric Induction which I have
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given in to the Royal Society. He thought there was a shock both

on making and breaking contact, but I tried by a cup of mercury,

etc., and found there was none on making— only on breaking

contact.

2267. References as to electrical state of particles of matter.

Pouillet—Ann. de Chimie, xxxv, p. 401.

Davy—Thomson on heat and Electricity, 535.

Fechner— Quar. Jour., xxvi, p. 428.



15 JANY. 1835^

2268. Within the last week have observed twice that a slight

obscurity of the sight of my left eye has happened. It occurred

in reading the letters of a book, held about 14 inches from the

eye, being obscured as by a fog over a space about half an inch

in diameter. This space was a little to the right and below the

axis of the eye. Looking for the effect now and other times, I

cannot perceive it. I note this down that I may hereafter trace

the progress of the effect if it increases or becomes more common.

16 JANY. 1835^

2269. Have renewed the investigation of fluorine^ etc. Have
worked to-day with some fine greenfluor^ very uniform and pure;

very phosphorescent.

2270 . 3 8 by weight offluor and 1 5 2 ofsul. lead(being equivalents)

,

were pulverised and mingled together. A portion being heated

on plat, foil in air, fuzed together at fair red heat and seemed to

become quite clear. On cooling it became white and opaque ; the

platina was not hurt. Being pulverised and boiled in distilled

water, the latter, filtered, contained no S.A.—no lime—no lead,

etc. There had been no decomposition or useful result. I think

the fluor had dissolved in the melted sul. lead, but am not quite

sure. It might be in it as borax is in oil—invisible.

2271. A similar mixture (not fuzed) boiled in water in a flask

for 40'; filtered, the clear liquor contained no sul. lime—no de-

composition.

2272. Hence cannot obtain afluoride oflead this way.

2273. Fluor 38 and Carb. lead 126 (being equivalents), were

mixed and heated together. The carbonate became oxide of lead,

but no further change occurred. Dilute nitric or acetic acid dis-

solved the oxide of lead and left the fluor.

2274. Chloride and Fluoride oflead^ about equal volumes, fuze and

mix perfectly, and apparently in very variable, if not in all pro-

portions, for no line of demarcation between the two substances

^ In the MS. these dates are written 1834, presumably in error.
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before stirring was visible. This probably a useful mixture in

voltaic decompositions for fluorine.

2275. Chloride oflead and Fluor spar do not fuze and mix together

at such dull red heat as the chloride of lead will bear in an open

platina capsule. There seems to be no action between the two
substances.

2276. Chloride calcium and fluor spar^ i.e. chloride and fluoride

of calcium, fuzed together. The latter wets easily in the former

and I think perhaps a part may dissolve, but not much. On
treating the mass with water the chloride oflime only dissolves out.

2277. Tried expts. for a fluor glass for a stopper to apparatus.

2278. All fluor glass want the heat of the Oxy-alcohol lamp.

Alumina or clay makes a more fusible mixture withfluor spar than

silica.

2279. One in Vol. of white porcellain clay and One in vol. of

pulverised fluor fuze pretty fairly; the resulting solid is white and

opaque.

2280. Two clay and one fluor were more fusible. The mixture

boils at one time in parts and yet becomes solid and difficultly or

imperfectly fusible at a latter period : this is probably from action

of oxygen on exposed substances.

2281. Two fluor and one clay not so good as equal vols.

2282. Fluor alone fuzes into a good knob and I think will per-

haps do best. It makes a clear glass until the oxygen and heat

acts on it.

2283. The plan will be, not to powder the fluor but to heat it

carefully in a crucible, and then select a piece large enough and

fasten it to the wire on which the plug is to be fixed. Once
heated, the fluor does not decrepitate a second time.

2284. The fluor I think breaks into fragments because of the

evolution of some gazeous matter, blowing it to pieces. Must

heat it in a close tube.

2285. Passed Mur. Acid gas from S. A. and Mur. ammonia over

fragments of fluor heated to bright redness in a platina tube. The
gas at the end of the tube was principally Mur. Acid, but mingled

with hydro-fluoric acid—as shewn first by its precipitating nit. of

silver, which hy. fluoric acid does not, and by its acting on glass,

which M. A. does not. But the action was not ready and good, so
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that the process would not do well for preparing Hy. fluoric acid.

The fluor in the tube had decrepitated into fragments and re-

adhered by the heat. A little chloride of calcium was formed,

but not much. The process of no use.

17 JANY. 1835.

2286. Heated some green decrepitating fluor in a glass tube, but

did not obtain any decided appearance of action on the glass,

though it was rather dull on the inside.

2287. Soluble Fluoride ofSilver. Taste very strong and metallic;

is quite neutral to litmus and turmeric paper.

2288. Sol. of Fluoride silver on glass did not act instantly unless

warmed; and then did act. Being left at side of the bath, a crust

of crystals formed on the drop which prevented further evapora-

tion; this broken and the whole nearly dried. On washing the

glass a black permanent stain was left, the crystals at the same

time dissolving, except a thin film which looked a little like silica,

but was dark; might be oxide of silver. Ammonia, being put upon
the stain on the glass, dissolved the black substance. Nitric acid

warmed did the same thing. In both cases the glass was deeply

corroded and roughened. Hence glass suffers much and the black

matter is probably oxide of silver— the oxides silica, alkali, lead,

etc. being taken up in its place. It is probably a simple case of

precipitation.

2289. A little sol. fluoride of silver on a good porcellain dish

caused same deposit and acted in the same manner, corroding it

deeply.

2290. A porcelain dish has had some solution of fluoride of silver

left in it for some time past. It was much blackd. ; and removing

this by Ammonia and N. A., the dish was found much corroded.

2291. A little s^oX, fluoride ofsilver evaporated on platina gave no

black stain against the metal, but a thin film of apparently brown
oxide of silver was formed on the surface. When the evaporation

was farther advanced, brownish but translucent crystals were

obtained, deliquescent and resoluble in water. An[d] there was
no action on the platina.

2292. By further heat these crystals become dry or solid, ap-

parently without decomposition—but a little more heat evolves
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acrid sharp fumes, and a fusible black matter is left, which crystal-

lizes as it cools, giving a dull yellowish streak and being I believe

the sub fluoride containing a little oxide. A piece of this, fuzed

on the foil, being washed with water, gave solution of the soluble

fluoride and left metallic silver. Being boiled with Water, the

silver was very distinct by its ordinary character, brilliancy of

streak, etc. etc.

2293. The vapour rising when the crystals of fluoride were heated

may be either fluorine if the crystals were anhydrous, or hydro

fluoric acid if they were moist, oxide of silver being then left with

the sub fluoride : must ascertain this point.

2294. A piece of a silver capsule dried: it then contained silver

and sub fluoride and also oxide. This in strong ammonia: the

yellow sub fluoride changed colour, just as in water, and it is

probable that ammonia does not dissolve sub fluoride as a whole,

but produces the sil. fluoride and dissolves and combines with it.

2295. The ammoniacal solution warmed in air became black

throughout. It was evaporated to dryness and left black solid

substance. This, washed in water, gave a neutral solution and left

the black substance having the general properties of my sub

oxide of silver, which I believe it to be.

2296. The aqueous neutral solution gave plenty of silver with

M. A. Being evaporated to dryness it gave a dark, solid substance,

all of which redissolved in water except a little black film, perhaps

oxide of silver. The solution, evaporated to dryness in silver^ ap-

peared to act on it a little, but gave a brown substance and not the

golden coloured sub fluoride of silver. This solution is probably

a compound of fluorine, silver and ammonia, or

2297. Solution offluoride of silver and ordinary alcohol put to-

gether—no change of appearance and both mix—being heated

there was no change until the evaporation went so far as to pro-

duce the effects above with the solution of fluoride alone.

2298. Solution of fluoride of silver evaporated to dryness: then

the Alcohol did not dissolve any thing, or very little—water dis-

solved it freely.

2299. Very strong alcohol added to the solution of the fluoride

of silver and shaken—produced a brown precipitate this left in a

tube to settle until monday. On monday the alcohol had dissolved
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the fluoride. The precipitate of turbidness was not the fluoride.

There was much action on the glass and deposition of oxide of

silver, as with aqueous solution.

2300. Ether, put on strong aqueous sol. offluoride silver^ did not

dissolve it or act upon it. There was plenty of action on the glass

by the aqueous solution beneath.

2301 . Solution of fluoride of silver in a tube with thrice its bulk

of ether: no immediate action—shaken and left until Monday
(See back—bottom of last page)^

2302. As silica and alumina precipitate oxide of silver from the

fluate of silver, can probably pencil designs and obtain some good
effects with it. Has its advantages above the nitrate this way.

20 JANY. 1835^

2303. Made fluoric acid from the large leaden retort—used the

worst parcel of selected fluor— contained much earthy matter, not

fluor, and much sulphuret copper, etc. The retort half filled with

it and strong S.A., the latter swimg. over the pulverised fluor.

Heated by a bath of solution of nitre with oil on top—used boiling

temperature.

2304. Gas at first deposited silica against surface of water. In

about an hour ceased to do so, and then collected the results,

letting the end of leaden pipe dip a little way into the water con-

tained in pewter vessels.

2305. First portion—good condensation— see heavy solution

falling away from the beak of the retort—much sul. hydrogen

comes over—water of condensation becomes yellow, turbid, hot

and very acid. If water removed the vapours from retort very

white and dense.

2306. Second portion condensed in water. A common pewter

pot. As last, but no[t] so very turbid.

2307. Third portion in water in tin pot— as before. Nitre bath

answers very well.

2308. Fourth portion. Some silica appeared and hence removed
third water and put on the present— silica became more abundant.

At one moment, on cooling bath, water went back into the retort

1 i.e., see par. 2300.
2 In the MS. this date is written 1834.
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and evolution of gas or vapour ceased. After long continuing

the heat, gas again appeared, but it was now fluo silicic gas almost

entirely, and continued so to the end of the operation. This fourth

portion kept apart from the rest.

2309. It seemed as if the water helped to bring on this evolution

of silico fluoric acid, but it had appeared a little now and then

before that.

2310. The operation was now stopped. It would be a good plan

to have a pipe by which a current of air might be made to pass

through the retort and so carry vapours forward. Is important

also to use as pure fluor as may be.

23 1 1 . Now neutralized all the portions by ordinary Carb. potash

:

it took a good deal of this to do so. The fourth portion, being

neutralized and filtered, gave very much silico fluate of potash

and scarcely any soluble salt. It was therefore thrown away.

2312. All the others contained more or less silica, but as they all

gave also fluate of potash they were mingled—the silico fluate of

potash separated by filtration and the solution (still alkaline by
excess of the carbonate) evaporated down to a certain degree to

give a rough fluate ofpotash.

21 JANY.

2313. Opened the retort. State very good. Charge had swelled

much and there was quite enough of it. It was hard and I think

more S. A. would be good. By water, a chisel and care the charge

was readily removed from retort without harm to the latter. The
lead had not suffered.

2314. Would be useful to blow through-but a stirrer would do

no good; the residue of Sul. lime is too stiff.

27 JANY. 1835.

2315. Have had a second distillation of Fluoric acid in the same

large lead retort—a leaden tube with stop cock having been first

fitted into the top, near the edge, to blow air in at.

2316. The fluor spar was the best picked portion—powdered

moderately as before—not so much of the fluor, but more S. A.,

so as to cover it with an inch of the latter when all mixed together

and left for a moment. The bath was as before, but placed over
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the Laboratory fire and the operation worked in the Laboratory.

It took the whole day.

2317. A little silicated fluoric acid came over at first, but it soon

stopped, and then the thick fumes of Hydrofluoric acid with Sul.

Hydrogen came over. These were condensed as before in the lead

and pewter pots.

2318. The whole operation went on well— not much annoyance

from fumes—very little—they condensed well in water— liquid

always turbid from the sul. hydrogen acting on the lead or rather

the tin dissolved by the acid.

2319. About middle of the day began to blow air through occa-

sionally with a bag. Found it easy to do so with the mouth. It

helps and does service and prevents all fear of absorption, i.e. it

enables a quick remedy to be applied when, from the cessation

of bubbles, there is fear of absorption. It should be directed

downwards, and the inner aperture made smaller so as to mix

the air better with the fluoric vapour.

2320. Perhaps if could obtain a Httle higher heat in the bath it

might be better, but I am not sure ; for as the residue cakes, it is

possible it might blow it to pieces and do harm.

2321. The tin vessels are not good. The Hy. fluoric acid acts

upon them, evolving hydrogen and producing, I suppose, a

soluble fluoride rz/z—hence they are soon eaten into holes. The
common lead pots are far the iDest.

2322. On saturating the first, second and third portions of acid

received with soL carh. pot,^ there was very little precipitation of

silica indeed; but there was some. Much Sulphuret of tin and

lead was also then thrown down when the acid was neutralized.

2323. It will probably be needful to make it all into fluoride

potassium.

2324. I think it would be good to mix the acid and fluor some
days before the distillation, and stir well from time to time, so

as to get a good decomposition first, and then at last distill ofl"

the fluoric acid. Perhaps passing steam through would help it.

28 JANY. 1835.

2325. Opened the retort this morning. At the bottom was a very

hard cake of Sul. lime, etc., and over that much liquid oil of
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vitriol, etc. The surface of the cake was exceeding hard. The
acid above fumed much; it was poured off— the cake penetrated

in the middle to the bottom—the retort rinced out two or three

times and then filled with water and left for the stony mass to

soften.

2326. I do not suppose more than a fourth of the fluor has been

decomposed— if so much. I think well of the plan of mixing first

for two or three days.

29 JANY. 1835.

2327. Have been working with the first product, i.e. that of the

20 Jany. It was concentrated in the alkaline state, having been

over charged with carb. potash, and having been left for a night,

it was found with some silico fluate of potash at the bottom and

also crystals of Sulphate of potash. The super-natent Hquor,

having been poured off, was diluted somewhat, and then, being

heated in leaden vessels, was almost exactly neutralized by the

addition of some of the acid of the 27th— it was left very slightly

acid.

2328. It was then filtered through paper in glass vessels (there

being no sensible action in a short time when in this diluted and

neutral and also cold state), to separate some further portion of

sulphuret precipitated. In this state it was put aside in leaden

vessels.

2329. A portion of this neutral (or very sHghtly acid) fluoride

of potassium had sol. nitrate of silver added to it and the whole

agitated. A black precipitate formed and the clear solution above

contained no silver. Nitrate of silver was added to this clear

solution, when a lightbrown precipitate was formed and separated.

Again nitrate of silver was added and agitated, and now a fawn

coloured precipitate was produced—whilst the solution also con-

tained silver, and more nitrate did not produce any permanent

precipitate. Hence three precipitates and a clear resulting solution

was obtained.

2330. The first precipitate, acted on by ammonia, gave a solution

of much chloride of silver, and a dense black precipitate (ap-

parently sulphuret of silver) was left : this being washed repeatedly

in ammonia and then dried and heated, was found to be metallic
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silver. It had probably been sulphuret (precipitated), but was
decomposed by the excess of ammonia.

2331. The second precipitate was divided in a similar manner
into much chloride and a little of the black matter. The third

precipitate was nearly all chloride of silver. All these chlorides

were fusible, unchangeable by heat^ etc. etc.

2332. Hence the Nit. of Silver had separated Sul. Hydrogen and

chlorine and so cleared these things away. More was wanted than

I liked. The chlorine has entered probably from the Carb. potash

used, and perhaps also some in the distillation.

2333. Thought might use proto nitrate of mercury for this pur-

pose instead of silver nit.^ but the fluoride containing silver and

so free from chlorine, etc. was abundantly precipitated by the Nit.

mercury, because of formation of insoluble fluoride. Hence will

not do— or not do well.

2334. Must examine the precipitated fluoride of mercury.

2335. Now precipitated the cleansed fluoride of Potassium solu-

tion by solution of nitrate of lead added in excess; an abundant

white precipitate fell down of fluoride of lead. Water was added,

the whole well mixed and left in Jars to subside. After a time the

clear liquor was drawn off and examined and the precipitate put

into a course of washing with distilled water.

2336. The clear liquor was evaporated in Berlin evap. basins and

left on the sand bath all night.

30 JANY. 1835.

2337. This morning a small quantity of scaly crystals upon the

surface and in the solution were found, which had gradually been

formed. They were separated and washed but not broken up.

When dry they were heated in a tube and boiled a little, evolving

nitrous vapour in small quantity; and there remained a fluid which

solidified on cooling, which could not be decomposed by heat

alone and which by S. A. appeared to be fluoride of lead. The
crystals were probably fluoride of lead, but mixed with a little

nitrate which had not been washed out of them. Their quantity

was small, hence nearly all the fluoride of lead precipitates.

2338. The liquor, carefully neutralized, threw down a white pre-

cipitate-there was not much of it. This was almost entirely
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hydrated prot. oxide of lead, and resulted from the excess of nitrate

of lead used in the precipitation. The liquor was previously acid

because the nitrate of lead used was of course acid.

2339. A little further addition of potash rendered the liquor

alkaline, and threw down a grey brown powder which was almost

pure oxide of silver, resulting from the excess of nitrate of silver

used in the first instance.

2340. This precipitation of the lead by alkali before the silver

very remarkable. Probably depends upon the presence of some
fluorine and the strong affinity between it and silver, but must

examine this point. Silver, metallic, would probably separate lead

from the fluoride and form sol. fluoride of silver. On the other

hand, leadprobably not precipitate silverfrom the soluble fluoride.

2341. Either the neutral or the slightly alkaline solution, upon
concentration, gave crystals of Nitre and scarcely any thing else.

Hence this a good mode of preparing fluoride of lead, provided

the fluoride does not combine with a little of the nitrate of lead

used and retain it during the washing. Must try this point.

31 JANY. 1835.

2342. A portion of the precipitated fluoride of lead which has

been washed three or four times in cold distilled water now boiled

in distilled water.

2343. The cold filtered liquid gave black precipitate with Sul.

Hydrogen; another portion evaporated gave a solid matter, almost

entirely nitrate of lead. This, dissolved in water, left a little in-

soluble which was partly sulphate and partly fluoride of lead : the

sulphate was probably from the action of sulphates in the filter.

2344. Same fluoride boiled in a second portion of distilled water.

The clear liquor blackened by S. H., and being evaporated, gave

solid matter containing a little nitrate of lead and some fluoride.

2345. Same fluoride boiled a third time. The clear liquor precipi-

tated black by Sul. Hy. On evaporation gave some solid matter

containing very little, if any nitrate; it fuzed, etc. etc. and was

fluoride of lead.

2346. Boiled a fourth time, gave solution blackening as before

and giving by evap. a little solid fluoride of lead.

Boiled a fifth^ sixth^ seventh and eighth time: each time the
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solution contained fluoride of lead. Now the fluoride nearly all

gone.

2347. Boiled a ninth time: nothing left but a little insoluble

matter, perhaps sul. lead.

2 FEBY. 1835.

2348. Examined the large retort (2325) : the soaking in water has

not softened the charge. Used a chisel and hammer and got out

the charge very well, without hurting the retort. The bottom

all sound, but a little leaking at the top where the joint not lapped

over. Otherwise all well.

2349. The large quantity of Fluoride formed on the 29th Jany.

(2335) has contracted much in the water since last week. As it

must contain nitrate, boiled some distilled water and added it to

the precipitate, agitating well by blowing through and thus

washing well in hot water. Hope thus to get out the nitrate or

the greater part of it. In the evening filtered it out. It was now
very small in bulk, but heavy.

2350. Must precipitate by an acetate and hot.

4 FEB. 1835.

2351. The hot water washing of the fluoride, being filtered and

evaporated, gave much nitrate of lead. Hence necessity for hot

washing.

2352. Washed the fluoride twice more in hot water, filtered and

evaporated the last washing : it gave very little soluble. Therefore

put the fluoride on a filter, dried it on chalk stone and at last on
sandbath. It is apparently a good fluoride of lead (by Nit. lead

from the first distillation of Hydro fluoric acid in large leaden

retort).

2353. Tried to combine finely powdered litharge directly with

the hydro fluoric acid (a part of that of second distillation). This

process will not do. It requires great excess of the oxide and

warmth to neutralize all the acid, and then there is no means of

separating the fluoride from the oxide.

2354. The use of carbonate of lead might perhaps not present

this or other objections if, with a little excess of hydro fluoric

acid, all the carbonate could be converted into fluoride.

FDII 24
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2355. Worked upon the remaining portion ofsol.fluode,potassium

of the first distillation (20 and 29 of Jany.; 2312, 2329). Used
Proto nitrate of mercury to form the first precipitates; and much
sulphuret and chloride mercury fell down, which was separated.

Continued the further separation by using nitrate of silver until

in excess. Then filtered the solution and left it slightly acid all

night in a glass Jar.

5 FEBY. 1835.

2356. This morning a thin crust of minute crystals had formed

on the sides of the jar. It looked like the result of action on the

jar, but when the solution was poured out, the crystals were

easily displaced by a feather ; and being collected together, formed

a small collection of sandy looking particles, which, washed two
or three times in water, seemed to give up very little by solution.

The crystals were dried and remained unchanged in the air. Being

put into a tube with a drop of Sulphuric acid, much gas was

evolved, fuming in the air; smelling fluoric; producing no action

or dullness on the glass in the tube, but on reaching the mouth
of the tube, acting there by virtue of the moisture in the air.

The glass became quickly dull, and even a platina plate, held

against the mouth, became dull. Whether this gas is sil. fluoric

acid and what the salt is, I must leave to be resolved hereafter.

6 FEBY. 1835.

2357. Took a part of the solution freed yesterday from muriates

and Sul. Hy. and precipitated it by solution of acetate of lead.

The acetate was made hot and the sol. of fluoride potassium

poured into it, the acetate being in excess.

2358. Washed the precipitate thrice with boiling distilled water,

agitating by blowing air through at the same time. Evaporated

the third washing and found scarcely any thing left. Filtered out

the fluoride and put it to drain and dry. It appears to be good

fluo. lead (and is by acetate from first distillation).

7 FEBY. 1835.

2359. Evaporated the rest of the solution of fluoride of pm.

(20 Jany., 6 Feb.; 2312, 2357) in a leaden pan; the silver in solu-
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tion was thrown down by the lead in a metallic state. When much
concentrated and in a half solid state it was put into a leaden

vessel, covered over and labled.

2360. This fluoride is very deliquescent and soluble. The solution

acts on turmeric paper as an alkali, even when slightly acid. The
solution acts on litmus paper finally as an alkali. If reddened

litmus paper be touched by acid solution of fluoride pm., it will

dry blue; the blue will be restored. The hydro fluoric acid alone

does not do this. The effect is perhaps due to the acid on the

litmus paper taking alkali from the fluoride pm. and the hydro

fluoric acid flying off.

2361. Hydro fluoric acid acts on turmeric paper as an alkali, i.e.

it renders it brown as boracic acid does.

2362. Completed the neutralization of that part of the second

distillation of the 27th Jany. referred to (2322), leaving it slightly

acid and using heat. The process was performed in leaden pots.

Filtered.

9 FEBY. 1835.

2363. This morning precipitated the nearly neutral sol. Fluoride

potassium by Nitrate of silver added in excess. Separated the

black precipitate and filtered. Evaporated the liquor in a leaden

basin. The silver in excess thrown down.

2364. Fluoride of Silver does not stain the hand as nitrate does.

10 FEBY. 1835.

2365. Reference. Dr Davy on Sil. Fluoric acid in Jameson's

JournaP, about 1834 or 1835.

11 FEBY. 1835.

2366. Evaporated the second batch offluo. Potm. (2362) and put

it by in a leaden vessel; there was a good large quantity of it,

perhaps a lb. in weight solid, but not fuzed and dry.

2367. Sol. Fluo Potassm., even if acid, put on litmus (reddened)

or on turmeric paper, restores the blue of the first and reddens

the turmeric whilst dry and warm; but if the places be moistened,

the blue becomes red as by acid and the brown yellow, so that

this curious effect depends upon temperature and dryness.

^ i.e. Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal.

24-2
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2368. Put together in a leaden vessel 1000 gr. finely powdered
fluor spar, or i Equiv., with 2500 gr. oil vitriol, or 2 Equiv., and

2500 of water. Stirred them together and left them at common
temperatures to act on each other.

17TH FEBY. 1835.

2369. Fused portions of the two fluorides of lead in a platina

crucible. They fuzed well; gave only a little fume as chloride of

lead would do, and did not act on the crucible, i.e. that from

nitrate did not and that from the acetate did slightly. Perhaps this

results from minute quantities of the nit. and acetate being retained

in the precipitate; if so, that from acetate best for my purpose.

2370. That from nitrate, on solidifying, was at first pale fawn;

as it cooled it became darker; then red brown; brown, and when
cold, black. That from the acetate was at first a pale green, but

darkened and became at last black. Different order of colours to

those generally produced by the action of heat.

18 FEBY. 1835.

2371. To ascertain whether helix really better than straight wire

of equal length in producing the inductive spark on breaking

contact: cz, c was one wire of 76 feet length, copper and

of inch in diameter; b is the middle of that wire. The portion

from bxo a was made into a helix round a stick of wood, and the

part from b to c left extended; a, b and c were amalgamated.

b was then connected with one of the cups of a single pair of

plates, such as those used before, and a or c were used to complete

the circuit. Thus the current was the same through equal lengths

of the same wire, and no doubt as to difference of wire could arise.

2372. When the current was through a, b, breaking contact gave

a good spark; when through 3, c, breaking contact gave a much
less spark in every respect, i.e. as to sight and sound. The same

was the case if cz or c were continued in and contact broken at b;

in which case the termination was the same.

2373. When a and c were both in one cup and the contact

broken at b in the other cup, it was not so good as with a and b

alone. Hence proofs of the value of the helix in this respect.

I now have no doubt of its superiority over a mere extended wire.
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Fluorine,

2374. Arranged an electrolytic retort thus: cz, a bored plat, vessel;

a top to it of plat, foil, soldered by gold to a; c, a platina pipe;

a second prolonging pipe; a coil of plat, foil within to become
neg. to end ofy^ and prevent injury to a plat, wire fixed

by a plug g of green glass into ^; A, fluoride of lead. All was

tight, the end of the tube c or d being the only exit. By an argand

spirit lamp the retort could be made full red hot, so that the

fluoride within was perfectly fuzed; then the external end of/was
made positive, and the retort a, b made negative by 20 pr. of

Wollaston's plates, a volta electrometer being included.

2375. Plenty of gas was evolved in the Volta electrometer,

shewing the passage of the electricity, but there were very little

signs of any gaseous or vaporous matter being produced in the

retort, for very little effect was produced. There were traces of

acid fumes which reddened litmus etc., but they were very small.

At last put a drop of water at the end of the tube c; it closed the

passage and shewed that nothing particular was going on within,

i.e. that no gas or vapour was evolved. There is a current through

therefore, but either there is no decomposition, or else the wire

touches the retort, or else fluorine combines or in some way
disappears.

2376. Allowed the retort to cool below dull redness. Still the

current passed, as was shewn by the Volta electrometer. When
however the retort was quite cold, it did not conduct a current

of Electricity. Hence can be no metallic contact within.

2377. The retort was ignited for about half an hour. It looked

exceedingly well on the outside afterwards—that part of the

arrangement therefore successful.

2378. The part b of the retort was then cut open so as not to

disturb the state of things within. All was right as to non contact

of the wirefwith the retort a. There had been great action on
the end of/ as if fluorine had dissolved it, and there had been

action by alloy of lead on the platina a, but there were no signs

of free fluorine any where.

2379. Now examined the habits of the fluoride of lead in the

opened platina vessel. Found that, when cold, it did not conduct

electricity as a current (the V. Electrometer being the test); but
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that, when heated, it acquired conducting power even whilst

solid, so that sparks could be taken against it and much gas was

evolved at the V. Electrometer. It then acted as sulphuret of

silver, for the current heated it more highly and then it conducted

more powerfully. When fuzed, it conducted exceedingly well, and

I could see no difference at the V. Electrometer, whether the wire

merely touched the liquid fluoride or dipped through it and

touched the platina retort beneath.

2380. When liquid, and the platina wire is dipped into it (not

in connection with the battery), there is no particular appearance.

When the platina wire is rendered positive, then the liquid round

it is hotter than elsewhere, and there is a rapid ascending current,

but no gas or vapour, or so little that it amounts to nothing. The
current is only from the extra heat produced there.

2381. By far the greatest portion of the electricity passes as

through an undecomposable conductor, a metal for instance; but

there appears to be a little action, for lead is rendered at the cathode

and the platina wire is corroded at the anode. The platina wire

alone, i.e. without the current, is not corroded in the same manner.

2382. In this state this body presents an extraordinary case be-

tween ordinary electrolytes and ordinary good conductors. The
sulphuret of silver is a similar case. Curious that heat increases

conducting power.

2383. The form of the retort will do, but I must look out for

a fluoride not having the peculiar properties this possesses. Try
several.

20 FEB. 1835.

2384. Repeated the experiments on the conduction of the hot

solid fluoride lead. Verified the results. It begins to conduct

freely at below visible redness in day light, conducts more as it

becomes hotter and conducts very well when melted. It is the

case with the fluoride of lead both by Nitrate and acetate.

2385. As the first fluoride of lead (1403, 1405) gave gas at P.

Electrode when electrolyzed, suspected now this was from nitrate

or oxide present left in from nitrate when washed. Added a little

pure oxide of lead to this pure fluoride of lead, and now gas was
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evolved at the Anode. But this probably oxygen from the oxide.

This confirms my view.

2386. Experimented with plumbago Electrode. Must heat the

plumbago slowly first to redness, or else vapour of water forms

in it and bursts it to pieces.

2387. This plumbago electrode in the fuzed fluoride oflead (pure)

produced much gas when made positive, though pos. platina

would not. Found on further trial that the plumbago acted in

the same manner when no electric current was passing. Hence
some direct and peculiar action of plumbago on the fuzed fluo-

ride.

2388. A small piece of heated box wood charcoal plunged into and

entirely under the surface of the fluoride produced the same

effect. The fumes which rose were very acid to litmus paper^

affecting the eyes and the nostrils by their acridity, and fuming

much with ammonia. The carbon did not seem to diminish

sensibly, but of this I am not sure.

2389. A diamond at the end of a platina wire, on immersion,

did not produce any apparent action. But being continued in the

fluid a few moments, it fell out of the wire, as if diminished in

size, and afterwards when removed was, I think, much smaller.

2390. This effect surprized me much, and I am in doubt as to

the result. I must examine whether its having lain at the bottom

of the fluid in contact with the platina or the reduced lead did

any thing. The diamond sunk in the fuzed fluoride of lead. The
diamond appeared also altered and dissected on the surface.

2391. Some of the nitratefluo. leadw2iS, pulverised and mixed with

some recently ignited and powdered box wood charcoal. These

were heated in a green glass tube and soon evolved much fumes,

as of a gas, clear, in the retort but acting on water in the air. The
gas was heavier than czfr—reddened litmus—fumed much with

ammonia. Sent against a moist surface, it left a white coat of

Silica, as if it contained Silicated fluoric acid. Being sent into a

damp tube, so as to act upon water there and the air of the tube,

shaken with a little water to remove all soluble acid, and then

transferred into a clean tube and tested by Hme water. Carbonic

acid was found.

2392. Hence there is great reason to believe that a fluo-carbon
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had been formed, analogous to fluo-silicon and acting in the same

manner on water.

2393. On breaking open the retort tube, the glass was found

acted upon, and hence probably the source of Sil. But lead had

been reduced in the middle of the mass and quite away from the

glass, apparently by the action of the carbon only.

23 FEBY. 1835.

2394. Fluoride Zinc.

Sols. fluo. potm. and sul. or mur. zinc do not precipitate each

other when neutral and cold. Hencefluoride Zinc soluble probably.

2395 . Hydro fluoric acid acts on metallic zinc, evolving hydrogen

and yielding a solution tasting nearly neutral; this evap. on the

zinc in a platina crucible, then dissolved by water and a little

more of the H. F. acid transferred into a platina capsule.

2396. Part of this solution evaporated on a glass plate: it left

crystals, small, apparently not soluble in cold water and scarcely

when heated in it. The glass beneath was corroded and the crystals

perhaps contain silica, etc. Being heated on a fresh part of the

glass to dryness, the crust formed was crystallized, parts of the

crystallization being fresh as if solution had happened. Water

added to remove the crystals shewed that a little corrosion had

gone on in the new place. The sol. and crystals evaporated a third

time to dryness produced scarcely any action on the glass this

time. The crystalline crusts did not deliquesce or at all tend to

become moist.

2397. Another part of the sol. fluo-iinc evaporated in the platina

capsule. Soon after warming it, acid fumes seemed to fly off and

insoluble crystalline films formed on the surface of the liquid,

before any important concentration had taken place, as if acid

was necessary to dissolve the fluoride. Being evaporated to dry-

ness, there was left a hard brittle crystalline mass, not resembling

common preparations of zinc, tasting in the mouth. When this

was heated on platina foil over a spirit lamp, acid pungent fumes

arose and a white matter like oxide of zinc was left. There was a

tendency to fusion in the central parts, but not in the outer por-

tions. I suspect the water vapour had decomposed the fluo-iinc^
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giving oxygen to the zinc and hydrogen to the fluorine. In close

vessel the fluoride probably fuzed and do for an electrolyte.

2398. Fluo-Tin.

Strong solutions offluo-potm. and proto mur. tin cause a coagu-

lated precipitate, but water redissolves it. Nitro Mur, Tin cause

no precipitate. Hence the fluo-tins probably soluble.

2399. Hydro fluoric acid acted only feebly on tin, evolving a

little hydrogen. A little proto compound formed, but no useful

result this way. The solubility of the fluoride of tin is probably

the reason why tin pots and vessels will not answer as receivers,

etc. for hydro fluoric acid.

24 FEBY. 1835.

2400. The fluo-iinc in plat, capsule had attracted water during

the night and was damp. Being dried again on sand bath it

became white and opaque without giving acid fumes. This, heated

in a glass tube, gave but little fumes at the extremity, but a moisture

condensed in the glass tube above the heated part, and a fusible

portion (containing now however a little silica or silicon probably)

was left at the bottom; for it was white dull opaque and fixed.

At first the matter boiled much, giving ofl* the condensible fumes.

2401. A portion of the above dryfluo-iinc in a platina tube, close

all but above at a small aperture. When heated slightly, gave

abundance of acid, pungent, acrid fumes in the air above. These

soon ceased, and then the tube, heated to whiteness, suffered no
further change. Being cooled and opened, fuzed yellow matter

was found remaining, but it had boiled up in the tube and run

about in all directions. The platina itself was not acted on. This

fixed matter, being inclosed in fresh plat, foil and heated, fuzed

again, evolving no fumes; hence it is fusible per se and is pro-

bably the same as that left in the glass tube. Being heated in the

open air, it gave acid fumes and left oxide of zinc; the fumes

probably hydro fluoric acid.

2402. The fumes from the plat, vessel and the liquid in the glass

tube probably the same. Whether they are a volatile fluoride of

zinc, or a hydrated compound, or an oxyfluorine or any other

body, requires expt. to determine. They are worth examining,

2403. The fluo-zinc does not seem to change by being moistened
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and again dried if in platina vessels. It at last is quite soluble;

the solution was styptic, slightly acid to litmus and did not act

with it and turmeric as fluo-potm. does.

2404. Being put on glass and evaporated, there was action on the

glass; crystals such as those before described were formed, and

now the nature of the substance is changed; probably a silico

fluate.

2405. Oxide of Zinc dissolves in hydro fluo. acid^ producing

warmth; and a solution the same as that produced by the action

of the acid on metallic zinc is obtained.

2406. There are no results here useful to me in my attempts to

obtain fluorine by Electrolyzation.

2407. Tried some bodies besides fluo. lead as to their capability

of acquiring conducting power by heat alone. Two troughs were

used and a V. Electrometer included in the circuit. The conduc-

tion sought for was such as the V. Electrometer could shew.

2408. Diamond ignited highly did not conduct.

2409. Fluor spar made white hot did not conduct.

2410. Fluoride of Potassm., heated, did not conduct until upon
the point of fusing, and then there is action and the platina at

the anode is strongly acted upon.

25 FEBY. 1835.

241 1*. Have had a retort of copper made, bored out of a single

piece and with a copper tube and plug to fit air tight into it. The
size of the apparatus was about that here sketched^

The retort and tube were heated to clear out all oil and moisture.

Then 400 gr. of fuzed fluoride of lead and 20 grs. of coarsely

powdered and ignited plumbago were pulverized and mixed in

an iron mortar (there being very nearly one equivalent of each

body); and about two thirds of the whole put into the retort.

The retort was closed, suspended in an iron cage in a crucible

furnace, the beak of the retort put into a pneumatic trough and

heat applied. All was tight, and a little gas came over, but it was

very small in quantity, and though the temperature was raised

to very bright yellow heat, still no further evolution took place.

2412. After continuing this above an hour (urging the fire with

^ The reproduction is one half the size of the original drawing.
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bellows, etc.), the operation was stopped, and when cold the

retort examined.

2413. The gas which came over was very slightly affected by
water; a little of it was carbonic acid and the rest carbonic oxide.

Very little fluoric matter was present.

2414. The retort was perfectly tight. It was cut open about the

line cz, b. All was clear through the tube, and the inside very

clean. The contents had sunk down a little, but had not fairly

fuzed; in fact, the touch of a knife easily removed the middle

part; the side portions were harder. The whole was black, but

the plumbago soiled the hands and in fact there was no appearance

of action.

2415. It would seem as if carbon had no power over the fluoride

in close vessels, and that the action before was due to the presence

of water from the alcohol flame (2392).

2416. Now made a little platina retort out of foil soldered with

gold and put several folds of platina foil inside to receive any

action of reduced lead. Put some of the charge from the copper

retort into this vessel and heated it, as before, by the Spirit lamp

(2374). But now no gas evolved, agreeing in this respect with

the result above.

2417. When this was cooled and opened, there was signs of

extensive action on the platina. The vessel was eaten through in

several cases and much of the platina was alloyed with lead.

Hence there had been an action which does not occur when
carbon is not present, for the fluoride then has no power on the

platina.

2418. In the experiments (2387, etc.), I observed that when the

carbon was introduced, the whole surface of the fluoride of lead

boiled, evolving gas; and that after the carbon was taken out,

the action continued for a little while. This looks like production

of a compound of the fluoride with carbon, which compound
could, in contact with the vapour of water from the lamp, evolve

hydro fluoric and carbonic acid gases.

2419. Must try all this again, using less charcoal and using a dry

atmosphere, and also quite submerging the charcoal. The solution

of the diamond would be in accordance with this kind of action,

and even the non-production of gas at the moment, i.e. until the
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new compound formed had accumulated and could arrive at the

surface. The action is in every point of view very remarkable.

27 FEBY. 1835.

2420. Melted fluo-lead in open plat, vessel (2384) over spirit

lamp. Introduced a piece of plumbago beneath the surface. There

was decidedly action and bubbling at the surface. All appears as

if some carbon taken up by the fluoride. The action at the surface

may however depend upon the surrounding aqueous atmosphere

and therefore not go on in close vessels. The plumbago was very

little diminished.

27 APRIL 1835.

2421. The reason why hot iron decomposes vapour of water so

much more freely than cold is probably not because its affinity

is greater for oxygen, but because at high temperature oxygen

can penetrate the iron and travel inwards, something in the manner

carbon does in making steel. Consider this in relation to the

progression of particles from one to another by heat—in the

voltaic circuit, etc. etc. etc.

2422. Examine an electric spark retarded by water by Mr Wheat-

stone's apparatus.

2423. Why does ether decolour a weak solution of sulphate of

Indigo ?

2424. If a freezing solution be well agitated during solidification,

the ice ought to give pure water.

2425. Query the possible action of metals touching in one part

and air only intervening in the others.

2426. Zodiacal light, theory of.

2427. Wine in a metal (pewter) cup continually rises in the

thinnest films up the side to half an inch or more, and there

accumulating, falls down again in continuall drops or streams. Is

this an action of surface and will it lead to shew that, on using

different fluids, there is some proof of an elective action, i.e. an

influence depending upon the different nature of particles acting,

not chemically, though in contact }
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2428. Can there be such things as double electromotors or double

electrolytes, i.e. can a binoxide be a double electrolyte to a current

excited by a double oxidation? This is not likely. The Electro

chemic powers appear to find their standard of equivalency and

possible existence in the quantity of force stored up in the elements

of water or any other ordinary electrolyte.

2429. A hollow helix of copper wire, and thin filings or turnings

put into it when the current is passing, would be a good general

illustration of the force of aggregation.

2430. Remarkable that particles of liquids and gases do not seem

to touch each other, as instanced in their not conducting heat,

but yet evidently touch solids, as is shewn in their giving or

taking heat from them. Must try oil over water, Mercury under

water, etc. etc.

II AUGUST.
2431. A striking exception to the general law of conduction of

electrolytes is afforded by hot fluoride of lead, which conducts

freely without decomposition.

2432. Probably many other bodies do the same.

2433. In such, the electrolytic intensity will probably have some
relation to the temperature.

2434. Supposing that the effects of mixture could be avoided,

should not the following effects be produced in a greater or less

degree when platina electrodes are put into a solution of such a

salt as sulphate of Soda.^ Should not these electrodes, after the

first moment, be entirely surrounded by the respective bodies acid

at the P. E. and Alkali at the N, £? Then no further decomposi-

tion of the salt ought to go on— so that what really does suffer

after that should be such as mixtion carries to the electrodes.

Hence a limit of action.

2435. Provided always the liquid itself does not conduct elec-

tricity of such intensity as can decompose. If it does, then a new
condition arises which requires to be developed as to its principles.

2436. As sulphur is an anion, hence probably a reason why S. A.

is not decomposed—both elements are anions.
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2437. Hence perhaps also a reason for Boracic acid. Probably

a general rule hidden here.

2438. Then Sul. Hydrogen may perhaps conduct and decom-
pose—also other compounds of sulphur and boron with cations.

Sulphuret of carbon: query its condition.

2439. Will bodies not giving conducting power when in solution,

metallic poles being employed, give any power with other poles :

do not think they will.

Very tired. Cannot get energies up.

6 SEPTR. 1835.

2440. Rose tells me that Berzelius in his annual account objects

to my antimony proto sulphuret, and I am therefore hastened to

its examination the first thing this autumn, having meant to defer

it awhile before Rose told me this.

2441. Ordinary sulphuret of antimony fuzed at a dull red heat in

a flint glass tube acts slightly upon it at the surface of contact,

probably because of the lead in the glass. But when cold it

separated pretty well from the glass, and I do not think the action

would sensibly affect an experiment with weights. The sulphuret

had the usual crystalline bright white appearance.

2442. Ordinary sulphuret antimony fuzed for about half an hour

in a tube of green bottle glass had excited scarcely any action

upon it, and the separation was better than before. The sulphuret

was still unchanged.

2443. Metallic antimony fuzed in a flint glass tube at a dull red

heat and did not appear to affect it; it easily separated when cold

and was unchanged by the contact of the glass.

2444. Ordinary sulphuret antimony and a little sulphur fuzed in

a flint glass tube—the sulphur being of course as an atmosphere

about the sulphuret. The sulphuret became cavernous from a

little vapour rising from it. This might be from sulphur first

dissolved, or perhaps rather from sulphur reducing the oxide of

lead in the glass, producing sulphuret of lead and sulphurous acid,

and this might be the gas or vapour : for there were many bubbles

between the sulphuret and the glass when the whole was cooled

and separated. The cold sulphuret appeared to be quite unchanged
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in quality and no sulphur seemed to disappear. The action on the

glass would probably not take place in green glass tubes.

2445. Then ordinary sulphuret antimony and antimony (metal)

were melted together in a flint glass tube. Both were in lumps
and no other means of mixing excepting shaking the tube a little

was used. When cold, both the metal and the sulphuret separated

well from the glass tube and the latter seemed scarcely at all

touched. The metal separated also very well from the sulphuret.

The sulphuret was no longer, as before, crystallized in needles,

but had the peculiar dull steel gray appearance, and seems to be

distinctly a new sulphuret. Thus far the trials bear out the former

results. Now for experiments by weight.

10 SEPTR. 1835.

2446. A green glass tube was sealed at one end: 300 gr. of finely

pulverized sulphuret antimony and 100 gr. of finely pulverized

metal antimony were mixed well and put into the tube, and then

the open end of the tube drawn out into a very fine neck with a

minute aperture at the extremity. This tube was put into an iron

tube (made out of 6 inches of gun barrel) with dry sand between

the two; placed upright in a crucible furnace heated by a charcoal

fire and retained at a red heat (within the glass tube) for 32'. It

was then taken out of the furnace and allowed to cool.

2447. When cold it was broken open. The metal button and the

sulphuret above it separated very well from each other.

The metal weighed 54 grains. The sulphuret

collected weighed 339 grains, but a good deal

adhered to the glass : probably . . 7 grains more. Hence
the sulphuret 300 grs. had taken 46 gr. more ofmetal.

2448. Repeated this experiment a second time in the same manner,

except that the fusion was continued for one hour; but with the

same results. The substances used were 300 sulphuret antimony;

100 metal antimony; and the tube weighed 147*5 grains. After

the hour's ignition the whole weighed 547 grains, having lost only

half a grain, probably moisture adhering to the powdered bodies.

2449. The button of metallic antimony weighed . . 52-5 gr.

the sulphuret therefore weighed 347*5 5?

Hence the 300 gr. had taken 47-5 more ofmetal.
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2450. Now 173 ordinary sulphuret contain 2 prop, antimony
= 2 X 62-5, and 3 prop, sulphur = 3 x 16. But if 300 take 47
more of metal : : 173 would take 27*1 metal, which is little more
than y of a proportional, so that, looking at it as combined and

not merely dissolved, it would be 2*4 prop, metal and 3 prop,

sulphur. This looks as if the latter portion was merely dissolved,

but shall now see what muriatic acid does with the sulphuret.

II SEPTR. 1835.

2451. Pulverized 250 grains of the new sulphuret finely—boiled

them in pure muriatic acid—a metallic powder evidently left un-

dissolvable—poured off the solution and boiled the residue in

more M. A.—after this, but little sulphuret was left unattacked—

again poured off the clear liquor. Now washed the powder with

water and Mur. acid of such strength as to cause no precipitation.

12 SEPTR.

2452. Continued the washing this morning. Then weighed two
equal filters— filtered out the metallic powder— it equalled 28

grains when dry and contained but little sulphuret—being melted

in a glass tube, it gave a good button of metal. Assmg. that

250 — 28 = the ordinary sulphuret = 222 gr., which the acid had

decomposed, then 300 ordinary sulphuret and 37*8 metal would
have resulted from 337*83 gr. of new sulphuret. This does not

agree with the former result, for here 300 ordinary sulphuret leaves

only 37-83 metal by the action of acid, though it has taken 47-5

by fusion, etc.

2453. Still, my former conclusions appear to be wrong, whatever

the cause of this difference may be.

25 SEPTR. 1835.

2454. Proto chloride of platina, prepared some time ago and well

washed, has been left in water ever since, and now decomposed

by sol. caustic potash, added until considerably alkaline. The cold

alkali had little action ;
warming it, the powder became black and

the alkalinity disappeared; added more alkali and heated as before

-added a third portion and heated. The solution now remained

alkaline. The black precipitate was now washed in several sue-
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cessive portions of hot water and allowed to subside from them.

This took several days.

2455. When the proto chloride was prepared the coloured liquor

obtained by washing it well was preserved. It was probably a

solution of the proto chloride in a little perchloride, and had a

dark brown colour and was slightly acid. To this was added nearly

neutral solution of fluoride potassium (containing a trace of lead

in sol., but no Mur. acid). Warmth produced a black precipitate

very like the former, and this was heated in water and washed
several times.

2455 ^. A recent solution of perchloride of platina with sol. fluoride

potassium gave yellow insoluble potash precipitate. Nothing

useful in procuring fluorine.

5 OCTR. 1835.

2456. Some of the prot. oxide of platina which has never been

dried (2454) put into dilute Hydro fluoric acid—but no action

after long time. Put into dilute Mur. acid it soon dissolved, giving

the dark brown solution of proto chloride.

2457. Prot. oxide of platina put into Nitro-fluoric acid, warmed
and left all night— still no action.

2458. The sol. of Hydro fluoric acid used was strong enough to

attack glass instantly.

2459. Leaf gold and leaf platina were put into Nitro-fluoric acid

in platina vessels—warmed—and left for some days: but there was
no action.

2460. Leaf gold and leaf platina were put in the same way into

strong nitric acid, to which crystals of fluoride potassium were

added, so as to obtain a strong N. fluoric acid—but no action after

many days.

2461. The precipitate (2455) was dried on sand bath. Being then

heated in a glass tube, water rose: this was removed as well as

could be by bibulous paper—then more heat applied—more water

rose, and also acid fumes acting on the glass—and also oxygen

gas— the residue was metallic platina with a little lead (from the

fluoride of potassium solution). The black precipitate may be

principally fluoride of Platina acting on Water by the heat and

^ No. 2455 is repeated in the MS.

FDII 25
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so giving oxygen, Hy. fluoric acid and Platina-but I think it is

more like the black oxide of platina with a little fluoride mixed
or perhaps combined with it. It is not useful for my purpose

because of the water held down in it.

16 OCTR. 1835.

2462. Amalgamated Plate of Zinc in a flat basin with dilute S. A.

over it and a minute piece of platina wire on it. Gradually bubbles

appeared over the whole of the Zinc and near to the Platina as

well asfar off. Very little gas rose from this small piece of platina,

as it rested by its weight only on the zinc. When pushed into

contact much more rose. Probably a sensible distance between

them.

2463. The power the platina appeared to have at first it soon lost.

Much of this due to its assuming the particular Marianini state.

2464. A similar plate of zinc and a larger piece of platina, still

very small, weighing about ~ of grain—more action than before

from the platina—presses by more weight on the zinc.

2465. A still larger piece of platina (wire) gave more gas from

any one part than an equal part of the small piece, but force fell

by degrees from assumption of Marianini state by the surfaces.

2466. A Zinc plate and on it copper filings. More gas from this

copper than from similar platina. Copper too does not so soon

or strongly assume Marianini state. Action continued. But still

bubbles on the zinc approached quite close up to it.

2467. Should perhaps not expect that Plat, and Copper protect

the zinc from bubbles, for what local power the acid (of con-

siderable strength) may exert upon it, it may also exert locally

when the transferable power is called into action. The two appear

in a certain degree quite distinct.
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2468. Have been thinking much lately of the relation of common
and voltaic electricity: of induction by the former and decom-

position by the latter, and am quite convinced that there must be

the closest connexion. Will be first needful to make out the true

character of ordinary electrical phenomena. The following notes

are for experiment and consideration.

2469. Does common electricity reside upon the surface of a con-

ductor or upon the surface of the electric in contact with it.^

I think upon the electric, and must work out the results on that

view. It will make a great difference in the collation and con-

nexion of the various electrical phenomena and also in their

explication.

2470. Would be a reason why all upon the surface of conductors.

2471. Present proofs: Excited Glass or resinous rod; charged

state of glass jar in Leyden Bottle; excited state of Electrophorus

plate; of air electrified in a room.

2472. Relations of this view to existence of Electricity on surface

of conductors

:

effect of form of conductor

condition and state of the electric

induction

excitation by friction or otherwise

conduction.

2473. With relation to existence of Electricity entirely upon the

surface of conductors.

2474. Ascertain Coloumb's or Biot's fact with a globe about

6 inches or a foot in diameter, using a carrier that shall not disturb

the form of the inside of the globe, i.e. a flat plate—not a ball.

With this try the state of the globe at the side a or the center

or elsewhere, to parts to which the little ball h may be bent.

2475. Make a part of the globe as thin as gold leaf and try it

there upon the inside.

2476. Try the inside of a cylinder with straight or curved ends.

2477. Try the bottom of a cup— or inside of a hemisphere.

2478. Try both sides of a plane of large extent, at different

distances from the center.

25-2
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2479. As globe becomes larger and larger, air being within, any

part in it ought to approximate towards state of a plane in open

air. Try therefore very large globe within.

2480. Try same globe full ofmetallic surface, as leaves ofdutch foil.

2481. Try same sized globe of solid conducting matter; probably

contain less electricity than if thin and filled with air.

2482. Try a glass globe, one part being metal leaf or plate; this

more capacity for Electricity in that part than a metal globe

probably.

2483. Pursue the change from the inside of a globe to the outside,

and onwards to a point even; thus, ascertain experimentally the

state of a in the following series of forms and changes*.

2484. In relation to the electricity residing on the electric, con-

sider the effect of increased or diminished extent of surface.

2485. In relation to the effect of form—in addition to the points

above, trace minutely the influence of edge or point.

2486. Is not the whole effect due to the higher electric state which

the electric at the point can acquire, and to its repulsion or attrac-

tion directly forward, in consequence of the gradual decrease of

power backwards } In fact, is it not the electrified electric which

rushes of[f] by its own relations, and not by any force of the point

except in a secondary manner

2487 1. Observe effect of a point in a ball or in a tube.

2488. Open the ball or tube behind so as to allow fresh air to

flow in : will not the point then resume its force } Will not smoke

be drawn in by these holes behind.^ (See 4 July 1836.)

2489. Use a point with a screen of mica near its end and observe

the current of air by the smoke of a green taper, etc. brought near

it. (See 4 July 1836.)

2490. Action of many points together-a ball of points. (See

4 July 1836.)

2491. Examine action of points in liquid electrics, as oil, Oil of

turpentine, etc., containing floating particles.

2492. Consider the state of the insides of the gold leaves in a

Rennet's Electrometer. They ought not to be electric at all. Hence

divergence cannot be the effect of repulsion.

2493. Gather together the facts which favour the idea of repul-

sion. I suspect there are very few, if any.

O 3 > ^ f
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2494. Consider the state of all other surfaces which are considered

as exerting a repulsive action. Are they not merely consequences

of the impossibility of being able to charge conductors with any

portion of electricity?

2495. Consider the supposed existence of Electricity upon the

electric, and not upon the conductor, in relation to the nature of
that electric.

2496. Thus, will the same conductor in different Electrics have

the same intensity and quantity with the same quantity of elec-

tricity ?

2497. A metal globe in Air; rare air; glass (a body so as to avoid

what is called induction); Wax; Oil; Oil turpentine, and other

electrics, electrified from the same common source, and then

brought in contact with an Electrometer— the divergences ob-

served. If the results are constant for the same body, but vary

with different bodies, then a proof that the electricity is related

to the electric, not to the conductor.

2498. The same with gases of differing density and qualities.

2499. „ „ rarefied air.

2500. The relation of common air, hot air, flame, etc. in this

view. How does flame discharge.^ Will a flame in a tube dis-

charge }

2501. Consideration of the phenomena of induction under the

idea that electricity resides on the surface of the electric.

2502. Difference in quantity of electricity held by induction on

opposite sides of electrics of different densities and natures, but

of equal thickness.

2503. Relation of the two surfaces under induction.

2504. Is not the evidence of a surplus in one over the other only

a consequence of the fact that other inductions besides the principal

one exist, and that the very means used to detect this excess often

supply the necessary conditions for these secondary inductions ^

Must guard against them.

2505. Consider the relation and dependance of the two surfaces

under induction.

2506. Consider the conditions and states of an electric under

induction in its various parts. Thus, at its middle parts, or more
or less near to the sides.
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2507. If a plate of glass could have its two surfaces placed in a

mutual state of induction, and it could then be split into two plates,

what would be the electric state of the two new surfaces ? Would
they not be highly Pos. and Neg. ? If put together again, would
not the electric state or tension of these two surfaces disappear

though still existing^ and may not the same be true of every other

part of the glass between the two surfaces ?

2508. Or suppose a plate of glass under induction, having a leaf

of gold in the very middle of it, parallel to its sides. Would not

the two surfaces of the glass in contact with the sides of that leaf

be in strong P. and N. states ? Yet if the gold leaf were away, and

the surfaces of glass were together there, they would be in the

same relation.

2509. Hence the state of the plate under induction is the same as

the state of a Magnet, and if split or broken, would present new
P. and N. surfaces before not at all evident.

2510. Beccaria's plates.

251 1. Now this is the state of an electrolyte in the circuit before

that traversing of the particles has taken place by which the electric

force is transferred and the body conducts. It ought to be the

state of the electrolyte also whilst it is solid.

2512. Must try again a very thin plate under induction and look

for optical effects, i.e. detect its polarized state.

2513. Place a plate of Mica under induction, then split it and

examine the state of the new surfaces.

2514. Put Air under induction by two plates i and 2; then intro-

duce a third 3, and examine and consider the state of the air

surfaces against it. Or introduce a plate of Electric, as mica, and

examine its surfaces. This mica probably shew something good.

Will it assume a transient or a permanent state, or what will

happen }

2515. Select if possible an electric capable of assmg. both the

solid and the liquid state; put it under induction thus; then

examine states and relations of the surfaces of the solid and fluid

portions.

2516. Probable that phenomena of induction prove more de-

cidedly than any thing else that the Electricity is in the Electric,

not in the conductor.
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2517. Induction appears to me to pass into the case of ordinary

excitation when an electric or conductor is surrounded to a great

distance by conducting matter, i.e. they are probably extreme

cases under one general law.

2518. Query the ratio of induction between a small ball placed

in the middle of a surrounding metallic globe with the same ball

placed in the middle of a much larger sphere. Query also the

connexion of Harris' laws with this part of the subject.

2519. If an electric can be actually charged, then as charging

appears to be a different phenomenon to induction (though it may
prove to be the same), to what depth can an electric be penetrated

by the electric power or fluid from a conductor, either when
induction is taking place or not.

2520. Endeavour to ascertain this with different electrics. Will

a thin coat of Oil or wax or lac bring away all the electricity or

will a little charge remain in the rest, etc. } In other words, what

is the thickness of the plate of the Electric actually charged; is

it sensible }

2521. Is there any necessary and essential relation of conductor

and electric by which both are required in the phenomena of

residence and induction.^ I think there cannot be in induction

and therefore not in residence; but consider the point well.

2522. Can conducting matter be absolutely impregnated and

charged }

2523. Can electric matter be thus impregnated and charged.^

2524. It would seem in Air, oils, etc. that electrics could.

2525. What is the electric state of particles of charged air or of

oil, etc. if electrics only can be charged }

2526. Is not air actually charged by the action of a point } May
not the air of a room be charged } May not a jar of oil be charged }

Or is the charge in this case all upon the surfaces of the mass.^

2527. Try electrified oil by a searching wire.

2528. Are not brushes of electricity chargings of air If they are

cases of induction, search out the limits and forms, etc. of the

inducing surfaces.

2529. If brushes are actual chargings of air, then trace and con-

nect them with sparks and discharges.

2530. Query the quantity of Electricity which may be com-
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municated to any given quantity of any one kind of matter, it

being bodily charged.

253 1 . If electricity reside on the electric, then the phenomena may
have relation to particles and not to masses, i.e. to the particles

of the electrics which touch the conductor.

2532. The proportion of Electricity thus resident upon the surface

of the electric or conductor must be an almost infinitely small quan-

tity of that belonging to the particles by natural right and giving

them their forces of chemical affinity. Work out this relation.

2533. In relation to the proportion of power and the mechanical

effects it produces, consider Herschell's considerations upon the

forces moving mercury between the poles in a solution.

2534. Consider these motions of mercury also as included in the

mixed case of induction and electrolytic decomposition.

2535. Consider residence of Electricity on the Electric in con-

nection with the phenomena of excitation^ especially by friction.

2536. Do they not offer some of the best proof that the elec-

tricity resides in the electric }

2537. Excitation by friction cannot be due to ordinary chemical

action, as WoUaston supposes, but is very probably due to a

disturbance of that force in the superficial particles which is in-

herent to them, and which in its full exertion produces chemical

phenomena.

2538. Proportion between this force (the electro chemical equiva-

lent) and the minute quantity actually excited by the friction.

2539. Consider conduction in good, moderate and bad con-

ductors in relation to the idea that electricity (free) resides upon
the surface of electrics and not of conductors.

2540. Make a Leyden phial of a glass globe, charge it and seal

it up hermetically, leaving the outer coating on or not at pleasure;

then leave it for few or many days and examine its state with

reference to discharge taking place through the glass, and its

conducting powers being thus shewn.

2541. Does not hot glass distinctly conduct.'^ Easily tried: the

action of the air being quite excluded.

2542. If all electricity resides upon the exterior of a globe or

mass of conducting matter, then what is the condition of our

globe of the earth as a conductor suspended in air }
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2543. Is it electric within, or not?

2544. Is it in a state of induction with respect to the circum-

ambient medium, i.e. is the surface of the air next the earth in

one state, the space above being in another ?

2545. Is not the space above generally positive to the surface

near the earth being negative ?

2546. Do not the points on the earth, leaves, etc. etc. etc., serve

to balance this state continually, and is there not therefore a general

action here which may account for some general phenomena, as

the growth of trees upwards, etc. ?

2547. Is evaporation the reverse operation by which the state of

the upper atmosphere is retained always positive ? It is a process

as general and constant in its direction as the discharge in the

other direction is.

2548. Is not Gay Lussac's hanging wire from the balloon a proof

that, even with regard to the earth itself, it is simply as a ball

suspended in an electric; that the electricity resides in the air, i.e.

the electric ; and that the air is in a state of induction ?

2549. If the globe and its surrounding air were actually electrified

with a surplus portion of P. or N. Electricity, we should not be

able to discover it, moving as we do upon its surface and having

no other point of comparison than what it affords.

2550. Supposing the whole surface of the globe to be electrified

up to the condition under which an extended plane surface gives

a spark to the knuckle of a certain length. What would be the

equivalent of the electricity so spread over it if expressed in grains

of water

2551. With respect to Induction. What is the relation of two
electrics in contact when both are included in one act ofinduction }

Carry this into the extreme case of glass and air, as when a

Leyden phial is stripped of its outside coating. Consider also the

mobility of the one electric or the other.

2552. If there be two fluids or powers, then is there any thing

due in conductors to a necessary relation of two fluids, whilst

in Electrics the relation need not of necessity be to more than

one— or if to two, by the act of induction only.

2553. Make a new jar machine— a tube closed at one end—coat-

ed within—excited well without—coated without—and then
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discharged. Perhaps get by induction a very useful instrument

this way.

2554. The retardation of the middle spark in Wheatstone's three

sparks is probably a connecting Link between conduction and

induction. Must consider it in relation to induction in Metals.

6 NOVR. 1835.

2555. Fluorine, etc. etc.

Some months ago I put a strong hot solution of fluoride

potassium into a leaden vessel to keep. It became solid when
cold, but being deliquiescent, a solution has formed above it

which in warm weather is all fluid, but in cold weather deposits

large crystals of hydrate fluoride pm. Action has taken place on

the lead by the joint action of the solution and the air, and fluoride

of lead is in solution and crystals of it slowly form as crusts on

the surface of the liquid. To-day I find a curious galvanic process

is also going on; for metallic lead, crystallized, is deposited in

leaves all round the upper edge of the solution, in the solution

and on the lead. Hence, though lead is dissolved in one part by
this solution from the lead, it is deposited in another part from

the same solution also on the same metal lead. This perhaps

depends upon the greater solvent and [illegible] power of strong

solution over weak solution for fluoride of lead. It is evident that

the part of the lead in the solution near its upper surface is the

cathode of the electrolyte, for there the lead is evolved.

2556. Sol. fluoride potassium kept in lead (air had access) had

become adulterated by production of fluoride of lead which was

held in solution. To free it from this, it was put into a leaden

bottle and a current of Sul. Hy. gas (from sulphuret of iron and

dilute Sulc. Acid) passed through it until all the lead was pre-

cipitated. The solution had been previously freed from Muriates,

etc. by Nitrate of silver in former operations, and being now
filtered through a paper funnel into platina vessel, was considered

as pure fluoride of potassium.

2557. I required a solution equivalent to hydro fluoric acid in

which I might render platina. Gold, etc. positive by the Voltaic

battery: for this purpose I added strong sulphuric acid to the

strong solution of fluoride Pm. The first portion caused an
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abundant formation of crystalline solid matter. No fumes of

H. f. acid were produced (unless large quantities were used), nor

did the solution taste as sour as I expected. The second addition

of S.A. increased the effect. The third produced a tendency to

liquefaction, and acid fumes became apparent. The fourth rendered

it more liquid and acid, and I now considered it fit for my use

as a solution of hydro fluoric acid. There is sufficient reason to

conclude that the sul. potash or any excess of sulphuric acid would
not interfere with the proposed experiments.

2558. I suspect the first addition of sulphuric acid does not act

by merely decomposing the fluoride of pm. in this state of strong

solution, but either throws it down from solution, or combines

with it or with some elements present so as to produce a new
state of things, which is only subverted when more acid is added.

This is worth enquiring into hereafter, and also the direct action

of dry fluo. pm. with S. A.

2559. Platina made Pos. and Neg. in this strong solution of

hydro-fluoric acid. Gas at both electrodes, probably O. and H.

Strong Electric smell. There was no solution of the platina in a

reasonable time—proved further by no precipitation of platina at

the N. Electrode.

2560. Gold made Pos. in this acid solution. Gas at both poles,

probably oxygen at the gold—but there was much solution of the

P. Gold and instantaneous precipitation of it again at the N.

Electrode of Platina.

2561. Palladium rendered Pos. in the acid: instantly acted on,

dissolved and transferred to N. Electrode.

2562. Silver rendered Pos. in H. f. Acid : instantly acted on, dis-

solved and quickly transferred to the N. Electrode.

2563. Iron^ Tin and Antimony^ rendered Pos. in the Hy. fluoric

acid, were acted on and transferred instantly in the same way.

2564. Copper rendered Pos. in the Hy. fluoric acid was affected

in the same manner—with this kind of exception. If the battery

was not strong, a black body formed on the copper and the

electric current was stopped. The body produced appeared to

insulate, and was probably a proto-fluoride ofcopper insoluble in

Hy. fluoric acid. But if the battery was active, this crust often

got broken up by gas evolved at the P. copper and then the
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action continued. In all solutions of Chloride, fluoride, etc. there

are two electrolytes in the current, and both may decompose at

once: the decomp. of water would break up (mechanically) the

results of the decomp. of H. F. Acid, and so produce the effects

above. When the crust, etc. was broken up and action continued,

then copper was dissolved and transferred to the N. Electrode.

2565. Zinc rendered Pos. in the hy. fluo. acid (strong sol.) would

occasionally refuse to act, and current seemed stopped. This

probably depended upon the formation of an insoluble fluoride,

not necessarily insoluble in water, but in this strong solution of

fluo. line formed against the P. Z. When the acid was more dilute

the current passed. Zinc was dissolved at P. Electrode and de-

posited at the N. Electrode.

2566. The more oxidizable metals would of course act in the

same manner, still more powerfully. Thus Platina appears to be

the only metal with which the fluorine refuses to combine. If a

compound of Plat, and fluorine could be obtained it would almost

doubtless be decomposed by heat: but if the compound cannot

be formed this way it is very unlikely it can be made in any other.

2567. I doubt Davy's result of a fluoride Plm. formed at the

P. electrode. His Sil. acid may have contained silver or lead or

Mur. acid and any of these would give false results.

2568. I now tried the metals in the same Hy. flu. acid with nitric

acid added, considering this as equivalent to a Nitrofluoric acid

and analogous to Nitro-muriadc acid.

Platina rendered Pos. in N. F. acid—no action on it—no transfer.

Gold Do. —instant action and transfer.

Silver Do. - Do.

Palladium Do. — Do.

2569. The rest of the metals would of course act more readily

but as the three last. Here again the resistance of Platina to com-
bination with Fluorine under the circumstances is wonderful.

2570. May the power of Chlorine to combine in the same circum-

stances with platina, when fluorine does not, be taken as a proof

of the greater affinity of chlorine for platina or of fluorine fl)r

Hydrogen and similar bodies.

2571. Now compared Platina and Gold in relation to fuzed Fluo

lead as a different fluoric electrolyte to H. F. acid.
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2572. Platina made pos. in fuzed fluoride of lead—no sensible

action on it during the time the neg. platina could stand, but that

soon eaten through by the lead reduced there. Of course Air and

water from flame had access, but still the absence of action on
the P. platina is strongly illustrated.

2573. Gold made Pos. against fused fluoride of lead was instantly

acted upon and run down by that chemical action—not by the

head only. The fluoride appeared to mix with the fluoride of

lead.

2574. I now made Platina and other metals positive in solutions

of fluoride of silver, line, eopper, etc., hoping that when the eation

of the Electrolyte was also a metal the relation of the elements

concerned might allow its anion to unite under more favourable

circumstances with the Positive Platina.

2575. Fluoride ofSilver: this solution has been made by allowing

hydro fluoric acid to dissolve moist oxide of silver, since which it

has stood over great excess of the oxide of silver for several

months ( ) in a platina crucible. It is in an excellent state ( ).

2576. Platina rendered P. and N. in this solution offluoride silver.

If the action be strong the N. Platina evolves gas (hydrogen), and

metallic silver in shooting acicular crystals rapidly forms there;

if action is weak, metallic silver only appears. At P. Electrode

there is occasionally, indeed always gas, probably oxygen, and

acid fumes arise, probably due to the heat soon excited in small

quantities. But besides these a black brittle crust forms on the

N. Platina.

2577. This substance is insoluble in and is not altered by water.

Being washed, it was dried on the sand bath to about 212°. Then
put into a very small glass tube closed at the bottom, and further

heated by a spirit lamp. A little water rose from it and there was
slight appearance of action on the glass. It then fuzed into a

brown-red fluid, translucent in small quantities, and not changing

apparently at a heat able to melt the glass. The air or moisture

of the flame had scarcely any access during the application of the

heat.

2578. Put the solution of fluoride of silver on to a plate of fluor

spar to get the Electrodes further apart. At N. Platina electrode,

the usual acicular crystals of silver shooting across and soon
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completing the circuit. At the P. Plat. Electrode, the black sub-

stance forming out in dendritic crystals (like some corals in

appearance) going across to meet the silver but not growing so

fast or so fine. It must be a conductor therefore like the silver,

or it would not increase at the ends. It can hardly be a compound
of the platina, for that would not have such a form; the body is

in fact produced at the end of the previous portion and where no

platina is. It seems like a body separated out of the electrolyte,

and is most likely some per compound (fluoride or other) of

silver, which yet conducts.

2579. When the P. Electrode with black body and N. Electrode

with silver on it were changed sides, so as to make the Black body
the N. Electrode and Silver the P. Electrode, then the l^lack body

rapidly disappearedheiore silver was produced at the N. Electrode;

and the silver Positive disappeared, and during its disappearance

prevented the Black body from forming at the P. Electrode. Looks
very like a per fluoride of silver, which by heat probably fuzed

into a proto or sub fluoride and then resisted heat as before ( ).

2580. Can hardly be a fluo platina compound. There was no

signs of platina action.

2581. Gold rendered Pos. in sol. fluoride of silver gave the same

general appearances and produced the same black compound ; but

I believe gold also was dissolved at the P. Electrode.

2582. Silver rendered Pos. in sol. fluoride silver presented phe-

nomena parallel in their nature to those obtained with fuzed

chloride of silver. There was rapid solution of silver at the P.

Electrode and rapid deposition of it at the N. Electrode—no

black substance was formed.

2583. When the action was more careful, so as not to evolve gas

or vapour rapidly at the P. Electrode, then a black crust formed,

something resembling the former black crust—except that it was

not dendritic and appeared to insulate the silver, whilst it remain

perfect on the surface. When broken up by the gas, etc. then

rapid solution and action went on.

2584. Copper rendered Pos. in sol. fluoride Silver. Action violent;

so much silver soon thrown down that current was carried by it

and action on the solution ceased. I could not tell whether the

black powder was formed or not, in consequence of the direct
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action of the copper on the solution—but most probably it was
not formed.

2585. Now experimented with fluoride of Zinc as the electrolyte.

To make it, put H. fluo. acid, which had been retained in a leaden

bottle, into a platina dish with zinc filings. So much fluoride of

lead had been formed by time that scarcely any hydrogen escaped,

lead in metallic state being thrown down as the fluoride of zinc

was formed. Boiled the solution with the zinc; still little

further action, and the solution at last had much acid power to

litmus.

2586. I am half inclined to think zinc is not more soluble than

lead in Hy. fluoric acid and that probably the compound analogous

to the oxide would be insoluble. Perhaps that is the compound
which insulated in the former experiment ( ).

2587. Platina rendered Pos. and Neg. in the acid solution of

fluoride of zinc. No hydrogen at N. Electrode, but the metal

zinc deposited there. At the P. Electrode gas (oxygen.'^) was

evolved, but no black powder and no action on the platina. On
stopping the electric current, the solution redissolved the Zinc

precipitated at the N. Electrode, evolving hydrogen; but no

platina was left, hence none transferred from P. Electrode. Pro-

bable therefore that the black deposit in fluoride of silver is a

compound of silver.

2588. The solution of fluoride of zinc was evaporated to dryness—

it crystallized on the capsule—with water it dissolved entirely— the

solution was acid. Hence perhaps this solution, and that of acid

in the lead bottles, are those produced when direct action of the

acid on these metals is allowed its full power.

2589. The solution, after ceasing to act on zinc, can still act on
glass or silica.

2590. Added oxide of Zinc and boiled it with the acid solution;

still it remained acid.

2591. A solution of fluoride of copper made with the per oxide,

and blue in colour (therefore a per fluoride), had Platina rendered

P. and N. in it. Copper was precipitated at the N. Electrode.

There was no black compound formed at the P. Electrode nor

any action of the fluorine on the platina there.

2592. Supposing fluorine obtained and held in platina vessels.
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Would it not abstract hydrogen from water at common tempera-

tures ?

2593. Would it not inflame in hot steam? Would not a mixture

of fluorine and steam burn spontaneously or be ignited by a

flame or an electric spark ?

2594. Would not fluorine serve as an abstractor of hydrogen,

and so be opposed to bodies generally as abstractors of oxygen.

2595. Electricity of ren^zo^—residing on electric, etc. Consider a

drop of water or mercury on a conductor and how and why it

becomes pointed. Will it be so in Oil and liquid electrics } (See

4 July 1836.)

2596. Try to solidify a charged fluid Electric, as shell lac, etc.

2597. Why is non-conducting matter attracted, as it cannot as-

sume opposite states in opposite parts }

Conduction,

2598. Conduction by metals and by electrolytes appear to be

essentially different—are they really so ?

2599. Heat and cold have probably an extensive influence over

conducting powers of bodies, beyond what is at present known—
even to an entire change of their character.

2600. Perhaps iron, highly heated, may change in its conducting

power—perhaps gain or lose much. Try with electricity of low

intensity.

2601. Try also nickle, cobalt, copper, lead, tin-sulphurets, phos-

phurets— infusible oxides—infusible metallic minerals. As sul-

phuret of silver is one case, there must be others. Fluoride of Lead

is another.

2602. Try with electricity of a single pair of plates. This with

iron is enough.

2603. Must trace conduction from discharge in air to discharge

through metals.

2604. Truth of case of conduction of spark by line of water or

sulphuric acid.

2605. Will hot air confined in a tube discharge.'^ Explode Ox.

and Hy. in a tube: will the flame at the moment discharge a jar.'^

2606. Try discharge across Cagniard de la Tour's dense ether
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vapour—across sulphuret of carbon vapour—M. A. gas—Mur.
ammon. vapour.

2607. Wheatstone's expt. of middle spark retarded. If short

lengths of water or dilute acid interposed between the sparks,

should obtain the effect of a long wire.

2608. As the center spark is thrown back, a greater length, i.e.

more duration, should be given to each of the sparks. Important

to see whether they can be quite separated by an interval of time,

thus ^ ^Z3>, and also whether the middle one cannot be

lengthened more than the others.

2609. Remember that there is no loss of power in conduction,

whether it be through conductors or electrolytes, i.e. the amount
of power is every where the same in the circuit.

2610. Decompose dilute S.A. in hermetically sealed tubes by
wires, etc.

261 1. Liquefy Mur. Ammonia in close tube under pressure. Is

it then an electrolyte ?

9 NOVR. 1835.

2612. From here forward is Stevens' writing fluid—from this

date backward for several pages is the writing fluid I bought in

Long Acre.

Magnetic.

2613. It is scarcely likely that Iron, Nickel, Cobalt and chrome

are the only magnetic bodies. It is far more likely that certain

temperatures are necessary for the effect, and that these bodies are

on the right side of the point of temperature required for each,

whilst many others are on the wrong side.

2614. At what heat do iron, nickel, cobalt and chrome respec-

tively cease to be magnetic ?

2615. At what heat does protoxide of iron and loadstone cease

to be magnetic ?

2616. Does not iron, when it has lost magnetic power by heat,

also lose its power of intercepting magnetic influence and so

become like copper, silver, etc. (2881) 27 Jany. 1836.

2617. Must cool extremely other metals— sulphurets, plumbago,

F D II 26
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charcoal, etc. etc., and see ifsome ofthem do not become magnetic.

Cool also some oxides.

2618. Apply [illegible]^ mode of testing for the magnetic force.

2619. Probably none but conductors of Electricity need be tried

—but it is possible that bodies may change in this respect by cold.

See conduction notes.

2620. Consider Dr. Schmidt's facts as to the destruction ofpower by
contactofcontrarypoles ofmagnet and preservation by similar poles.

2621. On intensity of a simple unaided Volta-electric effort and

distance at which chemical affinity between particles may be sup-

posed to act.

2622. Try to obtain V. Electric indications (beyond those already

obtained) without contact (metallic).

2623. Bring the ends of a single pair of plates into very near

vicinity by a micrometer screw, and examine the place of contact

by a microscope, in day light and in dark also.

2624. Let the ends terminate in same metals as the plates, or both

in platina or similar substance.

2625. Let the ends be two amalgamated drops— or two drops of

brine— or sulphuric acid— or two long gold leaves.

2626. Examine these ends in air-in vacuo-in water-in Sul-

phuric acid or potash— in oil of turpentine, etc.

2627. Will zinc really preserve copper in brine, being nearly but

not quite in contact with it—Davy.

2628. Ordinary contact can scarcely be called contact. Try a con-

tact on one side with mercury, with filmed platina so that mercury

does not adhere, that must be an ordinary contact— is it effective.'^

2629. Work out the developement of combustion as an electric

phenomenon— its relation to the light and heat produced— their

definite or indefinite proportion proved—causes of their variation.

2630. Doubt Davy's result of Acid and Alkali becoming Nega-

tive and Positive with metals by contact if no chemical action— if

chemical action, believe both will become negative, for both have

the same kind of action in exciting voltaic combinations.

2631. Will Platina be acted upon by solution of chlorine.^

2632. Dry platina in dry chlorine. Will not dry platina in dry

mixture of chlorine and hydrogen inflame them }

^ Possibly "Hauy's".
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2633. Electricity -its residence upon Electric or conductor, etc.

etc.

2634. The inside ofan electrified quart pot contains no electricity.

2635. The inside of a Leyden jar charged and standing on the

ground contains no electricity— dX\ is on the glass.

2636. Must coat a jar inside with gold leaf and try another gold

leaf against it— or remove even gold leaf coating itself and see if

it electric.

2637. Or make part of inside coating removable. It will probably

bring away no electricity from a charged jar.

2638. The outside coating of a jar can shew signs of electricity

only by inductive relation to the air outside as a second electric,

the glass being the first; in fact, that coating relates to two electrics

and two inductive actions at once.

2639. Suppose a globular bag of leaf gold— if electrified, it would
swell out. How can this be repulsion, as there is no electricity

on the inner surface }

2640. Expansion of gold leaf into a straight flat form, when
electrified in the air, is a good result and shews well the disposition

of the forces.

2641. What would be the state of an interminable flat plane or

surface surrounded wholely by air and out of reach of inductive

action of neighbouring bodies }

2642. I begin to doubt electrical repulsion altogether.

2643. If it does not exist, how greatly all electrochemical relations

will be altered. It would knock a supposed force out of existence.

If this true in nature, it would be a great good to disprove re-

pulsion.

2644. Leaves of a gold leaf electrometer cannot open by repul-

sion, for when close together there is no electricity on the inner

surfaces, and when furthest apart there is most.

2645. As to Leyden jar, when cap and ball on, that ball is electric;

but only because it has relation through the air by induction to

the outside coating.

2646. Have a ball in connexion with the inside of a charged jar,

gradually raise it to the outside and approach it nearer and nearer

to the outside coating. Observe its successive electrical changes.

2647. ^ metal surface take from the inside glass surface of

26-2
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a charged jar— it being free from external and extraneous influence

of induction. No.

2648. Does not all this prove most perfectly that electricity re-

sides on the electric and not on the conductor—and also that

common residence of electricity and induction are the same thing

2649. The Electric must be in a state of tension throughout. That

air in the interior of a jar or vessel cannot assume this state through-

out, because of opposing actions on all sides, is probably the

reason why no electricity there.

2650. Ought rather to look at surfaces of electrics than of con-

ductors. Thus, convex surface of the electric, inclosed in a hollow

metal globe, relates to the limited extent of that electric, whilst

the concave surface of the metal does not necessarily do so.

2651. Must try the inside of a large insulated boiler at Maudsley's

—or build up a large box with tin foil or sheets of copper.

2652. Try a large copper at Coppersmith's, Chandos Street.

2653. With respect to notion of no repulsion—remember magnetic

effects, and also the other relations of two electric currents in

wires, etc. etc., and the different indications of repulsive action

arising out of such parts of science.

2654. The taking a surface of an electrified globe and leaving no

electricity in it is the best proof that a mass of conducting matter

can hold no sensible quantity of electricity.

2655. Consider the state of air or oil, etc. between plates of a

condenser, where induction can be let down, as compared with

the state of glass between plates, and glass of a jar, where it cannot

be let down by removal of metal merely.

2656. Obtain a numerical result of the quantity of electricity on

a given surface of air or glass, charged by induction or otherwise,

as compared to the quantity in an atom or a small quantity of such

bodies indicated by their chemical energies.

30 NOVR. 1835.

2657. Must try experiments of induction, etc. etc. with Negative

Electricity as well as Positive. As there is a decided difference

in the sparks, flashes, etc., this must have some direct and important

relation to the real condition of bodies in a negative state, and

may lead to true relation of Positive and Negative.
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2658. Is not excitation by friction a mere consequence of the

separation of parts, previously in mutual chemical relation, but

not combined, i.e. in that intermediate state of chemico mechanical

condition which the sixth series shews bodies often have.

2659. Sliding, that is, rubbing, is the best mode of separation for

leaving such particles in their strongest state of excitation.

2660. Rub two pieces of paper with india rubber, separate them
by sliding, not by splitting—will the effects not be stronger.^

4 DECR. 1835.

2661. I cannot go on at present with the fluorine experiments and

wanted therefore to put away the fluoride of potassium prepared

as before described (2556). Some of the solution has been retained

in a platina tray; other portions in platina crucibles. In the solu-

tion appeared some small crystals, the largest \ inch long, pris-

matic. These washed, were tasteless; fuzed on platina, became
black and contained I think fluorine, and also lead, but what else

I do not know.
2662. The solution of fluoride pm. was evaporated slowly and

carefully in platina crucible and then fuzed in Platina and poured

out on Platina to cool. As it was fuzed, immediately after lique-

faction, it began to boil and oxygen rose from it, just as if it were

a chlorate that was decomposing. Perhaps there is a fluorate

there, but I had not time to push the matter farther. I did not

urge the heat until this ceased, but cooled the liquid mass on the

platina plate, and when solid, put it bye, part in an alembic of

platina and part in a glass stoppered bottle; but both were put

away under glass jar[s] standing in basins and closed by mercury

so that no air should get in.

2663. The fluoride of Pm. is very deliquescent (at least, the

mixed salt just described) ; almost as much so as chloride of lime.
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2664. Have borrowed a copper from Mr Kipp. It is a new one,

not quite finished, and having no cock fixed in it, so that its shape

and condition is regular. It is made of three sheets of copper for

the sides and one piece for the bottom. A row of rivets run round
the bottom therefore and three rows from the bottom to the top.

The top has a ledge or rather edge turned out in a horizontal

direction. The copper is placed on an insulating stool on the

middle of the Lecture room floor. A strip of thick flannel, with

a drawing string at each edge, has been brought over the upper

edge, thus
•>

purpose of preventing dissipation there.

Another flat band has been stretched over the rivets round the

bottom. But I doubt if these are ofany consequence. The drawing

in section and dimension of this copper are given on the other

side,i with the stool.

2665*. This copper was connected by a wire with a gold leaf

electrometer, and electrified; then a carrying ball suspended by
a white silk thread brought in contact with its outside, and after-

wards brought in contact with another and similar (large) electro-

meter. The effect of this carrying ball was much less on its

electrometer than that of the copper on the electrometer attached
.

to it. Nor could repeated transits bring the former up to the

latter.

2666. Shall call the instrument connected with the boiler the

hoiler electrometer and the other the test Electrometer,

2667. Put the test electrometer on the ground, and used a carrying

ball 10 inches in diameter, covered with tin foil, hung by white

silk. Made the ball touch both copper and electrometer at once.

Then the test Electr. opened as much as the other. But on taking

away the ball from the copper, it (the Test E,) fell, though still

in contact with its Ball.

2668. This is a natural effect of induction, for the surfaces of the

copper and globe which are opposed whilst in contact have little

I i.e. on the opposite page of the MS. See figure, par. 2665.

* [2665] ^ _ _ _ J'/
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or none electricity in them. After the globe is separated from the

copper, the electricity in the former spreads over all parts, and

consequently the intensity falls at the part in contact with the

electrometer, or rather in the electrometer itself.

2669. Good to know this; there are many other cases of such

influence and consequent falling, as when samples are taken by
carrying balls from parts more or less under inductive influence

of air around, or are taken by plates or by projecting portions of

matter.

2670. When a carrying ball is in contact with an electrometer, a

certain divergence is produced. If ball removed, divergence falls

;

if approached again, it rises. This a similar consequence. When
parts separated, there is more free surface for general inductive

action and therefore intensity falls; when approached, the surface

between the ball and electrometer is thrown out of action and the

intensity rises elsewhere.

2671. The indication given by a sample ball will never therefore

rise as high as that of the copper Electrometer unless the instru-

ments be peculiarly related, for of course Copper Electr. can be

so placed as to be masked by copper itself, and then indications

taken from parts under induction would surpass it.

2672*. Now examined the outside of the copper by a small

carrying ball, about 2 inches diameter and covered with tin foil:

the flannel was removed from the edge of the boiler and the

examination was made first on the outside. It was least electrified

at cz; more at and more still at c. Much of the effect at c was
traced to the inductive action of the opposed floor at about

6 inches below. At the edge e it was as highly electrified as at c;

over or the flat ledge, it was less.

2673. In proof of the effect of inductive action at c, when a

sample was taken from in a fair way, it gave a certain divergence

of electrometer: but if, whilst the sample was being taken from
an uninsulated brass ball, or the hand, was held near to it, then the

sample had 3 or 4 times the power on the electrometer to what it

had before : according to the nearness of the hand or ball and the

consequent effect of induction.
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2674. A sample taken from the boiler electrometer cap was
stronger even than that from e; simply because the effect of the

wire and cap, etc. approached to that of a point.

2675. Now examined the electric state of the inside, using the

same small carrying ball as before and avoiding all inductive

action by use of long thread of silk. Obtained no traces of

electricity from g and A; at z obtained a minute trace; at k most
as to the inside, but that less than at/even. Hence none at ^, A,

or scarcely at i; some at h, more at /; much more at 6, but little

at a, increased towards b and downward to c. The angle formed

by the edge of the copper there complicates the progressive effects.

2676. Now endeavoured to obtain state of a ball connected by a

wire with bottom and lifted by a silk thread into different positions.

It does not matter whether the wire touches the side or the bottom

or the outside, but probably the form of ball or point may be

influential. At the same time, it is the carrying ball that at the

moment of observation constitutes the terminal part there. The
ball was raised from the middle upwards; until | of distance up

it gave no electricity to the carrier. When a little below the level

of the edges it gave a little. When level, it gave about as the inner

edge, or a little stronger; then, as raised higher, it gave stronger

and stronger until as strong as the electrometer attached to the

copper. At that time it might be 20 inches above the level of

the boiler.

2677. Put an electrometer inside the boiler and connected its

cap with the boiler by a wire. When boiler was electrified, this

electrometer was not at all diverged; but being raised and still

continued in metallic contact by the wire, it gradually expanded

as it rose above the edges into the open air.

2678 *. Now wished to charge the boiler much higher. Put a con-

ductor with a Henly's Electrometer in connexion with the boiler

and found that, when boiler was electrified so as to open Gold

leaves of Singer's Electrometer 70°, that the Henly was just

affected; probably not more than 3°. Hence extreme proportion.

Then removed the gold leaf electrometer, and charging a jar,

touched the copper with it so as to electrify the whole up to

about 45° of Henly; and removed the jar.

2679. With this comparitively high charge examined the copper

* [2678]
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by the small ball as before. Still obtained none from g or A, and

very little from i. From the rest obtained electricity in the same

order as before, but much stronger in degree.

2680. Now connected the boiler by a wire with the Electric

machine, so as to keep it as highly charged as I could, without

much dispersion. Still none from g or A, or a little below L The
rest in the same relation as before.

2681. In repeating these experiments I used a large globe, 10

inches in diameter, covered with tin foil, but inside being wood,

plaster and air. It of course much altered the form of the inside,

but still from within near the bottom brought out no electricity.

Gave some irregular results due to a cause to be explained

presently ( ).

2682. Now cleaned two brass balls from lacquer by hot solution

of potash and plugged in silk threads by means of wood. These

are to be used as carriers and are one 3 inches diameter, another

i\ inches. A brass plate was also cleaned in a similar manner;

it was flat, round and 10 inches in diameter and slung by silk

thread.

2683 *. The boiler was now retained charged by placing a charged

jar against it, and thus the Henly's electrometer retained well

diverged for a long time together.

2684. The carrying brass plate applied any where against the

inside at the bottom brought up no electricity with it. Applied

against the side within and below, it brought away no electricity.

Flat against the side, near the top, as at a, it brought away a little.

The plate edgeways against the side near the top, as at ^, brought

away much more.

2685. The plate applied flat to the outside, about midway,

brought away moderate electricity; very fair, as might be ex-

pected. Applied edgeways against the outside it was very strongly

charged.

2686. Must remember that the carrying ball or plate forms for

the time the surface and shape of the part where it is applied.

Hence a plate and a ball very different.

2687. Precautions. Must take care of the effect of the air of the

room, electrified by the machine, acting on the Electrometer.

Would be better if the latter were in metal. The one I use as test
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Electrometer is very delicate, and the faces of glass opposite the

gold leaves coated extensively with tin foil within and without,

both being [in] contact with the ground. The glass of an uncoated

electrometer soon becomes charged.

2688. Must guard against the charge the carrying ball can receive

by merely passing near or even within some inches of the edges

or angles of the electrified boiler. If in the vicinity but for a

moment only, being all the while fully insulated by a silk thread,

still it becomes considerably charged. This electricity of the

carrying ball is always negative if the boiler is positive, and is an

effect of induction, the air apparently discharging the pos. Elec-

tricity of the ball. It is not therefore an effect of communication

from the boiler.

2689. Whether the edges of the boiler be covered with the flannel

or not, the effect is equally striking. It is greater opposite a point,

as of a wire, than the edge of the boiler, but is still negative unless

the ball (2 inches in diameter) is about or within half an inch of

the end of the wire: then it is either neutral, or begins to be

positive, having actually received electricity.

2690. This effect, with its progression, will vary with the fineness

of the point, the projection of it from the boiler, and the charge

of the boiler, and probably also with the diameter of the opposed

carrying ball.

2691. The boiler was now charged by a jar as before ( )

with Negative electricity, the edge being from this time left un-

covered, for the flannel seemed to be of no use. The carrying

ball was the 3 inch ( ). The effects generally were as before

:

the least electricity was taken from the middle of the outside, and

the quantity increased downwards and upwards, except in the

angle at the top edge; being as strong at the extreme edge a,

through the effect of form, as it was below at where induction

also help, but form less favourable.

2692. On the inside, thought I obtained a trace of N. Electricity

from the angle at which ought not to be. The other parts were

just in the same relation as with positive electricity.

2693. When the carrier passed near the edge of the boiler it

assumed a charged state by induction, and retained it just as

when boiler Positively electrified ( ); i.e. a state of the
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contrary kind was acquired by the ball in merely passing through

the air near the Negative boiler, at its edge, etc.

2694. It is hardly possible to go within a couple of inches of even

a plane or convex surface without the ball assuming the opposite

state—much more is the effect produced near edges or angles on
the outside.

2695. With the small carrying ball the same effects are produced.

2696. Extraordinary care is required also that the hand should not

deliver, or it or any other conducting matter touch the carrying

plate or ball in presence of the electrified boiler, unless they are

after that to touch the boiler itself. A carrying plate or ball 12 or

1 5 feet from the boiler (when electrified so that Henly diverged

36°), being touched, then insulated and finally examined by the

delicate electrometer, gave proofs of a charge obtained at that

distance by induction.

2697. The boiler was now covered by two sheets of copper and

its inside examined, provision being made against the causes of

error above in the following way. The carrying ball was held in

by its silk suspender; the boiler covered over; the whole charged

by the jar; the ball dropped against the bottom for a sample and

again raised to the middle of the space within; the jar was then

removed; the boiler discharged and opened and the ball examined

by electrometer. It always came out quite unelectrified, whether

it had touched the top or bottom or side within at any part.

2698. Again, if ball put into the boiler unelectrified— the boiler

covered over— electrified— discharged—opened and the ball ex-

amined—it does not become contrarily electrified by induction—

nor even if the boiler be only half covered over, provided the ball

be under the covered part as at i and 2; but at 3, 4 and
5 began

to shew electricity of the contrary kind, and is therefore by in-

duction.

2699. A point placed inside at the bottom of the boiler gave

nothing to the carrying ball by contact. But when the ball was

over it at 2 or 3 inches distance, the boiler being quite open, there

was plenty of the opposite electricity by induction.

2700. The point being raised higher and higher, being still in

connection with the boiler, it gave more electricity as the ball had

done before ( ).
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2701 *. This case passes into the one of a point in a hollow ball.

2702. In using a ball or plate to take specimens of electricity by
contact, the proximity of the hand, body or other conducting

matter connected with the earth must be avoided, for then induc-

tion takes place even at the inside. Thus, if a ball in the hand be

held at or be in any other way connected with the earth, the

carried ball cz, separated from the boiler before h is removed,

bring[s] away much electricity; for at a inductive agtion towards

h exists at the time.

2703. If the hand holding the silk thread by which the ball is

suspended be 5 or 6 inches from the ball, this effect is produced

in a serious degree. If at 2 or 3 inches distance, there is much
effect. The same effect takes place at the outside also, but not so

strongly. This all has relation to the exaltation of the intensity

of the electricity of the boiler by induction at the part where the

carrier is applied. The carrier of course brings away the same

electricity as that of the copper.

2704. Must read on these subjects Coloumb, Poisson, Biot,

Becquerel, Harris.

7 DECK. 1835.

2705. A cover not in contact with the copper will act by induc-

tion, if touched, like a ball connected with the earth: if not

touched, as a ball brought near to the electrified copper ( ).

2706. Electricity must pervade metal, i.e. be in and through it,

even in its quiescent or unmoving state, as when a solid metallic

body is electrified—but then how attenuated it must be. Now it

is clear that air as a mass has not a greater capacity; for a globe

filled with air or with metal, and charged with equal quantities

of electricity, has equal tension or nearly so. So that difference

of air and metal, or of electrics and conductors, at their surfaces

of contact, is not that former have more capacity than the latter,

considered as masses.

2707. The true difference appears to consist in the electric be-

coming polar throughout, whilst the metal cannot. By that,

especially under induction, is the capacity of the surface of the

electric so greatly increased, whilst the character of the surface

of the conductor as to capacity never changes.

* [2701]
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2708. When this is more developed, must consider the con-

dition of intermediate bodies, as bad conductors; by these pass

to consideration of chemical decomposition, and also to the ex-

tremes of insulation^ induction and conduction.

8 DECK. 1835.

2709. Repeated the experiments in a closed boiler ( ), with

the large 10 inch tin foil ball, taking all precautions necessary

2710. When in contact with the inside of the covered boiler,

lifted up, taken out and examined, there was no trace of elec-

tricity in it.

271 1. When put into the inside, not in contact, and retained

there a while whilst the boiler was charged, it acquired no elec-

tricity by induction.

2712. These experiments are in fact other forms of Biot's experi-

ments with the globe and covers.

2713. Now proceeded to observe the inductive effects at different

parts of the boiler upon an approached ball in contact for the

time with the earth. These were very beautiful. The carrying ball

was brought near the part of the boiler to be examined, then

touched, then removed and then examined. It shewed of course

contrary electricity to that of the boiler, the stronger as it was the

nearer to the boiler at the moment it was touched.

2714. A scale was put on to the side of the electrometer and then

the ball tried in different situations, at such distances as to give

always the same divergence to the electrometer. This distance was
found to be greatest opposite those places on the boiler which were

least electric when examined by contact^ and least opposite those parts

which by contact were in the highest state of electrical excitation.

Thus the ball about the situations figured gave equal intensities

of electricity.

2715. These positions of equal intensity of induction were then

better ascertained by a wire of copper about ^ of inch in

diameter, bent double, thus*: the rounded end a being brought

opposite the electrified surface. This acted as a small ball, and at

a certain distance its intensity rose so high that electricity passed

to it, producing in the dark a luminous brush and also an audible

[2715]
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brushing noise quite loud enough to be distinctly heard at once.

These effect[s] did not come on slowly, but at once, marking
distinctly the place at which the intensity by induction had risen

up to this sufficient and constant degree, and thus supplying an

excellent test of the inductive force.

2716. The copper was charged by a Leyden jar up to about 45°

of Henly's Electrometer. The effects produced were very beautiful

opposite different parts, and gave the same general result as before,

i.e. that where the copper was least charged as shewn by the contact

ball^ there the induction was strongest; and vice versa,

2717. Thus the distance at which sound began was least at cz; it

was more at b\ still more at c; more still at the inside about f; more
(and about the same with each other) at e and /; but most at g.

2718. In the inside of the boiler the effects are influenced by the

whole of the surface (as they are indeed on the outside by all

that is in sight). Thus the induction at h was great, for the whole

surface acted on it at once ; and if the end of the wire were carried

horizontally from h towards i or though much nearer the metal,

the inductive effect was not much increased; and if at a higher

level, as /, etc., there was even diminution as the metal ap-

proached. Of course there is a great conjoined action of all the

parts on the wire at A, /, etc., or within the vessel, and thus a

complicated result.

2719. This a very beautiful condition of induction, as to increase

of each part in action on the force at the wire at A, etc. ; and also

as related in electrolytic induction to the wire of zinc in the middle

of a globe of copper filled with acid. Involves probably true

explanation of Daniell's large copper surfaces, etc.

2720. The above sketch^ represents generally some of the planes

of equal intensity determined by the wire. The differences may
be obtained either by using the same wire, with the boiler more

or less electrified; or by using wires terminating with different

degrees of acuteness, the copper being charged to the same degree.

2721. The copper was then negatively electrified by a Leyden Jar

and Henly's Electrometer and the examination made with the

wire as before. The sound occurred suddenly as before; the light

appeared now as a brush.

^ In margin.
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2722. The relative intensities by inductive action were just the

same as before with P. Electricity.

2723. But the jar seemed to be discharged sooner and the effect

to fall more rapidly, for which reason proceeded to warm the jar,

insulating stool, electrometer stand, etc.; then repeated the experi-

ment and did not observe any particular rapidity of discharge.

2724. The relative effects with the wire were as before.

2725. The relative effects with the carrying ball ( ) were

also correspondant.

2726. When the large 10 inch ball was hung in the inside of the

charged copper, the latter being in connexion outside with a gold

leaf electrometer and electrified, there was no change in the

divergence of the leaves; but when the ball was touched by an

uninsulated wire, a spark passed to the latter and the copper

electrometer fell. On taking out the suspended ball the copper

electrometer rose to its first height, and then the ball could give

another spark to the wire or the hand.

2727. This is in fact common induction—again it is the Electro-

phorus— the condenser—and the Leyden Jar.

2728. An insulated needle, lowered into the copper, did nothing

unless it were long and so extended into the upper air. Wires and

long conductors act as if the electricities at their extremities, or

the matters there, were in contact.

2729. If an uninsulated point of a wire were brought near the

upper end of the suspended needle, then the former helped the

latter—but not much if it were short.

2730. An important consequence and fact that induction is best

when a point is opposed to a larger surface, and not when opposed

to another point. This of great consequence when followed out.

2731. Must endeavour to know how the electricity really passes

when the electricity at rough point breaks into streams. Is it that

air actually electrified, and that each electrified particle finds its

way by itself to the next uninsulated or contrary surface }

2732. A delicate pair of gold leaves were put into a very thick

glass vessel (at least half an inch in thickness) and this put into

the bottom of the copper. It did not diverge in the least-being

of course connected with the copper by a wire. Thus thick glass

as the electric acts the same as thin glass or as air. On bringing a
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ball to act by induction on the outside of the glass about a, it

did not affect the gold leaves until electricity was, with the cracking

sound, transferred to the surface of the glass there, and then the

leaves were attracted on the inside. This must have been an action

through the glass, but probably mixed with conduction on its

surface, etc. etc.

2733. The approached ball did not act on the gold leaves so soon

as it would have done through air alone, I think; but then probable

that because of dense nature of the glass, the inductive force can-

not penetrate or polarize so deeply and that therefore induction

was rather through the air towards the bottom of the boiler.

2734. This expt. suggest[s] several other relative to the compari-

tive penetration of induction into different electrics.

2735. A conductor in two portions put endways into the elec-

trified copper, and then separated, removed and examined. The
effect the same as with insulated conductors under the common
form of induction, i.e. part a rendered Negative and part h

positive.

2736. When a large ball, uninsulated, brought opposite the plane

surfaces of the inside or outside of the boiler, the latter being in

connection with the conductor of the machine, the sparks were

of about equal length in both places or parts; near the edges or

angles outside they were somewhat longer.

2737*. Two copper plates, each about 19 x 46 inches, were set

up edgeways on the insulating stool, about 2 feet apart, and con-

nected by a wire above. They were charged positive by a jar to

about 45° of Henly's electrometer-and then examined by the

\\ inch carrying ball. On the outside there was least at a\ most

at h'^ intermediate at c and d. On the inside there was the least

opposite cz, scarcely a trace; there was more about and more

still, a considerable proportion, towards the edges of the plates,

as inside of c or or better still h.

2738. When the inductive effect on the wire end ( ) was

obtained the results were just the reverse, i.e. the inductive effects

were least where the contact effect was the greatest, and greatest

where contact effect least.

2739. The two plates of copper were then arranged anglewise—

thust. No electricity was found by the carrying ball at the inside
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near a; at h little or none; at c plenty. The outside was as be-

fore.

2740. On using the wire for induction, the effect was weakest

at the outside corners and edges, and strongest at the inside angle

and surfaces (broad)— in accordance with the former results.
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2741 . It may be a question whether every case of electric residence

on the surface of conductors in our atmosphere is not a case of

induction, or whether electricity can reside on such surfaces with-

out induction, solely by virtue of that capability which the air

may have to receive a state of polar tension to a certain depth.

If the first case were true, then a metallic surface exposed towards

space, as a cloudless sky, and having no terrestrial or conducting

body in view, ought to have no electricity; whilst if the latter

were the case, it would have a certain tension.

2742*. To illustrate this point and its consequences, a tinned

copper mirror 24 inches in diameter, and a radius of about 15

inches (its versed sine being therefore about 6 inches), was with

the attached cylindrical conductor and Henly's electrometer in-

sulated on a stool; and then a charged jar brought in contact

with it, as on former occasions. When this was arranged on the

Lecture room table, the mirror of course then being towards the

ceiling and distant induction being therefore allowed (i.e. if it

could have any influence so far off), then the i| inch carrying

ball could bring no electricity away from the center of the inside

of the mirror. Nor even the 3 inch carrier, that part, even with

that ball there, being masked by the effect of the surrounding

edges and parts. But when the 3 inch ball was left there to elevate

that part, and the i| inch carrier was brought into contact with

the top of it, then a little electricity could be obtained. This there-

fore was the limit of the commencement of the appearance of

electricity at that middle part— the distant inductive action of the

ceiling, etc. being allowed.

2743. Then removed all this apparatus to the roof of the house,

into a situation where a straight line drawn from the upper point

of the 3 inch ball in the mirror, and passing by the edges of the

mirror, could reach no external object except the starry sky. The

* [2742]
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sky was clear; the stars bright; the cold great, being about 27°

or 28° and freezing fast at the time.

2744. Then repeating the experiments as within the house as

nearly as possible, the same electrical effects were produced. Hence

electricity can exist upon surfaces which are not inductively re-

lated to other surfaces of conducting matter.

2745. Hence an apparent limit to the extent of the action of these

electrified surfaces into the surrounding electric.

2746. Hence also pretty sure, that if a very large metallic vessel

could be insulated and electrified, that electricity would appear

upon its inner surface; i.e. that at last the distance between the

opposite surface[s], etc. would be so great that their reaction

would be insensible.

2747. Perhaps can obtain this effect with smaller vessels if other

electrics than air can be used—probably make this out when the

ratio of the electrics is better made out.

2748. I did not find any sensible difference in the electricity of

the carrying ball when I allowed my hand or head to come into

sight line with the inside of the mirror, provided they were at

18 or 24 inches distance.

2749. Conclude therefore that a plane metallic plate, having one

face towards the clear heavenly space, would still shew signs of

electricity. This a normal quantity in any given electric for any

given intensity.

2750. Repeated the experiments in the house again and had the

same results as before.

II DECK. 1835.

2751. In a boiler the inner quelling effect ought to cease probably

when the vessel is so large that the inductive action at the center

ceases also; probably that would be the limit.

2752. Would not a radius of 12 feet do for this-or at least allow

of some appearance inside ?

2753. Perhaps worth while to ascertain corresponding size and

distance of two parallel round plates when electricity just lost at

center of the inside.

2754. Would these be the same for different charges or vary with

the intensity of the charge ?
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2755. Must charge metals, liquids, etc. in very thick glass vessels,

avoiding induction, and then see their effect on the electrometer.

2756. Or charge electrometer and then touch it with a mass of

metal or fluid in such a glass vessel, and see how it is lowered.

Compare also the lowering effect by a vessel full of the matter

to be tried, or its sides lined with it only.

2757. Every thing seems to indicate that there is extremely little,

if any, electricity in the mass of metals or conductors, and hardly

any even in electrics or such bodies, except in their state of tension

or induction.

2758. It appears to me at present that ordinary and electrolytic

induction are identical in their first nature, but that the latter is

followed by an effect which cannot, not from the nature and state

of the substances, take place with the former.

2759. In connecting these two actions, interpose decomposition

of water in close tubes. Also Davy and Herschell's motions of

mercury in solutions. These conjoin the cases of the attractions

of masses andparticles.

2760. Metal leaves or other conducting masses which shew at-

tractions in air, are exactly in the same relation as metals in the

voltaic circuit— they act merely as conductors in both cases,

allowing the surrounding electric or electrolytic matter to assume

certain states.

2761. Hence the attractions of masses are resolvable into the

attractions of particles, and a direct consequence of the latter.

Here again the motions of mercury come in as connecting links.

2762. To prove identity of electricities (Series iii) is to prove

identity of their effects.

2763. As to state of tension in the electric or electrolyte before

separation of elements. Try some body not yet decomposed and

not a conductor between the poles or conductors of E. Machine;

and observe action on light.

2764. Try induction through a solid crystalline body as to the

consequent action on polarized light.

12 DECK. 1835.

2765. Is the P. and N. light the same in character in different

gases and vapours, i.e. in anions and cations May perhaps obtain

27-2
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a relation to their inherent electrical state. Is possible that

their intimate nature may produce differences. Try Oxygen,

Hydrogen, etc.

2766. Can induction through air take place in curves or round

a corner ? Can probably be proved experimentally. If so, is not

a radiating action, and reasoning as to sky action requires modi-

fying.

2767. Consider effect of rarefaction in causing discharge. This

appears to be very simple if the charged state relates to the

charging of the particles of Electric. The force of definite action

come in here.

22 DECK. 1835.

2768. Electricity appears to exist only in polarity, as in air, glass,

electrolytes, etc. Now metals, being conductors, cannot take up
that polar state of their own power, or rather retain it, and hence

probably cannot contain developed electrical forces.

2769. Metals however probably hold it for a moment as other

things do for a longer time; an end coming at last to all. See

Wheatstone's experiment shewing a retardation, for the middle

spark was late. Now metal in this may be the extreme case one

way as air, glass or shell lac are extreme cases the other way.

2770. Electricity then is probably no accumulation of power en

masse in any case, but only an arrangement of particles in polar

position.

2771. But must in that case make out the true relation of dis-

charges, brushes, sparks, etc.; which seem to be actual transfers

of force. At the same time, these may be resoluble into such cases

as the discharge by particles of electrolytes; only taking place

violently through many particles at once, and hence the heat.

Then they will still fall into the general law.

2772. In investigating the distinct electrical phenomena of con-

duction, induction, transfer, etc., hesitate not to examine them

in coarse or strongly developed cases, for the sake of gaining

information in the weaker. Thus the induction which can take

place between the ends of a powerful Voltaic battery in air, glass,

or water is the same as what occurs between the same ends in an

electrolyte, solid or liquid, or as that between weaker ends or even
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a single pair of plates. The spark between two metallic surfaces,

being either the ends of a voltaic battery or of the coatings of a

Leyden jar, is the same as that of a single pair of plates on junction

or disjunction. The conducting power of metal is the same as the

conducting power of air. The insulating power of air is the same
as that of the retarding power of metals.

2773. It is important to make out the true nature and condition

of charged air or metal. Is it possible to add in the least degree

to the actual quantity of electricity in matter Many things seem

to shew that it is— thus, brushes into air; Wheatstone's retarded

spark; are the two halves of the metal for the moment charged

above their natural state ?

2774. Is not the time occupied between the extreme and the

middle sparks in Wheatstone's experiment the same element in

the phenomenon as the time occupied in charging the air by
brushes or a point; and the discharge of the same air against the

sides of the room, an electrometer, etc.

2775. Does it not appear in many cases that when air is charged,

it can be discharged without every particle coming in succession

against a conductor. It has often seemed to me as if the electricity

could proceed from particle to particle, and that with great

quickness.

2776. Consider here the mode in which it passes from surface

of inside of a charged boiler to a point.

2777. Can probably arrange this so that, as air should be always

issuing from or rather passing to a point or flame, still it might

be made to receive a charge; and again, so that the air really

should not change at point whilst receiving, etc. etc.

2778. As glass can be excited and so act as a prime electric in

producing induction in air, why may not air itself be also excited

(i.e. charged) and act as a prime electric also, even in air ? In that

case will be acting by induction on the surrounding matter.

2779. Must consider closely the circumstances of electricity fixed

as it were and localized on the surface of a solid electric— or on
conductor; and that given to the particles of a fluid mass, as air,

oil, etc.

2780. The disturbances and excitations of the particles of bodies

in mass are probably only minute effects of the same kind as those
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which take place in a vastly higher degree in the particles of bodies

suffering chemical changes ; as for instance the change of particles

of oxygen and hydrogen before and after combination; the change

of lime and carbonic acid when combined or separated by the

action of heat—of oxygen in and separating from chlorate of

potassa, etc. etc. etc.

2781. The excitation of a glass rod by friction may be due to an

approach in the slightest degree to chemical action between the

particles brought by rubbing into contact with each other, and

then left by lateral motion of parts in this excited state; the

excited state being an infinitesimal portion ofwhat chemical action

would or could produce.

2782. It is essential to know whether a particle of matter can be

overcharged or not; but very difficult to decide. The excitation of

glass, resin, silk and other solid electrics, without the use of

conductors, seems as if that could be the case.

2783. With relation to the condition of conductors relative to

electrics in contact with them, must try the power of a certain

ring of metal, as tinfoil^ by itself; i.e. in air—on glass solid—within

glass—on thin glass, as a phial—with oil inside—water inside—

metal inside—immersed in oil—in wax, etc.

2784. Perhaps a globe or a plate will do for these, or at least the

immersion experiments; but must take especial care that all are

equally free from inductive effects.

24 DECK. 1835.

2785 . Put up two paper frames, and with them repeated the experi-

ments made on the instant ( ) with the copper plates.

They did perfectly well, becoming electrified all over; shewing

the same relation by the carrying ball inside and outside either

by contact or induction.

2786. May now make a very large paper box, 12 feet square for

instance, and repeat experiments with it as to state of inside,

center—an electrometer within, etc. etc.

i
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2787. With reference to the possibility that some metals, not

magnetic at common temperatures (2613), might become so at

low temperatures, selected pieces of the following metals and

ascertained that they did not, by close approximation], affect any

part of an astatic needle (or one nearly so). This kind of needle

was used as the most delicate test.

Lead Bismuth

Copper Antimony
Gold Arsenic

Silver

Platina

Palladium

Tin

Cadmium
Zinc

Plumbago

2788. Those in the first column were in wires, except the plum-

bago, that being a small rod-about ^ of inch in diameter and

0-4 of an inch long. They were put altogether and tied round with

a bit of fine platina wire so as to form a small faggot, a piece of

platina wire about 3 inches long being tied up with them so as

to form a handle of badly conducting metal.

2789. The other three. Antimony, Arsenic and Bismuth, were

tied up in a similar way in a piece of platina foil to form another

bundle.

2790. Then cooled these bundles in liquid sulphurous acid, in

watch glasses containing a little mercury also, and when below

the freezing point of the mercury, brought them close to the ends

of the astatic needle to ascertain if they had become sensibly

magnetic; but could not observe the least indication of such an

effect, though I think the temperature must occasionally have

been 60° or 70° below Zero of Fahrenheit.

2791. Brought the frozen mercury near the needle, but still there

was no effect.

2792. These experiments were made on the top of the Lecture

room; the astatic needle being also out of doors. The temperature

of the air was about 25° F.
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2793. Now experimented with Nickel, Cobalt and Chrome as to

the points at which they and Iron lose magnetic relations.

2794. Iron ceases to be magnetic at a fair or rather bright red heat.

2795. Nickel^ I found, ceased to be magnetic at temperatures very-

much lower. The nickel was such as had been purified by solution

of ammonia. It was a bar (forged) nearly 2 inches long, 0*4 of

inch wide and about ly of inch thick. At temperatures below

visible red, it was not magnetic. In boiling Almond oil it was not

magnetic, but at a temperature a little lower became (like iron)

suddenly magnetic, and apparently to its full power at once. In

oil hot enough to boil mercury in a closed thermometer it re-

tained its magnetic power, and this was about 612°; but when
probably not more than 20° hotter, it had lost magnetic power.

Hence about 630° or 640° is the temperature at which Nickel looses

or regains magnetic inductive force.

2796. Cobalt has very little magnetic power at 50°; in fact, I

could not by the present needle render it sensible. Being cooled

by Sulphurous acid to at least 50° below 0° of Fah., it was still

the same—not at all Magnetic.

2797. Chromium : a piece that Cooper gave me a long while ago,

and very spongy; not fuzed. It was not sensibly magnetic either

at 50° or at 50° below 0° F.

2798. I doubt the magnetic property of these two metals.

5 JANY. 1836.

2799. As to the nature of the light at P. and N. points. It may
have reference to the nature of the substance of which the points

are made. Now these are almost always metals or cations, i.e.

bodies inherently positive. Must look at them with this in view;

it may cause the difference at P. and N.

2800. Try points of different metals with high and low equivalent

numbers— opposed to each other, etc.

2801. Take an anion if possible for P. and N. points.

2802. Try oxides of iron—per ox. manganese—sulphurets of

antimony—iron, etc. etc. Plumbago—boxwood charcoal, etc.

2803. Metal points greased or covered with wax.

2804. Try various points in atmospheres of anions and cations.

Acids, alkali, Hydrocarbons, etc. etc. etc.
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2805. Try them in liquids, oils, etc., in pure water. See 4 July

1836.

2806. Points rubbed over with iodine—points of iodine.

2807. It has seemed many times as if, when platina wire is in

circuit, that the heat has risen first on the Positive side and also

highest—verify this.
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2808. Have been for some days past engaged in building up a

cube of 12 feet in the side. It consists of a slight wooden frame,

constituting the twelve linear edges, held steady by diagonal ties

of cord; the whole being mounted on four glass feet, 5I inches

long, to insulate it. The sides, top and bottom are covered in

with paper ( ). The top and bottom have each a cross

framing or tying of copper wire, thus : which, with the diagonals

of cord, support the two large sheets of paper which cover them

in, the copper wire also serving to feed the paper surface with

electricity. The framings at the top and bottom, of copper wire,

are connected by copper wires passing down the four corner

uprights; and a band of wire also runs round the lower edge of

the cube. The sheets of paper which constitute the four sides have

each two slips of tin foil pasted on their inner surface, running

up
I
of the height; and these are connected below with the copper

wire so that all the metallic parts are in communication. The
edges of the side sheets are fastened here and there by tacks or

paste to the wooden frame at the angles, so as to prevent them

flying out and so giving irregular dispersion of the electricity.

The whole stands in the Lecture room, one of the lower edges

being within 5 inches of the third seat (on which the feet rest),

and the opposite lower edge being sustained on stools and blocks,

about 4 feet from the ground. The chandelier hangs nearly

opposite the middle of the face of the cube at this side, being

about 2| feet from it.

2809. The cube rises in the middle of the room above the level

of the bottom of the gallery, and appears of enormous size; it

holds of course 1728 cubic feet of air or about lbs.

avoirdupoise.

2810. Connecting this cube by a wire with the Electrical machine,

I can quickly and well electrify the whole, so as to make a Henly

Electrometer stand at 70°; but then the dispersion at angles, edges,

etc. is as great as the supply, and when the machine stops working

the electrometer quickly (though gradually) falls. Whilst the

machine continues at work the hand attracts and draws the paper
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towards it, and brushes can be drawn from every part. Sparks

can not be obtained except where the wire feeders or wood work
passes, because of bad conducting power of the paper; still, it is

fully charged and sufficient for my purpose in most respects.

28 1 1. If a conductor and Henly's electrometer be applied against

the paper only, the instrument open[s] as much as another electro-

meter at the machine, shewing full charge for the time. But again,

if the hand be applied in contact with the paper at a part equi-

distant from the different leaders, the discharge there does not

cause the electrometers elsewhere to fall much, provided the

machine continues at work. Hence a proof of the bad conducting

power of the paper, and also that by vicinity and contact of points,

knobs, cushions, etc. to different degrees in different parts, the

portions of the cube may be very differently charged at the same

time; the leaders, of course, always being as highly charged as

the machine, whilst the loose edges of the paper at a distance

from the leader will be lower in degree, as always giving off.

2812. Proceeded to experiment with this cube, as follows. The
large brass carrying ball ( ) was used, being suspended by
a white silk thread to the end of a long glass rod (flint), in order

to avoid as much as might be the inductive effect due to opposing

the hand and body to the part from where a sample was to

be taken. The machine and cube were retained connected by a

wire. Three turns of the machine were given (one and a half

bringing the Henly electrometer up to its full degree), whilst

the carrier ball was held in contact with the part to be tested. The
ball was removed from contact before the machine stopped—the

conductor and cube discharged and the ball carried to the delicate

electrometer (retained in a sheltered safe place so as not to be

affected either by the machine or cube), and examined as to its

charge and the degree acquired.

2813. In this way, results exactly like those with the boiler were

obtained. A small charge was found on the middle of a face, as

clear as possible under the circumstances from inductive in-

fluence. A stronger charge, by much, was obtained at the middle

of an edge; and the strongest at the solid angle or corner.

2814. Those parts where induction was active, as opposite the

chandelier, or opposite the seats, etc., gave an increased charge
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( ). The lower part all round therefore gave more than

the upper, and there was a greater escape of electricity there.

2815. By testing for the results when the carrier ball was the

extremity of the inducing body ( ), the same general results

as with the boiler were obtained, and such was the case also by
using the wire ( ); but the necessity of keeping up the

charge of the cube to the overflow and dispersion of electricity

at the angles and corners interfered a little with the results.

2816. Now experimented by bringing the carrier ball in contact

with the inside of the cube, taking always great care to lift the

ball from contact before the machine stopped working, and also

to discharge both machine and cube before the ball was brought

out into the air.

2817. Access to the inside was made by cutting a flap in the

paper at the side nearest the^ Lecture table towards the left hand

corner and pinning it up for the time. The apperture was 14 inches

from the left hand side, 22 inches wide and 24 inches high.

^ In the manuscript, folio volume n finishes at this point. The following

words of par. 2817 are from the first page of folio volume in.
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2818. The bottom surface inside was now examined as far as to

the middle, that being as far as I could reach with the ball and

glass rod; but no electricity could be obtained there except near

the door or entrance, the reasons ofwhich will appear immediately

.

Now this portion is the same with the similar portions of every

other part and in that respect includes the whole of the inner sur-

face of the cube. Hence when fairly and properly charged there

was no electricity inside this great cube.

2819. The same trials were carried up the left hand inner surface

as far as I could properly reach, with the same result, and also

up the face within nearest to me, where the same results occurred

with the exceptions which, with their causes, will be described im-

mediately.

2820. On making the inductive experiments on the inside, the

same results were obtained as before. If whilst the ball was in

contact 3 or 4 feet within the cube the hand was put an inch or

two through the opening or door way of the cube and kept there

until the ball was raised, and then the cube discharged and the

carrier examined, it was found Positive; and that the more so

the nearer the hand was to it and over it. A wire point produced

an effect even when several inches outside the opening. Looking
into the house, even though the head was preserved at some dis-

tance so as not to discharge more electricity than could be helped,

had the same effect.

2821. It was this effect of induction which in several cases caused

the appearance of Positive electricity on the inner surface near

the opening into the cube.

2822. When the other class of inductive effects were observed

they also corresponded with former observation. A ball held in

the cube in the air and touched by a conductor became highly

Negative wherever held, and apparently more so in the corners

and angles than in the more open space.

2823. A wire was put through a long glass tube and the end

allowed to project a little, the other end being held in the hand.

The first end of this wire being put into the cube became highly
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negative, and luminous. The sound of discharge I could not hear

because of the noise of the working machine. But the star of light

was brighter when nearer to the sides than at the middle, and at

the same distance from the side was brighter if brought near to

the inner linear angle, and at the same distance from that was
brighter if brought towards a corner angle, so as to have effect

of vicinity of all sides at once.

2824. But for reasons connected with the discharge of the paper

surface and its slowness of recharge because of bad conducting

power, the experiment to be accurate should be made in a metal

vessel. As indeed it was in the boiler ( ).

2825. I very much incline to believe that inside a metal globe

the effect upon a point or upon a carrier ball would be the same

in amount wherever that ball or point was placed, either in the

centre or near the side. Well to prove this as a fundamental

principle of the action of induction.

2826. It appears to me that induction is illimitable, i.e. that a

point opposite to a charged surface and rendering the surface

more highly P. or N. will do the same thing to the same amount
whether it is engaged in violent inductive action elsewhere or not.

Thus if the globe a be Pos. and a point at the aperture, that point

would render the inner surface at b as much Pos. to a carrying

ball if it were receiving a strong electrification and even discharge

by induction from c, c as if it were not.

2827. And yet this can hardly be true, for consider the case of a

point in a ball, etc. etc.

2828. Suppose a and c two metal balls in metallic communication

but insulated so that c can be moved, and both charged Pos. by
a Leyden battery so as to retain them up to a full charge; e is a

small carrier ball, and b a fixed ball connected with the earth and

acting by induction on a. In the position a, b, c, the carrier ball e

will convey to the electrometer a certain charge. If c be brought

to c', it and b will have a stronger inductive reaction, but will

that affect the relation of b and a, i.e. will e carry a less charge

to the electrometer. Or if c be brought to c", when b will be

still more highly affected, will that affect its relation to a.

2829. Unless a and c have an unlimited supply of electricity, of

course the change in c will produce a change in a; b may be a
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point and that would be the best mode of obtaining the result

perhaps. Must also consider the mutual action of a and c" and

remember that, without moving c to c" would effect the state

of the carrier ball at e. This proportion of effect must be allowed

for. Perhaps best done by keeping cz, h and c" fixed and constant

and then occasionaly introducing a thick plate of glass or several

plates between h and c'\ so as to prevent and renew induction

at intervals, e ought to give constant results.

2830. To return to the cube of paper and its state within. There

is another condition and cause of parts of the inside which results

in their being electric. Thus near the door and elsewhere parts

were found Positive inside, which could not be accounted for by
any effect of induction from objects without.

2831. This was traced to inequalities in the discharge of different

places or parts without; thus when the upright edge was loose

at the side to the left, on electrification it swelled out from the

wooden upright and, discharging electricity into the room, was

reduced in its electricity and though supplied by the nearest leader,

still because of the resistance of paper to conduction, was not so

high as that leader. Such a part was therefore in a deficient state

as compared to the rest both on its inside and outside surface;

induction therefore could take place between the inner surface of

that part and the inner surface of another part fully charged. The
latter therefore shewed signs of Positive electricity by contact

with the carrier ball, and the part in relation to it by induction

within gave upon examination the Negative state to the carrier

ball.

2832. Once knowing the cause, the effect was easily followed out.

Thus on applying the hand against the outside of the cube at

that part of the paper clearest from leaders of Electricity, the inside

was found by the carrying ball strongly Negative and all the

neighbourhood within in a positive state. The negative and Posi-

tive within were probably the exact equivalents of each other. This

was therefore a case of internal induction and not ofan independant

pos. charge, and could not have happened in a metallic vessel.

2833. Then placed a discharging point, i.e. a point connected

with the earth, opposite to and about 18 inches from the outside

of the cube at a part of the paper furthest from the leaders and

FDII 28
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electrified the cube. During the whole time the point was luminous

and receiving electricity from the cube by inductive transmission.

The point was Negative and the opposed paper surface of course

Positive from the machine. But the inside of the cube at that

part was strongly Negative and the neighbouring parts a good
way round within Positive.

2834. Where external edges, or the vicinity of external objects

as the chandelier, the seats, etc. caused discharge of the neigh-

bouring parts so as to lower their state below that of the feeders

or other parts, then internal induction took place, as might be

expected, and it was impossible to obviate the effects of this

entirely in so large a cube, included in so small a space as the

lecture room, and built up of such a material as paper with metallic

wires and leaders here and there only. With a continuous metallic

vessel such effects ought not and would not occur.

2835. But whenever it occurred it could be traced, for the two

states were sure to be found within and as far as I could judge

in equivalent quantities. Hence so far the large cube does not

acquire a general charge within though so much air included.

2836. It is very curious thus to see how high a negative state

may be induced and obtained within the cube, the whole ofwhich

is originally and continuedly in a Positive condition by contact

with the machine.

2837. Arranged a table under the cube; its upper surface was

about 6 inches from the bottom of the cube; put on the table an

insulating stool (feet 6 inches long) which therefore served as

a platform in the cube and yet preserved the insulation, and now
experimented upon the state of things within.

2838. Placed a delicate Gold leaf Electrometer within the cube,

closed the flap of the door of the cube and removed all external

objects as far as could be done to prevent them effecting discharge

from the outside and so producing internal induction. Looked
at the Electrometer through a distant slit. Then on electrifying

the cube even so highly as to obtain strong sparks from the

corners and leaders, the Henly electrometer on the machine being

at 90°, still there was no divergence of the gold leaves within.

Whether the Electrometer was placed in the middle of the cube

or towards the side or in the corners, still no deflection. If the
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cube was charged suddenly or even discharged suddenly, still no
deflection or divergence. In fact, no matter the state or disturbance

of the electricity of the cube, provided no internal induction was
allowed, the gold leaves were perfectly indifferent to all the rest.

2839. On opening the cube door, then wherever the electro-

meter was placed within, the introduction of the hand, the head,

or a wire made the distant leaves diverge positive. When the

electrometer was in the middle of the bottom so as to be open to

view from without the door, then approaching the hand or a wire

to the door and before either were in, made the leaves diverge.

These of course were cases of induction from without and illus-

trated the position before laid down, that where electricity by
contact is weakest there that by induction is strongest.

2840. Leaving the electrometer inside and closing all up, if a wire

or other discharging agent were put opposite the outside away
from the leaders, then the electrometer opened within. This is a

case of internal induction ( ). By moving the wire opposite

the face of the cube, it was very beautiful to observe how the gold

leaves fell again as the wire came opposite the different leaders

and how as it passed opposite the paper surfaces away from the

leaders they rose again; also how on removing the wire altogether

the leaves fell as the parts discharged by the wire rose up to an

equal state of tension with the rest.

2841. Must remember that these inner effects only occur because

of bad conducting power of paper and not because of any neces-

sary relation of inner and outer surfaces. If the vessel had been

metallic, no drawing off of electricity or elevation of its intensity

there would have in the least affected the inside. But as the out-

side is discharged, at that part, and actually lowered, the thickness

of the paper being too small to allow enough to flow in laterally

from the leaders; the inside is reHeved from the tension which

it ought to have to oppose the other inner parts and they there-

fore produce an evident induction action towards it. The action

was there before, but was equal in all direction[s] and null as to

P. and N. compared with the natural standard.

2842. But then, what is natural standard and what is Pos., what

is Neg. ? (—the inside of a metallic vessel). There is no doubt that

mites living on the outside of a highly charged globe in air but

28-2
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free from the induction of extraneous bodies or else subject only

to a constant regular induction, could not tell that by any effects

amongst themselves, and that all their electrometers and machine[s],

etc. would have the same relations, etc. on the highly charged

surface of P as ours ; further that other mites living on the inner

highly negative surface of N would be in the same condition

amongst themselves; that the laws of action discovered on the

inner surface of N would be the same as those applying at the

outer surface of P, Voltaic action and all included. What then is

Pos. and Neg., and what especially is inherent positive and negative

states.

2843. Bodily charge of the air. Endeavoured now to obtain some
proof of the bodily charge of the air in this cube.

2844. First continued the cube charged for some time, the Electro-

meter being within. As already said, the leaves did not at all

open. Then discharged the cube and watched to see if leaves

would then open, from communication of air electricity to them,

but nothing of the kind took place.

2845. Charged the whole, then discharged the cube and touched

the cap of electrometer for a moment with a wire— still no effects.

2846. Charged the whole, discharged the cube and held a ball

connected with the earth near the cap of the electrometer— still

no effect.

2847. Hence no apparent charge of the air within the cube.

2848. Then electrified the cube itself through the air within, thus.

Fixed a glass tube above 5 feet long into the side of the cube

pointing directly inwards. A wire of copper was passed through

the tube, one end being made fast to the machine and the other

projecting towards the middle of the space in the cube. Worked
the machine and soon found the cube fully charged so as to give

excellent sparks and brushes, and all this had gone through the

air of the cube. But still the electrometer was not affected and on

suddenly discharging the cube and machine, and then watching

the electrometer to observe whether the air would charge it, it did

not diverge in the least.

2849. Hence no bodily charge of the air this way.

2850. In like manner the glass of the electrometer took no charge.

2851. If, whilst the cube was charged, a wire point connected
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with the earth was introduced into the cube, the electrometer as

before said opened ( ), and if the point were held near the

cap, the leaves took a slight rapid quivering motion; and if after

a time the rod or wire were removed and the cube discharged,

and the electrometer also touched so as to collapse, it gradually

opened again. If it were again collapsed by a touch and again

left, it again opened and so on three or four times. But this was
due to a charge of the two surface[s] of the glass, for the end of

the wire was N., the top of the cap P., the lower ends of the

leaves N. and the general bottom of the cube inside P. Hence
the two surface[s] of the electrometer jar could be easily charged;

that they were charged was easily shewn by repeating the experi-

ment and immediately taking the electrometer out ofthe cube^ when
the successive divergences took place, as before. Hence the air

was not here charged and the cause of error if it occurs may be

avoided or detected.

2852. I now went inside the cube standing on the stool and

Anderson worked the machine until the cube was fully charged

and he continued working the machine. I could by no appearance

find any traces of electricity in myself or the surrounding objects.

I could not affect the gold leaf electrometer within. But if I

brushed it with flannel it was excited in the usual way.

2853. A glass rod was excited by silk and amalgam and gave the

usual appearances, either to myself or the sides of the cube, and

had its usual effect upon an electrometer within.

2854. A point had no action on things within, unless I produced

extra excitation within, and then acted in the usual manner.

2855. A candle burnt within without shewing any effects on the

flame— or the flame affecting the electrometer or shewing any

thing it would not have shewn in the open unexcited air: it was

quite indifferent.

2856. A leaf of gold held at the end of a wire shewed no attraction

or motion except what due here and there to effects of internal

induction before pointed out ( ) and these were very feeble.

2857. A leaf of gold was driven about in the air by an excited

glass rod, exactly as in a common room unelectrified.

2858. In fact the electrification without produced no consequent

effects within, other than what belong to any open chamber.
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2859. But if any thing from without connected with the earth

was introduced into the cube through the door way, then the

flame, the gold leaf, the electrometer, the hancl and all these things

were very strongly affected in relation to it, they being Positive

and it Negative.

16 JANY. 1836.

2860. Consider the difference of solid and fluid insulators. There

is a kind of conduction or discharge in the latter probably which

the former [do] not allow of. It may be considered as a slow

discharge, for a point can not discharge a jar at once.

2861. Probable that the intensity is a constant quantity for dis-

charge through air, whatever the shape of the part, whether ball

or point. But must consider depth of air, etc. and other things.

2862. Is there not then a direct analogy between a rounded surface

in common electricity and amalgamated zinc in voltaic electricity.^

2863. A metal point in flat glass or other fixed electric; why is it

protected ?

2864. If I be a metal globe placed within a second metal globe 2,

and then i be electrified Positively, then as much P. Elect, as

was given to the surface of i ought also to appear on the surface

of 2— the inner surface of 2 being equivalently negative. For all

expts. shew that there is no waste of power.

2865. If there were a thousand such concentric globes, the inner

one only electrically charged, all the others ought to be equally

and fully charged; for metal takes no electricity and the air elec-

tricity is all polar.

2866. As to induction in curved lines^ etc. Removed the insulating

stool from beneath the cube and placed a point connected with

the floor under the middle of a part of the paper squared in by
the lines of wire work. Then electrified the cube and by the

carrying ball examined different parts of the inner bottom surface.

That over the outer point was negative. All round it the surface

was positive. Thus this case of internal induction is all in one

plane and shews that the surfaces need not be opposed to or in

sight of each other.

2867. Induction therefore may doubtless take place in curved

lines. It does so in decomposing solutions, as is easily shewn by
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its turning a corner, and that it does so in air is easily shewn also

as above and by the spark passing round the edge of glass, or by
a point discharging a surface from behind a glass, etc. etc.

2868. The table which was 6 inches from bottom produced

similar effects. Opposite the edges and the nearer parts a more
abundant discharge took place than elsewhere and there the inside

was Neg., the middle part and the surrounding parts being Pos.

2869. The electrometer inside, if leaves connected with leaders

and discharge outside avoided was not much affected; but if con-

nected careless by longish wire going to parts more or less easily

discharged without, then it was affected by internal inductions.

2870. The electrometer was put inside and then a point placed

opposite a part of the paper surface near on the outside— it was

partly discharged and a case of internal induction occurred and

the gold leaves were affected and attracted towards the inside.

On removing the point and holding a globe of brass in its place

and even much nearer still the Electrometer was not affected.

Hence former statement proved ( ), for affecting the inten-

sity outside did nothing within, though withdrawing the elec-

tricity well might. The ball in contact did not do so much as the

point at a distance.

2871. To shew bad conducting power of the paper. A sheet of

tin foil was laid on a neutral portion of the paper inside, another

sheet [ajcross the place of a leader and its angle came near the

first. A point was placed beneath the neutral portion of paper and

the machine worked; sparks continually passed from the leader

tin foil to the neutral tin foil, being the surplus of what the point

beneath discharged which the paper could not conduct. This a

sufficient cause for many of the effects.

2872. Even when the point removed, the edge of the table dis-

charged enough to give a series of smaller sparks above.

2873. The two sides of a leaf of gold, or rather of the air against

it, may both be made positive or both Negative or Positive and

Negative to any degree by induction. There appears to be no

mutual or common influence between them.

2874. If a leaf of tin foil were put between two glass plates and

made highly positive on both sides by induction, would there,

on the removal of the plates, be the least electricity in the foil } No.
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2875. Daniell's cobalt called pure is very magnetic. Dissolved

a little in N. M. Acid— sulphur separated— to part of the solution

added ammonia in excess—per oxide of iron separated— to another

part diluted added sol. ferro prus. pot.—prussian blue precipitated.

Plenty of Iron to account for Magnetism— think there is nickel

also but did not look further.

2876. Subject. All bodies to be examined and classed electro-

chemically both as Anions and Cations, and also in relation to

electro-chemical equivalents. There will be probably three, four

or more classes, thus.

i. Elements—As anions and cations with their numbers.

ii. Binary compounds of these, as oxides, etc. ; but what is the

state of their force and the number expressing it }

iii. Salts, etc.

iv. Compounds of anions.

V. Compounds of cations.

2877. ^ut then what are the relations of these classes to each

other, as to their degrees of force, numerically expressed and

determined by experiment—and how is this force made out in its

actual result in the combinations of chemistry.^ This a most

important subject.

2878. Reason from first class backwards—can there be simpler

bodies than Anions and cations—how can they be related to

electro chemical forces or what can the state of their particles be }

If there be such bodies, then a new electricity or at least a new
condition of that power at present unknown to us.

2879. Subject. Nascent state—its relation to state of tension before

its discharge by current action. Nascent particles are probably

undischarged particles having a tension to combine.

2880. Consider solution of gases in relation to this subject— is it

a different state or not }

Daniell's view of adhesion as cause of nascent state and mine

also in sixth series (658).

27 JANY. 1836.

2881*. Expt. on the non-interfering power of hot iron, made as

follows: N—S was a magnetic need[le] in its natural position,

a ^ is an iron tube, being the breech of a gun barrel, open at a,

* [2881]

/
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closed at ^; a magnet about 4 inches long and 0-5 x 0-25 inch

thick was also used. Now bringing the Marked end of the magnet
up towds. the Marked end of the needle, both being in the same
line, the end of the needle w^as repelled when the magnet was 8 or

10 inches distant. Bringing up the closed end of the cold iron

tube in the same manner, there was attraction, etc. on the end

of the needle when the iron was about an inch or two off; but

no repulsion. Putting the bar magnet into the tube N end first

and bringing it up to the needle as before, there was no repulsion^

but when near, attraction as if there had been no magnet in the

iron tube; if approached laterally the tube and magnet was found

slightly polar as a whole. Hence the Iron (cold) had masked the

effect of the magnet on the needle.

2882. The tube was then made full red hot and had no effect on

the needle when approached as before. But on reintroducing the

bar magnet, the latter acted with its full force upon the needle,

repelling its marked end and in fact being just as if air, water or

glass only intervened. Hence hot iron had no masking power and

was as copper or silver.

2883. A steel magnet when heated loses its polarity long before

it loses its power of becoming a magnet by induction. Thus on
putting a steel magnet into a tube with almond oil and heating it,

the power of its ends to repel the similar poles of a needle dis-

appeared rather suddenly at a temperature nearly the highest

which the oil could bear. But at temperatures very much higher

than that and up to a red heat, both ends excited strong attractive

powers upon either end of the cold magnetic needle.

2884. It appears to me that above the heat of boiling almond oil,

steel will receive magnetic arrangement by induction as easily

as iron.

2885. A piece of loadstone could not be deprived of its polar

power in boiling oil.

2886. Being heated more highly, it lost first its polar power just

on the limit of visible ignition in the dark, and at a temperature

a little higher or very dull red it lost all power. By varying the

temperature above and below this point, it was found to lose and

gain its ordinary power like Iron and nickel, but far below the

first and above the last. In regaining its ordinary power it did
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not regain its original polar power but could easily be magnetised

by the needle or a magnet.

I FEB. 1836.

2887. Is evident in volt, battery with its tension and its spark

that chemical action is electricity,

2888. Hence also electricity is chemical action.

2889. Hence electricity of rubbed glass should be chemical action.

2890. Hence chemical tension of acid and amalgamated line before

the current passes must be the same as rubbing glass and amalgam
or rubbing wax and flannel in its origin.

2891. Induction of battery poles or electrodes in an experimental

decomposing cell or^n the air with a spark must be the same

force. Hence glass electricity and its induction up to the spark

must be the same force.

2892. Then charge of air by induction must be a definite action.

2893. As incidental to these principles : What effect ought to arise

if the two ends ofan insulated battery were enlarged into extensive

plates and made alternately to approach and receed ? Ought not

there to be to and fro currents in the battery.'^ But the quantity

would be very small.

2894. It is important to make out :

Condition of conductors.

Excitation by friction.

Nature of electricity.

Charge or non-charge bodily of matter.

The back action of combining particles.

The existence or non existence of repulsive force.

The arrangement of substances (2876).

2895. In bringing forward the relation of common and voltaic

electricity, must treat a few general points first, as induction-

form—residence on electric, etc. and then combine all into one

result. Else the proofs and developments will be too brief for

the present state of this branch of knowledge.
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2896*. Examined the appearance of the brushes from a positive

ball connected with the prime conductor of a good electrical

machine in a dark room; the ball was about this size^, of brass,

and clean on the surface; the contiguity of neighbouring bodies

was avoided.

2897 1. This brush consisted [of] a short conical bright part near

the middle of the ball, which at a little distance ramified and

passed into pale radii. The rushing sound accompanied the ap-

pearance of the brush and by passing the eye quickly across the

brush from above downwards, it was found that the brush was
not continuous but was the result of successive discharges, for

then these could be separated from each other to the eye.

2898. The bright part exists simultaneously with the brush, for

each figure of the one has the other. The rushing sound is due

to the noise of these discharges and the pitch of the continuous

sound can be raised by rapidly working the machine and so

increasing the number of discharges in a given time.

2899. On separating the general brush into the elementary ones

by moving the eye, the ramifications of the latter were seen more
distinctly than those of the former— the former indeed being a

confused appearance of many brushes, overlapping each other as

to their figures on the retina.

2900 On using a smaller ball, the brushes were obtained more
easily, that is with less supply of electricity, but they were smaller.

Still they were successive and the general brush could be resolved

by the eye into the separate discharges—but these were far more
numerous than before in the same time. The soft hissing or

rushing noise was heard, but more continuous and more feeble

than before. The phenomena altogether is the same as with the

larger ball.

^ The diagram has been reduced to | scale.

* [2896] t [2897I
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2901 *. Now used a brass wire rounded at the end of about this

size^. The brushes were obtained still more easily than with the

small ball and the size of them, as also of their brighter foot stalk,

was diminished. The sound was more uniform and continuous

but not so loud.

2902. But now observed a new phenomenon : for on working the

machine quickly, when the intensity in the conductor rose to a

certain height— the brush disappeared and a phosphorescent glow
took its place on the whole of the end of the wire. It did not rise

any height from the surface of the wire end into the air nor did

it produce a sensible noise. I could not break it by the eye into

successive discharges, and I am not sure whether it is a perfectly

continuous dischar^ or not.

2903. On diminishing the supply of Electricity this glow could

be converted back into brushes. Or on stopping the machine,

as the conductor discharged itselfby the surface, the glow changed

for a moment into brushes before the discharge ceased.

2904. If the hand or a large inducing surface were held opposite

the glowing end, the glow could be changed into brushes or the

successive discharges. On the other hand, if the brushes were

issuing from the Pos. surface or end, opposing a fine point to it

could change them into the glow.

2905. These effects very important, for it is evident that the

brushes and the glow are two distinct modes of discharge. When
the glow changes into brushes, it is because induction more active

and so successive charges and discharges occur. When changed

into the glow, it seems as if the intermitting action were overruled

and a continuous discharge obtained.

2906. When the glow was changed into brushes by the gradual

approach of the hand, it seemed as if the glow gathered itself

together on the middle part of the face of the wire, then threw

out a point producing the conical foot stalk and this in the gradual

progress of the effect produced the ramifications.

Z3 2907. With a smaller wire^ the brushes came on sooner and then the

glow, etc. all as before, but with lower intensity of electricity. The
size of the brush and the general scale of appearance was smaller.

^ 2908. With a smaller wire^, still the brushes and then the glow—
^ The diagrams have been reduced to | scale.

* [2901]
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but the brushes small, not more than half an inch long and pale

and the glow more contracted and Hke a spark.

2909. With a blunt metallic point could not obtain the brushes,

unless the hand or other large inducing surface were used. These

brushes were soon changed into the glow and the glow was a

mere point or spark more intense in light than the glow on the

end of the large wire.

2910. The brush which could be obtained by induction of the

hand, etc. on this wire point was small and dull and its sound

very feeble, but still it was in nature exactly like the larger and

largest brushes and intermitting. It was easily converted back

into the glow by an opposed point held in the hand.

291 1. The smaller the discharging surface the sooner does the

brush pass into the glow or star—induction against large surfaces

being equally avoided.

2912. It is necessary in all such experiments to take care that the

head, hands, etc. and neighbouring bodies and walls do not inter-

fere in their action. Also that the wires, etc. project out well from

the conductor into free space.

2913. With a fine needle point (always positive) I could not dis-

tinctly obtain the brush, only the glow or star—but the star

bright though small.

2914. The brushes I can always resolve by the eye into inter-

mittances, but the star I cannot. Must however try this by re-

volving mirror.

2915. Believe that brush and glow approximate and at last on a

fine point coalesce, the brush becoming smaller and smaller and

recurring more and more frequently until it passes into the con-

tinuous state of the star or glow.

2916. Now the brush, whether the coarse one of a large ball or

the fine continuous (apparently) one of a rounded wire end,

streams to the fingers or a ball held opposite and near to the dis-

charge in a very beautiful manner, bending and shewing well the

curvature of the lines of the forces concerned (induction round a

corner, etc.) ; and as the fingers or other things are held nearer and

nearer or on this or that side the brush will vary, becoming more

restricted or dividing into two streams, or exist in one part as

brush and in another part, i.e. against the coarse point, as spark
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even, and so that the transition from spark to brush may be made
as gradual and regular as can be required : proving that both are

essentially the same phenomenon. This also I have often seen to

be the case with the long brush or spark from the large machine.

2917. The spark and the brush are the same thing in different

degrees of intensity. But the glow or spark [? star] appears to

be a distinct effect: though even that and the brush appear to

coalesce ( ).

2918. When the needle point was covered with a little tallow,

then it could easily be made to give good brushes towards the

hand or even into the free air.

» 9 FEBY. 1836.

2919. Now had the large cylinder machine put up in the Managers'

room so as to be able to obtain Pos. and Neg. Electricity at

pleasure.

2920. Repeated the experiments of yesterday at the Positive con-

ductor and obtained the same results.

2921 *. When a point is under the influence of neighbouring parts

of its own conductor, then it assumes the condition of a blunter

point. A fine needle point placed in an angle of the prime con-

ductor shot out a beautiful pencil of brushes, with the rushing

noise, when the finger was approached to it. But the brush was

very much compressed by the influence of the neighbouring parts

in a similar electric state. This a beautiful form of induction.

2922 1. The point in ball being fixed on the prime conductor

shewed this well. When the point projected as in the figure, it

gave no brush, only a spark or glow. When retracted as far as <2,

* [2921]

t [2922]
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could by induction of the hand obtain little brushes, easily breaking

into the glow. When in as far as obtained stronger and more
noisy brushes, easily separable by the eye. When the point was
a little within the curve of the sphere, could obtain excellent

brushes 4 or 5 inches long, passing into ramifying sparks and very

distinct from each other. Using more electric force, these became
either spark entirely— or spark at point and brush at the opposed

hand or knob-or at pleasure all brush. Indeed all the varieties

of transit from brightest spark to the faintest brush could be

obtained at pleasure.

2923. When the point was still further retracted into the globe,

the discharges were from the edges of the hole and little or

nothing from the point.

2924. A point held in the hand towards the ball acted by induc-

tion as before. When the hand or a metallic ball equal to the hand

was held opposite, there was a difference, the ball producing

sparks when the hand could produce brushes from the P. point.

This is probably partly due to the hairs and irregularities of the

hand, and partly to its worse conducting power.

2925*. When a rounded wire end was held opposite to the Pos.

ball and point, a brush issued from this negative surface, but it

was straight and compressed, it was noisy and rattling in its sound

and it could be separated into successive discharges by the eye.

2926. Now proceeded to experiment with terminations rendered

Negative hy communion with the rubber^ not by induction.

2927 1. Put the largest wire on to the N. Conductor and worked

the machine, the P. Conductor being uninsulated. A brush was

formed from the end towards the free air, but it was short and

not to be compared with the large ramifying brush when the

same wire was Positive ( ). It had a constant noise and

was resolvable by the eye into very quickly recurring discharges.

In fact for the same termination and the same supply of elec-

tricity, the discharges, when the end is N., are probably from 5

to 10 times as numerous as when it is P. Hence a relation to

the differences in the size, appearance and sound of the two
brushes.

2928. No quickness of working the machine could make this

brush pass into the glow, which was observed on the same end
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when Pos. ( ) ; it only increased the number of discharges

and heightened the pitch of the general sound in consequence.

2929. When the hand was brought near the end of the wire, the

tone was raised, the number of elementary discharges being in-

creased.

2930. The brush did not issue indifferently from the general sur-

face at the end, but a bright point or part appeared in one spot

and from that the brush broke. The place of this root could be

varied by holding the hand on this or that side of the end, the

brush always tending towards the hand. The bright point and its

brush appear to be the same in relation as the larger bright base

and brush of the Positive extremity.

2931. On opposing a point to the Neg. brush, it affected it,

diminishing its size and sound, and at a certain nearness these dis-

appeared altogether, leaving the N. end silent and dark^ but the

inducing P. point had the small bright continuous star.

2932. When the fingers were held near this Neg. end brush they

did not affect the brush in the beautiful manner before occurring

( ), nor did good brushes go from the fingers.

2933. When a ball was held opposite this N. end brush, no brush

formed on it (rendered P. by induction) nor any quiet light; at

last when sufficiently near a spark passed.

2934*. When a smaller surface, i.e. the round end of a smaller

wire, was brought up towards the N. end and brush, when nearly

eight inches off the quiet glow appeared on the surface Pos. by
induction, the brush and sound at the N. end combining. As the

P. end was approximated, the pitch of the sound of the N. brush

rose— at last, continuing the approach, the P. end began to throw

of[f] ramifications and distinct brushes and at the same time the

N. light contracted and collected together and synchronised with

the P. ramifications; and so, at a certain distance, the brushes were

formed and apparently determined on the P. surface, but these

diminished in brightness in the interval and at or towards the

N. surface brightened again, giving there the contracted elongated

brush.

^ 2935. A smaller wire end used became luminous with glow at

10 or 12 inches, with no sound, whilst the principal and Neg.

surface was sonorous. Being brought nearer, the induced P. surface

* [2934]
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continued for some time glowing and quiet, but at last the P.

surface gave brush and sound and the brush synchronised with

the Neg. brush and both looked alike. With a higher certain work
of the machine, the brush and light would disappear at the Neg.

Surface and the glow come on at the positive surface, and this

state by more electricity would pass into the spark by sudden

transition.

2936 *. A blunt point was brought opposite the same negative wire

end. At a distance, the induced P. point was luminous and silent;

the N. surface noisy with a short brush. A little nearer, N. would
become silent and cease to be luminous and P. would give small

brush resoluble by the eye into independant discharges accom-

panied by a low sound. By withdrawing the small wire a little

or by increasing the quantity of electricity, the P. end or point

would return to quite luminous state, and at the same moment^

N. resume its short brush and sound. The discharges at N. here

are very much quicker and oftener than those at P.

2937 1. A fine point brought up opposite the Neg. surface of same

wire end. The point was always luminous, i.e. within 2 feet or

more, and not with brush. As it was brought nearer to the

N. surface it affected its luminous brush and sound, and the nearer

it was the less sound and light was there at N. end. It does not

appear that this large N. surface or end of wire can glow without

brush or noise as it can when made Positive.

2938. Now used a smaller Negative surface. The effect was > v :>

generally as before ; thus there was no light without short brush

and noise. No increase of electricity could reduce this into a

noiseless glow as with Positive surface ( ).

2939 ^. A large surface. Positive by induction, was brought up.

No glow was produced on it or other change until it was so

near that it caused sparks from one to the other: but no brush

ever occurred on P. or cessation of the sound and short brush

on N. before the spark.

2940§. Brought a blunt point opposite. At a distance there was
the silent glow on the induced P. point and noisy brush on N.
Nearer, the noise and brush on N. disappeared and a low toned

' short brush appeared on P. On increasing the electricity the
* [2936]

^ ^^^"^ CIZZZZZZID
X [3939] , ^

5 [2940]
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noise and brush recurred at N. and a silent glow on P. Nearer

still, the noisy brush at N. and glow at P. increased into brushes

which conjoined, and so passing into each other determined their

simultaneous and isochronous recurrence.

2941 *. With a fine point opposite the same N. termination, a glow
appeared on the former without any brush or noise. When rather

nearer, the brush and sound on the end surface was reduced to

nothing and no light. Still nearer, a hazy conjoining compressed

brush appeared on both.

2942. A fine point rendered Pos. by induction, brought up to

N. surface the wire, rendered its brush and noise less even when
at great distance. Being brought up closer, it rendered it dark

and quiet until quite close, glowing only itself.

2943. Now used a coarse N. point or the rubber conductor.

There was still a minute sonorous brush as before. The hand or

a large surface opposed did not alter it even up to contact, except

to produce at very small distance a spark. A fine point opposite

to it, being Pos. by induction, was luminous at a considerable

distance. When near, it did not destroy the light and sound of

N. but only tended to produce a brush from itself. When still

nearer a short spark passed.

2944. A still finer point used for induction, and being Positive

produced the same effects; when very near it produced a spark

about I of an inch long.

2945. ^ needle was now made the point of the negative conductor.

It gave always a spark or star not sensibly sonorous and always

luminous. A positive pointed needle opposite to it also had a star

almost up to contact and then a minute spark and discharge. The
two constant stars were not discernible the one from the other.

No sensible brush on either but probably the star might be re-

solved into minute and rapid brushes on the Neg. surface. As to

the Positive surface, the question a little different.

2946. The brush on a surface rendered Positive by induction is

not nearly so fine and strong as that on the same surface rendered

Positive directly from Prime conductor.

2947! When the chief Neg. conductor was a large brass ball and

the induced Pos. surface the end of the thick wire or rod, then
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fine brushes appeared on the induced P. end of wire and N. was
either not luminous or with a compressed pencil brush very

different from the P. brush in form, etc.

2948. When induced, P. was a fine point; it gave a star at large

distances, at certain smaller distances a brush feeble in its nature

and easily passing into the discharge and spark. Nothing appeared

on the Negative large surface.

2949*. When the large ball was made Positive and the large wire

end Neg. by induction, the latter had the short high-toned brush

and kept it until within | an inch of P. ball, and then sparks

occurred. No brush ever appeared on P. and longer sparks than

I inch could not be obtained.

2950. It would seem as if a small N. surface could discharge a

large P. surface much better than a small P. surface does a larger

N. surface. Electricity appears to break offmore readily and freely

from N. than from P. surface, but am not sure of this. Is the

reverse— see on.

2951. With the large ball Pos. and a fine point Neg. by induction,

there is always light on the latter (a star) and no brush appears

up to the least distance from the P. ball.

2952. With the large ball Neg. and the same fine point Positive

by induction, there was a brush on the point at i| inches distance.

This brush at P. determined a continuation of it to the N. surface.

On bringing up the point, sparks \ of an inch or more in length

could be obtained. This made a striking difference between the

two and this is the essential difference.

2953 If two balls be used, one large and the other small, if A
the larger be Neg. and B the smaller be positive, then the longest

sparks can be obtained ; if A be positive and B negative then the

shortest sparks are obtained. But I am not yet so sure that the

electricity passes more easily in the one case than in the other.

* [2949]

t [2953]
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2954. This will probably be the best arrangement in different

gases. This also bear upon the investigation of the whole being

an inductive effect.

10 FEBY. 1836.

2955*. Now used two brass balls, insulated and connected by
wires with the insulated conductors of the machine, so that one

could be made positive and the other negative on working the

machine. The one ball was 7I inches in diameter, the other only

I of an inch in diameter. A smaller insulated conductor was con-

nected with the prime conductor and on it at x was fixed a Henly's

quadrant electrometer.

2956. In the first experiment the large ball was made Positive

and the small ball Neg., and being two inches apart, on working

the machine, the electrometer rose to 40°, at which time the brush

and sound occurred on the little N. ball and the discharge went

on, preserving the electrometer very steadily at 40°. Hence that

the intensity required to cause a discharge between these balls,

so electrified and at that distance.

2957 1. The balls were now made to change sides but the distance

and other circumstances preserved. But though the large ball

was now N. and the small one Pos., still on turning the machine

the electrometer rose as before to 40°, at which intensity the dis-

charge commenced and there it was retained. On quickening the

work of the machine, the P. ball gave first branches and then

sparks and thus the electrometer danced up and down much.

2958. Was not quite sure in these two experiments of the results

and the discharges.

* [2955] _
N
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2959. Made another arrangement as to connecting parts thus*, so

as to carry the connecting wires more out of the influence of

induction. The large ball was 7I inches, the small ball only half

an inch.

2960. A Leyden jar was introduced into this arrangement at o

for the purpose of testing whether any electricity passed from

ball to ball before pencils, brushes, or sparks occurred, for thought

it not impossible there might be a passage in some quiet unluminous

form. On turning the machine, but not so much as to cause

brushes at little P. ball, found that the Leyden jar received no
charge, but that immediately brushes were produced or any

luminous or sounding phenomena, theJar did charge. Hence proof

quite delicate enough for these experiments, that there is no sensible

previous quiet transmission. This fact good so far.

2961. Removed the jar but retained the large ball Neg. and the

small ball Pos. The distance between them was 3*55 inches. At
this distance all was silent and no discharge occurred between the

balls below or at 40° of Electrometer. At a little quicker working

to compensate for the general loss elsewhere, the electrometer

rose to about 45°, being rather unsteady there, and brushes oc-

curred on the small P. ball. Working very quickly, so as to have

abundance of brushes and so compensate the irregularities of all

as well as might be, I still found the average divergence was to

about 45° or rather less.

2962. Found that with both conductors insulated, that if whilst

the machine was working I touched the Pos. conductor and then

took my hand away, the electrometer connected with it remained

down for a while, though the sparks or brushes passing between

the balls ; and that if I touched the Neg. conductor the electro-

meter rose very much under the same circumstances, and only

gradually came to true medium position. This very natural but

shews that I must have only one insulated at once.

[2959]
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2963*. The new arrangement is this. The large ball L is per-

manently fixed and connected with the conductor by a jointed

conductor and a wire. It is also connected with the smaller

conductor carrying the Henly's electrometer. A wire w coming
from an excellent metallic discharging train is brought into the

room and connected with the small ball, which now becomes
electric entirely by induction from the large ball. A branch wire

d serves to uninsulate entirely the conductor of the rubber. I shall

now be able to make the large ball (7I inches in diameter) or the

small ball (of | inch diameter) Positive or negative at pleasure,

the other becoming the reverse by induction only.

2964. In the state represented, when the balls were separated

3^ inches, Electr. jvas 80°; it continued there at smaller distn.

ati^ „ „ 70°

10 o
16 ?? ?? 5°

T6 » 40° always sparks.

When the distance had diminished to the brush on the N.
16

'

small ball became chattering in sound and sometimes a spark

passed. After each large brush or after a spark the electrometer of

course fell. By giving a slow motion to the machine, I could lift

the Electrometer to 45° before the chattering brush occurred, and

when by quicker motion the brush was continued with a constant

sound, still the Electrometer remained a little lower. In fact this

ought to be the case, for the height ought to correspond to the

medium intensity due to that degree at which it stands the moment
before a brush or spark and that to which it falls immediately

afterwards.

2965. Could so work the machine as to produce almost at pleasure

either a spark or a brush. Now the intensity just before the occur-

rence of either was the same for both and this very important.

* [2963] —
^
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2966. But there is this difference between a spark and a brush.

The former discharges all the accumulated electricity^ the latter only

a part. The smaller the elementary brush the less portion does it

discharge.

2967. In cases where it is almost spark and brush, there the

greatest portion is discharged. But I suspect that, except when it

is spark throughout the whole interval, the whole accumulation

is not discharged (^for a constant distance^ and that unless the whole

is discharged, there is never a spark throughout, the two being

constantly associated effects. But must ascertain this point more
exactly presently.

2968 Now altered the arrangement thus : the P. prime conductor

was uninsulated. The N. conductor was connected with the large

ball which was thus rendered Neg. and the small ball became Pos.

by induction.

2969. At 3I inches distance the Electr. was above 80°. There was

no ready discharge but on working the machine quickly, some-

times a chattering brush and sometimes a spark discharge was

obtained. But as before both occurred at the same intensity. The
appearance of the chattering brush was something of this kind.

At 3^ inches, 80° or more, chattering brush now and then and

also spark.

80^

16
•

16
•

16

80° rarely brush, mostly spark.

78°

75° before brush or spark obtained—could get both.

. 70

50° always sparks.

40° do.

38° do.

returned to distance of

2'0 . . . 80° rather above.

2970. In the higher divergences these numbers come something

short, for distance, of those obtained when large ball P. and

* [2968]
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small N. ; but must have more experiment and learn the necessary-

precautions before a conclusion drawn ; returned things therefore

to their former state, i.e. with the large ball Positive and the small

one Neg. by induction,

2971. Now found that when the distance was 2 inches the electro-

meter was above 80° just before a brush was formed; and that

when machine was quickly worked it fell to a little below 78°.

2972. Found here as before that the medium intensity for rapid

discharges was always a little lower than that existing just before

a distinct discharge (2989).

2973. Thus it appears so far that whether small ball (of | inch

diameter) be made Pos. or Neg, by induction^ its power of discharge

as judged of by the required intensity is the same.

2974*. Now the arrangement was made such that the small \ inch

ball was always primarily electrified either Pos. or Neg. and the

large ball rendered electric by induction. First the small ball was

made Pos, and gave strong chattering brush into free air, the

Electrometer at 88°

:

at 12 inches Electr. 85° about-strong smell of P. Electricity.

4^ „ „ 80° or above—constant brush.

2f^ „ „ 75° continual burr, passing into chat-

tering brushes,

i^ „ „ up to 75° before discharge, but dropping sud-

denly on the occurrence ofa brush

or spark. Ifmachine worked hard, sparks pass and the Electrometer

quite unsteady and bad.

At i^ inches Electr. 70° before brush or spark-sparks frequent.

j| „ „ 60° always sparks.

^ „ „ 50° Do.

2975. Now made the small ball Neg, and the large one Pos. by

induction— other things remaining unchanged—except that I now

* [2974]
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went through the same distances as those just recorded but in the

reverse order.

^ of inch Elect. 58° nearly—certainly higher than when small

Pos.

„ „ 65° just before brush—but on brush occur-

ring fell to 5 1°, the machine being continued at work.
This falling effect was constant here, i.e. at this distance.

i^ „ „ 77° before chattering brush: on keeping a con-
tinuous brush was 65°

i^ „ „ 77° before brush—with constant brush and

sound falls to 70°. See 4322.

2^ „ „ 80° before brush: settling to

72° or 73° with constant brush

4f^ „ „ 80° before discharge-by brush settled to

75° about with continuous discharge.

In air alone the electricity breaks into a brush at about

85° and sinks a Httle if the brush continued.

2976. I find a point in the hand an excellent thing to bring up
electrometer steadily to the discharging intensity. Jerks and ir-

regularities are thus extremely well avoided.

15 FEBY. 1836.

2977*. Have had two long thick wires or rods of brass worked
so as to give me four terminations, three hemispheres of different

diameters and the fourth a point. The wires are 18 inches long,

and the ends numbered i, ii, iii and iv are of the following

diameters—

End i . . . 0*25 of inch

„ ii . . . 0-20 „

„ iii . . . 0-175 „

„ iv . . . point

2978. To-day made an induction expt. with tht end i ( )

and the large brass ball (7^ inches in diameter) of the nature of the

last expt. i.e. the ball and the rounded end were each made Pos.

and Neg. in turn and the relative intensity and distance observed

at different discharging positions.

* [2977]
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2979*. The large ball was first electrified positively, being ar-

ranged as in the experiments of nth Feby. ( ). The ap-

proached rod was of course connected with the good discharging

wire and the rubber N. Conducter also uninsulated. In the first

instance, the rod N was not present but the elevation of the

Electrometer was noticed, the large ball L being alone and the

wires connecting with it being of course the dischargers into the

air. The Electrometer then stood at 90°. Then the distances

were made:
90°

II inches 88° the buzz of discharge sound only heard when
machine quickish.

10 „ 87° had more continual discharge sound.

8
J? 85° stea(!ly at 85° with sound.

7 „ 83° Do.
6 „ 82° Do.

5 „ 80° There seems a little sinking of Electr. as discharge

continued. See 4322, etc.

4 „ 78° Do.

3 . 76° Do.
2 „ 72° Do.

1-5 . 65° +
i-o „ 58°

0'75 52°

0-50 „ 45° Down to this point only brush, but sound gradually

louder.

0*25 „ 34° Could obtain by slow motion brushes or by quicker

sparks, but both came on at the same intensity

of 34°.

0*125 „ 17° or 18° and always spark.

* [2979]

T
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Observed in this experiment the quick soiling of the surface of

the ball and also end by the attraction and adhesion of dust to

their electrified surfaces.

2980*. Now shifted the flexible conductor so as to attach it to the

N. Prime conductor and uninsulated the P. Prime conductor.

The large ball was therefore Primarily electrified Negative and

the same end as that just used electrified Positive by induction.

Then exactly the same intervals as to distance were proceeded

through as before, but in the inverse direction, and thus the two
tables are easily comparable.

0*125 of inch 17° or 18° sparks— as nearly as possible the same as

before.

0*25
55 34° sparks.

0-50 „ ,,45° sparks-no brush obtainable.

0-75 „ „ 52° brush if very slow—the glow if quick, and then

steady at 52°. No spark any way.
1-oo „ „ 58° with glow and electr. steady—but if machine

worked slowly so as to give brushes, which were easily

obtained, then much dancing of electr. as if sparks were

passed, but not to the same degree. The steadiness of

glow discharge very beautiful.

1*5 „ „ 64° with slow motion of machine brush now and

then, but not so chattering as at 58°. If machine a little

quickened, the glow soon came on and a steady dis-

charge at 64°.

2 „ „ 70° the same either for the brush or glow—^ow most
facil.

3 „ „ 76° with brush and slow motion! could keep either

79° with glow and quick motion
J

constant.

4 „ „ 82° with brush and moderate motion.

85° with glow and hard work.

Here preserved the distance unaltered but made large ball L
Positive and end of rod N. by induction— the electrometer now

* [2980]
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rose to 84°. Hence intensity of discharge the same whether the

ball is made primarily Positive or Negative.

Did the same thing occasionally in the future results

L pos. 5 inches 82° constant burr of N. brush from end N.

L neg.
5 „ 90° with brush— then fell a Httle—being worked

hard, rose up to 90° with glow—relaxed working and

then Electr. fell to 84°.

L neg. 6 „ 90° either brush (or with very hard work) glow.

L pos. 6 „ 90° neg. brush and sound—by continuance fell

to 88°.

L neg. 7 „ 90° pos. brush generally-could just obtain glow.

. . . 8 „ 90° Do. . . . but still could just get glow.

10 „ brush allways with this machine quantity.

2981. I now ch^ged the places of the rod and the ball, i.e. the

same rod end i was used but was primarily electrified and the large

ball assumed the opposite state by induction. Now also after the

effect at a certain distance had been noticed, the electric condition

of the rod end was changed by communication with the other

conductor and an observation again made. Hence the effects

when the end was P. and N. were both observed before the

distance was altered or the condition of the machine changed.

This I will express by putting E. pos. or E. neg. before the

observation.

E. neg. into air 77° began to brush—rose to 92° with hard working.

E. pos. „ „ 77° brush began, continued till near 90°, then glow
came on.

pos. 12 inches 74° Do 85° Do. once

glow occurs no higher rise,

neg. 12 „ 74° brush began, could raise Elect, to 90° pitch of

sound rose, no glow.

neg. 10 „ 72° Do 86° Do.

pos. 10 „ 74° continued till near 85°, then glow

came on.

pos. 8 „ 71° 83° then glow,

dancing Eltr. with brush,

neg. 8 „ 72° .... could raise Eltr. to 87°, pitch of

sound rose. No glow,

neg. 6 „ 68° 80° . . .
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pos. 6 inches 69° brush began, could raise Eltr. to 80° then glow
dancing with brush.

pos. 4 „ 66° 70° and then

glow, which continued until Electr. near 80°. When
glow comes on, there is always a little sudden eleva-

tion of the Electrometer.

neg. 4 „ 66° brush began and continued to 77° pitch of

sound rose—no glow.

neg. 2 „ 60° 64° the rise less

at short distance.

pos. 2 „ 60° steady at 60° with brush; with little more work
became glow, jumping up to 63° and rising by higher

work to 65°.

pos. I „ 49° with brush—glow came at 51° and electr. con-

tinued there.

neg. I „ 47° pretty steady, could raise Electr. to 48°.

neg. 0-75 „ 45° steady at 45° with quick or slower work.

pos. 0*75 „ 45° brush soon passes into glow, but still steady— it

was always below 46°.

pos. o*5 „ 37° glow or spark but no brush—covXd rise continuing

the glow up to 40° and sink again with it to 37°.

Could obtain either sparks or glow at pleasure, but

that which was tended to continue. Thus if a spark

occurred then a fit of sparks ensued, or if the glow
was on a fit of glowing continued.

neg. o*5 „ 38°—brush—no sparks or glow— if machine worked
harder, the pitch of brush sound rose, indicating more
rapid occurrence of discharge, but the electr. did not

rise higher.

neg. 0*25 „ 25° always sparks—by increasing the distance a little

I could obtain either sparks or brush at pleasure.

pos. 0*25 „ 25° always sparks—by increasing the distance a little

I could get the glow but not the brush. If the glow
were on and the machine worked hard, I could

diminish the distance, preserving the glow until the

distance was only 0*25—when beginning at 0*25 I

could only procure sparks.
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2982. With respect to the main point of whether the intensity-

is the same for the same small discharging surface whether it be

P. or N., it appears that it is, or that the irregularities are due to

some other cause.

2983. Tried to obtain a glow upon a large surface rendered

Positive by a Neg. point very near to it, but obtained nothing of

the kind. In fact it could not be, for a Neg. point will take down
glow and cause its disappearance on the end i just experimented

with.

2984. Made the end i positive and then by working the machine

well and approaching the hand obtained the glow or the brush

on it at pleasure. I found the glow gave a powerful direct wind,

but that the brush was much less windy. There was a very strong

current of air set off by the glowing wire end. Hence not Hkely

that a ball would glow, or at least only on one side.

22 FEBY. 1836.

2985. Made similar experiments to those just described using the

large ball (7^ inches in diameter) and the brass point iv. First

of all the ball was primarily electrified P. and N. and the point

electrified N. or P. by induction. The connection of the ball was

every second observation changed from N. to Pos. or P. to N.,

so as to allow the effect to be observed both ways at the same

distance.

Ball P. Ball N.

Electr.

84° Star visible on point in dark, in air ... 83° star

80° Star visible on point.

In air

13

II

9

7

5

4

3

2

77
75°

67° Electr. very unsteady.

35°

20°

12°

5°.

Electr. continued unsteady.

m air

13

II

9

7

5

4

3

2

79
70°

67°

60°

50°

35°

25°

15°

2986. Great irregularities exist here— there were also great un-
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steadinesses of the Electrometer with same distance and state.

Working machine slow or quick would make 20° difference.

Working it quickly caused great vibration because electrical

cylinder not true on its axis. Again the P. and N. prime conductor

not equally well insulated and charged. But the general result is,

I think, that whether the point is P. or N. by induction, the power
of discharge through air is the same and the required intensity

therefore the same.

2987. Now made the Point primarily P. and N.

Point P. Point N.

m air

16

12

8

6

4

in air ... 60°

75° sank to 70° in air ... 65° sank to 60°

65° 16 ... 55°
c

50 12 ... 50

45° 8 ... 30°

30° 6 ... 25°

15° 4 - 10°

7° 2 ... 5°

2988. Think that much of the difference between the two series

generally depends as before upon difference of the excited con-

dition of the P. and N. prime conductors. Any effect of that

kind comes serious in here where there is a point always throwing

off into the air and keeping the electricity down. As the working

the machine more or less quickly makes a serious difference in

the intensity on the conductor, it with many other facts shews

that there is a resistance (considerable) to the discharge, but it

shews also that time is an element, for it can compensate for that

resistance and suffice for the discharge, even at much lower in-

tensities.

2989. When the point electrified in the air, there is this peculiar

and striking effect. Suppose it positive. The intensity will rise to

a certain height, as 75°; but continuing to work, it will fall to 70°

or 65°, as if point discharged more freely. Then make the point

Neg.'. the intensity will rise to 65°, but continuing to work will

fall to 60° or 55°. Again make it Pos. : it will rise to 75° but

gradually fall again and so on continually—as if, by continuing

the discharge from a point, it became more able to effect that

discharge—acquired an aptness for the purpose, but on the
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contrary became more inapt for the discharge of the opposite elec-

tricity.

2990. I thought I saw something of this kind also when using

the rounded ends of the wires (2972).

29TH FEBY. 1836.

2991. Examined the Hght of Positive and Negative terminations

by Wheatstone's revolving mirror.

2992. Ends i, ii and iii ( ) rendered Positive. Whilst they

gave the brush, attended by sound, the light was resoluble by
the revolving mirror into distinct discharges ; but not more readily,

I think, than when the eye alone was rapidly moved across them.

2993. When the glow was on these points, I could not resolve

the Hght either by the eye or the mirror. In the mirror the circle

of light formed was exceedingly faint.

2994. Point or end iv Pos. gave its small star of light always

and this I could not resolve.

2995. I do not think that under the different forms of stars and

brushes and glows from these different ends, the light is the same

for the same discharged quantity of electricity. The point gives

decidedly less than the other ends, and I think the glow less than

the brushes.

2996. When the ends i, ii and iii ( ) were rendered Nega-

tive, the brushes produced, though short, were always sonorous

and resoluble; the glow could not be obtained.

2997. When end iv or the point was negative, I could not separate

the star into distinct discharges. The light was so little that it was

not visible in the revolving mirror— too much diluted to be

sensible.

2998. Wood. Ends ofwood were used. When these were positive,

could obtain either brush or glow. The brush was resoluble, the

glow not.

2999. When the wood ends were negative, the discharge was

always as a brush, shortest and highest in sound with the finest

^ end. The mirror resolved them much about as the moving eye did.

3000. Paper. Ends of card projecting beyond the brass conductor

about two inches. The angles of the square end and the end of the
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pointed piece gave beautiful brushes when the charge was positive,

especially if a large inducing surface opposite.

3001. When the paper or card was Negative, it gave a luminous

edge extending a little way from the points or angles— it was
rather difficult to obtain the negative brush; it was rather the

elongated star, i.e. star extending along the edge of the card. Yet

small brush could be obtained by management. If the end of the

card were touched with the finger, then strong brushes covered

the card, extending from finger to conductor; but these brushes

originated rather at the finger rendered pos. by induction, the

paper being then nearly an insulator.

3002. Charcoal point obtuse. Positive, a brush as usual at pos.,

sonorous—resoluble into successive discharges by the mirror and

the eye, and I could not break it into the glow by this machine.

3003. Negative. A small singing brush as usual at Neg. surface,

resoluble by the eye and mirror.

3004*. iVzVre— a crystal fixed by tinfoil on to the end of a long wire

—about half an inch of crystal projecting rendered Positive^ it

conducts so badly that though there was a little brush from the

end, the principal brushes were from edge of foil against the

crystal.

3005. When the Nitre was rendered Negative, there was a small

star at its extremity, but plenty of starry points of Hght round

the edge of the foil against the nitre. The P. and N. differences

of light just as in former cases.

3006. Citric acid arranged in the same way—conducts better than

nitre. When Positive^ brush—when Neg.^ small brush or star.

3007. Oxalic acid crystals in same way—conducts badly, Pos.

brush from foil round it—Neg. star on foil round it.

3008. Oxide ofLead—2L piece of fuzed prot oxide in same manner.

Not conduct to produce light. Brush and star at edge of foil as

before.

3009. Chloride of lead. Conducts fairly— all the brush or star at

the end of it. When Pos.^ short brush, sonorous and resoluble.

When Neg.^ star of Hght scarcely resoluble, but feebly sonorous.

3010. Carh. Potassa—iviL^A piece—Positive, a long linear brush,

singing sound, but hardly resoluble to eye or this mirror. When
Neg., star of light not resoluble, no audible sound.
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3011. Potassa fusa—good conduction— Positive, a good brush.

Neg., a small brush as with metal-both sonorous and both

resoluble.

3012. Strong solution of Potassa, i.e. made end of Potassa fusa

damp—results as before.

3013. Strong Oil Vitriol on end of wood. When Positive, obtain

good brushes, but soon passes into glow. When Neg., small

brush, star.

3014. Sulphur. Not conduct—the edge of the foil discharges.

3015. Sulphuret of Antimony—conducts well. Positive, it gives

good brushes. Neg., small brush or star as with metal, etc.

3016. Hcematite—fihrc of—just as metal when rendered Pos. and

Negative.

3017. It seems afs if variation of the chemical nature of the

Electrode made no difference as to the character of the P. and N.

discharge into Air.

3018. Now experimented with a few edges to observe where the

discharge occurs.

3019. Knife edge, a case knife. Positive. The brushes into the air

were partial, i.e. existed here and there on the edge and not

generally. They could be determined, in this or that place on the

edge, by approaching the finger or other conductor. But it is

clear that when one point of an edge is discharging the neigh-

bouring parts are not discharging; that point overcomes the

vicinity and determines something like an opposed state there,

probably by the condition into which it brings the air by its

discharge.

3020. Could easily obtain the glow on the extreme end of the

knife and this glow extended a little way round the end, and was

not at a point.

3021. When the knife Neg., then starry points, but only here and

there—no brushes.

3022*. 77«y6>z7edge— Positive. Brushes from corner angles. But

if finger brought opposite one, the others disappear more or

less.

3023. Rendered Neg.—sX^xs at angles. If finger opposite one the

others weakened and even reduced to nothing.

3024. Gold leaf—became very tense and stretched when electrified
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but still the star or glow very limited and only in few places.

There only a discharge.

3025. But brushes obtained if a spark determined elsewhere in

the course of the electricity— or probably if a piece of badly

conducting matter intervene. Good,
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3026. Have been making a few experiments this morning in rela-

tion to Professor Schoenbein's (of Basle) letter to me on the

relation of Iron to Nitric acid and other metals, etc. The following

is a summary of part of the facts.

3027. Using N. A. of S. G. 1-3 or 1-35, if a piece of clean iron

wire is put in, there will probablybe strong action, but on touching

the iron with a piece of platina also dipping in the acid, the action

quickly stops and the iron remains bright and unacted upon. The
preserving power of platina is very distinct.

3028. Still, iron wire put into such N. A., though acted on at first,

will often cease to act and then become bright and remains un-

changed as if touched by platina. This should not be done in a

shallow vessel as a dish, but a deep narrow one as a tube.

3029. Another piece of iron wire immersed alone will generally

be acted upon, but if connected first with platina, or with iron

wire quiescent in the N.A., and then introduced, it will not be

acted on. The second piece brought into this state may be used

to protect a third and that a fourth, etc.

3030. If a piece of common iron wire dipped into the acid and

acting, then be put in contact with the quiescent Iron wire, the

latter does not protect the former, but on the contrary, loses its

state and becomes common acting iron.

3031. Wished to know what currents occurred at such times and

what relation such iron had to other metals: also what other

metals would have the same effect as platina on it.

3032. First took a Galvanometer and then, with a piece of Zinc

and a piece of platina, noted the position of the needle, which of

course is noting the direction of the current. In the rest of these

notes I will compare the action of the iron to either that of the

Zinc or the platina— these being standards of direction and power.

3033. Common iron connected by Galvanometer wire with

Platina and then both immersed in the N. A. is at the first moments
as line to the platina.

3034. If iron action goes on in the acid, the metal continues as

line to the platina and the current is very strong.

1-2
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3035. When the platina has stopped the action on the iron, then

the current is also stopped or rather ceases and the iron is to the

platina what platina would be to platina.

3036. If iron taken out of acid and held in the air until action on

it of the adhering acid commences, then on its reimmersion in

the N.A. it acts as zinc, but the moment the action on it stops

the electric current stops also.

3037. When an inactive iron in the N. A. is touched in the acid

by another fresh iron which acts, the latter sets the first in action

also. But at the moment of contact (through the Galvanometer

or otherwise) the first is as platina (strong) to the second. When
both are acting then there is no current.

3038. If whilst the two last irons connected by the Galvanometer

are active in the acid, either the one or the other is touched

directly by a piece of platina in the N. A., then action of both is

stopped, but still there is no current. The stopping or protecting

action of platina is very striking.

3039. If iron be brought into a quiescent state by N. A. in a tube

without the use of platina, it has the same relations as if platina

were used. If in with fresh iron and there is action on latter at

first moment, then there is a current and the prepared iron is as

platina for the instant, but action immediately supervenes on it.

If in with fresh Iron and there be no action on the latter, then

there is no current. Iron rendered quiescent by itself in N.A.
is then as platina to platina and there is no current.

3040. Gold has the same power over iron as platina has and the

same habitudes and relations.

If the iron and the plat, or gold both be put into the Acid

first and then connected, there is very powerful current at the first

moment.

3041. Even silver will do the same thing with Iron as Gold and

platina, but then a changing doubtful action comes on; for at

some moments silver is as platina to the Iron and at others the

iron is as platina to the silver and the currents are often rapidly

reversed.

3042. When Iron is rendered inactive in N. A. and is then con-

nected with Silver in N.A.— it acts as platina to the silver, and

the silver tarnishes, and the current continues.
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3043. When Silver stops Iron action in N.A., the current con-

tinues in the new order, i.e. the iron continues to act as platina.

3044. Copper acts in the same way, for it affects the action of

iron and the final current when steadied is as if the Iron were

platina.

3045. Very curious shoots of action came over the iron some-

times, especially when it was in association with silver, etc.

27 MAY 1836.

3046. Have re-examined the relation of copper to iron. It does

not seem to affect its state and action. The constant current shews

that the copper acts as platina—the iron as zinc—must be some
mistake above.

3047. Iron and silver. When each are employed in the ordinary

state, there is immediate action and a current, the silver being as

platina—then the current suddenly changes and the iron acts as

platina—then another change and silver is as platina—immediately

after, the iron is again as platina and this will go on changing

more or less frequently, until at last there is a constant current,

the iron being as platina. This very curious and shews first silver

action in stopping iron force, then reversion, as silver attracts

oxygen and sends hydrogen to the iron, then renewal of the

action of the iron and its assumption of the peculiar state, and

so on.

3048. Made a mixture of equal parts sol. nit. copper and nitric

acid. If ordinary iron put in, action and precipitation of copper.

If inactive iron put in, a precipitation of the copper takes place

and action generally goes on on the iron. If inactive iron in

N. A. be first put into contact with platina, and then both trans-

ferred at once to the acid nit. of copper from the strong N.A.
and kept so a while, the iron can be so treated as not to precipitate

the copper or any action on the acid, and by care even the platina

may be removed, leaving the iron alone and unable to act on the

acid or precipitate the copper solution. Generally however, after

a short time it starts into action, begins to precipitate copper and
is corroded rapidly.
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3049. A few more expts. on the Iron action.

3050. Supposing that the platina might take up more or less of

that peculiar state which it assumes in association with zinc in

dilute S. A., I tried platina which had stopped Iron and ordinary

platina in the N. A. S. G. 1*35, but they were alike to each other.

3051. Iron rendered passive by platina was equally indifferent to

that platina or to an ordinary piece.

3052. Iron oxidized in a flame, the same as platina to either of the

former platina—no current.

3053. Iron heated so far from the end that though blue and yellow

where heated, was not sensibly changed at the end, was still as

platina to the platina. So that very thin film of oxide will do.

3054. If after iron is oxidized in flame a part of the surface be

rubbed with sand paper— then on immersion in N. A. it is at the

first moment as zinc to the platina.

3055. If at the place so oxidized a little be rubbed ofl" and then

the wire plunged into the N.A., the oxidized part protects the

unoxidized part, as might be expected.

3056. Zinc is not protected by Platina in this N. A., but its action

rather exalted.

3057. Iron with platina and also with silver in fuzed Nitrate of

silver. There was no current or if sometimes a little, it was more
often as if the Iron were platina to the silver as zinc.

3058. When the iron is thus introduced into fuzed Nitrate of

silver, it oxidizes and even blues, as if it had been heated in the air,

exactly. This a link in the chain of facts relating to the oxidize-

ment.

3059. The effect appears to be due to a superficial oxidizement

or an association of oxygen and metal at the surface and is con-

nected with the strength of the acid, etc. Oxidizement by heat

must be a uniform and perfect superficial action and this looks

very Hke the same.

3060. Consider it as due to a relation or affection of the surface

just like the cases of affected platina. Ritter's explanation,

Marianini, Daniell's, etc.

3061. Is related to my anomalous currents with Iron and the

chloride and nitrate of silver.

3062. Is there any relation between it and the common mode of
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rusting? Preservation of Gun barrels when a continuous coat

of oxide, by browning or bluing is put upon them.

3063 . The action on the iron does not stop for want ofconduction

but want of chemical action, for on arranging two glasses with

N.A. 1*35 thus, iron heated in flame and therefore oxidized,

ordinary iron, and P^ being ordinary platina— of course

acted and on completing the circuit, there was a current with

deflection of the needle, but gradually the current diminished and

the action on also, and at last it stopped, having acquired the

peculiar state.

3064. Then removed the oxidized Iron and made this prepared

piece I^, using again an ordinary piece at I^; there was again

action there and a current, but there was no action or solution of

iron at I^. It therefore conducted— it was not acted upon and the

cessation of action when it and platina were alone in relation was

due to the want of chemical action and not to the want of contact

(metallic) or of conducting power.

3065. A series of three or four irons and platinas were put into

action at once, all ordinary irons. There was a strong action and

current; gradually the action ceased and the current fell off: some
of the irons ceased to act, becoming bright in the acid ; this again

diminished the current and at last all the irons stopped. This was
to be expected. Such a battery could not act.

3066. It is well that the electrolytic intensity of strong N.A. is

so high that there is conducting power enough remaining, when
there is no decomposition in one glass, to shew that going on in

another.

3067. Heated a piece of iron wire so as to blue it all over and

then put it into N. A. 1-35, so as to be altogether immersed. There

was no iron in the acid dissolved. Bound another piece of iron

wire in contact with a piece of platina wire, brought it into the

peculiar state, and then put it into fresh pure N. A., leaving the

platina in association with it. These two were left at about i o'clk.
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3068. Iron wire soft with native ox. manganes[e]—no effect.

„ „ „ oxide of tin

„ „ „ oxide of Iron

„ „ fuzed oxide anty.

„ „ „ oxide lead

„ „ „ oxide bismuth

„ „ scale of oxide of iron,

3069. Iron wire with box wood charcoal is protected; the char-

coal acts just like platina.

3070. Iron wire with plumbago ; same result as with charcoal or

platina.

3071. Rusty iron wire alone in N. A., acted on in the clean parts

just like clean iron— the rust does not prevent the action. It is

also affected by platina just as iron clean all over is affected.

3072. Rod of wrought iron ^ inch thick in N. A. 1-35, easily pro-

tected by a plate of platina. It is even protected by a small wire

of platina, provided the nitric acid be fresh, cold and contains

but little nitrous acid. If acid warm or red then neither plate nor

wire would protect the iron.

3073. Iron wire and platina in N.A., the iron quite under the

surface, in a tube; applied heat carefully. Could raise the acid

very nearly to the boiling point, yet the iron unaffected, undis-

solved and perfectly bright. Then it suddenly broke into violent

action and the iron was very rapidly dissolved.

3074. Steel (the blade of a pen knife) made quite clean and put

into the Nitric acid. At first strong action. Nitrous gas evolved,

etc. but in a moment the surface covered with the carbonaceous

deposit (black, etc.) and the action stopped.

3075. In its clean state the steel with platina produced a strong

current of electricity (steel as zinc). As soon as it assumed the

black quiescent state, it was almost indifferent to platina, scarcely

any current occurring.

3076. When the platina and steel touched each other at first and

then platina was first dipped in and afterwards the steel, the steel

was protected like iron and did not even become black. This

bright prepared steel acted as platina with platina, producing no

current.

3077. When the end of the steel was black and peculiar, if the
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blade was further immersed, the black part protected the other

from action, the latter remaining bright. So also black steel would
protect bright steel or iron previously in communication with it.

3078. It appears to be the carbonaceous crust on the surface

which protects the steel so quickly when introduced by itself.

3079. Cast iron—does not act easily on strong N. A.—but shews

general results like those with soft iron. It is not however a good
or regularly acting substance.

3080. Iron wire made the pos. electrode of a battery of ten pairs

of plates, Wollaston's, in Nitric Acid, is quickly covered with a

thick coat of black oxide of iron, which does not readily dissolve,

and the action is nothing like that of the same iron in dilute or

warm acid. No red fumes scarcely are evolved and oxygen ap-

parently is set free at this Iron positive electrode. Obstruction

to the action, which is considerable at first, soon comes on and

when the iron is separated it is in the peculiar state.

13 JUNE 1836.

3081. With respect to the precipitation of metals by Iron, silver

ought for several reasons to be in a peculiar relation.

3082. Common clean iron in common aqueous solution of nitrate

of silver—no sensible precipitation immediately or change of any

kind. Left in until next day. On the 14th, very little change—

a

few spots coloured and minute crystals of silver here and there

could be discovered by an eye glass, but the iron was clean and

there was no obvious alteration. i6th June, as on the 14th, except

that a distinct though minute bunch of crystals of silver on one

end of the iron. 20 June—same state except that fillament of silver

longer and curiously formed.

3083. Common iron and platina in ordinary aqueous solution of

nitrate of silver. No current either at first or afterwards.

3084. Common iron alone in a solution of nitrate of silver to

which a little acid had been added—no sensible direct chemical

action. Common iron and platina in the same solution—a very

feeble current for a moment, the iron being as zinc, and then all

action and current ceased.

3085. Common iron in an aqueous solution of Nitrate of silver

to which much more pure nitric acid had been added. There was
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direct action, the iron was covered with a coat of precipitated

crystals of silver : the action on the iron ceased and the precipita-

tion also, the silver then dissolved and the iron was left bright

and in the peculiar state, unable to precipitate silver or be acted

upon. It is very remarkable to see the silver rapidly dissolving

in a solution which cannot touch the iron.

3086. Common iron and platina in the same acid solution; there

was a strong electrical current whilst the iron acted, but as soon

as that action ceased the current ceased also. The association of

the platina evidently helped to bring the iron more quickly into

the peculiar state.

3087. With still more Nitric acid in the solution of Nitrate of

Silver, the same general results as the last were obtained.

3088. Now tried some other metals with Iron in the common
aqueous solution of nitrate of silver.

3089. Iron and Palladium in common solution of nitrate of silver

are as Platina and Platina to each other. No action and no current.

3090. Iron and copper in same solution. There was an electric

current, the iron being as platina to the copper as zinc. It was

so at first and it continued so and even crystals of silver were

thrown down upon the iron because of the current through it.

In this experiment the copper threw down silver upon itself

plentifully and to a far greater amount than upon the iron. The
main part of the action is in fact local to the copper, only a little

being transmitted through the iron. At first it seems strange that

the iron should not resume its ordinary state, as it is the negative

electrode to a current and a deoxidizing agency might be assumed

on its surface. But in fact it is probably the crystals of silver on
the iron which are the negative electrodes to the current which

the copper forms and at the same time, by local action with the

iron itself, they preserve it in the peculiar condition. In fact

there is probably no current through the surface of the iron itself

to the electrolyte, but only through it to the silver crystals and

then to the solution.

3091. Iron and lead in sol. nitrate of silver. Iron is as platina to

the lead as zinc. Crystals of silver appear on the Iron and the

current is continuous for the reasons given above.

3092. Iron and Tin in solution of Nitrate of Silver: the Iron is as
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platina to the tin— crystals of silver form on it and the current

is continuous as before.

3093. Iron and Zinc in solution Nitrate of silver. The same kind

of results but more powerful.

3094. Now just compared some ofthese metals in dilute Sulphuric

acid. i. Iron andplatina were as they ought to be, a strong current

and iron as zinc. iv. Iron and lead', at the first moment a weak
current with the lead as zinc, but this instantly fell and no sensible

current remained, ii. Iron and Copper, Current constant and iron

strongly as zinc to the copper as platina. iii. Iron and Tin: at

first a feeble current, the iron being as zinc to the tin, but after

a moment the action was scarcely sensible, v. Iron and Zinc: a

strong constant current, the Iron being as platina to the zinc.

3095. Ordinary iron and silver in Nitric acid S. G. 1*3. The iron

acted at first moment strongly as zinc—very soon the current

changed, and the silver acted as zinc, the iron remaining quite

bright. There were one or two short starts of action the other

way, but on the whole there was a continuing current with the

silver acting as zinc.

3096. Now used fuzed Nitrate of silver, with Iron and Platina.

Obtained a pretty constant current with the platina [as] zinc to

the iron as platina, but found this was a thermo electric current,

and accorded with the current produced when the iron and

platina were heated in contact. There was in fact no electro-

chemical current here. When Iron and silver were associated in

the same way, there was also a thermo electric current but no

electrochemical current.

3097. Now used a battery, and made Iron the positive electrode

with 2, 3 or more pairs of plates— Platina being the other electrode

and both in N. Acid S. G. 1-3.

3098. With 2 pr. plates, Iron evolves gas and becomes covered

with black oxide, which when the iron is unconnected with the

battery, does not easily dissolve in the N. Acid but remains for a

long time. Still much of it will wipe off and it has not that

compact hard state of the coat formed by oxidation through heat.

3099. When 3, 4 or more pr. of plates are used, the same result

is obtained.

3100. When with 2 pr. of plates the iron is left in the N.A.
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awhile, I find that part of it is really dissolved. The change in

colour of the acid is not altogether due to the production of

Nitrous acid, but is partly.

3101. Iron in the inactive and peculiar state put into some N.
Acid S. G. 1*3, and set aside to see how long it will remain un-

touched. Next day, the 14th, there was no obvious change; the

iron was clean but the acid was a little coloured as if some iron

had been dissolved. i6th June, as it was on the 14th, iron bright—

20 June, same state.

14 JUNE.

3102. The iron and platina in N. Acid (3067) of 30 May examd.

:

just as it was then—no appearance of change. 16 June, still the

same—no signs of action. 20 June—same state.

3103. The oxidized iron in N. Acid (3067) of 30 May examined.

The acid a little yellow. Blue tint of iron gone and replaced by
a partial red and rusty tint. There has been a change but only a

slight one— left it to go on. i6th, still the same. 20 June, same

state.

3104. Common iron made Pos. electrode by 2 and 3 pairs of

plates in N. Acid S. G. 1-3. Gas evolved during the time: when
contact broken, that ceased, and the iron left covered with a black

coat of oxide. This not very quickly dissolved by the N. A., not

in an hour or two, and it now and then assumed in the acid the

blue tinge of oxide by heat.

3105. When common iron is the N. Electrode, it acts strongly

on the acid and is soon entirely dissolved. It is curious to see the

P. pole preserve it and the N. pole cause its corrosion. So also

a piece of iron in N. A. S. G. 1-3 is preserved when touched by
platina^ and is not and continued in action when touched by

linc^ etc.

3106. When Nitro mur. acid is used, then all these peculiarities

disappear. The iron acts strongly and always as zinc to the platina.

3107. Iron and platina with fuzed chloride of silver: the current

produced is thermo electric, and the contrary to the true chemico-

electric. The chemico-electric current cannot come on for want

of contact until the iron is oxidized by the heat and then it is

rather doubtful.
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3108. On the 13th, two iron wires were made black in N.A.
S. G. I '3 by being rendered the Positive electrodes of a trough.

They were then put aside in the acid. To-day all the black coating

of oxide had disappeared and the iron was clean and metallic but

inactive. There was much oxidation, etc. of the part out of the

acid above— still left to themselves.

17 JUNE 1836.

3109. Clean common iron, sol. Nitrate of copper—precipitated

copper readily; in sol. Sul. copper—same result— in sol. Sul. silver

(acid) precipitated silver readily— in sol. acetate silver—very Httle

immediate action—but nothing particular and did not stay to

follow our results.
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3 1 10. Experimented on effect of hot current of air rising from

the chimney of a charcoal furnace. Using ends of brass rods of

about this size^ When these were connected with the Electrical

machine and rendered Positive, I could easily obtain the glow on

any of them by quick working, it sinking into brushes as the

supply of Electricity was less.

31 1 1. On placing the points over the current of hot air from the

furnace, I could obtain the glow also, but there was an evident

increased tendency to break into long ramifying brushes.

3 1 12. Using air above 300° but not hot enough to char writing

paper and placing two ends above thus*; when the hot air was

turned away, the end of P had glow and end ofN dark—but when
hot air ascended, fine brushes and ramifications passed between

the ends. Was the same if A was made neg. by machine and B
positive by contact with the earth.

31 13. Hot air decidedly tends to make glow break into brushes.

It may be from expansion only, but I think the heat goes for

something.

3 1 14 1. Have had an apparatus made for passage ofsparks, brushes,

glow, etc. between wire ends in differt. gases. A, Glass globe

inches in diameter. B and C, brass rods sliding in stuffing

boxes, air tight, with rounded ends inside, about this size^* D, a

cap and stop cock to exhaust. The glass of the Globe was thin

but good and it bore exhaustion well and was very tight.

3 1 15. By connecting B with the Pos. conductor of Machine and

C with the ground, I could obtain the sparks, brushes and glow
very well on the ends within, in common air at common pressures.

3 1 16. Reduced pressure of air within to 20 inches mercury and

ends being about 3 inches apart, found the brushes and the glow
to come on sooner than when pressure one atmosphere, i.e. less

electricity from the machine produced them, but still glow re-

^ The diagram is reduced to | scale,

t [3114]
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quired most as before. The brushes and ramifications were very

good.

3 1 17. It would seem as if the glass surface charged, for the

branches would tend towards it in places and then cease, and the

hand approached only on the outside could deflect them. Again,

when machine worked slowly, the P. and N. ends would alternate

in their action, as if glass came in intermediately between them,

taking a charge and losing it alternately.

3 1 18. Left the distance still about 3 inches and the wire A Pos.

from machine but reduced pressure of air within to 10 inches

of mercury. Discharge through this rarefied air more free than

before, for now only short sparks could be obtained from con-

ductor of machine. The ramifications were now very separate and

large—each broad and purple, like the blue light of discharge

in vacuo; they spread much into the capacity of the globe, and

the character of the branches at the N. end approached con-

siderably to that of those at the P. end. This was when the ball

of the machine conductor was at a little distance from the con-

ductor connected with the A wire, so that the electricity passed

there as sparks, though as branches within the globe.

3 1 19. When the ball without was close to A conductor so as to

have a continuous current from machine, then there was an excel-

lent dense brush between the ends in the rarefied air—continuous

to common observation, but resolvable into successive discharges

when the eye passed rapidly across it. Now could not bring on

the glow to P. end however hard the machine was worked—by
letting in a Httle air, it suddenly came on and then found the

pressure 1 5 inches within.

3120. It was evident that rarefying the air, at the same time that

it facilitated the discharge, tended to cause brush rather than glow

and that condensing the air recaused glow on P. and retarded

discharge. It was also evident that rarefying the air tended much
to develope and spread out the ramifications of the brush and it

appeared as if the N. brush was more extensively affected than

the P. brush in this way.

3 121. There are many changes in the order of the phenomena
besides those dependant upon the rarefaction of the air only. The
distance of the ends from each other makes a great difference.
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also their nearness to the sides of the glass or their projection

into the space within. But the following was the order when the

ends were retained about 3 inches apart— the E. current was con-

tinuous and constant and the pressure within, being first at

30 inches, was gradually diminished, as far as a good air pump
would carry it. The end ofA was pos. from machine and B con-

nected with a discharging train. First glow at P. end— short brush

at N. end. Then P. glow broke into a brush which gradually

enlarged and the ramifications became very fine, long and separate

and of a purple colour. Then these branches contracted together

towards the line joining the two ends, becomes more straight and

luminous as they coalesced and became at last a stream from one

end to the other, narrow, hazy—having a little flexure and ser-

pentining twisting—with now and then a long narrow twisting

branch darting off to the sides of the glass and at the same time

the whole body of the P. wire within began to glow, being

covered with a beautiful light extending the twentieth of an inch

above its surface. Then the stream of Hght between the two ends

separated in the middle and retracted towards P and N, forming

two brushes which became very luminous and strong. By degrees

these brushes increased in size and brightness and at last joined,

forming a brilliant communication*, and now even the- N. wire

luminous all over within, nearly up to the part close to the glass.

This the highest degree of exhaustion I could procure.

3122. When the conductor at the machine was separated a little

so as to make the Electricity a spark current^ in this exhausted

state of the globe, the light within was exceedingly beautiful but

still of same kind, the difference being that now more electricity

passed at once, but the effect was intermitting. In this way a

machine may be made to give indications ofwhat a more powerful

machine could do.

3123. The ends of the wires were now placed within an inch

of each other—the current at the conductor rendered continuous

and the exhaustion again carried up from pressure of 30 inches

within to as little as the pump could leave. First there were bright

sparks within-then glow for a little while on the P. end-then

brushes, which gradually became a purple stream of haze between

the two ends, and the discharge appeared to be almost entirely

* [3121]
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between the two ends directly— for there was no production of

branches into the space around—nor any luminous haze on the

back part of the wire, either P. or N. The nearness of the wires

had induced this short course.

3124. It is of course understood that rarefying the air always

facilitated the discharge through it.

3125. Now made the wire ends two inches apart and went through

the same exhaustion, etc. At first brushes, no sparks— brushes

fine—enlarge—branches well separated—now curving beautifully

—then going to the glass— then an apparently continuous stream

of purple light across from end to end, beautiful but contracted

and straight. This very beautiful, [as] if the electricity passed in

a spark stream at the conductor.

3126. By increasing the distance of the wires could make
this stream open out into the wide capacious light before

described, and then even a glow against the surface of the glass

within.

3127. Now made some general observations. Thus when the

wires were four inches apart^ the ramification part of the series

of effects was very fine because of the higher charge of the ends

of the wires and the greater mass of air or space to pass through.

The glow appeared on ends of wires and retrograded back towards

glass beautifully; this glow is a consequence of discharge from

the surface of the wire through the great body of air or space and

not merely at the ends. With the utmost exhaustion the effect

good— the light at the wires nearly joining each other, and indeed

quite joining when the spark current was used instead of the con-

tinuous current.

3128. When the ends were very far apart, the stream, which came
on after the brushes, did not join across the middle from wire to

wire, but the discharge was in a great measure on the surface

of the glass or near to it, and there was a haze of light on the whole

inner surface of the globe. Each end of the wire also had a glow
of light upon it.

3129. When the ends were farthest apart, namely equal to the

diameter of the globe, then as the exhaustion proceeded there was
first glow on P. end—brushes but few and contracted— these soon

ceased with the ordinary working of the machine, and at last the

FDIII 2
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discharge took place without any striking appearances and pro-

bably principally along the surface of the glass.

3130. It would appear that the glass has great influence either in

facilitating the discharge between it and the rare air or actually

upon its own surface. Surely it must be a joint action, for the body
of the glass cannot be expected to conduct better. Must try a film

of mica within the exhausted globe. Also a rod of shell-lac— also

heavy Borate of lead glass-without alkali. Also a thread of silk.

3 13 1. The glass also appears to be continually taking a charge

and discharging again, probably with each independant elementary

brush, rapid as they are in succession. It is even doubtful whether

any case of discharge occurs positively continuous—for all seem

to be resolvable into intermitting actions.

3132. When with the former distances the current was in sparks at

the machine, then the effects were magnificent—the ramifications

monstrous—and even when wires farthest apart, the light (stream)

could be made to go quite across the interval.

3133. Evident that rare air can discharge electricity, not becoming

luminous at the time, provided the intensity is not too high. As
density increases, the conducting power diminishes, but every

reason to believe that even at common pressure and temperature,

air possesses the power and perhaps even at high pressures.

Connect this with discharge from a large surface verily lowly

charged, when under inductive action of a point at a distance

opposite to it.

3134. Brought the ends within an inch— rarefyed the air very

much—used constant stream of electricity and obtained the com-
pressed continuous stream of light between the ends. But favour-

able as things were for a continuous discharge, even this light

could be resolved by the moving eye into successive discharges—

there was therefore always a charge of the two surfaces by induc-

tion before a discharge happened—and the discharge therefore

always intermitting.

3135. An excellent mode of resolving a luminous dischge., where

it is available, is to move the luminous end instead of the eye; thus

a wire held in the hand opposite a charged conductor (in a dark

room of course), if shaken will shew the point of light developed

into intermitting actions, etc. This a good process.
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3136. As variations are made from the continuous current to a

current of small spark and so on to a current of large sparks at

the conductor, a great variety of changes in the appearances of

the discharge in the globe take place; these being in the same

order when all other things are the same ; but varying when the

ends are more or less apart, the rarefaction more or less, etc. etc.

Each element in the phenomena has its independant influence.

3137*. The ends within the globe were brought in contact—the

globe exhausted thoroughly—and a continuous current at the

conductor used. On opening the ends, gradually a peculiar and

constant appearance ofgreat beauty was observed. At the moment
of separation, a glow of light came over the end of the negative

wire, the positive being dark. As the distance increased, a purple

stream or haze went right out from the end of the P. wire towards

the N. end ; this elongated as the distance increased, but there was

always a dark space between the end of it and the haze on the

N. wire. The space was nearly invariable in its width and also its

position relative to the N. wire, nor did the glow on the N. end

vary. It was curious to see the P. purple haze diminish or lengthen

as the wires were separated: and the dark space is probably an

important point to understand. Something like it often occurs in

sparks taken in the air and is probably of the same nature.

3138. The Hght which occasionally overspread both wires always

appeared to be due to the discharge of the electrified atmosphere

on their surfaces. The passage of electricity in the rarest air is

probably also in independant and successive acts or discharges.

3139. The effect of the spark current at the machine is simply

an exaltation, for a moment, at intervals of time, of what occurs

at each of the successive discharges when the continuous current

is used. Hence for the moment shews what the effect of a much
more powerful machine would be and is in that respect useful

in exalting the effects.

3140. The phenomena vary with

Size of the ends.

Distance of ends apart.

P. or N. end primarily electrified.

Nearness of ends or wires to glass.

Size therefore of the vessel.
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Nature of atmosphere within.

Degree of rarefaction.

Temperature of atmosphere.

Quantity of Electricity.

Substance of ends ?

Mixture of atmospheres ?

OXYGEN IN THE 3141 *. Now made the atmosphere oxygen within the globe. The
GLOBE, gas was very fair, and was passed into the exhausted vessel

through a tube containing fuzed chloride of calcium to dry it.

On beginning the experiment, the wire ends (being always the

same in the experiments of this day) were about three quarters

of an inch apart and the Electric current continuous at the machine.

Sparks occurred at this distance in the globe and they were clear

and bright and whiter I think than in common air of the same

pressure. As the wires were separated, these sparks ceased, and

there appeared a brushy star of light on each end, being so like

each other that no evident difference appeared. When the ends

were opened still wider apart, the same was the case. Different

in this to common air. When the hand was applied against x or x^

it induced brushes and ramification from the P. end and the spark

at the N. end disappeared. But these brushes were nothing like

so distinct and fine as those in Air: more like the N. brush in air,

being short, close and not separating sensibly into distinct branches.

3142. When the ends were about inch apart, the pressure

being 30 inches and the electricity as Spark current at the machine,

the discharge in the globe was not by sparks, but by two feeble

brushes at the P. and N. ends, and these so like each other that

the appearance would not decide which was positive and which

negative. But putting the hand dX x or x broke the P. brush into

a larger brush as before and the N. brush disappeared.

3143. With the pressure and interval the same, the wire B was

now made Neg. by contact with the rubber of the machine, the

wire C being Pos, On using a continuous current there were

imperfect brushes at the ends, very like to each other, and by
applying the hand at x or at, obtained better brushes at the N. end

and the P. brush or star passed away. Occasionally the brushes

would become stars exactly like those obtained when B was Pos.

* [3141]
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3144. When the Electricity was as spark current, then the two oxygen in the

brushes at P and N wonderfully like each other and like what they globe.

were when B was Pos, Still very unlike what would occur in Air,

Certainly there is a difference, whether B be made Pos. or Neg.^

and when Pos. then approximation to ordinary appearance on P.

and N. ends in Air is the greatest, but at all times very different.

3145. Now prepared to observe effect of rarefying the Oxygen.

Made B Pos. with constant current from machine—ends about

I
inch apart giving sparks under common pressure. On exhausting

a little, the P. end gave a decent brush, the N. end having little

more than a fussy star—but still the P. end gave none of those

fine ramifications which occurred in Air at the same rarefaction.

Even when the Oxygen within equalled only 9 inches of mercury

in pressure, still the brush from P was poor and feeble and

scarcely any ramifications however the wires were opened out.

When the wires were approximated until a spark passed, it was

very feeble and of a yellow or gold colour. When a spark current

was used, could then obtain ramifications at different distances

of the wires in the oxygen thus rarefied: they were fine in form—
they tended to pass as spark in the roots of their courses—and

had not the purple hue of those in air.

3146. Now made B Neg. from the Machine, the current being

continuous and the elasticity of the oxygen still equal to 9 inches

of mercury. Then there was a very short brush at N. and the

glow at the P. extremity. When the current was in sparks^ both

P and N had brushes— not much different from before. When
the spark passed at short distances, it was of a golden colour,

but blue in contact with the brass ends.

3147. Reduced the pressure of the Oxygen to 5 inches—made
B Pos. from machine and used constant or continuous current—

obtained feeble brushy and similar stars at both ends. The spark

current gave a luminous stream across from end to end, but not

so purple nor nearly so bright as that in Air similarly exhausted

or rarefied.

3148. Continued to rarefy and the differences and appearances

were generally the same. When the ends were wide apart and

a spark current was used, ramifications were obtained, but nothing

like those in Air.
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OXYGEN IN THE 3149. As thc rarcfaction became more complete, the appearance
GLOBE, became in form more like that in exhausted air, still with a great

difference; thus with spark current there was a purple stream

from end to end, but yet strikingly beneath that in Air similarly

rarefied.

3 1 50. Finally let in common air until the tension within was equal

to ID inches of mercury. But now obtained beautiful ramifica-

tions quite unlike those of the similarly rarefied oxygen.

HYDROGEN IN 3151. Prepared hydrogen from Zinc and diluted sulphuric acid

GLOBE, over water— let it stand 3 hours. Exhausted the globe— filled it

with the hydrogen, passing it slowly through the chloride of

calcium drying tube—exhausted it again and refilled it with

hydrogen in the same manner.

3152. Began at common pressure = 30-1 inches mercury, with

a continuous current, the wire B pos. from the machine and ends

about
I
of an inch apart. Sometimes a spark passed and sometimes

the discharge was in a hazy stream of light—but the spark was

of a beautiful crimson light^ and the haze (perhaps in part by
contrast with it) was of a grayish green.

3153. A wider interval and continuous current gave brushes at

P and N but the P. brush was the largest, the N. brush having

something of its short compressed character when in air. The
distance being increased, a better brush on both was obtained

and, with the hand applied at a;, the N. brush disappeared and the

P. brush became large and good. By adjusting the distance and

working the machine hard I could easily obtain the glow at P,

having at the same time a little brush at N.

3154. With a spark current at the conductor, I obtained good
large brushes and ramifications in the globe, the P. end giving

the best. When the ends were far apart the ramifications were

good but not purple as those in the Air; they were much paler

and duller and of a greenish or grayish hue. Hence actual levity

of hydrogen not do the same as exhaustion of air, for the latter

would have increased the brightness of the ramifications in it

whereas here they are less.

3155. The end B was then rendered Neg. by the machine, the

pressure being still 30 inches mercury and the current continuous.

Could now hardly get a spark to pass between the wires at any
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distance and in this respect different to Air or oxygen^ but when hydrogen in

it did pass it was crimson. At short distances the discharge globe.

generally produced a stream of pale hazy light, nothing like so

purple as in air, quite different. When the ends were at some
distance, there was a brush both at the Negative and the Pos, ends

and I could develope the N. brush well. But on the whole the

P. brush is most easily formed in this gas. With a Spark current

easily obtained good ramifications, but always paler than those

in Air.

3156. Now rarefied the hydrogen^ taking it to elasticity equal

20 inches mercury within. The wire B rendered Pos.— the distance

apart about 2 inches and the current continuous. There was a good
brush at the P. end joining on to the N. end, and by touching

the glass at x or x^ could make the brush at P a glow and render

N dark. On using spark current^ there were fine ramifications or

streams of light across, according to the nearness of the ends.

The ramifications were still pale to those in Air and the spark

when it did pass was red.

3157. Rendered B Neg. from the machine— the pressure within

being still 20 inches mercury. The brush was best at the P. end,

though much brush at and about N. : but it was not resolvable

into good distinct ramifications like a good P. brush. The tint

of the haze and ramifications were still to me of a grayish green

hue—not purple.

3158. Made elasticity within only 10 inches mercury— the end B
being Pos. and the current continuous. There was but little light

:

often the glow at P and nothing at N. Stream across frequent.

With a spark current obtained ramifications, but these were of a

pale soft velvetty character; though good in form and size. It was
difficult to obtain a spark in this rare medium, but when it occurred

it was also red or crimson.

3159. Rarefied the hydrogen much. The appearances as to the

form of the brush, stream or haze became like those in rarefied

Air or Oxygen. But when the whole globe was filled at last with

the hazy light, both between the ends and against the glass and

especially in the short bright brushes on each end; the colour of

the light was still the grayish green—not the purple.

3160. Common Air was then let into the globe and again at once
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HYDROGEN IN cxhausted, so as to have it as rare as the hydrogen was just before.
GLOBE. The light of the discharge stream was now that fine purple well

known, and being dissected by the prism gave plenty of purple,

red and other colours. It was also decidedly more luminous than

the light in hydrogen when equally rarefied. Much more luminous,

AZOTE IN GLOBE. 3161. Alote. Obtained this gas by burning phosphorus in excess

in air— left it to stand over water for some hours and then passed

it through the tube with fuzed chloride of calcium into the

exhausted globe.

3162. Began at pressure within of 30*1 inches of mercury—con-
tinuous current—B Pas. by machine and interval about | of inch.

Easily obtained sparks in the globe—these were very bright and

beautiful—purple or blue and very sonorous— those in the hydrogen

had been very indistinct in sound. At a greater distance, the glow
came on P. end—the N. end being invisible. Using the spark

current^ very fine brushes were obtained, these being based on

the P. end, but occasionally abutting as before on the N. end.

By applying the hand on the outside, these could be enlarged and

drawn to all parts of the globe within. It is very evident that the

glass of the globe is with this atmosphere at least continually

acquiring charges and in that way the form of the light is much
affected, whether the pressure be ordinary or very rare. The
character of the brushes and ramifications in this gas is that they

are purple—very luminous by comparison—easily formed and well

formed—more readily at the P. than the N. and that both ramifica-

tions and bright sparks could be easily produced under ordinary

circumstances.

3 162 ^ Made B Neg. from the machine and used a constant current.

Easily obtained sparks inside (not so with Oxygen nor hydrogen)

and these bright and beautiful as usual. On increasing the distance,

obtained the glow on the P. end (being P. by induction only),

and also brushes. On using spark current could also easily obtain

brushes from the N. end, large and distinct. Still the brush power
of P. end evidently superior. On touching glass at x with the

hand could affect the N. brushes, making them larger and altering

their direction.

3163. In many of these experiments, having spark current pre-

^ 3162 is repeated in the MS.
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vented sparks in the globe when they would have happened with azote in globe.

a continuous current. A spark current usually produced streams

and brushes within.

3164. Rarefied the Aiote to force within of 20 inches of mercury,

making B Pos. Ramifications good. Glow upon P. end good.

Appearances much as in common air at same degree. Certainly

Azote excells in the facility of producing long distinct ramifica-

tions, especially from the P. end and also in giving there a good
glow. Light purple and beautiful.

3165. Rarefied to the utmost and obtained the expected result—

Hght beautifully purple.

3166. With all the gases tried, as the exhaustion or rarefaction

goes on, the brushes existing at tension of 10 or 8 inches or less,

begin to draw in towards each other— then form a stream across-

then a lateral stream shoots out towards the glass or into the

space— these become thick, fussy and soft in appearance and at

last change into the full glow. This glow is in perfection when
sparks are passing at the machine and conductor.

25 JUNE 1836.

3167. Experimented on Variations of Electricity—pressure— dis-

tance—and current in an air pump jar of this form and state. The
ball A was at the end of an air tight sliding wire and i\ inches

diameter. The ball B resting on the middle of the brass air pump
plate was about i \ inch in diameter, but of course all the bottom
area in the jar was metal. The ball A was always electrified either

P. or N. from the machine and the ball B always in connection

through the pump plate with a wire and the ground, i.e. with an

excellent discharging system.

3168. Ball A made Po^.— pressure common or 29-6 inches—cur-

rent constant at machine, had bright sparks within until distance

about 2| inches, then no further discharge within, but brushes

at the edge of the flat plate above in the air.

3169. Ball A made iVe^.— sparks not so easily within as before

but brushes at outside from edge of plate. Tihese forms outside

of course limit the accumulation within—and under same pressure

without and within, prevent spark passing over more than a

certain distance.
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AIR IN PUMP JAR. 3170. The Sparks obtained in either way when examined by a

prism easily shew the black lines—they present all the colours

of the rainbow I think-purple very rich, Red, Yellow, green,

blue abundant.

3 171. The spark current does no good within the jar in this state

of the air. It only by increasing the whole obstruction to the

passage tends to throw it off in brushes from the external con-

ductors into the air.

3172. Large ball A made Po^.—continuous current—the distance

of longest spark in air or 2^ inches retained constant—but the

Pressure varied. As pressure diminished the sparks, vivid and

bright at first, became continually paler and also quicker^ less

passing at each spark. The sparks were at first very sonorous but

also gradually became weaker in sound and of course the intensity

without fell at same time and in the same proportion. When
pressure within was 4-4 inches mercury the sparks suddenly

ceased and the glow came on the P. ball over an area 2 inches in

diameter, whilst the N. ball B was dark and no streams or visible

appearances occurred between. Working the machine quickly,

could change this glow into rapid pale purple sparks resembling

a stream of light. These indeed very like the ramifications or

brush in their character and state but not in their form.

3173. Went on exhausting to the utmost degree and found I

could not change the glow and its stream into any higher or

other form of discharge. Quick working of the E. Machine gave

the stream continuous to the stationary eye, but the moving eye

easily resolved it into successive discharges. Even the stream and

glow could be obtained at once and then stream could be resolved

whilst the glow appeared continuous. If the glow is an inter-

mitting action, the intervals of time are vastly shorter than with

the stream. The glow seems to be the most continuous phe-

nomenon.

3174. The more the exhaustion, the more distinct and easily

produced were the phenomena. The N. ball below at last glowed
over a small arc and there was a dark space between that glow
and the P. stream, about ^ of inch wide. The N. ball glowed only

when the P. stream descended to it. Pressure at last not more
than 0*4 ofan inch mercury and as little as the pump could make it.
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3175. Large ball A made iVi?^.- distance the same, i.e. 2^ inches— air in pump

continuous current. At first only a small brush from a spot on
the N. ball but when air rarefied to 23*6 inches mercury within,

then bright spark passed— these continued, but as air more rarefied

they became quicker and paler and more purple and at last were

so quick as to look like a continuous stream, to the fixed eye, of

considerable breadth (| of inch), causing no glow on the P. ball

below at any time, but sometimes a feeble glow on the upper

N. ball having the dark interval between it and the luminous

stream.

3 176. This purple stream was resoluble into successive discharges

by the moving eye and its light by the prism gave plenty of red,

orange, yellow, green (much) and violet rays.

3177. On gradually letting in air, the appearances returned

through the series to the form of bright spark. At one time there

was feeble divergence of the purple stream shewing the relation

to brushes. The dark space near the N. ball gradually passed away
as the pressure increased and sparks came on. The transition of

sparks into ramifications, brushes, etc. here is exceedingly regular

and distinct.

3178. Still same distance of 2^ inches between A and B. Made A
Pos, and used spark current; the sparks at the machine about

2 inches long— then gradually exhausted— at first no discharge

within the jar, but when pressure within about 10 inches, purple

ramifications occurred. Continuing to exhaust, these swelled

out or appeared to do so, and by moving the eye could see that

several were simultaneous and did thus diverge in their course.

Continuing to exhaust, this became more extensive and each

single ramification was thicker, paler and more woolly than before.

On further exhaustion, these collapsed and formed one stream

and this stream thickened until | or | of inch in diameter, and

when air most rare, it gave a glow over the Neg. ball at each

machine spark. Of course there was discharge within only when
there was spark or discharge without.

3179. Still same distance of 2\ inches— ball A made A^^^.— spark

current. At first no spark within. On rarefying, sparks came on
within—these became more and more quick, and pale, and then

soon broke into extensive ramifications from the N. ball to the
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AIR IN PUMP JAR. plate of the pump, in different parts and not to the P. ball on it.

Further exhaustion made these collapse and they passed into a

broad purple discharge from ball to ball-wide and hazy at out-

side, causing a glow over half the surface of the large N, ball and

with the obscure space close to it.

3180. Ball A now Poj.—continuous current— rarefaction as much
as it could be and constant, about 0*4 inches of mercury. Distance

of the balls varied. On opening a small distance, glow came on

N. and on P. ball and a dark space was between—the two glow[s]

never coalesced or touched each other. Making the distance

greater, the glow on N. continued as before, then there was the

obscure or dark space and then a luminous stream commencing
at P. ball. By very slow working of the E. machine, could

separate as it were the successive discharges in the jar from each

other and so make them come on separately and suddenly and

then N. glow would cover half the ball for an instant and then,

on making a discharge in form of a stream, contract to a constant

smaller proportion.

3 18 1. When the hand was put on the wire of the ball A on the

outside still, if air well exhausted, there was the discharge and

glow within though balls were \ of an inch apart, for that space

appeared then to conduct as well as the body.

3182. When the distance was 2 inches and more^ then the glow
would cover the P. ball over half its surface and from it descended

a stream of light easily resoluble by a moving eye into successive

discharges. The stream was purple and descended very straight

to the N. ball. On increasing the distance, the stream was also

elongated, and when 6 or 7 inches long, it expanded and welled

out at the lower part, becoming tinged and dimmer there, but

the dark space close to the N. ball always existed.

3183. I tried the effect of a magnetic pole on this stream, but did

not find it affected.

3184. Ball A now iV^^.—continuous current—rarefaction as much
as possible. Distance of balls gradually increased. There was
stream of light straight from one ball to the other, having the

obscure part near the N. ball— the stream was broader than when
A was Pos. As the distance was increased, the stream widened

much more than if A had been Pos.^ but must remember that
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all the pump plate was Pos, When distance was 6 inches, the air in pump jar.

stream was very broad and pale and began to form sparks or

branch roots at the negative ball, whilst at the Pos. ball a small

surface of glow appeared.

3185. Ball A made Po^.— spark current— rarefaction as much as

could be. Distance of balls gradually increasing. With small spark

current and small distance, the N. ball below luminous all over

each time the part of P. ball opposite also luminous and stream

between. With large spark current^ same effects and also bright

sparks in the space between. When this bright spark within passed,

then much less of the surface of the ball was luminous. In fact

glow on ball shew that electricity passing there by air—when
more of the electricity passed as spark, less would pass as glow—
the sparks at the conductor (of the current) acted as measure of

equal portions and so valuable in shewing how it was disposed

of in passing. I could obtain the obscure place near the N. ball

at pleasure.

3186. Using greater distances within, the stream was wider and

somewhat paler. The N. ball was luminous each time, and the

obscure place was close to it. By applying the hand against the

outside of the jar at the upper part the P. ball could be covered

all over with light—and also either very fine thin or broad conical

ramifications from the ball A to the sides of the glass within

be produced.

3187. Touching the brass cap (with Spark current) took away
but little of the effect, for the space conducted as well as the

body.

3188. Then A made iVi^^.— rarefaction great— spark current—

distance gradually increased. With small spark and little distance,

there was extensive glow each time over the N. ball— a little over

the P. ball and some bright sparks there. Using large spark

current, there was less glow but more bright spark between the

balls within. On opening the balls out, then glow on balls good,

but a coat of glow round the wire of A ball above towards the

glass, and by clasping the glass with the hands on the outside

could make this extensive. This effect shews that the non-luminous

parts of the air are conducting much and also that glass charges,

and apparently conducts in some way along its surface.
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AIR IN PUMP JAR. 3189. The relation of this conducting surface and its conditions

probably very important both to induction and conduction,

3190. On making the interval great, the luminous stream was

very diffuse and wide; it was wider at the N. ball than the P. ball,

being therefore of a pear shape inverted ; this is probably because

the base is the whole surface of the N. ball, and the Apex the

upper part only of the P. ball But then much electricity is passing

to the plate of the pump invisibly at the P. side, though visible

at the N. side or ball-hence also a reason for the shape of the

visible part. On applying the hands to the glass, I could cause

great divergence and disturbance of the rays-and the upper or

any part of the Neg. ball A could be made to give out rays or

conical diffuse brushes.

3 191. Small or large sparks at machine varied the size of the

streams, etc. and brought on sparks close to the metal balls, along

with the luminous streams, etc.

3192.

28 JUNE 1836.

Experiments on the discharge between points, etc. in air

more or less rarefied and the luminous appearances produced.

3193. Barometer in Laboratory 30-13 inches.

3194. Air pump barometer. When mercury down in the tube,

the distance of its surface from true 0° very nearly a just inch

;

taking into account capillary attraction it would be closely so.

But when mercury raised to 30 inches on scale, the level in the

cistern had fallen 0*31 of inch. As scale was of true inches, this

quantity must be added to the apparent utmost exhaustion of the

pump to give the true exhaustion. Thus when pump hole on
plate closed by a stop cock, the pumps raised the mercury to

29-45 or 29-50, which, increased by 0-31, gave 29-81 inches or

0-32 of inch less than the barometer.

3195. Used the same jar, sHding wire and air pump as before;

the Jar was 8 inches wide at the widest part and 1 1 inches high

from pump plate to sliding wire plate. A was now a very fine

needle point and B the ball of brass inch in diameter as before.

3196. A was rendered VOS. from Machine—continuous current at

the conductor ofmachine was used—pressure that of the atmosphere
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30*13 inches^ but distance of A and B varied. At very small air in pump jar.

distance, a feeble light on point A—none on ball B: very small

sparks only could be taken from the conductor of machine. As
the distance of A and B increased, the light on A remained ap-

parently the same, but the spark at the conductor increased,

because intensity was rising there. When distance from A to B
i\ inches— sparks half an inch long could be obtained on the

outside conductor. When A 4 or 5 inches from B, there were

good sparks at the outside conductor, and the inside of the jar

was receiving, charging and discharging, as shewn by the ring

of light at the bottom edge and by the effect of the hand on the

outside. The light on A was a minute star—always apparently

the same, and there was no light on B.

3 197. A made ^EG.—continuous current—pressure common— distance

ofKfrom B varied. Results exactly as those just described, except

that light ofA Neg. much brighter than that which had appeared :

on A Pos. The first is probably a small intense brush— xho. latter

a bright glow. The light ofA thus Neg. appeared equal whatever

the distance from A to B.

3 198. A made Pos.—spark or intermitting current—commonpressure air in jar.

—distance of A and B varied— hxst distance of point A from B
made half an inch, whilst sparks at the machine were passed from

I inch in length to smaller and at last to contact. At first sparks

between A and B quite bright as between balls, these gradually

became brushes from A and at last only a star or glow was there,

although still small sparks at the conductor. In this case the air

about the conductors charged etc. and acted as a regulator or

fly wheel to the constant current at A point. On making distance

between A and B greater still the same results were obtained,

i.e. plenty of electricity and large spark at conductor gave bright

sparks from A to B, smaller sparks gave brushes, and still smaller

sparks only the glow. Of course as distance of A and B was
increased, intensity at the conductor rose higher. The sparks also

at the conductor, which passed bright and sharp in sound when
they passed bright in the jar, were reduced into slower discharges

of a ramifying or brushy character when only brushes or a glow
occurred in the jar between A and B.

3199. These phenomena useful illustrations of the action of in-
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AIR IN THE JAR. duction in ordinary cases of charging surfaces in the Air. They
connect also with the returning stroke.

3200. A {point) made Neg.—spark current—common pressure— dis-

tance ofA and B varied. When distance ofA (point) from B (ball)

was I inch, sparks at the conductor gave bright sparks from A
to B—on diminishing the sparks at the conductor, the discharge

within became a haze or stream from one to the other, with a

little glow on the Pos. ball B. When A was half an inch from B
and sparks at the conductor, being first long, were gradually

diminished, then first bright sparks within-next straight purple

stream resoluble by the eye— then glow or star on A, and glow
on B. When distance from A to B was one inch and sparks at the

conductor were diminished, there was first bright sparks between

A and B, and then the glow. There were no purple streams across

but now and then bits of brushes, representing in fact the rudi-

ments of streams. When the distance from A to B was 3 or 4
inches, with diminishing sparks at the conductor, there was either

an imperfect spark or else short brushes at A (the Neg. point),

quickly diminishing to the star or glow. Now the glass began

to receive and conduct visibly as in former case.

3201. In reference to this conducting power of glass must re-

member its damp surface—compare it with wax or resin.

3202. The brushes from A point Neg. in Air are very poor when
compared to those from A Pos. under the same circumstances.

3203. Now proceeded to vary the condition ofpressure or density

of the Air, using the same point A and ball B as in the results

just described. The same jar, etc. etc.

3204. A point Po^.—continuous current— distance of A from B
an inch. At common pressure a star on A ( ). Proceeded

to rarefy the Air, but no sensible difference except that intensity

on the conductor fell until rarifaction was considerable and then

the light crept up the needle backward from the glowing point

until the needle and even the end of the sliding rod was covered

with a glow, but the point was always the brightest.

3205. This effect shews very well that the star on the Pos. point

and the glow on the sides of it and the rod are the same thing.

Hence the star on a Pos. point is a glow^ as might indeed be traced

from the state of the glow on a round end made Pos. in open air.
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3206. Still further exhaustion caused streams and brushes to pass air in the jar.

apparently from Pos. point A to Neg. ball below. These were

purple and good, and when the exhaustion was very great pro-

duced bright spots here and there on the Neg. ball. The streams

were resoluble by the eye.

3207. Made the distance from Pos. A to Neg. B four inches and

then rarefied from common pressure. At first there was the star

on A and the glass conducting, as shewn by the luminous ring

round its contact with the pump plate ( ). When rarefac-

tion considerable, this ring diminished in brightness— the star

became brighter and the needle A glowed upon its surface— then

ramifications passed from it through the air and at last successive

direct discharges to the ball B, which becoming more and more
numerous produced the same results as at the smaller distance of

streams with bright sparks.

3208. Made A point Neg.—continuous current— distance from A air in receiveb.

to B one inch— rarefaction gradually increased. At first there was

a feeble star on Neg. point A and a little glow on Pos. ball B
at common pressure ( ). On rarefying, the glow on B
disappeared—but the spark on A neg. point increased in Hght

and at last extended distinctly out from the point a small way,

being a very luminous small brush, yet so compact as to look like

a solid spark. It gave no ramifications or decided brush with any

degree of exhaustion, the distance being always only i inch. (By

increasing the intensity of the electricity by using a spark at the

conductor, this condition of discharge could be carried forward

into a bright blue stream of light joining A and B ( )).

3209. Made distance greater, as 4, 5 or 6 inches, and then ex-

hausted, beginning at common pressure. At first discharge from

Neg. point A over surface of the glass. As rarefaction went on,

ramifications went from Neg. point towards glass— then these

diminished— the star on A point became brighter— a glow came
over the Pos. ball B, and increased gradually in brightness, until

it was at last very bright and also stood up like a low flame half

an inch or more in height or thickness. On touching the sides

of the jar, this flamy glow was affected—assuming a ring form,

like a crown on the top of the ball B and revolved with a com-
paritively slow motion, i.e. about 4 or 5 times in a second.

FDIII 3
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AIR IN JAR. 3210. This effect appears to me due to the charge and discharge

of the glass. Electricity is communicated from the Neg. point A
to the glass, conducted downwards and discharged to the ball:

this process of charging and discharging can be made, by a proper

application of the hand to the outside of the glass (as passing it

round), to go on in succession round the jar, and when once it

has commenced that course it will continue though the hand be

taken away and will be shewn by the consequent revolution of

the flamy glow on the ball B beneath.

321 1. This again relates to charge, induction, etc. etc. and is very

beautiful in its appearance.

3212. Now made A Po^.— spark current— distance of A from B
I inch. Rarefaction progressive. At first bright sparks between

A and B ( ). As rarefaction proceeded these became dull

purple and more numerous whilst the intensity on the conductor

fell—then they became ramifications— these then contracted to-

gether and became a purple stream or brush across from A to B,

with an obscure place near the Neg. ball B—finally with these last

appearance a bright glow over one half the Neg. ball B and the

obscure part next to it upon which abutted the purple stream

belonging to the Pos. Point A.

3213. A point V OS,. —spark current— distance of A from B four

inches— rarefaction progressive. At common pressure no spark,

but a star on A point, whilst B dark— the sides of glass jar were

conducting, the edge on the pump plate being luminous. As
rarefaction went on a few ramifications from A appeared, short

in their extent— these increased in number, length and thickness

and passed through the whole extent of the Jar— then they became

thick and woolly— then the direct discharge between the point A
and ball B increase [d] in light and efficacy and the lateral ramifying

discharges diminished until all visible discharge was direct and

straight between A and B. Then this stream expanded and swelled,

and gradually as the rarefaction rose to the highest point, the

Neg. ball B began to glow. At that moment the obscure place

next to it appeared, and I doubt whether that obscurity ever

appears except in association with the glow on the N. surface,

which probably it always accompanies. Must watch this. Letting

in air gave all these appearances in the reverse order.
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3214. A point ^^G.—spark current— distance ofKfrom B one inch air in the jar.

—rarefaction progressive. At common pressure a star on A pul-

sating with the sparks without. When the elasticity within was
20 inches mercury, the star at Neg. point A changed into bright

sparks— as rarefaction went on these became more numerous and

pale or purple—when rarefaction very high, these purple dis-

charges became ramifications, which gradually passed into form

of stream and a glow came over the whole of neg. needle A and

also a part of the sliding rod above it. At this time, bright small

sparks occurred on the P. ball B, where the stream abutted on

it, and there was very little tension of Electricity on the con-

ductor of the machine.

3215. Made point A Neg.—spark current— distance ofK from B

4 or 5 inches or more— rarefaction progressive commencing at com-
mon pressure. When spark passed at the conductor, there was a

star on point A and the glass sides were charging and conducting,

as shewn by light at the edge, on the pump plate. On rarefying,

some ramifications proceeded from the Neg. point A (but nothing

like so good as those proceeding from A made Pos.— still they

are good to shew that ramifications are not essentially from pos.

point or surface). Then the discharge took place directly from
A to B in a stream, half purple, half bright spark, i.e. purple

flashes mingled with sparks alternating, etc. etc.— finally at greatest

exhaustion, there was a purple diffuse stream across, resoluble as

all streams, brushes and ramifications are by a quick eye, and the

Neg. point A was in a constant glow all over and up the sides of

the needle and sliding wire.

3216. Now experimented with the same arrangement, i.e. A a

needle point and B a brass ball on the pump plate—used also a

continually rarefied atmosphere—but varied the distance between

A and B.

3217. KpointVos.—continuous current—Rarefactiongreat— distance
gradually increased. At minute distance, had a rapid series of

bright sparks-at a greater distance up to | of an inch, had suc-

cessive discharges by brushes or ramifications— then as distance

increased these gradually ceased and a glow came over the point

and sides of the point A Pos.— this continued until the distance

was about 3 or 4 inches, and then ramifications again occurred

3-2
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AIR IN THE JAR. in a large, hazy, thick stream from A to B, and the discharges

were now very separate. But it must be considered, that increase

of distance had increased difficulty of transmission, and that hence

both intermission in the passage and accumulation on the con-

ductor—each ramification or separate discharge carried much
electricity across. With these long stream ramifications had bright

sparks each time on the surface of the Neg. ball B—but still there

was a partial obscurity in the part of the stream just above the

ball B.

3218. A Neg.—continuous current— rarefaction great— distance

gradually increased. At first, a little star on Neg. point A—could

not call it a bright spark though distance very small. On in-

creasing the distance, the discharge was across in feeble streams,

a star being on point A and some bright sparks on ball B. With
larger distance, the star on Neg. point A was very good—some-
times when the electricity was abundant even a glow came over

the end of needle A and then a glow would occur on the Pos.

ball B in the following manner—a hazy stream would seem to

form at and descend from A and, collapsing on B, would produce

the glow there, for the stream only lasted until the glow on B was
formed. When the distance between A and B was the greatest

(about 6 inches), then branches went from the Neg. point A to

the sides of the glass and were discharged over it.

3219. A made Pos.— spark current— rarefaction great— distance

gradually increased. At the smallest distance, not a bright spark

between A and B but a purplish star or spark at A or Pos. point

and a fine glow all over the Neg. ball B, with bright sparks on
the middle part opposite point A. Increasing the distance left

the glow over B with the obscure space next to it, but the purple

star or stream from A grew to an enormous size in length and

width, continuing unchanged in its character, and at last began

to go towards the glass sides of jar, discharging there as well as

on to the ball. All this was good and beautiful.

^ 3220. A made Neg.— spark current— rarefaction great— distance

increasing. At minute distance, bright star or spark on Neg. point

A and also on the opposite surface of the P. ball below, but purple

stream or discharge between. When the distance was half an inch

L>^^^ or more, there was the same purple stream to the ball B. At greater
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distances the sparks outside were fewer and larger, because of the air in jar.

increased obstruction, but still the same purple stream from the

Neg. point to the Pos. ball, or when distance still greater, the

discharge constituted a direct purple haze— at last being very wide

and expanding even towards the glass. On making the electric

sparks more numerous and smaller, obtained a contraction of this

haze, and by gradually diminishing the sparks until very minute,

the haze gradually contracted to a star on the point A and the

flame like glow on B ( )• By making the sparks a little

larger, could easily make this star and glow pass into the stream

reaching from A to B, the transition being very beautiful and

gradual.

3221. Now made A and B both points of needles in the same

apparatus and then went through the series of conditions as before.

3222. A Pos.—constant current—common pressure— distance in-

creased gradually. At minute distance, a series of bright sparks,

many short. When distance was a little more, there was a star

on each point and a purple stream between. As the distance in-

creased, the purple stream between points passed away, the star

on the Pos. point A diminished much, whilst that on point B
remained good and was considerably the best—(A star was pro-

bably a glow and B star a brush). The sides of the glass jar were

now conducting.

3223 . Apoint Neg.—continuous current—commonpressure— distance

increased. At minute distances there were bright sparks between

the points A and B; this was not the case under the same cir-

cumstances, when B was a ball instead of a point. When the

distance was | of an inch, the discharge was from point to point

in what might be either blue sparks or streams. At a greater

distance, stars alike on both points and a little stream between.

At greater distance, still stars alike and nothing visible between.

At greatest distance, Neg. Point star on A the brightest— star

on P. point B, smallest or feeblest, and the glass conducting

electricity.

3224. A point Pos.—spark current—common pressure— distance in-

creased. With constant spark at the machine, small distance of

A and B gave bright sparks— large distance of A and B gave a

star at B Neg. and star and brush at A Pos.—middle distance of
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AIR IN JAR. A and B gave purple streams across, intermediate between brushy

spark and brush. With a constant distance between A and B,

small sparks at conductor gave stars on both A and B— larger

spark gave good brush at A and star at B—and still larger sparks

gave bright spark between A and B and sometimes a sparky brush.

3225. The spark here was not so long and good I think as when
B was a ball instead of a point ( ), A being a point in

both cases.

3226. KmadeNeg.point—sparkcurrent—commonpressure— distance
increased. With constant spark at the machine, small distance of

A and B gave bright sparks—a little more distance of A and B
gave stars on both with stream between—a little more distance

gave stars alone. With constant distance of A from B, large

sparks at machine gave sparks bright within between A and B—
small sparks gave only stars on points A and B within—and a

certain sized spark gave a feeble brush or stream between A
and B at the same time with the stars. If the distance within were

made greater, the machine would not even send sparks above a

certain size to the conductor outside or even bright sparks at all.

Too much power was wanted to produce them.

3227. Now used the points A and B, but varied the pressure.

A point Pas,—continuous discharge— distance constant^ being i inch

from point to point— rarefaction increasing. At common pressure,

stars on each point and no stream between. Rarefaction brightened

both the stars, but the star on B neg. brightened most. Gradually

the N. star on B became a very short bright brush about the ^
or ^5 of an inch in extent, whilst the Star on A or Pos. point

produced a glow on the sides of the needle above and a luminous

stream gradually appeared between the two points. When the

rarefaction very great, the neg. starry brush on B became bluer

and gave origin to a glow spreading downrds. from the point

over the needle. The Pos. Star on A became redder. The stream

between A and B continues, but becomes brighter as the exhaus-

tion is more perfect.

3228. As the Neg. glow spread down the needle B, I could not

decidedly observe an obscure part but the purple stream was weak
near the Neg. point B. Watched the change in the appearance

as air was allowed to enter. In the most rarefied air, the stream
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could be easily resolved by the eye into successive discharges air in jar.

though they were quick, but as air entered and the stream passed

into two stars on the points A and B, the luminous appearance

of each ramification continued longer in the moving image ob-

tained by a mirror, the intervening dark space became less and

less until at last the star presented an unresolvable line of light

in the moving mirror; the light in fact was sensibly continuous

and of course the discharge so also.

3229. A point POS.—continuous current— distance of K from B,

4 inches and constant—Rarefaction increasing. With common
pressure, had stars on both points—rarefying to the utmost, still

the light continued as stars to the last— for streams across did not

appear. But the stars brightened much during the exhaustion;

that on Pos. point A was a glow over the extreme end or point

of the needle and a short brush beyond it, looking like a double

star. Whilst that on the Neg. point B was a short bright brush

(not a glow) at the end of the point. I have no doubt these

brushy stars intermitted though I could not resolve them.

3230. A point Neg.—continuous current— distance from A to B,

I inch— rarefaction progressive. At common pressure, stars on

both points—by rarefaction the stars became brighter but never

obtained the brushes or streams across. Even to the last the stars

were simple, but the negative one on A was the brightest and it

projected slightly like a short dense brush. It could hardly be

resolvable by the mirror into successive action; still there were

darker parts in the line image, as if the action of discharge was

intermitting.

323 1 . Apoint Neg.—continuous current— distance between thepoints^

4 inches— rarefaction progressive. Phenomena as just described.

No stream across at any time— dense brushy star on N. point and

glow star over P. point and its extremity—both brightening as

the rarefaction increased, but the N. star most.

3232. A point made Pos.—spark current— distance 4 inches between

A and V>— rarefaction increasing. At common pressure and small

spar[k]s at machine, stars on A and B—with larger sparks,

brushes on A Pos. and star on B Neg. When Air more rare

within, brushes were obtained more easily on A point Pos. and

with large sparks these were very fine. As the air was rendered
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AIR IN THE JAR. Still morc rare, these large brushes or ramifications collapsed into

a direct stream between P. and N., i.e. A and B, which was

resoluble by the eye into successive discharges. When very rare

within, then a glow all over B Neg., the stream seeming to touch

at the point and then spread over the whole of the needle. The
effect was very good. The power of the Pos. point over the

negative to produce brushes or ramifications in common air was

here very distinct.

3233. A point Neg.—spark current— distance between the points^

4 inches— rarefaction increased. At common pressure, small or

large sparks at machine gave only stars on A and B. With some
degree of rarefaction, small sparks gave stars on the points A
and B, larger sparks gave ramifications or even streams— or rising

even to sparks. As the rarefaction increased, the ramifications

became streams, a smaller spark then giving ramifications and a

still smaller, stars on both points. When most exhausted, even a

small spark would produce a purple stream and a large spark

much brighter streams, the streams being also separable by the

eye into successive discharges.

3234. Now using still both points A and B, varied the distance

gradually. Thus A made Pos.—continuous current— rarefaction great

as could be— distance varied. At small distances there was a glow
on and down the Neg. point B and an obscure spark and stream

mixed from Pos. point A. The latter separable by the eye. At a

greater distance, the glow upon B or Neg. gradually drew towards

the point and at last formed a dense short brush at the end. The
purple stream at the same time diminished its alternations, be-

coming more and more rapid until it became a continuous glow
upon the Pos. point A or even only a star there.

3235. A Neg.—continuous current— rarefaction great— distance of
A and B gradually increased. There were stars at both points all

the while. Now and then, whilst distance short, there was a

stream across from A to B. The stars always resoluble from first

to last. It was nothing like so easy to obtain streams or brushes

now as when A point was made Pos.

3236. A point Pos.—spark current— rarefaction great— distance of
Kfrom B varied. When distance small, either small or large sparks

gave stars on both points, and blue or purple stream between.
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A larger distance gave also the blue stream across, but the Neg. air in the jar.

point B was luminous all over its needle. The Pos. A had a small

star occasionally. With a still larger interval, the stream within

spread out and was very wide and diffuse. Smaller sparks then

gave several distinct woolly ramifications. When the distance was

greatest, the application of the hand to the outside of the Jar

easily determined fine ramifications from the Pos. point A.

3237. A point neg.—spark current— rarefaction great— distance

variable. With small distance between the points A and B, the

Neg. A was luminous all over its needle and blue streams pro-

ceeded from A to B. As the distance between A and B increased,

the blue streams increased in size, became very large, and when
large sparks were used at the conductor of machine, the hand

applied to the sides of the glass could draw off large brushes from

the general stream. As the distance increased also the glow upon
the sides of the Neg. point or needle A went off, but often

recurred again when a spark larger than usual passed at the con-

ductor. There were no ramifications in this last state—but the

form of the extended positive surface below not good for them.

3238. Experimented on the capability of resolving a brush, star

or glow upon a point into successive discharges by making the

point move before an oppositely charged conductor. Thus a

metal point held in the hand (it ought to have been connected

with the discharging train) was shaken to and fro quickly and

the line of Hght appearing to the eye as produced by the moving
star examined as to its continuous or interrupted nature. When-
ever the light on the point was accompanied by sound, it could

easily be resolved into successive actions, but the fine small spark

on a fine point either Pos. or Neg. I could not resolve (but a

stronger machine and a darker room might do it; perhaps, if a

charged battery were in connection with the conductor, would
be still better).

3239. I could not resolve even the glow on the round end of a

rod made positive by induction. Still, extent of the luminous

area would interfere with the resolution. The round end rendered

Neg., when it was not sonorous, was not resoluble—though now
and then I thought it was so. Must try again.

3240. The phenomena produced by passing ends before charged
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conductors very good— the discharge occurring in brushes, sparks,

etc. The duration of each and the time which passes between the

quick successive discharges are well shewn by the light and

dark parts. Can thus separate the state of things before, at, and

after a single corruscation exceedingly well.

3241. For similar surfaces, distances, charge, etc., Negative

brushes are much smaller and much quicker recurrence than

Positive brushes. The Neg. surface cannot apparently hold a

charge against Air so high as the Pos. surface. Must deduce the

consequences of this in theory and practice. Thus if two equal

surfaces opposite to each other in Air, one Neg. and the other

Pos. gave, the first many small brushes, and the second a few

large ones, during the discharge between them, then what is the

condition of the air, charged or not, between 2 successive brushes

from the P. termination.^ and whilst several N. brushes must

have been formed. Probably in such a case, the discharge brushes

are simultaneous, or else the neighbouring parts of Air or objects

around intervene as inducing agents, between the actions of P.

and N.

3242. In conduction^ must observe the increase of conducting

power, if any, of hot distilled water over cold distilled water.

I JULY 1836.

LIGHT OF DISCHARGE 3243. Lumlnous appcaranccs of discharge or conduction through
THROUGH AIR. ^jj- jj^ thc ordcr proceeding from the least intense and most con-

tinuous discharge to the most intense and least continuous discharge

:

"Obscurity or invisible discharge

Glow
Stream

Brush

.Spark

These may all be considered as affections of the aerial medium,
as probably are all the luminous appearances of electrical dis-

charges, short of the ignition of the conducting bodies used; and

the expressions are not meant to represent scientific distinctions,

but only ordinarily recurring forms of the phenomena. The glow
is probably the same affection of the air as the stream and the

brush, but the first is continuous and of necessity near the con-
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ductor, whilst the latter are intermitting and extended into space, light of discharge

The stream does not include all parts of the air or medium through through air.

which the electricity is being discharged; on the contrary, in rare

atmosphere there is evidently much air in the obscure state, which

is conducting and in the same condition as that close to the con-

ductors when the whole discharge is without light. The spark,

the brush and the stream are evidently connected, i.e. are in

reality the same thing but more or less exalted ;
they pass by easy

transitions one into another.

3244. Siie of ends opposed to each other, with the appearances

and nature of the discharge; beginning with points and enlarging

these gradually to balls, etc.

Glow or star . . most continuous discharge

Ramifications

Brush

Sparking Brush

Spark .... most intermitting.

The denser the air the more distinct these effects; in rare air the

order is the same, but the series seldom goes further than glow-
stream (or ramification in one form). Size, by increasing the

surface at which induction takes place, increases the quantity of

Electricity discharged and hence the heightening of the character

of the discharge. Though the intensity is greater on a point than

on other parts of the surface of the conductor to which it belong,

I do not think it is so great as on a ball charged enough to give

a discharge at the same distance as the point.

3245. Rarefaction of the Air from common pressure or dense, to

rare and most rare. The appearance and character of the dis-

charge through it is then as follows

:

Bright spark . . . most intermitting discharge

Purple spark

Brush or ramification

Stream

Glow most continuous discharge

Rarefaction facilitates discharge through the elastic medium, and

therefore lowers the intensity upon the conductor at the machine

—lessens also of course the accumulation, and lessens the quantity

passing at each intermittence. Rarefaction is equivalent in effect
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to pointing the ends of the conductors. If the intensity on the

surfaces in the rarefied medium is not diminished (Harris) then

it is evident that the quantity for a certain intensity is diminished.

This may be because the quantity of aeriform matter in contact

is diminished.

3246. Distance of ends from each other^ i.e. of inducing surfaces

from each other. As the distance increases the order of kind of

discharge is as follows :

Sparks .... most intermitting discharge

Brushes or stream

Glow or star . . most uniform discharge.

Distance increases the resistance—increases therefore the charge

which rises on the machine conductor— diminishes the effect of

induction— diminishes the character of the luminous discharge.

4 JULY 1836.

3247. A discharger of points, being a cylinder of about an inch

and a half in diameter, having one end terminated by a series of

needles stuck into a cork, covered with tin foil so as to make
complete contact. There were about sixty needles, the points out-

wards nearly equidistant and forming a sort of thistle head (2490).

3248. This discharged either positive or negative conductor of

the machine very well. I could draw no spark on to it, unless

when very near, nor when placed upon the Pos. or Neg. con-

ductor did it give sparks with more facility than a single point

would do.

3249. A discharging ball was placed within a certain distance of

the Positive conductor so as to give sparks of a certain length;

then the ball of points or a single point were approached so near

as to cause the cessation of sparks. This took place at very nearly

equal distances for the single point and the sixty points— the sixty

points had a little the advantage. Hence, though the whole set

of points was as good as the one, yet it is evident that any single

point of the sixty was greatly interfered with by its neighbours

and its power much lessened.

3250. When ball made Pos. by holding it opposite the Neg. con-

ductor, there were very feeble straight short streams or brushes,

with scarcely any noise, from many of the points nearest the con-
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ductor and opposite to it. When ball put on Pos. conductor and

hand held opposite, the same effect.

3251. When the ball made Neg. either directly or by induction,

then stars on many of the points at the same time.

3252. Ball of points made Pos.; much wind issued out directly

from it. If smoke of green taper near whilst machine working,

it was attracted first by ball of points and then repelled from it

and attracted by the silk on the top of the revolving cyHnder.

If a little smoke were lodged in between the roots of the needles,

and then the machine worked, it did not get out very soon, as if

it were electrified by contact, but was gradually drawn out by the

run of neighbouring air determined by the action of the points.

3253. It seems to be the points only that can electrify air, even

if they can. I must make out the cause of the wind at a point;

it has a most essential and direct relation to induction and also

to the (problematical) electrification of air.

3254*. A point was fixed on to a brass conductor insulated and

that connected with the Pos. conductor of a machine. When the

conductor was charged, if glowing green taper was brought near,

the smoke was attracted and then repelled, being driven off

principally at the point. When the machine was stopped working,

the electricity in the conductor would draw some smoke to it

and clothe it and then, if neighbouring objects acting by induction

were out of the way and the machine were worked, the smoke did

not fly off at random from the conductor, or move hastily, but

was gradually directed to the point by the general current of air

formed there.

3255. A hand held near the conductor clothed with smoke, when
electrified, quickly disturbed it— so also holding the smoking
taper near in the hand causes currents, because the hand acts by
induction and causes currents.

3256. When a point was held opposite to a conductor charged

positively and wax taper smoke evolved near both, the smoke
was attracted to the conductor and blown from the point.

3257. When the uncharged conductor was covered with smoke;
a point held opposite it, 5 or 6 inches off, and then the conductor

electrified, the smoke was blown off from the conductor by the

wind from the point. There was no appearance ofits going towards

* [3254]
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the conductor, or of any motion of the smoke from its becoming
electrical. It was simply blown away by the wind from the

point.

3258*. A Wollaston's point in glass tube attached to the Pos.

conductor gave a sonorous brush. When the machine strongly

worked, could bring a quiet glow on to it occasionally. It acted

much less effectively as a point than a naked point would have

done. When a ball held in the hand was approached towards it,

the tendency to form a brush increased. When a point held towards

it, then tendency to glow increased. The ball could draw a spark

I
of an inch in length. The approached point could take no spark

at all from it.

3259. When the Wollaston point was held opposite the Neg.

conductor, it gave at a moderate distance a good brush— or nearer,

only a glow, acting as if the point action were in part subdued

by sheltering force of the finger or a ball along side of it.

3260 1. A very fine Wollaston's point (the end of the glass how-
ever being flat) acted in the same manner. It gave very sonorous

brushes.

3261 . Smoke goes offfrom charged conductors by these sonorous

Wollaston's points and by other sonorous points just in the same

manner as from a naked silent glowing point. Hence intermitting

discharges do cause a wind.

3262. A point, being a needle, was fixed into a plate of mica by
sealing wax, so that the point was level with the flat surface of

the mica, there being of course a fine hole through at the place.

The Mica was about 3 inches square and when the needle was

attached by tin foil to a brass rod connected with a conductor,

the point was of course the end of that conductor, but instead of

being free in the air, was in the same relation to this mica plane

that the point in Wollaston's wire was to the terminal ground

plane of glass.

3263. When the conductor was charged, this point gave a

glow and discharged, but its action was evidently very greatly

diminished, for brushes flew off from the other parts of the con-

ductor in abundance, and I could take good sparks from it. When
the hand was approached inductively towards the point, I could

very easily obtain brushes from it and even sparks an inch or

* [3258]

t [3260]
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more in length, shewing how much the peculiar action of the

point was diminished by this defence of mica.

3264. Still the point had much more of that action than one

supposed to be protected in an equal degree by a metal plane.

3265. The stream from the point sometimes shot directly out-

wards, but the brush was of the same character as with a metal

ball, i.e. a short straight stem and then a semiglobular set of

ramifications. The Stream was accompanied by much wind out-

wards, the brush not so.

3266. When smoke was accumulated on this conductor with this

point on it, the smoke did not move off freely towards the

point as before, having indeed but very little tendency that way,

but near the mica the streams of air were as shewn in the figure*.

3267. Now had a point penetrating through a disc of mica about

I inch in diameter. This was attached to the end of the conductor

rod and electrified, and when the point projected about | of an

inch, it acted well, discharging the conductor, producing a star

on its extremity and giving neither brush nor spark. It produced

a strong wind directly out from the point, so that the lateral

indraught of air towards the point actually blew off the piece

of mica when it fitted only loosely on to the needle, and when
fixed tightly on to the needle, it actually pulled needle and all

forward out of the temporary tube of tin foil which served to

connect it with the brass rod on the conductor (2489).

3268. By smoke brought near it, I found that the currents were

as might have been expected and exactly as if an intense, minute

jet of air set off from the extreme point of the needle and drew
the neighbouring parts into motion.

3269. Is such air bodily electrified P. or N. or is it only electrified

with a directed polarity, having gained neither P. nor N. above

its natural quantity.^ This the great question at present; i.e. can

an electric be electrified. I do not think a conductor can.

3270 1. Now used a piece of mica consisting of a long part (8

inches) for a handle, and at the end a square part about i inch

in the side, having a round hole about 0-3 of inch in diameter,

which could thus be held in different positions to a needle point

fixed by a long rod to the conductor of the machine.
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3271 *. Whether this screen or piece of mica were held as in the

figure or with the point in the plane of the mica, or projecting

more or less beyond it, or falling much short of it, still the mica

was urged forward with considerable force by the currents of

air determined by the point, and that whether the point was
directed towards free space or had a large ball brought opposite

and towards it.

3272. But the mica became very strongly electrical on both sides,

and retained its power strongly; it required to be touched with

metal simultaneously on both sides to render it unelectric; the

opposite sides being in different states. It was in fact charged.

3273. Took a piece of mica, made a minute hole in it and then

put against a ball connected with the conductor of the machine,

to see if this hole would at all make part of the metal opposite

to it act like a point; but on drawing spark from the place did not

find this to be the case. The sparks always abutted on the ball

either at the hole, or if that were moved, at the edge of the mica—
not penetrating the mica but going over its surface to the hole,

but still the sparks were about the same size at the same distance,

and were neither more nor less readily formed when the mica was
away. Hence the surface opposite the hole had not a higher in-

tensity than elsewhere; was not in fact as a point in any de-

gree.

3274. Of course the surface of the mica which was outwards was
in the same state as the ball surface would have been, and perhaps

at these short distances nearly as strong. Hence the point at a

opposite the hole in the mica had no more advantage over the

point at h than it would have had if the plan[e] of mica c were

away, i.e. as far as regards the induction, and the induction deter-

mines the discharge and probably the whole superiority of a point

over a ball.

3275. So also, when the point was in the plane of mica, there

can easily be induction through the mica, as through the air, so

that the point is probably in the same relation as to its state with

respect to surrounding bodies as if in free air: but then it is not

so with respect to the access of air laterally and behind, and the

stream from the point (and the discharge consequently) must be

greatly retarded.

* [3271]

F

\
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3276*. Now proceeded to experiment with points in tubes of

glass (2488). The first point was a fine steel needle placed in the

axis of a glass tube of about the size of the one in the sketchy

connected with a platina wire which, passing through a hole

in the side of the glass tube, could be connected with the con-

ductor of the machine and thus the point be electrified. The glass

tube was closed at the further end. The part of the tube from

about a to the open end had been varnished both inside and out-

side and well dried.

3277. When the point was level with the plane of the tube mouth
or was only a Httle way inwards and the tube mouth was held

towards the Pos. conductor of the machine, it appeared to dis-

charge the conductor nearly as well as a naked needle. Judging

by the size of the sparks that could be taken when the points

were at certain distances, there was no sensible difference. But

when the point was an inch down in the tubet, then it had lost

considerably in its power, and when still further in^, it had lost

still more power, and required to be brought near a small ball

on the conductors before it recovered any thing Hke its distinct

and decided power as a point. When the ball was close up, then

it acted nearly as well as if the tube were away, but of course now
the relations of the air, its motions, etc. existed in a much smaller

space, and probably the space within the tube quite large enough
for the purpose.

3278 11. The same tube with its point, etc. was put onto the Pos.

conductor by wrapping a piece of tin foil b round the end of the

tube, so as to make it and the connecting wire e fit into a retort

cap c, and fitting that cap by tin foil on to the wire connected

Reduced to \ scale.
4

* [3276]

+ [3277] * [3277]

§ [3277]
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with the conductor of the machine. In this state of things (the

point being far in the tube as shewn) it acted as a ball to a ball

or the knuckels brought near, the sparks being 3, 4, 5 and even

6 inches long.

3279*. When no opposed conductor was near, then there were

abundant brushes from the edge of the tin foil also from the

place where the varnish terminated at a—and from the point

through the tube into the air. All these were sonorous and inter-

mitting. That at a shewed the great conducting power of the

glass in its ordinary state and the much higher insulating power

of the varnished surface. Long sparks could be taken from the

other parts of the electric conductor.

3280 1. Brought the point nearer to the mouth of the tube, making

it still Pos. Now there was a constant noisy brush on the point,

i.e. there was a star there and brushes from it through the tube

to the mouth and into the air, and much smaller sparks only could

be obtained from the conductor in other places. The glow at the

point appears constant though the issuing brushes intermit. There

must also be a current of air inwards near the edges of the tube,

for there is a jet of air outwards before the sound of the brush

is heard or when the machine is worked slowly, and the smoke
of a glowing taper passes in and out again. Whilst there is the

wind, there is no sound of the brushes, but a glow on the point

and even a faint stream right down the middle of the tube*.

* [3279]

t [3280]

* [3280]
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3281. When the Pos. point was near the mouth of the tube (as

thus*) then there was a silent discharge with a star or glow on

the point. A spark could be obtained at the conductor, about o-6

of an inch in length, which was little larger than that which a

naked point would allow. When the machine was worked very

hard, then a brush could just be obtained on the point in the

tube. The effect not far from a naked point.

3282. When the point was a little nearer the mouth but still

within, then it was as effective as a naked point.

3283. The approximation of the hand or of any inducing surface

greatly affects and facilitates the discharge from a point—and

therefore affects the spark that can be taken from the prime con-

ductor. This happens as much (if not more) with a point in a

tube as with an open point.

3284 1. Now used a tube open at the hinder end, instead of being

closed as before, and supported it on the conductor of the E.

Machine, so that though the wire was in communication with it,

both ends were free. When the point was far in the tube, it gave

a spark 4 or 5 inches in length like a small ball, and that nearly

in the same degree whether the end m was quite open or closed

by a cork.

3285. When the end m was open, it was found that a considerable

current ofAir set through the tube when the point was electrified

:

this was shewn by the direction of the taper smoke, which entered

strongly at m and was driven out at the other end. Still the taper

was at this time held in the hand, and it is just possible this might

have produced some of the effect.

3286. The wax deposited in a solid form from the glowing taper

is very inconvenient and is probably also a bad thing in its nature.

Must use long filaments of silk suspended from good insulators.

3287. Used a tube three feet long, open at both ends, and with

a needle point within, near one end. It gave the same general

results as the other, and when the point was about i inch within

the tube, it produced a strong current through just as in former

cases of the shorter tube.

* [3281]

t [3284] A
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3288 *. Employed a narrow glass tube with a point in it. The glass

tube had been drawn down from a larger one (as in the sketch)

and consequently the narrow part was very thin ; it was varnished

well outside and inside so as to insulate properly. The point was

a fine needle attached to a copper wire passing through a cork

at the larger end.

3289. When the needle point was | of an inch beyond the narrow

end of the glass, the end a being in connection with the Pos.

conductor, the point acted exactly as an ordinary point. Of course

the contracted end of glass tube would scarcely retard or alter

the access of air.

3290. When the needle and the aperture were together, it acted

almost as well as a naked point.

3291. When the point was \ of an inch within the termination

of the fine glass tube, the end of the tube and point gave a chattering

brush into the air. Large spark could be taken at the conductor

but notfrom the point through the tube—only a chattering brushy

spark.

3292 1. When further in (about half an inch) and the point op-

posed to the air, sparks passed from the needle point to the end

of the tube and went from thence in brushes or brushy sparks.

After a time, without any approximation of ball, hand or other

thing, the electricity broke through the glass at the place of the

point and then a brush issued from thence and nothing from the

end. I could not then obtain a discharge through the inside of

the tube to the end. Electricity always went outside at the fracture,

often travelling as a spark over the outside to the ball applied

at the extremity.

3293 Withdrew the point until nearly an inch in from fine end

of the tube. For a while streams and sparks passed up to first

fracture at a, but after a short time it broke through again at

and then no electricity passed from h to the end along the inside

of the tube.

3294§. Drew the point still further in, when of course it came
against a thicker part of the glass. Then worked the machine.
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Streams passed up the glass to the hole and from that hole a

sonorous brush issued. On working the machine very hard, there

was a silent passage within the tube (easily recognised by the

absence of the internal sound)— there was a star on the end of the

P. point of needle; a bright star at the hole in the glass—and strong

sonorous brushes streaming from that hole into the surrounding

air. Occasionally there was a feeble glow on the glass between

the needle point and the hole at but generally that space was
dark.

3295. The breaking through the glass is striking effect, for glass,

resin. Air and all around were insulators; there was no conductor

to give direction by an inductive effect. This probably occasioned

by a charge in the glass at the point, the point being Pos., the

glass inside Neg., the outside Pos., the Air Neg., and so the

charge had risen so high as to cause discharge through by rupture

of the glass; but this will go to shew that, as capable of taking up
polar or inductive state, glass or resin and air differ, for one must

have acted as coating to the other. Again, the same mechanical

force which can thus break through glass is probably that which,

breaking through air so easily about a point, causes the wind, etc.

3296. May, in this way, by charging glass, mica, resin, etc. by
point until it breaks through, perhaps get the element of power
which by continual recurrence produces the wind. Try this.

3297. It is also striking, that the inside of the varnished glass tube

would not conduct, but the outside by preference.

3298 *. Proceeded to experiment on the assumption of the conical

form by an electrified drop of fluid (2595). Amalgamated the end

of a copper wire until it held a good drop of mercury and then

electrified it positively. The mercury was very little altered in

form, whether exposed to air only or a ball held opposite to it.

It became a little more convex downwards and gave brushes or

small sparks. Even a glow could be brought over it, but its co-

hesive attraction too strong to allow great change of form.

3299. A drop of water was hung from the same point and elec-

trified Pos. A part was immediately thrown off in small drops

;

the rest took a shape rather conical and gave off a good sonorous

brush. If the hand or a ball were brought near it, the point of

water became longer and sharper; but when a point was held
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opposite to it, the extremity of the cone retracted itself and the

drop became round, there being then no sound. If a ball were

used so near to the end as to give a spark (about half an inch long),

then the sparks were not from the water direct, but their course

was from the edge of the metal over the drop of water (which

retained its conical form) until it reached the apex, and then darted

down to the ball beneath: the passage of many of these sparks

over the surface of the water was very beautiful.

3300. When the cone of water is giving a sonorous brush and

a point be brought near it, the brush and sound ceases, a glow
comes on the water and a light as of a glow star appears at the

end of the nipple.

3301. Made the water drop Neg. It was now more permanent,

i.e. so much water was not driven away, and the cone was more
formed, i.e. the sides not concave and the whole not so sharp—

apparently as if less air was rushing over its surface, than when
it was Pos.

3302. A point opposite to it did not cause this negative cone to

retract; it kept its form, being the mean while terminated by a

brushy star.

3303. When sparks are taken on to this neg, cone by either an

opposed ball or point, they are I think larger than when the cone

is Pos. : they go well over the surface of the water.

3304. Must again compare the form of Pos. and Neg. drop, using

thickened water, as gum water, for the purpose. Also Oil tur-

pentine. Oil, etc. I think it is principally the Air which passes

over the surface which gives the conical form and which also

carries off the fluid. Compare the effect with currents of air from

points on to fluids, etc.

3305. Directed the hanging drop of water downds. towards a

surface of water beneath. The drop Neg. When there was a wind
from the drop above, there was a depression on the surface of

the water beneath. When the two waters were very near and there

was a spark from above, then the surface beneath was a Httle

attracted. When the hanging drop was made Pos. the same results

followed.

3306. Put two needle points P and N into water very near to

each other thus, but there was no effect. The water conducted
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too well to allow of the points acting. Put minute cuttings of tow
into the water to shew the currents.

3307. Opposed the two needle points to different parts of the

same surface of water in a jar, not touching the water. There were

depressions in the water opposite both points, occasioned by the

currents of air setting off from them. The water and air were

intermediate conductors between the wires.

3308. Put the N. wire into the water and kept the Pos. point near

only. Whilst the point had a star and there was a silent discharge,

the water was depressed by the flowing stream of air; but when
by bringing the point nearer sonorous brushes passed, then de-

pression of the water ceased. A sonorous passage seems to be

independent of current of air. It seems rather as if passage by
spark or brush and passage by current of air are two distinct

modes. The latter connected with the charge of air, if that be a

possible effect.

3309. Now experimented with good oil of turpentine into which

a few particles of tow had been cut to shew the currents within.

At first put both needles in, as in the figure. Immediately there

were strong effects and great commotion. The oil of turpentine

did not conduct^ but insulated beautifully.

3310. Strong sparks passed between the extreme points of the

needles and I doubted whether any silent discharge or current

was produced. If there were, the discharge was vastly slower

than by points in Air.

33 11. The wires very strongly attracted each other in the oil of

turpentine, far more strongly than in Air. This will relate im-

portantly to charge of electric, induction, repulsion, etc.

3312. The particles of tow flew together, coalescing into a bridge

of fibres, evidently conducting from wire to wire very powerfully.

They formed a tough band, but when the electricity ceased or

one point was taken out, all fell to pieces again. This probably

a beautiful illustration of the attraction of aggregation and also

of chemical affinity.

3313*. On putting the Pos. wire from Machine into the Oil

Turpentine, there were violent effects. The whole fluid was in

motion and the surface was thrown into strong ripples and

undulations by the current of air from the Neg. point. The fluid
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rapidly flowed over to the Pos. wire and a jacket of it rose 3 or

4 inches up that wire to the level of the top of the glass vessel

and there formed an envellope ^ of an inch or more in thickness—

violently agitated and sending occasionally strong jets of the fluid

over the edge of the glass or towards the Neg. wire. At the

same time strong brushes darted from these parts of the Pos.

wire into the air. The jacket of fluid on this wire could be made
to be luminous with a glow.

3314. It would seem as if neg. air at point had rendered the

particles of oil turpentine Neg. and had combined by driving to

urge the attracted particles to the Pos. wire, up which they were

attracted by virtue of their opposite state, and gradually becoming

charged Pos. were then driven ofl" in jets, or attract[ed] to the

other wire, or assuming sharp forms dispersed the electricity

into and across the air.

3315. When the left hand wire was made Neg.^ still the same

results, except that that wire did not give brushes or glow.

3316. When both wires dipped into the oil of turpentine, still

great commotion at the surface and beneath, but must take the

wires in through glass tubes to avoid surface action.

3317. Made a rough Electrometer of wires— observed these in

air—they had a certain apparent repulsion. Put them into Oil of

turpentine, when the repulsion appeared vastly greater. The sides

of the glass vessel charged strongly from these wires, and on

applying the hand on the outside, the glass appeared to take up
a charge more strongly than if air had been there. Glass here—

Glass in air and Glass in vacuo, compared— Oil of turpentine in

this vessel is exactly in the same relation as air is.

3318. Can Oil of turpentine be electrified in a metal vessel, or

can a jet of it be electrified. Get a connection here with charge

of air, etc. and charge of glass or wax by rubbing them.

II JULY 1836.

3319. Drops and points of water and other fluids electrified.

Water on a ball. When the machine was worked slowly, a fine

large cone with concave outline was produced and a steady wind
in the direction of the point of the cone. Machine being more
quickly worked, brushes were heard—more water was thrown oflf
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in minute drops and the smaller pointed portion left was roughish

upon the surface, as if exposed to quicker wind passing over its

surface. When machine worked very quickly, still more water

thrown off by violence of action; what remained elongated and

contracted with a rapid alternating motion and a brushy sonorous

discharge was heard. The vibrations of the water and the dis-

charge of the successive brushes were probably isochronous.

3320. When this series of effects was produced in the dark, the

first large quiet cone had a luminous glow at the end : the sonorous

cone had brushes of the common kind.

3321. In these experiments the water was made Pos. When a

point was held opposite the Pos. drop of water, the latter soon

lost its pointed form— it retracted, becoming round, and now the

air current was from the Neg. point towards the water—not from

the water. This was very evident when the point held a little

nearer; the jet of air actually blew the summit of the drop of

water into a concave form.

3322. The water drop was now made Neg. in free air, no point

being opposite to it. A larger water cone than before was pro-

duced : it was also much more permanent, and had a short sonorous

brush at the summit. Even when the hand was approached, the

cone was not destroyed, until an actual small spark passed, and

then a little water was thrown off but not much.

3323. When a point was brought under this negative cone, still

the cone was not destroyed and it continued until a spark actually

passed. When point a little nearer, the Water point was retracted,

and the wind issuing from the Pos. point below rather drove the

water away.

3324. In the dark the Neg. cone of water always gave a short

brush, even when silent, as when sonorous from the approach

of the hand or a ball; but in the latter case the cone retracted

a little and the brush was larger. When the point or cone changed

its form, because of the metallic point beneath, then the brush

light disappeared, and the cone was silent.

3325. The elongation and pointed character of the drops is

probably due partly to the mechanical action of the current of air

over its surface, which itself is due to the form of the drop, and

partly to the polarity of the particles ofwater in the drop, sustained
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notwithstanding its conducting power by the continual charging

at the base and delivering at the sides and apex.

3326. The negative point appears to have a greater tendency to

cause wind or brush than the Pos. point. Probably the peculiar

character of Pos. and Neg. discharge from conductors into air

or electrics in the fluid state may be better examined by fluid

points than those of any other material.

3327. Saturated solution of Muriate oflime was used instead of

water for the drop. Whether Pos. or Neg.^ it gave exactly the

same results as water, though of course a greatly better conductor.

3328. Put a small drop of the solution of the Mur. Hme on a

larger ball below held in the hand and took sparks from the one

drop to the other. The spark was of the usual bright blue white

colour throughout its course, except at the end next the Neg. sol.

Mur. lime on the lower ball, and there it was very red.

3 329. Made the upper ball Neg. and the lower ofcourse Pos. Then
the spark was again red at one extremity, i.e. at the upper Neg.

solution. Varied this several times; the spark was always Red
at the end next the Neg. sol. Mur. lime—never at the Positive

drop. The spark or discharge was always conducted by the sol.

Mur. of lime; it never passed over its surface in the manner so

common with drops of water.

3330. Thick Gum water was used for the drops. When made
Neg. it gave a very fine large cone: I could not obtain a spark

from it; the point became so long and so capable of discharging.

(Good form.)

3331. When rendered Pos.—Moxt gum water was thrown off

than when Neg.— the cone became noisy and brushy. Holding

a large ball opposite, could obtain a small spark when it was near

enough, but were no particular effects as to colour of the spark.

3332. Syrup used—Made Neg. Was as before—could hardly ob-

tain any sparks— all brush. When sparks did pass, they went over

the surface of the fluid— there was no particular colour produced.

Syrup made Pos.—movQ thrown off than when Neg. but still a

good cone left— spark at this cone more easy to be obtained than

before when iV^^.—but it went over the surface of the fluid.

There was no particular appearance either at P. or N. surface.

3333. Used Strong Alcohol for the cone. Made Pos.— there was
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a cone but the fluid was very quickly dispersed and disappeared,

being driven off in minute drops and by evaporation. When the

Alcohol was made Neg., the same result was obtained. There was

no time to obtain distinct electrical appearances.

3334. Olive Oil^ Neg.—Q{mc\i\y driven of[f]— is in fact electric like

air itself and goes away with the air. When a drop was put on the

larger ball below, the spark either pass over it or expand it out.

The actions are quite unlike those of water or good conductors.

3335. Olive oil made Po^.-the same quick dispersion. When the

dispersion was on to a piece of paper held below, the oil spread

out, being extended and appearing in quick motion, and radiated

in lines from the middle outwards. In fact the air and the brush

issuing from the ball above move and spread out the oil, which

of course, as it extends over the paper, renders it a worse conductor

and the electricity has therefore to seek the edges by the most
direct natural rout[e].

3336. Strong Sol, of Potash. It gave a good cone, being Neg.—
and was like water or gum water in the general results of form,

brush, etc. etc. When the large ball beneath was approximated

considerably, little sparks passed and these were red at the Neg.

end against the sol. of Alkali. The electricity of the sparks was
conducted through the alkali and not over its surface.

3337. On making the Alkali Pos.^ more of the fluid was driven

off, and the general effects were as with water as to form of brush,

etc. When the spark passed, it had a little tendency to red at the

Neg. surface below. When sparks also from a dry pos. ball on
to solution of the Alkali— there was only slight reddening effect

at the neg. end.

3338. Put a drop of Strong S.A. on to the lower Neg. ball and

took sparks from a dry Pos. ball on to it. No redness at the Neg.

surface was produced.

3339. Muriate of lime^ tried in the same way, gave good result

of red colour at the N. end of spark.

3340. Sol. Nit. Mercury tried the same way—no change.

3341. Sol. Mur. strontia in the same way gave a fine red termina-

tion to the spark.

3342. Sol. Mur. baryta in the same way, not red^ but different

to the common spark ; was white or greenish or grayish white.
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3343. Sol. Mur. joflfcz—orange coloured Neg. termination.

3344. Sol. Boracic acid in water—gave no colour. The spark too

went over the surface of the drop, not through its substance.

3345. All these effects shew chemical character of the common
discharge, inasmuch as they take place at one Pole or surface

only. Must try Voltaic discharge in these cases; perhaps of char-

coal soaked in dense solution— or mixed powder and water of the

salts. Try Boracic acid at Pos. surface.

3346. Oil ofTurpentine^ an insulator as good as air, was now tried

as a drop to be electrified. It was instantly carried off just as

rapidly as Oil— or Alcohol or Air itself.

3347. Gum water was now put on the ball and rendered Pos. in

a receiver from which the Air could be exhausted, a metal plate

being at the bottom of the receiver and the ball so near it (2 inches

about) that the action was directly from the ball to the plate and

not towards the sides of the jar.

3348. In a very good vacuum there was no sensible change in

the shape of the drop when electrified Pos. or if unelectrified.

When the pressure within was 10 inches of mercury—the change

in shape hardly sensible, E. machine being strongly worked—not
at all if weakly worked. At pressure within of 14 or 15 inches of

mercury, the form began to be affected, becoming slightly nipple

shaped. The discharges were as before this change in form, suc-

cessive and brushy.

3349. As the density increased within, so the drop became more
affected and pointed, and at last a part of the fluid was carried off

in fine strings and the same phenomena as those in air ensued.

3350. When the drop within was made Neg. the same course

of events followed, except that the drop being larger, it was

affected in shape sooner—giving evident change of form when the

pressure within was only 9 or 10 inches of mercury.

3351. Now observed the effect produced when a dry ball was

made Pos. or Neg. near the surface of water. If near enough, it

attracts it and then a discharge takes place. If not near enough to

cause a discharge, there was no sensible change of form. If the

discharges be reiterated, then the successive attractions and dis-

charges produce a set of stationary undulations.

3352. Have varnished a long glass rod; it is now very dry and
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does not conduct electricity. On fixing a piece of smoking green

taper at the end of it and holding it near a charged conductor,

the smoke was much affected. Sometimes a stream to the con-

ductor—sometimes it streamed directly out from the taper away
from the conductor, and sometimes it divided, part going to the

conductor and another part from the same point from the con-

ductor, moving both ways at once from one spot. But I found

the taper a good conductor, and being so irregularly shaped, it

acted like a small conducting rod at the end of the insulating

glass rod and so produced many currents. When the taper was

stuck on the conductor the smoke went off rapidly as from a

point, and I could even draw sparks from the end of the taper

when the spark of fire put out and no smoke produced.

3353. If smoke be associated with the conductor or be left in

the air around, and the taper and rod be removed, then there is

no motion in such smoke when the machine is worked—except
there be brushes or an offset of air from the end of the conductor.

3354. It appears to me at present that the glow is always accom-

panied by wind or a current of air.

3355. Points in different situations.

A piece of mica put up against a point takes away its power
as a point and causes it to give sparks to a ball or end brought

near— or other parts of the conductor rise so high that they send

off brushes, etc. In the dark the light at the point is much reduced

but still there is a star or a brushy star there, and electricity appears

to be going off from it to the mica and from the mica to the air.

If hand or ball brought near, so as to cause a spark, that spark

travels over the surface of the mica.

3356. There seems to be a strange aptness for the transfer of

electricity either as a spark or insensibly between two surfaces

of different matters.

3357*. A needle point at the end of a wire was put into a strong

narrow tube which was varnished outside and inside. When the

point withdrawn i| inches down the tube; still brushes passed

from it into the air; the discharge in the tube being on the surface

of the varnished glass, and on arriving at the mouth of the tube

producing brushes into the air.

3358. It gave long ramifying sparks to a ball held near. Could

* [3357]
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make these go over the surface of the glass, the inside, the edge
and the outside; conduction or rather the discharge taking place

over the surface in a very striking manner.

3359*- Used a point in the air bent aside from the direction of

the rod. The brush from the end of it had considerable flexion

from the influence of the neighbouring charged surfaces.

3360. Oil of turpentine used as the insulating medium, the wires

which were employed as conductors passing occasionally through

glass tubes to remove the effect of currents through the air upon
the surface of the Oil of Turpentine. Some fine silk particles

were used to indicate the motion of the oil turpentine; they float

very well, and being also nonconductors will do so far.

3361. The Oil of Turpentine was put into a finger basin standing

upon a wooden stool, and a wire connected with thepos. conductor

was introduced through a glass tube, its end being a needle point.

The machine was worked and immediately there were violent

motions of the whole of the fluid, as if it took up an absolute

charge. On removing the charging wire altogether, there were

still further appearances of a charge, for a wire held in the air

about half an inch from the surface of the oil of turpentine put it

into rapid motion— or dipping a wire into the liquid would cause

still more rapid motion. On putting a ball and wire into the

liquid, thust, and leaving it there a moment, it was then able to

give a spark, as if it had collected electricity from the oil of

turpentine.

3362. But found there was no bodily charge of the fluid, and

that the whole was an effect of induction through the glass, for

on applying hand to the outside of the glass, the ball and wire

charged quickly and all the other effects occurred more vigorously.

3363. Took a fresh glass and fresh Oil of Turpentine^ connected

it as before with the machine but also mounted it on an insulating

glass. Now there was no movements of the Oil Turp, on working

the machine; but on applying the hand or a point to the outside

of the glass as at I could then obtain all the motions as before.

Hence the effects observed before were due entirely (and easily)

to inductive effects and not to any bodily charge of the Oil

Turpentine.

3364. Now put Oil of Turpentine into a metallic vessel (a platina

[3359] t [3361]
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crucible) uninsulated—and caused a wire connected with the

machine to descend into it so as not to touch the platina. So long

as the machine was worked, there [were] very violent currents

in the fluid—exceeding violent—moving all the fluid with extreme

rapidity and force. These are the equivalents of the wind in dry air.

3365. But when the Platina vessel was insulated, then there were

no currents unless there was at the same time escape from the

platina too, and the currents depended as much on the escape of

electricity from as on its access to the oil of turpentine.

3366. The currents therefore were not bodily charges of the Oil

Turpentine^ but transferring actions to the platina, which by induc-

tion was in an opposite state.

3367. When the crucible with its contents was insulated and con-

nected with the machine and charged, there was no motion in the

oil of turpentine except a point or something was brought towards

the surface, to which it could act by induction.

3368. The platina crucible with its contents was insulated,

charged by contact with the machine, discharged suddenly, and

then again examined for the electricity of the O.T.; there was

none there.

3369. The crucible insulated and its contents charged by a wire

dipping into it. This quickly removed, the crucible discharged

and after a moment examined again for any electricity of the

O.T. None there. This result like that of the tube and Air.

3 370. There seems to be no bodily charge of the Oil of Turpentine.

But when the inductive actions are allowed, the effects are beautiful.

3371. Thus when insulated platina crucible was connected with

the Pos. conductor, and a point connected with the discharging

train, and therefore Neg. by induction, was held towards the

liquid ; it caused violent currents and transits and very great com-
motion in the Hquid. Both the Air and the Oil of Turpentine are

active in this case as nonconductors. When the knuckle or ball

was held towards the surface instead of the point, there was not

so much attraction or motion—but it was greater the nearer the

knuckle or ball was to the surface.

3372. Oil of Turpentine appears to act as a much stronger in-

ductor than Air.

3373. May carry on these inductive actions causing currents in
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liquids, to those in solids, where there is no current, through

melting rosin, etc. etc.

3374. Are surely the same motions as those of Davy's elevations

or those of Herschell, etc. of mercury under liquid.

3375*. Now insulated the crucible and its contents, making it

positive, but communicated the Neg. wire with the Oil of tur-

pentine through a glass tube, so as to exclude any action of the

air at the surface and make the whole a case of contact with the

Oil of Turpentine only. There was then very violent action and
most powerful currents and sometimes even depression in the

middle where the wire dipped in to the depth of an inch or more,

and when the fluid had been driven below the end of the glass

tube, then notwithstanding the discharge produced by the cur-

rents, sparks would pass over the surface of the Oil Turpentine

between the crucible and the wire.

3376. When a brass wire and ball held in the hand was dipped

into the Oil Turp. instead of the wire end, there were also very

violent motions and currents in the liquid. When the ball was
brought near the sides of the crucible, quite beneath the fluid,

there were bright sparks passed accompanied with sharp sounds.

The colour of the spark was yellowish or white. The attraction

between the ball and the sides of the crucible was very strong,

swaying the ball about in the hand and that with a strong sensible

mechanical force.

3377. These attractions connect those of air and those of charged

glass, mica, paper, etc. etc.

3378. Now used two points in Oil of turpentine, each being

guarded by a glass tube, so that the currents could be observed

between them. There were violent currents in the liquid, shewn by
the motions of the Httle particles of silk. The fluid rises a good way
up the inside of the tubes o and r—but these tubes take a strong

charge in^ thin or even if thick, as was shewn by the sparks

passing over them. When the points were within half an inch of

each other, sparks (strong) passed between them. The currents

are not without induction; they are exactly like those in Air.

3379. The silk particles coalesce and gather together wonder-

fully. If any are present they are sure to be found. They mat

^ ? if

[3375] ^ V.
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together at, i.e. between, the points and make a very consistent

mass, whilst the discharge is passing, but the moment it is stopped,

they fall asunder. Looks quite Hke the attraction of aggregation.

3380. The particles of silk are probably polarized and have pro-

bably a real relation to the particles of an electrolyte. I do not

think their conduction is the cause of their coming together ; but

their soHdity and their reception of a polar state. They represent

the state of the particles of the fluid, and if they were fluid would

move as them. Hence they may constitute a step in the indications

and experimental evidence.

3381. Now used a silver dish in the oil turpentine as one of the

electrodes, a point being the other, and the action of the air being

cut off by glass tubes on conducting wires. Here therefore have

good induction by using point and plane in opposition. When
the dish was made Pos. and the Neg. discharging wire introduced,

the dish was violently moved and carried about by the currents

and drawn towards the end of the wire; and during all this time

there were violent currents.

3382. On making the room very dark, I could obtain a feeble

star on the end of the N. wire. I then made the dish Neg. and

the point therefore Pos. and then procured actual brushes on the

Pos. end | of an inch long and occasionally little sparks against

the Neg. dish. The phenomena are exactly of the same nature

as those in Air, but more difficult to obtain and also more limited

and insignificant, being but feebly luminous; still they were there

and with their peculiar P. and N. characters. There were some
filaments present in the Oil Turpentine. I must be sure they do

not produce the effect. Filter them out.

3383. At a certain distance obtained the bright spark in the Oil

Turp. as usual.

3384. I put a loose ball into the oil ofTurp. in the platina crucible.

It was strongly attracted by the ball in the hand. Shall obtain

some good illustrations in this way.

12 JULY 1836.

3385. Have filtered the Oil of Turpentine and rearranged the

apparatus with silver basin below, to obtain star and brush. The
point was the point of a needle (perhaps a blunter point would

FDIII
5
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have done better). The needles were fastened to the wires by
fine wire, that no fibres should get into the fluid, and all means
were taken to insure accuracy.

3386. When silver basin was made Neg.^ then sparks between

it and the point. These were bright, but long by comparison and

tortuous, the basin at the same time remaining quiet.

3387. When the basin was made Pos.^ it was much pulled about

in the fluid, as if there more powerful currents or induction from

the N. point: and the sparks when they occurred were much
shorter than before and straight. This consists with the sparks

from P. and N. terminations in Air; the P. termination ever

readiest to give a spark.

3388. Though difficult to obtain, still I did obtain the brush on
the induced P. wire or point, and the star on the induced N. point

in the fluid. Both were very feeble. The brush was very divergent

and consisting of but few rays. There are some minute fibres in

the fluid and I must try again, but I do not doubt the result is a

true one.

3389. When sparks are taken from the wire and dish under the

surface, minute bubbles of gas rise from different parts of the

silver capsule.

3390. Put in a little silk fibre cut; the brushes and star were not

better for this. Were also some broken pieces of glass in. Whilst

there, obtained brushes, but the star as difficult as before. They
probably had no connexion with the fragments of glass.

3391. Now made the Silver capsule Neg. and introduced a drop

ofgum water (thick) at the end of a thick rounded rod, the latter

being made Pos. On working the machine slowly, the drop was

powerfully drawn out into a cone and there were strong currents

in the oil of turpentine all round it. It was beautiful to see the

drop elongate between the end of the rod and the silver capsule

beneath.

3392. When the end of the rod was clean and dry and a drop of

gum water was put on the capsule beneath, then that drop spun

out laterally principally. The spinning out of the drop seemed

rather to be an effect of attraction than of currents. Still there

were very strong currents there and even a depression in the drop

below when a point held over it in the Oil Turp.
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3393. Four or five drops of gum water having been spun off

into the Oil of turpentine, which was about a pint in quantity,

had rendered it a very good conductor, so that with a strong

constant electric action I could now obtain no sparks between

wire and spatula, and even the currents themselves have much
fallen off. With a spark current at Machine, I could also obtain

sparks in the Oil Turpentine, and also brushes and ramifications

occasionally, i.e. a sparky brush.

3394. The Oil of turpentine was not quite so clear as before;

still it was not importantly misty and I could not tell whether

the water was actually dissolved or had only been minutely

divided and suspended. It was therefore filtered. It now came
out perfectly clear and as good an insulator as ever. Had sparks

as long as before and now could obtain no signs of the brush or

star.

3395. Put a piece of paper into the Oil Turpentine, and used a

ball in place of a point as the discharger. The paper flew about

in the fluid just as bran or gold leaf in air—being attracted, re-

pelled, etc. on the same principles and in the same manner.

3396. Before the spark has passed there is strong attraction of

the ball to the capsule. When the spark has passed, that instantly

ceases—no repulsion that I can find at that moment.

3397- When the ball was gradually raised out of the Oil Turpen-

tine, it took up with it a column of the liquid of considerable

thickness. If the machine were worked moderately, the column
was as the first figured*; when the action was stronger the column
was larger and thicker, as in the second figure. There was no
doubt both upward and downward currents in these columns,

but I must examine them again.

3398. It is evident that the discharge is going on all the time the

columns continue. If the ball be taken out and then dipped in

again, it will lift up a considerable quantity, with an adhesive

appearance as if it were syrup, provided the conductor be not

discharged. But if that be discharged, then all is quiet and natural

and there is no effect of the kind.

3399. When filings are put into the Oil turp. between the ball

* [3397]
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and the capsule, they are both attracted and driven about (by

the currents), but there were no striking appearances.

3400. I now removed the silver capsule and put mercury in its

place at the bottom of the Oil turpentine. When the ball was
brought near it, it was attracted up a little and the spark passed.

3401. When the ball (or even point) was further off from the

mercury, then violent currents were formed from the ball or

point to the mercury—over the surface of the latter to the sides,

up which they ascended and then back again. Every now and

then, even jets of the Oil Turpentine were thrown off into the air.

3402. The Oil Turpentine becomes turbid and injured, and can

readily obtain light both at P. and N. points in it. But I beUeve

that is because of little conducting particles diffused through it.

3403. Again repeated the experiment for star and brush in clean

unexceptionable Oil turpentine, but arranged the apparatus so

that the point was made Pos. or Neg. directly from the machine

and the silver dish was connected with the discharging train. In

this way the point has more power.

3404. When the point was Pos., Brushes were decidedly ob-

tained-the brush was good, though small by comparison with

brushes in air. When the point was made Neg.^ then there was

the star. The result I believe was very unexceptionable.

28 JULY 1836.

3405. Must shew that bodies do not charge bodily.

„ „ „ all charges are cases ofinduction or polarity.

„ „ „ excitation of Machine is the same.

„ „ „ when Pos, electricity is issuing, Neg, elec-

tricity is entering. This common knowledge but

very important.

„ „ that excitation of machine and the battery is the

same.

3406. Thermo electricity.

Surely the converse of thermo electricity ought to be obtained

experimentally. Pass current through a circuit of anty. and bis-

muth—or through the compound instrument of Melloni.

3407. In increasing the effect by number of alternations, is it the
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quantity or the intensity that is increased? If the quantity, that

is important to the theory of currents and to the development of

the cause. If it is intensity, still the same interest.

3408. The action at the place of contact, if it be at that place,

must be most intense, but most minute.

3409. Fuzed chlo. silver with Iron and platina can cause the

thermo electric current, and can also conduct it. The conduction

is through the fluid and without decomposition.

3410. Will chloride of silver, if partly solid, conduct the thermo

current: it does not the voltaic current.

29 JULY 1836.

341 1. The charge of a rubbed tube does not appear to be excited

by induction (though it may be). How is it excited and how is

it rendered polar ?

3412. Can there be two ways of obtaining polarity, one by induc-

tion, the other by some other condition ? Both probably reducible

to one general principle.

3413. Is it likely that primary polarization depends upon a rela-

tion of the position, etc. of conducting and non-conducting

particles ?

All would be explained if I could once know the true condition

of an electrified conductor, as for instance, the gilt india rubber

ball, as it is attracted and repelled by the P. and N. conductor.

There must be a difference, when it is positive and when negative

;

this may be a difference in the state of the electric around it. But

how is that state maintained—apparently by the Air of the con-

ductor.

3414. In the case of the Pos. wind^ there must be a Negative

current or transfer in the opposite direction—and Vice Versa. To
say noj would be to say that a body could be P. or N. alone, or

that it could be charged Pos. without losing an equal quantity of

Neg,^ or charged Neg. without losing an equal quantity of Pos.

3415. To say that a body could be charged Pos. or Neg. alone

would imply also that there could be a current of Pos. or Negative

without the other, i.e. a current of Pos. not having the virtues

of a Neg. current in the opposite direction.

3416. In that case too, a current of Pos. one way and a current
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of Neg. the opposite way would be distinct things and ought

to shew different properties.

3417. But as these supposed results are not true results, and there

is a current of Neg. going one way when a current of Pos. travels

in the other direction (or vice versa), then the drops or parts of

a stream of air, or oil of turpentine, or wax, etc. etc. must each

be polar and not actually Pos. or Negative throughout.

3418. Then these currents are no proof of absolute charge but

only of polar arrangement.

3419. All these things bear on the possible charge of a body by
other means than those of induction (in which case the charge

consists simply of polarity and always respects the insulator, i.e.

belongs to it). But as they are true only of polarity, they seem

to exclude any other mode of charge and by consequence of

excitement.

3420. As a Main fact^ is it not impossible to obtain one portion

of an insulator or electrolyte more positive than Neg., or more
Neg. than Pos. Is not Plus and minus impossible.^ I believe

that it is impossible, any more than that it is possible to obtain

a magnet or part of a magnet having more northness than south-

ness.

3421. In electrified conductors, all the electricity is on the surface

of the electric, and exists by induction. Not so. It exists by induc-

tion, but the action commences at the surface of the conductor.

3422. Conductors are probably simply matter in which the state

of polarity is quickly discharged, which in fact can hardly assume

polarity. Find, if possible, one (a solid) in which power of con-

duction is intermediate between that of metals and that of Glass

or resin. Query Caoutchouc, Wax.
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3423. After much consideration (here at Ryde) of the manner
in which the electric forces are arranged in the various pheno-

mena generally, I have come to certain conclusions which I will

endeavour to note down, without committing myself to any

opinion as to the cause of electricity, i.e. as to the nature of the

power. If electricity exist independantly of matter, then I think

that the hypothesis of one fluid will not stand against that of two
fluids. There are, I think, evidently what I may call two elements

of power of equal force and acting towards each other. These

may conventionally be represented by Oxygen and Hydrogen,

which represent them in the voltaic battery. But these powers

may be distinguished only hy direction^ and may be no more
separate than the North and south forces in the elements of a

magnetic needle. They may be the polar points of the forces

originally placed in the particles of matter, and the description

of the current as an axis of power, which I have formerly given,

suggests some similar general expression for the forces of quiescent

electricity. Line of electric tension might do; and though I shall

use the terms Pos. and Neg., by them I merely mean the termini

of such lines.

3424. It appears to me at present that we may generalize so far

as to compare the various phenomena which take place in con-

ductors together—and also those which take place in non-con-

ductors together. The distinction of the phenomena in conducting

and in non-conducting matter appears to be the greatest we can

establish, as far as regards the modes of action in the various cases.

If this difference were explained and reduced to one principle

or law, an immense extension of this branch of science would
probably result.

3425 . Bodies cannot be charged absolutely as far as my experience

goes, only relatively, and by a principle which is the same with

that of induction. All charge is sustained by induction. All phe-

nomena of intensity includes the principle ofinduction. All excita-

tion is dependant as far as I can see on induction. All currents

involve previous intensity and therefore previous induction.
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Induction appears to be the essential principle of the development

of electricity.

3426. But both conductors and nonconductors can be charged

on their surfaces, provided those surfaces are in contact with an

insulator through which induction can take place against another

surface equally charged with the opposite electricity.

3427. Bodies through which induction takes place are insulators

or non conductors. The induction is conveyed through them

from particle to particle, and not at once by a single act or impulse

from one bounding surface to the other. Thus if a be a plate of

metal charged P. and exerting all its inductive action through the

intervening plate of glass or mica towards which will be there-

fore equally Neg.; and if the Glass or Mica plate be opened at

c d^ the surface of glass P will be as Pos. as the plate cz, and the

surface of glass N as Neg. as the plate B, i.e. provided the induc-

tion of a and b be still towards each other and through the glass.

If the plate glass were opened out anywhere else parallel to c d^

the same result would be obtained.

3428. Hence every particle between the two inducing surfaces

is polarized, or rendered positively and negatively electric on its

two opposite sides, in the direction of the line of electric tension;

and representing particles thus polarized by a line -\ with a

cross mark to represent the positive side, then the particles in the

glass are in the position represented, except that the P. part of one

particle is no doubt intimately related in force and power to the

N. part of the particle next to it at that side.

3429. If the metal plate a could be (as it can) removed, then the

exposed face of the glass would be Neg. electrified; and if in a

similar manner the plate b were removed, the face exposed would
be Pos. electrified. If both plates could be removed at once, the

two sides would be found in opposite states. When however the

metal plate is removed, it leaves the substance which replaces it,

as the Air itself, in the same state which it had.

3430. This conclusion respecting the relative states of the parts

of the particles in the electric or insulator is strengthened by
the state of the electrolyte between the electrodes of a Voltaic

battery before discharge is allowed and whilst it is in a state of

tension.
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3431. The following are the conditions of matters under this

view.

3432. i. Excitation. When Glass tube is excited by amalgam,

then the metallic rubber is Neg, and the glass left P.

3433 *• h' Charge ofprime conductor by a point.

This case involves at 4 the discharge by wind or when wind
is produced—which will be considered directly—but the metal P
becomes electrified the same as the glass.

3434 1. iii. Induction in charge of a Leydenplate— diXid. its resolution

into charge on metal again.

3435 ^. iv. Discharge by points or wind,

I think the Air between the P. and N. conductors must be

as thus arranged— the wind I suspect to be incidental only—how
the discharge takes place I do not as yet perceive. The above

arrangement^ is as unobjectionable as any other requiring polarity

in the particles of the insulator—and absolute charge of the particles

is disproved by the considerations relating to the current ( ).

3436 §. V. Discharge by conduction.

This consists in a return from or letting down of that state of

the particles of the insulator which constitutes the state of tension,

whether the insulator be air, glass, resin or a solid electrolyte

^ i.e. as in the diagram.

* [3433]
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as chloride lead, ice, etc. How the particles of the conductor allow

of the transfer of forces is to me a mystery as yet, but it seems to

consist in a ready transfer of the force from particle to particle,

producing the same result without separation ofattracting particles,

as is done in an electrolyte by separation of attracting particles.

That is done in the compound particle of an electrolyte which
here happens in the single particle.

3437- The experiments of Wheatstone shew that the metal is

polar for an instant, but that this polarity instantly falls, the sum
of free force still remaining at the confines. Now this retardation

is probably the result of a very small degree of that force which
in insulators is very great and causes their insulating power. They
may therefore in reality be like insulators which do not sensibly

discharge— or like liquid electrics as Air, Oil turpentine, etc.,

which discharge by motion, or Hke Electrolytes which discharge

by transfer of chemical power.

3438. There appear to be three forms of transfer:

Conduction, as in metals or solid electrolytes, including

Air, Oil turp.

Chemical force, as in Voltaic arrangements.

Sparks, brushes, etc.

3439*. vi. Discharge by Spark.

This is a concentration of polarity from a large surface into a

small space, and at last destruction of it there, perhaps by a motion

of particles. All the neighbouring parts are let down exactly as

if a wire had been used to conduct; they therefore return back

from the state to which they had been raised. Hence the act of

transfer by a spark, as by a wire, must be something different

to a rise in intensity, though dependant upon that. It is something

equally powerful but of an exactly opposite nature.

3440. This discharge or transfer is probably exactly the same

with that of combustion and also local action.

3441 1. vii. Removal of coatings from a jar.

The metal U may be taken as the inside coating of a jar and

the metal X as the outside. On removing X, the state it had by
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association with the glass and U must be considered as assumed

by the Air which replaces it, and it may well be that that Air may
assume such a state, for the air against the much smaller surface

of the balls of the discharger, when it is used to discharge the

jar, suffice to hold the state just before the discharge.

3442. But then this must be a positive and actual charge of that

surface of the air, just as it was a real charge of the surface of the

metal, which had previously held the same place.

3443 *. viii. Separation ofa conductor under induction into two parts.

The course of things are represented by the three diagrams,

but the explanation assumes that the metal can now receive a real

charge of electricity on its surface, just as before that power had

been assumed for the glass. But it seems to me impossible to refuse

acceptance to this original or primary charge, though no accumula-

tion of one kind or the other alone can be brought out from it.

An excited glass tube or rod of wax is a case where the power
primarily resides upon the insulator. An excited conductor, in-

sulated or under induction, is a case where it primarily resides

upon the metal or conducting body. And a voltaic battery,

before its discharge, is a case where it primarily resides upon both

electric and conductor.

3444. ix. Discharge of an excited rod by contact. The discharge

of a primarily excited electric by contact is very important to be

understood aright. According to the previous views, it would
follow that the conductor as it approaches becomes Neg., taking

upon itself the induction which had been generally excited upon
surrounding bodies, until it was at last in contact with the rod,

and that then its high Neg. state and the rod's high Pos. state

were discharged by that kind of action of the particles which

then
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occurs in the discharge between particles of air or water where
are no currents, or even in metals.

3445. But that makes the case one which seems to shew that con-

ducting power of metal does not cease at its last particle but at

the first particle of the insulator, and that would imply that the

electricity of the metallic surface and of the insulator are of the

same kind.

3446*. Case ofElectrolyte and Electric compared.

If the surface rendered P. by the battery render the surface of

the liquid chloride of lead N. by induction, and the phenomena
of chemical decomposition seem to shew that, then the surface

of the solid chloride of lead in contact with the corresponding

surface of platina rendered P. either by the battery or machine,

must also be N. and remain so as long as the induction lasts. Now
for chloride of lead solid may be substituted Glass, wax, rosin.

Oil turp.. Air, etc., or any other electric or insulator. Therefore

if the surface of an electric under induction is the same as that

of the metal against it, then the surface of an electrolyte against

an electrode must also be the same in state as the electrode, before

the act of letting down or of discharge commences.

3447. Case ofa single pair ofplates in a voltaic circuit.

The exciting cause the affinity of the Zinc and the oxygen of the

water; the Zinc is rendered P. and Neg. by that act;

renders its associated Pos. (in this respect the two resembling

a metallic conductor). being Pos. renders Neg. by induc-

tion and being Neg. renders its associated Pos. by con-

duction^ as happened before (by conduction or connection). The
platina is rendered N. both by connection with the Pos. Zinc and

by induction towards the Pos. H^, and its power or state of

tension towards that particle thus rises to a degree equal to that

between the Zinc and O^. The conduction of the metal is in this

respect very important, and acts the same part as the association

(whatever that may be) between the O. and H. of the same

particle of water. But the origin of the state of tension is between

the P. Zinc and the Neg. Oxygen.

3448. A particle of water is at first and in ordinary circumstances

evidently not polar; perhaps it may be represented thus. When
a piece of Zinc is put near it (i.e. into water), it is probable it

* [3446]
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cannot of itself produce any polarity, for induction cannot occur; ^Jl^

because the hydrogen cannot become Pos., there being no other ®
surface which can be to it Neg. by induction; the associated

oxygen cannot therefore be Neg. by the power of the zinc. It is

in fact the endeavour (a vain one) to charge a Leyden jar insulated

on the outside; or if many particles of water be supposed in

association, to charge many jars in succession, the last being

unconnected with the ground, so as to complete the circle.

3449. Still there must be a most striking and powerful relation

between the Zinc and oxygen in that state—a state of tension

which, when accumulated, is the same as that of ordinary excited

electricity. But when so accumulated, it exhibits this state of

tension when the opposite sides are not connected, though this

is perhaps not true, for they are connected by induction, through

the Air, the glass or other medium which is employed in the

apparatus used to shew the tension.

3450. Continuing with the single pair of plates : if a platina piece ^ ^^J^l^
be brought towards the hydrogen, still all will remain unchanged, /0\ /~\

because the platina, though tending to become N. through the \Jy (J^lyC^
mutual influence of the Zinc and oxygen, cannot And a part to

become, by induction or otherwise, equal Pos.^ as is essential.

But if the platina and Zinc be elongated, so that they may come y^"^ /^^~\

near each other in some part, and being both conductors, then ( ^J~i^)
as the ends { and p come near each other, they by virtue of the

state which the effort at the Zinc and oxygen make, and the fitness
^ ^

of their states to induce towards each other, will assume by indue- /> z

tion through the air the electric condition, which will also extend

round the circle, and things will acquire this state; the two ends j!L

of the Platina and also the two ends of the Zinc not being in my (^JX^J
the same state but in opposite states by conduction, and in that \^

respect each piece of metal resembling the compound panicle of V 5
water. ^ ^

3451. Now when p and { are so near as to be at the highest

state of excitation, just prior to contact, and as high as the action

of the zinc and oxygen can make them, then discharge or rather

transfer occurs upon their contact. It seems to me that this transfer

between p and { does not alter the state of things elsewhere in

the circuit, because the Zinc and the Platina will not be more
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highly P. and N. after than before; I mean the Zinc and platina

in relation to the O. and H.; for take it thus: let the platina and

the zinc be before hand in contact, but the platina away from the

particle of water* : things will then be as they were when zinc only

was approximated to (or rather in contact with) the oxygen

(p. 7590- Then bringing round the platina until opposite the

hydrogen, as it approaches the latter, the induction will occur

and the states of the Zinc, Oxygen, hydrogen and Platina will be

as before. In this case a current will gradually have passed at />, {

and elsewhere in the metals
;
before, no current at { occurred,

but only induction, which produced the same results at the larger

Platina and Zinc. The discharge at last was therefore only a local

effect and replaced the induction at />, {, and discharge is always

only a local effect.

3452. This may probably be traced through the luminous tube

down to particles of matter and therefore to a simple spark. The
discharge or spark was evidently the same thing in a moment
across insulators as the current produced in the last case.

3453. Well then, when the power has attained this state, and all

the particles are in highly excited conditions, the oxygen leaves

the hydrogen to unite to the Zinc, the Hydrogen leaves the oxygen

to touch the platina, and then the four particles are in neutral

states.

3454. Now as the oxygen and the Zinc in combining have had

their mutual inductive actions discharged, a transfer or its equiva-

lent must have occurred between them, and as this is local and

solely occupied in discharging the intensity, this act does not

produce any result outside these two particles, or in the wire

beneath. In the same way, the action between the Plat, and

Hydrogen has been entirely local; a transfer has occurred which

has discharged their mutual state of induction, but done nothing

more, and this has left the particles in a state of freedom. A separa-

tion of the particles of the water, or the oxygen and hydrogen,

must have had of course an exactly contrary effect in a contrary

direction, for it has compensated for the current of electricity

which occurred between the two particles, whilst yet combined,

without a necessity for a return in the same direction.

^ See par. 3448.

* [3451I
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3455. Now from these views, if correct, one or two important

consequences flow. First^ the current in the connecting wire is

not due to the act of combination of each pair of particles of Zinc

and Oxygen, but to the previous act of induction. It is that which

lifts the current forward a step : then the resolution of the particle

of water compensates for that lift and set[s] all in a -9- state, upon

which a freshly exposed particle of zinc and other water acts,

and during induction gives another lift, and thus the current is

continued.

3456. The current therefore consists of a series of lifts which are

succeeded by and compensated for by a series of successive actions.

3457. The entering of a particle into a state of combination or a

state of freedom is equally a matter of indifference because

3458. The act of polarizing a compound particle by induction is

in fact a virtual separation of the bonds which unite its elements,

by the use of antagonist bonds; as these are strengthened, those

are weakened.

3459. The phenomena give the strongest reason for believing

that each particle transfers an equal portion of electricity, and

that the electro chemical equivalents represent the weights of the

atoms of bodies. This may be a distant, but it is a direct, relation

established between the attraction of Gravity and chemical attrac-

tion.

3460. Must consider the case of a battery and decompositions,

tensions, transfers, etc. etc.

3461. The act of transfer and the letting down the induction of

the electrified parts, as in the discharge of a Leyden jar, are two
very different things, and the word discharge should not be used

for both. The word discharge applies very well to the lowering

of the charged surfaces, but not to the spark itself, or to the actual

transfer, however it may be effected. When the knuckle is opposite

the prime conductor, the air is charged by induction
;
presently a

spark passes, and the air is discharged of its polarized state by
something which happened in a very small space.

3462. A charged jar will give no electricity to a carrier on its

inside, whether the outside be insulated or not. This shews the

perfect and complete relation of the two surfaces, which act by
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induction through the glass. When therefore the ball and cap

of a charged jar are away and the outside is uninsulated, the two
electricities or Pos. and Neg. forces are then exactly of the same

amount.

3463. Hence a conductor charged in a chamber has exactly the

same quantity of electricity as the exposed walls of the chamber

withinside have of the contrary kind.

3464. If whilst the jar was in that state, both coating[s] were

removed, then the surfaces of the Air must be left charged as

the coatings were. These forces are solely directed towards each

other, because they are of equal amount, and as the air surface

withinside must act outwards only^ so the outer can act inwards

only. But suppose it a glass cylinder thus charged, the inside P.

and the outside N.,by the coatings : then if the coatings were away,

all would seem indifferent; but if the cylinder were opened out

into a flat sheet, the surface within would then act towards the

walls of the room, in part, by induction, and to an equal extent

relieving the induction on the opposite side, which would then

appear towards the walls and the plate would be Pos. and Neg.

on the two sides to external tests; but roll it up into a cylinder

again, with either the P. or the N. side inwards, and all signs of

electricity on the outside would again disappear.

3465. In this case the surfaces of Air against the glass must have

a real charge, as the metal coating surface had, and if the charged

glass could be filled and surrounded with glass, then the two
electrified planes must be planes of glass really electrified. The
great question is, in such cases, how are the boundaries sustained

in their electrical state.

3466. Can easilyarrange this thus. Suppose a mass of an insulator,

glass, resin, etc.; a and h plates of metal, charged P., and c and d
plates charged Neg. Withdraw first cz, then and afterwards

c and and the whole being closed up hermetically, the part

between a and c must be in an Electrically polar state.

3467. There was an old idea of zones of P. and N. in electrified

bodies ; must find this out and see what it is. QueryEncy. Britannica.

3468. Remarkable points about the Electric current.

3469. In whatever mode an Electric current has passed, there is

no loss of power or gain of power.
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3470. Neither is there any change or qualification of it.

3471. Its magnetic powers are the same, whether it is passing

in an electrolyte, or in a conductor, or in a spark, or in wind or

even in inductive action. Such at least seems to be the case.

3472. Again, the strange independance of the power as to matter

in some cases strange; thus in my case of rotation of wire and

magnet when fixed together, and also in Ampere's case of rota-

tion of magnet on its own axis.

3473. The natural state of the particles of matter and their aptness

to assume an electrical state appears to be a primary fact and to

come before the common excitation, induction, etc., which would

probably flow as consequences from them. ,

3474. It is a most important fact that elements only are separated

as yet as Anions and Cations, i.e., that compounds do not so

separate. Considerations arise from this that these are true ele-

ments^ or that Electricity is resoluble into simpler power. See my
notes from the Friday Eveng.; but consider cyanogen, etc.

3475 . But it would appear probable that Elements can be polarized

:

thus Sulphur acts as an electric, so I think does dry chlorine,

iodine, etc. Hence these can be polarized, but not divided into

elements. Hence mobility of the power, or of its direction.

3476. It would seem that any free particle must be supposed to

have both states—but that is a question.

3477. When metal or a conductor is used, it is as if the particles

of the Electrolyte or non-conductor were in contact in the direc-

tion of the axis ofpower—not as if the metal made all the particles

of the electrolyte etc. upon its surface have common cause, thus:

® makes Jc^^j-^ not ""(^^^^^ ^
.

3478. I think that the wind or currents in Air and Oil of tur-

pentine must be an incidental and not an essential result. If they

are essential, then their action would be very important to be

understood. Are essential }

3479. Can I get wind from two opposite points at once } I be-

lieve not; and that would go far to prove that the wind was not

an essential thing and the result of a positive charge, but an inci-

dental result.

FDIII 6
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3480. But then, I cannot do without the discharge of particles,

quietly and sans change of place, as in air, oil of turpentine, etc.

348 1 . Think this well. IfP and N were two surfaces ofan electric

acting entirely by induction towards each other and having no
external relation, then, as a matter of fact, if they could be left

free to move, they would be strongly solicited to go towards

each other; the polarity of the intermediate matter would dis-

appear, and at last, when P and N should be in contact, their

polarity would disappear also and all electricity would be lost.

In this case the particles would discharge each other, but without

waiting to know how that comes about, will it not account for

the currents ?

3482. Again—does not this discharge of particle to particle bear

upon the way in which electricity tends to travel between the

surfaces of conducting matter.
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3483. When metal surfaces against glass are electrified by induc-

tion, and then the metal on one side separated, the removed
metal is -t?- and the air between it and the exposed glass surface

is except the surface of the air which is opposite to or against

the glass, and that is as the metal was : thus*

The question may arise, why does not the electric against the

1 metal plate B assume the polarized state, rather than the glass

/ retain it ? Why not left thus ?

Because the metal surface ofA against the glass, and the surface

^ of Air against the glass, are each only half charged (they possess

the sustaining state), as for instance thus 1- and — exerting

a positive power only or a negative power only to a distant

direction. Unless therefore discharge could take place through

the glass particles, or they could be counteracted by opposite

forces communicated, they cannot lose these states, and the induc-

tion before them must continue, because they sustain and support

the action of the intermediate particles.

3484. But then, as B is moved away, there must be a regular

transfer of state between it and the air which replaces it and

assumes its state; so that the :• condition of the former be-

comes the :• condition of the latter, and the condition of

* [3483] ^ ^ 3
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the latter becomes the -e- condition of the former. In that respect

the charge of the Air surface and of the metal surface must be

exactly equal.

3485. Now this implies conduction from particle to particle be-

tween the metal and the air, as above, and between the glass and

the air in other circumstances, as perhaps the one figured; and the

principle of this giving of power or interchange of conditions

exceedingly important. Wish I knew how this takes place; all

seems to depend upon it.

3486. May suppose that conduction does not stop short at the

last particle of the conductor, but extends to the first surface of

the first particle of the electric. Follow this roughly out.

3487. i. Excitation— \eh as not being supposed to be understood

in either case.

3488. ii. Charge ofa conductor by a point— \eh to iv. Conductor

thus.

3489. iii. Induction and its resolution again.

3490. iv. Discharge by point or wind.

The act of discharge remains, as to neutralization by the moving
currents, just as in former case. But particles are supposed to be

polarized in the contrary direction.

3491*. V. Discharge by conduction.

Would consist in a giving up of the state of the particles against

the metal to the metal, and its neutralization as before, through the

wire.

* [3491] ^ ^
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3492. vi. Discharge by spark. As before, except that particles

are in the reverse direction in the polarized electric.

3493- vii. Removal ofcoatingfrom a jar.

The same difficulty here as before as to the state when in the

middle and indeed in all the positions.

3495. ix. Discharge of excited rod by co/zracr— simple.

3496*. Case ofElectrolyte and Electric compared.

This imply, that chlorine was more apt to become Pos. than lead

and took the Pos. state in preference, and the lead therefore be-

came Neg. in preference, and that the expulsion of the elements

or their separation was because the Pos. electrode could make the

chlorine a pos.^ and the Neg. electrode render the lead so Neg. in

a certain direction as to induce the particles to move on in that

direction by successive lifts.

3497. With regard to Voltaic excitation, it does not do much, for

the zinc is not supposed to be in an electric state, except by rela-
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tion to the chlorine, and that relation an inductive one. But it

may be considered that the zinc is more intensely positive than (z^{) (cU\/Z^
the lead, and that, touching the Neg. chlorine, it takes it from the

associated lead, and that be advanced to the next chlorine, and

so on.

3498. The changes may, as it appears to me at present, be rung

upon this principle of communication between the conductor

and electrolyte, by true conduction, in all cases, but not so con-

veniently or simply as in the case of supposing that its last

particles act by induction on the Electrolyte and Electric.

3499. The principle of communication appears to require that

a plate of Glass electrified by induction should sustain its state

of itself; thus * having the metals removed becomes t. But as

the power is impressed at the surfaces (or at least at one surface)

it seems difficult to resist the impression that that surface must

have an overcharge (above mere polarity) unless a power be

admitted as residing in the surface opposed to it. That is, if the

metal, being inside a jar, be not charged P. on the surface towards

the glass, but be then the glass must be charged P. so as to

sustain the general tendency to return to the indifferent state.

Now how can this be done unless it have an extra or positive

charge, for it is not related in any way to external particles but

only to those which are internal. The whole plate will therefore

be rather thus.

3500. A great difficulty is to decide how particles which can

evidentlybecome polar, as those of Electrics, can also become only

half polarized, i.e. may be Pos. or Neg. on the side toward

surfaces in the opposite state, being then representable thus:

-j or :•. If such particles, they seem to have the power
of perfectly discharging each other.

3501. Evident that the intensity which is sufficient for decom-
position is very low—but the quantity required very great.

8 AUG. 1836.

3502. In induction, much as to the relation of the particles within

the glass and also the Air or oil of turpentine against it, and re-

specting Induction generally, may be wrought out.

* [3499] t [3499]
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3503. Let an electric be excited on both sides by induction and

then let it be separated into plates, the metal charging plates

having been removed*. Then each plate ought to be charged as

highly as the original plate, the air between not being polarized

or charged at all. And each plate, if lined with conducting plates,

ought to give as much electricity as the whole original plate.

3504. If this be true, then the thickness of the plate of the electric

will have no influence in resisting the breaking of a discharge

through it, provided it be charged always to the same degree,

for the power inducing discharge between the metal plate and the

N. end of the particle of glass touching it, is the same as that

between the Pos. end of that particle and the Neg. end of the next

particle, and so on to the end. It is quite likely that it may
require more power in a thick plate to polarize all the particles

up to the same degree as those in a thin plate, and so thickness

may interfere, but probably whenever the power is sufficient to

subvert the forces of one set of particles, i.e. those of the metal

and the electric touching it, it is sufficient to subvert all the rest.

3505. The greater or smaller facility with which this first ele-

ment of force is attained may constitute the difference between

conductors good and bad, and nonconductors.

3506. In this view of the case, the separated plates ought not

to attract each other, except with that degree of force which will

be occasioned because of the division of the induction in flat

plates between the Glass and the Air. In plates where the induc-

tion entirely between the two surfaces, the subdivided plates ought

to shew no attraction nor any electricity externally.

* [3503]
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3507. Biot view of Poisson's theory in the article Electricity in

t'he Suppt. of Ency. Britannica. He refers to Article Galvanism^

but there is no such article there.

3508. Coulomb proved that all the Electricity in a conductor

was external or on the outside—and that the force of attraction

was inversely as the square of the distance.

3509. Poisson's theory appears accurately to represent the dis-

position of the forces when air is the Electric considered, but the

theory would agree with many other assumptions, as well as that

of two fluids, etc. It is very clumsy in its mode of viewing the

mutual action of particles of electricity and of air, and the pressure

of the electricity against the air, or the pressure of the Air rather

against the electricity, as if these two fluid[s] had similar reciprocal

actions on each other. It applies only to cases of disposition of

electricity, and attractions and repulsions in Air or other constant

insulating medium. It does not explain induction or at least not

its principle, or else it assumes that the electric force acts in right

lines through the inducing electric, as Magnetic forces do through

all bodies but iron, and as Gravitating force does. It does not

touch voltaic electricity. It is very Hmited as to its account of the

manner in which electricity is associated with the particles of

matter or developed in them in the first instance. It would pro-

bably apply correctly to the idea that Induction is a polarity of

particles. It gives no explication (or attempts any) of the nature

ofconduction— or the difference between that and non-conduction.

3510. Coulomb states that the chemical nature of the conductor

has no influence on the disposition or the force of a charge on a

conductor. This very striking and important.

351 1. For pressure of air in Poisson's theory, must most pro-

bably read charge of air: I think that will meet all the cases.

Compare my view of discharge of charged air with Biot expres-

sions in Article Electricity in Supp. to Ency. Britt. at part marked
in pencil [3 in the margin.

3512. That induction through Air, etc. does not act in right Hnes

but in lines variously and much curved or bent according to
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circumstances, is a strong proof that it is an action of continuous

particles affecting each other in turn, and not an action at a dis-

tance. Contrast with direct attraction, as Gravitation or Magnetism,

through matters indifferent to it, as Air, Water, Glass, Metal,

etc. etc.

3513. If the distribution of Electricity on the parts of a sphere

or spheroid can be varied by varying the surrounding insulating

medium more or less, then it will shew that this distribution is

not dependant upon the Air's pressure but upon induction, that

being also proved to be dependant upon polarity of particles.

Thus, let us make the globe G an electrified conductor and the

part a sometimes air, sometimes glass, sometimes resin, etc. If

the quantity of electricity at h on the surface ofG varies with these

changes, it will shew that the distribution over G's surface does

not depend, as in Poisson's theory, on internal condition or upon
external pressure of air. It is of course understood that all ex-

ternal inducing conductors shall remain unchanged during the

expt.

2 SEPT. 1836 (could not enter these notes before).

3514*. Have had a new apparatus made for discharge in gases, like

the former except that sliding wires knobbed outside to prevent

accidents. The diameter of the globe was 7 inches and its capacity

about cubical inches. The ends of the wire were about this

size ^ and both were round and nearly alike ; of the two, B end was
smaller than A end.

3515. The Globe, being exhausted, was filled with ordinary coal

gas let into it slowly, through a tube packed with pieces of fuzed

chloride of calcium. It remained perfectly clean and bright inside,

as if the gas were sufficiently dry.

COAL GAS. 3516. Common pressure (29-94 inches in laby.)—A Pos. from
machine— Continuous current. Sparks occurred in the coal gas until

interval between ends was full one inch— they produced a sharp

clear sound in the globe—they were sometimes green, sometimes

red, and sometimes green in one part and red in another in the

^ Reduced to \ scale.
4
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same spark; there were also occasionally very sudden black parts, coal gas.

i.e. non-luminous—perhaps the difference of colour, etc. may
depend upon the presence of two or more different gases in the

coal gas.

3517. At a little greater distance, there were little strong brushes

or shoots; they occurred at both ends, were short, had a long

dark interval of half an inch or more between the two sets, and

often had the quick sharp sound of the spark, as if the discharge

through or by this gas was very ready and quick, even when it

did not produce a spark or luminous discharge through the whole

interval. These brushes were often and indeed generally green.

3518. The sides of the wires ought to be black, or at least if not,

it is very needful to be aware of the reflection of the light of the

spark, first by the glass inside and then by their surface, which

makes the appearance frequently of a glow upon them, when there

really is none. This can be distinguished by the place of the ap-

parent glow when the wire is moved.

3519. Common pressure—KNeg.—continuous current. The sparks

did not pass through quite such great distance as before, but

otherwise the effects were the same.

3520. Common pressure—K Pos.—Spark current. By small sparks

at the conductor, obtained better sparks inside. These were green,

red, etc. as before—varying the distance of ends of A and B, did

not easily obtain brushes within unless large sparks were taken

at the conductor, and then procured them. The brushes were pale

in colour and grayish, and appear to come on or occur with

difficulty. They are most abundant and best formed on the Pos.

end of A, but still are well set on the Neg. end of B.

3521*. Common pressure-K Neg,-Spark current. Now by large

spark at the conductor could obtain the brush discharge across

in this form, but it was certainly most brushy at the Pos. end of B,

thoughA connected with the machine. There was a clear difference

between the character of the P. and the N. ends, though by no

means so great as in Nitrogen, or some other airs. Could obtain

the red and green spark light here and there in the course of a

discharge, but the brush or ramification always very pale and

gray as compared to those in Nitrogen.

3522. A Pos.— Continuous current— rarefied the coalgas. When the

* [3521]
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COAL GAS. pressure within was about 5 inches of mercury, there was a good
discharge of either continuous or spark current. The brushes and

ramifications were good as to form but pale and gray in colour.

There was nothing else particular.

3523. A Neg.—Pressure about 5 inches ofmercury. Same results

as when A Pos., except that with a long spark at the conductor

the discharge within was of the straight lambent flame appearance

and not in brushes. This straight discharge comes on sooner when
A is neg. than when A is Pos.

3524. Rarefied until pressure within was only 0*94 of inch, not

being able to proceed further at present with the pump. A Pos.—

Continuous current— th^ discharge was directly across—resoluble

by moving the eye— the light gray and not bright. When the

Spark current was used, the discharge was flamy and pear shaped

and purplish, but nothing like as in nitrogen. On using larger

sparks at the conductor, a glow appeared also at each discharge,

down the sides of the Neg. end ofB.

3525. Then made A Neg. The appearances were much the same,

except that both the Neg. and Pos. ends were covered with glow
when large sparks were taken at the conductor.

CARBONIC ACID GAS. 3526. Carlonic acidgas. Made Carbonic acid gas from Whitening

and dilute Sulc. acid; received it over water; and passed it slowly

into the exhausted globe through the drying tube charged with

fuzed chloride of calcium.

3527. Round ends— Common pressure^ 29*94-A Pos.— Continuous

current. Sparks passed within, until the ends were full ifinches

apart—at greater distance the discharge was by a brush having

a very feeble light and appearance. The colour of the spark was

much like that in Air-perhaps a little brighter and greener-it was

fairly sonorous-and had rather an irregular form, not being so

near straightness as the spark in air.

3528. A Neg.— Common pressure— Continuous current. The sparks

passed to a great distance, even to 2 inches; they were bright and

beautiful—very irregular in form. At greater distance there was

a feeble faint discharge by brushes. At these intervals, much
electricity is conducted over the surface of the glass— it would be

a good thing if the globe could be varnished.

3529. A Pos.— Commonpressure—Spark current. With small sparks
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at conductor, there was discharge by brush at certain distances carbonic acid gas.

of ends inside—with larger spark at the conductor there was spark

inside, even with wider interval than the last. There is a readiness

in this gas to pass the discharge as a spark—and when brushes

occur, they are often as good nearly at the Neg. as at the Pos.

end. But must remember that the glass of the globe charges and

may interfere with the result.

3530. A Neg.—commonpressure—Spark current. With small sparks,

a brush or brush discharge across at small distances inside, but

with larger distance inside, spark there with same discharge at

conductor as before. The same with large spark current— then

had good long sparks inside. The Pos. brush is a- little the best

generally, but not much, and the brush always poor in character

in Carbonic acid at common pressure, either as to colour, light

or size.

3531. A Pos.— Continuous current—Exhaust or rarefy. As the

rarefaction proceeded, the spark within became greenish and it[s]

light rapidly diminished. At pressure within of 9*95 inches of

mercury, there was a spark of that kind at distances less than \\

inch. At greater intervals the discharge was by brushes with

ramifications but poor as to light or colour.

3532 . A Pos.— Pressure 9-95 inches mercury within—Spark current.

With small sparks -stream from A to B when distance small and

brush when larger distance. With large sparks— stream between

A and B, or when these wider apart pretty good ramifications,

and those at the Pos. end better than those at the Neg. end. Did
not obtain spark inside with Spark current at conductor.

3533. KNeg.— Pressure ^'f^') inches— Continuous current. At small

distances of ends a pale spark as before with continuous current—

at larger distances a fair brush at the Pos. end of B and a little

brush at Neg. end of A. When the ends were very wide apart

could obtain the steady glow on the P. end of B, and a small glow
or a star on the Neg. end of A. With Spark current^ the results

were nearly as before, i.e. dull ramifications and those on both

ends, but the superiority of the P. end in this respect still pre-

served.

3534. Made A Pos.— used continuous current and continued to

exhaust. As it proceeded and the rarefaction increased, the light
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CARBONIC ACID GAS. betwceii A and B varied in form, and at last became a stream

across, having the same form, etc. as in air, but the light was

never very good, being of a dull purplish appearance.

3535. At utmost rarefaction. Pressure inside about o-6 of inch

of mercury— ^^czr/^ current. The same discharge across and the

glow down the Neg. wire-but the light dull.

3536. Made A Neg.— Pressure 0*6 inches—continuous current. At
short distance within, glow on Neg. end of A-then the dark

space ( ) very short— then stream straight to B. At greater

distances this stream expanded, and separating in the middle

distance formed two brushes on the N. and P. ends with a dark

space between. The Pos. brush the best. All intermitting.

3537. With a spark current. The same as before, i.e. glow upon
the sides of the Neg. A, and the discharge straight between the

ends—the light better perhaps than before.

3538. In order to contrast the appearances in these two gases

with that in Air, now let in Air—exhausted and passed the dis-

charge through. Found that the light was as good as formerly

in air and very purple—very different from the Carb. acid gas or

the coal gas.

3539. Though Carbonic acid gives but a dull light, it is better

than some of the former ones.

3540. The highest exhaustion at the pump was 29*4 inches of

mercury.

3540|. Belli (1836) on easier dissipation of Neg. Electy. than of

the Pos. in air. Bib. Univ. 1836, Septr., 152. Difference very great

and coarse if the results be true.

3 SEPR. 1836.

Barometer in Laby. 29 '97.

„ at Pump 29-40 with highest rarefaction.

MURIATIC ACID GAS. 3541. Muriatic acid gas made from Mur. Amm. by Sc. Acid into

a jar over strong oil of vitriol to dry it perfectly. Succeeded very

well indeed. Gas quite good and clear.

3542. As in experimenting with this gas I could not rarefy by
the Air pump, I adopted another plan—and also began the observa-

tions in the rarest state of the Atmosphere within, and proceeded

on to the densest. Having exhausted the globe (which has a
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capacity of 180 cubic inches) as much as the pump could effect, muriatic acid gas.

then 37 c.i. of the dry M. A. Gas at common pressure were let

in, so that, of the mixed atmosphere within, about ^th would be

air by volume and ffths would be M. A. Gas. Then exhausted a

large flask about twice the size of the Globe, attached it to the

Globe, opened the communications; closed them; blew out the

flask atmosphere; re-exhausted it; re-attached it, and re-opened

the cocks. The atmosphere of M. A. gas rarefied in this way to

somewhat less than a pressure within of 1*97 inches of mercury

( ) was then used as the rarest state of it.

3543. A Pos.—continuous current— rarefaction 1*97 inches Mer.

When the distance of the ends within was small a dull contracted

discharge took place across. When the distance was larger, the

middle became dark and there was either a glow upon the ends

or a mere star.

3544. K Pos.— rarefaction I'i)"] inches Mery.—Spark current. With
moderate sparks at the conductor, there were sparks within; they

were greenish and pale, and continued until the interval was about

I inch, and then the discharge was in the form of a stream across

of a bluish colour, not purple Hke that in nitrogen or air. When
the distance was more considerable, this stream divided into two
or three streams, assuming the character of ramifications. With a

larger spark at the conductor, had the same general effect, but

not such good sparks inside with the moderate or small interval

between the ends ofA and B.

3545. The light in this gas was pale as compared to that in

Nitrogen, and bluish.

3546. In order to know the degree of exhaustion, the globe was

attached to the Air pump guage, and being opened, raised the

mercury to 28 inches, giving a pressure within of 1*97 inches to

the M. A. Gas atmosphere.

3547. Did not make A Neg. for this pressure.

3548. Let in 30 c.i. of fresh M.A. Gas from over the Sc. Acid,

bringing the pressure within to 6-47 inches mercury; made A Pos.—

Continuous current. Sparks occurred inside until the interval ofA
and B was about an inch, when of a sudden a dark discharge came
on, with a low squat brush or glow or mixture of brush and glow
on each end. Even when brushy, it was very short—was inter-
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MURIATIC ACID GAS. mitting or resoluble. There was no sensible ramification here as

yet. The colour of the spark was reddish, but not striking.

3549. A Pos,—pressure within 6'4J inches—Spark current. With a

small distance between A and B, obtained reddish sparks inside.

With an interval a little larger, sometimes the discharge was a

bright reddish spark and sometimes straight across and flamy,

like a very exhausted and sudden but not a dense sharp spark.

With greater interval and moderate sparks at the conductor, I

obtained a brush on A and a glow on B, pretty fair in shape but

poor in light. With large sparks at conductor and a large interval

between the ends, had sometimes the discharge straight across,

but generally a dull spark occurred at the conductor^ and then there

were mere feeble brushes at A and a glow on B.

3550. A made Neg.—pressure 6*47 inches within—constant current.

The effects the same as when A Pos. With spark current, also

the same as nearly as may be, relative to the discharge and the

characters of the N. and P. ends. The light was bluish and poor

I

and the spark reddish. The brush at Neg. A often as good as it

had been at Pos. A—but the brushy tendency of Pos. B could

be observed at times. Still nothing Hke so much here as in Air

or Nitrogen.

3551. On trying the pressure by mercurial guage, it raised it to

23-5 inches or 6*47 inches of mercury within.

3552. Now filled the Globe with M.A. Gas from over the Sulc.

acid. It remained quite bright and good, and the brass wires

were not at all acted upon during the experiment.

3553- A Pos.— Pressure common^ 29-97 inches— Continuous current.

At small distance of A and B, the sparks within were bright and

white, or nearly so. Sparks continued to pass until the distance

was about i inch— then suddenly ceased and I could obtain no

signs of brush, glow, or any other light at either end inside. Yet

found that by putting a ball opposite the outside of B, there was

a very important discharge through the globe and through the

M. A. Gas. At last could, now and then, render this silent dis-

charge visible as small spurting brushes, but more oftener dark.

3554. A Pos.—Pressure 29*97 inches—Spark current. The effects

were nearly as before, i.e. at small distances within, bright spark

inside; then at quarter distances, either a dark discharge, or a
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very poor brushy discharge— at greater distance, the discharge muriatic acid gas.

quiet and dark. During all this time there were fine brushes from

the charged parts of the apparatus into the common air, contrasting

strikingly with the effects in the M. A. Gas.

3555. There seems to be a remarkable tendency here to discharge

without brush. There is great difficulty in forming a brush or

ramification. The spark, when it occurred, always was bright

throughout. I did not observe any dark part.

3556. A Neg.— Pressure 29-97 inches— Constant current. The spark

occurred within until distance was about i inch. Then a glow
on both ends and nearly alike. Brush very rarely observed. Spark

always complete throughout its course. When the s^ark current

was used, then as before, when the sparks within ceased, it was

very difficult to obtain the brush. It was rather a glow on both

ends; but the glow on the Pos. B could be observed now and then

tending to assume a brushy condition*. When the interval was

increased, still the result was the same.

3557. The spark was always complete throughout and nearly

white.

3558. During the whole of the experiment the gas was quite

clear and the Globe perfectly bright and dry.

3559. During these experiments, observed the outside of the

globe to conduct much more than I expected—could produce

constant brushes by the knuckles opposite to it. Think perhaps

it was rather more than when the globe was filled with common
air; but the difference, if any, small.

3560. Now cleared out the Mur. acid gas and introduced com- common air.

mon air to compare at once its appearances at common pressure

with those just observed in Mur. Acid gas.

3561. A Neg.— Constant current—common pressure. Sparks within

to distance of an inch— then discharge by luminous stream across

or by P. brush and N. brushing star, to distance of 3 inches—and

then a glow on each as far as they could be separated, being

4 or 5 inches. With Spark current, there were fine brushes inside

on Pos. B and sometimes even on Neg. A. Brush, etc. at the

greatest obtainable intervals.

3562. Made A Pos.—common pressure— constant current. Sparks

as before. At greater distance, a low brush on Neg. B and nothing

* [3556]
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COMMON AIR. on Pos. A, or else a glow sometimes. With the Spark current,

there [were] either sparks or else fine large ramifications from

Pos. A, as on former occasions with air, and very different to the

appearances in M. A. Gas.

3563. Must remember that the highest exhaustion or rarefaction

of the M. A. Gas was not equal to that of gases which could be

withdrawn directly by the Air pump.

3564. There can be no doubt that the properties of Nitrogen as re-

lates to the phenomena of brushes, discharge, etc. etc. are essential

to the production of atmospheric electric phenomena. So the

gathering up of the lightning into a brush and then a discharge, etc.

Remember that the Air is generally charged Positively, ifnot always.

12 SEPTR. 1836.

3565. Coating the edge of the lining of a jar with paper is said

to retard the discharge-breathing also do something of the same
^ kind. Can this be because the induction through the Air is more
- round and has a longer course ; the partial charge above the edge

of the lining having the same effect as rounding the edge of the

foil and making it a cylinder would have; i.e. the induction forced

to go thus, as at a, and not more directly as at b.

3566. In my view of induction, discharge through the electric

occurs when the particles next to the conductor are so highly

polarized as to suffer the phenomenon of discharge, and does not

depend upon the tension of the whole series more than is required

to bring any one stratum up to that degree. Under that view, a

point has the stratum of particles soon brought up to that degree

and hence the reason of the discharge there.

3567. The following references are to the Ency. Brit.% Vol. vi.

Article Electricity.

3568. Induction. Good enunciation of principles by Cavallo,

p. 444. Cavallo on induction, p. 461. No accumulation, 458, 459.

Electricity is on the electric, 460.

3569. Excitation, Beccaria on 448. Nicholson on 499, 502, or

Phil. Tr., 1789.

3570. Electricity supposed to he Vibrations^ 452, 461, 465. Light

a vibration of the Electric fluid, p. 452.
^ Third Edition, 1797.
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3571. Glow noticed and described, 469, 501, 502.

3572. Gases. Van Marum on spark, etc. in 505, 507. Colour

of the spark. The course or order of colour in Air from perfect

vacuum downwards is, accordingtoMorgan,Dark—green—blue-

indigo—violet-purple— dark.

3573*. Conduction— ovex surfaces, 452. When a discharge is sent

through a long wire of this shape, the discharge will pass at a

through the air— this clearly shews that the air on the surface of

the wire is under induction during the discharge ; or that the wire

holds a charge for an instant.

3574. If Induction is essential to electrical phenomena of tension,

then such phenomena must require matter. If also cqnduction

depends upon matter: then the phenomena of a true vacuum
ought to differ from both and be peculiar— or else there ought

to be both the absence of induction and of conduction across it.

3575. Morgan's paper on non-conduction is in Phil. Trans.,

1785. Davy's in Phil. Trans.

3576. Would be strange if we could prove that no induction

across a vacuum.

I OCTR. 1836.

3577. The following references are to the first supplement to the

Ency. Britannica^, Vol. i. Article Electricity.

3578. Induction. Electric meridian, 575—influence of an inter-

posed electric (think power is like gravitation, 577)— polar state

of glass and electrics,6oo— electricity on the electric, 599— Beccaria,

glass plate has innumerable polar strata, 601— Electric capacity,

593, 620.

3579. Charge of air (good), 569-607.

3580. Materiality and transfer, 576.

3581. Excitation; Metal and Glass, 578.

3582. Conducting power, 611.

3583. Points in tube, etc., 607. Brush and stream, 607.

3584. Coulomb's electrometer described, 621.

3585. Epinus' theory, 560. Russel's, De Luc's, 618. Cavendish

theory is in the Phil. Trans., Ixi.

3586. Must try again the effect of Electric tension on insulators.

Try a plate of mica, thin, and stick two prisms on thus so as to

^ Supplement to Third Edition, 1801.

[3573]
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be able to look through it. Try also thin glass in the same way.

See 2512, 2515.

3587. Cavendish theory. Phil. Trans., Ixi, p. 584.

3588. Conduction. Cavendish does not attempt to explain, p. 649.

3589. Cavendish first shewed that discharge is not by one channel

only but, if they are present, by several at the same time. P. T.,

1776, p. 197. As discharge is probably preceeded by induction,

i.e. polarity of particles, the fact will shew that induction is in

curved lines and occurs also in different degrees in different bodies.

3590. Electric spark—cause of its light and also of its chemical

action on gases— the latter purely mechanical. Biot, Annales de

Chimie, liii, p. 321.

21 OCTR. 1836.

3591. According to Coulomb, all conducting bodies have the

same capacity. Now if I can shew that insulators have different

capacities, then there would be strong presumption that the elec-

tricity in induction is on the electric and not on the conductor.

3592. Electricity feels out its way in advance before a discharge.

Harris on Ship's conductors. Nautical Mag. xxvi (No.)^.

3593. Conduction according to Harris a negative quality. See on
ship's conductors. Nautical Almanac, No.xxviii^ Now supposing

that induction was polarity, and that conductors were bodies in-

capable of polarity, it would agree with this conclusion of Harris's.

3594. A fine wire in Vacuo will conduct a dischge. over its sur-

face, which would destroy it entirely if in air at common pressure.

Query the relation of this to the charge of the air on the surface,

or to the diminution of the quantity which actually goes through

the wire.

3595. References to CoulomVs admirable papers in the Memoires

de I'Academie, etc. from 1785.

Torsion balance construction, 1785, pp. 570, 575, 577; 1787,

p. 422.

Law of Electric repulsion and attn. 1785, pp. 573, 578, 580, 611.

Points, 1785, 622; 1788, p. 651, 654, 663, 690.

Law of Magnetic force, 1785, pp. 587, 611.

^ These references are both to the Nautical Magaiine, Nos. 26 and 28,

Vol. iii, 1834.
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Discharge by air, 1785, 613, 615.

Say that when hot is greater, 625. Doubt this

if the water is not allowed to increase at same time. What is

the cause of the variation spoken of, p. 626 ?

With reference to different gases
^ 1785, see p. 626.

Conduction of support, 1785, 632. Does not relate to internal

conduction. Has close relation to discharge over surfaces, etc., 628.

NOVR. 1836.

3596. References to Coulomb in Memoire de VAcademie^ etc.

Absolute charge of air, good to quote 1785, p. 613.

Loss by air not affected by nature of the body eleetrified,

whether insulator or good or bad conductor, 1785, 622. Does not

this connect the loss with the inductive condition, instead of a

condition of charge }

Chemical nature of the conductor has not the least influence

on the quantity or intensity of electricity on its surface, 1786,

67, 69.

The electricity is entirely on the surface, 1786, p. 72; 1787,

p. 452.

Influence of form— distribution on the surface, 1787, p. 421;

1788, p. 617.

No difference in inductive force of different media, 1787, p. 452,

453. If Coulomb be right here— then no specific power—no action

except in right lines, etc.—a most important point.

Electrical kite theory good— 1788, p. 654.

Induction, 1788, p. 670, etc.

Theory of two fluids, 1788, p. 671, 673, good. Mem. de

rinstitute, viii^, 213.

Lightning rods, theory of, good, 1788, p. 690.

Magnetism, 1789, p. 455. Mem. de I'lnstitute, iii, 176; iv, 565;

vi, 399.

„ theory of, 1789, p. 481.

Coulomb, Eloge on, by Delambre. Mem. de I'lnstitute, viii, 206.

Supposed difference of resistance of P. and N. Elect, in Air.

Do. viii, 215.

^ This and the following two references to Vol. viii are in error for

Vol. vii.
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3597. Experimented on inductive power ofglass. Made a Singer's

electrometer electric— the top terminating with a broad plate—

then brought another plate near the upper—sometimes air inter-

vening and sometimes also a plate of crown glass. When the glass

was there, the electrometer collapsed more than when away, as

if induction more facil thrgh. glass than air. But this was found

to be due to the conducting power of the glass (though it was
warm). For in the first place, when the glass was there, then

the approach of the inducing plate made no difference, so that

induction was evidently not through the glass—and on the other

hand, when the plate of metal was taken away, the mere approach

and recession of the glass itselfmade a difference in the divergence

of the leaves, approach diminishing the divergence and recession

increasing it. In fact, through the conducting power of the glass,

the part opposite the upper plate of the electrometer had assumed

the opposite state, and hence acted by induction as a conductor

itself would do. I must cover the plate with a coat of shell lac.

3RD DECK. 1836.

3598. Have lately made a Coulomb's Electrometer (torsion) from

his own directions, and like the instrument very much. The in-

sulation is very good and with repulsions equivalent to forces

expressed by the angles of 30°, 40°, 50° or more will hold the

charge for 20' with little sensible diminution. Even when the

repulsions indicate 600° or 700°, the loss of forces is very slow.

3599. I have used for the torsion a fine glass thread, according

to Ritchie, and find it excellent. With a torsion of 1000° or more,

it returns perfectly; there is of course no set.

3600. The first glass thread I used was not fine enough and the

lever and pith ball [vibrated] once in 2^ beats of my watch. I then

used a silk worm thread, but that was too delicate and appeared

to take a set— for instance, when I carried the Index of torsion

round Six times, the lever suspended to the thread went round

only twice. Sometimes for a single revolution of the Index the
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pith ball would not move at all. This was probably due to a very

feeble electric state in the ball and the want of perfect regularity

in the roundness of the glass jar, so that in one position the pith

ball was nearer the side than in another, and then would be

attracted. The suspension thread was about 2 feet long.

3601. I then used a second thread of glass, very fine, and it now
remains attached as the thread for service. It is so fine that the

time of vibration of the suspended needle is 13 beats of my
watch (140 beats = one minute).

20 DECK. 1836.

3602. Have for some time past been engaged in preparing plates

of shell lac, etc. for experiments on induction. Easily cast square

and round plates, and then soldered in little loops of white silk

into them at various places at the edges, so as to allow of future

suspension by long threads of white silk.

3603. I found it exceedingly difficult to free these plates from all

electricity, so that they might be used as interposed media in

cases of induction without exerting any influence by their own
electric state. Handling made them electric-wiping with a dry

cloth made them electric-with metal, etc. the same. Wrapping
them up in tin foil or paper for days or weeks did not remove
this electricity, so perfectly does this body insulate or non-

conduct.

3604. The only process I found to succeed was to wash two
cloths well in distilled water, wring them as dry as I could, and

then, whilst holding the shell lac in one of the wet cloths, wipe

it carefully over in every part with the other, and at last deliver

the plate into the air, without touching it with any thing else.

It is of course dry immediately. It is then free from electricity,

and to prove that no film of conducting or interfering matter

has been left by the cloth, a mere touch with the finger in any
part will render it electric, and that electric state it will retain for

hours together undiminished.

3605. All these conditions of the plate, etc. are exceedingly

well shewn and examined by means of the Coulomb's electro-

meter.
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3606*. cz, a plate of brass 4I inches in diameter, insulated on stem

of shell lac and connected by a wire 5 inches long with the brass

ball c halfan inch in diameter— a similar plate of copper opposite

cz, distant inches from it, and connected with the ground—
therefore uninsulated a square plate of tin foil 6\ inches in

the side, suspended by white silk so that it could be brought

between a and b or removed at pleasure.

3607. £z, c was then electrified negatively and the ball in Coulomb's

balance was also electrified negatively. Then a pith ball at the

end of a stem of shell lac was brought to c, made to touch it,

introduced into the balance and the repulsion observed. Now
whether d was between a and b or not, the intensity at c was not

much affected by it, though d was attracted and moved, but not

allowed to touch a. The effects were less than I expected, but

were of no consequence to the general question of specific in-

duction.

21 DECK. 1836.

3608 1. Experimented carefully in a case of comparitive induction

between Air and shell lac. ab ^ small conductor about 4 inches

long, consisting of a thick short wire terminated by two similar

brass balls ^ of an inch in diameter each. The conductor was

insulated on a pillar of solid shell lac— <: and d two metal plates

each 4I inches in diameter, placed in similar positions opposite

the two balls a and b, and connected with the ground; the distance

between the balls and the plates was nearly 2 inches. A square

plate of shell lac ^ of an inch thick and 5 inches square was then

suspended by long white silk threads so that it could hang between

a and d without touching either, or be drawn away to a distance

without altering the relative distance of the metallic parts.

3609. Then a b was electrified Negatively and of course acted

by induction through the air towards c and d^ and in an exactly

similar manner. The carrier pith ball of the Coulomb was two
or three times brought in contact with a and ^, and with the
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repelled or measuring ball in the Balance of torsion, so that the

latter was fairly and similarly electrified. After which, observa-

tions to be recorded were made thus. The Carrier ball was

brought to the extreme end of the conductor at a or then

introduced into the Coulomb's balance and the divergence or

repulsion of the two balls measured; and this was done succes-

sively with the ends a and 3, so as to yield a correct average,

sometimes with the plate of shell lac in between a and c and

sometimes away.

3610*. Without shell lac and with air at each end of a and the

repulsion was nearly 36° at either extremity.

361 1. Shell lac introduced between a and d.

Average of a, 36-97

37°-5

37-0

36°-4

3612. Now the shell lac plate removed

b . .

'34-2 .

Average of a, 3
4°

-06 34

134

35

33°-7 - Average of b^ 34°'^

34°-2.

34-2^

33-8 V Average of 34*^

34

iii 3613. Shell lac between a and d again

b .

'34-7 .

Average of a, 34-7 34-7

134-7

33

32-5

32-5J

Average of b, 32-66

3614. I now advanced the metal plate d nearer to cz, indeed close

up to the plate of shell lac, which was still in place.

35*3 •

Average of a, 35-33

* [3610]

35*5

35 •

32

31

31-5

Average of ^, 31-5
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V 3615. Now took away the metal plate d altogether, leaving the

shell lac plate opposite a as it was.

b . . 3I-5"

32 . . aAverage of a, 32^

. 31-5 V Average of ^, 31-5

d . . 31-5]

vi 3616. Now took away the shell lac plate also.

"1
. 30-8 V Average of h, 30-86

d . . 30-8

vii 3617. Brought the plate c to within | an inch of ball h.

Average of a, 30*33

31

30

130

Average of a, 28

33*5

33-5 y
Average of 6, 33-5

33'5.

viii 3618. Put the plate of shell lac close up to a.

^ . . 32|
6 . . 32 > Average of 32°

i . . izj

ix 3619. Took the shell lac away from a.

h . . 32-5]

^ . . 33 - Average of b, 32-83

3 . . 33 )

3620. It is evident from vi that the plates c, d had not done much
by their presence in modifying the general induction at a and

as they differ so little in their intensity when one is away. At vii,

however, the inductive effect of the plate is evident, and in that

state the approach of the shell lac is a little to increase the intensity

at the air inductive surface at as if induction were somewhat
more difficult from a through shell lac than through air. But this

is the reverse of the action in i and iii, which seems to indicate
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that induction is more facil through lac than air. The effects how-
ever were very small in the difference and probably accidental,

and indeed v and vi would seem to shew this, for they indicate

no difference whether shell lac or air was next the electrified

conducter.

3621. These results seem to shew that induction is alike forcible

in both.

23RD DECK. 1836.

3622. Have had two apparatus made for Induction through air

and liquids, in which an inner and an outer ball are kept at fixed

distances and serve as coatings ofLeyden Phials, air being between.

They are numbered i and ii and are in all general respects alike.

The insulation of the Inner ball is by a metallic wire enclosed in

a glass tube, the latter being covered well over with lacquer.

3623. Tried these by charging them alike with Neg. electricity

and charging also the indicating ball of Coulomb's electrometer.

No. i No. ii

At 9^. 30' . . 39° divergence 39° divergence.

9 46 . . 25 „ 33
10 10 . . 18° „ 29 „

In these experiments the repelling ball was brought against the

upper ball of the two pieces of apparatus and then its repulsion

on the indicating ball observed. As the indicating ball would
have stood naturally at Zero, the 39° or other quantity not only

shews the degrees of torsion overcome but also the distance at

which that force was overcome.

3624. It is evident from the above experiment, that both i and ii

lost electricity rather fast, and No. i most rapidly.

3625. Now rewarmed and revarnished several times over the part

of the glass within the great ball, and kept the whole hot for

the day to dry the varnish or lacquer welL (Pure lacquer was
used.) By the close of the day, the glass was well covered with

a hard firm coat of shell lac.
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3626. Renewed the trial ofYesterday, without previously warming
or drying the apparatus.

Time i ii

loh. 18' . . 47° . . 47°

In oh. 23' or at loh. 41' . . 43° . . 44°

ih. 5' „ iih. 23' . . 39° . . 41°

ih. 42' „ i2h. o' . . 37° . . 38°

2h. 32' „ i2h. 50' . . 34° . . 35°

3h.4o' „ ih. 58' . . 30° . . 31°

4h. 10' „ 2h. 28'
. . 28°-5 . . 29°

4h. 57' „ 3h. 15' . . 25° . . 27°

6h. 30' „ 4h. 48' . . 22° . . 22°-

5

7h. 22' „ 5h. 40' . . 20° . .
21°

3627. Here the loss is progressive, and about the same in both,

and is also about the same with that of the loss from the balls

in the Electrometer. The apparatus will now do.

3628. The Coulomb cannot be trusted except when the balls are

nearly equally electrified, or at least not when they are very dif-

ferent. Thus the two balls were both neg. but one weaker than

the other: the repulsion was i7°*5; on making them touch so as

to equalize their charge, the repulsion was 21°, with the same

electricity,

29TH DECK. 1836.

3629. Have readjusted the balls and marks of the Coulomb's

balance so as to bring all into their places accurately and mark
off divergences accurately.

3630. Have also been experimenting with the two ball induction

apparatus, but resolved to measure off all the torsion force by
the circle above. Therefore adjusted the repelled ball so as to stand

at 20° in the Electrometer, when the Index above at Zero; then

always made the distance from the carrying or repelling ball 20°

and measured off the force of torsion above.

3631. Charged App. i Negatively; it gave in succession

580

540
488—hence looses rather fast with

these high charges. Now divided the charge with App. ii and

tried each in succession.
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255 .. . 233

247 .. . 230

249 . . . 221

These are near enough to shew that the charge is divided and that the

sum of the two forces is equivalent to the original force. But seems

to indicate, either that ii loses faster than i, or that some cause exists

in perhaps both, which lets down the charge for the first moment
or two after it is given rather faster than by mere conduction.

3632. Then discharged i entirely, tried ii and found it on two trials

ii

192° -

'95°

Divided the charge with i and found each as below:

i ii

106 . . . 106

104 . . . 105

So that now both nearly equal, but the whole amount of action

rather too much, as if a kind of hidden charge had been preserved

by App. i. Perhaps it is the taking up of this condition of the

electrics, etc. which made the loss before and now makes the advan-

tage. But the general results, that the two apparatus nearly divide

the power and give good account of it afterwards is very distinct.

3633. Again,

App. i charged, not so highly:

i

180°

167°

170°— then the charged divided with ii;

the indications then were

i ii

84 ... 78

88 ... 73
To remove the effect of the higher charge of the repelled ball

than that of the repelling, brought both into contact; then

i ii

69° . . . 58°

6f . . . 57°
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3634. So evidently the two not fairly charged from each other,

for having been in contact outside, they must of necessity present

equal influence in the manner they are tried; although it was
possible that specific electric induction might have made the mean
less than half the original quantity.

3635. Attached App. i to the Air pump. Then electrified ii Neg.,

tested it and found its force 170°; connected with i, the air

within the latter being rarefied so as to sustain about 12 inches

of mercury (Bar. 30-2), then:

i ii

rarefied as usual

119 . . . 118 sum 237
114 ... 115 ,, 229

This would seem as if rare air had less capacity for Electric induc-

tion than dense, but suspect some mistake about first estimate.

3636. Made this expt.

i with common air, charged to . . . 118° of force

rarefied till pressure within 3 '2 in. . . 104 „ „
Air let in again, was 104 „
Rarefied again to 3*5 104 „ „

3637. Here the first rarefaction had caused discharge, but after

that was attained, dense or rare was the same, and this a good form

of experiment.

3638. Charged No. i on the Air pump—exhausted it until pressure

within was i inch mercury— discharge and the force fell to 22°,

at distance (always) of 20°. Restored the full pressure of the

atmosphere within and the force was still 22°, the same as before.

3639. Hence dense or rare air causes no variation of the inductive

force or capability.

3640. Repeated the last experiment. At pressure within app. ii

of I '2 inches mercury, the charge was = to 45° of force of torsion.

When Air let in to pressure of 30*2, the force was 43°. This,

allowing for discharge by stem, may be considered as identical.

3641. Again no change for change in density of the Air.

3 JANY. 1837.

3642. Experimented with Ox. and Hy. in the two apparatus

marked i and ii. Have adjusted so that when Index of torsion was

at Zero, the repelled ball stood at 20° of graduation on glass. Then
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always brought the distance to 20°, and so measured off the whole

force of torsion above.

3643. Filled i, Oxygen— ii with Hydrogen.

Charged i Neg. It then gave, in the torsion electrometer

203
I

1 90J

losing fast, apparently by conduction.

[90^

Touched ii with it, so as to divide the Electric charge; then

= ii

88° only. Made contact again, then

88

91

88

84

78

84

74 as ii, so inferior; again made contact

73
again contact

81

It is evident that at the first moment after touching,

3644. i and ii ought to give the same result as to the specimen

taken from their outer balls, and the great difference would seem

to imply that a part within (perhaps the inside of the tube carrying

the wire) takes up the charge slowly, and again gives it slowly as

the charge is removed. This would account for the difference

between the two after contact provided, as was the case, a little

while intervened after contact before the trials were made. For

supposing them, at the first moment after contact, to be equal

externally to the air round the upper ball : i would have its charge

raised a little by the return of the electricity spoken of, and ii

would have its charge reduced below the mean by the disposal

of a portion of that given to it in the same manner.

3645. Either this or some other circumstance must interfere to

cause the difference of intensity in the charge of the two.

3646. It is worth observing that the sum of the two is very nearly

the sum of the power originally in i, just before the division.

Which seems to shew that Oxygen and Hydrogen are alike in

force and amount of Electric induction through them.

3647. Now charged ii containing the Hydrogen Neg. and then

divided it with i or Oxygen. Both the oxygen and Hydrogen
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were dried before they entered the apparatus, and each apparatus

was exhausted and filled twice with Gas.

3648. ii, Hydrogen; charged Neg.

188]

178 r rapid falling.

Then divided with i.

Oxygen, i. ii, Hydrogen.
. . 96

90 . .

. . 89

85 . .

• . 94

79 •
•

. . 92

3649. Here the sum of power in i and ii being 186 is so much
greater than 168, the whole sum when in ii, that it would seem

to intimate that Oxygen had less capacity for inductive action

than hydrogen, i.e. that half the electricity from ii did not pass

into i. But must see how this turns out in other cases.

3650. Again, ii Hydrogen charged Neg.

158

155

147

Then divided with i. Oxygen
. . 78

69 . . touched the two together

• • 74
72 . .

Here the sum of separate forces the same as the first undivided

force, as if oxygen and Hydrogen were alike in their inductive

capacity.

365 1 . Experimented to ascertain whether rarefying oxygen would

change its capacity. Oxygen was charged N. = 68°

Put on the Air pump and Oxygen remd. until = to 18 inches Mer. = 65°

further rarefaction until atmosphere within support[s 15 57 „ =67°
6-4

?7 „ =62°
2-4

77 „ =66°

?7 5? ?7
1*4

7? „ =58°
1*4

77 „ =58°
then common air let in to full pressure of 30-4 77 „ =60°
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3652. Hence no appearance of difference by rarefaction, except

that when brought down to i '4 inches mery., it could not retain

the 66° but fell to 58°. The other variations I conclude to be

accidental.

3653. Now compared air and hydrogen: i, Air; ii, Hydrogen,

ii was charged Neg. ^25°

314°

316°

Then divided the charge with i.

. . 215

216 . .

The sum of 429 is so much greater than 316 that I think there

must have been a charge left by accident in No. i; or else hydrogen

has far greater capacity than air.

3654. Began again, previously discharging both; then charged

ii Neg. Was 3^0°

340°

divided

. . 200

192 . .

. . 210

Here again the same result as before, and very striking, the amount
of difference being very great.

3655. Again, ii, Hydrogen charged Neg.

165

158

157
divided

. . 80

79 •
•

. . 82

75 •
•

Here the half sums are equal to the whole sums, but the first

intensity was much lower, and that may make a difference.

3656. So now took a higher charge for No. ii, in the outset

making it Neg. 283 for ii. Hydrogen
250

divided

• . 137
125 . .

. . 135

124 . .
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Here the sum is more than it ought to be if powers equal. Also

the evidence that when one charged, it takes a portion of elec-

tricity, which after a while it gives back again.

3657. Now charged i or air first, ii being hydrogen—

253

247

244

123

119

divided

• 115

100 made contact of the two, then

104

107 .

3658. Here the sum is less than the whole, as if really hydrogen

had more capacity than air. But I suspect that ii App. has a

capability of taking as charge is raised, and giving as charge is

reduced, and that this makes a constant difference on its side.

Must test this by charging i with hydrogen and ii with Air.

3659. Again, i. Air; ii. Hydrogen, charged i Neg.

265-]

195 These variations appeared to depend upon slight variations of the

212 V position of the carrying ball at the top of the app. i, or passing it nearer

238 to or farther from the edge of the glass covering the Electrometer.

227]

divided

120 . .

• . 97
105 . .

103

Very irregular.

3660. Now charged i to about 100 and then applied carrying ball

to different parts of the ball at the top, and under circumstances

of vicinity of other bodies or not :

Applied at i with nothing near loi

„ 2, hand being within 7 inches of it 100

„ I, head and hand over but about 12 inches distance . . 105

2, body being within 15 inches 100

I, All things being kept clear away 97
I, head, head and hand not far off as before .... 104

Hence, decided care required as to the position and relation of

external bodies, conductors or non-conductors.
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3661. Made an expt. on effect of edge of the hole in the glass

plate, but did not find much influence there.

3662. Made a last brief experiment.

i Air charged :

97
Divided the charge and instantly took specimen of i and ii :

50 . .

. . 47
This a pretty close result but the original intensity of charge

very low.

16 JANY. 1837.

3663. Have been removing the glass tube and fixing the balls and

rod in their place by shell lac only. Having done one, tried it;

at first it was
160° of torsion, at interval of 30°.

in 6 minutes it fell to 93° „

3 „ more . . 87°

5 „ more . . 84° „

This a rapid fall from the higher degree and I suspected

it arose from dust inside^ which served as carriers and so

discharged the charge. Therefore wiped it well out with

3664. a slightly damp cloth; then very different.

At first it was . . .

After 3 minutes . .

23 „ more

.

21 „ more

.

23 more

.

29 „ more

.

71

75

174 with open angle of 30°.

172

155 just before Electrometer was 154

145 5) •)•> •)•> •)•> 143

131 77 ,7 5? 130

122

97 55 55 5? 5?

74 „ 5, 60

3665. So that here the charge was well kept-in fact better than

in the electrometer itself.

3666. To have a notion experimentally of the forces, a force of

torsion of 145 at interval of 30° became a force of torsion of

330° at an interval of 20°, so that the charge had been pretty high.

18 JANY. 1837.

3667. Have now adjusted both apparatus with stems of shell lac;

and as the lac does not well adhere to the metal, have been
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putting a mass of common cement about the part near the collar

of the upper hemisphere to make all tight, cz, the brass rod and

ball, h shell lac; c the brass collar of the upper hemisphere;

d the ordinary cement. Here it does not interfere with the

insulating or the charging power.

3668. Experimented first as to retaining the charge. The angular

distance in the electrometer (constant) was 30°. The time was
noted, and also the Electrometer, to compare its holding of charge

with the two instruments.

i. ii.

At I h. 45' . . 193° Electr. as left

192° . . from the last

. . 190° observation

187° . . had fallen to

. . 185°

1 h. 54' or 9' from first . 185° .

2 17 or 32' 165°

. . 180°

178° . .

2 37 or 52' 157°

. . 167°

167° . .

3 13 or 88' 145°

. . 158°

151° . .

3 45 or 120' 134°

. . 146

141 . .

12 o or 606' 5°

30 . .

. . 32

3669. It was evident from these results that the two apparatuses

insulated very well, better indeed than the electrometer, probably

because the dust had there free access and not in the apparatus.

But was also evident that, as both balls of the Electrometer would

lose alike, and that the repelled ball was not recharged each time

though the repelling ball was; that the apparatus might be con-

siderably charged and yet the effect not be indicated.

3670. On the morng. therefore of the 19th, when the Electro-

meter was quite down, the apparatus were again examd., but the

repelled ball of the electrometer was first brought in contact with
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the electrified repelling ball (electrified by App. i), so that it

might have its charge. The consequence was that:

i. ii.

19th at 9^ 30' A.M. or 1 176' from first 70° . .

. . 84°

74" •
•

. . 84°

o' P.M. or 1806 „ „ . . 75°

20th. This morning recharged the repelling ball and from it the

repelled ball, and had the following results

:

20th. 9^ 15' A.M. or 2601' „ „ • • 33°

2 30 P.M. or 2916' „ J, . • 27°

3671. Hence the power of holding a charge is quite sufficient for

my purpose.

3672. For the purpose of knowing by expt. the value of the force

at an interval of 30° for an interval of 20°, I made the observation,

and found that 33"^ of torsion for interval of 30° rose to 80° of

torsion for an interval of 20°.

3673. In order to ascertain whether the apparatus would charge

and discharge freely and quickly, as well as retain

19 JANY, 1837.

a charge, I took the apparatus i, when it exerted a repulsive force

of74° of torsion at an interval of 30°. I then discharged the electro-

meter balls; next discharged the apparatus i, and could then by
the carrying ball find no electricity in it. I waited 10' and then

could find no traces, unless I aided the effect by holding my hand

near the top of i as I took the specimen, so as to bring in the force

of induction. Then I found very feeble traces— of no consequence.

This result very good as it shews that the charge and discharge

is quick and complete.

20TH JANY.

3674. Again experimented by charging i, then dividing it with ii

and testing the sum of the two -discharging ii and again dividing

i with it.

8-2
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made contact of the two and immediately tried the

force

102°. The sum of the two is 205° which is very good
resuk. Discharged ii

connected i and ii together

50°

Here again a good result, for the sum is just 101°. Below this,

an irregularity crept in, but I forgot to attend to the state of the

repelled ball.

3675. Power of dust to discharge appears very great. Have no

doubt it was the particles of water in my oil of turpentine, which

made it discharge so easily. Perhaps balls of metal attached to

masses may collect more dust than balls of non conductors, be-

cause they are better carriers off of accidental charges of electricity.

3676. Made a few experiments on the charge when the pressure

varied. The app. i was fixed on the air pump, charged and then

submitted to variations of pressure and examined without any

variation of charge. The interval was always 30°.

Pressure i.

29-9

29-9

29-9

13-9

29-9

3-4

29-9

3677. 1*9 Much discharge of electricity and had

therefore to conclude the above observations. From them it

appears that Air at 13-9 inches and 29-9 inches pressure are the

same to force of induction, and further that the difference of 3 -4

and 29-9 caused no difference in the inductive force, except that

the rare air could not hold so high a charge as the denser.

3678. Then made interval only 15° for the higher state of rare-

faction

1-9 inches 29° at interval of 15°

88°

87°

87°

86°

8i°

81°

29-9 29
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3679. This a very good result. Hence dense and rare air are alike

as inductors.

App. i not quite tight,

ii quite tight.

23 JANY. 1837.

3680. The apparatus being now tight, proceeded to experiment.

The process was to charge one first by contact with a charged

metallic conductor— to charge the carrying ball from that, and

again the repelled ball from the carrying ball. The carrying ball

was then re-charged from the instrument, and its repulsive force

on the repelled ball noticed ; a second observation was made and

noted. If the two agreed nearly, then the uncharged and the

charged apparatus were put into contact for a few minutes, and

then the carrying ball used to take a specimen first from the one

and then the other. It will be perceived from the order and

arrangement of the data below, which was first charged. When
two gases were compared, first the one was charged and divided,

and then the other. The distance at which the forces were measured

was always the same, namely 30"^.

3681. Oxygen and Hydrogen, oxygen and

i, Oxygen. ii, Hydrogen. hydrogen.

292° . .

290° . .

charge divided

. .
145°

144° . .

Again

. . 225°

. . 225°

charge divided

. . 114°

112° . .

Very good results—shew that Oxygen and Hydrogen are alike

in their inductive capacity.

3682. After this, had with high numbers some very irregular

results, for the sum of the two divided portions was more than

the whole original amount of force, and that whether the Oxygen
or the Hydrogen was charged and divided.
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OXYGEN AND 3683. Found that this was due to some quick charge and dis-

HYDROGEN. charge of either dust or fibre or something extra when high

charges were taken, and on repeating the experiments with lower

charges had regular results.

3684. i, Oxygen ii, Hydrogen^
346"

o
340
315°

160'

a pretty fair result.

3685. Again

divided

= 315'

• . 155°

195°

192°

divided

. 97°

= 194

97

Very fair results—and appears so whether the oxygen or the

hydrogen be first charged. Had there been a specific capacity,

there would have been deficiency one way and excess the other.

3686. Again . .

i, Oxygen ii, Hydrogen
I8«

185^

92°
divided

= 184=

92°

3687. Again . .

58^

divided

115°

= 117

59
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3688. Again . . oxygen and

i, Oxygen ii, Hydrogen hydrogen.

. . 281°

left it some time, then

. . 228°

divided

116° . .

= 232°

. . 116°

3689. There is a little difference, but nothing to disturb the

result. Generally, the two divided forces are a little more than

the original force, as in this case 4°, and this is more the case

when ii was first charged, than when i was first charged. It

probably depends upon the two apparatus not being exactly equal

in their arrangements.

3690. All the former trials, i.e. those up to this time, were made
with Neg. Electricity.

3691. Now took some higher charges, and here was evident the

care required in estimating the forces.

i, Oxygen ii, Hydrogen
568° . .

555° . .

545° •
•

divided

265° . .

= 520° only

• • 255°

Brought the two apparatus again in contact; then

265° . .

= 535°

. . 270°

and considering what must have been lost during the time occu-

pied, this a very good result.

3692. Again,

525°} -^^^^^S^

divided "j

. . 255° [loss 15°

255° . . =510
• • ^50° I loss 9°

251 . . =5oiJ

Results good again. Gases must be alike in power.
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3693. In all these experiments, the repelled ball had been left

unchanged in its state for the measurement of the whole and of

the half force, and it was evident that it was in neither case charged

to the same degree as the carrying ball. To test the effect of this

difference, App. i was taken as charged to 248° after the close

of the last expt.; both balls of the electrometer were discharged;

then the carrier charged from app. i at 248° and next used to

charge the repelled ball in the electrometer. Supposing the two
balls had divided the electricity, each might be considered as

retaing. the quantity of 124°. The repelled ball was left in this

state; but now, App. i had its charge divided with ii, bringing it

down to about 124°, and then ii being discharged, it was used to

halve the charge of i, so as to reduce it to about 62°.

3694. Now the carrier ball was charged at i, and would have a

force of about 62°, but evidently much less than the electricity

of the repelled ball left at about 124°—and when the mutual action

of the two in the electrometer was observed at the angular distance

of 30°, the amount of force of torsion was 65°.

3695. Then by a thread of shell lac the two balls in the electro-

meter were brought together, so as to divide equally their charges,

and then their mutual repulsive force at 30° was observed again

and found to rise up to 82°, or about half the sum of the force

of the charges of the two balls.

3696. Again, the balls were highly charged, so that the repulsive

force between them was 348°. The repelling ball was then taken

out, reduced to a feeble charge and the mutual repulsive force

was now only 51°. Made the two approximate— at a certain

distance there was attraction between them—contact and im-

mediately powerful repulsion, amounting now to 70°.

3697. Hence if there be a difference between the charge of two
balls, and that difference be great, it will seriously affect the

expression of repulsive force. Theoretically, the two balls being

of equal size, they will repel each other with the greatest amount
of force when the charge is equally divided between them, and the

repulsive force will become less and less as they differ from each

other in their portions ofthe charge, though the amount be the same.

3698. The repelled ball may perhaps best have a medium charge,

between the higher and the lower charges which have to be com-
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pared. And then provided it remains unchanged (sensibly), it will

at 30° distance give indications probably very nearly those of the

quantities of electricity in the repelling ball. It is very evident that

the repelled ball must not change with the repelling ball, unless

indeed both were brought to the same state, and to the state of the

apparatus tested, and then (I think) the electricity in the apparatus

would be as the square root of the forces of torsion indicated.

3699. The little hole I had made in the inner ball to allow of the

air or gas getting in and out freely does not discharge by its bur

for intensities below 200° or 300° with angular distance of 30°.

But at 500° or 600°, discharge comes on within and is then pro-

bably by a brush from that part.

3700. It is a good plan to connect i and ii when dividing, some
little time, as half a minute or more, before taking the sample;

and also to reconnect them immediately before taking the sample

either of i or of ii.

3701. Positive electricity produces exactly the same results as

Negative. In fact both are in the apparatus.

3702. Air and Hydrogen. air and hydrogen.

i, Air ii, Hydrogen
103
102^

so'

divided

50

3703. Again

. . 312^

• • 307'

divided

. . 154^

148'

302

3704. Again

262^

261^

132^

divided

131°
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AIRAND HYDROGEN. 3705. THcsc vcry good results and shew that Air and Hydrogen

are alike in their inductive forces.

NITROGEN AND 3706. Nitrogcn and Oxygen.

i, Nitrogen ii, Oxygen

309
294°

309°

162°

divided

= 327^

. . 165°

3707. This result too much and too serious—found I had left

the conductor from which the apparatus was charged in a charged

state, and that it had acted at a distance, influencing by induction

the specimens taken. Again:

= 295°, very good.

296° . .

296° . .

divided

147° . .

. . 148°

. . 411°

. . 410°

divided

. . 206°

207°

Discharged

. . 206°

divided

105° . .

. . 110°}

102° . .

. . 107°)

. . 151°

. •
149''

divided

= 413

215°, too much.

207°, not much out.

76'

74°

150°, very good.
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3710. These results shew that Nitrogen and Oxygen are alike— I nitrogen and

think that the stem of the carrying ball becomes a little charged oxygen.

near the ball in the first high charge, and that it retains a part of

this in the second lower charges, so giving an amount of action

in the two halves more than the first whole amount.

25 JANUARY 1837.

Nitrogen and Olefiant gas.

371 1. i, Nitrogen ii, Oleft. gas nitrogen and
On charging the ball, at first the repulsion of the two was 170°. Shall oleft. gas.

not[e] this for the future.

249° . .

120° . .

237° . .

239° . .

divided

119° . .

= 238°

. . 119°

A good result on the whole, but the variation at first shews

the care wanted in making contacts, observing, etc. etc. I do not

know what circumstance cause[d] that out of the way indication.

3712. Again

Balls at first 165°

divided

218°

217°

218^

108

Good again. Hence these two gases are alike.

3713. Carbonic oxide and Olefiant gas, garb, oxide and

i, Carb. oxide ii, Oleft gas
olefiant gas.

balls 306
410° .

405° . .

divided

201° . .

= 403. Good.
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CARB. OXIDE AND 37I4. Again
OLEFIANT GAS. balls 260

• • 340°

• • 337°

divided

. . 170°

= 338°. Good.
168° . .

Hence these alike.

CARBONIC OXIDE 3715. Carhouic oxide and Carbonic acid.

AND CARB. ACID. Carb. oxide ii, Carb. acid

balls-245°

330^

324°

divided

'

. . 165°} ^ ^3°°'

3716. Again

balls— 160^

divided

204

203

lOI . .

Hence these gases alike.

OXYGEN AND 37 1 7- Oxygcn and Carbonic acid.

CARBONIC ACID. Oxygen ii, Carbonic acid

balls 250°

358° . .

345° •
•

359° •
•

358° . .

divided

179° • \

^^^j- = 204. Good.

= 358°. Good.

3718. Again

balls 200

divided

282°

276°

276°

138° . .

Hence these gases alike.

= 278°. Good.
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3719. Hydrogen and Carb. acid,

i, Hydrogen ii, Carb. acid

267'

265^

balls 185'

divided

o } = 264°. Good.
. . 132 /

3720. Again

balls 187

divided

235
237^

118^ j-
= 237°. Good.

These gases alike.

3721. Hydrogen and Olefiant gas.

i, Hydrogen ii, Olefiant gas

balls 289°

390° . .

389° . .

divided

195° • .

195°} ^ ^^"^^^

3722. Again

balls 270"^

divided

• 357
• 355^

. 178°

77 }
= 355°. Good.

These gases alike.

3723. Oxygen and Olefiant gas.

Oxygen ii, Olefiant

balls 165

divided

112°}
^ ^^4°, good.

125

HYDROGEN AND
CARB. ACID.

HYDROGEN AND
OLEFIANT.

OXYGEN AND
OLEFIANT GASES.
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OXYGEN AND 37^4- Again
OLEFIANT GASES. balls 104°

divided

-54°

251°

126'

127° . .

These gases agree together.

OXYGEN AND AIR. 3725. Oxjgen atid Air,

i, Oxygen ii, Air

I
= 253°, good.

267°

265°

132°

balls 94

divided

3726. Again

133°)
^

balls 480

divided

663'

622'

615'

• • 313 I = 624''
;
very fair for diese

high Nos.— but see the influence of the degree of charge retained by the shell

lac support from the higher charge.

These gases agree.

26 JANY. 1837.

OXYGEN AND 3727. Oxjgen and Nitrous gas.
NITROUS GAS. i, Oxygen ii, Nitrous gas

balls 280

divided

364^

374^

202 1 r. ,

rather out.

3728. Again
I

402°,

272^

273^

139'

balls 210"^

divided

j^^o| = 280°; very fair, but

both the quantities are above the mean— are the effects of the stem undis-

charged from a previous high number.
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3729. i, Nitrogen

372 .

372

ii, Nitrous Gas
balls 280

divided

187

j8j 374°. Good.

3730. Again

balls 225°

divided

314

314

158)

156 . .

These gases alike.

3731. Nitrous oxide and Nitrous Gas,

i, Nitrous oxide ii, Nitrous gas

balls— 235

>3i4°. Good.

335^

335^

168'

divided

167°}
335°. Good.

3732. Again

balls 275

divided

375
375^

j
379°. Good.

NITROGEN AND
NITROUS GAS.

NITROUS OXIDE
AND NITROUS GAS.

189° . .

These gases agree.

3733. Nitrous oxide and Nitrogen,

i, Nitrous oxide ii, Nitrogen

balls

408 . .

420
divided

216
I

^^o^ Good.
210 . .

J

^

Is evident that the stem of the carrying ball acquires a little high electricity,

which tells in the first low observation, which in fact is not halved.

NITROUS OXIDE
AND NITROGEN.
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NITROUS OXIDE 3734- Again
AND NITROGEN. Balls 335'

divided

234° . .

455^

458^

232 ,|
466. Good again.

These gases agree.

3735. I think I must discharge the carrier ball each time, to get

rid of this excess.

OXYGEN AND 3736. Oxygeii and Sulphurous acid.

suLs. ACID. Found here, that the Sulphurous acid gas vessel did not insulate

at all. Thought at first the gas was a conductor. But on filling

the other vessel No. i with the gas, found it held its charge, and

conclude therefore that ii is cracked in the shell lac— especially

as, when filled with air only, it still will not insulate.

3737. With Suls. acid gas in No. i, had the following observations

as to retention of charge.

At 9h. o repulsion was 432° of torsion at 30°.

9-15 „ 375°

9-48 „ „ 315°

10.12 „ „ 263°

On now making the two balls of electrometer touch, the repulsion rose

to 300°5 then a fresh charge from i at

10.20 „ „ 430°

10.40' „ „ 370°; making the balls touch and taking another

sample from i at

10.41' „ „ 430° again.

Hence the repelled ball of Electr. loses its electricity much faster

than the apparatus does its charge.

3738. Left the apparatus all night. Next day, the 27th, recharged

the balls from the apparatus and at 8.30 in the morng. the re-

pulsion was 78°.

Very good insulation therefore by Sulphurous acid Gas.

31 JANY. 1837.

3739. Repaired App. ii with new stem of shell lac, and fixed it

in with a little common cement. It then retained charge as follows,

which will do, though not good

:

At 4h. 15 = 480°

18 = 420°

25 = 375°

At 4h. 50' = 330

5 10 = 303

5 30 = 275
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3740. Oxygen and Sulphurous acid gas. oxygen and

i, Oxygen ii, Suls. Acid suls. acid.

400

395

195

balls 280

divided

^^'^i
= 392, good.

3741. Again

balls 290

divided

207

420

410

207}
= 414, good.

3742. Hydrogen and Sulphurous acid gas, hydrogen and

Hydrogen ii, Suls. Acid
balls 360

SULS. ACID.

525

523
divided

. . 261) o n A

260 . . /
=

.
Good.

3743. Again

balls 370
520

525

divided

. . 270]

3744. When ii is first charged, the result of division is always a

little higher than when i is first charged, but the difference is

slight and depends not upon the gas, but the instruments, the

capacities of which may very easily vary a little.

2ND FEBY. 1837.

3745. Ammonia and Suls. Acid gases. ammonia and

Now filled i with Ammoniacal gas-found that it soon lost its
sulphurous acid

charge; not instantly, but quickly. Could not decide whether it

was from Ammonia rendering the shell lac a conductor, or from
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AMMONIA AND a minutc crack in the shell lac. I find that the difference of con-
suLPHURous ACID traction between the shell lac and the metal rod in it causes solu-

tion of continuity in the former after a few days, and then it has

to be replaced by new shell lac.

3746. As I could not charge the Ammonia apparatus, made the

observation thus. Charged the Suls. acid app., observed the

charge : then divided it with the ammonia app. by a quick touch

and observed the Suls. acid apparatus again. The ammonia results

are only put down to shew the rate and rapidity of loss of elec-

tricity. Of course the suls. app. would shew the state of both at

the moment of contact or halving.

3747* i, Ammonia ii, Suls. acid gas

balls 200

divided

227
220

117 X 2 = 234

25

3748. Again

158

16

3749. Again

150

balls 290
. . 408

divided

. . 408

. . 204 X 2 = 408

balls 285

divided

395

390

Not 10 . . X 2 = 400
. . 200

3750. The halved result when doubled is generally too high, but

this may easily happen. If when both App. contain the same gas,

contact is made for a moment between the charged and uncharged

app., and then each is examined, they are not found alike, for
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the one originally charged is above the mean and the other under, ammonia and

and it requires a Httle time and two or three contacts before they ^^ls. acid gases.

become alike. This is probably due to the charged surface of the

support not being able at once to throw off its electricity, when
the charge by halving falls. The prolonged contact may not be

allowed in the present state of the Ammonia apparatus, and hence

the result above. But beUeve that it is like the other gases as to

electrical capacity of induction.

3751. Ammonia and Oxygen.

i, Ammonia

145

balls 320

divided

ii, Oxygen

AMMONIA AND
OXYGEN.

or rather attraction 10

(dischgd. it)

divided again

3752. Ammonia and Nitrogen.

i, Ammonia ii, Nitrogen

balls 370

• • 530

• • 524

520
divided

176 . .

about 10

(dischgd.)

divided

263

263

133

3753. Ammonia and Hydrogen,

i, Amm. ii, Hydrogen
balls 260

. . 358
. . 358

divided

130 . .

. . 180

438

435

220

218

X 2 = 440. Good.

2 = 220. Good.

AMMONIA AND
NITROGEN.

X 2 = 526, good.

X 2 = 266, good.

AMMONIA AND
HYDROGEN.

2 = 360, good.

9-2
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3754. Again

• • 392

• • 390
divided

. . 195 X 2 = 390, good.

10 .

3755. Now proceeded to fill ii with M. A. Gas—but then found

that the apparatus discharged the electricity, almost instantly.

Much faster than the Amm. app. i. Hence cannot compare them
in this state.

3756. Opened i. The Ammonia good-the metal dimmed but not

much acted upon. When all ammonia cleared away and the

apparatus filled with Air, still it would not retain the charge ; hence

cause due to a crack.

3757. Opened ii. M.A. Gas good—action not much. When Air

in the apparatus, still discharged as before. Hence also cracked.

Must renew both and then probably find both insulate as well

as the other gases.

15 FEBY. 1837.

3758. At Mr de la Rive's, who was to shew me the relative effect

of a charge of acid and one of Sulphate of copper.

The battery consisted of 100 pr. of plates, 5I x 5I, of Cruick-

shank's construction, and therefore with single sides of the plates

—and 30 pr. of 4 inch amalgamated Zincs in independant copper

cells.

rSulc. Acid . . . 12 measured oz.

Acid charge \ N. Acid ... 4 „ „
iWater .... 2 gallons.

The battery gave a good spark with charcoal points— it heated

about 9 inches of a certain sized iron wire red hot. About 10

minutes from the first charging, set it to decompose water (dilute

S. Acid), and its action was such that it had evolved 20 measures

of gas in 4I minutes, or 270 seconds, or a measure in 13-5 seconds.

After that the spark was poor and brief— there was no power

of igniting wire, in fact it scarcely warmed it. No sensible dis-

charging distance.

3759. In 25 minutes from the commencement, it could only set

free 4 measures of gas from water in 230 seconds, or a measure
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in 57*5 second. Action then very low, and charge not acid to the

taste.

3760. Now turned out this charge and washed the plates. Then
re-charged with a cold saturated solution of sulphate of copper,

to which I oz. of nitric acid per gallon was added.

The action was then exceedingly good— the ignition of char-

coal magnificent and also that at the ends of silver cones— the

vapour of the silver rose beautifully. The iron wire was ignited

far better than before and the electricity was evidently very

abundant.

3761. Tried the decomposing power on dilute Sul. acid— 22

measures of gas were obtained in 165 second or a measure in

7'5 seconds !

!

3762. After this, returned to the discharge at charcoal and other

points: it was most beautiful. Above 2 feet of the iron wire

could be well ignited in the open air. By opening the charcoal

points, the discharge could be observed to take place even at the

interval of an inch. By coiling the iron wire and putting it into

a tube, 5 feet could be ignited.

3763. At an hour from the first action of this charge, again

decomposed water; 22 measures of gas were obtained in 165

seconds or a measure in 7-5 seconds, exactly the same time as

before.

3764. At I hour 40 minutes from the first charge of sul. copper,

the spark seemed as fine as at first and the battery was evidently

in fine action. On going down to the battery, I still found that

there was sulphate of copper in solution in the charge and that

the action would probably continue for some time longer.

3765. The results are very important and I should think the

battery would have evolved 50 times as much electry. with this

charge as with the acid charge.

3766. According to the strengths given

725 oz. of the sul. copper charge

would be equivalent to 49 oil Vitriol

and 725 oz. of the Acid charge „ „ „ 34*5 „ „
reckoning the N. A. added as oil vitriol.

3767. Hence the first might be supposed to surpass the second

as 1-42 to I. Probably however, the sul. copper charge can be
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more perfectly exhausted than the other, and therefore raise it

to 2 : I. Still this will not account for the difference.

3768. The effect depends upon the ready transmissibility of the

current across the liquid in each cell^ for whilst oxygen and acid

can go at once to the zinc, the hydrogen is instantly disposed of

without any serious impediment at the copper, and a clean copper

surface preserved. It shews the value of removing resistance in

the electrolyte, and that to do so is better than leaving it and

increasing intensity of generating power at zinc plate.

3769. Probably not more zinc is destroyed in obtaining this

magnificent effect, than with the poor effects of a common battery.
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3770. Induction has no relation to any other property of matter

than conduction and non conduction—perhaps it has no relation

to conduction but only to non conduction. All conductors and

all electrics charge alike and equally.

3771. Induction. Ascertain the forms of surfaces of equal in-

ductive tension (as in expts ^tc.), round a line electrified,

round a circle plane

„ „ square plane, at the diagonal

„ „ cube

„ „ hemisphere

„ „ cone (as a point).

3772. Electrical Axioms (see Whewell, Vol. ii, p. 15).

There is no current of one electricity.

charge without induction.

such thing as an absolute charge with P. or N.

difference of capacity 1 . a/t c
. \ y

'r
in Masses or matter.

„ mductionj

„ current, Pos. or Neg.

3773 . That there is no absolute charge of matter, either conducting

or non-conducting, is very important in relation to chemical

affinity.

3774. There is no charge without induction—and no current with-

out both forces : they coalesce in a single result called the current.

3775. Charge is merely a tendency to current—current only a ten-

dency to charge— the condition of insulation or conduction in the

course is every thing as to whether the result is charge or current,

3776. As there can be no absolute charge of a body, so there is

no development of one electricity—no property Hke capacity- no

proof of real presence of an electricity, P. or N. All resolves itself

into induction or tendency to a current. These strong proofs of

the real equality of forces and natural identity of existence as

opposed to the idea of two distinct fluids.

3777. These considerations also shew why in crystallization,

chemical action and other actions of particles, we can discover

no trace of electricity: the electricity is equal and local and expended

in its place.

3778. All our tests depend either upon the current prolonged—
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or upon induction at a distance. We want some effect of electricity

to use as a new test of its presence and influence, when its action

is limited, both in development and result, to a point.

3779. Unipolarity cannot exist. If there were such a thing as

Unipolarity, then we could have a current of P. or N. alone, and

all the principles above would be disproved. But as the current

is always perfect in every part of its course, including elements

both of P. and N., there cannot be unipolarity.

17 AUGUST 1837.

3780. Set about re-examining the Coloumb's Electrometer and

the two induction air apparatus for the purpose of resumg. the

experiments on induction in air, gases, etc.

3781. Found all as if loosing electricity fast and very irregular in

action—found also the thin shell lac lever to which the repelled ball

of Electr. is attached had softened by the warm weather, and bent a

little, so that the ball was lower than proper for the graduation.

3782. Put a new shell lac stem or lever to this ball and a new sup-

port to the carrier or repelling ball. Then tried the retaining power
of apparatus: the repulsion at the standard distance of 30° was at

5 h. o' = 148° of torsion

7' = 129° „ in 7' loss was 19° or 2°-7 in i minute.
11' = 122° „ 4 „ „ 7° „ 1-7 „ „
18' = 116° „ i „ „ 6° „ 0-8 „
25' = 110° „ i „ „ 6° „ 0-8 „ „

3783. The inductive apparatus i and ii were also tried and found

to lose gradually—too much for use and yet not as if they were

cracked. There are showers to-day and I suspect the effect of the

damp warm air (weather very hot).

3784. Tried the Electrometer retaining power again, as above

:

5h27'
30'

35

45
6 3

10 40'

= 330° of torsion.

= 270° „ in 3' loss was 60 or 20° per minute.
o /^ 2,43 „ 5 „ „ 27 „ 5'4 „ „

= 222° „ 10' „ „ 21 „ 2-1 „ „
= 195° 18' „ „ 27 „ 1-5 „ „
= 22° „ 280' „ „ 173 „ 0-62,,

18 AUG. 1837.

3785. Renewed examination ofElectrometer (Coulomb's). I found

that the pith balls did not conduct well; were in fact very bad

conductors; and that the charge given to them was very uncertain

by a sudden contact. They are now very dry, which is probably
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the reason of their difference now and before. Have therefore gilt

these two balls (and also several other pith balls) and put them
in their places again (wet under the gold). I have also put at

bottom of Electrometer inside a glass dish with much Potassa

fusa in it to dry the air, and have covered it over with a disc of

wire gauze, to make induction every where alike.

3786. Now when the repelled ball, being charged, is touched by
a wire, it can be discharged at once— the test of its fitness in that

respect.

Again tried the retaining power (of Electrometer) as yesterday.

At 2h. 18' = 368° of torsion.

25' = 352° in 7' the loss was 16° or 2°-3 per minute

35' = 320° 10' „ 5 32 „ 55 55

40' = 309°

50' = 292°

0' = 275°

lo' = 258°

20' = 239°

30' = 223°

40' = 206°

55 3 5 11° 5,
2-2

55 55

">)
10'

55 5 5 17° 55
1-7

55 55

5J
10'

55 5 5 17° 55
1-7

55 55

5J
10'

57 5 5 17° 55
1-7

55 55

55
10'

55 3 5 19° 55
1*9

55 55

55
10'

57 3 5
16° „ 1-6

55 55

55
10'

55 3 5 17° ,5
1-7

55 55

50; = 187°
55

10'
5? 3 5 19° 55

I'9
55 55

60' = 174°
55

10'
35 3 5 14° ,5

1*4
55 55

4^ 10' = 157°
55

10'
55 5 17° 55

1-7
55 55

20' = 144°
55

10'
53 3 5 13° 55

1-3
55 55

30^ = 133°

40' = 122°
55

10'
55 3 5 11° 5, 55 75

55
10'

35 3 5 11° 55 55 77

50' = 112°
55

10'
55 5 „ I

77 77

5^ 0' = 102°
55

10'
55 5 10° „ I

77 77

10' = 92°
55

10'
55 5 5 10° 55

I
77 55

20'= 82°
55

10'
55 5 5 10° 55

I
57 77

30'= 73°

40' = 64°

50'= 57°
6h 0'= 50°

55
10'

55 5 5 9° 55
0-9

55
10'

55 5 5 9° 55
0-9

5 7° 55
0-7

55
10'

55
10'

55 3 5 7° 55
0-7

10' = 44°
55

10'
55 3 5

6° „ 0-6

20' = 37°
55

10'
35 5 5 7° 5,

0-7
77 77

30'= 32°
55

10'
55 5 5 5° 5,

0-5
77 77

40' = 27°
55

10'
55 5 5 5° ,5

0-5
77 77

50'= 22°
55

10'
55 5 5 5° „ 0-5

77 77

7^^ 0'= 18°
55

10'
55 5 5 4° 55

0-4
77 77

19 AUG. 1837.

3787. Examined the inductive apparatus i and ii; find both are

in bad insulating condition and want handles, i.e. shell lac stems.

3788. Put a new shell lac stem to i, and then tried it at intervals

of two minutes.
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At 28

30

32

34
36

38

40

42

44
46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

66
72'

19 AUG. 1837.

torsion force was 325° , rr/ o loss of force
265
228°

208°

195°

185°

175°

167°

159°

149°

145°

141°

137°

133°

129°

123°

119°

Is moderate below 130°

3789. Now took app.

30 per minute.

10°

6°.5

5°

5°

4°

4°

2°

i°-5

2°

2°

2°

2°

2°

0-66

but not good altogether,

and taking out the shell lac stem, it was

cleared from all the common cement (at the junction with the

brass), then heated over spirit lamp and made soft and kneaded

about so as to close all the cracks as far as possible. It was then

refixed in the apparatus. Thus No. ii has been mended only,

whilst No. i had had a new stem.

3790. The object was to ascertain whether a crack could in this

way be obliterated, and the insulating power rendered good again.

Now tried the insulating power of No. ii at intervals of two
mmutes, etc.

3791. At 21

23

25
27'

29

31

33

35

37

39

45
60'

62

67

71

75

79

tors on force was 383"^
, c r • ^

-'o loss of force 6 -5 per minute.
370 ^ ^

352^

342^^

337''

332°

325°

321°

316°

310°

295°

255°

252°

243°

237°

224°

220°

9
5°

2°-5

2°-5

3°-5

2°

2°-5

3°

2^-5

2°-6

i°-5

i°-8

i°-5

3°-2

l°'0
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[loss of force] 52°-
5 per minute

3792. This is much better than i, but still it is irregular. Wiped
the surfaces of the shell lac well, and this I have on former occa-

sions found to be an important precaution.

3793. Now tried the instrument again.

[At] 47' [torsion force was] 422'^

49' ,y
317'

51' „ „ 288^

53' » „ 280°

55' „ „ 265°

5/ „ „ 25/
59' „ „ 252°

61' „ „ 249°

65' „ „ 243°

69' „ „ 231°

73' „ » 219°

7/ „ „ 212°

81' „ „ 207°

3794. This is worse than before, and also very irregular; hence

some other cause for the loss of power. Yet it does not appear

like a crack. Is perhaps dust or fine particles inside acting as

carriers. Therefore opened the apparatus, wiped the inside care-

fully out with a silk handkerchief, put the apparatus together,

charged highly and tried it as before.

3795- At 3 1' torsion force was 734° , r r
^^0^*

::„/ ^ .7o loss or force 44 '5 per minute

i4°-5

4°-o

7°-5

4°-o

2°-5

f-o

i°-7

I°-2

33
35'

60'

4
8'

12'

16'

20'

24'

28'

32'

36'

40'

44'

48'

52'

60'

4'

8'

12'

16'

28'

45'

645^

590'

375'

365^^

350'

338^

325=

317^

306'

298'

289'

280'

272^

267^

260°

253°

247°

242°

233°

225°

223°

219°

200°

177°

27 -5

8°-6

3 -7

3°-2

2°-7

2°-C

2^-2

2^-2

2°-0

I°-2

i°-7

i°-7

i°-5

i°-5

2°-2

2°-0

i°-o

i°-6

1%
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3796. This will do very well. The importance of removing all

small particles from within is well shewn by the result.

3797. Now returned to app. i. Took out the stem-cleaned its

surface from common cement— refuzed the surface by spirit lamp
flame—closed it up well—and replaced it, taking care of the com-
mon cement that it did not touch towards the ends (by the smallest

particles). Wiped the outside shell lac well and then tried the

apparatus again; it was as in the next page^

3798. At 2V tors^~"
^ 'At 23

25

27

29

31

33

35

37

39
41

43

45

47

49
51

53

on force was 438
35^°

340°

329°

312°

310°

302°

299°

294"

287^

280°

274^

269'

264'

261"^

255^

loss of force 43°*o per minute
6-0

5-5

8-5

i-o

4-0

1- 5

2- 5

3*5

3*5

3-

2-5

2- 5

1-5

3-

3799. This will now do, but is not so good as No. ii. Must
remember that the repelled ball of Electrometer is also loosing

the whole of the time; so that all the loss is not to be put down
to the apparatus. Still, the result is probably very fairly expressed,

because of the mode of taking samples from the app. at each

observation.

3800. May now begin to halve charges on Monday, using ii as

the app. to be charged principally, and i as the halving apparatus.

The mode of proceeding is as before— to charge one app.— then

charge carrier ball at the top of charged app.— to introduce the

ball into the electrometer— to let the repel ball touch it— to observe

the repulsive force at standard distance of 30° and enter it as

"ball's force"—then to recharge carrier ball at app. and ascertain

its force on repelled ball, doing this two or three times—then

dividing the charge with the other apparatus, and observing the

^ i.e. in the table which follows, par. 3798.
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condition of one or both. The forces entered are degrees of torsion

at the standard distance of 30° between the balls.

21 AUG. 1837.

ii. Air3801. i, Air

238

232

117

balls 134

divided

ii8}
= ^35,good.

3802. Again,

balls 160

divided

320

310

302

112

148

3803. Air and Muriatic acid gas.

148}
= ^96, good.

there must have

been some want
of contact here

with carrier ball.

, Air

230

230

only 75

3804.

158

156

76

77

ii, M. A. Gas
balls n8

This a bad result— the M. A. Gas seems

to lose very fast— but whether by crack

divided or action on the shell lac I do not know.
Must take Air— then a momentary con-

. . 40 tact— then take Air again.

. . 40

ii, M. A. Gas
balls 78.

divided quickly

X 2 = 152

X 2 = 154I
good result.

40

The M.A. Gas app. lets down charge very rapidly. Query
why. The comparison with air still holds good, since at the

moment of contact both app. must have been alike and at least

76° each.
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3805. , Air

460

440

ii, M. A. Gas
balls 280

divided

218

divided again

2 = 436, good.

2 = 220, good.

3806. Hydrogen and Muriatic acid gas,

i, Hydrogen ii, M. A. Gas

280

278

balls 140^

divided

145

142

(

73

2 = 290
2 = 282

divided again

1
1 pretty well.

46—good.

3807. Again

455

415

216

213

c

103

balls 270

divided

divided again

X 2

X 2 426/ P''^"^

2 = 206— fair.

3808. Ammonia and M.A. Gas.

Filled app. i with Ammoniacal gas, dried over caustic potassa.

Found it would hold no charge for a reasonable time— in 5 seconds

nearly all charge gone and that in repeated trials.

3809. Cleared out the Ammonia—found the inside of the globe

was not importantly acted upon; all the metal part was good.

Took out the shell lac stem— refuzed it at the spirit lamp and replaced

it. Then, on trying the apparatus, it appeared to hold its charge

(having only air within). Refilled it with Ammonia and proceeded

to observe.

3810. i, Ammonia ii, M.A. Gas
balls 128

only 72 . .

then 30 . .

^ Query 284.
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The Ammonia app. will not hold the charge. It appears as if

the surface of the shell lac were rendered a conductor by the

contact of the ammonia. Took out the gas (Amm.) from the

globe and inner ball, clearing all perfectly away. Wiped the shell

lac (within) with a wet and then a dry silk handkerchief and then

tried the apparatus, it containing only Air. It was a little better

than before, but still very bad, and could not by further wiping

make it better. Is permanently bad.

38 1 1. A rod of shell lac was tried as to its insulating power on

a charged gold leaf electrometer and found perfect. It was then

put into ammoniacal gas for 10 minutes, after which it discharged

the Electrometer instantly. Being wetted and wiped (which im-

prove original shell lac), it was as bad as before; having been

thoroughly spoiled by the ammonia. Hence the specific action

of Ammonia on shell lac prevents it from being properly tried

by this apparatus.

3812. Ammonia and shell lac is a case for consideration in con-

duction and probably analogous to the cases of chlorine or sul-

phurous acid in water— or of salts and acids in water, by which

conducting power is somehow conferred.

3813. When the shell lac stem (rendered bad by ammonia) was

heated at the spirit lamp, blisters rose on its surface under a thick

and solid skin, the superficial parts not melting as pure shell lac

does. This appHcation of heat appeared to improve the insulating

power, but by no means to restore it to its first state.

3814. Then scraped the surface of the shell lac, removing the

whole of the surface. On refuzing the surface over a lamp flame,

parts were observed still to froth— the scraping was repeated there-

fore (when cold) untill the whole of the surface was affected by
heat as if pure shell lac. The stem was then replaced in the

apparatus i and tried, air being within. It now held the charge

pretty well and will do, I think, for chlorine, the next gas to be

tried in it.

22 AUG. 1837.

3815. A piece of good insulating shell lac was put into chlorine

gas—in 5 minutes it had lost its insulating power entirely—nor

would washing and wiping restore it. It is of no use putting
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chlorine into the apparatus therefore, and the intention of trying

it against

M.A. Gas]
Oxygen V cannot be carried into effect.

Hydrogen]

3816. Probably flint glass also would become a conductor in

chlorine, from the oxide of lead in it.

3817. Chlorine and shell lac is probably a case of conducting

power given by bodies not having it alone. For it is not likely

to be due to M. Acid formed, as M.A. Gas in the apparatus does

not take away the insulating power of the shell lac. Perhaps it

does: see the results of the 19th with Air and M.A. Gas. If it

does, this may be a mode of ascertaining whether M.A. is an

electrolyte or not in its dry state, i.e. by effecting a sol. of it in

pure Oil turpentine or Caoutchoucine or on shell lac, etc. etc.

3818. As App. ii very bad in insulating power-cleared out the

M. A. Gas and washed all the apparatus. Scraped and heated the

shell lac stem, but still when returned to its place the App. with

air within would not hold its charge. Perhaps it was cracked.

Then put a new shell lac to this App. ii, after which it held the

charge pretty well. Now filled No. i with Arseniuretted hydrogen

and No. ii with pure hydrogen, but on proceeding to experiment,

found ii in a very bad state indeed—and very irregular in its

apparent charge. The weather was rainy—perhaps the air might

do something. Wiping the stems seemed to do good for a time,

and then the good ceased. This went on for the whole day, and

I left the apparatus at last thus

:

No. i filled with Arsen. hydrogen— insulation bad.

No. ii „ „ hydrogen—insulation better than i but un-

steady and uncertain.

3819. It is a question how far the showery weather interferes,

with these irregular results. I must try a damp atmosphere within

the balls.

3820. I am in doubt whether the carrier ball is right. From the

dryness of air within the Electrometer, I think it has been

thoroughly dried, and it now, from contraction of the surface

gold and gum water, presents many irregularities of shape— small,

but still they may affect the result. When the App. ii is charged
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only to 200°, the carrier ball held against it, at the end of its shell

lac stem, vibrates from the brass ball into the air and back, and

throws off brushes, etc. Hence it may retain a very uncertain

charge.

24 AUG. 1837.

3821. Have had some new balls turned, of Alder wood; they are

smoother much than pith. Have gilt them on the surface with

gum water and they are now dry. Have taken one for use as

a carrier ball and attached it to the proper shell lac stem-it is

much heavier than the pith ball but will I think do well. Trying

App. ii by it, it looked very well, the results being as follows

:

At 30' torsion force was more than 720°

40' „ more than 720°

7"^! " " i""^^
'^fl loss i-o per minute.

140 „ „ 560

3822. Thus the carrier ball seems now good, and so also does

the App. No. ii.

3823. Now tried No. i App. It was at first very bad in the insula-

tion—but on opening it and wiping out the dust, it rose much
in value and will do very well. It was at first above 920° and in

10 minutes after was very nearly 920°. Hence plenty of retaining

power.

3824. I think many of the irregularities of the 22nd had been due

to the form and condition of the carrier ball used at that time.

Must never forget the serious influence of dust or fine particles

within.

3825. Charged i with Arseniuretted hydrogen, ii being filled

already with hydrogen.

Arseniuretted hydrogen and Hydrogen.

3826. i, Ars. hy. ii, Hydrogen
balls 165

. . 283

. . 280

. . 282

divided

142 . .

*
*

^"^^1 ^^3' ^^^^ Sood.

FDIII 10
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3827. Again
balls 290

390 . .

370 . .

^ ^

divided

* *

^ ^ jg^l
371, good enough.

3828. Now filled i with Sul. Hydrogen (from M.A. and Sulrt.

Anty.). The inside of i had been rendered black or grey black

by the Arsenic combining with the metal. The tint was good and
smooth and the state of the surface good.

3829. Sulphuretted hydrogen and hydrogen,

i, Sul. Hy. ii, Hydrogen
balls 270

. . 450

. . 450

. . 448
divided

215 . .
* ''7435, fair.

3830. Again

297
262

140

balls 200

divided

125}
^65-good.

The two were connected again and then i taken immediately

130 . . X 2 = 260; this also good.

3831. Fluo silicic gas and Hydrogen,
i, Fluo Silic. Gas ii, Hydrogen

balls ICQ

divided

192

190

96 . . / = 192-very good.

3832. Again

85

80

45

balls 58

divided

80, fair; but some want of contact.
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There was no second contact between trial of i and ii after first

division. Whilst taking the observation of ii at the Electrometer,

heard a crack, as of shell lac of App. i, and found that it appeared

to have lost its insulating power.

3833. Concluded the day's work by trying insulating power of

i and ii again.

App. i has lost its power, can only retain a small charge.

App. ii was as follows :

At 50' tors:

56'

60'

64'

68'

72'

76'

80'

85'

88'

92'

96'

on force was 220°

220°

220°

218°

2IO°

208°
o

204
200°

193°

187°

183°

179°

176°

loss of force was o°-o per minute
o°-o

o°-5

2°-0

o°-5

0--7

This is very good.

3834. It is to be remembered that a crack in the shell lac at a,

where it always occurs, would freely discharge, because of its

presenting the conducting power of a vacuum. It is almost as

bad as if a piece of metal were suddenly put there.

3835. Gymnoti.

According to Sir Everard Home, the consul at Para is John
Hesketh, Esqr., and he can easily obtain gymnoti. John Moon,
Esqr. is consul at Maranhan : he also can easily procure them and
as he trades to England can also send them. He may be acted

on through the Government.

3836. IfMr Kemp's expts. be correct, there must be some curious

relation of them and also of endosmose and exosmose to the nature

and direction of the Electric current. May also here have a relation

or hold on the degree of chemical affinity. There must be some
good principle active here. Will the effect vary with the sub-

stances in solution ?

3837. With respect to CrystalHzation. Endeavour to carry crystal-

lizing influence by wires, so as to set off as it were another solution.

10-2
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besides the active one— i.e. try to transfer the crystallizing

force.

3838. Is inductive intensity the same for the same body, whether

solid, liquid or gaseous.

3839. In discharges in insulating fluids, the particles charge and

travel.

3840. The brush is a discharge of the same kind.

3841. Is not conduction referrable to a distinct act of discharge

between neighbouring particles, and not any thing essentially

different (to be called conduction).

26 AUG. 1837.

3842. Tested the Coulomb's Electr. (Potash within, etc. ( )),

the day being very wet and stormy, the air damp, and the window
close by left open on purpose.

At 30

34
38

42

46

50

54

58

2

6

10

14

18

22

26

30

40
50'

60

10
20'

30

40
50'

60'

10'

20

30

Thus the charge holds very well for this wet day.

the torsion force at constant Chge. of 30° was 692°
j^^^

675°

663°

655°

647°

638°

628°

616°

599°

583°

567°

per minute 4 -2

f-o

55^

537'

507°

492°

455°

420°

385°

355°

325°
o

300
276°

255°

^39°

"3°
208°

188°

3 -o

4°-2

4°-o

4°-o

3°-7

3°-7

3°-7

3°-7

3°-7

3°-7

3°-5

3°-5

3°-o

f-o
^"•5

2°-4

2°-I

i°-6

i°-6

i°-5
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3843. The app. ii from which the Electr. had been charged at

first had been left all this time undisturbed, but equally exposed

to the damp air. At the close of the observations, i.e. 3 hours from

the commencement, the repelling or carrier ball was charged at it

again, and found to give a torsion force in the Electrometer of

250°, the electrometer balls themselves being given only 188°.

Hence the App. ii holds charge better than the Electrometer, and

both hold very well for practise.

3844. I have had the brass collar or socket (a) of the upper part

of App. i, which was rather thick and thicker than that of App. ii,

turned thin by Newman, so that the stem of shell lac will now
be thicker there and the portion of metal will not be so thick, and

therefore will not affect the shell lac in its heating and cooling

so much as it did before. Expect to find the apparatus improved

by this.

28 AUGUST.
3845. Began by trying whether Electr. and App. ii would hold

their charges this morning.

At 35' both were charged above 720°^ Hence hold charge well

42' both were still above 720°J for all I want.

3846. Now put pieces of wetted paper against the inside of the

lower hemisphere of App. ii, applying them as flat as I could.

When the apparatus was put together, this of course produced

a humid atmosphere within. Proceeded to ascertain how this held

charge in the usual way:
at 11' the torsion force was 223° , ^

^/ loss 18 -6 pel

31' „ „ 110° " '33
^/ o „ I'OO
36 „ „ 105° "

Thus rapid loss at charges 223°-i3o°-more moderate below 130°

and not far from what might be expected. I found I could by no
possibility charge the App. highly, the loss was so great at high

degrees. However much it was charged, by the time I could take

an observation (about 15 seconds) it had fallen to 250° or 260°.

3847. Here another result

:

at 40'

r minute.

33

torsion force was 255 , „
''o loss 130 per minute.

>J ?5 O

TOO° " ^ 3 55 55
55 55 ^'-'y
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3848. Here again it holds pretty well at low degrees. I rather

think the discharge at high charges is to the points of the paper,

or other irregularities, on the inner surfaces, and not by the moist

atmosphere or by moisture deposited on the shell lac. Took out

the paper therefore, and left the inside metallic surface of the

lower hemisphere damp. Then the results were thus:

at 55' [torsion force was] 204° , o ^
^ tt7° ^^^^ ^9 '6 per minute

5° 77 •>•> .0

68' „ „ 98° " 7

3849. Thus still loses fast at high charges—not at low charges.

Now wiped the lower hemisphere clean and dry, removing the

little spots and Hnes of water which had formed—but the upper

part and the inner ball were left untouched.

3850. Now at 1 2' 5 [torsion force was] 560°
j^^^

14
16'

18'

20'

30'

470
395^

340'

285^

170'

60°

37°-5

27°-

5

i.°-5

per minute.

3851. Thus, takes far higher charges and is much improved, but

still is not as before. The irregularities formed by the water have

evidently caused much of the discharge, and perhaps others on
the upper hemisphere and the ball may account for the rest.

3852. Now wiped out well both the upper and under hemispheres,

and also the inner ball. This app. having been used for acid gases,

the aqueous vapour had brought out by deliquiescence a rough-

ness on these surfaces, which may have caused much of the dis-

charge. / did not as yet wipe the shell lac stem within the hemi-

sphere. Now results thus

:

at 37

39
41

43

50

60

20

40
60

30

torsion force 705

670°

665°

630°

585°

500°

440°

380°

312°

loss was 8°-7 per minute.

2^-5

4°-5

3853. It is now very much improved. So much that I conclude

the deterioration was due to the numerous irregularities, caused
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by the sweating out of the salts from the pores of the metal.

I think very minute irregularities upon the surfaces, though

minute, still act as points and occasion loss, situated as they are

in so mobile an insulator or transelectric as air is. The surface

of the balls was very much improved in smoothness and ap-

pearance by the wiping.

3854. The aqueous vapour does not appear to have condensed

on the shell lac or diminished its conducting powers sensibly.

3855. Now looked at app. i, which has had the brass collar turned

thin ( ) and the shell lac stem repaired ( ). The shell

lac is evidently cracked here and there; nevertheless fitted it into

the apparatus by a neat collar of paper instead of common
cement, as tightness was not now required. Its retaining power
was as follow:

torsion force was 560^

470°

430°

414'

382°

345°

320°
o

270

3856. Can here see the effects ofthe cracks at the upper degrees and

then the discharge too free, but it may do for charges under 200°.

3857. Now experimented upon divided charges, both i and ii

containing air at common temperatures, etc., and all things aHke.

App. At 26

28

30

32

36

46

56

86

loss was 45°*o per minute.

20 -o

8°-o

8°-o

3°-7

i°-6

i, Air

balls 130

ii, Air

219^

218^^

divided

1 10^

joined no X 2
fair: a little too much.

3858. Again

325

322

167

balls 195

divided

1^3} ^ ^^^^^^ much.
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3859. Now shifted the stem of App. i upwards, so as to make
the inner ball eccentric, the distance between a and b being as

nearly as might be about one half what it was before and about

one third of the present distance of c and d. It is evident that the

quantity of air between the two balls remains unchanged, but

that the distances, instead of being the same in every part, are

greater in some and less in others. The question is, is the amount
of action different ? Is the capacity altered as to its whole sum ?

3860. Air Air

i, Eccentric ii, Concentric

balls 260

202

divided

joined 207 x 2

424
424°

424°

218°

I
= 420, good.

= 414, minus a little but good.

3861. Again
325
160'

150^

85^

80^

divided

joined

70

„.) - .„-J

Plus a little but very fair.

3862. Again
i, Eccentric

130
128°

70

68°

balls no

divided

joined

3863. Again

ii, Concentric

.
.,•}-

64°}
=

135

132

Plus a little.

85'

85'

divided

joined

174
172^

170^

Good.

84°| 169^
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3864. Hence the displacement of the inner ball by this quantity

makes no sensible difference in the inductive force: the sum of

actions is the same.

30 AUG. 1837.

3865. Caoutchouc.

Used a sheet of Hancock's cut India rubber— found that when
Gold leaf Electrometer was charged and touched by it, it insulated

very fairly though not so well as shell lac. Then put a sheet in a

crumpled condition into the lower hemisphere of App. i, so that

when all together, it should intervene between the inner and

outer ball at that part, being of course like a cup crumpled up
there, and its parts at different distances from the 2 balls in different

parts.

3866. i, Caoutchouc ii, Air

and Air

balls 120*^

divided

208'

207^

. . 103° X 2 = 206°, very fair.

80° . . i seems to be losing.

75
94° whilst ii holds well ; the weather rainy.

95°

52° . .

49° . . i evidently losing gradually, rather fast.

3867. Again

divided

142
128°

110°

400°

400°

395°

195° X 2 = 390°, good.

188°

after some time

. . 182°

70° . . i losing therefore as before, but will do to shew
that India rubber is as Air.

3868. Silk handkerchief

.

Put a dyed silk handkerchief (clean, etc.) into the Apparatus i,

and then tried its retaining power, but found it very small whilst

silk in, returning to a moderate condition when silk out. Hence
the dyed silk discharges, and I must use white silk.
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3869. Warm Air.

Heated the outside of App. i by a spirit lamp so as to bring the

brass up to 180° F. or thereabouts, whilst the App. ii remained cold.

Then used the two apparatus in dividing the charge ofone as before,

i, Warm Air ii, Cold Air

balls 300°

. . 540°

. . 528°

divided

}
380' 1 o
^ ^ 745

* *
. . , , o o (

far too much.
jomed 365 X 2 = 730 J

3870. There must be something here, if there be not a mistake

in the first two Numbers. Can easily test the effect by taking the

intensity of a cold charged apparatus, and then warming it: the

intensity ought to rise: and if so. Bravo—what a result.

3871. The apparatus left as above, taken some time after and

when i felt cool, though inside ball probably warm yet:

• •
330°

255° . .

255° . . then warmed i by application of spirit lamp, as

before, but it did not rise, being only
220° . . loss rather therefore. Hence probably a mistake

in the first numbers. Perhaps the Carrier ball lost part of its high charge

in the air.

208° . . i is now losing fast— discharged it altogether and

heated it, then

:

divided

320
310^

. . 156° X 2 = 312°, hence no change of

capacity by heat.

85° . .

6f . .

3872. Now took App. ii; alone it gave
147°

145° . . being then heated by spirit lamp it fell to

127° . . this rather sudden, and there was no recovery on
cooling for 128° . . was the next, then

124°

124° . . so that here no signs of change of capacity by heat.

3873. Try the effects of heat again hereafter, and perhaps also

upon some other body than air— a Hquid or a solid.
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3874. Testing experiments on retention all day long.

6 SEPTR. 1837.

3875. Tried insulating power of some fluids by dipping a glass

rod in them and then touching a charged gold leaf electrometer

with the wet part, the finger being also applied to the wet part

about the third of an inch from the electrometer. Thus a film of

the liquid of about half an inch long formed the communication.

3876. Oil of turpentine—good and filtered; insulated well.

'i'^'JJ. Oil ofturpentine— old and with water at the bottom of the

bottle
;
discharged the electrometer at once.

3878. Naphtha {frencK)— insulated well.

3879. Oil gas liquid - Do.

3880. Caoutchoucine —discharged moderately.

3881. Cocoa nut oil (the expressed solid part)— discharged at once.

Hence Oil of turpentine, Naphtha and Oil gas liquid appear

as if they would do for transinductive media.

3882. Now arranged the two inductive apparatus and the Cou-
lomb's electrometer, and having i half filled with Oil of turpentine

and ii altogether with Air, proceeded to compare their capacities.

Now found i lost charge almost instantaneously. Thought it

might be by joint action of the shell lac stem and vapour of oil

of turpentine, but on dipping a piece of shell lac in oil of turpen-

tine, it did not discharge the excited Gold leaf electrometer.

3883. As the charge does not fall instantly.^ though very quickly,

tried to make an observation by quick contact, halving if possible

the charge of ii and then examg. ii to see what remained.

3884. i, Oilturp. ii,Air

balls 230

• • 390°

• • 390°

divided

. . 175 X 2 = 350— is less than 390 by 40.

divided again

. . 79 X 2 = 158— is less than 175 by 17.

divided again

. . 36 X 2 = 72— is less than 79 by 7.

Hence more than half goes away by contact and this looks like

equality of inductive power, but is of course not satisfactory.
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If less than half had gone, then should have had strong reason

to believe that oil of turpentine had less capacity than air.

3885. As there is very large contact with the oil of turpentine

in the inductive experiment, now tried its insulating power by
gold leaf electrometer with equal extent of contact. Thus, put the

lower hemisphere filled with oil of turpentine on to the gold leaf

electrometer— diverged the instrument, and then dipped a ball into

the liquid, the ball being 2 inches in diameter and held in the hand.

When the ball just touched the fluid, there was scarcely a sensible

discharge, but on further immersion the discharge was quicker,

and when half in so quick as to interfere very much with

my experiments. This is an excellent and the proper mode of

trial.

3886. There was nothing particular at the surface of the fluid;

the discharge was bodily through the oil of turpentine. Must
obtain purified oil ofturpentine.

3887. Naphtha.

Experimented with this fluid. Its insulating power, tried in the

hemisphere, much better than Oil of turpentine, but still it does

let the charge down. There is a little water at the bottom of the

Naphtha bottle. Tried to divide the charge of ii.

3888. i, Naphtha ii, Air

balls 170

. . 296°

divided quickly

133 X 2 - 2 I less than 295.
. . 135 X 2 = 270 j

divided again very quickly

. . 62° X 2 = 124° less than 135°.

3889. The results are of the same general nature as those with

the oil of turpentine-and liable to the same objection.

3890. Repeated the trial with a low charge of the app. ii.

3891. i, Naphtha ii, Air

balls 30°

. . 54°

. . 54°

divided quickly
o

"^^o X 2= 54°. A good result shewing equal
'^'^

inductive force.
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3892. Again

Repelled Electrometer ball remaining as it was
. . 63°

. .
62°

divided, touching harder than before

. 30° X 2 = 60°, very fair.

3893. This will do for Naphtha— unless I can obtain it in a better

state.

3894. A piece of shell lac dipped into Naphtha has not its in-

sulating power disturbed.

3895. Naphtha put into a bottle with pulverised carb. potassa to

abstract the water, if any.

3896. Oil of turpentine— y^Mt into a bottle with fuzed chloride of

lime and also quick lime, to abstract water, acid, etc.

3897. Oil gas liquid.

On trying its insulating power when in the hemisphere and

touched by a large ball, it discharged the Gold leaf Electrometer

at once, and will not do for the experiments.

3898. I thought I observed that as the liquid evaporated, it dis-

charged the charged Electrometer, probably by its vapour particles

assumg. the same state. But is worth pursuing in regard to the

production or dissipation ofElectricity by evaporating processes.

3899. Caoutchoucine— tried by hemisphere and ball; discharges

too well.

3900. JVater—hr too well to allow of the least trial.

3901. Silk. Put a white silk shawl, folded many times, into

app. i so as to be interposed there with the air. Found that though

well dried and apparently insulating well when examined in the

ordinary way, that now the large contact caused quick discharge

of the gold leaf electrometer. Still, tried to obtain a result by
halving the charge of app. ii, and then observing its condition.

3902. i, Silk and air ii, Air

balls 360°

. . 670°

. . 665°

divided

. . 280 X 2 = 560

. . 283 X 2 = 566
0° . . discharges very fast

divided again quickly

. . 130 X 2 = 260, not bad.
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3903. Again
balls 42°

. . 70°

. .
70°

divided— a double touch and that disadvantageous.

. . 29° X 2 58°, very low.

3904. Again . . .

divided

120

"5=

57° X 2 = 114°) J„^o|gOod.
. . 58° X 2

3905. I think I may take it for granted that silk is like air.

3906. Damp Air and dry. Now tried these against each other,

rendering the air of i damp by a film of moisture on the bottom
of the lower hemisphere.

3907. i, Damp air ii, Dry Air

balls 280°

• • 470°

225°

divided

joined

divided

475°

^^'^

I
= 470°, good.

234° X 2 = 468°, good.

. . 117° X 2 = 234°, good.

Hence damp and dry air alike.

8 SEPTR. 1837.

3908. Cast a hemisphere of spermaceti— it was very clear and

good in quality. When tried by the gold leaf electrometer, having

of course the large contact, it conducted even whilst still in the

mould and warm. When cold it fitted into the lower hemisphere

of the app. i, but the cavity within it was not quite large enough

to receive the usual inner ball, but by a Httle scraping did very well.

3909. i, Spermaceti ii, Air

balls 263'

divided

440

436

. . 188 X 2 = 376— less than 436 by 60.

98 . .

85 . .

79 . . . . = 190° of torsion at interval of 20° only.
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3910. Thus i with Spermaceti loses too fast for measurement at

high intensity of charge but may perhaps take a lower intensity

of charge and a smaller standard distance.

391 1, i, Spermaceti ii, Air

balls 100° at standard distance of 20° for this expt.

. . 164° 154

. . 160° 150

divided

o
* * 10 60x2-120

1^
^-oo little, but evident

^ ^ * ' o ^ I
that i loses fast.

. . 70 60 X 2 = 120
J

39 49° •
•

Must however diminish all these readings by 10° because of the

change of angular distance from 30° to 20°.

Have not time to pursue this now; but find that app. i with

Spermaceti within will keep a charge equal to one inch divergence

of the gold leaf Electrometer moderately well.

3912. Gum copal— Si large tear; quickly discharged the gold leaf

electrometer.

9 SEPTR. 1837.

3913. Have put a new shell lac stem to app. i; and as the brass

cap or ferrel has been turned out thin, the stem is of some thick-

ness there, and appears to be sound and good. On trying it by
the gold leaf electrometer, it appears to insulate properly. Fixed

the stem into the ferrel with a Httle collar of paper—used the

medium or standard ball within and made a comparative expt.

between i and ii as to insulating power.

i balls at 430° ii

At 2^ 27' . . 610° o At 2^ 26 . . 700° o

56'
. . 267° '

' ^\ 57 . . 607° '
' lo

^

3 34 . . 192° • • ^ 3 34 . . 515° • • ^ 4

3914. Thus i bad, but ii good in their present state.

3915. Now wiped the stem of i over every part very well to

i at 51' alike ii

52'
. . 840° o.^ 53' • . 877°

59' . . 778° • • ^
o

^

g^^o
. . 7 4

8/ . . 600° • • ^ 3 80' . . 750° ••37
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3916. Thus the power was very much improved by wiping, and

perhaps wiping with a wet cloth would do more good—found
that the carrying ball lost sometimes ofits charge in passing through

the air. Continued the comparison.

[i]

97
119

139

176

218

257

294

564=

482'

428'

370°

290°

228°

200°

3°.6

3°-7

2°-7

o°-8

100

120

140

178

220

259
296

675^

627'

569^

507'

440'

360'

317^

3-75
2°-4

2°-9

i°-6

i°-6

2°-0
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3917. Returned to the apparatus. Wiped the stems well and pre-

pared to experiment with different sized balls, etc. inside, to

ascertain effect of circumstances and division, when capacity of

the apparatus is really changed. Have had two other balls made—
the different measurements are as follows

:

Internal diameter of hollow sphere 3-57 inches

Diameter of usual or standard ball A . . . . 2*33

Width of intervening space 0*62

Diameter of smaller ball B 2*02

Width of intervening space o*775

Diameter of large ball C 2*70

Width of intervening space o*435

Internal diameter of the hemispherical cup D . . 3-20

3918. The app. i and ii is in very fair order; i moderate, ii Excel-

lent. The day very fine. Put smaller ball B into app. i in the

middle—App. ii having the usual standard ball A within it. Hence
App. ii must have more capacity than app. i.

i, with Small ball ii, usual ball

balls 153°

. . 268°

. . 266°

divided

. . 142^
.0

rejoined

• • 138°) = 286°
148°

. . I o

. . 135°} = ^^3°

rejoined

145-

3919. Hence i must have a smaller capacity than ii.

3920. How is it that when i and ii, after being joined, are dis-

joined, i gives higher charge to the carrier than ii ? ii ought rather

to give higher charge than i, should it not ?

FDIII II
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3921. i, with small ball B ii, Usual ball A
255° . .

249° . .

230° . .

divided

119°
^ ^ - 219

100-

.

. . 100°}

rejoined

123° . .

1^
3922. Here also, when i charged and divided, still shews smaller

capacity than ii. Here also i charges the carrier ball higher than ii.

3923. Again
i, Small ball B ii, Usual ball A

315°

295°

287°

140

140

divided

rejoined

3924. Here i smaller capacity than ii, but gives higher charge to

the carrier ball.

3925. A test of difference of capacity is supplied also by the

difference of charge given to the carrying ball— for as the capacity

of each differs, so they must charge the carrier differently when
by its application to the external part it takes from them, altering

their form and consequently inductive force there. The puzzle to

me at present is that the one containing most electricity as having

most capacity^ gives the least charge.

3926. Again, i, Small ball B ii, Usual ball A
balls 210°

193°

196=

195

divided

rejoined

rejoined

350
352^

o
190

} = 383

18.°} = 378

178°}
373°
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3927. Results as before. As difference of capacity can be thus

easily shewn, it cannot have escaped me in the gases.

21 SEPTR. 1837.

3928. Now put the large ball C into app. i, making it concentric

with the outer globe of the apparatus.

i, large ball C ii, Usual ball A
balls 105°

178°

163°

153°

143°

133°

divided

87°

i loses very fast

immediately after last test taken

\ X 2 = 174'

. . 70} = 157°

i loses so fast I can put no confidence in it. Dismounted it-

wiped all the parts and rearranged it with the same ball.

3929. i, large ball C; try its retaining power.

At
balls 150°

was . . 248°

238°

223°

212°

152°

5

2°-I

3930. The loss is here very great,

app. i with the usual ball.

i with ball A
51' . . . 211°

53' . . . 202°

55' . . . 199°

57 . . . 191°

Now try for comparison

4^-5

1-5

4-0

Loses too much therefore with this ball also ; and on examg. the

stem at the point which holds against the brass, found a crack

round it at that part. Must try to repair the stem.

3931. In many cases, the tension or charge seems to fall faster

from a certain degree when the charge has been given just up
to that degree, than when that degree has been attained by sinking

from a still higher one. This effect indeed seems pretty general

(4172, etc.). Therefore when a division is made of one charge

1 1-2
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into two, the two halved charges will sink with different velocities,

though the apparatus may be equally good and retentive. Some-
times on halving, too, it seemed as if the uncharged could not

receive its half instantly, or the other lose it; but that a second or

third contact was required.

3932. Refuzed and repaired the stem of App. i, until it looked

very well indeed, and then closed expts. for the night.

22 SEPTR. 1837.

3933. Wiped and Fixed repaired stem of App. i in its socket by
a collar of white silk thread put round it as better than paper;

attached the usual ball A to it and then tried retaing. power of

both apparatus.

balls 340
ii, at 22' both touched and alike

24
28'

32'

36'

46'

i—with balls A in

530°

353° •

•

275° •

•

237°

167° •
•

44 -2

7°-o

600°

580°

565°

544°

536°

384°

5°-o

3°-75

5*25

2°-0

2°-6

3934. The alternate contacts of i and ii with the carrying ball

of Electrometer must have taken from ii and given to i, so that

part of the loss of ii has been from this cause. Between 38' and 42'

there was no contact with i, and see the difference. It is very

evident that i will not do. I must have a new stem of shell lac

and without dirt in it.

3935. Marianini on passing of V. spark through flame (charcoal).

B. Univ. 183 1, xlvii, 269.

Bellani's expt. with water and Mercy., Endosm. and Exosm.

Do. Do. p. 253.

Thermo electricity, cause of, Becquerel good. Do. 1 83 2, xHx, 319.

Do. . . . Mincke (as in glass) etc. Do. 183 1, xlvii, 137.

Is connected with Watt's solar compass, etc. etc.— interesting.

23 SEPTR.
Have cast some new stems from fresh shell lac.

3936. Have put a new stem to App. i, and have fixed it into the

brass socket by a plug of silk. Now tried it against App. ii,

after i had been well wiped and fitted with the usual ball A.
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joined at 35'

balls 200

at 38'

46'

56'

238^

235^

228^

215^

0-75
1-75
1-3

At 36' was 200*^

40' . .
138''

44 . .
122°

54 • .
103'

3937. Thus i is very bad. Suspect the lac has cracked and that,

like glass, it requires annealing. This the more likely as the sub-

stance hardens and softens by degrees and not suddenly.

3938. On rewiping and rearranging i and trying it again, it was

much better in retentive power. Then thought that the discharge

might have something to do with the loose filaments of the silk

of the plug, and on using paper found the retentive power better.

So resolved to fix it in with red cement as No. ii is fixed, and then

there was a great difference indeed in the way of improvement.

Whether this depends upon the absence of loose particles or upon
closing the passage to air I cannot say; it would probably be right

and instructive to search this matter out : but in fact i now retained

charge as well as ii, as will be seen in the following results.

3939.

At 3

7
II

15

25

35

45
ih 57
3^ 6

40'

was 628°

609°

595°

580°

540°

518°

500°

478°

370°

324°

touched at 2'

balls at 360°

o At
4 -75

3°'5

3°'75

4°

2°-2

i°-8
o

i"-8

i°.56

i°-4
3h 8

42'

was 625°

607°

593°

538°

484°

455°

334°

278°

3940. Now tried division of charge, Air being in both and the

same sized balls, etc. etc. All alike.

i, Air

154°

155°

84°

83=

Ait

balls 92

divided

80=

79

164°, too much.

162°, too much.
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As in some former cases, the halving app. is lower or gives lower

charge to the carrying ball than the one originally charged, but

the whole result is too much—as if i had more capacity than ii.

3941. Again

balls 200°

363°

361°

divided

178° . .

185'

}
= 363°, lilittle too much.

180°^
354^

174- . . j

Here also dividing, app. i is lower than the other, ii, originally

charged.

3942. i, Air ii, Air

285° . .

286° . .

divided at twice

^43°
• •

^ ^ ^^^0}
= 284°, good.

3943. May conclude that division is good as an average result

of several experiments.

3944. Glass. Have had the bottom of a flask (thin) well varnished

with shell lac, to take away conducting power, and now put this

cup into app. i, so as to ascertain if it had any influence on induc-

tive force.

3945* h Glass inside ii, Air

balls 250
430° . .

432°

217°

3946. Again

divided at twice

,1^°}
= 434°, good.

. •
365°

. . 366°

divided at twice

• •
'^'^°| = 366°, good.

3947. Hence this glass produced no difference.
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3948. Shell lac.

Have cast a hemisphere of shell lac, so that it shall fit loosely

into lower part of the apparatus i or ii. It is of shell lac which has

been fuzed before and which contains therefore such impurities as

dust, etc. etc.

3949. i, Shell lac ii, Air

balls 255

413° • .

404° . .

divided at twice

231 . . \

parently i has great capacity.

3950. Again . . . ,

685° . .

650° . .

230°/
= 461°— far too much. Ap-

divided

362'

358'

162'

,J

= 727°, same thing.

}

divided

365° . .

3951. Again ....

163°

3952. Still indicates that i has more capacity than ii. Now this

may be due to many small conducting particles in the shell lac.

These would by a very simple action increase the capacity of

that apparatus. I must use purified shell lac.

Spermaceti.

3953 • The spermaceti hemisphere ( ) has been scraped until

it fitted the interior of app. i, and was then introduced; touching

of course the ball and hemisphere here and there by several points,

and filHng up moderately well the space between. The App. i

with the spermaceti in seems to hold a charge moderately well.

3954* ij Spermaceti ii, Air

balls 225°

35°" •

O
330 . .

divided once
O N

"^^^
* *

217°/
^ much,

joined again

235 . .

. . 228' ,|
= 463, over.
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3955. By this result, Spermaceti seems to have a greater capacity

than Air—but this appears due to its conduction and its taking a

charge on its surfaces as a conductor. As the conduction is feeble

and slow, hence the reason why it is sometime before the final

charge is fully taken or, on discharge, given up, time being

required. Hence also the reason of certain irregularities in former

cases, and hence a sluggishness and slowness in dividing the

charge as seen above.

3956. Discharged the app. i; two or three minutes after, found

a charge of 67° in it; and after a little while longer, of 80°. This

had gone back to the discharged metal from the charged sperma-

ceti.

3957' i> Spermaceti ii, Air

• 554°

• . 583°

divided once

343^
. . 2l8°\

125° . . /
joined

144°

This shews same result as the former
;
namely, an apparent high

capacity for spermaceti— slowness of division—because of slow-

ness of conduction.

3958. Spermaceti is a good slow conductor of Electricity if I

should want one for the investigation of the manner in which

conduction and induction are connected.

26 SEPTR. 1837.

3959. Naphtha. The Naphtha which has been standing on Carb.

potassa since 6 Septr., on being poured off, was found to conduct

better than before—being filtered, it conducted also too well.

Being distilled, it was much improved and in its best state, but

still did discharge when tested in a cup by ball contact and gold

leaf Electrometer.

3960. Oil of turpentine from off lime and carb. potassa— is also

much worse and appears to dissolve something. Being distilled,

it was much improved and rendered even better than the Naphtha

—but still does conduct and discharge.
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3961. Tried App. i and ii, bodi containing air.

balls 360°

i ii

45' was 540° o.. 47' was 535°

55' „ 515° • • lol 57 » 510^
•

65 „ 495 67 „ 490

Both in excellent condition.

2°-0

3962. Now used the metalHc cup or lining D ( ), which

when in its place brings the inner metallic surface of the lower

hemisphere of the apparatus containing it nearer to the central

ball, the diameter of the hemisphere without the cup being 3-57

inches and with it only 3*2 inches— or the intervening space being

diminished in that part from 0-62 of inch to 0-435. The Hning

was put into i, and ii left with usual distance.

3963* distance of half, o*43 5 distance of whole, 0-62

i, with lining ii, as usual

475°

469°

. . 225
' h . . 452

divided

n
227

joined

22f . .

}

:I9°|
442

3964. Thus i here has more capacity than ii, as would be antici-

pated.

3965. Again

467° . .

460° . .

divided

. . 230
joined

235° . .

. . 225^

joined

. . 222°) c

225° . . I

3966. Here again i has more capacity than ii. The same thing

occurs here, as at other times, that though repeated junction is
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made, one app. will give a higher charge to the carrying ball

than another. Must search this out. The difference of capacity-

is not so much as I expected.

Again

3967' i, with lining ii, as usual

538° • •

517° . . i seems to lose fast— that is, however,
natural and I must take the charge lower.

balls 235
382° . .

381° . .

divided

205° . .

joined

200 . .

joined again

190°}

I94°|

395

o
_

" 394°

197 •
•

3968. All the results shew that i has more capacity than ii. i also

always charges carrier higher than ii does.

3969. Now joined i and ii. Then took portions from each in

alternate order, discharging the carrier ball each time. It is quite

clear that the one of highest capacity ought then to give highest

charge to the carrier.

187^

181^
179

173^

Hence i higher capacity than ii.

3970. Again

balls as before

divided

302
296°

297°

Thus i more capacity than ii, though ii charged at first.

144°
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3971. Then tried by charge of carrier ball

:

i ii

145° • •

. . 136°
O

. .
134°

Again i the highest capacity.

3972. Considering that the difference of inductive capacity has

been altered only in less than half of the interior of i, whilst the

other half of i and the whole of the interior of ii and the external

parts of the charged portions of both i and ii, i.e. the rods and

small balls, all acting by induction, are unchanged; it was not

to be expected that any great difference in the inductive force

of i was to be expected.

Naphtha.

3973. Put the rectified naphtha into the lower hemisphere of i

and proceeded to obtain, if possible, its inductive capacity (the

inner lining had been removed from i).

i, Naphtha ii, Air

balls 200

divided

350^

344°

113° X 2 = 226

scarcely any thing

Thus this will not do— the Naphtha discharges too fast.

3974. Placed the Varnish glass cup in i and filled it with Naphtha
nearly, so that the fluid might not touch both metallic surfaces,

yet be in the place of the insulating medium.

3975. i, Naphtha in Glass ii, Air

divided

324
323°

132° X 2 = 264

85 . .

62 . . loses too fast

3976. Thus it is better, but still the Naphtha loses too fast; even

if it had lost none, ii ought to have appeared low in charge,

because of the effect of the Naphtha as a conductor taking a charge

like the Spermaceti ( ).
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3977. Oil ofturpentine^ the rectified fluid, tried in the same way,
first in the hemisphere, then in the glass cup in hemisphere,

i, Oil Turpn. ii, Air

divided

267"

266°

120° X 2 = 240*^

gone . .

Thus conducts too well.

3978. i, Oil Turp. in cup of Glass ii, Air

balls 155°

. . 303°

divided quickly

. . 138° X 2 = 276
68° . .

46° . . conducts too fast.

Found, however, that some of the turpentine had run over the

glass cup and made extensive contact between it and the brass

of hemisphere. This added to the conduction.

3979. Now tried i and ii; both containing air only.

i ii

at 8' both above 310°

balls 310°

at 9' was 276 at 11' was 372°

. . 21-6 . . 0-8

14 „ 168 16 „ 368°

Hence i is in very bad condition since it has had the fluids in it-

they probably affect the cement or shell lac.

29 SEPTR. 1837.

3980. i has been well wiped and exposed to air all night; being

now tried, and after charging, joined, then

at 2*^ 23' both were much above 1000°

3^ o both still above 1000
4^^ 16 i was 620 at 4^ 18' ii was 930°

5 5 » 470 5 7 „ 750°-

3981. Thus i was much improved by such airing. Again left it

open to increase the good effect.
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3982. Shell lac. Some shell lac which has been fuzed has been

dissolved in spirit; and as it would not filter well, was left to

clear by deposition, and though the wax would not settle, yet all

dirt was in this way separated. The turbid uniform fluid was then

evaporated in a jar to drive off the alcohol and a hemispherical

cup cast—but it was evident that the heat had been applied too

long, for the shell lac began to cling and set. However, such as

it was, this shell lac hemisphere was tried.

3983. i, Shell lac ii,Air

balls 305

divided

240° . .

joined

523^

242

) = 487^

}
= 479^

237 . .

Here it appears as if i, or shell lac, had more capacity than ii or air.

3984. Again

?577° • .

670° . .

602° . .

640° . .

Think that these variations must be from variable discharge of

the carrying ball at these high charges as it passes through the

hole in the glass plate of Coulomb's electrometer— it perhaps

being dampish from the state of the weather. Reduced the charge.

3985. 470° .

475° .

470° .

divided

252° .

joined

. 238°)
490°

249° .

joined

. 235°}
484°

239° .

joined

. 227°}

. 226°

466°

227° .

. 220°

Thus i has greater capacity

than ii and seems to hold

charge best. Hence is dif-

ference due to conduction; it

is not to the conduction of the

whole but of parts.

226^
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3986. Now shifted the Shell lac into App. ii.

i, Air

597°

588°

540°

525°

370°

364°

179°

169

ii, Shell lac

loses rather fast—lowered the charge.

divided

joined

. . 160°}
~ 339

323
. . 154°}

Hence it would appear that ii has more capacity than i app.

3987. As to the difference of charge given to the carrier ball when
app. joined frequently. Suspect this depends upon permanent

charge of the projecting part of the shell lac stem outside. There-

fore discharged both apparatus by two or three successive touches

with the fingers—and also the carrier ball— then i gave 17°— dis-

charged ball again and then ii gave 4° or 5°-then ball discharged

and tried alone on Electrometer gave 0°. Again dischgd. i and

afterwards took specimen by carrier ball and found 12°. Hence
evidently an interfering permanent charge.

3988. Now wiped the shell lac stem of i with a damp cloth whilst

touching the brass so as to discharge it— then applied the carrier

ball and now obtained 0°. Hence the electric condition of the

stem is very influential in disturbing the results.

3989. Must try the retaining power of app. when the stem has

been wiped with a damp cloth.

3990. Must try wiping the stem, as to its power of giving a

charge to the carrier ball.

3991. Must ascertain if charging the app. by brushes from the

excited glass rod charges the stem also.

3992. If so, must use a leyden phial to charge app.

3 OCTR. 1837.

3993. Examined the retaining power of the shell lac stems when
wiped with a damp cloth. The stems of i and ii were wiped at

parts both in and out of the hemisphere, with very damp silk and
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not afterwards with dry silk—then both were charged and the

charges equalized, using excited glass rod for the purpose held

vertically over the balls.

i touched at 25' ii

balls 246

at 25' was above 432° at 25' was above 432°

"K "
. . 7-8 „ 267

^ ^

33 370 ; o 35 » 222 ^o.^

38' „ 341 • • 40' „ 197 • • ^
°

Thus both are bad, but ii the worst. As some time has elapsed,

and both may have dried, recharged and joined.

3994. joined at 43'

43' above 710° 43' above 710 , o
n ' above 103

44 was 675 o.^ 46 was 402 /

" 509:
: :

»o.^ 5:; „ ;
;

54 435 \o 56 „ 227
64' „ 370° • • ^ 66' „ 190 ^ /

Thus lose still and nearly as much as before.

3995. Now wiped the outside part of the stem of both with dry

silk

i ii

joined at 10'

10' above 630° 10' above 630°

11' was 608° o 13' was 418°

16 55 .0. 20 „ 290 ^

21 „ 485 23 „ 259
^

i8°-3

3996. About as before. So that dry wiping the outside part of

the stem has not improved retaining power.

3997. Now dry wiped the inside part of the stem also, or that

portion within the hemisphere

joined at 38'

38' above 475°-4 38' above 475°-4

39' was 472° o.^ 41' was 470°
/ 0»»S4 y'l o««20

44 „ 455 4<^ „ 457
49' 55 420° • * ;o._ 51' ,j 440° '

^.7
59' „ 385° • • 3 ^ 61' „ 415° •

•

3998 . Thus both greatly improved by inner dry wiping, especially

ii. i falls rather too fast : it still retains a smell of oil of turpentine

which I must drive off, and clear away. Good also to wipe up

the stems inside of the socket.
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3999. Now discharged both at 5' and then tried what charge they

could still give to the carrier ball

i ii

at 6' was 30° at 7I was 18°

9' » 35° ^»io| was 19°

discharged both again at 47'— then gave

at 48' 12° at 49' „ 2°

4000. Thus they hold a charge when every thing seems proper

for their complete discharge.

4001. Found that touching the carrier ball freely and readily

discharged it, for it did not then disturb the indicating ball of

Electrometer : so that the effect observed could not be due to any

effect of its electrified stem.

4002. Wiped the shell lac stems of i and ii outside with damp
silk and then found that i could give a charge to the carrier ball

of not more than half a degree and ii no charge at all.

4003. Hence this effect, which has so often mingled its disturbing

influence with other results, is a consequence of the excited state

of the outside of the shell lac stem: and, by the force of induction,

retaining the metal near it in a charged state, though uninsulated.

This state is probably brought on thus : R and its wire r is charged

Pos. and acts by induction through the shell lac L as well as

elsewhere. If the air next L were perfectly clean, this would be

an unchanged action for the time, and easily discharged, but

particles ofconducting matter floating in the air are drawn towards

surface of L and gradually communicate a charge to it, which has

then an equivalent portion of the induction of r directed exclusively

towards it. When R and r are discharged afterwards, this portion

of the effect can not be discharged until the surface of the shell

lac has been touched by uninsulating matter, etc. etc.

4004. Proceeded to ascertain what effect as to excitement of stem

would be produced by wiping them with dry silk. Both i and ii

being discharged well, then had a good wiping and rubbing of the

stem with dry silk, the brass ball above being at the same time

touched above to assist by allowing; induction. .?
^^^^

[ to the
J ^ 11 gave 7 J

carrier applied as usual at the top or summit of the ball.

4005. Then discharged them by wiping first with a damp silk
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and then dry silk, so as not to excite the stem. After that, charged

i from the Excited rod and discharged it again immediately by
hand, and then applied the carrier ball to see what effect the short

charge had produced— it equalled 3°.

4006. Charged i very highly for 2 or 3 minutes, then discharged

it and found carrier ball indicated residual charge of 10°. Dis-

charged conducting part again, but on again applying carrier ball

it still gave 10° (Pos. always).

4007. Was now charged and left for 1 5 minutes, and then being

discharged, gave residue to carrier = 12°. On taking sample by
carrier whilst the hnger was actually in contact with the brass

ball R, so that no doubt of its uninsulated condition could remain,

still the charge was 14° Pos.

4008. Now held carrier ball about j of an inch from the side ofthe

shell lac stem— uninsulated it there— then insulated it, and found

it to give 60° Pos.

4009. The charge of the shell lac is never derived from the excited

glass rod used in charging the apparatus. When this was ap-

proached sideways to the ball R, the shell lac stem couldhe charged

by it—but then on discharging the apparatus and trying the

electricity communicated to the carrier by ball R, it was found

to be Negative— as was to be expected. It shews that the other

and residual charge is from excitation of the stem in the manner
described or by wiping ( ).

OCTR. 6, 1837.

4010. Tried app. i and ii with Air in both.

i8°-3

at 58' above 980°

59' was 930°
22' „ 508°

•

27^ 463°

34' was discharged, then gave 11'

again dischgd. „ „ 12

At 53' carrier ball was applied at

d whilst finger touched at ^— the

charge was 88°.

FDIII

9 -3

5°.o

touched at 58'

at 58' above 980°

61' was 965°

24 „ 750°

29' „ 725°

36' was discharged—gave 8

48' Do. „ 5

At 52' carrier ball at d whilst

finger at 6; received charge

of 22°.
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401 1. Cast a new hemisphere of the best shell lac— sifted and
cleaned but not dissolved in alcohol.

4012. Also opened app. i and found the stem cracked in several

places. Repaired it by softening andfusion over the spirit lamp and
then restored it to the app., so as to put all into working condition

again.

7 OCTR. 1837.

4013. Now tried and tested retaining power of i and ii.

at 17 was 510

22
27'

32
37'

42

52

328°

307°

295°

291°

285°

262°

joined at 15'

balls 190°

19' was 135° only

rejoined i and ii at 21'

24' » 190°

This app. bad in retaining force;

wiped it well and recharged it

separately.

at 29' „ 540°

4°-2

2°-4

o -8

I°-2

2°-3

34
39'

44'

54'

510

495°

476°

448°

6-0

3-0

3-8

2-8

4014. Both will now do. They were discharged at 56' and then

found as follows with respect to the retained charge.

... 10° ... 16°

4015. To avoid as much as may be this interfering charge of the

stem, I must use only low charges in the apparatus and work
in a quiet clean atmosphere. Wiping each time is needful. I have

often found discharge ofa gold leaf electrometer come on suddenly

and have been able to trace it to invisible films (of spider's web
perhaps), for I have been able by slight blowing to restore in-

sulating condition, and that has happened over and over again

in the room whilst making these experiments.

4016. It seems to me that good proof of induction in curved lines

can be obtained in these effects of induction from stem and that

such action in curved lines is a better test of molecular action than

Specific capacity will be.

4017. Inductive action of stem and that action in curved lines.
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4018. Charged ii as usual Pos.— then touched the outside of the

shell lac in several places with the fingers, so as to let it take up a

charge by induction— then discharged R and all the metallic part.

Placed carrier ball at cz, touched it—insulated it, removed it and

found it gave Pos. repulsion 230°.

4019. Discharged the carrier—placed it at /^—touched it with un-

insulating wire so as to bring all to quiescent state—removed first

the wire and then instantly the carrier ball, and found it 20° Pos.

Then discharged the carrier and re-applied it at not touching r\
it this time with the uninsulating wire, so that I might obtain the ^
effect of the return of charge to the ball R, etc. in the two minutes

elapsed, by the spontaneous lowering of the charge on the outside

of the shell lac stem—found the charge now 25° Pos.

4020. Again placed it at h and uninsulated it as before for a

moment, and now found it 19°. Hence this charge of 19° is not

the effect of a return towards ordinary charged state, but is due

to induction from surface of shell lac towards R at ^ whilst R is

in connection with the ground. Hence is induction round a

corner or at least in a curved line.

4021. Now held the carrier ball a little way off from R at h—
touched it—insulated it and found it gave 17° Pos. Hence the

effect is the same in kind and almost in degree as when it touched

R at h. The cause of the state acquired in the two situations is the

same therefore and is not due to the electric state of the ball R,

which would have given one kind of Electy. by contact and the

other by induction.

4022. I held my hand round the shell lac stem, at a little distance,

to divert the inductive force, touching R at the same time. I then

insulated R, and removing my hand from round the stem, ex-

pected to find R at /5 Neg., because of the return of inductive

influence on to the wire stem inside it : but now the carrier applied

there was Pos. to the amount of 8°; being less than before but

still Pos. Hence some other influence—perhaps that inside in the

lower part of the apparatus. I must separate R and its wire from

the inductive part of the apparatus below. There is of course

always an effect of a similar kind going on inside unless the wire

of R be \jmnsulated.

4023. Must in future expts. of division of charge thoroughly

12-2
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uninsulate the outsides of app. i and ii. I suspect the mahogany

table interferes a little by its polished and badly conducting

state.

4024. Rearranged and made table conduction and discharge per-

fect by sheet of tin foil connected with the bell wires of the house.

4025. Now arranged the apparatus, and after having brought the

outside surface of the shell lac into an excited state, adjusted

matters so that the wire r and its ball R were in connection with

the ground ; wire uninsulated. Then proceeded to experiment.

4026. Carrier ball at <2- uninsulated by a wire-insulated- re-

moved; gave 80° Pos.

Observation repeated- ball at a being now touched with a

finger: was 65° Pos.

Carrier ball at b gave 10° Pos.

Carrier ball at c gave 17° Pos.

Carrier ball at d gave 52° Pos.

4027. Now put a tin foil plate, the size of half a crown, upon R
and took observations on its upper surface.

Carrier ball at e took charge of 5° Pos.^i

j> ?> / » 57 5 5?
I

„ „ g „ „ fi„ l^nPos.

» •)•} 37 77 "77
„ „ i touched, etc. etc. 4° „ j

4028. Found I could always easily discharge the carrier ball per-

fectly-the effect is not from electricity retained by its stem but

from state of R and its associated parts, and being always Pos.,

is always an effect of induction from outside of stem L. The
induction is strikingly round a corner in this case.

4029. This inductive influence seems like an action of particles,

different in its nature and kind from that of gravity; for it is a

power acting in curved lines, i.e. by intermediate particles. It is

also a satisfiable and limited power, for a particle m acting towards

n 01 o with a certain amount of power cannot act with the same

power towards both at once-in that respect is like its dependant

conditions of power, Magnetism and chemical affinity.

4030. The apparent Capability of bending the influence in many
common experiments, as drawing of sparks, brushes, seems to

shew the same thing: but must here distinguish between effects

of current, as spark, brush, current of air, etc. etc. and the prior
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inductive condition. The current or discharge effects are un-

doubtedly connected with molecular action. I believe the prior

inductive effect is also.

4031. The discharge round the edge of glass is not conclusive

perhaps, though that admits of an argument, but the induction

round the edge of a metal, I believe, is.

4032. The repelled ball of Electrometer should not be too highly

charged in these experiments. After causing the repelled and the

carrier ball to touch per force observed their repulsion (always

at 30° of interval unless otherwise expressed), and it was 55°.

Then repeated expt. (4025).

then tin plate on R

a . 2Io^
b . . .

24°

c . 46°

d . . . 162°

>

e .
10°

f . . .
11°

g • .
16°

k . . 29°J

very striking results.

4033. Now the balls being as supposed about 5 5°, tried the power
at it was 20°. Then diminished the electricity of balls so that

repelling power between them was less than 10°, and now speci-

men from b gave only 8°. Hence state of electrometer repelled

ball too low.

4034. Made the mutual repulsion of electrometer balls after

contact 34°, and now a specimen from b was 22°. So that ap-

parently a charge between 35° and 60° of the electrometer balls

may be a good condition of them for experiments where the

charge of the carrier is to be about what is [} it] is here.

4035. Continued the experiments.

wanted wiping.

balls . 35°

a 47°

b •
7°

c 14°

d 70°

e
• K

'

f
g ' 5°-5

h 7°

d . • 35°-

with tin foil plate on.

hence stem is losing fast and
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4036. Wiped the stem, etc. recharged, etc. and restored things

to the condition of R, and r its wire being uninsulated as before.

The balls are 35° or lower.

Carrier ball at a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

b

c

d

<55'

7°l
14°

60°

127°

12°

23°

114°

14°

26°

132°

97°

balls 35° or lower.

balls had now been made 85°.

balls had been made 114*^

Even up to this height therefore of 114°, it is good and an im-

provement.

4037. The best charge of Electrometer for small degrees will

hardly be the best charge for the large degrees: but there must

have been some mistake about the effect with the repelled ball

charged very low.

4038. Must see what the wire of R does.

4039. Now discharged the metal stem and all, and put up the

apparatus in the ordinary way, when of course R, r and the large

ball beneath within were insulated : then examined to see if any-

thing remained. The carrier ball at b gave no signs or if any a

little attraction—when applied at it gave slight traces of a

charge = 3° Pos.

4040. Charged the apparatus in the usual way from excited rod

:

at o' was 528°

5 473
II

io°-6 loses fast.

at 7' a charge taken at d gave 545°. The surplus

effect is induction towards the outside of the

stem.

10

15'

420

395^

4041. Now discharged the apparatus, i.e. the metal R, etc.; then

the carrier ball at d gave 115°, and at b 9°. Half an hour after,

discharged R again, and then d gave 90° and b 9°.
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4042. App. ii seems not to insulate well, but very probably there

is dust inside, for it has been opened and handled much.

4043. Must repeat these experiments with solid shell lac stem.

Must avoid currents of air upward—must use different positions-

must warm electrified globe, it being uppermost. Must interpose

glass or mica and see if influence still be round a corner.

4044. Can try in oil of turpentine ; but that a conductor.

4045. Conduction and Induction— their analogy: transition and

condition quite in favour of the particle view.

4046. As there is no difference of transinductive force, so I can

produce no effect of bending by different arrangements of trans-

electric bodies. But it will be as well to try the interposition of

glass and air between inducing and induced ball.

4047. Suppose a an electrified globe of metal and 6 part of a

concentric sphere with a hole at c—d being a disc rather smaller

than c. Then let l> and d be in contact with the earth; d would

take up a certain charge— or if placed in c it would also take up

a charge, but in the second case the charge would be less than

the first. Even if a were a globe of glass or shell lac, so that the

electricity with which it was charged could not move on its sur-

face so as to accumulate at e— the effect would be the same. Now
this is most likely an effect of action in curved lines ; but it might

be argued that more straight lines would be determined from the

side of <2 at e towds. d when as now placed, than when at c. Hence
the necessity of having a stricter experimental proof than this in

the first instance.

9 OCTR. 1837.

4048. Charge of clouds. How do they become electrified if there

be no absolute charge ?

4049. No charge from breaking up sulphur or change of state.

4050. Nature of discharge through cracks in glass.

4051. Is Fischer's observation on variation of conductibility of

platina sound or no, and if it is, what bearing will it have on thermo-

electricity Bib. Univ., 183 1, xlvi, 267.

4052. Matteucci— expts. on Evaporation of water from a soil as

a source of Electricity. Bib. Univ., 1834, Ivi, 328.

4053. Thermo electricity. Is it possible Peltier's experiment (Bib.
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Univ., 1834, Ivii, p. 181) can be true, i.e. that a thermo electric

current produced such an effect elsewhere as to create an opposite

current greater than the original }

4054. Electricity in motion penetrates bodies. Statical Electy.

does not, but is superficial. The reason of this is evident on the

particle action theory without breaking in on a law or requiring

a new one. Before the conduction took place and after the com-
munication was completed, both insulating and conductive par-

ticles were polar—but one can equilibrate or discharge more than

the other.

4055. Induction—Nohili has some general facts in very good
relation to induction. Bib. Univ., 1835, lix, pp. 275.
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4056. As the Alcohol shell lac does not dry except very slowly

and is soft and conducts, I to-day reheated it carefully in a porcel-

lain basin, melted and stirred it much until far more of the Alcohol

had been dissipated, and then recast it as a hemisphere. The driving

off the last portions of the Alcohol is very difficult without in-

juring the shell lac, for the shell lac will not fuse throughout, but

softens only in one part whilst it runs the risk of burning in

another part.

4057. When cold, found that, as tested by the gold leaf Electro-

meter, the hemisphere appeared to insulate well and will probably

answer every purpose.

4058. Wiped and arranged i and ii on the discharging table.

4059. Now mean to use a little Leyden phial to charge the
|

apparatus'. It charges up about enough with a dozen passes of

the excited rod, and when it opens the large gold leaf electrometer

thus, is sufficiently charged to charge the app. i and ii from.

4060. Charged ii with the jar. Then charged the carrier ball from

the Leyden phial, and with it charged as usual the repelled ball

of Coulomb's electrometer. The balls gave 80°. App. ii gave 135°;

left it 8' or 9' and discharged it, when the residual state at h gave
5° and at d gave 41°.

4061. Think that one of the two following forms of proceedure

will be better than that I have employed. Suppose i electrified

and ii to be used in dividing the charge.

a take the balls.

h „ ii— if possible so thoroughly discharged that it shall

give 0°.

c „ i.

d „^ i again.

e divide charge and instantly after take ii.

/ take i as quickly as may be— for comparison's sake.

g discharge ii and take residual effect.

h discharge i and take residual effect.

Then e ought to = = f- h; i.e. e oxf- h ought to be half

charges of the transferable whole charge, d- h.
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4062. Secondform
a take the Electrometer balls.

b take ii as before thoroughly discharged = 0°.

c take i.

d take i again.

e divide the charge and instantly after take i.

/ take ii as quickly as may be (for comparison).

g then discharge i and take residual effect.

h discharge ii and take residual effect.

Then e- g should equal ^y^: it should also equal / if the latter

has undergone no change, or /+ a little if it has. Perhaps the

first form is the best.

4063. Now experimented with Air in both apparatuses.

i, Air ii, Air Secondform
a balls 160°

at ^4 c . . 275°

d . . 268°

divided and immediately after took

^ e . . 139°

g . . 16° after being discharged.

62 h 0°
. . after being discharged.

Here 139-16= 123, whilst
~

126—but the continual

loss during the whole of experiment being taken into account will

make the difference less. The difference between 139 - 16= 123,

and 125 or/J is as small as the probable error of observation. But

it is the fact that each is the half of the transferable charge that

is wanted to prove equal capacity in the two apparatuses. It is

very near that result now that the inductive residual effect is taken

into account.

4064. Again
i, Air ii, Air Firstform

balls as before

. . .54°

. 147°

divided and instantly took
70° . .

. . 78°

. . 5? immediately after discharge.

0° . . Do.
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147 - 5

2
71°—very close on 70° of i, and not far from 78 - 5 = 73

of ii.

4065. Again

balls as before

254 . .

250 . .

divided and instantly took

. . 122

124 . .

I . . when discharged.

. . 2° when discharged.

1-4 I 123 for i|
from 124-5 = ^l^zii. the latter

122 „ nj ^ ^ 2
'

as it ought to be, a little the highest because of gradual loss. These

results shew satisfactorily the equality of power in the two ap-

paratus and the practical correctness of dividing process.

4066. Now proceeded to experiment, using the shell lac hemi-

sphere which was cast on the 6th instant ( ). New shell

lac cleaned but not otherwise dissolved and purified.

4067. This was introduced in the first instance into Apparatus i,

and then charges divided according to the first form.

i, Shell lac ii, Air

balls 255°

. .

o
. . 304
• • 297°

divided and instantly took
113° . .

. . 121°

0°
. . after being discharged.

. . 7° after being dischgd.

Now 121° - 7° = 114 for iil . 11-111
113 for i

J nearly anke, but they are

far from 145, the half of 297° - 7°.

The Air in App. ii has lost 176°! 1 .. i
1 . * .1 . A o[ hence capacities are as
lac m App. 1 has gamed 113 J

^ i'54

4068. I find I can easily discharge the stems by breathing on
them and silk wiping, the brass ball R being at the same time

uninsulated.
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4069. Again

i, Shell lac ii, Air
0°

. .

. . 466°

• • 454°

divided and instantly took

171

. . 188

o . . after discharge.

. . 12 after discharge.

Here 188° - 12° = 176° for iil i r r i 1 ir r
or • r these lar from 221 or the halt or

171 tor ij

454° -12°.

The air in App. ii has lost 278°! . . . fi
1 . . 1 . 1 o r hence capacities are as i ^
lac in „ 1 has gained 171 J

^ [i'62

4070. The ready and perfect discharge of i seems to shew dis-

tinctly that the shell lac inside has not taken a permanent Charge.

4071. After i had stood some time from the last experiment

without contact, it gave 7°. By touching the ball R, this dis-

appeared at once; then l> was 0°. On trying the state of d when
R was uninsulated, obtained only 8°. Hence the assumption of a

charge of 7° by i after it had been discharged was probably due

to a charge which the shell lac inside had taken on in the beginning

of the experiment and which when the metal was discharged

returned to it again. This must be considered, as it would give

greater apparent capacity—but then unless a real discharge of part

took place through the shell lac, the electricity ought to return

again to the metal and shew itself in a proportion consistent with

apparent difference in specific Dielectric power.

4072. One ofthree things must be. Shell lac must be a conductor

;

or else the charge must return in full to the metal; or else it has

greater capacity for electric induction.

4073. Now transferred the order of charge, i.e. electrified i whilst

it had the shell lac within, and then divided the charge with

ii having Air.

i, Shell lac ii, Air

. .
0°

at 12' 215° . .

204° . .
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divided and quickly took
-

. . 118°

E 118° . .

. . 0° after being discharged.

20' 0° . . after being discharged.

Ill"" folil}'^^"^^
"^^^ '""^

The Air in app. ii has gained ii8l , . . fi
, . . 1 P o^r hence capacities are as {The lac in app. 1 has lost 86J

^ ii*37

4074. I did not again discharge i or ii, but observed their spon-

taneous recharge.

at 26' . . ii was about 2°

27' • • i „ „ 7°

34 . . i „ „ 8°

Thus shell lac had given a charge back to the metal as before.

4075. Again

i, Shell lac ii, Air

o

420° . .

411° . .

divided and quickly took

• • 234°
o

240 . .

. . 220°

235° . .

. . 1° + after being discharged.

At 51' o . . after being discharged.

240° for i or lacl r r 411^
c • h lar from 205 or .

234 tor 11 or airj ^ ^

Air in ii has gained 234°) . . . i

T . . 1 r oh hence capacities are
Lac in 1 has lost 171

J
^ 1*37

4076. Having left the app. i and ii at 51' untouched, examined

them again. At 56', i gave 14°, and this must have been principally

due to shell lac inside. At 58', ii gave 8° of return charge— it had

before shewn a residual inductive action of the stem. This is in

part the reason why Air was found only 234° instead of 240°-

part had been quickly neutraUzed in the stem.

4077. Now took out the shell lac hemisphere, wiped it well with

dry silk and returned it to App. i. I then experimented but found
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the fall of the charges very sudden. It was dark and I now had

to use lights, and these I think discharged the apparatus at a

distance—therefore discontinued the experiments.

4078. As the Shell lac hemisphere affects only half the acting

inductive surfaces inside the app., it is clear that the effect is much
smaller than it would be if the whole of the space were filled with

shell lac. Thus, taking the case where the whole induction of the

two are as i and 1*37, the force of the upper half of each may
be represented by 0*5 and 0*5, and therefore the comparison

between the lower halves is for air 0*5 and lac 0*87, or i : 1*74.

4079. But I am still in doubt as to its being a true effect of

difference of capacity for induction. To settle this, I am having a

hemisphere of flint glass made and when that is well varnished

I think I shall be able to decide.

13 OCTR. 1837.

4080. To-day proceeded to experiment with hemisphere of shell

lac purified by Alcohol and filtration. It appeared by the Gold
leaf Electrometer to hold charge well, i.e. to insulate well. Put

the shell lac into app. i and first tried retaining power.

4081. i, withalchl. lac ii, Air

joined at 2

balls 400°

At 2' above 542° At 2 above 542°

5' was 523° 7' was 530°

Then discharged the app. and instantly after took an observa-

tion, and also at further given times.

At 21' dischd. and instantly At 23' dischd. and instantly . 35°

took 27° 27' had risen to . . . 42°

25' had risen to . . . 46° 31' dischd. and instantly . 31°

29' dischd. again and in- at d was .... 244°

stantly took sample,

was 27°

at was . . . . 235°

4082. Here observe both seemed at first to lose alike or there-

abouts. Then evident that stem charge and action high in both—in

air app. as well as lac app. The return charge is also due in part.
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and in app. ii probably altogether, to reaction and discharge of

stem electricity. So that the shell lac in App. i has not had much
to do with the phenomena here. The indications are high as to

the action of the stem, because the electrometer repelled ball is

charged highly.

4083. Now placed the Alcohol Shell lac hemisphere in the app. ii

and proceeded to divide charges.

i, Air ii, Shell lac Alchl.

balls as above

i°-5
•

. . 280°

. . 272°

divided, then quickly took

157°
.

.

. . 164°

i°-5 . . after being discharged

. . 6° after being discharged

157° - i°'5 = i55°*5 for i, Air^ sufficiently near: but differs from

164 -6 =158 for ii, lac
J 133 or

^"^^ ~ ^
,

Air in i has gained 155*5 1 , •• fi*oo
T ... 1 T o r hence capacities are { ^
Lac in 11 has lost 108

J
^ [1*40

4084. Again

i, Air ii, Shell lac Alchl.

0°
. .

• . 336°

. . 328°

. . 318°

divided, then quickly took
183° . .

o°- 5 . . after being discharged.

. . 10° after being discharged.

183° - 0-5 = 182-5 for i. Air] some difference, but still [illegible]

197 - 10 = 187 for ii, lac J far from 154° or
~

Air in i has gained 182-51 i
• • fi-oo

T • .. 1 1 r hence capacities are {Lac m 11 has lost 121
J

^ [1*50

4085. Perhaps return of charge in ii after the division will account

for the height of 197°. Some time elapsed whilst the observation

of i was being made.
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4086. Now electrified i, air instead of ii, lac.

i, Air ii, Lac Alcohol

balls 360
. .

0°

374° . .

370° . .

divided, then quickly took

. . 146°

147° .
.

. . o°-25 after discharge— (only 8° at i/).

o°-5 . . after discharge— (only 24° at d).

The electrometer ball is too highly charged for the indication of

such small quantities as 1° or 2°—the effect became attraction

altogether at the standard distance of 30°.

147° -0-5 = i46°-5 for i, Air] but 185° is the half of 370° or

146 -0*25= 145*75 „ ii, lac J first charge.

Air in i has lost 22^°! 1 . . fi'oo
T • 1 • 1 io \ nence capacities are \Lac m 11 has gained 146 J

^ y^")^

Still therefore shell lac seems to have greater capacity.

4087. Now used the hemisphere of new shell lac, not dissolved—

it has the wax in it ( ).

i. Air ii. New shell lac

balls 200

286° . .

283° . .

divided; then quickly took

(only 7° at d).

109°

. . o°-25 after discharge (17° at d)

a little . . after discharge (15° at i/)

1 10° for ii' Lac}
^4^°* 5 moiety of divided charge.

In this experiment

Air in i has lost i74°l fi-oo
y • •• u - J o h capacities are ^Lac m 11 has gamed no

J
^ {^")^

4088. Again

i, Air ii, New Shell Lac
0° . .

. . 256°

. . 251°
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divided, then quickly took
146° . .

little

149
after discharge (only 3° at d).

. a litde after discharge (only 16° at d).

^^^o ••' I'^^^l the half of divided charge is 125°
149 for 11, lac I

b )
149
Air in i has gained 146'

Lac in ii has lost 102
capacities are

•00

43

4089. Find breathing on stem discharges excellently, if at the

same time ball R be uninsulated.

Now tried the retaining power of i, Air and ii, New shell lac.

At 57

59

4

9

19

49

89

i, Air

above 518°

was 510°

492°

482°

460°

404°

331°

balls 390°

joined at 57'

At 57

3-6

2-0

2-0

1-86

1-82

ii, New shell lac

above 518°

was 506°

495°
482°

465°

395°

308°

2-2

2-6

1-7
2-33
2-17

Hence both retain very well, though the shell lac is in ii. The
app. ii always retains best.

4090. Now tried the retaining power of the Alcohol Shell lac

hemisphere : and put it into App. ii in place of the former.

i, Air

At 39' above 45
8*^

41 was 455'

46 „ 450'

51 „ 440'

61 „ 418^

35 » 350'

balls 400°

joined at 39'

At 39

43
48

53

63

37

1-o
2-

2-2

2-0

ii, Shell lac Alchl.

above 458
was 450

427

„ 400

358 •

•

260

4-6

5-4
4-2

2-9

4091. This shell lac therefore loses faster than the other shell lac;

and also faster than Air— it conducts or discharges a Httle. But

I think the effect is not enough to account for the difference

evident in the inductive experiments. The hemisphere of glass will

settle the matter.

FDIII 13
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^'9

i

4092. Now experimented on induction in curved lines. For this

purpose I have prepared a stem of shell lac A which, being fixed

into a wooden stand or foot, has a little socket formed in it at

the top, into which the short brass stem of a brass ball B, or that

of a brass hemisphere C, can fit and so the latter be sustained on
the former. It is the part of the shell lac at A and above that,

being excited, is intended to act on B and C. No lacquer upon
the ball or hemisphere.

4093. The dimensions were as follows:

Length of stem 7 inches,

diameter of stem 0*9 of inch,

diameter of ball B 0*95 „
diameter of hemisphere C 1*36 inches.

The hemisphere was not quite complete, being rounded at the

upper edge*.

Positions and places are marked by the letters a, c, e^f^ g,

A, z, etc.

4094. Excited the upper part of the shell lac by rubbing it with

warm flannel-was iVi^^.-and put ball B into its place. Charged

the repelled ball of Electrometer by power taken by the carrier

ball from d—was Pos.

balls 360° Pos.

Charge taken at 6 . 149 ^

|265'
• •

I276'

. . 512'

above 1000'

. . 130'

As in former cases, the charges were all

Pos., and therefore all inductive effects

from lac stem.

4095. When the carrier ball was applied to B, the latter was always

thrown into communication with the earth by a wire descending

on to L Generally this uninsulating contact was broken first and

then the carrier ball removed, but in the case of c, it was broken

first before and then after the removal of the trial charge. The
difference is so small that it is more likely due to the ball being

a little nearer d in the latter case than the former. If the breaking

of contact and removal of carrier ball are made close together,

there should be no sensible difference.

* [4093] c
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4096. Now the hemisphere C was put in place of the ball B.

g . . 58° i' . . 87° about
I
of inch above surface.

65^

108'

112^

35

105 taken higher than L

98 taken higher still than i".

4097. When the carrier ball was at i, i' or then C was first

uninsulated— next carrier ball uninsulated, insulated and finally

removed for examination.

4098. The carrier ball is of an inch in diameter.

4099. If an uninsulated conductor is held at a Httle distance round

the shell lac stem, so as to act by induction, it ought to remove

part of the inducing force from the ball or hemisphere above:

so that if the latter be then touched
;
insulated, and the conductor

round the stem withdrawn ; the return of the induction on to the

hemisphere ought to bring the upper part into a contrary state

to that it has when connected with the earth. This was found to

be the case, for under such circumstances e was negative. But on

uninsulating C, e at once acquired a Pos. state. This clearly shews

that all the effects are effects of induction, and not of communica-
tion, and establishes the fact that induction acts in curved lines.

4100. Now inverted the shell lac stem and its attached hemisphere,

to cut off effects of current, etc., though their absence is fully

ensured otherwise, but the results were the same.

At/ . . 158° ( I inch off)

c . . 46

^ . . 148 ' All Pos.

i . . 88 (about inch off)

i . . 94 (a little nearer)

4101*. Supported a ball i -i inches in diameter on a shell lac stem

quite clear of excited shell lac and about i inch distant from it.

Then examined state and force at ^, c and d.

A.tb . . 22°j

c . . cfj° r all Pos,
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4102. These perfectly consistent with the former results where

ball was in contact with the excited lac.

4103. Now used the ball of a charged Leyden jar as the inducting

agent, supporting the ball of i*i inches above it at distance of

0-45 of inch. The Leyden jar ball was only 0*6 of inch in diameter.

4104. As Leyden jar was charged Pos.^ the inductive ball was

found on all parts Neg.^ and the Electrometer balls were charged

Neg. to 360°.

Ktb . . 47°

c . . 147°

d . . 460°

The results perfectly in accordance with the rest.

4105*. Here the point must discharge and become luminous—but
only in virtue of induction in curved lines—though when it dis-

charges, the effect of current and repulsion of similar currents

comes in.

4106. Fusinieri think[s] that easy diffusn. in vacuo is due to

removal of the obstacle of the air to expansion of matters from

which electricity emanates. Bib. Univ., 1831, xlviii, 375—but
shall explain this otherwise on the molecular theory.

4107. My view shews reason why rarefaction causes ready dis-

charge.

20 OCTR. 1837.

4108. Have had a Flint glass hemisphere made and well varnished

with Alcoholic solution of shell lac, and also well dried. It is not

quite so good a fit as the shell lac but its average thickness is

of an inch, leaving not more than of an inch of air for the

induction to act through. Put it into App. ii—after it had recently

been well warmed and whilst it was warm.

4109. Allways charge the app. now by a little Leyden Jar as

before described ( ).

41 10. Observed this morng. on preparing to experiment that

there was a fine velvet or dimness upon the surfaces of shell lac

stem and ball above, due to dust attracted by them. It illustrate[s]

the way in which the stem becomes charged.

* [4105]
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4III. i, Air ii, Flint glass, thick and varnished

balls 330°

o . . 17° at d.

. . 408

• • 394
divided, then quickly took

210° . .

. . 222°

32° at + . . ) after discharge.

. . 18°/ 187° ate/.

210°.
. .

for i, air U88^
is the half of divided charge ^

204 or 222- 18— 11, Glass j ' ^ 2

Air in i has sained— 210^ .. fi-oo
r>^ •••11 \ capacities are as \Glass in 11 has lost —172; ^ 1^1-22

41 12. Again

+ . . 26°at^.

• • 337
- • 320

• • 319
divided and quickly took

175° • •

• • 175°

168° . .

ii, Glass = 175 - 1-5 = 'ijy^)
'''"^ ''^ *e half of divided charge =

Air in i has gained . • 175^ .. Ji-oo
Glass in ii has lost . . 138]

^^P^^^^^^s are
y^.^^

4113- . - 20°at^.
290° .

285° . .

divided, and quickly took

. . 118°

115° . .

0°
. . : : ; (0° at'^)}^^^^^^^^^h^^g^-

ii' Glass
' '

ii7'5/
^'^'^'^ ^^^^ divided charge.

Air in i has lost .... i70°\ .. /i

Glass in ii has gained . . 118 j
capacities are

^^.^^
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Again
i. Air

278° . .

272°^ • •

divided, then quickly took

. . 1 10^

111° . .

. .
0°

ii, Flint Glass varnished (thick)

0°
. . 2° at i/, after breathing on stem

and not wiping it.

- j1 after discharge,
o . . o at ^

ii' Glass
' ' 110°} ^^^^ divided charge.

Air in i has lost . —161^ . . f i-oo

Glass in ii has gained-iioj ^^P^^^^ies are as

41 15. Now tried the retaining power of the two apparatus as

left from the experiments.

i, Air ii, Thick flint glass

balls 500

joined at 45'

At 45' above 670
48' was 616

53' 531
58' „ 463

Thus glass in ii loses much too fast—took it out to warm well

and in the mean time tried the app. with air in both.

At 45' above 670
46' was 665
51' » 634
56' „ 625

6-2

1-8

17-0

13-6

4I16.

At 20'

21

26

31

41

51

71

i, Air

above 630°

was 623°

„ 608°

„ 595°

„ 570°

„ 555°

» 497°

ii, Air

balls 460°

joined at 20'

At 20' above 630

23 was 630

2-6

2-5

1- 5

2- 9

28
, 613

33 , 600

43 , 585

53 , 560

73 , 520

3-4

2-6

1- 5

2- 5

2-0

Thus ii (and i also) holds very well at these charges without the

glass inside— shall see what it will do when well warmed and dried.

41 17. The well warmed glass experimented with— first as to its

retaining power.

Air

At 22

23

28

33

43

53

above

was 460*^

» 455'

„ 447'

„ 425'

„ 410'

joined at 22'

I'O

1-6

2- 2

1-5

ii. Thick flint glass

At 22' above
25' was 475
30'

?) 458
35' 442
45'

J5 417
55'

5> 403

3*4

3-2

2-5

1*4
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41 18. Thus here app. ii with warm glass holds vastly better. Now
what is the capacity ? Warmed it first for 2 hours more and then

experimented as follows—

4119. i, Air balls 280'

533° . .

517° .
.

ii, Thick flint glass warmed
2°

. . (i8°at^/)

517 . .

divided : then quickly took

. .
220'

227° . .

. . 214"

• • 3

(Sfatd) . . 12° . . ....
i, Air = 227 - 12 = 215 1 ;^ half charge =

11, Glass 220- 3 = 2i7j ' °

Air in i has lost . . .

Glass in ii has gained .

(27° at J)|
^^^^^ discharge

517

2

•000

^^°| capacities are as
|j.^^(5

4120. Again—with Glass charged . . .

0°
. .

. . 393°

• . 393°

divided, then quickly took
229° .

. . 235°

Now here

i. Air -229-2 = 227

ii, Glass = 235 - 6 = 229*^

Air in i has gained .

Glass in ii has lost

after discharge.

193-5 is the half charge =

1587
. . fl'OO

capacities are as

4 12 1. Now again tried the retentive power after these two results.

i. Air

joined at

ii, the thick glass

5'i

15'i above 340
16' was 326
21' 320
26'

?5 307
36'

5? 300
46'

56'
)5 279

5? 267

At 15I above 340

1*2

2-6

0-7

2-1

1*2

18 was
23'

28'

38'

48'

58'

337
320°

320°

300°

284°

267°

3-4

0-o
2-0

1-6

1-7

Thus the results good— for the whole fall is not much and is alike

in both— the irregularities must be errors of observation.

Then discharged both and found i gave 3° and ii 5° at L
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4122. Taking the app. as left yesterday, all closed up, now tried

them as to capacity to see how they remained.

i, Air balls 280° ii, thick glass

0°
. . (o°atc/)

415° . .

400° . .

divided, then quickly took

. . 164°

160 . .

. . 157° not much dropping.
0°

. . (3° at t/)
I

after

o . . J discharge.

ii' Glass'
* 164°}

^^^^ charge.

Air in i has lost . . . 240 "I (1
^1 . .. , -J : V capacities are as { ^Glass in 11 has gained . . 164] ^ li*4o

4123. Again:

i, Air ii, Thick Glass

. .
0°

326° . .

318° . .

divided, then quickly took

129° . .

. . 127° not much fallen.

0° . . (2°atd)] after

(5° at 0° / discharge.

ii ^lass 129°}
^^^^ original charge.

Air in i has lost . 189°) , . . f i-oo
• •• 1 -1 y hence capacities are as s ^Glass in 11 has gained 129 j

^ 1 1*46

4124. The glass evidently, upon the division, takes up its charges

state at once : there is no delay. Again, there is but little fall after.

This throws out of view the difference of capacity as an effect

of induction. Especially as when the glass is charged first it,

upon division, gives up at once the half of the divided charge,

or at least its proper portion.

4125. The cause of the inaction of the stem this morning is the

absence of dust, because of the quiet state of the room. It is

early morning hours, and nobody in the rooms but myself as yet.

4126. Again—charging the glass first ....
0°

. .

. . 306°

• • 297°

divided, then quickly took
170° . .

. , 170°

After discharge\ ©

(a litde at ^) / °
'

"

. . 163°

. . + . . (4° at d) after discharge.
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Here the _i, Air = 170°
|

o
^^^^ divided charge.

11, Glass = 170 j ^ ' ^

Air in i has gained . . ^70°^^^^^ ^^.^^
/i

Glass in 11 has lost . . 127 j ^ li*34

4127. The app. i and ii are now in good condition as to the state

of the stem and room. Now therefore charge one of them, namely

ii, with glass— let it remain a little while—then discharge and take

an observation instantly after (which should include no effect

from the stem if that be clear and good), and also again at further

intervals of time, to see if any charge comes on of itself.

ii, with thick glass in it

balls 145

365°

354°

354°

344°— then discharged and made instant

contact with carrier ball— 0°

in a short time was 12°

a little while after 13°— then discharged and again

reduced the effect to o°—and it did not rise again.

After all this trial, being tested at there was scarcely any thing.

Hence the result as to the coming on of a charge very striking

and good, l)ut very remarkable,

4128. Now took out the glass and put it to warm; and in the

mean time repeated the same experiment with ii. Air only being

in it. Except that the stem is shell lac and that the part in the

socket and within the ball may and will have its proper action

like that of the glass just now. The result was as follows:

ii, with Air
302°

278°

265° . . carrier in contact— discharged
and instantly removed the ball . . 15°. . this high and perhaps accidental

discharged the carrier therefore

first; still 22

Again 22 having first discharged the carrier.

Now made another discharge contact with ball R and now it was 0° and
removed 0° (At d only 5°).

4129. Thus ii with Air fell as fast after first charging as it did

with glass. It also had a residual charge. But I must repeat the

experiment and reduce it by discharge to 0° before I begin to

observe the consequent recharge.

4130. Perhaps the loss of power at first charge was due to the

dirty state of the outside shell lac. Wiped it therefore, with silk

(linen is bad for it quickly electrifies shell lac). Then
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at^/. . . . 45°

„ in R . . 4°

Charged 228°

209°

198° . . put carrier on to R
at h and discharged quickly and then . .

6°

in a minute or two rose to .... 12° . . discharged both again

at once as before—then fell to ... 4° or the first quantity and did

not change.

413 1. Again with Air in ii, having previously wiped the inside

of the app. well—and it now seemed to hold charge better than

before, as if some dust had been inside: thus—

being charged it was at 830°^
828° \ this excellent retention

8o5°J

805° now put carrier ball on R and
discharged by a tap of wire .... 130°. Now this tap had been good
and hard, but the discharge could not have been perfect— tried again for

security 144°, so it had not been dis-

charged, but still it had risen after the partial discharge. Again discharged,

was 12°

in a few moments rose to 17°—then a prolonged discharge

of carrier and R together—was then . . 7°|, and this remained, being the

effect of the stem acting inductively (124° at d).

4132. Thus it takes time to discharge, even when air inside—

(perchance stem has an influence). Still can observe the case of

the return charge notwithstanding.

4133. The thick glass being very well warmed, was put into

App. ii and the apparatus charged for 10', being then discharged.

It gave 16°

17° being then charged again and tried

at four times was 629°

620°

603°

592° being then discharged

it gave at first 12°

then rose to 32° being again discharged

^^^^^^^ ^3) the carrier ball being discharged

each time.
15^

Thus there seems to be some return charge from the glass.

4134. Now tried the best alcohol shell lac in the same way. It
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was made warm and put into app. ii, and being examnd., was

found to give 11° at by inductive action.

Being charged it was 337°'!

^^^o
j

loss very quick, 144

193^

charged up again 427''

365'

315^

287^

280'

charged up again 404^^

-loss not so quick: in

the last four only 85

^^^o - 94 loss from 404°

3io°J

again charged 424°| i^33 i3 ,he slowest

^^°ol here; 78 from 424°

%\ in four trials.

346 )

3 26° Now put carrier and R
into contact— discharged fairly— separated, etc. 11°

tried again immediately (i.e. 1 1 minutes) . . 58°— a striking rise

69°— still rising

79°

83°

87°

90°

92°— still rising

92°—even now it must be e-

volving electy. to counterbalance the constant dissipation going on : discharged

again slowly and well and then found it at . 1
1° or the firstnumber, being

the inductive effect of the stem. Hence a charge of 81° had in this way
returned from an unperceivable state.

4135. It is clear also that tension is lost in giving a charge and

that it returns again afterwards when discharge is made. Perhaps

conduction enough here to make a difference. It seems to take

time to give the new electro tonic state and also time to undo it,

but the return from 11° to 58° was quick. The first loss may
therefore be quick and it will be seen that the rate of loss or dis-

appearance was very much quicker in first charge than at the

fourth charge.

4136. Continued to work with App. ii and the alcohol shell lac

No. 3 remaining in it. Charged it and left it 10', then recharged
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it two or three times, until perhaps 20' had elapsed. Was then

discharged and the stem cleared of all electricity by breathing

and wiping, whilst R ball was uninsulated. In this way discharge

quite perfect;

then at ^ .... 1° 37°
o o

10 37
21° 40°

o o
23 42
31° 43°—then discharged carrier and R

and found the app 0°; even at d it was only 9°.

Hence a clear proof of return of charge from the Alcohol

shell lac No. 3.

4137. This effect seemed to occur also with air: if it does, and

thus gives a condition of exclusive induction in the line con-

necting the two surfaces, which is not accompanied by any action

in the opposite direction, it will have an important influence in

the discharge of surfaces by currents as by azV, oil turp, and also

in respect to the action of points, edges, etc. etc., and perhaps

even form generally.

4138. Taking the whole action as induction, then it is clear that

glass or shell lac in that state cannot have such capacity for induction

as that not in the state. Whether call the whole induction, or

divide the phenomena, as they ought to be, still it stands in favour

of an action of particles.

4139. Then experimented in the same exact manner with the

Glass in No. ii, it having been well warmed previously. After

being charged several times and then discharged and the stem

cleared, it gave:

diib o or rather even a little attraction.

+ or nearer to repel ball— a little attrctn.

These, like the other observations, were as

quick as they could be conveniently taken,

and occupied about i' or i'~ each

7 ^

in 5' or 8' more was . . 8. Then all being discharged, the effect at b

was 2|, or at J was 40°.
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4140. Thus glass produces the effect and state, but apparently

not in the degree that shell lac does.

4141. The assumption of a charged state in the stem, it being 0°

at first, is probably of the same kind of action. It would bring

the outside ultimately into a negative state.

4142. Shell lac. Now experimented with the second melted

shell lac No. 4-after making it warm and in good condition, and

putting it into No. ii. I cleared the stem of No. ii but forgot to

take its state. After about 10' electrification, it was discharged

and the stem cleared :

balls were at 270

at 21' . . o— or rather attraction.

12 32

19 33
24 at 31' ... . 35

25 36

30 5535' • • • • 36— then discharged all and

foun[d] b was . . o or 9° at d.

4143. The shell lac therefore takes up this peculiar condition and

to a greater extent than glass. It therefore is not so good as glass

in deciding the question of specific inductive capacity.

4144. Now divided a charge with same shell lac.

i, Air ii, Shell lac (cast) No. 4
. . o or rather attraction

197° . .

198° . .

divided, then quickly took

. .
78°

80° . .

. . attraction as at first (or 5° at

(6o°att/) . . 3° . . /
ii by standing did not acquire any electricity after the discharge.

ShelMac
^

'. 97-5 the half of divided charge '-^l

Air in i has lost . . . iiB) .. f i

Lac in ii has gained . . 78/ ^^P^^^^^^^ \i*5i

4145. Remember this shell lac thicker than the Alcohol one—
hence better.

4146. Though glass a better substance than shell lac, still I think

the last experiment is a good one and depends on a difference

of capacity. The shell lac was tested immediately after being
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charged, and not being suffered to remain charged long, neither

the stem nor the hemisphere had taken up any extra state.

4147. To see what effect excited shell lac would have in the

hemisphere, if charged by accident and not in the peculiar state,

I first excited the hemisphere strongly with flannel; then put into

App. ii— then discharged ii— then tried it at h by the carrier ball

and found 0°. Of course this ought to be so, as all the actions

are in the lower part.

4148. Are the side[s] of the glass and lac charged with the same

electricity as the metal contiguous If so, it may be surface con-

duction, and not action of the mass within. Then the induction

in such cases might be compared with that of air by diminishing

the interval until it is equal to the whole thickness of the shell

lac—as by using the metal lining.

4149. Consider the relation of distance in the new theory of

induction by particles—and how the known effects of distance

affirm or negative the theory.

4150. There are many experiments which seem to shew that con-

duction or discharge is favoured at the surface ofbodies in contact,

either of which alone would not conduct or discharge so well as

the two. Now the conduction at surfaces may be connected with

the difference of capacity or tension of the particles of different

bodies—the theory and the effects may illustrate each other.

415 1. The kind of conduction over surface referred to is evident

in charging a resinous plate by a jar-the electricity darts and

expands over the plate.

4152. It may be connected with the discharge over surfaces, even

when as a spark, as over paper, glass, string—even gold leaf,

etc. etc.

4153. May be connected also with collection from charged glass

by knuckles, knobs, etc. etc.

4154. By my theory, Harris' wonderful foreknowledge of elec-

tricity in making out its easiest passage very easily explicable

(3592).

4155. Perhaps the differences between Harris and Poisson may
now come out and be explained.

4156. Time an element in conduction shewn by the half dis-

charge of a large battery by fine silver wire.
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4157. Must consider what conduction, induction, intensity, actions

of points, discharge, brushes, spark, etc. etc. etc. are under new
theory.

4158. Where is Whewell's account of Poisson's theory.^

4159. With respect to conduction over surface of electric, it does

not seem to take place if the air varies in thickness in opposite

directions: thus in Electrophorus apparently will not take place

in such a spot as a, but will at one like b. Remember here the

effect when stem of app. i was open in the socket.

23 OCTR. 1837.

4160. Put the last cast shell lac No. 4 into app. ii-charged it for

10' rather highly— then discharged the apparatus— took out the

shell lac and examined it by holding its surfaces towards the cap

of a gold leaf electrometer (not very delicate). Could perceive

no traces of electricity either on the convex or concave side.

4161 . Replaced the shell lac in the app.
;
recharged it again for 15',

then discharged the apparatus and its stem perfectly.

at 35' . . 0° . . very little even at i/.

3/ • •
13°

40' . . 17°

47' . •
26°

So that the result is as before and very decided.

4162. Now recharged the apparatus at 50' up to 720° or above.

at 50' above 720°

55' . . 730° so holds well.

65' . . 695°— this being after a recharge from Phial.

95' . . 630—so holds well.

After this 45' of charge, discharged the apparatus and stem, and

then the carrier ball at b shewed little attraction on the electro-

meter repelled ball, so that all charge was removed. The apparatus

was then opened and the shell lac taken out and placed upon the

table to have its surfaces examined. This was done by bringing

the carrier ball near, uninsulating it, insulating it, and then re-

moving it; so that it always had the contrary state to the examined

surface.

4163. The ball, charged by induction thus, opposite the outside

or convex surface of shell lac, repelled the Pos. ball in electro-
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meter, but when charged opposite the concave side of shell lac,

it attracted the Pos. ball, and the attractions and repulsions, feeble

at first, became stronger at each successive trial. Hence the convex

surface became more and more Neg. and the concave or inner

surface more and more Positive. And as these were the states

of the metallic surfaces against the shell lac, it is clear that Pos.

electricity has left the Pos. metal and gone into the shell lac, to

be hidden for a time, and return after the propelling tension of

that metal surface was taken off by the discharge.

4164. Examined the ball R of the apparatus, after the shell lac

had been taken out some time, and found it slightly positive.

It had been neutral; and this positive condition is a result of

return action from the shell lac stem of the same nature as that

which had been examined in the hemisphere of lac.

4165. This kind of action supplies another mode by which the

shell lac stem may become charged, besides that by contact and

that by flying dust.

4166. The effect of the surfaces of the shell lac hemisphere be-

came more and more powerful for some time. The state cannot

be a mere charge of the surface, for that would be as strong at

first as afterwards, but it is a charged or polarized state of the

mass of the electric, driven in or caused by the force of the

excited conducting surfaces, and returning altogether or in part

(as remains to be ascertained) to its first state, when the impelling

or inducing condition of the charged surfaces is taken off. Hence

the gradual resumption of the external or charged state from a

previous state ofindifference. The remarkable point is, that during

the state, the opposite forces, though not in their natural com-
bined association (as is proved by their spontaneous after separa-

tion), should still perfectly neutralize each other for the time. In

ordinary cases of induction, i.e. supposing the two sides (to any

depth) to be in opposite states, still, though they would induce

towards each other, they would also induce to bodies external

to them also—as in a charged Leyden plate.

4167. I must however make a plate of shell lac with mixed

particles of conducting matter in it, and see what they will do.

4168. The prevention of this effect with effects of capacity

will be best obviated by choosing the solid insulator shewing
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least of this power (as glass perhaps) and also experimenting

quickly.

4169. Is not this condition the first step in the process of con-

duction—and is not the case itself a case of conduction of the

slowest kind, and therefore very instructive and explicatory }

4170. Is it possible to cause this state without induction } I antici-

pate not. If it can be, it will be very important. Must try whether

a stick of shell lac, being excited for some time and then dis-

charged, will afterwards resume an excited state— for that would

be the case in point. That would be equivalent to an absolute

charge of matter with one electricity.

4171. Replaced the shell lac in the App. ii, and electrified the

app. Pos. After 15' removed the upper half of the apparatus with

its balls, etc., leaving the shell lac in the lower hemisphere, quite

uninsulated. Then put carrier ball at a, touched it, insulated it,

removed it and found it at first repulsive of electrometer ball,

being in a Pos, state. Continuing to repeat the trials, this state

gradually diminished, and after the third trial was neutral, and

then the ball became attractive or negative, which state gradually

increased in strength for half an hour or more.

4172. Thus the surface of the shell lac was at first Neg. and then

of itself became Positive, and this a very striking state and con-

dition. It shews clearly that the after reaction is due to the state

of the internal parts of the shell lac and not of the external only.

4173. The first neg. state of the surface corresponds to what it

should have, as opposed to the Pos. state of the metal ball pre-

viously opposed to it. This Neg. electricity is probably the con-

sequence of the P. influence having been turned by the pre-

dominating power of the charged ball in the opposite direction

and so leaving the particles Neg. I mean it is not at all evident

as yet that the Neg. Electricity has passed as a current from the

opposite side. It is just as likely as yet that it was developed (by

a kind of polarization of the particles) where it was found.

4174. The above state of things shews that a comparison of this

apparatus in such a state cannot properly be made with the other

one having the metal lining inside to lessen the interval of air.

4175. The slow return of the masked electricity is against the

notion that when the app. with shell lac is used to divide the

FDIII 14
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charge of that with air by a momentary contact, the difference of

Specific capacity can depend on this returning electricity— for the

Air app. could not in that moment procure it and yet it is charged

far above the mean. This is perhaps the best argument for a dif-

ference in capacity in different bodies.

4176. Made arrangements to ascertain whether the conducting

power of glass was such as to be very sensible in some weeks,

and cause perfect and final recombinations of electricity through

it. Some tubes of glass (flint) of inch in external diameter

and of inch in thickness were hermetically sealed at one end

and drawn out near the top : from 2 to 3 inches in depth of clean

mercury was poured into each by a tube funnel: then a wire with

a loop at the top was dropped into the tube; the lower part of

the tube placed in a cup of uninsulated mercury, so as to form

a little Leyden jar of the tube and its contents; and the wire was

then withdrawn by the knob and wire of a charged Leyden jar.

The glass at a was immediately sealed up hermetically, and though

a little discharge took place at the moment of applying heat at a,

still the lower part was left in a charged state. There were five

of these tubes prepared and all were charged Positive inside.

4177. In about half an hour, opened one to see if it was fairly

charged. Broke off the top
;
by means of a shell lac hook dropped

in a wire with a gilt pith ball at the top. Then applied carrier

ball to it and found it acquired a fair charge though not a high

one (some of the electricity having been dissipated at the moment
of seaHng the tube). When discharged by a bent wire it gave also

a fair spark.

4178. The other four were then set aside carefully for examina-

tion hereafter. See 14 June 1839 (5090).

24 OCTR. 1837.

4179. This morning tried one of the little charged tubes ( ).

When the Electrometer balls repelled with a force of 600°, it gave

a charge of above 500°. When coated outside with mercury and

discharged by a wire, it gave a good little spark.

4180. Put the rest bye in a glass, resting satisfied that in its com-
mon state glass conducts quite well enough to keep the outsides
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in an uninsulated state. Put one of them into uninsulated mercury

to make the discharge of outside quite unexceptionable.

418 1. Experimented on divided charges. Placed in App. i the

metal lining ( ), so as to diminish the thickness of air in

that part to of an inch. Placed in App. ii the best fuzed shell

lac hemisphere No. 4 (not AlcohoHc).

i, Air (contracted) ii, Shell lac

0°
. . even at d.

• 444°

• • 438°

divided, then quickly took

255° . .

. . 262°

"
*

. . Attrn.}
^^^^^ discharge.

The attraction is the effect of the charged Electrometer ball on

the uncharged carrier. Perhaps App. ii ought to be taken first

after the division, to avoid the effect of the return charge to it

after the partial discharge by dividing. Now here the results are

:

^i. Air (narrowed) = 25
5| , ^^e half of divided charge = 4|8

Air in i has gained 255 1 . . f I'oo
T . .. 1 ? y capacities are as {Lac m 11 has lost 176J ^ li'45

Hence the superior power of shell lac, even though in the air

app. the metal surfaces are nearer.

4182. Again—charging the Air.

i, Air (narrowed) ii, Shell Lac

. . 0° or attraction even at d.

383° • -

o
373 •

•

divided, then quickly took

. . 152°

152° . .

. . 148°

Attrn. . .

'. '.

^"™'} after discharge

ii' Shell lT^"^^ \\\)
'^'^•5 half of divided charge = HI

Air in i has lost —221^ , . . fi'oo
T • •• 1 -1 } hence capacities are {Lac in 11 has gamed— 152] ^ li'45

or exactly the same as when the shell lac was charged first and that charge
divided.

14-2
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4183. It is very beautiful to observe how little charge of the stem

outside there is, when there is no dust about. The morning is

damp, I am alone, and all is quiet in the rooms.

4184. From the above and the other results, I cannot resist the

impression that there is a difference of inductive capacity in body.

I do not see how it can be explained away, though I try all I can

for that purpose.

4185. Put i and ii away, without glass or shell lac inside, but

empty.

4186. When one surface only of shell lac is excited, it ought to

act by induction through the shell lac in one direction just as well

and to the same degree as through the air in the opposite direc-

tion, or even to a greater degree, because of superior capacity

of the lac. There should be nothing like selection or preference

as to the direction of the force. Nothing like an axis of action.

4187. To try this generally, the Shell lac No. 4 was cleared over

both surfaces by breathing and wiping with silk (and fingers), then

laying it on folded dry silk; it was excited at a by friction with

flannel and rendered Neg. there. Next the carrier ball was placed

at /^—uninsulated, insulated, removed and examined by the electro-

meter—it brought away Pos, electy. Then applying it in the place

c and repeating the process necessary for induction, it acquired

Pos, electy. there also; stronger than before, probably however

because of concave form there of acting surface. Then discharged

the surface a by breathing and wiping, taking care all the time

not to touch the inner or concave surface, and afterwards found

scarcely a trace at c, and even that accompanied by a little at ^,

as if a small residual action. These latter effects probably due to

a small return action, which was very possible considering the

whole time employed. But it appears that a remained the excited

surface; that the surface inside did not acquire permanent charge;

and that induction took place in both directions, i.e. both through

air one way and shell lac the other way.

4188. Induction through shell lac and air roughly thus. A little

Leyden jar was employed and the carrier ball charged by induc-

tion at a, a little distance above the ball N. Whether the shell lac

was there as represented or away, the carrier took the same kind

of charge, and with no very sensible difference of degree, when
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examined only in this rough manner. The shell lac came away
uncharged in short experiments.

4189. Does not glass, shell lac, etc. etc. take and give up the

charge due to ordinary inductive action instantly ? All the effects

appear to shew that—and in that respect the specific capacity

argument stands well.

4190. There appears to be no distance at which induction

ceases.

4191. Can attraction be inversely as the square of the distance

in cases where the inductive action is in curved lines ?

4192. Force of attraction ought to be increased between two
surfaces when shell lac is interposed there instead of air. Try this

with Harris' balance.

4193. There can be no such thing as free electricity. At least it

would appear not. As there can be no such thing as attraction of

Gravitation without matter.

4194. May inductive action be transmitted by other particles than

those of ponderable matter, as by the particles of the supposed

ether .'^ Rare and dense makes no great difference, indeed none

when up to gaseous state or above: as far as I have gone yet in

the experiments.

4195. According to the theory, induction or conduction could not

take place through a perfect vacuum. Morgan says a vacuum does

not conduct. In Davy's Experiments, the transmission might be

over the surface of the glass, very naturally.

4196. What would successive alternations of different insulators

do } Suppose Mica a perfect insulator, then would a thick plate

of mica in a certain interval of air do neither more nor less upon
the transmission of induction, than the same plate divided into

20 laminae in the same interval } Could divide the Mica by heating

it white hot.

4197. If any sensible action could be traced to the plane at which

the induction passed from one substance to another, it would be

important.

4198. Flame: its discharge of inductive surfaces is probably due

to its breaking the barrier of regularity, in the gaseous medium
of which it consists, around the conducting and also inducting

wick, etc. etc. Hence the effect, and it is very natural that it should
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be great, for it affects the condition of the inducting medium to

a considerable distance.

4199. It is possible that the local electrical effect in a flame, due

to chemical action, may coalesce in part and co-relate with the

distant effect^ when a flame is made to play discharger to an induc-

tive action. In that case, may perhaps find a relation between the

nature of the flame and its discharging power.

4200. The well known phenomenon of return or residual charge

in a discharged jar or battery— is almost altogether due to the

peculiar masked inductive state I have discovered, and is well

explained by it.

4201. That peculiar state will probably connect and associate

induction and conduction. See this by considering the case of a

very slow conductor, as Spermaceti, shell lac, etc. etc.

4202. The induction particle theory will, I think, explain the

following phenomena.

More easy discharge in rare than in dense air.

Insulation and conduction.

Induction.

Action of points, edges, etc.

Ever occurring equality of Pos. and Neg.

Unity and undivided condition of the current.

Residence of Electricity on the surface of conductors.

Why different conductors hold the same quantity on surface.

Chemical excitation.

Chemical decomposition.

Discharge by flame.

Discharge as a brush— as a spark.

Conducting power given by acids and salts, etc. in solution.

4203. Perhaps also

Common excitation by friction.

„ „ change of form and state.

Thermo-electricity.

Induction of currents of Electricity— this peculiar.

4204. With relation to the effect of acids, salts, etc. dissolved in

water, they may act by affecting the relation of the particles of the

water and its elements one to another.

4205. In discharge of stem (when charged by dust), breathing
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and finger wiping is most excellent. Cover the forefinger with

one thickness of a clean silk handkerchief—touch the brass ball R
constantly, breath on the stem first on one side and then the other,

passing the covered finger over the place so as to wipe off the

breath, but without changing the part of the silk which wipes. In

this way the finger in the damp silk discharges, the stem is left

clean and dry and above all things, unexcited.

4206. In Electrolyzation, of water for instance, the particles of

water as wholes polarize, and then the elements separate and

rejoin to others, keeping their polarity, or something like it.

Does this lead to admission of a mobile condition of the powers

associated with these particles ?

4207. Chemical excitation is probably the simplest or at least the

most distinct mode of excitation in principle which we possess.

4208. Current electricity has for its lateral or transverse action

magnetism or attraction of similar currents. Quiescent or Statical

electricity has for its lateral or transverse action the transverse

repulsion or state of tension; for the effect is equivalent to a

repulsion amongst the lines of inductive force.

4209. As direct tension, which is attraction, causes currents, so

the lateral or transverse tension, which is repulsive, causes Mag-
netism; Ampere's attraction of currents; my electrotonic state,

etc. etc. It probably constitutes the electrotonic state.

14 NOVR. 1837.

4210. Consider as results of this prior condition of the inductive

forces the divergence of brushes and the concentration in sparks.

Each brush by its individual ramifications shews the convergence

of power to an axis of discharge the moment the current begins,

and by the separation of the various ramifications, the previous

mutual repulsion of the lines of force. I think these considera-

tions relative to the discharge in air, etc. will turn out good.

421 1. Consider the incoercibility of the electric power or fluid,

either of one or of two, i.e. the impossibility of exhausting its

power, or diminishing it in the slightest degree.

4212. It appears as if the Electric forces were very often evolved.

Even in chemical actions they are evolved in many cases, i.e. they

are not ready in their active state before hand. Hence in many
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cases the necessary application of a certain temperature, which
evolves them under the circumstances, as in the combination of

oxygen and hydrogen. May not this be a simple connecting link

between chemical action, etc., and thermo electricity.'^

4213. That which appears to be definite about the particles of

matter is probably their power of assuming a particular state and

to a certain amount.

4214. May not excitement of Electricity by friction be in part a

thermo-excitement } When two pieces of the same substance are

rubbed together, the one more, the other less, may not the two
states acquired be altogether results of thermo-electricity evolved

on non-conductors ?

4215. The lateral attraction of similar currents in Magnetism is

a force of very small amount as a corpuscular force. Compare
it with chemical action. Think of a bar magnetised and not—how
little effect is produced compared with that of 10° or a little heat,

either added or subtracted.

4216. Compare corpuscular forces in their amount, i.e. the forces

of Electricity, Gravity, chemical affinity, cohesion, etc. and give

if I can expressions of their equivalents in some shape or other.

4217. In relation to electrical currents and their nature, how slow

a current must be in an electrolyte compared to that in a metal ?

For instance, if a cubical inch ofwater be electrolyzed by electrodes

applied at two opposite surfaces, then the elements will have

travelled in opposite directions only a tenth of an inch by the

time that a tenth of the water is decomposed, and if we imagine

the electricity associated with the particles, it will have advanced

only a tenth of an inch too. Yet what an enormous current or

discharge, according to our common notions, must have taken

place, to decompose a tenth of a cubical inch of water or 27I

grains.

4218. Electrolytic action gives one an opportunity of identifying

a particular portion of Electricity (as it were) in a current and so

subjecting it to certain considerations of importance. Consider

this in relation to the Magnetic force of a current.

4219. Ampere's lateral attraction of similar currents is directly

opposed to the lateral repulsion of the lines of the pre-existing

induction, just as the attraction and tension of direct induction
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is opposed to the cessation of attraction and tension of the fol-

lowing discharge. The two first must therefore be connected, and

the former result is probably a direct consequence of the latter

(related together as action and reaction) at the moment the latter

is let down.

4220. There may be two electricities in the particles of matter;

that is a point still undecided. But it is not less important to trace

the intimate relations of these fluids or forces to the particles and

the laws which govern them.

4221. What are the causes and forces of the attraction and repul-

sion, and what constitutes their difference ?

4222. In a decomposing electrolyte, all the particles in the course

of the current, i.e. in the line joining the electrodes, are probably

in an equal state of tension, indeed appears as if they must be so.

Hence easy to see why transfer of power is more difficult at the

anode and cathode, if the gas or element is evolved, than in the

middle of the course where the particles combine.

4223. As inductive tension goes down when two inducing sur-

faces are connected, the state of the particles of the di-electric

must be sustained per force, i.e. they tend to keep their natural

state, or if induced out of it, tend to return to it. What is the

force and its condition which thus keeps the particles in this

certain natural state ? What state of the Electric power is it, and

how is that state related to the evolution or excitation state.

4224. The probable nature of intensity is in a condition of each

particle or particles; the higher the degree of this condition the

higher the intensity.

4225. In Electrolyzation, tension first acquired and when that has

risen to a certain degree, evolution or discharge.

4226. May perhaps by some arrangement of apparatus obtain a

standard oftension here; as by comparing the tension in an electro-

lyte with the current in an associated wire, etc. etc.
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4227. Expts. on curved lines of induction, with other bodies than

air.

4228. Carbonic acid in a jar— obtained good results after some
time—but glass conducts so well that if a moderate jar be used,

the induction to the sides takes up all that would otherwise go
round the ball or rather hemisphere, for I used it. Obtained good
results in very large vessels full and open at top. Also by letting

an abundant stream of C.A. descend on to the parts, whilst the

induction contact made.

4229. Hydrogen. Used an abundan[t] stream from a metal pipe,

wide, and employed the pipe to make contact with carrier ball.

Just as strong effects as in Air.

4230. Now experimented with SoHd bodies. The excited lac

cylinder and the brass hemisphere on it were arranged as in

former cases ( ). Then the alcohol shell lac hemispherical

cup was tested by the carrier ball and found free from charge at

all parts. It was carefully placed as in the figure, the carrier ball

put near it within—uninsulated—insulated—removed and found

Positive as in former cases. The shell lac was then removed,

re-examined and found without charge. Hence curved induction

takes place through shell lac.

4231. Flint glass -2i thick piece well dried and varnished with

shell lac solution was used. Curved induction took place through

it. It required much care to free the warm glass from previous

electricity. This was done by breathing all over it. The glass was

without charge both before and after.

4232 *. Sulphur, The same result. The same precautions were taken.

Sulphur can be beautiful[ly] discharged by breathing on to it.

4233. I cannot help thinking that the charge taken by the carrier

ball in these cases was stronger than through air. Shall perhaps

be able to arrange some new form of experiment by using dif-

ferences of inductive capacities. Must not forget this point.

4234. Spermaceti. Used the thick hemispherical cup of this sub-

stance and obtained good results of induction through it in curved

lines. Must examine peculiar state of spermaceti very closely.

* [4232] ^
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4235. Oil of turpentine~m the thin well varnished glass cup

( ). Ascertained first that the glass of cup as varnished did

not conduct; then arranged it thus. The ball at place marked took

a charge as in former cases—and also when higher, as at the surface

of the fluid. Hence curved induction here also.

4236. Excited the lac cylinder strongly for half an hour, examg.

it from time to time to see that the state was retained. Then by
breathing and wiping, quickly discharged it ( ); found it

unexcited : but being now left, in 5 minutes no return charge had

appeared, no peculiar state—nor in \ an hour. Repeated the experi-

ment, being exceedingly careful to discharge the shell lac all over

before hand, examg. it carefully. Then charged it very highly for

\ of an hour, discharged it quickly and well, and then no return

in any time.

24 NOVR. 1837.

4237. In dielectrics under induction, the form of the particles may
go for something, as in sensible conductors.

4238. The particles are probably polarized as so many associated

conducting portions— as so many insulated conductors, and in this

respect consider experimentally what the action of many small

conductors under induction and free to move laterally would be-
here obtain evidence of the lines of inductive force probably.

4239. The action of heat in causing discharge of inductive con-

dition probably the same as the action of same agent, heat, when
it causes union of chemical particles, i.e. when it enables the

excited powers under induction to discharge, and so let the

particle[s] unite.

4240. The heat of same electricity is different in different con-

ductors; hence heat of electro-chemical equivalents when com-
bining may vary the one from another, i.e. when electro-chemical

equivalents combine to produce combustion— it does not follow

that the heat must be equal because the exciting powers are equal.

25 NOVR. 1837.

4241. I have cast a hemisphere cup of borate of lead in platina

vessels in hopes of obtaining a good substance for insulation and

peculiar state ; but after all my expence and trouble, it has cracked
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so much in the cooling that it is useless. It conducts very con-

siderably and I believe because many of the cracks running from

the inner to the outer platina are vacua (air not getting in) and

so conduct. The substance itself when sound insulates well.

27 NOVR. 1837.

4242. I have fitted up fresh shell lac stems to app. i and ii, in

which the metal wires are thin and of soft copper, the terminal

ends only being large, to hold a screw worm for the balls. Have
put the stems into the apparatus and find that it is a proper thing

to make the sockets holding them thin, or else the metal in cooling

cracks the shell lac. No. i has a thicker socket than No. ii, and

its stem always fails first.

4243. Tried App. i and ii with these stems:

above 497°

was 490°

463°

455

„ 434

» 405

balls 336°

touched at 6'

6 above 497°

9 was 482°

14 „ 480'
5-4

1-6

2-1

2-9

19

29

39

473
450'

422"^

5-0

0-4
1-4
2- 3
2-8

These app. will do for lower charges.

4244. Have had a wooden (box) apparatus made and a wooden
inner ball, with which to observe effect of conductors. Have also

put in a shell lac stem, etc., but it does not insulate well, for results

were thus:

at 20' charge was 460
23' „ 392
27' „ „ 302

23

22-5

Must ascertain hereafter whether this effect is due to imperfect

stem or to action of surface of the wood within upon the induction.

4245. Now compared Air and sulphur, using a good sulphur

hemisphere in App. ii. It was perfectly cleared from electricity

before hand.
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balls 280"^
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ii, Sulphur

221

438°
o

434

164°

162°

0°

164'

162^

divided quickly
162^

160° hence did not lose fast or conduct.

for i. Air

0° after discharge.

. after discharge.

r .. c 1 1 \ the half of divided charge is 217^
for n, J^ulphurj °

Air in i has lost

Sulphur in ii has gained

270-

\

162°/
capacities are as

ii-66

4246. Again

i, Air ii, Sulphur

balls as before

• • 395
. . 388'

divided quickly took

237

o

. . 238

^1 after discharge.

"^^o c^^f u I 194° is half the divided charge.
238 for n, Sulphurj

°

Air in i has gained 237°) . . f i-oo
c 1 1 • "I > capacities are as K «Sulphur in 11 lost 150 j ^ 1 1*58

These perfectly consistent.

4247. Now experimented on sulphur as able to acquire the peculiar

state, leaving it in App. ii and charging it as before.

balls 360°

At 6' charged to 665^

12' it was . . 650^

20' „ 625'

26' „ 590'

Loss is but small here, there is but
2' ^

little conducting power: is as good

^ as if air present—hence probably little

' assumption of the peculiar state.
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4248. Then quickly discharged the apparatus and instantly took

a sample by the carrier— this

at 27
at 28

30

32

34
36

tion was

was . . 2

had risen to ii*^

•))

•>•)

•))

was

14^

16°

17°

17°

2°
5 then discharged the app. again and found indica-

and this was the amount of stem effect—for the

carrier at d rose higher still.

Hence sulphur does take on the state but only in a small degree.

4249. Must try this peculiar state with dielectrics in good contact

with the conductors : a coated plate for instance ? But that is tried

in the residuary discharge of a leyden battery.

4250. Spermaceti. Experimented with the hemisphere of sperma-

ceti ( ), for it appeared from former experiments that

spermaceti would shew this effect in a high degree. Put it there-

fore into app. ii.

4251. Spermaceti in app. ii, balls about 300°.

At 36' charge was 544^^

38'

40'

recharged 42'

44'

46'

48'

50;
recharged 52'

54
56'

58'

60'

62'

64'

385"

314°
662°

483°

402°

350°

320°

627°

482°

420°

368°

337°

316°

285°

79-5

35'5

89-5

40-5

26-0

15-0

72-5

31-0

26-0

15-5

IO-5

15-5

Then discharged the app. and took observation instantly.

At 5' was o At 11' was 98

7 „ 82 12 „ 98

8 „ 90 14 „ 98

9 „ 96 16 „ 97; then again discharged the app.

10 „ 97 and found it o even at d.
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4252. Now charged the app. for a few seconds, then instantly

discharged and took observations; balls 360°.

at 34' was o

35 52

37 „ 68

38 „ 68 then discharged and found it 0°.

Hence short charge produces the state in spermaceti.

4253. Again charged spermaceti for a moment: discharged and

made observations as quickly in succession as I could.

0° 56°

40° 60°

54° 58°

4254. Again, it takes the state quickly. Observe however that

when time is allowed for effect of the charge, the return action

lasts for a longer time and the return charge is higher.

4255. All this may be due to a charge of the dielectric, the two
parts next the coating taking up the two opposite state[s] by con-

duction, as electrics are known to do in other cases. This will be

due to the coercitive force of the two powers in the coatings, and

when this is removed by their discharge, then though part of the

power may travel on and neutraHze within the dielectric, com-
pleting the act of induction, part may return outwards and repro-

duce the charged state. All the phenomena thus far agree with

this view.

4256. Test the view and the opposite notion of a peculiar state

by using a double plate of spermaceti. If the present view correct,

each half plate will have its own state, one P., one N. If a peculiar

condition of the particles exists, then each half will shew both

P. and N. on its opposite surfaces.

4257. Experimented on curved inductive action through borate

of lead—found it to occur just as in former cases.

28 NOVR. 1837.

4258. Prepared two plates of Spermaceti \ inch thick and eight

inches square, flattened a side of each to come together, coated

about 36 square inches of the other two sides with tin foil—put

silk thread round the edge of each, so as to insulate them at

pleasure—put them together with the coated sides outwards—un-
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insulated one coating and charged the other Pos.—then discharged

and took instant state by the carrier and found no electricity; yet

on waiting a minute or two found plenty of return electricity as

in former cases. So that the double plate of spermaceti can pro-

duce the peculiar effect.

4259. Now charged them (when together) again ; then discharged

quickly and instantly separated and insulated the upper plate.

Examd. it and found by the carrier it was Positive altogether,

i.e. the tin foil surface was pos. by contact and the other surface

was pos. also, for it rendered the carrier ball neg. by induction.

Hence the whole of this plate, constituting one half the compound
plate, was Positive, and doubtless the other half was altogether

negative.

4260. When after the charge and discharge of the united plates,

the upper was separated, its tin foil could instantly give a con-

siderable spark to the finger, of Pos. Electricity, shewing that the

Pos. power, which before had been engaged towards the Neg.

power by induction in the other half or lower plate, was by the

separation at once set free to act on other bodies by induction.

It also shewed that the lower half was Neg., and this was further

proved, for on putting down the upper plate and its coating, an

electrophorus action came on, and on touching the upper tin foil

a spark went to it, because of its Neg. state on the upper surface—

then raising it, a pos. spark came from it as before.

4261. Hence clear that, with peculiar state of spermaceti, all

depends upon the two halves assuming opposite states to some

depth, and this is no doubt the case with glass, sulphur, shell lac,

etc. The whole is therefore a case of induction and not a peculiar

state— i.e. a case of induction involvg. penetration and conduction

to a certain depth in the Electric.

29 NOVR. 1837.

4262. If the inductive force of the same quantity of electricity

be changed in slgiven space by change of the dielectric, what change,

if any, will occur in the corresponding transverse force }

4263. In respect to the restraining power of air or other dielectrics

over discharge between two charged surfaces, we have to con-

sider the discharge
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in different dielectrics,

at different distances,

at different temperatures,

at different pressures (for gases),

and on some of these points Harris has worked.

4264. References to Harris first paper in Phil. Trans., 1834. It

is an investigation of the laws of Inductive action in air^ p. 214.

4265. Tension and intensity, pp. 222.

4266. His Electrometer in vacuo, pp. 223, 224.

4267. Effect of variable atmosphere in restraining discharge,

p. 227, 229, 242—consider p. 227, etc.

4268. Discharge through Air, p. 225, etc. important.

4269. Gives the required intensity to discharge across air at given

pressures, p. 229, 242. Vacuo question, 243.

4270. Insulating or restraining power of heated air, 229.

4271. Effect of form or extension on the charge, p. 232.

4272. Induction in right lines^ p. 239.

4273. Induction does not vary with the pressure of air, 237, 244.

4274. Harris^ second paper. Phil. Trans., 1836, p. 417. Is an

experimental examination of Coulomb's indications by a proof

plane. Electricity on a plane or sphere, p. 437, etc. etc.

4 DECR. 1837.

4275. On reading Article Electy. in Supp. to Ency. Britannica^,

Poisson's theory as at present applied does not represent the

curved cases. More like atmospheres of former times. But recent

philosophers thought these could not be in glass, which does not

permit passage of Electy., p. 79—assumes that the effect is influence

at a distance, p. 79— of electy. in the conductor only. Induction

is due to the action of the covering electrical strata. The theory

assumes charge without induction, p. 82— that retention is an

effect of air— discharge is independant of induction.

4276. As to difference of charge on different conductors— try

my apparatus of wood.

4277. Why does smaller ball give the highest charge See 3920,

2, 4, 6, of my M.S. notes of Expts., i.e. of these notes.

^ Supplement to Third Edition, 1801.

FD III 15
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4278. There should be greater attraction through shell lac than

through Air.

4279. As to tension, there should be increase of it when shell lac

induction is converted into air induction. See p. 51 of Eleventh

series, M.S.

4280. Can attraction and repulsion of balls, etc. in air be due to

the lateral repulsion of the lines of inductive force ?

4281. Light of the Electric Spark. Remember Biot, view of it

at End of Article Electy. in Sup. to Ency. Britannica.

4282. If there were a specific capacity (inductive) amongst gases,

would not two gases, when mixed, discharge from the incongruity

of their inductive action.^ If there be differences between solids

and fluids, would not this difference occasion discharge ? Query
the action of salts and acids in water on this principle ?

4283. Are not the forces of charged bodies all external to the

conductors ?

4284. Vibratory theory of Electy., Ency. Britan.% Electy. 106, or

Vol. vi, p. 460.

4285. My theory of induction does not decide whether Electricity

is a power or a fluid or fluids, but leaves that open.

4286. The great point of distinction and power in the theory is

the making the dielectric of essential importance, and not merely

an accident almost. Hence pressure of the air, that awkward
expression, disappears in my view—same advantage in chemical

action—same in all inductive phenomena. Even metals are to me
di-electricsj but how would the pressure of the air principle apply

here, or avail here }

14 DECK. 1837.

4287. A mode of measuring the requisite intensity necessary for

Electrolyzation may perhaps be obtained by increasing the length

of interposed electrolyte until the decomposing action by a volta

meter in another part of the circuit is brought to one standard

degree— a constant battery being used for the purpose.

4288. As many different modes as there are of causing discharge,

so many different modes have we of analyzing or rather testing

the nature of the current. Also as many different modes as we

^ Third Edition, 1797.
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have of observing current by its effects, so many different way[s]

can we examine it. Modes of discharge are four. Effects are three,

namely Electrolyzation, Magnetic action, heating power. So there

are apparently twelve combinations by which to examine con-

stancy of current.

4289. As the Magnet or Magnetic action, which is used as a test of

the current, remains unchanged during the variation of the mode
of discharge, it shews that these modes are not each a particular

act and condition, but are identical in their general effect, that

discharge (and therefore much more, current) is of a very general

and unchangeable nature. Not like heat for instance, giving a vari-

able result, but all the forms givg. a definite and the same result.

4290. Cannot as yet say in a wire that the tension is let down
(i.e. with a voltaic battery), for the tension and discharge acquire

a constant state at last, which continues durg. the action— so Mag.
not due to a fall from a higher to a lower state of tension. Do not

know enough about that point at present, but a little thought

may clear all up.

4291. There is a beautiful constancy of current under every mode
of discharge. The two powers every where quite inseperable. The
instant a particle of matter moves, as in carrying currents, or in

any other way— there the two powers exist and are shewn by
peculiar effect. This a full proof that, during the prior induction,

they were every where in the lines of induction.

4292. At the first moment of discharge, as in a spark, that dis-

charge would probably be dark, but that all the rest of the elec-

tricity follows it because of the facility of passage there, and so

it becomes a bright spark. Not that that quantity of electricity

is required there, at the first moment, but is led there by the

circumstances of discharge.

4293. There are many illustrations of this. Suppose two square

inches of inductive surfaces were discharged by balls half an inch

apart, and then 200 square inches of such surfaces were discharged

by the same balls, etc. In both cases the discharge would com-
mence at the same intensity of inductive action, but the quantity

passing would be very different. And as 99 parts, in the latter

case, would be led to the place of discharge by the first effort, so

in the former case the first effort is due probably to a very small

15-2
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portion of the electricity—in fact only to that existing at the point

of highest inductive tension— the moment before the discharge.

All the rest merely follows in the same course.

16 DECK. 1837.

4294*. Made some expts. on this point and the mutual influence

of simultaneous sparks. Two equal Leyden Jars had thick copper

rods attached to their balls. The extreme ends of these rods a and

h were rounded. The two jars were placed on a sheet of tin foil,

and when the brass rod h was across the rods a and could be

charged as one battery, and then by removg. h could be dis-

charged in two sparks, c, d and e are two brass balls and a metal

rod, the whole insulated, /is a metal ball, uninsulated. When the

jars were charged and h removed, by bring, /to <af a simultaneous

discharge of both jars occurred in two sparks varying according

to circumstances, i.e. if c was as near to a and h as they were to

each other, then a and h each gave its own spark to c: but if the

distance from a to ^ was about six tenths, or less, of that between

the ends and c, then a spark would pass between a and dis-

charging one of the jars, and another between c and either a or

discharging both the jars; i.e. if a was a little nearer or a little

more favourably situated than the latter would make it a step

for the discharge to c, notwithstandg. the length of the course

was so greatly increased by the circumstance. And this was be-

cause the spark which tended to pass first did, by it[s] first act

of discharge, so faciUtate the passage there that all the rest ran

in to it.

4295. When I obtained two separate sparks, I think they tended

towards each other in about two thirds of the cases, and tended

more or less outwards in the remaing. third, but these experi-

ments are to be repeated with a better apparatus.

4296. Hence evident facility in path of spark to discharge other

and waiting electricity.
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4297. Therefore probably that place of discharge is at first dark,

but becomes bright by accumulation of electricity in the passage.

4298. We see in brushes this accumulation, by the junction of

many branches in few, and these in one root, which is often a

spark at the surface of the metal conductor.

4299. By taking discharge between excited glass and excited wax,

can probably get a discharge brush at each end and spark in the

middle, shewing the same thing well.

4300. The discharge from an insulator is in this view very im-

portant.

4301. The same thing must occur in a thunder storm, when the

electricity collects from various parts of a diffuse mass consisting

of mixed insulating and conducting matter; to make one single

flash.

4302*. Shall have to consider how the discharge takes place be-

tween the bright and dark parts, in a brush for instance, between
the part cz, the farthest removed from a luminous discharge, and

the parts where discharge is evidently passing. Is it by dark con-

duction ( ) ? Is it by moving of the air } Or by any act

of induction amongst the parts themselves independantly of other

parts, or do they remain charged to a certain degree and take up
their right place in the series the instant the discharge is over.^

See 4317.

4303. I think time is concerned in the passing of a spark; but

when simple and direct, as between metallic balls, I should rather

look for it as continuing the time of the whole spark, not as giving ^ /-^^

existence first at the balls and then in the middle. If a spark be C ) \_J
thus with stationary balls or with a steady image, I think Wheat-
stone's apparatus ought not to shew it thus, as at but thicker,

rather as at c, the time being employed in continuing the whole
spark, not in giving existence to one part before the other.

I think this is the case in Wheatstone's middle spark.

4304. Still, in a brushy spark, it is possible that time might be (^^\
discovered, affecting the prior existence of one part to another,

for it is quite clear that in discharge to air, the induction of different

* [4302]

/
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parts may be let down gradually or even in separate portions.

I must send out a straight constant brush, and then by analysing

it by movg. the eye in different directions across it, see whether

I can give it a general curve first one way and then the other.

Is very likely.

21 DECK. 1837.

4305. Must trace the point of time in a discharge from brush

upwards to spark. In my view, brush discharge must begin at

the root first, or at least continue there longest. Brush time there-

fore longest.

4306. I doubt the relations of balls of fire from the atmosphere

as a form of electricity altogether.

4307. Observe the brush form in long tube and rarefied air.

4308. In Pos. and Neg. discharge in air, the Pos. ball gives a

longer and larger spark than the Neg., i.e. it contains more electric

force, for the discharges are much fewer in number. But is it that

Pos. ball in discharging more readily begins to discharge at a

lower intensity than the Neg. ball, or when it has begun, at the

same intensity throws off more in the single discharge }

4309. The Neg. ball gives more brushes than the Pos. ball in the

same time, hence each discharge is smaller. Suppose the intensity

of the P. ball be 50 and 30 at the beginning and end of a brush,

that of N. ball may be 50 and 45, or it may be 35 and 30, or any

interval between these or about them.

4310. What is the real state of things.^ Find it out by making
~ P and N alternately Pos. and Neg. and observg. where the sparks

occur, and whether varyg. the distance makes one surpass another.

431 1. As to positive and negative ramifications, their particular

condition and freedom of formation, at a part not in contact with

the conductor but distant from it, must surely be due to the nature

of the dielectric and its relation to the electric forces, not to the

form or shape of the conductor itself.

4312. Therefore a reason why it should not be due to two par-

ticular fluids at these conductors: the great portion of effect is

produced afterwards in the air.

4313. It is probably 3ue to the difference in facility with which

the air is charged Positively or Negatively. If it is more facil to
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charge air neg.^ it will of course be more facil to discharge air

charged Positively,

4314. Can easily imagine how the difference of Pos. and Neg.

effect in discharge may depend upon the way in which particles

of air polarize in the previous act of induction. Thus if the Nega-

tive part be diffuse and spreading, and the positive part be con-

centrated, or vice versa. Even the form of the particles may have

an influence here—and this again may be connected with chemical

forces and affinity.

4315. When Air is charged by a brush, it then has to discharge

against the opposed ball or walls of the place or otherwise.

4316. Must experiment on the mode by which a particle of air,

when charged and free to move, is discharged. Use oil of turpen-

tine and coloured streams or coloured silk.

4317. Air mixes throughout very freely, but probably there are

but few particles of air electrified and these highly (at the maximum
tension degree), and these being repelled, etc., therestor neighbng.

parts are drawn into a stream by the current. See 4302.

4318. The electrified particles cannot induce to their neighbours,

but outwards just as before. They do not bring their neighbours

on each side into opposite states ; the induction force and its lines

are still outwards to the neighbouring conducting matter.

4319. The particles of air when electrified are repelled and at-

tracted as particles of electrified dust would be in the same circum-

stances. Each is its own centre of inductive action, and will

quickly travel to the next conductor, which by discharging sets all

right again.

4320. But few particles travel probably; the rest of the air is

moved more or less only. Each particle in the air may be like

Franklin's ball, which being charged and whirled, lost no power.

4321. I had alternating effects of facility and difficulty on the

P. and N. surface of discharge with E. Machine (2989, 90). This

was due to the charged state of the air about and is strong experi-

mental proof of that charge.

4322. This probably not considered in Belli's experiments of dis-

charge. Query in mine (2955, etc.).

The falling back of electr. in (2975, etc., 2979) due to the same

charged state of the air.
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4323. Unipolarity effects may be connected with the different

facility with which different dielectrics charge at the Pos. and

Neg. surfaces.

4324. As to the difference of the brush in different gases, it is

almost certainly related to specific difference of the qualities of

these gases.

4325. Must make the P. and N. ball and point experiment ( )

in different gases, especially in oxygen and Carb. acid.

4326*. Compare discharging or retaining power of airs or gases

by using two collateral places of discharge with standard balls,

and keeping the air distance constant. Then vary the gas distance

till equal to the air distance in insulating effect.

4327. Perhaps also vary the size of the ball, making first large

and then small P. and N.

4328. The further a brush extends the further is the discharge

carried out. This may vary in gases, as in Nitrogen and Mur. acid,

and yet the intensity required for the first discharge not vary.

4329. Discharge is a positive action. Insulation the deficiency or

absence of this action.

4330. Reasons for considering Electricity an indicator of truly

simple elements. Anions and cations are elements (except per-

haps cyanogen). Simple relation of Electricity to these. If there

are other elements, it would seem that there must be another

relation of Electricity to them, different to what we know.

29 DECK. 1837.

4331. Davy in his paper on conduction, Phil. Trans., 1821, at

the end, evidently thought that different numbers of plates in a

Voltaic battery gave different quantities of Electricity. See p. 432,

etc. Hence some curious expectations and confusions of intensity

with quantity, see vi, p. 434, etc.

4332. Harris considers induction as an exertion ofparallel forces

(in his case) operating in right lines. See his paper, Phil. Trans.,

1834, p. 239, etc.

4333. Induction an action at a distance. See Becquerell, in his

Traite, Vol. ii, p. 177.

* [4326]
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4334. Have been experimenting this evening on time as an ele-

ment in electric discharge.

4335. Chose the brush from an expectation that time might ap-

pear there. Produced a good pos. brush from the end of our large

brass conductor (2 inches diameter with irregular end); the brush

was into free air, its rays about 4 inches long, separate, and the

successive brushes were about as fast as I could repeat tut, tut,

tut, etc. Their general form as a horizontal brush was very steady

and good, thus*.

4336. Looking at this brush in a mirror, it was well seen. Then
moving the mirror to and fro on a horizontal axis, the elementary

brushes were separated, standing in order on a vertical line. Now
if the discharge of each brush took a sensible time, then the brush,

instead of being quite straight out, should seem bent generally in

one direction; i.e. bent towards the place of the next succeeding

brush.

4337 1. This effect I think I perceived—sometimes very distinctly.

I endeavoured to separate it from any irregular motion of the

mirror, and think it could not be referred to such a cause. At the

same time, it is difficult to be very positive, because of the feeble

light and in some degree indefinite form of the brush.

4338. I then obtained a more compressed brush, from a large ball

with a hole and a point in its upper part, and examined it in the

same way. Its recurrences were much quicker than the former,

but still I thought I obtained the apparent flexure of the brush,

as if a wind passed over the line of brushes, bending them all a

little in one direction.

4339. When brushes are large or when bad conductors are in-

cluded in the conducting matter, here and there the brushes are

by no means isochronous, but often very irregular, as thus^.

[4335] + [4337]

* [4339]
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They vary also much as to the character of their roots, but can

always be governed. All the variations can be traced easily to

the condition of the inductive forces.

4 JANUARY 1838.

4340*. Have had an apparatus made for discharges in air and in

gases, so as to compare, a, a glass receiver well varnished; a plate

and sliding wire; c and two metal rods with balls insulated; ^,

conductor at machine rendered Pos. or Neg. at pleasure; dis-

charging train. So now, when conductor e made pos., sparks

would pass either at balls in gas or balls in air, and as the latter

are moveable and the former were retained fixed at 0-62 of inch,

the latter could be adjusted so as to let all the sparks pass there,

or all in the gas under trial, and the distance in air so measured

and required becomes a measure of the resistance in the gas under

examination. I found that, whilst ball[s] were constant in the

receiver, still variation might be made in air distance and yet

sparks pass both at one and the other. To understd. this, observe

first that the balls were constantly the same,

ball A being in diameter 1*95 inches

B „ „ „ 0-96

C „ „ „ 2-02

D „ „ „ 0-93

Also that the interval in the gas, which was 0-62 of an inch, was

constant—hul that air interval could be changed and shall be ex-

pressed by the numbers now to be used.
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4341. When either Air, Nitrogen or Oxygen was in the receiver,

and the air interval between balls C and D was o-6 of an inch,

the sparks on working the machine would pass sometimes in the

receiver and sometimes in the air, shewing an approach to equality

of induction in the two cases; but on rendering the air distance

smaller and smaller until sparks hardly ever passed in the receiver,

it could be reduced to 0-56 of an inch, and on rendng. it larger

and larger until sparks hardly ever passed in the air, it could be

increased to 0-79 in one case; this range of 0*23 being one in which

sparks would pass occasionally both in the receiver and in the

open air. This range must be noticed and recorded.

4342. Then making the balls B and D either Pos. or Neg. from

the machine was expected to produce a difference in different gas.

So that this also was observed and recorded in the following

experiments.

5 JANUARY 1838.

4343. ^^^^4549.

of inch of inch

Air, B and D Pos. o-6o •19 0-79

77 77 Neg. 0-59 •09 0-68

Oxygen „ Pos. 0-41 •19 o^6o spark good as to light, very bright.

77 77 Neg. 0-50 •02 0-52

Nitrogen „ Pos. 0-55 •13 0-6S

77 77
Neg. 0-59 •II o-jo

Hydrogen „ Pos. 0-30 •14 0-44 spark poor in light and brushy.

77 77 Neg. 0-25 •05 0-30 spark poorer still much.

Carbonic acid Pos. 0-56 •16 0-72 spark fair and good.

77 77 Neg. 0-58 •02 o-6o spark fair.

Olefiant gas Pos. 0-64 •22 0'S6 spark bright but rarely in middle-
curious.

77 77 Neg. 0-69 •08 0-77 sparkworse than when pos., still runs

to one side, singular deviation in

the middle.

Coal gas „ Pos. 0-37 •24 ©•6i spark always pale, often very pale

and brushy.

77 77
Neg. 0-47 •II ©•58 spark easier obtained than when Pos.

Muriatic Gas Pos. 0-89 •43 1-32 spark fine.

5) 77 Neg. 0-67 •08 0-75
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4344. These expts. were made at once and with care— at other

times other resuks were obtained, thus

:

Carb. acid Pos. gave 0-51 . . 1*05

Olefiant gas Pos. „ o-66 . . 1-27

Hydrogen Pos. „ 0-23 . . 0-57

4345. With regard to the above resuks, the following remarks

may be made.

4346. Whether the electricity from the machine passed as a con-

tinuous or a spark current to conductor the effects generally

were the same.

8 JANUARY 1838.

4347. In many cases, when a spark had passed at either place,

then many more passed in succession at the same place. If it

passed first in air, stopping the machine a moment and then

renewing working, it might commence passing in the vessel or

in air, but the following sparks were at the same place as the first.

The discharge of a spark indicated that the next would most likely

pass there also, and when the machine was worked quickly, the

sparks almost always continued to occur at the same interval, as

if things were prepared there for it. This preparation might be

either in the warmth of the air, heated by the preceeding spark,

or in little particles of dust drawn into the circuit, or in something

unperceived as yet.

4348. It is striking that with regard to Air and some other gases,

when they are in the glass, and air at the open interval, the latter

does not suffer nearly so much variation as when some other gases

are in the vessel. Thus with air, oxygen. Nitrogen, Hydrogen and

Carbonic acid, the range is not so great as with Oleft. gas, coal

gas and Muriatic acid gas.

4349. One would have expected that there would be only two
certain distances, one for each interval, where the discharge might

happen either at one or the other, and that the least alteration

of one would immediately make one predominate constantly over

the other; thus making air interval larger would cause the other

to predominate, or making air interval smaller would cause it

always to occasion discharge. But that is not the case; a range

is allowable; in the air case amounting to nearly 2 tenths of an

inch on 6 tenths, and with Muriatic acid gas amounting to above

four tenths on nine tenths. Now why is it that when a fixed
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interval will pass a spark that cannot go across 0*6 of air at one

time, it will not pass a spark that can go across o*8 of air im-

mediately after, and apparently under exactly similar circum-

stances ?

4350. Probably much of this variation depends upon particles

of dust in the air drawn into and about the circuit. But it shews

either in that and other natural causes great variation in the

circumstances determining the sparks under common circum-

stances. Hence no wonder that the brush divides, etc. etc., and

hence perhaps a reason for some of the forkedness of lightning.

4351. Again, it ought to be remarked that the differences when
the smaller balls were made Neg. are much less than when they

were made positive. Thus the range of simultaneous discharge is

See 4550.

In Air ...
Oxygen .

Nitrogen

Hydrogen
Carbonic acid

defiant gas .

Coal gas . .

Muriatic acid gas

when Pos.

••19

•19

•13

•14

•16

•22

•24

•43

when Neg.
•09

02

II

05
02

08

12

08

4352. But these experiments ought to be repeated, and as I

suspect the parts of the glass vessel became charged and so affected

the relation of the P. and N. ball as to inductive action— large

glass vessel ought to be used— or perhaps even a metallic one,

and both sparks ought to be in exactly similar vessels and the

balls ought to be platina— all dust most carefully avoided and the

gas let in freed from dust. It was dried.

4353. Though the air distance thus fails to be an accurate measure

of the insulating effect of the gas distance, yet we may for the

present assume the mean air distance as a measure, and it comes
out thus when Pos. and Neg. (See 4551).

Pos. Neg.
Air . 0-695 0-635

Oxygen . . . . 0-505 0-510

Nitrogen . . . 0-615 0-645

Hydrogen . . 0-370 0-275

Carbonic acid 0-640 0-590

Olefiant gas . . 0-750 0-730

Coal gas . . 0-490 0-525

Muriatic acid gas . . I-I05 0-72
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4354. As the results are not pretending to be accurate, but useful

mainly as to the order, I may put down other three results as to

some gases ( )•

Hydrogen 0-400

Carbonic acid 0*780

defiant gas 0*960

4355. Hence it seems very evident that the gases have specific

qualities of insulation, for as air is included, the above numbers

are comparable with each other, and express directly the difference

each gas presents. Now it is not as the Gravity, for

S.G. small ball Positive.

insu-

lating

power.

S.G. small ball Negative.

insu-

lating

power.

i-o Hydrogen . . 0-370 i-o Hydrogen . . . 0-275

7-6? Coal gas . . . 0-490 16-0 Oxygen . . . 0-510

i6-o Oxygen . . . 0-505 7-6 Coal gas . . . 0-525

14-0 Nitrogen . 0-615 22-0 Carbonic acid . . 0-590

22-0 Carbonic acid . 0-640 15-2 Air 0-635

15-2 Air .... 0-695 14-0 Nitrogen . . . 0-645

14-0 defiant gas . . 0-750 18-5 Mur. Acid gas . . 0-720

18-5 Mur. Acid gas . 1*105 14-0 Oleft. gas . . . 0-730

for though hydrogen is the smallest, and therefore smaller than

oxygen, Oxygen is much smaller than Nitrogen or than defiant

gas—and Carbonic acid is much smaller than defiant gas or Mur.

acid. Oxygen as a heavier and Olefiant as a lighter gas are in

strong contrast with each other.

4356. Hence not pressure of atmosphere which keeps electricity

in conductors, but peculiar properties enter into action; each gas

is specific.

4357. Another striking result comes out also, still proving specific

action of each medium in induction. Thus, when the inductive

action is positive, it differs from that occurring when it is negative.

Thus in Air, Hydrogen, Carbonic acid, Olefiant gas and Mur.

acid gas, the mean tension rose higher when the small ball was

pos. than when Neg. But in Oxygen, Nitrogen and coal gas, the

reverse was the result. Now though the numbers cannot be

trusted (as Air is on one side and oxygen and nitrogen on the
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other) and will require finer experiments, yet there are decided

indications of specific action.

4358. So when M.A. Gas was in the Vessel and the air interval

was 0-8 of an inch, on rendng. the small balls positive, all the

discharge was through the Air, but on rendng. them Negative,

it was all through the M.A. gas.

4359. So when the air connection was removed, and only that

to the M.A. Gas continued. Negative cYi^vgQs passed easier through

the acid gas than positive ones, and the reason was that when pos.

the connecting wire gave brushes easily into the air, the spark

passing difficultly through the gas—but when Neg., the wire gave

no brushes and the spark passed easily through the gas. Must

ascertain whether air discharge easily or difficultly the Pos. charge.

This would seem to imply an easy pos. discharge whereas the

table p. 977^ shews a difficult one. The oxygen and Nitrogen there

shew easy discharge however, the small ball being allways pos.

4360. In these expts., I have continually had my mind impressed

with the feeling that the great portion of the electricity in a spark

is merely incidental to it, a little only giving the essential timing

and first condition of discharge.

4361. The relation of the gas effects to the retention of the elec-

tricity on the surface of conductors by the air's pressure is very

important, and fully confutes that view.

20 JANUARY 1838. (See 31 Jany. 1838).

4362*. Have had an arrangement of large and small balls opposed

to each other constructed, so that whilst those on the one hand
were electrified directly pos. or neg.^ those on the other became
electric by induction and served as dischargers. Their dimensions

were as marked in inches and parts, the interval between the large

and small ball on the same side being inches and the intervals

n and o variable.

4363. At first R set was made Pos. from machine and L set neg.

by induction (being connected with a discharging train), and
when the intervals n and o were both 0*63, the discharges were
first at one place and then at the other in nearly equal degrees.

' par. 4355.

* [4362]
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4364. When n was 0-63 and o 0'68, sparks were almost always

at n. When n was 0*68 and o O'jo, sparks were almost always at 0,

so that the conditions at the interval o are apparently a little the

best, for the mean of is 65*5 and that of o 69 for mean equality

of discharge.

4365. Hence small Pos. ball and large Neg. ball favour discharge

more than small Neg. and large Pos.

4366*. Now tried the o arrangement alone, but had diminished

the small ball so that o arrangement consisted of a small pos.

ball 0-25 of inch in diameter, and a large Neg. ball 2 inches in

diameter. At intervals of 2 inches or less at o, the discharge was

always by spark; at interval of 2-2 inches it was almost always

brush.

4367. Arrgd. the n interval in the same way, but now the limit

for sparks was o-6 of an inch and at 0-65 the Neg. brush appeared.

Thus, the small Pos. hall can cause a much longer spark than the

small Neg. ball.

4368. Made intervals n and o alike and 0*89 of inch in extent;

sparks were always then between the small Pos. and the large

Neg. at o.

4369. Made 0*93 and n 0-67 of inch; then the neg. brush at n

began to alternate and mingle with the spark at o^ discharges

being occasionally at both places.

4370. On the other hand, increased o until all discharge was at

n as a neg. brush, and this was when n = 0*65 and o = 0-95. With
a little less distance at <9, spark discharge sometimes there. Carrying

on the change in the same direction, there was occasional dis-

charge at both places, until n = 0-72 and o = 0-76, but at that or

higher ratios of distance the discharge was always at o. The mean
for n= 68*5 and for 0= 85-5, and these therefore indicate the

relative facilities of the two intervals to occasion discharge. Here

again, small p surpasses small n and more than before, being

smaller than before.

4371. When the intervals at n and were equal, discharge was

never at n as neg. brush or spark, but discharge was often at o

interval when it was larger than n interval. So that Pos. small

ball must have an advantage, i.e. its discharge breaks through

the air first, as if it were able to do so at a lower intensity.
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4372. Must, however, try these experiments by making the in-

ductric ball Neg. and the inducteous balls pos,

4373. Again made n and o both o-6. Then whether it was the

right hand or the left hand balls that were rendered Positive, the

discharge was always between the small pos. ball and the large

Neg. ball.

4374. As by making the intervals greater and greater the dis-

charge is at last by brush from both P. and N. small ball, so

though the large balls take part in the effect, these two small balls

may be compared to each other fairly— for the large balls at last

pass away into the sides of the room. Hence it seems clear that

the small Pos. surface dischges. more readily, i.e. at a lower

intensity, than the small neg. surface.

4375. Now what is true of the first pos. surface will probably

be true of the Pos. surfaces of the contiguous molecules of air,

and hence probably the reason why at each discharge more passes

away from the pos. than from the Negative surface. The two
effects therefore of early discharge and much discharge connected

together.

4376. Now made small ball still smaller than before, i.e. as in

the margin*.

4377. Then the general effects were as before but the brushes

much sooner, i.e. at shorter intervals.

4378 1. When the two sets of balls were placed in a position so

that the large balls were opposite, the large balls at n required to

be brought much nearer to each other to produce a spark than

the small balls at ; even to one half the distance or less. And when
both were enlarged, so that a brush discharge appeared at o, then

the interval there could be made five times or more that at

and yet discharge occur at by preference.

4379. No doubt therefore that intensity rises higher on small

surfaces than on large, or at least that they favour discharge more
than large : and by the former experiments, it appears that Small

pos. favours it more than small Neg. The tension or intensity

may surely be measured for the discharge by the electrometer on
the conductor behind.

4380. In air, therefore, small Neg. surface requires higher tension

and let[s] down less electricity than the small positive surface.

* [4376] t [4378]
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4381. The effect may depend on the Negative induction of con-

tiguous air particles rising higher at the Pos. conductor than the

Positive induction does towards the Negative conductor. It is

most likely related to the polarity of the particles far more than

to the electrified state of the conductor; i.e. it is more like to be

the state of the particles than of the conductor that causes the

whole effect.

4382. This will be confmd. if the conclusion that in different

gases the effects are different is confirmed.

4383. Making the large ball Positive, the greatest spark interval

was 0-9. After that succeeded the Neg. brush or perhaps even

the glow. The Neg. breaks into brush very soon as to increase

of interval, then cannot discharge enough to form a spark; so

little goes off each time.

4384. There is no fall of Electrometer on the conductor without

a brush or spark or carrying.

4385. Intensity at end and commencement both of a brush from

a negative termination is higher than for a brush from the same

termination rendered pos. in exactly similar circumstances.

4386. At such a distance as with a small prime conductor would
give a brush, a jar charge should give a spark and yet with the

same intensity at the commencement.

25 JANY. 1838.

4387. Commenced a series of experiments with opposed large

and small balls in air and some gases. The apparatus was of the

following kind. A large air pump receiver was attached to an air

pump and closed by a brass plate above, with two sliding wires

in it. The receiver could be exausted and filled with any other

gas than air, and such gas was always passed in through a drying

tube containing chloride of calcium: L is a brass fork fixed in the

pump plate and carrying 2 balls C and D, a large and a small one.

Two other balls A and B were carried by two separate sliding

wires moving independantly of each other, but connected by a

joining wire w, and that connected by another wire v, which

was attached to an insulated brass conductor that could be made
Pos. or Neg. directly by means of a cylinder machine with 2 in-
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sulated conductors. The wires of A and B were graduated so as

to read off by the application of a diagonal scale at the top of the

sliding boxes, and tell the distances between the balls A and C
and also B and D. The upper balls with their wires and the con-

necting wire w I will call altogether U. The air pump receiver

was of such size that its diameter in the widest part was eleven

inches : its height io| inches in the wide part: the distance between

C and D 3^ inches : their height above the pump plate 5 inches

:

the distance between the balls A, B, C and D and the sides of the

glass 1 1 inches at least and often more when the experiments were

in progress. I will call the intervals n and o as marked.

4388. At first made the balls A and D each 2 inches in diameter

and B and C each 0*25 of an inch in diameter— being in the

receiver and the jar placed so that the balls within were equally

circumstanced as to any inductive action from without.

4389. Made the intervals n and o alike = 0*5 of inch—U pos.—

then nearly equal discharges at n and o— if any difference, n a little

more frequent than o. Made U A^e^.—now all discharge at ^; not

one at o— as if small neg. discharged better than small pos. The
discharge at this distance of 0*5 was always in sparks.

4390. Changed the small balls C and B for each other, all other

things remaining the same, to see ifany effect due to the particular

ball. Made U Neg. ; the discharge was at n as neg. brush constantly.

Made U Pos.
;
discharge was still at n as spark and almost altogether

—there was a little at o. Hence as small ball B was made both

pos. and neg..^ it would seem that discharge is rather more favoured

at n than at (9, perhaps from the influence of the inductive power
of the glass. In judging therefore, must judge from average of n

and o, U being made pes. and neg, in turn.

4391. Pos. and Neg. seem very much alike as to discharge in-

tensity; not much difference apparently, if any, but know more
hereafter.

4392. Assuming that the discharge always begins at the small

ball— as it certainly does in the brush discharge— then I may speak

of pos. and neg. discharge according as the small ball is pos. and

and can then distinguish whether it is pos. or neg. induc-

trically or inducteously.

16-2
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4393. Made U Neg, Threw n balls out of action by making
distance great and observed the discharge at o. When the interval

there was i-i inches, had sometimes brushes and sometimes

sparks. Though « = 2 inches or more, often had discharge by
Neg. brush there when discharge would not occur at 0= i-i

inches. But the sides of the glass interfere much both as charging

and as conducting.

4394. Made U Pos.^ with intervals left as before. All discharge

was at o by Neg. brush on C. No discharge from B—hence really

seems that Neg. ball discharges easiest.

Diminished o interval gradually—brush continued on C until

o = 0*65 or 0-75 and then sometimes a spark—at 0-62 many sparks

but some brushes.

4395. For relative tendency of intervals to discharge. Made n and

0=0-4. U Poj.— discharges about alike in frequency and in sparks

at both places. U iV^^.— discharge always at n or small Neg. ball

as neg. spark—not at all at 0.

4396. Made n and 0= o-6. U Po^.— discharge at n always by
pos. spark. U iVe'^.— discharge at n always by Neg. brush.

4397. Hence n favours discharge, but the general result seems to

shew that Neg. is more facil than Pos.

4398. Increased n interval a little; still it seemed most favourable

to discharge whether U were pos. or neg.

4399. Made n and 0= o-8—U Pos.: discharge always at n by
pos. brush. U Neg.

;
discharge always at n by Neg. brush.

4400. Some effect seems to depend upon which is Inductric but

not much apparently upon whether the Inductric is positive or

negative. I must repeat the experiments in the open air. There

must be some mistake about them ( ).

4401. A great difference between the Pos. and Neg. as to the

interval at which the brush and spark change their characters.

With regard to the brush Pos. or Neg., all seems to depend upon

the quantity of Electricity which leaves each time, and perhaps

this is the cause why the pos. spark continues to greater distances

than the neg. spark— for because more leaves by a positive brush

will govern the production of a spark for a longer time as intervals

are increasing. There seems to be no other difference at present.
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But must be very cautious, both in the experiments and the con-

clusions.

4402. Now made intervals n and 0=1 inch. Whether U were

made Pos. or Neg. the same thing happened as before, namely,

discharge always at n as either pos. or neg. brush.

4403. Remarked the change from spark to brush at n interval

only (p being thrown out of action by great increase of distance).

When U or small ball was pos.^ there was spark at intervals less

than o*66 almost always— at o-66 brush came on with a chance

spark now and then. When U or small ball was Neg.^ there was

spark up to 0-46, then brush occasionL, and at 0*50 brush generally

with a spark now and then. If small ball had been inducteously

Pos. or Neg. (instead of inductrically) the change would prob-

ably have happened at other intervals; see this presently.

4404. Have arranged the discharger of the 4th instant ( ) so o
that it might be used as before, being so connected with the con-

ductor that the discharge might either pass by it or through the air

pump; made the balls E and F alike and 0*6 of inch in diameter

and kept them at this in the rest of these comparative experiments.

4405. Interval n being i*o inch (and o out of use) U was made

Neg.^ and the interval in the open air gradually increased. All

discharge was at it until it was 0*35, then an occasional discharge

happd. at and when air interval was 0*39, all discharge was

at n. Hence these the limits of the change of place of discharge;

the measure of the discharge tension in air between the large and

small balls B, D. When U was Pos,, then the change of place

of discharge occurred when Air interval was 0*5. So that this

implies a lower tension for dischge. of small Neg. surface than

for that of small Pos. surface.

4406. After these trial experiments, arranged for more compara- air

tive ones on Air, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Carbonic acid gas

and coal gas. Using the same apparatus, but I resolved to employ
smaller balls or terminations for B and C, that the effect might

be more distinct. These were therefore nowo-i') ofan inch in diameter,

A and D being 2 inches as before. The discharge balls in the open

air were o*6 inches in diameter and I will call the interval there p.

Air in Jar.
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AIR. 4407. Discharge compared with that in Air. Made n = \ inch;

threw o out of action: U Pos, : Air interval p = less than 0*4, very

little dischge. at n; nearly all at ^—when 0*4 the same—when 0*5

brush at n in jar and spark in air interval— this mixture went on
a little even at higher air intervals. U Neg.: at less than 0*28

for />, all dischge. in air at />—at 0*3 1 some dischge. at at 0-33

and 0*40 all dischge. at n,

4408. So here apparently easier dischge. for Neg. than for Pos.

4409. Relative discharge at n or o when equal = 0*4. U Pos,

Discharge in sparks at both places and nearly equal in times—

rather more at n than at o—U iVe^.— discharges principally at n

but occasionally at c—at n often sparks, often brushes—at all

sparks. So here n has advantage as before, and pos. does not

discharge more freely than Neg.

4410. Made n and 0= o*8 of inch-U Pos.: discharge altogether

at n as pos. brush.—U Neg.: discharge altogether at n as Neg.

brush.

441 1. The result is that in Air in this apparatus there is not much
difference.

4412. Transition from spark to brush at both n and o when U
made both Pos. and Neg.

4413. At 7z, ball B Po^.— sparks freely beneath and up to 0*55,

then at higher intervals Pos. sparks and brushes pretty well

mingled.

4414. At n^ ball B Neg.-s^^vks freely beneath 0*3 -fairly at 0-3.

At 0-32 the Neg. brush very constant. Hence Neg. brush sooner

than Pos. brush when small ball B inductric.

4415. At o, ballA Pos. Sparks up to 0-4 and 0*42, but not higher

;

after that the Neg. brush.

4416. At (9, ball A Neg. Sparks up to 0*75. Pos. brush mingled

in at 0*77— at 0*83 and 0-9 Pos. brushes but often sparks. Hence
Neg. brush sooner than pos. brush when small ball C indueteous.

Hence also great difference due to whether the small or the large

ball is inductric, and superiority in several respects of the

latter.

OXYGEN. 4417. Discharge compared with that in air. Made n i inch, o being

out of action. U Neg.: with p interval less than 0*27 or 0*27,
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all discharge was as sparks in the air—with p= 0*3 obtained a oxygen

single spark in air, but otherwise all the rest at different times

were in the oxygen at n.

4418. \] Pos.: with the intervalp= 0-3 as left above, all discharge

was in the air—with 0*33, most discharge in the air as spark and

a little at n as brush (pos.)—same with 0*35 and 0*37 intervals

—with 0*4 much discharge in air—much in the oxygen—same
with 0-47-even at 0-52 an occasional spark in air but they were

not frequent— this may be taken as the largest limit.

4419. Madep interval 0-3 again and U or ball B pos.—most of the

discharge was in air, but there was some in oxygen. Then made
ball B Neg.—now far more discharge in oxygen but there was

some in the air. The discharge is much affected by surrounding

circumstances. The Neg. seems to discharge rather the easiest.

4420. Relative discharge at n or o when equal= 0-4.

U pos. Discharge by sparks at both places but more frequently

at n than at o. U Neg.— then discharge once or twice at o—but
principally at n and in a short negative brush

;
sparks were very

few there— /z has a continual advantage over o, perhaps by being

the side towards the fire—but is some distance off, at least 10 feet.

Discharge seems about equal : Neg. as readily as Pos.

4421. Made the intervals = o*8. U Neg. : discharge at n as feeble

neg. brush. U Pos.: discharge at n and also— at in feeble neg.

brush, at n in Pos. brush with occasional spark. Neg. seems rather

more facil than Pos. to discharge.

4422. Transitionfrom Spark to brush.

At /z, hall B P(9j-.—beneath and at 0-7 almost all sparks— at 0-73

many sparks, but a little brush— at 0-85 brushes and sparks— at

0-95 a few sparks— at i-o a frequent spark intermitting with brush

—the brush dullish, straight down and direct, the spark very

bright and angular— at 1*07, principally brush, but a spark now
and then— this may be taken as the maximum limit.

4423. The sparks seemed to be all preceeded by a short brush

as if the latter originated the former. This perhaps in greater or

smaller degree a general result.

4424. At /z, hall B neg. At and below 0*3, all Spark— at 0-32 a

little brush now and then— at 0-43 sparks occasionally but much
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OXYGEN, of the discharge by neg. brush— at 0-49 an occasional spark, but

generally discharge by a miserable little brush—above 0-49 all

brush.

4425. At (9, ball A Pos, Up to and at 0-45 discharge by spark,

with an occasional brush (neg.) at 0-45. At -56 mostly in Neg.

brush, but frequent spark; at o-6 a spark or two—above 0*6 all

brush (neg.) or indeed almost star or glow.

4426. At o, large hall A Neg. Pos. spark beneath and up to

0*82—spark jagged and bright—at 0-92 beginnings of brushes,

running into sparks— at 1-05 many sparks—some brush and it

poor as before—with 1-13 even, several sparks—at 1-23 had a

spark or two, but then nearly all the discharge as poor brush.

4427. The state of the machine and size of the prime conductor,

etc. material[ly] affect result as to whether it will be spark or

brush, because of the quantity of electricity which is ready at any

one time to pass.

26 JANRY. 1838.

HYDROGEN. 4428. Hydrogeti in the receiver.

4429. Discharge compared with that in air., n being i inch. U or

small hallV) Pos. When p or air interval was o-i6, all discharge

was in air— at 0*20 a little discharge in the hydrogen—also at

0*22 some in hydrogen— at 0-23 discharge at both places n andp—
0^ with 0-28 discharge at both—at 0-31 a few discharges in air—also
^ at 0*35- at 0*40 all discharge in the hydrogen.

^ 4430. Made U or small ball B Neg. -at 0-22 all discharge in the

-/ air—at 0-24 all in hydrogen—at 0*23 generally in hydrogen but

now and then in air. Here the Neg. seems to discharge more
freely than the pos. by far.

4431. Relative discharge at n or o when equal= 0*4. U Pos. Dis-

charge at both places, mostly at n. In both places it appeared as

a pale gray, dilute or thin spark or sparky brush with little light.

U iVe^.— discharge at n and o but certainly o improved and is now
most frequent—generally a brushy spark at both places, but occa-

sionally a little bright red at o on the small ball C. It would seem

as the small positive ball discharged a little the easiest, but not

much difference.
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4432. Made the intervals n and 0= o-8. U /'o^.— discharge almost hydrogen.

always at n in Pos. brush, scarcely any signs at 0. U Neg.—now
most discharge at but some at reddish at o occasionally, not

at n. Again, but now discharge more at n. Would seem as if

small positive ball were a little the best, especially when inductric.

4433. Transition from spark to brush.

At n, small ball B Pos. The red spark beneath and up to 0-20—

at 0*23 spark, but not above half of it was red and bright, the rest

was of a gray colour and broad by comparison— at 0-25 mixed

red and gray in one spark. At 0*4, still mixture of dull gray and

bright red part in same spark— the dull gray being a state of

transition to brush— at 0-48 very little red in the spark, i.e. very

minute portion of red part; what was red was full and bright in

its character— at 0-5 was the dull spark analogous to an exalted

condition of brush— at greater distances the discharge was more
brushy, but always very direct and single and snappy in sound,

having the effects of sparks in discharging much at once. Con-
tinued to increase distance to 1-9 inches, but did not obtain the

dense spark again, only the diffuse but still effective brush. These
brushes are very different in character to what I obtained in other

gases.

4434. At n^ small ball B Neg. At very small distances, could not

obtain a red spark, for enough could not accumulate to give the

effect. At about o-o6 were red sparks— at o-io red but diminishing

again in colour— at 0-14 spark not red but of the pale gray

character, a dull diffuse spark, broad—and so continued up to

0-20, being quite across and straight as a spark but feeble in colour

—at greater distances, the discharge still retained same character,

but became more brushy— at 0-62 and upwards it was merely

brush—up to 1-07 being often across.

4435. At 0, large hall A pos. At intervals less than 0-3, the dis-

charge was pale gray, brushy spark— then up to 0-5 the same,

but with occasional tendency to red spark now and then— at

greater distances, fine red sparks, occasionally mingled with brush,

and at 1*25 now and then very fine sparks, red, etc.; also at 1*30,

fine sparks sometimes from the quantity which passed.

4436. At o— large ballK neg. For distances less than 0-3 there was
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HYDROGEN. Tcd Spark—after that blueness or gray crept in and also a brush

at the small pos. ball— then brush only occurred, until rising to

o*75, a spark or two appeared again, perchance due to the strength

of the accumulated Electricity-had occasional sparks even up to

1*15, but beyond that only brush discharge appeared.

4437. Thus the difference of Pos. and Neg. is apparent in the

smaller intervals, the small Pos. giving sparks when the small

Neg. could not.

4438. A great difference appears in obtaining the red spark

whether the Neg. large ball is the inductric or the inducteous.

It is much better in the former case than in the latter, probably

because then the circumstances cause more electricity to pass at

once.

CARBONIC ACID GAS. Carbonic acid gas.

4439 . Discharge compared with that in air.

Made n= 1 inch—U or small ball B Pos.— discharge constantly

in air until up to 0-64, then sometimes in the C.A. Gas, occa-

sionally by brush but mostly by spark— at 0'7-o*8—and even i-o,

spark often in air— at 1-2 spark in air— at 1-3 discharge by spark

in the Garb, acid pretty constantly. Descended in the series—at

I'oo spark in both—down to 0*70 sparks in both— also at o*6—at

0'5 all in air—at 0-55 a rare spark in the Garb, acid gas.

4440. Made U or small ball B Neg. At 0-3 all the discharge in

air— at 0*35 some discharge in the G. Acid. At 0-4 the discharge

principally in the G. Acid gas, a spark now and then in the air— at

o*45 a very rare spark in air—and above that the discharge was

by brush always, in the Garb, acid gas.

This a very interesting result and shews how much better the

small ball discharges in G.A. Gas when rendered Neg. induc-

trically than when rendered Pos. inductrically— difference very

great-if free from error from charging of the glass, etc.

4441. Relative discharge at n and o when equal= 0*4. U Pos.

Discharge almost all at but one or two sparks at n. U Neg.—
discharge almost always at n^ one or two sparks at o. Hence the

Neg. discharge or spark predominates over the positive.

4442. Made n and o = o-8. U Pos. —sparks at both intervals, but

for the most part at o. Made U Neg.—now discharge all at n,
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sometimes as neg. brush, sometimes though not always as spark, carbonic acid gas.

Hence again the Neg. discharge most facil.

4443. Transitionfrom spark to brushy etc.

At n—small hall b pos. Was spark from smallest interval up

to 0-82, then rarely pos. brush—up to 1-23 the spark very frequent

indeed-above 1*23 or 1-3 generally Pos. brush. The brush poor

as compared to that in air. Small hall b Neg,^ then sparks up to

0*43- at 0-50 mostly spark but occasional Neg. brush— at 0-55

frequent sparks but some brush (neg.) -at o-68 mostly neg. brush

with an occasional spark—above o-68 brush regularly (neg.).

Hence Pos. longer sparks than Negative.

4444. At o, large hall A Pos. At very small distances and up to

0*15, the discharge hazy and bluish like dim spark, from the little

electricity in it. Then spark bright came on and continued until

interval was as great as i-6o-being from the small Neg. ball in

an inducteous condition. This long spark continued up to 1*8,

when the discharge was principally by brushes from the apparatus

into the air. Could now and then obtain a brush inside at intervals

ahove i -60, but the tendency to form the spark was very striking.

Made large hall A Neg.^ and now obtained a bright spark from

the smallest interval up to i-io—above that I could not obtain

either brush or spark— the charge went off into the air. Hence
the tendency to form spark is very striking—and probably a very

long pos. spark might be obtained in free space filled with C. Acid.

But the formation of a Neg. spark of i*8 and of a positive

one only of i-i shews that Negative surface discharges most

easily.

4445. Evidently want power to obtain the transition from Spark

to brush in the last case, i.e. when large ball A is Neg. inductrically

—and therefore small ball C pos. inducteously—most likely a very

long spark.

Nitrogen in the Jar. nitrogen.

4446. Discharge compared with that in air, n= i inch.

U or small hall B Pos. At 0*29, all in Air— at 0-31 almost all

in air but an occasional pos. brush at ^z—at 0*3 a very rare pos.

brush at az— then pos. brushes at n increased in proportion up to

0*45, when they were more numerous than the discharges in air
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at p. At o*6 however, an occasional discharge in the air— at 0*65

all discharge by Pos. brush at n in the nitrogen.

4447. Made U or small ball B Neg. At 0-31 all discharge in air

at />— at o*33 and 0*35 some discharge in the nitrogen by a little

neg. brush— at 0-36 discharge at both places—0-37 a rare spark

in air at /?, nearly all by Neg. brush at n in nitrogen- so also at

o*38-at 0-40 all by Neg. brush at n.

4448. 'Relative discharge at n and when equals 0*4 of inch.

U Pc^.— discharge at both, most at ^2-generally by Pos. brush,

but sometimes by sparks— the discharge at sometimes by Neg.

brush, but mostly by spark. U A^^^.— discharge at both—nearly
equal— at o always by pos. spark—at n generally by spark but

sometimes by a dull feeble spark approaching to a brush. The
tendency seems rather in favour of facil positive spark at o.

4449. Made n and 0= 0*8 of inch—U Pos. All discharge at n

as positive brush very near upon spark— doubtful whether once

discharge at o by Neg. brush. U Neg. Discharge began always

with Neg. brush at /z, but soon came on and was most abundant

with Pos. brush at o. This perhaps due to the effect of charging

on the glass— the discharge was about equal in facility at n and o.

Brush at both with feeble spark now and then at o. The interval n

appears most favourable, but pos. discharge seems as facil as Neg.

Transitionfrom spark to brush.

4450. At n—ball B {smalt) pos. Spark up to 0*30-at 0*33 an

occasional brush— at 0-4 principally sparks but much brush— then

sparks diminished and at 0*59 very seldom occurred—from o*6o

and upwards always brush (Pos.).

4451. Made small ball B Neg. From all distances up to 0-4 was

Neg. spark— then a pale spark or beginning of brush appeared

now and then—at 0*42 these more frequent— at 0*46 hardly one

bright spark— all pale and thin. They consisted of a little brushy

part at small Neg. ball— then a dark space—and last a dull straight

line on the large Pos. At 0*5 an occasional small brightish spark

occurred—then increased to 0-55—were occasional at 0-65-at 0-67

began to assume form of Neg. brush on B and glow on large

ball D—but with the peculiar spark now and then— at 0*69 almost

always Neg. brush or rather star and Pos. glow-at higher intervals
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continued thus, i.e. with Neg. brush, the brush becoming better nitrogen.

as the intervals were larger.

4452. The peculiar character of the discharge at 0*42, 0*46, etc.

well worthy of notice.

4453. At (9, large ball A Pos. Spark at all distances up to 0*52,

and then began to appear that peculiar spark before mentioned—

dull-divided and strait at bright part on both balls-at o*68 these

and the bright sparks nearly equal in number— at 0-77 fewer bright

sparks— the pale sparks as before— the bright part always a purple

weaker part in them and that near to the large pos. ball—being <>

the reverse as to the place of the dull or dark part in the pale spark. ^
^

An occasional bright spark at i -o. Then the peculiar spark alone

and very fine up to 1-5 5 -then the part near the Pos. ball dis-

appeared occasionally and the Negative brush alone resulted— at

1-65 and above the Neg. brush alone.

4454. Made U or large ball A Neg. Spark up to o-40-at 0-41

nearly all spark but a little pos. brush—brush increased but sparks

frequent at o-88. Brush grew very tree like and sparky, and sparks

occurred even at i-72-at 2-00 Pos. brush.

Coal gas in the jar. coal gas.

4455. Discharge compared with that in air, n = i inch.

U or small ball B Pos. With Air interval 0-2, all discharge at

it—when 0*23, pos. brush discharge began at n in the coal gas-

when p was o*45, brush discharge pretty frequent in the gas at

^—obtained there mingled discharges at p and n until air interval

was 0-9, then had no more in the Air— all in the gas. Put interval

at p back to 0-3, and still had some brush discharges in the gas.

This great latitude probably due to the manner in which the glass

charges— it is not unlikely that the character of the air or gass

may influence this charge.

4456. U or small ball B Neg. At 0-2 all dischge. in air at ^— at

0-2I, Neg. brush discharge came on at /z, and then the power of

the air interval to dischge. ceased—at 0*27, first a dischge. in air,

then Neg. brush came on in the gas, and could not again obtain

discharge in the air.

4457. Made ball B Pos., and then had sparks in air and discharge

in gas freely as before. Air interval 0-35 and ball B Pos., sparks
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COAL GAS. in Air freely—but making ball B Neg., could then obtain no
dischge. in Air, all in the gas at /z by a small brush. Made ball B
Pos. again— then plenty of dischge. in air. Hence the Neg. dis-

charge must be easiest here.

4458. Relative discharge at n or o when equal and= 0-4.

B U Pf?J.— discharge almost always at o by neg. spark— once or

twice at n. Made U Neg.—x\o^ discharge almost always at n

by Neg. spark—though sometimes the pale spark discharge oc-

curred there. So Neg. discharge the most facil.

4459. Made n and 0= 0'% of inch. U Pos. : brushy discharges

both at n and o, but much more at o by neg. brush than at n—
U Neg.: discharge always at /z by a neg. brush or stream—

beginning with a spark or dull sonorous discharge but continuing

as a quiet uniform brush.

4460. So here Neg. dischge. more facil than Pos.

Transitionfrom spark to brush.

4461. At /z, small ball B Pos. At certain intervals, the spark is

bright, being sometimes red, sometimes green and sometimes

both red and green at different parts. At other times, the spark

is pale and dull but sudden and peculiar—partaking of a brushy

character in its light, but sonorous, distinct and separate the one

from the other— shall call this the dull spark. Below, at, and above

0-05, a bright spark— far brighter than when B Neg.— at 0-13

bright and pale sparks succeeded each other irregularly—at 0-22

some bright, the greater number pale sparks— at 0-3 a few bright,

but almost all pale and diffuse, yet separate discharges and direct

across— this continued up to o*8 except that pale discharges spread

out laterally and became brushy (pos.) -continued to enlarge the

interval and the discharges became more and more brushy and

paler, but at 1-42 even were still noisy and distinct as discharges—

though now silent continuous pos. brush appeared frequently—

at 1*55 some noisy discharges (pos.) dull: though the quiet brush

frequent. The quiet brush reached across the interval. At 1-74

and even higher, were several noisy (pos.) discharges.

4462. At small ball B Neg. At all intervals] less than 0*3 a

constant spark—bright at the Neg. surface for about j the interval

and pale the rest of the way— it was very feeble at 0-05 compared
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to the Pos. spark-from 0*30 to 0*33, pale Neg. brush came on, coal gas.

and above 0-33 up to 2-00, all dischge. was as pale Neg. brush.

4463. At 0^ large ball A Pos. From smallest interval to 0*3 a

regular spark, being bright green at Neg. surface of small ball

and pale at Pos. surface of large ball—from 0-3 up to 0-44 and 0-5,

gradual variations, bright sparks occurring, several green in suc-

cession and then several red— then brush Neg. on small ball

occurred occasionally, with bright sparks however up to 0*65,

after which sparks rare and the brush contnd. up to 1-40. Then
ceasing working and recommencing again, had noisy dull brushy

spark discharges up to I'jo^ but these would frequently give

place to a constant neg. brush and that not alter till the working
ceased.

4464. At 0^ large ball A Neg. Bright sparks up to 0*14, then a

little palish and rather noisy and separate, as if not so easy as the

Neg. sparks before at same distance—at 0-2 sparks, sometimes pale

sometimes bright— at 0-25 quite the pale diffuse spark— at 0*3

singularly noisy and diffuse, yet straight across— at 0-47 generally

the same but sometimes the narrow bright spark—at o-68 con-

tinued the same except that bright sparks increasing. Up to i -00

same, but the bright green and red sparks increasing in numbers.

Bright green parts often occurred as scrubly brushes in dull dis-

charges. These contnd. up to i -90 and even higher.

4465. To obtain good results, these experiments ought to be

made in metallic vessels.
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4466. Summary ofthe previous experiments.

Air Oxygen

8

^ U or small ball B-Pos.

1 Mean
^^^^^

riicr'riQ'ro'A cjilLlXodlctX^C cili

^ in air, p in gas, n
^ 0-40 0-50

•to 0-28 0-33

.B 0'45

jn 0-305
TO

>
a
a

1—

1

in air, p in gas, n

0-33 0-52
1

0-27 0-30

0-425

0-285

4467.

J,
n and = 0-4 of inch U Pos.

^ n and = 0-4 „ U Neg.

^ n and = o-8 „ U Pos.

^ . n and = o-8 „ U Neg.

nearly equal at n and 0. sp.

mostly at ... Neg.
all at « Pos. br.

all at « Neg. br.

nearly equal . . sp.

mostly at neg. br.

at n and mostly br.

all at n. . neg. br.

4468.

small ball B pos. spark at n prior to

BNeg. „ n

large ball A pos. „ „

^ „ A neg. „

S

1^

limits generally

0-55. . . pos. sp. and br.

0-30—0-32 . . neg. br.

0-40— 0-42 . . neg. br.

0-75—0-90 . . pos. sp. and br.

limits generally

0-7 -1-07dullpos.br.

0-3 -0-49 neg. br.

0-45 — 0-60 neg. br.

0-82— 1-23 dullpos.br.

Should be made in Metallic vessels.
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Hydrogen Carb. acid gas Nitrogen Coal gas

in air in gas

0-20 0-40

0-22 0*24

0-30

0-23

in air in gas

0-64 1*30

0-30 0-45

0-97

0-375

in air in gas

0-30 0-65

0-31 0-40

0-475

0-357

in air in gas
0-2 0-9

0-2 0-27

0-55

0-235

nearly equal— dull disch.

most at 0.

mostly at n.—p br.

mostly at o—p br.

nearly all at 0.

nearly all at n.

mostly at 0.

all at n.

Neg. decided ad-

vantage.

at both, most at n pos.

equal.

all at n— pos. br.

most at 0— pos. br.

pos. a little the most
facil.

nearly all at 0. Neg. Sp.

„ n. Neg. sp.

most at . Neg. br.

all at « . . Neg. br.

Neg. most facil.

limits

0'20—0-40— 1-90, etc.

o-io—0-20— 0*62, etc.

All results peculiar and

not comparable with the

others.

limits

0-82— 1-30 pos. br.

0-43— 0-68 neg. br.

1
-60— i-8oetc.neg.br.

I- 10 and probably

much higher—wanted
room and power to

get the longest pos.

sparks with great ball

A Neg.

limits

0-30—0-60 pos. br.

0-40-0-46—0-67 etc..-^

0-52-1-00 }

0-41 — 1-72 }

peculiar course and

spark when ball B
Neg.—so also when
large Ball A Pos.

limits

0-13-0-8—1-42

0-30—0-33 neg. br.

0-30—0-65 neg. br.

0-14— I -00 and higher.

dull spark, peculiar.

FDIII 17
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4469. If a point were exactly midway and equally placed to two
equal balls charged Pos. and Neg., what would it do ? Theoreti-

cally the stem would do nothing, so what would a small conducting

particle do ? For charging of carrying particles.

4470. May not the cause of darkness in certain sparks near the

Neg. ball, and of the black parts in discharges, be related to the

differences of discharge by P. and N. surfaces; i.e. may not such

sparks or discharges consist each of P. and N. discharges not

quite the same in number or simultaneous ?

4471. Is there ever more than one place in a spark black .'^

4472. A gaseous charged particle can dischge. to a solid or a

fluid conductor—but should not be able to discharge to other

gaseous uncharged particles— for it took its charge under that

condition and the other particles are insulators.

4473. Gaseous charged particles cannot dischge. to uncharged

solid or Hquid insulators, as shell lac, sulphur, etc.

4474. Can gaseous charged particles discharge to solid or liquid

insulators charged in the opposite manner— i.e. will a pos. glass

rod be dischged. by a Neg. wind of air, etc. ? A good expt. to

make.

31 JANY. 1838.

4475. Expts. in correction of those of the 20th instant.

4476*. Arranged first an insulated conductor and two discharging

balls so that the conductor and connected ball could be made Pos.

or neg. at pleas.

Ball A or inductric ball 2 inches in diameter.

Ball B or inducteous ball 0-25 of inch in diameter.

4477. When large hallA was made Pos. and inductric— then spark

alone occurred at discharge interval, when it was 0-48 or 0-49.

Spark and brush occurred at 0-51. Brush alone at o*52-0'57, etc.

4478. When large hall A was made Neg. inductric—then spark

alone occurred with the interval up to 1-15. Spark and brush

from 1-15 to above 1-55, and brush, to be regular, required at

least 1-65.
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4479. Changed the balls A and B for each other. Now made
small ball B inductric Pos. Spark up to 0-67. Spark and brush

at 0-68-0-72. Brush alone 0-74—and above.

4480. Now made small ball B inductric NEG.-then spark up to

o-40-spark and brush at 0-42— noisy brush alone from 0-44

upwards.

4481. The results stand thus together:

Spark up to 0-49 . . . 0*52 brush beyond this. . .

I-I5

0-67

0*40

o*74 brush beyond this.

0-44 brush beyond this.

4482*. Now arranged the double system of balls. Made the in-

tervals n and o = 0-9 of inch. Balls A and B Pos. induetrieally.

The discharge was all at mostly by pos. brushy once by Pos.

spark.

4483. Made balls A and B Negative. Discharge was still all at n^

by a constant Neg. brush.

4484. Made the intervals n and = o-6. Then A and B made
Pos. induetrieally. All discharge at /z in a positive brush.

4485. Made A and B Neg. induetrieally. Still all discharge was

at n in Neg. brush.

4486. So discharge at P. or N. small ball certainly not much
different—but the influence of inductric condition quite sufficient

to overcome it, whatever it might be. Shews too that the small

ball inductric surpassed the small ball inducteous.

4487. To counteract this inductric effect, made interval n= 0*79

and interval o only 0-58. Then when balls A and B were inductric

and Pos.^ the discharges were about equal at the two intervals.

When on the other hand, with the same intervals, the balls A
and B were inductric and Neg.^ then there was discharge at both,

but most at n—zs if the small Neg. could dischge. a little easier

than the small Pos.

14 FEBY. 1838.

4488. Important to know whether two particles of air in opposite

states, or differently charged in any degree, can associate together

and yet not discharge or conduct to each other.

[4482]

—

O

5
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4489. Will a piece of shell lac charge in a current of electrified

air—and if so, at what distance from the point, and to what degree

relative to the charge of the air ?

4490. Air may probably be highly charged in the middle of air

less charged and so on, but what is the essential degree of difference

between two contiguous particles necessary for insulation—and is

it different for different gases ?

4491. Make experiments on dischge., etc. in different gases as

compared to air, using balls of the same size in both cases. The
distance in gas may be fixed as before, whilst that in air is variable

and used as the measure. Probably the Air ought to be in a vessel

exactly similar to that containing the gas.

4492. Try discharge in vessel of gas, using the unit jar as the

measure.

4493. Respecting my transverse speculations in series xiii. It

would be important in relation to dielectrics to ascertain whether

different dielectrics ought to produce different amounts of attrac-

tion—or whether the electrotonic condition is here the equalizer.

4494. Whether equal sized wires of copper and platina carrying

equal quantities of Electricity would give the same lateral force.

4495. Discharge may be either from one particle to its neighbour,

or back over itself. Consider this in connexion with combustion

and also facilitation of much discharge by the commencement;
and also the immense quantity of electricity in the atoms of

matter as chemical affinity.

4496. Discharge of lateral simultaneous sparks; make them nega-

tive as well as positive.

4497. Hydrogen gives a red spark. Nitrogen a blue. Will a

mixture give both red and blue like coal gas } If so, will illustrate

specific gas action.

26 FEBY. 1838.

4498. Made some expts. with 6 of DanielFs cells on conducting

power conferred on water by acids, salts, etc. Found them very

different and for a first approximation may arrange them into

three classes.

Sulphuric^ Nitric^ Oxalic and Phosphoric acids gives much
power.

Tartaric and Citric acids; Potassa^ Soda— Carbonates ofpotassa^
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soda and ammonia— Sulphate ofsoda—Nitre— and. Bi carh. soda—

give less.

Acetic and Boracic acids—Ammonia— Corr. Sublimate—Per-

cyanide of Mercury—Iodine—Gum and jz/^ar—gave no sensible

power tested by the Volta meter but would probably by the

Galvanometer.

The results are useful general approximations.

I MARCH 1838.

4499. As to charge of carrier balls when insulated and near to

charged conductors ( ). Found that the carrier of 2 inches

in diameter, when brought into the vicinity of the brass conductor

of 18 inches long and i\ diameter, became charged in the opposite

state when the conductor was charged pretty highly, but not

otherwise except much time allowed, i.e. the conductor always

required to be charged to a much higher degree than that acquired

by the carrier.

4500. Employed a small carrier of \ inch in diameter and found

that it did not charge quicker or better than the large carrier, but

that it did present the same phenomena. The effects were not so

striking with it as the large one—not so ready. The small one

requd. to be brought near and held some time there.

4501. With respect to the necessity or non necessity of a small

ball receiving an actual charge, and not merely a polar one, before

it can be attracted— in reference to the attraction of particles of

dust, fixed an insulated small ball ~ inch in diameter on a horizontal

lever free to move, and then brought excited wax near enough
to attract it to and fro. After a few seconds or a minute, examined

the small ball, but could not find it had received an actual charge.

Hence its assumption of polar charge seems quite sufficient here

to account for the attraction, as it certainly is in the case of larger

insulated conductors.

4502. When a piece of tin foil of this shape was suspended by a

silk thread and brought near to a charged conductor, it was
attracted and of course end ways, but it seemed a matter of

indifference which end turned towards the conductor.

4503. A wire bent downwards had a drop of mercury suspended

from its lower extremity, and this being electrified positively, gave
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the glow. On approaching a ball or the hand towards it, the glow
broke into a brush.

4504. On bringing a point towards it, the glow gradually con-

tracted and brightened, and when point very near broke into

short brush, and when still nearer into a spark. The changes

seemed of the same nature as those with the ball or hand, except

that as the point was finer, so the distance at which the glow
changed into brush, etc. was smaller, and of course the brush

itself the less distinct.

4505. Hung a drop of treacle on a ball ( ) and electrified

it. When a point is brought towards it or towds. otherparts of the

conductor, the cone retracts because the charge is lessened, and

therefore the adhesion of the treacle has the advantage. When
very near the treacle is blown on one side from the force of the

wind from the point.

4506. When a drop of treacle is electrified and so spun out into

threads, these threads are blown off and dispersed from the action

of several causes. First, the wind passing by the drop pulls it out,

and as it elongates, the point being still the determg. place, the

wind is along it and pulls it out the more. Again, it is whilst a

thread a flexible conducting wire, and is therefore attracted

towards that spot where the inducteous force is greatest, as a

flexible metal wire or thread would be.

4507. If the fluid be a bad conductor, as oil of turpentine or wax,

then the parts towds. the end of the cone or thread would tend

to pass outwds. by their own electric state as compared with

those behind them; i.e. they might be supposed to have a positive

charge, and indeed so they have, for their making part of the

conducting system, or their making part of the insulating current

of wind or oil of turpentine, makes no real difference, since the

inductric action in both cases of the charged particles is outward

towds. the inducteous surfaces. But still the conducting power of

water is so great, that for the little electricity a machine can give,

it may be considered almost as good as a wire or thread of mercury.

4508. A drop of mercury was suspended from a ball in a similar

manner, and in the air this keeps its round shape. But in Oil of

turpentine, opposed to a conducting surface, as the sides of the

containing vessel (if of metal), it becomes very pointed and even
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particles of mercury were carried off by the currents of the oil

of turpentine. The appearance of the mercury was just like that

of the treacle in the air: the point was very fine but not so long.

4509. By bringing a point opposite to it, the mercury drop could

be affected, as the treacle in the air, but not so readily, because

of the density of the dielectric, etc. etc.

4510. Tried to obtain a glow on a treacled ball; this not easy

because the high charge required for the glow drove off much
treacle in threads, and when a drop by gravity, etc. formed at

the bottom, there was generally some minute solid particle pro-

jecting and forming the apex and there the glow was—not over

much of the ball. In fact, if fluid enough to move, it forms a cone

in one place, where the mechanical forces predominate, as might

indeed have been expected.

451 1. A charged Leyden jar is not good to shew adhesion of oil

of turpentine ; the intensity is not high enough.

4512. A ball and rod on the machine or the hand is better. The
positive ball lifts up much more than the negative ball. It is very

difficult to tell which way the currents run, even when using

threads of silk, for they cling about and are themselves affected.

A drop of mercury, being pointed, served to shew that currents

were as here figured and from the point of highest induction.

4513*. Tried to obtain Davy's elevation with water thus; a was \

a fine platina wire; b a plate of shell lac; c a portion of water on

the lac just covering the exposed end of the wire a; d d. piece of

tin foil connected with a dischging. train.

4514. When a was connected with the Electrical machine in good
action, no disturbance of the plane surface of the water over its

termination could be observed. The conduction was very perfect,

for no signs of electricity in the conductor could be observed.

4515. This failure might be due to the minute quantity of Elec-

tricity and its very low intensity. So charge[d] 2 Leyden jars and

discharged them suddenly, a wet thread interposing between them
and a. In this way, had for an instant, a quantity of electricity,

and now obtained for the moment of discharge a wave over the

termination of the wire.

4516. Must try this with the battery and a larger wire surface,

and also with Voltaic Electricity.

* [4513]

U
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4517*. Have been making expts. with aqueous solution and the

voltaic battery for the Davy cones or elevations. Had a vessel

of wax, with a zinc wire fitted through the bottom of about the

size in the sketch next page^ The end of the zinc rose above the

general level of the wax basin, but the wax was led up by a hot

wire, so that only the end of the zinc was exposed, and that was
well amalgamated. A ring of bibulous paper (cut at one place

to lye close) was put on to the wax, extending from a to b all

round, and then dilute Sulc. Acid was put in, and kept by this

ring expanded so as to cause a lake or flood just covering the end

of the zinc wire.

4518. Then using a voltaic battery of 100 pr. 4 inch plates, double

coppers, Wollaston's construction, well charged— the zinc was

made pos. and a platina plate dipped into the dilute S.A. Neg.

Plenty of electricity passed, but though zinc at P. Pole, there was

a little either of gas or steam from the heat set free, wax quickly

melted there and covered the top of the zinc wire, and things were

so disturbed (the gas at the Neg. pole helping) that I could not

tell whether there was a Davy elevation over the wire or not.

There was elevation now and then, but the rising gas might have

caused it, and the result was doubtful.

4519. Used a similar arrangement, except that the wire was copper

and the fluid Sul. copper solution, and the wire was made Neg,

In this case there was no evolution of gas at the end of the copper

wire, but copper was precipitated there and all was calm. There

was also no sensible elevation. But on the other hand the copper

deposited was ramose and divergent in all directions, and the

smooth regular form of the wire end was instantly replaced by
a tuft extending laterally in all directions: and further, but little

of the electricity which the battery could supply passed. Whereas

in the mercury experiments of Davy, there was not this deforma-

tion and the current of electricity could all pass freely.

4520. Then poured out the sul. copper solution and used Mercury

in the same vessel, and found that the 100 pr. of plates, though

the spark shewed that more electricity was passing, could not
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produce the elevations in it. There were not sufficient for the

purpose.

4521. Davy used I think 500 or 600 or more. Wrote to Pepys

to ask him if he remembers how many at the London Institution

was used.

4522. Had a similar arrangement made with a platina wire, the

wire being only ^ ofan inch in diameter-and used distilled water.

On making the contact I could obtain a little elevation, but bubbles

of gas were rising and probably produced the effect. Could not

trust the result.

4523. I do not think Voltaic battery actions will do with de-

composable substances. I must try the Leyden battery and water.

8 MARCH 1838.

4524. Continued the last experiment using the Electrical machine

and large battery, which were in good action. Used the fine wire

apparatus (4513) and discharged the battery through a thread.

Obtained a little conical elevation each time, but there was also

a little gas set free, and as that alone would produce a part of the

effect, cannot be quite sure of any of it. I think part of the cone

effect was due to the stream action, i.e. is like Davy's elevations,

but it is very difficult to make the experiment unexceptionably.

4525*. Have made many experiments to detect transverse effects

of convection. First, as to how to make a straight discharge

* [4525]
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evident, it being only for a moment, cz, a block ofwood supporting

a soft iron horse shoe; h-c^ a thick wire, fixed at the bottom,

attached at top to a wet thread d and a wire e through which
the retarded discharge of the battery could be made. When such

a discharge passed, h ought to become a momentary magnet.

f and ^, two magnetized needle[s] upon a fixed slight stem A,

forming a needle nearly astatic, suspended in a glass jar by a single

silk worm thread, and so arranged that / should be nearest to

the horse shoe and therefore easily affected if the latter became
a magnet.

4526. When the Shock of the battery was passed through c un-

retarded by the interposed wet string, then there was affection

of the astatic needle, but principally and for aught I could tell

entirely, by an alteration of the Magnetism of the needles, due

to the shock current down the wire.

4527. On making the discharge through the interposed wet

thread, there was an effect on the needle—apparently not due to

this effect, for it was not permanent—but the consequence of the

soft iron becoming a magnet for the moment.

4528. A smaller horse shoe of soft iron apprd. to act as well but

not better.

4529*. Now have had a tube convection apparatus made to re-

place the discharge wire c. cz, a varnished glass tube 12 inches

long and \ in diameter; then h a brass tube topped by an ebony
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ring to prevent loss by diffusion; c, needle points fixed on a wire

springing into b and projecting within the glass tube; a con-

necting wire for the battery; a brass tube containing needle

pointsfas before; another brass tube open at the end so that

air might be freely blown through the apparatus and out above; A,

a board serving as a base.

4530. On charging the battery and connecting d with it, whilst

g was connected with the outside, there was no discharge from
the one set ofpoints to the other. Nor was there any discharge

when air was blown through.

4531. Must try by blowing air down from the charged part, but

do not expect discharge by convection. For the dielectric cannot

move, i.e. the glass is a fixture; its particles become polar as the

rest, and after a few moments charged^ and then, as they cannot

move, they act like charged fixed conducting matter, and the fact

probably is, that the points are not in a charged state, but some
part of the glass beyond them.

4532. By large machine brought glow on to a ball an inch in

diameter. On approaching the hand or another ball, this glow
tended to break into brush, but working machine harder, kept

it as glow: then, moving the hand or the ball from side to side,

the glow (which was contracted and compressed by the approach

of the hand or ball) moved also, following the motion of the

former.

4533. A point brought towards the glow would at 12 or 14 inches

make it break into brush— nearer still, the glow was reproduced,

probably by discharge of wind or air passing from the point to

the ball. This latter glow was very moveable, following the point

about in all directions.

4534. When glow was on the ball, brought a varnished tube near

to it sideways and blew through the tube at the glow. The latter

was evidently displaced, being blown away as it were, and on

ceasing to blow returning to its first place. The glass tube re-

maining steady in the same place all the time.

9 MAR. 1838.

4535. As to attraction of a perfect non conductor by a charged

body. Suspended a slender stick of shell lac with a little knob
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at the end horizontally by a delicate torsion suspension, and then

brought an excited shell lac rod near the knob. It was of course

easy to see whether there was attraction or repulsion.

4536. If the excited rod was powerfully charged and brought

near to the knob, there was communication of electricity, and the

knob becoming also Negative, was repelled.

4537. If the excited rod was moderately charged so as not to

effect this communication, then there was no sensible attraction

or repulsion at distances which would have shewn it with con-

ductors powerfully [charged]—but still nearer there was attraction.

4538. In these cases of attraction, the knob attracted was examd.

as to its state by bringing it near to the electrified ball of my
Coulomb's Electrometer—a far more delicate test than the gold

leaf electrometer, though made very small.

4539. If the excited rod was held at the attracting distance and

kept there for a while, the attraction became stronger and

stronger, and in all such cases it was found that the knob had

acquired an opposite or a pos. state^ having doubtless discharged

Neg. Electricity to the air, as a conducting carrier ball has been

seen to do before it. And as the attraction came on and increased

gradually, it might be concluded that it was always due to this

assumption of the opposite state.

4540. But if excited rod held near enough for a moment only,

attraction appears and that on either side or at different parts in

quick succession; and in such cases, on examining the knob
afterwds., I could not make out it had assumed a permanently

excited state; so that it appears as if it had been attracted, and yet

not charged.

4541. This is possible with bodies, which like shell lac, sulphur,

etc. have greater inductive capacity than air. For such a piece

of matter, being in the course of inductive action existing between

the Inductric and inducteous surfaces determines more induction

through it than through an equal space elsewhere; and that will

cause the forces to make it approach the inductric body, for the

nearer it is to it, the greater its angular dimension in relation

to the center of action, the more easy will the induction be in

that direction. It will have an effect equivalent in kind though

not in degree to an insulated conductor, which, becoming polar,
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is attracted etc. without really receiving a positive or general

charge; the polarity of the conductor and the greater capacity

of the insulator each in its way facilitating the induction through

or across them, i.e. each making the action between the inductric

and inducteous surfaces greater in their course than elsewhere.

4542. In reference to lateral action of convection discharge, I have

had a little apparatus made in which more side room is given for

the relation and motion of the dielectric air. The sketch is about

full size I, for if successful it had to go within the curve of a soft

iron horse-shoe. ^, a glass cylinder well varnished
;
c, a brass plate

carrying a sliding wire d terminated below by a fine needle c,

another brass plate carrying a rod and ball g.

4543. The bottom plate/was quite uninsulated ; the large Leyden
battery charged and then discharged to ^/ by a wet thread. Unless

the charge of the battery was pretty high, no discharge took place

within the cylinder, or very little. When sufficiently high, dischge.

occurred as a streaming spark from the point to the ball and then

suddenly ceased again.

4544. No wind discharge took place within the jar. So that it will

not do for convection form of experiments.

4545. Charged the battery till divergence of the electrometer was
about 10°; dischge. would not occur through the jar— at 20° no
dischge.— at 30° no dischge.— at 40° none, at 50° dischge. and the

whole fell to 5°. So that though 10°, 20° or 30° could not cause C
dischge., when once begun, they and much less degrees could

continue it, shewing the favouring power of discharge for itself.

4546. Now removed the battery and put the prime conductor in

direct communication with the wire d. Could not obtain the

wind discharge; was a brush or a spark discharge. But on re-

moving the glass cylinder, then obtained the wind discharge, and
the distance could be very much diminished before that ceased

and spark came on.

15 MARCH.
4547. Repeated the expents. of (4340, 4343) with Air, oxygen.

Carbonic acid, and Olefiant gas in the Varnished vessel. The
varnished vessel was the same as that used before.

^ Reduced to half scale.
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4548. The balls s and S were each 0*9 of an inch in diameter.

The balls / and L each 2 inches in diameter. The interval v was

constant and was 0-62 of an inch.

4549.

Air

Oxygen

Carb. acid

Olefiant gas

4550. Difference when small balls made neg. and pos. (see 435 1)

when pos. when Neg.
In air • 1 1 ...

•17 ...
•47 ...
•22 ...

discharge all discharge all

at u with u = at V with u =
or less or more

s and S Pos. 0-59 of inch •II 0-7 of inch

Neg. 0*64 •06 0-7 of inch

'

„ Pos. 0*63
J5

•17 0-8

.
Neg. 0-65

5?
•07 0*72 „

„ Pos. 0-70
5) 1-24 „

„ Neg. 0-70
5?

•20 ©•90 „

„ Pos. 0-88
>>

•22 i^io „ h

. » Neg. i-oo
))

•12 I-I2 „ p

oxygen
Carb. acid

Oleft. gas . .

4551. Taking the mean air distance as representing the restrang.

power, then it comes out as below (see 4353).

06

07
20

12

Pos. Neg.
Air . . . . . 0-645 • . 0-670

Oxygen . . . 0-715 . . 0-675

Carb. acid . . . 0-970 . . 0-800

Oleft. gas . . . 0-99 . I -060

4552. Endeavoured to obtain a luminous discharge between two
electrics, one negative and the other Pos. This not so easy. The
excited glass ofa cylinder machine gives a good brush to a knuckle,

and the excited cylinder of shell lac will also give a feebly luminous

discharge to the knuckle, but these will scarcely give a discharge

one to another. I doubt whether I once obtained such a luminous

discharge distinctly—both separate retaining their electrified states.

4553. If the knuckle or approached body could not discharge the

electricity as it received it, being conducters, the brush would not

occur. At least that seems to be the case. In these cases the

Inductric surface is a large one and the inducteous surface com-
paritively small.
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4554. Endeavd. to repeat De la Rive's Expt. on the effect of heat

on a current. Bib. Univ., 1837, vii, 388.

4555. The voltaic arrangement was four pair of zinc and Platina

plates (the former amalgamated) in dil. S.A. of i acid, 20 water.

The plates were about 2 inches by | an inch in size. The Gal-

vanometer was with two needles and delicate. The Electrodes

were platina, about 2 inches by half an inch, and the fluid dilute

Sulc. Acid, arranged as described by De la Rive.

4556. With the four pr. plates, the Galvanometer was too much
affected. With 2 pr. of plates, the constant deflection was about

10°. Then heating either the P. or the N. electrode increased the

def[l]ection to 20° or 30°. At first, heating the Neg. electrode seemed

to produce most effect, but after a while heating the Pos. seemed

as effective. Heating both produced more effect than heating one.

4557. Heating a part of the platina distant from the liquid pro-

duced no effect. Heating the surface of the liquid by a blow pipe

in the middle part produced no effect. Heating the surface at the

platina or the platina then produced much effect.

4558. Heating the Neg. seemed to be a little more powerful than

heating the Pos.

4559. On remg. the couples causing the current, then heating the

plates of platina as before did nothing.

4560. Hence the current is facilitated, but I do not find the

difference spoken of by M. de la Rive.

26 MAR. 1838.

4561 . Have had three brass plates made and insulated on varnished

glass stems (see 1252 of Series xi). Arranged them about an inch

apart, connected the two outer by 2 wires with 2 insulated leaves

of gold. Electrified the middle one and uninsulated the two outer

plates.

4562. Then brought a plate of shell lac, suspended by long white

silk threads, between the plates; found the leaves of gold were

affected because of its own electrified state. Discharged it per-

fectly by wiping with a finger and silk handkf. and breathing.

4563. Then brought the shell lac plate between A and C, and

the gold leaves were attracted towards each other. Touched the

plates B and C, so that the gold leaves hung parallel, then in-
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sulated B and C, and took out the shell lac; immediately the Gold
leaves attracted each other, though nearly 2 inches apart, and
touched. On again introducing the shell lac between A and either

of the plates, the gold leaves were attracted, etc. as before.

4564. Made the distance between the gold leaves so much that

putting in or taking out the shell lac plate cause convergence but

did not make them touch each other. Then put the shell lac into

one interval, uninsulated, and insulated the plates B and C—took

out the shell lac and the gold leaves shewed attraction and ap-

proached—put the shell lac into the other interval and this attrac-

tion was increased, so that the two leaves came together and

discharged each other.

4565. In all these cases of discharge between the gold leaves, the

plates were left as if they had been perfectly uninsulated ; i.e. there

was no excess of P. or N. power.

4566. All these effects had been anticipated—they are simple

consequences of the specific inductive capacity of air and shell

lac, and giving a form under which the results are very evident.

It is also one under which they are very delicate, and will probably

apply to the examination of gases, etc. etc., and to the differences

of thick and thin plates.

I APRIL 1838.

4567. The molecules of insulators are probably themselves con-

ductors throughout, but insulated from each other. Else not

polarize in any direction at pleasure.

4568. Then the particles can either polarize under induction as

conductors do— or bodily as they also do by communication.

4569. In that case, electricity will in the Leyden Jar, etc., be on

the external layer of insulating particles and not on the con-

ductor.

4570. Hence may polarize in different direction— though perhaps

shew an aptness in crystals to polarize in one direction better

than another.

4571. Hence the molecules of a body are in different relations to

the elements. The molecules polarize or conduct as wholes, but

the elements only as parts of wholes unless they are the immediate

molecules. Thus in oxygen and lead, etc. etc. the particles of
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oxygen or lead polarize as wholes, but in oxide of lead, not, for

there (by theory only) the wholes each consist of several particles

of oxygen and lead in perfect conducting relation to each other.

4572. Must follow out these considerations into cases of weak
affinity, as solutions; and other cases, if there be such, where

particles of one body may be supposed to be in relation to several

particles of other bodies.

4573. May perhaps bear upon the way in which salts, acids, etc.

give conducting power to water.

4574. Assuming that the molecules conduct throughout their

mass and that the outer layer of those in dielectrics charge bodily,

then must work out the point of definite amount. Intensity must

be excessive between particles so near to each other—but varying

with the distance, must carry up this and the corresponding quan-

tity to that which is indicated in electrolyzation and relate the two.

4575. Fuzed sulphur or lac in glass or metal or other such cases—

are probably the connecting links between excitation by chem.

affinity and friction. Are evidently fit to be half way between.

4576. Must examine them closely as to the kind of electricity-

extend them, and prove either their relation or non relation to

the two.

4577. The difference of Pos. and Neg. facility of discharge at

large and small surfaces. Consider this in relation to Voltaic

excitement and current. Will it not account for arrangements of

one fluid and one metal, the latter being large at one end and small

at the other ?

4578*. Try this arrangement. I think it ought to give a current.

Also try every other one turned round.

4579. In reference to the consideration of the molecules of a

dielectric as always conducting particles, and to the intensity of

inductive action between two neighbouring particles, consider the

relation of Specific inductive capacity and that intensity; see 4279.

4580. Also relation of form, size and number of particles.

4581. Query the physical difference (if any) between Oxygen
and Hydrogen when free and when combined together.

4582. Pointed form of leaves in nature may be effective in

bringing up a discharge of electricity of very low intensity to a

sufficient intensity to decompose or electrolyze; see 105, 414, 555.

* [4578]
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4583. Have continued experiments with the Differential Indncto-

meter ( ).

4584. One inducteous plate does very well. Thus electrizing

plate A; connecting plate B with a gold leaf electrometer and
removing plate C; on putting shell lac between A and B, the

gold leaf of the latter diverged—according to circumstances, Pos.

or Neg.

4585. As the plates A and B were separated, the indications were

less energetic, and as approximated they were more delicate. But

then I was using the same plate of shell lac and not increasing its

thickness with the distance. The difference was not very great

with a separation extending from to 2| or more times the

thickness of the shell lac.

4586. To verify the conclusions, madeA neg., and the gold leaves

were discharged, air being between A and B. Afterwards in-

troduced the plate of shell lac; the gold leaves immediately

opened, and by removing the connecting wire were left insulated,

before the shell lac was removed. Then on examination found

them Neg, according to my expectation. For as introducing the

shell lac made plate B more pos. towds. plate A than before, so

the further part of the arrangement, i.e. the gold leaves, ought to

become Neg. to an amount equal to the fresh Pos. effect induced

on B.

4587. Used a thin plate of shell lac about 0-3 of an inch in thick-

ness. When the interval between A and B was i\ inches, the

introduction of this plate produced an effect. So that thin plates

of bodies may be used and examined. But as the interval was

lessened, the effect of the shell lac became more and more striking,

until the whole interval was filled at the alternate examinations

either with air or with shell lac. This was according to my
expectation.

4588. Now used the two inducteous plates B and C for the pur-

pose of trying the different circumstances affecting the sensibility

of the instrument. Used of course the separate gold leaves, i.e.

one to each inducteous plate, but hanging parallel to each

other.

4589. Bringing the gold leaves nearer made the instrument much
more delicate.
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4590. Bringing the three plates nearer also made the instrument

more delicate. The improvement was greater than before.

4591. Now used the two inducteous plates B and C, but con-

nected each with a separate gold leaf electrometer having two
leaves. On placing the plates rather far apart, as for instance i|

inches, and introducing the lac, the electrometer of the plate

inducteous through the lac diverged considerably, but the other

only a little.

4592. This was because much of the induction of the middle

plate A was towards external objects from the edge of that plate,

so that part of the force gathered together by the lac upon B,

for instance, was not taken from plate C but rather from those

bodies towards which the edges of the plate had acted by induc-

tion. And on bringing the plates B and C nearer to A so that

this external induction should be lessened, then both Electro-

meters were affected and diverged with contrary electricities, in

accordance with the determination already given ( ).

4593. Tried a piece of a dielectric: thus a piece of sulphur not^

was put between the plates; it did not hide more than | of the

surface of one plate from the other: but still it produced a striking

effect. The same with a piece of shell lac. But it is far better that

the dielectric under examination should occupy all the space

between the plates, both in extent and thickness and even if con-

venient project at the edges.

4594. I think the two leaf apparatus is better than separate

Electrometers.

4595. Now used a piece of calcareous spar as the dielectric, a

rhomboid 0-7 inch thick and from i| to 2 inches in the sides.

There were 3 or 4 cross layers and several fissures going from

face to face. So that it was not a good piece.

4596. In the first place, warm or even cold, it did not discharge

a charged gold leaf electrometer but insulated very well.

4597. In the next place, being excited by friction, it held its

charge for a long time, an hour or more, so that it must be a good

insulator.

4598. It was now slung by white silk thread
;
perfectly discharged

by finger wiping, and then tried in the differential Inductometer.

' ? rod.
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It produced very striking effects, indicating a high inductive

capacity. On removing it from the instrument, it was found free

from all charge.

4599. Repeating this several times with all precautions, the effect

was the same. Hence this a good substance to work with as to re-

lation of inductive lines of force to the crystalline axis of the body.

4600. Now experimented on the effect produced in the instru-

ment if the dielectric used is introduced, either in an excited state,

or becomes charged by contact with plate A, or by other circum-

stances during the investigation.

4601. The piece of dielectric (shell lac, sulphur or spar) which

is under examination, being suspended by white silk, was first

examined as to its charged state. This is easily done by a gold

leaf electrometer—but it is much better to diverge the leaves first

and then observe whether the approach of the dielectric affects

this divergence, increasing or diminishing it; than to bring the

dielectric near the collapsed instrument. Degrees of excitement

that will not sensibly open the leaves, in the latter case, will

abundantly affect them if they be previously diverged.

4602. The charge, if any, may be removed by breathing and

wiping, as formerly described.

4603. A plate of shell lac was excited a little. The three plates

A, B and C of the differential inductometer were all uncharged.

The plates B and C had each the single leaves in relation to each

other. On introducing the lac, no effect was visible at the gold

leaves. But when plate A was charged, all the effects due to

difference of specific inductive force came out. Yet on discharging

plate A, again no effect was produced by introducing the shell

lac, still in its excited state.

4604. On exciting the plate of lac more strongly, and having

A, B and C uncharged— on introducing the lac into either interval,

the gold leaves slightly repelled each other, as should be the case :

and then if whilst lac in one interval the plates B and C be un-

insulated, so as to bring the gold leaves parallel ; on taking out the

lac they attract each other, or putting it into the other interval,

still stronger attraction ensues. The same effect occurs if the

middle plate A be removed and the lac be swayed to and fro

between B and C. As it leaves one to approach the other, the
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intensity of their induced states change and of course the attached

gold leaves are affected and attracted one by the other. Even if

the lac is approached on the outside of the plates the same thing

happens.

4605. But this requires a comparitively strong charge of the lac,

one very easily detected, easily removed and vastly greater than

the small degree of charge which may occasionally be taken on in

the course of an experiment; and for any moderate charge of the

dielectric, the immediate effect is so small compared to that due

to specific inductive capacity, that no chance of confusion need

occur.

4606. Then the Calc. spar was purposely electrified a Httle (very

sensibly to the gold leaf electrometer) and then introduced be-

tween the plates of the uncharged differential inductometer. It did

not sensibly cause motions in the gold leaves when they were

only I an inch apart, but on electrifying plate A, the leaves were

powerfully affected when even i| inches apart. Discharging A,

the effect was then as little as before.

4607. The direct action of the excited dielectric in this case could

not have been ^ part of the effect produced by the difference of

specific inductive action.

4608. Tried the specific inductive capacity of a plate of Borate

of lead in the apparatus ; it gave strong effects, indicating a high

capacity.

4609. I lined the two faces of the Calcareous spar with tin foil

to have a large surface of contact, but it then insulated as well as

before.

5 APRIL 1838.

4610. Examined the piece of calc. spar; find it conducts readily.

Trace this however to the fissures going through from one side

to the other ; the water of the paste had got into them. Stripped

off the tin foil and found these lines of fissures conducted. But

in other directions the calcareous spar insulated as well as before

( )•

461 1. I must make a small differential inductometer; and use

perhaps balls instead of plates. The carrier ball of the Coulomb
electrometer being the inducteous surface. It is evident from 4233
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that it will do, and in this way, and by connecting the

inductric ball with a charged jar, so as to sustain its state, may
probably obtain accurate measures of force.

4612. The large differential Inductometer is a good instrument

to shew the relation of distance to charge—by moving one plate

or the other.

4613. Might measure Specific inductive capacity by Harris' elec-

trical balance, interposing equal plates of different dielectrics

between the two attracting surfaces.

4614. The high Spec. Inductive capacity of glass is of great

consequence in the Leyden Jar. So also that of lac or resin in the

Electrophorus, etc. etc.

4615. Must consider what effect a difference of Specific inductive

capacity may have on the polarization or on the polarized state

of the particles of the dielectric. Must consider the relation of

polarity and capacity and ascertain, if I can, on what capacity

depends.

4616. Must state distinctly that in normal condition the particles

are not polarized. They become polarized only under inductive

action, just as so many insulated conductors would do. They are

in fact so many insulated conductors, acting upon and through

each other.

4617. Certainly crystalline particles ought to shew differences in

different directions, but we shall see what the experiments will do.

4618. The solidification of an electrolyte prevents the current

passing. This seems a very natural effect if we consider that the

whole molecules arefixed; for the internal commotion cannot take

place. If a particle of water be polarized and then the oxygens

and hydrogens travel on to the neighbouring particles, in the

fluid state they can turn round and again polarize, but in the solid

state they are placed and fixed in the wrong direction.

4619. When decomposition happens in a fluid electrolyte, it is

not all the particles in the same sectional plane which part with

and transfer their electrified particles at once; probably the dis-

charge force for that plane is at the moment summed up on one

or two particles which decompose and restore the balance, just

as in the case of spark disruptive discharge: for as those which

have just discharged must be less favourably circumstanced than

I
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others, there must be some which are most favourably disposed,

and will, by giving way first, lower the tension and produce dis-

charge.

4620. Must try polarized light across a crystalline dielectric under

charge. Good reason perhaps now evident why a non crystalline

dielectric should shew no effects.

4621. In excitement by friction, consider the effect of coating the

inner surface of the glass rod, and allowing for the time induction

through it.

4622. Want terms to express certain relations and conditions of

matter and its particles. Thus when a particle is said to be charged

or electrified, we understand what it means; and so also when
uncharged or unelectrified. But how are we to express the Polar

state; is it a charged state, or what are we to call it.'^

4623. Must put together what relates to the ascertaining of the

lines of equal inductive force round a charged body. The wire

end— ascertain this pretty well for its own particular case, 2715,

9, 20, 21, 3771.

4624. Consider the state of two particles of a dielectric at op-

posite ends of a polarised conductor—and then exact relation to

each other.
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4625. Graham has lent me Thilorier's Carb. acid apparatus and

I have been experimenting with it in cooling metals and ascer-

taining their relation to Magnetism. The metals were in pieces,

kept a while in the mixture of Ether and C. A. with solid C.A.
in it, and moved either by platina wires or by wooden tongs.

The temperature according to Thilorier would be about 112°

below 0° of Fahrenheit.

4626. Antimony ,

Arsenic

Bismuth

Cadmium
Chromium
Cobalt

Copper

Gold
Lead

Palladium

Platinum

Rhodium
Silver

Tin

Zinc

4627. Iron and Nickel seemed as magnetic at the lowest degree

as at common temperatures. Carbon (dense) from a gas retort

was not rendered magnetic.

4628. Native Iridium and Osmium— diVid crystals of Titanium—

were a little magnetic at common temperature, I believe from the

presence of a little iron. They were not more so when cooled

to -112°, so that the metals Iridium, Osmium and Titanium do

not seem magnetisable at that temperature.

4629. Metallic Manganese from Mr Everitt. Slightly magnetic

and polar at common temperatures—not more so when cooled—

must now examine its purity.

These gave no deflection by a double

astatic needle that was exceedingly sensible

to the smallest particle of Iron or nickel.

Great care was taken to avoid the effect of

a downward current of air at the side of the

cooled metal.
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4630. Then tried various metallic combinations, for which see

the next page^ Thus—
4631. Haematite 1 i-i .^ ^ ^ J ^ ^x. . J did not acquire any magnetic

Crystd. Green Vitriol r ^ 7 &

Dry Green vitriol J
P^^^^*

Galena4632.

Realgar

Orpiment

Dense Native Cinnaber

Sulphuret of silver

„ „ copper

,7 Tin

„ Bismuth

Gave no signs of Magnetism.

„ „ Antimony^

4633. Chloride of Silver 1 r 1 • 1^ -^-^ 11 luzed into lumps. Gave
77 77

lead y . „

no signs of

Iodide of MercuryJ
force.

4634. Fuzed protoxide of lead

„ „ Antimony

„ „ bismuth

„ White Arsenic

Native oxide of tin

„ „ Manganese

4635. All the facts were negative. This is important as a correc-

tion respecting Cobalt and probably Manganese.

No signs of Magnetic

force.

5 JUNE 1838.

4636. Experimented with the view of finding some action on
insulating dielectrics analagous to the currents by induction pro-

duced in conducting bodies.

4637. A ring of iron in form of a cylinder about 2 inches high,

2 inches external diameter and i\ inch internal diameter had 80

feet of silked copper wire rolled onto it as in the figure*. It may
be called ring I. Another ring, of wood, of equal size, had as

I Immediately below.

[4637] ^:X\^^rmf>^
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much as 162 feet of covered wire rolled in a similar way on to it,

and may be called ring W,
4638 *. Cores oflead, shell lac and sulphur were cast, beingcylinders

about 2| inches long and i inch thick, which could be placed in

these rings at pleasure. The follng. arrangement was made. I the

iron ring ; L a lead core, touched at the ends by wires going away
to a delicate galvanometer G, of which the needle moved in the

direction of the dotted line when the current was as indicated by
the arrow R. V is a voltaic battery of 10 prs. of 4 inch plates,

Wollaston's double coppers, well excited, and P is the wire from

the Pos. end; N the wire from the Neg. end.

4639. When contact was made at N A and B P, at the moment
of completion the needle moved towards the dotted position.

When contact was broken it moved the reverse way.

When the lead core was in a wrapping of paper, to make insula-

tion more perfect, the effect was the same.

4640. When a mere copper wire was used in place of the lead

core, the effect was the same.

4641. When the wooden ring W was used, the same effect was

produced but in a smaller degree.

4642. Now used a core of shell lac, having small discs of tin foil

pasted on the ends, and to my surprize obtained effects on making

and breaking contact, smaller in degree but also in the reverse

direction to that given when conductors were used.

4643. Used a sulphur core with the same effect.

4644. Removed the sulphur and allowed only air as the core;

still the same effect.

4645. But suspecting that the iron ring used in these cases might

have a little unneutralized magnetism, I removed the wires con-

necting the galvanometer and the core, and then found that the

same effect was produced. So that it was merely a little magnetism

acting on the galvanometer needle, and not any effect of a current

passing through its wires.

[4638]
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4646. Made the follng. arrangement. I, I the section of the iron

ring; S the shell lac core; w a copper wire having 2 pieces of gold

leaf hanging at g, g close to the ends of the core. On making

and breaking contact of the ring wire with the galvanic battery,

no effect on these gold leaves could be observed.

4647. Then suspended little strips on the tin foil coating the ends

of the shell lac, but on making and breaking contact, no indication

of repulsion could be observed. No signs that the dielectric

became for the moment excited in a way to correspond with the

formation of a current in the conducting core.

4648. So I cannot thus find any action on insulating bodies

analagous to those which occur in conducting bodies: no trans-

verse induction.

7 JUNE 1838.

4649. I was using the double plate Electrical machine and large

Leyden battery to-day for the deflagration of some wires, and

observed the following remarkable phenomenon.

4650. The battery was charged as highly as it would bear, and

on being discharged through the wire, fell at once and perfectly^^

generally speaking. But on one occasion it was left with the

electrometer divergent, and on Anderson proceeding to bring the

charge up to a full degree, he called to me after eleven turns of

the machine to say that the battery would not charge; the electro-

meter was down.

4651. I had during this time been engaged with my head near

and thought it at first just possible that the points of the hair

might have kept the charge down, but could not understand it.

4652. Continuing my experiment, the battery was again left

charged, and the electrometer divergent after a discharge, and

now I watched things; and, telling Anderson to work the machine,

as he did so, the electrometer fell. It took nine turns of the machine

to reduce the charge left in the battery to nought.

4653. Thus the battery had been left charged negative after these

two discharges, and to an amount equal to 9 and 1 1 turns of the

machine, from 20 to 25 turns giving a full charge.

4654. This effect most important and curious, and I think I see

the cause, so as to be able to produce it at pleasure.
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4655. Have made many explosions to-day with wires, etc. but

have not obtained any thing like a residual Neg. charge^ though
I used long wires, helices, cores, etc. Often obtained a residuum

of one half or two thirds of the charge, when very fine wires were

used, and also several other interesting indications.

14 JUNE 1838.

4656. Have made many more explosions of fine wires, but did

not obtain any result like that noted on the 7th instant.

21 JUNE 1838.

4657. Experimented on the effect of Polar arrangement of the

particles of crystals on their specific inductive capacity, i.e. on
their inductive capacity in different directions.

4658'*'. Arranged our large battery of 15 Leyden jars and con-

nected it with the insulated brass conductor, at the further end

of which was a rod terminating in a brass ball of an inch in

diameter. This ball was to be the inductric object and to have its

power sustained by the battery connected with it.

4659. The carrier ball of the Coulomb Electrometer was the

inducteous body.

4660. A stem of shell lac, fixed on a foot, had a little plate of shell

lac at the top which served to sustain cubes, etc. of crystallized

matter. The stem was inches in length and only so thick

as to have sufficient strength to support the cubes. It was so

flexible that slight force was sufficient to bend it a little in any

direction.

4661. When a cube was to be examined, the battery was first

charged by 8 or 10 turns of the cylinder machine. Then the carrier

ball was rendered neg. inducteously and used to charge the re-

pelled ball of the Electrometer. Then the mutual repulsion of the

balls was noticed. Then a cube was put upon the shell lac support

and adjusted so that a horizontal Hne pass thgh. the middle of it

and of the inductric ball at the end of the conductor. Then the

cube was approached close to this ball, the carrier ball of the

electrometer brought against the opposite face of the cube, the

carrier ball uninsulated by a wire applied at the back in the same

straight line—uninsulated—removed— the cube withdrawn 4 or 5

* [4658]
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inches, and the carrier introduced into the Electrometer and its

force measured at the constant angular distance of 30° as before.

The following* is the arrangement of the inductric ball a; the

cube b; the carrier ball c; and the discharging wire d.

4662. The first substance experimented with was Iceland spar.

I have had a cube of this substance cut; it is very clear, has no

flaws or fissures, but there is a thin stratum of spar in another

direction across it at one edge. It is only 0*5 of an inch in the side,

being the largest that could be cut out of a considerable rhomboid.

Two of the faces are perpendicular to the axis of the crystal, the

other four faces are parallel to it. It is not varnished at present

but in its natural state.

4663. This cube was put upon the shell lac stand so that the axis

of the crystal was horizontal, as for instance in the direction

from A to C. It is evident that each of the faces A, B, C, D could

in turn be placed towards the Inductric ball and the carrier at the

same time applied to the opposite face, the cube itself being the

measure of the distance between the inductric and inducteous

surfaces, and its matter the dielectric between.

4664. As before said, the process was to approach a face of the

cube into contact with the inductric ball, bring the carrier ball

against the opposite face in a constant position and direction,

uninsulate it, insulate it, remove it; then remove the cube a few

inches, and measure the force of the carrier. Then turning the

shell lac stand 90°, another observation was made through the

cube. Again the shell lac stand was turned 90° and the operation

repeated, and also a fourth time, until observations had been

made in four directions, twice along and twice across the axis

of the crystal.

The balls in the Electrometer were 178°, Neg. charge.

I. Force of the carrier— lines of induction along the crystal axis 110°

After the last removal of the cube, it was examined as to its

own state, and I found it was electrified, having received a charge

like that of the Inductric surface. Hence the rise in force from

* [4661]

2. across

along

across

3-

4-

180°

178°
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the first observation onwards. It has enough conducting power
thus to acquire a charge by contact with the inductric ball.

4665. Cleared the cube of Electricity and experimented again,

not bringing the inductric ball, the cube and the carrier into con-

tact, but leaving a space of air between and trying by the eye to

make this equal at all times. Of course the distance must be some-

what uncertain and liable to variations. The results were

:

1. Along the axis 69°

2. Across „ 65°

3. Along „ 55°

4. Across „ 52°

Here the effect along the axis was stronger than across it, but

of course the result alone is worth nothing. The calc. spar cube

was, at the end of the experiment, a little electric, pos.^ or like

the inductric ball.

4666*. I now fixed a little nipple of shell lac on the middle part

of the inductric ball, to act as a stop to the approach of the cube,

and at the same time to insulate the two and also give an invariable

distance. The carrier ball was put each time in contact with the

opposite face of the cube.

4667. The following observations were made :

1. Along axis 127° = 9. Across axis 42° +
2. Across „ 106° + 10. Along „ 36° =

3. Along „ 87° = II. Across „ 36° +
4. Across „ 132° + 12. Along „ 34° =

5. Along „ 122° = /13. Across „ 80° +
6. Across „ 100° + ti4. Across „ 84° +
(j. Along „ 44° -
\8. Along „ 45° =

4668. Here great irregularity—and now made a set of successive

observations without changing the position of the crystal; i.e.

withdrawing it each time, but always replacing it in the same

relative position.

Along axis 97°

Do. 83°

Do. 70°

Do. 64°

Do. 50°

4669. Here a regular sinking. On examining the calc. spar cube
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I found it had received a charge, but it was of the reverse kind

to the inductric ball, having become inducteously charged Neg.

This was natural enough, considering that itwas each time touched

by the carrier ball and uninsulating wire and possesses a slight

degree of conducting power. The consequence would be a gradual

diminution of the action of the inductric ball on the carrier,

because of the intervention of this body in the opposite state,

that state gradually increasing in intensity with each observation

from a repetition of the circumstances favouring its charge.

4670. Must Varnish the calcareous spar cube.

4671. Now experimented with a cube of rock crystal No. 2. It

is very clear and good— free from flaws; 0-7 of an inch in the

side—and is varnished thinly but well with solution of shell lac

in Alcohol.

4672. First observed the effect in several successive observations,

the position being in all the same. For until observations are

steady in one position and direction, it is useless to compare the

effect in different directions.

I. Along crystalline axis 90°

2. Same 88°

3- Same 85°

4. Same 62°

5- Same 60°

6. Same 59°

4673. On removing the cube last time, and examining it, I found

it was inducteously charged Neg. So that it does the same thing

as the calc. spar.

4674. The sudden effect from 85° to 62° I conclude is due to a

harder contact than usual, breaking more or less through the

film of shell lac on the cube, and so giving more or less oppor-

tunity for it to acquire the inducteous state.

4675. I then discharged the cube and made fresh observations,

endeavouring between each to discharge the cube by touching it

with the uninsulated wire, whilst out of the influence of the

Inductric ball and surfaces.

1. Along axis . . 148 . . tried to discharge cube.

2. same . . . 139 . . Do.
3. same . . . 128 . . Do.
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But at the end of the third observation, still found the cube neg.—
so that discharge by wire had not been good, and indeed con-

sidering the feeble conducting power of the rock crystal, and its

coating of shell lac, it was not likely such discharge would be

good.

4676. I then discharged the cube quite and found it gave by
same face and direction— 109°, and as the cube on examination

presented scarcely any charge, this fall from 128° to 109° is due

mainly to the fall of the charge of the battery and the Electrometer.

4677. I now proceeded to make observations along and across

the crystalline axis, but I did not rotate the cube for this purpose;

on the contrary, I passed it in one direction through 90° and then

back through 90°, then advanced it through 90° then again back.

So that the face C was first towards the Inductric ball, then D,
then C again, and so as follow: D, C, D, C, D. The results were:

Along axis . . .105

Across .... 96 ^

Along .... 95
'

Across .... 86 ^

Along .... 70
Across .... 69

^

7. Along .... 67
^

8. Across .... 64 ^

4678. Found the cube charged neg. (or inducteously) at last and

my fear is that it charges irregularly, i.e. not by equal or pro-

portionate portions each time.

4679. Again the same experiment with the Quartz or rock

crystal cube— balls re-charged, 210°.

Across, along, the axis

I. 215°

4

200

29

160°

171

149

4680. Here much irregularity. But the diminution of force con-

tinual and general, and the cube found charged in a Neg. state,

i.e. opposite to the inductric ball.
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4681. I now stuck two pimples of shell lac on the faces A and B
of the cube, so that the carrier ball and its uninsulating wire

should not touch the cube. The carrier ball was in each case brought

to bear upon them. The results were now much more regular,

and being intended to test the steadiness of the apparatus and

arrangement, were made at first principally in one direction, thus:

I. Along axis . . 129° 7- Along axis

2. same . . 133°

. 126°

8. same .

3- same . 9- across

4- same . . . . 120° 10. across .

5- same . . 120° II. across .

6. same . . 120° 12. along .

105
109"^

92^

100
88'

90'

4682. Dust is a very serious inconvenience in carrying a charge

from the inductric body to other bodies, as the cubes, etc. When
the cube is put near the inductric ball, even without approach, etc.

of carrier ball, it receives an inducteous charge, in the same manner
as a conducting cube or particle would, and which I have de-

scribed in series xiii.

22 JUNE 1838.

4683. I have varnished the iceland spar cube with shell lac

varnish.

4684. I have removed the pimples of shell lac from the rock

crystal cube, but have put a plate of shell lac on one side of the

carrier ball, namely that side which is to be towards the inductric

ball: the arrangement being such that the opposite side is to be

towards the repelled ball of the electrometer when the carrier ball

is in that instrument. As the inductric ball with its nipple, the

cube, and the carrier ball with its coating, are always brought

into contact, the distance between the inductric and the inducteous

balls will always be the same.

4685. Used first the iceland spar cube^ varnished,

balls, Neg. 155.

across axisalong axis

158°

159°

157°

152°

150°

146°

along axis

141

138=

134'

10.

II.

12.

13-

14.

15-

16.

17.

136'

128^

131°

across axis

133°

120

119^

121

>i5'

o
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4686. At the close, the cube had acquired the opposite state in a

slight degree.

4687. The diminution of force in the carrier ball is now much
slower than before and the observations more regular. As to the

comparitive force in two directions, it sinks each time it passes

from = to +, and rises each time it passes from + to = . So that

if there be any difference, it seems in favour of the direction of

the axis.

4688. Now experimented with the Varnished Rock crystal cube,

balls, Neg. 270°

along along

206°

245°

225°

across

+
205°

192°

184°

9. .

10. .

195
201'

4689. Progression pretty fair— sudden fall from = to + and rise

from + to =, as if direction of crystalline axis most favourable

to induction.

Again

along

138°
o

140
o

133

across

o
133
132°

128°

129

along

139
131^

124

across +
125°

119

118^

123

4690. Here again, evidence continues in favour of the crystalline

axis.

4691. I must measure carefully hereafter the dimensions of the

cube in these two directions.

4692. There are certain coloured layers (very faint) in the rock

crystal cube, by which its position and its faces can be identified.

These come out upon two faces and there form Hnes i, 2 and 3;

and as 2 is larger than 3, these two faces, and therefore all the rest,

can be distinguished from each other. I will therefore mark them

A, B, C, D, E, F.

4693. Now experimented with the rock crystal cube in this posi-
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tion on the table, and made successive observations, turning the

cube 90° round between each, so as to bring each of the four faces,

A, B, C, D in succession towards the inductric ball. I did this

through seven complete revolutions of the cube, but I did not note

accurately so as to be quite sure of the faces A and C. In the

following results therefore, it may be that I have made a mistake

in the appropriation of the letters to the faces, but not certainly

as to the along or across^ or as to the successive presentation of the

contiguous and following faces.

4694. The cube of course remained at the same height during the

experiment; and though not perfectly true on its stand, it was
considered that the two observations along or across from opposite

sides would give a mean result approaching to accuracy.

4695- balls 300°, Neg.
along across along across

= + = +
D. I 136°

C. 2 142°

B. 3 125°

A. 4 . .
132°

D. 5 122°

C. 6 124°

B. 7 114°

A. 8 . . 124°

D. 9 118°

C. 10 113°

B. II lOI

A. 12 . . 110°

D. 13 102°

C. 14 103°

B. 15 95°

A. 16 . . 103°

D. 17 95°

C. 18 93°

B. 19 88°

A. 20 . . 93°

D. 21 92°

C. 22 91°

B. 23 78°

A. 24 . . 90°

D. 25 80°

C. 26 80°

B. 27 70°

A. 28 . . 80°

See (4774, 4775).
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4696. Though the charge of the Electrometer balls is high, the

charge of the inductric ball was but low, that more uniformity

in the successive indications might be obtained. The letters note

the faces of the cube which were towards the inductric ball.

4697. The second = is not so good as the first: and the first

+ is not so good as the second: probably because of slightly

inclined position of the cube on the shell lac support. So the

first= and + should be compared together, and also the second=
and + . If the first + and the second = be compared, they will

give a less difference than the mean. If the first = and the second

+ be compared, they will give a greater difference than the mean.

4698. During these observations, the cube had acquired a nega-

tive inducteous charge, but not of much strength.

4699. The general result of the observation [is] that the inductive

action is stronger along the crystalline axis than across it, for

every passage from across to along gives increase of power, and

every passage from along to across gives diminution of power.

See Aug. J for summary.

4700. Next alter the cube into this position, so that the other two
faces perpendicular to the axis shall come into the plane of rota-

tion, and then into this position*, that the axis of the crystal may
be perpendicular during the four successive observations across

the cube.

25 JUNE 1838.

4701. Continued experiments with the Rock crystal cube No. 2.

Arranged it so that the axis AC should continue in the horizontal

plane, the line FE come into it, and the line BD go out of it,

being now vertical and parallel to the axis of rotation. The results

were as follows

:

[4700]
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4702 1. C F A E
Along across along across

= + = +
I. . . . 154

3 kif

5. . . . 141 17-75

6 1-25 127

7 -±L^ 140
14-6

^

8 122 II
16 2'2

9. . . . 133 '3-2

10 ^118
12-8

II I'25 129
12-25 ^

12 ^--25 116 10
11-75 1-12

13. . . . 126 "'^^

6
14. ..... j 120

15 k
16 112 16

O
8.25 ^

17. . . . 128 16-9

18 III

10 120
.0-6

,j
20 ,£9 107 _

21. . . . 114

23 "5
II

24 2:21 104^ 10-25

As before, the letters indicate the faces towards the Inductric

ball.

^ Numbers in Italic type are written in red in the MS.
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4703. The simple results of experiments shew that every time

we pass from = to + there is diminution of force and every time

we pass from + to = there is increase. Shewing as before the

greater specific induction along the axis of the crystal than in

the other direction, and so, combined with the former observa-

tions, it shews that the line AC or crystalline axis has greater

force than either the line BD or that EF.

See Aug. 7, 1838 for summary (see 4776, 4777).

4704. The first small black figures shew the differences of each

successive observation from its predecessor, but as there would be

a gradual fall in force, that has to be taken from the differ, of

= and + and added to the difference between + and = . I tried

to get the falls thus: j of the fall between observation i and 5

is 3*25: I
of that between observation 2 and 6 is 1-50: | of that

between 3 and 7 is 1*50, and \ of that between 4 and 8 is 0*75.

These added together and divided by 4 makes i -75 as the probable

fall between observations 4 and 5, and it is so taken and expressed

in Red ink^ Then adding and subtracting these falls so obtained

for all the rest, wherever it is needful, the final black numbers

come out as the differences each time of elevation and depression

of force in passing from + to = and on to + again ^.

4705. There are evidently erroneous results due to interfering

circumstances, amongst which I think the effect of the dust in

the air upon the charge of the carrier ball, whilst carrying it from

the one room to the other where the electrometer was, is the

principle. But down to observation 12 there is much approach

to regularity, and it does away entirely with the notion that any

partial charge of the rock cube could produce the difference, for

the complete revolution of the cube would of course ultimately

counteract that effect: for if due to a charge of the cube, then

being greatest for the axis in one direction, it would be weakest

for it in the reverse observation, as the cube was gradually

carried round through 360°.

4706. I now placed the rock crystal cube thus, so that, as it

revolved, the crystalline axis should be continually vertical, and

the observations in the four positions of the cube be always across

it. This would of course* test the effect of a probable partial charge

^ *
2.

the cube with Electricity. The results were as follows

:

^ i.e. in italics.

^ Certain arithmetical errors in this paragraph and in the table (par.

4702) are evident; they have been left unaltered.
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4707. E B F D
+ + + +

. . 133
2

131

4
127

3
124

5
. . 119

119

3
116

4
112

4
. . 108

4
104

I

103

4
107

See Aug. 7, 1838 (4778, etc.).

4708. At the last observation, the cube was deranged on the

stand and had been touched; the observation therefore should

not count. Prior to that, it will be seen that the force continually

diminished^ never rising (though in observations of this kind, if a

rising indication had appeared, it would not have been wonderful).

In the next place, the diminution has all the characters of the

gradual fall due to the lowering of the force at the battery and

electrometer. With all the errors upon it, it is never more than 5

between two successive observations or less than i, giving a

difference of 4; whereas in the former observation it was in one

direction 21 and in the other 16, giving a difference of 37.

See Aug. 7, 1838.

4709. These set of observations therefore confirm the results as

to the former two sets, that the axis does favour electrical induc-

tion more than the other directions.

4710. Now examd. the measurement of the cube, to ascertain if
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the thickness were the same in the three directions. Found that

the direction AC was the greatest by a minute quantity, for

compass points passing stifly over the faces AC passed easily

over the faces BD or EF. The linear dimension of the cube was
0-7 of an inch.

471 1 . As the distance through which inductive action was exerted

was measd. by the cubes and the pieces of shell lac on the inductric

and carrier ball, so it has been greater rather than less along the

line of the crystalline axis.

4712. Worked with the Iceland spar cube No. i again. This cube,

as before said, is nearly 0-5 of an inch in the side. It is very clear,

but has a place [? plate] of spar crystallized in another direction,

runningacross it in such a manner that all the faces can be identified.

This plate is indicated in the figure by the red lines^ Now from

faceAto face C is the direction of the crystalline axis—and therefore

across this interposed plate; from B to D and from E to F are

directions across the crystalline axis.

4713. C B A D balls Neg. 260°

= + = +
. . 166

..... 159

158

• . 157

154

153

. . 148

143

138

. . 137

135

137

. . 126

125

125

128

118

See Aug. 7, 1838 (4781).

I The lines across the faces are drawn in red.
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4714. At the end the cube was electric, inducteously or Negative.

4715. Here there is no appearance that crystalline axis directn.

AC, and the cross direction BD, differ. They seem nearly if not

quite alike. No evident result here.

4716. Now compared the crystalline axis direction AC with the

other cross direction EF, thus

:

E A F Iceland Spar No. I

+ = + varnished.

134
26

131

123

117

114

108

104

106

128

118

109

104

See 7 Aug. 1838 (4784).

4717. Here there seems to be a little superiority along the crystal-

Hne axis, as if direction AC surpassed direction EF.

4718. Upon that it would follow that direction BD would also

surpass EF. Tried the experiment.

balls 290°B F D E
+ + + +

. . 265

237

255

227
. . 245

218

229

225
. . 222

208

226

198

[See] 7 Aug. 1838 (4787).
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4719. Here BD direction does surpass EF direction, but more
than I expected, and I think more than crystalline direction does

:

but must remember the balls of Electrometer have been charged

again.

4720. I now again made the observations, with the cube so placed

that its crystalline axis was vertical—but though I revolved the

cube as before, I refrained from ascertaining at which face I began

until afterwards, so that I might not know what to expect; then

when the observations were made, I ascertained at what face I

began and attached the letters to the observations thus

:

balls 300° Neg.
1. . . 260

2 240

3 249

4 232

I: : : . 217 see 7 Aug. 1838

7 224 (4790)-
8 214

lo^ . . 217
11 195
12 204

13 187
D E B F
+ + + +

4721. Here again, however, the direction BD distinctly and con-

siderably surpasses that of EF.

4722. Directly after the eight[h] observation, I repeated it, not

moving the crystal 90° round, but again bringing face F towards

the inductric ball, and the result was again 2 1
4°, so that the previous

and the succeeding rise in force could hardly by any possibility

have been accidental.

4723. After the last observation, I made the repelled ball of the

Electrometer Pos., then brought the shell lac of the carrier against

the four faces of the cube in succession, touching with the wire,

and so on, to give it its due inductive charge, and found that these

were

D E B F
12° 12° 11° 12° and positive

^ 9 is omitted.
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4725 ^. This shews that the cube had therefore become inducteous

or negative, but very equally in all directions and parts, so that

no irregularity of its charge could have produced the constant

difference between direction BD and EF.

4726. But if direction BD thus surpasses EF and does not surpass

the crystalline axis direction AC ( ), then the latter ought

more distinctly to surpass EF than it appears to do. First how-
ever, compared direction AC and BD (being the two good ones)

together again ( ).

4728^ D C B A balls Neg. 300°

+ - + =
. . 290

305
286

285

• . 275

273

263

257
. . 248

252

248

233
. . 232

232 See 7 Aug. (4792)
216

218

. . 215

211

197

196

4729. Here the results are not clear. There are only three risings,

but they are in proceeding from+ to = . Again, as to the fallings,

those from + to = are on the average less than those from = to + ,

so that if the constant successive loss were added and subtracted,

more of the difference from + to = would be rising differences,

whilst the others would ofcourse be smaller descending differences.

4730. So also taking all the differen. from + to = , the average

descent is only 0*8 of a degree of force; whereas the average

descent from = to + is 9*5°.

^ Par. 4724 is omitted in the MS. ^ Par. 4727 is omitted in the MS.
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4731. Hence the crystalline axis direction appears decidedly to

surpass direction BD.
4732^. Now how is it with regard to direction EF, which appears

to be so weak in comparison with BD ?

E C F A balls 460^

+ = + =
. . 270

2

268
76"

252
2

254

3
. . 251

Sf

242

o

242

20

232

13
. . 245

242 See (4794).
zS

227

5
222

2

. . 220

2

218

20

208

O

208

e
. . 202

4
198

5

193
2

^ The figures in italics in this table are in pencil in the MS.
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4733. Here there are three rising, two small from + to = and

one large from = to + ;
they tell nothing therefore. Nor does the

general appearance of the differences tell much. The average

descent is 3-2 from + to = and 5 from = to + . So that though

+ direction of EF appears to be a little weaker than along direc-

tion, yet it is not so much weaker, as might have been expected

from the relation of it to BD ; and indeed crystalline directn. AC
surpasses directn. BD far more than it does directn. EF. Yet EF
is greatly under BD direction in power when they are compared

together.

4734. Must experiment with this cube again. Perhaps the inter-

posed layer may disturb the results. Get also a clear cube.

4735. Wished now to compare Specific inductive force of air and

these cubes. Arranged stops so that the carrier could be placed

again and again at a certain constant distance from the inductric

ball and there be touched by the discharge wires, insulated, re-

moved and its force measured, and then be restored to the same

place. Made this distance such that the rock crystal cube could

be introduced easily, there being then a Httle interval of air between

it and the carrier and also between it and the inductric ball.

473^* When the whole interval was air. the force was 102°

2. When rock crystal cube = crystalline axis . . 186

3. Air again 92

4. Rock crystal cube + crystalline axis . . . . 158

5. Air 86

6. Rock crystal cube = axis 162

7. Air 82

Calcareous spar cube No. i 95
Do again .... 90
Air 75

4737. As regards rock crystal, the superior specific inductive

capacity of it, as compared to air, very evident, and also the

superior capacity = as compared to +

.

4738. With respect to the calcareous spar, as the whole distance

between the inductric and the inducteous balls was about 0*85 of

an inch, and it only 0*5 of an inch in size, it was evident that the

comparison was unfavourable. Therefore made the distance be-

tween the inductric ball and the carrier smaller—as small indeed
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as consisted with the easy introduction of the calcareous spar

cube; now:
Air in the whole interval—force equalled 88°

Iceland spar cube there „ „ 148

So that superior inductive capacity of it very evident.

4739. Looking at data of the preceeding page^, the mean of

observations i and 7 gives 92° for air.

observations 3 and 5 „ 89° for air.

observation 4 ,,158° rock crystal+ crystl. axis.

observations 2 and 6 „ 174° „ „ = crystl. axis.

4740. The successive falls in force being supposed to compensate

each other with respect to the time of the fourth or middle

observation—and the two results as to air favour such a view.

Hence the other expressions approach towds. those belonging to

the cube, but are of course under the mark as to the power of

rock crystal if the whole of the dielectric were of that substance.

4741. In establishing Specific inductive action, it may be sup-

posed that if the dielectrics used have a little conducting power,

they may become polar as masses as conductors do, and so give

a stronger inductive force across them; and though the former

experiments are sufficient to shew that the double power of shell

lac, sulphur, etc. cannot be due to that cause, I will refer again

to it here, because the cubes used frequently present an ultimate

charge.

4742. The former experiments referred to are these: first that

unelectrified plates of sulphur and shell lac, when between the

differential inductometer plates for a moment only, shew their

full specific inductive action—when brought away, come away
uncharged; and if put into the neighBourhood of an inductric

surface and be then touched without friction by a metallic un-

insulated ball and immediately withdrawn and examined, they

still also receive no charge. Whereas if they conducted enough

to become polar as masses, and so shew a greater inductive

capacity, they would certainly in the latter case become charged

also inducteously, and to a serious degree.

4743. The next fact or set of effects is, that a little polarity of the

^ Par. 4736.
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mass due to a little conducting power would not be sufficient— for

that the specific inductive effect of shell lac is equal to that pro-

duced by a diminution of the interval to perhaps one half^ if air

be retained in the apparatus— as the former experiments shew.

4744. The electricity which a non conducting dielectric acquires

by the carrying power of dust, etc, etc. cannot give the ap-

pearance of a greater specific inductive capacity. Its general

action will be to diminish the charge the carrier ball will receive,

not to increase it, for its electricity is of the contrary kind to that

of the Inductric body; besides which it would never produce any

thing like the difference along and across the crystalline axis, but

only one common enfeebling effect in all position[s].

4745. However, I experimented with a cube of shell lac in place

of the crystd. cubes. It was at first quite clear of any electricity.

Then it was used as the other cubes had been; gave 320*^ of force

to the carrier ball— it was withdrawn— the electrometer repelled

ball charged Pos.— the battery and conductor discharged— then

the carrier ball was held close to the shell lac in the usual manner
to receive a Pos. charge by induction, if the lac were itself nega-

tive—and I did in fact obtain the least possible degree of repulsion,

but it was hardly sensible. So the shell lac had acquired a very

feeble neg. charge at the part nearest to the inductric ball.

4746. Tried sulphur in the same way. It received no charge

during the time of the observation.

4747. Taking up the electric state of charge has nothing there-

fore to do with the variation of Specific Inductive capacity.
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4748. Have had another fine cube of Iceland spar cut by Mr
Darker from spar given by Mr Brooke to him. It has no cross

plate or veins, is quite uniform in quality, and is rather more than

o*8 of an inch in the side. It may be distinguished as No. 3 cube.

AC is parallel to axis—BD across axis—EF across axis. At two
opposite solid angles, small portions of the original faces of the

Rhomboid remain; one of these is a little larger than the other,

r, s. They serve to distinguish and identify all the faces of the cube.

4749. Have had a new and good insulating table for cube ar-

ranged and worked as before ( ).

4750. No. 3 Iceland spar cube, o*8 of inch.

faces

474

B
+

487
466

428

415

416

390
381

364

295

304

294

266

275
262

D
+

458

398

357

285

257

balls 250

The cube at the end was electrified a little only and in the opposite

state, i.e. Neg. ; the Inductric ball being positive.

4751. Here there are four rising, three rather considerable, from

= to + ; and one very small from + to = .

4752. The falls are numerous and irregular, but those from = to

+ are less much than those from + to along.
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4753. The average of the ten intervals or differences from = to

+ is only a fail of 3 -8, but the average of the 9 differences between

or from + to = is 20, when the great fall of 62 is included, and

when that is left out the average fall of the eight difference[s] is

14-7.

4754. Here therefore the across direction BD would appear to

have a greater inductive capacity than the along or axial direc-

tion AC.

4755. Used same cube of Iceland Spar No. 3, so as to compare

directions AC and EF (was first quite discharged).

faces towards inductric ball

A E C F balls 260

225

+ = +

225

215

205

204

195

186

[78

174

164

167

158

145

147

140

132

132

123

214

192

173

156

141

125

4756. The cube was left very slightly charged—hardly sensible

but Neg. or opposite to the Inductric ball. The low degrees of

charge appear to give most steady results.

4757. There are four risings, all small but all from = to + .

There are two o—both from = to +

.

FDIII 20
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There are seventeen fallings, of which only six are from = to

+ , whilst eleven are from + to = and are also greater in amount.

4758. The average of the 12 differences from = to + is only a

fall of o°-666 for each—whilst the average of the 11 differences

from + to = is a fall as great of 8° '36 for each. So here also the

cross direction, i.e. the direction of EF, appears to have a greater

inductive capacity than the along direction AC.
4759. Mr Darker has also cut me another beautiful rock crystal

cube. Its position in the rock crystal prism is as represented, and

r the edge ah (all the edges being a little bevelled) is a little more
bevelled than the rest and also polished, so that all the faces of

this cube can be identified. The cube is very perfect, gives ex-

ceedingly well defined rings by polarized light in the direction

AC, and is 0-77 inches in the side. It is called No. 4, and like the

other cubes was covered with a thin coat of shell lac dissolved

in Alcohol.

Proceeded to experiment.

4760. A B C D balls about 400°

= + = +
. . 382

^ 355
360

362

• . 377

345

351

355
• • 346

325

335
326

• • 315
298

306

295

. . 285

... 265

275

257
. . 250

245

. . . . 236

235
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1 was then interrupted for a little while, after which the observa-

tions were resumed ; thus

:

4761. A B C D
= + = +

227

231

. . 219

215

216

209
. . 205

189

195

4762. Now taking the first part of the set of observations. There

are 8 risings, of which 6 rather considerable are from + to = and

2 much smaller are from = to + . There are 1 5 fallings, of which

10, and many of them considerable, are from = to + , and 5, less

than the former, are from + to = .

4763. The average of the 12 differences from = to + is a fall

of 13° per difference— the average of the 11 differences from +
to is a rise of 0*73 per difference.

4764. So that here the axial direction has a decided advantage

or a greater Specific inductive capacity.

4765. As to the part below—there are three risings, two from +
to = and one from = to + • There are five fallings, three from =
to + and two from + to =

.

4766. The average of the four differences from = to + is 5°
-75

of fall per difference. The average of the four differences from

+ to = is 2° -2 5 of fall per difference.

4767. So that here again, the axial direction is apparently of

greater specific inductive capacity than the cross direction, though

the difference is less.

4768. Now worked with cube rock crystal No. 4, using faces

A E C F and began with face E.

= + = +
199

195

186

. . 175

20-2
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A E C F
= + = +

. . 177

172

. . 156

152

152

. . 150

141

143

. . 126

117

125

. . 117

III

114

. . 105

100

4769. Here are four risings, three being from + to = and one

from = to + .

There are two 0°, both being from + to =

.

There are eighteen fallings, of which 1 1 are from = to + and 7
are from + to = .

4770. The average of the 12 differences from = to + is a fall

of 5° per difference. The average of the 12 differences from +
to = is 3° '17 per difference.

4771. So here axial direction gives greater specific inductive

capacity than the cross direction, though the difference is not so

great as in higher degrees of former observation—but more Hke

lower degrees.

4772. Perhaps all the three directions differ, and they may well

do so considering how the cube is related to the original crystal—

for this, compare directions EF and BD together by experiment.

4773. The following is intended to be a list of the cubes for

reference

:

AC along optical axis =
BD across „ „ 4-

EF across „ „ -H
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No. I. Iceland spar—with a cross place— 0-5 inches in the side.

No. 2. Rock crystal—coloured veins—0-7 of inch in side.

No. 3. Iceland spar—two solid angles replaced by small natural

planes— 0-8 inches in side.

No. 4. Rock crystal— one edge polished— 0-77 in side.

AUG. 7, 1838.

4774. The results of the series of observations on the Rock
crystal cube No. 2, of 22 June (4695) is as follows:

There are ten risings— all are from + to =.

There is one o°—from + to =.

There are sixteen fallings, of which 13 are from = to + and

three only from + to along.

4775. The average of the thirteen differences from = to + is 9°

fall for each difference. The average of the fourteen differences

from + to = is 4° -4 of rise for each difference.

This is a very striking result.

4776. Again, the results of the series of 24 observations obtained

with the same Cube No. 2 of Rock crystal on the 25th June

(4702) are as follows :

There are eleven risings, all from + to = ;
every passage from

+ to = is a rise.

There are twelve fallings, all from = to + ;
every passage from

= to + is a fall.

4777. The average of the eleven differences from + to = is a

rise of 10°
'7 per difference. The average of the twelve differences

from = to + is a fall of 14° per difference.

This is a very striking result. If it is all due to the crystalliza-

tion.
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4778. Again, the results of the series of 12 observations of the

25 th June (4707), where direction ofEF and BD of the cube No. 2

were compared, are as follows :

4779. There is but one rise and it is in passing from the direction

EF to that of BD. There is also only one 0°, and that is in going

from direction FE to that of DB.
Six observations passing from direction EF to BD give an

average fall of i°-5 for each difference— five observations passing

from direction BD to EF give an average fall of 3°
'4 degrees.

But there is a doubtful observation in the first six, and that being

left out, it makes the average fall 2° -6 from direction EF to BD.
4780. This differ, of o*8 of a degree in favour of one direction

over the other may be accidental or may be real, and due to the

different relations of these two directions to the axis of the original

crystal.

4781 . Now brought out the results of 25 June (4713) with Iceland

spar cube No. i, on faces A, B, C, D.
There are two small risings, one from + to =; the other

from = to +

.

There are two 0°, one from + to = ; the other from = to +

.

4782. The ten observations from = to + give an average fall

of 3*6 for each difference or passage. The nine observations from

+ to = give an average fall of 1*33 for each observation.

4783. So that here the axial direction seems to have some-

what more of specific inductive capacity than the transverse

direction BD.

4784. Results of same date, 25 June, with same cube of Iceland

spar. No. i, using faces A, C, E, F (4716).

There are three rising, all from + to =

.

There is one 0°, also from + to =

.

There are 1 1 falling; 8 from = to + and 3 from + to =

.

4785. The 8 observations from = to + give an average fall of 4°

per observation. The seven observations from + to = give a rise

of o*3 for each observation.

4786. So here, the axial direction seem to have greater S. Induc-

tive capacity than transverse, and also by comparison with the

former, to surpass direction EF more than it did that of BD.

4787. Results of same date with same calc spar cube. No. i,

using faces B, D, E, F (4718).
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There are four rising, all in passing from FE to DB.
There are seven falling, six in passing from BD to FE and

one in going from FE to BD.

4788. The six passings from BD to FE give an average fall of

21*5 per observation. The five from FE to BD give an average

rise of 12°
-4 per observation.

4789. So here, direction across BD has apparently a very much
greater capacity than the cross direction FE. This does not agree

with the former results.

4790. Results of 25 June with calc spar cube No. i on faces

D, E, B, F (4720), unknown until afterwds.

All the 5 passings from direction EF to BD are rising.

All the 6 „ „ DB to EF are falling.

4791. The five from EF to DB give an average rise of 6° '2 for

each observation. The six from DB to EF give a fall of 17°3

3

for each observation. So that cross direction DB seems greatly

to surpass the cross direction EF in degree of specific inductive

capacity.

4792. Results of 25 June, No. i calc spar, with faces D, C, B, A
(4728), 19 observations.

3 risings going from + to = .

10 going from + to = .

15 fallings-6 from + to = ; and 9 from = to + .

4793. The ten differences from + to = give an average of o*8

of fall for each. The nine differences from = to + give an average

of 9*55 of fall for each.

So here = much surpasses + .

4794. Results of 25 June, No. i calc spar with faces E, C, F, A
(4732), 19 observations or differences.

2 small risings from + to = , one large one from = to +

;

one o from across to along—one o from = to + .

4795. The 10 differences from + to = give an average of 3*2 fall

for each. The 9 differences from = to + give an average of 5°

fall for each.

So here, along surpasses across direction.

8 AUG. 1838.

4796. Separate the indications of the three directions into six and

compare them together. The direction BD may not shew the
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same power of induction, when the face B or that D is towards

the Inductric ball. Probably there ought to be no difference, but

at all events examine the numbers.

9 AUG. 1838.

4797. Re-experimented with the Rock crystal No. 2 in all direc-

tions and manners, for the purpose of accumulating data and

obtaining a good average result.

4798. Placed it with EF vertical and observed on the faces

B, C, D, A, having first brought these faces in succession against

the Inductric ball, in the same order, to give them what charge

they would take : then

B C D A balls 260°

= + =+
228

218

207

192

251

213

207

202

193

223

204

199

195

232

226

213

209

183

177

164

185

181

174

166

207

186

177
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4799. All the transfers from + to = are rising, except one 0° and

one which falls 5°.

All the transfers from = to + are fallings.

4780 The 14 intervals from + to = give an average rise of

9°-3. The 14 intervals from = to + give an average fall of i3°-9.

478
1

'5'. So that the crystalline direction would seem to have much
greater capacity for the induction than the cross arrangement.

4782 Again, as to the separation into four directions as the

faces are towards the Inductric ball.

From + to = as first, face B and then C on to inductric ball 5°- 57 rise

„ + to = „ „ D „ A „ „ 14 -4 rise

„ = to + „ „ A „ B „ „ i6°-o fall

„ = to + „ „ C „ D „ „ ii°-9 fall

4783*. Look at it thus, however.

The sum of the seven first observations at face B is 1403

„ „ observations at C is 1432
D is 1349
A IS 1450

But during the 28 observations, there has been a final loss of

64°— therefore those at C being increased by a fourth part of that

loss; those at D by two fourths, and those at A by three fourths,

the sums, divided by 7, give the average value of inductive force

for the directions.

= when A is to the inductric ball— 214° 1 o^ o r
= 210 -5= „ C „ „ 207 I

+ „ D „ „ 197 -3] ^

or on the average, 2io°-5 for = and i98°-8 for +

4784'''. The amount of rising and falling drawn from this average

estimate differs from that given before, and simply for this reason,

that the former have to include the whole fall or at least a seventh

part of it or 9° -14, and this of course makes the risings less and

the fallings more.

4785^. I then used the same cube No. 2 and the same faces^ but

I inverted the line joining E, F so that any irregularity of the

shell lac support, which might cause a difference, might now be

in the contrary direction; and I observed the faces in a different

order, but touching the faces first as before.
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4786^. D C B A balls 440
+ = + =
330

367

338

312

339
318

304

314

293

300

313

308

283

295

279

355

331

306

314

305
. . 260

4787 All the intervals from + to = rise.

All those from = to + fall.

4788 The 10 intervals from+ to = give an average rise of 17°

The 10 intervals from = to + give an average fall of 24°'4— the

average fall between each two observatns. being 3*5 of real

depression and the rest being the consequence of increased or

diminished Spec, inductive capacity, according to the = or +
direction.

4789*. The five first observations of D are 1529

„ observations of C „ 1628

B „ 1536
A „ 1611

The loss during the 20 observations is 70°, so adding as before

one fourth to C, two fourths to B, three fourths to A, and dividing

the numbers by five (for the repetitions), it gives the average

value of inductive force for the directions

when A is to the inductric ball— 3 32*7

\

C 329-1/^^^°*^

+ D „ „ „ 305.8/
^
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4790"^. Thus, still the = surpasses the + in specific inductive

capacity—but besides that, A a little surpasses C, both being =

,

and B surpasses D, both being + : and such was also the case

before, and about in the same proportion.

4791*. Again experimented with the same cube and the same

facesj but turned it half way round on the supporting table, so

that any irregularity in it might shew any effect it could produce.

Also began now to observe at a different face, but I considered

the electrometer ball and also the battery charge high enough to

go on with from the last experiment. The half turn, of course,

reversed C and A and also B and D with respect to each other

and irregular position on the table of support.

4792*. C E A D
296

253

287

286

266

270

268

244

255

246

238

246

258

250

247

228

231

230

250

231

229
. . . 218

223

4793^. All the intervals from + to = rise.

All those from = to + fall.

4794'''. The 12 intervals from + to = give an average rise of

1
6°

-83. The 12 intervals from = to + give an average fall of 23°.
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The real fall of the apparatus between each two observations being

therefore 3° •08.

4795^5^. The six first observations of C are— 1585
The six observations „ B „ 145

1

» „ A „ 1537

» D „ 1396

The loss during the 24 observations is 73— so proceeding as

before, the average inductive force for the direction

= when A is to the inductric ball— 262*1 \ ^ ^ _
= » C „ „ „ 264-ij ^ ^

^

+ 5> ^ » » » 244-8)

+ „ D „ „ „ 24i-6r4^"
^

4796"^. Here again, = surpasses + : but A is a little lower than C
and also B but little above D.

4797^. Set about comparing directions AC and EF, and for this

purpose placed the cube No. 2 as before, so that face B was upper-

most and D beneath. The observations were begun with face C
to inductric ball, and carried on in the order C, E, A, F, to the

amount of eight recurrences of the whole series
;
except that order

was reversed as indicated after a time.

4798"^. After that was done (see following page^), I did not turn

the cube upside down-thinking the effect of that change suffi-

ciently shewn in the former case of that chance.

4799'''. C E A F balls 560.

= + No. 2 R. crystal.

c E
+

• . 389
368

. . 370

350

. . 358

332

382

373

347

348

331

323

I Par. 4799^5^.
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- 329
310

336
314 Reversed the order of

328 observation here.

. . . . 313

• 337
302

300

. . . . 287

• 311

289

289

. . . . 272

300

277

294
. . . . 273
. 282

268

4800. All the transfers from + to = were ascending (notwith-

standing the change of order in the middle of the observations)

except two: one of them being o and the other a fall of 2°.

All the transfers from = to + were falls.

4801. The 15 intervals from + to = give an average rise of 16° •4.

The 16 intervals from = to + give an average fall of 23°. So that

3°
'3 is the average fall of the apparatus electricity between each

two contiguous observations. Hence direction = seems far more
powerful in effect than direction + .

4802. The four first observations of C are 1446

„ „ E „ 1360+ 16-5 = 1376-5

A „ 1438 + 33 = 1471.

„ „ F „ 1316 + 49-5 = i3<^5-5

The average loss is 50° for the first | of the time employed, or

66 therefore for the whole time; adding therefore ^, | or | as

before, it gives the inductive force for

= when A is to the inductric ball as 367-71 ^ ^ _

344' 1

1

341-4/

+ „ E
+ " F :: :;

342-7
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4803. The four last observations of C are 1230 ^

„ „ „ E „ 1 145 [ The order of observation

„ „ „ A „ 121 1 1 being here reversed.

„ 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th of F „ 1182-^

The average loss is 41*5 for the first three fourths of the time

or 55°*3 for the whole time. Adding therefore ^, | and | of this

to A, E and C and dividing by 4, it gives the inductive force for

= when A is to the inductric ball as 306-2]
^ o y 312-1= „ C „ „ 318-oj ^

+ „ F „ „ 295-5/

4804. The 8 obs. of C added and divided by 8 gives 334*5

E » » 313-1

A „ „ 33I-I

The first 7 obs. of F, the fourth being doubled,

being added and divided by 8 gives 312-2

So that in this way the inductive [force] for

= when A is to the inductric ball— 331-1)
^ g _

C „ „ 334*5;5? ^ 55 5>

+ „ F „ „ 312-2/ ^

So that in this way, = has Spec. Inductive capacity of 332-8

and + „ „ „ 312-6,

whilst taking the mean of the two results given by the different halves of

the set of observations, it is for

= 55 338'3

+ » „ 318-5

4805. The relation is the same, giving = as superior and nearly

in the same proportion. The difference is due to the separate

allowance made for constant loss in the case where the observa-

tions are taken in 2 sets, whereas when taken in one long set,

the loss from the commencement to the middle is set against that

from the middle to the end, whilst yet it is evident that the first

is greater than the latter from higher intensity of charge, and

therefore the two do not compensate each other. But the results

are very near and striking enough as to their general character.

4806. I now compared the two cross directions together in the

order B, E, D, F, the surface A of the cube being uppermost,

thus, and then considered the examination of this cube sufficient.
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4807. + + + + No. 2. Rock crystal.

B E D F Balls and charge as

. . 258 left from the last

257 series of observations.

243

248

. . 242

241

229

234
. . 228

238

228

220

. . 226

215

213

211

. . 215

216

205

211

. . 214

203

194
198

. . 189

196

195

4808. There are 7 risings and 6 fallings in passing from direction

BD to that ofEF.
There are 3 risings and 10 fallings in passing from direction

EF to that of BD.

4809. The 13 intervals from direction BD to that of EF give

an average rise of o°*3. The 13 intervals from direction EF to

that of BD give an average fall of 5° -2— so that a fall of 2°
'5 is

nearly the mean for that between two observations.

4810. Here the cross direction EF appears to have a distinct

advantage over the other cross direction BD—and yet BD is

that direction in which the coloured veins rather go through from

one surface to the other, in that respect resembling the direc-

tion AC.
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481 1. The first six observations ofB give 1383

E „ 1370+ 15= 1385

„ „ D „ 1312+ 30= 1342

,y „ F „ 1322+ 45= 1367

The average loss during the six observations is 59°, so adding ~,

% I
to E, D and F, and dividing by 6, it gives inductive force for

+ when E is to the inductric ball as 230-8

+ „ B „ „ 230-5 No. 2.

+ F „ „ 227-8

+ D „ „ 223-7

4812. The average of E and F gives 229-3 for inductive capacity

of that direction

„ „ ^

B and D „ 227-1

and this agrees with the result or conclusion on the preceeding

page at the bottom^.

4813. That E and F are not both greater than B and D shews

that it is not the mere parallelism of the direction EF or BD with

the lines of inductive action that produces the differences, sup-

posing they are not due to errors of experiment. Perhaps the

result may be due to the direction of the line in reference to the

inductric and inducteous surfaces; but in that case, if the inductric

ball were charged negatively, although the direction EF should

beat that of BD, still when resolved into the four observations,

D ought to be better than B and F better than E ; but the sums

of DB and of FE ought to have the same relation as now.

4814. Enquire into this when I have time.

4815. I must now examine the former results with this cube 2

and collate them in one table.

4816. Proceeded to re-observe with the Rock crystal cube No. 4.

4817. I first took it with the optical axis vertical, so as to have

induction in the cross direction. The face A was uppermost and

the observations were successively on B, E, D, F.

+ + + + balls 340
B E D F

. . 295

308

318 Rock crystal No. 4.

310

^ Par. 4810.
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284

285

260

249

226

285

283

255

250

230

290

282

262

250

243

291

278

258

248 order of observation

changed here.

235

230
220

222

4818. There are 4 risings and 10 fallings in passing from direction

BD to that of EF. There are 3 risings, a o and 9 fallings in passing

from direction EF to that of BD.
4819. The 14 intervals from BD to EF give an average fall of

0-8 per interval. The 13 intervals in passing from direction EF
to that of BD give an average fall of 4° -8. So that direction EF
somewhat surpasses that of BD, though both are + . That was

also the case with the cube of rock crystal No. 2, but I do not

know how those faces stood in the original crystal.

4820. Taking the first five observations, they make for

B
E
D
F

1373

1381

1402

1385

4 = 343*2

4 = 349*7

4 = 359*5

4 = 359*7

+ 18= 1399

+ 36= 1438

+ 54= 1439
The average loss during the five observations is 73, so adding^,

^ , and
I
to E, D and F and divg. by five, it gives for

+ when F is to the inductric ball— 359*7

+ 5, 359*5

+ E „ „ 349*7

+ B „ „ 343*2
FDIII

No. 4. Rock crystal.
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The average of E and F gives 354*7] as inductive capacities in

„ „ B and D „ 351*6/ these directions,

according with the deduction in the last page^

4821. Here again then, the same direction differs according as its

terminal faces are towards the Inductric ball, F and D, the ends

of two cross directions, being very nearly alike. But the difference

is not very great and there may be errors of experiment here.

II AUGUST 1838.

4822. Proceeded to compare the = direction with the two +
directns. of Cube No. 4 Rock crystal. The face F was placed

upwards and the faces A, B, C, D were observed in that order.

The results are on the next page^. The charge of the apparatus

fell fast to-day. It was principally in the battery; the glass column

of the Rubber I think was cool. It would be well to remove that

connection perhaps during observations.

4823. A B C D balls 360°

. . 383

363

346

. . 325

303

302

. . 278

263

. . 233
222

217

. . 194

187

186

. . 167

286

144

I Par. 4819. ^ Par. 4823.
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4824. There is not one rise in these intervals. There is only one o

and that is in passing from + to = .

4825. The 12 intervals from + to = give an average fall of 6° -8.

The 12 intervals from = to + give an average fall of 12° -2. So

that the average fall of the apparatus for each interval is 9°
-5.

The rest is apparently due to a superiority of the direction = to

that of+

.

4826. The first six observations ofA= 1580

The six of B = 1495

„ C= 1463

D= 1401

The average loss during five observations at any one side is 200

;

the average loss for the six observations may therefore be taken

as 240, and ^, | and
|
being added to B, C and D, and the sums

divided by 6, will give estimates of the Specific inductive capacity

corresponding to these faces and directions. These are

for = when C is to inductric ball— 263-8) ^ r

- . A „ „ 263.3/=

+ B „ „ 259-1]
^

4827. This cube therefore gives but a small difference between
= and + as compared to the former; still, it is in the same

direction.

4828. Then compared direction AC and EF of same cube, the

face B being upwards. I began also for change with the face F.

F A E C balls 380°

• • 455
430

417 No. 4 cube.

393 Rock crystal.

• • 377

357

330

321

. . 312

291

280

266

. . 256

242

235

224

21-2
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F
218

206

198

181

175

171

189

165

• • 155

. . 147

. . 143

. . 139

4829. All the intervals are descending, though in variable pro-

portions.

4830. The 12 intervals from + to = give an average fall of 14° '2.

The 12 intervals from to + give an average fall of 10°
-7.

4831. Here therefore, the + direction EF is better than the =
direction AC.
4832. The first six observations of F make 1799

„ „ A „ 1701+ 70= 1771

„ „ E „ 1631+ 140- 1771

„ c „ 1558+ 210= 1768

The average loss during five observations of each side is 250,

so that 280 may be taken as the loss for the six observations—of

this
^, \ and | added to A, E and C as in former cases, and the

sums divided by six, will give

for = when A is to inductric ball— 295 'i

= ?j C „ „ 294-6

+ F „ „ 299-8

+ E 295-1

4833. Thus with this cube of Rock crystal, it appears that

+ direction FE has greatest spec, inductive capacity.

= „ AC has next greatest „ „

+ „ BD has least inductive capacity;

but the difference is [in] no case striking or remarkable in quantity.

Still, it is so as to direction, when compared with former results

of the same cube.

4834. Compared the dimensions of the Rock crystal cubes Nos. 2

and 4 carefully. There is a little variation and the faces are not
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quite parallel, but it so happens that the dimensions in the line

of the optic axis [are] in both cases larger than in the other direc-

tions. So that the differences are not due to any deficiency of bulk

in that direction.

4835. OfNo. 2 cube, the thickness from A to C is greatest,

„ „ B to D is a very little less,

„ „ E to F is smallest;

the direction =
,
AC, has much the greatest capacity,

„ „ + ,
EF, is rather better than BD,

„ „ + ,
DB, is rather less than EF.

The difference of the two latter corresponds with the difference

in their dimensions.

4836. Of No. 4 cube, the thickness from A to C decidedly largest.

E to F a little less,

B to D a Uttle less still;

but direction =
,
AC, has a capacity between the other two,

+ ,
EF, having the greatest capacity,

+ ,
BD, the least capacity- though of the smallest

dimension.

4837. As to the cause of the differences, other than crystalline

structure; there may be minute fissures in the crystals, but the

action of light does not point them out; or the crystallization may
be irregular; or the substance not pure: and here consider how
minute a quantity of matter will alter the conducting power of

water; so if a little in one corner of a cube, it may affect that

corner and explain not merely differences of force in the directions

but even in the faces.

4838. It is quite necessary to make the connexion between the

jars and their rods, etc. and also between the rods and the inductric

cylinder and jar, very perfect; otherwise small differences exist

to different extent at different times, and the inductric ball is not

kept in one steady falling state, but varies by fits and starts.

The lacquering of the rods is very dangerous under such circum-

stances.

4839. On the whole, it is perhaps best to separate the battery

from the Machine when it is once charged. Do so in future.

4840. Is perhaps also well to have repelled ball of Electrometer

charged rather highly, so that in fact the indication of (balls )
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may be much higher than that given by the first observation with

the cube. May then keep the inductric ball low, and have less

loss there.

4841. It is very easy with cubes of different substances to observe

the difference of Specific inductive capacity. Thus when the Cube
of Rock crystal No. 4 was in use, the induction through it (from

A to C) was 223, but when it was moved to one side so far that

its vertical side was in the line joining the inductric and inducteous

balls, thus, then the inductive force acquired by the carrier was
only 191°.

4842. In another case, with the same cube, the numbers were thus*.

4843. By using a plate with a straight edge and inducing first

through the middle and then the edge of the plate, and several

times in succession, probably very good results might be ob-

tained.

4844. Thus the mean of 139 and 121 gives 130° as the induction

when all the space was crystal ^or the moment when only one half

was crystal and the other air. For the half of crystal therefore

^= 65° may be taken, and that subtracted from 98° leaves 33°

for the effect of the Air—which would make the power of crystal

nearly twice that of air.

4845. Of course it is not exact, for the one half of crystal will

do more than each of the two halves of crystal, because the in-

ductive ball is not raised to so high a degree in the former as in

the latter case. But the advantage of making the cube the measure

of the distance and also that of keeping the inductric ball at the

same tension by the battery, whatever the inducteous ball is, are

important.

14 AUG. 1838.

4846. To-day worked again with the cube No. 3 of Iceland Spar.

4847. Found it a great improvement to separate the battery with

its Inductric ball from the machine after charging. There is much
less dissipation of electricity. Is also very important to have all

the metallic connections quite perfect.

4848. Found it also important to see that repelled ball of Electro-
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meter had no loose cotton hairs upon it. In gilding, it is better

to use a silk handkerchief to lay the gold, for if cotton wool is

used, some of the hairs adhere and then these rise up from time

to time and cause great irregularity of dissipation. Has been a

serious evil now and then.

4849. The cube No. 3 was used, comparing = and + on the

faces B, C, D, A. The face E of the cube was upwards. The results

are tabulated on the next page^

4850. + = + = balls 340°

B C D A
. . 187

179 Iceland Spar,

188 No. 3.

179

• . 173

176

174

169

. . 169

166

169

164

. . 160

158

157

157
. . 157

154

154

150
. . 147

147

147

143

• . 144

4851. There are four risings; they are [illegible] small; but most

from = to + .

4852. The 12 intervals from + to = give an average of 3*3 fall

for each interval. The 12 intervals from to + give an average

of 0*25 fall for each interval. So that + seems slightly to possess

the advantage over = .

^ Par. 4850.
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4853. The six first observations of B are 993 + 993
C „ 980 +11= 991

„ D „ 989 +22= loii

A „ 962 + 33 995
The average loss is 37*25 for | of the time, and therefore about

44 for the whole time-adding then
^, | and | to C, B [? D] and

A and dividing by 6, it gives the inductive force for the directions

as follows :

= when A is to the inductric ball as 165 '5] .

= C „ „ 165-11'
^

+ . B „ „ '^^'^167-1
+ . D „ „ 165-8/

4854. The average of A, C gives 992 for inductive capacity of

direction

„ B, D „ 1003 „ „
Here therefore, = less capacity than + .

4855. The next experiments were on faces A, E, C, F with the

face D upwards.

= + = + balls 420°

A E C F
306

312

305 Iceland Spar,

. . . 304 No. 3.

303

302

291

287

292
281

276

286

271

265

267

256

257
265

255

295

274

273

258

252

. . 248

4856. There are 8 risings from = to + , and only i from + to =
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The 12 intervals from = to + give an average rise of 2-4 for

each. The 12 intervals from + to = give an average fall of 7 for

each. Here therefore the + direction appears to have decidedly

the greatest inductive capacity.

4857. The six first observations ofA make 1694 . . . 1694

E „ 1724+14-75=1738
C „ 1659+ 29-5 = 1688

F „ 1656+ 44-25= 1700

The average loss for five observations is 49*5, and therefore

for the time of the six observations 59 about. Of this,
^, | and

|

added to E, C and F, and then dividing by Six will give for

= A is to inductric ball— 282-^1 o o r
^ o r

= 281-8 for = .= ^ 28i-3j

+ F „ „ 283.3/-
''^4^'' + -

4858. Thus = falls short of + , and E and F both differ much
from each other.

4859. The next experiments were with faces B, E, D, F of the

same cube No. 3, the face A being upwards.

B E D F balls 470°

. . 360

350

349

338 Iceland Spar,

• . 335 No. 3 cube.

343

330

327
• • 327

327

325

322
• . 317

315

311

308

• • 313

307
300

303
• • 303

303

297

• 299
• . 295
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4860. There are rising[s] both in passing from + BD to + EF,

and also in passing back from EF to BD.
4861. The 12 intervals from BD to EF give an average fall of
2°

'5. The 12 intervals from EF to BD give an average fall of 2°
'9.

4862. The 6 first observations of B make 1955 . . .1955

„ „ E „ 1945+ 15 . . i960

„ „ D „ 1912+ 30 • • 1942

1892+ 45 • • 1937
60 is the average loss during the six observations on each face.

Adding then \ and | to E, D and F and dividing by 6 it gives

for + when B is to the inductric ball 326 -...^

+ „ E „ „ 326-60--= 324*8

+ D „ „ 323-6--^= 324-7

+ F „ „ 322-8^

4863. So the two directions seem here to be very nearly equal

to each other.

4864. Now tried a few experiments, sometimes with the cube

thus —and then again thus or thus

( )•

4865. First with Cube No. 3 of Calc. Spar, with face A upwards

and face B to the inductric ball— the lines of inductive action being

therefore along + BD.

295

D •
^35'

. . 288'

. . 287'

230

231

. . 285'

. . 285'

4866. With cube equally placed, the average is 288. With cube
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half placed the average is 232-75. The difference 55*25 doubled

may be supposed to give the loss which would have happened

had the cube been entirely away, = 110*5, and this subtracted

from 288 gives the inductive force in air = 177*5. Hence the

inductive forces would appear to be in Calc. Spar, for this direc-

tion of+ BD,
4867. for Air . . 1 17*5 1 Ji

„ Spar . . 288 j (1*622

4868. Then took Cube No. i, or the first calc. spar cube, but it is

evidently much too small for the inductric and inducteous balls

used. However, face E was upwards, face C to the inductric ball.

o
133

133*

4869. The difference 16° being doubled = 32°, and subtracted

from 133° gives 101° as the force in air. Hence
In air . . . loi or i

in spar . . . 133 „ 1*31

but cube far too small to give full effect of calcareous spar. Part

of the induction was through the air around it.

4870. Now used the Rock crystal cube No. 2— side E being up-

wards, and the face A to the Inductric ball. No. 2 cube.

4871. . . 137 , r

: : (fi ...

120

127

121

120

. . 134

• . 134

4872. The average for central cube is 136*2. The average for the

half positions is 122*4. The difference 13*8, doubled and sub-

tracted from 136*2, gives io8*6 as the force for air.
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4873. So Air . . . io8-6 or i

Rock crystal . 136*2 or 1*254

4874. Cube No. 4, Rock crystal, face E upwards, C being towards

the Inductric ball.

*. • 341

: : cPo .

276

• • 330

4875. The average for the central cube is 336*5—and for the half

positions 275. The difference, 61*5, doubled and subtracted from

336*5, gives 213*5 as the force through air; thus

4876. Air .... 213*5 or I

R. Crystal . . 336*5 „ 1*575

4877. Again, with the same cube and faces, i.e. in the direction

CA.

4878 . 333

325

• • 3^7
. . 358

323

. 292

4879. Here are irregularities—but taking the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and

5th observations, the average for the central cube is 362*5 and

for the half positions 324. The difference, 38*5, doubled and sub-

tracted from 362*5 gives for

4880. Air ... . 285*5 or I

R. crystal . . 362*5 „ 1*27

4881. Must try all these expts. again with larger plates of di-

electric—and also have a perfect surface to the repelled ball of the

Electrometer, etc.

4882*. The diameter of the Inductric ball used in all these experi-

ments was 0*73 of an inch.

4883. I must try several cubes, central and halved.

4884. Must also try Cube No. 2 + and = with air, i.e. central

and halved.

[4882]
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+ + + + + +
4885. AC BD EF A C B D E F

R.C. No. 2 22 June (4695) IIOII
100^

103-4

£>3'S>

R.C. No. 2 25 June (4702) 132
zoo

119-5

t)o-5j

131-5

99' 62.

132-6

ZOO'^

II8-8

po
120-3

R.C. No. 2 25 June (4707) I2I-8

9359
120-5 120-8

92-82

122-8

94-3'S

120
C)2-^0

121

9297
I.S. No. I 25 June (4713) 1468

200
1455
99 - 1

1

146-8

zoo

146-8

zoo
145-5

99-11
145-5

99-11

I.S. No. I 25 June (4716) 121-7

iOO

119-25

97-98

122

200-24

120-5

pp
117-75 I20-75

99-22

I.S. No. I 25 June (4718) 244-3

98-66
226-8

91-59
244
98-54

244-6 228-6 225
90-86

I.S. No. I 25 June (4720) 2369
98-66

225-1

93-74

2^6-6

98-53
237-3

98-82

222-8

92-78

227-5

94-74

I.S. No. I 25 June (4728) 257
200

252-4

98-2 Z

254
98-83

260

zoz-zj

252-8 252
98-05

I.S. No. I 25 June (4732) 235-8

200
235
99-65

234
zoo-y6

237-6

zoo-y6

232-4
c;o JO

I.S. No. 3 6 Aug. (4750) 378-3

ZOO
387-3

Z02-38

370-6 386
Z02-OJ

3852
zoz-82

389-4
z 02-93

I.S. No. 3' 6 Aug. (4755) 176-3

zoo

180-3

Z02-2y

176-1

PP.9

176-6

zoo-zy

1 80-

1

Z02-z5

180-6

102-43

R.C. No. 4 6 Aug. (4760) 3239
zoo

317-6

9805
325-8
200-58

322-8

Pp-6'6"

311-6 323-5

R.C. No. 4 6 Aug. (4768) 152-2 151-3 150-1 154-1 149-5 153-1

zoo 99-4 98-62 zoz-24 98-22 zoo-59

R.C. No. 2 8 Aug. (4798) 210-7

zoo
198-8

9435
214-4

zoz-75
207
98-28

200-4

95- zz

197-3

R.C. No. 2 9Aug.(4786'^) 330-9
zoo

310-0

9368
332-7
200-54

329-1

99-45
314-2

94-95
305-8

92-4Z

R.C. No. 2 9 Aug. (4792^) 263-

1

zoo
243 -2

92-43

262-1

99-62

264-1

z 00-38
244-8

PJ-o<?

241-6

91-83

R.C. No. 2 9 Aug. (4799^^) 3646
zoo

342-7

94-0
367-7
200-85

361-5

99- 1

5

344-1

94'37

341-4

R.C. No. 2 9 Aug. (4803) 3I2-I

zoo
294-3

94-29

306-2

98-22
318-0

zoz-89

293-2

93-94

295-5

y4 00

R.C. No. 2 9 Aug. (4804) 3328
zoo

312-6 331-1

99-48
334-5
zoo-5z

313-1

94-08

312-2
/-> i? 7
i>J «3Z

R.C. No. 2 9 Aug. (4807) 227-1 229-3

94-54
230-5

p5-o

223-7

92- z

9

230-8

95- zz

227-8

93-87

R.C. No. 4 9 Aug. (4817) 351-6
98-

6

354-7

99-47
343-2
9G-24

359-5
Z00-8Z

349-7
98-06

359 7
zoo-87

R.C. No. 4 II Aug. (4823) 263-5

zoo

261-3

i?i?-z6'

263-3

P9-P-2

2638
zoo-zz

259-1

98-33

263-5

zoo

R.C. No. 4 1 1 Aug. (4828) 2948
zoo

297-4
200-88

295-1

zoo-z

294-6

99-93

295-1

zoo-z

299-8

zoz-y

I.S. No. 3 14 Aug. (4850) 165-3

zoo
167-1

zoz-09
165-5

Z00-Z2

I65I
99-88

168-5

zoz-93

165-8

zoo-j

I.S. No. 3 14 Aug. (4855) 281-8

zoo
286-4

202-63

282-3

Z00-Z7

281-3

99-82

289-6

z 02-77

283-3

zoo-53

I.S. No. 3 14 Aug. (4859) 324-8 324-7
zoz-(59

326
Z02-Z

1

323-6

zoz-35

326-6

Z02-29

322-8

zoz-z

^ Numbers in Italics are in red ink in the MS.
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ROCK CRYSTAL

CUBE NO. 2

ROCK CRYSTAL
CUBE NO. 4

ICELAND SPAR

CUBE NO. I

ICELAND SPAR
CUBE NO. 3

= + +
AC BD EF

= = + + + +
A r R D F FiT. V-< J-> U lit X.

( A f^C\ C ^ IIO'II 103-4

(AiaR^ 210-7 198-8

) 330-9 310-0 '272.-'7 ^^O'T IT/I'"? lOC'R

263-1 243-2 2.62-1 26/4-T 7AA'R 7AJ'f^

^47uz^ 132 119-5 172-6 tt8'8 r-trt")

364-6 342-7 767-7 16t-C lAA'f lATA

1^4503; 312-1 294-3 706-2 718-0 yckT'y -jnC'C

( A9,r,A\(^4004; 332-8 312-6 77I-I 77/1-C 7T7'T "yTy-t

I2I-8 120-5 T20*8 T'?'?'8 T'jn T*?!

^^40U7^ 227-1 229-3 27n-< 771"! 77n*8 7'?'7'8

(4760) 323-9 317-6 72<-8 722.-8 7TT'6 TJl'C

^^4523; 263-5 261-3 267-7 '»67-8 2CO*T 9(^7'C

152-2 151-3 TCn-T T<4'T T/IO'C TC7»T1)U X 1)4 1 i4y
5 ^53-'^

294-8 297-4 // V/ )

)

( A9,-tn\1^4517; 351-6 354-7 7 /( 7 • "7 7Cr»«C '> /Irt'T ocn.T343 2 359 ) 349 7 359 7

(4713) 146-8 145-5 T/(<^*8 T/<^»8 1 AZ'Z 1 AZ'C14^ 14^ ^

^^4725; 257 252-4 f c A i^rt ->('>• a "if"*X14 ^vjiw* ^ ^ .^N^Zi

v47i"; 121*7 119-25 i-iz 1 2.U ) ''7 7) 120 75

(4732) 235-8 235 ^34 -^37 " 237 232 4

244-3 226-8 X44 vJ 2t2t\

(4720) 236-9 225-1 776'6 '?77*7 777*8 777*C

(4750) 378-3 387-3 7'7n*^ 78<l 78C'7 780"/f

(A^cr^ 165-3 1 67-

1

T^^C'C t/^C'T t(i8*c t<>C'8

(4755; 176-3 180-3 I7t> I 170 loo 1 1 oo

(4855) 281-8 286-4 282-3 281-3 289*6 283*3

(4859) 324-8 324-7 326 323*6 326-6 322-8
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+ + + + + +
AC BD EF A C B D E F

(4695) 100^ S>3-£)

(4798) 100 94-35 zoz-yS 98-28 95- zz 93-^4

(4786X) 100 zoo-54 99-45 94-95 92-41

(4792^) 100 92'43 99-62 zoo-38 93-08 91-83

(4702) 100 90-53 99-62 zoo-

4

90 9i'i3

(4799'') 100 94 z 00-85 99' 1

5

94-37 93-(^3

(4803) 100 94-29 98-Z2 zoz-89 93-94 94-^8

(4804) 100 93-93 99-48 zoo-Sz 94'08 93-8Z

(4707) 93'59 92-59 92-82 94'3<5 92'20 92-97

(4807) 93-59 94-54 95-00 92- Z9 95' zz 93-87

100 93-59 93-31 99-99 100 94-19 92-88 93-28 93-342

(4760) 100 c)8'o5 ZOO'58 99-66 9<5-2 99-8y

(4823) 100 99' 99-92. ZOO'ZZ 98-33 zoo

(4768) zoo 99-4 98-62 zoz-24 98-22 ZOO'59

(4828) zoo zoo-88 ZOO'Z 99-93 ZOO'Z zoz'y

(4817) 9S'6 99-47 96-24 Z00-8Z 98'06 zoo-8y

100 98-60 99-92 99-80 100-23 96-92 100-23 98-79 101-052

(4713) zoo 99- i I ZOO zoo 99-11 99-

(4728) zoo 98-2Z 98-83 zoz-zy 98-3^ 98-05

(4716) zoo 97-98 zoo-24 99 9G'75 99'22

(4732) zoo 99-(55 99'23 zoo-y6 zoo'y6 98-56

(4718) 98-66 91-59 98-54 98-y8 92-32 90-86

(4720) 98-66 93-74 98-53 98-82 92-y8 94-74

100 98-66 95-74 99*57 100-23 98-63 98-69 95-65 95-842

(4750) zoo z 02-38 98 Z02-03 zoz-82 z 02-93

(4850) zoo zoz'09 Z00'Z2 99-88 ioz-93 ZOO'

3

(4755) zoo z 02-27 99-9 zoo-zy Z02'Z5 102-43

(4855) zoo zoz'63 zoo'zy 99-82 zo2'yy zoo-53

(4859) ioz-y3 zoz'69 102'

Z

zoz'35 Z02'29 zoz-z

100 IOI-73 101-86 99*54 IOO-22 101-95 IOI-53 102*40 101-352

1 Numbers in Italics are in red ink in the MS.
2 These Hnes are in pencil in the MS.
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4886. Expts. on interposition of different dielectrics across the

course of the Magnetic curves.

4887. A and B are two helices with iron cores, N the north pole

of a bar magnet placed between, G is a galvanometer—very-

delicate. A and B are so arranged that as the magnet moves from
one to the other, by a little lateral displacement, the currents

formed in them shall coincide, i.e. that as it moves from B and

towards A, the current occasioned by the falling of the mag.

forced in B and that occasioned by the rising of the Mag. force

in A shall accord and join in their effect to influence the galvano-

meter needle.

4888. A pendulum was arranged to vibrate isochronously with

the needle of the galvanometer. The interval between the Mag-
netic bar N and each of the iron cores was about i| inches. The
motion of the mag. pole isochronously with this pendulum and

to not more than the eight[h] of an inch to and fro between the

two helices, i.e. from one towards the other and back again,

quickly deflected the Galvanometer needle considerably. Hence
but little weakening of the effect on one helix, conjoined with a

little strengthening on the other, was quite sufficient to produce

a sensible effect.

4889. Had prepared plates of different substances for the pur-

pose of being introduced between the Magnetic pole and the ends

of the iron cores in the helices. For instance, the pendulum was

set swinging— then a copper plate introduced at n without touching

N or B,and kept there for the time during which the galvanometer

needle would swing one way. It was then withdrawn for the time

due to the swing the other way, introduced for an equal time,

withdrawn again and so on, in hopes to accumulate any effect

at the galvanometer needle.

4890. Sometimes two plates were used, one being introduced

at o whilst that at n was out, and then taken away whilst that at n

was in and so forth. Such was the general process of trial.

4891. Copper. Whether one or two plates were used, each being

0'7 of an inch thick, there was no effect at Galvanometer.
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4892. Shell lac. One or two plates, 0*9 of inch thick, produced

no action. Two wedge shaped plates were used to gradually change

the effect of introduction ; still no action.

4893. Sulphur. A plate 0-9 of inch thick; no action.

4894. A plate of iron., though thin, caused great action; a small

piece, as a key, also caused action readily. This was by diverting

part of the Mag. force of the bar from off the helix cores, but still

shews the sensibility of the apparatus to the other kind of action

sought for.

4895. It is possible, however, that different results may be ob-

tained when the iron cores are away— for the extra action of iron

and its relation to the magnet may over rule any effect due to

the variation of the force of induction of mere currents. This will

be settled when simple helices shall be substituted for the core

helices A and B.

23 AUG. 1838.

4896. Arranged the Magnet N and magneto-electric helix B thus

—the Galvanometer being unaffected by moderate motions of the

magnet. The arrangement was such that when the N. pole of the

magnet approached the end of the core in B, the north end of the

needle in the galvanometer moved westwards, and when magnet

receeded from the core, the motion of that end of the needle was
towards the east.

4897. Now introduced the edge of a copper disc | of an inch

thick between the pole and the core.

4898. Set the pendulum ( ) vibrating. Then revolved the

copper disc quickly during the time occupied by the needle (when
in motion) to pass in one direction— stopped the rotation for a

time equal to its return—renewed it for an equal portion of time-

stopped it again for an equal portion of time, and so on, for 8

or 10 alternations or more. Then examined the Galvanometer

needle.

4899. At first I obtained motions in the needle corresponding

to the rotation of the copper disc, but by investigation I dis-

covered this was due to the effect of the pressure required to hold

it steady whilst revolving, causing a slight bending of the table,

and so altering the distance of the pole and the core in a minute

FDIII 22
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degree. As this happened regularly with the vibration of the

pendulum, it soon produced a sensible effect.

4900. In fact, giving the same pressure at regular periods, without

rotating the disc, produced the deflection of the needle.

4901. This shews the delicacy of the arrangement; nevertheless

it was not able to shew any effect due to the rotating copper,

whether movg. one way or the other.

4902. Then put the copper plate oblique to the direction of the

magnetic curves thus, to ascertain whether that would make a

difference, but still no effect was produced.

4903. Shell lac disc o*6 of inch in thickness, rotated in the same

manners, produced no effect,

4904. Now used flat helices instead of the previous long helices

and cores. This was for the purpose of removing the action of

iron as regarded the helices. Each helix was of silked copper wire

arranged on a cardboard and containing feet of wire. They
were supported by feet and arranged thus*. The north pole of a

magnetic bar was between them and, as they were four inches

or more apart, it could be moved between them or they towards

it. When the pole was withdrawn from or introduced between

the flat helices equally to each, or when they were moved together

from or towards the pole equally, there was no current, the

tendency in the heHces being contrary to each other. But when
the mag. effect on one side was weakened whilst that of the other

was strengthened, then the currents produced in both helices

combined to influence the galvanometer. So if the pole were

moved from one helix towards the other, a strong current was at

once produced. Or when the helices, always kept at the same

[4904]
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distance from each other, were moved together to the right or

left, then a strong current was produced.

4905. Shell lac. Then used two plates of shell lac as before with the

Mag. Electric helices and cores ( ), but there was no action.

4906. Sulphur. The plate of this substance employed in the same

way. No action.

4907. Copper. The thick plates employed as before; no action.

4908. Used one of the flat Helices, the North pole of the magnet

and the revolving copper plate thus, but the copper acquired no

power of varying the effect by revolution. Whether moving or

quiescent, it was equally indifferent.

4909. Shell lac. Made a similar adjustment with the revolving

shell lac, but it was equally ineffective.

4910. Now made this experiment. Placed a helix and a magnetic

pole thus*. On moving the helix to and fro[m] the pole in accord-

ance with the vibrations of the pendulum, currents in its wire were

quickly formed and shewn by the galvanometer.

491 1. Put a thick plate of copper C against the magnetic pole,

between it and the helix: then moving the helix to and fro, cur-

rents were produced, just as easily and in the same direction as

before, though the copper was half an inch thick.

4912. With the same arrangement, made the helix stationary and

moved the magnet to and fro; the effect was the same and as

ready as before. Whenever the interval between the magnet and

helix was increased, a current was formed in the latter, which was
the same whether it was the helix or magnet which moved; and

so also when the distance was diminished.

4913. This is a very striking and important result.

4914. When a thick plate of sulphur was in place of the copper^

the effects were exactly the same.

4915. I do not think the intervening bodies have any effect on
the magnetic influence, whether they are in motion or at rest.

4916 1. Put the case thus. If a wire n have a current suddenly

sent through it, it tends to and will produce a contrary current

in the wire o; but suppose a thick copper rod /?, in form of a

ring, put on its other side, will not that divert some of the force

of n from 0} n and o may be two helices and p a thick block of

copper between.

[4910] t [4916]
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4917. If it does, it will shew that neighbouring matter has its

influence. If it does not, it will go greatly to shew that Electl.

and Magnetic action are essentially different in their nature.

4918. Must there not be some effect on non-conductors, lateral

to a wire carrying a current, correspondent to the effect on con-

ductors.^ Or is the action really a distant one and only on like

matter or on like kind of power It may be so.

25 AUG. 1838.

4919. The strange case of diamond and carbon, as well as those

of tourmaline and boracite, makes one look for something in

crystalline structure.

4920. Crystd. metals together in different directions heated per-

haps give currents.

4921. Crystals of conducting minerals, haematite, Elba iron.

Antimony, etc.

4922. Perhaps Mica a good dielectric across its plate because that

direction coincides with the optic axis.

4923. Try cubes of sulphur and shell lac, on faces A, B, C, D, etc.

4924. Excite one face of lac or sulphur cube first— then try the

effect.

4925. Bismuth point drawn over Bismuth plate: will it give an

electric current }

28 AUGUST 1838.

4926. Used three helices and a double galvanometer, i.e. a gal-

vanometer having two wires each 42 feet long, wound together

on one frame, so that separate currents could be sent through

them—found by trial that there was no connection between the

two wires ; each was independant of the other.

4927. The coils were arranged parallel to each other and about

I inch apart. The outer coils were connected each with one of the

wires of the galvanometer, and the middle coil was connected

with a V. battery, so that contact could be made or broken at

pleasure.

4928. It was ascertained first that when only coil A or coil B
was influenced by coil C, that either making or breaking contact

powerfully affected the galvanometer. But then the distances were
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adjusted so that the action of the two, being in contrary directions

at the galvanometer, no effect was produced there. At that

moment two opposite current[s] were produced but exactly equal

in effect.

4929. Put a copper plate D, 6 inches square and 0*6 of an inch

in thickness, between B and C, and then made and broke contact

as before. This caused not the sUghtest difference in the action

of C on A and B. Placed it between A and C; still no difference.

4930. Used a plate of sulphur 0-9 of an inch thick; still not the

smallest effect.

4931. Hence these interposed bodies do not in any way interfere

with the action, and that is very strange.

4932. The only difference that could escape me might be one of

time. The action might be quicker or slower through copper, air,

sulphur, etc.; and yet the sum of action being the same and the

time of vibration long, the result might be the same on the instru-

ment.

4933. I was puzzled a little at first by the needles changing their

magnetic state. But I soon found that the induced current was

able to give a magnetic charge or destroy it very easily on such

masses of steel as these small needles.

4934. The proof of non action of intermediate matter is not as

yet sufficient; for the effects of currents produced in copper and

non magnetic metals interfere. These being connected in all things

with nonconductors, as for instance in their contrasted state in

the induction by magnets, referred to in series (213).

4935. In considering the induction of currents^ remember the

circumferential effect cannot be disturbed in degree, i.e. no power

can be drawn from the left of a wire carrying a current by any

thing, as copper, or any action, present or exerted on the right.

Such is not the case in the induction of Static electricity. Nor is

it the case with Magnetic forces exerted as poles. Must consider

and relate this.
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4936. At the Adelaide Gallery, to make a few experiments with

the Gymnotus there. Present Mr Bradley, Mr Watkins and
Mr
4937. The Gymnotus was brought to this country about 4 weeks
ago. It is about 3 feet 6 inches in length; is in a round large tub

of warm water (at 74^-78°) with some sand at the bottom-has not

fed whilst here or on the passage to this country, and is probably

very languid, though he gives good shocks when one's hands are

well disposed.

4938. I had a few shocks some days ago, and then, as now, found

that when one hand or arm was put into the water (which was

not above 8 inches deep), the electric shock was comparitively

trifling.

4939. Whether the hand was at the head or towards the tail,

shocks could be obtained, but strongest about the neck, and then

at a part extending from six inches from the tail to the middle

of the body.

4940. Only the part in the water was affected. If the hand merely

was in, the shock was very slight and pricking in the joints. When
the hand and part of the arm was in, it was better, and especially

if the direction of the hand and arm was coincident with the direc-

tion of the fish.

4941. Whether the hand was on the back or the belly of the fish,

made no sensible difference.

4942. On putting the two hands into the water, if they were both

applied to the same part of the fish, or to the top and bottom at

the same part of the fish as to length, the shock was trifling just

as before with one hand, and did not reach out of the water, and

this whatever part of the fish, as head or tail, they were applied to.

4943. But on separating the hands in the direction of the fishes

body, then shocks out of the water were felt. Thus with one hand

towards the head and the other towards the tail, very powerful

shocks were given. When two of us joined hands to make one

circuit, both were strongly affected in this manner.

4944. As the hands came nearer together, or as the line joining
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them approached more towards that which was vertical to the

fishe's body, the shocks became less and less until they resumed

the former character and did not extend to the parts out of the

water.

4945. It was evident that the shock was strongest from the head

to the tail. All the experiments tended to shew that the part

towards the head was in the state of one end of a voltaic battery

or one side of a Leyden arrangement, and the part towards the

tail in the opposite state. Every thing accorded with this view.

4946. I never obtained a shock with either one or two hands,

without touching the fish. At the same time, if the hand towards

the head touched the fish, a strong shock was obtained when the

hand towards the tail was not in contact by 2, 3 or 4 inches.

4947. I doubt not the fish could give shocks without either hand

touching the fish, if he were so disposed by any circumstance.

4948. I do not believe the fish knows whether his shock is

effectual, or whether it is felt much or little. I think that at all

times when he shocks, he sends a great force of current through

the water around him, which the experimenter is not sensible

of.

4949. To-day, we endeavd. to determine the direction of the

current external to the fish.

4950. We had a galvanometer which, when the wire Z had a piece

of Zinc attached to it, and the wire P a piece of platina, and these

brought against the tongue, was deflected as in the figure. Hence
such a deflection indicates an electric current in the direction of

the arrows.

4951. The wires Z and P being lengthened, platina plates were

made fast to both, and it was first ascertained that immersion of

these in the water of the tub did not produce a current or deflect

the galvanometer.

4952. These plates were then put into the water, and one being

brought near the head or tail, the other was made to touch the tail

or head until the fish gave the Shock.

4953. Plate P was held near the tail, and plate Z brought into

contact with the neck. Immediately the galvanometer needle was
deflected about 5° in the direction marked, shewing a current

indicated in direction by the arrow heads.
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4954*. Then plate P was brought near the head and plate Z made
to touch the tail part. Immediately the needle was deflected as

in the figure, the contrary way to the former, shewing a current

as figured by the arrow.

4955 1. Another experiment, in which both head and tail were

touched by the respective plates, and the deflection was as repre-

sented.

4956. Thus the Gymnotus can deflect the galvanometer, and the

direction of the needle shews that the fore part of the fish is

Positive and the posterior part negative, i.e. the current without

the fish is from head to tail. Whether there is one within him
from tail to head is a question to be considered.

4957. The fish seems in the condition of a tourmaline.

4958 . Whether the head or the tail was touched made no difference

in the direction.

4959. Then tried Electrical decomposition of Iodide of potassium

on paper between a plate of Platina and a wire of platina. Soon

obtained abundant decomposition, and when the wires were ar-

ranged thus, iodine was evolved against the end of the wire Z,

^ the other end being at the head of the fish. Shewing a current as

figured by the arrows,

.r^ 4960. Again, in another experiment the same result, still giving

the same direction for the current.

4961. Other experiment[s] were of the same kind.

4962. Once or twice I thought I had decomposition when the

wire from the posterior parts was on the paper, but am doubtful.

Besides, if he gave a spark, that might be the case.

4963. Tried to obtain a spark with a file and a blade, but did not

succeed.

4964. Thinking the fish might be fatigued, suspended all further

experiment and changed his water.

5 OCTR. 1838.

4965. The Gymnotus appears to be in good health still, but does

not feed. Some blood is put into his water over night and left

in until the next morning, when the water is changed for fresh.
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He has small gravel at the bottom of his tub, and looks very well

indeed in the clear water, which can now be retained in that state.

He seems active and in good health. The eye which was injured

is lost but the wound healed.

4966. When touching him at the neck only with one hand, I did

not feel a shock. But when the other hand was also at the body
lower down, six inches or more, then had the shock powerfully.

4967. I put one hand near to but not touching at the neck, and

the other near to but not touching near the tale. Mr Gassiot (who
with Mr Bradley were present), then touched the fish with a glass

rod, and after a few moments he gave me a strong shock though

I was not touching him.

4968. Sometimes his shocks are double or triple, i.e. two or

three in very rapid succession. This is an important fact. It was

so in this case.

4969. We now proceeded to ascertain the chemical action, using

the same plates and wires of platina as before. Beautiful results

were at once obtained. Thus, when the platina wire belonging to

the plate near his head rested at the other extremity on paper

dipped in solution of iodide potassium, decomposition was ob-

tained on irritating the fish, and iodine evolved against the end

of that wire.

4970. When that wire was made to touch at the part towds. the

tail, there was no evolution of iodine against it.

4971. When the first arrangement was restored, there was again

decomposition against the end of the wire and iodine evolved

there.

4972. These results agree with the former and give the course

of the current from the anterior to the posterior parts of the fish,

out ofhis body. The fore parts are positive, the hind parts negative.

4973. Now made galvanometrical experiments. The galvano-

meter was the same as before. When zinc was connected with a

and platina with ^, the North end of the needle was deflected to

the east. Such deflection therefore shews a current going through

the galvanometer wire from b to a,

4974. After a few trials, obtained two beautiful results, in which

the Platina plates in the water were brought into good contact

with the body of the fish, and he fairly touched and excited.
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4975. In the first, the wire from a was made to touch near the

tail on the left side of the fish, and the wire from b made to touch

near the head on the right side. On touching the fish, at first all

was quiet, and then suddenly the needle started off, the north end

full 30° to the east, indicating a current and a very powerful one

from the head of the fish through the instrument towards the tail.

4976. The expt. was repeated, but now the wire from a touched

the fore part on the left side, and the wire from b the hinder part

on the right side. After a moment or two, the fish gave forth

his power, the needle was strongly deflected full 30° to the W.
at the north end, shewing a current as before from the anterior

to the posterior parts external to the fish.

4977. I think the fish knows when he shocks a thing that can

feel; the mechanical spasm caused in them being probably the

indication to him. If touched by my two hands, he will give

shock after shock, but if touched by things that remain quiescent

under the shock, he remains himself quiet or requires much more

stimulating.

1838. 15 SEPTR.

4978. This evng. at 9 o'clk. There was a fine Aurora borealis at

Brighton, where I saw it. Streamers—much general light in the

N.W. and two strong streaks or streams in the sky in S.W., high

up. All these streams pointed not to the Zenith, but to a point 20°

or more S.E. of the Zenith.

4979. There had been Aurora two nights before, but I did not

see it.

16 SEPTR.

4980. Aurora again at Brighton on the evng. of this day, Sunday

:

was as a strong general light.

OCTR. 1838.

4981. Marianini has a clever paper on my chem. proofs of theory

of Voltaic pile. I am reading it and think I see the way through it.

It is probably so important as to deserve an answer; I mean that

the answer may be made not merely controversial but a real

elucidation of the subject. Mem. dell. Soc. Ital. di Scienza di

Modena, xxi, 205.
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4982. In that case, in answer to the first part, shew that Electrolyte

opposes its chem. affinity force to the current and make the

difference.

4983. Shew power of retardation by a reversed pair, using a

voltameter instead of a galvanometer.

4984. Investigate retardation of a metal contact current by an

interposed electrolyte; using for that purpose a thermo electric

current able to deflect a certain No. of degrees.

4985. If Marianini might say that this current is not so intense

or powerful as a metallic contact current. Pray why not }

4986. Put at a the Nitro sulc. acid motor, and at h first hydriodate

of potassa— then metallic contact; and observe the relative results.

Then put at a a thermo electric motor and at as before. If

metallic contact at a is so effective at 6 in the latter case, why not

in the former ?

4987. Can make l> a metallic contact which, according to Marianini,

ought to give a current one way or the other; yet in connection

with the following expts. on sulphurets, it does not matter which

way it is.

As to Sulphuret ofpotash.

4988. Why does not Sulrt. of copper, according to Marianini,

form a current after it is made as well as during making; if not

chemical } Try sulphur with other metals.

4989. Try to obtain currents with ready made sulphurets of

copper and Iron, etc. etc.; according to Marianini they should

give currents without chem. action.

4990. Search for a connector which will not produce a current

by contact, according to Volta, as for instance perhaps fluoride

of lead—then try its thermo electric relation and try to apply it

in the investigation.

4991. Search for two or three metals in which the thermo electric

order and the contact order are not the same, according to Marianini

or Volta. Search also for chem. order and deduce some arguments

from these.

4992. If metallic contact effective, then effect should vary with

quantity of surface of metallic contact, as it does with quantity

of surface of acting plate.

4993. When really originating from metallic contact, as in thermo
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electric current, then does it not vary with size of surface of

contact? Try.

OCTR. 15, 1838.

4994*. Made some experiments to-day with a Leyden Jar and

battery in imitation of the effects of the Gymnotus. a, a brass ball

2I inches in diameter with a metal rod c—b, 3. brass ball 3^ inches

in diameter with a metal rod d. The balls were each wrapped in

several folds of cloth and then tied firmly on to a board, so as

to stand at the bottom of a pan of water: e and/were glass tubes

passing loosely over the stems. The balls a and l> were 7 inches

apart. The water in the pan was 17I inches long: 13 inches wide

and 5 inches deep. By connecting c with the outside of a charged

jar or battery and d at the proper moment with the inside, then

at the moment of the discharge, the electricity would pass through

the water between and about a and and more or less resemble

that passing in the water about the body of the Gymnotus.

4995. I had two electro collectors made of copper plate and wire.

They were saddle shaped so as to go over the back of the Gymnotus
or over the balls. They were open about 3 inches—about 3I high

and 2| wide (along the lower edge). The wires brazed to them

were about the ^ of an inch thick and 8 feet long.

4996. These were as the hands, or as collectors of Electricity,

from the gymnotus, and when used with the balls were put over

them, the many folds of wet cloth being of course between them

and the balls: and the wires were made to pass as in the figure,

and not in between the two balls.

4997 1. May now represent the whole arrangement thus, c was

permanently connected with the outside of the Jar or battery,

but d only occasionally connected when the discharge was wanted,

and this connection, which may be called was sometimes

metallic throughout and sometimes consisted in part of wet string.

The effects were looked for at x.

4998. First a good sized jar fully charged was used, and when
the communication k was metallic, a large bright spark could be

obtained at x. Then also a shock could be obtained on applying

the hands at x,

1" [4997]
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4999. But when 10 inches of thick double wet string made part

of communication then no spark or shock could be obtained

at X.

5000. In the latter case, the lowering of the intensity gave time

for the water between a and b to carry all the electricity; none

passed at x.

5001. Hence this jar does not hold electricity enough to at all

equal that of the Gymnotus, for when it is so lowered in intensity

as not to give a spark at which the Gymnotus electricity cannot,

not under the same circumstances, do, then there is no shock by
the collectors in the hand, which the gymnotus can do.

5002. I made myself part of the circuit at X:, also including the

wet string, so as to feel the reduced primary shock: the shock

was rather strong.

5003. Using such thick and wet string, the spark at the Jar was
flamy and dull, but still pretty sudden and the sound rather sharp.

5004. Now used the large Leyden battery of fifteen jars.

5005. A high charge, with the double string at X:, gave no spark

at X even when a very narrow interval in a strip of tin foil fixed

on shell lac was used.

5006. Employed 6 folds of the same thick string well wetted,

the hank being 8 inches only in length. I then obtained a feeble

shock at x-hui no sensible spark.

5007. Using the same charge and same six fold string at X:, but

putting the hands into the water near the balls a and I obtained

a shock very much like that of the gymnotus shock at the Adelaide

rooms.

5008. Assuming this to be the quantity and intensity therefore

of a gymnotus shock, I again endeavd. to obtain a spark at x
by a divided line of tin foil on shell lac, but could not, even when
the fingers (dry), which held the wires of the collectors against

the tin foil, felt the shock sensibly.

5009. Obtained polar decomposition of Iodide Potassium solu-

tion at X very easily, even when battery charged lowly only.

5010. Had made a helix on a quill, and using annealed needles,

could easily render them magnetic at x.

501 1. I think this arrangement is not far off a feeble or moderate

gymnotus shock.
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5012. Was at the Adelaide Gallery again
;
present Mr Bradley and

Mr Gassiot. The fish had not had his water changed yet. Used
the copper collectors, introduced at x my little helix containing

22§ feet of wire (on a swan quill), and also one of Harris' thermo

instruments, with the fine wire stretched across it, both being

in the series at once.

5013. After touching the fish once or twice, could not tell by
Harris instrument that any shock had passed, but examining the

needle in the helix, found it a magnet. The arrangement was thus

:

the S end of the needle pointing to the S. and the N end to the

north; consequently the current had been from anterior parts,

through the wire to the posterior parts of the fish.

5014. Ascertained experimentally that the discharge of a Leyden
jar sent in the same direction through the helix produced a magnet

in the same direction.

5015. Now experimented with chemical action on iodide of

Potassium at but calling one collector A and the other B. Then
A was applied at the middle of the fish and B near the head or

rather neck; the end of the wire attached to B evolved iodine,

was positive and therefore the current was as marked by the

arrows.

5016. Then applied B towards the tail, still keeping A at the

middle, and now the wire ofA was Pos., it having been negative

before. So a part in the middle, which is negative to the parts

before it, is positive to those behind it: or—anterior parts are

positive to posterior parts, which are negative.

5017. Now endeavd. to ascertain whether three or four persons,

each forming a separate circuit, could be shocked at once and

without touching the fish; i.e. whether the discharge is in every

direction through all the surrounding water or other conducting

matter. To understand this must know that the tub, in which the

fish is, is 46 inches in diameter, being circular, and the depth of

water at the time 3I inches. The fish himself is 40 inches long to

the tip of the tail. The general arrangement of things was as in

the following diagram*.

* [5017]
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Mr Gassiot had his hands in the water at 5 and 6. I had mine
in at 3 and 4, taking care not to touch the fish; and Mr Bradley

had his hands at i and 2, it being his office to touch and provoke
the fish to discharge. For the first few touches he would not

satisfy us, but suddenly he gave a shock which startled us all and

was perfectly satisfactory as to the generality of the discharge.

Mr Gassiot evidently felt it least, and I dare say Mr Bradley most.

That which I felt was as strong as any I had before received from

the fish.

5018. It will be a good thing to keep the hands in the water, to

know in experiments when the fish has given a discharge.

20 OCTR. 1838.

5019. At Mr Gassiot's, Clapham, to see the effect he has remarked

of strikingly higher temperature at the Positive than at the Nega-
tive wire, when a good voltaic battery is discharged through Air.

His battery was Daniell's, with brown paper instead of mem-
brane, etc., pr. of plates. It gave a discharge through Air

about I inch long. This Arc of discharge was beautifully affected

by a magnet and in consequence of the related actions, curiously

extinguishedhy it; i.e. when the arc was forced by magnetic action

to go in the contrary way to the rising current of hot air, and so

the discharge driven from hot particles of air on to cold ones

instead of being retained on the hot ones. The cold air could not

discharge through the ^ of an inch, whilst the hot air could

through half an inch.

5020. Besides the action of heat—does not the long arc of dis-

charge shew the tendency of discharge to continue discharge, as

stated generally in the xii and xiii series.

5021. Then for the particular phenomenon. Two thick copper

wires, terminations of the battery, were crossed, and when dis-

charge had occurred were separated a quarter of an inch or so,

so as to continue the discharge between the two. Both wires

heated, but the Positive far more than the other. It became red

hot to the end, whilst the negative wire was black hot.

5022. When two thick platina wires were used, the effect was
still better.

5023. There could be no doubt but that more heat was evolved
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between the air and positive wire than between the air and negative

wire.

5024. The effect is, I believe, one of the many beautiful relations

of Positive and Negative surfaces to the dielectric between them.

It would be well to try the effect between platina wires in many
gases and vapours; Oxygen and Nitrogen compared ; also Vapour
of Mercury.

22ND OCTR. 1838.

5025. Experimented this morng. with the apparatus ( ) in

the ante lecture room and the large machine and Leyden battery,

using the primary current, i.e. one taken directly from the wires

of the balls and not from plates put near those balls in the water.

The effect, as was expected, was nearly the same.

5026. Thus, when the string at k was eight folds of thick wet
loose cord (the skein being about 12 inches long), the hands, put

in the water near the balls a and felt a moderate Gymnotus
shock, a full charge of the great Leyden battery being use[d]—

and when the well wetted hands were applied to the wires at

the effect was about the same.

5027. I could not obtain a spark at x over the smallest interval

whilst both balls a and b were in the water. But when I took one

out, I obtained a good spark at though a quiet one, analagous

to that at d but not so large.

5028. In the Evng. at the Adelaide Gallery, to obtain further

results, as the heating power, the spark, and certain effects de-

pendant upon the current of Electricity around the fish.

5029*. The Saddle conductors ( ) I have fitted up with

caoutchouc, covering them over on the outside by sheets of that

substance kept in form by attached pieces of whalebone. The
lower edges of these sheets extended outwards and the two curved

edges were first made to converge and then split a little, so as to

give way yet adapt themselves to the body of the fish. So when

* [5029]
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plates of glass were put into the tub under the fish as a pavement;

and when the Gymnotus was over them, these conductors were

pressed down upon two different parts of his body. These parts

were considerably insulated to what they would be if exposed in

every direction to the discharging effect of the water.

5030. I also had two small collectors made thus*; A was a disc

of copper i| inches in diameter, brazed by a copper rod c to a

copper cylinder B. The part of the rod c dit d was covered with

caoutchouc, to insulate it. By grasping the handles B in a well

wetted hand and applying the discs A to different parts of the

body of the fish, the effect from those parts could be better

distinguished than when the large surface of the hands was im-

mersed. They acted very well.

5031. Chemical action. This was obtained abundantly on Iodide

of Potassium as before. Collector at anterior part was positive.

5032. Made Magnets. We permanently magnetised several small

needles in my helix. Daniell, Owen and others took specimens.

5033. We used Harris' thermo electrometer (the stretched wire)

putting at once the Galvanometer, his instrument and the mag-
netizing helix into the circuit. By the same shock the fish deflected

the galvanometer, raised the temperature in Harris' instrument

and made a magnet.

5034. Evolution of heat. The rise of temperature was quite

evident, but the amount of effect not much. The elevation was

about half a degree on the instrument.

5035 1. Deflection of the Galvanometer. The north end of needle

went 40° to the East. The same direction of deflection was pro-

duced when the wire which was near the head was made to touch

the copper, and that near the tail brought against the zinc of a

single voltaic circuit. Hence the current was from the anterior

through the instrument to the posterior parts of the fish, as before.

5036. The magnet made in the helix was found as represented, so

that it also indicated, as before, and as always, the same direction

of the current.

5037. Spark. Then tried for the spark thus. A good magneto
electric coil, with a core of soft iron wire, had one extremity

made fast to the end of one of my collectors ( ) and the

* [5030] t [5035I
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other fixed to a new steel file. Another file was made fast to the

end of the other collector. One person rubbed the point of one

of these files over the face of the other, whilst another person

put the collectors over the fish and endeavoured to excite him
to action. The object was, by making and breaking contact very

frequently, to catch the moment of the current through the wire,

and breaking it during the current, to make it sensible as a spark.

5038. The spark was obtained four times. Many saw it. I saw
it only once, being engaged at the fish. We tried by friction alone

of the files to produce the like effect, but did not, and considering

all the circumstances, I am fully satisfied it was the Electric spark;

thus obtained by these collectors whilst the fish was in the water.

5039. Those who held the wires obtained shocks at these times.

I felt them frequently. They were very small unless the hands

were wet and in extensive contact with the wires. The effects are

analagous to those of a voltaic battery, i.e. to Electricity of great

quantity but low tension.

5040. Now with reference to the current in the water all round

the fish. Every part of the water is for the moment filled with its

influence and conducts, and the fish causes on all sides of him,

above and below him, a current of Electricity from his anterior

to his posterior parts. The lines in the diagram may generally

represent this, but those which would accurately represent lines

ofequal force would doubtless difl*er somewhat in form from them.

5041*. This may represent a vertical section of the fish in the

water in a circular tub; and the followingt may represent the

horizontal section.

5042. When small collectors ( ) were applied at i, 3, or

I, 4, or 3, 6, etc. etc., good shocks were obtained so as to shew

their efficacy.
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5043. When one person had the hands at 3, 5; another at 8, 9,

and I applied and excited him at 1,2, the first felt a strong shock,

the second a weaker, but I felt scarcely anything.

5044. When I touched 3, 4, and another 3, 5, 1 felt scarcely any-

thing ; the other a strong shock.

5045. When one as A had hands at 12, 13, and B had hands at

8, 9, the latter felt a considerable shock and the former, by com-
parison, but little.

5046. When one took a strong shock at the first, another at

10, II, and another at 14, 15, felt smaller ones.

5047. When one hand only was in, the shock was only in the

part immersed.

5048. I excited him by touching at 16, 17, and felt a small shock,

but another person at 8, 9, felt rather a powerful one.

5049. When touching with both hands in at 3, 4, or 5, 6, or

I, 2, 1 obtained merely a shock in the part of the hands immersed.

5050. When touching back and belly at the same section of the

body of the animal (perpendicular to his axis), I had the effect

only in the parts immersed— not in the arms or body.

5051. All these effects accord with the general view of the direc-

tion of the force already given. But what an enormous quantity

of electricity there must be, to give such a general and universal

shock.

5052. A live gudgeon was put into the water. Perhaps he was

shocked now and then, but he was not killed and eaten. Indeed

he must have had shocks frequently whilst we were at work.

5053. At last he took up his position, very frequently, with his

nose close to and opposite the nose of the Gymnotus and re-

mained there. Now this is a place of no discharge, and probably

the fish found that out; but at the same time, it is the place of

feeding for the Gymnotus if he had been hungry, and it would
appear that this may be a natural provision to drive his prey

towards his head and mouth.

5054. There were present to-day Bradley, Gassiot, Owen,
Daniell, Wheatstone, Dr. Todd, Young, Cowper, Anderson,

Monyhan.

5055. Zinc and Platina plates were put into the water on each

side of the head of the Gymnotus. He seemed to be more an-

23-2
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noyed by them when connected than when not, but neither he

nor the Gudgeon cared much for them.

5 NOVR. 1838.

5056. At Adelaide Gallery to see Mr Bradley and fish. Under-

stand from him that till my paper is given in to R.S., the fish is

to be reserved to me. If it were not so, I could not think the

paper worth receiving by the R.S. and would cancel it.

5057. The Gymnotus is in excellent health, very active and

hungry. He follows the finger or any thing else put in the water.

5058. His mode of examining the water for prey is curious, and

influenced, I have no doubt by his loss of one eye. The left eye

is gone. As he moves on, after about a foot, he turns his head to

the left and so makes a circle, after which he goes a little further

and makes another. This was not always the case but very

generally.

5059. On tapping the wood of the tub on the edge, the fish

became quickly aware of it and active, and gave a shock, it being

felt by Mr Bradley, who happened accidentally to have his hands

in a considerable distance off at the other side of the tub.

5060. On putting a live fish in, about 6 inches long, the Gymnotus
was instantly active and killed it at once in a remarkable manner.

It was dropped in by the side of [his] neck. He instantly made a

sort of coil or circle round, and there was the fish dead and stiff,

with its side floating to the light. He had killed it in the instant.

After this he turned about more leisurely, looking for it, and

when he had found it took it^ across in his mouth, but not being

able thus to swallow it, he let it go, and then laid hold of it end

ways and quickly bolted it. He still remained very active, searching

for more food, so that another fish, much smaller, was given him,

and this he swallowed apparently without shocking or killing it.

^ In the manuscript, folio volume ni finishes at this point. The following

words of par. 5060 are from the first page of folio volume iv.
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5061. It is very evident that when coiled round the fish the

gymnotus shock will be most powerful on the fish enclosed.

5062. It is also very evident that, the larger the fish to be killed^

the more powerful will be the shock it will receive, with the same
exertion on the part of the gymnotus.

5063. Humboldt says the fish eats little and often. So that he

probably has a quick digestion. It is said that things killed by
Electricity quickly putrefy; nor is such an effect inconsistent with

the sudden disturbance of the chemical affinities of the elements of

the animal, considering it for the time as an electrolyte. Now there

may be a direct relation between the digestive powers of the fish

and the previous preparation of the food by the shock which it

passes through it. Consider this and inquire further into the

change of food by a strong discharge through it.

26 NOVEMBER 1838.

5064. Have made a little revolving file and fixed it on Daniell's

whirling table; then using this and a Henry's coil, I succeeded this

evng. in getting the spark from the Gymnotus again and again,

sometimes between the revolving plate and a needle of steel and

sometimes between it and copper ; so that no mere attrition could

have caused it. Also I had the shock, holding the wires at the

moment the spark occurred.

5065. The spark was seen by Messrs Christie, Broderip, Roget,

Gassiot, Bradley, Watkins, Clift, Anderson, Murray (at New-
man's), Young, Cowper, Wheatstone and self.

5066. Tried Mr Wheatstone's apparatus. It did not do. It is

beautiful in principle but requires more electricity.

5067. Tried for tension on gold leaves but could not.

3 DECR. 1838.

5068 . At Adelaide gallery : Wheatstone, Talbot, Bradley, Watkins,

Gassiot, Young, Cowper and self.

Wheatstone's apparatus did not do.

5069. Used Gold leaf Electrometer, 2 leaves : obtained no attrac-
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tion of leaves, but a beautiful direct spark between the two balls

above— the distance very small. The evng. was for Wheatstone's

expts. principally.

22 DECK. 1838.

5070. At Gallery again: Royle, Wheatstone, etc. etc. Had ex-

cellent spark with my revolving apparatus; sparks bright and 4 or

5 at once, i.e. in very quick succession. Good decomposition.

Very powerful deflection and magnetization. Shock through

7 persons joining hands wetted. Could obtain no evidence of

heating the wire.

5071. In the Afternoon previously I saw him strike and eat three

fish. His mode of ingulphing them very curious : they seem to

dart into his mouth, he so powerfully draws them in by the current

of water which he forms.

I MARCH 1839.

5072. Daniell has had a battery of, I think, 100 large cells at work

^ and I was there. The following are certain results of transmission,

-tJ) heat, etc. etc. obtained with it, and very important on general

'I
principles. The terminations may be represented thus.

5073. First with the interrupted discharge, as in Gassiot's expt.,

the Pos. or P termination is far the hottest,

5074. When P is charcoal brought opposite to mercury as N, then

there was a chattering sound and less volatilization of mercury.

When P was the mercury and N the charcoal, there was a con-

tinual hiss and rapid abundant volatilization of the mercury.

5075. When P and N were both charcoal, then there is a trans-

ference of carbon from P to N, for P decreases and becomes

hollowed whilst N increases and has tubercles formed on it which

project into the cavity of P. That is, the hottest decreases, the

coolest increases.

5076. When P was platinum (a fuzed globule) and N charcoal,

then platinum travelled from P and was found on the surface of

the N charcoal, encrusting it in covering drops: very beautiful.

When P was charcoal and N a thick rod of platina, the latter was

saved from melting and was covered with a thick coat of carbon

which afterwards came off like a cap from the end of the platina

rod.
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SOJJ*. All these effects seem to me to be simple consequences of

the greater heat evolved at the P. surface compared to that at the

N. surface. Thus, charcoal and platinum are volatilized in the

course of the discharge and the space between is filled with their

vapour. Now this will of necessity distil from the hotter to the

cooler side and the transference is always in that direction. It is

just like the water in the two bulbs of the cryophorus distilling

from the hotter to the colder side. The phenomena with mercury

is of the same character when the mercury is P.; it is much hotter

and more is volatilized than when it is N.

5078. I do not mean to say there is really no other reason for the

transfer—but this one seems quite sufficient as respects these facts

alone.

5079. Query the relation of the difference of the heat at the two
surfaces to thermo electricphenomena : there must be a close relation

some how or other. Make it out.

5080. This battery had no sensible striking distance, not even

when the wires forming the interval were heated by a mouth blow
pipe. I should like to try an oxy-hydrogen blow pipe heat.

5081. When according to Herschell's suggestion an electric spark

was sent across the interval, it did determine the Voltaic discharge.
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5082. I had an apparatus to shew Davy's elevations. They were

not visible with large wires but came out with small ones. They
were nothing like so powerful and striking as I expected.

5083. Subjectfor investigation. Whether vapours of metals do not

really conduct and whether there are not differences as to con-

duction and insulation amongst vapours and gases, as there are

amongst solids and liquids.

5084. Many experiments can be brought to bear upon this point

—thus, discharge of voltaic battery across striking distance in

vapours of Mercury, Zinc, Arsenic, etc. etc. etc. as compared to

Air, sulphur, etc.

5085. Discharge between poles of Carbon and metals would

agree with the supposition.

Must examine this point some day soon.

22 MAY 1839.

5086. The following references ^ are some left unused in the

writing of Series XI, XII, XIII, XIV. I do not know that they

are of further use, but because of my bad memory would rather

keep them together here, least I may want them.

Is electricity on the electric or conductor.^ 2468-99, 2507, 16,

17, 19? 35? 95? 9^? 97, 2648, 33, 50, 51, 52, 2706, 73, 78, 83, 84,

2860, 73, 74, 3591.

On exterior of conductors: 3508, 2709-12.

State of the interior of Do.: 2634-37, 49, 97, 98, 99, 2702-05,

36, 41, 46, 47, 49, 51, 52, 2816-20, 30-41, 70, 52-59.

Influence of form: 2470, 72-94, 2664-2705, 13, 14, 22, 37, 38,

39? 53? 54? 2813.

Large cube: 2808-25, 30-41, 43-59.

Points: 2470, 83, 85, 87-91, 98, 99, 2699-2701,04, 15-24, 28-30,

38, 40, 2826, 27, 2854, 61, 63, 3244, 47-97, 3306-9, 52-63, 71-90,

3433? 35? 3583.

Drops: 2595, 3298-3305, 19-50, 91.

Action of lateral force here on point.

Motions of mercury in acids and solutions: 2533, 34, 3477.

Separation of plates under induction: Beccaria 3578, 2506-15,

51, 2864, 65, 74, 3427-30? 34? <^7? 3502-06, 78, 4196, 97.

^ These references are to paragraphs of the Diary.
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5087. Electrical axioms: 3772, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 3591, 4193.

5088. Electrical laws: 1904, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 4054.

5089. Relation of the Earth as an electrified globe to the space

and planets around: 105, 414, 555.

2479? 2542-50, 2641, 2741-54, 2842, 4048, 52.

Remember the incoercibility of the power—we may be in very

high electric relation to the sun and not know it: 2852.
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5090. Examined the three charged tubes left on 24 Octr. 1837

(4179, etc.). All were still hermetically sealed and in that respect

right; but on opening them, as was done with the former, not one

of the three gave the least signs of charge. Hence I think clear

result of conduction through the glass and consequent discharge.

24 AUGUST 1839.

5091. Expts. in reference to source of Electricity in V. Battery by
contact or not.

5092*. Want an acid conductor sufficient for thermo currents or

currents by contact of metals, and obtained one by the following

arrangement. A glass vessel was filled with strong Nitric acid, and

two platina plates with attached platina wires were put in also, not

touching each other. These were about this size^ and nearly half

an inch apart. Then the circuit was completed by a galvanometer,

copper wires and two bars of antimony and bismuth. The object

was to ascertain if a thermo electric current, being one of the

contact of two metals, could pass the acid in the glass.

5093. On putting the cold antimony and bismuth together there

was no current shewn at the galvanometer; but on warming the

ends of the anty. and bismuth and then closing the circuit, there

was a powerful current shewn. Hence Nitric acid with these sur-

faces of contact with Platina can conduct such a thermo electric

current.

5094. Instead of using the antimony and bismuth, a piece of

platina wire completed the circuit fromp to a. Whilst all was cold

there was no current, but on heating p the galvanometer was

deflected one way and on heating a it was deflected the other way.

^ The diagram is reduced to \ scale.
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Hence the thermo-electric current of copper and platina thus

excited is able to traverse Nitric acid.

5095. When dilute Sulphuric acid was in the glass between the

platina surfaces, the copper-platina thermo electric current was

scarcely sensible and the anty. and bismuth current very weak.

When a mixture of 2 vols. Sulc. acid and i vol. of water was used

as the conductor, the effect was much stronger. When a portion

of Nitric Acid was added to the last it was greatly improved.

Nitric acid seems very effective for these feeble currents.

5096. A solution of sulphate of copper with a little sulphuric acid

added to it was used in the glass between the platina plates, and

conducted the Anty.-Bismuth thermo-electric current very well.

5097. Solution of Nitrate of lead (ordinary)— did not.

5098. Solution of Nitrate of silver (ordinary)— did not.

5099. Thus there are several solutions across which the thermo

electric currents of metals in contact can pass ; i.e. if there be two
opposing contacts as in*, a little excess of heat in one above the

other will make a current that can pass. If therefore metals by
contact tend to produce currents, surely an unopposed or single

contact should produce a current capable of passing; or of two

opposing contacts, ast, the stronger should give evidence of its

formation by shewing a current determinated by it. So the Iron

and platina being in N. A., contact 2 should shew its predomin-

ance over one. If a very little heat be added to either i or 2, its

predominance is then immediately shewn.

26 AUG. 1839.

5100. Strong solution of potassa fusa^ with platina plates in as

before, did conduct thermo electric current of Anty. and Bismuth
—but very feebly.

5101. Strong solution of Sulphuret of potash conducts thermo-

electric current of antimony and bismuth very well; also that of

copper andplatina; also that of Iron andplatina.

5102. Mercury in strong nitric acid yellow or colourless is dis-

solved.

5103. Copper in Do.—acted on—action strong at first, but soon
stops because of formation ofinsoluble coat of nit. copper crystals.

Galvanometer shews a continuous action.
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5104. Silver in Nitric acid yellow or colourless acts also, but

retarded by nitrate formed.

5105. Zinc acts very powerfully and at once.

5106. Lead acted on slowly.

5107. Tin—acted on very slowly, if at all. Must try it with the

Galvanometer. Perhaps compare with Iron.

5108. Zinc is pos. to copper in sulphuret potash solution, as it is

also in acid, and will not do for a battery without metallic contact.

Iron is Neg. to copper in sulphuret potash, but Pos. to it in acid

and will do.

5109. Silver is pos. to iron in sulphuret of potash or in sulphuret

of lime solution.

5 1 10. Sulphuret of lime solution acts with iron, zinc and copper

just as sulphuret of potassa solution does.

51 1 1. Consider whether contact produces a current or not.

5 1 12. By the great argument that no power can ever be evolved

without the consumption of an equal amount of the same or some
other power, there is no creation ofpower \ but contact would be

such a creation. In all other cases of a constant evolution there is

a constant consumption of something, as in

Chemical evolution

Thermo evolution

Magneto evolution

Animal evolution

Friction evolution.

51 13. By the cases of copper, iron and sulphuretted solutions.

5 1 14. By a battery of no metal contacts, in the order Zinc—acid

—copper— Sulrt. Potash- Zinc, etc.

51 15. By the necessary balance of opposed contacts so as to

produce no effect of currents. It is so in the metals— it is so in

other good conductors whenever their chemical action is stopped.

5 1 16. By the absolute absence of a single case in which contact

alone produces a current— chemical action is always present.

Whenever in cases of a current the chemical action has been

stopped, the current stops also, though contact continues.

51 17. By the cases where chem. action without contact can pro-

duce a current.

5 1 1 8 By cases in which mere contact and thermo electric contact
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are contrasted. Thus heat at i and 2 and compare effect with Non-
effect at 3.

51 19. Copper and Iron in sulrt. potash—copper was positive to

the iron, i.e. as zinc to platina. It was left in the solution for 3 or

4 hours and still remained Pos. As the sulphuret of copper forms

it swells up and separates in scales and the solution is continually

having fresh access beneath.

5120. Copper is also positive to Iron in common solution of

caustic potassa— it rapidly tarnishes in it. I believe however that

the caustic potassa had some oxide of lead in solution.

5121. When copper plates were left in sulphuret of potassa for

2 or 3 minutes— taken out—washed— dried—warmed and rubbed—
the coat of sulphuret of copper appeared to be pretty compact and

adherent. If left in longer, so as to form a thick coat, this would
often blister up and separate even in the washing and drying; or

especially if dipped into a fresh sulphuretted solution: the finger

nail could remove large flakes of it. Hence this sulphuret ofcopper

cannot be trusted in new expts. as preventing contact and action

of the solution of potash sulphuret and the metal beneath.

5122. If a copper plate so covered with sulphuret be associated

with an iron plate in solution of sulphuret of potash, at the first

moment it is neg. and the Iron positive; but in period more or less

long the copper becomes positive and the iron negative. Is the

same in a solution of caustic potash.

5123. To explain this observe as follows:

5 124. Ifcopper wire be heated with abundance of sulphur it forms

most excellent solid sulphuret in the form of the wire, and contact

of the copper wire of the galvanometer with it is easily made. Such

a circuit, i.e. sulrt. copper and Iron in sol. sulrt. potash, gives at

first the Iron constantly pos. to the sulrt. copper, and not Neg. as

Marianini supposes; and it is so also in solution of caustic potash.

5125. But thinking this might be due to some temporary action

on the sulphuret by the sulphuret of potash, I left them together

for some time— then took out the sulrt. copper, washed it, dried it

and again made the experiment. At first the iron was pos. to the

sulphuret of copper, but in a few moments all action ceased and

there was no current. Repeated this again and again with the same

result.
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5126. Thus though there was contact between the copper and the

sulphuret and between the latter and the solution, yet there was
no current, there being no chemical action. This was not from bad

conducting power, for now heat applied at the junction of the Iron

and copper wire immediately produced a thermo electric current.

5127. If either the sulphuret copper or the iron were taken out

and held in the air for a moment, it on its reimmersion became neg.

to the other which had remained in. If two platina plates were in

sulrt. potassa, or a platina and an iron plate, and producing as usual

no current, if either were taken out for a minute or less and re-

immersed, it would be neg. to the one remaining in. If an active

copper and iron plate were in sulrt. potash, the copper being

positive, and it were taken out for a moment or two and replunged,

it would for the first moment be negative, though it would soon

become positive again. All these effects are consequent upon
changes produced by the air upon the adhering sulphuret of

potash, and are additional to the permanent effects belonging to

the several cases (5177, 5325, 5961).

5128. So when a sulphuretted copper plate is associated with Iron

in sulphuret of potash, it is first neg. and then positive: Neg.

because it is in the condition of the plate exposed to the air and

Pos. because, after a short time, the solution gets through the coat

of sulphuret of copper and chemical action recommences. So con-

tact itself and alone generates no current here.
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5129. I 2 3

\/Copper Platina Copper Positive very slightly

Copper Iron Do.
Tin Platina Tin very strongly Positive

Tin Iron Do.
Lead Platina Lead positively—moderate

Lead Iron Do.
Zinc Platina Zinc very positive

Zinc Iron Do.
Cadmium Platina Cadmium pos., about as lead

Cadmium Iron Do.
Antimony Platina CO Antimony pos. moderately

Antimony Iron
03

Do.
Bismuth Platina Bismuth pos. moderate. Thermo

current interferes

Bismuth Iron
CO

03
Do.

y/Silver Platina U No current after first moment
v/Silver Iron Do.
Mercury Platina Mercury positive— fairly

Mercury Iron Do.
\/Palladium Platina

ution

No current

v/Palladium Iron Do.
Gold Platina No current

Gold Iron
CO

bD Do.
N/Tin Lead

c
Tin very positive

Tin Copper CO Tin very positive

Copper Silver < Copper positive, moderate
Iron Platina No current

Nickel Platina Nickel pos. in least degree

Nickel Iron Do.
Palladium Platina Nearly alike. Perhaps Plat. pos.

Palladium Iron Do. Perhaps iron pos.

Rhodium Platina Plat. pos. very slightly

Rhodium Iron Iron pos. very slighdy

Antimony Bismuth Ant. strongly pos.

\/Cadmium Zinc Zinc is very strongly pos.

sjCadmium Tin Tin is very positive

5130. Copper and Platina in sol. ox. lead in potash—same as in

pure potash.

513 1. Strong sol. of potash often not so exciting as a weaker, as

with Antimony, Bismuth, etc. etc.

FDIII 24
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32 T 2 3

\JCopper Platina Copper very pos.

y v^upuer Iron Dr.

1 In Platina Tin moderately pos.—remains clean
Tin1 in Iron FinJL/O.

T Mfl Jr IdLind Lead moderately Pos.—lead tar-

nishes slowly
T ^ Iron

Zinc Platina Zinc positive

Zinc Iron yjo.

\/Cadmium Platina Cadmium positive

y/Cadmium Iron iJO.

/xntimony Jr Idtind
c«

Antimony pos.—does not discolour
A t"! "m OtT^T"jctlii Liiiiuii y Iron

a.
Dn

JT laLXiid -LiU oCllolJJlC IJCl llldllCll L V^UllCilL

JDlblllUtn Iron cy Do.

v/Silver Platina
liuret

Silver strongly positive— dis-

colours

\/Silver Iron Do.
Mercury Platina CO Mercury strongly positive

Mercury Iron \JO,

ijOiu x^iatma
c No sensible permanent current

Gold Iron

Arsenic Platina '0 No sensible action

Jl XdLlila

C/3

c
JTIdL. UvJo. dL JllioL LllCii UCUdlllC

indifferent

Khodium Iron CA)
Iron Do.

Iron Platina Nearly indifferent

v^opper Silver 1 r\Y\T\e^T v\r\<^ cil\7*^f lr^i*^T*\c r»i^^QnVvUUlJCl IJvJb. ollVCl XS.CCUO dCdll

WlllloL dooC^ldLCU

y 1 111 v^uppcr X^CdXiy JJdlalll^CUj LXil 10 ptJo.

Nickel Platina Nickel pos. in smallest degree

Nickel Iron Do.
Palladium Platina Alike nearly

Palladium Iron Pall, slightly positive—very little

Antimony Bismuth Anty. strongly pos.

v/Cadmium Zinc Cadmium fairly positive

v/Cadmium Tin Cadmium pos.—and continues so

5133. Cadmium with plat, and Iron is at first pos. very strongly

and then stops, as ifwhen clean and the sulphuret was forming the

current was powerful, but when formed insulated. Must see if the

thermo-current is stopped at the same time— perhaps is only

because formation of sulphuret ceases— will be a good expt.

(5178).
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5134. I

Silver

2

lead

tin

cadmium
antimony
bismuth

mercury
nickel

lead pos. fully

tin very pos. indeed

cadmium pos. and continues

anty. pos.

bismuth pos.

mercury pos.

nickel a very little pos.

Copper

Palladium

lead

tin

cadmium
antimony
bismuth

mercury
nickel

silver

lead

tin

cadmium
antimony
bismuth

copper

mercury
nickel

silver

gold

rhodium

lead very pos.

tin very pos.

cadmium very pos.— continues so

anty. very pos.

bismuth moderately pos.

mercury very pos.—good expt.

copper pos. feebly

copper pos.

lead very pos.

tin powerfully pos.

cadmium Do.
antimony pos. fairly

bismuth pos.

copper pos. moderate

mercury pos.

nickel a little pos.— then it went off

silver a little pos.— then went off

nearly alike

Palladium feebly pos.

5135. I

Silver lead

tin

cadmium

antimony
bismuth

mercury
nickel

silver pos. to lead

silver pos.—not strongly

cadmium pos.— then ceases

before

silver pos.

silver pos. very strong

silver pos. strong

silver pos. very strong

as

Copper

v/ „

lead

tin

cadmium
antimony
bismuth

mercury

copper pos. if plate—neg. if a wire

copper fairly pos. either plate or

wire

cadmium pos. at first— then ceased

copper plate very pos.

copper plate very pos.

copper plate pos.

24-2
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Copper
2

nickel

silver

Palladium

antimony
bismuth

copper

mercury
nickel

silver

gold

rhodium

copper plate very pos.

copper still pos.—silver free from
tarnish

lead lead pos.

tin tin pos.

y/ „ cadmium cadmium pos.

antimony pos.

bismuth pos. slightly

copper very pos.

mercury pos.

nickel neg. very slightly

silver very pos.

alike

rhodium neg. very slightly

5136. Copper not regular—had copper plate and copper wire—

the first very strongly pos. to the second—copper plate often Pos.

to silver but silver always pos. to the copper wire— difference of

copper very striking.

5137. Copper and jz'/ygr—copper was pos. and silver kept clean-

then in a few seconds silver became pos. and began to tarnish-

then again the copper became pos. and so on— a good illustration

of chem. action and dependance of current on it.

AUG. 31, 1839.

5138. The following bodies were tried as to evident conducting

power of a thermo current from a single contact of Antimony and

bismuth.^ a galvanometer being in the circuit and the contact made
merely by pressing the bodies between connecting copper wires.

Conductors

Galena

Yellow sulphuret of Iron

Arsenical pyrites

Native sulrt. copper and Iron

Artificial sulrt. bismuth

Artificial sulrt. iron

Artificial sulrt. copper

Globules of Oxide of burnt iron

Iron scale by heat

Native per ox. Manganese feebly

Non-Conductors
Haematite

Native per oxide of tin

Wolfram
Native Mag. oxide of Iron

Elba iron ore

Artificial sulrt. tin, grey

Fuzed protoxide of copper

Blende

Per oxide of mercury

Cinnaber
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cury in it which is loose.

The following are fluids or melted bodies, contact with them
being by platina plates of about this size^, and about half an inch

being in the fluid.

The solutions do not conduct the thermo current, i.e. not sensibly

with this arrangement.

5139. The Fluoride oflead^ when melting conducted, but it gave

so strong a changing current as to overpower and even hide the

effect of the thermo current. The contact with the fluoride was by
two platina plates, and by putting these into different situations in

the fluoride, so as to make one hotter than the other, the hot

platina was pos. to the colder platina, as if a thermo current was

there produced and indicated.

5140. But I am not quite sure the platina were exactly alike, and

judging from the sudden way in which the current jumped about

and changed in direction very suddenly and powerfully, I suspect

that sometimes one plate was acted on and sometimes the other.

If this be so, it will with the same contacts give beautiful proof of

the dependance of the current on chemical action; and I must use

pure substances and try to work out such cases.

5 141. With chloride ofsilver something of the same kind occurred.

Pursue this enquiry in connection with the illustrations derivable

from inversions of the current.

5142. Fuzed Nit. silver', same thing—current first one way, then

the other, and changing continually. Easy reduction of silver may

Chloride of silver— the solid

chloride does not

Fluoride lead—Do.

Melted nitre

nit. soda

chlorate potassa

sul. soda-in its water

of crys.

chloride lead—red hot

SEPT. 10, 1839.

The diagram is reduced to | scale.
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perhaps assist this varying action— or if have occasion to repeat

must have very clean Nitrate and vessels and a flame or heat not

acting on the salt at the required temperature.

5143. Experimented with solutions. The following conduct the

thermo current of i Pr. Anty. and bismuth very well (5138).

Sol. Sulrt. Potassa freely

Sol. Sulrt. lime (by boiling) . . as well as N. Acid

Strong N. Acid very well indeed

I vol. N. A., 4 vols, water . . . very little— just sensible

Sol. Sul. copper with some S. Acid moderately.

5144. The following solutions may be considered (for my pur-

pose) as non conductors of the same current. Some conducted a

little, and I dare say the current could be made sensible in all, but

it was not enough to class them with the former bodies.

Do. with half its bulk of water

Do. 10 volumes of water

The last with a little nitric acid

Muriatic acid strong and pure

Sulpho cyanic acid—weak solution

Potassa caustic— strong solution

Lime water

Chloride of Hme— Bleaching liquid

Chloride— Carb. soda—Labarraque

Chloride lead— saturated solution

„ calcium— strong solution

Chlorate potassa— saturated solution

Nitrate Potassa Do.
Nitrate Soda Do.
Sulphate Soda Do.
Nitrate lime— strong solution

(5097) Nitrate of lead

(5098) Nitrate of Silver

Strong Sulphuric acid

5145. 2

Sulrt. copper

artificial

3

Platina Sol. potash little at first—no con-

tinuing action

Iron a little positive

Silver very little nega-

tive

Copper powerfully

positive }

Iron

Silver

Copper
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Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper

Platina ^

Iron

Copper.

Sulrt. copper

artificial

Sulphuret of

copper and

iron native

Solution of

Sulphuret

Potash

Sol. of Sul-

phuret of

Potash

Platina very positive

indeed

!

I-

Iron a little negative ?

Silver very positive

Copper very positive

r Platina very positive!

4 Iron a little positive

I Copper very positive

5146. Precautions, etc. A piece of sulphuret of copper, native or

artificial, which has been into a solution of sulphuret of potash and

out again, and having been washed and wiped, is used again in a

few minutes with a fresh unused piece, is always strongly positive

to the latter. Anything dipped in the sulphuret and exposed to the

air acquires positive powers by such treatment.

5147. Above. Platina and Sulrt. copper in sulrt. potash gave

platina very positive indeed occasionally— in fact often; but some-

times it was not so, and a piece of sulrt. copper left in sol. sulrt.

potash for 18 hours, and then two plat, plates connected with the

galvanometer being put into the solution, when either one was

made to touch the sulrt. copper the other was Neg. ; so that in this

case the sulrt. copper was a little positive to the Platina.

5148. Have made some fresh Sulphuret of copper by heat, etc.,

to examine this action more closely.

5149. Platina and native sulrt. copper and Iron form a very sensi-

tive thermo-electric couple. So also Platina and native sulphuret

of Iron.

5 1 50. Thermo-electricity.

If a and b be copper wires connected with a galvanometer

and c a plate of platina, whilst all are at the same temperature

nothing happens; but on rubbing a on c the heat produces a

good thermo electric current. As the heat is all at the place of

contact, this would be a good mode of comparing the quantity

of heat and Electricity equivalent to each other. Thus a and

c with friction ought to heat a certain amount in a certain time

with a certain friction if the circuit were not complete, but if the

circuit were complete then they should heat more slowly.

5 1 5 1 *. Again, if circuit were not complete, rubbing cz on its platina

* [5151]

1.
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surface should produce heat there, but no change at etc. ; but if

circuit complete, should produce less heat at a and develope a

quantity at h equal to the diminution at a, etc. etc.

5152. The sulphuret of copper, made of thick copper wire from

o*2 of inch thick downwards, appears to be very good and perfect

and forms fine cylindrical pieces. Each piece of wire appears to

enlarge much during the production of the sulphuret.

5153. Made a first rough experiment with it:

I 2 3

1 Platina. Artl. Sulrt. copper Sol. Potash Platina fairly Nega-

tive

2 „ Native Sulrt. cop- „ Platina evidently

per and Iron Pos.

3 „ Artl. Sulrt. copper Sulrt. Pot. Platina much more
Sol. Neg. than i

4 „ Native Sulrt. cop- „ Platina highly Posi-

per, etc. tive

5154. Hence the Native and Artificial sulphurets are here in con-

trast. One reason why sol. caustic potash does not act so power-

fully as the sol. of the sulphuret is that it is a much worse conductor

of the current produced.

5155. I put some pieces of the Artificial sulphuret of copper into

the sol. of Sulphuret of Potash, that any further sulphuration or

action might go on to a terminal or quiescent state. In at 2 o'clk.

P.M.

5156. The per sulphuret probably would lose sulphur in the

solution of potash or even of sulphuret of potash.

II SEPTR. 1839.

5157. The Sulphuret of copper in sol. sulrt. potash of yesterday

had acted much. I had put a piece of platina in also to form a con-

tinual voltaic circuit and this platina was encrusted pretty thickly

with sulphuret of copper. I think that the Artificial sulphuret has

gone on taking sulphur from the solution and throwing down
copper on the platina, which has become sulphuretted by being in

the solution. If so, then the sulphuret will ultimately acquire a

final state higher as to sulphuration than that left by heat. The
effect proves also that copper as a sulphuret is held in solution,

5158. This sulphuret, whilst still in the solution, was conjoined
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with Platina and still found to be fairly positive, as if the combina-

tion of sulphur with it was still going on. It was therefore left in

the solution with a plate of platina also in it and in contact.

5159. This sulphuret, conjoined with dry Artificial sulphuret of

copper in the sulphuret of potash solution— first one and then the

other was pos., changing about, as if like action was going on at

both, but opposed and varying in amount.

5160. I

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper

Artl. Sulrt. Copper

3
00

Platina fairly Negative

Iron Do.
Silver fairly Positive

Copper full Positive

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper
Artl. Sulrt.

Copper

Native Sulrt. Copper
and Iron ^ o

O
c
o

o
or)

Platina very Positive

Iron Do.
Silver Do. indeed

Copper Do. „
Artl. Sulrt. Copper
very Positive

5161. Now to compare with solution of caustic potash, on the

supposition that the force depends in the cases of the per sulphuret

of copper and iron to the giving up of sulphur, as contrasted with

the force and its direction when the copper takes sulphur.

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper

Ard. Sulrt.

Copper
Pladna litde Neg.

Iron very little Neg.
Silver Do.
Copper fairly Pos.

Pladna

^Iron

^Silver

Copper

Ard. Sulrt.

Copper
Copper

Nadve Sulrt.

copper & Iron

Silver

Platina little Pos.

Iron first Pos., then indifferent

Silver Do. Do.
Copper slightly permanently

Pos.

Artl. Sulrt. Copper very pos.

Copper is fairly Positive

5162. In all the expts. of this page, new pieces of artificial sul-

phuret of copper were used for each fresh expt., but with the Native
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sulphuret the same piece was used, the end, after being dipped in

the solution, being taken out, washed in water, wiped with a cloth

and then used again. Now this produces for the first moment a

Neg. state in the sulphuret, after its use in Caustic potash, as was
found by direct experiment, probably from the dilute film at first

on its surface. This must be considered in the experiments marked

thus

5163. Copper is Pos. to silver—by direct action in Caustic

potash.

5164. The difference between sol. sulrt. potash and sol. caustic

potash is very great, especially when considered as abstractors of

sulphur from the per sulphuret. It is probable that potash can not

do this, but that Sulrt. potassiVM can, and hence the difference;

Potash not being the fit electrolyte— the consistent one— or the

affinity of its potassium for sulphur not being strong enough.

Must try there the solution of proto sulphuret of potassium as an

abstractor from Per sulphuret, and also its relation to the Artificial

sulphuret of copper.

5165. Will a hot solution of potash abstract sulphur from the per

sulpherets, as of copper. Iron, etc. etc. ?

5166. It is very striking to see that when Native Sulrt. copper and

Iron with solution of caustic potash is associated with first copper

and then Artificial sulrt. copper, the latter is far more positive than

the former, though when they are opposed to each other in the

same solution of caustic potash, the copper is positive to the

Sulphuret. I must verify and examine this. This probably depends

upon the relation of sulphur to the connecting electrolyte; but is

it not at all events against the theory of contact ?

13 SEPTR. 1839.

5167. The Sulphuret of copper left in on the nth (5158), being

examined, had caused no deposition on the connected platina, so

that its action is falling much. Being associated with Platina and

also Iron in solution of sulphuret of potash, it was still Positive to

the platina and iron, but its action much weaker than before. It

was put into a fresh solution of sulphuret of potash and left to go
on and come to a fixed point.
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5169'.

I

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper
Artl. Sulrt.

Iron

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper
Lead

Silver

Tin

Tin

Platina

Artificial Sulrt.

Iron

Native Yellow
Sulrt. Iron

Galena

Sulrt. Silver

Sulrt. Tin arti-

ficial

Artl. sulrt.

Copper
Artl. sulrt. Tin
Grey

3

u

Platina fully Neg.

Iron Do.
Silver Do.
Copper Strong Neg.

379

After the first

moment of im-

mersion of the

sulphuret of iron

it was evidently

acted upon and

action increased

Platina the least degree Neg.

Iron Do.
Silver a little Neg.
Copper fairly Positive

Art. Sulrt. Iron Very Positive

Neutral

Iron a little positive

Silver Do.
Copper fully Positive

Lead fairly Positive

Nothing: sulphuret not conduct

Tin very Pos.

Tin very Pos.

Sulrt. Tin Pos.— it rapidly colours the sol.

Potash

5170. The pieces of sulphuret were all clean and good. When a

piece was used, as the crystal of Iron pyrites, it was not taken out

of the solution for each metal, but left in, one part being above the

surface and quite clean and dry; and then when the metal at the

other side was immersed, this part was used for contact to com-
plete the circuit.

5171- I

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper

2

Artificial

sulrt. Iron

Platina Pos. a very little

Iron, indifferent

Silver, very Pos.

Copper, very Pos. indeed

^ 5168 is omitted in the MS.
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I 2 3

Platina Native Yellow Platina the least Pos.

Sulrt. Iron ^
Iron „ ^ Iron indifferent

Silver „ 0-i Silver very Pos.

Copper „ ^ Copper very Pos. indeed

Artl. Sulrt. „ g Artl. Sulrt. Iron a little Neg.
Iron S

a,

Platina Galena ^ Platina distinctly Pos.

Iron „ ^ Iron a little Neg.— then ceased

Silver „ ^2 Silver Pos. strongly

Copper „ Copper very Pos.

Lead ^ Lead Pos. a little
o

Silver Sulrt. Silver .0 Nothing— sulrt. silver not conductor

Tin Artl. Sulrt. Tin ^ Tin little pos. for a moment
Tin Ard. Sulrt. ^ Tin a litde Neg.

Copper

5172. The pieces of sulphuret were used here with the same

precautions as in the experiments with sol. Caustic potash.

5173. Artificial Sulphuret ofIron. Made some, but cannot form it

in the same fine cylinders as the sulphuret of copper. It is too

fusible and runs down into a mass.

5174. Sulphuret ofCadmium. Made some directly from the metal

and sulphur. It requires a high heat for combination and then

much heat is evolved. The resulting sulphuret does not fuze at

good high temperature; when cold is of a fine yellow colour. It

appears to be a non-conductor of the thermo current ofAntimony
and bismuth.

5175. Platina and Cadmium in sol. yellow sulphuret of Potash.

Cadmium was first strongly positive and then the action di-

minished; but it did not stop entirely as before.

5 176. Proto sulphuret ofPotassium. Passed sulphuretted hydrogen

through a solution of caustic potassa. After a while used a little

of this as a trial with true hydro sulrt. potassa. The following are

some preliminary results

:

I 2 3

Platina Silver o g Silver fully Pos. and tarnishes

„ Copper ^ Copper fully Pos. and tarnishes

„ Copper Pyrites 'S Copper pyrites strongly Negative
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So here solution gives sulphur to copper, but takes it from per

sulphuret of copper. The pyrites quickly changed colour in the

solution and became black; but we must try all this again. Action

of this solution very different to that of potash.

5177. Much care is required as to exposure of the immersed sub-

stances into THIS hydro sulrt. of potash as well as the other. If two
pieces of platina be used, they are at first seldom alike, but become
so if left quiescent. Then if they be alternately raised and depressed

in the solution, that which has been exposed to the air for a moment
is always Positive to the other, and much so at the first moment;
though the effect (if all is quiescent) soon becomes neutral. This

is, as far as it goes, against contact and for chemical action (See

5325) (5127, 5961)-

14 SEPTR. 1839.

5178. Examined the action of Platina and Cadmium in a strong

and a weak solution of yellow sulphuret of potassa in reference to

the complete suspension of all action on the part of the Cadmium
after the first moments (5133, 5135, 5175). Whether the solution

were strong or weak the action falls, and at last is very little. If

the metallic surface is polished by knife cleaning, the action is less

and sooner falls than if it is roughened by sand paper cleaning; as

was to be expected.

5179. Bodies producing non conducting insoluble results cannot

be supposed to give activity by these results acting by contact.

Platina Iron Platina a little Pos.— then ceases

Lead
1

Lead Pos. moderately

» Silver
i-i

Silver very Pos.— tarnishes moderately

Copper Copper very Pos.— tarnishes rapidly

Zinc Zinc Pos. well

» Cadmium Cadmium Pos. well

Tin Tin very Pos.

Iron Lead Lead Pos.

» Silver Silver very Pos.

Copper Copper very Pos.

j>
Zinc

Solution

sul Zinc Pos. moderately, then quickly

fell to little

55 Cadmium Cadmium Pos.— then falls, but not

quite

>? Tin Tin very Pos.
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Silver Pos. strongly—and tarnishes

Copper very Pos.

Zinc is Pos.

Cadmium strongly Pos.

Tin very Pos.

Copper very Pos.— silver remains

bright

Zinc Pos. at first—then balanced

Cadmium Pos.

Tin very Pos.

Zinc slight Pos.—copper tarnishes

Cadmium Pos. at first— then very little

or neutral

Tin very Pos.

Cadmium a little Pos.

Tin a little Pos.

Cadmium a little Pos.

5 18 1. The hydro sulphuret of Potassa was made by passing

sulphuretted hydrogen through a solution of pure caustic potassa.

It gave much sul. hydrogen by action of an acid and appeared to

be very good; but there may have been excess of potash, though

the gas was passed through for 24 hours.

5182. The order of the metals appears to be

5183.

Lead Silver

j> Copper
Zinc

» Cadmium
Tin

Silver Copper

?> Zinc

>5
Cadmium
Tin

Copper Zinc

))
Cadmium

Tin
Zinc Cadmium

Tin
Cadmium Tin

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper

Platina
]

Iron I

Silver
j

Copper J

Platina
]

Iron
[

Silver
I

CopperJ

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper

Native grey

Sulphuret of

Copper

Native compact
yellow copper

pyrites

Artificial grey

Sulphuret of

Copper

Artificial Sul-

phuret of Iron

with colourless hydrosulphuret ofpotash.

The sulphuret was acted

upon, changed colour,

became blacker : and
probably combined
with sulphur

Platina strongly Neg.
Iron Do.
Silver Strongly Pos.

Copper Do.

Platina a little Negative

Iron distinctly negative

Silver strongly Positive

Copper Do.

I

Platina Negative

Iron Do.
Silver Positive

Copper very Pos.

Platina strongly Pos.-

Iron scarcely Pos.

Silver very Pos.

Copper most Pos.

-goes down afterwards



Platina
^

Iron
I

Silver
|

Copper j

a cubic crystal

of native

Yellow Iron

pyrites

14 SEPTR. 1839.

rPlatina indifferent— little Neg.

I
Iron a little Neg.

I Silver Pos.

I Copper full Pos.

rPlatina negative

I
Iron negative

I

Silver very Pos.

ICopper very Pos.

383

Platina ^1

Iron ^
1

Silver
I

^^^^^^

Copper]

5184. The piece of sulphuret, when once put into the solution,

was left there until the four metals were compared with it— so

change by exposure to air was avoided.

5185. The exciting solution was the colourless hydro sulphuret of
potash described in the last page.

5186.

I 2 3

Platina Native ( Platina a little Pos.

Iron I grey | Iron Do.
Silver j Sulphuret \ Silver Neutral

Copper j of Copper V Copper very Pos.

Platina

Iron

Nickel

Silver

Copper

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper
Tin
Art. Sulrt.

Copper

Platina

Iron

Nickel

Rhodium
Palladium

Gold
Silver

Copper

Native

compact
yellow

copper

pyrites

Oxide of

Iron, being

globules

of burnt

iron

Native

crystd. per

oxide of

Manganese

o

o

Platina very little Pos.

Iron rather Pos.

Nickel fairly Pos.

Silver very little Pos.

Copper very Pos.

Platina indifferent

Iron least degree Pos.

Silver Neg. faintly

Copper Pos. fully

Tin very Pos. indeed

Art. Sulrt. Copper Pos.

This oxide of Iron is

'
as Platinum : nearly

Platinum well Pos.^

Iron Do.
Nickel Do.
Rhodium Do.
Palladium Do.
Gold Do.
Silver Do.
Copper very Pos.

There is an undoubted
direct action of the per

oxide of manganese in

originating a current.What
IS It:

5187. That oxide of Iron, being a conductor, should be the same
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as Platina and also the same as Iron in both solution of caustic

potash and sulphuret of potash, must be against the theory of

contact. Will it be so in Nitric acid also ?

5188. Must make out the per oxide ofmanganese action; probably

there is separation of oxygen from it in both cases, i.e. both here

and in next page^.

5189.

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper

Platina

Iron

Nickel

Silver

Copper

\ Native

I Grey

j
Sulrt. of

J Copper

Native

compact
yellow

copper

pyrites

Platina little Neg. See (5345): mistake here.

Iron—neutral
Silver—Very Pos.

Copper—Very Pos.

^ Platina— little Neg.

^ Iron very little Pos.

0^ Nickel fairly Pos.

^ Silver very Pos.

^ Copper Do.

Platina

Iron

Silver

Copper
Tin

Art. Sulrt.

Copper

Platina

Iron

Nickel

Rhodium
Palladium

Gold
Silver

Copper

Oxide of

Iron, being

Globules

of burnt

iron

Native

crystd. per

oxide of

Manganese

Platina little Pos.

3 Iron indifferent

^ Silver Pos.

o Copper Very Pos.

13 Tin. Do.
Art. Sulrt. Copper Pos.

^ Platina powerfully Pos.

^ Iron Do.
Nickel Do.
Rhodium Do.
Palladium Do.
Gold Do.
Silver Do.
Copper Do. most

The Oxide of Iron is

as Platinum here.

There is quick action

on the Per oxide of

Manganese. It be-

comes grey and much
lighter in colour: is

most likely deoxi-

dized.

17 SEPTR. 1839.

5190. Examined again the action of the native yellow sulphuret

of copper, which on some occasions has seemed highly Negative

to Platina and Iron when in solution of sulphuret of Potassa;

using first the compact yellow copper pyrites lately bought at

Mawes and then the former old fissured piece from the museum.

I i.e. in par. 5186 and in par. 5189.
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The latter is evidently irregular and probably a part of the iron

present may have become oxidized.

5 1 91. First with solution of colourless hydro sulphuret ofpotassa

as 3.

Platina

Iron

Platina

Iron

Compact yellow The pyrites was in the least degree Pos.
; very

copper pyrites nearly neutral

Do. The pyrites a little more Pos. than as above
Old copper Variable— pyrites a ^ Part of this sulphuret black-

pyrites little Pos. I ened in the solution, and it

Do. The pyrites a little
j
gave something to the solu-

pos. to the Ironj tion, making it yellow

5192. Now the same substances were used in a solution of the

yellow sulphuret ofpotassa,

Platina

Iron

Platina

Iron

Compact pyrites

Do.
Old Copper
Pyrites

Do.

Neutral, again and again.

Pyrites very little Pos.

Platina very Pos. 1

Iron very Pos.

!

The pyrites in these [last] two experiments was certainly very

negative; the pyrites was fissured and pervious. I must make out

how pyrites becomes negative. Perhaps if it were pulverised it

would do something by allowing plenty of contact.

5193. It seems at all events that when there is no chemical change

that there is no current. Mere contact is not enough.

21 SEPTR. 1839.

5194. Per oxide of manganese, native, which has been left in

solution of caustic potassa for several days, has rendered it yellow,

as if chrome had been there and dissolved. The per oxide is still

a little Negative to Platina, but not as it was before.

5195. Artificial Sulphuret of tin left for some days in solution of

caustic potassa. The sulphuret has become loose and inadhesive,

i.e. it has lost much of its cohesive force. In a fresh solution of

potash it again causes discoloration and further action and it is

Positive to Platina. It is also still positive in the old potash solu-

tion. Chemical action is still going on there.

5196. Have been ascertaining the general order of metals, etc. in

FDin 25
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seven solutions which are given in the next pages^ Those beneath

are Positive to those above: the test was a galvanometer. No
attempt was made to estimate the degrees of Pos. and Neg., or

rather to express them, but the differences of the metals are far

greater in the lower part than above. In many cases the 5 or 6

bodies at the top of the columns were nearly alike; they were as

like to each other as two pieces of platina would be to each other

or two pieces of any other single metal. The slightest accidental

circumstances caused differences here, and it is not so much the

first impression as the permanent current that is of importance and

ought to decide. At the same time, the first impression is very

important in many cases, as in Iron for instance, etc.; also in those

cases, as with cadmium, silver, etc. etc., where the investing body
formed at the first moment reduces and almost stops the after

action; or as with silver, copper, etc., changes its direction alto-

gether. Those bracketed in pencil were apparently quite alike.

i.e. par. 5197.
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Substances

to

be

introduced

Plumbago

Scale

Oxide

of

Iron

Native

Iron

pyrites

„

Copper

„

„

Grey

Sulph.

Copper

„

Per.

ox.

Man-
ganese

Galena

Per

oxide

lead

Artifl.

Sulrt.

copper

„

Sulrt.

iron

„

Sulrt.

bismuth

Sol.

yellow

sulrt.

Potash

Rhodium Plumbago

Iron

)
Nickel/

Palladium

Pladna^

Gold

J
Bismuth

Lead Artl.

Sulrt.

Copper

Mercury

Tin

Antimony
Copper^

Silver

/

Zinc

Cadmium

Sol.

colour-

less

Hy.

Sul.

Pot.

Iron

Pladna

^

Palladium

/

Nickel

Gold

Rhodium
Bismuth

Lead
Silver

Andmony^
Mercury

J

Copper

Tin

^

Cadmium

Zinc

J

Sol.

caustic

potassa

Rhodium

|
Plumbago

/

Mercury
Pladna

^

Gold

Palladium

Silver
Artl.

Sulrt.

Copper

Nickel
Copper

Iron

Bismuth

Lead

Andmony Cadmium

Tin Zinc

Dilute
Sulc. Acid

Palladium

Pladna

^

Gold

Plumbago

J

Artfl.

Sulrt.

copper

Silver

^
Rhodium

J

Copper Andmony
Bismuth

Nickel

Iron Tin Lead

Cadmium

Zinc

Strong

Muriatic

Acid

Plumbago Rhodium Palladium

Pladna

%

Gold Sulrt.

Copper

Ard. Antimony

J

Silver
Nickel

Bismuth Copper

Iron Tin Lead

Cadmium

Zinc

Mercury^

I

acid,

7
vols.

water

Dilute

Nitric

acid

Pladna)
Gold

/
Plumbago Rhodium

\

Palladium

/

Mercury

Silver

Ard.

Sulrt.

Copper

CopperAndmony Bismuth
Nickel

Iron Tin Lead

Cadmium

Zinc

Strong

Nitric

acid

Plumbago

2

Pladna

)^

3

Gold

/

I

Rhodium

4

Palladium

5

Iron,

peculiar

Nickel

9

Artifl.

Sulrt.

8

Copper

Silver

1

1

Antimony

10

Copper

13

Iron,

ordinary

7

Bismuth

^

12

Tin

\
14

Lead

J

i

5

Zinc

17

Cadmium

16

o t;^ oj

^^•^^
S -S ^

c

c
03

03

^,
03

> u
03 3

o 'o ^

S o
<3J

V, O
OS ^

M (S f<-\ -"^ W-s Cs O
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5198. Lead and Tin in Muriatic acid. Lead is decidedly pos. at

first and then tin becomes so and continues. This I believe is

because lead has the highest action, but the chloride formed then

invests it and prevents chemical action going on there; but at the

tin it does go on, and so that in turn becomes positive, the tin

chloride being far more soluble than the lead chloride.

5199. The electro contact of the chloride of lead can do nothing

as to causing a counter current at the lead, for it is a non conductor

and its immediate action is therefore limited.

5200. Again, Lead and Iron in Dilute Sulc. Acid. The lead is

first very Positive to the Iron, but in a few moments the Iron

becomes Pos. to the lead and continues so, and for a similar reason

to that above. Again, Lead and Tin in the same dilute acid produce

similar effects, but not so strong. Probably the same thing would
happen with several of the metals above these.

5201. Copper and silver in yellow sulphuret of potash. Copper

is Pos. first, being strongest, but as soon as sulrt. copper is formed,

then the silver becomes Pos., and then another change comes on

again, beautifully varying. As above, how can this be contact

when carefully examined ?

5202. The same thing happens with two pieces of silver- or of

copper, and the changes are very beautiful. How can this be

contact ?

5203. Zinc with copper in yellow sulrt. potash is first positive,

then loses its power.

5204. Two pieces of silver in Muriatic acid change very fre-

quently in their relation and very beautifully: how is this contact ?

5205. Could pick out many other cases of changes with 2 pieces

of one metal, and also of falls of power as body produced accu-

mulates.

23 SEPTR. 1839.

5206. Made various arrangements with the bodies which can

conduct thermo currents to see if it were possible to find one

which, without chemical action and by contact alone, could affect

the galvanometer, i.e. act. The following are such arrangements

:
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Platina

Platina

Plumbago
Scale Oxide Iron

Native Grey Sulrt. Copper

„ Copper pyrites

„ Iron pyrites

„ Per ox. manganese

„ Galena

Ard. Sulrt. Copper

„ Sulrt. Iron

„ Sulrt. Bismuth

Plumbago
Scale Oxide Iron

Native Grey Sulrt. Copper

„ Copper Pyrites

„ Iron Pyrites

„ Per oxide Manganese

„ Galena

Artl. Sulrt. Copper

„ „ „ Sulrt. Iron

„ „ „ Sulrt Bismuth
Platina Plumbago Scale Oxide of Iron

„ „ Native Grey Sulrt. Copper

„ „ „ Copper pyrites

„ „ „ Iron pyrites

„ „ „ Per ox. Manganese

„ „ „ Galena

„ Artl. Sulrt. copper

„ „ „ Sulrt. Iron

„ Sulrt. Bismuth

Native Grey Sulrt. Copper

J?

Zinc

J)

?5

7J

Zinc Scale Ox.
Iron

„ Copper Pyrites

„ Iron pyrites

„ per ox. manganese

„ Galena

Artl. Sulrt. Copper

„ „ „ Sulrt. Iron

„ „ Sulrt. Bismuth
Copper Plumbago Scale oxide of Iron

Native Grey Sulrt. Copper

„ Copper pyrites

„ Iron pyrites

„ Per ox. manganese

„ Galena

Artl. Sulrt. Copper

„ Sulrt. Iron

„ Sulrt. Bismuth
Native Grey Sulrt. CopperCopper

J?

Scale ox.

Iron

„ Copper pyrites

„ Iron pyrites

„ Ox. Manganese

„ Galena

Artl. Sulrt. Copper

Copper Scale ox.

Iron

Copper Grey Sulrt
Copper

Copper Copper
pyrites

Copper Iron

pyrites

Coppe Per ox.

Manganese

Copper Galena

Copper

Copper

Platina

Copper
Iron

Copper
Iron

Platina

Copper

Art. Sulrt.

Copper

Art. Sulrt.

Iron

Copper
Platina

Platina

Plumbago
Plumbago
Plumbago
Iron

389

Ard. Sulrt. Iron

„ Sulrt. Bismuth
Native copper pyrites

„ iron pyrites

„ per ox. mangane

„ Galena

Artl. Sulrt. Copper

„ Sulrt. Iron

„ Sulrt. Bismuth
Iron pyrites

Per oxide Manganese
Galena

Artl. Sulrt. Copper

„ Iron

„ Bismuth
Per oxide Manganese

Galena

Artl. Sulrt. copper

„ Iron

„ Bismuth
Galena

Ard. Sulrt. Copper

„ Iron

„ bismuth

Artl. Sulrt. copper

„ Iron

„ bismuth

Ard. Sulrt. Iron

„ bismuth

Art. Sulrt. bismuth

Artl. Sulrt. Copper
Iron pyrites

Iron pyrites

Iron pyrites

Iron pyrites

Iron pyrites

Iron pyrites

Again, Copper, Platina, zinc and plumbago
with Iron pyrites, thus:

Copper Platina

Zinc „
Copper Plumbago
Zinc „
Platina „
Copper Zinc

Iron pyrites
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5207. Great care was taken to exclude thermo currents, and then

in none of these cases was any current produced. If change of

temperature to a degree so small that the junctions did not differ

by more than a degree was allowed, then a current was manifest

by the Galvanometer, shewing the readiness with which any

current could be allowed and detected in the system.

5208. It cannot fairly be objected that these are conductors and

so the current generated is lost, because conduction in thermo

arrangements is advantageous and ought to be so here; nor is it

assumed to be an objection in the case of the junction of the

different metals of the voltaic series.

5209. If it is said an electrolyte is required, that is begging the

whole question. First, there is more resistance by far in electro-

lytes. To neutralize this objection and obtain a probable current,

it must be assumed that the action of the electrolyte is unlike that

of all the conductors, and that when a zinc and platina pair are

connected by one, the opposite tendencies in the circuit are not

balanced. But this is simply an assumption; no experiment shews

it, for whenever the current is produced there is always chemical

action to produce it.

5210. Look at the cases of two pieces of the same metal in the

same acting fluid, as copper or silver in Sulrt. potash or in muriatic

acid, or fifty other, and compare them with two pieces of platina or

iron in the same fluids; and look at the case of Iron and platina in

Nitric acid, at common and higher temperatures, etc.

521 1. All the cases of inversions, etc. amongst similarly acting

bodies are virtually referred by the contact men to chemical con-

ditions. Thus the changes of copper and Iron, etc. in acid and in

sulphuret. The inversions of the metals A and B in two different

acids, etc. are in every case made to bend to the chemical action.

5212. Copper alone in sulphuret potash forms a sulphuret of

copper—here is an active force which can become a current. It is

not that the current must first be formed and then the sulphuret be

produced. On the other hand, when sulphuret ceases to be formed

then the current stops, though all the bodies concerned are con-

ductors and contact still is there.

5213. In cases of inaction, i.e. want of current, we must make a

grand distinction between those where the current cannot pass, as
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when copper is Pos. in Sulpho-nitric acid, and those where it is

free to pass, even when so feeble as a thermo current, as with Iron

in Nitric acid.

5214. I put 5 bottles away, numbered, and with substances in

them to take their final state for the purpose of testing if they were

motors by contact or by chemical action.

No. I. Plumbago in dilute N.Acid, i Acid, 5 Water. (5859).

No. 2. „ „ Strong solution of Muriatic acid. (5855).

No. 3. „ „ solution of caustic potassa. (5861).

No. 4. „ „ solution Yellow sulphuret potassa. (5865).

No. 5. Native per ox. manganese in solution of caustic potassa.

These were all closed up carefully and put away in a dark place.
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5215. In order to consider and also to state the question of

exciting contact, we may represent things thus*, where a, h and c

a[re] points of contact between platina and zinc, zinc and acid,

acid and platina: the arrows represent the direction of the sup-

posed excited current and the numbers are assumed as repre-

senting the force of their production.

5216. Now if platina zinc contact is equal to a force of 20 ->, then

zinc platina contact will be admitted to be equal to ^ 20, or else

a current would occur in such a circle, i.e. one of platina and zinc

only.

5217. It is not likely that when the acid is introduced, as in the

diagram, its contact with platina should be the same as zinc contact

with platina, and yet that its contact with zinc should be equal

to 5 ->.

5218. Nor is it likely that the acid contact with platina should

introduce a less additional <r- power than the -> power it causes at

the zinc, so that whatever variation it may make, the powers should

still be balanced.

5219. Still, if it is to be assumed that the class of such bodies as

electrolytes would exhibit differences able to give a balance of

power in one direction (it being provable that the class of con-

ductors will not do jo), then we might at all events expect that

alkalies would give the contrary current to acids; but the fact is

that it gives the same, for Potash in place of acid gives still the

same current and in the same direction.

5220. Also some acids give a difference, i.e. an inversion, when
an alkali may be selected that will not.

5221. There is in fact no general ruling influence of acids or

alkalies apart from their pure chemical relations. The theory makes
them bend about to suit the real results, and these bendings are

exactly what the chemical forces indicate; to my mind they shew
the true relation and subjection of the bendings to the chemical

forces.

5222. Thus the contact theory is obliged every where to mould
itself on the chemical theory, and after all can shew no case ofpure

* [5215]

Zt ^ lo
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electro contact current. There are abundant cases of pure electro
*

chemical currents.

5223. The sulphuretted solutions illustrate well the windings of

the contact theory, against all reasonable analogy, that it may by

running parallel to chemical action be in any way consistent with

the facts.

5224. The cases of iron and nitric acid are explained by pure

assumptions by the contact men, but are simple results of previous

chemical facts.

5225*. Every case of a current is obliged to be met by the contact

men by assuming powers at the points of contact of strengths

sufficient to produce it. So the metals a, b with acid at c

give -> current, but with acid there give <- current; also

with alkali at c give -> current and with sulphuretted alkali give

<- current. Is this likely from contact action alone

5226. Again, the fluids and , which give different

currents with a and will give the same currents with the metals

e and /; whilst the fluids giving the same currents with

a and b give different currents with e and/i

5227. If we say that the effects of contact always balance each

other in a complete circle, then where is the source ofpower } The
power itself is in such cases a perfectly gratuitous assumption.

5228. If they do not always balance each other, then where is the

case of a circuit producing a current by contact, chemical action

being no way concerned }

5229. If the many cases without chemical action produce no
current, and those only with chemical action produce a current, then

why should we not say that it is the chemical action produces it }

5230. Especially as there are so many cases of currents from
chemical action without previous contact.

5231. If the contact theory is true, then may the perpetual motion

also be true on principle, and it would not be difficult even to make
one acting mechanically.

5232. Gymnotus. I saw the fish at the Adelaide Gallery not only

give a spark across a striking distance, and attract gold leaves

together hanging near to each other, but burn or deflagrate the

leaves [in] a very striking and effectual manner. The leaves were

[5225]
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each about this size, and full one half of each was dissipated. This

was some months ago.

5233. A voltaic battery giving no striking distance of itselfwould
perhaps do so if connected with a good large Leyden battery. It

ought if it can charge such a battery so as to give a sensible spark.

5234. Induction. Professor Henry's secondary, tertiary, etc. cur-

rents are not currents in the ordinary sense of the word, i.e. are not

like a battery current continued for a moment. They are com-
mencing or terminal currents, i.e. are beginnings or endings of a

tonic state, are risings or fallings of a condition. Hence a very

important difference. See 6088 to 6187 for working out of this

matter.

15 OCTR. 1839.

5235. I want such bodies as, being conductors of a thermo-

current, are not acted on sensibly or at all by strong nitric acid.

Some Nitric acid was boiled to drive off nitrous acid, cooled and

then tried with different thermo-conductors.

Artificial Sulphuret^

of copper

Native sulphuret of

copper and Iron

\/ Nickel

y/ Antimony
Bismuth

Arsenic

v/ Native Sulphuret of

Iron

Galena

Copper

v/ Grey native Sulrt.

copper ,

5236. A piece of grain tin in the N. acid did not appear to be acted

upon but remained bright. When clean platina terminations (of

the galvanometer) were put into the acid, and one made to touch

the tin, no current was produced; the Tin did not appear to be

positive to the platina. If whilst things remained thus the surface

of the tin were scratched with a glass rod or with the other plate,

All acted upon at once and continued to

be acted upon, some more, some less.

Copper and its compounds become en-

\ crusted with scales of nitrate of copper,

and action seems to stop, but in reality

still goes on, more slowly. The four

marked thus \/ are acted on but slowly.
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then the tin became Pos. for a moment, but fell again instantly, as

if the surface were quickly invested with a coat of oxide.

5237. The experiment shews very well the renewal and stoppage

of the current with the renewal and stoppage of chemical action.

5238. A Piece of tin cleaned by scraping or sand paper does not

shew the same perfect stoppage of chemical action. The action is

at first strong and sudden, then quickly falls very much, but still

goes on, and the consequence is, a permanent current is produced

when it is opposed to Platina. It is only the tin pieces that have

been separated by heat that occasionally produce this perfect

stoppage ; and that a coat of oxide covers them and protects them

is sufficiently shewn by their yellow colour.

5239. I tried with a piece of such tin, part being in and part out

of the acid for the connection, to see if a thermo current could pass

the coat of oxide; but there was always a weak hydro current

enough to overpower the thermo current, produced probably at

the surface of the acid, where the moisture of the air may cause an

action on the tin.

Platina

S^^^i These did not appear to have
Plumbago -1,1 •

r, ^^ \jr ^ any sensible action on the
rer oxide Man2;anese . . .

,

CI .1 r? nitric acid.
bcale oxide or Iron

Iron

5240*. Now for applications of these. Suppose i and 2 two such

dissimilar metals as Platina and Iron, whilst 3 is such a fluid as

strong Nitric acid or sulphuret of potassa, producing no current

with the metals, but a conductor of a thermo current. Let 4 be

a thermo electric arrangement and let a galvanometer be in the

circuit. When all is cold or at the same temperature there will be

no current, but on heating the thermo arrangement there will be

a current. Then might get good proof that contact of metals is not

effective in the voltaic pile by comparing the non-action of contact

of Iron and platina at 4 with the action of a feeble thermo current

there.

5241 . Made i Platina, 2 Iron, 3 Strong N. Acid and 4 an Antimony
bismuth thermo arrangement (a single element). In this case there

was a permanent current, the Iron being positive, so that I could

* [5240]

J
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not commence from the Zero state of things. On heating the

thermo-element, which was fitted to produce a current in the

contrary direction, it produced no sensible change in the deviation

of the needle.

5242. I used a larger platina plate opposed to the iron plate; the

effect was the same.

5243. I changed the iron plate for an iron wire only; the permanent

deflexion was much less, but still the thermo current was not

sensible by any alteration in the deviation.

5244. This nullity of effect may occur in two ways: either the

nitric acid may not conduct the thermo current well enough, or

the thermo current passing may so far be supposed to undo the

peculiar state of the iron as to develope in it an equal amount of

Pos. force, which producing its amount of current, neutralizes the

effect and so keeps the deflection constant.

5245. I therefore made both electrodes in the N. Acid Platina and

then heated the thermo electric element as before, but I obtained

no sensible effect, though when the electrodes were made to touch

each other in the acid there was very powerful effect. In fact then,

this Nitric acid does not conduct the thermo current well enough

for this kind of experiment; and has the further disadvantage of

causing a rather strong direct current with the Platina and Iron.

Perhaps a yellow acid conducts thermo current better than a

colourless one.

5246. On taking away the thermo electric element at 4 and putting

a little dilute Sul. Acid, for the purpose of having a comparative

result, at the same spot of contact^ of thermo action and of chemical

action: then found the last to be striking, a strong electric current

dependant on the dilute S.A., Platina and Iron being produced

and continuing permanently. This is a good case ofa voltaic action

without contact.

5247. Supposing we had had no current from the Iron and Platina

in N. A., then the non effect of contact of Iron and Platina at 4
would have been evident. In that case other metals, as zinc, put

at 4 between the iron and platina there, would have shewed

whether they had any effect; for it could not be supposed that the

contact of zinc with platina and zinc with Iron would be alike in

any other case than the one of no action. As it was I introduced
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Zinc

Gold
Silver

Copper

and no change was produced in the deflection. Scale oxide of iron

caused a slight diminution of the deflection, but this I concluded

was not because it produced a counter current but because, being

a worse conductor than a metal, it retarded the existing current.

Had Iron and platina in N. A. produced no action, these two cases

would have been separated and the true nature of the action of the

oxide of iron shewn by itself

5248*. I now made the fluid at 3 a strong solution of yellow

sulphuret of potassa, leaving i and 2 Platina and Iron. At first the

Platina was Positive to the Iron, as in former cases, but gradually

this effect decreased and the Iron became Pos. to the platina, pro-

ducing at last a permanent considerable deflection. The greatness

of this deflection does not depend so much on the greater action

on the Iron as on the far better conducting power of this solution,

as was evident by the thermo effects to be described.

5249. On taking the iron out, cleaning it with sand paper and

reintroducing it, the same series of effects was observed— the Iron

was flrst negative, then positive.

5250. On heating the thermo electric app. at 4, its influence was
very evident and good ; but it was not strong enough to counteract

all the Pos. effect of the Iron and bring the needle to zero.

5251. When a little Sulc. Acid, diluted, was put between the Iron

and platina at 4, it exhibited powerful effects, for the direction of

the current was now inverted ; the current was also very strong on
the Galvanometer and hydrogen was evolved on the platina wire

opposite the iron in the acid, none being evolved on the iron itself.

5252. This shews that the Solution is better than nitric acid ; that

a good electric current was produced without metallic contact and

that weak chemical action at 4 is very far stronger than metallic

contact at 4, if that be any thing at all.

5253. The introduction of Zinc

Gold

Silver

Copper
at 4 made no change in the effects.

* [5248]

4
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5254. To sustain the theory of effective contact at 4, it may be

said that sulphuret of potash acts by contact, as a metal would do
there, and so there is a balance of forces; but then how is it shewn
that it is not so in every case and with all jfluids ? If it be so with

sulrt. potash, it is so also with the contrasted body. Strong N.
Acid; and if with strong N. A., why are we to suppose that weak
N.A. would have any other effect by contact only. Yet weak
N.A. put at -4 and acting chemically has altogether a different

result.

5255*. I, 2 and 3 were Platina, Iron and sulphuret of potassa.

Copper, platina and a galvanometer were in the circuit elsewhere,

as marked, being merely wires twisted together at the junctions.

There was a little permanent deflection, the Iron being Positive.

When heat was applied at either a or the thermo effect was fully

evident at the Galvanometer. Heat at junction a made iron 2 more
pos.; heat at junction b made iron 2 less positive. The thermo effect

was not so much as the chemical effect of the Iron (5264).

17 OCTR. 1839.

5256. Per oxide oflead^ which has been boiled in several distilled

waters until all the Nitric acid and nitrate of lead have been re-

moved, then dried in warm air cupboard, is an excellent conductor

of thermo electric currents. Very surprizing to find such sub-

stances as the Per oxide of lead

Per oxide of manganese

good conductors; their protoxides not being so. These bodies

most likely conduct as metals and not as electrolytes.

5257. Compared colourless and red nitric acid as to conducting

power for a thermo current. Some Nitric acid, strong, was boiled

and cooled and put into a circuit by means of platina plates, the

circuit including a galvanometer and a thermo electric couple of

Antimony and bismuth. When all was quiet the thermo-pile was

heated, but the nitric acid conducted scarcely at all; the effect was

not sensible.

5258. Some very red Nitric acid, i.e. with much nitrous acid in it,

was then put in the place of the colourless nitric acid. This con-

ducted the thermo current very freely indeed. Its effect is quite

* [5255]
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remarkable and I should think a thermo current would pass half

a dozen or more interpositions of it.

5259. Either platina plate dipped in colourless nitric acid and then

replaced was strongly negative to the other. Either being raised

into the air for a moment and then replaced was also strongly-

negative. This last result is due to the dissipation more or less of

the Ns. acid by exposure to the air, the plate becoming as if dipped

in nitric acid.

5260. Nitric acid which had been diluted with its bulk or more of

water and then rendered green by the action of a platina cathode

upon it (in Mr Grove's battery), was tried and found to be an

excellent conductor of the thermo current, though it must have

been comparatively weak as a nitric acid.

5261. If either plate was here raised into the air for a moment or

two it became negative (on reimmersion) to the other, as in the

former case.

5262. I used the red acid (5258) to make a circuit with Iron and

platina (in 5241), including a galvanometer and the Antimony
bismuth thermo element. There was a permanent deflection, the

Iron being pos. as with nitric acid. But the thermo current could

now pass and undo or counteract a part, perhaps one half, of the

whole amount of deflection. This confirms the opinion given

before (5244).

5263*. The cups D and E contained a strong solution of a newly

prepared sulphuret of potassium with as much sulphur as possible.

Cup D contained besides a plate of platina, continued by platina

wire to the junction a; from thence iron was continued (as iron

wire) to junction I?; from thence platina to a galvanometer and

again platina from the galvanometer to the plate of platina in the

cup E. Then another platina plate and wire from that cup to

junction c, and from there iron to the iron plate in the cup D,
completing the circuit. In this circuit, three metallic junctions

occur between Iron and platina : two at a and h which are contrasted

or opposed to each other in direction, and one at c, which is not

opposed by any other metallic junction.

5264. I found that this arrangement gave no current, i.e. that the

Iron and platina in the cup D did not generate a current. It is true
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that at the first immersion the platina was Pos. to the Iron, as in

the former case, but this gradually went down, and after an hour
there was no sensible current, and at the end of five hours it was
the same. The iron did not become positive as before (5255).

5265. Still I found that the circuit was of high conductibility, for

heat at a instandy caused a current one way and heat at h as readily

caused one the other way, the permanent deflection being easily

rendered 60°, 70° or 80°. When a was heated, the current was
from the Iron to the platina in Glass D and when h was heated,

from Platina to the Iron. When neither was heated there was no
current.

5266. Now why was there no current } Why did not the contact

at c cause a current, ifcontact can do any thing } The mere warmth
of the hand there caused a current, and if the Iron and platina were

separated there and a little dilute acid or even the tongue or a wet
finger applied there, such change caused a current. Why then did

not contact, if contact can do any thing? The only answer the

contact men can give is to say that the sulphuret of potash solution

acts by contact as a metal and so the influences at the opposite

surfaces are balanced.

5267. But this is altogether begging the question. The solution is

certainly a most excellent exciting electrolyte when such metals or

bodies are in it as it can act upon, as for instance copper or silver

or probably per oxide of lead; and is then in its action quite unlike

the metals and quite like any of the acid or saline exciting electro-

lytes. And if it, acting purely by contact, has its contact effects at

the opposite surfaces balanced, then why should not all other

exciting electrolytes have the same balanced action as regards their

mere contact.'^ And in either case it would not be contact but

chemical action, and chemical action only, which produces the

voltaic current.

5268. Yellow sulphuret ofPotassa used above. Took equal weights

of potassa fuza and sulphur (rather more sulphur), heated them

together in a florence flask, first moderately and then more highly,

until sulphur began to sublime, shaking the materials together for

half an hour. Allowed all to cool. This sulphuret, dissolved in

water so as to make a strong solution (from which the sulphur in

excess fell by standing), gave the solution used in the preceeding
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experiment. It conducts most readily even a slight thermo current

and it does not produce an active circuit with Platina and Iron.

5269. When the Iron and platina are first put into this solution

the Iron is strongly Neg. to the Platina. I think this is because a

little film or trace of oxide on the iron is being reduced by the

solution. For the iron to attract oxygen is to make it the Positive

metal; for it to give up oxygen is to render it a negative metal.

5270. I introduced Zinc

Gold
Silver and even Potassium into the circuit

at c, but none produced any effect when the metallic contact was

complete. Yet it is clear their contact effects on the Iron and platina

could not be alike.

24 OCTR. 1839.

5271. Recommenced experiments with the good solution of

sulphuret of potassium (5268) and metals which, being associated

in it as a circuit, either produce no direct current; or produce a

current at first and then come to rest, leaving a conducting circuit;

produce a current and then come to rest producing a non-

conducting circuit; or produce a continuous and permanent

current.

5272. When I, 2 and 3 were /ro/z, Platina and the solution of

Sulphuret of Potash^ it has been found already that they come to

a quiescent or zero state, no current being produced (5264), and

yet the system a good conductor.

5273. Made i and 2 Platina and bismuth. The bismuth was first

positive; the current then gradually fell until very little. The
current was shewn by a galvanometer included in the circuit, and

a thermo-electric element of antimony and bismuth was also in the

circuit, so arranged that when heat was applied, the current was as

if 2 or the Bismuth were more Positive. On heating this element,

it was found that the current freely travelled through the circuit,

so it is still a good conductor. Continued this thermo current a

while to assist in sulphuretting the bismuth and bringing it to its

quiescent state. Let all cool to one temperature, and found that

deflection of the Galvanometer needle by the remaining action of

the bismuth was only 3° in this very delicate instrument. Yet on

FDIII 26
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heating, the thermo element could pass its current and make it 40°

or more.

5274. Cannot doubt therefore here that, as the action on the

bismuth ceases, the current ceases also; yet the contact of the

bismuth and platina remained unchanged and the current was not

stopped for want of conducting power.

5275. When the point of contact of bismuth and platina had a

little force given it by action of heat, that it continued to shew as

long as the heat continued.

5276. Here we may reason, as before with the Iron and Platina

(5266, 5270), about contact of Bismuth and Platina. It does

nothing—and this case is not one of peculiarity, as with the Iron

and platina, where the platina was Pos. at the commencement; but

here it is negative, the bismuth being Pos. whilst the action goes

on of sulphuration, and as that diminishes and ceases the current

also diminishes, and at last (no doubt) also ceases, though all still

a conductor.

5277. It cannot be that contact ofthe sulphuret ofbismuth formed

with the bismuth (see Marianini's notion in the case of copper)

causes the first action and the current; for, independent of the loose

state ofsuch a case, that contact still continues, the sulphuret being

insoluble, and yet there is no continuous current— it ceases with

the action.

5278. Besides reasoning here on the inefficacy of the contact of

bismuth and Platina, may extend it as before to interposed bodies,

as zinc which was interposed there; copper also and all the other

conductors would doubtless do the same thing, i.e. do nothing.

5279. The inactive bismuth, when taken out and washed, was

found covered at the immersed part with an adhering thin brown
film of sulphuret, like a very thin varnish or lacquer. It is in a

beautiful state as an investing body.

5280. Platina and Nickel were made i and 2, the solution of the

sulphuret of Potassa being 3 as before. In fact, the bismuth or

metal of the preceeding experiment was taken out (the platina

being left in the solution) and nickel was adjusted in the circuit in

its place. The Platina was Pos. at first and strongly (as in the case

of Iron). The action and current soon fell much and in a few

minutes all was neutral and there was no current. On heating the
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thermo element the circuit was found to conduct well; on cooling

all, the needle returned to zero. This is a very good case and parallel

to Iron and Platina. The nickel does not appear to become a

sulphuret, but like Iron to remain in the metallic state.

5281. What a variety as to conditions of the bodies and of contact

we obtain, and yet how subject all are to the simple result of

chemical action. Sometimes the metal does not act, but remains

metallic. Sometimes it forms an impervious conducting sulphuret;

at other an impervious non-conducting sulphuret; at others a

pervious sulphuret; but these changes never cause a departure

from the strict dependance of the current on chemical action.

5282. Platina and Lead were made i and 2. Sulphuret was 3 as

before. The lead was very Positive at first, but in a minute or two
fell and became perfectly neutral, the needle being at 0°. The effect

was very surprizing and sudden. The circuit still conducted the

thermo current well. This is an excellent experiment. On com-
pleting the circuit without the thermo electric element the needle

again returned to 0°. This is a good variation. The whole expt. is

fine as a proof.

5283. When the lead was taken out and washed, it was found

beautifully covered with a very thin pelicle of sulphuret of lead.

5284. Platina and Gold was made i and 2, Sulphuret of potash as

before 3. The Platina was Pos. at first and strongly so. In a few

minutes the metals became neutral. The thermo current travelled

freely through the circuit, and that being then put out of the circuit,

the Platina and gold were found neutral as before.

5285. The first action by which Gold is Neg. and Platina Pos.

depends doubtless upon the difference of the state of the Platina

which has been continuously and for some time in the solution,

and the Gold which goes in from wiping and the air; or it may be

an effect of that return action which Platina would shew under

something of similar circumstances in dilute S. Acid. But it is an

effect which does not belong to the differences of the two metals

used, for a piece of platina used for 2 and put in as the Gold was
would undoubtedly shew the same action.

5286. These momentary currents are further proofs against con-

^ Hereabouts in the MS. there are several obvious errors in the dates

written at the head of the pages. These have been corrected.

26-2
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tact; they shew a momentary difference, a momentary action and

a momentary current. But the contact^ which is permanent^ does

nothing.

5287. Comparing such different metals as Iron, Nickel, Bismuth,

Lead and Gold against Platina, we in none of the cases find any

thing like a residual action, as if there were powers balanced one

against the other, but leaving now and then a little surplus in one

direction, stronger or weaker. All comes to a quiescent state,

shewing I think that in the ultimate condition, no action or force

is exerted. It is not a state of opposed tension but of absolute rest.

The feeblest thermo force is shewn at once.

5288. And should it be said that the forces are balanced, then let

the case be shewn where they are not balanced. Or if that can not

be shewn, let it be allowed there is no such force in contact at

all; or if there is, that it is always balanced in the complete circuit

and can therefore never produce the current in the voltaic pile.

5289. - Platina and Palladium were i and 2 and sulphuret of

potassa 3. The Platina was Pos. at first (as with the Gold before)

and strongly too. The current quickly fell, but after some time it

was still equal to 5°, the platina being Pos. At this time the thermo

current passed freely, as in the former cases. When all was cold

the Platina was Pos., about 3°. Perhaps this effect of the Platina

may be due to its power of separating a little sulphur from the

solution, as I will describe hereafter (5317). The result is at all

events consistent with all the former, and does nothing for con-

tact; for feeble as the residual current is, it is as if the Platina were

positive, not the Palladium; and as there is no sulphuret of either

platina or palladium formed, it would follow that Platina became

Pos. by contact with Palladium. Which is the reverse of the effect

of contact between the same metals when 3 is acid.

5290. Platina and Tin were i and 2, the solution of sulphuret of

potash 3. The tin was burnished smooth by a glass rod. The tin

was strongly Pos. at first, but quickly fell in power. After

10 minutes it was very nearly neutral. On now heating the thermo

electric element, no current passed and the circuit was found to be

a non conductor of it. The investing sulphuret in fact does not

conduct. The whole experiment offers a beautiful case of the

cessation of the current with cessation of chemical action, and at
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the same time presents the variation of a non conducting sulphuret

produced.

5291. This case should in the paper probably come before those

where conduction continues^ For the proof then will rise in force.

5292. Pladna and Antimony ^^x^ i and 2; Sulrt. Potash was 3.

The Antimony was very Pos. and seemed to continue so. After

some time the effect was the same, a constant deflection of 60° or

more. On taking out the Antimony, the sulphuret on it was found

loose, easily washed or wiped off. Thus the sulphuretted solution

had access through it to the metal, the formation of fresh sulphuret

went on and the current continued. It really offers a fine case and

variation in comparison with the former.

5293. Pladna and Cadmium were i and 2. Sulrt. Potash was 3.

The cadmium was very Pos. but fell a little, slowly; after an hour

the deviation was still 54° or more. On taking out the Cadmium
there was an adhering coat of sulphuret on it. As the rod of

cadmium was not polished, but rough from the sand paper, it was
cleaned, burnished with a glass rod and reintroduced into the

experiment. It was at first very Positive. After a while the de-

flection was 50°, and then all being left for 3 hours, it was still as

much as 40°; so that this metal does not come to a state of rest.

On taking out the Cadmium the sulphuret was on its surface,

partly adhering but partly loose, in small scales and roughness, and

the sulphuret of potash had easy access under and through this

;

so the case becomes like that of Antimony. Perhaps if a weaker

solution were used the coat of sulphuret might adhere.

5294. Must try Platina with Copper, Silver, Zinc; also with

Cadmium in dilute solution of the sulphuret and also against fresh

platina.

5295. Perhaps also as well to repeat some of these actions in

solutions of the colourless hydro sulphuret of potassa.

5296. Now proceeded to some experiments w[h]ere Iron was
made i and contrasted or put against other metals in the same
strong solution of yellow sulphuret of potassa.

5297. Iron and Palladium were i and 2. Sol. Sulrt. Potash was 3.

The Iron was a little Pos. at first. In a short time the Palladium

became very slightly Pos., causing a deflection of about 1°. The
thermo current passed, but not so freely as when Platina was i.
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Still, all the proof as to the non efficacy of contact of Iron and

Palladium was obtained.

5298. Iron and Nickel were i and 2. Sulrt. Potash solution was 3.

The iron was Pos. at first, but soon very nearly neutral. The
thermo current was conducted as before, and very fairly, con-

sidering how small the surface of the nickel was.

5299. Iron and Gold. Iron Pos. at first—but soon neutral or very

nearly so. Then heated the thermo element— its current passed,

but still not to the degree that happened when Platina was i. It

seems as if there were some opposing effect exerted by the Iron

to the thermo current. The iron is smaller in surface. Still it is

clear that Gold and Iron attain and retain a quiescent state, which

they keep whilst the circuit is still a conductor.

5300. I turned the thermo element round so as to make its current

run in the reverse direction, i.e. the same way as if the iron were

Pos. ; but there was still the difficulty of getting a free circulation

of its current. So that though there appears to be obstruction in

the iron, or else where it is in contact with the sulphuretted solu-

tion, still it does not seem to depend upon any relation of the iron

to the thermo current in reference to its Pos. or Neg. state being

affected by it.

5301. The Iron was a flat bar about o-i of inch thick and 0*4 of

inch wide.

5302. Iron and Bismuth were made i and 2; Sulrt. Potash solu-

tion 3. The Bismuth was Pos. at first; the effect fell rapidly and

was soon very nearly neutral. The thermo current then produced

an effect, but as before not the full effect, for the needle settled at

9° instead of 45° or more. It was as if the thermo current had

caused the iron to react against it and the bismuth and become

Positive enough to neutralize much of the effect. All was allowed

to cool and came to quiescence nearly, the bismuth being Pos. to

about 3° of deflection. Tried the thermo current again; it passed,

but feebly. In this experiment the plate of Iron was not only small

(compared to former plate of platina), but it was rather far from

the bismuth in the solution and the solution itself was small in

quantity, not rising high up the plates. All this helped to retard the

effect.

5303. Still the result of the whole experiment is that a thermo
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current can pass, and somewhat freely; whilst the contact of Iron

and bismuth does nothing.

5304. Now made some experiments with Nickel as i, it having

already been compared with or against Platina and Iron.

5305. Nickel and Gold were made i and 2; Sulrt. Potash was 3.

The nickel was at first a little Pos., but soon became very nearly

neutral; in about 5 minutes time the Gold was very slightly Pos.

The thermo current was well and permanently conducted. So

contact of Nickel and Gold does nothing.

5306. Nickel and Palladium were i and 2; Sulrt. Potash 3. The
Nickel was immersed first and then the Palladium. The Nickel was

at first Positive, but in a few minutes the Palladium was Pos. by
about 1° of deflection. Then the thermo current was well con-

ducted, but with a little pulsatory start; but this was due I think

to the junction of the Bismuth and Antimony having got out of

order. The result was a very good one and shews that contact of

Nickel and Palladium does nothing.

5307. The Nickel is a small bar, not polished but rather porous;

it has been forged, but there are little cavities on its surface. The
contents of these may account for the variations of current during

the first few minutes of immersion.

5308. Must try Nickel with Lead, Bismuth, Silver, Copper ^

5309. Bismuth has been associated with Platina (5273) and Iron

(5302). Now tried it with Gold and Palladium.

5310. Bismuth and Gold made i and 2; Sulrt. Potash being 3. The
Bismuth was strongly Positive ; it fell regularly and in half an hour

was almost neutral. It then conducted the thermo current well.

On throwing the latter out of the circuit and completing the

voltaic circuit only, the needle at once came to 0°. Thus the metals

bismuth and Gold do nothing by contact.

53 1 1. Bismuth and Palladium were made i and 2; Sulrt. Potash 3.

The Bismuth was positive at first— soon became neutral and then

conducted thermo current well. On cooling, the Palladium was

a trace Pos. —but in a short time all was neutral. The thermo current

was well conducted and its passage did not alter the neutrality of

I In the manuscript the words "Silver, Copper" have been added in

pencil.
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the Bismuth and Palladium when opposed to each other. A very

Good Case.

5312. Must try Bismuth with Lead, Nickel, Silver, Copper

^

5313. Made Pladna i; Native crystd. Sulphuret of Iron 2; and

solution of sulphuret of Potassa 3. As a voltaic circuit it was
neutral, but the thermo current travelled, being conducted pretty

well. So the argument stands good by the experiment here.

5314. Made Pladna i; Galena 2; Sulrt. Potash 3. There was no

voltaic current, but on heating the thermo electric element the

effect produced, though sensible, was very small, and not so much
as I expected.

5315. Pladna and sulphuret of lead are however well associated

where lead was used (5282), for at last i and 2 are Platina and

sulphuret of lead, the two metals being connected by lead and

copper in the metallic part of the circuit (with Antimony and

bismuth also). So it is there shewn that these two produce no

voltaic current, yet thermo current passes well. Hence their

metallic contact does nothing.

5316. Platina and Sulphuret ofBismuth, The same good results

as is shewn by the experiment with bismuth (5273).

5317. When the experiment of Platina and Cadmium (5293) was

left for three hours and then dismounted, the platina was found

covered with a fine dew or adhering powder of sulphur, as if the

sulphur had been precipitated upon it. A glass rod which was in

the solution at the same time was also similarly covered. A platina

plate which was put into the same solution all night, but not

forming part of a voltaic circuit, was found in the morning with

a deposition of sulphur on it, but not to the same extent in quantity

as the others. This tendency of sulphur to separate in contact with

the platina may perhaps occasionally cause a current when the

platina forms part of a circuit.

5318. The solution of sulphuret of potassa is of great value as an

exciting electrolyte, for its power of forming resulting compounds
which are insoluble and yet conductors; for it thus adds important

facts to the proofs of the electro chemical theory. Should be glad

to know of some other body doing so.

^ In the manuscript the words "Silver, Copper" have been added in

pencil.
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5319. Instead of making 3 sol. Sulrt. Potash for an electrolyte, or

a metal for a conductor, may think that if it were such a body as

per oxide of lead or per oxide of manganese or a sulphuret of a

metal, some effect might be obtained of illustration. Now at

pp. 1 183, 1184^ such bodies are there interposed, but no current

was produced. Thus there is no trace of effect of contact there.

25TH OCTR. 1839.

5320. Continued the experiments of yesterday, using a fresh ^ ^

portion of the same strong solution of the sulphuret ofpotashfor 3, J (2)
—

and metals and sulphurets, etc. for i and 2.

5321. Made Platina and Copper i and 2. The copper was burnished

smooth with a glass rod after being cleaned. It became very Pos.

and continued so, the needle remaining strongly deflected. On
taking out the copper, it was found the sulphuret did not adhere,

but easily wiped off in scales. So a continued action and a con-

tinued current.

5322. Tried Platina and polished copper in a diluted solution of

the sulphuret of potash (i vol. of the strong + 4 vols, water), but

with the same result. The copper remained permanently active

and the sulphuret easily wiped off from it.

5323. Made Platina and Silver i and 2. Strong sol. Sulrt. potash

was 3. The silver very Positive and continued so.

5324. Platina and Polished Zinc made i and 2. Strong sol. Sulrt.

Potash 3. The Zinc was strongly Pos.— it diminished very slowly

for a time and then kept strong and steady. On taking out the

Zinc it was very bright, as if the sulphuret formed was soluble.

Try this (5357).

5325. Tried Platina and Platina together, to know the relation

of the piece in first to that put in afterwards ( ). When both

were in and all at 0°, took one out, washed and wiped it and then

put it in again; then did so with the other. Whichever remained

in was positive to that which was removed and reintroduced. On
lifting one out into the air for a few moments and then reintro-

ducing it, it was Negative slightly to the one remaining in, which

last was Positive. This is the contrary to what happened on a

^ i.e. par. 5206 et seq.
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former occasion with a weaker solution of a different sulphuret

(5177,5127,5961)-

5326. Platina and Cadmium were made i and 2 in a weak solution

of the sulphuret of potash (i vol. strong sol.+ 4 vols, water). The
cadmium was polished : at first it was strongly pos. ; the effect fell

much and in about an hour the deflection was not above 1°, so

weak was the action. On trying the thermo current, there was

scarcely a trace of its being conducted. The proof that current

diminishes as the action diminishes is however perfect ( ).

5327. Zecz^/ has been compared before with Platina (5282). Now
proceeded to associate it with other metals.

5328. Lead and Gold made i and 2; Strong sol. Sulrt. Potash

made 3. The lead was Pos., but fell fast and was neutral in a few

minutes. It then conducted the thermo current well. On allowing

the thermo apparatus to cool, the needle returned to 0°. So here

no contact effect.

5329. Lead and Palladium i and 2; Sulrt. Potash 3. Just the same

as with Gold.

5330. Lead and Iron i and 2; Sulrt. Potash 3. Lead strongly Pos.,

but its effect soon went off and deflection diminished. Still it went

down slowly by comparison with other cases of lead and the Iron

appears to be actively Negative. When the deflection was about 8°,

heated the thermo pile, but there was scarcely any effect on the

needle. There was the same difficulty of passage as yesterday.

When the temperature had fallen, the continuous deflection due

to the Negative Iron was about 4°. Tried the thermo effect again

and found that, though a little of the thermo current passed, there

was the same difficulty as before. Being again cooled, the Iron

effect was such as by this time to bring the needle very nearly

to 0°.

5331. I cannot resist the suspicion that Iron has such an effect on

the electrolyte as to be actively negative. Is it possible that this

can be from any power it may possess of attracting a cationfrom it,

or does it depend upon its giving up an anion, or what ?

5332. Lead and Nickel i and 2; Strong sol. Sulrt. Potash 3. The
lead pos.— then diminished and soon nearly neutral. It then con-

ducted the thermo current pretty well. When all cooled, it was

more nearly neutral, but still some traces of the current. The result
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is, that contact of Lead and nickel does nothing-but also that

Nickel has a little of that peculiar relation so striking in iron.

5333. As nickel is not a readily oxidizable metal in the air, it

rather tends to suggest that the effects of both are due to their

power of associating cations with them. As to Iron, may not its

mode of rusting have something to do with this ? Will Iron, on
which platina filings are sprinkled, rust round these filings, it being

kept constantly in an atmosphere in which water will not deposit

as a fluid on it.^

5334. Lead and Bismuth i and 2; Sol. Sulrt. Potash 3. Bismuth

very Pos.— quickly neutral— then conducted the thermo current

well. When all cold, needle was at 0° again. Good result.

5335. Bismuth has been associated with Platina (5273), Iron

(5302), Gold (5310), Palladium (5311), and lead (5334); now
compared it with Nickel^ making Bismuth i ; Nickel 2 ; and Sulrt.

Potassa 3. The Bismuth was Pos., but soon became nearly neutral

and then the thermo current was conducted well. When all was
cold, the needle was very nearly at 0°; only a trace of deflection.

Hence Bismuth and Nickel do nothing by contact.

5336. Used two plates of clean Iron^ new pieces, in the strong

solution of sulphuret of potassa, to ascertain how they would

conduct the thermo current. They were o-i of inch thick; 0-75 of

inch broad, and i-8 inches in length were immersed in the solution.

This surface, with Platina, Gold, lead or other metals, would have

conducted the thermo electric current freely. The piece of iron

last put in was Negative for a moment to the other and then the

whole was neutral. On heating the thermo element I could scarcely

get any of its current to pass. The effect was really very bad indeed

and very striking in that respect. Must examine this matter of

Iron.

5337. In thinking of the bad conducting power, we must remem-
ber there were two iron surfaces here; so that if one surface was

an obstruction in former cases, two would be more so. May the

bad conduction depend upon the surface of the Iron becoming

invested with a badly conducting film } It seems very bright and

clean, but if it attracts a cation to it, it might be so. Will reflection

shew any difference } Must examine the whole question well.

5338. Platina and Scale oxide ofIron made i and 2; Sulrt. Potash
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made 3. The oxide was prepared by taking a plate of iron and

making it dull red hot for half an hour in the air- then letting it

cool and brightening one part for connexion with the contact wire.

The Platina was at first strongly Pos., i.e. the oxide or iron plate

was strongly negative. When the deflection was 6°, heated the

thermo element and found its current to pass far better than with

the clean iron plate. Allowed all to cool and then the deflection

was 3°. Heated again and the current was fairly conducted, though

not quite so well as by other metals. When again cold the de-

flection was only 1°.

5339* Thus Platina and Oxide of Iron do nothing by contact.

Oxide of Iron appears to be actively Negative (i.e. if the solution

did not penetrate to the metallic iron under it). Oxide of iron

conducts thermo current into the solution better than pure iron

does. If oxide of iron should be found really to have the same

active Neg. force as metallic iron, remember also that it is Mag-
netic.

5340- Took a flat glass, bent a platina plate A so that its end laid

in the bottom of the glass; poured in some strong solution of the

sulphuret of potassa; placed a folded dry piece of cloth in the

solution on the platina plate; put a compact piece oiyellow native

copper pyrites on the cloth so that its upper part was out of the

solution and dry; let the end of the platina wire B rest on this, and

so, A and B being connected with the Galvanometer and thermo-

pile, had platina and copper pyrites as i and 2 with sulrt. potassa

as 3. There was no voltaic current, but the arrangement conducted

the thermo current very well. Hence no effect of contact here,

etc. etc.

5341. Platina and Grey Sulphuret of copper^ being associated in

the same way, the Grey sulphuret was very strongly positive to

the Platina and continued so. See page 1 177 and 1 175 The piece

of mineral used was an old piece, had been used in such experi-

ments before and was of a different colour.

5342. Platina and Galena associated in the sulrt. potash— there

was no voltaic current and I could scarcely get a sensible thermo

current to pass. The galena was not very compact, i.e. it might

have fissures, etc. within to interfere with its conducting power.

^ i.e. pars. 5189 and 5183.
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5343. The various results include the comparison of the

Sulphuret of Lead with Platina

Gold

Palladium

Iron

Nickel

Bismuth

Sulphuret of Bismuth with Platina

Gold

Palladium

Iron

Nickel

Lead and Sulphuret of Lead.

Sulphuret of Cadmium with Platina

Sulphuret of Iron „ Platina;

and the results are all against theory of contact, for no effect of

contact can be evolved and set out.

26 OCTR. 1839.

5344. Platina and silver were made i and 2 in a weak solution of

sulphuret of potassa (i vol. strong sol. + 7 vols, water). The
silver was Positive strongly and remained so for an hour or more.

5345. Platina and Native Gray sulphuret of copper were again

made i and 2 in a strong solution of sulphuret of potassa (5341).

The sulphuret was strongly positive and remained permanently so.

It was a new piece. Hence it acts powerfully (5189). It changed

colour and lustre and evidently underwent a chemical change; it

is probably raised to a higher degree of sulphuration, and the same

change may not take place in colourless hydro sulphuret of potash.

See to that (5183). It is acted on by it and becomes strongly Pos.

See 5183.

5346. Some of Keir's sulphuric acid for dissolving silver and not

copper was made, consisting of i Nitre and 10 strong oil of vitriol.

This was some days ago, and now it is clear and crystallization of

bisulphate of potash present. It was made 3.

5347. Platina and Copper in Keir's acid; the copper was strongly

and permanently Pos.
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5348. Platina and Silver in Keir's acid. The silver was strongly

and permanently Pos.

5349. Silver and copper in Keir's acid. The Copper was strongly

and permanently Pos.

5350. So this acid does me no particular good; the order of silver

and copper being the same in it as in dilute Sulc. or nitric acid.

5351. Nitrous acid
J
its conduction, etc. Took a glass tube, size of

the sketch I; put into it some condensed nitrous acid from distilled

nitrate of lead. It was yellow and so free from water and occupied

the tube up to a. Put in two platina wires and connected them as

in former cases with the Galvanometer and thermo element of

bismuth and antimony. There was no action on the needle and on
heating the thermo element no current could pass (to produce

sensible deviation).

5352. Put four drops of water into the tube. These acted on and

mingled with the Nitrous acid, evolving a little nitrous gas and

producing a dark green hydrated nitrous acid (containing now
probably a little nitric acid from the action of the water); and this

green part occupied about 0*4 of an inch from b to c. Now the

thermo current was conducted with very great facility, and that

too though only that part of the platina wires in the green solution

could act as conductors. On taking out the wires and then im-

mersing only about \ of an inch of each into the green acid, the

thermo current was well conducted (5456).

5353. After certain other experiments to be described directly, all

the acid (green and yellow) was mixed together so that there was

but very little water in any part. The colour was now less green

or brownish green. The fluid conducted the thermo-current, but

not so well as before. The most green is that which conducts best.

5354. Experimented with the most green acid and Iron by making

one wire platina and the other clean Iron and dipping the tips of

these into the acid, thus. At first there was a little current, which

gradually became very small. Then on trying the thermo current

found it was not sensibly conducted. It had every appearance as

if the iron were invested by an opposing or non-conducting film,

or else had a direct opposing action to the current tending to pass.

5355. Removed the Iron wire and used another, which had been

^ The diagram has been reduced to | scale.
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heated in a spirit lamp and covered with a film of oxide. This is

both Schonbein's oxidized iron wire and scale oxide of Iron. This

with the platina produced no voltaic or permanent current, but

on heating the thermo-element its current was found to pass with

great facility.

5356. This difference between inactive iron and oxidiied iron as to

the conduction of the thermo current seems to point to a distinct

state of the two; seems to imply that the iron is not inactive

because of a state or film of oxidation.

5357. Sulphuret of Zinc (5324) is soluble in the strong solution

of the Sulphuret of Potassa. I put a drop of muriate of zinc into

a glass tube, added a drop of the sulphuret of potash and stirred;

immediately a thick magma of sulphuret of zinc was formed, but

on adding much more of the solution of sulphuret of potassa, the

precipitate was gradually dissolved and all became clear.

5358. Blende does not conduct the thermo-current.

5359. With reference to the peculiarities of Iron and its peculiar

mode of rusting in spots, at which time perhaps its other surface

is invested with a cation : took a clean plate of Iron and put on to

it here and there some fine particles of Platina; and then set all

aside in a cupboard, where I do not think the water of the air will

ever deposit as a fluid on the metals—wishing to see what sort of

action will go on in this case (see 6078).

5360. Thermo contact. If contact of metals does any thing, then

hardly doubt that what is called thermo electricity is due to same

force, i.e. to disturbance by local heat of the balanced forces of the

different contacts in a metallic or similar circuit considered at

common temperatures. Those who quote thermo effects as proofs

of effects of contact must admit this.

5361. May then assume that heat either increases or diminishes

the electromotive force of contact, i.e. ifA be antimony and B bis-

muth, heat applied at x causes the current to pass in the direction

of the arrow. Now if, according to the^ contact theory, Bismuth

in contact with Antimony tends to become Pos. and the Antimony
Neg., then heat diminishes the effect; but ifthe tendency of Bismuth

is to be Neg. and Antimony Pos., their heat increases the effect.

But how are we to decide which is which }

5362. Let us for that purpose go to the Voltaic circuit. There,
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Antimony and Bismuth come close together in the middle of the

series; so that tells but little, though it makes Bismuth Pos. to

Antimony. But in the thermo series they are the extremes, being

as different as they can be. How does this consist with the contact

theory in the Voltaic pile ?

5363. Again, if silver and Antimony form a thermo series and the

junction x be heated, the current there is from the silver to the

Antimony. If silver and Bismuth form a thermo series, and x be

heated, the current is from the Bismuth to the silver. But in the

Voltaic series, when an ordinary acid excites the arrangement, it

is from the silver to both the Antimony and the Bismuth, and that

very strongly. How little therefore metallic contact can do— if it

can do any thing in these cases.

5364. So by the heat series. Tin and Lead are more negative to

Zinc than Silver is; how does this agree with voltaic effects.^

Platina is Positive to Bismuth. So is Silver and Iron. Zinc is

Negative to Antimony. So is Lead and Tin, and especially Bismuth

above all other metals—and a great number of such irregularities

come out, which can only be accounted for by assuming a specific

effect of contact of the acids for each metal, which is not only one

unlike Metallic contact in having a balanced state in the complete

circuit, but is in no relation to it as to the order of the substances

considered. Thus Bismuth and Antimony, which are greatly

removed thermo electrically, must have this extra character of acid

contact very greatly developed to make them a feeble voltaic

combination; and with respect to silver, which stands between tin

and zinc thermo-electrically, not only must this happen, but how
great must the effect of this its incongruous contact be to overcome

so completely as it does the differences which the metals tend to

produce. In fact, what evidence for contact remains, since it is

thus referred to the acid, and made not only to vary uncertainly

for each metal, but to vary also in direct conformity with the

variation of chemical action }

28 OCTR. 1839.

5365. Expts. on Inversion or change of current or production of

it by altering the force of chemical affinity without change of

contact and without (in many cases) any metallic contact.
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5366. As heat exalts chemical affinity, I thought it probable that

a circle of one metal and one fluid might produce a voltaic current

when one of the contacts of metal and fluid was heated; and if this

could be done with fluids, etc. which either did not generate or

could not conduct a thermo-current produced by Antimony and

Bismuth, it might be concluded the effect would result from pure

chemical affinity— contact doing nothing.

5367. The form of experiment was this : C was a glass tube bent

as represented; the limbs were about 3 inches long and the tube

J
of an inch in diameter; it was supported on a ring so that either

the part F or G could be heated by a spirit lamp. A and B are

clean wires, either of the same or of different metals, and are to

be compared as to the action of the fluid in the tube upon them.

B is connected by a copper wire with a Galvanometer D (delicate);

that at pleasure with a thermo electric element of Antimony and

bismuth E; and that by a copper wire with A to complete the

circuit. Or the thermo electric element could be thrown out of

the circuit and the latter be completed without it.

5368. In making the experiment, the fluid to be used was put into

the tube C. The wires A and B were carefully cleaned with sand-

paper, etc. and sometimes burnished smooth by a glass rod. It was
very easy to heat F or G separately, and when required to cool the

heated part it was also easily done, by pouring a little stream of

cold water on at H or I from a jug into a basin below: a minute

or two sufficed for that purpose. After an experiment, the tube

was well washed out and drained on bibulous paper for the next

experiment.

5369. In the first experiments, made the same metal i and 2 and

dilute Sulphuric acid 3. For this purpose, about one by weight of

oil of vitriol was mixed with 80 or 90 times its weight of water,

and different portions of this same solution used for the successive

experiments now to be described.

5370. The metals were wires, about the ^ of an inch or more in

diameter, and when two pieces of the same metal were compared,

they were (with the exception of the platina) two contiguous

portions of the same original piece of wire, so that they might be

as like in every thing as possible.

5371. PlatinaJ Platina; dil. Sulc, Acid. There was a little variation

FDIII 27
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of the needle on the first immersion—indeed there almost always

is in such experiments. It is nearly impossible to make the circum-

stances so exactly alike as to have no first effect of this kind. In

such cases therefore, it is the permanent effect (which comes on
generally quickly) that we must look to.

5372. The needle soon settled at 0°. Then heated A to the boiling

point (being the left hand Platina, etc.). It became in the least

degree Positive, Cooled it and heated Platina B, etc.: then it

became in an equally small degree Positive,

5373. On cooling A and B and then heating the thermo element,

I could not be sure that any sensible portion of its current was
transmitted, so small if any was the effect.

5374. Hence it would appear that this diluted acid is too bad a

conductor to transmit any portion of a thermo electric current,

unless it be far stronger than that from a pair of Antimony and

Bismuth; that therefore, if the little current shewn by heating the

platina is of a thermo electric nature, the acid and metal is a far

more powerful combination than Antimony and Bismuth ; and also

that, if of this nature, it is scarcely sensible by this delicate gal-

vanometer.

5375. It is also true that the heated Platina and acid have very

little if any chemical action on each other, and in conformity

thereto, that the heated Platina is very little if any thing Positive

to the cold. This accords with general condition of chemical

action.

5376. Whether, if there were any thermo current, it would be in

the same direction as the chemical current, I do not as yet know.
Must ascertain that (5519). If there were, it would seem to be that

Platina is to acid as Bismuth to Antimony.

Sill' Silver; Silver; Same diL S,A. No action at first. On
heating B, it became the least trace Positive. On cooling it, it

returned to 0°. On heating A, it became the least trace Positive;

and on cooling returned. The smallness of action here still consists

with the state of the chemical affinity and the experiment therefore

runs with that with Platina.

5378. Copper; Copper; same diL Sulc. Acid, B rather Pos. to A
at the first; indeed considerably. Then heated A and it became

Positive, a Httle only, i.e. 10°. When at 10° of A Pos., heated B,
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but it did not become Pos., but more negative, and at the boiling

point this was not diminished. On cooling B, its negative state

diminished until the needle came to 10°. Then heated A, and it

became Neg. about as much as B before; on being cooled this

diminished. I think that when the needle was at 10°, both wires

were probably quiescent and that no chemical action on the copper

was going on. That the heated metal became negative was decided.

Can this be a thermo effect } I do not think it was chemical, and

in that respect copper is like Platina and silver in this dilute acid.

5379. Iron; Iron; Same dil. S. A. Wire A was Positive at first and

continued so. Heated B, and it gradually passed from Neg. to

Positive, attaining a deflection of 35°. Cooled B, and the needle

went back to 0°. Heated A, and it in turn became Positive 35° or

more—cooled it and the needle returned to 0°. This is a most

excellent result. The effects could not I think depend on thermo

electricity— far too great.

5380. Must remember that though the series of thermo electric

exciters is different to the volta electric order, yet it is consistent

with itself, i.e. that if Iron and Antimony be weak to each other

and Bismuth be strong with Iron, it will also be strong with

Antimony. So it is unlikely that the Sulc. Acid would be very

strong to Iron and very weak to silver, which is not far from it

thermo electrically speaking. Nor is it likely that it would be

nearly alike to Platina and Silver, which are far apart in the thermo

electric series.

5381. Lead; Lead; same dil. S,A. The wire B was Positive at

first, but after a while fell to Pos. 5°. Heated A and it became

Positive full 30°-on cooling it it fell to 0°. Then heated B and it

became Pos. to about 15°. On cooling B it fell through 20° or to

A Pos. 5°. This is a very fair experiment as to the effect of heat in

increasing chemical action and the current at once.

5382. Tin; Tin; same dil. S. A. Needle steady and at 0°. Heated

A and it became a little Positive, about io°—cooled it and the

effect fell to 0°; heated B and it became Positive-cooled it and it

fell again. The deflection was but small here with Tin and this

dilute Sulphuric acid—but consistent with former results.

5383. Zinc; Zinc; same dilute S.A. Needle steady and no de-

flection—was at 0°. Heated A or left hand zinc: it became at first

27-2
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a little Positive and then well Negative and continued so. Heated

B and then the deflection fell, as if B became gradually negative

or rather less Positive ; and the needle was nearly at 0°. On cooling

all, B was permanently Pos. and A Negative, as if at the outset A
had had some precipitation on it of copper, or some other circum-

stance making a permanent difference.

5384. As the liquid boiled at last, would the bulk of bubbles on
the heated wire make the contact less there and so produce a

difference ? Think not.

5385. Next worked with metals using dilute Nitric acid as the

Electrolyte. The mixture was about i part by volume of pure

nitric acid and 50 of distilled water. It was the same for all the

following experiments.

5386. Platina; Platina; dil. N. A. Needle steady at 0°. Heated

A and B alternately, and the one heated was Positive to the other,

but still hardly sensibly so. The thermo current of Antimony and

Bismuth did not pass. The effect produced may be thermo electric

or it may be chemical; either way it shews that, where there is little

or no chemical action, there is little or no current. It shews that

the mere effect of heat, if it produce a current at all, produces one

almost insensible.

5387. Silver; Silver; dil. N.A, No action, all steady at 0°.

Heated A—no sensible change: cooled it and heated B—no change.

This a very good experiment as to non effect of heat and non
production of a current when there is no chemical action.

5388. Supposing the effect with Platina be taken as a thermo-

effect : then it would appear from the silver result that Acid is, as

a thermo-motor, at the bottom of the scale, or at least near to silver,

and therefore the same as or even above Iron; and in that case it

is not likely that the dil. S.A. would be so far below iron as to

produce the effects it has shewn.

5389. I made an experiment with Silver in diluted N. A. of much
higher strength than this, for which, see notes further on

(5447).

5390. Copper; Copper; diL N.Acid, same as before. A little

motion at first, but needle settled at 0°. Heated wire and acid B
—it became Positive 10°; cooled it— it became a little Negative.

Heated A-then it became Positive 10° or thereabout; cooled it
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and all came to 0°. There is here very little action by heat, but it

is of the right kind.

5391. Iron; Iron; dil, N.Acid same. Some oscillation—A at first

Positive— this gradually fell and B became Positive and continued

so rather steadily— after a while this fell, but with httle slow varia-

tions of the needle, indicating the active opposed tendencies of the

two wires in the acid. Whilst B was a little Positive I heated A—
this rendered A strongly Positive and B Negative. Cooled A and

the effect went down entirely, leaving B a little more Positive than

when heat was first applied to A; but a part of that excess gradually

went off, and all came to the state at the beginning of the heating

of A, i.e. with B a Httle Positive. Then heated B and it became

very Positive in turn— cooled it and that effect fell, leaving B
a little Negative, which surplus effect gradually went off, as

it had done before with A on cooling it. The effect of heat is

very excellent and striking, as it was also with iron in dil. S. Acid.

On taking out the irons they were found considerably acted

upon.

5392. Tin; Tin; dil. N. A. same. At first a Httle motion, A being

Positive, but after a while settled at 0°. Heated B, and this made it

a little Positive- on cooHng B it continued Positive, the needle not

moving—heated A: it then became a little Positive as B had done
— on cooHng it, it became rather more Positive. Again heated B,

but still A remained positive. The wires had taken a permanent

condition. On taking them out it was found they had both been

a good deal acted on, and when wiped a grey powder wiped off

from both. Whether this was an oxide of tin or crystals of tin or

other metal separated, still it was likely to cause an irregularity of

action (5465).

5393. Repeat this with weaker acid and also take care of the place

of the ends.

5394. Lead; Lead; same dil. N. A. Disturbance of the needle—

A positive at first— settled nearly to 0°. Heated B: it became

Negative about 15°—cooled it, it sank to about 7°. Heated A,

which rendered it Negative about 19°; cooled it, which returned

it to about 3°. Heated B again and it now became as Negative as

before (5470, 6081).

5395. This is a very remarkable action of Lead. On taking the
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metal out, found it had been a good deal acted on, and the surface

was dissected and crystalline.

5396. Zinc; Zinc; same dil. N. A, (5475, 6082). Wavering at first

and A stood Positive at 14°. Heated B, and the needle went back

23°, B becoming Positive 9°. Cooled B, and the needle went back

these 23° to A Positive 14° or thereabouts. Heated A; at first its

positive force increased, but then suddenly it became strongly

Negative to 50° or more. On cooling A, 40° or more of this

Negative effect went down. Reheated B ; it became sensibly more
Positive. Reheated A; it became as before very negative.

5397. There must be some accidental touch of other metal or

some circumstance of that kind here, for the two zincs A and B are

not alike. Then it is also probable that the circumstance, whatever it

is, of one of the zincs here, as of the zinc A, is the same in nature

as that on both the Leads in the former case.

5398. Thus far the comparisons have been between two pieces of

the same metal in the same acid. Now compared two pieces of

different metals in the same acid.

5399. A Silver; B Palladium; same dil. N.A, Silver a little

Positive at first— heated the Palladium— it became a little less

Negative, but not much. Cooled the Palladium and heated the

silver. Now the silver became a little more Positive. There was

very little change either way— the effect was not striking, except

as shewing that mere heat did not do much, if anything.

5400. A Silver; B Copper; same dil, N.A, (5483). Little motion

at first but settled at 0°. Heated Silver and it became Negative

somewhat, about 12°, gradually diminishing: cooled it and it

became Positive 4° or 5°—heated the copper and there was no

sensible alteration— heated the silver again, and again it became

Negative.

5401. Thinking these action[s] might depend upon accidental

access of the heat to the junction of the silver wire with the copper

connection, I purposely heated that, but such heating did nothing.

5402. The effect is in the solution at the Silver and I must make
it out (5485).

5403. A Iron; B Tin; same dil. N. Acid. The tin was at the first

moment Positive— then the Iron became strongly and permanently

so to 45°. Heated the tin: at the boiling point it overcame the Iron
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and was Pos. fully 20°. Cooled it and the needle went back

gradually 40° until the Iron was Pos. 20° and still rising. Heated

the Iron and it rose in Positive force, reaching 40°. Cooled the

Iron and it lost its Positive force, the Tin becoming Positive full

60°, whilst the Iron was still warm; but this diminished gradually

and when the Iron was cold the Tin was Pos. 30°, still diminishing.

Warmed the Tin; it then increased in Positive force. Cooled Tin

and warmed the Iron; then the iron was much most positive.

Cooled the Iron and it became Negative— the tin becoming Pos.

when all was cold as before.

5404. There is a strong and evident antagonism of the tin and iron

forces here, but heat always gave the victory to either one or the

other. When taken out, both the Tin and the Iron were found

much acted on. A dark powder wiped offfrom the Iron and a gray

one from the Tin. A Good result,

5405. A Tin; B Lead; same dil. N.Acid. The lead strongly

Positive: equal to 60°— did not alter the effect sensibly by heating

either the Tin or the Lead. The affinities too strong and different

to have that difference altered by the action of heat, in any sensible

degree.

5406. A Tin; B Zinc; same dil. N.A. Zinc permanently and

strongly Positive. Heating either A or B made no difference.

5407. A Lead; B Zinc; same dil. N.A. Zinc strongly Positive.

Heat to Lead did nothing.

5408. There are two important precautions in these experiments

which should always be attended to. When the wires are cleaned

from one experiment for another, the extreme end should also be

as well cleaned, or else cut off, for from the form of the apparatus

(a tube), the extreme ends act more powerfully in proportion than

any other part. Hence they especially should be in a proper con-

dition.

5409. Again, it is necessary to bring the end of the wire into the

heated part of the fluid. Suppose D, E two wires of silver in the

acid in the tube and that the acid be heated from A to C. In that

case it is not the hot part of D between A and C which by the

Galvanometer is compared to B, but the cold part below A, and
to compare the hot and cold states fairly, the end ofD should have
been originally between A and C. Even raising that end into the
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hot part is better than the state delineated, and I have often seen

that, though the extent of bad conductor is increased by so doing,

so as to retard more any current, yet the current has increased by
such change.

5410. I now changed the electrolyte, using strong Nitric acid

instead of weak (5606). It was pure pale acid, not quite free from

nitrous acid but nearly so. It was very strong fuming, and not

acting on iron after the first moment, i.e. not acting seriously. Of
course fresh portions of the same acid were used for the successive

experiments.

541 1. Platina; Platina; Strong N.Acid. Little motion at first,

then rested at 0°. Heated B and it became Neg. io°—cooled it and

it went back to 0°. Heated A : it became Negative about the same

—cooled it and it went back to 0°. There was always I think a return

in these delicate actions to a degree a little on the further side of

the expected or previous point. This is perhaps a reaction back of

the two plates which, having had a current passed through them,

tend to produce a contrary current, so that when the original force

is taken off by cooling, it produces a certain effect (5799).

5412. The thermo current of Bismuth and Antimony does not

pass well through this acid, but is sensible. It at the end of the

above heatings was perhaps nearly the same in quantity as heating

either Platina A or B in the acid.

5413. Is the above a thermo effect or what.^ It is the contrary of

the effect of Platina in dilute N. Acid.

5414. Iron; Iron; Strong N.A. There was disturbance and A
remained Positive. Heated B, but not to violent action, and it

became well Positive. Cooled it and it lost its power, A becoming

as Pos. as before. Heated A : it became more Positive, and being

cooled, fell again to first state. Heated B again and it now became

Positive; cooled it and it fell as before to normal state. Heated A
to boiling, but not to the point of violent action on the iron:

A became very Positive—but on cooling it, it went back as before.

That side of the tube was now yellow from the quantity of iron

dissolved. Heated A again until boiling: same effect as before-

cooled it and all went down.

This a very striking and good result.

5415. Palladium; Iron; Strong N.Acid. Iron was Pos. to the
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Palladium and continued so 15°. Warmed the Palladium until the

chemical action evident there by the brown nitrate of Palladium

produced, but I could not alter the deflection; the iron remained

steadily Pos. 15°.

5416. Silver^ Iron; Strong N.Acid. Here the Silver was very

strongly Positive. Heated the Iron side to boiling, but the silver

remained as Positive as ever.

5417. Copper; Iron; Strong N.Acid. Copper very Positive and

remained so when the Iron was heated.

5418. Silver; Palladium; Strong N.A. Silver very powerfully

Positive. Heated the Palladium until it dissolved, producing a

brown solution, but still Silver continued as Positive as before.

5419. Silver; Copper; Strong N. A. Copper powerfully Positive.

When invested with crystals and the apparent chemical action on
it ceased, still it was most Positive and powerfully so. Heated the

silver until strong action on it, but could not alter the relation of

the two.

5420. Silver; Lead; Strong N. A. First, Lead strongly Positive to

silver- in a moment Silver very strongly Pos. to the lead. Then
deflection went down until at 0°. Lead grew Positive and rose up

to 40° or more, the needle advancing with unsteady motions. On
moving the Lead in the acid it became very strongly Positive, but

immediately after, the silver became Positive again—and then the

lead. The lead is most Positive, but it becomes invested with

something (crystals) which retard or prevent chemical action, and

then it is Negative to the silver. Moving the silver in the acid did

nothing or scarcely any thing, but every repetition of the moving
of the lead produced the same effects as before.

5421. By looking at the lead whilst in the acid, examining it with

a lens, the investing crystals could easily be seen, and these account

sufficiently for the variations.

5422. Lead; Copper; Strong N. A. Lead at first strongly Positive.

The[n] the Copper was most Positive strongly and a crust of

crystals formed on it. This action gradually fell and Lead became

most positive and continued so. On rubbing the copper on the

edge of the tube, so as to remove part of its crystalline crust, the

needle fell to 0° on its reimmersion; but gradually the lead rose

Pos. again to 30° or more.
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5423. Lead; Tin; Strong N.A. Tin very strongly Pos. to the

Lead—continues so—no change.

5424. Now changed the Electrolyte again and in place of either

strong or dilute acid, used a solution of caustic potash. It was the

ordinary solution, not particularly pure, and weak in strength,

S.G. . (5617).

5425. Platina; Platina; Sol. Potash. No first action. Heated A,

but no sensible deflection— cooled A and heated B; there was a

trace of deflection as if hot B was Positive. This may be thermo

effect; whether that or chemical, effect is very small, and accords

with all the other results. It shews no difference between acid and

alkali as to mere effect of contact.

5426. Silver; Silver; Sol. Potash. B Pos. at first—soon settled

to 0°. Heated A : it became the least degree Positive, but even at

the boiling point there was no sensible chemical effect or deflection.

Heated B : no deflection. Certainly this and such in Electrolytes

not acting on the metals are excellent results.

5427. Iron; Iron; Sol. Potash. No action at first. Then heated A
and it became Positive. Heated B and at first moment it became

more negative, but in a moment it became Positive—with the

exception of that effect the hottest Iron was Positive to the colder,

but only in a small degree.

5428. Copper; Copper; Sol. Potash. No motion at first— all steady

and at 0°. On heating A it became at first Neg., and then strongly

Positive as the fluid began to boil. On heating the side B it became

Negative, increasing the Pos. deflection of the hot A; but at the

boiling point became Positive and the needle went to the other

side. Is the first thermo electric } Whatever it is, its contrast with

the second or chemical effect is most strong and beautiful (6085).

5429. Lead; Lead; Sol. Potash. Wavering effect-A a little Pos.

—heated B and it became very Pos.—then heated A, and when
nearly at the boiling point it became Pos. in turn and the needle

remained on that side. Thus heat gives the Victory to the acting

side.

5430. The lead was a good deal acted on.

5431. Tin; Tin; Sol. Potash. Much deflection, and when left,

A remained Pos. about 20°. Heated B, and at a certain temperature

(not at first), B became strongly Pos., so that needle went to 50°
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on the other side. Heated A and then the needle returned and

went in the opposite direction. This is a very good result as to the

action of heat. Both the tin wires were acted on strongly.

5432. Zinc; Zinc; Sol. Potash. Action which settled to a certain

degree. Heated one side: it became a little more Positive—heated

the other side and it rose in Positive power. The effect of heat here

evident, but not very great.

5433. Now used a dilute solution of the Sulphuret ofpotash solu-

tion. It consisted of i vol. the strong solution before described

(5263, 5268) and about 18 vols, of water.

5434. Platina; Platina; dil. Sulrt. Potash. Disturbance; settled

with A a Httle Pos. Whichever was heated becam.e a little Pos. to

the other—but I must try this with better Platina wires. Effects of

heat very small indeed. I think the wires differ a little in character.

5435. Iron; Iron; dil. Sulrt. Potassa. A little disturbance, but

soon at 0°. Heated A, but needle did not move sensibly— cooled A,

no change— heated B, no change sensible. When the iron was

wiped, a dark substance came from off both on to the cloth, as if

there had been some action.

5436. Silver; Silver; dil. Sulrt. Potash. Little oscillation, but

needle soon at 0°. Made A hot and it became in the least degree

Positive—cooled it and needle was at 0°. B was heated and became

a Httle Pos., but difference was very small. Silver was much acted

on and invested with sulphuret.

5437. Copper; Copper; dil. Sulrt. Potash. Needle shook about

much and A was very Positive—both much acted on in the fluid

—force gradually fell—when A was Pos. 40°, heated B, and this

undid the effect and made B moderately Positive. On cooling B,

its effect did not go down, and when cold it was still Pos. 40°.

Heated A, and when its end (5409) was brought into the hot part

it became Positive. Lowered the end again into the cold part and

the state fell, i.e. the Galvanometer changed. Moving the end

about much in the cold part below did not cause any effect, but

putting it into the hot place produced an effect at once. Whichever
was hottest was Positive to the other.

5438. On putting the Antimony and Bismuth element into the

circle, found this solution could conduct a little of its current,

equal to about 4° or 5°.
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5439. Tin; Tin; dilute Sulrt. Potash. A little disturbance, but

soon at 0°. Heated A : it became at first a little Pos. and then came

to 0°. Cooled : it continued still at 0°. Heated B : it became a little

Positive and then came to 0°. Cooled it: it still remained at 0°.

5440. Lead; Lead; dil, Sulrt. Potash. Neutral. Heated A: it

became a little Negative and remained about 5° so. Cooled it: if

diminished to Neg. 2°. Heated B : it first gave trace of Positive

and then of Negative state about 5°, and remained at 2^^ or 3°.

Again heated A; no trace of action now. Perhaps the effect at first

is due to a reduction of a film of oxide of lead. On taking out the

leads there had been strong action on both. They were quite black,

etc. etc. (6086).

5441. Zinc; Zinc; dil. Sulrt. Potash. A little action; soon settled

at 0°. Heated B: it became Neg. strongly and stood at 45°—being

cooled, it sank 55° to A Pos. 10°. Then heated A and it in turn

became Neg., going through 55° or more. On cooling A this

effect went down (6087).

5442. This looks very like a thermo effect— it is the reverse in

direction to any expected chemical effect, and must be examined

well and correctly referred to its cause.

5443. On heating the thermo electric element of bismuth and

antimony, its current did not sensibly pass the solution, so small

was the effect. Then whilst this thermo element was in the circuit,

it before having been out, heated A again. It instantly became

Negative by about 15°. On cooling it, the needle returned through

25°, stopping at A Pos. 10°. Heated B: it became Neg. 40° more,

stopping at A Pos. 50°, and on cooling it the needle went back 35°,

stopping at A Pos. 15°.

5444. The effect of heat is clear and distinct, though a little

permanent deflection remains. It does not appear to be thermo

electric, unless such a current, so produced, be very much stronger

than the Antimony and Bismuth current; yet how can it be

chemical action except it be reduction.^ I must investigate this

curious point. Is it possible the heated metal could be taking

Potassium from the sulphur.^ If so, it ought to become more
powerful in acids or water, etc. The Zinc[s] look very clean when
taken out.

5445. Silver; Copper; Dil. Sulrt. Potash. Copper Positive—
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vibrated— effect gradually fell, silver remaining bright. At last it

came to 0° or nearly so. Then warmed the silver— it tarnished and

became Positive 50°— cooled the silver and it went back to Pos.

15°—warmed the copper and it became Positive 40° or more,

the needle moving through 55°. This is a good experiment.

5446. Began a few experiments on the effect of diluting the

electrolyte on one side, for this often affects chemical affinity, and

yet can hardly be supposed to affect the force of contact in the

same direction. Thus, Silver is more powerfully acted on by dilute

than by nitric acid; yet the effect on contact of acid and silver can

hardly be supposed to be equally affected, if at all. Would expect

effect of contact to be greatest at the undiluted acid.

5447. Made an acid: 3 vols. Nitric acid strong and 2 vols, of

water. This, with A and B silver and silver, acted much more
strongly than the Strong N. Acid (5448). B was very much more
Pos. than A, yet were two pieces of the same wire. Heated A until

chemical action at it was very strong. Still B remained Pos.

strongly. There was no reversion and the needle remained at 90°.

These actions were much too powerful for heat merely to govern

them.

5448. Silver; Silver; Strong N.A. At first the needle jumped
much— then A was Positive. Then B became Positive and kept

moving about— after a while nearly neutral but tending to move.

Then put a drop or two ofwater on the acid at B side; immediately

A became Positive 40° or more. Then put some water on A side

and instantly B became Positive.

5449. There was now water or rather dilute acid above, both in

A and B, and strong acid beneath; and it was easy to lift the wires

up so as to bring their respective terminations into the weaker acid

above. On doing so in various ways, that wire whose end was in

the dilute acid was always positive, and well so, to that which was
in the strong acid below. Good.

5450. Must repeat to see the first reverse deflection and make out

its cause.

5451. Iron; Iron; Strong N.Acid. Action as before described

( ). When all quiescent, put a drop or two of water on the acid

in B so as to dilute it. B became instantly a little Positive, but

there was as yet no direct action on the Iron. Warmed the diluted
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acid a little—a feeble action quickly appeared on the iron at the

contact of the acid and water, and instantly that wire, or B, became
most powerfully Positive to A. Good effect of dilution. What can

this be but chemical action ?

5452. Iron; Silver; Strong N.Acid. The silver was strongly

Positive, and heating the iron till the acid boiled on it did not alter

the relation of the two. Silver as positive as ever. Put a drop of

water on the acid round the iron. Still Silver powerfully positive.

Warmed A or the iron side; very violent action came on at that

part and the acid, etc. boiled, evolving much Nitrous gas
; yet still

the Silver remained positive and the needle was not disturbed.

5453. In this case the lower part of the iron wire passed through

the weak acid into the strong acid beneath, and was Negative both

to the silver and to the upper part of its own wire, so that the iron

action might be considered as in a certain respect local, i.e. con-

fined to the tube limb A. To prove this, cleared out the tube,

refilled it with fresh Strong N.Acid, put in the Iron and silver

wires and then put a drop or two of water on to the acid round the

iron. Then when both ends of the iron and silver wires were in the

strong acid, the Silver was Positive strongly; but when the end of

the iron wire was drawn up into the dilute acid, the iron was very

powerfully positive.

5454. Iron^ Iron and N. Acid strong. If top of acid in both limbs

be diluted, then the iron in the dilute acid will be Pos. to the other.

5455. IronandSilver in N.Acid Strong. If tops diluted in the same

way, then whichever is in the dilute acid will be Positive to the

other. So here the effect of contact goes for nothing— all depends

upon the chemical action, and that either varied for the same metal

or for different metals beautifully.

5456. Now wrought with hydrated Nitrous acid as the Electrolyte

(5351). Made a mixture of about i vol. Nitrous acid and i vol.

water. It becomes cold on mixture and some nitrous gas is evolved

;

perhaps some nitric acid is formed. This was put into the bent tube

and Platina wires inserted, the thermo electric element being in the

circuit. This element was heated and the liquid found to conduct

the thermo current very well.

5457. /ro/z, Platina^ and the above green N. Acid. The Iron was at

first Positive, but soon became quite neutral and the needle stood
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at 0°. Then heated the Antimony and Bismuth element and found

that the arrangement conducted the current only a little— it was
scarcely sensible. There was great obstruction compared to what

happened when both wires were Platina. The iron somehow in-

troduces a great and positive obstruction.

5458. Now made it Iron^ Iron and the same Nitrous acid. The wire

last put in was for the moment Positive to the former—but soon

the needle stood at 0°. Then the arrangement did not sensibly

conduct the current of the thermo electric element when that was

heated.

5459. Must make out the history of Iron.

5460. In reference to Henry's results and mine on dynamic in-

duction, see Reis' paper in Poggendorf's Annalen for 1835, p. 55

of No. 5^

5461. See also Savary's results as to the magnetization of needles

in reverse directions in the Annales de Chimie.

^ Query P. Riess, Poggendorf's Annalen, 47, 1839, p. 55.
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5462. Went on with experiments on effects of heat on one metal

of a pair in dilute acids, and first for the series in dilute Nitric acid;

being a part of the same acid as that used in the former cases

(5385).

5463. Gold; Gold; DiL N. A. No action-moved first A and then

B in the acid—no motion of the needle. Heated A : it became a little

negative, about 3° only, scarcely sensible—cooled it and it went
back to Neg. i°— then heated B and it in turn became Neg. about

2°, i.e. the needle moved through 2°. On cooling B, this effect

went back again. So when Gold is associated with Gold, both

being pieces of the same wire, it appears to become a little negative

by heat. Is this an effect of thermo electricity or is it of the kind

to be mentioned (5485) when two different metals are associated.'^

If thermo-electric, then it is in the reverse direction to the effect

produced by heat on chemical action, and tends to set that forth in

a clearer point of view.

5464. Copper; Copper; same dil. N,A. (5390). A little motion of

needle, A a little Positive. Moved A in the acid, no effect—moved
B in the acid, no effect. Heated A: became the least trace more
Positive than before— cooled it and this effect fell. Heated B, and

it was distinctly a little more Positive than before—cooled it and

it fell again. Moved A in the acid and it became a little Positive.

Moved B : there was no sensible effect. All the effects are small here.

5465. Tin; Tin; same dil. N.A, (5392). A little oscillation— then

at o*^. Moved B: it became Positive the while—when still it fell.

Moved A and it became Positive in turn to about the same degree,

i.e. about 5°, and fell again when quiet. Heated B: it became Pos.

up to 13°—removed the lamp and whilst hot the needle went back

to 0° nearly. Then moved B and it again became Pos. and went

back when left at rest— cooled it and all was at 0°. Moved A and

it became Negative rather. Heated A: at first it was a little Nega-

tive and then Positive to 8° about.

5466. At present I think that first effect of motion before heat was

applied was the consequence ofcarrying the tin into a fresh portion

of solution, able to act upon it with more power than that which
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had been formed against it-it was in a degree the comparative

effects of an old and a new solution.

5467. The effect of heat would consist not only of this change of

solution by the current formed, especially during the heating and

the boiling, but also of the increased chemical action brought on

by high temperature, i.e. increase in force of affinity.

5468. When all was cold after the heating of B, moving A made
A become a little Negative. This effect appears to depend upon the

circumstance that the previous currents had been with A Negative,

under which circumstance it had accumulated around it such sub-

stances, or had taken up such a state, as to make it tend to form a

counter current (a pretty universal effect) ; so that when the needle

was at 0°, it was the balance of two forces, one of which, that

depending on the solution associated with A, could be diminished

by changing the solution. This the motion did (and the first effect

of heat would do the same); and so it became a little Negative to

the other with which no circumstance had been changed.

5469. It is this associated state of the fluids at the Neg. metals

which, when the exciting cause at the other metal is diminished,

sometimes makes that which was Negative pass the 0° point and

shew a positive power; or if the Negative in turn be moved or

heated, makes it become more Positive than it apparently ought

to do.

5470. Lead; Lead; dil. N.A. (5394). Little oscillation-A Pos.

about 8°—moving B made B for the moment Positive to 12°, and

when quiet this returned to A Pos. 8°. Moved A in the acid and

it increased to Pos. 1
3°. Now heated A : it became a little more Pos.

as the heat rose, but being left to itself to cool in the air, A became
Negative to 45°. On cooling A by water (5368), this Neg. state

fell to 30°. On moving A in the cold acid, the rest fell and A
became Pos. 4° or 5°. On moving B, which had been quiet all this

heating time, B became Pos. ; and on resting went back. On heating

B it became Positive; and then, even whilst boiling continued, it

became a little Negative, and as it stood quiet, the source of heat

being removed, this increased to Neg. 28° or 30°. Cooling by
water diminished this a little (probably by causing currents

within); and moving B diminished part of the remaining force.

MovingA increased its Positiveness. On taking out the lead, there

FDIII 28
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was a black deposit on it which wiped off. This is probably

copper and lead, and must hold a strong film of the solution on the

surface of the metal (5394, 6081).

5471. I think the Neg. effect must be due to the exhaustion of the

film of acid on the surface of the lead—more quickly exhausted by
heat than by common temperature— the effects of motion are to

remove this in a greater or smaller degree. All seems accountable

this way. The effects of heat on the mere force of chemical affinity

cannot be brought out thus with this metal.

5472. Cadmium; Cadmium; DiL N. Acid. Was at 0°. Moved A
and it became the least degree Pos. for the time. Moved B and

there was a Positive effect barely sensible. Heated A and it became

Negative 20° or more— it evolved hydrogen and continued Neg.,

but gradually falling in force. Cooled A and it became Positive

4° or 5°. Then moved it and it became a little Neg., but went back

to Positive 5°. Moved B and it became a little more Negative.

Warmed B till it evolved hydrogen and at last boiled, and it

became more Negative to 16°; cooled it and it fell to Neg. 6°.

5473. So the effect of heat is to make Cadmium somewhat nega-

tive to cold cadmium, and it does this much more than moving

does. These effects are probably due principally to the quick pro-

duction of a saturated solution soon being formed round the

Cadmium, i.e. to the acid there being very quickly exhausted and

perhaps even a sub salt solution produced. The going back as it

cooled might be effected by the gradual removal of this investing

solution by the acid around.

5474. Where such metals as Zinc, Tin, Cadmium, etc. are con-

cerned, must remember the affinities are very strong and the

effects consequent upon them soon produced. Not likely to get

out the effects of heat upon chemical affinity here so well, because

even when cold that affinity acts powerfully and instantly on the

surrounding acid, etc.

5475. Zinc; Zinc; dil, N.A. (5396). On immersion, B was first

Pos. rather strongly; then A became Pos. to 28°. Moving B made

B more Neg. Moving A made A a little less Pos. So effect of

motion was alike in the two cases ofA and B. Heating A made it

less Pos. down to lo'^. Heating B made it more Neg. up to 33°.

So the effect of heat is the same for the two and the same as
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motion. Now moving A and B did the same as before. It seems

curious that removing the exhausted film should in these cases

make the metal less Positive or more negative, especially as it is

not the case only with the piece that has previously been in the

Negative state ( ), but with that (as A) which had been

previously Positive. In reference to this point, should remember

that the zinc may have evolved hydrogen, and that if a hydro-

genated atmosphere or envelope of solution be around the metals,

then moving them might have this striking effect (5468).

5476. Like the Cadmium, this metal has too powerful an affinity

for effects of heat on chemical affinity to come out separately in

this way.

5477. Now went to compound cases of metals, still in the same

dilute Nitric acid.

5478. Silver; Lead; dil. N.A. The lead is Pos. to the silver 40°—

but deflection falls fast. Moving the lead did nothing. Moving the

silver made it more Neg. (5468). Again moving the lead made it

a very little more Positive—moving the silver made it much more
Negative— so we evidently got rid of an obstruction by moving
the silver—when moving the lead there was scarcely a sensible

effect produce[d]. This was a very striking case of the reaction

back of the silver which had been Neg. to the current, and the

removal of that reaction by changing the solution round it.

5479. All being quiet and the lead Pos. 23°, it was heated up to

boiling; it became a little more Positive, but not more than such

motion might do; the motion of the needle was hardly sensible

until the liquid was boiling. Cooling the Lead made very Httle

difference; it was doubtful. Heating the silver made it far more
negative and just as the motion would have done.

5480. Silver; Silver; dil. N.Acid (5387). Took silver and silver

to compare the effect with the silver of the last experiment. There

was a little oscillation and then settled at 0°. Heated A and it

became very slightly Negative. Cooled A; it made no change.

Heated B; it made no change. Moved A: no change—moved B:

no change.

5481. It is clear therefore that, in the silver and lead experiment,

the silver became surrounded by something, not through its own
action, but the action of the current—and on being moved out of

28-2
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this, it allowed the lead to exert a proportionately greater Positive

power.

5482. Now tried copper as a much less powerful excitor than

Lead.

5483. Silver; Copper; dil. N.A, (5400). Copper a little Pos.;

settles at Pos. 3°. Moved copper, nothing—moved silver, not

sensible effect. Heated silver and it became Neg. to 17°, increasing

by 14° in that respect— cooled it and it fell again—heated the

copper, no effect—heated the silver again, and again it became
Negative and more than before. As the copper had not been

cooled, I thought this might be the cause—heated therefore both

silver and copper and the Negative deflection was the greatest. So
though heating the copper with cold silver does little or nothing,

yet heating the copper with hot silver does add to the effect.

5484. It was then left for halfan hour; all was cold and at 0°. Then
moving the silver did nothing. Heating the Silver made the copper

Positive and heating the copper added to the effect.

5485. This effect of Silver is very striking and important. It

differs from the case of lead at present in this : that motion here

does nothing and there a good deal—and especially in this: that

it does not depend apparently upon anyprevious current. It appears

like a peculiar effect of heat seen here in silver first, and is re-

markable in being negative. It did not appear when cold and hot

silver were associated. How will it be when silver is associated

with Gold and Platina (5402).^

5486. Gold; Copper; dil. N.A. Copper a little Pos. 2°. Heated

the Gold and it became Neg. 26°—heated the copper also and there

was a still further increase of its Pos. power, but not much. So

Gold here was as silver had been before, but in a higher degree.

Made the copper hot whilst the Gold was cold, but this did nothing

sensibly.

5487. Platina and Copper; dil. N.Acid. Copper was more Pos.

to Platina than it had been to Gold. Stood at 8° ; after a time moved
the Platina and this made the copper Pos. 16°. Left all quiet a

while and then moved the Platina again, and the copper rose to

Pos. 22°. Moving the copper did little if any thing; perhaps added

a trace of Positive force to it. This effect is that due to the state

produced by the previous current.
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The needle had returned to Copper Pos. 15°. Then heated the

copper and there was a small sensible increase. Moved the platina

and again there was a striking effect up to 48° Pos. for the copper.

Repeated the expt. and had the same results; and after noting

them and letting all come to a quiet state, with copper Pos. about

10°, heated the Platina, and the copper immediately became Pos.

40° or 50°—continuing there until the Platina was cooled and then

it returned to 5°. Then moving Platina made it Neg. 15° or 20°.

Effect of heat on the Platina is very excellent and striking.

5488. Iron; Zinc; dil. N. Acid, Zinc very Pos. 90° nearly. In this

state could not observe much by the needle, but moving the Iron

about in the acid made the Zinc a little more positive, and also

moving the Zinc about made it (the Zinc) a Httle more positive.

Here the Iron appears to get rid of an investing portion of the

fluid (by the motion) which, through the force of the current, had

raised the Pos. force of the iron a little (5468).

5489. Iron; Cadmium; dil. N.Acid. Cadmium very Pos.— at 80°

— fell a little. Moving the Iron brought up the cadmium again,

and this is the same effect as before.

5490. But on heating the Iron, the Cadmium was lowered in its

force, becoming less Positive—on cooling the Iron the cadmium
rose a little, and it was seen by the colour that Iron had been

dissolved. On moving the iron the cadmium rose to its first force

nearly.

5491. Now here the two effects of heat, namely the moving effect

on the solution and the increase of chemical affinity, appeared as if

opposed to each other in the outset and were nearly neutralized,

but that at warmest temperature the chemical effect was strongest.

Appears to me to be a good case of change of chemical affinity

produced by heat, standing out from the other effects and shewing

its correspondant influence in affecting the current.

5492. Cadmium; Tin; dil. N.Acid. Cadmium Pos. 65° steady.

Moved first one, then the other; not much if any effect. Heated

the Tin— the cadmium became a Httle more Positive—cooled the

tin-heated the cadmium, still very little effect—no use to me
either way.

5493. Cadmium; Zinc; dil. N. A. Zinc Pos. 80°. Moved cadmium
—no important change—moved zinc and it became a little less
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positive—heated the zinc, which made a very small difference. No
effects for me here. Must have a still weaker acid if I want them

to be clearly set forth—but have not time for that research now.

5494. The following are a series of similar experiments made with

dilute Sulphuric acid, the same as that used before (5369).

5495. Gold; Gold; dilute S.A. There was a deflection and B was
Pos. 9°, where it remained a while. Heated A and then B became

more Pos. and then fell to 0°. Cooled A: it became a little neg.

and then fell to 0°. Heated B : it became the least degree Pos. and

then fell to o°— cooled B: no change—moved A and B: there was

the least possible change-nothing. The first effect was I think due

to something which, adhering to B, at first rendered it Pos. The
effect on heating A was the consequence of the motion of the fluid

following upon a current in which A was Neg. After that, Gold

shewed very little if any effect, and so it appears that this metal

does nothing of itself and that no sensible thermo effect is pro-

duced by it.

5496. Silver; Silver; dil. S.A. (')^77). No deflection— at o°—
motion of A or B made an almost insensible disturbance—heated

A: no effect—cooled it: no effect—heated B: no effect—cooled B:

no effect.

5497. Copper; Copper; dil. S.A. (5378). A little motion and A
rested Pos. about 6°—heated B and the needle went back about 8°,

B becoming Pos. about 2°—cooled B and it became negative up

to 3°—heated A: there was very little change— that was unsteady

and I could scarcely say that the heated became clearly the most

Positive piece.

5498. Tin; Tin; dil. S. A. (5382). Motion and A Pos., but falling

to 5°. Moved B and it decreased in Neg. state, needle settling to

A Pos. 1°. Moved A: it rose up to Pos. 5° and then sank a little.

Heated A: it became more Pos. up to 16° and continued there

whilst the heat continued (nearly boiling)-moved B (A being hot)

and that a little counteracted A— cooled A: its pos. effect went

down to o°—moved A, which did very Httle, but caused a trace of

Pos.— heated B: it became Pos. 19° and continued— cooled B and

it went down to 0°.

5499. I think this is very like a difference ofpure chemical action
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effected by heat and undisturbed by previous currents producing

this or that state in the wires.

5500. Cadmium i Cadmium ^ dil. S, A. Alike 0°. Moved them both

in turn and the one moved was always a little negative to the other

(5472). Heated A: it became a little Neg. to B— fell again-cooled

A and it became much more neg. than before, up to 20°, and

continued there—moved A, but its state did not cease, though the

deflection gradually went back—moved B and it became a trace

Neg.—heated B and it became a little Pos.—continued the heat and

it did not become neg. It would seem that some irregularity had

fallen on the wires, for they do not act alike, which of course they

ought to do.

5501. Zinc; Zinc; dil. S.A. (5383). Action, and settled A Pos.

18°. Heated B: it became more Neg., A being Pos. 38°-cooled B
and the needle went to A Pos. 20°—heated A and it became a very

little less Pos.— needle nearly stationary— cooled A and it became

a little more Positive. The wires here are irregular and unlike, but

heat seems to render the wire more negative.

5502. Now went to different metals in the dil. S. Acid.

5503. Platina; Gold; Dil. S.A. Gold is Pos. to Platina in this

acid from the first—was 4° and then settled to very little. Moved
the Platina— there was no effect. Heated the platina and it became

a little Negative, but hardly sensible. Heated the Gold and

Platina both, and then the effect was more sensible, the gold

becoming for the time Pos. about 8°.

5504. Platina; Silver; dil. S.A. ( ). The silver was Pos. to

the Platina about 4°. The platina was moved, but it produced

scarcely a sensible effect in rendering the silver more Pos. Heated

the Platina, and it became Negative to 30° in a very striking and

steady manner-on cooling, the effect gradually fell with the tem-

perature—then on moving the platina an effect of the same kind

was produced of not more than 4° or so (produced by the state

induced by the previous current). Heating the silver, it did not

become less positive, returning to negative (for now it is the

positive, not the negative metal which makes all the difference),

but more so, and this rose up to Pos. 16^^ or more— then either

moving the platina or especially heating it made the silver highly

Positive.
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5505. The Platina is here to silver as silver had before been to

copper (5483), and as Platina had been to Gold (above), etc. It is

a remarkable effect of heat, and in the case of Platina and Gold
seems to imply a positive force at the Platina surface to help in

determining the current when it is heated. Yet Platina and Platina

does nothing of the kind; hence the state of tension which the Pos.

metal produces seems necessary for the development of the force

by heat.

5506. Platina^ Copper^ dilute S.A, The copper was well Pos. to

the Platina—sank to Pos. 1 5°—moved the platina and it rose to 26°

or 28°— settled down again—heated the Platina and the copper rose

to Pos. 50°—when all quiet fell again—moving the Platina in the

hot fluid, copper rose; fell—cooled: force fell—but on moving the

platina, rose again— just as before in the cases of dilute N.A.

(5487).

5507. Gold; Copper; DiL S.A, Copper Pos. a Httle 4°. The
motion of the Gold or copper produced nothing sensible. Made
the Gold hot and the Copper rose to Pos. 20°. Cooled the Gold

and it fell again. Copper heated: no effect. Gold moved whilst

the copper was hot: no effect— like as in dil. N.A. (5486), and like

Platina, though not to the same extent.

5508. Silver; Copper; DiL S. A. Very little effect. Copper Pos.

about I°—moving copper or silver did nothing—heated the copper

:

did nothing—heated the silver and when acid boiling, the silver

became Neg. and continued so at 20°. Cooled the silver and it

went to Neg. 2°—moved it: no change—heated the copper: no

effect—heated the silver again: it became Neg. as before. On
cooling, it went down again.

5509. In the case where Silver and Silver were compared in dil.

S.A. (5496), I took out the Silver B and put copper for it. The
copper was the least trace Positive and settled at 1°. Moved
silver: no effect— heated silver and it became Neg. 14°, shewing

this power of silver, when conjoined with metals Pos. to it, which

it has not of itself.

5510. Copper; Tin; dil. S.A. Tin Pos. 47°. Moving the Tin did

not make it more Pos.-but moving the copper made the tin much
more Pos.—on standing, needle went back to Pos. 15°. Then made
the copper hot: this rendered it Neg. and the Tin rose to Pos. 70°.
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Cooled the copper and the needle returned to 30°, Tin being now
Pos. about 40°. Now heated the Tin and it became a Httle more
Pos., about 5° more— cooled it and it remained nearly the same-
heated the copper again and it immediately became more Neg.,

making the Tin Pos. 80° or thereabouts. The effect of heating and

motion on the copper is the same, to make it more Neg., it having

been the Negative metal.

551 1. Iron; Tin; dil. Sulc. Acid. Not much effect: the Tin was

Pos. 7°. On heating the Iron the needle moved 32° and the Iron

became Pos. 25°. Cooled the iron and the needle went back 47°,

leaving the tin Pos. 22°. Heated the Tin : it rose still higher to 47°

—cooled it and it fell to Pos. 12°. Moving the cold Iron made the

tin more Pos. up to 30° or more, but it fell fast again; moving the

tin did nothing—moving the Iron again made tin Pos. Warming
the Iron at first makes it a little more Negative, but after that a little

more heat makes it more Positive. Motion and the first effect of

warming do the same thing with the Iron—cooHng the Iron

diminished its positiveness decidedly.

5512. So Iron appears to have an investing opposing film when it

has been Neg. a while, and this either heat or motion removes in

part and so makes the Tin more Pos. by comparison. But there

is also the Pos. effect produced on iron, and also on the tin too by
sufficient temperature, and which appears to be due to a true

affection of the chemical affinity.

5513. Iron; Cadmium; dil. S. A. Cadmium very Pos.— rested at

70°. Moving the iron made the cadmium more Pos.—moving the

cadmium made no change—heating the Iron, the cadmium became

more Pos. up to 80°. Here observe the effect of the Iron as the

Neg. metal. Gas now came off from the Iron, and this kept up a

motion and the needle stood at 80°. Heating the cadmium: no

change. On cooling the iron there was a little falling, not much,

about 4°, and the gas at the iron was still going off—on moving the

iron the Pos. effect of the Cadmium rose as before. This was a very

striking effect altogether, and was curious to see the iron more
Neg. as it evolved more gas, i.e. as it suffered from more chemical

action.

5514. Iron; Zinc; dil. S.A. Zinc very Pos., 90° nearly. Heated

the iron: made zinc sensibly more Pos., i.e. iron rendered more
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neg. by heat— cooled the iron and this effect did not go off—heated

the zinc: no change— cooled it: no change. Here no change after

the first, which must have been casual. The forces are in fact too

strong to observe well. With a weaker acid probably bring them
out.

5515. Tin; Cadmium; dil. S.A. Cadmium Pos. about 80°— fell

gradually. At 35° moved the tin and the cadmium immediately

rose to full force. The tin is very striking in its effect when Nega-
tive and moved. Moving the cadmium did Httle or nothing.

Moving the tin, it is very striking every time. Heating the cad-

mium produced no sensible effects. Heating the tin produced very

great effects, like those of motion. Sometimes when the acid

boiled at the Cadmium side, it moved that at the Tin side, and

then there was a corresponding effect, but it was produced at the

tin side only.

5516. Zinc; Tin; dil. S. A. Zinc Pos. 45°. Moving the zinc made
it a little more Pos. Moving the Tin made the Zinc much more
Positive. Moving the Tin: same effect again. Heating the zinc

made it somewhat more Pos. and about as much as moving it—on

cooling it fell a little. Heating the Tin made it more Negative,

just as moving it did. If the acid round the tin was kept boiling,

the tin was then most Negative. The effect of the heat here and in

the last experiment is, as to the Tin, altogether an effect of motion.

5 NOVR. 1839.

5517*. Now began experiments to ascertain as simply as possible

the mere effects of heat on the chemical affinity, excluding as much
as I could the effects of previous currents in inducing particular

states in the negative wire, and also the effects of a previously

investing film of fluid more or less saturated. The metals, well and

carefully cleaned each time, were made as before the terminations

of the Galvanometer wire. The acid or liquid electrolyte was put

into the bent tube. It was then heated to boiling in one leg only,

and then the two terminal wires were plunged in simultaneously,

and kept moving in the hot and cold fluid during the observation.

After noting the deflection, the wires were taken out, cleaned again,

and changed, so that that which was hot before should now be

cold, and the observation was repeated ; and this change of the two
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wires A and B was repeated until satisfactory results were obtained.

The acid was changed for each new metal or new experiment.

5518. Dilute Sulphuric acid of the strength formerly employed

(5369, 5494) was used for the first experiments.

5519. Pladna; Pladna; dil. S.A. The cold Platina was a trace

Pos.—changed the wires and then the hot side was a trace Pos.—

changed again and the cold side was a trace Pos. The effect is very

small and evidently belongs to a particular wire.

5520. Gold; Gold; dil. S. A. No effect whichever wire was cold

or hot—changed four times. No sensible effect with Gold and

Platina in dil. S. A. of a thermo electric kind like that of Seebeck.

5521. Silver; Silver; dil. S.A. The first immersion produced an

effect, the cold being Pos. But after that, changed four times and

produced no effect. Hence hot and cold silver in this dil. S.A.

shew no difference.

5522. Must always be aware of possible irregularity at the first

immersion. It is hardly possible to have the metals so exactly alike

in every circumstance that there shall then be no difference. But

the first dip in the acid generally puts that right.

5523. Copper; Copper; dil. S.A. The effect not very distinct at

first immersion. The hot copper became Pos. for a moment and

then rather Neg., continuing so steadily, though the wires were

moved the whole time. The same effect was produced when the

wires were changed; so that it appears to be a constant and not a

casual effect. This metal exhibits a similar effect in N. M. Acid, for

which see onwards (5596). The first effect of heat was apparently

to exalt the chemical affinity, but that was followed by the forma-

tion of an investing coat, and then the cold copper produced most
current force, though the hot might perhaps produce most local

force.

5524. Iron; Iron; dil. S. A. The hot iron always strongly Positive

to the cold, to 60° or more. This a constant and a striking result.

5525. Tin; Tin; dil. S. A. The hot tin was always Pos. to the cold,

whichever wire was hot, though the two were not quite alike in

the degree of Positive at the first. This is a fair result of the increase

of effect by heat acting on the chemical force.

5526. Lead; Lead; dil. S. A. These wires were somewhat irreg-

ular, but continuing the changes for several times, it appeared
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very clear at last that hot lead was Pos. to the cold, deflecting the

needle permanently 20° or more. This result came well out from

all the irregularities.

5527. Must have new lead wires—these are too thin and irregular.

Had better not clean with sand paper, which drags it into an

irregular surface, but with filtering paper, which is quite rough

enough.

5528. Cadmium^ Cadmium; dil. S.A, Both wires acted alike and

as follows: the hot cadmium became Pos. to the cold to about 10°

at first; it then went down, the motion of the wires in the acid

being still continued, until the hot metal became Negative to per-

haps 10° and continued there. The first is the increased effect of

heat; the second the effect of the investing current.

5529. The very variation amongst these different metals is a still

further proof that the effect which produces the current is a

chemical effect, not one of contact.

5530. Zinc; Zinc; diL S. A. Requires care till both wires are alike

in action—must not take the first results ( ). When both

are alike in action, it came out that the hottest is for a moment
most Pos., and then it gradually becomes most Negative and up

to a degree exceeding the previous Positiveness. This is an effect

like that of cadmium, but stronger. The first is the effect of heat

increasing action; the second the effect of the investing solution

formed at the Positive surface.

5531. Now compared different metals and found some most

excellent cases of the effects of heat.

5532. Iron; Tin; dil. S. A. Hot iron is well Pos. to cold Tin. Hot
Tin is still more Pos. to cold Iron. So here an excellent case of the

change of the relative electrical state of the two metals by affecting

their chemical affinity^ the contacts remaining the same. Good.

5533. Iron; Lead; dil, S. A. Hot iron a little Positive to cold lead.

Hot lead much Pos. to cold iron. This a constant and good effect.

It shews with two metals, differing in their state at the same tem-

perature, the effect ofheat on one either reversing or strengthening

the difference. It shews well the combination of the effect of heat

with the natural forces. It shews that iron, which is Neg. to Lead,

can be made Pos. to it by acting on its chemical forces, though

contacts, etc. all remain the same. Good.
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5534. Lead; Tin; Dil. S, A. Hot tin is a little Pos. to cold Lead,

and rather permanently so. Hot lead is more Pos. to cold tin. The
effect of heat on the original difference of chemical affinity is very

good here. The whole experiment is good evidence.

5535. Iron; Silver; dil. S.A. Iron, whether hot or cold, is Pos.

to silver.

5536. Iron; Copper; dil, S.A. Iron hot or cold is strongly

Positive to copper.

5537. Iron; cadmium; dil. S. A. Cadmium hot or cold is Positive

to Iron.

5538. Cadmium; Tin; dil. S. A. Cadmium hot or cold is positive

to the Tin.

5539- Silver; Copper; dil. S.A. Copper hot or cold is a little

Positive to the silver. It is of course understood in these last five

cases that the Neg. metal was at the same time cold or hot as the

Pos. metal was hot or cold.

5540. I now used another acid, namely the dilute Nitric acid, and

that employed was a portion of that which had been used in the

former experiments (5385, 5462). These expts. and those will

therefore bear comparison as to the effect of the different modes of

experimenting with the same substances.

5541. Platina; Pladna; dil. N.A. No sure sensible effect. There

was the least motion, and in the three changes made it was always

that hot Platina was in a very small degree Negative to the cold.

5542. Gold; Gold; dil. N.A. Smallest motion— the wires not

quite alike in effect— but if there was any thing beyond a small

accidental irregularity, it was that the hot Gold was a trace

Negative.

5543. Palladium; Palladium; dil. N.A. Not a clear sensible

difference, but if any, it was still that the hot was neg. to the cold.

5544. It is possible that, with these three metals, we may evolve

a true thermo-electric effect, undisturbed by any chemical action.

If so, then in their case. Metal heated in contact with the Acid

becomes Neg.

5545. Silver; Silver; dil. N.Acid. There was a small degree of

motion in the needle and it was constant after the first immersion

of the wires. The hot silver was first Pos. for a moment in a very

small degree, and then neutral; as if the heat had thrown by force
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of chem. action a current into motion, and that had accumulated

the resisting state at the Neg. surface, and so all quickly came to

rest.

5546. Copper; Copper; dil. N. A. Scarcely any motion. The effect

was that hot copper was the smallest degree Pos. to the cold.

5547. If there be any thermo effect with the metals and acids, then

in these cases of Silver and copper, they and the chemic. effects by
heat may be very nearly balanced, and so give such a slight result.

5548. Iron; Iron; dil, N. A. Very fine result. The hot iron is always

powerfully Pos. to the cold metal, up to 90°. Good.

5549. Tin; Tin; dil. N.A. The hot tin is a little, yet fairly

Negative— It then becomes Positive and continues so in some
degree, though the current soon goes down. The wire which has

been cold and Negative at last has more of a brown powder that

wipes off from it than the Pos.—but on putting one of the wires

not in the circuit in the cold acid for a while, the same powder was

formed on it: the difference depends mainly on temperature. If

that which is Neg. or cold in one trial is made the hot in the next,

it becomes more Neg. than the Pos. or hot one would do if used

immediately again—both wires being of course washed and wiped

before using in the second trial.

5550. Lead; Lead; dil. N.A. The leads are apparently inactive

for a moment, i.e. the needle does not instantly move—and then

the hot lead becomes Neg. to the cold and rather continues so,

sinking but slowly, though the motion be continued in the acid

(as in all these experiments). There is apparently no increase in the

force of the chemical affinity, though there is increase in the

amount of action at the hot surface, and therefore more local effect

and the more rapid production of an exhausted solution there.

555 1 . Cadmium; Cadmium; dil. N. A. After a moment's pauze the

hot cadmium became Neg. to the cold; just as above with the lead.

5552. Zinc; Zinc; dil. N. Acid. The hot zinc is a little Positive to

the cold, and then the effect goes down, as in all these cases nearly;

but it did not become Neg. in the time I waited.

5553. On washing and wiping the zincs, that which had been hot

gave no soiling powder to the wiping cloth, but that which had

been Neg. did give such a powder. The same is the case with Tin

and lead and I think with Cadmium.
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5554. Now came to different metals in the dilute N. Acid.

5555. Iron; Tin; dil. N. A. Hot iron is Pos. to cold Tin. Hot tin

is more Pos. to cold Iron— both are well developed states. If,

when the iron is to be plunged in the hot side, the acid is only

moderately warm, it seems at first as if the Tin would almost over-

power the Iron, so beautifully can the forces be balanced or

rendered predominant by heat at will. Very Good result.

5556. Iron; Lead; dil. N.A. Iron hot is fairly Pos. to cold Lead.

Lead hot is very Pos. to cold Iron. Very beautiful here to see the

superposition of the effects of heat on the relative chemical forces

at common temperatures.

5557. Tin; Lead; dil. N. A. Lead is Pos. to Tin, whether it be

hot or cold; but it is far the most Pos. when Lead is hot, shewing

the difference induced by heat upon the ordinary and specific

chemical affinities of the two metals.

5558. Iron; Copper; dil. N. A. Iron hot or cold is Pos. to copper.

5559. Iron; Palladium; dil. N. A. Iron both ways Pos. to Palla-

dium.

5560. Iron; Silver; Dil. N. A. Iron both ways Pos. to Silver.

5561. Iron; Cadmium; dil. N.A. Cadmium both ways Pos. to

Iron.

5562. Iron; Zinc; dil. N.A. Zinc both ways Pos. to Iron.

5563. Tin; Cadmium; dil.N A. Cadmium Pos. to Tin both ways.

5564. Cadmium; Zinc; dil. N.A. Zinc Pos. to Cadmium both

ways.

5565. Silver; Copper; dil. N.A. Copper is Pos. to silver both

ways; but cold copper is more Pos. to hot silver than hot copper

to cold silver, judging by the needle.

5566. This curious effect is explained by the effects of heat on the

negative metals when they are silver, gold, platina, etc. (5485,

5505), and is a good case to illustrate the great care required in

making and comparing these experiments. There is little doubt but

that copper with Gold and Platina, and also silver with these

metals, would shew the same effect.

5567. I now went through these metals again, using dilute

Muriatic acid as the exciting electrolyte. The solution used con-

sisted of one measure of a strong solution of pure muriatic acid

and 29 measures of water.
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5568. Platina; Pladna; dil. M. A. No sensible effect between hot

and cold pieces.

5569. Gold; Gold; dil. M. A. The hot gold became very slightly

negative; with both wires.

5570. Palladium; Palladium; dil. M.A. No sensible effect.

5571. Silver; Silver; dil. M.A. The hot silver was the smallest

trace Positive; with both wires.

5572. Copper; Copper; dil. M.A. Hot copper was strongly

Positive to the cold copper—under all the changes. The effect was

very Good.

5573. Iron; Iron; dil. M.A. Hot Iron very Pos. indeed to the

cold Iron. Result very strong and good.

5574. Lead; Lead; dil. M. A. Hot Lead very Pos. to the cold lead.

Striking result.

5575. Tin; Tin; dil. M.A. Hot Tin well Positive to the cold,

whichever wire used. Is a good result. There was no dark deposit

on the Negative wire in this acid.

5576. Cadmium; Cadmium; dil. M. A. Hot cadmium well Pos. to

the cold cadmium. Good result. No deposit on the Negative wire.

5577. Zinc; Zinc; dil. M. A. The hot metal well Positive to the

cold metal. Good.

5578. So there are six metals at least: Copper, Iron, Lead, Tin,

Cadmium and Zinc, which can have their electromotive force in

Muriatic acid very beautifully affected by heat acting on the

chemical forces.

Now compared different metals in the dil. Mur. acid.

5579. Iron; Tin; dil. M.A. Hot Iron is just and fairly Pos. to

Tin at the boiling point of the acid—but hot Tin is very Positive

to Iron. The superposition of the effect of heat on chemical

affinity is very good here.

5580. Iron; Lead; dil. M.A. Hot Iron is Pos. to Lead. Hot
Lead is Pos. to Iron. Good effect.

5581. Lead; Tin; dil. M.A. Hot lead is well Pos. to Tin. Hot
Tin is more Pos. to Lead. Excellent.

5581^. Lead; Cadmium; dil. M.A. Cadmium Pos. to Lead both

ways.

5581 1. Lead; Zinc; dil. M.A. Zinc Pos. to Lead both ways.

5582. Iron; Copper; dil. M.A. Iron Pos. to copper both ways.
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5583. Iron; Cadmium; diL M.A, Cadmium Pos. to Iron both

ways.

5584. Iron; Zinc; diL M.A. Zinc Pos. to Iron both ways.

5585. Tin; Cadmium; dil. M.A. Cadmium Pos. to Tin both

ways.

5586. Tin; Zinc; dil. M. A. Zinc Pos. to Tin both ways.

5587. Lead; Copper; dil. M. A. Lead Pos. to copper both ways.

5588. Palladium; Copper; dil. M.A. Copper Pos. to Palladium

both ways.

5588 1. Cadmium; Zinc; dil. M.A. Zinc Pos. to Cadmium both

ways.

5589. Made a few experiments with Gold, Silver, Platina, etc. and

a much stronger Muriatic acid, consisting of one volume of the

strongest pure solution and one volume ofwater.

5590. Platina; Platina; Strong M. A. (i M. A. + i W.). The one

heated is a trace negative to the cold wire; and that was distinctly

so, whichever wire was heated. Is this a pure thermo-electric

effect.^

5591. Gold; Gold; Strong M.A. (i M.A.+ i W.). No great

difference, only about 2° or 3°, but the wire heated is distinctly

negative on its immersion.

5592. Silver; Silver; Strong M.A. (i M. A. + i W.). There was

very little effect—not more than with the dilute Muriatic acid

(5571). The result was of a doubtful nature.

5593. I now added a little nitric acid (not much) to the remaining

portion of the strong diluted Mur. acid (5589), so as to make a

nitro muriatic acid.

5594. Platina; Platina; the N.M.Acid. The hot platina was

Negative to the cold Platina and much more than before—perhaps

to 10°. There was I think chemical action on the Platina in the hot

solution, but not sensible by the colour by candle light.

5595. Gold; Gold; the N.M.Acid. The hot gold was strongly

Negative to the cold gold-far more than before: 50° or 60° in

fact. Yet chemical action was going on well and strongly at the

hot gold, so as quickly to render the solution of the gold evident,

both by the change on the surface of the wire and the colour of the

solution. This is a very remarkable action. The effect may depend

upon all the chemical forces, or nearly all, being balanced locally

FDIII 29
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at the hot side, the dynamic force being exerted mainly at the cold

side, where it is not so directly converted into local action. It is

known that heat alone would affect the constitution and state of

the Nitro muriatic acid, setting chlorine free; and that free chlorine,

acting on the Gold, would not produce dynamic force, though it

would form an investing coat of exhausted solution to the hot

gold (5806).

5596. Copper; Copper; the N, M. Acid. Looked for the action of

copper in this same acid, to illustrate the action on gold. At first

the hot copper was pos. to the cold copper; then it became covered

with a dark crust, and then it was, though hot, strongly Negative;

it gave off a little gas and it dissolved away in the acid, forming

a green solution and continuing negative. This Negative state is

either a direct or secondary effect of the chemical actions con-

cerned (5 523). It may be like that supposed above with Gold. But

it is very curious and will help in one way or another to illustrate

the chemical affinities concerned.

5597. The Gold experiment has probably a direct relation to

Mr Groves' experiment of Gold in N. acid and M. acid in a voltaic

form.

5598. Pladna; Copper; the N. M. Acid. The copper was alway[s]

Pos. to the Platina, whichever was hot or cold.

5599. Silver; Copper; the N. M. Acid. The copper was always Pos.

to the silver—whether hot or cold.

5600. Again made it Copper; Copper; the N. M. A., and again the

hot and active copper was Negative to the cold and Passive copper.

7 NOVR. 1839.

5601. Made a few further experiments on Nitro muriatic acid

(5593). The acid consisted of 4 vols, strong solution ofpure Mur.
acid; I vol. pure strong Nitric acid; and 4 vols, ofdistilled water.

5602. Iron; Iron; N.M. Acid. The hot iron is always Pos. to the

cold. There is very much action at the hot side, whilst at the cold

side it is not sensible during the experiment to the eye. Still, there

is an enormous proportion of local action and not much dynamic

force. The deflection is far most powerful at first moment of

immersion, though chemical action at the hot side rises greatly a

moment or two afterwards.
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5603. Iron; Copper; N.M,Acid. The Iron, whether cold or hot,

was very Pos. to the copper. Yet the sensible and powerful

chemical action was at the hot side, whether that wire Iron or

copper. Here the needful distinction between local and current

action very striking.

5604. Copper; Palladium; N. M. Acid. Copper either hot or cold

is Pos. to the Palladium. Yet the abundant chemical action is in

both cases at the hot side. The cold copper is far more Pos. to the

hot Palladium when the chemical action is well on at the latter

than before— as if the solution formed around the Palladium had

helped much to reduce its state, and so render the copper relatively

more Positive.

5605. These kinds of experiments must in some way help to

illustrate and elucidate local action in ordinary chemical cases, for

one would think that, as the action is going on so violently, some
parts of the Palladium must be negative not only to the copper,

but also to parts or particles of the Palladium itself.

5606. Proceeded to add a few more experiments to those already

made with Strong Pure Nitric acid (5410), using the same acid as

before.

5607. Platina; Platina; Strong N,A, The hot a trace Negative,

whichever wire used: perhaps 2°. The first immersion was not

good, so repeated until I obtained a constant result. Is this a pure

thermo-electric effect.^ It is negative (5799).

5608. Gold; Gold; Strong N. Acid, The hot Gold is Negative to

the cold gold and more than in the dilute N. A. (5542), but much
as the Platina in Strong N. A. (5607). It is an effect which quickly

goes off; the first swing of the needle is rather good, but the second

swing in the same direction is not sensibly more on one side, than

the return swing is on the other, of 0°.

5609. Palladium; Palladium; Strong N.A, Very strong chemical

action on the hot Palladium, but not a sensible one for the short

time of the experiment on the cold side. Still the hot Palladium

was strongly Negative to the cold, and far more so than in the

corresponding cases of Gold and Platina. The chemical action is

the cause of this, by investing the Palladium with partially ex-

hausted acid, etc. The action at the hot metal is apparently alto-

gether local.

29-2
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5610. It is not at all unlikely that with such a body as nitric acid,

the forces which at low temperatures may take a dynamic condi-

tion should, when heat comes in to break by violent action the

previous relation of them, then become nearly all local. There are

many bodies which, scarcely acting at low temperatures on Nitric

acid, break forth into a violent and a newform of action by the aid

of a little heat.

561 1. Silver; Silver; Strong N.A. The action was very irregular,

whichever wire was hot. Sometimes the hot and sometimes the

cold wire was Positive strongly, the changes taking place suddenly.

There was strong action at both wires, but no doubt the strongest

at the hot side. The real forces seemed nearly balanced, but the

variations in the condition of the acid and of the investing solution

seemed to produce the changes.

5612. The case was the same when both silvers were cold in strong

N.Acid (5448).

5613. Iron; Iron; Strong N.Acid, At the first moment the cold

Iron is strongly Pos. to the hot; but in that moment a change takes

place and the hot iron becomes permanently Pos. to the cold.

There is probably action at both surfaces at the first moment, and

indeed red fumes appear at the hot side for an instant; but then

the effects fall and there is no continuing sensible chemical action

at either side.

5614. Copper; Copper; Strong N.A. Very powerful chemical

action at the hot side and but very little comparitively at the cold

side. Yet the hot copper is but very Httle Positive to the cold, and

I am hardly sure it is so at all. The action is very nearly all local.

5615. Platina; copper; Strong N.A. The hot copper exhibits

much chemical action and is well Pos. to the Platina, but not more
I think than cold copper would be.

5616. I must pursue Nitric Acid and Nitro muriatic acid by them-

selves hereafter. Nitric acid is probably a bad electrolyte in itself

as compared to Muriatic acid, etc. etc. It probably acts, when used,

principally by disposing of the hydrogen, etc. etc. at the cathode,

and so facilitates the production of current force.

5617. Now wrought with a solution of caustic potash (5424). It

was the same solution as that used before, but in the present series

the solution was made hot on one side, and then the metals
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simultaneously plunged into the hot and cold parts and moved
about whilst the observation was made.

5618. Pladna; Platina; Caustic Potash. Neglected the first

immersion. Afterwards the hot platina was the least possible

trace Pos. to the cold platina—but only for the moment of im-

mersion (5425).

5619. Gold; Gold; Potash sol. The least trace ofmotion— doubtful
which way. At one time the hot gold seemed a minute degree

Positive.

5620. Palladium; Palladium; Potash. No sensible difference

between the hot and cold.

5621. Silver; Silver; Potash. Difference scarcely sensible: if any

thing, the hot was a trace Pos. to the cold (5426).

5622. Iron; Iron; Potash. The hot was Positive for the first

moment, but the effect was almost instantly over— though renewed

upon every repetition of the experiment (5427).

5623. Copper; Copper; Potash. The hot copper was well Positive

to the cold, and rather continued. The hot metal tarnishes in the

solution quickly; the cold does not. A Good case (5428).

5624. Lead; Lead; Potash. The hot lead was well and steadily

Pos. to the cold—with both wires. Good result. At the first

moment ofimmersion there is a little, very little, jerk at the needle,

as if the hot lead would be Neg. for an instant (5429).

5625. Tin; Tin; Potash. The hot tin very and constantly Pos. to

the cold (5431). Good.

5626. Cadmium; Cadmium; Potash. The hot cadmium is Pos. to

the cold—not very strong, but well. Good.

5627. Zinc; Zinc; Potash. The two wires were not quite alike in

degree, but both were Positive in turn when made Aor— only one

was rather stronger than the other. Is a good result in itself as to

effect of heat (5432).

5628. Thus Copper^ lead^ tin^ cadmium and ^inc could be made
Positive to themselves only by difference oftemperature and could

invert the relations of the two pieces. Now proceeded to compare

different metals to ascertain whether they could be so far affected

in this manner as to pass by each other.

5629. Lead; Tin; Sol. Potash. Tin cold fairly and well Positive.

Tin hot very Positive. So here, though the Tin was always
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Positive; yet the difference in degree illustrates the action of

heat.

5630. Lead; Cadmium; SoL Potash. Cold cadmium fairly Positive

to Lead, but hot Cadmium is very Pos. to lead. Same difference

as above.

5631. In the rest the difference is not so striking.

5632. Silver; Copper; Potash. Copper, whether hot or cold, is

moderately Pos. to silver.

5633. Copper; Lead; Potash. Lead, whether hot or cold, strongly

Pos.

5634. Copper; Tin; Potash. Tin, hot or cold, strongly Positive.

5635. Copper; Zinc; Potash. Zinc, hot or cold, strongly Positive.

The copper was oxidized and tarnished in these three experiments,

as well as when it was Pos. to silver or to itself.

5636. Iron; Tin; Potash. Tin, hot or cold, was strongly Positive.

5637. Iron; Lead; Potash. Lead, hot or cold, strongly Positive.

5638. Tin; Cadmium; Potash. Tin, hot or cold, is Positive.

5639. Tin; Zinc; Potash. Zinc, hot or cold, is strongly Positive.

5640. Zinc; Cadmium; Potash. Zinc, hot or cold, is strongly

Positive.

5641 . Thus Potash does not shew those strong conversions of the

states of the metals that the acids do, by heat : but such a variation

is in full harmony with the variations of chemical affinity. The
cases rather help to strengthen the reference to chemical forces than

to effects of mere contact.

5642. Now proceeded to use a dilute solution of the sulphuret of

Potash as the electrolyte (5433). It was made of i vol. of the former

strong solution (5268) and 15 vols, of water. One side of the

solution in the tube was first heated, and then the metals plunged

in and moved about as in all the recent experiments (5517).

5643. When this solution is heated, it darkens very much in

colour, and from a pale yellow becomes a deep brown.

5644. Platina; Platina; dil. Sulrt. Potash. Hot or cold, no

difference.

5645. Gold; Gold; dil. Sulrt. Potash. Once the hot was a little

Neg., but I do not believe it was a pure result. The general result

is that there is no difference. The needle moves the least Possible.

5646. Palladium; Palladium; dil. Sulrt. Potash. No change: is

like Platina and Gold.
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5647. Iron; Iron; dil, Sulrt. Potash, The hot Iron is well Positive

to the cold with both wires. The Negative and cold wire keeps

quite clean, but from the hot iron a dark sulphuret separates into

the solution, discolouring it; and also another portion of the same
dark sulphuret washes and wipes off from the iron as a black

powder (5795). Good.

5648. Silver; Silver; dil. Sulrt. Potash. The hot silver is a little

Pos. to the cold, fairly but not much. The hot is acted upon far

the most—but the cold is a Httle acted upon also.

5649. Copper; Copper; dil. Sulrt. Potash. The hot copper well

Pos. to the cold on first immersion, but the effect quickly falls.

Both are strongly acted on by the sulphuret, but the hot most.

Good result.

5650. Tin; Tin; dil. Sulrt. Potash. There was very little motion

of the needle, but the hot tin becomes a Httle Negative to the cold.

The wires require to be cleaned very carefully each time by scraping

or sandpaper, etc., or else the investing sulphuret interferes much.

This precaution is the more necessary with tin and such metals

as give films of sulphuret not sensible from their colour to the

eye.

5651. Lead; Lead; dil. Sulrt. Potash. The hot was with both

wires fairly Negative to the cold. Yet the hot was much the most

acted upon. There was much local action and in consequence a

deterioration of the electrolyte at that surface of the metal.

5652. Cadmium; Cadmium; dil. Sulrt. Potash. No sensible change

at the first moment—but afterwards the hot cadmium became

perhaps a very little Negative.

5653. Zinc; Zinc; dil. Sulrt. Potash. No action at the first

moment—then the hot zinc became quickly but gradually and at

last strongly Neg., up to 70° or 80°. This was a constant effect.

Both zincs keep bright and I believe the sulphuret dissolves off

( ). That is probably a reason why the hot becomes so

highly Negative, the investing fluid becoming more altered here

w[h]ere the actions can go on.

5654. These cases of the hot metals becoming Neg. are very

interesting, and fully accord with theory of chemical action.

Now proceeded to use different metals together.

5655. Platina; Iron; sol. sulrt. Pot. dil. With cold Iron and hot

Platina, the Platina was clearly Pos. a little. With hot iron and cold
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platina, the iron was a little Pos. to the Platina-not much: not so

much as when hot iron was opposed to cold iron (5622). The
Platina appears to have a quelling or opposing effect.

5656. Cadmium; Zinc; dil. Sulrt. Potash, Cold zinc is moderately

Pos. to hot Cadmium. Cold cadmium is also moderately Pos. to

hot zinc. The first moment is quiet, and then this action comes on;

it depends upon the negative condition of zinc and cadmium,

which is due to investing solution, and is increased by heat (5626,

5627). Still it is a fair inversion of state with two different metals

and the sulphuret of potassa.

5657. Silver; Lead; Sulrt. potash. Silver hot is a little Pos. to

Lead. Silver cold is more, and well Pos. to lead. The difference

by heat evident.

5658. Silver; Tin; sol. sulrt. potash. Hot tin is Pos. at the first

moment to silver and then becomes neutral or even a little Neg.,

and the silver is but little tarnished. Cold tin is very slightly Pos.

to hot silver, and now the silver is much tarnished.

5659. Silver; cadmium; sol. sulrt. potash. Hot cadmium well Pos.

to cold silver— action instantly over— silver not tarnished sensibly.

Cold cadmium is Pos. to silver more than when hot, and the silver

is now much tarnished. Hot silver receives but little Pos. power.

Hot cadmium becomes quickly neg.—hence satisfactory cause of

the result.

5660. Copper; Zinc; sol. sulrt. Potash. Copper hot or cold is Pos.

to zinc cold or hot. Is most Pos. when copper cold and zinc hot

—because of negative state coming on with zinc.

5661. Iron; line; sol. sulrt. pot. Hot zinc is Pos. to Iron, but cold

zinc is much more so, from falling of hot zinc in power.

5662. Tin; Zinc; sol. sulrt. potash. There is no action at first—but

in a few moments cold Tin is a little Pos. to hot zinc and cold zinc

is more and fairly pos. to hot tin. A case of inversion, like that of

Cadmium and zinc (5656).

5663. Tin; Lead; sol. sulrt. potash. Hot tin a little pos. to cold

lead— cold tin more pos. to hot lead— similar effect of the investing

solution.

5664. Zinc; Lead; sol. sulrt. potash. Zinc hot is slightly Pos. to

cold Lead and soon falls. Zinc cold is very Pos. to lead. Same kind

of result as before.
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5665. Tin; Cadmium; sol. sulrt. potash. Hot cadmium very little

Pos.— cold cadmium more Pos.— effects very moderate.

5666. Silver; Zinc; sol. sulrt. potash. Cold zinc very pos. to

silver. Hot zinc is Pos. at first to silver moderately and then in a

moment or two it becomes Neg. to the silver, from the effect of

the investing coat, etc.

5667. Silver; Copper; sol. Sulrt. pot. Copper hot or cold is Pos.

to silver cold or hot.

5668. Copper; Lead; sol. sulrt. pot. Copper hot or cold is Pos. to

Lead cold or hot.

5669. Copper; Cadmium; sol. sulrt. pot. At first moments neutral

and then copper, whether hot or cold, becomes Pos. to the cad-

mium, rising gradually: as if the cadmium had equal power whilst

forming its investing sulphuret and then, it gradually diminishing

in action, the copper gained the superiority.

5670. Copper; Tin; sol. sulrt. pot. Copper hot or cold is Positive

feebly to the tin cold or hot.

5671. Lead; Cadmium; sol. sulrt. pot. Cold cadmium is well pos.

to Lead—goes down quickly—hot cadmium is also well Pos. to

lead.

5672. Gold; Platina; sol. sulrt. pot. No effect hot or cold.

5673. Wished to compare the effect of the same metal and of

different metals in the same acid, strong and dilute. The following

are two modes used. Into a syphon tube was put some pure strong

acid, and then a few drops of water were added at the B side. So

when the wires were introduced into A or B, the effect of the strong

or weak acid upon them could be compared.

5674. Another mode was this. A similar tube had some strong

acid put into it; then the two wires were introduced and afterwards

a drop or two of water was put at the top of the acid in each leg.

Then either wire could be retained in the strong acid, whilst the

other was raised with its end into the dilute acid, and then the

former could be in turn raised and the latter depressed.

5675. First experimented with strong pure nitric acid and platina

wires, to see what results, independant of the acting metals, as

copper, etc., would appear. Put nitric acid into the tube, inserted

the platina wires, and then when all was quiet at the Galvanometer,

put a little water into both legs of the bent tube. There was then
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much effect on the needle, and the least motion of the tube helped

to produce changes, though when all was quiet the needle was at

0° and at rest.

5676. The general effects were as follows. If the wire in C were

raised into the weak acid, it became well Pos.; if the wire were held

there quietly, the state went down; if it were moved in the weak
acid, the wire became Pos.

;
if, being quiet in the weak acid, it were

lowered into the stronger acid beneath, it became Pos. If the wire

in C were left quiet in the strong acid and that in D were moved,

it shewed exactly the same effects, becomg. Pos. in turn.

5677. If one was taken out, washed, wiped and reintroduced, it

became Pos. the moment it touched the dilute acid.

5678. These effects were very considerable in this tube and im-

portant. None of them were permanent, so that they are not

effects of contact. In 10' or 15', on making the same movements,

the effects were much less than before. I believe all to depend

upon the act of combination of the stronger acid and water.

5679. I used gold wires instead of platina and found similar

effects, but weak. I emptied the tube and put fresh acid and water,

so as to have the stronger effects of mixing, and now found the

phenomena more powerful by far, though perhaps not quite so

powerful as with platina.

5680. I then put very dilute Nitric acid into the bent tube, placed

the wire C of platina or gold (5675) in its place, dipped wire D
into strong nitric acid and plunged it into the other leg D of the

tube. There was immediately a strong deflection of the needle, the

wire in the weak acid being Pos. and that in the strong acid

Negative. Then emptying the tube, it was filled with strong

N. Acid; one wire was put in its place, the other dipped in water

and then immersed wet in the acid; immediately there was de-

flection; the wire last put in was Pos. and that in the strong Acid

Neg.

5681. This is quite in accordance as to direction, etc. with the

former results. So when with one wire in the strong acid and the

other in the weak, and all at 0°, if the one in the weak acid be

depressed into the strong acid, it becomes Pos.

5682. The effect appears due to the act of combination, which in

some way determines a current such as would result from the wire
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in the strong acid being negative and that in the weak acid

Positive.

5683. When the tube was arranged thus, with water or dilute

acid in one Hmb only, then on dipping platina wires in about the

J
of an inch or so, the effects were by no means so strong (for the

length of bad conductor was then much greater between the ends

of the wires); and by observing their amount, they could easily

be distinguished from those dependant upon chemical effects

which metals other than Platina or gold might produce. This

arrangement of tube with one dilute extremity I will call No. i,

and the other arrangement with 2 dilute extremities I will call

No. 2.

5684. Platina; Platina; in strong and dilute N.A, in No. i. Not
much effect; that due to mixture of fluids.

5685. Gold; Gold; and N.Acid in No. i. Scarcely sensible

effect.

5686. Palladium; Palladium; and Do. As Platina and Gold. So

these three produced no sensible chemical effects by strong and

dilute N. Acid.

5687. Silver; Silver; in strong and dilute N.A. in No. i. At first

the dilute side was very Positive to the strong side—but after some
time the needle jumped round and the strong acid side becomes

very Pos. to the weak side and generally keeps there. Silver is

very powerful and changeable in Nitric acid (see 5448, 5449); but

these very changes seem to me to be against the theory of contact

and for chemical action. It is the free acid which, with the metal,

determines the current— not the bodies produced in the solution;

they only retard it. But if the free acid acted by contact, then surely

the stronger acid would act more powerfully than the weak at the

outset, when all is fair
;
yet the weak acts best.

5688. Whatever circumstance in fact tends to make the fluid a

more powerful chemical agent and a better electrolyte (that being

a pure chemical relation, not one of contact), favours the produc-

tion of a determinate current and the positive state.

5689. Copper; Copper; and N.A. in tube No. i. The end in the

weak acid is powerfully Pos. to that in the strong acid. By using

tube No. 2, can hold the needle powerfully in either direction at

will, simply by bringing the end of the wire to be Pos. into the
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weak acid, and the other into the strong acid (5674). The effect

was most excellent.

5690. Lead; Lead; and Nitric acid. The wire in the weak acid was
Pos. to that in the strong acid and powerfully so. The alternation

of state, when using tube No. 2, was excellent; and the whole
experiment, as with copper, is a fine experiment.

5691. Iron; Iron; and Nitric acid strong and dilute. That wire in

the weak acid is Pos. to the other. The alternations in tube 2 are

beautiful, as with copper and lead.

5692. Tin; Tin; strong and weak N. A. The tin in the dilute acid

is Pos. to that in the strong. Very violent action comes on here in

the strong acid, or between it and the water, which mixes all up,

and so the alternations are not so well observed with this metal as

the former three.

5693. Cadmium; Cadmium; Strong and weak N.A. Cadmium in

the diluted acid is Pos. to that in the strong acid. Powerful action

and evolution of gas quickly mixes all up together.

5694. Zinc; Zinc; Strong and weak N. A. Same as Tin and cad-

mium; that in weak acid was Pos. to that in the strong acid.

5695. Now by way of comparing different metals in strong and

weak N. A., I tried Silver^ copper., Iron and lead against each other,

for from the effects with the same metal, I thought that any one of

these might be made Positive or Negative to all the others. They
were tried in tube No. i. The result was that

5696. Copper in the dilute acid was Pos. to Silver, Iron and lead

in the strong acid and that strongly; that

5697. Iron in the dilute acid was strongly positive to silver,

Copper and Lead in the strong acid; that

5698. Lead in the dilute acid was strongly positive to Silver,

copper and Iron in the strong acid; and that

5699. Silver in the dilute acid was Positive to Iron and Lead-and
almost to copper, i.e. it was negative, but only feebly so, and

almost in a balanced state in comparison with the forces developed

on the previous occasion.

5700. Thus with the exception of silver Pos. to copper, any one

of these metals may be made Positive or negative to the other by
mere dilution of the acid.
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5701. On making similar experiments with Tin, it when in the

weak N. acid was strongly Pos. to Copper, lead, Iron and Silver in

the strong acid—and when in the strong acid it was strongly

Negative to copper, lead and Iron in the weak acid and a little so

to silver even. So that these five metals may be made Pos. or Neg.
to each other by mere dilution of the N.A. and no change of

contact, making 10 Pos. and 10 Neg. changes, with the exception

of silver Pos. to copper.

5702. Cadmium in the weak acid side is Very Pos., as might be

expected, to Silver, copper, lead. Iron and Tin in the strong acid.

Cadmium in the Strong Acid is Negative to lead; is neutral or

perhaps Neg. to tin; is slightly Pos. to silver and copper and Pos.

to Iron when these are in the weak acid.

5703. Zinc in the weak acid is Very Pos. to Silver, copper, lead.

Iron, tin and cadmium, but in the strong acid is well Neg. to lead,

iron, tin and cadmium, but a little pos. to Silver and copper.

5704. So also Zinc, Cadmium, Tin and Lead, and Hkewise Zinc,

tin. Iron and lead, are groups of four metals each which, by means

of dilution of the nitric acid only, can be made Pos. or negative to

each other.

5705. Proceeded to try different metals, the electrolyte being

Sulphuric acid, which was strong in one leg of the tube No. i and

diluted in the other (5673). As a commencing experiment I

diluted some acid by mixing 49 by weight of strong oil of vitriol

and 9 of water, to give an acid with about 2 proportions of water;

but on putting this acid into the tube on the stronger acid at B,

and using Iron wires in A and B, I did not find that this degree of

dilution made much difference. Nothing like so much as when a

little water were put on B and slightly stirred upon the acid there,

and left so as to give strata of different degrees of dilution. There-

fore in the succeeding experiments used the latter mode.

5706. Pladna; Pladna; Strong and Weak S. A. That in the dilute

acid is a little Pos. to the other. See Nc. acid and Platina (5684).

5707. Gold; Gold; Strong and weak S. A. Scarcely any change.

5708. Palladium; Palladium; Do. Acid, The weak is a little Pos.,

as gold or Platina might be expected to be.

5709. Silver; Silver; strong and weak S, A, On first immersion,

the dilute acid side was Pos., but the current fell to o°— then after
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trials gave almost insensible changes—could not say there was a

decided difference.

5710. Copper; Copper; strong and weak S, A. That in the dilute

acid is weakly Pos. to the other. By using tube No. 2 with dilute

acid at the top in both legs, I could alternate the state of the wires

and make either Positive in the weaker acid; but the effect is by
no means so strong as that with the nitric acid (5689).

571 1. Iron; Iron; Strong and dilute S,A, Whichever was in the

dilute acid was Pos. to the other. Could alternate the state of the

wires well in tube No. 2 (5^74)-

5712. Lead; Lead; Strong and dilute S, A. Rather irregular, but

the one in the strong acid is the most Positive in almost every case.

This is a good contrast of the different effects of the action of

water as contrasted with those we might expect from effects of

contact. The chemical action is here as strong in the stronger acid

as in the dilute, and stronger indeed, judging from the sulphate

formed.

5713. Tin; Tin; Strong and dilute S. A. The strongest acid here

determines the Positive side and that constantly. Can alternate

the states here and make either wire Pos. at pleasure by making

it the one in the strong acid. This is in very striking contrast with

Iron or copper.

5714. Cadmium; Cadmium; Strong and dilute S. A, Unsteady—no
great difference. Sometimes the wire in the strongest and some-

times that in the weakest acid is Positive.

5715. Zinc; Zinc; Strong and dilute S. A. At the commencement
the Strong acid was Pos. I alternated the ends into strong and

weak acid (5674), and for a time the strongest acid side was still

the Positive, but free effervescence of gas in the dilute acid came

on by degrees and then the weak acid side was the Positive side.

5716. Made a few comparisons of different metals.

5717. Iron; Cadmium; Strong and weak S,A. Cadmium in the

weak or strong acid was Pos. to the Iron.

5718. Iron; Silver; Strong and weak S, A, Iron in strong acid is

a little Pos. to Silver in dilute acid. Iron in dilute acid is full Pos.

to silver in the strong acid.

5719. Iron; Copper; Strong and weak S, A, Iron in strong or weak
acid was Pos. to the copper.
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5720. Iron; Tin; Strong and weak S.A. Tin in strong or weak
acid is Positive to the Iron.

5721. Tin; Silver; strong and weak S.A, Tin in strong or weak
acid is Positive to the silver.

5722. Tin; Copper; Strong and weak S.A. Tin in strong or weak
acid is Positive to the copper.

5723. Tin; Cadmium; Strong or weak S.A. Cadmium in strong

or weak acid is Positive to the Tin.

5724. So this acid is in beautiful chemical contrast with the Nitric

acid, for none of the metals can be made to pass the others in their

Positive and Negative relation by the contrast of strong and weak
acid; and whilst copper and Iron are positive in the weaker

acid, other metals, as lead and tin, are Positive in the stronger

acid.

5725. Experimented with Muriatic acid. It was hardly necessary,

for as the strongest acid solution is still much diluted, i.e. con-

tains much water, it was probable that it would always act as a

watered acid. But still, ran through the 9 or 10 metals. Used the

strongest solution of pure Muriatic acid I could obtain, and em-
ploying tube No. I, diluted on the top of the acid in the leg B and

so experimented by dipping the clean wires quickly in and moving
them as before (5517).

5726. Platina; Platina; Strong and weak M.A. Scarcely any

change. If any, the strong acid side is the least Pos.

5727. Gold; Gold; Strong and weak M. A. Insensible.

5728. Palladium; Palladium; Do. Acid. If any effect, it is that the

strongest acid is the smallest trace Pos.

5729. Silver; Silver; Strong and weak M. A. Silver in strongest

acid is most Pos.—about 30°.

5730. Copper; Copper; Strong and weak M.A. Copper in

strongest acid is very Pos.

5731. Iron; Iron; Strong and weak M.A. The strong acid side is

for a moment the most Pos. ; then quickly after the weak acid side

is Pos. and continues so.

5732. Lead; Lead; Strong and weak M. A. The strong acid side

is Pos.

5733. Tin; Tin; Strong and weak M. A. The strong acid side is

Pos.
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5734. Cadmium; Cadmium; Strong and weak M. A, Strong acid

side is Pos.

5735. Zinc; Zinc; Strong and weak M. A, Strong acid side is Pos.

at the first immersion— the action is quickly so violent as to prevent

continued observation.

5736. Thus this solution of Muriatic acid is in contrast to both

the Nitric and the sulphuric. The strongest is always the most Pos.

5737. Wished to know what Potash would do by dilution. So

made a very strong solution ofgoodpotassa fuia and employed it.

5738. Platina; Platina; Strong and weak potash. The wire in the

strong solution was clearly a trace Pos. to the other. Is this an

effect of mixtion.^ If so, it is in the reverse direction to that of

Nitric acid mixtion (5682). Or is it chemical effect.'^ I took care

to make all of the same temperature.

5739. Must remember that such a solution is a pretty good con-

ductor of electricity and therefore shews feeble currents.

5740. Gold; Gold; Strong and weak Potash. Gold in the strong

is clearly Pos. a little to that in the weak. More than in Platina case.

5741. Palladium; Palladium; Strong and weak Potash. Same, and

about as Gold.

5742. Silver; Silver; Do. Potash. Same, and but little more than

Gold.

5743. Copper; Copper; Do. Potash. Strong solution side was

Positive 30° or 35°. Could alternate the ends so as to make either

Positive or Negative.

5744. Iron; Iron; Do. Potash. Strong solution Pos. about 12° or

15°—and that with either wire.

5745. Lead; Lead; Do. Potash. Strong solution was very Pos.

to the weak side; 80° or more. Could alternate the states of the

ends.

5746. Tin; Tin; Do. Potash. Strong sol. side very Pos. to the

weak. Could as with lead alternate the state of the ends.

5747. Cadmium; Cadmium; Do. Potash. Strong solution very

Pos. to the weak; as lead, etc., could easily alternate the states.

The cadmium quickly changed the colour of the strong solution,

making it appear (by candle light) of rather a dark colour.

5748. Zinc; Zinc; Do. Potash. Strong solution very Positive.

Could easily alternate the states of the ends.
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5749. Zinc was Pos. to tin, cadmium and lead, whether in the

weak or the strong alkali. Tin is Pos. to cadmium, whether in

weak or strong alkali. Cadmium is Pos. to lead both ways; but

most when in the strong alkali. So there are no inversions of the

order of the metals here.

5750. Potash is like M. A. and contrasted with N. A. and S. A. in

several respects.

5751. I endeavoured to select two metals which, being in one

order in a cold acid solution, should be so differently affected by
heat as to have that order reversed in the same solution when hot.

The following were the trials and results.

5752. Tin and Iron in cold dilute S. A. (5369). The tin was slightly

Positive to the Iron. In the same acid heated to boiling the tin was

perhaps mostly Positive, but the Iron was sometimes pos. on the

first immersion and very distinctly so.

5753. Tin and Lead in cold dil, S. A. (5369). The tin was Positive

a little when both metals were perfectly clean on their immersion

(this cleansing requires much care). In hot dilute sulc. acid heated

to boiling, the Lead was a little Pos. to the tin.

5754. So here there was a change in the order of the two metals

by the simple action of heat alike on both, but the change was

slight, and it would require to be very sure about the first effect of

the two in the cold acid, as it is not in the same order as in dilute

N.Acid.

5755. Tried to find a pair of metals which should be reversed in

order by the action ojf strong or dilute acid upon them. For as

Iron in weak S. acid is Pos, to that in strong S. A., and as lead or

tin in weak S. A. is Neg, to that in strong S. A., it did not seem

impossible to find a pair which should, when both were in strong

acid, have A Pos. and B Neg., and when both were in weak acid,

should have A Neg. and B Pos. ; which could hardly consist with

the theory of contact.

5756. When Iron and Silver were put into the same strong Nitric

acid, for the first instant the Iron was Pos., but immediately after,

the silver became Pos. strongly and continued so. When they were

put into the same weak nitric acid, then the Silver was Negative.

This therefore was at last a strong contrast.

5757. When Iron and copper were in Strong Nitric acid, at the
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first moment the iron was Pos., and then the copper permanently

so. In the weak Nitric acid the copper was permanently Neg. So
here the same sort of contrast.

5758. Silver and lead in Strong and weak N.A. The lead was
Positive in both cases.

5759. Then with Strong and weak Sulphuric acid.

5760. Tin and Iron in strong and weak Sulphuric acid. The tin

Positive in both cases.

5761. Tin and Cadmium Do. The cadmium Pos. both ways.

5762. Tin and Zinc Do. The Zinc Pos. both ways.

5763. Iron and lead Do. The Lead Pos. both ways. There were

differences in degree but not in kind. Generally the Pos. metal

was most Pos. in the Strongest acid, but that was not the case with

Tin and Zinc and sulphuric acid.
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5764. Made some more experiments of the same kind. Thus,

Nickel and Silver both being in weak Nitric acid, the nickel was

Positive; both being in strong nitric acid, the silver was positive;

but the state was preceeded by a moment in which the Nickel was

Pos. So this is no case of inversion in strong and weak acid,

except in consequence of the investing solution in the Nickel.

5765. Nickel and Copper in Strong Nitric acid. Copper was

Positive from the first moment, strongly and constantly so, but

in the dilute Nitric acid the cojJper was slightly but clearly

Negative to the nickel. So this a good case of inversion with the

same metals and the same acid. How then can we refer any of the

effects to contact, which remains the same throughout.^

5766. Again, Zinc and Cadmium being in strong nitric acid, the

Cadmium is Pos. strongly and clearly to the zinc- but being in

dilute nitric acid, the zinc is very pos. to the cadmium. So here

a case as beautiful of contrast—against contact and for chemical

action.

5767. Suppose a contact man were to say that it is only the very

strongest acid that is able to render a metal negative to a piece of

the same metal in dilute acid, and that the first portion of water

added to the nitric acid makes it another thing as respects its

contactpower—thm. how far can this be carried; for Iron in a dilute

nitric acid consisting of i vol. acid + 20 water is Positive to Iron

in Strong Nitric acid, or in a dilute Nitric acid consisting of i vol.

strong Acid and i vol. ofwater, or in a more dilute acid consisting

of I vol. strong acid and 3 volumes of water, or in an acid con-

sisting of I vol. strong acid and 5 vols. ofwater. Silver also, in the

most dilute acid, is positive to silver in the four stronger states of

the acid. Now how can this agree with the theory of contact }

5768. Or if it is said that the force of contact of the acid, or rather

its difference of force, becomes gradually greater as the acid is

more and more dilute, the metal in the stronger acid always being

Negative to the metal in the weaker; i.e. in the cases, as of nitric

acid, where the weak acid is the one making the metal Positive

(the reverse of course being supposed to be the case where the
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stronger acid determines the Pos. side (5712, 5713)); then how
can the following cases be accounted for ?

5769. Copper Copper being in Strong Nitric acid, and in nitric

acid diluted with three volume[s] of water, the latter was Positive

to the former, and so far the results agree with the former results

and with the notion just expressed. But Copper and Copper^ being

in the solution of i voL Acid + 3 vol. water, and another solution

of I vol. acid and 20 vols. water, the latter was Negative to the

former, instead of being Positive as in the cases ofIron and Silver.

So that here an Acid of i vol. strong N. A. and 3 vol. water made
the copper in it Positive to other copper, whether it were in a

stronger or a weaker acid of the same nature. Surely contact could

not change in this manner. And it was not the first addition of

water which did this; for an acid consisting of i vol. Nitric acid

and one vol. of water is with copper and copper as dilute acid to

the strong acid, and as strong acid to the most dilute, i.e.

I A. + 20 water. It is only when further dilute that it loses its

relation of Neg. to the weakest acid and becomes Positive to both

it and the strongest acid.

5770. Lead Lead. The case is the same and better with Lead, for

the Acid of i vol. A., 3 vols. water makes lead in it well Pos. to

lead, either in the weakest acid and the strongest acid. With it also

dilution with i vol. of water is not enough to bring on this beauti-

ful intermediate acid. The proportion of i and 3 is probably not

the best-time would be required to work it out.

5771. Made some experiments with Sulphuric acid which I will

enter, but must repeat them carefully: if correct, they afford still

more curious contrasts,

A was strong Sulc. acid.

B, I vol. strong S. A. + i vol. water.

C, I vol. strong S. A. + 20 vols. water.

5772. Tin Tin in these acids, two together in tube no. i. The
tin in A was Pos. to tin in B or C, and tin in B was Pos. to tin in C.

So that in the strongest acid was always Pos. to that in the weaker

acid as before (5713).

5773. Iron Iron and these acids. The iron in A was Neg. to that

in B or in C, and the iron in B was Neg. to that in C. So here the

iron in the weaker acid was always the Positive. A striking
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contrast to the Tin and I believe a true result (5711). Though not

in favour of contact.

5774. Lead Lead in these acids. Lead in A was Pos. to that in B
or in C (5712). But lead in B was Neg. to that in C. So that

B acid rendered the lead Negative either to lead in acid stronger

or weaker (5828).

5775. Copper Copper in these acids. Copper in A was a little

Neg. to copper in B, and it was in the former case Neg. to copper

in C (5710). But copper in B is Pos. to copper in C. So copper

in B is Positive to either stronger or weaker acid (5829).

5776. It is these two cases of contrast in Lead and copper that

I must carefully repeat.
*

5777. Endeavoured to ascertain, if possible, whether there was

really any thermo electric effect between Metals and fluids such as

Potash, acid, etc. etc., or in fact any electrolytes, and especially

those consisting of aqueous solutions.

5778. Began with a very strong solution of Caustic potassa. It

was made of potassa fuza (good) and was cleared by decantation.

5779. Platina; Platina^ strong soL SuL potassa. All was quiet and

the needle at 0° when the whole was at common temperatures. By
heating the side B I could deflect the needle about a degree, i^,

B being Positive. On heating A, it became Pos. full 15°, and this

went down on cooling. Reheated B side and it became Pos. io°—

cooled it and it went back. Again heated B side— it was at the

first moment the least degree Neg., but became Pos. as it boiled.

Found that the boiling had thrown a little spurt of potash up to

the junction of the Platina and copper at c, and this made that side

much Positive, which, though it went down somewhat, still in

part continued. One would have thought the metallic contact

there would have been quite enough to have prevented such a

circumstance having any power to produce a current, but it did

not. Cleaned this away, and renewing the contact, left all quiet for

half an hour to wear out irregularities. All was then cold and the

needle at 0°. Heated A: it became Pos. about 5°; cooled it: it

went down again. Heated B: it became Pos. about the same;

cooled it: it went down again. As the heat rose the effect appeared

apparently in proportion to it; but when all was hot and nearly

boiling, on making it quite to boil it became much more Pos., as
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if boiling itself did something, for the difference in the heat of the

fluid must have been small at that moment.

5780. Boiling by sending steam, etc. up to the higher part of the

wire would heat it quickly, and by diminishing conduction from

the immersed end would cause it to be hotter. Perhaps that was
the cause of the increased effect.

5781. If the effect is thermo electric^ then Pladna heated in sol.

Potash is Pos. to Platina in the cold part of the same solution, but

not more than 5° by diffnce. of about 60° and 212° F.

5782. Gold^ Gold; and sol. strong Potash. At first tlie needle at

Heated A: it became about 3° Pos., or when boiling, 5° or 6^. On
cooling A the needle returnedno 0°. Heated B: it became Pos. in

turn about as much; on cooling, the needle returned to 0°. The
fact of the boiling increasing the deflection is rather in favour of

the idea that it is really thermo electric.

5783. The distance of the metal ends in these cases was about as

much as in the various former experiments on chemical force, and

therefore the chemical and the thermo effects are so far comparable^

But the potash was very strong and therefore a very good con-

ductor, tar better than any of the diluted acids used. The thermo

effect here is therefore by so much magnified.

5784. Iron; Iron; Strong sol. Potash. Was neutral and at o^: then

heated A and it became Pos. to 40° or more. On examining it,

could see a cloud forming at it, when left quiet, apparently of prot

oxide of iron. The effect gradually fell as temperature fell. Heated

A again, which raised the Pos. state somewhat, but it looked as if

there were an investing effect at A. Left all a minute, and then

B of a sudden and spontaneously became Pos., though it had not

been touched or heated—heated B to boiling, which raised it Pos.

to 8o°~left it and that state gradually went down-heated B again

and the state rose again, but not so high as before.

5785. The wires looked bright when brought out, but were

tarnished at the part in the air above the solution.

5786. So the Iron is evidently a good case of a current produced

by chemical action and not by contact. It is in good contrast with

those of contact, as Platina and Gold.

5787. Proceeded to use the strong solution of sulphuret ofPotash

(5263, 5268) in place of Potash, to compare supposed thermo
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current of it on Gold and platina, as in Potash. It is a most
excellent conductor of feeble currents.

5788. Platina; Platina; Sulrt, Potash. Some motion, shewing
some difference in wires, and that something besides heat can act

with them at present. There was but a small and uncertain effect

and after a while the needle was at o^. Warmed and boiled side A
-the Platina there became steadily Neg. 10® or about- Increased

to 20® gradually, i.e. after the spirit lamp was withdrawn. Cooled
A and the needle went back to o^. Warmed B: it became a very

little Neg., perhaps i°—removed the lamp and left it and this

increased a little—renewed the heat and the Neg. effect diminished

—then left alone, it again increased gradually up to 7°— it fell

slowly, but applying a little heat diminished it faster. Cooling at

first made it still more Neg. and then it fell to 0°. Heated A again:

it did not become sensibly Neg. now during the time of heating,

but afterwards on being left to stand rose to Neg. 12° or 15°.

Heating lowd. it to 0°; then being left it became Neg. again-

heating again lowered it about 1% and then being left, it became

Neg* again*

5789. The effect is I believe chemical and not thermo electric.

I think it is principally due to the action of the air (a current of

which the heat tends to form in the tube) upon the hot sulphuret

—the effect of the heat, when applied to lower the Neg. state, may
be due to its forming currents, and so by mixing up the solution

to destroy in part its polar state. Being cooled, all fell to 0°.

5790. At all event, the heat did not render the wire heated Pos.,

whether it be a thermo electric effect or not.

5791. Palladium; Palladium; Sulrt, Pot. strong solution. At
first was o^. Heated B : it became the least trace Neg.^ which went

off in part during the heating— after a while it was at Neg. 2^—

reheated B, which reduced its Neg. to o^— stillness brought it up

to 3° again— is the air acting here—cooled B: its Neg. went down
to or 2°. Heated A: it became Pos. up to 3% but on cooling

returned to 0°; on reheating A again, it became Pos. 2^. Here

therefore there is no evidence of thermo effect or even of chemical

effect. The two wires are not quite alike, but still the whole dif-

ference is very small; 2^ or 3"^ only.

5792* It certainly does seem in many experiments as if Platina had
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a power—not mere indifFerence, but of a peculiar kind; here it has

been much more effective in producing changes than Palladium.

5793- Ou taking out the Palladium wires, a little powder as dirt

wiped off from the A Palladium and a very little also from B.

These probably indicate some chemical action.

5794. Now Iron Iron in Sulphuret of Potash strong solution.

Wire B was Pos. to A at the immersion—soon came to 0°. Heated
A: the needle scarcely moved—cooled it: still quiet. Heated B;

it was the smallest degree Pos. and then returned—then left quiet,

was Neg. i^. On cooling it retd, to 0°. The effect was very
small indeed and is as nothing. On taking out the wires, the parts

in the solution were bright arfd wiped clean on cloth, but a part

of one which was in the air in the tube above the solution was
tarnished and wiped black on the cloth.

5795. Diluted the solution i vol. to 12 of water and replaced the

Irons, to see if action on them when dilute solution used (5647),
At the first B was a little Pos. Heated B: there was very little

change of the needle, but on cooling it, it became Pos. 8° or 9°

and there was evident action, for the yellow colour of the solution

was rendered rather green and sulphuret was there. Still, the lower
part of the iron was bright and the upper part in the air was black;

and the sulphuret may have formed at the upper part and washed
down with the boiling.

5796*. Put some of the same solution into a tube bent and closed

at one end. Put in a piece of wire so as to be entirely immersed
in the solution and quite clean^ Heated the end of the tube, where
no air was, to boiling for several minutes and then left it still. At
first there was no discoloration and the iron apprd. quite bright,

but in a short time action appeared at one spot on the iron. Black
sulphuret formed there in a little spot like rust, i.e. compact and
limited, and from that place a little green cloud rose into the yellow
solution. As the piece ofwire had been touched by the Laboratory
pincers, it is possible some irregularity there caused this action.

At all events, the great difference between the action of the air in

the tube before used, and the non action now air was excluded,

was very evident.

5797. So Iron shews no effects in favour of a sensible thermo
electric current.

[5796]
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5798- Made experiments with red nitric acid in reference to
possible thermo electric currents. But the results were here alto-

gether new and of a different nature to those expected, and in

reference to the thermo effects, I think their existence is very
doubtful in any of the experiments made.
5799- Platina^ Platina^ V'ery Orange Nitric acid (5607, 5411).
At the outset A was Pos. 10° and continued so when at quite
uniform temperature, as if there were some vigorous chemical
action going on here. On heating either side, the Platina there

became Negative 60^^ or 70° or more. The effect very striking but
surely cannot be one of thermo electricity.

5800. The moment the spirit lamp was applied the needle moved,
and I think almost before the Platina could have been sensibly

warmed.
5801. Brought the whole to common temperatures and the needle
was at 0°. Then dropped a little ether on the one side to cool it.

That side quickly became Positive 15° or more: cooling the other
side produced the corresponding effect. Must remember in rela-

tion to these effects that the acid is an excellent conductor and so
the effects are, as it were, magnified.
5802*. When with the same arrangement a joint of the copper and
platina was heated, the deflection was not more than 5°, the heat

being then far higher than before for the acid in the tube. The
order of the current produced when any one of the spots <2, c, d
were heated is shewn by the arrows.

5803. When all was at a uniform temperature, I took out one
wire, washed, dried and warmed it (not to 212°), and then put it

into the acid; it immediately apprd. to be Neg., producing such
a current. I then took it out, washed, dried and cooled it by a

little ether, then quickly wiping and immersing it in the acid, it

was Positive.

5804. Gold; Gold; Red Nitric acid. Repeated the same experi-

ment, using gold wires. The effects were just the same and I think

to as high a degree with this metal as the former. Either heating

or cooling the liquid or heating or cooling the wires, the proper
effects were produced.
5805. Palladium; Palladium; Red Nc. Acid. Palladium and the

acid acts at common temperatures and a brown solution is formed

* [5802]
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at the wires. A was Pos. Warmed A side and whilst the chemical

action was going on, it became Neg. This might be partly due to

power like that of the Gold or Platina, and in part to the investing

solution formed by chemical action. But it was striking. It at all

events shews that the chemical power of Palladium (which was
much increased by the heat) is not a strong current force.

5806. Would be well to make out what is that state of Platina,

Gold and perhaps Palladium which makes their chemical actions

differ so much as sources of voltaic power from the metals at the

other end of the series, as Cadmium, tin, zinc, etc. etc. Remember
the Gold on Nitro-muriatic acid (5595).

5807. Iron; Iron; Red Nitrk acid. Violent momentary action

when first put in and corresponding momentary effect on the

needle. Then became inactive and quiescent to the usual degree.

5808. Heated B side; did not become Neg., but more Positive^

cooled it and the effect went down. Heated A and it in turn

became very much Pos. So Iron is quite unlike Platina or Gold
or the inactive metals in this acid.

5809. It would also appear that Iron and Platina, when in Nitric

acid, are not quiescent because they are alike to each other, for

they are evidently very different. Hence they should shew the

effect of contact, if there is any such effect, where they touch each
other.

5810. These effects of Platina, Gold, etc. seem almost to be
effects produced by a power in these metals of altering the state

of the acid around them (the Ns. acid, etc.), like that they have in

mixed oxygen and hydrogen, and makes them sources of a current
in the contrary direction to that produced by oxidizable metals
“it is very wonderful. It is most probably related to the former
effects, in which, though heating one of two platinas did nothing,
yet heating the Platina of Silver and Platina ( ) made it

Negative. Must examine these effects all together and bring them
into proper relation.

5811. Conceiving that the effect might be due to some peculiar
action of the Nitrous acid in the Nitric acid, which though increased
by heat, did not depend for its existence on it, but was in the fore-
going cases balanced at the two extremities, I arranged the tube
thus, making a colourless Nitric acid

; red nitric acid, and using
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Platina wires. Immediately B side became Pos. to A side 70®.

Changed the wires side for side, but still the B side was Pos. 70"".

This therefore must involve the cause of the effect in the former

cases, and now it appears to be independant of temperature, to be
in the Nitrous acid in some way and to be an action making the

Platina Pos. instead of Negative. So that in the former cases,

the heat was perhaps only shewing an effect by diminishing

the pre-existing action, not by causing a new one. But this,

and the true locality of the action, I must search out carefully

hereafter.

5812. Warmed A, or the colourless acid side, and it became More
Negative^ cooled A and its former degree of Negative state was
reproduced. Warmed B or Red Nitric acid side and its state

became less Positive, but the change was very little in degree

compared to what it had been when both the Platinas were in Red
acid (5799). In fact the difference of warm and cold in the same
red acid is but little, compared to the difference of coloured and

colourless acid to each other at common temperatures.

5813. Placed Gold Gold in the two acids of the tube (5804).

A was Pos. at first for a moment, then B became spontaneously

Pos. to about 25^. Took out, washed, wiped and changed the

wires: still that in A was a trace Pos. at the first moment and then

B became Pos. about 25°. (Can A at that first moment be taking

up a state analogous to that taken by Iron at the first moment in

Nitric acid?) So the permanent deflection, though in the same

direction as with Platina, is nothing like so strong. Heating the

Gold in the A or colourless acid side made it much more Negative,

as before— cooling that side lowered it again. Heating B or the

red acid side made it a little less Pos., but as with the Platina (5812),

so here the quantity of effect was nothing like so much as that of

the heat on A.

5814. The gold deepens in colour in the Nitric acid as if there had

been some action upon it.

5815. Then put Gold Gold into Nitric acid, colourless on both

sides, to compare the effect of heat on it now, when the metal being

in the same acid was not Negative, At first the needle was quiet

and at 0°; then heat either at A or B produced scarcely a sensible

effect. So that in the above action the effect of heat on the metal in
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the colourless acid is still related to the metal in the red acid,

i.e. to the Positive metal ( ), as in former cases.

5816. When all was at the same temperature and quiet, I dropped

a little red Nitric acid in on B, and that instant the gold wire in that

end became Pos. and strongly so for the moment.

5817. I examined the colourless and coloured Nitric acids for

Muriatic acid, supposing a little of that might be present, and

active as chlorine on the Gold or Platina. I found none in the

colourless acid, but there was chlorine in the red acid. I therefore

added some liquid Nitrous acid (from distilled nitrate of lead) to

a portion of the pure colourless Nitric acid, so as to make a red

acid which, when tested, was quite free from chlorine or muriatic

acid.

5818. When this acid was used in place of the former coloured

acid, either by itselfwith the platina wires (5799) or in conjunction

with the colourless nitric acid (5811), it gave exactly the same

effects and as strongly as before. They do not depend therefore

upon any chlorine or muriatic acid on the Platina or Gold.

5819. Tried an experiment or two with fuzed electrolytes to as-

certain ifcorrect results mightbe obtained with certainty from them.

5820. Platina} Platina} fu{ed Nitrate of Silver, This experiment

was made in a bent tube. The actions at first rather strong and

irregular. After a while, A was rather steadily more Pos. than B
when the temperature was as nearly as might be alike. Then which-

ever side was made distinctly hottest became a little Negative, but

the effect went down much in degree whilst the heat was continued

and sometimes even to the cooler side becoming the Negative. If

A had been made Neg. by continued heat and had gone back in

degree, then heating B made it, B, more Neg. by far than it would

otherwise have been or than it could continue. This appears to be

that common effect ( ) due to the forces accumulated by
a certain current and coming into play in the contrary direction

when that current is stopped.

5821. On the whole, the apparent effect of heat is to make the

wire heated Negative; but that this is a pure thermo-electric effect

is very doubtful- for it falls much, though the heat be continued,

and on changing the heat to the other side the current produced is
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over strong at the first. These effects are more accordant with

chemical than thermo-actions.

5822. Is it possible that Platina can determine the separation of

silver at the heated side and so become an active negative surface

( )? On taking out the platinas, they were well washed and
wiped, and as they looked a little different from their first ap-

pearance, bng. rather more rough, I examined them by a drop of

nitric acid to find metallic silver upon them. There certainly was
a trace of silver on them, especially on B side wire. But it would
require polished wires and great care to decide the notion of

reduction hy the Platina. It is however worth deciding.

5823. Platina; Silver; Chloride ofhead. Silver is Pos. to Platina

in fuzed chloride of lead. On taking out the metals, there was no
evident action, but quite enough to produce the effects would have

been inappreciable. Such experiments with fuzed electrolytes are

not easy to make without good glass, free from lead, and an

especial heating apparatus.

5824. It appears to me that the experiments on Nitro muriatic

acid (5593), Nitric acid (5410, 5606), nitrous acid, etc. etc., as well

as the others on strong and dilute acids, hot and cold acids, etc.,

are well fitted to illustrate many points: as for instance, the locality

of the generating force as at this or that surface; the manner in

which heat affects chemical affinity in local actions; the constancy

of chemical force (in certain of the cases of dilution) at a given

temperature; the nature of compound and complicated electro-

lytes, as Nitric acid, hydrated sulphuric acid, etc. etc.

5825. All those effects, so numerous, which relate to the state the

metals take in consequence ofa previous current ;
or ofinvestment

;

and perhaps some of those where Platina, being Neg., becomes

more Neg. by heat, should be collated and compared with Schon-

bein’s Polarity of liquids;

Schonbein’s indifference of Iron in N. Acid, etc.

;

De la Rive’s peculiar state of Platina electrodes by current;

Marianini’s single pair producing same state;

and putting Platina plates into oxygen and hydrogen; as well

perhaps as my results with clean and dirty Platina in the sixth

series.
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5826.

When going to work on Henry’s late dynamic induction

experiments, remember that the following parties have Henry’s

inductive coils-Gassiot; Leeson; Edwd. Solly; The Adelaide

Gallery; Daniell.

14 NOVR. 1839.

5827. Repeated the expts. with Lead and copper (5774) but made

an acid B weaker, thus

A was Oil of vitriol.

B I vol. Oil Vit. + 2 vols. Water

Cl „ „ +20 ,, „ '

5828. Lead in A was well Pos. to that in B, and it was before Pos.

to that in C (5712). But lead in B was well Neg. to that in C, and

also to that in A. So that this B acid rendered the lead in it Nega-

tive and well so to lead in acid of the same kind, either stronger

or weaker (5774).

5829. Copper in A was a trace Neg. to copper in B, and it was in

the former case (5710) a little Neg. to copper in C. Also copper

in B is a little Pos. to copper in C, and a trace Pos. to copper in A.

So copper in B is Positive to copper in stronger or weaker acid

of the same kind (5775).

5830. Whilst comparing the coppers in A and B, I thought the

small effect produce[d] might be an effect of dilution (5675).

I therefore used Platina wires instead of coppers in the same acids,

but did not obtain the same effects. So that I believe the result is

not due to the mere dilution, but to the chemical relation. The
result with lead is far too powerful to admit any thought of this

kind.

5831. Made a comparison of different metals in three different

nitric acids, to see how their relations ran and changed about. The
table on the next page^ gives the tabulated results. The acids were

A- strong Nitric acid.

B— I vol. strong acid + i vol. water.

C- 1 n )) + 20 ''ols. water.

> i.e. par. 5832.
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5833. Arrangements producing voltaic currents without difference

of metallic contact. Two metals were taken, and connected in two

places at their extremities by solutions intended either to conjoin

in producing a current, or that the current of one should be strong

enough to overcome the resistance at the other place, and so the

current pass (decomposing in fact if conduction cannot happen in

an electrolyte without decomposition). Thus the lines i and 2 may
represent two metals, as zinc and platina, and 3, 4 the two solu-

tions, as nitric acid and iodide of Potassium, which are to serve as

the electrolytes. The metal i or zinc was generally an arrangement

in which the terminal parts only were zinc, the rest being copper

wire; and the metal 2, or pladna, was similarly arranged, for then

a galvanometer could be introduced into the circuit to indicate and

generally measure the current produced. In the following table

the order of contact is that of going round the circle, and the red

arrow heads^ indicate both the direction of the current produced

and the place where it is determined. Opposing actions are in-

dicated by a small black arrow.

Iron -> dilute N.A. Platina Strong sol. Sulrt.

Potash

full current

-> Red nitric acid full current

—

>

Strong sol. Potash feeble current

-> dilute Sc.A. » Sulrt. Potash full current

5 )
-> Red Nc. acid good current

dilute M.A.
>5 Do. good current

-> » Sulrt. Potash good current

» jj Sol. Potash feeble current

-> Sol. oxalic A. » Do. feeble current, very

» •—

>

))
Sulrt. Potash small or weak current

JJ Red Nc. acid a current

Platina dil. N.A.^ Silver-*- strong N.A. feeble current

Copper-> Sulrt. Potash Iron dil. N.Acid powerful current

- sol. iodide Pm. current
-> sol. Acetate Lead feeble current

-> sol. Potash doubtful
-> Strong N.A. dilute N.A. very powerful

iodide potash fair current

->
)) acetate lead sol. feeble current

» sol. potash doubtful

^ In the manuscript, all the arrow heads are red, except that printed in

heavy type in the twelfth line of the table.
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Copper
Silver

Lead
Zinc
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Sulrt. Potash Iron dil. N.A.
„ „ Iodide Pm.
„ „ Potash

Strong N.A. „ -> dil. N. Acid

,, „ Iodide Pm.
Sulrt. Potash Platina

Potash

Cadmium
Lead ->

-Copper
Lead

Iron
Tin ->

-Cadmium
Zinc ->

diluted N. A. Platina Strong Pale N. A.<

Strong current
fair current

Do.
strong current

good current
not sensible

not sensible

not sensible

feeble, but de-

composes
very feeble, not

decompose
not sensible

very feeble, not
decompose

feeble current

good from first

moment
good current

moderate
good current

moderate

In these six experiments, the ends in the dilute acid were first

immersed, and then those in the strong acid; hence probably the

reverse currents with copper and cadmium.

Tin Strong S.A. Iron diluted S.A.

>> copper ->
yy

Lead
1

Iron yy

1 55 copper ^
1 yy

strong current

moderate current

strong current

feeble current

5834. It appears to me probable that any one ofthe very numerous
combinations which can be made out of the following table would
produce a current, and that some ofthem would be very powerful.

Platina

Gold
Palladium

Rhodium
Silver

Nickel

Copper
Lead
Tin
Zinc

Cadmium

r1 c
ns

175

<L)

CJ
a
S

r
<0

Ki

c/5

G
"0

Vh
0 •(-.1

G
C/5 •(..j

X
OJ <L> <u

G
’q3

-s 3 -I

<L>

bC
G
03

(L>

’ID

s
§ § 1

in G
CT3 .s

o3
G

^dilute Nitric acid

„ sulphuric acid

Muriatic acid

Solutions of vegetable acids

Iodide of Potassium
Iodide of Zinc

solution of salt

many metallic solutions

F D IV
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Besides these cases there are also

5835. All the cases of currents with one metal and one acid heated

at one of the junctions ( ).

5836. All those of one metal with the same acid, but strong at one
end and diluted at the other.

5837. Perforce all those where, different metals being used, tlie

effect of dilution or heat is to cause a current in the reverse

direction to that which it is supposed the metallic contact ought
to produce (5695).
5838. Arrange two plates of iron and Platina with* two drops of
strong nitric acid between them. There is no current. Then heat

one end until action is caused, and there is a current. How can
this depend upon contact?

5839. Or all being quiescent, dilute one drop a little and there is

action. How can this be contact ?

Batteries ofno metallic contact

5840. Iron
^

or Iron
dilute acid dilute acid

Copper - Silver

Sulrt. Potash Sulrt. Potash
Iron, etc. Iron, etc. j

or

5841*. a is strong nitric or sulphuric acid, and b is dilute acid of
the same kind; c are wires or plates of one metal only, being
copper, iron, silver, tin, lead or any of those metals which become
Pos. and Negative by difference of dilution of the acids.

5842. or Strong and weak solution of potash with zinc, lead,

cadmium, etc. will do the same thing.

5843. If the fluid above be sulphuric acid and Iron the metal used,

the arrangement will give a current in one direction—but if tin be
the metal used the current will be the other way.

5844+. or the following arrangement with two metals not touching.

I, 3, 5 contains strong sulc. acid; 2, 4, 6 dilute sulc. acid; the metals

a, a are tin, and b iron. The current will be in the direction of
the arrow.

* [5841]
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5845. Repeated the experiments as to copper and Silver of (5832).
Silver in N.Acid C was compared with copper in the acids C,
B and A. When the copper was in C, there was scarcely a sensible

current. When it was in B, the metals were as nearly alike as well

could be: the silver was in the least degree positive and the copper
in B acid was acted upon. When the copper was in acid A, or the

strong, there was first of all a hesitation in the needle action and
then the silver was positive. So that the results are but feeble and
in the last point are not like the former ones : the feebleness of the

differential action involves these variations.

5846. In reference to the same table of results (5832), ascertained

the relative state of silver, copper, iron and lead to each other in

the N. A. B, i.e. i vol. acid + i vol. water. The lead was Positive

to Iron, copper and silver. The iron was Pos. to copper and silver,

and the copper was pos. to Silver.

5847. Made this arrangement, in which two metals, iron and

platina, are connected at two different places by the same strong

nitric acid, but with the power of heating or diluting one place to

observe the effect. The following is the practical arrangement. I he

two tubes contain the same strong pale nitric acid
;
the wires /?, p

are platina; the wire i is iron, and a galvanometer is in the circuit.

All was neutral at first. Heated the iron end, etc. at b. It is sur-

prising what a little difference this made; the deflection was per-

haps not more than 20° and yet the heat caused action to go on on
the warmed iron and the metal dissolved there, though with

difficulty. This is a very striking result in connection with the

peculiar condition of iron in nitric acid.

5848. In this case it was not so much that the cold iron could not

transmit the current produced (though it is known from the

former expts. with thermo currents that iron is far worse than

platina in this respect), as that the hot iron could not produce a

strong current, its action being almost entirely local; and the

following result shews that.

5849. The heated part b was cooled down— then a drop of water

was put in there on to the nitric acid-at first there was no chemical

action and no deflection of the needle. Moved the water and acid

about with the end of the wire. In a few moments proper chemical

action came on, the iron not evolving Nitrous acid, but nitrous

gas apparently, or a lower grade of nitrogen compound with

2-2
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oxygen; and now the acting iron was powerfully Pos., and the

current ran round the circuit properly and in a manner very different

to that of the former case by heat.

5850. As the heat rose from the action there were redder fumes

evolved at the place of action in the tube, and I thought the

deflection of the needle was then not so strong. The action was

apparently more local.

5851. How are all these effects referred to the theory of contact.^

5852. Some more special results on voltaic currents without

metallic contact-see (5833).

Iron dil. N.A. Platina hydr. Nitrous acid

Mur. acid

>»
sol. common

salt

» common water

most powerful

current

Do.

Do.

Powerful current

In all these the current was excellent. The nitrous acid was that

green hydrated acid before described
( ), and it seemed to

make no difference to the Galvanometer needle whether the iron

and platina terminations in it were in contact with each other, or

connected only by the fluid. The results were most striking in

relation to metallic contact.

Iron dil, N.A. Platina sol. iodide Pm. small current'

Mur. acid yy yy small current

jj
dil. S.A.

yy yy Do.
Copper dil. N.A.

yy yy Do.

j)
Mur. A.

yy yy Do.
^

dil. S.A.
yy yy not sensible v/

Tin dil. N.A.
yy yy small current

yy Mur. A. yy yy Do.

yy dil. S.A.
yy yy Do.

Lead dil, N.A.
yy yy Good current

5?
Mur. A.

yy yy Good current

yy
dil, S.A.

yy yy small current

Cadmium dil. N.A.
yy yy good current

yy Mur. A.
yy yy

good current

yy dil. S.A.
yy yy not sensibley/

Zinc dil. N.A.
yy yy good current

yy
Mur. A. yy yy good current

yy
dil. S.A.

yy yy very feeble/

All caused decomposition of the iodide evolving iodine against

the Platina except Copper, Cadmium and Zinc in dil. S. A.
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5853. Plumbago is often Neg. to Platina in solutions which would
seem to have no power of acting on the platina to induce a current,

and yet the plumbago would not seem capable by any action of its

own, like that of deoxidizement (as with per oxides), to be an
active source of what may be called a Negative current. Made
some experiments to elucidate this point.

5854. Plumbago; Platina; Mur. Acid. The plumbago was one of

Morden’s slices and was fresh; the Muriatic acid was pure. On
first immersion the Plumbago was strongly Neg.^ but quickly

settling to plumbago a trace Negative and that constantly.

5855. Took the Plumbago which has been soaking in Muriatic

acid (strong) for 7 weeks (5241)^; ithad communicated iron to the

acid and coloured it yellow; it had also become rotten and broke

easily. This plumbago was also clearly Neg. to the platina, and
when steady, to the amount of about lo*^.

5856. Took another fresh piece of Plumbago, and it in Muriatic

acid was clearly Neg. to platina. The acid quickly acted upon it and

in a few minutes was yellow from iron dissolved. I boiled this

plumbago in the acid for 5 minutes, then cooled it a little, but

trying it whilst still warm, found it was powerfully Pos. to Platina

—its state having been thus reversed. Cooled it quite and it was
still Pos. a little to Platina. So there is no permanent effect to

produce a neg. current here.

5857. Put the same piece of plumbago back into the acid and

boiled : removed the acid and put fresh so as to exhaust all chemical

action. Did this again and at last left the Plumbago in the acid on
the sand bath for a day or two, to exhaust it of chemical power

(p. 1326O.
5858. Plumbago; Platina; Nitric acid^ i.e. i vol. strong N.A.

+ 4 vols. water. Fresh plumbago was Neg. to the platina—warmed
it in the acid and it quickly became very Pos. to Platina—cooled

it and it then was either o^ or the smallest possible trace Neg. to

the Platina. Warmed it again and it was well Pos. again.

5859. The Plumbago and dilute N. Acid of (5241)^ the 23rd Septr.

was put into a glass. The acid was colourless and the Plumbago
was Neg. to Platina—warmed it a little and it was still Neg.—
warmed it pretty well it was still a trace Neg., but not as before in

degree— left it on the sand bath for i hour—now much iron

I Par. 5893. ^ This should be 5214.
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dissolved out and the acid, which was colourless, became yellow

from iron. The plumbago was now well Pos. to the platina-being

cooled, the plumbago was again well Neg. to the Platina. (This

acid was i vol. strg. N.A. + 5 vols. water).

5860. Put tliis and the other plumbagos which had been used in

the N.A. into a flask with fresh N. A., to heat on the sand bath

and become exhausted of any chemical reagents (p. 1325^).

5861. Plumbagoi Platina; Potassa, Plumbago has been soaking

in solution of caustic potassa (5241^) since 23 Septr., or 54 days.

It is clearly a little Neg. to Platina-^out 3°. The plumbago does

not seem altered and the solution is not coloured. I boiled the

plumbago in the alkaline solution for 5' and now it was clearly

Pos.; more than it was before Neg.

5862. Fresh plumbago in Potassa is clearly Neg. to Platina and

then falls to about 5® Neg. Warmed it a little and the Neg. state

of the plumbago increased— it more and now it became

clearly Pos. to Platina, and when cold was still a slight degree Pos.

This increased effect of Neg. on first heating is very interesting,

but the whole result shews that Plumbago has no permanent

power of producing a current by contact.

5863. Plumbago; Iron; Potassa, Fresh Plumbago is negative to

Iron in Potassa, as it is to Platina, and perhaps rather more so than

to Platina. This is natural enough, but the explication of its relation

to Platina will probably shew its relation to iron.

5864. Plumbago; Platina; Sulphuret ofPotassa. A fresh piece of

plumbago in strong solution of sulphuret of potassa (5263, 5268)

was very Neg. to Platina—being heated for a minute or two in

the solution, it was more Neg. to Platina than before-heated

still longer and then the Plumbago became fairly Pos. to the

platina.

5865. The piece of plumbago left in sol. sulrt. potassa (5241^)

since 23 Septr., or 54 days, was found in the least degree Pos. to

platina, at once and at common temperatures.

5866. It is clear therefore the power that fresh plumbago has is

not inherent but exhaustible, as a chemical power would be.

58(57. Left the fresh piece, etc. in sulrt. potassa on the sand bath

to take up a final state (p. 1333^).

5868. Per oxide of Manganese is Neg. to Platina in certain solu-

* Par. 5888. * This should be 5214. 3 Par. 5931.
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tions. Is this an effect of contact or of an exhaustible chemical
action ? Per oxide of lead has the same power, as Schonbein and
others have shewn. Made a few experiments with these oxides to

illustrate this point, and first with per oxide of lead, being that

prepared by well boiling in distilled water and found to be a con-
ductor of a thermo-current ( ).

5869. Per ox. lead; Platina; Mur. acid. Per oxide of lead very
Neg. indeed; much chlorine evolved and chloride of lead formed.

Is quite in accordance with theory of chemical action.

5870. Per oxide lead; Sol. Salt; Platina. Per oxide when cold is

a little Neg. to Platina—by heat is more and well so. Boiled them
together for several minutes—was still so. Continued the boil-

ing for some time and found that plenty of chloride of lead was
formed. Hence sufficient reason for the action and state of the per

oxide.

5871. Per oxide lead; Platina; strong pure N.A. When cold the

per oxide is Neg. to the Platina. Being heated in the acid, there

seemed to be an action and the continued evolution of a little gas

—then it was the least trace Neg.—heated it again and after some
time still it was Negative, as if the generating action were still

going on.

5872. A little per oxide of lead, being boiled in nitric acid, soon

changed in colour and disappeared, leaving a grey insoluble sub-

stance in its place; this substance dissolves in water, crystallizes

from its Nc. acid solution, and is precipitated by Sul. Soda. It is

doubtless Nitrate of Lead, and from its formation from Per oxide

and Nitric acid arises the Neg. state of the Per oxide and the

current produced.

5873. Per oxide lead; Platina; dilute S.A. The per oxide is Neg.

fairly to the Platina—heated the acid and the per oxide was more
Neg. than before.

5874. Imagng. that the addition of a little organic or reducing

matter added to the electrolyte ought to increase the action on the

per oxide of Lead, I added a little alcohol to the acid and thought

that the per oxide was more Neg. than before.

5875. Per oxide lead; Platina; Sol. oxalic acid. Per oxide is most

powerfully Neg. Strong action goes on, carbonic acid is formed

and evolved and oxalate of prot oxide of lead is produced. If

enough per oxide be triturated with the acid the latter becomes
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entirely neutral. This and muriatic add furnish I think good

illustration of all the actions of per oxide of lead in producing

currents and becoming Neg. to Platina.

5876. Per oxide ofleads Platina; Sol. Tartaric acid. The per oxide

was Negative. There was action and the evolution of a little gas

(carbonic add) at the per oxide, but the elFect was not to be com-

pared in strength with [that] of oxalic acid. A little nitric acid was

added ; the action at the per oxide was increased, but the effect was

local, for the needle was not more deflected.

5877- Per oxide oflead; Platina; sol. Sulrt. Potash. The per oxide

was very Neg. to the Platina. The needle stood at 70^^ steady. Per

oxide of lead in sol. sulrt. Potassa becomes Sulphuret of lead

directly. So this deflection depends upon chemical action.

5878. Per oxide lead; Platina; sol. Potassa. The per oxide is

Negative to the Platina-when made hot, very Neg., i.e. to 20*^

nearly. After boiling some time it was still Negative.

5879. A little of the Alkali, being neutralized after this boiling,

gave full odour of chlorine, so that some chlorine compound is

here present-but it should not alter the relation of the per oxide

and potash. Per oxide of lead boiled in a solution of potash gives

a solution of the protoxide in a short space of time. It is easily

shewn by Hydro sulrt. ammonia,

5880. Now worked with per oxide ofManganese^ using such as

is employed for yielding oxygen. Employed fragments of it.

5881. Per ox. Mang.; Platina; Mur. Acid. Chlorine produced

and the oxide fairly Negative, as was to be expected from theory

of chemical action.

5882. Per ox. Mang.; Platina; Strong pure N.A. Per oxide

Negative moderately. Added some water and alcohol (5874):

violent action came on between the Alcohol and acid, but on

adding more water, that went off except at the piece of oxide,

which appeared to effervesce and was more Neg. than before.

Per oxide boiled in Strong N. A. gives a solution of protoxide and

of Iron. Dilute N.A. with a little alcohol and per oxide of Man-
ganese, being put on the sand bath, in 5' all the per oxide was

dissolved and proto nitrate formed.

5883. Per ox. Mang.; Platina; dil. S.A. The per oxide is in the

least degree Neg. to Platina. In much stronger acid it is the same.
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A little heat very much increases the effect. The reduction of Per
oxide to prot oxide in Sulc. acid is one of the processes for ob-
taining oxygen.

5884. Per oxide Mang.; Platina; sol. oxalic acid. The per oxide

is Negative but not strongly—only in small degree—heat increases

the effect a little. The oxide is very compact and hard compared
to the per oxide of lead (5875).

5885. Per oxide Mang.; Platinas Sulrt. Potash. The per oxide is

slightly Negative to the Platina.

5886. Per oxide Mang.^ Platina; Potash. Clean crystd. native

per oxide Manganese was put away in pure sol. of caustic potassa

(5214) on the 23 Septr. The solution was now coloured a bright

yellow, as if it contained chromic acid or some such thing. The
oxide was still and well Neg. to Platina—being heated in the

Potash a few minutes it became more Neg.—boiled it well, still

more Neg. Put in on the sand bath to boil some time. The solu-

tion became deeper and deeper in colour and the per oxide was still

Neg. 20° perhaps. It looks as if it were really an active chemical

agent continuing to give up something (oxygen) under the in-

fluence of the potash and not easily exhausted of its power.

5887. Put it to boil again. On the 21 Novr. was still Neg., but

in a very small degree, to the Platina (5984).

18 NOVR. 1839.

5888. Plumbago; Platina and N. Acid. The plumbago in N. A. of

the i6th (5860) is still a little Neg. to Platina—most at first and

soon falls to very little. Warming the Plumbago in the N. A. made
it more hotter was more Neg.—hotter still, still was more
Neg.

5889. The N. A. had taken a little iron from the plumbago; but

now put the plumbago into a flask and heated it in N. M. Acid for

15'. Turned the two pieces into water; took one out, washed,

wiped and put it into strong M.A. It was powerfully Neg. to

Platina. The other piece in the water was a very little Neg. to

Platina-put a little acid in and it shewed more Negative- diluted

the acid in which the first piece was and that became less Neg. than

before. Put both pieces into the same acid and water. Each was
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then Neg. to the Platina wire, but one of them was powerfully

Pos. to the other, the large being positive to the smaller.

5890. Broke a small piece off from each. The piece from the

Positive was pos. to the piece from the Neg. Broke two fragments

off from one piece and found one well Pos. to the other. So soon

is this difference of Pos. and Neg. established and so easily is it

shewn by plumbago in such an acid. Can the difference depend

upon the solution in the pores of the plumbago ?

5891. The two pieces of plumbago in the dilute Mur. acid, when

lying one on the other and communicated through the galvano-

meter by the platina wires, gave a current, though one was pressed

against the other with considerable force. So that such contact

does not communicate the acting parts witli each other so well as

the wire of the Galvanometer.

5892. I put both pieces into pure strong M. A. in a flask on the

sand bath, that the fluid within might be displaced by the simple

Mur. acid, and so left them (5906).

5893. Plumbago; Platina; Mur, acid. The plumbago in Mur. acid

of 16 Novr. (5857) was found at first contact (all being cold) a

little Pos. to Platina, but the effect quickly sank to o^, and then

Pos. or Neg. state was not sensible either way. Washed, wiped and

put the plumbago into fresh Mur. acid, but there was no action

to platina. The needle was at o^.

5894. This neutral plumbago, which has been 7 weeks or more in

M.A., was put into distilled water and boiled. The water was

removed and fresh put on, and this was repeated two or three

times at intervals. The next day, the 19th Nov., this plumbago was

the slightest degree Pos. in distilled water to Platina- in cold

common water it was scarcely sensibly Pos. to the Platina plate

—but in cold strong solution of pure Mur. acid it was freely and

permanently pos. to the platina plate about 20°. In this case the

Pos. Plumbago would have a weaker solution within it than that

against tlie Neg. Platina.

5895. Put the plumbago and Mur. acid into a flask on the sand

bath to see if it would become neutral in Muriatic acid. After an

hour it was cooled and was still Pos. to the platina plate-much

at the first introduction of the plate and less afterwards-scarcely

at all after a while. On taking the platina out, washing, wiping
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and reintroducing it, it was again more Neg., and fell by degrees

almost directly as before; but this effect on the platina was by no
means so great in this case, where the plumbago is Pos., as it was
found to be in another case where the plumbago was Neg., to be

described hereafter (5909).

5896. Took some fresh slices of plumbago, placed them in a

crucible and gradually raised their temperature to full redness.

Kept them so for a time and then allowed them to cool.

5897. A piece of the heatedplumbago (5896) in strong pure Mur.
acid was neutral to Platina. Another piece of the same heated

batch was also neutral in the same acid to the Platina. But when
the two pieces were compared together, one was very strongly

Positive to the other.

5898. I put the two pieces into a dilute solution of Mur. acid—

there was no sensible difference between either and platina, but

the one which was Pos. before was also well Pos. again when
compared to the other. The effect is very striking.

5899. Took a piece of the heated plumbago (5896) and broke it

in two. These were put at once into the same Muriatic acid in the

same dish. Both were a little Negative to Platina wires, but fearing

wire had hardly surface enough, I compared them to a platina

plate of surface equal in the immersed part to their own. One was

trace Pos. to the Platina plate. One was very Pos. to the other

very Neg. Removed the Neg. Piece— then the Pos, piece was

scarcely sensibly Pos. to the Platina plate. Put in a little piece of

the Neg. one not nearly equal in surface to the platina plate and

then the Pos. plumbago was well Pos. to it.

5900. So that with equal surfaces, or still more unfavourable

proportions, the Plumbago could discharge the current of the Pos.

Piece when the platina plate could not.

5901. Then on a sudden the little piece (just now neg.) became

Pos. to the larger and formerly Pos. piece.

5902. Put another little piece of the first Neg. one in and it was

neg. to the former little piece. So that even small pieces of the

same portion of plumbago differfrom each other more than plum-

bago does from Platina, and also change in their state in a very

complicated way.

5903. All these effects were in pretty strong pure sol. of Muriatic
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acid, which both conducted well and acted quickly on the iron in

the plumbago.

5904. After an hour, looked at these pieces in the M.A. They

were a little and variously related to the Platina wire-but were

strongly contrasted one with another, and more than before. They
seem by rest to store up power, as if the platina wire by pressure

broke through external films, and related internal films to each

other, which could not otherwise be in communication-but then

the current, which is strong at first, always goes down in strength,

as if platina took up an opposing state.

5905. Still the plumbago present no constant permanent effect of

contacu ‘

20 NOVR. 1839.

5906. Worked a while this morng. with the pieces of plumbago

which were left to digest in Mur. acid (5892) on the i8th instant.

The acid now shewed scarcely a trace of iron, but it contained fine

acicular crystals of chloride of lead derived from the glass of the

flask.

5907. They were transferred into fresh strong M. A., and being

cold, were very nearly indifferent to each other; but both were

well Neg. to a clean Platina plate at the first moment, and then the

effect went off until the plate was removed, rewashed and restored.

5908. When Plumbago and platina were connected in the acid

and o^, if the platina plate were more depressed^ then plumbago

again was Neg. to it, which effect went off as before.

5909. If the neutral platina plate were taken out of the acid,

washed, wiped on clean cloth and restored again, the plumbago

was neg. though it remained unaltered in every circumstance in

the mean time.

5910. If the neutral platina plate were washed and cleaned by

sand paper^ still it became Pos. when first restored to the acid in

connection with the plumbago.

5911. It seems as if the platina had a power ofproducing a current

by some change it suffered in the M. A,, but that change (on its

surface effected)^, its power ceased, for the change could go no

further.

* The sense seems to require the closing bracket after “ surface.**
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5912. Ifthe clean platina were put into the mur. acid, not touching

or connected with the plumbago, it did not lose this power, for

at the moment of touching the plumbago the momentary current

was produced.

5913. If the clean platina in the Mur. acid were touched by other

platina (as the wire of the galvanometer by which connection with

the plumbago was made), still no current was produced, nor could

its state of tension in the M. A. be discharged, for the moment the

plumbago was brought into the circuit the current was produced

and the Platina was Pos.

5914. So that the exciting force appears certainly to be in the

platina, and the current is produced as the platina acquires a certain

state, analogous perhaps to that of Iron in Nitric acid. The plum-

bago appears to be first a body having no chemical tendency for

the chlorine of the M. A., and next a most excellent discharge; and

so shews the production of this state and the current produced

during its development.

5915. That Platina cannot discharge Platina of its first tense state,

though Plumbago can, is quite consistent; their opposite tensions

are equal.

5916. The current only can bring on the inactive state of the

Platina.

5917. A platina wire which had been discharged by the Plumbago
in the Mur. acid, and so made to assume its inactive state, was very

slightly Neg. to fresh undischarged Platina, as if the latter had now
its state of tension in excess; but the effect was not to be compared
to that of plumbago in facilitating the current.

5918. Plumbago seems to exert no action and to have no opposed

final state. It appears to offer an open door to the electrolyte for

the transfer of any current, determined elsewhere, which tends to

pass through it.

5920^. If the cause of the current is in the mutual action of the

Mur. A. and Platina, which is enough to bring on a certain state

in the Platina (the first step as it were of chemical action), then

Gold in M. A. ought to be more powerful in relation to Plumbago
than Platina has been; and yet should shew but little Pos. Power
to Platina, because of its tension when undischarged and its

^ 5919 is omitted in the MS.
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imperfect power of communicating the current force to the

electrolyte.

5921. So Gold and Platina in the M.A. in which the plumbago

was. The Gold was just sensibly Pos. to the platina. But the Gold

and Plumbago: now there was a strong current, and the Gold was

far more Pos. to the Plumbago than the Platina had been; also its

excess of power over the Platina was far greater than its effect

when compared directly with Platina itself.

5922. IfPlumbago is quite indifferent as a motor and only power-

ful as a discharger, then it ought to surpass also in discharging

current in the reverse direction, i.e. where it would be in the rela-

tion of Positive. Put a little piece of per oxide of lead in dil. S. A.

and made platina and plumbago in turn the opposite termination

in the acid. There was good current in both cases, the platina or

plumbago being Pos.-but I am persuaded the plumbago was best.

It requires a more delicate current than the per oxide of lead gave.

5923. Plumbago will probably be an excellent developer of the

state of Electro motive bodies.

5924. Plumbago and Water, Two pieces (different) of the heated

plumbago (5896) were put into a basin with common water. The

small piece was Neg. to Platina plate and the large piece was still

more Ncg. to the Platina plate. But when tlie pieces were com-

pared together, there was far more effect than between the platina

and the most Negative piece^ the small piece being now Pos. and

the large piece Neg. to each other. So common water shews the

effect of plumbago.

5925. Two pieces of plumbago heated (5896), broken from the

same piece, were put into distilled water, and being compared,

there was very little difference or current sensible. Added a few

drops of nitrate of soda and stirred all up. Now when they were

compared, one was strongly Neg. and the other Pos., the needle

standing at 30° or more. Both were the least trace Neg. to the

Platina Plate. The effect was very striking and shewed clearly that

the effect was not one of mere extent of external surface, for the

platina plate was more than equal to them in its immersed part,

5926. Warmed the water and pieces and then they were in the

least degree Pos, to the Platina plate, and differed very little from

each other.
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5927, When warmth is applied, must be careful about the
difference of temperature in different parts; for Plumbago may be
able to shew thermo electric effects though the metals hardly
can.

5928. Into a basin containing warm water and platina, put a cold
platina, and the latter appeared to be slightly Neg. to the former

(5927); but must work this out carefully with Plumbago.
5929* Plumbago appears to act as a most ready discharger of
currents to an electrolyte. But in relation to the generation of the

current, Carbon might take oxygen and hydrogen easily, and if it

can, then plumbago may help to generate either a Pos. or a Neg.
state according to circumstances.

5930. Make a Ritter’s secondary battery with Plumbago and see

if it has any reaction.

5931. Plumbago and Suln, Potash. The Plumbago of 16 Novr.

(5867) was examined in its solution and found to be still a little

Pos. to the Platina on the morng. of the i8th. It was again
examd. this morng., having remained on the sand bath all the

while since in its solution: still well Pos. I put a platina wire
round it and returned it in its solution to the sand bath for a few
days (5951)-

5932. It occurs to me that perhaps the plumbago, etc. were not
all at one temperature, and that the difference may be due to a

difference of this kind in the parts concerned. If plumbago can
shew the thermo electric effect ofelectrolyte, then it is very possible

some effect of this kind may be here. Especially as the Plumbago
is Pos.

5933. A Piece of the heated plumbago (5896) was broken into

two pieces and put at the same moment into a solution of sulrt.

potassa. They were neutral to Platina- then in a few minutes one
was Pos. to Platina, and whilst contact continued was the next
moment Neg. to Platina. The other was Neg. a little to the Platina

—but both gave an unsteady needle as if changes were going on
within. When compared with each other, one was Pos. and the

other Neg., with a much greater deflection of the needle than
either had shewn to the Platina.

5934. It appears that either this sulphuretted potash solution

or an acid solution (both being electrolytes which act on the
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plumbago) develope these differences of piece with piece far more

than Potash does. See below (5935).

5935. Heated Plumbago; Platina; Potash, A piece of the heated

plumbago ( ) was broken in two and put into a solution

of potash (caustic); both were a little Neg. to Platina, either the

wire or plate-only a little. When compared together, one was a

little Pos., the other Neg.; but the difference was no ways com-

parable to the effect in acids or sulrt. potash, for now it was not

greater than between either plumbago and the platina.

5936. Hence the effects in the acids, etc. may be effects due to the

acid strata in the plumbago, to which the plumbago serves as a

conductor, and not to the direct activity of the Plumbago as an

electromotor.

5937. The theory of contact is not sustained by Plumbago in

Potash, for one is Pos. and the other Neg. Contact, if any thing

at all, should give consistent results.

5938. In illustration that reason why Plumbago will seem Neg.

to a metal when Platina will not, is because it can discharge a

current better, compared both with Silver in dilute Sulc. Acid;

and found that silver appears very little Pos. to Platina in such

acid, but very Pos. to Plumbago in the same acid, though Plat,

and Plumbago differ very little in that acid.

5939. Plurribago; Platina; N, A, A piece of the heatedplumbago

(5896), was broken in two and put at once into strong Nitric acid

-both were Pos, directly to Platina wire and plate. Still one was

much more Pos. to the other than it had been to the platina plate

of equal surface. So here the Plumbago had the Pos,^ not the Neg,

state, and the two pieces differed at once from each other. Against

contact theory.

5940. Plumbago in water. Have boiled some slices of plumbago

(Morden's) in common water in a flask (containing also a platina

wire to assist discharge and assumption of a final state) for several

hours. Then left all to become cold together.

5941. Being turned out into a Wedgwood’s basin with the water,

all were found a little Negative to a fresh platina plate (i.e., one

just cleaned (5909)) ;
but effect with all went down to 0° or nearly so.

5942. There were slight variations when the pieces were com-

pared together, but not much.
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5943. Took one of the pieces, broke it into two, put the two into

strong Muriatic acid. There was very little difference between
them, but both were Neg. to the Platina plate, and though more
at first than afterwards, still a little Neg. permanently. On washing
and wiping the platina, it became each time more Pos. to the

plumbago.

5944. A third piece of plumbago from the water, on its first

introduction into the Mur. acid, was well Pos. to the other two

;

it then shortly changed and became Neg. to them, and was then

a little Neg., though scarcely sensibly so, to the platina plate.

Then pieces i and 2 were powerfully Pos. to piece 3, though they

and 3 also were nearly insensible to the Platina plate. On every

repetition, i and 2 were very Pos. to 3, holding the Galvanometer
needle nearly steady at do° or 70^. i and 2 were also one Pos. to

the other now a little, and all were acted upon by the acid, the

iron appearing in the solution.

5945. The most Pos. of them was not sensibly less Neg. to the

Platina plate than the most Negative one was.

5946. There was a storing up and an exliaustion of power even

among the plumbagoes themselves, i.e. the first contact of i and 3

was more powerful than the continued contact. Still, a good
current of 70° or so could be kept up for a minute or more and the

effect probably depended upon the partial exhaustion of the film

of acting fluid.

5947. Plumbago which is most Neg. to other plumbago is probably

that which is best fitted to shew the effect ofdischarge with Platina,

etc. etc., and is probably the most neutral and inactive, i.e., if the

solution within its pores is the same as that without. Otherwise,

that solution may be actively Neg. to the solution around.

5948. Had some plumbagoes in two different muriatic acids

which, though strong, differed in strength, and one had more iron

in it than the other. A piece in its acid was to Platina plate.

Another piece in the other acid was also to the same platina

plate. Put the first piece out of its acid into the other acid, and it

was then well Pos. to the Platina plate and very Pos. to the

Plumbago there.

5949. So that differences in the solutions are shewn to be very

important.

FDIV 3
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5950. In a little while the piece which had been so Pos. at first

became Neg. to the other piece, to which it had been Pos. and well

so-and this second piece was rendered Negative to a piece to

which it had before been neutral.

21 NOVR. 1839.

5951. The Plumbago, Platina and Sulrt. Potash of 16 Novr.

(5867, 5931) being examined, the Plumbago was still Pos. to the

Platina, as if conversion of the iron in it to sulphuret was still

going on.

5952. Decomposed a preqy strong solution of sulphuret of

potassa by a small battery of 30 Pr. one inch plates, feebly charged,

using Platina electrodes. Sulphur was evolved at the anode, and

a little gas, probably hydrogen, at the cathode. The sulphur was

very pure and, in appearance, abundant.

5953- Will Platina and sulphuret of Potassa form a secondary

battery } Yes, for two platina wires, A and B, were put into a

solution of the sulphuret; A was connected with the Positive and

B with the Negative end of the small battery (5952) for about

10 seconds; they were then separated from the battery and con-

nected with the wires of the galvanometer. Immediately a con-

siderable current was produced, and that wire which had been

made by the battery Positive to the other was, when connected

by the galvanometer, Neg. to the other through the solution, and

that constantly so, whichever way the wires were used. The expt.

was very Good and striking.

5954. Iron and Nickel are Negative to Platina in solution of

Sulphuret of Potassa (5269). What is the cause of this; contact or

chemical action.^ (5980).

5955. Iron and Platina come ultimately to a state ofrest ( ).

5956. Iron; Platina; and sol, Sulrt, Potash (5269). Used plates

of the metals. The iron being ever so well cleaned by sand paper

and clean cloths, etc., was always Neg. to the Platina on the first

immersion, but when well cleaned soon went down and became o*^.

5957. An iron plate which was dim from rust formed by vapours

of the laboratory in the course of the last day or two, was far more
powerfully Neg. to the Platina, and the base of rust became a haze

of black sulphuret of Iron.
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5958. I believe that the effect ofclean iron is due to a film ofoxide,
and in this respect consider that iron is an exceedingly oxidizable

metal. When in state of sponge, it fires spontaneously; with water

and platina it gives an instant voltaic current—when out of sul*

phuret, if washed in water and wiped, it gives instant smell of
hydrogen— if cleaned with sand paper and dipped in water, it gives

instant smell of hydrogen; so that when exposed clean to the air,

it is not wonderful if a film of oxide instantly forms on it; and it is

probably the reduction of this oxide at the moment of contact

with the sulphuret which renders the iron Negative.

5959. With respect to the power of Plumbago to conduct Neg.
or reverse currents ( ), a clean ^ron wire in sulrt. potash was
not sensibly more Neg. to Plumbago than to Platina—but the

piece of plumbago was found to be Pos. to the Platina in the

solution. Using the Ironplate^ it was very sensible to the plumbago,

but not in any very particular degree, as contrasted with Platina.

5960. Nickels Platina; Sulrt. Potassa (5983). The Nickel was at

first well Neg. to the Platina— it then fell very quickly to 2"^. Then
rewashed, wiped, etc., and was now Neg. only a little. Again
washed, wiped, etc., and it was now less Neg. than last time. Now
cleaned with sand paper and wiped dry (i.e. not having been
wetted) : it was more Neg. than last time, but not so much as the

first.

5960I. This piece of Nickel is a small bar. It is not perfectly solid,

but has little rough depressions and holes which I cannot file out,

and these contain oxide, etc. etc., black matter from former experi-

ments, etc. These probably are quite enough to produce all the

effect by the oxide, etc. which they contain.

5961. Must remember that a plate in sulphuret, if taken out and
exposed to air, is Neg. when put in again (5127, 5177, 5325). So
these holes, when the matter in them is exposed to air, would by
that exposure be Neg. to the platina when reimmersed.

5962. Some results with Plumbago, Platina, etc., using the Green
hydrated Ns. acid as the Electrolyte (5353).

5963. Platina; Platina; Green Ns. Acid. It is impossible to clean

two platina wires so well and so alike, though both were from the

same piece of wire, as that they shall be 0° when first immersed;
though all care be taken to immerse them together. The effect first
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produced is quickly at 0°, a balance of the conditions of each wire

having taken place.

5964. If, when the two wires give 0° effect, one be raised not

more than the | of an inch and instantly lowered again, so that

the part which had been for a moment in the air should be again

reimmersed, that wire became strongly Neg. in consequence of the

change of the acid on its surface
( ); so delicate is this

electrolyte, in consequence of its good conducting power, etc. etc.,

in allowing currents to form and pass.

5965. Plumbago; Platina; Green Ns, Acid (5353). Made the

circuit complete, dipping only one end of the piece of plumbago

used into the acid. The plumbago was strongly Negative to the

Platina-the force gradually diminished, but after some time 20"^

or 30° of deflection remained.

5966. Put the piece ofplumbago quite into the acid, so as to cover

it over and exclude the effect of air at the part where it passed the

surface of the acid; and now touched it with one or other of the

platina wires employed, so as to make it the electrode at one or

other side of the surface at pleasure, the untouching platina being

of course the other electrode. Now the plumbago was strongly

Pos. to the Platina, having changed, as has happened before with

the Nitric acid and the Muriatic acid. It continued Positive for all

the succeeding experiments.

5967. That platina wire which has for a moment touched the Pos.

Plumbago, when removed from it and placed by the side of the

other wire (still in the acid), is strongly Neg. to the other, no

matter which it was. Suppose the wires to be A and B: A is

touching the Pos. Plumbago and B is consequently Neg., for it is

the other electrode. Then removing A from the plumbago and

putting it by B, B becomes for the moment powerfully Pos. and

A is as powerfully Neg. All this depended simply on the circum-

stance that, to put a wire on the plumbago, it was raised a little,

and when removed from it, it was depressed and so became Neg.

(5964).

5968. Per oxide Manganese; Platina; Green Ns, Acid (5353). The
per oxide is Neg. to the Platina. The manganese was disintegrated,

and being left in the acid for a while, it converted it into Nitric

acid, being itself reduced in its degree of oxidation; and then Iron
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and protoxide of manganese were found dissolved in the acid. All
very consistent with chemical theory.

5969. -Per oxide Manganesei Plumbago^ Potash. The old pre-
paration of Per oxide and potash was taken (5887) at common
temperatures, and a piece of plumbago put into the solution. The
Plumbago was wellNeg. to Platina. The per oxide was a little 2^eg.
to Platina. The Plumbago was 'ye/y' Neg. to the Per oxide, which
was Positive.

5970. After a little while, all three became neutral to each other.

5971. After a while longer, the Plumbago was 0° to the Platina

plate and was then well Positive to the per oxide (as ifit did conduct
a reverse current well); and this relative state continued.

5972. These changes are very remarkable, and it seems as if the

previous currents had some strong effect in causing alterations in

the relative states of the bodies. Must try this.

5973. Plumbagoi Platina; Sol. Sulc. Acid and chromate potash.
The plumbago was Neg. to the platina, and more if the solution

was warm, but there was no remarkable or special action. Not
more than in sol. of the acid or salt alone.

5974. Can such solid bodies as per oxide lead, per ox. manganese
or sulphurets of some of the metals, be used in place of the electro-

lytes in constructing an active circuit.^

5975*. Zinc; Platina; Per oxide oflead ( ). The per oxide
was that which had been well washed, etc. When all were pressed
together there was a current, Zinc being Pos. to the Platina. When
left quiet, the current fell. When the zinc was moved so as to

produce a grinding action, pressure being continued on <2, then
the current was renewed, but it could not be continued. On
removing the plates, etc., the per oxide was found adhering con-
siderably to the zinc, and the latter seemed a little tarnished.

5976. Lead was a little pos., not much, and was tarnished at place

of action.

Cadmium—rvot sensible effect.

Iron—not sensible.

Zinc—produced the effect again.
Zinc with Powdered oxide of Manganese : no effect.

5977. As a piece of wet paper between zinc and platina produced

* [5975]
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a powerful current, proceeded to dry the oxide in a basin. Found

some moisture came off. Then put it hot between Zinc and platina.

Now very little deflection and that as if Zinc were Neg.

5978. Put zinc and Plat, together and warmed place of contact:

is as if Zinc Neg.

5979. So no exciting action of the per oxide of lead and no evi-

dence it can act as an exciting electrolyte. Its neutrality when in

such contact is surely against contact alone doing any thing.

22 NOVEMBER 1839.

5980. Procured a clean piece of iron (5958), rubbed it over with

sol. sulphuret of Potassa and put it into a quantity of solution so

as entirely to cover it. It was now Pos. to a platina plate feebly.

Whilst the contact was complete, rubbed it with a piece of wood
under the surface, so as to expose a fresh surface to the solution.

This did not make it neg., but the smallest degree more Pos. So

that iron is not Neg. to sulphuret potash and Platina, except

because of previous action of air, etc.

5981. A bar just clean from the Instrument Makers was actually

Pos. in the first instance, but by soiling its surface and tending to

oxidize it, could make it give a first effect of Neg.

5982. Different Pieces of iron differ, some inclining more than

others to be Neg. at the first immersion; but none continue neg.

if entirely under the solution, though rubbed.

5983 - Nickel and Platina in Sulrt. Potash (5960). Put the nickel

under the solution; rubbed it there. It was Pos. to the Platina-

whilst in contact rubbed it; it was still Pos. a little. On taking it

out it was found a little tarnished, as if sulphuret had formed on it.

Then dipped it in water, washed, wiped and restored it, but now
it was, as at first, strongly Neg. to the Platina. So that is evidently

the consequence of a state taken by washing and exposure to air,

and not a state due to contact with the sulphuret. So that difficulty

is cleared away.

5984. Potash; Platina; and Per ox. Manganese, Reverted to the

experiments and preparation of (5887). The potash was yellow.

Examined it for Manganese: could not find any; only a little silica

or alumina derived from the ore or the vessel.

5985. The per oxide has changed colour on the exterior, and
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when a portion of it was washed and dried, it had a greenish

surface, and is evidently tarnished as ifit had suffered from chemical

action; but what is that action? Can it be partial reduction by
some organic matter in the potash ?

5986. Added a little alcohol to the solution of potassa and now
the Per oxide was well Negative to the Platina plate, continuing

even at 30^ or 40°. So this is the explanation of the whole, and
what the alcohol does here, the dust and other reducing matter

which falls into the potash does there.

5987. The well crystallized Manganese shews a much better effect

than the permeable amorphous kind. The dynamic action is

probably better developed and deteimined.

5988. Plumbago; Platina; Rhodium; and Mur, Acid, Expected

that Rhodium would have less action than Platina on Mur. acid,

and so might prove neutral to Plumbago, which might be Neg. to

platina. A piece of plumbago which had been digesting several

days in Muriatic acid was taken and cooled with a little of its acid,

the last being used as the electrolyte. Plumbago was Pos. well to

Platina at the first contact, and the effect then went down nearly

to o®. Upon breaking and remaking contact, there was very little

difference, but the Plumbago the least Pos.

5989. The Plumbago was still more Pos. to the Rhodium at first

contact, but that went down nearly to o"^, and then on breaking

and remaking contact the Plumbago was only a very little Pos.

to the Rhodium, but more than to the Platina under the same

circumstance.

5990. The Platina was a trace Pos. to the Rhodium. The effect

of Fresh Platina to Rhodium is as nothing compared to the effect

of either fresh Platina or Rhodium to the Plumbago.

5991. Hence it appears that Rhodium is more Neg. than

Platina; but that it probably produces a first pos, effect, since it

takes up the second or inert state. Must try this with Platina, which

is Neg. to it instead of positive to it.

5992. The Piece of plumbago was turned into common water,

and in it, it was a little Pos. to Platina in the water. Here the

Plumbago was wet with strong acid and the platina with water,

but the water is a bad conductor. The Plumbago was washed and

wiped dry by a cloth ; then put into the acid again, and now it was
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well Neg. to the Platina, so that the current was reversed with the

states of the Platina and plumbago. The effect gradually went

down, and in 5* the Plumbago was at o®, or rather a trace Positive

to the Pladna.

5993. Conduction without decomposition of the electrolyte. Try

to decompose by Gassiot's dry piles
j
if can not, then perhaps

obtain proof of conduction without decomposition.

5994. Voltaicpile : reference to reservations, etc. Exp. Researches.

Paragraphs: see note to 856; 875,6, 7; note to 921; to 928; end

of 960.

Opinion reserved on source of V. Electy. at 857, 872 par.

«

* Presumably 5 minutes.
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5995. The current of a single pr. antimony-bismuth element

passed across five interruptions of strong solution of sulphuret of

potassium ( ), the interruptions being by platina plates. The
immersed part of the plates was about inches by

|
wide on an

average.

5996. The same thermo current passed 5 similar interruptions

made by platina across the dilute green nitric acid ( ) from

Grove’s experiments, and so freely that I think it would have

passed 20 almost as well, and probably a hundred sensibly.

5997. Platina and Iron associated in dilute sol. sulphuret potas-

sium, I vol. Strong sol. ( ) and 10 vols. water. Iron was at

first Negative but in ten minutes it was quite neutral.

5998. Platina and Iron were associated in the hydrated green

nitrous acid
( ) and were soon neutral. The thermo current

excited at x travelled round the circuit moderately, but nothing

like as if, for iron, oxide of iron or platina had been used. The

chemical action of a little dilute Sulc. acid at x caused a current

which passed powerfully.

5999. Oxidized iron plate and platina in red nitric acid strong.

The acid contained some muriatic acid and was in so far bad. The

iron was a clean wire, bent thus, and then blued in the spirit lamp

flame, as Schonbein directs. Whilst this with Platina was in the

acid, the iron ox. was Pos. at first 60°, but soon fell to 25°, and

in 15' was 20°, but part of this is due to the opposing state the

platina takes up.

6000. When at 20°, the antimony-bismuth thermo current could

pass well, raising the needle to 50°. This would not have happened

had it been metallic iron instead of oxide. The chemical action

of dil. S. A. at X gave an excellent current, passing in the opposite

direction to the one tending to form in the nitric acid.

6001. Made the same arrangement, but used a dilute acid con-

sisting of I vol. of above and i vol. water. The oxidized Iron was

Pos. and rather strongly so, also irregular, the needle vibrating

much. On examg. the iron, found that the oxide was dissolved

away at the part cut by the surface of the acid at a, and metallic
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iron was acting there. Cut off this part down to oxidized the

termination by heat, attached the scaled piece to a platina wire

and replaced it, putting the whole under the surface. Now there

was nothing like so much current, but the scale iron was still

Positive and the needle at 20^ steady in less than a minute.

6002. The thermo current at passed very well indeed.

6003. The chemical current of iron and dil. S.A. at passed

powerfully.

6004. In 40' the deflection was only 5° and steady and the thermo

current was well conducted.

6005. I put a platina plate down into the acid before and against

(i.e. in contact with) the plUtina plate to discharge its state; this

caused the iron to seem negative for a moment, but I expect it

also discharged the first platina plate of its state. Then taking out

the second plate, the scale iron was pos. about 10^ only.

6006. Boiled dilute solution ofpotash caustic, then cooled it. Iron

and platina in it. At first immersion, iron was Positive to the

platina, but soon fell much and nearly to 0'^.

6007. Chemical action at passed feebly- the action between the

Iron and platina being by dilute Nitric acid.

6008. The following pairs of metals were arranged with dilute

solution of potash at one end and dilute Nitric acid at the other,

to ascertain whether the current it formed would pass the potash.

6009. Iron and silver; current did not pass sensibly.

Iron and Palladium *1

Iron and Gold

Iron and Platina
the current passed feebly.

Iron and scale oxide Iron

6010. Platina and rusty iron in dilute sol. of sulphuret of potas-

sium. The Rusty iron strongly Negative.

6011. Oxide of Iron made into a paste with water and applied

on a platina plate-dried well-then this made into a pair with

clean platina in dil. sulphuret of potassm. : it was well negative.

6012. An Iron wire dipped into a solution of dilute nitric acid-

shaken— left a few seconds-put into vapour ofammonia to throw

down oxide-warmed to dry it-then washed well in water-dried

again. This was well neg. to Platina in sol. sulrt. potassium.

6013. Fuzed pureprotoxide oflead ground fine, made into a paste
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with water and applied uniformly on a platina plate, then dried

by warmth and cooled. This with a platina plate into dil. sulrt.

of potassium was well Negative, and the deflection increased as

the coat was penetrated and the action went on nearer the sub-
stratum of platina. If left long enough the action came to an end.

6014. The cleaned platina plate was quite neutral to the other

platina.

6015. The investing coat must be put on uniformly so as to cover

the whole of the immersed part. If it be dabbed on so as [to]

make little spots, one part of the platina being clear and the

neighbouring part covered, then there is local action and no
great current.

6016. When a platina plate similarly covered was connected with

a clean platina in dilute Nitric acid, the first was strongly positive

to the second, not negative, and no oxide was left.

6017. When a platina plate covered with red lead was in dil. N. A.
in connection with a clean platina plate, the red lead was strongly

Negative, as in Sulphuret of potassm. because it was now giving

off oxygen. When in Sulrt. potassm. the red lead was Neg. and
became sulphuret of lead.

6018. When a platina plate with per ox. lead was in dil. N. A. as

before, the Per oxide was very Negative. In dilute solution of

sulphuret of potassium it was also Negative.

6019. Carbonate of lead on platina plate to clean plat, plate in

dil. sol. sulrt. potassm. Carbonate was Negative and deflection

increased as above for a while.

6020. Carbonate of lead on platina plate in dil. N. Acid was Posi-

tive to clean platina plate.

6021. Per oxide of lead in solution of caustic potash was very

negative at first to clean platina— the force of the current quickly

fell, and then adding a little alcohol or a little sugar did not

sensibly increase the current. The effect is probably quickly pro-

duced at the surface of contact between the per oxide and the

alkali.

13 JANUARY 1840.

6022. Iron and platina plates arranged in strong sol. sulrt. potas-

sium. Iron strongly Negative 30° or more. In 10' it was at
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Then separated the platina plate, put another down into the

solution touching it so as to discharge the state of the first platina

plate, removed the second plate and at the 20' from the com-

mencement of the experiment rejoined the platina and iron plates.

The iron was Neg. only 3^. The thermo current of Antmy. and

bismuth passed so fairly as to make the 3^ equal to 18°, so that

to 15° of thermo current passed.

6023. Iron and platina plates in a strong solution of caustic

potassa (potassa fusa). The iron was Pos. at first considerably,

perhaps 40°. In 20' it was Pos. lo*^, in 100' it was 2°. Separated

the platina and discharged its state as above. Then reconnected

it with the iron: the latter w^ Pos. about 8°, falling quickly to 4^.

So that Platina, being Neg., had acquired a reacting state in the

sol. of potash. The antimony bismuth thermo current did pass,

but very poorly, both the iron and the solution of potash against

it~scarcely sensible.

6024. Made a fresh solution of proto sulrt. potassm. by passing

sul. hy. through sol. potash. By dil. S. Acid the solution gave

much sul. hydrogen and very little sulphur. It tasted somewhat

and I think must have been pretty good. It has been going on

from the eveng. of the nth until this morning, or 40 hours.

6025. Lead and Platina in this proto sulrt. potassm. Lead well

Positive about 40°; quickly fell to and then seemed to remain

steadily there. It does not go down so beautifully as in the yellow

sulphuret.

6026. Bismuth andplatina in the proto sulrt. potassm. The Bis-

muth was at first well Positive, but after about 20', nearly at 0°,

so fell more completely than the lead.

6027. The Negative platina assumes rather a strong reacting state

in this solution.

6028. Two platinas in, not alike: difficult to make them alike.

Scraped and cleaned one well-then came nearly together-all the

difference was due to a little insensible matter lodged in a crevice

near the end.

6029. On taking out one and reintroducing it from the air, k is

very slightly Negative to the one which remains in, but the

difference is not very sensible. Taking one out, washing, drying

and reintroducing it, made it a little Negative to the other.
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6030. Action by production of iodides,

6031. Lead and Platina in sol. iodide potassm. Lead is well
Positive and an insoluble iodide of lead forms on it, but not as

an investing crust, for it wipes off.

6032. Cadmium and platina in sol. iodide pm. Cadmium very
positive.

6033. Cadmium and platina in sol. iodide of :(inc,

6034. Lead andplatina in iodide zinc—lead very Pos.—continues
so. The iodide of lead formed is rough; part wipes off, part

adheres.

6035. Silver and platina in iodide fine. Silver very pos. indeed
and sharply so—the power falls sloVly—silver becomes coated

with iodide.

6036. Silver and Lead in iodide zinc. Lead Pos. to the silver.

Action hy production ofchlorides,
6037. Silver and platina in Mur. acid, i vol. sol. strong, i vol.

water. The silver was strongly positive. The current diminishes

and in 10' was about 8^. Put in a second plate of platina to the

first in the acid. The Positive state of the silver rose instantly,

shewing the reacting power acquired by the first platina plate.

6038. Native Carb., Iron— argillaceous Iron ore applied as paste

to a platina plate, dried, etc. and then associated with platina in

dilute sulrt, potassm. The carbonate was Neg., but not strongly.

6039. Per oxide of lead in strong solution of caustic potassa: part

soon dissolves and lead is found in solution.

6040. Dilute Nitric acid, i vol. strong and 5 vols. water, had
some per oxide of lead put into it; in hours a very sensible

portion had dissolved, and sul. hydrogen shewed it in the acid,

though it could shew none in a portion of the acid preserved for

comparison and in which per oxide had not been put.
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6042. Nature ofElectrolyte.
Becquerers acid and alkali battery is probably connected with

Daniell’s results on electrolysis of sulphates. Water playing a part.

6043. So also prot. oxide of lead on platina plate is Pos. to the

Nitric acid dilute in which it is dissolving.

6044. How would Danieirs results work out ifpursued with such
a salt as the per sulphate of copper, when the oxide is supposed
to be a per oxide.

6045. Iron and platina in strong solution of pure potassa. Iron

is Pos., but quickly falls, quicker than in dilute solution of the

same potassa. Platina assumes reacting state rather strongly, so

iron seems to fall faster. Iron continues Pos. to perhaps 8^^ or
5^^ for an hour or more when freed from back action of platina.

The arrangement conducts chemical action at a:.

6046. Nickel andplatina very like iron and platina in all respects

in this strong sol. of potash. Chem. action passes, etc.

6047. Silver andplatina in this strong solution of potassa : scarcely

any motion—at o"^ very nearly from the first.

6048. Used dilute solution consisting of i vol. above sol. potash

and 6 vols. of water. This dil. sol. pure potash.

Iron and platina \ The iron was pos. and more permanently

„ palladium I I think than in the strong solution. Perhaps

,, Gold
j

the air dissolved in the diluting water may
„ Silver

j
help this action.

Nickel and Platina

Silver

Palladium

Nickel Pos.— it falls soon—washing and
wiping does not restore it, but sand paper

cleaning always makes it Pos. again—so a

film of oxide is formed, etc.

Copper and silver— Copper Pos. and tarnishes.

Silver— Platina ]
Silver very nearly neutral, not quite. Is a little

Silver—PalladiumJ Pos. at first.

6049.

Iron wire scaled by spirit lamp is Pos. to platina in dil.

sol. Potash and steadily so at first. I think the solution penetrates

the crust.

14 JANUARY 1840.

6050.

Iron wire oxidized in spirit lamp flame and platina in strong

pure pale nitric acid. The scale iron quite under the surface as
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before ( ). Oxide film is Pos. at first; the action falls and

after an hour is very small, but still there. Thermo current scarcely

passes. Chemical action at passes current well.

6051. Same experiment with dilute Nitric acid, i vol. of the

strong pure acid and 4 vols. of water. Used the same iron-scaled

wire. There was the least possible deflection, almost at 0°, but

the Iron a trace Pos. The thermo current passed very feeble, but

the chemical current at x very well.

6052. When two platina wires are in the strong pure Nitric acid

and at 0°, if one be taken out, washed and wiped, it is hardly

possible to wipe it so dry (the wires had been sand paper cleaned)

that, when immersed, it is not for the moment positive strongly.

Yet if, being wiped, it is warmed in the lamp to dry it perfectly,

then cooled and immersed, it will be quite passive. So easily does

the needle shew the current due to state of surface of the metals.

6053. Platina in the solution of proto sulphuret of

potassium. The iron at first well Negative; then quickly neutral

and then went on to be Pos., rising to about lo*^. This change

occurred in about 5'. The first state is produced by deoxidation

of the iron, but the sulphuret is I think quickly dissolved and then

sulphuration of the iron and solution of sulphuret goes on. The
solution partakes of potash characters.

6054. Chemical action at made current pass well. So also did

thermo current pass, because though one metal iron, yet large

plates were used.

6055. Nickel and platina in the proto sulphuret of potassium.

The nickel was Positive from the first, and though the current fell,

yet it continued slightly positive all the time.

6056. Thermo action did not pass sensibly, but chemical action

did well. The metal plate was small compared to the former iron

plate.

6057. The tube contained strong sol. of yellow sulphuret of

potassium in A and dilute solution (i vol. strong, 5 vols. water)

in B.

6058. Platina and Platina in A and B. After first irregular action,

settled quickly to the platina in A being about 2° Pos. to the

Platina in B.

6059. Iron and Iron in A and B. After first action, settled to iron
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in A being about 2!^ Pos. to iron in B. Changed the irons about,

but was same thing.

6060. Platina and Iron. After first action of iron, the Platina in A
was as nearly as might be 2° Pos. to the Iron in B.

6061. Iron and Platina. Still the same result, i.e. the iron in A
was about 2® Pos. to the Platina in B.

6062. So quite clear that contact of Platina and Iron went for

nothing; and strong and weak went for nothing, except the small

effect of 2^, and this I think due to the gradual combination of

the strong and the weak solution. Is in fact constant in direction

only for that circumstance, and the nature of the metals go for

nothing.
'

30 JANY. 1840.

6063. Iron in green hydrated Ns. Acid. Clean iron and platina

wires. Iron first very Pos., then neutral nearly—though platina

is discharged.

6064. Iron wire scaled by heat with Platina in the same acid:

first a little Pos., then neutral nearly.

6065. Clean iron in strong solution of pure potash—was con-

siderably and constantly Positive. Perhaps due to air. Used a

weaker solution of potash; the iron was still positive—added a

little drop of sulphuret of potash to remove the oxygen— still Iron

was positive—added a little more, yet iron pos.—more still and
still iron was positive.

6066. Scaled iron wire in strong sol. of potash— iron pos. and

continued so. In dilute sol. of potash it was still somewhat positive.

Added a single drop of sulphuret to remove air and now the scale

iron was powerfully negative. Is in striking contrast with the

iron, where the sulphur does not reduce an oxide but combines

with a metal.

6067. Clean iron plate in strong sol. of sulphuret of potassm.:

after 14' put in a platina plate and connected: the iron was about
2^ Neg. In 7' more put in a large platina plate not connected;

in 5' more connected them and there was the least possible deflec-

tion, the Iron being a trace Neg. Hence no reaction back of

platina here and iron neutral.

6068. A weaker solution consisting of i vol. strong and 6 vols.

FDIV 4
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of water was made; the same iron put into it and left a few

minutes. Then connected with platina and it, the iron, was a little

pos.-going down if contact continued, partly from accumulation

of force at the platina. On breaking contact a while and then

remaking, it was again Pos. Took the iron out, washed, wiped

and dried it and replaced it: it was then well Neg.-but in 4 or

5 seconds was again pos. The Pos. is no doubt a sulphuration

of the iron.

6069. Made a very weak solution of sulphuret of potash. The
iron was Pos., and if washed and wiped, it was positive from the

first. But here the iron quickly blackened in places, from the

formation of sulphuret upoA it.

6070. Rusty Iron was Negative in this weak solution.

6071. Nickel in strong solution of sulphuret of potash was Pos.

to a platina plate. In 5' it was the least degree negative to a large

platina plate. So the first action was from matter in the interstices.

At 8' after, it was quite neutral. When taken out, it has a yellow

tint on it, as if an investing coat had been formed of sulphuret.

6072. Prot. oxide of lead on a platina plate in moderate muriatic

acid is a little Pos. to Platina.

6073. Prot. ox. lead on platina plate gave no motion of needle

by association with clean platina in dil. S. A.

6074. Plat. Plate dipped in potash is Pos. when put into dil. N. A.

in which another plate is present.

6075. Tin and dilute S.A, Acid i vol. 0 . V., 13 vols. water. Put

the two clean tins in in succession. The last in is always Neg.

Taking one out, cleaning and restoring it, it is Neg. If both in and

action equal, moving one makes it neg. So that the coat which

forms at the tin increases the final current. This may be from the

first salt of tin produced tending to acquire some other state, as

an acid salt, and so adding to the force of the current.

6076. With Mur. acid, the first in was also Positive, not the last.

Moving one about made a difference, but not as with Sulphuric

acid.

6077. With dilute Nitric acid, weak and very weak, the last

in was Positive~also the one moved in the solution was Positive.

So this acid not as the Sulphuric or the muriatic.
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6078. Examd. the Iron and Platina filings of 26 Octr. (5359).
The iron was rusted, the surface being covered with a net work
of rust and the intermediate parts being bright. This net work
had no reference to the platina filings; for the latter were some-
times on a bright part and sometimes on rust, but the form of the

rust no ways disturbed by them.

6079. In reference to the Negative deflection by heat of several

cases, as 5394, 6, 428, 40, i, 70, ascertained, if two pieces of the

same metal were taken and one piece plunged in first, which, if

there was any difference, was positive.

6080. Used first dilute N. A. of i voL N. A. and 9 vols. water.

6081. Leads Leads Dil. N-A, (5394, 470). The one in first by
a few seconds is positive to the one in last, but there is so much
difference between the two wires that a particular one always

became pos. in the end.

6082. Zincs Zincs diL N,A. (5396). Whichever is in first is

Positive to the other— distinctly well indeed. Can this effect

depend in part on the circumstance that the one which is in first

is well cleaned— or on that of a storing up of force accumulated

during a moment by a state of tension assumed by the first im-

mersed wire.^

6083. Coppers Coppers diL N.A, The one first in was the least

trace Positive to the other—but nothing like in the degree of zinc

or lead.

6084. Irons Irons diL N. A, The one in last is Positive— regularly

;

but only for a moment.
6085. Coppers Coppers strong soL potash (5428). No difference.

6086. Leads Leads strong soL Sulrt. pot. (5440). No difference

if one was in quickly after the other; but if one in first by a minute

or more, then the last in was Pos.

6087. Zincs Zincs strong sol. sulrt. pot. (5441). The last in was

a very little Positive and only for a moment.

4-2
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6088. In relation to dynamic induction (see Researches 1660, etc.).

6089. For the present letP ^ or P represent a primary, i.e.

acommon voltaic or Leyden current; let S > or S represent

a secondary effect, and let T > or < T represent a tertiary

effect; and let S-Q— or—0 S represent the supposed state of the

secondary wire after S >• or S has occurred. Then are not

the following propositions true.^

6090. It is clear that whilst a primary current is rising, thus P ,
a short current or rather a demi current < S is produced-that

whilst P > continues, S is —

Q

S or apparently nothing, and

that when P >• ceases, —©—S passes into S >.

6091. The cycle of conditions in the primary wire is: the natural

state; the rising of the current P >; the continuance ofP

the fall of P >; the natural state, etc. The corresponding cycle

of conditions in the secondary wire is; the natural state; S;

tlien —0 S; then S >; then the natural state.

6092. Now is it possible that P wire natural or—P—,
and < P

and also P r, can be exactly alike in their action on—S—
,
pro-

ducing not the least difference of effect on or in it.^

6093. P > and -« P are magnetic; —P— is not.

6094. As —S— approaches P or -< P, it is acted upon by

them and becomes more and more < S or S y, and as it re-

ceeds and is relieved from this influence, it returns more and more

nearly to its natural state --S -.

6095. So it would seem that -£> S or S—O is in a peculiar state

of tension and not in the natural state; and that these changes

with distance are the rising and falling of the state by such altera-

tion of distance.

6096. But then how is this related to the effects with magnetic

curves, for when a wire is taken towards a horseshoe magnet so

as to pass between its poles, S is produced; but when it has

passed through and is receeding to a distance, still S con-

tinues.^ Now the state of that wire at the first and last must be

the same surely, and the neutral state; it can hardly be supposed

to be b at one time and then afterwards S—0—

.
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6097. Especially as, by making it go round the pole, one could
make the S > state continue for any length of time, and this

would imply an enormous accumulation of S—Q tension; and
yet that wire might be removed without any return through the

corresponding ^ S state and would in no respect differ from a

common wire.

6098. Surely this would imply that S or S are discharges

of a certain state which the metal wire, Being a conductor^ cannot

retain; but which, if it were a non conductor, it probably would
retain. This would, as on former occasions, direct one’s views to

the surrounding insulating dielectric. But at present go on to

view the action as one at a distance ^nd exerted solely between
the conducting bodies.

6099. That the wire S—Q has a state seems to be shewn by this,

that the moment the which sustains it ceases, an S

is produced.

6100. The S and S > currents mustnotbe confounded witli

< P and P ^ currents. They are in no way similar. A P
current, however short it is, produces S as it rises and S

as it ceases, and nothing during its continuation. On the contrary,

an S produces T ^ during its continuation; but it cannot

be said to produce either ^ T or T > as it rises and

it certainly produces no current of any kind as it ceases. (See

6187, etc.)

6101. S ^ and S, as also T > and < T, etc., are only

the ends or elements of currents, and have not the full properties

of complete or continuous currents, and must be carefully dis-

tinguished from them at present.

6102. But then magneto electric currents ought to have very

different properties from ordinary voltaic currents, and so very

probably they have. This an important matter for research; for

a magneto electric should continue to produce an S,

whereas a voltaic ^ does not, but only an effect of that kind

at its commencement or increase.

6103. Work this out (see 6187, etc.).

6104. Ifa difference, then follow that into other forms of current:

Thermo, etc. etc. etc.; Friction, etc.; Electrolytic, etc.

6105. A complete current is equivalent to S > and < S and
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a certain duration of the supposed S-O state. But an S > is

only equivalent to an S and no --0 tonic state.

6106. Approaching a wire to a P > or a P is equal to an

<

S or an S i.e. is equal to the rising of the P > or

<

P current. So receeding from P > or P is equal to

the falling of these currents in effect.

6107. Still the question is, has the approached wire an electro-

tonic state, or is it in a discharged and indifferent state? If it has

an electrotonic, that state may be represented as before by —Q S

or S~©—

.

6108. S—©~ seems to be in an electrotonic state because, when

the P wire is either removed or its current stopped, it produces

an S; so that whilst as S—Q it neither carried a current nor

yet was indifferent, it was not as P > or as P natural, i.e. HP—

.

6109. But then supposed S—©— lengthened out as in Henry’sw experiments and that one half of it (that away from P >) were

removed and carried to a distance. It could produce no effects

and nothing particular would happen either with it or the left

half. How then can the S wire be in a tonic state ? Surely it is

the medium around which is tonic; the conducting matter is

relieved, the wires being only places where, because of their

nature, discharge occurs. Then both may be in dependant con-

dition on P but the one discharged whilst the other is

sustained.

6110. If so, what is the state of the S insulating dielectric and

what are its qualities?

61 1 1. When a wire S has been brought alongside a P ^ and

had an S produced in it, another wire brought up either

before or beside or even behind the first S wire, or placed any

where else near P >, will have its S produced with little

or no interference. (But see Henry’s screening effects connected

widi this point and also my non screening results).

6112. Will masses of metal placed in any way as circuits or other-

wise affect the inducing power of P > or S ?

6113. And must remember here that these lines of inductive

force as given by a magnet do not seem to differ in the least

through conducting or non conducting matter provided both be

still.
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6114. But if the electrotonic state were discharged in the metal
and sustained in the insulating matter, and if the action were
carried on by contiguous particles, how could it be a matter of
indifference whether the space was filled up by a metal or an
insulator?

6115. That S ^ or S are not currents is shewn by their

being active during their whole continuance and to their full

amount, whereas currents are not active at all for their continuance.

By their producing < T or T whereas currents produce

nothing. By their producing only T or T whereas a

current began and finished produces both S and S

61 16. Any increase of a current is equivalent to either a beginning

or exaltation of state; and decrease is equivalent to the contrary.

This shews that the continuous current is a very different thing

to the change of degree or state of that current.

6117. Any approximation of the S wire to a current P is

equivalent to an increase in the force of that current, or the addition

of the beginning of another current; any removal is equivalent

to the contrary change of the P >. This is a very simple and

natural relation, and shews that it is not the current as current

which produces any of the secondary effects—except the electro-

tonic or quiescent state if it exist.

^ P
6118. When currents are placed side by side, as thus ^ ,

or

p ^ ^

thus p, then we have the effect oftwo interfering electrotonic

states (or their equivalent states), either exerted in the same or in

contrary directions; and we learn by the facts that Magnetic

attraction and repulsion is the consequence.

6119. So we ought to trace, in attracting and repelling magnetic

poles, the full and consistent effects of the supposed electrotonic

states.

6120. Then remember these take place just as well through metals

as through air or shell lac.

6121. In Magnets the Electrotonic states are sustained. What
does this lead to in simple helices?

in soft iron cores ?

in mere ordinary magnets ?
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6122. When the S currents, or rather halves, act like complete

currents, as in deflecting the needle, electrolyzation, etc. etc.,

what is the amount of the effect.^ It ought not to be the same

both in kind and in quantity. Perhaps its amount is only a half.

6123. Will an S whilst producing the same continuous effect

as a P also continue to induce a corresponding T. The
p used will not induce a corresponding < S whilst it con-

tinues.

6124. Must make out the true relation of static induction and

the electrotonic state—and the direction of the forces in that

relation.

6125. Usually there is no corresponding effect at the rising of a

current like that at the conclusion. But probably produce it by
beginning the discharge by an electric spark.

6126. The cause of the non-effect at rising is perhaps because

the action is expended in retarding the primary current itself—but

why.^

6127. Follow out this in the action of a long wire carrying a

current, and also into effect ofbeginning spark in cases of Gassiot,

Crosse, etc.

6128. The inductive result is the experimental analysis of a voltaic

current or an electric current, and these two, S and S,

appear to be the elements of the current; then a current will be

proved to be a compound action
;
and then the two elements will

be important in the consideration of all inductive and electrical

phenomena, and especially in all those of discharge.

6129. A current appears most clearly to be a compound effect.

II AUG. 1840.

6130. If P > differs so much from S does S > and

S differ from each other except in direction.^ i.e. would
S turned round make S > or no }

6131. Perhaps not, if < S and S > have any relation to the

places of separation of oxygen, hydrogen, etc.

6132. Call the rising S > or < S, S— > and ^—S; and the

falling S or -e S, S—^ and ^—S. Then a P ^ on
rising would produce —S, and on falling an S— so a

P on rising would produce an S—^ and on falling an —S.
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^133- Then if there be these currents, what curious association

of these with each other and with P > or P may be made,
even in the same carrying wire ? and must be examined.

S ^ >

6134.

What will
g 2 in the same wire do6135.

Wliat
-S'

S ^ >

6136.

Will I make only a stronger S-

S

6137.

What will
^

2 g
do.^

6138. What

6139. What ^

^

Not the same as the last.

6140. Is S—^ and S— > alike

6141. What will
g I ^

do.^

6142. What
g 2 I •

with a great many other changes.

6143. S^urely it is impossible the distinctions can exist. The great-

ness of the consequences almost forbid it. Still, if Henry be right

and if my first papers be right, there must be some difference

between a principal and an induced current. See (6187).

6144. Will 2 g
niake an ordinary current? They ought. If so,

what will be its direction, P > or P ? and what decides the

direction ?

6145. But P and ^ P make nothing.

S_i ^
6146. What particularly will i__g make?

5_2 ^
6147. Also ^g?

5__i y
6148. And also g_2

6149. Turn a current round in the wire, so as to traverse in its

course thus, using a secondary current, not a primary.

See 6187, etc.
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6150*. Arranged thus: H is a double helix, of Palmer’s apparatus,
either with or without an iron core. G is a pretty fair galvano-
meter. When the ends of the wires P and N were put in contact
with a voltaic pair, G was deflected on making contact and also
on breaking contact—but not on continuing contact. So induction
could act and insulation was right. But when P and N were made
to touch the Edge and axis of my revolving copper plate moving
between the poles of a horseshoe magnet, no effect took place
at G, though an induced current was running round where the
voltaic current was running before.

6151. Whether the iron was in or out of H made no difference.

6152. Perhaps the exciting apparatus was not strong enough or
the test part not delicate enough. Yet when the wires of G were
put at once in connection with my revolving wheel, then the
Galvanometer was deflected, perhaps 30° even.

6153. So no evidence here of any peculiarity in the induced cur-
rent, yet it ought to have it if voltaic induced currents have it.

6154. Use own powerful ring Electro magnet for the first magnet.
Henry’s helices and larger helices in place of H, and a more
delicate Galvanometer.

31 AUG. 1840.

6155.

Have arranged to examine the inductive action of an in-
duced current, I arranged a powerful Electromagnet. Then I set

my revolving copper wheel at work and carried its current round
a large coil of Henry’s; and then induced by that upon another
coil, whose current circulated round a delicate galvanometer. The
arrangement as seen nearly in plan was as below t.

D, a Daniell’s battery of 3 cells, 18 inches high.
M, own large ring Electromagnet: as connected, N and S now

the north and south ends. This includes the Primary current.
W, my revolving copper wheel, with collectors at the axis and

periphery, passing away to Gassiot’s large flat coil A.

* [6150] H
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A, Gassiot’s coil of 300 feet of copper plate inches wide,

covered with cotton and forming a coil 20 inches in external

diameter, having the direction given by the curve. W and A
include the whole circuit of the first induced current; my current

or Henry’s 2ndary current.

B, Daniell’s coil of 200 feet of copper ribbon, forming a helix

or coil of 12J inches in diameter, covered with cotton. This had
the direction shewn and was placed concentric with and over the

first. The forms of these really were as below’.

G, a delicate Galvanometer indicating thus: when zinc was at

A and Platina at B and the tongue between, the deflection was as

shewn and the current as marked. When the deflection was in

the reverse direction, the current was the other way.
6156*. Now direct revolution of the wheel affected the galvano-

meter, and so did the reverse revolution -in the opposite direction.

So the secondary current thus obtained could induce a tertiary.

Direct revolution is that marked by the arrow on the wheel.

6157. Direct revolution gave this current and reverse revolution

this. So with direct revolution the currents throughout would
be as marked above^.

6158. But now the constant secondary current did not induce

a constant tertiary current, for the Galvanometer came to rest,

and though the secondary current continued in the direction

of the arrow in the helix, yet the contrary tertiary current

ceased instantly. So these currents are not peculiar in any such

quality.

6159. Then it was to be expected that the secondary current

would induce at its beginning and its ending, like other currents,

and in contrary directions; and this was found to be true; for

keeping the wheel in continual direct revolution and making and

breaking contact at the*periphery of the wheel, it was found that

on making contact the galvanometer deflection was thus and on

breaking contact thus.

6160. So the secondary current is like any other current in this,

that at its beginning it induces a current in the neighbouring wire

in the reverse direction^ and in ending it induces a current in the

^ i.e. in margin. * i.e. in diagram below [6156].

* [6156]
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same direction. But it is unlike the primary current in this, that

it induces most strongly at its beginning, whereas the primary
induces most strongly at its ending, and hence the reason why,
as Henry experiments, the difference between the action of the

primary and the induced currents.

6161. When all the connexions were complete, causing direct

motion of the wheel made the tertiary current thus. Reversing
the motion of the wheel caused a reverse current thus, and
these being alternated made the Galvanometer needle swing very
well.

6162. But even stopping the wheel causes a tertiary current, the

reverse of that of beginning revolution; and reversing the motion
is in fact doubling the effect which stopping the revolution of the

wheel would alone do.

6163. So causing direct and reverse motion of the wheel is the

most effective way ofshewing the tertiary currents. But still every
current can induce two currents, one at its beginning and another
at its ending, and none merely during its continuance.

6164. The superiority of the current induced at the beginning
of the secondary current rather than the end may depend upon
the circumstance that both the circuits concerned are entirely

metallic, for this allows the secondary current, when it is about
to stop, to induce in its own wire^ which it would rather do than
in the neighbouring wire, and so on.

6165. Probably when, with the machine now constructing, the

secondary current is made to begin and stop by making and
breaking contact at the edge of the wheel more effectually than
now I can do, the breaking contact may be as strong.

SEPTR. I, 1840.

6166*. The arrangement was as before and as above^- The direc-

tion of the permanent induced current when the motion of the

copper wheel was continued is as marked by the arrows
above^.

[6166]

* i.e. in diagram below.
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6167. When the wheel revolved direct, the Galvanometer was
thus. When wheel revolved reverse, thus. This agrees with the
former observation ( ).

6168. I caused the secondary current to begin and cease, not by
beginning and ceasing to rotate the wheel, but by continuing the
direct rotation of the wheel and making and breaking contact at

the edge of it, as at E. In this way the current had more sudden
terminations.

6169. Making contact caused deflection by tlie tertiary current,

thus; and breaking contact cause deflection and current thus. So
that making contact is equivalent to beginning to rotate the

wheel, and breaking contact to ceasing or reversing rotation of
the wheel. All this agrees well together.

6170. I now kept the wheel still, but made and broke contact

at the battery, and there was certainly motion at the needle of
the tertiary current. Making contact sent galvanometer this way
and breaking contact this way. But when the contact at E on the

wheel was broken, the same effect took place as if it were the

action of the large electromagnet at a distance and not any induced
electrical current.

6171. Indeed, such making and breaking of contact ought to do
nothing, for then the radius of the wheel and the magnetic curves

do not move across each other, but the curves are projected end
ways, so to speak, through the radius. It is as if a wire were
brought right up to a magnetic pole and not carried by it and
across the curves. In the former case, no current is produced; in

the latter case, one is formed.
6172. But try this again unexceptionably.

6173. To prove the great point that no current induces during

its continuance, I connected the Daniell’s battery with the first

coil (Gassiot’s), and though the secondary current at making con-

tact was very powerful, yet the continuance of the primary contact

gave no effect at all.

6174*. I turned the two helices round so that Danielfs was in the

wheel circuit, the battery and the magnet being reconnected as

before ( ), and Gassiot’s helix the one induced upon. The
wheel therefore sent a secondary current which, in a coil of 200

feet, induced a tertiary current in a coil of 300 feet connected

6
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with the Galvanometer G. The arrangement was as in the next

page'.

The effect was about the same as in the former case. The direct

motion of the wheel caused deflection thus, and the reverse motion
thus. So that here, on making direct revolution, the secondary

and tertiary currents were, as before, in opposite directions.

6175. Placed Solly’s helix on Daniell’s and connected them into

one consistent helix of 263 feet in length. Now the effect stronger.

6176. Repeated the making and breaking of battery contact

( ) and obtained an effect in the same direction as before.

But when the secondary circuit was interrupted permanently, still

the same effects. So must be Magnetic induction at a distance.

6177. I wished to obtain the inductive effect of the breaking of
the secondary current by itself and quite clear from any other

action of making or reversing that current, and proceeded thus.

The wheel was turned direct continually, the other contacts not

yet being made; then they were made and broken in the following

order: contact made in wheel circuit-made in galvanometer cir-

cuit-broke in wheel circuit-broke in galvanometer circuit-made

in wheel circuit, etc. etc. etc. In this way the galvanometer or

tertiary current depended entirely upon the breaking of the wheel
or secondary circuit. On repeating the action several times, so

as to accumulate the effect of the breakings, upon the galvano-

meter the effect was thus for the current induced by the breaking,

and this is just the reverse of that due to making. It was not
nearly so strong as the latter, according to appearances.

6178. As to revolution, stopping and reversing the motion of the

wheel, the effect with the present arrangement was thus:

Revolving the wheel direct caused tertiary current thus

Stopping the above revolution

Revolving the wheel reverse

Stopping the reverse revolution

and there was the pull at the needle each time of stopping as at

the time of beginning to revolve.

6179. So the secondary current being continued and during its

continuation does nothings and these currents are just like other

currents.

* i.e. in the diagram above [6174].
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6180'*'. Now threw the Electro magnet and wheel out of use and
arranged the DanieWs battery with the compound DanleW-Solly
coil ( ), and allowed that to induce upon the Gassiot coil

( >*.
On making battery contact the galvanometer was thus

On breaking battery contact ,, „ thus

So the induced or secondary current was on making contact

the reverse^ and on breaking contact the same in direction as the

primary current.

6181 1. Put in our great cylindrical helix of thick wire so that one
of the helices in it should, with the Gassiot coil, form the secondary
current circuit, and the other helix in' it with the Galvanometer
form the tertiary current circuit. But whether the iron core was
in it or not, I could not perceive clear indications at the galvano-
meter on making and breaking the contact at the battery.

6182. The helix consisted of two thick wire coils, each perhaps

about feet long. Perhaps this was not length enough for

a good induction.

6183. There is I think great power lost at each inductive step.

6184 Arranged things thus for the Tertiary current. Daniell’s

battery with Gassiot’s large coil ( ), formed the primary
circuit. DanielPs coil over Gassiot’s, with Solly’s coil and a

galvanometer, formed the secondary circuit; and Gassiot’s long
fine wire helix in the middle of Solly’s coil, with a Galvanometer,
formed the tertiary circuit. Both galvanometers, A and B, indi-

cated the same way, i.e. thus.

t [6184]
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6185. Now had a result; on making battery contact, B Galvano-

meter moved thus, and on breaking contact, thus.

6186. Again with the same arrangement.

Making battery contact, A was thus and B was thus. So each

induced current was the reverse of the inductric current, as in

former cases of making contact. Only, as the making and ceasing

of the secondary current must have been at the same moment that

it induced the reverse current in the tertiary circuit, so the making
influence seems by far the most powerful, and there are natural

reasons, plenty, why it should be so.

6187. So all my visions of new kinds of current are gone. See

(6143). See also 6100-4, 3? ^ up to 6187.

6188. Gassiot's coil consists of 300 feet of copper ribbon, inch

wide, covered with cotton and made into a circle having an

external diameter of 20 inches and an internal diameter of 8

inches.

6189. DanklVs coil: 200 feet of copper ribbon inches wide,

in a coil 12^ inches external diameter and 8 inches internal diameter

;

the copper ribbon covered with cotton.

6190. Solly*s coil: copper ribbon ij inches wide, covered with

cotton, made into a coil 9- inches external diameter and 7^ inches

internal diameter; there are 27 circumvolutions at a median length

of 28 inches, making 63 feet of ribbon.

6191. Our double helix of thick wire. One wire 37 feet and the

other 42 feet long and of inch thick.

6192. Gassiotds Wire helix, 6 coils of 40 feet each; also one coil

of very fine wire about 4000 feet long.

14 SEPTR. 1840.

6193*. Gassiot made an experiment here to-day to shew me that

the induced current always went in a peculiar direction and against

expectation across air under certain circumstances.

H is a double iron helix, the one described in the preceeding

page*, and the iron wire core was in it. Z, C were three Daniell’s

cells. The terminations of the second wire at T, U were of fine

copper, parallel to each other and about ^ of an inch apart. On
* i.e. at par. 6191.
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making or breaking contact at no discharge of the secondary

current happened at T, U at common temperatures ; but when a

lamp flame was applied there, then the current induced on breaking

contact at x almost always passed as a spark or brush.

6194. It is striking to see the effect of tlie hot air: how great it is.

Holding the spirit lamp under immediately makes the spark pass

at the hot place.

6195. It is not the carbonaceous flame only that does this, for

the hot stream from the end of a blow pipe does it also.

6196. A very striking circumstance is that, as the discharge always

takes place at uniform temperatures, either from the end at T or

at U, so it is always at that end whkh is negative. Thus, if the

secondary current were moving as marked, then the discharge

would be at T. If the current were reversed, then it invariably

took place at U. Ascertained this very carefully by several

examinations of the coil, etc.

6197. This constancy must be important. We should have ex-

pected that the discharge would have been from the Positive point

to the Negative large surface. Perhaps it has relation to Belli's

results (Exp. Researches, 1520). He found the negative electricity

more easily dissipated than the positive. See also my similar con-

clusion at 1501 of the Exp. Researches.

FD IV 5
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6201 K Have been making a few expts. on electricity of steam,

to see whether it might not be from friction against metal, as the

metal cock or pipe. Have Boiler of the London Institution, which

has going from it a pipe with 2 stop cocks. One ofthem I directed

over the hot chamber of a furnace, to procure dry steam in the

jet, and the other went into the air.

6202. The steam, whether at die hot cock or the air cock, and

whether collected against an insulat[ed] conductor or a plate or

by a wire or a flame in thd jet, was always either not electrified

at all or else Positive. Often not electrified apparently when it

might have been expected to be electrified, and then appearing to

be so. The electrometer moved up and down as if the state taken

on by the successive portions of steam were capricious; but still

the steam was always Positive if electrified.

6203. Had an electrometer at a distance of several feet from the

cock and sent puffs or a stream of steam and air near it. It hap-

pened that 2 or 3 times at first, this electrometer, with a flame on

it, was charged Negative-, but afterwards it over and over again

under the same circumstances became Positive, and I could not

again make it negative. Do not as yet see the reason of this.

6204. At the beginning, there were ii inches depth of water in

the boiler; worked about ij hours on and off; then there was

about 9 inches depth of water left, so that only 2 inches of water

had been used. On filling the boiler up again, we found that a

gallon of water occupied just an inch in depth.

2 JUNE 1842.

6205. Worked again with the boiler, but now supported it on

three pieces of shell lac, so as to insulate it.

6206. Put the Gold leaf electrometer at a distance from the end

cock and threw jets of steam towards it, as yesterday (6203).

A flame was on the electrometer and it was obtained in a Negative

state, as yesterday, over and over again. Indeed, it was obtained

only negative at this distance.

• Numbers 6198 to 6200 are omitted in the MS.
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6207. Had a new collector—a short wide tube and 3 or 4 wire
gauze diaphragms in it. This, with the insulated conductor, acted
well at the side cock over the hot air. The sparks from the con-
ductor were good, and continued to come as long as the blast of
steam was running against it.

6208. Insulated the boiler, and instantly found it negative as soon
as the jet of steam was allowed to issue at the side cock (over the
fire). Obtained a constant stream of sparks from it as long as the
jet continued.
6209. Now opened the valve hole full size; made good fire under
the boiler and let steam escape freely. Not the least signs of
electricity in the boiler by the gold leaf electrometer— or from the

issuing steam by the same electricity^ and flame. So at low pressures

no electricity evolved here— is as if the mere evaporation does not
cause it.

6210. Put in the valve and with the lowest pressure began to try

the cock issue of steam, connecting the electrometer with the

boiler. Found this an admirable method, for the Electrometer

gradually became Negative as the steam issued out and the whole
was under beautiful management.
6211. Best way by far is not to examine the issuing steam, but
the state die boiler is left in.

6212*. The present steam pipe has two cocks, one at the end, the

other at the side. Now found that, if the end cock were opened
at this pressure, the boiler gave no electricity; but if the side cock
were opened, the boiler gave beautiful charge. So the electricity

is not caused apparently by evaporation, but at the cocks. This
is still for the friction view.

6213. The steam has to turn a sharp angle inside the side cock,

but not at the straight cock or end cock.

6214. Here then two steam issues from the same boiler, and one
generates electricity, the other not, at this pressure. At a higher

pressure both do so, but the side cock is by far the best; the end
cock but little.

6215. The steam valve is a circle of 0-5 of inch diameter; the

valve and weight together i lb. 2 oz. This is not more than 6 lb.

upon the square inch for our highest pressure.

6216. Now put in an old side connecting piece to the end cock

? electrometer.

* [6212]
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and then let steam out there. Found the boiler now constantly

Positive^ not Negative-but to a slight degree only. So by the

exits may make either the steam or the boiler Positive or Ne-

gative.

6217. Put a conductor and gatherer to the issuing steam of side

piece and an electrometer attached. Put another electrometer to

the boiler. Now the side piece termination gave steam which

made its conductor Neg. and left the boiler Positive. This was

done many times. But when the steam was at the highest force,

occasionally had the steam Positive and the boiler Negative.

6218. At last the steam lifted the valve, and this issue now made
the boiler negative, though when quite open it could not. The
steam I found by Electrometer and lamp was Pos.

6219. But on letting out steam from the end side piece, its steam

was Negative. For first it neutralized the effect of the boiler

electricity produced by the valve issue, making the boiler neutral,

and next when sent against a collector it made it Negative.

6220. So then at tliis moment Pos. steam was issuing from the

valve and Negative steam from the side hole at the end, and the

boiler was neutral.

6221. Hence see the power of the issue and that the electricity

is generated there.

6222. Again and again the Valve issue made boiler Negative. The
End cock made boiler Positive. The side cock over the fire by
itself always made the boiler Neg.^ as the valve did, but when
the side connection was put on ( ) it often made the boiler

Positive.

6223. The side cock of the apparatus (London Institution and

a different shape to ours) was put on at the end of the pipe instead

of the other cock. The first time it was used there it made the

boiler Positive^ but afterwards always Neg.

6224. Held wires and other things about half an inch from the

end-cock in the jet, to see what friction would do; the wires, etc.

being connected with a Gold leaf electrometer. In this way,

bright copper wire, oxid. copper wire, plumbago, platina and wet

string always were Neg., and made Electrometer so strongly.

But with wet string put the boiler out of insulation, and then no

effect, as if the string had gatliered its state from the boiler.
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6225. When boiler was uninsulated, still metal of rod gave strong

Neg. when held in the stream.

6226. Worked from 10 until 2 ocl’k., about 4 hours: in this time

level of water had sunk from ii inches to 5 1 inches. On filling

it up to 1 1 inches again, 4I gallons of water were required. The

boiler is smaller below than in the middle.

6227. Held glass and shell lac in issuing jet of steam, but per-

ceived no effects.

6228. May perhaps equal a voltaic battery by this mode of

obtaining steam.

6229. The ordinary charcoal smoke of the furnace shews no

effect, nor does it leave the furnace sensibly charged.

4 JUNE 1842.

6230. Boiler up and insulated. The side and end cocks the same

as before ( ) ;
the side cock over hot air stove.

6231. The side cock instantly and always renders the boiler Ncg.

6232. The End cock at first with low pressure rendered the boiler

Pos.^ with little exit of steam, but Neg. with more exit. After-

wards, with higher pressure, always rendered the boiler Negative

when the cock only was used.

6233. But when an end piece was on the cock, then over and

over again gave the boiler Positive.

6234. At last, when the pressure ofsteam was up, the end connector

did nothing, i.e. the boiler was not charged. But if the side cock

was opened for an instant only, it made the boiler well Negative.

6235. Have a two way end piece thus; when put thus on to the

pipe*, it gave no signs of electricity to the boiler. But when put on

thust, it made the boiler fairly Positive.

6236. When piece on thus, the passage of steam was so quick

through the termination that all went out at a, and air actually

entered at h. So finger drawn to b. Expect that steam should not

touch sides of channel again when it has passed the place of

quickest motion, or it becomes discharged again.

6237. On repeating the last expt., now had no effect on the boiler;

all null. Taking off the cross piece and using the end cock alone,

it now always made the boiler Neg.^ as the side cock does, but to

a very much less degree than it.
/I

s
* [6235]
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6238. Used another end piece which had a very open way, for the

former piece had a contracted way in the middle. This open piece

on the end cock gave the boiler Positive. It was in a pretty clean

state.

6239. A jet, a gas pipe, etc., were put on the end cock, but nothing

particular occurred. Suspect all the effect takes place at the first

contraction of passage and that after attachments only tend to

discharge steam and modify effects.

6240. It is clear that a certain cock will sometimes make the

boiler Pos. and sometimes Neg., and from yesterday’s expts., the

state of the steam is reversed at the same time, being always con-

trary to the boiler.

6241. It is very remarkable to see how little steam from the side

cock will make the boiler Neg.^ whilst it is comparatively difficult

to obtain effects from the end cock and piece. I rather think this

is because the side cock has a clear unbroken way through, which

allows the steam that has brushed the edge of the inner aperture

and become charged to travel unmixed down the channell and
escape, whilst the others mix it up.

6242. I think much depends upon the free escape of the steam

after it has past the place of friction, and also on the free space

before that place.

6243. Used the side cock and held stretched string across the

issue of steam close to jet. Boiler uninsulated and an electrometer

attached to it. The boiler electrometer perfectly quiescent, but the

string electrometer became charged Neg.^ for the string was Neg.
This not derived either from the boiler or the finally charged

steam, for first is neutral and the second pos . ;
was due to friction

of string and steam.

6244. Now a good expt. Boiler uninsulated and could not charge

its electrometer. The string across distant steam, i.e. 3 or 4 inches

from the cock jet, was a collector and made its electrometer

Positive^ that being the steam electricity. But the same string

close to the issue, so as to be rubbed by the steam, then became
Negative

~

7xn6. these effects could be produced at pleasure. So
the same stream of Steam, issuing from a metal cock, gave either

Pos. or Negative electricity; whilst the boiler, being uninsulated,

could do nothing. Hence the generation must be by the
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friction of the steam, at least when the string was rendered

Negative.

6245. Now used Platina wire instead of string. Excellent. For
boiler did nothing all the while to its electrometer, whilst the wire

near the cock was Ncg.^ but in the steam more distant was Positive.

The first kind was excited on the wire by friction. The last only

collected from air rendered Pos. by friction in cock.

6246. When a string in jet, beautiful vibration or rather revolu-

tion either on one side or the other of the centre of jet. Must, to

have friction, adjust so that string is in the centre and not moving,
or else it does not charge. Hence again effect of the fric-

tion.

6247.

Used Plumbago as collector \ then was . .

„ „ as exciter close to cock: then

„ Copper wire as collector . . . . .

Chip of wood as collector

wire gauze diaphragm as collector

as exciter

All these bodies near the jet were Negative^ but in the more
distant steam became Positive.

6248.

Easy theoretically to make a famous Steam electricity

battery that may perhaps replace even the Voltaic battery. We
shall see. I see no positive objection. The indications are quite

as good as those relating to the voltaic battery were in the first

instance.

6249. The effects with a wire gauze diaphragm are very beautiful.

Held near the jet, the gauze and all connected with it is Neg.

Held a few inches off, it is Positive, and by moving it to and fro

I could make the Positive electrometer collapse and then become
Neg. or Vice Versa; or I could find out and hold the gauze in a

place where the effects were equal and it was not charged at all.

A quarter of an inch from this on either side would make the

diaphragm Pos. or Neg. at pleasure.

6250. If a diaphragm of fine wire gauze were in a glass tube, and

a stream rushing by it, it might be exceedingly powerful as a

charger.
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6251 a, circle of very fine and close wire gauze in a glass plate b ;

c, steam chamber; escape chamber, open to air except that wire
gauze collectors at collecting wire[s] go from a and e to

which are the electrodes.

62^2, Silk thread, stretched across retort ring, was used wet and
dry. On the whole, when placed near to the jet and when the

electricity conveyed away, could not be either of issuing steam
or of boiler, but that produced by friction; it was Neg,^ as the

other rubbed bodies were.
6253. With this silk thread on retort ring observed a certain

peculiar first effect at this side cock, as follows. After resting a

while, the least puff of steSm sent against silk and ring as a col-

lector would instantly open the leaves of its electrometer; but on
repeating the trials the puffs lost their effect, and at last the con-
tinuous stream did, not so much as a puff before. The steam was
now evidently not so electric as before, i.e. directly after the rest.

On shutting the cock, waiting a few minutes and beginning again,

the same effects recurred. The electricity was always Positive,

but tlic point was the going down of the power, the force of the

steam not going down. This was with a low pressure.

6254. When a metal collector was used, the same was the case.

6255. This was not the case at the end cock, but that very feeble

as to any action compared with the side cock.

6256. The cause is doubtful— is not dependant on the degree of
pressure— is apparently dependant on some state assumed by the

stop cock and not on the steam.

6257. Insulated the boiler and tried it for this first effect at side

cock at low pressure, and effect was certainly far stronger on
beginning of the emission of steam than afterwards.

6258. Must find out the cause of this.

6259. The end stop cock has no power at low pressures as com-

* [6251I /
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pared with the side cock-and the above phenomena of changes

are brought out at the side cock better at low pressures than at

higher ones.

6260. Have worked from 10 to
| p. i ocPk. to-day, or 3I hours;

have consumed 3* gallons of water.

6261. The pipe for carrying off the issuing vapour is excellent.

It prevents all interfering inductive effects of the steam on the

electrometer and keeps the place dry.

6262. The electricity of steam and steam boilers is not due to

evaporation, but friction.

SATURDAY, ii JUNE 1842.

6263, Have had a new tube made, inches long and of

inch in diameter within; at end of it a stop cock with steam way
equal to the tube, and after it a brass globe inches in

diameter, with a wide mouth at furthest side to which various

apertures, stop cocks, etc. could be attached. The object was to

make this globe a steam chamber and if necessary in it to dc-

electrify the steam (supposing it electric in the tube); and so

experiment on effect of friction of steam alone. This globe had

aperture of inch in diameter.

6264. All this in its place and the boiler tested as to its insulation

and keeping of charge, which it did well. Now, when the principal

cock open and the steam issuing by the wide aperture of globe

alone, there was no signs of electricity either in the boiler or in

the steam. Yet if boiler charged by shell lac whilst the steam was

going off', it kept that charge unchanged. So evaporation of

water in the boiler and its issue by this open aperture neither

charged nor discharged the boiler. It did nothing.

6265. Shutting the steam cock, the issue of steam by valve of the

boiler did slowly make the boiler Neg,~friction.

6266. I had plates with small holes in them made, to close the

outer aperture of the globe, so as to give fair issue of steam out

of a small hole. Steam issuing out by these did not charge the

boiler.

6267. A fine wire held in this issue of steam produced no elec-

tricity, either in the wire or the boiler.
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6268. Put a straight stop cock in thus*, and now the boiler was

well Positive.

6269. Put on a right angled connecting piece, which had of

course a female screw inside at both apertures. This made the

boiler well Positive more than before, and when the conductor

and connector were arranged to catch and try the steam, its

electrometer was Negative. So boiler Pos. and Steam Neg.

6270. After a few minutes, repeated the last expt., both boiler

and steam conductor having their electrometer. The steam was

now something Neg. and the boiler Nothing— owox and over

again. Then on a sudden both conductor and boiler electrometers

diverged well, the Conducthr Neg. and the boiler Pos.y as before.

The mode of issue of the steam apparently made this difference.

6271. Then the last result happened again and again, i.e. the

steam conductor was Neg. and the boiler Pos.

;

and also with this

side issue I obtained by a wire the place of Neg. on the wire near

the issue.

6272. It appears to me that, when the issue of steam is rattling

and noisy, that then the exciting condition is very influential.

This noise depends upon the way in which the air and the steam

conflict, principally.

6273. There was more water present in the steam of these last

experiments. The furnace beneath the issue was not over hot.

6274. Took of[f] the right-angled connecting piece and now the

straight cock alone did nothing, i.e. it produced no divergence

of the boiler electrometer—very remarkable.

6275. There is a draining cock on the steam pipe just before the

large issue cock; it of course points downward. Put the side

piece on to this, and the issue of steam here produced no effect

on the boiler electrometer, but did a little affect the steam con-

ductor electrometer, making it a little Neg.

6276. Took off the right-angled piece and tried the cock alone,

and now it affected neither the boiler nor the conductor electro-

meters.

6277. Worked from 10^ to 12^, or two hours; used 2 gallons of

water.

[6268]
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6278. Worked again. Boiler filled up to the mark-well insulated.

Worked witli my tube and globular termination. Rather in-

different about the fire beneath the termination or exit.

6279*. Had a new stop cock of ours at the end. No electricity in

the boiler produced by it.

6280. Put on an old cross piece to this new stop cock. This old

cross piece has its three female screws connected by a narrow air

or steam way, as in the figure. The issue of steam was open right

and left. The boiler electrometer opened fairly and Neg»

6281. After a few minutes repeated the experiment, and now
boiler electrometer quite nuL

6282. After a few minutes more, repeated expt. again, and now
the boiler somewhat Neg,^ as at first, and more so as the pressure

was higher.

6283 1. Took off cross piece, and had the straight stop as at first,

and now boiler neutral or nuL

6284. Now put on New cross piece, which has the female screws

carried throughout, so as to be of large bore and rough through-

out-and now the boiler electrometer opened out well and was

Pos. Charged a Leyden phial by it-Pos.

6285. When the steam was left issuing, the power (electric) went

down much, though all the time the pressure in the boiler was

such as to lift continually the regulating valve. So diminution

of power was not due to diminution of force of steam.

6286. Whether the steam was allowed to escape by opening the

great or the small cock, i.e. the one on the one side or the one

on the other side of the Globular steam vessel, still the boiler

became Pos,

6287. When new cross piece was put on thus, there was no issue

of steam at the side hole, but an indraught of air there, and the

boiler was only a little Pos, Nothing like so good as if cross

piece was in the former Position.

6288. Stopped up the side hole by a stop cock closed and now
the boiler was fairly Pos,

6289. When the steam issued only by the regulating valve of the

“ir—

* [6279] t [6283]
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boiler, it shewed its power of producing Neg. electricity by

causing the boiler electrometer to diverge gradually Neg. This

valve is always Neg.^ i.e. it always charges the boiler Neg., giving

Pos, steam-at least, I expect so, but have not tried it.

6290. I now stopped up the end hole of the same new cross piece,

leaving the side hole open, and now boiler was very Pos,^ more

so than when we had two lateral issues. Had also the cracking,

crushing, sharp sound in the issue of steam which always seems

to accompany good evolution of electricity.

6291. Tried the steam of this side issue by insulated conductor,

its tin collector and the electrometer. It was very variable, the

leaves opening and closifig continually and making the con-

ductor electrometer sometimes Pos. and sometimes Neg. The
boiler electrometer was always Pos.

6292. After a few minutes, repeated the expt. and same variable

results.

6293. Now put Grove’s Stop cock on at the side aperture and

had a fine electrical effect at once. But the boiler was now regularly

Neg. and the steam Pos.

6294. Still, this full effect did not continue, for though the issue

of steam went on, the Electrometer fell and often became quite

Nul^ rising a little now and then.

6295. The going down is an effect common to the two issues,

but this stop cock makes boiler Neg., and the cross piece alone

made it Pos. Remember the cross piece is roughed by screw

thread and that the stop cock of Grove is smooth through-

out.

6296. Now put Grove’s Stop cock on to the globular vessel; it

made the boiler freely and well Negative.

6297. Turned the cock end for end—same effect as before.

6298. Put on in the same place a new stop cock of ours, and it

always made the boiler Pos. So these two stop cocks in direct

opposition to each other as to their electrifying power.

6299. Now the only difference I can see as yet is that Grove’s

Stop cock is smooth throughout, and ours had a female screw

thread turned in it at each end, to the depth of a quarter of an

inch. I believe that is the cause of the difference. The smooth

tube makes boiler Neg., the rough tube makes boiler Pos. This
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falls in well with all the preceeding effects (Is the effect of Oil,

see further on).

6300. Again experimented with our stop cock as before, but now
four times in succession it made boiler Neg, Turned end for end—
still boiler Neg,
6301. More steam so as to produce rattle probably would have
made it Pos,

6302. Put some fine wire up Grove’s Stop cock so as to offer

resistance and roughness, but now issue of steam quiet and small

and no electricity. Steam must get away. Removed the wire and
now the boiler made Neg.
6303*. Tied fine wire gauze over the 'end of Grove’s Stop cock
and then put it on to Globe. The furnace and boiler was Neg.^
and better by far than if no gauze were there. So this appears

to improve the effect.

6304. I observed, whilst continuing the issue of steam, that it was
not so noisy as before—but more quiet and tranquil. But whenever
it broke for a few moments into a crackling sound, as often hap-
pened, then instantly there was an increase of electricity shewn
by the boiler electrometer; and when by increase of pressure this

rough issue was continued, then more electricity was produced
than if quieter.

6305. Still, the Jzrsr effect was always the best (6294, 6295).

6306. I then put in this Stop cock (of Grove’s, so covered at

the mouth) sideways. It made the boiler well JVeg.

6307 1. Took off the cock and left the issue at the side by aperture

of cross piece, and now the boiler was Positive. So the effect

of the exit very evident.

6308. Perceived by the shaking of the ball and issue of water
that it was half full of water, i.e. up to the level of the issue aper-

ture. Drew it off by a syphon and then lo 1 little or no electricity,

either by the good cross piece or by Grove’s stop cock, both so

effectual before.

6309 Put common water into the globe till it was as full as it

could be in its usual position, our New stop cock being at the

i [6309J
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end, and now there was very good excitement, the boiler being
Negative. Put on the rough cross piece and still good excitement,

the Boiler being now Positive.

6310. Now put Grove’s Stop cock into side and there was no
effect, the steam issue being quiet in sound. On steam getting

higher, then effect produced and boiler Negative.

6311. Took out the water from Globe and now all bad again.

6312. Worked from 9^ hours till 12^ hours, or 2| hours; had
used 34 gallons, bringing down the depth from ii inches to

7 inches. Made up to 1 1 inches in depth again.

6313. Probably steam alone does nothing, but water and metal
are the bodies which by friction produce electricity.
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6314. Change ofwater and ice into each other.

6315. In Lavoisier’s Calorimeter the water thawed at one part-

froze at another,

6316. In the Glaciers, according to Agassiz, water freezes within

the crevices.

6317. When wet snow is squeezed togetlier, it freezes into a

lump (with water between), and does not fall asunder as so much
wetted sand or other kind of matter would do.

6318. In a warm day, if two pieces of ice be laid one on the other

and wrapped up in flannel, they will freeze into one piece.

6319. All this seems to indicate that water at 32° will not con-

tinue as water, if it be between two surfaces of ice touching or very

near to each other.

6320. Also that in such cases, an accumulation of such pieces

of ice in one heap or portion can have freezing going on within,

whilst no part is below the freezing point and whilst thawing is

going on at the outside.

6321. Now the freezing must evolve heat, and this heat must

either be conducted to the outside through the mass of ice as a

solid, or else be carried off by the water that is flowing off from

the part where the ice is two
[
? too] far separated for the effect

to take place.

6322. The effect appears due to this, that a particle of water is

cold enough to freeze when solid ice is on both sides of it, though

it is not cold enough to freeze if ice be only on one side of it,

equally cold water being on the other.

6323. In that case, the interior of a piece of ice is warmer than

the exterior, where it is melting, for it will require a higher

temperature to melt a particle of ice having ice on both sides

of it, than a particle having ice on one side of it.

6324. In that case, ice is warmer than ice and water.

6325. The ice probably acts as a nucleus, but it appears that the

effect of one surface of ice on water is not equal to the joint effect

of two.

6326. The phenomena relate to the stability of ice and water, or

of these state[s] of the Ox. Hy. combination^ and therefore are
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connected with the beautiful results of Macaire or Marcet on

boiling water. I forget which it was made the expts. lately.

6327. If ice can serve as a nucleus, so may other bodies, and there

may be some which assist the conversion of water into ice, and

perhaps other favouring the conversion of ice into water, of

course excluding combination forces.

6328. In the case of water and steam, water against water changes

with more difficulty into steam than water against other bodies.

So in this case, water against water changes more difficultly into

ice than water against ice or perhaps other bodies. Water there-

fore seems to be the more stable state- the normal state.

Now as to experiments. <

6329. Put one piece of ice upon another in a deep dish, covered

over to keep in cool air. After half an hour, one was frozen to

the other. Could even find two pieces sticking together after

5 minutes, or even 2 minutes, but only at a few points.

6330. A piece of ice wrapped in flannel and left. In half an hour

the flannel is frozen to it, as if it were glued on by the surface

filaments.

6331. If four or five thicknesses of dry flannel be pressed by the

hand on to the melting surface of the piece of ice, in less than

half a minute it is found sticking to it, as if frozen.

6332. If a single thickness be pressed on by the hand for 5 or

10 seconds, notwithstanding the warmth of the hand, signs of

sticking will be perceived.

6333. A piece of flannel put on a piece of ice and wrapped up in

flannel, soon well frozen to it, remaining dry as it was at first.

Again, put it under the ice, i.e. at the bottom. After 3I hours

found it all swimming in water, but flannel much frozen to the ice.

6334. Linen cloth: a duster. Ice wrapped in it—some sticking

after half an hour, but cloth and ice very wet.

6335. Linen cloth folded up and pressed on to the ice for a few

seconds, stuck as if frozen to it. Wiped the ice dry and pressed

a dry place of the linen on to it for a minute. It was much frozen,

i.e. it stuck very much to the ice.

6336. In this way linen stuck well to the ice.

6337. Ice wrapped up in a linen cloth did not stick at the top

surface, but did at the bottom surface, where the weight of the

ice preserved a contact-but not much adhesion-was halfan hour.
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6338. Piece of linen canvas put on top of ice and wrapped up in

flannel, after half an hour stuck a little. Again, put on undeT the

ice, after hours was very wet and flowing, but frozen to ice

a little.

6339. Tin foil, copper foil and paper in pieces were laid on to

ice wrapped up in flannel and left. In half an hour did not stick,

but they are very wet and had not been kept close—water between
them and the ice. The wrapping flannel stuck every where.

6340. A better way for trial experiment is to put the things to

be tried between two flat pieces of ice and wrap them tight up
together in flannel; or put them in a deep basin for a while and
so that the water shall drain from the experimental part.

6341. Dryflannel between two ice: frozen strongly to ice in 40'.

6342. Do. „ „ : in two hours took some force

to separate the pieces of ice, probably 4 or 5 lbs. weight.

6343. Flannel wetted by boiling it in distilled water for an hour
and put wet between two ice: well frozen to ices in 40'.

6344. Canvass linen between 2 ices: froze and stuck in 40'.

6345. Wet Canvas Do. : in 40' froze the two pieces

together.

6346. Black silk ribbon dry
| ^ 1 ^ • 11

1 1 • . put between ice, had
„ „ soaked in waterj ^ ’

frozen a little to the ice in 40'. The pieces, arranged as before,

but better, and left for hours, both well frozen to ice. Could
lift the lower piece of ice by the upper.

6347. White silk ribbon dry—and soaked— ice— had frozen

a little in half an hour.

6348. The day was warm and I believe the effect is due to an

actual congelation of the water through the influence of the solid

bodies present. I do not think the ice could have been of a

temperature within lower than that at its surface, so as to have

caused freezing by conduction of cold.

10 SEPTR. 1842.

6349. A piece of ice sawn into two pieces; the flat surfaces put

together; in less than 10" the two are frozen into one piece by
the touching points; that it is not water between which holds

them is shewn by this, that not only do they resist direct

FDIV
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separation, but also any lateral or twist motion. The feeling soon

shews this to the judgment.

6350. The two pieces put into water at the laboratory tempera-

ture and then brought into contact. In 10 seconds and less were

frozen together.

6351. When the pieces are pressed together, the adhesion by
freezing is almost instantaneous.

6352. Tried the following woollen substances by putting them

between 2 pieces of ice ( ) and binding them up in flannel

wrappers for 10 minutes:

Dry white flannel

Thoroughly wet flannel

White Kerseymere

Green drugget

Brown drugget

Gray drugget

Brown Marino

Black Bombazine

Worsted cruels in threads; white, red, green, blue, black, gray.

All these adhered by freezing in the course of 10 minutes.

6353. A piece of ice was put under common laboratory water;

a piece of white flannel thoroughly saturated with water was put

under the water on to the ice, and then a second piece of ice was

put on to the flannel-all being under the water and pressed

moderately together. In less than a minute the flannel had frozen

to both ices, though under the water the whole time.

6354. Another good and quick test method for flexible things,

as cloth, is to place a piece of ice with a flat side upward; fold a

linen cloth into a pad with a smooth under surface; dry the ice

with the pad, at the same time cooling the surface of the pad;

then lay on the piece of flannel or other body to be tried and hold

it down with the linen pad, or with a pad of flannel, for half

a minute or a few seconds. The body pressed against the ice will

be found frozen to it if of woollen.

6355. Thus flannel (dry) pressed against dried ice freezes very

quickly to it.

6356. Wet and saturated flannel Do. frozen to the ice in 20 or

30 seconds.
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6357. The other things of wool ( ) tried in the same way;
all froze to the ice.

6358. Put ice in ice cold water, then tin foil, less than the ice,

on it, and then another ice over that; kept all together for some
time, but could procure no evidence of freezing to the metal.

6359. Place[d] tin foil between 2 ices wrapped up in flannel, but

no trace of freezing together was apparent.

6360. Tried some other ways to find if metal could freeze to

thawing ice, but could not find any such result.

6361. The conducting power of the metal is no doubt one very

great difficulty, but still, metal does not seem to favour the effect

as ice or flannel does.

6362. Wood: put pieces of deal between two ices in flannel;

generally no signs of sticking and freezing. But in one case did

appear to stick— the pieces had sunk partly into the ice; that is,

there had been more thawing where they touched; but why.^ For

though the wood pieces (three) kept the two pieces of ice apart,

yet there was more ice dissolved than the first sensible heat of the

wood could I think do. Why then did it go on.^

6363. Three thicknesses of thoroughly wet kerseymere were put

between 2 pieces of ice for 2 hours. The ice and the kerseymere

were frozen together on each side, but there was no freezing

between the kerseymeres. Hence surfaces ofwool alone and water

will not induce freezing at this temperature.

26 SEPTR. 1842.

6364. Must make these points of freezing power of ice bear

together some day, when I am able to devise a good expt. to

shew the temperature or other effect which may measure the

difference of ice and ice and water.

6365. Connected with it is I think the integrity of Sul. soda and

other crystals if surface be not broken.

6366. Perhaps also the inactive state of Iron. Is not Elba iron

ore unchargeable at Neg. pole, inactive, etc. and like inactive iron?

6367. Also the effect of polished surfaces, as of steel, not to rust,

or of metals in battery or acid not to evolve hydrogen. Zinc

planings are smooth on one side, rough on the other— in acid the

smooth inactive, the rough active.

6-2
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6368. Renewed steam working to-day, with Grove’s boiler and

our tube and ball, as before, insulating the boiler and observing

all the electrical effects by its state.

6369. Now the boiler became electrical as follows, by difft. ar-

rangements:

Globe wide mouth open Pos.

Our new cock ( ) ift globe strait Neg.

Grove’s stop cock Do.

.

Do Do.

.

Do Do.

.

Our new cock . Do.

.

Do Do.

.

Do Do.

.

low pressure . . . Pos.

higher pressure . . Neg.

intermediate pressure . nul

low pressure . . . Pos.

intermediate ... nul

higher pressure . . neg.

A

Piece doub. side way, wide passage Pos.

ii
|r
A

Do. . . Do. . . narrow passage Neg.

6370. Have had a funnel apparatus made, like sketch, intended

to supply a jet of water into the steam current to see effect of

that water. By fixing a glass cylinder 12 inches high on to the

funnel, had pressure of water enough to cover a small but free

jet from end of little internal tube when in the ordinary state.

6371. But when attached to the boiler and steam issuing through

the apparatus into the air, little or no water descended by the jet.

In this state it made Boiler Neg.

6372. When water seemed to go down a little, either at moderate

or at higher pressure of steam, there was no effect; was . nu/.

6373. It may be that water has not rubbing space on sides of the
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tube beyond this issue. Perhaps the tube ought to extend an inch

or two beyond it, and I think the issue of water should be rather

on to the side or surface of steam way rather than to the middle

(6414).

6374. Now went to first effect (6294, 6295, 6305, 6548), for now
as before found the first issue of steam far the most effectual and
soon made this out.

6375. Believing that difference depended on cold and hot state

of the cock or issue pipe, heated and cooled it in various way[s]~-

heating either by letting a little issue of steam through or else

by outward application of spirit lamp; and cooling either by
allowing it to stand a few minutes aldne or else running a jet of

cold water on the outside for a minute or two. Excellent effects

were obtained. Thus, using Grovers Stop cock;

Grove’s stop cock, first issue of steam ....
,, „ after issue continued a minute

,, ,, shut it half a minute and
opened again whilst hot . .

,, „ shut half a minute and cooled

by jet water, then ....
„ „ heated by small issue of steam,

then full steam let on . . .

„ „ heated by spirit lamp, no steam

going through— then steam on

„ „ cooled by water jet, no steam

going through—then steam on

,, „ being hot, little or no effect; then whilst

steam going through, cooled by jet of water.

Strong effect came on as cooling proceeded.

Excellent

„ „ cooled part of cock at issue end only and now
no good effect

,, „ cooled part only at boiler end, keeping issue

end hot, and now excellent effect, better than

if the whole cooled

„ „ did this whilst steam passing through

-

cellent effect.

6376. Our new stop cock—exactly the same effects.

strong effect

weak effect

Poor

Strong effect

Very poor

Very poor

Strong effect

-ex-
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6377. Turned the stop cock end for end. Both with ours and
with Grove’s it seemed as if one position was better than the

other, but all the effects of heating and cooling were the same as

before.

6378. The electricity of the boiler was always Neg, in these

heating and cooling expts.

6379. Emptied the great ball of water— still the same effects.

When cock and all were hot, little effect; when cooled, then
good.
6380. Now put two cocks on thus*, with a wide way connecting
piece. When all cool as at first. Excellent effect. When they had
become hot, effect little or none.
6381. When all made hot by spirit lamp before the steam let

on, then scarcely any effect.

6382. If whilst steam issuing, the outer cock made cool by jet,

no effect.

6383. But if whilst outer cock was hot, the inner cock or that

nearest the boiler, or the wide connecting piece were made cool,

then full and excellent evolution of Electy.

6384. So with two or more pieces; same effect as with one.

6385. Would seem as if the water particles which were con-
densed wanted a certain space of metal afterwards to rub over,

or else cooling near the end ought to do all the good.
6386. Now put on a side piece so as to have a steam issue which
made the boiler Pos, Then the effects of heating and cooling
seemed to disappear, i.e. cooling did not produce more evolution

and continuing the jet did not seem to lower the Pos. state. But
must repeat these more carefully.

6387. It is astonishing how well the boiler keeps its insulation

and how little cloud about it affects it, either to charge or dis-

charge it. If an issue of steam be going out from a hot stop cock
so as to produce no charge of the boiler, though much steam issue,

and if then the boiler be charged by excited stick of lac, that charge
will be shewn by the electrometer to be perfectly steady, though
steam issue, and is taken off only by touching the boiler or its

connection. The hand may be put in the cloud of steam within

2 inches of the jet, or the steam of the jet may be driven back on
* [6380]
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the cock and ball by a basin put up to aperture to within an inch
or less of it, and yet the electrometer shews a perfect and steady
charge, not derived from the steam but from the previously ap-
plied shell lac. The vessicular cloud is not a sensible conductor.

12 NOVR. 1842.

6388*. Newman has made me three thin short brass tubes, each
zj inches long and of three sizes, so as to slide into each other
telescope fashion so as to give either three separate issue tubes
or a lengthening and shortening tube. The large tube has a screw
on it to attach to the globe apertures- The others I fitted in when
separately used by putting them through a phial cork and screwing
the cork into the aperture of the globe, and this did very well.

The diameters of the tubes were a little less than the drawings^.

6389 . The boiler was right— all insulated—had its gold leafelectro-

meter, and when charged by shell lac, held its charge. Had a

cooling jet from funnel attached to the issue end, which also was
insulated, so that could cool and observe effect from the first

moment.
6390. Always observed the electrical charge given by the ex-

amination of the state of the boiler^ i.e. of the metal against which
the steam and water rubbed. The steam and water took the opposite
state.

6391 h The length of largest tube. No. i, was used. The first

effect was poor and the boiler Pos. But when the steam pressure

was good the electricity more abundant and Ncg.
When with Good issue of steam the current was smooth

and sound steady and hissing, then little or No electricity, but
when it was a shaky rattling issue, then plenty of Electricity Neg.
6393. This simple tube did as well as our best stop cock, but
not so well as Grove’s stop cock, i.e. the one which came with
the boiler tube from the London Institution.

6394. The boiler valve produced Neg. state of boiler slowly.

6395 Used larger, No. i, and second tube. No. 2, in one length—

^ The drawing is reduced to
| scale.

[6388]

t (6391] JjU,

* [6395]
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issue hissing and quiet; no Electy, Could not force this length

into a rattling issue.

6396. Again two tubes-hissing issue-no electy.

6397. The three tubes in one-hissing issue of steam-no electy.

6398. Tube i: hissing issue - little or none when roaring issue,

Plenty Ncg,

6399. „ 2 alone-when hot, then hissing issue and scarcely

any Electy.

6400. Do. „ cooled outside and rattling-then Good
evolution, though not so much as No. i, but there more steam

and water pass in the same time.

6401. Tube 3 ( ) alone and hot and issue hissing-no electy.

evolved.

6402. „ raised to rattling issue. Good evolution of Electy.

6403. „ when cooled by ice at end near boiler, evidently

improved.

6404. „ at times a little water would hold on to the outside

edge of the issue end, and then it appeared as if there was more
electricity^ but whether the action of this water caused more, or

whether it was a mere result of that state of the steam issue

which caused more electricity, cannot now say. Think the latter,

because of results to be described with pure and common water

(6416).

6405. In using these tubes, cooling of the tube at the boiler end
evidently produce[s] much good effect. But I believe entirely by
producing the water which by friction produces the electricity.

6406. Now experimented with pipe No. i and the ball of steam
tube, in different states as to quantity of water.

6407. Ball full (as it could be) of water-excellent evolution of
Electy. Neg.

6408. Ball emptied of water and good jet of steam-scarcely any.

6409. Do., even cooling tube with ice-very poor.

6410. Ball now filled with common water (65 5 ^)~StillNone-no
trace.

6411. Judged that this was due to the saline matter of the water
and its increased conducting power in consequence of their

presence. So emptied the ball and filled and emptied it thrice

with distilled water, leaving it charged with distilled water, and
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now when the steam passed over, it had abundance of Neg.
Electy.

6412. So if no water in the Globe or pipe, no excitation. If com-
mon water in Globe or pipe, no excitation—but if distilled water,

Electy. evolved. Hence water, and that distilled water, essential.

So not due to the friction or evolution or any thing else belonging

to the steam as steam. Is essentially due to the rubbing water.

6413. Looks very like the case of the rubbing of a bad conductor,

as flannel, against Metal. There also the metal rendered Neg. So
if water not made as good an insulator as possible, it ceases to

shew the effect.

6414. Now in the expts. with the supply of water by a funnel

(6370) used common water. Hence probably cause of failure-

must repeat them with distilled water, etc. etc. etc.

6415. With Tube No. i on steam Globe and Globe charged with

distilled water, had abundant evolution of Electy. Neg.

6416. Applied common water to the outside and end of the tube

(6404), where it partly adhered and did not destroy the excitation

of Electy.

6417. Applied a solution of potash—and also dilute sulc, acid in

the same way to the outside and end of the tube, but there was
no diminution of the electricity evolved.

6418. Put a little solution of Sulphate of Soda into the water in

the steam globe—now all effect gone. No electricity. Good.

6419. Used Grove’s stopcock, which is a better excitor than any
of our tubes or stopcocks. No use—no electricity was evolved.

6420. Cooled the stopcock— still no electricity.

6421. Put on the side piece which usually makes the boiler

Positive, but now no effect—no electricity.

6422. Then emptied the ball and washed it well out with distilled

water: left the ball empty and used Tube No. i. No electy.

6423. Ball empty and used Grove’s stop cock. No Electy.

6424. Filled the ball with distilled water and use[d] Tube No. i,

whilst the excess of water poured out like a stream. No effect,

but immediately that over, excellent effect.

6425. So with Grove’s stopcock—excellent effect.

6426. So the difference between common and distilled water very

evident.
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6427. As ammonia increases conducting power ofwater but little,

anticipated that its addition to the water would not prevent it

from evolving electricity—added some, and its presence was shewn
by the steam which issued being able to redden damp turmeric

paper.

6428. With Grovers stopcock, the development of Electricity

was pretty good, but not so good as when distilled water only

in the Globe.

6429. With Tube No. i, excitement of Electy., but not much.
6430. So Ammonia does not destroy the power, but does
diminish it.

6431. Then put in the smallest drop of Sulc. acid to form a little

Sul. ammonia in the water, and now, as was expected, the power
of generating electricity, either by Grove’s Stopcock or our tube,

even at the highest pressures of steam, was entirely gone.

6432. The quantity of water retained by the Globe when steam
passing through it is cubic inches or 4 ounces fluid measure.

6433. Emptied the globe, washed it well out and left it filled with
distilled water. Now the effect was very good.
6434*. The wide aperture of the globe, when open, always makes
the Boiler Pos.\ and now to see whether the action of the water
which produced this Pos. state was also affected by the conducting
power of the water, made an expt. With pure water in the Globe
the Boiler was Pos. Added a little sul. soda solution to the water
and now no action whatever. So this affected in the same way as

the Neg. state.

6435. There is a cock under the steam pipe before the boiler,

meant to withdraw the water from the pipe before it enters the

Globe. This cock makes the boiler well Neg. when full issue of
steam from it, and it did so now. But Grove’s Stop cock at end
of the Globe could do nothing, because water in the globe now
saline. The water issuing at the pipe cock was of course pure.

A fine illustration of the dependance on water and the effect of
its impurity or conducting state.

21 NOVR. 1842.

6436. The boiler with our ste'^m tube, steam Globe, etc., all

insulated and steam up. The apparatus held a charge when charged

• 1.^341
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by shell lac. The Globe has been well washed and is now free

from water.

6437. Whenever I say the Globe is filled with water, I mean as

full as it can be, having the steam rushing through it. It is of
course in the state shewn (6434) or nearly so, and then contains

nearly 4 oz. fluid of water. The whole contents of the globe is

fluid ounces.

6438. The brass tube No. i (6388) on to the steam globe gave
after the first moment no electricity, no water being in the steam
globe. Filled up steam globe with distilled water and then it gave
plenty of Electy., making boiler Neg.

6439. Used a wooden tube made ofbox*wood, its inner dimensions

being the same as those of the metal tube No. i (6388). It excited

as well as the metal tube, making the boiler Neg. When rattling

issue came on, the Electrometer charge rapidly rose.

6440. Now used tubes of various materials and lengths; they

were about the same diameter as the brass tube No. i (6388) and

were fixed into the steam globe by putting them into a cork and

then screwing the cork into the steam globe aperture. To under-

stand this and the following results, let this drawing* illustrate,

which is nearly the right sizeM a is the steam globe; b its largest

aperture, of an inch from screw thread on one side to

screw thread on the other, i.e. a cylinder of an inch in

diameter would enter it; c is a brass mouth piece to supply a

smaller screw aperture of an inch in diameter from thread

edge to thread edge (called air pump screw); d is the cork into

which a tube may be fitted, and e a tube so fitted.

6441. A quill mounted as a tube, about the size of Brass tube

No. I. It produced no effect.

6442. Another quill tried—not the slightest effect. Quills may
be very useful as giving uncharged streams of steam and water.

I The drawing has been reduced to
|

scale.

[6440]
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6443. Piece of thin flint glass tube^ about same inner diameter as

Brass tube No. i (6388), and this length was used. The effect

was excellent and continuous. The boiler was rapidly charged
Negative, giving a good and quick succession of sparks, and the

effect surpassed any former termination, even Grove’s Stop cock.

6444. Little Sul. soda in the water of steam globe took away all

this excellent power from the Glass.

6445. Washed out globe and left it empty of water— still no
signs of electricity by glass tube (6443). Again at higher pressure
there was a first effect, and after that a little effect, but not to be
compared with that of the Globe fully charged with water.

6446. The quill tube withthe empty steam globe. No Electricity

.

The length of the quill tube was t.

6447. Used a green glass tube (bottle glass) of tlie same dimen-
sions as the flint glass tube (6443) It gave very feeble signs of
Electy. Now filled up the globe with distilled water, and after

the excess of water was driven out, the green glass was as good
in excitation as the flint glass. Boiler Neg.
6448. Another green glass tube: same results as to good excita-

tion.

6449. The flint glass tube (6443) restored to its place as good as

ever now water was in the globe.

6450. The quill tube in again and water (distilled) in the globe
gave a very little Neg. Electy. to the boiler. So it does excite

with proper proportion of steam and water, but is very poor as

compared to glass or metal or wood.
6451. Wood tube again. Is the best of all—had rapid succession
of sparks and firedpowder by them,

6452. Again the quill xNo^—nothing,

6453. It seemed to me as if the wood tube was best because it

was wet, and suspect the excitement of Electricity is by water
against water. So put the wooden tube to soak in distilled water.

6454. Put also the quills to soak in water.

6455. Glass is most likely only a water tube, i.e. a tube wetted
thoroughly, and if I had a tube that could not wet, it would
probably not excite at all—as the quill, or excite differently. The
glass must be a wet tube or it would not conduct its state to the
boiler part of the apparatus.

^ [6443]

t [6446]
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6456. Use tubes of Sulphur, Shell lac, oiled matter, varnished
matter.

6457. Now used the flint glass tube (6443), but observed what
effect was produced by altering its position in the mouth piece
of the globe. This was effected by pushing it more or less through
the cork, and the extent to which this was done may be indicated
by the accompanying diagrams.

6458. Tube in thus*. Good effect.

Tube in thust. No effect at all.

6459. But as this projection of tube into the globe would tend
to take its inner aperture out of the way of the water thrown up
by steam within, I filled up tlie globe with water and replaced
the tube in its last state. Then when excess of water was thrown
off, the tube acted better than just now, but not so well as at first.

6460. All this shews that the excitement depends on the favourable
supply of particles of water to the inner aperture of the tube, and
when the shape of the Steam globe mouth is a fixture, gives a
power of adjustment by trial dependant on the alteration of the
tube in the cork or mouth piece.

6461. The tube now brought to this stated was as good as ever.
When the cork was carried quite to the end, thus§, the effect was
not so good. But when restored to this conditionll, it was as good
as ever.

6462. Grove’s stopcock (6419) and our own stop cock not nearly
so good as this flint glass tube. In fact the tubes offlint glass^

of Green glass and of Wood excellent—better than the metal tube
No. I (6391).

6463. Now examined the effect of the position of a Brass tube
in relation to the cork and aperture, in the same manner. The
length of this brass tube isf and its diameter . When it was
in the cork thus**, it excited pretty well, but not as well as the

above tubes. When thustt, not so good as the last state. When

* [6458] t [6458]

II [6461]
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put back to this*, was improved and good again. When carried

further thus+, the effect was better still—and still better again

when it was increased to this degree I then pushed the tube

further in, up to this degree^, and now it was bad and the effect

very feeble—but when it was withdrawn to this stated, it was very

good again.

6464.

In order to have some idea of effect of long tube and also

of position in steam vent, I now used a longer brass tube of same
diameter as the last, indeed a piece of the same, its length being as

this line^f and its inner diameter of an inch. I shall merely
represent the cork end and its distance from the cork in the

figures. At first it was thus, and very good in effect.

When thus, it was very good—

and thus, as good, perhaps even best of all.

When returned to this state, it was certainly not so good, and
when it was still further pushed in, to this state**, there was
scarcely any electrical effect, and only the smooth hissing sound
of the steam issue.

6465. After this I put the three brass tube[s] (6388) on in one
length— the effect was very poor and the sound hissing and smooth.
Took off the parts 2 and 3 and now the effect very good and the

sound rattling.

6466. Took a piece of the same brass tube as that already de-
scribed (6463), but shorter, of this lengthtt: inches, and

* [6463]
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shifted it in the cork holder as before. When its inner end was
level with the cork the tube was as good as any of the former
ones. When the end projected beyond the cork |, g

of an
inch*, all were good positions and excited well; when it was
thus, it was best of all and very good, the boiler being Neg,
In all these cases the sound of issue was rattling.

6467. A shorter piece of the same thin brass tube was used, being
inches long and of inch inner diameter. When in

this position, it excited very well;

but when this, it excited better and ^qual to any of the other

tubes, except perhaps the last (6466).

When further in, as thus, it was now as good as any of them,

though so short. So the frictional excitement seems to be limited

to a certain part; the rest acts merely as a tube carrying off the

particles, but probably not touching them, or if it does, probably

discharging some which have been charged in an anterior part.

6468. Used a still shorter piece of the same brass tube,

of an inch in length and of an inch in diameter. When
inserted thus, it was very good, but not so good as the last

two (6466, 6467), they being further through the cork. Perhaps

this might have come up if fixed further in.

6469. Used the brass tubet (6466), putting it into a wider cork,

and displacing the piece c (6440), fixed it into the larger aperture

b of the steam globe. As this alters the form of the parts about

the inner aperture of the jet tube, it also will probably affect

the most available position. I made the distance from cork the

good distance above (6466); it was also pretty good here, but

nothing like what it was before.

6470. I considered that the water level within would want ad-

justment, so filled up the globe with distilled water, replaced the

tube and cork as it was, and let the steam blow off the excess of

water. It was now much better than before, but not so good as

when same tube in same position was fixed in the narrow mouth
piece.

6471. So all these good tubes are good with the particular mouth
piece.

* [6466]
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6472*. I have had a cone apparatus constructed, conceiving it

would be good to send stream of water particles against a piece

of metal or wood, etc. on which they should beat and then be
driven off. All was at first of brass: a is the steam passage,

screwing on to mouth piece c (6440) of the steam globe, terminating

in a funnel b having an angle of 90°; c is an arm and screw,

holding a cone having also an angle of 90°, which could be
made to approach and receed by the use of the thumb screw.

6473. First the cone was far back from the funnel and the effect

was excellent, as good as any thing I had had. Sound very rattling.

There was also sudden increases of rattling and then sudden in-

creases of the Electricity developed.

6474. Screwed up the cone nearer and nearer to the funnel. The
effect continued good until the cone came pretty near the funnel,

and then the rattling diminished and also the electricity. When-
ever suddenly the rattle changed into a hiss, the Electric develop-
ment ceased and vice versa.

6475. When cone very close, there was only a hissing issue and
no electricity. When returned to half open and quite open, the

apparatus resumed all its power again.

6476. Increases of pressure greatly increased the power of the

apparatus.

6477. Took the cone off, and though had good pressure, had
no Electy. Put the cone on again and now fine developement.
Value of the cone is apparently very great.

6478. Remember, all this is without the arrangement of the in-

ternal aperture, which is probably bad, as there is no effect without
the cone. (6477).

6479. I had two other cones made of brass, one having an angle

rather less than 90° and the other an angle rather greater. Used
the flatter cone; was in all respects as the former, except that in

certain position the issue changed quickly from rattle to hiss and
hiss to rattle, and the corresponding developements of electricity

beautifully seen by the Electrometer.

6480. Used the acute cone—was the same as the two former.

6481. There is more electricity evolved when the cone exit is

much open than when little open, even though rattle in both cases;

* [6472]
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but remember that then also more steam and water passes, and
that ought to cause a corresponding increase in some degree.

6482. Without the rattle there is nothing, and that appears to

depend upon the manner in which the water is either thrown
against the metal, or carried through the steam passage smoothly

without touching it. Hence the value of those forms of tube

which determine the manner ofsupply to the inner end (6457, etc.).

6483. It is probable that the adjusted tube inner aperture and

the cone outer aperture may give a still better result.

6484. I stuck a little piece of brass tube to the steam globe end

of the cone apparatus, to effect this in part. After this addition,

the apparatus generated about as well ^s before when cone wide

open—but better than before when cone closed up.

6485. This junction of cone without and tube within gave us

more changes from hiss to rattle, and the correspondant effects

of electric evolution were beautifully seen.

6486. Now proceeded to try different forms of tube as to length,

etc,

6487*. Used a long flint glass tube of same diameter as the

former ( ) of an inch and inches in lengths

It was not so good as the first flint glass tube (6443). That

tube was as good as the cone.

6488. Used a short thin brass tube, same diameter as the others,

but notched at the outer end to favour the rattle; but observed

no good effects nor any thing particular.

6489. Having a metallic tube issue, I held a glass tube, closed

at one end, as a pandean pipe before it, to try if sonorous vibra-

tion would effect as the rattle does, or would induce favourable

condition of the issuing column of steam and water—but could

find no effects any way.

6490. Turned an insulated metal communicating piece (con-

nected however with the boiler by a wire) into a mouth aperture

and steam whistle, and obtained very high and strong sound—but
now had a diminished effect of excitation. In this case, some of

the steam or water excited in the passage of the tube was probably

discharged again in this mouth piece or whistle, which would act

more or less as a gatherer.

^ The drawing reduced to
|

scale.

[64873
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6491. These sonorous vibrations seem to do no good.

6492. When silk rubs silk, which is P. and N. ? Is that which
moves quickest P., as in water case— and is it so always?

6493. tJsed 4' gallons of water from the boiler in this day’s

experiment.

DECK. 5, 1842.

6494. Boiler hot, etc. Found the insulation very bad and traced

it at last to the conducting power of surface of the insulating

pieces of shell lac, which had been exposed to air on the ground
under the feet of the boilbr. These being well wiped— all was in

order again.

6495. The metal tube (6463) good as before (6463).

6496. The Glass tube (6443) Do.
6497. The soaked wooden tube (6439, ^453 ) admirable.

6498. The soaked quill (6454); little or no effect.

6499. A dry quill— the same.
6500^. A new thin wood tube in a cork not so good as the old

wooden tube (6497); when the rattle sound on was the best.

6501 1, Ivory tube in a cork, etc. gave nothing.

6502. A round metal tube with the end flattened, thusf: quiet

issue and no effect of excitation.

6503. Now worked with the cone apparatus, without the tube
which has been constructed to fill its steam way and allow adjust-

ment of that passage—so that steam way larger than before (6472).

6504. With metal cone (6473) as before, very good effect.

6505. Wooden cone, same size as metal, produced admirable
effect; good effect with comparitively low pressure, and when
pressure up, the electrometer leaves opened rapidly and could
procure good sparks every half second. This best of all as

yet.

6506. Wooden cone (boxwood) and globe empty of water. At
first an effect of excitement, but when passages and cone hot,

then little or no effect; for no water to rub.

6507.

" Put water distilled in steam globe—now full exciting effect

again. Beautiful.

6508. Put a small crystal of sul. soda into water in the steam

* t^soo] t [6501]

t [6502] n
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globe— after a few moments, when it dissolved and diffused

through the water, no excitement.

6509. Washed out the solution and put in distilled water—was
good again.

6510. Left distilled water in steam globe, but dropped distilled

water on to wooden cone. Then steam let on; instant good effect

and continuous.

6511. Dropped soh suh soda on to wooden cone, distilled water

being in the globe— turned on tlie steam and now no excitement.

But as the continued steam and water issued forth, it gradually

washed off solution from cone, and as that washed off, the

exciting power returned. Beautiful.

6512. Distilled water on cone again—not interrupt the evolution.

6513. Sol. of common salt acted exactly as the sul. soda solution

described above (6511).

6514. Common water on the cone does not shew its bad effect

because soon washed off, but in the Globe I think it did. Must

try it in the globe again.

6515. Took the wood cone off; then effect was very feeble.

6516. Put the small brass cone on; did excite moderately, but

not so good as the large cone. The large cone appears to be so

good because it best disposes of tlie Pos. excited steam. If that

touches other parts of the apparatus, then it is discharged by

them and lowers the effect on the boiler.

6517. Small brass plate on: when nearly up to steam issue or

when as far back as possible—no excitement. At the middle

distance did excite, but nothing like so well as full sized cone

of metal.

6518. Put the tube (6503) into the funnel steam way. Effect with

large metal cone on much worse. When tube away and steam

passage free open, very good again.

6519. Lined the steam passage of the funnel part with a quill^ not

letting it project on either side, and had a wood cone in place.

In this case the excitement excellent. The quill must have nullified

all effect there, but the excitement is in fact on the cone.

6520. Covered the wood cone with a stretched layer ofcaoutchouc

—as good as ever. Observe that the caoutchouc was thoroughly

wet on its surface.

7-2
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6521. Oiled a cone of wood on the surface. It excited well, but

on examining it, found the oil driven in and the surface thoroughly

wet— hence the effect.

6522. Used four gallons of water in these expts.

DECK. 13, 1842.

6523. Have reinsulated the boiler— all in excellent condition.

6524. Glass tube (6443): good excitement. JVeg, as before, all

right; distilled water in the Steam Globe, which was die former

round globe (6440).

6525. The old thick soake'd wood tube (6439): admirable excite-

ment. JVeg. always, counting the boiler state.

6526. The smaller wood tube in cork (6500)
:
good and JVe^.

6527. The Ivory tube has been in water since the 5th (6501).

Gave at first nothing, then a very little only and that JVeg.

6528. The soaked quill (6498) better than Ivory and Neg.\ by
use the heat of the steam made it dryer, and then it was worse
and nearly nul.

6529*. A flint glass tube with a quill outer termination— effect

moderate and very nearly the same whether the quill on or off.

6530 1. Another dint glass tube with a quill outer end—moderate
action whether quill on or off. The quill does not destroy the

effect of the tube of glass.

6531 A quill tube with a glass external termination. No excite-

ment, i.e. the quill tube seemed to gain no power by the addition

of the glass termination,

6532s. Lined a glass tube with a close spiral of brass wire from
end to end, the inner diameter of the spiral being about the inner

diameter of the former tubes (6443). This excited very well and
Neg.
6533. A wooden tube (6500) has been boiled in Olive oil until

water expelled, and then left to cool under the oil. This tube,

mounted in a cork, etc. and steam sent through, was at first nul
in action ; but on continuing the steam, it gradually gained power
and in a little while became very good, when there was rattling

[6529] t [6530]
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issue. The boiler was Neg.^ and when the tube was examined, it

was found that the steam and water had displaced the oil, and
that in fact within the tube it was a wet wooden tube.

6534. A similar wooden tube (6500) has been heated under
melted sulphur until all the water was expelled, and then left to

soak in the hot sulphur, and at last withdrawn [illegible] and
coated wdth sulphur and allowed to cool. This tube excited as

well as the best when there was rattling issue of steam, and made
the boiler Neg. as before (6879).

^535* A. metal tube with holes in the side at one end. If this end
outwards, the excitement not so good as usual, but nothing
remarkable. When holes and end wel’e in the steam globe (the

tube being turned end for end), still nothing particular.

6536. Now put the cone apparatus (6472, 6544) on to the steam
Globe.

6537. The wood cone as before (6505): admirable and boiler

Neg.

6538. Metal cone (6472) as before: also good.

6539. Have had a wood cone boiled in oil and allowed to cool
and stand in it 24 hours. This cone, when wiped and in place,

was at first nul in effect. But as steam issue continued, it gradually
gained power and was as effectual as a mere wood cone. When
taken off, it was found that the wood at the apex of the cone and
about I inch from it was quite wet and soaked with water at the

surface; the rest oily. This had made it equivalent to a wooden
cone.

6540. A sulphur cone was an excellent exciter and made the boiler

Neg., just as wood did, but it was not so powerful as wood.
6541. The Air pump aperture of the Globe produced weak Neg.
6542. The widest issue aperture of the globe gave weak Pos.

(cause of this perhaps oil; see forward (6570, etc.), for white lead

had been used here).

6543. Supply Apparatus.

I have had an apparatus made by which I could supply liquids

to the steam channel at pleasure, so as to use water with a steam
globe empty of water, or oil, etc. The kind of apparatus is figured

on the next page^ and is easily understood by inspection.

^ i.e. at par. 6544.
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6544*. steam and water globe.

a—2L mouth piece to which, by a connecting screw is

attached

the steam passage piece.

c— a stop cock with cap above, into which a tube is fixed

by a cork.

/—the glass tube (conical) for water, oil, etc., 10 or 12

inches high.

the cone apparatus, which can be attached at pleasure

to b by the connecting piece d.

All these parts are of brass, except the tube, which is of glassy

its corky and the cone Wy which is of wood.

The drawing is the size of the originals

6545. Can easily insulate the exciting cone.

6546. First the parts a, b and c were attached in place to the steam

globe, the latter having its proper supply of water, and the stop

cock f was shut. The apparatus was now a mere steam passage,

and it excited moderately, as a mere tube would do, making the

boiler Ncg,

* Reduced to ” scale.
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6547. Then put on the cone apparatus at the end (6472, 6544),
attaching it by a common adapter, and now ascertained the effect

of the cone ofwood under these circumstances. It was very good,

making the boiler Neg., and so far accorded with former experi-

ments. Shewing that the steam passage had nothing particular

in its mere action but served as a tube only.

6548. Emptied the steam globe of its water but left the wood
cone, etc. as just described (6547). At first there was good excite-

ment (6294, 6374) whilst the parts able to condense water. But

when all raised to full temperature, then the cone, etc. produced

very little. There was some effect, because the apparatus being

uncloathed, there is always some wate/ produced and hurried on
through passage, but it was very little by comparison with effect

when water was in the globe.

6549. Now tried the effect of distilled water in the tube c. When
water was in this tube (14 inches long) and the cock/open, the

steam being shut off, the water instantly ran through, part probably

going into the steam globe and part running out at the mouth
of the apparatus. But when the cock/was opened after the steam

was turned on from the globe to the apparatus, then this water

descended very slowly. There was a series of rapid small con-

cussions due to condensation at the contact of water and steam,

and the consequence was that the water descended as slowly as

I wanted it, supplying by successive small portions that fluid to

the interior of the steam passage, to be carried forward by the

steam and driven against the cone.

6550. The consequence was that excitement was now abundant,

though there was no supply of water from the steam globe.

6551. On shutting off the water in pipe c, after a few moments

the evolution of Electricity fell nearly to nothing, although the

steam was issuing. On opening the communication for water,

the excitation rose again greatly.

6552. Observations. The supply of water is probably not the

best in its kind for the tube: it runs into a little channel cut

round the inside of the steam passage to distribute it, and then

is carried forward.

6553. The water cools the brass piece c, and that alone makes

water condense there and so causes excitement. Probably water
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might be better supplied by making part of the steam channel
thin and condensing there a portion of the steam within.

6554. So the effect of water thus supplied is very evident and
good.

6555. Now tested common water, putting that in the tube c;

immediately the apparatus lost all power of generating electricity

(6410, 6411).

6556. Put distilled water into c and let it in. In a few seconds,

i.e. as soon as the common water was driven away, up rose the

exciting power and was as good as ever.

6557. Common water in again-down went the excitation.

6558. Distilled water— ag^in brought it up as before— beautiful.

6559. Used a mixture of half alcohol, half water—was not so
good as distilled water, but excited; and boiler JVeg.

6560. Used good Oi/ ofturpentine in supply tube c. It descended
as the water did and gave good excitement, but to my delight

the boiler was Positive. Good sparks, deflexions, etc. etc. etc. etc.

and all Positive,

6561. Thinking that by this time there was water in the steam
globe, I turned off the oil of turpentine and continued steam
issue. Excitement soon came on in a very excellent degree, but
boiler was Neg.j as for water only.

6562. Let down a little oil of turpentine and then put on steam.
The first excitement good and Pos. This continued for a while,
perhaps a minute, gradually decreasing, and then Neg. excite-

ment came on as before.

6563. Let down continuous supply of oil of turpentine and then
had a continuous and strong Positive excitement in the boiler.

So can easily obtain Pos, and Neg, when wanted.

6564. When the apparatus was giving Pos. state, I stopped the
steam for a moment and poured oil of turpentine over the surface
of the wooden cone only:, then turned on steam; but the earliest

specimen of electricity I could take was Neg, I incline to believe
however that for a moment at the very beginning it was Po^.-but
before that could tell upon the whole boiler it had become neg.
by the driving off of the Oil of turpentine.

6565. Letting a little oil of turpentine descend into tube by c,

however, immediately made state Pos,
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6566. A new and dry wood cone was soaked in oil turpentine

and then put in place, but still the first electricity I could take was
Neg.y and the cone when taken off was wet with water.

6567. Steam and water easily and instantly displace oil of turpen-

tine from wood. Hence the surface is instantly a wet surface.

6568. It is very convenien\t to be able so freely to clear out the

oil of turpentine by the steam, etc. of the issue.

6569. Now passed distilled water through c and brought all to

its negative aqueous condition.

6570. Olive oil into c. Let a little into the steam passage, then

put steam on; there was good excitation and boiler was Pos.

Continued the steam and by degree the excitement was reduced

and changed to JVeg.

6571. Let the Olive oil continue to run in^ and then excitement

contnd. Pos. and strongly so, as strongly as with Oil of tur-

pentine.

6572. After this, putting water in c and letting it in to steam

passage, I found it difficult to clear off this Pos. state and that

state returned. Found that some of the oil had flowed back

towards the steam globe, and that passage was nearly permanently

Positive. Very Good.

6573. Took off wooden cone; still Pos. excitement. Left only

piece a and b and in place of c inserted a cork; still this proved to

be a good Positive excitor.

6574. Put on another wood cone: still Pos. and powerful.

6575. Put a little Olive oil in the steam Globe and now found it

always gave Pos. with metal tube.

6576. The oil and the water become milky together and very

little oil appears to give the water a Pos. power.

6577. When wood cone off, still excites Pos. With pure water

it is nul in this state.

6578. The mere flint glass in cork was a Pos. excitor to boiler

when the oil was in the globe.

6579. Even the Soaked wet wooden tube was Pos.

6580. Drew off water from steam globe—a few drops of oil came

out, but no doubt some left in-and now with no water in steam

globe, used the old wet wood tube. Whilst cold, i.e. at first,

excited Pos. Again a sample of Electy. was Pos. But when all
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hot, so that no condensation of water in steam passage, then
was NuL
6581. Hence water is needed in these excitements as well as in

the former.

6582. Still, if allowed to cool so that on first rush of steam an
effect may be produced, that effect is Pos. The Pos. state is now
very permanent—and valuable.

6583. Put on cone apparatus (6472, 6544). When hot, the effect

nul for want of water. Stopped steam—cooled cone passages and
then let on steam— then first effect Neg.^ as it ought to be for

pure water.

6584. Introduced a little efil at the steam end of the cone passage
and now it gave fine Pos, effect as its first effect; passing to Nul
as the heat rose and all became water dry.

6585. Quantity of steam used 5* Gallons.

16 DECK. 1842.

6586. Of the two Syringes for condensing air, they send through
the following amounts of common air at common pressure on
both j-zc/cj— each stroke

Large syringe— 8 cubic inches

Small syringe— 3 cubic inches.

17 DECK. 1842.

6587. Steam used this day was 6 Gallons.

6588. Had the steam globe on to-day as before.

6589. Connected it with a Marcet’s boiler to find the pressure of
the steam. The utmost pressure I have used up to this time has
not been more than 13 inches of mercury— not half an atmosphere
above atmospheric pressure; the usual force has been from 10 to

1 3 inches of Mercury.
6589^*. Now used this apparatus: j, steam globe; a mouth
piece terminating in a thin piece of brass tube inserted into the
cork /z, which itself was inserted into mouth of a retort cap o,

into which could be screwed the wooden tube t. The retort cap
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had been thoroughly cleaned by hot sol. of potash and water,

and the arrangement produced a little chamber c, easily accessible

by taking 0 of[f] the cork, and into which I could introduce

liquids, etc. at pleasure. For this purpose I used pill box lath:

rolling a piece up into a spiral, putting it into the chamber c,

and then fixing 0 upon the cork n. These spirals were either

moistened after they were in their place with the oil, oil of

turpentine or other liquid to be used, or else, as with Sulphur,

Wax, etc., prepared before hand by being dipped into a little

of the substance made hot in a capsule.

6590. I found that any liquid used in the chamber c could be

quickly and thoroughly cleaned out so &s to restore the apparatus

perfectly to its first or clean state.

6591. First, with nothing in chamber c, found that the old wet

box wood tube used as t was as good as ever and Neg.

6592. A new dry beach wood tube (smaller in bore than old box

wood) gave scarcely any thing (water was of course in the steam

globe). But a similar tube wetted, much better and Neg.

6593. A similar beech wood tube boiled in distilled water and

left in since yesterday, better still and good, but not so good as

the old box wood (not so wide in bore).

6594. One made of more open bore-better still -but old wet

boxwood stands first. All gave Neg. in boiler.

6595. Arranged a discharging electrometer with the Gold leaf,

and it does exceedingly well to tell cases of very strong excitation,

by the number of unit discharges in a given time.

6596. Now began to introduce substance into the chamber c on

the coils of box chip.

6597. Oil of turpentine. First effect strong and Pos.-second

observation Pos. but weaker-next Pos. a little-observed the

Electrometer leaves and they went gradually down, for a moment

were collapsed, and then opened quickly, and found them now
permanently and strong Neg. No further change. On opening

chamber c, found all the oil of turpentine dissipated and the chip,

etc. thoroughly wet; box free of smell.

6598. This a beautiful case of power of producing Pos. state

and the disappearance of the state with the disappearance of the

substance.
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6599. Put a little more oil of turpentine in to same wet chip and

had the same succession of effects.

6600. Camphor. New chip, and lodged pieces in and between it

ofthe camphor. The Electy. was Neg. from the first and continued

so. Yet camphor came over with the steam. After 4 or 5 observa-

tions there was still camphor in the box—continued to send small

stream ofsteam through and found <2//camphor quickly volatilized.

So camphor is not as Oil of turpentine, but neutral apparently.

6601. and new chip. No electy. for a time and

then rose up Neg. Put more Pyroligneous ether on to the same

chip. As before. No electricity at first and until all the fluid

driven off, and then Neg.'as with water. So this prevents excita-

tion. Does it do so as a saline solution by its conducting power?

6602. Liquid ammonia. First Pos. for two or three electrometer

observation[s]
;
then became Nul—then rose Neg.^ as if ammonia

had power to produce Pos. whilst present.

Again, Amm. on to same chip. Now Neg. from very first.

New chip and amm. Neg. from the first.

Turned the cork n end for end and then Amm. on to last chip—

was now Pos. over and over again, but at last, by continuing the

steam, it became Neg. There is therefore something here which

can be exhausted, but the ammonia must have been gone long

ago and it looks rather as if the cork end had supplied it.

Fresh ammonia, all the rest being unchngd. Excitement was
small, but Pos.

6603. Used Good box tube and ammonia—at first Nul; then

power got up and always Neg. Repeated the expt.; same results.

6604. Remember that a substance may shew Pos. power by
making the natural effect of water alone less Neg.

6605. Acetic Acid. Old box wood tube and New chip in c. Was
Neg.i then put in little strong acetic acid; effect was Nul steadily

and for some time and then gradually rose up iVIsg-.—weakly.

Stopped off steam a while—a minute or two—then on again. Nul
for a short time, because of Acetic acid in the wood of chip,

which in that time came to the surface; and then, as that acid

dissipated, effect again came on Neg. So Acetic acid takes off

power of pure water.

6606. Olive oil on chip. At first Pos. strong and for some time.
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then fell in power-became nul and then rose Neg, Put a little

more oil in. Some effect again and again. Beautiful.

6607. Stopped the steam a while and then put it on-was Neg.

at once, shewing that the oil was all cleared out. On examining

the chamber c, no signs of oil there.

6608. Hogs lard\ as oil. Pos., then Neg.

6609. Spermaceti: as oil. Do.
6610. Yellow wax: as oil. Do.
6611. To obtain a longer Pos. state, soaked a thick string in

melted yellow wax; made a coil of one or two rings of it and put

that in the box; was now Pos. for a long time. Did not stop to

exhaust it.
*

6612. When these things are used with chip, long before they

are dissipated the Neg. state comes on, for they are driven by
the heat, water and steam into the inner dry parts of the wood.

Then the surface is not an oiled but a water surface and the effect

is that of water alone.

6613. Water with steam easily displaces Oil and such like things

from the pores and fibres of wood.

6614. Sulphur on chip. Neg. from the first—does nothing.

6615. India rubber-^ piece held in by chip circle. Does nothing,

i.e. was Neg. from first. It wet just as wood does, thoroughly.

6616. Some India rubber heated in candle so as to melt and smeared

over chip, Neg. from the first. So though rendered a liquid and

a hydro carbon, has not the effect of oil or oil of turpentine.

6617. Caoutchoucine. This liquid was so volatile in part that on

dropping it into the chamber c whilst warm, much boiled off at

once, frothing up; but trusting that the wet string ring in the

chamber retained the more fixed parts, it was tried and was very

Neg. from the first-not Pos, as oil of turpentine or sweet oil.

It was certainly more Neg. than water alone.

6618. Cleaned out the chamber, put in fresh chip and on it oil

of turpentine. Was as before. Well Pos. awhile-then neutral and

then Neg. Dropped in a little caoutchoucine and instantly Very

Neg.^ more so than water and very contij%uous.

6619. Olive oil again; fresh chip; surely and well Pos. Good.

6620. Rosin oil (so called): strong Pos.

6621. Castor oil: strong Pos.
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6622. Laurel oil volatile. At first well Pos. ; continues some time,

then goes down; becomes nul% then expands Neg. Fine exhibition

of the order of Phenomena; found all oil dissipated.

6623. Alcoholic sol. ofcamphor. At first Nul: after a time, when
spirit and camphor off, was Neg.
6624. Sol. Potash on chip. Nul— destroys effect— easily cleared

out again by washing and probably also by continuing steam.

6625. Sol. Sul. Soda. destroys effect— easily cleared out by
washing.
6626. Sulc. acid. I drop to i oz. of distilled water—a drop of
this on chip made apparatus Nul for \ a minute or more— then
gradually washed away and Neg. effect came on. Good.

So far for these kind of expts. at present.

6627^. Tried this apparatus: r is a thin brass tube fixed on to the

steam globe and passing water tight through corks and the little

cistern c; t is the usual wet exciting wooden tube.

6628. Emptied the steam globe of water and then sent steam
through when all was hot— there was little or no electricity pro-
duced for want of water. Poured some alcohol into the cistern c;

this soon heated up and began to boil and of course produced
water on the inside of the tube r. But this water was not enough
or not effectual, for the excitement was poor.

6629. When the steam Globe was replenished with distilled water
and the apparatus above restored to its place, then the excitement
was very fair, far surpassing what it was before.

6630. Probable that, as steam sweeps over water in the steam
globe, it take[s] up and carries on globules of water; and this

a more effectual form than sweeping over the inside of the tube
from the condensing place.

6631. Now fixed the Ivory tube (6501) into the steam globe to

have as neutral a jet as possible, and by an insulating stand
opposed various cones before the jet, collecting on an electro-
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meter the Electricity of the cone) the proper proportion of water

being in the steam Globe, but no liquids or any thing but water

and steam in the steam jet.

6632. New beech cone: Neg. and Strong.

6633. Thin oiled silk: 4 thickness over a cone . Neg.

6634. White silk on cone (instantly wetted) . . Neg.

6635. Kerseymere on cone (Do.) Neg.

6636. Japanned leather on cone . . . strong Neg.

Did not wet through the Japanned leather.

6637. Linen on cone : instantly wet through strong Neg.

6638. Brass cone Neg.

6639. The wet white silk cone^ covered *with olive oil . well Neg.

6640. Do., moistened with caoutchoucine.... Very Ncg.

6641. Oiled silk cone^ oiled with Olive oil Neg.

6642. Sulphur cone Neg.

6643. So all these neg. No positive; but probably very different

when the stream of steam carries the oil, etc. etc. etc. with it.

If not, ascertain why.

20 DECK, 1842.

6644. Used 5 Gallons water this day.

6645. Boiled all right; insulates well. Steam issue arranged as

on 17th (6589), but used for a chamber a longer and narrower

retort cap, and instead of chip box to hold the fluids, have washed

a piece of thick sail canvas in distilled water and now use iliat.

Is a good material for the coil (<^589).

6646. Canvas alone in chamber c-the old wet box tube being

the termination. Excites well and Neg,\ so canvas alone makes

no change.

6647. A slip of new cork put into the box. Pos. a little at first

moment, then afterwards always Neg, So apparently a little of

something in cork volatile and causing Pos,,, but that quickly

exhausted.

6648. LiquidAmmonia on to that slip of Cork : first nul for a time,

and then when Ammonia gone, Neg,

6649. Canvas in box-Sol. Ammonia-first iVtt/-then gradually

rose Neg,

6650. Oil of turpentine on same canvas wet. First strong Pos.-
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then Nul-then Neg. Oil turpentine on dry new canvas-same

thing. Pos. once or twice-then Nul-then Neg., when Oil of

turpentine gone. Change soon occurs (6597).

6651. Oil of laurel. Same and as yesterday (6622).

6652. Strong Alcoholic Solution of Camphor. Pos. for a moment
or so, then quickly iV^Z-and Neg.

6653. Alcohol alone. Gives weak Pos. at first; this quickly gone

and then permanent Neg.

6654. Camphor alone in particles and dust. Perhaps least trace

Pos.^ but appears nul for some time and then Neg. gradually

came up to full extent. Camphor is certainly below Alcohol in

making state Pos. *

6655. Sulc. Ether. First nul:, then quickly Neg.

6656. Boracic acid in crystals, etc. Nul at first- then Neg.-box
found empty.

6657. Sulphur sublimed—washed in weak ammonia— then in two

or three distilled waters. The wet paste put in and about the coil

of canvas in the old large box c (6589). The state Neg. from very

first, and very strong-more so certainly than water alone.

6658. Naphthaline in crystals, on new canvas. Neg. from first

and very strong. Sent steam through till all smell of Napthaline

gone, and then the canvas alone as good and as Neg.

6659. Rectified Naphtha, so labled. Believe it is German Naphtha

distilled. Neg. from first and very strong- stronger than water

alone. Charges electr. very quickly- frequent sparks-rather con-

tinuous.

6660. Naphtha (the previous before rectification). First Pos. a

moment-then nul-then Strong Neg., continuing when the

Naphtha gone. Repeated with same effect.

6661. Rectified Naphtha again (6659). When Plenty of it on the

canvas, was same result, i.e. first Pos. a moment, then Nul and

then Neg.-2.nA the Neg. very striking and good.

6662. Is this residual Neg. only the water state cleared to its best

condition, or is it a direct effect of part of the Naphtha.^

6663. Sulphuret of Carbon. Very Neg. from first moment—more
than after-as if it had Neg. effect, but that gone instantly.

6664. Strong Acetic acid. Quite Nul for some time, as Sul. soda,

etc., and then gradually Neg. rose up as the acid washed away.
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6665. After this, washing out the box and tube and using a new
canvas restored ful[l] Neg. effect, shewing that could clear residue

of its effect away.

6666. Condensed oilgas liquor. Pos. for some time and strongly—

then fell-"/zw/, and rose Neg. This effect again and again.

6667. Caoutchouc melted in a flask : thick black fluid. This smeared

on inside surface of canvas ring. Very Neg. from first instant and

continued so long time. On opening the box, found the matter

melted and dispersed about, but plenty of it here and there within,

on cork, etc.

6668. Distilled some caoutchouc, collected about
\
first, and then

the denser last portion by itself.

6669. Caoutchine (the first portion (6668)). First instant Pos.%

then quickly Nul and Neg. Again, first then nul and Neg.
If steam let on more moderately, at first the Pos. more distinct.

If rapidly, the first Pos. is often lost in final Neg. state.

6670. The second portion (6668). First Neg.— then Pos.— then

nul and Neg. When rattling came on well, the Neg. state sud-

denly started up. The supply of water has to do with these feeble

states and is more influential in changing them than with the

stronger states.

6671. Melted caoutchouc again— before.

6672. Removed canvas and put in fresh canvas with oil of turpen-

tine to clear out all Neg. influence of the Caoutchouc. Was first

Neg.^ from caoutchouc in tube probably— then Pos. from its dis-

placement and effect of oil turpentine— then after a time Nul—TxnA

Neg. as usual.

6673. Resin^ common^ in Alcohol. On dry canvas—

P

oj. from

first, strongly and very continuously. On opening the box found

the rosin melted and sticking about. Took out the canvass, but

the cork and cap alone made state strong Pos. Put in a New cork-
still strong Pos. Used a new wood tube— still strongly Pos.— so

the resin adhering to the box enough to do all this. Washed the

box with Potash, etc. etc. After this, with either the New or the

old wooden tube was Neg. So now in natural water state

again.

6674. Olive oil in canvass. Pos. from first; continuously and

well so, but not so high as Rosin. Took out canvass and wiped

8FDIV
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box well-still Pos. for a while, but at last all displaced and it

took its natural Neg. state.

6675. The following are the general states produced by the dif-

ferent bodies tried, using a wet wooden tube as exit. But must

remember that a body which makes a weak Neg. state of boiler,

or Nullifies, may do so by having itself a real Pos. power. The
states are those of the tube and boiler. Of course the issuing stream

had the opposite state—and this will much depend upon whether

the body used is more or less volatile than water, i.e. whether

it is in globules sticking to the wood, etc., or in vapour passing

through it.

6676. Excite Neg. Electy. Nullifiers
!

Excite Pos. in Boiler

Water alone Ammonia Oil turpentine: transient

Sulphur Dil. Sulc. acid „ laurel: do.

Naphthaline Sol. Sul. Soda Camphor: tr. and weak
Alcohol: tr. and weakNaphtiia 1 ^

Rect. Naphth./
*

„ Potash

„ Salts certain Naphtha
\ ^

Sul. Carbon: trans. Sulc. Ether R. Naphtha/
*

Melted Caoutchouc: perm. Boracic acid

Acetic acid

Oil gas liquor: tr.

Caoutchoucine ist \ ^

Do. 2nd/
*

Resin in Alcohol: perm.

Olive oil: perm.

6677. Now endeavoured to ascertain whether any changes in the

substance of the thing struck or rubbed by the stream would be

affected by substances put into the box; or these again affected

in their result by nature of the thing rubbed.

6678. So removed the wooden tube (6645) and replaced it by

the ivory tube (6501). Tried this by itself and found that it made
the boiler Neg. and pretty well, but not as wood tube.

6679. Put oil turpentine into box c. Made tube and boiler Pos.^

as with wood tube, and well. It remained Pos. longer than with

wood and gradually sank to opened a very little Neg.^ but

was almost nul for long time, as if tube brought to its first state.

Now it had been oiled before putting into place above (6678).

Perhaps higher pressure might bring out the Neg. state.

6680. Rectified Naphtha and ivory tube. First Pos. moderate

-

then nul—\htn Neg.—as with wood (6661).

6681. Cleared out the box c and placed insulated cones before
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the jet from Ivory tube, connecting them and not the boiler witli

an electrometer, to learn their state.6682.

Ivory jet with water and steam alone gave the following

states to the insulated cones put opposite, and these states are

I believe the result of friction against the cones and not of the

cones acting as dischargers to the issuing stream; that would give

the contrary state.

Brass cone Neg.
Wet beech cone Neg.
Sulphur cone . . . . . . . Neg.
White silk cone (wet) .... Neg.
Kerseymere (wool) cone wet . . Neg.
Japan leather cone Neg.

So all these different substances are made Neg. alike by the stream

of steam and water.

6683. I have covered one wood cone with 5 or 6 thicknesses of

flannel so as to have a cone which the jet of steam, etc. should

rather penetrate into than rub over. Here friction may be said

to be removed in part, but here also the particles excited by fric-

tion against the outer layer of wool may be discharged again

against the inner layer, and so diminish effect. However
The cone of many wool thicknesses—Neg., but very little so.

„ „ one wool thickness—Neg., much more powerful.

„ „ one silk thickness (wet but close)—Neg. very power-
fully.

Hence difference, but either cause would produce it.

6684. Now had Ivory tube (6678), but some Olive oil on Canvas
in the box c. The jet now gave the following states to the cones:

6685.

Metal .... Pos.

Wet wood . Pos.

Sulphur . Pos. So all these different substances are

Silk .... Pos. Pos, with oil in box c.

Japanned leather Pos.

Metal again . . Pos.J

With Acetic acid in box c gave following results

:

Metal Nun
Wet wood Nul
Sulphur . Nul all alike and NuL
Silk .... Nul
Japanned leather Nul^
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6686. Sol. Rosin in Alcohol in box c gave following results

:

Metal cone . . Pos.^ „ ^ ^ • • j
xxT ^ A rt ail Pos.—some of the rosin carriedWet wood . . Pos. r 111 *1 1 r

, p lorwd. and deposited on the surface

SillT
of the metal cone and wet wood

Japanned leather Pos.

6687. Changed the box c and put a new one with nothing in it,

to see if the last cones would give a state with a nul stream. Had
the ivory tube in. First tried the boiler state and found it A/^u/,

so suppose the stream neutral. Then the jet sent against the metal
cone with the rosin on it made the cone feebly

6688. Against the last wood cone -this became feebly Pos.

6689. But on using a new wood cone which would have been
to a usual stream, it was also feebly J^os.y as if the tube had

in these cases retained a little resin and so acted to the cones as

the box before acted to it.

6690. Washed out the Ivory tube with Alcohol. Then used it.

It still made the boiler itself a little Pos.; it made the insulated

wooden cone (wet) nul; it made the metal cone with rosin on it

a little Pos.; and the same cone when cleaned a little Pos.
6691. Put a little melted caoutchouc on canvas into the box;
made the cone Pos. but with very little power. Now, melted
caoutchouc before made wood tube Neg. So here perhaps work
out a case of 2 cones giving different states with the same jet.

Used 5 Gallons water to-day.

6692 It is said that if two pieces of the same silk ribbon be drawn
one across the other so that one has little friction over all its

surface^ and the other much only over one spot, that the states of
the two pieces are different. Ought this to be and why, for as

regards the rubbing particles, they should be mutual and alike

in their action and reaction.

6693. A piece of good broad white ribbon well washed in soap
and distilled water and afterw^ards in pure distilled waters was dried
and cut down the middle and tried. Unless the friction was hard
no excitement took place. When it was hard, the piece which
moved and rubbed over the whole surface, as cz, was Pos. and
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the other, was Neg. Whichever of the two pieces was made a

was Pos. and whichever made b was Neg. This distinct.

6694. 2. Pieces of clean flannel ditto. Quite neutral at first, but

when rubbed, both became Pos, and much stronger than the silk.

Is the air here rendered Neg. or where is the Neg. electricity gone

to.^ (<5938).

22 DECK. 1842.

6695. Experimented again with the ribbons and flannels (6692)

and found the results quite unsteady and insecure. Thus all were

clear at the beginning, but when a and b were silk, parts of both

a and b were pos. and neg. Thus for instance, taking a, the part

at 3 after rubbing was Pos.; but then parts at 2 and 4 were Neg.,

whilst the parts at i and 5 were neutral. Then b was found Neg.

at middle but a little Pos. at sides. After another rubbing, each

ribbon had places in different states, and without any distinct

reference to the rate of rubbing.

6696. With the flannel, both were strongly Neg. on both sides

as before. Here Air must have gone off Pos. Examine this

further still presently.

23 DECK. 1842,

6697. Worked with boiler, steam globe, etc% Used gallons of

water in the whole. All well insulated. Put water into boiler

once.

6698. Wet beech tube— excellent excitement and Negative boiler.

6699. Wet box tube, old—Do. Do.
6700. Dry beech tube. Pretty well and Neg. The wet by far

the best. This probably because it conducts better to the boiler

backwards,

6701. Had the retort cap on in these expts. (6645) as before, but

with a rather narrower retort cap than then. Used the same in

the following expts.

6702. Dry beech tube last night had inside filled with solution of

rosin in Alcohol for 2 or 3 minutes, the part not soaked up poured

out and the tube left to dry. So has a resinous inside. Excites

very little indeed and that little Negative. Bad conducting power
of the tube probably here effectual. Remember that here the rosin

is fixed and cannot go with stream.
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6703. A wet beech tube— the steam end dipped first about
|
of

inch into the sol. of resin in Alcohol, and then applied as jet.

Was first well Pos. for two observations, then Nul as the resin

carried away and then Neg, when no more resin to carry away.

When examined, all resin gone. So the moving resin had become
Neg., making the tube (wet) against which it rubbed Pos.; but

when all gone, then the water resumed its power of making the

wood neg.

6704. If water rubbing against wood is made Pos., i.e. tends to

become Pos., and resin rubbing tends to become Neg., then resin

rubbing against wet tube ought to give the highest state of Neg.
to flying resin, and of Pos. to wet tube.

6705. Poured some Alcohol sol. of Resin through the tube to

wet it well inside, it however being wet. Now Pos, for a long

while, gradually decreasing— then nul^ and after that rose quickly

neg.. As long as resin particles can be carried ofl* they seem to

have great power of exciting, i.e. very little seems to be effectual.

6706. Are not the exciting particles in that case globules of water,

each with its film of resinous matter—and so with oil, oil turp., etc .

}

Know how easily a thin film spreads over water surface. Try
balance expt. ( ).

6707. Wet beech tube, A little melted caoutchouc smeared on
inside of steam end, i.e. at end where stream of steam enters. Was
Neg. from the first, and I think better than with water alone-
then fell to natural condition. Again some more in—again same
effect.

6708. Wet beech tube smeared with sulphur paste (6657) at the

steam end. Neg, and excellent from very first and rather con-

tinuous.

6709*. Thin metal tube alone (6391). At first a dull effect till

cleaned but then well Neg. Then a little sulphur in—was nul until

sulphur gone (soon over) and then Neg. Sulphur has no effect

here except to suspend or counteract the ordinary effect for a

little time.

6710. Wet beech tube. Outer end dipped in Sol. of Resin in

Alcohol. Is then eitlier weakly Neg, or nul or very little Pos.

But if the inner end be so dipped, then tube is Pos, and well so.

So for resin to produce its effect, it has to travel over the wet part

[6709]
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of the tube. If it does not so travel, then effect is nul^ and resin

fixed at that outer part does not charge the boiler.

671 1 *. Have a new Ivory tube. Is nearly nul—B, little Pos. perhaps

due to the oil in the ivory as bone.

6712. Ivory tube and Ammon, in box c— first Pos. very little— then

nul— then Neg. well—as if ammon. had little direct power, but
had now removed the oil from the surface of the Ivory.

6713. Same Ivory tube as just left and Boracic acid in box c.

Nul— after that Neg. when B. Acid gone.

6714. Do. and acetic acid in c. Pos. moderately and for a long
time— as if the acid had set free a little oil or was itself Pos.^ but
was perhaps too continuous for that. So took out the Acid and
washed the tube and box with distilled water. Now Neg. feebly

for a while— then Nul and then rose Pos. again—as if the washing
had taken off the bone state and continuance of steam had re-

newed it.

6715. Ivory or bone jet seems inclined to be Pos.

6716. Dilute S. Acid in box c with Ivory tube (6711). Nul and
then a very little Poj.— less than bone alone before. Here the

former usual effect of dilute acid.

6717. Same ivory tube— sol. Potash caustic. Nul and continues

so—washed out the Potash, etc.— then in place with water only,

and was Neg. a while, and fell to Nul again.

6718. Ivory tube in this state. Camphor and alcohol in c (6652)
was strong Pos.^ which fell to weaker Pos. and then Nul.

6jig. Do Alcohol in c—nothing— /zr/Z.

6720. Ivory or bone or quill tube probably easily made neutral

by action of a little Alkali.

6721. Now experimented, using the Old wet boxwood tube (6699),
the cap c just employed, and with a little solution of sul. soda added

to the water in the steam globe. Was Nul as before ( ).

6'J2.2,. Samej with Oil turpentine in box c. Pos. well instantly—

then effect went down to nul as the oil dissipated. This an excellent

effect: so when water deprived of its power by saline matter, still

that of oil of turpentine shews.

6723. In this way get effect of bodies put into c, uncomplicated

by the effect of pure water, i.e. by quill or ivory tube may have

a normal jet with pure water and by sul. soda in water may have
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a normal jet with exciting tube, and in either case may perhaps

have the effects of fluids put into box c.

6724. Same^ with Olive oil in box c. Pos, from first and well.

After a while, took out the oily canvass and wiped box as well as

I could-then for the first moment effect was Pos, -hut instantly

after (the loose oil being driven off) the effect was NuL Good.

6725. Same-vjixh Sulphur paste in c. Was Neg. from the first

and then fell to weak Neg,~-h\xi on washing out all sulphur found,

when c clear, still was Neg. Believe that the water in tlie steam

globe has been charged so far by that continually distilling over

that now it alone begins to act. So put in more suL soda and now
again wood tube nuL Thefi put fresh sulphur into c and there was

the least degree of Neg.^ next to nothing-so think Sulphur Nul
with Nul water.

6726. Added a little oil of turp. to box c-instantly well Pos.

6727. Whilst so, changed the cap c for a clean one-instantly, as

expected, effect was nuL So here effect of Sulphur and oil of

turpentine well separated from that of water- the former little or

none, the latter very great.

6728. Same (i.e. sul. soda in Globe) and melted caoutchouc in

box c-this with Old box tube Pos. again and again, not strong-

with New ivory tube ( ), nul-with new wet beech tube,

ww/-with old box wood tube, Puj.-with metal tube, the least

Pos.^ rather nul. So took out canvass from c and cleaned it,

then put back old box wood and it gave a small trace Pos.^ as if

something were in end of tube itself.

6729. Cleared out steam globe and left in distilled water-re-

tained the box tube and chamber as they were in last expt.—was

Powerfully Neg. from very first- finest we have had.

6730. So water is really very Pos. in its force and greatly op-

posed to all the other bodies tried. Melted caoutchouc I think

has a little Pos. power here, whereas it was thought to be Neg.

before.

6731. Now melted Caoutchouc in c, and effect was well Neg.^

but not better than water alone.

6732. Another Cap with no melted caoutchouc in it; and the

effect was quite as Neg. and as good.

6733. Put some dilute Sale, acid into the steam globe (6890,
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6765), and have two caps c, one quite clean (6732) and the other

that with the caoutchouc in (6731). The clean cap and box tube—
electy. was feeble but Pos, for water only (with little S. A.). Put
on the cap and caoutchouc and it was much more Pos.

6734. So dilute Sulc. acid alone in the Globe is Pos. (6891), and

the effect of melted Caoutchouc is also Pos.^ but not strong.

6735. If a little acid or salt stops Neg, action of water and more
gives it a Pos. force—more still may be more Pos, still. So put

in so much dil. S. A. as to quintuple former quantity. Now acid

to taste freely. Then with box wood tube and clean box c the

effect was Pos.^ but not so much as before.

6736. Same, with melted caoutchouc in box c—more Pos.

Drew out acid in steam Globe and put in 4 oz. distilled

water, not washing, so that a weak acid would be in globe. With
the old box wood tube on, was very slightly Pos.^ but on running

a wet feather through the box wood tube and then trying it,

the effect was nuL Hence dilute S. A. seems to have a Pos. power
and very diL S.A. only nullifies the Neg. force of water—very
little does that.

6738. Then drew out this water, washed globe, left distilled

water in and now with box wood tube was just as powerful and

as Neg. as on former occasion of pure water.

6739. Put little Sol. caustic potassa into steam globe—with same

boxwood tube, power nearly gone, but a little Neg. left—more
potash (a little)—Power quite gone: Nul. Much more potash,

till strong Alkaline to turmeric. Still Nul—no positive power
shewn. More potash still—Nul.

6740. With this alkali in steam Globe and consequent Nul cur-

rent examd. bodies in box c. First, Caoutchouc cap cleared

out, and it proved Nul. Then Oil of turpentine into it—Pos.~

cleared it out, Nul. Olive oil in: Pos. but weak— has lost part

of its power here with the Alkali in the issuing water, and was

to be expected. Rosin in Alcohol in c. Positive, but with little

power—naturally: for these things do not infilm globules of

alkaline solution, but dissolve in them.

6741. So solution of Potash in Steam globe does not itself pro-

duce Pos. or Neg. state, and hinders such things as oil or rosin,

but not such as oil of turpentine and perhaps not wax.
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6742. Washed out the Steam Globe and box wood tube with

feather, etc. etc., and when all in place, with distilled water in

Globe, strong Neg. as at first.

6743. Proceeded to experiment with distilled water in steam

Globe, the clean old ivory tube (6501) as jet, with a clean box c

in its place, and insulated cones before the jet-ascertaining the

state of the cones by an electrometer (6631).

6744. Ivory jet by itself makes the boiler fixed to it a little Neg.

6745. Brass cone before it is first nul till washed clean and then

Neg.

6746. Brass cone with rosin in alcohol put on it last night—was

first nul- then resin* left on it after that at the apex.

6747. Box wood cone strong Neg.

6748. Japanned leather cone Neg.

6749. Kerseymere alone but wet Neg.

6750. Kerseymere cone wetted two or three times last night in

resin in Alcohol and dried. First Poj.-then Neg.-^tn con-

tinually Pos.-not strong however, but was Pos. The jet from

ivory tube alone did not charge the boiler, or only a very little.

Probably rosin carried off from this Porous bulky structure or

rather texture.

6751. Kerseymere cone covered outside with melted caoutchouc—

Neg. from first.

6752. Linen and rosin as Kerseymere above (6750)— well

from first,

6753. Linen and melted caoutchouc i6’^')i)—Neg. remarkably

strong.

6754. Box wood and melted caoutchouc. Neg. very. In both these

cases, caoutchouc adhered to parts of the surface in different places.

6755. Ivory cone new Neg. moderately.

6756. Sulphur cone new Neg. moderately.

Non-conducting power evidently shewn, for until back became

covered with drops of water, no charge of electrometer-and after

that the leaves fell at intervals, owing to successive discharges

from the similar deposition of drops on one of the insulating

pieces of shell lac.

6757. Water appears to make all these things Neg. by rubbing

against them and must be itself Pos.
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6758. Again put on the Kerseymere with Rosin (6750)— it was

Neg.—then irregular, as if it quickly changed from Pos. to Neg.

and leaves had not time to take up or hold one state.

6759. The same, except that Rosin in Alcohol was put into box c.

This gave following states to cones:

6760. Metal Cone Pos.

6761. „ „ with Rosin in Alcohol . . feeble and Neg.,

as if the moving rosin did not pass off but was caught by the cone.

6762. Box wood cone: nul—not Pos. as was expected. So put

more rosin and alcohol into box c and now this cone was Pos.—

and also the last, i.e. metal and rosin.

6763. Ivory cone ‘ Pos.

6764. Sulphur cone Pos.

So all pos. if plenty of rosin in the box c.

6765. As these have been with distilled water in the steam globe,

I now added some Sulc. acid to it (6890, 6733). Then put on old

box wood tube without box c—and it was to boiler Nul-no

electy. Put on box c as it was, with remains of resin, and now
boiler Pos. as before, but not strong. So independant value of

the substance in box c clearly shewn.

6766. With same Dil, S.A. in Steam Globe put on larger metal

mouth piece, being piecem (65 89). Alone this did not charge boiler

:

with brass cone, insulated, opposite to it—cone—Nul

„ „ and resin on it by Alcohol -Nul

box wood cone —Nul
oiled silk cone —Nul

so acid in water has same effect on cones as on mouth tube.

6767.

Used the old thin ivory tube fixed into steam globe as in

(6440), and held before it stretched threads and wires insulated

and connected with an electrometer. They were held about half

an inch from the aperture; but if two or three inches off, the effect

was the same, and there was no charge in issuing stream, so there

was no power of collection from stream at 6, 7, 8 or more inches

of distance. The steam Globe contained distilled water.

Zinc wire . . Neg.

Iron wire . . Neg.

Platina wire • . Neg.

Copper wire . Neg.
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Silk thread . . Neg. very strong

Linen .... Neg.
Wool .... Neg.
Horsehair . . Neg.

All Neg. to pure water. Very excellent and quick effects this way;
very good mode of trying things—as good as cones, and better

for many things.

6768. Remark here that in using caps c, very great difference

occurred between 2, both clean—one being very effectual in

excitation and the other not at all. The projection of the first

tube within the cap probably very important. Perhaps something

of this kind good*.
*

6769. Air smaller of the two—compressed air in to two
atmospheres perhaps—put on box c and cone, screwing the cork n

(6589) of the box on to the male screw of the cone apparatus e

(6544) and the cap screw of the box c on to the stop cock of the

Air chamber— left the box c clean and dry and the wooden cone

{box) of apparatus wet. Insulated the box and connected it with

an electrometer, gold leaves (the small one) —let out the air—no
trace, or the least, of Electy.

6770. Repeated effect, but with Oil of turpentine in the box c.

Now Electrometer well opened out and the cone and box Pos.^

as when steam used without water ( ).

6771. Repeated effect, with same state of box c. Again Pos.

6772. Cleaned out oil of turpentine only by wiping and put

water in canvas into box c~and now extremely Pos. This the

joint effect of water and oil of turpentine.

6773. Repeated, using large gold leaf electrometer— leaves struck

and stuck to the glass. Abundant effect.

6774. Tried to clear all out of box c and use water alone, but

found effect still highly Pos.^ and on examination found that

there was so much olive oil sent into stop cock from condensing

syringe that it had been mixed jet of oil and water. This all right

therefore and as with steam alone.

6775. Must have an Air box with 2 apertures, one to condense
by and one to keep quite clean.

6776. Here there can be no evaporation, but rather condensation

of vapour—so very clear effect.

* [6768]
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6777. Experimented on effect of Oil, etc- in causing breaking up
of water into globules and enveloping each with a film (6876).

6778. Balance put up, one pan touching a surface of clean water

and the other weighted till nearly sufficient to pull up the pan

from the water. Whilst the adhesion still on, dipped a slip of

wood in Oil of Turpentine and touched a distant part of the

water surface with it. Instantly the film spread and the balance

pan went up. So shews how film forms and assists division or

separation of water and envelopes each separate portion.

6779. Did the same expt., using clean water, etc. etc. and the

smallest drop of Olive oil. Same fine effect.

6780. The same expt. with clean water, etc. and the melted

caoutchouc. This very thick and the film spread slowly, but in

less than half a minute caused the separation. When hot, as in

steam, do this far more quickly.

6781. Powdered rosin sprinkled on water did not produce any

effect. No film from it while cold and solid, but when hot

probably do so.

6782. Try effects with hot water— perhaps far more instantaneous.

27 DECK. 1842.

6783. Experimented with Air box as before (6769). Having a

second issue to the box and clean stop cock, etc., the cone aperture

with box Cy etc. was attached to this aperture as it before had been

to the syringe stop cock. Hoped now to avoid the effect of the

Syringe oil. Threw in generally about 30 or 35 syringe strokes

of air into the box.

6784. With distilled water alone on clean canvass in box c—

a

little Pos., not much— suspect some oil or wax here from cap or

cock or screw of the aperture.

6785. Again same effect twice—not much Pos. I must clear off

all impurities by steam from cock, chamber c, etc. and then apply

them to the air chamber.

6786. Had the wet box wood cone on in these expts. and now
put a little Oil of turpentine as well as water into box c. Then
Strongly Pos.— as with steam. Good.

6787. Another box c and fresh canvas with water and a touch

of Olive oil in c. Powerful excitation and Pos. as with steam.
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6788. Another box c with water and Rosin in Alcohol in c. At
first Pos.^ but only a little. Repeated and now well Pos. —nearly

as with steam. Had forgotten the cone the first time, but the

second time had it on and was good.

6789. Another box c with water and melted caoutchouc. Pos.^

and pretty well, but not so well as oil or oil of turpentine or resin

in Alcohol.

6790. Another box c with clean canvass and flowers of sulphur

dry- wet box wood cone used, but wiped first; so is damp. Very
little Neg.- scarcely sensible. Some of the sulphur driven into

the apex of the wood cone so as to make it pale yellow, and could

not wipe it off with wet* cloth. Had to scrape it with a knife.

This shews that the sulphur had been well dispersed and it shews

also the degree offriction which impinging particles, as those of

water and oil, have in these and such experiments.

6791. Same box c. Dry sulphur flowers against a dry brass cone:

first time NuL Again, now well charged and Neg, Again, well

charged and Neg. So sulphur against metal is metal being

Neg.

6792. Dry Sulphur against dry wood cone. Not so much as

with metal, but is Neg. Perhaps reason why not so much is

perhaps that wood not conduct its state so well to the rest of the

apparatus.

6793. Dry flowers ofsulphur against sulphur cone-was Neg, and

as well as wood-remember that cone has been used and exposed

to air, and also that the issuing stream of sulphur dust runs

between cone of one substance and funnel of metal; but think

the latter does not act much except in the tubular passage.

6794. Dry flowers of sulphur against a freely wet wood cone.

Neg, and fairly.

6795. Then the box a emptied and left dry and clear, air only

being sent against the wet wood cone; and now was Nul. So

effect ofSulphur and non effect ofair evident.

6796. Thinking that these different expts. had perhaps cleared

out the air ways of exit cock of all oil, etc., used the wet cone

and distilled water in c, and the small Electrometer. Obtained fair

excitation, and that Neg,^ as with steam. Good.

6797. Used a new box c-new canvass and distilled water and
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the wet wood cone and large electrometer. Again very well Neg.^

as with steam and water.

6798. To try common water, let a little run through box c and
the cone, all the rest being unchanged; and now very little excite-

ment, and that Neg. Effect of using common water very evident.

6799. Opened box c—with clean cloth pressed out the water of

tlie canvass— then moistened it with very weak solution of sul.

soda, and now very little electricity, and that Neg. Effect of salt

here shown.

6800. A little more ofsame solution in c. Now power quite gone.

6801. Then simply took out canvass, washed the same box c and

cork, put in canvass with distilled water^ and now was strongly

Neg. Beautiful.

6802. Then took out canvass and dried the same box and cone

and used Air as dry as it might be, i.e. without water purposely

present; and now a little electricity— it also is Pos., not Neg.;

and on smelling to mist at mouth of cone perceived a distinct

oily smell.

6803. Begin to think that a little oil mist is thrown forward with

air in each case and so makes it a little Pos. (6784, 6785), when
it would otherwise be nul—and in other cases adds its effect to

what is in the box. Wonder almost that I obtained water Neg.

6804. As the wood cone here was damp, it might be the Pos.

side of the friction, and therefore tried the same charge of dry

air (6802) against a metal (brass) cone quite dry. Was very strong

and being the reverse of that against wood.

6805. In this case the condensed air expanding would form dew
particles, i.e. particles ofwater. The metal also is a good conductor

of its state to the box, etc. Would not these two things account

for the Neg. state as a state of friction of water particles against

metal Try Dry Air.

6806. Again had the current of air, as just now, against the former

damp box cone (6802), and again was feeble Pos. Here the

globules of dew from cold air probably caught and kept by the

wood, instead of rubbing off as on metal. There was also a

distinct smell of oil or fat at the cone mouth, which would account

for the little Pos.

6807. Very dilute Sulc. acid in box c against box cone wet with
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distilled water-not the slightest trace. NuL Smell of oil or

grease at cone.

6808. Repeated. NuL
6809. Repeated, using a zinc cone, to observe if any chemical

effect. Quite Nul-noi a trace.

6810. Cleaned all out and used same box c with distilled water

and a zinc cone, and now have strong Neg. Good.

6811. Box c wiped out and used air alone and wood cone—was

moderate Neg. Would have been probably more, but opposed

by oil vapour, etc. from the Air box. The neg. probably from

the dew of the expanding air.

6812. Added a touch only of oil of turpentine to box c, and now
it was Pos.

29 DECR. 1842.

6813. Yesterday the condensed Air box was well washed out with

hot caustic potash-afterwards distilled water and dried to remove

all oil and make all clear. Also a kerseymere bag was made to

the inner end of the entrance Stop cock, to catch all oily matter

sent in by the Air syringe.

6814. To-day adjusted all as on 27th (6783) and had rather a

longish retort cap for box c.

6815. Box c empty and dry and damp wood cone in place. The
effect of issuing air was to make cone and box a little Neg.^ as

if water issuing out. Now as air in expanding cools and forms

dew, must remember this dew may act as water globules and

should be Neg. So here is as with steam, and we seem free of oil.

6817 '. Little water in box c-effect of issuing air nuL

Do. - „ „ „ nul again.

6818. Used the smaller gold leaf electrometer and now with little

water in c- effect was slightly Pos. The air issuing at the cone

smells oily and very distinctly—can that do any tiling.^

6819. Jet of air from the stop cock alone smells oily.

6820. Sent the jet into a jar: has an oily smell, as if in passing

through the syringe, and especially the silk valve, it took up
particles of oil which remained pertinaciously in the air.

6821. Measured how much air left the box when 30 strokes of

* 6816 is omitted in the MS.
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the syringe had been used to compress air into it. The quantity

was 150 cubic inches and that was the average quantity in each

blast.

6822. Again distilled water in c- little Pos. and smell oily.

6823. The Air box is very dry within, and on taking out the

kerseymere bag of the entrance stop cock, it smelled oily. So

wetted the bag with distilled water and put it into place again.

This bag is about 4 inches long and half an inch diameter, like

a pipe closed at one end, through the side of which all the air

must filter that is sent in.

6824. Still little Pos, Again the same Pos. a little. Must be some

oil somewhere, either in air or the exit passage.

6825. Sol. of Ammon, in box c- quite Null.

Do. —Do.
6826. Washed c well and left distilled water in (same box) with

new canvas, and now little Pos. and an oily smell.

6827. Now all this time I have had a damp wood cone. Perhaps

that as the water side is left Pos. by the friction - therefore try a

metal cone.

6828. As before, but with brass cone-a little Pos,

6829. Put a little distilled water in c-more excitement, but Pos,

6830. A little oil of turpentine into this wet box c, and now all

well Pos., as was to be expected.

6831. The cap c which has thus far been used is one, the female

screw of which is long and does not well fit male screw of exit

stop cock, so that the thread goes in only a little way; and I

suspect that the rest of the thread, which is directly part of the air

passage, contains a little oil still at the bottom of the cut, in the

angle which would explain all. So took another cap c, shorter

and wider, the screw of which was not even so long as the male

screw of the exit cock from the air box screwing into it.

6832. First dry. Was well Neg.; is therefore a clean cap at present

and the Neg. probably due to the vesicles formed by cold of

expansion.

6833. Distilled water in c. Fairly Neg., but not so good as Air

alone-perhaps now too much water. When air alone, must re-

member that the condensed air is in contact with water within,

and saturated, and so gives much dew on cooling.

FDIV 9
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6834. No water added-again air. Less than either before, but

Neg.

Again a little water added. Nul.

6835. Cleaned the cap c out and left it dry, and now with air

only opened out well Neg.

6836. Same cap but with new canvas and distilled water. Less

again, but still it is Neg.

6837. Changed the brass cone (6828) for a damp wood cone;

now NuL
6838. So addition of water does not better the air, i.e. of water

in the box c,

6839. A touch of olive 6il on the canvas in c and damp wood
cone; effect weakly Pos.~due to the oil.

6840. Cleared out the same box c-left it empty-used brass cone

and air—was fairly Neg. Repeated the experiment, but with dry

box cone-was fairly Neg.

6841. I think the former Pos. effects may now be referred to some

oil in the chamber c then in use (6831). The state is now Neg.,

as expected, but not so distinct with and without distilled water

in c as I expected. Probably the aqueous condensation by ex-

pansion is the cause of this. Must try quite dry air against dry

wood and metal.

6842. Experimented with some dry powders, just laying a little

each time in box c, and not using canvas at all.

6843. Sulphurflowers-dxy wood cone-almost nul, little Neg.

6844. Do. —brass cone-opened out well Neg. (6918).

6845. Powdered Rosin and brass cone-well Neg. (6919).

6846. Do. -wood cone. Electrometer leaves opened

out well-then instantly collapsed and were left Nul. This no

effect of contact by accident, but result of all the excitement taking

place in the expt.

6847. Again PowderedRosin and same woodcone

—

diverged strong

and then suddenly fell; but caught part of charge, and that Pos.^

as with steam.

6848. On trial found Electrometer and apparatus holds the

charge well and steadily-no fault there.

6849. Again Rosin, etc. Jumped up and fell again and stood with

small charge Pos. This as widi steam.
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6850. Now Powdered Rosin and brass cone. Opened leaves more
slowly, but was Neg.^ so a difference here. Metal becomes Neg.
and wood Pos. by these frictions of resin against them.

6851. Again Sulphurflowers and brass conei well Neg.

6852. Do. dry wood cone : well Neg. ;
so sulphur

not as rosin with wood, but is with metal.

6853. Silica: finely powdered rock crystal and wood box cone,

dry—knocked the electrometer leaves off against the glass of jar.

6854. Do. and dry wood cone with only 10 strokes of air syringe

for charge. Made large electrometer (repaired) well Pos.

6855. Do., dry brass cone— 20 Syringe—also strong Pos.

6856. Left out the Silica and now effect Nul.

6857. Silica from Fluo silicic gas in water (very fine)— against

the brass cone— 15 syringes of air—excellent excitement and Pos.

(6917).

6858. Do. and dry box wood. 15 Syringes. Strong Pos.

6859. When in these experiments a dry wood cone is used, the

apex becomes damp and wet from the moisture which it receives

from the mist of the expanding air. Shews the presence of water

from this source.

6860. Cleared all away, leaving the empty box c on, and tried

more air again upon brass was fairly Neg. Good.
6861. Same with Air and wood cone. Good and Neg.^ so no

oil interfering here.

6862. Put a few drops of water in c— quite Nul.

6863. Examined the distilled water— it is good.

6864. Put canvas and water into the box c and used 40 strokes

of the syringe—was now the least degree scarcely sensible,

almost Nul. Smell of oil here, as all along, in the issuing air.

6865. Then cleared out the box c and left it dry, and now, using

air only, it evolved Neg.
6866. PowderedGum against brass cone ( ) : very little Neg.

6867. Do., dry wood cone—very strong and Pos.— found a little

moist gum at the apex of the wood cone.

6868. Potato starch and wood cone—^ood and Neg.

6869. Gum and wood Neg.
6870. Gum and wood co/ze— diverged much, instantly collapsed

and left quite Nul (6903).

0-2
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6871. Gum and wood cone. Again diverged much, instantly fell

and left quite Nul. There must be a different excitement here at

the beginning and the end of the rush. The one must be contrary

to the other and a compensation. The little moist gum at apex

found here again.

6872. Now cleaned out box c and the cork and tried air alone.

The air against a brass cone made it and box—Neg.
Do. dry wood cone „ „ —Neg. and stronger.

Do. ivory „ -Neg.
Do. sulphur „ » -Neg.
6873. Now took off the cone apparatus from the stop cock of

the air chamber and used lhat alone with rush of air, and it was
able to make the box Neg.~hut not so strongly as when its power
was combined with that of the Metal, the wood, or even the

Ivory cone.

6874. So above (6815), when against wet wood cone it is nuly

it may be that the cone merely discharges the air electrified in

the cock.

6875.

Sulphur rubbed with tin foil becomes Neg. Tin doubtless is Pos.

Do. platina foil Pos. Platina Neg. then

Do. copper foil Neg. Copper Pos.

Do. wood Neg. wood Pos.

Do. flannel Neg. flannel Pos.

Brass linen canvas Neg. canvas Pos.

6876. Repeated the experiments with balance (6777), using very

hot water, nearly boiling. The results with oil and oil of turpentine

were the same as before, and now also rosin and rosin in Alcohol

shewed their power of effecting a similar separation when in the

melted state.

30 DECK. 1842.

6877. Worked with steam boiler— all insulated and in excellent

order for experiments. Used in the whole gallons of water.

6878. Old wet box wood jet—very strong excitement and Neg.

6879. Used the sulphur wood tube (6534): was well Neg.
6880. The thin old ivory tube (6501): a little Neg.

6881. As to the state of the part rubbed against. Held a piece
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of sulphur in the stream near the jet—the dry part of the sulphur
insulating the place or part rubbed. Then brought it towards a

diverged gold leaf electrometer and found the sulphur was left

in a Neg. state (as expected) by the rubbing stream.

6882. Shell lac tried same way—also Neg.
6883. A piece of shell lacked wood, held in insulating forceps,

also made Neg. by issuing stream.

6884. A Zinc tube used in place of the ivory tube— it rendered

the boiler Neg.^ but not very strongly.

6885. Now put the thin ivory tube (6880) into its place as a

steam jet, as in 6440, and tried the effect of the jet against a great

variety of substances, by holding them in an insulating handle

just in the stream, about
^
of an inch from the mouth of jet;

and connecting the electrometer, not with the boiler, but with

these pieces by a wire. The water becomes Pos. with all of them
and renders them Neg. The following is a list of the substances—

distilled water being in the steam globe.

Platina wire
Copper
Iron
Zinc
Sulrt. Copper
Linen thread—very
Cotton— strong
Silk—very
Worsted
Wood

Horsehair
Bears hair— feebly
Flint glass—powerful
Green glass—Do.
Quill— feeble

Silk and shell lac

,, and sulphur
Piece of sulphur
Plumbago
Charcoal

Asbestus
Cyanate— strong
Haematite—powerful
Rock crystal— strong

Orpiment—strong
Sul. baryta— strong
Sul. lime

Carb. lime

Fluorspar;

and a platina wire made red hot by a voltaic battery. In the stream

this was quickly cooled down and was probably only boiling hot

there. All were Neg.; but apparently with some differences in

degree or readiness. Much of this would however depend upon
conducting power of the substance, and also upon its size,

favourable position to the jet, etc.— for a fine wire of platina and
a thick splinter of haematite are not alike in these respects.

6886.

Then introduced some solution ofSul. Soda into the steam

globe to ascertain whether this would destroy exciting power with

some or all of these bodies (6885). Did so with every one of the

above list that were tried, i.e. all but the red hot platina wire
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and the asbestus, which were not tried. No signs ofexcitement with

any one ofthem.

6887. Washed out the Sul. Soda and left distilled water in the

steam globe, and now upon trial with the slip of wood at end

of insulating handle, was strongly Neg. and all right, as at begin-

ning of the experiments.

6888. Put on a large box c as in 6589, and in the box thick

canvass, and rosin in powder and dissolved in alcohol, to see if

it would be Pos. to all these things, i.e. make them all Pos. Had
occasion to renew rosin once or twice during the experiments.

Tried all the substances in the list (6885) except the hot platina

wire, and every one was rendered Pos.; no exception.

6889. Then took off the box c and ivory tube and tried wood

at the end of the steam jet, of ivory, as 6440— instantly rendered

it Neg. and strongly; so shewing that the steam globe and its

contents had been in a right state the whole time and that box c

did its own especial duty.

6890. Put a little Sulc. acid into the steam Globe (6765, 6733), so

as to render it just sensibly acid to the taste, and now with ivory

tube, as in 6440, tried all the former substances, with the exception

of Sulphuret of copper, copper, silk thread with lac, silk thread

with sulphur. Every one was Nul^ and have no doubt these four

would be also. Have indeed been tried before (I think).

6891. Could obtain no signs of Pos. any where here. Think that

the former case (6734) must have involved a little trace of oil or

resin or something of that kind.

6892. Then tried whether substances, as resin, put into a box c

in its place, would appear Pos. with this acid water in the steam

Globe. Put first rosin and after that, in addition, a little oil into

the box c. Glass and linen were both tried and made a little Pos.

by this arrangement, but power of the rosin, etc. excessively

reduced by the acid in the globe.

6893. ^ wood cone opposite to the issue and it was made
fairly Pos. Still power greatly diminished.

6894. On taking off the box c and putting the same cone opposite

the steam jet in 6589, direct from the globe, now it was quite nul^

shewing both effect of the acid and of the resin.

6895. Now wanted to use little ivory tube without box c and
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arranged it as 6440, having cleaned out the steam globe and left

in it only distilled water. But the jet would not excite any of the
list of substances; nor would it excite and charge the boiler.

6896. W^ashed it with Alcohol to remove any resin, boiling it in

the spirit- it was apparently clean, but still would neither excite

the boiler or any thing held before the stream of steam and water.
6897. The thick ivory tube put in its place (6711) excited the
boiler a little, and matters held before it much, and Neg. as in
the usual state; and the wet wood tube made both boiler and also

any thing held opposite jet ^^ery Neg. So the steam Globe, water,
etc. is in a proper state.

6898. The thin ivory tube therefore at present is not merely a

non exciting tube, as in its ordinary state it is almost, but now it

has power to take off the exciting property of the issuing jet

beating against other things.

6899. There is a feel of rosin about the end of the tube and it is

very probable that a little rosin still in its pores acts enough to

neutralize the force of stream— for in situation, the tube is to the
things held before it as in other experiment box c is to the at-

tached tube.

6900. Have put the ivory tube to soak in Alcohol and left it

there.

6901. The water used to-day was gallons.

JANY. 2, 1843.

6902. Worked with Air box (6783, 6814) all day. The box has

been well cleaned out and is now dry. Used no entrance cock
bag (6823). Attached the metal cone, brass, and chamber c to

the box, all being clean. Pumped in 30 strokes of air and on its

issue box and cone became Neg. at once. There was the appearance
of dew or mist to the friction of which I attribute the electricity.

There was also the old oily or fatty smell (6802), but it does not
really seem to interfere with or rather to stop the action of the

water, so the Neg. effect comes on.

6903. Took off box c and used exit stop cock as the issue,

mounting the insulated brass cone before it and connecting it

with an electrometer. Now very powerful excitation of the cone
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and it Neg. far more than before. The brass was dim for a moment
or two by the moisture deposited upon it. 30 strokes of Piston.

Again as last (20 strokes)-opened a little only and Neg.

Again (30 strokes)—opened and shut again (6871).

Again (30 strokes)-but the cock was opened badly, so issue

slow by comparison and electricity nul-\ow pressure issue is bad.

Again (30 strokes)-cone nicely adjusted and cock well opened.

Cone was well Ncg. The cone so cold as to cause a falling current

of dew from it into the air.

6904. Ice, A piece of ice with a cone end insulated and used as

the cone (35 strokes). Ice was left a little Pos.

Again ice (40 strokes) -ice left Neg. and frozen white and dry

at the place of friction.

Again (36 strokes)— well]

Again (Do.) —Pos. well ice Pos.

Again (Do.) —Pos.
j

6905. Then Brass cone (30 strokes)—weak Neg.

Do. (Do.) —weak Neg.

Water condensed on the metal from the cold issuing air.

6906. Dry wood cone-common air—bad issue and but little Neg.

Again —good issue— fair and Neg.

6907. Ice again (35 strokes)-Well Pos.

So it is clearly above all other bodies in its Positive relation.

6908. Proceeded to work with dry air. Put much Potassa fusa

in cylinders into the air box through the entrance cock hole;

about 4 or
5
ounces. Threw in 50 strokes of air. Placed the smooth

brass cone used before (6905) on the insulated stand, and when
the air had remained 15 minutes in the box with the potash, let

it well off against the cone. There was plenty of air and good issue,

but no signs of dew or mist and not a trace ofElecty.
Again 50 strokes of Air, left in for 16 minutes and let off

against a clean brass cone scratched with sand paper"^. Used the

smaller and more delicate electrometer, but no trace ofelecty.

Again 50 strokes of air, left in 10 minutes-let out against the

rough metal cone (above’^'^). Excellent rush of air and the cone

the least degree Neg.., as if 10 minutes not enough to dry it.

6909. Remember, when left in 15' there is more loss of air by
leakage than when left in 10'. So that the last might be less dry
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and issued out with better rush; both circumstances favourable
to developement of Electricity.

6910. Again 51 strokes of air, left in 18 minutes—good rush of
air but no electricity.

6911. Now 20 strokes only put in and let out immediately against

the same cone and under the same circumstances, and now Elec-

tricity to a fair degree and Negative. This very striking.

6912. Used a sulphur cone insulated— 50 strokes of air left in for

15'— let out against sulphur cone—could find no trace of electricity

in the cone. But 20 strokes put in, and let out at once against

the same cone in the same manner, now made the sulphur Neg.
and even the electrometer attached to Neg.

6913. Dry wood cone. 54 strokes of air left in 18'— let out will

produce nothing.

6914. Damp wood cone. 50 strokes left in for 15'—no electricity.

30 strokes in and let out directly against same cone—also nothing.

30 strokes again -no effect. Again 30 strokes—nothing either

at the wood cone or the air box itself.

6915. Metal, brass, cone insulated from box (as all the latter

expts.); 30 strokes let out instantly—box very little Neg.—cone
not sensibly.

6916. Again and again these nul effects with air let out immediately

occurred—can this be because the air is so quickly dried by potash

and because some little moisture in passages is now removed— so
that all they are dry? Or has some neutralizing condition of the

cock come on like that before described of the ivory tube (6895)?

6917. Put on box c and the cone with it, making it one with

the air box—used the rough brass cone. A little drypowdered silica

in box c. 40 strokes left in 14', and then good issue of air. Box,

cone, etc. very strongly electrified Pos. Leaves of Electr. knocked
about (6853).

6918. 50 strokes left in 20'—with flowers ofsulphur in box c and

rough brass cone. Strong and Neg. (6843, <>851).

6919. 50 strokes in for
^
powdered rosin in box c, and the same

rough brass cone—box and cone left a little Pos. (6845, 6847, 6850).

6920. 30 strokes let off at once, box, cone, etc. being untouched—
there was the merest trace of Pos. Again 34 strokes at once. Now
there was nothing; so that first effect must have been that of rosin,
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the second that of little residue of rosin, and the last shewed the

box and passages clear of rosin and the air itself ineffective as

before (6916).

6921. Again Silica powder, using that from fluo silicic gas this

time (6857). 30 strokes let off at once made brass cone and air

box much Pos,

50 strokes in for 10'. Silica, powdered rock crystal, in box c

and smooth brass cone on. Excitement very strong and Pos.

30 strokes let out immediately against cone with only residue
of silica from last expt. in box c— a little Pos.
6922. Wiped out box c— then 30 strokes let out immediately
against brass cone. Quite Nul. So quite clear that, with a nul
jet of air, either common or very dry Silica makes brass constantly
Pos. and therefore itself must be neg.

6923. Rock crystal silica and dry wood cone (6913). 30 strokes
let out immediately— cone and box very strongly Pos.

6924. Took off the cone and the cork fitting into box c and left

box c with the issue cock as the jet. 30 strokes of air produced
nothing.

6925. Put a little silica into box c and the cork in its place ( ),

but not the cone or its parts. 30 strokes of air made the box well
Pos.—^o that the silica against the metal and cork of the box, and
witiiout the cone, tells, and makes Box (air) Pos. Must therefore
use the insulated cone ( ).

6926*. Fixed brass pipe a into box c by the cork h; being the
air box issue stop cock and e the silica or other powder used. The
cone was insulated and connected with an electrometer.

6927. Silica in the box c— 50 strokes for 10' made cone very
strongly electric and Pos. still— 20 strokes instantly let out and
with silica in box c made cone Pos.— ’^ strokes only with fresh

silica made the cone Pos.

6928. Metal therefore is strongly Pos. by friction with Silica and
air.

6929. Now box c cleaned out and brass cone put on to it, and
50 strokes left in C* and then well ovx—nothing— absolutely nothing.

6930. Canvass and distilled water into box c. 50 strokes left in
ii'—and let out against smooth brass cone— quite Nul.
Again—but first washed box c and all the parts of the cone

* [6926] ^
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apparatus in hot and cold distilled water-restored it to its place,

leaving distilled water with canvas in box c-50 strokes left in

box 9', let out against smooth brass cone. Nul, quite Nul.

Again, wet wood cone- 50 strokes of air left in 3'-then let out

well—but Nul.

Took away cone and box c, leaving only the air box cock.

30 strokes let out immediately— A^n/.

6931. Box current of recent air has lost its power of making

Neg., or of doing so with water in c— is this because some little

matter in cock, as alkali or grease from the plug, forced onwards

by the high pressure, has neutralized it? Must try a new cock.

6932. Tried to procure some effects by blowing from the mouth
against an insulated cone, using a box c with water and oil of

turpentine, and also a dry box c with silica; but could not suc-

ceed. Power of mouth and lungs not enough for these Electro-

meters.

6933. Required certain experiments as to states assumed by the

bodies used above when excited by ordinary mutual friction. The
substances used were a fur cuff of dyed Marten’s skin

;
Flint glass

;

Shell lac; Sulphur; Feather: a wing feather plumage part; Quill;

Brass; Rock crystal; Tin; Platina; Hand; Catskin.

6934. CuffofMarten s skin was Pos.^ making Flint glass

;

Lac; Sulphur; feather; quill -Neg.
Feather-wing was Pos., making Flint glass; Lac— Negative.

Quill was Pos.., making Glass, Lac .... -Neg.
Flannel Pos., making Rock crystal .... -Neg.
Glass Pos., making Brass -Neg.

Rock Crystal Pos., making Hand; tin; platina; brass-Neg.

Catskin Pos., making Flint glass -Neg.
Shell lac Pos., making brass “ Neg-

See 6875 for other results, as

Sulphur is Pos., making Platina “Neg.

Sulphur is Neg., making Tin ;
copper ; wood ; flannel

;

canvas -Pos.
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6935. Have been engaged in trying all the P
bodies in the column, each rubbed against every Catskin
other one^ and ascertaining their state. Any one Flannel

is Pos, to all beneath, and Neg. to all above. Ivory
when excited by mutual friction. The list is Quill

more correct than the results above (6934). Rock crystal

6936. But there are some reservations to make. Flint glass

Thus of a catskin^ some parts are Negative to Cotton
other parts, and Negative to below Flint glass. Linen, canvas

The long hair part is most Pos, White silk

6937. Ivory and metals are curious. Though Hand
ivory is a very good insulator, yet it is very Wood
difficult to produce mutual excitement between Lac
it and the metals. With my present means the Metals : Iron
excitement was nearly nul and very different Copper
to that with much lower bodies, as linen, cotton. Brass

wood, etc. Tin
6938. Flannel is often uncertain. Of two pieces Silver

rubbed together, the one would always be Pos. Platina

and the other Neg. -and that which was thus Sulphur
Ncg. would also be Neg, to Ivory, quill, rock- N
crystal, glass, etc. Much may depend upon how the flannel has

been washed and cleansed from soap. Again, when two pieces

of flannel are rubbed across each other, often both will become
Neg.; and probably the Air has then become Pos, (6692).

^939- Feather,, according as it was applied by friction to other

bodies, would sometimes be above Rock crystal and yet again

below white silk. A feather struck with its feather edge against

dry linen (canvas) became strongly Neg.,, and yet the same feather,

drawn with a little pressure between the folds of the same canvas,

was strongly Pos.% and this again and again. It is possible that

a part of this effect may depend upon the different quality of the

quill and the feather part; but as far as I examined the matter

with the feather part alone, the same strange alteration was pro-

duced.
6940*. Feather and quill rubbed together: the feather was Pos.

* I6940]
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and the quill Neg. Quill and canvas rubbed: the quill was P.

and canvas N. Canvas and feather rubbed together: canvas was P.

and feather Neg. Under these circumstances, these three things

form a circle. But careful examination probably destroy it.

6 JANY. 1843.

6941. Resumed expts. with Air box. It still contains the potassa

fusa which has been closed up in it, and the exit cock has been

freshly cleaned with caustic potassa. All the rest is as before (6931).

6942. Used the last box c and canvas in it, which was moist

(6930). 30 strokes and the air out directly against brass cone

attached to the box; but was NuL
6943. Arranged the insulated cone and the box c and metal pipe

(6926). 30 strokes of air-out at once-NuL

6944. Changed the issue cock for the former one (in good state),

and used the box c and pipe (6926) and insulated cone of brass;

and it became a little Pos.

6945. Then attached the cone to the box c and air box; and now
NuL
6946. The air itself, whether used instantly or left to dry, is

always Nul. in its effects. So appears not to be friction of air

alone, and hence a reason why not friction of steam alone in the

boiler case.

6947. Put some water distill, in box c-NuL Again, with 35

strokes—NuL
6948. A little oil of turpentine added to the damp canvas in

box c, and now box left powerfully Pos. Good.

6949. Cleaned out box c by wiping-then a little Pos,\ smell of

turpentine. So this Nul source of air easily acts with Oil of

turpentine mist and globules.

6950. Difficult to make distill, water act by air alone-time too

short and pressure too small.

6951. Used this Nul source of air with powders. Dried the box

c and put flowers of sulphur in. No excitement; on examination,

found all the sulphur caught in the eddy of the box. So took it

off and used a longer, narrower one, where the stream more

direct-and now the sulphur was thrown out and the cone and

box made Pos, Good.
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6952. Rosin in box c. Blew out visibly, but cone nearly nul;

again—nearly Nul', not clear whether Pos. or Neg.

6953- Silica in box c. 30 strokes- left cone well Pos, as before.

Again the same distinct result. The cone is brass.

6954. Blew silica out of a jet (6926) against a tin plate set up

6 inches oft’. It made the air box Pos. and also the tin plate a little

so ; for it had rubbed against the Plate and not been discharged

by it. So repeated the expt. and covered the plate with a wet

sheet of paper, to catch, stop and discharge the silica, and now
it became Neg. So Silica rubbing against metal becomes Neg.

and makes it Pos. This not according to the table and yet a very

constant effect.

6955. Used a newbox c and the old ivory tube (6900), which I have

tried to clean by spirit, etc. Insulated cone and 30 strokes of air

out at once—cone a very little Pos,

6956. Same box c and the attached cone—effect Nul,

6957. Same box with old ivory tube and independant cone (6955),

as just now, and now Nul. Quite as dry air.

6958. Ice corner opposite ivory tube— 30 strokes of air—Nul.

Now put canvass and oil of turpentine in box c, and opposed the

ice-the ice left nul. Now put a little water into box c with oil

of turpentine and now Ice well Pos,

6959. Henry’s boiler—attached chamber c with oil turpentine and

water in the canvass and brass cone to one of the stop cocks and

insulated the whole. Got up steam; very poor pressure and

issue, but still the Electrometer easily opened out Pos, A large

Marcet’s globe does very well.

16 FEBY, 1843.

6960. Very cold to-day and yesterday, and I have been trying

to excite substances against ice. The ice was very dry and the

other things well cooled, and all insulation was good, but I could

obtain no indications.

6961. Ice andflannel. Flannel not stick to the ice at all, so all

solid and dry and cold. Yet no indications either in ice or flannel.

6962. Ice and Shell lac—no indications.

6963. Ice and metal—no indications.
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6964. Yet shell lac
^
flannel and metal easily excited each other

well at these same low temperatures.

6965. Very curious that ice should be more difficult to excite

than metal.

6966. Ice is a pretty good conductor of static electy. of intensity

and at once discharges the electrometer; but still, it should have

excited against shell lac, flannel, etc., if not against metal. Was
the ice of common water—not distilled water.
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6967. Mr Bachhoffner has sent me a large Leyden jar from the

Polytechnic Institution. It was one of a battery; was charged in

the battery, but when discharge was made and the wire intended

to be burnt was burnt, at the same time this jar was broken

through, by the Electricity passing through the glass from coating

to coating, just midway between the upper and lower coating.

The appearances were as follows. Electricity had passed through

in five places, as in the sketch on the other side'. At each of these

places the tin foil was raised and blown into a hole both on the

inside and outside, being forced up from the glass in the form

of a cone, the holes being about the size represented^ and the

cones as represented by the fainter lines. When the tin foil was

stripped off the outside, five cracks were found, proceeding from

one center, of the shape, size and disposition represented beneathL

The center corresponded to the larger hole in the foil and the

places of the four smaller holes are indicated by short cross lines

in the direction of the cracks. As to the center, there the main

and breaking discharge had taken place, and at it the glass was

pulverized nearly; still, the lines of the fractures were in in-

numerable radii and circles, as occurs when a bullet is thrown at

plate glass. The size of the place is about that represented. This

I believe to have been the first and great discharge-but then at

the other four places, and just under the elevations of foil, appear

edges of metal upon the crack, shewing that discharges have

passed there also. Now the glass is no further broken here, and

think these four discharges must have been posterior to the first

and to tlie existence of the crack-probably supplementary or after

discharges which take place through close crackjsj almost as easily

as through metal. At the center of the large scar or fracture was

a small round hole, about the size of a coarse human hair, and

the sides of this were fuzed after the manner of a fulgorite. There

are certain other small cracks across the larger ones, about of

* i.e. in the margin.

2 The sketch is reduced to
|

scale.

3 i.e. in the sketch; reduced to
|

scale.
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inch long, and there are two to each secondary discharge, one
on each side of the metallic line of edges— they appear to have
been formed by these secondary discharges. Besides these tliere

are certain places, as at i, 2, 3, where a remarkable disintegration

of glass has commenced and not gone through, i.e. the glass is

broken with radial and curved fractures, as if a hole like the large

one had begun to form there, but had not gone on to completion.

These do not appear to go through the glass, but must be
examd. in sun light. There are slight traces of seven or eight such

places around the great central place, and as yet I see no signs

of them elsewhere in the jar. Looking on them as flat cones, their

base is on the outer surface of the glass and their apex in the body
and near the middle of the thickness of the glass.

6968. On stripping off the foil from within, I found the gum or

paste quite wet— this moisture must help to blow up the tin foil

at the time of an explosion.

6969. There are several more places such as i, 2 and 3, and I have

mapped their places. Those in black ink are on the outer surface

of the jar going inwards, and those marked red are on the inner

or negative surface of the jar coming towards the outside

^

6970. The character of the main fracture or center is the same
on the inside as the outside.

6971. The metallic edges at the four places of secondary dis-

charge occur at the inside also of the jar, at the same spots, but

I cannot trace them in the crack, i.e. on the crack surface. They
are radiate from the crack on the surface outwards, and have the

general character of metallic deflagrations. That at the center was

probably quite burnt by the force of discharge, and indeed the

minute hole there and part around has a yellow brown colour.

MAR. 9, 1844.

6972. I sent Airy a letter and sketch for a proposed registering

atmospherical Electrometer, depending on the attraction of discs.

He thought the mechanical power would be small, so I have

obtained a few numbers by expt. on a rough practical scale to

shew the amount of power.

* There is, of course, no distinction between the red and black marks

in the reproduction on p. 144.

FDIV 10
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a*, a disc formed of a hoop, having paper stretched over its

lower edges, and that covered with tin foil; a wire fastened to

the upper edge by a little bracing, makes the disc quite flat;

c, c, c, silk threads ; a wire link hanging from one arm of a

balance; a fine springing wire connecting b with and
thoroughly uninsulating the disc cz; e, a flat board covered with
tin foil, standing on the insulating pillar connected by wire g
to an electrical machine, by another wire to the ball h\i\s another
ball, uninsulated and adjustible in distance with ball h. The
machine would of course charge e until a spark would pass at

i, and also attract a with a force measurable with the balance.

The disc a was 24 incites in diameter.

The board e 24 x 36 inches square.

The balls i about ^ of inch in diameter.

S shall be the distance between h and i.

t the distance between a and and the power expressed in

grains.

S in part of inch t in inches
pull in

grains

3 » 50

5 ) 75

100

125

150

A 200

>> 250

A 300

^^6 400
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I

8 I 500

>9
7
8

600

99
6
8

*3

700

i 6
1

16
1 ^

100

l6 150

16 I 50

With S our large gold leaf electrometer opened about 6 inches.

23 MAY 1844.

6973*. Condensation of Gases, Made a’cyanogen retort of green
bottle glass. It was above 12 inches long in the glass; of
an inch in external diameter; of an inch in thickness

of glass. The two bends were not very good; one was a little

puckered. Brass caps were cemented on by common cap cement
and a little tow over the joint; a small stop cock was used and
washers of leather just wetted through by soft cement at the

fuzing point.

6974. Made cyanogen in the retort until it issued at the stop

cock; then closed the cock and continued to heat the cyanide,

cooling the bend a by a little water; liquid cyanogen collected

there and all stood the pressure well. Kept the cyanogen for

24 hours— it returned to the solid residue, but was easily driven
over into the bend by a little heat.

6975 1. Made a compressed air Guage as in former times; placed

it in a green glass tube closed at one end and furnished with a

cap and stop cock at the other. The chamber or outer tube was
8 inches long; 0*25 of inch in external diameter; thickness of glass

was 0*025 of an inch or 46.

6976. Attached this guage and vessel to the cyanogen retort by
its stop cock and leather washer in soft cement; opened the cock
and the guage instantly shewed a pressure of four atmospheres
just. It stood well and there was no leak; so glass, cock, junction,

washer, etc. will easily stand this. Shut the cock and loosened

the guage aperture; immediately the guage mercury went to Zero.

Screwed up again and re-opened the stop cock; the pressure was
now only 3*6 atmospheres; temp. 60°. This difference was due

* [6973]

+ [6975] £z:»=S-
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* to the removal of the common air from the guage case; in the

first instance it was left in.

6977. Fixed up the silk valved syringe. This is a condensing

syringe, an inch in diameter, having only silk valves below and

above; and I require to know how they will stand pressure.

Attached the Guage tube by a little stop cock to it, as in figure.

Then forced in air. Easily obtained a pressure of four atmospheres,

6, 8, and at last reached 10 atmospheres of pressure. This pressure

was held well by the silk valve of the syringe- by soft cement—
leather washers—by cap and red cement joint—by the glass tube

of this thickness— and when the little stop cock was closed and

the guage vessel removed,* it was held by the little stop cock alone.

Nothing started or gave way.

6978. Had another syringe of same diameter, but with metal

valves. Aimed at 8 atmospheres pressure with it, but before that

the Valves leaked back and they would not hold the pressure.

6979’*. Made a green glass tube for gas, of this shape, etc.

24 MAY 1844.

6980. Teased with leakage; traced it at last to a bad little stop

cock. Tried all the other things— all tight.

6981. Whilst a tube as above was on and under a pressure of

about 6 atmospheres, broke it off close to the stop cock of the

syringe. It broke easy and clean and there was no splitting up
of the whole nor any projection of the mass. All good.

6982. When cyanogen had returned to its residue in the retort,

tri^d the pressure—was the same as if separate and in liquid state.

6983. Worked withAddams" Carbonic acid liquid—procured solid

-long filaments of frost form on it in a deep little basin and these

are very electric. The whole piece of Carbonic acid is electric

and is not discharged by the hand or by metal. It is a non-
conductor. It is probably made electric as it rushes through the

nozzle of the apparatus, like water, etc. with steam. Its state

is

6984. Put C.A. solid and Ether into the little cooling dish as

intended to be. Kept for 15' with solid C.A. present, so at

extreme cold. Mercury in it continued frozen for 21', so at 50°

below o for that time.
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6985. Glass tube, easily cooled and introduced into it, stood well. '

6986. Solid C.A. in a spoon in Nitrous gas—condensed part of
the atmosphere—when spoon touched the liquid Nitrous acid, it

froze it into a solid lump, pale green yellow, which in the air sent
off yellow Nitrous acid gas.

25 MAY 1844.

6987*. W^orked with the syringe and green glass tube of 23 May,
page i485^( ). cisa glass tube, with pieces of chloride
of calcium to dry the gas drawn in by a flexible tube d from the
gas jar e over water. At the bend in the tube arranged two little

Dresden cups, one in the other, to m^ke the cold bath of C.A.
and ether.

6988. Addams* Apparatus was in excellent order and gave plenty
of Solid C. A. After using it in lecture I proceeded to make the

following expts.

6989. Olefiant gas was first put into jar ez, then some of it slowly
pumped through the apparatus until the gas issued freely from
the terminal cock that was then shut, the cold mixture applied
to the dipping bend carefully, and when the tube was fairly im-
mersed and cooled, pressure was applied by the syringe. Soon
the gas went down into a liquid, and thus another was added to

the list, and the efficacy of the plan illustrated. It was a clear

colourless transparent fluid. It did not crystallize at the tempera-
ture of this bath— Solid C.A. being in excess in the ether. When
obtained, the cock was shut between the Syringe and the con-
densing tube and thus the liquor left to itself. Being then allow[ed]

to acquire the temperature of the C.A. bath, the pressure stood
^ i,e. pars. 6977—9.
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at 3*7 atmospheres. Of course C. A. in the tube would have had

a pressure of i atmosphere, or perhaps rather less. See below.

6990. Next took Carbonic Oxide.

Raised the pressure up to 5*2 atmospheres in C.A. bath, but

could not condense the gas. Now the Syringe leaked and I could

not get a higher pressure. Must have a smaller and better syringe

and try again.

6991. Nitrogen.

Compressed up to 10 atmospheres but did not go. The syringe

leaking and could not hold this pressure for a constancy. Evidently

will not go down easily-but persevere. The glass and joints of

cement stood well; all seems right except the syringe and perhaps

the washers. Use washers of lead.

6992. Hydrogen.

Compressed up to 10 atmospheres, but would not go— tlie

difficulty the same as with Nitrogen.

6993- Carbonic acid.

Easily condensed-its condensation readily indicated by cir-

cumstance that, when gas thrown in by syringe and guage raised,

it instantly ran back again to a certain point. Also as the C.A.

condensed on the inside, the Solid C.A. in the ether bath rapidly

disappeared, the heat (latent) being transferred from the C.A.
within to the C. A. without.

6994. When condensed, the C.A. could be obtained either as a

liquid or a solid. It went down as a solid, but on shutting the

cocks and removing the C. A. bath the tube became warmer, and

at a certain temperature, unknown at present, it became a liquid.

This could be easily frozen into a solid again, and when this was

done, the C.A. did not expand or change in bulk much, but

crystallized and froze into a clear, transparent, colourless, solid

body, the C. A.

6995. When the cooling bath contained plenty of Solid C. A, and

the tube was left in it, the guage within not only went back to

Zero, shewing that the C. A. within did not exert more pressure

than one atmosphere, but it retreated even to a distance equal to

4 or 5 divisions of the guage, the 12 divisions becoming 16;

hence there was a partial vacuum in the tube, or rather a pressure

of 0*75 of an atmosphere. This was very natural, for of course
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the evaporating C. A. in the bath would cool itself to a tempera-
ture below that required for a pressure of one atmosphere (just

as water or ether will do so), and as there was no gas within the

tube but C. Acid, it would take the same tension of vapour, or

nearly so, as that outside. By [illegible] the gas from the cold

bath one might make it far colder. Perhaps do this with some
gases, as Hydrogen, etc., or in freezing some bodies.

6996. The bath was removed and the tube allowed to warm in

the air until the C.A. within was partly liquefied, and then the

pressure on the guage observed. This was nearly 6 atmospheres,
or a little more. Hence solid C.A. can give an atmosphere
exerting that pressure. It remained at tfiat point until all the solid

was melted, and then the pressure rose.

6997. Oxygen.
Pressure to 10 atmospheres; but did not go down.

6998. Sulphurous acid in a little tube (liquid). Cooled it in the

C. A. bath; at last it froze into a crystalline, transparent, colourless

solid, not differing much in bulk from liquid. When partly frozen,

it seemed to form good crystals— looking like glacial Acetic acid.

When taken out of cold bath, it quickly began to melt, as if its

freezing point was not far from the temperature of the bath itself,

and much lower than C.Acid.

6999. Yellow condensed Nitrous acid in a closed tube was cooled

in the bath. First the yellow colour of the atmosphere dis-

appeared ; then the liquid got paler and paler and was at last very
little coloured, and then it froze into a white crystalline solid,

not so clear as Sulc. Acid, but as if crystals were finer and more
needle like, so that the mass was rather opaque or translucent.

It easily freezes, the temperature probably not being very low.

7000. Have used the same tube for all the attemp[t]s on the con-

densation of Olefiant gas, Hydrogen, Oxygen, etc. etc. as yet,

and it stands well.

3 JUNE 1844.

7001.

Worked with i inch syringe (of 25 th May), but used a

different condensing tube, thus: a, a small metal tube continuing

the syringe down to c; ^ is the condensing tube, hermetically

closed and bent below, capped above, as before, and having a
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little stop cock screwing into c. Used leaden washers every

w[h]ere and they stood well Then applied the E, C.A. bath

at lower end of the tube h,

7002. To empty the air or a previous gas out of b\ this was done:

Nitrous oxide, for instance, was forced by the syringe through

the apparatus, the cock at c being a little open until all was full

but the tube h; the cock was then closed- 10 atmospheres pressed

into the tube; the whole left a while to mix-the cock at c loosed

until guage (in the tube b) stood at one atmosphere then closed

again- 10 atmospheres put on as before- and this was repeated

a third time, so that very little air could remain. When a fluid

was condensed in bottom of then it was easy to expel any trace

of air by letting a little of the fluid escape as vapour.

7003. A new expedient for drying the gas was used. A glass

tube the
3
of an inch in diameter was bent into a coil f, and by

caps attached to the inlet of the syringe and the end of the flexible

tube proceeding to the gas jar or gazometer; then the coil of t

was put into a glass and kept at by a frigorific mixture. On
after examination, it was found that all the water that could be

taken away by this degree of cold was deposited in the anterior

part of the tube between i and 2 as ice; none appeared at 3.

7004. Nitrous oxide. This gas (as was to be expected from the old

experiments) condensed and formed a liquid. It did not freeze

by any cold of the E. C. A. bath. On leaving it to obtain the

temperature of the bath (after shutting the cock at the top of the

condensing tube), the pressure was then observed. The guage

had 10 divisions and the mercury stood at 3 divisions (indicating

3' 3 atmospheres), but on opening the stop cock a little the guage

rose. When at 6 divisions it was reclosed, and then, being left

a while, the mercury returned towards the fifth division. Being

opened again, so as to stand at the seventh division, it was re-

closed, and when the fluid had re-attained the temperature of the

E. C. A. bath, the guage returned and rested at the sixth division,

i.e. the air of ten volumes was compressed into 6 volumes. Hence

the pressure of the vapour of liquid nitrous oxide at the tempera-

ture of the E. C. A. bath is i*66 atmospheres only,

7005. I covered over the E. C. A. bath with a cover of tin foil,

so as to obstruct the access of air and cause the bath to have the
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temperature belonging to it at the true pressure of r atmosphere.

This, by making the bath a little warmer, also caused the mercury
in the guage to move, shewing increased pressure within; but the

difference was not more than a ,0 of a degree of the guage used.

7006. Though a pressure of 1*66 atmospheres was that exerted

by the fluid nitrous oxide, yet it required far more than that to

bring down the gas into the fluid state; and the guage often

shewed i atmosphere^ on pumping in, but then this soon fell as

the heat evolved by condensation was transferred through the

glass and removed by the bath on the outside. It was beautiful

to observe that as the gas became liquid within, so the solid

C.A. in the ether on the outside became gas and rapidly dis-

appeared. It served for one indication that condensation within

was going on.

7007. But when fluid was condensed and left to cool, still the

pressure remained high, or at 3*3 atmospheres. This shews, either

that air was in the gas which accumulated as the condensation

went on, or that nitrogen or some other substance than nitrous

oxide, and of a higher pressure, was there. This could of course

be separated by letting it off afterwards; as was done.

7008. Made a new experiment with the same gas. Liquid came
down easily when guage kept at i division or 10 atmospheres—

loosed up to 6 divisions— closed the cock— the guage returned to

4 divisions— repeated this two or three times, and at last the

mercury in the guage stood at 6^ divisions, with a good E. C. A.

bath and plenty of fluid nitrous oxide in the tube. Repeated this

two or three times more. Settled now at 6* divisions, or 1*6

atmospheres at temp, of E. C. A. bath.

7009. Took off the condensing tube with its cock, etc. Opened
the cock full. Liquid boiled -fell in temperature until it was so

cool as to sustain only a pressure of i atmosphere, at which the

guage stood. At this time it must have been much colder than

solid Carbonic acid, but it would not freeze itself. So not solid

at very low temperature. On closing the stop cock and putting

the end of the tube into the E. C.A. bath, the latter made the

nitrous oxide boil vigorously and the pressure rose to 6* divisions

as before, or i*6 atmospheres.

^ ? I division^ indicating 10 atmospheres.
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7010. I put the closed end of the tube containing the nitrous

oxide against a piece of ice. The liquid boiled and the ice froze—

the guage rose to ^ a division or 20 atmospheres, yet the ice was

hard and dry and not at 32^^. The liquid then disappeared; but

whether I had not enough to supply the capacity of the tube with

gas, or whether a leak had come on, I did not ascertain. At all

events, the pressure at 32^ is more than 20 atmospheres.

7011. Also the cement of the cap joints stands 20 atmospheres,

and the tube also.

My former result is 50 atmospheres at 45"^ F.

7012. Nitric oxide or Nitrous Gas.

Whilst all the parts of^ the apparatus were filled with nitrous

oxide, I transferred the end of the flexible draught pipe to a jar

of well washed Nitric oxide, and then introduced that gas into

the apparatus (7001). This was done very well—no signs of the

formation of nitrous acid appeared any where nor was the syringe

or its valve in any way affected.

7013. I raised the pressure to 20 atmospheres, and the E. C.A.
bath was good, but I could not obtain any signs of condensation.

The valve of the syringe however began to leak, and I must
repeat this with two pumps. The cement, the tube, and all other

things held well.

7014. Coal Gas.

Succeeded the Nitrous Gas by coal gas, so as safely to remove
the former. Then put on pressure with coal gas, but obtained no
effects with pressure of 10 atmospheres. Repeat.

7015. Have had an iron syringe of \ inch bore made for higher

pressures. Mounted it in conjunction with the brass syringe of

I inch diameter, connecting the two by a pewter tube and screws.

Found afterwards that the screw at m was not tight and so only

an imperfect effect was obtained.

7016. Nitrogen.

Pressure raised to 20 atmospheres, but no signs of going in

a good E. C.A. bath.

7017. Oxygen. No.
7018. Hydrogen. No. This gas shews its leaking powers very

much at these high pressures. Put collar of soft cement in at m
and found excellent effects from it.
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7019. Carbonic oxide. No; even when guage mercury stood at f

of a division or 25 atmospheres.

7020*. Now laid aside the pumps to have better unions and con-
necting pipe, and worked with open receiver, made out of bent

tubes, introduced into the E. C. A. bath ; and sent in certain gases

from little generating vessels.

7021. Chlorine,

Easily condensed into a liquid—so easily that there was no smell

of chlorine at the open mouth of the receiver. But there was no
signs of freezing. So this body requires a very low temperature

for its solidification.

7022. Hydriodic acid.

Generated from Phosphorus and Iodine. Easily condensed.

Was a little coloured by a trace of free iodine. So easily con-

densed that very little fume appeared at the mouth of the receiver.

It was easily froien by E. C. A. bath and did not then fume. It

was a brown (from free iodine) crystalline substance. On lifting

it out of the bath and warming the tube with the finger, the solid

melted, formed a pink fluid (from the iodine), and quickly after

gave off fumes of hydriodic acid from the mouth of the receiver,

as if it were then at i atmosphere of pressure.

7023. Hence probably its solid has less pressure of vapour than

I atmosphere. Its liquefying point seems to be not much below
its boiling point at pressure of i atmosphere, and both of these

are probably not far distant from o®; perhaps above it.

7024. Muriatic acid.

Gave no signs of going down at pressure of i atmosphere,

i.e. in an open tube receiver at temp, of E. C. A. bath.

5 JUNE 1844.

7025 1. Worked without the pumps on Gases which could not be

introduced by its means, a, a retort for evolution of silicated

fluoric gas or other gases; a bent tube, dipping into a mixture

of ice and salt, to condense and retain water; c, the condensing

tube with its E. C. A. bath; a pressure guage being in the part d\

e^ e, stop cocks
; z, f, caoutchouc tubes to connect the parts of the

apparatus. In this form the end stop cock was left open, and

[7020] t [7025]
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only the influence of the cold used to condense the gas sent

through.

7026. Silicatedfluoric gas was evolved from the retort and passed

through the apparatus, but I could get no signs of condensation.

All the glass parts of the apparatus looked clean and dry inside

and unaffected, and it seemed as if the gas might be passed through

the pump. On taking down the apparatus, the caoutchouc con-

nectors seemed partly affected and I doubt whether the pump
may be used.

7027. May perhaps use a small retort and put a pressure of three

or four atmospheres on it.

7028. Sulphuretted hydrogen.

Used the same form of apparatus for this gas (7025), evolving

the gas from Sulphuret of Antimony and Muriatic acid. The gas

easily condensed, so that none issued from open stop cock, and

the liquid quickly filled up the bore of the tube in the bend. It

was colourless, transparent, not solidifying—and consequently a

liquid when its own vapour has a pressure of one atmosphere;

but at how much lower pressure or temperature, cannot say

yet.

7029. The two stop cocks were closed and the condensing tube

and its contents disengaged from the rest of the apparatus. It was

then, at the bent part, put into baths of different temperatures and

the pressure ascertained.

In bath of salt and ico,

kept moving, i.e. at 0° F, the pressure was 6*9 atmospheres.

„ „ ice and water, i.e. at 32° F „ „ 9-0 „

With one guage of 45 parts.

7030. With another guage of 10 parts, the pressure in a bath of

was only 5*55 atmospheres. In this case, all common air was well

blown out of the tube; in the former case, I am not so sure.

Must try again,

7031. Ammonia,

Used the same form of apparatus (7025). The gas very readily

condensed, and plenty was obtained. It was a colourless fluid,

clear, not freezing at the temp, of the E. C. A. bath or pressure

of one atmosphere. Must go below that.
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At o® the pressure was 2*56 atmospheres— average of 4 observations; the
last and best expt. was 2*43 atms.

32® „ „ 4*22 „ —average of 5 different observa-
tions.

60 ,, ,, 6*82 ,,

Gas let off— all well.

The observations above were made, letting off gas each time
at the stop cock, so as to clear out all common air and get a true

result.

7032. Hydriodic acid.

Used the same apparatus (7025). Obtained the hydriodic acid

by putting into the retort a Phosphorus and iodine, then adding
water (a little) and applying heat carefully. Almost every thing

except hydriodic acid was stopped before the bent tube or

else in it.

7033. The hydriodic acid condensed readily, freezing so as to

block up the passage, and as this might embarras the passage of

air out of the retort, the bath of E. C. A. was lowered from the

tube and so applied that the contents might be liquid. No hydriodic

acid passed out at the furthest stop cock and no fumes there whilst

the condensing tube was kept cooled. When enough of the body
was condensed, the cock near the bend was shut, and also the

other cock, and the apparatus detached. Then a second tube, as in

the figure*, attached to it, this tube being drawn out to a fine bore
at <?. The cock a was shut b open— and c open—and then c allowed

to rise in temperature until hydriodic acid flowed freely from the

aperture e. Then b was shut tor a moment e sealed hermetically

by a flame— afterwards b opened and d cooled in the E. C.A.
bath. Immediately the hydriodic acid distilled over from c to d^

leaving a little impurity of iodine at c— and lastly, closing the

cock and unscrewing the tube c from it, a fine pure specimen
of hydriodic acid was obtained.

7034. Whilst the acid was in c and c in the E. C. A. bath, the acid

was solid. Lowering the bath, the acid soon liquefied, and it was
not difficult to have liquid and solid together in c, and yet gas

passing over them and escaping at the open terminal cock. So
that the solidifying point— the liquefying or boiling point at one

atmosphere cannot be very far apart.

7035. Solid hydriodic acid is a clear transparent colourless

* [7033]

6
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substance having 'fissures or cracks in it something like a piece

of ice, and appears to crystallize beautifully.

At 0° F. its pressure was 2*9 atmospheres.

32° „ „ 3'97—average of 3 obs.— last observa-

tion was 4*2 at.

60° „ „ 5*86—average of 2 obs.

7036. The hydriodic acid soon began to escape by the stop cocks,

issuing out at the ends and passing the plugs. I found that it

soon acted on the cement of the caps and also on the tallow of
the plugs, and so got round the latter. It also soon acted on the

brass, producing an iodide ofcopper and zinc, etc.
;
on the cement

it acted, dissolving it and Inaking a black acid mixture, fluid under

pressure, but which, on relieving pressure, gave offpure hydriodic

acid and left a black charry mass in small quantity.

7037. It also quickly spoils the guages by acting on the mercury
and also on the Brunswick black of the graduation marks.

7038*. Cyanogen.

Easily condensed at common pressures, sending it in from a

tube retort a, attached at once to the tube ^ by a screw connector.

7039. Easily obtained either as solid or liquid—colourless, trans-

parent, crystalline, etc.

7040. When there was mixture of solid and liquid in the tube,

the pressure of the vapour was rather less than i atmosphere.

The temperature at that point I do not yet know.

At temp, of 0° was liquid and pressure of 1*55 at.—mean of 4 obs.

» 3^' » » ^’2,
,, 3 ,,

5 ? ^ 3*^5 3 »

7041. Ether 1

Alcohol V do not freeze in E. C. A. bath.

Sulphuret of CarbonJ

* [7038] / _
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7042*. Put up two pumps (7015), with the cooling tube in ice
and salt (7003), and used vertical condensing tube (7001). All
was in good order except the valve at bottom of half inch syringe,
which did not hold, but the valve in the piston held and also
the stop cock b. The inch syringe was good and also its pipe
connection with the second syringe.

7043. Had three steel stays for half inch syringe to keep it steady
and prevent working of the leaden collars at its bottom. Used
Leaden and wax leather collars; found both tight. Oil pumped
through the pistons into the pipe p and a little once entered the
cock b and tube—must be avoided. Had good E. C.A. baths
for all the following results.

7044. Oxygen would not condense at 27 atmospheres.
7045. Nitrogen would not condense at 27 atmospheres.
7046. Hydrogen would not condense at 27 atmospheres.
7047. Nitrous Gas would not condense at 27 or 28 atmospheres.
7048. Carbonic oxide would not condense at 27 or 28 atmospheres.
7049. Olefiant gas. Condensed—liquid—would not freeze. Pres-
sure was then 9*6 atmospheres and kept there. As there might
be some air in tube (7002), opened the cock to sweep it out until

guage about 4 atmospheres, then shut it. Liquid boiled within
and froze something round it from the E. C. A. bath on the out-
side, shewing the extreme cold produced within—greater than
that of the E. C, A. bath. Cock closed and liquid Olefiant left

to gain temperature of E. C. A. bath; pressure rose to 8-7 atmo-
spheres. Again opened the cock and lowered pressure—shut and
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left it: rose to 8 atmospheres. Think that is about right for the

present case, but in the former case the pressure was only 3*7

atmospheres (6989). Have three or four times thought there were
two or more bodies in Olefiant gas. Must work this matter out.

Variations of pressure at temp, of E. C. A. bath, when liquid in

the tube, are very great.

7050. Probably do something by ice and salt bath and dissolving

liquids in the condensing tube, as oil turpentine, alcohol, etc.,

using pressure also— try.

7051. Coal gas. Not condense at 27 or 28 atmospheres. Re-
member that the pressure at which a gas first condenses seems
much greater than that the liquid can sustain. This is perhaps

because of air in the gas, or in the condensing tube, and on the

whole a condensing tube through which there is free way for first

filling of it with gas is better than one closed hermetically at

one end.

7052*. Phosphuretted hydrogen, A retort evolving phos. hy. from
solution of potash and Phosphorous was connected by caoutchouc
connectors with a cooling tube in a mixture of ice and salt, and
that with a condensing tube in a bath of E. C.A. Phosphuretted
hydrogen was sent through until it issued with its ordinary

characters at the final stop cock, but none condensed in the

E. C.A. bath; all well arranged, but this gas will not go down
at pressure of one atmosphere. Might try it without much diffi-

culty with pressure by use of the half inch syringe.

7053. Arsenuretted hydrogen.

Arranged in the same way, except that a glass tube from end
of condensing tube convey the passing Gas into Jars over a

water trough. The gas obtained from Zinc and white arsenic by
dil. S. A. No signs of condensation. Hence doubt the statement

in Graham— but as there might be hydrogen enough to carry off

the volatile Ars. hydrogen, must procure the gas from an alloy

of Zinc and Arsenic.

7054+. Muriatic acid gas.

As it does not seem to go down at pressure of i atmosphere
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(7024), made a large tube retort, put in pieces of Mur. ammonia
and oil of vitriol, and when they were mixed, connected this

retort by a right angled connector with the condensing tube.
When pure M. A. Gas issued from end of condensing tube, shut
that cock and let the pressure rise. Liquid Mur. acid condensed
in the bent part but some of the mixed materials were also carried
over. The pressure was i*6 atmospheres at the E. C. A. bath
temperature. Took of[f] the generating vessel and then by an
excellent E. C. A. bath open to air and with plenty of carbonic
acid in it, the pressure was 1*33 atmospheres.
7055. Put the bent part into a bath of ice and salt assumed to

be at 0° and moved it well about. Th6 pressure was then from
10 to 12 atmospheres. Leaking through the cock came on, as if

M. A. easily affected and loosed the oil or dissolved in it and
passed; and as this would lower the temperature within, probably
12 or 12J atmospheres is not too high a pressure for temp, of o'".

7056*. Fluoboron gas (7287). Evolved from fuzed Boracic acid

and fluor spar by oil of vitriol and heat. The retort connected
by a caoutchouc connector with the condensing tube and a

pressure of one atmosphere only employed. No signs of con-
densing by E. C. A. bath. Plenty of good gas went through.

7057. Fluosilicon Gas. Arranged as Muriatic acid Gas (7054)
except that the generating tube was of Green glass and as wide
as my little finger in internal diameter. Had plenty gas through
the apparatus and shut final cock until pressure was 4 atmospheres
— still fluo silicon would not condense. So more difficult than
M.A.
7058 1. Mixed some bromine and phosphorus in a tube. Had an
explosion and burnt my fingers. Saved enough bromide of phos-
phorus to prepare hydrobromic acid by heating it with a little

water. Sent the gas acid into a little open receiver in an E. C. A.—
it condensed— a little bromine and impurity passed over with it—

but the pure, colourless, limpid and very liquid hydrobromic acid

could be decanted off from this matter into a clean part of the

condensing tube and then shewed its proper characters. No signs

of solidification. Its pressure of course less than i atmosphere
at temp, of E. C. A. bath. When taken out of the bath, the fluid

quickly disappeared, producing hydro bromic gas.

* [7056]

t [7058]
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7059. Better make Bromide of Phosphorous by putting bromine
at a and phosphorous at h and letting vapour of bromine pass over

and combine with phosphorous— or better still thus*, and then can

attach c to a condensing tube, and by a little water in at d can

evolve hydrobromic acid and get its pressure at E. C.A., at 0°,

etc. etc.

Is more condensible than M. Acid.

7060. Now experimented with E. C.A. bath under air pump
receiver. On taking off pressure of atmosphere, the bath began
to boil, shewing the evaporation of the C. Acid, and it must have

become very cold.

7061. One good effect is the exclusion of the air and its moisture

;

there was much less water frost about it.

7062. Found it easy to keep the bath in this very cold state a

quarter of an hour or more, even when quantities not more than

I had used up to this time.

7063. The ether remains as fluid as ever at this low temperature.

7064. Sulphuret of carbon in a little tube into this cold bath still

as fluid as ever.

7065. Alcohol absolute into this very cold batli. Did not solidify

or become turbid, but it thickened considerably and in that respect

looked like a colourless limpid oil. When the little tube was in-

clined to and fro the alcohol poured from side to side with

difficulty.

7066. As the Oleft. liquid in evaporating produces far more cold

than the E. C. A. bath, so it might be used as a bath for the con-

densation of still more refractory gases, assisted by pressure.

15 JUNE 1844.

7067. Prepared some fluosilkon gas over mercury in different

Jars. Put up into it the following different substances: Copper;
Zinc; Iron; Caoutchouc; Cap cement; soft cement; Olive oil.

In two hours none sensibly acted upon. On the 17th, or 48 hours

after, no action on any—except perhaps the oil a very little. This
gas may be used with the compressing syringes.

7068. On the 15 th prepared also fluoboron gas and put up the

same substances. In the case of oil, there was some action im-
mediately, especially with a little agitation. The soft cement also

[7059]
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was apparently acted on. On the 17th, or in 48 hours, the oil

was much acted on— also the soft and cap cement and the india

rubber; the three latter being affected on the surface. Perhaps
this gas might be used in a syringe quickly, but that is doubtful

because of the ready action on tlie oil. The metals had not been
acted on.

10 JULY 1844.

7069. At Hampstead. Arranged a silvered glass concave mirror,

ii| inches in diameter, with a frame to sustain balls like peas in

the focus, that they might be submitted to solar radiation of an
intense kind.

7070. When a ball of chalk fixed on a platina wire was in the

focus, it was most beautifully luminous, so as, when looked at

from the garden against the bright sky, to shine as a little sun.

It was very quickly heated so as to crack: become caustic lime

and become white hot on the side towards the reflected rays, and
being applied to paper, instantly burnt it. After the first few
heatings, 8 or 10 seconds in the focus was enough to make the

ball red hot and able to fire paper.

7071. Whilst the ball remained in the focus

^

the light therefore

intense.

7072. Also the rays of heat from it were strong to the finger held

near; and if a piece of crown glass was between the finger and

the ball, the rays passed abundant through it; and a double con-

cave lens being held about 5 inches from it, heat was found in

the secondary focus. Thus the rays of heat from it have the

character of the sun’s heat rays in passing through and being

refracted by glass. The lens was about 2 inches in diameter.

7073. The rays from the ball in focus easily affected paper with

chloride of silver made on it— as was to be expected.

7074. The ball heated in focus—and brought out of focus—

radiated much heat to the finger.

7075. The ball heated in focus and brought out of focus near

to finger, with crown glass intervening—finger not feel heat so

soon, but did after a few moments, but then the glass had become
hot— so that rays to the finger probably principally if not entirely

from the hot glass.
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7076. No length of heating seemed to make the ball’s rays more

able to pass through glass, i,e. continued heating did not appear

to dispossess the lime of terrestrial heat and fill it with solar heat.

Solar rays in conversion into sensible heat give no power of

re-originating rays having solar properties more than common

heat would do.

7077. Crown glass converts many solar rays into sensible heat.

A piece of crown glass held in the focus, so that rays may pass

into and across it, becomes visible, shewing thus that all light

rays do not go through; and becomes very hot, shewing that

many heat rays are stopped.

7078. The back of tlie lime ball in the focus did not radiate heat

rays concentratible by a lens, as the front or incandescent side

did ( ).

7079. Retort deposit carbon. A ball of this substance in the focus

rapidly heated and gradually burnt away-only slowly. It, when

thus heated, emitted rays of heat more freely than chalk (due to

its emissive power), but it was otherwise as the lime, and pre-

sented no new phenomena.

7080. Phosphate oflime, A ball made out of a cupel: heated as

the rest, but it emitted very little heat as compared to the plumbago.

7081. Little glass globe alone: nothing particular.

7082. Do. filled with powdered fluor: very luminous whilst in

the focus but nothing particular when brought out of it.

7083. Tried to obtain effect on chloride of silver in a dark box

by taking balls suddenly out of the focus and introducing them,

but obtained no evidence of the emission under such circumstances

of chemically acting rays.

7084. So no appearance thus far of any communication by sun’s

rays of a power of radiating solar rays to such bodies as these

employed; no retention of peculiar or solar character. Still not

decisive. The inquiry wants a good Daguerre or Talbot apparatus

and preparation.
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Condensation ofgases again.

7085*. Have arranged to compress gases by pumps into tubes

cooled in E. C. Acid baths placed in vacuo so as to apply the

lowest possible cold to them. The pumps and cooling tube were
as before (7042, 7015, 7003); but the pipe carrying the gas from
the I inch pump was of brass, small, in three lengths, screwing
together at <z, b and c by male and female screws with leaden

washers between. The form was as in the next page^ : from a to ^

was about 4 feet; from ^ to c 4 or 5 feet, and from c to d about
6 inches. This latter piece c, d was true on the outside and passed

through a collar of leather in the upper plate of an air pump jar,

and was attached at its end to the condensing tube. By this means
the latter could be raised or lowered at pleasure out of or into

the E. C. A. bath placed beneath in the vacuum of the air pump,
and the length and flexibility of the brass tube allowed of this

motion without any derangement or loosening of the joints. The
condensing tube was, as before, of green bottle glass, bent as

in the figure and fastened at g and h to caps as before described.

The cap g screwed on to a cock, and that on to the end of the

pipe </, all by leaden washers. The cap h had a blank screw plug
fitted to it, also with a lead washer. The guage to measure the

compression was in the tube from e tofand easily visible.

7086. I found all the parts of the apparatus to work excellently

well together ; in that respect the apparatus did all that I expected

from it.

7087. In operating, the gas was pumped through as before, but

the Plug h was left a little open and glass blown through until

all the apparatus was full; then that was screwed up and the

operation proceeded with, and in this way several gases were
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submitted to a high pressure at the temperature of a bath of

E.C.A. in a vacuum of 28| inches.

7088. First for this temperature. I have had an Alcohol thermo-

meter made, the bore of which was previously examined. The
graduation begins at about 65° and then descends to 192° below 0°.

60®, 32° and were correctly ascertained and the degrees below

were accurately marked off of the same dimension (i.e. capacity)

as these.

7089. A good Ether Garb. Acid bath was prepared (I had a

magnificent charge of liquid C. A. from Mr Addams) which well

covered the bulb of this thermometer. The thermometer gradually

fell until it stood at nearly 100° below 0° F. The whole was then

put into the air pump jar and the air removed. Of course the

bath mixture boiled and the temperature fell. The barometer of

the air pump was raised to 28*3 inches; that outside being at 29-9.

In this state of things the thermometer fell to 160° below 0°.

Then let in air again, took off the bell glass, added a little ether

and then some more solid carbonic acid (though plenty was still

in the bath), so as to bring the bath up to its air temperature, and

the thermometer gradually rose to 106° below 0° and there stood

very steadily.

7090. So the E. C. A. bath in air may be taken at 106° below 0°;

the same bath in vacuo at 160° below 0°, and the latter as 54°

colder than the former. It was from this difference that I hoped

for some effects of condensation not obtainable without.

Now experimented with different gases.

7091. Oxygen.

The arrangement acted well— all quite tight— leaden washers

and joint stand well. There was plenty of C.A. in the bath the

whole time. The air pump barometer was at 28 inches and the

pressure in the condensing tube was 25 atmospheres, but there

were no signs of condensation. The condensing tube continues

much clearer on the outside, and is more easily examined as to

its contents at the cooled part than if in the air, because there is

no water in the surrounding atmosphere to condense on it.

7092. Hydrogen,

The air pump barometer was at 28 inches and the E. C. A. bath

good. I could not raise the pressure guage above 18 atmospheres.
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for after that the leakage either by the piston or through the

valve or elsewhere counteracted my efforts. At that it would not

condense.

7093. Nitrogen.

Made from Air by burning plenty of Phosphorus in it and
leaving the gas over water many hours. E. C. A. bath good and
air pump barometer at 28- inches. Now here I was able to raise

the pressure to 56 atmospheres, and in this there was no mistake,

and yet the gas would not condense.

7094. The pumps and valves held wonderfully well, and the

difference between this experiment and the one with hydrogen
which immediately preceeded it I can Only refer to the difference

of leakage in consequence of the physical qualities of the gases.

Nitrogen leaks the least by far, or has most difficulty in passing

through minute apertures. Oxygen leaks more easily and Hy-
drogen far more easily. These effects fully agree with my old

results.

7095. They should be compared with Graham’s diffusion expts.

etc. etc. There seems to be a little anomaly somewhere among
them, if my first experiments at low pressures be right.

7096. Nitrous Gas.

The apparatus was first filled with hydrogen, then Nitrous gas

was sent through, and at the close of the experiment hydrogen
was used to displace the Nitrous gas. In tliis way the pumps
acted freefy—were not affected—and all went on well. The bath

was good; the vacuum barometer at 28 inches; the pressure on
the N. Gas as nearly as possible 50 atmospheres. But no signs of

condensation.

7097. Carbonic oxide.

Well freed from Carbonic acid by standing over lime in water

for 48 hours. E. C.A. in good state. Vacuum air pump at 28*5

inches. Pressure on the guage in condensing vessel was 40 atmo-

spheres, but no condensation.

7098. The lower valve of the Iron half inch pump now began

to fail, and the piston, when depressed, would slowly rise

again.

7099. Coal gas.

From London supply. E. C.A. good. Air pump barometer at
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28*5 inches. Pressure on the gas 32 atmospheres. No condensation.

Iron pump becoming worse.

Ceased for the present the pump experiments.

7100. Arseniuretted hydrogen.

Have made alloy of equal weights Arsenic and Zinc, and acting

on this by strong Mur. Acid, obtained Arseniuretted hydrogen.

The retort cooling tube and condensing tube, as also surplus tube,

was like that used before for Phos. and Ars. hydrogen (7052,

7053). The gas easily condensed; a few bubbles continued to

travel on to the trough, but these were probably due to a little

free hydrogen, for the Arseniuretted hydrogen thus obtained has

not a pressure of one dtmosphere in the E. C.A. bath (See

Graham’s Elements, 1842, p. 631; also Dumas and Soubeiran,

Annales de Chimie et de Physique, xliii). Fluid did not solidify.

7101. The bend containing liquid was put successively and alter-

nately into 2 baths, one of ice and salt well mixed, the other of

Ice and water, and several observations made agreeing well to-

gether and giving, as the average result, a pressure of 6*2 atmo-

spheres for Ice and salt or o^; and 87 atmospheres for Ice or 32^^.

7102. The following substances in tubes were submitted to the

cold of the E, C.A. bath both in air and in vacuo. The fluid

chloride ofcarbon^ and hydro chloride of carbon or chloric ether

:

both solidified in the E. C.A. in air, or at 106° below 0°. Caout-

choucme and also camphine orpure oil ofturpentine did not solidify,

even in the E. C.A, in vacuo, or at 160^ below o'^.

7103. The charge of Solid Carb. Acid from Mr Addams was

excellent and in the evening I had not used it all out.

7104. May seal up some gases by use of E. C.A. bath. Sealed

up a little chlorine.

7105. Alcohol thickens in E. C.A. bath in air; so also does

Caoutchoucine and oil ofturpentine.

26 AUG. 1844.

7106.

Sulphurous acid.

Worked with it to get certain pressures and succeeded very well.

At 0° F. was pressure of 0-91 ? atmospheres.

5?
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At 43°-5F- was pressure of 2*00 atmospheres.

90° „ „ 4-30

^^5 55 55 6*25

The five first results are the average of several good experiments.

The two last are not so certain— for them the whole apparatus

was immersed in baths of these temperatures.

7107. Sulphurous acid dissolved the resinous cement of the

Brunswick black used to mark the guage.

27 AUG. 1844.

7108. Worked on Cyanogen to get certain pressures; succeeded

very well.

At 0° F. was pressure of i*66 atmospheres.
18°

55 55
2-00.^

55

32°
55 55

2*70
55

40°-5
55 55

3*00
55

45° 55 55 3.33 55

60°
55 55 4*17 55

58°
55 55

4*00
55

72°
57 55 5*00

55

7109. After many results the numbers in ice and water retnd.

to 2-7 atmospheres and the guage was in excellent order. The
results are good. Put the cyanogen tube aside.

28 AUG. 1844.

7110. Found the Cyanogen tube to-day, after 30 hours, just as

yesterday—no leakage of the cocks or plugs, or apparent action

externally on the cement.

29 AUG. 1844.

71 1 1. The cyanogen tube as sound as ever.

Proceeded to ascertain what volume of liquid there was and

what volume of gas it would produce. The temperature of the

apparatus, liquid and mercurial trough and place was 63^^ F. The
Barometric pressure 30*2 inches.

7112. The extent of the liquid in the tube was observed against

a guage or scale. Then a small bent conducting tube was screwed
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on to the stop cock end of the tube and the gas let Out ovet

mercury. It was all well received^ and when at atmospheric

pressure, equalled 6^6 cubic inches. When out^ the tube was dry

and free and the air pressure guage had returned to lo divisions,

or its first point, shewing all was right.

7113. Then distilled water was introduced and its quantity ad-

justed until it as nearly as possible equalled the original volume
of fluid cyanogen. This quantity of water weighed 3*8 grains.

7114. As the cyanogen atmosphere was at first under a pressure

of atmospheres (at 63° F.), and when the vessel was
opened fell to i atmosphere, it was necessary to know the capacity

of the vessel. It was found to be 0-2 of a cubic inch.

7115. The tube in which this cyanogen was kept was one bent

as above, of green glass, capped at each end, the short end closed

by a blank screw and leaden washer and the long end by a stop

cock; but immediately that this tube was separated from the

generating vessel, a brass connector was screwed on to the outer

end of the stop cock and a blank screw into the brass connector-
all with leaden washers. It was this dumb cap which kept all

so tight, for I find that all these cocks have a tendency to leak

slightly round the plugs-not out by the side of the plug, but
round it and out at the end of the cock. So when this cap was
taken off to-day, indications of a leak instantly appeared. Hence
must always close up with a blank end.

7116. On taking the apparatus to pieces, I found that the ring

of cement in contact with the atmosphere of cyanogen had ab-
sorbed a little and rendered it soft; but this extended only a little

way in and did no harm. It caused that part to swell inwards and
soften.

7117. The bulk of 3*8 grains of water is 0-01505 of a cubic inch,

and this is the volume of the liquid cyanogen.

7118. The pressure ofcyanogen at 63^ is about 4-36 atmospheres;
hence 4*36-1 or 3*36 times the capacity of the condensing tube,

or 0-672 of a cubic inch, is the quantity of gas which would be
sent into the mercury jar from the mere expansion of the com-
pressed atmosphere of cyanogen. This, subtracted from 6*6 cubic
inches, leaves 5*928 cubic inches as the gas from the liquid.

Now 0*01505 : 5*928 : : i to 393*9 nearly.
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So I volume of liquid cyanogen at the temperature of 63"^

expands into 393*9 volumes of cyanogen gas at the same tempera-
ture and at a barometric pressure of 30*2 inches.

71 19. If 100 cubic inches of Cyanogen weigh 55-5 grains (Brande),
then 393*9 cubic inches will weigh 218*6 grains, and this is the
weight of a cubic inch of liquid cyanogen. Hence its specific

Gravity is to water as o*866 nearly to i*ooo at or about 63"^.

7120^. Ammonia.
Worked on Ammonia to obtain its pressures. 200 grains of

finely powdered Mur. Amm. and 150 grains of recently heated
quick lime, also in fine powder, were well mixed in a mortar and
put into a green glass tube retort. This*then had a cap cemented
on to it ( ), and was connected by a stop cock to a bent
green glass cooler tube furnished with caps at each end. This
cooler tube was immersed in ice and water. Its further extremity
was connected with a condensing tube and guage like that just

described for cyanogen ( )- Heat of a spirit lamp was then
applied to the generating retort and the terminal screw of the

condensing tube left a little open. Ammoniacal gas was blown
through, and when issuing freely, the terminal screw was closed

up tightly. After that the guage was watched and heat applied

so that the mercury should indicate pressure outwards. Then a

bath of ice and salt was applied at the bend of the condensing
tube, the heat continued, and gradually ammonia beautifully ap-
peared in the liquid state there. When enough for my experiments
was collected, the cock c was closed; the condensing tube dis-

joined there from the rest of the apparatus; the blank cover or
cap (7115) screwed on; the cock itself screwed up tight and all

made quite home. Now the ammonia was safe and acted well

on the guage.
7121. Proceeded to obtain the relative pressure and temperature
at certain points. Whilst the temperatures were below 60'^, I im-
mersed only the bend containing the fluid in the respective baths
of temperature; but above 60°, as also for Cyanogen, etc., I used
a bath in a jar, so that the whole apparatus was immersed; other-

wise the liquid would have distilled.

* [7120]
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o°F.the pressure was 2‘6y atmospheres.

8
°

?? 99 3"oo 99

21°
5) 99 375 99

26°
95 99

4'00 99

32°
99 99 4-69 99

0
<

00
99 99

5*00
99

45 99 99 5-55 99

50°-

1

99 99
6*00

99

60°
99 99

6*82
99

61°
99 99

7*00
99

C\ 00

>

,0

99^ 99
8*00

99

74 7 99 99
9*00

99

82^
99 99

10*00
99

The degree at 32^^ and at was verified after all the other experi-

ments, of which the above are the average, was made. They were

exceedingly constant.

30 AUG. 1844.

7122. The Ammonia (7120) had kept well unto this morning.

The Guage and all in order. The cock, when shut, had been

screwed up tight, and that was good, for on taking off the blank

cover there was no signs of leakage.

7123. Proceeded to obtain the volume of gas from a measured

volume of liquid. The thermometer was at 60° F.; the Barometer

at 30*2 inches.

7124. Proceeded as before, successfully, but the mercury in the

guage returned to 17 divisions instead of 15, indicating that a

little ammoniacal vapour had been gathered up by the air within

the guage, probably as the mercury travelled back and exposed

parts of the glass to it which had been in the ammon. 24 hours.

7125. The whole volume of ammoniacal gas received was 12-4

cubic inches.

7126. The volume of liquid ammonia (7112, 7113) converted

into gas equalled the volume of 2-9 grains of distilled water.

7127. The capacity of the condensing tube (7114) was 0*15 of

a cubic inch.

7128. The weight of this condensing tube without its caps was

only 86*3 grains and it had stood well-a good tube.
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7129. The ammonia (liquid) had a little colour this morning, and
though it evaporated away quite readily and dry, it left a slight
stain. When all was out, the guage mercury stood at 17 parts,
as said (7124); but on shutting the stop cock it in 4 or 5 minutes
moved to 15 parts, shewing a little evolution of ammonia from
the cement or metal surfaces. On examination, the cement was
found apparently untouched, being hard and unchanged in form
at the exposed surface.

7130. The bulk of 2*9 grains of distilled water is 0*011487 of a
cubic inch, and this is the volume of the liquid ammonia.
7131. The pressure ofAmmonia at 60^ is 6*82 atmospheres ; there-
fore 5-82 atmospheres of compressed * gas escaped. Now the
capacity of the tube was 0*15 of a cubic inch, and this minus
0*011487 of c.i. is 0*138513; and this multiplied by 5*82 atmo-
spheres = 0*80614566 c. inches as the expansion of the com-
pressed gaseous ammonia; leaving 11*6 cubic inches nearly as the
gas of 0*011487 c.i. of liquid ammonia at 60° F. and Bar. 30*2.

7132. Now 0*011487 : 11*6 ; : i is to 1009*8 nearly. So i volume
of liquid ammonia at 60^ expands into 1009*8 volumes of am-
moniacal gas at the temperature of 60° and Barometrical pressure
of 30*2 inches. If 100 inches of ammonia gas weigh 18*28 grains
(Brande), then 1009*8 cubic inches will weigh 184*6 grains; and
this is the weight of a cubic inch of liquid ammonia. Hence its

S.G. is to water as 0*731 to i at 60®.

7133** (7120) full size^ of the ammonia glass tube.

31 AUG. 1844.

7134. Chlorine.

Endeavoured to get the pressures of chlorine, working with
the same form of apparatus as that employed for ammonia (7120).
Succeeded in getting the liquid chlorine in the condensing tube,

but it instantly rendered the mercury in the pressure guage useless,

though I had divided it into several portions with air between,
hoping to protect the last by the first.

7135. Then made a guage having for its indicating liquid proto
chloride of arsenic. Found that this dissolved chlorine and that

^ Diagram reduced to \ scale.

[7133]
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chlorine so got through to the measured air within and altered

its volume to an unknown degree. This therefore failed. Besides,

there was very much action on the cement, caps, etc. etc., and

certainly this form of apparatus will not do.

7136. Cyanogen.

Repeated the expts. with cyanogen, using the same apparatus

except that, instead of a screw and cap at the shorter end of the

condensing tube, it was drawn out fine, and when cyanogen was

issuing freely through, it was hermetically sealed. This form did

exceedingly well and there was of course fewer joints to make
tight. The screwing up of the stop cock plug screw is a very

important point in keeping specimens either for freezing or for

pressure experiments.

See results of pressure, next page^

7137. Cyanogen.

At F. the pressure was 1*7 atmospheres (good).

1°
yy

2-0?
yy

20
°

yy 2-45 yy

32°
yy yy 2*98

yy

34°-5 yy yy
3-0

yy

43
°

yy yy 3-63 yy

55°-3 yy yy
4*0

yy

60°
yy yy 4-444 yy

71°
yy yy 3 yy

84°
yy yy 6 yy

94°-5
yy yy 7 yy

These expts. were better than the former, and at the last the

guage was found to return correctly to the given indications at

o% 32^ 60°, etc.

7138.

Sulphurous acid.

Worked with it in a tube like the last (7136) and a guage with

divisions on both sides the i atmosphere point.

At 0° F. the pressure was 0*653 atmospheres.
12°

yy yy
1*0

yy

20°
yy yy

1*32
yy

32°
yy yy

1*62
yy

43°-3 yy yy
2*0

yy

^ i.e. par. 7137.
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At 45° F. the pressure was 2*08 atmospheres.

2-75 „
^^^•7 ,, ,, yo „
^4 ?> >> 4*0 ??

7139. This tube and the cyanogen left closed up to remain until

Monday. Used Indian ink on the guage this time and also kept

a copy on paper for the outside.

SEPTR. 2y 1844.

7140. Suls. acid,

Re-examd. the tube of Suls. Acid from Saturday (7138). The
liquid acid was all there, but coloured, for it had acted on the

Brunswick black graduation marks, washing out some of the

colour, and the marks had softened and run down, but the Indian

ink marks stood well and served well. After observing the results

below, the gas and liquid was let off to see whether the air in

the air pressure guage returned to its correct point of 10 parts.

As the pressure fell, the brunswick black matter here and there

frothed from its giving up the Suls. acid: shews the mutual

solubility of the Suls. acid and the B. Black medium. The guage

returned to 10-5 parts, shewing a little creeping in of Suls. Acid
gas to the air, namely a part. This is taken into account in the

numbers below.

7141. At 0° F. the pressure was 0-7 atmospheres; but this is too

great, for guage did not re-

cced freely at this point.

io'^*9 ,, „ i-o atmospheres

^3 55 t’i 3*^ 5?

ioo°*3 „ „ 5*25 „
7142. Cyanogen,

This tube was in good order (7136) and apparently all the

cyanogen there. The Brunswick black marks had run but the

Indian ink marks stood. On letting out the cyanogen at last, all

evaporated clear and the guage mercury receeded to 18 parts

instead of 16, so that a little cyanogen had entered into the air,

9—by the motion of the mercury and otherwise. Account of this

increase was taken in the following numbers, which are set down
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in the order in which they were obtained, so that the irregularities

might be compared with the ascending to or descending from a

higher temperature. Those above 65° were obtained by baths

covering the whole of the tube.
7143.

At 18° F. the pressure was 2*43 atmospheres.

12°
99

2*25
99

>

0
99

2*96
99

99 3*33 99

00•^0
99 99 6-75 99

64°
99 99 5*47 99

0°
99 99 I -69 99

100°
99 99 7-5 99

93° 99 99 6-77 99

84°
99 99 6

99

78°
99 99 5-63 99

67°
99 99 5 99

58°
99 99 4-5 99

36°
99 99 3-38 99

61°
99 99 4-5 99

78“
99 99 5-63 99

83°-3
99 99 6 99

92°
99 99 677 99

3 SEPTR. 1844.

7144. Have tried Sulc. acid as the liquid in a guage for the pressures

of chlorine and think it will answer well— for it holds well in a

guage tube and it does not dissolve chlorine.

7145. Might obtain high pressure by having two condensed gases

divided by mercury in different parts of a closed tube; and then

mingling them, should have the sum of two pressures.

7146. Or if air were compressed to 45 or 50 atmospheres, and

then liquid C. A. from another part of the vessel mingled with it,

should have pressure of nearly a hundred atmospheres in the

vessel, or on a mercury piston or division in it (7148).

13 SEPTR. 1844.

7147. On examining the different data for pressure of gases, have

drawn up the following numbers for Suls. acid, Cyanogen and

ammonia, in which the ticked numbers are the results of the best

experiments and the others are interpolated.
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Sulphurous Acid
® F. Atmosph.

y/o° 0*66

v/l2° I

27°'5 1*5

v/32° 1*65

4i°*6 2

v/45° ^*1^5

53°.(S 2*5

v/6o° 2*8

v/64^*6 3

74°*i 3*5

82°*9 4

\/9o° 4*45

90°*7 4*5

97°'7 5

v/ioo^ 5 *i8

I04°*i 5*5

1 09"^*7 ^

v/ii 4''*9 ^'5

13 SEPTR. 1844.

Cyanogen
° F. atmosph.

v/o° 1*7

8*6 2

22*9 2*5

v/32 ^*87

35:1 3

\/45 3-43

4<5 3-3

v/33-7 4

v/<;o 4-23

(54-4 4'

3

v/72-2 3

79 3'3

v/85 6

v/90*3 6*5

y/92 6*68

y/91 7

99*1 7*5

v/ioo 7*61

Ammonia
° F. atmosph.

v/o° 2*63

Vri’y 3

17*1 3-5

v/21 yi %

25*1 4

v/26 4*o6

v/32 4*46

325 4-5

39*3 5

v/45 5*45

45*6 5*5

51 6

56*2 6*5

y/60 6*9

v/6o*9 7

65*1 7-5

s/68*8 8

72-3 8-5

75*8 9

79 9-5

v/82 10
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7148. As to obtaining high pressures (7145). Suppose a vessel

or tube containing liquid or solid C. A. in an E* C. A. bath. Then
press in air till at 50 atmospheres. After that shut the vessel and

let it acquire common temperatures, and a pressure of 100 atmo-

spheres might be obtained, which might be directed on to a

part of the vessel separated by mercury, and containing the gas

to be condensed, which at the same time could be cooled by the

E. C. A. to 100° below 0° F.

7149. I lately saw a tree in Greenwich Park which has been struck

by lightning. It presents a particular effect which also occurred

in the tree at Old Buckingham, and another that I saw in Ken-

sington Gardens. The trunk of the tree is scored by the lightning,

an irregular line of an inch or two in width appearing where the

bark is torn off, and sometimes, as at Old Buckingham, the wood
also torn out. This line marks where a flash of intense force has

passed, but on tracing it upwards, as soon as it gets above the

lower branches, it diminishes and at last disappears, and it cannot

be traced to any particular branch and so along it to the end. The
effects shew that it is not the result of lightning which has gone

as one flash undivided into a tree and striking one branch as it

has struck the one stem, but that it is the result of the electricity

gathered by the many branches and their innumerable termina-

tions, which, when collected on the stem into one portion, appears

there with a power of tearing that it had not above; and very

probably it was no flash in the branches though it was a flash

on the trunk. All this is in perfect harmony with the conditions

of the parts, for the terminal twigs and leaves and outer branches

are numerous, pointed, wetted all over thoroughly and therefore

good gatherers and conductors; but the trunk would be single

and above all much drier, and the surface with excess of moisture,

i.e. its wetted surface, very small by comparison with that of the

leaves. It is very probable that the discharge over the surface of the

trunk is along some run of water from the upper branches, for

that would account for the marked selection of a course and also

the explosive power there rending and tearing.

7150. The flash therefore probably enters the tree rather as a

brush than otherwise, and in tliese cases becomes a flash again

within the tree and low down, as at the top of the trunk.
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7151. The danger of standing under trees is well known and
agrees with all these effects and observations-

23 SEPTR. 1844.

7152. Procured more Carbonic acid from Mr Addams and went
to work on various gases. The two pressure pumps were in order
and mounted (7085); also the air pump, etc. for the E. C.A, in

vacuo (7085)-
7153. Hydrogen,

Again pumped in hydrogen as before (7092), and attained to

about 25 atmospheres in the cold of E. C.A. in Vacuo; but there
were no signs of condenzation. The hydrogen leaked again with
great facility (7092).
7154. Fluo silicon,

Fluo silicic gas was made into two mercurial receivers and then
pumped in by the two pumps (7085, 7067). The pumps did very
well for a time, and long enough to condense the gas, for it passed
into the state of a very limpid liquid at the extreme cold of E. C. A.
in Vacuo. It did not freeze.

7155. The pressure at which it condensed was about 9 or 9*25

atmospheres at this low temperature. As more gas was thrown
forward pressure rose to 17*6 atmospheres, but then the liquid

in the condensing tube was as high and level with the surface

of the E. C. A. bath, so that in fact the gas thrown in was not
cooled to the temperature of the bath, and hence part of the

increased pressure, if not all (7179).
7156. The tube was put aside to wait whilst other condensation[s]

were carried on, and after about 2 hours looked at. Then all

the liquid was gone and the guage indicated 33*3 atmospheres.
Leakage had taken place as the temperature and the pressure rose

and there were appearances of it on the metal, etc. (7179).
7157^. Ammonia,

Endeavoured to seal up Ammonia in a tube, thus. The gas was
generated from quick lime and Mur. Ammonia ; then passed
through a tube cooled to F. ; and then conducted by a fine tube
into a tube condenser, capped at its open extremity and drawn
out narrow but strong a little below the cap. The closed end of
the condenser tube was immersed in an E. C. A. bath in Air.

* [7157]
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The Ammonia soon condensed into a liquid. The fine conveying

tube was then withdrawn; a Stop cock screwed into the cap of

the receiver; a piece of turmeric paper held against the opening

of the cock and the receiver lifted out of the bath. As soon as

the warmth of the air raised vapour enough to fill the receiver

with ammonia, which was easily judged of by the effect on the

turmeric paper, the cock was shut and then the receiver dipped

in the E. C. A. bath again. The pressure was of course quickly

reduced below i atmosphere, and a spirit lamp being carefully

applied to the contracted part of the tube, the glass softened,

collapsed, closed, and was thus drawn off and hermetically sealed,

very. The glass tube was*of course green bottle glass. The am-

monia tube was then removed and set on one side in the common
air.

7158. Sulphuretted Hydrogen.

Obtained from Sulphuret of Antimony and Muriatic acid,

cooled, etc. as before; was also sealed up very well in the same

way (7157)*

7159. Endeavoured to seal up some Sulphuretted hydrogen in a

longer tube with a mercurial condensing guage in it, so as to get

die pressures. This was done in a similar manner (7157), but a

little derangement of the guage took place in lowering the pressure

within when sealing up the tube; so that the air under the mercury

in the guage expanded so far as to bring the mercury to the top

of the guage tube, and some of the air escaped. On allowing

the pressure within to rise, the mercury entered the tube, took its

place and worked well—but the volume of air beneath it at i

atmosphere was of course not known (7173).

7160. Arseniuretted Hydrogen.

Obtained from alloy of equal weights of Arsenic and Zinc,

acted on by a mixture of i vol. Oil of Vitriol and 4 vols. of water.

This gas being cooled and condensed was easily sealed up in

a tube (7157).

7161. Another portion was also sealed up in a tube, with a guage

containing mercury as its indicating fluid (7159, 7172). Both were

sealed up very well.

7162. Hydrobromic acid.

Per bromide of phosphorous was made by use of the double
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vessel before thought of (7059), but it is the per bromide that

must be used. The proto bromide is a liquid and often appears

when per bromide might be supposed to be there-more bromine

added carefully to this makes it the yellow crystalline per bromide.

No explosion; all went on well as to formation, etc.

7163. This per bromide, moistened and distilled, gave hydro

bromic acid which, cooled first and then sent into a condensing

tube (6979, 7058), at first refused to condense, probably from

little air present increasing tension; but at last fairly condensed

and was sealed up. It was kept for an hour or two but at last

burst (7036).

7164. As to trying it with guage, I doubt whether the little

portion of bromine carried over would not destroy the working

of the mercury.

7165. Had now Chlorine, Ammonia, Sulphuretted Hydrogen,

Arseniuretted hydrogen and Hydrochromic acid condensed in

little tubes, and proceeded to try whether they would freeze in

E. C. A. in Vacuo. Attached the tube to five arms, and these to

a sliding wire going through the top plate of the air pump jar,

and thus could easily introduce them into the E. C. A. in vacuo.

In doing this, the hydro bromic tube burst, shewing that it had

a high pressure at common temperatures. Of the four remaining.

Chlorine and Arseniuretted Hydrogen would not freeze; the

other two did. So

7166. Chlorine', not solidify at 160^ below (7089).

7167. Arseniuretted hydrogen', not solidify at 160^ below 0°.

7168. Ammonia : freezes in E. C. A. in Vacuo and is then a white

translucent crystalline body. When taken out of the bath and

allow[ed] to melt, the solid part was always below and appeared

to be heavier than the fluid. This was apparent also by the con-

traction of the ammonia and consequent depression of its surface

as it froze. It was rather long in melting and when put into the

bath again instantly froze, shewing that its freezing point was a

good deal higher than the temperature of the bath. No attempts

to freeze the Ammonia in an E. C. A. bath in air succeeded-not

cold enough.

7169. Sulphuretted hydrogen.

This body acquired the solid state, but evidently was more
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difficult to freeze than Ammonia and melted more quickly. The

solid was heavier than the liquid; crystalline; white and trans-

lucent. Melted and solidified it several times.

In these experiments the Barometer was 29*8 inches. The air

pump barometer 28*7 inches. The E. C.A. bath good and abun-

dance of solid C.A. in it the whole time. The temperature must

have been quite as low as before (7089), or 160° below 0°.

7170. These four Specimens may be thus known;
Ammonia is in the longest tube.

Sul. Hydrogen is in the next longest tube.

Chlorine is in the shortest but one and is yellow.

Arseniuretted hydrogen is in the shortest tube.

7171. Chlorine becomes somewhat paler as it is cooled, but still

keeps a fine clear yellow colour. It is not in that respect like the

Nitrous acids, etc.

7172. Arseniuretted hydrogen.

Proceeded to obtain pressures with the Arseniuretted hydrogen

tube (7161, 7101). It was now about 6 hours since the Gas was

condensed and the guage tube is very dim and dark, as if a film

of Arsenic were condensed on it. The varnish marks also have

spread but the Indian ink marks remain. The mercury probably

moves stifly but I must take it as it is. The tube was well sealed

and the volume of air not altered. Its volume was 24 parts. The
following pressures were obtained in the order given—the bath

including the lower end and about
\
of the whole tube.

0° F. 8-00 atmosph<
10*^ 872

10-13

40 10*90

50° 12-00

55
°

13*11
60^^ 13*70

30° 10*66

40"* 12*00
6° 8*42

10° 8*72

20° 9*23

The previous experiments (7100, 7101) gave

0° F. 6*2

32" 8-7
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7173. Sulphuretted hydrogen— ipxessxxres.

As said (7159), this air guage has an unknown quantity of air.

Made however experiments with the tube first at temperatures

from 0° to 6o°
5
in baths and Jars of ice, salt, water, etc. etc.; and

after that with an E. C.A. bath in air— intending at last to ascer-

tain the volume of air in the guage and so deduce the pressures.

The following experiments are very consistent and are in the

order of observation^ (Guage 17 parts. 7177).
60" F. 1*45 parts or 11*7 atmospheres
50"" 1*62 10*5

45
°

1*70 10
40° 1-87 • 9*09

35
° 2-00 8*5

30° 2*10 8*09

00 3*16 5*38
10'’ 2‘8o 6*07

s/ 7.0° 2*46 6*9

\/3o° 2*14 7*94

35
°

2*05 8*3

v/40° 1*83 9*3

45
°

1*72 9*88

00 1*66 10*24

55 1*55 10*97

s/<5o° 1*45 11*7

<55° 1*37 12*4

70° 1*33 T2*8

7174. The next experiments were made in a very abundant bath

of E. C. A. in air, in which the Alcohol thermometer (7088) and

the tubes both of Sulphuretted hydrogen and arseniuretted hy-

drogen were dipped at their lower extremity so as well to cover

much more than the part containing the fluid. The bath sank to

loo"^ below o^, and as it rose observations were made, the bath

being continually stirred to keep it and its included matters at

the same temperature. Only two observations were obtained

with the

7175. Arseniuretted hydrogen— these doubtful from the dark

state of the tube

- 96^^ F. (below o^) 2 atmospheres
—79° 2*09

These of course could not be true, since at 96*^ below this

^ The ticks are in pencil in the MS.
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substance is condensible at less than i atmosphere; but it may

depend upon the evolution of hydrogen altering the pressure in

the tube. Or from the sticking of the mercury the Air may have

passed by it out of the guage. Of course the other numbers with

Arseniuretted hydrogen are of no value. Yet they are so regular

that if the present amount of air were known they would be good.
7176.

Sulphuretted hydrogen in E. C. A. bath (see 7177 for guage

17 parts).

Probably too little^

- 98° (below 0° F.) 18*24 P^rtS 0*932 atmospheres 1*33

93
°

17*33 0*98 1*40

-
79

°
13*33 1*27 1*77

-
74

°
12*43 1*37 i*8i

-70" 11*33 1*5 1*94

-63“ 9*33 1*82 2*35

-
55

°
7-83 2*17 2*68

-50° 7*10 2*41 2*97

-
45

°
6*22 2*73 3*37

-40° 5*33 3*2 3*8

-
35

°
5*00 3*4 4*05

-30° 4*33 3*93 4*7

-25° 3*90 4*36 5*0

- 20" 3*63 4*68 5*4

-M° 3*23 5*26 6*0

-10“
3 5*66 6*32

- 5

°
2*66 6*40 7*2

0" 2*53 6*72 7*5

7177. Now cooled the fluid end again in an E. C.A. bath, and

when pressure reduced as much as could be, opened the end of the

tube so as to let the gas escape and the guage take its place at a

pressure of i atmosphere. The number of parts occupied by the

air in it was found to be as nearly as possible 17, Hence may
make a general estimate of the pressures and add it above.

7178. The mercury in this guage looked bright and kept well

to the end-but probably green glass guages better than those

with Glass containing both alkali and oxide of lead.

I In the manuscript the fourth column of figures and the words “ Probably

too little” (apparently referring to the third column) at its head are in

pencil. See par. 7185.
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7179. Examined the Fluo Silicon tube of yesterday (7154, 7156).
Still pressure high, i.e. at about 30 atmospheres; temp. 60^^ F.

On putting the bend into Ice and Salt at 0°, fluid condensed
within, which rose again in vapour at common temperatures,
leaving a little wetness and also a little roughness, as if some
flocculent silica adhered to the inside of the tube. On cooling
it to 32^, some liquid condensed also, but more at o^. The liquid

was very limpid and etherial— easily boiled by warmth of finger.

The guage appeared scarcely to move for these changes, but as

the mercury was at 0-75 parts in a guage of 22 parts, perhaps only
little motion could be expected. Must compare this with the

former data. Remember Cagniard de la Tour’s expts.

7180. The escape of the liquid from the tube had been effected

by the plug of the cock and out at the plug end (7156), not along
or by the plug through the cock. This cock was not screwed
up at the time (7122). There a little lump of hard silica, etc. was
formed. The cement had not suffered in the least.

7181. Arseniuretted hydrogen .

This tube is as dirty on the green glass as on the white flint

glass of the guage—and green glass guage probably do no good
here. The deposit is probably solid hydruret of Arsenic, and some
of it is rolling about in adhering flocculi in the clear fluid. The
mercury seems clean but the inside of the mercury guage black

and dirty.

25 OCTR. 1844.

7182. Arseniuretted hydrogen (7101, 7161, 7172, 7175).
The dirtiness of this tube (7181) must interfere with the motion

of the mercury and hence its pressure doubtful. The pressures

on 2 different occasions were
F. . 6*2 atmospheres

I . f o"’ F. . 8*o atmosph.

32 . . 8*7 „ J (30 , . 10*13 ..

7183. Assuming for the moment that the average numbers of

(7172) are as follows and nearly correct:

0° F. 8*0 atmospheres
6 8*42
10 8*72 twice
20 9*23

30 10*40

40 11*45

50 12*00

55 13*1 I

60 13*70
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then the following may be drawn up as a series with interpola-

tions of which many of the terms will accord well with the

experiments; but they leave the former two low results out

altogether^

:

v/ o"F. 8*0 atmospheres
5^' 8*34

v/ro° 8*70

15" 9*10

9-42

^5° 9*86

30° 10*32

35^" io*8o

s/40° 11*32

45"" 11*86

50'' 12*42

v/55" 13*01

v/60'" 13*73

7184. The observations with Arsen, hy, at exceedingly low
temperatures (7175) must be wrong, because it has not a pressure

of I atmosphere in the E. C.A. bath in air. Perhaps hydrogen

is gradually set at liberty and Arsenic deposited.

7185. For sulphuretted hydrogen (7173, 7176)

:

see the curves as laid down on paper. Probably a change of the

air in the guage by passing the mercury.

* The ticks are in pencil in the MS.
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Barometer at 29-47 at | p. 7 o’clk. a.m.

7186. Worked with the two condensing pumps and the apparatus

for the E. C.A. in vacuo (7085), so as to apply the cold of the

latter if needed.

7187. Nitrous oxide.

Used the syphon shaped tube (7085) and the E.C.A. in air;

the air guage was one with 30 parts of air. Gas easily condensed

at 6 or 7 atmospheres, but on continuing to pump, soon reached

pressure of 14 or 15 atmospheres; but then the liquid in the tube

had increased until it stood above the level of the E. C. A. bath

and consequently was of a higher temperature and tension there.

This was without the action of the exhausting air pump.

7188. Then exhausted to see if we could freeze the Ns. oxide,

but at this time the cement of the cap gave way a little so as to

cause a leak. Went on exhausting; and two things happened.

First the Ns. oxide froze and became a beautiful clear crystalline

solid; which, on lifting it up above the bath, liquefied again;

on recooling it, it froze again, and this was repeated several times.

7189. The next point was the discharge of the mercury entirely

out of the Guage, to effect which the pressure within the con-

densing tube must have been less than of an atmosphere-how
much less I cannot say. Hence Ns. oxide at the temp, of E. C.A.

in Vacuo has less pressure than one atmosphere. Also solid

Nitrous oxide has a less pressure than one atmosphere.

7190. Used another condensing tube and guage. Guage had an

air capacity of 22 parts. Condensation of the Nitrous oxide easily

went on at pressure of 6 or 7 atmospheres in E. C.A. bath in air.

Then let off a part of the liquid in vapour to clear out all but

vapour of condensed Nitrous oxide, and finally closed up the

tube by a cover to the cock (7115) and screwing up the cock

plug screw (7122).

7191. With this tube, its place of condensation being in an

E. C. A. bath in air, the pressure was 4-4 atmospheres. On adding

a little more ether to the bath (which warmed it a little), the
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pressure rose to 4*9 atmospheres nearly; but the addition of plenty

of solid C. Acid made it again 4*4 atmospheres, which must be

nearly true. On moving the tube about in the bath the pressure

diminished to 3*7 atmospheres, because of the evaporation of the

C. A. cooling the bath below its boiling point.

7192. Had a case before like this— that is, of carbonic acid (6995)
which, inside a tube, was reduced below the pressure of one
atmosphere by the cooling of the E. C. A. bath in air at pressure

of one atmosphere.

7193. In a good bath of ice and salt, the pressure was 22 atmo-
spheres and there was liquid left. In a bath of powdd. ice and water
the pressure rose to 31 atmospheres, but there was no liquid left.

When put into ice and salt, plenty of liquid came down, and from
the appearance I should judge that at 32 it was not far from
Cagniard de la Tour’s state. Perhaps about 40"^ F. it might come
on.

7194. Being put into an excellent and fresh bath of salt and ice,

the guage indicated a pressure of 20 atmospheres just, and this

I think is nearer than the former; for I obtained the result again

and again. So the pressure at o^^ F. may be taken as 20 atmospheres.

7195. As to Cagniard de la Tour’s state, if that came on at a

temperature of 40"^ or 50*^ and with a pressure perhaps of 40 or

50 atmospheres, then there is no reason why a pressure of 80 or

100 atmospheres should not halve the bulk of the vapour; and
if this were so, then the bulk would probably be less than the

original bulk of the liquid. In that case, the strange result would
occur or might occur that a certain pressure and heat would make
the body smaller than the same pressure and cold.

7196. What considerations of physical constitution would this

lead to.^

7197. Olefiant gas.

This gas has stood over lime and water for two days. The tube
was like the last. The guage had 30 parts of air. The gas easily

condensed in an E. C. A. bath in Air. The first pressure was
10*7 atmospheres, but on letting out vapour, etc. until

j of the

liquid was gone and then closing all well up, the pressure was

5 atmospheres nearly in a good E. C. A. bath in air. This I con-
sider a good result.
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7198. Allowing this liquid to evaporate, I made a second con-
densation: had as before a higher pressure at first, but on letting

out some vapour and closing up, the rest then gave, as before,

a pressure of 6 atmospheres nearly in the E. C. A. bath in air,

7199. On putting this tube into a bath of ice and salt, all the

liquid disappeared; hence could not get the pressure. In the

E. C. A. bath the liquid condensed again beautifully. The Cagniard
de la Tour temperature is probably less for this fluid than for

Nitrous oxide.

7200. On submitting this fluid to the low temperature of the

E. C.A. bath in Vacuo^ it would not freeze; but whether it was
not cold enough or wanted touching (yiio), I cannot say.

7201. On setting this tube aside, the fluid disappeared, i.e. re-

immersion in ice and salt or in E. C. A. would not bring any
back; but the guage shewed a high pressure long after. Olefiant

vapour or liquid is most probably condensed by the cement of

the caps and permeates it. The chemical nature of the two bodies

would indicate that, at the same pressure and temperature, the

gas would condense not on the clean glass, but on the wax and

resin.

7202. When the tube was opened, the air guage accurately re-

turned to its place again, i.e. to 30 parts.

7203. Muriatic acid gas. Bar, now 29*43 at \ past 10 o"clk.

Used a similar tube to the former; the air guage had 24 parts.

The Gas was generated from Mur. Ammonia and sulphuric acid

in a little retort connected by a caoutchouc tube with the con-

densing tube. When the gas flowed freely through the whole

apparatus, the plug ( ) at the further end of the condensing

tube was closed and then the tube arranged at the air pump so

that it could dip into the E. C.A. bath prepared for it. There

was no condensation at first, i.e. whilst pressure of air was on

the E. C.A. bath, but on proceeding to remove that pressure, and

when the air pump barometer had risen to 22 inches (7217),

suddenly the Muriatic acid fumes issuing from the generating

retort disappeared and the liquid was condensed in the tube. At
that moment the M. A. G. condensed at a pressure of one atmo-

sphere or a little more for the [illegible] of the caoutchouc

joint tube.
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7204. The air pump was then worked and the E. C. A. bath in it

made as cold as possible, but the M.A, did notfreeie (7210).

7205. The liquid was then secured, after some vapour had been

allowed to escape. Its pressure in the E.C.A. bath in air was

2*285 atmospheres; in a second experiment after some time, it

was 2‘i 8 atmospheres (see 7285).

7206. In ice and salt baths the pressure, from many observations,

was 17*2 atmospheres. In ice, as well as I could judge by this

guage, 30 atmospheres.

. . . 17*2 atmospheres

32^ . . . 30-0

Carbonic acid,

7207. Tube as the former. Guage of 30 parts. Easily condensed

by pumps in an E. C. A. in air and of course froze at that tempera-

ture. When in order, it gave the following pressures. In an excel-

lent E. C. A. bath in air the pressure was 2*5 atmospheres. Hence

a satisfactory proof that the Carbonic acid in an E. C. A, bath is

held by a solvent power or by affinity, for whilst at a certain

temperature it has an elastic force of one atmosphere, the same

Carbonic acid out of the ether has an elastic force of 2*5 atmo-

spheres.

7208. In salt and ice, or at 0° (and a good bath), the pressure

was 22*2 atmospheres. In ice and water pounded, etc., the pressure

rose to 30 atmospheres, but at the same time the tube began to

leak and I could not verify or complete the observation.

7209. Prepared a little receiver tube with a cap, and a screw plug

to close the cap when required. Placed the end of the receiver

tube in an E, C. A. bath and then sent in Euchlorine^ prepared

from Chlorate of potassa and sulphuric acid, by a small leading

tube. The gas instantly condensed, first into an orange red liquid,

and then this crystallized into a red mass having the colour and

appearance of a little bichromate of potassa. The crystals were

hard, brittle, translucent, clear, etc., and in this small tube, even

when looking along it, there is no sensible appearance of colour

as if much or any vapour rose from them. The tension must be

small at this temperature. The tube was then closed up by the

screw and thus the substance retained in the tube. As the tube

became warm in the air, the crystals melted and formed an
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orange red fluid, and the yellow colour of the vapour above
appeared,

7210. Some hours after, wishing to freeze this fluid again, I could

not succeed in an excellent E, C. A, bath. The colour of the vapour
disappeared and the fluid increased in quantity, but no cold would
make it crystallize; not iio^ below 0°. I shook it much, but it

remained fluid. I opened the vessel; it still remained fluid; but

when I touched it with a platina wire, it instantly solidified and

became crystalline as before.

7211. Hence may not be sure that the bodies which did not freeze

would not freeze if touched in a similar manner. Like acetic

acid, phosphorus, etc. etc.

7212. Being solid, it was kept with a thermometer (7088) in to

E. C.A. bath of which the temperature was allowed gradually

to rise in the air. It liquefied at -75^ F. or 75° below Zero.

When partly melted the solid portion was heavier than the

liquid.

Hydrobromic acid.

7213. Prepared some tubes (7157) and succeeded in sealing up

two portions of hydrobromic acid in the liquid state. The liquid

was very limpid and of a red colour, I believe from a little

bromine which passed over; but no signs of this appeared in its

vapour.

7214. This acid did not freeze in E. C.A. in Air, but did in

E. C.A. in vacuo. The bath with the tube and the thermometer

(7212) in it was allowed to rise in temperature, and at — 124° F.,

or 124^ below zero, the solid hydrobromic acid melted.

7215. Sulphuretted hydrogen.

Was frozen in a similar way and its melting point also ascer-

tained. It assumed the liquid state at 122° below 0°.

7216. Ammonia.
Was also examined in a similar manner. It melted at 103°

below F. The solid Ammonia is heavier than the liquid and

sank in it.

7217. E. C.A. bath in Vacuo.

I put a good E. C. A. bath with plenty of Carbonic acid in it

and also a thermometer into an air pump receiver and exhausted,

observing the barometer of the air pump and the temperature
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of the bath as the exhaustion proceeded. The following was the

result*.

Air pump inches Air pump inches

bar. at o -103° F. was the bath bar. at 15 - 1 i5°F. was the bath

\/I temperature 16 -116° temperature

2
0

0001 17 -117°

3
1 000

0
18 -118°

4 -109° 19 -119°

5
-109° v/20 -121°

6 -110° 21 -123°

7 -111°
v/22 -125°

8 -111° 23

9
-112*^

v/24 -131°

v/io
lo •

-112/ 25 -

1

1

-J »32 v/26 -139°

12 -114° v/27 -146°

13 -I Mr v/28 -160°

14 -115° /28* 2 -166°

7TH NOVR. 1844.

7218. Examined the Mur. Acid condensing tube of Novr. 4

(7203). No liquid at common temperatures, nor in bath of 32'^,

but in bath of Ice and salt came down-yet smaller than formerly,

as if a little leak or action.

7219. Now it had also acted on the Brunswick black of the

graduation and made it run down, and the liquid acid was a little

brownish from its having dissolved at the moment of condensa-

tion a portion of the same. Hence it is probable that the diminu-

tion is dependant on the absorption of part of the acid by the

cement of the caps; for there is no appearance as yet of leakage

on the outside.

7220. Nitrous oxide.

Examined the Nitrous oxide condensing tube of the 4th instant

(7190). No liquid at common temperatures or at 32"^, but plenty

in bath at o^ -as much apparently as before; neither was there

any action on or running down of the Brunswick black marks of

graduation. This body does not dissolve in Nitrous oxide.

7221. Hydrohromic acid.

My specimens of hydrobromic acid are red from a little vapour

of bromine. Placed the tube horizontal and cooled the narrow

* The ticks are in pencil in the MS.
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part so as to condense and distil into it a little of the hydrobromic
acid. It is quite colourless. Hence Hydrobromic acid, like Muriatic

and hydriodic acids, is colourless.

8 NOVR. 1844.

7222. Cagniard de la Tour’s expt.

The general effect considered—must be a general law.

In a long tube, and not heating the bottom, easily obtain pro-

gression from cold fluid to perfect vapour.

7223. But then how can the transition consistent with the law

ofcontinuity take place in such cases as Mercury, Zinc, Potassium,

etc., which as liquids are opaque metals, as vapours transparent

and sometimes colourless?

7224. As to hydrogen, probably the lowest temperature I can

obtain may be above the temperature of the point of that con-

version. If hydrogen a metal might else tell something.

7225. Perhaps also Nitrogen and oxygen have the same points,

so low as to be below lowest attainable temperature.

7226. Might probably get this state with Nitrous oxide or other

gases ifcommon temperature is high enough for it, by putting on
pressure to a tube with its lower end in an E. C.A. batli. The
proof would be obtained if the line of demarkation between the

liquid and the gas were to disappear, and the transition from the

vapour to the cold fluid below were gradually. This would repre-

sent the ether tube heated at the top of the liquid only, not at

the bottom.

7227. As gas or vapour appears to be the simplest form of matter,

for then volumes of equivalents are in simple ratios, so the law

which binds them together in this state into one series ought to

rule, either simply or in conjunction with some other law, in

the Cagniard de la Tour state; and through it in the liquid and

solid state also, supposing there be any case in which a solid can

pass into the Cagniard de la Tour’s state.

7228. As to the pressures of different bodies when at the C. de

la Tour point, it probably does not depend so much on the

volatility of a body as on the great volume of vapour it can

form—hence pressure for water very high— for Ether, low by

FDIV
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comparison. In that case, the liquids of gases giving densest

vapours may be expected to shew it most easily.

7229. In obtaining high pressure.

Perhaps may compress Hydrogen, Nitrogen and oxygen by

Mr Addams* pump of liquids, or by pumping in Mercury into

a wrought iron barrel previously filled with hydrogen and con-

nected with a glass tube cooled in an E. C. A. bath in Vacuo.

7230. Suppose two or three or more reservoirs of the liquids

of condensed gases, as Nitrous oxide, Carbonic acid, Muriatic

acid, Olefiant gas, etc. were connected with one common vessel.

If one were opened, the pressure of its vapour would be diffuzed

through the vessel; if a second were opened whose vapour had

no power of dissolving in the first liquid, its force would be

added to the first and a very high pressure be obtained within;

and so on for the others. The probability is that they would

dissolve each other more or less; thus, Mur. acid would probably

dissolve carbonic acid and the reverse.

7231. Query what would happen with Strong solution of am-

monia under restraint and heated.

7232. Would strong solution of Ammonia in a Cagniard de la

Tour tube give me a gradual progression from top to bottom.^

It would probably shew the state as regarded the ammonia.

9TH NOVR. 1844.

7233. The results as to pressure are very unsteady. Those given

by E. C. A. in air may well be so because that is an unsteady and

varying temperature, unless the bath be covered over so as to

have pressure of C.A, only on it. Must take this precaution.

Will enter them together liere so as to have easy reference to

them.

7234. Olefiant Gas (7299).

atmospheres

In E. C. A. bath in air 37 ... . (6989)

„ „ „ 87 .... (7049)

” ” ” lol • • • (7197-7^02)
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7235. Nitrous oxide.

E. C. A. bath in vacuo 0-8 or less (7189)

>5
in air 4*4 ... . (71 90

?? >>
1-66 . . . (7004-9)

19 .... (7243)

o°F. . . . . .

(20

(22
(7193)

32° F. . . . . . 31 and more . (7193)

7236. Muriatic acid^,

y/In E. C.A. bath at -125"^

y/ E. C.A. bath in air

’ F. ro about

1-6 .

1*33

2*2i8-

2-285

12

fl5-2 .

\i7-2 .

J30 .

(28-2 .

7237. Carbonic acid (7300).

In E. C. A. bath in air 2-5 .

0° F 22-2 .

32^ 30 at least .

32® 36-old expts.

7238. Solid carbonic acid gives a pressure of 6 atmospheres (6996).

v/

v/

o°F.

32

(7203)

(7054)

(7054)

(7205)

(7205)

(7055)

(7244))

(7206) j

(7206)1

(7244))

(7207)

(7208)

(7208)

II NOVR. 1844.

7239. Any gas which is likely to shew Cagniard de la Tour’s

state by E. C. A. bath and common temperature must be a gas

that cannot be condensed at common temperatures (7226). Must

look therefore at Nitrous oxide or Olefiant gas.

7240. At somewhat higher temperature perhaps Muriatic acid,

Carbonic acid, Hydriodic acid (heavy).

7241. By having a long tube, three fourths filled with fluid, and

heating only the top part, might easily have the progression from

cold liquid to vapour, with Ether or any other fluid that can be

used at all.

^ The ticks are in pencil in the MS. ^ Par. 7205 gives 2*18.

13-2
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7242. The following are some solids and liquids with the given

Specific Gravities of their vapours. The heaviest are of course the

most promising for Cagniard de la Tour’s results^

Hydrogen
S.G.

I

\/Ammonia 8-5

Water 9
Nitrogen 14

v/Olefiant M
Oxygen 16

v/Sul. hydrogen 17

v/Mur. acid 18-5

/Carbonic acid 22"

v/Nitrous oxide 22

Alcohol 23 .... atmospheres,
40$° F»

/Cyanogen 26

Caoutchoucine 28 >

Etherine 28

/Sulphurous acid 32

/Chlorine

Ether 37 •
.

pressure 38 atmospheres, 320^ F,

Sulphuret carbon 38

Bi-carb. hydrogen 39
(solid at 28°)

/Hydrobromic acid 39-5

/Arsend. hydrogen 41

/Euchlorine 44
Nitrous acid 46
Hydro chlo. carbon 50

Phosgene gas 50

/Fluo silicon 52

/Hydriodic acid 63-5

Naphthaline 64
Camphine 68

Camphor 76
Bromine 78
Proto, chlo. carbon 84
Proto, chlo. Arsenic 92.^

Sesqui chlo. carbon 120

Iodine 126

Ether at C. de la Tour’s point 4275
Ether at: common temp. 8550
Water at common temp. 11810.

* The ticks and the words in italics are in pencil in the MS.
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7243. Reviewed the Nitrous oxide tube of the 4th instant (7190,

7220), now 14 days old. It was just as on the 7th instant (7220),
perfectly clear and clean, and neither the bitumen of the guage
graduation nor the cement touched. There was no fluid—por at

32^; but at 0° it came down well, and the pressure was then such

that the mercury stood exactly at i part. The guage was perfectly

clean, and also the mercury, and on letting out the gas and re-

ducing the pressure to i atmosphere, the mercury returned to

22 parts very nearly— 21*4 perhaps. As the air at the greatest

compression was cooled to nearly, for the end of the guage
was in the cooled part, I now cooled the whole of the guage to

and found the bulk decreased to 19 parts nearly; so that, in fact,

the pressure of Nitrous oxide would by this good and constant

experiment appear to be about 19 atmospheres at 0° F. ; and I think

this is not far from the truth.

7244. Reviewed the Mur. acid tube of 4th Novr. (7203, 7218).

The Mercury was at high pressure, but there was no liquid and

the bitumen of the graduation had softened and run down.
Neither was there any liquid produced at 32"^ or at I let out

the gaseous acid and took the tube to pieces: I found the cement

had been much softened and affected; blackened and injured in

part within. As the pressure went down the soft black bitumen,

etc. boiled and frothed up, and became afterwards brittle. So

liquid Mur. acid dissolves it. On taking out the guage the mercury

returned to 25 parts; this probably due to M.A. vapour leaving

the surface of the glass after the mercury had returned over it,

as the pressure was removed. Assuming that the 24 parts of air

originally in would have become 21*3 parts at 0°, then the pressures

at 7206 ought to have a correction as follows:

0°, instead of 17*2 atmospheres should be about 15*2 atmospheres

32°, instead of 30 atmospheres „ „ 28*2 „

23 NOVR, 1844.

7245.

Air poles. Matteucci says they cannot repeat my experi-

ments on air poles, etc., 460 of Experimental Researches, etc.

Tried to-day with the Electrical machine the experiment, Par. 462,
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of a piece of turmeric paper. Easily evolved Alkali at the points

and so verified my own results.

7246. Worked to-day with Sulphurous acid to obtain correct

pressures. Used a horizontal tube and Guage and the close end

of the guage was furthest from the cold. Distilled condensed

sulphurous acid into it, secured all well and obtained the following

pressures, which I think are good— at all events up to 70^ F. The
following is also the order in which they were obtained, so that

the results both in rising and falling might [illegible]. Guage

of 22 parts.

32° F. 1*52 atmospheres
,

Bunsen’s numbers converted differ very

23 I‘222 much. Bib. Univ., 1839, xxiii, 185.

19 i*i 14° F. 1*02 atmosph.

14 ro 23 1*45

26 i‘33 32 1*94

3^ 1*5 41 2*5

49 2 50 3*13

56 2*444 59 3*84

65 2*75 68 4*64

73*5 3-M3 77 5*5

80 3*44—condensing elsewhere in tube, so too little.

64 2*857

60 2*68

55 2*54

48 2*2

33 1*57

32 1*51

40 1*88

23 1*222

14 1*0

3i 1*5

I have no doubt these are better than those of 7147, except perhaps

the highest.

25 NOVR. 1843^

7247. Cyanogen,

Worked with it and a horizontal tube to get pressures, and
had closed end of the guage away from the bath. The barometer

was at 30*1 inches. The guage was clean and good, and had 22

* Presumably 1844 is intended.
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parts. After the experiments were finished the tube was opened
and gas let off, when the guage returned accurately to the 22
parts; nor was there any division or sticking of the mercury.

When the cyanogen was let off, it would not freeie itselfwhen so

cold as to have vapour of only i atmosphere of tension.

7248. Cyanogen continued. The observations were taken in the

order set down^.

0° F. 1*158 atmospheres
10 1*538

v/20 1*885

30 2*291

v/32 2*365

46*5 3*142

\/52 3*353

v/63 3*928

70 4*400

v/79 5*000

V74 4-731

s/69*6 4*400

v/64 4*000

55 3*666

v/48 3*260

Va4 yoi 3

\/jo 3-343

\/44 3-034

v/38*5 2*690

v/32 2-391

v/27 2*200

v/20 1*903

v/ii-5 1-571

o 1*158

I believe these numbers are very good except the higher degrees.

7249. Ammonia.
Worked with it and a new tube and guage. Barometer as

before. Guage had 30 parts. After having ascended to warmer
temperatures, and then descending to cooler, the mercury divided

a little, as if ammonia adhered to inner surface of glass tube, and

then as pressure diminished expanded into vapour; it was not

much. On returning to still lower temperatures, expansion of the

Bunsen’s numbers are as follows nearly.

Bib. Univ., 1839, xxiii, 185.

-4° F. 1*05 atmosph. 30 inches

5 1*44

14 • 1*85

23 2*27

32 2*72

41 3*2

50 3*78

59 4*37

68 4*986

^ The ticks are in pencil in the MS.
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air on the inclosed side of the guage was to be expected from the

same cause, and in fact, on letting down the pressure at last, the

mercury returned to 34 parts instead of 30 parts; and probably

a correction, uncertain in amount, ought to be applied to the four

last observations, for they are subject more or less to this effect.

Hence the first observations are the best. When the ammonia was

let off, it did not freeze itself-hence not cold enough for that

at pressure of one atmosphere.

0" F. 1*935 atmospheres Bunsen’s numbers, Bib. Univ., 1839,

10 2*727 xxiii, 185.

20 3-333 23° F. 3*99 atmosph. of 30 in.

31 4*285 rather doubtful 32 4*74

44 5-357 Do- 41 5*22

49 6*000 50 6*53

5<5 6-593 59 7*58

41 5-263 68 8*75

33 4-615

44 5-263

51 6*000

61 6*976

67 7*500

^5 7*500

55 6-383

51 6*000

40 4-838

18 3*000

26 NOVR. 1844.

7250. From the best consideration that I can give, the following

are good numbers for the bodies beneath. They accord closely

with the best experiments, and though they differ much in some
cases from Bunsen’s, I put trust in them at present.
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Sulphurous acid

o'^F.

Atmosph.
30 inches

0-725

5 0*79
10 0-92

v/14 I

15 1*03

v/19 I-I 2

20 i-i6

v/23 1-225

25 1-3

v/26 1*33

30 1*45

31*5 1*5

v/32 1*53

v/33 1*57

35 i*6i

40 1-78

45 1-94

46* 5 2

v/48 2-o6

50 2-14

55 2-36

v/56 2-42

58 2*5

60 2-6

v/64 2-76

65 2-83

68 3

70 3-1

v/73-5 3-28

75 3*4
76-8 3*5

80 3*7

85 4
v/90 4*35

93 4*5

95 4*7

98 5

y/lOO 5-16

104 5*5

105 5-56
HO 6

724G
(7106, 38 , 41 , 47)

a6 NOVR. 1844.

Cyanogen

0" F. 1-25

5 1*38

8*5 1*5

v/io 1*53

II-5 1*6

15 1-72

v/20 1-89

22*8 2

25 2*09

v/27 2*2

30 2-3*

v/32 2-37

34*5 i*5

35 2*54

v/38-5 2-72

40 2-78

44 2-97

44*5 3

45 3*03

v/48 3*17

v/50 3-28

v/52 3-36

54*3 3*5

55 3*53
60 3*84

\/6y 4
64 4*07

65 4*15

v'70 4*5

v/74 4*79

75 4*87

77 5

\/79 5-i6

80 5*25

83 5*5

85 5*7

88-3 6

90 6-17

^/93•5 <5-5

v/95 6*64

98-4 7
100 7*2

v/103 7*5

105 7*72
7248

(7038, 108, 37, 42)

Ammonia

v/ o°F. 2-48

0-5 2*5

5 2*75

v/ 9-3 3
10 3*05

15 3*33

V/18 3*5

20 3-65

V/2 I 3*72

25 3*96
25*8 4

>/26 4*04

30 4*3

\/32 4*44

s/33 4*5

35 4*66

39*5 5

40 5*04

v/41 5*1

v/44 5-36

\/45 5*45

45*8 5*5

^49 5*83

50 5*93

v/51-4 6

v/52 6-1

\/55 6-38

v/56-5 6-5

v/60 6-9

v/6 i -3 7
65 7*42

v/65-6 7*5

s/67 7-63

69-4 8

70 8-1

73 8*5

75 8-78

76-8 9
80 9*5

5/83 10

85 10-3

(7031, 121)
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7251. Phosphuretted Hydrogen*

Made it abundantly by sol. Caustic potassa and Phosphorus.

The whole of the Phosphorus disappeared, and to the last bubble

the gas was spontaneously inflammable and apparently very good.

Had 14 or 15 vessels full, and of these ii were jars, rather large.

Easy to get this kind of gas abundantly.

7252. Tried it in the pumps, passing it in after carbonic acid.

Gave a pressure of 20 atmospheres at a temperature of 0°, but

it would not condense.

7253. In this case, dried the gas by passing it through a tube

(convoluted) in ice and water. This left much water in, that was

brought down in part of* tube at o^. Must dry at o®, and perhaps

better to put in some dryer as well.

7254. Carbonic acid. Would not go down at pressure of 20, and

by jerks of 30 atmospheres, at a temperature of 0°; so could not

condense it this way.

27 DECK. 1844.

7255. Have been to day to Mr Addams to try strength of some

of the glass tubes and joints, etc. This was done by screwing

them on to a pipe connected with a water force pump of which

the piston was solid; and the arm of this pump was long and

divided and could have weights hung on to it. It served the

purpose of a valve. The tubes were in all cases filled with water.

The piston had a diameter of^ of an inch; its area therefore was

o*22o6 of a square inch.

The length of the lever from the fulcrum to the piston was

4 inches, and from the fulcrum to the suspension of the weight

pan 40; that is, the power of the lever was 10 to i.

The weight of the lever, piston etc. was 7 lb. 6 oz., and its

center of gravity 17 inches from the fulcrum, so that this weight

was acting with a leverage of 17 inches compared to 4 inches on

the piston = 31 lb. 5 oz. directly on the piston, or 142 lbs. on a

square inch== to 9-5 atmospheres of 15 lbs. each.

7256. So without any other weight than the handle there is

always on the tubes connected with it a pressure of 9*5 atmo-

spheres.

7257. As to the added weights, i lb. added= 10 lb. on the piston.
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and this 10 lb., divided by 0*2206 or the area of tlie piston, gives

45*33 lbs. as the pressure upon a square inch, which is equal to

3*022 atmospheres of 15 lbs. each. For each pound therefore

sustained there, a pressure of 3*022 atmospheres may be counted.

7258. I have taken no account of the friction of the piston in

the leathers, but it cannot be a serious portion, for the piston

worked freely and water leaked by it at the higher pressures.

7259*. This tube bore pressures gradually increased up to 6* lb.

suspended on the end of the lever. This is equal to 19*643

atmosphere, which with the addition of 9*5 atmospheres for

weight of lever, gives 25*143 atmospheres as the bursting force.

The part between the line a and the cement and cap was not
broken. The part beyond was producing only fine pieces. The
glass was not quite equal in thickness all round, but its average
thickness at a was only 0*03 5 of an inch.

Hence such a generating vessel might have been used up to

10 or 15 atmospheres or even 20 upon a case of emergency.

7260 1. This tube did not burst with 12 lbs. on the lever, but was
then taken down and preserved; nor did the cement in any part

give way, either here or above. The tube has sustained a pressure

of 45*764 atmospheres.

7261 This tube bore increasing pressure until there was ii lb.
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on the lever and then considerable leakage appeared; but on
examining the tube, I found it was the plug of the small stop cock;
and when that was tightened, then the leakage disappeared. In-

creased the weight until it was 19 lb., at which the tube burst.

As before, about
5
of it on the cap side remained sound; the

other part towards the end broke into only four pieces. The
cement was perfectly sound from first to last. The thickness of
the glass was in this tube from 0*02 to 0*0175 of an inch—not
more. The pressure nearly 67 atmospheres.

7262 The last tube proved was one which had been used in the

condensation of Olefiant gas, etc., and was in the state in which
it was left from the experiments many weeks ago. The glass was
thicker than in the one above. The weight was increased up to

30 lbs.; and then even up to 36 lbs.; still nothing gave way,
except that all the cocks leaked at the plugs. I then took it off

the apparatus and preserved it as a specimen.

The pressure which this tube has borne is equal to 118*3

atmospheres.

7263- The diameter, internal, of the tube may be assumed at

about 0*18 of inch; its length is 10 inches. This gives the internal

pressure as equal to 10035 lbs. when the above pressure was on it.

30 DECK. 1844.

7264. Carbonic acid. A green glass tube, closed at one end and
capped at the other, had some pieces of solid C.A. put into it,

and then the cap was closed by a blank screw. On letting the
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temperature rise, the solid C.A. melted and the fluid C.A. was
retained well and conveniently in the tube.

7265. On putting the end of the tube into an E. C.A. bath, the

liquid C.A. could be frozen at pleasure, and as easily melted
again. When both solid and liquid C.A. were in the tube, the

solid sank in the fluid, being heaviest. The melting point of Solid

C. A. was very nearly 70° below 0° F. The fluid froze very easily

at — 80° F. I could not freeze or keep solid at any temperature

higher than -70° F.

7266. Hydriodic acid. Was prepared and sealed up in a tube

( ). When Frozen and then liquefied, the solid acid seemed
to sink in the fluid, being heavier. The melting temperature of the

solid acid was at 55° or 60° below o® F.

7267. Cyanogen. This gas or liquid freezes at about 30° below 0°

nearly. The solid liquefies at that temperature. The pressure is

at that time below i atmosphere; also for this reason liquid

Cyanogen opened to the air does not by evaporation freeze itself.

It was doubtful whether the solid or liquid body was heaviest,

but probably the former.

7268. Sulphurous acid. This substance does not solidify at -60%
or in best E. C.A. bath in air; but did become solid in a bath

cooled in vacuo. The solid acid is a white crystalline body, and
when partly liquefied the solid sinks freely in the liquid, being

heavier. It is liquid at - loo"^ and will not then freeze; it is solid

at -115° F. By repeated trials the liquefying point came out

between - 100® and - 105^ F.

7269. Nitrous acid.

A portion of pale yellow liquid nitrous acid was frozen in the

E. C. A. bath. It became paler and of a greenish colour, appearing

as a greenish yellow crystalline solid. When melting, the solid

was heavier than the liquid. Its freezing point was found to be

rather high, in fact near o^; and I found that I could freeze it in

a bath of Ice and salt.

7270. Some green acid (green from the presence of a little water

in it) was cooled; it requires a much lower temperature to freeze

it than the former. Its colour diminishes and the whole freezes into

a pale bluish body, but there is then evidently two substances,

probably dry acid, which has frozen out first, and then a hydrated
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acid which freezes at a lower temperature. At -30°, part was
liquid and part solid; hence it appears that the true hydrate

requires at least 30^ below 0° to solidify it.

7271. Ammonia.

When liquid Ammonia was in an E.C.A. bath in air and air

drawn up over it into the nostrils, there was abundant indication

of ammonia vapour by the smell. Even if solid, it would most

probably have a strong smell, just as the Carbonate has.

7272. Sulphuret of Carbon and liquid C.A. put together in the

air do not mix well. The C.Acid does not wet with the liquid

as it does with Ether. But the latter is made very cold and will

not burn or freeze (7374, 7419).

7273. Put a glass containing some dry solid C.A. under the re-

ceiver of the air pump, to see how far the exhaustion could then

be carried. Brought the barometer of the pump up to 29 inches,

the Barometer outside being at 30 inches.

7274. Carbonic acid.

Sent C. A. from Syringe pumps into a glass tube cooled in an

E.C.A. bath in air. Easily condensed the gas, but found the

cement of the caps leaked and therefore could not proceed to

ascertain pressure at various temperatures. The Guage had 81

parts and the mercury stood at 14 parts nearly when the liquid

was in the E.C.A. in air, giving the pressure then as 5*8 atmo-

spheres.

7275. Phosphuretted hydrogen (725 1-3).

The' gas made 29 Nov. (7251) still seems good and rich in

phosphorus, and though it has deposited some films in the water,

the gas itself, burnt from a jet, appears to be excellent phosphuretted

hydrogen. It will not take fire spontaneously. Pumped it in (after

the Carbonic acid), cooling the gas in its passage by sending it

through a long thin spiral glass tube immersed in a bath at 0°.

The pressure guage used had 91 parts.

7276. This gas condensed at a high pressure and produced a clear

transparent liquid body. For this it required the E.C.A. bath

cooled in vacuo; and this temperature did not freeze the fluid.

7277. There was leakage through the metal of the cap, so that

I could get no precise results of pressure. But whilst the tube

was attached to the condsg. pumps, the pressure guage was at
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25 parts or 3*24 atmospheres. When the piston was suddenly

depressed, the guage rose to 3 parts or 30 atmospheres but

instantly, because of the leakage, fell back to 25 parts.

7278. When the condensing tube was taken off from the pumps,
the liquid before in the tube gradually disappeared (because of the

leakage); but on putting the bent part into a bath of E. C. A. in

air, liquid instantly appeared and the guage was then 65 parts,

so that the pressure was 1*23 atmospheres (I have some doubts

about these numbers). But is clear that there was then a phos.

hydrogen in the tube condensible by that temperature and pressure,

and there must have been another Phos. hydrogen or pure

hydrogen to account for the higher pressures before hand. Re-

peat.

7279. Sulphuretted hydrogen. Bar. 30 inches. (7312).

Made the gas first (from M.A. and Sulrt. Antimony) over

water into bottles, to deposit impurity, and kept it 12 hours.

Then passed it, at common pressures, first through a long thin

spiral condenser at and afterwards into the condensing tube

cooled in the E. C.A. bath; using a horizontal tube with the

guage end away from the cold bath. The fluid Sulphuretted

hydrogen condensed beautifully and was perfectly clean and clear.

The guage had 81 parts. The following estimate of pressure was

obtained in the following order:

0° 15*4 parts or 5*26 atmospheres
15° 10-6 7-64

20
^

9-8 8*265

30° 7*5 10*8

40'’ 6*7 1209
50° 6*03 13*43
60° 5-48 14*78
50"" 6*0 13*5

40° &66 I 2 *i 6

32° 7*6 10*66

14*6 5*54

7280.

Muriatic acid.

Condensed in a tube, being sent in from a dry generator. All

was in good condition. The Guage had 42 parts. The following

are results

:
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2*7 parts or 15*55

10° 2*3 18-26

20° 2-0 21*00

24^ 1*8 23*33
28° 1*71 or 1*72 24*56 or 24-42—only a trace of liquid left.

18° 2-o6 20*4 so perhaps doubtful.
0° 2*7 15*55

C.A. in air 12*2 3*44

7281. Arseniuretted hydrogen.

Well prepared and condensed, having passed through a long

thin cond. at 0° before it entered the final condensing tube, which

was '''^5 and had a guage turned from the cold with the

mercury at 48 parts. Th^ mercury moved well and freely.

3
°

8*75 parts 5*486 atmospheres
10° 7*125 6*73

20° 6*3 7*62

32° 5*3 9*06

40° 4*6 10*43

50" 4*1 11*7

60° 3*65 13*15

60° 3*6 13*33

50
^"

4*0 12

40° 4*6 10*43

32° 5-28 9*09
20° 6*27 7*65
0° 9.3 5*i6

-76° 48 I

-64° 34 1*12

“ 52
°

26 1*85

-23° 14 3*43

-36° 18 2*66

“ 24°i M 3*43

-53° 26 1*85

- 5

°
9-8 4*9

Even next day (Jany. i), the tube contained clean good liquid

arsend. hydrogen; and when opened, the mercury returned to

48 parts on the guage.

31 DECK. 1844.

7282. Fluoboron.

Refuzed boracic acid and pulverised it finely. Examined Fluor

spar for Carbonate of lime; pulverized it and heated it. Boiled
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the Sulc, acid and got ofF much water. Then with these made
mixture for Fluoboron, a soft paste. It was excellent—gave plenty

of good gas and did not boil up in the retort. It was sent into

a condensing tube having the bend immersed, first in an E. C. A.
bath in air, and afterwards in an E. C. A. bath which had been
reduced in temperature by rarefaction in air pump jar. But there

were no signs of condensation.

Must try it with pressure, as I can easily do now.

4 JANY. 1845.

7283. Arseniuretted hydrogen, ,

Have considered the data (7281) and the former data (7172,

7182, 7101, 7161, 7172, 7175). Those 7281 were with a horizontal

tube, guage always at common temperatures and good clear

liquid arsend. hydrogen and tube. When opened the next day,

all was good and the guage mercury returned to its right place.

The numbers in the margin ^ are I think a good approximation,

and those marked are close to the best experimental results,

and are the data on which the curve and other numbers are con-

structed^.

v/«- 75
°

0*94 -
5
°

4*74

\/ -70° 1*08 v/* 0° 5-21

-65° 1*23 v/ '‘f- 3
°

5*56

v/ 'I' -64° 1*26 5
°

5*71

v/
-60° 1*40 v/« 6*24
-
55

°
1-59 15° 6- 80

s/«- 52
°

1*73 \/« 20° 7*39

%/ -50° i*8o 25° 8*01

-45
°

2*03 \/ 30° 8*66

v/ -40° 2-28 s/* 32° 8-95

V'«-36
°

2*50 35
°

9-34
-
35

°
2-55 v/« 40° 10-05

v/ -30" 2*84 45
°

10-79

-25° 3
-
i 6 v/« 50° 11-56

v/#- 23
°

3-32 55
° 12*36

%/ -20° 3*51 60° 13-19

-*
5
°

3-89 65° 14*02

\/ —10° 4-30

* i.e. in the table below.
^ The ticks are in pencil in the MS.
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7284. Mur. acid (7293).

Considered the last results and have much confidence in them

on laying down the curve and numbers; for these data were with

a horizontal tube and guage at constant temperature (7280),

whilst the former results (7205) were with this tube and

so the guage cooled. This particularly affects the result at “ 103° F.

(7205). The result at 50° is from my former first paper. Those

marked ^ are the experimental numbers and agree well.

^ -125® I atmospheres

-,0J° 3*35

'if 0° 15*4

5
° • i6*6

if 18

19*6

if 18^ 20*7

if 21*5

if 23*26

25"" 23*7

if 28*^ 25*2

30° 26*2

35
°

29*0

40° 32*2

45
°

35-8
* 0

0 39-8

7285. If at (7205) the end of the guage which was in the part of

the bent condensing tube immersed in the E. C. A. bath in air

(and which, being moved about, would make the E.C.A. bath

considerably below - 103° F.), be considered as at - 100° F., then

the contraction of the air by cold would be about or 0*304 of the

whole; and this, instead of making the pressure for the E. C. A.

bath 2*2, would make it 3*16. The observation of - 125° is inde-

pendant of the guage, because at that temp, the gas condensed

under atmospheric pressure, or at least very little more.

7286. Sulphuretted hydrogen (7029, 7159, 73, 76, 7279). On the

following page^ are a set of numbers for sulphuretted hydro-

gen, but they are exceptionable. From -100° to o, the

experimental numbers were too low because the closed end of

the guage was in the part of the tube in the E. C. A. bath (7284),

but in the table of curves they have been corrected and the cor-

* i.e. in the table following.
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reeled numbers are used in the next page. From 0° to 60° there

are two sets of numbers, differing considerably. I have used those
of (7279) chiefly, which give the highest numbers; but the data

ought to be brought better together. The numbers at — 100° are

probably too high, for Sul. Hydrogen condenses in an E. C. A.
bath at common pressures. The number of 17 atmospheres at

50° given in the old paper on the gases is too high.

— 100^ -15° 4*75
1*36 — 10° 5*15

-90^ 1*42 - 5° 5*58
- 85

°
1-50 0° 6*04
I -60 .

5° 6-53

-if 1-72 10° 7-05
-70° 1*86 15° 7-60
-65° 2*03 20° 8*29
-60® 2*22 25° 9*02
-55'^ 2*42 30° 9*79
-
55

°* 2*64 35" io*6o
2-88 40° 11*45

-40°
3-14 45

°
12*34

-^f 3-42 50° 13*37
-30° 3-72 55

°
14*34

- 25
°

4-04 60° 15*45
-20° 438

10 JANY. 1845.

Barometer at 30 inches.

7287. Fluoboron (7056)"*".

Arranged a horizontal tube and attached to it, by a piece of
brass tube very slightly bent, a generator containing well pre-

pared fluor spar and boracic acid in powder mixed with well

boiled sulphuric acid. Heated to evolve gas and allowed it to pass

through the apparatus, then closed the extreme stop cock and
allowed the pressure to accumulate. Used first an E. C. A. bath

in air at the flexure to condense, but this did not bring down the

gas into liquid, so cooled a bath in vacuo and applied it, and then

the gas condensed.
7288. Fluoboron was then a very limpid, colourless, transparent

fluid, apparently light, presenting no signs of crystallization or

solidification though the temperature must have been very low;
^ } in error for 50®.
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probably - 140° F. The guage in the tube was new and divided

into 30 parts and played well. The gas condensed when the

pressure was about 3 atmospheres. Afterwards obtained the fol-

lowing numbers well.

parts

4‘6i atmospheres- 100° 6-5

-82° 4 7*5

3-25 9-23

-67°
3 lO'OO

-65" 2-6 11-54

-66°
3 10-00

-62° 2*6 11-54

Afterwards, when the gas was allowed to escape, the tube became

perfectly dry and clean and the guage mercury returned to 30

parts.

7289. Could not go to higher pressures, for at --62° there was

just a trace only of liquid left; at -66^, abundance of liquid; at

-65°, plenty; at -62°, very little.

7290. Pkosphuretted Hydrogen.

Repeated the former experiment (7275) with part of the gas

then left unused (7275, 7251) and which still seemed very good.

The guage had a division into 68 parts. The phenomena were as

before. The gas would not condense at pressures of 20 and 25

atmospheres in an E. C. A. bath in air, but on the application of

an E. C. A. bath cooled in vacuo, it condensed, and a clear, limpid,

light, colourless liquid appeared, shewing no signs of freezing at

the lowest temperature.

7291. By pumping, the guage was often at 2*5 and 3-5 parts, or

at 27’2 and 19*4 atmospheres. The liquid remained at the 19*4

atmospheres, which increased very little at the 27*2 atmospheres,

as if there were two gases mixed, the one incondensible and the

other condensible. Whether this be because pure hydrogen is

mixed with the phos. hydrogen, or that there are two phos-

phuretted hydrogen[s], I cannot say; but at all events, there is a

condensible Phosphuretted hydrogen.

7292. There was a slight leak in the cement of one of the caps,

which made the sinking from the higher pressure to the lower;

it was small. The condensation into liquid was good. When the
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gas was let off the liquid rose rapidly in vapour and the guage

mercury returned well to its place.

7293. Muriatic acid (7284, 7302).

Obtained a good specimen of liquid Mur. acid in a good
horizontal tube, using a generator with pressure from evolution

as before (7280, 7287). The guage also was very good and was

divided into 64 parts. Pressures were obtained in an E. C.A.

bath temperature, but the thermometer ( ) used to give

its temperature is slow in taking that temperature, and though

I stirred constantly and allowed all the time I could, still, if the

bath was rising in temperature, the tube and liquid would be

before the thermometer, and therefore the pressure indicated by

the guage would belong to a temperature somewhat higher than

that shewn by the thermometer^

E.C.A. in Air zo6* 46 parts

Guage 64 parts.

1*4 atmospheres

-105° 42 P52
-100° 36 1*777

-92^ 28 2*29

>83^ 22 2*9

- 77
^

19 3*37

-67° 15 4*266
-
53

°
IT 5*82

-42'^
9 7*11

-
33

°
7*5 8*533

-22° 6 10*66

-
5

°
4*6 13*91

0° 4*3 14*9

10° 3’5 18*28

18° 3*0 21*33

25° 2-7 23*7

31° 2*5 25*6

3 <5
°

2*33 27*46

liquid yet 42° 2*18 29*36

32° 2-45 26*12

27° 2*66 24*06

good exp . 19° 3 21*33

good exp ,
0° 4*45 14*38

I could not go safely above 42°, because the liquid

then nearly all gone. When experiments were over and vapour

allowed to escape, the guage mercury returned to 64 parts.

* The italic entries are in pencil in the MS.
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7295. The thermometer for E. C.A. bath is of Alcohol. That

used for temperatures above 0° is of mercury and much quicker

in its taking the bath temperature.

7296. Nitrous oxide (7235, 7243, 7303). Guage 68 parts.

Condensed this gas by the pumps in a tube of this form, as

before described. Easily filled the part in the bath with liquid.

Had a good guage of 68 parts, and obtained pressures as below.

-80° 11*4 parts 5-965 atmospheres
-67° 10*6 6-415
“
55

°
9-2 7*391

-
45

°
8*75 7-771

-32° ‘ 6 11-33

-40° 7-25 9-38
“
59

°
9*4 7*234

“
53

° 8-6 7*9

-48° 8 8*5

-40° 7 9*714
“ 32

°
6 11-333

-‘20° 4*75 14-31
-12° 4*25 16

- 8° 3*9 17*43

- 0° 3-65 18-63

0 3*62 18-78

10 2-8 24-28

18 2*7 25-18

23 2*45 27*75

31 2*25 30-22

42 2 34
46 1-8 37*77

51 1*72 39*53

7297.

Between -80° and -0°, there was so much liquid as to

be in the curved tube nearly at the level of the fluid in the E. C. A.

bath, and as I feared that it had not been cold enough at the upper

level, I now let out about one third of the liquid and then repeated

the following:

-15° 4-6 14-78 atmospheres

8-5 8

-48° 8-0 8*5

7298.

The results shew that I had had good observations in the

upper series. At the highest temperature, or 51°, there was plenty

of liquid to assure the result; but the diminution of it on falling

from 42'^ to 46^, and from that to 51°, was very striking. More
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vapour went up than was simply proportionate to the added force

in atmospheres. When liquid let off guage returned accurately

to 68 parts.

Bar. 30 inches.

7299. Olefiant gas Guage parts.

Condensed as the last was (7296) by pumps in a tube having

a guage of 68 parts, in excellent order. Condensation very excel-

lent; tube full to the level of the E. C. A. bath. The pressure was

2*9 parts or 23*48 atmospheres in this E. C. A. bath, but that was
because the surface of fluid was level with or even above the

cooling fluid, so warmer. Proceeded to, obtain the pressures with

this quantity of fluid at 0° and higher degrees, when the fluid

rapidly diminishes; and afterwards let off about \
and then ob-

tained pressures safely and accurately in an E. C. A. bath.

0^ 2*6 parts 26*15 atmospheres
12° 2*0 34
17° 1*9 35*79
20° 1*8 37*77
27" 1-7 40
30° 1*67 40*72
8° 2*2 30*9 when cooled here from 30° it was
0° 2*55 26*66 beautiful to see how [illegible].

less liquid and the E. C. A. bath and alcohol thermometer.

i 3°*5 2*125 32
- 5

°
2*7 25*177

-25° 3*4 20
-48° 4*28 15*88
-
73

°
5*28 12*88

-89° 6*1 11*14

-102° 7*1 9*577
-101° 7 9*714
-
93

°
6*7 10*15

-70° 6 11*33
- 57

°
5*3 12*83

-42° 4-4 14*54
-40° 4-3 15*81
- 37

°
4*i8 16*268

-25° 3*55 19*15
“ 14

°
3 22*66

-11° 2*9 23*48

- 9
° 2*8 24*286

- 5
° 2*66 25*56

0° 2*45 27*75
2° 2*4 28*33
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7300'*. Carbonic acid (7237, 7254^ 7274)- Bar. 30 inches. Guage
1 13 parts.

Prepared a tube as in the figure, sealed at one end, capped at

the other. Cut long pieces of Carbonic acid and dropped them
in until the tube was loosely full to the cap. Closed the cap by
a plug screwed in and let the tube warm in the air- it was then
full of liquid up to a. Cooled the end a little and then slowly
opened the plug and let carbonic acid vapour out; of course the
liquid within was cooled and froze; at last quickly open[ed] out
the plug end—dropped in a guage—replaced the stopper—screwed
all up and then let it acquire a temperature ofabout 0°. Then there
was liquid in the tube to about h. Not so much as I wished, but
very good for a first trial of the arrangement. Guage had 113
parts. Then worked in a bath of Ice, salt, water, etc., and mercury
thermometer.

0°
5*5 parts 20*545 atmospE

10® 4-45 25*393
16^" 4 28*25
20^" 3-8 29*73
28^" 3*4 33*235

3*25 34-77
I o'" 4-5 25*11

Began with E. C.A. bath and alcohol thermometer— obtained two
numbers—

-S'" 6-5 17-33
—4° 6-0 18*833

but now no more acid in Addams vessel and so I was obliged to

cease working. So left the tube closed up for further observation
tomorrow.

II JANY. 1845.

7301. Looked at the C.A. tube of yesterday (7300); there was no
liquid and the pressure was 38 atmospheres—but on putting the

end into a mixture at 0°, plenty of fluid condensed and the pressure

* [7300]
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was then 5*25 parts or 21*52 atmospheres. The experiment was

made in haste or else I believe it would have come to yesterday’s

result. Set it aside again.

13 JANY. 1845.

7302. Mur. acid (7284, 7293).

Have worked up the numbers of 7293 and compared their curve

with that of (7284). See diagram. The results were very good and

the following is the table of vapour force. The dotted \/ numbers

are the results of experiments and are in very close accordance

with the table and the interpolated numbers.

v/ -105® 1*58 atmospheres 1
1

0
8*53 atmospheres

v/
-100° i‘8o -30 9*22

- 95
°

2*07 -25° 10-05

v/- 92° 2-28 v/-22° 10*66

- 90° 2*38 -20° 10*92

- 85° 2-73 11-84
0

001 2*90 -10° 12-82

- 80“ 3*12 V/- 5

^
13-88

v/- 77° 3*37 v/
0° 15*04

- 75
°

3-55 5

°
16*32

- 70° 4*02 10° 17*74

v/- (,f 4*266 15° 19*32
- 65° 4-53 20° 21*09

- 60° 5-08 v/ 25° 23-08

- 55
°

5-67 v/ 27° 23*80

\/ - 53
°

5-83 30° 25*32

- 50° 6*30 v/ 31° 25*76

- 45
°

6-97 32° 26*20

v/- 42° 7-40 35
°

27*84

- 40° 7-68 40° 30*67

- 35
°

8-43

14 JANY. 1845.

7303. Nitrous oxide (7296, 7297, 7234^).

The numbers for nitrous oxide (7296, 7) have also been laid

down as a curve and others interpolated, and the accompanying

series is the result, in which I place much confidence. Those

marked v/ are the direct results of experiments or very near indeed

to them. At the temp, of -80° F. (7296), there was evidently too

much liquid in the tube, so that the upper portions had not been

par. 7235.
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cooled to —80° and therefore the pressure is too high. At 51°

there appears to have been too little liquid. It is to be remembered
that any water which would pass with the gas at the temperature

at or below 0° would at this point be exerting all its solvent power
on only a little liquid, and therefore tend to diminish the elasticity

of the vapour below what it ought to be.

I should like to repeat from - 50° to - 106° or lower.

v/

\/

\/

n/

v/

-67° F. 6*2 atmospheres n/ o“F. 18*92 atmospheres
-65^ 6*4 5“ 20*50
-60° 6*95 10° 22*18
-
59

°
7’02 15° 23*96

-
55

°
7*55 \/ i8* 25*1

-
53

°
7’75 20“ 25*84

-50° 8*2 v^ 23
°

27
-48" 8*48 25° 27*82
- 45

°
8-9 30° 29*90

-40° 9-68 30*2
-
35

°
10*54 32° 30*95

-32° ii*ii 33
°

32*08

-30^ 11*48 40° 34*36
-25° 12*50 43

°
36*74

-20® 13*60 \/ 46
°

37*15
-15° 14*78 30° 39*22
- 12° 15*58 v/ 5 i° 39*55
-10° i6*o6

- 5

°
17*44

18 JANY. 1845.

7304. Olefiant gas (7299, 7234, 7313, 7316).

Numbers laid out as before—and those marked thus [>/] may
be considered as experimental numbers.

Should like to correct these numbers by a second set of experi-

ments, especially for the colder degrees.

Found on the results of (7299) that the mercurial thermometer

shewed its slowness in taking temperature of bath-for as we
descended in temperature, the temp, was given by it too high

for the real temperature and therefore for the pressure, and as one

ascended in temperature, it was given too low for both. Hence

the curve comes between the series of numbers.
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°F. atmospheres °F. atmospheres

-105° 8-85 -20° 21-23

V/-I02“ 908 ~*5° 22-50

v/~IOI° 9-18 V/-I4° 22-70

-100° 9*30 V/- 11
"

23-30

~ 95° 9*77 “10° 23-89

v/~ 93° 996 v/“ 9° 24-20

- 90° 10-26 v/- 5° 25-41

~ 85° 10-78 v/
0° 27*18

- 80° 11-33 v/
2° 28-00

- 75° 11-91 5° 29-30

1

0
I2-i8 v/

8° 30-74

- 70° 12-52 10° 31-70
- 65° 13**7

.

12° 32-72

« 60° 13-86 *5° 34*20

“ 55° *4*59 v/ if 35-20

- 50° 1536 20° 36-80

v/- 48" 15-70 25° 39-60

~ 45° 16-18 v/ 27° 40-70

- 40° 17-05 30° 42-50

~ 35° 17-98 35°

- 30
°

18-98 40°

- 25° 20-06 45°

20 JANY. 1845.

7305. A small tube about
|
of inch internal diameter had its

capacity measured—3 feet of it held just 2 cubic [inches]. Powdered

chlorate of potassa was then put into it- 18 inches in length held

150 grains, or 3 feet 300 grains. 300 grains will give about 300

cubic inches of oxygen. So probably a mixture of dry chlorate

of potassa and oxide of manganese, being put into a tube for

I foot in length, would fill that and 2 feet more of vacant tube

with oxygen at 50 atmospheres. This will do.

Thermometers,

7306. Have examd. the thermometers. The Mercurial thermo-

meter used is ready in its taking temperature and comes in ice and

water correctly to 32°. The large spirit thermometer (7088) is

very slow in taking final temperature (7295), and I have little

doubt that all the tension[s] taken as the bath rose in heat (7302,

7303, 7304) are those of higher temperatures than those indicated

by the tliermometers and set down in the results. It comes right

to the mark on the glass stem at 32®, but it shifts on its attached
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scale, and when the scale is resting on the stem, it so settles that

the spirit, which should indicate 32°, shews 34°.

7307. Have found a small Alcohol thermometer going down
to -130° or -140°. It takes temperature far quicker than the

former and is better in that respect. The spirit in the stem settles

above the mark for 32° on the stem. The instrument is stiff

on the stem and, being adjusted to allow for the above, is a very

good instrument. I purpose using it tomorrow.

21 JANY. 1845.

7308. Carbonic acid (7314). Bar. 30*35 inches.

Used a second tube like that before described (7300), and

introduced Carbonic acid and a guage as before-all in good

order, after one slight derangement of the guage which was recti-

fied. The guage was one of 72 parts. Put this and the former

tube (7300) (the ends) into a mixture of ice and salt until they

had acquired the same temperature. Being then examined by their

respective guages, they gave accurately the same pressure of 26

atmospheres and a fraction. Very Good result, shewing that the

old tube, now 1 1 days old, keep constant and also its guage.

Now employed this tube (7308) to obtain pressures, and two

thermometers, one mercurial (7306) and the other the small Alcohol

one (7307). The results were as follows:

Guage 72 parts

- 3
°

3*4 parts or 2ri7 atmospheres
;
multiplied by roi2

to make them atmospheres at

30 inches: 21*42

0° 3-3 21*82 22*08

+ 5" 3*0 or 2-99 24 or 24*08 24*29

10° 2-68 26*87 27*19

15" 2-54 28*34 28*68

2*40 30 30-36

23° 2*20 32*72 33-11

32° 1*90 37-9 38-35

37" 1*75 perhaps

or 4ri at..
!>
exploded--eyes escaped-had glasses on.

7309. As the other tube (7300) was in accordance and had plenty

of fluid at 0° and lower temperatures, resumed working with it

and an Ether Carb. Acid batli-but now had the former large

alcohol thermometer (7088, 7306) and endeavd. to guard against
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its slowness in acquiring temperature. Had also a different guage

and one of 113 parts which has been in the tube ii days. After

the experiments, the tube was opened and the guage returned to

111*5 parts, being a diminution of 1*5 parts, but the Barometer is

now 30*35 inches, whereas it was at 30 inches when the guage

was inclosed. Hence it remains unchanged as to the air within.

So if I yet consider the guage as 113 parts, it will correct pressure

within the C. A. tube to atmospheres of 30 inches. I have much
confidence in the first seven results, and also I think the rest are

likely to be good, for I took pains to get the true temperature of

the bath.

“
^0

*
5*8 parts NO

00

- 20^*5 7-0 16*14

- 56^ 15-0 7*53

- 75
°

23*0 4*91

-101° 68 1*66

99 1*14

-107° 79*6 1*42

-102° 63*5 1*78

- 95
°

49 2*306

- 83° 31 3*64

- 73
°

22-5 5*02

“ 53
°

14 8*07

- 41° II 10*27

- 34
°

9 about 12*55

- ^3
°

7*5 15*06

- 21° 7 16*14

- 15° 6-4 17*65

- 9
°

5-7 19*80

- 4
°

5*25 21*52

- 6°
5'55 20*36

- 3
°

5 *i 21*73

+ 4
°

4-52 25

See (7314) for results.

7310. As to the tube that burst-the piece left in the cap had an

external diameter of 0*2416 of an inch and an internal diameter of

0*1833 of an inch-half the difference, or *02916, is the thickness

of the glass there. By the appearance of the fragments, I think

this must have been the thinnest part of the tube. Another part

had external diameter *2708, internal diameter *2041, thickness

•03335 of an inch—more than former.

7311. Consider therefore that this tube of 0*1833 internal

diameter and 0*02916 of inch in thickness burst with pressure of
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41 atmospheres. It was of green bottle glass and had bends in it

thus.

7312. Sulphuretted hydrogen (7279, 7315).

Condensed this gas in a tube of this kind, by an E. C. A. bath

cooled under the air pump just as on the last occasion (7279), and

used the gas left from that time, which had been kept in stoppered

bottles. The gas condensed well—the only inconvenience was from

its freezing and partially blocking up the way. The guage had

61 parts at the present bar. pressure of 30*35 inches, so that the

atmospheres below are too heavy.

The results down to -2° were ascertained by an E. C.A. bath

and the large Alcohol thermometer (7088, 7306). The results

from 0° and upwards were in a salt and ice bath, etc., with the

same thermometer. The slip of the thermometer scale is here

guarded against. At 52° the liquid sulphuretted hydrogen was all

gone. When the tube was opened the guage came back to 61 parts.

atmospheres at. at 30 inches

- 94
°

52 parts I-I7 i*l8

-106° 63 (below I at.) 0*968 0*979
-100° 61 I 1*012

- 90° 54 i*oi8 1*03

- 83" 49 1-24 1*254

- 74
*"

41 1-51 1*528

- 68° 37 1*65 1*67

- 62° 33 1*848 1*87

- 59
°

31 1*97

>
1*993

- 58° 31 1*97 1*993

- 48° 25 2*44 '5b 2*469

- 40° 21 2*90 0 2*934
- 29° 17 3*59 3-633
- 24° 15 4*06 4*108

- 16° 13-6 4*48 0 4*53
- 8° 12 5

*08 5*14

— 2° 10-8 5*65 5*717
- 20° 15 4*06 ~a 4* 108

0° 10*9 5-6
"a.

5*66

8°*5 9*5 6*42 6*497
11°

9 6*77 3
B

6*85

17° 8-2 7*44 7*529
26° 6-5 9*38 9*49

34
°

5*5 1 1*09 11*22

39
°

5
12*20 12*34

48° 4*5 13*55 13*71

.'52° 4*25 14*35 14*52

27° 6*25 9*75 9*86

- 45
°

24 2*54 2*57
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7313. Olefiant gas (7299, 7304, 7234, 7313, 73i^);

Condensed by the pumps, etc. as before (7299) in a tube of this

form. The guage mercury stood at 64 parts with present pressure

of 30*35 inches Bar.

Found that at -f there was no liquid-had not looked at -7°

and had no more C.A. so as to go back in temperature. Suspect

-7° and am a little jealous of the result at - 13°.

All these with the large Alcohol thermometer (7088).

Did not open the tube but put away to see what would happen

with it and the cement-expect the cement will condense the

Oleft. and perhaps soften and let it leak away.

Guage 64 parts at 30*35 Bar.

-26" 3*5 parts 18-28 18*51

-11° 3*25 19-69
CO

19*92

- 29°-5 3-8 16*84 0 17*04

-52“ 5-8 11*03
0
.s

ii*i6

-70° 7*9 8*10
0^

8*19

-93“ 12 5*33 5*394

-99° 14 4*57 0
aj

4*62

-96° 12*5 5*12
03 5*i8

-83° 9'

5

6-73
A
pH 6*8

1

-61° 6-5 9-84
CO

0 9*95
-61"

-52°
675 (good)

5-6

9-48

11*42

i
rt

u

9*59

11*55

-41° 4’6 13*91 14*07

-38° 4-5 14*22
(S

n 14*39
- 37°-5 4-33 14*78 14*95

-25° 3*6 17*77 17*98

-^
3
°

3*55 18*03 no 18*24

-21° 3*45 18-55 .Si 18-77

-14° 3*33 19*28 2 19-51?

-•
3
°

3-30? 19-39? 3 19-62?

- 7
°

3*28 ? 19-51? 6 19-74?

- 5
°

3*28 ? no liquid 19-51?

27 Jany. Looked at tube-all safe and pressure at 3*25 parts—

very good-no apparent action as yet on the cement.

7314. Carbonic acid (7308, 9).

These numbers are deduced from die results at 7308, 9 and

from their accordance with the experimental results give me great

confidence. Those marked sj are close to the results ofexperiment.
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Much care was taken in procuring the temperature of the bath.

I believe they are the best yet obtained amongst these gases.

I-I4 -30° 13-54

v/
-110° 1*17 -^

5

°
14*88

v/ v/ -107° 1*36 v/ v/- 23
°

15-45
-105° 1*48 V/- 2 I° 1 6-00

v/ -102° 1-68 v/-2o°-5 16-15

^ -101° 1*76 \/
-20° 16-30

v/ — 100° 1-85 v/
01 17*80

- 95
°

2'28 -10° 19-38

v/ - 90° 2*77 v/- 9° 19-80

- 85° 3
*

3 ^ - 5

° 21-06

v/ \/- 83“ 3*6o v/ V/'- 4° 21*48

v" - 80° 3*93 v/- 3
°

2I‘8o

v' v/- 75
°

4*6o v/
0° 22-84

v/ - 73
°

4*93 \/ v/ 5

°
24-75

- 70° 5*33 v/ v/ IO° 26-82

- 65° 6-12 \/ v/ 15° 29-09

v/ - 60° 6*97 v/ 18° 30-65

\/ v/- 56° 7.70 \/ 20° 31-56

- 55
°

7-89 23° 33-15

v/ - 50° 8-88 25° 34-26

- 45
°

9*94 v/
30"* 37-19

v/ - 40° 1 1*07 v/ 0
<

38-50

- 35
°

12-27 35 40-35

v/ 34
°

12-50 v/ 40°

25 JANY. 1845.

7315. Sulphuretted Hydrogen,

Arranged from the data of (7312). The lower temperatures are

probably very good, but between 15° and 30° there appears to

have been some error or change. If the thermometer scale had

slipped down there on the glass stem and so given 3° lower

temperature than it ought, i.e. if a sudden difference of 3"^ was
thus introduced into the series of observations (which were made
with one thermometer, the large alcohol) it would account for

much of the irregularity, but not all.

Hence this curve is not so correct, in my mind, in form as it

probably might be, or ought to be.

I In the MS. the ticks in the first column are in pencil ;
those in the second

column are in ink.

15-2
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F. F.

1 0
0

0*97 atmospheres atmospheres

/v/ -100° ro2 r95

- 95
° roS V/v/-20

°
4*24

v' v/ - 94
°

1*09 v/v/~i6° 4*60

v/ v' - 90° I-I5 -15° 4*66

- 85° 1*23 v/
-10° 5*11

v/ v/ - 83° 1*27 v/- 8° 5-32

v' - 80° 1*33 - 5

°
5*59

- 75
°

1*45 v/ - 2" 5*90

s/V -l4'
1-50 0" 6*10

v/ - 70° 1-59 5

°
6-64

- 68° 1*67 y/ 10° 7*21

- <55° 1-75 ' 15° 781

s/ - 61° 1-86 V/
20° 8-44

v/ - 60° 1*93 25° 9-14

\/ v/ - 58° 2*00 v/v/ 26° 9*30

- 55
°

2*13 v/ 27° 9*48

v/ - 50° 2*35 v/ 30° 9*94

v/ - 48° 2*47 35
^

10*84

v/ \/ - 45
°

2*59 v/ 40° 11*84

s/V - 40° 2-86 45
°

12*94

- 35
°

3-16 v/v/ 48" 13*70

\/ - 30° 3*49 v/ 50" 14*14

v' - 29° 3*60 vV 52" 14*60

7316. Olefiant gas (see 7313 for data).

The numbers below or rather above -
1

5°
are in error for want

of fluid; there was none at -5'^ and perhaps not at -’f.

The pressures here are very different from the former (7299,

7304), being much lower, though consistent with themselves.

I still suspect that there are different hydrocarbons produced

-

perhaps having the same composition.

Must therefore give the pressures as uncertain.

- 100
°

4*60 -
75

°
7*60

v/- 99° 4*70 v/-'70
°

8*32

v/ - 96° 5*05 -65° 9*08

- 95
°

5*12 n/-6i° 9*71

93
°

5*37 -60° 9*88

- 90° 5*68 -
55

°
10*76

- 85° 6*28 v/- 52
°

11*36

v/- 83° 6*55 - 50
°

11*72

- 80° 6*92 -
45

°
12*78

* See footnote on p. 227.
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v/- 4i° 13-70 - 29°-5 16-65
-40° 13*94 -25° i8'02
-38° 14-44 -23° 18-65

v/
- 37°-5 14-60 V/-2I° 19-20
-
35

°
15-20 -20° 19-58

-30° 16-56

28 JANY. 1845.

7317. Oxygen.

Worked in preparation for this gas, purposing to obtain it

from a mixture of oxide of manganese and chlorate of potassa

in a close tube.
,

7318 . Manganese requires to be heated red hot and for some time,

else part of the water (it is a hydrate) is retained by it. Also, when
heated, if left exposed to air only for 10 minutes, it absorbs much
water, i.e. for such experiments as mine. Must heat it and mix

hot—not using paper but tin foil, and must put it into the tube

whilst hot.

7319. When chlorate (previously fuzed) is mixed with such oxide

of manganese, it requires more heat for the decomposition tlian

if the water were left in. Water helps it much, just like carbonate

of lime in the kiln,

7320. Even when there are equal parts by weight of chlorate and

the manganese, still on heating in a tube the chlorate melts and

tends to puff up and so to stop up the tube and make the action

irregular.

7321 . Oxide of copper does not do so well as oxide of manganese

—it requires a higher heat.

7322. Two by weight of the heated oxide of Manganese and i by
weight of the fuzed chlorate were powdered and mixed well and

put into a narrow green glass tube by a funnel of tin foil. When
in the tube, it occupied 9 inches in length, and its weight was

38 grains, so that 12*6 grains of chlorate were there. These 9 inches

in length of the tube had a capacity of 0-2 of a cubical inch or less.

Connected this with a refrigerating tube and pneumatic trough,

and decomposed by spirit lamp. Could decompose it without

displacement of the charge, but it melted at first and required

time and care, and the tube was occasionally almost visibly red

beneath. The quantity of gas which came off was 12*75 cubic
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inches. On reheating the tube to a higher degree, found no more
chlorine came off. The oxygen smelt a little of chlorine. Only
very little water was in the tube this time.

7323. So here 38 gr. of mixture or 12*6 gr. chlorate gave 12-75 c.

inches of oxygen from a charging occupying tube space equal to

0-2 c. inches. The evolution would give 64 atmospheres in that

space.

7324. As the pressure will rise in the tube the bubbles will be

smaller—and this with care may allow perhaps i Chlorate to

il oxide of Manganese. Still, must use a very small condensing

tube or else have too much gas space— also a larger generating

tube.

30 JANY. 1845.

7325. Oxygen etc,).

Proceeded to experiment with oxygen. Had a generator, a tube*

12J inches long and 0-23 c. inches in capacity, capped, etc. Had
also a horizontal condensing tubet, small and strong, of the capacity

of 0*13 of cubic inch, and in it a guage up to 103 parts. Made a

mixture (with all the precautions (7317-22)) of 75 gr. chlorate

potassa and 130 gr. of oxide of manganese—introduced 55 grs.

of this into the generator, in which it occupied 9 inches in length

;

and having filled the generator and condensing tube with pure

oxygen, screwed both together with a cock between and also

closed the terminal cock, screwing up the plug and covering the

end with a cap.

7326. Applied heat ofa spirit lamp to the generator—decomposing
that portion of chlorate first which was nearest the condenser. All

went on very well as to decomposition, but when the pressure

indicated was 16 atmospheres, found something leaked. Screwed
up the cock plugs and the cocks, and tried again. At 20 or 25
atmospheres still leaked. On shutting the cock between the con-

denser and generator, the pressure fell faster than before in the

condenser, and on opening the cock the pressure rose in the con-
denser. So it is in some part of the condenser arrangement that

the leak takes place. The two caps on this tube are new and bored
out of solid metal, but they have not been heated in wax. The
leak may very likely be in one of them.

* [7325]

+ [7325]
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7327. Carried on the decomposition, which proceeded well to

the end-and hastening it, I rose up to 26 atmospheres. Thinking

that perhaps the Manganese might as a porous body absorb or

combine with oxygen when cold, I heated the whole tube at once,

but that caused no elevation of pressure. And I think that the

decomposition is good and complete, but that the pressure was

low because of loss by the leak.

7328 . Could go no further and therefore took down the apparatus

-intend then to reheat the generator and see whether it will give

any more oxygen or whether really all has come away ( ).

Did so and obtained 1-50. inches more.

55 grains of the mixture would give 20*1 cubic inches of gas,

which minus 1*5 leaves i8-6 c.i., and if all this retained in the

two tubes, the pressure would have been equal to 51*66 atmo-

spheres: not enough. Not Enough: use 75 chlorate and no
Manganese.

7329. Nitrous oxide.

Proceeded to condense Nitrous oxide and obtain its vapour

pressure. Took all care to have the liquid in the tube thoroughly

immersed in the cold bath. Had a new thermometer made with

care and small in the bulb, to acquire temperature more readily-it

appears to act well and be good. The following are the results

as they were obtained in order. The barometer only 29*25 inches.

Guage 60 parts^ 58*5 parts at 30 inches.

atmosph. at atmosph. at

parts 30 inches parts 30 inches

- 62° 6*4 9*14 -
54

°
7*15 8-i8

- 90° 7'55 775 -52° 6-8 8-6

-1 00° 8-45 6*93 -
49

°
6-7 873

-102° 8-8 6*64 -38° 575 io-i8

-105° 9-0 6.5 -
37

°
57 10*26

-106° 9*3 6-3 -26° 472 12*4

-105° -25° 4-65 12*6

-102° 9*6 6’

I

-24° 4*6 12*71

- 92° 9-3 6*3 -17° 4 14*62

- 83° 8*95 6-53 - 9
°

3*5 16*71

- 82° 8*9 6*57 - 8° 3*45 17

- 74° 8*5 6-88 - 2° 3*1 18*86

- 72° 8*35 7 - 1° 3*1 18*86

- 70° 8-25 7*09 - 6° 3*4 17*2

- 57
°

7*3 8*01 - 6° 3-4 17-2
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atmosph. at atmosph. at

parts 30 inches parts 30 inches

-40° 5*55 10*54 -18° 4* 18 14

-36° 5*3 11*04 -17° 4 14*62

-
59

° 6-8 8*6 -10" 3*5 16*71

6*7 8*73 - 9
°

3*48 16*81

-64° 7*25 8*07 - 9
°

3*48 i6*8i

-61° 7-15 8*i8 - 1° 3*18 i8*4

-56° 6*9 8*48 0° 3*05 19*18

6-7 8*73 7
°

2*7 21*66

-
49

°
6-5 9 10° 2*55 22*94

-47
°

(5*35 9*21 14° 2*4 24-38
-
45

°
6*2 9*43 18° 2*26 25-89

-
35

°
5*4 16*83 18'’ 2*25 26

-
33

°
5*3 11*04 22" 2*15 27*21

-32° 5*2 11*25 26° 1*95 30
-26° 4*6 12*71 21" 2*17 27
-24° 4*55 12*85 17° 2*32 25*21

-23° 4*5 13

31 JANY. 1845.

Nitrous oxide.

7330. The tube (7329) which was put aside last night was this

morning examined and found all safe. There was no liquid visible,

and the guage was at 1*3 parts, the pressure therefore being 48

atmospheres at this temperature and with this imperfect atmo-

sphere within. Guage 60 parts= 58*5 parts at 30 Bar.

7331- With a bath of ice and salt cooled the bend, which im-

mediately made abundance of liquid appear, and then obtained

the following pressures. The barometer is now 29*45 inclics, but

the guage was made 60 parts yesterday when the Barometer was

29*25 inches.

parts

atmospheres of

30 inches Mercury
32° 1*6 36*56

25° 1*75 33*43
23° 1*8 32*5
16° 1*92 30*46
10° 2*14 27-33

7
°

2*2 26*6
0° 2*4 24*37
0° 2*4 24*37
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Nitrous oxide.

7332. Have been laying down the numbers of 7329, 7331 and
applying a curve, and as before said (7008, 7009), there seems

every reason to believe that two bodies are in tlie liquid, one

much more elastic than the other, but each soluble in the other.

The numbers of the curve are on the next page^, and the following

remarks occur. By connecting on the diagram the observations

in the order in which they were made, it is easy to see that, when
made with a falling temperature, the tension of the vapour is much
higher for any given degree of temperature than when made with

a rising temperature; the pressure for instance at -60° is much
higher if the previous temperature has been -35° than it is if the

previous temperature has been —95^— as if the higher temperature

had volatilized the more volatile part, and which had not con-

densed thoroughly or been dissolved by the remaining liquor so

perfectly as when, before observation at the same temperature,

the whole had been cooled to -95^ or the lowest degree.

7333 -

atmospheres atmospheres
-105^^ <5-25 -35 10 *

95 ^

-100° (5-39 -30° 11*8

“ 95
°

6-54 12-75

- 90^ 6*70 -20® 13-8

- 85" 6-87 -15° 14-95
i 00.^0 7*05 ~IO° i6'Zo Os
- 75 7-25 Cs - 5

°
17-55

- 70^ 7-50! hs
0" 19-05

- ^
5

°
7’8o 5

°
20-70

8-15 2?.- 50

55
^

8-55 15° i4-45

9*00 20" 26-55

- 45
°

9*55 25° 2S-85>

- 40° IO'20 ^1

35
40°

nosphi
'40

^

'o8^

leres

\oJ

7334. Again, considering the form of the curve between -35^

and +35°, the part between -35° and -105"^ is not consistent,

for it shews far too great an elasticity of vapour, which instead

of being at - 105° above six atmospheres, ought not to be above

' i.e. in par. 7333*
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one atmosphere if it were produced by a fluid like that which

remains liquid in the tube at temperatures of -35'^ and above.

There must therefore be in the tube two substances, the more

volatile of which, rising first, gives such high pressures at low

temperatures, and the less volatile of which produces the feeble

pressures of the higher temperatures. It even seems probable

that all or nearly all the more volatile part is in vapour at tempera-

tures above -30° or -35° F. Hence a means of separating in some

degree the two substances.

7335. These conclusions are strengthened by the results of (7331).

When the observations ^were made with the liquid as first con-

densed in the E.C.A. bath, they gave the numbers and curve of

(7329, 7333), etc., but on placing the tube away until next day,

during which time it had sustained a higher temperature than any

before that, and then by a bath of ice and salt (7331, 7333)

observing a series of tensions between 0° and 35^, these came out

from four tofive atmospheres higher than the corresponding pres-

sures for the same temperature on the preceeding day; from which

it would appear that the more volatile portion, which had by the

cold been condensed in and dissolved by the more fixed portion,

had been gradually raised into vapour by the continued warm
temperature and thus gave a series of higher pressures. Exactly

the same effect being produced as happened in the first instance,

namely, that on proceeding from high to lower temperatures, too

high a pressure is indicated, and on proceeding from low to high

temperatures, too low a pressure is shewn; i.e. as compared with

the pressure that would be given by the vapour of this mixed

fluid if sufficient time were allowed.

7336. There appears therefore to be another substance than Nitrous

oxide in this liquid, and consequently in the gas from which it was

obtained, and which probably has never yet been distinguished.

It cannot be Nitrous gas, for there is no sign of reddening by
oxygen; it cannot be any of the acids of nitrogen, for the gas has

been made some time-made over water and kept in wet bottle.

It may be nitrogen, which may be very soluble in Nitrous oxide

when cold, but that is not very likely. It may be a new compound.

7337. It is very curious that Chemical analysis has not detected

these impurities, so to speak, of Nitrous oxide and Olefiant gas,
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but has given and assumed that these bodies are perfectly uniform
and pure.

7338. Perhaps the presence of a little nitrogen might explain the

whole. Must purify by letting off the atmosphere in the tube

when it is at ”35"^.

7339. The Nitrous oxide curve of (7296, 7297, 7243) is almost

identical with the principal one now given (7333) up to tempera-

tures of -30®, but below that temperature it leaves the former

curve rapidly, indicating much lower temperatures. This would
seem to shew that in that case there had been much less of the

more volatile substance, Nitrogen or whatever it may be. But

still the form of the curve and its crossing that of Carbonic acid

would indicate that some remained.

7340. The effects here and in the other cases of irregularity, as

Sulphuretted hydrogen, Mur. acid. Olefiant Gas, etc. may perhaps

be due to some air. Work all this out by degrees. In that point of

view, one might consider and compare what the nitrous oxide curve

would become if it were assumed that air equal to 6 atmospheres

were in the tube at the temperature of -loo^. Whatever the body
is, it is soluble in liquid nitrous oxide, more or less, and if it be

air or nitrogen, must be equal to * of the contents of the tube -for

the pressure is only about 40 atmospheres at 45°, and as the 6 parts

at -100° would be equal to 9 parts or 9 atmospheres at 45°, there

remaining but 3 1 atmospheres for the Nitrous oxide, and no liquid

was present in the tube at 45° F.

II FEBY. 1845.

7340 ^
. Olefiant gas.

As to its impurities, my Oleft. gas could not contain Carbonic

or Sulphurous acid ( ), for it stood long over lime and

water, but as to Ether vapour, perhaps it might contain some,

though I expect the water and lime took out the greater portion

of it.

7341 . Now as to the ability of water to remove ether. Put a given

volume of air into a glass tube over water— let up a little ether-

warmed and agitated the tube— the air increased in bulk about one

^ 7340 is repeated in the MS.
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third parts, i.e. three parts became four~agitated and washed with

water-and the ether was quickly removed and I believe entirely,

for the bulk was very nearly reduced to what it was at first, and

the excess was, I believe, air from the water set free by the ether.

The bulk was again marked and the tube transferred to a dish

with alcohol and the alcohol allowed to displace the water. On
agitating it with the remaining air, there was no diminution, as

there would have been if ether vapour had been left by the water,

but expansion from die addition of a little Alcohol vapour. Now,
to take down the alcohol vapour, the tube was transferred over

water, the alcohol allowgd to flow out by inclining the tube, and
water to enter-then agitated all together. Some air was evidently

set free from the water and when the water had taken away all

the alcohol and vapour, the air remaining was still larger than

before-being however only a little larger than it was after the

water washing after the Ether. Hence it would appear that the

water washing had taken out all the ether, i.e. that not in

volume of the aereal contents of the tube was ether after the water

washing. Water therefore will sufficiently wash out ether-weak
alcohol perhaps better.

7342. Had one of the bottles of Olefiant gas which however had
not stood over lime water and lime for purification, and therefore

contained sulphurous and carbonic acid. Put some of it in a tube

with its bulk of water and agitated it; there was diminution to the

extent of about of the bulk.

7343. Put Olefiant gas into a tube over water, added ether,

agitated; the 2 vols. of Oleft. became nearly 3 vols.— there was

I
inch of liquid ether below on the water in the tube. Poured out

the excess of ether and washed the gas with water- the increase

by ether vapour instantly disappeared and the volume of gas

became less than at first, and more than was due to the of ether

vapour previously in it. Found this was due to a solution of part

of the olefiant gas in tlie former liquid etlier and its removal.

7344. For filled a tube over water with the Olefiant gas-
transferred it over ether-introduced a little and agitated-there
was expansion at first by Etlier vapour and probably not more
than

^
of the contents of the tube was then Olefiant, the rest being

assumed to be ether. Continued to agitate and soon absorption
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began-went on agitating until at last only * of the tube was
occupied by a gas which ether would not dissolve, the rest having
been dissolved. So taking the contents of the tube as 24 parts,

about 18 parts of the original Olefiant gas was left in, and of these,

14 parts were soluble in Ether and 4 parts only insoluble.

7345. Made the same experiment with the same Olefiant gas and
tube and strong alcohol, and with a similar result.

7346. A tube containing 77 parts of the Olefiant gas was thus

treated with the Alcohol and left 19 parts of unabsorbed gas. So
that

I
were soluble in the Alcohol,

^
not. This remaining gas,

when transferred and washed over water and tested by a light,

was not air, but a combustible gas, burning with a brightness

more like that of light hydrocarbonate than of Olefiant gas.

7347. Some of the same Olefiant gas was in like manner agitated

with oil of turpentine; 5I parts originally left i part uncondensed.

7348. Another Olefiant gas was tried in the same tube with the

oil of turpentine— parts left | of a part or 44 parts left 6 parts.

This shews a variation in the different Olefiant gases prepared

at different times.

7349. Hence it appears that Ether may be washed pretty well out

of Olefiant gas by water. That if alcohol be used, it must be

weak— that Olefiant gas or the greater part of it is easily soluble

in Alcohol, Ether, Oil of Turpentine, etc., and that perhaps light

hydrocarbonate is left. At all events, that when Olefiant gas is

cleaned from Sulphuric^ and Carbonic acids and from Ether, it

still is a variable mixture of substances.

7350. Put some Olefiant gas in preparation— first by shaking it

well in a bottle with its bulk of water—and then by leaving it over

lime and water—where it is to be for 48 hours, with occasional

stirring.

12 FEBY. 1845.

7351. Olefiant gas.

Having been making Olefiant gas to-day. The course as usual

continued until the gas at last would hardly burn and very pale.

Took seven different portions from first to last as specimens

and then examined them— first as to the amount abstracted by
^ ? Sulphurous.
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agitation with a little water, which might be suls. acid and ether-

second by agitation with lime and water, which might be princi-

pally carbonic acid and the rest of the Suls. acid -third with oil

of turpentine, which freely abstracts the Olefiant and leaves an

insoluble residue. 80 vols. of gas were taken each time and the

results roughly ascertained.

7352. First specimen-wdiltr absorbed little or nothing-lime and

water took little or nothing- Oil of turpentine took up 63 parts-

and 17 parts were left insoluble in any of these menstrua.

Second specimen~v/zitv absorbed scarcely a trace-lime and

water absorbed 3*5 or 4 parts- Oil of turpentine absorbed 68

parts- 8 parts remained insoluble or

Third specimen-vr2iitr absorbed 2*5 parts-lime and water took

3 parts-Oil of turpentine took 67 parts-7‘5 were left-c,^9.

Fourth. Water took 2*5 parts-lime and water 3*5 parts-oil of

turpentine 66*5 parts-residue 75 parts, 9^.

Fifth. Water took a trace-lime and water 3*8-Oil of turpentine

66*2-residue 10 parts, ^7^.

Sixth specimen. Water took 4 parts-lime and water 10 parts-

oil of turpentine 47*3 parts-residue 18*7 or

7353 * Seventh specimen. All the portions had stood over water

some hours and in this I could observe that above two fifths of tlie

original volume had in this way disappeared. Of the residue, 80

parts were taken and from them water by agitation took 10 parts,

lime and water took 275 parts-oil of turpentine only took 16*2

parts-and 26*3 parts were left unabsorbed, These being trans-

ferred over water and washed, etc. then burnt very like carbonic

oxide or light hydrocarbonate.

7354. Hence it is very evident that the original gas varies much
in the proportions of the bodies present in it during the per-

formance of the preparation. That besides Sulphurous acid, Car-

bonic acid and Ether vapour, which may be separated by water

and lime, there are two other substances from first to last, the

one soluble, the other insoluble in Oil of turpentine. The true

olefiant part is that which dissolves in the oil of turpentine and it

constitutes about 83*75 per cent, of the whole mixture in the

middle of the preparation, or 91*08 per cent, of the gas cleaned

from Sulphurous and Carbonic acids and Ether. But as yet I do
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not know that this soluble part is one single substance or more
than one. Must prepare it pure and examine it.

7355- The insoluble part appears from first to last. A portion
examined on a former occasion appeared to have the characters

of light hydro carbonate-the last portion examd. to-day looked
rather like carbonic oxide. Probably both are present. Have kept
the first and last Jars and must examine them in this respect.

13 FEBY. 1845.

7356. Oxygen.
Have prepared the former condensing tube (73^5) ^Iso the

former and another generating tube—putting on the caps afresh

and examining all parts. Have mixed 100 of chlorate and 175 of

oxide manganese, making 275 of mixture, and having filled the

two generators with oxygen, then introduced this mixture till

each was full to within 2| inches of the cap. After this, put stop

cock in to both, re-exhausted them by the air pump carefully,

and refilled them with pure oxygen and closed them up tight.

150 grains of the mixture went into the two tubes, equal to 54 of

chlorate, of which perhaps 33 grs. were in the larger generator

and 21 grains in the smaller.

7357*. A guage was put into the condensing tube (of 101*5

— Bar. 30*2 inches) and then much oxygen was passed through

the tube. Then the end cock was closed, covered and made fast,

and the generator attached to the other end of the condenser tube,

butwith two stop cocks and a connection between, so that they could

be separated without loosing the tension in either. The object was,

if die first generator did not give gas enough, to take it off and

put on the second.

7358. Applied heat as before (7326); all went on well to 8 or 10

atmospheres: by a little soap suds found a leak in the plug of

cock 2. Shut cock 3, separated, replaced the cock 2 by another

cock and went to work again. Now no leak up to 20 atmospheres.

7359. Applied an E.C.A. bath in air to the bend and continued

to evolve oxygen (beginning at the part nearest to the condensing

tube) and gradually raised the pressure until the guage was 1*75

parts or 58 atmospheres of 30*2 inches each, and then applied an

[7357]
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E.C.A. bath cooled in vacuo and probably at -140® F. or there-

abouts-but there was no appearance of condensation.

7360. Proceeded to evolve the last portions of gas from this

generator, and in doing so a leak or effect of a leak began to be

visible by the return of the guage; this slowly increased, and as

no more could be done with the apparatus, I put it under water

to find the leaks and discerned one at the cement of the generator

cap-a second at the cement of the furthest cap 4-both of which

increased in leaking power by degrees, and a third minute leak

at the plug of the cock i. The other cement and the other cocks

and joints stood perfectly well at this pressure.

7361. So can hardly carry this mode of condensation further,

since two out of three cements began to leak-but it is important

to have reached this point with oxygen, and it is very striking to

observe that the glass generator stood this high pressure without

blowing out, though parts at the bottom were visibly dull red

hot, for in shading them with my hands I could perceive, as I

moved the spirit lamp about, that that was the case. Must use

forcing pumps.

7362. Nitrous oxide.

Have made some pure nitrate ofammonia from Nitric acid pure

and Carbonate of ammonia, both free from Muriatic acid. Have

decomposed this Nitrate carefully by heat and so prepared Nitrous

oxide.

7363. Put on a tube to the pumps with all the precautions of

former cases, as condensing tube-refrigeration, etc. etc., and con-

densed this nitrous oxide into a liquid. The guage had 58 parts,

Barometer 30*2 inches, and on the condensation of tlie first por-

tion of liquid the pressure with E.C.A. bath in air was to 16 parts

or 3-625 atmospheres. Threw in more gas and increased the liquid,

but now pressure was to 8| parts or 7 atmospheres nearly. This

shews that the gas must be a mixture of substances of different

volatilities.

7364. Let off, first on one side and then on the other, vapour,

until the liquid reduced to nearly one half, so that all the vapour

at first in the tube must have been cast out and now the pressure

was less than even at the first. The following are results in the

order in which they were obtained.
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7365. Nitrous oxide (7379). Guage 58 parts. Bar. 30*2 inches

= 58*39 parts at 30 inches Bar,

-
35

^
5*75 parts 10-15 atmospheres of 30 inches.

-13° 3*75 15*57
-90° 21 2-78

-86° 20 2-92
-82° 18 3*24

-70° 14 4-18

r ^

-60° 11 5*31W
•XJ

-50° 8*5 6-87

1
-40° 6-6 8-84

;-i -38° 6-5 8-98

3
-27°

5
11-67

u
1

-25° 4-8 12*16

I 3*8 15*34

- 7
°

3*4 17-17

— 2°
3 19-46

0°
3 19-46

0°
3 19-46

- 2° 3-125 18-68

- 1° 3-08 18-96

4
°

2-85 20-48

-i

8° 2-62 22-28
ro
CO 14° 2-44 23*93

S
22° 2-13 27-41

rt

dj
28° 1-85 31*56

33
^ 1-8 32-44— but little fluid left.

- i °*5 3-17 18*42

- 2° 3-14 18- 59— let off perhaps | inch of the fluid.

jO 3*10 1 8'84— hence there is little change at this

temp.; but now went back to a good ether C.A. bath and even to one cooled

under ihe air pump.
- 98

‘’

29 2-013

- 99" V 1-88

- 99
*^

31 1-88

-121° 50 1*167

-118° 48 I-2i6

-114° 45 1-297

-110° 42-8 1-364

-1 06° 39*5 1-478

- 82° 20*3 2-876

- 79
°

19 3-073

- 58° 10-6 5*51

+ 6° 2-8 20-85

At last relieved the pressure and mercury in guage returned well

to 58 parts.

FD IV 16
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7366 . Olefiant gas.

Two days ago took Olefiant gas (7350) and prepared it by

washing with water and leaving it over lime and water. After

the first day, when the film on the surface of the lime and water

was broken, it did not form again, shewing the absence of all

carbonic and sulphurous acids. There was also little or no smell

of ether.

7367. Condensed this gas by the pumps in a tube with aid of

E.C. A. bath“the first portion of liquid condensed gave a pressure

of 4 parts (in a guage of 58 parts with Bar. 30*2) or 14*5 atmo-

spheres. Then relaxed the cock plug and left it so far open as to

allow the escape of about half the liquid-the rest gave a pressure

of parts or 6'i atmospheres, or less than one half of the former,

shewing the escape of a gaseous or more elastic portion. Reduced

a little more and then guage was 10*5 parts or 5*6 atmospheres.

Threw in and condensed more Olefiant gas-after which, let off

vapour two or three times at both cocks, and at last had a fluid

left with pressure of 10*5 parts or 5*6 atmospheres in the E.C. A.

bath. Proceeded to obtain the following pressures with this fluid.

See over page^

7368. This fluid is probably the part really soluble in Oil tur-

pentine, but perhaps may consist still of two bodies, and that its

solution may tell me. The part which occasioned the high pressure

above is most likely the light hydro carbonate found by former

expts. (7346, 7353) insoluble in Alcohol.

7369. Olefiant gas (7380). Guage 58 parts. Bar. 30*2 inches

58*39 parts at 30 inches.

- 93'’ 11-25 parts 5-23 atmospheres of 30 inches Mer.
-102° 12-25 4-76

-102° 12-25 4-76

-103° 12-3 4-74

- 96" 11-25 5-21

- 83° 9*75 5*99

- 82° 9*7 6-02

- 71° 7-6 7*68

- 69° 7*55 7*73

- 57
°

5-8 10-07

- 40° 4*3 13-58

- 28° 3-4 17-17

* i.e. par. 7369.
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- 27° 3*4 17-17
- 15° 2-8 20-85
- 2*6 22-46— little liquor—joined across the tube.
- 6'" 2*4 24*33

- 5

°

+ 3
°

2-38 24* 5 3
-very little liquor- did not

j
oin across.

- 13° 2-72 21-47

Now threw in some more Olefiant gas— then let out some vapour
and let down tension as before. Now—

-89° 7*9 parts 7-39
-74

° 6-6 8-84
-66° 5-9 9-89
-66° 5*85 9-98
-56° 5*35 10-91

-39° 4*18 13-97
-38° 4*12 14-17
-27° 3*4 17-17
-26° 3*35 17-43
-16° 2-8 20-85

-14° 2*78 21 —very little liquid.

-42° 4*3 13-58
-66° 5*75 10-15
-68° 5*45 10-71

7370. After this the liquid was allowed to expand into gas, and

examined this gas by oil of turpentine— 45 vols. of the gas from

the liquid left 5
parts nearly of insoluble gas or | ;

which is nearly

the proportion of the best specimen of the many (7352). This gas,

being in small volume, burnt with a pale blue flame like that of

yesterday, and very like the same voL of coal gas, but not quite

so bright as the latter. It was most likely light hydro carbonate.

7371. So very evident that the soluble gas is also the most con-

densible—but it dissolves with it portions of the light hydro

carbonate. If this be separated first, then shallperhaps have a pure

uniform Olefiant gas— i.e. if there be not also a mixture there.

7372. There is however appearances of a diffhce. here, for Oil

of turpentine will take up twice its volume easily of Olefiant gas

when the absorption begins, but when | of the Olefiant gas is

gone, then the rest does not seem so soluble in fresh oil of tur-

pentine.

16-2
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7373 . Chlorine and Sulc. acid.

Sealed up some condensed chlorine and well boiled Sulphuric

acid in glass tubes (2 specimens). Of course the Sulc. acid easily

freezes in the E. C. A. bath, but the chlorine does not. The chlorine

floats on the Sulphuric acid, being lighter. Also the Sulphuric

acid has no colour and does not appear to have any power of

dissolving chlorine. I knew that it did not dissolve the gas

chlorine.

7374. Carbonic acid and Sulphuret ofcarbon 7419)*

Sealed up these two fluids in a green glass tube hermetically,

and mean to leave then?, in darkness and in light to ascertain if

there will be any reaction-if carbon will separate-and if so,

whether it will be crystalline or not, i.e. whether it will be diamond.

7375. Observed that liquid Carbonic acid is heavier than Sul-

phuret of carbon—much; also that volume of sulphuret of carbon

is increased, as if it could dissolve a certain amount of carbonic

acid but no more-for the line of demarcation is very sharp. The

refractive power of the sulphuret of carbon is enormous as com-

pared to the carbonic acid. The part of the tube containing the

latter does not differ much in refractive effect from the part filled

with carbonic acid vapour at about 45 atmospheres, above the

sulphuret of carbon; but the part between, containing the sulphuret

ofcarbon, is in striking contrast with the portions above and below.

7376. When cooled in the E. C. A. bath, the carbonic acid freezes

at -70"^ or there away. Then Carbonic Acid freezes out of the

sulphuret of carbon-leaving the latter to flow freely in its fluid

state-but if the freezing be done hastily, then the crystals of C. A.

in the sulphuret of carbon keep the latter among them, and it

seems as if the sulphuret were also frozen.

7377. When the carbonic acid is frozen out, if the tube be in-

verted so as to let the fluid sulphuret run down on the warm glass,

it boils freely, from the further evolution of Carbonic acid-

shewing that some is dissolved at the lowest temperatures and

much more when the Carbonic acid is allowed to assume the

liquid state. From the refractive condition of the liquid C.A., it

would not seem as if it had dissolved much Sulphuret of Carbon.
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7378. Carbonic acid.

This morning— after lecture in the Laboratory, whilst the air

was very warm, the tube (7300), like that of loth Jany. and put

asid[e] about the same time, exploded, i.e. it blew the cap off; but

the tube did not burst or break in any part and it was found that

the carbonic acid had gradually softened and disintegrated the

Cement, for the tube was as if pulled out and the cement surface

was rough and dull, like that which in other cases has been left

when, by taking off the pressure, the gas condensed by the cement

has escaped again, and left it a dry brittle powdered substance.

Has however stood a very long time.

7379. Nitrous oxide. Data of 7365 arranged in a curve etc. as

on former occasions.

atmospheres

atmospheres 30 inches

-125° i-oo v/- 50
°

6*89

1-09 -
45

°
7-76

-120° 1*10 v/-40
°

8-71

I-I5 \/- 38
°

9*15

-115° 1*22 v/- 35
°

9*74

V/-II4" 1-24 -30° 10*85

v/-IIO° 1*37 s/- 27
°

11*56

- 106° ^‘53 v/-i 5
°

12*04

-105° ^•55 -20" 13*32

- 100° 1*77 -15° 14*69

V/- 99
°

1*82 v'-i 3
°

15*30

v/- 98" 1-86 -10° 16*15

- 95
°

2-03
3

(
1 17*15

- 90° 2*34 - 5 17*70

V/ - 86° 2*64 v'- 2“ 18*75

- 85° 2*70 ^-1° 19*03
1 00

0
2-96 v/

0° 19*34

- 80° 3*11 0
(

20*70

\/- 79° 3*22 5
21*07

- 75° 3-58 0
'

oc 22*25

s/- 70° 4-II 10 22*89

- 65° 4*70 v/ 14° 24*30

- 60° 5-36 15° 24*80

- 58° 5-64 20° 26*80

1 0
6*09 v/ 22° 27*55

25° 28*90
28° 30*20

30° 31*10

33
°

32*40

35
°

33*40
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7380. Olefiant Gas (7369).

Arranged the data 7369 as a curve-the following are the

numbers.

-105° 4*6o -45° 12*23

v/ -103° 4*70 -42° 13*15

v/-102° 4'75 ^-40° 13*46

-100° 4*82 v^-}9° 13*75

\/- 96° 5*05 v/-}8° 14*16

- 95° 5*10 -35° 14*79

V/- 93° 5*23 -30° 16*22

- 90° 5*44 -28° 16*86

- 85° 5-8^ v' -17° 17*18
0

001 6*00 v -26° 17*44

I 00
0

6*12 -15° 17*75

001 6*32 -20° 19-38

- 75° 6*89 \/ -1(5° 20*80

v/- 7J° 7*43 ,,/-i5° 21*11

- 70° 7*55 \/-i4° 21*45

v/- 69° 7*73 V'
-13° 21*82

- 65° 8*30 - 10
°

22*94

- 60° 9*14 v/ - 6° 24*44
0I 9-7(5 v' - 5° 24-87

- 55° 10*07 0° 26-90

- 50° II*IO

27 FEBY. 1845.

7381. Some ether put into a dry bottle containing air at the

temperature of 58® F. and shaken till atmosphere saturated-at

58° F. the Elastic force of Ether vapour is 11-4 inches mercury

nearly, so 30 inches of the mixed atmosphere would contain 11*4

inches of Ether vapour, or i vol. 0*38 of vol. Ether vapour.

7382. A cubic inch of this air was conveyed by a syringe into

a jar over mercy, containing 370 c.i. of common air, and left

for an hour or more to mix perfectly. The air was then very

etherial to the smell-and by that test contained as much ether

as other air which had been saturated and was then washed with

its volume of water. Yet the bulk of ether vapour in the air was

only I vol. in 974 volumes.

7383. When the quantity of Ether vapour was reduced to half

this quantity, or only still the Ether smell was very

sensible.
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7384. Air and Ether.

33 Vols. of air were enlarged to 36 vols. by the addition of
Ether vapour. This air, being agitated with 3 vols. of water, had
so much ether vapour taken away as to be reduced to 33I vols.—

by a second washing with 3 vols. of fresh water, the bulk was
reduced to 33^ vols.—and by a third washing to still less. The air

was then washed in a still larger proportion of water, and after-

wards found to measure 33 1 vols., from the separation of air from
the water and its addition to the measured air.

7385. 50 vols. of air were expanded by Ether vapour to 70 vols.,

and then washed once in about 10 vo^s. of water— then being

washed by agitation with 50 vols. of water. The bulk was at once

reduced to 50 vols., there being no sensible enlargement from
ether vapour. Yet the air contained a little, and enough to give

it a smell as strong as that above.

7386. Solubility of Olefiant gas.

In water— as Berzelius {yol. i, 332) says, soluble in it- 15 vols.

of Olefiant (which had been well washed by shaking with its bulk

of fresh water) were agitated with 95 vols. of water and left 6 vols.

These with about 60 vols. of fresh water left 4 vols., so that

11 vols. had been dissolved. When this residual gas was burnt,

it burnt with a blue flame like hydro carbonate, and very different

to an equal bulk of Olefiant gas.

7387- Olefiant in oil of Turpentine.

4 vols. of oil of turpentine were agitated well in 90 volumes of

olefiant gas (washed as above in its bulk of water) and then, being

opened over oil of turpentine, quickly the absorption was noted;

it equal[Ied] 10 vols., so that i oil of turpentine had dissolved

2| vols. Olefiant gas.

Again, 6 vols. oil of turpentine in 92 vols. of Olefiant absorbed

12 vols.— or I vol. oil turpentine condensed 2 vol. of the gas.

Again, 6 vols. oil turp. in 96 vols. of gas absorbed 14 vols.-or

I vol. oil turpentine absorbed 2*33 vols.

On the average, i vol. camphine condenses 2*27 vols. at the

pressure of inches barometer and temperature of 60° F,

7388. Took a portion of the washed olefiant gas and dissolved

away one half of it by camphine—then experimented on it to

ascertain what proportion of it would dissolve in camphine.
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5*5 vols. of camphine dissolved only 8*5 vols. of this gas at com-

mon temperatures and pressures, i.e. i voL camphine dissolves

1*54 vols. of the gas. This is much less than before—yet if more

camphine was taken, three fourths of the undissolved portion of

gas could be taken up. This seems to shew that, in the part of

olefiant gas soluble in oil of turpentine, there is not one substance

only, but two or more.

7389

.

Again, dissolved out two thirds of Olefiant gas by camphine

and then ascertained the solubility of the remainder in camphine,

having always abundance of the gas (20 times for instance in

volume) for the bulk of camphine employed. Now 5 vols. of

camphine dissolved only 5 vols. of the gas, or i vol. camphine

I vol. gas.

Hence at first . . . i vol. Camphine dissolved 2*33 vols. gas.

But when richer part

removed i „ „ „ 1-54 „ „
and when still more

removed i „ „ „ i*oo „ „
This can only be accounted for by the presence of various com-

pounds in the soluble portion of the gas.

7390. Solubility ofOlefu gas in Ether.

First some of the washed Olefiant gas was expanded by vapour

of ether, and may assume that it then consisted of 62 vols. Olefiant

and 38 vols. vapour of Ether. 5 vols. of liquid ether agitated in

98 vols. of this mixture absorbed 16 vols.= 10 vols. nearly of the

gas. Hence ether absorbs about twice its volume of the richer

part of the gas.

7391. This solution, being mixed with 8 or 9 times its volume

of water, the ether dissolved and minute bubbles of gas gradually

separated. By applying a little heat, this was hastened, and at last

gas to the amount of about half the volume of that dissolved

separated. This burnt like very rich Olefiant gas.

I did not try ether with the partially exhausted Olefiant gas,

as in the case of oil of turpentine.

7392. Solubility of Olefiant gas in Strong Alcohol.

First the Olefiant gas was saturated with the vapour of the

Alcohol, and probably then contained i vol. Alcohol vapour

in 25 vols. of the mixture. Then 5 vols. fresh alcohol caused a
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condensation equal to 10 vols., or i voL such alcohol can absorb
2 vols. of the rich part of the gas.

7393* 3 vols. of this solution mixed with 21 vols. of water— very
little appearance of separation of gas—heated gradually, but still

very little separation— at last, when boiling, above 3 vols. of gas

(at common temperatures) was obtained, which by burning was
olefiant gas.

7394. I vol. of the same alcoholic solution was mixed with only

2 vols. of water— the gas came off more easily, but not more than

half the gas was obtained.

7395. Olefiant Gas and Olive oiL

Olive oil dissolves nearly its volume of olefiant gas at common
temperatures and pressures.

I MARCH 1845.

7396. Made some light hydro carbonate by Dumas’ process.

Tried its solubility in Absolute Alcohol; Ether; and Camphine.
If it had any solubility in the two first, it was scarcely sensible.

In Oil of turpentine or camphine it seemed to be a little soluble,

perhaps i vol. in 14 or 15 vols. of Camphine. The difference

between it and Olefiant gas was very striking.
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7397. Olefiant Gas.

Profr. Graham sent me some Olefiant gas made by

continuous process-it was brought here on and was

in glass stoppd. bottles with a little water in each, and the

stoppers tied over, one with caoutchouc, the other with bladder.

Both were put into water, stoppers downds. and left until now.

To-day they were examd.-the one with bladder stank and water

had entered the bottle~and so the state of the gas being uncertain,

I threw it away. The other was in good condition.

7398. This gas was examd. by solution in Camphine ( ) as

before. In three experiments, 100 parts of the original gas left

undissolved 21*1, 207, 21*1 parts, and this burnt with a pale

flame, in appearance like that of light hydrocarbonate.

7399. The same gas in two experiments left undissolved, out of

100 parts, 31*2 and 31*5 parts.

7400. So this Olefiant gas contained twice as much insoluble gas

as the best portions of that obtained in the ordinary way.

17 MAY 1845.

7401. Put certain substances into the E.C.A. bath in Vacuo to

cool to lowest temperature, and then brought them near a delicate

magnetic needle. The following bodies were not magnetic at

common temperatures-nor at the low temperature of -166"^ F.

Platinum Fusible metal Carb. Iron -native

Gold Speculum metal Prussian blue

Silver Plumbago Green vitriol crystd.

Palladium Retort (gas) carbon Calomel

Copper Kish Chlo. silver

Tin Orpiment „ lead

Lead Realgar White arsenic

Cadmium Sulphuret Antimony Prot. oxide Anty. fuzed

Zinc „ Bismuth
5,

lead

Rhodium „ Copper Oxide bismuth „
Chromium „ Iron Per. Oxide Tin—native

Titanium „ lead „ Manganese -natz
Iridium and osmium „ silver

Antimony „ tin

Arsenic

Bismuth
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7402. / Nickel—Percy's pure, prepared by Mr Askin ofBirmingham

J
Cohalt Do. Do.

j

Electrum or white copper

I Iron—d\so micaceous oxide of Iron

were magnetic at common temperatures and also at the lowest

temperature. All these bodies, being held in the line of the dip,

become polar as Iron.

7403. Iron surrounded by jackets of Copper^ Tin^ lead^ linc^ silver^

platina and then cooled to the lowest. No obstruction was pre-

sented by the cold jacket to the inductive action of the magnet
through them.

7404. prepared by Mr Thomson—was not magnetic

either at common or very low temperatures.

22 MAY 1845.

7405. The following were the effects of heat on Nickel, Cobalt

and Electrum.

7406. Nickel, My bar and also the large button given me by
Mr Askin of Birmingham, both lost their power on a needle when
heated in a spirit lamp flame and very far below a visible red heat.

Also a half button of magnetic metal which proved to be nickel

did the same.

7407. Electrum— di plate of this metal, Fischer—was nearly as

Nickel.

7408. neither my button, nor that belonging to Dr Percy,

could be made hot enough in blow pipe flame to loose their

Magnetic power on a needle. When hung in copper wire and

heated in the furnace until the copper was nearly melted, still it

was magnetic, whilst a piece of Iron hung and heated in the same

manner lost all magnetic power at a red heat far lower in tempera-

ture than the Cobalt.

7409. Being put into a crucible with some borax and heated more
highly (as highly as our Laboratory furnace could readily make
it hot), it did then lose all magnetic power, and as it fell in tempera-

ture, it suddenly regained its power ; but this temperature was very

high—higher much than that requd. for Iron.

7410. Cobalt. The button of cobalt^ being put into a helix made
round a card and adapted to its shape, had an Electric current

^ The figures to pars. 7410 and 7411 are reduced to
^

scale.
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of 4 Grove’s cells sent round it, and then became an excellent

magnet. It attracted a large bunch of filings, and could sustain a

button of nickel heavier much than itself. I could not make out

distinctly the magnetic sound.
7411.

Nickel. The button of nickel in the helix also became a

good magnet, picking up a large bunch of filings and taking up

the button of cobalt freely. I could not determine clearly whether

it produced the magnetic sound or not. It was hardly to be

expected from such short lengths of materials, for the sound is

alway[s] die note of the longitudinal vibration of die mass.

28 MAY 1845.

7412. Manganese from Marsh. Metallic grey globule, remaining

pretty bright in the air and looking rather like highly carburetted

Iron. In dilute Mur. acid it slowly dissolved, evolving hydrogen,

leaving portions of silica and giving a solution principally a

chloride of manganese, but containing a little iron. Some of the

metallic looking plates, which were very light and would not

dissolve, looked like Kish and were perhaps Carburet of Man-

ganese.

7413. Manganese on charcoal before Oxygen blow pipe burnt

like iron with sparkles, each sparkle burng. with further sparkling

just like iron-but the oxide produced was fusible and bulky and

frothy, and quickly stopped as a flux the intensity of combustion.

Stopped the combustion before all the manganese was burnt, and

when the whole was cold, the protoxide formed was white or

nearly so-fused-brittle, easily breaking off from the metallic

manganese. This white globule was not magnetic.

7414. This white globule being again submitted to heat and

oxygen on charcoal, frothed, swelled and then shrunk into a

globule, quietly fuzed at the bottom of the charcoal hole, which

was much smaller than the white globule, dense and black. When
cold it was hard-but broke with a close vitreous fracture into

shivers of a dark brown and translucent glass. This was, I believe,

a true oxide of manganese. It appeared to be slightly magnetic,

but very little so.

7415. The piece of manganese left above ( ), being burnt.
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produced first the puffy oxide and then the dense hard black

globule—also slightly magnetic.

7416. The manganese alone was slightly magnetic; perhaps tlie

trace of Iron present was enough to account for this.

7417. Nickel on charcoal before oxygen burns, with some splut-

tering but quietly on the whole, and not as Iron or Manganese.

It left a globule—dark gray—brittle—and looking rather like a

mixture of fuzed oxide and metallic nickel—and I think that con-

tact with the hot charcoal below reduced part of the oxide, and

that then, as the metal comes uppermost, it is burnt again. The
globule is very magnetic- but then there is no assurance as yet

that the metallic nickel does not make it so.

7418. Cobalt^ filings on charcoal before jet of oxygen, melts,

burns feebly and produces a globule— /zc?/ magnetic— brittle-

breaking with a crystalline fracture, and being fuzed oxide of

cobalt.

12 JUNE 1845.

7419. Carbonic acid and Sulphuret of Carbon.

The tube sealed up 14 Feb. (7374) had undergone no change

by the 6th of this month. On the morng. of that day, put it

out on the house top on the lead, covered over with a bell glass

and exposed to light. On the 7th, no change— the 6th had been

a sunny day. On the loth, it was found exploded and the jar

shattered. I think that the sun had heated the leads and the lead

the contents of the jar. If the tube had been hanging freely in

the air away from the leads or wall, probably it would not have

become hot enough to burst (see also 7272).

1845. AUG. i8th.

7420. Nitrous oxide.

Examined the bottles of Ns. oxide made of pure Nitrate of

Ammonia ( ) and found several perfectly closed and the gas

excellent. So made experiments on its solubility in different fluids

in hopes of finding a useful solvent.

7421. Alcohol—absorbs this gas moderately freely and easily took

up
I of the volume of gas— the | left supported combustion better

than air and more like nitrous oxide, and I found that when
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transferred to fresh alcohol, not more than half of it or about ^th
of the original gas remained, and this appd. to be air.

7422. fFater- dissolves Ns. oxide but not so freely as alcohol

does; however, by displacing the saturated water by fresh water,

not more than y-th of the gas was left and that was air.

7423. Strong Acetic adt/— dissolves a little of the gas but is in

that respect much inferior to water.

7424. Solution of Oxalic adi/- dissolves a little more gas than

Acetic acid but is not so good as water.

7425. Solution of Oxalate ofAmmonia-zhout as oxalic acid.

7426. Strong solution ofAmmon, diluted by its volume of water—
was not so good a solvent as water but better than the last three

fluids.

7427. Sol. ofCaustic potash— feeble in solvent power as Acetic

Acid.

7428. Dilute Sulphuric acid—2iS the last.

7429. dissolved the gas more rapidly than Alcohol-it left

a large bulk of residue but that appd. to be due first to the stock

of gas over water having now obtained more air from the water,

and next that that residual gas was expanded by vapour of Ether -

for Alcohol and then water reduced residue nearly to common air.

7430. Camphine. Dissolves the gas as freely as any of the former
bodies.

7431 . So the order of these solvent[s] is the following, Camphine
being the best-

Camphine Oxalic acid solution

Ether Oxalate of Ammon. Do.
Alcohol Strong Acetic acid

Water Dilute Sulphuric acid

Sol. Ammonia Solution of Caustic Potash;

but none very useful.

7432. Nitrous oxide. In obtaining the pressure at the lowest

temperatures, plenty should be condensed and then let off in

successive portions at the lowest temperatures, observing at the

same time the lowest tension-zxid observing also if on standing it

gradually rises again. At the first moment should have nearly the

pressure of Nitrous oxide, allowing an instant for the rise of
temperature to compensate the fall by evaporation within.
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7433. Flexibility ofGlass under pressure.

I had an impression that, in some of the cases where the glass

condensing tubes (in the gas experiments) were under the influence

of high internal pressure, they were more flexible and bent more
than when the pressure was lowered. Therefore have to-day made
an experiment on purpose with a narrow tube, long, etc., and
observed the position, of the free end both when the pressure

within was i atmosphere and 20 atmospheres—but I could per-

ceive no difference— 3nd believe that my impression was not correct.
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7434. Polari‘:{ed light and Electrolytes.

I have had a glass trough made, 24 inches long, i inch wide
and about i| deep—in which to decompose electrolites, and whilst

under decomposition, along which I could pass a ray of light in

different conditions and afterwards examine it. 12 or 14 fluid

ounces of liquid filled this trough to a convenient height.

7435. Two pieces of plate paper about 14 inches long and 4 inches

wide were folded length ways down the middle and then put into

the trough, in which they formed an inner v trough reaching
from [one] end to the other; they overlapped in the middle.

7436. Two platina electrodes about | of an inch wide, one 20
inches long and the other 15, were introduced on the outside of
the paper trough, between it and the glass, one on each side, and
these were afterwards connected properly with a Grove’s Battery
or with other electric apparatus.

7437. Saturated solution ofSulphate ofSoda was poured into the

trough to the depth of about inches, and of course permeated
the paper and connected the platina electrodes.

7438. In this way the electric current could be passed across the
trough, and at the same time the centre of it was preserved per-
fectly clear for the passage of light.

7439. The Voltaic apparatus used was a Grove’s battery of five

pair of plates. By the aid of a magnetic breaker and its associated
set of 2 coils of covered wire and an iron wire core— either the
continuous current of the battery— or the continually intermitting

current of the battery— or the rapidly recurring series of double
currents obtained by induction from the helices, could be sent at

pleasure across the electrolyte in the trough.
7440*. The polarizing apparatus first used was a glass plate

blackened at the back surface so as to reflect chiefly from the first

surface. This was so placed as to polarize the light of an Argand
lamp in a horizontal plane, and then send it along the glass cell.

At the other end of the cell was a Nicholl’s* eye piece in a revolving
‘ Evidently for “Nicors*’. Faraday’s spelling of this name varies con-

siderably. See pars. 7498, 7550, 7577, 8642.

* [7440J
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socket with which to examine the ray and any effect the liquid
in the cell might have upon it. The polarization was good and
the apparatus good.
7441. With no electric current the polarized ray was not affected.

7442- With an electric current across the cell, there was no effect

on or change of the polarized ray.

7443. When the current began or when it stopped, there was no
sign of change.

7444. When the intermitting (primary) current was sent through,
there was no change.

7445. When a plate of sulphate of lime was put in the polarized
ray before it entered the electrolyte (making the ray red or blue),

there was no effect in further modifying the ray by"the electrolyte

under any of the previous conditions of the E. current.

7446. Keeping all other things the same, the polarized ray was
turned on its axis 45°, and afterds. 80^, and then sent through the

electrolyte and examined under the different conditions of the

Electric current, but still all was nuL No effects were observed
of the Electrolyte on the ray.

7447. I made the coming on and going off of tlie current gradual
by interposing in the Electric circuit a glass containing a strong
solution of Sulphate of Soda, causing one of the metallic termina-
tions in it to be a metal plate and the other a fine wire ; by dipping
this end in and out, time was given to the full establishment or
rising up of the current— but no sensible effect on the polarized

ray could be perceived.
7448^. I placed a tourmaline between the end of the cell and the

polarizing reflecting plate (at L) in such a position as to polarize

in a vertical place, so that now no light could be expected to pass
into and along the trough or electrolyte; still, under the possi-

bility that any rays might be there, the electric currents already
spoken ofwere sent through the electrolyte and examination made
at the other end of the tube by the NichoU’s eye piece, by a plate

of sulphate of lime, and by the naked eye, but nothing could be
perceived.

7449. Sent a ray polarized by a tourmaline along the Electrolyte

with all the varieties of Electric currents. Perceived no effect.

7450. Sent a common ray along the electrolyte— then polarized

* [7448] g
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it by a tourmaline and examd. it by Nichoirs eye piece. No
difference occasioned by the presence of the electric currents or

absence.

7451 . In all these experiments the Electric currents in the Solution

of sulphate of soda had been across the course of the ray oflight.

Now made them go parallel to it, and for this purpose used two

platina electrodes not more than inches Square or perhaps

2 inches, putting one of these on one side of the paper trough at

one end of the glass trough, and the other on the other side of

the paper trough at the other end of the cell. The electric current

was very much diminished by the introduction of this great length

of Electrolyte, but then* there can be no doubt that what did pass

was for 20 inches or more parallel to the course of the ray of light.

7452. With none of the forms of Electric current, constant or

intermitting or secondary, could I obtain any effect on the

polarized ray.

7453. Shortened the distance of the Electrodes to 12 inches-still

no effect though a much better current.

7454. Shortened the distance to 4 inches -still no effect.

7455. Put the two electrodes on the same side of the paper trough

so as to have no crossing of the line of decomposition- still no

effects.

7456. Again, introduce plate of sulphate of lime at L (7448)-still

no effects.

7457. In reference to the force of the intermitting secondary

current, tried its effect on the hands and body and found it terribly

powerful. So that even at the greatest length of Electrolyte it

must have passed well-yet no effect.

7458. Here therefore give up Sulphate of Soda solution and next

try dilute Sulc. acid. Perhaps there may be some difference be-

tween an electrolyte yielding acid and alkali, and another yielding

oxygen and hydrogen. The dilute Sulphuric acid consists of i voL
oil vitriol and 3 vols. water.

I SEPTR. 1845.

7459. Dilute Sulc. acidy i.e. i vol. acid+ 3 vols. water, with the

same trough and arrangements as before.

7460. With Long Electrodes (7436), so as to send the Electric
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current across the course of the ray. There were no effects on the

ray, either when the current was constant (7439) intermitting

(7439), or with powerful recurring secondary current (7439), the

ray through the electrolyte being once polarized by reflection

from glass beforehand.

7461. When the tourmaline was placed at L (7448) so as to

polarize the second ray, or rather stop it, nothing took place either

with constant or intermitting primary current or with the recur-

ring secondary current.

7462. SuL ofLime at L, so as partially to affect the beam passing

through the electrolyte—no effect with the;variations of the electric

current.

7463. Common beam of light through the electrolyte and this

examined by Nicholfs eye piece or tourmaline or both -but no
effect on passing the various electric currents.

7464. Now used smallerplatina electrodes^ putting one at each end

on the same side, and on opposite sides of the paper—and putting

them also at half way and smaller distances—thus passing the

current along the course of the light ray. Also made all variations

of the ray and also of the electric current, but obtained no effects.

7465. Now put one of the platina plate electrodes in the middle

of the fluid, so as to look close along it in examining the ray, to

see if there was any effect at the surface of the electrode or very

near to it. Used also a platina wire held sometimes across the ray

and sometimes along it, and examined diese under the condition

of a passing electric current, but could find no effect on the

polarized ray of light. Except this, that when tlie current passed,

the ray was obscured by the rising bubbles of gas evolved. No
affection of the electrolyte in relation to the ray of light was

produced.

7466. SuL copper. This solution consisted of i vol. saturated

solution of sulphate of copper and i vol. water. Plenty of blue

light passed through and had the usual properties.

7467. All the variations just described (7442, etc.) were made
with this solution, using always copper electrodes on both sides,

but not the slightest trace of action on the polarized or common
ray of light, referable to the current of electricity, could be per-

ceived.
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7468. Distilled water. The object was to see if the high intensity

of the secondary current could produce any condition on this

badly conducting electrolyte, for the perception of any state pre-

paratory to decomposition might perhaps be expected to manifest

itself here. The cell was made very clean and all was in good

order. But no effect on the polarized ray or any other ray could

be perceived-under any of the variations of current.

7469. Used also the constant primitive current-but then very

little electricity passed.

7470. Solution ofSugary i.e. i Syrup 4- 2 water. The light was very

obscure through the two feet of length. I obtained effects of

circular polarization, but not the Slightest signs of any influence

of the Electric current.

7471. From all these experiments I am led to conclude, as I had

reason to do long ago (Expl. Researches 951, etc.), that an Electro-

lyte under decomposition has no condition impressed upon it in

relation to polarized or ordinary light, different to its condition

when not under electrolyzation and further, that any change

which its internal constitution may suffer in that respect cannot

be examd. or reached by a polarized ray.

4 SEPTR. 1845.

7472. Arranged certain electrolytes so that platina wires should

be the Electrodes, and the space between (preserved clear for the

light to pass by a little wedge of paper) rendered as small as

possible, perhaps the | of an inch. The wires were also so placed*

that occasionally the course of the ray was along the electric

current and at other times across it.

The different electrolytes were

:

7473. Distilled water.

7474. Sul. soduy saturated solution.

7475. Dilute S.A.y 1 vol. oil vitriol+3 vols. water.

7476. Saturated sol. Sul. copper.

7477. The Electric current was applied as a constant current-as

a beginning current-as a ceasing current—as an intermitting cur-

rent-and also as a rapidly recurring secondary current.

7478. The light passed through the electrolyte was polarized in
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a horizontal plane and occasionally partially depolarized by sul.

lime—and it was examd. by a Nichoirs eye piece.

7479. But no effect on the electrolytes in any of these cases could
be perceived.

7480. A Plate ofGlass^ 2 feet long and about | of an inch thick,

had tin foil coatings attached to its two sides, and then these were
connected with the ends of the secondary coil—so that a rapidly
recurring and strong secondary current tended to pass through
the glass. Polarized light was sent along the glass plate through
it and examined, but no effects were produced.
7481. Air. Two tin plates 22 inches long were arranged at about

A of an inch distance and so fixed and attached as just described
to the secondary coil. Polarized light was sent along the air

between them, and the secondary current or its tendency thrown
on to the air—but no effect on the ray was observed.
7482. Oil of turpentine. The tin plates were put into a trough
ofoil ofturpentine, and the experiment repeated—but the secondary
current which tended to cross the oil of turpentine gave it no
power over the polarized ray.

5 SEPTR. 1845.

7483 *. Now worked with common Electricity in this way. Applied
coatings either of tin foil or plates of tin or other metallic forms
on to plates of Glass or of air or oil of turpentine, etc. etc., and
arranged one of these coatings with the discharging train and the

other with an Electric machine, so as to charge the interposed
body. Then by 2 balls at different distances the discharge could
take place continually on arising to a certain degree of intensity,

and be again renewed, to be again discharged. The following are

results with spark discharges from \ to half an inch or more of
interval. Consequently tlie intensity in these cases was far higher
than any the former arrangement of apparatus could give, but
there was no decomposition. Therefore any effect previous to

decomposition and due to that previous state acquired might be
here observed.

7484. Glass —-Si plate 4 feet long—and another about 2 feet long,

each about \ of an inch thick, were thus treated and the polarized

ray passed along them and examined, but there were no effects.

* [7483] "

5^
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7485. Heavy Optical Glass— vcivae, A piece about 2 inches square

and half an inch thick, coated, etc. and examd. No effect: the ray
of light passing across the lines of inductive action. Then made
2 round holes, small (J in the tin foil linings, so as to look through
the glass along the line of inductive action. Still no effects.

7486. A cube ofquart:^ (46'jiy 4692, 4759, 4773) cut so as to have
two opposite faces perpendicular to the axis of the crystal. The
cube had been well varnished to keep its surface insulating (4683).
The coating in this case was a ball (brass) on each side of the

cube and in contact with it thus*, and this is about the sizeh

7487 . The cube can evidently have light passed through it in two
directions whilst the lines of inductive action are in one given
direction, and as the lines of inductive action can be passed across

it in three directions, there are of course s/j^r positions through
which the line of inductive action and the line of the light ray

can be varied. The cube was examd. in all these positions but
without effect.

7488. A second cube of roch crystal examd. in the same manner
no effect.

7489. A cube of Iceland spar (4662, 4712, 4748, 4773) cut in the

same relation to the crystal and examd. in the same way—no effect.

7490. Now two coatings were made of fine wire gauze—a disk

of it being soldered into a ring of thick wire, and these were used

as the coatings or surfaces to effect induction ; but they were now
put against tlie faces of the cube through which the ray passed t,

so that the lines of inductive action and the ray were parallel.

There are of course three such positions of each cube, but in none
of these was any effect observed.

7491. Air. The light ray was passed both along and across the

lines of inductive action, but there were no effects produced.

7492. Oil ofturpentine in the long glass trough (7434). The light

was passed along and across the lines of inductive action, but with
no effect.

7493. Now an arrangement was made so that a discharge could
be made eitlier along or across water or an electrolyte contained
in the glass trough (7434)— the discharge being either that of a

simple spark or of a jar charged highly. Of course this was for

* Reduced to | scale.
4
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the moment a current effect^ but then it was a current of very high

intensity^ almost infinitely higher than any the Voltaic battery

could give directly.

7494. With Distilled water. No effect with any of the discharge,

either when the discharge was along the course of the ray or

across it.

7495. Sat. sol. Sul. Soda. No effect in any case.

7496. Sol. Sulc. acid (7475). No effect in any case.

7497. So all these experiments are nil as to any effect produced by

induction or electrolization upon electrolytes or nonconductors

which can be rendered sensible on or by. a polarized ray of light.

13 SEPTR. 1845.

7498. To-day worked with lines of magnetic force, passing them

across different bodies (transparent in different directions) and at

the same time passing a polarized ray of light through them, and

afterwards examining the ray by a Nichofs Eyepiece or other

means. The magnets were Electro magnets, one being our large

cylinder Electro magnet and the other a temporary iron core put

into the helix on a frame-this was not nearly so strong as the

former. The current of 5 cells of Grove’s battery was sent through

both helices at once, and the magnets were made and unmade by

putting on or stopping off the electric current.

7499. First, Air.

Considering the plate or portion of air along which the polarized

ray passed as a fixture, then the following variations of the positions

of the magnetic poles were made: Similar poles were on opposite

sides-opposite poles were on opposite sides-similar poles were

on the same side-opposite poles were on the same side-and

opposite poles were at the opposite ends, or at least so that the

lines of inductive action were along the ray. With each variation

of position, the possible effect at the breaking and the making of

contact; and of the constant current.^ and of the intermitting current,

was tried. Yet with Air., no effect could be observed.

7500. Flint Glass. A piece of flint glass about 2 inches square

and half an inch thick, polished on all sides, was tried with all the

above variations of conditions (7499), but with no effect. It was

also shaken so as to move it, and it was tried in all positions, but

m;
ji; 3; ;E
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in vain. It was very full of striae, and was in such a state of tension

as partially to depolarize the beam of light.

7501. Three different cubes of flint glass from i inch to |
of an

inch in the side were also tried—but results all negative,

7502. Rock crystal. A cube of this substance (4773, 7486), being
that formerly used, was placed under all the conditions above

(7499)5 ^^cl examd. in its three positions—but no effect was ob-
served.

7503. Calcareous spar^ transparent. Two cubes of iceland spar

(4773, 7489), being those formerly used, were also examd. as

above (7499), but without effect.

7504. Heavy glass.

^ A piece of heavy glass (7485) which was 2 inches by i-8 inches,

j
/ and o* 5 of an inch thick, being a silico borate of lead, and polished

I j
on the two shortest edges, was experimented with. It gave no

I

I

effects when the same magnetic poles or the contrary poles were
I / on opposite sides (as respects the course of the polarized ray)— nor

/ J when the same poles were on the same side, either with the con-
< stant or intermitting current—BUT, when contrary magnetic

poles were on the same side, there was an effect produced on the

polari:^ed ray, and thus magnetic force and light were proved to

have relation to each other. This fact will most likely prove
exceedingly fertile and of great value in the investigation of both
conditions of natural force.

7505^. The effect was of this kind. The glass, a result of one of
my old experiments on optical glass, had been exceedingly well

annealed, so that it did not in any degree affect the polarized ray.

The two magnetic poles were in a horizontal plane, and the piece

of glass put up flat against tliem, so that the polarized ray could

pass through its edges, and be examined by the eye at a Nicholfs
eye piece. In its natural state, the glass had no effect on the

polarized ray, but on making contact at the battery (7498) so as

to render the cores N and S magnets, instantly the glass acquired

a certain degree ofpower ofdepolari:png the ray^ which it retained

steadily as long as the cores were magnets, but which it lost the

* [7505]
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instant the electric current was stopped. Hence it was a permanent
condition, and as was expected, did not sensibly appear with an
intermitting current.

7506. The effect w’as not influenced by any jogging motion, or

any moderate pressure of the hands on tlie glass.

7507. The heavy glass had tin foil coatings on its two sides, but

when these were taken off, the effect remained exactly the same.

7508^. A mass of soft iron on the outside of the heavyglass greatly
diminished the effect.

7509. When the heavy glass was opposite tlie end either of N or

S, as thus or thus, then the effect was much less than when it

was as figured above (7508).

7510. All this shews that it is when the polariied ray passes parallel

to the lines of magnetic induction^ or rather to the direction of the

magnetic curves^ that the glass manifests its power of affecting the

ray. So that the heavy glass in its magnetized state corresponds

to the cube of Rgck crystal; the direction of tlie magnetic curves

in the piece of glass corresponding to the direction of the optic

axis in the crystal (See Exp. Researches, 1689-1698).

7511. By die Negative results obtained with the crystalline cubes

(7502, 3) with the present degree of magnetic force, it would
appear that crystals have no special power in one direction more
than another. But this will want investigation with more powerful

magnetic forces.

7512. Now tried various positions of the heavy glass to the

magnetic poles. The upper magnetic core, or that marked in the

next figure N, was very feeble as compared to S. Must get a better

magnet.

7513. When the heavy glass was in this position, there was no
sensible effect on the polarized ray, but when a core of soft iron

was held at the outer edge of the glass, so as to determine a certain

amount of magnetic curves through it, dien there was a trace of

effect.

7514. By changing the direction of the electric current, die posi-

tion of the magnetic poles could be changed—but this made no
difference in the effect on the ray of light. Hence it would appear

that, provided the magnetic curve and the polarized ray are parallel

to each other, it does not matter in which way they proceed. Yet

" [7508]
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one would rather expect some difference in the condition and there-

fore in the result of things; though the amount of action might
be equal, a difference in kind may perhaps be expected.

7515. Now again (7504), put the same Mag. poles on the same
side, as thus^, but could not perceive any effect on the ray of light.

When the heavy glass was placed thust, then I thought I could
perceive a very small effect.

7516. Placed opposite magnetic poles at the two ends of the

heavy glass. Effect very good. I observed the optical effect before

I examined the magnetic poles, and foretold by it that they were
opposite, which I afterwds. found them to be.

7517. When the N pole was moved into this position^, then there

was no effect on the polarized ray; but when it was moved further

on into this position^, then the effect was as good as ever.

7518. When the same magnetic poles were at opposite ends of
the heavy glass, there was no effect on the polarized ray, but when
the glass was moved on to the edge and beyond one of the poles,

then there was a little action.

7519. Placing the same magnetic poles on opposite side of the

heavy glass produced no effect.

7520. All these effects agree well with the general result before
expressed (7510).

7521. A larger piece of heavy glass

^

5 inches square and
|
of an

inch thick, when tried in the best position, gave a good result.

Hence is not peculiar to the one particular piece of glass.

7522. 2 Larger plates of heavy Glass^ 8 inches square, did not
shew the effeci, but then their edges want cleaning and polishing,

for the ray could not well be observed through them iti their

present state.

7523. Placed the Magnetic poles thus and certain fluids in a glass

between them. When instead of the fluids a piece of heavy glass

was there, the effect was good.

7524. Oil of Turpentine—s\\Q:wQd its own rotating effect on tlie

polarized ray but nothing in addition.

7525. Distilled water—zs above (7523). No effect.

7526. Dilute Sulc, acid^ i Oil vitriol+ 3 water—no effect.

7527. Sat, solution SuL Soda—nothm^.
*

I7515] t [7515] t [7517] § [7517]
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7528. Sat. solution proto sid. iron with a little sulphuric acid to

render it clear—nothing.

7529. Now went back to some of the other substances to retry

them in the favourable condition, as thus.

7530. Flint glass^ the large piece (750o)-notliing-but many
striae here. Also the cubes of flint glass (7501)—no effect.

7531. no effect.

7532. Employed our large ring electro magnet^ whicli is very

powerful and has of course die poles in the right [position], only

they are very close, not more than of an inch apart. When the

heavy glass was put up against it, the effect was produced better

than in any former case.
^

7533. Air and the Ring magnet no effect.

7534. Flint glass— large piece (7^00), or die cubes (7501)—

nothing.

7535. Foch crystal cube (75 02) -nothing, in any of the three

directions.

7536. Iceland spar cubes (7503)-nothing.

Have got enough for to day,

16 SEPTR. 1845.

7537. See as to Magnetic induction, etc. through crystals

^

4919-

4924; and for die crystals, 4657-4885, especially 4773.

18 SEPTR. 1845.

7538. Have now borrowed and received the Woolwich Magnet,

a cylindrical Electro-magnet far more priwerful than ours. When
in action it holds easily a half hundredweight at eacli end of the

core, and almost a second half hundred besides. This magnet and

ours were arranged thus, and excited by five pair of Grove’s

battery, and the poles were N for the large magnet, and S for ours.

Polarized ray as before.

7539. First wrought with the original piece of heavy glass. This

and many other pieces of heavy glass which I have are numbered

and correspond to a catalogue giving their composition. In

speaking of these glasses, I will put this number in red ink*, which

* These numbers are printed below in italics.
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number will refer to the list over leaf ^ (754o)- The first experi-

ments to day were made with No. iy4.

7540. Glasses (heavy) No.

No. 114, Crystd. Boracic Acid 2; litharge 4; Red lead 2.

116. Do. Do. Do.
iig. Boracic acid i; nitrate of lead i; Silica i.

131, I Prop, of B: A: i oxide of lead; i Silica.

iGy. Do. Do. Do.
168. Do. Do. Do.

iy4. Do. Do. Do.
186. Do. . Do. Do.
192, Do. Do. Do.
212.

216.

7541 . Heavy glass (original or iy4) when placed thus, produced

a very fine effect. The brightness of the image produced rose

gradually, not instantly, due to this, that the iron cores do not

take their full intensity of magnetic state at once, but require

time, and so the magnetic curves rise in intensity. In this way,

the effect is one by which an optical examination of the Electro

magnet can be made-and the time necessary clearly shewn.

7542. When the piece of glass was put edgeways between the

magnetic poles, there was scarcely a sensible effect.

7543. When contact is broken of the electric current (7505), the

image disappears far more suddenly than it rose. Shewing in

some degree the state of tension in which the iron is held by the

Electro current.

7544. A second piece of the same heavy glass (7541) produced

the same good effect, and also a third and a fourth piece. As all

these pieces were not from the same original plate, but from two
plates, the effect shews that the result is not peculiar to the first

piece that I used.

7545. One of these pieces, iy4^ was oblong and polished on all

sides and edges; its dimensions were 0*42 of an inch thick; 1*3

inch broad; and 2*2 inches long. On being placed with its thick-

ness in the course of the polarized ray, its effect was scarcely

sensible; when its breadth was in the course of the ray, the effect

‘ i.e. par. 7540.
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was good; but when its length was in the course of the ray, the

effect was best and nearly twice as much as with the breadtli.

7546. When this piece of glass was put between the Mag. poles

edgeways, as just said the effect was almost nul; but when two
pieces of iron were introduced, so as to extend the Mag. poles

towards each other until they touched the glass, then the effect

was good.

7547. So when the same piece of glass was put broadways (7545)
and then the Mag. poles built up to it with Iron, the effect was
greatly increased.

7548. These effects shew the influence o( increasing the intensity

and concentrating the force of the magnetic curves.

7549. By building up the Magnetic poles on each side of the glass,

above and below the line of the polarized ray, so as to get the ray

into the middle of die magnetic curves, the effect was greatly

improved.

7550. I find that the new quality or force impressed on the heavy

glass by die Magnetic curves is a circular polarifmg force— (ov

when without the Magnetic curves, the Nicholl eye piece is in

that position which extinguishes the polarized ray--and when by
inducing the Magnetic curves and peculiar state the image becomes

visible, then revolving die Eye piece a certain quantity extinguishes

the image. On taking off the magnetic influence an image again

appears, and to put this out the Eye piece has to be revolved back

to its first position.

7551. Further observed that when the Magnetic influence was

exerted on the heavy glass, and the Eye piece so far revolved as

to extinguish the image, that then further motion in one direction

(downwards of the Nicholl handle or index), in bringing into sight

an image, gave it of a red colour— 3,nd on the contrary, that on

revolving the eye piece in the other direction (or raising the

handle) produced an image, but of a blue or complementary

colour.

7552. Are not these the properties of the circular polarization of

quartz, as distinguished from those of oil of turpentine or fluids ?

7553. Now worked with various specimens of heavy glass^ of

which the following are the numbers {j^^6)—all gave very good

effect. Hence plenty of cases of action.
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114 feebly rather.

116

131

i6y

i68 glass very dark from reduced lead.

ij4 the piece first used.

i86 very fine effect.

192

212

216

7554. A large piece of heavy glass, 8 inches square, had a very

good but peculiar effect. Two edges were polished and therefore

I could examine it near the two unpolished edges. In these parts

it had naturally a certain power of rotation belonging to it. This

power was increasedhy the magnetic force or curves in one direction

but diminished by them in the contrary direction; i.e. if tJie glass

was turned round end for end, the ray always passing along the

same line, these contrary effects were produced. This happened

with both edges. Must examine this hereafter (7677). Is

nothing.

7555. Proceeded to examine different substances and search for the

property in them.

7556. Flint glass. The square plate (7500, 7534) shews the action:

but it is so full of striae and irregular in tension as to give much
depolarizing effect by itself, and so hides the Magnetic effect.

7557. Three cubes offlint glass were examined -all were in such

an unannealed state as to give depolarizing effects naturally (7501)

;

still, the effect was visible in one of them.

7558. Rock crystal. The cubes (7502, 7535) tried in all six positions

of each, but obtained no effects, probably because mass not large

enough or Mag. curves strong enough.

7559. Iceland Spar, The cubes (7503, 7536) tried in all positions,

but no effects produced.

7560. Sulphate of lime, A clear crystal held in the ray in the

position which does not affect it- then the Magnetic curves put

on-but obtained no effect. A plate of clear sul. lime tried in the

same manner without effect. The thickness of the crystal not more
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than 5 of an inch, and that of the plate very small. So no extent

of mass here for the action of the magnetic forces.

7561. Water distilled— in a small square glass cell—the extent of

water in the direction of the ray or Mag. curve was 3^ inches.

It gave indications of the peculiar action on light— feeble—but

very distinct to my eye.

7562. Dilute Sulc. acid, i oil Vitriol, 3 water in the same cell.

Sensible effect—but not better than water, if so good.

7563. Absolute Alcohol-m the same cell— think there is action,

but is less than with water.

7564. Ether—

m

same cell. Not a sensibly action.

7565. or in the same cell. First revolved

the Nicholl eye piece (to the right (7607, 7609); to compensate

the rotating power which the camphine itself possesses in its

ordinary state, and obtained a feeble coloured image. Then put

on the magnetic curves and obtained the effect; i.e., I could either

deepen the red colour of the image or alter it from one colour

to die other, according to the condition of the image in the first

instance.

7566. Examine as to the colour oil of turpentine images have of

themselves, and compare it with colour of these images obtained by
Magnetic curves (7551).

7567. Air. Could obtain no effect.

7568. Glass. Should be perfectly well annealed to shew this

effect. Is there any real magnetic relation between this circum-

stance and the fact that iron when most annealed takes up best

the Magnetic effect }

7569. Is it possible that similar electric currents are circulating

bodi in the particles of die Iron and the particles of the glass

Or rather, perhaps, may it not be that in the iron there are circular

currents, but in the glass only a tension or tendency to circular

currents

7570. In this supposed analogy, may for the electric currents

substitute their equivalents ofMagnetic force.

7571^ Now experimented with heavy glass only, to make out

the circumstances and laws of action.

7572. Four pieces of heavy glass were put together so as to make

up a depth, for the passage of the ray and mag. curves, equal to
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the length of one of the pieces— the contact surfaces were wetted

with water, so as to get rid in some measure of repeated reflections

of light and consequent loss. The effect was verygood

^

and though

not so good as the effect of an equal depth of one piece, was I

think comparable to it, the difference being due to the transparency

of the one piece as compared to the dullness of the compound
mass.

7573* Took away one piece and left three; the effect good but less

than of four.

7574. Took away a second piece and left two—tlic effect still less.

7575. Took away a third piece and left one— the effect small but

sensible (7545).

7576. It appears therefore that the mass of the dimagnetic may
be in several pieces and does not require to be continuous— that,

as in depolarizing bodies as Oil turpentine, sugar, etc., the depth

of the substance determines the effect on the ray.

7577. I And that it is easier for the eye to distinguish the effect

of the new power conferred on the dimagnetic when the image is

(by the Nichol eye piece revolution) rendered slightly visible

upon one side or the other of utter darkness. The Magnetic curves

then cause increase or diminution of the light of the image, and
either is more sensible to the eye than the effect when one begins

to observe with a dark field of view (7635).

7578. Must observe bodies feeble in power in this way.

Effect ofPositions of Glass,

7579. The former best position still best with these powerful

magnets (7538), and the effect excellent. When the image was
made a little sensible by elevating the Nicholl eye piece handle,

the Magnetic curves made it far more sensible.

7580. When the glass was thus* or thust, there was no sensible

effect.

7581. But when carried on further on either side, i.e. beyond the

S or the N pole, then there was effect. It was, however, the reverse

of the former effect, for the image which was brightened by die

glass in this position^ was darkened by the glass in either of the

positions just given.

7582. If I brought in a faint image by raising the handle of the

eye piece, and then made die glass travel from o tof when at a

[7580] 2201 + [7580] * [7581]
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it darkened the image—when at b the image was in its natural

state—when at c the image was brightened—at d it was natural

and at e darkened again. Or, if I adjusted the eye piece so that

there was no image in the normal condition, then the glass at a

gave an image which, as the glass gradually moved along the line,

first diminished and gradually disappeared entirely; then the con-

trary image appeared and reached its maximum brightness (in

position c), after which it diminished, disappeared and was finally

replaced by an image the same in character as tlie first.

7583. The same order of effects took place if tlie glass were
moved in the reverse direction, or from to o.

7584. I tried the glass in all position[s] in relation to itself by
turning it round, but that made no difference; ^he effect is due,

not to any permanent condition of the glass, but to its position

among the magnetic curves.

7585. This shews what I had anticipated and was sure must

happen, that in a polar power like electricity or Magnetism,

turning tlie ray or the curve (Magnetic) end for end must make
a difference equivalent to N and magnetism or Pos. and Neg.

Electricity, or any other form of expression which represents

-h and It is easily seen that the magnetic lines of force at a,

c and e go through the glass parallel to the polarized ray, but

those at b and d go across it. So the positions of b and d are nul

in their effects on this ray, but the others are active. In these three

positions, however, there are differences, for the magnetic lines

of force at c have a direction which is exactly the reverse of that

of the lines at a and e. This change in the direction of the magnetic

force reverses the direction of the circular polarization of the glass

in the different positions.

7586. So it is clear and consistent that, if the Magnetic poles were

both changed, then the direction of rotation in the glass in its

central or best position would be changed also.

7587*. Now placed the glass in various positions, which may be

easily understood by the figure, in which a front view of the ends

of the Magnetic poles is given: o f\s the line of the polarized ray,

and the squares represent different places of the glass plate, through

* Query S.

/[7587] HfZJfZJIZ/©&
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which the polarized ray always moved parallel to the direction

given, of. Found the following results: i the most effectual

position; at 2 or 3 the effect was much less than at i, but of the

same kind
;
at N, S, 4, 5, 6 or 7 the glass was ineffectual, as might

be expected; at 8 or ii the glass was active, with a power contrary

to that at I, 2 or 3, and at 9, 10, 12, 13 the power, though weak,

was very sensible and like that at 8 or ii.

7588. The condition of the glass when outside either magnetic

pole has been already stated. When, retaining this position, a long

core of soft iron was put at the outer edge of it, its power was

strengthened, not beings altered in its character.

7589. By looking through the glass at different distances from

the magnetic poles, it was found that the power of the glass

rapidly diminished as the ray passed at a greater distance from the

poles, i.e. as it went along Magnetic curves of weaker intensity

and in a less favourable position. At the distance of inches

the glass was almost inactive with this magnet and arrange-

ment.

7590. The same examination was made with one piece in the best

position but removed to different distances from the poles; tlie

power fell in proportion and at inches the glass had little or

no sensible effect.

7591. When the pieces (4 alike) were placed thus, it was very

striking to see how superior i was to 2 or 3, and these again to 4.

This was expected, being a natural consequence of their position

with respect to the magnetic curves.

7592. The poles were arranged thus, and the heavy glass in the

best position. The figure being brought into view, the direction

of tlie rotation was determined by ascertaining which way the

Nicholl eye piece required to be revolved to compensate for the

rotation produced. Then by altering the direction of the electric

current, the magnetic poles were changed, and now it required

exactly the contrary rotation of tlie eye piece to compensate for

the rotation effect produced.

7593* So if in the normal state of tlie glass the Eye piece was

adjusted to give a faint image, when the magnetic poles were

made in one direction, that image was brightened; when they

were made in the other direction, it was put out.
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7594. When the heavy glass was in its good position and a

large piece of soft iron put opposite the poles outside of it,

there was a little diminution of power in the glass, but not

much.

7595. The heavy glass as above and thick masses of lead or of

copper put in place of the iron. No effect on the powers of the

glass.

7596. A plate of copper
I
of an inch in thickness between the

heavy glass and the magnetic poles. There was no difference in

effect whether the copper was there or away.

7597. Heavy glass in good position and then the magnetic poles

sometimes connected by a mass of soft iron, ancj sometimes not.

The glass was much better when the iron was away than when
present, shewing tlie disposal of the curves by the latter when in

place.

7598. Now made both the Magnetic poles the same in kind, but

the Woolwich Magnetic pole was far stronger than our pole. The
heavy glass in its best position gave an effect the same in character,

but by no means so strong, as before. This is because the curves

of the Woolwich N are so much stronger than the other N that

they still go off towards it, though in smaller proportion than

before. When tlie glass was at the end of Woolwich N, it had no

effect, and when it was thus it had power, but the rotation was in

the reverse direction.

7599. When the magnets were arranged in the best position but

with the iron cores away, no sensible power was given to the

glass. This shews how important tlie iron is in generating the

magnetic curves, and how dependant they are on the iron. The
same effect was shewn before by the gradual rising of the power

(7H0-
7600. It seems impossible to suppose that the electric current is

the sole cause and source of this power. There must be an immense

store in the iron before hand, which the electric current does

not generate but merely direct. Shall perhaps be able to

penetrate a little into this point by the optical mode of investi-

gation.

7601. Worked with magnetic curves across the course of the
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polarized ray by placing the electromagnetic poles on opposite

sides of the glass : thus, but no effect.

„ „ no effect.

„ „ no effect.

„ no effect.

„ „ no effect.

7602. When tlie poles were tlius, there was an abundant effect on
the glass -but when S was brought opposite N, there was none.

In the position depicted, the rotation was such that I had to

depress the eye piece handle to correct it. But when the glass was
thus*, tliere was also effect, though less, and I had to raise the handle

to correct it.

7603. Experimented with one pole only, being the N pole of the

Woolwich magnet, and had all the essential effects with it. Thus
with the glass opposite the pole, it had no power. With the glass

at one edge of the pole, it had the power of rotation in one direc-

tion—but with the glass at the other edge of the pole, it had the

power of rotation in the contrary direction.

7604. Surely there must be a connection (direct) between this

rotation of the ray and some tendency of electric or magnetic

forces to rotate in the dimagnetic itself.

7605. With a common Magnet,
I used our strongest horseshoe magnet, and setting up a piece

of heavy glass, approached the poles of the magnet and with-

drew them again; then reversed the direction of the poles, ap-

proached them and withdrew them; and so on for some time.

7606. There was a distinct influence upon the colour of the feeble

image (7577, 7593) in these two positions, proving the effect of

the magnetic curves of ordinary magnets, and also the production

of rotation in two directions. The influence was very feeble, but

still distinct enough for me to find out, by its apparent contradic-

tion in direction with the effects of the electro magnets, that I had
mistaken in tliem one pole for the odier in certain of the experi-

ments, and it led to their repetition and rectification.
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7607. Direction of the Magnetic curve and the rotation.

This was determined by a single pole as being the simplest

condition of things. First I made the image invisible by the right

position of the Nicholl eye-piece. Then I rendered it a little

visible by turning the eye piece a little to the left, or against the

clock hand motion— then position Fig. i increased this brightness,

i.e. turned the ray to the right hand or with tlie clock, and in-

creased the difference between it and the position of the eye piece;

whilst position No. 2 diminished the brightness of the image,

i.e. it turned the ray left hand or against the hand of the clock,

following indeed the previous left hand motion given to the eye

piece.
^

7608. When the eye piece is in the dark position, and then the

rotating effect of fig. i brought on, the image produced is darkened

by turning the eye piece round watch hand fashion, i.e. the ray

has been rotated to die right hand and die eye piece has to follow

it. When fig. 2 is made effective, then the eye piece has to be

revolved to the left hand, to overtake the ray which has been

revolved in that direction.

7609. A specimen of oil of turpentine, being put into the course

of the polarized ray, without of course any magnetic influence

but merely by its own power, produced an image, which was
reduced to darkness by turning the eye piece right hand fashion

or with the clock. So oil of turpentine and glass as in figure i

(7607) have the same direction of rotation.

7610. A specimen of S5n'up in the course of the ray was also as

oil of turpentine or as glass in fig. i.

An excellent day s work.

19 SEPTR. 1845.

7611*. Have arranged the two large helices, ours and the Wool-
wich, with hollow imperfect cores, so as to be able to look through

them and therefore directly along the magnetic curves going

between the two adjacent magnetic poles. Put heavy glass between

the adjacent poles. There was the expected effect when the mag-
netic curves were established, but not at all striking in amount.

On the whole, this plan is much inferior to the former in effect

and convenience. The cores were iron tubes, etc., and were not

* [7611]
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good, but still were good enough to shew this was not a plan

worth pursuing.

7612. In the position given, when the glass had acquired its

power of rotating the ray, the eye piece required to be turned

to the right hand or with the watch hands in order to restore the

figure or condition existing without the glass; so this was a right

hand rotation.

7613. Now used only one Magnet (the Woolwich) left in its

former position. The heavy glass 1^4 placed before it edgeways

gave very good effect. The rotation was as before (7612), i.e. it

was necessary to revolve the eye piece to the right hand or watch

fashion to put it right or compensate for the change. Tlie glass

had received right hand rotation.

7614. The core in this case consisted of two good iron tubes, one

within the other. Took out the inner one and again tried the glass.

The effect was produced but much less than before.

7615. Took out the remaining tube or rest of the core, and now
on trying the glass in the same position, the effect was only just

sufficient to be perceived. The effect was however certain-so that

either the helix alone, or the Electro magnet, or the ordinary

magnet can produce the effect.

7616. When the glass was put into the helix, forming as it were

a core in it, its power upon the light was not sensible as long as

it was in the helix. On bringing it out in the direction of the helix

action, it acquired a little power, and was best when just out, as

thus-but even then the effect was very small.

7617. Put our iron core into the Woolwich helix-this allowed

room for the piece of glass to go into the helix on the top of the

core, and so it could be either as or 0, In the position of

the effect was very fair. In the position at «, it was very greatly

diminished, almost nothing; and in the position of 0 there was

no sensible effect. It was carried on into the middle of the core,

but there was no effect produced.

7618. Now arranged the Woolwich magnet in the old way, so

as to look across the end of its core (7607), and all the former

effects returned-also as to direction, when the glass was thus,

the eye piece had to be moved to tlie left or against direction of

watch hands; so the rotation is here left handed.
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7619. When the glass was thus, then the eye piece had to be
advanced watch hand fashion, i.e. the rotation was righthanded.

7620. Ain no effect could be perceived on air in any of to-day’s

experiments. But must remember that in air I should get the

contrary effect at the outer edges of the magnets, and so could
only have the difference, which is perhaps little or nothing.

Use a vacuum or other means.

20 SEPTR. 1845.

7621. Arranged the magnets thus* and found it very good, for I

could approach the poles nearer and sa strengthen the force of
the Magnetic lines. Obtained an excellent effect even with the

smallest thickness of the heavy glass.

7622. Flint glass plate (7500) across; the effect was very distinct.

762^^. Crown glass about half an inch thick, as above— effect

obtained.

7624. Glass No. 10 C )y very irregular in quality but still

obtained the effect.

7625. Tourmaline— “2^ thin polarizing plate placed in the neutral

position so as not to affect the polarized ray. When die Magnetic

curves were on I think I obtained the effect, but must get it again

with the poles nearer.

7626. Carbonate oflime^ rhomboid^ and suL lime^ crystal and plates^

in neutral position. No magnetic effect.

7627. Iceland spar and Rock crystal^ cubes (7502, 7503) ^
nothing

(7558, 7559)-
7628. Rock salt, a small piece— nothing.

7629. Spirit lamp nothing.

7630. Oil of turpentine in bottle—very sensible effect.

7631. Per suL Iron solution in bottle— sensible.

7632. Chloride ofArsenic in bottle—Yes.

22 SEPTR. 1845.

7633. Employed the two Magnets as arranged on Saturday and

found it very convenient— for now, as different things were put

between the poles, the latter could be brought as near together

as the substance would permit; the Magnetic lines of force being

thus strengthened.

* [7621]

I

I
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7634. Compared Oil of turpentine in a bottle two inches in

diameter and in a tube of
j
of an inch, to see whether the greater

intensity of the lines of magnetic force in the latter case would

compensate for the diminished thickness of fluid through which

the ray passed. But the effect was best with the bottle.

7635. In using fluids contained in cylinders, as bottle or glass, it

is advantageous to have the poles and fluid near the eye piece, so

that adjustment may be made to suit the refraction in a horizontal

plane and obtain the best image. The striae, etc. in the glass of the

bottle give a good deal of light and form their own image, but

it is easy to distinguish^ the soft equal image due to the power

of the fluid from that due to the bottle, and its place is generally

distinct and in the middle of the bottle image. The advantage of

beging. to observe with a feeble image and noting its increase or

diminution is very great (7577).

7636. Now worked with a number of solutions contained in

bottles from the shelves of the Laboratory, and had not a case in

which I could not obtain the effect, except where great depth

of colour or turbidness of tlie solution interfered with the ob-

servation.

7637. Further, in all case[s] the direction of the rotation was the

same. In fact it depended upon the direction of magnetic force

and not upon the solution.

7638. The following are the solution[s] in water used:

7639.
Iodic acid -very fair. Phosphoric acid from bones.

Mur, Acid ^ooJ. Boracic acid.

Nitric acid, strong and pale- feeble. Sulpho cyanic acid.

Nitrons acid, Green. Arsenious acid.

Oil of Vitriol-not strong com- „ „ dissolved in Mur.

pared to its weight. Acid; rather Good.

Sulc. Acid, S.G. 1-75. Arsenic acid.

Phosphoric acid. Chromic acid.

7640. Ammonia, strong -raMer good.

„ Carbonate.

Potassa.

„ Carbonate.

Soda.

„ Carbonate.

Silicate of Potassa.
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7641.
Mur. Ammonia—fair.

Chloride Sodium.

„ calcium.

„ „ sat. solution —gooi/.

„ barium.

„ strontium—

„ Magnesia -/flfr.

„ Manganese.

„ Iron.

„ Zinc,

,, „ dense.

„ cadmium.

„ tin (proto).

„ nickel.

7642. Iodide potassium -fair.

„ Zinc.

5, iron.

7643* Cyanide mercury.

„ silver in Cy. Potm.

,,
gold Do. fair.

7644. Borax.

Ferro pruss. pot.

Oxalate Ammonia.
Tungstate soda.

7645.
Sulphate Soda.

„ Magnesia.

„ Manganese.

„ „ and Ammonia.

„ Iron proto.

» per(7^’30 *

„ Zinc.

„ Nickel.

„ Copper.

7646. Sulphite Soda.

7647* Sulphovinate lime.

„ lead.

7648 . Nitrate Amm. fair.

„ potassa.

„ soda.

„ lime— if strong perhaps

good,
baryta.

„ strontia.

281

Chloride cobalt. #

„ copper (proto).

» » (per).

„ lead (in M.Acid).

„ antimony (in M.A.).

„ bismuth (in M.A.) dense.

Good.

yy Uranium.

„ Mercury. Cor. Sub.

„ gold.

,,
platina.

5, ,
palladium.

„ Rhodium and Soda.

„ Aluminium.

Sulphate molybdenum.

„ cerium.

„ uranium.

„ cobalt.

„ Mercury per.

„ Silver.

„ platinum.

„ rhodium and Soda.

„ alum, and pot. (alum).

Nitrate magnesia.

„ manganese.

„ iron (sesqui).

„ zinc.

„ tin-fair,

yy nickel.

„ copper.
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7649.

7650.

7651.

7652.

7653-

7654,

Nitrate bismuth

„ uranium.

„ mercury (proto) fair.

Phosphate Ammonia.

„ Soda.

„ „ and Am.

„ Nickel in M. A. (good).

Chromate Ammonia.

„ potassa.

„ soda.

Arseni te Ammonia.

„ Potassa. •

Arseniate Potassa.

Ammoniuret Cobalt.

Nitrate mercury per.

„ silver.

„ alumina.

„ copper-poor.

„ nickel.

Chloride of Arsenic anhydrous -yair (7632).

„ „ hydrated -feeble.

„ Sulphur - rather good.

Sulphuret carbon.

Kreosote -fair.

Water -yair.

Alcohol—poor.

Ether-about as alcohol.

Tincture Wohler^s cyanate potassa.

„ Sesqui chloride iron -feeble.

„ Galls -feeble.

Honey sugar in Alcohol.

Sugar in alcohol -yes, has naturally a little righthanded rotation.

7655. Mr Jones here with his magnetom[et]er-also Captn. John-

stone, Lieut. Riddle, etc.

7656. Placed a bar magnet so as to deflect the magnetometer.

Then observed the deflection by a telescope, etc. which would

be able to tell a change in the power of the magnet on the needle

of only of its actual power at that given distance. Interposed

one plate of the heavy glass, edgeways, endways-alternating

—

interposed at last 6 plates making ’a great mass between the

magnet and die magnetometer, but could not obtain the least

signs of any difference. Hence there seems to be no particular

or specific magneto induction belonging to the glass. It was quite

indifferent.
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7657. Wrought with the Magnets as before (7621), and tried

numerous substances of which the following are lists. Find very

few bodies which do not give way and shew evidence of the

action, but find none which comes up to the heavy glass in ex-

hibiting it.

7658, Sol. of Carb. potash saturated-very feeble.

„ Nitrate lime Do. Do.

„ Nitrate Amm. Do. Do.

„ Mur. Magnesia Do. Do,

,, Chlo. calcium Do.

„ Nit. Bismuth in N.A.- feeble.

„ Chlo. Bismuth in M. A. —fair.

„ proto sul. iron-little.

„ Sul. Nickel.

„ Phos. Nickel in M.A.

„ Carb. Ammonia.

„ Iodine in water.

„ Acetate Morphia.

7659- Oi/s.

Almond. Resin oil.

Castor. Sperm.

Olive. Elaine' from Hog's lard

Poppy. Oil Do.
Bitter Almonds.

7660* Essential Oils.

Bitter almonds. Cloves.

Spike lavender. Laurel.

Lavender. Spikenard.

Jessamine.

7661 . Copaiba balsam. Naphtha from coal gas.

Canada balsam. Oil gas liquor rectified—not bad.

Naphtha Native. Resin in potash.

7662. Solutions in Alcohol.

Mastic. Silvic acid.

Camphor. Pinic acid.

Do. and Cor. Sub., a saturated Resin in cold Alcohol.

Solum. Soap.

Spikenard. Cinchonia.

Myrrh. Morphia.

Naphthaline. Acetate copper.

Amygdaline. Sul. Cinchonia \ 5
Cholesterine. Sul.Quina j

^ Elain. A synonym of Olein. O.E.D.
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7663

.

Muriatic ether.

Phosphoric ether.

Acetic ether.

(Enanthic ether.

Essential oil from grain.

Oleum Etherium- Bullock.

Aldehyd-hardly sensible.

Pyroligneus Ether.

Solution of Pepsin.

Glycerine.

Aloxan in weak N. A.

7664. Fluid chloride of Carbon 1 1 . » ^ r a -j r
„ Bi carb. hydrogen }

a little tube) too small to allow a judgment.

7665 . Citric acid in water- very fair. Oxalic acid in water-fair.

„ „ in Alcohol. Tartaric acid.

Acetic acid, glacial -' very little. Tartaric and boracic acids.

Very Strong acetic acid -Do.

7666. Solutions ofSalts in water.

Tartrate potassa.

,, ,, and Soda.

5) » Anty.

„ „ „ Manganese.

„ Manganese.

„ Iron.

7667 . Citrate potassa.

Benzoate Ammonia.

7668* Solution of (in water)

Acetate ammonia.

„ potassa.

„ soda.

„ lime.

„ baryta.

„ manganese.

„ Iron.

Acetate Zinc.

„ nickel.

„ lead.

„ „ sub acetate.

„ copper.

„ cobalt.

„ alumina.

7669. The following bodies were examd. in a fuzed state in

tube[s] from 0*7 to an inch in diameter:

Sulphur— distinctly.

Nitre—doubtful.

Spermaceti -yes.

Wax -doubtful-wax not clear.

Camphor-doubtful-must try larger quantity.

7670. The following gases were tried in bottle about 3 or 3I
inches in diameter. Must remember the counteracting effect of
the air where the Mag. lines pass in contrary direction.
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Nitrous oxide
Olefiant gas

Sulphurous acid

Ammoniacal gas ^ no sensible effect.

Muriatic acid

Sulphuretted hydrogen
Carbonic oxide

7671 . Gold /ec^—nothing.

7672. Rock salt—

"

3, plate about i inch thick and polished on sur-

faces— obtained the effect distinctly but not like the heavy glass;

it is better than water I think or than fluids generally and is a

case of a crystalline body.

7673. Rochelle salt—co\x\d not make out the effect.

7674 . Rock crystal— 3. natural crystal 1 1 inches thirfc— tried through

two sides and with very fair light, yet could obtain no effect.

7675. Another crystal 2 inches thick—yet no signs. In both tliese

cases I could obtain perfect darkness of the polarized image, by
the Nicholl Eye piece.

7676. Calcareous spar. A Rhomboid, i inch thick; could not

obtain a good separation of images by the eye piece but could not

obtain Magneto effects.

7677. The large plate (7554) examined again carefully and could

find nothing particular in it. The polarized image and apparatus

is now well arranged— perhaps before it was not.

7678. Many of the bodies tried had rotating power per se^ and it

was important to ascertain how this was affected by the Magnetic

force. On former occasions the magnetic rotation was simply

either added to or subtracted from the inherent rotating force of

the body (7607-9, 7565).

Castor oil possesses right handed rotation and took up Mag. rotation.

Resin oil Do. fair.

Oil ofSpike lavender a little Do.
Oil ofLaurel well Do.
Canada Balsam little Do.
Copaiba Balsam— gpod left handed rotation Do.

7679. Camphor— a right hand rotation per se, but

could not obtain a sensible effect of Magnetic rotation; perhaps

mass not enough—was in a tube about i inch diameter.

7680. Camphor in Alcohol—has right handed rotation and re-

ceives Mag. rotation.
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7681 . A strong solution of Camphor and Corrosive sublimate in

Alcohol has as good a right hand rotation as camphine^ and also

receives magnetic rotation.

7682. Tartaric acid,

A solution of Tartaric acid has a trace of rotating power per se.

7683. Solution of Tartrate of Soda has a little rotating power per

se- but I did not observe it in Tartrate of Potassa.

7684. Solution of Tartrate of potassa and Antimony has rotating

power per se.

7685. Solution of Tartaric and Boracic acid has very strong

rotating power per se-stronger than Camphine,

7686. Sulphate ofNickel,

An aqueous solution of this salt has fair rotating power per se.

A solution of Phosp. Nickel in Phos. acid has not.

7687. Bodies which have rotating power per se do not seem by

that to be capable of assuming more freely the Magneto power.

7688. Cannot but suppose some relation or similarity of con-

stitution between bodies rotating per se and such as are under

the influence of magnetic forces. Such bodies are to the latter

what ordinary magnets are to Magneto helices when the current

is passing through tliem.

Magnetic and Electric induction,

7689. A piece of heavy glass 4 inches square and 0*4 of an inch

thick had Leyden coatings of tin foil applied to the sides. It was

then placed in position between the Magnetic poles and insulated

-

one lining was connected with the ground. The Magnetic curves

were thrown on and the effect of die glass observed. During the

observation a charged Leyden Jar was brought against the other

coating to produce electric induction also. But no change on the

ray was produced.

7690. A cube of heavy glass {174)^ about 0*4 of inch in the side,

was mounted on cork and examined as to its magneto power at

common temperatures. Then it was gradually heated (from time

to time being observed) until it was so hot as to char the cork-

but no alteration in its magnetic relation could be perceived. When
irregular in its heat it depolarized die ray and so on, but no
additional effect could be perceived upon the superinduction of

the magnetic curves of forces. Cracked on cooling.
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7691. As to heavy glass assuming ordinary Magnetic powers.

Examined it in all ways by means of a magnet and filings but

could not find anything else than perfect indifference.

7692. Arranged a magnet and needle according to the manner

of Haiiy so as to make the test very delicate. Then interposed

either continuously or intermittingly a fine plate of glass, and that

either broad ways or end ways, reaching from magnet to tlie

needle, but could not procure the least signs of action or difference

whether glass was there or not.

7693. Appears that the Magnetic force does not act on the ray

of light directly (as witness non action in. air, etc.) but tlirough

the mediation of the special matters; i.e. it gives them, and they

it, the power of acting on light. *

7694. But that shews that Magnetic force has a direct action on

these substances-very different in its result to that which it has

on magnetic matter. It is in fact, as far as regards our knowledge,

a new magnetic force or mode of action on matter.

7695. It is also the first true relation of Magnetism and light.

7696. It is also in favour of the view I entertain that magnets and

magnetic bodies act by means of the intermediate particles.

7697. The phenomena shew that Magnetic lines of force induct

far more powerfully in certain respects on matter than lines of

Electrical force.

7698. The magnetic lines of force would doubtless act upon other

rays, as rays of heat for instance. Then must consider this relation

to heat rays and see to what it would lead.

7699. As to magneto relation of light-I could not make Morri-

chini’s^ expt. to succeed when at Rome.

7700. The power of conferring rotating forces on matter may
perhaps serve hereafter as a means of measuring (Biot fashion)

the internal condition of bodies in philosophical investigations.

'

7701. Biot says that motion of fluids does not affect their action

on polarized light. Lit. Gazette, Deer. 9, 1843, p. 797. Paris

letter.

7702. The heavy glass in the magnetic curves must have some

new and equivalent magnetic properties.

7703 . If not a magnet, then the molecular action in it is specifically

I D. Morichini.
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different to that of Iron. If a magnet, then we could examine a

transparent magnet.

7704. Bodies which appear to have no power may be only like

or nearly like air— for then the effect of the contrary lines of Mag.

force are always present.

7705. Probable conclusions^ relations or points.

Relation of Magnetism and polarized light.

„ „ magnetic lines of force to dimagnetics.

Magnets act by intervening particles.

Relation of Electricity and polarized light (through Magnetism).

How to observe the; effect.

Internal constitution of dimagnetics.

Relation of the Rotating polarization to the rotating currents

in the effective magnet—same direction— i.e. lie in the same

plane.

30 SEPTR. 1845.

7706. Electric currents and Magnetic lines offorce conjoined in

Electrolytes.

7707. Have made a small glass cell such as could go between the

magnetic poles-it was 1*5 inches long, i inches wide and 1-25

inches deep internal measure. It consisted of pieces of plate glass

ground at the edges and cemented together by white hard varnish.

7708. Prepared two electrodes of platina plate nearly as large as

the size of the cell. Prepared for them jackets of plate paper to

prevent the gas evolved against the electrodes mingling with and

disturbing the transparency of the fluid in the body of the cell.

When the electrodes were in their places and connected with the

wires proceeding to a Grove’s battery of 5 pair of plates, a ray

of light could either pass between them and so across the course

of the electric current or, because the plates were not quite so

large as the cell, the ray could be passed by their edges through

the cell and so along die course of the electric current.

7709. Also, by varying the disposition of the Magnetic poles,

the lines of magnetic force could be determined in the direction

of any of the three coordinates.

7710. Supposing the direction of the examining polarized ray to

be constant, then the direction of the magnetic curves may be
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in three directions to it, and also the direction of the electric

current may be in three coordinate directions, giving nine varia-

tions of the two forces relative to the position of the polarized

ray, which I will note as follows:

1. M.C. parallel to ray . . . E.C. parallel to M.C.
2. „ „ „ . . . „ perpendicular to M. C. in horizontal plane.

3. „ „ „ . . . „ „ „ vertical plane.

4. M. C. perpendicular
to ray in horizontal p. . . . E. C. parallel to ray.

5. „ „ „ ... „ parallel to M. C.

6. „ „ „ ... „ perpendicular to ray and M. C.

7. M.C. perpendr. to

ray in Vertical p. ... E.C. parallel to ray.*

8. „ „ „ ... „ perpendicular to ray and M. C.

9. „ „ „ ... „ parallel to M. C.

7711. The ray was polarized by reflexion in a horizontal plane.

The magnetic lines of force may each be considered as reversed,

but in the experiments made, it was not thought necessary to do
this. The Electric currents may also be reversed, and that was done

by changing the poles of the battery.

7712*. The positions i, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8 were easily obtained by the

use of vertical electrodes. The positions, 3, 6 and 9 were also

obtained by the use of vertical electrodes combined with the use

of a ray of light polarized by reflexion in a vertical plane.

7713. The magnetic arrangement was that recently used of the

Woolwich magnet and ours, and the polarity was as before (7621).

7714. First a saturated solution ofsulphate of Soda was employed,
and the lines of power disposed in it according to figs, or positions

I, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8, the electric current in each case being reversed

and observed both continuously and intermittingly. But I ob-
tained no additional effect on the polarized ray.

7715. Then dilute Sulc. Acid (i oil vitriol+ 3 water) was used

and put into all the conditions from i to 9, with reversion of the

Electric current, etc., but still without effect.

7716. When the electrolyzation was going on, strong striae ( )

were produced in the fluid near the electrodes and there caused

distortion and change of shape of the polarized image, but no
other effect than was produced without the magnetic lines of force.

7717. So the combination of Electric currents with magnetic

forces does not give any very striking effects and perhaps there

* [7712]
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are none which polarized light can shew. But I am not sure of

that. The quantity of fluid was very small for length of ray to

pass through (for in making it more I should have weakened the

magnetic curves), and considering the nature ofthe relation between

Mag. and Electric forces, I think there must be some effect pro-

duced which stronger magnets and other forms of apparatus and

the progress ofour knowledge will enable us hereafter to develope.

7718. Still, I have at last succeeded in illuminating a magnetic

curve or Una offorce and in magnetising a ray oflight,

7719. What effect does this force have in the Earth, where the

magnetic curves of the ^arth transverse its substance ^

7720. Also what effect in a magnet ?

7721. Does tliis force tend to make iron and oxide of Iron

transpar[en]t ?

3 OCTR. 1845.

7722. The two magnets, Woolwich and ours, arranged as hereto-

fore (7689, 7621).

The coated plate ofheavy glass (7689) placed between the poles

so that the coating[s] were perpendicular to the Mag, lines and
to the polarised ray-hxxt two small holes had been made in them
by which the ray might pass. Then uninsulated one coating and

applied the knob of a charged Jar to the other, so as to put on
lines of electric tension parallel to the magnetic lines. Nothing
came of it.

7723 .
Query effect ofExpansion, Placed a large mercurial thermo-

meter between the Magnetic poles and then laid tlie power on
and off; no effect ofchange ofvolume. Did the same with a large

spirit thermometer inches in diameter in the bulb.

7724. Ice, A piece of good American ice—made surfaces square

and tried it between the Mag. poles. Being crystalline, it de-

polarized the ray, but when turned round into a neutral position

and then the magnetic forces put on, I could perceive no effect,

I cannot say there is none. The effect with water is only small,

and ice is inconvenient to work witli at this time of the year, from
the melting of die surface and flowing of water over it.

7725. Sol, of Tartaric and Boracic Acids-excdlmt for Rotating
power per se. Magnetic force added effect to it.
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7726. Borate oflead in rough fragments—does—promises well to

be an available and ready body for general experiment.

7727. Bromine Vapour—no effect.

7728. Hydrogen—no effect.

7729. Oxy alcohol fame— nothing sensible but the flame too

luminous.

7730. Rock crystalfrom Mr Dollond—no effect.

7731. Now altered the connexions of the Magneto helices so as

to make tlie two vicinal Magnetic poles both N; but in fact the

Woolwich Magnet was so powerful that the near end of our

magnet was hardly N. On making a steel bar touch each, that

by examining it with a magnetic needle I could haye proof of the

state of the poles, if I took away the bar from our Magnet N before

I caused the electric current to cease, it was scarcely magnetised at

all. So that I must not count on these as equal poles ( ).

7732. SoL Sul. Soda saturated., in the square cell (7707), placed

between the poles. An electric current of 5
pr. Grove’s battery

sent across it parallel to the magnet lines, i.e. the line between

N and N, and to the polarized ray, the latter being examined

through two small holes in the middle of the electrodes. There

was no effect.

7733. All other things remaining the same, the direction of the

electric current was changed, it being now sent from side to side

across the ray and the magnet lines or line between N and N. No
effect.

7734. The magnetic poles were placed on each side of the ray

and the electric current also sent across the ray from N towards N.

No effect.

ITiS* The ray and Magnetic poles remaining the same, the electric

current was now sent parallel to the ray. No effect.

7736. Now arrangements were made in which the electric cur-

rents would certainly rotate. Thus the cell had one electrode

arranged as a lining to the inside and this had two holes cut on

opposite sides, that a ray of light might pass across the cell. The
other electrode was a small plate in the middle, confined by a little

cylinder of paper so that the gas from it should not obscure the

liquid. Thus the electric current would be in the direction of radii.

The Magnetic poles were placed above and below and were

19-2
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contrary^ so that lines of magnetic force passed vertically through
the liquid. When the current was passing, the contents of the cell

rotated well and rapidly. But being examined by the horizontal

ray, there was no change^ for except the effect of the bubbles of
gas set free from the platina lining of the cell, and which were
easily taken account of by themselves, there was no difference in

the action of the liquid on the ray, whether it was as simple liquid

—or the Magnetic curves were through it, or the Electric current—
or both combined. So no effect.

7737. The same arrangement now had a ray passed upwards
through it, being polarized in a vertical plane, so tliat it was
parallel to the lines of magnetic force. Now the effects of these

lines of force were seen, but no effect of the electric current.

7738 . Heavy glass.

Placed a piece so that the Mag. contrary poles should be above
and below it, i.e. that the lines of magnetic force should traverse

it in a direction perpendicular to the plane ofpolari:^ation. Obtained
no effect.

7739. All seems to shew that it is the magnetic lines only that are

effectual, and they only when parallel to the ray of light or tending

to parallelism,

7740. Want a transparent oxide of Iron thought perhaps steel

buttons tinted by oxidation might do, using the bright steel

beneath as a reflector-but could obtain no clear effect. In fact

the steel becomes magnetic and it is doubtful whether there are

magnetic lines of any force in the film of oxide where the ray is

reflected from it; at least, not such lines as I want.

7741. But observed that without the Magnetic poles and simply
by themselves, many of these buttons have to a slight degree the

power ofrotating the ray by reflexion^ and tliat sometimes the rota-

tion is to the right hand and sometimes to the left; and further,

tliat tliis does not seem to occur in any particular order as to the

degree of oxidation-only that a certain amount of oxidation is

required to rotate at ail.

6 OCTR. 1845.

7742. Arranged a magnetic needle so as to vibrate freely on a

low support, so that its motion should be near to the plane
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beneath it, in Arago’s manner, and then vibrated it either upon
a flat book or on a mahogany table, or on the large plate of heavy
glass (22C)); but could discover no difference; the number of

vibrations in falling from a large to a small arc, and the time of the

vibrations were in all cases sensibly the same. So probably no
effect as to motion, attractive or repulsive by magnet, either when
still or moving.

7743. Floated a bar of heavy glass (7807) (774) in water, and

kept it in the middle of the glass by a wire rising into a tube, etc.,

and then on the outside of the glass brought the opposite poles

of our horse shoe magnet, and left all to .ascertain if any effect.

Could not discover that the glass paid any respect to the magnet;

it kept any position it happened to take up and was not drawn

or repelled either into one position or another (7902).

II OCTR. 1845.

7744. I have prepared a long helix. It consists of two glass

tubes of an inch external diameter, and fliese are covered each

by a coil of copper wire silked, which having gone round to one

end as a close helix then was returned in a similar and continuous

manner, so as to enclose each tube in a double helix. Then these

tubes were fixed on a board in a straight line-they were con-

joined by a caoutchouc tube in the middle and terminated at the

extreme ends by brass caps with glass terminations, so that the

tube could have a ray of light passed through. The whole helix

was 65 inches long (being double in that distance) -consisted of

wire ^ of an inch thick -contained 1240 feet of wire; it was con-

joined at the wires so as to form a helix all in one direction, and

a battery of 10 pr. of Grove’s plate[s] was used to pass a current

through it. The direction of the [current] round the helix in

respect of the polarized ray and the eye was under the coming

ray, up on the right hand side, then over the tube and down on

the left hand side-in fact, left handed or against the watch hand

motion.

7745. The magnetic force of the helix on a magnetic needle was

comparatively very small. The end towards me or twds. the eye

attracted the S end of a magnetic needle and the further end

attracted the north end of the magnetic needle. So that the helix
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was parallel in position to a magnetic needle in its natural position

(7795, 7801).

7746. All this was arranged so that a ray polarized by reflexion

in a horizontal plane could be sent through the helix and observed

at the other end by a Nicholl’s eye piece or otherwise.

7747. Air being in the tube, the E. Current was sent through

the helix, but no action on the polarized ray could be observed.

7748. An ordinary ray was also sent through the air and helix

and observed afterwards, but no effects on it could be per-

ceived.

7749. An ordinary ray was also sent through the air and helix,

afterwards polarized and then observed, but nothing particular

could be seen in it.

7750. Water was put into the tube (distilled water) and now an

effect was produced. The water acquired the power of circularly

polariiing^ and that to the left hand. This was seen by the increase

of the image when it was made visible on the one side of the

obscure point and diminution when brought in by motion of the

handle in the other direction. The effect was instantaneous and

not lingering as with the Electromagnet. It was not much on the

whole, but clear and precise.

7751. When an ordinary ray was sent through, then polarized

and examined, I could perceive nothing.

7752. Sulphate of 6’ei/a—saturated solution—care is required to

have a very uniform solution-the wet sides of the glass tube in

the first instance caused striae and irregularities of composition

that continue for a long time, many hours, and confuse the beam
of light. When all was right, the effect was very good. Circular

polarization was produced (left handed) as long as the current

was continued, but to a much greater extent than with the distilled

water. So the helix is a good thing, and in this case the polarized

ray may truly be said to be electrified, though its action is no
doubt exactly the same as that produced by magnetic forces. All

goes to shew that these unmagnetic bodies, as they are called, are

acted upon and assume new conditions under the influence of

magnetic and electric lines of inductive force, and that according

to very definite and precise laws.

7753. But now came forth a new and striking result, not obtained
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as yet with the electro magnet. It is a much slower effect than

the former and of the following kind.

7754. Suppose the eye piece so arranged that the polarized ray

is extinguished: on sending in tlie Electric current, the ray be-

comes (as above) slightly visible by left handed rotation, and that

effect goes off the instant the current is stopped. But continuing

the current, the light increases in size round about and the form

of the original light becomes obscure and confused, and the

amount of light which comes to the eye is greatly increased. This

increase goes on for perhaps half a minute or more, then goes

down somewhat, but some of the effect still remains. When the

current is stopped, this luminous appearance gradually goes off as

it came on, and things apparently return to their first state.

7755. If by a little advance of the eye piece handle clock fashion

the polarized ray is rendered slightly visible, then on making

contact the increase of light (being the first or old phenomenon)
is very striking, and on breaking contact at once it goes off again

as before. But continuing contact^ Le» the electric current^ die parts

about the aperture at the end become luminous and large, and

this goes on increasing and changing form for half a minute or

more: when at a maximum it goes down in effect and returns

slowly towards that state or appearance at least which it had on
first putting on the current. On taking off the current, then that

part of the remaining effect which belonged to the first pheno-

menon went off at once and the remaining part or that left of the

second phenomenon went off gradually.

7756. If during any part of this course of events the Electric

current be stopped, all the light visible falls in intensity, and on
renewing contact rises again, thus shewing for the whole of it the

power of suffering and sustaining the immediate and direct action

of the current. So that the induced light has the same property

as that coming direct from the polarizing reflector.

7757. If the current be stopped when the extra light is halfgrown
up or more, then the extra light goes down again gradually—

returning nearly through its phases—and going down much
quicker than if the current be continued.

7758. If the current has been continued long until the extra light

is gone down, then be stopped and then at once renewed again,
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the extra effect is feeble. It appears as if the solution must either

rest, or else have time to return out of a state of tension, before

it is able to shew the effect again.

7759. The extra light has in its appearance some dependance

upon the reflexions from the inside of the glass tube about the

further end, and its form and shape of development most likely

depend much upon that: but I do not think the effect originates

there. However, whether it is in that surface or in the fluid

between that surface, the aperture and the eye, wants further

investigation.

7760. There is no doubt that more light comes to the eye when
the extra effect is on than when simply the first effect is on-and
further, the extra effect remains for a time when the current is

stopped, whereas the first effect goes off at once.

7761. Can it depend upon water adhering to the tube from the

former experiments, i.e. on striae or reflecting or inflecting sur-

faces and parts ? But if so, still it is dependant upon the current and

produced by it and remains for a time after the current is stopped.

7762. Perhaps motion is produced in the fluid particles.

7763. There is no sensible colour in these extra light images,

7764. If the polarized ray be made visible in the first instance by

turning the eye piece handle to the left-then on making electrical

contact, the light is decreased—and on breaking contact it rises

again. This is the old or first effect.

7765. But continuing the current— after the first decrease,

diffuse light as before and from the same parts grows up like a

phosphorescence, and at last the image is by comparison very

bright— after which it gradually goes down again.

7766. During the whole time, if contact be broken— a// the light

rises in intensity-and it falls again on contact. Shewing as before

the separate condition of the first and the second effect-of the

momentary and continuous one-and shewing also that all the

light which appears is subject to the first or momentary state.

7767. In fact, the first effect is an effect of circular polarization.

But the second effect is apparently one of depolarization.

7768. If the current be discontinued at any moment, the extra

light falls to its normal state quicker than if the current be con-

tinued (7765).
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7769. In this case also the fluid wants rest to prepare it for a new
effect (7758).

7770. Emptied out all this solution of Sulphate ofSoda and put

in another portion of the same, so as to have the liquid more
uniform (7752). The image now seen through it was very good.

The effects werejust as before. So that they cannot be due to striae

or differences of density in the solution.

7771. Poured out the sulphate of Soda solution and without

washing the tube, put in distilled water—so no doubt there are

irregularities in the fluid within.

7772. The eifect of making and breaking contact was there— but

weak.

7773. The second or extra effect was also there—but the extra

light moved much, becoming obscure and appearing as if there

were waves within or motion of the different fluids inside the tube.

7774. After standing horizontal some time— observed the effect

again. The object was at first pretty clear but there was a line of

refraction along the middle of the tube from difference of density

in the solution.

7775. On putting on the Electric current, the second effect was

very fine, especially on the lower half of the solution. The effect

was quite like a strong phosphorescence; then it went down in

that part and the upper part became a diffuse dull luminous object.

7776. On letting it rest and then repeating contact, the same

effect was produced.

7777. The cause why the effect appears here and there, first

above or below and then below or above, is simply eitlier that

the surface of the side of the tube in that direction, or the density

of the solution there, reflects or refracts the rays more or less

favourably at different times in the course of one effect, according

as that e&ct which takes time has attained to a more or less

perfect degree in the parts of the fluid which the ray is passing

through.

777S. But there is certainly some new motion or condition of the

particles of matter in the contents of the tube.

7779. Try a shorter tube with Sulphate of Soda solution and

stronger helix.

7780. Removed the last water from the tube and put in fresh
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distilled water

^

so now the contents of the tube nearly pure and

uniform, and the image of the polarized ray at the end was very

good.

7781. The first effect was as before, though smaller than with

sulphate of Soda.

7782. The second effect was also produced (7753) with this pure

water and very beautiful. Yet here there could be no striae-so

that it must be in the particles of the fluid itself.

7783. The image here was separated by a dark space from the

image formed by light reflected from the sides of the tube. But

the increase of light began at and spread from the central image;

as if it was the particles of water in the middle of the mass that

first made their effect visible to the eye. It would not have been

so if the effect had been due to any action of the surface of the tube

or of it on the fluid. Must be an effect of the particles of the fluid.

Strongest first at the axial line and then coming on in proportion

to the parts farther from the centre. Can divide these portions

by different tubes in a larger helix.

7784. This effect is not one of circular polarization, but a power

(permanent for the time) of depolarizing the light.

7785. Introduced a sul. lime plate so as to produce a colour and

then produced the effect. The colour was not changed but the new
effect appeared to be added on to the effect of the sul. lime.

7786. Singular and beautiful Phenomena there. No guessing

what they will extend or lead to-an open door.

13 OCTR. 1845.

7787. Worked again on these phenomena, and after much experi-

ment and consideration made out the cause of the second effect,

that of the diffuse phosphorescent light; and so, though I have

lost an imagined discovery, have removed a stumbling block. It

was altogether the effect oif the heat evolved in the helix by the

electric current and communicated through the glass to the fluid

within. This heat raised the temperature of the outer layers of

water before it attained to the central or axial portion, and so

the ray[s] of light were bent towards die axis and made the light

from the object end converge to my eye at the eye end. Hence
the effect of a lens was produced. Hence also the wave like
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motions of the light as the water of different temperatures mixed.
Hence also the falling of the effect with the continuance of die

current and yet a remains of part of it. Hence also the use of
rest to cool the water again, and so on throughout.

7788. But at least one useful effect is learned, for it is a good
thing to have a lens of long focus at the object end of the liquid

tube to converge the rays to the eye : for when the warmed tube

did so, the effect was brilliant, and from the no-light state, abundance
of light sprang up. Very small effects were in this way made
powerfully visible, and I have no doubt that now I shall find the

effect in air.

7789. As to the other phenomenon of circular polarization, that

comes out constant, clear and beautiful.

7790. Used the same long helix in the same order and position

with a battery of 10 pair of Grove’s plates. So the N end of the

helix is towards me and die S end towards the polarizing mirror;

as was proved by the magnetic needle.

7791. Water in the tube. The effect good, and the rotation to the

left hand; i.e. I have to move the handle of the eye piece to the

left hand to compensate for it and return the ray to the condition

it was in before the current was sent through the helix.

7792. Reversed the electric current, leaving the helix and all other

things unchanged, and now the effect was the reverse of the last

(7791), and the polarization right handed.

7793. Sent the whole current of the battery through only the

further and smaller half of the helix. The effect was very good,
as good as with all the helix— the order of rotation conformable

to the results above. Much more electricity going through the

half than through the whole.

7794. Sent all the current through the near half of the helix. The
first effect was not so good—rather poor. But probably the heat

before spoke of (7787) was in some degree counteracting the

results as to appearance,

7795. Now employed our large cylinder helix. It has a length

of 19 inches of spirals— is from 14 to 15 eighths of an inch internal

diameter—nearly 3 inches external diameter—and contains in two
spirals (concentric) about 80 feet of copper wire nearly

|
of an

inch in thickness. It makes a very strong electro-magnet with its
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iron core—and the wire conducts a great quantity of electricity,

so that the battery hisses when in communication by it. Without

its core and acting by its own magnetic force on a magnetic

needle, it is vastly more powerful than the long helix (7744)-

Whether its effect in producing the rotatory polarization is in

proportion is an important point (7801).

7796. A stout glass tube, 3 feet long and y of an inch in diameter

inside, had glass ends fitted to it by Canada balsam, corks, etc.

It was filled with distilled water and placed centrically in the helix

so that about 1 5 inches was out of the helix at the further end.

7797. And now the eye piece, being near the eye end of the tube

and helix, the rotation induced by the Electric current was ob-

served. It was produced, but not strongly- indeed it was very

small, less than with the long helix (7744). The helix was a

magnet in the same direction as the former, i.e. the end near the

eye was the N end and the rotation was according to it.

7798. I removed the eye piece 4 feet back, leaving all the rest

unchanged, and then could scarcely distinguish the first effect.

7799. Drew the glass tube forward until the eye end projected

about 15 inches (7796), placed the eye piece near this end and

observed. The effect was there but small and just as before.

7800. In this state I placed a magnetic needle near the out or

eye end of the water tube, and then making the current travel,

observed the extent of the motion of the needle. Then pushed

in the tube through the helix so as to remove it far away, leaving

the helix and needle as before. On making the current pass, the

needle had the same amount of vibration as before. The water

appeared to have no effect upon it magnetically.

7801. Worked with the Woolwich magnet. The helix is 26^ inches

long-2‘ inches internal diameter—4I inches external diameter-it

has four concentric coils and in these there is 501 feet of copper

wire about
\
of an inch in thickness. The four coils were joined

in succession as one long coil. It happened that the eye end of

the helix attracted the N end of the magnetic needle, the electric

current being the reverse of the former one, or thus (7744). The
helix alone was exceedingly strong as a magnet on a magnetic

needle (7795).

7802. The water tube already described (7796) was put into this
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helix and the battery action put on. The effect was very good
and the rotation right handed,

7803. Then sulphate ofSoda solution was put into the same tube

and the power of the helix applied. The effect was good but not

better than that of the water.

7804. Pushed in the tube until not more than a foot in length

of it was left in the helix at the polarizing mirror end. Could then

obtain the effect but not so strong as before. It appears to be in

proportion to the length (apparently) in the helix.

7805. The effect appears to be by no means proportionate to the

power of the helix to act externally as a magnet, as is shewn by
the great effect of the first small long helix compaxed with the two
larger ones (7745). Nor does it appear to be proportionate to the

power which the helices have of making soft iron a magnet, as

appears by the same comparison.

7806. As to the second effect or that of heat (7753, 7787), neither

of these large helices shewed the least trace of it, and with good
reason; there was no heating of the fluid.

7807. The little prism of heavy Glass about if inches long, being

placed in the axis of the Woolwich magnet, gave indications of the

rotation, but only small. The prism is indeed very short.

14 OCTR. 1845.

7808. A fine sunny day, so made a few hasty experiments with

the sun light (7912-22, 8683-93, 95-706).

7809. A simple helix of uncovered wire about 0-077 of an inch

thick turned into a spiral of i inch external diameter, 4-2 inches

long and containing 56 convolutions, was connected by wires

with a most delicate galvanometer (Matteucci’s) and placed with

its axis parallel to the sun’s rays. There was no effect.

7810. On alternately allowing tlie sun to shine on it and shading

it, I could obtain no effect.

7811. On allowing the rays to pass through the middle and not

outside, then outside and not through the axis—alternating the

action—no effect.

7812. On putting a small neutral steel needle into the helix in

the ray or taking it out, or alternating these motions—no effect.
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7813. Revolving the needle whilst in the helix one way or the

other-no effect.

7814. A magnetic needle put into and out of the helix made

galvanometer needle move-but not strongly—so all the con-

nexions right.

7815. Put in the Mag, needle and left all quiet; then whilst one

pole in the helix and in the sun’s rays, rotated the needle with

the fingers no effect. With the whole needle in the helix, rotated

it with the fingers only, one way and the other alternately—no effect.

7816. Altered the position of the helix- polarized the sun’s ray

by a glass mirror and sent it through the helix-no effect.

7817. Put the needle in and repeated the above conditions, but

no effect.

7818. Used a larger helix of covered wire, consisting of four

concentric coils and containing 1 50 feet of wire, and repeated all

the former circumstances— still no effect.

7819. The entrance of one pole of the magnetic needle (7814)

caused the Galvanometer needle to move 5° or 6°.

7820. Joined the ends of the helix together so as to complete

die circuit. Then put a non magnetic needle in parallel to the

sun’s ray, and rotated it well in one direction, but it acquired no

magnetism.

7821. Rotated the other way-no action or magnetism.

16 OCTR. 1845.

7822. A strong solution of SuL Soda was put into a glass tube

about of an inch in diameter, 1 8 inches long and furnished with

glass ends to see through. Two platina electrodes were fixed in

this tube at one end, so that the current between them should pass

across the axis of the tube. Another platina Electrode was fixed

in the further end of the tube, so that an electric current could be

passed along the axis of the tube. The electrodes were plates

about |of an inch wide and 4 inches long.

7823. This tube was put into the Woolwich helix (7801) and

then the magnetic lines of force thrown on by a battery of 5 pr.

of Grove’s plates; the circularly polarizing power was immediately

made evident. Then the electric current from a battery of 5 pr.

of plates was sent across the contents of the tube, but there was
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no effect on the polarized ray. In this case it was sent across

parallel to the plane of polarization (by reflexion), but afterds.

it was changed so as to pass vertically and so across the plane of

polarization. Still there was no sensible effect.

7824. Then the electric current was sent a/on^ the axis of the

tube and of the helix. Still no sensible effect.

7825. Hens, Whilst the sul. Soda solution was in the axis of the

tube, tried the effect of a lens (No. i Spectacle glass) which, being

placed between the helix and the polarizing reflector, could be

easily adjusted so as to be full of light to the eye and very brilliant.

In many cases it may be very useful to increase the appearance

and have a very good effect.

7826. I have had two bars cut off from a large plate of heavy

glass, 22c^, They are 7 inches long, about
|
of an inch square and

are polished at the ends, so as to allow a ray of light to pass and

be examined. On putting them in the middle of the Woolwich
helix, they were affected by it and produced circular polarization,

6ut being cut from a plate, though it had been well annealed, still

they shew a depolarizing power over the ray, and each has a

black cross, parallel to the sides, i.e. each has four corner portions

which depolarize and a black cross which does not.

7827. When the prisms arc at the near end of the helix and there-

fore near the eye, the center of this cross can be adjusted to the

visual ray and then the effect of the magnetic lines of force is

very good. But when the prism or bar is carried forwd. and

removed to a distance from the eye, then the whole of the black

cross becomes visible and the effect is seen in it only. But it is

seen there very well, and the change of light in the image is

perhaps more distinct sometimes in this way by reference to the

luminous quadrants.

7828. In these cases, taking away the lens ( ) and so

making the lamp image smaller caused it to come better within

the cross, and the effect on the eye was more distinct. So

the lens will probably be of more use with liquids than with

solids.

7829. When the glass prism (7826) was at the near or eye end,

and tlie center of the cross in the line of the ray, and the Nicholfs

eye piece a little turned and adjusted about a vertical axis so as
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to obtain the best extinction of the polarized image, then the effect

of the magnetic forces was very good.

7830. And then the lens, brought into its place in the course of

the ray, makes the effect very good.

7831. The electric current was going from left to right over the

helix-and the rotation was right-handed. So the rotation goes

with the current. This is easy to retain in the memory and lucky

for me.

7832. By retreating with the eye piece from the helix and bar

2 or 3 feet or more, the dark cross in the bar is very visible.

7833. I placed the glass prism in different parts of the helix but

the rotation effect appeared to be tlie same in amount. It did not

seem to be less in the middle of the helix than at either end.

7834. I placed it in the middle of the helix, and two hollow iron

cores, one before and one beyond it, in the same line, so that the

ray might pass through all three. The rotation force was thus

increased, but it was important to pick out a part of the glass

which did not depolarize.

7835. Air. Adjusted the lens to its situation (7825) and then

looked through air in the Woolwich helix, but could perceive no

effect.

7836. Water in a brass tube produced as good an effect as in

glass.

7837. This brass tube was then put into a good iron tube full

I of an inch in thickness in the side, and longer than either the

brass tube or the helix. Still the water shewed the rotating power,

as much perhaps as before.

7838. Hence such a means may be very useful to examine the

state of spaces near iron, etc. etc.

7839. Placed a bar of Iron in the Woolwich helix and looked

close along it in the air. Could perceive no effect.

7840. Arranged a narrow glass tube containing water so that it

could be placed either at the axis of tlie helix or on one side, so

as to examine the different parts; but I found no difference. The
effect was sensibly the same in all parts, as was indeed to be

expected from the law of internal forces.

7841. Placed die iron bar in the helix (7801) and then this small

tube upon it. I could find no difference certainly; perhaps there
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was a little less effect, but if so, it was only a small difference.

Ought to use a greater bar and also a tube quite internal.

7842. Solution of Tartaric acid in the narrow tube (7840). Has
its own rotating power. Then the magnetic rotation added to it

in the Woolwich helix and very well shewn. The natural rotation
of the Tartaric acid and also that of the magnetic force were here
both right handed (7831).
7843. Fastened on caps and plates of glass to the tube with very
thick and then experimented with tlic following fluids.

7844. Alcohol absolute. Shewed the rotating force but not so good
as water.

7845. Ether, Also shewed the effect but was less than Alcohol.

7846. Camphine, Possessed of itself a fine left handed rotation.

Was also very well affected by Magnetic force, but this was right

hand rotation,

7847. So all these bodies can be affected in the helix as between
the poles of the magnet (7504, 7605).
7848. Beautiful identity of the forces of the helix and of the

magnet in confirmation of Ampere’s general views.

7849. Apatite, Put some that becomes very luminous by heat

into the helix— closed up the end and made the interior very dark.

Then put on the magnetic forces, but could perceive no trace

of the evolution of light.

7850*. Arranged two^Za^^^/zce^ofcopper wire so that the polarized

ray could pass between them—and so that a piece of heavy glass

could be placed between them, either symetric to the axis, or on
one side of it or the other, as in the figure ; and then sent the Electric

current through the helices. W^hen the current in both helices had
the same direction they strongly attracted each other, and when
they had contrary currents they repelled each other. But in

neither case, nor in any position of the glass, could I observe
any effect on it.

7851 . The experiment in some respects corresponds to that where
the same or opposite magnetic poles were on opposite sides of
the glass (7601). But here we could pick out parts of the rings

of currents whilst there we could not, and as yet do not know
certainly how they exist as to size and place.

7852. When glass and water had rotation power given to them—
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removed the eye piece to different distances but found no difference

in the amount of rotation; i.e. no further rotation of the ray

occurred after it left the substance—no permanent rotation was
impressed on it.

7853. The Magnetic forces have no visible action either on the

ordinary ray of light or on the depolarized parts (7827) of a

polarized ray.

7854. Magnetism of the Earth as derivedfrom light of the Sun,

20 OCTR. 1845.

7855. The seven inch bar of heavy glass (7826) was put into a

small short helix, i.e. wide enough to take in the bar, about 9 or

10 inches long and made of 4 coils of thin ordinary wire. The
pressure of the helix on the angles of the bar distorted the form
of the black cross (7826), but the power of tlie helix to give

rotating force to the heavy glass appeared to be but small, the

battery being 10 pair of Grove’s plates.

7856. Put the short piece of heavy glass (7807, 7743) in different

parts of the same helix. It produced more rotating effect when
in the middle of the length of the helix than when at either end
inside.

7857^. I have a short helix consisting of 2 coils of copper wire

upon an iron tube as a core, and the size of the figured The short

prism of heavy glass (7807, 7743), being in the middle, was more
powerful in rotation than it would have been in the helix without

the iron, and it appeared to be equally effective whether the glass

were in the middle or near either end.

7858. The small prism put into the middle and in different places

at and near the ends of the Woolwich helix (7801). There seemed
to be no sensible difference— it was as good in the middle as at

the ends. It was apparently better in the axis than near the side

of the helix. But any effect of that kind can be better ascertained

with a tube of liquid.

7859. The 7 inch prism of heavy glass (7826) was put into

different parts of the Woolwich helix (7801). Its effect seemed
to be a little better in the middle than near the ends—and it seemed

^ Diagram is reduced to
|
scale.

[7857]
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to be very equal whether in the axis or at the side; but with these

pieces of glass which are almost certain to depolarize light some-
where, it is very difficult to pass the ray at all times through the

same part of the dark cross, or in exactly the same direction.

7860. Put the iron core of our cylinder magnet into the Woolwich
helix and the 7 inch prism of heavy glass between the core and
the helix in different parts. It seemed to have the best effect at

the eye end— next best effect at the middle distance and least effect

at the further end—but the depolar[iz]ing parts make these ob-

servations difficult.

7861. With uncovered copper wire of an inch thick, made a

helix in close spirals upon a glass rod 0*3 of an inch in diameter—

the helix was one series of spirals and 20 inches long. This was

put into a large glass tube filled with water, so that the current

of 10 pr. of Grove’s plates might be passed through the helix

and the ray passing both through the middle and close on the

outside of the helix be observed.

7862. The water within the helix received a righthanded rotation

with a right hand electric current (7831). But there was no signs

of rotation in the water outside of the helix.

7863. I easily obtained the effect of heat here (7787) within the

helix and also certain effects of a similar kind due to the same

cause on the outside of the helix.

7864. Placed the Woolwich helix (7801) and our large one (7795)
in a line, and then placed the long helix (7744) within them and

connected them so that the current passed through all in suc-

cession
;
they being so as to have all their spirals in the same order,

that one powerful helix might be formed around the air in the

small central tube. The polarity of all the parts was in the same

direction, but I could see no signs of rotation in the air. At times

I thought I saw symptoms, but could not determine the fact in

the affirmative.

7865. Placed the Woolwich helix and ours (7795) side by side

and the 7 inch prism (7826) of heavy glass between them—could
perceive no effect on the glass. Placed the iron cores in the two

helices, and now there was a slight effect, the glass having a little

left handed rotation, and the polarity being as above^
* See diagram.

20-2
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7866. On reversing the current so that all the poles were changed,

the glass then had a trace of right handed rotation.

7867. Then the direction of the current in the smaller helix was

changed, so as to endeavour to place the magnets with similar

ends together, but in fact the Woolwich magnet was so powerful

that it still kept the polarity of the iron core of our magnet the

same in quality as before and as marked above. At the same time,

the glass had more left handed rotation than before.

7868. Three iron tube[s] each 27 inches long and ,0 of an inch

thick in the sides and of such diameters as to go into each other

were prepared, and the smallest supplied with glass ends and

filled with water. This placed in the axis of the Woolwich helix,

the water had a certain amount of rotating power. When this

tube was placed in the next larger, and both put into tlie axis

of the helix, the water had more rotating power than before, as

if thus far the iron had increased the energy of the lines of magnetic

force. When the two were put into the third tube and the whole

arrangement placed in the axis of the helix, then the water had

fallen again in power, but still possessed a marked proportion.

7869. The short prism (7807, 7743) of heavy glass was examined

as to its power when in the second only of the above iron tubes,

or when in the second and that also in the third. 1 think it had

less power in the two tubes than in the one tube.

7870. A lens may be occasionally employed at the eye end of the

arrangement for the purpose of magnifying the apparent effect.

7871. A magnetic needle put under a glass jar. A helix placed

at some distance and at right angles to it, the helix magnetised

by an Electric current, and its effect in deflecting the needle

observed. When all stationary, put the 7 inch bar of heavy glass

into tlie helix, but could not perceive the slightest additional effect

on the magnetic needle.

7872. Thus anotlier of the powers of nature is directly related to

the rest, or rather another form of the great power is distinctly

and directly related to the other forms; or perhaps rather the great

power manifested by particular phenomena in particular forms

is here further identified by its direct relation in the form of light

to its forms of Electricity and Magnetism.
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7873. Consider the case of a Magnet rotating upon its own axis

by a current passing through it, and my form of expt. The mag.
curves evidently act through iron already filled with force— as is

shewn by the water in center of an iron core.
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7874. Have had a new horse shoe magnet made out of the half

link that Mr Enderby gave us. The iron is
3I

inches in diameter

and its axial line 46 inches in length. Two compound coils arc

placed round each leg. Each coil, being 16 inches in length, con-

sists of three superposed wires ofcopper ofan inch in diameter.

The wire, after passing round one leg, then crosses over and goes

to the next. The first wire on (that next the iron) is i66| feet

in length-the second is 172I feet and the third or outer i82| feet

in length. They are now connected by clamps as to make a total

length of 521^ feet of coil.

7875. The iron is not the very best, nor has it been annealed.

It is on a board, and the whole together weighs lbs. 238. Shifting

iron poles have been attached to it for the sake of varying the

distance between them.

7876. When this magnet was excited by 5
pr. of Grove’s plates

it easily held a half hundred weight against the front of the face,

hanging in a very bad position. Nor could I pull it off. Its power

increased from one pair up to ten pairs of plates, and so much

each time as to shew that the iron had capacity for the application

of much more wire or voltaic power.

7877. Was excited by ten pair of plates as wanted, and further

experiments made with it.

7878. Gases.

Carbonic acid, carbonic oxide. Air, ammonia. Olefiant gas,

sulphuretted hydrogen. Sulphurous acid gas and muriatic acid gas

gave no effect. The doubtful shade observed of certain was most

likely due to the glass of the bottle.

7879. Borax neutralized by Tartaric acid and concentrated till

very dense rotates well to the right hand by itself and gives good

colours. The power thrown on by the magnet adds a small amount

to this, or rather abstracts a small amount, for the magnet rotates

to the left hand in its present position.

7880. Strong solution ofTartaric acid and Boracic acid. Boraxated

tartar and other solutions gave their particular effects, but no[t]

so highly altogether as I expected.
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7881. With a piece of heavy glass ascertained clearly that the

amount of rotation increases really with the increase of magnetic
power and with the increase of length in the glass.

7882. Rock crystal^ in crystals 4 inches across, or in smaller

crystals or in the cubes ( ) gave no signs of rotative force,

though placed in such positions before hand as least affected the

polarized ray.

7883. Iceland Spar, Neither the cubes ( ) nor natural

rhomboids shewed any effect. The rhomboids placed thus did not

depolarize the ray (polarized in a horizontal plane); but still there

was no effect on the light by the Magnetic forces.

7884. Sulphate ofBaryta—

a

large crystal—no effect.

7885. Sulphate oflime or selenite—no.

7886. Carbonate of polished sides—no.

7887. Crystals ofsulphur—\n oil of turpentine in a tube. Could
perceive no effect, but the crystals [did] not let much light through

and experiment undecided.

7888. Rock salt—yes^ plainly enough.

7889. Alum crystal— \ think yes, but doubtful.

7890. Camphor. Melted and in a tube about i inch in diameter.

When fluid has much rotative force of its own. Also the rotative

effect of the Magnetic forces very doubtful. Now this might be

because the mass was small, i.e. the length of the course of the

ray. Or because the natural force of the camphor on the ray

prevented the reduction of the light beyond a certain amount,

and so the small effect of magnetic force could not be observed.

Or because the Camphor retained in the fluid state part of its

crystalline relations, and these incompatible with artificial rotation

— but that is not very likely, I think. (Sulphur, 7669).

7891. Fuied nitre— not rotate, but else it also did not shew
the power: at the same time being in a tube about i inch in

diameter. The ray here was very short.

7892. Made certain very rough measurements thus. The aperture

between the magnetic poles was made constant 2\ inches. Then
different bodies were brought into the line of the magnetic forces,

the fluids being in bottles, and the eye piece adjusted to a scale

before and after the magnetic force was put on; i.e. the effect

was adjusted before, then the magnetic effect produced, and then
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the eye piece moved until this added effect was compensated for.

The battery power was always the 10 pr. Grove’s plates.

7893. The eye piece handle had a prolongation about inches

long as an index, and this index at the extremity moved before

an inch rule, the |th of which I counted for degrees. So the ray

length of the substance and the number of degrees give a rough

expression of the rotating force.

7894. Oil ofturpentine-\n bottle of inch in diameter-adjusted

the eye piece in air, then introduced the oil of turpentine and

adjusted again. The number of degrees in three observations was

19*8: 18*2: 18*2: and the average was i8°*7~for the natural power
in the above length.

7895. Heavy Glass— piece of which the ray length was of

an inch. The induced rotation was 9'^-! or (|th of an inch (1893))

for an average of three observations.

7896. Flint Glass— plate-ray length of an inch. The induced

rotation was 4^*5 (or ^th) as the average of three experiments.

7897. Rock salt—xdy length only ^ of an inch. It was difficult

to obtain a result here, perhaps 2°—or perhaps that too much.

The effect distinct but small. Being crystalline, the piece of salt

requires arrangement that it may not depolarize the light.

7898. Water—xdy length of an inch. The induced rotation was,

on an average of nine observations, i°*7.

7899. Alcohol-xdy length ^ of an inch. Could not get the

measure by my rough arrangement, but was less than water.

7900. Ether— x^y length of an inch—could not get the measure,

but was less than Alcohol, I think.

7901. Now assuming that the effect is proportionate to the ray

length of the body in lines of equal magnetic force, 100 parts of

each of the above bodies would have the following expressions

in degrees^

Oil of tur-

pentine 100 ray length produce rotation of (i i-8) 53-4 by natural rotation.

Heavy Glass „ „ „ (6) 26* S'! by the given Mag-
Flint Glass „ „ „ (2*8) 12*5 netic force, these

Rock salt „ „ „ (2*2)10 ^ Nos. therefore ex-

IFater „ „ „ (0 4*5 press roughly the

Alcohol „ „ „ ratio of these

Ether „ „ „
^ bodies.

^ The numbers in brackets are in pencil in the MS.
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7902. The bar of heavy glass (7807), ofinch long and of

an inch square, was suspended by cocoon silk in a glass jar on

principle as before (7743) placed between the poles of

the last magnet (7874). "^en it was arranged and had come
to rest, I found I could affect it by the Magnetic forces and give

it position
;
thus touching dimagnetics by magnetic curves and

observing a property quite independent of light, by which also

we may probably trace these forces into opaque and other bodies,

as tlie metals, etc. The nature of the affection was this. Let N
and S represent the poles and G the bar of heavy glass. It was

arranged so as to stand as in the figure. Then on making N and S

active by the Electric current, G traversed not so as to point

between N and S but across them, thus, and when the current

was stopped the glass returned to its first position. Next arranged

the glass when stationary thus, then put on power, and now it

moved in the contrary direction to take up cross position as

before; so that the end which before went to the left hand now
went to the right, that being the neutral or natural condition.

When the current was off, the torsion of the silk brought the wire

to the oblique position.

7903. If I was the natural position, on making the poles magnetic

the glass swung into position 2 and on to position 3. If contact

was continued after 2, the tendency to 3 was diminished, i.e. was

less than if there was no current. If, whilst swinging, contact of

circuit was continued during vibration from i to 2, and broken

from 2 to 3, then renewed from 3 to 2, and broken from 2 to i,

the bar was soon sent spinning round the whole circle.

7904. If, when freely vibrating, contact was made as the bar went

from 2 to 3 or 2 to I, and broken as it went from i to 2, and 3 to 2,

the motion of the bar was quickly stopped.

7905. In fact the bar was under command just like a galvanometer

needle, and the best way of stopping its vibrations and bringing

it to a state of rest to apply the force of the magnetic curves

according to these laws.

7906. How well this shews a tendency to specific action, for

if the air and the bar were alike, no motion of the bar would

take place. Or if the bar were a globe, no motion would take

place.

7907. How well this shews the new Magnetic property of matter.
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7908. How curiously it contrasts with the results and conclusions

of those who say that all bodies are magnetic and point, since

the great class of dimagnetics, being nearly all bodies, instead of

pointing, tend to stand equatorially.

7909. How will this influence terrestrial relations and solar rela-

tions ?

7910. May now examine Specific property of dimagnetics by this

form of result.

7911. Try effect with ordinary magnets.

5 NOV. 1845.

7912. Made certain experiments to-day on the top of the house

with sun light and helices. The day not good; still, some beams

came down from Sol.

7913. A Glass tube 28 inches long and i’4inches external diameter

had brass caps with flat glass ends attached by gum, the tube

being for oil of turpentine. 20 inches of this tube was covered

with a helix of one set of spirals containing 220 feet of covered

copper wire of inch in diameter. This tube was filled with clear

oil of turpentine and then put into the large Woolwich Magnet

(7801), the ends of which were connected with my very delicate

Galvanometer (from Matteucci).

7914. Then a ray from the sun reflected by a silvered glass

mirror was sent through the oil of Turpentine. But neither by
allowing it to go through, or stopping it, or reversing it, could

any action be found at the Galvanometer.

7915. Next a ray was polarized by passing through a bundle of

glass plates and treated in the same way-no effect.

7916. Next, two ordinary rays were sent in, one at each end, and

cut off at once or intermitted or alternated, but no effect.

7917. Next, polarized rays were sent in at the two ends and

changed in all these ways. Also sometimes the planes of both

rays were in the same plane and sometimes one was perpendicular

to the other, but no effect on Galvanometer.

7918. Then the Galvanometer was attached to the ends of the

tube helix (7913) and the expts. with Polarized light repeated-no

effect.

7919. Now 10 pr. of Grove’s plates were connected with the
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Woolwich helix-next, the Galvanometer wires were connected,

and lastly the rays, common and polarized, were sent in, but still

no effect.

7920. So that with this sunlight-and oil of turpentine either

rotating alone or made to rotate more by the Voltaic battery, still

no action of the ray of light evolved a current in the other helix.

792 1 . Tested the correctness of all the junctions by a little thermo-

arrangement-all good.

7922. Should like to try a finer sun and also water as the di-

magnetic (7808-21, 8683-93, 95-706).

7 NOVR. 1845.

7923. Worked with the large horse shoe magnet (7874) excited

by 10 pair of Grove’s plates, and dimagnetics of various kinds

suspended by a line of silk as before (7902), repeating and veri-

fying that experiment. One end of the same prism of heavy glass

(7807) is a little thicker than the other, only by a small portion

[illegible], and this was made a marked end.

7924. First of all the great fact of the 4th ( ) was verified.

If the glass were placed in either of these positions, i.e. parallel

or perpendicular to the magnetic curves, then on making magnet

it did not move; but if the glass was inclined to these positions,

then it moved on to take up the cross or equatorial position. Also

whichever way the marked end of the glass was, that made no

difference, but the prism moved directly into the equatorial posi-

tion a b. Shewing that tliat was the state of rest under the powers,

and tliat the effect was not due to particular ends of the glass but

to the whole mass.

7925 . This is a fine quality of the dimagnetic[s] in illustration ofthe

mode of magnetic action through them. No longer indifferent

bodies.

7926. Here a needle which points East and West as respects

magnetic lines of force-and so theoretically could have such a

needle.

7927. It moves until the circles of force in it are in the same plane

as the inducing currents of the Magnet. In this respect therefore

it points axially.

7928. But still, why the equilibrium is best held in this final

r » —)

:/

«/
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position is not shewn by that alone, and requires some force

acting across the curve.

7929. Settles as De la Rive’s ring does, in same plane. If it were

a plate of glass, shew that exactly.

Worked with various substances:

7930. Borate of lead-Ti wedge shaped fragment, of course long

in its general form. Presented exactly the same and all the phe-

nomena of heavy glass.

7931. Two pieces of Borate of lead, each squareish but togetlier

making up a long arrangement, were put into a little folded paper

tray and subjected to tlie magnetic action. They acted precisely

as one long piece.

7932 . Heavy Glass. Three pieces of heavy Glass arranged in the

same way had exactly the same effect. So pieces will do very well.

7933. Rock crystal. A natural prism about 2 inches long half an

inch in diameter was used; it obeyed exactly as the heavy glass.

7934. So though I could not find the effect by the optical test

because of crystallization, it easily appears here and probably will

do so with all crystals.

7935. Observed with it that if from its rest position at a, it be

pulled magnetically up to the equatorial position and then be

allowed to pass on to b by its swing, it will on relieving, by torsion

alone, go back to a and on to c, and beyond it^ perhaps to tlie

equator position-as if there were some kind of reaction on letting

down the magnetic force- but doubt it and must repeat.

7936. Employed three little cut cylinders of Rock crystal placed

end to end, and diey answered exceedingly well.

7937. Flint glass—v^ small rod of it shewed the phenomena very

well.

7938. Two such rods side by side did better. The more matter

tliere is, if in the long form, the better the effect.

7939. Bodies having less power than air, if such there be, ought

to arrange themselves along tfie Mag, curves, because of tlie air

which surrounds them. So also if a body have less power than

water, then in water it ought to arrange itself along the magnetic

curves. Can try this probably with Alcohol or Ether.

7940. Sidphur~z cylinder of this body did exceedingly well and

as heavy glass-acts so well probably because of its size.
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7941 . Sealing wax^ red. Here a good case in distinction of mag-
netic action from the new action, for whichever way it stood, it

was, on magnetic action being induced, at once drawn up into

a line between the poles, just as a piece of iron would be. It was
magnetic, doubtless from some ferruginous matter in it, and made
a beautiful contrast with the other bodies.

7942. Amusing to think of the proofs that some have brought
forward that all bodies are magnetic as iron, and point so. The
correction given by tlie truth of nature is not merely an answer
of no action, but of an action in striking contrast with that

assumed (7981).

7943. India rubber. Two prisms were cut from one thick piece

of natural rubber. One, being tried, proved to be magnetic after

the manner of sealing wax but not so strong.

7944. On trying the other, which had been well washed, it was
found not magnetic and to point well as heavy glass.

7945. So must be careful of my small quantities of magnetic
matter.

7946. Sulphate of lime, crystal, was in three plates standing side

by side. Obeyed as heavy glass and very well.

7947^. Asbestus, a natural bundle of this body was magnetic as

the Wax and more so.

7948. Iceland Spar. Two rhomboids placed end to end as one
long piece; obeyed as well as heavy Glass—so crystals settled.

7949 1. A flat rhomboid, being like a thick plate, was hung up
edgeways and acted well—moving as a plane into the plane per-

pendicular to the magnetic curves.

7950. Jet. A small piece of jet was not magnetic, and obeyed
the force of the curves as heavy glass.

7951 A small thin glass tube, intended to hold liquids if its

presence might be allowed, was tried by itself. It acted and took
up position, though feebly because of its small mass. Still, in

using them, must remember the amount of action due to the tube.

7952. The piece of paper used to hold fragments tried by itself.

It was not magnetic, and shewed scarcely a trace of heavy glass

action.

7953. Foolscap— \\2\{ a sheet torn into 4 strips and rolled up into

a cylinder proved to be magnetic, as wax or iron (8052).

rz-.--
" —

y

J

* [7947] t [7949] * [7951]
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7954. Muriate ofAmmonia-some long fragments broken from

a mass were selected and put together as a little bundle about

2 inches long. It acted very well, as heavy glass, and was not at all

magnetic.

7955 • Nitre- 3, crystal about 2 inches long and half an inch thick-

not magnetic-acted as heavy glass.

7956. Easy to see if a body magnetic or not. Being at an Angle

of 45° with the Magnetic line or thereabouts, and the action put

on, if it is magnetic it goes one way-if not magnetic it goes the

other.

7957. Litharge filled and in mo pieces. Not magnetic. Acts as

heavy glass-but not so well as I expected. The pieces were not

arranged well end to end, supposing there is action of one piece

on the other.

7958. The oxide of iron which is in it is no doubt fully oxidized,

i.e. above Magnetic condition. So bodies cleaned with litharge,

as silver, gold, etc. most likely free from magnetic iron on every

account-not so platinum, coins, etc.-nor is iron without action

ever,

7959. Sulphate of Soda. A large crystal-not magnetic; was as

heavy glass.

7960. Sulphate of Nickel^ crystals -are fine crystals— but they

are magnetic, and from the appearance of the crystals I suspect

they are properly so of themselves. If so, probably Sulphate of

Iron (proto) will be magnetic also. Curious to ascertain tliis

point.

7961. I will now note certain experiments made with one of the

metals, copper^ with very striking and new results, and which

doubtless belong to all the metals: time will shew.

7962. The copper was a small bar about 2 inches long, 0*33 of

inch wide and 0*2 in thickness. It was set up edgeways in die

stirrup after being well cleaned with sand paper.

^ 79^3* Let the dotted line always represent a line perpendicular

;
to the magnetic lines of force, and let it be always understood

I ^ that the end of the bar marked with c is the same end of the bar-a

•
”3 E* suppose the copper in this position

/ V before the Magnetism is on. On putting on the Magnetism the

rod does not take up the equatorial position, but turns the end c.
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advancing towards S, and gradually comes up to this position,

and stops there. It goes also steadily up to its position of rest and
not a jot beyond it, though in one part of its course its momentum
merely is enough to carry it farther on. This coming up to a position

like that shewn, but not constant, being sometimes more some-
times less, and its manner of coming up, is very striking. All this

time the magnetism is supposed to be constant.

7964*- Next, as to the cutting off the Electric current and letting

down the magnetism. This does not leave the bar where it was but

a very singular effect takes place, for the moment the contact is

broken the bar is driven round in die other direction nearly a

whole circle, and then slowly returns by the torsion vibration,

and after many oscillations takes its natural place of rest, returning

nearly to the position from whence it set out. Fig. i represents

the first swing on being driven from its constrained position.

Fig. 2, its first return by torsion; fig. 3, its second vibration by
torsion and Fig. /z, about the final place of rest.

7965. It is manifest that neither the first advance up to a position

nor the second impulse in the opposite direction are either of

them ordinary magnetic actions such as that of iron, or die sealing

wax (7941); and they are in appearance equally removed from

die action of die heavy glass and odier such bodies, being non-

or bad conductors.

7966. Now put the copper thus, and made the poles magnetic.

c immediately moved up towards S, exactly with the same ap- ^
[

pearances as before and forming much the same angle (7963); and

then on breaking contact it was thrown off and back, repeating

all the former phenomena but in the reverse order.

7967. Instead of waiting until the copper bar was quite still, I let

it vibrate by the torsion of the silk film, and found that that was

not of much consequence to the general effect; for if the contact

was made as the copper bar came up to the position figured above

then all the other efects, i.e. the advance to a certain point, and

fixture there, and final revulsion followed just as before.

7968. If the bar is nearly parallel to the equatorial line at the

moment the magnetic action comes on, then the first pull up
towards the direction of the Magnetic curve is not so strong as

* See par. 7966.

* [7964]
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when the bar forms an angle of 45° with that line, nor is the after

revulsion so strong.

7969. If the bar be in the equatorial line, there is neither first pull

nor after revulsion. Or, if the bar be in the magnetic lines, i.e.

parallel to them, there is neither first pull nor after revulsion.

These are two positions of equilibrium or non action.

7970. The two other positions intermediate to these, and forming

angles of 45° with the magnetic curve and equatorial line, are the

two positions of greatest force, both in the first pull up and the

after revulsive action.

7971. If when the copper bar was moving gradually by torsion

the magnetic contact was made and broken in an instant^ then the

effect both of making and breaking was very striking- that of

making was a sudden jar or stop^ and that of breaking also\ but

the latter was not a strong revulsion as before— for the bar simply

resumed its course of vibration as if nothing had happened. The

results of the making and breaking were in fact two impulses,

but opposite in direction and equal in amount under these circum-

stances, and so being added on to and again taken off from the

original state of the bar, leave it at last in that state. Very different

all this to mere magnetism.

7972. If the bar be originally thus and is then by a prolonged

magnetic contact brought to this position, then on breaking con-

tact the revulsion take[s] place and the bar moves clock fashion:

but if the contact be renewed at any moment, as when the bar

has attained this position, or this, the bar is instantly arrested and

is either held in the place it was caught in or else returns a little

towards the magnetic line, but not to the first position in which

the magnet brought it. Also the quicker after breaking contact

it is renewed the less does it return- the more decidedly is it

seized and held in the place where the magnetic force finds it.

Being let loose the second time it is not so strongly revelsed^ as

before. So by managing the contacts, it may be caught in any

* In the MS. this word appears to have been altered from revwlsed to

revised, but subsequently ‘revelsed,* ‘revelsion' and ‘revelsing’ are written

unmistakably (pars. 7972, 4, 6). Note that this follows Faraday’s use (par. 7967
et seq,) of ‘ revulsion ’ in the literal sense of a drawing back or away. O.E.D,
does not admit ‘ revelse,’ but gives as obsolete a verb ‘ revel ’ with the meaning
‘to draw back.’
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position and kept there^ being revelsed less and less when let loose,

according as the position is nearer to that of the equatorial line.

If it be caught in the equatorial line, it is kept there and has no
revelsion afterwards: so that this position is a striking position,

and the after action diminishes up to it and ceases at it.

7973. After an absence of
|
of an hour found the bar in this

position and still the marked end being on this side. A momentary
contact and break (7971) gave just the little pull and reaction and

left the bar stilly as it found it. This is not like magnetic attraction of
iron^ for there would have been a strong and continuous swing round.

7974. Contact for a prolonged moment and then broken, first

moved the bar up (left handed) about the ^ of an inch (radius

I inch) and left it there, not revelsing it. When a prolonged contact

was made, the bar was brought up to a place of rest and on

breaking contact revelsion occurred.

7975. If the revulsion were ever so strong, could stop it at once

by contact, and now and then there was also a little return of the

bar towards direction of the magnetic line. On breaking contact,

the revulsion belonging to the position it then had (7964, 7966)

was manifest. When caught in the equator, it was kept tliere and

left there.

7976. When allowed to swing hy revulsion from one side of the

equatorial line to the other side, and then magnetically caught, it

seemed to be extra well urged on to that side, giving this general

result. Suppose i the natural position and contact made; it moved

left handed a little with a certain force and was at last held in a

certain position: then on breaking contact it would be revelsed

and if caught magnetically in position i, could now be kept there.

On breaking contact it would now be revelsed right hand fashion,

but if when at 2 the magnetic force were again laid on, the bar

would continue to move on towds. N more powerfully than if in

its natural state, apparently from its having been in the reverse

state previously on the other side of the equator, and far more

powerfully than if it had been placed in 2 with a condition like

that it had acquired in i. That isj the states on the two sides of

the equator are complementary in some respects to each other— for

when least attracted by S, it is in a corresponding position most

attracted by N, and vice versa.

13 E-

FDIV 21
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7977. Also there is a sort of exhaustion or charging, so that as

regards direction one way the copper can be made more or less

capable by the process described (7976).

7978. When the point of suspension for the copper was in the

equatorial line but out of the magnetic axis, then there were two
positions in which it was not moved either by making or breaking

contact—namely when parallel or perpendicular to the equatorial

line- But when it was in any other position, as thus^, it obeyed the

resultant of magnetic forces as before; only as the parts of the

straight bar did not accord with the form of the resultant, was not
placed symmetrically to the forces, or have forces of equal in-

tensity in its various parts, there were differences of degree in

action and differences of position: but all under the general result

expressed above.

7979- This action of non magnetic metals is beginning to come
out pretty clear, but in the first place, how distinct it stands from
any ordinary magnetic action. When the Sealing wax (7941) or

Asbestus (7947) or paper (7953) was in the magnetic field, if the

cylinder was first thus on making contact, it was drawn into the

magnetic line pointing from one pole to the other; or if its force

of vibration carried it beyond, it returned to that line and found
its place of rest there. But the non magnetic metal never goes up
to that line, for it finds a place of rest before and never swings
past it. Again, if when the magnetic matter is in its place of rest

the current be stopped and the magnetic force removed, the
magnetic piece of substance is left quiescent', but if the non mag-
netic metal be in its place of rest and the current stopped, a powerful
revulsion takes place and the metal is anything but quiet.

7980. Again, if when the magnetic substance stands oblique the
current be laid on and the substance pulled towards the magnetic
axis, and if as it reaches that position the contact be broken, the
body swings by the pole of the magnet with great power, and can
by a proper set of touches be brought into powerful revolution.
But^ with the non magnetic metal, no kind of touching can get it

past the pole of the magnet; it stops before it comes up to it and
the revelsion sends it hcu:h again. It is true a strong revulsion can
make it swing past the opposite pole, but that is a result of
momentum and the state acquired at the first pole and is in the

* [7978]
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contrary direction to the movement induced upon mere magnetic
matter.

7981. Those therefore who say that all bodies are magnetic after

the manner ofiron and pointy are as badly off here as with the non
conductors (7942).

798 1 1. These results give an excellent test for the presence of
ordinary magnetic force in bodies. Thus the sealing wax or paper,

etc. are magnetic and differ from unmagnetic bodies; tliey are not

like pure non conducting dimagnetics, for they do not rest in

the magnetic equator, and they are not like pure conducting

dimagnetic[s] for they do not start back again, etc. But they are

like iron, nickel and Cobalt, for they go to the magnetic axis and
hang there or else continue the direction of their revolution (8213).

7982. Must consider how these results with pure metals are re-

lated to Ampere’s old results.

7983. Must consider also how it is connected with my first in-

ductive and tonic state.

7985 h How connected with the rotation of the magnet on itself.

7986. Has it any connection with the motions of mercury either

in an Electrolyte under decomposition or in Davy’s heaps }

8 NOVR. 1845.

7987. In reference to the copper effects of yesterday, observe the

following explications of the actions.

7988. The copper is not magnetic in the ordinary manner.

7989. The copper is apparently attracted at first or brought up
a little, because as the Mag. curves rise in force they induce,

according to my old principles, currents in the copper in the same
direction as those moving in the helices (and iron of the magnet),

and so contrary Mag. poles are opposite each otlier and there is

attraction.

7990. That the attraction ceases is because, as soon as the Mag.
curves have done rizing— all is quiescent in the copper. The cur-

rents and therefore their magnetism continue only whilst the

curves rise or whilst there is motion, and the rising ceasing, then

the apparent attraction ceases. Then there is rest.

7991 . When the current is broken and the magnetism falls (which

^ 7984 is omitted in the MS.
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requires time), then the contrary currents are induced in the

copper, so that its magnetism (momentary) is changed, whilst

that of the Magnet, though falling, is still the same in kind. Hence

the repulsion observed.

7992. When the making and breaking are instantaneous, then the

two induced states in the copper are nearly equal in intensity and

contrary in action, and as the Iron has not had time to have its

state fixed, the internal change there also is instantaneous and all

things are balanced.

7993. So shews that by longer contact, not only is the iron raised

in Mag. force but it acquires a sort of set which a momentary

contact does not give it.

7994. The cause of the neutral position in the equatorial and

polar points is evident, being cases of balance of forces in opposite

directions.

7995. Also why the angle of 45° is the most effectual position

for the phenomena.

7996. Also why the first motion is towards the pole nearest or

to die right or left of the equatorial position.

7997. The reason why the revulsion is so much more powerful

than the attraction is because the rise is slower dian the fall. The
rise of the Magnetism is gradual and the conducting power of the

copper disposes of the currents
;
the fall is much more sharp and

sudden, and the moment or time of revelsive action more com-
pressed and concentrated, i.e. if long contact made. If a short

contact, then botli are equal.

7998. Also another reason in addition is^

7999. Tried many other bodies in the same manner as the heavy

glass or the copper. When they were in fragments, as Starch or

Gum, piled them up in a little paper tray in the stirrup or put

them end to end so as to make a long arrangement.

8000. Pieces of matter having no action when arranged as a

central heap acted very well when drawn out into a long parcel.

8001. In the first place, some bodies were magnetic; thus a piece

of red sealing wax was so, pointing and being pulled up to the

poles from either side, etc. at pleasure.

* A blank space is left in the MS.
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8002. Boxwood charcoal—vtiy magnetic.

8003. A piece of burnt magnetic.

8004. Shell Azc-magnetic; had been fuzed and was in lump.

800^ Red lead
magnetic and I believe from oxide

o c Tz iron in them-except the Sul. Zinc,
8006. yermillion r 1 1 r 1 1 r c

c ; '7- • 1
srid that probably from presence of

8007. Sul. Zirw in crystals^

8008. Sulphate of Iron in good crystals is magnetic. Both this

salt and the Sulphate of Nickel I think are magnetic of themselves

and as salts. Curious to see action of these on light-also action

of their solutions and if they also are magnetic.

The following salts in crystals

:

'Sulphate of Potassa

Sulphate of Magnesia

Q
Alum
Carbonate of Soda

Tartrate of Potassa and Antimony

, Rochelle salt or Tart, potassa and Soda

were not magnetic, and all obeyed freely the magnetic influence,

taking up the equatorial position like heavy glass (7902).

8010. Citric acid.
|

Tartaric acid.
[
These bodies also were not magnetic, but

Cinchonia.
)

acted as heavy glass. The Cinchonia crystals was put into a little

cylindrical thin paper case and acted rather strongly, considering

that the form of many small parts is disadvantageous (8098, 8099).

8011. Candle Margaric acid'

fe^Shell lac
“1"®

^ x. . glass, taking equatorial position.
Common Kosm o o'! r

Caffeine

S012. The Margaric acid was in a plate and acted beautifully,

shewing how well that form and the existence in one piece tells

in favour of the success of the experiment.

8013. Starch \
magnetic-all setting as the heavy

Cum arable h >->1 ? 1?

r 1. j Class- the crust very well.
Crust of bread) •'

8014. If a man could be in the Magnetic field, like Mahomet’s
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coffin, he would turn until across the Magnetic line, provided he

was not magnetic.

.8015. Phosphorus-one stick only-not magnetic and acted ex-

ceedingly well. I think excels in this respect (8051).

8016. Iodine-in a glass tube, closed by a covering of paper. The
result not satisfactory. It seemed to tend to point-but in one

position shewed a little magnetic, as if a particle of ferruginous

matter were there. Besides which, the division of the mass against

it. Must fuze a cylinder.

8017. Chloride oflead in pieces- feeble if at all. It did not seem

eitlier Magnetic or as heavy Glass, but I suspect a little magne-

tism-just enough to hide the other result. Must fuze a pure

cylinder.

8018. White Arsenic in two lumps. As heavy glass, feebly rather,

but here I suspect a little Magnetism, for now and then in certain

positions there was a sort of hesitation in the motion.

8019. Nitrate of lead in small crystals. Was as heavy glass but

not good. The numerous small crystals or pieces bad.

8020. Acetate oflead-very feebly as heavy Glass—hardly certain

—yet not magnetic sensibly—perhaps is as White Arsenic above

(8018).

8021. Sulphuret of Copper, Artificial, made from thick copper

wire and sulphur by heat. Was not Magnet.-nor as heavy Glass—

nor as Metal copper (7962, 7987). Seems to be quite indifferent.

Perhaps midway as to conduction and non conduction of Elec-

tricity, so as to be between these two bodies. Or perhaps a little

magnetic. Make more carefully (8041).

8022. Went to the metals again.

8023 . Copper (7962). Is as yesterday but very feeble, and probably

because the battery, having been long in action, is going down.
If it had been this way yesterday, I should not have observed

the facts. Must strengthen the magnet also.

8024. Leadf (8044) In bars also, 2 inches long and 0*33 and 0*2

8025 . Tin j (8045) thick-were Magnetic, from iron doubtless.

8026. Zinc, Do. gives feeble traces of being like copper with a

stronger magnet (8042).

8027. Bismuth, Not Magnetic. But is like heavy glass in all

points and on every side-and not at all like copper. Is better
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than any other thing for shewing the glass position, i.e. the

equatorial position (^03 5).

Is this because of its crystalline character ?

„ „ bad conducting power ?

or its thermo electric relation? or what?
What will a more powerful magnet do with it?

8028. Antimony, Not Magnetic. Is as bismuth but not so strongly;

approaches in degree more to heavy glass.

Strange /

8029. Silver. Is not like copper—nor like glass or bismuth, and

is a little magnetic. Perhaps careful cleaning alone will remove
the doubt.

8030. Arsenic metal. Moved, etc. much like heavy Glass, but I

suspect a little Magnetism on the sides. Then used two other

shorter pieces from the same lump and these were clearly magnetic.

Must sublime a cylinder of it (8040).

8031. One would have tliought that the zinc would have con-

tained iron—but some of the metals seem by other facts to cover

up the magnetic property of iron far more than other metals.

8032. Worked again at the magnet but with a good battery of

10 pr. Grove’s well charged, to see if there would be any difference

in the action of copper, bismuth, etc. by a stronger or weaker

battery, i.e. any difference in nature as if bismutli was [? would]

rise up to copper or copper approximate to bismuth.

8033. Heavy glass prism, as before (7902).

8034- Copper bar, just as at first, revelsion, etc. etc. (7962, etc.).

8035. Bismuth still as bismuth with this battery (8027), and far

better than heavy glass. As of course the revelsion could not be

seen at the equatorial position, I broke contact when the metal

was at angle of 45^, but could not perceive any signs of revelsion

there. So no electric currents or weak ones induced in it. This

agrees I think with Babbage and Herschell’s results on Aragons

motion.

8036. Antimony as Bismuth—and well (8035).

8037. Silver appears to be as copper and also a little magnetic.

It is as copper because, if there be sudden making and breaking

of contact ( ), there are the two jerks and resumption of the

previous state, i.e. no after action either of approach to or revul-
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sion from the axis. It is so also because, ifdrawn up to this position

and then the current stopped, there is the after revulsion.

8038. But it is magnetic, because if contact be continued, it is

steadily though slowly drawn up to this position, or even quite

into the axis, and does not stop as copper does (7963) at a place.

8039. Is the silver itself magnetic or not quite pure.^

8040. Arsenic, The three pieces (8030) examd. by a common
magnetic needle-one of the square pieces magnetic in one spot,

the other two not. The large single long piece again acted well,

as bismuth and antimony (8035, 8036) and quite certainly. The
other two pieces put togetlier shewed that there was a little

magnetism in them, but the first piece a good piece.

8041. Sulphuret of copper (8021). Still as before and very in-

different. Is not magnetic and apparently midway between con-

dition of the crystalline and conducting metals.

8042. Zmc, as copper and very fairly so (8034, 8026). This piece

was in a crystalline state, being made out of a cast plate (8153).

8043. Platinum ( ) : a piece of thick wire from Wollaston’s

Ingots, very carefully cleaned—but was magnetic. It is either so

of itself or contains iron.

8044. Lead (8024) very magnetic, yet did not shew it to the

magnetic needle; shews it is through the body and not any spot.

8045. Tin (8o25)-a little magnetic and is as silver (8037), i.e. the

magnetism caused a constant approach when bar near the pole

or axial line; but besides that, when at 45*^, there is a short pull

up and on breaking there is the revulsion, though small.

8046. Gold, Four sovereigns well cleaned outside by boiling in

caustic potash and afterds. in Muriatic acid, and afterds. a little

Nitric acid-wrapped up in examined paper-and tried. Were
magnetic very distinctly, and probably from iron. Still, when
current was made a while and then broken, there were signs of

ratlier strong revulsion. If pure, would probably be as copper

(7962, 8034).

8047. Palladium, Some large pieces from Mr Brandt were mag-
netic-also part of a plate from Wollaston was magnetic. Also

a portion reduced from the cyanide of Palladium and used in state

from reduction. Still all were magnetic.

8048. Rhodium,^ Wollaston’s. Magnetic and probably from Iron.
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8049. Cadmium, Not Magnetic. It shews the copper phenomena

but modified. If it were slowly swinging towards the axial line,

and the Electric current put on, it would be arrested; and if after

a moment the contact were broken, then there would be revulsion.

But suppose the contact not broken: then the metal gradually

goes to tlie equatorial position as bismuth does. So that it shews

both sets of metallic effects. Good,

8050. Repeating the experiment-found that it returned well to

the equator if the contact continued.

8051. Phosphorus (8015). Two short pieces as one. Still excellent

action, as heavy Glass.

8052. Paper often magnetic, almost always. It is quite necessary

to examine and select the paper that is used for wrapping up

things or forming trays for powders (7953).

8053. Mercury, In a thin glass tube. This metal was as heavy

Glass and bismuth, going to the equator-it was not magnetic.

It shewed signs also of the revulsion, for if going to the equator,

if contact broken, it went quicker.

8054. Plumbago
|

magnetic and I think
8055. h luor spar powdered } r ^

8056. Per oxide of lead-brown
j

8057. Examd. solutions of salts of Iron, and as I expected, found

them magnetic^ for the crystals of the sulphate were so (8008).

They were introduced into thin glass tubes about two inches long

and easily shewed their power; the solutions were

Proto sulphate of Ironl

Proto muriate „ V in water.

Per sulphate „ j

Tincture of Muriate of Iron.

All were Magnetic, both proto and per salts.

8058. Per oxide ofIron in powder in a tube was also magnetic,

but not quite sure that, as it has been heated, there may not be

in it a little protoxide.

8059. Muriate ofNickel,, solution of, in water-shews the power

of heavy Glass when near the equator, but at 45^ it is nearly

motionless, as if a trace of magnetism, enough to balance the

equatorial tendency. Still, it does not go to the pole or axial

line, so is only little magnetic if at all. I do not see how its neutral
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condition can be explained by any thing but a balance of the two
powers.

8060. Sulphate ofNickel solution— is in a slight degree magnetic-

enough so to hide the equatorial tendency.

8061. Sol. Muriate Cohalt— magnetic; but must look for iron.

8062 . Rock salt is as heavy Glass.

8063. Siliceous sand in a glass tube-was in the least degree mag-
netic, but it obeyed as Heavy glass, but only weakly, scarcely

sensible as compared to rock crystal. This may be eitlier from a

certain amount of counteracting magnetic force or from division.

I think breaking up into pieces much interferes with the power.

8064. Marble powder is as heavy Glass, but feebly, perhaps be-

cause of division.

8065. Water
8066. Alcohol

8067. Ether

8068. Nitric acid

8069. Sulphuric acid

8070. Muriatic acid

8071. Olive oil

8072. Oil of turpentine

8073. Barley Sugar-'ees heavy Glass.

8074. Lime woof a plate—not Magnetic—acts well as heavy Glass.

8075. Dried Mutton^ dried years ago-wr Magnetic. When near

the equator position, obtain clear indication that it acts like heavy
glass. Yet the piece had little substance, being very light.

8076. Dried blood. Not magnetic—nor as heavy glass—perhaps
a balance of tlie two here (8059). I did at one moment catch the

heavy glass effect but only weaL
8077. Must try recent fluid blood.

8078. Dried beef- dried years ago. Was magnetic-but no care in

tliat respect had been taken in old time.

10 NOVR. 1845.

8079. Optically examine and consider the crystals and solutions
of salts of iron-for they are magnets though weak ones.

8080. Also salts of Nickel, especially the sulphate.

8081. So all things pointy where there are differences of quality,
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either along polar axis or along equatorial line. Thus if heavy-

glass were in water, would point equatorially, and water polarly.

If water in air—water equatorial and air polar; and so on in all

bodies where any difference in the degree of the quality exists

-

and also in magnetic curves, however weak,

8082. What is the influence of this effect in nature-doubtless

some. In crust of the earth perhaps not much. In center we do

not know. In the air a difference, probably great by comparison,

and all leaves of trees and plants will have the tendency. At least,

unless air prove to be as strong as them, which the pointing of the

other bodies, as wood, etc. already shews is not the case.

8083. metals stop at the equator as heavy glass does, i.e, if

they are moved away, will they return to it.^ If so, how does this

agree with the tension notion (7983), as they are conductors.^

( ) Will heavy glass even stop at the equator if it could

get away.^

8084. Again went to work with a good battery and the great

horseshoe magnet, with which I have worked ever since 3 Novr.

(7874). Mr [illegible^] has lent me two specimens of transparent

jfluor^ one from himself and one from Mr, Daniell (late of Jermyn

Street). They are very fine and give ray dimensions from i to

2 inches long, but the surfaces are bad for vision. However, in

them I found that the polarized ray was rotated by the influence

of the magnetic curve or line of force. Now Fluor is also a crystal

equiaxed and having no double refraction, so that it coincides

witli Rock salt and Alum in that remarkable law already an-

nounced in my paper given in as probable ( ).

8085. Wrought with bodies between the great poles, i.e. in the

magnetic field, as to their motions under the influence of magnetic

force.

8086. Tourmaline-2i long narrow black crystal-and electric by

heat, is magnetic as iron.

8087. Hcematite-ViOX. magnetic to needle-is magnetic here and

freely.

8088. Pepper. Three long peppers-were magnetic-but had been

dusty and dirty and liable to contact of magnetic matter.

8089. Berlin porcellain--^2in of one of the Capsules of the labora-

^ Possibly Tarrant or Tennant.

FLUOR SPAR.
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tory, very clean and good-was magnetic

\

heated it in N.M.Acid

to dissolve off any iron from outside -still was magnetic. I did

not expect this. Glass containing more iron than this seems to

do is not magnetic.

8090. SuL baryta-2i piece of native-not magnetic; obeys as

heavy glass.

8091. ZearAer- piece of Sole leather-not magnetic; obeys well

as heavy Glass.

8092. Apple~-2i piece cut out of the middle either with a silver

or a steel knife was very good, as heavy Glass-probably better

for the water in it.

8093. Beef— a. piece of red muscle— Magnetic; obeys well as

H. Glass.

8094. China Ink-a stick did not seem magnetic-did not obey

as heavy glass—or as metal. Indifferent like sulphuret of copper.

Another stick the same. One had been gilt on the outside, the

other not.

8095. Is the body a little magnetic and so counteracts, or can

the divided state of the charcoal do any thing here, as it appears

to do in some other cases.

8096. Silk worm gut—

a

bundle made up into a compact cylinder—

was neutral in action like the China Ink. Query whether a little

magnetic or not, and so compensation or neutralization of the

two forces.

8097. A rough piece of bismuth acted very well as Heavy Glass.

It was then pulverized in a clean mortar roughly and put into a

glass tube (7951) and was as a parcel half as long again as before.

It still acted exceedingly well and did not seem to have lost power.

Was really very good.

8098. A piece of Calcareous spar-obeyed pretty well. Then
broken as small as cress seed and put into the glass tube. It

obeyed quite as well as before. Again triturated much finer—and

now the action seemed to be injured, for it did not obey well.

8099. Very fine trituration seems to injure (8010).

8100. Copper bar (7962) and good voltaic battery-action as at

first (79^3).

8101. If the copper is swinging by torsion or momentum rather

strongly even, still upon electric contact it comes to its place at
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once, with no swing beyond or back from it; then, if after a few

moments, contact be broken, there is the revulsion (7964). But

if the contact be continued, the copper does not move^ i.e. it does

not tend as bismuth or glass towards the equator. Nor does it

tend towards the magnetic axis.

8102. If whilst contact of E. Current continued and so the copper

held in a place, it be pushed by a wire into a new place, it stops

there— \X.s vibration or motion is over at once, as if it were moving

in a liqpid or something able to deaden and stop its motions.

A push by a wire, which will not send it forward more than 40*^

whilst the magnetic force is on, will send it through two or three

revolutions or more if the magnetic force be off. The effect is

very distinct.

8103. But if the Heavy Glass^ after it has come to the equa-

tor, be pushed away in like manner, it returns again to the

equator.

8104. Also when pushed, it moves or vibrates as easily whilst

the curves of magnetic force are on as when off, i.e. allowance

being made for the force which tends to pull it to the equator when

magnetic force is on and which is of course either added to or

opposed to the force of momentum,

8105. Bismuth also vibrates as easily and returns as surely to the

Equator as Heavy Glass, indeed far better.

8106. Take Bismuth henceforth as the substance representing this

class of bodies ( ).

8107. Cadmium. Is curiously between copper and bismuth-

feeble as to both sets of characters but distinct in both. If it is

moving by rnomcnium or torsion, the magnetic force makes it

stop in its place like copper at first; but continuing contact, it

goes to the equator like bismuth.

8108. Now examined the Magnetic field by the bar of bismutli

suspended in a perpendicular position by a fine thread 6 feet long,

and placed in different positions as respects the magnetic axis and

equator. The accompanying diagrams represent the magnetic

poles, the line S N the magnetic axis, the line a b the magnetic

equator, and p the place of the bismuth bar-the whole being

seen in plan or in a horizontal plane, and therefore p appearing

as a section of the bar of bismuth.
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8109. When the bismuth was as thus 00; putting on the

magnetic force caused it to move outwds. or from the magnetic

axis in the line of the equator-on taking off the force it returned

to its first position, vibrating towds. the axis. By making contact

as the bar swung outwards and ceasing it as it swung inwards,

the vibration was soon made considerable.

8110. When the bar was on the opposite side of the axis thus C",

magnetic force made it swingfrom the axis, and in again when the

power was off- so that the action was the same, but in both cases

out from the axis when the power was on.

8111. When there were two bars, one on each side the magnetic

axis- the magnetic force seemed to make them repel each other—but

this was only the simultaneous occurrence of the two first actions.

8112. The bar of heavy glass (7807, 7902), slung and experi-

mented with, acted exactly as the bismuth but not nearly so well-

otherwise all the motions were precisely the same.

8113. A cube of heavy glass about one fourth the side of the bar

experimented with-did as well, I think, as the bar. So cube or

sphere sliew this action very well.

8114. The bar of bismuth and that of heavy glass being on op-

posite sides of the axis and in the equator, seemed (81 ii) to repel

each other as the power put on, and come together again as it

was taken off.

8115. Now placed the long bar of bismuth (end up) in the axis

g
but near the S pole. When magnetic force was on, it

moved towds, the equator along the axis; when the force was

off, it moved back again. If the bar were at Q ,
the magnetic

force made it move from N towards the equator, and on taking

off the force it moved back again.

8116. As long as the magnetic force was on, the bismuth was

permanendy held out^ being apparently repelled from the pole.

8117. At the intersection of the magnetic axis and equator, the

bismuth did not tend to move. That is a place of rest, but only

because forces on each side the equator equal, for if cut into two

halves, one would go one way and the other the other way from

the axis along the equatorial line.

8118. When the bar was at a corner of the pole, on making
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contact of E. Current, the bar immediately went off obliquely

along the line of the magnetic curve at first, but afterds. outwards,

as was found by other position[s] as at
^ ^ p ,

and the same

happened at the other positions or corners near the Magnetic

poles. The course of the bismuth is along the curve at first but

afterds. across them from stronger to weaker curves.

8119. Its endeavour is in fact not to go along or across the curves

exclusively-but to get out of the curves going from stronger to

weaker points of magnetic action.

8120. Hence it goes along a magnetic curve, either beginning at

the N or S pole, and therefore in either direction along it. Hence

also it will go across the curves from the axis and tlierefore also

in either direction^ but it always tends from stronger to weaker

points of action.

8121. Hence also a new set of Magnetic curves marked out by

this and other substance[s] and indicating both a new and peculiar

action.

8122. What name shall I give them, and what name the others.^

8123. Bismuth would no doubt go off from side of pole~aIso

probably act better with a single pole.

8124. Announced repulsion of bismuth.^ Is now a law of action

for all bodies like heavy Glass.

8125. A long piece of heavy glass (7807) shewed the same phe-

nomena.

8126. Curious to see a piece of wood or beef~or apple-or a

drop of water, etc. etc. etc. repelled by a magnetic pole in every

direction.

8127. By a single pole would look like mere repulsion-but the

law iS from stronger to weaker points ofaction.

8128. Presents as a fact the only case, I think, of repulsion with-

out polarity. But expect it will disappear as repulsion presently

and prove to be a mere result of deficiency of action in relation

to the air (8143).

8129. Now in place of the silk suspension I have employed for

the former experiments on the setting of bars in the equator

(7902), used this thread suspension of 6 feet long (8108), having

an open glass cylinder between the poles of the magnet to shelter
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the bar from currents of air, and two pieces of paper to close over

the top and cover it in. Suspended also the bars of bismuth,

glass, etc. by fine copper wire made fast round them, and rising

up 10 or 12 inches, and so by a hook in the upper end going

into a loop of the suspending thread. Found all this very con-

venient and good-and using different sized cylinders, could have

the magnetic poles more or less apart for any distance not ex-

ceeding five or six inches.

8130. Wood-had a plane of wood about 3 inches square and
' of an inch thick-it took its equatorial position very well between

poles 4 inches apart.

8131. Bismuth . The bar (8027) 2 inches by 0*33 by 0*2 of inch -

suspended by the middle in a horizontal position by the copper

wire and thread (8 108)-put into a glass between the magnetic

poles and the glass filled up with distilled water. Then on laying

on Magnetic force the bar pointed beautifully, taking up its posi-

tion in the equator. Its beauty consisted in not going beyond it.

It took up its position as directly and at once as copper did before

(7963), but in the equator.

8132. The bar of heavy Glass (7807, 7902) in the same glass of

water- also took up its position but more weakly and slowly. This

for two reasons. One, the difference between it and water in

respect of this power is not so great as between bismuth and

water. Next, the Glass is lighter-larger in bulk and in moving

has more water to displace.

8133. This is a beautiful experiment, and being carried out to

diffnt. fluids and bodies, will apply even to gases, and to bodies

having less power than water, which then of course ought to set

in the contrary or axial direction.

8134. Copper. The bar (7962) being put into the glass of water,

was affected there exactly as in air, only not so strong or quick

in the motions.

8135. There were some good indications thus obtained. Thus if

the copper is moving slowly round by torsion-it may be caught

by the magnetic forces any where almost and fixed there. Suppose

it swinging left handed and caught at a position
;
if let loose there

is but little revulsion, being in water and so opposed in motion.

If it be caught in h position, there is under similar circumstances
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more motion of revulsion, because torsion is now with that effect,

being before against it.8136.

If whilst going round by torsion moderately quick, it be

caught by the magnetic forces at h and contact continued there,

then after standing at ^ a while, it will slowly creep on, accellerating

its pace as it nears the equator and enters the region beyond it;

this acceleration goes on a while, then diminishes, and the copper

bar comes to rest at about
[

]-stopping there, and from

there it might if wished be revelsed. But if the contact still be

continued, the bar very slowly moves (left hand fashion) by the

force of the torsion and at last gets by the pole very slowly and

with difficulty, and gradually creeps to the other side -still it

hangs much—and it was only by stopping the electric current and

so taking off the magnetic force that it then left this state and went

off (moving left handed) on that side with strong revulsive action.

12 NOVR. 1845.

8137. With Bismuth the effect (8115, 8118) appears to be an

absolute and permanent repulsion. There is no apparently dual

character in the force-is an unique phenomenon as to its kind.

8138. Can there be formation in Bismuth of currents in the con-

trary direction } Such an effect would account for the phenomena.

If so, look for and find them.

8139. Then other bodies, as heavy glass, might have a tendency

to these counter currents.

8140. There must be something particular in bismuth distinct

from copper action.

8141. Would a Bismuth wire or rod, carried across the magnetic

curves, give a current in the same direction as a wire of copper

or a contrary current ?

8142. So also of Antimony and Arsenic.

8143. But^ on the other hand^ is the apparent repulsion an absolute

tendency off from the magnetic pole, or only a difference between

it and the neighbouring matter, as the air or water 'i

8144. For the Bismuth goes from strong to weak points of mag-

netic action. This may be because it is deficient in the inductive

force or action, and so is displaced by matter having stronger

powers, giving way to the latter.

FDIV 22
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8145 • Just as in Electrical induction the best conductors, or bodies

best fitted to carry on the action, are drawn into the vicinity of

the inducting bodies or into their line of action.

8146. In that case, if mercury or water were the medium about

the magnetic poles, a globule of air kept to a horizontal plane or

restrained in the vicinity of the magnetic field would be attracted

to the pole and have all the reverse motions of bismuth or phos-
phorus or heavy glass in air.

8147. If one magnetic pole only were used, the actions would
in almost all points be the reverse ofcommon electrical attractions

and repulsions—but not if 2 poles be used, for we have not the

polar or dual action.

8148. Perhaps in fluids filling the magnetic field and the sides

of the magnet there might be continual currents, though not
likely. Might see by fine particles or other means, as coloured
strata.

8149. Would not a piece of bismuth weigh lighter in latitudes

where the dip is great, than at the equator-also in places where
the intensity of magnetic force is greater than at other places.^

Also would not air weigh heavier in such places than in the others ?

The difference no doubt would be small.

8150. But may not this effect have some appreciable amount in

the great phenomenon of tlie Globe, and at times of magnetic
storms, may it not cause sensible differences in aerial phenomena ?

8151. If an opaque Globe had its inside filled irregularly with air

and ice or other dissimilar things like heavy Glass in their general

quality, then could make out tlie general internal distribution—

though the center of Gravity might be in die center of the Mass,
for it would stand with its air parallel to the magnetic axis or line.

8152. This may have a bearing on the position of the earth in

the ecliptic—and in reference to the sun’s rays—and in many other
ways,

8153. Zinc. The bar of zinc (8042) is part of a cast plate and is

crystallized, the crystals running from both flat surfaces to the

median plane and therefore being perpendicular to the larger

forces of the zinc bar.

8154. Davy’s elevations: have they, or not, any thing to do with
these phenomena }
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8155. If a magnetic pole were entirely in water, would the water

circulate, or is the motion outwards in all directions with such

degree of force as would make all stable ?

8156. If it would circulate, then a globe of iron in the center

of a glass of water ought to form two such sets of currents.

8157. Perhaps may find this by putting coloured fluid at the

bottom of colourless— or by making the equator of the globe
coincide with the plane of colour— or by alcohol and water and
the striae formed in them.

8158. If poles very close and small, perhaps a stream or wind
in water or even in air— or some kind of circulation.

8159. Flame between. 2 very close magnetic polar points.

8160. As bismutli is repelled without duality of force— two pieces

ought to have mutual repulsion, or at all events, mutual action.

8161. Again, bismuth or Antimony, being used against copper as

screens, ought to have some difference on the induction between

magnetic needles.

8162. Must be some contrast or effect between bismuth and

copper— also between bismuth and H. Glass— as well as between

copper and Heavy Glass.

8163. Bismuth and air screens between two Magnetic needles.

8164. Babbage and Herschell. Effect of bismuth and antimony in

their expts. on rotation. Phil. Trans.

8165. Ask Wheatstone for Conducting power of bismuth and

antimony obtained by his apparatus.

8166. Bodies having less power than water, when in water should

arrange themselves in the magnetic axis.

14 NOVR. 1845.

8167. Why not call the new curves dimagnetic curves ( )
.^

8168. As different bodies, bismuth and water for instance, have

different forces of motion along the magnetic lines, so on the

earth's surface this should produce some curious results. A pound
each of air, water and bismuth weighed at the equator and taken

to latitude 60° or 70^, or where the lines of dip and force are most

favourable, would change their relation of weight. The air would

tend towds. the earth more than by gravity of a lb. and the bismuth

less. If the water and bismuth balanced each other in vacuo in

22-2
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one place they would not in another-and a place might be chosen

where, if being balanced, taken to another place the metal might

be heaviest and taken again to another the water might be heaviest,

i.e. as regards their relative tendency to the mass of the earth.

8169. For their tendency downwards or to the body of the earth

is not the mere pure result of gravity affected by centrifugal force

or the gravitating relations of the sun and moon.

8170. And different bodies would therefore differ in gravity (ap-

parently), and that differently in different latitudes.

8171. Is it likely there can be currents formed round the particles

of air. Glass, bismuth and other bodies than the magnetic metals }

If so, they must be currents in the opposite direction, or they

would not account for the repulsion in all directions.

8172. As to effect of comminution: (if it be any) it is also very

likely that the feebler the power of the body the more the breaking

up of the mass interferes, and so bismuth may be less affected by

pulverization than marble or common glass (8098).

8173. In bodies, too, which in powder be more open, more air

gets in.

8174. As a plate of heavy glass in the equator rotates a ray of

light™what mechanical reaction ought the same plate to have

iffree to move- ox surrounded by copper, etc. etc .

}

May substitute

bismuth for heavy Glass.

15 NOVR. 1845.

8175. Air and things below as to equatorial set would evidently

set and congregate between the poles, and the more strongly near

the poles and as the poles are nearer to each other-to the expulsion

of the other bodies, as heavy glass, phosphorus, bismuth, etc. etc.

8176. But this is what iron, nickel and cobalt does.

8177. If iron were in a mass of fluid nickel, between the poles

of a magnet, it would not set more easily than things below air

do in it.

8178. If nickel were in a mass offluid iron, it would set equatorially

as heavy glass does in air, i.e. assuming that iron is in all cases

more powerful than nickel-of that iron is to nickel as air to water.

8179. Surround the poles of a magnet with fluid iron, and a bar
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of nickel in it would set and be repelled ( ) just as heavy
glass or bismuth are in air or water.8180.

What difference then is there between the set of heavy
Glass, water, bismuth, etc. etc. and iron, except that due to the

different relations of the substances in the order of strength.

Thus, assuming that Iron is stronger than Nickel and Nickel

stronger than cobalt (which may not be the case) then this

order

would form a series of bodies acting alike, but

a bar of any one of them in a fluid sphere of any
other, being in the magnetic field, would set

equatorially in the substances above it and

axially in the substances below it.

8181. Then is there any physical difference between these bodies,

except in degree ?

8182. In tliat case, how does red hot iron, nickel and copper

come in.^ Either they change their mode of action altogether, or

else they fall suddenly into a very distant condition of the same

mode of action* Either may be true, b»t the latter is perhaps the

most likely.

8183. The change is analogous to that of bodies from the solid

to the liquid state. Especially since Henry has shewn that they

do not lose much of their attractive force in the change.

8184. Consider the difference of conductors and non conductors

as regards electricity. Will it affect the question.^ It is evidently

unimportant to the ordinary action of dimagnetics whether

they are the one or the other—but we have not yet a noncon-

ducting magnet—though a crystal of sulphate of Iron approaches

to it.

Iron

Nickel

Cobalt

Air

Ether

Alcohol

Water
Crown Glass

Flint Glass

Heavy Glass

Phosphorus
Arsenic

Antimony
Bismuth
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8185. These magnetic salts would require to be worked into the

list on the last page^.

8186. After all this, consider the effect on light“it appears to be

the lesser phenomenon, i.e. all bodies appear to be affected alike

by the magnetic forces, but in different degree; and when so

affected, probably all would influence a ray of light, but it is only

some which, by transparency and physical structure and fitness

in other respects, enable us to see the phenomena in a sensible

degree.

8187. And it is apparently these bodies, which being most

simple in their effect on light in their natural state, are also at

the same time nearest to the bottom of the list in the preceding

page.

8188. Then what as to centers of magnetic action, such as a

natural magnet-an artificial magnet—and an Electro magnet.^

Consider this point well.

8189. If particles from the top and bottom of the list (8180)

could be mixed, there surely ought to be much motion amongst
them when near and between strong magnetic poles.

Try Bismuth powder and water.

„ Antimony or Arsenic powder and water.

„ Phosphorous powder in a solution of S. G. ofphosphorous.

8190. Can there be convection of magnetic power by particles

between ?

8191. Placed the Woolwich helix and core (7801) vertical so as

to work with one pole only^ and also allowing motions in a plane

perpendicular to the axis of the magnet. Excited it by 10 pair

of Grove’s plates—action was good. Used the suspensions by
6 feet of fine thread (8108), hanging die substances in little slender

cradles of copper wire hanging by a hook extension of it from the

thread, and even used no shading glass in most of the experiments,

being alone and in a quiet place.

8192. Bismuth. The bar (8027) of two inches by 0*2 and 0*33

of an inch.

When the bar was over the center of the end of the core, i.e.

over the center of the magnetic pole (the pole being the flat end

* i.e. par. 8180.
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of a cylinder of soft iron, 2| inches in diameter) and | of an inch

from it, laying on the magnetism did nothing,

8193. When the bismuth bar was in either of these positions,

the magnetism made it move towards the center of the pole, i.e.

towards the axis of the magnetic pole, and when tlie contact was

broken the bar swung out again (8196). A swinging, irregular

motion also came on by successive contacts (8264).

8194. When the bar was in eidier of tlie above positions or in

any similar position as respected the center of tlie magnetic pole,

and the magnetic power was continued, tlien the bar swung round

until it had taken a radial position and there stopped.

8195. But on taking off the magnetism, the bar passed in towards

the axis of the magnet. So when bar first of all in this radial

position, making the pole magnetic caused the bar to move out-

wards from the axis.

8196. Repeated the former experiment (8193) and found that, in

reality, in that position the center of gravity moved outwards on

making contact and inwards on breaking contact (8195). The
apparent motion inwards was only the tendency of the near end,

when there was a little inclination, to set the bar round into the

radial position.

8197. A cube or sphere of bismuth is probably the best fitted

to shew the simple motions of a particle of such matter in these

different places.

8198. So Bismutli bar set first of all radially. At the same time

it is repelled outwards.

8199. If the bar be thus, magnetism makes it go outwards— \( a

little inclined to radial line as thus, the magnetism brings it into

line of radius and makes it go outwards. If the bar be thus*, the

magnetism sends it outwards—hvX if it be a little inclined to the

tangent as thust, the magnetism then causes it to set in the line

of the tangent and not in radial line^ and it goes outwards.

8200. There is a position, about this, which is quiescent as to

setting round, and there the bar only goes outwards: but the least

deviation to one side or the other of it causes the bar to go round

into either the radial or the tangential position, at the same time

that it is sent outwards.

8201 . All this depends upon the different lines of magnetic force

[8199]
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in which different parts of the bar are situated. So a smaller piece

of bismuth, and that globular, would be better ( ).

8202. If the bar, having its center of suspension on one side of

the magnetic pole as above (8199), were lowered so as to be just

below its level, it then always set in the tangential line and was

always repelled by the magnet when magnetic-and if lowered

until an inch below the top edge, the effect was the same and the

^ repulsions very good and striking.

8203. Now slung the same bar of bismuth so that it should hang

perpendicularly. When as at cz, the magnetism caused good repul-

sion; when at the same distance from the axis of magnet but raised

into position there was the same repulsion but less.

8204. When from position b it was approached nearer to the axis

of the magnet, the repulsion or force was outwards and very good

again.

8205. When placed just over the magnetic pole and at a distance

of about
5
of the radius from the side as thus, the bar seemed to

have a tendency to the center on making contact with the battery

and not outwards (8204). When a little nearer to the axis and about

\
of the radius from the circumference, there was less tendency to

the center and it was hardly sensible-further in and at the center,

there was no motion of the bismuth, i.e. no motion of the center

of gravity.

8206. The bar has motion if it is not in the line of the axis, but

the motion is that which belongs to the bar to set its width in

the radial position (8199): so if its projection on the plane of the

pole happen to be as a, it turns and by successive vibration sets

itself as b (8266).

8207. I am not quite sure whether, when at the
y
distance (8205),

the apparent tendency inwards is not this endeavour to turn into

radial position. Find that out by a globe ( ).

8208. Whilst using the vertical and the horizontal bar of bismuth

as above, I placed close to it, on the top of the pole or by its

side, cubes and prisms of bismuth, to see if there were any attrac-

tion or repulsion between two pieces of bismuth in similar mag-

netic conditions; but I could not find that the moveable bar was

in the least degree affected by the vicinity of these bodies.

8209. Heavy glass (7807, 7902): the bar was in the various
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positions affected exactly as bismuth, having all the same motions,

but in a much smaller degree, and not those which depended on
the thinness of the bismuth bar (8206).

8210. Phosphorus was affected exactly as bismuth and heavy glass

and better Aan heavy glass.

8211. Antimony (8027^). The bar affected exactly in tlie manner
of bismuth and its compeers.

8212. Arsenic (8030, 8040). All the pieces of Arsenic shewed
when hung near this single pole considerable traces of magnetism.

It seemed located in spots as if accidental impurity. But it pre-

vented my having the repulsions of bismuth (8198) though I could

in some positions obtain the set in certain directions.

8213. A single pole will be a much better test for local magnetism

in a substance and perhaps for general magnetism than two poles

(8038, 7981^)—and the distinction is more striking because the

effect is not the mere difference between the magnetism and the

set but between attraction and repulsion, for bodies not magnetic

are bodily repelled, i.e. in air, and ofcourse subject to the principles

before set down (8175, etc.).

8214. Water ( ) in a tube ( ) at the side of the pole

(8202) had just the same tangential set and repulsion as bismuth

(8198), but small in degree.

8215. Bismuth^ triturated and in powder in a tube—acted in these

positions very well.

8216. Bar of bismuth wrapped up in three thicknesses of copper

foil acted very well, as the simple bar of bismuth.

8217. Copper and the single vertical magnetic pole (8191). The
bar of copper was of the same size as the bismuth bar (8192).

When it was over the Magnetic pole, the magnetism did not

affect it.

8218. If it were slowly revolving by torsion or momentum, the

magnetism did not affect or retard it. There was no appearance

of the tenacity of position or sluggishness to move which it

shewed on a former occasion in another position (7963, 8102).

8219. If the bar were thus a, then the magnetism caused it to

pass inwards or towards the line of the axis of the magnet, and

breaking contact made it pass back again (8265). But if with

* Should presumably be 8028.
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the same center of suspension the bar were as b (it then a little

overlapped the center of the pole), then the magnetism repelled

or sent it outwards from the axis of the magnet; but only feebly,

for the action was not so strong as the previous attraction inwards

towds. the axial line.

8220. When the copper bar was oblique to the radial line, then

on making electric contact there is a pull towards the radial

position, and on breaking contact there is an effect of revulsion.

8221. If the point of suspension is just over the edge of the

magnetic core and the bar radial in position; making contact sends

it outwards and breaking contact brings it inwards.

8222. If the bar moves by torsion so as to be a little oblique

to the radius, and contact is then made, the bar is caught (8101)

and held in that position
;
and on breaking contact there is revulsion.

If it move further on, clock fashion, it is again caught by the

magnetism, and on taking off the magnetism there is revulsion.

So it swings on clock fashion by successive steps as often as it is

caught and revulsed, advancing by these successive steps (as it

perhaps would have done by its own slow swing or by con-

tinued contact for a good while (8136)) until it is tangential. If

caught at the tangent and kept there a moment or two, on breaking

contact there is little or no revulsion. But if instead of that, the

bar, after having been under the magnetic action in a position

oblique to the tangent, is then allowed by swing to come up to

and pass the tangential position (contact meanwhile being con-

tinued), it then rapidly moves on after passing the tangential

position, clock fashion (by force of that state of charge it has

received which was before referred to (7976, 7, 8136)), until it

come up at once to a position on the other side the radial line

as before (8222), and then on breaking contact there is revulsion

(left handed) and all the phenomena in a reverse direction just

as before.

8223. The state of charge which produces revulsion or a part

of it on the one side, and the apetite it has for the direction of

force it finds on the other side of the radius (or its own position),

are apparently one and tlie same thing.

8224. When the copper bar is carried out beyond the edge of the

iron core, whether it be placed radially or tangentially, it is thrown
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outwards on making electric contact and falls inwards again on
breaking contact.

8225. If it be oblique to these positions, there are tlien the same
actions as before (8222), i.e. the tendency to go to the radial

position, the bringing up of the bar to its place and the revulsion

on breaking contact. Only when the bar is near the tangential

position there is little of this effect and the general tendency seems

to pass into the effect of repulsion or going outwards bodily.

8226. The copper bar placed at tlie side and below the edge of

the magnetic pole in a tangential position is, I think, more strongly

repelled even than bismuth and falls back as the current ceases

(8269).

8227. So copper is as bismuth in these respects. Only it has

certain results in addition, probably dependant on its excellent

conducting power.

8228. It falls back (8270) I think very readily perhaps more

readily than is due to gravity alone ?

8229. The copper bar was now hung perpendicularly about
\
of

an inch from the core and having about
f
of its length below the

edge of the cylinder. The rod is 0*2 of inch thick and 0*33 wide,

so that it may hang in several positions at the side of the core,

as for instance either with radius parallel to its width or to its

breadth or oblique to both.

8230. Now comes the curiosity, or rather the old action of revul-

sion, and in a striking form. If the rod be as a or <5
,
it is repelled

on making contact and falls too again on breaking contact.

8231. But if it be oblique as c, the center of Gravity is repelled

but the angle nearest the magnet is pulled in with a tendency

to go back towds. the line of the radius; it quickly stops stiff in

an oblique position until on breaking contact there is a strong

revulsion, which will spin the bar round 2, 3, or even 5 or 6

times.

8231 a. Yet if contact be made at any moment, the bar instantly

comes up to a position and then on breaking contact is again

revulsed.

8231 b. The bar, in being drawn up, is never drawn up fully out

of the oblique position, unless indeed it be very nearly out of it

at the moment of making contact (8267).
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8231 c. There is also the same charging on one side and the same

favourable condition for the other as before (8222). Thus if the

bar were as a, and contact be made and broken in a moment, the

bar first moves left handed and then on revulsion right handed :

but the right hand motion will always gain on the left: and though

the touches be ever so quick that are made at the voltaic battery,

the bar will at last become in its width tangent to the magnetic

cylinder, as at c/, and will keep that position in all after quick

touches. In fact, quick touches brings it up to that position and

there it settles as respect motion on its own axis. On whichever

side of the radius the first inclination be, the effect is the same, the

direction of the motion and revulsion only being altered if the side

be altered.

8231 d. This will make a good shape of experiment for the lecture

room.

82316. When the copper bar was raised to the level of the top

of the magnetic core, the motions were all of the same kind but

not so strong.

8231 f. When the bar was over the magnetic pole as at c, the

motions were weak but apparently of the same kind.

8231 g. The tendency of the bar is evidently to set its chief plane

perpendicular to the magnetic line of force, but the drawing up

and set and revulsion seem to be something different.^

8231 h. A card was placed on the top of the Magnetic core and

bismuth in fine powder sprinkled upon it; the card was then

tapped lightly to make the particles dance, and they did dance,

but nothing particular occurred, the core being not magnetic.

Then the core was magnetized and the process repeated and now
the particles all moved away from a line exactly formed over

the circumference of the end of the cylinder, some moving
inwards and some outwards but leaving the line clear in the

center.

8231 i. There was no signs of arrangement among the particles

inside or outside of the line—no signs of an attraction or repulsion

amongst themselves,

8231k. From the particles passing some inwards and some out-

wards, it is probable that a small bar or cube or globe of metal

would pass inwards or outwards from that edge, i.e. if it did not
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rise too high above it; and hence probably the explanation of

many of the movements near the edge.

8231 1 . The edge, in fact, forms the apex and concentration of the

pole and from it the curves must most rapidly decrease in force.

Parts of metal therefore mar the metal of the core are nearer to

the true apex of power at the circumference than at the center

of the end of the core.

8231m. So a conical termination would be best to shew all the

motions and would shew the travelling of the bismuth from that

point all round.

8231 n. Arranged a horizontal magnetic pole for a few experi-

ments allowing motion in a plane parallel to the axis of the magnet.

Did this by putting a short bar of iron, about i* inches square,

on to the top of the Woolwich core whilst vertical, and then

worked there. It is of course just like one end of a horizontal

magnet.

8231 o. The bismuth bar (8027) in front of the magnetic pole took

up position perpendicular or across the magnetic line of force,

and was repelled bodily-returning as the magnetic power was

removed.

8232. If the bar be end on, it is repelled on making the electric

contact and returns when that is broken. This position is a posi-

tion of unstable equilibrium as regards the motion of the bar

round the point of suspension. For if the bar be inclined on either

side, it tends to go on and take up position across the magnetic

curve or line of force.

8233. At the corner of the pole the effects were the same.

8234. At the side of the pole the effects were the same.

8235. Water in a tube ( ); same actions as bismuth but

much weaker.

8236. Phosphorus', the same actions and better than water.

8237. Copper^ hung perpendicularly at the end of this pole, was

moved just as before by the side of the vertical pole (8229);

there was the repulsion and the fixing and the revulsion, etc. etc. etc.

8238. The copper bar being hung horizontal at the end of the

bar of course projected beyond it, for it is 2 inches long and the

pole only about inch wide. Now nearly all the odd motions,,

revulsions,, etc. gone. There is the repulsion on making electric
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contact and falling to again on breaking contact, both in front

and on all sides of the pole, both when the bar is parallel to or

perpendicular to the line of magnetic force. All that is as before

and as bismuth.

8239. But if the bar be oblique to the magnetic line, there are

very small signs of the attractive pull, the fix, and the revulsion,

though there are traces.

8240. But if the face of the pole be large and the dimensions of

the copper bar before it be small, these rise up to a very high

degree (8231). So they seem to depend upon the full enclosure

of the bar by the magnetic curves and would probably disappear

with a conical termination or with a hemispherical termination

and a small bar; and almost certainly has relation to the excellent

conducting power of copper.

8241 . As to the cylindrical core, the iron round the circumferential

angle a is probably more highly magnetic [than] that at b or c,

and hence a complication of forces on a bar in different positions

in front.

8242 . Ampere’s motions of copper ring probably have reference

to these peculiar actions of copper, but cannot say as yet. Have
not the dimensions or expressions of force of his apparatus, helix

and cylinder, etc.

8243. Bismuth bar (8027) suspended horizontally, and when at

rest, a common horse shoe magnet ofconsiderable power was brought

up and advanced so as to include the bismuth bar between its

poles in an oblique position. Immediately the bar moved and

vibrated to the other side and back, taking up its position in a

line across the magnetic curves going from pole to pole.

8244. When the bar was still and out of magnets, i.e. free in

the air, by approaching and withdrawing one pole of the magnet,

I could easily obtain the repulsion and the swing.

8245. Heavy glass. Shewed the set across and also the repulsion,

but with difficulty by this common magnet,

8246. Phosphorous also shewed the phenomena— require great

precautions in these experiments.

8247. Employed the Woolwich Helix (7801) alone without its core

and a bar of bismudi hung before it. The power to repel it is

exceedingly small, hardly sensible. The voltaic battery is no doubt
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much reduced, but still the helix is exceedingly feeble in power,
not better if so good as the common magnet.
8248. Consider the settling power of copper and its quelling
power in Aragons phenomenon and on compasses.

8249. Can there be a convection ofMagnetic power by particles—

it does not seem impossible. Still, not likely.

8250. Consider the action of heat on Iron and extend the view
to all bodies.

8251. Now we find all matter subject to tlie dominion of Mag-
netic forces, as they before were known to be to Gravitation,

Electricity, cohesion.

8252. All bodies do not seem magnetic after the manner of
Iron.

8253. Magnets and Iron, Nickel, cobalt, etc. seem always to have
the power, i.e. it or the currents appear to be circulating about
their particles and employing their forces one on another; but
when the electric current is circulated around them, it seems to

arrange these forces, polarizing them as it were, and giving them
a constant direction, or giving that direction to a certain amount
of that internal force.

8254. In the list given (8180) or to be formed, Currents may
easily be formed round the particles of those at the one end of the

list and only a tendency to currents round those at the otlier end.

These latter it is that act most on light.

8255. A solution of sulphate of Iron forms a transparent, liquid

magnet, which by dilution may be adjusted to any degree of
strength within certain limits. Hence it may be used to present

all the phenomena with magnetic matter which are presented to

us by Air, Ether, Alcohol, Oil, Heavy Glass, etc. etc. A solution

that sets axially in a weaker ought to set equatorially in a stronger

solution.

8256. Is Bismuth and Air quite like iron in the character of
action.^ Will an Electro helix having air and bismuth coresy yet

the same current, act differently on a distant magnetic needle, as

in Jones’ measuring apparatus.^

8257. What ought a vacuum to do.^ This important as regards

air, gases and indeed the whole subject.

8258. A cube of copper, to examine the particular action at the
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edges and center of the end of core—or at the point of a cone.

Perhaps be good in a helix.

8259. Cube of copper in different bottles of gas and in vacuo.

8260. The powder of Bismuth (8231 h) shews no signs of attrac-

tion amongst its particles. If they are not magnetic like iron filings

and so do not form concentrations of the forces like these, then

there is no reason to expect their attraction.

8261. Place an inch cube of bismuth at the end of the magnet,

repel it and ascertain the power in grains required to bring it back

again to its place.

8262. If air be rarefied, ought not different bodies suspended in

it to set round in succession into the axial position—Water,

Heavy glass, Bismuth, etc. ?

19 NOVR. 1845.

8263. The Woolwich magnet ( ) and core placed vertically

and with the flat end in order to repeat certain results.

8264. Bismuth bar (8027) slung horizontal and over the pole, near

to it and about f of radius from the edge (8193); on putting on

the magnetism, the bar is really pulled inwards, i.e. towards the

axis of the magnet, the effect being not merely an endeavour to

set in line of radius.

8265. The copper bar (7962) in the same position was also drawn
inwards and affected exactly in the same manner (8219).

The set radially (8194) seems due to the pull inwards of that

end of a bar which is in a position to go inwards, and the passing

outwards of that end of the bar which is in a position to pass

outwards, and so is compounded of the two tendencies and

motions in the ends of the bar; and it is easy to see that that ought

to be the case.

8266. Bismuth bar (8027) perpendicular and hanging near to and

over the flat face of the pole as thus (8206); there is very little

tendency to set either way— it is very nearly neutral in that respect.

8267. Copper bar (7962) perpendicular and hanging by the side

of the pole as (8229, etc.). The tendency on making magnetism

is to place the bar edgeways to the cylinder, i.e. the broad faces

are parallel to the line joining the magnet and bar. The copper

tends as it were to become polar, and so sets edge on to the
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surface of the core. This is as respects the effect of the first contact

and before revulsion.

8268. The copper bar slung horiiontally and brought near the face

of a short inch thick iron bar laid on the top of the pole (to increase

the size of the face). It did not set and become revulsed nearly

so well as between the two poles (7964).

8269. Copper bar horizontal by the side of the core (8226). It

set tangentially to the side of the core, but not very strongly, and

just as bismuth, not as preceeding act of revulsion.

8270. When the copper is held off by the magnetism and then

the latter removed, I do not think the copper presents any thing

particular on the falling back (8228).

8271. Tried by this single pole tlie magnetism of the different

bars, etc. (8023, etc.) by placing them horizontally and near the

side below the level of the top, as thus—

8272. Silver bar (8029) considerably magnetic.

8273. Platina (8043) Do.

8274. Lead bar (8024) strongly attracted.

8275. Tin bar (8025) does not seem to be magnetic— is repelled

like bismuth but feebly-is probably a little magnetic and, though

able to shew bismuth action, has it in part masked.

8276. Zinc bar (8026) is well repelled as bismuth ; does not appear

to be magnetic.

8277. Antimony bar (8028) repelled like bismuth, better than Tin-
as good as zinc.

8278. Cadmium (8049). Repelled very well—not much if at all

magnetic.

8279. Gold (8046) two sovereigns; magnetic, for they went in-

wards on making contact independant of the copper action to be

mentioned presently.

8280. Zinc: four plates cut from a drawn plate (8153). The last

was a cast plate. These were cut so as to have the draught

across two and along the other two. They all acted alike and were

well repelled after the manner of bismuth—and better in that

respect than the cast plate, which is a little magnetic (8026).

8281. A piece of red Sealing wax (8001) not sensibly magnetic

here (8271).

8282. Solutions of Iron (8008, 57) well magnetic by this

F D IV ^3
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single pole and point to it-(in contrast with the tangential posi-

tion).

8283. Hung up the bars of the different metals perpendicularly

so as to compare them with copper in its peculiar action (8229).

8284. Zinc acted well in the manner of copper.

8285. Silver acted exceedingly well, notwithstanding its mag-
netism.

8286. Tin acts in the same manner very fairly.

8287. Antimony gave a trace of the action.

8288. Bismuth the least possible trace, if any.

8289. Lead was too magnetic to allow of an observation.

8290. Gold. The two sovereigns (8279) shewed the peculiar

copper action very well.

8291 . It may well be that some of these metals, as Gold, Platinum,

Lead, Tin, Silver, Palladium, Rhodium, etc. may be magnetic

of themselves, i.e. when in air. It is hardly likely that after Iron,

nickel, cobalt and their derivatives, that air is the next on the list.

Must ascertain this point.

8292. A single particle (a small filing) of iron placed between two

flat pieces of bismuth greatly interfered with the particular move-
ments of the latter metal.

8293. Now worked with a cube of bismuth half an inch in the

side so as to obtain simpler results of motion. When in from the

edge about of radius, it went inwards on making the pole mag-
netic.

8294. Even when close over the edge and low down, i.e. near

the face of the pole, it went inwards on making* electric contact.

8295. When a little further out, it was very wavering in its

movements—and a little further outwards still caused it to go
outwards on making contact.

8296. There is evidently a neutral line all round the edge where

doubtless it tends to go upwards or against gravity along the line

of tlie magnetic curve there. Inside of this it goes inwds.— outside

of it it goes outwards. The line will of course partly depend upon
the plane in which motion is allowed to the cube. If the pole

were inclined, then this point would probably be just over the

angle near to tlie magnet.

8297. A bismuth sphere about 0*2 of an inch in diameter used in
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the same manner and gave the same results. Near to the edge

there was no tendency to motion, and at the center or axis of

the magnet there was no motion. If it were at first a little within

the bounds of the edge, then the magnetism made it move inwards

—if it were a little outside the edge, it made it go outwards.

8298. Being lowered to the side about j
of an inch down or

below the level of the face and just touching the core, the mag-
netism would repel it, sending it outwards until even lialf an inch

off—looking just like an electric repulsion in effect.

8299. Have had an iron cone^ 2 inches in diameter at the base, made,

to put on the flat face of tlie core and so form a conical termination

to the pole.

8300. The Bismuth half inch cube^ when hung ove[r] the apex,

did not move on making the pole magnetic; but when a little on
one side, it then swung outwards (as expected) on putting on the

magnetism.

8301. The copper
\ of an inch cube was acted on in the same

manner exactly—but certainly not to the same extent as the bismuth.

8302. The bismuth sphere (8297) gave the same movements as the

cube and very well.

8303. The copper
\ of an inch cube (8301) at the side of tlie core

gave some very good indications. First it is repelled bodily as the

bismuth is. Next, it does not, on making the magnet active, turn

on its own axis, nor does it, on taking off the magnetism, suffer

revulsion. Yet it sets and is held whilst contact lasts, i.e. it sets

in relation to itself For if it be rotating on its axis and also swinging

on its suspending thread, the electric contact instantly stops the

first but the second is not affected—for tlie cube is repelled out-

wards and continues to vibrate, but allways parallel to itself. This

is at the side of the core.

8304. Is the copper polar at this moment—or is it merely that

any motion cutting the magnetic curves instantly sets up currents

that tend to make it keep its present condition— that being a

stable position or direction } Or is there actually counter currents

accounting for the repulsion—or is that entirely due to the inwds.

determination of the axis.

8305. Have now placed the Woolwich Magnet horizontal and

affixed the conical termination to it.

23-2
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8306. The horiiontal bismuth bar (8027), being near the apex,

set beautifully across the Magnetic curves-and was repelled as

before. The same effect was produced also at the sides of the end

of the core and in every other position all round.

8307. The horiiontal copper bar (7962) in the same positions is

also repelled by the magnetic force. But it does not set perpen-

dicular to the magnetic lines, except by long contact of electric

battery- for it is caught by the first contact and held in a position

until contact is broken. There is not much revulsion on breaking

contact with this form and size of pole and bar- still, there are

traces.

8308. The \ inch cube ofbismuth was placed in the various posi-

tions indicated by the dots, and on making the pole magnetic

moved in the direction indicated by the little lines. When the

little bismuth ball (8297) was used in the same manner, it indicated

the same directions of motion.

8309. The copper cube 0*33 of inch (8301) indicated exactly the

same motions and the return when the electric current was taken

off “but there was also the strong set (8303)-for if the cube be

vibrating and rotating, the latter is instantly stopped, the former

goes on undisturbed as before.

8310. The copper bar (7962) was now slung perpendicularly

and placed in different positions to the pole as indicated by the

dots; the same horizontal plane passing through the middle of

the magnet and of its length. Wherever it was, and even if with

a strong torsion twist on it, the magnetism caught it at once and

held it almost stiff-it scarcely moved (on its own axis) after. It

looks just as if it were polar of a sudden—but still, I suspect the

effect is due almost entirely to the currents produced by the

different moving parts cutting the magnetic curves. It is like my
revolving brass globe of old times—and this accords with the fact

that the best conductors shew this effect best.

8311. The copper bar is repelled as a mass as well as the former

smaller pieces.

8312. The stop and set (8303) is best at the side of the

core, where the magnetic lines throng most or diverge least

rapidly.

8313. In considering the revulsion, the falling back of the center

of gravity will help the action of the then existing currents.
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8314. Must examine this action by a little ring or helix of copper

wire in this same position, connecting it with a galvanometer.

8315. Made the magnetic pole vertical and worked with powders
over it.

8316. Bismuth in fine powder on paper held over the cone and

in contact with it. Being tapped, the powder left the spot above

the cone, but there was no indication of arrangement in the

particles generally.

8317. If the paper with the particles on it be drawn over the apex

of the cone, rubbing on it, a line is cleared from the particles

wherever the cone point has passed, shewing the passage of the

bismuth particles right and left from the cone point. Characters

may in this way be easily written in cleared lines.

8318. The cone was removed and paper with particles put on

the flat end of the core
;
being tapped, the particles moved in and

out from the line representing the edge of the cylinder.

8319. A Glass dish was put on the top of the core; water into

the dish and fine particles sprinkled on to the water. On making

the pole magnetic, many of the parcels of the particles moved
inwds. towards the line of the axis of the magnet.

8320. When the glass dish was put over the cone, several particles

ran up towards the point, but the action looked rather like the

magnetism of iron.

8321. Copper bronze dropped on the water shewed irregular

action, but the surface of the water was soon embrassed^ by the

films of metal.

8322. A ball of bismuth floated on a cork-did not move very

well here-perhaps do better on spirit of wine, for water soon

becomes filmy on the surface and then sluggish,

8323. When the magnet was horizontal and the cone on, a piece

of paper with bismuth powder on was brought up to the cone

and the magnetism put on. There was repulsion just at the point,

but no signs of arrangement farther in. Probably with 2 conical

poles and only a small space between them, curved forms might

appear.

8324. Iron^ hot and cold.

A piece of clean iron wire slung by platina wire and hung as

^ Presumably a variation of spelling of embraced. O.E.D. admits emhrase

as an obsolete form of the verb.
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before was then within half an inch of the apex of the horizontal

cone pole. It was then heated by a spirit lamp until red hot and

it had lost every signs of attractive force to a horse shoe magnet

brought near it. Then making the great core a magnet, the iron

was instantly attracted by it.

8325. The attraction, though a true magnetic attraction, was very

feeble by comparison, until the contact of the core had cooled

it, when it not quite suddenly but very quickly took on it its full

magnetic force, trembling with energy as it adhered by one end

to the cone.

8326. The first magnetism was very clear and distinct though

weak, and the contrast between it and the second very beautiful.

It was very easy then to think the iron just in the state of the

ordinary dimagnetics.

8327. Nickel. A piece of pure nickel was dealt with in a similar

manner. Long before it was visibly red hot, it had lost all power

to or upon the horseshoe magnet (8324). Still when quite red

hot, as hot as could be, it was attracted by the great Woolwich

core. The attraction was only feeble, and it was beautiful to watch

the piece of metal sticking or clinging side ways to the core, as

it cooled; it would have fallen off but for the wire suspension.

The magnetism did not come on all at once, i.e. as respects the

mass-but it gradually and slowly increased. Then by degrees and

after some time the increase became very rapid, and then the

attraction and holding on was with tremors, just like convulsive

movements, they were so strong.

8328. The experiments are good-^ey shew that the power is

never entirely lost~not when they are and act as dimagnetics;

and that the change from the weak to the strong state, though

quick, is not instantaneous, but progressive.

8329. Quite like other dimagnetics when hot-and so why should

not other dimagnetics be like them, according to the view given

(8175, etc.) and the list (8180).

8330. Have prepared certain tubes, about 0*5 of an inch external

diameter and r8 inches long, of thin flint glass, and have nearly

filled them with certain substances and sealed them up hermetically.

The following are the marks and contents

:
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0 Air.

1 Ether,

1

1

Camphine.
Ill Absolute Alcohol, or nearly so.

1 1 1 1 Water distilled.

1 1 1 1 1 Solution ofproto suL Iron (standard 40 grains anhydrousmm „ 5,1 vol. of V and 3 vols. water, [to i ounce),

mmi „ „i vol. of V and 1 5 vols. water.

8331. Had also portions of the same fluids and s6lutions to put

into glasses, forming media in which the tubes could be immersed
and then their set observed. The tubes were held in a little

frame of fine copper wire, and when necessary, held down by
a cube of bismuth hung from them exactly in the line of sus-

pension.

8332. Then these different substances were compared by the set

of a tube of one immersed in a glass of another, and so data gained

as to their relation one to another.

First

8333. The tube of air^ o, in the air-set very feebly across the

magnetic lines of force, i.e. in the equatorial direction. This is

no doubt a result of the action of the glass tube, and has to be

considered as to its influence in any of the experiments to

come.

8334. Tube of Air in Water.
The air and tube clearly set axially: and from both sides of

the axis ijito its direction. The effect was weak but very distinct,

and the more so as the effect of the glass would be to set equatorially

in water.

8335. Tube ofAir in Alcohol.
Also a tendency for the air to set axially, but weaker I think

than with water (8334).

8336. Tube ofair in OIL OF TURPENTINE. Air set axially and I

think better than in water.

8337. Tube of WATER in Alcohol. I think the water tends to

set axially in the spirit, but the effect if any is very small and it is

difficult to say.

8338. Tube of Alcohol in tends to set axially— the effect

clear but the difference small.

Sul. iron anhydrous 76

7 Waters 63

Crystals 139
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8339. So the apparent result of these two experiment[s] would

be that Alcohol is axial to water equatorial.

8340. Tube of water in Camphine. I cannot say what is the set.

Also tube of Camphine in water: I could not make out the set.

8341. Alcohol tube in camphine-sets axially-but though distinct,

the effect is very small. Camphine tube in Alcohol. Very doubtful

if it sets any way. So perhaps Alcohol axial to Camphine equa-

torial.

8342. The iron solution v (8330) easily pointed axially either in

Alcohol or in water. The weaker solution vi easily pointed axially

in water

^

and the weakest solution vii pointed axially in water

^

but

very feebly, not better perhaps than air in water.

8343. Now tube of VII in a bath of vi-the tube pointed equa-

torially.

8344. Then tube ofw in a, bath of vi— the tube pointed axially.

8345. So that in the same bath of vi, a stronger solution points

axially and a weaker equatorially.

8346. When a tube of vi was put into a bath of vi-there was

perhaps a trace of axial power, but I doubt it.

8347. A mixture was made of 3 vols. of v or the standard solution

and I vol. of water, so that it was not much weaker than v and

considerably stronger than vi and vii,

8348. Tube VI points well equatorially in this fluid and also

tube VII the same. But tube v points well axially-^so that it is

quite clear the weaker solutions point equatorially, or in fact are

driven outwds. from the magnetic field.

8349. Then the tubes were suspended perpendicularly in this

fluid of 3
4- I water and their movements observed when the

pole was made magnetic. Tube vii was repelled from the pole

exactly as bismuth is in air. Tube vi also was repelled, but with

less force. Tube v was attracted in the same fluid.

8350. Hence the power of the surrounding medium to cause the

vertical attraction or repulsion of other bodies is very manifest—

and as yet every thing seems to shew that these actions are exactly

of the same nature as those with bismuth, etc. in air.

8351. It would be very curious if, after Iron, nickel and cobalt,

the air were to prove the next most magnetic body. But perhaps

some of the metals, as Platinum or silver, may come in.
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8352. Will bodies that come axial attract and those that go
equatorially not do so? Try same solution of Iron?

8353. Will the fact of attraction shew whether bodies are mag-
netical as Iron—Air for instance?

8354. Is a tube of solution of Iron a magnet and can it attract

another tube?

8355. Must quickly try bismuth in a vacuum—and by letting in

other gases, also in them. Air is becoming very important.

8356. Oxygen and Nitrogen may have great differences between
them— the magnetic power of one neutralizing the deficiency of

power in the other. As it is, Air is the most magnetic of all

earthly bodies, except Iron, Nickel and cobalt.

8357. Not unlikely that the EartJis magnetism may reside essen-

tially in the air*

8358. All the gases require careful examination and consideration.

8359. The magnetic condition and relation of the air, gases and

vapours probably a very fine separate subject.

8359 a. Very curious that the most and the least magnetic of

substances comes out of the metallic list, and that ordinary bodies

are between them.

8360. What relation will mercury have to vapour of mercury?

8361. What relation will water have to vapour of water-can
easily try that.

22 NOVR. 1845.

8362. Have now the large Enderby Magnet (7874, 8408), but

with 443 feet more of the same wire on it, so that now there is

964 feet of wire on it in one length (by junctions). Battery,

10 pair of Grove’s Plates.

8363. Arranged an air pump and its Jar so that the latter, about

3 inches in diameter, was between the poles of the magnet. It was

furnished with a brass sliding wire and a cocoon silk suspension

(7902) so that bars of glass, bismuth, etc. etc. could be submitted

to the action of the magnetic forces in vacuo. The interval of the

poles was 4 inches,

8364. Bismuth bar (8027) in vacuo. The bar was suspended and

the air at first left in the Jar. On laying on the magnetism, the

bar pointed equatorially very well.
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8365. Then exhausted the Jar very well. The bar again pointed

equatorially^ and as far as I could perceive quite as well as before.

This experiment was repeated several times.

8366. Let Carbonic acidgas into the Jar, so that the bar of bismuth

should be surrounded by it. The bar set equatorially, and just

as in Air or vacuo.

8367. Made a vacuum after the Carbonic acid, so that very rare

carbonic acid should remain in the jar; still the effect was presisely

the same.

8368. Repeated the experiment with the same result.

8369. Filled the Receiver with hydrogen. The bismuth bar pointed

equatorially exactly as before.

8370. Made a vacuum after the hydrogen- s>t\\\ the same result,

both in kind and degree. All were alike.

8371. So whether bismuth bar be in

Air, or vacuum after it,

Carbonic acid, or vacuum after it.

Hydrogen, or vacuum after it,

still it always points equatorially and apparently with the same

degree of force.

8372. The tube of Air (8330) was now suspended in Air in the

Jar and the magnetism laid on. It did not point either equatorially

or axially.

8373* The receiver was exhausted-but the tube of air did not

point either way in this vacuum.

8374. The Jar was filled with hydrogen gas-but the tube of air

was as indifferent as before.

8375. It was then filled with carbonic acid gas, but still it remained

indifferent.

8376. So that tube of air^ in Air or hydrogen or carbonic acid

or vacuo, is not affected by any of them, and does not point

either equatorially or axially.

8377. The half inch cube of bismuth was suspended by a longer

suspension in a taller Jar and brought nigh to one of the poles.

When air was in the Jar, it was repelled on laying on the mag-

netism. When the air was removed and the best vacuum produced,

the repulsion took place exactly in the same manner.

8378. The copper bar was suspended perpendicularly (8108) in
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the Jar near the face of the pole, and then its set and revulsion

( ) observed whilst air was in the Jar—and also after the

air was removed. It was affected precisely in the same manner,
both in air and in vacuo,

8379*- The airpump and Jar were removed and the two moveable
pole terminations put in place, each armed with an iron cone
which could be brought near to and opposite each other at

pleasure. A slip of paper and finely powdered bismuth sprinkled

on it were placed between the points, and then the magnetism
laid on. By tapping the paper the bismuth was driven away a

little from opposite each point, but nothing else occurred. It was
not striking.

8380. With respect to currents produced in uniform fluids, they

are not likely to occur, but still experimented. A little glass tube

having coloured water up to a certain line and colourless water

above, was held with the line of junction level with and between
the points above ( ). On laying on the magnetism there

were no signs of current or any change within the tube.

8381. Put a layer of ether on water and made the same experi-

ment, but obtained no effect of alteration. Repeated the experi-

ment with Alcohol and water. Chloride or Arsenic and hydrated

chloride of Arsenic, and other arrangements, but obtained no
signs of motion in the fluids.

8382. Are solutions of Iron magnets when magnetic.^ The two
tubes V and vi (8330) of Iron were taken and the distance of the

Magnetic poles so adjusted that the tubes, placed against the poles,

would overlap a little. Then the tube a was suspended in such a

position that, not quite touching its pole, still when the mag-
netism was laid on, its round end was drawn to the pole, and the

tube took and kept the position it has in the figure. Then, retaining

the magnetism, the tube h was brought in contact with the other

pole (being held in the hand) and became of course as magnetic

as a. In that state its end was approached to the free end of a,

to see if there were any power to draw aside that end a little; but

I could perceive no attraction between these two ends.

8383. Perhaps it was too much to expect, for after all, it must
have been very small and the intensity of the magnetic curves

passing through the air must be very great.

* [8379]
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Magnetism ofMetals.

8384. Bar of lead made from Chinese lead selected and of the

size of the former, being examd. for magnetism between the two

poles, set axially as if magnetic, but nothing like in degree with

the former bar of lead (8289, 8274). So that probably its mag-

netism is due to iron.

8384 a, Bar offine tin. Is not magnetic. Is caught and shews

revulsion like copper, but not very strongly.

8385. As to strength of the magnet in its present state— the \ inch

cube of bismuth is well repelled and by either pole.

8386. Revulsion of copper^ etc. The bar of copper slung per-

pendicularly and placed so as to be opposite a broad surface of the

pole. It was then well brought up and set and well revulsed. If it

were kept in an oblique position for a short time and then the

magnetism taken off, there was strong revulsion. But if it were

kept in the same oblique position for the same time, then set by

hand equatorially^ and then the magnetism withdrawn, there was

no revulsion. The experiment was made in reference to any effect

of a state of charge in the copper ( ).

8387. A plate of copper | of an inch in thickness was placed

between the magnetic pole and the { inch cube of bismuth. The
repulsions of the latter occurred just as well, and I think with

the same degree of strength, whether the copper were there or away.

8388. Now wrought with tubes of different substances in masses

of media (fluid).

8389. The tube of Air (8330) sets well axially in water-^XiA in

Alcohol— in oil ofturpentine.

8390. The alcohol tube (8330) sets axially and distinctly in water

y

but also the water tube sets axially in Alcohol.

8391. Again, the oil ofturpentine tube-sets axially and distinctly

in water—hut the water tube also sets axially in the oil ofturpentine.

8392. I believe that in these cases it is the bubble of air which

is left in the tube with the fluid that determines the tubes to set

axially (8390, i); its influence predominating over any influence

that die difference of the fluids might produce.

8393. The oil of turpentine tube in the Alcohol-wdiS doubtful in

its movements.

8394. In some of these expts., I could just perceive the effect
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of the copper wire suspending holder in producing set and revul-

sion, and when it alone was examined in the air, it was found
capable of producing the set and a little revulsion. This would
not interfere with the effects above, which belong to a continuation

of the magnetic force.

8395. It is remarkable to consider the way in which powers seem
at times to be attached to or to move freely among and through
matter, and also the relation of action and reaction at such times.

This illustrated by wire fixed to magnet yet revolving round it™

also the revolving magnet— the power which causes the revolution

being in its own mass.

8396. From experiments above (8364-71), it would seem that

bismuth is not driven away from axial position by the tendency

of air to occupy that place, for when air withdrawn, still it goes

away. It appears rather to be absolutely repelled.

8397. But this effect might happen just as well as it does if a

vacuum were more fitted to transmit magnetic influence than

bismuth, and then it would still be the result of a difference in

degree of quality.

8398. Is air a normal point of conditioHy or is it only intermediate

in degree in one order of things, i.e. are bodies in two classes,

air being the zero— or are bodies in one class, air being in the

middle.^

8399. If in two classes, then there is a positive and a negative in

relation to magnetism.

8400. As to the degree of this power in the great mass of natural

bodies, the indication we get of it is far greater in amount than

any indication we can obtain of gravitating force on the same or

a much larger scale of masses; yet how does gravity affect the

earth and our system?

8401. It is impossible to think that this power can be in the earth

and air, etc. etc. as generally as gravitation is, and yet have no
relation of utility to the earth and to its magnetism.

8402. If there were no iron in the earth, or not enough to make
it magnetic as a whole, still the powers now described would

make it a magnet and would cause magnets on its surface to

point.

8403. But whether this magnetism would reside in the air does
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not yet appear. Or that bismuth and Glass would go east and

west because of power of air is not proved ( ).

8404. Still, the great mass of the earth ought to go equatorially,

because it is as their bodies.

8405. So Saturn's ring is in the position it would take, revolving

or not revolving, if the magnetism of Saturn were arranged

according to its poles of rotation. Our moon also.

8406. The mass of air will tend to point in the direction at right

angles to these heavier masses of matter.

8407. In the expt. of to-day, the bar of Heavy Glass was tried

in air and vacuo (8363), and pointed equatorially and alike in both.

26 NOVR. 1845.

8408. The great magnet has now (7874) six coils of wire about

it, five on the ends of the two arms and one at the bend, which

I will call the sixth. The wire is copper and 0-175 or rather more

than
3
of an inch in diameter. No. 7 of commerce. The first coil,

feet inches

beginning to count from the iron upwards, contains 166 5

The second coil „ 172 5

third coil „ 182 7
fourth coil „ 192 o

fifth coil „ 195 o

and the sixth coil at tlie bend „ 560
so that the whole length of wire in one succession is 964 5

8409. The whole weight of the magnet and stand is about 281 lbs.

and of this about 93I lbs. are copper, for 443 feet of the wire

weigh 43 lbs.

8410. When, using ten pair of Grove's battery, but not in good

excitation, the force of the whole was sent through the first coil^

the power of the magnet was good but not great. On including

the second coil, it increased considerably-on including the third,

it increased again well, and so on to the fifth and even the sixth

coil, shewing that all these as one series, and the 10 pr. of plates

were wanted to bring out the force of the iron core. Was very

good at last and would be better still with a better battery.

8411. The magnetic poles were terminated by the two cones
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(8379) and these brought close together, i.e, within the fo of an

inch-and all being dark, the magnetic force was superinduced;

but no light was visible either when az>, or heavy glass^ or chloro-

phane was the dimagnetic between the poles.

8412. The plane poles were no[w] experimented with in various

ways. An iron tube about 2\ inches in diameter and \
of an inch

in thickness in the side, was placed between the poles and the

\ inch bismuth cube suspended within it, near to one of the poles.

When the magnetism was laid on, the cube was repelled and

obeyed apparently as well as if no iron were there.

8413. Doubtless if there had been sufficient iron, it would have

carried on all the force, and so either diminished the action on the

bismuth or made it cease altogether. In the present case, the

amount of iron is not enough, and so there is action across the

space from one side of the tube within to the other.

8414. The bismuth cube was placed about inch from the pole

on the outside (the iron tube being now removed), and its repulsion

was observed when that space was occupied by air; or a plate

of lead an inch thick intervened, or a plate of copper
|
of an inch

thick. The bismuth appeared to be equally repelled in all cases.

8415. Three plates of bismuth amounting to i inch in thickness

were introduced, but the effect was the same.

8416. The lead seemed in a very slight degree to favour the

repulsion, but as it is probably magnetic from iron (8044), it

may probably do so by virtually diminishing the distance between

the bismuth cube and the pole.

8417. The perpendicular copper bar (8229) is at a given distance

affected exactly in the same manner, whether air or bismuth or

copper intervene.

8418. When the thick copper plate (8414) was standing near the

face of the magnetic pole on a wooden block, it was a little

repelled on making the apparatus magnetic. When the electric

current was stopped, the copper fell to or rather was pulled

towards the pole with a force that was remarkable, for it gave a

sudden tap or pressure to the finger held against it. There is

evidently a little more power than the falling back by gravity;

there is a pull back ( ).

8419. A Galvanometer has been placed in the froggery, about
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25 feet from the magnet. It is not disturbed on rendering the

apparatus magnetic. Wires have been attached to it, and as a
record, note here that the wire which is uppermost at the door.,

when a current goes through \X. to the galvanometer and returns

by the under wire at the door—then the North end of the indicating

needle goes West.

8420. Now helices and wires were connected with the galvano-
meter and taken between the poles of the magnet, and to under-
stand the results the annexed is a plan*, shewing the state of the

upper surface of the magnet and helices, etc.; thus as regards the

two poles, the wires and arrow heads shew how the current from
the battery was passing round them above when contact with it

was made. A is a little helix of covered wire and the arrow by it

shews how the induced current passed through its upper part

under circumstances to be described, a and b indicate the sections

of a vertical wire which was carried across the curves either from
a to b or b to a.

8421. Now the helix h being placed as marked, near one pole but
between both, on making the magnet active, a current was induced
in the helix in a contrary direction to that passing round the magnet,
in accordance with my old researches (Exp. Resh. ). When the

electric current was stopped—a current the reverse of the former,

or the same as that which had moved round the magnet, was
induced in the helix.

8422. Whether this helix was only a quarter ofan inch in diameter,

or 4 or 5 inches, or a foot in diameter, the direction of the cur-

rents was the same as that described.

8423. When tlie Magnetic force was continued and a perpen-
dicular wire carried from a to b across the curves, the induced
current in it was upwards. When the wire was carried from b to a,

the induced current was downwards.
8424. All this is in accordance with the old results.

8425. When instead of a copper wire, a bar of bismuth or of anti-

mony was carried across the curves (8423), the current induced
in them was exactly the same as that induced in the copper wire.

8426. When a compound bar of bismuth and antimony was
employed, the effects were exactly the same. The differences of
metal or arrangement made no alteration (10328, 9).

D

[8420]
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8427. The stationary compound antimony bismuth bar did nothing,

8428. Worked with bars of copper and bismuth in a bath of
mercury between the poles, keeping the lighter metals down and
beneath the surface by fixing them to wires of copper weighted

higher up.

8429. Copper in mercury was stopped and revulsed, just as in air

or in water.

8430. Bar of bismuth in mercury sets equatorially and very well.

8431. A tube ofair in mercury— sets axially—but not very strongly

or distinctly. It however had a great weight to carry of equipoise

above and that would embarras its movements. Repeat the

expt.

8432. Worked on the magnetism of certain metals and the probable

effects of heat on others.

8433. A piece of thick Platinum was magnetic, and the

same when as hot as I could make it by a spirit lamp.

8434. Copper— not magnetic—when hotalmost to melting, nothing

additional or particular.

8435. Gold—another piece than before (8046, 8279). Magnetic—
and continued so when heated until it fuzed to the sustaining

platinum wire (8444).

8436. Silver— the piece magnetic and rather strong- but when
very hot and just melting, it appeared to lose its magnetic force.

8437. I precipitated some silver from the nitrate by copper,

washed the metal, squeezed it into a cake and dried it. In this

adhering spongy state, it was not magnetic^ but was repelled en

masse as bismuth or tin. Hence silver is not a magnetic metal.

8438. When moving, it could be caught and stopped in its

vibration and could be revulsed just like copper but the effects

are feeble, doubtless because the silver has very slight adherence

as a mass—very poor contact for currents of electricity.

8439. When a piece of the cake was broken off so as to represent

a long bar (8229) and hung up perpendicularly near the pole, the

bar could be stopped and revulsed very fairly indeed, in the

manner of copper (8231).

8440. I have received from Mr Askin of Birmingham, two bottles

of solution which he has prepared for me perfectly pure, of Nickel

and cobalt. They are

FDIV 24
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8441. The solution of Nickel: was strongly magnetic-moTe so

perhaps than Iron.

8442. The solution ofCobalt: was strongly magnetic,

8443. A. cylinder of Ivory sets well equatorially,

8444. The gold pieces (8435) have copper action-but are too

small and also are magnetic.

8445. Tried to clear some copper filings of iron by the great

magnet, but could not deprive them of magnetism altogether,

I wanted to see if copper finely divided would set as the bar does.

The question is much answered by the precipitated silver.

8446. The motion of the bismuth or heavy glass is not a motion

which regards the curves as to their direction along or across:

the substance is in the curves just as if they were not there^ if the

curves are every where of uniform force. But it is a motion

tending to remove them out of their sphere, and away from their

influence.

8447. Such also is the case with a helix or wire in which currents

are induced by making a magnet or approaching one, for the

currents are in the contrary direction, and that occasions repulsion.

8448. The setting of the copper is in reality a repulsion, but a

repulsion combined with an oblique polarity from the momentary

induced currents formed. It is not the attraction of the approaching

side but the repulsion of the other side and the center of gravity.

Then when contact is broken, the corresponding attraction of

these parts comes on, as is easy to be understood by consideration

of the old phenomena.

8449. If the air be in a normal condition, then these other bodies

must surely be in an electrotonic state. If the air does not act

magnetically, or a vacuum, then these must act by their own special

and temporary condition.

8450. In that case, the Electronic state must be the condition

which carries on the magnetic chain of action from one thing to

another.

8451. As the setting up of the currents repels the bodies, so the

state tliey acquire may perhaps continue that repulsion. But then

the currents set up cannot be those of the whole mass, for that

ceases instantly; but currents round particles. If there be such

currents, it must be round the particles; also for another reason.
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namely, that they must exist in insulators, as heavy glass, as well

as in conductors, like bismuth and copper.

8452. Ought to be some contrast between bismuth and copper

acting as screens.

8453. In the joint magnetization and permeation of iron, it ex-

hibits the double character of a Magnetic and a dimagnetic.

8454. Remarkable that air and gases are those bodies which at

the same time shew no action on light, and are at the zero con-

dition in relation to dynamic magnetism.

24-2
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8455.

Tried a multitude of bodies as to their magnetism, either

at one pole or between the two poles of the large horseshoe

magnet ( ). Tried them either in the laboratory bottles or

in tubes. I will group them under the metal from which they are

derived, and first for Artificial preparations ofIron. The substances

are solid except expressed as solution -the preparations are often

as duplicate, i.e. in two bottles being different preparations.

Oxide of Iron Tinct. Sesqui chloride

Prot. oxide of Iron Iodide of Iron

Micaceous ox. Iron Do.

Sesqui oxide Do. solution

Per oxide Nit. Iron-decomposing

Rouge or Colcothar Prot. sul. Iron

Carbonate (so called) „ „ dry

Depositfrom Wiesbaden Water Per sul. Iron

Ferrate of Potassa (impure) „ „ dry

Chloride of Iron „ „ solution

Proto chloride Sulphuret of Iron

Per cliloride Proto phos. Iron

Oxy. Mur. Iron Sesqui Phos. „

Ammonia chlo. iron Do.

Proto mur.- solution Prussian blue

Per muriate-solution

All these were magnetic.

8456. Crystals of Ferro pruss. potassa were repelled and set

equatorially. The Red ferro pruss. I think would have done so

also but for adhering blue matter. Prussian blue in some such

state.

8457. Here the iron in the acid not magnetic, or if so over-

powered by the other force.

8458. Native substances ferrugenous.

Bog iron ore Octoedral iron

Carbonate of Iron Chromate of Iron
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Brown ball of Iron pyrites Bi sulphuret of Iron

Radial fragment of yellow iron Arsenical iron pyrites

pyrites Yellow copper pyrites

All these more or less magnetic— the sulphurets presented some
specimens which were the least so.

8459. Green bottle glass tubes considerably magnetic—so as to be

quite useless in these investigations. Flint glass not so, sets

equatorially.

8460. So compounds of iron all magnetic except the Ferro

prussiate— this curious and is a distinct relation of magnetism to

the chemical relation of the body.

8461. Nickel compounds.

Native nickel Sulphuret of nickel

Ore of nickel Mur. ammonia and Nickel

Oxide of Nickel Phos. Nickel

Do. „ „ dissolved in M. A.
Sulphate of Nickel Nitrate of nickel

„ „ solution „ „ solution

Sulphate of Potash and Nickel AmmoniuretofNickel in solution

All magnetic.

8462. Cobalt.

Oxide of Cobalt

Mur. cobalt

„ „ solution

Sulphate cobalt

Oxalate of Cobalt

Do.

' All magnetic.

Cobalt blue glass appeared to be magnetic.

Borax coloured blue by cobalt, doubtful.

8463. Manganese (See 7414, 7416).

Pure green protoxide Manganese in a tube—magnetic enough.

ProtoxideManganesebyhydrogen Sulphate manganese

Pure prot. oxide manganese Ammonia sulphate Manganese

Deut. oxide manganese Phosphate

Chloride manganese Carbonate

„ „ in solution Borate

Nitrate manganese solution

All Magnetic.

8464. As all the compounds of a magnetic metal are magnetic,
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so from the characters of compounds of a metal may refer back

to probable condition of the metal. As all the compounds of

manganese tried are magnetic, and as in the solutions and several

of them, as the Ammon, sulphate, chloride, etc., it is hardly

possible that iron can account for the power—for if there in

minute quantities, it would not produce the effect observed-so

it may be deduced that Manganese is magnetic.

8465. It also appears to me that the compounds retain much more

of the original force belonging to the metal than the corresponding

compounds of iron do in proportion.

8466. Lead ( ). A solution ofthe Acetate oflead free from

iron has been precipitated by zinc, so as to form a metallic tree.

The precipitated lead has been washed and pressed together into

the form of bars to try its magnetic condition. The metal is still

magnetic and I almost think independant of Iron, but must try

more carefully still.

8467. Arsenic ( ).

The metal was sublimed in two tubes and the cylinders formed

examined. They were clearly magnetic and I think of themselves,

i.e. without iron-

1

think nothing could be in the Arsenic except

what rose by sublimation.

8468. Three different cylinders were magnetic together, and they

were also each magnetic when tried separately.

8469. Platina ( ) precipitated by copper itself free from

magnetism. The platina powder well washed with muriatic acid

several times-then with water-dried and put into a flint glass

tube. Was Magnetic, The tube and support was not. Think that

platina is magnetic per se.

8470. Palladium,

Some Brazillian Palladium dissolved in N.M.Acid and this

precipitated by zinc, and then washed clean in dilute Mur. acid

and water. The powder in a flint glass tube was magnetic. Still

the process of purification not very good.

8471. Sulphuret ofPalladium,

Some crystals ofAmmonio-muriate ofPalladium from Wollaston

were very well repelled and pointed equatorially.

Hence expect that palladium is not a magnetic metal, but

must ascertain.
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8472. Rhodium ( ).

Muriate ofRhodium^ Wollaston- not Magnetic-is repelled.

Muriate of Soda and Rhodium^ Wollaston— sets well equa-

torially.

8473. Titanium.

Oxide of Titanium. Magnetic rather— strong, Wollaston found

Titanium magnetic and this helps to confirm the opinion that

the metal is truly magnetic.

8474. Chromium.

Dry green oxide ofchromium is magnetic.

Carbonate ofChromium—
Warrington s chromic acid. The least trace attracted mag-

netically.

Bichromate ofPotassa. Commercial-but good crystals
:
pointed

magnetically, i.e. axially.

8475. Molybdenum.

Native sulphuret-not Magnetic-repelled.

Native Molybdate ofLead. Contents of the bottle as a whole

magnetic-but two good large clean pieces, being tried separately,

were not magnetic.

8476. Uranium.

Oxide ofUranium—

8477. Cerium.

Hydrated prot. oxide of cerium—Magnetic.

Carbonate of cerium—Magnetic.

Sulphate of cerium and potassa—Magnetic.

Muriate cerium— solution—Magnetic.

I think cerium is a magnetic metal.

8478. Sodium in a bottle-black and carbonaceous—Magnetic.

8479. Potassium Do. Do.

but the salts of Potassium and sodium are repelled and set

equatorially. Probably impurities in the metals.

8480. Tungsten.

Tungstic acid-not magnetic -repelled.

Per oxide Tungsten—Do. Do.

In reference to the metals just mentioned and to others, experi-

mented with the following bodies

:
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none magnetic-all re-

pelled and pointing

equatorially.

8481. Arsenk-^hkt Arsenic

8482. Chromium-Chromate of lead

Bi chromate of potassa
|

8483. Platinum~Vtxch\onAt Platinum

8484. Nitrate of Lead

8485. Nitrate silver

Chloride silver

8486. Magnesia— ChXonA^

Sulphate

8487. -Nitrate

8488. Nitrate

8489. Strontium— Chloride

8490. Antimony—

8491. Bismuth— laiiXxdXQ

8492. Now tried the effects of heat on a few of the compounds
of the Magnetic metals.

8493. Oxide ofcobalt-m a flint glass tube. Tried cold and heated

by a spirit lamp-as magnetic when hot as when cold.

8494. Oxide of Nickel-heated in the same manner -tempted to

think it more magnetic hot than cold. The heat applied was far

higher than that which causes the change in the magnetic force

of the metal nickel. So it would seem as if heat and chemical

change affected in nearly an equal degree the force of the metal,

i.e. that the magnetic force of nickel is about the same whether

it be heated above boiling oil or whether it enter into chemical

combination.

8495. Askin’s solution of Nickel, heated to the boiling point. No
change in the degree of magnetic force.

8496. Askings solution of cobalt heated to the boiling point—

as magnetic as before.

8497. Rouge and hcematite heated in tubes-were more magnetic

than when cold; but then they remained extra magnetic when
cold. The vapour of the alcohol and the heat had no doubt

reduced the oxidation of certain particles. Sol. Sulphate-not

altered.

8498. Magnetic curves. I cannot see any difference in the forms

of the curves indicated by iron filings on paper or a frame over

magnetic poles, by putting a plate ofbismuth or ofcopper beneath.
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8499. Neither can I find any effect of bismuth or copper when
employed in various ways as screens between a magnet and a

magnetic needle.

8500. The heat of the center of the earth does not annihilate all

the magnetic force of iron, nickel and cobalt; but will as respects

the power still retained make all ferruginous and other matters

like it as very soft iron.

8501. Nothing magnetic of itself can be there; i.e. no magnet
would remain a magnet there except through the influence of

external induction.

8502. Hence all ferruginous and magnetic matter is free for the

process of induction from such external causes or from currents

in the crust of the earth. No central magnet.

8503. Heat does not alter the magnetic relation of copper or

metal free ordinarily from common magnetism.

8504. Any metal not yielding magnetic salts is probably not

magnetic per se, or at least only slightly so. So Manganese and

Cerium and Titanium most probably magnetic metals.

8505. Query the condition of the Vapour of a magnetic body,

as Chloride of Iron.

8506. Write Sabine as to the effect of Sun and Moon in position

on the earth’s magnetism.

8507. Air and space cannot go for nothing in magnetic phe-

nomena of our globe -because they are midway in the great list

of bodies.

8508. If light or rays a cause of magnetism, they then are as

transparent bodies eminently fitted for its action.

8509. The iron of the earth will act as a core, and it must be

powerful.

8510. Meteoric stones bring us Iron, Nickel and Cobalt. They
almost surely indicate external magnetic relations of the earth.

As surely almost as the gravitation which brought the stones to

us and connects us with the masses from whence they come.

6 DECK. 1845.

8511. The new state is in striking contrast with the old.

8512. Trace a body through change ofform—fust solid—then

liquid—then gaseous.
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8513. So also with a magnetic body, as chloride ofIron-soMA^

liquid and gaseous.

8514. I incline, by my view of induction through particles, to

think that all bodies are in one magnetic list—but the facts as yet

rather sustain the view of two.

8515. Must consider the dual state first and with it the application

of Ampere’s theory.

8516. Afterwards the theory of one state and air intermediate.

8517. Then the use of this power in nature— first the communica-

tion of magnetic force and afterwards terrestrial effects and con-

ditions.

8518. Mr Askins solution.

That of Nickel is a muriate and nearly neutral -is soluble

entirely in ammonia and contains no trace of Iron.

8519. The Cobalt solution is almost a pure muriate but contains

a trace of Sulphate—it is also nearly neutral. It is entirely soluble

in ammonia, and contains a little Nickel, trace, but no iron.

8520. The Ammonio sulphate of Manganese (8463) is quite free

from Iron, Nickel or Cobalt.

12 DECK. 1845.

8521.

Have had ten pieces of Wollaston’s Palladiumand Platinum

from the Royal Society, namely—
Platinum, an ingot No.

Palladium, ingot No. I

ingot 2

rolled 8

??
12

5? 13

5? 14

15

•>')
16

?5 ?? 17-^7 77 /

All were magnetic. No. 15 the least so. Took No. 13, weighing

2 oz. 10 gr., to work up.

8522.

Worked with metals and metallic preparations to ascertain

their real relation to the Magnetic or Diamagnetic class.
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8523. Lead ( )

Nitrate oflead has been crystallized carefully thrice.

8524. Thin glass tubes (flint glass) which, having a small mass,

did not point sensibly equatorially or very feebly so, were used

to contain this and other substances.

8525. Crystals of the Nitrate lead in such a tube pointed well

equatorially.

8526. Chloride of lead^ prepared from these crystals by pure

Mur. Acid, washed, dried and inclosed in the tube (being in

powdery crystals) pointed well equatorially. When the tube was
suspended by the side of the pole it was well repelled.

8527. A cylinder of this chloride fuzed would give a very good
case of the Diamagnetic class of bodies—perhaps as good as

phosphorous.
8528. Sulphate oflead prepared from the same nitrate (8523) was
well repelled by the Magnetic pole.

8529. A portion of the Nitrate in solution was precipitated by
a piece of pure zinc, and the precipitated lead washed with dilute

Nitric acid to remove subnitrate, etc. This specimen of lead, in a

glass tube, pointed equatorially^ and was repelled by the side of

the pole, but not as bismuth.

8530. So lead is a diamagnetic^ but comes near zero.

8531. Another specimen of same lead pressed together into a flat

porous cake—same result.

8532. Acetate of lead^ crystallized twice : crystals in a tube well

repelled.

8533. Fluoride oflead—re^eWed.,

8534. Fuied litharge— from pure nitrate by heat—re-

pelled.

8535. So all agree as to character of lead and its compounds—non
magnetic.

8536. Ordinary carbonate of repelled.

8537. Arsenic.

Have sublimed the metal a third time, and have now two hollow

cylinders. These seem very near the point. They seem to have

the least tendency to axial position. Still, when hung perpen-

dicularly by side of the pole, they were not attracted. There was

the least signs of repulsion. Being broken down and put into a
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glass tube (8524), there was again the least signs of repulsion,

but even the glass tube might perhaps do as much.

8538. This tube and fragments would set equatorially, but very

weak.

8539. Believe Arsenic not to be a Magnetic metal, but a Dia-

magnetic, the least degree removed from 0°.

8540. On using the short cylinders of Arsenic slung horizontally

between the two poles, they pointed axially. This was because,

being short, if they were found by the magnetic force in this

position thus, the ends went inwards according to the phenomena

before described and explained (8293-6).

8541. IV/iite Arsenic ofcommerce, crystallized. Very slightly mag-

netic, but not far from

8542. CrystalUied Sulphuret of Arsenic. Woulfe’s specimen-

repelled fairly at the side of the pole-weakly. Between the poles

points well equatorially.

8543. Dry fluid chloride of Arsenic in a tube between the poles

points well equatorially.

8544. Arseniate ofPotassa-tx large crystal points well equatorially.

8545. Platinum.

A solution of Platina cuttings in N.M.Acid was precipitated

by acid pure Muriate of Ammonia, and the triple Muriate washed

and dried carefully.

8546. This ammonio chloride platinum.^ pressed into a glass tube,

is distinctly repelled when hanging perpendicularly by the side

of the pole.

Two lumps of it arranged bar fashion horizontally on the paper

stirrup pointed well and fairly equatorially.

8547. These two pieces were reduced by heat in a flint glass tube,

and the spongy platina pressed into a thin flint glass tube. The
tube had been previously hung perpendicularly by the side of the

pole, and I could not perceive that it was affected by the mag-

netism either way. But when in the same position and containing

the reduced platina, it was distinctly attracted and magnetic.

8548. Other portions of the Ammonio chlo. platinum (8546) were

reduced in a clean platinum crucible. Part of the sponge was

pressed into a flat long cake-other part was pressed into tubes

-

but all proved in every way to be magnetic.
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8549. Begin to believe that Platinum is Magnetic of itself and a

little way removed from 0°.

8550. The solution of chloride ofplatinum (8545) from which
these preparations were obtained, set well equatorially

.

In solu-

tions the water must act by its diamagnetic force and go for a

good deal.

8551. A piece of dry chloride ofplatinum set well equatorially

^

8552. Titanium,

Our Oxide of Titanium— have acted on it by carbonate of

Alkali and heat, and redissolved by pure Muriatic acid— filtered -

diluted and boiled and collected the first part which was thrown
down. This washed and dried very carefully. When in a tube it

pointed axially—and when hanging perpendicularly by the side

of the pole, it is attracted. Believe it to be weakly magnetic

per se.

8553. Manganese,

Sol. Sulphate ofManganese,, pure— well magnetic.

Sol. Chloride ofManganese,, pure—well magnetic.

Dry crystals ofchloride manganese in a tube— strongly magnetic.

8554. Sulphate of Ammonia and Manganese— cry thrice

and quite pure. The crystals in a tube point well axially and are

well attracted by the nearest pole. A solution of this salt in a

tube— also the same,

8555. Manganese and its compounds are magnetic.

8556. Cohalt,

Glass coloured blue by cobalt points axially and is well magnetic.

8557. Iron,

Ordinary crown glass— is magnetic— it points well axially and

is attracted.

8558. A flat crystal or plate of yellow ferro prussiate potassa sets

well equatorially—no signs of magnetism.

8559. Solution of the same salt— sets well equatorially.

8560. Some of the solution with pure Mur. acid and a little N. A.

digested until green in colour-still it set well equatorially and

was not magnetic.

8561. Rhodium (8591).

8562. Wollaston’s crystals of Muriate of Rhodium—contained

in a tube— set equatorially very distinctly.
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8563. Wollaston’s Muriate of Soda and Rhodium ( ),

being a piece of the salt, also set equatorially and fairly.

8564. Cyanide of Mercury^ in crystals—points equatorially but

only feebly-as if there might be a little iron in it.

8565. Palladium,

8566. A part of No. 13 of the Wollaston Palladium from the

Royal Society (8521) was dissolved in pure N.M.Acid.

8567. Some of the acid solution precipitated by a solution of the

cyanide of Mercury (8564) and the cyanide of Palladium washed

and dried. It became a hydrated green coloured body. The green

colour appears to belong to the palladium compound.

8568. This cyanide in a tube is almost 0°, but it does point

distinctly equatorially and is not magnetic.

8569. Part of the cyanide decomposed by heat in a close vessel

and the palladium put into a thin flint glass tube. Then points

well axially-is attracted at the side of the pole, and is well

magnetic— more so than platina.

8570. Another portion of the same cyanide heated in an open

platina crucible until all appearance of burning over-is also mag-

netic.

8571. Sulphuret ofPalladium-hhick powder-from the shelves-

is almost neutral, but has slight trace of magnetic force.

8572. Red Ammonio mur. Palladium from the shelves—when in

a tube, points very fairly equatorially and is not magnetic,

8573. Chromium,

8574. Yellow chromate of crystallized three times. The
crystals in a tube point equatorially but not strongly—distinct

though weak.

The solution of this salt points equatorially powerfully by
comparison and shews how much the water adds to the effect

of the salts.

8575. Bichromate of crystallised three times. These

crystals in a tube give the least possible trace of magnetism. They
do not set equatorially but axially.

A solution of the salt sets well equatorially and so the effect

of the water is well shewn here-and in the former part, the greater

abundance of chromic acid in the bichromate as compared to the

chromate, well shew its magnetic influence.

8576. When a tube of bichromate was hung perpendicularly by
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the side of the pole, it was not sensibly attracted or repelled, but
as nearly neutral as may be. When the yellow chromate was hung
up in the same way, it was distinctly repelled.

8577. A portion of the solution of bichromate had pure Muriatic

acid and a little alcohol added to it, and was heated until green

from the formation of Chloride of chromium. This solution in a

tube was strongly magnetic.

8578. Another portion treated with pure sulphuric acid and
alcohol in the same way, was even more strongly magnetic than

the former. It is beautiful to see the magnetic force developed

as the chromium is reduced in its state of oxidation.

8579. A portion of the Crystals of bichromate (8575) were

heated per se in a platina crucible to reduce one part of the acid

to oxide. The mass was then carefully washed and the crystallized

oxide of chromium collected and dried. Being put into a tube,

it was strongly magnetic.

8580. Doubtless Chromium is a magnetic metal.

8581. Cadmium ( ).

A cylinder of cadmium, upright by the side of the pole, was
well repelled.

8582. Zinc ( ).

Pure zinc is well repelled.

8583. Sulphuret of copper^ Artificial ( )--is repelled dis-

tinctly though only slightly— not far from

8584. Gold ( ). Wire and foil from Mr Johnson, believed

to be pure.

8585. Not Magnetic', is repelled distinctly but not strongly. The
wire was in a coil, and if hung up with plane of coil vertical, it

was a helix in which the induced currents on making and breaking

contact were easily shewn by the motion in the two directions,

giving on a large scale of current the copper phenomena. Hence
to obtain correct indications with the coil, it was suspended in a

horizontal position and brought near the pole in a part where the

magnetic lines of force were also horizontal, and then no effect

of induced currents could interfere. The repulsion was then seen

alone and distinct.

8586. This motion of the coil is doubtless the phenomenon that

Ampere obtained.

8587. Palladium. Wire and foil from Mr Johnson (8590).
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Both were clearly magnetic. The foil pointed edgeways to the

edge of the pole and was attracted. The coil also attracted. If

pure, then surely Palladium Magnetic.

8588. Platinum ( ). Wire and foil from Mr Johnson.

Both clearly attracted and magnetic.

Also in bottle from Mr Johnson.

Black platina pure '

fc^xfde Pbtina
'

Oxide platina

8589. The black platina was taken out of the bottle and put into

a thin flint glass tube. Then the bottle alone was not magnetic

or attracted, but the platina in the tube was. So the bottle will

not shew magnetism as belonging to the body within, and in such

cases the trial in the bottle is good.

8590. Palladium (8587).

Chloride (from Mr Johnson) was repelled whilst in the bottle

and also when taken out and put into a thin flint glass tube-is

therefore not magnetic.

8591. Rhodium (8561).

Oxide (from Mr Johnson) attracted whether in the bottle or

the tube, and therefore magnetic.

8592. A very fine crystal of the Sodio chloride of Rhodium from

Mr Johnson-pointed well equatorially and was not magnetic—

was just as Wollaston’s Crystal.

8593. Iridium ( ) from Mr Johnson.

The metal in powder-very magnetic indeed— looks much like

iron action.

8594. Oxide ofIridium-di little magnetic-more as prot. oxide of

Iron than per oxide— i.e. think it magnetic of itself.

8595- Chloride ofIridium-\n good crystals. Strongly magnetic-

more so than the oxide.

8596. Osmium ( ) from Mr Johnson.

Metal-'wo.xy slightly attracted-but clearly.

Prot, oxide of Osmium— hldiok and in scales—very slightly

attracted-Do.
Osmic acid in transparent aystsXs- repelled^ not magnetic.

8597. TitaniumjOxide of

{

) Mr Johnson. Slightly magnetic.
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8598. As to Polarity of bar of Bismuth. Hung up a horizontal

bar-brought it into a quiet condition as in fig.—bent a large soft

iron nail as shewn and put it against the pole. The head of the

nail would of course be also N., but I could not find that it exerted

any attraction on the further end of the bismuth bar; which if

the bismuth had been polar it might perhaps have done.

8599. A cube of bismuth i inch in side, swings very well; as well

as a smaller one and shews repulsion. Suspend it by two threads

to avoid turning.

8600. Have filled five tubes with fluids and marked them thus:

X Water

-ff Alcohol

|> Oil of turpentine

+ Ether— Olive oil

8601. Sodium. My piece of Sodium in the bottle-W/ repelled—

not magnetic. Naphtha would of course add its effect.

8602. The following metals shew action of copper-i.e. if

rotating, they stop, being in the mag. curves. Those at the bottom

of the list are the weakest

:

Gold .

Zinc

Cadmium
Platinum The lead small-Antimony less and Bismuth still less,

Palladium
|

but the power was there.

Lead
Antimony
Bismuth J

8603. Probable list of the metals not far from their order in

the list

:

Iron

Nickel

Cobalt

Manganese
Chromium
Cerium
Titanium

Palladium

Platinum

Osmium
o

FDIV ^5
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Tungsten

Iridium

Rhodium
Uranium

Arsenic

Gold

Copper
Silver

Lead

Mercury

Sodium
Cadmium
Tin

Zinc

Antimony
Bismuth

19 DECK. 1845.

8604. Worked with the large horse shoe magnet ( ) and

ten pair of Grove’s Plates.

8605. Tried the following liquids in Glass tubes surrounded by
Air,

Waterstood equatorially—very well.

Alcohol~Do, . . . -well.

Ether-Do -well.

Oil Turpentine-Do, . -exceeding well.

Olive o/7-Do. . . . -very well.

Nitrous acid Do.—moderately.

Suls, acid {liquid)-Do. . - moderately.

Chloride Arsenic-Do, , -well.

A Tube alone—Do. . —very weakly.

8606. In comparing such things as these, it is important to

remember what great advantage is given one over another by a

little greater length of the tube-and also more weight ofsubstance.

8607. Palladium,

Some good crimson amm.-muriate has been digested in Nitro

muriatic acid with heat and then washed and dried. This salt in

a tube vertical by the side of the magnetic pole is repelled,

8608. Some of this Amm.-muriate decomposed in a clean Berlin

basin by heat and the metal obtained. This Palladium in a vertical

tube was attracted and magnetic-moit than platinum, I think.
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8609. Some of Wollaston’s Palladium ( ) dissolved in

N.M.Acid and the solution filtered, evaporated, concentrated,

diluted, etc., and then precipitated by a piece of pure zinc, itself

not magnetic. The precipitate was separated at five different times,

washed with dilute Mur. acid, then with water, and dried. Some
was in powder and was put into tubes. Other specimens were in

bright metallic crusts, and this was suspended by a fine copper
wire, no tube being used. All were magnetic. I believe Palladium
is magnetic.

8610. Iridium.

Have received from Mr Johnson a specimen of the metal

believed to be quite pure and also a specimen of the Ammonio
chloride of Iridium. The latter is attracted and fairly magnetic,

but the metal is hardly so. It is the least trace magnetic, but

far too little to correspond with the Ammonio chloride, and
therefore probably both are magnetic from Iron or some other

body.
8611. Tungsten.

Have prepared carefully a specimen of the black oxide of

Tungsten and believe it free from Iron. It is quite indifferent and
is not magnetic or repelled.

Have another specimen of the same oxide from the shelves— it

is a little magnetic. Believe that the pure oxide is indifferent.

8612. Molybdenum.
Oxide from off the shelves is magnetic—cannot trust it.

8613. Cerium.

Have prepared a sulphate of cerium and from it the sulphate

of potash and cerium. The sulphate of potash crystals used were

perfectly pure and not magnetic, but repelled. But the Sul. pot.

and cerium crystals were magnetic.

Two other specimens of the triple salt also magnetic.

A large piece of crust of triple salt formed on the Sul. potash—

was well magnetic.

No doubt that pure cerium compounds are magnetic.

8614. Uranium.
The hydrated yellow oxide— the heated black oxide and the

carbonate from the laboratory shelves were all magnetic and the

black oxide much. But a specimen of yellow oxide from Germany
25-2
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(Berlin, I believe) was quite neutral, and a specimen of the black

or heated oxide from thence-only very slightly magnetic.

Hence the compounds are probably not magnetic at all or very

little so.

8615. Phosphoriis in Alcohol points equatorially-weakly but

clearly.

8616. The following liquids contained in thin Glass tubes were

surrounded by water—and afterwards by Alcohol, and their posi-

tion or tendency to it ascertained. A tube of the same liquid as

that circumambient was also used to shew the effect first of the

tube alone.

8617. \n water:

Water in tube-as nearly neutral as could be.

Do.— least tendency to axial p.

Camphine- dAstmctXy axial-bubble of air in tube small.

Ether-{eth\y axial-bubble of air space very small indeed.

Olive oz7- least trace axial- least bubble of air.

Chloride ofArsenic-Mnch air here, perhaps one fourth of the

tube, yet was nearly neutral-so prob^Iy equatorial if full.

Sulphurous czc/^- liquid-about
f
gas space-almost indifferent.

Nitrous aci^-liquid-air in-feebly axial, probably due to gas

space in the tube.

8618. The same water and alcohol tube were then put into

Alcohol :

Alcohol tube. Neutral.

Water „ Neutral also.

8619. So the differences of liquids not easily obtained this way—
for both the glass tube and the bubble of air interfere.

8620. Proto sulphate of Iron and also its strong solution is

magnetic. Water is diamagnetic. Therefore we ought to be able

to neutralize the one by the other, and have the power of making
a solution which will stand by the side of air, a vacuum, etc.

8621. Took pure water and acidulated it with a little sulphuric

acid. When in a tube it was repelled in air. Added a few drops

of saturated solution of proto sulphate of Iron-still it was repelled

in air and pointed equatorially either in air or in water, the glass

tube helping.

8622. Added more sulphate of Iron, and now it was nearly

neutral in water. Added more Iron- still in water nearly in-
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different. Added more iron, and this time it was feebly axial in

water—but equatorial in air.

8623. Added more iron and now in air was clearly equatorial

and in water clearly axial. The movements were feeble but per-

fectly distinct (8640).

8624. There can be no doubt but that by the addition of more
Iron, it might be brought to a neutral condition in air and would
then point well axially in water— as air itself does.

8625. So can represent air by an actual magnetic body using

water as the circumambient medium.
8626. Air in tube in circumambient Mercury~2A.t sets axially.

8627. It was very beautiful to observe here the effect of the

revulsion of the mercury. When the magnetic power was taken

off there was a short sudden pull of the tube towards an axial

position. This was due to the tendency of the magnet to pull

round the axis of the momentary induced currents on breaking

contact into a position parallel to the magnetic lines of the magnet
as before.

8628. Placed tubes of Gases, air and a vacuum, all sealed up
hermetically, in Water and Alcohol as Media.

8629.

o
CJ>

C

8630.

a

Vacuum
Air
Hydrogen
Carbonic acid gas

Sulphurous acid gas

Ether Vapour

All set axially in the water and as far

as I could tell all alike.

All set axially in the Alcohol. The
hydrogen and the Carbonic acid

more feebly than the Sulphurous

acid gas—but then the latter

longer in the tube.

Vacuum
Air

Hydrogen
Carbonic acid gas

Sulphurous acid gas

Ether vapour

Now put the gas tubes into air and Carbonic acid gas.

Air sets equatorially.

Vacuum Do. perhaps more than air.

Hydrogen Do. Do. tube longer.

Carbonic acid gas Do. as air.

Sulphurous acid gas Do. less perhaps than air.

Ether Vapour Do. perhaps more than air.

was
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8631.

u
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All set equatorially.

Carbonic acid gas

Vacuum
Air

U ^ Hydrogen
O ’C Sulphurous acid gas

|

hS Ether vapour

8632. The constant equatorial set is of course due to the glass

of the tube.

8633. Compared the same substance with itself in the liquid and

gaseous state.

8634. Liquid sulphurous acid in gaseous sulphurous acid pointed

well equatorially,

8635. Liquid Nitrous acid in gaseous nitrous acid pointed well

equatorially.

8636. jLiquid Ether in vapour of Ether pointed well equatorially.

1Vapour of Ether in liquid Ether pointed distinctly axially.

8637. Arranged the Woolwich helix and our largest helix end

to end without the cores, sending the Electric current in the same

direction through both; and hung a horizontal bar of bismuth

between them, but could not perceive the least signs of set. The
Magnetic forces are here by no means sufficient for the purpose.

8638. Bismuth andAir cores. Arranged our helix with a magnetic

needle in the distance. Then sent the Electric current through the

helix—but whether air alone was in the center of the helix or

whether a bar of bismuth was there, made no sensible difference

on the needle.

8639. Solutions of Proto sulphate of Iron-and of salts of Nickel

and cobalt, being tried, were found to rotate the polarized ray

in the same direction as the prism of heavy glass.

23 DECK. 1845.

8640.

The solution of Sul. Iron (8623) which pointed equatorially

examined -5 cubic inches gave

7 grains of per oxide of iron; heated = to

4*9 „ of Iron

6*3 „ of prot. oxide

13*3 „ of dry sulphate of Iron

24-3 „ of crystals of sulphate of Iron
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8641. When a polarized ray falls upon a single plate of glass in

the right position to reflect it polarized (i.e. placed so as to reflect

at the right angle in the plane ofpolarization), only a small portion

of the light is reflected as towards a, for by far the largest portion

goes on to b, passing through the glass.

8642. Still, the plane of polarization is not changed, for the light

examined at a or 3 by a Nicol’s eye piece is [found] in both places

to be polarized in the same plane, and in the same plane as the

original ray. So transmission through the glass c has not altered

the character.

8643. In this state, a Nicol’s eye piece in a certain position put[s]

out or renders dark the image seen either from a or b, the position

being the same for both places. If revolved 90°, it renders the

image most luminous in either place, the image being then white.

If revolved 90° more, it makes the image dark in both places.

Thus far the two rays have the same property.

8644. A plate of Sulphate of lime was then placed at d, and its

position and thickness was such that the Nicol’s eye piece at a,

and in the position which before gave maximum light, again gave

the maximum light, but now that light was red. If the eye piece

without further change was carried to b, there also the light was

red, but more abundant (as before in respect of quantity) than

at a.

8645. The eye piece being taken back to a and then revolved

90°, gave darkness as before; but now, being taken to b, it gave

instead of darkness abundance of light, and that green, or comple-

mentary to the red. At b, in fact, there was no dark position, but

red and green and the intermediates. At a, on the contrary, there

was red and dark. So that the action of the plate c is not the same

on the simply polarized ray, which it partly transmits and partly

reflects without further alteration, and the ray altered by the

sulphate of lime.

8646. Now proceeded to experiment with polarized rays sent

in contrary directions along each other’s course in different
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substances^, i, 2, 3 are three thin plate glass reflectors, transparent,

and placed at such angles as to polarize by reflexion rays sent

along the line a ; ^ is a lamp with a small flame, the light of which,
polarized in a horizontal plane by reflexion at i, then passes on
along a to glass 2, where part is reflected to c and part is trans-

mitted to both these rays being polarized in the same plane

horizontal. Hence the polarized light of b may be observed either

at c or at d, e is an argand lamp, the light of which is polarized

by glass 3 so as to be polarized in a horizontal plane and so go
on from 3 through 2 to i, etc., and by lines on the three glasses,

I, 2 and 3, these rays are arranged so as to take exactly the same
path in a reverse direction as the polarized rays from the lamp h.

Hence it was in the line a that effects of opposition were expected

to be exercised. The weaker ray from b was the one which was
examd. at c and d by a Nicofs eye piece as the one to be affected,

and the stronger ray from e was the one intended to exert such
influence as it might possess.

The space between i and 2 was 41 inches,

b and i „ 44 inches,

e and 3 ?? 58 inches,

2 and 3 „ 7 inches.

8647. Whether the light of e was allowed to flow forwd. to 3 or
was shut off by a screen, still not the slightest difference appeared
in the ray from 5

, when examined by the Nicol’s eye piece at

c or d. So there was no sign of influence in this case.

8648. Put up the plate of Sulphate of lime (8644). The effects

were exactly the same whether the counter light of the lamp e

was on or off.

[8646]
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8649*. Xurned the plate 3 on the line a as an axis, and placed the
lamp e below, so as to polarize its ray by glass 3 in a vertical plane,
still passing the polarized ray along the line a. Examined the ray
from b as before at c and both when light of e on or not on,
in the counter direction. In neither case was there any change.
8650. Now placed a bar of hea^y glass 7 inches long in the line a,

so that both rays should pass in opposite directions through it;

and examined the effects on the light of when the light of e was
polarized either in a vertical or a horizontal plane, but could see
no change. No effect of influence or interference.

8651. Filled a tube 30 inches long with distilled ‘water ( )

and placed it in the line a (8646). Examd. the effect of light of
e in both planes of polarization—but could perceive nothing.
8652. In reference to the effect of the sulphate of lime plate

(8644)— the two plates 2 and 3 were removed and the polarized
ray examd. at d. It was the same after the removal of the plates

as before, both in position and colour, except that the red was
rather more distinct. Then on putting up one plate, as 2, a portion
of red was taken out and reflected, and putting up a second plate,

as 3, a portion more of the red was reflected ; so that probably
all the red might have been taken out by a sufficient number of
plates—and so on.

13 JANY. 1846.

8653. Oil of Turpentine in a tube 28 inches in length was put
into the line a of the counter rays (8646). From the rotating

effect of the fluid, the ray examd. by the eye at c by a Nicol’s eye
piece was alternately green and dark at every successive quadrant

J[8649]
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of a revolution. When the eye was at the transmitted part of

the ray was red and green at the successive quadrants ofrevolution.

When the Nicol eye piece gave green at c, it gave green also at d.

When it gave dark at c, it gave red at d. When the plate of glass 2

reflected the rotated ray in a horizontal plane, it reflected the green

part and not the red. When it was turned round the ray 90®,

so as to reflect in a vertical plane, then it reflected only red light

and not the green.

8654. Whether the counter ray of the Argand lamp placed at 4
was on or off, it made not the least difference in the effect. Neither

if the counter ray were polarized in a vertical plane did it make

any difference.

8655. Proto sulphate ofIron— nearly a saturated solution rendered

slightly acid was put in a tube into the course of the opposed

rays at a. The tube was 30 inches long. But there was no influence

on the observed ray, whether examined from c or d^ by the counter

ray, whether in a vertical or horizontal plane of polarization.

8656. So no affection is observed of a ray passing through air,

water, heavy glass, camphine, and sol. proto sulphate of iron by

the passage of a strong counter ray-both being obtained from

the flames of oil lamps and operating in short distances.

8657. Arranged the Woolwich helix (7538) in the line a and

prepared a battery of ten pair of Grovers plates to throw it into

action at pleasure. Then observed the effect on the rays passing

through the air of the helix. But whether the current was on or

off made not the least difference in any of the phenomena. There

was no counter effect of one ray on the other,

8658. Oil of Turpentine-^XdiceA the tube of camphine (8653) in

the helix and repeated all the observations whilst the current was

passing through the coil, intermitting occasionally-but there was

not the slightest effect.

8659. Heavy Glass, The prism 7 inches in length was put into

the helix and the effects sought for in the black cross ( ),

but not the slightest trace of influence of the two rays could be

perceived. The rotating force of the current in the helix was

evident enough.

8660. Sol, Proto sul. Iron, This solution in the tube (8651) was

put into the helix, but it made no change in the effects (8655).
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8661. W^ater in the 30 inch tube was put into the helix. It was
easy to see the effect of the rotation by the current when observed
at but not at c (8646). Still the current developed no effect of
influence between the two counter rays.

8662. So Air, Water, heavy glass, camphine and sol. Sul. Iron,
when in a powerful helix, still shew no trace of any influence
exerted by two rays passing in opposite directions.

8663*. The short 2 inch prism of heavy glass was placed in

position at the poles of the great electro magnet—Argand’s lamps
placed at b and c, and observations made at d by the Nicol eye
piece. The piece of glass a acted well under the influence of the
Electro magnet, but whether the counter rays were polarized in

a horizontal or a vertical plane, still no effect of interference could
be observed.
8664. Think there ought to be a difference still in the two direc-

tions of a ray—and must experiment with light of the Sun or of
the stars—7808—21, 7854.
8665. Will the distance ofthe Sources oflight make any difference.^

8666. Cobalt, Dr Miller has lent me a piece of Mr Askings cobalt

and it appears pure and good. I took a very small piece

and suspending it by a platina wire, tried to make it so hot as

to loose its principal magnetism, using a spirit lamp between the

poles of the large battery^, but I could not make it hot enough.
It was at every such heat magnetic to a small bar.

8667. Have received some specimens from Mr Mason and tried

them as to their Magnetic or Diamagnetic state.

8668. Pure Qold, Diamagnetic and repelled.

8669. Biniodide ofMercury. Diamagnetic.
8670. Nitrate of Tellurium. Diamagnetic.
8671. Oxide of Uranium^ black, and Ammonio carbonate of
Uranium were both slightly magnetic.
S6y2 . Sol. Proto sul. Iron rotates the ray in the same direction

as the little prism of heavy glass.

* ^ magnet.
[8663]
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8673. Experiment for Herschell.

A cylinder of glass, 2 inches long and polished at the ends, was

cut hexagonal at the ends and fitted with keys, so that torsion

could be given to it. A polarized ray was passed along it and

examined by a Nicofs eye piece, the latter being arranged to give

darkness as to the Polarized beam. Then torsion was impressed

on the glass. Immediately the beam was partially depolarized and

the image became luminous, and the more luminous as the torsion

was greater. But there was no rotation of the ray, for the eye

piece was still in the darkest position, and whether moved to the

right or the left the light increased accordingly.

8674. A prism of rock crystal cut for the same purpose was full

of macles, so as to depolarize almost entirely, and was useless

for the same experiment.

26 FEBY. 1846.

8675. Worked with the large horse shoe Electro magnet fixed

in an upright position and excited by 10 pair of Grove's plates.

Have had two pieces of iron (soft) made, flat at one end and

somewhat pointed at the other, with flat under faces, and these

being placed on the ends of the chief poles, can be set at any

distance and give magnetic curves of most intense power in the

axis of the magnetic field.

8676. Prepared our Electrical machine to give positive or nega-

tive Electricity. Prepared an insulating handle-also a wire from

the machine and a series of fine and coarse points-rounded

terminations-terminations of wood and balls— to give either Pos.

or Neg. brushes, stars or sparks.

8677. Then sent these along and across the Magnetic field, either

to the one or other magnetic pole or to receiving wires between

the pole—having at the same time the Magnetic poles very near

and the power intense-but could not perceive the least difference,

either in the readiness of discharge or character of it, under any

of the many varying circumstances.

8678. One of the Electrical terminations was a pointed steel

cylinder which was held mid way between the magnetic poles,

terminated as above or by cones of soft iron, bright and sharp

pointed, so that the electrical point was also magnetic; but I
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could find no difference in effect whether the magnetism was on
or off.

8679. All these trials were in air. Now placed a vessel of Camphine
between the magnetic poles and passed small sparks from a

pointed wire to a ball in it. Here, of course, there is either spark

discharge or those rapid currents equivalent to wind in air, and
which at the surface are seen to be very strong and tumultuous.

But neither the sparks nor the currents were in any way affected

by the superinduction of the magnetism.

8680. A voltaic discharge from 5 pr. of Grove’s plates, having
intensity enough to leap across a small interval, was passed across

the magnetic field, and occasionally on to the magnetic poles, but

it was in no way affected.

8681. References.

1841. Haldat on Generality of Magnetism as in Iron.

Comptes Rendus, xii, p. 950.

Watt on Mag. influence of Sun’s rays— Edin. Phil.

Journl. 1827, April, p. 170.

Baumgartner on Morrichini and Somerville’s Exp.

Bull. Universelle, 1827, viii, 244.

Rotation of Mag. Needle by Electy. Ragona^,

Arch, d’l Electy., v, p. 352. Is this connected with true principles

or an accident.^ Repeat it.

9 MARCH 1846.

8682. Christie’s experiment of influence of solar rays in retarding

the oscillations of a magnet are in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1826, p. 219, and 1828, p. 379,

8683. A square prism of heavy Glass polished at the ends,

2| inches long and o*8 of an inch in the side, has had a helix made
on it of silked copper wire consisting of feet in length. This

glass was placed between the poles of the great horseshoe Electro

magnet (7874)— the E. current set on and then the ends of the

helix round the glass connected with a very delicate Galvanometer.

Not the slightest effect of disturbance at the Galvanometer was

produced so long as the electric current was continued unchanged.

Hence this arrangement will do for the further experiments.

^ Probably D. Ragona-Scin^.
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8684*. The prism above was placed in position at the poles of the

Electro-magnet (great horseshoe 7874), which in due time was
excited by 10 pair of Grove’s plates. A lime light apparatus was
so arranged that rays could be collected by a condenser lens, then

sent through two smaller lens and a Nicholas eye piece, so as

to give a strong polarized beam which would pass through the

heavy glass parallel to the lines of magnetic force. A screen was
provided at the near end of the prism so as to cut off the light

from the glass at pleasure, and a reflector of silvered glass was ready
to apply at the other end, to send the ray back through the glass

on itself when desired.

8685. A very delicate galvanometer was provided, being the one
I had from Matteucci. It was placed at the other side of the room-
all Iron was removed from its neighbourhood, and it was not

affected by the mere magnetism of the magnet.

8686. First, the battery current was sent through the magnet
and continued by a screw contact. Next^ the helix on the glass

was connected with the fine Galvanometer (8685)— there was no
effect on the latter by the continuance of the magnet in action

(8683). Then the lime light was set on and the polarized ray sent

through the heavy glass. But whether the light passed through—
or was stopped— or was intermitted— or was reflected back and
then stopped or intermitted— or in any other way that I could

vary the circumstances—wo effect was produced at the galvano-

meter.

8687. The Galvanometer was then first separated and afterds.

the electric current shut off from the magnet and the light stopped.

8688. Oil of turpentine in the large glass tube with the helix wire

around it (8653) was placed in its tube in the Woolwich helix

(7538) and both arranged before the lamp, that the polarized ray

from the lime light would pass through the column of liquid. The
turpentine tube helix was connected with the galvanometer (the

Woolwich helix being as yet out of action) and then the lime

light passed through. But whether the light was on or off or

intermitted or reflected—no effect at the galvanometer occurred,

i.e. the natural rotation of the Camphine caused no effect.

8689. The Galvanometer was now detached— the battery current

sent through the Woolwich helix so as to cause its induction on

* [8684]
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the Camphine, and the Galvanometer wire reattached to the

camphine helix. All was steady at the Galvanometer. The polarized

light was then passed through, intermitted for longer or shorter

periods, reflected, etc. etc., but there was no effect at the Gal-

vanometer.

8690. JVater was submitted to the same set of experiments, being

in the long large tube before described (8651). It was tried both

without and with the influence of the Woolwich helix on it, but

there was no effect.

8691. A nearly saturated solution of proto sulphate ofIron^ pre-

served clear by the addition of a little sulphuric acid, was put

into the same tube as that used with the water (8690), and sub-

mitted to the same experiments—but with only negative results.

No effect was produced at the Galvanometer.

8692. So mere diamagnetics, as heavy glass and water -or one

having a natural rotation, as camphine—or a magnetic, as sulphate

of iron solution— all gave the same negative result under this

attempt to obtain a reaction of the affected light back upon a

surrounding helix.

8693. Must try these experiments with sun light condensed and

polarized-are very manageable (7808-21, 7912-22, 8683-706).

8694. References, Watt on Mag. influence of Sun’s rays. Edin.

Phil. Jour., 1827, April, p. 170.

Baumgaertner on Morrichini and Somerville expt. Bull. Univ.,

1827, viii, 244.
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8695. Worked up in Anderson’s room and so arranged that a

silvered glass, 18 inches square, should reflect a sun’s ray (ii to

I o’clk.) into the room. The beam was first converged by a four

inch lens, then diverged by 2 concave lens near the focus so as

to give a compressed dense beam of nearly parallel rays. A bar

of my heavy glass surrounded by a helix of covered wire (the

bar 07 in. width and 2*2 long) and polished at the ends was

arranged, the helix being connected with my very delicate gal-

vanometer (bought of Matteucci).

8696. The compressed beam (8695), being passed through the

heavy glass, produced no effect at the galvanometer. Nor did any

motion of the glass and helix in the ray produce any effect.

8697. The compressed beam was passed through a Nichol’s

polarizer and then through the glass-but there was no galvano-

meter effect.

8698. A bow string was put round the neck of the polarizer, and

it was rotated on its axis whilst the ray passed through it and

through the glass, but still there was no effect at the galvanometer.

8699. The heavy glass was placed between the poles of my most

powerful electro magnet (the East India link magnet), but still,

with any or all the above modifications and with the magnetism

on and off as on the 12 March (8686), there was no galvanometer

effect.

8700. Collected the sun’s rays by a silvered glass reflector, con-

cave and 12 inches in diameter-making the ray approximate to

parallel by concave lenses near the focus. Still this beam treated

as above produced no effects with the heavy glass. There was

great heat and I had to operate with care and quickness, but if

there had been any effect I must have obtained traces of it.

8701. I several times found certain small effects, but was always

able to trace them to known laws and actions of the magnet.

8702. Moved a helix with heavy glass fixed in it in the sun’s rays

collected both by lens and reflector, but could obtain no effects

on the galvanometer.

8703. Moved the same helix with a magnetfixed in it in the sun’s
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rays in all directions, but obtained no results at the galvano-
meter.

8704. Made a small helix of clean platina wire; placed it in the

Galvanometer circuit, and then sent the focus of the reflector

through it and about it in various directions, and moved it in the

beams; but with no results at the Galvanometer.
8705. Connected one end of the Galvanometer wire with the bell

wire as a good discharger, and the other end with a ball of spongy
platina. Held the latter in the focus of the reflector in all positions.

No effects.

8706. For the ball of platina, put a piece of retort carbon and
also the platina helix (8704)—no results.

24 JULY 1846.

8707. I have prepared two square prisms of heavy glass for

repeated reflexion of light within from end to end. One is about

inches long and of an inch square. The two ends have
been polished and silvered and then a portion of the silvering

about of an inch broad removed nearest to the edges a and b.

In this case it is evident that a ray of light may pass through

directly from corner to corner^— or be reflected twice in its course

and then pass out to the eyet— or it may be reflected four times

within the glass and then pass out in the piece of glass prepared

I can make [ ] or 6 successive images of the light appear.

8708. It is manifested that where the light has been reflected

twice, the ray has passed three times through the length of the

glass—and when the reflexions are n, the ray has passed n + i

times through the glass. Still, as the rotation of the ray in the

Magneto light phenomena depends upon the direction of the

Mag. force and not on the direction of the ray, it will, every time

that it passes through, have an additional amount of rotation

impressed upon it in the same direction, which ever way it goes

;

and so if it pass 5 times, it will have 5 fold the rotation that it

would have if passed once only.

8709. Found this to be the case. It is easy, by moving the prism

more or less obliquely, to select the image due to one passage— or
after one double reflexion, or two or three double reflexions— the

first length ray being of course unit and the second and third

t [87071

[8707]
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observations being on ray[s] 3 and 5 times as long. Found as

expected that when the great magnet was arranged, etc., if the

rotation of the direct ray was 12®, the rotation of the second
image was 36®, and that of the third image 60°.

8710. Hence many good results. It shew[s] that which ever way
the ray is passing, its rotation is determined by the direction of
the magnetic force.

8711. It makes the distinction between this rotation and that of
quartz, turpentine, etc. more striking, for in the latter, all the

reflexions would neutralize each other and only an effect equiva-
lent to one transit be obtained.

8712. It enables a short piece of glass, crystal or other substance
to be used and also the poles of the Electromagnet to be nearer,

and therefore the lines of magnetic force stronger.

8713. Or it enables the effect to be seen in a shorter helix and
with a feebler apparatus than before.

8714. It shews that the effect on the ray is proportionate to the

length of glass through which the ray passes, by allowing a direct

comparison of lengths, as i, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc., without change of the

apparatus or its parts.

8715. A second piece of glass of an inch square and only
inches long was prepared and silvered in another manner.

The faces cz, c were silvered and then a part of the silvering

removed at d and e, where only a direct ray could pass through,
but to prevent that a notch was cut in the middle of the face d e.

In this case, light could pass once through the glass by one re-

flexion at the back*, or it could traverse the glass three times, as in

the second figure!^ by virtue of three reflexions— or five times by
virtue of five reflexions^. In this way, tlie eye applied at [illegible]

as many as 6 and 7 images in succession, using the bright sky as

the source of light, and these correspd. to 13 and 15 journeys of
the ray along the bar. In this case the effect was precisely the same
as with the former, and I could find no interference of the crossing

rays one with the other, or any diminution of the rotating effect.

8716- The other is the best shape, as requiring least displacement
of the bar between the 2 Nichofs eye pieces. If its extremities

be not quite parallel— the effect is to throw the successive images
which are obtained by increased reflexions more close when the

* I8715] + [8715]

[8715]
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eye is applied to one end and more open when applied to the

other; and this offers an advantage when it is desired to observe
one image by itself, or when we wish to compare its rotation

with that of another,

8717. Looked for the extinction of crossing light, but there was
none evident.

8718. Can use even ordinary magnets now.

28 JULY 1846.

8719. Becquerel speaks often of substances standing across the

magnetic lines of force, and so does his son and Haldat, for

which see

Becquerel, Comptes Rendus, xxii, p. 146, 26 Jany. 1846
Haldat, Do. 267, 9 Feby. 1846

Becquerel, E. Do. 959, 8 June 1846,

and E. Becquerel’s remarks are evidently to the effect that there

is but one kind of magnetism, etc. etc. So I have made a few
experiments to-day in the matter—not having however any data

as to measures in Becquerel’s papers.

8720. A small glass tube 0*25 of inch in diameter and 1*4 inches

long, was filled with the per oxide of iron called rouge, very

uniform in its character. The Woolwich cylinder magnet was
excited at pleasure by 5

pair of Grove’s plate[s]~the magnet
being horizontal and either a cone, or a square bar, or flat bar,

or wedge of iron, etc. etc. being placed at the end to give different

forms of termination to the pole.

8721. The end of the magnet was made a cone. The tube of

peroxide, suspended horizontally by cocoon silk, was brought up
towards the pole, always keeping the center of suspension and

revolution in the axis (prolonged) of the cone, but at different

distances. When at distances at which the magnet action on it

was sensible— it was always attracted. If it happened to be per-

pendicular to the line of magnetic force, it remained there, but

if inclined either side, then the nearer end approached the pole

and the tube either became axial or stopped short because its end

touched the Magt. pole. At any nearer distance the same thing

happened, and there was no tendency to set itself across the

Mag. curves.

26-2
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8722. The oxide can receive a small mag. charge and retain it

and this, if it occurs, must be noticed and accounted for.

8723. Now the end of the magnetic pole was changed, a square

bar of iron being used, which presented a terminal face about

1*75 inches square, facing the tube ofper oxide. When at a distance

of 0*3 of an inch from the face of the pole, or at any less distance,

the tube of oxide could be retained in a position across the

magnetic line of force, or rather across the axis of the pole a

the point of suspension being in it. At greater distances, this was
an unstable position and the bar tended to set obliquely, as

* or T indifferently, and this increased as the distance

increased as long as the action of the magnet was sensible on the

tube of per oxide. The cause we shall see hereafter-but the

center of gravity of the tube was always attracted.

8724. The end of the pole was now a short bar of iron presenting

towards the oxide a vertical face about i inch high and 2*5 inches

horizontally (the important direction). The same effects as before

occurred, but the position of the tube of oxide across the direction

of the axial line could be retained until the distance was an inch

or more.

8725. Another termination was given to the pole, and now its

vertical face was 1*75 inches high and 3*5 inches horizontal. Here,

when the center of suspension was carefully adjusted, the tube

of oxide was parallel to the face of the pole when 1*75 inches from

it, and still more forcibly so at any smaller distance. If disturbed

from this position, it returned to it, and very strikingly so when
at distances less than an inch.

8726. But now must point out that in this and the last case,

illustration and explanatory effects took place when the point of

suspension was moved to the one side or the other of the axial

line, or the magnetic pole moved so as to produce the same

relative displacement. Thus, if the point ofsuspension were carried

on one side, as in the figure, then the end on that side would
approach the face of the pole and take up a permanent inclined

position—and that the more inclined as the point of suspension

were carried further out. Until at last the bar or tube of oxide

would be perpendicular to the face or even inclined outwards—

and the same would happen exactly in the same order on the

t [8723][8723]
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other side. The accompanying lines give something like the

different positions of the tube of oxide under the varying circum-

stances.

8727. In all cases the center of Gravity is attracted,

8728. Prepared another tube of the Per oxide of the same
diameter, but 2*5 inches long, and suspended it in the same way
before that face of the Magnet which was 3*5 inches in its hori-

zontal dimension. Even this long tube could be placed with its

center of suspension in the axial line as far as 1*3 inches from the

face, and yet its permanent position of rest was parallel to the

face or across the axial line. When the distance was more than this,

the position became unstable and the stable position was inclined

in one direction or the other.

8729. When within the 1*3 inches distance, then carrying the

point of suspension either to one side or the other of the axial line

produced just the same effects as those described above. When
about half an inch from die face, it was easy to obtain all these

and the other required effects.

8730. Paper- a little roll ofpaper, which I knew to be ferrugenous

and therefore magnetic, about inches long and 0*4 of an inch

in diameter—presented also all these effects very well.

8731. When the paper roll was presented to the conical or the

wedge termination, then these effects did not occur, but either

one or the other end of the roll was permanently attracted. The
center of Gravity was always attracted.

8732. Another roll of paper did not set so well, i.e. did not give

the transverse positions so accurately. It is easy to see that any

irregularity in the iron of the paper-or in the state or packing

of the per oxide, or in the magnetism communicated to it, may
easily give disturbed results, but these are no objections to such

as are regular.

8733. I then tried two tubes about 0*25 of inch in diameter and

inches long, filled respectively with solutions of muriate of

nickel and sulphate of iron (proto). These did not produce the

same effects as the former. It is true that they could be placed

parallel to the face of the pole, but this was a place of instable

equilibrium; and if the pole had power to act at all on the solution,

and one end of the tube was nearer than the other to the face.
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then that end approached the pole face and remained against it,

just as Iron would do, but in a very much feebler degree.

8734. I incline to think that the disaggregated state of the per-

oxide of iron has a strong influence on the effect- for on trying

several filaments of haematite, they all acted as iron and the

solution acted.

8735. Iron. Fine iron wire being used, it always pointed end on

to the face of the pole-however short the piece might be.

I loaded the wire with lead, so as to prevent it from going up

to the face of the pole, but still it pointed towards it. This is

doubtless due to the perfection of the Magneto inductive action

through it and the high reciprocal state which it acquires through-

out. Still, even it manifests its tendency to go to the extremes

of the face of the pole-an effect well known in iron filings, nails,

etc. etc. (8755).

8736. If a fine long piece of iron wire be placed across the conical

or wedge shaped Magnetic pole, then it stands across the polar

axis, and on the tip of the cone looks very strange; but this is

nothing more than the opening out of two rods there or of

bunches of filings, or other such forms, and is due to the divergent

condition of the lines of magnetic force carried onwd. in this case

by the two parts of the wire itself (8757).

8737. The effects with the per oxide of Iron are simple results

of the greater intensity of tlie magnetic force at the edges of the

square or flat pole, than in the middle of tlie flat face. The con-

sequences of this difference have been shewn already in the

Researches, 2298, 2299, 2384.

8738. Hence E. Becquerel’s objections or views have no force.

In fact, where the per oxide of Iron will stand transversely, there

diamagnetic matter will often stand axially- still shewing the con-

trast of the two magnetic conditions
;
and there is the never failing

fundamental result, that where one is attracted the other is re-

pelled.

8739. Remember all my papers were written and received at the

R.S. last year, and two of them read there last year.
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8740. Have procured some steel buttons and arranged two so as

to make one the face of each Magnetic pole, and can arrange them
so as to throw the ray to and fro, so that it shall pass i, 3, 5 or 7
times across the magnetic field and yet allow of either air- or a

crystal or other transparent body, being there (8707).

8741. Air, The interval was made 1-25 inches—and the direct or

first and second reflected images could be very well seen—but with

none ofthese could I obtain any effect (7878, 7864) upon the air by
the large magnet (7874) excited by ten pair of Grove’s plates.

8742. Heavy Glass, Effects as before and very good.

8743. Quarti cube (7882). In all three directions, but obtained

no sensible effect.

8744. Iceland spar cube (7883). In all three directions, but with

no effect.

8745. Air again. No effect.

8746. In all these cases then, it would appear that, as far as my
means go, the Magnetic force is powerless over the ray, i.e. in

air and in doubly refracting crystals.

8747. Intend to silver the cube of quartz and calc, spar so as to

get a more decided result.

8748. Experimented as to power of diamagnetics to generate

currents when introduced into a helix.

8749. First a fine helix (8683) was placed between the poles of

the great magnet— the magnet made by completion of circuit—and

last the helix connected with my fine Galvanometer. There was

no motion, but any movement of the helix now produced a current

and affected the galvanometer.

8750. The helix being at rest— a piece of iron, as a nail, was

introduced into the helix, and there was then a sensible and even

a strong current produced at the Galvanometer.

8751. A tube full of solution of sulphate of Iron (saturated) was

then introduced, but this produced no decided current— there was

motion of the slightest kind—but I think none the mere result

of introducing the solution.

8752. A good thick square bar of bismuth 0*75 of inch square

was introduced, but with no effect.

8753. Phosphorus and heavy glass were also introduced in the

same manner, but with no effect.
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8754.

Hence I cannot find in diamagnetics any power of pro-

ducing a current in a helix, like in kind but contrary in direction

to that which a piece of iron can produce under the same circum-

stances. They are probably too weak in power to be sensible with

this apparatus.

4 AUG. 1846.

8755. Thinking it possible that iron might shew the phenomena

of per oxide of iron, if presented to a large face (8723, etc.) of a

very weak magnet, I suspended a piece of fine iron wire half an

inch long by a copper loop and cocoon silk-made it red hot to

remove all ordinary magnetism- then brought the large iron faces

(8725) near it, and by the application of a weak bar magnet to

the other end of the pieces of iron, made them weak magnets.

But the soft iron did not act as the haematite. The magnetism

was so weak that the suspended wire pointed but did not adhere

to the magnet. Either end would point indifferently, shewing that

the wire was not permanently magnetic-but then it pointed end

on whatever part of the face it was opposite to and at whatever

distance, provided it was affected at all. In no place did it set

itself parallel to the face as the tube of per oxide of Iron did.

8756. Another piece
I
of an inch long was tried with the same

results.

8757. Hence with the per oxide, much appears to be due to the

disaggregation, for the Iron strong or weak as respects the opposed

magnet (8735, 8755), and solution of sulphate of iron, which is

weak as a magnet and weaker than the peroxide, act alike and both

unlike the peroxide.

SEPTR. 17, 1846.

Reflections applied to crystals, etc,

1 8758. A crystal of quartz 2*3 inches in length had the ends

polished and silvered so as to allow of repeated reflexion. It was

, — then adjusted between the moveable mag. poles of the great

horseshoe magnet ( ) excited at will by 10 pair of Grove’s

plates-but no effect of the magnetism could be observed on a

polarized ray passed through the crystal i, 3 or even
5
times;

i.e. when the first, second or third image was observed (8707).
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8759. A cube of rock crystal ( ) 0*7 of an inch in the side

and cut with two of its faces perpendicular to the axis of the

crystal, was silvered on four sides so as to observe by reflexion

through the two faces above mentioned and other two faces. It

was placed between the magnetic poles approximated as closely

as they might be, i.e. to of an inch-the position of tlie

crystal being such that the polarized ray was not affected by it or

very slightly. There was then no sensible effect of the magnetism

on the ray, with either the first, second, third or fourth image.

In the last case, the light had traversed the cube of crystal seven

times.

8760. The crystal was now turned a quarter round and the

observations now made on the other two faces. In this position

it affected the polarized ray naturally, depolarizing it to a certain

amount and in a certain manner. But not the slightest additional

effect could be observed as due to the magnetic action, by observa-

tion of the first, second, third and fourth image, for the amount

of light was not varied nor the tints in the least degree affected.

8761. A smaller cube of quartz ( ) 0*7 of an inch in the

side was observed in the same manner and yielded the same

negative results.

Calcareous or Iceland spar,

8762. A cube of this substance was cut with two of its faces

perpendicular to the axis of the crystal, and silvered like the former

cubes; it was 0-82 of an inch in the sides. Being placed so that

it did not affect the polarized ray, and then subjected to magnetic

action, the first, second, third, fourth and fifth image was observed,

but there was no signs of any effect. The reflecting faces were very

well silvered.

8763. The cube was now placed so that it might be observed in

a direction perpendicular to that just described, and in which it

depolarized the light, producing colours, etc.; but not the slightest

additional effect due to magnetism could be observed. The re-

flecting surfaces in this case were not so good as the former.

8764. In the cases now described, the surfaces were silvered as

a mirror is silvered, but I have had small square silvered flat

reflectors made, that can be attached by a little Canada balsam

to the surface of the crystal, or of glass. Perhaps in such cases
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it may be necessary to take note of the effect of the Canada

balsam.

8765. Two silvered reflectors were attached to the opposed ends

of the magnetic poles and the light reflected to and fro through

the air between the poles (about r2 inches apart, and also 2 inches

apart). The observation was made up to the fifth image (equivalent

to 9 transits of the ray between the poles), but no sensible effect

of the magnetism was detected in it. So no action as yet in Air.

Expts, on pointing of short bars of bodies at large end offlat
magnet (8719).

8766. Arranged the Woolwich cylinder magnet as before and

used as the terminal that piece of soft iron which presented a

square flat face, 2 inches in horizontal dimension and i inch or

nearly so in vertical direction.

8767. Per oxide of Iron-in a glass tube about i*i inch long,

pointed as before described (8726), and as Becquerel has said.

But sometimes, instead of standing parallel to the face of the

magnet, it seemed to have a tendency to approach by one end.

8768. A piece of hcematite^ separated from a fibrous mass by a

porcellain tube. This did not act as the per oxide, i.e. it did not

tend to place itself parallel to the face of the pole, but the end

which was nearest continued to approach. As it could take a

magnetic state and in some degree retain it, the end which had

last touched the pole had a greater tendency when removed to go

to it again than the other end. Wherever it was placed, one end

tended to and went quite up to the pole. The centre of gravity

was attracted.

8769. The haematite was then powdered finely and put into a

glass tube, but still it acted as before; the disaggregation had not

been able to bring it to the peroxide of Iron state. Either one end

or the other went quite up to the pole and the mass was attracted.

8770. Pure per oxide ofmanganese.

Put into a tube, acted in certain situations as the per oxide

of Iron of Becquerel, but the situations required selection in

respect of the face of the pole, and in the greater number of posi-

tions one end went quite up to the pole and that usually the

nearest.

8771. Thus if the tube were placed in either of the positions
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represented and then the magnet made active, the end a would
go outward and the end b would go to the pole. But if the tube

were suspended before the middle of the face, then the nearest

end went up to the pole and touched it. The tube would not

take and keep a point or place of rest parallel to the end of

the pole.

8772. I pressed the per oxide of manganese together in a wrapper

of platina foil by means of a vice, but it produced just the same

effect as in the tube—even with a large pole face of four inches

horizontal extent.

8773. Platinum,

A short piece of thick platinum wire points end on as iron

wire would do, but not so strongly of course— therefore it could

not keep a position parallel to the face of the pole or inclined

and not touching it, and is not like the peroxide of Iron.

8774. Spongy platina in a glass tube pressed down shewed the

phenomena above of per oxide of manganese (8771), which is a

sort of half way step between those of Iron and per oxide of

Iron—but not to the same extent as the manganese oxide. Still,

one end of the mass always went up to the bar and the center

of gravity of the mass was always attracted.

8775. Iron glass, A short piece of bottle glass tube pointed end

on any where before the face of the magnet and touching it at

one end. So also did the same glass if pulverized and put into a

small glass tube. It could not keep a position parallel or inclined

to the face of the pole and not touching it. No such place of rest.

8776. Solution ofSulphate ofIron proto~di small tube filled with

saturated solution points with one end on and touching, and

therefore as platina, and not as peroxide of Iron.

8777. One volume of this solution was then diluted with five

volumes of water and put into a tube— it still pointed in the same

manner, though more feebly. Still it could not hold a position

parallel to the face or inclined to and not touching it as per oxide

of Iron-even though a pole face of 4 inches in horizontal extent

was opposite to it.

8778. Yet this solution had nothing like the magnetic force of

the tube of peroxide of iron, as could be easily seen by the

superior attraction of the center of gravity of the oxide tube and
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8795. When the iron coils were freed from the voltaic battery,

they remained magnetic as cores would have done, and this final

magnetism can be changed in direction by changing the direction

of the current. So it is evident that an iron helix of more than

one layer of coils acts as a core to itself in some degree.

8796. The magnetism retained is small, for a very little brush

of iron filings is retained by the residual magnetism. Still, the

core action may be considerable (by comparison) during the time

the current continues.

8797. A solid iron helix was put as a core into a copper helix

and the electric current sent through the latter-the iron helix

made a very bad core, taking up scarcely any filings. A thin

continuous tube of iron being put in its place made an excellent

core. The imperfection of the iron helix core was doubtless due

to the direction of its fibres and the want of continuity in the

direction of the axis of the inducing core of copper. Still, the

iron helix did act as a core and acquired a permanent degree of

magnetism, which could be changed in its direction by inverting

the iron helix in the copper helix. The magnetism was also the

same in direction as with a solid or continuous iron core (8819).

8798. A hollow iron helix was put over the copper helix, to

represent the external iron tube before spoken of (8785); it did

not appear to acquire any signs of magnetism.

8799. Flat iron helices lift iron filings well and I think more than

equal helices of copper wire with the same current. The inner

spirals of iron appear to act as cores to the outer.

8800. Now worked to see if there might be any peculiar inductive

action between iron and copper coils. A copper helix was con-

nected with the voltaic battery, and an iron helix connected with

my galvanometer; the iron helix was put into the copper helix.

When the battery contact was made, there was an induced current,

and when it was broken there was also a current, and these cur-

rents were in the same direction as if the inner helix had been of

copper.

8801. There was no permanent current induced in the iron helix.

8802. If the iron helix were moved in and out, a current was

induced during the motion-but only as if the iron had been

copper-no otherwise.
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8803. Spun the iron helix a little whilst in the copper helix

(taking all care of other actions), but there was no effect at the
Galvanometer—apart from the first and last induction, or the
moving in and out.

8804. Then placed an iron helix outside a copper helix, but this

cause[d] no alteration of the effects, and produced no new phe-
nomena; not even when a core of iron was put into the copper
helix to exalt the inductive effects.

8805. Experiments on any possible peculiar inductive action of a

bismuth core. A fine helix was connected with my galvanometer,
and magnetic poles applied to the ends of the helix; the needle
was affected, vibrating through an arc of ro° or 12°. Then a

solid core of bismuth put into the helix and the poles applied;
the deviation was in the same direction and apparently to the

same extent as when air only in the helix.

8806. The magnetic poles were applied to the sides of the helix,

but then there was no induction of a current whether air or
bismuth were in the helix.

8807. Then placed this helix between the Magnetic poles of the

great magnet, but across the lines of magnetic force. There was
no induced current on making or unmaking the magnet, whether
air or bismuth were in the helix.

8808. Neither was there any effect by putting the bismuth in or

out of the helix, the magnetic force remaining constant for the
time.

8809. Much care required here to guard the galvanometer from
the action of derived currents taken up by the wires touching
the wood about the magnet, etc. etc. Have to insulate them.
8810*. Three cylinders were prepared ofIron^ copper and bismuth^

each about i inch long and o-6 in diameter. The great Electro

magnet had conical terminations and these were in succession

placed between the cones, so that they could be revolved by a

string passing round a groove. The object was to see what current

would be induced in these cylinders by revolution under the

influence of these intense magnetic forces. The ends of the Gal-

vanometer wires could be applied at any part of the cylinders,

as at £2, b^ Cy etc.

8811. Much care was requisite to avoid currents by induction or

* [8810]
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derivation, beside those due to the mere revolution, but these

were guarded against.

8812. When the cylinder was copper^ and the galvanometer wires

applied at a and c, induced currents were formed, being in one

direction for revolution of the cylinder one way and in the other

direction for revolution the other way. When the wires were

applied at b and c, the currents were equally produced. But when

applied at a and b they were not produced.

8813. These currents were in the same direction as if the gal-

vanometer wires had been joined and then carried across the

Magnetic curves in the direction of the cylinder rotation, and are

manifestly of the same kind as those described in my first series

of Exp. Researches. That they do not occur when the wires are

applied at a and b is because the part from a to b does not, in

moving, cut the magnetic curves. That they do occur when

applied at c is because the part between b and c in moving cuts

the magnetic curves.

8814. Now used the iron cylinder. The induced currents were

far stronger than before, but tlie same in direction and the other

circumstances. They are no doubt due to the same cause, and as

iron is a worse conductor than copper, might in that respect have

been expected to be weaker. But there is another effect which

more than compensates for this. The iron becomes itself magnetic

and contains, within its space, magnetic forces of far greater

power than those which occupied the same space when the copper

was there, and hence the greater intensity of the magneto electric

currents produced.

8815. The bismuth cylinder gave the same current[s], but even

more weak than those of the copper-and they were mingled up

with the effect of the thermo-current produced by die friction of

the copper wire against the circumference of the cylinder.

8816. Have also arranged a helix of feet of wire, so that

cores of Iron, copper and bismuth 4 inches long and
\
of an inch

in diameter might be placed in the center, revolved whilst there,

and have currents drawn off* from the equatorial and polar parts.

When the iron core was revolved, the galvanometer wires applied

to the equator and to the center of the end of the cylinder gave

good current, varying with the direction of rotation, just as if
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the iron had been between the magnetic poles. The core was of
course very magnetic.

8817. The copper core gave the same currents, but very feeble—

not being a magnet.

8818. The bismuth core gave the same current whichever way
it was revolved—and this was due to the friction of the wire
rubbing against the equatorial parts. So whether the battery

current was passing through the helix or not, the effect was the

same. Still, when the current was on, there was a difference in

the amount of effect for the two directions, which shewed that

currents tended to be formed here by rotation, as in the iron and
copper—but were feeble in their nature and overruled by the

effects of friction and heat.

24 OCTR. 1846.

8819. As to the action of an iron wire helix, as core to itself

(8792-9), Two solid helices were made, one of 36 feet of copper

wire and the other of 38 feet of iron wire of nearly equal thickness.

They were both put into the circuit at once with 10 pr. of Grovers

plates, so as to have the same current passing through both. The
iron helix was much the strongest as a magnet in its action either

on a magnetic needle or on filings. It lifted above 4 times as much
filings as the copper helix.

8820. It became much the hotest through the effect of the electric

current.

8821. The induction of an inner helix on an outer iron tube is

scarcely sensible (8786) : what is its action on an outer helix by
way of Induction? Two small copper wire helices were put one
in the other, and the electric current sent through one whilst the

other was connected with either our large galvanometer or with

my delicate one—but there was no sensible action either at the

beginning or ending of the current in either helix—they were
two small.

8822. Then used a large outer helix containing 190 feet of wire

(about 2^ of inch), and a much smaller inner coil containing only

36 feet and not in length more than one fourth of the length of

the large helix. When the Electric current was through the outer

helix, it induced a current in the inner helix at making and also at

F D IV 27
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breaking contact-of 15® or 20° by my galvanometer. But when

the current was sent through the inner helix, it induced corre-

spondent current in the outer helix, and these were far more

powerful than before. So that the inner helix can induce on the

outer helix effectually and in that respect differs from its action

on outer iron (8786).

8823. The reason why the induced current was greater is probably

because far more electricity would pass in the same time through

the inner than the outer helix, because of the lesser resistance of

the shorter wire. If helices alike in length, then probably the

amount of induction would be the same.

8824. In considering the induction on the outer helix or the outer

iron tube and comparing the difference of effect, we must remember

that the currents induced in the helix run all round the inner

helix, whilst those in the iron are theoretically round the particles.

So in the outer helix the part outside and the part next the inner

helix have the current produced in the same direction, whereas

the iron would, as to its particles, have currents in these two parts

moving in contrary direction.

8825. In fact the induction in the iron and the induction in the

helix are different in their nature, in this respect as well as in others,

for that in the helix is only momentary at the beginning and end,

being in the two cases contrary ;
whilst that in the iron is permanent

for the time.

8826. Must try and compare and co-relate these differences, for

they ought to come under one principle of action.

8827. What would be the mutual action of an inside and an out-

side helix on each other-an iron core being between them-

seeing that it would be magnetic to the outer current and not to

tlie inner.^

8828. A helix was placed vertically and a small iron core suspended

in the axis; then an electric current sent through. The core was

instantly and powerfully attracted to the side of the helix- to

whichever side or part was nearest to it. If the core were only

one third the length of the helix, so as to be entirely within, still

the same result took place with equal force.

8829. So the center or axis of the helix is not the place of greatest

force upon an iron core within, i.e. is not its place of rest. The
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core no doubt disturbes in some degree the mutual relation of
the forces and their disposition.

8830. When a ring heHx was used the same effect took place.

When the ring was made into a triangular form, then the iron

core tended with most force up into the corners presented by
the angles—but always up to the wire carrying the electric

current.

8831. A core of bismuth in a helix of copper wire with a current

passing through it, was applied to a suspended ball of bismuth
and also to a suspended bar of bismuth, but there were no sensible

signs of any mutual effect.

8832. It was also applied to fine iron filings, but with no sensible

effect.

8833. Oil of turpentine (as a rotating fluid naturally) was placed

between the magnetic poles of our great magnet and examined
by a polarized ray passing parallel to the lines of magnetic force

:

it had its rotative force affected by the magnetism in the now well

known way (7609). The polarized ray was then passed across the

lines of magnetic force, i.e. at right angles to them, and then the

oil of turpentine was examined by it—but not the slightest altera-

tion of the rotative force in this direction occurred. So that the

Magnetic rotation seems in this respect to be thoroughly in-

dependant of the natural rotative force, and the two to have no
influence on each other.

8834. I have an apparatus consisting of a ring of iron made out

of a bar about i| inches wide and
I
of an inch thick, the bar being

welded into a ring about 2 inches in diameter and inches high.

This ring has copper wire wound round it in the fashion of a

helix, the convolutions of which are of course nearly parallel to

the axis of the ring; and when the electric current is sent through

it, the iron ring, which is as a core to the copper helix, must

become a very powerful magnet, but as it is a ring magnet, its

power is all internaL

8835. Placed a prism of heavy glass in the axis of this arrange-

ment-sent the electric current through—and examined the glass

by a polarized ray. No effect—even though I passed the ray by
reflexion three times along the glass.

8836. Put the whole arrangement of ring and glass between the

27-2
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poles of the great magnet, the glass being transverse to the lines

of Magnetic force. No effect.

8837. Placed the ring and glass so that the glass was parallel to

the lines of magnetic force, and now of course the polarized ray

was rotated; but whether the ring magnet was in or out of the

current of electricity, the effect was the same. Hence no effect

of the ring magnet on the glass,

8838. Repulsion of bismuth—an apparatus arranged to shew it

and does very well.

8839. Should do it also very well by putting the lever horizontal

instead of vertical—suspending it by a few cocoon silk strands.

6 NOVR. 1846.

8840*. A square prism of heavy glass about 2 inches long and
polished at the ends was mounted so that it could be rotated on
its axis between the poles of the great magnet, either in a direction

parallel to the lines of magnetic force or perpendicular to them—

a

— polarized ray being at the same time transmitted through the glass

parallel to the axis of rotation. The rotating apparatus was a

multiplying wheel of considerable power, so that the revolutions

were probably as high as 20 in a second.

8841. This rotation of the glass produced not the slightest effect

on the phenomena— the polarized ray was affected or unaffected

precisely in the same manner, and to the same amount, whether
the glass was in rapid rotation or quite still.

8842. So nothing here came forth in the glass analogous by its

phenomena or otherwise to that condition which moving con-
ductors take up under the same circumstances, and by which
currents of electricity move or tend to move in them.

8843. Dynamic electric induction produces two inducteous cur-
rents, at the beginning and end of the inductric current. When
Iron, as a core or otherwise, is present and becomes magnetic
by the continuing inductric current, one assumes hypothetically
that it is because of the production or arrangement ofpermanent
inducteous current: in which case one might perhaps be led to
expect or hope for some permanent inducting action from these
currents back again on to the conductors near to or surrounding

* [8840]
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them. So "without much expectation made the following experi-

ments.

8844. Two covered copper wires were placed parallel to each

other in a tube of soft iron 2 feet long and half an inch external

diameter and o*i thick, and then a current of 10 pr. Grove’s
plates sent through one while the other was connected with a

very delicate Galvanometer. There was no permanent induction

of one wire on the other— or any apparent difference in the effect

whether the wires were in the tube or out of it.

8845. Two helices, one of iron wire and the other of copper wire,

much intermingled in their disposition but separate at the ends,

were connected with the Galvanometer and the battery, the

inductric current passing sometimes through the iron and some-
times through the copper. No permanent inductive effect was
obtained, or any effect different to that of two copper helices.

8846. Two involved helices of copper wire, one shorter of

thicker wire, and the other of a great length of very fine wire,

were taken, having also a core of a bundle of iron wire. Whether
the inductric current was on to the shorter or longer wire, or

the iron core were in or out of its place—no constant inducteous

current was produced, or any thing different to the former

principles of inductive action. My delicate Galvanometer was
used.

8847. I have a thick iron ring in the form of a short cylinder;

if cut through and opened out, it would be a bar 6 inches long,

i\ inches wide and 0*4 of an inch thick or nearly so. This ring is

covered with copper wire which, passing up the inside and down
the outside, forms a helix round the iron, which in its turn is as

a ring core to the helix. A second copper wire helix was put over

the first. When either of these helices carries a current, the iron be-

comes of course powerfully magnet., but also of course manifests

little or no external magnetism, for it has no terminal poles; being

a ring and therefore endless. When an electric current was sent

through one of the helices, there was a very powerful current

induced in the other at making and breaking contact, as was to be

expected—but no permanent or peculiar effect.

8848. I made as many as fifteen small helices—bound them up

in a bundle side by side and connected them so that a current
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should pass through them all in succession, they being all in

similar and uniform position. I connected this bundle with the

galvanometer-put it into the middle of a good inducing helix

of copper wire, and sent the electric current through the latter.

There was no permanent or peculiar inductive action-but only

the effects at the beginning and ending of the inductric current,

which would have been produced by one single internal inducteous

helix.

8849. A similar bundle of small iron wire helices was used with

exactly the same effects.

8850. The iron ring and helices were arranged with a bar of

bismuth going through the hole (or axis) in the middle of the

arrangement, which therefore was parallel to the general direction

of the helix wire but perpendicular to the parts of the Magnetic

ring core. This bismuth bar was connected with a galvanometer,

and one of the helices on the ring with a Grove’s battery. There

was no permanent effect at the Galvanometer, but the temporary

currents on making and breaking contact.

8851. A copper wire in the place of the bismuth bar produced

exactly the same effects. These were not new effects, but effects

of the ordinary Magneto electric induction.

8852. I have a similar arrangement in which the core is not a ring

of iron but of wood-hox wood. This shewed no effects with the

bismuth bar or copper wire-illustrating the increased power

given by the iron ring core.

8853. Had to be careful of accidental thermo currents with the

bismuth,

8854. An ordinary hollow copper helix has been formed con-

taining 154 feet of wire. Then 60 feet of covered Iron wire has

been carried up the inside and down the outside, covering the

first helix with a second, the wire of which is at right angles to

the first, just as if the first helix were the iron ring described a

while ago (8847). When the battery current was on to the inner

copper helix, there was no induced current through the iron to

the galvanometer. When the battery current was through the iron

helix, there was a little induction at making and breaking contact-

but no permanent or peculiar effect. The effect was no doubt of

the old kind.
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8855. Another arrangement consisted of a first ordinary hollow
helix of 98 feet Iron wire-covered as just described by a second
helix of 60 feet of copper wire— to reverse the places of the two
former metals (8854). No effect at the Galvanometer except a

very slight temporary result of common induction.

8856. As to action of inner and outer helices on each other, and
the relation of the results to the action of an inner or an outer

helice on a cylinder core of Iron (8781,6), the following are

results.

8857. A simple helice of 37-3 feet of copper forming one layer

of spirals was put on a glass tube— a second helice of 40 feet of

the same covered wire in one layer of spirals was put over the

first, so the two formed an inner and an outer helix of very nearly

equal quality and power. Now whether the inductric current

passed through the inner helix, inducing upon the outer, or passed

through the outer helix, inducing upon the inner, the amount of

the inductive action was the same. I could perceive no difference

in the effect.

8858. If the inner coil acting upon an outer tube of iron be com-
pared with the outer coil acting upon an inner tube of iron, then

the effects are very different (8786), and this difference is made still

greater in that when the effect does occur, i.c. when the iron is

inner^ then it is also permanent.

8859. Made an arrangement of two similar helices, an inner con-

taining 55 feet and an outer 65 feet of the same copper wire—but
between the two placed a layer of 75 straight soft iron wires in a

very regular uniform manner, so as to form the equivalent of an

iron tube between the two helices, and therefore being a magnetic

core to the outer helix but not to the inner.

8860. In this arrangement, the outer helix carrying a current

made the iron wire core strongly magnetic. The inner helix made
it magnetic in a weak degree, according to that before described

(8786). Again, the outer helix made the iron strongly magnetic,

whether the inner helix were included in the circuit with it or

not—and also when, being included, its direction were consistent

with or contrary to that of the outer helix. These variations made
very little difference in the magnetic force of the iron, which

seemed subject almost entirely and exclusively to the outer helix.
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8861. But when the currents induced by the inner and outer

helices upon each other were examined, they were just as if no

iron were there. There were the little momentary currents at the

beginning and the end, whichever helix was made inductric\ and

there was no permanent effect. There was no difference, except

that when the battery was on the outer helix-there was a little

halt and set on, etc. in the induced current, as if the iron were

doing governing something for a moment; but the final result

was the same, that is, the sum of force in deviating the galvano-

meter needle was the same.

8862. This effect was probably produced thus. When the current

was in the outer helix, the iron became a magnet, but being out-

side the inner helix, could not induce on it to affect the inducteous

current (8788); but it would for the moment induce on the outer

or inductric current, retarding it ( ), and so affect the

inducteous current in this indirect manner, and as described. On
the other hand, when the Inductric current was in the inner helix,

it would not render the iron much magnetic if at all, and so it

could not act on the outer or inducteous helix-but the latter

would be affected by the* power of the inner helix alone.

8863. Still, the effects shew a great practical difference in the

induction of a current in a helix or wire upon another helix or

wire and upon Iron.

8864. I arranged a triple helix- the first or inner helix was a single

layer of spirals consisting of 644 inches ofcopper wire. The second

or middle helix was also a single layer of spiral[s] superposed on

the first, consisting of 700 inches ofIron wire. The third helix or

outer one was a single layer of spirals superposed on the iron,

consisting of 704 inches of the same copper wire as the first

helix.

8865. The inner copper was connected with the galvanometer and

the outer copper with the battery-no new eftect or constant

current-nothing but the short momentary currents at making

and breaking contact.

8866. The outer copper to the Galvanometer and the inner copper

to the battery. Same results.

8867. Tlie middle iron to the Galvanometer and the inner copper

to battery. Same results-but also a little constant deviation
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produced by a derived current, through the coatings of the covered
wire.

8868. The middle iron to the Galvanometer and the outer copper

to the battery. Same as the last, in all things.

8869. The inner copper to the Galvanometer and the middle iron

to the battery. The first brief currents by induction— little if any
derived current—but a poor chief current through the iron helix.

8870. The outer copper to the galvanometer and the middle iron

to the battery. As the last but one in all points.

8871. The inner and middle helices joined in contrary directions,

and with the battery. The out. with the Galvanometer. No
results, as might be expected.

8872. The middle and outer joined in contrary directions and
with the battery, the inner to the galvanometer. Nothing.

8873. The inner and out. joined in contrary directions and with

the battery, the middle with the galvanometer. Nothing.

8874. The inner and middle joined in contrary direction and with

galvanometer— outer with the battery— nothing except very

small brief currents, at making and breaking contact.

8875. The inner and outer joined in contrary directions and with

the galvanometer^ and the middle to the battery—nothing.

8876. The middle and outer joined in contrary directions and

with the galvanometer^ and the inner with the battery— nothing.

8877. There were occasionally currents, thermo and others, pro-

duced during the arrangements, but the above are the true and

normal results.

8878. All these effects are the results very clearly of the former

principles of Induction, and there is no effect which touches

closely the Magnetism of the Iron, or any thing like the currents

in it shewn any where in the results.

8879. A piece of heavy glass was placed in the center of the ring

core (8847), its ends being coated with pieces of tin foil. One
of these was connected with the ground and the other with a very

delicate Bohnenberger’s Electroscope, and then the electric cur-

rent sent round the ring by its helices. There were signs of

Electric tension at the Electrometer, but gradually these were all

traced to the inductive (static) influence of the ring, coil, etc.,

according as it was touched by the one or other pole first and so
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brought into a Pos. or Neg. state. There was no signs of static

tension in the matter of the glass by reason of its relation to the

Electro-magnetic forces.

13 NOVR. 1846.

8880. My iron ring magnet— the galvanometer wire through the

middle and a battery of 10 pr. Grove’s on to the helix of the ring.

No permanent induction, and battery contact being continued,

no position of the galvanometer wire a produced an induced
current— neither any motion of the wire. My great magnet and
the poles stood as in the figure^, and when the E. current was on,

the marked pole was the further in as expressed. My delicate

galvanometer stood about 8 feet off and towards the left hand,

as if up in the left hand top corner of this page Wires pro-

ceeded from it and where [.^ were] joined together into an endless

wire passing between the poles, as in the figure. My object was
to see if the position of the wire in respect of the magnetic axis

of the magnetic field was of any consequence.
8881. When the part of the wire from m to n was directly across

the middle of the magnetic held, a given end of the Galvanometer
needle was deflected left on making contact^ and deflected right on
breaking contact—and there was no permanent deflection. We
will call deflection to the left standard or S.

8882. When the wire m n was brought into other positions,

above or below the axial line of the magnetic field, still the

deflexions were exactly the same as before in direction, but perhaps
not quite so strong.

8883. If the wire were in any position parallel to mn above or

below the middle of the Mag. field or the opening of the poles—
and battery contact were made and continued with the magnet,
then the galvanometer circuit closed and all found to be still, on

* The figure is to the right hand and a appears in the top left hand
corner of die MS. page.

* [8880]
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moving the wire up or down so as to cut the magnetic curves,

there was deflexion. On carrying the wire down, the deflexion

was S (8881), or like that of making contact, and on bringing

it up, it was the reverse, or as on breaking contact.

8884. In this case the galvanometer wire, i.e. the leading loose

part of it, [may] be considered as a wire ring (very large), equivalent

to a wire passed once round the end of the magnet, or as one

coil of a helix which is about to be passed over its end to shew
the effect of motion ; and so far the inductions accord with those

of my first series and should be as described. But when we con-

sider mn hy itself, it seems singular that, whether in the very

middle, or on the one side or on the other side of the field of

magnetic forces, it should be always affected in the same direction.

8885. I have a ring helix i| inches in diameter, and containing

24 spirals or convolutions of wire. This ring was introduced into

the galvanometer wire circuit, so as to be included in the part

between m and n. Now however it was placed so that the magnetic

axis did not pass through the circle of the ring, but rather across

the places 1-8, etc.; then the deflection was S (8881); but when
the magnetic axis was through the center of the ring, then the

deflexion was not sensible,

8886. On the other hand, when the helix was turned half way
round either on a vertical axis or a horizontal axis, so that the

direction was as in either of the two positions figured, then the

positions such as 1-8 produced the same deflexion S as before;

and also when the magnetic axis coincided with the center of the

ring, the direction was still the same or S, but stronger than with

the single wire.

8887. Put the helix in this position—then when used as a simple

wire, i.e. in positions 1-8 (8885) the deflexion was always S.

The mag. poles being 3 inches apart, the ring was put midway
between them and across the mag. axis; the deflexion was still S,

but weaker than in the former cases. The helix ring was then

carried gradually nearer to one pole (pointed), but always parallel

to itself; as it neared the pole, the S deflexion on making contact

became less and at one place ceased—being carried to position still

nearer the pole, the deflexion was reversed and continued so,

increasing in strength for smaller distances. This happened if the

Cl

Zr
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ring were carried towards the other pole exactly in the same order

and manner.

8888. Then the ring was placed permanently midway as above

(8887) and gave the S deflexion on making contact. But on

approaching the poles (magnetic) towards each other and the ring

helix, the induced current on making contact made the S deflection

less strong-at a certain distance the S deflexion ceased, and at

nearer distances the deflexion was contrary for the ring whenever

the mag. axis passed through its opening.

8889. If the ring were then moved so that the mag. axis went

through the wire forming its side, the deflexion was nul-dxvA if

still further moved so that it passed outside, it was S, in accordance

with former observations (8885).

8890. These inductions were all temporary- there was no per-

manent inductive effect- and the reverse currents and deflexions

occurred in all cases on breaking contact.

8891. Now brought the leading wires from the Galvanometer

both to one side of the magnet and twisted them together, so as

to obtain tlie effect upon the ring helix alone-Hat wires were

cotton covered. When in relation to the connexion with the

galvanometer the helix was in this direction, and the magnetic

axis passing through its center-making contact gave the reverse

to S deflexion; and when its relation in position was thus,

making contact gave S or standard deflexion, and these were about

equal in power.

8892. When the magnetic axis was in the center of the ring helix

as at I, the deflexion was strongest. When across the body of

the ring as at 2, it was weaker considerably, but in the same direc-

tion; when at 3, it was weaker still, and when 2 or 3 inches off,

it became nul or nearly so-but it never changed in direction.

8893. Hence in respect of the first experiments (8880, 8885), it

appears that the simple galvanometer wire as first arranged pro-

duces one effect consequent upon the action of the magnetic

forces diffused around and effectual on a large part of its course-

and that the helix has its own effect, which may be either added

to or taken from that of the general wire (8884). Still, that a

single convolution (8885) should neutralize the whole of the wire

is curious, and many otlier points about it deserve examining.
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8894. In a ring helix the wire above the axis appears to have a
current in one direction, as right, whilst the wire below the axis
has at the same time the current induced to the left. But in a single
wire, whether above or below, it is in the same direction, unless
indeed the more distant parts overpower by their length the part
in the magnetic field.

8895. Used the ring helix (8885) and galvanometer but introduced
a little constant hydro electric current, so as to keep the galvano-
meter needle deflected above 40^—on purpose to see if there were
any action on a current, permanent or otherwise. The temporary
induction on making and breaking contact were hardly sensible

because of the bad conducting power of the hydro element—but
there was no new or additional effect—nor any permanent action
of the magnetism on the current in the helix.

8896. Whether the helix ring were flat or perpendicular or edge-
ways or central— there was no permanent effect,

8897. Then used a constant thermo current in place of the hydro
current (8895). Now all the temporary inductions came out well

and just as before (8885, etc.); there was no change in the character

of the deflexions and no permanent effect whatever, though the

ring was placed in every possible position.

8898. The ring helix was used alone, i.e. without any current

through it and in every possible position—but there was no
permanent current without motion.

8899. A solid iron helix containing 97 feet of wire was used in

place of the ring helix. The temporary inductions, or those of
motion, were very powerful

; but in whatever position it was placed,

along, across, upright, etc. etc., no signs of a permanent current

could be obtained from it.

14 NOVR. 1846.

8900. Made a circuit including my Galvanometer, a voltaic pair

of zinc and copper wires dipping in distilled water and a making
and breaking place w[h]ere the two surfaces were, one of liquid

mercury and the other the point of a needle. By ref[l]exion from
the surface of the mercury, it was easy to see when the needle

point was in contact and if more or less.

8901. Contact (to the deflexion of the galvanometer) was very
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soon effected. It was just possible to deflect the mercury surface

in a very small degree without affecting the galvanometer, but

the least degree more caused the current to pass. A very slight

contact is contact enough for the current to pass.

8902. Put a layer of oil of turpentine on to the mercury and now
it was much more difficult to pass the current. The needle might

be dipped an inch or more in the mercury and yet the current

not pass— until a shake or jar made contact and then the current

passed.

8903. When a little salt water was put into the Voltaic arrgmt.

so as to make a stronger electric current- the current broke

through tile film of oil of turpentine with much more ease than

before. As if the electric condition helped it.

8904. A blunt round bodkin made contact as easily as the pointed

needle upon the surface of the mercury.

8905. Experiments with a single ring or spiral of covered wire

(8891); the ring was about 8 inches diameter and the two ends

twisted and carried away together, so as to remove any effect

of the distant part of the wire. The Mag. poles were as before.

When the ring was placed between the two horizontal poles, so

that the center a coincided with the mag. axis, the def[l]exion

of the galvanometer was left or S (8881); but when it was raised

or lowered, so that the magnetic axis passed nearer to the sides

of the ring or outside the ring, as indicated i-xi, still the deflexion

(on making contact) was always the same or S.

8906. When the ring was carried still lower down, so as to be

between the upright limbs of the great horseshoe, found a place

where the effect was nul.

8907. When the helix was turned half round, then the same series

of effects occurred, but the deflexions were in the contrary direc-

tion.

8908. Then set the marked pole up thus, so as to have it move
simply in relation to the helix ring. Found that effect of making
contact was to deflect galvanometer to the left (as before), tlie

effect being strongest when the upright pole was concentric with

middle of the ring— less as it neared the sides and none when
outside the ring* in any part.

8909. So the ring and the wire takes not[e] of the forces all

[8908]
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round and the effects fall into the old results of Magneto Elec-

tricity.

8910. When the poles were horizontal and near together, and the

large ring of 8 inches diameter (8905) symetrically between them,

there was a certain amount of deflexion on making contact or

breaking. When the ring was lessened to one of 2 inches diameter,

there was the same kind of effect but not nearly so much of it.

This was between the two poles and the limbs of the magnet.

8911. When the pole vertical (8908) and current contnd. at

battery, moving the ring over the pole gave a current as in the

old experiments, but moving the ring outside the pole, either

downwards or upwards, gave nothing.

8912. The poles were placed at a certain distance and then some-

times air, at other times oil of turpentine or strong solution of

sulphate of iron, was placed between them, so as to occupy the

space there; and a ring helix was then placed between the poles

in different positions and moved in different ways to examine if

the difference of media caused any difference in the results-but

there was no difference either in direction or apparently in quantity.

8913. An iron helix used in these different media with the same

negative result.

8914. The heavy glass placed in the magnetic field and examined

by the polarized ray under the influence of the magnet, in different

position[s], from one parallel to the lines of magnetic force, up

to one perpendicular to these lines. There was no difference in

the nature of the effect; the ray was rotated and to the same side,

but the effect was a maximum when the ray and the lines were

parallel- diminished as thesebecame oblique and wasnul when they

were perpendicular. If the revolution of the glass was continued

beyond the perpendicular line, the rotation gradually appeared

but in the opposite direction.

8915. A piece of heavy glass surrounded by a helix and soft iron

( ) was placed between the poles of the great magnet and

so connected that the current could pass through the helix, and

so make the glass active on the ray passing along it; or could

pass through the helix and also round the magnet, so as to add

the latter effect in a transverse direction to the former. The effect

of the helix alone was to cause rotation of the ray in a certain

<93
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direction to a certain degree. Then adding on the effect of the

magnet (which was far greater in proportion than that of the

helix) caused no change in the phenomena observed at i.e. the

rotation produced by the helix alone continued in the same direc-

tion but was diminished in degree-only because the electric cur-

rent had now to pass through a much longer circuit and was

diminished therefore in force and consequently in the helix.

8916. Two magnetic induction[s] at right angles to each other

did not therefore affect the results. Probably a ray crossed in

the direction/'would have shew[n] the sum or the difference of the

results of their oblique actions.

8917. A small iron tube laid across from pole to pole, and a

polarized ray passed through it. No effect could be observed

upon the air in the tube when the magnetism was on or off.

8918. A bundle of small straight wire placed so as to reach from

pole to pole and the ray passed along the minute tubular inter-

stices-but no effect could be produced.

8919. A straight iron tube was laid as a rod from pole to pole

and the polarized ray passed close along the outside of it. When
a piece of heavy glass was laid in the course of this ray, it mani-

fested rotation. When the rod was away and the glass between

the same magnetic poles-there was still left handed rotation and

more than before.

8920. Now instead of the glass, looked through the air by the

side of the iron rod, and thought I saw a trace of left handed

rotation- so even before trying with the glass as above.

8921. Still I could make out nothing distinct and suppose on the

whole that I must have been mistaken.

8922. With clean iron still the same negative result.

23 NOVR. 1846.

Static Electric induction.

8923. A cubical piece of heavy glass dwas coated on two opposite

surfaces with tin foil e^f and raised upon a stand of shell lac g-
two wires pressed lightly against the sides coated, the wire a

going to the prime conductor of an electric machine and the wire

b to the ground, so lines of static induction passed from one to the

other through the heavy glass; c is a short cylinder formed of a
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piece of well drawn tube, thin in metal; a loop is fixed to it on
opposite sides consisting of a single cocoon thread A; through this

was passed another cocoon thread and the two ends carried
upwards, and these being made fast above to a wooden pin,

the whole was delicately suspended, and by turning the pin the

height could be adjusted. The parts were nearly of the size repre-
sented in the drawing*
8924. A little piece of cork i was placed inside the cylinder c~
across it and quite within it ; it was like a small cork prism fixed

there. Then the machine was excited and the movements of the

cylinder c observed under the induction. They were such as

could easily be referred to the static inductive force acting on the
cylinder as a regularly formed conducting body placed equi-
distant from the two coatings.

8925. Without disturbing anything else, the coated cube was
turned a quarter round in the horizontal direction, simply that

the phenomena might be observed in the two rightangled direc-

tions lying in the horizontal plane. The effects in both cases were
alike.

8926. Then a small powerful magnet, being part of a needle, was
introduced into the cork i so as to lie in the horizontal plane and
quite within the cylinder. This made the whole cylinder point
freely when left to itself.

8927. Then the static inductive force was brought on—but no
peculiar effects could be observed. The direction of the needle
was in no way affected by the inductive forces, and to ascertain

that this was so, the cube d of glass was moved into different

positions round a perpendicular axis, and also the cork and magnet
^ The diagram is reduced to |

scale.
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were moved into different positions in the cylinder c; but no

peculiar effect of the magnetic and inductive forces could be

observed,

8928. Whilst the static inductive forces were on, the condition

of the little magnet in relation to an approached external magnet

was observed. It acted quite as if in its ordinary state.

8929. Then a prism of bismuth was made to replace the cork,

but I could not see that the action or position of the cylinder under

static induction was [affected] in any way by the presence of the

bismuth.

8930. Nor that the bismuth had any particular relation to the

magnet when approximated.

8931^. Mounted two plates of shell lac parallel to each other and

coated on the outer surfaces; then suspended the little cylinder

between them and repeated the former experiments, but had no

new or peculiar effects, none but those ofordinary static induction.
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8932. Last night certain weak aqueous solutions were made-put
into small flasks in quantities of about 2 ounces each and placed

out to freeze— the object being to ascertain whether the ice really

ejected the extraneous matters added perfectly. This morning all

the flasks were well frozen except in the central part, about a

fifth or sixth part of the fluid there remaining in the liquid state.

8933. I. Was common water with ofoil ofvitriol added. The
liquid portion and the drainings were of course very acid. Washed
the piece of ice with distilled water— leaving it to soak now and
then— the water contained plenty of S.A. by Mur. baryta—then

after a while turned the ice out into a clean mortar— it was some-

what fissured, approaching to rotten ice—broke it up with a little

distilled water, crushing the ice—poured off the water and tested

it— it contained S.A. but far less than before. Again added water

and washed the ice particles, dividing them from each other as

well as I could— this water, poured off, contained only a trace of

S.A. -repeated the washing and this water contained the least

trace—a last washing gave no trace—and the remaining ice (very

little) when melted gave a water containing no trace of Sulphuric

acid.

8934. Hence I conclude that the true continuous ice contained

no Sulphuric acid, but that what was in the ice was in the fissures

and especially also in (lining the) cavities formed by the expelled

air—numerous bubbles either round or long existed in every part

of all the ices, from the expelled air.

8935. No. 2. Water with of oil of vitriol. The ice clearer

than the former—not so many cleavages or fissures, i.e. planes

of non adhesion in it. It is chiefly these places which hold the

contaminating mother liquor. This ice presented the same order

of appearances as to the character of the water by washing or

melting of the ice, but the ice was sooner freed from the adhering

sulphuric acid—and gave a larger portion of the finally pure ice.

8936. No. 3. Water with of oil vitriol. The ice here was

very clear. The bubbles formed by the evolving air were very

beautiful, being all drawn out in lines proceeding to the center

28-2
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of the flask. The length of a cavity was often 10 or 12 times its

breadth or even more. This ice washed well as a lump, and when

the washing water was poured off and then a part of the clear

ice itself melted and tested, it gave scarcely a trace of sulphuric

acid. Still, wherever there were air bubbles, a trace of sulphuric

acid could be found. Easily washed clear in the mortar.

8937. No. 4. Water with y§o of strong solution of Muriatic acid.

The crystals seemed quite loose in the middle and the whole

of the ice was very rotten and fissured-a thickness of
I
of an

inch near the flask clearer, as more solid and less air than the inner

parts. It did not wash well in the flask, and I did not try it in the

mortar because of the results with No. 6.

8938. No. 5. Water with rood of Muriatic acid. This ice much

clearer than the last, i.e. more uniform and transparent, and the

air holes in long radial forms as in No. 3. It did not as a lump

wash free from M.A. by water, and I did not try it in the mortar

because of the results with No. 6.

8939. No. 6. Water with of Muriatic acid. This piece of

ice more beautiful than the last and as beautiful as No. 3. It

washed perfectly even in the lump, and then the water of the

melted ice was found to contain no Muriatic acid.

8940. No. 7. Water with 1^00 of Nitric acid. Ice very porous,

rotten and loose-can taste the acid in the portions poured off.

Washed it once or twice and then tasted like pure water, and the

ice also tasted so, but did not pursue the matter.

8941. No. 8. Water with of Nitric acid. Much finer ice

than the last-more compact and clear-air bubbles long and

radially disposed.

8942. No. 9. Water with a little sul, soda, ThQ mother liquor very

impure from Sul. Soda. The ice very rotten-the crust easily

pierced by a hot platinum wire when opening a hole to the middle.

The ice broke up and washed in the mortar- the presence of

Sulphate of Soda rapidly disappeared and the last two or three

washings gave little or no trace, and the water of the ice none.

8943. No. 10. Water with a little Mur, soda. Ice very rotten and

easily pierced by the wire. The mother water very impure. Being

washed in the mortar, the salt rapidly disappeared-and at last it

disappeared altogether, pure water and pure ice being left.
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8944. No. II. Water with Mur. Baryta. Ice as that of No. ii^—
but in the mortar it easily washed—|>erfectly pure.

8945. No. 12. Water with Nitrate ofSilver. The contents of this

flask had become coloured, especially towards the middle. The
mother liquor was coloured and rich in N. of Silver. The ice

was rotten and easily broken—the piece was coloured and more
towds. the middle than the side—but the colour rapidly washed
out, and after it was gone, the last washing water contained no
nitrate of silver—nor did the water obtained by melting the ice

then left give any traces of that salt.

8946. From all these experiments, I conclude that the true and
compact ice had in all these experiments been pure, containing

no trace of the added bodies. These remaining in the liquid portion

either in the center space or in the cavities between the parts of

the ice.

1 JANY. 1847.

8947. Light and its phenomena connected with my expts. and

trials.

Gari//t(?r-~movements of plants towards a line of light or to a

rqy, Indigo ray, etc..^ Phil. Mag., xxiv, 7, 8, 9.

E. BecquerelheXiewes that phosphorogenic, actinic and luminous

rays (and probably those of heat) are alike, except as the action

of bodies causes changes in them, etc. ;
not separate kinds of rays.

Ann. de Chimie, 1843, ix, 312, 313, 321.

2 JANY. 1847.

8948. Several days ago, put into different quart bottles certain

gases, and then introduced into each, portions of water. Each gas

was in 4 or 5 times the volume of water with it, and these were

shaken from day to day, until this morning—
No. I. Water and Carbonic acid gas.

2. „ Olefiant gas.

3. „ Coal gas.

4. „ Nitrous oxide.

5. „ Nitrous gas.

6. „ Carbonic oxide.

^ } 10.
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7. Water and Hydrogen.

8. „ Air.

9. Water with a little sulphurous acid added.

10.

Water through which or into which some cyanogen

gas had been passed.

8949. Placed portions of these, about i oz. each, in glass tubes

and immersed them in a mixture of ice and snow, so as to freeze

them, to see how far each ice expelled the gas in previous associa-

tion with its water.

8950. No. 8, Water and Air-froze into a cylinder having a

certain degree of transparency, yet interrupted by divisions and

also by interstices formed by the expelled air. The amount of air

bubbles as usual and their appearances. Knew from former

results ( ) that all the air is expelled from water when it

becomes ice. When the tube with its ice warmed and a little water

poured in, the ice swam as usual, but rose very little above the

surface.

8951. No. I. Water and Carbonic acid. The ice looked as white

as marble from the multitude of air bubbles evolved in every

part-bubbles rose from every place as the thawing process

reached it. A little distilled water being put into the tube, the

ice floated like a froth, almost
\
of it being above the water-if

held down under the water, abundance of gas rose during the

melting. From the appearances, I believe that all was expelled

during the freezing.

8952. No. 2. Water and Olefiant gas. Appearances as of No. i,

quite white and marbly. Know that Oleft. gas dissolves in water

( ) and believe that all is expelled as the water becomes ice.

When partly melted the ice floated in the water in the manner

of the Carb. acid ice but to a less degree. The quantity of minute

bubbles of gas very striking.

8953. No. 3. Water and Coal gas. Very like No. 2 in all the

appearances; the waters had evidently dissolved the Olefiant and

other parts of coal gas.

8954. No. 4. Water and Nitrous oxide. As the former and about

as 3 in appearance. When dissolving, the ice was very buoyant

like No. I, and the gas came away in very large bubbles (fewer

in number) than with Olefiant or coal gas.
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8955. No. 5. W^ater and I^itroas gas. General appearances as the
ice of water—but the ice more buoyant than that of water and
more bubbles of gas evolved.
8956. No. 6. W'ater and Carbonic oxide. Ice with air cells about
as water ice. The bubbles small but come out abundantly—very
like water, or perhaps as coal gas.

8957. No. 7. W^ater and Hydrogen. The ice contains few bubbles
than air water ice—and when melted the ice I think was more
compact and gave out few bubbles than water ice or than any
of the other ice— it was also the least buoyant.
8958. No. 9. Whaler with a little sulphurous acid. The ice fissured.

Plenty of air bubbles, probably ofcommon air, for it is not likely

the sulphurous acid would leave the liquid portions. 'When the
ice was melted, the bubbles came out as if of common air.

8959. No. 10. W^ater and cyanogen. Great abundance of bubbles.
On dissolving the ice by warmth, it was found very buoyant, as

if the cyanogen gas had formed it into a froth, but as it dissolved,
not a bubble escaped, for now the water previously liquid took
up the bubbles as they were set free from the ice, and all dissolved.
Very good case of the solution in water and exclusion in ice.

8960. Believe that in all these cases the pure clear ice is free from
the gases. That pure ice can contain neither air, gas, acids or salts,

but is pure in reality.

8961. This fact is quite analogous to that or those of Silver and
oxygen. Copper, Litharge, etc. etc.

19 JANUARY 1847.

8962*. Wished to move the diamagnetic in the direction of the
polarized ray, when in the magnetic field, and that whether the
lines of magnetic force were parallel or perpendicular to the
direction of the ray. Made the following arrangement. A short
cylinder of heavy glass was fixed between plates and mounted on
an axle with a little running wheel in a forked frame, which was
held by an arm rizing upwards that could be turned round in its

socket. A string passed round the running wheel and also round
a larger driving wheel which was moved by hand. The running
wheel was 0-7 of inch in diameter and the great wheel 17 inches
in diameter, so that one revolution of the latter made 24 revolu-

* [8962]
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tions of the former. Two or even three revolutions of the wheel

could be made in a second = 48 or 72 revolutions of the glass

cylinder in that time. This cylinder was i*i inch in diameter. The

poles of the great magnet ( ) were arranged as in the figure

and then the lines of magnetic force corresponded with the direc-

tion of the moving particles of the glass between them. A polarized

ray was sent over the surface of the magnetic pole on one side,

then through the lower part of the heavy glass, which of course

bent it upwards as a prism would do, and then out in a still higher

direction to the analyzer and the eye as figured. It was easy to

adjust the analyzer and the eye so as to see the light as a bright

line-or to extinguish it entirely by the position of the analyzer,

as in ordinary cases.

8963. When all was arranged in order, so that the polarized beam

could be intercepted by the analyzer in its way to the eye, then

the magnetism was put on and off, and the effect of Magneto

rotation was easily brought out in perfection.

8964. Then the glass cylinder was rotated rapidly^ this caused no

disturbance of the image, or of any of the effects when the

magnetism was off-nor did it have any more effect when it was

on; i.e. the rotation of the glass in either direction in no way
influenced the phenomena, though the parts were travelling with

a velocity of about 200 inches in a second.

8965. Then the arrangement as regarded the magnetic poles was

turned round 90°, so that now the direction of the travelling

motion and also of the polarized ray was perpendicular to the

lines of magnetic force. Now the motion produced no effect on

the ray, and the magnetism produced no effect on the ray, and

the two combined produced no effect on the ray. So no evidence

of any influence of motion either here-or in the former case,

when the rotation took place round the ray as axis ( ) and

not parallel to it as in the present case.

8966. Arranged the magnet so as to send a polarized ray over

the surfaces of the poles, and along the magnetic field, but instead

of placing a piece of heavy glass in the field, put the polarizing

Nicoll itself there, to see if it would shew any peculiar effect in

the act or at the moment of polarization
;
but could find no effect

whatever in addition. The ray was polarized but there was no
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rotation, whether the magnetism was on or off. Turned the
Nicholl end for end but no difference.

8967. Then put the polarizer in its usual place and set the

analyzer in the magnetic field-with the same negative results.

8968. Must remember that a piece of iceland spar in the magnetic
field would not shew the magneto-electric rotation.

8969. Placed a black glass plane in the magnetic field so as to

polarize by reflexion^ and observed the ray afterwds.—no action

on it by the magnet.

8970. Prepared bottles of coloured media so that they might be
placed in the magnetic field. There were blues with Indigo— h\\ie

ink or prussian blue— sulphate of copper— Greens of Muriate of

Copper—Muriate of Nickel— Reds of Lake particles— Solution

of cochineal in water—with a little acid—with a little ammonia-
solution of iron. Also proto sulphate ofiron^ a saturated solution

coloured blue by sul. indigo.

8971. A common ray was sent into these and observed by an

analyzer, but whether observed alone or with the high magnetic

forces on, the lines being then parallel to the ray, no difference

was seen. So that common light presents no trace of magnetic

effect, either in colourless or coloured media.

8972. Then the ray was made blue, red, purple, etc. by being

passed through coloured glasses, including glass blue from cobalt,

red from copper and purple from Manganese—also green from

copper; but whether the coloured common rays went into solution

of similar or dissimilar colour, no effect could be observed in

respect of the magnetism.

8973. Then all the above variations were made with a polarised

ray, but still no effect beyond the former and well known effect

was produced— that is, the similarity of the ray and solution

in colour, or their contrast, was in no way a cause of peculiar

effects dependant on or developed by the addition of magnetic

forces.

8974. A metal disc was rotated in the magnetic field on an axis

perpendicular to the lines of magnetic force, and then the ends

of galvanometer wires were placed against its sides— so that the

part between the ends should travel from one to the other— or,

if the wires were placed at the axis and near the circumference.
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still the parts between, which travelled, did not cut or intersect
magnetic curves but went along them or in their line.

8975^* Is evident that if the part of the disc between the wires
were to cut or bisect the lines of mag. force, currents would be
produced and carried off to the galvanometer. As it was, weak
current[s] were produced and these may be important and must
be examined. They were shewn to be independent of friction, or
thermo effects, or of the battery, or of any things else except the
magnetic force, for when that was off, the currents instantly
stopped. Their general nature was as follows. When the ends
were applied at i, i' there was a certain current— at 2, 2' there was
the same kind of current— at 3, 3' also the same current but
stronger-at 4, 4' the same current— at 4, 3' less current but the
same direction—at 5, 3' same current but very weak, and at 5,

2'

no current; at 5, 2 the reverse current began feebly to appear.
These were all with the rotation in a certain direction. When the
rotation of the disc was reversed^ the current[s] were produced
just as stated, but their direction was also reversed. The currents
were not apparently from or between the center and the circum-
ference, but across the whole diameter of the disc. The horizontal
diameter was that in which they were strongest, and one near the
vertical diameter that in which they were weakest. I do not as
yet see how these can be produced by cutting the magnetic curves,
but they may be, and that must be examd. If they are, then a
little adjustment in Azimuth ought to shew it. Examine this.

8976. A cubical glass cell about i j inches across was placed in
the Magnetic field and then filled with a strong solution of Tartaric
acid. A polarized ray was sent through this tartaric acid at right
angles to the direction of the lines of magnetic force, and a strong
ray of lamp light, unpolarized but condensed by a deep convex
lens, was sent through it parallel to the lines of magnetic force.
Then the rotating power of the acid upon the polarized ray was
first observed and noted- this the cross abundant ray was sent
through the tartaric acid. It produced not the least effect on the
first ray. Lastly the magnetic force was superinduced; still the
first polarized ray remained entirely unaffected. So the rotation
in one direction does not seem at all affected by calling into action

* [89751
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the rotation in a cross direction or by throwing on the Magneto
rotation. Seems to be no division or deviation of forces.

8977. I should like to make this experiment with a cross ray of

powerful sun light and also with that polarized-using oil of

turpentine for the fluid.

8978. References—

Arago-chem. action of light-Comptes Rendus, xvi, 402.

Becquerel. Effect on bodies by sun’s rays. Do. xvii, 882.

25 MAR. 1847.

8979. Platina wire ignited in Hydrogen (9275).

Grove says that Hydrogen prevents in a great degree the

ignition of platina. What is the cause.^

Made the following expts. a is a board, c, c, c are three thick

copper wires fixed to the board, d and e are two equal lengths of

the same platina wire which, when a Grove’s battery was con-

nected by the system, became equally ignited in the air. Two
jars (glass) equal in size were placed over the wires e in a

water trough-the jars containing either the same or different

gases. When they contained the same gas^ the Electric current

ignited both wires equally; when air was in one and nitrous oxide

or carbonic acid in the other, there was but little difference-but

I think that the wire was a little hotter in Ns, oxide than in Air

and also in Carbonic acid than in air.

8980. When Air was in one jar and hydrogen in the other, then

the wire in the former was white hot and yet that in the hydrogen

was not ignited -so the effect of the hydrogen very distinct. When
the battery current was sent through d ot e alone, i.e. without

the other, it required only three pair of plates to ignite the wire

in air fully and six pairs of plates to produce the same effect in

hydrogen.

8981. When the current was sent through both platina wires, the

gas in both jars expanded from the heat of the wire communicated

to it, but the expansion was far the quickest in the hydrogen jar,

though the wire there was not so hot as the other. The common
air also expanded but was full twice the time before the expansion

ceased. When the current was stopped, the hydrogen also
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contracted much quicker than the air, though both at last returned

to their original volume.

8982. But the amount of the expansion was greatest in the air—

least in the hydrogen, perhaps in the proportion of 5 to 3 or

thereabouts—and so here a key to the whole of the effects.

8983. The hydrogen both abstracts and communicates heat

quicker than the air, which may be due conjointly to its great

relative mobility, as shewn in the issue through apertures, and its

capacity for heat. Hence it can more quickly carry off the heat

of the wire-and so keep it cooler than the wire in air—hence also

its quicker expansion—hence also its quicker contraction, because

it can give heat more quickly to the glass jar which is the cooling

agency—and hence also its smaller amount of expansion on the

whole—for though it receives faster than air, it also communicates

faster than air, and the cooling therefore at the surface of the jar

is quicker then than in the air jar, and so the wire is kept at a

lower temperature.

8984. The initial condition is soon acquired and then the hydrogen
is less expanded than the air, and the wire in it is comparatively

cold.

8985. As to the rays of light emanating from an ignited wire

stretched between the poles of the great magnet and parallel to

the lines of Magnetic force.

8986*. The rays proceeding from this wire at right angles to it

were received on a prism (triangular), refracted and examined;

no difference appeared between the effect whether the magnetism
was on or off— ox whether the prism was applied as at a or at 6 ,

No indication of tangential rays. Colours good.

8987. A piece of heavy glass was place[d] in the magnetic field

close to the wire and between it and the prism. This caused no
change.

8988. A screen of copper with a horizontal edge was placed near

the wire, so that the rays from the under side could be cut off

(by moving the head) before those of the upper disappeared— still

no change.

8989. By a similar screen the rays from the upper edge or side

were cut off first—but still no effects peculiar.

8990. The heavy glass was interposed, but with no effect.

[8986]
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8991. A thick copper edge was interposed but with no effect.

8992. An edge of heavy glass was interposed, but with no effect.

8993. A copper screen with a vertical slit was set up before the

wire and the ray passing through it examined in all directions by
the prism, but nothing particular was observed.

8994. Heavy glass was placed in the Mag. field in the course of

this ray, but still there was no particular effect.

8995. All the above variations were made, and the ray being

polarized by a Nicoll’s eye piece, both in a vertical and a horizontal

plane, was then examined by a second eye piece or analyser-no
particular effects were observed.

8996. The direction of the magnetism was changed, but still no
new or particular effect was observed.

8997. Therefore no effects here as if any thing like tangential

rays issued from the wire. All seemed to be direct, and in what-

ever direction they flowed from a given spot in the wire, still

to be the same.

22 APRIL 1847.

8998. Iodide of nitrogen is very well made by putting a quantity

of Iodine into water-rubbing it in a mortar into powder and then

adding ammonia by degrees until it is in great excess-rubbing

at intervals to break up the iodide- then pouring off' the solution

and putting on fresh ammonia, and leaving it until the next day.

The iodide seemed well made and there was very little colour in

this second ammonia-shewing that the action was complete in

the first instance.

8999. Whilst thoroughly wet, the iodide appears as if it might be

rubbed in the mortar or on wood, etc. without any risk of

exploding. Still, on stirring up a quantity that had been left in

a glass with ammonia for several days, using a glass rod for the

purpose-there was once a feeble decrepitation, as if a small part

of the mass had gone off. But I think it must have been a grain

like a crystal which had gradually formed and aggregated-and
not an explosion of the powdered iodide,

9000. The iodide will keep in sol. of ammonia for a long time;

neither then does gas seem to be sensibly given off from it and

the ammonia becomes brown only very slowly. The brownness
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seems due to this, that as decomposition goes on, the iodine set

free combines in part with hydrogen to form hydriodate' of

ammonia, and this salt in solution can dissolve iodine though

pure ammonia cannot.

9001. Some Iodide made January 21, 1847, was kept in solution

of ammonia until this day (three months)-being put on paper

and dried, it was excellent in quality and thus can be very well

kept without danger. Some portions of it, when dried, were very

explosive-one of these, being dropped into water and gradually

wetted, could then be rubbed and struck without exploding; so

that whilst wet it seems very safe at common temperatures.

9002. When the Iodide ofNitrogen is kept in pure water, it seems

to decompose slowly and more quickly than if in ammonia-the

water then becomes brown-but the insoluble portion is still the

iodide of nitrogen^ and in this way it may be kept for several

months.

9003. When put into a tube with the water (plenty of water)

and heated, the iodide begins to decompose at a heat of ioo°-i5o°

with numerous sharp decrepitations-gas (nitrogen) is evolved

and iodine set free. If there were much iodide, it might in such

a case explode simultaneously and with violence. It is easy in

this way to tell whether the black powder is iodine or the iodide

of nitrogen. (Alcohol also distinguishes the two, dissolving the

iodine and not the iodide.)

9004. If ammonia be added to a coloured aqueous solution, it

acts on the iodine (free), and the liquid which floats above the

powder is colourless.

9005. A portion of the iodide with water was washed with alcohol

once or twice and left at last in strong alcohol. The iodide mingled

freely with the alcohol-the alcohol soon became coloured-and

I think the iodide decomposes faster in it than in water. It was

left until the next day. The solid matter was iodide an hour or

two after the Alcohol was added. The next day the Alcohol was

very brown and the solid matter almost entirely gone-the little

that remained contained iodine and did not decrepitate.

9006. Some of die Iodide of nitrogen, moist, put into ether and

shaken about in it. Gradually the water was removed from it and

then the body was as a heavy insoluble powder in die ether,
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wetted by it-and acting on it much as it acted on alcohol, i.e.

slowly giving a coloured solution. By the next day, the solid

was all gone and also much of the ether, and the fluid remaining

was very brown with iodine.

9007. In the same manner a portion of the Iodide was put into

pyroligneous ether. The action was like that on alcohol. Next day,

no solid was left, but a dark ioduretted fluid— all iodide decomposed.

9008. Put some of the wet paste of iodide into oil of turpentine.

There was no signs of action. The two would not mix, and even

the next day the oil of turpentine was not coloured, but the iodide

seemed nearly gone and the water which had wetted it remained

as a drop at the bottom of the other fluid.

9009. Added Acetic acid to a little of the iodide with water—
immediately there was much action and the fluid upon mixture

was filled with minute bubbles of gas (nitrogen). The solid iodide

disappeared far more rapidly than in water or alcohol, and each

of the solid particles, as long as they remained, produced in decom-

posing little bubbles of air (nitrogen). The colour of the acetic

acid soon deepened from the presence of free iodine. It was very

evident that the acetic acid very much hastened the decomposition

of the iodide.

9010. Solution of Tartaric acid had the same effect.

9011. Dilute sulphuric had the same effect. Hot dilute

Sulphuric acid dissolves a little iodine; on cooling it is deposited,

and the fluid becomes colourless.

9012. Dilute Muriatic acid acts as the former acids but more
rapidly. The solid body is quickly gone.

9013. Dilute Nitric acid acts more quickly than any of the former

acids. The iodide was very quickly gone, but a little solid iodine

was left for a time.

9014. A solution of chlorine— the iodide is rapidly decomposed-a
gas (nitrogen) rises rapidly and a solution nearly colourless is

soon produced—probably of chloriodine.

9015. A solution of Potassa easily wets the iodide—the action is

slow but decomposition does go on and gas rises from the par-

ticles. As long as any black powder remains, it is iodide ofnitrogen.

9016. I have not been able to find any substance as yet that can

dissolve the iodide of nitrogen.
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9017. Zinc in contact with the substance under water acts slowly

and gradually appropriate[s] the iodine.
.

t

24 MAY 1847.

9018. Placed some good iodide of Nitrogen between platina

electrodes (of a Grovers battery of
5

pair of plates) the fluid

between being sometimes pure water—sometimes Ammonia
strong solution-and sometimes Alcohol. Also let the iodide rest

alternatively on the Positive and the Negative Electrode-but in

no case could I get any particular or useful results as to the iodide

of nitrogen. It appeared to be a non conductor and was affected

only in the ordinary way, or by the bodies evolved by the battery.

9019. Also made the Neg. Electrode, when in contact with the

iodide, pure mercury, but obtained no useful or new results.

9020. No signs of resolution
,
of the iodide into any new sub-

stances in these experiments.

JUNE 26, 1847. At Oxford.

9021. Sir William Hamilton and self talked over the relations

of two electric currents at right angles to each other, when,

according to Ampere, they have no mutual action. I have expected

some effect between them analogous to that state of magnetism

which must be the equivalent of static electric induction, but

could never discover any: Sir William Hamilton, I find, expects

an effect on mathematical principles. Must try again in various

ways.
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9022. Have arranged a lime light, using oxygen and hydrogen,

and have arranged to gather a good bundle of the rays by means

of convex glasses, so as to give a good ray which could be sent

through a helix of 500 feet of wire, either free or between the

magnetic poles. The Iron poles were pierced so that the ray pass

in the middle of the magnetic field.

9023. Have also arranged an interceptor, which could cut off

the ray and then let it pass again, and which by its connexions

with the helix through which the ray had to pass and also with

the galvanometer, could intercept and renew the circuit-so that

the circuit could be completed either as the rays began to pass

through the helix and be interrupted when the rays were cut

off- or vice versa, and that with great rapidity, so as to have

very many alternations in a minute or even in a second. Perhaps

400 or 500 in a second -quite able for that, i revolution of great

wheel = 360 interceptions.

9024. On proceeding to experiment, it was found that a more

perfect insulation of the wires and helix proceeding to the gal-

vanometer must be made from the Magnet and battery before

the experiment could be made in the magnetic field. Otherwise

the arrangement was good.

9025. The lime light ray in its common state was sent through

the helix with air in it- also with heavy glass-prism of rock

crystal—and a tourmaline with one side cut away parallel to the

axis-but in no case was there any effect produced at the Gal-

vanometer. The circuit was in all these cases ascertained to be

perfect for each experiment by trial with a thermo electric circuit.

9026. The ray was polarized by a Nicol eye piece-but still no

eh'ect.

9027. The ray was in all these cases intercepted by the instru-

ment, but neither at the rising of the ray or ceasing of the ray

in the helix and media was any thing produced.

SEPTR. 7, 1847.

9028. Have had the interceptor, helix and parts included in the

galvanometer circuit insulated by ivory attachments, so as to

preclude derived currents. Yet wlien all in place and the battery
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on to the magnet, there was an effect at the galvanometer-the

needle joggled about to the right and the left, 10° or 15°, and

came to a stand suddenly and quickly changed its direction, as

if there were a series of irregular feeble currents generated in the

helix between the poles. By further insulation of the wire and

parts, I am almost sure these were due to variations in the mag-
netism of tJie great magnet, and these perhaps due to some
variations in the intensity of the current of the battery, caused

perhaps by the fluid in the cells, etc. I cannot say distinctly.

Sometimes these effects at the galvanometer were more and some-

times less. Allowance was made for these as well as could be in

the following experiments.

9029. Clear heavy glass in the helix of 500 feet of wire (9022)

either in the magnetic field or out—with the lime light (9022)

on or off—ray intercepted or not (9023)— polarized or not. Gave
no signs of an electric current under any of these variations by
the influence of light.

9030. The dark green solution of proto ammonio tartrate of Iron

(9037) was put into a tube with flat plate ends and that into the

same core— it was so dark that no portion of the light appeared

through it. Yet whether in or out of the magnetic field—with

common or polarized light—continuous or intermitted-beging.

or ending ray— there was no sign of a current due to the action

of light.

9031. A prism of dark quart^ in a similar helix under all the above

variations gave no result.

9032. A piece ofheavy glass— dark from reduced particles of lead

within— under the same circumstances gave nothing.

9033. I think that I may trust the reality of these negative results,

notwithstanding the small variations of the galvanometer (9028).

Perhaps it might be worth while to try the sun’s ray some fine

summer day with the heavy glass and the Tartaric rotating solu-

tion—and then also use either Violet or red ray alone.

Reflexion oflightfrom a wire,

9034. Some fine flat silvered copper wire, such as is used for

whip handles, etc., was procured and 430 feet of it was wound
round a flat smooth board about a foot square, in separate lines,

resembling a deformed helix of which the strands or part were
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out of contact with each other. The ends of this wire were then

connected with a delicate galvanometer, and one of the faces of

the board exposed to the sun’s rays. In this way, about 210 feet

of the wire could be submitted to the rays either in a vertical or

oblique position, and with the rays along or across the wire, but

no trace of any electric current due to the act of reflecting the

light could be in any case perceived.

9035. Then the silver wire on one side the board was browned

by a solution of sulphuret of potash, so as to cause absorption

of great part of the light-but still no trace of any current pro-

duced by the act of absorption could be perceived.

9036. Still, I think, there must be some relation between these

functions of light and electric forces.

9 SEPTR. 1847.

9037. When Tartaric acid and water are made to act for a few

days on iron filings-and then ammonia in excess is added till

resolution of the precipitate occurs-a dark green solution is pro-

cured-which is a good absorber of light-is magnetic- -and pro-

bably rotative. By leaving this solution exposed to air, it became

red brown at the surface as the iron pcroxidizes and this action

after some days extends to the bottom of the liquor.

15 OCTR. 1847.

9038. Experiments on the reflection of light by a flat wire carrying

a strong voltaic current in the Magnetic field.

9039. It did not seem impossible or improbable that whilst a

metal carried an electric current, its condition might influence the

reflective force of the particles at its surface. A platina wire, fine,

was therefore rolled flat and soldered on to ends of two thick

and bent copper wires in such a manner that, whilst the latter

being fixed firmly in a block of wood supported the platina wire,

the platinum wire could be placed in any direction between the

magnetic poles. The platinum wire was about half an inch long,

and was heated by a battery of
5
pr. Grove’s plates, which could

easily raise it to whiteness if needed.

9040. The Electro magnet was served by 10 pr. Grove’s plates

and was very powerful, being the large Magnet with poles placed
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anglewise so to increase the forces. In the first instance, the

platina wire was placed across the magnetic axis and then an

ordinary ray of light sent down upon it from a lamp and the

reflected ray observed either by the naked eye or by a Nicoirs

Eye piece. But whether the magnet was on alone or the Electric

current through the wire alone, or both on together, no effect

on the ray could be observed, either whilst the actions were con-

tinued or intermitting, or at the beginnings or endings.

9041. In the first case the ray was sent in a vertical plane parallel

to the wire and the incidences were varied from high to low

angles-but there was no effect in any case.

9042. Then the incident ray was polarized by a second Nicofs

eye piece and the reflected ray observed in several positions of the

examining eye piece-but no effect under any combination of the

magnetic and electric force was produced.

9043. The ray was polarized in a vertical plane and also in a

plane at right angles to this (the ray always being in a vertical

plane parallel to the wire) but still there was no effect.

9044. Then the wire and the magnet, being still in the same

position, the ray was made to pass in a plane transverse to the

wire and consequently parallel to the magnetic axis-and all the

former variations of the ray were gone through, but without pro-

ducing any sensible new phenomena.

9045. After this the wire was placed in the Magnetic axis and the

ray sent parallel to it, but no effect could be produced under all

the former variations of the experiment.

9046. Lastly, the wire being parallel to the Magnetic axis, the ray

was sent across it, or transverse to the axis-but without any

sensible effect on it.

9047. The light from the wire itself (when heated enough) was

observed under all these conditions, but in no case did it seem

affected.

9048. Whenever the Magnet were first made and then the electric

current sent through the wire, there was a sharp small metallic

sound from the Mag. field, but it was difficult to say whether it

came from the wire or from the poles of the magnet. It was

manifestly due to their joint action, for making the magnet active

alone, or sending the electric current thrgh. the wire alone, did
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not produce it. If the current was sent thrgh. first and then

the Magnet made effective, there was m sound-but probably

because the magnetic force is not generated suddenly as the

electric current is, and suddenness is doubtless necessary to the

sensible sound (9099).

9049. I removed the fine platina wire and replaced it by a

moderate wire, and also a coarser wire, but in neither case was

there any of the peculiar sound-as if the fine wire or concentrated

current was far the most effectual.

9050. The magnet action being continued, there was the sound

both on making and on breaking contact-and the latter is the

most distinct.

9051. The phenomenon is the same, I conclude, as that which

De la Rive has described.

9052. The sound occurred whether the fine platina wire was

transverse or parallel to the magnetic axis.

23 OCTR. 1847.

9053. As to reflexion of ray, arranged a glass basin with a glass

rod across it from side to side, so as to divide it into two places,

and then put in a mixture of i vol. Sulc. acid and 4 vols. water

until it just covered the glass rod. In this case there were 2 masses

of Electrolyte connected by a thin portion covering the rod. Two
platinum plates were in the masses, to be connected at pleasure

with a battery of 10 pr. of Grove’s plates. A wrapper of bibulous

paper was put round the Glass rod, so as to keep the part of the

fluid within it clear from bubbles arising from the plates; and

reflexion of the ray was effected at the part over the rod, where

the Electrolyte was thinned and consequently the current most

powerful.

9054. Above, a is the basin, b the rod seen in section, c the

bibulous paper, d, d the electrolyte, e, e the two electrodes, and

/the ray.

9055. Now whether this ray were at the polarizing angle with

the surface ofthe fluid-or above orbelowit considerably- whether

it were a common ray or a polarized ray-and whether examined

by the naked eye or an analyser, no difference of effect could be
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observed when the electric current was passing the place of re-

flexion or when it was not.

9056. The terminations of the Magnetic poles of great Electro

magnet were made polished iron cones, and these being brought

very near together, a drop of water was placed between them;

but whether the magnetism was on or off, no motion of the drop

could be seen-no sensible effect of any kind took place.

9057. When the drop was a solution of iron or cobalt, then on

putting on the magnetic force the drop was drawn into shape

thus, so as to connect the magnetic poles in the most favourable

manner.

9058. The cone poles were put very close to each other and a

fine iron particle between; then a spirit lamp flame was applied

to heat it whilst the magnetism was on, but no particular or new

effect was observable of any kind.

9059. A platina particle held there and heated under the same

circumstances-no difference whether magnetism was on or off.

9060. Rose's Metals*

H. Rose has sent me some pure specimens of the metals

Aluminium^ Berylium^ Tantalum^ Niobium^ Pelopium}^ and I have

just tried the magnetic conditions of them, putting them into a

little glass tube suspended by a long thread before a single pole

of the Electro magnet.

The little glass tube is very slightly diamagnetic, being very

thin glass.

9061. Aluminium. This is very slightly magnetic.

9062. Berylium. Is also magnetic-not much but more than

aluminium. A very small proportion of iron would give this

degree of force.

9063. Tantalum-not magnetic-feebly diamagnetic and, I think,

if any thing, less than the vessel alone-so that it is probably at

zero.

9064. Niohium~2& Tantalum.

9065. Pelopium-zs> Tantalum.

* Name given to a supposed new metal found in the mineral tantalite,

afterwards discovered to be identical with niobium.—
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9066. Proceeded to verify Zantedeschi’s account of the dia-

magnetic condition of flame and instantly succeeded. Thus—
9067. Using a white wax taper flame about i| inches long, and

the two magnetic poles of this form, when they were about as

in the figure* and the flame so placed as to be either beyond or

on this side of the magnetic axis, and the latter about \ the height

of the flame from the top; the moment the magnet was made
effectual, the flame was affected and inclined outwards, being

repelled from the axis and shewing itself diamagnetic.

9068. The effect was not instantaneous but rose gradually to a

maximum, and ceased instantly or much more quickly when
magnetism was taken off. This was due to the graduall arrange-

ment of the currents in the air, which tended to be formed upon
the assumption of the magnetic condition.

9069. When the flame was placed at first across the magnetic

axis, then the magnetism also affected it. The effect was to com-
press the flame between the points of the poles, making it receed

in those parts from the poles towards the middle transverse line;

also to shorten the top of the flame, and to make that and the

sides of the compressed part burn more vividly, as if a stream

of air set in from the poles on each side directly against the flame

and passed out with it in equatorial direction ; and such streams

were really produced. But there was, at the same time, a repulsion

of the parts of the flame from the axial line, for those parts which

were below it and therefore ascending towards it, ascended with

less force when the magnetism was on, and instead of continuing

to go right up between the poles, tended to pass off to the right

and left.

9070. On raising the flame a little more, the effect of the magnetic

force was to increase the intensity of the results just described,

and the flame actually became of a fish tail shape, disposed across

the magnetic axis—shewing in a striking manner the diamagnetic

condition of it as a whole.

9071. If whilst the flame was in this condition the Magnetic poles

were brought a little nearer, so as to begin to cool and compress

the part of the flame between them, and yet not prevent its rising

* [9067]
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up there freely (which happens when they are about the third

of an inch apart), then on making the magnet active the flame

was more compressed and shortened than before; and as the effects

proceeded towards the maximum state, the top at last went down,

and the flame no more rose between the Mag. poles, but spread

out right and left, and being made very bright along the upper

extended forked edge by a current of air, which descended from

between the poles on to the flame-driving it down and passing

out and away in the equatorial direction.

9072. As soon as the Magnet was thrown out of action, the flame

resumed its ordinary form instantly^ and rose up between the

poles-but the moment the Electric current was put on to the

magnet, the flame sank and was affected as before. All the

appearances were most striking.

9073. When instead of a large flame a small round flame was

placed between the Mag. poles, not above ^ or
j
of an inch high

;

the magnetic force instantly flattened it into an equatorial disc;

and certainly the outer edge of this disc was the brightest and

apparently the hottest, as if really the hot parts were more dia-

magnetic than the parts less hot or than the cooler parts.

9074. There was an effect when one pole only was used, but by

no means so sensible in proportion as with two poles.

9075. Even a glowing taper spark produced most beautiful effects.

A piece of green taper goes on glowing and sending off a thin

stream of smoke. When such a taper is held under the axial line,

so that the line of smoke ascends on one side of the axial line,

the magnetism deflects the smoke outwards considerably. When
it is held so that the smoke rises between the poles by the axial

line, on making the contact the smoke line is driven right or left

of the axial line, or else forks out, dividing into two lines, and the

spark on the top of the wick brightens up as by a current of air

blown on to it. The effect is very striking and more than expected

(9088,9154, 9155).

9076. In fact, a current of air is determined on to the ignited part

of the wick in a direction from the axial line to it, and at the same

time that it invigorates the wick, drives the smoke right and left.

The current does not seem to originate at the axial line, but to be

determined between the hot air and gas at the wick and the
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particles of air (cooler) which are next it towards the axial line.

These relations of the hot and cold air there determine a current

outwards or equatorially. I do not think much effect is produced

in the rising and cooler parts of the smoke, but that they chiefly

serve to indicate the currents finally established in the air.

9077. I introduced the wire of a gold leaf electrometer into the

flame when afftd. by magnetism, but could not perceive the least

signs of free electricity. The effect appears to be purely dia-

magnetic.

9078. By using little bits of paper dipped in Mur. acid and

Ammonia solution, could produce visible indicating streams of

fume in the cold air : but these ascended and descended between

the poles, being in no way affected by the magnetism, and I

became satisfied (thoroughly) that when there was no flame or

spark or difference of temperature, then there was no tendency

to currents or motion in the air.

9079. But as hot and cold air differ, hot air seeming to be dia-

magnetic, so different gases may differ though at same temperature.

9080. Made some fuming carbonic acid (by putting carbonate of

ammonia into strong sulphuric acid mixed with a little nitric

acid) and then poured it out of a quilled receiver, so that it formed

a visible stream about the size of a quill descending between the

poles of the magnet. The moment the magnet was effective, the

carbonic acid was affected and opened out into a fan shape in the

equatorial direction.

9081. Hence Carbonic acid at common temperatures in air is

affected, is diamagnetic to the air-which therefore should be less

so or be magnetic (9145).

9082. Hence flame is only a particular instance of a general

case. But if heat makes air and elastic media more diamagnetic

than when cold, then it is an important special case.

9083. If the heat only acts by ex[p]anding the air, it is not an

especial case, bull incline at present to tliink that it acts specially,

because we should expect that expanded air would be less dia-

magnetic than denser air-unless indeed air be magnetic and not

diamagnetic, which is hardly possible.

9084. Flame of a taper contains Carbonic acid and so far the

flame would be affected as Carbonic acid. But it is affected more
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than carbonic acid and therefore there is some peculiar additional

effect in the same direction.

Must try other gases, heavy and light.

25 OCTR. 1847.

9085. Tried various flame[s] between the poles of our great

Electro Magnet.
Flame of Alcohol affected as the taper flame.

Ether Do. 55 55

Gas (coal) Do.
55 55

55 Phosphorous Do. 55 55

55 Sulphur Do. 55 55

55 Hydrogen Do. 55 55

55 Camphor Do. 55 55

9086. So all these flame[s] were affected[ in the same way—but
not apparently with equal strength. Thus Phosphorous flame

appeared more strongly affected than coal gas flame. Sulphur

flame also less than phosphorous. Hydrogen flame not so much
as was expected.

9087. There are several causes which affect the diamagnetic con-
dition of the flame, and these should be considered in observing

the result. The more rapid the ascending matter moves, the less

is it deflected from the vertical line. On the other hand, the hotter

the flame, i.e. the more heated the gaseous matter, the more should

it be deflected. Solid particles are more diamagnetic than gas and
so the smoke and flame from phosphorous more sensibly affected.

9088. A spark at end of a wood match— or a piece of amadou
burning, does as well as a glowing green taper (9075).

9089 *. Wishing to use Phosphorous smoke as a substance to make
air and gases visible, I first tried its power alone. Taking a piece

of quill tube about 2 feet long and putting a piece of phosphorous
in the middle (/?)— then lighting it by a lamp applied outside and
also heating the tube lower down the air could be made to

pass up and out at u, visible by the smoke of the phosphorous
and yet reduced nearly to common temperature.

9090. The smoke made a good indication of the presence of the

cloud or air, but then, it was clearly diamagnetic to a certain degree.

This was the more evident because the little cloud was so nearly

[9089]
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the weight of the air as to have very little ascensive or descending
power in it, and was free to manifest the currents formed by the

diamagnetic conditions of it and the air. But still, it must be
remembered when used to make gases visible.

9091. It also shews how beautifully the dimagnetic condition of

solid or liquid particles is rendered evident, when they are floated

in a quiet atmosphere.

9092. To produce a stream of hot phosphorous smoke, a piece

of phosphorous placed in a little cup made in chalk was burnt,

so that the line of smoke should ascend between the mag. poles

or on one side or other of the axial line. The diamagnetic con-
dition of the hot stream was very evident, but not so evident as

in the case of the cold smoke, and I believe only because here the

ascensive power of the hot column overcame the deflexion which
else would have occurred with an equally dense cold column of
particles. On raising and lowering the phosphorous, so as to

have hotter or colder parts of the stream, the upper cooler part

shew more effect than the lower hotter part; though as to air

at least, the hotter it be the more diamagnetic it is.

9093. With plates of glass and mica, I have built up a chamber
round the Magnetic poles, which keeps the air perfectly quiet

there : it can be opened at the top or sides or bottom, if needful,

for introducing the currents of smoke, etc. and also for letting

out fumes of gases, etc.

9094*. By having a tube of this form, about 15 inches long and

I of an inch wide, and contracted to f or less at by placing a

piece of bibulous paper inside at a, moistened with a strong

solution of ammonia; and a little ring of tow or string at b

moistened with muriatic acid (fuming) ; and by applying the hand
or a lamp flame at c, a visible current was obtained at b. For the

warmth made the air ascend, and it, taking up a little ammonia
at fz, when it came to the outside, found muriatic acid vapour
at b, and so made a smoke of muriate of ammonia (9109).

9095. When in the position figured, the ascending fume was
sensibly affected. So that the particles are diamagnetic. Whether
the effect is due to the solid particles—or the little warmth of air,

or both, the effect shew[s] how delicate this method of floating the

bodies to be affected, in the air, is.

* [9094] ^
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9096*. Hot air. Wished now to compare hot and cold air, differing

in nothing else but temperature. Arranged a helix of fine platina

wire between the magnetic poles and under the axial line. Made
it red hot by a voltaic battery. The hot air from it ascended up
between the poles, just as the flame of a candle had done before

(9071), and a finger applied above the axial line was heated and
could not be retained there. On throwing the magnet into action,

this current was immediately destroyed— the finger felt cool air

passing under it—but on carrying the finger right or left, i.e.

across the axial line, there the heat was felt again, rising in two
streams just as the two parts of the divided candle had been seen
to rise before. On breaking the magnetic condition, the heated
column again rose upright—and these effects could be repeated
continually.

9097. So effect of heat alone is beautifully clear and distinct in

air—hot air is more diamagnetic than cold air.

9098. When the magnetism was on, the platina helix became
twisted oblique and gave a chattering sound. The twist was one
way if the current was in one direction through the helix and the

other way if the current was in the other direction. This strong
appearance was simply due to the tendency of the currents in

the opposite sides of the helix to move across the strong magnetic
curves. My old effect.

9099. At the same time, there was a continual chattering noise—
produced in this way: the inclining of the helix coils brought
them in contact; that cut off the current from the part included,

and then the coil opened; to the renewal of the current and
reclosure of the helix by inclination. This stopping and making
of the current in the parts of the helix produced the sound before
noted in the small wire (9048), which is also De la Rive's effect.

9100. One magnetic pole^ either knobbed or a cone, does not
produce much sensible effect. Flame, however, does go out from
it, being repelled. A glowing taper opposite to it, even when
the apex of the cone, is but little affected. A plate of glass or mica
held at the outer side of the flame or spark, so as to give equatorial

direction to any current of air that might be formed, did not add
any thing to the effect.

9101. A mixture ofchlorate ofpotassa and sulphuret ofantimony,
* [9096I
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with so much sulphuret as to burn with slowness, i.e. much slower

than gunpowder-makes when fired by a hot wire a good dense

smoke that holds its state for some time-and it may be burnt

in a flask or globe without danger of bursting the glass vessel.

9102. A quilled receiver had the quill made of a piece of thin

glass tube about
f
of an inch in diameter, bent as in the figure.

A little of the chlorate mixture in a copper spoon was fired in

the globe by a hot wire and thus the globe filled with smoky
air. After a few minutes to allow of cooling, the globe was held

with the quill downwards, and in the course of a minute, a very

gently visible smoky stream issued downwds. from the end of the

quill. This stream, brought to the sheltered magnetic field and

examined, was found to present traces of diamagnetic action. It

could be deflected a little right and left, but could not be broken

into a fork.

9103. The same Globe, when cleared out, had a tube ofcondensed

sulphurous acid introduced into it and opened; and then a little

more of the chlorate mixture was fired in it, so as to fill the globe

with a cloudy sulphurous acid. When the Globe was inclined as

before, this gas easily poured out from the end of the quill in a

quick stream^ visible. Still, notwithstanding its quick descent, it

was readily affected by the magnetic force as a diamagnetic body;

for when the stream was passing right or left of the axial line, it

was deflected outwards, and when it passed across the axial line

before the magnetism was on, the addition of its force made the

stream fork beautifully, so that all passed in two streams to the

right and left. On taking off the magnetism, the two stream [s]

contracted instantly into one, going between the poles-and

opened out into two on restoring the magnetism.

9104. I believe therefore that Sulphurous acid is distinctly and

clearly diamagnetic in air.

9105. Muriatic acid.

This gas evolved from Sulphuric acid and Mur. Amm. in a

retort with a clean long small neck, and the stream of gas delivered

between the poles of the magnet. It was very doubtful if it were

affected when alone. If a piece ofpaper or little ball oftow dipped

in ammonia were brought near the stream, so as to make more

visible fumes, these shewed diamagnetic force; but then the
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particles themselves of this smoke are diamagnetic (9095, 9102,

9109)*
9106. Silicated fluoric acid gas. Made in a retort and tested in

the same way. The results doubtful.

9107. Fluo boric acid. Made in same manner generally—but the

preparation bad and effect doubtful.

9108. As sulphurous acid goes equatorially in air, so air ought
to go axially in sulphurous acid, and hydrogen ought to go axially

in air. If so, then the cases of one solution in another in my paper
have their parallel in air and gases, and air may be made to seem
either Magnetic or diamagnetic at pleasure.

28 OCTR. 1847.

9109. The indicating tube (9094) was cloathed with paper and
moistened with ether, so that when held mouth downds., a cool
descending current of air fell through it, which was made visible

as before by the Amm. and M.A. fumes. Still, though a cooler

current and one falling in the air, it was feebly affected dia-

magnetically as before (9095); and therefore it is the smoke that

is influenced chiefly and not the air, for the air was in one case

warm, and in the other cool (a few degrees) and yet the motion
of the smoke was in both cases the same. Hence shews power of
a cloud (as liquid or solid particles) to be affected, and that it is

not a perfectly indifferent indicator.

9110. I have two iron Mag. poles pierced horizontally and their

sections and sizes^ are as in margin*. Using these, I expected to

* Tlie diagrams ai*e reduced to
|
scale.

L
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see a current set in on the flame, from the two holes in the Mag.

poles, these being in the axial direction.

91 1 1. But when the poles were in place and a taper flame held

between them, it was but little affected at first, and after a moment

or two was affected but took up an axialform: for it stretched

out horizontally in the axial direction and the ends of the flames

went each way into the apertures nearly an inch.

9112. Found that this was due to the largeness and flatness of

the faces of the poles and their vicinity to one another. When
the poles were as in the margin (in plan) and the flame was at a,

it appeared to be but little affected; but if it were at b or c, then

it was deflected outwards or equatorially. This was because of the

relative flatness of the two faces as compared with the former

poles (9096, 9117), so that the magnetic curves or lines about a

were nearly of equal force for some distance towards b and c, and

therefore the flame did not move.

9113. But when the poles were brought nearer to each other,

then the flame at a expanded axially and entered both holes, not

because it was then magnetic, but because from the vicinity of

the faces the magnetic lines of force at d and e were stronger than

those at a; and so the flame, being diamagnetic, was urged from

d and e towards a, and into the hollow cores, by the inset of the

currents of cold and hot air, set up through their respective dia-

magnetic action.

9114. So after all my contrivances, the simplest plan to test gases

and air, etc. will be perhaps to put these faces still closer and then,

delivering a jet of gas at a, see whether, being diamagnetic, it will

go out by the passages in the pole terminations m; or being

magnetic, will go out all round the poles, as at o, <?.

9115. Though then seeming to pass equatorially, it will really be

passing from weak to stronger places of magnetic action, which

is the characteristic of ferruginous magnetism. It will probably

pass quite away, because the air carried in with it will dilute it in

comparison with [the gas] still continuing to be delivered at a.

Probably good.

9116. Now used a larger flame for more visible results, as for a

lecture room. A small ball of tow, about the size of a small

marble, being dipped in ether, gave a flame which, held under

FDV
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the pierced poles, rose up between them and ascended 4 or 5

inches; but putting on the magnetism, it gradually fell, then dis-

appeared above the mag. field, but opened out right and left in

a good large fork and also gave off two other branches, which

entered the horizontal holes of the magnetic cores, and actually

appeared occasionally at the outside. Breaking electric contact,

the flames rose into one perpendicular flame-making it, they

divided again as before. The effect is excellent.

9117. Using the smaller Magnetic poles (8675, 8975) (of w[h]ich

full sized sections I are in the margin)-the flame of the same ball

and ether gave an excellent equatorial division when magnetism

was on.

9118. A tow ball as large as the end of the thumb gave a still

greater flame, which divided excellently well. It is well to apply

the tow ball close up beneath the poles, and not to hold it at a

distance lower down, for then the current at the part between

the poles due to the heat is stronger than that which the dia-

magnetic power can produce, and the flame, though affected, is

not divided.

Now worked with gases.

9119. Hydrogen. The receiver (9102) had smoke formed in it

(9102) and then hydrogen was thrown out of a transfer jar by

a rising tube into the globe, until one half the smoky air was dis-

placed, after which the contents of the globe were mixed and gave

a smoky visible atmosphere, consisting of half hydrogen, half air.

This could be easily poured (inverted) from the end of the tube

and gave a very good ascending visible column of the mixed

gases.

9120. When the stream was delivered under the axial line, and

rose by it between the poles, the magnetic action was found to

affect it. When the stream was a little to the right or left of the

axial line, it was very clearly repelled^ being diamagnetic, the

pointed poles (9117) being here used. There was no mistake

about it. The only question was ; do the visible smoky particles

confer this diamagnetic character.^ For I was expecting to find

hydrogen, and therefore the air and hydrogen, would arrange

itself, under magnetic force, axially.

* Reduced to \ scale.
4
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9121. Now arranged an apparatus thus. Three thin glass tubes

a, c, were tied together by thread and blocks ofcork, and placed

just over the equatorial line and resting on the edges of the

magnetic poles*; another tube d was fixed below, under the mag-
netic axis and about | of an inch below the end of b, to deliver

a vertical stream of any required gas; a flexible (vulcan rubber)

tube was slipped on to the end of this tube and also on to the

short quill of a globular receiver jC A coil of bibulous paper was
put into the part i of the tube d, and moistened with strong

solution of muriatic acid; it thus formed a lining to the delivering

tube. Folded pieces of bibulous paper (about this size) held by
copper wire were dipped in strong solution of ammonia and put
into the upper part of each of the three tubes a, b, c. In this case,

if the globe was filled with any gas lighter than air, the gas re-

mained in the globe when in the position figured, but when the

globe was depressed below the level of the tube d, the gas would
go out there between the two poles and ascend up the central

tube. The muriatic acid that it would take up at i, uniting to the

ammonia it would find in the tube above, would shew by the

formation of mur. amm. cloud, whether and which tube it passed

up; and yet whilst passing the magnetic field, the gas would be

clear and free from visible fume, so contain no solid or liquid

particles to confer any diamagnetic action and thus disturb the result.

9122. Hydrogen unmixed with air was introduced into tlie globe

and experimented with. The effects were very clear and plain, yet

very unexpected, for the hydrogen proved to be well diamagnetic,

though so light a gas. When there was no magnetic force, a fine

stream of smoke rose from the top of the central tube by but on
making the magnet active, that stream quickly diminished, stopped

and at the same time two other streams appeared, at a and c;

breaking the magneto electric contact, these ceased and the up-

ward current again appeared at by and so on at pleasure.

9123. The cage of mica was at the same time roughly built up
about the magnetic field, to prevent disturbance of the air (9093).

9124. When the tubes were placed in the axial direction, the

hydrogen rose well also, so that without the magnetic force there

was smoke at the top of b but none at a and c. When the magnet

was on, the smoke at b diminished and ceased, but none appeared

* [9121]
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at a and c. Shewing that the hydrogen had not gone axially but

equatorially.

9125. All the experiment proved that Hydrogen was to cold air

as flame or hot air to it, and divided or passed equatorially or

diamagnetically (9262).

9126. Coal gas. Employed just the same apparatus (9121), using

coal gas in the globe receiver; this is lighter than air, as is well

known, and gave the central up current strong. But when the

magnetism was on, the gas was powerfully affected, for the up
center current ceased and the two side equatorial current[s] were

well produced (9122). This gas is more diamagnetic, I think, than

hydrogen. At all events, the effects are more visible and striking;

but that may depend on the circumstance that hydrogen by its

lightness forms a powerful up current and so in some degree

mechanically diminishes the equatorial effect.

9127. With larger tubes and more Ammonia, will be a good expt.

for the lecture room.

9128. Appears therefore that it is not merely heavy gases that

go equatorially or are diamagnetic, for light gases as hydrogen

and coal gas do not go axially, but are the same as Carbonic

acid and sulphurous acid, i.e. are diamagnetic in air.

9129. Air therefore ought to go axially in Carbonic acid gas or

in any of these gases.

9130. Nitrogen was put into the Globe (9121) and an ascensive

power given to it by making the globe and the tube warm. There

were perhaps some signs of effect, but they were so small that

I could not make them out certainly, or tell in which direction

the effect was. The signs were a momentary shake of the smoke

at the top of the central tube on making or breaking contact,

but on the whole I think Nitrogen is nearly as air (10865).

Perhaps the new arrangement may tell this better (9114).

9131. Oxygen. Instead of the flexible tube e (9121), had a glass

tube two feet long descending nearly vertically and dipping into

a bottle of oxygen, then made this tube hot by a spirit lamp and

so caused an ascending current. But I could perceive no magnetic

or diamagnetic effect.

9132. Mixed 4 vols. of oxygen and i vol. of hydrogen, so as to

have a rich oxy. mixture with ascensive power. This mixture
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delivered from the globe (9121) rose well, and was slightly

diamagnetic; but I think that that was due to the hydrogen present

and that the oxygen is scarcely different from air.

9133. These experiments would shew that oxygen and Nitrogen
are not much different from each other, though both differ very
much from the other heavier and lighter gases tried. This is, in

respect of the constitution of air, a very remarkable relation be-

tween them (10866).

9134. Ammonia.
The indicating ammonia was cleared out of the three upper

tubes, a, c (9124). The lower delivery tube d was replaced by
another with no muriatic acid in it. A retort was charged with

a mixture of Mur. ofAmm. and quick lime, and being connected

by a flexible tube with delivery tube d^ the mixture was heated.

The ammoniacal gas set free passed well between the mag. poles

and up the central tube b, so that if a folded piece of paper dipped

in Muriatic acid were held in the tubes a and c, no fumes appeared

there ; but holding it in tube dense fumes were formed which
were carried quickly up and out of the tube. But on rendering

the magnet active, the current of these fumes stopped, and then

became descending; at the same time, ascending currents of

ammonia were found in the equatorial tubes a and c. On
breaking the magnet connexion, these instantly changed, ceasing

in a and c and being renewed in an upward direction in b. Ammonia
is well diamagnetic though lighter than air, and it seems to shew'

the effect of the large proportion of hydrogen in it.

OCTR. 30, 1847.

9135. Have made a cork chamber to place between the two
magnetic poles, with a tube in below and out above, so that when
put close in between the pierced poles (91 10), it with them formed

a flat hollow chamber with four apertures, two vertical and

equatorial as the tubes, and two horizontal and axial as the passages

in the magnetic poles. So when vapour sent in below or above,

it was free to go out equatorially above or below, or else axially

at the passages in the poles *.

9136. Held a smoking taper below so that the smoke ascended

into the chamber; then on bringing on the magnetism, there was

* [9135I
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suddenly a push of the smoke in the chamber into the spaces in

the sides of the poles, but the axial flow of smoke did not con-

tinue.

9137. With one of the pole passages stopped, the same thing

occurred.

9138. Indeed, this ought to be so, as I see now, for the actions

are the result of the different matters found in the vicinity of the

pole— so whilst both smoke and air in the chamber, the air would
draw the smoke out, but if all so well mixed up together as to

be alike, then no motion; so the magnetism caused motion until

the differences were levelled and then there was no more. That

is, to have a continuous repulsion, we must arrange circumstances

so as to give a continuous difference in the Mag. field (a body
in the axial line that is repelled, and a body round it that is

attracted) -speaking of the ordinary and solid form of poles.

9139. Instead of smoke, sent in coal gas from below. There was

an occasional, but not a good effect-not so distinct and clear as

with the three tubes— for air is required simultaneously round the

Magnetic field as well as coal gas.

9140. After a good deal of trial, found that coal gas passed

axially very well through the pierced poles (9110) when the poles

were within 0*3 or 0*2 of an inch of each other (being stopped

open by a piece of copper, that they might not fly together);

the cork chamber being away and the sides quite open; a glass

tube hung over the top with ammonia paper in it-and one of

the pierced pole passages corked up. Then with M.Acid in the

supply tube to serve as indicator, with the ammn. above, and

the coal gas delivered just below the edge of the pole holes, it

went well upwards when there was no magnetism and well axially

through the magnetic poles when magnetism on.

9141. The little M.A. vapour used is soon absorbed by vulcan

tube or else by the coal gas or by both.

9142. So pierced pole form will do, but not better than the three

tubes (9124, 9200).

9143. Now arranged the solid poles with the three tubes above

(9124), to which dropping paper sides and ends had been added—
raising the tubes so that air could enter between the lower edge

of the central tube and the poles (which is necessary). The jet
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supplying coalgas was above 07 of an inch below the top surface

of the poles and the poles about 0*2 of inch apart. This gave an

excellent effect, testing by M.Acid and Amm. as before (9121).

9144. The three tubes are each about the size of my little finger

and the ammonia sol. paper is in each about half way down, the

tubes being 3I or 4^ inches long.

9145. Carbonic acid. The three tubes were now placed below, but

the poles were not turned half way round but kept with flat ends

upwards. Carbonic acid rendered visible by nitric fumes (9080)

was poured as a jet as on the former occasion and its course

observed. It was manifest that the current should not be delivered

by an application of the tube mouth two [too] close to the poles,

for then it has not time, and is not at liberty to be deflected in its

approach to the poles or axial line, and the atmosphere at the

poles is too much carbonic acid. When the end was one inch off,

and the stream of gas going clear through the air of the size of a

small quill, it was in best condition, and then it was manifest

that, air being in the magnetic axis, it tended to keep there, for

the C.Acid was thrown away right and left. The air at the axis

is then probably stationary or tends to be, and being held there,

acts as a barrier to the passage of the C.A.; and between it and

the C.A., other air is urged in by the relative forces of attraction

or repulsion, i.e. the diamagnetic forces. When by putting the

tube close the magnetic axis was flooded by a continual stream

of Carb. Acid, it was not so easy to see the effect of the air to

displace it, for fresh carb. acid falling by its gravity always re-

placed the receeding portion.

9146. By watching the form of the stream of C.A., it was easy

to adjust it, so that it fell well either through the central or the

side tubes, as the magnetism was off or on (9263).

9147. The present disposition of the poles with flat face upwards

seemed quite as good as the contrary position, i.e. if one can see

where the gas is and is going to.

9148. My present impression is that for a good result, we must

not drown the magnetic field with gas. Nor have too large a

stream ofgasy but rather imitate the smoke of the glowing taper.

Also that the poles may be too near each other.

9149. Tried cold airy letting a stream of it fall from end of a
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metal tube cooled by freezing mixture inside, and tested for the

place of descent by a glass tdbe below, having a compound bar

of silver and platina formed into a spiral within. Let the current

fall at one side of axial line and received it by the testing tube below

-then on making magnet, the spiral indicated a little increase of

temperature, as ifthe cold stream which was before falling through

it, was now drawn lo the axis, being magnetic relatively to air

at common temperatures-but the effect was small and I must

have a better apparatus and clearer results.

9150. May observe that as a fact, it has not yet been shewn that

cold air is not at Zero between diamagnetic and magnetic bodies.

Still, it is not likely it should be there, because hot air is dia-

magnetic (9096, 9097), and hot and cold probably only differ in

degree and not in kind-but as yet we don’t know.

9151. Air, or oxygen and nitrogen, is of all gases yet tried the

least diamagnetic-and it is possible that one of these gases may

at a certain temperature be at Zero (like a vacuum), and if hotter,

diamagnetic; if colder, Magnetic like iron. But probably is not

so (10866).

9152. Nitrous gas. Sent a stream of Nitrous gas upwards from

below, testing by ammonia in the three tubes above. The stream

was far too large and unmanageable, and the gas in the air became

Nitrous acid gas, and also produced heat. On the whole, the

result of the action was that the products were affected and were

diamagnetic^ but the change of substance-properties, density,

temperature, etc. give so many conditions, that it is only the

general result that can be stated. The effect cannot be referred

to one cause or body only.

2 NOVR. 1847.

9153. Have had some separate conduction tubes mounted to

catch the gass after it has passed the poles, and use either one,

two or three at pleasure. Are very good and convenient in

adjustment, and are about the size and length of the middle finger.

9154. Put up the solid poles, and by a glowing green taper

examined where best the issue of gas should be to give best

divergence. When the poles were 0*25 of inch apart they were

good ; and when the glowing end of taper was half an inch below
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the level of the top of the poles, the effect was so great that the

smoke was actually driven down and a current of fresh air de-

scended to the wick. If the taper ignited and held lower down
(as an inch below the top level), the smoke does not divide and

fork so soon, for it rises until about 5 of an inch below top

level and then divides, but not so forcibly.

9155. In the latter case the smoke is not so hot as in the former,

and so here again the dependance on heat shewn.

9156. However, at the distance of half an inch below top level,

there is excellent dividing power, and the separate tubes applied

over the equatorial line act admirably. The smoke easily goes up
the middle or up the side tube at pleasure, and with a large

smoking taper and long tube the experiment is an excellent one

for an audience.

9157. In investigating experiments, may either use no middle

tube or one higher up—a single side tube is perhaps best and the

up stream a little on one side of the axial line. It is certainly best

for taper smoke.

9158*. Have arranged an apparatus for a stream of gas. It is a

Woulf’s bottle with three apertures. Aperture a has a wide tube

hxed into it, which goes to the bottom and is open there. Aperture

b is stopped—aperture c has a bent glass tube reaching to i/- there

a stop cock is attached to it and beyond that a vulcanized flexible

piece of tube, to join on at pleasure to the exit tube e\ this has a

little paper at/moistened in Sol. Mur. acid, and the end is turned

up and cupped—a little glass mouth piece fixed in a bit of cork.

This can be adjusted so that the end shall deliver a vertical stream

of gas under the axial line or in any other part near it.

9159. Then ^ is a jar of water with a stop cock partly plugged

by a wooden rod, and this enters the tube at <2, so that when the

cock is open, the little run of water enters the bottle, and the

cock i also being open, drives an equal portion of gas through

the tubes and out at the jet in the magnetic field.
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9160. Coal gas was then introduced into the Woulf’s bottle and
afterwards delivered out below the axial line by a jet of water
delivering only 12 cubic inches in one minute. A side tube with
ammonia paper (9153, 9134) in it was applied, and the stream was
delivered a little on one side of the axial line. When not magnetic,
the stream ascended vertically and missed the side tube : when
the magnet was active, it deviated and entered the tube and
rendered the M.Am. smoke well visible above. The effects were
very good and this arrangement will do well.

9161. Olefiant gas. Think it is diamagnetic, but the result is

doubtful, for having little ascensive power in air, if any, it did
not appear in the side tube, but seemed driven down and away
altogether. Must try it in a descending current— or cold— or else

in Carb. acid (9172).
9162. Nitrogen. When not magnetic, ascended very fairly by a
middle tube—and it was certainly affected and diamagnetic when
the magnet was on. The effect was evident mainly in that when
the magnet was made, the ascending current was interrupted and
diminution of the smoke at the top of the middle tube occurred,
and also more at the side tube; these returning to the former state

on making the magnet inactive. As this gas is light enough to

ascend in air and powerful enough to shew this difference, it

ought to be considerably more diamagnetic than oxygen since

I of air is nitrogen (10865).
9163. Also, Oxygen ought to appear magnetic in air (9168).

9164. Proceeded to experiment with gases heavier than air—and
for this purpose the conduit tube e (9158) rose up so as to deliver

the gas downwards between the magnetic poles, and the catch

tube was bent into this form* and placed below on one side.

Mur. acid sol. at/'and Ammonia solution at g.

9165. Carbonic acid was first employed and acted beautifully. It

was delivered a little on the tube side of the axial line, but fell

downwards and quite clear of the tube whilst there was no
magnetic action. But when the magnet was active, the stream
of gas was deflected outwards or equatorially, and entering the

catch tube yj flowed down it and sank over its lower edge
in a visible stream. The effect was beautiful, only as the gas
is heavy, the smoke must be looked for downwards. The

[9164]
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effect is easily intermitted or repeated, and always excellent

(9263).

9166. I cleared the ammonia away from the lower or catch tube

and then placed a glass with lime water under the edge of the

tube. There was no signs of any carbonic acid there whilst there

was no magnetism, but on bringing on the magnetic force, im-

mediately the carbonic acid descended into the glass and made

its self visible in the turbidness of the lime water, which was kept

in a stirred condition during the experiment. Beautiful effect.

9167. The supply of gas is quite enough at the given rate of

(9160), 12 cubic inches per minute.

9168. Oxygen,

When the stream of oxygen was delivered downwards over

the axial line and between the poles- the rendering the magnet

active caused no change or deflection of any kind : there was no

equatorial or diamagnetic action. When the stream was delivered

on one side of the axial line and over the side ammonia tube

(9153, 9160), without the magnetism it passed through the tube,

making its course visible by the smoke finally produced there;

but on making the magnet active, the oxygen stream left the tube

and approached the magnetic axis, being attracted and therefore

in air to all appearance being magnetic (9163). Stopping the mag-

netism, the stream returned to the perpendicular and entered the

tube, to be again attracted and deflected on renewing the magnetism.

9169. So Oxygen magnetic in relation to air and much aside or

apart from Nitrogen. Also, if a diamagnetic, the least so of all

bodies yet tried amongst gases (10866).

9170. Carbonic oxide

^

freed from Carbonic acid by caustic

potassa. This gas was very diamagnetic, so that the gas was

driven up and over the side descending exit tube. By putting a

little ammonia in the mica chamber (9093), could see this very

well. The moment the magnet was active, the descending stream

of gas started upwards and sidewards equatorially out of the

magnetic field. It is apparently more diamagnetic than Carbonic

acid, but must remember that it is much lighter and descends

in the air mainly by the momentum it has at the mouth of the

delivery tube; so being lighter, it is more easily driven upwards,

for gravity does not counteract the dispersion.
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9171. A little ammonia in the Magnetic chamber helps well in

these cases to distinguish the effect, Mur. acid being in the gas
delivery tube (9164).
9172. Olefiant gas being tried as a descending current (9161)
was found to be well diamagnetic. Seems the more so because
nearly of the same S- G. as the air (10867).

9173. Air with Ether vapour (saturated)—doubtful in effect, not
easily rendered visible. If necessary try hereafter by [illegible]

the atmosphere and [illegible] it.

5 NOVR. 1847.

9174. Nitrous oxide, being tried as a descending current (9164)
was moderately but clearly diamagnetic. Now this gas contains
more oxygen than air, yet diamagnetic in air. On the other hand,
it is denser than air and therefore contains more matter; it also

contains more nitrogen than air, for i vol. contains 1 vol., whereas
of air I vol. contains only | of a volume. Still, the result is, I

think, in favour of oxygen being a diamagnetic and not a mag-
netic (10868).
9175. Nitrous gas. Made it a down current at first, but could
distinguish nothing because heat of combination with oxygen of
the air sent the products up. Then made it an up current. Cannot
make out the products diamagnetic, but rather magnetic or axial

in air. Consider that Nitrous gas and nitrous acid are both present,

and also heat, adding its influence, and that magnetic field is

swamped in these things, and its common air changing at the

same moment (9264).
9176. Still in its uncertain or magnetic state see the effect of
much oxygen.
9177’*'. Cold. Proceeded to experiment upon the effect of cold in

rendering air magnetic in common air, etc. a is a cylinder of
zinc, about i| inches or 2 inches in diameter, and 3I or 4 long,

having a copper pipe b passing through it, about 0*2 of an inch
in diameter at the lower end ; c is a vulcanized tube going away
to the gas apparatus. The vessel a was covered externally with
flannel to the edge of the lower aperture of b, and being filled

[9177]

( )
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with a mixture of salt and ice pounded together, was fixed up
over the magnetic field, so that any air or gas sent in by the

gas bottle and water (9158) should be cooled before it passed as

a stream between the magnetic poles.

9178*. For an indicator, an air thermometer of about this size*,

having a few divided portions ofan alcoholic tincture of cochineal
in the stem, was fixed by a cork into a catch tube (9153), and then
placed so that the mouth ofthe catch tube was under the equatorial
line on one side of the axial line. Then by shifting the refrigerating

apparatus, it was easy to let the cold stream of air either fall

between the poles, or into the catch tube, or between the two,
i.e., on one side of the axial line. When the cold stream entered
the catch tube, it was instantly made sensible by the effect.

9179. Air coldy at 0°, in air at 60®. There was a clear effect though
small; the cold air went axially or was less diamagnetic than air

at common temperatures. The effect was difficult to catch, and
for some time I thought it doubtful.
9180. Oxygen cold^ in air at common temperature, 60°. The
cold oxygen was drawn towards the magnetic axis very instantly—
but as oxygen at common temperature would do the same, the

effect only shews that it keeps that relation at cold temperature
as 0° or 10°. The experiment is another proof that oxygen is

magnetic in air.

9181. Nitrous oxide cold^ in air at common temperature, 60°.

Very little influence of the magnetism wherever the catch tube
or the descending current was placed, so that the Gas and air

are nearly alike. Therefore the cold has had no effect, except it

may be rendering the nitrous oxide a little less diamagnetic than
before (9174), and so bringing it still nearer in that respect to

air, than when both are at the same temperature.

9182. Carbonic acid gas cold in air at common temperature, 60°.

The carbonic acid seems scarcely affected at first; but made a

fresh cooling mixture and stopped up bottom of the catch tube

(9153, 9178), and now found that the cold gas diamagnetic in

air, but I think much less so than at common temperatures.

9183. Olefiant gets cold in air at common temperature. Was well

diamagnetic, far more than Garb. acid. The bath was at 10° F.

* Reduced to
|
scale.

[9178]
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9184. Nitrogen gas cold in air at common temperature. Was
sensibly diamagnetic. When the descending current was over the

catch tube, the coldness was indicated by the air thermometer,
but when the magnetism was put on, the temp, rose because the

nitrogen was thrown up into the general mass of air. Temperat.
of vessel 20° after the experiment finished.

9i84h So this cold makes no violent change in any of these

bodies, only a difference in degree, diminishing the diamagnetic
force.

9185. Substituted an atmosphere of Carbonic acid about the

magnetic poles for the common air, thus. A double vessel made
of waxed cartridge and filtering paper was folded up with dog’s
ears corners so as to be 13 inches long, 5 inches wide and 4 inches
high. This being placed on the great magnetic poles, the terminal

pieces of iron were put inside of it as above*, at the proper distance.

Then a bent glass tube a was fixed up, so that it delivered a jet

of gas under the magnetic axis (or on either side of it, by adjust-

ment), its outer end being connected with the gas supply (9158).
A catch tube b sustained by its own stand was adjusted by the

side of the magnetic axis—and a third tube c which came from a

carbonic acid generator passed to the bottom of the paper vessel.

The vessel was covered with plates of mica laid loosely on the top.

9186. I found it easy to fill this paper vessel with Carbonic acid,

and to keep it full, supply more of that gas between every experi-
ment by the tube c. I found it also easy to make experiments in

this atmosphere with gases lighter than Carbonic acid. The fol-

lowing are the results.

9187. Common air. It passes towards the axial line, appearing
to be magnetic in Carbonic acid, and this very distinctly. For the

jet being arranged on one side of the axial line, and the catch
tube over it, and M.Acid being in the gas tube (9121) and am-
monia in paper in the catch tube (9121), the common air could.

[9185)
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by looking horizontally, be seen ascending up the catch tube like

a little spring and flowing away downwards over the edge. It

ascended because, mingling with the C.Acid, it was still lighter

than it; but descended in air because of the C.A. with it. On
making the magnet, this current instantly ceased, for the air

stream then went toward the axis, escaped the catch tube and

appeared over the axial line (9267).

9188. Oxygen stream^ in atmosphere of Carbonic acid gas, went

well towards the axial line.

9189. Nitrogen is diamagnetic in Carbonic acid, but not so

strongly as in air.

9190. Hydrogen clearly and well diamagnetic in Carbonic acid.

9191. Coal gas. Diamagnetic in Carbonic acid.

9192. Olefiant gas. Do.; being heavier than coal gas, it does not

shew so good a spring up as the former gas (9191).

9193. Carbonic oxide^ very fairly diamagnetic in Carbonic acid

gas. Here the condition of oxygen will shew, and its force. Equal

volumes being taken, the quantity of carbon is alike in both,

but the quantity of oxygen is twice as great in Carb. acid as in

Carb. oxide. Now though the additional oxygen is actually added

and compressed in the volume of C.A. (as compared to the C. Ox.)

it does not add to its diamagnetic condition, but takes from it.

9194. This manifestly shews that either oxygen is really on the

magnetic side of 0°, or that compounds have specific diamagnetic

force which is not the sum of the forces of their particles.

9195. Nitrous oxide. Being heavier than Carbonic acid, tried it

by a falling stream, and found it slightly diamagnetic.

9196. Ammonia, from a generating retort (9134), was very well

diamagnetic in Carbonic acid—very distinctly seen as it ascended,

and as current is rapid, diamagnetism must be considered strong.

9197. Carbonic acid is an atmosphere which, because of its

oxygen, is not far from air in its diamagnetic place. Would have

a more striking result with Coal gas or hydrogen probably.

Many other gas[es] would perhaps appear magnetic in them.

9198. As an ascertained and experimental result, where is Zero,

or a vacuum, and how is oxygen to it.^
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9199. Our best ordinary steel magnet, with the two iron cones

(8379) attached to form [illegible] poles, does shew a feeble effect

on the delicate film of smoke from a small spark on glowing

taper.

9200. Tried the pierced poles (9110) again with taper smoke, all

being open around. The effect is very beautiful. One can easily

by it trace out the circle of lines of maximum magnetic intensity

all round the apertures of the passages, and send the smoke either

inwards or outwards at pleasure.

9201 . A copper cylinder, weighing about 30 grains, was suspended

by a loop of platina wire, above which was a link about 6 inches

long, also platina, and then about 4 feet of fine cocoon silk. By
a little spirit lamp, this cylinder could be made red hot when

within ,0 or even of one of the magnetic poles (9117). Com-
paring the effect of deflection when hot and when cold, I could

not see that there was any clear difference. Perhaps it was a little

more diamagnetic hot than cold, but the effect might be due to

the diamagnetism of the heated air about it, even when the lamp

was away. Must try bismuth
( ).

9202. A second cylinder gave the same result.

9203. A spirit lamp flame being in the magnetic field and affected

by the magnet, it was searched in all directions by the two platina

ends of my Galvanometer wire, but I could not find any sensible

effects that were not referable to known causes.

9204. Proceeded to try certain vapours and gases in air.

9205. Iodine. Shaped a glass tube into the form represented, the

part at a being about as large as' the thumb. Put some iodine

in and then made the lower end and especially the spout and

parts near it hot by spirit lamp
;
then inclining it over as in the

act of pouring, the iodine (melted) flowed towards the hotter parts,

and a very good and visible current of purple iodine vapour

descended from the little mouth of the vessel. When this was

directed between the conical poles, it was soon found that the

iodine was distinctly diamagnetic in air. The dense stream was

so heavy as to fall almost like water across the axial line, but a

stream of less colour and consequently mingled with air was well

driven equatorially.

9206. Bromine gave me an indistinct result from feeble colour of
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its vapour. Think it is diamagnetic, but must try again with the

side catch tube.

9207. Chlorine, Used the bottle apparatus (9158) to send the

gas, and had beneath the axial line a tube into a jar of slaked lime,

to catch and absorb what might fall undeflected. Used the side

catch tube to indicate. The chlorine was well diamagnetic in air.

When magnet was not active, and an ammonia paper in the catch

tube, the chlorine fell between it and the axial line; but when
magnetism on, then a sudden determination of the chlorine into

the catch tube, and the issue of a good cloud of smoke from it.

Again, with no magnetism and a piece of litmus damp paper in

the catch tube, the paper was not affected. But maldng the

magnet active, the paper was instantly bleached.

9208. Cyanogen, A tube containing cyanide Mercury was at-

tached by the vulcan tube to the delivery tube (9164), and then

cyanogen evolved by heat. It was difficult to test this gas by
ammonia or by sight, but I succeeded well thus. The glowing

wick of a taper was held in the catch tube for a moment and thus

some smoke left in it, which being soon cooled and heavy,

remained there very quietly, until the magnet was rendered active,

when it was suddenly thrust out below, by the rush of cyanogen

and air in above— deflected by the magnet. The effect was very

good and distinct. If a glowing taper were held in the catch tube

below, and its degree of brightness noted, this was seen to increase

upon rendering the magnet active, and as it was too far away to

be affected of itself, I think it was invigorated by the current of

air and cyanogen determined into the tube. Cyanogen is well

diamagnetic.

9209. Hydriodic acid. Evolved from a retort attached to the

delivery tube (9208). It was well diamagnetic. It poured beauti-

fully (when there was abundance of gas) into the side catch tube,

and when there was a smaller and lighter stream, it was actually

blown up and away from both magnetic field and tube.

9210. Muriatic acid. Tried the same way. Well diamagnetic.

9211. Fluo silicon. Tried the same way. Diamagnetic in air very

clearly and well. There was a strong wave each time through the

catch tube.

9212. Sulphurous acid, A tube of liquid sulphurous acid—cooled,

F D V 3
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opened, and then attached to the delivery tube (9208) so as to

serve as generating retort. The Suls. acid strongly diamagnetic—
as seen by the catch tube—but Ammonia did not shew it so well
as litmus paper. This was excellent— the part outside the tube was
often reddened by the Suls. acid floating about but not that inside

—until on rendering the magnet active, that inside was changed
instantly from blue to red. Might catch this gas into a glass with
litmus paper.

9213. Nitrous acid. A tube of this liquid was attached as before

(9208) and warmed with the hand. It gave a fair stream, and by
the effect in the test tube, could see that it was, if different from
air, a little axial, i.e. magnetic in relation to air—but not much
I think.

9214*. Proceeded to try the effect of heat on certain gases to
ascertain whether in all of them it increased the diamagnetic
condition. For this purpose, an under exit tube (9158), in shape
like the figure, was provided and fixed so as to deliver a stream
(from the water bottle or other source) upwards under the axial

line. Then a platinum wire helix was introduced into the moutli
of this tube, and by a small battery, could be raised to a white
heat or any heat under it at pleasure. The experiments then con-
sisted in heating the helix and sending a given gas through it

underneath the axial line, and ascertaining what the effect of the

magnetism on it was. The apparatus answered perfectly.

9215. Hot oxygen is well diamagnetic to the air at ordinary
temperature. It rose directly between the poles until the mag-
netism was on and then went right and left. The effect was very
manifest either to the finger or to a spiral compound platina and
silver thermoscope placed in a tube above.

9216. Nitrogen hot. Strongly diamagnetic in air,

9217. Nitrous oxide. More diamagnetic hot than cold. Used gas
at the rate of 12 c.i. per minute, and also three or four times that

quantity, to observe if any difference, but effects on finger the

same, or even better, with the greater quantity.

9218. Carbonic acid. The same, more diamagnetic being hot.

9219. Ammonia—hoty diamagnetic, well—beautiful effects on the

finger by sensation, and also on litmus paper. With no mag-
netism, a piece of reddened litmus paper was blued first between

[9214]
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the poles-but if Magnetism on and then a piece of red litmus

paper placed there, the bluing was first in two spots right and left

of the axial line. It requires steadiness in carrying the paper to

its place not to disturb the air, and also to hold it half an inch

above the upper surface of the magnetic poles, that the common
air may have its proper access.

9220. Muriatic acid hot. Very diamagnetic to finger or thermo-

scope or blue litmus paper. The one or the two spots indicating

the places of the stream of hot Mur. acid are beautifully distinct,

9221. Coal gas. This gas did not inflame when the helix was

made only cherry red hot, and at this heat it gave the same

diamagnetic phenomena as the other gases.

9222. Olefiant gas. Same as coal gas and I believe more dia-

magnetic hot than cold.

9223. Hydrogen ^a^-could not be heated so highly, but was

raised so high (the platina wire being visibly red hot) as to affect

finger, etc., and was as the other gas-more diamagnetic hot than

cold.

13 NOVR, 1847.

9224. A glowing taper near the axial line, and a tube about as

wide as the finger and 6 or 8 inches long, held outside of it, shews

beautifully the use and action of catch tubes.

9225. Bromine tried thus. The conveying tube (9164) which

delivered downwards had some bromine put into it at a, and then

the gas apparatus (9158) was attached to it and common air sent

through. It took up so much bromine as vapour as to make a

falling yellow stream, and by delivering a little ammonia near

the magnetic field, it was clearly seen that this mixture of air and

bromine was diamagnetic. Hence pure bromine vapour must be

diamagnetic to air and far more diamagnetic than oxygen.

9226. Arranged the Carbonic acid bath, etc. (9185), and delivered

the following gases from above (9265).

9227. Muriatic acid. It was clearly diamagnetic in the Carbonic

acid.

9228. Nitric oxide^ or nitrous gas. It appeared to be slightly

diamagnetic in the Carbonic acid-testing by Ammonia held over

the jet of it, on one side of the axial line. But it must be remembered

3-2
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that a little air may mingle with the Carbonic acid in such experi-

ments as, like these, are open to the air, though C.A. be delivered

into the vessel from time to time (9268).

9229. Nitrous oxide is clearly diamagnetic in the Carbonic acid.

It is so nearly equal to it in weight that it is troublesome to trace

its course.

9230. Tried to heat Carbonic acid in Carbonic acid by the helix

and obtained a result—namely, that the hot was diamagnetic to

the cold. But my helix melted and I could not repeat the experi-

ment at this time (9269).

9231*. Arranged two magnetic terminals so as to give poles of a

conical form and facing each other, but raised so high that I

could cover them with a glass shade, to contain coal gas or

hydrogen, and still send gases up to or down into the magnetic

field by a properly shaped conducting pipe and the bottle ap-

paratus (9158). The poles did exceedingly well and acted with a

flame or a taper as before. A pewter pipe b was connected with

an air holder filled with coal gas, and in this way it was found

easy to act in an atmosphere of that fluid; but on the whole,

I think I must use hydrogen, for the coal gas contains free oxygen,

perhaps from air.

9232. In order to give the gases sent in a little muriatic acid (so

as to make them visible afterwards by ammonia), I put into the

delivery tube a hollow cylinder of filtering paper extending from

cz to 3 or 4 inches, and then moistened this with strong solution

of Muriatic acid, so that each gas as it passed took up a portion

;

and as the catch tube was difficult to arrange and adjust, I used

in preference a folded piece ofpaper at the end of a wire and dipped

in strong solution of ammonia, to bring near to the stream, and

so indicate its course. On the whole, this did very well—but a

little allowance has to be made for the smoke effect.

9233. The following are some results—some good, others not.

9234. Air in coal gas, appeared to be very little affected— it was

on the whole a little magnetic, i.e. went axially.
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9235. Oxygen in coal gas was very magnetic and the experiment
was very beautiful. The ammonia, in uniting with the M.A. of
the issuing oxygen, made a cloud which fell well and quickly;

but on making the magnet active, the cloud instantly ran back
and accumulated about the poles, occupying the magnetic field,

so that the pole ends were hid in a cloud of smoke an inch or

more in diameter. When the magnet was thrown out of action,

this instantly fell and was cleared away, or if allowed to fall only
a little and then the magnetic force renewed, it rushed back again

to the magnetic field.

9236. Nitrogen was clearly and well diamagnetic in this coal gas.

9237. Carbonic oxide was also slightly diamagnetic in the coal gas.

9238. Carbonic acid~-w3iS slightly but distinctly diamagnetic in

the coal gas.

9239. Olefiant gas— little diamagnetic in the coal gas— the gas

in this case was a fresh and well prepared atmosphere of Coal Gas.

9240. Nitrous gas. Awkward to deal with, for it finds oxygen
in the coal gas and rendered it all red. I could not determine its

direction.

15 NOVR. 1847.

9241.

Thought it possible from the effect of oxygen in coal gas

( ) that even the Ox. and Nitrogen of air might be separated

more or less by magnetic attraction. If so, it would be a beautiful

result—and give a new mode ofcomparing the relative diamagnetic
condition of 2 gases mixed together.

9242*. Prepared a glass tube with a fine mouth open at both ends.

This was placed in a basin of water, and the fine end just between
the two magnetic poles (they being a very little way apart) so as

to be in the magnetic axis. Then the magnet was made active and
the water drawn off from the basin slowly by a syphon, so that

the tube became partly filled with air from the Magnetic field.

The fine mouth was then stopped by a little water applied with

a stick, and the gas carried offand examd. It was exactly as before,

common air, so that there were here no signs of separation. Hoped
it might be oxygen. The experiment was well made but not long

continued. Perhaps a slower action might have done something.

[9242]
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The poles were well sheltered from disturbance of the surround-

ing air.

9243. Bismuth heated in a little glass vessel seemed more mag-

netic than it ought to be, but signs were uncertain, and my
suspension broke down before a fair trial.

9244. Proceeded to experiment with gases in an atmosphere of

Hydrogen^ in the apparatus before described (9231); but I have

cut a mill board so that the edge of the French shade should rest

on it all round, and the mill board be continuous except for the

holes through which the poles and tubes passed upwards. Thus
the atmosphere within the shade is kept well together and but

little disturbed.

9245. The hydrogen was sent in from air holders and in the pipe

was some fluid ammonia, that the atmosphere miglit be impreg-

nated a little with it. Then the gases to be tried were sent in by
the bottle, etc. (9158), and as before a little charged with M.Acid.

So as the stream entered the hydrogen, it made itself visible

enough to shew what direction it took.

9246. After the trial of one gas, then a second or another gas

was tried in the same atmosphere of hydrogen. This being done,

that hydrogen was replaced by fresh and the gas again tried in

this hydrogen. So every gas was tried in the hydrogen of a former

expt. and then in fresh hydrogen.

9247. Air in hydrogen. I cannot be quite sure about air in rela-

tion to hydrogen. In one experiment, it seemed to go to the

axial line-in another, to be a little diamagnetic. The effect was

so small that even the smoke might have produced the diamagnetic

results without any action of the air (9272).

9248. As oxygen is very magnetical and nitrogen diamagnetic,

it is not surprizing that the proportion in air should give a

mixture nearly as hydrogen.

9249. Nitrogen in Hydrogen. Was clearly and strikingly dia-

magnetic in both the Hydrogen atmospheres.

9250. in Hydrogen. Beautifully Magnetic. As the stream

was delivered a little on one side the axial line, it was drawn into

a circular course and revolved round the line, forming a cloud

attracted to and spinning, having the axial line for its axis.

9251. When the magnetism was taken off and then put on again.
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the oxygen was drawn back as before in Coal gas ( ), but

not with the same apparent degree of suddenness and energy.

This may be either because coal gas is more diamagnetic than

Hydrogen, or because it buoys up the oxygen more, being heavier

—or, as I believe, from the joint action of both these causes.

9252. Nitrous oxide in hydrogen. Diamagnetic—clearly. The
little oxygen left in the feeding pipe from the previous experiment

made a beautiful result. Whilst that was issuing forth, the stream

of gas went to the axial line-but the instant the Nitrous oxide

came forth, the stream was repelled and bent outwards, just as if

a sudden change of wind had taken it. It was very easy to dis-

tinguish the two gases magnetically.

9253. Nitric oxide or Nitrous Gas in Hydrogen. This body is

difficult to expt. with, because it soon renders the atmosphere

obscure—but I believe it went axially in the hydrogen (9274).

9254. Ammonia in Hydrogen. In this case the hydrogen had

muriatic acid given to it before hand. The Ammonia was well and

satisfactorily diamagnetic in the hydrogen.

9255. Carbonic oxide-\s diamagnetic in hydrogen, more so ap-

parently than Nitrous oxide—but then it is lighter and would
give a more sensible effect on that account.

9256. Carbonic aaV-was diamagnetic in the hydrogen a little

but not as Carb. oxide (927[i]).

9257. Olefiant gas. Well diamagnetic in hydrogen.

9258. Chlorine was a little diamagnetic in hydrogen. It was

clearly so, but the smoke might help the effect. I do not think

they are far apart.

9259. Mur, Acid gas, I think diamagnetic in the hydrogen—but

there was so much smoke present as to make it difficult to see.

It was not much so.

9260. As the air of the globe is at different temperatures below

and above, is it possible that through diamagnetic action this may
have any influence on the relations of our atmosphere.^

18 NOVR. 1847.

9261. Further careful experiments as to the relation of air,

hydrogen and Carbonic acid to each other-and first, of experi-

ments in Air.
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9262. Hydrogen in Air (9122, 3, 4, 5) was well diamagnetic to the

air; there was no doubt about it.

9263. Carbonic acid gas in Air (9165, 6). The Carbonic acid was

diamagnetic. The fall of the gas through the air and out of the

lower side catch tube was very beautiful.

9264. Nitrous gas in Air (9175). It of course became Nitrous

acid in its passage—and also became warm. It was however very

slightly diamagnetic in the air, but the effect was so small that

even the smoke might have done it.

9265. In Carbonic acid gas (9185, 9226).

9266. Hydrogen in C.A.— (9190) was clearly diamagnetic.

9267. Air in C.A. (9187). Went axially very well though not

strongly, but it was fairly magnetic in C. Acid.

9268. Nitrous gas in C.A. (9228). As Air; it was magnetic in

relation to Carbonic acid gas.

9269. A good platinum helix was arranged under the poles

(9096), so as to give a stream of hot Carbonic acid in cold car-

bonic acid. A compound spiral thermoscope (9149) was fixed

in a tube over the axial line, and either the spiral within, or the

finger applied at the top of the tube, or both, could be used as

indicators of the rising hot gas. The hot stream was strongly

diamagnetic to the cold surrounding gas, for the helix, being

retained hot, and the magnet not active, the lower end of the spiral

made nearly if revolutions, and the finger above felt the heat;

but when the magnet was active, the spiral returned back through

these 1 1 revolutions and the air at the top of the tube was cold.

On throwing off the magnetism, the thermoscope and finger

instantly told of the renewed upright current of hot air (9230),

(11186-92).

9270. In Hydrogen gas (9231, 9244).

9271. Carbonic acid gas in hydrogen gas (9256). The Carb. acid

was diamagnetic, but not strongly when the hydrogen was good.

Much depends upon the quality of the gas used as the surrounding

medium.

9272. Air in hydrogen (9247). The air is magnetic to the hydrogen,

being slightly drawn towds. the axial line when there is only little

indicating smoke in it. When the air is shut off and a gentle stream

of smoke descends from the end of the supply tube, that stream
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is diamagnetic or repelled, and shews the effect of the smoke by
itself.

9273. Repeated the experiment as regards the air in fresh hydrogen

with the same result.

9274. Nitrous gas in Hydrogen (9253). This gas passes axially

and is therefore magnetic to Hydrogen-but it does not go so

strongly as Oxygen, or any thing like it.

9275. Then arranged the platinum helix in the hydrogen atmo-

sphere, and the indicating thermoscope (9269) in the tube above

it. But whether the magnetism was on or off, I could obtain no
signs of heat in the tube above; i.e. though the ignited helix was
directly under the tube and not more than one inch from its

lower extremity, no heat ascended up into the tube at any time

sensible to the thermoscope. This is probably connected with

Grove’s effects (8979), and deserves a close examination. Could

the noses of the cold Iron poles do any thing?

9276. Continued the experiment until we had an explosion from

the creeping in of air-but no harm done.

9277. Took up the French shade, and turning out the hydrogen,

then replaced it full of air, and now when the helix was ignited,

there were all the proper indications of heat, as before with the

Carbonic acid (9269).

9278. Put Coal gas into the French shade with the platinum

helix and then ignited the helix. Now there was indication of

heat in the indicating tube above, and this heat disappeared when
the magnet was rendered active, shewing that hot coal gas is

diamagnetic to cold coal gas. But the signs of heat above before

the magnet was on were by no means equal to those in air or

carbonic acid. The coal gas seemed to be about half way between

these and hydrogen.

9279. Threw oxygen into the French shade, and heated the helix

in it. Here the effect was very good. The whole effect of the heat

was a motion of i| times or 540° of the lower end of the indicating

spiral; on making the magnet active, there was a return thrgh.

this whole quantity, so that then no warm oxygen rose between

the poles. The hot oxygen was therefore diamagnetic to the cold

gas. (11186-92).

9280. Then turned out the oxygen and replaced it by air. It
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gave as nearly as I could perceive the same results and to the

same amount. Hence as nitrogen makes up
y
of air, hot nitrogen

must be diamagnetic to cold nitrogen (11186-92).

9281. It will be seen by 9266 and 9271 that Carb. acid and

hydrogen seem each to be diamagnetic in the other. This shews

that they are close together. For the rest, if they were alike, the

smoke would make the one in stream appear to be diamagnetic

( )-and further, if there were no smoke as in my apparatus,

a little air will creep in and mingle with the atmosphere, so the

gas which is as stream will be the purest and would seem to be

diamagnetic in the other containing a little oxygen in the air.

20 NOVR. 1847.

9282. Let fall a stream of fine powder (silica from Fluo silicon

into water) conducted by a funnel over and on one side of the

axial line-but could not find any diamagnetic effect on it.

9283. So powders too coarse to imitate the stream of smoke

particles.

9284. Hung a fine thread of cocoon silk by axial line-was not

affected-mass is too small.

9285. Hung a slip of gold leaf there-it indicated distinctly, but

was magnetic from the rouge, red bole, etc. about it gathered up

in the beating and from the books.
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Gutta Percha.

9286. Some of the soles are excellent electrics; they cannot be

taken out of the paper, or touched by the hand, or any thing else

scarcely, without becoming highly electric and affecting the

electrometer as well as excited shell lac.

9287. Have been to the shop in Lisle Street and bought some

thick sheet, very thin sheet, large band, small band and round

cord. To my surprize, found a piece of the thick band would

excite only feebly by flannel and could not compare with the

former.

9288. Found also that. Electrometer being charged, if one end

of the good sole was held in the hand and the other brought flat

to the cap of the instrument, the electrometer leaves collapsed a

little, to open out again when the gutta percha was removed -little

or none of the electricity being conducted away. But on using a

piece of the flat band (which did not excite) of the size of the sole

nearly and applied in the same way-the leaves collapsed almost

entirely, and yet on the removal of the gutta percha opened out

as much as before, no electricity being really conducted away.

9289. Suspected this was due to the presence of water in the

inner part of the strap piece, and so kept it in a warm place for

several days; yet still produced no improvement of its qualities.

9290. Then cut two pieces from the edges of the active shoe sole

and inactive or unexcitable piece of flat strap, so that the upper

and lower surfaces were fresh and cut from the inner part. Excited

the electrometer, laid these on and then applied the finger to the

part at a, pressing a little. With the excitable gutta percha, there

was no conduction and no discharge; but with the other, con-

duction and discharge instantly took place.

9291. Thus it was clear that the inner part of the strap was con-

ductive but the exterior not, being dry, and this shews the reason

why the induction was transferred on from the cap of the instru-

ment thrgh. the middle of the strap piece to the part held by

the hand-just as if the strap had had an inner plate of metal there.

9292. Took a piece of this badly insulating gutta percha-warmed
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it and kneeded it between the fingers for a while and then made

it into a ball and small rod, etc., all of which now insulated

excellently well- as well as the shoe sole. So no doubt there is

water inside.

9293. Heated some of the moist gutta percha in tubes in an oil

bath up to 320° and 400°. Much water came off from both-and

the pieces were left vessicular. Heated a little up to higher tempera-

tures, until vol. substance came off, and took 2 or 3 different

portions-the first, second and third portions being solid when

cold, but the last a little tacky.

9294. All these conducted at first, but being dried a little to

dissipate water from the vessicles, they improved, but were not

equal to that which had been worked between the fingers.

9295. When the cut surfaces were examined, those exposed by

the non conducting Gutta percha were more compact, resinous

and had more lustre than those of the broad strap or non con-

ducting gum. By a glass, the surface of the latter looked dull,

as if impregnated with water.

9296. In the soles and straps, as they are worked : if cut, they

often present an external compact transparent part investing an

internal opaque part which probably is hydrated and conducting.

7 FEBY. 1848.

9297. Pieces both of the thick and the very thin being put

into water to soak for five days, and then taken out, wiped and

examined, were found after a few minutes exposure to air to

insulate and excite almost as well as corresponding parts which

had been kept dry during the same time. So that when in good

condition, it does not easily loose it by dampness.

8 FEBY. 1848.

9298.

Portions of that which insulated well ( ) were put

into boiling water, and changed very much in shape, as from

Fig. I to fig. 2, the lines on the top of fig. i shewing in what

direction it had passed through the rollers in the manufacture

and in what direction strain was upon it. These portions were

boiled for 2 or 3 minutes and then taken out and dried and cooled.
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9299. Another portion of the same Gutta percha was boiled in

the same water, and much moulded about by two pieces of wood,

the endeavour being to wet it internally, if possible. It was then

taken out, dried and cooled.

9300. All these pieces discharged the excited electrometer sooner

than a piece of the same gutta percha which had been kept for

comparison, and apparently from the effect of the moisture. But

being preserved for 24 hours in a dry room, they had resumed

their original insulating power, as if they had merely been affected

on the exterior, and that by spontaneous drying had returned to

its first state.

9301. Pieces of the gutta percha which did not insulate well were

also heated in the water and changed in shape, but not quite so

much as the former. They also seemed to become a little vascular,

as if some volatile fluid had been used in their preparation and

was now becoming vapour. These when cold conducted much
as before and were not improved after 24 hours.

9302. Some pieces of this badly insulating gutta percha were

heated in a current of hot air, pulled out, doubled up and kneeded

between the fingers many times in succession and at last formed

into rolls or cakes. These by such treatment had very much
improved in insulating and exciting power, and were nearly as

good as the best specimens.

9303. Hence it appears that in the manufacture, water or some

other body has been included in the badly insulating gutta percha,

which such treatment can remove or displace.

9304. If either the good Gutta Percha ( ) or that which

has been rendered insulating by kneeding in hot air, be heated

in a tube, they give off water, as the first thing, just before decom-

position commences, and the water is considerable, being perhaps

equal to or ^ the weight of the Gutta percha.

9305. The Gutta Percha is probably a complicated Substance.

28 FEBY. 1848.

9306. Tried to obtain the expansion of air in thermometer bulbs

as described to me by Pliickner* in his letter to me of the 6th

* Julius Pliicker: Faraday’s spelling of his name varies; see, for

example, pars. 9378 and 9382.
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instant, but could not obtain any sensible effect with very sensible

tubes. The Magnet was not in its best estate. At any rate, if

there be effect, it is very small.

4TH APRIL 1848.

9307. About a fortnight ago I made some of Schonbein’s mixture

of Iodide of lead and starch paste, rubbing them up in a mortar-

applied the yellow pigment on paper, and exposing it wet to the

sunshine, found it rapidly darkened and discoloured, as he told

me in his letter.

9308. The unused portion of the mixture I applied on cards

and paper, and allowed it to dry; it has been kept from that time

to this without any sensible change of colour.

9309. A strip of this coloured cardboard being exposed in the

bright sunshine of to-day in the dry state, did not appear affected,

shewing no change of colour, except that after 5, 10 or more

minutes exposure, it appeared a little darker in tint—a trace of

orange coming over it.

9310. But if the coloured cardboard was moistened with water

before being placed in the sunshine, it darkened instantly, just

as if the mixture had been freshly applied in the moist state.

If the focus of a lens were made to travel across the wet paper,

the solar effect was beautifully shewn.

9311. But the more curious point is this. When the dry coloured

paper was exposed to sunshine as just now stated, it did not

sensibly change, but being then taken into a dark room or the

darker parts of a sitting room, i.e. out of the sun light, and being

then moistened with water, instantly a darkening effect came over

the wet place, as if the sun's rays were still upon it. This effect

was not so great as that produced by the exposure wet in the sun’s

rays, and it also went off soon in some degree, but it was very

striking. Exposure for a minute in the dry state to the solar ray

was sufficient to produce the effect, but exposure for 5 or 10

minutes was better. When the paper had received this power, it

might be kept for a shorter or longer time before the water was

applied, but the longer it was kept the less the effect. Still, it was

produced though the wetting was delayed 15 or 20 minutes.

9312. In a hasty experiment, tlie action of the focus of a lens
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did not seem more powerful than the sun’s ray alone, but perhaps

the heat communicated had interfered.

5TH APRIL 1848.

9313. A portion of the coloured card which yesterday had been

exposed to the sun light for half an hour perhaps-and then put

away in a dark draw-was to-day examined by touching a part

of it with a wet camel hair brush, and the darkening effect im-

mediately appeared. So that the power of being changed on the

application of water remains for 24 hours at least.

9314. As before said, the darkening soon begins to diminish and

when the paper was dry some hours after, the place was of a

brighter yellow than the part as yet untouched by water, and as

bright as the original card before exposure to the sun’s rays.

6th APRIL 1848.

9315. Again examined the card referred to above. When moistened

by a camel hair brush over a part not as yet touched by water

and over a part which had been touched-the former turned dark,

shewing that the power of change remained for 48 hours-but

the latter did not alter, shewing that one touch with water brought

about the whole and final change for the time.

9316. Perhaps the effect may be due to this, that the water, by

giving transparency, by that allows a change of colour to appear,

yet without a change in the chemical position of the matters con-

cerned.

9317. Or it may be, that the light has produced a certain amount

of change, which cannot go back again, and that water by an

additional and after action, brings this change forwd. by an effect

of its own; which would seem to indicate that the whole photo-

graphic effect consisted of two parts, one preceeding tlie other,

namely the action of light and the action of water.

9318. Or it may be, that the ray force is transformed into such

a condition that when water is present and not before^ then it

produces its effect. In which case the condition of ie latent ray

force-its dispersion or employment in some other way before

wetting-or its re-radiation-would be veryimportant in a physical

point of view.
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9319. I rather incline at present to the second view—though I

wish the third may prove the truth.

9320. When paper rendered sensitive by sunshine to the after

action of water is warmed before the fire previous to the applica-

tion of the water, it is not much altered unless strongly heated

and then it loses the power. A piece laid on the fender for 10'

did not lose the power; a piece held before the hot fire for a couple

of minutes did. So heat destroys the peculiar state.

9321. When paper which has been placed first in the sun’s rays,

then moistened with water and stained, is dried and so becomes
bright again (9314), such paper exposed to the sun’s rays will a

second time shew the same effect.

9322. The yellow paper immersed in oil, or absolute alcohol or

etherand then exposed to the sun’s rays, did not change^ even though
the focus of a lens sent on to it. When put in a similar manner
into water, it changed instantly. So water seems essential.

9323. A piece of the yellow paper was first well dried by fire

and then exposed to the sun’s ray, but in this case it acquired no

power of changing colour out of the ray when moistened.

9324. A piece of the yellow paper not dried-or a dried piece

afterds. slightly damped on the back, when exposed to the sun’s

ray, both acquired the power of shewing the after effect of water.

9325. So water essential to the peculiar state. Is no doubt a

change even from the first. So there seems to be no reason to

9326. suppose the third case (9318) occurs, but probably the

first or second or both combined.

9327. A piece of yellow card had a drop of water placed on it

and then the sun’s rays collected into a focus and sent on to it.

Not only did the part under the water blacken, but as the water

steamed and sent off vapour, this vapour enabled the part outside

the drop also to darken by the sun’s ray. So that vapour of water

effect[s] the change in light as well as liquid water.

12 APRIL 1848.

9328. A portion of the card exposed dry to light on the 4th

and since kept in a dark draw (9313), being now wetted, im-

mediately darkened.
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9329. Prepared cards with iodide of lead and proportions of

starch var[y]ing from 20 to i. All these when moistened and

exposed to sun light acted well and nearly alike. On the whole,

those with most starch the best; so that proportions do not seem

important. The strongest was a stiff mucilage, and when with

about half its weight of water, was added in such quantity as to

form a thick fluid when rubbed up with the iodide, and then this

was applied with a camel hair brush.

9330. Ordinary day light affects this photographic preparation,

and especially the light of a sunny day-without the direct rays

of the sun.

9331. When the Solar spectrum was thrown on to it, there was

no discolouration in the ^red or orange rays, but it began in the

green and continued up into the violet, shading off by degrees.

28 APRIL 1848.

9332. As to the mutual action (attraction or repulsion) of bis-

muth when in the magnetic field, a, h are the poles of my great

Electro magnet with 20 pr. Grove’s plates, c a bar of bismuth

which vibrates well and quickly in the equatorial line, d and e

two cubic masses of bismuth held near; but in no way of approach

or position could I find any sensible influence oi d 01 e over c.

Hence if there be a mutual action, it is very small under the circum^

stances,

9333. As to variation of conducting power of iron when magnetic

or not. Twenty feet of fine covered iron wire was doubled so as

to make 10 feet and then made into a compact dense cylinder

helix about a small glass rod, the doubled end being inwards and

the two loose ends outwards-these therefore were the ends of two

combined helices equal in power and contrary in direction, so

as to have equal and contrary magnetic action. By two long

wires this helix was connected with a delicate galvanometer and

then placed between the poles of the great magnet. The equality

of action in the two helices was such that no excitement of the

great magnet or motion of the helix into and out of the magnetic

field produced any current at the galvanometer. Then an electro-

motive element was introduced into the circuit so as to cause a

certain permanent deflection of the electrometer, and the iron

FDV
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double helix being between the magnetic poles, the magnet was
made suddenly active or was suddenly rendered inactive, or the

helix was taken out of the magnetic field. But no effect at the

galvanometer was observed in any of these cases.

9334. At one time the Electromotive element was a very feeble

hydro electric arrangement of zinc and platina wires in water—
with the least acid— at another time it was a thermo electric

element of platina and iron—but the same negative effects were
obtained in both cases.

9335. Hence the iron helix did not appear to have any change
produced in the conducting power of its metal, whether magnetic
or not, or whether the helix were placed transversly or axially

in relation to the magnetic forces.

9336. It was curious to see incidentally how the wires of the

galvanometer, when loose and lying about, could pick up current

from parts of the floor or wood about or in the neighbourhood
of the battery and magnet, when one would have thought that

the connexion of the battery was perfect through the thick wire
of the magnet.

9337. Tried the tenacity of various wires of copper silvered,

Iron, etc., round and flat, when in the intense magneticfield. They
all broke out of the place where they passed between the closely

approximated poles of the great electro magnet, and hence there

is reason to believe that when the metals cross the lines ofmagnetic
force their tenacity is not diminished.

9338*. Arranged the two broad flat magnetic poles of the great

magnet so that they faced each other, but had a piece of heavy
glass between them; the faces were about 2- inches long, and
0*6 of an inch wide. Reflected a ray from a small bright silvered

bead so that it passed through the heavy glass and of course

transverse to the lines of magnetic force. Then made the magnet
active or through it out of action, the eye being at a to observe

;

occasionally polarized the ray at c and had an analyser at but
under no variation of these conditions could I observe any effect

of the magnetism on the ray.

9339

1

. The[n] brought the two magnetic poles together by their

lower edges, except that a little soft cement intervened, but made
them rest on a block so as to be out of the horizontal, which

[9338I ^ [9339]
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made an angular space between them. When the ray was passed
through this space close up in the angle, still no effect could be
perceived.

9340. By soft cement fastened on a piece of mica at each end
(see dotted lines), so as to form a trough, and filled the space
with solution of protosulphate of iron. Then repeated the experi-

ments, so that the ray passed through the magnetic solution, but
could perceive no effect, except one due to a slight distortion

of the arrangement when the magnetic force was on, which threw
the image of the bead a little on one side each time. It was not a

direct magnetic effect on the ray, but incidental.

9341 *. Heated diamond by the oxy alcohol flame in the intense

magnetic field. It burnt there and was affected by the oxygen
just as if out of the Mag. field.

9342. Heated Plumbago and Gas retort carbon in the same
manner—no particular effect. No appearance oftheir being changed
towards diamond.

9343. Heated Plumbago and gas retort carbon wrapped up close

in platina foil, in the Mag. field.

9344. Heated diamond wrapped up the same way and thought
I could see in the specimens (three in No.), some appearance
of approach to blacking or coke state.

9345. Must try this again, but do not think the Mag. forces have
any thing to do with it. Perhaps diamond heated by oxy ether

flame away from oxygen or air may become coke.^ Perhaps all

diamond becomes coke before it burns away.^

MAY 6th, 1848.

9346. Fine Sunny day. Set up our large silvered concave re-

flector (2 feet in diameter) and experimented with a view to the

retardation effect of the solar rays on combustion^ etc.

9347. White paper in focus heats slowly— quicker as it scorches

and then soon ignites and flames.

9348. Black paper in focus fires very quickly and flames.

9349. White touch paper

^

with either nitrate of potassa or silver—

nearly in same time as white paper but does not flame so readily—

because less production of gas.

9350. Amadou lights at once.

* [9341I
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9351. White cotton match string— because it is white, i.e.

transparent, but soon fires.

9352. Match rod oflignum (brown sawdust) -fires.

9353. Green and white taper— vjdoc rapidly melts—wicks rapidly

heat and ignite,

9354. Box wood quickly heats and ignites,

9355. Sulphur—on end of a match—quickly heats, browns and

inflames,

9356. Clean Spongy platinum—htcomts strongly heated in the

focus—hence metal does not reflect all the rays, or would not

heat.

9357. Water in clear glass tube became hot and soon boiled—hence

glass and water do not entirely transmit all the rays— else they

would not have heated.

9358. The focus of a glass lens 4 inches in diameter produced

the same effects but not in the same degree. The kind of effect

was the same.

9359. A small jet of coal gas^ issuing from a glass burner, and

when ignited giving a flame not above | of an inch in length,

was placed in the focus of the lens, and also in that of the mirror,

but seemed in no way to have its combustion affected. When
burning, it was not extinguished or diminished—when extin-

guished it was not lighted.

9360. A similar jet ofhydrogen tried, with the same results.

9361. Iron inactive in N. A., when placed in the focus—gradually

became active, but only by the heat communicated to the acid

and tube by the rays.

9362. Thus there is no indication here that the solar rays have

any influence in extinguishing combustion—but then the great

heat communicated at the same time may have compensated for

any effect of that kind.

9363. It is clear that transparent bodies do absorb a small

proportion of the solar heating rays, just as they absorb a

larger proportion of similar rays from a source of lower

intensity.
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9364. Sulphur on glass in mirror focus does heat and melt, but

being melted, it runs about and does not heat much more and is

not easily fired. Still, I could fire it. Also when inflamed, the

focus did not put out the inflammation.

9365. Several equal lengths of white wax taper burnt in the

bright sun light and in the shade-they appeared to take times

as nearly equal as could be expected for equality of action.

9366. A bright ray was refracted by a prism and a good spectrum

obtained. Combustions of white taper were effected in both the

red and violet end of the spectrum, but both appeared to require

the same time.

9367. A small jet of coal gas was not sensibly affected either in

the red or violet end. When the red or violet or other rays were

collected by a lens and thrown through the flame, the effect was

still nil. A minute jet of hydrogen shewed the same indifference

to the action of the rays.

9368. I can obtain no indication in any of these ways of an

influence over combustion exerted by the rays of the Sun.

9369. Spongy platina, whether in or out of the sun’s rays, at

the focus of the mirror, or in the ends of the spectrum, has the

same influence on a jet of hydrogen in air, in becoming hot or

inflaming the gas.

9370. I have constructed what may be called a perfect discharging

train by connexion of a continuous copper wire with the water

pipes of our house.

9371 . One end of my [illegible] Galvanometer wire was connected

with this train and the other with a fine wire platina helix : then

a gas flame was made to burn (a pencil of flame) so that it could

pass up the helix or across it, and at the same time the rays of the

hot sun from the concave glass silvered reflector be thrown on to

it in all directions. There was no effect on the galvanometer— for

the effects that did occur were traced to other and common causes.

9372. I put a ball of spongy platina in the place of the helix;

still no effects.

9373. I connected a silver plate with the experimental end of the

galvanometer wire—then iodized it in the dark—and then placed

it in the sun’s rays, and even in the focus of the reflector-but still

no current or effect on the Galvanometer.
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9374. After this, loth ends (platina) of the Galvanometer wire

were put into the flame, in different parts, the focus being in

various ways sent on to them, but there were no signs of action.

9375. There seems to be no means here of procuring indication

of current by absorption of the ray under these forms of experi-

ment.

JULY 28, 1848.

Vibrations.

9376*. A thin rod of copper was fixed at the middle by a cork

in a vice, being 4 feet long and 0*25 of an inch thick; and then

a wet flannel being drawn over or along one end and pressed

by the fingers, caused longitudinal vibrations and produced a

high note. The middle a and the end b were then connected with

a very delicate galvanometer, and the sounds reproduced, but

there was no signs of any electric current produced, whether the

exciting friction was at c or d.

9377. A rod of iron of the same size was used in the same way.

It gave a much higher note—but no signs of an electric current.

* [9376]
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9378. Pliicker has described to me certain of his results as to the

crystalline Diamagnetic relation, and as I understand it, the optic

axis of a crystal having one optic axis tends to pass into the

equatorial direction- or if a crystal have two optic axes, then the

line between them tends to pass into the equatorial direction.

9379. He says, if a plate of calcareous spar be cut out of a rhom-

boid so that the optic axis is in the plane of the plate, and then

the plate be suspended with optic axis vertical, it will be dia-

magnetic with a certain force-but if it be suspended so as to

have the optic axis horizontal, it will point equatorially with a

greater force.

9380. If a bar be cut out of this plate, so that the optic axis runs

across the bar, and this bar be suspended horizontally, it will

point equatorially-but if the same bar be turned 90*^, so as to

have its optic axis direction horizontal, then it will point axially

by virtue of the optic axis force, notwithstanding the whole

substance is diamagnetic.

9381. It seems to me that the optic axis force is most probably

one of position, and not either of attraction or repulsion, and so

is different to either the magnetic or the diamagnetic force. In

that case, cubes or spheres of crystals ought to shew peculiar

effects as to position or recession or attraction, either between

broad flat poles or before a single conical pole.

9382. When the crystal has two optic axes, Pliickner says the

line between the two tends to go into the equatorial position.

But I want to know whether, that line being in the equatorial

position, the plane in which the two axes lye will take up any

position, or whether rather it does not as a plane tend to the

equatorial state and so both axes be equatorial.

9383. If that plane does not go equatorially, then as there are

two lines between the two axes, which is the line that goes

equatorially.^

9384. Think of Brewster’s well put case of the Glauberite, whose

two optic axes by heat approach each other and then open out

in a transverse direction-returning through all these positions as

the crystals cool.
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9385. Now when heavy glass or other bodies are magnetized and

made to rotate light, the plane of no action of light is in the

equator, and so corresponds to the optic axis of crystals, which

are also lines of no action.

9386. Hence the phenomena are probably one in their general

nature, i.e. the magnet induces an optic plane, whereas crystals

have naturally optic axes; but both the optic plane and the optic

axis have the same transverse relation to the lines of magnetic

force and the same physical relation to the action on a polarized

ray of light.

9387. And hence a beautiful relation of the magnetic forces and

the forces which act upon a ray of light
;
or perhaps rather in this

respect an approach to identity between them, for the forces

which the crystal possesses naturally can be given by magnetism
to glass, which is not crystalline, and even to fluids.

9388. Would it be impossible to modify the magnetic force effect

in such a manner as to produce a body having one or two axes

of polarization rather than a plane of polarization.^

9389. If the magnetic result be viewed as due to a plane of

polarization, then what a strange thing the plane of rotating

quartz is, and still more, what a strange thing the lines or planes

in rotating fluid present.

9390. When rotating fluid is in the magnetic field—what is the

alteration in an equatorial direction.^ Does it lose rotating power
more or less.^ It probably does—a good expt.

9391. Pliicker says that the Mag. force and diamagnetic force

decrease and increase in different ratios by their respective inductive

actions. The diamagnetic force increasing and decreasing faster

than the magnetic, as illustrated by his brass basin and mercury

attached to the balance.

9392. In the first place, does a pure diamagnetic body ever become
attractive or magnetic.^

9393 * Does a pure magnetic body ever become diamagnetic or

repulsive.^

9394. If not, then it is only mixed magnetic and diamagnetic

bodies that shew the effect.

9395. And then the cause may be as Harris suggested at Swansea,

namely, that the small mass of the magnetic matter, as iron by
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approximation, becomes as it were saturated and can increase no

more in power, or less than it did proportionately before, whereas

the large mass of the diamagnetic body allows it to go on in-

creasing in power in a more regular degree.

9396. Then the point would be, what is a mixed body? Magnetic

brass is probably a mixture of brass and iron. But is oxide of

iron a mixture of oxygen and iron, or is it essentially one con-

stant magnetic body? Is also Sulphate of Iron crystallized one

magnetic body or a mixture of magnetic and diamagnetic; and

finally, is solution of sulphate of Iron a mixture or one body?

9397. Might by these considerations develope the cause, using

crystals as against a solution-or green glass, etc. Whatever held

a constant relation, either magnetic or diamagnetic, might be

considered simple as to the acting substance—and whatever at

different distances was both Mag. and diamagnetic as a mixture

of the two.

9398. Pliicker says that when bar of bismuth is in equatorial

position— a bar of iron held under it makes it point far more
strongly than before, and says this is due to the reverse states

of the bismuth. May the effect not be referred in part to the

alteration in direction of the lines of mag. force, i.e. are they not

then weaker in the place of the ends of the magnet and so on?

Perhaps a ball of bismuth would illustrate this point.

22 AUG. 1848.

9399. Referring to (9394) we may perhaps distinguish by the

differing decrease of force between a metal, as platina, which has

a definite weak amount of magnetic force, and an alloy or body
weakly magnetic because it contains a few particles of strongly

magnetic matter, as charcoal or brass.

9400. The optical condition in the magnetic field looks like a

condition of particles, not of the masses. The natural rotating

force of oil of turpentine looks also like a condition of particles

;

not of masses. The rotation of quartz looks like a condition of

masses dependant on the associated condition of the particles.

The position of a crystalline body, as calcareous spar, in the

Magnetic field, must be due to its condition as a mass. Perhaps

that may be questioned.
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9401. Magnetic and diamagnetic bodies, when in the magnetic

field, take on a like optic state. So that state is probably not due

to the magnetic or the diamagnetic condition- distinctfrom it.

Think this well over. If so, it is very important-consider it

especially in relation to opaque crystals, as bismuth.

9402. If oil of turpentine could be crystallized, would it rotate

in all directions.^

9403. Is there any solid ho^y rotating the ray as oil of turpentine

or other fluids do? Tartrates, how are they?

9404. What would be the position of a rhomboid of opaque

calcareous spar in the Magnetic field?

9405. M. Pliicker was with me again to-day and I enquired further

of his conclusions, etc. (9378). He tells me that a bar of calc, spar

with optic axis transverse to the bar and also horizontal, always

points axially whether magnet be stronger or weaker, if it be

strong enough.

9406. The Magneto optic force diminishes and increases less

rapidly than the Magnetic force by change of distance-but is not

altered in its ratio to the magnetic force by increase or diminution

of the magnetic force^ as by using a stronger or weaker current.

This is a very singular result. How would it be with one Mag,

pole?

9407. In the biaxial crystals, it is the line dividing the acute

angle that seems to have the most magneto optic force.

9408. If axes be in a vertical plane, then that plane tends to go

into the equatorial direction.

9409. If axes be in a horizontal plane, then the line bisecting the

acute angle of the optic axes tends to go into the equatorial posi-

tion. If there were 2 axes at right angles and the angles formed

be supposed to be bisected by 2 other lines as (z, then Pliickner

concludes that either the line a or the line b would be in a stable

position if equatorial, the other being axial-and that if disturbed

from these positions, the plate would move into one of them.

The above diagram is in plan and the axes are supposed to be

in a horizontal plane, the plate or crystal being free to move

round a vertical axis.

9410. Staurolite has 2 axes and is magnetic.

9411. Tourmaline has one axis and is magnetic.
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9412. Redferro prussiate has 2 axes, which he will describe to

me on Friday next.

9413. A crystal of red ferro prussiate between poles of a certain

strength is magnetic; then to shew its diamagnetic condition by
virtue of its difference of diminution, the poles may be opened
out or the crystal raised.

23 AUG. 1848.

9414. Made a weak sol. of proto sulphate of iron, put some into

a glass tube, and sealed it up hermetically—put the rest to keep
in a closed bottle for standard of comparison. Placed the tube

and a cube of iron between poles of a strong horseshoe magnet,
as in the figure, and have left it in the froggery, a place of equable

temperature, to see if any concentration of the iron will take

place below, at bottom of the solution. Purpose leaving it for

a month undisturbed (9505).

25 AUG. 1848.

9415. To-day, Pliickner shewed me for the first time some of
his experiments.

First Optical results.

9416*. A small rhomboid of Calc. Spar was suspended by a single

cocoon thread, between my Electro Magnet poles, with the optic

axis in a horizontal position. When the poles were very close,

as in the figure, the diamagnetic force of the substance made it

take the position shewn, in which tlie optic axis is axial to the

magnet. But when the poles were opened out to distance of half

or three quarters of an inch, then the mass pointed axially and

the optic axis therefore equatorially.

9417. When a larger rhomboid of Calc, spar, even larger than

the figure*, was suspended with optic axis horizontal, it pointed

regularly and vibrated about a given position in which the optic

axis was in the equatorial plane.

9418. There is a given distance between the Mag. poles (pretty

close) when a certain rhomboid or piece of Calc, spar between

them is so affected that the diamagnetic and the magneto optic

force is balanced ; at smaller distances the piece points diamagnetic

* Reduced
|

scale.
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-and at larger distances, Magneto optic. So that on increasing

the distance, the magneto optic force diminishes less rapidly than

the magnetic force, and on diminishing the distance it increases

less rapidly than the magnetic force.

9419. But increasing or diminishing the strength of the Magnet

produces no alteration ofthisplace ofneutral action. It only increases

or diminishes the strength of the action on each side of it; or rather^

the resultant of the two actions on each side of that neutral position.

So Pliickner at least tells me, for I did not see that proved.

9420. Now diffnce. of Diamagnetic and Magnetic effect.

9421 . A small piece ofcommon Charcoal about this size^, suspended

by a single fibre of cocoon silk, when between the two Magnetic

poles and they very close, pointed diamagneticallyi but when the

poles were withdrawn from each other, or the piece of charcoal

raised above the poles, then at and beyond a certain distance,

it pointed axially or magnetically. This is Pliicker’s illustration

of different increase or decrease of magnetic and diamagnetic

force; but in addition to this change by variation of distance,

there is this further modification, namely, that increase or diminu-

tion of the strength ofthe magnet without alteration of the distance

will convert the magnetic and diamagnetic results into each other,

which does not happen in relation to the diamagnetic and the

magneto optic force (9419).

9422. Appears as if diamagnetic force increased and diminished

more rapidly than Magnetic force.

9423. As to charcoal, that is a very heterogenous body and may
act like the haematite, etc. of Becquerel. How will a solution of

iron act-or how will a metal wholly but weakly magnetic, as

Platinum, act.^

9424. Pliickner now shewed me cases in which Magnetic and

Magneto optic force were combined.

9425. Tourmaline has one optic axis coincident with axis of the

prism. Being suspended horizontally, it was magnetic at all

distances, shewn by its being attracted to either pole at all dis-

tances. Still, at a certain distance of the poles and at greater

distances, or by a certain elevation of the prism above the two

poles, it pointed equatorially; for at the same time that the center

* Reduced \ scale.
4
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of gravity was attracted, the optic axis took an equatorial position.

The effect is very good.

9426. Staurolite is a rhombl. quadrangular prism, having two
optic axes; these are in a plane which passes through the obtuse

linear angles of the prism. The red ferro prussiate of potassa is

a similarly formed prism and also has 2 optic axes in the same

plane. The optic axes do not form right angles with each other

in either case, but the line dividing the acute angle which they

form with each other and which Pliickner finds to represent the

maximum resultant of Magneto optic force, is in the Staurolite

perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the prism, whilst in the

red ferro prussiate of potassa it is perpendicular to that axis.

9427. Now then, as to Staurolite : it is at all distances magnetic,

i.e. its center of gravity is attracted by the magnet. If the prism

crystal be suspended vertically, when it can exert no diamagnetic

force^ the crystal vibrates strongly between the magnetic poles,

the plane ofits two optic axes always taking an equatorial position

strongly.

9428. When suspended horizontally and the plane of the two

optic axes vertical, then at near distances the magnetic force makes

the mass point axially; but at greater distances the magneto optic

power gains the ascendency and the plane of the two optic axes

goes equatorially, carrying therefore the crystal into that position,

and if there be any diamagnetic force, it will conduce to the same

end. But if the prism be turned 90° on its axis, so that now the

plane of the two optic axes be horizontal, the prism will as a

mass now always point axially, and in this case the maximum
resultant of Magneto optic force will coincide with Magnetic force

to make the mass point axially.

9429. Now Redferro prussiate. Always Magnetic, i.e. center of

Gravity attracted. Magneto optic power very strong. Prism

suspended vertically, vibrates about given position, i.e. with plane

of 2 optic axes equatorial. When suspended horizontally, it always,

beyond a certain distance of the poles, pointed as a mass equa-

torially; but perhaps, as Pliicker says, more strongly when the

plane of the axes was vertical than when horizontal. In the latter

case, however, the maximum result of Magneto Optic force

coincides with the length of the prism (and not with its breadth
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as in the Staurolite), and therefore tends to place the crystal prism

equatorial.

9430. By placing a sheet of mica over the 2 magnetic poles put

very near together, and then putting some strong solution of

Muriate of Iron or sulphate of iron on it, the forms assumed by
the magnetic fluid were well shewn. When a diamagnetic fluid,

as water, was used, the forms were the reverse to the former. They
were much fainter but could be seen by reflexion.

9431. As to polarity of Bismuth. Pliickner suspended a bar of

bismuth opposite one Mag, pole^ and then shewed that a magnet,

or a piece of iron becoming a magnet, when approached, caused

its motion with an appearance of repulsion—but all the effects

appeared to me easily accounted for by the consequent displace-

ment of the lines of magnetic force-and shewed nothing, as I

think, that could not be resolved into the law of motion of a

diamagnetic body from strong to weaker places of magnetic

action.

29 AUGUST 1848.

9432. Have constructed an apparatus of the following kind,

a, a tall glass jar standing on a wooden stool itself standing on
a Arm stone slab c; of, a large cork having a copper wire e passing

through it, which sustains a single cocoon fibre from which

hangs a triangle of fine copper wire g^ which again by a single

cocoon thread h sustains a large needle well magnetized, z, and

also, to counterbalance it, a copper wire k. / is a card fastened

to the bottom of the perforated stool, having a round hole in its

center; through this a piece of straight glass tube m passes, the

lower pointed extremity of which rests in a conical hole in a sheet

of lead n. Three pieces of clean copper wire o are fixed into the

upper end of the tube, to support any object required. The rela-

tive dimensions are given in the next page^

9433. Under these circumstances, the magnet i is free to move
round the vertical axis/ with an exceedingly small force. It is

always vertical, or if the magnetic resultant is not vertical, still

as it may rotate on the axis it can always have the same position

as relates to the magnetic dip. The needle i in fact does vibrate

*T.e- in the diagram.
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freely about a given position, shewing that its sides

point, but under the circumstances, this does not

prevent it from freely revolving round f, though

it always presents the same side towards the North.

Indeed it is theoretically possible (in consequence)

so to arrange the torsion forces (feeble as they are)

of the two threadsfand h that they shall be in con-

trary directions and so the instrument be made of

extreme delicacy; in fact they are so arranged^ But

nothing of this kind is necessary.

9434. By adjusting the glass rod m and its foot «,

it is easily placed vertical, and then with any thing

it may support is easily turned round on a vertical

axis without disturbing the arrangement above.

9435. I found this apparatus very sensible yet very

sure. It is in the froggery, a place of very regular

temperature. If I leave it for an hour or two, it

takes a certain position, easily read off by looking

across from i to to a graduation on the wall be-

hind-and this it keeps from night to morning and

morning to night.

9436. But before observing, I have to strip my
pockets of my knife, keys, watch, etc. and take a

candle in a glass holder. Also I avoid stopping in

long, as the warmth of the candle and self may by

degrees affect the glass and so cause currents of air

inside.

9437. Besides this, I find that in whatsoeverposition

the fork 0 be, being revolved on the vertical axis,

it does not affect the final position of the needle.

9438. A rhomboid of calcareous spar was now
taken, nearly an inch in the linear edges, washed

first of all in a little dilute Mur. acid and then in

water, to free it from iron that might adhere to it,

and then placed on the copper supports with the

optic axis vertical Being revolved thrgh. a few

degrees, the needle was found to be affected some-

times-but this was traced to the motion of the air
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displaced by the moved rhomboid, for when all was left to come

to rest, the Magnet resumed the same position, whatever part of

the rhomboid was towards it.

9439. Then the rhomboid was placed so that its optic axis was

horizontal, and now the observations are going on. In order to

record them, I will generally mark down positions in plan, as thus^

31 AUG. 1848.

9440. The Magneto optic force is not an optic force truly, or

not an optic force dependant on the direct action of light, but a

physical force existent in the crystal when no light is concerned-

and also existent before and without the induction of the magnet.

So differs from the Magnetic and diamagnetic forces, which are

induced by the Magnet.

9441. Yet it surely must be the same as my optical force, though

that certainly is induced. I mean the same in general character,

not in its disposition.

9442. Then it would follow that both the magneto optic and the

induced optic forces are in their most natural position when in

the equatorial plane, for the one which is not induced takes that

plane and the other, which is induced, is induced in that plane.

9443. The Natural Magneto optic force of a crystal therefore is

in a constrained position when the optic axis is out of that plane,

and if left to itself goes into it. Therefore if purposely moved

out of it, it ought to react upon the Magnet or Electro helix.

Hence may perhaps expect that its motion or position ought to

induce electrical currents, and hence look for currents induced by

the Optic force.

9444. The power must however be exceedingly weak; still, it

may perhaps be found experimentally.

9445. Is it likely that the optic force of a crystal, as Calc. Spar, can

induce optic force condition in contiguous bodies.^ Perhaps that

a better mode of seeking for its inductive influence than by the

generation of Electric currents.

9446. Suppose the Mag. axis vertical, and a horiiontal optic axis

prism, as a non magnetic tourmaline- or a plate of calc, spar,

suspended at the side of the axis; is it indifferent, or what position

will it take.^ That of a radius or a tangent.^

* I.e. as in the diagram.
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9447. The morion of the ends of the optic axis seems to be parallel

to or along the lines of the magnetic force, and from stronger to

weaker places of action. How to realise the reverse of this, so as

to induce, if possible, currents.^

9448. If the crystal (9446) takes a position with any degree of

force, perhaps that may shew the best method of trying motion.

9449. Placed the smaller of our two compound horse shoe

magnets upright in a box with a hole cut in riie cover, and then

placed a glass jar over the magnet. The jar was also supplied with

a cork, sliding wire and single cocoon fibre suspender, so as to

carry crystals, etc. between the poles of the magnet by a copper

wire hook-which I afterwards found to be slightly magnetic,

but not enough so to alter the character of the results.

9450. Obtained crystals of red ferro prussiate potassa from

Morson; found them to be by this magnet as Pliicker describes,

Magnetic if between tip ends of the poles and so point axially,

but when raised above them about lot
I
ofinch, point equatorially.

9451. Whether the plane of the two optic axes be horizontal or

vertical, the crystals when raised point equatorially, but more

powerfully if the plane be vertical than if horizontal.

9452. When optic plane vertical (the length of the crystal being

always horizontal) and the crystal axial and magnetic between

the tips of the poles; if lowered between the cheeks of the magnet,

then quickly and strongly points magneto optically ox equatorially.

The lines of Magnetic force are there more equable and then seem

more favourably to affect the optic axis of the mass of the crystals

better.

9453. The crystal, being first in the magnetic position between

the tips of the Mag. poles, was then carried out sideways in a

horizontal line. It quickly shewed the Magneto optical effect, and

when half an inch or a little more from the axial line, pointed

radially or equatorially and vibrated about that position. This

continued to some distance.

9454. A smaller crystal was now used, a little shorter and not

above half the diameter of the former, so not a fourth of it in

weight.

9455. When lowered between the cheeks of the Magnet, it

vibrated Magneto optically-quicker than the former.

FDV 5
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9456. When raised to the place where the former was Magnetic,

this was nearly neutral or magneto optic sluggishly. A little

higher, it pointed well magneto optically; higher still, it was
Magneto optic; higher still. Magneto optic— it was at this time

an inch above the top of the poles.

9457. The optical plane was now turned into a horizontal position.

The crystal now pointed well Mag. optic below between cheeks

of Magnet-was magnet very slightly at the tips-a little higher

became indifferent-and a little higher was Magneto optic, but not

so strongly as when the plane of the two optic axes was vertical.

9458. That a small crystal may indicate better than a large one

is almost a necessary consequence of the circumstance that, with

a given magnet, the place is fixed where the magnetic and magneto
optic forces change, in their joint resultant, from one to the other.

The parts of a large crystal must be farther removed from this

point than the parts of a small one, so a small crystal can better

indicate the place of neutral or of maximum magneto optic force.

9459. Examined a crystal of Bichromate of Potassa in different

directions by this magnet, but found nothing particular. There

were indications, but not strong enough to make the crystal

valuable to me.

I SEPTEMBER 1848.

9460. Took a rhomboidal plate of clear transparent calcareous

spar, being about half a rhomboid and perhaps | an inch in its

greatest length : slung it with greatest length and optic axis both

horizontal. When below between horseshoe Magnet cheeks,

pointed with optic axis in the equatorial plane very nearly and

vibrated about that position.

9461. Took jar and crystal away from the magnet; placed it on
the table and then crystal went round a circle and a half or more
by torsion force of the suspender.

9462. Restored the crystal to the magnetic field; it immediately

took position as before, but (as I intended) with optic axis 180°

from former position.

9463. Placed the crystal now with greatest length horizontal but

the optic axis vertical. The greatest length before pointed axially,

but now it pointed equatorially, for as the optic force was thrown
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out of action, the diamagnetic force became manifest. It vibrated

about this position.

9464. When the greatest length was vertical and the optic axis

horizontal, then the effect of the optic axis was evident, for it went
equatorially. I found, however, that the copper suspender was
very slightly magnetic, and that the force was (in the position)

against the optic force. Discarded the suspender.

9465. After careful experiments continued for many days in suc-

cession, I cannot find that the magnet of the apparatus described

(9433) is at all affected by the position of crystals on the support.

A good transparent rhomboid of calcareous spar, as also a second

rhomboid and a large crystal of red ferro prussiate of potassa

have been used; with the former, the optic axis was horizontal,

and with the latter, the plane of the two optic axes vertical and
the line of greatest force horizontal, but whatever the position

of this line in relation to the radius described by the magnet in

its possible revolution—whether it were on the one side or the

other—not the smallest difference occurred in the position of the

Magnet, for it took a certain constant position dependant on the

very feeble torsion force of the suspending cocoon filament.

Hence this form not sensible enough to shew effect, which still

theoretically is possible.

2 SEPTR. 1848.

9466. Have cast some cylinders of bismuth in small capillary

glass tubes. Is easy to have them very small and clean and either in

or out of the glass. The bismuth breaks very crystalline and often

with one facet making the whole face of the broken extremity.

9467. One of these cylinders, about 0*2 of an inch long and 0*04

of an inch in diameter, was hung horizontally by a single cocoon

thread (by a loop in it), and placed between the poles of the large

magnet excited by 10 pair of Grove's plates, pointed axially^

whether the poles were cones or flat faces. This was true either

with one or two cones—from the smallest distance to six inches

apart and more. When near the poles, it vibrated strongly about

that position. When raised gradually above the poles to the

distance of one or two inches, the magnetic poles being either

near or wide apart, still the position was axial^ and that strongly.

5-2
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9468. Yet all this time the piece of bismuth was repelled either

from one pole or from between the two— still though repelled it

pointed axially.

9469. With the flat faced poles— the same effects were produced

very strongly. These poles have two screw holes in the line of the

axis, and when near to each other the bismuth cylinder tends

strongly to go into these holes, either on the one side or the other

of the magnetic field, but took up its place in the center of the

hole and did not go to the sides, as it would have done if magnetic.

Perhaps even possible to suspend a very fine cylinder by a very

powerful pole.

9470. The crystallinefracture was very oblique across the cylinder,

and the planes of cleavage exposed were nearly vertical as the

cylinder was suspended. Is not the effect a result of crystalline

polarity^ and is not crystalline polarity subject to magnetic force

(cork model B i).^

9471. A second similar piece of bismuth had exactly the same

diamagnetic repulsion, etc. but it pointed equatorially^ and was
therefore in strong contrast with the former. It was crystalline,

but the facets were not observed because the general effect and

diversity was first looked for. The facets were nearly in the

horizontal plane. See cork model B 2.

9472. A third larger piece of bismuth, in cylinder 0*5 of inch long

and 0*1 of an inch in diameter (cork model B 3), with planes of
fracture parallel at the two ends and oblique to the cylinder, was
suspended horizontally; it pointed either equatorially or obliquely

equatorial, as under the following circumstances depicted in plan.

When the cleavage plane was thus:-so that a perpendicular to

it was in the vertical plane, then the piece pointed equatorially;

but when the cylinder was turned a quarter round, so that the

cleavage was in the vertical plane, then it pointed about half way
between the equatorial and the axial direction, and on the one
side or the other according as it had been turned in the one way
or the other; as the following forms shew^. These deflections are

such as to shew that a line perpendicular to the cleavage planes
tended powerfully to place itself equatorially, and therefore

opposed the diamagnetic effect of the mass or combined with it.

[9472]
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9473. When the square flat faced poles were used, either near or

separated to inches even, the effect was well shewn.

9474. Another piece of the bismuth, 075 of inch long and o*i in

diameter, when placed in the suspending loop, was turned in

different position[s] and examined. In one position it pointed

well equatorially, as a piece of granular bismuth would do; but

being turned round in the loop 90® (i.e., making what was the

side of the cylinder the top or bottom) it pointed axially. Being

examined, the end presented an oblique cross facet face, but there

was also indication by a cross cleavage in this face that a bright

plane of cleavage was running nearly along the cylinder, and also

that when the bismuth was axial in position, this plane was

vertical and in the axial line; so the result accords so far with

the former results.

9475. A similar piece of granular bismuth might in certain cases

take up an axial position between flat poles, because of the

diminution of power from the angles of the poles inwards : but

it was not so in this case. This piece stood thus, and if moved

thus X, it with great power turned thus \; and this it did with

either end to the right or left-shewing the effect of the structure

of the whole mass.

9476. This action is very strong and may perhaps be sufficient

for the generation of crystallo electric currents by induction.

9477. Another cylinder, o*6 by o* i
,
was always nearly equatorial

:

and as to fracture at the ends, was small crystalline or granular

-

the crystals being in all directions. Good.

9478. Another piece, o*6 long, was equatorial in one position in

the suspending loop but axial if turned 90° in its bed. The planes

were single at the two ends of the cylinder, and not parallel to

each other: they were nearly at right angles to each other

but so placed as to be both vertical at once.

9479. A short piece about this size ’CI7, a little thicker at one end

than the other, seemed to be crystallized uniformly throughout.

The ends had cleavage planes as in the figure (and cork model N)

which were sensibly alike set on the axis of the cylinder, and could

both be placed vertical when the cylinder was horizontal. One

was more acute on the axis of the cylinder than the other, and
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they made together an angle of near upon 60°, When the line

of intersection of these cleavage planes was horizontal, then the

piece pointed equatorial*. But when this line and therefore the

cleavage planes themselves were vertical or nearly so, then the

piece pointed axiallyt. Here the line which nearly bisects the

angle formed by the cleavage planes seems to be the equatorial line.

9480. Being suspended vertically as at N in the model or thus,

then it pointed very strongly both between flat and pointed poles,

and so that the headless pin represents the equatorial line. This

line enters the cylinder nearly midway between two of the former

points of suspension; thus, if a, a, a, a represent the four direc-

tions of suspension when the cylinder was horizontal, then h h

represents the place of the equatorial line when the cylinder is

suspended vertically.

948 1 . The cleavage planes ofthis piece ofbismuth are marked with

lines of other cleavage planes which are oblique on the two faces

as respects the cylinder, but lie in the same parallel planes as re-

spects the two ends. The plane of these lines nearly include[s] the

line of equatorial direction when the cylinder is suspended ver-

tically.

9482. Lest the little piece of wax used to suspend it vertically

should be magnetic, and so give direction, the cylinder of bis-

muth was set round 90°, but it pointed just the same as before—
and was always strongly repelled.

9483. Must procure some good crystals of bismuth—and also

some well crystallized large cylinders.

9484. This must be crystalline polarity. But if ends of a crystal-

line particle or mass are alike, what a strange polarity it must be.

The middle or equatorial parts of one crystal ought to repel either

end of another.

9485. On crystalline polarity of bismuth and other bodies.

9486. Likely enough that a crystal of bismuth should point by
the earth’s action but should set either right or left.

9487. And that crystals should affect each other. Use spider web
suspension.

9488. Perhaps even different bodies when crystalline affect each
other.

9489. Ought to induce electric currents by crystalline force action.
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9490. Repeated and extended some of Pliickner’s results.

9491. Calcareous spar—z clear transparent rhomboid between the

flat poles, set well with Optic axis equatorial.

9492. I have three cubes of Calc, spar so cut that the optic axis

in each is perpendicular to two of the faces. In all of them this

line (the optic axis) pointed and vibrated well equatorially— the

other two lines of direction were indifferent; i.e. when the optic

axis was vertical, the cubes did not set to a position (9653).

9493. Two cubes of Rock crystal similar[ly] cut gave no sensible

evidence of the magnetic force of the optic axis.

9494. Flat magnetic poles are good for these experiments-and

small pieces of substance, for their diamagnetic force is nearly

absent—the lines of Magnetic force being of nearly equal intensity.

9495. Tourmalines. Tried four pieces; the short thick pieces most

striking, for then the magnetic force (of length) did not interfere

so much. All shewed axial direction (magnetic) near to poles, and

equatorial direction (optical) when more distant either above or

sideways. All were bodily attracted.

9496. Mica—di prismatic crystal suspended horizontally very

magnetic, but also pointed equatorially at a distance like tourma-

line.

9497. Pinite crystal—always magnetic and axial.

9498. Beryl crystal-always magnetic and axial.

9499. Arragonite prism— diamagnetic in whatever position it was
placed in the loop.

9500. Felspar nothing particular.

9501. Red ferro prussiate ofpotassa crystals—very good optic

action.

9502. Bichromate ofpotassa—noxhmg particular.

9503. Staurolites. Have several— all good in their action—but the

short thick ones are the best to shew the Magneto optical effect.

9504. The supposed northness and southness of bismuth in the

magnetic field when iron is under it or near it (or a magnet) may
be due to the disturbance of the lines of magnetic force by these

pieces, and not to reverse attraction, etc. on the bismuth. All the

facts seem included in the law I gave, that diamagnetic bodies tend

to go from stronger to weaker places of magnetic action.
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9505. Examined the solution at the Magnet (9414) by per ferro

pruss. potash, taking parts from the top and bottom by a small

pipette. They and a portion of the standard solution were sensibly

alike in the quantity of iron present. Hence the magnetism had

effected no separation or concentration in 14 days.

9506. There are no permanent diamagnetic bodies correspondant

to a permanent magnet. A permanent diamagnetic body turned

half round would be a magnet. This is a striking point in relation

to the universality of the diamagnetic condition under temporary

induction of a magnet or of electric currents, and makes a great

distinction from magnets natural or artificial.

9507. On crystalline Polarity and its magnetic relations.

9508. A bismuth crystal should point by the earth’s influence.

If so, it would shew the crystalline force exerted at very sensible

distances.

9509. Then there may be important terrestrial influences of this

power. Consider its effect on mineral veins in the earth—and

perhaps also on their direction.

9510. Has the cross tin and copper lodes of Cornwall any corre-

spondant difference in the magnetic properties and relation of the

contained minerals?

9511. Crystals of bismuth suspended near to each other ought

to influence each other, standing either end on, side by side, but

probably not thus ~.

9512. If so, would shew crystalline force exerted to very sensible

distances. The power may be a repulsion end on and yet not
sideways,

“f” or
—=— ; a kind of equatorial repulsion on the poles

of other particles when in a proper position.

9513. That the equatorial parts should repel both pole parts (in

certain positions) is consistent with the regularity of crystals and
their two endedness: in which they differ so much from cases of
magnetic and electric polarity.

9514. If two crystals of bismuth cannot affect each other of their

own force, perhaps they may when both are in the magnetic
field— try them in different positions.

9515. Or perhaps bismuth and antimony crystals can so affect

each other.
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9516. Remember my jar of solution of Sul. Soda—crystallizing

of a sudden in parallel plates through the mass of fluid ( ).

Seem to have been predisposed either by the mutual action of the

particles or perhaps assisted by the earth’s force.

9517. Magnetism ought to affect crystallization. So fuzed bis-

muth placed in the mag. field and allowed to crystallize, ought

so to crystallize that it would afterwards point in the same direc-

tion by the magnetic forces.

9518. If so, could obtain at pleasure a long piece which shall

point either axially or equatorially. Or prepare a vertical cylinder,

which shall vibrate about a given position.

9519. Prepare a globe of bismuth so. Would be a very good
form.

9520. If this succeeds, it would perhaps supply a good mode of

ascertaining the Magneto crystalline polarity of many metals and

many other bodies.

9521. Try Tin—Lead—Zinc—Potassium-Sodium—Amalgams—
Fusible metal.

9522. Phosphorus- Sulphur—Water—Spermaceti.

9523. Compare Magnetics and diamagnetics.

9524. Could fuze globules of platina— silver-gold -copper, etc.

by a voltaic battery in the tense magnetic field and then let them
crystallize there.

9525. Can crystallize solutions on Mica plates over the close

poles—or in tubes small or larger.

9526. Can perhaps crystallize bodies here which otherwise would
not crystallize.

9527. Can perhaps make sulphur take a particular one of its two
forms.

9528. What of the optical properties of such crystals.^ Are they

rotative like heavy glass, or axial, as an ordinary crystal.^

9529. Which way will fibrous structures point, if at all.^

9530. Which way will drawn rods and wires point.

^

9531. Is any electric current produced at the moment of polar

crystallization.^ Try by a helix in the magnetic field— or by plates

in a warm solution.

9532. Have two pieces of crystallized bismuth any electromotive

power in certain positions of touch, as end and side touch— or
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when in the magnetic field? Or have bismuth and antimony
crystals any such power, being cold}

9533* Calcareous spar is much softer to file or grinding at ends
of the optic axis than in other directions.

9534^* Perhaps to induct, a bismuth crystal should travel along
the Galvanometer wire. Thus revolving the crystal on the axis a
rapidly; for both ends have like power.
9535* Or if the bismuth crystal as a core were revolved in a helix,
what would happen?

7 SEPTR. 1848. (Wimbledon).

9536 . Bismuth crystals are said to be cubes. I think they cannot
be so, but are either very obtuse rhomboids or oblique rhombic
prisms. I tried to measure the inclination of the four faces in
succession by a rough reflective goniometer, and obtained the
following numbers

:

88° 90° 88°

92°
.

92°

88° 88°

but much irregularity occurs in the planes and they are difficult

to observe.

9537» When the crystals run on attached one to another, as with
Mur. Ammonia, then the line of crystals is, I think, generally in
the direction of the long diagonal of the rhombic faces.

9538 . I tried also by a Haiiy’s goniometer to measure the angles
made with each other by the four boundary lines of a rhombic
face, and from an average of many made the acute angle 86° and
the obtuse angle 92°. There is a loss of 2° here.

9539* Now worked with pieces of bismuth broken out and
selected from the masses above referred to; taking pieces which,
though they contained several crystals each, were still apparently
crystallized uniformly, both as indicated by the consistent position
of the crystals and also by the planes of cleavage, where exposed,
running across or through the whole of a piece. The magnet was
our largest horseshoe magnet, placed vertical, so that axis of force
was horizontal, being arranged as at (9449) with a covering glass

jar, and having the vertical cheeks of the magnet, bounding the

[9534]
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magnetic field, brought nearer occasionally by the introduction

of a soft iron cube or plate. The width of the magnetic field from
pole cheek to pole cheek was at different times from inches

to half an inch. The poles were covered with clean foolscap paper,

to prevent any contact of the suspended pieces with their sides.

9540. A piece of bismuth weighing about 10 grains, now fixed

on a cork and called No. i, was suspended by a single cocoon
thread and placed between the magnetic poles. It vibrated well

about a given position which it at last assumed. If the piece were
turned horizontally thrgh. 180°, then it came into another position

which it equally kept. When this happens, I will speak of the new
position as the diameter position, to shorten words. Then a point

facing one of the magnetic poles was taken as a new point of

suspension, and it again vibrated in position. If now this piece

of crystalline matter was subject to a line of force like Pliickner’s

optical axis, that line should be at this moment in the intersection

of the equatorial and the horizontal planes, i.e. an equatorial

horizontal line. But on now suspending the piece in the third

direction, so that that line should be vertical and so without

influence, the piece still vibrated and in either of two diameter

position[s], and also pretty strongly. It appears therefore not to

have one equatorial axis of setting force (9600).

9541. Is it of necessity that the line of setting force, or the force,

must be in the equator? Why may it not be axial, not only here

but even in Pliickner’s results? The condition of one optic axis

in the equatorial plane (as in Calc. Spar) is not very conformable

to the simplicity of nature’s laws.

9542. The piece set very well down between the cheeks when
they were the whole distance of 1*4 or 1*5 inches apart (9567).

9543. Piece of bismuth No. 2, on cork, being experimented with

in the same way as the last (9540), acted in the same manner,
shewing polarity but not an equatorial line of determining force

(9568); weight II grs.

9544. Piece of bismuth No. 3, on cork, consisting of many well

shaped crystals and weighing 4 or 5 times as much as either of

the others (65 grains), was tried in a great number of position[s],

until one in which its motions were very sluggish and exhibiting

very little polarity or setting force was found. The vertical line
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was then marked by a little piece of cement, and then the piece

suspended so that this line was horizontal; it then pointed well,

vibrating and setting strongly; but the cement faced a pole, either

one pole or the other, and so this seems to be the directing line

of force, and in the magnetic field it takes an axial direction.

Repeated this experiment many times with this piece.

9545. This line is the intersecting line of one of the solid angles

of the crystals of bismuth, so that this angle points directly to

the magnetic pole on either side, for the diameter positions are

convertible here ; and this angle appears to me to be that which is

most acute.

9546. Piece of bismuth No. 4, on cork, not so large as the last

but in fine crystals, had one of the solid angle[s] removed and

replaced by a small cleavage plane, so that it could be well dis-

tinguished. The piece weighed } grains. Placed it with this angle

upwards— the piece was nearly indifferent as to polarity. Placed

it so that the line perpendicular to the cleavage plane was hori-

zontal; now it pointed well, the line going into the magnetic

axis and the cleavage plane facing the magnetic pole. Keeping

this line horizontal, the piece was rotated on it 90°; it still pointed

well, and the line and facet in the same direction as before, in

both diameter positions. So the directing force seems to be in a

line or axis, and that not equatorial in the magnetic field, but

correspondant with the magnetic axis (9608).

9547. Piece of bismuth No. 5, on cork. I placed this piece in

three successive positions, so that the three pairs of rhomboidal

or cuboidal planes should in turn be horizontal. In all the cases

it pointed, the diameter line passing through the acute angles of

the faces pointing axially and well. Then the piece was suspended

with the acute solid angle pointing horizontally, when the piece

pointed axially and stronger than in any other position. Lastly,

the acute solid angle was placed upwards, and now, though the

piece took a position, still the force of vibration or pointing was
very small by comparison.

9548. Piece of bismuth No. 6, on Cork. Weighs 55 grains,

presents good crystals and several cleavage planes. With the acute

solid angle well vertical, it did not point at all. With the same angle

pointing horizontally, the piece vibrated well and set, the acute
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angle pointing axially. When the piece was turned round 90° on
the axis of this angle, it still pointed as before with the acute angle

axially, but the one position had more force than the other.

Perhaps diamagnetic force assisted on[e] more than the other

because of the shape. But the direction of the setting power is

axial here as in all the other cases (9609).

9549. Piece of bismuth No. 7, on Cork. This was a fractured

piece broken out of a large mass of well crystallized bismuth. It

was roughly a square shaped plate, about | of an inch thick and

I
long and broad. The sides of the plate were the large cleavage

planes that are obtained most easily and of the greatest size in

breaking up bismuth, and though there be other bright cleavage

planes, yet these, from their size and brightness, are usually readily

distinguished. When this piece was suspended with the large

planes horizontal, the bismuth scarcely pointed at all. But when
they were in a vertical position, the piece immediately turned

until they faced the magnetic poles, so that the line perpendicular

to these faces was the line of setting force and an axial line. These
faces manifestly correspond to the little facet on the top of the

solid angle mentioned before, (9546) piece No. 4. (9610, 9666,

9668).

9550. Piece ofBismuth No. 8, on a cork. This piece corresponds

to the last—and acted like it in all respects. When the planes were
vertical and the silk thread clear from torsion, it required 4I revo-

lutions of the index above, to which the cocoon thread (7 inches

long) was fastened, before the torsion was enough to carry the

plate round by the pole (9612). Weight 21 grains.

9551. Power evidently axial here.

9552. Bismuth No. 9, on Cork. Also a fragment piece, having

from the mode of its division six chief cleavage planes and the

form of an oblique rhombic prism. Two of the planes are bright

and good, and I thought the axis of force would come out per-

pendicular to them, but these planes did not face the poles when
vertical, and when horizontal, the piece was not indifferent, but

pointed fairly. Found by trial the maximum line of force, and

then found a small cleavage plane (which is now vertical in the

piece on the cork) which represents Ae plane perpendicular to the

line of polar force, and which plane always faced the magnetic pole.
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9553. The line of crystal force seems to be in the direction of

that solid angle at which there is the chief tendency for the

crystals to run on in the dendritic form; perhaps it is the cause

of that effect.

Antimony,

9554. Now wrought with antimony. Broke up a large piece, well

crystallized within, and selected a fragment which seemed uniform

in crystallization—but it pointed more or less in all positions

(9630). As, though looking simple, it might be compound,
I selected some small plates about f of an inch long, | wide, and

perhaps 45 or ^ thick, which looked very regular in structure.

9555. These all pointed with the flat faces of the crystals towards

the magnetic poles (like bismuth); only when the length was

horizontal, the diamagnetic force was added on to the directive

polar force. When the breadth was horizontal, this was not so,

and then the crystalline polar force alone acted; and always well,

taking 5 or 6 torsion turns of the cocoon thread to overcome it.

9556. When the flat faces were in the horizontal plane, tlie direc-

tive force was very small indeed— it was due perhaps partly to

diamagnetic force and partly to other causes.

9557. Tried four plates of antimony, and having found that all

were alike in pointing with their faces to the magnetic poles,

I put them together symetrically with a little soft cement, so as

to make the breadth greater in the direction of the line of force

than in the cross direction, and so neutralize the force of dia-

magnetism. This combination pointed well Crystallo magnetic

axially, and so confirmed all the other observations (9614).

9558. Both Bismuth and Antimony appear to have resultants of

crystallo-magnetic force in the axial direction as regards the

magnetic field. Pliickner’s resultant seems to be in the equatorial

direction, so that the two forces appear to be different.

9559. Can they be in the relation of Pos. and Neg. resultants.^

9560. My crystallo-magnetic action cannot be ordinary magnetic

action, because the masses are always repelled.

9561 . It appears to be a case of position only, and not ofattraction

or repulsion.

9562. Still, consider it well as a magnetic action with contrary

poles opposite on the diameter line, to see what will come of it.
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9563. If it is an action like ordinary magnetism, it must be

induced at the time, for the pieces will point in diametrically

opposite directions.

9564. If it is not inducedy then it is a permanent condition, and

then should produce mutual action between bismuths, antimonys,

etc. etc.

9565. Should affect my hanging needle (9432).

9566. Will two in the Magnetic field affect each other.^

9 SEPTR. 1848. (Wimbledon).

9567. Examined piece i (9540) again. Found one maximum axial

resultant of crystalline Mag. force, but when hung with this line

vertical, still another crystal apex pointed to the magnet forces,

as if there were two or more minimum resultants of action-or as

if the crystal as a group was complicated. Now on cork with

strongest resultant vertical.

9568. Bismuth No. 2 (9543). One chief maximum axial line of

power, but when this vertical, the piece still pointed, though

weakly, as if a second resultant were present. On cork now with

chief line vertical.

9569. The little piece of wax to which I attached the crystals is

itself magnetic and points, and would shew some effect as with

the crystals. Put on a new piece, but it also pointed-must be

very careful of these things; it was not above this size.

9570. Every solid angle of the bismuth rhomboid may be re-

placed by a cleavage facet-so giving the octoedron-but tlie

character of all the facets is not the same. That which replaces

the most acute solid angle is brighter and more perfect, and also

more easily effected, than most of the others, and is generally easy

to recognise. It is that which bounds and is perpendicular to the

crystallo magnetic line of force.

9571. Bismuth piece No. ii on cork consists of a good set of

crystals cut offby a good sectional surface plane. When this plane

is vertical, then the line of force in a horizontal direction and

perpendicular to its surface is a maximum. When this plane is

horizontal, then the piece is as nearly as may be without setting

force (9613).
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9572. When vibrating with the line of force horizontal, the times

of vibration are sensibly the same, whether the piece is in the

midst of the magnetic field or close to the magnet cheek on the

one side or the other, being always below within the cheeks (9542).

9573. copper wire. No signs of set in any direction.

9574. Piece of grain tin cut off from a long semi-crystalHne part

of a block of tin-no signs of any thing.

9575. Antimony, Three pieces well crystallized in cubes or cuboids.

AH acted very sluggishly, and gave no distinct maximum line of

force. Also did not revolve in the magnetic field-and sometimes

seemed to have a set which, by moving the pieces round in the

magnetic field, could be changed into another position.

9576. Can this be due to any iron, and the assumption and

retention for a while of the magnetic state.^ Are the pieces mag-

netic to a needle.^ Also try them by the Electro magnet.

9577. Try small plates of antimony by the magnetic needle. Try

all the antimony and bismuth pieces so.

9578. As to the antimony’s, must first try by the large magnet

whether the pieces are magnetic; and next their crystallo-magnetic

power. For they are much weaker and I think there is much

difference between different specimens of antimony-perhaps

from iron.

II SEPTR. 1848.

9579. Suspended bismuth No. 6 by a cocoon line 12 inches long

in a glass jar, to see if the earth’s power alone would affect it and

give it a set, and for this purpose so suspended it that the line

of force was with an inclination about that of the dip. So when

the piece revolving by torsion, the line of force would describe

a cone, in one part of which the line of dip would be. Observed

to see whether the piece would settle with the line of dip in the

surface of this cone, as that was to be expected, if the earth

exerted any sensible action.

9580. Could not find that it did, for the bismuth when at rest

was not in this position; but when the index was moved so that

the torsion of the thread should take it there, it went there, and

if the index was revolved a few degrees more, the piece by torsion

of the thread obeyed. So that there was no sigh of any effect
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with this length of thread and this sized piece of bismuth. The
thread was of such torsion strength that it took a minute to make
a half vibration, i.e. either or

9581. Probably Arsenic a metal that will shew the effect. I re-

member some anomalous results with it before ( ). Perhaps

also Arseniurets—and Sulphurets—such as Blend, Galena, etc.

9582. If so, shall perhaps have to correct list of magnetic and

diamagnetic bodies-and point out how this crystalline polarity

may influence the results and how by placing the line of force

vertical it is to be distinguished. In this respect re-examine

Arsenic, Platina.

9583. Suspended the bismuth piece No. 6 (9548), so that the

line of force was horizontal— the suspension film being the same

as before (9579) and 12 inches long. Placed near it the piece

No. 3 (9544), about I of an inch off, having its line of force

horizontal also and in the same plane with that of the suspended

piece. The suspended piece vibrated by torsion force of the

suspension thread, and as it happened, about the line joining the

two lines of force, so that this seemed as if the two pieces in-

fluenced each other. Observed the times of a half vibration, i.e.

of or y' and found it by an average of several to be
64". Then moved the jar so as to separate the two pieces by
more than inches, and that sideways. The line about which
the suspended piece vibrated continued to be the same, so that

the coincidence above goes for nothing. The times of vibration

were now only 58", an effect which I attribute to the obstruction

which the stationary piece in the former case presented to the

motion of the air with the vibrating piece.

9584. Now placed the stationary piece i j inch off the suspended

piece, and so that the lines of force (crystalline) were nearly at

right angles to each other, and allowed the vibrations of the

suspended piece to fall to o nearly. Observed carefully its direc-

tion and then brought it up very near to the fixed piece and left

it to take its final direction, the lines of force being now thus.

Well, after a time, both the vibrations and the final place of

settlement shewed a displacement of the lines, for they became
thus, clearly and distinctly. Then moved the jar and pieces

away from the fixed piece an inch obliquely and again observed

6
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medium line of vibration and final line of rest. These were alike

and thus, being a return to the former condition when two

pieces were apart. So it seems as if there were an effect, but one

which puts the two lines at right angles to each other rather than

parallel. Try again.

9585. I think fine clean copper wire passed once round the pieces

and cut off by a blow between coppers will be a better suspender

than the wax before mentioned, for that picks up dirt from the

fingers very fast (9569).

9586. The bismuth pieces 6 and 3 (9583) were at 9h. 50' thus

after one hour’s rest- they were then separated from each other

to about this extent; immediately the suspended piece 6 began to

move-but whether from the cessation of the influence of 3, or

from the effect of motion of air in the glass jar by the touch of

hands, or by moving the whole, we shall see by the final settle-

ment.

9587. This settlement was different to former position, for 6 had

turned so as to set its line of force nearer to a right angle with

that of 3, as thus. But I think the pieces are too near the surface

of the table, and are perhaps affected by the currents formed in

the jar from warmer or cooler sides and sweeping over it.

9588. Brought 6 up to 3 thus and then it swung round right

handed into this position, after which it gradually swung back to

J
and then went through following changes:j^\ f

/ "
‘ f

\ •’ //-. / I and even on to 4- / J,
shewing that there were

currents or other varying forces in the jar influencing the piece 6.

It then went back.

9589. Now moved the Jar, so as to carry 6 i| inches away from 3,

to see how it would not be affected or set; was thus and became

in succession
j \ ^ / ...

\ ^ y* ....
j

— \ J
• *. Putmyhands to the jar to touch it

asinmovingit,butdidnotmoveit;now\

regularly, so that the warming alone did not cause much dis-

turbance. Now moved the jar as much as was done in approaching

or receeding to or from 3, but that did not disturb the oscil-

lations of 6 sensibly Si
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9590. Now moved the jar and brought the piece 6 close up to

the fixed piece 3, whose line of force was thus, and found it strongly

affected through the following changes V i J/*— \ / \
I ... \ f ^ \ - ..f \ etc. etc.

9591. It is probable that the bismuth 3 and its cork deflects and

turns up the currents of air moving over the bottom of the jar

or table and so affects 6.

9592. The table also is not quite steady, and there is a continual

pendulum vibration of the suspended piece 6.

Must raise 6 and 3 into free space, and have a steady table and

an equable temperature.

9593. If a body like piece 6 is swinging near a fixed air obstructor

as piece 3, it is easy to see that the repeated oscillation may tend

to set 6 round, for the resistance of the air as it goes up and its

counter resistance as the swing returns, are not the same, and so

a rotative force may arise. That should not make it take up a

different final position, but then if there be currents of air across

the bottom of the jar, however slow, they may have a different

set on different sides of the piece 3 and so give different final

positions of rest. Must keep 6 still and advance or receed 3 slowly.

9594. Being left for some time, the two pieces were thus, and

very steady; then simply moved the jar of[f] in direction of the

line / till the pieces were about inches apart. Piece 6 swung

(as was to be expected) thus, / f \ <— i/ j \ with irregular

impetus, and then on still —> ,
as if currents had been formed in

the jar— then /*, and having gone through more than a circle, it

returned \ / i/ \
here a stand occurred, and then an

impetus on thus \ f ,
as if there were some new action or some

point of instable equilibrium— then / and afterwds. it returned

\ \ and then again it returned ^ ), and now vibrated

^ f N **— \ ) o so swinging about this

position \ ,
which is just the reverse of the former \ .

9595. It was now brought to its former position near piece 3,

and now piece 6 \ was not much agitated by the movement,
and there it continued as if held there, swinging like a pendulum
but not oscillating on the vertical axis. It was as nearly as possible

diametrically opposite to what it had been before.

6-2
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9596. Went out and after il hours, found it still so. Carried

3
6 round into this position, and there it vibrated about and took up

-—

^

quite a different position to the former, namely*.

9597. Still, all this may be currents-but certainly the pieces

affect each other, one way or another.

9598. If bismuth crystals do affect each other, then it is possible

that screens of crystalline matter interposed may affect curious

changes, something analogous to those ofpolarized light. Perhaps

even at the horse shoe or great magnet, something of this kind

may happen.

12 SEPT. 1848.

9599. Experiments made at R, Institution with the great Electro

magnet in confirmation and extension of those made before at

Wimbledon.

9600. Bismuth piece No, i (9540) points powerfully in same

direction as with horseshoe magnet-and that diametrally-ht-

tween flat faced poles or cone poles (either the obtuse or the

sharp cones)-when the poles are separated to any distance, if

affected at all it is in the same direction— or whether the piece of

bismuth be raised above the level of the poles over the magnetic

field-also with diminished power of the battery, as i pair of

plates instead of 10 pair—or with one Magnetic pole only.

9601. During all these variations, the bismuth is always repelled

from one pole or from between the two poles— so is always

diamagnetic.

9602. When repelled from the axial line, the line of crystalline

force keeps a position parallel to itself- or when moved about a

single pole and shifted from side to side, the line of crystallo-

force appears to be strictly parallel to or a tangent to the resultant

I
of magnetic force, i.e. to the magnetic curve lines.

! 9603. The piece had been suspended with its length horizontal

and vibrated very strongly with its chief crystal apex towards

either magnetic pole: and being turned 90°, but still with the

length horizontal, it pointed in the same direction and with the

same force. So there is no sign of an equatorial line of force,

though the idea of an equatorial plane of power might still be

entertained. When turned 90°, but so as to bring the length

* [9596]
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vertical, the piece also vibrated with considerable power; one

of the solid angles then in the horizontal direction pointing axially

almost as strongly as before—and also diametrally. It was the

solid angle opposite the greatest fracture that pointed thus, and

when the linear angle joining this and the chief solid angle was
vertical, then the setting force was great with this linear angle

towards the magnetic poles. When the next linear angle pro-

ceeding from the chief solid angle was vertical, the setting force

was less—and when the third line was vertical, the effect was very

much reduced.

9604. It is a question whether the various crystals forming this

group are, as they appear to be, really symmetrical, so that the

lines of crystallo-force are all in the same direction— or whether

a single crystal has only one or more lines of maximum force.

Proceed to examine some of the other pieces first.

9605. The short piece of copper wire, and also the wax or soft

cement used to suspend and attach these crystals, was well mag-
netic to this power—must dismiss this wax.

9606. Made a better cement with pure white wax, a few drops

of oil of turpentine and a little Canada balsam. It was very good
and nearly unexceptionable, being so weak in magnetic effect, if

it had any, as not to interfere with results obtained from bismuth.

9607. Now repeated the experiments with Bismuth No. i (9600),

except that I did not proceed to find the position of the third or

nearly neutral line. All the other results were the same.

9608. Bismuth^ piece 4 (9546). The line of crystallo force corre-

sponding to the small facet angle was very strong—but a line

correspondant to one of the other solid angles pointed also, when
this the strongest line was made vertical and therefore coincident

with the axis of revolution.

9609. Bismuth^ piece 6 (9548). The line of maximum crystallo-

force is the same as before—but when this was vertical, i.e.

coincident with the line of suspension, the piece still pointed

diametrally, etc.; shewing either two resultants of force, or that

the chief resultant is not strictly in the line of the solid angle.

9610. Bismuth^ piece 7 (9549)—a plate from fractured mass. The
effects were here very good. When the chief cleavage planes were

horizontal, the motion of the piece was very sluggish, though there
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seemed some tendency to point—but when they were vertical,

they pointed strongly towards the Magnetic poles—diametrally—

and that at whatever edge of the plate the suspending filament was

attached. When the cleavage planes were not quite horizontal,

then the piece pointed, and so that the line perpendicular to these

cleavage planes came into the vertical plane or meridian passing

through the axial line. By inclining the piece this or that way
on the suspending film as axis, I could make any part of the edge

point towards the magnetic poles, for it was only [necessary] to

bring it into the position of the highest or the lowest point in

the edge and it then pointed axially, for the line joining these

positions pointed axially. In this way the pointing line of the

fragment could be made to coincide with any diameter that could

be drawn across the large faces of the plate.

9611. I do not mean to say that the above observations are

strictly true, but they are generally and apparently so. In one

or two of the position[s], the maximum line of force seemed as

if not quite perpendicular to the chief cleavage planes (9666).

9612. Bismuth piece 8 (9550)—a fragment plate like the last and

presenting all the same phenomena.

9613. Bismuth piece ii (9571)—group of similar crystals. The
line of force here was, as before, from terminal cleavage plane

through to the opposite solid angle, and very strong. When the

cleavage plane was horizontal, then there was a little directive

force, but not much.

9614. Antimony piece 10 (9557)— the block made up of four

pieces. Suspended with length upwards—pointed powerfully with

the planes of section to the Magnetic poles. When the cleavage

planes are hung horizontal the mass points, but feebly. If the

cleavage planes be inclined, then the same effect is obtained as

with the bismuth plates before described (9610, 9612). The
cement joining the four plates is the common soft cement—some-
what magnetic and had better be removed

!

9615. Antimony—a new plate selected, now in paper and numbered

20, about 0*7 of inch long, 0*4 wide and not quite o*i in thickness.

This plate presented new phenomena. Being suspended with the

length vertical and in the magnetic field, it could when revolving

without magnetism be caught by putting on the magnetic force.
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just like a piece of copper ( ). If caught in either of these

two positions, i.e. with its width either equatorial or axial, then

on breaking contact at the battery it remains still. But if caught

in any other position, there is revulsion exactly as with copper^

and that on either side of the equatorial or axial lines- or in any

way. If it be in one of these oblique positions when the magnetism

is put on, then on making battery contact it moves with increased

force up a little way to its fixed position-there it remains-until

the battery contact is broken, and then the revulsion takes place.

It is strongest when the piece forms an angle of about 45° with

the axial line, and is, I think, as strong if not stronger than with

copper.

9616. It will not in any position oscillate, but keeps the position

it first took steadily-the advance is good-the revulsion better:

perhaps if time had been allowed, it might have moved slowly

into a given crystallo polar position, but being subject to this

induction it cannot oscillate or move rapidly.

9617. So here signs ofexcellent conduction in a plane corresponding

to the chief planes of cleavage and perhaps of no polarity-but

what is the cause of the difference between this and other plates.^

9618. This plate was now hung by the edge, but with the length

horizontal. There was the advance and revulsion as before (flat

faced poles were used), but there was also a tendency to set

equatorially, and this may be due both to diamagnetic force and

to the crystalline force, for then the cleavage planes face the

magnetic poles. When the round conical magnetic poles were

employed, then also there was advance and revulsion^ but now the

plate vibrated heavily once or twice and set well equatorially.

The vibrations were sluggish and few, as if the plate were moving

in a resisting medium. This is the effect of the induction in the

good conducting mass-as with copper ( ).

9619. The piece was now suspended with the planes horizontal.

Now there was no revulsion effect, which shews that there was

no induction of currents in the plane at right angles to the cleavage

planes. Probably because the plates are in a state equivalent to

separation in that direction. It shews also that the circular cur-

rents induced are not round each particle, but travel through the

mass; which further shews that this kind of induction is not
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effective on particles but on masses—particles therefore may have
quite another kind of induction, and even a contrary induction,

as I have supposed in the case of bismuth (Exp. Res. ).

9620. The piece now set equatorially slowly—not as if by crystal-

line power but by diamagnetic power. With pointed poles it set

quicker equatorially. There does not seem to be much crystalline

force here, but one might separate that and the diamagnetic force

by cutting it up into vertical strips and then attaching these in

the transverse direction, so as to form a bundle, and this would
also do away with the inductive revulsive effect, and so bring
out what crystalline power the antimony may have.

9621 . The crystalline power is a power of particles. The inductive

revulsive power is a power of the mass. The diamagnetic power
is a power of the particles governed by the form of the mass.

9622. Is the direct repulsion from a pointed pole the same with
a piece of bismuth crystallized, whether it is so placed that the

line of crystallo force is in the axial or equatorial direction.^ It

ought to be, if the crystallo power is one only of position, and
also if the diamagnetic power is quite independant of it, and the

same in all directions of the crystal.

9623. In all positions, this piece of antimony was repelled from
a single pole or from the axial line, and so shewed the diamagnetic
property of the metal.

9624. Antimony

y

piece 21 (9759) now in paper. This was a plate

from a fragmented mass, good looking, with large flat good
cleavage surfaces, about 0*5 of inch long, ot or 0*15 broad, and
about 0-04 thick-being much smaller than the former. No. 20.

Being suspended with the length vertical, it vibrated well and
freely, shewing no signs of revulsion or of retarded vibration. The
cleavage planes faced to the magnetic poles as on former occasions

(9555)- It was then suspended at the edge, so tliat the length was
horizontal and therefore the cleavage planes still vertical: it

vibrated well, but not so quickly as before; indeed its greater
length in plane of motion would prevent this. Still, the dia-

magnetic effect must be greater than before. The planes were now
placed horizontal, and the piece now vibrated and set, but so
slowly as to shew that though the diamagnetic effect would now
be a maximum, yet the crystalline power being off, the effect was
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thus reduced. The same effects were produced by pointed magnetic

poles, and the piece was well repelled by a single pole.

9625. This plate therefore shews no revulsion, and strong crystallo

force, but why are there these differences.^ Can this plate be in a

state of division in planes perpendicular to the cleavage surfaces,

so as to take off the conducting power in that direction and so

prevent the formation of inductive currents.^ Or can some of

the plates be Macles, so as to make them differ from others

(9750, etc,)>

9626. The plates shewing the revulsion may indeed have the polar

crystalline force, and yet hide it by the induced current produced

by the motion the crystallo force gives, as said above; but the

appearance is as if the crystalline force were gone or neutralized

by counter position. Must examine this well.

9627. Antimony^ pieces 22. Two other plates were now taken up
which, though larger than the last, were in other respects and
in appearances quite similar to it: but these now shewed the

revulsive force, with all its consequences, just as piece 20 did

(9615). The plates formed by the chief cleavage planes did not

appear to be so firmly adherent to each other as the similar parts

of 21, but I do not see how that could cause the difference (9750,

975 <3).

9628. Antimony^ No. 23. Another smaller plate. It presents some
revulsive action—but it also sets with chief cleavage planes facing

the magnetic poles.

9629. Antimony, Other pieces, being plates, presented many
varieties and degrees of these forces mixed together. It seemed
as if such combinations were almost illimitable—but the crystal-

line force appears to be always there, and the point at present

seems to be to make out the condition requisite for the inductive

revulsion effect,

9630. Antimony^ CrystalUied, Have obtained three pieces or

groups of crystals uniformly situated from the piece before spoke

of (9554) and now examd. them by this Electro-magnet. As
crystals, the forms seem to me to be more distinctly cubes than

with bismuth
;
though here again some of the quadangular faces

are rhomboidal, though bounded by well formed bright planes

at the sides. The crystals are occasionally framed a little as with
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bismuth, having the linear and solid angles complete but the faces

not filled up; but this is by no means general as with bismuth,

for generally the crystals are good solid cubes with very bright

steel grey faces. There is a chief cleavage which takes off a solid

angle and appears to be the cleavage presented by the fragmentary

plates of crystals before referred to.

9631. Antimony^ No, 12. A group of cubic crystals weighing

10 grains and having on opposite sides two parallel chief cleavage

plane[s] passing across the cubic crystals as above described

(9630). The length of the piece is rather more than its breadth

or thickness, which are nearly equal. It was suspended with the

length horizontal, and also the two bright cleavage planes hori-

zontal; it then presented signs of revulsion but not strong or

even marked; should not have seen them unless my mind had

been prepared; it did not set or point, but took and appeared to

keep any position. So no crystalline force evident thus.

9632. It was then hung with length still horizontal and the two
cleavage planes vertical, and it now took a polar position at once

with the cleavage planes facing the magnetic poles—consistent

with the former crystallo cases of antimony. But in taking up
this polar position, there was no vibration; it went up to it at

once and kept it. I therefore conclude that there was inductive

effect and the consequent formation of temporary poles, which
would have produced revulsion, but that the crystallo force

carried on the mass, causing die counter currents, which made its

motion slower; and that when from this action it had taken its

crystallo-position, it was just in the case where on breaking the

battery contact no revulsion would be produced.

9633. The inductive revulsive action would be less because it

could not occur in the whole as one mass, but in each solid crystal,

the sum of the forces of which would be nothing like so great

as if the whole had been one crystal.

9634. Can destroy the inductive and revulsive force even in

copper by breaking up the large one mass into smaller.

9635. Now placed the length vertical, the cleavage planes being

so also of course. It acted just as in the last case—going up at once

to its place- not vibrating about that position-and that position

being with the cleavage planes towards the magnetic poles.
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9636. These are very beautiful results with the crystals of anti-

mony and shew the crystalline polarity well.

9637. Antimony crystals^ No. 13. A beautiful little group, in

which the crystals form a rough p5n:amid having one of the solid

angles of the crystals at the top, and opposite to this, at the other

extremity of the piece, a cleavage plane, almost the only one on the

piece; and this appears to be the chief and bright cleavage plane.

Expected that the line joining the solid angle with the center of

this plane would be the line of crystallo-force. Weight 12 grains.

9638. The piece was suspended with the apex vertical and there-

fore the cleavage plane horizontal. It was spinning rapidly, but

on completing the battery circuit through the magnet, the rotation

was instantly stopped; and on breaking battery contact there were

signs of revulsion, but very feeble. The piece did not set and took
any position, so that there were no signs of crystalline polarity.

9639. Then the line joining the apex and the cleavage plane was
made horizontal and the cleavage plane was of course vertical:

immediately the piece pointed, with this line in the axial position.

However much the crystal was disturbed, it returned directly to

this position. There was no appearance of revulsion (9632), but

on the other hand, the piece vibrated as if in a thick fluid, and two
vibrations would bring it up from its extreme position into its

final crystallo position. Good.

9640. Antimony crystals^ No. 14. The greatest length of this

piece is terminated by the solid angles of the cubic crystals, but

there are two bright and apparently chief cleavage planes parallel

to each other and on opposite sides of the breadth. It was first

suspended with the lengdi vertical, the smaller solid angle being

uppermost— the piece immediately pointed at once—making a

dead set—with the two cleavage planes towards the magnetic

poles. Then the piece was suspended with these planes horizontal

—and now if revolving, when magnetic power put on, it stopped

suddenly, and also gave some very small signs of revulsion^ but

it did not point and there were no signs of crystalline force here.

Then hung it with the planes vertical and the length horizontal,

and it pointed excellently well— there was no revulsion—but a

Arm advance and then a dead stop with cleavage planes facing

the magnetic poles.
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9641. These experiments with the cubic crystals are admirable.

9642. Must make out the difference of plates of antimony. Are
they plates resulting from different sections or cleavages.^ Or are

they different combinations from plates of two different sections.^

9643. Can there be any effect analogous to those of polarizing

and depolarizing plates in relation to light.^

9644. Combine plates of antimony by quarter revolutions and

then try the bundle.

9645. Would such plates of antimony produce any current of

Electricity by contact of them sideways, either hot or cold?

Remember Sturgeon’s account of currents in a lump of heated

antimony.

9646. Supposed it possible that, as a magnet affected a crystal of

Bismuth or Antimony, so it might influence their particles when
melted and cause the mass to assume a regular crystalline form

on cooling. Took therefore some good bismuth—broke it up-
selected some plates for comparison and melted others in a glass

tube, which was then held between the poles of the Electro magnet
until the metal had cooled and solidified. The piece as a whole
(weighing about 150 grains) was then examined at the magnet,

but iiad no crystallo-force, and no revulsive condition : it simply

acted as a good diamagnetic body. On breaking it open, I found

it to consist of an innumerable set of crystalline portions in all

directions, if any thing even less regularly crystalline than if it

had cooled under ordinary circumstances. Hence the reason why
it shewed no crystalline or revulsive power,

9647. Hence also it appears that the magnet does not influence

sensibly the arrangement of the particles in crystallization.

9648. The crystalline plates that were selected (9646) were found

to possess both crystallo- and revulsive forces or condition. Hence
another proof that these depend upon the mode of aggregation

of the particles— for the same particles confusedly crystallized gave

no effects, and had those it before possessed taken away.

9649. A solution of Nitre just at the crystallizing point was put

on a plate of mica placed over the poles, they being very near

together—but the magnetic force seemed to have no influence on
the crystals that were gradually produced.

9650. Is the crystallo force one induced by the magnet, or is it
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only a resultant of the forces which all the particles possess at

all times and which are symmetrically exerted in a uniform crystal-

line mass, even to the production of external influences?

9651. That the Magnet does not induce regular crystallization

(9646, 9649) looks a little like the former; and perhaps also the

relative inactivity of the crystals of antimony when at the horse-

shoe magnet (9554) as compared with the results at the Electro-

magnet.

9652. When estimating the relative forces by the number of

vibrations of such a body as well crystallized antimony, must
remember the retarding induced effect if necessary, and account

for it.

9653. Try the small cube of Iceland spar (9492) in very strong

magnetic field to see if the line of maximum power is really the

optic axis; i.e. whether that line is equatorial or axial.

9654. Have crystals either of bismuth or red ferro prussiate of

potash any mutual action independant of the magnet? If they

have, can the force act through glass or mica?

9655. If it can, it must be an independant force, i.e. one not

induced; and whether it is independant or induced is an important

question, and must be considered so as to distinguish and deter-

mine each.

9656. If the force can act through glass, metal, etc., that an

important character of it, rendering it in some degree analogous

to the magnetic.

9657. To make the mutual action results very sensible, put a

reflector on the swinging body and observed place of a fixed light

when reflected.

14 SEPTR. 1848. (Wimbledon).

9658. Galena— z. small cube cloven out of a good and regularly

crystallized piece, gave no signs of pointing or of crystal polarity

by the horseshoe magnet (9539). It turned with the slightest

torsion given to the silk by the index above.

9659. Rock salt—z small cube of this substance cloven out of a

mass gave no signs of pointing or crystal polarity.

9660. The copper and wax attachments very free from magnetism.
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9661. Artificial Svdphuret of tin in small prismatic crystals gave

no signs of pointing or of crystal polarity.

9662. Tourmalines, The shorter thicker one acts well; its length

is little more than its breadth. When the optic axis is vertical, the

piece revolves regularly and obeys the torsion from above readily;

there is no set or pointing. When the Optic axis is horizontal,

then it points equatorially, and if the prism be turned on its axis

90®, still the optic axis sets equatorially and strongly so. So here

there is no doubt that the maximum line of setting force is equa-

torial and coincident with the optic axis.

9663. The other tourmaline is longer and narrower, so that its

length is about twice its breadth. When the optic axis is vertical,

the prism revolves regularly and obeys torsion from above

readily : there is then no set due to crystalline or magnetic force.

When the prism is horizontal, then it sets equatorially, but it

wants more magnetic power and perhaps distance to compensate

for its proportionate increase in length.

9664. Redferro prussiate ofpotassa. When hung horizontal but

with the plane passing through the obtuse linear angles of the

prism vertical, then it vibrates well and sets equatorially: with

the prism vertical it still vibrated well and with the same plane

equatorial.

9665. One might therefore consider a line joining the acute angles

of the prism as an axial line of power, only that when this line is

vertical, the crystal still points; as Pliickner states and explains

in his way. And certainly, that line being axial, the crystal points

far better if it be suspended horizontal than vertical; as if the

maximum of directing force were equatorial and in the axis of

the prism.

15 SEPTR. 1848. Wimbledon.

9666. Two pieces of bismuth, Nos. 7 and 8 (9549, 9550, 9610,

9612) were employed with the ordinary horseshoe magnet (9539).

One of the pieces, No. 7, was suspended by a single cocoon

thread between the cheeks of the thread*, and the other, mounted
on a moveable support, brought near it in various positions to see

if the mobile one would be affected by the other, both being

* ? magnet.
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under the influence of the magnet. Both pieces were vertical and
therefore their crystalline lines of forces in the same horizontal

plane and as assumed perpendicular to the cleavage planes of the

plates. The position of the plates and therefore of their lines may
be represented in plan thus. Rather unexpectedly. No. 7 stood

thus in the magnetic field, but as this was not expected to negative

any action that might exist, the reason was left for future con-
sideration.

9667. The piece 8 was then placed in all the following posi-

tion[s]*; but without the slightest apparent change being pro-

duced upon the position of No. 7. It is true that the positions

Nos. 7 and 15 seemed to set the piece suspended a little more
round, i.e. from the longer to the shorter line, but the eye could

not be trusted and I doubt it. Must repeat the experiments with

a stronger power— the Electro magnet and better pieces of bismuth.

9668. Have said that piece No. 7 hung thus; besides, it would
not point diametrally but always returned (9666) with one par-

ticular end towards the North pole of the magnet, as if it were
magnetic to a certain degree. It is, generally, a square thick plate

and has four edges, three of which are fractures and the fourth

that which has been in contact with the melting vessel; it was
suspended by this edge when it thus pointed. Now it was
suspended by the opposite edge, and then pointed thus: it also

would not point diametrally and the same end pointed to the

North pole of the Magnet as before. The resultant line of force

therefore cannot be perpendicular to the sectional planes, and the

whole look very like a combination of ordinary magnetic force

with the other forces.

9669. Being suspended by the other two edges, the piece pointed

with the cleavage planes nearly facing the poles and also dia-

metrally, but it was sluggish in its movements, as if the line of
force not in the best position.

When the planes were horizontal, the piece was not indifferent

but pointed. Observed the direction and then turned it 90°, so

as to bring the line of force (if crystalline) into the axis. This

brought the suspension obliquely from the cast edge (9668), and

now the piece pointed as at first ^ and not diametrally,

9670. Examined the piece away from the horseshoe by a bar

A \ ^ 1.

U >
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magnet, and now found feeble signs of magnetism, for one end

was attracted and the other repelled-a state enough to account

for the irregular effects. Rubbed off the cast edge by sand paper

and suspended it again by that edge between the poles of the

horseshoe magnet; it was better than before and could now set

diametrally, but with constraint only, and the final position was

very oblique.

9671. A thin plate separated from the piece pointed diametrally

and with the planes to the poles : also it did not point when the

planes were horizontal and then obeyed torsion force easily. The

remaining part was split into two nearly equal plates-each plate

could stand in two position[s] thus-but the same edge was always

towards the same magnetic pole-neither piece could set dia-

metrally whilst suspended either by the cast or by the opposite

edge. These pieces are too irregular to preserve at present, so

threw them away.

9672. Must select plates from the middle of masses. They present

many varieties of combination of forces and it is very important

to distinguish simple elementary plates from those of complicated

crystalline composition or affected by magnetic or other forces.

16 SEPTR. 1848. (London).

9673. Used great Electro-magnet and 10 pr. of Grove’s Plates

for the purpose of examining Rock salt and a number of other

bodies, not metals, as to any evidence of the Crystallo-power.

9674. Rock salt-dL small cube of about 0*25 of inch in the side,

cut out of a piece of well crystallized salt, perfectly pure and

colourless, using a platina knife to cleave it; and on a representa-

tive cork model numbered the faces in pairs i, i': 2, 2':
3,

3'.

When suspended with faces 1,1' horizontal, then when between

conical Magnetic poles, faces 2,
2' were towards the poles; but

with flat poles, faces 3,
3' were towards the poles-in either case

diametrally.

9675. When planes 2,

2

were horizontal, then planes i and i'

faced to the pointed poles, and planes 3,
3' towards the flat poles.

When planes 3,
3' were horizontal, then plane[s] i, i' faced

towds. the pointed poles and planes 2,
2' towards the flat poles.

9676. Can this be diamagnetic action only, or is crystalline action
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concerned? The greatest length is I think from 3 to 3'— the next

from I to I'—and the shortest dimension parallel to the sides is

from 2 to 2', but there is very little difference.

9677. A mere diamagnetic body 0*25 of inch in length would
point equatorially with the conical poles but axially with the flat

poles, for because of their shape and size and also because of a

screw hole in the middle of the face of each, the lines of magnetic

force are weaker in the middle of the space between them than

in parts nearer the edges or boundary of the magnetic field.

9678. Struck a plate off from face 3, so as to make the length

from 3 to 3' rather shorter than from i to i', and suspending it

with the planes 2, 2' horizontal : then between pointed poles,

faces I, i' still pointed to the magnetic poles, and between flat

poles it pointed diagonally, the angles 3, i' and 3', i towards the

poles. When truly between the pointed poles, it also set the same
way—being repelled from the axial line at the same time on either

side.

9679. Struck off another plate from face 3, so that now the line

3, 3' is much the shortest. Made 2, 2' horizontal as in the last

case, and now 3, 3' pointed to the conical magnetic poles, and
I, i' to the flat poles, which is just the reverse of the first positions

with 2, 2' horizontal. The greatest length therefore goes axial

with flat poles and equatorial with pointed poles, as should be the

case with a purely diamagnetic body.

9680. Hence no signs of crystalline or optic force in crystallized

Chloride of Sodium.

9681. What great care is required in separating the phenomena
of the different forces? The contrary result of the two differently

formed sets of magnetic poles as regards diamagnetic force (9677),
and their like action for crystalline or optic force, will give a

power of distinguishing one from the other.

9682. Salt is excellently well diamagnetic.

9683. It is evidently possible to have poles so shaped in their

corresponding surfaces as to give a magnetic field of sensibly

equal forces, for a given and considerable space near their middle

parts. These must be convex, the surfaces being probably portions

of large spheres, but the sphericity would prob^ly have to differ

with the strength of the battery or magnet. A little bar of phos-

FDV 7
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phorous or heavy glass or minutely crystallized bismuth would
serve to examine such a field and also indicate the adjustments

required to obtain it. Then in such a field the crystalline conditions

and results could be observed in their greatest simplicity.

9684. Galena, A cube of this body, separated by cleavage from

a good mass, gave no signs of crystalline power. There was

plenty of repulsion and it is well diamagnetic, but no indications

of either axial or equatorial force.

9685. Fluor Spar, A very clear piece, cloven out of a well crystal-

lized portion of chlorophane, and carefully examined in various

ways. It possessed a good diamagnetic action, but presented no
traces of crystalline or of optical force, subject or related to the

magnet.

9686. Cinnaber, A good crystal—ruby colour, transparent. Dia-

magnetic. No signs of any crystalline or equatorial force.

9687. Sulphuret ofcopper—di^ood crystal—points : but is magnetic.

9688. Sulphuret ofZinc—^ood crystals of Blende. All magnetic.

9689. Cobalt Glance, Good crystals. All magnetic.

9690. Oxide of tin. Good crystals, native. All magnetic.

9691. Leucites, All magnetic; easily made magnetic in any direc-

tion and then pointed and vibrated accordingly.

9692. Red oxide of copper. Good native crystals. A piece was

altogether diamagnetic, but there was also irregular motion,

sometimes like revulsion and sometimes like a little magnetism.

A smaller piece was Magnetic. There was no clear appearance of

crystalline force, and I do not think there was any.

9693. Copper, Good native crystal. If rotating, it stopped short,

and then there was revulsion. When stopped, it did not move
slowly up to a certain position, like antimony (9618), and indeed

shewed no signs of crystalline force. Must try it with the horse

shoe magnet (9715).

9694. Arsenic, Broke up a crystalline mass of the metal and

selected a plate that seemed well crystallized; it was about 0*3 of

inch long, o*i wide and 0*03 thick. When suspended opposite one

conical magnetic pole, it was well repelled, proving to be dia-

magnetic : when between both poles, the faces of the plate pointed

to the poles powerfully. This was to be expected, being consistent

with its diamagnetic character and form: but on using the flat
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faced poles, the diamagnetic phenomena were soon separated

from those of a crystalline character, for then it also set well and
freely with the faces towards the poles—and also diametrally.

When the piece was thus suspended with the length horizontal

but the faces vertical, it did not set axially as a diamagnetic body
would have done, but equatorially, i.e. with faces towards the

poles. When suspended by the edge with the length upwards,

it vibrated very powerfully by comparison, setting with the faces

towards the poles.

9695. When tlie piece was suspended with the faces horii^ontal^

then it set variously and according to the inclination of the plate,

a plane perpendicular to the plane of the plate always setting

axially—just as with the plates of Bismuth and Antimony (9610).

9696. Another larger plate of Arsenic was taken which, though
complicated in its crystallization, still appeared to have the con-

stituent plates parallel. This piece presented exactly the same
phenomena as the former (9694). Other plates did the same.

9697. Arsenic therefore has a strong crystalline power.

9698. Lead. A rhomboidal portion cut away from a mass that

had been crystallized in the usual manner in a ladle—pointed

feebly both with conical and flat magnetic poles, and in both
cases the same way— the axial line being a line ofmedium length

across it. But the lead is caught in its rotation as copper is, and
also shews signs of revulsion. Hence if it have crystalline force,

there can be no vibration, but only a slow and dead set. Now
lead is rather a bad conductor of Electric currents, if I remember
rightly, but this catching appears to shew that it is pretty good,
and also pretty good in all directions; the latter I suppose in-

dicates moderately equal contact in all directions^ and also com-
paritive equality of polar force in all directions (9717).

9699. Bismuth— di cube cut out of crystallized mass, and the faces

ofseparation finished offby sand paper, has on it a plane ofcleavage
looking like that which is perpendicular to the crystallo line of

action. Hung it up so that this plane was vertical, and it instantly

pointed to one or the other magnetic pole.

9700. Bismuth crystal No. i (9540, 9600) was suspended in the

magnetic field widi the line of crystallic action horizontal; it of

course pointed powerfully. Then brought Bismuth crystal No. 5

7-2
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(9547) near it with its crystallic axis also horizontal, and in various

positions, but could perceive no trace of mutual action between

the two bismuths.

9701. Held a crystal piece of bismuth in the magnetic field made
very powerful by conical poles. Took it away, and instantly

examined it by a delicate magnetic needle, to see whether any

trace of sensible force remained in it. Could not find there was

the least indication of its bringing away any state from the

magnetic field.

9702. Suspended a bismuth crystal^ No. i (9540), between the

Magnetic poles retained at a fixed distance and observed its vibra-

tions, as well as I could, by a small temporary pendulum. Then
interposed as much as i inch in thickness of bismuth on both

sides of it, by way of screens between it and the magnetic poles,

and again observed the vibrations to see if any difference in the

force upon it was produced. I could not observe any sensible

difference, but it is not easy to make an accurate observation,

because as the directive force diminishes as the crystalline axis

makes an angle less and less acute with the magnetic axis, so tlie

vibrations in large arcs are much slower than those in small arcs,

and thus a cause of uncertainty is produced not easy to avoid,

as the extent of the arc of vibration is not easy of regulation.

9703. As to words expressing the force, will not these do, being

compounds of Magnet and Crystal.^ Magcrystallic force—Mag-
crystallo or Magcrystalline axis- or relations (9706).

9704. A crystal ofbismuth in the magnetic field should be affected

by a piece of iron—because the latter alters the form of the re-

sultants of magnetic force. It might even be used as an indicator

of the forms of the curves, not affecting them sensibly itself.

I doubt Pliicker’s account of the action of Iron on bismuth

(amorphous) in the magnetic field
;
perhaps we may here find the

means of clearing up the doubts.

9705. Do irregular pieces of bismuth or pieces a little magnetic

come out in relation to their Magcrystallo phenomena better with

stronger than with weaker magnetic force?

9706. Better probably to say Magnecrystallic or Magnecrystalliney

etc. (9703).

9707. Bismuth. Have separated a cube from a crystalline mass.
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It is not complete, for some of the faces are such as have been

formed on purpose and finished on a stone, and there is also a

large cleavage association of planes in one direction. By means
of a cork model, I have taken note of the various faces, and so

can by them refer to either the angles or the plane. It was first

suspended by four of the solid angles, and as the planes were

numbered i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, these angles were taken round plane i —
and then it was suspended by the centres of three of the planes,

being those which were at right angles to each other. The results

were as follows, at the Electro and also at the common horseshoe

magnet.

9708. Suspended by the angle of planes i, 2, 3, it stood thus,

looking down upon it from above.

9709. From solid angle i, 3, 4— then stood thus*.

9710. From angle i, 4, 6—thust ; and nearly indifferent as to set.

9711. From angle i, 6, 2—thusf.

9712. When suspended from plane i, and therefore that and the

correspondant plane horizontal, it stood thus. Suspended from

plane 2, thus§; and when suspended from plane 3, Ausl
9713. Now it was examined for the axial Magnecrystallic line by
hanging it in two positions, and the line was found to be through

the crystal or cube from angle i, 4, <> to angle 2, 3, 5; the latter

angle was found replaced by a small cleavage plane, which was
bright, and evidently the cleavage plane which points to the poles.

9714. For examining the above positions, this plane will be found

always directed to one of the poles—and now when suspended

with that plane vertical, it pointed diametrally towards the mag-
netic poles, and when placed horizontally, the cube scarcely

pointed at all. Furtlier, by inclining the crystal so that this plane,

though nearly horizontal, should still incline one way or the other,

the crystal could be made to point any way I liked, for the plane

perpendicular to this facet was always in the axial line.

18 SEPTR. 1848. (Wimbledon).

9715. The native copper crystal (9693) was hung apex upwards
between the poles of the horseshoe magnet. If rotating, it was

instantly stopped when between the poles. The torsion being

taken off, the crystal did not set in any particular way and obeyed
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the slightest torsion put on above, though slowly only. The

length was then made horizontal; still the effects were the same,

and in no position was there any signs of Magnecrystallic force

or condition.

9716. Another crystal of copper gave the same result.

9717. The crystal of lead (9698) hung with the length horizontal;

it rotates freely in the magnetic field, as if it did not feel this

magnetic force. It sets with die apex to one of the poles, but did

not set diametrally, and the set was found due to torsion, for any

degree of torsion given above was instantly obeyed below. It

changes its position widi torsion so freely as to be in striking

contrast with most of the metals heretofore experimented with-

just as in the free air indeed. No signs of Magnecrystallic force here.

9718. The Bismuth piece No. i was hung up in the Magnetic

field with the Magnecrystallic axis horizontal-and set of course

well. When quiescent, a piece of soft iron was brought near it,

and affected it. If the iron was in contact with the magnet and

also near one end of the bismuth at the side, that end approached

as if attracted by die iron-or if the iron were separated a little

way from the magnet, but still virtually formed a prolongation

of its cheek, it acted in the same way, as if attracting the bismuth.

This happened on either side of the magnet and therefore on

either end of the bismuth, and either side of the piece. The iron

virtually is a prolongation of the magnet, and the magnetic curves

are altered and diverted in their course, and now the most powerful

lines of force proceed from the part of the iron nearest the

affected end of the bismuth. The results are, I think, as they

ought to be.

9719. The iron being removed and the bismuth left, if the pole

of a separate magnet were approached in a horizontal direction

midway towards the bismuth, then it was much affected. If the

pole were a north pole, then the end of the bismuth towards the

north pole of the horseshoe magnet approached this extra pole

as if attracted by it, and the other end receeded as if repelled.

If the pole approached were a south pole, the contrary effect was

produced. A small magnet is sufficient for this purpose. I used

the end of the blade of my pocket knife, and even a needle can

affect the bismuth sensibly.
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9720. This again, I think, is quite consistent, and though the

effects appear like attraction and repulsion due to ordinary mag-

netic forces, can just as well be account[ed] for by the tendency

of the Magnecrystalline force to set in a certain position in relation

to the magnetic lines of force, and on other account the idea of

attractive forces under the circumstances is not probable.

9721. Use a plate here, and then shall be able to procure a form

of the experiment in which the parts of the mass shall recced.

19 SEPTR. 1848.

9722. Hung a plate of Bismuth between the cheeks of the horse-

shoe magnet; it obeyed and pointed very well, with the faces

towards the magnetic poles. Then a piece of soft iron between

the magnet cheek and either end or side of the plate caused the

plate to move from it, as if it repelled it. Thus if at a, it sent off

the edge of the plate nearest to it-or if at 3
,
c or it did the

same thing. If the whole space from a\.oh were filled up with

iron, the plate did not move, i.e. it was not bodily repelled. This

is all quite consistent, not with any real repulsion, but with the

law that the plate 3
,
as a plate, would tend to set across the lines

of magnetic force, the Magnecrystallic axis tending to place itself

parallel to or as a tangent to them (9730).

9723. Took a small Magnetic pole (the end of my knife); it was

an N pole, and being held at a or a', i.e. on the side of the plate

towards the N pole of the electromagnet, it moved the plate as

if it were repelled, and just as the piece of Iron did. This should

of course be so. When held at b\ it seemed rather to attract the

plate or cause its motion towards it, the pole-and there is no

doubt but that a N Pole there would cause the resultant of mag-

netic force passing through the plate to be oblique, and therefore

tend to set round the plate in that direction. When the pole of the

knife was held at c, I could not perceive that it affected the bis-

muth plate sensibly with this magnet. But I must repeat the

results with the electro magnet and a good hard steel magnet

small pole.

9724. If the approximated pole were an S pole, then all these

actions were reversed, being as it were repeated on the contrary

side of the bismuth plate.
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9725. When the bismuth plate was raised above the level of the

poles and therefore out from between the cheeks, the motions
were modified and not so strong.

9726. The apparently contrary motions (9718, 9722) and also the

others (9719, 23, etc.) are all in harmony with the law of setting

action which I have assumed.

9727. Magnetism may supply the best means of distinguishing

the essential and real form of bismuth, antimony, etc. better than
crystallography or light.

* [The diagrams at the foot are drawn on a separate slip which
is bound into the MS. at this point.]

25 SEPTR. 1848.

9728. A crystal or plate of bismuth should point in a helix or
ring carrying a current.

9729. Is the Electro deposition of metals affected or modified in

the intense electro magnetic field.

^

9730. Crystalliied bismuth and Iron action in the Magnetic field.

The horseshoe magnet was used (9539). The crystal of bismuth
was No. I (9540) as before, and when the same piece of iron was
applied as on the former occasion, the results were exactly the

same (9722) in nature.

9731. When the piece of iron was parallel to and in the equatorial

line thus, it did not affect the position of the crystal; but if the

end a were inclined to either side, [it did], and the more as the

iron was more inclined, until the a part touched the magnetic
pole, when the effect was a maximum.
9732. The effect was of the following nature: the crystal being
at first perpendicular to the soft iron, as the iron was inclined,

it moved in the contrary direction, as if tending to place itself

* [After 9727]

M
Iron

Magnet
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parallel to it, and was the most deflected from its first or axial

position when the iron touched the pole by its end tz*.

9733. It is manifest that when the iron was at first in the equatorial

line, its end near the crystal was not a pole, though it might have
common magnetic polarity on its two sides; but that as the end a

was carried to one side or the other, the piece would become
polar in its length, and tlie more so as the end a was nearer to the

magnet towards which it was approaching. When therefore, as in

the figure, that end touched the N Pole, the end of the piece near

the middle part of the crystal would also be an intense small N
pole, and when the termination a touched or was near the S pole,

the end at the middle of the magnet would be an S pole.

9734. This explains the whole effect, for when, as in the figure,

a touched N, the lines of Magnetic force would not be equal

between S and N, but would converge intensely upon the other

end of the soft iron, and the motion of the crystal was a simple

result of its endeavour to place itself, or rather its Magnecrystallic

axis, parallel to or as a tangent to the resultant of those passing

through it. The same would be the case ifthe soft iron were carried

towards S at its outer end a, or if it were applied in a similar way
on the further side of the magnetic field.

9735. A small rod of iron about 0*2 of an inch in diameter shews
the results more clearly than a thicker one, and if rounded or

bluntly pointed at the end near the bismuth, is better still, and for

manifest reasons, for the new pole formed is more distinct and

intense and the lines of force proceeding from it more curved in

their direction.

9736. When the piece of iron, having the end a against one cheek

of the magnet, had the other (constituting the moveable subsidiary

pole) between the magnet and the crystal, as marked by the

dots ® ,
then it did not affect its position ; for though the lines of

force would converge on the end of the iron, yet the resultant

of those going through the crystal would be in tlie same position

as before; but when it was moved to the right or left of the axial

line, then the crystal moved with it : not so much as it generally

did, but at times I have even been able to pull the crystal round,

because of the intensity of action close to ^is moving subsidiary

pole. It is easily seen why this happens, for the moving end is as

X. z

* [9732]
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a conical pole applied close to the crystal, and the law makes the

crystal tend at all times to place its Magnecrystallic axis parallel

or as a tangent to the magnetic curves issuing from it.

9737. The bismuth plate No. 8 (9550) was now put into the

Magnetic field. When the soft iron rod was applied in any of the

positions represented, it seemed to repel the plate, simply because

in any of these positions the plate turned so as to place its mag-

necrystallic axis parallel or as a tangent to the resultant of the

many magnetic lines of force passing through, and must move as

represented* to do so.

9738. If the iron were brought over from the other side, the

plate moved as represented— still a result of the same law, for it is

quite clear that the part of the crystal plate near the iron has not

curves of such force or direction passing through it as before : that

the lines passing through its middle and more distant parts must

be now oblique, and in that direction which agrees with and

requires the altered position of the plate.

9739. When the iron was equatorial and at the edge of the plate,

it did not alter its position sensibly.

9740. A plate oiArsenic presented the same phenomena. When the

travelling end of the soft iron was carried between it and the cheek

of the magnet (9736), the result was very manifest and explanatory.

9741. The general experiments were now repeated, using instead

of the soft iron^ the pole of a permanent magnet. In these experi-

ments, the approached pole should not be too large, as then its

action is more diffuse and not so powerful, because it cannot be

so closely approached to the required part of the bismuth. A pair

of pliers magnetised gave too large a pole— a needle gave too small

and weak a pole. The end of the blade ofmy pocket knife acted

excellently well.

9742. Bismuth crystal No. i (9540) was suspended in the Mag-
netic field and an N pole approached. At i, 2, 3 it acted just as

iron touching the N pole would do (9733, 9736) and for the same

reason. At 4, though equatorial, it acted as iron touching the

N pole, and properly so, for as the iron becomes such a pole by
position, this is so in itself. At 5 the bismuth receeded from it- at

6 the action was nil. At 7 the bismuth receeded from it in the

contrary direction.

5
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9743. All this is as it ought to be, for the action being nil at 2

and 6, the diametral positions, all the way from 2 by 3, 4 and 5

up to 6 its tendency is to set the axis of the crystal round one way,
as if it would follow the motion of this supplementary magnetic
pole. In fact, the apex of the N cone of lines of force which it

sustained travelled thus, and the crystal tended continually to

place its magnecrystallic axis parallel or as a tangent to the re-

sultant of the changing magnetic curves passing through it.

9744. An approximated S pole did exactly the same thing in the

opposite direction.

9745^. The bismuth plate No. 8 (9550) was now hung up and
subjected to the action of the extra Magnetic pole. An N pole

at I indifferent; at 2, 3, 4, set the plate round thus; at 5,

indifferent; at 6, 7, 8, set the plate round thus. The S pole

produced the reverse actions in the contrary direction. So the

apparent repulsion in positions between i and 3 or i and 7, the

tangential action at 3 and 7 and the apparent attraction between

3 and 5, and 7 and 5, all resolve themselves into the endeavour of
the plate to place its Magnecrystallic axis in the corresponding
right position, as the Magnetic curves passing thrgh. it are altered

in force and direction by the travelling of the extra north pole

from I round to 5 in either direction. The results with the south

pole are the same in the opposite direction.

9746. The Plate ofAntimony No. 12 (9631) presented the same
results.

9747. The Plate ofArsenic No. (9694) gave the same results

and very well indeed.

9748. Bismuth crystal in Water, A vessel of water was placed

between the cheeks of the horseshoe magnet (9539), and the

bismuth crystal No. i (9540) hung in it. The crystal pointed well;

there was even a vibration or two, but slow and soon over. When
displaced, it returned to its true axial position as in air. When the

water and all was still, and no torsion on the suspending fibre,

it required five revolutions of the index above to produce torsion

force sufficient to carry the crystal away and turn it round-

9749. Saturated solution of proto sulphate of Iron was employed
in place of water. Here also the crystal of bismuth pointed well

and apparently as before. Here also it required five revolutions

[9745]
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of the torsion index to carry it round. So that the force of set,

or the force which gives it position, appears to be the same in

amount whether the crystal be in air, or water, or solution of

Sulphate of iron, or between thick masses of bismuth (9702).

26 SEPTR. 1848.

9750. Antimony, The revulsive plates No. 22 (9627). Took one

of them, now to be call[ed] No. 30, and examined it at the horse

shoe magnet. There were no signs of arrest; the magnet, force

is not sufficient for this, neither can it be put on suddenly so as

to make its effect evident by comparison—but the plate vibrated.

On examining it, found that the large planes were not those which

faced the magnetic poles : the Magnecrystallic axis was obliquely

across the plate. When suspended horizontally, therefore, it also

pointed, and it ought also to point in this position at the Electro

magnet.

9751. When suspended by the edge, it pointed with but feeble

force, one revolution of the torsion index overcoming it. When
suspended horizontally, the force was greater, i\ revolutions being

now required. The plate is probably a mixed plate : and the planes

(large) are evidently not perpendicular to the Magnecrystallic

axis.

27

SEPTR. 1848.

9752. The same plate was taken the next day and examined care-

fully at the great Electro magnet ( ). When suspended at

the edges, in two places, it does point and in the same direction

as at the horseshoe magnet-only the plate is arrested and after-

wards goes slowly up to its position ( ). If whilst in an

oblique position the current be broken, revulsion takes place; and

this may happen whether the mass has gone up to its pointing

position or not, for its pointing position is oblique, and the

oblique position is the revulsive position. If the magnetic force

be continued, the plate always goes at last into the same position,

which it acquires and vibrates about at the horseshoe magnet.

9753. Hence a common magnet is even better than an intense

electro magnet, because, not producing the inductive arrest effect
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to any serious degree, it does not interfere so much with the

magnecrystallic effect.

9754. Does this indicate that the Magnecrystallic force is an

original force.^— or else that it is more easily induced than the

currents.^- or else that it comes to a maximum sooner.^- or what?

9755. When this plate No. 30 was horizontal, it was not arrested

or revulsed, there being no sufficient extension in the vertical

direction, but it pointed, and just to the same position as with

the horse shoe magnet.

9756. Another revulsive Antimony plate was taken from packet

No. 22 (9627) and now called No. 31. On the 26th (yesterday),

it was examined at the horse shoe magnet. Hung up by the end,

it set obliquely across the Magnetic field and also diametrally:

and being suspended again vertically, it was found to point by a

line going obliquely through its length. Still, when hung hori-

zontally (i.e. planes horizontal) it gave another line. There was

no indication of arrest and revulsion here. Now will this piece,

by the great Electro-Magnet, shew only revulsive power? Or will

the pointing come out? And if broken up, will the revulsion cease?

The pointing is not by line of power perpendicular to the planes

and ffierefore cannot expect pointing to come on by breaking up

the plate ( ).

9757. To-day^, the plate was tried by the great magnet (9756).

When suspended by the end, it set as at the horseshoe magnet

-

only it went up slowly to its position— it is arrested or retarded

and revulsed at making and breaking contact. When hung by the

edge with the length nearly horizontal, the set was just as at the

horse shoe magnet, but going up to the position slowly. When
the planes were horizontal, it set as, but better, i.e. quicker and

stronger tlian, at the horse shoe magnet: but there is no arrest,

retardation or revulsion now. All right and clear now (9626).

9758. I wished to place this plate with gum or cement ( )

between paper or mica-or tin foil, or some other flexible thing,

which when the piece was bruised, could hold the pieces in their

places. But all paper was magnetic. Mica was either magnetic

* The date 27 Aug. 1848 is written over this paragraph in the MS,
evidently in error for 27 Septr.
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or Magnecrystallic, and copper or tin foil shewed of themselves

the arrest and revulsive action strongly. I used at last a paper

selected as being least magnetic, and enclosed the plate of bismuth

between 2 folds of it. Then I hung it up in the Magnetic field

and noticed the arrest and revulsive effect, after which, pressing

on it in a mortar with a pestel, I broke it into many pieces which

still held together in dieir original place and form, and now it

was much less affected as to arrest and revulsion than before.

9759. Antimony No. 21 (9624), being again submitted to the

Electro magnet, was found as before to point, freely vibrating,

and not to shew signs of arrest or revulse : but it is a thick narrow

plate. It seems well crystallized, and so has much magnecrystallic

force, but its breadth is not sufficient for the generation of sensible

inductive currents, and its comparative thickness again tends to

diminish such currents.

9760. Hung up Bismuth No. i (9540). Arranged a helix near

it, so that the crystal was in the axis at the mouth of the helix,

and then sent the current of 10 pr. of Grove’s plates through the

helix. Immediately the crystal pointed and could point dia-

metrally. The magnecrystallic axis was in the axis of the helix—and

the crystal vibrated well, I think with about half the force it might

do at the horse shoe magnet.

9761. So there are hopes that a crystal can induce a current, but die

force will be very small. The question is, how is the crystal to be

moved. Now, as a magnet, ifcarried quite through a helix, produces

no final result, because the two poles are contrary to each other,

here, as they are the same, perhaps the passage of the crystal quite

through one waymay produce one current, and back again, the other.

9762. Zinc, Tried some small fragments of zinc. They pointed

strongly but I think from iron; examine matters more carefully.

The zinc shewed signs of arrest and revulsion.

9763. Dip is about 70° or 71°.

9764. Small horse shoe magnet— its weight is 7I oz.—or 3650 gr.,

and it can raise at the keeper 22I oz.

9765. It is easy to observe the revulsive action in a crystal that

does point magnecrystallically if by a stop the crystal be kept

in an oblique position, the stop being applied on that side which

does not interfere when the revulsive action is brought on.
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9766. As to easy production of the phenomena by bismuth.

With the crystal (9699) and the small magnet (9764) obtained

them readily. The small magnet was placed horizontally, the

chops are about |
of an inch apart, and the crystal, either between

them or before them, was well affected.

9767. Even when the end of the pliers and of my pocket knife

( ) were used as the two poles, the crystal obeyed and

vibrated ; though neither one could support the other, and the

knife did not weigh much above an ounce.

9768. Zinc. Tried several pieces, and though there were signs

of Magnecrystallic power, yet the phenomena are too confused

to allow of any trust or confidence. A piece of the zinc would
point perhaps lengthways, perhaps obliquely—and require 2 or 3

torsion turns of the index to move it away; but it would not set

well diametrally, if at all, but seemed, by standing in one position

in tlie magnetic field, to have acquired a polarity which would
probably be magnetic, and due to iron—for iron must be in this

ordinary zinc.

9769. Does the filament of silk preserve all its elasticity, or does

it take a set in 6, 8, or more turns.^

9770. Put a wire to its end, and (without magnet) stopping the

end, applied 6 turns to the index above. After 2 or 3 minutes,

let it down, allowing one revolution of tlie wire at a time; it

only went thrgh. 5^ before it came to rest. Again, put on 10 turns

and after a few minutes let it down— it only passed thrgh. 9I

revolutions to come to rest—being left a while, it seemed to

recover a part of its loss.

9771. The filament is not compound. Perhaps a bifilar suspension

more unexceptionable for coarser experiments.

30 SEPTR. 1848.

9772. What would ordinary static electric induction do with a

globe of regularly crystallized bismuth.^ I think nothing, for if

a conductor, after that internal condition has nothing to do with

static induction; it is the form of the outside and its conducting

ability that is concerned.

9773. Placed a crystallized piece of bismuth ( ), with its

magnecrystallic axis horizontal, in the middle of the circle described
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by the magnet i of the apparatus described (9432) and level with
its lower pole. It certainly affects the magnet and makes it move
very distinctly, changing its final place of rest as the bismuth is

turned into another position; but I have not yet made out the

places of rest in relation to the magnetic axis. The observations

are long and I must leave them until I return from Wimbledon.
9774. Remember that a small quantity of ferruginous matter and
its magnetic effect comes out first, and may appear here in a piece

of bismuth subject to a very small magnet, which if subjected

to a much more powerful magnet, might have that effect over-
powered and hid by the increased magnecrystallic effect.

9775* then that would indicate that the magnecrystallic effect

was an effect of induction almost certainly. Can I not in this way
decide what is original and what induced.^

9776. If it be an induction, then it is almost certain that Pliickner’s

results and mine are due generally to the same cause, i.e. crystal-

line structure.

9777. In trying mutual action of crystals, put one under another,
concentric with it and with magnecrystallic axes horizontal- this

is the position in which they ought to affect each other.

9778. Do the same in the magnetic field, the line of magnetic
force being vertical, and move the under to see if it will affect

the upper and suspended one.

3 OCTR. 1848. (Wimbledon).

9779. Examined crystals of Sul. Iron and Sul. Nickel as magnetic
salts for any facility of giving Magnecrystallic phenomena, which
perhaps they have above salts which are not of Magnetic metals.

Used the horse shoe magnet ( ) and obtained plenty of
good evidence.

9780. Sulphate oj Iron {proto). The crystal not affected except
magnetically, and by length going axially

; reduced its size gradually
until the dimensions in the horizontal direction were as nearly as

might be the same, and still could get no distinct effects. All
appeared to be magnetic.

9781. But now moved the point of suspension 90°, and instantly

the piece affected strongly, and the shortest dimension was axial.

Removed it again 90°, so that still shortest dimension could go
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axial, and it still went so. So that the Crystal is Magnecrystallic—
by axial power. Soon found that the axial line was perpendicular
to 2 given planes of the crystal, and then could and did take 8 or 9
rough crystals and suspend them one after another with the antici-

pated line of force horizontal. It always went axial with force,

and yet in all these cases the greatest length was not in that

direction. It was often 2 and 3 times the length of the axial

dimension, and yet it went equatorial, or into any oblique position,

so that the Magnecrystallic axis was axial.

9782. Give the direction of this axis and of the optic axis in the
crystal after examng. them at home. Also try these crystals by
the Electro magnet. I expect that, as in the tourmaline. Red ferro

prussiate, etc., strong power will develope the Magnetic force and
make them point (9893).

Sulphate ofNickel (9894).

9783. First tried two large crystals, but they seemed to set always
with the greatest horizontal dimension axially, as ifby magnetism.
9784. Then set to, more carefully, to examine a piece of nearly
equal dimensions. Have a crystal of this form and size*. Cut a
piece out of the middle as shewn by the dotted lines, but to identify
the direction of forces, will always call the direction from a to b
the length, from c to d the breadth, and from e tof the thickness
of the piece, whatever its real dimensions may be reduced to.

9785. Went on reducing this piece by water grinding, and trying
it continually, until at last it was a parallellopipedon of which the
breadth i was the largest dimension— the thickness ii a little less

and the length iii considerably the least. At first the crystal was
partly covered with a crust of other crystals, perhaps sulphate
of nickel and potassa, harder to dissolve than the sulphate of
nickel, but these had been all removed and the piece was a beautiful
clear green substance, very pellucid within, and apparently very
regular in crystallization.

9786. Had many indications of Magnecrystallic action, but the
following sums up the whole.
9787. Suspended it with the thickness ii vertical—it pointed feebly
and with the breadth i, being the greatest horizontal dimension,
oblique axially—as if the piece set chiefly by Magnetic force.

9788. Suspended it with the length iii vertical. It now pointed

[9784]
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well and with the breadth i oblique axially as before; the breadth

was still the largest horizontal dimension but the equatorial dimen-

sion, being the thickness ii, was greater than before. So that as

to magnetic set, it ought to have been weaker than before, whereas

the set was really stronger, as if some other influence helped it.

The thickness is equatorial; can it have any optic axis effect.^

9789. Suspended it with the breadth i vertical. Now the pointing

was more powerful than in any other position, and the length iii

went axially, being the least dimension, and the thickness equa-

torial. Here the effect cannot be magnetic, but either Optic axis

or Magnecrystallic or both.

9790. Considering the two last suspensions, I think it looks as if

there were both Optic axis and Magnecrystallic force— or as

Pliickner would perhaps say, 2 optic axes. Look for optic axes—

and relate them to the crystal—also try them at Electromagnet

and define in what direction the Mag. crystallic axis lies in the

crystal.

9791. A Magnecrystallic crystal may have two axes of force and,

if tlie power chiefly evolved by induction, that in which induction

prevails at the time be then the stronger though in comparison

the weaker when compared with tlie other— in such a case there

might either be two directions of set or position, or the weaker

might be a case of instable equilibrium and so always give way
to the stronger.

9792. In such case, the weaker would add its influence and so

produce results resembling the optic axis results of Pliicker.

9793. Su/. Nickel, Consider it as having two Magnecrystallic

axes at angles with each other- either equal in force or one stronger

than the other. The latter like to be the case.

9794. Consider red ferro prussiate and learn that it has really

2 optic axes.

9795. Try tourmaline as to mutual action.

9796. Remarkable that it should be the Magnetic metals which

give chiefly the crystals shewing Magnecrystallic properties. Can
calcium be a magnetic body.^
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9797. Have obtained various crystals from Mr Tennant and now
record the results obtained with the horseshoe magnet (9449),
with the poles approximated by putting a cube of iron between,

or opened out by removing it.

9798. Diamond— z. clear, colourless, well crystallized Octoedron.

Suspended at angles and faces. No signs of any Magnecrystallic

phenomena (9864).

9799. Gold—z good solid independant crystal with pentagonal

faces I think, but somewhat rounded or worn. It shewed no
signs of Magnecrystallic phenomena, but was evidently retarded,

and at the E. Magnet would, I have no doubt, shew the arrest

and revulsive action (9867).

9800. Boracite, Two excellent clear crystals— free from Mag-
netism. Gave no signs of Magnecrystallic force (9885).

9801. Oxide of Titanium, Brookite. A flat crystal piece— thick-

ness about 0*1 of inch—breadth and length irregular, but about

0*4 or 0*5 of inch. Suspended in any way, the greatest horizontal

dimension went axially, but very weakly, as if the whole were a

little magnetic; but there were no signs of Magnecrystallic phe-

nomena (9876).

9802. Red Oxide ofCopper, Good crystals as to form but covered

witli Carbonate copper, and seem to be a little Magnetic. No clear

signs of Magnecrystallic action— outside too impure.

9803. Oxide of Tin, Small square prism about 0*5 of inch long,

0*2 broad and o*i thick. One end crystal facets— the other broken.

Being suspended in all directions there were no signs of Magne-
crystallic action. No magnetism. Good crystal (9869).

9804. A larger crystal of the usual form, with little mica gangue
adhering—gave a little pointing power but that was in the gangue
(magnetic) and not in the crystal.

9805. Red Silver, A fine but compound crystal, but the chief one
far larger than the others. With the prism (and length) vertical,

there was no set or pointing—with the prism horizontal in any
direction it pointed a little axially. There is a little pointing power
but whether Magnetic or Magnecrystallic cannot say just now:
is very small (9886).

9806. Magnetic oxide of iron, Octoedron. Will set in any long

direction—is too magnetic altogether.

8>2
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9807. Specular iron. Good crystals—but too magnetic— the longest
dimension (horizontal) always strongly axial.

9808. Iron pyrites— fine yellow cube—perfectly indifferent Mag-
necrystallically—only a trace magnetic (9887).

9809. ArsenicalIron, Three crystals. These looked very promising
at first, and the crystal first tried gave peculiar and regular set-

then they became confused and then the other crystals set dif-

ferently. At last changed the cement and lost many signs. On
the whole, there are appearances which make me think that un-
exceptionable crystals would give some Magnecrystallic results

-

but these appear to be too irregular in composition (9888).

9810. Copper pyrites, A tetrahedron, having one solid angle

deeply truncated so as to give a triangular thick plate. There were
curious and oblique sets of this plate and I think there are Magne-
crystallic appearances, but it would require better crystals and
comparison of several with each other.

9811. Bright white cobalt— z. fine octoedral crystal. Points (when
all cared for) uncertainly and feebly-must try the Electro magnet

(9889).

6 OCTR. 1848. Wimbledon.

9812.

Mutual action of crystals. Red ferro pruss. potash. The
plane passing through the obtuse linear angles of the prism is

that in which the optic axes (according to Pliicker) lie; so took
a large crystal and ground off one of these angles, so as to expose
a large face, and fixed the crystal on a cork as a stand, with this

face upwards. A smaller crystal had also a similar flat face pro-
duced, and it was then hung up by a single cocoon filament with
the face downwds., and at such a height that when brought over
the other, the new faces were towards each other and only of
an inch apart ; so that the upper could move over the first, and
if it was natural, place itself over it and symmetrical, as regarded

crystalline structure. The whole was covered with a glass jar-and
that so moved that the one was away from the other 2 inches or

more. As something may depend upon it, I will record their

relative positions in a diagram, and in moving the crystals, and
looking at the diagrams, the top of the page may be taken for
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the South, for I was working at a table in a window looking

directly South.

9813. When the small crystal was at rest, it stood about thus in

plan, as compared to tlie larger one which was fixed; but being

then by the motion of the glass jar brought over the larger and

left, it moved and finally took up a position parallel to it* : and I

think I saw that, as it went up to the position, it was accellerated

in its motion, and as it passed, in vibrating beyond it, it was

retarded. Seems Good.

9814. When stationary, I turned the torsion index round 90°,

which only made the little crystal incline slightly—. With 180°

it vibrated a little and stood thus With 270° it moved more

but did not move off. With 360° did not get away. With 450^^

of torsion, it left and swung more than round, and then vibrated

about a little irregularly, as if moved a little by currents in the Jar.

The jar was glass, about 12 inches high and nearly 8 inches in

diameter. The upper crystal tended to settle parallel to the large

one as before.

9815. Must make the experiments in a place of equal and equable

temperature, as the froggery. Must be aware of any possible

electrical effects, though these not likely here-warmth of the

hand applied to the jar sides in moving it.

9816. The lower crystal may form a block to the currents in the

jar and so the latter get into position near it, as in an eddy—or
may be influenced by the diverted streams of air. Can apply sides

to the lower crystal, so as to shut off these currents.

9817. Or can make the lower crystal a chamber built up of

crystals symmetrically placed and surrounding the moving one

on all sides-so both influencing and sheltering it.

9818. The upper crystal being removed away from the lower,

continued slowly to move a little, as if by currents. The window
I am working at is a warm window and the sun is shining on the

holland sun blind.

9819. There is, I think, no doubt the crystals affect each other;

the Essential point is-the cause.^

9820. Turned the lower crystal a quarter round so as to stand

with its length North and South. The other crystal, being thus

and still, was then brought over it; it moved, but more than

[9813]
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the crystalline influence alone would produce, and went 270°

or more round. It seemed inclined to set thus, oblique across it,

but the vibrations are not free and the motions are continually

changing in direction. However, if there be any crystalline power

exerted, I think it must be weak only, under the circumstances.

9821. After a time, the small crystal was right across the other,

as if there were currents or influences in the jar that kept it there.

The crystals, when one over the other, are in the middle ofthejar.

After an hour, still it was in the same position and not moved,

except perhaps a few degrees to and fro. So that whatever position

the under one has— this seems to have a constant position. Being

moved away from the lower and left, it still retained the E andW
position. After half an hour, being moved over the lower one,

it remained unaffected hy it.

9822. Now put on torsion force, and after 360° were given, the

crystal had not gone round -it only stood a little E by S and W
by N. So there must be something acting on the crystals that

keeps it so. I warmed the side of the jar by the hand, but that did

not disturb the crystal as much as I expected the currents would

have done.

9823. Being away from the lower crystal, it was left two hours

or more and found still standing thus, E and W. Left handed

torsion was then put on; 180° made the position only thus; a

torsion up to 270® caused it to go round and even to go on to

360° and rest nearly there.

9824. I cannot contrive by putting on torsion to bring the

crystal into N and S; it always swings away from and keeps be-

yond it.

9825. Before trying experiments of mutual action, the first thing

is to see that a single suspended crystal will stand in any position

in a jar. It puts one in mind of Baily’s troubles with his earth

weighing apparatus.

9826. Can Ae effect be a result of the tendency which the optic

axis plane has to set itself across the line of the dip.^ It may be so.

If so, then inclining this plane so as to form an angle of 70°

with the horizon ought to give it more E and W directive force.

9827. Suspended the crystal so that, looking end on, it did not

hang thus* but thusL

* [9827] +
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9828. Now being left to itself and the under crystal away, it

stood nearly E and W-but with the plane of the Optic axis

coinciding with the dip and not as oblique as it could be to it.

Put on 90° of torsion—the crystal went round a little—made the

torsion 180^^ and now the crystal went round 360° or more, and

settled as before (at 360°), east and west with Optic plane again

parallel to the dip.

9829. The point of suspension was now slipped over the ridge

or linear angle of the prism, so that the inclination of the optic

axis plane was on the other side of a perpendicular, and reversed

as regarded the pyramid end of the crystal, which pointed W in

the last experiments.

9830. The crystal now went round and rested about thus, so that

pyramid termination was towards the east; but still the optic plane

tended to parallelism with the mag. dip. There was no difference

in the torsion here.

9831. Is it possible that the Sun’s rays or the light can affect the

setting of the crystal? The rays were not directly on the glass jar

but the sun shone on the blind, and the crystal always tended to

place itself parallel to the window. Try a crystal in the sun’s

light (9854).

9832. The Sun is now going off and the crystal, whether from

light, warmth or what, is more uncertain. Opened the window
and sent the Sun’s rays (I p. 4 o’clk. Octr. 6) by a piece ofplain

glass on to the crystal. It moved much, but whether by the light

or the cool draft of air against the jar, I cannot tell at present.

9TH OCTR. 1848. (ho^T>o^) home altogether now,

9833. This morning I mounted 12 specimens (suspending them

by single cocoon threads) in glass jars, and put them on a steady

table on the stairs from the Laboratory to the library (which are

of stone and dark), to see if they were influenced by the Earth.

The silk was in general about 9 inches long and some very

delicate and therefore having very little torsion.

No. I Crystald. Bismuth— its Mag, crystallic axis marked in

notes thus

No. 2 Do
No. 3 Do
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No. 4 Crystal. Sul. Iron . . its Mag. crystallic axis marked
in notes thus

No. 5 Tourmaline .... its Optic axis . . . Do. .

No. 6 Do
No. 7 Crystal. Red ferropruss.— its Optic plane

No. 8 Do
No. 9 Do
No. 10 Do
No. II Do
No. 12 Do
The magnecrystallic axis and the optic axis were horizontal,* the

optic plane of the 7-12 were vertical.

9834. The crystals continued to move slowly all the day, and
as I believed this to be from currents of air in the Jars, I introduced

into each Jar a flask or glass, or mercurial jar or other sheltering

vessel, that could hinder the general currents in the great jar; in

1 1 hour after, all were steady and free from movement or nearly

so— left an indicator by each jar to shew how axis, etc. stood.

9835. Next day, loth, at 7 A.M., all the crystal[s] except 4 and 6

were as left; they had not moved. Adjusted the indicators of

4 and 6 and left them awhile; they were as follows*, the horizontal

line being parallel to the front of the table and the long line

the direction of Mag. Needle.

9836. Then at yh. 15' I turned the torsion index 90° to the right

in all and left them—at loh. 30', or 3 hours 15' afterwards, I found

the crystals all in their new positions and quite still, except No. 1 1,

which I think had touched the inner jar. Now all the indicators

required turning right handed thrgh. 90° to correspond with the
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crystals. This was done and column 2 of the positions shews the

state of things now.

9837. Then at loh. 30' put on 45® torsion right handed-at ih.

45' P.M., or in 3h. i5'-found all had moved, and come to rest

45° in advance of their last position. Rectified the indicators, and

again put on 45^^ of torsion. At 4h. o' P.M.-all advanced 45°-

adjusted the indicators and then put the torsion handles back 90°.

9838. Wednesday, nth Octr. at 9h. 30' P.M., had to move indi-

cators of all back 90° to coincide with the positions of the crystals.

Put the torsion hands back again 45°.

9839. Thursday, nth, at yh. 30' A.M., the indicators all required

moved backwds. 45°.

12 OCTR. 1848.

9840. So it is manifest that there is no sensible action of the earth

in any of these cases-for tlie 12 specimens are in very various

positions and any or all of them may have any degree of torsion

force put upon the suspender in any direction, and still the crystal

follows and moves just as many degrees. Now as this happens

in every part of the circle of revolution, it is manifest that there

is no holding power in the direction of the Magnecrystallic axis

or in any other direction.

9841. No doubt the position in this latitude is not so favourable

as it would be at the equator-and even at the equator there is no

reason to expect any great degree of action-perhaps it might be

there insensible. For in none of these cases do the lines of ter-

restrial magnetic force equal the lines of force given by my knife

(9767) or those in the suspended magnet arrangement (9433).

9842. Experimented with hung Magnet (9433) and a group of

crystals of bismuth on the support, the Magnecrystallic axis being

horizontal. In making notes, I will represent things thus, where

the circle d represents the piece ofbismuth (which had an irregular

shape in reality), the point a the center upon which it revolved,

and also the center of motion of the slung magnet c-c the place

of the lower pole, which was below the level of the piece of bis-

muth, and b the direction of the Magnecrystallic axis of the bismuth

and one of the ends of that axis as distinguished from the other.

9843. On Octr at i2h. 0, all was in position and left to rest.

At yh. 30' P.M., things were thus 0 :-the bismuth was moved
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into this positionQ and at loh. 15' P.M. the positions were ^
-i.e. the Mag. pole apparently unaffected. The bismuth was made

*0^ -then

9844. Octr. at 8h. o' A.M., the Mag. Pole was O* as

before-but because of the shape of the bismuth, it and the Mag-

netic pole were a good way apart: the bismuth was advanced

:-at 9h. o' P.M. the M. Pole was Q or nearly as before-

put the bismuth on to Q)

.

9845. Octr, 6h. 30' A.M., the positions were 0 : the Magnetic

pole had moved to the right distinctly as if it had tried to follow

the Magnecrystallic axis of the bismuth. Moved tlie bismuth on

to e . Then at i2h. 0' or midday, was the Magnetic pole

had gone still more to the right, as if trying to leave the equatorial

line and follow the axial line. There is no doubt that the Mag.

pole is affected by the bismuth, but whether Magnetically or Mag-

necrystallicallyl cannot tell yet. Advanced the bismuth to :-at

4h. 0' P.M. things were -the Magnetic pole had returned to the

left and approximated to the other end of the Magnecrystallic axis.

9846. Up to this time, the level of the bismuth was almost
^
of

an inch above the level of the lower end of the needle magnet,

and as the lines of Mag. force there would hardly be horizontal,

but very oblique upwards, I now lowered the bismuth so as to

place it level with the lower end of the magnet.

9847. So at 4h. 0' P.M. Matters were left thus (^. At 5h. 30'

P.M. the M. Pole had gone to the right Q as if driven from

the Mag. crystallic axis, or as if drawn by some ordinary magnetic

influence. I therefore removed the bismuth away from the Magnet

and left the latter to take up its own position due to the torsion

of the suspending filaments.

9848. At 6h. 30' P.M. The needle pole pointed nearly to the wall,

as thus 0. At yh. 0 it was the same. At 8h. 0' it was the

same. So concluded this was its natural position. At 9h. 30' it

was the same- so approached the bismuth and left it in the position

marked all night 0.
9849. 10th Octr. At yh. 45' A.M. found the Magnet a little to the
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right as if tending to the equatorial part:—placed and left the

bismuth
(J)

. At loh. 10' A.M. the M. Pole had gone a little to

the left and was very near to the magnecrystallic axis and to the

chiefangle of the piece ofbismuth ( ) left it until loh. 30'

and was then still the same. Put the crystal round 45° to the

right, and left it, but the magnet now rather far from the bismuth.

9850. At ih. 40' P.M. the Magnetic pole still where it was

moved the bismuth on 90° and left it. At 3h. 50' the mag-

netic pole was still in the same place ^ —perhaps a very little

to the left. Advanced the bismuth thus (^, so as to have

the Magnecrystallic axis on the other side of the magnetic pole,

and now if it has any power it ought to turn the pole to the right.

9851. II Octr, 1848. At 9h. 30' P.M. the M. Pole was a little to

the right as if affected. Now by accident dismounted the

bismuth and so left the Magnet to take its natural position.

9852. 12 Octr. 1848. At yh. 30 A.M. The pole (alone) had taken

up its position thus (^, the least possible to the left hand of

the direct line from center of motion to the wall.

9853. I now mounted a small good crystal of bismuth on the

stand and put on the jar with the crystal away from the Magnet,

tliat the latter might take and shew its place of rest.

13 OCTR. 1848.

9854. I brought the crystal of Sul. Iron and two of the crystals

of Red ferro prussiate of potassa into my room and put them in

the window so as to be subject to the action of light (9831). But

I did not find that this caused any difference in the results except

that more care was required to guard against currents. Hence I

do not believe that^ set either by the earth’s action (in these latitudes

and under my circumstances) or by the action of light.

9855. As to repulsion ofbismuth diamagnetically^ when its Magne-

crystallic axis is either parallel to or perpendicular to the lines

of magnetic force acting on it. I fastened a single thread ofcocoon

^ they?
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silk at 2 points about 8 feet apart at the lanthorn of our lecture

room, and let it descend to the lecture table, so as to make a

looped, wedge shaped, bifilar suspension, about 28 feet in length,

vibrating in one plane only. Then I suspended a crystal of bismuth

from this suspension by a copper hook that should keep it in a

given position and prevent rotation. A large cylinder Electro-

magnet was then brought very near to the bismuth, so that in

repelling it, it should send it off in the plane perpendicular to the

plane of the bifilar suspension. Sometimes the bismutli was left in

the air and sometimes sheltered by a thin glass tube closed below.

9856. Then observed the repulsion of the bismuth from the

conical termination of the cylinder magnet when the Electric cur-

rent was put on, and that when the Magnecrystallic axis was

parallel to and also when perpendicular to the direction of the

lines of magnetic force, and I could see no difference either in its

nature^ direction or amount.

9857. For Mutual action. Have arranged the large fixed and the

small slung crystals of red ferro prussiate carefully in an inner

vessel in a jar (9812, 9834) so as to have them perfectly free from

currents of air, and now I can find no signs of mutual action, for

in whatever position the upper one is, the least force of torsion

put on is fully obeyed. There is no restraint on the one side or the

other of the line parallel to the axis of the lower crystals, or in

any other direction that I can see.

19 OCTR. 1848.

9858. Have for many days past been engaged in examining the

power of a crystal of stationary bismuth in affecting and moving
a magnet. Used the arrangement before described (9432) and

placed a small crystal of bismuth, about this size, on the central

stand with its axis (magnecrystallic) horizontal—and on a level

witli the lower end of tlie suspended needle magnet. This bismuth

could not only be revolved in the center of the circle described

by the magnet (9433), but, by displacement of the lower end of

the glass supporting rod, could be carried into any position near

the needle and even round it if necessary, so that the bismuth and

the magnet could in all the positions of the line joining their

centers still be brought near together; for unless near, there was
little hopes of any sensible action. Then to serve as an indication
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of motion in the magnet, a mark was made on the glass jar

containing the arrangement (a ball ofcement was stuck on) in a line

with the lever carrying the magnet and its counterpoise (9432),

and on the side of the jar nearest the magnet. When the magnet

was free from any other influence than that of the eartli and the

torsion of the threads, it, the counterpoise and this mark were

in a straight line, so that any motion of the magnet to the right

or left was shewn by an examination of these three points.

9859. Now the bismuth was brought near the magnet and suc-

cessively placed in many positions in relation to it, so that the

Magnecrystallic axis should either be parallel to the line joining

the crystal and the Magnetic pole, or oblique to it more or less.

It was always brought up to its position very slowly and carefully,

and then the apparatus left for three or four hours that the magnet

might come to its due state of rest. A second observation was

taken in half an hour or an hour after to see whether it had

moved or not, and not till this was satisfactorily done was a new
position for a new observation given to the bismuth.

9860. All this was performed with the temperature very equal in

the froggery, and with all care in respect of knives, spectacles or

any thing else that could affect the magnet (9436). Wax candles

on glass candlesticks were used and nothing that was iron was

allowed to be moved about the place.

9861. The general result of experiments continued for five or six

days is this— that the Magnetic pole tended to place itself end on to

the Magnecrystallic axis of the bismuth. Thus, if it were naturally

in the place represented « and the bismuth were thus situated,

a, h being the Magnecrystallic axis, the pole moved to the left;

or if it were thus, the pole also moved to the left. But if placed

in the two following positions* the Magnetic pole moved to the

right. This power was very small but sensible— it could carry

the pole 60° or 70° or more aside from its natural position (9858).

9862. Still, the actionwas not quite regular ; as ifa little magnetic in-

fluence were exerted
;
and as the bismuth is an old crystal and been

much used, it is very possible some magnetic dirt may adhere to it.

Still, I am satisfied there is reaction of the bismuth on the magnet.

9863. Yesterday, tried many substances by the great Electro

magnet, and amongst them most of the bodies from Mr Tennant.
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9864. Diamond (9798) same as before. No pointing- or signs of

Magnecrystallic or other action.

9865. Sulphur—2^ fine large crystal—an acute octoedron about

2 inches long by I4 and i inch broad—points equatorially by
diamagnetic action. The result does not tell conclusively as to

absence ofMagnecrystallic action because crystal too large for mag-
netic field—but ifit has M. C. power, it can only be in a small degree.

9866. Phosphorous, Portions of phosphorous were fuzed under

water in glass tubes and left to cool slowly between the poles

of the horse shoe magnet (9449). Being now tried at the great

magnet, they gave no signs of any crystalline arrangement of

particles, by the magnetic action or any M. C. power. See bismuth

heated (9905).

9867. Gold (9799). Two fine crystals from De la Beche. Same
as before, no M.C.action. The arrest action was good— the revul-

sive action none, for the form of the crystals approached too much
to the orbicular shape and could not therefore give it.

9868. Tin, Dendritical crystals obtained by Electro chemical

deposition (from Mr Phillips) were tried. There was no Magne-
crystallic action—but the arresting and revulsive actions were there.

9869. Oxide of tin. The small long crystal (9803) examined—was
a little magnetic. It pointed with its length axial, either between
flat faced or pointed poles. No magnecrystallic action.

9870. Lead. Selected some good stout simple leaves from an old

zinc or lead tree. They did well, i.e. they were pure and dia-

magnetic, also simple in their crystalline arrangement, but there

was no signs of Magnecrystallic action. When the plate was
vertical, there was plenty of arrest, revulsion, etc. etc.

9871. Zinc. Prepared two solutions, of sulphate and chloride of

zinc. Put into each a plate of platina foil and a piece of pure zinc,

and connected these with single pairs of Grove’s plates for the

purpose of transferring and depositing the zinc on the platina

foils. After 24 hours, that effect had taken place.

9872. The zinc deposited in the sulphate adhered closely to the

platina foil, making it bow or convex towards the opposite pole,

and it had a mamillated or botryoidal appearance. A part of the

compound plate of platina and zinc, of which above
\
was zinc,

was placed in the magnetic field; it was repelled as a diamagnetic,
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but shewed no signs of Magnecrystallic force. Plenty of arrest

and revulsion.

9873. The zinc deposited in the chloride solution was altogether

different in appearance, consisting of beautiful dendritical forms,

proceeding from the platina towards the opposite zinc, built up
of innumerable small crystals, apparently solid but imperfect in

form, the groups being an inch or even more in length and stiff

enough to handle. This bundle I put into the magnetic field in

three different perpendicular positions, but in none of them did

it shew signs of Magnecrystallic force. It was diamagnetic.

9874. Titanium—ixom Sir H. T. De la Beche. These were crystals

from the iron furnace, which I freed first by good digestion in

dilute Sulc. acid—then fusion with mixed carbonates of potassa

and soda, and then further digestion in mixed Sulphuric, Mur. and

Nitric acids. They appeared to be quite pure and bright, but by
boiling in N.M.Acid, gave up iron and titanium, both dissolving

together, though only slowly. I believe iron is included in the

whole mass of the crystals.

9875. They were Magnetic^ being attracted, etc. They set power-
fully and then acquired a magnetic condition which they kept,

for when the electric current was off, they pointed by virtue of

the residual force of the magnet. If held in any given position

whilst all the magnetic force on, then the Electric current taken

off and the crystal left free, it points as it was held, shewing that

it had acquired a state (magnetic) which it can keep— this happens

in whatever position the crystal is held; but if the crystal, mag-
netised in any of these ways, be left free when the Electric current

is put on, it almost allways alters, and it always then takes on the

magnetic state in one given constant direction, which is such that

the greatest dimension is not axiaL It is as if the crystals could all

really become magnetised in any direction in which they are

forcibly retained—but that one direction is more favourable for

this disposition of force than another. This is probably connected

with the crystalline character and the former results—but it may
also be due to an irregular diffusion of iron in the mass (9935).

9876. Oxide of titanium^ Brookite (9801), the same as before. It

points but seems to be a little magnetic.

9877. Tellurium, Had two pieces, being fractured crystalline
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pieces having well defined parallel planes of cleavage— the pieces

were small—and pointed and were, I think, Magnecrystallic, for

the greatest length was equatorial between flat poles; but I do
not consider the evidence enough for a decision.

9878. Iridium and Osmium, A quantity of this substance was
sheared and some of the large grains with plane faces selected— the

chief planes are generally two, so that the pieces present the

appearance of plates either thicker or thinner. Some are much
Magnetic, others but little so. Found several good solid plates

which, being very little magnetic, pointed with great force and
always with their flat faces towards the poles. The grains were
not above ~ of an inch in the longest dimension, and yet they set

vigourously when the poles were 3 or 4 inches apart; and whether
so far apart or almost close together, always with the faces towards

the poles— also whether conical or flat poles were use[d]. Believe

they are Magnecrystallic. They correspond in some degree to the

crystals of Sulphate of iron (9780).

9879. Bismuth and Antimony alloy in single proportion—breaks

crystalline. Cast some small cylinders (9466) but on breaking

them the cleavage was small and confuzed. The little cylinders

were diamagnetic, but gave no signs of Magnecrystallic action—

nor was it to be expected.

9880. Fusible metal crystals. Obtained a series by pouring off the

metal in succession four times. The crystals were not so clean as

those of antimony or bismuth and were apparently quadrangular

prisms. They pointed, but with nothing like the character of

antimony or bismuth.

9881. Tin rod^ amalgamated— took, a part of the four compart-

ments of the rod and put it in the magnetic field. No M. C. action-

arrest and revulsion—crystallization very confused however.

9882. Wires, Query whether in wires the crystalline particles are

drawn into a parallel position, as the dissection of the surface

of a platina, copper or iron wire might seem to indicate. A bundle

of platina wire fine was tried, but it was magnetic and shewed
signs of nothing else. A bundle of fine copper wire was tried;

it also was magnetic and shewed no other signs, but in these

case[s] the Mag. crystallic force might coincide with the line of

draught, and thus would coincide with the magnetism.
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9883. A bundle of eight strands or pieces or lengths of thickest

tin wire was made up. It also was magnetic and gave no other

distinct results than those of magnetism.

9884. Plates ofTin foil. A bundle of 64 plates of tin foil put into

the magnetic field. It shewed nothing resembling Magnecrystallic

action. But the phenomena of advance., arrest., revulsion were
shewn in perfection. A bundle of copper plates would do this

admirably.

9885. Boracites (9800). The two pointed feebly between flat

poles— think it was magnetic, but had not time to examine
further.

9886. Ruby silver ore (9805). If the axis of the prism vertical,

there was hardly a trace of pointing, yet one horizontal direction

larger than the other. If the axis were horizontal, the piece

pointed well and with the axis of the prism axial in the Magnetic

field. Yet this was not the greatest length of the mass. I incline

to think the phenomenon was Magnecrystallic in character.

9887. Iron pyrites (9808) as before— i.e. a trace magnetic but

nothing Magnecrystallic.

9888. Arsenical Iron (9809)-as before— points, but irregularly.

9889. White Cobalt (9811)—as before—points uncertainly.

9890. Iceland Spar. My small cube ( ) points well between

the flat faced poles with the optic axis equatorial. A small rhom-
boid also points equally well and clearly.

9891. Sulphate ofManganese. Crystals small and bad— flat rhom-
boidal prism apparently—very magnetic. No signs here ofMagne-
crystallic action.

9892. Sulphate ofManganese and Ammonia. It is Magnetic, but I

believe is also Magnecrystallic, but not having good crystals, only

record this as a preliminary result to further experiments.

9893. Sulphate ofIron (9780). Beautiful—points at any distance

less than 8 inches or perhaps much more— is attracted to either

pole—but length is always equatorial with ordinary crystals. As
I have bundles of crystals 4 or 5 inches long, can make some good
experiments with this body— as to mutual action-evolution of

currents, etc. etc. ( ).

9894. Sulphate ofNickel (9783). Magnecrystallic, just as before—

but well and strong.

FD V 9
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9895. Pure sulphate ofIron and Ammonia, Magnetic. No clear

Magnecrystallic indications.

9896. Yellow ferro prussiate ofPotassa, Indifferent, Diamagnetic.

9897. Selenite Sul. lime. Not Magnecrystallic.

9898. In some of these experiments found the suspending loop

a little magnetic— that should always be watched when there is

reason to suspect that it causes the effect attributed to the sub-

stance; it is easy, by setting the suspension on a quarter round so

as to bring the loop into another place, to check diat notion.

9899. Heaton bismuth crystal, A crystal of bismuth was suspended
by a long copper loop and stem, so that the heat of a small spirit

lamp could be applied to it without affecting the silk suspension
above. In the magnetic field it was well affected and set so
vigorously that the lamp flame when applied beneath did not
disturb it. The temperature was carefully raised and slowly and
the Magnecrystallic power of the bismuth continually observed.
At last this ceased altogether, or so much that the crystal revolved
by the force of the ascending current as if not magnecrystallic.

The heat or lamp was instantly removed, but it was seen by a

minute globule of exuding melted bismuth that the piece was just

at the fusing temperature.

9900. As the temperature fell, the bismuth regained its Magne-
crystallic force and I think in a full degree.

9901. Hence the bismuth looses its power at a temperature just

short of the fusing point-but before it has fuzed; and regains it

again as the temperature falls.

9902. On breaking open the crystal when cold, it was found that

the interior was all regularly crystallized, for the cleavage planes

ran across as if the crystal had not in that respect been touched.

9903. Suspended another crystal of bismuth in oil and applied
heat to the oil whilst all was in tiie magnetic field. Here again
die bismuth pointed well Magnecrystallically as the heat rose-
but at last it lost the power just as a drop of bismuth oozed off

at the bottom of the crystal and sank thrgh. the oil. Removing
the lamp, the bismuth remained indifferent longer than before,

for the heat of the oil continued and the bottom of the bismuth
became rounded from a gathering drop-but as heat did not con-
tinue, the temperature of the whole gradually fell and then the
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piece resumed its Magnecrystallic power as before, but not so

strongly.

9904. When cold, the piece was broken and it was found that

the lower part, where the drop was, was confuzedly crystallized,

but that part of the crystal remained all the time unmelted. This

accounted for the diminution ofpower in the end, and still shewed
that the crystalline bismuth lost its Magnecrystallic relation before

it lost its solidity.

9905. As bismuth loses its power before it fuzes, so cooling bis-

muth does not receive its power until after it is solid; hence there

is no reason to expect that bismuth, by congealing in the magnetic

field, would crystallize regularly, and be as a mass Magnecrystallic.

9906. In reference to mutual action of crystals, I have put the

small crystal of red ferro prussiate (9812) by the side of the larger

one in various positions, but it did not seem affected. The crystal

always agreed in position with the torsion index.

9907. Two short thick tourmalines have been suspended or ar-

ranged in a jar, one over the other as before (9834), but there

seems to be no clear evidence that the one can influence the other.

9908. Two longer tourmalines (9834) were similarly arranged,

with the same negative result.

9909. Try mutual action by sulphate of iron crystals.

9910. As in Magnecrystallic phenomena the Magnet acts on the

crystal, so the crystal also acts on the magnet, and moves it as

in the suspended magnet.

9911. Now how does the crystal react.^ It is not magnetic as iron

is, and if in an induced state, what is the kind of action which makes
the pole go round it so far?

9912. How are the lines of magnetic force affected backwds. in

this action and what are these lines? Are they lines of contiguous

acting particles?— or are they like lines of gravitating force or

rays of light?

9913. The original state of the crystal is Magnecrystallic—hut the

induced state ought to be distinguished as the Magneto crystallic

condition.

9914. I do not remember heretofore such a case of force as the

present one, i.e. a bringing into position only, without attraction

or repulsion.

9-2
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9915. Extraordinary character of the force—not polar for no
attraction or repulsion.

9916. Then what is the mechanical force which turns the crystal

or makes it move a magnet?
9917. Is it like the case of the tangential motion in the rotation
of the Magnetic pole and wire, in any respect— that, according to

Ampere, consists of the two forces of attraction and repulsion?

9918. It is not like a turning helix acted on by the lines of mag-
netic power, for there there is a current of Electricity required,
and the arrangement has poles all the time, and is attracted or
repelled.

9919. If we suppose that the axial is the unaffected condition and
that it is in the oblique position that the ends of the axial line

(M. C.) are polar, giving two attractions pulling the crystal round
—then there ought to be attractions at those times, and an obliquely
presented crystal ought to attract if nearer one pole than the
other—but there appears to be none.

24 OCTR. 1848.

9920*. Arranged to try the repulsion of a bismuth crystal in two
directions, using a bifilar torsion balance of the following arrange-
ment. a is thin small rod of wood 5 inches long, sustained by
two copper wires h, b made fast to a card c; to this is attached two
bundles of silk cocoon fibres of eight each, so as to produce
a bifilar suspension, the bundles being about of an inch apart

and about 4 inches long. These were made fast to a nut and pin
working in the center of the divided circle and to the pin at the

head g was attached a torsion index, h is the top of the glass

box which sustained the apparatus, the sides of which also were
of glass and perpendicular. / is the crystal of bismuth held fast

* [9920] /
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in the loop of the copper wire which is also sharply looped
above. / is a piece of cork fixed on to the end of the long arm
of the lever <2, and m a pin, which passing vertically thrgh. the

cork, is sharply looped below to receive the loop of A: and bent
to an arm above in a horizontal position by which it can be
turned 90° or any other quantity. The loops of X: and / are so

sharp that though they allow i to hang perpendicular, still every
motion given to the hand of m is followed instantly by the

crystal i, so that it can be turned into any position without loosing
its perpendicular place.

9921 *. The bismuth was by the Index above brought close up to

but not touching the side glass of the case, and a scale of marks
was put under it to shew where it stood at any time when repelled.

The apparatus was arranged over one of the ends of the great

Electromagnet from which the moveable pole was removed, and
the other pole had its pointed moveable piece placed with its end
close against the glass opposite to the bismuth. S and N are the

great poles. S' the smaller pointed pole— cz the wooden bottom
of the glass box— ^ the side glass—and c the bismuth. So that the

lines of force proceeding from the end of S' diverged, as it were,
and weakened rapidly towards N, and in this diverging Magnetic
field the bismuth c was placed.

9922 1. In order to observe the place of the bismuth before and
after its repulsion, the place of the suspending line prolonged to

the scale was observed, for as the bismuth was irregular in shape
and had to be revolved, its parts would not serve. So in plan,

S' represents the pointed pole, g- the glass side of the box, i, 2, 3, 4
the Scale, the place of the bismuth, and the dots the place of the

projection of the suspending line, without and with the magnetic
action, the difference shewing the repulsion.

9923. At first the bismuth was with the pointed end towards the

Magnetic pole and the Magnecrystallic axis coincident with the

axial line of the magnetic field that was to be, and its place was
marked in relation to the line i of the scale by the left hand dot i.

Then the magnet was thrown into action by ten pair of Grove’s

plates, and by proper touches the bismuth repelled and brought
to rest; it stood at the right hand dot i— the difference measured
the repulsion in the force of twist in the bifilar suspension.

* [9921] + [9922]
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9924. Then the pin m (9920) was turned 90°, so that now the

bismuth was thus, with its Magnecrystallic axis perpendicular to

the lines of magnetic force: the positions ii shew the repulsion

in this case.

9925. Then the bismuth was turned successively into positions

90° further advance, as*, and the degree of repulsion shewn

by iii and iv. In iii the bismuth was the least degree nearer

to the magnet, but the proportionate repulsion is the same-

and the general result is to me that the repulsion of the bis-

muth as a diamagnetic body is the same, whatever the position

of the Magnecrystallic axis to the lines of magnetic force may

be.

.

9926. As an indication of the force counteracting the repulsion,

I may record that a vibration in one direction occupied 9", or

a vibration to and fro 18".

9927. Desired to see by experiment if a crystal of bismuth were

suspended so that it could move in the line c, and were presented

to the magnetic pole so that at a the Magnecrystallic axis would be

across the lines of magnetic force, but at b be parallel to them,

whether it would move from a to b or not. According to the

effect with a suspended magnet (9858-61), it should-as a dia-

magnetic body it should not, for is a place of stronger action

than a. So altered tlie position of the bifilar arrangement in such

a manner that the bismuth could move along the line c there

being only room for the glass of the case between it and the

magnetic pole, and the bismuth was turned in the socket I (9920)

so that its magnecrystallic axis should be as represented. The

position a was the place of rest.

9928. Now on making the magnet active, the bismuth went

slowly from position a to that of bringing the Magne-

crystallic axis into parallelism with the direction of the Magnetic

lines.

9929. In order to compensate for the opposing effect of dia-

magnetism, I now moved not the suspension or the bismuth but

the magnetic pole, placing it thus, and now on making the magnet

active the bismuth went from atob and with considerably more

force than before, for now diamagnetic and magnecrystallic action

were conjoined.

* [9925I

C> and Q
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9930. In another experiment to separate diamagnetic action I

arranged matters thus : S and N are the large poles of the electro

magnet (in plan), S' is the pointed pole used to influence the $

bismuth, c is the center of suspension of the bifilar balance, i is the

place of rest of the bismuth crystal, its magnecrystallic axis being i

indicated by a short dotted line. Now by diamagnetic action, it
'

should go from i towards 3 as a weaker place of action-but by
^

Magnecrystallic action expected it would go towards position 2-

and so it was, for when the Magnet was active, the bismuth slowly

went up to 2 and continued there as long as the electric current

was continued.

9931. When the pole S' was moved to the left, so as to be opposite

position I, then on making the magnet the bismuth went towards

2 and reached it and stopped there. When the pole was moved a

little to the right, so as to point between i and 2, as shewn by

the dotted form, then on making the magnet active, not only did

the bismuth go from i towards 2 but, when it had come opposite

the pole, it[s] motion was accellerated and it went beyond 2. In

the first part of its course, diamagnetic action was against, and

in the second part of its course with the Magnecrystallic action.

9932. These motions must of course have relation to the conical

form of the lines of magnetic force in the Magnetic field. It is

not possible, I think, that a bismuth crystal could move parallel

to itself across lines of equal magnetic force, as between two flat

faced poles near to each other. There is no reason why it should

move one way more than the other-its tendency there is to turn

in position.

9933. But as a crystal turns between two mag. poles, so, if it

were fixed and the poles mobile, they would tend to turn about it,

and it is this tendency which makes the suspended magnet move

about the bismuth (9858-61). As a consequence of that motion

(or its cause), the motions I have just described were expected

and looked for, and ought I think to follow.

Heat on Antimony.

9934. The group of crystals No. 12 (9631) were hung by copper

wire and heated by a small spirit lamp flame in the open air

between the conical poles of the great electromagnet, as the

crystals of bismuth had been (9899). Whilst cold, they pointed
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well, taking their position at once by reason of arrest action

(9632), and with the length of the mass across the axial line.

9935. On heating the piece, this power disappeared on the tempera-

ture acquiring a dull red heat—and then whilst hot the piece was

magnetic, pointing with its length axial, both whilst the electric

current was on and off, and being strongly attracted when the

current was on. The magnetism always was in the direction of

the length, unless the piece were held in some other position

(as with titanium (9875)), and then it took for the time the new
direction, but when the Magnet was restored to full power, the

magnetism returned to the former or long direction. Hence the

piece is quite altered in its nature.

9936. During the process, the heat had been raised to such a

degree as to produce abundant fumes of oxide and to colour the

flame of the lamp, and the piece had been so softened, that though

the upper part kept the crystalline form of the cubes (assisted

perhaps by the rigid coat of oxide on them), the lower part had

sunk down, so that the copper wire going round it had formed

a deep line in it.

9937. When cold it broke crystalline throughout, and the upper

crystals were crystalline; removed, by grinding, the black, under,

and most heated and altered parts, but the upper part, which was

apparently unaltered in shape and appearance, still behaved when
cold as the titanium (9875) and as the whole piece.

9938. I ground off at both ends of the length so as to make that

given direction a shorter dimension than the others. Still the new
longest dimension was not that which pointed axially but a

position between.

9939. The piece is now too small. The magnetic effect is no
doubt due to iron, which had before been over-ruled by Magne-
crystallic action. I think the temperature must have been nearly

up at the softening or melting point before the Magnecrystallic

action was lost.

9940. Iceland Spar heated, A small rhomboid of Iceland spar,

clear and transparent, was similarly suspended (9934) and sub-

jected to the heat of the spirit lamp until the copper wire was full

red hot and even the edges of the rhomboid, though the solid

transparent part was not visibly ignited. Still, it must have been
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as hot as red hot copper, and also as hot as the flame of a spirit

lamp could make it. But all this time, it pointed with its optic

axis equatorially and vibrated about that position, just as well as

if it had been cold.

9941. Tourmaline heated. A short thick tourmaline was similarly

suspended (9934) and heated between flat faced poles. Ft was

raised to a fair red heat and as high as the spirit lamp could raise

it, but always pointed with the optic axis equatorially and equally

well. Hence its Magnecrystalline power is unaffected by such

temperature.

9942. On cooling however, it began to point axially and soon

did so very strongly, and was very magnetic, being attracted to

the magnetic poles. It did not seem to be electric and did not

attract a suspended gold leaf. When hung up endways, it was also

strongly attracted and appeared to be of no use in Magneoptical

experiments. But observing that it was the part which had been

underneath and was therefore exposed to the heat and deoxidizing

vapour of the spirit lamp that was most strongly attracted, I

suspected that some per oxide of Iron had perhaps been partly

reduced. I therefore digested the tourmaline for a few minutes

in N.M.acid, which instantly shewed by its colour the removal

of iron; and now when washed, it had lost all the extra magnetic

force, and was in its first condition, pointing optically as before.

9943. Large crystal of Sulphate of Iron—^. group 5 inches long

hung up by bobbin. It did not point Magnecrystallically, but

Magnetically. Cut off the base where the parts seemed confuzed,

and found that the inside was full of confuzed loose crystals— all

being covered over with a well crystallized jacket that had good
form externally. Cleared out the inside and then the outside

jacket pointed Magnecrystallically. These will do for expts. to a

large audience.

9944. The magnecrystallic axis in Sulphate of iron crystals ap-

pears to be in a line perpendicular to two of the side planes of

the rhombic prism.

9945. I had a small rhombic prism crystal whose length was 2|

times its breadth, but whatever formed poles I took or however

near— or whether the crystal was between or above the two poles,

I could in no way make the length point axially if the Magne-
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crystallic axis were in the horizontal direction, so great is the

Magnecrystallic power. I took other clear good crystals, but in

no case could I by mere magnetic force overcome the Magne-
crystallic force.

9946. When the Sulphate of Iron crystal was in the magnetic

field, I could not perceive any sensible influence of another crystal

of the same salt; brought it near it in different positions.

9947. The double sulphate ofpotash and nickel— Magne-
crystallically.

9948. Sulphur— -ai piece of a large clear crystal of native sulphur

pointed Magnecrystallically, having an equatorial resultant of

force; i.e. when most affected, that line was in the equatorial

direction which, when turned upwards, left the piece nearly in-

different. Probably the optic axis is there. Make a cube and look

for it. The substance points nearly as well as Calcareous spar. By
further working and experiments, obtained uncertain results with

same pieces, and rubbing them down to different dimensions,

believe effects to be diamagnetic.

9949. Amalgam of Tin. When an amalgam of tin is melted by
heat in about its bulk of mercury, and left to cool and crystallize,

mercury can be poured off, and the mass which floats is found

crystallized. The crystals at the lower part are plates which, when
drained, may be separated, and though wet with and soaking in

Mercury, can be examined at the magnet. They were diamagnetic

and I think Magnecrystallic, but require more careful examination

and especially attention to the suspender, for their power if they

have any is weak.

27 OCTR. 1848.

9950. Set ofIron Crystals. A strand of 1 5 cocoon filaments about

14 inches long was made fast above, and below had a piece of

lead hung by a wire to it to keep it taught. This piece of lead

rested against the side of a wooden block, low down beneath the

cheeks of the Electromagnet, so as not to spin or swing but give

a steady axis of silk thread, the middle of which passed through

the magnetic field. A small piece of card was fixed across this

axis by sealing wax, and then a prismatic crystal of sulphate of

iron was fixed on one side of the cardboard, so that the length
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and also the Magnecrystallic axis should be horizontal
( ),

and the crystal when rotated in a horizontal plane move entirely

round the silk axis, which in fact is at one end of it. It tended of

course to occupy a given position, due to the torsion of the bundle

of filaments confined both at the top and bottom, and this torsion

force was such as to make the crystal in its swing complete a

double vibration in ^ of a minute.

9951. When the crystal was between the two flat faced Mag.

poles, and arranged so as to stand obliquely to them when at rest

:

on making the magnet active, the crystal moved, tending to place

itselfwith its faces parallel to the pole faces and the Magnecrystallic

axis perpendicular to them or parallel to the lines of Magnetic

force. When N was taken away and the Magnet again made active,

the same direction of motion was given to the crystal, but not

to the same extent as before. On bringing the crystal as near as

could be without touching to S, then the motion was the same as

before but greater.

9952. Now in this experiment the crystal, though a magnetic

body, actually receeds from the pole of the magnet by the influence

of the magnecrystallic force, and therefore I conceive it is im-

possible to suppose set due to any extra induction of Magnetism

in the direction of the Magnecrystallic axis (10006).

9953. If the pole N be retained for action on the crystal, then the

latter is sent towards the pole with increased force, both by reason

of the magnecrystallic force and the magnetic force. The experi-

ment requires care but was perfectly successful. Conical poles did

not answer, being apparently too powerful in inducing ordinary

magnetism, and the diminishing power of the curves of Mag.

force seems to aid this effect.

9954. I replaced the crystal of Iron by a plate of bismuth, which

under the same circumstances manifested a tendency to approach

the pole when related to it as N is at ( ), and where therefore

the tendency of the Magnecrystallic force to counteract the dia-

magnetic force was evident. But the effect was not so good as

with the Sulphate of Iron.

9955. I ground down a crystal of red ferro prussiate of potassa

into a plate and applied it in the same manner, the whole length

being on one side of the axis and the plane of the optic axis vertical.
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This, when standing obliquely between the two flatfaced poles,

moved and placed itself equatorially. When pole N was removed

and S brought up ( ), the same motion occurred: the

crystal then as a body receeding from the pole. But when pole S

was removed and N brought up, it moved as before, the whole

body approaching the pole. Hence the appearance of attraction

and repulsion of the same body by the two poles, and on turning

the crystal so as to incline it on the other side of the equatorial

line, the phenomena were repeated in the contrary repulsion.

9956. Hence the appearance of attraction and repulsion by the

same pole and by both poles-and hence the proof that attraction

and repulsion is not the cause of the set and final position of the

crystal and the other bodies.

10 NOVR. 1848.

9957. The Bismuth crystal was placed in the concentrated Mag-

netic field of the large ordinary horseshoe magnet ( ),

sometimes with its Magnecrystallic axis equatorial, and at other

times axial or oblique; and then it was touched in different direc-

tions, as at the ends of the Magnecrystallic axis, or the sides, or

end and side, and in all directions, by the wires of my delicate

galvanometer, but no signs ofany current were visible, the crystal

being at rest. The crystal was No. 6 (9548). Great care is required

to avoid thermoelectric effects, and the ends of the Galvr. wires

must not be held in the hands, touching the skin. I used cork

handles. So there is no current produced in the oblique position

of the crystal.

9958. Bismuth crystal No. 6 (9548) was surrounded by a small

helix of covered fine copper wire containing about 10 feet in

length, with the Magnecrystallic axis in the axis of the helix. The
direction of the M. C. axis is shewn in the figure by the dotted

red line, and the direction of the helix wire by the red line^.

9959. When this helix and crystal were connected with my gal-

vanometer wires and then put into the Magnetic field of the horse-

shoe magnet, a current was produced at the Galvanometer; when

it was taken out of the field, a contrary current was produced.

* In the original sketch the vertical dotted line and the waved line en-

circling the crystal are in red.
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But when a corresponding helix without the bismuth crystal was

connected in the same way, and introduced in the same way to

the magnetic field and also removed in the same way, precisely

similar currents in direction were produced. So that Bismuth

added nothing apparently and certainfly] cause[d] no variation

in the direction of the induced currents.

9960. When the Bismuth crystal and helix were placed in the

magnetic field in the position figured above and the Galvanometer

at rest, then motion to the right or left of the line ab'xn the

direction figured and through the whole or any part of 180°, gave

a certain current at the galvanometer, always in the same direction.

But when a and b had changed places, then either the motion

onwards or backwards gave a contrary cmitnt at the galvanometer.

9961. When the helix only (9959) in the correspondant position

(9958) was moved in the same directions and to the same extent,

exactly the same currents were produced. So here the bismuth

crystal seems to change nothing. If it adds to or subtracts from

the power of the current induced, the change is very small.

9962. The currents are exactly such as ought to be produced by

a moving wire according to the law laid down in my first series

of Exp. Researches.

9963. My galvanometer stood so that about i o'clk. the sun’s

rays fell on it, and nearly parallel to the Mag. needle. In the

course of a short time, the needle was deflected from 0°, 35^^ or

more. On sheltering the whole instrument, this went down; on

sheltering the coil below and not the graduated plate over it~it

did not go down. On sheltering the plate and not the coil, it did

go down or diminish. So the effect seems to be due to the sun’s

rays and the plate. Now this plate is, in the middle, copper to

damp the vibrations of the needle, and at the edge where it is

graduated, brass silvered, and I think the deflection is probably

due to a thermo current produced by the sun’s rays heating the

one or near part of this system more than the further part-from

the accidents of construction.

9964. Still, there were some appearances which seemed to shew

that the plate, or plate and coil, had become as a whole magnetic,

for the needle would stand at moments either on the one or other

side of zero.
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99^5- Joining or separating the ends of the Galvanometer wires

did nothing-so that it does not seem as if the effects depended

on any current in the coil.

9966. Large group of Bismuth crystals which pointed fairly had

the ends of the Galvanometer wires tied against extremities of the

Magnecrystallic axis. It was then put in the magnetic field in

various positions, and also moved in different directions, but no
signs of any electric current generated in the moving Crystal,

whether moving with or against its natural tendency, appeared.

9967. The conducters were then made fast against the ends of the

line transverse to the Magnecrystallic axis in two directions—also

to the equatorial and polar extremities at once, and in various other

positions, but no current was generated in the magnetic field

whether the bismuth crystal were still or moving.

9968. Two bismuth crystals were arranged in the Magnetic held,

an apex of one, being the end of the Magnecrystallic axis, touching

the equatorial parts of the otlier, and then the Galvanometer wires

were made to touch them in different places and in different

positions. But no result of wire contact under these circumstances

appeared in the form of a current.

9969. Great care required as to the warmth communicated to the

copper wires of Galvanometer; for one, being diicker than the

other, conducted more warmth to the bismuth and tliat made a

thermocurrent. Also touching the copper with the hands almost

always generated an electric Voltaic current—though both wires

were covered.

24 NOVR. 1848.

9970. 2 oz. measure of Strong Oil of Vitriol and i oz. measure

of Absolute Alcohol were mixed—and then a portion put into a

small bottle. No. i, and the rest into a larger bottle, also Number i.

Then Nine fragments of a broken discoloured diamond weighing

altogether 0*7 of a grain were put into the larger bottle and the

stopper being then tied over. All was left for the action of time.

9971. 2 Vols. of Strong Oil of Vitriol and i vol. of ordinary

Alcohol were also put into two similar bottles marked No. 2 each

and 9 fragments (also [illegible]) and of the same diamond were

put into the larger of these two—they weighed altogether 0*7
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grains. These bottles were tied over and put away (15776), Aug.

1858.

28th NOVR. 1848.

9972. A prismatic crystal of Sul. Iron suspended with length and

Magnecrystallic axis both horizontal, when placed between the

poles of the horseshoe magnet, pointed with the length axial and

the Magnecrystallic axis equatorial, which to me was unexpected,

as I think at the Electromagnet it would have pointed with the

length equatorial. To ascertain whether this depended on the

strength of the magnet- other experiments were made at the

Electro magnet, of which the following are results.

9973. The crystal which acted thus at the horseshoe magnet was

a prism
\
of an inch in length, about \ broad and in thickness,

and the Magnecrystallic axis coincided with the thickness.

9974. The magnetic poles used were the pointed ones ( )

and placed horizontal thus*, as seen in plan,

9975. Now it was found that when the crystal was suspended

between them and level with the upper surface- therefore in the

line joining the apices or points of the pole[s]-if the poles were

less than a certain distance apart, the crystal pointed with length

axial; if the distance apart were more than a certain quantity, it

pointed length equatorial, and with a certain small range of
distance it had an unsteady position, standing oblique at inter-

mediate distances and so passing from this by steps to tlie

equatorial position.

9976. Whether i pr. or 10 pr. of Grove’s plates were used to

excite the magnet, these distances and the corresponding effects

of pointing remained apparently the same-so that variation in

the strength of the magnet does not seem to affect it; but with

the stronger magnet, it is strongly attracted to the one or other

pole, unless retained on a vertical axis held both above or below.

9977. The intermediate distance or neutral distance may be

called n\ in the present case it was about 2^ inches-but doubtless

varies with different crystals.

9978. When at the n distance, if the crystal be lowered a little,

it sets more obliquely, and lowered still more it sets length trans-

verse. If it be raised also above the horizontal line (9975), it

[9974I
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quickly sets round and becomes quickly transverse. It, as was

to be expected, attains this transverse position quicker in rising

above the poles, than in sinking below them between the chops

of the magnet. I doubt whether using i or 10 pr. of plates in

the battery causes any change in the effect of elevation or depres-

sion. The result does not seem to have much, if any, dependance

on the strength of the Magnet.

9979. When the distance of the Mag. poles is greater than n

(9977) crystal sets length equatorially between them—then
whether raised or lowered, or with i or 10 pr. of plates, the

position retained is still and always the equatorial.

9980. When the distance of the poles is less than «, as for instance

about li inches, and the crystal therefore pointing length axially^

if lowered a little it still did the same but with less force. As it was

thus gradually lowered, it lost more and more of its axial pointing

power, and when about i| inches below the upper level of the

poles, it was in the uncertain state; and below that again, it

pointed with the length equatorial or by Magnecrystallic force.

This was the case for the different distances, whether i or 10 pr.

of plates were used to excite the magnet.

9981. When it was raised above the level of the poles, the same

series of effects occurred, but far more rapidly; and when the

elevation was only half an inch, the crystal was nearly length

equatorial. Whether i or 10 pr. of plates was used the effect

was the same.

9982. At greater heights the set was length equatorial, and this

took place when the crystal was 4I inches above the level of the

poles and they only i| or apart.

9983. Another crystal of the Sulphate of Iron was [.^ whose]

length was ^ of an inch had i
|
inches for the n distance or interval

of the poles. At i| interval, it set well equatorially. All the effects

of raising or lowering were in the same order as before.

9984. A still shorter crystal had the n distance only if

inches.

9985. With the same crystal, I have no doubt that the n dis-

tance will be shorter for flat-faced poles and longer for conical

poles.

9986. The following circumstances probably affect the results

:
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The n distance-increased by pointed and diminished by flat faced

pole.

„ „ increased by increase of length in the crystal.

„ „ increase oflength ofMagnecrystallic

axis.

„ „ variable with different substances.

„ „ not affected by the force of the magnet.

„ „ not affected by the vertical depth of the crystal.

9987. When with the long crystal (9973) the distance was made n

or about 2^ inches, the crystal set obliquely across the line of the

magnetic axis, and it would also take the diametral position, but

not the other Being then turned 180° so that its lower edge

became the upper, it as expected set thus and could also take

the diametral position. This effect was constant whether the point

of suspension was in the exact axial line or to the one side or the

other, so as not to depend on the irregularity of the position but

on something in the crystal itself. A little irregularity of form in

the crystal might be the cause of it, as thus
; but I think there

was hardly enough difference of that kind to produce this effect.

A little obliquity of the M.C. axis might be the cause, but it is

worth making out. Perhaps the horse shoe magnet may do for it.

The use of i or 10 pair of plates made no difference in the result.

9988. Sometimes I thought I saw a tendency in the crystal to

keep a state with a certain degree of force. Still, it does not bring

any state away from the Magnet when removed. So this can

hardly be.

9989. When a copper plate is moved saw fashion between the

poles and then the Electric current put on-the manner in which

the magnet grows up in force is easily felt and proved. Here it

could not be any state of the copper, because the copper is con-

tinually changing its place all the time.

2 DECK. 1848.

9990. Worked with Electromagnet and Sulphate of Iron crystals.

9991. Examined various crystals of different crops-often mis-

taken- for though those of one crop are similar, yet those of

different crops vary. Thus sometimes the Magnecrystallic axis is

in the breadth and not the thickness of the crystal, and once or

FDV 10
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twice I found it in the length, nearly. It was always consistent

and the reason of these apparent variations is only that, in different

cases, one of the ciystalline dimensions of a crystal grew faster

than another.

9992. Took the crystal (9973), being a prism - of an inch long,

and suspended it in one uniform direction between differently

formed poles. Thus, between these poles and level with the top

surface, the n distance was from 2 to 2| inches. At 2 inches it was

inclined about thus , in reference to the magnetic axis. Used

10 pr. of Grove’s plates.

9993. Poles being cones in square flat faces and the crystal level

with the axis of the cones. The n distance was then only from i| to

about 2 inches. For though the cones sharper than the former

poles, yet the crystal is now more down, as to the whole magnetic

field (9978). The oblique position occurred as before, and was

also diametral.

9994. Poles being large thick plates with flat faces, and the crystal

level with the top surface. The n distance now smaller still, being

from 1
1
to 1

1
or I

^
inches. The inclination still as before .

9995. As the form of the pole passes from the more acute to the

more flat, i.e. from the form more favorable to tliat less favourable

to ordinary magnetic development, so the n distance diminishes,

as it ought to do.

9996. With the smaller distances, it was necessary to use only

2 or 3 pair of plates, as the vertical axis of suspension was not

confined below. Else the ordinary magnetic attraction took the

crystal to one or other pole. But the distance n did not seem to

be altered by that (9976, 9986), and I think that the oblique set

of the crystal was not altered in its amount.

9997. When only one of the pointed poles (9987) was used, the

other pole being the great end of the magnet, the same effects

were produced by different distances from that pole, and also the

same oblique set within the n distance. When the distance of the

pole was about
I
from the end of the crystal, the latter was nearly

axial; now 5
x 2 = 10 + 7 = which is within the n distance,

when 2 poles were used.

9998- 1 now put another crystal by the side of the first, so as

virtually to increase the Magnecrystallic axis dimension, that being
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now in the thickness of the two. The n distance was less than

before, being from to 2 inches. As it ought to be (9986).

9999. Proceeded to examine the cause of the oblique set of the

crystal within the n distance. The crystal therefore was suspended

between the poles, at such n distance as gave about this position

for the set—and this was diametral and equally steady and deter-

minate in the two cases.

10000. Then turned the crystal 180° on its length as axis, and

now the crystal pointed thus
; i.e. oblique as much as before, but

on the opposite side of the axial line.

loooi. Then turned the crystal 180® round its magnecrystallic

axis, and this also caused a change in the direction of the oblique

set, but the amount was as much as before.

10002. If I turn it 180° round a vertical axis, then it ought not

to alter the obliquity, for that is only the diametral position—

it does not.

10003. ^ second, and a third prismatic crystal, of different lengths

and thickness, when within their n distance, shewed all the same
phenomena. All the positions were diametral.

10004. -A.11 these phenomena indicate an oblique resultant of

action, and would be explained fully either by assuming that the

Magnecrystallic axis is not perpendicular to the faces of the prism

but oblique in the direction of its length, or that the maximum line

of ordinary magnetic force is not in the axis of the length but

oblique to it. For it is manifest that the resultant of the two
forces is, within the n distance, oblique to the length of the prism.

10005. This effect might easily be measured in cubes cut from the

prism or in other ways, but would take time. As it vanishes nearly

in the distances greater or less than /z, it is probably small—being

here evidentby the powerwe possess ofmaking one or the other pre-

dominant at pleasure, and so having a very nice adjustment. Hence
the n distance may turn out a very useful means of investigation.

10006. Repeated the expt. with the vertical axis and a crystal to

be removed (9950, etc.). It is not difficult so to adjust matters

as to obtain the set and the recession, but not to any great degree,

for the ordinary magnetic action is strong. Still, by using a blunt

or round faced pole, and that not too close, the forces are easily

adjusted and the effect produced.

10-2
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10007. Took a crystalline fragment of bismuth with a good
bright cleavage plane perpendicular to the Magnecrystallic axis.

Placed this in its natural position in the magnetic field, and then
sent a polarized ray from different angle on to the cleavage plane
and observed it by a Nicol Eye piece as analyzer. No difference

in the results occurred, whether the strong magnetic force of the
battery was on or off. So no result of action on the reflected ray.

10008. Besides polarization—a film of Sul. lime was introduced
but with no good effect.

18 DECK. 1848 at Brighton—fine sunny day—sun low.

10009. The small cube of Iceland spar (Exp. Res., 1695) of about
0*4 inches in the side was suspended, in a Jar and sheltered by an
inner flask, by a single cocoon fibre; and so that die optic axis

was horizontal and two planes parallel to it also horizontal. It was
then brought to rest with a diagonal parallel to the sun^s rays as

they entered from the south thrgh. a window. So two planes
received the rays at angles of 45"", and one of these was perpen-
dicular to the optic axis and the other parallel to it. Now whether
the sun^s rays were allowed to fall on to the cube, or they were
stopped offby a screen, still the Cube preserved the same position.

So the light caused no tendency to set under these circumstances,
looio. A Nicol’s eye piece was then fixed in an opaque screen
and placed before the cube, so that the polarized sun’s ray only
should pass and fall on to it. The field of sight in the Nichol had
this shape and position, so that the ray was polarized like that

which would be transmitted by a plate of glass reflecting in a
vertical plane, or unlike the reflected ray. No tendency to motion
or set was evident when this ray fell on to the faces of the cube.

21 DECK. 1848. Brighton.

looii. Fine day. Sunshine, and Expts. of same kind continued.
10012. Whether the sun’s ray was polarized as before (looio)
or in the plane at right angles to that direction, still there was
no effect.

10013. were thrown on to one of the inclined faces

(10009) and sheltered from the other— still no motion was pro-
duced.
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10014. The cube, being left hanging in the sun’s rays, or in the

shade, did not tend to change its position. The tendency apparent

at first to a slow untwisting is now apparently all gone, perhaps

because the weight of the cube has been hanging to it now 3 days.

10015. The suspending fibre is single and about 6 inches long.

The time of a vibration to and fro by the torsion force of the

filament is as nearly as may be 2 minutes.

10016. When a polarized ray is passed thrgh. an analyzer at an

angle of 45° less or more to the first (either a Nicholl or a Tourma-

line), and so part onlyof the light transmitted, that light is polarized

in a new plane, i.e. in the polarizing plane of the analyzer. But

what distinguishes one part of the light, that it should go through

the analyzer with new properties, and the other not go through.^

How can that be, unless there were in the original polarized beam

parts having relation, but still in different states to each other?

Else how could one part of the beam be acted on in one way and

another in another way?

10017. Is it that though vibrations are all in one plane, still some

are more advanced in the course of the ray than others? That

would, of course, be a difference in the parts of the ray: but then,

cannot we arrange a beam or ray so that all the undulations shall

be at the same moment of time the same distance from its origin?
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10018. Gravity (10082). Surely this force must be capable of an

experimental relation to Electricity, Magnetism and the other

forces, so as to bind it up with them in reciprocal action and

equivalent effect. Consider for a moment how to set about

touching this matter by facts and trial.

10019. What in Gravity answers to the dual or antithetical nature

of the forms of force in Electricity and Magnetism.^ Perhaps the

to and^ro, that is, the ceeding to the force or approach of Gravi-

tating bodies, and the effectual reversion of the force or separation

of the bodies, quiescence being the neutral condition. Try the

question experimentally on these grounds- then the following

suppositions or suggestions arise.

10020. Bodies approaching by gravitation, and bodies separated

per force, whilst gravitating towards each other, may shew in

themselves or in surrounding matter or helices, opposite currents

of electricity round the line of motion as an axis. But if not

moving to ox from each other, should produce no effect.

10021. Though two ordinary masses of matter may not do for

want of power, yet a mass of matter subject to the gravitating

force of the earth as the other mass, may do. Still, the manifesta-

tion of induced lateral effect can only be very small, if any.

10022. Then any motion up or down should do.

10023. No motion other than that caused by gravitation should do.

10024. So a revolving ring should produce the effect at a and h

in opposite directions, but cause no effect at c and d,

10025. If any foundation for these expectations-then falling

waters, etc., rising currents of air, smoke, etc. etc. should produce

in nature equivalent effects.

10026. Then probably some connexion between such operations

and the Negative state of the earth and positive state of the

atmosphere and clouds.

10027. But in that case, would not be an effect of mere circum-

ferential current, but somewhat resolved into the static condition

of the electric forces.

10028. A falling body may either fall through a helix or with it.

Can that make a difference in the results.^ The falling body may
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either be the helix- or require to be independant of it. If the latter,

it will shew an inductive action at right angles to Gravity.

10029. The weight of a body having a current purposely passed

round it ought to be affected, i.e. if falling or rising, but not if

still.

10030. But that a body should have less weight whilst falling and

more weight whilst rising than when still or moving only hori-

zontal, is a strange conclusion and against the general notion.

Still, it may be true, for I do not see as yet that natural conditions

contradict it.

1003 1. The test helix must probably be still and not moving up
or down.

10032. After all, there is much which renders these expectations

or similar ones hopeless : for surely, if founded, there must have

been some manifestation of such a condition of the power in

nature. On the other hand, what wonderful and manifest con-

ditions of natural power have escaped observation, which have

been made known to us in these days.

10033. Water falling down a pipe ought to give a constant

effect.

10034. If the effect induced is in the falling body, and the cur-

rent[s] formed are in its mass—then two bodies falling or Tising

side by side ought to repel each other. A falling and a rising body
ought to attract each other. Could try this on strings or wire

perhaps, but difficult unless in vacuos side by side.

10035. Effects produced on the bodies in the Universe.

10036. Effect in the revolution of a secondary round its primary,

or of a planet round the sun—for there there is the equivalent

of a fall by Gravity.

10037. The effect may be very small, even if it does exist.

10038. If it exists, perhaps even then, it is the effort of gravity

which at the moment of relaxation only produces the effect. Then
an accellerated fall or rise would be required to produce a con-

tinuous effect of current or what ever else is produced.

10039. If so; stopping a body from falling should produce the

counter effect— or from rising—and then an up and down motion

would easily give an accumulative result, by properly adjusting

the successive contrary effects.
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icx)40. All this is a dream. Still, examine it by a few experi-

ments. Nothing is too wonderful to be true, if it be consistent

with the laws of nature, and in such things as these, experiment

is the best test of such consistency.

23 MAR. 1849.

10041. Every revolving wheel-or rising or falling band-stream

-etc. etc.-should then be a source of the effect or power.

10042. A wheel or ring might be good, thus, as giving a con-

tinuous effect of motion-for at a and h the results in contrary

directions might be expected, but at c no inductive effect. The

arrangement a, c would allow the radii of a wheel to pass : that

c, h would not, but would require a ring only-and then a helix

would be best.

10043. If such effect as that dreamed of, then a body should

fall slower or quicker close to a wall or upright rod of metal

than in free space or vacuo, for the reaction of the induction

would affect it in one case, and not so much in the other.

10044. The unchangeability (final) of Gravity not affected by

any of these forerunning supposition[s], for the final effect when

bodies at rest in relation to each other would be ever the same.

See Expt. Researches (1730) for a similar case.

27 MAR. 1849.

10045. If) supposed above (10038), an effect is produced only

in the conversion of power: then a continuous revolution would

be of no use, because the equably falling parts would only sustain

a state of tension, which would return and produce a counter

effect when the fall was stopped. But then, should not the parts

about c and d present some effect equivalent to stopping.^

10046. Also, if due to the conversion of the passive to the moving

state of a body travelling with or against gravity, then a pistol

bullet in a barrel, fired upward or downwd., would be a good

case for quick evolution of any lateral induction effect.

10047. Tor expts., let a constant stream of water or mercury pass

through a tube within a helix.

10048. Can there be any induced effect along the direction of the

falling body.̂ Lead tube connected above and belowby Vulcanized
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tube, and also above and below with delicate Galvanometer.
Then let a good stream of water rush through it. Take care of
temperature.

10049. A round Gutta Percha band— |th of an inch in diameter—
was used to suspend a weight of 56 lbs.— the band stretched, but
after some days the extension ceased and then the weight was well
and freely sustained; and no signs of breaking or separation in the
band appeared, even at the places where the knots were tied and
where of course the band might be expected to cut. This is rather
unexpected to me, considering that the band is so soft that when
taken off from the support and weight, it could easily be bent at

the same temperature into a distorted form, and also that the
finger nail could cut it easily by drawing it across the band with
pressure. The band had assumed something of a fibrous form and
pieces an inch or two long could be separated by splitting or
stripping.

10050. I cannot clearly understand the arrangement, described by
Weber, intended to shew the polarity of bismuth under magnetic
influence, as given in Taylor’s Scientific Memoires, Vol. v.

page 480. If accurate in the result, there must be something good
there, though I doubt the evidence as to polarity. However,
I made the arrangement this way— all the parts being in plan and
therefore in the same horizontal plane*. N and S are the poles of
a good horseshoe magnet able to raise 30 or 40 lbs.—B a block
of bismuth; S' a bar magnet at such a distance as to allow the
small magnetic needle at n to stand in the same position as if both
the horseshoe and bar magnet were away. B is a block of bismuth,
and several blocks large and small were used. When a piece of
iron was put in the place of B, it determines the power of S more
towards N than when the iron was away, and consequently S is

or in view
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weakened in action upon n, and the s pole of n approaches S.

As I understand Weber, he says, that if B be bismuA, the little

needle n is also affected, but in the contrary direction, as if the

S pole had been strengthened by the added southness of the bis-

muth. I could obtain no effect of the kind. Bismuth seemed to

me entirely nil in its action (10691).

28 MAR. 1849.

1005 1. If there should happen to be any result of the kind

imagined, then a body moving up would produce one current,

and moving down^ the reverse current. Now these may be con-

verted by a comutator into one consistent current and that may
be sent through a Galvanometer for the time of a half vibration

of the needle, and they by a second commutator be sent for the

second half vibration in the contrary direction-then back in the

first direction, and so on continually. This would seem to be a

good way of accumulating the induced force or current, if there
BE ANY.

6th APRIL 1849.

10052. Made certain preliminary experiments on the possibility

of including Gravity force in the connected and convertible forces

( ), and for this purpose used a good hollow helix connected

with my Galvanometer. The connexion was good, for the in-

sertion of the end ofmy pocket knife into the helix caused motion

of the Galvanometer needle through 10° or more. The vicinity

of the stand which supported the helix (with its axis vertical)

affected the needle so as to move and hold it 4° out of position;

but still, that effect was permanent and did not trouble the results.

10053. ^ loose core of coppery about 4 inches long and
|
of

an inch thick, which could pass easily through the helix. Let this

drop through the helix, and then taking it out below, let it drop

through again, and so on several times together in rapid suc-

cession, but there was no effect upon the Galvanometer.

10054. Had a similar
| copper core 24 inches long and used this

in the same manner. No action.

10055. Passed them upwards several times in succession— still no

action.
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10056. Fixed the 4 inch core in the helix and let both together

drop (with the helix axis vertical) about 2 feet-no action.

10057. Allowed the helix to drop without the helix core-and

also raised it several feet— still no action.

10058. Used Glass^ Bismuth and Shell lac cores in the same way,

moving either with or without the helix up or down-\3\)X obtained

no action.

10059. So here no encouragement-but as the effect of the descent

may be counteracted and compensated by the effect of the stop,

and both occur in a very short time, there may be mixture of the

two and a nil effect. So must let the ascent and descent be thrgh.

much greater distances, as from the ceiling to the floor of the

lecture room. Can easily manage this with the helix and core or

helix alone.

13 APRIL 1849.

10060. In reference to my Magneoptic effect and also Plucker’s

Magneoptic effect: it is a very striking thing to see the line of

Magnetic force thus constantly perpendicular to the line of no

action on a ray of light : or as we may in other words say it,

constantly perpendicular to the undisturbed ray.
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10061. I have been arranging certain experiments in reference to

the notion that Gravity itself may be practically and directly

related by experiment to the other powers of matter (1001 8), and

this morning proceeded to make them. It was almost with a

feeling of awe that I went to work, for if the hope should prove

well founded, how great and mighty and sublime in its hitherto

unchangeable character is the force I am trying to deal with, and

how large may be the new domain of knowledge that may be

opened up to the mind of man (10253, ^0319).

10062. I have a hollow helix about 4 inches long and 2 inches

external diameter, the internal opening being an inch in diameter.

It contains about 350 feet of covered copper wire; the covering

of the wire at one end of the helix is green, and at the other,

white, and the direction of the spirals is as in the figure.

10063. I have different cores of copper, bismuth, iron, etc. which

go into this helix, and having introduced the core of copper,

which is 7 inches long and
|
of an inch in diameter (weighing

of a lb.), I wrapped the whole up in a thick cloth, and tied

it up, leaving the ends of the Galvanometer wires out. This helix

was then suspended by a cord passing over a pulley in the lecture

room, by which means it could be raised through a height of

36 feet (about) and also allowed to fall thrgh. the same space,

being retained the while in a given position by a slight friction

on the running cord—and the mass itself received on cushions

placed on the lecture table (in the lecture room) beneath.

10064. My delicate Galvanometer was placed on the seat under

the clock and gallery, and two covered copper wires communi-
cated from it to the helix, long enough to allow of the elevation

and falling of the helix through the 36 feet and yet carrying any

current generated to the Galvanometer. The good of the con-

nection and also its direction was ascertained in the first instance

by the use of a thermoelectric and also a magneto electric arrange-

ment. Thus*;

10065. When the helix was placed vertical with the white end

wire upwds. and connected with the Galvanometer (of course

[10064]
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horizontal in plan) and also a piece of iron wire introduced at

n and 0, then the heat of a spirit lamp or even the fingers made the

galvanometer move, and the direction of the hair end of the Gal-

vanometer needle was to the right hand. In this case it was shewn

that connexion was good and also that the current causing this

deflexion of the needle was that indicated by the arrows.

10066. The iron wire was removed and the copper connexion

completed, the position of the helix. Galvanometer, etc. still

remaining the same. Now the N pole of a magnetic needle, which

pointed downds., being introduced from above, made the hair

end of Galvanometer needle turn to the /e/t—but when the pole

was lifted up and out, the needle turned to the right-giving in the

last case a current in the same direction as that produced above

by heat. This agrees with the known fact of direction, and shews

that when the end of the needle passed to the right hand, the

current was going round the helix as indicated by the arrows.

10067. When the needle was placed below the helix and then the

helix dropped so that it should pass over the pole, then also the

Galvr. needle went as before to the left, and on lowering the Mag.

pole out of the helix passed as before to the right. This is as it

should be, contrary poles entering at opposite ends giving de-

f[l]ection in the same direction. But if the Magnetic lines of the

earth could do any thing at all with a helix rising or falling among
them, one would expect an effect like that of bringing the helix

down over the S end of a needle. These experiments were made,

the core of copper being of course away.

10068. Now used the helix with the core of copper, the green

wire end being uppermost (10064) and the helix with its core

vertical. It was made to ascend (by pulling the cord) 36 feet and

also fall through as much, but the fall was by far the best motion,

because it was smooth, continuous and accellerated until the

cushions caught the helix when it suddenly stopped. I could not

distinguish any certain effect either of the ascent or descent, and

yet have a suspicion that as it descends, the hair end of the Gal-

vanometer needle goes or tends to the left, and as it ascends

perhaps has a tendency to the right. Now as the connexions were

never changed either at the Galvanometer or the wire, this would

shew a tendency to the formation of a current during the descent
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the reverse (in the wire) of that produced by the Electro thermic

effect (10065) or the same as that figured in the margin.

10069. The helix with its copper core was now inverted, so that

the white wire end was uppermost. Now, on ascending, there

was nothing clear, though perhaps a trace of needle movement

to the left hand-but on descending am almost sure there was

motion about the J
of a degree to the right hand-sio^^mg at

once as the descent of the core and helix was stopped. This is

contrary to the direction of the former motions (if they were real)

;

but still, that should be the case, for now the current ought to be

reversed in the Galvanometer wires if due either to Gravity or

to terrestrial magnetism, that it may be the same in the helix in

relation to its position in space, or rather in respect of the lines

of Gravitating force. This is easily seen by the diagram and gives

great encouragement-but I must very carefully verify the effect

and discriminate the true cause.

10070. Now removed the copper core and used the helix alone

with the white end wire uppermost. The result was very doubtful,

but if there was any effect, it was the same in kind as in the last

experiments, i.e. as if the core were there. I think there was effect

but am doubtful. It may well be that there should be effect, for

one part of the coil may act as core to the other parts, just as a

current of Electricity in a wire, when stopped, induces in the

carrying wire exactly as it can do in a neighbouring wire.

10071. Reversed the position of the helix so as to have the green

end of wire uppermost, but no core. Very little action, if any.

But on using stronger spectacles, think I can distinguish an effect.

The galvanometer needle seems to go to the right whilst the helix

is descending, and to the left at stopping, and the effect is rather

plain, unless I deceive myself. This would still indicate the same

undeviating and consistent effect.

10072. When using glasses, it is very necessary to be careful of

any magnetic effect they may produce: but being aware of the

effect, it is easy by perfect stillness at the galvanometer to avoid

error.

10073. I ^ow changed the ends and placed the helix as before

( )-there is a trace of effect-less clear than in the last

position (10071). The galvanometer needle was deviated to the
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left during descent^ as figured in the margin, where the current is

recorded by ‘the arrow-and was to the right at the stopping.

All this is consistent.

10074. ^ bismuth core into the helix: it was about inches

long and about
\
of an inch in diameter. When the white wire end

was uppermost, there was no clear effect on the ascending of the

helix and core-but on descending, a little effect, the end of the

Galvanometer needle moving a little to the right at the end of

the descent. The helix falls with a sort of blow on the cushion.

I think it is not possible that this blow on the table can mechani-

cally cause the effect on the needle.

10075. Reversed the helix and bismuth, so that the green end

upwards; there were traces of motion on the Galvanometer needle

to the left at the end of the descent, and then they stop, as the

motion of the helix stops. It is not to the right as before, but the

blow on the table is as before and therefore that can not cause the

effect in a mechanical manner. The two effects are consistent and

as, when the helix has white end wire uppermost, the Galvr. needle

went to the right at the end of the descent, so the current if it

existed must have been as in the figure, and consistent with all

the former results.

10076. It is to be remembered that the core can probably shift

a little at tlie moment of the fall on the cushion. Perhaps the

motion of the core through the helix may be an important con-

dition-perhaps not. If there is any induction of an electric cur-

rent, it can only be in the vicinity of the rising or falling matter.

10077. Now employed an iron core in the helix; it also was 3^

inches long and
\
of an inch in diameter, being the size of the

bismuth core-the green end wire of helix was [uppermost]. The

effect was I think produced, but as little as in any former case.

As helix descends, the needle motion, if any, was to the right,

or as marked in the diagram-it was to the left at stopping.

10078. I reversed the helix and core, so that the white end was

upwards. The effect was very trifling, but I think needle end went

to the left as the helix descended and then at stopping of the latter

went to the right.

10079. Now these results with iron are consistent with each other

-but give opposite directions to the former results. They must
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therefore be carefully repeated. If true, they will perhaps shew
two things. First, that the magnetic effect of an iron core is very

small indeed, and cannot produce or account for the former

results. Next, that if Iron produced any magnetic effect, it was

probably an effect in the contrary direction to that produced by
Gravitating force.

10080. As to Magnetic action. I do not see how the helix moving
(in falling or rising) amongst magnetic lines of equal force and

parallel in direction, can have any magnelectric currents produced

in it. To produce these currents, the moving wire must cross the

lines of magnetic force, but from the constitution of the helix and

the parallelism of its fall, for as much wire as crosses the lines of

force in one direction there is an equal quantity crossing them in

the other direction, and so no current can be produced. If a ring

of metal be moved in any direction through or across lines of

magnetic force of equal intensity, no current can be formed in it

provided it be kept parallel to itself. If it revolve about a diameter,

the case alters, but that is not the case of the helix.

1008 1. I do not see how an iron core can alter the effect, unless

indeed it receed from or approach to some magnetic beam or

column in the building, and then its own magnetism can be in-

creased or diminished, and it will of course produce currents by
induction at these times.

10082. If there should be any effect of Gravity convertible into

Electricity (100 18)-then we might perhaps find delicate means
of shewing the gravitation of one body to another, and verify

Cavendish’s and Daily’s conclusions, by comparing the action of

the earth with the action of a heavy ball of lead. For the motion

of the moving core (representing a gravitating body) in a hori-

zontal instead of a vertical direction would entirely eliminate the

action of the earth, and leave the bodies in the direction of the

axis of motion to act on each other alone.

10083. Perhaps in that way a convenient and measurable test and

indication of gravitating action of different bodies might be con-

trived and usefully applied.

10084. Then, under such suppositions, would the centers of

gravity of two bodies, as two balls, when acted on by the earthy

be also the centers when they were acting on each other i.e.
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considering their size and shapes ? It could not well be if the shapes

were extended or irregular, i.e. the center of gravity of a globe

or of a solid ring of equal weight would be the same for the

earth’s action, but would they be the same to a near small globe

in every position of the ring?

10085. If Gravity has relation or connexion (as I suppose) with

electric forces, and therefore with magnetism; then it is possible

that the rotation of the earth on its axis, by its counteracting

gravitation in the equatorial direction, may have something to do

with terrestrial magnetism and the direction of its polarity. And
if so, then the rotation of a globe of copper ought to develope

some magnetic effect in the direction of the axis of rotation. It

should be rotated on an axis parallel to the dip^ or else inductive

magnelectric currents would be produced. In any case, the effect

expected can only be small, and therefore interfering sources of

error must be carefully excluded, and the amount of action

magnified as much as possible. Astatic needles with long inter-

mediate fibres or rods and carefully sheltered, on fixed supports,

would probably be required.

10086. But ifgravitating force is convertible only whilst motion is

being acquired or lost^ then the mere rotation of a body and its ten-

dency to expand at the equator should do nothing unless it really

expands or moves. Unless indeed some other consideration is de-

veloped, like that of the moon in its orbit round the earth, where

whilst moving from (z to 3
,
it may be considered asfallingfrom a to c.

10087. From the experiments (10067, etc.), it would seem just

possible that there is an effect and that a current of Electricity is

induced round the line of gravitating force joining two bodies

together, when one of the bodies moved thrgh. the active exertion

of that force, and that the law of force may be as follows. If a man
were falling with his face towards the earth, the electric current

which would tend to form round him would be in the same

direction as the hands of a watch which he should be looking at,

or screw fashion. If he were to retreat from the earth, in the

contrary direction. So that ifhe were to move face forward either

to or from the earth along the line of gravity, his hands, moved

as the hands of a watch or thus, would indicate the direction of

the induced current.

FDV
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10088. Suppose all this. Then, if two bodies gravitate towards

each other, they ought not to induce electric currents whilst stUl

in respect of each other, but if they approach each other they

should. Now the direction of the rotation round them cannot

be the same for both, according to the above law, but in contrary

directions, for the two are moving in contrary directions.

10089. If we consider the magnetical result of two such induced

currents, it would give for the two bodies such polarity that like

poles would be towards each other.

10090. The induction must, I think, if it exists at all, be round

the line of gravitating force.

10091. If of the two bodies only one moved, then would that

one only produce rotative current round it by induction.^ If so,

of course either may have, as above (10087), hs own current with

its own direction.

10092. But is it likely that the moving body should not, whilst

moving under these suppositions, induce a current round itself,

and yet not affect the state of the gravitating power in the still

body—since the gravitation force of that quiescent body is in part

the cause of its motion.^ Would look like a power of affecting

one end of a line of gravitating force and not the other. This not

likely and so is against all my suppositions, but we shall see how
experiment testifies, and whether it only modifies some of my
deductions and conclusions or sweeps them away altogether.

Which may well be.

10093. Suppose that a body, in falling to the earth through a helix,

induces in that helix a given current of Electricity.

10094. Then if we send before hand such a current through the

helix, that current ought to affect the fall of the body, retarding

it.^ If we send the contrary current, it ought to facilitate (J) the

fall—or the reverse.^ A mutual effect ought to result.

10095. The converse ought to be the case for ascent.

10096. But if the gravitating body be quiescent, will a current one

way or the other in the helix make it tend to ascend or descend—or
must it be moving subject to gravity before it can be thus affected.^

10097. If? being quiescent, it could be affected, the result would be

a production or generation of gravitatingforce, and that is hardly

possible.
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1009S, If a moving body were to rise or fall with different momenta

under the condition and influence of a surrounding current, it

would be equivalent to a generation of gravitating force of a

similar kind.

10099. electric current could affect bodies moving in the

line of gravitating force : then what would or could it do with

a body moving at right angles to this line.^ Surely not affect it—or

if affecting it, how.^

loioo. A body falling through a thick copper tube ought to fall

easier than if the tube were away-and also cause currents in it

and so make it even for the time magnetic. Could it affect an

astatic magnetic needle.^

loioi. The falling body may induce currents in itself-and the

induced and separated current may be a very small part of that

actually set in motion at the time.

10102. Perhaps more might be separated by particular cores used

as the falling body— as insulating cores of glass or shell lac, or

cores in pieces-cores of covered copper wire-of copper filings

in a glass tube—of water— Sulphate of baryta-Iron-Gold

-

Silver.

1 0103. Perhaps as a core a solid helix of covered copper wire-

soaked in solution of shell lac and dried well—might be the best;

for the particles of the wire may act as core to the whole helix.

10104. If suppositions are true, then could not a falling river or

a falling stream in a tube be converted into a Gravelectric arrange-

ment, taking advantage of the places where the motion comes on

and goes off? Now as water passes thrgh. a pipe of this shape-

motion comes on from a to ^ and goes off from ^ to c. I put

down all these fancies as I write, to stir up all the points of

analogies, contradictions, consequences and absurdities, that I

may the sooner both by experiment and reasoning settle what

ground of expectation there may be in this matter, and work out

the thought to an end. But the more I write the less I expect.

10105. Motion of a body across the lines of gravity should pro-

duce no result.

10 106. Motion downwds. in line of gravity should give a result.

1 0107. Motion upward in line of gravity should give a contrary

result.
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10108. Motion downwd. in Kne of gravityfaster than if the body
were falling by gravity alone, should (I think) give more effect

in a given time than if falling by gravity alone; should in fact

give an effect proportionate to the motion in a given time.

10 109. If so, might produce the great effect of much fall in a

short space by quickness of motion. Have set on for construction

a trial apparatus on this principle (1013 3).

loiio. Then what would be the effect of a shot from the moment
of quiescence up to the moment of obtaining its maximum
velocity— or again, at the moment of loosing its velocity by being

stopped.^ Could perhaps try a pistol or even a cannon shot,

loiii. As to influence of lines of terrestrial magnetic force: one

might neutralize these by surrounding the falling body by electro

or common magnets, so as counteract or alter the direction of

the lines of force. This should not affect the gravity action.

10112. If there should be any truth in these vague expectations

of the relation of Gravitating force, then it seems hardly possible

but that there must be some extraordinary results to come out in

relation to celestial mechanics—as between the earth and the

moon, or the Sun and the planets, or in the great space between

all gravitating bodies. Then indeed, Milton’s expression of the

Sun’s magnetic ray would have a real meaning in addition to its

poetical one. How would the compensation of centripetal force

by the revolution of a secondary in its orbit work out?

10113. Supposing a Gravelectric current could be obtained, we
should have to shew by it the production of

the electric spark,

„ magnetic effect,

„ decomposing or electrolytic effect,

„ heating effect on a wire,

„ convulsions of a frog, etc. etc.,

and there would probably be no difficulty in arranging so as to

produce these results. The only point is, does the relation with

Gravity exist as a root on which to build up these matters?

10114. Suppose a thick hollow copper tube falling vertically. If

it can induce a current on a helix outside of it, can it also induce

a current in a helix inside of it, and in what direction should

that current be? This is a serious question, affecting the whole
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expectation. The result, if not entirely negative, would give many
variations of condition as regarding bodies passing up and down,

in and by each other- of great importance.

30 AUG. 1849.

10115*. Arranged matters in lecture room generally as before

(10064), but am not quite sure that contacts are the same in direc-

tion. However, to try that and to see that all was right, a piece

of iron wire was made fast to the green end of the galvanometer

wire, and when that junction a was made warm by the hand, the

cold end at b was brought into contact with the copper end at c,

and immediately the hair end of Galvanometer needle moved to

the left', thus shewing the goodness of the circuit, and also, as

the current at a was from hot copper to hot iron and therefore

as marked by the arrow, so it shews that the connexions at the

Galvanometer were the reverse of those on the former day.

10116. I now removed the iron wire and completed the circuit

by copper contact of a and c. Found now that no warming by
the hand or otherwise of the contact at a ox zx. d had any effect

on the galvanometer— all being copper there. Also that no
blowing on a or c, or tlie Helix generally, had any effect on the

galvanometer. So that no result of warming or cooling or wind
by letting the helix rise or fall through the air 30 feet could be

the cause of any effect at tlie Galvanometer.

10117. The Galvanometer was made more delicate by placing a

magnet opposite to it, so as to counteract the earth’s action and

increase the time of a vibration from 3" to 6", 7" or 8".

10118. The large copper core (10063) before was put into the

helix and tied up, and then ascents and descents examined. When
the white wire end was uppermost—ascending cause[d] the hair end
of the needle to go to the left—zoA descending caused it to go to

the right. So descent caused a current as marked. This happened
again and again.

10119. Green end wire uppermost. Ascending—the galvano-

meter either not affected at all or a little to the left; descending-

no sensible motion of the needle. Three or four times over—very
uncertain.

u-[IOII5]
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10120. Again, white end of helix upwards. Same as before

(10118). Whilst ascending—needle to the left; and whilst

descending—needle to the right—but less effect than during

ascent.

10121. So the needle goes to the left whilst the helix is ascending,

whichever end of the latter is uppermost. This is not like an effect

of gravity, for to agree with a cause of that nature, the current

ought to be inverted.

10122. When the helix and core was horizontal, there was only

very slight and uncertain motion at the Galvanometer, either by
ascent or descent.

10123. Green end of helix upwards—no action at galvanometer

either at ascent or descent. But as one of the wires came off at

the last, it is just possible that the contact was not then perfect.

Still, it shews that no mere mechanical shake of the wires affects

the galvanometer, but that an electric current is produced by one

cause or another.

10124. Perfected contacts and made helix green end upper: I am
sure there is an effect of ascent and descent, but not quite sure

of the direction-think the needle goes to the right whilst helix

ascending and to the left whilst descending. Perhaps the effect

of stopping coming on may confuse the results.

10125. White end ofhelix up. Effect distinct in its occurrence and
I think, during ascent, needle is to the right- during descent, to

the left. Again, white end up: now during descent, to the right,

and during ascent, to the left. Very contradictory.

10126. Green end up. Very little if any action. If any,

appears to be to the right during ascent and to the left during

descent.

10127. Now made ascent about 20 feet, and as the needle swung
back from its first impulse—made descent—and then again ascent—

so as to add the effect of several ascents and descents together on
the needle. There certainly is a swing from one cause or another,

but the effect is small: the swing appears to be to the right for

ascent and to the left for descent.

10128. Same thing with the white end of helix up. First time,

it seemed to be to the right for ascent and to the left for descent

-

but upon continuing the action, no further effect.
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10129*. Thought it possible that the mere loop of the Galvano-

meter wires falling or rising might cause the electric current by
cutting the magnetic curves of the earth, for as the helix rises or

falls between n and 0, it is likely enough that the galvanometer

wire will hang in loops, as from m to and then in rising or

falling the different parts of this loop may not pass through an

equal space across the magnetic lines of force of the earth. So
the Galvanometer wires were twisted together from the Galvano-
meter to within 6 inches of the ends, that the corresponding parts

of the two wires might equal[ly] cut magnetic lines of force in

falling and rising, and then, being connected, the extreme end
of the loop was made to pass round a brick (instead of being

attached to the helix), as seen in this plan; the brick being raised

or lowered in place of the helix, and with either the face A or

the opposite face B uppermost.

10130. And now there was no effect at the galvanometer either

by ascent or descent— or with face A or B upwards. Though
having tried hastily with the brick before twisting the wireK,

I found there was then a little effect.

10131. Replaced the helix and copper core at the end of the twisted

galvanometer wires (10129); but with either the white or the

green end up, there was no effect^ though the circuit was found by
trial at the Galvanometer perfect,

10132. So now I believe that all the effect[s] I had heretofore

obtained were due to the falling or rising loop of wire (10129)

and not to any effect of Gravity. At all events, we are purifying

the inquiry from interfering causes.

[10129]
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10133. If, then, a falling helix or a falling body in a falling helix

can produce any effect fy Gravity, it must be very small in amount.

But perhaps if a body were falling or rising in a helix at rest,

the effect may be different and essentially so (10095). Hence

have this case to examine by the apparatus which Newman is

making for me.

Considerations,

10134. If many particles fall and each have an electric current

induced round it, the result should be a current round the outside

of the whole, but none on the inside, for there they neutralize

each other.

10135. So, if many fall in a ring form, there might perhaps be a

current or a tendency to a current round the whole on the out-

side—but none inside the ring.

10136. Then if a copper cylinder were to fall, having a helix inside

and another outside, it might induce a current in the outer one but

not in the inner one,

10137. But then, should not a thin cylinder in falling produce

as strong a current as a solid core.^ This is not likely: the solid

core ought to produce more or else none.

10138. Also then, how could a solid helix produce any resulting

current.^

10139. Yet-is not the state supposed above (10134) the analogue

of Ampere’s theoretical magnet, which may have resulting cur-

rents either round the particles or the masses} He says results

are in both cases the same.

10140. Also, when a helix carries a current, an iron core inside

is affected, an iron tube outside not at all. Which shews the great

difference within and without. Something of a like nature may
occur in gravitation effects. So go on experimenting with the

apparatus (10133).

3 SEPTR. 1849.

10141. Have received the machine (10133) from Newman and

worked with it, obtaining some results-but as it must go to be

altered in some points, leave the description and notes for the

present. I think it will serve its purpose.
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10142. Have prepared some lead, tin and copper for experi-

ments on the question whether the pure metals can be

magnetic under one degree of force and diamagnetic under

another.

10143. Have taken to pieces a fine old Zinc tree, i.e. a metallic

crystallization of lead obtained by suspending a piece of zinc in

a solution of the acetate of lead. Selected the lead, putting together

the bottom portion consisting of large crystals, foliated—also the

top part or that near the zinc, and the middle portion in two parts.

Washed these in distilled water—pressed them and dried them.

Whilst drying in the air, they heated by combination with oxygen
and much oxide was formed.

10144. Tried to reduce and melt a part of the first portion in a

German glass tube whilst passing a stream of hydrogen over it,

but the effect was not good. It either wanted so much heat as to

affect the glass or else the oxide was not reduced and the metal

did not run together.

10145. Tried to reduce some by melting it with a little cyanide

of potassium, but this also required too much heat.

10146. Put the lead therefore into a thin glass tube (german

glass) with a few drops of oil of turpentine-or wax-or olive

oil, so as to exclude air by its vapour; and when heated—shook

the tube and stirred the contents with a clean splinter of wood
and in this way made the metal cohere, running together, and

finally obtained in each operation a good button of very soft

crystallizable metal and a quantity of lead ash. The lead ashes of

I, 2 and 3, which were all melted in this way, were added to

No. 4, and then that portion, with a little lamp black, mixed with

a flux of equivalents of Garbs. Pot. and Soda, and melted in a

crucible of white Cornish clay. The leads so obtained were after-

wards, by refusion, pouring and the use of bronze chisels, shaped

into pieces fit for future experiments. The following are the

numbers and distinctions

:

10147. No, I. Zinc tree lead, the lowest part, supposed to be the

best (10143).

10148. No, 2. Zinc tree lead^ middle part (10143).

10149. No, 3. Zinc tree lead,, middle part (10143).

10150. No, 4. Zinc tree upper part near the zinc, and ashes
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of Nos. I, 2 and 3 fuzed in contact with lamp black and Carbs.

pot. and Soda in a crucible (10143).

1015 1. Put on some reducing processes, using a Grove’s battery

of 3 pair of plates, and introducing 3 places of decomposition— for

Lead, Tin and copper. As the lead and tin crystals formed, they

were put back in the solution or separated untill enough was col-

lected of each. The whole process of reduction went on for 12 or

18 hours or more.

10152. No. 5. Battery lead. A solution of pure Nitrate of lead

was used and both the electrodes were of platinum, carefully

cleaned, the positive electrode being large. Beautiful crystals of

lead were formed on the Negative side, and a thick crust of per

oxide of lead on the positive side. I had put some alcohol into

the solution, hoping it would help the reduction, but I think it

did nothing that way. The solution became more acid as the lead

was separated from it, but abundance was used. The lead crystals,

being well washed in distilled water— dried and heated in a tube

with a drop of oil of turpentine, gave a good piece of lead, and

some ash which was put into No. 4. This lead is No. 5.

10153. No. 6. Is the Per oxide of lead from die above process

(10152) washed and dried.

10154. Tin. No. 7. Battery Tin (10151). The solution was of a

good proto muriate. The negative electrode was platina—but the

positive electrode was a piece of ordinary tin— so that no care was
taken as to the special purity of the tin and solution used, but the

process of reduction at the Negative pole altogether depended

upon. The tin crystals were of course easily washed, dried and

fuzed without any oil of turpentine, and made a piece called No. 7.

10155. Copper. No. 8. Battery copper. The deposited metal on
the platina plate used as the Negative electrode— the positive

Electrode being a piece ofcommon copper and the solution com-
mon sulphate of copper.

10156. May in the use of the Machine (10141, 10162) easily

distinguish Ferro electric, Bismuthelectric and Gravelectric results

from each other-if they should all present themselves. Suppose

an iron core moving vertically gives a current: then by putting

ordinary magnets into place, we can reverse the direction of the
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lines of magnetic force without altering the place of the core, and
it will then give the reverse current. If bismuth in the same posi-

tion gives a current by the earth’s force, it will be contrary to that

produced by the iron, and will also be reversible by reversing the

direction of the lines of magnetic force. If a copper core give

neither ferro or bismuth effect, but an effect of gravity, then that

effect will not be reversed by reversing the direction of the lines

of force.

10157. A further distinction would be in this—a gravitating effect

would not be produced by copper moving in the horizontal direc-

tion, though magnetic curves might be passing in that direction,

but the magnetic and diamagnetic effects would. So by comparing
Iron, bismuth and (say) copper in the horizontal and vertical

directions, the results might be eliminated.

10158. If the machine (10164) be competent to evolve the dia-

magnetic effects of bismuth—then probably also competent to

evolve the effects of cores made up [of] crystals—or the magne-
crystallic effect. Crystals of Calc, spar—red ferro pruss. potassa—

bismuth, etc. might do. Sulphate ofiron also very good probably.

Such cores might be used horizontally, the magnecrystallic axis

being in one direction or the other.

1 015 9. They would however require probably to be thrown into

condition by external magnetic or electric forces, and might, in

that view, be subjected to fixed magnets^ poles and a fixed helix

y

or to a double oscillating helix, or a double fixed helix, one of the

helices carrying an original current— this alone without a core

would not affect the Galvanometer.

10 160. Perhaps have a paper such as the following: Contributions

to Magneto-electric science—contamingy results relating to Gravity
—Polarity ofbismuth when diamagnetic—Magnecrystallic induction

— Condition ofpure lead or tin as magnetic and also diamagnetic,

lOTH SEPTR. 1849.

10161. Du Bois-Reymond of Berlin has an experiment on the

evolution of electricity by muscular action, which consists in con-

necting the wire ends of a very delicate galvanometer with two
basins of brine—putting the hands into these basins and then

rendering the one or the other arm rigid. A current is said to flow
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through the two arms and galvanometer, and is in direction

reversed as the one or the other arm is made rigid. Tried to repeat
the experiment with my galvanometer, but found I had not time
or means at hand to eliminate and remove all the disturbing actions,
ofwhich there are many in the hands, basins and electrodes. Think
that perhaps two large tubs or vessels of water would be better

than two small basins.

10162*. Have marked the screws of the Galvanometer and of the
machine (10164) by letters, so as to secure position and record
it correctly. When a current was sent through the galvanometer
by a voltaic pair, it deflected the end of the needle to tlie east

as represented, when the current entered at B and came out at A.
10163. When the helix was in and all was connected except at G,
a piece of iron wire held in the warm Angers against the end of the

copper helix wire and its cold end against the screw at G, caused
the needle end to go West; so shewing tliat the communication
for a feeble current was complete and also, as current would be
from iron to copper when both were warm, that the position of
the commutator was as represented.

10164. Now this machine is so constructed that by turning a
wheel the double [illegible] arm H I can be made to vibrate

thrgh. about 3 inches—and as it carries a core between H and I

which can be taken out and changed at pleasure, this core also

vibrates or moves to and fro in any position in which the machine
is placed. There is afixed helix about the core containing 228 feet

of Ane copper wire, and the direction of the helix is as is repre-
sented in the Agure (10162, 10169, 10189).
10165. There is also a commutator which, by an adjustible pin,

changes the positions of the wires as the core moves to and fro,

* [10162]
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so as to throw into a nearly continuous stream the alternate currents

of electricity which may be formed as the core advances one way

or the other. This was arranged so as to change the connection

a little before the motion in the one or other direction was stopped

-so that all the effect of stoppage in the one direction was added

on to the effect of coming on in the other direction.

10166. An iron core was put into the instrument (10187). Then

on working the instrument a deflection was obtained at the Gal-

vanometer. As the needle swung back, the working was inter-

mitted, and renewed as it returned in the first direction. The end

of the needle went E. as the machine was worked and therefore

the current entered the machine at screw C and left it at screw D
whilst the motion was going on.

10167. Whether the iron core (with the machine) was horizontal

or vertical or inverted vertical- or whatever the position of the

machine, the result was the same both in formation of a current

and in its direction. Hence it was evidently independant of the

earth’s magnetism or of gravity, and dependant on the core and

probably its magnetism-for in all these trials the same con-

nexions were preserved.

10168. The machine was now placed at a distance from the Gal-

vanometer, but with the same connexions as before
( ). It

was horizontal and two bar magnets were so placed that their ends

were at the end of the range of motion of the iron core, so as to

make it subject to their magnetism and be itself a magnet in con-

sequence. Then the machine was worked (10164), and immediately

the galvanometer well affected, and as the needle end went as

before to the East whilst the machine was worked, it shewed that

the iron was magnetic, as before, being strengthened in the same

direction.

10169. Now the connexions are such that D and E (10165)

connected by the commutator during the rise of the iron core

(when in the upright first position (10167)), until just before the

stopping of it, and D with G during the fall of the iron until just

before its stopping; whether the machine is turned the one way

or the other. But as the current is out of the machine at D
and in at C all the time of working, therefore the current

is from C to G or the bottom of the helix, and round it to
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the top, as the iron rizes-and in the reverse direction as the iron

descends.

10170. Then the magnet ends were reversed so as to be in the

direction represented, the core being horizontal and every thing

else unaltered; and now the end of the Galvanometer needle went

West as the machine was worked, thus shewing change in the

direction of the induced current and confirmation of the former

results with the core.

10171. Hence the magnetic effect of iron is clear enough in this

machine and can easily be distinguished from other effects.

10172. The iron core was taken out and examined by a magnetic

needle; it was very soft and did not present any trace of magnetism

by an ordinary magnetic needle-so that a very small amount of

magnetic force can in this way be detected.

10173. The machine minus the core but with the helix and magnets

in their place was worked, but gave no indications at the galvano-

meter. This is as it should be, for the magnet and helix were

all stationary, but it shews that there is no source of error

there.

10174. Put the copper core (10187) the machine in a hori-

zontal position and kept the magnetic poles there (10170) but

could obtain no effect at the Galvanometer; reversed the magnetic

poles -still nothing. No signs of diamagnetic effect here or of

any other : is as if copper were indifferent in the horizontal plane

at least.

10175. Placed the machine with copper core vertical (no magnets).

There was no sensible effect- or if an effect, it is very small indeed

-thought there was motion of the needle to the E. whilst working

-which would resolve itself into a current upwards through the

helix whilst copper rising and downward thrgh. it whilst copper

falling.

10176. Arranged a candle light at the Galvanometer and also a

reading lens; the latter of much use.

10177. Repeated the copper expt. (ioi75)-very little effect if

any-but if any, needle is to the East whilst machine at work, and

therefore current upwds. round helix as copper ascends and down-

ward as it descends (is as before (10175)).

10178. Turned the machine upside down to invert the copper
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core—but could get no clear effect—no clear reversion of the sup-

posed induced current.

10179. Bismuth core (10187). Employed a bismuth core hori-

zontal and without magnets-no effect.

10180. Placed magnets thus; on working the machine the end

of the galvanometer needle went slightly but distinctly East.

Reversed the magnets so as to change the poles. On worldng the

machine there was a little motion of the needle, but it seemed in

the same direction as before and not reversed-but the effect was
very imperfect. On a repe[ti]tion of the last experiment, did seem

to get some effect, the needle end passing to the West as the

machine worked.

10181. These directions and effects appear to be the same as those

with the iron in the former experiments (10169).

10182. Arranged the Galvanometer ends so that I could reverse

the direction there as the needle swung to the right and left, and

so keep the machine continually working and give an impulse to

tile needle both ways.

10183. The bismuth core and Magnets being in the machine thus,

the Galvanometer needle was well deflected, the needle end going

W. whilst C was connected with A and D with B. This agrees

with former bismuth results.

10184. Made the poles thus*, and obtained a deflection, but it was

as in the last case, shewing some error.

10185. with this arrangement, and now end of needle

went to the East with C and A connected, and so contradictory

(10183).

10186. Again, witht, and now the needle end to the West with

C and A connected. All very contradictory.

10187. The size of the cores of iron, copper and bismuth is

5 1 inches long and
|
of an inch in diameter.

10188. Took off the helix and connected E and G by a short

copper wire; then worked the machine, and got no effect, so that

no current is caused by any heat of friction or other circumstance

at the Commutator.

[10184] t [10186]
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10189. I have had the wire in the helix of the machine increased

to 516 feet in length— the direction being of course as before*.

I have also cut away the wood of the arms of the frame t, so as to

be able to bring magnetic poles nearer up to the ends of the core

in its vibrating course, and so have a stronger effect on iron or

bismuth. I have also a new arrangement of the wires at the

galvanometer of the kind figured, so that by fixing the ends of
the wires C, D coming from the machine to corks, and holding

these either in contact at i, i or at 2, 2, the direction of the

constant current coming from the machine might be changed in

its passage through the galvanometer according as the needle was
swinging one way or the other, and so increase the effect there.

This answers very well.

10190. Fixed the iron core in the frame (10164), the con-

nexions and found them all perfect. Also ascertained the direction

of the current in the Galvanometer and found it to be thus : i.e.

when current in at A and out at B, the hair end of the needle

went to the west.

10191. On placing the Magnetic bars as before (10168) and then

working the machine, the Galvanometer and its needle was much
affected. On reversing the Magnet bar ends, the effect was as

great as before but in the contrary direction. On tracing the con-

nexion and position of the parts, they were found to be as belowf

at the time that the core was moving from S towards N ; and as the

end of the needle then swung to the West, it shewed that a current

was going through the wires in the direction of the arrows.

10192. The magnetic action of iron is therefore well shewn and

the direction of the current which it induces now well ascertained.

10193. The bismuth core was put in the place of the iron core.

* [X0189] t [10189]

* [10191]
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all things else remaining the same. On working the machine, the

Galvanometer was again affected, though not so strongly as before,

but the direction of the induced current was the same as for iron

(10191)*
10 194. Removed the bismuth core and left all other things un-
changed; now worked the machine and found a feeble deflection

as with bismuth and in the same direction as before, so that the
former effect was not due to the bismuth (10193) but is some
effect of iron.

10195. Thinking it might possibly be due to the steel springs
which are used to receive the momentum of the stopping core

( ), the ends of which approach to and receed from the
helix as the core and the carrying arms pass to and from, I took
them out and so left the machine without a core or the springs
but with the magnets in place. Then using it, there was no effect;

but on reversing the magnetic poles, there was an effect at the
Galvanometer, small, but the same in direction as that of iron.

10196. On removing the magnets there was no effect—so that

the cause is not in any other part of the machine. On restoring
them, the effect was produced again.

10197. There was a convolution of the loose part of the helix

wire and I thought that might produce the effect, but on removing
the convolution the effect continued.
10198. I found that the mere approximation of one of the mag-
netic poles towards the fixed helix, if only for half an inch, made
a swing of or ^ of the Galvanometer needle (10201); and as

the whole table of support shakes and the shake is synchronous
with the motion of the commutator at E, G, I have little doubt
that that is the cause of the effect, for the trembling may be a
continual approach and recession of the magnet poles and helix,

which by the commutator produces a continuous electric current.

10199. To remedy this, should have the machine and magnets
well fixed on stone and strutted or keyed together.
10200. This effect can only interfere with cases where the magnets
are in use, and not when they are absent.
10201*. In order to obtain the direction of the current induced
by the approached magnet (10198), the connexions were made as

in the figure, and then the magnet moved into the dotted position.

[10201]
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i.e. approximated; this sufficed to send the end of the needle to

the West, and this shewed such a current as that indicated by the

arrows.

10202. Tried the effect of the steel springs alone, i.e. without

magnets or core, but with the helix in place. They produced a

current due to their alternate approximation and recession.

10203. Pulled tliem back so as to make them act with short

lengths and farther off from the helix, and then the effect was

very much diminished.

10204. Employed two plates of copper for copper springs, and

these, when out full length, gave no effect at the galvanometer.

So these, being hardened by hammering, will do instead of the

steel.

10205. ^ust strut the table well and also weight it well and fix

all parts steadily.

19 SEPTR. 1849.

10206. Have strutted and blocked up the table on which the

machine rests by horizontal timbers so as to take all shake or

vibratory twist away, and also place[d] two 56 lb. weights of iron

on it so as to make every thing steady. There seems now to be

no shake even when working most vigorously.

10207, Connected the Galvanometer, commutator and machine

and helix as it was yesterday (10189), ^Ee circuit and found

it perfect. The machine is and has been for the last days hori-

zontal. The copper springs (10204) are in use.

10208. Now working the machine with the helix but without core

or magnets-there was no action at the Galvanometer. This I

believe to be a true result and it shews that there is no generation

of a current at the commutator or elsewhere.

10209. Now put the bar magnets into place. The helix is that

containing 5 16 feet of fine wire, and neither it or the magnets move

if all is right. Worked the machine hard, but there was no signs

of any effect at the Galvanometer.

10210. Without one of the struts there was a little shake, and

then a current was induced-but when all was immoveable except

the carrying arms, etc. of the machine, there was no effect
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produced. It is manifest that with Magnets and helix at rest, no

motion of the other parts is able to produce a current.

1021 1. The magnets are on a stool independant of the machine

table, and that stool is itself struttedand weightedand is very steady.

10212. The machine being in this unexceptionable condition, the

bismuth cote (10179, 10187) was placed between the carrying arms

within the helix, so that the core^ helix zxA magnets were combined

for the effect. The circuit was found by trial to be perfect. The

machine was then well worked-but no induced current was

created. Then the Magnetic poles were reversed, but still there

was no effect. I cannot in this way make bismuth^ yet I think it

ought to become so: if Weber’s results are correct and my
apparatus delicate enough.

1021 3. Copper corey helix and magnets

»

When the magnets were

thus, there was no sign of action, but when reversed, there was

the smallest possible trace of a current-the end of the needle

going East when D was connected with A and C with B, see

(10201). Must see that this is not accidental.

20 SEPTR. 1849.

102 14. Have added brass springs to the copper springs. Have

fixed the helix by a clamp. Have retouched the needles of the

Galvanometer and made them so equal or nearly so, as to be

more than thrice as long in vibrating as they were before, so that

now the instrument is very delicate. Arranged all, i.e. coil,

magnets, springs, etc. but no core-and found connexion good.

On working the machine- obtained no deflexion of the needle,

so that all so far good and free from sources of error.

10215. Placed the bismuth core (10212) in the machine and then

worked it. The needle end went West when B and C were con-

nected and also A and D. Reversed the Magnet poles and again

obtained an effect even more than before, but in the same direction.

1021 5 h Thought this must be due to some source of error and

by degrees traced it to the shifting of the machine on the table,

which, altering the relative position of the helix on it and the

magnets, caused the effect. Strutted the machine on the table

^ 1021 5 is repeated in the MS. and 10216 omitted.

12-2
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therefore, and now found it could be worked quickly without any

change of place.

10217. Again worked the machine with the bismuth core and the

magnets thus*. The needle end distinctly went West, when C and

B were connected and also D and A. Then changed the magnetic

poles tot, and now the needle went as clearly East in the same
position of connexions- or the contrary to the former direction.

10218. Tied a small unmagnetic steel needle on to the bismuth

core without removing any thing, and now on working the

machine the Galvanometer needle went well West, the poles being

thus; so iron makes a deflexion in the contrary direction to that

caused by bismuth—and when bismuth alone is used, reversion

of the magnetic poles reverses the direction of the induced current.

10219. This looks like a true action of bismuth according to

Weber’s results, acting as a diamagnetic core.

10220. Again bismuth core alone. Magnetic poles thus. End of

Galvanometer needle went East. Changed the magnetic poles to

thus—and now the end of the needle went west—connexions in

j) ^
both cases being thus q g; in which state I always purpose

noting the direction of the deflexion.

10221, Removed the bismuth core and worked without any-
could obtain no effect at the galvanometer. Good.
10222. When the magnets are in place, the mere once introducing

a small needle into the core can aflect the Galvanometer needle—

but if I work the machine with the needle attached to the bismuth

core, I can easily deflect the needle 90° and hold it there by the

ferro magnetic action. This shews how well the machine does its

part in throwing the alternating action into one continuous current.

21 SEPTR. 1849.

10223. ^ record of the state of the connexions in the machine,

I may state that the position of the commutator on it is such and

it so changes that (as in the figures) when the core is moving
downwards, the connexions are E—C and G—D; but that as it

moves upwards, the connexions are E—D and G

—

(10201).
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10224. Bismuth core in the machine-with helix-and both the

brass and copper sets of springs. There was fair steady action

at the galvanometer and the needle went East with D—A and

C—B connexions. The magnets were there thus.

10225. introducing once a piece of iron wire^ that it might

truly represent the bismuth core- the needle end went West, or

the contrary to the bismuth direction.

10226. Changed the magnet poles thus-and then the use of the

bismuth core sent the Galvr. needle end West: whereas a piece

of iron introduced at the same times in the same direction sent

it to the East.

10227. All this seems very consistent with Weber’s results and

a true diamagnetic action.

10228. Arranged the two bar magnets so that both the similar

poles were together and on one side, thus-and the bismuth core

being in the machine, the effect was very large at the Galvano-

meter, being f or more to the West byone contact at the Galvano-

meter commutator. Then placed the same poles at the other side

or end of the helix and core. There was an effect also, but still

the needle went West, Returned the magnets to their former

position- still the needle went West.

10229. Removed the bismuth core, leaving the magnets unaltered,

and now without a core the needle end went feeblytowards the East.

10230. So the effect is doubtless not so much due to a true

bismuth diamagnetic action as to some slow or alternatg. shift

of the relative positions of the helix and the poles, caused by

working the machine.

1023 1. I now clamped the two conjoined magnetic poles to the

frame of the machine, and as the helix is also clamped to this

frame, I hoped that their relative position would not alter. Then

worked the machine with no core in and obtained no result at

galvanometer. Introduced the bismuth core, and then needle end

went West. Placed and clamped tlie same pole at the other side

and still needle end went West-a little.

10232. Clamped the two N poles thus-and with the bismuth

core had no effect at all.

10233. Clamped the N poles on the contrary side, and now the

needle went a little east.

10234. Now used single poles as before, clamping them down on
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a level with the helix and core, the latter being bismuth; the needle

went slowly and well to the East and in such a way as to make
me think it a true diamagnetic action. Changed and clamped the

poles thus*, and now the needle was as regularly to the West. Then
removed both magnets and left the bismuth to act alone. There

was no action at the galvanometer, and all this is very consistent.

10235. The copper core (10174, 10187) was put in the machine

but without magnets— there was no effect at the needle. The
magnets were clamped in their places thus-and the needle went

a little to the West. Changed the magnets to contrary position

and now the needle end went East.

10236. All this is like bismuth and unlike iron and looks very

regular, but still fearing that it might be due to a vibration caused by
the momentum of the moving masses, which might make the helix

move one way and the other between the magnetic poles, by a very

small quantity indeed, but one which would be gathered up by the

isochronous action of the commutator, I put the copper core outside

of the helix—thus—and still the needle end went to the East. This

could not be a diamagnetic action, but probably such an one as I

suppose. It is naturally greater when a core is in the machine

because then the momentum ofthe moving parts is greater (10267),

10237. Blocked up the helix as well as I could between the

Magnetic poles and now the effect was very much reduced, but

still there was a little in the same direction as before.

10238. I now took the magnets away- placed the copper core in

the machine with the helix round it, in the horiiontal position, and

worked the machine. There was no effect at the needle—really

nothing. Turned the machine so that the helix and copper core could

be verticaland now wrought the wheel, but there was no more effect

than before. Not a sign ofany thing resultingfrom gravitating action.

25 SEPTR. 1849.

10239 1. As to the action of my to and fro machine (10162, 10164)

consider it a little. Whether the N pole be introduced from a to

or b to c, or c

—

d or d—

e

or e—f still the current induced in the

helix should be the same; if the magnet were turned end for end

as in the figure^, and the same N pole again moved by c, i/, e^f

* [10234] t [10239]
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still the direction of the current in the helix should be as before.

Because the wires of the helix are in all these cases cutting the

magnetic curves of the same kind in the same direction. By experi-

ment with the helix and a long small magnet (a long magnetic

needle), this is found to be fact.

10240. So in my machine an iron core can act only by the

superiority for the time of the end which is entering the helix,

the magnetic line abutting on it being for the time the most

powerful; or perhaps only by the parts which are entering after

the commutator has changed.

10241*. A magnet passing from the first position to the second

should produce no final result^ for the N pole should do as much
in one direction as the S pole in the other. And this by experiment

is found to be the case; there is a momentary advance of the

Galvanometer needle one way and then it instantly stops and is

left almost still. Whether the motion is from position i to position

2 or from 2 to i, the first motion of the Galvanometer needle is

in the same direction^ as it ought to be. Changing the needle end

for end of course changes this direction.

10242. If the magnet is moved from position i into position 2

and immediately back again into position i, there is no final result

of deflection.

10243. ®ut if the magnet be moved from position i to position 3,

there is a deflexion in- one direction, and then if the magnet be

carried on to position 2, there is a deflection the other way. So
also from pos. 2 to pos. 3 gives a deflectiorj the first way, and

from pos. 3 to pos. i produces a deflection in the second way.

So in going from position i to 2 and back again (10242), there

are four alternate currents and the sum of these is equal to o.

10244. Hence my machine commutator is bad for magnetic and

diamagnetic effects (though it may do for Gravitating experi-

ments) and only a very small amount of the whole power (none

theoretically) ought to take the form of one regular current. For

the commutator divides the cycle of four periods into two, and

though the divisions do not coincide with the beginning or

middle of one direction of motion, still the two parts are equal

to each other and each includes three currents the sum of which

is equal to o.

* [10241]
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10245. For these experiments I want a commutator which can
divide the to and fro into four equal parts, or else another in

addition to the one I have, which shall divide the to into two and
also the^ro into two—and so gather up all the currents. Must get

Newman to add the second to my present machine, after I have
finished the Gravity experiments (10261).
10246. But let us consider a revolving machine, after the fashion

of Saxton’s— only intended for diamagnetic bodies.

10247*. If the helix revolves on the axis a, as the wires i cut the

magnetic lines of force, a current will tend to form in them—and
as the wires 3 cut the same lines of force, an equal current will

tend to form in them, opposed to the first and exactly equal to it.

So if the helix passes by a half revolution from one equatorial

position to another, the two sets of currents, of equal force in

opposite directions, will perfectly neutralize each other. As wires

2 and 4 revolve, they will do the same thing. As the helix revolves,

the currents that tend to form in wires i and 2 accord, for being
on opposite sides of the axis of the helix, they at the same moment
cut the lines of magnetic force in opposite directions; the same
is true of wires 3 and 4.

10248. If the helix revolves slowly, the wires i and 2 coming first

into the line of maximum force, will surpass in action wires 3
and 4, and so their current will be superior for a time ; until they
receed and wires 3 and 4 come up into the maximum force lines,

when they in turn will have the maximum effect. Still, the sum
of all the forces in one complete revolution will be o. All these

results were verified by experiment.

10249. But there are not four currents produced in one complete
revolution, but only two, for as the helix revolves from one
equatorial position to another equatorial position thrgh. 180°,

there are indeed two currents || the sum of which is equal to o*^;

but as it revolves from one axial position thrgh. 180° to the next
axial position, there is but one current, equal to the sum of
two If. And this should be so, for if wires 3 and 4 as the helix

begins to move make a current in one direction in the wire of
the helix, so wires i and 2 at the end of the movement make a

current in the same direction as far as regards the wire, though
in the contrary direction as far as respects the ends of the helix;

[10247]
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for the ends of the helix are changed as regards the Mag. poles,

but the ends of the wire are not changed as respects the Galvano-

meter. And experiment shewed this to be the case.

10250. So a complete revolution of the helix gives powers which
are equal to o, but they are thus if the position started from is

the axial position, lllj-or if the position started from be the

equatorial position, they are thus, |||j.

1025 1. If an iron core be in the helix, the effects are exactly and

experimentally the same, and hence a commutator changing the

direction at each axial position gives either with or without a core

the maximum result.

10252. Hence there is no means of so dividing the rotation by a

commutator as to render the effect of a mere helix nul without

also at the same time nullifying the effect of any core placed in it

:

hence there is no chance of any useful diamagnetic machine to be

obtained this way. The core and the Magnetic poles must be

fixtures relative to each other.

10253. Now made some experiments in relation to Gravity with

the machine vertical, the helix and core being also vertical. The
copper core was in place and the helix fixed. There was no effect-

no result due to Gravity.

10254. An iron core was introduced, the position being as just

described (10253). The Galvanometer needle went fairly and well

to the East, On reversing the position of the core the needle

went equally to the West. So the iron is a feeble Magnet of itself,

independant of the earth, and can evolve an induced current under

this condition of the commutator and machine.

10255. Bismuth core (10212) put into the machine-all else being

the same (10253). No effect.

10256. I now took the helix off from its support and by corks, etc.

packed it on to the copper core^ so tliat it and the core should

move together and have no motion relative to each other— position

as before (10253). Now there was a little motion of the Galvano-

meter needle, the pointer end going West when D joined A
and C—B (10191, 10320).

10257. Thought it possible that this might be due to the con-

dition of things which makes the helix, in moving to and fro,

move in part of a circuit. The arm which carries the core and
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now the helix is 22J inches long to middle of the core and the

outside diameter of the helix is two inches : the radius of the out-

side part is 23 inches and of the inner part only 21 inches, and

hence in its motion these parts travel with velocities which are

in these proportions. Now as the machine is vertical and the line

of the dip is not so, but is inclined about 69° or thereaway, the

helix in its motion cuts these lines and so will generate a current

due to the difference of 21 and 23 : this is continually gathered

up by the commutator and is probably the effect obtained at the

Galvanometer needle.

10258. Supposing this the true account, then if the helix were

placed in a horizontal position, the machine being vertical, so that

as it moves it should move in part of a vertical circle, it would
in its motion cut the lines of magnetic force of the earth in the

most favourable manner, or directly across them. And having

arranged things in this manner, the needle was now considerably

affected, requiring no use of the Galvanometer commutator but

going 6° or more West by a single contact of C—B and D—A.

10259. The copper core here ought to go for nothing. Replaced

it by a wooden core and found that the effect was just the same

in amount and direction (10320).

Now the motion of the helix and position of the connexions

were as follows*

:

10260. Now this is exactly the direction which the current should

take, being induced by the magnetic lines of force of the eartli.

z-0-1 u

OCTR. I, 1849.

10261. The machine has now two commutators (10245) and I can

change the direction of the connexion between the helix and the

Galvanometer four times in a to and fro as required (10244). It was

adjusted and it was ascertained that the feeble thermo current

passed round the whole circuitin every position ofthe commutators.

10262. An iron wire was put in as core and moved thrgh. the

four positions. Passing from i to 2 it gave one current I—from
2 to 3 it gave the reverse current j : from 3 to 2 it gave the first

current
|
and from 2 to i it gave the second current also the

sum of these four current[s] gathered by simple wires to the

galvanometer was lUJ = o; but when gathered by means of the

* [10259]
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two commutators, combined into one strong consistent current,

fill being made into ||ff.

10263. With the given position of the commutators, this current

was such as to send the index end of Galvanometer needle East

when the connexions at the Galvanometer were A—D and B—C,
and this effect was due not to the iron wire as a magnet of itself,

but as a magnet under the influence of the fixed bar poles (10234),

for they were in place; and when the wire core was turned end

for end-still the deflexion was in the same direction as before-so

not due to the changed wire but to the fixed poles.

10264. A couple of sheets of foolscap paper were rolled up into

a core the size of the copper core and employed : they caused the

needle to deviate 3^ or 4° and in the same direction as iron. Hence

it acted as a magnet and I have always found foolscap magnetic.

It gives an indication of the delicacy of the apparatus (103 14).

10265. Bismuth core in (10187). No sensible action (10308).

10266. Copper core in Least possible trace of action-but

the direction of the current produced was the same as for iron

and foolscap paper (10264, 10309).

10267. I now put the copper core outside the helix as before

(10236) and still had the same slight action. Removed the core

and had none, and there was still the same feeble trace of action.

10268. I then observed that the outer ends of the magnets had

moved, and all the appearances thus far are against any true

diamagnetic results and seem to shew that the little action obtained

is accidental and due to motion of the magnets and the helix

relatively.

10269. I begin to despair of finding the diamagnetic action but

will strengthen up the Magnets and try again.

10270. Tried to obtain the muscular galvanic effect spoken of

by Magnus as produced at Berlin by and witnessed by

Humboldt and others. The large platina electrodes have had their

upper parts varnished and well dried-then the lower parts or

blades were well cleaned with a little emery, a cork and a solution

of brine, and whilst wet put into a vessel of brine and connected

and so left to equalize for 3 or 4 days. Two large clean earthen

pans (footbaths), very clean, were filled with brine equal in purity
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and strength, and the electrodes connected with my Galvanometer

and also with the brine, so that the surface of the latter came over

the varnished part; that the portion in contact with the brine

might be invariable. The hands were then well washed and rubbed

in another portion of the same brine and at last immersed one

in each pan.

10271. The first immersion caused strong deflection of the needle,

but when both hands were well in and kept still, the needle quickly

came to zero. But then found many sources of current: thus

rubbing the finger and thumb together at the bottom of the brine

sent the needle off, and the connexion was such that when the

rubbing was of the left hand the needle went to the right, and

when of the right, the needle went to the left. I will call this

going in the opposite direction. Agitation of the whole hand in

the brine, either right or left, sent the needle in the opposite direc-

tion. Putting the hand deeper in on one side sent the needle to

the opposite side— taking the hand partly out did not affect the

needle sensibly, but after waiting a few moments and putting it

in again, the needle was affected.

10272. Striving to keep the hands steady and without motion

in the solution and then putting muscular tension on to the

muscles of the upper arm (which from a boy I have been able

to do with much readiness and force), I obtained a little motion

of the needle to the opposite side, which I could make more
evident by alternating the action of the arms-but it was very

little, and that little seemed referable to the inevitable slight

agitation of the hands in the brine, for it was in die same direction

;

and I found that after a prolonged rest in the brine, a very little

motion of either hand would produce a small current.

10273. The longer the hands were in the brine and the more
they were soaked, the less were the currents produced by motion,

etc. as above. Also, after much rubbing and agitation, the cur-

rents so produced were less. At these times the current supposed

to be due to the exertion of muscular power was not sensible.

10274. I believe that there was no production of muscular or

nervous current but simply those effect[s] due to mixtion of the

solution near^ at and in the skin of the immersed hands, which

would differ not only in temperature but also importantly in their
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saline condition. If this were so, then removing the brine from
the basins and using common water there ought to invert all

these currents, for my hands in their soaked or even in their

natural state would be in the condition of saline solution to the

ambient fluid, whereas before they were in the condition of water

to it. So arranged things thus, and also washed my hands

moderately in simple water, to render their outsides nearly as the

water in the pans.

10275. There was needle motion at first immersion, but when
the hands were quiet the needle quickly took its place at 0°.

Then rubbed the finger and thumb together, and now the needle

moved freely but in a direction the opposite to that it took before.

This happened again and again-and also motion; a lifting out, etc.

produced the deviations but all were reversed (10271). Now any
current due to muscular action would not be changed under these

conditions and so when all was quiet, I tried to obtain such an

effect, but I could obtain nothing. I prolonged the soaking, until

the strength of the deviations spoken of above were much
deminished—but in no case could I obtain any evidence of current

from the exertion of muscular energy.

10276. I believe that my galvanometer is quite sensible enough.

It is the sources of error that require attention. At present I do
not believe in the effect.
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10277. diamagnetic bodies at the Magnetic poles

(10301). I received Plateau’s letter^, dated 25 Mar. 1849, only on

the 29th Septr., and though I had made certain experiments

formerly of the same kind ( ), resolved to repeat and extend

tliem as well as I could. I first arranged to experiment in air.

So I borrowed a fine telescope from Sir James South, having an

object glass of 3 inches aperture and about 46 inches focus and

furnished with a perfect micrometer of Spider’s web lines. The

large Electromagnet was used, excited by 20 pair of Grove’s

plates-and the object was a star of light formed by making a

pin hole in a stretched sheet of brown paper and placing an

Argand lamp behind it. The experiments were made in the night.

The position of things was thus*: so that the ray from the

pin hole grazed the surfaces of die Electromagnet and then entered

the telescope to pass to the eye. The distances are set down above^.

10278. Having adjusted the telescope so that the micrometer

threads and also the artificial star were perfectly distinct and

occurred on[e] on the other, subject to no displacement by the

mere motion of the eye, I then put the Electric current on to

die magnet, but could not discover that the object (star or light)

was in the least affected by it, either in place or character
;
whether

4 putting on or taking off the magnetic force.

10279. But as many rays would pass from the star to the telescope

yA at some distance over the surface of the magnetic pole, and these

^ would make up much of the image in the eye, and might by their

lustre overpower the part of the light passing close along die

^ surface of the pole, I put up a screen of card on the pole, so as

to allow that light to pass which was within
|
of an inch or less

from its surface. The brightness of the object was very much less

than before, and by inflection it was lengthened upwards and

downwards. Still, it was steady in position and character- the

micrometer thread was well over it and any motion or change in

it would have been very perceptible. But no such change occurred

on the putting on or taking off of the magnetic force.

* See page 196 for the letter. * In the diagram.

‘h

* (10277]

1
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10280. I then made the ray pass along the edge of the pole, as

the place where the increase or diminution of density of the air

would be greatest (if any), adjusting a screen there with a square

hole about the
| of an inch in diameter; but still I could obtain

no sensible effect.

10281. Considering that much light would pass at a sensible

distance from the pole (as | of an inch for instance), and finding

that I could see the star object well through a small pin hole

in a card, I dismissed the telescope for a time and used such a

pierced card, fixing it to the side of the pole so that the ray coming

to the eye should not be, at the most, more than the diameter

of the hole (j^ or^ of an inch) from the face or edge of the pole.

But I could observe no trace of action-when the magnetism was

put on or taken off. And yet the ray was in these cases conducted

over the faces of both poles and also along the edge of one, and

also along the straight edge of a piece of soft iron 7 inches long

placed on one of the poles. Besides this, the hole was sometimes

adjusted by shifting it a little, that the object should be almost or

entirely lost to the eye, but the magnetism then had no power

to bring it into more distinct vision.

10282. I do not believe that, in the case of air, there is any altera-

tion of the density of the air against the poles of the magnet that

can be rendered sensible by these means.

10283. I ^Iso that the eye and the card with pin hole is a

better means of observation than the telescope and wires (10291).

12 OCTR. 1849.

10284. Made a bar of iron red hot and then brought its side up

towards the line joining the eye and a distant object (10281) : the

effect of the layer of hot or expanded air is to make the object

approach apparently towards the approaching bar-and so it is

put out or intercepted from the eye sooner by the hot bar than

by a cold one. If a cold bar were so placed that it would almost

but not quite exclude sight of the object, then being made hot

whilst its position was unchanged, it would exclude the object,

and as it cooled, the object would come into sight again. This is

all right theoretically, for the ray proceeding from the object to

the eye is curved in passing through the media of different density,
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and the convexity is towards the hot iron, but the object, being

seen in the direction of the part a, 3
,
seems to be nearer to the

approached iron than it really is-is in fact displaced towards it.

10285. diamagnetic gases were made rarer near the surface of a

magnetic pole, they should produce a corresponding deviation.

10286*. I then compared the observing power of the eye and the

telescope (10283) by warming one of the long flat terminal pieces

and letting the ray pass by its side, using the artificial star (10277)

for object, and a card with a pin hole for the eye station (10281).

The card was fixed on to the end of the terminal piece (iron and

about 7 inches long), so that the pin hole was close to the side

surface; and this, being 50 feet from the object, was adjusted so

that the further end of the piece of iron all but extinguished the

object. So now the ray must have grazed along the side of the

piece of smooth iron. Then without the least change of the posi-

tion of the iron or other things- the iron was warmed by a spirit

lamp up to 100° or 120° F., but no disappearance or change of

the object became visible. Then, the iron being hot, it was moved
(the least possible degree) so as just to occult the object, and

left to cool; but by cooling, the object did not become visible

in the slightest degree. These experiments were repeated many
times, using a large eye hole and putting it a little further off

from the iron, so as to have all variations of position that might

affect the ray and its course, but without any better result.

10287. Now as the temperature of 120° F. must cause such a

change in the gravity of the air as would have been extravagantly

indicated by a thermometer, so it would seem that in such a case

as this, observation by refraction and the eye is not a good mode
of looking for the effect, but a very bad one. It may be supposed

that in a magnetic action tlie expansion or condensation of dia-

magnetic or magnetic gases may occur only very close to the

surface; but there is no reason even to suppose this according

to the ordinary law, for it is only at angles or points that the

rapid change should occur. Over a plane surface where the lines

of magnetic force do not sensibly vary in intensity at distances

of iojfeoth or -/oth of an inch from it, neither should the density of a

diamagnetic gas vary sensibly or in any degree more or less than

the intensity of the diamagnetic or magnetic line of force. So

* [10286]
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probably Plucker’s plan by a thermometer form of arrangement
is the best (714—90^).
10288*. Now used the telescope (10277) in place of the simple eye

to observe, leaving the screen with hole at the end of the iron

to be heated or cooled. Or rather, a screen with a hole was set

up so that the iron could be brought into place without disturbing

the screen. The object end of the telescope was about 12 inches

from the screen. The telescope was of no use without this screen,

because if it were away, rays even an inch and a half from the face

of the iron entered the telescope, and though a bright image of

the object was obtained, it of course was immoveable. When the

screen was there, with a hole about the ,3 or of an inch in

diameter, a very faint image of the star object was obtained and
it was blurred at the edges by the effect of inflexion; but still,

it was an image formed by rays passing close by the iron when
in its place.

10289. All being in order, the iron was made warm and brought
slowly up to its place by the side of the ray. Within a certain

distance it affected the image and then more and more as it moved
on, until it put out the object by occultation. As the iron was
withdrawn, the image reappeared and then was affected in the

contrary direction. The effect was this: as the warm iron ap-

proached on one side of the ray, the object moved towards the

other, or as if the iron had pushed it onwards; and as the iron

was withdrawn, the object on reappearing seemed to follow its

motion. But all this was in the dark, and as the telescope was an
inverting telescope, so in it the iron, if seen, would be seen to

approach on the opposite side, or on that side towards which the

image appeared to move, and hence the results agree in direction

with the former (10284).

10290. After numerous trials I found that, as a general result,

the iron if cold did not cause motion of the object. The other

piece of iron, if cold, did not move the object; if hot did. The end
of the hot piece also moved the object. If the iron was only a

little warm, it moved the object only a little. Two equal square

blocks of lead were employed; when cold, they did not move
the object, when warmed they did, though very irregular in

* ? pars. 10714-10790.

[10288I
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their surfaces, so as not to compare with the iron in that

respect.

10291. So the effect is one of refraction by the expanded air-

and such an effect can be distinguished by the use of the

telescope when the unassisted eye can not distinguish it

(10283).

10292. Now proceeded to observe with the telescope and other

appliances just described, only passing the ray between the edges

of two terminal pieces of this form* placed on the top of the

Electro magnetic poles, so that it might pass from a to ^ just

between the edges, the pieces being preserved from running

together by a copper wire a little lower down, as at c. When
the magnet was urged by 20 pr. of Grove’s plates, the lines of

mag, force must be very intense for these 2 inches and rapidly

decrease in force outwards—and an ordinary diamagnetic

would tend powerfully to go out there. But whetlier the mag-
netism was on or off, no influence or alteration could be dis-

cerned in the course of the ray or in the appearance of the object

(10297).

10293. Replaced these edges by two raised hemispheres-and
made the ray pass between them, but obtained no sensible

effect.

10294. So I do not believe that in air any such effect is produced

as expansion against the face of the magnetic pole, which can be

rendered visible by refraction or divergence or inflexion of the

ray.

10295. I mean to try in atmospheres of oxygen, hydrogen

and coal gas, because in Air the powers may be just neutralized

of the oxygen and nitrogen (10298-301).

15 OCTR. 1849.

10296. Have arranged the two terminal pieces of old times (923 1),

facing them by two pieces of soft iron of the shape shewn over

[Z0292]
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leaf*, so as to permit of a ray of light passing close in the angle

along the line of their edges from ato b; the distance of these two
edges was about the ^ of an inch and their length two inches, so

that the ray was for that distance subject to their joint action.

The French shade used before (9231) was put over them on a

platform, and gas sent up into the space by a tube from an air-

holder. When the lamp star object was in its place and also the

screen with small hole in a line with the edges but a little above

them (10292), and the telescope in place and use, I could see the

object star, for though it was somewhat confused by the irregu-

larities of the shade glass, still it was steady and easy to be

observed-

The Magnet was urged by 20 pair of Grovers plates.

10297. With common air in the shade, no effect, whether the

magnetism on or off—same as without the shade (10292).

10298. Coal gas. As with air, no effect, though shade had coal

gas enough passed through it to fill it 3 or 4 times.

10299. Hydrogen, As with Air, no effect—same precautions as

with coal gas.

10300. Oxygen, No effect-same precautions.

[10296I
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10301. So no results to be obtained this way: no sensible

densation or expansion of the air or gases in the intense magnetic

field (10277).

[The original of the letter which follows is bound into Vol. v
of the MS. at this point.]

See MS. Notes of Expts., 10 Octr. 1849,

to 10301).

Gand, 25 Mars 1849
Mon cher Monsieur Faraday,

Permettez-moi de vous ofFrir un exemplaire du memoire que je viens de

publier. Ce travail constitue la suite de celui que j’ai eu Thonneur de vous
envoyer il y a quelques annees, et au sujet duquel vous avez bien voulu
m’^crire une lettre flatteuse que je conserve comme un t^moignage de vos
bons sentiments pour moi. Dans ce premier memoire, je n’ai gu^res eu
recours qu’il I’experience; aussi renferme-t-il plus d’une chose hasard^e, et

meme de petites erreurs th^oriques. Dans le memoire actuel, au contraire,

la th^orie et I’exp^rience marchent de front, et se pretent un mutuel appui.

Vous y verrez se produire sur une grande 6chelle, des ph^nom^nes de Tordre

de ceux auxquels on a donn^ T^pitli^te de Capillaires ^ cause de leur exiguite;

vous y trouverez en meme temps une suite de confirmations inattendues de

Tadmirable th^orie sur laquelle repose I’explication des ph^nom^nes capil-

laires; enfin, vous arriverez ^ une application qui consiste dans la theorie

complete d’un ph^nomene dont I’^tude experimentale a form^ la matiere de

I’un des plus beaux m^moires de Savart.

J’ai regu I’exemplaire que vous avez bien voulu m’envoyer de votre

memoire sur les nouveaux ph^nom^nes dont vous avez enrichi la science;

je vous en remercie, et je saisis cette occasion un peu tardive de vous exprimer

toute mon admiration pour ces brillantes d^couvertes. On pouvait penser

que c’^tait assez pour votre gloire d’avoir ajout^ k vos travaux ant^rieurs

la d^couverte de I’induction electro-dynamique avec toutes ses consequences

si extraordinaires; eh bien non! voil^ que vous constatez d’une maniere

inesp^r^e I’influence des courants ^lectriques sur la lumiere, puis I’universalite

de Taction du magn^tisme. En v^rit^, cr6er une nouvelle branche de la

physique, ce n’est qu’un jeu pour vous.

A propos de magn^tisme, causons un peu, si vous le voulez bien. Vos
belles experiences sur les gaz vous ont conduit ^ etablir Tetat magn^tique

ou dia-magnetique d’un gaz donn^, par rapport k un autre gaz donn^; mais,

ainsi que vous Tavez fait remarquer, elles ne permettent pas de constater

si tel gaz est, par lui-meme, magnetique on dia-magnetique. Or, il m’a

sembie qu’il serait possible d’arriver k cette connaissance absolue, et cela au

moyen d’un proc^de que je vais avoir Thonneur de vous soumettre.

Supposons Teiectro-aimant renferm^ dans une cage transparente remplie
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d*un gaz donn6. Si ce gaz est magn6tique, ses molecules seront attires par

les p61es de T^lectro-aimant, et elles seront, au contraire, repouss^es si le

gaz est dia-magn6tique. Or, dans le premier cas, I’attraction des p6les aura

n^cessairement pour effet d’augmenter la densit4 du gaz autour de ces memes
p6les, et, dans le second cas, la repulsion devra, au contraire, diminuer cette

densite. Si done le gaz est magn^tique, la density de la couche qui environne

les poles ira en croissant rapidement depuis une petite distance de la surface

du m^tal jusqu"^ cette meme surface, et, si le gaz est dia-magn^tique, ce sera

un d^croissement rapide de density qui aura lieu. Par consequent, lorsque

un rayon lumineux traversera tr^s obliquement la couche dont il s’agit, il

sera quelque peu devie dans un sens ou dans Tautre, suivant que la couche

sera condensee ou dilat^e.

Cela etant, et I’eiectro-aimant itant suppose vertical, placez verticalement

derriere lui, k la distance d’une dixaine de pieds, par exemple, une feuille

de papier blanc sur laquelle vous aurez marque un point noir, et faites en

sorte que ce point soit ^ la hauteur des poles; puis, avant de faire agir le

courant, placez-vous du cote oppose, k une distance au moins aussi grande

de reiectro-aimant, et de maniere que la droite qui va du point noir k votre

ceil rase la surface superieure de Tun des poles; enfin, faites agir le courant.

Alors, si le gaz est magnetique, le point noir devra paraitre s’eiever un peu

au-dessus de la surface du p61e, et, si le gaz est dia-magnetique, le point

devra disparaitre derri^re ce m^me pdle.

Il est inutile de vous faire remarquer que, dans cette experience, Toeil

devra etre bien immobile, et que, par consequent, il faudra regarder k travers

un petit trou perce dans une plaque portee par un support fixe. Il me semble,

en outre, que les p61es ne devront pas etre munis des armatures coniques

dont vous vous etes servi pour vos experiences: car les pointes de ces

armatures etant tres voisines, le magnetisme de chacun des p6les doit dtre

en partie dissimul^ par celui de Tautre; je crois que les p61es devraient etre

terminus par des surfaces horizontales tres l^g^rement convexes. Le plus

ou moins d’elfet dependra surtout de la force de Telectro-aimant; mais je

pense qu"on pourrait augmenter ce m^me effet, en pla9ant les deux poles

suivant la ligne qui va du point noir k I’oeil : car alors le rayon, apr^s avoir

traverse la couche qui environne Tun des poles, traverserait ensuite celle qui

environne Tautre, et sa deviation serait doublee. Peut-etre aussi serait-il bon
de remplacer le point noir par une ligne noire horizontale et suffisamment

longue : cette ligne devrait paraitre brisee. Si Taction ^tait trop faible, vous
pourriez regarder k travers une lunette munie d’un fil horizontal. Enfin,

il est possible que Taction de la pile echauffe notablement les fils de

I'electro-aimant, d’ou r^sulterait un courant d^air ascendant et dilate, qui

pourrait devenir une cause de deviation du rayon lumineux; dans ce cas,

il faudrait garantir les p61es de ce courant d’air chaud, au moyen d*^crans

conVenables.

Je vous expose ces id^es telles qu’elles me sont venues k Tesprit, et vous

en ferez Tusage qu’il vous plaira; seulement, si vous les mettez en pratique,

j’attends de votre conte que vous me fassiez part des r^sultats positifs ou
n^gatifs auxquels vous serez arrive.
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Puis-je esp^rer que vous aurez Tobligeance de faire remettre les exemplaires

d-joints k Sir J. Herschel et k Messieurs Wheatstone et Grove dont j’ignore

les adresses, ainsi qu*^ Sod^t^ Royale?

Tout i vous

J. Plateau

professeur k 1 ’University, place du Casino 18.

P.S. Je m’apergois qu’au commencement de ma lettre, en parlant de mon
premier mymoire sur les masses liquides, je semble faire le proces aux

m^thodes exp^rimentales. Telle n*a pas ^t^ mon intention; j’ai trop souvent

moi-myme employ^ ces mythodes pour ne pas en reconnaitre toute Tim-

portance; j*ai voulu dire uniquement, que comme le sujet de ce premier

mymoire pouvait etre abordy k la fois par la thyorie et par I’expyrience, j’ai

eu tort, dans ce cas, de m’en tenir k I’expyrience seule.
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10302^. Falling bodies (10082, 1001 8). I have arranged two spring

loops of copper wire, one above the other, with an interval of

3I inches between them. Have a bright copper rod, \ of an inch
in diameter and 24 inches long, which being introduced between
the loops, is pressed against by them and in contact with them
during the fall of the rod, until it is out of their contact and reach.

The loops are connected with my Galvanometer and the contact

is perfect, for a piece of iron wire applied as a thermo test current

shews it so. Then the copper rod was allowed tofall, but no effect

like an electric current was produced. None was expected, but
I wished to be quite clear as to the natural result and condition

of the parts.

10303. In place of the two loops—a helix was substituted con-
taining 516 feet of wire (10189). The rod in falling produced no
effect ( ).

10304. By a particular arrangement the rod was rapidly rotated

before it was allowed to fall, but whether rotating in the one
direction or the other, no effect was produced.
10305. The copper rod was connected by a copper wire with one
end of the Galvanometer wire, and the other Galvanometer wire
with an excellent discharging train (the water pipes): the rod,

whether falling with on[e] end or the other downwards, or whilst

in a horizontal position, gave no current—none was to be expected.

10306. Whilst the Galvanometer was thus arranged, many curious

sources oferror made themselves manifest. Anderson, on touching
the copper rod, caused strong deflection to the west; I caused none
at all, and other curious results apprd., all of which were traced

to this— that when the copper rod touched the floor of the

Laboratory, there was a current thrgh. the Galvanometer due to

the difference between it and the water pipes, etc. Touching the

lead on the floor, or the stone, or wearing gutta percha soles, etc.

made strong variations and would produce good lecture room
experiments.

[10302]
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10307. Worked upon Diamagnetic action at the Machine (10162-4,

10239, etc.) having both commutators on as before (10261). The
bar magnets have been much strengthened in force and are griped

and held in their places at all the ends (10234). The machine is of

course horizontal now—the connexions to the galvanometer good

and all in order.

10308. Bismuth core in (10187, 102 12, 55, 65). Can procure no

signs of any action. A little piece of iron wire brought up to the

helix produced an effect and when introduced into the helix pro-

duced good effect. So connexions are all right and by the non

action there is proof that the magnetic poles and the helix are

fixed relatively to each other—but then bismuth has no action.

10309. Copper core (10187, A little effect-the needle end

went West when C was connected with B, and D with A. But

on putting in an iron wire core and moving it in the same direction

with the same position of commutators and connexions, the

motion, though far stronger than with the copper core, was in

the same direction. So the copper acts magnetically and not

diamagnetically-is probably somewhat impure from iron.

103 10. Platina-2 wires—no sensible action.

1031 1 . Flint Glass rod as core-no sensible action.

103 12. Sulphur core-no sensible action.

103 13. Sol. (saturated) proto sulphate iron contained in a glass

tube. No effect— singular. Again and again no effect, yet

the connexions were good throughout. Is this due to the fluid

state Or is this form of apparatus not good to make manifest

the effect.^ Must consider that the Magnetic field is unchanged in in-

tensity the whole time and the core always in it and nearly equally.

10314. Foolscap paper core. Nothing (10264). So put a single

length of steel harpsichord wire in the middle of this core, but

still no sensible effect. With a thicker wire ~ of an inch in thick-

ness had a good effect—and that in moving through all the four

parts (10262) of a cycle of motion. Again used the associated

foolscap paper and fine steel wire and now obtained a little effect

and in the right direction—but nothing like so much as on former

occasions or as I expected (10264, etc.). I think that the former

results must be due to vibration, shakings or motion of the helix

or magnets which are now prevented.
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10315. Dismissed the machine. Placed the two similar poles of

the bar magnets together, put the helix close up to them and then

made connexion with the galvanometer. Then introduced the core

of paper and wire (103 14), making it pass up to the magnet, and

then had deflection of the galvanometer needle one way as it

entered and the other way as it was withdrawn.

10316. Could obtain no effect from the copper (10309), or the

bismuth (10308) by this means. Still, it is manifest that this pro-

cess is better than the use of the machine.

10317. In this respect see the expts. of (10330)*

19 OCTR. 1849.

10318. Arranged the Machine (10253) with one Commutator in

a vertical plane, so that the cores might travel up and down

vertically or nearly so within the helix, the latter being fixed-for

results relative to Gravity. The commutator divided an up and

down motion into two halves, reversing the direction when the

up and down motion[s] were about |th over, so that the stoppage

of the down motion and the coming on of the up motion made

one period, and the stopping of the up motion and coming on

of the down motion made the other (10165). "The connexions

were all Good.

10319. Now cores of bismuth and copper as heavy conducting

bodies, and of Glass, sulphur, shell lac, gutta percha as insulating

bodies, were employed, but no effect was produced at the Galvano-

meter. So Gravity does not come into relation with Electricity

this way (10018, 61).

10320. Repeated the results of the helix on the Machine vibrating

without a core and producing a current by cutting the curves of

the earth’s magnetic force (10256, etc.). Fixed the helix by corks

as before, and having the machine and the helix horizontal and

therefore the motion in a horizontal plane, no current was pro-

duced. When the machine was vertical and the helix also, and

therefore the motion vertical, there was no sensible effect- the

least possible trace. When the machine was vertical and the helix

and motion horizontal, then as before a current was produced.

When the helix was above the center of motion the current was

one way; when below the center of motion it was the other way.
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So all was consistent with theory and the known laws, and the

effects are good illustrations of the currents produced by cutting

the magnetic curves of the earth.

10321. The machine being as just described, if it were gradually

depressed to the horizontal position, the current evolved became

less and less and at last diminished to nothing.

23 OCTR. 1849.

10321^*. Employed our large cylinder Electromagnet, urged by
two pair of Grove’s plates well charged, as a magnet. Had a long

wire covered-reaching from my electrometer 33 feet off to the

magnet and back again, in which any currents that might be induced

were to be observed; the middle part of this wire or that at the

magnet, which I will call at, was taken over the edge of a board

about 3 inches wide and then by the sides of the board and so

away to the Galvanometer; the board served as a handle or a foot

and the part x could be placed and fixed in any position relative

to the magnet.

10322. Another wire, arranged in a similar way on a board, was

connected when necessary with a battery of five pair of Grove’s

plates so as to supply a wire carrying a current when needle^;

the part corresponding to ;t‘ I will call y. So at is the wire in

which currents or effects were to be sought for andy is an electric

current which, with the magnet, were to act on it.

10323. Placed the wire x parallel to the magnet axis but by the

side of the pole: then made the magnet active: that did not

induce any current in x, for it and its prolongations are in a plane

passing through the magnetic axis. Hence the opening magnetic

curves would not cross the wire but form and move parallel to

its plane, and this is a position of indifference. By raising or

lowering x, it then cut the magnetic curves, and a weak current

was induced. The effect was very small though visible— the mag-

netic pole is not strong enough. Considering that a: is only

3 inches and that in the connecting wire and Galvanometer there

are perhaps 600 or 700 feet of wire, more effect could not be

expected.

10324. Then the current in y (10322) was approached to and
* 1032 1 is repeated in the MS. * .'‘needed.

[10321I
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removed from jc: but there was no sensible effect either when
the magnet was active or not. As there was no effect without
the magnet, probably it could not be expected with it.

10325 *. In place of wires xandy, used two flat copper wire helices

containing each probably 32 feet of wire. Helix x was placed at

the summit of the Magnetic pole, so that the magnetic axis was
in its plane, and this being an indifferent position, the Galvano-
meter was not affected by making the magnet active or inactive.

Helix jy was then connected with the 5 pr. of plates (10322). This
affected at by approximation and recession, as it ought to do, Sui

when the magnet was made active there was no difference. No
signs of a permanent action when the magnet was on.

10326. Now put helix a: with its plane tangential to the end of
the pole and in contact with it— the pole and the helix were con-
centric. No permanent action. Then brought up helixy with its

current. It acted on .v exactly the same whether the magnet were
active or not, and there was no permanent action. Nothing new.
10327. Dismissed helix jy, and gave the whole power of the

battery of five pair of plates to the Electromagnet. Retained
helix a: as just described, i.e. a tangential plane at the end of the

magnetic pole. Then a piece of iron approached end on towards
the magnetic pole, by concentrating the Magnetic curves, pro-
duced abundant electric current in x. But a good thick piece or
bundle of bismuth bars did nothing of the kind. No diamagnetic
action.

10328 +. Made a thermo electric combination ofIron and platinum

(8427*) and replaced the helix at at by it, so that the loop should
be in an indifferent position (10323). Then put on and off the

Magnetic power. There was no action at the Galvanometer either

* ? par. 8426.

[10325] t [10328]
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at the moment of charge or permanently. This negative result

agrees with the former old experiments.
10329. Have a good thermo electric battery of 40 alternations.

Placed this so that one set of terminations were close to the
Magnetic pole and the other i§ inches away. No action either on
making or breaking or continuing the battery contact with the
magnet. Great care is required here to place the thermo electric

battery and also its connexions in an indifferent position first,

2.6 OCTR. 1849.

10330*. Have had the Machine arranged according to the principles

indicated (103 15, 6). A rod attached to the arm of the lever carries

the bismuth or other core at its extremity—by the motion of the

arm the core enters into and withdraws from the helix (10189),
and the latter is close up to the end of the cylinder electro magnet
(103 21). The core in advancing passes almost into contact with
the end of the electro-magnet and then withdraws from it, re-

ceeding about 2 inches. The magnet and the helix are, necessarily,

fixtures in respect of each other ; the core is the moving part. The
magnet was urged by 3 pr. Grove’s plates and was far superior
in power to the two bar magnets, probably 10 or 15 fold as strong.

The commutator divided the cycle as before described at (10318).
The connexions were all good and a thermo current easily passed
through them. The Galvanometer needle was displaced only 2°

when the magnet was excited, being about 12 feet from it. For
the purpose of avoiding the communication of tremor from the

machine to the helix or magnet, the former was on the Lecture
table in the lecture room and the two latter on a separate table—
a guide which supported the rod was the only thing by which
motion could be communicated to the helix table besides the

floor.
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1033

1

. Bismuth core. When the magnet was not excited, there

was no eflfect produced at the Galvanometer by working the

machine. The core probably performed 5
complete movements

into and out of the helix per second, i.e. approached the magnet

five times and was withdrawn five times. Again, if the magnet

was excited and the machine not worked, there was no action at

the galvanometer save the 2° of displacement (10330).

10332. When the magnet was excited and the machine worked,

there was abundant action at the needle, but this was soon referred

to causes of error: it was sometimes one way and sometimes the

other-and it diminished very greatly when the wire guide was

undamped from the table, and from all the appearances I con-

cluded that it was the effect of a tremor or other motion varying

the position of the helix and magnet isochronously with the

inversions of the commutator.

10333. When the bismuth core was away and the machine worked

with the excited magnet, there was very little effect at the Galvano-

meter though the helix and magnet were in place, but the carrying

rod did not then rub with the same force upon the guide (10330).

When a spring of wood was made to press upon the rod, still

there was no effect, but also there was not the same shake as when

the heavy core was carried by the rod, for its stopping suddenly

made a considerable tremor.

10334. Tied the copper core on cross ways to the end of the

carrying wire and cap, so that there might be the same mass

moved but yet the core be out of the helix, and now there was

much deflexion at the Galvanometer. So believe that all the

action was from Sources of error.

10335. Sometimes at the beginning of working, when all had

been just and well arranged, there was no effect at the Galvano-

meter though the bismuth core passed to and fro in the helix

under the influence of the magnet. / think at these times there

would have been signs if the bismuth had been able to induce a

contrary current to iron. In a few moments vibration of the whole

table came on and then the abundant but irregular action due as

I think to sources of error.
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10336. Further precautions. Instead of letting the core rod rest

on a guide on the table, I have erected a triangle on the floor

over the table and by aW copper wire made fast to two of the

legs and passing once round and under the core, I have slung it

so that it can move only parallel to itself and yet its weight is

not on the table sustaining the helix and magnet. Have also fixed

the axis screw of the machine. Have adjusted the commutator

so as to change at the beginning and also at the end of one direct

to or fro motion. The machine works very steadily now, and

the connexions with the Galvanometer are perfect. The helix and

Magnet are bound together and 2 pr. of plates used for the

magnet.

10337. Bismuth core in its place. I think it does not touch the

helix or its table any where. When the machine was worked

without the magnet there was no effect at Galvr. When the

Magnet was excited without working the machine, the needle was

deflected as yesterday about 1^. Still, on using both Magnet and

machine there were some irregularities of action. So strutted the

magnet table better and now all looked well. When the machine

worked, there was a little regular motion of the needle, slow and

steady, looking like real bismuth action. The end of the Galvano-

meter needle went West when the outer terminations were con-

nected according to the standard condition
( )

at tlie Gal-

vanometer.

10338. A piece of iron wire of equal length with the bismuth

core, being attached to it so as to act as an iron core, did do so

powerfully, and the needle end went Eastwards. This is therefore

the standard ofdirectionfor Magnetic action with these connexions.

10339. Bismuth core again^ iron being away. The action now
irregular and that two and three times in succession, needle end

going sometimes west and sometimes east with same galvano-

meter contacts. This must be due to some irregular motion at the

helix. Then again a very regular case came on of needle end to

the West (10397, 416).

10340. Copper core in place. Needle end went well regularly and

strongly to the West. Again, with a slower motion, same effect.

This happened a third and a fourth time. Is this a peculiar effect

of copper or is it some error (10382).^
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10341. Gutta Percha core. Nothing. No direct effect and no
error. So the shake of the machine with a light core in produces

no error. So that error in any case cannot well be through motion
communicated through the floor.

10342. Sulphur in glass tube. The least degree of effect. The needle

end to the west as with copper.

10343. Suspect still a knock or a slight rub of the heavy cores

against the sides of the helix; must have the copper and bismuth

made smaller and quite clear of the helix, for Monday.

10344. Foolscap paper core—no effect.

10345. PlcLtina wire core—T>o.

10346. Copper core again—well fitted and centralized, gave same
effect as before.

29 OCTR. 1849.

10347. Have adjusted the commutator—and made machine more
steady and connexions are good with Galvanometer. Helix is

steady to the magnet and the cores of copper and bismuth have

been turned smaller so as to leave no fear of their striking or

rubbing inside of the helix as they pass in and out.

10348. Copper core in and well centered. When the machine was

worked, the near needle end went at once and well to the West.

This happened again and again. I could feel no vibration or

knock on the helix by the finger and I find that is a very sensible

test ofrubbing or a blow there. Even when motion of the machine

was slow, the needle end went West with the standard condition

of contact at the Galvanometer. The fact very clear— is it due

to iron or what.^ (10371, 10382).

10349. Iron. Placed a wire of iron alongside and with the copper

core and again worked the machine. The needle end went East-

ward^ very powerfully. This therefore is the action and effect of

iron. I believe the other is the true action of copper, and as it is

contrary to the iron action, it cannot be due to iron or ordinary

magnetic impurity in the copper. Must either upset or establish

this point and find its relation to supposed polarity of bismuth

in Weber’s experiments.

10350. Bismuth attached and centered unexceptionably, but

there is no effect at the Galvanometer. This happened again and
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again. So the copper effect is not the bismuth effect and probably

not a diamagnetic effect; but what is it? (10339, ^0397)*

10351. Is not the effect due to currents induced in the approaching

and receeding metal, which would be of course concentric with

the prolonged axis of the Magnet (the electro cylinder urged by

2 pr. of Grove’s plates (10330)), and is not the reason of the activity

of Copper and the inactivity of bismuth to be found in the

difference of conducting power, just as that produces differences

in revulsive effects (10408), and are not the revulsive effects and

these due to one and the same mode of action and so the revulsion

phenomena proved and confirmed?

10352. Iron manifestly acts by its magnetic condition—being a

bad conductor it would allow of a very feeble development only

of these currents—but that would be almost infinitely over-

powered by its results of true or especial magnetic force. But

then, if bismuth were rendered polar reversely to iron, it ought

in conjunction with these induced currents to shew some effect

surely; and that it does not seems to indicate that it is not reversely

polar to iron when near a magnet or in the magnetic field.

10353. the non production of these phenomena by badly con-

ducting metal we see how time comes in as an element related

to and connected with conducting power. For the currents could

probably be induced in bismuth if time were allowed or could be

allowed in proportion to its bad conduction power.

10354. Bismuth is crystallized and Magnecrystallic, but the core

is a mass of crystals not symmetrically arranged but in all direc-

tions. It would be a great point to ascertain the effect of a core

of bismuth built up of crystals, all the axes of which should be

parallel to the axis of the core.

10355. right, then a core of copper wire parallel to

the axis should give nothing or next to nothing-a core of copper

discs should give the effect—and a core consisting ofa solid copper

wire helix should give the effect without the external helix, i.e.

by itself. Also such a core should give no effect in the helix if

the ends not connected and should give the effect if the ends are

connected.

10356. So also (perhaps.^) if tin and lead cores, being solid, do
not give the effect, cores built up of disc[s] of tin and lead ought
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to do it, just as they give powerfully the revulsion effect-which

by such means can be made sensible when it cannot be found in

massive pieces.

10357. So the copper in these experiments puts on the diamagnetic

character of polarity apparently instead of the bismuth, but it is not

in reality a polarity, or at least not a polarity antithetical to that

of iron or magnetic bodies, and though it simulates the action

of a magnet (in the contrary direction), it is by another mode
of action. For as the copper cylindrical core approaches towards

the end of the magnetic iron core of the Electromagnet, the electric

currents induced in it will be the reverse of those which correspd.

to the typical current in the magnet as in the figure*; whereas as

the copper core receeds from the pole, they will be in the same

direction relative to the joint axis of the two cylinders, the core

and the magnet. With Iron, the currents which act are always

in the same direction, namely as those in the magnet—but they

strength[en] on approach and weaken on recession. With a dia-

magnetic body truly polar antithetically as Iron is, they would
be always the contrary to those in the magnet-also strengthening

on approach and weakening on recession. With the copper there

are both currents, so that it is as the supposed polarity of bismuth

as it approaches and as the polarity of iron as it receeds.

10358. Now whether a piece of iron, as an iron wire core a,

when approached towards the N pole of a magnet, be supposed

to act directly by its own inducing force (as an S pole) on the helix

spirals j, or whether it be conceived of as causing the magnetic

lines of force emanating from N to draw in or collapse and so

to travel across the spiral, the induced current will in both cases

be in the same direction and as represented in the figure. If on
the other hand a were a core of bismuth that could assume reverse

polarity and so have an N pole raised up opposite the N Electro

magnetic pole, still that pole, acting either directly on the spiral

in its motion or acting by diverging, opening out and diluting

the lines of force from N passing across the magnetic field, would
in either or both cases produce the same effect, i.e. a current in

the contrary direction to that figured above. But a core of copper

cannot be conceived of as acting in such a way, for though as it

approaches the currents set up in it are contrary to those in the

[10357]
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magnet, and therefore the same as those supposed in the bismuth,

they do not continue % and the moment the advance ceases they cease

too, and the copper is neither as iron or bismuth therefore; the

magnetic curves in the magnetic field are not either converged
or diverged as they would be with iron or bismuth core, but

exactly (as is supposed) as they were before the copper was there

or advanced. On the recession of the copper the reverse happens
to exactly the same amount.
10359*. So the advance and recession of the iron first concentrates

and then diverges the lines of force as respects the helix, which
gives rise to currents in two directions, and these by the com-
mutator are gathered up into one consistent current. The advance
and recession of the bismuth should also diverge and then con-

centrate the lines of force and so give two currents in contrary

direction to the former, which being gathered up by the com-
mutator, should make a current the reverse of the former. What
should the copper do.^ If it act by the currents set up in it, then

as it approaches the magnetic pole, the currents formed in it

should be of the contrary direction to the magnet currents and
should induce a contrary current to themselves in the helix, i

:

when it ceases to move, these currents in the copper will cease

and their cessation will induce a current in their own direction in

the helix, ii : as the copper receeds from the magnet, a new current

will be set up in it, parallel to and in the same direction as that

in the magnet, and this will induce in the helix wire a current, iii,

in the contrary direction to itself: and when it stops again, the

current in it will fall and cease and in falling will induce a current, iv,

in its own direction in the helix wire. Thus there will be four

currents induced in the helix wire in tlie cycle of motion |jj|,
but the second and third of these will be in the same direction

and coalesce into one, and the fourth and first will also be in

the same direction and therefore coalesce into another; and these

two in contrary direction will be gathered up by the commutator
and converted into one regular current.

10360. Now the commutator is so arranged that the galvano-
meter connexions are inverted just before the motion to ox from
ceases (10437, 10463). Hence as the copper approaches, the

current in the helix is carried off
:
just before the copper stops.

[10359]
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the commutator changes and the current due to stopping, ii, is

then gathered up; then the copper is withdrawn and produces
current iii in direction as ii, and the commutator still takes it up;
but just as that current is about to cease and before the new one
produced by the stopping of the copper, iv, exist[s], the com-
mutator changes, and then gathering it up, joins it on to the one
produced by the approximation of the copper in the next cycle

of motion (10410).

10361. So the results are the same as if the copper were a magnet
antithetical in its character to one of iron; but it is very manifest

that it is not such a magnet, but acts on different principles. It can

probably only act thus when a mass: a mass made polar for the

time in contrary directions^ whereas a magnet or a diamagnet should

consist of particles or molecules made polar for the time and
always in the same direction.

10362. No doubt a larger law of action would bring both or all

three cases under one expression, but still that would not as yet

shew that bismuth is a diamagnet—even though it might produce

the phenomena of copper. It has as a diamagnet to produce the

antiphenomena of iron.

10363. I must look at Weber’s results to see how they build in

with these considerations and what the results are.

10364. I made several experiments now with weak magnetic

bodies, looking at the results with a very different mind to what
I have had before.

10365. i. Saturated solution of Sulphate ofIron {proto) in a thin

glass tube. Well arranged, but it produced no sensible action at

the Galvanometer. The motion of the machine was not the

quickest but pretty good.

10366. i. Green bottle Glass—^ thick dark green tube—indifferent

in action— if any result, it was in the least possible degree as

Iron (10400).

10367. i. Crystals of Proto Sul. Iron in the tube. A doubtful

trace of action— if any, is as iron but the action is very small or

none (10401, 10435).

10368. i. Iron filings in the tube. Exceedingly powerful, as

iron.

10369. i. Iron scale oxide. Do.
14-2
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10370. i. Red oxide, Colcothar, Very feeble indeed-the least

possible trace of action-as iron.

10371. i. Copper core again (10348). As before-contrary to iron

and strongly; the needle end could be sent 30° West, whereas

the solutions or crystals ofiron and the Red oxide hardly sensible.

10372. Hence, either this machine gives a bad method of shewing

magnetic polarity as compared to the mere act of attraction of a

magnetic needle, or else time is required. Must use the crystals

of sul. iron-slowly-to see what time does.

31 OCTR. 1849.

10373. Whatever the final relation (10362), there is this difference

probably between the inductive action in copper and magnetic

including diamagnetic action (if it be as Weber thinks); that

section across the core, as into discs, does not retard but may
even help (as in revulsive phenomena) this action, whereas it

interferes with magnetic action because of its polarity seriously.

Also, that division parallel to the axis of the core, as when it

consists of small wires, will interfere much with the first but not

with the latter. This may depend in part upon the point that what

is Massive in the one case is molecular in the other, namely the

currents real or imaginary, and this may be connected with the

point that one is polar and keeps its state, whilst the other is not,

after the first moment, but falls to 0°.

10374. Is Magnetic action across space^ through air, water, a

vacuum, etc., but between contiguous particles in iron, nickel, etc..^

And if so, can a given space, as that occupied by a piece of prot-

oxide of iron, be traversed by the power partly in one way and

partly in the other? And if so, what would be the condition of

iron space as the iron is heated in the Mag. field from cold to

white heat?

10375. What a strange thing an electric current in an electrolyte

would then be and indeed is-acting across space laterally but

from particle to particle only axially.

10376. Consider the motion of a magnetic pole and wire carrying

an electric current round each other. The motion of the pole

round the wire is a motion of the pole along lines of magnetic

force. Its lines of magnetic force cross the wire lines of force.
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10377. The lines of force of M. poles are flexible and change in
their direction as another pole is brought near, so that there are
obstacles in the way of working with two magnetic poles. But
the lines of force in a wire carrying a current are probably pretty
permanent, depending on the current. So consider state of and
work with two currents in wires.
10378. Ought not two wires or currents at right angles tend to
move in the direction of their length^ Or if one fixed, ought not
the other to move.^ If so, ought not such wires, one having a
current and the other not, affect each other And may not this
be the relation which I have tried so long to discover ( )
in two such wires?

Consider and work out all this.

6 NOVR. 1849.

10379*. I have had one end of the iron core of the large cylinder
Electro magnet (10330) turned smaller for about i inch in length,
so as to fit the interior of the experimental helix (10189); the
latter therefore is now fixed on to the former and tied to it, so
as to make the two fixed in relation to each other. The hollow
part of the experimental helix is ofcourse the space through which
the experimental core of bismuth or other metal is to travel.

Now the Electro magnet and exp. helix make one thing and are
supported on a steady stool, quite independant of the table on
which the moving machine stands—or the exp. core which the
machine carries. So that any communication of motion which
may disturb the relative position of the Electro magnet and the
Exp. helix is cut off. The experimental core is slung as before

(10336) by the triangle and copper wire.
10380. The machine axes have been cleaned and oiled. The
Electro magnet is now excited by 5 pr. of Grove plates well
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charpd, so that the magnet is powerful. All acts well. But there

is this precaution requisite. It is not enough to make the Electro-

magnet connection with the battery and then go to the Galvano-
meter and complete its communication, for if this be done at

once the latter will be affected, and it will be affected for as much
as 3, 4 or 5 seconds of time after connexion is made. At first I

thought this was due to some current communicated from the

battery to the helix, but found by investigation it was due to

the gradual rise of the magnet to its maximum state, which
occupying that time, could during it or any portion of it, induce

on the helix and produce a current in it. Waiting a sufficient time

and then making connexion with the Galvanometer, there is no
effect on it produced, shewing that then the Electromagnet and
the attached experimental helix are in the proper state.

10381. I thought that connecting the wires of the exp. helix with

each other, so as to allow a current through it, shortened the time

requisite for the Electro magnet to attain its maximum state of
force. There may be some assisting action in a surrounding and
discharging spiral, as respects the forces, that is worth examining-
it may have connexion with the tonic state,

10382. i. Copper core, solid, in mac\{me. Connexions all good and
the working unexceptionable. The connexions always made one
way at the Galvanometer so as to give a fixed and standard

condition of them, and the index end of needle always spoken
of as going East or West, according to the result of the experi-

ment. When the machine was wrought, the needle end went well

West (10348, 10371, 10427).

10383. i. A piece of iron wire, not magnetic, laid along the copper
core and the machine again worked : the needle end went East,

and that powerfully (10449). Hence iron or Magnetic indication

is East. Induction indication is West, and Diamagnetic indication,

if there be such a thing, should be also West ( ).

10384. i. Copper core, solid. After an hour and many other

experiments, repeated the results with this core and the deflexion

was again, as before. West, and to such a degree that the needle

could be held 20° in that direction.

10385. i. Copper filings core. Expecting that division of the

copper core into small particles would destroy this action by
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preventing the production of induced currents (10357), i.e. upon
the assumption that the effect has nothing to do with the supposed
diamagnetic polarity, I filled a thin glass tube, the size of the copper
core cylinder (10384, 10386), with copper filings, and used ^is
as the core. The needle end went Easu After an hour and many
other experiments, repeated the experiment with the same result.

This effect is probably due to iron present, perhaps derived from
the file used in producing them—or from filings accidentally

present. For the copper power being gone by division, a very

little iron would produce the effect obtained. Must clear the

filings of Iron by digestion in dilute Sulphuric acid (10430).

10386. i. Copper WIRE core (10429). Have made up a copper

cylinder of the core size (55 inches long and 0*7 of an inch in

diameter) by bundling together lengths (of 5I inches) of copper

wire, which had previously been roughly cleaned by sand paper.

This core therefore presents the copper so divided (i.e. axially)

as to interfere with the currents produced in the mass by induction

(for the plane of these currents is perpendicular to the lengths of

wire and therefore to the direction of the division); but such

division would not at all interfere with diamagnetic action, which

if polar and antithetical to magnetic action, must be represented

by currents round the particles of the copper. On working the

machine there was no effect at the Galvanometer. After an hour

and other experiments, repeated this trial, and again had no result

as to Westerly deviation. When the working was sustained and

the commutator at the Galvanometer brought into action, a trace

of East deviation was obtained, probably due to the presence of

a trace of iron. Indeed the lengths of copper had been cut by
iron plyers. The copper however has lost all its power by division

in this direction, which shews that its former effect when solid

(10384) is not diamagnetic but due to the temporary induced

currents in the mass (10429).

10387. i. Copper disc core. Another copper core was prepared by
packing together 68 discs of thin copper plate— the cylinder thus

produced was only 1*3 inches long and the rest of the 5I inches

(10386) was made up of wood, to complete the attachment to the

cap which, in the machine, lays hold of these cores and keeps them

in position and connexion. Here therefore the copper was divided
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as much as before (10386), but the direction of the division was

parallel to the plane of the induced currents and therefore would

not interfere with them or their production as in the mass. When
the machine was worked, the needle end went with excellent effect

to the fFest as with Solid copper. After an hour and other experi-

ments, repeated the trial and found the needle end still go ^est,

and though the cylinder was so short, the needle could be held

15° to the West steadily. Very good result and clear in its indica-

tions (10428).

10388. i. Copper helix core^ solid (10436). This core consists of a

covered copper wire wound into a solid helix, i.e. about a foot

at one end of the wire used is left straight and all the rest is coiled

tight upon this part as axis, the two ends coming away from the

helix side by side. Now the spirals in this core are in the plane

and direction of the electric currents that tend to be induced in

the helix as a mass of copper, and in that respect they present no

obstruction to the currents except that, if the ends of the wire

be not in connexion, no current can exist in it and therefore none

in the spirals, whereas if the ends be connected, then currents can

exist in the wire as an endless wire and therefore in the spirals

also. Again, if the ends be unclosed, so that no currents could

be induced in the spirals of the helix core^ then neither should any

current be induced in the experimental helix (10379, 10389); but

on closing the ends, currents should be induced in the helix core

and in the experimental helix also (10389).

10389. i. First the solid helix of copper wire was used as a core

with its ends unconnected together. There was no effect at the

Galvanometer (10388). Then die ends were connected with each

other and now the Galvanometer needle was well affected, the

end going F^est as with solid core (10384). The ends were then

opened out and the action disappeared; but on closing them it

reappeared in full force. Very beautiful results (10686).

10390. Referring to the helix core itself There is of course no

current in it when its ends are not connected; but when its ends

are connected, there is, as is indeed shewn by the secondary

currents then produced in the experimental helix. But in order

to confirm these points by experimental reference to the currents

in the helix core, it was connected directly with the Galvanometer
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and then it was easily seen that as the helix core entered the experi-

mental helix, or rather as it approached the pole of the electro-

magnet, a current was produced in it in one direction and as it

receeded from the Magnetic pole, a current was produced in the

other direction (10444, 10686).

10391. These results with copper divided in different directions

are full of interest and instruction.

10392. i. Lead^ solid core. Cylinder as before, 5I inches long and

0*7 in diameter, made of common lead and without care. The
needle end goes East as ifiron were in the lead and that is probably

the case (10417).

10393. i. Lead^ disc core. Discs cut out of sheet tea lead, not

cleaned any way with care—and cut by a steel wadding punch.

The cylinder formed in a tube was 5J long and o*6 in diameter

as to metal. On working the machine the effect was doubtful,

being either none or needle end a little to the East^ as if a trace

of iron present. The difference between this and the former seems

to shew that the former lead contains iron (10392) and that tliis

is really purer lead (10419).

10394. i. Lead^ rolled core. Some of the same tea lead was

selected and cut into sheets 5I inches wide and then these were

rolled up until a cylinder had been produced 0-7 inches in dia-

meter. Here of course the construction was parallel to that of

the solid copper wire helix core (10389), except that the ends of

the spiral plate could not be connected. This core gave some very

feeble indeterminate movements at the galvanometer-perhaps a

little East. Therefore there was very little iron effect here, or if

there was, it and the induced effect may have been mingled; but

as the spiral roll could have had very little communication by
contact of its coils, so the peculiar effect must have been nearly

if not altogether 0°. Lead is a bad conductor.

10395. i. Tin^ solid core^ cast^ ordinary tin. Needle end goes

West very steadily and the result is, I believe, a fair good case

of the currents by induction as in copper—not a case ofdiamagnetic

action (10424, 5).

10396. i. 7w, disc core. Made up from discs of tin foil cut out

by a steel punch. The core (metal part) is only about 2 inches

long and contains about 730 discs. The Galvanometer needle went
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well JFest and about as well as with the solid core (10395). The
division into discs, whilst it does not prevent, does not I think

assist, the effect. It is not quite as in the case of revulsion, for

there the division into discs assists wonderfully, but then in that

case the position and the plane of the discs therefore is oblique;

here it is always perpendicular to the magnetic axis (10426).

10397. i. Bismuth, cast core, solid (10339, 10350). No effect— as

before. When the machine was driven hard, the needle end even

went East, but then I felt a little tap at the experimental helix and

so that probably the cause (10416).

10398. i. Antimony, cast core, solid. Needle goes distinctly to the

West-izi better than my bismuth. The Antimony is only com-
mon Antimony and there is no doubt much iron is impurity in

it, which must oppose this West tendency. Now to see if this is

Diamagnetic or only inductive current action-break up part of

the core into powder and try effect then (1041 5).

10399. i. Platina core, A square block of platina two inches long

and 0*6 of an inch in the side was mounted as core and used. The
effect was almost nil. Perhaps the least degree to the West.

Should be East as a magnetic body and West as a mass in which

currents could be induced (10423).

10400. i. Green Glass tube (10366). As before. No effect.

10401. i. Sulphate of Iron, A thin glass tube filled with small

clean crystals of proto sulphate of iron. Could obtain no action

at the needle whether the crystals were as a core worked quickly

or slowly. Curious to see how little able this process is to detect

Magnetic force and therefore also diamagnetic force. Surely the

deflection of a needle a far more sensible test of diamagnetic con-

dition of bismuth, if it had such a power (10367).

10402. i. Phosphorus, a good core in Glass tube. No effect.

Really nothing, whether motion quick or slow. If it could be

shewn by this process or on this principle, diamagnetic effect

ought to have appeared here as well as if bismuth had been

employed for the purpose, supposing bismuth polar diamag-

netically.

10403. i, Crystalliied bismuth, A group of crystals of bismuth

weighing grains which pointed Magnecrystallically between

the poles of the magnet, was mounted so that the Magnecrystallic
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axis should coincide with the axis of the experimental helix

(10379). When the machine was worked, there was absolutely no
effect at the galvanometer (10431).

10404. i. Sulphate ofIron (10434). Two large crystals of proto

sulphate of iron were ground down into cylinders about 0*7 of

an inch in diameter and these, being joined together and mounted
as a core, gave a cylinder of the salt inches long, of which

the Magnecrystallic axis coincided with the axis of the experi-

mental helix (10379). No effect could be obtained. In this case

the Magnetic effect^ if any, should have been at a maximum.
10405. i. Redferro prussiate ofpotassa. A fine crystal of this salt,

full two inches long and above 0*8 of an inch thick, was mounted
as a core and worked by the machine in the helix. The needle end

went distinctly West, But the thickness of this crystal is too

much, and I am not sure it does not now and then rub against

the inside of the experimental helix, in which case error may have

creapt in. When this crystal is in the Magnetic field, its length

goes equatorially, which as Plucker has shewn is a Magneto optic

effect, though it coincides with the diamagnetic position. It

would therefore be a very important point to find whether it

really has this power of sending the needle west, for though the

effect would not be diamagnetic, it would be equally important

as a magneto optic result—whether that were polar or not—
permanent or transient. Thes[e] things would have to be enquired

into. For .this purpose I must reduce the crystal in width (10432).

10406. IfWeber, by his pure bismuth and finer reflecting apparatus,

obtained the effect he describes, it is almost certain that his result

was the same in its nature as mine and not a case of diamagnetic

action. The effect would of course be low in bismuth, because

of its low conducting power, and the consequent feebleness of the

currents induced in it. This shew[s] again in the revolving plate

of Arago when made of bismuth.

10407. If the bismuth were powdered, then this induced current

would be altogether stopped—though the diamagnetic action (if

any) would in no way be interfered with.

10408. These results of inductive currents and the results of

revulsion must be proportionate to each other, having indeed one

common principle of action and excitement (103 51).
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10409. The Galvanometer contacts, etc. were tried at the end of

the experiments by a thermo electric current and found all right.

So they had been right through all the experiments.

10410. As to the second current, when copper core in, and

stopped, ]; or out, |, and stopped,
| (10359): if so, m and stopped

should produce no effect, for ||
== o, and out and stopped should

produce no effect, for ||
= o. But this probably is not so, for

consider the case of the solid copper helix, when connected with

the Galvanometer. If its entering produce in it one current and

its stopping another, then putting it in and leaving it there should

not affect Galvanometer, and taking it out and keeping it away
should do nothing, and so putting in and taking out could produce

nothing. I think the latter is the case, but I think that putting in

and stopping gives one current and taking out and stopping the

other (10390, 10437).

1041 1. But then should not this formation of a current and then

its stopping in the core helix produce two currents in opposite

directions in the experimental helix.^ And should not these

neutralize each other.^ If so, the in of the core helix should produce

a current in it but no resultant current in the experimental helix,

and the out of the core helix should do the same thing (10389).

10412. Thought of placing a fine iron wire in the center of the

copper core, reducing the wire in diameter until it and the copper

were equal in effect in the contrary direction, and then weighing

the two and so having an expression of their relative force. But

if things were balanced this way, shortening both together would

probably reduce the power of the iron faster than that of the

copper, and then the copper would beat the iron. If this expected

result should prove to be real, it might help to shew a distinction

between polarity and non polarity, and so help to test the assumed

polarity of diamagnetic action.

10 NOVR. 1849.

10413. Adjusted the Machine—relieved the friction of parts, as of

the commutator, etc. Applied
5 pr. of Grove’s plates to the

cylinder magnet to excite it, and finding the copper gave East

deflexion, found that was due to position ofthe battery. So turned

it end for end and now copper gave Western deflexion with the
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standard contacts (10382), as before. By a thermo current found

the connexions were good and right.

10414. The machine requires, as regards the Magnet and its experi-

mental helix, almost an astronomical steadiness offixation, because

of the momentum of the rapidly moving cores and the vibrations

it communicates even through the floor of such a place as the

lecture room. It is not difficult to test the presence of any such

source of error, and to do so in the present case, a glass core was
fixed on to the end of the motion rod in the usual position, but

in order to give weight and momentum to the whole, a leaden

core was fastened to the hinder part of the rod. In this case, when
the machine was worked, however long or quickly, there was no
effect at the Galvanometer—until at last an accidental rub of the

glass core within the helix instantly made itself sensible by a

momentaTy effect at the Galvanometer. But both the cause and

the effect are easy to be distinguished from the cause and effect

when a copper core is used in the experimental helix.

10415. i. Antimony corCj solid (10398). The former core had been

broken in half, and the one half fitted up upon a wooden pro-

longation as a solid core and the other half pulverized and put

into a glass tube ( ) as an Antimonypowder or divided core.

In two experiments at different times, the solid core gave a trace—

a mere trace of West effect. But the powder antimony core in two
different experiments produced no effect, either West or East, So
antimony produces the inductive phenomena feebly, if solid; when
pulverised, that effect is destroyed. The crystallization of the solid

core was arranged from the center line to the circumference of

the cylinder, as was to be expected. It probably had no influencing

result over the nature of the action.

10416. i. Bismuth^ solid core (10339, 97)* effect. After a

time, tried again. No effect. After an hour or two and with a new
charge of battery to the Magnet— effect^ though the machine

was worked well and quickly. Again tried but no effect. After

some other experiments, again tried, but still no effect. Amongst
the metals. Bismuth is the lowest of all that I have tried. Still,

I dare say the currents are produced—though very feebly. Try
by revulsion of some plates of bismuth (10714, 5, 6, 7^).

^ Pars. 10704, 5, (5
, 7. See note on p. 269.
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10417. i. Lead^ solid core (10392). The old core. Needle end

went moderately and fairly west, as before. The effect comes

on gradually, as is to be expected from the nature of the experi-

ment, for the current which passes through the galvanometer is

an intermitting one and of course very feeble and requires time

to set the needle in motion. After other experiments, repeated

this with the lead and again obtained a fair and true result to the

West.

10418. I have made two cores from the lead of a tea chest, one

smaller in diameter and longer than the other. Neither give me
any effect-perhaps they contain a little iron (10450, i).

10419. \. Lead disc core Needle went West. After a time

tried again, and again went Wes^ but feebly. Battery is now weak.

10420. i. Gold core^ discs. This core was made up of 30 half

sovereigns, well washed and enclosed as a cylinder in paper and

prolonged by a stem of wood. The metal cylinder was about

1*2 inches long and 07 or 0*8 of an inch in diameter. It at once

gave a good deflexion to the West, though not so good as copper.

The gold is of course an alloy with copper and probably has its

conducting power much affected by this, i.e. diminished. After

an hour or two, tried again with a fresh battery to the Electro-

magnet, and again gave West, and better than before.

10421. Here a case of division perpendicular to the axis not inter-

fering with or at least preventing the result.

10422. i. Silver corCy discs, 30 Sixpences well washed and made

up into a core as above. Gave excellent West deflexion, 25° or 30°.

After some time, tried again and with same result. Silver is as

good if not better than copper and much better than the Gold.

Is a half sovereign magnetic or diamagnetic.^

10423. i. Platinurriy solidcore (10399). The ingot before described

has been digested in hot dilute Sulc. and Mur. acid, with a little

N.Acid added at the last to remove all externally attached iron.

When employed as a core in the machine, it gave no effect either

East or West.

10424. i. Tiriy old solid core (10395). No sensible effect, but

battery is much weakened now. Again no sensible effect, same

battery. New battery and now it gave West effect, but moderate-

as before and as is to be expected from its conducting power.
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10425. i. Two cores have been made from Chinese tin, i.e. from

the tin plate which constitutes the upper or top layer or side of

the lining of a chest of best tea. These both gave West effect

moderately and about as the former core. Whether this tin is

originally Chinese or English I cannot say,

10426. i. Tin disc core (10396). The needle end went West— less

than with solid tin, but very distinctly and fairly, especially by
an alternation or two of the commutator at the Galvanometer.

10427. i. Copper^ solid core (10382, 10448). Went West up to 30°

or 40° with one contact at Galvanometer and fresh battery. After

some hours, tried again. Well West as before. Again—effect well

West. After other experiment tried again and was West as before.

After another interval, again West with very moderate working

at the machine. Results are very clear and good. Again another

trial— West.

10428. i. Copper DISC core (10387). The needle end went as

before West and fairly, but the battery was weak and the power
not enough to shew full effect. Still, the non-interference of

division in this direction evident.

10429. i. Copper wire core (10386). Here not a trace of effect.

The division now stops all results.

10430. i. Copper FILINGS core (10385). These filings have been

digested in hot dilute Sulphuric acid to remove all external iron

derived from the files used, and being replaced in the glass tube,

were now examined as a core divided in every direction. They
gave no trace of action. The copper is apparently clear from that

iron which before made it give East effect (10385), and now shews

the result of division by its producing no West effect. Ever[y]

thing else is in perfect order as to Battery, Magnet and connexion.

10431. i. Bismuth crystal core. No effect (10403).

10432. i. Red ferro prussiate of potassa (10405, 10452). This

crystal has been rubbed down at the sides so as to make it of a

right diameter, and now it certainly works in the experimental

helix without rubbing. Now also I obtain no deflexion of the

needle at the Galvanometer,

10433. Calcareous Spar. A rhomboid of calcareous spar (not

clear as Iceland spar) was rubbed into a cylindrical core, the optic

axis of the piece being coincident with the axis of the cylinder.
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The cylinder was of the width of the former cores (0*7 of an inch)

and one inch long. If it gave any effect I thought it might give

a diamagnetic or West effect, but the result was nil.

10434. i. Sulphate of iron core (10404, 53). The two crystals as

before were tried again and I certainly obtained a small effect to

the East as with iron or a magnetic body. I believe the effect

was really true. It may be a conjunction of the action of the body
as a magnetic body with its action as a body having the Magne-
crystallic axis parallel to the axis of the Magnet and the experi-

mental core. Must have another core with the M. C. axis per-

pendicular to this direction (10454).

10435. i* The tube of small crystals of SuL Iron (10367, 455)
produces an East effect. This distinct but very small. It in a

certain degree answers the above enquiry.

10436. i. Copper wire helix core^ solid. I have made such a helix

of fine copper wire, covered. The wire itself is about the of an

inch in diameter and 60 feet of it are made into a cylinder 0*65

ofan inch in diameter and 2 inches long. The former helix (10388)

consisted of wire ^ of an inch in diameter and there was only

about 20 feet of it in a cylinder o*6 in diameter and 3J inches long.

When thefne wire helix core^ with its ends open so that no current

could occur in it, was used, then there was no effect upon the

experimental helix or at the galvanometer. When the ends were

joined together, then there was effect and to the West at the

Galvanometer, though not as strong as before (10388). When the

former helix of thicker wire was again employed, then the ends

being closed, there was West deflexion at the Galvanometer and

greater than with the fine wire helix. But when the ends were

openy there was no effect. Excellent.

10437. The currents in the experimental helix are four for a cycle

of motion (10359), thus, in stop j_ out
^

stop ]; and

the commutator has been arranged so as to change direction at the

end of iny before stoppings and at the end of outy before stoppingy as

at A and a. But if the effect of stopping were connected with the

effect of the preceeding and not of the following motion, then the

result would be ][ and ||, and not [[ and ]]. Consequently in the

first case no final current should be produced, whereas in the last

case they are produced and gathered up. Rearranged the commu-
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tator so that the first instant of motion changed it over and not the

last instant, as has till now been the case, so that the motion and the

stop after it were combined in effect together (condition ii, 10463). ii

With this arrangement, introduced the copper core into ^e
machine and experimented in every thing else as in all the former

cases, but now not a trace of effect at the Galvanometer could be

perceived. So putting in and stopping does not give a current in

the Experimental helix, or taking out and stopping (10410, i, 63).

10438. So the action of the Iron and of the copper is essentially

different in their mode and results. Iron in and stopped will pro-

duce a current in the experimental helix. Copper will not. The
same condition of the Commutator will give a maximum of the

inducing effect of Iron and a minimum or o for copper. A body
which is diamagnetically polar should give its maximum effect

when the commutator is as for iron—but in the contrary direction.

10439. If the commutator change direction at the moment of

middle passage, then the half in^ the stop and the halfout will be iii

one result and the halfout, stop and halfin will be the other result.

Now the half in and half out will neutralize each other, and the

consequent effect will be to compare the two stops with each other.

These with Iron should produce nothing, for they are ineffective

in producing currents, but with a copper core they should produce

currents and in contrary directions. Hence a method of eliminating

the effect of the stops with copper, etc. and of contrasting the

iron and copper action, or the magnetic and inductive current

action. Hence also a method of raising any polar Diamagnetic

effect to a higher or lower degree and of discriminating it from

the inductive current effect (Condition iii, 10458, 63).

10440. If a copper core had an iron wire axis, I ought to be able

to separate the effect of the two. For if commutator changed

after rest, it would give the iron effect, and if it changed in middle

of motion, it would give the copper rest effect. Try all this.

10441. If all this be well founded, then surely a copper core and

a weak magnetic core must produce different states of the Magnetic

field for different corresponding instants of the time occupied in

a cycle of change.

10442. Will anything arise out of these results or considerations

bearing upon the effect of a central piece of iron in making a bar

FD V
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of bismuth set more rapidly equatorially in the magnetic field?

Or is that only a consequence of the rapid diminution of intensity

of the lines of magnetic force when the iron is there? How would

a ball of bismuth move between the poles, when the iron is there

and also when away?

10443. thing arise in relation to the difference in the law

of increase and decrease of force on Magnetic and diamagnetic

bodies.

10444. When the wire helix core (10436, 10390) was itself con-

nected with the Galvanometer, then in and stopping conjoined

gave one current in the core itself, and out and stopping conjoined

gave the contrary current in the core itself. But when the core

was both in and out conjoined, then there was no resulting cur-

rent, as was to be expected. In fact, the Electromagnet acting on

the wire core helix gives the results of iron or magnetic induction,

and the wire core helix with its ends joined together gives in the

experimental helix the effects of the copper induction. The two

cases are here placed side by side.

10445. Endeavoured to ascertain whether much time was now
occupied by the Electromagnet in rising to its maximum condition

(10467, 511). Found that on making battery contact, I might

immediately place the ends of the experimental helix in connexion

with the Galvanometer without producing any effect there. If I

was very quick, I could obtain a trace of action. I reversed the

poles of the battery in relation to the core and still found this to

be the case. So it appears that with an electric current from five

pair of Grove’s plates, this sized core, etc. is brought to a maximum
state of Magnetism almost instantly. It was not so with 2 weaker

pair of plates ( ). The point shews a precaution necessary

in the experiments and the means of making it effectual (10577,

653)*

16 NOVR. 1849.

10446. Have set up apparatus in the Laboratory, the machine

being on the lecture table. All seems steady. Both commutators

are in place and arranged so that either one or the other may be

used. The exciting battery is 5 pr. of Grove’s plates. When the
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Experimental helix is pushed quite up to the shoulder of the iron

core (10379), there is always a current (due to derivation from
the chief current) in it, which appears at the galvanometer; it was
therefore withdrawn so far as not to be thus affected.

10447. The commutator is so arranged as to change just before

the stop (10360), so that stop -h in and stop -f out are the portions

of the cycle which it gathers up and sends on to the Galvanometer.

This is the state in which the commutator was for all the former

series of experiments (10360) and may be called condition i

(10437, 10463).

10448. i. Copper^ solid core. Some source of error, but slight

apparently, the needle going East now and then 4® or 5°. But

when the machine was fairly worked, the needle end went West
as on former occasions (10371, 10382, 10427, 69), 40° or 50°.

Hence the connexion appears to be good and in its standard

condition.

10449. i. Iron wire core^ being a soft iron wire in the center of a

core of wood. Gave strong East or magnetic deflexion. All seems

right (10383, 476).

10450. i. Chinese lead^ thick short core (10418, 70). Needle end
west.

10451. i. Chinese lead, longer narrower core (10418, 71). Will

scarcely act: little impulses to and fro as if opposite sources of

error in slight degree.

10452. i. Red ferro prussiate potassa (10432, 72). Apparently

effect to the IVest, Appears as if there were something here.

10453. h (10404? 34? 73)* M,C,Axis axially. Needle

goes to the East fairly, as iron, but not so well as copper to the

West. Still, the iron salt appears to shew itself magnetic,

10454. i- ^^on group, M,C,axis ACROSS the cylinder into

which the group is formed (10434, 74). Needle goes well East,

same as in the former case.

10455. i. Sul. Iron—crystals in tube Needle end

goes East and well. So all the iron salt acts magnetically.

10456. i. Red ferro pruss, potash again (10452, 72). Goes dis-

tinctly East now and I think all rubbing is avoided. Still, I cannot

help suspecting some interfering source of Error.

10457. Arranged the commutator so as to change after stop, so

15-2
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that m -f stop would be gathered as one, and out + stop as the

other constituent currents passing to the Galvanometer. This is

to be considered condition ii (10437, 63); but it did notact well,

for there were slips and irregularities and therefore I cancel all

the results both with Iron and copper.

10458. Now put this commutator out of use and brought in the

second, by which the in or the out can be divided into two, the

commutator changing in the middle of a journey. This it does

without fail, so of the two constituent currents sent to the Gal-

vanometer, one is due to { in + stop + { out and the other to

\ out + stop -h I w (10439), which case the halves in and out

should neutralize each other, and the effects of the stops

only appear. This I will call condition iii of the Galvanometer

(10463).

10459. iii. Iron wire core (10449, 5^> stop:

produced an action at the needle which stopped suddenly, stopping

the needle swing by a counter effect. Out and stop: an action,

stopped suddenly; and the effect of both in and out was such as

to leave little residual action. When the machine was worked
slowly, one can see at the needle these short, tremulous, stiff

actions and they very nearly neutralize each other, leaving how-
ever a little final effect to the East, The iron result is almost

neutral, as from theory I expected it to be (10439).

10460. iii. Coppery Solid core (10448, 502, 15) iii. Had a good
steady deflexion to the West (the reverse of the iron effect). This

effect I supposed to be due to the sum of the two stop effects.

Again : the same result. Again : a little irregularity now and then

but the final effect to the West as before. Again : West. Again

:

West,

10461. iii. Bismuthy solid core (10506, 16) iii. Gave effects both

East and West, and very irregular. Now think I have discovered

the cause of this irregularity in the vibration of the table, which

being surrounded by an iron railing, causes it also to vibrate

isochronously with the motion of the Commutator, and as it is

within 15 inches of the end of the Electromagnet, probably

disturbes its action regularly and produces these interfering results.

Must remove it or else take the apparatus to another place.

10462. Astonishing how great the precautions that are needed in

these delicate experiments. Patience. Patience.
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10463. Commutator conditions ( )

i o ^ i. o — o < j- or stop + out and

stop + in

ii ; > 0:^ tf l, ^ o:< or in + stop and

out H- stop

-> a <r-4— ovlin+stop-hiout

and I out -{-stop

+ I in.

These arrows simply indicate the direction

of mechanical motion; not that of the re-

sulting current.

17 NOVR. 1849.

10464. Apparatus rearranged in the Laboratory— the machine
being at Pneumatic trough place on a table well strutted up— the

Electro magnet and battery and Galvanometer on separate tables

on the stone floor and the latter so far from the magnet as not to

be disturbed by it. The Commutator was in the Condition i

(10463) and the connexions such as to give the former deflection,

i.e. for iron to and fro, East deflection, and for Copper to and

fro, West deflection. The experimental helix was of course upon
the iron core of the Electro magnet, but it was separated from

contact with the coil of the E.M. by interposed Gutta Percha, and

the ties which held it on were of silk thread, to prevent any current

passing to it from the battery—the latter was 5 pr. Grove’s plates.

10465. Making the Electro Magnet active deflected the Galvano-

meter needle perhaps | a degree West by mere Magnetic action—

but after waiting 2 or 3 seconds and then completing connexion

of the wires, the Needle end went East and stood there—going

back when contact was broken as if effect was from a derived

current. Then the copper solid core was put into its place, being

* I.e. par. 10537 et seq.

iv

V

vi

Or (p. 2103^)
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out of the helix-but the same result occurd. When the core

was in the Exp. helix, then the result occurd., but 3° West, the

commutator having passed over the change position. So that the

copper core does nothing. Then unconnected the battery and the

Electro magnet and now there was no such current.

10466. So this current is not due to any action here or there in

the course of the Galvanometer connexions, but must be derived

from the magnet or its exciting current by the exp. helix. Yet the

iron core seems to be the only place where such communication

could occur as could produce it. I think it cannot be a current

of induction either from the magnet or its coil, but must be

derived some how or other, i.e. gathered up and off from the

principal current. Must clear up the effect hereafter-but make

allowance now.

10467. In another part of the day, with a fresh battery, I had after

making magnet contact that current for a while which seems to

be due to the iron core gradually rising to its maximum condition

(10445, 5 1 1, 77); which rise to the maximum condition seems to

be quick and sudden when the magnet is frequently made and

unmade in succession, but slower if a longer interval of several

hours or days intervene.

10468. Now experiments with the commutator in condition i

(10463), the interval between the ends of the experimental cores

and the iron of the electro magnet, when nearest together, being

about the |th of an inch.

10469. Copper^ solid core^ i (10448). Gave good West effect.

10470. Chinese solid lead^ short core, i (10450). West-feebly.

10471. Do, thinner, longer core, i (1045 ^)* West still more feebly.

Shews that it is not the length of the core but the mass of the

metal at the end in the helix and near the Magnet which tells.

10472. Red ferro pruss, pot,^ i (10452, 56). A little irregular

motion, very small and caused I think by rubbing against the

Exp. helix. The true salt effect seemed to be nothing, either East

or West,

10473. Don, M, C, axis axial, i (10453). ^^7 effect, it was

a little to the East-but the core is too large in diameter and liable

to rub.

10474. Iron, M,C,axis transverse, i (10454). If any thing,

East.
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10475. crystals in tube^ i (10455). East.

10476. Iron wire core, i (10449). Strongly East.

10477. Now arranged the commutator so as to act under con-

dition ii (10463) and beginning with the Iron wire core (10476)
and using the Electro magnet unexcited, and therefore active only

by the small amount of Magnetism which it can retain, the effects

were as follows. The in or to of the iron wire gave a good Western
deflexion—hence effect is distinct, but as I desired an East de-

flexion for iron, I changed the connexion at the Galvanometer
and so produced and shall continue to produce that effect for

iron in this series of experiments. The condition ii of the com-
mutator ought to bring out both Magnetic and diamagnetic effects

(if no result dependant on time be concerned), but give no
inductive effects of the kind that I believe are produced in the

copper and other cores.

10478. Iron wire core, ii (10477). East either with feeble residual

magnet or the fully excited magnet.

10479. Copper, solid core, ii ( ). Nothing, either with feeble

residual magnet or the fully excited magnet. Onwards only use

the excited magnet.

10480. At this period, the sensibility of the Galvanometer needle

was reduced considerably by an accidental inductive current sent

thrgh. the Galvanometer whilst wires were connected. Still, I was
able to obtain very good and distinctive results.

10481. Copper, solid core, ii ( ), Neither East nor West.

10482. Lead, solid core, ii ( ). Nothing. Made the Gal-

vanometer more sensible—but still not up to the first condition

(10480). Still the lead gave no effect.

10483. Bismuth, solid core, ii ( )—not a trace of action.

10484. Antimony, solid core, ii ( ). If anything— the least

trace of East deflexion (perhaps from iron) but very doubtful.

10485. Platinum, ii ( ). Nothing.

10486. Sul. Iron, crystals in tube, ii ( ). Nothing.

10487. Sul. Iron, M.C. axis transverse, ii ( ). East—very

little.

10488. Sul. Iron M.C. axis axial, ii ( ). East—very little.

10489. Redferro pruss. pot., ii ( ). East the least trace- if

any thing.

10490. Silver discs, ii ( ). Nothing. Good.
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10491. Copper kelix core with ends connected together ( ),

ii. Gave no effects in the Experimental helix, therefore results

same as with the solid cores above. But when the ends of the

copper helix core were connected with the Galvanometer, it gave

a current and deflexion to the East. Thus shewing the current

produce[d] in it, but which in this state of the commutator could

not induce currents in the Experimental helix ( ).

10492. Iron wire core ( ) ii. Machine worked quickly;

there was no effect or scarcely any. When worked more slowly,

obtained unsteady results and found that the Commutator was

deranged and occasionally out of contact, or rather slipped; by
a little rosin powder created friction and rearranged it to work
well, and now the iron wire core gave East effect for both states

ofcommutator and so strong as to be hardly manageable. Renewed
therefore some of the expts. above.

10493. Sul» Iron crystals in tube ( ) ii. East as iron.

10494. Sul. Irony M,C, axis axially ( ) ii. No sensible

action.

10495. SuL Irony M, C. axis transverse ( ) ii. No sensible

action; probably needle not sensible enough for these two cores.

10496. Iron wire ( ) ii. East-good. Commutator right in

action.

10497. Redferro pruss, ( ) ii. Nothing.

10498. Coppery solid ( ) ii. Nothing.

10499. Iron wire ( ) ii. East- all right and commutator all

right.

10500. Now used the second Commutator in the condition iii

(10463), in which j to + stop + \fro makes one commutator cur-

rent and \fro + stop + 1 to makes the second commutator current.

Used at first the iron wire core and the Electro magnet without

the battery in its residual state. If iron core iii (10459, 5 ^

motion, the needle end went West; if out one motion, the needle

end went East; and the two seem nearly equal in force, for in and out

combined leave the needle close upon 0°. The in motion of course

gives two half currents or effects, its results being halved and

opposed by the change of the commutator midway, and as the

second half of the in is nearer to the magnet than the first half,

there ought to be a surplus of action, which is that which makes
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the needle end go fFest, The fro or out passage is also divided

equal in time but unequally in force, the first half being the

strongest, and that gives the surplus action which makes the

needle end go East, As these two surpluses are equal in power

or ought to hty so a to and^o leaves the needle at 0°.

10501. When the machine was worked continuously and slowly,

then the needle was not left at 0° but creeped by a series of feeble

jerks towards the East\ increasing the velocity very gradually,

this effect increased, then diminished, then with a certain velocity

became nil, and with a higher velocity became West deflection,

going up by creeps isochronous with the motion of the com-

mutator. When the Electro magnet was excited, the same effects

occurred except that the change from East to West occurred

sooner (10507, 12).

10502. Copper core (10460, 515, 10640), iii. Needle end goes

fairly West. Not strongly, but remember that it is only the effect

of the stops that is gathered up now and therefore only half that

which the copper core can produce.

10503. Platina ( ) iii. Nothing.

10504. Bismuth {10^61^ ^16) m. Nothing.

10505. Antimony {io)ii) m. Nothing.

10506. again (10461, 516) iii. Nothing.

10507. I now found that with this commutator in its present

condition, the pull raised one tongue from its bearing at the end

of the out or fro motion, and that therefore contact was broken

at that time and during the stop after fro. This may have caused

part of the iron action (10500, i, 12), and may have varied in its

extent with different velocities, so correct it and repeat the results.

I do not see how it could alter the induction results in character,

though it would of course weaken them much by taking off the

effect [of] one stop. I have now set the commutator free, that it

may bear on the lower plate for the whole time.

10508. Must vary condition iii by changing the place of inversion

and placing it nearer to or further from the stop at each end, as

for instance at r or j as well as at m,

10509. Precautions. The film of oxide which forms on the com-

mutator plate in 12 hours is enough to insulate and therefore stop

the passage of the current to the tongue above. Also the fine
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binding screws in the moveable parts of the commutator are apt

by the working of the machine to become loose and so cause

failure of contact there. It is necessary continually to try the

connexions thrgh. the circuit by a thermo electric current.

19 NOVR. 1849.

105 10. Apparatus in order. The second commutator in Condition

iii, ready to move and rubbing constantly at the points. The con-

nexion all right and by Iron thermo current standing 10° steadily

to West in every position of the commutator. The Electro magnet

prepared ready with 5
pr. Grove’s plates. When the Experimental

cores are in place and in or to^ then an interval of |th of an inch

is left between their ends and the end of the Electro magnet

cylinder core towards which they face. When tliey are withdrawn,

this distance is increased to 2*2 inches, but that end of the exp.

core is all the time within the experimental helix.

1051 1. There being no exp. core on the machine and the Electro

magnet not urged by the V. Battery, but only acting by its re-

tained magnetism, when the connexion was made at the Gal-

vanometer, all was quiet— there was no current in the experimental

helix; none was expected. But first putting on the force of the

battery and after a second or two of waiting, completing the con-

nexion at the Galvanometer, there was a current produced, which

lasted 10 or 15 seconds but gradually went down to o®. Is not

this due to the core of the Electromagnet occupying that time

in rising to its maximum condition by the current used.^ On
breaking the battery connexion and after a few seconds renewing

it, the same effect was produced but for a shorter time. So the

current is clearly not one derived directly from the battery used,

but a temporary current which is greater according as the Magnet

has had a longer rest (10415^, 67, 10577). I think Marianini

described these conditions of a magnet some years ago. After the

magnet has been excited a few times-it rises up to its maximum
so quickly that a single second is sufficient for the purpose. But

here another Precaution to be taken.

10512. Iron wire core (10449, 59?
5oo> i? 10631) iii. The magnet

used unurged by the battery and in its residual state, consequently

^ Query par. 10445.
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weak only. To gave a double impulse on the needle, first east

and then west, with an excess of West deflexion, so as to leave

it moving a little that way; fro gave a strong East deflexion,

suddenly diminishing much and leaving only a little East de-

flexion. The united effects of to and fro are equal or as nearly

so as possible, for when the machine is worked moderately, the

needle end is knocked backwds. and forwds. within very short

limits and keeps within 1° of 0° on either side. When the Electro

magnet was urged by the current, then all these effects were
produced on a stronger scale. In left excess of West— out excess

of East—and when the machine was worked, the needle wavered

about 0°, having sometimes a little excess, 4° or 5° West or East,

changing from one to the other according to small accidental

result connected perhaps with the time of working or of the

alteration of state.

10513. These effects are as might be expected. As the in motion

occurs, the commutator divides the time and the journey into

two equal halves, the effects of which are sent through the Gal-

vanometer. But the half which is nearest to the end of the Electro

magnet, i.e. in which the experimental core is nearest to it, is

more efficacious in its conditions than the further half, and gives

a stronger current. As the experimental core performs its journey

in, it is the second which is the strongest, so we see first an East

direction produced by the first half of the journey, and then that

stopped by the second half of the journey and the needle sent

West by the surplus force of this half. As the core passes out,

the first half of the journey gives a current which sends it strongly

East, but the second half of the journey produces a weaker current

in the same direction in the exp. helix, but which, being by the

change in the commutator opposed to the first half, suddenly

causes it to fall greatly, leaving only that little degree of East

motion which it was not able to neutralize. Further, when these

two residual portions of force were pitted against each other by

making a complete cycle of motion at once, then the needle was

left where it first started, knocked about visibly but by blows on

the opposite sides of equal force.

10514. Surely it will not be difficult to adjust the commutator

so that the force of the two combined half journeys shall be equal
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(10508, 634) and then the to and thefro will each leave the needle

unaffected.

105 15. Copper core (10460, 502) iii. Good. West effect about

10° or 1
5°. This is only the effect of the sum of the stops

( ).

10516. Bismuth core (10461, 506) iii. No trace of action-no

induction in it because of bad conducting power. Of course

diamagnetic effect would not have been shewn here, nor Magnetic

effect. The connexions were tested by the thermo current and

found to be good in every position of the Commutator.

10517. Antimony (10505) iii. No trace of action.

10518. Lead ( )
iii, a little West, as copper, 1° or if.

105 19. Tin ( ) iii, fairly West-about 3°.

10520. Silver (sixpences) ( )
iii. West, 10°.

10521. Lead discs
( )

iii. West very feebly, 0*9° or 1°.

10522. Copper discs ( ) iii. West, about 5°. Connexions

again tried by the Thermo electric circuit and found all good.

10523. Copper^ long wire core ( ) iii. Nothing.

10524. Copperfilings (
)iii. Nothing.

10525. Tin disc core ( )
iii. West, about if.

10526. I have a core of copper and wood; the copper end is a

cylinder inches in length and the wood long enough to make

the whole the length of the standard or copper core. An axial

hole is made through the wood and copper, and a long wire either

of copper or iron, which is tapped into the outer extremity of the

copper core, holds the two together. When the iron wire is used,

the core is compounded of copper and iron, and may in its action

be considered as such, When the copper cylinder is taken away

and the iron wire left, it represents tlie iron part of the core alone,

and when the copper wire and cylinder is used the arrangement

represents the copper part alone. On the whole, the attachment

was too delicate, so that the copper and wood were not stiff

enough together, but the following preliminary results were

obtained.

10527. The iron wire (finest) with Electro magnet urged by the

battery gave alone East deflexion as a residual action.

10528. The copper cylinder, held in place by copper wire, gave

alone West result moderate from 5° to 8°.

10529. The copper cylinder held by the iron wire gave joggins
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of the needle, but a residual result to the West far beyond tlie

copper effect alone; it was 30° or more.

10530. The Magnet without the V. Battery was used and the

needle end worked East under the result of the combined iron and

copper. Again, Magnet urged by battery, the needle end went

West 20^ or 30° again. The copper was now taken off and the

iron alone left to act, and now the needle end was to the East

with jogging.

1053 1. So either the copper by its momentum pulls the iron to

and fro and makes it do something IVest^ or else the Iron makes

the copper do more West than it can do alone. Must examine

this with a better core.

10532. Platina^ iii. West a little-but the core is square and too

large to be safe in its action.

10533. SuL Iron^ M. C. axis transverse ( ) iii. Nothing.

10534. SuL Iron crystals in the tube
( ) iii. Nothing. The

connexions are all good by trial with thermo current.

10535. Copper helix
( ) iii, closed and used as core. Little

or no trace of current from the Exp. helix at the Galvanometer.

The helix itselfwas then connected with the Galvanometer through

the commutator, and gave Very little effect, scarcely a trace West,

This latter case of course should be so; because the commutator

changes in the middle of the to and fro, and so each half cycle

consists of two halves having contrary and equal forces
( ).

But I expected a better result from the Experimental helix.

22 NOVR. 1849.

10536. The machine has been examined and the commutators

cased and adjusted so as to work well I trust. A Battery of

5
pr. of plates is in use- the connexions are all perfect in all

states of the commutators and the Galvanometer needles have

been strengthened and equalized-so that the instrument is very

delicate.

10537. The second commutator is in use and in the condition iii.

In order to have an easy reference to these conditions, such a

diagram as this may be used, where the upper arrow represents

the passage or journey of the experimental core end in or to, and

the lower arrow the passage out or fro, the two 00 representing
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the respective stops at the change of motion. M represents the

end of the Electro magnetic core, which I will always consider

as on the right hand of the moving experimental core. Now in

position iii, the commutator changes the direction of the currents

that go to it in the middle of the journey, thus; and therefore

picks up first the results of the action on the right hand of a b,

and then the results of the action on the left hand, and so on con-

tinually. Whatever these are, they make the two currents, which

may be called the commutator currents, and which it sends on

to the Galvanometer in each complete cycle of motion to and fro.

10538. Iron wire core ( ) iii. Used the magnet in its

residual state (10530), i.e. not excited by the battery. When the

iron went tOy there was the least trace of final motion of the

Galvanometer needle end to the West; when^ro, the least trace

East. When to and fro successively but slowly, the needle was

agitated slightly, but kept its place, shewing the equability of the

contrary actions. When the machine moved more quickly, then

the needle end creeped slowly a little to the Westy as if the results

of the to action were stronger than those of the fro action, with

a quick velocity though not with a lower. Can this depend upon

a difference in the time of receiving and losing magnetic state in

the iron core.^ I should expect it would rise up more rapidly

in the latter part of the to than it falls in the beginning of the fro,

and that the fall continues longer in the latter part of the frOy than

the rise in the beginning of the to. That the rise in power does

not indeed cease with the cessation of to but continues for an

instant during the stop there, and on the other hand, that the fall

does not begin the very instantyro commences, but a moment after,

and continues into the stop after fro, and if the motion be quick

may even continue into the beginning of the following to. In

which case, the maximum magnetism of the end of the iron core

would not be at a* but somewhere about ^-and the minimum also

would not be at c but perhaps at d or e. Follow this out in its

effects hereafter (10565).

10539. I now altered the adjustment of the commutator so as to

make the change occur at Oyp. The time therefore during which

the commutator gathered up the effects without change was much
longer whilst the experimental core was in the vicinity of the

* [10538I

' i

c 0
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magnet than when it was withdrawn. The two parts of the cycle

were unequal, one being (the in) about two thirds of the whole

cycle and the other (the out) about one third; but of each of these

parts, the to andfro, both as to time and space moved through,

were exactly equal to each other. It is very clear that as regards

the commutator action, when the machine works regularly, the

commutator sends on to the Galvanometer the effects produced

from 0 to stop 2 and round to p by one wire side, and that if

these effects be contrary (as they will be), that the needle will shew

them in succession and be left influenced by their difference if

there be any) that then tlie commutator will change and send the

rest of the fro cunent from p to stop i and the to current from

stop I to 0 to the Galvanometer by the other wire side, and if the

powers evolved in the cycle of change be equal, the needle will

then be at rest. On the other hand, if a single in motion be made,

then the needle will first shew the effect produced from stop i

to 0, and afterwards in a contrary direction (because ofthe change in

tlie commutator) the effect produced from 0 to stop 2, and we have

seen that these are not equal and were not likely to be equal (10538).

10540. With the commutator then as just described (10539)

the in period therefore the longest, and with iron wire core and

residual state of magnet, when the machine was worked, the

needle end scarcely moved eitlier way, so equable are the forces

evolved in the different parts of the cycle as thus divided.

10541. But when tlie commutator was altered to /tz, «, so as to

make the in period the shortest, then upon working the machine

the end of the needle gathered up a little towards the West,

10542. The Magnet was now excited by the battery so as greatly

to strengthen the Magnetism, but not to change its direction, and

tlie commutator was left as above (10541) with the in period the

shortest. When the iron wire core passed to^ the needle end went

Easty and when it passed it went West (which is the contrary

of what occurred with the residual magnet and the commutator

adjusted midway), but there was very little trace of motion either

way. When the machine was worked slowly but continuously,

the needle end kept a little to the East, but when the motion was

quicker, it went to the West, being in this respect like the action

of the same core and tlie residual magnet (10538).
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10543. Again made in period longest (10540) and used the battery

to the magnet. When the machine moved slowly, the needle stood

at 0°, but when more quickly it gathered up West Made in

period shortest and worked the machine; the needle again gathered

West and I think a little quicker than before. So whether the

galvanometer divides the journey midway or near stop i or stop 2,

the needle end (standard) always gathers West with these con-

nexions, but the forces evolved in the whole cycle seem nearest

to neutrality when the in period is longest^ or by commutator thus.

10544. Several repetitions of these experiments in the after part

of the day gave the same result. My commutator does not allow

me at present to divide the cycle near[er] to the stops than about
|

of the whole distance of the journey.

10545. Copper^ solid core
( ). Now worked with the long

copper core and the commutator in condition iii, varied as before

described. When the in period was longest, working the machine

(magnet at full power) produced no effect at the Galvanometer.

Yet here I expected to obtain at the Galvanometer the joint effects

of the stops (10439). Then made the in period the shortest, and

now obtained 40° West with one contact at Galvanometer. After

a time, again with in period the shortest,[obtained 40°West or more.

10546. Made commutator change midway (10537) and now by
working the machine the needle end went West, but less than

when in period short. Changed commutator and made in period

the longest, and now again the effect was almost insensible,

scarcely West. Changed the commutator to in shortest-the

copper needle end] then went West but only feebly and not at

all as I expected.

10547. It would appear therefore that when the in period is

shortest, the best effect is obtained with the solid copper core.

But I am jealous of the results, because of the apparent falling

of[f] in power of the copper. I found also it had started from its

place and I must repeat the above results unexceptionably.

10548. To compare in some degree a long and short core of

copper, I had a compound core of wood and copper, the latter

or copper only inches long. With the in period short, the needle

end went JVist as with the long copper. With the in period long,

the needle end went westy but feebly only, as with long copper.
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10549. Now used some other cores with the in period constantly

short as that which gave best results.

10550. Tm core ( ) in. Needle end West-vtxy feebly.

1055 1 . Silver discs ( ) iii. Needle end West-m2ix\y as

copper.

10552. Bismuth core ( ) iii. No effect.

10553. The present commutator can divide the journey either at

one third of the whole journey from either end, or at any point

nearer the middle of the Journey. Wherever it divides, the sum

of the actions on the one side, as from 0 to stop 2 and on to /?,

are sent on by one side of the galvanometer circuit to it, and then

the sum of the actions on the other side, as from p to stop i and

on to 0, are sent to the Galvanometer in the contrary direction

(10539).

10554. Now as the velocity is a maximum at the points (middle)

X and z and gradually increases to and diminishes from these

points to stop I and stop 2, so the latter places cannot be taken as

giving the effects of the stops, for the effect of stop 2 is on even

at X and is almost complete before 0.2 is attained, especially in

respect of the time of the journey; and so also the effect of stop i

is on from z to i.o. In fact, as regards velocity, the to and fro

is from o»i to x and from 0.2 to z, and from x to stop 2 repre-

sents stop 2, and from z to stop i represents stop i.

10555. then, during the whole of the ro, the core is entering

parts of the magnetic field which are more and more intense, and

of necessity is cutting magnetic curves which diverge equally in

all directions from the point M of the Magnet, and it does not

cease to cut these curves or really stop in effect until it ceases

to advance; and the same is true for the^o, and it is really difficult

to say where the virtual representation of the effect which may

be considered as due to stop is to be placed. As a copper core

advances, currents round its axis will be induced which, rising

up from 0, will attain a maximum intensity and then gradually

diminish to 0, to be succeeded by contrary currents which will

gradually attain a maximum and then also diminish to 0, to be

succeeded by the first set again. Now from 0 to maximum will

induce a current in the Exp. helix wire in a given direction, which

may be represented thus j; and from maximum on to 0 will

x6FDV
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produce a contrary current thus from the last o to the next
maximum will produce the same current as the last [; and from
that maxm. to the following o will produce this current so that

the four currents will be as follows: take the cycle

of effects with its two maxima and two minima, then from one
maximum to the other will give one current on to the commutator

I, and from the second maximum on to the first will give the

other current These two currents it is which the commutator
should pick up and send on to the Galvanometer, and it therefore

should change sides at the maxima.
10556*. Now let the circle represent the to and fro enlarged and
widened. As the core is carried to and fro by a crank wheel,
of course the figures i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 represent equal times,

and from gj to a, from a to if, from i> to c and so on represent

also equal times. But then the distances between ^ and a', a and
b and c; etc. shew the velocities for these equal times.

10557. If maximum current (10555) depended upon velocity

alone in the motion of the copper core, it would be greatest at o
or but as from there to 9 or i it is entering in a more intense

part of the magnetic field, it must be somewhere on towds. this

place. If the maximum current depended upon the most favourable
place in the magnetic field, it would be at 9 or £; but depending
upon the motion and its velocity, as these are nothing there, the

current must be o there (except for any effect of time) and the

maximum therefore of necessity somewhere towards o or
Perhaps I may assume it about 5 or e. Then the following minimum
or o will be at 9 or / (except for time).

10558. On the fro or retreat of the core, the velocity will be
greatest at ix, but that cannot be the place of the second maximum
because the magnetic field is much weaker in intensity there than
at viii, vii, vi, etc. Neither can it be between ix and m, for the

field becomes weaker and the velocity less and less; and for the

[10556]
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joint considerations above given, it is most probably somewhere

about V. The second minimum or 0 will of course be at m,

10559. If all this be right, the two maxima will be at
5
and v,

and the two minima or o at 9 and m, and it is at the maxima or
5

and V that the Commutator has to change, which can be done

best with the second commutator in Condition iii, thus (10655).

Must compare effects thus obtained with those obtained by the

commutator condition i on former occasions.

10560. The motions to and fro must produce I think equal

antagonistic effects in the parts which correspond, as at the parts

ad\by\cc \dd\ for if 0 and 0 be the minimum or nil points

of action, then the other parts must correspd. So if the maximum

of one current be at d^ the maximum of the other currrent will

be at d\

10561. I then made some experiments with the first commutator

in condition i, using the solid copper core, but I obtained very

poor effects indeed and was altogether confused in the results.

Whether this is due to the exhaustion of the Voltaic battery or

any other cause I do not know, but must clear tlie matter up.

10562. Think a little about action of Iron wire core and where

its maximum effect on the experimental helix would be. Excepting

the influence of time occupied by its assumption and loss of the

magnetic state by approximation and recession, it is clear that the

minima of action or 0, would be at m and 9, as with a copper core

(10557). Now here the pole which acts on the helix rises in

intensity all the way from /« to 9 and is most intense at 9, but then

it has no motion relative to the exp. helix there. The quickest

motion is at jgj, but then it is not strgest. in force there. The

maximum effect due to these two causes will therefore probably

be about 4 or 5, and perhaps is exactly where the maximum for

the copper core is (10559), which is to me rather unexpected.

Then on its return fro, the maximum effect would be at the

correspondant iv or v, say v.

10563. But whilst considering the copper core (10556), the two

maxima found were the maxima of the copper core condition, not

the maxima of its action on the experimental helix; on the con-

trary, they were the minima of action on it and were the times

when the commutator should change (10555). But with the iron,

i6«2
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the two maxima above (10562) are the maxima of action on the

experimental helix; the corresponding minima and the times there-

fore when the commutator should change are at m and 9 (10556),

and therefore very different to those for the copper core.

10564. Must test all this by experiment. As to the effect of time,

it will probably be of such a nature as to make the maximum

condition of the iron core occur about i or in that direction and

its minimum condition perhaps at w (10556); and if so, these will

be the places for the commutator to change. Now changing at

these places should give almost 0 for the effect of the copper core

on the helix. So

will be best for copper and worst for iron;

will be best for iron and worst for copper.

10565. As regards iron (exception being made for time effect),

though the condition ddz% here given is worst for iron, yet any

other condition which gives equal portions of to and fro on the

same side of the commutator change, as at c c', or bl) or c a',

should give the same bad effect, because the equal portions of

contrary action from b for instance to stop and back to d will

neutralize each other and so send no current on to the Galvano-

meter, and the same will be the case from b' to 0 and on to b.

As regards copper, such a change will do harm, for if from dtoo

and on to d' gives one current, and then from d' to 0 on to d gives

a contrary current, making the commutator change at b V would

be to add the effect from b to d and that from d' to V together,

and to take their sum from the current due to d to 0 on to d';

then th^ remainder left, and the current produced from d by 0

on to a, would together make that which would pass on to the

Galvanometer, and probably be only a small quantity.

10566. In reference to condition i and the results it has already

given me, it would not seem to be quite so favourable for iron

as condition ii, i.e. if the effect of time be sensible; if not, they will

be nearly alike and almost the best. In respect to the effect upon

copper, the one or the other would be a weakening, for if d d'

represent the places of change (10555), then the two semicircular
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arrows L and R may represent the two equal currents then gathered

up in succession by the commutator. As already said, if the com-

mutator change at a a, then portions of the one current L equal

to 1-2 and 3-4 are opposed to an equal quantity of the other *-

current R and are lost, and the two remainders only go to the ^

galvanometer (10565); but if the commutator divide at d and a

,

then only half as much, or the one part from 3 to 4, neutralizes

an equal portion of R, and therefore more goes to the Galvano-

meter than before. If the commutator change at e and/ then the

part current from ^ to 3 and the part opposite current from 3

to h are united and only their difference remains; on the other

side, ^ to I, and I to ^ are opposed and only their difference

remains; and these two differences make up all that go to the

Galvanometer. When these vanish by making the change at 0

and 0, then we have the worst condition for copper, as already

said (10564).

10567. Whether time has any thing to do with the currents in

copper I have not considered here, but from my explication of

Arago’s Phenomena in reply to Nobili, think it has.

26 NOVR. 1849.

10568. Action of iron ore. The exp. helix is on the end of the

Electro magnet core and the latter is used as a magnet in its

residual state unexcited by any battery. The Exp. helix is con-

nected with the Galvanometer and no commutator is in use. The

connexions are perfect.

10569. The iron wire core is 5^ inches in length ( ) and

well annealed. Introduced by hand slowly into the exp. helix,

a current in one direction was produced during the whole time

of introduction of the core. A current in the contrary direction

was produced during the whole time of withdrawal of the core.

The stops at the end do nothing, and are as supposed (10562),

the places of minimum action.

10570. Using the excited magnet,
5

pr. of plates and dividing

the whole journey in into several equal parts and observing the

current due to each; as these parts were nearer to the magnet so

the current was more powerful. The first four fifths of the journey

in did not produce more effect altogether than the last single fifth.
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The effects fro were the same in kind; the first fifth out equalled

the effect of the remaining four fifths. Hence the maximum place

of action or the middle of the effect, current produced in the

experimental helix is, as was supposed (10562), very near up to

the inner end of the Journeyfir iron,

10571. The iron core was introduced slowly (time about 2")

until stopped by a thin blocking cork, and the extent of the swing

of the needle end noted-it was 16°. Again, when all was at rest

and in order, it was introduced exactly as [bejfore but quickly

(time perhaps o*i of a second); the swing of the needle was again

16°. Every repetition of this experiment still shewed the same

result. The needle swung on in its course long after the motion

of the core in either case was over, occupying 6" or 7'' or even

more. So that the power in both cases was fully exerted upon it.

Hence it appears that with Iron, whether the core moves up to

the magnet quickly or slowly, the same amount of effect is pro-

duced on the Exp. Helix and galvanometer (10585, 6). When the

core was removed quickly and slowly the same equality of effect

was produced.

10572. The swing at the Galvanometer needle with the residual

magnet seemed to be a trace stronger for a single to than for a

single fro. Perhaps this may depend upon some point either of

time or something else connected with a single action, for several

tos and fro in succession left the needle at

10573. I expected that a short iron core would produce less effect

than a long one, and that perhaps it would in this respect lose

power more rapidly than a copper core, which is not a polar

arrangement, and that so a point of comparison might arise and

probably also a contrast, even to the extreme case of a copper

cylinder with a fine wire axis, which when 4 or 5 inches long

should have iron superior in action and when \ an inch long

should have the copper superior perhaps (10578).

10574. A well annealed iron wire about /q of an inch in diameter

was selected, and pieces of different lengths being cut off and

fastened on to sticks of wood, so that their inner ends might

always be brought up to the same distance (about | of an inch)

from the end of the residual magnet- these were introduced in

turn and the effect on the needle observed. A piece
|
of an inch
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in length passing either in or out was hardly sensible in its effect—

the needle end did not move above 0*5 of a degree. A piece

being inch long, made the needle move a degree fully by an

in or an out, A piece i| inch long, had more effect and moved
the needle i{ degrees. A piece (the core) 5I inches long, caused

a deflection of about 16°. A piece 10 inches long did not seem to

do any thing more (10578). The free space within the Exp. helix,

from its entrance up to the end of the Electro magnet (residual),

is about 2 inches.

10575. I think that none of the cores, whether iron, copper, silver

or whatever they may be, act directly upon the experimental helix

through the force of the state (magnetic or of induction) which

they have received from the dominant Magnet. The power which

is raised up in them by the magnet must, I think, be directed to

and engaged with that of the magnet, else action and reaction

would not be equal. The power exerted on the Exp. helix is that

of the forces emanating from the chief magnet, and which, being

disturbed in their direction and relation, do during the act of

disturbance affect the experimental helix which is situated within

their reach or in their magnetic field. The lines of force which

emanate and diverge from the ends of the Magnetic pole, if made
to converge, will travel across the turns of the helix and produce

a current in it in one direction—or if made to diverge will travel

in the contrary course and produce a current in the contrary

direction. Iron causes the first effect and sustains it at the stop

consequent upon a to, and so a to and stop produces only one

current in the exp. helix and that in a given direction. A copper

core in a to produces a divergence of these lines of force up to

the maximum point ofinduced current (10557), and a convergence

of them from that point to the following stop, and hence gives

two currents in the exp. helix in contrary directions for a to— the

stop producing no effect.

10576. To test this view for iron action, I introduced a thick

copper tube into the exp. helix; it was 0*3 of an inch thick in

the sides, its internal diameter being o*i of an inch and its external

diameter 0*7 of an inch— it was 2*2 inches long and was therefore

a thick copper lining to the whole of the cavity of the experi-

mental helix. Under these circumstances, the to of the iron wire
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core (10569, 10627), either through the middle of the copper or

outside the copper between it and the exp. helix, or up the axis

of the exp. helix the copper being taken away, produced exactly

the same effect on the needle; the presence or absence of the thick

copper tube making not the slightest difference. Now all currents

induced directly by the iron core would exist in the copper tube

when it was there and not in the helix outside of that tube,

whereas on the contrary any action produced by the disturbance

of the lines of force of the Magnet would affect the Exp. helix

exactly in the same manner whether the copper were there or not

(10627), and this shews I think that the action on the helix is not

direct from the iron core but from the magnet. An experiment

with the Exp. helix and copper lining and a small wire magnet

away from the great magnet will probably shew this confmd. by

action on the helix without the copper tube and little or none with

it (10628, 9).

10577. Made some further experiments with the lengths of iron

wire (10573), using the E. Magnet urged by 5
pr. Grove’s battery.

On this occasion of putting on the battery for the first time after

four days, had rather a long continuance of the production of

currents in the Exp. helix due to the gradual acquisition of the

maximum state by the iron (10445, ^7? when that was

over and the magnet let down and after 10' the battery put on

again, there was the same effect to a lesser extent. It was only

after the battery had been put on to the magnet 4 or 5 times

that the latter on after occasions acquired its full maximum state

instantly.

10578. With the excited Magnet the iron
|
of an inch long

(10573, 4) now sent the needle end 30° or more by a single in

or to. On using a still shorter piece, however, 0*2 of inch long,

the effect was again reduced and the deflection was only if. The
distance from the iron to the magnet was about 0-2 of an inch,

that being the distance of the copper and other cores.

10579. Now proceeded to use the Commutator in Condition i,

which should give nearly the best effect for iron (10564), employing

the old iron wire core of 5^ inches (10449) the residual Magnet.

10580. I find that this core gives by one to or in a deflection of

10° instead of 2~ or 3°, as produced by the core used just now
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(10569). Found that this was due to its being magnetic, the end
nearest the great dominant magnet being in the contrary state to

the pole approached. Put a new iron core like that worked with

just now (10569) into the wooden case (10526), and this being

introduced by hand into the exp. helix, gave about 3!° for a to

or a /ro. It is scarcely magnetic, being only so by what it has

taken up in this experiment.

10581. This core ofIron wire, being attached by it to the machine

and sent in once, made the needle end move about 2° or a little

more; it is less than by hand, because then the whole effect of in

is given to the Galvanometer, whereas in the machine a part is

cut offby the change of the commutator before the stop is arrived

at. The importance of the part of the journey so cut off (depending

upon its vicinity to the magnet) is in some degree shewn by the

difference of 2° and 3I.

10582. When the iron core was withdrawn by the machine, the

needle end went about as much as before and in the same direc-

tion, because of the change at the commutator. In both these

cases the Needle end went East for the standard condition of the

connexions and magnet ( ), as on former occasions.

10583. Working the machine regularly, the needle end goes East

well and continuously, as on all former occasions, and this is a

clear good result with a long core of iron wire, soft and un-

magnetic. The commutator is almost the most favourable for

iron and, though the Magnet is in the residual state, the power

is so great that I may not continue the contact at the Galvano-

meter except for a moment at a time, and with the Electro magnet

excited by battery could not bear it except for the shortest instant

of time. This core is about /^th of an inch in thickness. Perhaps

making it much thinner and shorter may bring it into comparison

with silver in different position of the commutator.

10584. A smaller core of iron wire between | and ^ of an inch

in length and p of an inch in diameter, making the same journey

and carried up as near to the magnet excited by battery as the

former (10581), gave only 8° East deviation by twelve tos andfros

in succession. I must have a still finer wire to compete with copper

in this position of the commutator, which is not good for the

latter and is for iron.
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10585. j4s to velocity ofmotion of the core. With the unmagnetic

iron wire core of 5^ inches long (10580, 10607) and the Domi-
nant magnet in the residual state, four tos and fros occurring

in succession slowly gave 14° East. Then four tos and fros

occurring quickly in like manner gave exactly 14° East. The
experiment was repeated several times with the same result (10571,

10^7).

10586. Now this ought I think to be the case for iron, which

whether at the end of a slow or a quick journey, is in the same

place, has risen to the same state, and must have produced in both

cases the same amount of convergence on the lines of force

(10575, 607). But with copper (10657) the effect ought to be very

different. If the copper perform its journey in at one time quickly

and at another slowly^ it may be a question whether the same

amount of current has been produced in its mass in the two

journeys; the probability is that more current has occurred in the

quicker than in the slower journey, because of the lower intensity

of the journey and the resistance of the mass to conduction (in a

bad conductor, as bismuth, there is no such current produced

sensibly). But admitting that the amounts of current are equal,

and in that respect the copper to be analogous to the equality

in the case of iron (10586), still the two currents will not produce

the same result on the experimental helix, whether the action be

viewed as a direct one of the copper on the exp. helix, or an in-

direct one acting on it through its effect on the direction of the

lines of force of the magnet. For if the copper advance quickly,

the magnetic currents in it will rise to a maximum intensity and

then diminish to o; if it advance slowly, they will continue for a

longer time, will advance to a maximum intensity much lower

than the former, and then diminish to o. In both cases the same

amount of Electricity will have circulated if it acts as a ring

current opposed to the Magnetism of the Dominant pole; and so,

causing its lines of force first to diverge and then to collapse, these

action[s] will be proportionate to the maximum intensity and not

to the whole quantity of the current in the core, and therefore

greater with the quick motion than with the slower. Or if we
supposed that the current by its rising induced one current directly

in the Exp. helix and by its falling the contrary current, still these
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would be proportionate to the maximum intensity and not to the

whole quantity of current in the core.

10587. So a great distinction here between such metals as copper

and such as iron in their action upon the Exp. helix.

10588. As iron enters the helix to approach the Magnet, its

(hypothetical) currents or state rise up to the stop, and do not fall

again. So it induces a current in the helix which is not opposed

by another due to the letting down. Copper currents rise and

also fall by the time it stops, and so this difference.

10589. Copper in is in its alternations of state equivalent to iron

in and out^ and hence the difference of character.

10590. Now experimented with the Magnet and battery and this

condition of the commutator, using other cores in the machine

;

so as to verify and clear and establish the correct results of former

experiments.

10591. Copper core^ i. 2^ inches long and pierced (10576). On
working the machine moderately, the needle went West most

steadily, 25° or more. As before (10427).

10592. Copper core^ usual ( ) i. Well West.

10593* Copper disc core, i ( ). Well West-but not so

much as the two former. In the first case, the metal of the core

is not dense, being cut up, and in the next the cylinder is not two

inches long.

10594. Copper wire core, longitudinal, i ( ). If any effect

at all, it was a little to the East, as if the effect of the copper were

lost and that of a little iron was made manifest.

10595. Copper filings core^ i ( ). Nothing—or if the least

trace, it is East.

10596. Bismuth core^ i ( ). Nothing-as before.

10597. Antimony core, i ( ). Nothing.

10598. Lead core, i
( ). Goes West fairly, 7° or 8°.

10599. SuL Iron small crystals, i
( ). Slightly East as iron.

10600. SuL Iron, M, C,axis transverse, i ( ). Fairly East-

quite a clear Magnetic effect.

10601. SuL Iron, M,C,Axis axial, i ( ). Well East, 5^ or

6°, quite clear.

10602. Red ferro pruss, pot,, i. ( ). Perhaps a trace East

but the effect doubtful.
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10603*. I know that it is of any consequence, but the

polarity of the Electro Magnet and the direction of the coil in

the helix are always as represented here.

10604. Now changed the adjustment of the commutator to con-

dition ii, by making the beginning of motion to or fro carry the

pin over the division instead of the end of the motion. This is like

moving the change back from r and j to f and u : for whereas the

effect of the advance of the core from i.o to r was taken up on
one side of the commutator by the then position of the tongues,

now it is taken up on the other side, because the commutator
change is made at the beginning of the motion instead of at the end.

10605 1. In position i, the tongues which carry of[f] the current

are on G and E whilst the core is going in and on E and G'
whilst the core is going out. But in condition ii, tlie tongues are

on E and G' going in and on G and E coming out. The two cases

being the reverse of each other for the chief parts of the ins and outs.

10606. Iron core, ii ( ) and residual magnet. The action

is very fair at the needle but now it goes West^ not East. This is

of course due to the change in the commutator above described

;

the chief and predominating and in fact resulting currents are sent

in the contrary direction to what they were before, and therefore

the needle goes in the contrary direction; for as it [is], the current

from 1.0 to r minus the short current from ^ to 1.0 which forms

the current in one case (the lower current has the like form), and

the current from t to o.z minus the short current from <3.2 to w,

which forms the corresponding current in the other case, these are

alike in their direction, but as the commutator sends them up to

the galvanometer on opposite sides, tliey must of course give con-

trary deflexions of the needle.

10607. Under this condition ii, four ins and four outs gave the

same impulse at the Galvanometer, 1 8°, whether the motions were
performed quickly or slowly (10571, 10607^) confmg. the former
result.

^ ? par. 10585.

* [10603] t [10605]
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10608. Now employed other cores and of diamagnetic metals in

this condition of things.

10609, Copper core^ shorty ii (10576, 10591). Goes well West,

12° or 14^, The needle is not reversed for copper as it is for iron,

and this forms a very striking contrast between the copper action

of induced currents and such an action as that of Magnetism or

of Polar diamagnetism if it existed.

10610. That the needle should notbe reversed for copper is evident

from the following considerations; first the commutator is re-

versed for the chiefpart of the in and out, and therefore, unless the

direction of the produced currents had not been reversed also,

the effect could not be accounted for; in iron they are not reversed

and therefore the needle goes in the contrary direction. To explain

this, we must remember that the two currents produced in the

exp. helix by iron exist as the core passes from i.o by a to 0,1

and again from 0,1 by b to i.o. But the two current[s] produced

in the exp. helix by the copper core (10559) exist as the core passes

from ^ by 1,0 to a, and from a by 0.2 to k So in condition i,

as the core goes in, it is the current from ^ by i.() to a minus the

portion from a to r which goes into G (10605) tongue A
upon it; and in condition ii it is the current from m by i.o to

minus the portion from n to ^ which goes into G' by the tongue D.

Now these two currents are alike in direction and in power and in

every other point, and they go into G or G' (which is the same

thing) in the two states of the commutator and therefore must

produce the same effect at both times, i.e. send the needle end

West. Hence the curious difference of inversion by iron and non-

inversion by copper.

1061 1 . Copper core^ long, ii
( ). Goes West well as before,

just as in condition i.

10612. Copper disc core, ii ( ). West fairly.

10613. Copper, long wire core, ). No trace of action- or

if any, very slight West-which may be iron.

10614. Copper filings, ii
( ). Nothing.

10615. SuL Iron, MX, axis transverse, ii
( ). West, f or

4°, as iron- curious simulation, so to say, of inductive effect of

copper, etc.

10616. SuL Iron, M, C, axis axial, ii
( ). Same as one above.
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10617. crystals in tuhe^ ii ( ). West—but less than

the above two.

10618. Redferro pruss, pot,^ M, C, axis resultant axialy ii ( ).

Nothing, or else doubtful trace.

10619. B'lsmuthy ii ( ). Nothing.

10620. Antimony

y

ii ( ). Nothing.

10621. Leady ii ( ). West, but very feebly. Battery be-

ginning to go down.

10622. Copper helixy closedy ii ( ). If anything, the least

trace West, but not so much as I expected. Then opened, and

now the current in the Exp. helix sent needle end East. This

happened a second time, as if there were some real effect. Strange

if it should be neither like iron nor copper in this state of the

Commutator. Must examine.

10623. this state of the Commutator, it is evident that we have

the power, if at all useful, of combining the effect of ordinary

magnetic action with the power of induction of currents; and

therefore in condition i, we should have the power of combining

the power of bismuth, if polarly diamagnetic, with that of the

induction of currents. But even then we see no evidence of any

effect with Antimony or bismuth. In condition iii, properly

place[d], we should separate both Mag. and diamagnetic effects

from the effect of induction by currents.

10624. of the copper drives or opens out the brush of

magnetic lines of force (10575), tlien a single wire moving across

the magnetic curves must do the same; and if so, then the line of

force may be conceived of as bending away from or before tlie

wire- the latter making a continual wave before it as long as it

moves. Is it not the exertion of this wave to subside or straiten

which produces the Electric current in the moving core or wire.^

10625. How will this thought tell on the resistance to the motion

of the wire and account for the mechanical force needed.^ Also,

in the case of sawing the space by copper between the magnetic

poles, Arago’s phenomena, etc.—and how will it bear on a wire

carrying a current and so of itself travelling across the lines of

magnetic force-and how on the rotation of a magnet carrying

the current which makes it move.^

10626. If wires could be conceived of acting in succession the
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one on another, the first carrying a current say for an instant

and the current ^en stopping, this wire acting on a second should
cause in it two successive currents in contrary direction in the

time of the first current. This acting on a third outside to it,

should produce three currents, and this acting on a fourth, four
currents. One may suppose a bundle of wires and the center
wire as No. i, then the others would be the wires lying in the

direction of a radius, but each wire would represent the action

upon a cylinder of wires equidistant with it from the center. The
center may be supposed to carry the electricity of a spark dischge.
If the lengths of the following wires* counting from left hand to

right represent time, then will not the currents for the time be
as indicated by the arrows and their lengths.^

28th NOVR. 1849.

10627. Placed the thick copper tube (10576) in the Exp. helix and
used the Residual Magnet. Then selecting a soft unmagnetic iron
wire core, I observed its effect to a.nd fro gave about 3° each in

opposite directions
; and whether the wire was inside the copper, or

outside the copper but in the helix, or in the center of the helix

(or any other part) and the copper away, the amount of effect

was the same (10576, 10682, 8). So copper here does not take

of [f] the effect from the Exp. helix.

10628. In place of the unmagnetic wire above (10627) used a

magnetised wire (10576, 688, 9). This gave East or West deflexion

to the Galvanometer needle according to the pole introduced.
When the S pole was introduced (the near pole of the residual

magnet being N), it was East', when the N pole was introduced,
it was IVest. The two were equal to each other, but greater than
with the soft iron core. The copper tube (10576) being now placed

* [10626]

etc. etc. etc.
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in the exp. helix and the magnetic iron wire again employed^

there was no difference in the amount of effect or kind, whether

the magnet wire were in it or not. The effect in fact is always

proportionate to the disturbance of the chief magnetic curves of

the dominant (residual) magnet.

10629. Then expect that with copper the same thing will happen.

But if so, it must happen then through the intervention of the

currents which at the same moment are produced in the copper,

and so may be referred to their action directly, and indirectly to

the magnet through them (10576).

10630. If so, in what manner is this power discharged or carried

on, supposing the copper core were slit up and so the currents

in it prevented.^ This is the old recurring question connected with

the Electrotonic state.

10631. Now arranged the new No. 2 Commutator and think it

will answer very well. Adjusted it so as to divide the journey thus,

or midway between the two stops, being condition iii (10463,

10500, 12). The residual magnet was used and the soft unmagnetic

iron core (10627).

10632. Taking only half a journey, so that the Commutator
tongues might not change sides but give a constant connexion

with the galvanometer, a to sent the needle end one way and a

fro the other; and whether these were the halves of the journey

farthest from or nearest to the dominant magnet, the to andfro
of each half equalled each other, and neutralized each other at the

galvanometer if taken up in quick succession. If in slow suc-

cession, then following the swing of the needle they increase its

vibrations.

10633. ^ whole journey is taken from stop to stop, then two

motions appear at the needle. Thus one in or to sends the needle

first East a little and then it is suddenly stopped and sent West

by a surplus of force. Of course the whole journey produces only

one current in the exp. helix, but this by the commutator is

divided into two halves (as to time), of which the second near

the dominant magnet is much stronger than the first; and these

being opposed by the commutator, gives rise to the effects at the

needle and shews why the latter is the stronger. When a whole

out was taken, the needle end goes well East, but is suddenly
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affected, the force diminishing and only a little East remaining.

Here again the first half of the journey out is the strongest and of

course it is contrary in its direction to the journey in; hence it

gives East deflection strong, and the second or weaker half, being

inverted by the commutator, is opposed to and weakens but does

not destroy it.

10634. When the machine is worked moderately, it is astonishing

to see how well the journey in and out neutralizes itself-so that

the needle remains almost unmoved. When worked quickly for

several seconds it crept a little West, but not more than f or 4°,

which is of course the sum of error for the whole time of working

and of very many journeys (105 14). Hence this condition iii of

commutator is shewn to be that which annuls or sets out the

power and effect of iron as was supposed (10562).

10635. Moved the commutator thus, so as to divide the journey

into
y
and

y
nearly. This, though approaching the maximum place

of action (10562), ought still to give o with iron because the

whole of the
y
in and out ought to be o and the whole of the

y

ought to be 0, and it is these which the commutator gathers up.

On working the machine moderately, the needle end gradually

gathered up to the East.

10636. I traced this effect to the dragging of the commutator

tongues on the plate beneath them, which caused that they did

not begin to move to and fro the instant the core began to move

to and fro; and so lagging behind it, the passage from one plate

to the other was not exact as regarded the place of the core. Thus

in the tu, the end of the core was more advanced in its journey

to stop 2, when the tongues passed the line a than it should be;

and in the fro^ was more advanced from stop 2 when the tongues

repassed the same line, so that it was as if the stops had been

made at c and which is a form of commutator condition i, and

should therefore give east deflection. I found -that they did so

drag, the tongues continuing longer on the side from 0.2 to

box d than from aor c\o 0.2, and when I made them drag a little

more, the East resultant was increased. This is probably the cause

of several anomalies in former cases (10649, 75)*

10637. Adjusted the commutator so as to divide farther on, the

portions being about as
^
and Same result as before (10635),

FDV 17
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but the East gathering was quicker and stronger, because the

commutator changes and therefore its shiftings tell in a more
active part of the journey (near the dominant magnet).

10638. Arranged the Commutator so that the tongue barely

passed to the to stop side. As before, the Needle waggles

strongly and gathers East, Altering the commutator so as to*

on the other side or near the fro stop-iht effect was the same

in kind but the East gathering was very much slower. The amount

of drag at the tongues is the same in both cases, but it occurs in

a place of strong action at first and ofweak action at last, and hence

the difference.

10639. Now that there has been a little wear, I can even see that

the tongue tips hold on the brass and do not change their place

through a certain small extent of motion right and left of the lever

and the core and even of the roots of the tongues or places where

they are fixed to the carrying piece. I have for the sake of secure

contact made them press too hard on the plate beneath, which is

already beginning to wear in their track. I must lessen this

pressure and perhaps stiffen the tongues by a frame connecting

them (105 14).

10640. Copper core, iii (10502). Tried one experiment with this,

the most favourable condition of commutator (if at the right

place) for tlie inductive effects of copper, making the commutator

divide about ' and g . I used only the residual magnet. Still I was

able to obtain a West deflection, amounting to about 1°. It was

quite sure and distinct.

29 NOVR. 1849.

10641. I have stiffened the tongues of the commutator against

the effects of lateral force and diminished their pressure upon the

under plate, so tliat they move easily, well and with continual

contact. The Magnet in the residual state is now in use ( )

and its end is about
f
ofan inch from the end of the exp. core when

at the nearest (which is nearer than yesterday). The commutator

is to have continually the iii condition (10463, 631), but the place

of transfer to be shifted (simultaneously on both sides of the

journey) to different distances from the stops i and 2. The whole

distance of the journey is represented on the plate where the

* [10638]
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tongues travel by 300 parts of a divided scale, which I will use

for the present, and the different distances from the place ofchange

to the stops I will represent by the parts of this scale, as thus.

10642. The first adjustment is such as just to let the tongues pass

over before the stop after to of in, i.e. i>.2, and the degrees are

about 290 and 10. An iron wire core (10569, 80), nonmagnetic, was

in the machine. When carried in by the machine, the needle end

went 8° East-and when carried out, 8° West.

10643. Beginning with the core out of exp. helix, the machine

was worked steadily for some time : the needle end first gathered

up to the East gradually 5°, then stopped-then gradually returned

and gathered up to the West 10°, when the workingwas suspended.

10644. Again-beginning with core out and working moderately,

the needle end went 4° East very gradually-then stopped, returned

and went West; then returned from that and stood at 0°, the

machine working all the time.

10645. Again-beginning with the iron core w, after it had been

in the Exp. helix about two minutes, and working moderately,

the Galvr. needle went West 4°-then returned-passed to the

East a degree or so and then returned to 0®, the machine still

working. The same result was given in a second experiment of

the same kind.

10646. A single in gives East effect : and a single out gives West

effect.

10647, I Both these effects yesterday, and found then as now
that the effect was soon over and the needle after that stood at 0°.

I considered it as probably due to this, that when the iron wire

core was out^ its in and approximation to the magnet (dominant)

gave it a certain degree of magnetism, which it could as a mean

retain during its successive journeys to and fro during the rest

of the experiment, and that this assumption of a magnetic state

was that which gave the effect of swing to the East, as it would

do : having acquired that state it would retain it, and therefore no

further effect due to gain or loss of power would occur, and the

effect would sink away in vibrations to and fro and the needle

be left at o by the equality of the other actions.

10648. On the contrary, when the core was first in and then the

experiment began, its first state of magnetism would be higher

17-2
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than the mean state for the rest of the experiment, and the fall to

this mean state would produce the first impulse to the West of

the needle, which would gradually pass away by a vibration or

two and leave the needle at o, under the equal to and fro actions

of the core once in its constant state. The experiments of to-day

confirm me in this view.

10649. So now there is but little dragging of the tongues (10636)

and the iron action is rendered nul as a whole or neutralized in

condition iii of the commutator (10564) even for this extreme

case.

10650. An iron core of five thick wires, equal to ten times the

mass of the former core (10642) and of the same length, was used.

It gave exactly the same East and then West swing, settling at

o^, and continued at 0° during a considerable time of machine

action.

10651. Now experimented with copper and other cores for which

this condition iii of the commutator is (at least in one position

which has to be found) the best (10559).

10652. Short copper core (10627) and residual magnet. The
needle end went | a degree to the West. The arrangement there-

fore is favourable in principle, for even the residual magnet

brings out the effect.

10653. ^he V. Battery of
5

pr. Grove's plates on to the

Magnet and had the first effect (10445, 5 ^ 77) a consider-

able time. After this was nearly over, worked the machine, and

then the Galvr. needle end easily and readily went 40° West.

10654. Continued to use the V. Battery to the magnet and made
the commutator thus. There was a better effect than before, for

the needle end went West 50° easily.

Needle end West 50°. About as

good, or nearly as good.

Needle West 55°.

West to 45°-not so good as the

last certainly; so proceeded to

diminish the right hand side.
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Commutator West nearly 50°.

West 50°.

West 45°.

0^ 4? West 51°.

West 52°.a

West 44^".

A good position.

Good.

10656. I should think that 260—40 would be a good division for

the present condition. The numbers would probably be affected

by changing the distance of f
inch (10641) between the magnet

and the iron core. The battery has of course been falling in power
during these experiments.

10657. In reference to the important effect of velocity in the case

of copper, etc. (10554, 10571, 10586, 607), I made certain experi-

ments with this small copper core and the commutator constantly

at^ With a certain moderate velocity of working, as that employed
above, the needle went West 50°, but with quicker working it

swung up to 72°.

10658. Again, ten revolutions of the great wheel or 40 tos and
fros at a quick rate sent the needle above 80° West. Other ten

at a more moderate rate sent the needle only 39° or 40° West,
and other ten made still more slowly sent die needle only 20°

West. Thus the influence of velocity of journey is very great.

10659. Then adjusted the commutator tot, as being a very

effectual position, and retained it there for all the following

experiments, the velocity being nearly the same average moderate
velocity in all (10657, 8).

10660. Copper long core ( ). West 48°.

Copper disc core ( ). West 25°.

t [10659I[10657]
2rr ur
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Copper long wire core ( ). Nothing.

Copper filings core ( ). Nothing.

10661. Copper wire helix ( ) closed. West, 5° or 6®.

„ „ „ open. Nothing.

10662. Lead core first ( ). West 4° or 5°.

Lead, Chinese, smaller diafneter core ( ). West 3^°.

Lead spiral plate ( ). Nothing.

10663. Tin, solid core ( ). West 7°.

Tin disc core ( ). West 6°.

10664. Silver discs ( ). West 45°.

Silver- divided—precipitated by copper and packed hard

into a glass tube. No trace of action.

10665. Platina core ( ). Clearly West about 3° or 4°. It

is just possible, as Platina is a magnetic metal, that here there has

been a separation of the magnetic and the induced effect.

10666. Gutta Percha core ( ). No trace of action.

10667. Sulphate of Iron, M. C. axis transverse ( ). Nothing.

„ „ M. C. axis axial ( ). Nothing.

10668. Red ferro prussiate potassa ( ). Nothing.

10669. Short copper core ( ). West 38°. Shewing that in

all these experiments the arrangement had been good and the con-

nexions perfect.

10670. Bismuth core ( ). Apparently West action, about
1°.

10671. Antimony, solid core ( ). More distinct West
action, about 2°. Antimony in powder ( ). Nothing.

10672. I have a doubt of these action[s] of 1
°
or 2°, which I must

remove by experiment hereafter (10678, 83, 4). When after making

the contact of the V. B. at the magnet one has waited a moment
and then completes contact at the Galvanometer, there is often

a trace of motion of the needle, which then passes away; but after

the above experiments were made, I thought I observed also a

peculiar effect with antimony, as if the Antimony core, without

working, sent the needle right or left according as it was in or

out of the Exp. helix-but as the commutator changed in the two
cases and as there was a residue of effect from the Dominant
Magnet, it may have been the complication of these effects, all

of which were small.
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10673. Copper and Iron combined in this condition of the Com-
mutator. The short copper cylinder had two inches of soft un-

magnetic iron wire about the ^ of an inch in diameter fixed in its

center, so as to form axis to it. This arrangement on the machine,

when using the excited E. Magnet, sent the Needle well East

because of the power of the magnet and the dragging of the

tongues (10636, 49, 75) and whole apparatus. It shews however
that the effect of the iron is to go East, and is therefore not merely

neutral but contrary to that of copper, silver, etc.

10674. ^ length of I of an inch of this same wire, fixed in the end

of the core nearest the Dominant magnet, could not however

overcome the power of the copper, for the needle then went

West 30° or more. Yet this core was very magnetic when the

end was brought near a magnetic needle, and the piece of iron

without the copper at the end of a wooden core made the Gal-

vanometer needle creep East, even in this condition of the com-
mutator.

10674^. Another iron wire, 2 inches long but smaller in diameter,

being perhaps of an inch in diameter, was placed in the copper

core (10673). This compound core sent the Needle East also

slowly by creeps.

10675. This creep depends not merely upon the drag of the

tongues but upon other parts of the machine, especially at the

axes and pins here and there which are now somewhat worn;

hence on moving the exp. core and through it the commutator,

it is easy to see that the former can travel a little way backwards

and forward-before the tongues started. I blocked up one of

these axes widi wood, so as to remove a certain amount of shake,

and then the creep was much less (10649, 73)*

10676. Still, we have, to a certain degree, the power of separating

the effects of copper and iron, and where not of separating, we
have of opposing them (10674).

I DECK. 1849.

10677. The apparatus in order-the commutator iii. The voltaic

battery 5
pr. Grove’s-freshly charged. No exp. core as yet. On

connecting the Battery with the Magnet, the intensity of the

action of the Magnet rose, producing East deflecting current in
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the Experimental helix a full minute and a quarter after the moment
of contact. The connexion being broken and a couple of minutes

allowed to elapse, the battery was again connected and the same

rising effect was observed, but continuing probably not more

than I of a minute. In both these cases, after the needle had

returned to zero, it still continued to be affected irregularly,

passing a few degrees on this side or on that side of zero with an

unsteady motion and changing direction quickly-as if there were

quite a magnetic storm in the Electro magnet. After several experi-

ments with the magnet and some weakening of the power of the

V. Battery, this was still observed to be the case. Then, however,

the disturbances right and left were small, perhaps I a degree or

sometimes a degree. I think they are due to variations in the

force of the battery current, which telling on the magnet, by it

tells upon the Galvanometer. The effect would probably give a

good mode of studying these slight differences of current.

10678. As it is, though it does not interfere with experimental

results with diamagnetic giving deflection from 5° and upwards,

still in respect of such bodies as Antimony and bismuth, where

the effect is very small, if any, great care is required to avoid con-

founding these irregularities with results supposed to be pro-

duced by the exp. cores (10672).

10679. I shifted the helix on the core (10379) so as to bring it

close up to the shoulder in the latter, and then removed it away
even to a greater distance than in the ordinary experiments. The
disturbances appeared at the galvanometer and apparently the

same in either case. I do not think that any current is com-

municated directly to the galvanometer.

10680. Placed the small copper core ( ) in the machine to

test the action. The Needle end went well West with moderate

working. After a while, repeated the experiment. Needle end

went West 60° with moderate velocity.

10681. Narrow lead core ( ). Went West but only feebly.

No doubt all my results would be far better with cores of larger

diameter and shorter length, and perhaps with a much larger

experimental helix.

10682. Silver, Have made a core of 36 silver fourpennies for a

narrow core. The needle goes West 60° with moderate average
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motion. With a slower motion, the needle end went 32° West.

Then placed a copper lining in the exp. helix, being a tube 2{

inches long, i inch external diameter and | internal diameter

(so I thick), and repeated the experiment with the same velocity.

The small silver core produced again effect fFest to 32°. So the

copper does not interfere here, any more than it does with iron

(10627, 8).

10683. Bismuth core ( ) iii—no trace of effect.

10684. Antimony core ( )—a trace West.

10685. Solid copper wire helix. I have made a helix in the form

of a cylinder, inches long and of an inch in diameter, of

feet of uncovered copper wire of an inch in diameter,

hoping that the film of oxide on its surface would be enough to

prevent contact. When used as core, it gave West declination

to 45*^, but this was the same whether the ends were open or

closed; in fact the lateral contact of the spirals was as good as

contact at the extreme ends. So it tells nothing.

10686. Used the old helix^ which is very poor (10388, 9, 90) and

soldered the ends together. In one experiment I obtained West
8° and in another West 10°. Then unsoldering the ends, I could

obtain no effect at all. A very good experiment, as shewing the

undisturhance of the Magnetic curves when no current can take

place in the core (10390).

10687. The short copper core in place (10627, 52) and the Exp.

helix close up to the Magnet shoulder—West 60^ was obtained.

The exp. helix was now withdrawn
\
of an inch from the shoulder

(10379, 679) and the experiment repeated; still 60° IVest were

obtained.

10688. The exp. helix being removed from the Electro or residual

magnet but still connected with the Galvanometer by simple con-

nexion, was used with the copper lining (10576) and a core of

unmagnetic iron wire. When the core was put in or taken out,

there was the least possible effect at the Galvanometer, but it was

the same whether the copper lining was there or not (10627).

10689. Then a steel wire magnet was used in place of the soft iron

(10628). Entering, it deflected the needle 7°, and on being with-

drawn, 7° in the contrary direction were traversed
;
but the presence

or the absence ofthe copper lining made not the slightest difference.

irr
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10690. It is curious to consider, what is the difference in action

when the copper is there whole, when there are currents; or slit

open^ when there are none} The final result is precisely the same.

Supposing also the space between the exp. helix and the magnet
to be filled alternately with copper and air, with non-conducting
and conducting substance, what is the difference of action in this

space to allow of the same final result.^

17 DECK. 1849.

10691. Repeated the expt. of Reich described by Weber (10050)
and can in no way obtain the results he mentions. Bismuth and
Iron had the same non action or action to me as before. Further,

whatever the action of iron or ferruginous bodies, they were not

so influential upon the little needle when it was between the chops
of the horseshoe magnet as when they were approached directly

to the same little needle, and far less than when approached to an
astatic needle (10050).

18 DECK. 1849.

10692. Employed the Great Electromagnet horseshoe with 10 pr.

of Grove’s plates to test Magnetic condition of bodies tried in the

former machine expts.

10693. Platina core ( ). Magnetic, vibrating between the

poles in one direction or ro, in less than a second.

SuL Iron crystals in tube ( ). Magnetic and pointing.

GoA/—half or whole sovereigns ( )• A little magnetic.

Shilling— clcdiVi washed (

pole.

Tin corey common (

Tin corCy discs ( ).

Chinese tin corey short (

Chinese lead corCy narrow.

Do., thicker, shorter (

). Magnetic—went up to the

)• Diamagnetic with this power.
Do.
). Diamagnetic,

long ( ). Diamagnetic.

). Diamagnetic.

10694. Now as to revulsion of masses made up of discs or plates.

Gold, Seven half sovereigns in a bundle, when standing thus*,

went up, i.e. from / to^ very well upon making battery magnet
contact, and on breaking contact were well revulsed, going of

course thus^

,

The bundle was magnetic from the magnetism

[10694]
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of the coins and tended to stand thus, as was natural, the length

of the pieces of coin being then axial.

10695. ^ piece of pure gold foil, folded up into a square bundle,

though very small, shewed the advance and revulsion very well.

10696. Silver-2i bundle of 10 fourpennies-is magnetic and points

thus. The magnetism interferes with the revulsion effect, for the

coming up cannot be distinguish[ed] except by a little added

velocity from the magnetic coming up, but if whilst the .magnetic

force is on, the bundle be blocked thus, then on taking off the

magnetic force the revulsion is evident and sends the bundle thus.

10697. Another bundle contains 17 fourpennies and the length

of the cylinder is more than the diameter. This also is magnetic

and still the discs stood axial thus. When this is blocked as before

(10696), on causing the magnetic force to cease, the revulsion

occurs strongly, i.e. the axis of the cylinder tends to place itself

axially; the effect does not look like revulsion because the greatest

length of the cylinder goes axially, but that is because of the

division into discs and shews the power of that division.

10698. Platinafoil bundle-Ytxy magnetic and no revulsive effects.

The magnetic force much and the conducting power (favouring

revulsion) little, and so no signs of the latter.

10699. Tinfoil bundle. Not magnetic-will stand in any position.

Shews the advance and the revulsion very well indeed-here

division very advantageous.

10700. Zinc foil bundle. Is Magnetic, but when blocked in

position ( ), shews the final revulsion.

1 0701. Lead leaf bundle-VQiy magnetic-when blocked shews

small effect of revulsion, though lead a bad conductor-division

into discs helps here sensibly.

10702. Copper foil bundle. Not magnetic-will stand any where

in Magnetic field-advances when contact made and very strongly

revulsed as magnet falls. But there is a particular effect here which

none of the other metals shewed me except Tin slightly. When the

copper is revulsed, it passes back, and swinging beyond the

equatorial position goes on towards the next axial position; and

if it were a solid block, would from former experiment make 3 or

4 revolutions before it stopped by torsion of the suspending

thread; but now it does not arrive at the second axial position.
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but is repelled back from that, taking the following position[s]

in succession.

10703. This of course ought to be the case, provided the currents

produced in the revulsed metal last longer than the time required

by the copper to attain to the equatorial position or a little beyond

it; for supposing that the fall of the Electro magnet force and the

fall of the currents produced by it in the copper couldbe suspended,

for a while of course, the copper bundle would vibrate about the

equatorial position, i.e. the axis of the electrical currents in it

would, would vibrate about and at last rest in the axis of the

Magnetic field. Now in copper the currents produced are so

strong as to make the time of passing beyond the equatorial

position very short, and so easily produced that they are present

for a longer time than in bad conductors, and so limited in their

course by the disc division, that this vibration actually occurs

and is a beautiful extension of the revulsion effect. The tin bundle

approached to this effect thus-that it stopped after passing the

first equatorial position, and that by an effect which, if it had been

stronger, would evidently have made it return. The copper bundle

was about I inch square and
^
of an inch [thick] and in that thick-

ness included 72 folds of copper foil, slightly oxidized on the

surface. The tin foil bundle was o*6 inch square, 0*2 thick and

also 72 folds of foil.

10704. Bismuth (10416). Was melted in an iron ladle, portions

poured out on to dried foolscap paper placed on a hot copper

plate and immediately flattened out by a smooth, flat, hot copper

block. In this way, plates of it could be obtained easily less than

the ^ of an inch thick. Those procured at first were diamagnetic

and gave no magnetic trace of iron. The latter portions of the

bismuth require a higher heat to melt them, and they appear to

be magnetic and contain portions of iron.

10705. The first plates were broken up into discs about o*8 of

an inch in diameter, and 12 of these made into a bundle 0*2 of

an inch thick. This bundle was diamagnetic and so strongly so

between pointed poles that it was difficult to observe any revulsive

effect. But with flat faced poles the effect was evident; for if the

battery contact was made, the plates being thus, and still, there

was immediately a tendency thus yA, which immediately after
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gave way to the diamagnetic effect that set it back into the equa-

torial position. Further, if the plates were swinging thus, and

then contact made, the momentum and the advance effect would

tend to take them forward thus to a position at which they

would stop and from which they would return diamagnetically;

but if the magnet battery contact were broken before this return

commenced, then the revulsion was seen giving them a kind of

blow impulse backward, different to the diamagnetic oscillating

impulse which continuance of battery contact produces.

10706. Another bundle of larger plates of bismuth gave the same

result.

10707. I do not know whether there is any general Magne-

crystallic power in the bismuth plates, due to the manner in

which they are cooled. A plate of o*8 of an inch diameter, set

equatorially between flat faced poles i*8 inches square and about

an inch apart. Probably these sized poles do not give an uniform

field of magnetic action at that distance of one inch.

10708. Antimony. Plates of antimony were prepared in the same

way, dismissing the paper (10714^), and using much hotter copper.

A bundle containing 10 antimony plates formed a rough cylinder

0*7 of an inch in length and about I’l inches in diameter. This

bundle was a little magnetic. But it shews the revulsing power

very fairly.

10709. A single round antimony plate 1*2 of an inch in diameter

and about /o of an inch thick-was not magnetic but diamagnetic

a little. It shewed the advance and revulsion well— far better than

the bundle (10718^). It would almost stand in any position in

the magnetic field, though it tended to go equatorially. Another

clean similar plate produced the same effects.

10710. Repeated the expt. of of placing a bar of iron

in the Magnetic field under the equatorial position which a bar

of bismuth suspended in the field would take. There is no doubt

that it makes either a bar of bismuth or antimony or phosphorous

point better and quicker, but this appears to me to be only because

it makes the lines of Magnetic force decrease more rapidly in force

I Par. 10704. Pars. 10702-10711 inclusive were wrongly numbered

10712-10721 in the MS. and afterwards altered.

* Par. 10708.
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than before, which is easily seen if the ends of the bismuth bar

in its equatorial and axial position be considered. I do not see

any additional evidence of polarity there.

1071 1. When a cube of bismuth was suspended in the magnetic

field in different parts, it also was affected in various ways by
iron in the field, but I saw nothing beyond the law of going from

stronger to weaker places.
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10712. Pure Platinum. Have prepared pure platinum by taking

a solution of clippings—good clean clippings—precipitating it by
Mur. Ammonia—washing the precipitate well in acid water-

reducing it by heat—redissolving it in pure N.M.Acid—repre-
cipitating by Mur. ammonia—washing the precipitate as before

and reducing it by heat, very carefully in German Glass tubes.

I find that by pressing this spongy platina together into a cake as

close as possible between platina foil—wrapping the bundle up
in clean foolscap paper and hammering it carefully and well on
a small anvil by a smooth hammer, I can get a very good plate

of platina coherent and dense and fit, I think, for magnetical

experiments. Both the plate and the Spongy platina are put care-

fully aside for future expts. on tlie possibility of shewing botli

magnetic and diamagnetic conditions in a pure body: which I

doubt.

10713. Pure Palladium. Some very good Ammonio muriate of

palladium was digested in hot dilute Nitro muriatic acid for some
days—then well washed—reduced by heat in German glass tubes—

redissolved in pure N.M. Acid-the solution evaporated to dry-

ness and redissolved with a little pure M. Acid—and then pre-

cipitated by a solution ofpure cyanide ofmercury. The precipitate

was well washed— dried slowly-and reduced in a well cleaned

platinum crucible over a gas lamp and air flame urged by a blow
pipe. Every care was taken to exclude impurity or iron. It does

not appear to be malleable so as to adhere under the hammer, but

prob^ly tlie pieces will serve for expt. as they are. Set aside

carefully, for future expt.

7 JANY. 1850.

10714*. Diamagnetic or magnetic condition ofgases. Iron chamber.

Two blocks of soft iron, each i inch thick and 3 inches square,

with filed and flattened surfaces, and a square frame of copper

cut out of a sheet of copper so as to be 3 inches in the side and

0*3 of an inch deep all round, were put together and held firmly

by four copper screws, so as to form a very strong iron box
having an interior 2*4 inches square and only g- of an inch in

[107 14]
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depth, for that was the thickness of the copper frame. After being
put together, the edges at the junction were touched all round
with white hard varnish and also the countersunk heads of the

screws, so as to make the box air tight. The face A and the corre-

sponding opposite face were quite flat. Three stopcocks were
fixed into air ways made in the body of the iron. Stop cocks
I and 2 were fixed into the iron piece A, so that the inner termina-

tions entered just in the corners of the chamber above and below.
No. 3 was fixed in piece B and had its entrance up in that corner.

Any gas therefore sent in at i and out at 3 would sweep right

across the chamber. Cock i was connected by a piece of vul-

canized rubber tube with a drying tube filled with chloride of
calcium, and that with a floated Gas jar containing any gas that

was to be sent into the chamber. It was easy then, by opening
the cocks i, 2 and 3, to fill the chamber with any gas and sweep
out any gas previously occupying it.

10715. Indicating guages or tubes were formed by drawing out
fine glass tubes and fitting one by a cork and cup and cement
on to cock No. 3 ;

the form of the guage was this*, but they were
about j of the size of that drawn Having this form, a little drop
of spirit coloured by cochineal being put in at it advanced to

the narrowest part of the tube and form[ed] a cylinder which tended
to remain there, and which from the fineness of its diameter would
be a very sensible indication of any increase or diminution of the

bulk of the gas in the box A B when cocks i and 2 were shut

and 3 open (10760).

10716+. This box was placed in the Magnetic field between the

poles of the great Electro magnet, and the iron terminal pieces

* The diagram is reduced to I scale.

* [X0715I
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on the tops of the pole faces brought close up against the face A
and the corresponding face of the box, so that it formed as it were

part of a built up keeper. In fact, it is evident that the magnet
poles were continued on until they were only ^ of an inch apart,

being indeed the inner opposed faces of the iron box. Now it was
thought that if there was any expansion of a diamagnetic gas, or

any condensation of a magnetic gas, in the Magnetic field, it

would be sensible in this box, where the pole faces formed the

interior of the box were only of an inch apart, where the field

therefore would have great intensity of power and where the gas

would be in close proximity to the poles.

10717. First Air was employed in the box, the cocks i and 2

were opened and also cock 3. A minute cylinder of the indicating

fluid was introduced into the guage, then cocks i and 2 shut and

all was found tight and in order. Care was taken not to touch the

iron box with the hands. The Electro magnet was urged by
10 pair of Grove’s plates. Now when contact was made, the

indicating fluid moved immediately about
jJ,

of an inch, and out-

wards, as if the air within the box had been expanded, and when
the battery was unconnected the fluid immediately returned. The
motion did not come on suddenly, but gradually, and go off in the

same manner; the expansion continued to go on perhaps for a

second or a little more, and took about as long to return.

10718. Now this effect cannot be a permanent effect of tempera-

ture, for it returns at once. It may be either a diamagnetic effect

or an effect of the great compression of the box, though that is

very strong, either upon the iron itself or upon the copper frame

between. When I put strips of wood between the terminal pieces

and the box, as at /z, o, /?, to take off part of the pressure, the

effect was much reduced ; but then the power also within the box
must have been diminished by this separation of the irons

(10734, 75)-

10719. Filled the box with Oxygen^ which is either a magnetic

or the least diamagnetic of the gases—and repeated the experiments

with all care. There was expansion or a corresponding effect in

the guage and just to the same amount as before (10723, 34, 73, 6).

10720. Nitrogen. Precisely the same effect as with air and oxygen

(10734, 69).
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10721. Carbonic acid gas. As with Air, Oxygen and Nitrogen

(10734, 74)*

10722. Nitrous oxide. As with Air, oxygen, nitrogen, and C.A.

Gas (10734, 72).

10723. Oxygen again. As before (1071 9, 34, 73, 6).

10724. Hydrogen, There was a continual absorption of the gas,

both in the chamber, perhaps by the white hard varnish, or the

film of oxide of iron, and also in the guage cap, perhaps by the

cork and cement holding the guage. It was to such an extent

that the guage liquid was never quiet and I could make no observa-

tion as to the magnetic force.

10725. Coal gas. Presented the same signs of absorption as the

hydrogen, but the effects were not so quick, and after the absorp-

tion had gone a little while and become slower, then as the liquid

was moving in slowly, throwing on the magnetic power would

stop it, and on taking off the magnetic power, it would retreat

inwards more rapidly; shewing the same effect as with the otlier

gases, but mingled with the effect of absorption.

10726. Now took the chamber down, with its guage, placed it

on a table with face A downwds., put a board on the upper face

and applied the pressure of 120 or 130 lb. suddenly on it; there

was advance of the fluid, shewing that this pressure had been able

to diminish the capacity of the chamber. And as the different

gases give like effects in kind and degree, there is no doubt, I think,

that in their case it is the effect of the pressure brought to bear

upon the box by the powerful magnet.

10727. Another very beautiful effect, indicating both the sensi-

bility of the indication and the progress of a wave of heat through

iron, also occurred. As the box laid sideways, the hand was brought

against the top surface for a moment only and then removed;

there was no immediate indication on the guage, but in about a

second or a little more, the guage moved outwards, shewing the

expansion of the air by the heat of the hand which had then

travelled to it. I do not think more than a degree of heat could

have been communicated to the superficial portion of the box,

and the iron was an inch in thickness, yet thus beautifully it

passed through.

10728. So gases as various as Oxygen, Nitrogen, Carbonic acid.
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and nitrous oxide shew no difference amongst themselves or from
air—though they are so very different when tried as streams one
in another. Hence this method seems defective in principle, or at

all events in sensitiveness; and yet as seen by the heat effect— it

is very sensitive. Certainly there was no hopes for any optical

results (10277, etc.) since there are none here. I think Plucker
must have been mistaken in his result, and that my old observa-
tion was right.

1 0729. Leaving the iron box containing air in its position between
the poles (10716), I made and interrupted battery contact perhaps
30 or 40 times, but I saw no signs of heat having been acquired
by the iron box. Cards were interposed in this case between the
box and the adjacent pieces of iron on the magnet poles.

21 JANY. 1850.

10730*. Thinking that the former iron chamber might be in-

effectual because of the position of the parts, especially if there

should be any reason to suppose a difference in the direction of
any force exerted, and which might in the former case affect the
result, in that as the particles of a diamagnetic body retreated they
would tend to move from the iron faces parallel to the lines of
magnetic force; thinking thus, I had another arrangement made
in which the retreating diamagnetic would cross the lines of mag-
netic force. A cylinder of soft iron, 3 inches long and 1*7 in

diameter, had a portion turned away in the middle so as to give
it an hour glass form; from a to 6 was i*6 inches, and the thickness
at c 0*32 of an inch. Then a copper tube, 2| inches long, o*i of an
inch in thickness, and just large enough to go over the iron, as

at </, e,fand g, was made, being nicely turned inside and outside,

and this with a little soft cement was attached to the iron so as

to inclose the air space a, c, by h, i, c, which formed a sort of ring
chamber within, in which the gases experimented on were to be
confined. Three stop cock apertures were in this copper tube, the
one at the top and one on each side. Into these were fitted the

three former stop cocks (107 14), and one of them on the side was

* [10730]
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connected as before by a drying tube with a jar of gas, the other

horizontal cock had the guage attached to it and the third or

upper cock was to equalize the pressure with that of the atmosphere

and give passage outside for any gas contained within.

1073 1. The guage was made with more care than before, and

widening from the middle either way, so that the drop of fluid

always stood in the narrow part and was not likely to run to

the inner or the outer end, except under the exertion of force

(10715).

10732*. When the chamber was put in the place of the former

chamber, it was found that the liquid in the guage was continually

moving because of the changing temperature of the copper, etc.

box— a mere breathing near it made the fluid move. So made a

jacket of triple flannel to go over it and the poles as far as a, <5
,

letting the stop cocks come through holes cut in the jacket; by
this precaution, and also by using a wooden key to turn the

handles of the Stopcocks, I had a steady guage and could experi-

ment.

10733. First ascertained that all was tight by a little pressure on
from the air jar and the opening and shutting of the cocks, etc.;

[illegible] all tight, yet delicate; and then proceeded to experiment,

using for the magnet a battery of 10 pr. Grove’s Plates.

10734, Oxygen, On putting the battery on or off, there was no
trace of motion in the indicating fluid

;
no signs equivalent either

to expansion or condensation. The same wbs the case with

Nitrogen, Air, Nitrous oxide and Carbonic acid. There was no
trace of any difference or of any action (107 19, etc., 66, etc.).

10735, Having satisfied myself in this respect, I took down the

apparatus, removed the copper outside, replaced the iron alone

between the poles and proceeded to examine its action on a flame

or on smoke. When the magnet was excited, a taper flame was
well affected in the angle, going outwards and shewing the expected

result.

10736. When green taper smoke was applied, it went in all direc-

tions from the angles, i.e. if at i it went towards 2 or 3, or if at 3
it went towds. 5, if at 5 towds. 6. The tendency outwards was not

merely at right angles to the lines of force but in all directions

from stronger to weaker places of action (10779).

* [10732]
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10737. When the old poles ( ) were experimented with,

the same result occurred, and that when the position was changed

by turning them round 90® or more on the magnetic axis. The

smoke always tended to proceed from strong to weak places of

magnetic action, even along the surface of the iron.

10738. Placed the poles as above (10737) and a plate of thin mica

over them, and a sol. of proto sulphate of iron on it. When the

magnet was active, the fluid drew together and was heaped up

in die places of strongest action, and there was no signs of any

current-as if it tended to go in a particular direction and so

circulating; but it tended to accumulate in a static condition due

to its magnetic character.

10739. When water as a diamagnetic body was used, it tended

to go from strong to weak places of action in all direction[s] and

not in a particular one either parallel or perpendicular to the lines

of magnetic force (10787, etc.).
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10740. When the plane ends of the poles were separated only

by^ 2 thickness of card, the ends being 1*5 inches square, and the

power of the battery was on. Saturated sol. proto sulphate of

Iron could not be kept in the little space between the two poles

up to the top, but only a certain height above the interposed card.

When the power was off, a part of the fluid ran out. The difference

in level was not so great as I expected, being, in the middle of the

two faces, about
|
of an inch. This counteraction of gravity was

of course the measure of the magnetic attraction and was less than

I supposed would be the case.

10741. Still, if there be an expansion or contraction of diamag-

netic or magnetic gases between the poles, the effect must be very

small indeed, or it would have been sensible in one or the other

of my apparatus.

10742*. As the part of the cylinder concerned in forming the

chamber is 1*67 of inches in diameter and i‘55 inches in height, so

its whole capacity abed is 3-3945 cubic inches. As the cone

h e dfc is 0*96 of an inch high, so its capacity will be 0*7 c.i.,

or one third of the capacity of a cylinder 1*67 in diameter and

0-96 of an inch high. Hence double that capacity, or 1*4 c.i., is

more than the capacity of the solid piece aebcfdhy the capacity

of the two small cones 0-32 diameter at the base and 0-185 or

* The words of para. 10740 up to this point are from the last page of

folio volume V of manuscript.
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0*19 high. So the whole capacity 3'3945 — 1*4 or less = 1*9945
plus the capacity of the two little cones = altogether to 2 cubic
inches, may be taken as the capacity of the air chamber aeb cfd.

On measuring the air chamber with Alcohol, its capacity was
found to be just below 2 cubic inches.

10743. Now the Guage used (1073 1) was rather less than the
7—dth part of an inch in diameter—a wire of that size could not
pass. If it had moved in the experiments the loodth of an inch
backward or forward, that quantity would have been easily seen
and appreciated. Such a cylinder, moving through the space of
the loodth of an inch, moves through a space which is less than
the millionth part of a cubic inch— in fact through a space equal
to *0000007854 of a cubic inch. Now this is only *oooooo3927th
of the space of the air chamber— or ——^-^^rd part of it. If there-
fore the difference between any of the’ gases used, as for instance
oxygen and nitrogen, had been such as to produce expansion or
contraction to this small amount, namely a 2| millionth part— it

could have been seen at the guage. So that I think, under the
circumstances, I must conclude there was no expansion or con-
traction equivalent to the repulsion of the gases, nitrogen, etc.

in oxygen or air which were observed in the former experiments.
10744. Is, then, the effect an effect not of attraction or repulsion,
but a differential effect of another kind between the two bodies
which are free to go to the pole.^^ (10786).
10745. I inust see what expansion of air (as by hydrogen) will
cause a current sent horizontally to pass upwards with the same
amount of force as the currents of gas do travel with in the mag-
netic field.

28 JANY. 1850.

10746*. Arranged a jar horizontally, closing up the large end by
a plate of glass and adjusting a cork and tube at the mouth. The
tube was connected with an apparatus supplying about 6 c.i. of
gas of any given kind per minute (9138, 45, 8, 54). A piece of
paper moistened with ammonia was laid in the jar at or, and another
piece ofpaper moistened with sol.Mur.Acid was put into the tube
at b. The air delivered at c was made beautifully visible in its

course by the formation of a cloud, and not merely was its course

* [10746]
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made visible, but also the production of fine slow accelerating un-

dulation spreading thrgh. the jar. The tube c was of glass, cylin-

drical and 0*15 of an inch internal diameter, so that the stream of

gas issuing from it was 0*15 of an inch in diameter and its velocity

that due to the delivery of 6 or 7 cubic inches in a minute, there-

fore slow.

10747. When Air was in the Jar and also delivered by the pipes c,

etc,, the heat of combination of the M.A. and Ammonia was such

as to make the issuing horizontal stream rise upwards with about

this curvature and ascend at least 3 inches until it struck the top

of the jar and then rolled on. The stream preserved nearly the

same width the whole way up to the top. So a very little tempera-

ture, and therefore a very little expansion, is able to divert the air

from its horizontal course and give this deflection on one side

of that course. I doubt if in any of the cases of gases at the same

temperature, as of oxygen compared with nitrogen or coal gas,

there was more deflection from the upwd. course of the lighter

gas than this.

10748. Now sent in Hydrogen by the tube c. It gave the visible

cloud but it turned up at once from the tube c and it was quickly

wire drawn into a much smaller diameter than that it had on

leaving c. The force of ascent by gravity was very manifest.

Whether in an atmosphere of oxygen, the power of the magnetic

axis would be such that, if first at a and then advanced on to by

it would deflect the stream there and send it as far off from b

as b is from a in the figure (with these dimensions’^), I do not

know; but I suspect not. Still, if it would, it would supply a

measure of diamagnetic force in relation to the force of Gravity

and so enable one to calculate the expected expansion (10753,

1075 1, etc.

10749. Assuming then that such would be the case, and assuming

^ c as half an inch, then the diamagnetic force of b on hydrogen

at half an inch distance would be equal to the ascensive force of

a column of hydrogen half an inch high in oxygen, which would

be measured by the difference in weight oftwo columns of oxygen

and hydrogen halfan inch high. If this be calculated for columns

having bases of a square inch, it comes to the difference of weight

^ Drawing is
|
scale.
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of half a cubic inch of each of these gases. Now half a cubic inch

of oxygen weighs 0*1719 of a grain, and half a cubic inch of

Hydrogen weighs 0*01074 of a grain, and the difference is 0*16116

of a grain, and may be considered as the expression of the dia-

magnetic force outwards upon a square inch of surface at that

distance from the magnetic axis. Now i atmosphere of pressure

on a square inch = 105,000 grains, and this divided by 0*16116

of a grain gives 651,526, so that the diamagnetic force is only

equal to the 657^ th part of an atmosphere, and could only pro-

duce an expansion to that amount.

10750. It is true that the parts nearer to the Magnetic axis would

be expanded to a larger amount, and those further off to a less

amount, and as my chamber (10730) had a diameter of 1*7 inches,

I may perhaps assume for the sake of something that the mean
expansion in it might be part of the capacity; i.e. that

difference between the oxygen and hydrogen in it might amount

to this quantity. But then my magnetic axis is occupied by iron

(10730), and I doubt much whether with it and my magnet force

a stream of hydrogen in oxygen could be deflected to the amount

above given. If it could, then as my guage could tell by very

careful observation a difference equal to 2,546,473 of the capacity of

the chamber, it ought to be able to shew the difference between

oxygen and hydrogen—though that difference is very small

(10743)*

28 FEBY. 1850.

10751. Proceeded to deliver a jet of hydrogen underneath the

magnetic poles in contact, the hydrogen being delivered at a

certain distance below the poles (10748); for which purpose the

great Electromagnet was used, urged by 20 pairs of Grove’s plates,

and the terminal pieces were those running upward (9231), which

were covered with the oval French shade (9231) as before, but

standing on a basis of vulcanized Indiarubber which fitted

elastically round the pole piece and the tubes carrying in the gases

so as to insure that the atmosphere within the shade kept its own
pretty well. When Oxygen was made the atmosphere, it was sent

in from an Air holder as on the former occasions (9231). The
hydrogen was also sent in as before, from a Woulf’s bottle and
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stream of water passing into it (9158), and the latter was so regu-
lated that 6 cubic inches passed in a minute, when the cocks were
opened (9159). Paper moistened with strong solution of Am-
monia was put into the french shade to make the oxygen atmo-
sphere sensitive—and paper moistened with strong solution of
M.Acid was placed in the hydrogen tube (9232) to render its

course evident.

10752*. When the experiment was made with air in place of
oxygen, the French shade, etc. was used exactly as just described,

but common air was left in it—in place of oxygen.
Now the form and size of the poles were as figured below^— the

two hemispherical pieces screwing into the heads of the rising

pieces. The hemispheres were brought into close contact to repre-

sent as nearly as might be the former shape (10742), and the place

of the end of the hydrogen jet below is shewn. This jet threw out
the hydrogen jet in a horizontal direction, that now impetus from
momentum might be added to it and that the result might com-
pare with the former result (10746).

10753. Now when the magnetic force was not on, the stream
of hydrogen rose directly up from the end of the tube as on the

former occasion (10748), both in air and oxygen, as was to be
expected. But when the magnet was thrown into action, then the

stream, if exactly under the joint axis of the iron hemispheres,
divided beautifully, forking off into two portions which rose one
on each side of the axial lines. These portions tended to spread

a little parallel to the axial line, but if very central, the limbs of
the fork were very defined and compact.

10754. When the limbs of the fork had risen as high as the level

of the axial line, then they did not open out further but continued
their quick course upwards in two upright streams. When air was
in the glass shade or chamber, the fork divided beautiful[ly] upon
first putting on the stream of gas and then exciting the magnet,
and the division descended to about 0*3 or 0*32 of an inch below

* Drawing is | scale.

[10752]
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the level of the axial line, making a perfectly clear round space

as above shewn (10753), distance or radius from the axial

line to the bottom of the fork was sensibly the same as the radius

on the two sides level with the axis.

10755. When oxygen was in the glass chamber, then the division

descended farther down, until it took place directly at the delivery

tube, or 0*55 of an inch below the axial line, and the two limbs of

the fork opened out farther apart from each other in proportion.

This was as expected, because of the greater magnetic or dia-

magnetic difference between Hydrogen and oxygen than between

Hydrogen and Nitrogen (9249, 50, i).

10756. Look at the matter in this way. Suppose that the Magnet

can send a stream of hydrogen o*i of an inch in diameter in a

horizontal direction (10754), as it seems able to do at the distance

of 0*55 of an inch below; the diamagnetic force at that distance

being equal to the force of gravity of oxygen minus hydrogen at

the place a, i.e. of columns of the respective gases o*i of an inch

in diameter.

I c.i. of hydrogen = *021483 of a grain

I c.i. of oxygen = ‘343728 of a grain

•322245 is therefore the dif-

ference of weight, and if i c.i. be expanded into a layer of o*i

ofan inch thick and 10 square inches in extent, then this difference

represents the buoyancy of such a layer of hydrogen in oxygen,

and may be compared to the pressure of an atmosphere thus by

comparison of a square inch in the two cases. As *322245 repre-

sents the difference in gravity of 10 square inches, so *0322245 will

represent the difference of i square inch. Now i atmosphere on

a square inch equal 105,000 grains or 15 lbs., and this divided

by *0322245 gives 3,258,390 nearly. So that the ascensive power

or flexion upwards of a horizontal stream of hydrogen 0*1 of an

inch in diameter or vertical thickness (as at a, a above) in oxygen

is 3“25 8,390 of an atmosphere.

10757. So if the deflexion, by a magnet, of hydrogen in oxygen

be, as it seems to be in my last experiment (10754), enough to

make the stream go horizontally, counteracting the force of

gravity at that distance, that force converted into pressure in

a close vessel would give an expansion due to
3,278^390

of an
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atmosphere, which is very small. But I think I ought to take not
0*1 but 0*55 as the depth of the column of hydrogen which the
magnetic force could counteract in respect of its tendency to
ascend in oxygen, for there can be no doubt I think that a column,
extending from the axial line to 0-55 below it, would be sent off

horizontal. In that case, 3,^58,390 x 5*5 gives amount
of expansion produced within that radius. Now as my guage
permits the easy observation of an expansion of 1,000000 (i0743)>
I think I ought to be able to observe such an effect wlien the iron
core is more turned away (10742, 10764), and a stronger magnet
is used.

10758. Of course, if oxygen should prove to be magnetic, then
I cannot expect to observe such a difference at once, because it

would be divided into two portions, being contraction for oxygen
and expansion for hydrogen ; but this would only make the subject
the more important. I must examine the pharmaceutical Magnet.
10759. As Nitrogen is more diamagnetic than hydrogen, so it

will be the best gas to compare with Oxygen. Try Garb, acid and
Nitrous Oxide at the same time.

14 MAR. 1850.

10760. Have made I^ive Guages like the former in nature (1071 5).

They are marked and have nearly the following diameters in the

narrowest part. The marks are file marks on the cap:
— ifo of an inch—not more.
= between j-Jo and of an inch.

= aoo of an inch nearly.

H rather more than in diameter.

X close upon 7^5 in diameter.

26 MAR. 1850.

10761*. Worked at the Pharmaceutical Society with their large

magnet, which is in shape like our large one ( ) but larger.

The dimensions are as set down. The distance between the inner

edges of the limbs is 9 inches and the median line from a to ^

along the core is 50 inches, so that the soft iron is equal to a

square bar 5 inches thick and 50 inches long. 1500 feet of No. 7

* [10761]
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copper wire, being 0*175 of inch in diameter, is coiled on it

in four coils which are connected as one long coil or wire. The

moveable terminal pieces are 2| x i| inches square and 9 inches

long, being planed square at one end and round pointed like ours

at the other ends.

10762. We had 80 pair of Grove’s Plates the size of ours to con-

nect with this magnet. I first connected them as four 20, so that

the battery now consisted of 20 pr. of plates of fourfold size.

When this was on the magnet, a large magnetic needle at a certain

distance, about
5

feet, made ii vibrations in 15 seconds. I then

connected the battery as two forties, i.e. 40 pr. of plates of only

two fold size, and now the same needle made 10*5 vibrations in 15".

10763. The needle was now placed nearer and with the last ar-

rangement gave 20 vibrations in 10 seconds. The battery was now

arranged as 20 pr. of plates of fourfold size and the same needle

in the same place gave 22 vibrations in 10 seconds. So we kept

this arrangement of the battery for the future experiments.

10764. The box apparatus (10730, 2, 42) was now adjusted as be-

fore. It was in the same state as before except that I had had a

portion of the iron turned away from the middle, so that its form

and dimension is now as given and not as at (10742). Its capacity

is now 2 cubic inches (10854). Also I used one or other of the

guages described (10760). The Guage of of an inch internal

diameter was first attached and a microscope of low power

mounted over it for the observation of the fluid, which was

alcohol coloured with cochineal as before.

10765. It is important that the coloured fluid be in one short por-

tion, and that there be no other or diaphragm portions elsewhere,

for they seriously obstruct the motion of the fluid in the tube

(10775). -^Iso it is important that the tube be wet on both sides

of the place where the fluid naturally rests-or else it will not

travel with a little force. This effect is easily obtained by holding

the guage vertical with each end upwards before it is attached to

the gas box.

10766. Oxygen. Introduced this gas as before (10714, 9, 23, 34,

10773, enclosed magnetic field in the dry state. Shut

off supply-opened air cock for a moment and then the guage

cock-and found the indicating fluid to occupy its appointed place
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very well. All motion from change of temperamre was prevented
by the use of the many fold flannel jacket which surrounded the
apparatus (10732),

10767. On making and breaking contact, there was an effect at
the guage. The effect was that of expansion on making contact
and return or contraction on breaking contact—but the effect was
very small and seemed to come on or be shewn with difficulty.

10768. Removed the present guage and put on one of rjo of an
inch in diameter (10760). There was a clearer result of motion
than before but the same in kind—expansion by contact of battery
and return or contraction by breaking contact. The apparent
amount of motion was about equal to half the diameter of the
indicating fluid, but then that diameter is seen increased by re-
fraction.

10769. Nitrogen introduced and the of inch guage. The effects

were exactly as with Oxygen^ neither more nor less-the same in
direction and in all things. Yet Nitrogen and oxygen very different

indeed in their diamagnetic relations (10720, 34).
10770. Thought that these fine guages presented obstruction to
the motion of the fluid within them, and so removed that which
was on and replaced it by a good one of of an inch in diameter,
the Nitrogen still being in. This gave a better result than the former
guages though exactly of the same kind. Could now perceive
that the expansion on making contact required some time to
attain its maximum, perhaps two seconds, but the contraction on
breaking contact was more sudden. This is probably due to the
gradual rising of the magnet in power and is parallel to the effect

produced by the coming on and passing off of the rotation of a
ray of light ( ).

10771. I think also that on making and breaking contact 3 or 4
times in succession the expansion (apparent) is a little more than
the contraction.

10772. Nitrous oxide and the 755 guage. Same as Nitrogen-the
same amount of slow expansion and quicker contraction. I could
see no difference (10722, 34).

10773. Oxygen again, and the ,~s guage (10760). Same as the two
former-no difference. The Guage acts very well and better than
the smaller guages (10714, 9, 23, 34, 66, 76).

FD V 19
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10774. Carbonic acidgas and the ^ guage. As oxygen, nitrogen

and nitrous oxide, both in direction and amount (10721, 34).

10775. i5o before, i.e. as the last four-in

direction but less in amount (10717, 34). But I think this is due

to a little diaphragm film of indicating fluid which has gathered

up apart from the indicating portion and offers some resistance

to motion (10765). So introduced

10776. Oxygen again and the —5 guage as in the last experiment

and found the effect as nearly as possible the same as the last

(10714, 9, 23, 34, 66, 73).

10777. There is no appearance therefore of difference amongst

these gases, though they differ very much from each other in their

diamagnetic force; and the effect that does occur is probably not

due to the gases but is some general effect of the apparatus.

10778. It may be due to a real compression of the iron between

the poles of the magnet when the force is on; for such an effect

would produce the apparent expansionby diminishing the capacity

of the air chamber (10742). The magnet appears to spring together

when the force is on, for then the iron core is very tightly griped

between the two terminal pieces. But when the Voltaic battery

is thrown out of connexion, then shortly it becomes loose be-

tween these pieces and appears not to rub, as if they had very

slightly receeded. Must try the effect of ordinary pressure (10853).

10779. I then took off the copper outside from the core (10730),

so as to observe the diamagnetic effect exhibited there by a candle

flame or a smoking taper with this magnet and power of battery,

and found it very strong and good-equal to what I expected.

There seemed to be no deficiency of diamagnetic power to ac-

count for die non-effect in the inclosed magnetic field (10736).

10780. I also put up my two hemispherical poles (10752) and

found the effects with them as good as I expected.

10781. Considerations (10792). If the diamagnetic force in gases

be a force tending to make each particle go from stronger to

weaker places of force, then surely it ought to cause expansion

in such an apparatus as that employed. For consider only the

particles in a radial line, i.e. in a line transverse to the magnetic

lines of force; particle 3 for instance- it is naturally kept in its

place by the elasticity of the particles i, 2, 4, 5, etc., the external
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one being of course governed by the pressure of the atmosphere.

But now, if a force be superadded to particle 3 tending to urge it

towards 4, it will surely push 4, 5, etc. outwards and will receed

from 2 until the original separating elastic force exerted between

2 and 3 is diminished by an amount equal to the outward dia-

magnetic force of 3 -for the elastic pressure of 4 on 3, which was

before sustained by an equal elastic pressure between 3 and 2,

is now sustained in part by the outward diamagnetic force and

in part by the elastic force between 3 and 2 diminished (by distance)

to an amount equal to the outward diamagnetic force. For the

same reason the distance between 2 and i and also between i and

the core must be diminished in the same degree; and indeed all

the particles between 3 and the core are relieved by the outward

diamagnetic force of 3 and therefore must tend to expand.

10782. But what is true of 3 must be also true of 2 and again of i,

and so the distance between the iron and i must be diminished

by the outward diamagnetic force of 2, and again by that of 3,

and again also by that of 4 and of 5. In fact, the diamagnetic force

of any particle must, upon the assumption above (10781), relieve

the elastic force of all those within it and push outwards all those

without or outside of it. For all the particles are subject to each

other by their mutual elasticity, and the diamagnetic force is one

(by the assumption) which tends to make every particle move

outwards.

10783. But then why is there not expansion shewn in the close

vessel.^ (10792? 10796).

10784. One can hardly suppose that it resulted from the tendency

to expand being in one direction only and not in all directions.

It is true the direction of expansion is in the lines of the particles

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and not in the direction perpendicular to this. Now
such a direction of the expansion makes every line of particles

abut on the inner surface of the copper vessel, except that opposite

the aperture of the guage, and at first it might be thought that

the tendency to expand in this direction was resisted by the rigid

vessel, and so the expansion not allowed to come into play. Still,

though it be true that the force of expansion is in lines outwards,

it seems almost impossible to resist the idea that this must be

conveyed on in lateral and all directions (hydrostatically) in a

19-Z
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fluid so mobile as air or gas, and so the whole expansion find room

to exert itself at the guage and make itself visible. Suppose the

air in the chamber be divided into 100 strata concentric with the

copper chamber and each other; then if the inner 50 tend to expand

diamagnetically, they would surely have that tendency conveyed

to the guage by the outer 50 if they were not in the diamagnetic

state-and their being at the same time in the diamagnetic state

does not seem to give any reason why they should not also effect

the same purpose; then surely the elasticity of the outer strata of

the enclosed gas must be able to convert the radiant force of the

inner strata into expansion of the whole. If one could conceive

the air of the magnetic field rapidly revolving, it would tend to

expand by centrifugal force in the same lines of direction as by
diamagnetic force, and there seems no reason why the expansion

should not in both cases tell at the inner mouth of the guage

aperture or tube.

10785. The relief of elastic force by the supervention of the dia-

magnetic force is only in one direction, i.e. radially or outwards

;

but there appears every reason (from the principles of hydro-

static pressure already touched upon (10784)) to believe that the

expansion would take place in all directions, i.e. that the particles

would not merely separate in the direction of the line of diamag-

netic force but in every direction. Else the assumed counterpoise

(10784) could not occur.

10786. But the Magnetic power is a polar power and the diamag-

netic power may be polar also, and then the above conclusions

do not necessarily follow (10744). It is not impossible that whilst

the gaseous particles tend to separate in the direction of the radius,

they may tend to approximate in the direction of the line

of magnetic force; and then if these two contrary actions were

equal in power, they would leave the whole mass of air affected

unchanged in volume- though perhaps tending to motion. How-
ever, I see no reason for this view at present, except that it would

explain the no change of volume. But then surely other effects

of such a condition should follow and be recognizable-as for

instance refractive power in different directions, etc. etc.

10787. In relation to the gas in a diamagnetic field (unenclosed)

:

if one part be hot-then there are currents produced ( );
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or if one part be different gas to another part, as oxygen and

nitrogen, then there are currents ( ). But if the gas be all

alike and all at one temperature, are there then currents out-

wards in the direction of diamagnetic action? It would seem as

if there ought to be, unless the diamagnetic force diminished in

the same proportion in every direction from the central part of

the magnetic field. Now supposing a conical pole, as in the figure :

one would think the decrease of magnetic force more rapid along

the line a b than along the line a c, and therefore that in a uniform

gas there would be a tendency for it to move from c to a, and

from a to b, i.e. an ultimate tendency. If there is no such tendency,

then how is the gas in the lines a b and a c preserved in equilibrium?

The mere force of tendency from the stronger to the weaker

places of action would not seem to be enough (10735, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10792, 10798, 10856).

10788. Then, also, what is the relation either as to repulsion of

the hot part, or as to mutual action of the hot and cold parts

of a same gas, and why are they unstable-and present currents,

even currents downwards and against gravity? I mean, what are

the true physical conditions of the hot and cold parts, particularly

in reference to each other, under the magnetic influence?

10789. Also as to different gases: they have the same relation to

each other at like temperatures as the same gas has at unlike. Do
they move in each other by some other force or principle than

the mere amount of diamagnetic repulsion? Is there any relative

conjoint cause of their motion? It does not seem likely that masses

of different gases should bear opposite polar relations to each

other (10797).

10790. Suppose an atmosphere of nitrogen in the magnetic field

and a stream of oxygen passing across it; the diamagnetic dif-

ference would make the oxygen approach to the magnetic axis.

But if the stream of oxygen were heated to a certain point, it

would then have exactly the same diamagnetic relation as the

nitrogen-or if it were more heated would be more diamagnetic.

What is the real magnetic relation of the oxygen and the nitrogen

in these their different relative states?

10791. Having the advantage of the Pharmaceutical Magnet and
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battery, I tried an experiment on a ray of light passing equatorially

through heavy glass. Two terminal pieces of iron, shaped as in

the figure* so as to have blunt edges that could be placed against

a long piece of heavy glass polished at the ends, were arranged
as in the margin^— the edges and the piece of glass being 2 inches

long- Then a ray of either blue, or red or yellow light was sent

from a to ^ and observed by the eye at the object being to

observe whether there was any momentary change either of colour

or intensity at the instant of putting on or off the magnetism. But
nothing of the kind or of any other kind could be observed.

4 APRIL 1850.

10792. In reference to the cause why one gas approaches to and
another receeds from the center of the Magnetic field (10781, 3),
and why there is no motion if one gas only be present (10787), it

must be remembered that the direction in which the two gases

are urged is doubtless a differential action, just like that of two
solution[s] of iron of different strengths one in the other ( ).

Exp. Researches.

10793. Now the position of the masses of substances in that case

may be referred to the relative power of the bodies to conduct

on the magnetic influence in the line of magnetic force, and a body
not a permanent magnet may be considered more magnetic than
another according as it allows or favours the transition of more
magnetic force through the same amount of space. The media
may be considered as conductors of magnetic force: and that

which can conduct the most will of necessity be drawn into the

place of most intense action; that which can conduct the least

will be drawn out of the place of more intense action by the

former.

10794. In this case, it is not true that the one is attracted and the

other repelled, but that both are attracted but with different

amounts of force, and the better conductor occupies the place of
greatest force.

* I.e. as in the figure.

[10791]
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10795. So if two gases, as oxygen and nitrogen, have different

amounts of conducting force, then that which has the greatest

will go to the most intense place of force (the oxygen), and that

which has the least (the nitrogen) will go outwards to the least

place of force. The motion of the two is a differential result, both
being in relation to and dependance on each other by being in rela-

tion to the Magnetic force which passes through them.

10796. The passing outwards therefore of the nitrogen should

not indicate any probable expansion therefore of that gas when
alone; for it does not tend by mere repulsion to go outwards,

but on the contrary may tend inwards if a stronger conductor

were not there to repel it. Hence there is no reason in that view

to look for enlargement of its bulk (10783), or indeed any change

in that respect.

10797. Hence the reason why the masses can affect each other

(10789), without being liable to expansion or contraction.

10798. Hence the reason why one gas is in equilibrium and has

no currents formed in it (10787), for then the substance that is

in any given place can conduct as well as any other part of the

substance that is free to go there.

10799. The force which urges a body (as oxygen) to the center

of the Magnetic field or force is not like gravitation pressr. (which

would compress) or like attraction (which would condense). It

is not a central but an axial Magnetic force, which seems to have

no power of drawing the particles closer together.

10800. What is the effect on iron when magnetised as to change

of volume.^ Try glass bottle full of filings and water and a very

delicate Guage—Joule; also (10857, 8).

10801. This must establish a distinction between the kind of force

drawing the oxygen to the intense part of the field and anything

like mere attraction—for a mere attraction to the center of force

must I think have caused a sensible condensation of volume; yet

no such occurs.

10802. It would probably not be difficult to state all the effects

of gases by saying that they are repelled, but some more than

others. Then those which go inwards, as oxygen, would do so

only because the others, as Nitrogen, are more repelled and it,

the oxygen, less. This is simply reading it the other way. But
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as respects the results of experiment, as there is no sign either

of expansion or condensation in any of them, so the effect does

not appear to be one ofmere attraction or repulsion. It is probably

due to the assumption, by the better conductor, of the place of

greatest magnetic force and neither an attraction or repulsion.

10803. But then one ought to be able to obtain some evidence

in other shapes of effect of these differences in conducting power.

10804. Considering bodies, then, as conductors of magnetic

force, the best conductors would converge or draw up, dis-

placing or driving out the worst conductors. But all would con-

verge if not driven out by others-the results being differential

(10832).

10805. c^se, bismuth and Iron act by the same kind of

force possessed only in different degrees, as I supposed long ago

( ). Exp. Res.

10806. But then, what is a vacuum.^ It must either be considered

as a zero, or as a real conductor of magnetic force. In the first

case, it would have Iron and Bismuth on opposite sides as mag-

netic and diamagnetic bodies-or on the same side as both mag-

netic bodies.

10807. I am obliged still to retain my former suspension of

opinion in that respect
( ). Exp. Researches.

10808. But proceeding on the view that all bodies, metals, gases

and even a vacuum, is a conductor of magnetic force, then let us

consider the case of polarity as it is called; i.e. the polarity of

masses being magnetic or diamagnetic whilst under induction,

and not that of permanent magnets.

10809. Two cylinders of a diamagnetic body, as heavy glass or

common glass, would in the magnetic field set as polar bodies if

they were immersed in a fluid medium more diamagnetic than

they, as perhaps melted Phosphorous or Sulrt. Carbon (10888).

108 10. Would their ends then really affect each other, or would

a suspended cylinder a be affected in position by another piece b

placed at b or at c} (10888).

1081 1. If so, might reconcile and subject all the cases of induced

polarity, whether of magnetic or diamagnetic bodies, under one

view. But should still have to work out this relation in respect

of the permanent polarity of a magnet.
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10812. Compare these notions with the polarity in the case oftwo

solutions of iron of different strength. A cylinder of the stronger

solution moving in the weaker would exhibit the ordinary mag-

netic polarity, and two such cylinders would shew the succession

of poles, i.e. of points tending to come together that the discharge

or conduction of magnetic force may be a maximum (or most

favourable position) (10887).

10813. But now, if the cylinders were of the weaker solution and

the surrounding medium the stronger, where then would the

poles or the corresponding points be found.^ Would they not

stand thus and would not the extremities a, a, be alike, and also

the extremities h, ^ be alike.

10814. There seems however no reason why a should differ from

i, for each is in the same relation to the magnetic axis. Still, sup-

pose them placed thus: it does not seem unlikely that a and b

should be points having a virtual relation to each other in the

whole system of conduction of magnetic force from N to S, and

be able to affect each other a little. Very little indeed is to be

expected.

10815. so, then the effect might be this: that supposing the

two cylinders were suspended by bifilar thread thus, they should

upon the supervention of the magnetic force take up this position

each one setting round a little until they were in or

approached to a right line (10886, 7, 8).

10816. Might use two pieces of heavy glass in air-or to render

the case extravagant, might use two such pieces of heavy glass,

or of bismuth or phosphorous, in a solution more or less strong

of proto sulphate of iron (10876, ii 104).

10817. One of the pieces might be a fixture and the other mobile,

and then observation could be made by observing an image

reflected from the end of the mobile piece; for an object would

be seen in one place by reflexion in position /w, and in another

place in position n (10876).

108 18. Then in reference to Magnecrystallic bodies considered

only as conductors of magnetic power, and so only as exhibiting

points which may be called poles, as for instance a crystal of

bismuth in a field ofuniform magnetic action, or in one diminishing

in force rather. It should surely be expelled sideways from the
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center of the magnetic field more forcibly when the M. C. axis

is equatorial than when it is axial? (10888).

10819. Also may not one crystal affect another in the uniform

field of action this way? Let a, c be 3 crystals of a M. C. body

with the M.C. axis axial, a and c being fixtures and b finely

suspended; will b tend to set round a very little when the magnetic

force is on? Or if a, by c, d* be M. C. crystals, fixtures, the M. C.

axes of a and d being axial and of b and c equatorial, will the

M. C. crystal e swing round a little on putting on the magnetism?

(10888).

10820. In considering and comparing different bodies as con-

ductors of Magnetic force, must remember that space or a vacuum

appears to be a conductor or have power of transmitting the force

across it; as it has also for electrical induction and for the force

of Gravity. But then, in considering other media or spaces, as

Iron, Glass, Oxygen, etc., must remember that the effect is com-

pounded of the two, space and the body, and that though this

may make little difference when iron or Nickel are concerned, it

may make much when a gas, as Oxygen or nitrogen, is con-

cerned, where the power of the substance may be very little as

compared with the power of the space.

10821. Should be able to measure comparative power of space

or a gas by a bifilar suspension of a bar of low diamagnetic power

in it.

* [10819]
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10822. Consider Magnecrystallic bodies as conductors of Mag-

netic force, and look to Pliicker’s last letter to see how he con-

siders them.

10823. They must be considered as different in conducting power

in different Erections, and this may very well be the case.

10824. Then there is no reason why such a body may not be

above a vacuum or 0° in one direction and below it in another,

and so be both a magnetic and a diamagnetic body.

10825. But then, should not such a body shew attraction in one

direction and repulsion in the other- or in other words, go from

stronger to weaker places of action in one position and from

weaker to stronger places in the other-being in a vacuum.^ Exp.

Res. 2551, etc. 2561.

10826. How would this consist with the former experiments on

Sulphate of Iron (9950, i, 10006)? Must reexamine and

reconsider them.

10827. Also how would non-magnetic M.C. bodies stand, as

Calcareous spar.^ And how would red ferro prussiate of potassa

stand (9955, 6)? Would have to see in all cases whether the center

of gravity approached to or receeded from the pole in vacuo or

its equivalent of gas.

10828. Consider this relation and direction of conductive force

in conjunction with the Magne optic and Magnecrystallic force—

seems to be very simple and large and now to include crystalliza-

tion and electric force in one conjunction ( ). Consider

also what the relation (if any) might be to Static Electricity

( )•

10829. Also as regards dynamic electricity- are there not some

new phenomena and consequences to be deduced, especially in

directions at right angles to the line of magnetic force.^

10830. As to Reich’s experiment on polarity of diamagnetics.

Suppose that a cylinder of weak solution of sulphate of Iron were

in a surrounding medium of stronger solution; it would point

equatorially as a diamagnetic. But would not a piece of iron under

' 9973 *
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it affect it as it does a diamagnetic body? Yet surely this weak
solution cannot be supposed to have contrary poles to what it

naturally would have, simply because the stronger solution is

around it (10895).
10831. But this makes one think of what is a pole. In Ampere’s
theory a given pole, N or S, is that end of a line which, going
through a ring current, is in a certain constant relation to the
direction of the current; or if the current be rectilineal, expands
into the Northness on one side of it and the Southness on the

other.

10832*. If we confine ourselves however to tlie idea of “con-
duction” (10793, 804) and consider what a pole will be under
that point of view: then supposing a magnetic field of lines of
equal magnetic force, if a body, as A, were placed in that field,

having no difference in conducting power from the medium or
vacuum occupying the magnetic field, then the lines of force

would be undisturbed; the body would be neither magnetic nor
diamagnetic, and would present no appearance of poles or any
other magnetic phenomena. But if the body B conducted the

lines of force, then there would be a gathering up of them on it

in the direction indicated ; the body would assume the polar state

;

lines of force would converge upon the polar parts; and this body
would be a magnetic body, able and willing to go from weaker
to stronger places of magnetic force. If on the other hand the
body was a worse conductor of the lines of force than the space, C,
then the lines of force would diverge from it, passing by it; and
this body would be a diamagnetic substance tending to go from
stronger to weaker places of magnetic action.

10833. Now C' and C" have a polar relation to A' and A",
which are non polar, just as strong as that which exists between
B' and B" with A' and A"; only the polarities of B and C are

antithetical and contrary to each other; for as relates to the lines

of magnetic force, they are the reverse of each other. Therefore
the polarities B' and C" are rather to be considered analogous
to each other, and also the corresponding polarities of B" and C'
may be likened ; and indeed, as concerns the directions into which
the lines of force are thrown by these polarities, they are the same
either at B' or C" as regards the surrounding system of forces,

* [10832]
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whether reference be made to the N or the S terminations of the

lines of force, or to any other part; and the polarities B" and C'

have also the same identity in this respect.

10834. So then in this view, a body conducting Magnetic force

better or worse than a vacuum would have contrary polarities

( ), partly according to the views of myself, Weber, Reich

and others. But how does this accord with the Ampere polarity

(10831), or that of a permanent magnet.^ To do so we must
assume, as it appears to me, that all conduction of magnetic force

is carried on by circular electric currents round the line of mag-
netic force in the whole of its course, and in that case that they

must exist in a vacuum itself; which is difficult to comprehend
according to the Ampere theory, where the circular currents are

associated with the particles, or with any other generally acknow-
ledge[d], or even any proposed view or even any trial speculation

that I am aware of. Then Magnetic bodies would be bodies

allowing of the induction of circular currents more abundantly

than would occur in the space they occupy, and diamagnetic

bodies would be those which allowed of the induction of currents

less abundantly than in the space they would occupy.

10835. The notion that diamagnetic bodies are bodies having

like magnetism with magnetic bodies (Becquerel), but less than

space, would also require this view of space. For if the lines of

magnetic force be supposed to pass otherwise through space and

without the existence of these circular currents (and so more in

analogy with the manner in which the lines of gravity and of

inductive static electricity pass thrgh. space), then it does not

seem consistent that a body which permits the formation of the

circular currents that can convey on the force should embarras

the action of space and diminish the transferring power there,

however small its power to sustain these current[s] would be.

These currents should rather assist the action of space—and bis-

muth, however small its magnetic condition should be, ought to

add it on to the power of space, which it does not do. It rather

opposes it, and as I had speculated and Weber assumes, the effect

may be due to counter currents which would then give not a sum
but a difference of action.

10836. But then diamagnetics would be anti-magnetic as to iron.
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10837. Falling back on the view of conduction, is it not probable

and most likely tliat lines of Magnetic force can be transferred

across space in the manner of the lines of Gravitating and Static

Electricity force, and without these circular currents (or their

equivalents), which are assumed to exist in iron when it is in

the magnetic field In addition to this, is it not probable that

some bodies may affect the transmission of this force across space

when they occupy it, without having the circular currents set up

in their particles either in the one direction or the other, by an

act or process which I have endeavoured to express by the word
conduction.^ Then bodies which conduct better than space trans-

mits would favour the transmission and be as the type B, and

those which conduct worse than space transmits would be as the

type C (10832). The latter would be diamagnetic bodies, but the

former would hardly take place as Magnetic bodies, though they

would in respect of conduction or transmission of force act in

like manner with tliem.

10838, Then the Polarities before referred to (10834) would be

a true polarity of conduction and would present the opposite, and

antithetical conditions, and their relations to optical polarity

would probably grow out and expand much. But they would not

present cases of true magnetic polarity, according to the Amperian

view of the matter (10831).

10839. In that case it might be that cold Iron, Nickel and cobalt

are magnetic bodies; but that when heated they are not so, but

have entered into the condition of conductors better in power
than space.

10840. All bodies which could retain a magnetic state would of

course be true Magnetics. Likewise all bodies which for the time

(whilst under induction) could assume the same condition would
be true magnetics. But bodies not assuming it would be the class

of conductors.

10841. How shall we discover and establish an experimental and
physical distinction between the class of magnetic and that of con-

ductor if it exists^ Or how shall we prove experimentally that

they are physically the same^ ifthere be no such natural distinction?

10842. The phrase conducting power, when used as a general

expression and implying nothing as to how the process of
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conduction is carried on, is very useful; for it enables one to take

a connected, consistent and general view of a very large class 01

phenomena, serves as a standard of meaning amongst them, and

does not involve any error, inasmuch as whatever the cause of

conduction the phenomena must consist together amongst them-

selves.

10843. What is the best form of apparatus to give a field of

magnetic force rapidly diminishing in power axially} The op-

posing cones ought to be pretty good-but then would not this*

be better, or thist; or perhaps better than all, two similar poles

of opposite electromagnets. The pointed cones or the hour glass

core should give a very rapid diminution of force equatorially.

16 APRIL 1850.

10844. Expts. in expulsion of bodies from water by freezing.

Thought that if I stirred the water or solution continually that

I should disentangle the air and concentrating solution, and obtain

a clear pure lining vessel of ice. So had some thin wide tubes of

glass prepared and put the solution into them, and then the tube

into a strong freezing mixture, and with a large feather stirred

vigorously the contents of the tube. In from 2 to 3 or 4 minutes

an experiment was complete and excellent, as thus

10845. solution ofSuL Indigo up to a, the freezing mixture

being up to b. Ice lined the vessel up to by because of the agitation

made by the feather. In two and a half minutes turned out the

remaining blue liquor, which was much concentrated, and then

washed the tube with distilled water. It was lined with colourless

clear ice from the bottom to a, and from a upwds. to b with more

porous ice, and that was therefore a little blue. On warmg. the

tube the inner ice tube turned out beautifully and shewed the

expulsion of the colouring matter.

10846. As the water freezes, floating flocculent ice forms in the

fluid, and it is this which by the feather is thrown to the upper

part and chiefly freezes there. On filling a tube with blue liquor

up to by i.e. as high inside as outside, then the whole of the ice

tube formed was good and very little coloured.

10847. I used (and it is fair) some water from thawing icCy to have

it free from air, and the expedient is good. The feather action is

* [10843] t [10843]
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very good, but it must be kept constantly moving or it will freeze

to the side.

10848. Dilute Sulphuric acidy strong enough to affect sensibly

litmus paper and give a free precipitate with Muriate of baryta.

The tube |rds full. When rather more than perhaps were

frozen, turned out residual fluid A. Rinced the tube and contents

with distilled water-melted out the ice tube-cut it in half so as

to divide the clear part from the upper more opaque part. Melted

the clear part into fluid B-the opaque part into fluid C-the
original fluid being D. By Mur. Baryta there was no trace of

S.A. in B-only a little in C—and very much in A, surpassing

that in the original fluid D. Again-D was slightly acid to litmus

paper-B and C not at all and A very acid. A little blue cabbage

liquor poured into B was not affected
;
in A turned strongly red.

Results very good.

10849. SoL Common Salt, Strong enough to give fair precipitate

with Nitrate of Silver. Then the fluid B gave no precipitate, C gave

a little precipitate, A gave a strong coagulum. Good, though not

so good as Sulc. acid.

10850. Caustic Potassa, Solution just able fairly to affect Tur-

meric paper. The ice was not transparent but fissured and trans-

lucent. Nevertheless the effect was good. Turmeric paper shewed

the great difference between D and A which was very alkaline;

and reddened litmus paper shewed that B was quite free from

alkali.

10851. Ammonia, Solution able freely to affect Turmeric paper.

The ice was very transparent and good and the difference between

the concentrated solution A and the liquefied ice B excellent, both

by Turmeric paper and reddened litmus paper. Also pouring a

little red cabbage liquor (strong) into the fluids A, B, C, etc. gave

an excellent result.

10852. Ice explosive (as water becomes free from air). Boiled

some clean sweet oil in such a tube (10844), it cool. Put

a piece of pure clear ice into it which sank to the bottom. Placed

the tube and contents in an oil bath, and heated by a gas burner

carefully. After a while the water in the tube began to bump and

burst, and at last drove the tube and its contents out of the oil

bath. I have no doubt I could easily obtain an explosion.
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10853. Arranged the core and Jacket as on the 26th March, with
a guage of ^55 of an inch diameter. Then put the core in a vice

to ascertain whether pressure longitudinally would affect the

guage (10778). Found that it did and that a strong grip in the

vice sent the liquid of the guage outward, and that on relaxing

the pressure the liquid returned. So the effect of pressure evident.

10854. Guaged the chamber by filling the cavity with diluted

spirit and then letting the fluid run out and measuring it; it was
rather more than 2 cubic inches (10764).

31 MAY 1850.

10855 *• I thought as I looked at birds flying that I perceived their

image more immediately in the direction of the axis of the eye
than in a direction oblique to that axis or sideways; i.e. whilst

observing the passage of the same bird in a mirror and directly

through a window, the direct and reflected image struck me as

appearing at different times. I therefore experimented thus. An
assistant held in his hand a mirror so covered with paper that

only a line half an inch broad was clear, and this reflected a

horizontal line of light which by motion of the mirror could be
moved rapidly up and down. I then stood 10 or 12 yards off

and held a small reflector close to one eye, so that I could, by
looking into it with that eye, see in the axis of vision the flash

of light from the mirror and also see obliquely by the side of the

eye the same flash directly; the direction of the two rays on
entering the eye being at about an angle of 45^. But on careful

observation the two appearances or images appeared to occur

exactly at the same moment—no sensible separation in time oc-

curred, and so my rough observation is corrected and negatived,

24 JUNE 1850.

10856. Excited the Great horseshoe Electro magnet by 20 pr. of

Grove’s plates and sprinkled lightly lycopodium dust into the

magnetic field, but could see no motion in it indicative of any
tendency to currents in the air (10787).

10857+. A small glass bottle (capacity 2 cubic inches) was filled

with iron filings and then a guage (1071 5) fitted by a cork into

its mouth and the bottle surrounded by three or four thicknesses
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of flannel. It was then placed between the terminations of the

magnet so as to be in the magnetic field but protected from any
pressure by the poles. The indicating column of fluid was very

delicate, but no effect of making or breaking contact could be
perceived.

10858. The bottle was then filled with Alcohol and the iron re-

placed, the filings being poured in through the alcohol. The guage
was restored and now tlie whole was a vessel filled with iron and
alcohol. Still no effect of magnetism was produced. It is true

that at first the iron within was drawn towards one pole and by
distortion altered the form and capacity of the bottle; for on
making the magnet active, the fluid retreated as if the contents

of the bottle had become smaller or had cooled, and on inter-

mitting the current the fluid returned. The effect was very small

and did not occur when tlie bottle was not allowed to press against

one side or pole (10800).

10859. Bismuth, Repeated the same experiments with bismuth,

both with air and alcohol in contact. There was no change of

volume.
10860*. Soap bubbles ofair andgas, I have endeavoured to ascer-

tain the relation of different gases to each other in the magnetic

field by blowing a bubble of gas at the end of a delicate pipe, and
then submitting it to the magnetic force in another gas. A glass

tube was drawn out to about the size and form of the drawing*

and fitted at the thicker end to a cap, stop cock and bladder to

supply by pressure any given gas. A little thin soap suds was
made at the moment by putting a few cuttings of soap into a little

distilled water and shaking them for an instant. Old soap suds

or that made with warm water is not so good as this, being thicker

and stringy. Then after drawing the soap suds up into the tube

and also washing the outside of the termination with it, it was
easy to make soap bubbles, beautiful in form and more or less

ballasted by water beneath, and very mobile in a pendulous
fashion because of the smallness of the neck where they ad-

hered.

10861. For instance, if the beak was dipped about \ inch into

the solution of soap, it generally took up fluid reaching J or 5
^ Reduced to

|
scale.
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of an inch up the tube. When by pressure on the bladder this was
forced out and a bubble of air formed, about the size of that in

the figure, such a bubble hung well, but it swung as a pendulum
quickly because of the weight of water below and in the envellope

itself, and would not be so sensible to any lateral force as a bubble

made with less water.

10862. To make one with less water, all that was necessary was
by pressure on the bladder (very slight) to force the fluid down
the tube and remove it by touching it with the rod used to stir

the soap suds, leaving only about the ^ or of an inch in depth

instead of f or more. Then on blowing the biibble, it was very thin,

had little or no ballast water at the bottom, moved slowly as a

pendulum, was very easily deflected to one side; kept its suspensory

state with diflficulty—but rather tended to run up on one side and

adhere to the tube, but then could move round it as an axis, only

not so easily as when hanging below.

10863. If the tube was turned up thus-then the bubble was
always thin, but could not be made to continue upright unless it

was very small or unless the end of the tube for it to stand upon
was not larger. If of the size depicted^, the smallest lateral influence

caused it to turn down and adhere to the side as before (10862).

10864*. Now blew a bubble of air, dependant but thin and not

heavy with water, and brought it into the magnetic field. When
the magnetic force was on, the bubble was determined outwards

slightly; and when the magnetic force was taken off, the bubble

returned to its first place. This effect I believe due to the dia-

magnetic condition of the soap sud envellope.

10865. Nitrogen. A corresponding bubble of Nitrogen gas was
sent away more powerfully than the bubble of air. For here the

diamagnetic force of nitrogen above air coincided with the dia-

magnetic force of the aqueous envellope, and hence the effect was
comparitively greater. When the bubble was on the side of the

tube (10862) it was very pretty to see how it wheeled round and

away, tending to go outwards from the magnetic field. A bubble

about an inch in diameter is a very good size for the experiment,

and often when it is hanging, the diamagnetic force throws it out

and then it runs up and cleaves to the side. By alternating the

* Reduced to \ scale.
4
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contacts with the battery so as to make them accord with the

swinging of the bubble when heavy, a very excellent effect is

produced (9130, 62).

10866. Oxygen, Here the effect was beautiful, the bubble being

pulled inwards with very considerable force in Air—and looking

exactly as if the oxygen were highly magnetic. This was of course

expected and accords with all the phenomena of the old time

(9131? 3 , 8, 9, 76, 94).

10867. Olefiant gas. The bubbles went outwards or diamag-

netically in air (9161, 72).

10868. Nitrous oxide. The bubbles went outwards in air, ac-

cording with former observations (9174).

10869. There would be no great difficulty in experimenting with

bubbles of one gas in another—and, account being taken always

of the constant action of the aqueous envellope, the gases might

thus be compared one with another, as before by streams (9138, 45).

10870. I tried a tube with a larger end and larger bubbles, but

did not find the effect more striking, for then one has to deal witli

more remote parts of the magnetic field, where of course the dia-

magnetic force is weaker.

10871. One can tell how a cylinder of one gas would set in an

atmosphere of another gas at the same temperature and pressure

by considering the effects and directions of streams, as in the old

expts. (9138, 45, 54, etc.); and also how a cylinder of hot gas or

a bubble would set or travel in an atmosphere of the same gas

cold (9077, 9203).

10872. But if one could tell how a bubble of hot gas would move
in an atmosphere of the same gas cold, but rarefied to the same

degree as the hot, it would be important. Only I do not see how
that is to be done. (p. 2192^).

10873. could tell how a bubble of rarefied nitrogen

(or other gas) would set in dense nitrogen (or other gas) at the

same temperature, that would be important; but cannot be done,

(p. 2192*).

10874. The object is to eliminate in gases the effect of rarefaction

from the efifect of difference of temperature. It would tell much
if we knew what was due to heat and what to attenuation.

* I.e. par. 10897.
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10875. A balloon went up on Saturday Evng. (22 instant) from
Vauxhall. The evening was very clear and the Sun bright: the

balloon was very high, so that I could not see the car from
Queen Square, Bloomsbury, and looked like a golden ball.

Ballast was thrown out two or three times and was probably
sand; but the dust of it had this effect, that a stream of golden
cloud seemed to descend from the balloon, shooting downwds.
for a moment, and then remained apparently stationary, the

balloon and it separating very slowly. It shews the wonderful
manner in which [each] particle of this dusty cloud must have made
its impression on the eye by the light reflected from it, and is a fine

illustration of the combination of many effects, each utterly in-

sensible alone, into one sum of fine effect. If a cloud of dusty
matter, as powdered chalk or road dust, were purposely poured
forth under these circumstances, it would give a fine effect both
to those on earth and those in the balloon.

29TH JUNE 1850.

10876. In reference to the possible equatorial polarity (or equiva-

lent effect) of diamagnetic bodies in the magnetic field, as referred

to in 10816, 10817, etc. and the production of an extreme case, to

discover if possible its existence, I suspended a cube of bismuth
by a bifilar thread suspension <5 feet in length so that it could
move in the equatorial direction always keeping parallel to itself.

It hung in a rectangular glass trough filled with a solution nearly

saturated of proto sulphate of iron, and another piece of bismuth,
suspended on a wooden bar which rested on the upper edges of

the trough, could be advanced to or from the hanging cube. The
pointed poles of the great magnet (10856) were on the outside

of the trough, the whole arrangement being represented by the

plan and Elevation beneath*. The magnet was excited by 20 pair

* [10876]
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of Grove’s plates. The drawings are to full size^ The circle o

(in elevation) is the place of the ends of the conical magnetic

terminations or magnetic poles.

10877. Now here a diamagnetic substance in a magnetic medium
was as highly contrasted as it well can be for the exaltation of the

expected effects; and when the magnet was rendered active, the

cube of bismuth a swung to the left, proceeding out equatorially

half an inch nearly, and fell back into its place on taking off the

power. The point was to know whether the distance to which it

receeded was the same or greater or less when the second piece

ofbismuth b was brought near to or removed from it; i.e. whether

there would be any effect of repulsion- or of attraction between

the two bismuths in the equatorial direction.

10878. Therefore the piece b was removed back-the magnet

made active-the cube a allowed to move out and take its place

of rest; and then the piece b advanced into the magnetic field

-

but no change of place in a could be observed, either of further

repulsion, as was expected, or of attraction.

10879. To prevent the motion of b disturbing the place of a

through mechanical action on the intervening fluid, a screen of

thin mica m was put across the fluid to a certain depth; but as this

prevented the approach of bismuth b to the cube a after the latter

had moved out, the place of suspension of the bifilar was moved
to the right hand about half an inch or less, so that the cube a

leaned against the mica when the magnetic force was not on, but

when the magnetic force was on, was by its diamagnetic force

just relieved and set free from it, remaining a little distance off.

In this case the diamagnetic force and the force of gravity of the

bismuth pendulum were opposed to each other, but it allowed

the bismuth b to be brought much nearer to the cube a. Still no
effect of repulsion or the reverse could be observed.

10880. Then took away the mica-in which case the piece b could

be brought close to cube a; but wherever b was placed, it seemed

to make no change in the final position of a. The place of a was

well read off by placing a paper with marks on the top of the

magnetic pole, as at
,
for the image of this paper reflected from

the side of the glass cell and the image of the cube a view[ed]

* Reduced to
|

scale.
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1

directly were superposed, so that it was easy to see the image of

the latter travel over the image of the former. The magnetic poles

and the pieces of bismuth were varied in place so as to make the

magnetic axis pass in various positions respective of them, but

none of these changes evolved any effect of h over a,

10881 *. The cube a was turned angle-wise, i.e. 45°, with the idea

that the differential effect of the sol. of Sul. Iron on the cube a

might perhaps come out better thus; if, as was thought, any effect

of separation of the bismuths might be due to the endeavour to

increase the quantity of the better magnetic conductor offered by
the iron solution between them—but still no effect was produced.

10882. So it does not seem as if, when the bismuth is driven off

that the place of intense magnetic action may be occupied by the

better magnetic conductor, the filling up of this place of intense

action by bismuth throws any more power on to the mobile cube

of bismuth a,

10883. Ifhowever we consider the enormous amount of magnetic

power here produced, and its corresponding power of moving

the cube a out scarcely half an inch—and then think of the portion

of power expected theoretically between bismuth and bismuth,

which must be only an infinitessimal proportion of the former

-

we can hardly expect that it should move the cube a through a

sensible space; indeed there may well be a degree of equatorial

polarity existing, yet quite unable to produce any sensible effect

amongst these mighty forces.

10884. Perhaps if a field of equal magnetic force were employed

and the bismuth cube a were suspended by abifilar torsion balance,

or floated as a hydrometer-the effect of h might be eliminated

(10894, 1 1060, 1 1 104).

10885. water is axial or apparently magnetic. Exp. Res.

2406, 2407, 2412, etc. Now being thus as a magnet, can it shew

any thing like polarity, or is the degree of that force too weak to

be made manifest in the midst of the strong forces concerned,

otherwise than as the strong magnetic poles make it manifest by
causing the weak poles of the air arrangement to point towards

them? The figure^ gives the plan of an experiment upon a scale

of one half. A vessel of distilled water was placed between the

* Reduced to ^ scale.

* [10881]
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magnetic poles of the great magnet. A tube of air, tz, of very thin

glass was ballasted by a cube of copper and suspended by cocoon

silk between the poles. It pointed well and easily, axially and

magnetically, when the magnet was excited. A large thin tube (of

air) was then held vertically in the water, first at b and then at c,

to ascertain whether it caused any sensible deflection of the tube a

(indicative ofpolarity) ; but no effect ofthe kind could be observed.

I think there must have been a condition equivalent to polarity

induced on the air in the tubes a and h\ but that it was far too

feeble to be sensible.

10886. Taking substances admitted to be magnetic, as solutions

of Iron, Nickel and Cobalt, I tried whether one of these was

sensibly polar in the Magnetic field. A solution of sulphate of

cobalt in a thin glass tube a was suspended between the two poles

and near to one of them; it pointed well when the magnetic force

was on. Then a large tube of thin glass was filled with a saturated

solution of Sulphate of iron and held against the other pole in

the two positions indicated h\ but no attraction between a and h

could be observed in either position of it; i.e. no polarity either

in the solution of cobalt or of iron was sensible. Yet they must

have had some amount of Magnetic polarity, and far more in

proportion than air could have in water-or bismuth in air.

10887. To make the polar effect more sensible, I placed the tube

of cobalt solution in a diamagnetic medium much stronger than

air, namely water, w. The pole ends were flat and in place of the

tube of sulphate of Iron solution, two bottles of the solution were

used. But when the power was on, whether the bottles stood in

the places or in the opposed places U
^

the tube a preserved

sensibly exactly the same position. I thought at times there were

signs of a set more to the right or to the left, and it is just possible

that visible indications were coming on, which more delicate

arrangement might make sensible, but they must have been very

small.

10888. Hence the expts. proposed, 10809, 108 10, with air or a

diamagnetic fluid in a more diamagnetic fluid (10885) would not

give sensible results even though the terminations were so to say

polar. And as solution of iron or cobalt in air shews no signs,

so there is no reason to expect indications from the expts.
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proposed, 10812, 3, 4, 5, though certain insensible effects may exist

(10818, 9) (as regards Magnecrystallic polarity).

10889, In order to have an idea of the relative diamagnetic force

of certain fluids which I wish to employ, a short cylinder of glass

was suspended by cocoon silk successively in them. The fluids

were Sulphuret of Carbon— Camphine— Olive oil— distilled water.

The cylinder stood equatorially in the air and well so. It stood

axially in all the fluids, taking up its place more or less freely,

either as it was more or less axial in relation to the fluid, or as the

fluid to be displaced was more or less mobile. It set least readily

in the oil (olive) when cold. On making the oil hot so as to give

it mobility, it set more readily than before, but not with the same
directness as in the other fluids. In water it set as rapidly as in

Sulphuret of Carbon or oil of turpentine. On the whole, I make
the order thus

Axial

Air

Glass

in relation Olive Oil

to each other Camphine \

Water I nearly equal

Sulphuret of Carbon;

Equatorial

10890. Does this distinction exist between Magnetic and dia-

magnetic bodies—that in a field of equal force^ a long magnetic

body will tend to set axially because of its facilitating so the con-

centration of force, whereas a long diamagnetic body will not

tend to set equatorially as not by that helping concentration.^

10891. But then in such a field, a weak magnetic body should not

set equatorially in a stronger magnetic medium, and yet a long

portion of the stronger medium ought to set axially in the weaker

medium. Or a magnetic body should set axially in a medium
weaker than itself, but not equatorially in a medium stronger than

itself, in a magnetic field of equal force.

10892. This is not likely, for the action of two portions of mag-

netic matter used alternately as elongated portion and surrounding

medium are almost certain to prove reciprocal. So that if the set

of one be axial, the set of the other will be equatorial. Probably
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the diamagnetic (10890) or the weaker (10891) will set equatorial

because, if axial, it will tend to produce points of dilution of

magnetic force, or the reverse of concentration; and the tendency

to equalization of force (by their dissipation) will set the dia-

magnetic equatorial (1091 5, 6, 7).

10893. ^^^ve not two pieces of iron, cubes or spheres, in a field

of equal force, a tendency to separate equatorially, and is this not

a species of equatorial polarity.^ Two pieces as in the figure do

separate (109 10, etc.).

10894. Examine this effect more carefully and then follow it out

with weaker magnetic cubes and so on to diamagnetic cubes

(10884).

10895. Reisch’s^ experiment of inverse polarity of bismuth. If

true, then a tube of solution of sulphate of iron in a medium of

stronger solution ought to shew this reverse polarity. Which is

not at all likely, for very much stronger cases shew no polarity

of the other kind. Exp. Researches 2690. M.S. notes, 10050, 406,

7, 691, 10830.

13 JULY 1850.

10896. May compare a rare and a dense gas in thin glass cylinders

placed on opposite sides of the axial line in magnetic field as in

the figure, the two under differential trial being suspended from

one bar and that from a torsion or bifilar suspension above. May
have tube[s] so like that they shall just counteract each other. May
ascertain by trial of the tubes against a standard one that they do

just compensate each other-or may record by the amount of

torsion the diamagnetic value of the tubes used. Then, being

sealed up when containing different gases or vacua, they may be

compared against each other, and by noting the amount of torsion

required to place the tubes equidistant from the axial line, their

relative diamagnetic values may be absolutely compared with

each other.

10897. So also a rare and a dense state of the same gas may be

compared together and also a vacuum of one gas (so to say) with

the vacuum or very rare state of another-and vacua with gases

in various ways. Also hot and cold gas of equal density may be

compared and so the effect of heat, if any, obtained (10872, 3, 4).

* For Reich’s; Faraday’s spelling of the name varies.
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10898. In the same manner hot and cold copper, or hot and cold

bismuth, may be compared (8433, 4, 5, 6, 503). Exp. Res. 2397.

10899. Also in reference to the question of conducting power,
equal bulks of different metals may be subjected thus at once to

the equatorial force and compared. The forms and conditions of

the poles will require prior consideration. They may be thus, or

thus; and also the mode of recording the places of the diamagnetic

or other masses—which may be done upon a scale beneath or

otherwise. The cylinders may be kept at a fixed distance by an

interposed and separating guage*.

16 JULY 1850.

10900. A magnecrystallic body may be simply a conductor having

different conducting powers in different directions, and at all

events may, for the time, be so considered.

10901. Then its conducting polarity must be greater in the direc-

tion of the M. C. axis than in the transverse direction—and then

ought it not to be more diamagnetic with M. C. axis transverse

to axial line than when parallel to it.^ And may not this difference

be enough to become visible by the differential method (10897),

especially as one might turn the pieces on each side 90° round,

so as to alternate the position of the M. C. axis.

10902. I have selected a piece of very thin glass tube nearly equal

in diameter; it is
|
of an inch in external diameter and is green

in colour as if it contained iron. I have prepared at the blow pipe

two pairs of tubes from this piece having finally the form figured!.

The two tubes of the same pair were made from parts of the tube

contiguous to each other so as to have equality of bore, thick-

ness, etc. Then one of these tubes was filled with oxygen and

sealed up hermetically; the second tube of the same pair was also

filled with oxygen, then exhausted by a good air pump and finally

sealed up hermetically. So that the pair consisted of a tube con-

taining dense oxygen and of another tube containing very rare

oxygen— or an oxygen vacuum as it may provisionally be called.

10903. A second pair of tubes made from the same green glass

was filled, one with dense nitrogen and the other had rare nitrogen

or a nitrogen vacuum.

[10899] t [10902]
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10904. Two pair of tubes were made in the same manner from

a very thin piece of flint glass tube only ~ of an inch in diameter

and their contents made respectively dense and rare oxygen and

nitrogen.

10905. The tubes were numbered by a little Brunswick black-

and though the length of the cylindrical part, reckoning from a

to b (10902), was the same for the tubes of each pair, it differed

for the different pairs and is expressed below:

I. Oxygen dense Green glass tube,
|
external diameter,

II. Oxygen exhausted i\ inches long.

III. Nitrogen dense \ Green glass tube,
\
external diameter,

IV. Nitrogen exhausted) 2 inches long.

V. Oxygen dense \ Flint glass tube ^ external diameter,

VI. Oxygen exhausted J
i| inches long, glass between jo and

^ of inch thick.

VII. Nitrogen dense
]
Flint glass tube ^ external diameter,

VIII. Nitrogen exhausted] i| inches long.

10906. The further arrangement of these tubes is to be as follows.

By a little sealing wax at one end, a silk thread is to be attached

to each, which is to end in a loop, the threads being of such length

that if all the tubes were hung up in a row, the middle of the

length of each should be in the same line and about 3 inches from

the top of the loop. Then a lever is to be prepared from a thin

strip of clean deal having a cross bar at one end, and on to the

cross bar the tubes are to be hung about an inch apart. The lever

is to be suspended from a bundle of 10 or 20 cocoon threads by

a card hook in which it is to lie, and either by shifting or by the

counter-poise is to be retained horizontal. The bundle of silk

fibres is to be made fast above to an index pen, so as to constitute

a torsion balance which made [.^ may] be set and also have measure-

ments of force made by the Index above. The place of the poles

or rather of the Magnetic axis is indicated by the circle a. It is

expected that at equal distances the glass tubes will equipoise each

other and that the contents of the tube will tell against each other

and make them take up a position which will shew the differential

results; and this may be arranged either in air or in diamagnetic

fluids (which will remove the power of the glass and make the

action of the contents of the tubes a purer or larger result), or in
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Magnetic fluids. In the latter case the magnetic condition of the

fluid may probably be capable of accurate adjustment to the

magnetic condition of the green glass, and so annihi[la]te the

effects of the vessels altogether and leave the portions of gas to

act purely against each other (10925, etc.).

10907. Theoretically it would seem that whether the tubes are

suspended in a magnetic or a diamagnetic medium, the result

ought to be the same. For their position is a differential result.

In a magnetic medium, the stronger diamagnetic would go further

off than the weaker; and in a diamagnetic medium the same thing

would happen. So if the medium and the matter of the vessels

were alike in magnetic or diamagnetic power, the result would
be due entirely to the gases or vacua, etc.

10908. If one uses a glass a little less diamagnetic than water

(10889) would be easy to adjust the water exactly to it by a

little solution of iron.

10909. Pliicker objects that my media or are] not the same in

power at different degrees of distance, because of the difference

in the law of decrease of power by increase of difference. It is

probable the difference is due to the polarity of the magnetic parts

in his experiments, and that when the magnetic force is so small

as to make this polarity insensible, so there is no effect of the

kind he mentions, and no objection to a compound medium in that

respect.

20 JULY 1850.

10910. Working with the great horse shoe Electromagnet, ours,

and 20 pair of Grove’s plates. First for place of round balls of

iron in field of equal magnetic force. Two pole ends of Iron from

the Pharmaceutical Society, being 2|x i| square and 9 inches long

(10761) were put face to face and prevented from coming in con-

tact by 2 strips of wood; they were of an inch apart, so the

Aerial Magnetic field was 2|x i| and only ^ across. A little ball

of iron was hung on a cocoon mread and being introduced into

the space before the magnetic power was on, it was attracted to

the one face or the other and adhered there. The attraction was

considerable when on the middle of the iron face and required

a good push with a slip of card to move it. Still, it was far less
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than if it had been on the end of a pointed pole opposite a flat

face or another pointed pole. The ball was of an inch in diameter.

If the ball was midway between the two iron faces, then it remained

there, and the attraction was not great when it was nearer to one

side than the other until it was close to that side. The power

increased rapidly very near to the iron (10884, 93> 4)-

1091 1. The distance was now diminish[ed] to 0*3 of an inch
;
the

same effects occurred but the attraction was much stronger.

10912. Now made distance apart
'o
of an inch, so that the ball

of iron occupied |rds of the distance, and then the effects far

stronger. In both these latter cases it was easy to feel that as the

ball was an imperfect sphere, so there were parts of its surface

where it touch[ed] the iron planes by a larger surface or in two

points at once; and it was very easy to feel that then the attraction

was much stronger, as was to be expected.

1091 3. An oblong piece of iron of this size o was suspended

by cocoon silk and suspended in the mag. field when about 0*4

wide and of equal force (10890), at least in the parts employed

or very nearly so. As soon as the magnetic power was on, it set

well and freely axially, and instantly went to one side or the other,

clinging end on to the iron. If it was pushed over and laid side-

ways, it cleaved to the iron sideways because of the favourable

contact and larger surface of the iron pole [illegible] and relieved

by it; but if raised end up, when once so it remained so and

cleaved to the iron with great power. If pushed along by a card

it quivered with vibratory energy, shewing how powerful the

force retaining it in this position. The advantage now was that

it could discharge further across the aerial magnetic field fliough

in less contact with the iron.

1 0914. Hence iron points axially in a field ofequal power. A piece

of soft iron therefore, suspended by its center of gravity, ought to

point by magnetic lines of the earth; but the power is here pro-

bably far too feeble unless the iron be assumed as of great

length.

10915. Tin. Employed a piece of tin about this size CD as a dia-

magnetic, non Magnecrystallic body, and suspended it in the field

of equal forces (10891, etc.). It set axially at once and I have no

doubt from iron present; but as it may be supposed to be a body
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diamagnetic with one force and magnetic with another, compare it

with results of experiments to be made hereafter on that point.

10916. Phosphorous, Used phosphorous as a pure diamagnetic,

and when a cylinder of this size ( I was suspended by cocoon

silk, one fibre, in the equal force field just wide enough to allow it

free room, it seemed to be perfectly indifferent in position (10892).

10917. Then to exalt the conditions as far as possible I made the

surrounding medium a magnetic body i.e. saturated solution of

Sulphate of Iron in a flat glass cell. The faces of the Magnetic

field were now made by using two flat plates of iron 7x2! inches

and I inch thick, and connecting them by the two iron bars before

spoken of with the poles (109 10). When the cell was in its place

the mag. field surfaces were therefore 7x2! and i| inches apart.

Now the middle of this magnetic field must have lines of very

nearly equal intensity, but the phosphorous in it set clearly

equatorially—and constantly so.

10918. When the iron solution was removed and every thing

else, as to distance, etc. remained the same, air being now in the

field, the phosphorous was quite indifferent.

109 19. Hence I conclude that a diamagnetic surrounded by a

medium either magnetic or less diamagnetic than itself in a field

of equal force tends to set equatorially in length, and that a

magnetic surrounded by a medium either diamagnetic or less

magnetic than itself tends to set axially; but that where the dif-

ferences between the setting body and the medium are small, this

becomes insensible, as in the case of phosphorous and air.

10920. In all the foregoing cases, however, the field only remains

of equal force when the setting body is not in it; for when in it,

the force is diminished or increased as the body can worse or

better carry on these lines of force. A piece of iron, as the ball

or oblong spheroid (109 10, 3), causes great elevation of the force

there, and also in the parts between it and the iron faces, and also

on the parts of the iron faces opposite to it; for the equal distribu-

tion of the power by the iron face is disturbed by its presence.

The reverse must happen with a diamagnetic, if it be as I believe

a bad conductor, i.e. worse than air or a vacuum ( ). So

a field of equal force is no longer a field ofequal force if a magnetic

body be in it; and so also in the expt. of the phos. and Sul. Iron
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solution (10917), the force is doubtless weakened in the phos-

phorous and in its neighbourhood.

10921. Mem. The lines which cross a field of force must always

be equal in power in any section through the whole of them.

A section taken through the phosphorous must have as many
(units of power) as a section taken through the fluid between it

and the iron face of the field. Hence if there be fewer going

through the phosphorous, they must find their equilibrium through

the adjacent fluid by a little concentration at the ends of the phos-

phorous and also a little correspondent diminution or weakening

of them at a and if the iron faces be within a certain distance.

10922. In a field of equal power and unlimited, as that of the

earth's influence, a magnetic body should gather up on to itself

and pass forwd. more of the lines of force than those corresponding

to its projection or cross area; and a diamagnetic body should do

the contrary, as in the figures. This case is in fact the same as the

former, i.e. it passes into it. Only as the iron is a good conductor

or is equivalent to one, it allows of the accumulation of the lines

of force more easily than a worse conductor as air or vacua.

10923. Change of volume. A two ounce bottle was filled with a

solution (saturated) of proto sulphate of iron and one of the fine

guages (1071 5) attached to it. It was then placed in a wooden
block between the two poles (109 10) as near as they could be

brought leaving the bottle free and without pressure; and then

the full magnetic power put on and off alternately-but not the

smallest change of volume of the Solution occurred.

10924. As to iron being a mere conductor or assuming the state

which a magnet has when it is permanently magnetic and contains

within itself the source of its activity. When the Magnet is made

with the poles all touching, so that the iron is a complete circuit

and has body throughout-then throwing off the current does not

undo the condition of the iron, for it remains powerfully magnetic

until contact is broken. Hence probably whenever iron is in the

magnetic field, it becomes polar as a magnet is polar, and may
not be considered as a mere conductor without polarity

( ).

10925. Gases differentially compared. I have made a torsion

balance and arranged all things as proposed (10906). At present

the suspension is by a bundle of 60 cocoon threads-the cross bar
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has a length of 81 inches from point of rotation to the gas tube

suspension. Used the double cone core between the irons from

the Pharmaceutical Society (10910). All answered admirably.

10926. Hung up I and II (10905), i.e. dense and rare oxygen in

green Glass tubes. Found that either was attracted and that which-

ever had the advantage went up close to the axial part of the core.

This was due to the magnetic condition of the glass. These tubes

therefore can only be used in a magnetic medium having equal

power with the glass, and that can easily be prepared.

10927. Oxygen dense and very rare^ i.e. V and VI (10905), being

in the smaller flint glass tubes, were hung up. The moment the

magnetic power was on, the differential effect was excellent. The
dense oxygen went up towards the axis and the rare oxygen,

almost a vacuum, went out on the opposite side. Yet the dense

Ox. did not go quite up into contact with iron at axis, but re-

mained out about I or ^ of an inch, whilst the other was full |
distant from the other side. If the dense oxygen were brought

into contact, it went off again until the two tubes had taken their

place of rest, on opposite sides of which place of rest the torsion

beam vibrated rather quickly, shewing the power which the

portions of Gas and the tubes had (10974^).

10928. I changed the tubes to contrary sides; still the same effect

was produced. The dense oxygen went in and the rare oxygen

went out.

10929. The effect must be as follows. The tubes are diamagnetic,

hence both would go outwards, and as the force increases more
rapidly inwards than as the distance, so if one were nearer than

the other it would go out until the tubes, being of equal force,

were equidistant. The equidistant would be the stable position.

Then if the contents differed and were not equal when equidistant,

that which tended most inward or least outward would go inwards

until it[s] tendency was counterbalanced by the diamagnetic glass

which it would carry in with it. And so it clearly appears that

Dense Oxygen tends to go to the axis far more powerfully than

the oxygen vacuum, and would doubtless go up to it but for the

diamagnetic force of the glass keeping it off. The latter indeed

is a measure of the former.

* } 10970.

FDV 21
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10929 a. By immersing the tubes in media of equal diamagnetic or

magnetic tendency with themselves, their effect would be re-

moved and the portions of gass alone be influential against each

other.

10929^. So dense oxygen is more magnetic or less diamagnetic

than rare oxygen.

10929 c. Does it not follow that if the tubes were perfectly com-

pensated and then gases subjected to action, a magnetic gas would

not preserve its equilibrium but the bubble which is nearest would

continue to approach the magnetic axis until up to it (10965);

whereas a diamagnetic gas would preserve an equal distance on

each side, being then in stable equilibrium.^ Yes, if in Vacuo, but

not if in other media. For if both bubbles were magnetic, but

the Media more magnetic, both would remain out equidistant as

diamagnetic bodies.

10929 If one were more magnetic than the other, then the dif-

ference would appear, but not so strongly in a medium stronger

than both as in a medium only equal to the strongest; because in

the first case neither could go up to the axis, and in the second,

one could. If therefore the medium were less magnetic than either

or diamagnetic, then the effect would be greater.

10929 e. Consider these relation[s] on presently, in reference to

diamagnetic bodies expanded, etc. in different Media (10964).

lo^igf. Nitrogen dense and very rare^ i.e. tubes VII and VIII

(10905) in flint glass-were hung up in place. Both tubes opened

out as if both diamagnetic, but as far as I can judge at present,

are equidistant from the axial line. On every time of repeating

the experiment, the same effect occurred. If the lever was moved
until the distances of the two were different; then, when left at

liberty, the whole system vibrated to and fro about the equi-

distant position, shewing that that was a fixed and stable position.

Hence it would appear that dense and rare Nitrogen are alike and

that in this respect Oxygen and Nitrogen differ in a very extra-

ordinary manner.

10929^. It may be and probably is so that a Vacuum is the true

Zero, and that Nitrogen is close to it. Then rarefying it would

make little or no difference.

10929^. Two bubbles of air (glass compensated) alike in every
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respect, can only take the stable position (10929) if in a medium
a little more magnetic or a little less diamagnetic than themselves.

Hence a means of experimenting in cases where the differences

are small, for by maldng the medium the same or even a little

on the further side of the gas to be examined, differences will

appear which would not appear without. Thus though rare and
dense nitrogen appear the same in Air (Nitrogen-}- Oxygen), they

may not appear the same in pure Nitrogen.

10929/. Though, if rarefaction produces a difference, it will tell

in the same direction in all media, it will not tell with the same
strength in all (10966).

10929 k. Dense Oxygen and dense Nitrogen^ i.e.V and VII ( 10905 ),

were put up at once. Oxygen went inwards strongly and Nitrogen

outward, in about the proportions of dense and rare oxygen. The
sides of the tubes were changed, with the same result. So Oxygen
is well Magnetic and Nitrogen well diamagnetic to each other— at

this same pressure of i atmosphere (10932).

10929 /. Rare Oxygen and Rare Nitrogen^ i.e. VI and VIII (10905).

As nearly alike as possible. Changed sides with the same result.

Hence the Vacua of Oxygen and Nitrogen ( ) are nearly

if not quite alike.

10929 /w. Further, these Vacua are the same nearly as Nitrogen

of I atmosphere.

10930. Dense Oxygen and Rare Nitrogen^ i.e. V and VIII. The
dense oxygen in very strongly- the rare nitrogen out.

1093 1. Rcti'^ Oxygen and dense Nitrogen^ i.e. VI and VII (10905).

Like each other.

10932. Dense Oxygen and dense Nitrogen^ i.e. V and VI^ (10905)

again. As before, the oxygen powerfully in and the Nitrogen out

(10929^).

10933- the Vacua of Oxygen and of Nitrogen and dense

Nitrogen apparently alike -but oxygen of i atmosphere very

magnetic to all of them.

10934. In reference to Gravity (10087), Supposed that the as-

sumed currents have relation to the line of approach (joining the

gravitating bodies) and not to space generally. Hence that 2 bodies

^ This should be VII.
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approaching or receeding would have opposite directior

space generally, though the same as to the line of approac

10935. Else two bodies approaching would have opposi

in the surfaces towards each other, and tend by their aj

merely to cause a force of attraction-which would lead tc

sistant consequences, for then a body between 2 others w
in instable equilibrium, for the least approach towards on(

make it continue to approach that one and receede from th

10936. Oxygen would appear to be Magnetic—for whei

it is more axial than when rare. Nitrogen may not be diam;

for when dense it is not more diamagnetic than when ran

there are probably other gases which, being diamagr

Nitrogen, may lose of their diamagnetic force by rarefacti

10937. In old experiments (Exp. Researches, 2408), bismi

diamagnetic in Vacuo and so there appear to be bodies wl

really diamagnetic. Still, as Air cannot be at Zero becaus)

Oxygen in it, so we must have a new arrangement of U
and diamagnetic bodies, for the former arrangement had re

to experiments made in Air; and Platinum, Arsenic, et

change sides, in a true Vacuum or Zero.

10938. Must ascertain the effect of temperature-how it

Oxygen or nitrogen. Perhaps a moderate difference ma;

oxygen. Then there will be some effect in nature at the

and the equatorial parts of the globe-a difference of com

by a difference of temperature may have something to c

Magnetic storms.

10939. Perhaps weaker magnetic powers may act on gase:

than on dense magnetic or diamagnetic bodies as bismuth, (

A weaker, i.e. a permanent, magnet may affect gases.

10940. May perhaps make a permanent instrument, a sp(

magnetometer.

10941. The weight of a bubble of oxygen is very small

would its weight of iron, in a sphere placed at the same equ

distance from the axial line, do in comparison of it.^ Wei
weight, oxygen may be very magnetic. But then it is a ga

10942. What will cooling do with it.^ Or heating?

10943. The Magnetic condition or relation of air ma
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continually and be an important element ofmeteorology. It would
be good to have an indicating instrument—constant and true in

its action— so as to bear observation from day to day.

10944. A Glass torsion thread, a short lever—a reflector on the

lever under the thread—a constant Magnet. Observe by a tele-

scope— the coincidence of a scale and its reflexion in the mirror.

10945. Might even tell the composition of the air by such an

instrument, as to the having only one diamagnetic body
hung up, i.e. if nitrogen invariable. Or if that variable, then tell

some other fact of greater importance.

10946. The atmosphere in small portions only is like a field of

equal magnetic force— in larger portions becomes a differential

field, increasing or diminishing in power from one part to another.

23 JULY 1850.

10947*. As to the form of the core or of the poles of the magnet
for differential arrangements. When the opposed bodies are on

opposite sides of the axis (Magnetic), then the figured forms would
give fields of force in which the lines of magnetic power would
vary in difference of proportion and also of form very con-

siderably.

10948. Another form of poles for the production of differential

effects might perhaps be conveniently made in which the bodies

experimented with might go from stronger to weaker places along

the line of magnetic force, as thust ; where N may either be soft

iron or a permanent steel pole of a permanent magnet and S S S

a mass of soft iron opposed to it and connected with the South

pole of the same magnet,

10949. It is like enough that if S S S were below the level of N,
a difference would occur ; but on the whole, it would seem better

to make it rise and fall above N, so as to obtain at the points ofN
the greatest concentration of force and from thence outwards the

most rapid diminution.

[10947] t [10948]
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Could try the effect of Reisch’s piece of iron in different

positions, as long as it increased the sensibility of the diamagnetic

bodies.

The mirror m (10948) might be a concave mirror inclined

upwards*, so as to send the image of a flame to a focus above on
a screen on the wall, where it will travel. Would be good for the

Lecture room.
10950. The weight of a cube of oxygen half an inch wide is not
quite *06 of a grain. If a bubble of oxygen containing the eighth

of a cubic inch were on one side of the axial line and a little sphere

of iron weighing *06 of a grain were on the other side, the centers

of the two spheres being equidistant, which would go inwards?

I suppose the iron, but am not quite sure; for oxygen may come
out by this sort of comparison very magnetic.

1095 1. Perhaps the iron (or nickel or cobalt if they are used)

ought to be a wire as long as the diameter of the bubble, and
placed as horizontal radius to the Magnetic axis on the opposite

side to the bubble. If iron too strong, could either shorten its

length or, by approaching the oxygen, gain the position of in-

stable equilibrium.

10952. But in estimating the Magnetic powers of bodies as con-

ductors or perhaps otherwise, we should probably consider them
as of equal bulks, not as of equal weights. When considered as

sources of inherent power, or as if each molecule had its own store

of force, then weights may come in.

10953- serial Magnetic field, as that of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere, bulks would seem to have more importance than weights,

especially with bodies considered simply as conductors.

10954. Must try whether the difference between O. and N. or

any other two bodies is proportionate, i.e. whether it is the same
for a current of 5, 10 or 20 pr. of plates. Perhaps no change of
place but only the assumption of that place more readily and with
more force as the Magnetic power is greater.

10955. Must not only ascertain the effect of warmth or heat on
gases—but also on vacua or space. That IMPORTANT.

10956. The changes of temperature in air or the parts of air, or

* [10949]
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the changes of place of warm and cold air, may easily cause

changes in the direction of the lines of force of the Earth

-

strengthening in one place and weakening them in another, and
so causing magnetic storms.

10957. perhaps here establish a new relation of Terrestrial

Magnetism-and develope a new element of force to be introduced

into the study of that subject. Perhaps the causes of many of the

variations we have recognised may exist in the atmosphere.

10958. Perhaps the cause here of the daily variation and even

of the larger annual variations.

10959. May have been on the wrong look out in searching for

these within the earth. All may be in the air and in space.

10960. These Magnetic variations may be a great function of the

oxygen of the air.

10961. If these fancies well founded, then indeed the Magnetic

condition of the Air most important, as originally supposed (Exp.

Res., 2440, 2442. Also end of letter on flame and gases). The
earth may he in respect of its magnetic state perfectly stable, or

change only as it is affected by these changes.

10962. It is not unlikely that in all that is related to the annual

or daily variation or changes of seasons even in long terms,

i.e. to all that is external to the Planet, the variations of its

magnetism may depend upon the magnetic affections of its

atmosphere.

10963. If change of temperature alters the conducting power of

air for magnetism, that may cause motion and so be a source of

current in the air and even of storms.

10964. Will not the following views and figures represent properly

the relations of two bodies to be subjected at once to a magnetic

field having axial power, according as the medium they are in is

more or less magnetic.^ To represent different degrees of mag-

netism, I will use /72
,
/722

,
/w3, /W4, and for diamagnetism t/2, i/3,

i/4, etc. So the central line represents the medium gradually in-

creasing in diamagnetic power upwards and in magnetic power

downwards (109195^).

* ? 10929 e.
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v/ i- Unstable equilibrium-the nearest inwards

I. Unstable-the nearest will

ii. Equilibrium any where

v/ 2. Unstable- the nearest will

iii. Stable equilibrium : if disturbed

/ 3. Equilibrium any where

iv. Stable-and more so than iii

v/ 4. Stable-if disturbed will

0-^ dh

d

iw. 1

-0 - ’

*0 «-i‘

•0 go inwards

© indifferent-stand at any distance

go inwards- not so strongly as in i

0)-> will resume this position

Q indifferent-stand at any distance

resume this position

10965. So two equi-bodies in media more magnetic or less dia-

magnetic take a stable position at equi distances, provided one is

on each side of the axial line; if both are on the same side, then

both are driven off. Two equi-bodies in media less magnetic or

more diamagnetic, if placed equi distant and one on each side,

are then in a position of instable equilibrium, and if one be made
nearer than the other, it will continue to go inwards till up to

the axis or very nearly so. The stability or instability increases

with the difference between the bodies and the media.

10966. The following scheme represents I think the positions

which would be taken up by two connected bodies of unequal

magnetic or diamagnetic forces, if placed at the beginning equi-

distant from the axial line and one on each side. The pencil or

red represents the diamagnetic substances and the black the mag-
netic substances. The original differences are taken as constant,

i.e. as@ and and also and
; the dots on the line
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representing medium, i.e. the two dots connected across it re-

presents the place of these connected bodiesL

10967. I want a name in opposition to dia-magnetic and as a

subdivision ofMagnetic, which may apply to Iron, Nickel, Cobalt

* The parts of the diagram shown dotted, and the words in italics, are

in red in the original.
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and their magnetic compounds. Will Terro-magnetic do.^ Terro
from the earth as a standard. Then

I

Terro magnetic (bodies) as Iron and Oxygen,
etc.

Diamagnetic (bodies) as bismuth. Phosphorus,
etc.

27 JULY 1850.

10968*+. I have had some flint glass bulbs blown about the size

and shape shewn*, very thin both in the wide and the narrow
part. They were intended to be nearly alike and are not very much
different; still the diameter and length of the wide part and the

weight do differ considerably. These were filled with various gases

at different pressures, being drawn out, as represented, with fine

passages at a and then fitted into a cap, attached to a transfer

jar and gas sent through until the contents were certainly good.
Then the end b was sealed at the lamp, and afterwards a drawn out
and sealed ; or if| or | or vacuum atmosphere was to be in the tube,

the vessel was attached to the air pump and proportionally ex-

hausted and then sealed at a. All this is easily done with most
gases. The diameter of the finished vessels was about | of an inch
and the barrel part an inch or less in length.

10969. The following set were prepared and numbered

:

I. Oxygen I a. 12. Carb. Acid fa.

2. Oxy. I a. 13. Carb. A. Air pump Vacuum.
3. Oxy. ja. 14. Carb. ox. icz.

4. Oxy. Air pump vacuum. 15. Carb. ox. Air pump Vacuum.
5. Nitrogen la, 16. Oleft. Gas \a.

6

.

Nit. la. 17. Oleft Gas. Air pump Vacuum.

7.

Nit. Air pump vacuum. 18. Nitrous oxide la.

8,

Hydrogen la. 19. Nitrous oxide V. air pump.

9.

Hy. la. 20. Nitric oxide la.

10.

Hy. Air pump Vacuum. 21. Nitric oxide V. air pump.
II. Carb. Acid la. (11023 for further list)

Barometer was 29*75* No. 21 became very pale yellow whilst

sealing at a from leakage of a stop cock and when sealed was
tight. After the following experiments, I opened it under water.
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when a small bubble of gas about the size of a large pea was left.

So it had leaked a little by the plug of the stop cock after taking

it off from the pump, but the sealing was perfect. Though not

a vacuum, it approached towds. it, for I do not suppose there

was ~ of an atmosphere within.

10970. The Oxygen la. and Oxygen V., i.e. i and 4 (10969) were
hung up as on the former occasion (10906, 10927) and acted

beautifully; the dense oxygen went strongly inwards and the

oxygen vacuum outwards as before, and that on whichever sides

the tubes were hung. The suspending bundle consists of 60 silk

cocoon threads, but an amount oftorsion equal to ten revolutions

of the index, or 10 x 360®, set out the dense oxygen very little

and was not at all sufficient to bring the two tubes to equidistances.

I should think 30 or 40 revolutions would not do it. Hence great

power of set, according with the quickness of vibration before

referred to (11040).

10971. In reference to any thing like accurate results, must re-

member hereafter that the bulbs are unequal in size and weight,

but these for oxygen were selected as nearly alike as might
be.

10972. Then compared oxygen of unequal and known densities,

thus:

Oxy, I a. and Oxy. \a. The i a. goes well in and the |a. is forced out.

Oxy, \a. and Oxy, V. The \a, well in and the Kacuum out.

Oxy, \a, and Oxy, \a. The \a, well in and the \a. out,

Oxy, \a, and Oxy, V. The \a, now in and the Vacuum out.

10973. The results were beautiful, shewing that as the oxygen
was rarefied it became less and less powerful in its tendency

inwards, up to a Vacuum. Hence can hardly resist the conclusion

that it is a magnetic body and powerfully magnetic, and that as

it is rarefied it loses of this power. The loss seemed to me very

like as if in proportion to the removal of oxygen.

10974. Nitrogen la, and Nit, V., or 5 and 7 (10969). Were
equidistant; I could not tell that one was nearer than the other.

In vibrating also they vibrated about the middle distance, but

the Vibrations were quick as before (10927). N, la, and N, {a,

were also alike. Also N, {a, and N, V, were alike. So that if a

vacuum be taken as Zero and the Vacua of Ox, and N, are sensibly
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alike, then N. up to i atmosphere is the same as Zero, i.e. Nitrogen

is neither a magnetic nor a diamagnetic body.

10975. Hydrogen la, and Hy. \a,\ also Hy, la, and Hy, V.

(10969). I thought occasionally that Hy, la, tends most strongly

to go in^ but the results were so very nearly alike that I could

not say so without a more delicate arrangement. Hydrogen must

be near Zero.

10976. Carbonic acid gas la, and |a.; also la. and (10969).

The §a, seemed a trace in-but the other case as nearly as possible

alike. I must remember in these cases the possible differences of

the g/ass tubes themselves. Hydrogen must be near Zero.

10977. Carbonic oxide i a, and V, I think the V. goes in towards

the axis as if the i a. and therefore the Carbonic oxide were dia-

magnetic by comparison.

10978. Olefiant gas la, and V, The V. goes inwds. and the la,

outwards-I think clearly so—and though the effect may be due

to difference of the tubes, still I think it is rather due to the Gas,

and that this is a case of a true diamagnetic body, i.e. of a body

on the opposite side of Zero or a vacuum to what oxygen is.

10979. Nitrous oxide i a, and V, Sensibly alike.

10980. Nitric oxide i a, and V, The i a, goes in most but nothing

like oxygen. Still, this gas appears to be truly magnetic. The
vacuum as before said (10969) was coloured, but being opened

was found very good for a first experiment.

10981. The order seems to be

Oxygen-Nitric oxide-Nitrogen- Carbonic oxide-Olefiant Gas

Hydrogen

Carb. Acid

Ns. Oxide

10982. Now compared single atmospheres of the different gases-

all being at one pressure, i.e. 29*75 inches Barometer.

Oxy, and Nitrogen, Oxygen strongly in.

Oxy, and Hydrogen, Oxy. in, but I think not so strongly

as with Nitrogen.

Oxy, and C, A, Oxygen well in
;
more than with hydrogen.

Oxy,dndC.Ox, Do Do as C.A.

Oxy, and Oleft, Gas, Oxygen well and strongly in.

Oxy, and Nitrous Gas, Oxygen well in.
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Oxy, and Nitric ox. Oxygen in, but not so strongly as in

the last case.

The order roughly of these would be Oxygen—Nitric oxide

—Nitrous oxide—Hydrogen-Nitrogen- Carbonic acid— Carbonic

oxide— Olefiant gas.

10983. Nitrogen and Hydrogen. Thehydrogen in, the Nitrogen out.

Nit. and C.Acid. Very like each other.

Nitrogen and Carh. oxide. I think the C.ox. in and the

Nitrogen out, but must not forget possible differences of glass.

Nit. and Oleft. Gas. Nitrogen out— Olefiant gas in-
sensibly.

Nit. and Ns. oxide. Nitrogen out. Ns. oxide in, clearly.

Nit. and Nc. oxide. Nitrogen out. Nc. oxide in, well.

The order here apparently Nitric oxide—Nitrous oxide—

Hydrogen-Carbonic oxide— Oleft. Gas—Nitrogen— C.Acid.
10984. Hydrogen and C.Acid.— like.

Hy. and C. oxide—vtry like.

Hy. and Oleft. gas—vtry like.

Hy. and Nitrous oxide— hydrogen out and the Nitrous

oxide in as if it were magnetic. I think the effect is clear. Still,

there is not much difference. Again— are very like.

Hy. and Nitric oxide. Hydrogen out. Nitric oxide in.

The order here apparently Nitric oxide—Nitrous oxide and then

Hydrogen, Carbonic acid, Carbonic oxide and Oleft. gas nearly

alike.

10985. Carbonic A. and C.ox. Very like.

C.Acid and Oleft. Gas. I think the C.A. out and the Oleft.

gas in a little.

C.acid and Nitrous ox. C.A. out. Ns. oxide in a little.

C.acid and Nitric oxide. C.A. out and Nc. oxide well in.

The order Nitric oxide—Nitrous oxide— Oleft. gas— C.acid—

C. oxide.

10986. Carb. oxide and Oleft. gas. Very little difference.

Carb. oxide and Ns. oxide. C. ox. out. Ns. oxide in a little.

Carb. oxide and Nc. oxide. C. ox. out. Nitric oxide well in.

Order—Nitric oxide—Nitrous oxide—C.ox.— Olefiant gas.

10987. Olefiant gas and Nitrous oxide. Oleft. out. Ns. oxide in.

Oleft. and Nitric oxide. Oleft. out and Nc. well in.
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Nitrous oxide and Nitric ox, Nc. oxide probably a little in.

Order-Nc. oxide-Nitrous oxide-Oleft. gas.

10988. I then compared different Vacua together, i.e. vessels

which, having been filled with the particular gases, had then been

exhausted by a good air pump and hermetically sealed. The
oxygen V. was put in the torsion balance against the others,

namely the Hy, V,—N, V,—C, acid V,-Oleft, /^.-and Nitrous

Oxide V, They were all sensibly alike, except that when the

Ox. V, and the C, A. V, were opposed, the Oxy. V. perhaps

went in a little.

10989. So allowing for the irregularities of tubes, the Vacua

appear to be very nearly alike.

10990. As to the place of the differential bodies with Strong and

weak Magnetic power, I put up Ox, i a. and Ox, V,, which differ

very much in place, and then used the Magnet urged by the 20 pr.

of Grove’s Plates, and noted the places of the tubes as well as

I could. Then I urged the magnet by only
5

pr. of plates-the

place of rest or of stable equilibrium was sensibly the same. Used
only 2 pr. of plates: still the place of rest the same. The tubes

assumed and retained this place with far less power with the

smaller number of plates than with the larger. Hence difference

of magnetic force will not change the indication of the proposed

instrument.

10991. I must have a good and perfect instrument made with

carrying stages, tables, etc.; observing by a reflector on the beam
and the use of a torsion thread, and covering all if needful by a

glass shade.

10992. The torsion axle ought to move in the center ofa graduated

plate moving on a stage; or the axle carrying the thread ought to

move in a collar carrying the pin-the graduated circle being

fixed. So that in any case the pin may be set to 0° and then the

torsion adjusted without disturbing it, and finally both axle and

pin move together.

10993. The torsion thread had probably best be of Glass. I do

not see that differences in its thickness or rigidity or torsion will

introduce any alteration into the expression of two observed

numbers, because their proportion will remain the same what[ever]

change may be made in this suspending film.
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10994. The Magnet may vary much without any change in the

measured result (10990). As it is stronger or weaker, the measured

forces are stronger and weaker, but apparently always in the same

proportion. From the great power exerted (10970), I have no

doubt a constant permanent magnet may be used, but I do not

see any advantage in that except that the battery can be dispensed

with and the magnet be always ready. In that case there must

be a power by rack work of raising and lowering the torsion

lever and suspended bodies into and out of place for experiment

and adjustment of Zero, and indeed in all cases that will be

desirable.

10995. ^ moderate Electromagnet will probably do-excited by

one or two pairs of plates in brine or weak acid. The magnet

may easily be a special one and made part of the instrument.

10996. The core for the Magnetic field had better perhaps be

more of this form- for then it will give lines of force diminishing

less rapidly in power, and so make a longer journey for the two

opposed bodies, and they will be more nearly in the equatorial

plane. I do not see that differences of core will at all affect the

measurements of the power, provided the cores are true and

symmetrical in shape, but by variation of them great differences

in the degrees and delicacy of indication may be obtained.

10997. Perhaps a core of this form might be good, reducing the

middle very much. Probably, however, not so good as a core

which has a figure of revolution, unless indeed a slower decrease

of power be required.

10998. If the lever arm of the torsion balance be made short,

for instance from \ an inch to 2 inches, and the cross bar at the

end be from an inch to 3 inches or more, then a good rotation

effect will be obtained round the axis of revolution; i.e. the torsion

thread and a mirror placed there will revolve a reflected ray so

as to have a very sensible indication indeed. At the same time,

increasing the length of the cross bar holding the two objects will

make the visible motion much more sensible to the eye and give

a great power of increasing or modifying the sensibility or steadi-

ness of the instrument.

10999. If the reflector be flat or concave or convex, we get so

a method of adjusting the rate of delicacy or variation of place

y
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of the zero point to any required degree. Concave will give a

greater and convex a lesser displacement than the flat mirror.

1 1000. The medium which occupies the Magnetic field and which

is displaced by either of the moving bodies must be more near

to M than to D (these representing the extremes of magnetism

and diamagnetism) than either of the bodies to be tried, or them

and their accompanying envellopes, or else they will have no

place of stable equilibrium. But if it have this necessary super-

abundance of M. force, then it does not appear that, whether it

have more or less, or whether it be liquid or gaseous, that will

make any difference in the measurement; for though the two

bodies are directly related to the medium, they are through it

finally related to each other, and when they are by the torsion

brought back to the equidistant position, that relation remains

the same in expression (10964, 5, 6).

1 1001. The Air is a magnetic medium. Weak magnetic bodies

may be compared and measured in Sat. Sol. Sul. Iron through a

considerable range. I do not think Pliicker’s observation will

apply, for it has not been confirmed in liquids, as Sul. Iron, as far

as I know. I mean his observation of difference of law of decrease

and objection to my media.

1 1002. The Vessels containing the gases or other bodies. Remember
that the vessel acts powerfully when near, and complicates the

result much. Where [Were] it not for the diamagnetic vessel,

the Oxygen of \a. or |a., or even of |a., would have gone up

into the Magnetic axis, or at least have hung against the iron core

(10970, I, 2, 3); and it is only when they are in the position they

would assume if the gases within them and the medium sur-

rounding them were the same, that they would compensate each

other and not affect the result. If however the vessels be by the

torsion restored to this equidistant state, then the torsion force

indicated measures the relations of the two bodies alone and free

from vessel error. So that the principle of measuring the forces

is good here.

1 1003. If the vessels be inevitably different from each other, their

diamagnetic force could be ascertained before or after the real ex-

periment and then the correction made. It may be needful to have

vessels with the expression of their diamagnetic force on them.
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11004. Difference in the weight of the vessels or the weight
carried by the torsion thread will make no difference in the

measured result given by two bodies.

1 1005. The masses of bodies submitted at once to measurement
of force ought to be of the same size and shape, and therefore the

vessels ought to be of the same size and shape. Perhaps drawn
thin copper tube would make good vessels.

1 1006. The vessels might be neutralized occasionally by the use

of a medium of the same power, and that easily when they are

made of magnetic glass, or brass, and that might be occasionally

useful. They might perhaps be compensated by the association

on the same stage widi them of a feebly magnetic adjustible body,
but I do not see that such means are required.

1 1007. The result of measurement, as I at present contemplate

it, is a double differential result; for there are two differential

results between the two bodies and the medium which they dis-

place, and then there is the differential result of these two results.

1 1 008. But if air be taken as one of the bodies and air be con-

stant, then the differential result on one side is done away and
that on the other side is between the body tried and air, i.e. either

of the Air considered as medium or as in the second vessel, which
comes to the same thing. Then Air would be the standard, and
in that case bodies could be tried one by one against it.

1 1 009. Or if the second vessel contain a vacuum, considered as

Zero, then bodies can be tried in succession against it.

1 1 010. The second vessel might be dispensed with altogether,

and bodies tried single; and then of course there is only one

differential result: that between the body tried and the medium
in which it moves. But that does not appear to be nearly so con-

venient as where the Vacuum or standard medium is on the other

side of the axis.

non. Suppose two bodies in the balance— adjusted before hand

equidistant from the axis, and the torsion index at Zero. Then
the Magnetic force on and the bodies deflected—then torsion force

on until the equidistant position is restored. The force registered

will be the difference between the two diamagnetic forces of

the bodies, provided the bodies are not allowed to open out

but retain their respective positions; then if the vessels be
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compensated and the one body be a vacuum, the force gives the

power of the other body as a diamagnetic. But if the first body

be not a vacuum but another gas, the force of torsion gives the

difference of the two, both being diamagnetic.

1 1012. Suppose then that the force of torsion were added on

until the position of the two bodies were reversed, i.e. until b

should be as near as a and a as far off as h was; will not this second

portion of torsion force be to the first portion as the diamagnetic

force of a is to the diamagnetic force of b} For as a in the first

position and b in the second position are subject to the same

intensity of force emanating from the axial line, and also b in the

first position and a in the second position are also equal in that

respect, the power which can bring the system into the position

of equi distance would seem to represent the powers of a and b.

Now those powers are given by the two torsions. Consider this

further.

1 1013. Should the index of torsion be at zero when the bodies

are equi distant before the Magnetism is on, or afterwds. when the

bodies are in their position of stable equilibrium.^ Having two

forces, we start from a position of stable equilibrium and not, as

in Coulomb's original expts., from a place determined by one

force. Expt. will shew that the equidistant Zero is probably the

true one.^

1 1014. It appears as if the instrument involved no source of error

and that the variations of power-distance-form, etc. all tended

to give great facility of introducing more sensitiveness or more

permanency or greater strength, etc. etc. without introducing any

source of error.

1 1015. The vessels will require confinement so as to be pre-

vented from opening out or altering their relative distance from

each other, and there should be a provision for changing them from

side to side, thoi^h that would not compensate any error ofposition,

1 1016. There should be a scale by which their true equidistance

in relation to the magnetic axis should be carefully determined.

To determine this position after the force is on is more important

than before. Before^ an error only involves a few degrees of

torsion. Afterwards^ it would involve a much larger amount of
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noi 7. Shall be able to give a true account ofthe flame phenomena*

It is probable that both with a flame and a glowing taper, far

more diamagnetic effect is produced by converting the magnetic

oxygen into diamagnetic C.A. etc. than by the heat; but I must

make out what the heat does, for the platinum coil experiments

shew that it does a good deal. Indeed, that is what I count on in

explaining Atmospheric Magnetism.

1 1018. Size of Grove’s plates used with the Magnet. The full

sized platina is 2^ inches x 4 inches immersed in the N.Acid. The
Zincs are 2^ inches by 8| inches immersed in the acid.

1 1 019. I must find if possible an experimental difference in the

conduction of bodies more or less diamagnetic, including oxygen

perhaps as a magnetic conductor; and ought to be able to do that,

perhaps by some form of the torsion balance apparatus, occu-

pying the field alternately by better and worse conductors. Perhaps

a weaker magnet would be useful, and a permanent or constant

magnet.

1 1020. I want a good and sure diamagnetic gas, one that by

rarefaction tends less powerfully to go out^ as Olefiant gas seemed

to do (10978). That there are bodies diamagnetic, i.e. going out

in a vacuum, is manifest, or else the tube of the Oxy. V. would

have gone quite out and the Oxy. i a. or any other oxygen would

have gone in.

1 1021. The little direct effect as in attempts at compression and

expansion (10714, 30, etc.) and the great differential effect shews

that, in air and the atmosphere, much may be produced by the

latter action when little by the former. Probably important

bearing in Atmospheric magnetism.

1 1022. Consider the two streams of Magnetic lines of force from

the different poles. Look at them in two opposed similar poles.

Is there any thing particular there which could be made manifest

by a Magnecrystallic body placed in the center and in different

parts-or would two at once act on each other.

31 JULY 1850.

1 1023. Have prepared some more glass vessels with gases like

those before described (10968, 9), but the vessels are smaller and

smaller, having taken the largest before, and are also very different

22-2
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in weight, and the glass of the vessels goes for much in the com-

parison of gases differing only a little from each other, and the

quantity of gas is also of much importance^ so that comparisons

with these vessels are very imperfect. The following is the con-

tinued list.

22. Mur. Acid Gas. 28. Coal Gas.

23. Ammonia. 29. Hydriodic Acid Gas.

24. Sulphurous Acid. 30. Chlorine.

25. Sulphuretted Hy. 31. Ether vapour.

26. Nitrous Acid. 32. Bromine vapour.

27. Cyanogen. 33. Sulphuret Carbon vapour.

All at I atmosphere.

1 1024. I lengthened the cross bar of the torsion lever so as to

make the distance between 2 suspended tubes 2 inches or even

more, and then hung up Oxy. i a. and Oxy, ^., i and 4 (10969),

using the Magnet with 20 pr. of Grove’s; but I did not find the

effect better than when they were nearer, or quite so good. In

fact, a certain extent of journey does not now take the gases and

tubes through so great a change of force and hence diminished

sensibility. Returned the tubes to the former distance of about

I inch and then was good as before.

11025. Hung up the Various new tubes and others on one side

of the core. Nitrogen i a. being constant on the other side— it was

taken as representing Zero.

11026, Nit. la. and Oleft. la, (10969), 5 and 16. Very like each

other. Oleft. smallest bulb.

11027. Nit. and Cyanogen^ 5 and 27 (11021^). I think the

Cyanogen in most, but there was not much difference in distance.

Cyanogen the smallest bulb.

11028. Nit. and Amm.^ 5 and 23 (i 1021). I think Amm. is nearest

but only little visible difference-is the smallest bulb. Want the

measuring instrument much (1099 1).

1 1029. Nit. and Chlorine^ 5 and 30 (i 1021). Chlorine in probably.

It looks as if it were magnetic and so had relation to oxygen-but
then bulb is smaller than Nitrogen bulb.

1 1030. Nit. and Bromine vapour^ 5 and 32 (11021). Bromine in

more than the Nitrogen, but tube is smaller.

* Ref. in pars. 11027-11038 should be to par. 11023.
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1 1031. Nitrogen and Sulphurous acid^ 5 and 24 (11021). Ap-
parently Equal.

1 1032. Nit, and Mur. acidgas

^

5 and 22 (11021). Very like.

1 1033. Nit. and Hydriodic acid^ 5 and 29. Very like.

1 1 034. Nit, and Sul. Hydrogen,^ 5 and 25. Very like.

1 1035. Nit. and Coalgas

^

5 and 28. Very like.

11036. Nit, and Nitrous acid^ 5 and 26. Nitrous acid well in.

Magnetic.

1 1037. Nit. and Sulphuret Carbon^ 5 and 33 (11021). Sulrt.

Carbon perhaps a little in, but the bulb was hardly half the size

of the Nitrogen bulb.

11038. Nit, and Ether vapour,, 5 and 31 (11021). Much alike—

but the ether bulb both heavy and small, so glass much influence

and ether vapour little.

1 1039. Olefiant gas la, and V., 16 and 17 (10969). Hung up
close to the Magnetic axis. They opened out and fell in, very

like each other, as if there was not much difference—but then the

glass is very influential in these places of strong action and short

range of great variation in the magnetic force and may easily

hide the gas effect, which probably is not great.

1 1 040. Oxygen, Actual force of inset. Hung up Oxy, la. and

Oxy. V., I and 4 (10969) about i inch apart. The oxygen la. went
in as before (10970). Then took a slender glass thread about

8 inches long, fixed at one end to a stand, and pushed the Oxy, i a.

back to its equidistant position by the other end; the glass thread

or spring was deflected about i inch to do this. The glass thread

was then fixed horizontal after 90° of revolution, so as to bring

the flexure just obtained and that now to be produced by weights

into the same plane as respected the glass, and then weight ap-

plied at the place which before had pressed against the oxygen
thread. One tenth ofa grain was not sufficient to cause a deflection

of one inch like that produced by the inset of the Oxy. la. So
this i5 of grain is a rough mechanical measure of the relative

Magnetic forces of Oxy. la. and Oxy. V., and as the capacity

of the glass bulbs was about 0*34 c.i., the absolute weight of that

volume would be 0*117 gr. Hence the Magnetic force is not very

far of[f] from its gravity under these conditions (11058).

1 1041. A rough estimate of the force is at once presented to the
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eye by the Vibrations; and if two like tubes of like gas were hung
up and the effect of the glass known, this would give an indication.

But the resistance of the air is great.

11042. Two equal glass bulbs were put up, both having air in

so as to give the effect of the glass only; they stood equidistant—

but were very diamagnetic- opening out and also causing quick

vibrations.

1 1043. Phosphorous as a diamagnetic. Filled a tube like that of

N. ia,y 5, with Phosphorous and then put it on the balance

against the Nitrogen. Now as there is the glass tube to both,

so the comparison is directly between Phosphorous and Nitrogen.

The Phosphorous went out powerfully as a true and strong dia-

magnetic body.

1 1044. Flint Glass, Formed a piece of solid flint glass into the

form and size of the Nitrogen tube la,^ 5, and tried it against the

Nitrogen. It went out powerfully as the Phosphorous, shewing

the condition of it as a diamagnetic body. The instrument will

measure all these effects well.

1 1045. In the Instrument. May perhaps be good to raise and

lower the Magnet, instead of the torsion balance. Also one could

easily reverse the Magnet (rather than the balance and its charge),

if there should be any object in doing so.

11046. In Atmospheric Magnetism^ we must consider the atmo-

sphere as a conductor into space, so that its power and influence

is not merely confined to its own bulk and place, but influences

and is influenced by the medium or space beyond it.

11047. Does the magnetic condition of Space indicate any rela-

tion to the supposed ether, or to any other condition of space

equivalent to it.^

11048. What a strange Magnetic system our Planet presents. First

the Earth itself as a magnet-and that not unchangeable, for it is

probable that the secular variations may be due to some alteration

of its internal or inherent force. Then Space as a great and good

conductor of the power, and probably permeated by the lines

of force to a great distance from the planet. If a globe have cur-

rents of Electricity running round it, it can affect a very sensitive

needle at distances equal to 3 or 4 times its diameter. So the

Magnetism of the Earth through space may extend to three or
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four times its diameter, or 30,000 or 40,000 miles or more. Then
comes between this floating atmosphere of Ox. and Nitrogen,

rising not 50 miles high with sensible power; yet within that

distance by its oxygen having great power, and forming by changes
of temperature an ever varying magnetic medium between the

Earth and the space above it. It seems impossible that this can

be so and not produce numerous magnetic Variations but sudden
and annual.

1 1049. Assume that oxygen has only half the magnetic force of

iron, weight for weight (11040); then the oxygen in a vertical

column of the atmosphere of i square inch base= 3*33 lbs., and
half of this or i*66 lbs. of iron would represent the Mag. force

of the Oxygen in that small column. This would be equal to a

column of iron i inch square in the base and 6*32 inches high.

A very great expression of force. But oxygen is not nearly so

strong as this (11066).

1 1050. Is there any possibility of large masses of hot and cold

air being moved by terrestrial magnetism in consequence of a

change in their magneto conducting power

I

think there is.

1 105 1. Atmospheric magnetism. Have to consider disturbances in

intensity and disturbances in direction,

1 1052. According to the observations made on terrestrial mag-
netism, the change in direction is very small. What is the amount
in degrees of the daily variation and the Annual variation.^ Also

the variations in intensity are very small indeed. What is the

amount of variation compared to the whole power exerted.^

1 1053. If change of temperature quickly affects oxygen, then

two bulbs, of oxygen and air, ought to move and indicate changes

of day and night temperature, and summer and winter, using an

artificial magnet and rapidly decreasing field of Magnetic force.

1 1054. The Aurora borealis may now become connected with

magnetic disturbances and storms in a very distinct manner; and

if the variations of the atmosphere cause both, it will also tie

both together by a common hub.

1 1055. The place of the Zones of Aurora Borealis and Australis

may now be recognized as dependant probably on the temperature

of the air in those regions in relation to the temperature nearer

to the equator.
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11056. As we rise in the atmosphere, the oxygen becomes rarer

and for that reason less Magnetic (10972), but it becomes colder

and for that reason retains its magnetism more. Here therefore

come in other causes for Variations of Atmospheric magnetism.
The locale of the chief disturbances is probably confined to a very

limited stratum of air, perhaps not more than 3 or 4 miles high,

i.e. the locale of the causes of the disturbance. The disturbances

themselves may extend to a far greater height (11048).

1 1057. I must refer to Sabine for the lines of force— their direc-

tion— their intensity—and their different subdivisions—Height in

the atmosphere and diminution if known—Daily variation—

Annual variation—Variation at St. Helens^ or on the sides of the

equator and others if there be such.

3 AUG. 1850.

11058. Volume and weight of Oxygen la. (10969). The bulb dis-

placed 86 grains of distilled water, which is equal to 0*34 of a

cubic inch— it includes of course the bulk of the glass, which is

very small, but if considered all as oxygen then it equals o’liy

of a grain (11040).

1 1059. Two small iron balls, about^ of inch in diameter, were put

into a field of equal force f wide and about 2| x 2 inches in extent,

to ascertain how much they would repel each other. This repul-

sion, which of course was in a direction transverse to the lines

of force, was very considerable, so that it required a considerable

push with a card to bring them together; and when they were
let go they flew asunder not a mere trifling distance but from half

an inch to more, and if they had been quite round, I have no doubt
would have gone an inch or more asunder (10884, 93 > 4)*

1 1060. I must hang a bismuth sphere in a field of equalforce in

a sol. of Sul. Iron by a delicate and shaded torsion balance with

a natural magnet, and then bring another equal bismuth sphere

first on one side and then on the other. If it moves, it will not

only shew the action correspondant to iron but also the effect

of the conduction of the bismuth (11104).

1 1061. Have had a soft iron core made of this form^, and now
put it in place in the electro magnet (10925) in place of the former,

and hung up the Ox. and Nitrogen V and VII (10905) to see

* Query St. Helena.

[iio6il
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how the core acted, using the Magnet urged by 20 pr. Grove’s

plates. The action was right, but feeble as compared with the former

core, so replaced this core and then the gas bulb told as before,

strongly. Perhaps this core might be improved by turning away
a little of the middle part, i.e. making the neck narrower.

11062*. Used water as the Medium. Had a glass cell
|
of an inch

wide, 3*2 inches long and 4 inches deep inside-placed this in

the magnetic field and then brought my pointed poles up to it,

so near that they were inches asunder from each other. The
Oxygen V and Nitrogen VII ( ) had little copper rings

attached to the bottom and were ballasted by a thick piece of

copper wire to sink them in the fluid, and were i| inches apart

counting from the central line of each. When the magnetic force

was on, the tubes obeyed but very slowly-for the poles are far

apart- the lines of force not strong as before- the decrease in their

power not so rapid as before and the resistance of the medium
great. The effect was poor and offers no advantage in the con-

struction of an apparatus.

11063. Then replaced the water by a saturated solution ofproto

sulphate of Iron^ and now the tubes obeyed very well, opening

out and collapsing as the Magnetism was on and off. But because

of the nature of the medium, they took their places so nearly

equidistant as to give but little indication of the difference of

oxygen and nitrogen, the iron solution and the glass of the tubes

overpowering the gas effect. When the nitrogen was pressed

inwards and left, it went out immediately, and when the oxygen

was pressed in and left, it also went out at once; i.e. the tubes

took up their position of stable equilibrium easily.

11064. Of course the most delicate arrangement is when the

objects are in nature near to the medium; for then, of the three

differences between the medium and the two objects, those between

it and them is less and that between them greater in proportion

to each other.

11065. I put the tubes V and VI, i.e. Oxygen la. and Oxy. V.

into the sol. sulphate of iron with the same result as the Oxygen

and Nitrogen.

1 1066. Oxygen compared with iron (i 1049). oxygen in tube i

(10969) weighs 0*117 of a grain (11058). I took a fine iron wire
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of which 0*448 of an inch equalled 0*117 of a grain, and twisting

a fine platina wire around it, I fixed it in a Glass bulb like the

oxygen bulb, so that the iron (which being doubled was 0*25 or

thereabouts in length) should be in the middle— the bulb con-

taining a nitrogen Vacuum. Then hung it up against the corre-

sponding Oxygen la.. No. r. Of course the iron wire was trans-

verse to the magnetic radius and in the equatorial plane, and
therefore very little extension given to it in the direction of the

lines of force. This was arranged to diminish as much as possible

the effect of polarity. The iron was very far stronger than the

oxygen and caused its bulb to run up and rattle against the side

(11103).

11067. Oxygen and soL Sul. Iron compared. Choosing a bulb
nearly the size of the oxygen bulb No. i, I filled it with solution

of proto sulphate of iron, more or less diluted until its power was
nearly like that of oxygen. When the solution contained i part

of the saturated solution and 31 parts of water, the oxygen was
most magnetic. When it contained i part of the solution and 23
parts of water, then I think the solution was a little the strongest—

perhaps ^ part saturated solution might be about right. When
tested by Amm. or Per ferro pruss. pot., the quantity of iron in

the solution appeared to be very great (11103).

11068. Took the two bulbs Ox. la. and 2V. la., i and 5 (10969)
and observed their action when hung up alone^ that I might get

an idea of the power of the glass. The Nitrogen bulb went every
where. The oxygen alone also driven out every where, the dia-

magnetic power of the glass being so much more than of the

oxygen within. So the manner in which the two bulbs neutralize

each other as to the glass very striking, since being so strong, still

the difference of the Oxy. and the N. when both are up appears

so well.

11069, Still, the bulk of glass which can overpower the oxygen
when that bulb alone is up is very small compared to that of the

gas, and its power therefore very great. It would be a great point

to have it nearer to the gases or rather perhaps to the medium,
so as to get rid of its effects more or less. Perhaps copper would
do, or brass. Vessels at Zero of quality would do.

1 1070*. Bismuth in Nitrogen Vacuum. I suspended a little piece

* [11070]
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of bismuth in a Nitrogen Vacuum in a tube about 075 of an inch

in diameter and then brought it between the poles ofmy terminals.

It obeyed the magnetic force very well.

1 1071. Iron, I suspended a piece of Iron in the same manner in

nitrogen vacuum; it also obeyed as well as in a plenum, and pulled

the tube about in the hand with great power as it flew from one

side to the other. It could not be kept in the middle of the tube

except in lines of weak action, and then tended by the least

derangement to fly to the side.

1 1072. The magnetic power of iron is wonderful and what may
be considered its conducting power. How many lines of force

must of a sudden be determine[d] on to it, or on to the space it

occupies, by its presence. Yet all that almost taken away by mere

heat.

1 1 073. A bismuth cylinder 2\ inches long and
|
of an inch in

diameter was prepared and also a glass tube just able to hold it,

and the tube being filled with water, the cylinder was put in and

also a guage (1071 5), so that the fluid should appear in the very

narrowest part. This was then placed in the Magnetic field (10857,

8, 9), and the power put on and off; but not the slightest trace

of change of volume appeared.

1 1074. An iron cylinder of the same size was fitted up in a similar

way, but the pressure of the portion within first deformed and then

broke the glass tube, so that no result could be obtained.

1 1075. Two equal cylinders of the same glass were prepared and

platina wires attached to them by fusion. Being hung up on

opposite sides of the core and subject to the Magnet, they ap-

peared to be quite alike in force. Then one was made very hot

and both were again hung up. Perhaps the hot one went out a

little, but I am doubtful. The hot air about it ought to cause it

to go out, but then the mass of glass is great and that may have

overruled the effect. Still, that would shew that hot glass is very

little different in power from cold glass, since the whole effect

was so small as to be imperceptible.
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11076. Atmospheric magnetism. Probable variations of force on
the earth’s surface and their causes.

1 1077. As the lines of force are horizontal at the equator, and the

temperature higher there than at the Poles, so the intensity of the

force ought on that account to be less there than at the poles.

11078. As difference of temperature below and above is greater

there than at colder parts of the earth, so the intensity below and
above ought to differ more than in colder places.

1 1079. Probably as change in temperature at a given spot is less

there than at the tropics, or north or south of tropics, so the

annual variation ought to be less.

11080. The comparitive constancy of low temperatures at the

poles. What will that do.^

11081. The Annual Variation and the daily variation, will they

not be more regular and constant over the Sea than over the land.^

11082. The atmosphere by its oxygen is a far better Magnetic

conductor than the space above it. So this ought to have its

effect in conducting the lines of force through the places where it

exists, and probably also has a different kind or amount of effect

according as the lines of force tend to be parallel to it, as towds.

the Equator, or tend to be transverse to it, as in these latitudes

and towards the poles.

11083. Even pressure ofthe atmosphere and its Variation may be
an element of magnetic variation, because of the difference in the

amount of air and therefore of Oxygen over a given place or

space.

11084. Winds and atmospheric currents may be an element of
Magnetic variation, by tending to mix up or change the places

of Masses previously of different temperatures and therefore of
different conducting powers.

11085. The Moon is only miles from the Earth—and
is possibly within the reach of its lines of force. Are they of such
force there, and it of such a nature as to be likely to cause any
variation by its change of place,^ It is Volcanic and all Vo[l]canic
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rocks are Magnetic. What would it do if it were a mass of iron.^

Any thing sensible to us.^

1 1086. Instrument (measuring). The torsion wire: the silk has

too little torsion for the torsion measure— Glass I suspect would
have too much unless long and slender, and then inclines to break

— Platina wire hard drawn would probably be a good substance.

11087. Instruments to shew varying position with temperature

or otherwise should have suspension with No torsion; hence value

here of cocoon silk. Instruments for measuring the deflecting

force by the torsion should have torsion filament^ with strength

enough and torsion force; and if too stiff, increasing the leverage

of the carrying arm will give more power on the torsion index.

1 1088. As to horizontal bar and its length, the increase of

suspending arm give sensibility by increasing the force on the

torsion axis. The other end might be made a long index by a

piece of hay or other light thing and perhaps do well instead of

a mirror, i.e. for the measuring instrument.

1 1089. There should be a moveable stage under the middle of the

torsion lever, both to carry it and also to steady, adjust and

deliver it free from motion.

1 1090. The torsion thread, lever, etc. should all have four or five

inches journey up and down in a vertical direction to relieve the

vessels when needed from the magnetic axis. As this motion

should be truly vertical, so there should be a Plumb line or a

level or sufficient means to set the instrument accurate.

1 1091. The reflector^ if used, may be a piece of flint glass silvered

by the new process- or a piece of planished silver made slightly

concave, as a cylinder. It may if plane be under the torsion

thread. If concave, it would of course be useless if placed con-

centric to the axis of torsion, and become more and more sensible

as it was brought nearer to the eye.

1 1092. The medium is evidently important. If very different

from the objects to be compared, it diminishes their sensibility

(11063).

1 1093. The air is probably a good medium for Gases, being more

magnetic than Zero by the fifth of Oxygen which it contains, i.e.

a good medium when Nitrogen or a Vacuum is the standard

object with which comparisons are to be made in it.
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1 1094. The Vessels to hold gases or other bodies, and the stage

carrying them, should be as near Zero or air as may be.

1 1095. Would be well to compare metals and substances to find

the best.

11096. An instrument might be made with the Bar of substance

setting equatorially, and if Reisch's iron were below it would
probably set pretty well, and the force which would deflect it to

45° or any other number might be used as the measuring force.

But I do not think it would equal the former instrument with the

bodies on opposite sides of the magnetic axis.

1 1097. May apply the instrument to determine whether Pliicker’s

difference in the rate of increase or decrease of Magnetic and

diamagnetic force is so or not—and if so, whether it is confined

to polar Terro magnetic bodies or extended to others, i.e. whether

a distinction may be drawn between Terro magnetic polar and

non-polar bodies.

1 1098. Also to ascertain whether diamagnetics can become Terro

-

magnetics by increase of force, as some say. If such an effect

occurs, must ascertain whether the oxygen of the air has any
thing to do with it.

1 1099. Also whether the oxygen of the air has any thing to do with

Pliicker’s difference of decrease and increase of force in Terro

magnetic and diamagnetic bodies.

moo. Also determine directly the law of the increase or de-

crease of force with a given shaped magnetic core at different

distances from it, by using two equal bodies and carrying them
by torsion to unequal distances.

iiioi, I ought to be able to adjust the place of the torsion film

so as to know when it is in the normal position, i.e. when the

bodies supported by it are equidistant from the magnetic axis, no
magnetic power being on.

1 1 102. Can I not obtain this adjustment and the position of the

Zero point by using like objects^ and adjusting the suspension and
the torsion to them when in place—using the prolonged index or

the reflector to indicate that is at place of Zero.^
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1 1 103. Continued the experiment of comparing iron directly

with oxygen (11066) and successively reduced the little piece of

iron to one fifth and one tenth of its former quantity. But it

always powerfully overcame the oxygen and the glass vessel, and
actually bent the platina wire which sustained it in the center

of the bulb. So that, as might be expected, there is no numerical

comparison here between platina and iron: but the comparison

is as yet only between 10 of oxygen and i of iron by weight.

1 1 103 Oxygen and Sulphate ofIron compared. 100 grains of

clean good crystals of Proto sulphate of iron were dissolved in

distilled water with a drop of Sulphuric acid, and diluted until,

by comparison as before (11067), it had power apparently equal

to oxygen gas. The bulk of the solution was then 17I cubic

inches-so that is the character of the equivalent solution. The
two vessels or bulbs were not alike in shape, but assuming that

they had equal capacity, then as the oxygen bulb was 0*34 of a

cubic inch, so its volume or 0*34 of a cubic inch of the solution

would contain very nearly two grains of crystallized sulphate of

iron= 0*4 of a grain of metallic iron. So here the oxygen is equal

in force to a solution containing 17 times its weight of crystd.

proto sulphate of iron, or 3-4 times its weight of metallic iron

in that state of proto sulphate.

1 1 104. Arranged the Glass cell and solution of Proto sulphate

of Iron, saturated, as before (11062, 3). Suspended a cylinder of

pure phosphorous, i| inches long and \ inch in diameter, vertically

in it, in a held of equal force (109 17) at the Magnet (20 pr. Grove’s

plates) by the torsion balance. The phosphorous remained per-

fectly still in the middle of the solution and magnetic field. Then
placed a corresponding cylinder of phosphorous, supported by
copper wire, in the solution by the side of the first, and when all

was at rest put on the magnetic force. There was action between

the two diamagnetic bodies at once, for that on the torsion balance

slowly receeded from the fixed one. This took place again and

again, with every precaution. The action is very feeble but still

distinct, and consists in a separation of the two bodies. It is there-

fore like that of iron (11060, 11184).

* There is no 1 1 103a in the MS.
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1 1 105. Does not this exhibit a case ofconduction in phosphorous

as a diamagnetic (11060)?

1 1 106. Instrument, Torsion suspensions. I have made a bundle

of 180 films of cocoon threads— it is 2\ inches long. When hung

up and a card lever attached to the lower end, the arms of which

are 2 inches long, the lever is turned through and held at a torsion

of 360° with very little flexure of the glass spring (iio4o)-not

equal to of a grain. This would not be enough for my purpose,

and also as the bundle is twisted the threads change their place

and the whole bundle its diameter, so that the forces are not equal

or regular. Silk is a beautiful substance for suspension, free from

resistance of torsion-it is almost like suspension by floating.

1 1 107. A glass thread was drawn 18 inches long and of a reason-

able thickness for strength. Being put up, it was tried by the

2 inch leverage and glass filament. But now a deflection force

equal to one inch or the 0‘i of a grain (11040) could scarcely

deflect the torsion lever lo"^. So far too little liberty here. This

filament held 4800 grains and then broke. No doubt Green glass

would be stronger and might be drawn finer and longer to give

a greater range of measurement; and so glass may do for certain

substances which are light or for certain cases. Its elasticity is

perfect and there is no fear of set. But it is very liable to accident.

1 1 108. Platina wire from Newman, A length of 8 inches put up

with the card lever. It could be sent round or held at torsion of

about 270"^ by the inch deflection of the glass filament, or force

of 0*1 of a grain (11040). This is a good range. But the metal

is apt to set, for when held round at 360° for 15 minutes and then

relieved, it had lost about 25°. However, I had made it red hot

to straighten it; if pulled it would be harder, or if taken as it

comes from the draw plate. It could support 3200 grains well

without breaking. 9 feet 6 inches weighed 4 grains.

10 AUG. 1850.

1 1 109. Atmospheric Mag, As to the annual variation, con-

sidering it as depending more or less upon the oxygen of the

atmosphere and its variations in temperature. The effect of the

revolution of the Earth in its orbit is to effect a considerable
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change in the temperature of the earth's surface in the Northern

and Southern parts, and but little at the Equatorial parts. Because

of the daily rotation of the earth this change would come on
generally, i.e. over the whole of each hemisphere at once and

not as a flux from East to West; it has nothing to do with the

daily variation of aspect to the Sun, except as that produces this

general effect once each hemisphere. So in Summer, the northern

parts of the earth and therefore of the atmosphere above is

warmed, and in Winter they are cooled; and a given plane of

temperature, as that of perpetual frost, is rising in the northern

parts and sinking in the Southern parts during our Summer, and

on the contrary is sinking in the northern parts and rising in

the Southern parts during our winter. Now what ought this

to do.^

iiiio. In summer, the atmosphere about the equator e ought to

conduct Mag. as in winter. But in summer, the parts about I on

each side ought to conduct worse than the corresponding parts

about niy the Southern latitudes; but how far this effect will

extend towds. the poles will depend on the effect of cold as we
shall find it to be. Must try that by experiment. But generally,

the north part of the Northern hemisphere will lose in conducting

power, whilst the South parts of the Southern hemisphere are

gaining during our Summer-and in the winter our North parts

will gain power and the southern parts lose,

mil. Therefore there will be less conduction of Magnetism

from and through the Northern hemisphere in the summer than

in the winter, and more in the Southern hemisphere; and this

state of things will be reversed in the winter. This ought to cause

a variation even at the Equator. For as the surface of north

discharge becomes less effective in intensity, it must become more

extended to compensate for that deficiency, and as in winter it

becomes more effective from increased capacity of conduction, it

will become smaller, i.e. more concentrated. A wave of Magnetic

force or condition must pass from one hemisphere to the other

across the equator in summer and winter.

11112. But as the equatorial parts will remain nearly the same in

condition, this wave will perhaps not appear there but at the

edges. Thus as the north parts increase in conducting power in

23FD V
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winter, so the middle line ce of the curves at the equator will

lean over towds. N and consequently the dip where it abuts ought

to change a little-and the contrary in the opposite season. There
^ ought perhaps to be a small diminution in the dip in the northern

hemisphere, increasing until the effect is a maximum and then

decreasing until it is a minimum 6 months afterwds.; and at the

same time a contrary effect ought to occur at the other hemisphere.

I II 13. Also as the dip increases, the intensity of the magnetic

force ought to increase; and as it diminishes, the intensity ought

to diminish.

I II 14. Perhaps no other annual change than these two ought to

occur.

I II 15. As the one hemisphere becomes colder and the other

warmer, the former ought to have a greater weight of atmosphere

over it, the upper current on to it being more abundant than on

the warmer side. Is the difference in quantity at any time such

as to make a sensible annual Magnetic effect?

11116. There is less air over the Equator than over the Poles,

as the barometer and other considerations will shew. What in-

fluence will this have in the general distribution of the lines of

magnetic force over the earth?

12 AUG. 1850.

11117. The oxygen in the air and therefore the air (if a mass

be heated or cooled) become polarized as conductors either Terro

magnetically or diamagnetically (11130). If the air be cooled, it

is polarized as soft iron would be polarized in the same position.

1 1 1 1 8. So may use of [? a] bar of soft iron with a pocket compass

below it to indicate the probable effect in different positions of

a mass of cooled air above. Perhaps a large cylinder filled with

solution of Sulphate of iron might produce the effect-or even

a cylinder of oxygen heated and cooled. Try it.

11119. The Annual Variation may be affected by the difference

of land and Sea, more change taking place over the former than

the latter, so that it may differ in places where on other accounts

it might be expected to be alike.

1 1 120. The same causes (difference of water and earth) may also

produce, at the edges of the portions concerned, variations in the

horizontal direction as well as in the dip and intensity.
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11121. The daily variation by itself should be one effect from
Maximum to Minimum and back again to Maximum in 24 hours.

1 1 122. Diurnal variation. In England, the North end of the needle

moves slowly eastward during the forenoon—returns to mean
position about 10 o’clk. p.m.—goes west—and returns to mean
position about 10 a.m.

1 1 123. Kupffer says there is a small nightly variation.

II 124. Causes of the irregular variations. Winds very influential.

Hot and cold masses of air— well known. Precipitations of rain

or snow, evolving heat above.

1 1 125. First one has to consider what are the fixed lines of the

Earth’s magnetism (without any of the superinduced variations)

for a certain moment of time. These are very irregular and are

approximately given by the average lines on magnetic charts.

11126. What are the causes of these fixed irregularities.^ Very
probably difference in conducting power in different parts of the

Earth’s mass is one great one. Perhaps that view of the Polarity

of the Earth’s particles which Whewell attributed I think to

Hansteen may include the effect of these causes in what he con-

siders the common cause of the whole magnetism.

1 1 127. Then come the slow variations which have no reference

to astronomical periods, as the motion of the line of no variation

and of course of the other lines. These seem to be due to some-
thing internal as respects the earth, and may well be so. The
motion of the line of no variation is, I understand, irregular—but

that may depend, not upon irregularity of the moving cause, but

upon irregular fixed conducting parts of the earth which are

between what we may consider the real cause, or seat of the cause,

and the surface. The varieties of Geological formation must do
something of this kind.

1 1 129 \ However, I purpose dealing only with Atmospheric varia-

tions.

Then come on the Annual variations.

Then come on the Daily variations.

And then come on the irregular variations,

1 1 130. For the purpose of having a type of the probable changes

in direction of the needle from the causes I assume: conceive a

^ There is no 11128 in the MS.

23-2
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globe of air in the atmosphere above London, lat.
,
and the

condition it would come into and the effect it would produce
on a needle beneath it; and for convenience of reference and also

of trial (i 1154), let us conceive it to be made colder than the sur-

rounding space. It will then be a better conductor and will be
polarized as a Terro magnetic body (11117) like T**. Now what
effect will this Globe of air have upon the intensity

^

the inclination

and the declination^ as shewn by a magnetic needle placed in

different positions in relation to it.^

11131. If a magnetic needle were taken from a outside, on a level

with the middle of the globe, along a horizontal line, a being
supposed to be a part of the general space where the lines of force

have a certain dip and intensity, then a would give the normal
condition of intensity; at b it would be less, and also at c, because
of the condensation of force at T; at it might be normal again

and at T more intense. As it went onwards, corresponding
variations would occur on the opposite side of T.
1 1 132. On taking the magnet upwards from e hy f, etc. in the

line of the dip, the intensity would gradually increase up to T
and then gradually diminish. If taken up perpendicularly in these

latitudes, it would be nearly the same. But it is clear that as we
depart from the dip and approach a line perpendicular to it, we
shall gradually have the variations before described. Hence at the

Equator, a magnet taken perpendicularly upwards would shew the

latter more complicated variations.

1 1 133. As regards the intensity^ Hansteen says that the intensity

has been decreasing at Christiana, London and Paris at the rate

of 23T> ^ 1026 of the whole force. Also
1 1 134. Humboldt and Bessel say the intensity of the Magnetic
force increases from the Equator to the Poles—and is doubled
from the Equator to the western limits of Baffin’s Bay.

1 1 135. Theoretical variations of the inclination or dip by such a
globe of air as T (11130). The dip would not vary in a central

line parallel to the dip. Along the line perpendicular to the dip,

as the line aT^ it also would not vary; but along any line lying

in a plane perpendicular to the dip and above the center of the

* T in this and succeeding paragraphs refers to the symbol resembling
P in the diagram.

* [II 130] ^
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sphere T, the needle would as it passed from i to k have its lower
end carried inwards towds. the central line of dip T, that effect

coming on at continuing at /, and when it had arrvd. at a

maximum effect, diminishing again until the dip was of the normal
amount. So if the needle be supposed to be carried round the

central line Te of dip in a circle concentric with that line, therefore

having its circumference passing through either k or /, the needle

would describe part of a cone having its apex below.

11136. On the other hand, if the needle were in a plane below
the center of the sphere, as n, etc., it would undergo corre-

sponding changes in the reverse direction; its upper end would
now point inwards or towards the central line of dip and the

cone it would describe would have its apex upwards.

1 1 137. So the dip would be altered or vary in every azimuth,

and it would vary in opposite directions in the upper and lower

parts of the Globe and the affected surrounding space.

11138. The above details relate to the globe of air itself, or at a

place where the dip is vertical or nearly so. When the dip is

nothing, i.e. the lines of magnetic force are horizontal, as at the

equator, then the same changes occur relative to the globe of air

but not relative to the earth. A card model in different positions

on a globe readily shew[s] what these changes will be.

1 1 139. In respect of the dip, Sabine says it has been decreasing

(here.^) for the last 50 years at the rate of 3' annually.

1 1 140. The declination variations of course depend upon the same

changes of the directions of the lines of force as the dip. In a

plane above the middle, as /, X:, /, etc., there is a force tending to

make the lower end of the needle go inwards (11135), acting as

if a S pole or the south end of a magnet were below the plane

in the line ef. In a plane below the middle, as /w, n, the upper end

of the needle tends to go inwds., being affected as if an N pole

were over it in the line To,

11141. So in these latitudes the effect of the globe upon a de-

clination needle placed beneath it might be represented experi-

mentally by aN pole placed over it in that line which is considered

as passing through the place of the center of the globe— the S pole

of the Magnet used for the purpose being still further off in the

prolongation of the same line.
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1 1 142. A similar arrangement will indicate the variations at the

equator and in intermediate latitudes.

1 1 143. So the intensity may vary without the dip, as along the

line Tge (11130, 1 1132), or with the dip, as along the line abcdT,

As respects the dip, positions could easily be traced out where

the declination should change without the inclination, and the

inclination without the declination; so that inclination, declination

and intensity may all change alone or in any kind of combination

with each other.

1 1 144. In applying these principles to natural phenomena and

searching for their correspondence, we have to consider that the

atmosphere diminishes in oxygen matter upwards in consequence

of its rarefaction, and that therefore in that respect it does not

agree with a supposed globe of uniform constitution. Again, that

the heated portion of the atmosphere in nature will never be

spherical, but perhaps more like a dome, or very irregular in form.

So that the needle will most probably have to be considered as

in a plane towards the middle of the sphere; or if the earth be

supposed to be affected only by the action of the warm or cold

air altering the lines of force, and not directly by the sun, then

the acting mass may probably be considered as a flattish portion

and the needle at the bottom of it.

II 145. It will also be important to refer what may be called the

dominant line of the mass, or that representing the central line

of force of the Globe (11130), correctly to the principal line or

surface of section of the advancing or moving volume of warm
and cold air.

11146. Also, in applying these principles, must remember the

variations due to Sea and land (in 19). I do not mean their

permanent effects, but the effects of more and less cooling and

warming as the sun comes over them annually or daily.

1 1 147. In nature we have power to observe in one plane as regards

the Earth, which being very irregular in form and position, is very

unchanging.

11148. The quantity of power required to move the needle for

declination is very small in these latitudes, and I think that given

by the cause ought to be enough and will be enough. The quantity

of power required for the same purpose at the equator is much
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larger, for there the declination needle is parallel to and in the

magnetic line of force, and has on it what in our latitude is divided

into declination and inclination force. For this cause and also

because the changes of temperature are less in extent at the equator

than here, there ought to be less daily variation there than here.

At least I think so, but how is it.^

1 1 149. Gay Lussac and Biot in their balloon ascent observed a

perceptible decrease in the intensity of the magnetism above. This
might or might not be a pure result of distance from the Earth.

It may have been influenced by temperature. At what time of
day was their observation made, and where would they be in

regard to the air temperature consequent upon the Sun’s presence

over the earth

1 1 150. Annual variation. Should that include the effect of cooler

and warmer seasons.^ Such an effect must come in somewhere
and probably there.

1 1 15 1. What is the final purpose in nature of this magnetic con-

dition of the Atmosphere and its liability to annual and daily

variations? No doubt there is one, for nothing is superfluous

there— there are no fag ends or surplussages of action there. The
smallest provision is as essential as the greatest. None may be

wanting.

1 1 152. Wonderful to observe the physical constitution of oxygen
in the atmosphere, besides what concerns its chemical action.

This its magnetic condition. And then Nitrogen, so different in

many things and in this—and also in its relation to Static Elec-

tricity or flashes of lightning. Oxygen does not seem to have this

magnetic constitution in common with other bodies of the same
chemical character, for chlorine, bromine, cyanogen, etc. appear

very different to it.

1 1 153. May make very good and useful Card models of the direc-

tion of the lines of force in a globe of air or in masses of other

forms, and they serve important investigating or indicating means,

in association with a terrestrial globe.

1 1 154. Just for a rough beginning of comparison with nature:

let us suppose that it is midday here, and that the Sun acts at

once in heating the earth’s surface and the air above. Then at that

time there will be the lower diamagnetic pole ( ) over a
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needle here. At Midnight, there will be a lower Terro magnetic

pole passing over the needle here, and we may conceive that

from 6 A.M. the diamagnetic pole is coming on from the East,

then passing away Westward until <5 p.m., at which time the Terro-

magnetic pole will come up until Midnight and pass westwd.

until 6 A.M. Now the lower end of a soft bar of iron is such an
N pole and is even produced in the same way, as I suppose.

As it comes up from the East, it causes the N end of the needle

to pass Westwd., until it is nearly over it, and then as it passes

over, the Needle quickly returns to 0° and as quickly goes over

it to the E., and then as the pole passes on the needle moves back
from E. to the Zero point.

1 1155. To represent the passage of the hotter period or portion

of air, I want a diamagnetic pole passing over the needle from
E. to W. Now may not this be represented by a S. pole or the

upper end of the poker passing from east to West under the

compass.^ For a diamagnetic pole above has the lines of force

converging downwards and a Terro magnetic pole below has the

lines of force in the same direction. So I think there is no mistake

here. I do not see how there can be, since I really have to do with

Terro magnetic and diamagnetic conduction poles (11130).

11156. Now, the poker passed with its upper end from East to

West below the compass makes the N. end pass E., then when
poker is near, move with it and return to Zero; then move on
with poker to West and, as the poker goes away, return to Zero.

1 1 157. The directions of the lines of force which pass over the

needle are as follows^. This would give four zero points and two
sets of variations.

11157I, But considering the condition of the air on the face of

the globe, and that a hemisphere is always exposed to the sun’s

surface, it seems more probable that the lines of inflexion belonging

to the two opposite conditions of hot and cold are not separated

by parts of the air uninfluenced by either, but that the curvatures

of the Terro magnetic and diamagnetic states run into each other

* [11157J
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thus*. Indeed it must be so, for the action of both hemispheres
must be considered at once on the lines of force. Then there will
be only two zero points, here set down for a rough approximation
at Midday and Midnight, and the needle would point East of
medium position from Midday to Midnight and West of it from
Midnight to Midday. It is said to point East from 10 a.m. to
10 p.M. and W^est from 10 p.m. to 10 a.m. (11122.). This is a very
encouraging approximation for a first idea.

11158. There may be many causes which may make the Zero
condition come on at 10 o’clk. rather than 12 o’clk., but must
first know what are the hours and degrees of Daily variation over
the earth’s surface, for the problem to be solved is not confined
to London.
1 1 159. Instrument, The lever arms ought to shift each for itself

and hold rather stifly. The Straws answer very well.

14 AUGUST 1850.

II 160. Instrument. A copper cross, dropping from under torsion
line into vessel of clean water, to stop vibration and steady the
instrument and save time.

11161. Globes or portions of Air separate from the surrounding
air in temperature, quality, etc. do occur, Prout. So may fairly

reason on their occurrence and effect.

11162. My results give reasons for the occurrence of double
variations— or of two Maxima and two Minima (11157, 57I) and
these either large or smaller. According with Broun’s observation
on the Daily variation of intensity. Edin. Phil. Trans., xvi,
Part II, page 99.
11163. Daily Variation— or irregular variations affected by the
manner in which the Sun’s rays are or are not interrupted by
clouds. Its heat located in different places both in height and
over the face of the Earth, according as these exist or are formed
or pass away, etc., etc. ; and hence great variation of portions of
the air to small amounts.
11164. every variation must have an effect, whether sensible

* [11157J]
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or not. Perhaps it may be possible even to observe the effect

of a single cloud, as it passes over the line ofdip in a needle, when
it is deep in vertical dimensions. Or perhaps observe the effect

of the transparent warm portions spoken of before (11161).

11165. Would it not be possible so to arrange a magnetic needle,

by the counter action of magnets, as to make it more sensitive;

i.e. so to adjust the curves of force passing through it as to make
their variation greater with a given charge above than it is now.
1 1 166. The great horseshoe Magnet withfield ofequalforce occu-
pied by solution of Proto sulphate of iron as described (i 1062,
1 1 104). Then a ball of bismuth^ 0*25 of an inch in diameter, sus-

pended from a torsion balance so that it could only move axially

in the Mag. field. It stood indifferently when the Magnetic power
was off, but when it was active, then the ball went to the middle
of the magnetic field, exactly the reverse of Iron ( ). It did

so from either side of the field and very freely.

11167. Had a wider cell of Sul. Iron i\ inch across. Now also

did the same thing, but not so strongly.

1 1 168. Then placed a second sphere of bismuth as a fixture by
the side of the former (in66) in the direction of the magnetic
axis, to ascertain whether there was any mutual effect; but could
not discover that there was. Placed a mass of phosphorous in

the position of the second bismuth— still saw no attraction or
repulsion in the line of the axis. I think it probable that if two
pieces of phosphorous were placed as p,p*y they would weaken
the lines of force in those parts, and that this might be shewn by
a ball of bismuth or phosphorous tending to go up on either side

to between them. If it did, it would shew badly conducting power
ofp,p (i 1181).

11169. Small Calc, spar cube with Optic axis perpendicular to

two of the terminal planes. Suspended it by cocoon silk with

the optic axis horizontal in a field ofequalforce in Air, Immediately
that the Magnetic power was on, it set well with Optic axis

equatorial, and on either side. The effect was as it ought to be
and very good for a magnecrystallic effect. That the little copper

band which surrounded it might have its effect eliminated, I turned

its position 90° on the cube, but the cube set as before, the copper

band being at one time axial and at the other equatorial.

* [11168]
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1 1170. I took a larger similar cube of calcareous spar and put
it up on the Torsion differential instrument (10925) with a piece

of flint glass on the other side as a standard, and tried to observe

position of the beam by reflection of a ray. When the Magnet
force was on, the cube and the glass took up their relative positions

according to their respective diamagnetic force. I could not find

that there was any difference whether the cube had its Optic

axis (always in the horizontal plane) either axial or equatorial,

i.e. either perpendicular to or parallel to the Magnetic axis. But
the cube was large, | inch in the side, and the arrangement im-

perfect.

11171. A group of Bismuth crystals which point well Magne-
crystallically were then tried in a similar way, and being much
smaller than the cube and of greater diamagnetic power, were
better for the experiment. They were still opposed to the same
heavy Glass, but when the Magnecrystallic axis was parallel to

the Magnetic axis, were evidently nearer to the central line than

when the M. C. axis was perpendicular to the Magnetic axis; i.e.

they were less diamagnetic in the former position than in the

latter. The group of crystals were turned round into diametral

position with exactly the same result.

1 1 172. This is as it ought to be. The bismuth conducts Magnetic

force better in the direction of its M. C. Axis than in a direction

perpendicular to it, and this is the cause of its set as a Magne-
crystallic body.

1 1 173. I filled a jar, glass, 1 5 inches deep and 4 inches in diameter,

with a saturated solutiqn of Proto sulphate of Iron, and then put

it so that its upper and lower ends should act on a sensible

magnetic needle suspended by cocoon silk as a bar of iron would
act in the same position, i.e. provided the Earth’s magnetic action

is so far affected in its direction by the near vicinity of the solution.

I observed the place of the needle by reflexion and it was sheltered

from the air by a glass jar. I could perceive no sensible effect

of the solution upon it.

1 1 173 Such a solution however is only 26 times stronger than

oxygen (11067); so a jar of oxygen 12 inches in diameter

and 45 inches deep would be equal to it, and could hardly expect

that this should be sensible. It would require a very sensible
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instrument to shew its powers—or else one would expect greater

effects by far in nature.

1 1 174. Can the hot and deoxygenized air of towns have any

sensible effect as it is carried off in different directions? Probably

not enough in amount.

11175. Will a mass of heated air— heated by the Sun— tend to

move outwards, i.e. upwards into places of weaker action. Gay
Lussac and Biot say that intensity is less above, sensibly so. Now
it is true the rate of decrease, etc. at the great Electro magnet
may be ten million times greater than that at the earth’s surface.

But then f of a cubic inch of oxygen there tends to go in with

force of a tenth of a grain (11040). Suppose ten millions times

that quantity tending outwards with one tenmillionth of the force,

at the surface of the Earth. Then a cube of oxygen 200 inches in

the side (or 17 feet about) would have twice that quantity, and

2| such cubes of air would contain as much oxygen at that, and

the difference of temperature might be sensible. Besides, the

assumption of ten million times the force at the average distance

of an inch from the Magnetic axis is probably far too large.

11176. The Sun’s warming effect will make the air expand and

rise up in bulk above. What effect will that have?

1 1 177. The barometer shews there is more air in weight above
at one time than another. That ought to produce one of the

irregular variations.

15 AUG. 1850.

11178. Suppose 2 wooden boxes, 18 or 20 feet long and 4 feet

square, placed upright about 2 feet apart east and west-and a

magnetometer placed between them. And suppose them made hot

and cold inside only by steam thrown in or hot air, not burnt,

isochronously with the vibrations of the instrument. Would it be

affected by their alternate action? Cloath the boxes well to have

heat only inside. I should like some expt. to shew a real effect

of air.

1 1 179. Try solution of Sul. Iron with a magnetometer.
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II 180. Dai/y Variation at Greenwich. Observation 1846, p. 93.

At 15^ 20®. or 3h. 20. A.M. the N. end of needle is

+ 22^15'

17 20 or 5.20 .... -22 49 45 West of the Astro-
^ + 22 54 50 335 h

nomical meridian

9 iOP-M -22 48 27

The course of the N. end of the needle is something of this form*.

29 AUG. 1850.

11181. For case of Magnetic conduction placed the small square

glass cell ( ) between the flat poles for field of equal power.

Put Saturated solution of proto sulphate of iron into the cell

and arranged the torsion balance so as to allow any thing it

carried to move equatorially. Hung two semi cylinders of phos-

phorous in the solution, and then a piece of bismuth, small, at

the torsion balance to ascertain whether it would tend to go in

between the phosphorous. If such an effect had taken place, it

would have shewn that the lines of force were sensibly weakened

there. The result was very doubtful. I could not sufficiently

guard against currents in the air-or when the phosphorous was

away, set of the bismuth in the one direction or the other by the

magnet power alone (iii68).

11182. Took out one of the phosphorous semicylinders and used

a small globe of bismuth on the torsion balance; still the same

uncertain result.

11183. Used a piece of Magnetic green glass in place of the bis-

muth-but the effect uncertain. The glass was probably not so

magnetic as the solution.

11184. Cleared out the solution from the cell and filled it with

water. Now repeated the experiment of Phosphorus repelling

Phosphorus equatorially (i 1 104). When for the fixed phosphorous

I used a glass tube filled with a saturated solution ofproto sulphate

of iron, it attracted the moveable phosphorus. The effect was

feeble but I am satisfied that it occurred. Thus in such a medium

as water, a more diamagnetic body, as phosphorus, is repelled

by other phosphorus, but a magnetic body attracts it. They attract

each other.

* [II 180]
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11185. Iron in a Torricellian Vacuum-\s affected by a small

magnet outside just as well as if it were in air.

1 1 186. Remade the former experiments upon the effect of heat

on gases in making them more diamagnetic (9096, 7, 9269, 77),

from a conviction that the presence of oxygen had lead in the

case of air, etc. to a wrong conclusion. I used the apparatus as

arranged (9231, 69), with the Vulcanized bottom for the shade to

rest on. But to test the place of the hot ascending current, I took

a thin plate of mica and covered it with white wax, and then

placed this horizontally over the poles under the shade with the

waxed side upwards.

11187. the shade. When the helix was heated by 2 pair

of Grove’s plates to bright red, the hot stream rose vertically

a little on one side of the magnetic axis and made itself visible

above by melting the wax-beautiful indication. Cut off the cur-

rent from helix and allowed the place to cool-its position was

still apparent. Then made Magnet and then made helix hot. Now
no signs of an ascending current of hot air, so far was it thrown

aside from the axis and mixed up with the other air. So air as

before (9096, 7).

1 1 188. Attached a large Air holder of C. Acid to the pipe entering

the French shade (it went to the top (9231)) and threw in about

twice the capacity of the shade of C. A., which of course mingled

with the air and gradually displaced the mixture. Hot helix with-

out Magnet gave wax fusion just above. Hot helix with Magnet

gave fusion of wax at a spot equatorial to the axis, and so shewed

that the mixture in the Shade was affected by heat, though much
less than air.

11189. Threw in more C.A. equal to twice capacity of the shade,

and now the hot stream rose much nearer to the axial line than

before-when Magnet on. Threw in two more volumes of C. Acid,

so that very little air could remain, swept out, and now the hot

stream of C.A. arose so perpendicular, notwithstanding the mag-

netic force, that the difference of place when the magnet was on

and off could hardly be distinguished. So Carbonic Acid has not

its diamagnetic power diminished sensibly by heat in this way

(9230, 9269).

1 1190. Now adjusted another Air holder to the pipe and threw
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in at once two volumes ofNitrogen made by burning Phosphorous

in air. This being lighter than C.A. would displace it well and

be pretty free from air. The hot current rose very nearly in the

same place whether the Magnetic force was on or off. Its place

was a little out when the force was on, but only a little and not

more than was likely to be due to the oxygen in it. Nitrogen

I think is unaffected by heat in relation to its diamagnetic quality

11191. Taking up the shade about an inch and instantly popping

it down again, let in a little air to mix with the nitrogen. But now
the hot stream was strongly diamagnetic compared to the colder

parts. Letting in more air, this quality increased, and with all air

the result was as at first ( ).

1 1 192. So the effect of heat on common air is due to the effect

on the oxygen. And as oxygen is Paramagnetic, so it is like Iron,

Nickel and Cobalt in its power of loosing magnetic force by heat.

What it might rise to by cooling, as in the North pole, we do

not as yet know. It may be very great.

19 SEPTR. 1850.

1 1 193. Have had 6 Large Square bottles of flint glass made,

7 inches by 6 at the bottom and 7 inches high-well stoppered.

Have cleaned them well out by Acid and then numbered them

and their stoppers, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

1 1 194. Have hung up a small mirror with magnetic needles at

the back, so as to point, the suspension being cocoon silk.

Arranged to observe this by a telescope and scale reflected from

the mirror at a distance of 9 feet, so as to have delicate indication.

The mirror and magnets were in a close glass cell about i-J inches

wide and upright. Observed the place of the reflector and its

magnets under these circumstances and marked a zero .

1 1 195. Then placed two of the bottles as in the plan thus. Thought

they deflected the needle slightly thus as if they were

diamagnetic. But putting the other two bottles in place, the

needle apparently took its first position. When bottles i and 3

were taken away, the needle seemed to set as if the re-

maining bottles were diamagnetic.
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11196. Filled bottles i and 3 with oxygen and Nos. 2 and 4 with

nitrogen.

1 1 197. Then arranged the bottles in various ways, so as to com-

bine their effect in deflecting the lines of force. Then placing them

as in the margin, I at first thought the needle set a little axially

between the oxygens and equatorially as to the nitrogens. But

by repeated experiments I could not establish this point. All was

doubtful; the apparatus was very delicate and even the daily

variation interfered.

11198. A bottle of solution of Sulphate of iron produced no

effect. Neither did two bottles of crystals proto sulphate of iron

produce any effect.

1 1 199*. All the cases of deflexion of the terrestrial lines of force

may be examined very well experimentally by a magnetic needle

and the use either of two poles corellated, for the purpose of

obtng. the active curved lines of force by which to curve or

inflect the earth’s lines- or better still by the use of a ring helix,

which gives excellent curved lines of force acting at a considerable

distance and that without the interference of local poles.

1 1200. Examd. certain of the principles laid down in my paper

on the effect of declination, etc., and found it as expected. Good.

21 SEPTR. 1850.

11201. Filled bottles No. 5 and 6 (i 1 193) with saturated solution

of Proto sulphate of Iron. Even these, combined in the most

favourable way, did not affect the Magnetic needle, so that it was

in vain to expect results from oxygen and nitrogen. (See 11249,

etc.)

1 1 202. The apparatus shews me the daily variation, but the effect

on my scale is very small, so that it was not at all likely that a few

inches or even feet of oxygen should shew any very sensible

result.

1 1203. Have a ring helix of covered wire of this form and size

about^, containing about 25 convolutions of wire and 140 inches

in length. It was arranged so as to be connected at pleasure with

one pair of Grove’s plates, and being black covering, one side

of the ring, i.e. one face of it, was marked red with sealing wax

* The diagram is reduced to | scale.
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to give position. It was so adjusted at the battery that the red
face repelled the North end of a needle. When held therefore in
the plane of the magnetic equator (of a dipping needle) with its

red face upwards, it gave lines of force outside of its equatorial
parts parallel to those of the earth and in the same direction of
polarization,

1 1204*. So as regards these lines, they were contorted in the direc-

tion of a diamagnetic conductor under polarity, and a needle under
the joint influence of them and the earth would shew direction
of a hot globe of air, etc., provided it was not too near the ring
helix; for if it were, it would come into the region where the lines

of force of the helix return through the center, and that would
give false result. About cz, 3, c, d^ etc. the effect would be that

of a diamagnetic atmospheric action; at i, it would be
exaggerated greatly and still nearer, probably reversed. So keep
the needle at such distance that the power of the earth is enough
to right it.

1 1205. Such a ring, if held in the equator of the needle, does not
disturb its direction but attracts it bodily; and if moved right or
left, the needle tends to place itself as a tangent to the thickness
of the ring, i.e. in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the ring.

11206, When the ring was turned with the red side downwds.,
then also it affected the needle; it, if in the equator of the needle,

repelled it bodily, not altering the direction. But when moved
right and left, it altered the position of the needle in the opposite
direction to what took place before, and therefore not as the line

of air under the sun would do but as a cooled globe would act.

So it repels the lines of the earth but it gives the reverse set as

to position of the needle.
1 1 207. The helix should be kept parallel to itself and to the plane
of the dip ; for if oblique, it acts on the forces of the earth otherwise
than as a diamagnetic or paramagnetic globe would do. Strong
effects are produced by twisting the helix a little, but I do not
see that such twists can occur in nature.

11208. Set up a little horizontal needle on the table by cocoon
silk and examined the effect of the helix red side upwards ( )

upon it. As it is difficult without a card to watch the gradual

* [11204]
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changes of the needle as the helix passes in its neighbourhood,

so it is better not to keep constant contact at the battery, but to

put helix in place and then make contact, when the new direction

ofthe needle is instantly seen however small. Or ifnot, by making

and breaking contacts a few times, it can be made to swing and

so manifest the action of the helix on it.

1 1209. Now when the helix was in the Magnetic meridian^ all

round the needle, above or below, or north or South, there was

no change on the declination of the needle. There was of course

much tendency to change in the dip in different parts of this circle,

but not to affect a needle unable to shew dip.

1 1210. When the helix was in the equator ofthe needle^ then also

its position was not affected: for it is in such cases on the summit

of the convexity formed in the lines of the earth, and being there,

it is parallel to its position in the line if unaffected or in its normal

position.

11211. In nature, the plane of the convexity must always be

perpendicular to the lines of force. But then the whole system

is not parallel to itself. Look at the two stations at St. Helena.

They are affected through the great system above in the atmo-

sphere and may perhaps go differently for the same great changes

elsewhere, nearer to the sun when he is North.

1 1212. Whether the helix was north or south of the needle, still,

if it was on the same side of the equator and the same side of the

mag. meridian, the direction of the declination added was the

same. Thus, being on the East side of the needle, if between the

Mag. meridian and the Mag. Equator, it was one way above the

Equator and it was the other way below. Or if above the Equator

always, then it was one way on the East of the meridian and the

other way if the helix were west of the mag. meridian. So that

the whole sphere may be considered as divided into 4 parts by

one plane going through the mag. equator and the other through

the meridian; in the two opposite quadrants it has one direction,

and in the other two and intervening quadrants it has the other

direction. This is for declination variation when the Mag. needle

is not in the dip. If the needle were in the dip, then a simple law

results, and it is the plane of the magnetic equator which divides

into two hemispheres which would give contrary directions of
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dip, and all would be resolved into dip in relation to the normal

line of force.

1 1213. As on the earth the dip does not coincide with the direction

of the horizontal needle, except in very few places and those not

places of observation, so the reverse action on opposite sides of

the Mag. meridian becomes importanu Also, in places with very

little dip, as St. Helena, the reverse action on opposite sides of

the Magnetic equator probably very important; Cape of Good
Hope, perhaps, i.e. as the place of greatest action, may be in the

Sun or under the Sun however.

1 1214. The passing of the Magnetic equator is important, and

the places where the Sun’s path intersects it will vary considerably

as the Sun changes between the tropics and as the declination is

dijfferent and as the dip varies. Must consider all these, for when
the intersection is above the horizon, and at different distances

on the opposite sides, it will make much difference in the daily

variation.

1 1215. The effect of an inclined Mag. meridian, as regards the

sun’s path, is the effect of passing the meridian above referred

to ( ), and the expt. sustains the former conclusion drawn

in paper. Observe that if a needle is on the meridian north or

south of the sun’s path, then the action is much stronger on it

on that side of the meridian which makes an acute angle with

the sun’s path. Thus it will be stronger on a in going from

E to W, before it has passed the meridian; and stronger on b

after it has passed. Which is natural enough—but makes part of

the variation in natural case.

11216. Have marked on the table a line for the Magnetic meridian

-have placed a wire at the end of it in the position of the dip-

have fixed a plane beginning at the bottom of the dip and inclined

so as to be at right angles to the dip and represent the Magnetic

equator plane. Have suspended a small needle at right angles to

the dip by cocoon silk so as to approach very nearly to the plane,

and have so the means of marking out the Magnetic meridian line

on the plane and also magnetic East and west, etc. etc.

1 1217. Used the helix as before-red side repels the North end

of the needle. When the red side up, then a needle on the outside

and in the plane of the helix would stand as a dipping needle does

24-2

W.
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by the action of the earth, and on either side of the plane of the

helix it would be deflected just as if the helix were the center

of a diamagnetic or hot ball of air. The helix was preserved

constantly parallel to itself and to this equatorial plane.

11218. The helix in the plane of the Magnetic equator passing

through the centre of the needle-m) decimation produced by it.

1 1219. The helix in the plane of the Magnetic meridian passing

through the needle. No declination. These are the only positions

in which it produces no effect,

1 1220. In any other position, the helix affects the needle. So

there are four quadrants in which it is thus active. And whenever

the helix passes the plane of the meridian, the direction in which

it affects the needle is changed; and whenever it passes the plane

of the Equator, the direction is changed.

1 1221. The quadrants are alternate. Thus if the helix be carried

round the needle in a circle in a third plane passing through the

needle, at right angles to the two former, and beginning at the

upper meridian, there it will have no action. As it goes west and

sinks, it will deflect the needle in one direction more and more

until about 45^ on its course, when the power will diminish and

become nul at 90® or the place of the equatorial plane. Passing

that, it will deflect the needle in the reverse order to the former

change, and this will increase and then diminish until at the 180°

or lower part of the Mag. meridian it will cease altogether. Then
it will acquire power to deflect the needle as at first, until it reaches

the Eastern side in the equatorial plane, where being nothing, it

will as it rises and goes west to the upper meridian receive power

to cause deflection of the second kind, and then that will pass

away. So that whilst it goes round the needle, the deflection is

produced four times, alternately in opposite directions.

1 1222. If one were to imagine a sun going round the needle and

able to act on it the whole time, as the helix does, and if we began

with the needle in the middle of one of the quadrants, so as to be

at extreme west for instance, then we should have two alterna-

tion[s] thus, from extreme West to extreme East, and then to

extreme West and finally to extreme East, ending with extreme

West by the return to the first place. In that double oscillation,

four zero points would have been passed.
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1 1223. This double oscillation is represented to us in nature by the

day and night action, but exceedingly distorted by the conditions

under which the air takes up and represents the action of the Sun.

1 1224*. If the helix be in a certain magnetic latitude to the needle,

and then be moved along that latitude from one magnetic meridian

to the other, it does not change in the direction of the declination

produced by it though it does in the amount. Thus in the figure,

in which the needle is at the center a, the helix being always

parallel to the plane c, if carried round that circle, produces
no effect. Or if carried round the meridian circle (in London)

d, c^, produces no effect. If it be at A, it also produces no
effect, but if then carried round by i to >(:—then it has power to

produce the same declination in all parts of that course, greatest

at i and diminishing to nothing as it goes either way to h or k.

Diminishing also to nothing as it goes either way from i to g
or c, and so for all the other quadrants.

1 1225. So the helix may be astronomically either north or South
of cz, and yet the declination not change in direction. If there

were great declination originally, then it might be astronomically

even East or west of it and yet not change in character. But it

cannot be Magnetically North or South of it, or East or West
of it, and not change in declination,

11226. The great circles of no action very important in Atmo-
spheric Magnetism.
1 1227. The needle used was slung so as to rest in the Magnetic

equator. Slung two others, one very nearly in the line of the dip

so as to point thus, and the other very nearly vertical, to point

inclined to the dip in the opposite direction. Employed all these

in succession, but they were affected exactly alike and shewed no
difference; i.e. the South end always went the same way for the

same position of the helix. If the helix was very near, then one

pole was a little more influenced in certain positions than the

other, but distance removed that difference (easy to be accounted

^ Query b, /, dy g.

f I 1224]
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for) and gave pure results. The helix being above or below the

line of the needle prolonged, made no difference, provided it was
in the same place as regarded the magnetic equator of the earth’s

lines of force passing through the needle.

11228*. The helix should be so placed that a magnetic needle

freely suspended in the plane of its equator and external to it

should point by its force as a needle points by the magnetic force

of the earth. Then the disposition of the lines about its equator

represent the bulge in the earth’s lines by a diamagnetic globe, in

direction at least, and above or below it, if at a distance. At such

times the needle is, as a whole, attracted when the helix is in its

magnetic equator, for then the two poles of the needle both tend

to turn in and pass round through the axis of the helix. The helix

must be kept so far off from the needle as to be clear of this

inversion, or even the exaggeration of its position.

1 1229. Now reversed the helix so as to have the black side up-
wards. Now a needle placed within its axis would have the

position of one in the dip, and outside it would tend to have the

reverse position sot : and the lines in the air are drawn in by the

reverse lines of the helix at the middle parts, as a, so producing
the form of the lines in a paramagnetic conductor.

1 1230. This helix, either in the plane of the Equator (magnetic)

or in the plane of the Mag. Meridian, produced no declination. It

produced declination in the four quadrants, as the former helix

did, but always in the reverse direction. Hence the passages from
one direction to the other on crossing the lines of no declination

occurred exactly as in the former case.

1 123 1. Employed a round ring helix in place of the former

( ); the results were exactly the same.

1 1232. Make a model of a magnetic globe, its quadrants etc., for

as the action is greatest in the middle of the quadrant, it is im-
portant to see how that quadrant is placed in relation to the Sun’s

passage, and where the planes of no declination are and when he
crosses them. For as the places of force altogether depend on the

Magnetic equator, dip, etc. etc.

1 1233. St. Helena, dip 22"^—Declination 23° or 24° West. I think

I see the cause of the reversed action in June, July, Aug., etc.

in the position of the Magnetic equator and meridian. Compare

* [1x228] t [11229]
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St. Helena with Hobarton in this respect. There, Hobarton has
Dip 70° 39' S. Declination 9° 60' 8" East.

23 SEPTR. 1850.

1 1234. Have mounted a small dipping needle on an horizontal

axis of cocoon silk. It can move only in one plane and that at

present is the magnetic meridian of London. Have also the black

helix as before and shall use it with a single pair of Grove’s plates,

keeping the red side upwards and the helix plane parallel always
to the magnetic equator, so that it shall give the form of lines

due to a globe of hot air or the sun acting on the atmosphere.

The dipping needle in its natural position then stands parallel to

the axis of the ring helix but as a tangent across its outside curva-

ture ( ),

1 1235. There is no deflecting action on the needle whilst the helix

is in the Magnetic equator.

11236. No deflecting action on the needle whilst the helix is in

a plane vertical to the equator and passing through the axis of

the needle, i.e. in a plane vertical to the plane of motion and to

the magnetic equator.

1 1237. These planes divide the space around into four quadrants

as before and the needle, being in the mean position, is moved
in the one or other direction alternately as the helix passes through

these quadrants.

11238. If the helix is in the upper North quadrant, the upper or

south end of the needle goes south—if helix in upper south

quarter—upper end of needle goes north—if helix in lower south

quarter, the upper end of the needle goes south, and if helix be

in lower north quadrant, upper end of needle goes north.

1 1239. So as the helix travels round the needle through these

quadrants, if the needle be first in a mean position, its end goes

north until in place of maximum action of the first quadrant,

then south past the neutral point until helix in place of second

maximum action—then North again until helix gains third

maximum place—and then South until helix in fourth maximum
place, and then North until both helix in neutral place and needle

in mean position.

1 1240. The simple fact is that, if the helix be below the equator.
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then the lower end of the needle tends to point outwards from

it or outside of it, all the way from the equator north to the

equator south, the under needle pole being repelled by the axis

of the helix but drawn by the outer lines. Or, if the helix be above

the equator-then the upper end of the needle does the same

thing in relation to the under side of the helix.

1 1241. The needle tends continually to place itself as a tangent

to the wire of the ring helix or the currents carried by it.

1 1242. I turned the needle support round 90°, so that now the

plane of motion, being vertical, was East and West instead of

North and South. The plane of no disturbance was also turned

90° being now North and South. It is simply the plane in which

the needle is restrained mechanically by the mode of suspension

from obeying the impulse which the helix exerts upon it.

1 1243. ^he needle were free to move in every direction except

to leave its place, then the Equatorial plane would be the only

plane in which the helix could be without affecting its position

-

a line forming the axis of the plane being also a place of no de-

flexion but giving positions of instable equilibrium.

1 1244. Then if the helix were carried round the needle in any

circle of latitude, the needle would revolve, its ends describing

circles, and its two halves cones-the end nearest the helix being

held out from it as if repelled. So if there were one helix in the

middle and two dipping needles, one above and one below, were

carried round in circles of latitude (the helix being then in the

plane of the equator), their ends nearest the helix would be sent

outward and those halves describe two cones. They are exactly

the two cones of the diamagnetic conductor or globe of hot air

and needle in it ( ).

1 1245. Here in dip as before in declination ( ), it is not the

direction in which the needle stands, for it may be leaded or

otherwise affected as all horizontal needles are, but it is the

direction of the lines of force at the needle that govern all. The

helix may be above or below the prolongation of the needle

indifferently, for if it still continues on the same side of the line

of force, then the end of the needle moves in the same direction,

though it may [be] towards the helix at one moment and from it

at another.
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11246. As an expression of the facts for use in applying them to

natural phenomena. When the helix (or air sun heated) is above
the needle, it sends the upper end from it. If helix north, the end

goes South; if helix south, the end goes north; if east, the end
goes west, etc. As. in the declination case, it seems to repel the

near end of the line of force. All very consistent.

1 1247. As an expression for the effect on the horizontal needle.

If the helix (or hot air) be above the needle and therefore above
the Magnetic equator, the Helix on the East of a needle having

North dip sends the south end West; and on the East of a needle

having South dip, sends the North end West. As with the dip,

it seems to repel the end of the line of force nearest to it ( ).

14 OCTR. 1850.

11248. Suspended a short needle over the middle of a long bar

magnet, and over the poles of a weak horseshoe, with iron, etc.

underneath and about it in various position[s], to see if the general

action of the helix was the same, or whether it produced an

inverted action as at St. Helena; but I could not find any difference

in the direction of the motion of the needle: that was the same

as before, though the amount, etc. was often altered.
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1 1249*. With a view to procuring an experimental effect ofoxygen
on a magnetic needle or on the lines of force governing it, made
the following experiments with a saturated solution of proto
sulphate of iron—to repeat them if successful in the same form
afterwards with oxygen in place of the sulphate, m r is a small

mirror, not quite an inch square, hung by a single fibre of cocoon
silk so as to be in a vertical plane; S, N represent two small

magnetic needles about | of an inch long, each attached to a

piece of tin foil itself attached to the mirror, so that the needles

hung below the mirror and when in their natural position being
oblique to it. Placed the mirror as represented, with its face

towards the telescope and scale at T, placed 126 inches distant,

A and B were two glass pneumatic troughs, about 12 inches long,

5 or 6 inches wide and 4 or 5 inches deep, placed as near the

magnet mirror (which was in a glass case) as could be so as not
to interfere with the observations at the telescope. S' N' and
N" S" are two large sewing needle[s], about 2| inches long, well

magnetized and fixed on leaden supports, so that when placed

in the baths A and B, they should be about i| inches from the

bottom and in a line with each other. Either one, in the place

represented, would deflect the mirror magnets much, sending the

N end away; but both were so adjusted as to have equal and
contrary power, so that S N held its natural position. The observa-

tion of the position of the needle was made as in the case of
Magnetometers, by the eye at the telescope T looking into the

mirror at the magnet, which reflected a scal[e] of lines placed at

the object end of the telescope ( ) as usual. At this distance

of 126 inches, a degree would occupy 2-2 inches, but as the

* [11249I
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motion of the mirror doubles the effect, so a motion of it through
1° would equal 4*4 inches on the scale. Though my scale was
rough, still I could easily distinguish difference of of an inch,

which was less than a minute of a degree. (See 11193, etc.)

1 1250. Adjusted the scale so that the wire in the telescope and
a standard line in the scale coincided. Then filled A with water
and B with a solution nearly saturated of proto sulphate of iron,

so that both the lateral magnets were in the middle of the fluid.

Their ends N' and N" were about 3 inches from the reflector

magnets and about i| inches within the extent of the liquids

towards the mirror. There was a little disturbance of the mirror,

but when it had settled, it was as before.

1 125 1. Drew off by a syphon the solution of iron from vessel B,

the standard line of scale appeared to move a little to the right

of the wire in the telescope. (The telescope inverts the image.)

1 1252. Drew off the water from A, which appeared to make the

standard line go to the left of the micrometer wire—instead of

making it go more to the right. Replaced the water in A, but

the mirror kept its last place. Some little touch or tap perhaps

produced the former effect. All has been carefully fixed and is

on a stone floor. Still, the passing of a carriage make the mirror

move and swing a little.

1 1253. Water in A. Air in B. Made standard line and micro-

meter wire coincide—took out the water. No difference.

1 1254. Put sol. Sul. Iron into A. Air in B. The standard line is a

little to the left of the wire in the telescope. Put water also into

B— and now the mark was a little more to the left in the telescope.

1 1255. Took both sol. iron and water away— still the mark a

little to the left of the micrometer wire. Placed the sol. of Sul.

Iron in B; still the mark where it was before—no sensible effect of

the iron. Placed water in A, which seemed to send the mark a very

little back to the right towards micrometer mark. There was very

little effect indeed, ifany-and ifany it might be due to temperature.

11256. When the mark goes to the left in the telescope^ it is as

if the magnet in A were weaker in power than before, or the

magnet in B stronger; and when it goes to the right, it is as if

the magnet in B were weaker and that in A stronger. This I

verified by trial.

1 1257. There was no appearance here ofany effect of the solution

of the proto sulphate of iron and of water, either together or
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separate, over the direction or power or condition of the lines

of magnetic force of the two small magnets in A and B.

11258 *. Removed the vessels and magnets A and B and employed
two strange coarse magnetic needles about 9 inches long and

I or I of an inch broad, being made from plates of steel. Placed
these on the table about 10 and ii inches off from the mirror on
opposite sides, as in the former case, so as to neutralize each
others effects, and then placed between them and the mirror
magnets one of the large square bottles filled with proto sulphate
of iron solution (11201). But whether one bottle was at A and
air at B, or one at B and Air at A, or whatever the arrangement,
I could not perceive that the solution of sulphate of iron made
any difference.

11259+. Now put a small needle about 3 inches from the mirror
magnets—and a large magnet about 1 1 inches off to balance it

in power. But whether the bottle of solution of sulphate of iron

was at A or B— or in any other position, it apparently produced
not the slightest effect on the influence of either the small or the

large needle on the mirror magnets.

15 JANY. 1851.

11260. Arranged an apparatus thusf : the mirror magnets at S N
to the south of a glass trough izx 5 x 5 inches. In it a magnet
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about 7 inches long fixed so as to be 2 inches from the bottom
and about 5 inches from the magnet mirror, and with N end

towds. the latter so as to deflect it into a position nearly at right

angles with the Magnetic meridian. The observing telescope was
about 130 inches off. All was adjusted until the central thick

standard line of the scale appeared behind the micrometer wire.

11261. The magnet had been just before excited fully and so was
perhaps not very permanent in state. A carriage passing by set

the mirror vibrating, although all stood on a stone floor.

11262. Mark and wire were made coincident. Then sol. proto

sulphate of iron put into the trough up to level of the magnet:

mark set to the left of the wire (in the telescope). Trough filled

up with solution; now the mark had gone to the right and was
in its first place.

11263. Things outside apparently disturb matters much~or else

internal changes come on irregularly in this new magnet. Whilst

looking at the mirror, vibrations came on (no carriage going by),

which increased until in 3 or 4 swings the extreme edge[s] of the

scale card appeared alternately passing the micrometer wire; and

then they diminished again—and a cab coming by, they suddenly

stopped and the mark was at zero or the micrometer wire. It

simulated very much an Aurora action.

11264. Mark being at zero, took out the solution and now the

mark was to the right hand of wire. Put in the solution, but the

mark more to the right than before. In fact the magnet in the

trough is loosing power and that irregularly, and I have to bring

the telescope more and more round towds. N. of the magnet

mirror to keep the scale in sight.

11265. As the solution is slightly acid to keep all peroxide in

solution, I thought that chemical action on the magnet might join

in this effect. Readjusted the position, and now as the scale mark
seems very steady, took out the solution; but mark had gone to

right whilst doing so-put in the solution, has gone a little more
to the right. Took out the solution—the mark went a little to the

left^ as if power had increased.

11266. Now prepared some dilute Sulphuric acid, able to act

slightly on iron or steel. Mark and wire coincide—put in the

acid— the mark went considerably to the left as if magnet
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Left it with the acid in at 6 o’clk. (the mark having returned to

the wire). At 7 o*clk. the mark was to left of the wire. Chemical

action is going on, for hydrogen is slowly escaping and films of

carbon are set free on the magnet. Took out the acid and the mark
went well to the right. Put in the acid, the mark went a little

to the left— taking out the acid made it go to the right. Put in

the Sol. Sul. Iron—mark went more to the right. Took out solution

—mark remains on the right. Put in water- this made the residue

of iron solution turbid but threw mark much to the left. The
effect is clear, but is it not all due to temperature of the magnet.^

11267. Took out the water—the mark is to the left; but all being

left, it gradually returned and even went to the right of the

micrometer wire. The temperature of the Sol. Sul. iron was 5 5°*5F.

dilute acid „ 54°

water last used „ 50°

11268. The mark being to the right of the wire; water at 62°

was put into the trough— the mark and card image was all away
to the right. So much effect had raised temperature in sending

it to the right, as a lower temperature before sent it to the left.

Took out the water; the mirror needles gradually and slowly

returned to left as the magnet cooled by the air from 62° or 61°.

11269. Ether dropped on the bar quickly brought the needle

back, sending the mark to the left. A little warm water dropped

on the magnet sent the mark enormously to the right—diminishing

the power of the magnet. Ether brought it partly back—but not

nearly all the way.

1 1270. The Magnet seems to lose power by all these changes.

May be able in some degree thus to examine its internal condition.

1 127 1. From all these results, I conclude that under this form

of experiment, neither Water nor a solution nearly saturated of

proto sulphate of iron—nor air—being employed as media round
the magnet in the trough—produced any sensible difference in

the distribution of its power, and therefore that oxygen gas would
not do so. The apparatus being sensible to minutes of a degree.

1 1272. Hence there is probably no reason to expect any change
in the intensity of the force of magnetism at any given station

dependant on the direct action of the hotter or colder atmosphere

upon the needle at that place—but only by its effect in disturbing

the great distribution of the whole of the force around the Globe.
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1 1273. Have been endeavouring again (from MM. Schlagint-

weit’s instruction) to procure Du Bois-Reymond’s effect of

Muscular Electricity from the arms, but cannot succeed. I obtain

plenty of current. If agitation in one finger basin by motion of

finger is greater than in the other, then there are regular currents;

or if one finger in and out more or less, always preserving the

circuit, then consistent effects; but account being taken of these,

I can obtain none for muscular contraction. I suppose it is because

I do not know how to proceed; still, I do not see any cause for

failure if the effect be real.

1 1274. Have been experimenting with the three helice.s sent me
by Dr. Greifswald’^ (See Phil. Mag., Jany. 185 1). I find a difference,

it is true, but not in character. When they are up, a hand helix

held end on affects the two ends of the helices on each half of

each of the three apparatus, i.e. at a and differently; attracting

at one place and repelling at the other. Ifwith the helix of uniform

current, though the attraction be at a and the repulsion at ^-then

with the helix having more current at a than at the repulsion

at b is less than for the standard helix; or with that having less

current at a than at the attraction at a is less than for the

standard. A natural consequence of the position of the mean for

all the currents being moved right or left of the distance between

a and b by the mode of coiling. I do not see any thing more-

nor any repulsion end on for one and attraction for the other.

1851 MAR. 18.

1 1275. I have the differential balance from Newman’s and think

it will do-as also the irons: the double cone arrangement new,

etc. etc. I have been making some cradles of copper wire to carry

the cylinders, etc. of different substances and also various counter-

poises, etc. etc. The weights of these and of parts of the balance

are as follows;

a. The copper beam with its two sliding pieces ... 802 grains

b. The Slender Platina wire cradle 40

c. The old or first copper wire cradle (narrow) ... 96

^ The reference is to Dr. von Feilitzsch, of Greifswald in Prussia, whose

letter Faraday communicated to the Philosophical Maga{mey vol. i, 4th

Series (1851), p. 46.
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</. The new copper cradle (narrow) 88 grains

e. The new wide copper cradle 91

f. The copper cylinder for Gas (without stoppers) . . 310

g. The brass Do Do 232

h. A Glass gas cylinder (such as those used, 10968) . . 45

1 1276 . Wire counterpoises—of copper.

Thick copper wire No. i 824 grains Thinner copper wire i 68 grains

2 480 2 67

3 337 3 57

4 378 4 51

5 296 5 45
6 215 6 35

7 37
8 23

9 23

1851 JUNE 21.

1 1277. At present the point of suspension is 475 inches from the

cross bar carrying the bodies to be experimented with and only

3 inches from the place of the counterpoises in the opposite

direction; so that the weights respectively applied must be as

after the beam is balanced.

11278. The cradle=88 gr. d (11275) is well counterpoised by
thick wire weight ii or 480 gr.

1 1279. When the glass tubes i and 5 (10969) were in the cradle,

then the addition of thick wire weight iiiiii=2i5 gr. inside the

other, balanced it sufficiently.

11280. The bismuth cube | inch in the side without the cradle

was balanced by thick wire weights ii and iiiiii to counterpoise

it with the small wire weight iiiiiiii on the arm on the experi-

mental side.

11281. The little bismuth sphere
(4

inch diameter about) requires

the thick wire weight iii to counterpoise it and the beam.

11282. When the beam alone is balanced, suspended by the

platina wire before described (11108) (whose length is 22 inches

nearly and diameter only, its weight being 4 grains for

1 14 inches), it vibrates very slowly over the medium or mean
line of the magnetic poles, making largish excursions on both

sides of it, as if it were repelled in consequence of its diamagnetic

character. It seems almost inclined to come to rest in an oblique
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position on either side of the medium line, and indeed this should

be so. This need not interfere with the accuracy of the instrument

when the beam is always brought back by torsion to a given

position.

11283. the magnet is not at present excited (the great horse

shoe Electromagnet) but only in a residual state, it indicates very

great sensibility of the instrument with this wire of suspension

and weight on it.

11284. The beam alone being in the medium line, then hung on

a small bismuth ball about 0*25 of an inch in diameter by thin

copper wire, so that the ball was in the horizontal plane passing

through the center of the magnetic held. The magnet was un-

excited and only in the residual state, but the ball was repelled

away and went off until the beam made an angle of 9° or 10°

with the medium line. On giving 40° of torsion, it was not enough

to compensate the effect, for the ball did not return more than

8° or 9°, leaving one degree uncompensated for. This shews the

great diamagnetic power of bismuth as shewn by this balance

instrument.

11285. 2 current from 2 pr. of Grove’s plates through the

magnet and now the repulsion of the bismuth ball much greater.

When 360° of torsion were put on, still the bismuth ball was 'f

or 8° from the normal place, and to overcome this it would have

required many times this torsion, and such a force as would set

the wire.

11286. This wire is not thick enough for such cases-for when

a length of 8 inches is submitted to a torsion of 300°, the wire

takes a set; a length of 12 inches ought not to be tried by more

than 200° of torsion.

11287. Took off the bismuth ball and put cradle d (11275) on

the arm; put tubes 5
and 6 (10969) and counterbalanced them-

appeared very nearly equal. With current of2 pr. Grove’s through

the magnet. No.
5
seemed as if it tended to go out. These two are

Nitrogens i at, and | cr., and they should be alike- the apparent

difference may have been in the amount of diamagnetic solid

matter.

11288. Tubes I Ox. la. and 6 Nitr, {a, (10969) with current of

2 pr. of plates. Tube i was most attracted. But what with the

25FDV
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weight of the beam and probably the diamagnetic action of the

cradle (which is the narrow one), the motion is very slow and
the apparent effect small.

11289. Tubes 2 Ox. and 6 Nit. la. were put in—the difference

was still smaller.

1 1290. Must dispense with the cradle and try the tube alone as

before (11314).

25 JUNE 1851.

1 1291*. When the beam alone was balanced and the line of rest

adjusted to the mean line, and then the balance taken away from
the magnet, and the vibrations of the beam by the torsion tried,

a to and fro vibration occupied about 3I minutes. When the

balance was put in place over the magnet in its residual state, the

vibrations appeared to be a very little slower.

1 1292. When the current of 20 pr. Grove’s plates was sent

through the magnet, the beam vibrated much quicker than if there

was no current, and tended to settle in the mean line as if attracted.

It was clearly as if attracted, and considering the tools that have
been employed in making this copper beam, that is no wonder.
But the amount of attractive force may require to be estimated

(11318).

1 1293. Prepared tubes with thread loops, so as to hang them
from the cross bar, bb (11291), equatorially over the magnetic
field

; when equipoised by wire weights at dy the same horizontal

plane bisected the tubes and also the iron core at Magnetic field.

Two tubes, namely No. i Oxy. la. and 5 Nit. la. (10969) were
hung on at divisions 6 from the beam on each side (which
divisions are about i| inch apart). Then the current of either 2 pr.

of plates or 20 pr. sent the oxygen tube inwards and the nitrogen

outwards very well.

1 1294. Put on a torsion of 360° so as to hold the Nitrogen in-

wards against the iron core. Then the current of the 2 pair drew
up the oxygen and sent off the nitrogen till they were about
equidistant. The 20 pair also did the same thing, but much more
powerfully and quickly. The distances in the two cases seemed
nearly the same, but I did not examine that point.

1 1295. When the torsion was 720°, the two pair current affected

* [11291]
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the bulbs, separating the nitrogen from contact with the iron and

bringing in the oxygen. The 20 pr. did the same thing far more

strongly.

11296. Hence there is plenty of sensibility-in fact, the wire now
in (11282) is not strong enough and will not bear the needful

torsion without setting.

1 1297. When the torsion was 360° and the 20 pr. of plates in

use, the oxygen bulb did not find its place of rest in contact

with the core. When the 720° torsion was on, its place of rest

was certainly at a little distance from the core, but not far off.

What a single bulb of oxygen will do (not antagonized'by a bulb

of nitrogen on the other side) we shall see presently (11304).

The glass of the bulbs goes for much here.

11298. Removed the bulbs farther apart to the divisions
9, 9,

which are about 2 inches asunder: they are now farther out in

the magnetic field and farther off from the core. With no torsion

on the beam and a current of 20 pr. of plates, the oxygen was

drawn up strongly, driving out the Nitrogen- the effect was much

finer than before (11293,4) with the smaller distance. Its place

of rest was clearly away from the core and farther off than before;

for now the diamagnetism of its glass is not counteracted to the

same extent as before by the diamagnetism of the Nitrogen glass,

the latter being farther away.

1 1299. It would appear that at a certain distance the Magnetism

of the oxygen and the diamagnetism of the glass neutralize or

compensate each other; for there is no sensible torsion on now,

or only 2° or 3°. Probably this may serve as the means of ob-

taining a standard of magnetic or diamagnetic force, that of the

glass alone always being ascertained.

1
1
300. The 2 pr. of Grove’s plates shew the same effect but less

powerfully and more slowly. The resting place of the oxygen

bulb seems as if it might be the same as before (11299); and

probably so it ought to be, for the action on both the gases and

both the tubes would be in the same proportion, there being no

torsion on the wire. Can not this be employed to set me free

from the varying power of the magnet.^

1 1301. A torsion of 720^ put on in favour of the Nitrogen made

the resting places of the two bubbles of Ox, and N. nearly

25-2
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equidistant when the current was on, i.e. the beam was nearly in

the normal position. As the torsion is lessened, the oxygen has

its place of rest nearer to the normal line up to a certain distance,

but as said before (11298), when the torsion is nothing, it is still

held at a considerable distance from that line by an action of

the glass.

11302. The suspension wire is too fine for these forces.

11303. Perhaps the plan will be to block up the oxygen, so as

to make it stand equidistant with the nitrogen from the neutral

line, and then to put on torsion force just enough to keep it at

that distalice when battery power is on, varying the torsion force

until it just relieves; i.e. if I cannot contrive a damper which shall

admit the bubble and beam to go into their place at once without

oscillation-then the blocking up could be dispensed with.

11304. Removed the Nitrogen bulb and attached the oxygen

hull No, I (10969) alone to the arm at mark i on the cross bar.

So considering that the beam had no torsion, but tended to stand

in the mean line, and that the diameter of the glass bulb was

about 0*5 or o*6 of an inch, so there must have been about 2°

of torsion tending to hold the oxygen close to the core. Now when
the oxygen was swung off into the distance, the current from

20 pr. of plates pulled it well inwards, but not into contact. It has

its place of rest away from the core, and the effects of this kind

are as good as if the nitrogen were on the beam, but are now more
simple, as the oxygen and its glass bulb shews all the effects.

11305. The drawing in of the oxygen by the magnet is better

shewn when it is 35° or 40° off (by the beam scale) than when
it is closer in— the action is quicker and more powerful. At the

same time, the diamagnetic power of the bulb containing it is

less, because the difference in distance of its acting mass and that

of the oxygen is less. Perhaps one may use this principle, com-
paring bulbs of Ox. and Nitrogen at large distances from the axis

of power.

11306. In order to obtain the diamagnetic condition of the glass

hulh^ I removed the oxygen and hung in its place a glass bulb

filled with air and open at the lower extremity- the bulb was of

flint glass. This bulb has aplace of with 20 pr. of plates current

on the magnet. If it is beyond the place of rest, the magnet draws
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it inwards \ if it is within the place of rest, the magnet drives it

outwards. The place of rest is farther off than with oxygen bulb,

for then the attraction of the oxygen draws it inwards. It is with

20 pr. of plates about 8° of the beam away from medium line, and
then a torsion of 8° is tending to carry it inwards. How can all

this be with glass?

1 1307. There was a counterbalancing wire on this part of the

beam. Thought it might do something so took it off, but the

effect was still the same.

11308*. Now removed the bubble and used a solid flint glass

cylinder which was hung in the same place. It was jutt like the

glass vessel; within a certain distance it was repelled outwards;

without a certain distance it was attracted inwards—very clearly

and distinctly.

1 1309. In order to know the relative value of glass and metal

vessels for holding the gases, I rolled up certain tubes from
platina, silver and copper sheet, cleaned well upon the surface,

making them represent cylinder vessels. The glass cylinder was
removed and now the copper tube hung in its place; its absolute

weight was 70 grains. There was no torsion on the beam ; length

of tube 1*7 inches, diameter 0*75 inches.

1 13 10. When the copper was near and the 20 pr. of plates put

on and the contact preserved^ so that magnetic force was con-

tinuous: the copper was at first powerfully repelled. When it had

gone to some distance, the repulsion gradually and quickly ceased

and the copper slowly returned as if attracted^ being evidently

held by the magnetic forces, and at last it came into close contact

with the iron and I think stops there, as if permanently attracted

and not repelled diamagnetically (11319).

1 13 1 1. Repeated the result—again the same phenomena—being at

first repelled, it stops, and then returns; quickly at first, then slower

and slower, and at last approaches so slowly and regularly into

contact with the core, that I think it is clear it waits for or upon
some change which time is effecting either in it or in the magnet

(11319).

1 13 12. When electric contact is made and broken quickly, there

is ofcourse strong repulsion and as strong attraction, due to the in-

duced and contrary currents produced at the moment in the copper.

[11308]
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1 1313. When Electric contact is made and continued, and whilst

the copper is approaching to the magnet, [if] it be carried off by the

hand, it moves as if in a thick fluid, being held by the currents

which the motion induces as formerly described. Still, if left free

at any moment, it returns slowly towards the magnet as if it were

permanently attracted-slowly only, but still as if it were attracted.

It is perhaps magnetic and this may cause the final attraction,

the induced currents producing the first effect. I think copper will

not dofor the gas vessels.

1 1314. This is probably the reason also why the copper cradles

interferedVith the motion ofthe glass bulbs (11288, 90) ofoxygen

and nitrogen.

1 1315. Took down the copper cylinder or tube (i 1309) and hung

in its place a small solid copper cube about 0*3 of an inch in the

side, so as to obtain a purer and more concentrated result. When
the magnet was excited, the cube was first repelled and then

attracted, but it did not stand in contact with the iron core. If

moved out, it went in again slowly, finding a place of rest a little

distance off. It was attracted if beyond that distance and repelled

if nearer; so it is like the copper tube. (11319.)

11316. The silver plate tube (11309) weight 46 gr., length 2*2

inches, diameter 0*5, was now hung up in the place of the copper

tube. It moved outwards and then came in again, just like the

copper, by induced action; but it did not go quite up to the core.

It seemed rather indifferent as to magnetic or diamagnetic action.

When it was situated up in the angle, it was striking to see with

what difficulty it moved, because of its good conducting power

and consequent induced currents. It will not do for Gas vessels

if a changeable magnet is used, but may (as also copper) serve

well with a permanent magnet, if it has no special mag. or dia-

magnetic relation (11319).

1 1317. Platina foil tube. Magnetic at once and directly attracted.

It gave no signs of the first repulsion and following attraction

(11310, 16). Weight 45 gr., length 1*4 inches, diameter 0*4.

28 JUNE 1851.

11318. Tried the beam alone without any charge of tubes or other

matter. It was attracted (20 pr. of plates used) into the normal
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or mean position pretty strongly—probably because of the iron

derived from the tools used in making it. Put on 40° of torsion,

blocking the beam at 15® of distance from the mean line; then the

magnet, being excited, easily pulled it in towds. the mean line.

Put on in succession 180°, 360° and even 720° of torsion, and the

magnet was still able to pull the beam away from the block at 15°.

11319. It was this attractive force which brought up the silver,

copper, glass, etc. (11310, i, 5, 6) to a certain distance, and not

any peculiar power in them to find a peculiar place of rest. Must
have another beam- perhaps a quill glass tube and also a much
thicker wire. ,

1 1320. Raised the box of the torsion balance a full inch so as to

carry the beam farther up. Still when 20° from normal position

and with torsion of 180° or even 360°, the magnet excited by

20 pr. of plates could draw it slowly in towards the mean or

normal line.

1 1321. When the tubes Ox. and Nit. were now hung on, the

action of the magnet on the oxygen was very evident—but it was

slow, for the weight to move is very considerable.



12 JULY 1851. (At Tynemouth).

1 1322*. An apparatus for expts. on the revolutions of wires about

magnets in reference to the condition of the lines of force about

a magnet, and the essential conditions requisite for the evolution

ofElectric currents. A, B are two wooden feet fixed on a base C—
the feet support a framed axle D which can rotate by means of

the handle E. The axle is of wood but is cut away so as to receive

two bar magnets F and G, each 12 inches long, i inch broad and

0*4 of an inch thick. In cutting away the wood, the central part

of the axle is left as a thin slip about ^ or of an inch thick, so

that the magnets when in place do not come together but are so

much apart, and being tied in their places may then be revolved

with the axle without disturbance. This separation is however cut

away in the part towds. the pillar A, and so also is a corresponding

groove in the axle over A, so that a wire may lie in the axis of

the two magnets as far as the middle, as indicated by the dotted

line and its direction.

1 1323. This wire is brought into communication with the Gal-

vanometer as follows. H and I are two copper cylinder rings

fixing tightly on the wooden axle D. When the covered wire is

in its place, the two copper rings being away and the two ends

of the wire at k and /, these are made bright for half an inch,

then a little wooden block placed between wires k and / where
I will come, and then I being pushed into its place, makes excellent

contact with the end X:, and all is wedged tight. Then H is put

into its place and a little wedge pushed in so as to fix the end /

against its inner surface. Thus the cylinders H and I form the

terminals of the covered and insulated wire, whatever may be its
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arrangement at the magnet. Two wires, /tz, «, were then fixed

against the side of the Support A and one end of each cleaned
and sprung so as to bear against the cylinders H and I, and their

other ends were connected with my Galvanometer. That the

circuit was complete and the connexions perfect was ascertained

by a small thermoelectric circuit or by a piece of iron and copper
wire touched by the tongue or hand.
1 1324*. In the first arrangement the covered copper magnet wire
was led from cylinder H along the axis of the two magnets (which
had their like ends in the same direction so as to act as one magnet
and produce one system of curves), and then rose from between
them at the middle part and proceeded above, descending outside

and from over the ends until it terminated at I. The object was
to place one part of the wire in the axis of the system of curves
and the other part so that, in turning the whole, it might be con-
sidered as cutting the system of lines external to the magnet. The
connexion was perfect. But no motion of revolution of this

system produced the slightest effect at the galvanometer. Though
30 revolutions could be made in the time of one swing of the

needle, still no effect was produce[d].

1 1325. The direction of the revolution was made in the contrary

direction, but with the same negative result (11584).
1 1326 1, In order to ascertain that the absence of effect was not due
to any want of power in the magnet or of delicacy in the Gal-
vanometer, the magnets were taken off the frame and laid together

on the table in the same relative position, and the wire from the

galvanometer was formed into one loop so as to be able to pass

over the end ; in which case it would cut through nearly the same
amount of lines of force as in one revolution of the former
arrangement (11324). Now a single motion from a to b was able

to deflect the galvanometer needle a degree or more, and the

reverse motion back from b to a did as much in the contrary

direction.

1 1327. The swing of the needle required many seconds, and it

was easy in that time to carry the loop or ring from a to to

break contact, return to a, to make contact and go again to

so as to combine into one impulse on the needle several of the

effect of carrying the ring from a to or from b to a, the

* [11324] + [11326]

C
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galvanometer connexion being at the same time complete. Now
5 or 6 such united efforts gave a deflection of the Galvanometer
needle of several degrees, and it was easy thus to increase the

deflection until it amounted to 10° or 15° on each side of Zero,

or a difference, of 30° or 40*^ on the whole. So there is plenty of

power in the magnet and delicacy in the Galvanometer.

11328. Once on of the loop is equal in section of curves of force

to one revolution of the Magnet and wire, supposing the lines of

force are to be considered as having no motion with the magnet.

1 1329. Arranged a second wire as before (11324), entirely free

from all suspicion of contact in the wrong place or want of con-

tact in the right place. The circuit was good, but there was not

the slightest effect at the Galvanometer by 20 revolutions of the

magnet and wire— or with revolutions first one way and then the

other, corresponding with the time of Vibration of the needle.

1 1330. When the magnet with its system of forces and the wire

move with the same angular velocity in the same time^ there is no
generation of an electric current or tendency to such a current

in the wire. This is a broad and fundamental fact (11584).

1 1331. I pulled the wire out from between the magnets and dis-

posed it in various way[s], either all outside or partly outside, and

in every possible manner consistent with its contact with the two
cylinders H and I (11323), so as to give it all possible shapes and

dispositions in relation to the curves of force about the marked
or N end of the magnets—but the result was the same. When it

moved with the same angular velocity as the magnet, no current

of electricity was produced (11586).

1 1332*. I took one magnet out and turned it end for end, so that

the wire was between and about an N and an S pole—but the

result was absolutely the same. This was to be expected, and the

experiment was made only to clear away objections and give an

experimental answer.

1 1333. As the wire passes between two magnets in like position

and then issues out from between them at the equatorial parts,

I have assumed that it is as if the wire passed down the axis of a

solid single magnet and then issued out through its side and went
into and across the region of the external lines of force; and I have

supposed that the part at the center would not cut or intersect

* [11332]
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lines of force during the revolution, whilst the exterior part of
the wire would, and I looked for a difference which would pro-
duce a current. But considering the wire in relation to either

magnet, it is evident that both parts of the wire are external to

the magnet, and that therefore as the magnet and wire moves
round, even if there were a tendency to the formation of a current

in the more distant part or external part ofthe wire, so there would
also be a tendency in the other or nearer part of the wire, and as

these parts of the wire move with equal angular velocity and cut

so to say the same curves, so the currents tending to form would
be equal, and being opposed in their course through the wire,

would nullify each other. Hence no current would be the result.

What would be true for one magnet would be also true for the

other, and so neither of them separately could produce any cur-

rent by such an arrangement as this.

1 1334. But when both were conjoined they produced no effect,

though they then represented one magnet with the wire passing

down the axis. So by parity of reasoning, if a single magnet be
considered as made up of an infinity of linear magnets, like very
thin wires, each of these infinitely thin magnets would be in the

same relation to the wire as either of the above magnets (11333),
and therefore the sum of their actions could produce no result

of a current.

1 1335*. Hence if a wire did actually proceed down the axis of a

solid magnet and coming out at the equatorial then proceeded
outside as before, still when moving with and as the magnet, no
current should be produced in it. Hence also, if the magnet itself

were substituted for the wire, i.e. if cylinder H (11323) were con-

nected by an axial wire with the end of the magnets by its wire /

now cut short, and cylinder I by its wire k with the equatorial

part of the magnet, such an arrangement ought not to give a

current. The latter adjustment was made and the circuit, now
partly through the matter of the magnet, tested and found perfect.

But no amount of rotation of this system caused the least effect

at the galvanometer when all turned together and with the same
angular velocity.

11336. All this shews that, when the magnet and the wire move
together, there is no induced electric current.

* [11335]
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1 1337. When the wire moves independantly of the magnet, or
the magnet independantly of the wire, then there are currents
produced, as is well shewn by hundreds of the old experiments.
Still, I should like to verify that by this form of apparatus, so as

to have a true notion of the relation of cause to effect, and of the
place where the current is excited. Tried one expt. in which the
wire was moved in the same direction across the curves but
without the magnet, and obtained a slight result, but want a

better one.

, 14 JULY 1851.

11338*. The Magnet was fixed in position and the wire loop so
arranged that it could be moved; i.e. the part from a to S could
be moved round a line from <2 to ^ as axis, the flexure of the wire
at b being permitted by the metal itself. When it was moved in

one direction, the contact of the galvanometer wire throughout
was effected and when moved the reverse way interrupted. In
this manner, the passage oi a b thrgh. 180° could be observed as

to its effect at the galvanometer— or 5 or 6 such passages in one
direction could have their effects successively added together.

When the wire was moved only once, the needle was affected.

When five or six moves were added together, the needle was
deflected 2" or more (11585).
1 1339* The motion of the wire in one direction made the needle
go one way. When the wire moved in the other direction the
needle moved the other way. By combining the effects so as to

urge the needle in one direction for a time and then in the other
direction so as to add momentum and current effect together, a

good swing of the needle could be obtained amounting to 20°

or more.
1 1340 1. The direction of the current produced is of course in

accordance with the laws formerly determined, and is as follows;
i.e. when the wire moves thus through the lines of magnetic
force, the electric current is as marked by the small arrow
1 1341 . So when the magnet is stilly and the wire moving through and
across the lines of magnetic force, an electric current is generated.

Is it generated in the moving wire or in the wire within the

magnet.^ The current cannot be generated here in the body of the

* [11338]
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magnet, for that is in the present case insulated from the wire and
the Galvanometer.

11342. Now the wire (11338) was held so that it should not move
when the magnet was made to pass through a half revolution,

or if it moved, that it should pass only in a vertical plane, so as

not to intersect any lines of force that might not themselves be
considered as changing their places, the object being now to

move the magnet on its axis through 180® and not the wire. The
impulses generated by successive moves could be added together

as before (11327, 11339, 11585).

1 1343. The Galvanometer was now well affected by the moving
magnet, and the deviation of the needle was in this or that direc-

tion as the magnet was moved either way. But the direction of

the current was the reverse of that in the former case; i.e. when
the magnet was moved 180^ in the same direction as the wire was
moved before (11340), the current at the Galvanometer was in

the contrary direction. This should be so as regards the mutual

relation of the Magnet and the wire— for to move the wire over

the magnet in one direction is relatively the same thing as moving
the magnet under the wire in the contrary direction, and therefore

to move the wire over the magnet or the magnet under the wire

in the same direction ought to produce contrary currents.

1 1344. In the former case ( ), when the wire was moving
through the curves in the direction indicated (11340), the current

induced in it was from the parts near the N. end to the parts

near the equator of the magnets. In the latter case (11343), when
the magnet was moving in the same direction^ the current in its

mass is also from the N. polar to the equatorial parts. So that

the matter of the wire and of the magnet are alike in their affection

in relation to the power of the magnet, i.e. to the system of

magnetic force.

1 1345. When the magnet is still and the wire is moving, it seems

unlikely that the current should be generated any where else than

in the moving wire; for its motion or quiescence makes all the

difference. But then, when the magnet is moving, where is the

current then generated.^ In the wire across which the curves, that

may be supposed to move with the magnet, are passing.^ Or in

the magnet, which may be supposed to be moving (as the wire
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did) whilst the curves are considered as still? Do the lines of
force revolve with the magnet or do they not?

11346. The last experiment is the same (11343) as my old one

of spinning a magnet and obtaining the current by holding wires

from the galvanometer against the axial and equatorial parts.

I should say that in the last experiment the wire was not con-

tinuous and insulated between the two magnets, but touched at

the N. polar and at the equatorial parts.

16 JULY 1851.

1 1347*. In order to obtain a better contact for the wires, etc.

when the wire or the magnet has to move, the one without the

other, I have fixed a copper ring round the equatorial parts of

the two magnets and in contact with the magnets, and so by
making the wire ends press against this well cleaned copper

cylinder, I could obtain contact when required and yet freedom
of motion for the magnets to revolve.

11348. In the first experiment, a, covered wire, proceeded in

axially at the N. end of the compound magnet and was connected

metallically at the central parts corresponding to the plane of the

equator. The end of the second wire, which was a fixed wire,

pressed on the equatorial copper ring, a revolved with the

magnet but b did not; the ends of course went away to the gal-

vanometer. On revolving the magnet, there was a current at the

galvanometer. The current was in either direction according as the

magnet was revolved in the one or other direction, and was the

same in direction as before. Here the part of the Magnet in the

electric circuit is the central part only, and not any serious portion

of its length. It is just that part which we may consider as most
apart from the influence of the external lines of force. If these

lines are to be considered as continuous (in closed circles) within

the magnet, then this part will include them all.

1 1349. Ten revolutions of the magnets gave a deviation in either

direction of nearly 5° at the galvanometer.

1 1350. At first there seemed to be some effects produced de-

pendant upon the rate at which the revolutions of the magnet
were made, or upon the distance at which the fixed immoveable
part of the wire was from the magnet: and as these effects seemed

* [1 1347]
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to interfere with the definite character of the force, they were
worked out first; for neither difiference in velocity nor distance

of the fixed wire from the magnet ought to affect the amount of
electricity thrown into the form of a current. That should be
affected only by the amount of lines of magnetic force passing

over the wire or passed through by the wire.

1 1351*. At present the outer part of the wire, being a fixture, is

about an inch distant from the magnet in the part from a to L
The contacts were all good and continuous, as they could be by
the present arrangement. Ten revolutions of the magnet on its

axis in moderate time gave a deflection of the galvanometer
needle of 9°. Ten turns in slower time gave a declination of or
8°. Ten turns in moderate time gave 9°. Five turns in slow time

gave 4*^. Five turns in moderate time gave 4|°. These results

occurred again and again, and continued when the bearings at the

rubbing surfaces were increased or steadied. The velocity evidently

made a difference.

11352. Again. Ten slow revolutions gave 8® of deflection. Ten
slower revolutions gave about the same. Ten very slow revolutions

gave only 5*^ of declination. Ten still slower gave only 3° of

declination. Ten quicker revolutions gave 7®. Ten still quicker

gave 9°’ 5. In the latter case the momentum of the needle carried

it on a degree or more (included in the 9°* 5) after the rotation

was concluded; but this was not the case with the slow motion
of rotation: then the needle returned the instant the rotation

ceased and had been evidently held in its place against the earth’s

force by the current due to the rotation. Ten very quick rotations

were over before the needle had swung through 6°
; but the rota-

tion having ceased, it went on swinging to nearly io°.

1 1353. Increasing the number of rotations makes this effect more
distinct. Twenty moderate rotations gave a deflection of 8°, and
the 8° having been attained some time before the rotations were
over, the needle returned the instant the magnet rotation ceased.

But twenty quick rotations gave 15° before the rotation over

and this increased up to 17° after the rotation had stopped by
the momentum of the needle.

1 1354. So the cause of the difference of effect by quick or slow

rotation of the magnet is clear (11594). It is not due to any

* [1 1351]
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difference in the whole amount of Electricity evolved by a given

number of revolutions of the magnet, for that appears to be the

same whatever the velocity with which the revolutions are made

:

but a slow velocity gives a feeble current for a long time and a

quick velocity gives a strong current for a short time. The feeble

current can only deflect the needle a certain number of degrees,

and if it be continued after that deflection is attained, it is employed

only in sustaining that deflection against the earth’s force tending

to draw the needle back again, and has no power to increase it.

But a stronger current can produce and sustain a much larger

deflection^ and consequently, if the time of revolution in both

cases (being shortest in the quick revolutions) is enough for the

needle to have attained its maximum deviation, that declination

will be greatest for the quick velocity. Or, if the time in the slow

rotation is enough to give its maximum declination, then the

much shorter time for an equal number of quick rotations will

give a larger declination. It is only when the time for the slower

rotations is so small that the corresponding declination is not at

its maximum, and the needles therefore continue to swing on

afterwards, that an equal number of quicker vibrations gives the

same amount or nearly so of declination (11529).

1 1355. The difference of effect with quick and slow rotations is

in fact a result of the opposition of the current in the galvano-

meter wire and the earth’s force on the Magnetic needle. When
the current cannot carry it to or hold it at a great angle of de-

flection, then only a smaller angle is attained to. The greater angle

of declination belongs to the quicker rotation and more intense

current.

11356. The next point was as to the effect of distance of the still

part of the wire under the moving magnet (11350), or of the

moving wire from the still magnet. Of course a change in

distance ought to make no difference. Otherwise the results

before described, with the loop of wire at different distances and

in different positions (11331), could not be true. But to confirm

the principle some direct experiments were made.

1 1357. The still wire being near the magnet (i 13 5 1), about i inch

off only, ten revolutions of the magnet with a moderate velocity

gave a deflection of 9°. Then the wire being farther of[f] and
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about three inches distant, ten revolutions gave 9° of deflection

as before. The wire was then placed still farther off, perhaps 5 or

6 inches, but still the ten revolutions gave the same 9° of deflec-

tion as before.

11358. Hence the distance of the wire from the revolving magnet
makes no difference in the result, the same amount of Electricity

being evolved by the same angularjourney in the one case as in

the other.

1 1359. We have seen already that if the wire and the magnet
move together, whatever the distance apart (11324, 11331) there

is no current produced; and we know that if the magnet were
still and the wire moving, the effects are the same as if the wire

were still and the magnet moving in the reverse direction (i 1343).

Hence if the wire move concentric with itself and always with a

uniform velocity, the current produced in it is inversely as the

distance and simply as the distance.

11360. In order to make this law harmonize with that of the

square of the distance, we must consider that the motion is only

in one direction. In the other direction, increase or diminution

of the wire makes the element, and supposing the pole a center,

this increase would be as the distance. This element probably

affects the intensity of the current produced in the wire and not

its quantity. It may be important in relation to natural circum-

stances, i.e. in relation to electricity evolved by the revolving

globe.

11361. The wire being at the greatest distance as described

(11357), the effect of quick and slow rotation was ascertained as

before (11354) and exactly the same results obtained. Thus ten

revolutions very slow gave a deflection of 3°. Ten quicker turns

gave 8°— ten very quick turns gave 8°’5— the same— the same; the

swing was not over here when the ten turns were completed and

so the maximum effect was reached. Twenty turns slow gave

only 6°—twenty turns quick gave 15°— the same result again: all

very consistent.

11362. Now the wire was put near again—then twenty quick

turns gave the same amount of 15°.

11363. I found that, continuing the rotation of the magnet, when
a very slow motion would hold a deflexion of only 2°, a very
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quick motion, still only such a one as I could give by a simple

handle to the present apparatus, would hold it 28° from Zero.

11364. So there is no difference between a near or a distant posi-

tion of the wire external to the magnet— all other things being the

same.

1 1365 *. All this time the axial wire has proceeded up to the central

part of the two magnets, being insulated from them except at the

place of contact there (11348). Now made it end at the N pole

of the magnet, so that half the length of the latter was in the

circuit. The result was in all respects exactly the same as before

;

i.e. 9° of deflection for ten turns at moderate speed. Ten slow
revolutions gave 4*^. Ten quick turns gave 8°*5, the needle

swinging after the revolution was over. Twenty slow revolu-

tions gave 3°, twenty moderate revolutions gave 7°. Twenty
quick revolutions gave 16“^.

11366. The magnet evidently replaced the central wire and did

neither more nor less. Whether the current is in part or altogether

evolved in this central wire or its equivalent—or in the disc in

the middle of the magnet reaching from the central wire to the

copper ring— or in the outer wire—remains to be proved (11588).

18 JULY 1851.

11367+. The apparatus was now adjusted so that the central or

axial wire could rotate either with or without the magnet. The
connexions were perfect and all in order. Then with the central

wire rotating but the magnet and external wire quiescent, there

was no current produced—not by any amount of rotation (11590).

The wire was covered so as to be insulated from the magnets,

except at c in the center, where it made contact with them.

11368. Then the reverse action was established, i.e. the magnet
and outer wire were rotated and the axial wire retained quiescent

:

but still no current was obtained. This was as it should be(ii59i).

11369. Revolving the inner or axial wire with both the magnet
and the outer wire produces no effect. This has been shewn before

(i 1324)—and when it was revolving with the magnet, the outer

wire being still, it in no way changed the action or its amount

(11349), so that whether it be quiescent or revolving in either

* [11365] [11367I

3 3
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direction makes m difference in the result. Such motion has no

effect.

1 1370. The inner wire therefore is, under the circumstances, a

mere conductor and not a generator of the current. So when the

magnet is in the place of the inner wire (the latter making contact

at the pole instead of the middle (11365)), it then, so far as it

replaces the inner wire, is a mere conductor.

1 1371. When the inner and outer wires were still and the magnet

revolved, then the proper currents were obtained. Also when the

inner and outer wires moved together and the magnet was still,

then there was a current in the reverse direction to the former

one, as it should be (11343, 11592).

1 1372*. The outer wire was now led off over the S pole of the

magnet. Still the revolution of the magnet gave exactly the same

result as before. This does not prove that the current is not

generated in the wire by the moving system of forces of the

moving magnet, because whether the wire, being outside, went

away over the N or S pole, the revolution of the magnet would

equally determine the same direction of current to or from the

part touching the equatorial copper ring.

1 1373. If the wire were led perpendicularly away from the copper

ring c, still the same result occurred. But in fact we can establish

no difference in the direction in which the wire is led off to the

galvanometer: for it is manifest that if a being tlie axial wire,

b\ b" and b'" be the external wire in different positions, then

whatever magnetic curves cut the wire in one position will cut

it also in any other position. The distance of the wire at the sup-

posed place of intersection has been shewn to be unimportant

(11356).

1 1374. If the axial wire were led out at the S pole, the effect

would still be the same for the same revolution of the magnet.

This is manifestly the simple converse of the experiment just

described (11373). In fact the direction of the current may be

considered as determined by that equatorial disc of the magnet

which is between the end of the axial wire at the center and the

ring of copper outside.

* [I 1372]
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1 1375. I have procured different kinds of wire both as to thick-

ness and substance. They are as follow;

0*04000 No. I. The covered wire - copper metal ^ of an inch in diameter

0*01351 2. Uncovered copper- thin . . .
- of an inch in diameter

0‘o6666 3 - Do.
• i*,Do

0*05000 4 * Uncovered lead wires . . .
• A Do

The diameters therefore and the sections

were of were as

Nc1. 1. . . . 2*96 . . . . . 8*76

2. ... I ... . . I

3 - . . . 4*93 , . . . . 24*3

4* ... 3-7 ... . . 137

1

11376. As to the length of wire in the connexions, there is about

25 feet of No. i wire in the running connexions. That in the coil

of the Galvanometer I do not know.

1 1 377. Now experimented as to the different positions of the

axial wire so as to limit in some degree the place of generation

of the electric current. The axial wire, insulated in its course,

made contact at the center of the magnets (as before (11365)).

The external wire was fixed-and the magnets rotated so that the

central disc or portion of the magnets was that included in the

circuit and that which rotated. Ten revolutions of the magnet

was the quantity of rotation given, because that could be effected

before the needle came to a stand-and there was therefore time

to turn and see the extreme deflection-and that was known to

be a definite quantity (11344).

11378. Ten right revolutions gave a deflection of 7°* 5. Ten right

gave 8°. Put on a little more pressure at the slipping equatorial

contact. Then ten right revolutions=7°- 5. Ten left revolutions

gave 8°’ 5.

1 1379. The needle appears as if it could vibrate a little farther

on one side than the other, probably from some difference in the

set of the helix-or the direction of the friction at the moving

contacts- or in the influence ofexternal objects, as window weight,

etc. -themselves influenced differently at different times of the

day; but it is easy to correct the effect of these variations by

adjusting the scale to the needle continually and by taking in all

cases the results both of right hand and left hand rotation.
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1 1380. Now the axial wire was led up to the edge of the equatorial

copper ring, being insulated all the way from the magnet, so that

no part of the magnet was in the circuit and the moving part of

the wire was the curved part between the magnet equivalent to

a radius. It is known that the axial part of the magnet by rotation

does nothing
( ). Ten right revolutions= 8°. Ten quicker

gave 8° of deflection. Ten moderate left revolutions gave 9°. Ten

quicker left gave 8°. Ten moderate left gave 8°*5. Ten moderate

right gave 8°. The general course of the current is the same as

before (11340). The amount excited in the two experiments

(11378) is the same. t

11381. The axial wire was now led along the axis to the center

and then turned up at right angles and made contact with the

copper equatorial ring, being insulated elsewhere. The magnet was

not in the circuit and the case was like the last, except that the wire

was axial to the center and then at once radial. This radial part

was the moving part and of course is only 0*5 or o*6 of an inch

in length.

11382, Ten right revolutions= 7°*8-io left revolutions= 8°. Ten

right= 8°. Ten left- 7°*8. Ten left= 7°*8. Ten left= 7°*8. Ten

right=9°. Ten right= 8°-4-io left=8°‘4. Ten right equalled

8°'2 of declination.

11383. So the current evolved is the same amount as in the other

cases (11378, 11380). It is definite for all three and alike when

the circuit is a sufficiently good conductor. Being at the center

or at the edge of the equatorial ring makes no difference.

11384. Proceeded to experiment upon the effect of variations of

the external wire, making first of all the contact of the axial wire

at the center, and always causing the magnet to revolve and the

external wire to be fixed. If it be supposed for a moment that the

solenoid of power revolves with the magnet and is cut by the

external fixed wire, i.e. that the external wire is the place of

generation of the current, then variations of this wire might be

expected to produce some effect. It is almost certain that whether

the magnet revolve within the outer wire, or the outer wire

revolve round the magnet, the results are in quantity the same.

11385. The wire No. i (11375) has already given a certain con-

stant result of power. Now made the external wire No. 2 or
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fine copper; it has little more than a ninth part of the mass of the

former wire. Ten right revolutions gave 7° of deflection. Ten

right= 7°*5. Ten left= 8°'4. Ten left gave 8°*4. Ten right gave 8°.

Ten left gave 8°. So this thin wire is the same as the thicker

one in its power of generating or affecting the induced current-

the sum of power induced is the same.

11386. Made the external wire No. 3 (11375) or thick copper,

being about 24 times the mass of the last. Ten right revolutions

gave 7°*5. Ten right=7°*5. Ten left=8°*5. Ten left gave 8°*4

of deflection. The results are the same as before, so that copper

wires, being in mass as i : 876 and 24*3, evolve precisely the same

amount of power.

11387. As regards mere conductibility of a current generated

elsewhere, this should be so-but as respects the supposed genera-

tion in the wire of circuit, then it might have a different bearing.

11388. I made ii of the thick wire No. 3 into a band, well con-

nected at both ends, so that each of the ii could be subjected

to the curves of force and throw their joint effect forward by the

conducting wires to the galvanometer: the amount of copper here

submitted to the force is 267 times that in the thin copper wire

(11375). The II wires were in a plane standing as tangent to the

rotation of the magnet. Ten right revolutions gave 8° of deflec-

tion. Ten right gave 9'^. Ten left gave 7°-adjusted, then Ten left

gave 8°-5. Ten right gave 8°. Ten left= 8°. Ten right, 8°-2.

1 1389. Being left for several hours, then Ten left rotations= 8'^*5.

Ten left, 8°*5. Ten right, 8°. Ten right, 8°.

1 1390. Now placed the ii wires in a plane passing through the

axis of rotation and therefore perpendicular to the former. Ten

right revolutions= 8°. Ten right=7°-5. Ten left=8°*4. Ten

left= 8°*3. Ten right=

1 1391. So whether it was in one plane or the other, the results

were the same and the same as the thinnest copper wire.

1 1392. The external wire was now of Lead or No. 4 (11375).

Ten right revolutions produced a deflection of 7°. Ten left of 8°.

Ten right of 8°‘2. Ten left of 8°. Ten right of 7°*9. Ten left of

8°* 5. So lead produced no difference from copper.

1 1393. To ascertain whether the current induced by this magnet

and its present arrangement (i 1322) could pass through bodies not

metallic: the outer wire was made of two pieces of the thick
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copper No. 3 (11375). Two feet of each, being well cleaned, was

made into a spiral, the spirals placed in a tumbler of sea water

and the other ends connected properly at the equatorial part of

the magnets and at the Galvanometer wire. There was much
disturbance of the needle at the putting in of the spirals to the

sea water, but the action was instantly over and the needle came

to rest. Then depressing one only a very little so as to immerse,

fresh water caused great disturbance, but this instantly ceased

when all was at rest.

1 1394. Being still and in order, the magnet was rotated, but not

the slightest signs of Electricity appeared at the Galvaiiometer by

any alteration or arrangement of the rotation.

1 1395. Hence the current, wherever generated, seems too feeble

to break up the interposed electrolyte, whether that be con-

sidered as the water or the salt or the films of chloride of copper

on the wires. This is rather against the idea of evolution of static

electricity between the poles ( ) but still not at all conclusive.

25 JULY 1851.

1 1 396. From all that has appeared, there is every reason to believe

that it is absolutely a matter of indifference to the final effect,

whether the magnet rotate within the external wire or the wire

rotate in the contrary direction without the external magnet; the

axis of rotation and the amount of rotation remaining in both

cases the same. Hehce it might be assumed that if the wires in

their variety (11384, 11392) already experimented with, if they

had been rotated instead of the magnet, would give precisely the

same resultL But if the generation of the current be assumed as

existing in the moving part then that part has been unchanged

during the experiments and it was just possible that such dif-

ferences as shewed no difference as conduction seeing that the

smallest wire was abundantly sufficient for the greatest current

produced might shew differences if when moving they became

the generators for then the amount of curves intercepted by their

moving mass was very different under the different circumstances.

1 1 397. I could not so arrange as to make the amount of revolu-

* The meaning of the following passage is in doubt, and it has been left

unpunctuated, as in the original.
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tion of the external wire equal to the revolution of the magnet

in a sufficiently short period of time and could not therefore

compare one with the other. But I could arrange so as to vary

the external wire, and in all cases to accumulate in succession

Six half rotations (180°) in one direction, the accumulated effect

on the needle, and as the left handed half rotations were most

convenient for working, these were always employed.

11398. The covered copper wire No. i (11375) was first em-
ployed externally and placed in good rotating contact at the two
ends; the magnet was fixed and the axial wire went to the center

of the magnets. Six half rotations gave 2° of deflection. Eight= 2°

full. Six= 2°. Six= 2° nearly. Eight= 2°*2.

11399. One thick copper wire No. 3 (11375) made the external

wire. Six half rotations= 2°. Six= 2°. Six= 2° nearly. Eight

= 2°*i. This wire is, so far, as the thinner wire.

1 1400. The very thin copper wire No. 2 (11375) made external

moving wire. Six= 1^*5. Six gave 2°. Six gave 2° nearly. Six

gave 2° nearly. Eight gave 2° full. Six is the best quantity for

comparison. Six gave nearly. Eight gave 2° full. The effect

of this very nearly as the others. From the flexibility of the wire

it was not so easy to make every part pass each time through the

180° of rotation.

1 1401. Now the Eleven thick wires (11388) were employed as

the moving external wire and were placed in the plane passing

through the axis of rotation and also of the magnet. Six half

rotations gave 2° nearly of deflection. Again same result. Again
the same result.

1 1402. The eleven wires were now placed in a plane at right

angles to the first and as tangent to the direction of rotation

(11388). Six gave 2°. Six gave again 2°. Six gave again 2°.

1 1403. So that all these varieties of the moving wire gave one
constant result, exactly the same in all the cases. When the wire

was made lead, still the same result was obtained. I therefore have

no doubt that ifTen revolutions of the wire outside of the magnet
could have been effected, I should have obtained exactly the same
amount of deflection as when the magnet made ten revolutions

the contrary way (11396).

1 1404. Suppose ten revolving outside wires, each with its own
fixed circuit wire and a galvanometer to each. Each wire in Ten
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revolutions would affect the Galvanometer 8° (11385, etc.). But
if the ten revolving wires were all laid on to one galvanometer,

the sum of the action of the whole would be only 8° (11388 etc.)

under such an arrangement as that just employed. Or suppose a

copper plate revolving concentric with and over the axis of a

cylinder magnet* : it will in its revolutions cut the magnetic curves

and tend to have currents produced in it radially, i.e. from or

to the center. Then with one wire to the center and another

leading from a to a galvanometer, a current of a certain amount
will be produced and ten turns or revolutions of the plate will

give a certain deflection, say 8°. Then other wires from the center

and from b going to another galvanometer will also give a de-

flection of 8°—and so on for other wires originating at the center

and any where in the circle cz, h. But if two or more of these sets

of wires are connected with the same galvanometer, then ap-

parently its deflection will not be increased (11388). Must try

this, and if it be so, ascertain the cause (p. 2322*).

1 1405. In that case, if all the parts from ahy x to b oi that circle

was permanently connected with the center by short immoveable

wires, still a wire applied any where between a and b and going

to the Galvanometer, and thence back to the center, will still carry

off its full amount of 8° to the Galvanometer. If not, then what
is the passage of the two cases one into the other.^

1 1406. As quickness or slowness of revolution seems to make no
difference with perfect conductors (11354), so with a given wire

the electricity at the Galvanometer is the same for the same
angular journey—and therefore the quantity is proportionate

directly to the lines of force passed through.

5 AUGUST 1851.

1 1407. The force of a given magnet is definite and may be con-

sidered as represented by its curves. The Northness and Southness

are exactly equal, otherwise the curves could not be definite.

11408. If we consider a revolving magnet with its external wire

(11324, 1 1335) and imagine its equatorial part to be extended

outside, then so much of the disc as is outside the magnet must,

in moving with it, tend to have currents set up in it in the contrary
* Par. 1 1 490.
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direction to those in the parts within the magnet, for the part

from <2 to ^ has contrary currents from those from c to i.e.

rotating both together and therefore in the same direction, the

tendencys would be as shewn by the arrows and equal ( ).

1 1409. And as shewn before, the equatorial disc part of the

magnet is equal to all the wire outside (11335).

1 1410. The curves therefore exist within the magnet as well as

without; but within they are in the contrary or return direction.

11411. A section across the middle of the magnet is equal to a

whole section outside, i.e. from the equator by or over one pole

to the other equator. A section by a radius is equal to that by an

external wire from the equator to the pole (11348, 11377).

1 1412. Whatever the condition of the interior of the magnet: it

has by this test of inductive action on a wire, the same kind and

amount of power as the outside, and so is in full analogy and

similitude with an electro helix.

1 1413. The intensity of the curves of a magnet vary greatly at

different distances from a magnet: and we want a standard of

intensity or power as to these lines of force, that we may have

from it a value for other intensities greater or less.

1 1414, But the amount of force is definite and the same for every

section of all the curves, wherever it may pass: as is shewn by
the external wire from the pole to the equator (11364), for it gives

the same induced result of electricity, whatever distance it be

placed at or whatever direction it may take.

1 1415. The amount is the same also for any two sections of the

same curves, whatever difference there may be in the intensity of

those curves at the two sections. This is shewn when the external

wire is made into a loop (11331) of any form; for then there is

no current, the sections having equal power though greatly

varying in intensity.

11416. Hence it follows that whether the curves are intersected

directly or obliquely makes no difference provided they are inter-

sected. The effect depends upon the number of curves intersected.

A wire moving obliquely may intersect fewer curves and there-

fore have a feebler current evolved in it; but if it intersected only

the same curves directly across, it would have no larger a current.

1 1417. So with a given moving wire (11397) or with a given

wire under which a magnet is moving (11347), the quantity of
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electricity generated is directly as the amount of curves passed

over or through.

11418. With the same curves therefore it varies directly with the

velocity of the motion.

1 1419. It varies directly with the (angular) Journey.

1 1420. Or with the time; velocity remaining the same.

1 1421. A magnet of a given strength therefore might be made

to supply a standard of Electricity for feeble currents.

1 1422. Whether the intensity would vary with the length of the

wire is a question at present; i.e. would twice the length with

half the Journey give the same quantity and intensity? Or half

the quantity and twice the intensity? Or the same quantity and

twice the intensity, or what result?

1 1423. A moving wire is a very valuable examiner of magnetic

curves—and a new one, i.e. quite distinct in its character from

ordinary magnetic action, yet apparently exceedingly definite,

clear and instructive. Perhaps we may obtain some new characters

by it.

1 1424. By such a form of it as this, revolving on the axis ab and

combined with a commutator, we might examine many things.

1 1425. For instance, one might examine a line of magnetic force

on all sides: for I am not as yet quite sure that differences may

not be impressed upon it.

11426. Again~is the amount of necessity the same in two direc-

tions, one parallel to the plane of the Magnetic meridian, the other

in a plane perpendicular to the former; always meaning in a field

of force with parallel lines, as for instance the earth^s magnetic

force? There should be no difference.

1 1427. Can there be concentration in one direction and not in

the other?

11428. What will a ring of 2 inches diameter (11424) do in

evolving electric force by the earth’s lines—with my Galvano-

meter?

1 1429. Or one of a foot or of two feet?

1 1430. Or of one wire— thick and thin—and a cylinder?

11431. Or rings containing i, 10, 20 . . 100 convolutions?

Then the proportions of these to each other?

1 1432. Their effects on a galvanometer with a single wire- thick

;

or three or four thick convolutions-and other such variations?
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1 1433. Experimented with the endeavour to develope static elec-

trkalphenomena from magnetic forces-reasoning upon the general

nature of the lines of magnetic force. Let N, S be the two poles

of two magnets or of a horseshoe magnet; lines of force will

exist between them in a horizontal direction. Let c be a plate

of copper placed equatorially or across these lines and able to

move up or down-and let w be two stationary wires touching

the edges oi the moving copper and leading away to a galvano-

meter. As the copper plate is moved up^ a current will go across

it in one direction through the conducting wires away to the

galvanometer, and as it is moved down^ a similar current will go

in the other direction.

1 1434. The point is, suppose c a non conductor or w^w non

conductors: would such motion, though it could not cause a cur-

rent, tend to excite Pos. and Neg. Electricity correspondant to

a current, and would the edges of c and the touching points of w

leave each other in different electrical states through the tendency

of the lines of force to produce a current.'^ For though the current

produced in conductors is of very feeble intensity, still it is by

comparison very abundant in quantity, affecting the Galvano-

meter as a machine could not do unless very powerful, and if this

current were stopped, the intensity might rise. Experiment only

could determine this.

1 1435. Electrometer', a small disc of silvered paper was attached

to one end of a fine well drawn thin stem of shell lac, and then

this stem suspended horizontally by a single fibre of cocoon silk

from a shifting rod inserted in a vertical tube. The tube was

fixed on a box which enclosed the horizontal stem and preserved

it considerably from air motions. Two stops were adjusted at the

hinder part of the stem to limit the oscillations of the needle part.

So when the silvered paper was charged, it was well insulated by

the shell lac and kept its charge well; and it also was very free

to move by attraction and repulsion. It was charged by exciting

a piece of shell lac, then charging a small carrier by the lac and

finally touching the suspended silvered paper disc with the carrier.
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It was a good electrometer. The disc of silvered paper was about

f of an inch in diameter and the shell lac arm supporting and
insulating it about 3 inches long from the silk suspender.

1 1436. The rubbers which were to be stationary in the magnetic
field may be called S, S (Stationary) ; they were of various sub-
stances and thus constructed*. LL is a piece of wooden lath nearly

the full size I and P is a piece of Gutta percha, which being made
warm, has been applied to the end so as to present a regular

rounded termination fit for a rubber. Other similar pieces of lath

were finished of[f] at the rubbing end with shell lac, sulphur, etc.

Others with flannel, white silk, tin foil, which was attached on
to terminations previously made of Gutta percha. One was
covered first with four thicknesses of flannel and then thin copper
foil, drawn tight over that and nailed down,
1 1437. The part to move may be called R (running), and was a

strip of flannel or a piece of white silk—or tin foil— or even a flat

bar of shell lac or Gutta percha. It was to represent the moving
metal plate (11433).

11438 T. The following was the plan ofarrangement at the poles of

the gre^ magnet, excited, when needful, by 20 pr. Grove’s
plates. S and N are the poles of the magnet and the initials

correspond to the S. and N. ends of a magnetic needle. S, S are

two rubbers fixed in their place by blocks and weights placed

upon their further extremities to keep them steady. So the lines

of force are powerful in the space between them. When experi-

menting, the moving body or R is to be placed between these

ends, which then are to be held so as to press it—and when the

magnetic power is on, the R is to be drawn up, so as to run

between and rub against S, S. This may be repeated 5 or 6 times,

always taking care that the motion of R is in the same direction

when rubbing.

* [11436]
* Reduced to

^
scale.

t [114381
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11439. S, S, flannel faces on Gutta Percha ends—R a slip of

flannel. So all the rubbing surfaces flannel in its ordinary cold

state and no magnetism on-there was no excitement of Elec-

tricity. The flannel was too damp. When warmed and dried, then

it became excited irregularly; but when excited, preserved its

charge well enough to be thoroughly examined.

11440. In these experiments, such bodies as shell lac and sulphur

become charged and keep their charge tenaciously, but they may
be discharged ( ) by breathing well on them and then

wiping the surface with the same part (over a finger) of a silk

handkerchief or a linen cloth in its ordinary state. S, S as well

as R always has to be examined before an experiment, that they

may be known to be not excited. The ends of S, S, when un-

excited, will attract the charged disc of the electroscope, but that

is because of the conducting wood within the shell lac or other

body. The shell lac or sulphur only makes the action of the wood
more manifest, because of their high specific inductive capacity.

1 1441. The flannel strip R may be discharged by laying it be-

tween two tin foils and pressing it for a time.

1 1442. Now the rubbing surfaces S, S, were made shell lac 43 6)
and the runner between, R. Whilst the flannel was unaired, it

preserved no charge, conducting too well. But when the flannel

was well warmed and aired, though it could be discharged and

not excited by drawing it through lineriy still when drawn through

the shell lac 5
,

it was well excited, becoming positive. Hence

it insulates sufficiently to acquire a charged state.

1 1443. Then the friction was repeated, the Magnet power being

on, and again the flannel R became altogether positive and the

two shell lacs both Negative without respect to the direction of

the magnetic lines of force. In repeated experiments with S, S

Shell lac and the runner R flannel, no effects were obtained which

shewed any relation to the direction of the Magnetic force. It

seemed to be indifferent to these excitations.

11444. The rubbers S, S, being shell lac (11436, 11442), the

runner R was also a flat plate of shell lac about 0*75 of an inch

wide and o*i of an inch thick. Being at first discharged, the

friction made R Negative and both S, S Positive. This effect was

often obtained, but with some variations. Then, employing the
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itic power also, still the same or similar effects came out—
was no appearance of any action exerted by the magnetic

-all being Shell lac.

The rubbers S, S being shell lac (11436), the runner R
lade tin foil, being a band of that substance of four thick-

. The rubber could not here be found charged, being un-

red, but the two rubber surface[s] might have given different

But whether without or with the magnet, the shell lacs

^ere both excited always and allways both Positive. So there

jign of any magnetic effect of excitation when one body is

ac and the other a conductor as tin foil (11451).^

Sulphur was now the rubbers S, S (11436), and flannel

nner R. Before it was air[ed] it did not itself appear to

any charge—but the Sulphurs became both negative. When
aired and dried, then it became positive, making the sulphur

ve. The magnetic force made no difference.

S, S being sulphur, the runner R was made tin foil (i 1445).

hether magnet or no magnet, both the sulphurs were left

ive. So here no peculiar signs.

S, S being sulphur, the runner R was made shell lac

|.). Both the sulphurs were rendered negative and the shell

sitive, whether with or without the magnet.

Flannel on Gutta Percha was S, S (11436) and the runner

I flannel. There was the same uncertain result, whether in

of the magnetic field.

White silk on Gutta Percha was S, S (11436) and the

: R also the same white silk. The runner R became Negative,

er with or without the Magnet. Then made the Runner R
Iks (in thickness), but whether with or without the magnet,

hese halves of the R became alike negative. They did not

e different states.

Tin foil on Gutta percha for S, S (11436) and shell lac

j runner R. The latter or shell lac became positive on both

and that whether with or without the magnetic action. The
appeared to make no difference. So the result the same

IS when Shell lac was rubbers and tin foil runners

Copper on flannel for S, S (11436) and two white silks
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for runner R ( ). Both the silks of the runner became

positive, and that whether magnetic power was there or not.

1 1453. Copper for S, S, made the runner R shell lac (i 1444).

Whether with or without the magnet- the shell lac was well

positive, on both sides.

1 1454. With copper for S, S and the two white silk for R (i 1450),

placed the rubbers with the line joining them equatorial, as all

along (11438), and then turned the system 90° in a horizontal

plane, so that the line joining them should be parallel to the mag-

netic lines of force and the plane of the rubber axial. There ap-

peared at first to be a difference for the two position[s], the silk

being frequently positive for the one and negative for the other,

but on numerous repetition[s] and also with a single silk R,

I could not find that there was any difference dependant on the

magnetic state.

1 1455. The silk came out sometimes positive and sometimes

negative, but I found that just after warming the silk, it came

out of friction with copper rubbers Negative for both positions,

and that if I then allowed it to cool awhile or wiped it with a

slightly damp linen cloth, it was positive when rubbed against

copper in either position-or with magnet or no magnet.

11456. Tin foil for S, S, and silk, white, with either axial or

equatorial positions as above (11454); the silk always positive

whether magnet or no magnet.

1 1457. Pliicker says that if a piece of bismuth be placed between

the magnetic poles, but so blocked that it cannot go far in the

equatorial direction, then that when the current is taken off from

the magnet, there is no particular effect produced; but that if the

magnet be quickly reversed, there is an effect, the bismuth tending

at the moment to be drawn axially, as if it retained opposite

polarity for a short moment by its so called coercibility or in-

coercibility, i.e. its power of retaining a polar state for an instant

of time. I tried the effect but could not perceive it. There is

certainly a shake at the first reversion, but I think it results from

the difficulty of blocking both arms exactly alike, and then the

center of Gravity is not truly below the point of suspension, and

so motion is produced at the taking of the repelling power. That
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is done far more quickly by reversing the magnet than by merely
taking off the battery (when the magnet falls slowly), and so I

think this shake is produced. Perhaps induced currents may have
a little to do with it.

8 SEPTR. 1851.

11458. Experimented to ascertain whether a long soft iron wire
hung perpendicularly tended to incline towards the direction of
the dip. Worked in our lecture room, suspending the wire from
a cross bar at the level of the lanthorn light— its lower end being
within 8 inches of the lecture table. The wire was freshly, well
annealed iron, 2,7 feet long and ^ of an inch thick; "the 27 feet

weighed 103 grains. A loop was made on the upper end—the
whole length suspended vertically from a smooth round pin fixed

above— a weight attached to the lower end and then the wire
stretched by a direct pull downwards until it was elongated a
couple of feet or more. Whilst the weight continued on, it ap-
peared perfectly straight, but on cutting off the wire 8 or 9 inches
from the table below, then it shewed contortions and flexures—
little above, for there the weight of the wire pulled them out,
but more below, the extreme deflection being perhaps half an
inch from the true line. Further pulling, though it lessened the

flexures, did not quite remove them so as to give a straight line.

1 1459’*'. Above was a plate fixed having a vertical socket and
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conical pin moving freely and steadily on a vertical axis; below,

the pin terminated in a horizontal support of round wire as in

the figure, which could be placed in any direction by means of

either of the pins serving as indexes attached above and below

to the axis; and by an adjustible plate on the upper surface of the

wooden beam, the Magnetic meridian could be marked and also

the line perpendicular to it. A thread with a small weight at the

bottom was first placed by a loop on the support near up to the

bend or concavity, and then the stretched wire was carefully

transferred from the stretching pin also on to the support, and

as near as might be under the center of motion. This being done,

the next object was to place the support truly magnetic east and

west, and observe the lower ends of the thread plumb line and

of the wire by a telescope looking east and west on a scale behind

the projection of the wire and thread
;
and afterwards to turn the

pin round 180® so as to place the points of support again east

and west and observe again. The thread bob ought of course in

both places to give the same position on the scale. The iron wire

because of its contortions ought to give two positions, but the

intermediate point would correspond to that of a perfectly straight

wire-and would correspond with the thread if the wire hung
perpendicularly-or would appear to Magnetic north of the thread

if the wire were sensibly deflected towards the dip. The thread

bob was easily held on one side (by the end being in a glass)

when the wire was wanted alone, and having a little water in the

glass when it was brought up into its place, the motions of it

could easily be diminished and stopped.

11460. Two chief precautions amongst many others were re-

quired : one, that the wire should be so hung on its support that

no rotatory motion should be allowed on the support above, but

the body of the wire turn round through as many degrees as the

axis above (or else because of the flexures great errors appeared);

and also that the current of air in the room should cease, and time

be allowed for motion and temperature and all other things to

equalize and give a steady result.

11461. All proper precautions being taken, there were at first

signs of some result, but upon repetition of the observations many
times and in two different parts of the room, the conclusion was
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that no sensible deflection ofthe wire (bearing only its own weight)

could be observed. Still, the weight of that wire was considerable

(103 grains), and the effect would have been very marked if it

had appeared.

11462. I examined this thin long wire by a magnetic needle about

4 inches long to see how far it acted by induction, as a poker.

It did not present distinct traces of a polar condition. Its lower

end attracted either end of the magnetic needle and apparently

with equal force. Again, a piece of the same wire about 2 feet

long was not distinctly magnetic by position in the dip, but when
folded up into half and a quarter that length, then it bejgan I think

to act. So also a short piece of three inches in length acted.

11463. It was as if the extreme length compared to the thickness

was against a general induction of the mass, but must try this

again more carefully ( ). It may be that such an effect may

be important in relation to the case of atmospheric magnetism,

i.e. that lateral extension is needed in such cases as oxygen, etc. etc.

10 SEPTR. 1851.

11464. It is astonishing to observe how difficult it is to obtain

a length of this wire entirely free from magnetism for experiments

on the induction of the earth. If a piece, being straightened, is cut

with scizzors or tools themselves magnetic, it becomes magnetic.

If, being in a vertical position, it be cut with tools not magnetic,

it becomes magnetic. If a piece be made red hot in a spirit lamp,

cooling as it goes out of the flame, it becomes magnetic if the

heated end is at all out of the horizontal line. If the wire, being

held horizontal, bends during the heating, it comes out certainly

magnetic. If the end heated be retained horizontal, or rather in

a plane perpendicular to the dip during the heating, still if the

other end or parts of the wire be raised or lowered above that

plane, the heated end becomes magnetic. Almost any heating and

cooling, or cutting or jarring action makes the wire magnetic if

the whole be not in a plane perpendicular to the dip. Hence it

requires great care to ensure that any piece intended for experi-

ments of induction by position should be free from magnetism—

and whilst in the dip, almost any action, a knock or blow or rub,

27-2
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will make it magnetic. The iron was very soft-even after ignition

and sudden quenching in cold water.

13 SEPTR. 1851.

11465. Made a few more experiments upon friction in the Mag-

netic field, but with the R or running body (11437) at least \ an

inch thick, to allow of any effect that might be due to the length

of the part moving across the lines of force and therefore between

the fixed S, S.

11466. The copper on flannel for S, S (11436): the R was a

cylinder of shell lac 0*7 of an inch in diameter. The magnet was

the same as before-being the great one urged by 20 pr. Grove’s

plates. The running shell lac was Negative and on both sides- so

no effect of the magnetic force sensible here.

11467. Shell lac on wood was now made S, S (11436)—and R
was a copper cylinder 0*6 of an inch in diameter. The shell lac

was now Positive and both of them were so—very clearly and

strongly-and so the reverse of what they were when shell lac

was the runner (11466); but in this case the friction was not

smooth but with a sound or rattle or chirp, being an intermitting

friction— diViA this was probably the cause of the reversion. The
copper cylinder had been turned in a lathe—and when cleaned by
the sand paper shewed that it was covered with ring irregularities

produced by the tool in the lathe. It had not been finished off

by a flat edged tool. These irregularities would tend greatly to

produce the chirp friction or intermitting friction.

11468. Shell lac still S, S, and R a cylinder of tin o-6 in diameter;

it had been turned in the lathe as the copper and shewed the same

marks on cleaning with sand paper. It produced chatter friction

and left both the shell lacs positive,

1 1469. Shell lac still S, S, and R a cylinder ofbismuth—the friction

was without chatter and both the shfell lacs were Negative,

11470. Shell lac S, S. R made tin again—friction with chatter

and both shell lacs positive,

11471. Now rubbed these different bodies together, being the

same articles but out of the Magnetic field.

Shell lac and Tin- no chatter-Lac left Positive.

„ „ copper Do. . . Do. Do.
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Shell lac and bismuth Do. . . Do. Negative strongly

„ „ Antimony Do. . . „ Positive

„ „ Fusible metal Do. . . „ Negative.

1 1472. Thus the Magnetic force adds nothing (11475).

1 1473. But a continuous friction and an intermitting friction

produce very different results, at least with Copper and Shell lac^

for when it is continuous the shell lac is Negative^ and when it is

intermitting the shell lac is Positive,

1 1474. Again, there is an unexpected difference between bismuth

and the other metals, for when the friction is smooth. Tin, copper

and Antimony left lac positive— h\it bismuth and fusible metal left

it negative,

1 1475. Must ascertain however what is meant by the fact that,

in the magnetic field, the copper made the running shell lac

Negative (11466), though the friction was quiet or continuous—

but that out of the Magnetic field it made it Positive (11471).

I think the rubbing bodies were the same in both cases (11479).

1 1476. Gutta Percha rubbed against Bismuth^ copper^ Tin^ Anti-

mony and Fusible metal became Negative in all being at the

times of the experiments out of the magnetic field.

1 1477. Gutta Percha and shell lac rubbed together, the Gutta

Percha was Negative. So that bismuth would seem to come
between Gutta Percha and shell lac.

11478. Copper on flannel was made S, S (11436) and a plate of

mica was made runner between, in the magnetic field. The mica

did not become sensibly electrified. Perhaps being cold it did not

insulate well enough to retain a charge—but there was no effect

to encourage a notion that crystalline structure might aid in

developing any effect.

18 SEPTR. 1851.

1 1479. Made further experiments—found at first that shell lac

against copper was always left Positive—but then, by varying the

rubbing, it was sometimes Pos. and sometimes Negative—though

the friction was smooth—and that Magnetism had nothing to do

with it was very evident. Careful investigation would no doubt

make out the cause of the difference (i 1475). Abrasion of the shell

lac surface has probably an effect.
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11480*. An apparatus was constructed consisting of a wooden
stand and supports carrying a wooden axle which could be turned

by a winch. On the end of the axle was fixed a copper termination

ending in a male screw, on which different disc[s] of metal could

be screwed, so as to be fixed against the copper shoulder and
revolve with the axle. The end of the copper screw had a conical

aperture turned in it to receive the end of a copper wire a, which
by its spring and elasticity pressed into it and so made contact

there. Then another wire b was employed to make contact at the

edge of the disc, or any where else upon its cleaned surface where
it might be* desirable. The wires were held in wire clips fixed to

the edges of the support and went away to the Galvanometer at

a distance. This disc was intended for revolution within the mag-
netic field of any magnetic system, and the currents induced in

it were to be rendered evident and measured at the Galvanometer,
Its diameter was 2| inches and its thickness 0‘i of an inch.

11481. Employed at first our two large bar magnets with like

poles together, so as to make one magnet 24 inches long, i*8 inches

deep and i*i inches broad. It was placed end on before the re-

volving disc at 0*5 of inch distance from it, but was not concentric

with it but thus. The one wire, a, was always applied at the center

of the revolving disc and the other, by at different places on the

edge, care being taken by cleaning, pressure, etc. that contact was
continuous.

11482. When the wire b was applied at i, and the disc revolved,

there was an effect at the galvanometer, but small, only 3° or 4°

to the right or left for 20 revolutions, according as the motion
was one way or the other. When the wire b was applied at 2,

* [11480]
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then the effect was greater, being 4° or 5° for the same number of

revolutions.

1 1483. Thus the principle of action was shewn in different points,

but the power is not enough to give good and comparative results.

The limit is soon obtained and in fact 40 turns here do no more
than 20 (11354). So it will be better to use the concentrated field

of a horseshoe magnet.

1 1484 *. Employed our larger permanent horse shoe magnet, which
has the dimensions marked at the poles and can sustain well

40 lbs. by the keeper and weighs 16 lbs, nearly. When it was
arranged as thus in plan, and the wires applied as* shewn, ten

revolutions of the disc gave a deflection of 6° or more at the

galvanometer, and a continuous revolution could sustain a de-

flection of 18° or 20°.

11485. The frame of the stand prevented me from approaching

the magnet nearer if at right angles to the axis of rotation. I there-

fore turned it round thus, but did not obtain a better deflection;

and considering that it is the outer end of the moving radius that

produces the chief action, a better was not to be expected. So

returned to the former position (11484) in which the disc was
midway between the two poles, at right angles to the magnetic

axis, and the moving radius about half within the face of the poles

and half without. The axis of the disc was however below the

middle of the magnet (because of the intervention of the frame)

about
I
of an inch.

11486. Now the galvanometer wires being applied at the center

and at i, and ten revolutions made by a quick steady motion of

the hand, the deviation was 6® nearly in either direction, according

to the course of the revolution, and the swing of the needle con-

tinued longer than the time of the ten revolutions (indeed nearly

half as long again), shewing that the whole effect was included

(11354)-

11487. Experimented—and wished first to see if a second set of

wires from the Galvanometer could carry more power to it from

other radii ofthe disc than that included in the first wire (i 1404, 5).

So had two wires from each of the galvanometer cups or screws

;

these may be called a i and a 2 for one cup and h\ and h^ for the

other cup. They were about ten feet long each and from ^ to ^
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of an inch in thickness—were of copper and covered with cotton

thread.

11488. a I and b i (11487) being applied at the center and inner

edge of the revolving disc, then ten revolutions gave a deflection

of 6°. Then a 2 and b 2 wires were applied in the same way
and gave a deflection of 6° also. On applying both ai and a2

to the center at once and bi and bi near together to the circum-

ference at once, a deflection was obtained perhaps a little more
than 6° but not more than 7®.

11489. Then obtained results from the different sets of wires one

after the other, intermingling them, so as to procure a better

average as regarded inequalities of pressure, etc. The following

are the number[s]

:

With wires a i and b i .

„ „ a2 and bz .

(

a I and ^ 1

1

ax and bx]

. 55°, 5
°-

5 ,
6°, .

. 6®, 6°*
2

,
6°‘X .

. 6^*2, 6®, 6
°

. average 5°*76

. average 6°*i5

. average 6°*o6

So the second wires here added nothing sensibly to the effect of

the first (11484, 90), and were in their own effect diminished by
the addition of the first. The wire bz was thicker than any of the

others and that I believe made that pair superior in their particular

effect.

1 1490. The Galvanometer wire being thin and long is no doubt

a great retardation to the current generated in the moving radius,

of which the whole length is only 1*25 inches, and the effectual

or chief part not more than
|
or | of this (11492), and it is this

which limits the effect on the needle. The current in czi and ^i,

when it arrives at the Galvanometer screws or cups, finds there

both the galvanometer wire and also the wires b i and bz through

which it may direct its course or expend its power, and though

the latter has an opposing current in it, it is by far the most

favourable and best conductor of the two; and so part of the

force in wires a i and b i are retained by and expended in it, the

rest going on to the Galvanometer. The wires bi and bz exert

a corresponding action on the current in ^zi and a 2, and thus

only a part of its power goes on to the Galvanometer. So when
the two sets of wires are used, the currents in each oppose in

part that in the other, and the resultant of force only goes on.
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The opposition really is between the two moving radii opposed

by the wires to each other, for there the forces are initiated and

there the contrary force is prevented in part from passing, or

returning (11404, 5, ii494)*

1 1491. If both the sets of wires were continuous round the gal-

vanometer, then both would shew their full effect either separately

or together. The resistance of the fine wire in the galvanometer

is the barrier to accumulation of two or more currents from

different radii when of such very low intensity. So a Galvano-

meter with a thick wire and few convolutions may be far better

than one with a long thin wire and many convolutions (11525).

11492. Experimented as to the efficacy of different parts of the

radius. It is evident that the part near the center moves with a

less velocity than that near the circumference, in proportion in-

deed to the distance from the center—and that therefore the part

near the circumference is the most effectual. Also that that part

is a place of more intensity as regards the magnetic forces (11485)

because of the position of the disc and magnet. So making con-

tact of a at the center always (11486) and of h at different distances

from it towards the circumference, the following were the results

with ten revolutions in every case. It made no difference on which

side of the revolving disc the second wire h was applied.

The central | radius gave 2‘^*5, 2°*
5, 2^*5 deflection.

The central
| radius gave 3*^, 3°.

The whole radius gave 6°, 6°.

The circumferential { radius gave 5°, 5|°.

The circumferential
y
of radius gave 3°, 3^°.

All this shews how powerful the outer end of the radius is,

and that when the moving part was only ^ of an inch^in length and

had all the lateral parts of the disc to discharge power more or

less by, backwards, still it could send a current through all the

resistance of the Galvanometer able to deflect the needle 3°* 5. It

gives great hopes for the use of a revolving ring apparatus

(11424).

1 1493. Where the outer parts of radii were used (11492), of

course the wire a was not at the center of the disc but on the

face. If the wire a were carried to the edge of the disc and the

wire l> brought within the circumference towards the center, then
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with the same direction of revolution the deflection at the gal-

vanometer was reversed.

1 1494. I have three discs of copper, the same diameter of 2*5

inches but of different thickness, one being 0*05, a second O'lo

and the third 0*2 of an inch in thickness. They all gave the same

deviation—a result to be expected from the experiment with two
sets of wires—for it is only that experiment in another form, i.e.

within the body of the disc itself (11487).

1 1495. Proceeded to use other substances than copper for the

revolving disc. A bismuth disc 2| inches diameter and 0*2 of an

inch thick was first employed. The deflection of the needle was
very great, far more than enough to make it strike against the

stop—but it was the same whichever way the disc revolved and

had nothing to do with the magnet, being due to the friction and

heat and thermo current of the copper wire rubbing against the

edge of the disc.

11496. So the copper wire h was made fast to a rod of bismuth,

and being held in a cloth so as to communicate no difference of

temperature, the bismuth rod was held against the edge of the

bismuth disc. Still there was great deflection (60° or 70° for ten

revolutions) due to the friction— it was always in the same direc-

tion and was probably due to the thermo current produced by
the difference in temperature of the point rubbed of the im-

moveable rod and that of the moving circumference of the disc.

It is too much to manage and makes this form of experiment with

bismuth useless.

1 1497. Would require a bismuth roller on the end of the wire

or even a disc as large as the chief one to avoid difference of

temperature. But probably the thick wire galvanometer (11525)

and a rod of bismuth fixed at both ends may do.

11498. A disc of Steely not hardened, was made and used; it was

2*5 inches in diameter and 0*2 of an inch in thickness. Ten revolu-

tions in the same direction gave at different times 4^, 4°*
5, 4°,

4°, 4°. Ten revolutions in the contrary direction gave a contrary

deflection also but to a much larger extent, namely 10°, 10°,
o 00^ o

10 *5, 10 ,9 *5, 10 *3.

1 1499. So here we see at one time the difference of the effect of

the magnet and of the edge friction of steel and copper wire
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(11495), and find it to be in favour of the magnet efifect, the result

being a deflection of 4°*i; and at another time the sum of the

magnet and friction effect, the deflection being then io°*o5. Half

the difference must be nearly the effect of the friction, i.e. 2°*97

or 3°. In that case the magnetic effect of 10 revolutions of steel

would be 7° or 7°*!, which is more than that with copper, and

that is quite consistent with the effect that the steel would have

of drawing force upon it and increasing the intensity of the lines

of force passing through it whilst it was there.

1 1500. Soft iron disc^ 2| inches diameter by 0*2 of inch thick.

Ten revolutions in one direction gave deflections o£ 2°*5, 2°*
5,

3°, 2°, 4°, 3°, 4°, 4°. Ten revolutions in the reverse direction

gave 10°, io°*5, io°*75, io°*75. So the difference of magnetic and

friction action was 3^*125 of deflection in one direction—and the

sum was 10^*5 deflection in the other direction. Half the difference

is 3°*6875 or 3^*7 nearly, so that the magnetic effect of revolving

soft iron is 6*^*8 nearly, or rather less in these expts. than that of

steel. The effect of friction appears to be more than with steel,

perhaps because it is softer and so the friction really greater.

1 1501. Then removed the magnet to ascertain experimentally the

effect of the friction by itself. Whichever way the rotation of the

disc was effected, the needle deflection was the same and un-

altered; with the direct revolution the deflections were 4°*
5, 4,

5°‘4, and with the reverse revolution 4°, 4^*5, 4°. The average

is 4®*4, which is greater than that above. Being given from Zero

position, it should appear in figures greater, but all the experi-

ments are to be considered as approximations only.

20 SEPTR. 1851.

1 1502. The copper disc of inches diameter and o*i thick was

on the axis and between the magnet poles as before (11485). The
pressure of the wire h against the edge of the disc at i was made
by applying the finger on it, which would of course somewhat

warm it. One direction of rotation gave for 10 revolutions 5°,

4°*5, 4°*5, 5°, 5°’
5, or an average of 4°*9. The other direction of

rotation gave the contrary deflection of 6°*5, 6°*
5, 6°*5, 6°*5, 6°

5,

giving an average of 6°*5. When the magnet was away, there was

a small deflection during rotation (and friction at the edge) but
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always the same way for both direction[s] of rotation and coin-

ciding with the increase and diminution of the former averages.

It was i°*5, 1°, i°*2, 1°, 1°, giving an average of i°*i4. The effect

of friction deduced by halving the difference of 6°*
5 and 4°*9

would be o°*8. The former is obtained close on the normal line

and the latter at the end of an arc of 5° or 6°, and therefore the

latter ought to appear less for the same amount of force.

1 1503. As the effect of friction is added on one side and sub-

tracted on the other, it creates no difference in the sum of the

deviations (only throwing the mean position on one or the other

side of Zero)
; so adding 4°-9 and 6°*5 and halving the sum gives

5°-7 as the deflection either on one side or the other, due to the

current produced by 10 revolutions of the copper disc. The former

results were 5*76, 6*15 (11489).

1 1504. Friction by pressure of the finger should be avoided

(11502).

1 1505. Iron (soft) disc (11500) of 2\ inches diameter and o*i of

inch thick. The magnet was not applied, the object being to

ascertain what degree of current different degrees of pressure, etc.

exerted in bringing the copper wire b against the edge would
produce. Found that a gentle spring pressure produced i°'0,

i°’5, i°'2 of deflection always in the same direction— the average

being i®*23. When the copper wire was pressed strongly by a

piece of wood, so that no warmth from the hand was com-
municated, then the deflection[s] (in the same direction) were 4°,

5°, 5°*2, or an average of 4^*73. When the pressure was given

with the warm finger strongly against the flat edge of the disc,

the deflections were 7°, 6"^, 7°*5— or an average of 6°*83. When
it was made with the warm finger strongly against the very edge

of the disc, so as to rub the copper only at one point, the deflec-

tion rose as high as 11°. Shewing how much it is exalted by
different circumstances, and what care should be taken to make
it the smallest necessary degree and always uniform in the cir-

cumstances.

11506. Now the wire b was terminated by a foot in length of

strong iron wire, to rub against the iron disc. All was left a while

to attain the same temperature. After a while, holding the iron

wire so as not to alter its temperature and applying it for the
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time of ten revolutions, but without revolution, to the edge of
the disc, it appeared to produce about o°*5 of deflection.

1 1507. Then gave io revolutions, the iron wire meantime pressing

on the edge by a gentle spring effort—quite enough to give con-

tact for any other current induced or otherwise excited. This

revolution scarcely added an3^hing to the effect. So that such

contact is good for an iron disc (11511).

11508. Ten revolutions during cold hard pressure with wood
(11505) gave a deflection in the opposite direction to that pro-

duced by the copper wire (11505): the results were 6°, 6°, 7°*
5,

or an average of 6°*5, which is much more than for the copper

wire and cold pressure (11505).

1 1509* Ten revolutions with hard warm finger pressure (11502)

gave 6°, 4°, 4°, 5°, or an average of 4°*75. I think the wood gave

a harder or at least a more cutting pressure than the finger; when
the actions were alternated, there was more roughness in the

friction under wood pressure.

1 1510. Warming the iron wire in the hand and then applying

it to the edge of the disc without revolution produced about

of deflection in the same direction as with friction.

11511. The 6est condition of friction (11507) of the cold iron

wire against the cold disc gave about 1° of deflection.

1 1512. Before obtaining the last results I had, by finger pressure

of copper wire against the iron disc and without the magnet, had

the following high number[s]—rubbing sometimes against the

flat edge and at other times at the angle: 9°, 7®, 8‘^*5, 7^, 7®, 7°,

6°*
8, 8°, 9°, the average being 7^-7,

1 1513. Now put the magnet in place (11485) and gave pressure

of finger. The deflection in one direction was 14°’
5, i4°*6, i4°’7j

average i4°’6. In the other direction the deflection was 3°*
5, 3°^

2°*
5, 3°, i°-5, average 2^-7. gives 8°*65 as the average

deflection of the current produced in the revolving iron disc.

1 1514. With a less but uncertain pressure at different times— the

following results were obtained. In one direction, 7°, 7^*6, 7°*
8,

aver. 7°* 5. In the other direction 6°*
5, 7°, 6°*5, 7°, average 6°’75.

gives 7^*125 as the induced current in the iron disc. Both

this number and the 8°*65 require correcting by more careful
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experiments. These results were obtained before those on the

preceeding page^, and I was not at the time fully aware of all the

precautions.

11515. Steel disc-not hardened, i\ inches diameter and o*i of

inch thick. Without the magnet and with pressure of finger

directly on the copper wire against the edge, the deflection at the

galvanometer was in the same direction as for iron, i.e. copper

wire on iron-but the reverse of that for copper wire on copper.

The amounts were 6*^, 6°, 6°‘4, 6°*3, 7° (rubbing at the edge)-

the average, 6°-34.

11516. Then with the magnet in place (11485) and disc midway

as near as might be, deflection in one direction was 14°, i4°*5,

i4°-3, average i4°‘3; in the other was 2°, 2°'5, 2*^, average 2*2.

gives 8*25 as the deflection by the current produced in

steel, which is a little less than that produced in iron, 8°*65 (i 1 5 14).

The effect of friction deduced by halving the difference of 14°’

3

and 2*2 is 6^*05, which is not very different to 6°*34 deduced

directly.

1 1517. To ascertain the effect of position of the steel plate, I

removed it from the middle to one side, near to but not touching

the inside of the magnet. Now the rotation in one direction

produced 20° and in the other 6®, giving a mean of 13° instead

of 8*25, and shewing how much more powerful the curves in it

were and how much position influenced a steel plate.

11518. Copper and Iron at once. The copper disc o*i thick was

placed on the axle, then a disc of paper and then the iron disc

of 0-2 in diameter. Without the magnet, the copper wire b applied

gently to the edge of the copper disc gave a mere trace of friction

effect at the galvanometer. Being applied in the same manner to

the edge of the iron disc, it gave i°’5 nearly of deflection to the

right.

115 19. Now adjusted the magnet in place (11485) so that the

discs were jointly midway between the poles and the iron there-

fore nearer to one side than the other. By applying wire b to

the edge of the copper gently, the effects were in one direction

6^*2, 6°, 6°'2, 6°‘2, 6°, 5°*8, 6®, 6°*2, 6°*2, giving an average of

* I.e. pars. 11506-9.
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6®* I. In the other direction the deflections were 7°, 7°, 6°*5,

6°*5, 7°, 7°, 6°-8, 6°, 6®-8, 6®-5, 6®-8, 6®*7, the average being 6®*76;

so the mean deflection of the copper associated with the iron

is 6®*43.

1 1520. The wire h being now applied to the edge of the iron disc

gave the deflection on one side 8®, 7°* 5, 8®*i, 7®* 5, 8°, 8®, 6®* 2,

6°*2, 8°, 8®, 7®*
5,

7®* 5— the average, 7°* 54. On the other side the

deflections were 5°-5, 6®*2, 6®*i, 5®*5, 6®, 5®-5, <S®-5, 7°*o, 6°*2, 6®»2,

the average being 6°-07—the mean of the two is 6*8 for the iron

associated with the copper. The high number[s] 8°, 8®, were when
the wire b was at the sharp edge of the disc.

1 1521. Iron therefore presents more intense actioh than the

Copper of the same size and in the same field; but considering the

effect and thickness of the iron, this ought to be so, for the iron

would cause lines of force to bend down upon and through it,

which when they came to the copper would pass up and out of
it, escaping it. By fastening a small needle | of inch long trans-

versely on a long thread and stretching the thread so that the

needle could be introduced between the poles and used to examine
the direction of the forces there, it shewed a short sharp deflection

of the lines of force into the iron at the edges of the disc— as
figured above* ; and so justified the conclusion—for that is the most
effective part of the moving disc.

1 1522. Motion in the plane of the lines has no tendency to pro-
duce a current. The copper disc was placed edge on to the end
of the bar magnet and in other positions, and then revolved, the

galvanometer wires being applied at the axis and edge nearest

the magnet as before. In position i there was no effect. In

positions 2 and 4, currents were produced in one direction—in

positions 3 and 5 currents in the other direction, with the same
revolution of the disc. This shews that in the plane of the line

of force there is no effect.

1 1523. So also when the disc was placed thust in the very strong

field of the horseshoe magnet, rotation produced no effect.

1 1524. When the disc was adjusted at the horse shoe magnet so
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as to be equally subject to both poles, and the wire I applied at

the edge over c so as to be equidistant from the two poles, then

there was no deflection. If applied at i, there was deflection one

way equal to 4° or 5°, and if applied at 2, deflection the other way
to the same amount. If the two wires were applied at i and 2,

there was a deflection of 8° or 9°-or sum of the two former- as

should of course be the case.
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1 1525. Thick wire Galvaiwmeter (11490). It must be better to

have a short thick wire for a Galvanometer with currents of feeble

intensity, and then other wires (thinner than it) can be carried

close up to it. So had a rough one made as in the following
figure*, with copper wire 0*2 of an inch in diameter. The needles

were a pair belonging to RhumkorPs^ Galvanometer and 1*85

inches in length— touched and adjusted so as to make a vibration

in one direction in 19 beats of my watch. The whole was covered
with a glass shade, being very rough in construction, and as yet

has no graduation. After finishing the ensuing experiments of
this date, a card circle of graduation was applied to it.

11526. The whole length of the thick wire AB was 19 feet

4 inches—the ends were soldered together.

1 1527. The horse shoe magnet (11484) was set upright upon the

table six feet from this galvanometer and the loop or continuation

of the thick wire passed once through between the poles and left

at the equator. This produced a deflection of above 90°. When
taken out again there was corresponding large deflection on the

other side. So the Galvanometer is abundantly sensible and far

surpasses that with many coils of thin wire for these currents of
low intensity, though here there were only two convolutions

equivalent to a figure of 3 (11706).

11528. As to quickness of the motion of the wire—when quickest

is best. Still, several different degrees of quickness, being all

pretty high, gave 135° or 140° of deflection; whilst a slow motion
gave only 4^° or 50°—and a very slow one still less.

1 1529. As to this difference, the reason before spoken of (i 1354)
is one, namely, that the current of low intensity is opposed by
the earth’s force more effectually than that of high intensity. But

^ Faraday’s spelling of Ruhmkorff.
* [11525]
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there is another, very sensible when the deflection exceeds 5°, 10°

or 15°, namely, that as the needle departs from parallelism with

the wire and currents, it is less affected by them though of the same

strength. If at right angles, it would not be affected at all. So

when the current is over before the needle has much departed

from its first position, the force on it is greatest and the swing

due to momentum shews the rest. All this will do for general

comparison of one degree with another, but not for measurement.

1 1530. Retarding effect of a contact or of a thin wire. Cut the

wire across, cleaned the ends well, placed them together by their

round sides, pressed them together and then passed the loop

between the poles. If the pressure at the joint was good, the

effect at the galvanometer was apparently as good as before, but

if it were weak or any dust or film of oxide there, then there was

less swing from the obstructed passage. When the two ends were

clipped hard in the holding screws, then the contact appeared to

be very good. But no doubt perfect continuity is best-next to

that soldering- then binding well with cleaned wire-then the

screw clips-and last pressure or holding.

1 153 1. Made a length of copper wire, ^ of inch in diameter and

28 inches long, a part of the circuit, binding it well on to the ends

of the thick wire. Passed the thick part of the loop through the

poles of the magnet, but now the quickest motion could not

produce a swing of more than 45°, so great was the obstruction

caused by this wire. Took it out and replaced it by 19*5 inches

ofother copper wire ^ ofan inch in diameter, and now the utmost

deflection was only 7^ or 8°, so great was the obstruction; and

by proof of the experiment so good and valuable the thicker wire.

1 1532. Restored the circuit until all thick wire 0-2 of inch

diameter, and left the loop in the bend of the magnet, i.e. at the

equator. When the galvanometer was at rest, the mere putting

on or removal of the keeper or submagnet caused a considerable

deflection, i.e. several degrees in the two opposite directions.

1 1533. As to the question of whether, when the magnetic poles

are brought near each other, there is more development ofexternal

magnetic influence, or only a more concentrated arrangement of

it, made the following experiments with this sensible galvano-

meter and the continuous thick wire circuit. The wire loop was
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fixed between the poles— its place is shewn in the section^—then
a cube of soft iron was occasionally placed as in the figure
and the effect of its presence observed. When the iron (being
away) was put into place, whether from above or below, it caused
a deflection of 3° or 4

°
in one direction, being the same whichever

way the iron was carried to the magnetic axis. When the iron
cube was removed, it caused an equal deflection in the opposite
direction. When the iron cube was carried into and out of its

place in one motion, then the sum of action was nothing— there
was no deflection (11537^, 11570).
1 1534. This effect cannot shew however whether the presence
ofthe iron increases the whole amount ofexternal force or whether
it only displaces it. So passed the wire across the magnetic axis,

well through all the curves, i.e. from a distance outside of a foot
through to the magnetic equator, the iron cube (11533) being
sometimes in the magnetic axis and sometimes away; but did not
perceive any sensible difference in the amount of action in the

one case or the other. So the amount of magnetic force in the
external lines of force appears to be unchanged.
1 1535. With the present position of the magnet and Galvano-
meter, the needle of the latter, when deflected by hand to a right

angle with its natural direction, took 19 beats of my watch to

pass when left in one direction, and this time it took for the four
or five following swings. Then brought the magnet to within
half the distance from the galvanometer and still the times were
as nearly as may be 19 beats, perhaps a little less—but for the

present I may consider the Galvanometer as undisturbed by the

nearness of the magnet.
11536. Removed ten feet of the wire, leaving between 9 and 10

feet connected at the ends by a screw (11530). Now when the

wire was passed between the poles across the magnetic field, the

needles revolved three or four times and shewed that a more
powerful current passed than before, because the resistance was
less by shortening the wire.

1 1537. As the resistance is directly as the length of the wire, it

would not be difficult to graduate the instrument as to the extent

of swing by taking wires which, by variation of length only,
* ? 11538.

[11533]
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should give resistances in regular degrees, and observing to what

extent the needles were thrown, upon the same evolution of cur-

rent or the same tendency to evolve current.

11538. Repeating the experiments with the cube of iron, the

results were as before (11533) effects but small.

1 1539. To compare the effect of this horse shoe magnet with the

former bar magnets (11322) used in the revolution experiments,

I made a loop in the thick wire the whole length ofwhich was now

about 16 feet, and putting the two bars (11322) with like ends

together, I passed them through the loop until the latter coincided

with the equator. The needle moved through 30°, shewing a very

good effect. The motion of the loop outside the bars or the bars

outside the loop did nothing. So that this galvanometer is better

for those expts. than the former-and in the case of one or many

wires, will tell what that could not (11385, etc.).

1 1540. I now repeated some of the disc experiments (i 1494, etc.)

with this galvanometer having thick copper wires up to the axis

and the edge of the disc. Found that ten revolutions could not

be permitted. Three revolutions were enough to deflect the needles

40° or more (11610).

1 154 1. Employed the three copper discs of ^ of an inch

in thickness (i 1494), but they appeared to give nearly all the same

result, about 40®. I could not perceive any clear difference.

Perhaps the side metal of the discs returns the extra current

generated in the extra thickness and so it will only be in very thin

wires that comparisons of this kind can be made (11615).

1 1542. The soft iron disc (11500) ^*0 thick, i\ inches diameter,

with soft pressure of copper wire at the edge, when between

the magnet poles gave for three revolutions less than any of the

copper discs. With increased pressure it could be made to give

as much or more in one direction of rotation, but then less in

the other. For without the magnet and with pressure and rota-

tion, it gave deflection in the increased direction (11616).

1 1543. The steel disc (11498) without the magnet, with a soft

pressure of the copper wire at the edge, very little deflection.

With a hard pressure, 20° or more.

1 1544. Then put up the magnet with soft pressure; deflection

not more than 10°; and when rotation reversed, about as much
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the other way. Then gave more pressure and the reverse rotation,

and the deflection about 10° only accordant with the rotation. Now
much pressure and direct rotation,^ and the needle swung to 90®

or more direct for the three revolutions. So here effect of friction

action high.

1 1545. Put on the 0*1 copper disc again. Without the magnet,

whether the pressure of the copper wire on the edge of the disc

was slight or considerable, there was no sensible evolution or

current at the Galvanometer. Then put up magnet, and found
that it wants a full pressure to get full effect of the current—

a

weak pressure lets some escape. ,

1 1546. Some other experiments with attention to pressure seemed

to bring iron up to copper, but steel apparently was not so high;

but the comparison is uncertain.

27 SEPTR.I

1 1 547. Have been preparing certain rings of covered wire con-

taining different lengths of wire of different thickness, made up
into rings of different diameter— for rotation in lines of force.

They are numbered and the following are the data for each:

No. Substance
Diamr.
of wire

Inches in

the ring
Spirals

Diameter
of ring

I copper •008 63 20 I’O Waxed outside

II copper •024 40 12 1*0 Do.
III iron *018 197 31 2*0 Do.
IV copper •032 49 10 1*5 Do.
V copper •038 120 19 2*0 Do.
VI copper •025 650 64 3.3 Covered with

silk ribbon

outside.

VII copper •040 300 26 3-6 Do.

29 SEPTR. 1851.

11548. The temporary thick wire Galvr. (11525) in use to-day.

The silk suspension is about 5 inches long and of one fibre.

2 turns of it sets the needles considerably this or that way,

* Here and at two other places in the MS. Faraday has written *‘Decr.’*,

evidently a slip for “Septr.**
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perhaps 6° or 7°. Shewing the little influence of the earth and

the great apparent effect of torsion.

1 1549. The ends of the Galvanometer wire dip into two cups of

mercury which connect with two other cups of mercury intended

to receive the ends of moving connexions: the four cups were

cut in one piece of wood. All the ends of the copper wires were

tinned for the mercury contact.

1 1550. Earth*s lines offorce. 7 feet of the copper wire 0-2 of

inch in diameter were bent into a rough ring and the ends in-

serted into the outer mercury cups (11549). A motion of the

upper part across the line of the dip through about 90° gave a

good deflection at the Galvanometer. Two inches each way in

harmony with the swing of the needle gave 30° or more of

deflection. So this kind of Galvanometer good for magneto

electric evolutions by the earth.

1 155 1 *. Prepared sets ofgood conductors, thus : a, b are two wires

of copper 0*2 of inch in diameter and 35 inches long, tinned at

both ends, c is a square rod of wood to which they are tied on

opposite sides. The ends c, b are bent down a little and are to dip

into the outer cups of the connecting piece (11549); the other

ends are to be soldered to rings and other matters to be subjected

to the magnet.

11552+. Lengths of copper and other wire, 10*5 inches each and

of different diameters, were tinned at each end, and then bent

into loops or rings thus, so that they might pass freely over one

pole of the horse shoe magnet (11484). They were then soldered

each to a pair of the conductors (i 1 5 5 1)+, so as to form like systems

except in the diameter and matter of the terminal loop. Contact

across at a was prevented either by opening the wire or putting

a piece of card between. Because of the closeness of the two con-

ducting wires all the way up to a, no motion of them in their

arranged position (11552) caused any effect at the galvanometer,

so the effect of the ring was had pure. On passing from a distance

of 12 inches above the magnet over the pole (i.e. one pole) to
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the equator, nearly all the curves or lines of force were intersected

once: a little motion at the equator or a good deal when 12 inches

off gave no sensible effect at the Galvanometer. The form of the

ring would of course make no difference.

1 1553. Several of these loops on conductors were prepared- all

alike in length but of the following diameters:

No. I copper 0*2 of inch in diameter

n » 0*11 „ )>

III » 0-0476 „ 5)
or

21

IV
5 ) » or ^ containing 4 wires side by side.

V „ 0*0125 » 'or
80 76 wires „ „

VI 06
})

or „ 2 wires „ „

11554. The loop No. I (of 0*2 diameter copper) being once

passed over one of the poles of the horse shoe magnet (11484),

was found to be far too powerful. So a smaller magnet, like it

in form and consisting only of five plates, was employed. It

weighed 8 lbs. nearly, and could easily sustain 21 lbs. at the keeper.

The thickness at the poles and the interval there was thus:

1 1555. With this smaller magnet, the loop No. I, passed once in

or out, sent the needle twice round: so here power enough.

1 1556. With the loop No. II (copper o- 1 1 in diameter and so little

more than a fourth of the substance of the former wire), there was

less action at the galvanometer-but I think more than one fourth,

for the needle swung once round. Still it passed the 180° and

went on to a full revolution and vibration.

1 1557. With loop No. Ill, copper 0*0476, sectional area
\
of

No. II or ^ of No. I, the needle went with the same degree of

motion as before, about 80° of swing to right or left of Zero.

Now this again I think is more than one fourth of the No. II

effect or ^ of No. I effect. This increased effect in proportion to

the thinness of the ring is doubtless due to the goodness of the

chief conductor remaining the same for all, and so giving better

proportionate conducting power for the thin loop current than

the thick one. Each loop ought to have had wire of its own

diameter to and about the needle to give proportionate effects.

11558. With loops No. II and III (11553) observed the effect

of quick and slow passages. Quick passages gave the largest

effect. Could be so slow as to give very little effect. Had at one

/,ty /.tf
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time a notion that the maximum effect was at a quick motion,

but not at the quickest; but believe that the quickest is as good

as any and that there is little difference amongst the quickest

that the hand can make.

1 1559. Loop No. IV used, being 4 wires of 0-0476 diameter and

copper. In mass therefore it is nearly as No. II or at least ap-

proaching it, 4 :
4*8. It gave a very good effect, just swinging

the needle once round as II did.

11560. In order to have an idea how much the lateral parts of

a disc of copper or lateral wires conducted back the current,

I turned one of the four wires back so that it should not pass over

the pole but*still be a conductor conjointly with the Galvanometer

wire. Now it only swung through 100° or 1 10° instead of to 180°

and going round, so much did the one wire bent back conduct;

and to prove that, this wire was cut across; then the remaining

three passed as before sent the needle round the whole circle.

11561. Loop No. VI, being 2 wires copper of 0*0476 diameter-

the deflection was about 12 points or 135° on side.

11562. Repeated the experiments with the presence of the iron

cube (11533) with the smaller horse shoe magnet and the thick

wire ring No. I of 0-2 diameter. The results were the same as

before. Putting the iron cube into its place when the ring was

across the magnetic axis produced an effect one way, and removing

it, an effect the other way. But when the wire loop was passed

across the field, there was not more power than if the cube was

away. A thinner loop gave the same result.

11563. Bismuth blocks were employed in the same manner, but

then no effect of any kind could be produced.

11564. When a loop is passed slowly upwards from the equator

or bottom of the magnet to a foot or so above it-or in the reverse

direction-it is very interesting to see how greatly the lines of

force are concentrated about the magnetic axis. And also how
the introduction of the iron cube increases this concentration very

much.

11565. In this way the moving wire gives a manifest and good

proof of the removal of the force from one region to another,

speaking of the different parts of the magnetic field, when only

air is there; and it is easy by arrangement to make the forces
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increase in one part and diminish in another and vice versa. Even

the change when the wire is stationary and the iron cube is put

into place or taken away (i 1533, 62) is a proof of this.

11566. If a smaller magnetic power be wanted with the same

arrangement and distances, it is easy to adjust it by putting the

keeper on the side of the magnet across from one arm to the other

and more or less near to the poles. The arrangement is very con-

venient if a stop be placed so as to bring the moving wire to a

stand always at the same place.

11567. When the keeper was thus on about half way down the

small horse shoe magnet (11554), the thick wire loop No. I of

0*2 diameter gave a deflection of 8 points or 92°. Wfien the loop

No. II of 0*11 diameter was used, the deflection was points

or 62°.

11568. To proceed to larger masses than any of the former and

in respect of which the conducting wires themselves were small

(11602), I procured two copper cylinders each 5*5 inches long,

one of which was 07 of an inch in diameter and the other only

0*2, so that the sectional area of the first was above 12 times that

of the second. These were soldered on to the ends of conducting

wires of the same thickness and length as before (11551), but'z:

opened out at the magnet end, so that when the cylinders passed

between the poles the parts of the conducting wires a, by would

intersect some of the lines of force. In sum, however, these

would be alike in both cases and but few compared to those

accumulated between the poles of the magnet. Using the thick

wire first, the magnet was reduced in power by the keeper (i 1 566)

until the deviation was about 7 points or 80°. After this, whether

the thick or the thin cylinder was used, the effect appeared to be

the same. Sometimes I thought it was even a little less with the

thick cylinder; and this may be, for when it passes, whilst the

one part is in the maximum place of action, there are other parts

in places of less action, which may return part of the current in

the manner of the outer wire before described (11560).

2 OCTR. 1851.

11569. The needles of the thick wire galvanometer swing in one

direction in 20 or 19 beats of my watch. A Magnet brought
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near to alter the position of the neutral line lessens the time of

tibration, by increasing the force, and so causes irregularity when
times are compared one to another. The cocoon fibre should also

be without torsion^ for if that is on, the needle can swing in one

direction more easily than the other, because the line of direction

of the earth’s force is then on one side of the position of the

needle; otherwise even small vibrations on each side ofthe position

of the needle are of different extent for the same amount of power

exerted.

1 1570. Repeated the expts. with the cube of iron and found them

to be as described (i 1533). The width of the cube made it difficult

to ascertain the minute action when it was in the field because

the two edges acted as two angles. To obtain very precise results,

the wire ought to be carefully placed and a wedge of iron or a

short cylinder be used.

1 1571. Loops (i 1 5 52) of different metals. Loops like those des-

cribed were prepared, each on its own like conducting rod. They
were of the following metals, all being of one diameter, 0*04 of

an inch, and the wire 10*5 inches long. The large horse shoe

magnet was used and no keeper (11484, 11566). Copper, Silver,

Zinc, Tin, Iron, Platina, Lead.

1 1572. Copper loop (0*04 diameter). The deflections were in all

cases observed both in passing in between the poles and in passing

out; but as my present graduation is a compass card, the points

(each equal to 11*25 degrees) were observed and not the degrees-

the results were as follows, expressed in the amount of deviation

swing.

11573.

Copper
Tout

tin

5-8

5*0

575
5*25

6*25

6*0
575 6

5-0 5-25

average 5*91

» 5*3
5-6 =63°

11574-

Silver
Tout 5*5 5-5 5*4 5'5

5*5 == 6i°-9
tin 5-6 5-5 5*4 5*5

11575-

Zinc
Tout 2-8 2-7 2-8 » 2-8

2-8 == 3 i"-5

lin 2-7 3-0 2-7
jj

2-8

11576.

Tin
/out 2-0 1-6 1*7

>5 1*77
1-7 == i9°-i

lin 1-5 1-7 1-7 » 1-63
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II577.

Iron
\

fout 1*75 1*8 1*4 1*5 average i*6i ^ -0
, 1*6 == i8

Un 1*9 1*6 1*4 1-5 » 1*6

11578.

Pladna
^

fout 2 1*9 1*6 1*7 1*6 * ^
1*5 « i6°*9

1*42 ' 'Un 1*25 1*25 1*5 1*5 1*6

I 1579.

Lead
\

fout 1*0 i*i i*i

1Un 0*9 1*2 i*i »

11580. Thus the power of evolving a current appears to vary

only with the conducting power of the metal and to have no
relation to its magnetic or diamagnetic condition.

11581. The loop V. (11553) was experimented with as above,

but wires were gradually cut away so as to reduce their number,
that the difference of effect with different masses might be observed.

The loop contained 76 wires of 0*0125 diameter and 10*5 inches

long.

The 76 wires swung the needle freely round.

66 „ weaker, but swung the needle round.

56 „ weaker, but round by 180°.

46 „ weaker—round in one direction; not in the other

(11569).

36 „ still weaker—but round on one side.

The 26 wires fin
\out

10 points

\

11 » /
average 10*5

16 wires fin 7 6-5 7 6*83

\out 7*25 7*75 7*5

12 wires fin
\out

5*25

6

5*5

6*25

5*25

6*25
»
yy

5*33

6 * 166

8 wires fin 4*5 4*5 4*1
yy 4*36

lout 4*5 4*7 4*5 yy 4*56

6 wires
3*5 3*2 3*2

yy 3.3

lout 3*4 3*5 3*4 yy 3*43

5 wires 3 3 3*1
yy 3*03

lout 3*1 3*1 3*1
yy 3*1

4 wires fin
lout

2*1

2*6

2*4

2’6

2*5

2*7
yy

yy

2*33

2*63

3 wires
Un 1*8 1*8 2*0

yy
1*86

\out 2*0 2*1 2*0
yy 2*03

2 wires
1*2 1*3 1*4

yy
1*3

lout 1*4 1*4 1*5
yy 1*43

I wire fin
lout

0*8

0*8

0*7

0*7 00

b
6

yy

yy

0*73

0*76

= 118°

7*i6 = 8o®*5

5*75 = 65°*i

4*46= 50°* I

3
*36 = 37°*8

3*o6=34°*4

2*48 = 27°*9

1*94= 21*8

1-36= 15-3

0-74= 8-32
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11582. Even by these rough experiments, the manner in which

the effect is progressive in increase with the addition of each wire

is well shewn, and the results with i, 2, 3, 4, etc. wires shew that

each wire would add to the effect its own full proportion, but

that the conducting circuit is not proportionately increased in

amount and therefore presents the first part of the series ofgradual

decrease ofwhich the other end is shewn in the case of thick wires

and copper cylinders (11568).

4 OCTR. 1851,

11583. Repeated the various experiments with the revolving bar

magnets and wires (i 1322, etc.) using the thick wire galvanometer

(11525) and thick copper wire communications of 0*2 of inch in

thickness up to the two contact rings on the axis of the apparatus

(11323). Copper wire of about 0*025 diameter was employed for

the loop, etc. in and about the Magnets. The thick wire com-

munications were together 13 feet in length. The contact and

completeness of circuit was tried well in every case.

11584. The magnet and loop revolved together for any length

of time gave no trace of an electric current (11324, 5).

11585. The wire moved over the magnet through 180° deflected

the needle one way: moved in the other direction, the deflection

of the needle was the other way. When the magnet was revolved

180°, the wire being still, the needle was also deflected. Reverse

currents were given for the magnet and for the wire when they

were revolved in the same direction (11338, 9, 42, 3).

11586. When the loop was altogether out of the magnet, and

whatever its shape, if it revolved with the magnet and the same

angular velocity-no current was produced (11331).

11587. The loop was now dissevered and the contact of the wires

made at the centre of the magnet and at the equator, so that the

equatorial disc or radius of the magnet was in the circuit. The

effects described above (11584, 5) were exactly the same (11348,

etc.).

1 1588. The wire contacts were now made at the pole and equator

of the magnet-the effects were the same (11365).

11589. Now put on the copper equatorial ring of the magnet

(11347), fixed a copper radius from the center to the ring, had
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an axial wire going up to and bearing at the center against the

radius, and the outer part of the loop in contact at the equatorial

ring. So that the axial wire, the outer wire and the radial wire

formed the circuit, but could move separately. The contact and

communication was good (11583).

1 1590. The revolution of the axial wire alone did nothing

(11367).

1 1 591. The axial wire still (or moving), but the magnet, radial

wire and outer wire revolving, did nothing (11368).

1 1592. The axial and the outer wire being still and the magnet

and radial wire revolving, there was current (11371). When the

radial wire was away and the body of the magnet used in its place,

the same conditions and motions gave the same current.

1 1593. So the results with this galvanometer are precisely the

same as with the fine wire Galvanometer of Rhumkorf.

1 1594. As to the velocity ofmotion, A slow motion gives a certain

amount of swing-a quicker gives more, as before (11350, etc.).

The needle can be held permanently deflected if the motion be

continuous, and it is more deflected as the motion is more rapid,

shewing in fact the effect of velocity of motion.

1 1595. Might perhaps find that a single, double, triple, etc.

velocity would supply a good method of graduating such a

galvanometer for proportionate forces.

11596. Ten revolutions of the bar magnets gave a swing deflec-

tion of 22°, but there was hardly time for ten revolutions well

within the swing, because this pair of needles swing more quickly

than those of the other galvanometer
( ).

1 1597. As to contact at the equator, found that for these low

currents it ought to be given by a fair and full pressure. When
that supplied, then five revolutions gave 20° or 22° of swing

deflection, and that again and again.

11598. Now returned to experiments with loops (11552), the

thick wire galvanometer and the horse shoe magnet, the latter

being the small magnet, reduced by the keeper until it supplied

a manageable power (i 15 54, 66); and wished to see what a thick

iron wire loop would do compared to copper. So had two as

before (i 1 5 52), the loop of one being copper wire and of the other

iron, both 0*2 of an inch diameter. The iron was however longer
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than the copper, perhaps
|
ofan inch, which should not have been,

as it would be against it in conduction of the results.

11599.

Copper loop /out 3-6 3*6 3*6 points average y6
0-2 tin 37 4*0 3*8 „ yiy

Iron loop /out 2*8 2*9 2-9 » j)
2*86

0*2 tin 3*25 3*25 3*0 » 3*i6

1 1600. The difference at going in and out appeared due to the

position of the needle in the convolutions, and perhaps a little

to some degree of torsion which was on the cocoon fibre, so that it

tended to i^nwind one way more easily than to wind up in the

other. The average is a good result.

1 1601. So the difference in copper and iron here nothing like so

great as with thin wires (11573, 7), and this agrees with the effect

of thickening the wires, for the copper looses in that respect

in relation to the conductors far more rapidly than iron. I suppose

that if the copper and the iron of the loop be still more thickened,

they will at last arrive nearly at equality, the conductors remaining

unchanged (11605).

11602. Arranged cylinders of copper and Iron and also bismuth

for this kind of comparison. The cylinders were 5*5 inches long

and 07 of an inch in diameter but could not now have the form

of loops. They were therefore as before (i 1 568), part of the copper

conductors forming the loop, but the metals to be compared

forming the whole of that which passed across the magnetic axis

and therefore across the chief amount of lines of force. No doubt

the expanded part of the conductors did a little, but that would

be the same for all.

11603.

Copper rin 3-6 yi yo yi 3-2 points average 3-24

cylinder\out 3-0 3*0 3*2 3*2 „ „ 3*10

= 38-32

11604.

Iron /in y6 y(, 3-5 3-5 3-3 yi „ yi
cylinderlout 3-3 3-0 3-2 3-2 3-1 3-2 „ 3*166

11605. So that, as was expected, the iron up to and equalled the

copper (11601). It even surpassed it, but this might be for the

same reason as that by which a smaller copper cylinder surpassed

a larger one (11568), namely lateral conduction.
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1 1606.

Bismuth /in 2*5 2*5 i*8 2*0 1*5 average 2*06 o

cylinder\out 1*5 2*25 2*4 2*3 i*8 „
2*05^*°^

This relation of bismuth to iron and copper consists with the

low conducting power of bismuth—if it could be compared as a

wire of 0*04 diameter (11571) it would probably come out as

almost nothing.

11607. This cylinder required great care in experiments with it.

Long after one would have thought that the heat of the soldering

had been equalized at the two ends, it presented (without the

magnet of course) thermo currents or currents of ^hat nature,

being in circuit with the Galvanometer; and these currents, being

feeble, were sometimes one way and sometimes the other—and
seemed to be produced irregularly from time to time by some
internal change, reminding one of the different periods of setting

and the evolution of heat in Rose’s experiments with fusible

metal. It requires much care to avoid and pass by all these in

the holding and handling the loop— the radiation from the hand
to one end of the cylinder is enough to give a deflection at the

Galvanometer.

1 1608*. Iron, tin, and lead, come near each other in the loop

experiments with thin wire (11571-80) and in conducting power,
so varied the experiment with them thus. Made the external part

of the loop of the thick copper wire of 0*2 diameter, but the three

inches which had to pass between the poles and across the dense

part of the magnetic field were of wires 0*04 diameter and of the

metals iron, tin and lead. Of course the effect of the whole loop

is a mixed effect, but the bad conducting power of 7*5 inches of

the thin wire is removed. The small horseshoe magnet, not reduced

in power by the keeper, was employed.

Tin
/in 3*4 3*4 3*4 average 3*4

\out 3*2 3*2 3*2 3*2

Iron
jin 3*6 3.3 3*0 3*2 3*2 » 3*26

lout 3-0 3*0 3.3 3*0 3*0 77 3*0(5

Lead |in 2*5 2*4 2*2
77 2*3(5

\out 2*0 2*2 2*3 77 2*i6

3.3 =.37°* I

3*1 - 34''*8

2*2(5= 25°*4

11609. The proportions with Iron, tin and lead are almost

identical with those obtained before (11576, 7, 9).

* [1 1608]
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1 1610. Now experimented with this thick wire galvanometer anc^

the Discs as before (11540), using the large horseshoe magnet,

and employed first the copper disc of 0*1 thickness and 2| inches

diameter.

Ii6ii. Two revolutions with a soft equable bearing of the thick

copper wire at the edge gave a deviation of 2 points or 22° on

either side, according to the revolution. Hard bearing on the

edge gave about 3 points or nearly 34°. The grooved edge disc

was more convenient and gave a better result than the flat edged

one.

1 1612. The*revolution one way or the other produces a difference,

because holding the wire as a pen and from above, one cannot

make the same character of bearing on the edge-it pulls upon

the hand by the friction in the one way and pushes against it in

the other. Further, must take great care to make contact in

exactly the same position each time, that the same radius may be

active, whether the revolution is one way or another.

11613. Two revolutions make about 2*5 points with fair pres-

sure=28®.

11614. With the magnet away, the friction of the copper con-

ductor against the copper disc sets the needle a little in one

direction, always the same whichever way the disc rotates, i.e.

direct.

11615. Disc ofcopper^ o*i thick and 2*5 inches diameter (11541).

direct 2-0 .-9 1-9 1-9 average 1-92
^ ^ ^1*9 r8 1*8 „ 1*77 ^ / v //reverse r6

1 1616. Disc ofIron, o*2 thick and 2*5 inches diameter (11619).

direct 2-5 3-2 3-4 3-4 average 3-12

reverse 0-3 0*3 o*o 0*4 „ 0*19
^ ^

-0*25

The effect of friction without the magnet was 1*4, r6, 1*5,

1*4= 1*47== i 6°*53. By subtracting the reverse from the direct

results and halving the result, we have 1*46= i6°*42,

almost exactly the same result. So iron fairly represented here.

11617. So Iron is not above copper in the magnetic field. Its

deficiency in conducting power is apparent, but being so short

in the part which make[s] the galvanometer conducting circuit

(only 1*25 inches), it rises up very nearly to copper. Here, as
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the conductors of copper do not move, they will generate no
current (11608) but act only as conductors.

1 1618. A tin disc^ o*i thick and 2*5 inches diameter. Without the

magnet, the friction of the copper conductor against the edge of
the disc gave a deflection the contrary of the former and accordant

with the reverse direction-hence the difference below. It was not

much, being for ten revolutions about half a point.

direct i*i i‘i

reverse i*6 1*5

1*1

1*55
1-325 =i4°-9

I could not obtain many reverse effects, for the metal being soft,

the disc would not hold on the axle screw.

11619. Two disc[s] of copper and iron on the axle’at once, the

copper one next the shoulder, which ensures good contact with

the axle, then a disc of paper to insulate and then the iron disc

screwed tight up. The iron disc was placed midway in the mag-
netic field—each was 0*2 thick and 2| diameter. The deflections

were as follows:

Copper
ireverse

Iron
(.reverse

3-0 3*0 Average 3*0

2-5 2-5

n 1*5 2-0 2*2 Average i*8

0*0 0-0 0*0 » 0*0

2-75=-3o°-9

0*9 = io®-i

Thinking the iron was affected by the copper or by not being in

contact with the copper shoulder on the screw, the copper disc

was removed and the iron disc put on alone— it then gave:

direct 1-5 1-5 i-8 rS average 1*65 .

reverse o*o 0*2 o*o „ 0'o6 f y f

This is just what it was with the copper but only half what the

iron gave before (11616), whereas the copper here is more than

before (11615), but it is also twice the thickness. Try again.

11620. Had a disc made of box wood, o-i thick and 2-5 inches in

diameter, with a copper center for the screw and connexion and

a copper rim, and these were connected by a copper wire, soldered,

of 0-05 in. thickness, to represent the action of a single radius.

Without the magnet this disc gave me the usual small effect of

copper friction at the edge. With the magnet (the large horse shoe)

and continuous rotation it gave a good effect. With two rotations,

for comparison with the former disc, it gave:

direct 1*5 i*6 i-6 1*5 Average 1-55 o

reverse 1*2 0*8 o*8 1*0 „ 0*95
'

FDV 29
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11621. So a disc with a single conducting radius gives 14® whilst

a full or solid disc of copper gives only 2o°*7 (11615). This shews

how very greatly the parts lateral to the chief radius must conduct

back again.

8 OCTR. 1851.

11622. Experimented with discs- the large horse shoe magnet

(11484) and the thick wire Galvanometer (i 1525) and connexions;

and first employed the copper discs of different thicknesses-being

all 2| inches in diameter.

11623. Copper disc 0*05 of inch thick- flat edge.

direct motion vi 2*0 2*0 2*1 average © o

reverse motion 17 17 r8 i*8 „ 175
'

11624. Copper disc o*i of inch thick-flat edge.

direct 3*2 3-0 3-0 3-0 average 3-05 o.g

reverse 2*0 2*0 i‘8 i*8 „ 1-9
'

11625. Have to take care of the center contact, that it is good

as to pressure and position.

11626. Copper disc 0*2 ofinch thick-^2X edge.

direct 3*0 3*0 2-8 27 27 Average 2*84 ,0

reverse 1*8 r8 17 r8 i*8 „
1*82^^^ ^

11627. So not better than the one of half the thickness-not quite

so good-but better than that of a quarter thickness.

11628. Iron disc of0-2 inch in thickness-flat edge.

direct 27 2-4 2*8 2*8 27 mean 2'6 ^ ^
o

reverse o*o —0*2 -o*i 0*0 -0*2 „ -o*i ^ ^

11629. Iron disc of0*05 inch in thickness-gioovtA edge.

direct 3-1 3-1 3-2 37 average 3* 175 0

reverse 07 -07 -07 -o*8 „ -0*475 ^ ^

11630. So here in iron—xht thick one is beyond and the maximum
effect as before in copper.

11631. The difference in direct and reverse is of course due to

the effect of friction- the Negative numbers in the reverse results

are when the effect of friction overcame that of Magneto electric

induction and so the needle went so far in the direct direction.

11632. Placed the two discs of iron and copper of 0*2 thick each

on the axle at once, with paper between and the iron disc next the
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shoulder on the axle— it also was placed mid distance between the

poles so that the copper disc was on one side in that respect. Then
observed the effect of the iron and copper discs in succession.

11633.

Iron rdirect 2*0 2*2 2*1 2*4 average 2-175
. _ o.

0-2 (reverse 0-3 o-o o*o -0*2 „ 0*025

Copper rdirect 2*3 2*1 2*0 i*8 i*8 average 2*0
. o _ o

0*2 (reverse 1*7 i*8 1*3 1*4 1*2 „ 1*48

Now this is below the same copper when alone (i 1626) and found
upon examination that the central bearing had slipped out of the

cavity and was only partially made. Corrected this and then

observed:

11634.

Copper 0*2

11635.

/direct
(reverse

2*4

1*7

2*4

2*0

2*4

1*9

average 2*4

„ 1*86

Iron (direct 2*2 2*0 2*1 „ 2*1

again 0*2 (reverse 0*0 — 0*2 0*0 „ — o*o6

11636. The proportions between copper and iron are nearly as

when those metals were observed separately (11626, 8) but the

neighbouring mass appears to have an influence in lowering the

amount (11643). Try this amongst coppers. It ought probably

to be so, as the currents formed in them return in the lateral parts

and so disturb the disposition of the magnetism and lines of force.

If the currents did not return in the neighbouring parts, then

probably no effect of this kind would be produced; and such is

the case with thin wires, or thicker wires carried across lines of

equal force.

11637. Probably this is the reason, in part or altogether, why a

thick disc sinks in effect below a thin one (11627).

11638. Bismuth disc 0*2 in thickness— will not do—has far too

much effect of friction, so as to send the needle out by swing

90° or more, and even by continued rotation holds it out 20°

or 30°.

11639. In order to observe the effect ofa copper edge put loosely

on a disc as a conductor, I have had a hoop made out of thin

copper foil just to fit the copper disc of0*2 thickness; and cleaning

it within and without well and the edge of the disc, I put it on,
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wedging it up by introducing other pieces of thin copper foil,

very clean. It gave the following results:

Direct ri ro ro
o*8i = q®'14

Reverse 07 07 0-5 „ 0*63
3 9 34

So the effect is reduced from 26°*
5
to 9^*34 through want of

contact. The result also probably partakes of the nature of that

with the wooden disc and copper radius.

11640. To repeat and further complete some results with the

revolving magnet, I arranged a cylindrical magnet so that I could

revolve it and make contact of the Galvanometer wires either at

the poles or at any part of its circumference, so as to compare

different parts of the magnet together. The results are over leaf^-

the degree of deflection was not observed, the direction of the

current only being required.

11641. When the wire a touched the equator and the other wire b

touched either pole, the current was in the same direction through

a and therefore always (with the same rotation) from the axis of

the magnet through its body to the equator. When the wire a,

instead of touching at the equator, touched any where else on the

round surface of the cylinder, the same result was obtained.

11642. When a disc of silver was fixed on the end of the magnet

so as to rotate with it, and the wire b applied to its center as the

axis and the wire a to its edge, the same direction of current was

obtained as when a touched the surface of the magnet itself at

the equator or elsewhere. So that the lines passing through the

silver disc and the magnet are by the experimental results the same

in direction and nature.

10 OCTR. 1851.

11643. As to the action of lateral revolving discs and matter. The

copper disc of 0’2 in. thickness was put up
( ), the central

bearing made good and the effect of 2 rotations examined-results

as follows:

direct revolution r8 i*8 r8 average r8 • . 0

reverse „ yi 3*i 3*0 / 3.06^*43 Po>nts= 27 *3

Then a paper disc and next the copper disc (flat edge) of o*i in.

thickness.

See pars. 11641, 42.
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Disc of 0‘2 examined again as to its action:

direct 1*8 i*8 i*6 i*8 average 1*75 c

reverse 2*6 2*6 2*4 2*5 „ 2*52 ^

So its power seems decreased by the neighbouring revolving
disc ( ).

Now took power of copper disc of o*i, it being in company
with the thicker disc:

direct 2 0 2-3 2*3 2-2 average 2*2

reverse 2*4 2-8 2*4 2*7 „ 2*575 ^

Then removed the thick disc and took observations with that

of o* I thickness alone
: ,

direct 2*1 2*2 2*0 average 2*1
.

^o.

reverse 2*6 2*7 2*6 ,, 2*63
^ 3 “ ^ 5

So the general conclusion is not supported here by the thin

disc (11636).

11644. Bismuth disc with the copper edge on (11639) for the

deflection direction. It gives when still a permanent deflection,

being a little warmer perhaps by handling than the copper axis,

but when it was thus stationary, i.e. the needle, the direct rotation

of the bismuth disc made the needle go east as the direct rotation

of copper had done before with the same position of the magnet.
The reverse revolution kept it stationary, the effect of the friction

and of the induced current being contrary and equal. So it appears

that the current is in the same direction for the rotation as in copper,
iron, etc., but is very small because of small conducting power.

11645. The thing was very tender in its action; for touching the

ring with a finger instantly gave a strong thermo current.

1 1646*. Surrounding media. The following arrangement was made
for experiments on Air, Water, Alcohol and Camphine. A deep
finger basin had the horseshoe magnet placed in as arranged. The
conductors with the copper wire loop of 0*04 thickness (11572)
were bent so that they could go into the finger basin, and when
raised and lowered, make the loop pass through a limited distance

of the magnetic field. A stop above and the bottom of the basin

formed the limit to the action. The basin, magnet, etc. was blocked
so that it could be removed and again restored to its place. The
loop being either raised or lowered gave a deflection the amounts

* [11646]
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of which either one way or the other from Zero are as below.

Glass basin empty and therefore air the medium.
1 1647. Air—contact at the ends ofthe loop, so card placed between

but not before. Camphine placed in the finger basin to fill it, so

that first.

11648. Camphine— i*6, i*6, i*6, 1*7, average i*66=i8°*6. The
camphine taken out— all cleaned—things restored as to position

and air the medium now.
11649. Air— 1-6^ 1*7, i‘5, 1*7, 1*7, average i'64=i8°-4. Water
poured in.

11650. Water— i*6, 1-5, i-6, i*6, 1*7, average i*6=i8°—
cleaned out for air.

11651. Air again, i*6, i-6, 1-7, i*6, i*6, i*6, average i*6i = i8°*i.

Alcohol in.

11652. Alcohol— 1‘7, 1*6, 1*6, i'5, i'6, 1*7, average i‘6i = i8°*i.

May well consider these results as all alike.

11653. Magnet rotation. The bar magnet with its complete

loop (11583) was rotated, using the thick wire galvanometer

(i 1 525), and as before with no evolution of any current. Then the

large horse shoe magnet was placed near one end of the magnet,

so as to change greatly the disposition of the force; but revolution

gave no effect as before. The horse shoe magnet was turned pole

for pole, but still no effect. It was at these times within i| inches

of the pole of the bar magnet. Shews how true the principles are

for all forms of the line of magnetic force.

[ii OCTR. 1851.]

11654*. Began some experiments with revolving rings as investi-

gating moving wires (11547). Certain of these rings have had

their description given before. The apparatus to carry them is

of the following Idnd. Two uprights on a wooden stand carry

a wooden axle, at one end of which is the handle, and the other

end projects and is shaped as in the figure, a ^ is a ring of copper

fixed on to the axle but separated into two halves by cuts, of

[11654]
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which one is seen in the horizontal position; and as two springs

of copper connected with sockets, to receive the ends of the

galvanometer wires, press against them on opposite sides, they

form a commutator which changes the direction of any current

at every half revolution,

11655. The ring No. IV (11547), containing 49 inches of copper

wire of 0*032 of an inch in thickness, disposed in 10 spirals of a

ring 1*5 inches in diameter, was tied on to the flat projecting part

of the axle and then its ends inserted in two notches in the wood
under the half cylinders of the commutator, so as to make com-

plete electric communication. Supposing such an |pparatus to

revolve; when the ring is horizontal the springs press against

the notches or slits separating the two halves of the commutator,

but as soon as motion has carried on the ring so as to make one

part higher than the other, then the commutator comes into play.

The motion of the upper parts of the spiral coincide[s] with that

of the lower to make a certain current pass through the whole

wire whilst lines of force are being intersected, and the action of

the commutator causes these always to pass in the same direction

to the Galvanometer. Hence accumulation of the effect.

11656. When this ring (11655) was revolved amongst the earth’s

lines of force, it sent the needle one way or the other according

to the direction of the revolution-but the effect was weak. Four

or five changes of rotation could swing the needle through 12°

or 14°. The wire however is but short and the journey small, for

the ring is only 1*5 inches in diameter.

11657. Put up the small horseshoe magnet so that its magnetic

axis in the field of action was at right angles to the axis of rotation

of the ring-in which case the revolving ring would intersect the

curves favourably. The magnet was 2 inches from the axis of the

ring and did not disturb the Galvanometer needle. On revolving

the ring, the Galvanometer was well affected and could be per-

manently deflected 8° or*9°. By alternation of rotation obtain a

large swing.

11658. When the magnet was advanced till about i inch from

the axis of rotation-the permanent deflection was 14° or 15°.

By four altemation[s] the swing of the needle was 90° or more.

So can by such an apparatus well examine the possible affections

of the lines.
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11659. The axis of revolution was now placed end on to the

magnet, also a favourable position. Had more effect than before,

for the helix can go better up to and a little between the poles even.

17 OCTR. 1851.

1 1660. Experimented with three loops (11598, 1 15 52) of copper

wire each containing 975 inches of wire and respectively of the

follwg. diameters: 0-05 -o* 1-0*2 of an inch, so that the masses

were as i
: 4 and 16. The small horseshoe magnet reduced by the

keeper was employed (11554, 66). The results were as follows:

Copper w^ire of 0*05 diameter.

In 1*3 1*25 1*4 1*4 1*5 1*5 points average 1*39
^

.0

out v6 1*3 1*5 1*4 1*5 1*4 „ „ 1-45
^’42 =" 10

1 1661. The next was Copper wire of o*i diameter.

In

out

3*8 3*8 3*5 4*1 4*0 4*0

40 3*9 4*0 4*1 4*2 4*1

average 3*86

» 4*05
3

*

93
= 44% (p. 2401)*.

11662. Then the copper wire of 0*2 in diameter.

In 5*0 475 5*25 5*25 5*25 Average 5*1 «

out 4*75 3 5*23 5*23 3*25 „ 5*1’

So here, though the masses were as i, 4 and 16, the swing de-

flections were only as 16°^ 44^*4) 57°*37> or as ro, 2*77, 3*58.

11663. ^ copper wire loop of 0*04 in. thickness, like the former

in length (rather longer), was experimented with by the whole

power of magnet and gave

In 1*73 1*73 2*0 1*73 r8 Average i*8i „ 0 „

out 1*75 2 1*8 1*8 1*9 „ 1*83

1 1664. Have had an apparatus made, described already in ( 1 1 6 54)

—have extended the part to receive the rings-fixed on to the arm

ring No. VI. (11547) containing 650 inches of copper wire 0*025

in. diameter in 64 spirals in a ring 3*3 inches diameter-and con-

nected it with the thick wire Galvanometer (11525). Revolved

it in the earth’s lines of force; it affected the needle but not much.

Less than I expected. Perhaps for this fine wire and such length,

the other Galvanometer would be better.

11665. Put on Ring V. (11547) in which 120 inches of copper

wire of 0*038 in. diameter-forming 19 spirals in a ring 2 inches

in diameter. This gave a much better effect than the last, because

the wire was thicker, the masses being as 14:6 nearly-the length

was not
I
of the former.

l.e. par. 11832.
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1 1666. Wanted to know how the lines of force were disposed

in and about magnets and Iron generally under certain circum-

stances of position, and for this purpose usedjim iron filings upon
paper over the magnets, sprinkling them evenly and tapping the

paper lightly.

1 1667*. First a simple magnet, being a large needle of about this^

size, well magnetized by a horseshoe magnet of power. It gave

beautiful curves having perfectly simplicity of form, but is to be

remarked that N or S lines issued not from the ends of the needle

but far down towards the middle. In order to distinguish the

ends of the lines, we may call those at N,N issues or ends or nodes

;

and the middle part c the equatorial center or ventrum.

1 1668. When the needle was broken into two parts, each part

by itself acted well as above (11667). When it was put together

again, it was no more as one magnet but thus+; there being four

consecutive poles and consequently two equatorial ventrums, or

rather three, but the middle one at the junction very short and

compressed and the direction of the curves outside of the magnet

the contrary of that of the parts outside to the right and left.

11669. Now indeed it appears that certain of those curves which

before were entirely within the body of the magnet are expelled

into the air, because of the sudden diminution of conducting con-

dition at that spot by rupture and want of continuity, and that

of those which thus come out through the sides of the magnet,

part returns and is discharged at the nearest pole and part goes on

and dips into the further half. So that the bundle of lines of force

are divided generally thust into three parts-a part which goes

down the middle of the magnet, right across from one to the

* Reduced to \ scale.
4

* [11667] t [11668]
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other at the break, out at the poles, the circuit being completed
in space above as in the unbroken magnet; a second part which
issues out at the break, but goes on and dips in again and goes
out towards the poles on each side or end, to be completed in
the space above but within the region of the former lines; and
a third part which, issuing at the break, forms (by returning) two
systems. These are the external lines of force which belong to
each half needle acting as an independant magnet. The two others
are the external (chief) lines of the two halves of the needle
acting as a whole magnet. But the first part or portion is the
only one whose lines are confined within the dimension of the
magnet in the whole of its course.
11670. All the lines of force within the magnet are only so at

the equatorial centers or ventrums 1,1; as in a perfect magnet
they are within it only at the equatorial part. Of the other parts,

some of those which go into the space around at the pole are
also in the space around at the junction, where of course they
have an opposite direction. Consequently somewhere between
2 and 3 there must be a neutral place or a place where no magnetic
force is exerted, at all events as regards direction (11672, 7).

11671. When the two halves of the needle were opened out thus*,
the middle air portion of the curves was well developed. But
though the filing lines were more developed there, it is certain

that less power passed across or on them than before, and less

and less as the space was increased. At the same time, more
returned back from the inner end of each half to the outer end,
i.e. the third portions (11669) increased continually. And they
would do so until at last they would become the independant
systems of the two completely separated halves, which then would
exist as two magnet[s], each having its own equator or maximum
place of inner curves which would contain just as much force
as the original equator, provided the magnet could be broken
without a letting down of the state within.
11672. Then the neutral place (11670, 7) would be at an infinite

distance.

11673. The two halves of the needle were carried through a
series of successive positions, so as to make them represent the
horse shoe and compound cases; the positions were theset in the

[11671]

t [11673]
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first instances. Now when in a line, with unlike poles together

so as to make one long magnet- the curves have been noted.

When placed at right angles, of course unlike poles together, then

the curves were generally as represented. It is easy to see how
this disposition arises and is developed from the former

( )

and how some of the curves of the third portion are now removed

into the second, going across the air both at the poles in contact

and at those which are now 90° instead of 180° apart.

11674. The two halves were now brought together, as if one

had made a further movement of 90°, so that they laid side by side

with like poles together. In this case the course of the lines of

force between the magnets were lost sight of and only those

depicted remained for the filings to shew. It is easy to see how
they arise from the former disposition, but the system is now
weak and it must be remembered that by far the greater number

of lines of force are passing directly across from magnet to magnet

and are not sensible here without close inspection.

11675. To make these visible the little magnets were opened out

slightly and then the lines were thus-in which it may be seen

how, as the magnets are placed wider apart, the equatorial ventrum

of each small magnet begins to appear as the lines of force of

each magnet tend to go back from one pole to the other, rather

than across the intervening space to the opposite pole of the op-

posed magnet. When the space was further increased, then the

distribution of the lines was thus*; and when it was still further

increased, it was as in the left hand figurest. All these cases are

easily referable one to the other and flow as a very natural con-

sequence from the nature and character of the lines of force.

11676. In the last case for instance, the lines through the magnet

and outside generally as represented. Some pass through both

magnets, while some turn short round and do not; and the

maximum internal effect is resident within the equator of either

magnet.

11677. The neutral region (11670, 2) is here very distinct and it

is easy to see that a particle of iron placed there will not he attracted

or point. Must trace this to the neutral place in (11670). That

* [11675] ^ [11675]
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can hardly be at an infinite distance or even at a distance where

the forces are insensible.

11678, When two bar magnets each a foot in length were placed

in like positions to those described, with contrary pole[s] together

or in relation to each other, they gave the same results.

11679*. The two small needle magnets ( ) were now placed

in a line with like poles near each other. The systems of curves

or lines of force had the expected and well known disposition,

being compressed at the place of contact and limited each for

itself by a plane there at right angles to the line of the magnets.

When opened out a little, the disposition was in principle the

same, and it is easy to see how by great removal apart the two

magnets acquire their fully developed systems in their ordinary

form.

1 1680 1. When these were placed at right angles, then the lines

within the angle were compressed together and those from the

outer or S poles began to be thrown out; and when the moving

part was carried through 90® more, so as to lay the magnets side

by side, the inner lines of force disappeared between the magnets

by a very natural transition, and the two magnets acted as one.

A section through both would of course give twice the number

of lines of force as a section through one, and if each magnet were

to retain its full power under all these alterations, such a dis-

position would give double external power as indicated by lines

of force than if the two magnet[s] had been placed end to end.

Must consider this in the case of magnetization by helices, etc. etc.

1 1681. When the two magnets, being together and parallel, were

opened a little thus, then the forms of the lines were as shewn,

the aerial expansions at the equators appearing between; and it is

evident how by further removal the two systems would gradually

resume their perfect form.

11682. It is exceedingly beautiful to see in all these arrangements

how beautifully the lines of force represent the disposition of the

magnetic power.

11683. Considering Air, Iron and all things external to the magnet

as mere conductors of the magnetic lines of force, I observed the

* [11679] t [11680]
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curves by filings over one of the small needle magnets when

sustained on wood and also again when lying on a mass of soft

unmagnetic iron. The form of the curves as shewn by the filings

was just as good in the one case as the other, but the quantity

ofpower or force which gave the form was very much diminished

in the latter case; and though it was manifest by the disappearance

of much power from the air that the iron was a far better con-

ductor than it, still a good deal of power remained to be trans-

ferred through the air (11960, i, 2, 3, 4).

11684. the power is definite and does not change in its amount

though it does in its disposition in the two, it seems to me im-

possible to make a distinction between it in the iron and in the air,

except as to amount. The polarity of the lines of force is the same

in both cases and the iron has no more power of retaining them

than the air, or water, or wood or other matter.

11685*. Again, placed a piece of soft iron opposite the pole of a

bar magnet a foot long, an inch broad and 0*4 thick (the figure

is to a scale of about one half^); and then placing paper over the

bar and magnet, sprinkled fine filings on and observed the lines

depicted. It was beautiful to see how they flowed into the iron

at the end near the magnet and how they flowed out again at the

further part from a comparatively much larger surface-and also

to see the concavity of the lines outside the iron near the equatorial

part of it, shewing the double curvature-and the beautiful

character of the streams of force into the air or space from the

further part.

1 1686+. Again. Several short thick pieces of soft iron, being

parallelepipeds, were adjusted before a magnet, air intervening,

and here the entry and exit of the lines of force at the diiferent

cubes or pieces was very beautiful, giving a fine display of the

I Further reduced to
4

* [11685] t [11686]
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disposition of the power. The filings tended to leave the faces

over the iron and go to the parts over the air intervals, shewing

the greater manifestation of power or stronger intensity of the

lines were passing through worse conductors than where they had

dipped into the iron and were there carried on. The side undula-

tions too shewed this disappearance and reappearance of the lines

offorce at the sides of the iron, and this was shewn again by raising

the paper supporting the ^Wngsfrom the iron faces. For whereas

the filings, when close to the iron, did not depict lines of force

but just went as the agitation favoured their movement to the

parts over the air, i.e. from weaker to stronger places of action;

when the paper was raised, then the forms of the curves reap-

peared over the iron, first at the edges and, as the paper was more
raised, at the middle part, and with beautiful delicate indicating

curvatures respecting the equatorial part of each piece of soft

iron.

11687. The manner in which the iron robs the space around its

equatorial part is very striking, and I have no doubt that a little

needle close to the iron at either the top or bottom or side faces

as regards the axial direction, would be indifferent to the lines

of force flowing all about it (11960, i, 2, 3, 4).

1 1688. So an ordinary magnetic needle placed on a large block

of iron is altered in its relation to the earth, and I have no doubt

that a dipping needle having a block of iron placed parallel to

it— or being inside a thick tube of iron—would be taken out of

the earth’s action considerably and indifferent to it.

12 NOVR. 1851.

11689. A piece of hard steel in the place of the long soft iron

(11685) acted very slightly in the same way that it did—but not

to be compared in amount of effect. It also attracts either end

of a magnetic needle as iron does. One would like to obtain a

piece of steel so hard that it should refuse induction and be as air,

if not brought in contact. The case occurs almost with a bar of

hard steel, a very small magnetic needle and the earth’s lines of

force.

11690. Worked with the 12 inches bar magnets and the six inch

bar magnets for the curves on paper by filings and for the neutral
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point (11670, 2, 7). The 12 inch bars are too long. The six inch

bars will do well for length, but require magnetizing by the

electromagnet. At present they are very irregular, and the filings

shew it well when the two are opposed thus. The place of the

neutral point is very well obtained with them ( ).

11691. Filings, The finer they are the better for the production

of neat lines by little use of extraneous matter.

11692. Floating on water will not do— they cling together.

11693. The lines obtained on a sheet of glass over the magnets
are very good with large magnets, but hardly do with small needle

magnets because of the thickness of the glass. Else the curves

are very regular, because the glass does not cockle.

11694. Silvered or Gilt paper does well, the filing[s] slipping

into place very easily. Useful in the investigation of neutral

places, etc. where the power is small.

11695. Now proceeded to fix the curves as depicted by the fine

iron filings, and succeeded in several ways. Thus, the half needle

magnet was placed between the edges of two cards so as to make
a flat surface, then a piece of cartridge paper, flat, laid over it;

sprinkled over with fine iron filings, and the paper tapped with

a splinter of wood here and there until the filings were well

arranged. Then a similar piece of cartridge paper was brushed

over with moderately thick gum water and a camel hair brush—
laying the fluid evenly—and wafted through the air a few times,

which breaks the air bubbles produced by the brushing. After

this it was carefully laid on to the paper sustaining the filings—

a

cushion of 16 or more folds of filtering paper placed over it—

a

thick flat plate of glass on that, and then pressure given by the

hand or a 56 lb. weight for half a minute or more. On being

taken up, all the filings in their proper places were attached to

the gummed paper and when that was dried were fast attached

to it. No. I on the next page [Plate I] is the very specimen and

the first made.

11696. Then tried to print off the curves, and therefore in place

ofgumming the second paper, it was washed over with a solution

of yellow ferro prussiate of potassa and pressed on as before. It

took up the filings and they were allowed to remain on until dry;

but being then brushed off, the traces left behind were scarcely

visible and I have destroyed the result as useless.
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11697. brushing over the second paper with a moderately

dilute solution of the red ferro prussiate of potassa, and applying

it in the same way, the final result was a very excellent delineation

in Prussian blue of the position of the filings and the curves. The
results will do perfectly well as drawings to go with the paper and

to the artist. Nos. 2^ and 3^ are the two first specimens so produced.

11698. No. 41 is a similar preparation but the filings were

sprinkled on a plate of glass laid over the magnet, instead of being

sprinkled on paper.

11699. Also employed gum water and the red ferro prussiate

mixed, so as to retain the design in filings as long as it would
wear and leave a design in Prussian blue afterwards. No. 5

is

an illustration [Plate I], and shews how finely the lines may be

traced with fine filings.

13 NOVR. 1851.

1 1 700. Rubbed the filings in a mortar and sifted out the fine

particles. But it being principally oxide dust, though it forms

curves, they are not so beautiful as those with clean small filings

-

nor so well taken up by the gummed paper.

1 1701. With large displays, the size of this leaf^ for instance, it

is best to lift the paper carefully up from the magnet, to lay it

on a flat surface, and when the Gummed or test paper is put over

it, to put on 6 or 8 thicknesses of filtering paper and, holding all

tight, to rub it down on the filings. With care they may be well

taken up this way. But pressure is better for small printings or

designs, only the sustaining surface should be flat and equal.

1 1702. When a thin plate of steel, very hard, is magnetized and

then broken down into short length[s], the short wide magnets

are very interesting. For instance, a short one such as figured

will give curves extending to twice or thrice its own length all

the way round.

1 1703. Had a long steel wire 15 inches long and not above 0*05

of an inch in diameter. It is difficult to magnetize it, though soft,

as one magnet, consecutive poles starting into existence
;
but did

so at last by our helix (large one). Then took its picture as to

^ Not reproduced.
* Foolscap size.
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curves. Broke it in half and did so again, and I think the two
halves put together with like poles in the same direction was
stronger than the one whole length. Broke each piece in half

again and put the four with like poles together in one bundle.

This short and thicker magnet was stronger than the one long

one as to throwing out curves.

15 NOVR. 1851.

1 1704. Ascertained with two short thick magnets the curves and the

neutral place [Plate I, two figures], with a view to test the directions

of motion ofa piece of soft iron when placed at the neutral place and
on different sides of it. Selected the case given in the upper figure,

and having fixed the two magnets in position on a card, arranged

a delicate torsion balance and at the end of the lever a small piece

of soft unmagnetized iron about this size ( - ), so that it

should lie in the plane of the magnets when these were brought

near. Now when the balance and the magnets were so arranged

that the soft iron was in the position - at the neutral place, and

therefore as a tangent or chord to the curves crossing the line a

being also restricted so that it could move to and fro only along

the line a then when between the neutral place -t- and b it was
attracted by the magnets, and more and more powerfully as it

was nearer to them; but I could not make out that when outside +

,

it was repelled, as was expected, where the curves make a double

dip there. At times it seemed to be so, but the power if any was

so very small that the currents of air in the covered box of the

torsion balance were still strong enough to entirely hide them,

and yet they were but weak. So there can be only very little

power, if any.

1 1705. Upon consideration, I think that the action of four points

assumed in the ends of the two magnets would give the same

results as the lines ofmagnetic force, both modes of representation

agreeing here ( ).
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11706. Have received from Newman my new square thick wire

Galvanometer; have magnetised the needles and put them into

place. It answers exceedingly well and is much more powerful

for abundant low currents than the former. It also does much
better for chemical action than I expected, for pieces of Zinc and
platina at the mouth deflect it 45° or more. The coil wire is square,

0*2 of inch thick—copper—and forms two convolutions round
each needle, the needles hanging between the two, so that it has

twice the convolution of the former Galvanometer (11490, 525).

1 1707. The copper is a little magnetic, so that the needle cannot

stand at zero or equidistant between the two coils. I believe this

is due to some superficial iron or dirt, and must go over the

surface with sand paper.

11708. The different contacts are now the difficulty. Those at

the galvanometer I make by cups of mercury. Those of the

rectangles with the commutator plates I think I shall make by
soldering. Those between the rubbing parts of the commutator
are the most difficult to adjust so as to make them sufficient,

constant and free.

18 NOVR. 1851.

1 1709. Working with the New Galvanometer (i 1706), loops and
the bar magnets, in respect of the amount of lines of force asso-

ciated with each magnet individually, and also the manner in

which they are affected when the magnets are associated with each

other in various ways. The Galvanometer was placed on the table

and its needle freed from local action in part by a small bar magnet

placed in a right position. It then made one swing either way in

20 beats of my watch.

1 1710. The loop used was of the kind before described (11552),

with thick wire for three feet nearly; the ends of this loop dip

into two cups of mercury, into which also dip the ends of the

Galvanometer coil.

1 171 1 . The Magnets used were the two twelve inch bars offormer

experiments (11322) now marked A and B. One of these was
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set up on end so that the loop could pass over the pole to the

equator, and a block prevented it from proceeding farther. Thus
the loop took all the curves or lines of force of the magnet once
(i.e. very nearly all and allways the same proportion). When this

magnet was in place, it affected the Galvanometer needle, being
in fact too near to it. A foot bar magnet may well do so. It

tended, when with the N end upwds., [to make] the time and the

extent of the swing of the needles longer. Also as it was placed

East or West of the line joining it and the magnet, it tended to

set the Zero of the indicating end East or West of the mean zero.

When known, this could be allowed for, but it will be better

to work farther off. All loose surrounding magnets ought to be
cleared away and iron and magnetic things left stationary during

experiments.

11712^. The loop employed to-day was of this form. The wire

of the double loop was o*o6 of an inch thick and 13 inches in

length. The loops or apertures were each about 2 x i| inches, so

that they could pass over two poles or bars at once, or over one
only, the same length of wire remaining in the conductor in both

cases. Of course the wire did not touch at the crossing, but was
insulated every where.

1 1713. The bar magnet A being set up on end and all ready, the

loop was passed over and the deflection swing observed. When
the needle was at Zero or quiescent, the loop was passed off and
the swing again observed; and the results are set down below.

Bar A. On 50° 50°

Off 29° 29°

51® 50° 57° 55*=^

30° 32° 32° 32°
55° average 5 2°* 57
32^ „ 3o°-85

inean4i°-7i

1 1714. In this first experiment, it is to be understood that the

side magnet was so near as to affect me [.^ the] magnetic needles

much more when they were deflected in one direction than when
in the other; and hence it is that the passing of the loop over the

pole and the passing of it off or away, seem to have different

degrees of strength in producing an electric current. Electric

currents of contrary directions and exactly equal in strength are

really produced, and this is shewn by quickly passing the loop

over and off again, when the needles are left stationary and
counterbalanced in action.

1 1715. The difference after the fourth observations was due to

[11712]
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the removal of some distant side magnets. All should be clearly-

arranged before hand and then left undisturbed.

11716, Now the bar B was employed with the N end upwards

(n7i3)'

On 33° 29° 31° 29° 29° 33°

Off 20° 20° 20° 20° 19° 20°

Average 30-66

„ 1 8- 1 6 [«c]
mean 24°*4i

1 1717. Bar B with S end upwards.

On 18° 19® Average i8°*5

Off 21° 22° „ 2i°-5
mean 10°

11718. Bar A with S end upwards.

On 26° 26° average 26°

Off 31“ 29° „ 30”
mean 28°

1 1719. Bar A with N end up.

On 50° 49° average 49-5

Off 27" 27° „ 27
mean 38°*25

1 1720. In the foregoing experiments, it is not to be supposed that

the bars differ thus much from themselves as the N or the S end

is uppermost. The fact is that the needles are affected by the bars

when in these positions, and that with the N end upwds. they are

more astatic and so more delicate and swing farther than when

the S end is upwds. The bars and the Galvanometer must be

separated to a greater extent (i 1733, 8).

1 1721. The two bars appear to differ in strength, and that I

believe to be a real difference.

1 1722. Now arranged to work with two poles or extremities at

once or with one only as before. Two bars might be set up so

that the loops might pass over both at once, or the outer or

further bend over one only. Thus the two bar magnets A and B

were put up, touching by contrary poles below but open above,

and then the double loop was passed over the poles to the equator

as in the figure. The results were:

average 83 -66 .00
Jo 80 -83

„ 78 -00

On 83" 84° 84°

Off 76° 79° 79°

Shewing generally the power of two poles or the use of both

ends of the magnet, over one pole or half the magnet.

1 1723. Adjusted bar A and a soft iron bar of equal size together,

and now the results were:

On 68

Off 65

69 71

65 65

average 69°-3

„ 65-0
mean 67°*

1

5
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So that a bar of soft iron does not equal the bar B when used in

its place.

1 1724. Wished to see how the lines of force about one pole or

end of a magnet were affected in strength or quantity by associa-

tion with other magnets or bars of iron. So employed the outer

loop to pass over the pole and again used the Bar A with the

N end upwards, thus:

On 30 27 25 30 30

Off 44 44 46 41 41

average 28'’*4

» 43°4
mean 35°*9

1 1725. Associated the bar A with the 12 inch bar of soft iron

thus, so as to cause great disturbance in the arrangement of the

external power, and pass very much of it through the soft iron

bar which before went through the air. Then

On 35 35 36

Off 47 47 48

average 35*53

„ 47'33
mean 4i°*43

So the bar A throws out much more external power now than

before. Probably because external system improved and internal

condition of restraint partially removed.

11726. Associated bar A with the bar B, opposite poles being in

relation, thus. Then

On 40 38

Off 49 48

38

48

average 38*66

» 48’33
mean 43^*5

So that bar B is even better than the bar of soft iron in developing

the outer (and inner) system of bar A.

1 1727. Still it is abundantly manifest that the power of B is not

added on to the lines of force between it and A; for with A alone

or in air, it is 35*9 or 36° nearly, and with A+ B it is only 43^*5.

11728. If A and B were very hard^ thin magnets-there would be

probably much less difference than this.

1 1729. Now arranged the collateral bar B thus, that its power

might be more simply added on to that of A.

On 3^ 31° 32° 33°

Off 34 34 37 35

34
°

37

33
°

37

Average 32*33

» 35*66
mean 34°

So is even less than with A alone (11724), but this I believe is

because when B is there, the power of the N end ofA is taken off

from the galvanometer needles.

-4^

A
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11730. Took away bar B, so as to restore A to its former isolated

condition (11724).

On 33 35

Off 39 42

33

44

average 33*66

„ 41*66
mean }f’66

The power ofA appears to have been raised by association with

the bar B, and the result is a very natural one and well brought

out by this apparatus, even in these first rough experiments-now
,

it is 37°'66, before it was 35°*9.

1
173 1. Replaced bar B, but with the like pole near the N pole

of A, which of course as respects action on the galvanometer

would much increase the power exerted by the single bar A and

so make its indications more large. The results were

On 37° 38° 35°

Off 47° 44° 47°

36°

46°

average 36^*5

„ 46°
mean4i°'25 (11734)

1 1732. So when pole N of bar A was alone in use the effect

was 37°*66. When associated with the contrary pole of bar B,

the effect was 34’00. When associated with same pole of bar B,

the effect was 41*2.

11733. No doubt the power is the same nearly in all the cases.

If any thing, it should be less with the same pole than with the

contrary. The reverse effect which appears is, I doubt not, due

to the variation in the delicacy of the instrument. The use of

longer conductors will take that effect away.

1
1 734. In order to compensate this effect in a certain degree, the

bar B was placed thus, so that its S end, being brought forward,

might counteract the effect of the N ends on the needles. The

needle was now less sensitive and the effects:

On 34 33

Off 40 37 38

30

37

Average 32°*25

„ 38^*00
mean 35°’i2

Before (11731) with like poles near each other-it was 4i°*25.

1
1 735. Placed the bar B with its contrary pole near the N of

bar A, which would tend to increase the sensibility of the needles.

The effects were:

On 40 40 41

Off 48 47 43

Before, it was
3
5°' 12.

38

46

38

46

Average 39°*4

» 46°*o
mean 42°*7
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11736. So when alone= 37*66

n|—

=

4i'’-2i and

So the change of position of bar B just inverts the order of things

-and the mean of N, N is 38°*i8, and that of N, S 38*35, and the

mean of the two 38°*26. So that it is evident the power of the N
end ofA was very little altered if at all by the vicinity of the same

or the contrary pole of bar B.

1 1737. The bar of soft iron was associated thus with bar A.

On 35 35 33 Average 34*3 0

Off 39 40 4^ „ 40-3“ ” 5 ’

which is nearly the average of the former observations, only a

little less. The iron bar drawing on to itself the power of the

N pole of bar A, removed it from the needles and made them

less sensible.

11738. Took away the iron bar, and the effect on the place of

the needles and their delicacy was seen at once. Obtained results

with the har A alone.

On 30 28 31 29 30 Average 29;-6 .

OfF 39 43 44 43 40 „ 41-8
'

1 1739. Associated bar B with the bottom of bar A.

On 35 35 Average 35

Off 44 44 » 44
^

The power of the N pole of bar A on the needles was probably

increased by this arrangement.

1 1740. Thinking the equator of bar A might be lowered by this

arrangement, I carried the loop a little further down, i.e. about

an inch below the middle.

On 37 37 average 37“ jo.

Off 38 41 „ 39-5
^ ’

The result is less : and when I made the journey still further down,

the result was still less. The middle part or equator is the place

to stop at.

FDVI
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1 1741. I now placed the two bars A, B, together with unlike poles

in contact, and passed the loop over both.

On 2° 2°
0

Off 2° 2°

So we see here how thoroughly the power of one is carried into

and round by the other.

1 1742. Placed them with like poles together^ to represent one

double magnet.

On 38 40 38 39

Off 42 45 42 45

average 36°'25 [jic]

mean 39°'87

So the two together only shewed
3
9°*

87, and nearly one half of

the power of each must have been crushed or compelled inwds.

or carried off by the other, since it did not appear externally.

1 1743. The bar A alone gave

On 33

Off 34

32

33

average 32*5

» 33*5

mean 33°,

after the above experiment, proving that the magnets were not

discharged, but opposed and for the time were subject internally

to each other. This shews how collateral bars may add little or

nothing to a magnet-and also affords a line illustration of the

inner and outer disposition of force.

1 1744. I must have very hard thin steel magnets-plates or wires.

1
1 745. The joint observations to right and left by the contrary

currents are very valuable, since if there be a displacement of the

needle place or Zero, it then tells in contrary directions on the

two sides and is compensated for.

19 NOVR. 1851.

11746. Four steel bars, 12 inches long, i inch broad and 0-05 of

an inch thick, have been made very hard-and then magnetized

by the long bar magnets (11762). They are now marked C, D, E

and F.

11747. Another loop has been prepared. The loop itself is 2*3 x i *6

inches and is of copper wire o-i of an inch thick and
7^

inches in

length of wire (1175 5).

11748. The Galvanometer with thick wire has been arranged in
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my room with new conductors of copper wire 0*2 of an inch in

diameter. The length of these including the thick wire of the loop

arms is 18 feet, and there are 24 inches more in the galvanometer

coil. The center of the Galvanometer is now 9 feet from the place

of the experimental magnets.

1 1749. When bar A was put into position with N end upward,

the galvanometer needles required 27 beats of my watch to swing
from 30° on one side to the other. When the S end was up, the

time was 26 beats— so the bar has a little effect still, but it is very

small and will be wrought out by taking the deflections on both

sides.

1 1750. When the loop of 0*1 wire (11747) was in place, one of

the bars C, D, E or F having the pole passed once in and left,

gave a deflection of from 5"^ to 10°, according to the side it was
sent to. This amount of effect will do. By using one of the bars A
or B, it was seen that the increase in length of the conductor had

diminished the sensibility of the instrument considerably.

20 NOVR. 1851.

1 1 75 1. The Galvanometer copper coil is magnetic and attracts

the needle feebly, so that it will set either on one side or the other

of Zero. This not only confuses the starting point but it adds a

disturbing power to the effect of the earth and of torsion, which

disturbs the forces through the first right or left, and inter-

feres with the measurement within such degrees.

1 1752. Took down the Galvanometer and went with sand paper

and a stick all over the surface of the copper coil. Brushed it well

with a camel hair pencil and remounted it, and now found the

effect entirely removed, or so small a trace remaining as to be of

no consequence.

1 1753. Still the needles did not stand in the Magnetic meridian,

but 10° or 15° on one side of it. Found this was due to torsion

in the suspending fibre. Yet there was not torsion due to one

revolution, for when the needles were turned round once to relieve

this torsion, it was created in the other direction, and now the

needles stood away from the meridian on the other side. Undid
the torsion above as far as I could with my arrangement and then

set round the circle and coil until it corresponded with the needles.
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There was still some torsion. The effect of it is to make the swing

on one side greater (i.e. when it diminishes the torsion) and on

the other side less (i.e. when it increases the torsion). But this

effect is eliminated and corrected by taking the swings in opposite

directions, due to the contrary currents produced by cutting curves

in one direction or the other, and halving their sum for the true

expression of force.

1 1754. Hence a great value of the double observations.

1 1 755. The loop I have used to-day is that before described

(i 1747), with wire o-i thick. All the distances, etc. are as yesterday.

11756. First measured the power of the four hard bar magnets

C, D, E, F (11746), passing the loop over a pole to the equator

as before. This was done with both poles of each magnet upwd.

in turn- to ascertain if they were alike in power, and as they stood

nearly in the dip, to ascertain whether the earth’s magnetism

affected them,

1 1757. When the needle stands 1°, 2° or 3° on one or the other

side of zero, which may sometimes be due to the arrangement of

the magnets experimented on, it is better to mark this at the

beginning and end of a series, and then having read by the

graduation, to add and subtract this amount on the opposite sides.

11758. C Bar, thin hard steel (11746) with N end upwards.

Loop over the pole 5° 6°

Loop off tlie pole 5° 5°

7
°

5

°

Average 6°

mean 5°*37

C Bar, South end upwards.

Over f 5° 5° 5°

Off 6° 6° 6° 6
^

average 5°

mean 5-5

This bar seems a little the strongest when the N end is downward,

but the difference is very small.

11759. Z) Aar (11746). N end upwards.

Over 8° 8°*5 t
Off 9° 8° 9°

8°-5

8
°

Average 8°’25
mean 8°*37

S end upwards.

Over 8° 8°

Off 9° 8°

8
°

8^*5

9'

Average 8*12

„ Hi
mean 8*36

The power of this magnet is higher than the other for I believe

it is better hardened. It is the same whichever end is uppermost.
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It is a good sample of the ability of measuring the force of a

magnet.

11760. E bar (11746). N end upwards.

Over 9°-5 8°*5 8°'5
9
° Average

Off 9^*5 10° 9°*5 10
°

E Bar (11746). Send upwards.

Over 8°‘5 7°‘5
f'’)

8°-5

OfF 8 ° 8°-5
9

°

So this bar is strong but the two results diiFer-9-3i and 8*25.

The strongest effect is when the S end is downwards, and so as

regards the supposed action of the earth is contrary to the former

result. Probably the power is not uniform in its disposition. Can

try it by filings.

11761. (11746). N end upwards.

975

average 8
°

8^7

mean 9 *31

mean 8-25

Over 7
”

6^-5 6^-5
7
°-! Average 6^-87

Off 7°'i 7°7 7''5 7‘’'5

S end upwards.

Over 7
"-! 7°'i 7°'! 7“-S Average 7-5

Off 6»-5
» 6*5

raean7°>28j

. 7 *14

mean 7

Here a weaker magnet and a little difference of the ends.

11762. So these four magnets appear to be as follows in power

-

0

c m
D 8-36

1

They are hard and we shall see how

E 8781 they can retain their power.

F 714J

11763. Took D and E as the strongest and put them with like

ends together, so as to form a compound bar magnet, but varied

the distance at times to see what was the effect as to their keeping

their powers or quelling each other more or less; and first with

ends close together but because of curvature open a quarter of

an inch in the middle.

11764. D^E, North end upwards.

Over .6 .7 .8 i8 «en,ge .TM
Off 17 16

S end upwards.

Over 16-5 17 18

15 15 15Off

18

14

16-37

average 17-37

n 1475 ^

i6°-43
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11765. Now the elementary plates D, E, were placed about 0*4

of an inch apart, but the loop of course passed over both.

D,E. North end upwards.

Over i5'5 14 14 14*5

Off 18-5 19 18 19

South end upwards.

Over 18 17 175 18-5

Off 16 16 15*5 16

i4‘5 average 14°*

5

17 » 18-3
mean i6°*4

16H

average 1775

» 15*87
mean i6*8i

j

11766. Placed the same bars nearly an inch apart and proceeded

in the same manner, making the loop pass at once over both the

upper poles.

DjE. North end upward.

Over 15 15 15 15 16

Off 15 18 16 15 15

South end upwards.

Over 17 16 i6‘’*5 16

Off 16 16 16 16

15 Average 15-16

14*5 » i5’58
mean 15-37

average i6“.37^em,6»..8
,, 16

15 -77

11767. There were some curious vibrations of the needle during

the observations with the N ends upwards. I found that the sun

had crept round the window and was feebly shining on to one

of the mercury cups in which one of the connecting wires dipped,

and that this caused a wavering thermo current; so sensible is the

instrument. Shut off the sun and then all became right again.

Have allowed for the effect by the double observation as well as

I could.

11768. So the power of D and E when conjoined and close

together is i6°*43

0-4 of inch apart i6-6, or nearly the same.

ro „ apart 1 5-77, or o-66 below the case of close together.

E is s'ys)

arc indicate strengths simply proportionate (11796, 7, 8, 819,

20, i).

11769. The bars C and F were placed with like poles close

together, and tried once with their North ends upwards.

Over 12° 12° 11°

Off 11° 11° n°

12

11°

average 11 -75
0 mean ii -37
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F alone 714}
difference is not great

from the one effect when conjoined.

1 1 770. Proceeded to subject the poles of a hard bar magnet in

various ways to a more powerful magnet for the purpose of

ascertaining whether the amount of force belonging to the hard

bar was in any way affected, and if so whether the forces of the

approximated bar were received into and united with those of the

hard bar- or that the hard bar had as a system of forces its own

independant fixed proportion. Employed the compound magnet

consisting of bars D, E as the hard bar-and the bar Magnet A
as the contiguous or modifying bar.

1 1771. Bar A with North end upwards.

Over

Off

Over

Off

25° if if if
if 26°*5 26° if.^

South end upwards.

26° 25° 25°-5

26° if 16° 16°

average 25°

„ 26°*25
mean if’61

2f74

average 25°*
5

„ 26°‘25
mean 25*87

11772. The compound bar D E gave as its power i6'^*43 (i 1764)

so that it is not above two thirds the power of the affecting or

modifying bar.

1 1773. First unlike poles near each other, but as in the figure, that

as much air or space should be left about D E as possible for the

free exertion of its action in that respect. The bars are 12 inches

long and the poles were about 0-5 of an inch apart.

Over 18° 16°

Off if 16°

16^

16°

16°

16°

average i6°*5

„ i6°*25
mean i6°*37,

which is very nearly the same as the bar D E alone.

1 1774. Now bars arranged thus, the same poles being near each

other as before.

Off 15° 16° 16° 15° i5°*5 „ i5°'5

which is close upon the original bar D E.

1 1775. Brought the N end of the associated bar into contact with

the S end of the chief bar D E thus-which is a position as

likely to increase or add to the power ofD E as any one.

Over 19° 20°

Off 19“ 18°

19°

18°

19°

18°

average i9°'25

„ i 8°-25
mean i8°*75
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So here the power appears to have been raised a little by the

influence ofA bar.

11776. Now placed the bar A favourably at the lower end of

DE.

Over

OfF

17

18°

17 17 *5 17 average 17 -12 0 o
o o o

°
o mean 17-18:

17 17 17 „ 17-25

has fallen towards its normal state, but is still helped a little.

1 1777. Passed through the same course but changed the pole of

bar A, so that the latter should oppose or tend to reduce D E
in power, and first for the position correspondant to that of

(11773):

Over 15° 15° 15° 16° average 15^-25 o

Off if 16° 16" 15° „

is reduced a little below the normal amount (i6°*43).

11778. The next position was like that of (11774):

mean i5°-68;

mean 15 -37;

Over 16° 16° 16° 16° average 16°

Off 15® i5'’-5 if 16® „ 15-37

is nearly as the last.

1
1 779. The next position as that of (i 1775):

Over 16® 17° 17° 17" average 16-25

Off if-5 if-5 if-5 if-5 „ if-5

nearly as the last two.

11780. The fourth position as (i 1776)

:

Sr '’I
Off 15-5 15 if 14-5 „ 15

Still a little below the normal (i6°-43).

11781. Dismissed the modifying bar A and employed a soft iron

bar of equal size in its place, being 12 inches long, i inch broad

and 0*4 of an inch thick. It might be expected to raise the power

of the bar D E somewhat.

11782. First position (11773):

Over .7 .7 175 17 average .7U .

Off 15 15-5 16 15 „ 15-37

nearly up to the first normal state (i6°-43).

11783*. Second position (i 1774):

Sr 'Jo ‘P ’P average .6»-!

the same as the first normal state (i6°-43).

* I11783I
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11784. Third position (i 1775):

Over 17^-5 i8°*5 i8°*5 I7°*5 average 18°

Off i8°-5 I7°*5 i7°'j i8°-5 „
18°

mean 18°;

Still higher and the highest.

11785. So the compound bar D E is depressed in power by

opposing another and much stronger bar to it, and raised in

power when this stronger bar or soft iron is presented favourably

to it; but the change is but small, is very little as compared to the

change with a bar of soft steel, and would perhaps be almost

nothing with D E very hard.

11786. The average of the four results when D E is

opposed by the bar A is

aided „ „

. if-62

if-lj

aided by soft iron . i6°*89

At the beginning the bar D E alone was . • i(5”43

The influencing bar had a power of . . . 25°*74

11787. In reference to the disposal of the external power of DE
when in contact with soft iron or a magnet, it was put in contact

with them and the helix passed over both.

Over 4“ 4° 4° 4° average 4-0

Off 4“ 3” 3
* f „ 3-M

mean

11788. So a very large proportion of the power conducted

through the iron, but still a certain amount conducted through

the air or space, and probably as much as is proportionate to its

magneto conducting force.

11789. Placed the bar magnet A in a similar relation to D E-

Over 12° 11°

Off 13° 15°

II

13°

11°

14°

average 11*25

» 1375
mean i2°*5

This i2°*5 is the surplus power of the bar A. The difference

between it and D E is 9°*3i or 25°*74-i6°*43-but then the bar A
would rise in power by favourable association with the bar DE,

and the more because it is not a hard bar but one easily affected

(11817).

1 1790. It appears from the former results that the magnet A can

affect the magnet D E a little, either in assisting or opposing it

(11773-80), D E being examined after the bar A is in place. But

the very affection of the external system of D E may be experi-

mentally observed by putting the loop round D E first, and then
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in thrice, the numbers were 25°, 24°, 25°. So that here the powers

and the indications were well as i, 2 and 3. There was hardly

time to make four introductions in one swing, but the numbers

were 29° and 32°-and I think the last is a true result and would

appear again and again, if I were expert and did not loose power.

1 1800. To see how far a magnet is permanently, or for a time,

depressed or raised when it is soft, I took bar B and ascertained

its power alone when N end was upwards.

Over 16° 15°

Off 13° 15°

15

15°

average 15°'
3 3

« i4°‘33
mean i4°’83

1 1801. Then associated A, whose power to-day is (25°74), ad-

versely with it thus; and ascertd. the lowered power of B.

Over 7°*5 8°

Off 8° 8°-5

8° average 7°'
87

8° „ 787
mean 7°'87

1 1802. So it is reduced nearly one half whilst it is in contact. Then

took away A and observed how much B was permanently re-

duced.

Over 12 13 13

Off 13 13 14

13

of

average 127J

» i3‘37
mean i3°*o6

So it rose a great deal, though not to the first state (14°’
83), and

the rise must have been from the resil[i]ence of power coerced

for the time within bar B but not destroyed, and so was ready

to come out the moment A was removed.

11803. Touched B by laying A favourably along side of it for

a moment, to evolve any further power within it; and then

removing A altogether, tried the power of B alone; it was now:

On 151°

Off 15°

15

16°

average 15°

« 15-5
mean 15-25

So that it was now raised even above its first state of (i4‘83).

11804. How important it is to have hard unchangeable magnets.

21 NOVR. 1851.

11805. Examined the four hard steel bars C, D, E, F (11746, 62)

by filings. The display of power was very fine, being regular or

nearly so in some but very irregular in others. E and F were the

most regular in their arrangement of force. The lines of force

had no reference to points that might be called poles, but issued
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from the edges of the bars at every part up to the magnetic

equators. The equators were not in the middle of the length, but

in the bar E at 6*4 inches from the North end and therefore 5*6

inches from the south end; in the bar F the equator was 6-25 inches

from the North end and 575 inches from the south end. The lines

of force issued almost at right angles from the edge of the bars

from the equator to within an inch or half an inch of the ends each

way, and far more resembled parts of circles than hyperbolas, or

peculiar magnetic curves, and that on both sides; and these curves

were very beautiful indeed, extending three or four inches (and

probably more if sought for) from the edges of the bars.

1 1 806. The bars C and D were very irregular. Bar C had its

equator about 4* 3 inches from the north end and so 77 inches

from the South end. The form of the curves dependant on the

latter part was much disturbed, shewing that the generating force

or condition in the magnet was irregular. The bar D had its chief

equator about 5*3 inches from the north end and 67 from the

south-it was also irregular-and over the bar were curious ir-

regularities and places of greater concentration of force, shewing

that even in the width the distribution was very irregular. All

this was due probably to irregular hardening in the first place, and

next, to irregular contact of the poles of the magnets when they

were magnetized.

11807. Must harden the bars uniformly and well, and then

magnetise them as uniformly in the magnetic helix, employing

the half cores.

11808*. Very irregular forms C
Very irregular on the surface .... D
Very good forms E

Very good forms F

11809. To ascertain what degree of precaution was requisite in

carrying the loop in experiments exactly to the same place near

the magnetic equator of a bar, or what latitude of error might

be allowed with a sensible effect on the results, the bar E was

placed with the north end upwards, and the loop allowed to go

more or less over the magnet in different experiments.

* [“808] c [7

eE
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1 1810. First the magnet was blocked so that the loop descended
over the pole to 6*i inches below it; the results were:

Over 8° 8° 8° average 8 o ,

Off 9P 8° 8° „ 8*33
^

Then it passed downwds. 5-1 inches from the top.

Over 8° 8°*5 8° average 8- 16 o

Off 8° 7° 7° ^.33
mean 7 -74

Loop over and down 4*1 inches.

Over 8° 8° 8° average 8° ‘

o

Off 7° 7° 7° „ 7°

Loop over and down only 2*3 inches.

Over 6
°

6°*5 6
°

average 6* 16 o

Off 6^^ 5°-5 5°*5
,,

5.66 5 *9^

Loop over and down as much as 8 inches.

Over 8° 8° 8° average 8° o
Off ^ 7 *75
Off 7*5 7*5 7*5 7 *5

Loop over and down as much as 9 inches.

average 7

„ 6° mean 6°'

5

1 1 81 1. So for a journey of 2*3 inches below the pole the effect was 5°’9i

» » 4*1 » „ » 7°*50

So the maximum effect is clearly when the loop travels to the

equator of this regular bar, and diminishes, as it ought to do,

if carried either short of or beyond it.

11812. In experiments of yesterday (11791), it was assumed that

the bar brought up outside of the loop at the equatorial part did

nothing or nearly nothing. As the loop, in approaching by the

equatorial plane, must intersect certain curves in that plane, and

as the part of the loop which goes up to and touches the magnet

must intersect more than the other part of the loop which repre-

sents the opposite side of the rectangle, so there ought to be a

certain amount of effect. Therefore put the loop in connection

with the galvanometer, left it quiescent; but holding the bar

magnet A perpendicular with its north end upwards and so that
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its equatorial plane should coincide with the plane of the loop,

it was approached and removed, as between a or some further

distance and h. When the magnet approached the loop, the

indicating end of the needle went to the right; when the magnet

receeded from the loop the needle end went to the left. The

motion was very small, about If the magnet (always kept

parallel to itself) was raised or lowered, and either its S end

carried from above into the loop (or its N end from below), then

a great and contrary motion of the needle was produced as

expected.

11813. Now this amount and direction of the motion when the

magnet was on the outside of the loop is the same as that before

(11791) with the hard magnets. When however we come to the

case of the softer and more changeable magnet (11792), then the

quantities are so great as to shew the chief effect is due to an

influence over the magnet itself which is within the loop.

11814. For a result of this kind in all its parts, put up bar A
alone with north end upwards, and took its power by the loop.

Over 23° 23°

Off 22°‘5 22°

22
‘j 22*5 average 22 75

21 -5
0

' mean 22 *37

11815. Then associated bar B favourably with it thus:

Over 29°

Off 28°

28°

28°

28°

28°

28"

28°

average 28°*25 oo° mean 28 ‘12

1 1 816. Now the loop was placed round the equator of A and

fixed there, and then the bar B was brought up into the position

represented and then removed, etc., and the effect noted.

When brought 8° 8°'5 8°*5 8° average 8°*
25; o.n

When taken away f f 8° 8° „ 7°^ ^ ^

11817. The magnet A is increased in power from to 28°'i2

by the proximity of B, giving a difference of 573. When the

loop is about A, the bring, up B seems to change A, 7- 87, being

a difference of 2°*i2. But the bringing up of B to the loop alone

could affect it a degree or more (11812), and now we are to

remember that when brought up, it is also strengthened by the

proximity of A, so that its effect on the loop is proportionately

greater. This is probably the cause of the difference of 2°*i2.

1 1818. So here the change of the magnet is given in its two halves

or component parts (11795).
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11819. Repeated the experiments (11796, 7, 8) with one or more
introductions of a standard magnet into the loop, using first for

a small unit the magnet E, and afterwards the bars D E as one

compound magnet. The north ends were introduced from above

downwards as far as to the equator.

One introduction of E gave 8° 8° 8° 8° average 8

Two „ j)
16° 16° 16° 15°

»> 15*75

Three „ 24° 24° 24°
?) 23*87

Four „ 5>
31° 32°

jj
31*66

The numbers are exceeding near to i, 2, 3 and 4. The first number
is most like to be wrong, because a small error of observation

would tell quickly there. The last is the next like to be wrong,

because it is difficult to make four successive actions within the

necessary brief time

;

but one half of the result with two introductions is 7-87

and one third of that with three „ „ 7*95

and one fourth of that with four „ „ 7*91

So there can hardly be a doubt but that the results are truly as

I, 2, 3 and 4; for if only 0*09 be subtracted from the first number
or 8, it leaves that simple result.

11820. Combined D and E into one compound magnet for a

higher unit of force; then:

one introduction of D E gave 15° 15° 15° 15° average 15°

two „ „ 31 30*5 31*5 32°
.. 3i“-25

three „ ,,
47° 47° 46°*5 47 46’87
58° 58° 58° 60°

„ 58‘’-S

Here again the numbers are nearly as i, 2, 3, 4, and the first

and last numbers have to be allowed for as before (11819).

The two result halved is 15*62

„ three „ trisected is 15*62

„ four „ quartered is 14*62,

SO that the first result increased by o*6 would fall in with the

second and third accurately.

11821. Hence the law of equal angular swings equal forces appears

to be quite safe up to 45° or higher, and also that the angular

swings are directly as the forces.

11822. So the reason why the two ends of a bar gave different

amounts is not referable to the galvanometer ( ). Indeed

the cause is now made manifest by the iron filings (11805).
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11823. I two good cylindrical bar magnets each 10*25

long and 0*85 in diameter, which are now well magnetized. They

are marked G and H. I have prepared a loop on the usual thick

wire conductors, but the loop is of copper wire of an inch in

thickness and forms a ring only 0*7 of an inch in diameter. One

of the round magnets, G, is placed with the south end upward

and the loop is placed upon its end.

11824. When this loop is lifted off the magnet, the indicating

end of the needle goes a little to the left. When it is put down

again, it goes to the right. This is as it should be. The lines of

force which rise from the part of the magnet where the helix rests

and within when it is down upon the pole, are cut through very

obliquely as it rises and again as it descends.

11825. Placed the second magnet H on to the top of the first, end

on with unlike poles together so as to form a continuation of it,

having the little loop in the middle. Putting on this magnet made

the needle go to the right, and taking it off again made it go to

the left.

11826. So putting the helix on to the top of S made the needle

end go right, and putting the pole of the second magnet H on

the top of the helix also made it go right. This should be so; the

first action is like bringing up the S pole below the helix and the

second the bringing up of the N pole above the helix, and both

tend to draw the lines of force inward and increase the quantity

flowing there through the magnets.

11827. Now arranged two other magnets at the top and bottom

of the double magnet including the little helix, with contrary

poles near the former, so that when approached they might in-

crease the strength of the compound magnet G H. When these

poles were brought up to and in contact with the former, then

the needle end again went to the right, though only a very little.

All these actions are consistent and right, and agree together.

11828. When the poles N' S' were taken away, then the needle

end went to the left.

11829. Now removed the little loop, which may be considered

as within the magnet or at least as within the lines of force in the

central or magnetic part of their course. Let the two magnets

G H rest or touch each other, and put a larger or outside loop

FDVI 3
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round them there, being that of 1*5 or r6 inches in width. Still

the action of the two poles N' S' was the same as before. When
they closed up to the chief magnets G H, the needle end went to

the right and when away, to the left^ and more than before.

1 1830. I moved the helix to the equator of one of the magnets G

;

still the same effects were produced,

11831. A few filings shews the reason of all this. When the

magnets are thus, the chief venters are at i, i, but there is a reverse

venter at or between N, S, and whether it is the small helix above

or the larger one (11829), it is within the lines of this venter.

When S' and N' are reinforced by unlike poles approached to

them, the lines of force at N, S, or this middle venter, are

strengthened and so the effect is the same on both the loops in-

volved in them. But when the loop is about i or higher up, and

therefore in a venter having contrary direction of lines to the

former, still the same effect is produced, i.e. the same current.

But this venter is enfeebled when the poles S' N' are strengthened,

for power which before proceeded from S' over venter i towards

N is now directed towards the approximated pole, and the power

it engaged at N is now directed towards S to the strengthening

of the forces of the middle venter; but all this weaken[s] the venter

round i, and hence the effect produced; for as the direction of

the lines at this side venter is the contrary of that at the middle

venter, so a strengthening of the one and a weakening of the other

should produce currents in the same direction in wire[s] parallel to

each other intersected by the lines of force there.

11832, If, at the equatorial plane passing between N, S, we wish

to place a loop in the external lines of force, i.e. those proceeding

from S' to N', then we must go a good way out beyond the neutral

place. But if magnets are brought up at X, Y, to strengthen the

middle venter, these disturb altogether the outer or external lines

of force; in fact they pass into the newly approached magnets.

Perhaps if the magnets were bent over thus, so that their outer

^ ends might mutually help and strengthen each other, then a loop

placed at N, S, and another at P would shew the proper effects

and directions.

11833, If two quite unchangeable magnets couldbe prepared, then

they should give the same result in power in either of the positions

figured.
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11834. List ofMagnets referred to.

A. A bar, 12 inches long, i inch broad and 0*4 thick.

B. Do.
C. A plate, 12 inches long, i broad and 0*05 only^

thick, very hard I

D. Do.
E. Do.
F. Do.

(11808)

A cylinder, 10*25 inches long and 0*85 in diameter.

Do.
I. Do. 8*5 inches long and 0*75 in diameter.

K. Do.
L.

M. See 11889.

N.

3-2
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11835. Proceeded to experiment on revolving rings and rect-

angles (11424, 1
1 547) of copper wire under the influence of the

earth’s lines ofmagnetic force. Employed ofcourse my thick wire

Galvanometer and the commutator before described (11654), but

the latter has been improved by having a cross frame attached to

it at pleasure, which could carry rings a foot or more in diameter.

Have also increased the pressure of the springs bearing against

the commutator, which are now two upright copper wires 0*2 in

thickness. The rings or rectangles when in place have their ends

soldered on to the two parts of the commutator. The whole length

of the connecting wire going to and fro between this apparatus

and the Galvanometer is only 6 feet and is copper 0*2 in diameter

-

for now there was no occasion to go to a distance from the

Galvanometer. The wires’ ends are soldered-then amalgamated;

then they enter into sockets very little larger than themselves,

and there are pressed by screws, so that the junctions are all by

mercury or soldering except at the bearings of the commutator.

All acts exceedingly well.

11836. Employed rectangles of wire instead of rings, as being

4
^

more simple in their considerations, ah is the axis of rotation.

^
Suppose such a rectangle to make one revolution; it is evident

r that if lines of magnetic force exist perpendicular to the plane

from which it starts, that tlie parts de and kfwill intersect no lines

‘
' of force and therefore serve merely as conductors; that dk and

ef will each twice intersect the lines within the rectangle &/;

also that they will do so in opposite directions, producing op-

posite electric currents, which will tend to run round the rect-

angle and out at the commutator h; and that as the direction of

motion will change at each half revolution, so the commutator

changes at the same moment and therefore the currents, though

they intermit, always flow in the same direction to the galvano-

meter, for the same direction of rotation of the wire.

11837. It is also evident that, for the same length of wire and

therefore for the same amount of obstruction as regards the con-

duction of these low currents, a square rectangle is the form which
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encloses the largest area and therefore the largest number or

amount of lines of force; for though and if' take in a greater

range of lines in one direction than before (11836), and though

H'U' and if" travel with greater velocity than before, yet in

neither of the latter cases are so many lines intersected as before,

i.e. the inclosed areas are not so great; hence the first form or

square rectangle should be the best.

11838. Again, the wire (of a given length) is twice as favourably

disposed as one square rectangle than as a square rectangle of two

convolutions. The rectangle i with 2 convolutions contains as

much wire as the rectangle 2 with one convolution; but it con-

tains only one fourth of the area and therefore, with the same

resistance of wire, only evolves (according to expectation) half

as much electricity. We shall see how this conclusion will turn out.

11839. Again, many convolutions of a thin wire cannot be equal

to one convolution of a thick wire equal in mass to the many.

Because in the former, the long thin wire offers great obstruction

as compared to the short thick one, and there is no compensation

for that obstruction in quantity of Electricity generated. As to

intensity, probably also none, but we shall see by experiment.

11840. The first rectangle experimented with was a square of

12 inches in the side= area of 144 square inches. The wire was

copper 0*0^ of an inch thick and 48 inches in length. All acted

well. The Galvanometer needle was close upon zero. Six revolu-

tions gave 14° or 15^ of swing, and 12 revolutions could easily

be made before the swing to one side was half over.

Six revolutions- moderate .15° 15*5 16° average i5°-5
]

„ „ quick 1
5°’

5
15°'

5
16°

„ i5°-66 •

„ „ slow 15° if-<i 16° „ ]

i5°-553-6

= 2°-592

T
J-

SO very different velocities gave very nearly the same results.

11841. Again.

Twelve rev.-moderate 29° 28°-5 average 2875

„ „ quick 32^^ 31° 31° „ 31-33 -M2 = 2°-6i;

here the difference is evident-but I think it is due to the fact

that the needle was so far deflected from the line of the coil by

the first effect of the first moderate revolutions that the latter

portion of the twelve had less power. Where during the whole

twelve the needle was nearer to the coil, as when the time of
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revolution was quick and short, so the full impact of force on

the needle was more nearly obtained
( ). Hence quick

motion should be best and also the number of revolutions not

too many.

11842. Now for an estimate of the power, observation was made

on both sides of 0°, that is both for direct and reverse rotation

of the rectangle, and the number of revolutions was nine.

Nine ( right 24° 24° 23-5° 24° average

revolu-
]

mean23°'62^9=2°*624

tions (left 23“ 23°-5 24° 23° „ if-yj

So six revolutions give 1
5°*

5 5 3 ;
or 2°*

5
92 for one revolution

rWve quick „ 31-33; or2°-6i „ „

nine (both directions) 23-62 or 2^*624 „ „

These results are beautifully near and proportionate, and shew

finely that the electricity evolved is as the amount of lines of

magnetic force intersected.

11843. They also shew as before (11796, 819) that the number

of degrees of swing at the galvanometer is directly as the elec-

tricity which passes in this manner of application through it.

11844, Prepared a second rectangle, 8x 16 inches, containing

therefore 48 inches of the same copper wire as before of 0-05

diameter; but the intersecting parts dk and ef were eight inches

in length and the are[a] of the rectangle over which they passed

only 128 square inches instead of 144.

9 fRight 21° 20°*5 21° 21^^ average 20*87

Revolut.jLeft 20°*5 20° 2o°*5 20° „ 20*25
mean2o°*56-f9=2*284

11845. As to variation of velocity:

6 Slow revolutions

i4°'5 i4°*5 i4°-5 i4°*5 average i4°*5 2*416

6 quick revolutions mean 1
4°*8

5
6

=

14*5 i5'’*5 i5°*5 16 i4"*5 „ i5°*2 2*533

11846. The smaller number of revolutions gives a higher and I

think a better result than the larger, as before (11841). But the

latter (Six) revolutions were all made to the right, and as may

be seen above, it gives more than the mean. Still, the results are

very well. The electricity produced is nearly as the areas, for:

144: 128 : : 2-6i : 2-32, which is very close upon 2^-379, the

mean of these experiments with the wide rectangle.
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11847. Now prepared a rectangle of the same length (48 inches)

of the same copper wire (0*05 in thickness), which was still

16 X 8 and therefore had an area of 128 square inches; but the

intersecting sides dk and ef were now 16 inches each instead

of 8. So they were twice the length they were before but had

only half the velocity.

9 rRightzi 21 20*5 20-5 average 2o°75

Revolns. \Left 22 21 207 22 „ 2i°*375
^

I suspect the centrifugal power made these long sides bulge out-

wards, which would increase the area of curves.

11848.

6 slow revolutions

13° 14° i3°-5 average 13*5

6 quick revolutions mean 13-67 - 6 = 2-28

14 i4‘5 14 14 m „ 13*85

11849. So here the results may be considered as the same as for

the former rectangle; for as then the final mean was 2-32, so here

it is 2*31 for each revolution. Of course the accordance of the

results to the area is the same. The Electricity is as the amount

of curves intersected-all other things, as to length of wire, etc.

being the same.

11849/^. Now prepared a square rectangle 12 inches in the side,

of copper wire o-i of an inch thick and 48 inches in length. The

area therefore was that of the first square rectangle, but the wire

had four times the mass of the former.

^
r Right 42° 42° 42° 41° average 41-75

Ueft 46” 47“ 4(5“ 4
«°

mean 44°-6=7°-33

46-25

3

IRight 20° 20° i 9°-6 21° 20° average 20°- 12

mean 2i°-6i-3 = 7 -20

23°-i(Left 23°-5 23“-5 23'’’5 23”

So these agree very close together.

11850. Three quick or three slow, always to the right, gave con-

tinually the same result, being 20° as nearly as might be. Perhaps

the quick are a trace the best.

1 1851. Now with this rectangle the expression for one revolution

is 7°-26, whilst with a like rectangle of wire only half the diameter,

or one fourth the mass (11841), it was 2°-6i. The increase with

the mass is therefore very great and important.
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11852. It is not to be supposed that the first number should be

four times the second, because the conductors remain the same

and the obstruction therefore increase. In former results with

loops of copper wire of 0-05 and o-i in diameter, the proportions

of the currents generated was as 16° to 44° (11660), which would

be accordant with a ratio in the present case of 2°*6i to 7°* 18;

and it is in reality as 2°-6i to 7^*26—a very close approximation.

11853. Now observed the results with different numbers of revo-

lutions of this Rectangle.

One Revolution 7° 7° 7° 7° average 7° • • -7
Two 14° 14° 14° i3°*5 I3°-875 ^2 = 6-937

Three „ 2I»-3 21 21 21° 2i°-075 -f- 3 = 7-025

Four „ 29° 29° 00
0 28°-

5

28°-(S374-4 = 7-i59

Five 38° 38° 37 37°-5 37°-<>37--5“7-527

These are indeed very close upon equality of curves intersected

and electy. produced.

11854. A rectangle 12 inches square of copper wire 48 inches

long and 0*2 of an inch in diameter—including therefore as before

144 square inches of area.

Revol.

2

Revol.

(Right 27° 25"" 25° 25° 26° 25°*
5 average 25°* 5

8

mean 27°’04 - 3 = 9°*oi

[Le£t

/Right
\Left

28° 29° 29° 29° 28*=^ 28°

17°*
5

17°*
5 average 17°*

5

18° 18°
,,

18°

„ 28°-

5

mean i7°*75 - 2 = 8°*87

11855. When the two revolutions were made by fits or starts

and by going on and back, irregularly, still when completed they

gave the same average result of 17°* 5.

11856. So the mean of this wire is 8°’94— or i°*68 better than

the last for each revolution.

11857. Before (11660, 2), the three wires 0*05, o-i and 0-2 in

thickness when used as loops gave results as i : 2*77 and 3-58.

Now in the form of rectangles subject to the earth’s power, the

results are as i : 2*78 and 3-45, which, considering the different

forms of experiments and that they are the first, is astonishingly

near.

11858. Formed a rectangle 12 inches in the side of copper wire

0*05 of an inch in thickness, of four convolutions; the area of the

rectangle therefore is the same as before and the mass of metal

the same as when a wire of o*i was employed, but the length is
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four times 48 inches or 192 inches. This must no doubt increase

the resistance, but will it get any gain in intensity so as to be

more sensible to a thin wire galvanometer.

^
Right 20° 20° 2o°*5 2i°‘5 21°

Revol.
1 T r. 000 o o
[Left 19 20 20 20 *5 19

average 20°-6

mean 20°* 15-^6 = 3°’36

i9°‘7

11859. So the result is not half that of the former rectangle of

equal mass (11851) or 7°-26, though it does not differ far from it.

1 1 860. I then employed these same two rectangles of equal mass
and area but different diameters and lengths of wire with Rhum-
korf’s Galvanometer offine wire. That of one wire o* i in thickness

gave for

12

Revol.

I *5

2°
I *5 average 1-33

mean i2 = o°*i38

The other of four convolutions of wire of 0*05 gave

12

Revol.

average 7 *33

» 7°*33
mean 7°*33 i2 = o°*6io

1 1861. There is therefore an immense falling off in both by the

use of Rhumkorf’s galvanometer as to the final result, i.e.

for the thick wire from 7°-26 to

for the thin wire from 3^*36 to o°‘6io;

but on the other hand the thin long wire has lost far less in

quantity than the thick wire, and by this galvanometer is above

four times greater, shewing the superior intensity it has in the

rectangle. Of the first current, less than a fiftieth passes the fine

wire galvanometer. Of the second, more than ten times the pro-

portion, or between a fourth and a fifth, goes through it.

11862. See the value of the thick wire galvanometer here.

11863. Some smaller arrangements were now used, and first a

ring four inches in external diameter made of one copper wire 0*2

of an inch in thickness. Thick wire Galvanometer.

6 /Right 7°

Revol. [Left 5°

7° 6°-5 average 6°*83 o . ,mean 5 *995-:- 6= 0*999

final mean i°*o

12 /Right 13° 13°

Revol. [Left ii°*5 12°

average 13

„ 11*75
mean 12 *375 - 12= 1*031

11864. Then a ring having a diameter of 3*6 or 3*7 inches formed
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of 300 inches of copper wire 0*04 in diameter, constituting 26

spirals in the ring.

12 /Right 5® 5" 6° 6°

Revol. [Left f f f f
mean 6

“*

25 -M 2 =o°-52

» 7-0

Here the masses are nearly the same, but the smaller wire is

only
I
the diameter of the larger one, or only ^ of its mass as a

single wire~it has with my galvanometer little more than half

the power of the single thick wire.

11865. We know from former considerations that these 300 inches

of wire would have been far better as one single ring or rectangle

(11838).

1 1866. Could well apply the revolving rectangle to the investiga-

tion of different metals~or diferent masses-making the con-

ducting parts de and kfof thick wire and the intersecting parts

dk and efof the wire to be examined.

11867. Apply it also to different thicknesses of the same wire.

1 1868. Apply it also to different lengths of the same wire.

11869. There appears to be no difference whether the lines of

force intersected lie chiefly in the direction of the motion, and

therefore are intersected in succession, or whether they lie chiefly

in the length of the moving wire, and are therefore cut more at

once than in the former case.

11870. A revolving ring or rectangle must be a very important

examiner of lines of magnetic force-and small ones of single

thick wire may be very useful in examining fields of varying

action, as at different distances about magnetic poles.

27 NOVR. 1851.

11871. Have arranged a rectangle on a frame: it consists of

12 feet of copper wire 0-2 of an inch in diameter in a square

rectangle of 3 feet in the side and so incloses an area of 9 square

feet. It tells upon the Galvanometer beautifully and gives deflec-

tions up to 80° for a single revolution- and several good points

were observed.

11872. Starting from the horizontal position and returning to it

as in all former cases, it was easily seen that when the motion

was uniform for the whole revolution the force at the Galvano-
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meter on the needle was far greater at one time than another,

being little for 10° or 20° of motion on either side of the horizontal

plane but great for the same amount of motion on either side of

the vertical plane, when the wire was cutting the curves directly

across. The whole progress of the two impulses due to one

revolution was indeed beautifully seen at the needle.

11873. When the rectangle was continued in its rotation even at

a moderate rate, the needle was permanently deflected 40° or 50°.

Shewing that the rectangle was as to quantity a good electrical

machine, when good conductors were allowed.

11874. This rectangle being large and massive takes more time

for a rotation than before. When a rotation was slow, the deflec-

tion was much less than when it had a certain degree of quickness.

It was not easy to make one in a second. The most convenient

quick speed, being an easy one, gave 80° for a revolution, whilst

one of half the speed or less gave only 60°, 50° or less. Even
with the quickest, the needle had left the plane of the convolutions

considerably before the second impulse came on.

11875. Now whole revolutions were made in the quick fair time,

sometimes right and sometimes left— the results are below:

Right 74 77*5 79*5 81 78-5 78-5 79 79 80-5 79-5 78-5 78-5 80-5 80 80;

the average of these fifteen observations is 78°*846.

Left 70 76 78 76 79 78 77 80 78 76 81 8i*5 79’5 78*5 81 81 82;

the average of these seventeen observations is 78°*382, and the

'mean of the two is 78°*6i4.

11876. On examining the dimensions across the rectangle, I found

it was not exactly 3 feet each way, being rather less one way.

I corrected this and then had the following results

:

I /Right 80-5 8o* 5 80

Revol. \Left 82 83 81

81

81-5

81

82-5

8 1
’3 average 80*71

83 „ 82*16
mean 8i°*44

This difference of 2°'
8 3 I believe due to the correction of the

area, or rather its enlargement to 9 Square feet.

11877. As the two impulses from the semi revolutions are dif-

ferent in their force upon the needle, because of the distance of
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the latter from the coil when the second impulse comes on, so

I observed the effect of only half a revolution, which would of

course correspond with the first impulse when two are given in

a whole revolution.

Revol.

/Right

iLeft
43 40 40 38 38*5 38*5 39°*6<5 o

43 44 44 42-5 41 44 » 43*o8

Now 8 i°*44-4i°*37= 40-07 as the value of the second impulse,

supposing the final numbers correct; and this different [? difference]

of the two impacts or impulses:

I St 41 37] Oj... -g accordant with the
2nd 40-07]

effect that should occur.

11878. When a square rectangle of such copper wire of 0-2 of

an inch in thickness was employed, area i sqr. foot (11854), the

force per revolution came out as 8^-94, being the mean. The area

of the present rectangle is 9 square feet and therefore nine times

as many lines of magnetic force are here intersected. Now
8^-94 X 9= 80^-46, and in the present case one revolution through

9 square feet^ 8i°‘44? ^ coincidence so close that I have no doubt

the difference is due to a want of accuracy in the dimensions

of the areas. In fact, the 8-94X 9= 8o°-46 is less than the

corrected large rectangle but more than it before the correction

(78^-614).

28 NOVR. 1851.

11879. In reference to the extent of swing on the Galvanometer

and its proportionality to the electricity passing through it, I put

up a magnetic needle as a torsion balance, using a fine glass thread

as the filament; and then bringing the needle to its place in the

magnetic meridian and the torsion index to zero, with of course

no torsion on the filament, I deflected the needle through eight

points in succession from 0° up to 90°, by torsion of the filament,

observing the amount of torsion in each case for each point. My
apparatus was not good, but in every case it required more torsion

for the earlier points than the later ones. The average of several

results was as follows

:
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Point 0 . .
0® of torsion

• 54*5

I . • 54*5

. 61-5

2 . . 116

. 6i-5

3 •
. 1775

. 59-0

4 • . 236*5

• 54*5

5 • . 291

• 43*5

6 . • 334*5

• 31*5

7 • . 366

. 21*0

8 . .387

1 1880. So the forces are probably very nearly the same for the

first five points, or 56° or 60°, and afterwds. diminish. If the same

result holds for an impact or brief push, then the indications of

the Galvanometer ought to be nearly equal, for degrees up to 50° or

60°, and afterwds. gradually increase, for equal increments of force.

1 1 88 1 . In reference to the power of a revolving rectangle to shew

when its axis of revolution is parallel to the Earth’s line of force,

by the absence then of any current produced in it, it would

depend not upon the extent of the rectangle transverse to the

axis of revolution but to the extent along the axis or parallel to

it; for if fl ^ be the line of force and cd the axis of revolution,

it is the two small portions of the rectangle (or loop of any shape)

between c a that, moving in opposite directions when the

axis and the line of force do not coincide, produces the current

that is to shew they are not parallel. So it would not need a long

rectangle, perhaps, but only a short one provided the axis were

long. Still, a long one would give large development to the parts

between c a m^b d^ and that might be requisite to gain intensity

enough of current to indicate effects at the Galvanometer. But

then the parts from c round by e to the line b ought to be massive

to have their obstructing force removed from the current and

also the corresponding parts on the other side.

11882. In order to judge what length of the parts between c and

a and also between b and d would be necessary, I prepared a
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ring of copper wire o*i of an inch in diameter, the ring being
single and 1*2 inches external diameter. Being soldered on to the
commutator (11654) and the latter turned by hand, I could easily

obtain a deflection on either side of zero of 3° or 4°, employing
the earth’s force only as inducting power over the ring. My
motion by hand was of course slow, but machinery could have
given a revolution 30 or 40 times as quick and therefore more
powerful. In order to reverse the effect on the needle, I had to

reverse the motion, but in practice that could be far better done
by a commutator in the course of the wires. Taking things how-
ever as they were, and considering that 2.° on either side of zero
is indication enough, then that would imply at least o*6 of an
inch for the distance between c and a and also between b and d—
and if o*6 is made to represent one degree of deflection from the

line of the dip, then the axle c i.e. the diameter of the circle

(216 inches) of which o*6 is 360 would require to be 68-7 inches,

which is very long. But if a ten fold velocity reduced this to

6 or 7 inches, it would be nearer to a practical result.

11883. ^ second ring of the same wire but only o-6 of an inch
in external diameter—gave evident traces of action when on the
commutator and turned by the hand.
11884’^. If such a plan for ascertaining the dip should be useful

practically, then one could perhaps make the axis a telescope and
look at a distant scale to gain sensibility— using a reflector to turn
the ray horizontal and so gain any amount of delicacy. The axis

could rotate at one end, the lower, and be adjusted at the upper
by two motions at right angles. Then, when rotating, the position

above should be altered until the effect at the needle was a minimum,
and when that was done, the adjustment at right angles should
be altered until the effect at the needle was nothing. The axis

would then be in the dip, and by looking through the telescope,

the position could be read off on the distant scale.

11885. The magnet E (11805) gives lines of force of the circular

form described, and these, if taken as they issue from the magnet

^ [11884]
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all round it, at a given distance from the end, as 3^ inches from
the N or the S end, seem to be more abundant at the edges of

the magnet than opposite the flat face; and so they ought to

be, if the surrounding space or medium goes for anything—an
analogy quite like that of the issue of electric currents from flat

electrodes into a surrounding electrolyte existing.

1 1 886. If poles be adopted as the representation of the forces,

then I suppose that for this case an axial line from pole to pole

ought to represent the resultant of distribution, and not the edges

of the bar, or at least the edges should not do so much. But to

ascertain whether they did do much, I fixed a copper ring on to

the commutator (11654), consisting of wire o*i of an inch in

thickness and the ring i-i inches in external diameter. This was

placed as in former experiments, i.e. with the axis of rotation

horizontal and the commutator changing contact when the ring

passed through the horizontal plane; and this being understood,

the circle in the figure may represent not this ring but the direction

in which it revolves. Then the bar magnet E (11805, was adjusted

under the ring in such a position that the lines of force issuing

from the parts of the bar about 32 inches from the S end should

so pass that the ring in its revolution should intersect them. Let

the dotted line N S represent the axis of the bar : then in different

experiments the bar was placed either edge on towds. the revolving

ring or revolved 90 on the axial line N S, so as to present the

side face; in all cases the same part of the bar being opposite to

the revolving ring, and also the line N S at the same constant

distance (1*2 inches) from the ring. The following were the results:

Bar edgeway to the Ring
j

Right i'

and 10 revolutions of the
^

ring
\
Left 5'

Bar sideways to the ring
[

Right 5'

and with 10 revolutions •

of the ring ( Left 4'

7 7 average 7
mean 5°*66

4° 5° 4°-33

4°-5 5° average 4°'83

mean 4°*56

5° 4°-5 » 4°-3

11887. So here is a difference as great as 4 : 5, which is I believe

due to the position of the bar. There ought to be a diflerence of

this kind in the idea of the necessity of the external medium.

Should it also exist in the idea of resultant centers or poles.^

1 1888. As arranged, the Earth’s power would combine with the
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experiment, but then it would be constant, and as seen before, it

is of very small amount for 10
°

revolutions (11882); still, it

should be eliminated. Whether it was with or against the difference

I cannot tell now, because I do not know the direction of the

solderings at the Commutator.

6 DECK. 1851.

11889. List of Magnets ( 1 1 834).
A. Bar, I2X I X 0*4: hardened at Yard furnace and magnetized

by helix and two soft iron cores.

B. Do
C. bar, 12 X I X 0*05 : Do
D. Do
E. bar, I2X I X 0-05: hard and as before (11834).

F. Do
G. Do hardened and magnetized as A, B, C and D.
H. Do
I. Cylinder, 8*5 x 0*75 : as from Newman.
K. Do
L. Do. . . 10*25 x 0*85 Do
M. Do
N. bar, 6x i x 0*4: hardened at hot air furnace and magnetized

as A, B, etc.

O. Do. ... Do
P. Do. . . . Do
Q* Do. . . . Do
H. bar, 6x 0*5 x o*i: very hard, from Scoresby. Magnetized by

cores and helix.

By filings. A, B, E, F, N, O, P, Q and H very irregular. C, D, G
and H irregular, with breaks and uncertain poles.

II DECK. 1851.

11890*. Round a piece of soft iron wire as core wound a fine

covered wire as a helix; then placed it under paper. Sprinkled

filings over it and magnetized it by a current varying from i to 10

pair of plates of Grove’s battery. The strength of the magnet
varied much with the force of the current—but the forms of the

curve did not seem to change.

* [11890]
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11891. A wire was arranged perpendicularly and the Current of

10 pair of Grove’s plates sent through it. Filings sprinkled on
paper assumed the form given in the following attached experi-

mental result [Plate II].

11892. Wires of three different thicknesses were used, but there

was no difference in the results. The power or rather the extent

of the curves appeared to depend upon the amount of electricity

in the current.

11893. When two wires carrying like currents were employed,

the form[s] were very beautiful, shewing the coalescence of the

lines of force, the inflection between the two, etc. etc. [Plate II].

11894. It appeared as if the two wires had twice the force of one

wire, though the forms coalesced. As if the power of one was
added on to the other and with no disappearance of the power of

either. It was not a mere coalescence as in magnets, but the force

was a sum of the two. There must be a neutral place between the

two wires.

11895. With three wires carrying like currents the result was

similar, as in the illustration [Plate II]. When one of the three

currents was in the contrary direction, then the neutral place dis-

appeared and the lines flowed between it and the others [Plate II].

Shewing the element of the helix.

11896. The lines over a current are given in the figure [Plate II]

and are of course transverse to it.

11897. is ^^sy to trace and connect all these lines with those

in the helix. Such as are produced over a ring helix are given in

the side illustration^

11898. I have a helix made of 36 spirals of copper wire
g
of an

inch in diameter. The wire is not covered and the spirals do not

touch; its length is 9 inches and its internal diameter i*8 inches.

It is easy to obtain access to the inside and, by placing a wooden
half core within, the disposition of the lines in a plane passing

through the axis of the helix could be shewn by filings both within

and without. The opposite illustration, A [Plate III], shews the

forms taken by filings both within and without about the end of

the helix.

11899. Except near the ends, the lines within the helix were
* Not reproduced.

FD VI 4
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parallel or nearly so to each other from end to end, but when a

core of soft iron about 2| inches long and | of an inch thick was
within, it disturbed the forms as in illustration B [Plate III],

1 1900. A still large[r] core, being a soft iron rod 5 inches long

and 0*3 in diameter was introduced. C [Plate III] shews the result as

to one of the extremities and the middle of the piece; the other end

could not be conveniently recorded but was as the one rendered

visible and as the result B. It is evident that the iron does not

merely conduct the lines of force from the helix but is a new and

abundant source of them. Those of the helix and the core associate

beautifully together.

1 1901. When the same core was out of the axis and against the

inside of the helix, then the result was as in D [Plate III].

1 1902. When the great helix alone was employed, always with

the 10 pair of Grove’s plates, and the form outside assumed by
filings was observed, the lines were feeble, but as in the figure,

where the intersection of the coils by the plane passing through

the core axis is indicated— E^.

1 1903. But when the core of soft iron 5 inches long and 0-3 in

diameter was in the inside of the helix, then a great difference

resulted; many lines of force issued through the side of the helix

and the place of the magnet was easily seen by the place of the

magnetic equator—

11905^. When two such cores were employed together, either

side by side or end to end, there was much increase of power, and

the lines shew where and its direction— in and

11906. A similar result is shewn in I [Plate IV], where a larger

core was used.

1 1907. Results with a helix consisting of four superposed and

close together shew similar and correspondant results. See [K (not

reproduced) and L (Plate IV)].

11908. I placed a bar ofiron outside the helix-it was not absolutely

insensible, for some of the lines of force from the ends of the

helix feebly bent down towards it, but there was scarcely a trace

of power. This has been stated before. See

1 1909. Taking a long piece of soft iron wire 9-3 inches long,

^ Not reproduced.
^ There is no 11904 in the MS.



. iloyy. ii. 7\ iittie core quite inside the lielix
•. 11900. C. Core ol soft iron 5 inches long by 0-3 wide in the inside of tlie large lieli:

1 1901. D. Same core in the helix— at the side

(TAe outlines oj the iron cores, shown dotted here, are drawn in ink on the backs of the
specimens. All seven tenths scale)
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I put round the middle of it a helix of covered wire which was

2-2 inches only in length and at the middle; see Nh When the

current passed through the helix, all the external parts, being 3}

inches on each side, became magnet., not with consecutive poles

but simply and consistently as if the magnetism there pervaded

outward.

1 1910. Cut away more and more of the iron. The concentration

of force is seen in 0 ^, P\ Qh
11911. Some combinations of the power are shewn in R, S

[both Plate V], and also in T, U [botli Plate VI] and Vh
1 1912. T, U and V, some further illustrations of the power and

the lines, some beautifully complicated.

16 DECK. 1851.

1 1913. Tried Scoresby’s hard bar magnet under the influence of

other magnets as to its change of condition. For that purpose

ascertained the power of the bar magnet B, 12 inches long, i inch

wide and 0*4 thick, which has been hardened and magnetized

regularly by a helix and half cores. The loop when passed

On 40° 40°

Off 3
c)°‘8 41°

40°

40°*5

average 40 Magnet B.
„ 40-43

^

1 1914. The two magnets E F together as one compound magnet

:

On 12°

Off 12°

n°'8

ii°-8

ii°-5 average 11-73

ii°-5 „ 11-73
mean 11-73 for Magnet E F.

1 1915. Scoreshys Magnet^ 6 inches long, 0-5 broad and o-i of

inch thick:

Off ? ? ? mean 7-04. Why Magnet.

11916. Then Scoresby’s magnet left unmoved, but the magnet B

of nearly six times its power was placed adversely to it, as in the

figure- the results were:

On 6°

Off 6° 6
°

average
^75 ^ean 5°*87

So the Scoresby is here reduced from 7°-04 to 5°*87 by the

opposed influence of this strong magnet.

^ Not reproduced.

4-2
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1 1917. Turned B end for end, so as to give a favourable position

and now:

On

Off

7*5

7°-2

7*5

7°*5

average 7°*66

0,
mean 7 *53

8°

7°5 7''’2 7“*5 » 7“‘40

So here the Scoresby is raised from 7°*04 to 7°*
5
3. The elevation

is not so much as the depression, nor was it to be expected.

11918. Now employed the weaker magnet E F of ii°73 power

to affect the Scoresby, which to begin with was 7°‘04 power, and

first favourably:

On

Off

7 7

» 6 ’33

Then unfavourably, as in the figure:

On f f'l f average 7*06

Off 6^*2
‘
7-2

6
° mean 6*51

» V96

On trying the Scoresby alone, it was then found to be

On
Off

7-2

6H
7.3

6H
average 712

„ 6-65

1 1919. So that it would appear that the Scoresby had not been

affected by the magnet E F.

1 1920. Taking a steel plate magnet, hard, 12 inches long, i inch

broad and 0*05 ofan inch in thickness, which had been magnetized

highly in the helix by cores drawn along it when in the axis,

I examd. it by filings and found it somewhat irregular but strong.

Then ascertained its power by the loop when the N end was

uppermost.

On 6° 6°*2 6
°

6°-4 average 6-15 0

Off 7°-6 8° 7°’5 7°-5 » 7’65
^

1 1921. Broke it into two pieces very nearly at the middle-the

power of one half was:

On 6° 6° 6°-2

Off 6° 6° 5°-5

The other half was:

On 6° 6°‘2 6°

Off f’6 e

average 6*06 0

„ 5.83
'94

average 6-06

» 5*73
mean 5°'89

1 1922. So the two pieces were each not much below the original

magnet, being 5°‘89 and 5°*94 and it 6°*9.
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1 1923. The two pieces were placed together with like poles, so

as to make a compound magnet; the joint power was:

On
Off

II -2

11°

II -5

io°‘8

II *2

11°

average ii *22
i°-o6

10 *8 „ io"-9o'

And the sum of the two separately is ii”-83, or very little more.

1 1924. The second half above was reduced by a horse shoe

magnet until it[s] power was small; thus:

On
Off

2°*8

3
°

2°*8

3
°

2 -5

average 2*92

„ 2°-90
mean 2 *91

1 1925. This half of 2°*9i power and the remaining former one

of 6°’9i power were put together as one compound magnet- the

power came out:

On 8 8-5 7-5 8 average 8°-o ___ ..o.

Off 7-4 7-5 8 7-8 „ 7-67
^ 83

So they had affected and reduced each other, for the sum of their

separate powers is 9°*8i.

11926. Being placed with unlike poles together, the power was:

On
Off

average 3*1
mean 3*013 3 -I 3 *4 3 3

3 2 -8 3 *2 3 3 „ 3*0

1 1927. I did not take the two separately again and cannot say

how much they have been changed by juxta position, but the

difference between their original forces is 4° very nearly.

20 DECK. 1851.

11928. N is the end of a bar magnet sending lines of force out-

wards; A is a hemisphere of nickel with its flat face upwards and

a retort ring round it at some distance to support the paper on

which filings are to be strewn. Whilst in the ordinary state, the

form given to the filings was as in the figure, C, below [Plate VII].

On making the nickel hot by a spirit lamp, I was able to take away

the spirit lamp, place paper over the nickel, sprinkle filings, tap,

remove and place another paper for filings, etc., three and even

four times before the nickel resumed its magnetic state. In this

case the filings were in no way affected by the nickel, but just as

they are in the illustration marked H [Plate VII] for hot ; but going

on to take successive forms of the lines, at a certain instant the

lines became curved just as in the illustration C above.

^ ^ in error for 5°-94. See par. 11921.
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1 1929. Magnetic effect of Sul. Iron or Oxygen.

With the hope of making an apparatus that might shew the

effect of oxygen, constructed the following apparatus, a Hs a

fine straight slender filament of glass, suspended by a cocoon

thread to the end of the wire c, which going through a cork, is

by that held fast in the mouth of a compound tube, for g and h

are two glass tubes connected by a copper socket at s. Now the

glass filament is 12 inches long and its suspension thr[ea]d perhaps

16 inches in length. At the top and bottom of the glass filament

is attached a small magnet, one at each end. A fine needle was

well magnetised, then broken up into equal pieces about
|
of an

inch long, and there are two of them. They are attached in con-

trary directions to the filament and thus make something like an

astatic needle, except that, being not quite in the same plane but

thus the apparatus does not point in the magnetic meridian

but across it, with the marked ends towds. the north. This did

not interfere with the expected action. A small mirror consisting

of a piece of the silvering stripped from a mirror was fixed on

at m to the middle of the glass filament, and this was brought

opposite a notch cut in the copper socket, so that a ray of light

could pass in and after impinging on the mirror, could be re-

flected out again to a telescope and observer; so that any degree

of motion in the whole system could be observed.

1 1930. Now this apparatus being supported vertically so that the

needle system was free to swing, it took up its place under the

earth’s influence. The needle was very delicate in its indications

towd. or with any ordinary magnetic body. For the finest

observations a candle was placed five feet off and its image in the

reflector observed by a telescope. The image was bad but quite

sufficient for the purpose.

11931. A bottle of crystals of proto sul. Iron shewed no effect

on this needle by the earth’s action. No signs of its conducting

power or polarity or conduction polarity.

11932. A Jar of solution of Proto sulphate of iron (saturated),
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being 3I inches internal diameter and 13 inches deep— did not

affect it.

1 1933. A Glass bottle 6x6x7 inches in size, being filled with
the solution, did not affect it.

1 1934. Thes[e] things were tried in various positions, but no
power of deflecting the lines of force of the earth appeared; there

was not force enough for that, and of course there could not be
any hopes of oxygen.

16 FEBY. 1852.

1 1935. I have prepared another magnetic needle. It is part of a

needle, broken out of the middle after magnetization, and is not

longer than this : it is fixed on the back of a small piece of silvered

glass about this size Q and suspended by a single cocoon fibre in

the square glass cell and tube of former times (11194, 249), from

the end of a wire passing through the cork. A candle flame is

well seen in this reflector by the telescope used on former occa-

sions (i 1 194, 249), and by means of the telescope wire, the position

of the mirror (and needle) can be most readily ascertained and

any change in position taken note of. The image of the candle

flame was very good (11930).

11936. Having a large roundish block of haematite weighing

14 lbs., and about 6 inches in thickness every way, it was employed

to see whether it would make a sensible deflection of the lines

of magnetic force of the earth— a small piece being absolutely

insensible in its action. It was therefore placed to the east and

to the west, above and below the needle, at various times for this

purpose being sustained on a table standing on a stone floor, whilst

the needle was sustained on the end of an arm on another stand

on the same stone floor. No mechanical disturbance of the needle

occurred therefore when moving the heavy haematite by its mere

weight.

1 1937. The haematite deflected the needle differently in different

positions, and this shews a ready sensibility in the needle and

goodness in the observing apparatus. The apparent motion of the

reflected image to the right or left of the observer is, for the tele-

scope, the reverse of that for the naked eye-the telescope being

an inverting instrument. When therefore the image in it goes to
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the right hand, it is really going to the left as seen directly by
the naked eye. This correction is needful in determining the way
in which the mirror and the needle moves.

11938. But the haematite proved to be slightly permanently mag-
netic, and therefore did not give any clear evidence of its affecting

the terrestrial lines of force or becoming a magnet sensibly by
position.

1 1939. A Winchester quart bottle of proto sul. Iron solution

shewed no trace of magnetic effect by position. Was indifferent

as on the former occasions.

1 1940. A remarkable proof of its sensibility occurred and the

influence of distant things. It was on the basement floor between

the Laby. and the street. Carriages passing in the street would

be about 8 or 9 feet above the level of the needle and from 20 to

25 feet West of it at the nearest. As the carriages or carts passed,

they affected the needle, and that in a constant manner
;
for whether

they came up from the North or from the South, the S end of the

needle went a little west and returned to its natural position as

they passed away. If it was a quick passing carriage the action

was quicker but quite steady, just one to and fro. If it was a slow

moving cart or waggon, it was a slower motion but not a steadier

one. When the vehicle was on the near side of the way the action

was greater than when on the other side farther off. Considering

every circumstance, I referred it to the action of the iron tires

of the wheels, chiefly, the whole iron of the passing vehicle

however combining in the effect. It is a magnet by position, i.e.

it deflects the lines of terrestrial magnetic force, and this deflection

was shewn by the needle, the motion of which is precisely that

which would be produced by such an action.

1 1941. Try such a bar, and if there be an effect, consider how
dilute the iron would be by expansion into a cube of 40 or 50 feet

in the side, and whether if so diluted a small portion would be

sensible at the needle. Thus a bar 4 feet long and 1-5 inches square

occupies 108 cubic inches. A cube 40 feet in the side occupies

1 10592000 cubic inches. Now =Yp^6d- So that the iron

would be above a million times diluted in that space, and a cubic

inch of it so diluted would contain only the Tio;^9i;5oo^th part of

tlie iron. Now a cubic inch of iron weighs 1969 grains, and
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108 c.i.= 212,706 grains. The part of 2 12,706 grains

is rather less than the ^^dth of a grain. Then query would the

^dth of a grain of iron, formed into a wire whose thickness should

be p of its length, and placed half an inch off from the needle,

affect it as much as the bar 20 feet off (119^9).

20 FEBY. 1852.

1 1942. Want to try a mass of Proto sulphate of iron, either as

crystals or in solution, to ascertain whether it will sensibly affect

the direction of the lines of force of the earth -that I may approach

a step to the action of oxygen; for moderate masses of Sul. Iron

do not sensibly affect a magnetic needle, though they are affected

by a magnet
( ).

1 1943. 10 oz. avoirdupoise of small crystals proto sul. iron shaken

together occupy about 15 cubic inches. The same quantity of

crystals would make about 35 cubic inches of cold saturated solu-

tion.

1 1944. Have prepared a cask. It has wooden hoops. I have taken

out all the iron nails and replaced such as were needful by copper

nails. When standing up on end, the height within is 22 inches

and the average diameter 16-875 inches, so that its capacity is

nearly 5000 c.i. or 18 gallons. A loose division ofwood has been

made vertically down the middle to confine solid crystals to one

side, if needful, and it has been marked i, 2, 3, 4, on the sides to

identify these sides when required.

11945. The needle and its reflector (11935) were first arranged

on its separate stand on a stone floor, at the proper height, and

also the candle, 73 inches off, to give an image in the reflector and

the telescope, eye end 20 inches off, to observe. The needle was

of course in the magnetic meridian within the room; the telescope

and candle were west of it as in the next Figure.

11946. A travelling stool or platform was prepared to carry the

cask. This by moving on the floor brought the top of the cask

level with the magnetic needle, or being placed on a table where

it could move 12 inches or more, then the bottom of the cask was

level with the needle. This platform and the cask were to the East

of the needle, and moving east and west could be brought up
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within I inch of the needle, or when on the ground taken
feet off.

1 1947*. The Telescope inverts the object seen, but experimentally,
whilst it and the candle are stationary, the movement of the image
in the telescope to the right of the observer at Eye occurs when
the S end of the little magnetic needle goes Eastward., and the
motion of the image in the telescope to the left coincides with the

movement of the S end of the needle to the TEest.

11948. First the Empty cask with its partition and supporting
stool or platform was tried, the top being level with the needle.

It was brought up to within an inch of the needle, or taken 52
inches off, always on the East of the needle— a careful observation
was made in each position, and this was done for the four sides

or faces of the cask (11944). With side i near or towds. the mag-
netic needle there was no change in the position of the needle,

no deflection when the cask was nearest. With side 4 towards the

needle, the same indifferent result. Sides 3 and 2 gave the same
indifferent result. So the cask and stool or platform unexcep-
tionable whilst below the level of the needle.

1 1949. The empty cask was now raised on the table (11946) so
that its bottom was level with the needle— in this case it could
travel 12 inches to and fro— its different distances being i and 13

* [1 1947]
-E»
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inches. Now the side
3
gave a slight deflection of the image in

the telescope to the apparent left= to about half the width of the

candle flame. The sides i, 4 and 2 gave the least possible deviation

in the same direction when the cask was at the nearest. This looks

like a trace of repulsion on the S end of the needle. It should have

been the contrary^ if the cask had acted in the manner of iron.

Perhaps it was something in the travelling stool, in which there

were iron screws, etc. It was very small.

1 1950. Crystals of Sul. Iron proto, 112 lb. in weight, were now

put into the cask on one side of the division and just filled it to

the top on the side 2, thus; and the whole being on the table and

so mounted above the level of the magnetic needle, was experi-

mented with, the distance of motion to and fro being 12 inches.

1 195 1. Now when side 2 was near the magnetic needle, the image

in the telescope went to the left distinctly, about half a flame

width. When the cask was removed 12 inches further away, the

effect ceased-the effect occurred again and again. With side
3

towards the needle the same thing occurred. With side i also

the same- but the effect better, though now the sulphate is farther

off. With side 4 the same thing. So the general result is that the

Sulphate of iron causes the S end of tlie needle to go Westwcl.^

as if it were repelled. This is the reverse of an iron action.

1 1952. The cask was now placed below, with its top level with

the magnetic needle. The extreme distance was 62 inches and the

near distance i inch. Now with side 2 towds. the needle there

was no effect or only a trace to the left. Side
3

to the needle,

no effect or a trace to the left. Side i nothing. Side 4 nothing.

1 1953. would seem by this that the deflection when the cask

was raised could not be due to the cask itself but to its contents.

Also that it could not be due to the weight of the cask and con-

tents depressing or changing the pavement, for that must have

been nearly the same when the cask was below as when raised.

But that it is not due to the sulphate of iron as a para magnetic

action is evident, because a spike of iron in its place, when

raised made the image in the telescope go to the right, and when

lowered sent it to the left.

1 1954. Perhaps the flexure on the floor may have altered even the

place of the telescope, but I cannot tell. The effect was very small
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after all, and I do not accept it as evidence that the sulphate of

iron had any sensible action of its own, either paramagnetic or

diamagnetic.

1 1955. Cast Iron, Six bars of cast iron, making together a com-
pound bar 4 feet long, by 2 inches wide and 1*75 inches thick,

was held up in the area to the West of the magnetic needle, 132

feet off, and raised so that the lower end was 2^ feet above the

level of the needle. Whether held vertically or horizontally in the

plane of the Magnetic meridian, they did not affect the needle.

The Window was between and at the window there are 10 or 12

wrought iron vertical bars, which may have interfered.

11956. The same bars 6 feet off to the East with no intervening

iron affected the needle properly^ but not much. At the distance

of 3 feet the effect was much more. So the Earth’s power strong

and abundant, and not very easily disturbed by a small thing.

1 1957. An iron spike or anvil (wrought iron) about 24 inches

long, 6 inches diameter at one end and 3 inches thick in the body,

having a weight of 70 lb. or 80 lb. or more, when placed 3 feet

off, affected the needle considerably and properly, i.e. as it ought

to do, whether above or below or horizontal or with either end

uppermost. But the effect was nothing like so great as I expected

it to be, and considering what it did, the insensible effect of the

sulphate of iron in the cask was no longer surprizing.

11958. The carts and carriages that go bye certainly affect the

needle, but I doubt whether it is a magnetic effect, and not rather

some effect of pressure on the ground and flexure of the whole

building, and so change of place of the iron in it and consequently

of the magnetic effect of the whole.

11959. As to the suppositious iron bar (11941). An iron wire

having the diameter of 0*014 of an inch had 3 grains weight taken,

which measured 14 inches. A piece *014 x 30=- *42 of an inch and

that would weigh 0*090 of a grain—a piece 0*21 in length and

0*007 hi diameter would weigh only 0*01125 of a grain—and a

piece 0*14 in length and 0*00466 in diameter would weigh only

0*00333 of a grain. Would such a piece as the last affect the needle

at I an inch distance.^ Or would a piece
|
the length or 0*093

in length weighing only 0*00222 do so, and as much as the bar

(11941) twenty feet off.^
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11960. Magnetic needle in iron. A small magnetic needle about

0*1 of an inch long suspended by cocoon silk was prepared. Also

a block of iron (soft) about 2 inches square, with a hole about

I inch in diameter and 1-25 deep in the middle entering in at one

side. Also the long bar magnets. The long bar magnets were put

edge up on the table as shewn*, being connected at the further

end by soft iron; then the small magnetic needle place[d]

at 1^^ vibrated under intense power so that its vibrations could not

be distinguished by sight. Then when the block of soft iron was

placed between the magnet poles, and the same needle gradually

introduced into the hole, whilst out of the hole it stood as before,

but the force on it was very much less than when the block was

away. When in the hole, the force was still less^ but the direction

of the force was the same in all cases, i.e. the needle at rest stood

parallel to itselfwhether the iron was there or not (11683, 7),

11961. By changing the magnetic poles outside the iron, the

needle within the iron changed its direction. There is just one

flood of power, through the iron and the air in and around it.

1 1962. A piece of soft iron 6 inches long and 2 inches square with

a hole in the middle gave a like result but in a weaker degree.

11963. If a bar of soft iron having a depression in it to receive

a small needle magnet be demagnetized, and then a needle magnet

be prepared which can lay in the notch, the iron filings over such

a magnet away from the iron gives a very good set of curves.

If the needle be put into the notch and then iron filings be sprinkled

on paper over it, there are no signs of curves, or the very least,

so thoroughly is the power conducted on by the soft iron. If

thin paper be placed between the iron and the needle, then the

filings over the needle produce weak curves; if the needle be

raised a little from the iron then the curves come out more

strongly.

11964. Using a block of hard steel, and placing the needle upon

it, the curves by filings come out more strongly than on the soft

iron, i.e. hard steel is a worse conductor of the magnetic force

than soft iron.

11965. Value of abundant conducting matter in terrestrial mag-

neto electric inductions. A is a solid ball of cop[p]er 3*2 inches

^ 185 1 has been written here: evidently a slip.

* [11960]
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in diameter, supported on copper axis by a wooden stand, C,

so as to rotate by the hand; ef,m astatic needle pointing pretty

well because not adjusted; it is supported by cocoon thread g
to a wire h and enclosed in a jar brought close alongside of the

ball. When the ball is revolved one way, the magnetic needles,

which at first are parallel to its axis, then point vertically, so strong

is the action. If the rotation be in the contrary direction, then

the oppos. magnetic pole goes towd. the ball. The effect is very

excellent.

30 APRIL 1852.

11966. Experimented on possible set of a wire when surrounded

by an electrolyte and between two electrodes-^/ is a finger basin

filled with water, a ^ a piece of copper wire bent thus* and about

this length, suspended by cocoon silk from a and quite immersed

in the water. Then wire electrodes from a battery of five pair

of Grove’s plates were put in the water in different places, as

at c or or elsewhere. There were very little signs of motion

in the wire in any case. When all was still, it kept its place whether

the battery connexion was made or not.

11967. Added some Sulphuric acid so as to make the water a

conductor, and now the Neg. wire produced a stream of hydrogen

gas and the Pos. wire a descending stream of sul. copper and also

a little gas occasionally. When the wires were close to the moving

wire, as above at e and c, and on opposite sides of the end of the

slung wire, there was approximation, as if attraction; when the N.

wire only was near one end, the Pos. wire being away as at m, then

there was also apparent attraction. When the P. wire was near

the end and the N. wire at /w, then there was much less signs of

approximation.

11968. I refer the apparent attraction at present to the mechanical

effect of the evolved gas at the N. pole, which, causing a current

to set upwards, draws in the neighbouring water and so the end

of the horizontal wire with it.

11969. In order to get rid of this current, I removed the dilute

Sulc. Acid and placed in the finger basin a saturated solution of

Sul. copper. Now there was little or no gas evolved by the electric

current-but the apparent attraction was also much less. There

* [11966]
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were signs of it, but then there must have been up or down

currents at the place of the electrodes from the electro chemical

action, and either of these or both conspiring would tend to shew

effects of approximation. When the electrodes were placed at a

distance from the ends, I saw no sensible action.

1 1970. Then I employed two copper plates as the electrodes,

arranged on opposite sides of the basin and fixed carefully, and

now there was an effect with the copper wire and the solution

of sulphate of copper: for if the wire were in the position either

of I or 2, or any corresponding position, it slowly moved into

an equatonal position. The effect was small and the power small,

but the result clear.

1 1971. As the wire was bent, this might be some action of a

current of fluid formed at the wire which, in passing up or down

from it, set the wire round as a vane. Still, it is remarkable that

in either position it went into the equatorial position, moving to

do this in contrary directions. Yet then the same end has contrary

electrolytic actions in the contrary positions, and that may do

something. To settle that, I must make the same end of the wire

stand at i for instance and at 2', for then any vane action which

would move it from i to the equatorial position, going as the

hands of a watch, ought to move it from 2' into the axial position

and so on, also like the hands of a watch.

1 1972. If the contrary happens, then there must be some peculiar

setting force here. Perhaps analogous to that of diamagnetic

action. Try nonconducting bodies in the Electric stream.

1 1973. There were present at these experiments to-day M. Dubois

Raymond, Dr. Bence Jones and Mr. Barlow and also Mr.

Anderson.

7 MAY 1852.

1 1974. Used the same apparatus, solution, plates, wire, etc. as

before, also with
5
pr. of Grove’s plates. To represent the positions

of the wire and direction of the chief current, etc., the ends of

the wire may be called a and h. So there may be four positions

as in the figure. The observations were always made when looking

across the liquid (i.e. along the slung wire) from below in the
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diagram, the light when used being on the opposite side as at

candle.

1 1975, When the wire was near the surface but fairly submerged

—its motion was doubtful and uncertain. When about half an

inch below the surface, it went freely from all four positions into

the equatorial position—again and again. When placed lower, at

the middle depth, it passed a little axially, i.e. feebly, but axially

from all the positions. Being still lower— it went strongly axially

from all positions. When placed near the bottom of the liquid

and below the level of the lower edges of the Electrodes, it

scarcely moved at all. Above and below the middle part was the

best places for motion, the results then being contrary in the two

cases.

11976. Looked for the currents in the fluid produced by chemical

action at the two ends ofthe wire when oblique or axial by putting

a light on one side the basin and observing with the eye on the

other side, as above or in the figure. When the wire was equatorial,

there was scarcely any currents or striae- only a little refraction

along the wire; but when oblique as in the figure or axial, then

there were currents and striae, easily and beautifully observed, and

these were descending from the P. end of the wire and ascending

from the N. end ofthe wire, whichever end of the wire by position

happened to be in either of these states. These of course depend

upon the solution and precipitation of copper, and do not occur

when no current is sent through the solution.

1 1977. When the wire was about half an inch below the surface

and the battery connexion then made, the descending current at

the P. end of the wire at an angle of 45^ with the Electric axis was

watched. It began to descend perpendicularly but soon became

a little deflected, the wire moving a little at the same time equa-

torially. But the bow in the striae preceeded the place of the wire,

even to the extent of \
of an inch or more. Yet the current of

striae was not broken in the fluid, as if it forced its way through

it, but was clean and only little disturbed, and the fact seemed to

be that the fluid below the wire appeared to move on and carry

the current and also the wire with it. The successive forms are

given above*.

11978. This happened on both sides of the axial line, i.e. in the

* [11977]
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positions i and ii (11974): the descending currents being always

from the P. end of the wire and the convexity always towards

the equatorial line or plane.

1 1979. In this high position of the wire, the ascending currents

and strice from the N. end of the wire is by no means disturbed in

this manner: it is very short and is disturbed only by the gradual

change of place of the moving wire.

11980. Instead of the moving wire, used a similar copper wire

equally long, straight, hori^.ontal and capable of being fixed at

any height or in any position. The currents and striae were in

relation to the P. and N. ends as before (11977). When the wire

was a very little way under the surface, the descending currents

from P. end tended very slightly to go to the equator or in that

direction. When lower in the solution, about half an inch down,

the currents stream off after a little while very much towards the

equator-as much as before (11977). When about
\
of an [inch]

down, there was the same effect. On first establishing the electric

circuit, the descending current is straight and then gradually

becomes more and more deflected, as in the figure*, so that the

stream, which was first directly downwds., becomes curved and

large as in the figure. Besides which, it changes its direction in

different parts of its course, the course of the stream being ulti-

mately first to the right hand, then gradually descending and at

last going freely to the left. So that even when the wire is a

fixture, the falling current descends in a curve, and if the parts

beneath and near to the wire are carried right by a motion of

the whole fluid, there must be a motion of the parts still lower

to the left.

11981. The effect strikingly increases as the electric current is

continued, as if masses were gradually put in motion. If it be

that the mass of fluid below the wire tends to move and not the

mere striae current or altered solution, then the mass immediately

below the wire must move well to the right hand, for the striae

current bows thus; and the parts below must move to the left,

for the stream there goes left.

11982. If the wire were axial, there would be striae streams but

they would be vertical, for the convexity is produced towards

the equator on either side of that position. If the wire were

equatorial, there would be an end of the phenomenon also, for

* [11980]
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then there are no striae streams, there being no P. ends of the wire.

So the effects of this descending stream or of the position of the

wire producing it are confined to half a circle and divided in

opposite directions into two quadrants.

,
11983. I slung a small piece of bibulous paper on a cocoon

thread about 14 inches long, and then sunk it in the fluid; it could

be put at any level by the thread, swinging like a pendulum slowly,

but still able to shew horizontal motions in the mass of fluid.

0 When a little below the wire, as at i, 2, 3
or 4, it moved to the

rights clearly shewing that the mass of fluid there moved and not

the stream of striae only: the latter simply indicate the general

movements of the former. So that all the fluid near this part of

the wire appears to be in motion. When placed at
5,

just over

the wire, I think it moved to the left- indicative of a tendency to

rotation round the wire: but the wire was near the surface here

and we shall probably see this better when the wire is mid way

in depth, or lower down even.

11984. Will an independant varnished and so insulated wire

carrying a current of its own, cause like motions in the fluid.^

11985. When the wire was deeper and about the middle of the

T f I
fluid, the striae stream did not go to the right hand at all, for

^
J' } though they gradually became curved, the effects were succes-

.
./• ^ sively as in the figure, their course being to the left below. In no

part of their journey was there any tendency to the right. This

does not look so much like a tendency to rotation round the wire

as like a certain relation of the middle part of the electrolyte

(under the conditions) to the top and bottom parts.

11986. When placed lower in the fluid, the stris stream still

descended first vertically and then went to the left hand, as above.

The ascending streams at the further and N. end of the wire

could also be observed thrgh. the fluid at the same time, and they

were found also to go to the left, according with the fact observed

before, that the convexity of the descending stream is towards the

equator of the fluid whilst that of the ascending stream is from it.

The position of the eye and the inclined position of the wire being

always kept in view.

^
11987. The wire being lower still, the near descending stream

{f' went short of[f] to the left. The further ascending stream was

then also enlarged in its curvature, as thus.
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11988. When placed still lower, the descending stream was

straight down, but the further ascending stream now went well

to the apparent right first and to the left when higher up, giving

the whole of the concave or dish shape result.

11989. So whether high or low, eitlier the near descending

stream or the distant ascending stream, or both together, describe

the same apparent figure to the eye in the same place. It is of

course clear that, in the complete curve from either end, the wire

is below for the one curve and above for the odier; so that if

the motions of the fluid producing the curvatures be referred to

current existing in the wire, the fluid around it appears to move
in contrary directions, though whilst the eye keeps it[s] place the

directions form one simple curve.

1 1990. Must make out very clearly why the motion in the same

place as regards the wire (as for instance just below) changes with

change of place in the wire; the wire if at 2 having fluid moving

to the right beneath it, and if at 7, moving to the left, the electric

current through the wire being always in the same direction. If

the wire be at i, the descending current is as in the figure, but if

it be at 2, 3, 4, etc. etc. in the fluid, the whole curve does not

descend with the wire, but seems stationary, as if it depended

upon the mass of the fluid; only that part of the curve appearing

which is below the wire in the figure. Of course the currents

through the fluid (of electricity) will change with change in the

place of the wire.

11991. Now examined the ascending striae from the N. end of

the wire, the eye and the light being generally on the same side

of the glass basin and therefore on the same side of the stream

of electricity through the electrolyte as before. In the former case

matters were arranged as in figure d. Now they were adjusted

as in fig. a*. Before, the descending current was at P' near the eye

and the ascending current at N' farther off. Now, the ascending

current is near the eye and the descending current farther off.

The equatorial plane is now to the left of the observer; before

it was to the right.

1 1 992. When the wire was near the top of the fluid, the ascending

striae went straight up. The descending current on the further side

was first bowed near the middle of the liquid and afterwards

* [11991I
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higher up, as if the parts about the center of the mass of fluid

began to move first and not those parts nearest to the wire. The

convexity of the descending current, being on the further side

of the liquid, was as always towards the equator.

1 1993. When the wire was a little lower, the result with both

the ascending and descending currents was the same.

1 1994. The wire a little lower, and now the ascending current

went straight up, but the curvature of the descending current after

a few moments was immediately from the wire, there being no

previous vertical or perpendicular part. The perpendicular part

was represented in some degree by the ascending portion of the

rising current from the N. end of the wire.

1 1995. When the wire was a little lower, both the ascending

and descending striae currents were curved thus: both apparently

in the same direction, but in reality the ascending current (near

the eye) from the equatorial plane, and the descending current

(on the further side) towards the equatorial plane.

11996. When lower and near the middle of the fluid, both the

currents (of striae) arch in the same apparent direction thus, and

very equably making one simple curved or reversed C. Both the

streams move off vertically from the wires; there is no break in

the back of the conjoined curve as thus*-according in this respect

with what was before observed (11987, 11994).

1 1997. When the wire was lower, the results were as here figured,

the ascending stream beginning to have a first motion to the right

and the descending stream now going off from the wire at once

to the left.

11998. When placed very low, all the curvature was in the

ascending current, as figured. It is curious to see how thoroughly

the bow is confined to the middle layer of the solution: for now

the ascending current is straight up or even curved a little ir-

regularly to the left close to the wire, and takes its progress to

the right higher up, returning to the left still higher up, and

acquiring a reverse curvature in some degree again towards the

top. This is absolutely the course of the striae current through

the fluid, so that if the fluid moves to the right in the middle of

the depth or bow, it must also move to the left above.

1 1999. Made the wire only half the length, being now about

* [11996]
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i\ inches long. When placed in the middle of the fluid, like results

to those obtained before were observed, but they were not so

strong or so favourably shewn. When the wire was out of the

middle, i.e. one end at the middle and the other near to one of

the side electrodes, as thus, then the strite currents appearing at

the end in the center, whether that was N or P, were not much

affected-very little indeed-but those at the sides as at P were

more so and distinctly and as before.

12000. These currents in the fluid are the cause of the set of the

wire as first observed : I mean the currents or motions of the whole

body of fluid or the part above the wire. The striae currents

are I believe only indicators of the former, and are not the causes

of them-but the use of a separate insulated wire and current will

develop all that.

12001. Dismissed the wire and used another long one, about

three inches in length, but well varnished so as to be insulated

from the solution. When slung in the fluid, however, it was found

not to be quite insulated, for there were small portions of striae

currents formed at both ends, and they obeying the laws before

observed but feebly only. The wire, if it moved at all (in the

positions of motion), did so only to a very small degree. So that it

appears the effects when obtained are due to the electrical changes

produced by the wire as a conductor immersed in the electrolyte,

and not to any relation of the copper to the surrounding fluid,

like that of diamagnetic bodies, or at all analogous thereto.

12002, A platina wire was used. Gas of course appeared at the

positive end, and as the wire was suspended by cocoon silk and

left mobile, this gas both disturbed the equilibrium so as to tilt

the wire much and also disturbed and destroyed the descending

striae stream that appeared in the former case. Being however thus

tilted and therefore inclining from top to bottom of the solution,

it apprd. to go axially from all four positions (11974).

12003. ^ ^ suspended in the

solution. Of course there were no striae nor conduction through

it. It appeared to be quite indifferent to the electric current across

the electrolyte. The bar was heavy and sustnd. by ten cocoon

threads, so that the torsion was considerable; but I believe there

was truly no effect or tendency to any.
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12004. Continued the same experiments. Used a square glass

cell about 4*5 x 3*5 inches wide and 3 deep. The old Electrodes,

1 1 inches wide and as deep as the fluid or cell. A solution of

sulphate of copper saturated and then diluted by one fourth its

vol. of water-which liquid was 2| inches deep in the cell. Used

a Grove’s battery of five pair of plates. The direction of the cur-

rent was as before through the fluid. The fixed copper wire was

introduced and as soon as the battery connexion was made, there

were the falling striae streams as before from P*, gradually be-

coming curved-being convex towards the equatorial line or plane.

12005. Placed the wire in thus. The results were the same. The

ascending current also on the further side was present and con-

cave to the equatorial line as before.

12006. The wire was placed in more obliquely- then looking

along the wire the striae convexity was not so great as when

looking across the fluid in the direction of the dotted line. The

curvature seems to be in planes nearly parallel to the sides of the

trough or cell.

12007. Placed the electrodes in various parts of the electrolyte

and the fixed wire in different directions across it, as in the follg.

positionst. The effects were generally the same- but in the last

case the flexure was not so great at the end of the wire touching

the glass as at a part farther in to the mass.

12008. Shortened the wire and then placed it as in the figures^.

In the first case the effect at the P. end was good. In the second

case not so good. In the third case very good indeed.
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12009. Now keeping the last position, the wire was placed at

different depths; both the ascening and descending stria? streams

were as on the former occasion.

12010. I fixed a crystal of sulphate of copper by forcepes in the

solution at the top-it dissolved and formed striae-its place was

over P, and when there was no electric current, the striae descended

perpendicularly on to P; but when the electric current was on,

it went to the right of the wire first and then round it and to the

left- shewing most clearly a motion of the whole fluid about the

wire and not of that at P only or of the striae only at P. No doubt

the same or a like effect will occur at the other end. This was when

wire was midway down. When somewhat lower, the same effect

was produced. The ascending striae at the other end of the wire

were seen at the same time.

1201 1. When the wire was quite at the bottom, the descending

striae from the dissolving crystal shewed exactly the same effects.

The ascending striae on the further end N shewed the same large

like curve.

12012. As the motions appear to depend on the fluid more than

the wire, I took out the latter altogether and employed only the

crystal and its striae as indications, and that in various parts. When

the crystal was at c and no electric current, the striae went straight

down; but when the current was on, they gradually changed in

direction and became curved exactly as if they proceeded from

the P. end of the wire. So that the wire appears to be of no

importance in producing the effect.

12013. Placed the crystal at d over the place from whence as-

cending currents in this apparent form would rise. The descending

striae gradually though slowly curved in the opposite direction,

i.e. convex to the equator and chiefly above the middle depth,

clearly shewing the motion of the fluid, and like the ascending

current shewing that it is towards the equator above, and from

it lower down.

12014. All this seems as if the motion was due to currents in the

general mass of the fluid-and as a descending current must be

formed against the P. Electrode and an ascending current against

the N. Electrode, it is probably these set the fluid in motion, for

they seem fit to produce all the effects. I now therefore placed
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the crystal so as to give descending currents from the different

localities marked. At i the striae bend towards the equator. At 2

the same. At
3

little or nothing, at 4 and
5
doubtful.

12015. Again arranged things thus and the crystal at the figures.

At I the deflection caused by the electric current was clear, out

from the electrode above and in beneath, as if the fluid against

the electrode were rising and so flowing off above and towards

it below. At 2 the same thing. At
3
not sensible-at 4 not sensible-

at
5

doubtful, but I believe convex to the P. electrode, as if it

went in above and out beneath.

12016. Arranged an insulated wire in the fluid with a battery of

2 pr. Grove’s plate[s]. There was no effect shewn by the crystal

strias near this wire, either when the current went through it or

the other current went through the fluid, or when both currents

passed at once. So no relation of this current to the fluid.

12017. As the effect with the P. end of the wire in the solution

near to the N. electrode was very good, restored this state of

things, but put the N. electrode into a porous cell with crystals

and solution of sul. copper, so as to prevent currents in the fluid

from the solution demetalized against the electrode. Now there

were the striae from the end of the wire both ascending and

descending-^«r no flexure of them. Used a crystal by the P. end

of the wire, but no deflexion of the striae.

12018. AH is due to currents in the mass of the fluid, due to the

altered specific Gravity of the parts against the electrodes when the

Electric current is on.

12019. A wire suspended in the electrolyte does not seem to set-

but that fact is not decided in these experiments. The motions

observed were not due to such an effect.
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12020. For some time past have been getting the torsion balance

into working order. Newman has put a frame under it so as to

deepen the box, and has added a moveable chamber so as to allow

a prolongation of the beam. I have described all the needful parts

in MS., so may save time of description here.

1202 1. The beam is now a glass tube which passes through the

box and attached reflectors. It is light; has the magnet end bent

down about 2 inches, and terminated in a small well made glass

hook. This end is to support the single object put under experi-

ment at once, and the other end is to carry counterpoises to be

adjusted by shifting along the beam.

12022. The telescope is that used before. When it and the object

are placed at a given distance from the reflector, the degree may
be estimated in size, for if diameter is i, or radius, i.e. distance to

the reflector, 0*5, then a degree by reflexion, being then doubled

in extent, will be *01745, ^•®* nearly ^ of radius; so if the

telescope and the object be 5 feet from the reflector, a degree will

be 2 inches.

12023. Scales and objects to be seen by reflexion.

12024. Guage for adjustment of object and its suspension.

12025. Stands for retention of objects.

12026. Screws for adjustment of the box and balance on the table

over the poles.

12027. Battery connexion and commutator at the telescope.

12028. Gear to put on torsion force whilst observing.

12029. Guage for height of torsion beam and for transverse

equatorial line.

12030. Index for horizontal distance of the object from the mag-
netic core.

1203 1 . Temperature bath.

12032. Experimental cell,

12033. Have prepared some objects for experiments and must

keep a clear list of them all. The objects are of this nature : a clear

rod of glass was taken and drawn out at one place into a filament—

then the cylinder part cut off a certain length, as an inch—cleaned
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at the cut scratch by sand paper and fuzed. The filament was also

cut off and the end bent into a loop; the filament was set on by

a guage concentric to the cylinder, and its length from the point

of suspension to the center of the cylinder made just
4J

inches.

These are objects to hang on the glass beam and be submitted to

the magnet. In other cases, as of bismuth, the suspension is a

platina wire ofsuch thickness that
5
inches weighs about 10 grains.

28 JULY 1852.

12034. I mark the glass objects by diamond scratches up to 7

and then make a Vertical score for 8; so that

-=i ^=4 i =7
1

= 8 |'=I0 II-16 ||f = 34etc.

It is needful that the mark should carry no iron and hold no dirt.

12035.

No.

Flint Glass inches

u cylinder- length 1*5 diam. 0*254 weight 66 grains suspension glass

2. „ 5 )
0*272 78 Do.

3 * 0*33 115 Do.

4 - » „ 0*385 I6I Do.

5 * I 0*245 V 48 » Glass and platina

same rod f 6.
J)

I
,,

0*245 43 >5
Glass alone

of glass! 7 - 2 0*245 86 » Do.

diameter 0-24 8.' bismuth short cylinder bismuth 45 platina 1 5
grs.

Do. 0*315 9 * Do. bismuth 104 » platina 8 grs.

from same piece

of glass tube

A piece of flint glass nibe, in diameter and of such thickness that when

stopped at the ends and full of air it just sunk in water, was used for the

Six following tubes, i.e. 10, ii, 12, 13, 14, 15.

whole

10. length of weight

cylinder 2 inches- filled with distilled water 158 gr. glass film suspension

II. „ „ 4 » Do. distilled water 196 Do.

12 . „ ” *8 ” oxygen^ one 90 Do.

Atmosphere

Do.13- » » 2 „ oxygen^ Do. 107

14* » » 2 „ oxygen. Do. 106 Do.

15- » » 2g „ 3J
Air vacuum 108 Do.

16. Water

17. Alcohol common- S.G. -842 at 68°.

18. Alcohol absolute- S.G. -816.

19. Ether S.G, 734.

I This line is struck out in MS., because object 8 was eventually destroyed

(par. 12050).
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23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29. Cylinder common lead~2i<) gr.- repelled in air and water.

30. Common Zinc amalgamated— 157 gr.— repelled in air and m water.

31. Zinc pure. Repelled in air and water. Weight 136 gr.

32. Cylinder of Tin common-weight 183 grains. Attrd. in air and water.

33. Antimony common-weighs 108 grains- a short square prism.

34. Sulphur— a crystal— 48 grains.

35. Phosphorus-allotropic, Schroetter-weighs 38 grains.

36. Phosphorus common -weighs 41 grains.

37. Borate of lead fuzed- 81 grains.

38. Rock crystal- 58 grains.

39. Battery lead- considered pure lead- 267 grains.

40. Zinc tree lead-considered also pure- 25 3 grains.

41. Pure Zinc- 115 grains.

42. Pure platina- 22 grains.

43. Battery tin-pure tin- 170 grains.

44. Heavy Glass- 292 grains- 1*14 of inch by 0-52 and 0*34.

31 JULY 1852.

12036. The balance is advancing towards its completion. The

beam is suspended by the former torsion wire (11108) platina.

Its vibrations are exceedingly slow, indicating the small amount

of torsion force. Shall see whether it is too delicate.

12037. The arrangement of the apparatus is thus* as respects the

* [12037]
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magnetic axis— the object— the reflector— the observer-Bnd he scale

observed. So when to the naked eye the image in the reflector

appears to go to the left^ the object is receeding from the magnetic

axis or approaching the observer. When the image in the telescope

appears to go to the right, then the same effect occurs, because

the telescope reverses the appearance.

12038. By the use of several lines marked upon the table of the

magnet and of other lines marked on the balance case and also

on the magnetic poles-and by the use of the six setting screws

outside the balance box-it is easy to adjust the beam and object

very accurately to the magnetic axes. There are also several scales

in various parts to assist and to observe the motion of the beam by.

12039. The objects appear to answer very well as to adjustment,

etc. in the air.

12040. Tried an experimental cell and water to see how the

oscillations went on. Found a narrow tube cell would not do,

for the capillary attraction at the surface between the water round

the suspending filament and the side of the vessel drew them

together, and was enough to hold the object against 360° of

torsion and more.

12041. Employed a glass jar 2*5 inches in diameter, with water,

to see how far the effect extended. When the filament intersected

the water surface at the middle, then it stood there undisturbed

as it had done in air, i.e. at the same place or zero of the torsion

scale. The last vibrations were exceeding slow here by the torsion

force alone.

12042. Moved the glass in the equatorial line so that the place

of rest should bring the intersection about 0-9 from one side and

1*6 from the other side. Here the object (a glass cylinder) took

its right place according to torsion, not tending sensibly to go

to the nearer side. Moved it again, so that the distances were

about 0*8 and 1*7, or perhaps 0*7 and i-8. The object was almost

unaffected at the o*8 or rather 0*7 distance, but on allowing much
time, it was found to move very slowly and then gradually to

be accelerated and to approach and adhere to the nearer side.

12043. So a less distance than o*8 cannot be allowed at the surface.

The glass suspension is somewhat thick—perhaps the 30 of an

inch, but that is desirable for strength and stiffness.
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12044. The top of the experimental cell had better be a little

trough, about 2 inches by 3 inches in size and half an inch deep.

2 AUG. 1852.

12045. Began Experimental trials, and first with Object 9 or

larger bismuth cylinder (12035). When torsion 0°, its place if

indifferent would have been about ^ inch from the Magnetic axis.

When hung on the beam, it was at that distance slightly repelled,

the magnet being in its residual state and not having been em-
ployed for months. On adding 10° of torsion it approached a

little nearer, but was clearly and well repelled; 20°, 30®, 40° of

torsion were given and still the bismuth was so much repelled

as not to come into contact with the magnet. With 40° torsion,

its distance might be o-i or o*o8 in the equatorial line. With 50°

torsion it did not touch it.

12046. When the telescope and its object were put on, the small

vibrations of the beam were well observed and very conveniently.

The vibrations are now much quicker^ under the force of torsion

and a quickly changing field, than when mere torsion about o"

acts on the beam-and so far much facility is gained in determining

the place of rest of the beam and object.

12047. To see whether the object is separate from or touches

the magnetic axis, it is well to have a small mirror beneath by
which its reflected image can be seen projected on the luminous

ceiling and in various positions.

12048. Excited the magnet by 5 pr. of Grove’s plates, and now
the bismuth went off powerfully, being repelled ; it went off more

than 1*5 inches with more than 100° of torsion, resting in fact

against the side of the box (at the outer end of the beam). The
object is too powerful and the effect too strong for this suspension

wire. But it shews we shall have a good range of power.

12049. Tried the action of this object when the battery was dis-

connected and the magnet again residual; it was much stronger

than before, bearing 90® of torsion at the distance of about o*i.

12050. Object 8 or smaller bismuth (12035) being employed, was

attracted by the magnet both in the residual and excited state.

On breaking away the bismuth, I found the piece of platina wire
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I had used for the suspension was paramagnetic and had caused

the effect. This Object is now destroyed.

12051. Object 6, or small glass cylinder (12035) was employed.

When the torsion was 0° and the magnet residual, it was very

slightly repelled. When the
5

pr. of plates were connected, it was

driven off and held away i| inches, the outer end of the beam

touching the box.

12052. Have arranged a check or curb at the outer end of the

beam, being a fork of platina wire which limits the vibration of

the beam either on the one side or the other and within any given

space. Shall make this adjustible by hand. It is an important

adjunct in experiments of observation.

12053. the object 6 by the Curb a full inch from the axis

of power. With the
5

pr. of plates it was instantly driven further

off. Gave 180° of torsion, urging the object to the magnet- then

the
5

pr. did not drive it further off-with 120° torsion and 140°

it receeded. When the torsion was 160° and the
5

pr. plates con-

nected, the object was slowly moved away and held just clear of

the wire against which the torsion before pressed it.

12054. So with this cylinder of glass in air, at the distance of an

inch and with Magnetic power due to
5

pr. of plates, the dia-

magnetic force is equal to 160^ of torsion, with this size and length

of platina torsion wire.

12055. The torsion wire is 24 inches long and could, I believe,

have born[e] 2 revolutions without set- certainly not three (i 1 108).

12056. When this Object 6 was 0*5 of inch from the magnet and

with 360° torsion, the
5

pr. of plates drove it slowly away. At

076 of distance with 360° torsion, the same power just set it free.

So plenty of power here.

12057. Oxygen. Employed the Object No. 12 (12035), being

oxygen in a thick glass tube. As a whole, it is diamagnetic,

which is what I wanted. I hope it will be so in water as well as

in air. When i*o inch from the axis and with 40° of torsion, the

5
pr. of plates sent it still further away.
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Worked further at the ballance.

12058. Beam. The length of the object arm to the point of
suspension, i.e. the radius of revolution of the object, is nearly

5*25 inches. The radius of the torsion index and scale is 1*75 or

f of the former, so that a degree is three times as large at the object

as at the scale of torsion.

12059. On the opposite arm of the beam I have also marked off

the length of 5-25 inches. The arm is perhaps an inch and a half

longer. Have placed a scale of inches divided into tenths under
this arm, and by a shadow or by observation can watch the motions
well here or tell where the object is.

12060. Object suspension. When the beam is brought into the

horizontal position by the adjustment of counterpoise on the

outer arm, and that is ascertained by the use of the horizontal fork

support— as a guage— then the hook at the end of the arm is at

such height as to require a length of 4*375 or 4*37 inches for the

suspending filament between the center of the object and the

under side of its hook. This brings the center of the object into

the same horizontal plane as that including the magnetic axis.

12061 *. A loop of this kind, made of platina wire fastened on to a

cedar handle, is excellent for placing and removing the objects

from the balance beam.
12062. Lines are marked on the table and box. After the table

and magnet are fixed together by little wedges, a line is drawn
across the table between the poles, parallel to the place of the

future magnetic axis and perpendicularly beneath it. A second

line at right angles to this is also drawn across the table, passing

exactly under the middle of the magnetic axis. The intersection

of these lines is to be under the middle of the magnetic axis. Lines

are drawn also along both the double cone and the two side pieces

of soft iron—which being made to coincide with each other and

with the first line described, give quickly the place of the cones

and therefore of the magnetic axis. The double cone is well sup-

ported on a stand of its own, and whilst adjusting its place, a

little bob is employed to ascertain that it has its central part pre-

cisely over the intersection of the table lines. Thus its place is

secured.

12063. The balance box has two perpendicular lines drawn down
* [12061]
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the sides, one at each end, in the same vertical plane as the torsion

wire suspension. At the lower end ofeach, a scale of inches divided

is applied, so that when this vertical plane passes also through the

first line ruled on the table and therefore also through the magnetic

axis and truly through its center, the zero of the scales shall

coincide with the table lines. Then it is easy by the adjusting

screws to set this box either by this line or to any given amount
on one side of it, which of course carries the center of suspension

of the torsion beam the same amount to one side of the magnetic

axis.

12064. Lines are also drawn on the other two sides of the box
in that vertical plane which is transverse to the former and

coincides with the center of the object when freely suspended

from the horizontal beam. So when the box is set by the end

screws, so as to cause these lines to coincide with the transverse

lines on the table, then the object is truly in the equatorial plane

of the Magnetic field or cones. These are important points

gained.

12065. The beam was weighted by counterpoises only, so as to

be free from the residual force of the magnet; and then the torsion

plug or cone adjusted until the beam, when quite still, was parallel

to the magnetic axis. Then the ring scale was shifted until the

graduation Zero coincided with the index, and now that position

is to be preserved as respects the scale.

12066. In this case the conical end of the beam or counterpoise

arm was at Zero or a marked line of the scale in the box, and as

this scale moved with the beam, it could always be used to observe

the motion or position of the beam and its parallelism with the

magnetic axis.

12067. The telescope was at the same time set upon the reflector

and a graduated scale adjusted as an object. The inch marked 6

was made to indicate the normal position of the beam. Either

the counterpoise end or the telescope could be used to watch

the motions of the beam by and to preserve a record of the

normal position. The telescope was by far the most delicate.

12068. A bridle or check fork is applied on the box at the counter-

poise end. By including the beam there it limits its oscillations

to 15° or 20°, and the limb of the fork can be used to hold the
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beam in a given place when torsion is at the same time applied

to it (12088, 90).

12069. estimating the distance of the object from the magnetic

axis when the latter and the beam are parallel, it will be best I

think to count from the center of the magnetic cones along the

equatorial line to the center of the object. Then this distance can

be obtained at once by the use of the setting screw on the table

and the end scales of the box (12038), and will be sure to be

accurate.

12070. The Experimental cell has had a little trough of copper

\ an inch deep and 3 inches by 2 inches wide added to the top,

and it now does very well indeed.

12071. Adjusted the poles and the beam box so that the beam was

\ an inch on one side of the vertical plane passing through the

magnetic axis ( ). Hung up Object 6, being a small flint

glass cylinder (12035). The residual magnetism affected it and

repelled it, and it required a torsion of ^ to restore the cylinder

to the given normal distance of 0*5 of an inch, air being the sur-

rounding medium.

12072. Removed the object—put the experimental cell in its

place and restored the object No. 6, and readjusted the beam
to horizontality. Now the former torsion of 4° carried the object

into or towds. the magnetic axis until it touched the cell inside.

Even with this weak magnetic force, it shews beautifully the

relative effect of the Glass, water and air, and also give[s] a sort

of measure of the magnetic character of the air. I took off the

torsion and even then the glass did not move from the side—

seemed to be a little less diamagnetic than water.

12073. When filling the cell with water, must take care there are

no bubbles of air sticking down below—they will interfere with

the free motion of the glass cylinder.

12074. Put on the force of 5 Pr. Grovers plates. Then the Glass

cylinder slowly receeded as if more diamagnetic than water, but

nothing like as in air—no comparison.

12075. Left this experimental cell with the water in it exposed

to the air— for 3 hours— then put it into its place and introduced

the Object 6 (the same as before)—and now found it was very

sluggish and did not move— as if it were in mud— ox as if a holding

6FD VI
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film had formed on the surface. Stirred the surface, but still the

effect was the same. When moved to a new place it kept its new
place.

12076. Put on torsion; 11° moved it a very little, then it stuck.

Added more and more torsion, but not until 62° did it move of

itself a little, and then it stopped again. With 118° of torsion it

very slowly cut its way through the film. From this, brought the

torsion back suddenly to 0°; the object remained immoveable in

its last place. Gave 60° reverse torsion, but it was just as stiff

and sluggish as before.

12077. Must be aware of this film on standing water and perhaps

on other liquids. Very interesting. Washed out the cell and

employed fresh distilled water, and now the object moved freely

as at first, and when the torsion was 0° rested at the given distance

of 0*5 of inch from the magnetic axis. Even from the first, how-
ever, the movements seemed more sluggish than in some other

liquids as Alcohol or Ether.

12078. Brought the curb into use (12068). Put on torsion to-

wards the magnetic axis and then adjusted the curb so that the

beam, being held against it by the torsion, the counterpoise end

of the beam and also the position of the object in the telescope

(12067) shewed that the object was at the given distance of 0*5 of

inch. Put on the force of the
5
pr. of plates, and then the object

was repelled and set free from the curb. On taking off the cur-

rent, it returned against the curb to its first position. Increased

the torsion—at 90° the
5
pair of plates were just able to separate

the object and beam from the curb. With 100° torsion I could not

freely separate it; it shook and if a carriage went by, by tremor

and elasticity went off and returned again, but did not continue

just separate. With 80° of torsion it separated freely and in the

telescope much, even up to a full inch of its scale. When the

battery was off, it swung back with force against the curb.

12079. Here the telescope is very valuable. The observer can see

the effect at the moment that he makes contact with the battery—

he can tell when the beam is in the smallest degree free from the

curb, and when the liberation would be absolutely insensible at

the counterpoise end of the beam or at any other place.

12080. The water was removed. Common Alcohol of S.G. *842
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at 62° put in the Experimental cell. The same object No. 6 placed

on the beam at the same distance as before and the experiment

repeated. The torsion was raised up to 216° before it was able

to make the glass cylinder keep its place in the fluid when the

5
pr. of plates were used. So that Alcohol is much less diamag-

netic than water.

12081. As to film, by trial on both sides of Zero, there seemed
little or no effect of that kind here.

12082. The same expt. with so-called Absolute Alcohol^ S.G. *816

at 62° F. The torsion needed was 250°.

12083. Then with Ether in the Exp. cell. The torsion now was
345°. This ether by evaporation would be at a lower temperature

than the former liquids. I do not know as yet whether that

produces any effect. I did not find that any currents due to this

cooling at the surface interfered with the determination of the

torsion force. Ether, Spec. Gravity *734 at 62° F.

12084. Water again— fresh— to ascertain whether battery power
or power of the magnet had changed. It gave 92° torsion which

is beautifully close.

12085. So these four fluids gave the following numbers:

/'Water 91° S.G. i-ooo

temperature 'Alcohol 216° S.G. *842

generally 69^ F. 1 Stronger Alcohol 250^ „ *816

VEther 345° „ -734

12086. I now altered the distance of the object center and the

magnetic axis from 0*5 to o*8 of an inch, and repeated the experi-

ments with the same object and fluids as before. The torsion

required was of course much less, being as follows

:

Water 35°

Alcohol 63°

Stronger Alcohol 76°

Ether 113°

12087. These numbers are in the same order, but not in the

same ratio, and cannot therefore express directly strength or dif-

ferences of strength. If a series be constructed for the first expts.,

having 91 for water but with the same proportions as that for the

last results, it will give the results in the second column and not

those in the third: yet the difference from the third column is

6-2
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Water

Last

series

35
""

91

First

Series

91°

Alcohol 63° 164 216”

Stronger Alcohol 76° 198 250°

Ether 113° 294 345
°

bad results (12088)

remarkable and regular, being just 52° in all the cases except

water, when it is of course 0°.

4 AUG. 1852.

12088. The whole day almost in vain, for at the end of it I dis-

covered a source of error which vitiated all the results and also

those of yesterday— but it was well to know the error. The curb

(12068) which I used to confine the vibrations of the beam was

of platina wire, the beam itself of glass, and these two when
pressed together by torsion adhered with such force as not to

allow the separation or displacement of the object when the

magnetic force even surpassed the torsion force. In one case the

adhesion rose up and equalled 310°. No wonder the results

yesterday were incomprehensible. Those of to-day I shall not

enter except as regards any useful points.

12089. The order of the liquids and glass is as follows, and also

including air

:

Air Paramagnetic

Ether S. G. *734

Alcohol Absolute S.G. *816 or o*o by Sykes

Alcohol Comm. S.G. -842 or 15*2 „ „
Water
Flint Glass diamagnetic

12090. Used a card curb or bridle (12068) and now the beam
obeyed the torsion force and magnetic force beautifully, shewing

well when they were equal and when the beam was separating.

Nothing left here to be desired.

12091. When the Exp. cell contained water and Object No. 6

was in it, distance from magnetic axis of 0*5 of inch, then the ten

pair of plates at the end of the day caused separation with 125°

of torsion—half an hour after, exactly the same thing.

12092. Found the torsion this morning the same as yesterday.
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in that respect very satisfactory. Made it quite correct, i.e. made
the counterpoise end of beam correspond to “j' of the box scale

at the same time that the object in telescope was 6 on the scale

and the torsion scale 0° coincided with the index, the beam being

parallel to the magnetic axis. o-i of inch in the beam end box
corresponds very nearly to 2*0 inch in the telescope scale, for the

distance of the telescope object is 67 inches and the length of the

beam arm 6*5 inches-and then the doubling of the scale by
movg. reflector.

12093. The torsion plug appears to be not quite central, for as

it revolves, the image in the telescope coinciding with the wire

is sometimes 5*8 and at others 6*2, and this difference depends

upon the position of the plug and the place of the pointer, for it

indicate[s] the same variation at 90° as at 450°, and at 1 80° as at 5
40°.

12094. The battery contacts ought to be by soldered ends and

cups of mercury.

12095. Ten pair of plates does far more (perhaps double) of

what 5 pr. do.

5
AUG. 1852.

12096. The^or^ is now right (12090); no adhesion there. The
plug is not central and disturbs the telescope object a little in its

revolutions (12 124). Torsion does not do this sensibly. When the

beam had torsion on it of 50°, the scale division was observed

in respect of the wire through the telescope. A revolution of

torsion was then added, or 360^; this did not displace the mark

in relation to the wire. A second 360° of torsion were added and

still the place of the wire on the scale was the same. So all right

here.

12097. Charged 10 pr. of plates. Grove’s, and placed 5 of them

in connexion with the battery wires. Employed Object No. 6-

the glass cylinder (12035)—in Air as the surrounding medium,

with an interval at Magnetic axis and object of 0-5 of inch (12069)

between center and center. It separated well with
5
pr. of plates.

The torsion force requisite to meet the separation was 1060°.

12098. Made the distance 0*7 ofinch—then the torsion force 440°.

After standing ten minutes, the same amount of torsion force

was given, as if the battery and Magnet pretty constant.
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12099. Then went through the following experiments in the order

given, using always the same 5 pr. of plates. The fluids were of

the following character and S. G.

:

Water S.G. 1000 64° F.

Common Alcohol 842 64° F.

Absolute Alcohol 816 64° F.

Ether 734 62° F.

12100.

Object No. 6

Interval

of object

and axis

Surrounding

medium
Voltaic

Batty.

Torsion

force to

balance

Glass cylinder 0*5 ofinch Air
5
pr- 1060°

0*7 » 440°

0*7 » Water 51® temp. 65°.

>5 0*5 » „ lOI®

0*5 „ Common Alcohol 267°

0*7 » 107°

07 » Absolute Alcohol 115®

?J
0*5 340®

JJ 0-5 » Ether „ 388®
1

temp, falling

5 )
0*7 » „ 1 71® 1 from evapora-

J) 07 „ >> 147°
1

tion and at the

J 5
0*5 » 376®] end 56°.

J? 07 » Absolute Alcohol 302°

07 » no®

07 » Common Alcohol lOI®

?> 07 „ 260®

5 ? 07 » Water 106®

07 „ 49°

» 07 „ Ail
55

425°

07 » »> 55
1100®

These experiments occupied 3 hours, and comparing the results

with Air at the beginning and ending of the series— the magnetic

force appears to have been very constant for that time.

12101. When like results from different parts of the list are com-

pared, they are really very near to each other— those of Absolute

Alcohol at 0*5 distance and Ether at o-y distance are the farthest

apart. As yet also I am only learning to observe how the separa-

tion from the curb takes place, etc. The mean of all the results

is as follows:
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12102.

The same Glass _

cylinder with f*er S.G. 734

same
5
pr.

Absolute Alcohol S.G. 816 2*375

I Commc
'^Water

1

At clistance of 1

0*5 of inch 0*7 of inch

1080° 0* 432° 0^

2*556^ 382° 698 159° 273

2-375 321° 759 ii 2°*5 3 i 9°*5

2*49 263°*5 816*5 104° 328

2-55 i03°'5 976*5 50° 382

2*5

2*4

2*8

2*5

2*07

See(i2i73).

12103. If we divide the 0*5 results by the 0*7 results, we get the

third row of figures, shewing the ratios of the results with the

same substance in the same media at different distances-and these

approximate so much as to indicate that the effects are always

proportionate when the distance is the same, i.e. when the [illegible]

of the medium displaced is the same. In that case, more careful

experiments would give a series ofnumbers for any given distance,

which would have the same ratio whatever the distance chosen,

and these numbers would directly express the magnetic force of

the bodies. Thus making air 1000, the other bodies would be as

follows

-

by the 0*5 results or thus by the 0*7 results.

Air 1000 1000

Ether 372 368

Absolute Alcohol . 297*2 260*4

Common Alco[h]ol . 244 240*7

Water 95*8 115*7

Further experiments will probably make these numbers coincide.

(See 12173, 12175).

12104. They are the numerical expressions of the magnetic force

of the bodies-and should be confirmed by the use of other

ohjects-m^ the employment of other degrees of magnetic force-

and the results of attraction of the objects as well as repulsion.

See onwds. and (12160, etc.)

12105. Added on the other
5
pr. of plates-so that 10 pr. used-

5

of which had not been used and
5
had been in use three hours

or more. The distance was now made 0*7 to compensate for the

increase of magnetic force. Object No. 6 as before (12100).

These columns of figures are in pencil. See par. 12168.
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Air 755
°

Water .... if
Alcohol Ordny. . 175°

Alcohol Absolute . 197°

Ether .... 225°) a little irregularity here as if

Ether .... 225°) departure of the beam from the

Alcohol Absolute . 195° rest was a little uncertain.

Alcohol Ordny. . 172°

Water .... 80°

Air 770°

12106. Can see here first that the effects are far greater than with

five pr. of plates and the magnetism evidently greater. So we
have command of the instrument in that respect to a large extent.

12107. Can see also that the distant (in time) observations of the

same fluid are near to each other-much more regular than before

(12 100), for I am learning how to observe.

12108. When the mean is taken, the list stands as follows:

Object No. 6 with

10 pr. ofplates and

a distance of 07
of inch

/Air .... 7627
Ether ... 225

Alcohol Absolute 196

Alcohol Common 173*5

VWater ... 78*5

Ui

'c3

w
1000

295

257

2275

103

1*76^

1*41

1*74

1*67

1*57

12109. Now the numbers with air at 1000 came either near to or

between those with the
5
pr. of plates (12102), except with Ether,

which before agreed very well, but here is a large way of[f] 70°

or 80°. But it was just at Ether above (12105) that something

irregular was remarked, and Ether coming in the middle of the

experiments had not the advantage of distant observations.

12110. Therefore I think the results with 10 pr. of plates confirm

the general conclusion as to principle drawn from those with
5
pr.

12111. Now intended to take a new object and the same media.

Took No. 4 (12035), a flint glass cylinder like No. 6 but nearly

4 times as heavy and large. When on the beam in air and counter-

poised, it stretched the suspension wire by straightening it, so

* The numbers in the last column are in pencil; the reference is to par.

12116.

p.

2480’
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that the telescope scale had to be lowered somewhat to come into

view in the reflector.

12112. With a distance of 0*7 and ten pair of plates, the effect

in air was too great for me to trust the wire with the full torsion

required to counteract it. So made the distance one inch and then

the 10 pr. of plates gave force in air as 540° torsion.

121 13. Substituted water for Air; but found the glass para-

magnetic in relation to the water. So it was also in the Common
Alcohol—in the Absolute alkohol—and even in the ether. In the

ether it appeared nearly balanced, but when by attraction it came
within smaller distances than at first, the paramagnetic character

of the glass above the ether was very evident.

121 14. Object No. 3. (12035), being a smaller glass cylinder than

the last, apprd. to be nearly indifferent in Ether—perhaps attracted.

Object No. 2, slightly diamagnetic in ether. Object No. i, at-

tracted in Ether. No. 5, attracted in Ether. No. 7, repelled in

Ether. No. 7 is the same glass as No. 6.

12115. Nos. 6 and 7 are two cylinders from the same rod of glass

(12035), the first being i inch long and the second 2 inches., to

see the effect of variation of mass, all other things being the same.

These were placed in ether at the distance of 0*7 of inch and com-

pared, 10 pr. of plates being employed. The first gave torsion

165° and the second torsion 322°, or very nearly indeed the double.

This is remarkable considering the distance of the ends of the

longer one: but must increase the expts.

12116. No. 6 was then compared in the same fluid, Ether, at the same

distance of 0*5, with
5
and with 10 pr. of plates— the results were:

for
5
pr. plates 270°

10 „ „ 430''

and dividing 430° by 270° it gives the ratio of i : i*6. If we do

the same thing with the results obtd. with 5 and 10 pr. of plates

at a given distance, namely 0*7, in differentfluids (12105), we have

the following ratios:

Air I 1*76

Ether .... I 1-41

Alcohol absolute . I 1*74

Alcohol common . I :: 1*67

Water .... I :: 1-57
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12117. Now with the exception of ether

^

about which there is

some, and much, doubt as to the results, all these accord so nearly

as first results with the present as to indicate that the same general

expression of magnetic force is obtained for the different bodies

employed, whatever the amount of magnetic force employed,

provided it remain unchanged for the time.

12118. Have now been working from 9 o’clk. until 3 o’clk. or

later, perhaps 4 o’clk.—and therefore for purpose of comparison

with the first results, put on the
5 pr. of plates first used with

Object No. 6 in Air and ascertd. the torsion force for two
distances

:

at distance 0*5 it was 765°

0*7 „ 362°

in the morning it was (12102) 1080°, 432°. So these
5

pr. of

plates appear to make manifest their exhaustion by the day’s

work. Still, the ratios for the two distances are not far apart,

though the strength of the battery is so much changed: for in

the early morning with strong battery it is as i : 2*5, and in the

end of the day’s work as i : 2*2 nearly. So that confidence in the

apparatus and principles increases.

6 AUGUST 1852.

12119. I have supplied the battery connexions with soldered and

amalgamated ends and mercury cups, to make all secure and

certain at the making and breaking of contact.

12 120. The torsion wire has been left all night with no weight

on it, but a torsion of 280°. In order to ascertain whether this or

yesterday’s work had given any set to the wire, the beam was

balanced and the torsion made 0°. When at rest it was not parallel

to the magnetic axis: the torsion index had to be advanced 7° to

place it thus parallel, as if a set to that amount had taken place.

12121. As the balance box was at this moment 0*7 from the zero

position, and therefore the copper counterpoise on one side of

the vertical plane through the magnetic axis, the position was

made o. The result was that the torsion was still 7° or 8° out as

before. Perhaps due to loss yesterday. Perhaps some other

cause, as electricity of the glass, may be concerned.

12122. Made a fresh departure to-day by adjusting the torsion
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circle scale to zero, when the counterpoise end was at -f and
mark 6 was in the telescope.

12123. Examined the position of the double cone on the magnet
table; it has kept its place well—no source of error there.

12124. Examined the effect of excentricity of the torsion wire

suspension ( ). The beam was without any object, but

lightly loaded and balanced. A torsion of 40°, when bearing

against the rein or bridle in the end box, the telescope gave the

line 6 on the wire. Torsion was then increased up to 2I revolutions

and the coincidence of the scale with the telescope wire observed

and recorded. The results are in the next page in black ink^

40° . . 6 . S-zS I Revol. and 20° . • 5-85

60° . . 6*1 40° .
• 5-96

°o00
. 6-15 60° . . 6*06

100° . . 6-2 . . S‘C}2 00
. 6-15

120° . . 6-2 100° . . 6*2

140° . . 6*2 120° . . 6*2

. . 6-15 140° . . 6*19

180° . . 6*1 160° . . 6’I4

200° . . 6*04 . . 6‘'

0^ 180° . . 6*07

220° . . 5-92 220° . . 5-91

240° . . 5-85 260° . • 5*74

2(^° . . 5-76 300° . . 5-64

280° . . 5*72 340° . . 5*66

300° . . 5*66 . . ff-S 2 Revol. and 20° . • 5*84

320° . . 5*68 60° . . 6*04

340° . • 5*7 100° . . 6-i8

360° . . 5-78 120° . . 6-i8

So the extreme displacements occur in the same places or positions

of the torsion head whether the torsion is little or much, namely

at 120° and 300°—the limits being 6*2 and 5*64. Whenever the

head comes round to the same position, the displacement of the

object seen in the reflector is the same.

12125. After this, took off the torsion altogether and left the

beam to settle. It was not then absolutely at Zero of position but

seemed to have gained a very little set; but this gain was in the

reverse direction to that which the recent torsion would have

produced.

I See below. Figures in italics are in red in the MS. (see par. 12128);

the remainder are in black ink.
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12126. Put much weight on to the beam, changing nothing else;

left the torsion index at 0°. There was still the same little dif-

ference as before—a mere trace. It is just possible that electricity

of the 'glass may do this. Or the diamagnetism of the beam and

its load, though it be so far above and over the magnet.

12127. The excentricity of the wire will act thus. There is a stop

at the counterpoise end of the beam, against which the torsion

presses it, and this becomes a center. Because of the excentricity,

the wire at its suspension describes a small circle as the plug

revolves; therefore the beam does not remain parallel to itself

but describes an arc, and the end carrying the object move[s] to

and from the magnet through a space which is about double the

diameter of the circle of excentricity. This causes a variation in

the distance of the object which ought not to take place, for in

fact when in media differing in degree, the measurement is taken

at times when the object is not at the same standard distance from

the magnetic axis.

12128. To correct this, I applied a paper stop at the object end

of the beam, attaching it to the under surface of the glass covering

plate, and then took a few observations at those degrees which

gave the greatest differences—they are entered in red ink (12124).

From these it will be seen that differences of nearly the same

amount as before occurred, which ought to be the case, because

the stop is as far off from the center as before—but the direction

is changed. The alteration is now caused by the counterpoise end

swinging and not the object end; so that great good is gained by
the arrangement, for the distance of the object from the magnet

approaches far nearer to invariability than before.

12129. Platina wire. A coil obtained from Mr Newman for

suspensions of objects had 6 inches cut off and hung up as a

suspension and object. It was very strongly attracted by the

magnet and
5
pr. of plates, and was even attracted by the magnet

in its residual state. It will not do. I ought to find a glass rod

having magnetic force nearly as air, and then draw that into

filaments and use it for suspensions.

12130. In order to have some idea of the objects on the list

(12035) their relation to the media already employed, I tried

several of them in Air., Ether and Water— to ascertain generally
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whether they were attracted or repelled. The distance was 0-5 of

inch and the power given by 5 pr. of Grove’s plates-but these

points were not important as the results would have been the same

for other distances and forces.

in Air in Ether in Water

Object I. Glass cylinder small .... Repelled Attracted Attracted

2. Do. . . larger .... R Repelled Repelled

3. Do. . . larger still . . R R Attracted

4. Do. . . largest . . . R Attracted A
5. Do. . . small on platinum R Repelled Repelled

same f 6. Do. . . i inch . . . R R R
Glas Do. . . 2 inches . . .

10. Glass cylinder filled with distilled

R R R

same water . . . R R Attracted

piece II. Do. . . Do R R A
of' 12. Do. . . filled with oxygen R Attracted A

glass 13. Do. . . With oxygen R A A
tube 14. Do. . . filled with oxygen R A A

^15. Do. . . diit vacuum . . R A A

12131. So of these glass cylinder objects, Nos. 6 and 7 are the

most diamagnetic, being repelled in all these media, and Nos. 2

and 5 are also always repelled and I believe almost as strongly.

No. 3 comes next, being repelled in air and ether but attracted

in water-whilst i and 4 are the least diamagnetic, being repelled

only in air. They probably approach near to space in magnetic

characters.

12132. As to the glass of the tubes containing oxygen, etc., it

is evidently on the paramagnetic side of water, for Nos. 10 and ii

are attracted having water inside and outside. That 12, 13 and 14

should be more attracted and approach even in ether is because

they contain oxygen, a paramagnetic body. Water is evidently

on the diamagnetic side of space, because 10 and 1 1 are repelled

in Ether, whilst 1 5 or a vacuum is attracted.

12133. Camphine in the Exp. cell. Object No. 6 -distance 0*5 of

inch. Five pair of Grove’s plates have been used much during

the day. The object was repelled with a torsioQ force of 165^.

This would place it between common Alcohol and water (12 102).
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12134. A torsion of 160° (without weight) had been on the wire

all night. Took it off— balanced the beam lightly—allowed it to

take its place. It then had lost 2°*5 of torsion. That is, the torsion

head had to be advanced 2^*5 to place the beam in its right place.

This change has happened since yesterday morning, and I think

chiefly during the long interval of the night.

12135. Took a fresh departure by adjusting the Index, Zeros, etc.

Used
5
pr. of Grove’s plates to the magnet all the day; began to

work them about 10 o’clk.

12136. The beam alone—balanced by copper wire, etc. is not

affected [as to] its place by putting on the magnetic force.

12137. Tried one of the old bulbs of oxygen. No. i or oxygen

at I atmosphere I had given to Magnus. N o. 2 or oxygen at half

an atmosphere is strongly repelled by the magnet and arrange-

ment
; the glass of the bulb being strongly diamagnetic in air.

12138. Employed Object i (12035), being a glass cylinder which

has such difference in Magnetic capacity, that though it is repelled

in air it is attracted in water. Alcohol and Ether (12 130); so that

I might see how results by attraction instead of repulsion came
out. The distance was constantly o*6 of an inch. The rein or

bridle was a new card one applied at the object end of the beam.

It was attracted to the upper plate of Glass and was moved by
moving it, but it was inconvent, to remove it each time the

glass was taken away. The experiments were in the following

order:

12139. Object No. I, distance o*6,
5
pr. plates in

Air Repelled power 165°

Water .... Attracted 7i
640°

Com. Alcohol . Do.
77

490°

Absolute Alcohol Do.
77

470°

Ether .... Do.
77

416°

Ether .... Do. 77
410°

Absol. Alcohol . Do.
77 490°

Com. Alcohol . Do.
77 505° or 510°

Water .... Do.
77

640°

Air Repelled
77

160°

12140. Here the first and last results coincide very well, except

those with Absolute alcohol. So that the mean cannot be very

far from truth. It is as in the first column below;
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differences

95

Air repelled i 62°-5 0
Water attracted 640° 8o2*5

Common Alcohol . Do. . . 498° 660-5

Absolute Alcohol . Do. . . 480° 642-5

Ether Do. . . 413° 575-5

12141. Now making air o and taking the differences of the

others from it, the figures will stand as in the second column.

12142. Reconsider presently these and the former data—now
simply enter Saturday’s results. Is evident however that whether

the Object be attracted or repelled or both, the results are equally

correct and valuable.

12143. Took two objects. Nos. 6 and 7, being cylinders of the

same glass but one nearly twice the size of the other. Tried them

in succession in five different media, Air^ W2ter^ Absolute alcohol^

Common alcohol and Ether

^

in all of which both were repelled, and

at two different distances different to the former, namely o*6 and
0*8 of inch. The battery was

5
pr. of Grove’s plates, the same used

for the above experiments, so had been used but evidently with

little loss as yet, for water at the beginning and the end the same.

But as the following experiments took some hours, the battery must

have fallen much before the end. The order of the experiments was

as follows, and it was
4
to 6 o’clk. before I had done.
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Ether . . .

distance

0-6

object

No. 6

torsion

185

,,
... 7 207 208

„ ... 0*8 7 87 77
„ ... » 6 71 71

„ ... jj 6 70

„ ... » 7 67 battery fizzing

,,
... 0*6 7 210

„ ... 6

accident: glass plate fell on
the beam but broke nothing.

144 121

Alcohol absolute 6 137 I14

7 157 134

» 0-8 7 89 66

» 6 74 51

Alcohol common 6 55 32

j) }f » 7 68 45
0*6 7 138 115

5 > J) j> 6 113 90
Water . . . 6 62 39

,,
... » 7 69 46

,,
... 0*8 7 45 22

,,
... » 6 41 19

Air .... 6 197 174

,,
.... » 7 248 225

„ .... 0*6 7 445 422

„ .... 6 348 325

12 144. Now the torsion was examined with a light balanced beam
and found to be 23° out, caused I believe by the accident in the

Ether series. The index, instead of being at Zero, is at 23° when
the beam is parallel to the magnetic axis. Consequently all the

numbers since the accident are 23° too high and must have that

quantity subtracted from them. This is done in the second column

of results.

12 145. Can see now, by the comparison of like results, that the

battery and magnet has fallen much, and even in the middle of

the ether it is falling and was falling therefore before that time.

It is hardly fair to take the mean of the extreme results but they

are above in red ink^.

12146. These mean results may for more ready comparison be

arranged thus;

* Par. 12143, in italics.
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Object No. 6 or

smaller cylinder

No. 7 or larger

cylinder.

distan

Obj

0*6

ce of

iect

0-8

distance of
Object

0*6
1

0*8

In Air 470°
1 327°'

661°

322»

In Etlier

317^

153° 1-238

256
71°

453
208°

245
77°

In Alcohol absolute
340
130° 1-26

270
57°

497
164°

239
83°3

In Alcohol common
355

^
115° 1-27

278
49°

5”
150°

252
70°

In Water
421

49
° 1-38

305
22°

599
62°

292
30“

12147. I now before leaving the instrument adjusted the torsion

circle and Zero to their standard position and place.

12148. The beam is a bent beam. Thinking that, when the beam

lightly balanced and suspended freely, did not have the plane

of the beam exactly vertical (which would give a side tug on the

wire where it was made fast to the beam, more or less according

to the weight), I adjusted it until that plane was perpendicular,

according to the indication of two parallel plumb lines.

12149. Observed towards the end of the day that when the N.A.

in the cells was much exhausted, on making contact, the force on

the object was so much—by continuing contact the battery began

^ Should be 237°.

^ Numbers in small type are in pencil in the MS. ;
those in the smallest

type are pencilled between cols, i and 2.

3 A pencilled note pointing to this number reads, “ ^ must be wrong.”

7FD VI
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occasionally to fizz from evolution of gas against the platina, and

whenever this happened, the force of the magnet rose and the

repulsion became greater. The acid in that state therefore is liable

to generate irregularity, and it should never be used to that degree.

The cause of the increase is probably that the evolution of gas

causes currents and brings fresh acid against the platina plates.

12150. I ought to have an Object of the same Magnetic capacity

as air, and then the effect of the part of the suspension out of the

medium would go for nothing.

1215 1. Must have a curb in the side of the box with an adjusting

thumb screw.

12 1 52. Specific Magnetism—Or specific Magnetic Capacity. The
condition is quite analogous to Specific Gravity, except that here

we have to do with a dual or antithetical power and therefore have

no absolute negation or Nil: as in Specific Gravity. The degrees

of torsion correspond to the unit of weight in Exp. results on

Specific Gravity. Variations in Magnetic force would correspond

to variations in gravitating force—and variation in Magnetic force

may be produced either by variation of the magnet power without

change of place or variation of place without change of magnetic

power.

12153. Use a permanent magnet, some time or other.

12154. Use one pole only, some time or other.

12 155. Must learn to observe. Must make every thing complete

before observing—and must use the battery as little as may be.

For this reason must obtain approximative numbers and then use

them as points of departure when obtaining corrections for them.

9 AUG. 1852.

12156. Have made new lead ring counterpoises for the end of the

beam. Also a glass oil lamp for the scale.

12157. New rein of card board, held by a rod passing through the

side of the box at the object end of the beam. Appears to act well.

12158. Have adjusted Zero, etc. etc. to parallelism of the beam

and zero of the scale.

12 159. Revolving the torsion plug (12 124); found the same excen-

tricity effect as before and at the same places of the scale. When
returned to o°-all right.
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Principles.

12160. When the Object, the Magnetic force and the distance

remains the same, but different media are used, then as the object

measures out equal volumes of the media, the effects observed

express the differences between the object and the media respec-

tively; and though because the object force is not known, these

differences are not known, yet because it is constant, the differences

between the media are known when two or more are compared
with the object at the same time. And whatever the size or the

quality of the object may be, the differences between the media

will always have the same relation or ratio. These differences are of

course obtained by subtracting the less from the larger if the effect

is either attraction or repulsion for both ;
but is given by the sum

of the numbers if in one case it is attraction and in the other

repulsion.

12161. For if two objects be formed of the same substance but

different in bulk or shape, then the series of differences will be two
sets of number[s], but the same ratio or relative variation, as

*5 10 15 j
when of course the one divided by the other will give

the same quotient: or as
f

when by division the same

constant quotient will be obtained for the particular pair of series.

12162. If the two objects employed have a difference of substance,

then though different number[s] will be obtained for the same set

of media as before, yet their differences will not vary, but be the

same, provided the volume of the two objects be alike; for though

the one substance may give numbers as 10, 12, 20, 37, and the

other as 15, 17, 25, 42, for four different media, still the differences

ofthese are alike, namely 2, 8, 17. This is because the media, though

farther removed from the object or standard in the one case than

in the other, are not changed in their relation to each other and

therefore their mutual differences come out the same.

12163. So the accuracy or accordance of numbers or differences

obtained for the same bodies as media by means of different

objects will be ascertained by dividing one set by the other, when
a common quotient will result whatever the size or nature of the

objects.

12164. Difference of Size is the only point which affects the value

of the numbers in the series of differences.
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12165. Therefore with the same torsion wire, the same place or

distance from Magnetic axis in a given magnet, and the same

magnetic force, the difference numbers vary only with the size of

the object, and then do not vary in their proportion to each other.

Hence they supply an expression of the places of the media in a

series and their relative forces, but not of the absolute power or

force.

12166. There is not such a standard of absolute force in a dual

or antithetical force as in a simple one like Gravity. In magnetism

we may take space as the zero and depart in both directions from it,

or we may take water or any other bodies; the relative differences

between the bodies on both sides of the Zero taken will not be

altered by that.

12167. The place ofa solid body and its number is easily obtained.

If it comes between two fluids, being attracted in one and repelled

in the other, the sum of the two forces gives the difference between

the two fluids and therefore their respective places, but either of

the forces gives the expression for the solid body, i.e. its distance

from the fluid whose force is used. In fact the body is for the time

the standard^ or zero, and its number is o in respect of the other

numbers. Hence the place and expression for a solid is easily

obtained by reference to known fluids (12185).

12168. Now for some illustrations. As respects the like results

obtained by either attractions or repulsions, i.e. by objects of

different magnetic capacity. Making air as a zero point for the

differences to commence from : the repulsion results at the distance

of 0*5 (12102) and the mixed attraction and repulsion results at

the distance of o-6 (12 139), for the same media but with different

objects, may be taken thus:

Object No. 6 at Object No. i at

O’ 5 distance Differences 0-6 distance Differences

Air repulsion 1080° 0 repelled i 62°-5 0

Ether „ 382 698 attracted 413° 575*5

Alcohol Absolute » 321 759 480° 642-5

Alcohol common » 263-5 8 i6‘5 498° 660-5

Water » io3'5 976-5 640° 802-5

12169. Now dividing the one set of differences by the other, we
have:
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Air

Ether 698-f- 575 = i’2i

Alcohol Absolute . . 759-642=1*182
Alcohol common . . 8i6-^-66o= 1*23

Water 976-^802=1*21

Shewing by the near equality of the quotient that the two series

of numbers are very closely indeed in the same ratio. Indeed,

nearer than could be expected for first results.

12170. The results shew also that difference in the magnetic capacity

of the object or measurer makes no difference in the principle or its

results (12160).

12171. Also that difference in siie of the object or measurer makes

no difference in the results (12160).

Also that difference in distance^ i.e. from 0*5 to o*6, makes

no difference in the results.

12173. And in respect of distance, the two sets of results with the

same object No. 6 at 0*5 and 0*7 distances shew the same thing

(12102), thus:

at 0*5 at 0*7 at 0*5* at 0*7*

Air ... . 1080® 432® differences 0 0
Ether . . . 382° 159° 698 -4-273 = 2*556

Alcohol Absolute 321° II2°*5 759 -4-319*5 = 2*375

Alcohol common 263*5 104° 816*5 -328 = 2*49

Water . . . 103*5 50° 976-5 — 382 = 2-55

The last numbers are so nearly alike as to confirm the principle.

12 174. The difference in distance is equivalent to working with

different degrees of magnetic force

^

and therefore the results above

[shew] that such difference of magnetic force at different times,

provided it is constant for the same series of observations, intro-

duces no alteration or variation of the principle, or interferes in

any way with the production of accurate and accordant results.

121 75. Again. These differences at 0*5 and 0*7 distance with

Object No. 6 may be compared with those at o*6 distance with

Object No. I (12168).

Air o*

Ether .... 698-^575 =1*21 .c 575*5^-273* =2*10

Alcohol Absolute 759-^642 =1*182 S) 642*5 —319*5 = 2*11

Alcohol common 816 660*5 = 1*23 -o
660*5-^328 =2*10

Water .... 976-^802 =1*21 ^ 802*5 -4-382 =2*10

* These columns are in red in the MS.
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The results are very encouraging as to the practice of the instru-

ment.

12176. With regard to difference ofmagnetic power in the magnet
with the same object, distance and media, the results at pp. 2477,

2478 (12 102, 12108) will supply a first comparison. The object or

measurer was No. 6 ( ) glass cylinder— the distance 0*7 of

inch— and the variation ofmagnetic power that between 5 and 10 pr.

of Grove’s plates. The results were as follows :

differences

Air
10 pr. 5pr. 10 pr. 5pr.

762°-5 432°

Ether .... 225° 159° 537*5--2731 == 1-968

Alcohol Absolute 196° II2°*5 566-5 --319-5 = 1*773

Alcohol common 173° 104° 589 -328 = 1*79

Water .... 78° 50° 684 H-382 = 1-79

These again, considering how the battery had been worked,

confirm the principle and give assurance of good results hereafter

when all is perfect.

12177. Supposing the torsion wire changed ; then that would cause

a difference in the figures or number of degrees of torsion but not

in the proportion.

12178. As the force of magnetism varies both with the power of

the battery and with the distance from the magnet, it will be easy

to correct variation in one of these by variation of the other, and

so to select a place always of the same force or to recur to effects

at a place of the same force when it is desired to continue a series.

Thus with a given object. No. 6 or any other, which may in size

or material be made a standard object, if for 0*5 distance it one day

give for air 1080° and another day with a stronger battery 1400“,

or with a weaker one 790°, the distance only has to be increased

or diminished until 1080° results, and then experiments with other

media be continued on in that place.

12179. Or if results have been obtained one day with an object

and the number in air or any other of the media be taken; another

object may be taken another day, and if its place be adjusted until

it has the same magnetic expression in the selected media as the

former object or measurer, then it may be used to continue the

series as if it were the first object.

^ These columns are in red in the MS.
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12180. Beautiful facilities of adjustment, either with different ob-

jects or different distances or different magnetic forces or even

different torsion wires, are supplied by the apparatus and its

principles.

12181. Probably a sphere or cylinder of known dimensions of

rock crystal or some natural non-magnecrystallic body would
form a good standard. But water or air or space will serve as the

standard—the only point to settle is the distance apart; and can

easily make that compilable by the decimal point place in the final

series, or by using a multiplier for the whole series.

10 AUG. 1852.

12182. To-day endeavoured to make some good experiments,

using the battery as little as may be from first to last. It consisted

of
5 pr. of Grove’s plates. The five media were employed— only

one object, No. 6 (12035), and two distances, namely o*6 and o*8.

The experiments were made in the following order:

No. 6 in Air ....
„ ....

Ether ....
,,
....

Alcohol Absolute

Alcohol Common

0*6

181°

147°

132°

Water . . 64°

63°

Alcohol com. . 139°

Alcohol Absolute

>? U3°
Ether .... 202°

„ ....
Air ....

,,
.... 584°

0*8

265°

103°

70° or 71°

58°

29°

30°

66
°

74°

105°

276°

12183. Here the battery and magnet has evidently increased in

power from the beginning to the end—probably by an elevation

of temperature. In some of the latter observations, that effect ofan
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increase a little while after contact is made was apparent (12 149),
as ifthe act ofcompleting the circuit produced consequences which

exalted the force of the battery a little.

12184. Now the mean exp. numbers of the series for the two
distances are:

0*6 0*8

Air 570° 270-5 2-14^

Ether .... i9 i °-5 104 1-84

Alcohol Absolute . 150° 72 2-o8

Alcohol common . i35°-5 62 2-i8

Water .... 63^-5 29-5 2-15

Object No. 6 Glass 0 0

12185. Now these numbers ought to represent the paramagnetic

forces of the different substances, the object No. 6 being taken as

zero, for it is evident that if in a fluid of its own power, it would

not move under any force of the magnet, and therefore shew 0°

of torsion. Such a fluid or such an object therefore is the zero of

the experimental series and the place of the object therefore is

known (12167).

12186. So these numbers are the representative numbers, and if

those of the larger series are divided by those of the smaller, a

number expressing ratio ought to be obtained the same for all,

being a multiplier or a divisor to convert the one series into the

other, supposing both were correct. They are given above in the

red column.

12187. Supposing the experimental numbers quite correct, their

differences ( ) ought also to give a common number, but

then it ought to be the same as that obtained directly from the

experimental numbers. These differences are in no way useful to

establish principle, and rather do harm by making the error (which

must be error of experiment) seem less.

12188. The extremes of the red numbers differ by 0-34, and ether

or 1*84 seems most out. I will repeat the experiments with the

same fluid, object and force in another order (12191 ^), i.e. making

all those at the same distance at once, so as not to move the balance

to and fro. Probably a source of error there.

12189. Now took object No. 2 (12035), which is larger than No. 6

and of different glass, but still is repelled in all the media (12 130),

* This column is in red in the MS. See par. 12186.
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and ascertained its force in air. It was different to No. 6. Varied

the distance until its force in air was 584°, which was the force

ofNo. 6 at the distance ofo-6 at the close ofthe former experiments.

The distance was now not quite 0-7, about o*68, and it was left

unchanged for the rest of the experiments. The torsion wire was

more stretched or straightened by this heavy object and the needful

counterpoises, as became evident at the telescope by a change

vertically in the apparent place of the object. Then took one series

of observations for the following media:

Air 584° 584°^

Ether 197° 202°

Alcohol Absolute . . 150° 153°

Alcohol Com. . . . 136° 139°

Water 61° 63°

Object No. 2 . . . 0 0

12 190. It is astonishing how near these are to the last five observa-

tions at 0*6 (12182), which include air as 584*^ and gave the starting

point for these experiments—they are repeated above in red ink.

The glass must have been very nearly the same, if not quite, in

quality. Where the object is of the same nature but differs in size,

the result shews how the series can be resumed by adjustment of

the distance (12178), and that no doubt can be done also for dif-

ference of magnet power, the object being the same (12179).

12191. When the object has a different character, as No. i for

instance, then we could not begin at a given number, as in this case,

and expect the same series, because the standard or zero would be

different from which the distances on either side are taken in degrees

of torsion. But still, the suspending wire being the same, and

therefore the degrees the same for a given distance from the magnet,

the numbers of the media would then appear at the same distance

from each though they would be at different distances from

the Zeros of two objects having different magnetic forces.

12191 a. The beam was quite right as to position, torsion, etc. at

the end of the experiments.

12191 The experiment ought to be made in a quiet place, for

though on a stone floor now, the apparatus is made to tremble by

the passing of carriages, and if the beam is just about to separate

^ This column is in red in the MS. See par. 12190.
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from the curb, it sometimes receives a minute blow which disturbs

the observation.

12191 c. The curb as fixed to the side of the box and made of card

acts well.

II AUGUST 1852.

12191 d. The beam-its place—the zeros, etc. all right this morning.

Also the place of the magnetic axis or double cone. The new curb

fixed in the box side looks well,

12191 e. Believing that in moving the box to and fro from one

distance to another disturbed each series by making the distances

for each inaccurate, I now left the distance unchanged for each

series of two sets of expts., namely, one with Object No. 6 (12035)

at the distance of 0-7, and another with the same object at the

distance of o*6. The battery was 5 pr. of plates carefully charged

by myself. The experiments were in order as follows

:

Object Air 402°

No. 6 Ether .... 115° ii7°*5 or i26°’5

Alcohol Absolute .
99°^ 100°

Alcohol common . 92® 92°

Water .... 41° 42°

Water .... 43°

Alcohol common .
92°

Alcohol Absolute . 101°

Ether .... 120°, 130°, 138°. See further observa-

Air 419° tions ( )

12191f. In the first place, the battery by use has gained some power
and the magnetic force is greater at the middle and at the end than

at the beginning.

12191 g. In the next place, the ether presented peculiar actions, as

before, and these I believe are due to the currents which are set

up in the fluid as it evaporates and cools at the surface and as the

cooled portion falls. These currents will evidently rise up in

regularity and intensity gradually from the first, and after attaining

a maximum will diminish again, but still remain as the air warms
the outside of the experimental cell. Hence the cause of the first

observation apparent, the increasing amount due to the maximum
current and the [illegible] amount towards the last. In the present

* This column is in red in the MS. See par. 12191/.
* A comment follows this observation: “broke off hook of Object-

repaired it— lost time here.”
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case, when the ether had been so long there as to have arrived at

a stable condition, then the observation was 138°.

12191 h. One would be able to adjust the cell so that these currents

should be either with or against the balance force, and I must

investigate them. A close flannel jacket outside the experimental

cell would help to diminish the effect. An inner cell quite within

the former and under the ether would much cut them off; with

these aids, and leaving the ether until at its steady temperature,

I think one would clear off the interfering circumstances.

12191 u So the mean numbers for the results may be set down as

in the second column, red ink (12191^).

Then made the distance o-6 of an inch.

Object Air 617° mean numbers 618°'

No. 6 Ether 202°=^ 204°-

5

Alcohol Absolute . 142° 151°

Alcohol Com. . - •39° 145°

Water .... 70° 66°

Water .... 62^-5

Alcohol C. . . . 151®

Alcohol A. . . . 160°

Ether 207®

Air 619° so the battery nearly as

at the beginning

12 192. So these mean results are as follows and by division give

the third column of figures--

at 0*6 at 0*7 multiplier

Air 618° - 4io°-5 1-505

Ether 204-5- 117-5 126*5 1-74 or 1-61

Alcohol Absolute . . 151°^ 100° T-5I

Alcohol common . . 145° 9^° 1-57

Water 66° 42° 1-57

Object No. 6 . . . 0 - 0

Now these are very well for all except ether— there is also some

mistake about air, evidently in the o*6 series3
,
the two observations

there being 402° and 419°. If 402° were right, it would make the

multiplier 1-53.

12193. Now took a series of single observations of the following

fluids with the Object No. 6, and the distance o*6, being exactly

those of the preceeding observations and therefore comparable

* This column is in red in the MS.
^ A comment follows this observation: “unsteadiness as before.”

3 0*7 series is meant. See par. 12191^ et seq.
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with them. As by air at the end of them the magnet power
apprd. to be very nearly the same as at first, so they are probably

worth observation as given [? giving] approximative places for the

substances.

Camphine . . 125°

Olive Oil . . yo°; object moves slowly— requires care in such,

dinner-^

Sperm Oil . .
96°

Linseed Oil . 87°

Poppy Oil . . 0°, or nearly so; just moves but scarcely.

Almond oil .
12°

Oil of Lemons . 1 39°

Air .... 6i8°— nearly as before.

Castor oil . . 0°; then theslowestmotion— repulsion— oil very thick.

Brine . . . 11° or lo*^

12194. In the oil and thick fluids, it requires much care to experi-

ment; the magnetic power must be held on steadily—and very slow

motions looked for even then. Some of them, as Castor oil, had

better probably be taken in a known vessel, in other media as air

or water.

12195. This whole series of results by Object 6 at o*6 distance

may be put together as a list thus:

Air C\ 00
0

552°^ 100

Ether .... 204°*5 138° 25

Alcohol A. . . 151 Sf IS -4

Alcohol Com. 145 79
°

14-3

Oil Lemons . . 139 73
°

13 -2

Camphine . . . 125 59
°

10-7

Sperm oil . . . 96 30° 5-4

Linseed oil . . 87 21° 3-8

Olive oil . . . 70 4
°

0-725

Water .... 66 0° 0

Almond oil . . 12 54
°

9-8

Brine .... II 55
°

10

Poppy oil . . 0 or 0*5 65.^ 11-77

Castor oil . . 0 or 0*5 65? 11-77

No. 5 Object . . 6i°-3 11-05 (12199)
No. 7 „ . . 62° 11-23

No. 2 „ . . 63° 11-4 (12198)
Object No. 6 . . 0 66 11-0

Pure Zinc . . . qi ’6 16-6 (12216)

Common lead 181 32-8 (12215)

^ This column is in red in the MS. See par. 12 197.
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12196. Tried certain of the objects (12035) water for

points of comparison at a distance of o*6 of inch and with
5

pr.

of Grove’s plates. The following were the results:

in air in water

Glass cylinder . . 66 gr. No. i repelled 151° attracted strongly

Do 78 gr. „ 2 „ 870 repelled 89®

Do 1
1 5

gr. „ 3 „ 873° attracted weakly

Do 161 gr. „ 4 „ 1050° attracted weakly

Do 48 gr. „ 5 „ 570° repelled 57°

same |Do 43 gr. „ 6 „ 617° „
62°

glass 1Do 86gr. „ 7 „ 836® „ 84°

Glass tube contains Water „ 10 „ above 1440° attracted moderately

Do Oxygen „ 12 „ 361° attracted strongly

Do Oxygen ,,13 „ 388® attracted strongly

Do Oxygen „ 14 „ 388® attracted strongly

Do Air Vacuum 15 „ 690® attracted strongly

The bismuth No. 9 was repelled so powerfully even in water

that I durst not carry up the torsion to counteract. Must try this

and No. 10 at greater distances.

in air in water

A portion of copper wire . . attracted attracted

Another piece of copper wire . Do. not much attracted

A sovereign clean .... Do. Do. Do.

A shilling clean attracted much Do.

12197. The objects 2, 5, 6 and 7 may now have their places ascer-

tained nearly, but it will be as well to assume first the magnitude

of the degrees of torsion and the place of Zero. I will take that

magnitude which is given generally above with the present torsion

wire when the object is at 0'6 distance, and the magnet urged by

5
pr. of Grove’s plates in their first or good condition. It will

correspond with the numbers above (12195), and I will take water

at present for Zero. As it appears in the table as 66, each of the

numbers there has to be diminished by that quantity, and then the

second or red ink column will come forth as the present representa-

tion of the Specific Magnetism of the bodies named.

12198. Then taking object No. 2, which though at the same

distance of o*6 and with the same magnetic power, is larger than

object No. 6 and therefore will shew more difference between

air and water than it. In air, this object gives 870° and in water

89°, giving a difference of 781°. But with object No. 6, the
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difference is 552'^. Making these two numbers a divisor = 1*414

to reduce the number of degrees of No. 2 to that of No. 6 (the

standard), it gives 615*2, and ^2-^4, Taking these as

615 and 63, their difference is now 552°, as with No. 6, as the interval

between air and water. So that the series of three things would be

Air 615 or making water 0°, 552
Water 63 o

No. 2 o 63. Therefore 63 is

the expression for the diamagnetic relation of this object.

12199. Object No. 5. In Air 570°; in water 57° (12196); the

difference is 513, being less than that of our standard or 552, so

they have to be raised. Using therefore“ or 1*076 as a multiplier,

they became for Air 613*3, water 61*3, the object being 0°.

Subtracting 61*3 from each to make water o, the numbers then

appear as Air 552°, Water 0°, Object No. 5 6i°*3. So that it is

very near the standard or No. 6 in its diamagnetic capacity. The
difference in the experimental numbers was caused chiefly by this

condition: it weighs 48 grains whilst No. 6 weighs 43 grains.

12200. No. 6 o6Ject. In the single and simultaneous trial of No. 6

made with these other standards for a comparison, the numbers
came out, in Air 617^, and in water 62°, giving a difference of 5 5 5°,

which is so near to 552° that it may at present be taken for the

same, and shews that the process is a good one, giving the like

results again and again and being right in principle. This object

is our present standard amongst objects.

12201. No. 7 Object is the same glass but twice the weight and

length (12035). Its results are, in air 836°, in water 84°, the dif-

ference 752°, due to size. Dividing this by 552 as before gives

1*362 as a reducing divisor, and this brings down the 836° to 614°

for air and the 84° to 62° for water. The object then being 0°.

Subtracting 62 to make water o, the numbers are. Air 552°, Water
0°, Object No. 7 62, which is near enough to 66 or the number
for Object 6 to be accepted for the present.

13 AUG. 1852.

12202. Worked with the Magnetic balance—
5

pr. of plates—

distance o*6 of inch.
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12203. No. '^2—common tin in a small cylinder suspended by
fine copper wire. Was attracted in air and of course would be so

in water. This piece weighed 183 grains, and I have called it as

an object No. 32, and hung it in its place.

12204. Common lead^ No. 29. A cylinder weighing 225 gr. and

No. 29. Repelled in Air^ force 8 57°—and attracted in water

^

force 212°.

12205. No. 31, said to be pure-a long piece weighing

136 grains and made Object No. 31. Here an effect came in due

to the induced currents on making the magnet, which sent off the

zinc with a force= 1080° or more—but continuing the contact, the

zinc returned towards the magnet so long as it is retained excited

until the torsion force is not 180°. This renders the making and

breaking of contact utterly wrong, for each time new inductive

currents are formed in the zinc. S^o kept the magnet excited and

then reduced the torsion till the forces were counterpoised at the

curb distance ofo*6, and in water at 1 50°. By using the long handle

and adjusting the torsion whilst observing at the telescope, so that I

could follow up with torsion the oscillation of the zinc on both

sides of its required place, I obtained 1
1
5° and think that a good

result. As the zinc moves to and fro, currents are produced in it

affecting its motion, so that it requires much care to observe, and this

must be needed also with the other metals, being good conductors.

12206. The pure Zinc in Air. Watched and adjusted the forces

altogether at the telescope and obtained 876"" and 880° at two

different times. I think them good. Again put the zinc in water,

to be sure that its position was like that in Air. Observed and

adjusted at the telescope-obtained i32''-think that probably about

1 25° is good expression. The battery is hissing when connected, and

then rises somewhat in power. So

12207. No. 31. Pure zinc in air repelled^ force 878°— repelled in

water, 125°.

12208. No. 30, a piece of common line amalgamated, weighs 157

grains. Repelled in Air, 1565°— repelled in water, 330°.

12209. Sulphur, No. 34, a crystal weighing 48 grains. Repulsion

in Air 1922°. Repulsion in water, 380°.

12210. Phosphorus, Allotropic, No. 35, 38 grains-an irregular

piece from Schroetter. It was repelled in air and water strongly,

namely, in Air, 1905°—in Water, 750°.
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1221 1 . Phosphorus^ common. No. 36, weight 41 grains. Five

revolutions of the torsion index did not give power enough to

oppose the repulsion in air. So I increased the distance to i inch

and then obtained numbers; the repulsion in Air= 491°, and in

Water 256°.

12212. Antimony, No. 33, weighs 108 grains—a short square

prism. Repelled in Air^ 1085®— repelled in water, 916°. The
distance being i inch.

1221 3. Expected that the suspension wire might have gained a set

from the high torsion of 5 and 6 revolutions put now and then

upon it and with the heavy objects and counterpoises. So after

all the experiments, balanced the beam as lightly as possible, and
then found that it was 13° out, i.e. when the beam was parallel

to the Magnetic axis, the index was 1
3^ in advance of Zero, and

when the index was at Zero, of course the beam would be away
from the core so much; therefore the first 13° must count as

nothing, and that quantity ought to be abstracted from the results

obtained since the phosphorus. However, shall leave them as they

are and make other experiments.

12214. Can adjust the torsion force very conveniently by means
of the long handle at the telescope.

12215. Now some of the results may be reduced. Thus common lead

No. 29 (12204) in air 857° and in water 212 gives a difference of 645,
which divided by 552° gives the divisor 1*17, and this converts

Air 857° into 773°

Water 212 „ 1 81, leaving the standard or

lead as o ;
then subtracting 1 8 1° to make water zero gave

Air 552°

Water o'^

Lead 181°

12216. Take Zinc pure. No. 31 (12205); Air 878°, in water

125°: the difference 753° divided by 552° gives a divisor of 1*364,

which then makes the air 878= 643°’7 and the water 125°= 9i°*6.

Consequently 91*6 is the diamagnetic force of pure zinc.

1221 7. On the whole, I think it will be better to make Water 0°

and Air 100°; the numbers will be smaller and the process of

reduction less labour. Then the table (12 195) will be^:

* The list from par. 12195, with many interpolations referring to later

work, follows here. (See next page.) The results are in red and the paragraph

references in black ink.
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Paramagnetism
No. 42. Platina . . 9300° (12315)
No. 32. Common Tin io88°-4 (i23io)-245° (12338)
Tin, pure, No. 43 Io’f'

1 2 ( 1 2250)- 1 1
9°-7 ( 1 2289)— 1 23°- 3 ( 1 2307)

Air 100°

No. I. Glass cylinder 77°-72 (12269)
No. 4. Glass cylinder 45°-43 (12279) -44°' 5 (1^299)
No. 29. Lead, common 37°-34 (i2248)-40°*3 (12280)- 37°-5 (i 230o)

Ether

— 20° (12204)
25°-37°*5

No. 3. Glass cylinder 27°*65 (i2277)-28°*6 (12298)
Alcohol, absolute 15*4

Alcohol, common 14-3

No. 41. Zinc, pure . f-'jf (12237)- io°-37 (12288)- 25°*7 (12306)

Oil lemons . . . 13-2

Camphine .... 10*7

Sperm Oil .... 5*4

Linseed Oil . . . 3-8

Olive oil ... . 0*725

—Water .... 0 — —
Almond oil . . . 9*8

Brine 10

Poppy oil ... . 11*77

Castor oil ... . 11*77

Object No. 5 . . . 11*05

„ » 7 • • • II*23~II°*2 (12232)- IO°*I2 (12271)

,, ,, 2 . . . ii*4-i2°*44 (12230)- 1 1°*4 (12276) -12°

„ „ 6 . . .

(12297)
11*96-13° (12231)— io°*87 (i227o)~43

No. 31. Pure Zinc

(l2330)-20° (12392)
i6°*6 (12216)— 1°*5 (1 2240) -20°*2 (12272)

No. 34. Sulphur . . 24°*64— 22°*2 (12245)— 22*34° (12284)— 21°*4

No. 30. Common Zinc
(12302)

26°*72-i 6° (l2239)-20°*23 (12282)- 10°*9

No. 38. Rock crystal

(12301)
28° (12234)— 45°*98 (i2286)~44°*8 (12304)

No. 37. Borate lead . 5°*65 (i2233)~48°*5 (i2273)-43°*6 (12296)

No. 40. Lead zinc tree 47°*7 (i2236)-70°*4 (i2287)~90°*8 (12305)

No. 35. Phosphorus, alio- 65°-6i°*i (12246)- 55°*14 (i2285)-64°*6

tropic (12303)
No. 36. Phosphorus, io9°-98°*4 (i2247)-78°*4 (12313)

common
No. 39. Lead by battery 238*5 (123 14)

No. 33. Antimony, common 542°— 461° (12253)— 130° (12312)

No. 9. Bismuth, common 996° (12252)— 820“ (12309)— 1070° (12335)
Diamagnetism

^ Par. 12237 gives 6°*42.

F D VI
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12218. Zinc common^ No. 30. Amalgamated (12208). In Air

1 5 65°-in Water 3
30°-the difference 1235, which divided by 100,

now the interval between water and air, gives 12*35 the divisor

for 1565° and 330, making Air 126*72 and water of course 26*72,

and so this latter becomes the diamagnetic number of zinc com-

mon when water is made 0°.

12219. Sulphur^ crystallized. No. 34 (12209). 1922-in

water 380, difference is 1542; divided by 100 gives 15*42, which

goes into 1922—124*64 times and into water or 380, 24*64 times;

so 24*64 the number for sulphur.

12220. Phosphorus^ allotropic^ No. 35 (12210) gives 65 as its

Diamagnetic number.

1222 1. Phosphorus^ common^ No. 36 (1221 1) gives so high a

number as 109°. Perhaps the other contained iron. Must burn

a little of it.

12222. Antimony, common. No. 33 (122 12) gives the high

number of 542°.

12223. Ultimately consider the following points carefully in their

effects

:

Difference of distance.

„ „ size of the Object.

„ „ magnetic nature or capacity of the Object.

„ „ magnetic force.

„ „ torsion wire.
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12224. The temperature at which I have worked lately has been

from 63° to 65"^, etc. To-day it is 63°.

12225. Examined the torsion wire. It was 10° or ii® out when
the beam was lightly balanced and parallel to the magnetic axis,

and that whether the beam was over the magnetic axis or an

inch on one side— that difference had no effect. It seems to have

been the result of the continued torsion in one direction. Cor-

rected it and reduced all to Zero.

12226. Whether the beam was lightly loaded or heavily loaded

made no difference in its place: it equally set at Zero. No error

arose from difference of weight on the wire.

12227. 5 pr. of Grove’s plates were used to-day.

12228. When the distance was 07 of inch, Object No. 6 was put

on the beam in air and balanced as lightly as possible, and the

repulsion force ascertained; it was 436°. Then weights were

added on both arms until 5 leaden rings (= 230 grains) were

added-then though the vibrations were slower, yet the amount

of repulsion force was exactly the same as before, namely 436°;

yet I set the torsion on whilst observing at the telescope and did

not know before hand what numbers I had obtained. So weight

to this extent makes no difference in the value of the torsion

degrees.

12229. Proceeded to make observations with old and new objects

at a distance of i inch^ that the wire might have less torsion put

on to it. 5 pr. of plates-temperature 63^ F. Adjusted the torsion

by the long handle whilst observing at the telescope, so as to

have results independant of expectation or prejudice.

12230. No. 2 (12035) Glass cylinder. Repelled in Air, 244°, in

water, 27°, which by the process (122 17), namely of taking the

water number from the Air number, dividing that remainder by

100, and using the result as a divisor of the water number, gives

i2°-44 as the magnetic place of No. 2.

12231. No. 6 (12055) Glass cylinder, the one chiefly used.

Repelled in Air, 165°— in Water, 19°. These numbers give 13°

as its place or expression. These result[s] at an inch distance are

very good and do not at all burden or strain the torsion wire.
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12232. No. 7 (12035). Glass cylinder, same as No. 6 in quality

but twice the size. Repelled in air, 248°— in water, 25°. These

numbers give ii°-2 as its expression. This is just what it was

before, but differs from 13° by i°‘8, and after all an error of i°*8

is not much where the difference between water and air is taken

as 100°.

12233. Borate ofleadfilled. Made No. 37. In air. Repelled, 187°—

in water, lo"^—giving 5^*65 for its number— or in water

which gives 5*35 as its number.

12234. Rock crystal— 2i piece. Made No. 38. In air, repelled,

408'^— in water, 89°. The number therefore 28°.

12235. Battery lead. Made No. 39. Believed to be pure lead free

from iron. Repelled in air, 540^— in water, 217°. Hence its

number= 67*1.

12236. Zinc tree leady No. i. Made No. 40—considered also as

free from iron. Repelled in air, 402°— in water, 130”— giving its

number as 47*7.

12237. No. 41. Pure line— 2, fresh piece made No. 41. Repelled

in air, 199° -attracted in water 12°. Its number therefore 6°'42.

12238. No. 29. Common lead, same piece as before (12204).

Repelled in air, i^i— attracted in watery 90°. Consider this pre-

sently.

12239. No. 30. Zincy commony amalgamated (12035). Repelled

in air, 255°— in water, 35°. Its number 16°.

12240. No. 31. Pure fincy the former piece again (12205, 16).

Repelled in air, i8i°— in water 2° or f or o. Number about

i'’*5 or 1-2.

1224 1. Several of the above Objects were heavy in comparison

with the Glass cylinder No. 6, etc., but as has been seen, the

weight appears to make no sensible difference in the degrees

(12228).

12242. The induction effects on exciting the magnet or those

produced as the pieces of metal approach to or receed from the

magnet are very important, and must be carefully guarded against

by continuing the voltaic current and adjusting the torsion force

whilst watching. Making and breaking contact cannot be allowed;

probably several of the metal number[s] before given are much
wrong on this account.
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12243. As the battery had been used now some time and I was
about to dine, I dismounted it. Found it warm. In the course

of an hour recharged it with fresh acid and now observed the

effect on the Object last employed, namely the Zinc No. 31 in

water. The number of torsion repulsion was now 23°. Wish I had

looked also for the power in air.

12244. Went on with the experiments with fresh battery and the

old distance of i inch.

12245. No. 34. Sulphur (12209, ^9) repelled in Air, ^6^’^-in

water, 66°— its number 22^*2.

12246. No. 35. Phosphorus^ Allotropic (122 10, 20) repelled in

Air, 420°-in water, 15
9° -its number

12247. No. 36. Phosphorus^ common (1221 1, 21) repelled in air,

506°— in water, 251° -its number 98*4.

12248. No. 29, lead^ common. As before observed (12204, 38).

This object gave in Air, repulsion 151°, and in water, attraction

of 90°. On the former occasion this sample gave repulsion both

in air and water (12204), but I am in doubt now whether sufficient

care of the inductive effects had been taken (12242). In the

present case the numbers would put the lead as magnetic between

Air and water. Therefore when 241°, the difference between air

and water, is divided by 100, and the quotient 2*41 used as a

divisor of water or 90°, to see how far the lead is off from it

in degrees according to the scale, then the 37°* 34 obtained for

the lead must be taken above the water, i.e. the lead is 37^*34

more magnetic than water and 62^*66 less magnetic than air.

12249. Platina, Made No. 42. Pure (12035). This piece, though

small in bulk, was strongly attracted— in fact, with or against a

torsion force of 620° or more, even when 1*4 or 1*5 of an inch

distance from the Magnetic axis. Weighed only 22 grains.

12250. Tin. No. 43 (12035). This piece of tin I believe to be

pure, at least as regards Iron. It has been precipitated carefully

at the Neg. pole of the Voltaic battery, and then fuzed. It was

attracted both in air and water and therefore is magnetic to both.

The numbers were, for Air, 20°, and for water, 301°. The
difference, 281, divd. by 100=2*81, and that goes into 301 or

water 107°- 12. Shewing that the tin is so many degrees above

water in our present scale.
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1225 1. Made the distance 1*5 inches for the purpose of experi-

menting with bismuth and antimony.

12252. Bismuth. No. 9 (12035)— repelled in air, 570°—in water,

518°, hence its number 996°.

12253. Antimony. No. 33 (12035, 12212, 22)— repelled in air,

275°— in water, 226°—hence its number 461°.

12254. Ether. I have had a double flannel jacket made to the

experimental cell. I have also placed a thin glass tube within it

as an inner cell. Put ether in the cell and left a while under a

glass jar to evaporate and cool. Then used an interval of 0*7 and

Object No. 6, to compare the ether with air and water.

The object in Air gave 447° of repulsion— then in the Ether

at temp, of 58° it gave 194°, and in water at 63"^, 42°; so the degrees

between water and air are 405, which divided by 100 gives 4*05,

as the divisor to reduce by; then 194—42 gives 152° as the exp.

degrees between water and ether, and this divided by 4*05 gives

the place of ether 37^*5 above water.

12255. This was the end of the experimental observations-there-

fore balanced the beam lightly and observed its place, to see if

the torsion was affected by the day’s work: it had given way a

little, but not more than 2°.

12256. The possible change of the torsion during a day’s work
is a serious evil. Thus it was out about 11° this morning at the

beginning and therefore as much last night. Now this makes a

very serious error in numbers near to zero, because it affects the

place of water as zero. It might even make a body, which is

on the one side of water, appear to be on the other even to the

extent of several degrees. Thus No. 31 or pure zinc (12240) has

its numbers, in air, 181°, and in water, 2° or thereabout. If these

numbers were in error 11°, they would be corrected to 192° and

13°. The first set would give the place of Zinc as i°'i2 and the

second as 7°*26. Hence probably a part of the difference between

the numbers to-day and the numbers of former days.

12257. Great care required as regards the torsion and Zero—
and also great care as regards induction action in the Metals.

12258. A constant magnet would be a very great advantage, but

as the comparison may always be reduced to two or at most three

consecutive observations, so the effects of the change of force
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during a series of experiments is not so important, because the

extremes need not be and should not be related to each other.

12259. The attraction expts. above were made thus. The curb

or stop prevents the object from approaching nearer than a given

distance, as for instance an inch as above (12229). When repulsion

is the result of the magnetic force, torsion force is put on in

opposition to it until it counterbalances the repulsion, and then

the mag. force just frees the object from the stop, an effect seen

in the telescope. But in the case of attraction (12238), the torsion

force put on was in the contrary direction, and was increased

until it overcame the attraction and just carried the body off.

12260. So both attractive and repulsive effects can be observed

by the present stop for a given distance. The repulsive action

gives a place of stable equilibrium between the torsion and

magnetic forces, the attractive action gives a place of instable

equilibrium, because the magnetic force diminishes rapidly with

increase of distance. A stop in the contrary direction might be

used, keeping the object at or within a given distance. In that

case the instable equilibrium would occur also with the attractive

force. There may be practical advantages in using the one stop

or the other, or in particular cases using both, since they give

observations on both sides of the given distance assumed for the

time.

12261. If attraction should, because of the instable equilibrium,

give the best results, then a little power might be gained by
selecting a medium, but not much, for Water is as diamagnetic

as any perhaps.

12262. By looking at the table (12217), it appears that the errors

are chiefly among the metals, i.e. the conducting bodies. Must

look very carefully so as to prevent the induction effects (12242),

for I believe they are a great cause of the differences.

12263. Must consider very carefully not merely the weight or the

volume of the body experimented with, but the disposition of the

matter— so that if it goes in two or more times, it may go exactly

into the same place, as to form even, each time. This is always

important, because of the rapidly decreasing or increasing force

of the field of action. Must be very careful of this with the gases

and their vessels. The reason for having the object and the
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suspension in one piece as often as may be is to secure this identity

of place.

12264. If a fluid medium equal to air be required, it can be

easily made—notwithstanding what Pliicker says.

12265. If Pliicker were right, that difference of power makes a

difference in the result as to magnetic and diamagnetic bodies,

that might cause a theoretical error. But I have not found it so.

18 AUGUST 1852.

12266. Began by observing the beam when lightly balanced. The
day before yesterday evening, it was found 2° out and corrected

(12255). Since then, whilst out of use the torsion has gone back

a little, about 3°, i.e. the torsion index has to be 3° on the near

side of Zero (or against the watch hand) when the beam is in

the magnetic axis. It appears that the torsion taken under former

working and which was kept at the time of the adjustment

(12225, 12255) has gradually gone off spontaneously to the extent

of 3°. Adjusted it and made all right.

12267. The wire takes up and gives up torsion slowly. Must
never leave it except at Zero. Also had better, when weight and

torsion are both upon it, return the torsion to Zero before re-

ceiving or delivering the beam from the supporting arms to the

wire of suspension.

12268. The torsion index and place corrected. The battery
5

pr.

of plates. The temperature 64°. The distance o-8 of inch.

12269. No. I. Glass cylinder (12035). In air, repulsion, 86°

—in water, attraction, 300°. So its place 77°*72 above water or

22*3 below air.

12270. No. 6. Glass cylinder (12035), the same glass as No. 7.

In air, repulsion, 306°-in water, repulsion, 30°. So its place

io°*87 below water.

12271. No. 7. Glass cylinder (12035), same glass as No. 6. In

air, repulsion, 468°— in water, 43°. Its place io°*i2 below water.

12272. No. 31. Pure Zinc (12035). In Air, repelled, 470°— in

water, repelled, 79°. Its place 20°*2 below water.

12273. No. 37. Borate of lead (12035). ^ir, repelled, 545°—in

water, 178°. Its place 48°*
5 below water.
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12274. The Voltaic battery began to hiss here when connected

-

an indication of a certain amount of exhaustion and also of a

state when its power seemed variable during the time of contact

( ).

12275. The distance was now made i-o inch because the objects

coming on would have required too much torsion of the wire

at the former distance. The battery used is the same in its partly

exhausted state.

12276. No. 2. Glass cylinder (12035). In air, repelled, 332°— in

water, 34°. Its place ii°*4 below water.

12277. No. 3. Glass cylinder (12035). In air, repelled, 259°-in

water, attracted^ 99°. So its place 27°*6 5
above water.

12278. The first observation in water gave 113‘^—the next, 100°,

the next, 95^^. Battery is losing its power, so that the observation

in water, being always after that in air, is with less power than

that in air; an error here therefore, always on one side. The earliest

observations with a battery newly charged ought to be the best.

I shall go on however and perhaps take up the same series another

day with a fresh battery, beginning at (12273) so as to see the

difference.

12279. No. 4. Glass cylinder (12035). In air, repelled, 299°. In

water, attracted^ 249°. Its place by these numbers 45^*43 above

water.

12280. No. 29. Lead common (12035). In air, repelled, i42°~in

water, attracted, 96^. Its place 40^*3 above water.

12281. Examined the beam and corrected it 1° in the same direc-

tion as in the morning (12266).

12282. No. 30. Zinc common^ amalgamated (12035).

repelled, 310°. Went and dined, returned and found the Zinc in

air repelled still, 308°, which is a very close coincidence or ap-

proach. In water, repelled, 52°. So its place 20*23 below water.

12283. No. 32. Tin cylinder (12035). Attracted in Air at i*o

with power of 490°, so stopped the experiment to work with a

larger distance hereafter ( ).

12284. No. 34. Sulphur {iiOT,^), Repelled in air, 3
34°-in water,

61°. Its place 22°*34 below water.

12285. No. 35. Phosphorus^ allotropic (12035)— repelled in air,

342°~in water, 128°. So its place 5
5°* 14 below water.
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12286. No. 38. Rock crystal (12035)—repelled in air, 327°—in

water, 103°. So its place below water 45°*98.

12287. No. 40. Lead, Zinc tree lead, probably pure (12035).

Repelled in air, 334°— repelled in water, 138°. Its place 70°*4

below water.

12288. No. 41. Zinc. Said to be pure, part of a plate (12035).

Repelled in Air, 121°. In water, distinct attraction and near 14'^

So its place above water, io°*37.

12289. No. 43. 7z/z, obtained by the Voltaic battery and I believe

pure (12035). Attracted both in Air and water. In air, 25°~in

water, 152°; so ii9'^*7 above water.

12290. Ended, The beam examined was right. The battery has

been very much used— is hot and has crystals of sulphate of zinc

forming on the plates. We shall see what amount of uncertainty

this introduces.

12291, The receiving fork for the beam vibrates or trembles often

as it moves. This gives a tremor to the beam as it is leaving or

arriving at it, and this tremor is not good when torsion is on the

wire. Would it not be well to cover the fork with something soft,

as cloth or flannel }

12292. I think also it is a good rule to reduce the torsion at the

index to 0° before taking up or giving up the beam by the fork—

as then the jars will not be in the wire when torsion is on it.

12293. A constant magnet is very desirable. Must try ours in

its power on water or Glass No. 6. Time is wanting to allow the

vibrations to cease, and this time exhausts and varies the battery.

12294. Observations of attraction will be very good with a steady

apparatus in a still place, and a constant magnet. With me it is

difficult to catch the beam leaving the stop without a jerk more

or less, and once having left it, it goes off still further, because

of the place being one of instable equilibrium.

20 AUGUST 1852.

12295. The beam examined; it and the torsion wire all right.

Used
5 pr. of plates (much worn) to-day— the distance at first

1*0 inch. The order of the experiments was that in which they

are entered.
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12296. No. 37. Borate of lead. Repelled in air, 214°— in water,

65°. Its number 43°*6 below water,

12297. No. 2. Glass cylinder. Repelled in air, 232°—in water,

25°. Its number 12° below water.

12298. No. 3. Glass cylinder. Repelled in air, 2 17° -attracted in

water, 87°. Its number 28°*6 above water.

12299. No. 4. Glass cylinder. Repelled in air, 274°— attracted in

water, 220°. Its number therefore 44°*
5 above water.

12300. No. 29. Common lead. Repelled in air, 1 5 8"^- attracted in

water, 95°. Its number 37°* 5 above water.

12301. No. 30. Common Zinc^ amalgamated. Repelled in air,

325°— in water 32°; its number io°*9 below water.

12302. No. 34. Sulphur, Repelled in air, 390^^ -in water, 69';

its number 2i°*4 below water.

12303. No. 35. Allotropic phosphorus. Repelled in air, 410° -in

water, 161°. Its number 64*6 below water.

12304. No. 38. Rock crystal. Repelled in air, 433”-in water,

134"^; its number 44^*8 below water.

12305. No. 40. Lead of Zinc tree. Repelled in air, 45
8°-in

water 218°; its number 90-8 below water.

12306. No. 41. Zincy calledpure. Repelled in air, 104° -attracted

in water, 36°. Its number 25*7 above water.

12307. No. 43. Tiuy purcy from battery. Attracted in air, 51°-

attracted in water 279^^. Its number i23°‘3 above water.

12308. Now made the distance 1*5 inches for some stronger cases,

and found that hardly enough—would have been better if more

for some of the cases.

12309. No. 9. Bismuthy common. Repelled in air, 469— in water,

418°. In this case its number came out as 820° below water.

12310. No. 32. Common tin. Attracted in air, 5 5
3°-attracted in

water, 596°. Again in water: only 530^\ Again in water, 527°.

So the battery appears to be falling; so took it again in air—was

476"". The mean of those in air is 514; and the mean of two in

water is 566. This would give the number as io88°-4 above water.

1231 1. Much doubt attaches to this result, including (12309) and

those on to the end— for the battery is varying and at the end was

found falling to pieces, and also the torsion at the end was found
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to have lost 7°. Thinking this might have happened with the

late heavy loads (12306, etc.) the numbers from (12309), except

(123 10), are set down 'f less than they read off in the experiments.

12312. No. 33. Antimony^ common. Repelled in air, i55°-in
water, i30°-in air again, 153°. The mean of the air results 154°

and that with water give the place of antimony 130° below water.

12313. No, 36. Common Phosphorus. Repelled in air, 66-in
water 29°; its number 78-4 below water.

1 23 14. No. 39. Lead., hy battery pure. Repelled in air, 44°-in
water 31°. Its place 238°*

5
below water.

At 175 inches distance.

12315. No. 42. Platina., /?z^r^-attracted-not much-made the

distance only 1*5, then attracted in air, only
5
1°. Made the distance

I inch. Then attracted in air 206®, and in water 186°-which gives

its number 9300 above Water.

12316. As results of attraction are shewn by a torsion in the

contrary direction to those of repulsion, so in this case, and in

the other cases of attraction (123 10), the experimental numbers
were increased 7°— but all these latter results are bad.

123 17. The beam examined. Was found, as already said, to have

lost 7° of torsion -left it uncorrected-but its weight taken off the

wire to see the effect of 60 hours rest upon it.

12318. The battery was found falling to pieces by solution of

the Zinc. Want a permanent magnet sadly, or a more constant

battery.

123 19. The induction currents with the metals want much care

and attention.

12320. Film on the water. When there was any reason to suppose

an effect of this kind likely, the surface of the water was removed,

and successfully, by laying a piece of clean bibulous paper on it

and thus carrying off the upper layer of water.

12321. As the use of the long torsion handle slightly agitates the

balance, I have had a notch cut round it at the end to receive the

edge of a plate weighted and having the action of a catch to

steady it.
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12322. This morning (Tuesday) set the beam free, lightly

balanced, and found it 7° out as I left it on Saturday evening
(12317); corrected it and set all right.

12323. Have made a stop for the long handle near the telescope—
it answers very well and is of great use.

12324. Have had a hole made in the side of the lower half of the
magnetic box, so as to be able to introduce a common horseshoe
magnet, that it may be used instead of the Electro-magnet as a

constant source of power. The magnet was supported on the
table independant of the box and was adjustible as to distance.

It laid horizontal and so that the magnetic axis at the place of the

object was in the same relation to the latter as when the Electro

magnet was used. The only difference was that the body of the
Electro magnet was vertical and beneath the magnetic axis, and
here it was horizontal and on one side, i.e. the side from the

observer and from the object. Two small iron hemispheres were
placed against the ends of the magnet to concentrate the force at

the axis and give a more rapid decrease or increase of power. The
arrangement is seen in plan of about the real size in the diagram*,
B being Object No. 9, or the bismuth.

12325. When the bismuth was thus up, the stop being so adjusted
in relation to the magnet as to make the distance place as in the

figure, then it took clearly 227° or 230"^ of torsion to counteract
the repulsive force there. So that the magnet tells, but the distance

is too close for the experimental cell and the power too small for

such objects as No. 6, or ordinary fluids.

12326. Put on Object No. 6, Glass cylinder (12035) with a
certain near distance, preserved constant for the time— it was
affected— put on torsion gradually— left it with 17'^ on to settle—
after a time found the object just home to the stop and I think
free from it— dimind, the force to 13° and now the object swung
off and kept away and clear of the stop—with 17"^ again: that is
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too much—with 15° the power was full enough—but with 14® the

object does not go quite home or settle at the stop, clearly not.

So take 15° as the power in Air.

12327. Put the Water cell in place (the copper one) and the same

object, No. 6, and now the object was close up and against the

stop. Reduced the torsion by the long handle. At last the object

separated very slowly, quietly and well from the stop, and then

gradually continued to go offwith an accellerated motion. Found
the torsion force was 3°* 5. After this, whilst the object out, made
the torsion 4°; the object did not go up again. Made it 5°, and

then the object closed up and came in contact with the stop,

remaining there. The number in water is 4°'
5 about.

12328. This result is very small; if it were 8° or 9'^ it would

be much better. All is very quiet when water is used, for the

accidental oscillations are destroyed nearly— the operation is slow

and requires time and very cautious and intelligent observation.

When at the point of adjustment, it is sometimes difficult to know
whether the object is resting against the stop or in that place

where the repulsive force and the torsion force are truly balanced

just in face of the stop. If the latter is the case, short of the stop,

then a little more torsion is seen to carry the object nearer the

magnet before the rebound from the stop comes on : if the former

is the case, the additional torsion produces a little rebound at

once, but then it must also be ascertd. that when at rest, the taking

off of torsion causes the object at once to receed from the stop

and magnet.

12329. In the air, the vibrations of the object from the passing

of carriages, and the process of the experiments, are very trouble-

some. When the torsion force is nearly adjusted, the extent of

excursion is considerable, for [illegible] of very small force and

time is required to allow the motions to subside. But then one

has a constant magnet and no exhaustion of power going on.

Perhaps a fluid equal to air in power might be very useful with

these low numbers.

12330. As No. 6 has repulsion in air of 15°, and in water of 4°'5,

so its number comes out 43° below water. This is far below water

according to the former results (12217)— too low. If it had been

i°*5 instead of 4°*
5, it would have been 11°. Or if instead of
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being 1
5° in air it had been 45^*5, the number would have been 11°.

A very small error near water makes a great error in respect of

the places of the object and water. The determining power of

displacement is so feeble when the bodies are near each other,

as No. 6 and water, that great care is required -perhaps even him
may tell here and not tell elsewhere—and perhaps should not

observe near water, i.e. things in water which are near to it.

1233 1. With the same distance^ put No. 9, Bismuth, on the

balance. Brought up torsion to 223"^. The object was nearly loose

or free of the stop, but it rebounded much from the weight of it

and the counterpoise and being in Air. Made it 220°. Think that

is about the number, for the returns on rebounding are far and

the strokes against the stop feeble.

12332. Placed the bismuth in brought up torsion to 230°

by degrees-reduced it to 225°, observing at the telescope the

while-then to 220°— then to 215"^— it was out from the stop at

the last number and I think also was out before at 220° and 225"^.

Still, 225 in water and 223"^ in air cannot agree. Perhaps difference

of temperature may have some effect here— or there may not be

a clear action in the water cell, for the space or distance is very

small. Left all for half an hour. Then whilst observing, advanced

the torsion to 221° without knowing its amount, and it still seems

as if the object were not at home or against the stop, for more
torsion up to 225° carried it further up. At 230° it certainly was

quite up to the stop. On undoing the torsion, it went out from

230° downwds. with a slow and steady motion. Still I think the

object was touching below in the water against the copper cell

before it touched by the beam and stop above.

12333. again at the same distance— 214° too little— 218°

not far out- 220 about right, not too much. Made 223° about

right.

12334. Now increased the interval, so as to have clear room for

the object in the water vessel. Then in air the power needed

much reduced— 105° too much, yet distance only small— 99°*

5

I think about right in air. In water— appears to be enough room -

92° nearly right. At 90°, being steady, added a little torsion and

the object swung up nearer to the stop; so 90° not enough. At
92° the same action gave no first motion towards the stop as
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before. So 92° appears to be about right, or nearly so. The
motions are all slow and apparently good. Again at 90°— the

object evidently free and carried up by more torsion as before;

90° or 91° cannot be far away from the truth.

12335. So Bismuth in air, 99*^*5— in water, 91°. This gives 1070°

below water for bismuth (12217) and this probably not far out.

12336. Now employed No. 32 (12035), common the same

distance as the last. It was attracted both in air and in water.

In air, at 14°*
5 held up to the stop against that amount of torsion.

When torsion (adverse) increased, it broke up this attraction

effect and the object receeded; then opposing torsion being made
io°— the attraction drew the object up to the stop— at 13° still held

well to the stop—at 14°-
5
stood at the stop, all being quiet—and

at 15° went very slowly off but clearly and well. I think this

result must have been a good one.

12337. Placed the common tin No. 32 in water. There was attrac-

tion at 22°; 30°, the object went off slowly, so the true number is

between; being off, I reduced the torsion to 25^, 20°, 15° and

even 10°, but the object did not return, the attraction at the

greater distance not being strong enough to overcome the lo'^.

When the torsion was 0° then the object returned. When the

object quiet at the stop, again put on torsion very slowly and

carefully; 22^*5 not too much— 24°, object stands against the stop.

With 25° it goes very slowly and clearly off. Believe 24°*
5 about

true.

12338. So this tin, No. 32, in air, 14°*
5 and in water, 24^*5-

being attracted in both cases. Its number therefore is 245° above

water, by these data and mode of operating; which is considerably

different to the former number of 1088*4 (123 10). But I trust

this rather than the former.

12339. I then examined the beam balanced light and found the

torsion of the wire all right.

12340. This magnet is too feeble. I must try our magnet of the

Saxton’s machine.
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12341. Beam examined. The torsion was out 9° or 10°, which

resulted from its motion on the fork when moving the box so

that Newman might work at it. Must have a method of packing

the beam more safely, so as to avoid every irregular pull on the

torsion wire. Corrected it and made all right.

12342. Our Saxton’s magnet appears by the vibrations of a near

needle to be two or three times the strength of the Schmidt horse-

shoe which I have been employing, but it has the disadvantage

of flat ends instead of the projecting ends of the former; never-

theless employed it, hoping for more powerful effects, and to test

that used only No. 9 or the bismuth cylinder for the day’s results.

12343. First employed the two soft iron cones— this size-the

summits of which were rounded. The magnet ends in plan and

their interval are here given* of full size, and the place of the

bismuth when at the stop and the force was recorded, is approxi-

mately given. Now at this distance the antagonistic torsion was

only 30°. The bismuth when approaching the stop did so in a

long manner, as if there were only a slowly decreasing or in-

creasing state of power in that part of the magnetic field. What I

want is a strong field of power quickly decreasing with the

distance from the magnet.

12344. Made the distance less and as shewn by the dotted line,

and now the torsion is 100°, which is much better but not equal

to the former magnet (12324), and this I think is because of the

flatness of the end faces.

12345 1, Placed two long square pieces of soft iron o* 5
by 4 inches

down the inside faces of the poles, as in the figure. The power

was very poor indeed-being only 25°.

12346 Removed these bars and replaced them by other two

pieces of soft iron, one a cube of
^
in the side, the other nearly
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a cube but only
|
in one direction. They were up midway. The

power in this case was 218°, but the bismuth was quite up between

the cubes or irons. Still, an experimental cell could go in there,

and in that respect the form and arrangement is not bad but good.

12347*. I withdrew the magnet
J
of an inch, so as to make the

pieces of iron project as it were into the air of the surrounding

magnetic field. But the force was less than before, being now
not more than 195°. This must be because the bismuth was in

some degree withdrawn from the line of greatest force.

12348 +. Put in my long double cone against the faces of the ends.

The effect was very poor indeed, only 26°.

12349 Replaced this double cone by the thicker one used con-

stantly in connexion with the great Electro magnet, and now the

effect was very much better, being 126°. Then added on loose

corner blocks ofiron at the ends of the double cone, which though

fitting very badly, were large, being i inch by by 2I long; and

now the power rose to 275°. It is very important to carry in,

by abundance of iron, the forces to the center of the field.

* [12347]
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12350*. Now used these blocks as terminations, putting them in

front ofthe end faces thus. The power was only9^. The deprecia-

tion seems due to the large opposed faces at the field of force

causing great transmission of the power there and leaving less for

the place occupied by the bismuth.

12351. Therefore moved these ends back and placed the cones

on thust
;
and now the power was 143°. So there was much gain

by making ^ ^ into .

12352. Placed the cones in contact, and then the torsion rose to

486°. But the bismuth was almost in contact with the cones, if

not quite. Reduced the torsion to 360°, when its distance away

was still very little, but it was quite clear. Even at 180° of torsion,

the distance was only small.

12353 Employed rounded ends as in the figure. The effect was

good, being 274°. Placed the ends nearer and almost touching-

a

chip ofwood keeping them separate; then the power rose to 462°.

Reducing the torsion to 360°, and then the distance out became

as represented by the outer form and was enough to allow an

experimental cell between.

* [12350]
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12354. "The Magnet seems feeble for its size when compared

with the former one (12324), so took it to pieces and examined

each plate separately. They were all very feeble, and nothing like

what they ought to be.

12355. So returned to the Schmidt Magnet (12324), which has

also seven plates, the middle plates projecting beyond the external

plates, thus*; and the interval between the two limbs or poles

being i| inches. Put on the hemispherical ends+ so as to represent

the last case with the former magnet (12353), and with a very

good distance had a torsion force of 217°.

12356 Then used terminations, being parallelopipedons, which

were
^

deep. At the distance indicated, the torsion resistance

was 203°. As the bismuth goes nearer, the power increases greatly

above this amount.

12357. So gain nothing by the Saxton Magnet. Must try Loge-

man’s Magnets from Knight’s, with good massive pyramidal and

short irons.

12358. Examined the beam and torsion-all was right, the beam

being as lightly counterpoised as possible and having little more

than its own weight. Then hung on Object 39, which weighs

267 grains, and counterpoised it by above 200 grains more at

the other end, and in this heavy state examd. the place of Zero;

it was very nearly the same.

12359. For when torsion -1°, so as to leave the beam clear of

the curb, when the beam was light it vibrated about or settled

[12355]

* [12356]
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at 9 in the telescope. When weighted, its place of rest was I think

about II. When the weight was taken off and the light beam
examd. again, its place was at 7^ or thereabouts. Now as a

degree= 2^ inches, the distance from the reflector to the telescope

scale being 75 inches (12022), so weighting the beam much
seems to alter the torsion indication about a degree.

28 AUGUST 18521.

12360. Have received the two new stops from Newman and had

them put on to the balance box— so as to act on the object end

of the beam; they have a screw adjustment and answer well.

I have arranged them so as to allow the beam a little motion on

each, but one stops by touching on the outside of the beam and

the other on the inside or magnet side, i.e. the side away from

the observer, and both are adjusted so as to bring the beam up

when in the axis of the instrument box, as before (12068). They
can be put down out of the way or brought up into action either

together or separate, so that the beam can be held stiff in the axis,

which is never needed, or observation can be made from a given

position in both directions, i.e. by increasing torsion and so

bringing the beam up to the inside stop (if the case be repulsion)

or by diminishing torsion and so bringing the beam, through the

repulsion, up to the outside stop. It will be well to make both

observations in every case and take the mean as the true force

at the place.

12361. Examined the beam— all was right.

12362. Loading the arms of the support (beam) does not make it

vibrate less but indeed more powerfully. Covering them with paper

breaks in part the vibration and eases the beam in some degree.

12363 *. Have nowa Logeman magnet, which can support 150 lbs.

It consists of three plates only, the middle one projecting beyond

the other two | of inch. Its end dimensions are as below^. It

was introduced through a hole in the side of the lower part of

the box, as in the former case (12324),

12364. Either the beam is out a degree, or else being diamagnetic,

I In the MS., 1851 has been written here inadvertently for 1852.

^ Diagrams in paragraphs 12363-12373 inclusive are reduced to
|

scale.

* [12363]

L
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the Logeman affects it a little in its present position-but I left

all as it was, the fact not being important to the day’s work.

12365. Now arranged terminations by pieces of iron, to see what

force was best, building up the terminations sometimes of two

or three pieces. Used No. 9, bismuth, as the object, and will try

to indicate the distances by diagrams. The first set of ends were

rounded and of the size before used (12353), and each end was

built up of three pieces of iron. At about this distance*, the

torsion force was 668°, which is very good compared with former

results with permanent magnets. When the torsion was reduced

to 360°, then bismuth stood further out, as figured, but not so

much as I expected.

12366. Placed the rounded ends close together and made no

other change, and now with 600° of torsion the distance was as

figured, and the effect less than before. With 360° the bismuth

moved further out, but not better than before.

12367. Employed conical terminations. When thus, the torsion

was 720° and very good-for an experimental cell might be intro-

duced here if made of thin copper. With 540° of torsion the

bismuth stood out very well. With 360° still better, as shewn by

second position.

12368. Placed the cones together. The distance appeared to be

about the same both for 360° and 720°, and there was fair room

for an experimental cell. So as far as bismuth is concerned, the

magnet will do.

12369. Now employed the Object No. 6, being a glass cylinder,

the conical terminations being in contact and just as they were

for the last experiment (12368). When only 96° of torsion on,

there was not room for an experimental cell. When the torsion

was reduced to 40°, then the cylinder stood pretty well out, and

there was good room for a cell-but this is in air, and in water

the power would have been far less. When the cones were sepa-

rated by the thickness of a card the cylinder of glass was perhaps

a little better out for the 40° torsion.

12370, Returned to Bismuth No. 9 and terminations consisting

each of a single bar of soft iron half an inch square and 4 inches

long, one end having been filed to a wedge shape thus. Employed

these without any accessory pieces as the terminals of the magnet,
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applying them against the outer edge of the middle plate. With
720° of torsion, the bismuth was well separated and would easily

have allowed a cell of proper shape. When the torsion was 360°,

the bismuth was almost out of the notch. The results were far

better than the former ones, and greatly I think because the iron

was in single pieces.

12371. Now turned the terminals round thus: the effect was not

so good, for 720° gave as in the figure. When torsion made 360°,

the bismuth stood further out and could then easily get round

it by a cell.

12372. Now opened out the pieces thus, and making the torsion

720°, the bismuth was almost as well out as with the last 360°

(12371); and when the torsion was diminished to 360°, it was

still farther out, and better than the former 360°. So opening out

the ends when of this form and position has very good effect in

improving the field of force. Putting the two ends into contact

would in fact cause the object to approach.

12373. Employed the same terminations and object No. 6-the

ends being open. With 86° torsion, the object did not touch but

was about as in the diagram, and far better than before with the

former terminations (12365, 7),

12374. I have had a pair of new fish-shaped iron terminations

made, more massive than these half inch bars and intended for

this Logeman Magnet. When they were put on thus*b 3nd the

bismuth No. 9 made object, then with 720° torsion the effect was

not better than with the bars (12370), or not even so good.

With 360° torsion, it was very good. The field does not vary

so rapidly in power and this causes the difference.

12375 1
. When the pieces were reversed, 720° of torsion made the

bismuth almost touch. When torsion was 360°, then it was better

out-but not better than the 720° even, of the former bars open

(12372).

12376. When these pieces were opened out, the effect at 360 was

very little improved. That at 720° was improved, for object was

more clearly away from the terminations. This shape not par-

ticularly good except perhaps for position (12374).

12377. Terminations should be of one piece of iron, and opening

I This and diagrams to paragraphs 12375 and 12382 are reduced to
|

scale.

* [12374] ^ [12375I
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out the ends is good if the ends are square and massive. If the

ends were points, then that would imitate the opening out in

condition and effect.

30 AUGUST 1852.

12378. Covered the limbs of the beam holder with many folds

of filtering paper, loosely, so as to break vibration, and took off

all weight. This improves it as regards the communication of

vibration to the beam on raising or lowering it; but touching

the outer end during motion is the best damper.

12379. Adjusted two corks so as to hold the beam tight when

raised, that it might not slip about on the support, and so the wire

become hurt at the lower end.

12380. Applied a lamp and reflector so as to see between the

beam and the stops on both side[s], but did not find it very easy

to see when the contact was perfect, because of the round and

transparent nature of the beam and because of imperfect eyesight.

12381. Examined the beam and made it and the torsion right.

12382. Put the Logeman small magnet (12363) into the box with

the bar poles (12370) as represented. Employed No. 6 Glass

cylinder, and had the inside stop up, giving a distance about that

represented. The needful torsion force directed inwards was

now 72°.

12383. Put the inner stop down and the outer stop up. It required

much care to ascertain when the torsion force was just able to set

the object free from the stop and tend to keep it inwards, because

of the short vibrations and the intensity of all parts of the field

in which the object was free to move, but I made it again near 72°

and think it ought to be a little less, perhaps 70°.

12384. Returned to the use of the inner stop again, always for

the same distance, and found the number about 71°.

12385. All this takes time, and the permanent magnet very

valuable here. Could not make such prolonged observations

nicely or accurately with an Electro magnet.

12386. Employed the water cell for this same object and distance

and depressing both stops^ used the water as a stop only, estimating

the distance and the return to the given place by the telescope

only. Now avoided all those unpleasant knocks and bangs against
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the stop, so that the object took up at once its right position, and
yet if in a position, the alteration of the torsion by a single degree

was attended by the immediate motion to or from of the object—

as seen in the telescope. This process without the stops will be
excellent, and if in air the swings be rather free or extensive, it

will be easy by a reverse action of the torsion handle to reduce

them quickly. All the trouble of the stop—the adhesion—bangs,
etc.—the passing of carriages—is avoided. The experiments may
be made in Albemarle Street as well as in the country, and if the

vibrations in air should be annoying, then it will be easy to make
a solution having air Magnetic Capacity and use it for bodies

unaffected by it.

12387. In the case of No. 6 in water, the torsion force was 7°*

3

or 8°, and the result appeared to be an excellent one.

12388. Returned to air as the medium—using No. 6 and no stops.

The object settles very well in its place, and when 6 in the tele-

scope coincided with the telescope wire, the torsion force was

only 41°. Now the difference between this and 71° enormous,

but then the torsion plug is excentric, and 41° does not coincide

with 6 in the telescope, but some other number. When I made
the torsion 71^^, the telescope shewed 4*85, and when I then put

up the inner stop, it knocked at 6*3, as if that were stop distance.

Now put down the stop and made the place of rest without it 6*3

by torsion, and the force needed v/as only 45°. Again made the

telescope object 6 and very carefully brought up the torsion and

found it to be 50° or 51^*5 or close upon these numbers. So that

it is very evident the stop, whether within or without, gives a

very uncertain indication for this diamagnetic body in air at about

this force and numbers.

12389. The excentricity of the torsion plug is exceedingly an-

noying, as with the same distance measured out by the stop, it

gives a continually varying series of numbers in the telescope,

whereas the latter ought to be as constant as the former. To trace

this out and remedy it, so that the telescope might register a given

distance as surely as the stop, and so do without the latter, the

telescope numbers were observed with a light beam and no

object but only the stop for every 10° of torsion. The numbers

obtained any where in the circle were found to recur in the same
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place in the circle; thus 90° and 450° of torsion gave the same

number in the telescope. The extreme numbers were found to

be at 80® and 260°, or 180° apart, and were for

80° y66 in telescope

260 6*5

0-84, being so much of an

inch or about one third of a degree out (12359). On examining

the torsion plug, found the wire hole too large and the wire on

that side which would exactly account for this difference, i.e.

would exactly coincide with the direction of the difference. So by

a piece ofcard blocked the wire to the other side of the hole-and

again went over the observations. Now the extremes appeared

to be in the same places, but on the other side to what they were

before; thus

70° was greatest or 6‘43

260 was least or 57

73
In endeavouring to adjust the card to give a truly central suspen-

sion, broke the wire. Have sent the plug to have aperture adjusted.

12390. Examined the torsion wire as to hardness-it will not pull

out but breaks; it is as hard by drawing as it ought to be and can

be, and is in a very good state (11108).

12391. Have sent to Mr Knight for the Large Logeman, It

weighs lbs. and is said to be able to support lbs. It

consists of five plates; the three middle one[s] have an equal flat

face but the two outer ones withdraw about 0-4 of an inch, so

that the termination has this shape*. The plates are bolted together

by 9 bolts in different parts. The magnet has the form represented

;

is two inches thick or deep and about 237 inches long from the

outer curve to the edge of the face. The bars have a length at

the medium line of 49^ inches.

12392. If we take No. 6 without stops as

giving in Air torsion 45° (12388)

and in Water . . 77(12387)

then it would be at 20° below water.

* [12391]
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12393. Placed the large Logeman in the balance box and adjusted

it to the expected distance. Looks well and convenient.

12394. Put a new torsion wire on to the beam, the same as the

former wire (11108, 12390), having had a very fine hole made
in the plug only able to receive it and no larger, for it rubs a little

against the sides ( ). The beam hangs well and its bend

descends perpendicularly, so as to give no side strain on the

suspending wire.

12395. Have removed the glass tube from round the torsion wire

and had a copper tube, cut in two halves longitudinally, applied.

I can now get at the wire at any time.

12396. When all up, balanced the beam light, brought it by the

stop to 0° on the index and to 6 on the telescope scale. Then went

round the circle, pressing the beam against the stop by torsion,

and observed what the telescope indication was for every 10° or

20°. Found that at 20® it was 6*oi, at 200° 578, these being the

extreme differences, so that 0*23 is now the extent of the excen-

tricity, it having before been 0*84. The present error is because

the small hole is not concentric, Newman finding it difficult to

make it so. Perhaps the most convenient way to adjust would

be by having a hole too large and this partly covered by a sliding

adjusting plate on the top.

12397. The following is the present practical result. As the

torsion pin and wire are at present, the extremes of difference

are at 20° and 200°, and so if 20° be made 6 in the telescope

in telescope subtract

20°
.

20°
. . 6’00 so subtract. *00 at 20 ^ and 20°

0
0
c CN0^

.
40°

• 5-98 jj
•02 „

0° or 360“ „ 40°

340° . .
60°

. . 5-96 •04 „ 340° 77
60°

0
0 000

0
• • 5*93 55

•07 „ 320°
77

80°

80
. 100° • • 5*90 ??

0
'

000 77
100°

280° . .
120° . . 5-86 •14 „ 280 7?

120°

260° . . 140° . . 5*83 •17 „ 260°
77

140°

240° . .
160° . . 5-8i •19 „ 240°

77
160°

220° . .
180° • • 579 ??

•21 „ 220°
77

180°

200° . .
200°

• • 577 7 >
00

c

77
200°

* These columns are in red in MS.
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Then for further observations at other degrees, the place observed

in the telescope is to be that indicated by 6 minus the correction

placed opposite the degree: thus at 300° or 100'^, 5*90 is to be

the place in the telescope, the object being then at the same

distance from the magnet as it would be at 20° if 6 were in the

telescope.

12398. Extreme care must be taken that the telescope is not

moved during the observations, as its wire becomes the object

in part; and on the other hand the scale at the telescope must

not be moved, as it is the other part of the recording object.

12399. If the wire changes in its torsion from set and the torsion

scale has to be shifted to preserve the zero, then that will shift

the above table of errors also, because they belong to the plug,

and belong to it in its present position. Will be well to place pins

or permanent marks in the wood at the extremes, i.e. 20° and 200,

as now placed, to preserve these places for other states of the

ring scale.

12400*. Have had two terminations of soft iron made for the

Logeman, of the shape in the diagram, the edge a presenting a

wedge of an angle of 45° and the point h being the summit of a

pyramid formed on a similar wedge. The face c and the opposite

face were finished flat, so as to present lit surfaces to the poles

of the magnet, and consequently four different positions could

be presented to the object, two with the points and two with the

wedge end.

12401. Put up the points inwards or towards the magnet, and

the ends | of an inch apart, and employed No. 9 bismuth object.

The effect was good, for with 720° of torsion the object was well

out as in the figure.

12402. Used No. 6 Glass cylinder^ with the same poles, open as

before. The effect was ofcourse very much less. When the torsion

was only 180°, the object was not much away from the poles,

about as in the dotted figure. When the irons touched, the effect

was better and the cylinder more clear of the poles, so that I could

use an experimental cell better.

12403. Then turned the poles (pointed) outwards thus; the effect

with No. 6 was not better. Closing the poles made a little improve-

ment, as before.
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12404. Now used the wedge ends of the poles ( ) and

first outwards and open*. With 1 80° the effect was better than with

the points, but not very much; with contact the same nearly.

Turned the wedges inwards and when not touching, was better

than any of the former position[s]. When touching, better still.

Could then have an experimental cell and 360° of torsion with

No. 6 in the Air.

12405. This shall be the position for experiment.

12406. Finally arranged the magnet at its proper height, so that

the box could freely move so as to adjust the distance. Left the

terminal irons in contact in place, but with other bars also of soft

iron in contact too, so as to afford an excellent keeper.

4TH SEPTR. 1852.

12407+. Have had a new experimental cell
( ) made of thin

copper of the size and shape here figured, that it might fit into

the angles of the poles. The expansion surface at the top (12070)

was made 4 inches by 3 in extent, so as to be quite clear of all

capillary action.

12408. Adjusted the plug so that it should be at *00 ofexcentricity

(12397) and then marked a line across it perpendicular to the

position of the beam and made a cross on the end of it towards

the handle or observer. This preserves a record of the present

excentricity of the plug, whatever place the torsion index may
be shifted to.

12409. Copper suspending wire
( ), Made up a bundle of

it, and submitting it to the magnet, found it was slightly attracted

in air. Must obtain the expression of its true power and place.

12410. Now worked with this new and beautiful magnet, the

poles being as before described (12404). Distce. 0*3.

12411. No. 6, Glass cylinder (12035). Distce. 0-3. In air, the

required torsion was about 187°, which requd. a correction for

excentricity of *23. This gives the apparent telescope place as 577,

and at that place the torsion was 204°. This place of stable

equilibrium is easily found and kept. The distance at the beginning

was made 0*3 of an inch.

12412. The new copper cell had been well washed and soaked

in Alcohol and then in water ( ), and being put into it[s]

* [12404] + [12407]

©
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place filled with water, fitted beautifully. No. 6 in it gave a

torsion of 22° at a distance telescopic of 6, which being corrected

to 5*98 gave a torsion of 20° for that position. So No. 6

in Air has 204°, in water has 20°, and its place is io°*8 below water

in my centigrade scale.

12413. No. I Glass cylinder (12035), distance 0-3 ; in air (5 5 about

at 6), at 5*96 was 54°. In water it was attracted and so strongly

that it was too powerful for the wire. So made the distance 0*5

instead of 0*3, and have kept this greater distance for the other

experiments to-day— is better for the experimental cell.

12414. Now No. I, distance 0*5, in Air was at 6 telescopic place

and required 15° of torsion to counteract the repulsion.

1241 5. As to the observation of the forces when attraction is the

effect, no correction of the telescopic place is wanted, for the

inner and outer stops being adjusted to keep the beam at 6 when
a few degrees of counter torsion are on, more torsion, though

it alters the telescopic place, does not alter the object place. First

employed the ourer stop, or that which keeps the object from

leaving the magnet, and kept the object there by a torsion greater

than the attractive force. Then very carefully diminished the

torsion until the object just left the stop, and at first very slowly

and then more quickly went up towards the magnet.

12416. The first number thus obtained was 64°. Again, 72°.

Again, 64°— the apparent distance being 5-75 in the telescope.

For some reason made the distance a little greater by a slight

alteration of the stop— it was now 5*9, and the torsion was

57° at this distance when the object left the stop and went

inwds.

1241 7. Now employed the inner stop to ascertain this same

attraction in water, having about 40° of torsion and the object

against the stop at the same 5*9 of the telescope. Then put on

torsion against the attraction, and what I may call reverse torsion;

and when it rose to 54° the object left the stop and went outwards.

Again, then 52°.

12418. After this, to know that the 5*9 distance was right for

this inner stop, I took of[f] the object and balanced the beam
light, and with 5° of torsion it (the stop) gave the telescope place

of 6. So the stop is right both with the heavy and the light

beam.
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12419. So No. I, distance 0*5, was
repelled in air by torsion of 15°,

attracted in water „ „ 54°*5)

that being the mean of the results by the inner and outer stops

;

and this places the object 78°*4 above water.

12420. The difference here between air and water is experi-

mentally only 69°* 5. I do not know that it would be desirable to

make it greater— if the distance had been 0*4, it might have given

a better result. At 0-3 (124 13) the force in air was nearly four

times greater than at 0*5, shewing the command of range which
distance gives.

1242 1. When attraction is the result, then as the position in which

the attraction and torsion force is balanced is a place of unstable

equilibrium, it is impossible to observe it without stops. The
reverse torsion force can never, with the outer stop up, except

by very careless observation, be given as too little^ but it may
often be given as too much ;

for beginning with too much, before

it is reduced to the right point, some tremor may throw the object

from the stop a little inwds. to the magnet, and then it will be

in a place of more force than its right place, and may be carried

continuously inwards, though the torsion at the index is a little

too great. Again, when the inner stop is up, the reverse torsion

force can never be given, except carelessly, as too much^ because

it would in every such case, by waiting, go off before it became

too much. When the inner stop is up, the torsion force begins

too small and is gradually raised. When the outer stop is up, the

torsion force begins too large and is gradually reduced. If there

were no shocks or vibrations against the stop, both would come
to the true force before the object would be balanced:—and there-

fore go out from the inner stop with less force than the true force

because the object gets further, or go in from the outer stop with

more force than the true force because the shock send[s] the object

nearer than the true distance. With equally careful observations

therefore, the mean of the two modes of observation will give

the true force for the true place.

12422. Object No, 2. Glass cylinder (12035), distance 0*5.

Repelled in Air, about 85° at telescope place 6, which corrected

gives place 5-88, and for that the torsion force was 83°*
5 in air.

In water, also repelled, and at 5*98 the force was 12°.
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12423. As film^ if there were any, would act much at these low
degrees of torsion, I removed the surface of the water by a piece

of clean blotting paper— then restored the object and making the

place 5°*98 (for it was not so much after this removal of the film),

found the torsion was then only io°-2. Again took out the object,

removed a second film of water, restored the object and now the

io°‘2 of torsion raised the place a trace above 6—with 5*98 was
at ii°*5, and believe that ii°*5 torsion is a very good expression

for No. 2 in water.

No. 2—in Air repelled . . 83°*
5

Water repelled . . so its place is i5°‘96

below water.

12424. In taking off the surface of the water, one must be careful

to remember the agitation produced and wait until the currents

have subsided—especially when the immersed object is so near

the standard water in its magnetic capacity. The currents are

probably as important as the films.

12425. Object No, 3, glass cylinder (12035), distance 0*5. In Air

repelled, about 78° for place 6. Place should then be 5*9, and

for that, torsion was 83"^ in Air, In water, attracted. Inner stop

up—increased the reverse torsion force until at or about 40°, when
place being in the telescope 5*85, the object went out; by more
careful trials found it went out with 32° torsion—and this not

far off. Now the outer stop up, and having excess of reverse

torsion on, reduced it— at 28° the object went in or up to magnet.

Again, 30° is too much and holds it. Again, at 28°*
5 very slowly

separates and goes in— 29° is near— f/z /Farer— attraction.

So No. 3 in air repelled —83^^

in water attracted—29°— its place therefore is xd
above water.

12426. Object No, 4. Glass cylinder (12035), distance 0*5. In Air.

Repelled, about 100° at place 6, which being corrected to place

5*86—gave then 101° torsion repulsion. In water it was attracted.

With the inner stop— the reverse torsion was 62°; good, for no

shake on. With the outer stop-the torsion force was gradually

diminished until 68° was obtained well. The mean is 65° for the

attraction torsion in water. So in air repelled —101°

in water attracted— 65°—and these

numbers give the place of No. 4 as 39°* i above water.
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12427. Object No. 7. Glass cylinder (12035), distance 0*5, same
glass as No. 6 but twice the weight. In air repelled, about 72°

for place 6, and correcting this to place 5^*93, the force was then

75°. In water also repelled— ii°* 5 for place 6 or normal place.

So the position of this object in the scale appears to be i8°*i

below water. This differs a good deal from Object No. 6 (12411, 2).

Must try both again (12429).

12428. Object No. 31 (12035), distance 0*5. Zinc^ supposed pure.

In air repelled—true place 5*93 and the torsion required, 68° in

air. In water just repelled— its place 5*93 and the torsion io°*5

in water.

12428!. Was led here to verify the torsion of the wire with a

light balanced beam, and found a change of 4°*5— to be taken off

direct torsion and addedon to reverse torsion for the last two observa-

tions, and it may be for others, as those of Nos. 4, 3, 2, etc.

Corrected this torsion for the further observations.

12429. Now No. 7 above (12427), distance 0*5, being corrected

by subtracting 4°*
5 from the results, gives in Air 71°*

5

in water 7°*o, and this

gives the place of No. 7 as io°*85 below water, which is almost

identical with that of No. 6 (12412).

12430. Again No. 31 (12428), distance 0*5, appears to be in Air

68° and in water 10°*
5, which being diminished by 4°*

5 (12428!)

gives repulsion in air 63°*
5

repulsion in water 6-o, and these numbers

place this Zinc at io°*4 below water.

1243 1. The wire is now correct.

12432. No. yj. Borate ofleadfu^ed (12035), distance 0*5. In Air

repelled, and at corrected place of 5-9 with force of 87°. In water,

also repelled, with a force of 30°* 5. So repelled in Air 87°

repelled in Water 30* 5, and

therefore its place 53°*i below water.

12433. 38* Bock crystal (12035), distance 0*5. In air re-

pelled, and at the corrected place of 5*8 with a force of 159°.

In water repelled—with a force of 54°. Took off a film of

water and replaced the quartz and now the place was 53°.

So in Air 159°

water 53°; and the place in the scale 50° below water.
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12434. No, 29. Common lead cylinder (12035), distance 0*5. In

air repelled a little, at corrected place of 5*98 was with force

of 2o°*5 in air.

Attracted in water. Inner stop up gave 54° as final force-the
outer stop up gave 65°—and the mean is

5
9°*

5
attraction in water.

Examined the torsion and found it a little out, requiring 1° to

be added to direct torsion or taken from reverse torsion. So lead was
in Air repelled 21 ‘^•5

in water attracted 58°* 5; and this gives the

place of lead as 73°* 12 above water.

12435. Torsion corrected at the index plug.

7 SEPTR. 1852.

12436. Broke the torsion wire first thing this morning. Had no

length of new wire sufficient, so soldered two ends on to a piece

of copper wire, winding them first round it neatly enough and

sound enough to carry any required weight; the place was about

this size.

12437. When all was in place, I balanced the beam with a heavy

charge and adjusted torsion to 0° or zero. Found that the wire

altered as I watched, and by degrees made out that it rotated in

one direction, i.e. that the beam continued to go slowly round,

so as to alter its zero place, and though the effect was small and

slow, it was destructive of any use in the wire. I think it must

have been from some slow settling of the wire w[h]ere it, being

spirally wound, first entered the solder at the joint. Took it down,

and have ordered new wire from Newman.
12438. Cured the vibrations of the fork by passing a string round

it at the socket and making the other end fast to the box, so as

to give a little horizontal side pull on the fork. Shall now remove

the covering paper.

8 SEPTR. 1852.

12439. Put a new torsion wire into the Instrument with great

care. It was as the former (11108, 12390). Broke off the hook

at the end of the beam. Took the beam out, restored, i.e. remade

a hook, and restored the beam to its place; all appeared to be
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right. When lightly laden, it appeared to swing properly. Have
now unpapered the arms of the receiving fork to observe better.

12440. The excentricity of the wire appears to be now very

small, being only o*o8 in the telescope, and this appears due to

the fact that there is no sudden flexure or sharp curvature near

or close to the torsion plug. The extremes occur now very near

or close to o and 180, so that I have marked them with ink on
the plug. Six intervals will be enough in the correction tables,

taking the difference for these intervals as i, i, 2, 2, i, i.

9 SEPTR. 1852.

12441. When the beam was light this morning and in place, the

Zero was a little out. Adjusted the torsion scale first and then

adjusted the telescope at 6. Then adjusted the inner and outer

stops to the telescope at 6. When the beam was balanced heavily

laden, its place appeared to be the same, but the vibrations were

very slow.

12442. With the inner stop up and direct torsion against it,

observed the excentricity of the beam: it had its extremes nearly

at 0° and i8o^ of the torsion index, being for o°~ place 6

i8o°- „ 5-92.

I have thought the correction might be made at every 30°, and of

course has to be subtracted when 0° is made 6, thus— for the ob-

served place when
torsion is 0° or 360° subtract *00 from 6

30^ 330° •01

60^ 300°
77

•02

90^ 270°
77

•04

120° 240°
77

•06

150° 210°
77

•07

180° 180°
77

•08

Proceeded to observe.

12443. No* Glass cylinder (12035), distance 0*5. The present

distance was too great for this small object, being 0*5 (12413),

and the observation becomes very delicate when the body is so

near water because of the extreme slowness of the motion and the

necessity of avoiding currents in the air or water, or other causes

of error. In Air it gave 45°' 5, and in water 6° or very nearly so.

0-2
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being repelled in both cases. This gives its place below water

as 15*2— distance 0-5.

12444. No. 4. Glass cylinder (12035), distance 0*5 -in air re-

pelled 88°. In water it was attracted. With the inner stop up,

put on reverse torsion until the object went out— 55° too much—
50° not enough-finally made the number 52°. Outer stop up
with too much reverse torsion—then diminished it—65° held it

clearly- 62°, it goes off—or stands—goes of[f] at 62°. Made the

final force 60°. So in Air No. 4 is repelled with force of 88° and

in water attracted with force of 56°=—^. Perhaps these

numbers ought to be altered to air 87° and water 57° (12447).

The first pair of numbers gives No. 4 as 38*88 above water, and

the second or corrected numbers as 39*5 above water.

12445. No. 3. Glass cylinder (12035), distance 0*5. In air repelled

73°*5. In water attracted. With the inner stop up—judge the best

No. to be 26°. With the outer stop up obtained 29°. The average

is 27°* 5. So the numbers are

In air repelled 73°*
5 or if corrected (12447) 72^*5

water attracted 27°*
5 „ „ „ 28*5; and

so the place of No. 3 is either or 28°*2 above water.

12446. No. 2. Glass cylinder (12035), distance 0*5. In air repelled

73°* 5. In water repelled 7°*2. So the place is either

Air 73°*5 or else (12447)

Water 7°*2 „ „ 6°*2; and having no

doubt that the latter is right, we have the number or place of

No. 2 as 9*35 below water.

12447. For here I verified the torsion index with a light beam
and found it out 1°. Zero was advanced to 1° of direct torsion,

so that 1° has to be taken of[f] the last and probably the pre-

ceeding numbers. Left the zero place correct.

12448. No. 30. Common Zinc^ amalgamated (12035), distance 0*5.

In Air repelled with 79° of force. In water attracted. The inner

stop gave 9° or 9°*2 as the reverse torsion, and the outer stop gave
12° or ii°*8, the average being io°*5. These results give the place

of No. 30 as 11*7 above water.

12449. No. 34. Sulphur (12035), distance 0*5. In air repelled

123°. In water repelled 23°, giving place of sulphur below water

as 23.
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If the correction (12452) applies here, then in air it is 1 22^*2

and in water 22°*
2, and that gives the place of sulphur as 22*2

below water.

12450. No. 35. Allotropic phosphorus (12035), distance 0*5.

air repelled 123°*5— in water repelled 45°* 5. Its place below
water 58*3. If the correction applies (12452), then it is in air

i22°*7-in water 44°*7, and the place 57°-3 below water.

12451. No, ^6, Common phosphorus O' In air

repelled i35°*7-in water repelled 69°. Its place 103-4 below
water. If the correction (12452) applies, then in air is 13 4°-

9-in

water 68°*2 and the place 102*2 below water.

12452. The beam was again lightly equipoised and examined,

and the torsion found o°*8 out, to be taken of[f] direct torsion

and added to reverse torsion for the last case and perhaps another

or two back (12449, 50, i). Left corrected.

12453. No, 40. Leadfrom Zinc tree,, pure (12035), distance 0-5.

In air repelled, 162'^-in water repelled, 68^^. Its place 72-3

below water.

12454. 41* (12035), distance 0-5. In air repelled

48°— in water it was attracted. By the inner stop 14°—by the

outer stop 13°, the average 13°*
5 reverse torsion in water and 48°

direct torsion in air. The place therefore 22 above water.

12455. Verified the beam and torsion— all right.

12456. The results with the Electro magnet cannot yet be de-

pended upon, for I have learnt how to observe since its use, but

there are some results which appear still to be distinct and im-

portant. No. 30 Common Zinc, very impure and heterogeneous,

and rendered more so by the mercury in and about it, was

repelled in water by the Electro magnet (12239, 82, 301), but

attracted in water by the large Logeman Magnet (12448). Is there

any mistake in these results, or is it a fact dependant upon the

difference of power in the magnets, coming under Pliicker’s

observation (Exp. Res. 2633).^ And if the stronger magnet repels

what the weaker magnet attracts, does that depend altogether

on the heterogeneity of the common zinc, and is it absent with

pure Zinc, which is repelled by the Logeman as well as by the

Electro magnet.^

12457. Common Zinc is below pure zinc by the electro magnet
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(122 17); now that can hardly be by any affection of the iron in

the common zinc.

12458. If there be a difference by different powers, it ought to

affect the mutual relation of a body and the medium surrounding

it, as well as a body containing impurities within itself; so that

air and water may have to be considered in my experiments.

12459. To guard against any such effect, it would be well to

make all the experiments for the table with an invariable magnet-

and at an invariable distance.

12460. If there be such an effect-the results at different distances

from the Logeman ought to shew it.

12461. No. 6 with the great Logeman, at the different distances

of 0*3 and 0-3, gives very different numbers, namely io*8 and lyi

below water (1241 2, 43), but the last observation is very delicate.

Must repeat this result with No. 6 and No. 7 at other distances-

to get the true habits of glass in this respect. For it is very im-

portant as regards oxygen.

12462. Pure Zinc, No. 31, appears to be very variable with the

Electro-magnet (12217): has that also any thing to do with this

variation of force

12463, No. 2 with the great Logeman, at the same distance of

0‘5, is at one time 9*35 below water and at another time nearly 16.

What is the cause of this difference, and how far has it, which

could depend upon no difference of strength ofmagnet or distance,

affect[ed] the other results just referred to ^

II SEPTR. 1832.

12464. With the beam balanced light and in place, made the

telescope standard 6-and placed a bob line at 4 for the purpose

of a record for the day- for correction in case of accidental dis-

placement of the scale. The distance is still 0*5. On examining

the place of the poles, however, found the distance from the

vertex of the angle to the center of the object about a 20th of an

inch more than that, for the angle is so far beyond the standard

mark on the table, and therefore all the distances have to be

increased (if necessary) by this constant quantity.

12465. No. 32. Common Tin (12035), distance 0*5. Attracted

in Air. Inner stop up and adjusted to the telescope place 6 at 0°
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of torsion. Then reverse torsion on; rose up to 650® at this

distance. This was too much for the wire, but as it was on, put

up the outer stop, adjusted it to 6 when balanced light and with
5° of reverse torsion, and then put the tin in place and experi-

mented. I now raised the reverse torsion to 2 revolutions and 85°,

i.e. 805°, and still could not hold it against the stop—though 650°

was enough before.

12466. There appeared also to me a certain unsteadiness— as if

the tin took at times a polarity and kept it a little-and this by fits

and starts, according as it happened to swing nearer to or further

from the magnet. The object wants a special study in this respect

and in relation to that point of action generally. If there be any

such assumption and retention of a feeble magnetism-polarity, it

must make the results very uncertain till it is discriminated (12470).

12467. After this, made the beam light and found that the torsion

had given way 10°, Zero having gone so much reverse; hence

the measurements above would have to be diminished 10°.

12468. This set of the wire is very natural—and is accordant with

all the phenomena observed. Much torsion either direct or reverse

tend to make the wire give way, and this giving way or set is

greater as the weight on the wire is greater and as the tremors

from passing carriages or other causes are more. Must make
frequent correction. Left torsion corrected and right.

12469. Have applied a thin copper shield to the faces of the poles

when in air, to prevent contact of the objects with the iron.

12470. No, 43. Pure Tin (12035), distance 0*5. In air attracted.

Inner stop up and made 6. Tin goes off at 15® reverse torsion;

gradually corrected the number to 12°. With the outer stop

up, gradually diminished the reverse torsion to 17^—16°. With
the inner stop up again, and great care, rose up to 14° and I think

nearly 15°. So there are no signs of a polarity assumed here

(12466). I shall take the mean number as i3°’4 reverse torsion

in air.

12471. In water, No. 43, distance 0*5, attracted. Inner stop up-
reverse torsion was successively increased to 88°— then 97°, too

much, and gradually reduced to 92°. When the outer stop up,

excess of reverse torsion was gradually reduced to 113°— iii°—

103"^—mean 97°* 5. The torsion was now examined and found 1°
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out, to be taken from direct torsion and added on to reverse

torsion. This could not have been given by any amount of reverse

torsion, nor by the small direct torsion, except that if a transient

reverse torsion set had remained from the former experiment

(12467), a little direct torsion with a heavy weight and tremors

might take it back the degree. So shall make the correction for

both; then No. 43 is in Air, attracted, torsion force 12*4

Water, Do. 98*5; its

number therefore is 114*4 cihove water. Torsion left right.

12472. No. pure lead (12035), distance 0*5, heavy, weighing

267 grains. In air repelled 203®. In water repelled 8 3°* 5.

Torsion examined, correction 2° to be taken from direct torsion.

As this must have been given during the large amount of torsion

whilst the lead in air, I shall take it off both. So in Air, 201

in Water, 81*5;

and the place of lead 68*2 below water.

12473. Now increased the distance to 0*7 by the table lines, for

Bismuth and Antimony. No. 9, Bismuth (12035), distance 0*7.

Repelled in air, 309°. In water repelled, 290^. Weight of the

object, 104 grains. The Antimony No. 33 (12035), weight 108

grains, distance 0*7, was repelled in air, 15 6^*5 —and also repelled

in water, 127^*4. Now examined the torsion and found it i°*8

out, to be taken from direct torsion. Now as the weights are

nearly equal, I think I should assume this change as gradually

coming on in proportion to the torsion on the wire, and as that

of bismuth was twice that of antimony, so I shall assume i°*2

and o°*6, or rather o*6—o*6—0*3—0*3, and therefore take o*6—

1*2— 1*5 — 1*8 from the successive observations. This gives the

following results:

No. 9 Bismuth
288°'8l

I473‘4-

No. 33 Antimony
fin Air 155° ]

(in Water i25°‘6j
its place below water 427*2.

12474. Now took the common linc^ Amalgamated^ No. 30 (12035),

distance 0*7. It was at this distance 0*7 repelled in air, torsion

30"^* 5. In water, attracted feebly. Inner stop. Reverse torsion,

7° not enough— 9° too much— 8° settled at. Outer stop up— first

reverse torsion 9°— then reduced to 8° and I take 8° to be the true
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its place 2o°*78 above water.

number as the mean. One sees here how nearly the observations

by the two stops approach when the body is nearly like water,

and that naturally, for then vibrations do not tend to throw

the body into places of much different force; but one has to take

great care of currents in the fluid.

This object in air repelled 30°’
5 \ ^

water attracted 8°
J

12475. No, 31. Pure Zinc^ long piece (12035), weight 136 gr.

distance 0*7. In air slightly repelled-torsion 26°. In water

attracted. Inner stop up— finally made the reverse torsion 2°.

The outer stop up again, made the reverse torsion 2°. Verified

the torsion and found it right— for there has [been] no great

deflection either with or without weights. Hence

No. 31 1
*^ repulsion 26

1 place 7°* 14 above water.
^ [in water, attraction 2 j

r / t

12476. No. 2, Glass cylinder, at this distance 07. In air repelled

36®. In water repelled very little-almost as water. Direct

torsion 2°— it goes off-with 3° it crept slowly up to place 6*4 and

then retreated a little with 3"^* 5 -left it and went to tea and after-

wards found it had gone back to place 8. Increased the torsion

to 5°— it went to place 7—made torsion 6° and then it went to

place 5*9, and being left a while slowly settled at place 6. Now all

this I suspect was due to feeble currents in the water, which could

influence a body so near to water and at the same time so far off

the magnet as to be in a part of the field of comparitively slow

decrease in power. Taking the data as:

No. 2
repelled 36

| water.
( in water, repelled 0 )

^

12477. The torsion wire was all right.

12478. There were no signs of film in these experiments.

12479. The temperature to-day about 69° F.

12480. The Stops, Direct motion of the adjusting thumb screws

makes the stops arrest the beam at lower numbers in the telescope.

12481. Glass Experimental cells', one being put in place at this

distance of 07, gave plenty of room for No. 6 cylinder to hang

freely in it—and it would do so with a distance of 0*6 and I think

also of 0*5.
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12482. Torsion all right. Place made 6 in telescope and by stops.

The temperature 65°— 64°, etc. Oiled the large Logeman magnet.

Arranged for a close comparison of Nos. 2, 6 and 7, being Glass

cylinders at different distances from the magnet— to determine

the mere effect of distance—and began with the great distance

of 0*7.

12483. No. 2 (12035) at 0*7 distance. Great Logeman Magnet
for the whole day. In Air repelled 30^*6. In water, repelled

but very little, and now the effect of slow movements in the water

and the need of time and careful observation came in. With
torsion 3°, its place was 6—in three minutes after it was 6*3 -in

10 minutes after still 6*3. Examd. the index of torsion carefully

and set down the force as 3° or 3°*!. So its place by this expt.

is 11*3 below water.

12484. No. 7 (12035) at 0*7 distance. In air repelled 28“*8.

In water repelled, was 2°*8 or 2 ^-^ at place 5*8—in 8 minutes

was at place 5*92-in 5 minutes more at place 6*oi— after a while

came to 6*05. So take the torsion force as 2°»9. So the place by
this experiment is for No. 7 ii’2 below water.

12485. Made the distance 0*5, leaving No. 7 in the Exp. cell

and all things else as they were. So No. 7 in water at 0*5 distance.

The torsion force had to be increased—when 6
°

the place was

5*8— in 5 minutes it became 5*85. May call the torsion force 6*i

upon close examination of the Index. Now in air. The torsion

force 61°. Hence the place of No. 7 appears here to be ii-i. This

very close to the result at 0-7 distance.

12486. No. 2 (12035) at distance of 0*5. In air, 69^. In water,

7°*2 at place 6-05—which gradually became place 6. So take 7^-2

as the force-here therefore No. 2 appears as ii*6 below water—

before it was 11*3, which is very close (12483).

12487. Diminished the distance to 0*4, leaving No. 2 in the water

as before (12485). The torsion force was increased to about 13°

at place 6-which in 5 minutes became place 5*83 -in 4 minutes

more, 5*73—and so went slowly to place 5*62—the torsion care-

fully examd., being i2°*8. As the place was steady and too near

(5*62), diminished the torsion to i2°*6, which (except for the

momentary shake) caused scarcely any change. Made the torsion

i2°*4, and now the place changed and became 5*86. Left it for
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half an hour-but by an unlucky touch of the nose on the tele-

scope, disturbed its place and could not go on further. Shall

assume i2°*4 as the right torsion force in water. Now No. 2 at

0*4 distance in finally 82^. This gives the place as 17*8

below water. This is a serious difference from the two former

results, and either shews some effect of the derangement at the

telescope or some difference at different distances.

Examd. torsion, zeros, etc. and left all right.

12488. Diminished the distance to 0-3. No. 2, in air-torsion

150° with place 5*93. Final torsion, i53°*4. In water

^

torsion

i 6°*5 at place 6*o8, which 5 minutes after was still 6-o8. So that

torsion force was i6°-5 or i6°-6. This makes place of No. 2

12*1 below water-which is not far from the first and second

results at 0*7 and 0*5 (12483, 6), but much away from the third

result at 0*4 (12487), so that there must have been some derange-

ment of the telescope there for the second operation, or some

other disturbing effect (12494).

12489. No. 7 at distance of 0*3. In air, i37°*8 of torsion. In

water, i4°*3 at place 5*9. Finally estimated the right force as 14°* i.

This gives place of No. 7 as 11*4 below water, which is close

to the former results (12484, 5).

12490. Verified the beam.

12491. Began a series of observations with No. 6 (12035) at

different distances. First this distance of 0*3. No. 6 in water-

torsion 11° at place 6*o6— in 5 minutes place was 5*91. Made the

torsion less, or io°*8—place 6-05— in six minutes place was 5*95.

Assumed io°-8 as the correct number of torsion force. In Air^

the torsion force was 94°. So the place of No. 6 was 12*98 below

water.

12492. Distance made 0*4. No. 6 in air, torsion 55°. In water,

finally 7°* 3. So by these numbers the place is 15*3 below water.

The numbers in water here had been as high as 7°*8, 8^*5 and 8^*3

and were then gradually lowered in long time to 7*3. Any of

these numbers would have given a place still more beneath water

than 7°*3.

12493. Distance made 0*5. No. 6 in water—torsion 4°*8 at last.

In air. Ofa sudden all wrongs and I see not why, but even with

reverse torsion of 20°, the object stood at 6° as if attracted and
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yet not as if in a place of unstable equilibrium. It seems as if

something were pulling both against the reverse torsion and the

diamagnetism, and also as if the beam moved irregularly and

slowly about place 6— as if indifferent to air— or had assumed a

state- or was embarrassed.

12494. Suspected a cobweb—so carried a quill feather round the

beam as well as I could—and now it seemed freed in some degree.

Made the beam light and equipoised. The torsion was right but

the beam moved more slowly than it ought. I believe a minute

spider has got on to it, and has affected the results from (12488)

onwds. I must go well over the wire, beam and inside of the

balance box. Such a thing requires great care.

12495. Half an hour after—finding the light beam at Zero-put

on direct torsion io°— it moved slowly but correctly in direction.

Hung on No. 6 for a general observation in air— it was repelled

as it ought to be and gave 35° torsion for the place 6. These

numbers of air 35° and water 4-8 give the place 15*8 below water

for No. 6—but neither of the numbers can be trusted.

12496. With regard to the currents in the liquid. I have put a

double paper jacket round the water cell to keep its temperature

constant. I think it good always to move the cell to and fro[m]

the poles as to keep it parallel to itself. Evidently much care is

required at low tensions in respect of the habits of the liquid.

12497. Very much care is required as regards spider’s webs.

Must test the condition by observing first thing evy. day of experi-

ment what is the rate of vibration when at 0° and light-and
whether 5° torsion direct or reverse carries the beam 5° to the

right or the left.

12498. So the places for the objects Nos. 2, 7, 6, appear by these

experiments to be as follows, being obtained at different distances:

Distances
|

0*7 0*5 0*4 0-3

No. 2 ii '3 11*6 17-8 I2-I

No. 7 II-2 ii-i
i

11*4

No. 6 15-8 15-3 i 2‘98

and considering the sources of error that came in, I think they

indicate that the results will be the same for all distances—but

I must clear the box of Cobwebs and then go over them again.
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12499. First thing. The beam and inside of the box and even

the torsion wire were well brushed over with fine feather and

down brushes— to clear away all filaments and webs. Then the

beam was set at 0° and the telescope at 6. The beam vibrated well

and freely when the torsion was 0°, as if all clear.

12500. The general temperature was 63° F.

12501. Distance 0-5, and No. 6 (12035) air-its force 46°*5.

In water, the torsion was made 4°*
5, place being at first 6*4—then

6*7; made the torsion 5° with place 6* 3 -6* 2. This made torsion

5°*6 with place 5*9-5*85. Consider the torsion as 5°*3 in water.

Then the place of No. 6 is 12*8 below water.

12502. Distance 0*4 and No, 6-in water-torsion 9° with place

5*9— 5*8-steady. Take the torsion a little less for 6—and at 8°*8.

In air, the torsion force was 76^*5. So these results give the

place of No. 6 as 13 below water.

12503. Distance 0*4 and No. 2 (12035); in air, 126*5. water,

was i2°*5 with place 6*1 — 13° place 6*08 -left whilst I dined

for 30 minutes, and then was at place 6*02. Take i3°*2 as the

torsion. So the place of No. 2 is thus 11*65 below water (11*2, see

below (12505)).

12504. Distance 0*4 and No. 7 (12035) in water-torsion ii°*6

at place 6—6*06—6*06. Take it ii°*7 in water. Then in air— i[t]s

torsion was 1 12^*4. These numbers give 11*6 as the place below

water of No. 7 (or ii*i, see below (12505)).

12505. Verified the torsion; it is about 0*5 out— to be taken off

direct torsion. Assuming this to have come on with the heavy

weights and greater torsion of the last two expts. (12503, 4), it

would correct their numbers to No. 2 at 11*2 and No. 7 at

ii*i.

12506. Distance 0*3. No. 6 in air was 116° of torsion. In water

was io°*6 at place 6*05-6*09-15 minutes after was 6*2. So make
the torsion for water io°*8. These numbers give No. 6 as 10*26

below water.

12507. Distance 0*7. No. 6 in water. Very low forces, torsion

4°*2 at place 5*8—5*15—4*8—4*6-4*4-4*3-4*2. Now I had opened

the room door and the screens were not close at the magnet, and

this very regular sinking made me think there was some effect

other than a mere feeble current in the fluid. It went down to
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place 4* 16-4* I. I then lowered the torsion to 3°*5, when the

place first rose, then fell, being successively 4*5 — 5
— — 5—4'95~

4*9. Then lowered the torsion to 3°—the place became 5*3— 5*5”

5*7— 5*8— 5*75. Lowered the torsion to 2°*6-place 6—& 2—6'^—

6*3—6*25—6*23— 6*2. As the torsion is not quite enough here,

may take it as 2°*7 in water. Is almost at Zero, and so gives very

slow motions and obeys any motion in the fluid.

12508. At one time I thought that change of temperature by
cooling from the opening of the door was doing something—

then diat it might be a slow undoing of a former set, as from

(12503, 4), but on the whole incline to believe it was the slow

movements of the fluid.

12509. Now removed No. 6—took a film from off the water by

paper ( ), restored No. 6, and found that with the 2°*6 of

torsion left from the former experiment— the place was first 12,

then II — 10—9—8—7—6— 5—4*99- 5*1- 5*2-moves slowly—now
5*3— 5*5 — 5*67— 5*75. As the motion was exceeding slow, made
the torsion 2°—and the place rose soon to 6— 6*2— 6*3- 6*4— 6*5.

So assumed 2°*5 as the true torsion in water.

125 10. Now No. 6 in air at this distance of 0*7-made the torsion

successively Ii°-ii°*5-i2°-i2'^*6-i2°*9-i3°*5-between i3°*5

or i3°'7 near the truth.

12511. Verified the torsion—was out about 0*25 to be taken off

direct torsion—

So No. 6 in air 13^*6 or 13*35

in water 2*5 2*25

giving the place of No. 6 as 22*5 or 20-2. So one sees what large

errors creep in when the object is so near the fluid, and when
the interval in degrees between air and water is small— as at this

great distance.

12512. The Air i3°*6 would require Water i'^-6—or the water

2°*5 would require air 2i°*7, to give 13 as the result below water.

12513. Made the Distance 0*5. No. 31 pure Zinc (12035)— in

Air, 54° or 54°*5. In water- repelled, but very feebly; is too near

Zero. When torsion i°-5, was at place 6—went to tea— found it

afterwds. at place 7— so i°*5 very near— perhaps torsion i°*6 better

for Water. This gives the place of No. 31 as 3*05 below water.

125 14. Made the distance 0*4. Now No. 31 in water had torsion
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made gradually 3°-4°—4°*7-and with the 4°*7 the place was suc-

cessively 6‘4—6— 5*9— 5‘84. I think a torsion of 4°*
5 will be about

right for water. In Air at this distance of 0*4, the torsion was
83°* 5. These data give the place of No. 31 as 5*69 below water—
and because the difference between it and water is greater, being
4'^*5 in place of i*6, 1 think the latter like to be the better number
of the two for No. 31.

12515. This pure Zinc No. 31 was very variable by the Electro

magnet (122 17, 462). By the Great Logeman it was before

(12428, 30) 10*4 below water

^

at the distance of 0*5 (12430) and

7*14 above water at the distance of 0-7 (12475). Rejecting the

Electro magnet results, those with the Great Logeman are as

follows: at

0*7 distance 7*14 above water (12475)

0*5 „ 10*4 below water (12430)

0*5 3*05 >> O2513)
0*4 „ 5*^9 (125 14)

The variations can hardly be the effect of distance variation- the

two upper ones are subject to the idea of spider’s web. Must

repeat No. 31 at different distance.

12516. Supposing that to-day’s results may be trusted, and the

former not, because of currents, Web, etc., then those with No. 6

are at increasing distances as follows:

distance of 0-3 10*26 below water

0*4 13

0*5 12*8

0*7 20*2

So that the glass No. 6 appears to be lower in relation to water

for greater distances than for small—but the last result of 20*2

can hardly be trusted, because of the little difference from water,

and must try the effects at 0*3, 0*4 and 0*5 and even 0*7 again.

12517. Taking No. 7, which is the same glass as No. 6 but twice

the length, it gives to-day

1 1* I below water for distance 0*4 and on

former days ii*4 ,, ,,
0*3

ii*i and 10*85 ?? 5?
*^’5

11*2 „ „ 0*7

So that here there appears no variation in the result by distance.
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and what is more, the mean 11*2 is not far from 12, the mean of

the results for No. 6 at 0*3, 0*4 and 0*5 distance.

12518. No. 2, which gave the following series (12498):
12*1 below water for dist. 0*3

17*8 „ „ 0*4

1 1-6 „ „ 0*5

1 1-3
,,

0*7

having had a result (more safe) to-day for the 0*4 distance, gave

II-2
( ) instead of 17-8, and this number accords closely

with the former numbers for other distances.

18 SEPTR. 1852.

125 1 9. Brushed out the box and beam. Adjusted Zero-telescope

place, etc. Temperature 60° F.

12520. The balanced light beam, being left, slowly moved round

with the object end receeding from the magnet, as if a little direct

set were being pulled out or going back again now the weight

of the beam is on the wire—the wire image in the telescope was

successively 6-6*2-6*4—6*5- 6*7. Loaded the beam heavily to

pull out this state and the effect still went on, and after an hour

had amounted to 2°.

12521. It seems that when the wire is stretched, it gradually

gives in this direction, and that when relaxed, as since the last

working day, it gives in the other direction. Perhaps the spiral

condition of the wire may have something to do with it. The
suspender should be of glass, but that is not strong enough for

my purposes.

12522. If this effect, or rather the return effect, or either, comes

on quickly, I must not observe when objects are near water in

the force, for then the changes would tell easily, and tell much in

relation to the place as regards water.

12523. I will leave the beam with the weight upon the wire in

some degree at night-perhaps the effect will go out or disappear.

The effect is very important as regards verification of Zero. Is it

possible that it might be any electrical effect, for I had just been

wiping out the box and beam with a feather brush and the beam is

flint glass } It might be wise to wipe out the box when about to

leave it rather than when about to use it.
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12524. After this, observed the place of the beam when heavily

loaded or lightly loaded, the torsion index remaining unmoved.
With the heavy beam, the extreme vibrations were as follows:

general mean, 5*15.

So that the place in the telescope was 5-15, or may be taken so.

Then with the beam light, the numbers were as follows:

3*3

6*9

5*1 mean

3.7

5*3 »>

6-7
5
*^ »

4*1

5*4

5*4

4*75 »

2*1

2-85 mean
3*6

2*9

2*2

2-87 • general mean, 2-85

;

3*45

2*9
j)

2*35

275
3-2

and the place only 2*85, which is 2*30 different from the former

or heavy beam result. Then loaded the beam again and found

the places as given and the general mean or place 5*41.

10

5
*

55
^i-i

5*15

9*2

5-6

2

5*27

8*54

5*56

2*58

5*32-

8-05

I general mean, 5*41.

FDVI II
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After leaving it a good while, found the places to be thus:

4-5

5*8

7*1

6*34

5*58

6‘ij

6*76

and the place of the mean as 6*i. As if the effect before spoken

of (12520) were still going on with this heavy charge. In any
case it is seen however that the place of a light beam is not that

of a heavy one, that the difference is from 2*3 to 3*25, which is

from 1° to i°*5 of torsion. Now the higher numbers are farther

out than the lower, and therefore to alter the higher to the lower

would require a direct motion of the torsion plug to the amount
of 1° or i°*5; i.e., if the torsion index is left from an unloaded

beam, being then at Zero, and the beam is heavily charged and

employed, the direct torsion must be diminished in the latter case

by a quantity proportional to the difference.

12525. Thought of putting in a new platinum wire straightened

by heat and stretched to make it hard. Took a piece of the

same wire 18*75 inches long—heated it in the spirit lamp whilst

held out straight -when cold, broke very easily by pulling, and

did not stretch much, and I doubt whether I should do much good
by such a process—perhaps much harm because of the softness of

the heated wire. Better go on at present adjusting the beam to

place 6 in telescope when light, and keeping a record for change

of Zero for a heavy charge. So made the beam light, and finding

1-65

general mean, 6*i,

3*75

2-

15

3

-

4

2*40

3-32

2-59

2-7

2*95

2-75

2*9

2-85

2*95

2*92

general mean 2*86

3-25
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the places as given and the mean 2-86, which is almost the same
as the former, 2*85 (12524), I now for the state of things made
the Index at 0°.

12525 1. I now found that setting the ring scale to the torsion

index, because it tended to give a twist to the box top and the

whole frame, caused an alteration in the apparent place of the

beam. Thus the top has just had a push reversely^ and the places

in the telescope are 5*4—6*7— 5-6—6*48— 5-7— 6*3, giving the fol-

lowing means, 6*05—6*15—6-04-6*09-6, and the general mean
of 6-o6. Then giving a direct push or twist to the top of the box,

the places came out 5*24—6*8— 5-05—6*42— 5*20— 6*21 — 5-4— 6-17—

5*58, the successive means being 6*02— 5*92— 5*73— 5*81-5*70—

5*8—5*78— 5*87, and the final mean 5*83, which is 0*23 less than

the former mean or place. This is not quite the eightli of a degree

of torsion— still, it is something and teases one.

12526. Left it for 23 minutes, and returning found the beam
almost stationary, but the place had been rising-the extremes of

vibration were 6-63—6*52- 6*44, and the means 6*57— 6*46— just

as if the first rising effect (12520, 24) was still going on— over all

the other changes.

12527. Leaving the plug and wire quite untouched, I now pushed

the circular scale on the top of the box round 5° reverse. The
places of extreme vibration came out 6*4-6*6—6*25—6*36—6-i8—

6*34— the means are 6*5—6*42—6*3—6*27— 6*26, and the final

mean 6*35 being the place. Now pushed the ring index lo*^ direct,

i.e. 5° past Zero direct. The extreme vibrations were 6-68—6-n —
6*39—6*06—6*32—6*1. The successive means are 6*39—6*25 —
6*22—6*19—6*21, and the final mean 6*25 being the place. This

is only 0*1 of difference, or the ^6 ^ degree. As before, the

direct push gives the lower numbers (12525^).

12528. I opened the room door a while but did not find any

change by that.

12529. It will be better not to touch the balance scale ring, but

either leave it at Zero when 6 is in the telescope, and then either

note the variation in the telescope and make that the correction—

or set at proper times the telescope scale to 6, making the change

there rather than at the ring, unless the quantity be large. So now
turned the ring back the 5° (12527), making it at 0° to the index

and finally left the telescope [at] place 6, and began to observe.

1 1-2
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12530. The distance has all this time been at 0*4—made it 0*3—

and then observed the vibrations given by the shake to see if

moving the box had affected the place. The beam had been taken

up on the fork during the motion and was now let down again—

the numbers were 2-8—9*4— 3-65—8-25—4*15—7*43— 4*5. The dif-

ferent means are 6*i—6*52— 5*95—6*2-5*79-5*96, and the final

mean 6*04. So that moving the box had not altered the telescope

place sensibly, for the difference *04 would probably have dis-

appeared under longer observation.

12531. After an interval of not more than 2 minutes, looked,

expecting to find the beam vibrating about 6—and found it instead

almost still and vibrating at 5*5— 5*6. The bob put at 4 to keep

the scale place was still there and I do not know how these 0*5

or 0*4 have been lost. Might have been a touch upon the telescope

—perhaps was—but I am not aware of it. However, as all seemed

at rest nearly—adjusted to place 6—when the vibration of the

beam not more than o*i in the telescope.

12532. Began to observe with No. 6 glass cylinder (12035) at

increasing distances. First No, 6 and distance 0*3. In air, 227°.

In water, successively 19°— 20°*7— then place successively 6*05-

6*05 -6*02—make the force 2o°*8. So in air, 227°-in water 20^*8,

giving the place of No. 6 as io*o8 below water.

12533. Made distance 0*4. Then No. 6 in water (for it had been

left in during the motion of the box)—gave 12°— place 5*82- ii°* 5

and then place 5-95- 5*92-80 made place in water ii°*7.

12534. Thought it possible that in wiping the object when it

came out of water, it might be left electrical if not especially

attended to. I damped a clean cloth and now wiped it with that—

and intend to do so in all cases. It was impossible that the glass

object could now be electrically excited. In air was ii5°*i. So

in air, ii5°*i— in water, ii°*7—and the place by the data of

No. 6 is 11*3 below water.

12535. No. 6 and distance 0*5. In air, 66° torsion-place 5*08-

4*89- 5*07—4*89—make number 65°*8. (I copy the pencil notes

accurately but I cannot think what I mean by these places, unless

I have made a mistake in writing and that they should be 6*o8—

5*89- 6*07— 5*89). The pencil notes then give:

in Water, 7°*2—place 6*08—6*02— settles force at 7°*2
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in Air 64°-65°. Now 65° air and 7°*2 water gives 12*4 as the

place of No. 6 below water, and 65*8 and 7*2 gives 12*1 as the

place.

12536. No. 6 and distance of o*6. In air, 42°*4 torsion for places

close to 6 or about it, but corrected gradually to 41°* 5. In water,

first 4°-then 5° with places 6*2-6— 5*9. Made 4°*8 torsion—gave

places 6*3—6*08. Settled on torsion of 4°*8 or 4^*85. These

numbers give 13 or 13*2 as the place of No. 6 below water.

12536I. At this distance the vibrations very slow and large.

12537. No. 6 and distance of 0*7. In water, as left from last

experiment, torsion was 3°— 3^*5— 3^*7. The object creeps up to

its place with extreme slowness.

In Air, 27°*6. So the place by these figures, 15*4.

12538. Supposing air to remain 27*6. If water were 3^*2 instead

of 3°*7— it would give place of No. 6 as 13 below water-or if

water were 2°*8 it would give 11*3.

12539. Now the object was taken off, but weight put on the

beam above to equal that of the object, so that the true place of

the beam with the weight might be obtained. Its vibrations were

then 3*3-10*9-4*4— 10*1 — 5*35-9*6-the successive means are

7*1-7*65-7*25-7*72-7*47—and the final mean 7*44, for the place

of the beam thus loaded and free from the Magnet. Now 7*4 farther

out from the magnet than 6 by about 0*7 of torsion scale, i.e. the

Zero is back o°*7, and direct torsion ought to be diminished by
that quantity. This is very important for the latter numbers

which are so near water. The difference is accordant with that

before found to belong to a heavy beam (12524).

12540. Now the numbers obtained are as in the first column of

results

:

At 0*3 distance in Air

Water

227°

20°-8

7)
lU

>
226»-3»

20°-I /
9-074

OJ 10-08

0*4 Air

Water
ii5°-i

ii°7

’

5b
IN

6

1 1 4% I
11° /

10-64
S 0

II-3

O ’

5

Air 65°-8
sx

65°-n

Water 7°*2 6°-
5 /

II I

jj
a

12 I

0-6 Air 4 i °*5 40°-8\
11-17

Water 4"’8 ’5 4°*i| <L»

13

07 Air 27°*6 1 26°-9\
12-1

-C

i 5’4
Water 3°’7 3

° /
V)
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12541. Both columns of places seem to shew a lower place for

glass as the distance is greater or the force less, and though the

last column no doubt wrong, yet the corrected one requires con-

sideration; and unless it can be referred to a change progressing

through the whole, or to the result of difficult settling in the water,

I do not see what it can be except a true difference of magnetic

action due to the change of capacity with different forces; i.e., a

change the progression of which is not the same for Glass and

water. It can hardly be the change of 0*7 progressing through

the whole, because if no correction be made for the first two or

three numbers, i.e. for results at 0*3 and 0*4, still these results are

below those for 0*6 and 0*7 distances corrected. I should have to

diminish the results at 0-7 by i°*3 of torsion both for Air and

water to make the place equal to that given by the results at 0*3

uncorrected.

12542. If we suppose that for 0-7 distance the air is right as

26°*9, and see how much water would require to give about 10

or 10*2 as the place, then the force in water must be made 2°*
5

instead of 3°. Now half a degree is very uncertain; still a very

little change of force changes the place in the telescope at these

low degrees, and I think the effect of half a degree could hardly

escape me.

12543. I must carry No. 6 through the series from great to small

distances, and then see what comes of it, and whether the order

is the same or reversed. If there be a difference in capacity effect,

it will no doubt come out better in some other cases, i.e. with

other objects than glass.

12544. When the beam was at place 9*3 from former experiment

(12539) swinging, I merely stopped the swing by the

fork at 6*9 and let it loose again, and then it went to 9 and next

to 7'I~8-7— 7'4, as if it had suddenly settled and given a new
place 8; and in fact this was so, and I had to alter the telescope

scale. I made the place 6 whilst thus moderately loaded.

12545. There appear to be sudden settlings of the wire apparently,

at its grip below perhaps (1253 1).

12546. In regard to a polarity slowly assumed or lost, or any
state correspondant to such a notion. I made the distance per-

manently 0*7 and put on 3°*
5 of direct torsion by the index, which
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was also left unchanged for the following experiments. No. 6

Glass cylinder, was held close to the magnet poles in the water—
put on to the beam—and its final place of rest observed, starting

from place ii-it moved rather freely and gradually moved up
byio—9-8-7-6-5-4, more slowly to 3 -then after a while very

slowly retreated to 3*2-3'3— 3*4. As this was closer than I wanted
it, I made the torsion at the index 3°, and now left it whilst I went
to tea. Half an hour after, I found the object at place 4*6, and

quite still— will accept that aS the place of the No. 6 under this

torsion and conditions.

12547. Took off Object, turned it i8o°-put it quickly on the

beam again— set that free; the object went out by the impulse of

the fork and then returned slowly, creeping up to 4*7 -it then

receeded a little very slowly to 4*76 and finally to 4-75. Again

raised the fork to lift the beam a little- let it down again- the

object again went out by the impulse and slowly returned to 4*7.

Again raised and lowered it-sent out but not so much as before,

only to 8-and returned to 4*7 and even to 4*35.

12548. I could see no signs here of any effect due to the reversion

of the glass—any thing indicating that it could take up and keep

a state so as to affect the result by it, though I repeated the attempt

to produce reverse effects.

12549. Experimented with No. 31 (pure Zinc) (12035), in

reference to its true place in respect of water (12475). Made the

distance 0*7 and the torsion 0° by the index. Was in water. Went
out at first and stood out long, as if repelled, but found this was

only the result of an impulse from the fork in letting the beam
down. For by degrees the Zinc crept up toward the magnet, and

at last, though very slowly, came to place 6, as if it were neither

magnetic nor diamagnetic in relation to water. It gradually crept

on to 5-7— 5*6- 5*5 5 -then out again to 5-6-5*62. It is not sensibly

attracted or repelled at this distance.

12550. Altered nothing but the distance, making that o-6 by the

use of the box screws. The distance in the telescope appeared to

be 8-1. This was a consequence of the fact that when the whole

box and beam was carried o*i nearer the magnet, the zinc in the

water was held back by it, the center of suspension advanced

about the o-i and the outer or counterpoise end would advance
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0*2 or more, giving the telescope difference. Waiting— the Zinc

gradually went in to 7*8—7*75—7*6—7*5, there being no torsion

on except that caused by the deflection of the beam itself, and

this was enough to carry the zinc in towds. the magnet, so that

the zinc cannot be far from water, if at all so.

12551. Did not wait, but made the distance 0*5. The same effect

as before, for I found the beam at place 9*5, but the numbers

increased to 10— 10*4— 10*48—and then began to diminish again

to 10*3- 10*1 — 10—9*9—9*8—9*7—9*5. The first increase after 9*5

was a consequence of the momentum due to the advance of the

counterpoise end (12550), but that being over at 10*48, then the

torsion due to deflection carried the beam back towards its normal

position.

12552. Made the distance 0*4. Then in the telescope the place

was 11*5— 11*7— 11*8— 12—and then back to 11*9—11*8—11*7—

11*5 — 11*3 10*5 10*42. It is now nearly at rest and

the effect shews that the zinc is a trace diamagnetic in or to water.

Will examine what the mere state of wire and torsion without the

Zinc will do presently.

12553. fi^st the Zinc, being now at 0*4 distance, and its tele-

scope place 10*42. Took it off the beam, turned it on a vertical

axis 180°, put it on again, set it free and looked for its place in

the telescope. It had gone in to 6 by the accidental motion and

now went out slowly to 7-8-8*6-8*74, etc., and would if I had

waited crept out further. So that there was no sign of a polariied

or equivalent state— oi any state indeed acquired by vicinity to

the magnet, which could affect its place, for here in water where

it was so easily displaced by any difference of power, the difference

of place is only 1*7, and by waiting a little longer would probably

have become nothing (12475).

12554. Took off the Zinc, No. 31, and put on equal weight on

the beam above, the torsion not having been touched; and now
the vibrations were 11*3-1*7— 10*1-2*5-9*4-3*2-8*6-3*8— the

successive means being 6*5 — 5*9— 6*3— 5*95— 6*3— 5*9—6*2—and

the final mean 6*15. So the beam and wire in very good state,

and the difference between 6*15 and the number in water will

shew the state of Zinc and degree below water. In water, by
falling it came to 10*42 in the telescope-in rising it came to 8*74—
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and the mean can not be far from its true place 9-58. The difference

between this and the beam number 6*15 is 3*43 inches on the

telescope scale, equivalent to i°*7i of torsion at that distance of

0-4. Now a former result at 0*4 gave the force in air 83°*
5

(125 14)— so that the data at present would appear to be: in air

83*5, in water and its place below water 2*09. This however
is not quite correct, because in fact the i°*7i of torsion are given

by the Object being pushed out so far from the Magnet, and not

by the motion of the index, and one ought to see what torsion

at the Index would reduce the telescopic place 9*58 to 6*15 at

this distance of 0*4, or with this Object.

21 SEPTR. 1852.

12555. Beam appears right at first sight. Torsion plug at 0°.

Temperature 61° F.

12556. No. 6, weight of 43 grains; made a lead weight equal to

it and put it on the object end of beam, so that by changing these,

whether the object was on at the magnet or only its equivalent

on above, the weight on the suspension wire should be the same.

Balanced the beam with this on and adjusted the telescope to

place 6. Then moved the box from 0*4 to 0*7 distance by the

screws, and found anotlier sudden settlement of the torsion.

I think these must occur at the attachment below and must have

that altered. Found the place in telescope falling slowly to lower

numbers.

12557. Brushed out the beam and box— reballanced the beam and

left it to itself- observing its place, found as the extremes of
6-25 6-1 6-48 6*38 665 6'54 675 6-63 675 675

vibration: 8*4—4-i-8*i—4*86—7*9- 5*4—7*68— 5*82-7*44-6’07—
6-91 6-9 7*03

7*44- 6* 38—7-42-6-64-80 that it seems to be rising. After

46 minutes from the last observation, it was 8- 1 8, and in 50 minutes

more, still 8-18. So the settling over for the present. Made this

place 6 in the telescope by adjustment of the scale.

12558. At I o’clk., altered the torsion index and the Zero (direct)

about 2°, to set the beam right in the box for Magnet distance,

leaving the telescope unaltered. At 30"^-, found the telescope

place to be o-8 -i-25-i.e. at i, so has changed
5
inches. I found

the telescope scale was 6p inches from the reflector ( ), and
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a thirtieth of this gives 2*3 inches on the scale to a degree in the

telescope. So these quantities correspond very well. Made the

place I, place 6 in the telescope, and proceeded to work with

No. 6 object, always being careful to wipe it with a damp cloth

when taking it out of water.

12559. No. 6 at distance 0*7, in air, 25°*8. In water, 2°‘7~place

successively 6*15— 6* i— 6* i— torsion 2°*72. Hence No. 6 appears

to be 11*78 below water.

12560. No. 6 at distance o*6; in Water, 4°*8— in Air, 40°-and

its place 13*6 below water. I think the torsion in water perhaps

a little too high.

12561. No. 6 at distance 0*5; in air, 65*7-in water, torsion 7°--

place 5*7— 5*75 -5*82- 5*85 -torsion 6°*9. The place 11*73.

12562. No. 6 at distance 0*4; in water, torsion 12°. Place 6*3-

6*2— 6*15— 6*11— 6*o8-6*o6-torsion 12° or ii°*9. In air ii8°*3.

12563, Through forgetfulness, I again put No. 6 into water at

this distance of 0*4; torsion io°*9-place 5*89-5*92— 5*98—6-so
torsion 10^*9. Now this differs a full degree from the former and

I do not know why. The place of No. 6 is with water ii'^*9, at

1 1*18 below water-and with water io'^*9 is 10*15.

12564. No. 6 at distance 0*3; in water, 22‘^*6— place 5*8-5*85 —

5*9“torsion 22^*5. In air, 241°. I thought I saw the place changing

a little here, as if the torsion were losing, though that is hardly

likely to come visible so quickly. Must try it. As it is, the place

comes out 10*3 below water.

12565. Now the object was taken off but its equivalent placed

on the beam and the beam left to give its telescope place— suc-

cessive vibrations were 8*9-2*5—7*93— 3*3—7*4—3*94—7*0

4*7-6*4— etc. The successive means are 5*7—5*21 — 5*61 — 5*35
—

5*67-5*47 5*5—and the final mean 5*5, so that 0*5 or about

I
of a degree only has altered, and that during four successive

alterations of the place of the box.

12566. The numbers obtained to-day give the following places

for No. 6

at the different distances of 0*3 0*4 0*5 0*6 0*7

No. 6, 10*3 ii*i8 11*73 13*6 11*78

or

No. 6 before (12540), 9*074

10*15

10*64 ii*i 11*17 12*1
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The place of the glass seems to be lower in relation to water as

the distance is greater, as before (12541) but nothing like to the

same amount; for the effect at o*6 (12560) cannot be depended

upon. The point will require investigating with some other sub-

stance. As the distances were now made less and less whilst

before they were made more and more, the effect if any does not

depend on the direction in which the experiments are made.

12567. No. 31, Pure Zinc (12554) in water at 0*6 distance -its

telescope place was 6*6-put the torsion plug about f-} back and

then the place became 9-45, or 2*85 difference.

12568. A specimen of the torsion wire sustained 4850 grains,

and then broke with 500 gr. more, near the wax which held it.

Again it underwent and sustained the same trial. Having 4 wires

ready for use, I have hung a weight of about 2000 to the end

of each and left them to stretch, etc. from this time onwards.

12569. Have taken down the beam and sent it to Newman to

have the mode of attachment of the wire more accurately and

solidly made.

25 SEPTR. 1852.

12570. Weighed parts of the beam. The glass beam itself = 128

grains- the box carrying it and attached reflectors with the new

mode of attachment of the wire, 324 grains. Three ballasting

cylinders of copper to screw into the bottom of the box weighed

respectively : No. 1 , 125 grains
;
No. II, 95 grains

;
No. Ill, 67 grains.

12571. The attachment for the wire below is now effected first

by a screw in the upright plate below, round which the wire

passes, and is then griped by the head of the screw against the

plate. The wire then lies in a very shallow scratch in the upper

part of the plate and is nipped by a second plate which goes over

the wire and screws on to the first plate, and is alone able to hold it.

12572. Put in a new torsion wire, one of those stretched since

the 2 1 St by the weight (12568). All seemed well. Employed the

No. II ballast cylinder= 95 grains, so that the beam, box and

ballast cylinder altogether weighed nearly 550 grains.

12572 \ Balanced the beam light and adjusted the torsion scale, etc.

until the beam was parallel to the sides of the box and the index

* 12572 is repeated in the manuscript.
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at 0°. Found by a few observations at the telescope the succes-

sive places as 6*23— 5*69—6*28— 5*86—6*22— 5*81—6*04— 5*8— the

successive means are 5*96— 5*98—6*07—6*04—6’Oi — 5*92— 5*92—

and the final mean is 5*98, which may be considered at present

as 6, or the constant place.

12573. Then loaded the beam heavily with 530 grains more and

left it to vibrate. I had now to alter the torsion Zero 2°—did so

and made zero at 0°. Now the successive places in the telescope-
6‘1 6-0 6‘32 6-22 6*41 6-28 6‘44

and their means were 8‘5-3*o—8*3-4‘34-8*i—4'72-7*84-

6-

33

5-04—7*62—gradually getting to a higher number and by two
series, as the means occur after a left hand or a right hand observa-

tion, The whole was left for 55 minutes

more, and then the place was found to be 7*2 or 7*1—having

gradually risen to this point; the vibrations were now of ex-

ceedingly small extent.

12574. At this time I made the beam light again to see what
effect that change would produce. On first observing, the posi-

6*3 5‘4 6-1 5‘45 6-05 5-75 62 5-91 6-22 6-03

tions were i2‘i-o*6-io*2—2*i—8*8-3‘3-8*2-4*2-7’62-4*82-
626

7*24 and after i8 minutes more the positions were 6*33

—

6‘26 6-27

6*2-6*32-6* 22. So 6-26 is the place now, and thus the light beam
is 0*9 lower than the heavy beam was—but we do not know that

the gradual change is over. Still, a light beam has a lower place

on the telescope scale than a heavy one, by an effect dependant

on the stretch of the wire from different weights.

12575. Put on the beam the equivalent of No. 6 object and also

the counterpoise (12556) -balanced and left it; after a time

observed the places thus-7’76—6-2—7’7— 6*7, but found here that

the card boards at the magnet were a little open and might admit
7-5

of small currents—shut them well and observed again—7-16—

7-

72 7-66 7-76 Til 7-83 7-8

7‘84-7*4-7*92—7‘6-7*95—7*72 7*86-7*75. So the present

place is 7*8, the weight having brought it up from 6*26(12574)

towards and above 7*1 (12573). I left it thus, to hang with this

full weight on the wire, from this time Saturday 7 p.m. until
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next Tuesday, marking the 4 place of the telescope scale by a bob,

and also observing that the counterpoise end of the beam was
over the

J.
marked inch of the scale in the box. It may by monday

have got out of the telescope.

28 SEPTR. 1852.

12576. The beam has been left hanging 63 hours-found it and

the balance, etc. generally right, but it has gone reverse direction

and now its place in the telescope is 8*82— it was left at 7*8 (12575).

12577. The telescope or its scale had not shifted.

12578. Put a small wooden plug in at the top of the torsion

plug to hold the wire firm there. Brushed out the box and the

beam. Put on the No. 6 weights (12556). Adjusted the torsion

plug to its proper Zero and the telescope scale to its place of 6.

Altered the box distance from 0*5 to 0*7, and after that found

telescope place was still 6 or 5*99.

12579. Put more weight on the beam to equal that of Object

No. 7 and its necessary counterpoises; found the place in the

telescope altered to 4*66, as if more weight lowered the number
and made the place nearer the magnet, the wire unwinding as it

were direct. Adjusted the scale with this weight to place 6.

12580. Now began to experiment with Object No. 7 (12035),

being the same glass as No. 6 but as a cylinder twice as long and

as heavy, and extending a good way both above and below the

magnetic poles. This was tried at several distances, beginning at

the greatest when there was the least torsion on the wire and

proceeding to the least when there was most. The object was

always repelled both in air and water.

12581. No. 7 at distance of 0*7—in a/>, 29°*8 direct torsion-in

water

^

with 2°*9 torsion, places successively 5*6— 5’8— 5*9-6— 6*i —

so torsion too little—made it 3°— then place became 6*05-with

torsion of 3°*4, place was 5°*95. Believe it was 3°* 3 or 3°*4. These

data give the place of No. 7 as i2’45 (or 12-87) below water.

12582. No. 7 at distance o-6-z/z Water, With torsion 6°—went

past place 6 on to 5-8, etc. Made torsion 5°— object went out

to 6-6-25. Believe 5^-1 is the torsion or between that and 5°-2.

In Air— the torsion was 40°*4. Hence the place is 14-4 below water.

12583. No. 7 at distance 0*5. In air, torsion 61°. In water

^

with
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torsion 7°*
5
- too much—made 7°, nearly right— left for 30 minutes

and then the place 6-o8. So take the true torsion as 7°*i or 7°’2.

Then the place of No. 7 is 13*17 (or 13*3) below water.

12584. No. 7 at distance 0*4. In water

^

torsion io°*i. In air,

the torsion 95°. So place of No. 7-11*9 below water.

12585. No. 7 at distance 0*3. In air, torsion 167° (i66°*7)^

In water— torsion successively i6°— 18°— 17°*4— 17°*3. Decide on
17°*

3 (i7°*o) as correct by the experiment. So place of No. 7
thus is 11*55 (11*35) below water.

12586. No. 7 at distance 0*2. In water-successively torsion of

25°— 30°— 32°— 31^*3 (30°* 2) -settle at the last. In air— 320°

(318^*9). Place of No. 7 is 10*84 (10*46) below water.

12587. Now 320° is a high torsion on the wire and may have

given a set— but still I went on to two other distances backwards,

increasing the distance thus.

12588. No. 7 at distance 0*5. In air- torsion 66° (64°*9). In

water, the torsion was 8° (6°*9). The place thus 13*79 (11*9).

12589. No. 7 at distance 0*7. In water— torsion 3°*5-4°*5-not

enough-6°*o too much— 5°*5-5°*6 (4°* 5) or between that and

5°*5. (After some experiments to be immediately related (12590,

I, 2) the torsion in air was obtained as 30°*4 (29°*3) which with

water 5°*6 (4^*5) gives the place of No. 7 as 22*58 (i8-i) below

water).

12590. Now this result of torsion 5°*6 (4^*5) in water at distance

0*7 is so different from the former torsion of 3°-
3 for the same

distance (12581), that I could hardly think it due to a set in the

wire from the large torsion of the 0-2 distance (12586), and

suspected that the glass had acquired a polarity or state either by

vicinity or time', for during all the experiments it has been put on

to the beam in the same position and therefore has continually

been subject to the magnetic power in the same direction. To try

this notion, the distance and torsion and water cell and all other

things were left unchanged—but the object No. 7 was taken off-

turned through 180° to reverse its position in relation to the

lines of force-replaced; and its telescopic place observed. The
mechanical action had thrown it out, place 8 or more, from whence

it went up regularly nearer and nearer to the magnet through

^ Results in brackets in pars. 12585—12596 are in red in MS. (see par. 12595).
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places 7-5 -7-0-6-5 -6- 5-9- 5-8- 5-7- 5-6- 5-5 - 5-4- 5-35 - 5-3,

moving slowly now as if near its place of rest- 5*25—and after

much time still dimd. the distance to 5*23.

1259 1. So now there is clearly too much direct torsion on, for

the 5°-6 (4*5) which before the reversion held the object at tele-

scopic distance of 6, now is able to drive it nearer and up to 5*23;

as if the glass was more diamagnetic in the first position than

in the second, and as if the glass had been made more diamagnetic

than it was at the beginning by continual subjection in one

direction to the magnetic power. Now if that were the case, then

this reversion of its position should have reduced this acquired

extra diamagnetic power in some degree, and indeed, unless much
time was required, reduced it altogether. So took off the Object

No. 7, turned it 180° and put it on the beam in its first position.

Its place by mechanical force was at 10, from which it passed

to 9-8-7-6*5 --6-and past 6 up to

5*4-5*3-5‘2-5*i5-and after a long time it stood at 5*1.

12592. So it does appear to have lost the state it assumed during

the experiments, and now seems to be alike for either position,

having place 5*1 in the last position and place 5*23 for the other

one (12591, 12590). I had to diminish the torsion to 4^*5 (3°*4)

in order to have a present place of 6 in the telescope. This will

require a further correction before the true torsion is obtained

of the glass in water at present (12595), correction will

not affect the general result of change in position (12590, i) just

described.

12593. It was now that I ascertained with this turned and re-

turned object No. 7, its torsion in air at the distance 0*7 ( )

and found it to be 30°’4 (29°*3) as said (12589).

12594. I now tried No. 7 in water again at this distance of 0*7,

after holding it in the water close up to the magnet for a moment
and then reversing it (through 180°) at a distance, and so putting

it on the beam with a torsion of 4° (2°*9) at the index. When first

observed in the telescope, its place was 9 -then successively

8-5—8—moving very slowly—7*5—7—6-5—6*o— 5*9— 5*8— so that

at this moment the torsion too much. Made it 3°-
8 (2°*7) and

then the place increased to 6—6*i— 6-15. So that the experimental

torsion was 4° (2°-9) or 3°-9 (2°-8) very nearly. And as this is
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less than 4°-
5 (3°-4) (12592), the reversion directly before the

experiment and measurement appears to [have] had an effect and

diminished the power of the glass as a diamagnetic in this position.

(See further results, 12625, 12636, etc.).

12595. Finally, to obtain the effect of any set given by the high

torsion of distance 0-2 (12586), took off the object and replaced

the weights used at the commencement when index Zero was
adjusted to telescope place 6 (12579). The successive places of

8-1 8-8 8-5 8'97 8-67

the vibrations, being watched, were 3*8 12*5 5‘i 11*9 6*05

902 8-82 9-1 8*9 884 8*97

1 1*3 6*75 10*9 7*3 10*5 8 9*68 8*26. So that 8*95 is

the present place. Now this is 2*95 more than 6, and 2*95 equals

i°*i degrees of torsion ( ) change. As the beam stands out

farther by this much, the Zero ought to be where i°‘i of direct

torsion is, i.e. the direct torsion has to be diminished by this

quantity at and since the expt. at 0*2 (12586), for I have no doubt

this set was chiefly given there-and I now make this correction

at the different places in red ink. It brings the last expression at

0*7 distance of 4^*5 to 3°‘4, and makes it identical with that of

the first experiment made at that distance (12581).

12596. The place of No. 7 below water at the given distances is

as below, both for the original and the corrected results-and in

the order observed.

At distance of 0*7 . . 12*45 • • •

0*6 . . 14*4 . . . . . (12582)

0*5 . . 13*17 . . . • • (12583)
0*4 . . 11*9 . . . • • (12584)

0*3 * * 11*55 (11*35) * • • (12585, 95)
0*2 . . 10*84 (10*46) • • • (12586,95)
0*5 . . 13-79 (11-9) . • • (12588, 95)
0-7 . . 22*58 (18*1) • • (12589, 95)

12597. Now here as before (12566), the place of the glass is lower

in relation to the water as the distance is greater; i.e., the glass

as a diamagnetic surpasses water more at greater distances, and

probably with weaker powers, than at less distances and higher

magnetic power, and that is the case both in the first and the last

results, though the two first are irregular.
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12598. In the next place, the glass has no fixed position—but just

that difference which Pliicker speaks of occurs.

12599. The numbers are near enough to those with Object No. 6

(12566) to agree with the fact that both are the same glass, but

the interference of some other effect, probably that of the state

or polarity, is evident.

12^0. A cause for many former discrepancies begins to be

evident.

12601. Assuming that a strte is induced, to be proved hereafter

(12625, 36), then certain considerations present themselves. The
Glass is not so much below water at near as it is at great distances,

and yet when near ought to be more affected by the force than

when distant. Therefore the water ought to be more altered by
the magnetic power than the glass at near distances. For if

altered in the same proportion, there should be no difference of

result at different distances— or if altered in a less proportion at

near distances, then water and glass ought to be farther apart at

the near distances.

12602. For the effect of the magnet is to make the glass submitted

to it become gradually more diamagnetic, i.e. it is more dia-

magnetic in water at the end of a constant subjection to the

magnet than at the beginning, in the proportion of 3°*
3 and 4^*5

(12581, 91).

12603. Then near water ought to be more diamagnetic than

distant water; andjy'e/ not tend to change places with it.

12604. Would not this imply that water takes up and loses this

state instantly, without which there would be change of place,

and would not that go on to prove that this extra diamagnetic

state is a stable state of the forces }

12605. It is probable that the whole of the diamagnetic condition

depends upon the assumption of this state, and that it is only the

fag end of the change which I am observing, and which resembles

in its coming on and going off the fag end of the state of iron.

12606. Also, as Thomson, Pliicker, etc. suppose, perhaps that

these two state[s], the paramagnetic state and the diamagnetic

state, are only conditions of one great state.

12607. In that case, bodies not near a magnet or subject to its

power are not in the state.

FDVI
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12608. It is doubtless the state of bodies affecting light, but then

how does a paramagnetic body affect light diamagnetically ?

12609. It ought to be a natural state, i.e. one due to the assump-

tion by the forces present of a sta^/e condition^ and not an unstable

condition. But how does this resolve itself into the case of

Thomson’s perpetual motion of the rotating ball of diamagnetic

matter.

12610. The state is probably assumed by all bodies, and hence

they must play a part among the physical lines of forces, just as

particles of matter do in electrolytes or static electric induction—

and that would tend to shew that these physical lines exist among
bodies as much as if their particles were particles of iron.

12611. But then query what is the state or relation of a vacuum,

and the nature of its state.

12612, Magnecrystallic differences will depend upon the difference

in readiness of the assumption of this state in different directions—

including all the phenomena of Pliicker, Tyndall, etc. etc.

12613. Now its relation to polarity. Polarity must be defined.

That of conductors, either Paramagnetic or diamagnetic, cannot

be the same as that of an original magnetic particle.

12614. It is strange that the glass should become a worse con-

ductor or less able to carry on the magnetic forces by being

subjected to them. Surely this points to the physical principle

which is then in action. It seems contrary to all natural expecta-

tion that the forces should set up obstructions to their own
transmission—but if true, the results will justify themselves (see

corrections 12625, 33, 6, 9, 40, i).

12615. Film. See Plateau’s paper, Taylor’s Memoires, v, p. 628,

for a note on Hagen’s remark on a film on water in capillary

action.

12616. The box screws ( ) on the table gradually become

loose by the vibrations that occur from carriages, etc.

12617. If the top of the box, where the suspension is, were to

move to and fro, a very little alteration there would make much
in the telescopic place. But I do not find that this occurs by the

ordinary working of the torsion index. Perhaps some of the

sudden changes may have occurred from this cause.

12618. No. 7 is a long narrow cylinder (12035) projects
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much above and below the poles— the change of distance is not

the same therefore for the whole. Probably experiments with balls

would be better.

30 SEPTR. 1852.

12619. The balance was left with the weights of No. 7 on it

(12579, 95), the beam hanging by the wire, on the Evng. of the

28th— the telescopic place then being 9 or 8-95 (12595). This
morning— all was right, but the place was ii*6, but I found it

moving, probably from my approach up to it and treading round

about it, bringing the floor down to its bearings under such cir-

cumstances ;
the motion was enough to give 10*5 — 1 1*6— 10*64

After stamping about it, the mean place was 10*75. Sometimes

I have thought that lighting the gas light over the balance has

had the effect of disturbing it.

12620. Cleared the poles—put in the water vessel-and left the

weighted beam to swing—before adjusting Zero and telescopic

place. This must always be done, after such preparations or

brushing out. The distance is 0*7 from Tuesday last and requires

no altering. The whole was brought to 0° at the Index and place 6

at the telescope, after which the torsion, being made 3° direct,

was not touched for all the rest of the experiments with No. 7
object, which was now placed on the balance and in water at

this distance of 0*7. Adjusted the telescope scale a little to make
place 6, and after long observation and resting, found that to be

the true place under present circumstances and state of the glass

object.

12621. Then carried it close up into the angle of the magnetic

poles by moving the beam, keeping the object in the water, and

held it there a minute— set it free and watched its mode of coming
to its place. Being out of sight at first— it gradually became 1—2—

3—

4— 5 — 5*2— 5*4— 5*6— 5*8— 5*9—6*0— 6*1— 6*15 at the end of 12

or 14 minutes.

12622. Repeated the experiment, holding the object in the angle

for 19 minutes. Afterwards the places gradually became 1—2—3—

4—

5 — 5*2— 5*4— 5*6— 5*8- 5*9-6—6*i-6*i8, and there stood. So

it has gained nothing either by the short or the long exposure

to the magnetic force in the water.

12-2
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12623. Repeated the expt., but whilst holding the object in the

angle, reversed it 180° to obtain the supposed opposite state. Then
put it on the beam unreversed at a distance, keeping the object

in the water all the time. The place, at first being out, gradu-

ally became 12-10-8—7— 6*8-6*6—6*4—6*2—6-i5-6*i5
6*1 8

. So reversion at the poles appears to make no difference.

12624. Repeated— reversing at the poles and unreversing on the

beam-as left on the beam the place was inwards, but it gradually

became 3-4-5-5-2-5*4~5*6-5*8-5-9-5*95-6*o, etc., and the

glass seems to come to the same place as well as before -finally

the place became 6-i and in half an hour more, 6*27.

12625. This difference is not the same as that obtained with the

same glass on Tuesday (12590-4), and I do not believe that any

effect of state or polarity by reversion in water is produced, but

as this medium is so near the glass, I must try the effect as before

in air (12636).

12626. Took off No. 7 object-wiped it with damp cloth-

removed the water cell-held the object up in the magnetic angle—

put the cell into its place and the object in the water on the balance

and observed-being out, it went to 8-7-6- 5*5 -5*4- 5-3 -5*2-

5*i-and then returned to 5*2-5*3~5‘4~5*5-5*6-5*7-5’8-5*9-

6— 6-I-6-2—6-28-6’3-6*32—being then nearly still. Is this acci-

dent or an effect real in its nature ^

1262'j. Repeated- the object being both in this and the last experi-

ment always parallel to itself, i.e. not changing its position by

reversion. When observed, it was going out from ii — 12-and

then in again to 10—8-6— 5*8- 5-7-5*68-then out to 5*7- 5*8-

5*9—6—and finally to 6*4. The effect like but not so great as

before.

12628. Again— the object being put close up in the angle and

tapped frequently against the copper sheath there for 6 or 7

minutes. The fork left it well at place 8—becoming 7—6—5*8—

5*4- 5*o-4*8—4*7-4*65-and then out to 4*7—4*8—and then very

slowly outwards through 4-9 6*o— 6- 1-6*3-and finally 6*5.

Here the effect is like as before and large.

12629. Again-but reversed the Object No. 7 180° only whilst

in the air and magnetic angle, to give the supposed contrary

state, continuing it there 6 minutes and tapping it against the
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copper shield. When replaced on the beam, its place was 10*5-9—

8-

7—6*5—6— 5*8-5*6-5*5-5*48-and then it slowly returned to

5*5-5*6-5*8-6-6*2-6*4-6*5-6*55 . The effect therefore

is not changed by reversion of the object at the magnet, and if

there is any state acquired, it would appear to be an axial and not

a polar state.

12630. Now took off and out the object—moved away the water

cell and did all as on former occasions except that the object was

not held near the magnet. Replaced it and found it left in the fluid

at place 7—from whence it went to 6*9-6*7— 6*5-6*4 6—
5*8- 5*7—and then returned outwards to 5*8—6*o— 6* 1-6*2, and

would have gone on.

12631. Took out the object-wiped it— did not bring it near the

magnet—and returned it to the beam, not having moved the water

cell-^e. place was 5 and it gradually became 6-6*2-6*4-6*5, etc.

12632. Took it out-wiped it-moved the water cell -restored it

and the object-and now place 8*5, from where it moved slowly

up to 8-7*5 -7*2-7-6*9-6*8, ^^c*

12633. Took it out—wiped it-held it near the magnet- tapped
it, etc. etc.— restored it to the beam and water, immersing it first

BETWEEN the beam and the magnet and not as on former occasion

outside of the beam. A consequence is that in moving it to the

beam, if will now tend to put the water in motion outwards

where the object is and not inwards, and the object is large. The
place when I first looked into the telescope was 1 1 or 10 and became

9-

8—7—6*8— 6*6— 6*5, but went no lower, then, for it returned

to 6*6—6*8—6*9—6*89, etc. I suspect the whole is due not to

any assumed state, but to the motion given to the water in putting

the object into its place on the beam.

12634. The object was taken out of the water and at once put

in again on the outside of the beam, and the place then went up,

even quickly, from higher numbers to 3, and even to 2, though

there had been no exposure to the magnet.

12635. The object taken out again and restored, putting it into

the water inside the beam. It went out to 12 or 13 and then

returned 11-10—8—7-6*8-6*6—6*4-6*3-6*26 and afterwds.

went out to 6*3, etc.; but all this is the effect of current and

momentum.
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12636. The object taken out—held at the magnet—and in again

between the beam and the magnet—was sent out to place lo-and
then became 9-8-7*7—7*5—7*3—7*1— 6*9-6*8, etc. etc. So no
magnetic effect here— all is effect of the current produced by the

mode of putting on the object (12625).

12637. The place has been gradually changing during all the

experiments from 6 on to somewhere about 6*5 (12642), but on
the whole the object has finally come back to its place exceedingly

well; and as this has been from both high and low places, it gives

assurance as to the general principle and mode of action. Small

objects will of course be far less influenced by currents than large

one[s] and objects will be less influenced as they are farther from

water. Even the apparent effect of distance may perhaps be

accounted for in this way, by the mode of putting in the water.

12638. I now changed the object and the distance, to see what

would happen with a very different body than glass, namely

bismuth. For this purpose No. 9 (12035) was taken, and the

distance made 1*5 inches, to allow of a low degree of torsion.

When the torsion was 30®, the telescope scale was adjusted to the

place 6 to begin with— all due time being allowed. Then it was
taken off the beam— held close to the poles against the copper

shield—replaced on the beam. It went out by mechanical agitation

to 8—9—10, etc.—and then swung back, going on both sides of 6

freely, because of its small bulk and great weight and therefore

little resistance, with much momentum- places 4-5-6-6*7-
5*65—6-12— 5*96- settling closely at 6.

12639. Again— as just now—but put in outside the beam—on
looking in the telescope, it was far out above 16—then swung
in to 2*4- then out to 7*65— in to 5*45—out to 6*3 5— in to 6-04—

out to 6*2— etc. etc. etc. No signs of any state conferred on the

bismuth here.

12640. Again-holding the bismuth to the magnet in the air in

a reversed (180°) position; the places when observed were at the

end of the vibrations—9— 5-8—6*7—6*3-6*47— so the number in-

creasing as before, but there are no signs of a magnetic state.

12641. Again—held to the magnet— direct— then when in the

water the places were 11*4—5*1—7— 6*2— 6*45—etc. So here no
signs of any state or polarity.
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12642. The rising of the place (in number) shews that the object

is farther out from the magnet, and though the amount be very

small, yet the effect seems very constant when direct torsion is

on, not only with the 30° (12638, 40) but even with the 3°

(12620, 37), when some hours pass. It consists with and I believe

is due to a little set gradually given to the wire—the wire losing

of its torsion force, not being perfectly elastic. A glass suspension

would be the true thing if one could have it long and strong

enough.

12643. Whilst the bismuth was on the beam in water, I diminished

the distance until it was about o*6, and then with a torsion of 340°,

the telescopic place was 7-2—7*6— 7*4, and seemed steady at 7*4

or 7*5; being left some time, there was no sensible change -the

place was exceedingly steady. But then a change in the torsion

might occur equal to 2 or 3 inches on the telescopic scale when
torsion near Zero and yet not shew itself, for there a degree of

torsion at the Index would cause a change of from 2 to 2*5 inches

on the scale; whereas now a degree of torsion at the index was

[.^does] not sensibly alter the place in the telescope, because the

forces concerned, both of the Magnet and the torsion, are intense.

2 OCTR. 1852. Temperature 63°*
5 F.

12644. Prepared for some experiments on the results at different

distances with No. 6 flint glass— a piece of heavy glass No. 44
(12035)—and No. 9 bismuth. Brushed out the balance box. Made
the distance 0*7. Placed the weights of No. 6 on the beam

(12556, 75). Adjusted the Index at Zero-and the telescope place

at 6. 1 took those experiments first that required the least torsion,

that there might be the least error due to gradual set of the wire

in the results, and the less correction to make.

12645. No. 6 flint glass cylinder (12035) in Water, Torsion 2°’5—
then I 5—place varies very slowly— 5-8- 5-85 5*8-made

the torsion i°*4—place 5-86 5*7. If one took these data,

the difference of places 6 and 5*7 is 0*3, which is equal to o°‘i

of a degree, and that would give i°‘3 as the torsion, for there is

the o°-i too much on the wire. I made the torsion i°"3, but the

object scarcely moved— still it increased in place to 5*75-made

the torsion i°—and now it moves only very slowly—place
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6 (S-02 6*07

6-14, exceedingly slow. The torsion is I think i°*2.

I do not think that by waiting a long while it would get more
out from 6, for the 1° on, than it was in on the other side for the

i°-3 of torsion.

12646. These slow motions in a body so near water and having

such feeble forces urging it on either side cause great risk of error,

either too great or too small^ as one has to rise or fall in place. One
would never think of waiting long enough for the quiescence

of the water and the settling of the body, without great experience.

12647. No. 6 at the same distance of 0*7 in Air; torsion force

i 8°’9. These numbers give the place of No. 6 as 6*78 below water.

12648. If water had been 1*5, which appeared to be too high,

giving places of 5*8- 5-85 -5*8 etc., that would only have made
No. 6 8*6 below water. If it had been 2^ in water, the number
would have been ii*8. The torsion force could hardly require

any correction, and I have not found that any motion of the

balance could make an error any thing like o°*7 of a degree, or

even a seventh part of that.

12649. Heavy glass No. 44 (12035). Its weight was 292 grains.

It was a long parallellopipedon 1-14 of inch long and nearly 0*52

and 0*34 of an inch in breadth and thickness. It was suspended

by a frame of copper wire, which being magnetic, will require

that a correction for the torsion should be made. In the present

case the distance was made i’2 inches in water. The torsion was

lo^-too much-8°-place 4-4-2-4*4-4*6-4*8-5*o-5-2-5*4-
^.^8 by waiting, on to 6*15. I think the torsion

is 8° or a little more, perhaps 8°*i. The motion is very slow and

the beam very heavy— there are 5 lead counterpoises on it- this

would tend to give a quick set, but there is very little torsion on

the wire. Now tried the piece in Air— it wanted 7 lead counter-

poises— the torsion was 28°* 5. I found the pastboards were not

closed up at the magnet but I do not think there was any influencing

current admitted thereby. These numbers would give 39-7 as the

place of the heavy glass below water (12651, 12658, 9).

12650. Made the distance 1-5 inches and employed No. 9 bismuth

(12035) in water— required only two rings of lead. With 3i°*5 of

torsion the place was—6-6*15— 6*i—6*05—6*12. So vibration free
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here, and torsion perhaps not quite enough, 3i°‘6 probably. Made
the torsion 32°, and then the place became~6-5*92—6*3-and
then to and fro, settling at 6—and after a long while at 6-i. So
the torsion is 32° or close upon it, but requires a correction for

the attraction of the platinum suspending wire; whatever that

may be will have to be added to this torsion (126). Then
the bismuth was tried in Air at this distance of 1-5. The torsion

was in succession 3
3°* 8-had to diminish it- 33°- 3 2°* 9, and this

appeared to be right (12651).

12651. Proceeded to examine the wire as to set. Put on the same

weights as before (12644) made torsion index 0°. The beam
6-47 7-75 6-62

swings freely and its successive places are o*8-i2*i5~2*35-
7-25 6-8 725 6-9

10*9— 3*6— 10—4*5— 9*3-so 7*1 is about the place in the telescope

and the set received= i*i on its scale, or about 0^-42 of torsion;

and this amount has to be subtracted from the torsion observed

for the bismuth, and perhaps also for the heavy glass (12650,

12649).

12652. Proceeded to No. 6, at small distance of 0*3, leaving the

torsion scale as it is, so that the torsion correction will be required.

In water, the torsion force being 13^, the place was 6*16—6*15 —

torsion force made i4°-and that being too much, made it i3°’5 —

the place now was 5*97 5*99 . So that 13^*5 minus 0*42

(12651) gives 13^*08 as the experimental torsion in Water. Then
in Air^ for this distance the torsion was 142^*4, which corrected

by o°*42 gives I4i°*98 or 142° as the experimental torsion in Air,

These numbers place No. 6 as 10*14 below water. At the greater

distance it appeared to be only 6*78 below water (12647).

12653. Now the heavy glass (12649) distance of o*6-in

Water, With 36^*5 torsion the place was 6*i2--with 37° torsion,

the places successively were 6*1—6*05—6*0 -6*0. So the

result is torsion 37°, to be diminished by the 0^*42 above (12651)

and increased by the attraction of the copper holding wire

(12658, 9). In air the torsion was 18 3°* 2, requiring the same cor-

rections.

12654. The bismuth No. 9 at the distance of ro inch-in water

-

the torsion i02°*2. In Air— torsion io5'^*9 or 106°.
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12655. The bismuth No. 9 at the distance of o*6 of an inch-in

Air first, torsion 405°. Then in water 3 84°- 3.

12656. As the two last torsions were high, I loaded the beam with

the original or first weights (12644), placed the index at 0°, and
10-3 iO’75 iO’45 iO'75

after a time found the places to be 7*4— 13*2— 8*3— 12*6-- 8*9— so

that the place is near upon io*6, and a loss of torsion= 4*6 on

the telescope scale or i°*4 (2° see below) of torsion has to be

made for the last results—and for the results with bismuth at i*o

distance a correction between this of i°'4 (see below) and the

former of 0^*42 (12651) will be required.

12657. To check this calculation of the correction. Advanced
the torsion index, so as to bring the scale place to 6, and found

that it required 2^^ very nearly— certainly not 2®*i but 2°, to com-
pensate for the place.

12658. Considering the place 2° on the scale ring as the zero

therefore for the time, I proceeded to take the heavy glass out

of its copper suspension and submit the latter exactly in the same

position to the magnet at the distance of o*6. It was attracted and

kept up against the inner stop with reversed torsion of 3°*
5

(counting from the direct 2°)—of 4°—but with 4^*5 went off

freely-with 3°*
5

only, went up again- then with 4° went off-

with 3°*5 goes up again, but rebounds by vibration far off— in

returning, it did not go quite in but only to place 6*5 and then

out, so that 3°-5 appears to be quite enough, and there seems to

be an alteration in the wire since I began. I left it whilst I took

tea, with only 3° of torsion on, and found it afterwds. resting

quietly against the stop. Made the torsion carefully 3°* 5 -it did

not go off. Made it carefully 4°— still it did not go off-with 4°*
5

reverse torsion it did not go off. With 5° it went freely off. In

these results I think there was no sticking nor concussion at the stop.

So assume it as 4°* 5.

12659. But now, thinking the set of 2° in the wire might be only

temporary, I put the beam in equilibrium without the weight

( ), i.e. just without the copper suspension under trial, to

see whether it was out direct or not, and found its places not 6

but 0*4- 5*6- 1*6, etc. So put back the index to 1° direct and then

found the places to be 7*86—4*75, etc.; so now the place is close
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upon 6 and the above torsion of 4°*
5 must be diminished and

reduced to 3°- 5 -that being the difference when the copper

suspender is off or on the beam. It is attracted with a force of

3°'
5 torsion at the distance of o*6 (12649, 53).

12660. Now to consider these results as to the effect of distance.

Those with No. 6 or flint glass cylinder, when with all the cor-

rections that appear needful, give its place as

10*14 below water at distance of 0*3 (12652)

6*78 „ „ 0*7(12645,7)
This is the reverse of what took place before (12566, 96) with

this cylinder and this glass, and seems to shew that the observa-

tions with very little torsion on the wire, in fluids so near as water

and with so little force, are doubtful. Results at distances of

o*2-o*3-o*4 are the safest (12566, 96)- those at 0*7 are very

doubtful (12596, 660). I do not see here any indication of distance

effect. When using the Electro magnet, I had torsion up at 300°

and yet nearly the same result (1223 1, 70). No. 7 also gave nearly

the same result of 10*12—11*2 (12217).

12661. Then as to the heavy glass results. Those at the distance

of 1*2 inches (12649) require the following correction: 0*42 to

be subtracted on account of torsion (12651) and 3*5 to be added

on account of attraction of the copper suspension (126 5
9)-or

3*08 to be added as the sum of correction[s]. This makes

Air 28-5 + 3-08= 3I°-58
| ,

,
,

Water 8-i + 3-08= i i°-o8 [^ic]

j

The results obtained at distance of o*6 (12653) ^^rne cor-

rection will be

Air 183*2+3*08-^186*281 111
o 01 place below water 27*41

Water 37 +3*08= 40*08)^

The results of which are that

at distance 0*6 it is 27*41 below water

1*2 it is 54*05 below water.

This difference is enormous and looks like the first results with

glass (12566, 96) but not like the last (12660). I must repeat the

experiments with this heavy glass, for the lowest torsion employed

is 8°.

12662. Now as to the bismuth. For the results at distance 0*6
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(12655), they require a correction of 2° to be subtracted (12657),

which makes them stand thus:

Water 5^-3

1

^

Those at the distance of i‘0 of inch (12654) require a correction

but less, and I take it at 1° (12656, 7), which makes the results

stand thus:

in Air 106° --i°=io5° 1 . . 1 r u 1

. 00 o ^giving a place 01 266^-1 below water,m Water 102 *2-1 =101 ® ^ ^

Those at the distance of 1*5 of an inch (12650) require a correction

of o°-42 (12651), which brings them thus:

in Air ^ 042-3248
33 -o*42=32*58\ .

> below water.

in Water 32° -0*42=31*58'--—^^''*3158;

So the result stands thus:

at distance of 0*6 bismuth is 1846*8]

VI below water.1*0 „ ,,2663*.
I

1-5 „ „ 3333*5]

12663. So here also a great change in the same direction as with

heavy glass, with change of distance. The better diamagnetic is

more below water as the distance is greater. But a correction is

wanted for all these numbers as to Bismuth in the attractive force

of the Platina wire. Must ascertain that for the three distances

(12681); still it will not alter the direction of the progression.

12664. In order to see if mere torsion of the wire deflects or

changes the apparent place in the telescope, I hung on a lead

weight equal to No. 6 by a long fine copper wire to the beam,

and stopped it at the poles by a block near the true place. It was

not important where, so that it was unchanged for the time. With
5° direct torsion the telescope place was 3*7~with 90° place 3*7—

with 180° place was 3*6—with 270° place 3*7—with 360° place

3*65—with 180° place 3*65—with 90° place 3*65. With 10° place 3*6

or 3*65. So there is no other effect of displacement of the beam
(than a little excentricity by torsion of the wire) and nothing that

can account for the differences at different distances.

12665. The wire seems very well attached now but liable by
softness to a set. Would a reverse torsion of equal amount each
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time undo and correct it? Left the torsion index at 1° direct,

which is the present Zero, or was for the light beam just before

the last 360° direct torsion was on; it is on the fork and we shall

see if it goes back, i.e. if it shall be found at Zero and place 6.

12666. The correction for suspensions troublesome—must use

silk or bristles or glass. Theoretically, the part in the Water
should be like the body, and the part out of the water like air;

both should be as small as possible, perhaps fine silk round the

body would do, and Glass loops or bristles in the air. The object

No. I is glass not far from air, its place being 77*7 above water.

5TH OCTR. 1852.

12667. The beam left on the fork since Saturday the 2nd (12665).

Now made it light, and found that now I had to put the index

back from i® direct to o"^. But after a time, the weight of the beam
now hanging on the wire, the place changed from 6 to 7*3, and

upon loading the beam with the weight of No. 7 ( ), it

rose to 8*1, and I had to make Zero direct. It must be left with

its own weight and perhaps a little more on the wire.

12668. Have made some bristle suspenders, and have two fine

kinds of sewing silk to go as bands round the body. A bristle

suspender with a coil of the pink silk below, as an object, being

put on the beam (otherwise light), displaced its place from 8-3 to

4*9, or by 3*4 on the telescope scale, which is i°*5 nearly, being

so much magnetic.

12669. Removing the silk and leaving the suspender (bristle) -it

did not appear to be magnetic, but rather diamagnetic. Put 12

inches of the yellow silk in a small coil on the same suspender,

and now the telescope place was 6, so it is less magnetic than the

red or pink silk. When this yellow silk was off, the place of the

bristle alone was 6*7, so it is somewhat magnetic, and it appears

that as to the yellow silk, 12 inches of it in a small coil down at

the magnet, with the distance of o*6, changed the place only

from this 6 to 6*7. When both bristle and silk off, then the place

was 7*7. The bristle therefore, though raised above the poles,

proves to be Magnetic, for beam place is 7*7

Bristle on it makes it . . . . 6*7

Bristle and the yellow silk . . 6
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12670. Have put a bristle round the heavy glass (12649, 61),

which with another for its suspender, would seem like to do.

The two bristles without the glass were hung in form on the

beam with the weights of No. 7 still on it, the Zero being i°D

and the telescope place 6 at this distance of 0’6. After dinner,

I found the place to be 575 -shewing a little attraction in air,

but very small. Either the torsion varys with little or much weight

on the beam
( ), which is not likely to this extent; or else,

as is likely, bristles differ, for these are very little magnetic, and

yet one is close down on a level with the magnetic poles.

12671. When put into water-the bristle round the glass gave

way at the loop at the weaker or outer end of the bristle. So dis-

missed this bristle, and put one tie of the yellow silk round the

heavy glass with a small loop above-and used a fine copper wire

loop (12659) it The beam has had the weights of

No. 7 on it-and the Zero is i°D (or direct) and the place in the

telescope 6.

12672. Now took the heavy glass at different distances, beginning

with the greatest distances and the glass in water, that there might

be the least need of correction in these more delicate observations

with small numbers.

12673. Distance vi inches-heavy glass in water-m^ torsion

9° the place was 675 6*45— . Made torsion 9°'5-then

place was 67 6*23— . Made torsion io°-then place was

6’2i-6'I4--6*ii--.Torsion made io°-
5
- then the place became

‘6*o6— 5^95. So the torsion is 10°, or a little more, as io°‘i

or io°*2, certainly not less than 10^. In air at this distance of 1*2,

the torsion was 2S°*5.

12674. Distance ro inch. In ^zV-the torsion 40°-6. In water-

the torsion of 14° gave places 5-3— 5*42— 571 -torsion being

too much, made it 13°- 5 -then place opnd. out to 5-8-5‘9-

6*
1
5 -6*2, so this too little torsion. Made it I3°*8 and this ap-

peared to be the truth.

12675. Distance o*8 of an inch. In fFcter- torsion 22°7 -place

successively 6-8-67-6-6-6-5 -6*45 -made torsion 23°-then

23°-
5
and finally 23°7, before place 6 gained. In Air the required

torsion was 72°*5.

12676. Distance o-6 of an inch. In Air the torsion requisite was
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151°. In water-it was 48® 45° 43° 43°’ i, and this

seemed right.

12677. Distance 0*4 of an inch. In water—tht torsion in suc-

cession 103° 105°* 5 io6®* 5 107^* 5 109° 1 09°*5

—

which was final. In air the torsion was 392°.

12678. Distance 0*3 of an inch. In water first, to avoid the set

of the high torsion which air would require- so in water, the

torsion was i86°‘5. Then in Air— it was 678°. In all these cases,

the real torsion is given, i.e. the allowance is made for the Zero

at i°D.

12679. Then took off the heavy glass and replaced it by weight

on the beam, to see how far the torsion has given by set through

the influence of these last high twistings (12678), and found it

was 2° out, the Zero being at this moment at 3°D instead of at

i^D. This correction will be required for the 0-3 results-and
perhaps 1° for those at 0*4 distance.

12680. Just to see what reversing the twist would do, whilst

the weight was on the beam, I gave by the Index a reverse torsion

of 400^ or 450° for a moment only— then brought the index to

Zero—took off the weight—made the beam as light as possible—

and found that when the index was at i^D, being the first or

starting zero, the place was 7*17. So that it is very nearly in its

first state (12667). Still, the place keeps changing a little, as if

the wire took time to settle amongst its particles.

12681. Broke up the bismuth No. 9 and took out the platina wire,

to hang it on the beam and get its attraction at the different

distances of o*6, i*o and 1*5 inches (12663), ^ correction to

the former results, using the inner stop at the telescope place of 6

and the beam light as might be, to be level. At the distance of

0*6, the platina was attracted with a torsion force equal to 5°—

but 6° sent it away and kept it away—assume 5°*
5 as the attraction.

With the distance of i*o inch—the attraction equalled 2°-6 of

torsion. With the distance of 1-5 inches, the attraction was 2°*3

of torsion. When the platina and its counterpoise off, the tele-

scope place was as at first.

12682. Now as to the results with heavy glass. Those at distances of

1*2— i*o~o*8—0*6 require I think no correction, for the torsion had

never been higher than 72^*5, even for the last water observation
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of 43°’ I, and any set there would not be of such amount as

to influence the order of the results, whatever that may be. For

the next water observation, I allow o°*6 correction, for the next air

and water observations 1°, and for the final air observation 2°,

according to the result at (12679). This gives the following result;

distance 1*2

distance ro

distance o-8

distance o*6

distance 0*4

distance 0*3

(11673)
I

(12674)
I'

(12675)
{

(12676)

(12677)
I

Air

Water
Air

Water
Air

Water

; 40
{water
[Air 392° -1° =391
\Water io9°*5-o°*6= 108'

. ./Air 678° -2° -676'
(12678) i86°*5-i° 185^

place 65*58 below water (or 64*5)

place 51*5 below water

0.^1
place 48*56

25-5
io°*i or io‘

40'

13

1^
23'

,0.^1
place 38*6

place 37*8 below water

There can be no mistake in this series; the numbers are in very

good progression, and they prove the same fact as the former

numbers and as that proved by bismuth and flint glass. The
numbers or place before for this heavy glass was, at 1*2 distance,

54*05, and at o*6 distance, 27*41 (12661). I put most trust in the

latter results- i.e. in those of to-day. Still, there may be some

variable influence not as yet recognised, which may presently

account for this difference, for

12683. The place of heavy glass is at one time 27*41 below water

and at another 40 below water— for the same distance of 0*6

(12661, 82).

12684. Then corrected the Bismuth results of (12662) by the

amounts found to-day for the platina wire (12681). The results

stand as

distance 1*5

distance 1*0

distance 0*6

r. 32^*48 + 2°*3==34°*78

32°*58 + 2°*
3
^ 34°*88

IWater 3i°*58 + 2°*3 ^ 33°*88

/Air 105° -f-
2°*6= io7°*6

\Water ioi°*2 -f-
2°*6= i03°*8

/Air 403° +5° =408°

(Water 382°*3 f-
5° = 387°*3

—J^pl^ice 3764*4 below water

place 3488 below water

I
place 2731*6 below water

I
place 1871 below water

So these results with bismuth give the same conclusion as those

with heavy glass (12682).
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12684^. Found the beam right as I left it, i.e. quite right and

hanging quite still—the Zero being 3°D and the telescope place

9*8 or 10. Even taking off the loose holland cover had caused a

little vibration—and I found about half an hour after that the

telescope place had changed, being then 7 nearly— it would
probably have gone back to 6. There is a gas light from a fish

tail burner about 12 or 13 inches above the top of the box and

index etc. and 3 inches on one side or south of it— this is lighted

just as I begin to prepare. Is it the cause of this change of place

at the beginning of the day^s operations.^ After a time the kind

of change ceases (12700).

12685. Weighed the oxygen tubes, etc.; their value is in the list

at (12035).

12686. For tentative and preparatory results, I made the distance

1*0 and placed No. 13 (12035) (being a cylinder of oxygen

weighing 107 grains and 2 inches long, suspended by a glass

fibre the same as the body of glass) on the beam to see what room
there was between it and the magnet; there was abundance, and

the object being as a whole diamagnetic, keeps out with a power
of 8° or 10° direct torsion. As this force is small I made the distance

0*7— still plenty of room. The water cell was in place and the

object in it and attracted, being held against the inner stop with

a power of about 85° Reverse torsion. When it is at the outer edge

of the same stop, which give[s] distance of about i-o, then it

goes in when the reverse torsion is reduced to about 38°. When
at the distance of 1*0, with inner stop in use, I had found it 36°

reverse torsion. So these two come very well together, and give

encouragement as to the working with so large a body in water.

12687. The notch in the stops is too wide, and they allow too

much swing, so that time is lost and the fluid agitated. By having

both stops up at once, the inner edge of the inner stop and the

outer edge of the outer stop can be adjusted at any distance, so

as to give an extent of vibration equal to a degree or so, i.e. to

2 or 3 inches in the telescope scale. I found this very valuable

in the attraction results.

12688. Again tried the water results at this distance of 0*7, and
with the stops as described, 88° reverse torsion takes the object

* 12684 is repeated in the manuscript.

FDVI 13
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from the inner stop. The diamagnetic force in Air at this distance

was about 17°'
5
direct torsion.

12689. So this distance will do, but having room and wishing

for larger forces, I made the distance o*6, and shall keep that for

this day’s work; at that distance the direct torsion with No. 13

in Air was about 25°.

12690. Took off No. 13 and placed a lead counterpoise on the

n object end of the beam, which compensated its loss of weight

V [y in air, so that the wire sustained as much as before, minus one

of the two rings from the counterpoise end, and then adjusted

the beam parallel to the sides of the box and the Zero at 0. Then

made the telescope place 6. So when the beam was adjusted, the

lead on it was the same as when the Object No. 13 was on it, i.e.

one ring and one loop; and when No. 13 was in water, two rings

and two loop[s] were again required to balance the beam (12692).

In air the beam was of course heavier by the whole weight of

the Object= 107 grains. The temperature is to-day at 60° F. In

water the pull on the wire was the same as in air (12692).

12691. So the distance is constantly o*6. The temperature 60° F

and the Object No. 13 (12035) or oxygen in glass. In Air, the

steps were as follows-repulsion-so direct torsion 21°'
5,

giving

places 6*58- 5*3, or a mean of 5-94; made torsion 2i°‘4-then

places 6*4-5*52 or mean of 5-96; made torsion 2i°*2-then

places 5'64-6*22 or mean 5*93. Torsion 2i°-places 572-6*24

or mean 5 *98-and concluded upon torsion 21*^ as the real ex-

pression.

12692. Then No. 13 in IFater-with the inner stop up-adjusted

to telescope place 6. Two loops were required on the object end

of the beam to compensate the immersion- the counterpoise end

remaining with its two rings of lead. Now there was repulsion

and the follng. successive forces employed: 80° not enough

to separate the object; 100° separates when place is 6*5-90° does

not separate the object from the stop, if all quiet and no percussion

or torsion- or 94°. 103°*
5
gained and then the object very slowly

and well went out. Repeated the trials and obtnd. 101° as the

result. So io2°*2 reverse torsion for the inner stop. Now used the

outer stop. Adjusted to place 6-diminishing the reverse torsion

from too large a quantity until that gained which the attraction
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at that distance could just overcome—was in succession 120°—

1 16°— 1 14°, and that seemed very nearly right. By a second series

of observations again had 114°. So by the outer stop the ex-

pression is ii4°-by the inner stop it is i02°*2-and the mean or

io8°*i is to be taken as the attractive force at this distance.

12693. No. 14 (12035). Another oxygen tube like the last,

weighing 106 grains or only i grain less than it. This in Water
by the outer stop gave twice over 110° reverse torsion. By the

inner stop it gave 106° reverse torsion, and the mean is 108°,

which is very nearly indeed the same as for No. 13. In air No. 14

the direct torsion was i8°*8— 19°— I9°*8D, which again is not far

from the former 21° (12691).

12694. No* 15* A similar glass tube (12035) weighing 108 gr.

but containing within an air vacuum. In czir, this gave direct torsion

successively of 42°—41°—40°—39°*8D, which appeared to be cor-

rect. In Water

^

by the inner stop, the reverse torsion was 95° R,

and by the outer stop i09°R, giving the mean of io2°R.

12695. No. 10, a similar glass tube (12035) weighing 158 grains,

containing distilled water— also a small air bubble. In water

this was attracted, shewing that the glass is magnetic as to water—

with the outer stop up, the reverse torsion required was i8°*5 R,

and with the inner stop up it was 19° R, the mean being i8°’75 R*

In No. 10 was repelled with a direct torsion force rising up
thus— 134°— 135°— i36°*5 D.
12696. After these experiments, put one lead weight on each end

of the beam as at the beginning (12690), and with the Index at 0°

left it to settle— then observed the places, which in succession
6-41 6-15 6*47 63

were 8*82 4*0 8*3 4*65 7*95, etc.; which

is so little removed from place 6 that there is no correction

needful.

12697. After putting the iron at the poles and putting out the gas

light, left the beam suspended with these weights on until Saturday.

Considering the results with the compound systems Nos. 10,

13, 14, 15, they are generally as follows:

No. 10 and glass /in Air i36'^*5 repulsion/ as a whole, 12*07

(12695) \ „ Water 18*75 attraction/ above water

No. 13 Oxygen and glass /in Air 21° repulsion 1 as a whole, 83*73

(12692) \ „ Water io8°*i attraction / above water

13-2
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No. 14 Oxygen and glass /in Air i9°*8 repulsion'! as a whole, 84*5

(12693) Water 108° attraction/ above water

No. 15 Vacuum and glass /in Air 39°‘8 repulsion) as a whole, 7f93

(12694) / „ Water 102° attraction/ above water

12698. These results shew very clearly that water is diamagnetic

in relation to a vacuum, and also that oxygen is magnetic in

relation to the same zero, i.e. a vacuum, but they do not shew
the proportion, because the constant but unknown place of the

glass and its power therefore is present in all the cases. The glass

is attracted in water, and therefore above water, and this will

tend to throw up or down the places of oxygen and a vacuum.

The results in water may be corrected for the glass by No. 10

results, thus:

loS""*! -i 8°*75 gives 89°*35 as the attraction of Oxygen No. 13 in water
108° -i 8°*75 „ 89°*25

,, „ Oxygen No. 14 in water
102° -i 8°75 >5

83^-25 „ „ Vacuum No. 15 in water

of course

i8°*75-i 8°-75 „ 0° „ „ Water No. 10 in water

but I want as yet the same correction for the results in Air,

12699. Air and water must both be inclosed in the same vessel

to give the relation of the vessel to air and to water, i.e. to get

its place in the Air 100 water scale—but after that there is no need

to weigh the vessel and its contents both in air and water, and

labour is only multiplied thereby, for the effect of the vessel is

of no consequence provided it be constant and not too large.

The differences give the relative places of the substances, and then

making that between air and water loo"^ and the rest in propor-

tion, the point is gained. Then may weigh either in air or in water,

but there is no need of both. Heavy vessels are only wanted to

sink into baths for temperature experiment.

9TH OCTR. 1852.

12700. Found the beam this morning as I left it (12696)— its

place in the telescope 6. Then walked round it— this made it

6-15

vibrate a little, and its place rose to 6*15 (i.e.—6*3 6 ).

Lighted the gas burner (12684), and the place immediately began

to creep up gradually to 6*4 6*5 6-6 6*8 7*5,

and after an hour it was standing steady at 7*3. Brushed out the
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box, put on the weights which had been removed for that purpose,

and finally made Zero 0°, and the telescope place 6.

12701. Returned to Object No. 13 (12035) or oxygen tube

(12692) employed on the 7th instant. In air, its place was l8°*2

(before it was 21° (12691) but the distances, etc. have been
affected since then; strictly the observations made at the same
time only can be compared together).

12702. The tube was opened by the smallest aperture at the lower

end, put underneath an air pump jar, exhausted-filled with air-

exhausted, and filled four times in succession, so as to remove the

oxygen atmosphere and replace it by one of Air. Then on the

beam it gave a torsion direct of 3i°*6.

12703. After this, it was put into distilled water, and being again

placed under the air pump jar, was filled with the water—the
very smallest bubble of air only being left in it, and now on the

beam the torsion force was i29°*5D. So here three

equal (Oxygen give i8°‘2D]

vols. -Air „ 3i°-6Dy
of (Water „ i29°*5Dj

or water

made 0®

whichmade
f
1

1

3°7R
centigrade -1 100° R
scale is

|

0°

vacuum
96^*575?

If we assume that the nitrogen of the air is as a vacuum, this

would give 3°‘425 as due to the oxygen in it, and place the

vacuum at 96°*
5 75 R, at the present common temperature of

57® F. The former vacuum result (12694, 7) would give a different

place, namely 91*6, but the vessel is not then the same.

12704. To obtain a rough result as to the effect of temperature

on things surrounded by air, I put the tube filled with water

into a tube of distilled water and raised the temperature to

130° F- being taken out, wiped quickly with damp paper to

avoid electricity and placed on the beam, the direct torsion was
clearly too much, for the place was 5-6*2, etc. Made the torsion

i2i°*4—and then down to 121°—even when lowered to i20°D,
that was not too little, though the tube must have been cooling

all the time of observation. Its place was steadier than I expected

it to be, but it must be remembered that it cooled not by evapora-

tion but only by contact of the air, and therefore far slower than

the little tube in which it had been heated.

12705. Being left, with the torsion of i20°D on, the place

gradually changed, becoming in succession from 6-6*1—6*12-
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6*15, etc. etc. Whilst I went to dinner, I supported the beam
on the fork, and after 35 minutes, returning and letting it down,

6*7 6*67 6 ‘6^

I found the place was 7*5 5*9 7*45 5*94— or 6*7 very

nearly. Now put on torsion to make it place 6, and it required

I32°*5. This is more than the first torsion of 129°*
5 (12703) in

water at common temperature by 3°. A part of this may be due

to a change in the Zero place by keeping the torsion so long upon
the wire. Still, there is a difference of 10° torsion nearly between

the cold and the warm water, and this must be due either to a

change in the diamagnetic condition of the warmed glass and

water— or to a change in the paramagnetic condition of the oxygen

in the air surrounding the object and warmed by it. The cold body

is the most diamagnetic.

12706. Now put the tube and its water contents into ice and

water perfectly clean and pure, until its temperature was reduced

to 32°, and then wiped and put on the beam as quickly as might

be and observed: the required torsion was now 126®, or less than

above at common temperature, as if the cold body was less

diamagnetic instead of more so (12705), or as if there were a

maximum diamagnetic state at or near common temperatures—

but that is not very likely, and the results are probably complica-

tions. As the cold object became warmer, it went out to place

6*3, shewing distinctly that the warmer body wanted more torsion

force than the cold one, i.e. that the cold body was less diamagnetic

than the body at common temperatures.

12707. These experiments were in Air. Now if it be supposed

for a moment that the air, warmed or cooled by the body,

remains round it like an associated medium, then one has to

consider what ought to occur. In the warm case for instance

(12704) and supposing that the body itself, like Nitrogen or

Carb. Acid, undergoes no change, then it ought to seem less

diamagnetic (as it did), because the air immediately around it

would in its warmed oxygen have lost paramagnetic force, and

so the body and its medium would be nearer to each other. But

on the other hand, as the investing warm air becomes less para-

magnetic, it will tend to go outwards and so carry out the object

with it. I suppose that the object would tend to go in through

the warm air, and the warm air out by or around the object.
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But the fact is, the warm air continually goes off above and will

there expend a large amount of its outward force. Is the inward

force or diminished (apparently) diamagnetic condition of the

object the equivalent of the force so disposed of.^ Or is it really

in a less diamagnetic state ?

12708. As regards the cold case (12706), the points would be

inverted in all things except that the current of air passing away
would be more paramagnetic than the surrounding air, and would
dispose of a certain amount of inwd. force, and then the cold body
might shew the compensation by tending to go as much outwards.

This does not accord with the facts, for the cold body went inwds.

(12706); but I want more and more distinct results, and only

reason thus to preserve under the disadvantage of a sadly failing

memory, the ideas that I may want to reconsider hereafter. The
facts as far as they go are I believe good.

12709. I tried to obtain some results in warm and cold water thus:

I put the experimental cell into a double Jacket of dry flannel;

I put a thin glass tube into a double jacket of flannel and that into

the experimental cell, so as to stop currents as much as possible,

put pure water and pure ice into the cell so as to cool it and its

contents to 32° or nearly; also put No. 13 tube containing its

water into a glass tube with pure water and ice to cool it, and then

put it into the inner cell. There was not room at the present

distance of o, so I was obliged to dismiss the inner tube and

use the simple experimental cell. The tube and its contents were

attracted, being paramagnetic to water. When at place 1*4 in

the telescope, it required 90° reverse torsion to separate it and

send it out. When the temperature of the cell water was 45°,

the telescope place 6 and the torsion 0°, the object went in. Even

when the torsion reverse was 10° and place 6, still it went in, so

that this cold object^ the Glass^ was paramagnetic in water.

12710. Then I arranged the cell in like manner with the same

object and hot water, i.e. at 130° F. The object went out as if

diamagnetic, and in fact required 82° direct torsion to keep it

at place 6. When at temperature 103° F it required 65° direct

torsion. As the temperature fell, the necessary torsion diminished

and, being once at 41°, even that at one moment seemed too much—
and yet being left, the telescope place gradually went out to
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y g and even 8*4, as if 41° torsion was too little— after

a little while the place seemed to be 8. But Ifear much the effect

of currents in the water, cooling as it is at the large surface and

so having much motion in it by change of place. When the

temperature was 80° F, the torsion seemed to be 32° direct with

place 6. Still I fear the currents and the effects at 41° torsion

are inconsistent.

1271 1. Now took distilled water at common temperature, 58° F.,

in the cell, with the object at the same temperature, and found

that it was attracted. With the inner stop up and place 6, the

reverse torsion required came out as 14°, and with the outer

stop up it came out as 15°. So the glass is paramagnetic in water

at common temperatures with a force of 14°*
5 at 58° F. Whether

it becomes less so or diamagnetic by elevation of temperature is

uncertain. The water experiments cannot be trusted (127 10, etc.).

The experiments in air (12705) favour the notion that it does.

12712. Hot water is very inconvenient in the balance box,

sending up steam which obscures the reflector and the windows,

and which also may condense on the magnet. I oiled the magnet

in the box well to-day after the above experiments.

12713. Object No. 7, solid glass (12035), which stands at about

II below water on the centigrade scale by former experiments,

and which now in distilled water at about 60° F was distinctly

diamagnetic and went out, being made ice cold in ice and water,

was then put quickly and quietly into the same water at 60°

just used, to see if any effect would result from its comparitive

low temperature at the moment. It was still diamagnetic and, as

far as I could tell, about as before. Then put on direct torsion

and found that with 9° it went up to the inner stop, at place 4*6,

and just rested there—was so to say quite loose. Then made the

object hot in water nearly boiling and again hung it in place in

the cell water at 60°, and very successfully and quietly, but the

torsion effect was just as before. I saw no trace of the effect of

temperature in such experiments as these and therefore still fear

the influence of currents in the former results.

12714. After all this working, I find myself greatly limited by
the force of currents in fluids, and do not think I can use baths

of liquids, except at common temperatures, i.e. in atmospheres
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at the same temperatures as the baths. But some things I may
do with the balance. I. I may try several gases and fluids in

a thin glass vessel at the same distance, as o-6, including air and

water as standard references. 11 . I may compare certain selected

things at different distances and with different powers at one

common temperature. III. Perhaps I may be able to compare

oxygen at common and low temperatures by the use of a carefully

constructed cold air bath with a small aperture above for the sup-

porting filament.
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12715. Balance box brushed out yesterday-beam has been con-

tinually on the wire with a lead loop and a lead ring on it, and the

adjustments are now to Zero at 0° on the scale with telescope

place at 6. The temperature to-day of the place and objects is

57° F.-distance 0*5.

12716. Have constructed a new vessel (12768), i.e. a glass bulb

drawn out above and below as represented, and bent carefully

at the hook so as to be round and well shaped there, that it may

hang justly on the hook of the beam. The glass was thin-flint

glass-and the vessel, No. I, weighed 92 grains-when filled with

water it weighed 189 gr. At first, being open at the ends, it was

full of air, and being placed on the beam, its diamagnetic force

in Air was ascertained. Then a gas, as Nitrogen, was introduced

thus: an air jar filled with it was furnished with a small flexible

tube of vulcanized caoutchouc, the lower end of the vessel was

inserted into the end of this tube c, which by its elasticity made

a tight joint round it- then the gas was by pressure driven

through it-and whilst a little pressure was still kept up, a spirit

lamp was applied at the point 4 which instantly sealed it-and

then the vessel being withdrawn from the tube, the lower aperture

c was sealed in like manner. Each end was then examined by a

lens to make sure that they were well sealed, after which the

surface of the glass was carefully [wiped] over with a damp

camels hair brush, kept for that purpose between damp cloths,

to remove any electric charge given by the hand or holding

forceps or caoutchouc tube. Then it was hung on the beam and

the torsion required for this new charge at tlie standard distance

of 0*5 ascertained. This being done -the vessel was taken down -

the extreme points nipped off- the contents blown out by air

driven in from a vessel- the points if necessary drawn out a little

by a small spirit lamp flame- the vessel filled with another gas-

sealed up and weighed as before. In this operation, the portion

of glass removed each time from the extremities was not the
lo

of a grain, and could cause no sensible difference in the results,

and the vessel was always well filled with gas at the given tempera-

ture and that well retained for the time. In this way the following
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gases were experimented with in the following order, the circum-

stances remaining the same for the whole time. Because of the

dominant influence of the vessel, the effect was always repulsion

even with oxygen, and therefore the torsion always direct.

12717. ^i>-5o°-49°7.

12718. Nitrogen-

12719. 0xygen-^^-jC-'^-4‘n.

12720. Carhonk acid gas- 57°- 5
9°-

5
8°‘8.

12721. Carhonk OA::i/e-6o‘^-58°-8.

12722. Olefiant gas- This gas was very distinctly

less than the two previous gases-if an effect had been due to any

loss oftorsion by set of the wire, it would have been in the contrary

direction, i.e. the torsion would have been apparently greater.

12723. Nitrous ojk:/^(2-59° 5-59°‘6-decidedly more than the

Olefiant gas.

12724. Nitric oATZi/e-43°-42°-42°’2-striking difference between

this and the last or Nitrous oxide: is more paramagnetic than air.

12725. Hydrogen-^%''-^-^(f

.

12726. Sulphuretted hydrogen- very good specimen of

the gas.

12727. Ammonia gzs-6o°,

12728. Nitrous acid vapour-
5
9°- 57°* 5. This atmosphere was

sent through by attaching the vessel to a little tube containing

condensed Nitrous acid vapour (from Nitrate of lead) -at the

common temperature there was a little deposition of liquid in

the bottom of the vessel but not much. At the common tempera-

ture, the vapour in the vessel could not have the full pressure of

one atmosphere, but was not far off.

12729. IFater, distilled-when full the vessel weighed 189 grains.

3i8°-5-3i8°-which minus 07 (i273i)=3i7°’3.

12730. Steam vacuum 58°- 58°'8, which minus 07 (12730 == 5^°** •

A little water was left in the vessel after this vacuum was made,

and though below, must in some degree have increased the dia-

magnetic force of the whole. The vessel was opened afterwds.

and the vacuum found to be a very good one- perfect in that

respect. The result makes it necessary to see whether such a gas

as nitrogen is not a little more diamagnetic than its vacuum- or

whether a water vacuum and a nitrogen vacuum are the same.
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12731. Now placed the same charge on the beam as at first

(1271 5) and adjusted the index until telescope place was at 6.

Then the index was at 0^*7D, i.e. the wire had given way by set

so much, and I doubt not by the high torsion needed for the

water (12729), so I have made this correction for its result and

the vacuum result following it.

12732. Broke the hook of die last vessel No. I (12716, 68). Took
a like new one^ No. II, made of the same glass tube, and began a

fresh series of experiments—the distance 0*5— the temperature

58° F— the Zero o°*7D. In the results recorded below, account

is taken of this quantity. No. II weighed 88*5 gr. filled with air,

and 176 grains filled with water.

12733. ^zV-42°-44°-44°*2-43°*5-

12734. Sulphurous acid gas— —

12735. Muriatic 53°*5 — 56°— 55^^— 54°*3.

12736. Chlorine— 5
3°— 54°— 5

4°*2— 5
3°* 5

.

12737. (:jKa/z^>^^/z-6i°-56°-55°-55°-2-54°*5*

12738. Oxygen—

12739. Water distilled—

12740. Alcohol common^ S.G. 0*842 at 68° F— 25
5°—264°— 263°*2.

12741. Alcohol absolute^ S.G. 0*816 (12035)—240°—245°—250°—

254
°*2 .

12742. Again took the Zero place of the beam with its former

load and found it as before at o°*7D. So no further correction

required.

12743. Here of course for each series the medium and the vessel

are the same, and therefore the differences are due to the difference

of the contents. Air and water have been included in both series

in order to obtain the same natural standard, and the centigrade

scale in both. The next page^ contain[s] the results entered in

para-diamagnetic order— the first column of figures gives the

experimental results— the second column the same with water at

Zero, obtained by subtracting the numbers of a series from the

number of Water in that series— the third reduced in proportion

so as to make Air 100°, Water still being Zero— the fourth column

gives Carbonic acid and oxide as Zero, for I believe that they are

close upon what a vacuum will be as they are close upon Hydrogen
* See pars. 12744, 12745.
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and sulphuretted hydrogen-so that column shews bodies as

paramagnetic and diamagnetic, a vacuum being Zero.

12744. degrees differences differences FIRST SERIES

of with water with water VESSEL I

torsion Zero 0°, Air 100°

Oxygen 4°7 312-6 116-8 20-2

Nitric oxide 42°*2 275-1 102-8

Air 49‘'’7 267-6 100 3’4

Olefiant gas 57°-2 260-1 97-2 0-6

Nitrous acid vapour 57°-5 259-8 97-1

Nitrogen 58‘^*o M9’3 96-9 °*3

Vacuum Steam 58°-i 259-2 9 (5-86 0-26

Carbonic Acid gas 58°-8 258-5 96-6 0-0

Carbonic oxide gas 58°-8 258-5 96-6 0-0

Hydrogen 59°'0 258-} 96-5 o-i

Sulphuretted hydrogen 59°’

I

op 96-5 o-i

Nitrous oxide Gas 59°*6 257-7 96-} 0-3

Ammonia 6o°'0 257-3 96-1 0-5

Water 3
i 7°-3 0-0 0-0 96-6

12745.

Oxygen 7°-3 292-9 114*1
IT!)

SECOND SERIES

Air 43°’5 256-7 lOO-O 14
VESSEL II

zero 0*0

Chlorine 53^’5 246-7 96-1 0-5

Mur. Acid Gas 54°'3 245-9 95-8 0-8

Cyanogen 54"5 245-7 957 0*9

Suls. Acid Gas 55°’3 244-9 95‘4 1-2

Alcohol Absolute (S.G. )
254°-2 46-0 17-9 78-7

Alcohol common (S.G.
)

263"'2 37-0 14-4 82-2

Water 300°*2 0-0 0-0 96-6

Degrees 100 between Air and Water, but Zero at Carbonic acid gas, etc.-

tliose above marked dius
,
paramagnetic; those below, diamagnetic.

Expect that true vacuum will be as C.Acid.

12746. It is evident there is an error about oxygen of the first

series, or else some peculiar effect. It ought to be about five

times Air, as containing five times its oxygen, whereas it is 3°

more. In the second series it is much nearer. The torsion is so

near Zero that the observation requires great care and perfect

absence of currents in the box. In the first series, the torsion is
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only 4°*7 and in the second 7°*3 ;
either is very low and the truth

is probably between the two.

12747. Probably Nitrogen—Nitrous oxide—Hydrogen— Sul. hy-

drogen-Ammonia— Chlorine—are all as a vacuum. Olefiant gas

and Nitrous acid vapour may be so too, for a little common air

would carry oxygen into one and the other may have oxygen

evolved by the heat necessary to send it in, and that would
account for their apparent paramagnetic state. Sulphurous acid

gas— Muriatic acid gas and cyanogen are all more diamagnetic

than I should have expected could be due to any thing left in

them.

12748. The general process is a very good one and the experi-

ments not at all difficult to make.

21 OCTR. 1852.

12749. Continued the Experiments of the 19th in like manner,

still employing vessel No. II (12732, 68) at the same distance

of 0*5. The temperature is 58° F. The beam has Zero at 0° and

place 6 in the telescope.

12750. Air~4^°,

12751.

12752. Ether^ S.G. 0*734 (i2035)-238°-237°.

12753. Sulphuret carbon—

,

All the fluids required four ring

counterpoises on the end of the beam—by shifting their places

they balanced the vessel in every case.

12754. Sulphuret carbon—saturated with sulphur—

,

12755. JVater—iS^^-^— not so heavy as the last fluid—weight of

the vessel and water is 176 grains.

12756. Ammonia solution^ S.G. 0*967— 294°*2.

12757. Nitric czac/—pure—no iron. S.G. 1*42—258°— colourless.

12758. Hydrochloric acid sol.— iron. S.G. — 3i6°*2.

12759. Saturated solution common salt. No iron— is heavier than

the last solution of hydrochloric acid— 321°— 324^*5.

12760. Sat. solution of Nitrate potassa. No iron— lighter than

the last solution—298°*7—298°*i.

12761. Sat. solution of Alum, No. i—contains a trace of iron,

not much— lighter than the last solution—299°*4— 302°.
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12762. Since beginning with these high numbers (12753), ^ ^^ve

in each case, at the end of the observation and before taking the

charge or weight off the beam, carried the torsion index back to

zero and beyond that by reverse torsion as far on as the direct

torsion had been, and then back to Zero-from whence I started

at each new observation; and this was done to compensate for

any set in the direct torsion of the wire and to start as it were

from the same condition each time. As to this set, the following

effect was observable, which I will illustrate by the alum solution.

On carrying the torsion carefully and steadily on, so as to bring

the beam into the telescopic place well and at once, 299°*4 was
found to be quite torsion power enough, but being left a few

minutes it lost place and went back from 6 in the telescope and

required then 302° to bring it up— after this it did not sensibly

lose any more in a moderate time. Now I believe this is due to

a little set in the wire, which set appears to go out by the reverse

torsion spoken of above, for it occurs again and again. I believe

it proportionate also in some degree to the amount of torsion

and also to the weight on the wire. The particles of the wire seem

as it were a little loose on each side of their quiescent state (i.e. the

wire is not perfectly elastic as glass would be), but still have not

that permanent set which would prevent their return to their

first position when the torsion is off.

12763. Saturated solution Muriate ofAmmonia. No iron— a little

heavier than the last or Alum solution- 3 14°— 317°.

12764. Sat. solution Phosphate Soda—no iron— 307°— 309°.

12765. Sat. solution Carb. Soda—no iron of course—heavier

than the phosphate—314°—plenty at first—afterwds. required

317°.

12766. Here I broke tube No. II, and so an end of the vessel and

of this series.

12767. Examined the Zero when the two ring weights were on

the beam and its place at 6; then the Zero was i°-iD, so that

the wire has received so much set. This is not of much con-

sequence in the high numbers of the solution [s] above given, but

would be in the first results with air and gases now to be given

with a new vessel, so must take account of it. I did not alter the

place of the ring scale.
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12768. Another tube, No. Ill, made of the same glass as the

former two but not quite so large. Its weight full of air was

81 grains~its weight full of water 159 grains. So-
Vessel I held 97 grains of water or 0*384 of a cubic inch.

IX „ 71-6 „ „ 0-2836 „ „
II „ 87*5 grains of water-o*346 „ „

III „ 78 grains of water—0*309 „ „
IV „ 73 » » 0-2892 „ „
V „ 1 19 » » 0-472 „ „

12769. Air in vessel No. III-42%-i°*i = 41^*3.

12770. OAry^e/i-ii°*i-i'^*i = lo°~examined the beam with the

two weights and still found Zero i®*i (12767), so all right so

far.

1277 1. Nitrogen~hy Phosphorus [illegible] and freshly made-a
little nitrous gas added, about i vol. to 60 of the Nitrogen,

produced faint red fume, shewing a little oxygen in the nitrogen-

let this all stand for a few hours and then used this as the Nitrogen

for the vessel- 50^*8- 5
i'^-i°*i = 49°*9. Had reason afterwds. to

fear that one termination had been a little open, so will try them

again in No. III.

12772. Water-270°-27i°; corrected 269‘^*9.

12773. Saturated solution of another Alum, No. 2, crystallized

-

contains also iron a trace (12761)— 270°; corrected 268°*9

(268*8)'.

12774. Sat. sol. Sulphate soda~no iron- 282°* 5 ; corrected 28l'^*4

(281*2).

12775. Sat. sol. Nitrate lead-z little iron-heavy- 278^*4- 280®* 5

;

corrected 279^*4 (279*1).

12776. Sat. sol. acetate lead—no iron—278*7—corrected; 277°*6

(277*2).

Sat. sol. Bichromate 260°— 260°*5—corrected;
2S9"-4 (259°)*

12778. Examd. the Zero-found it now i°*5D.

These cases arranged as before (12744) give the following

results: »

^ Numbers in brackets are in pencil in the MS.
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12779. degrees differences, differences THIRD SERIES

of Water W.o°, VESSEL II

torsion Zero Air 100°

Oxygen* 7°7 281*8 114*3 177

Air 43
°

246*5 100 3*4

Zero —
Ether 237° 52-5 21*3 75*3

Nitric acid sol. 258° 21*5 8*64 87*96

Water 289°-5 0*0 0*0 96*6

Ammonia sol. 2V
4°-2 47 1*9 98*5

Sulphuret carbon 297° 77 3*04 99*64

Nitre solution 298°-! 8*6 3*48 100*08

Alum sol. No. I 302° 12*5 5*07 101*67

Phos. soda sol. 309° 19*5 7*91 104*51

Sulrt. Carbon and Sulphur 315° 257 10*34 106*94

Mur. Acid sol. 3i6°-2 26*7 10*82 107*42

Mur. Amm. Sol. 317° 277 11*15 107*75

Garb, soda sol. 317° 277 11*15 107*75

Chlo. sodium sol. 324°-5 35 14*2 110*8

12780. FOURTH SERIES

Oxygen 10° 259°*9 113*7
1Z2

VESSEL in

Air 4 i °-3 228*6 100
.
3:4

Nitrogen 49‘9 220*0 96-23 _oj7

Zero —
Bichromate Potash sol. 259° 10*9 477 91-83

Alum. Sol. No. 2 268*8 i*i 0*48 96*12

Water 269°*9 0*0 0 96*6

Acetate lead sol. 277°*2 7.3 3*19 99*79

Nitrate lead sol. 279°* I 9*2 4-02 100*62

Sul. soda sol. 28 i
°*2 11*3 4'94 101*54

100° between Air and Water-Zero at C. Acid of former Expts.- those

underlined paramagnetic.

12781. The second series (12745) the third series (12779)

results obtained in the same vessel No. II-and the three sub-

stances oxygen, air and water are contained in both series-the

oxygen is nearly alike in both, namely 7° 3 and 7°7-the air is

nearly alike, namely 43°*
5
and 43°-but the water differs so much

there must be some error- 300°‘2 and 289°*
5
or io°7. This is

probably the reason why the oxygens appear different, and I think

on the whole the water of series third is in error. Now though

^ A note in pencil across these “third series” results reads: “Query the

water of this series and other corrections (12781).”

FDYI 14
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the vessel II is broken, yet as Sol. Alum was taken in it, and is

close to the result with water in the fourth series, but differs from

that in the third, I may by using that solution and water in vessel

III, or any other, see which of the waters in series two and three

is right
( ); then the other results will want correction

accordingly.

23 OCTR. 1852.

12782. The box was well brushed out last night. This morning

the distance was 0*5. The Zero place made 0°. The telescope

place 6- the scale, telescope, etc. being not quite in the same place

as before but giving a nearer position. The temperature was

6 i°*4 F. The vessel No. Ill was used-so that the results below

are a continuation of those in series fourth (12780), except that

the real place of the vessel is nearer the magnet when telescope

place is 6.

I2782h Air in vessel-

5

12783. Oxygen- 1 . Then unfortunately broke the loop of the

vessel. Still, lengthened the stem and made a fresh loop for tlie

purpose of procuring the expression for Water and No. i Alum

solutions as above (12781). They were:

12784. Water- 340°- 5.

12785. Alum sol. No. i-345°-345°-5.

After that I took in the same vessel Strong Sulc. Acid^ con-

taining some iron by ferro pruss. pot.-352°-348°7. When the

acid was afterwards neutralized by excess of Ammonia the iron

did not appear except as

12786. Now these numbers arranged as a series as before
( )

0
VESSEL III Water 0°

SERIES FIVE Expt. Water 0" Air 100° Space 0°

Oxygen ii°*i 329-4 1 13-7 171

Air 51° 289-5 lOO-O 3‘4

Water 340°*5 0-0 0-0 96-6

Sol. Alum No. I 345°*5 5-0 1-73 98-33

Sulc. acid, little iron 348°7 8-2 2-83 99'43

12782 is repeated in the manuscript.
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12787. The oxygen and air come out very close. The alum is

the wrong solution; it should have been No. 2 solution. No. i

alum differs from water— 12°*5 in series third, and above only

by 5°, which would go to shew that water was wrong tliere.

Alum No. I differs in the third and fifth series by 43°* 5, but then

all the fifth series ( ) are high because the object is a little

nearer. Still, none have such a great difference as the waters,

289°*5 and 340°*5, or 51°, and that again indicates that water is

probably too high tliere.

12788. A new vessel IV taken, like the former three and made
of the same glass (12768). Its weight in air when full of air was

81 grains and its weight full of water 154 grains—hence the water

is 73 grains and the capacity therefore 0*2892 of a cubic inch.

Vessel IV— distance near 0*5. Temperature 6i°*4 F.

12789. ^Z>-42°*2.

12790. a second charge of oxygen gave

the torsion as 9°— 8'^*7-8°*6 or 8°*65.

12791. exhausted of Oxygen by N.G. (i277i)-58°*4-
58°*!.

12792. /F<2t^r-305°— 306°. Come now to high torsions- the

torsion of 306° was retained very steadily.

12793. Sol. sat. Yellow ferro pruss, potash—

12794. Sat. Sol. Sulphate of copper— sf/dcs magnetic. When the

inner stop was up at place 5*3, being of course nearer than place 6,

it sustained a reverse torsion of 335° before die object went out.

This was only for a rough indication. When all the contents of

the tube were neutralized and excess ofammonia added to dissolve

the copper, a little precipitated per oxide of iron appeared.

I rather think the pure cupreous solution is paramagnetic, since

this solution was attracted so strongly in air.

12795. Began with essential oil now, but examined Zero first

and found it to be at i°D when place made 6 in the telescope—

so correct the ensuing numbers by this amount. Required 3

weights as counterpoises on the further end of the beam.

12796. Oil oflemons—

^

262°*2.

12797. Oil of lavender— a little heavier than the last—290°*4—

289°-!°= 288°.

12798. Oil of Sassafras—heavier than the last—282°-!°= 281°.

14-2
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12799. Essential oil of Almonds— than last— 272°*5-1°

=271 °*5.

12800. Camphine—li^tGr than last—not quite full in neck—
267^-271°- 270°.

12801. Cajeput oi/—heavier than last-282®*5-285°*4-284°’4.

12802. Essential oil Cloves-htdivitt than last—285°- 286°*6-

285°-6.

12803. Essential oil laurel— than last—276°’4—279°—
278°.

12804. Aniseed—heavier— 272°*3— 273°*7

.

12805. Orcz/z^^j-lighter-287°*4-284°*5—283°*5.

12806. heavy— 264^*5 —266°—265°.

12807. ^Aa/Tzo/TzzZe— light—265°*2—268°*6—267°*6.

12808. Spike heavier—289°—288°.

12809. Jessamine— 2^2
°

‘

6—2^2°

*

6 ,

12810. Carraw/cr)^- 265°*6— 264°*6.

12811. Cuhehs

-

lighter-294*8-293°*8.

12812. Copaiba

—

thick— 300*3—299°*3

.

12813. Volatile Mineral Naphta from . S.G. *715 —
light compared to the oils above—264°*4-263°*4.

12814. Coal gas Naphtha-heavier-268°*5-269°*5-268°*5.

12815. Rectified oil gas liquor—same weight as the last or coal

gas naphtha—257°—256®—255°.

12816. Olive oil fixed— 273°*5—278°—277°.

Examined the Zero-it is still at i°D.

12817. When a fluid had been employed, i.e. amongst these

oil[s]— then the contents were drawn out under the air pump
receiver. Next by heat and cooling a little absolute alcohol was

introduced-warming and cooling this, the vessel was half or

two thirds filled with the alcohol— this well shaken and then

driven out and then again the vessel filled |rds with fresh alcohol,

well washed with it, then this driven out and the vessel being

full of vapour of alcohol at the boiling point, was dipped into

the fluid next to be used, and so on the condensation of the vapour

the fluid entered. In this way not only was the bulb perfectly

filled, but more than an inch of the stem above and all the stem

below. The process was a very good one—a little absolute alcohol

was of course present in each case.
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12818. These results are arranged in the next page* as on former

occasions. The nitrogen seems the most out- there may be a little

excess of N.Gas in it, or some nitrous vapour (12771), but that

is not enough to account for the difference. It comes out 2
°'
6^

below zero on the centigrade scale.

12819. Has the varying temperature of oxygen and the air any-

thing to do with these irregularities.^

12820, Vacuum sixth series

Expt. Water Water 0 C.A.Gas VESSEL iv (12788)
0° Air 100° 0°

Sat. sol. Sul. copper paramagnetic

Oxygen 8°‘65 29735 1127 16-1

Oxygen 8°7 2973 112-7 16-1

Air 42°-2 263-8 100 3-4

Zero supposed

Nitrogen 58°-! 2479 93-97 2*63

Rectified oil gas liquid 51 19*33 76*67

Ess. oil lemons 262°-2 43-8 16-6 80

Vol. Mineral Naphtha 263^*4 42-6 16-14 80-46

Ess. oil carraway 264°‘6 41-4 157 80-9

„ cinnamon 265° 41 15-54 8 1 *06

Coal gas Naphtha 268°*5 37*5 I4'21 81-79

Ess. oil chamomile 267^-6 38-4 14-56 82-04

Camphine 270° 36 13-64 82-96

Ess. oil Almonds 27 i °-5 W 13-07 83-!}

Olive oil fixed 277° 29 11 85'ISo

Ess. oil laurel 278° 28 10*61 85-99

„ aniseed 273°7 32 12*14 84*46

„ Sassafras 281^ 25 9’47 87-13

„ Jessamine 282°*6 23-4 8-87 87-73

„ oranges 283°7 22-5 8-53 88-07

„ cajeput 284°4 21-6 8*18 88*42

„ cloves 285°-6 20-4 7.73 88*87

„ lavender 288° 18 6-82 89*78

„ spike lavender 288° 18 6*82 89*78

„ cubebs 293°-8 12-2 4*62 91*98

„ copaiba 299°*3 6-7 2*54 94*06

Water 306° 0 0 96*6

Sat. sol. yellow ferro pruss. pot. 5*5 2*08 98*68

27 OCTR. 1852.

12821. Worked. The box was brushed out last night and the

beam left suspended as usual now, with the two weights upon it.

^
I.e. par. 12820.
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The irons also at the poles to make a good keeper. The tempera-

ture this morning is 55° F.

12822. After lighting the gas, the Zero seemed to change, and

it was full two hours before I had things steady. Putting away
the stops seemed to make a difference, so I went over all the glass

with a damp cloth and over the beam with a damp camel hair

brush. After about 2 hours, began to work as things seemed

steady. Used vessel IV. Distance same as has been used con-

stantly lately, i.e. 0*5. Temperature 57"^ F. Zero is at o-6 R. So

o°'6 has to be added to the observed quantities.

12823. ^^V-44°+o°6-=44° 6.

12824. Oxygen—ivt^ made—4°—corrected is 4°*6. On the last

occasion it was 8^*7 in this same vessel. This may be due to the

better quality of this oxygen than of that then used. I warmed
the tube in my hand and then observed it, but it was still at 4°.

12825. Nitrogen- made by plenty of phosphorus—when
tested by a little N.Gas, it gave an exceedingly faint orange tint;

the results were 52°*3— 52^*4=53®.

12826. Nitrogen, Some of the above gas had a little nitrous gas

added to it, about and then left for some time, an hour or

more, over water. This Nitrogen gave 52°— 52°*3==52°*9. So
very like the last.

12827. Carbonic acid fresh and good—by N.Gas gave no
signs ofoxygen. 5

5*^- 54'^‘7=
5 ’f-y It is clearly more diamagnetic

than Nitrogen.

12828. again 44°— 43‘^-7= 44°-3. So that torsion cannot have

been changed much during these experiments. After this, pro-

ceeded to experiments requiring high torsion. Both in these and

those just made, after completing an observation and whilst the

object was suspended by the wire, the torsion index was carried

back to Zero and then as far on reverse as it had been before direct,

held for a second or two and then restored to Zero. After which

the fork took up the beam and all was ready for a succeeding

experiment.

12829. Water- 3 1 8°- 3 19°- 320°*
5 = 32 1 I

.

12830. Ammoniacal sol. of copper—hedivy compared to water.

Magnetic. When the inner and outer stops were up and adjusted

so that the space between them was equal to 0*3 in the telescope
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scale, and the place 6 in the middle of that interval, it was more
easy to determine the torsion which corresponded to the medium
place or 6, than when the stops were used separately. I found
this to be 240° R by the one observation. When using the stops

separately, the inner gave 195° R and the outer 278° R, which

are very far apart and startled me, but the mean of the two is

236°’5 R, which is exceedingly near to 240° R. Still, die observa-

tion by the two stops is easier and shorter than separate observa-

tions by each stop.

12831. The preparation was intended to throw out iron and was
made thus. A strong sol. of ammonia had crystals of sul. copper

put into it which at first dissolved; but as the ammonia disappeared

and the liquid became scentless, the solution became turbid and

dull. Then ammoniacal gas was thrown in until all became clear

and being a little warm, it was filtered, leaving iron on the filter,

and the clear solution was left to cool; it deposited an abundant

crop of fine deep blue crystals, and the clear mother liquor or

saturated solution is that employed above. I have no doubt that

copper is a magnetic body since this preparation of it is magnetic.

12832. Sat. Sol. Alum No, i (i276i)-3i7°’3-3i6°*5= 3I7°’I.

12833. Sat. Sol. Alum No. 2 (12773)- 33 1^-329®* 5== 330°- 1.

12834. Poppy oz7- 29 i
°— 297°’5 = 298°-i.

12835. Linseed 287°— 289°^289°*6.

12836. Cod liver of/— 281°* 5
— 284°*

5
= 285°*

I.

12837. Elaine from hogs’ lard- -293°* 5 -296°^ 296°*6 (12874).

12838. Sperm of/— 295°*4— 296 °.

12839. Almond oil^ fixed— 287° -291°= 29

1

°*6 .

12840. Castor oil— '6 ,

12841. Resin of/— 295°--295°-6.

At the close of the day the Vessel IV was left with alcohol

in it.

12842. The beam with its two weights on it and the Zero at

0*6 R was left to settle and gave places-7*65-7*o8-or 7*37 as

the mean— so it has altered about 1*37, or nearly half a degree,

which would bring the Zero very nearly to 0°. Left it so, putting

no irons about the poles ; but extinguishing the gas light, allowed

it to take up such change as might come on during the night.

Now 5 P.M.
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DISTANCE 0*5
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12843. above results arranged- Vessel IV-distance 0*5.

Temperature 57°.

Exp. Air to C.A.Gas Nitrogen

results water =100 zero zero

Amm. Sul. copper 240° rev. 867 rev. io6*7 105*84

Oxygen 4°*6 1-66 i 8*34 1748

Air 44°-6 i6*i 3*9 3*04

Air 44°-3 1 6*0 4*0 3*14

Nitrogen 52°-9 19*12 0*88 0*02

Zero —
Nitrogen 53"-o 19*16 0*84 0*02

Garb, acid gas 55°-3 20*0 0*00 0*86

Cod liver oil 285°-

1

103 83 83*86

Linseed oil 289°-6 104*7 84*7 85*56

Almond oil 29i°-6 105*4 85*4 85*26

Resin oil 295°*6 106*8 86*8 87*66

Sperm oil 296° 107 87 8786

Elaine (hog’s lard) 296°*6 107*2 872 88*o6

Poppy oil 298°-! 107*7 877 88*56

Castor oil 299°-6 108*3 88*3 89*16

Sol. Alum No. I 114*6 94*6 95-46

Water 32i°.i I16 96

Sol. Alum No. 2. 330°*i 119*3 99*3 100*16

12844. reference to these results, I think the Nitrogen results

are very good and yet that the Carbonic acid gas is really dia-

magnetic to it. In which case, both cannot be at Zero. The results

as regards the relation of oxygen and air is evident by the table.

With Carbonic acid gas as Zero-five times air gives more than

oxygen, making oxygen more than five times as magnetic as air,

which is not likely, and therefore I think C.A.Gas will prove

to be diamagnetic to a vacuum. Taking nitrogen as zero, then

the fourth column of figures gives five times air as less than oxygen,

which would either seem to shew that the nitrogen contained

some oxygen-and yet the results with both nitrogens agree

(12825, 6)-or that nitrogen is a little paramagnetic compared to

a vacuum. Air should be 3*49 to be one fifth of the oxygen, and

that would have required an experimental result of 43°* i instd.

of 44°-3 or 44°*6 (12823, 8). Still, if an error of experiment, it

is not great-and a few averages will nearly remove it.

12845. The result with the copper is a very striking and good one.

12846. The mode of observing between the two stops is a very

good one for cases of attraction.
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12847. The arrangement (12843, is like the former except

that the former 2nd and 3rd column is replaced by one column
having the intervals reduced to the centigrade scale of air and

water, and then the third column is constructed from that by
addition or subtraction.

28 OCTR. 1852.

12848. The beam was left last night with the two weights on and

suspended; the torsion index at 0*6 R and the place then 7*37

(12842) ;
no extra iron about the poles. This morning the tempera-

ture was 57° F., and at 50' the place was 13 or a little more,

being 5*7 on the scale more out than when left last night. Then
lighted the gas burner and in an hour, i.e. 8*^ 50', the place had

gone back to 8*2— at 9^ 50', its place was 7, or 7*1, and at 10^ 40'

the place was still 7*1 or 7. So that gas light from 7^ 50' to 9^ 50',

or for 2 hours or less, had made the beam go from higher to

lower numbers to the extent of 6 inches on telescope scale, 5*3 of

which were in the first hour.

12849. Leaving the gas burning and other things the same, I then

put the extra iron about the poles as usual, and i\ hours after

or at 15' P.M., found the beam steady at place 8; as if the extra

iron had allowed the beam to go out about i telescopic inch.

12850. Now put out the gas at 20'—and then the follng.

changes happened— at 2^ 10' or in 50 minutes, the place was

8*6, having increased—at 5^ 20' or in 4 hours it was at 7— at 9^ or

after 8 hours from the extinction it was still at 7.

29 OCTR, 1852.

12851. Having been left all night, it was this morning at 7^ 45'

at place 6*25. Lighted the gas burner at this hour, and then at

7^^ 55' the place was 7*7, and it was moving unsteadily as if the

expanding or warping wood did not give way readily. In five

minutes more or at 8 o’clk., the place was 8-3 -also at 8^ 45', the

place was 8*3 -and at 9^ 25' the place was still 8-3, so that it seems

now steady under the circumstances of the gas light, etc. At this

hour or 9^ 25', I took off the extra iron, which of course shook

the box somewhat, and then left it until 10 o'clk., when place
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was 8—at 10^ 30' place was 7*6. Considered the beam and wire

steady and concluded these observations:

At theend of a day’s work (12842) the placewas 7.37
After a night of 1 5 hours, no extra irons or gas 13 gone out during the

night.

Then gas for two hours-no iron 7*1 Gas light rapidly took

end in.

Then irons away and gas still on for hours 8 Extra iron on-end

goes out.

Then putting out gas light- eight hours after 7 \
light extinguished

-

A night of io| hours more in same state 6-25 / end goes in.

Then gas for an hour (2 hours did no more) 8*3 Gas light-end goes

out.

Then Extra irons off and i hour after, steady at 7*6 Extra iron off, end in.

12852. Perhaps the first great effect in the mrng. is due to change

in the temperature of the place. Requires a couple of hours of

gas light, etc. to get the beam right.

57

12853. Made the Zero 0° and then the place was 6*6-4* 8 -etc.

etc.— or 5*7. Now o°*i at the index is equal to 0*3 in the telescope

place— so that Zero is really at o°*i R torsion when telescope

place is 6, and it is essential that the telescope place should not

change or be changed.

12854. Proceeded to observe, using a new vessel. I have made
several, larger than the former, of one piece of thin glass tube,

and four of these I have prepared and sealed up as Vacua by means

of the air pump. They are numbered V, VI, VII and VIII, and

their weights empty are

V . . 106 grains— full of water 225 gr. water

= 119, and capacity is 0*472 c:i:

VI . . ii8*5 gr. full of water

=

VII . . 115*5 gr. of water

=

VIII . . 121*5 gr. of water

=

12855. The following series is with

Vessel V— distance 0*5—Temperature 57° F. Zero torsion o°*i R.

12856. Air 169°— 170°+ o°*i = 170°*!. On breaking

open the end the sound of the entering air was [as] if a good
vacuum had existed.

12857. ^iV-i5i°-i5o°*8= i50°*9.
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12858. 8 i °*5 —

8

i°'7=8 i °*8.

12859. Carb, Acid gas- On adding some
Nitrous gas to the Carbonic acid gas in the jar, no tint as of

oxygen appeared—no oxygen here.

12860. Nitrogen— made by plenty of burning phosphorus
and then left over water 2 hours about-i65°*5= 165-6. The
addition of a little Nitrous gas shewed oxygen in the gas left in

the jars. So when the yellow tint was washed out— tried the

remaining Nitrogen; now it was 167°— 166°-6 = i66°-7-so
higher than before. A little more nitric oxide gas again shewed
orange fumes—washed these out and then tried the nitrogen left,

which was 165°— 167°= 167-1. This is more diamagnetic than the

former two—added a little more N.Gas, which shewed faint red

fume. After tliis was washed out, the remaining nitrogen gave
167^-2— 167°-! = 167^-2. This last gas contained a little excess

of N. Gas and was faintly reddened by the addition of a little air.

It must have been very close upon pure Nitrogen—the force of

which therefore may be taken as 167°- 2 experimentally.

12861. Nitrogen is clearly less diamagnetic than Carbonic acid

Gas and stands above it in my order. It is less diamagnetic than

the Vacuum in the prop, of iC'f'Z to 170^-1, as if it were really

above the Vacuum in the order and paramagnetic in itself. Must
correct or confirm these results when working with a C.A. Gas
vacuum or a hydrogen vacuum.

12862. 637°, i.e. one revolution+ 277°. The vessel filled

with water weighed 225 grains—hence its capacity is 0-472 of c:i:

With 2 weights on the beam, I gave the reverse torsion of 637°

and then, placing the index at Zero, left the beam to take its place.

6*35 625

This was successively 7-5 — 5-2—7-3— or 6-25; so it is nearly as

it was at first, i.e. at o°-iD now, being before at o°-iR. The
reversion has taken out any set it might have at the moment of

observation, which probably was not more than 2° or 3° at the

utmost.

12863. Now left this series with vessel V, which gives numbers

with water and like bodies too high at this distance, and returned

to vessel IV. So

Vessel distance o- 5
— Temperature 5

8° F. Zero oftorsion o°- 1 D.

12864. JVater-}2f=S2S°’g,
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12865. Alum solution^o, i (12761, 832)-330°*5—332°= 33i°’9.

12866. Alum solution No. 2 (12773, 833)— 329°-4— 331°= 330°*9.

These three were taken with great care and the results shew how
near they are together. Many of the discrepancies of former

results are due, I think, to my having gone to work too soon after

lighting the gas—and carelessness about the doors and cold

draughts of air.

12867. I have a colourless solution ofoxide ofcopper in ammonia,
made by adding excess of ammonia to solution of proto muriate

and then introducing bright copper wire and leaving the whole

for some months. It is perfectly clear and when opened smells

strongly of ammonia, but there is protoxide at the bottom so

that it is saturated. This solution gave the following results:

12868. Prot. amm. sol. 326^*5 — 326°*!= 326°. Then put

the clear solution into a bottle large and with plenty of air and

agitated it well. It became a deep blue but deposited nothing,

all the copper remaining dissolved. This solution

12869. or blue amm. sol. copper— 7.%'^

—

284°*9. So the

substance has become less diamagnetic by the oxidation of the

copper (12895).

12870. Sol. ofManganate ofPotassa—very clear and old and of

a fine deep red colour— 335*^= 334°*9-

12871. Ammonio sul. ofNickel. A solution of ammonia same as

before (12831) had crystals of Sul. Nickel added and dissolved

until a little deposit, grey, was produced, and was then filtered.

Its strength I do not know. It was attracted in the vessel IV, and

with stops up on each side of place 6 (12830, 46) with a force

above 3 revolutions or 1080°. Stopped the experiment.

12872. Strong pure Sulc. Acid, i.e. without iron— 353°= 352°-9.

12873 . Fluid chloride ofArsenic— dry., not hydrated—402°= 40 1 9
—is high as a fluid diamagnetic body.

12874. Hard stearine from hogs lard (12837), whilst in the fluid

state and at the temperature of 98° F. or 100° F.—its torsion force

was 279°== 278°*9. Being left for an hour at the magnet, whilst

the beam was on the fork and the torsion off the wire (during

tea time), it was afterwds. when cold and solid at 300°‘6= 300°*5.

So there is a serious difference here; is it due to the difference of

solid and fluid, or to difference of temperature between 98° and
58° F. The stearine has contracted in cooling and has cracked
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within and has also in places separated from contact with the glass,

so that probably a little air has entered as the bottom aperture

is not closed-but that ought to make it less diamagnetic, not

more so. If the spaces were vacua also, still the whole ought to

be less diamagnetic. It would be curious if the same weight of

a substance, whilst it became less in bulk, should become more
diamagnetic in force. The difference is more probably due to the

two states of solid and fluid. Can it have had a structure given

to it at the Magnet ?

12875. Here the neck of the vessel broke and thus it came to a

termination. Temperature is now 58° F.

12876. With 2 weights on the beam and the index at 0°, the
5*35 5*3 5*45

places were after a time at 7*1— 3*6—7— 3*9. So the Zero is now
about o°*2R (12853). Then put the extra iron at the poles, and

left the beam as it was all night.

See over for the tabulated results^.

12877. Series Eight- dist, 0*5—Temp. 57° F.—Vessel V— capacity

0*472 c. i.

Oxygen

Exp.

results

W. and Air,

centigrade

16*82

Vacuum
Zero
18*17

Air i 5o°*9 31*04 3*95

Nitrogen i67”-2 34*39 0*60

Air vacuum 1 70°* I 34*99 0*00

Garb. Acid Gas i 7o‘^‘3 35*03 0*04

Water 637°*o 131*04 96-05

12878. Series nm^-distance o*5-Temp. 58° F.- Vessel IV-ca-
pacity 0*2892 of cubic inch.

Amm. sol. Nickel— paramagnetic

Prot. Amm. Copper 326° attr. 114*6 att. 134*23

Per Amm. Copper 284°*9 attr. 100*2 att. 119*83

Air from (12843) 44°*6 15*68 3*95

Air vacuum deduced 19*63 0*0

Stearine fluid 278°*9 98*1 78*47

Stearine solid 300°*5 105*6 85*97

Water 328°*9 115*68 96*05

Alum Sol. No. I 33 i°*9 116*7 97*07

Alum Sol. No. 2 33o°*9 116*4 96*77

Per Manganate potassa 334°*9 117*8 98*17

Pure Sulc. acid 352°*9 124*1 104*47

Chloride Arsenic 40 i ®*9 141*36 121*73
1

I.e. par. 12877.
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12879. The results with vessel V (12877), which is large, were

carefully obtnd. and are very good, and I think the gases will

stand as placed. Perhaps Nitrogen is paramagnetic by a little

oxygen or N.Gas present—and perhaps of itself. If it were and

at 0*3, it would then give the oxygen five times the oxygen in

air. C.A.Gas was clearly more diamagnetic than the nitrogen

in the expts.

12880. The results of the ninth series shew clearly the para-

magnetic character of the copper compounds and that the prot-

oxide is more so than the peroxide. The difference between solid

and fluid stearine from hogs’ lard is also striking—and the high

diamagnetic character of Sulphuric acid and the chloride of Arsenic

is also very interesting.

30 OCTR. 1852. GREAT LOGEMAN MAGNET.

12881. Found the beam this morng. at place 2*7-on Thursday

morning (12848) it was found at 13-or quite the other side of 6.

To-day the gas was lighted at 7^ 50', and immediately the place

in the telescope increased and both gradually and steadily— in

7 minutes it had become 5*3— oscillated a little to 5*1 and then

went on, so that at 8 o’clk. it was 5*7—and then swung back to

5*3 or 5*4 very slowly. At 9^ 10' it was steady and its place 5*6,

being very little removed from the normal position and state of

torsion.

12882. I now took off the extra irons from the poles, leaving

every thing else unchanged. Returning at ii h. 35', or 2 hours

25 minutes after, the place was steady and at 5*4, so that taking off

the irons seemed to take the object in 0*2, but the change is very

small. Put the Index back to o°2R on the scale, making that the

Zero of torsion with place 6 in telescope.

12883. Worked with a new vessel, being one of the I, II, III,

IV series (12768) and of the same tube— will call it No. IX— its

weight full of air is 75 grains— full of water is 146*6 grains— so

the water= 71*6 grains and the capacity is 0*2836 of a cubic inch.

Vessel IX-Distance 0*5 -Zero o°*2R-Temp. 59°*2F.

12884. Water first-365°*5-368°+ o°*2=368°*2.

12885. Potassa caustic^ a strong solution made last night and
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now clear by standing—417°—414°= 4I4°*2; is a high dia-

magnetic.

12886. Water again— 370°= 370°*2.

12887. Then balanced the beam with its two weights and placing

the torsion index at 0°, left it half an hour and then found the
623 593 6-02 582 59

successive places to be 8—4*46—7*4—4*64—7*0— 4*8. So the place

is 5*8 or 5*9, and the Zero close upon o°—certainly not o°*i R.

12888. Air in the vessel— 54°*7—55°*5.

12889. Now proceeded to fusible bodies, putting the substance

into a tube of sufficient length, fusing it, immersing the bulb and

part of the upper neck of the vessel IX, both ends being open;

and when the bulb was full, sealing the upper end and with-

drawing the vessel to experiment with it. After being wiped—
brushed with the damp camel hair brush for electricity—and placed

quickly on the balance— it was observed as soon as possible,

while yet warm and partly liquid, and then left to solidify and

cool and observed again.

12890. Spermaceti— —it had begun to crystallize at the top

and bottom in the necks, the temperature being about iii°*5 F.,

as was ascertained by another experiment with the same sperma-

ceti. Its telescopic place did not change as the crystallization went

on but remained for some time the same. After a while, the beam
was taken up on the fork— the vessel left in its place close to the

magnet— the torsion on the wire of 319° undone and reversed

and the index left at Zero, and all allowed to cool. At the end

of 1 4
hours, when the temperature had sank to about 60° F., the

torsion force for place 6 was 330°, being far more than before.

When the torsion was made only 319°, the object was out between

6*1 and 6*2.

12891. Camphor. This not so good a substance as spermaceti, for

it contracts very much whilst crystallizing and crystallizes soon,

so that when first placed on the beam, some air—a bubble of this

size—was in and much camphor was solid; but it was hot, nearly

up to the fuzing point throughout, which is 380° F.

At first it was fairly 308°. As it cooled, the object went out

and soon required 323^*6 torsion for place 6—being left a little

longer, it was higher still and up to 327°. But I did not wait

much, for when the whole was solid, I think nearly a fourth
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must have been air or vacant space. Still, the effect is just as

above. Cold solid camphor must be more than 327° at distance

of 0*5.

12892. fFax-di specimen of pure bleached African wax—very
good. This was a substance easily managed- it contracted on

solidifying and cooling, but not so much as either camphor or

spermaceti. Whilst hot, but a little ofit solid, and having a tempera-

ture of 145° F., it required a torsion of 306° for place 6. Gradually

a higher torsion was required—first 321° then after different

intervals 325° 335° 340° . It remained steady

at 340°, having attained the common temperature of

12893. I off ^he object—balanced the beam with two ring

weights— did not reverse the torsion, but placed the index at 0°

to see what set might have done in any part of this experiment.
6-45

The successive extreme places were 12-0*9, and in half an hour’s

time the beam was steady at place 5*75—80 that there was very

little set indeed, for the torsion is almost as at the beginning, that

is Zero is 0°, or less than o°*iR (12887).

12894, I have left No. IX full ofwax to experiment with hereafter

in respect of the action of heat; i.e. after I have seen what happens

to oxygen and air by a cold bath.

12895. No* vessel was filled with the solution of Ammonio
Mur. copper (12868, 9) and then the liquid evaporated; it yielded

a dry salt, deliquescent, but which when dry weighed 0*9 of a

grain. So small is the proportion of copper present.

12896. In the experiments with spermaceti, camphor and wax,

the results may be due to change of state or change of tempera-

ture. Those with the spermaceti seem to shew it is not change

of state, for it did not change whilst solidifying but whilst cooling.

As to the cooling, whilst the body is warm, a current of air will

ascend from it and so lateral air go in towards it and, this being

obstructed on the magnet side, may have been more abundant

on the other or open side, and so have carried the object inwds.

;

and this would account for the effect— for the colder the body

became the more it would go out. Must ascertain the influence

of this cause by having a block on the outside of the same form

as the magnet.
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12897. The last results, adjusted in a series, give the under view:
Series X— distance 0*5—Temp. 59*2 F-—Vessel IX— its capacity
0*2836 of c:i:

W. and Air Vacuum
Exp. ~ 100 Zero

Air 55*5 17*7 3*95
Zero Vacuum deduced 21*65 0*0
Camphor hot 308° 98*1 76*45
Camphor cold 327° 104*24 82*59
Wax hot 306° 97*5 5 75*9
Wax cold 340° 108*38 86*73
Spermaceti hot 319° 101*7 80*05
Spermaceti cold 330° 105*2 83*55
Water 368°-2 117*3 95*65
Water 37o°-2 118 96*35
Potassa solution 4 i 4°*2 132 110*35

12898. ist Novr.—Monday Evng.— the beam as left (12893)
Saturday night was now at place 4*95.

12899. 2.nd Novr.—Tuesday at i p.m.— place 5*25—moving about
made it 5*0. Lighted the gas over it at 12'—immediately
altered— the place became 4 in four minutes— at 21' or in nine
minutes, was at 3*4-and at 30' the place was 3. It did not
appear likely to go beyond tliis and I did not wait for any thing
further.

12900*. Have made a wooden block to fit into the Magnetic field

angle so as to cause as much obstruction to the motion of air

on the one side as on the other (12896). The form is as in the

sketch, where M is the magnet or its poles, W the wooden block,
B the glass cylinder or bubble, and S the space around it. The
block W is as deep as the poles and is supported on a slight leaden
leg attached at L, so that the motion of the air should not be
obstructed. B, when in place 6, stands in the middle of the pris-

matic space S.

2ND NOVR. 1852.

12901. No. IX vessel, containing Wax (12894). Had the wax
melted and then was hung on the balance, all being in order.

The torsion was 287°*5 — 285° for place 6. This was at 3^ 57' and
the wax was solidifying— at 3^ 60' the place was the same. At
4*^ 10' the object had gone in and the torsion had to be reduced

*
[12900]
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to 277°* 5 -again the like effect and at 4^^ 15' had to reduce torsion

to 272°- 5. At 4*^ 52' the necessary torsion had sunk to 266°.

It did not seem to go lower but being left until after tea, i.e. for

an hour, the torsion then was the same, i.e. 266°. I then removed
the wooden blockW and still the torsion remained 266°. So that

when at the temp, of the atmosphere, the torsion is the same

whether the block is there or away.

12902. Now reheated the wax and object No. IX and put it on

the beam hot, the block W being away. The torsion for place 6

was only 243° -all the wax being fluid. On putting up the block

W, the vibrations were between 6 and 8, so that putting up the

block made the object go out. Took away the block and then the

vibrations were between 4*7 and 8, so the place was again near 6

or a little out, as at 6*3. When the block is there, the object goes

out; when the block is away, it goes in. Being without the block,

the place 6 now required 250° of torsion, or more than before— the

wax is now solid but warm. After a time the requisite torsion

was 254^ and again after a time 260° and still rising a little.

I doubt not it would have come to 266® as above but I could not

wait.

12903. So when the block is not in place, the cooling wax appears

to become more diamagnetic than it was before when hot; and

when the block is in place, the cooling wax appears to become less

diamagnetic. I do not doubt that the first effect is only apparent

and is due to the ingress of air towards the object in the angle to

supply the place of the warm ascending current. In the second

case, where the object is surrounded equably on all sides, this

effect cannot happen, and it would appear as if the wax were

less diamagnetic when cold than when hot. Before coming to a

conclusion on this point, I must ascertain what effect, and to what

extent, is produced by the warming of the oxygen of the air round

the warm body. As the air is made less paramagnetic by heat,

so the warm body and it together should be more diamagnetic

than the cold body and investing cold air, even though the body
were to remain unchanged.

12904. Put IX filled with wax away as before (12894).

12905. I opened the tube round the wire and passed the feather

brushes over it. Brushed out the box carefully. Made the distance
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0*9 and adjusted it so that it should be right for the cold bath,

Object No. I oxygen and place 6, and if needful, the stops. Then
put the Extra iron round the poles, balanced the beam light with

two weights, left it swinging— the gas burner extinguished and

the balance covered with the cloth.

12906. I have filled tube I (12768) with oxygen, and also tube V
(12854). I have dried out tube III and left it filled with air (12768).

12907. The smallest difference in distance affects the numbers
obtained for the torsion, so that only those results which are in

a series can be compared together, until they are reduced. Putting

on and off of the extra iron disturbs the Magnetic poles in position

so much that different series made at the same general distance

of 0*5 may not be put together until reduced. Water for instance

will come out differently in two or three different series all at o* 5

distance, and so will air and oxygen, but when reduced they

appear beautifully together.

15-2
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12908. A cell and cold bath have been arranged. The bath is of

thin sheet copper of the size given- the angle goes up into the

angle of the poles in the magnetic field, The cell is a thin copper

tube as high as the bath and
I
of an inch in diameter, fixed in the

angle upon die bottom of the bath within, so that it should be

near up into the angle of the magnetic field and yet that the

frigorific mixture to be used in the bath should circulate freely

round it. The large vessel therefore is a cold bath of 48 or 49

cubic inches capacity to the small air cell, and the air cell is a

cold bath to the objects hung upon the balance and immersed in

the air of the cell. The expectation is that the bodies will be cooled;

that the cold air in the cell will continue in the cell, giving an

undisturbed unchanging atmosphere, and that the cold air of the

cell and the cold object in the air may be compared with each

other magnetically. The nearest distance at which I could place

this bath gave me a distance of 0*9 for the object center or there-

abouts. The bath was invested with a jacket formed of three folds

of dry flannel.

12909. This bath was filled to within
\
of an inch of the top,

equal to 44 cubic inches, with a good mixture of salt and pounded

ice, and put into its place at the magnet, after it had been ascer-

tained that with place at 6 the Zero was at The external

temperature was 60^*5 F. Vessels Nos. I, III and V were ready to

work with (12906). No. I is filled with oxygen and has a short

hook. No. Ill has a hook a little longer and is filled with air.

No. V is a tube of larger diameter with a long hook and is filled

with oxygen.

12910. No. Ill tube (12768) filled with air and open at both ends,

being on the beam and in the cell, has room to vibrate freely on

both sides of place 6, in fact between 3 and 8. (Distance is 0*9-

telescopic place is 6-Zero of torsion is f D). At 10^ 9', with

direct torsion of 14°, its place was 6 or 6’i. At 10^ ij'-torsion

was i5°-place not quite 6 with 16°, place about 5*4

with i5°-5, place about 5*9 at 10^’ 22'; but tlie motion is very

slow and it seems as if the middle of the cell is a place of unstable
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equilibrium, very weak however in character; probably the object

is not yet quite at the temperature of the cell and so there are

currents of air inside of it.

1291 1. Then after a little while longer, place became very steady

at 6 for torsion of 15°*
5 or i5°*4. Being left for half an hour

longer, it remained the same. Hence i5°*4 minus 5° for correc-

tion gives the torsion (direct) as 10^*4 for this object. Hence the

cold glass is diamagnetic in cold air to this amount at this distance

of 0*9 and at the temperature (assumed) of 0° F.

129 12. Took the beam up on the fork-took off No. Ill vessel,

which was very cold and instantly became dim from moisture

condensed upon it from the air. Put on No. I tube (12768, 906),

very nearly the same size and substance as the last but containing

oxygen gas^ keeping it in the center of the cell until cooled by
not letting the beam off the fork. Brought up the stops also on

each side of place 6, balanced the object on the beam and then

left the beam suspended for a while (and stopped) to cool. At
10^ 45', the torsion index being at 5®D, the place was 6—the bath

was in a good state and salt on the top of the upper ice-the beam
swung very well and freely between the two stops. At o',

the beam was very steady and the condition of things apparently

settled. Made the 5"^— 4°*
5, and now the object kept constantly

outside of place 6, yet vibrating in a manner to shew it was very

free and nearly right. Then it went very leisurely inside of place

6-perhaps feeble currents in the cell may a little affect it, being

as it is so near to the Zero of torsion— then outside of 6 again.

I consider between 4^-8 and 5° as very nearly right, which being

corrected gives o°-2R or o'^-o, as the torsion power for this object.

129 1 3. There was an ink mark
|

on the vessel during this time

on both sides-removed this and then restored the vessel to the

beam and bath at ii^ 10'— left it to cool and settle—at ii^ 20'

it tended with the last torsion to go in rather. Made torsion 4°D
and now the object clearly tends to go out. The torsion is I think

when all is cold at 4°*6D. So the ink mark not sensible—and the

real torsion after correction o°-4 R.

12914. Now stirred up the bath, which was still in excellent con-

dition with plenty of ice at top and salt on that, and then put

No. V (12854, 906) on the balance. This tube is filled with
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oxygen and is larger than the former, but found there was room

enough for free vibration. As a whole it is diamagnetic at this

low temperature-the torsion appeared at successive periods to be

13° 14®- this too much- 1
3”*

5 a little too

much- 13° gives place 6*05 at ii^ 45^-a^ 12 o’clk. it had gone

in a little and 13° was too much—with i2°*5 torsion it was too

little. Finally adopted 12"^- 8 direct torsion as correct, which being

corrected gives 7°*8 as the true amount,

12915. On taking out this object, I put a small spirit thermometer

into the cell with its bulb not touching the side but in the place

of the object V. It gradually became 32° F.— 28°— 25°— 22°—

20^-16'^. Then stirred the frigorific mixture, but the ice and the

salt nearly all dissolved -still the temperature of the air of the

cell went down directly to 15° and after a little while to 13°

and 12°. At this moment the thermometer was transferred from

the air in the cell to the liquid in the bath, and that found to be

at 10°. Hence it is evident that the air in the cell quickly changes

in temperature with the liquid in the bath-and that finally there

is not more than a difference of 2° between them.

12916. Any current in the balance box from the descent of cold

air about the bath would tend to carry the beam above outwards,

because of its position, i.e. farther away from the magnet. If any

current existed in the air cell, it would probably tend also to set

the object outwards, because the outer side is that which is in

freest contact with the freezing mixture (12908). But I expect

that after a time neither of these causes has any sensible, or at

least only a small, influence.

12917. Now took away the bath, opened the top and door of

the balance box to let cold air out freely. Then restored the last

object, No. V, oxygen^ to the beam in the air at common tempera-

ture, putting a thermometer bulb close beside it. This thermo-

meter shewed 5
9°*

5
F.-and the torsions requisite for place 6 were

i2°*5 12% i2°*3-the latter is too little 12°*5 not quite

enough— r2°*6 not quite enough 12^*7 seems to be becoming

more diamagnetic 12°*9 temperature now 6o°F.— 13°*4

not too much put a spirit lamp for a moment or two inside

the box—the temperature now 6i°*4 F— the torsion 14° and that

apparently not too much— left it a little while— think it is too
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much and that i3°*8D is about right. This corrected gives 8°-8

as the torsion.

12918. Placed No. I Oxygen on the beam at this distance and

a temperature of 6i°-4 F.— 5°D is too much-4°*5 is too much— 4°

is about right— is a little too much. The object is very near to

Zero. The vibrations appear to be about equal in force on the

two opposite sides of 6 and so conclude that 4°D is correct. This

gives the torsion as i°R.

12919. Placed No. Ill or air on at the temperature of 62° F. The
torsion was 14° 13°*5— after dinner the place was 6*5 with the

i3°-5 torsion direct torsion i3°*7 i4°-close to right,

but left it on and torsion became i4°'i, which being corrected

becomes 9°*iD.

12920. Then balanced the beam with 2 weights on, and left it

to settle with the torsion index at 5°D— after a while the following
662 6'47 6’

5

extreme places were obtained-7* 5 5*75 7*2 5*8. So 6*5 is

about the place, and the true Zero for place 6 is close upon
5°-2D.

1292 1. No. V and No. I were both well sealed and apparently

in good order. No. V had a little dampness inside, probably from

the oxygen having been put through and in from over water.

12922. As to No. Ill, i.e. the glass tube containing only air and

open; here of course it is the glass which might be expected to

give its own particular effect in the same surrounding medium
of air. When warm the torsion was 9°*!,

when cold (0° nearly) „ io°*4. So that the glass by

cooling seemed to increase in diamagnetic power by i°*3. But it

may be that the air around it increased in paramagnetic force to

the same amount of 1^*3. This concerns only the solid bulk of

the glass and not its bulk as a vessel. The glass weighed only 81

grains (12768).

12923. No. I, oxygen, was a like vessel of the same glass (12716);

its weight was 92 grains and it was somewhat larger than the last;

the capacity ofNo. I being 0*384 ofa cubic inch and that ofNo. Ill

0*309 of a cubic inch. When warm the torsion was i°R.

When cooled to 0° F. „ „ o°*o or o°*4R.

So the cooling appears to have raised the glass a little in dia-

magnetic power, i.e. by 1° or o°*6, or else to have diminished its
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paramagnetic power by the same quantities of 1° or o°‘6. But

the contents are oxygen and the expectation was that this oxygen

would have become more paramagnetic by cooling, not less so.

No doubt the air would also change, i.e. the oxygen in it, but

unless the nitrogen has also changed in some degree, the result

does not seem consistent. It is however true that the glass alone

(12922) appeared to become i°*3 more diamagnetic by cooling,

and as this glass is to the former as 9 to 8 by weight, so we may
allow for it roughly 1^*46 for increase of diamagnetism. This in

place of leaving the oxygen 1° or o°*6 extra diamagnetic would
indicate that it was o°-46 or o‘^*86 extra paramagnetic.

12924. Viewing it another way- here are the results and the

differences.

warm cold

No. I. Oxygen i°*oR o°-o o°*4R

No. III. Air 9*iD io*4D io*4D

difference io°*i 10^*4 io°‘8

So then warm oxygen is paramagnetic to air by lo'^’i in respect

of the present volumes-but when cold, by 10^*4 or io°*8. As the

glass is cooled in both cases, that has not to be considered in

these rough comparisons; but again the difference if hot or cold

seems very small, smaller than I expected.

12925. Cold appears to make glass more diamagnetic than it was

when warm (12922). On the contrary, on a former occasion

(12903), Wax seemed to become less diamagnetic by cold. There

may be this opposite effect but it is unlikely; and again it appears

to me possible that in the case of the glass the effect may have

been due to increased paramagnetic power of the air (12923).

But then this could not be of the oxygen of the air only, for then

we should have had a greater difference above. Is it not possible

that at low temperatures the nitrogen also has become paramagnetic ^

Must ascertain this point next.

12926. No. V oxygen gave torsion of 8°*8D when warm and

7°*8D when cold, the difference being more paramagnetic

when cold than when warm. If the cold glass, weighing 106

grains, be assumed here as extra diamagnetic by cold to the extent

of i°‘5 (12922), then the cold oxygen would appear to be extra
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paramagnetic by cold 2°* 5. In the comparison of air and oxygen

above at common temperature (12924), the io°*i may serve to

represent the force of
^
of the oxygen present, the other fifth

being compensated for by the oxygen in the opposed or con-

trasted air. So that probably oxygen and nitrogen in about these

bulks would at common temperatures be about as 12°'6 and o°*o.

This tube V is much larger, its capacity being 0*472 of a cubic

inch, whilst I has capacity of 0*384, and III of 0*309 of a cubic

inch. It seems to increase in paramagnetic power 2°*5-and a

volume of *347 of c.i. would at that rate increase in force i°*84.

In which view, that volume of oxygen would be paramagnetic

with a force of i2°*6 at 62° F. and i4'^*44 at the temperature of

0° F. Must clear up all this by further experiments and especially

the effects of cold on glass (12922, 5).

12927. Both the oxygens^ i.e. No. I and No. V, are less diamagnetic

or more paramagnetic when cold than when hot. No. Ill with air

is the contrary. The general results are as below:

No. c. inch 62'^ F.

Ill capacity o*309-Air 9°* i D

I „ 0'384- Oxygen I'^'oR

V „ 0-472 -Oxygen 8°-8D

o"F.

I o“-4D- increase 1^-3

|o®'0 dimin. 1°

\o°-4R „ o°'6

7'’-8D „ i°-

5TH NOVR. 1852.

12928. Found the beam this morng. at place 7*8, Index being

at 5°*2D (12920). Left the cloth covering over the balance and

lighted the gas; place soon changed to 7. When the cloth was

quite off, it went steadily to place 6 in a few minutes. Two hours

after it was at 6*2, so that no sensible change from the day before

yesterday.

12929. I have made a third set of tubes for the balance from one

piece of glass, intermediate in diameter to the two former. I have

marked all those of the second and third set horizontally thus -- Z
with ink to recognize them. The other numbers by which they

are recorded in the experiments are as under:
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12930.

first set

1. weight 92 gr.—

capacity 0*384

of cubic inch

II. used up- 88*5 gr.-o*346

III. - - -81 gr. -0*309
IV. used up- 8

1
gr. -0*2892

IX. wax^ —75 gr. -0*2836

X. unused

XI. unused

No more

second set

V. - - -io6gr.

0*472 c:i:

VI. vacuum— i !%'•) —

VII. vacuum- 115*5—

VIII. vacuum- \ ^\") -

Several others

third set

XII. employed— 92*4 gr.

—0*3644 c:i.*

y%^.employed— 104*6 gr.

-0*4 of c:i:

.vacuum— gr.—

XV. air-<)<)‘% gr.-

XVI. vacuum— 101 gr.—

Several others

The tubes XII and XIII were prepared for cold experiments to-

morrow.

6th NOVR. 1852.

1293 1. Experimented with cold bath on certain gases, as Oxygen,

Air, Nitrogen, etc. The bath as before at 0° F (12908, 9). The
tube No. XII of the EE set (12930) weighed as a vacuum 92*4

grains, and afterwds. when full of water 184*5 gr.; hence the

water is 92*1 gr. and the capacity is 0*3644 of a cubic inch. The
distance was 0*9 as before (12908). The external temperature

59° F. The Zero of index 9^*50 when the telescope place was 6,

the irons being off and the gas having been alight some time.

The tube No. XII has been filled with Carbonic acid gas-then

exhausted by the air pump and sealed up; so is as a Carbonic

acid gas vacuum.

12932. Carbonic Acid gas Vacuum, In air at common tempera-

ture of 59° F— 24°*5 torsion— 24°—24°* I. This minus 9^*5 for cor-

rection to true Zero (12931) gives 14^*6 as the direction torsion

required by this vessel at this distance and state.

12933. The cold bath was introduced in a good state-may con-

sider it and its cell at 0° F. The beam could vibrate between

places 3 and 8*5, there being plenty of room for the vessel. Now
the Carbonic acid gas vacuum gave the following numbers, for

I left it a good while, 40 minutes or more, before the experiment

was concluded, that the vessel might be thoroughly cooled down,
but observed during the time to see what differences appeared.

Torsion was at 18^*5, but was vibrating 20° 22°

* Words in this table in italics are in pencil in the MS.
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22° *5 23°; beam very nearly at rest and this 23° clearly too

much as yet 22°-5 22°-6 22°*7 23° again 23°’5-

Here I think it settled and I took this as the number, which being

corrected gives 14° as the torsion.

12934. Part of the variation above is due I think to the currents

of air in the cell during the cooling of the body. As it cooled,

an ascending current would pass from it and a descending current

would occur against the inside of the air cell. This probably would
be a little more powerful on the side away from the angle, for

that is the side most freely exposed to the cooling mixture, and

such an effect would probably urge the object a little towards the

opposite side or towards the angle. This I think is the reason why
the 23°, being too much at first, is not too much at the end. What
the current did whilst existing ceased when the current was over,

and then the torsion did the whole and so gave a truer measure.

If there were any current in the balance box generally, due to

the cold bath, which would be sensible on the beam above, I think

it would, from the position of all the objects, tend to carry the

beam end out from the angle; but from the well clothed state

of the bath, its low position, etc., I do not think such a current

at the beam would exist. I count on the air in the cold cell being

as a body quiescent because of its low temperature compared to

the air above.

12935. the cold glass and vacuum seems to be less diamagnetic

than warm glass and vacuum. Assuming the warm and cold

vacuum as being alike, cold glass appears to be less diamagnetic

than warm glass. This is contrary to the former conclusion (12922),

but compare these things presently.

12936. Opened the vessel XII at both ends and let air in-also

sent air through. Now replaced the vessel in the cold cell. Then
the torsion was in succession— 20°, too much 17°— 18°, clearly

too little— 1 8°* 5
— 19°— 20®— 20* 3 -20°’ 5. This last number, being

corrected by 9°*
5 ,
gives 1 1 ° as the torsion for cold air. The difference

between this and a vacuum being only 3° would seem to shew
that Nitrogen could not be in any degree magnetic at this degree

of low temperature. The change as the temperature fell was just

as evident here as before; 20°, which was at first far too much,

was not enough at last. I still refer it to the inner currents due

to the cooling of the object.
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12937. The same vessel XII filled as on former occasions (12716)

with fresh good Oxygen. In the cold cell. The stops up, so as to

restrain it on both sides of place 6 (12830), for the object is para-

magnetic as a whole. 3°*5D too little-4° too little-4°*5-5°-

5°-5—6°—6°'5—7°-7°*5— 8°. These are not gradual changes in

the object, but appro[xi]mations to the place of an object having a

position of unstable equilibrium. 8° was too much direct torsion

and 7°*7 about right. This corrected gives i°*8R reverse torsion

as the measure for the cold oxygen.

12938. The same vessel XII filled with Carbonic acid gas^ in the

cold bath: 23° too much— 22° rather too little— place is about 6-i —

by waiting, 22°*2 not quite enough— then 22°*5 — 23°— 22°*8-22°*7,

which corrected by 9°*
5 is I3°*2. The case still gradually creeps

up as the low temperature is attained. I still attribute that to

currents in the cell.

12939. The bath, being now examined by the thermometer, was

at 10° F., so that Carbonic acid gas had probably not been quite

so cold as oxygen or air. Prepared a fresh and excellent bath.

12940. Vessel XII filled with Nitrogen- 22°
‘j left by the C.A.

experiment was too little— 25° too much 23°*
5 not far

off the truth; went to dinner for half an hour; on returning found

the object close to 6, torsion 23^*5 or 23^*45 is right, which cor-

rected is I3°*95.

12941. Vessel XII filled with Hydrogen—2^ a little too much at

present— 22°’
5 — too little— 22°*7 —23°*3— 23°*5— - —

24° 24°* 5 settled at this number, which corrected

is 15°.

12942. Found the bath by the thermometer still at 0° F and in

good state; removed it and opened the case a while to remove
tlie cold air and coldness, and put a thermometer in with its bulb

close to the place of the objects on the balance. Then proceeded

to try the gases in the same vessel XII at common temperatures—

and first the vessel as it is.

12943. Vessel XII filled with hydrogen^ at temperature of 59° F.

The torsion was 23'^*5—22°—2i°*7, which corrected is I2°*2.

12944. the mean time I had put the bulb of an alcohol thermo-

meter into the middle of the cold cell, now removed from the

balance, to see how much it fell and how quickly. It is but a

small object and yet is massive compared to the gas bubble; it
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descended to 25°— 20° to 5° slowly, taking 10', 15' or 20' for

the purpose. I then stirred up the contents of the bath and the

thermometers in the cell gradually came to 0°. On the whole,

I conclude the gas bubbles may be supposed to have sunk to

about 5°, with the exception perhaps of the Carbonic acid gas

charge. The vessels always shewed their coldness by suddenly

condensing a film of hoar frost on their outsides when brought
into the air.

12945. Vessel XII, filled with common air~2Li temperature of

59°*5 F.— 19°— i9°*i, which corrected by 9*5--9°*6.

12946. Vessel XII, filled with Oxygen 7°*2— 8°— 8'^*5—not

quite enough-8°* 8 9^*2- 9''*5 10° very nearly right,

I think— io°*25 too much— 10°, which corrected is o°'5D. The
temperature then was 61° F.

12947. Vessel XII, filled with Nitrogen 23°* 5 -24°, which
corrected by 9*5 is i4°*5--the temperature now being 6i°-3 F.

12948. Vessel XII, filled with Carh, ^a^^cz^-26°-25°*5-25°—
24°— 24°*2, which corrected by 9°*

5 is I4°*7. Thermometer
6 i°*3 F.

12949. Then placed the beam, with two weights on, in equi-

librium as at first and with Index at 9°*5 D (12931). When allowed

to settle, it gave 5*94 as its telescopic place, which shews that the

torsion is not sensibly altered and therefore the correction of 9°*
5

the only one needed in that respect.

12950. Vessel XII, filled with water

^

weighed 184*5 grains (12931).

When on the beam at common temperature of 6 i°* 5 F., it gave

torsion as 94°*7~94‘^— 94°’5—95^-96°, which last corrected is

86 °*
5 .

1295 1. Now these in their cold para-diamagnetic order would
stand thus^:

cold warm temp. 62° F.

Oxygen i°-8R o°*5D i°D

Air ii°D 9°.6
(»

00

o’

0*
0
0

Carb. Acid Gas i3°-8

Nitrogen i 4°*5 13^-5

Vacuum C.A.Gas 14° i4°-6

Hydrogen 15“ I 2°-2 i 3°-5

Water 86°-5

^ The results for Air and Hydrogen in the “warm” column are crossed

through and a pencil comment “Bad results” is written against the table.
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Here there is evidently something strange about hydrogen warm,
also about Air warm and cold, as compared to oxygen. Can these

have been influenced by cold currents in the neighbourhood of

the magnetic poles Hydrogen was the first and air the second

tried after the removal of the cold bath. Before reasoning on the

results, I shall repeat those in warm air with the same vessel and

these gases.

8 NOVR. 1852.

12952. Repeated all the above experiments at common tempera-

tures, i.e. at 62° F, with the same vessel XII and at the same

distance. The results therefore are comparable to or in place of

those in the second column of figures (1295 1), but a paper cell

of 2 thickness[es], being a tube of one inch diameter, contained

the vessel whilst on the beam, so as to shelter it from currents.

The effect of this tube was very good. The beam was at place 6

with Zero at 9°*5D. The vessel XII (i293i)-the distance 0*9-

die temperature 62°— the gas had been several hours burning.

The following is the order of the experiments.

12953. Air in XII—torsion 20^— 2o°*2— 20^*3; this minus 9°*5

gives io°*8.

12954. Hydrogen in XII-23'^, corrected^ I3°’5.

12955. Oxygen in XII. Stops up on each side of 6~9°-8 not quite

enough, yet is almost, hangs at place 6*i — io°- not quite enough

yet very near. Torsion of io°'5— stands well at place 6- the object

is not paramagnetic but very slightly diamagnetic; io°*5 corrected

by 9°*5 gives i°D as the torsion for this object, oxygen, at this

temperature.

12956. Carbonic acid gas in XII—20°—22°— 23°*
3, corrected by

12957. Nitrogen, Has been corrected by N. Gas-23°-3-23°,

minus 9°*5= I3°*5* There was the slightest flavour of Nitrous

acid produced in the mouth when the gas was drawn out of the

bulb by the lungs.

12958. again in XII-20°* 5 -20°-
3, corrected by 9°'5= I0°‘8.

12959. Then the beam with the two weights upon it equipoised

and left with Zero at 9°* 5 -settled at place 5°‘92. So the torsion

has remained unchanged during the experiments.
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12960. All these results are entered in the third column of figures

at (1295 1), and they shew the value of the sheltering cell (12952)

and the inaccuracy of the second column of figures. The vacuum

of C.A.Gas and the water are probably correct in the 2nd column,

for the first was taken before the freezing mixture was used and

the second at the very end of the expts. (12932, 50).

12961. It is not sure that the distances are the same for the 2nd

and third columns, for the extra irons have [been] on and off

between and the poles therefore a little shifted. The power in

place 6 is apparently not quite so strong to-day as on Saturday.

Still, I think it is clear that at common temperatures, Hydrogen,

Carbonic acid gas and Nitrogen are close together. Unfortunately,

I have the vacuum or water to-day. It is equally clear that

hydrogen, Garb. Acid and Nitrogen are not together when cold

(12951).

12962. It appears that Oxygen is more Magnetic by cold by

between 2° and 3°, but the glass change has to be considered.

That ought to be obtained from the air results, because the vacuum

results give an unchanging space with a changing medium. From

the results with air to-day and on Saturday, it seems probable

that the glass does not sensibly change. Carbonic acid gas appears

to become a little less diamagnetic by cold, but Hydrogen seems

to be remarkable for a change in the contrary direction. It is as

diamagnetic as Nitrogen or C.A.Gas at common temperatures;

perhaps all are as a vacuum
;
but it is very clearly more diamagnetic

than they are by cold.

10 NOVR. 1852.

12963. Box brushed out ready for to-morrow’s expts.

12964. Have prepared an outer Jacket of impervious caoutchouc

paper to go over the flannel Jacket of the cold bath (12908), that

the cold air in the flannel might be retained bodily against the

outside of the bath. I know this is a good precaution.

12965. Have had a cool bath made for objects, consisting of an

inner and an outer vessel attached to one bottom. Have prepared

a flannel and an outer paper Jacket for it, as for the former bath

(12908, 64).

12966. Have prepared a glass cell to use in air at common ^
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temperatures (12952, 60) to keep off currents. It is an inch internal

diameter, 6 inches high and attached to a leaden foot. It has been

cleaned and then wiped inside and outside with a damp linen cloth

to remove all electricity, and is now ready for careful use.

12967. Made some Nitrogen by putting air and Nitrous Gas

together until the residual gas was not sensibly coloured (in a

specimen) by either air or nitrous gas added to it; and then left

it to stand over water as Nitrogen for tomorrow’s experiments.

II NOVR. 1852.

12968. Cold Experiments on Gases. Zero 6°*6D- distance 0*9.

Outer temperature, i.e. of the Room, 59°*7 F. The vessel No. XIII

of the = series (12930). It is now at the beginning a vacuum
by the air pump and weighs 104*6 grains. When filled with water

at a later period, it weighed 207 grains-the water contents there-

fore weighed 102*4 grains nearly, and the capacity is nearly 0*4

of a cubic inch.

12969. The glass cell (12966) in place. No. XIII Vacuum on

the beam. It vibrates slower than if in the open air from the con-

finement of the air around the vessel and goes very little beyond

its final place, but it takes time vibrating slowly. The torsion was

20°*3D. Took the vessel XIII out of the cell, purposely touching

its edge-passed the damp camel hair brush over it to remove
electricity, if any—returned it, touching the edge of the cell— left

it to settle in its place, which it soon did at 6*1 or less, in the same

manner as before, the torsion being 20°*3 again. This corrected

by 6°*6 gives for a vacuum I3°*7. The temperature in the balance

box was 60° F.

12970. Let in Au^ and then ascertain the torsion under like

circumstances— it was i7°*8, which corrected is ii°*2.

12971. In order to judge what sort of vacuum had existed here

and compare another set of results with these, I took vessel XV
of the same^ set (12930), made a vacuum in the same way by
the air pump, and ascertained its requisite torsion. 20°*6 20°*8,

which being corrected becomes 14^*2. It was then opened under

water and filled exceedingly well— after which it was emptied dry,

left filled with air and put on the balance, when it required at the

common temperature of 60° F., i8°*3 18°*2, which being cor-
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reeled becomes ii°*6. So the difference here between air and
vacuum is 2°*6, and the difference with No. XIII is 2°*5. The
numbers corroborate each other and I conclude that XIII was a

pretty good vacuum.

12972. Proceeded with effects at common temperatures first;

and now Carbonic acid Gas in XJII, at temp, of 60° F.—20°—
2o°‘4— 20°*7— 21°, which corrected equals I4°*4.

12973. Nitrogen^ containing a trace of Nitrous vapour; 21°— too
much—seemed to be clearly below the previous C.A.Gas— 2o°*5 —
2o°‘7— 20°*9, which corrected is 14*3.

12974. Hydrogen— 10°'^. The bulb settled exactly in the same

place as the Nitrogen did for the same torsion— it and Nitrogen

are alike at 60° F.— 20^*9 corrected becomes i4°*3.

12975. fresh. Torsion being 6°*6, the bulb went out, so

that as a whole it is diamagnetic. 7^-7°*
5
- 8"^*

i - 8°*
5
- 8°*3 - 8°*4,

which corrected becomes i°*8. The temperature is now 60°

y

F.

12976. Deferred water at common temperature, and now took

the same charge of oxygen (12975) cold. The bath had its paper

cover and I poured off the liquid and filled up with mixed salt

and ice, to have it in as good a state as possible. It was very cold

the whole time of observation of oxygen; I have no doubt at 0°.

12977. The Oxygen vessel XIII was put into the cell at 12^ 25'

and remained in until i o’clk., or for 35'. The torsion, being at

4°D, required to be increased— 4°*5 — 5°— 5°* 5—and this seems

very near— 6°‘0 very close but not quite enough— 6°*
5
clearly too

much at present— 6°*
3 appears to be exceedingly near, stands or

almost stands at place 6. Has been in now 30 minutes. It moves
and can very slowly pass within place 6 and then goes inwards

more quickly and stops at 5 side. So the torsion of 6°*3 is close

upon right. 6°*2 is not enough, for then the vessel goes outwards

from 6 towards a higher place. Take 6°*3 as right at i o’clk.,

which corrected is o°*3R, so that the object is a trace on the

paramagnetic side of Zero.

12978. Hydrogen^ XIII, in bath at 0°, for bath still seems good—
went in at 10' and out at . Torsion 15°, too little—20°—the

currents formed in the air within the cell as the vessel is cooling

move it about more or less for 10', 15' or 20'— 20°*5 too much
torsion— 20°‘3— 20°—

i

9°*8— is quiet in the cell now, having been

16FDVI
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in 20 minutes- 19°* 5 -i9°*4 or i9°-3-i9°*4 at i^ 36'; but then

went on to lower numbers after having been quiescent— as

i9°*2-i9°-i8°*6-i8°*4-and was 18^*3 at 51'. Still, these

last effects did not quite satisfy me, and I am not quite sure

whether they are due to low temperature only or to currents in

the box produced by a final process of elevation of temperature—

for when the object was taken out, it did not seem so cold -it did

not condense the moisture of the air into frost so fast as when
oxygen was employed (12976, 7). The bath by a thermometer

was at 3° F without stirring-but the cell is on one side of the bath.

12979. So poured off the fluid of the bath— stirred up its contents

of solid salt, ice and solution, and filled up with a new mixture;

is now good again. Put in the hydrogen at 2^ 10'. The last

torsion of i8°*3 was too much-but the hydrogen had to cool—

made the torsion i5°-i6° 5-i7°*5-i8° at 2^ 18', and then left it

whilst I dined. At 2^‘ 45'- 18° was too much. i7°*5-i7°‘2-both

good evidently-i7°— 16°*6—

i

6°*7—or i6°*75. This last corrected

is io°*l5 for cold hydrogen.

12980. Poured off liquor of old bath and stirred up the contents

and added fresh salt and ice. Nitrogen in XIII, put in to the cell

at 3^' 6'. Torsion i6°*7— 15°— io°— 12°— i4°-i6°— i7°-all this

variation the effects of currents in the cell— 17°* 5. At 3^’ 28' the

torsion steadily 17°*
5
and the currents apparently over. Stirred

up the corners of the bath by the cell, removing the salt which

had settled there— after the beam had settled, the torsion was 17°*
5

and then rose to 18^^ and 18^*5. The corner stirring is good. At
3^ 40' the torsion was i8°*5, which being corrected gives ii°-9

as the torsion for cold nitrogen.

12981. Refreshed the cold bath (12979). Put Air in XIII, in at

3^ 53'. Torsion 14°— stirred out the angles rather closely by thin

stick at 4^ 4, Torsion i4°-5— 14°*7— 14°-8 or i4°-9 at 4^ 15' or

22 minutes from the beginning. Was 14°* 8 at 4^^ 20' when the

vesselwas taken out. So 14*8 corrected by 6*6 gives S°-2for Air cold.

12982. Refreshed the cold bath, clearing out the salt from behind

the cell, which is quite necessary, and put in Carbonic Acid gas

in XIII; into cell at 4^ 30'. The torsion was i4°-8—i7°—i8°—
19°— 19°*

5
at 4^ 42' and the vessel becoming steady— 19°* 3

—

stirred up the angles, all well and clear— 19°— 19°*
3 at 4^ 53'—
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i9°*5 — 19°-4 at 4^ 57'. The vessel was well cooled. So 19*4 cor-

rected by 6*6 gives I2°*8 as the torsion for Carbonic acid gas.

12983. Steam vacuum, A steam vacuum was made in XIII, only

a small drop of water remaining in the lower neck. This was put
into an excellent and cleared cold bath at 5^^ 12'. By 5*^ 25' it

was very steady and apparently well cooled. The torsion then

was I9'^*2— 19°— i8°*5-i8°*4 at 5^ 30'. Now i8°*4 corrected by
6°*6 becomes ii°*8 for this vacuum.

12984. Then the vessel v^as set aside— the cold bath removed—
the box doors set open for half an hour— the glass cell introduced

(12966), also a thermometer which shewed the box temperature;

and the steam vacuum XIII (12983) was hung on the beam in

the cell. The torsion was i9°*4—20°— 2o°*5— 21°, the temperature

being 62° F. This corrected gives 14^*4 as the torsion of vacuum
in warm air. When the vacuum was opened under water, it proved
to be very good—better than the air pump vacuum (12968, 71).

12985. Then Air again in XIII, at temp, of 62° F. i9°-i8°*5 —
i8°*3, which corrected gives ii°*7 for warm air.

12986. The Zero was now again examined with balance as at the

beginning and found to be still 6'^*6D as at the first.

12987. The vessel XIII was then filled with distilled water and
weighed 207 grains—and then being put on the beam in the air

cell the torsion appd. to be ioo°—92°—93°— 92°*4, which cor-

rected is 85°*8 for water.

12988. The slow and few vibrations in the air cell at common
temperatures are very distinct and very useful, and are due I think

to the obstructed external air, i.e. the air between the object and

the vessel. But is it possible that the vessel may have any action

as surrounding glass } And would a cell of copper, being a good
conductor, shew any difference.^ Well to ascertain this hereafter.

12989. These results tabulated stand as follows (1295 1):

Oxygen . . .

at 61° F.

i°-8 . .
0
0

. 2-ii

Air .... . 11*7 . . 8°*2 . . . 3*5 or 3

Vacuum . .

II ’2

. 14-4 . . ii°-8 . 2-6 or 1-9

Hydrogen
13-7

. I 4°-3 . • . io°*i5 . . • 4*15

Nitrogen . . i 4°-3 . . . ii°-9 . . . 2*4

Garb. Acid Gas . . i 4°*4 . . I 2°*8 1-6

Water . 85°-8

* This column is in pencil.

16-2
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12990. In preparation for experiments at low temperature, I have

constructed a cardboard and mica screen tube about the beam,

which encloses all but the object extremity, and seems as if it

would intercept air currents within the box due to the presence

of the cold bath.

12991. Have provided the cold bath with an outer double jacket

of cotton wadding dry, cut away at the part between the bath

and the magnetic poles. This was found in the course of the day

to have a very excellent effect in keeping the bath in condition

and diminishing the internal currents of air.

12992. I have arranged a piece of card board horizontally over

the chief part of the bath, supporting it by the wadding, so that

by its projection 2 inches or more over the bath, should restrain

the currents chiefly to the part beneath its level.

12993. When gas had been on a couple of hours and the irons

were away, and the beam balanced with 2 weights, all being at

the common temperature of 60° F., the Zero of index was at 13° or

I3°*05D. The vessel employed to-day is No. XIII (12930, 69)-
the place 6-the distance 0*9 as before.

12994. No* XIII, Air^ at 60° F. 25^*6— 25'^-24°*4, this corrected

by 13° gives ii°*4 for Air, which is the mean of the experiments

on the nth (12989); so that the results are for the same force,

distance, etc. and ought to work in with those in correction of

them.

12995. Hydrogen in No. XIII, at 6o°*2 F.—a little difficulty in the

sealing because of the lead reduced by the hydrogen and heat—

requires attention to be sure. When in the cell, I put the index

at 27°*3, equal to i4°*3 which was the former last result (12974, 89),

and without any further change the beam settled to the place 6.

This gives one assurance in the results, since it is a repetition of the

former result. So 27^*3, which is the present place of this hydrogen,

corrected by 13°, gives i4°*3 as the torsion for the warm hydrogen

and vessel.

12996. Now the cold bath: fresh and good and at 0°. The
hydrogen into the cell—was plenty of vibrating room both on

inside and outside of place 6. Evidence of currents in the cell at

first as the object cools. The wadding good; it rises | of an inch

above the edge of the bath, which has of course the flannel and
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the paper jackets on besides ( )—the horizontal pastboard

shade also good. The hydrogen goes in at first (the former torsion

remaining) but the object in this and the other cases comes out

again as the cooling is more perfect. The hydrogen was put in at

10^ 3
5
'“20 minutes afterwards, it was within place 6, with the

old torsion. Made torsion 26°* 5. On taking off the horizontal

screen from the bath and putting up an end screen about object

end of beam, still the place seemed the same, so I hope that there

are no distributing currents in the box; but notwithstanding, I

restored the horizontal screen and took away the end screen, and

intend to have all the experiments alike in this respect. Torsion

successively 26°-25°*5— 25° at ii^ 5'~24®-6 at ii^ 10'. The
corners of the bath stirred and cleared out as to salt-settled at

place 5*95 at ii^ 20', or 45 minutes from the first introduction,

with the same torsion as that of 10', i.e. 24°*6. This amount
corrected gives ii°*6 as the expression for hydrogen.

12997. Nitrogen in XIII, and cold bath renewed and excellent.

The Nitrogen reddened a little by N.Gas. The vessel was in

cold cell at ii^ 40'—plenty of room to vibrate. The torsion is

24°*6 as left from the last expt. At ii^ 50' or in 10 minutes, made
torsion 24°, which was then very close upon right, place being

5*92. In 10 minutes more the place was exactly 6-in 5 minutes

more it was the same or rather a little out, 6-02. So the torsion

now after 25 minutes is 24°. Stirred up the solution and cleared

the corners, and then left the beam to settle—by 12^ 15' the place

was 5*97. So accept 24° as the torsion for Nitrogen after 35

minutes in the cold cell. When taken out, the object instantly

froze the condensed dew, and was evidently very cold. Bath

at 0°, and also in the Hydrogen case. So 24° corrected by 13*^

gives 11° as the torsion for Nitrogen.

12998. Carbonic acid gas. Bath good. The vessel into the cell

at 12^ 35'—plenty of vibrating room. At 12^ 50', the object having

gone in at first, was now out at place 6*2, with the old 24° of

torsion-24°-2— 24°-4-24°'5. At i o’clk. stirred the angles and

then, being left till 1^5', was at place 6. It then went out steadily—

24°*6— 25° at 12'— 25°*2— 25°-3 at 16' and steady. It has

been in 41 minutes and I believe 25°* 3 to be the torsion, which

corrected by 13 gives 12°*
3 as the true expression.
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12999. Oxygen. Bath good, is remade each time. Vessel in at

3
5'-and the stops up-0*3 on each side of place 6. Putting

the torsion at Zero or i3°D, the oxygen goes in or up to magnet

at 52', i.e. after 17 minutes. Made the torsion 12°. At 2 o’clk.

with i2°— the beam goes from place 6*1 up to 5*7, so 12° is too

much. Made it At 2^ 13' -the beam goes out from place

5*9 to 6*3, so ii°*5 is a trace too little. Stirred up the bath and

corners at 2*^ 20'. At 2^ 30' -the torsion is very nearly right—the

beam seems almost at rest, but after going very slowly from 5-8

out to 5*9, it returned as slowly to and past 5*8. So ii°*5 is not

too little; is perhaps as near as can be. A street vibration now
sent it out to place 6— there it hung, and at 6*05—6-oi— as if still—

left it there at 2^ 30' or 55 minutes from the beginning. At 3^ 10'

found it at 5*8—but the mere motion about the balance made it

go out to 5*9 and gradually to 6. It is very nearly equipoised at

this torsion of ii°*4. The constancy looks well, but I must see

if there is any correction for box current (13002). At present

the torsion of cold oxygen is i°‘6 reverse torsion.

13000. Air. Bath good. In at 3^ 30'. Put the torsion index to 24°.

This at 3^ 45' or in 15 minutes was too much-22°-2i°-2i°*5 —

22°-22°*5-22°‘i at 4 o*clk. or in 30 minutes. Stirred the corners

of the bath and left it. At 4^ 10' the torsion was 2i°*7, i.e. in

40 minutes from the beginning. Accept this expression, which

corrected by 13° gives 8°*7 for Air.

1 3001. Steam Vacuum (found to be excellent (12984)). Into a

fresh cold bath at 0° at 4^ 43'-the torsion then 24°* 5 -was 24°*8

at 4^ 54'-25°-24°*9. At 5^ 5' stirred the bath well and left it.

At 5^ 10' the beam steady and at place 5-95. At 5^ 15' or 32

minutes from the first immersion, the place still the same. So

the torsion for the Vacuum is 24°-9, or corrected 1 1°*9 at tempera-

ture of 0°. The object was very cold, as all the objects were.

13002. Removed the object, balanced the beam light, left the

cold bath in, and all in usual form; placed the torsion index at

13° and left all to see what deflection the currents in the box
acting on the partly sheltered beam might do. This was at 5^ 18'.

In 20 minutes after, the extreme places of the beam were 5*8—

7—6*1—6*8—6*6— 6*9. The beam tended to keep its place about
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these last numbers, and did not vibrate regularly but as if subject

to slight feeble currents, and 6*75 is the mean place. So current

throws the beam outwards a little as might be expected ( ).

13003. The cold bath was taken out and the box thrown open

above and below at 5^ 45' to remove cold air and low tempera-

ture, but because of the wadding very little lowng. effect in the

temperature had occurred. After half an hour the temperature

in the box was 62° F., and then the Vacuum was again put on
the beam and its place and torsion ascertd.

13004. Vacuum XIII at 62° F.^ distance 0*9. Torsion 25°. In

glass cell stood at place 7 with 2
5°-fearing electricity, I replaced

the glass cell by a copper cell and brushed the object with the

damp brush. Then in copper cell still with 25° place was 7- torsion

raised to 26°— 27°— 27°*5— 27'^*8. Then I moved the copper cell

so that at one time the object should be near it on the outer side

and at another near it on the inner side, expecting that any electric

effect would here be manifested-but the torsion required for

place 6 was still in all the cases 27"^* 8. This corrected gives 14°* 8

as the torsion due to a vacuum. The vacuum was now opened

under water and found to be excellent.

13005. Air again in XIII, but vessel damp inside. Temperature

62° F. Torsion 24°*6-24°-7-25°. This corrected gives 12° torsion

for air.

13006. The beam now balanced with two weights and its Zero

ascertd. It proved to be not 13° but i2°*7, and so a correction

to make. Now this correction has to be added, i.e. the torsion

is greater by the 0*3. But the correction for cold current (13002),

which being 0*75 of place is very nearly of the same amount or

0*25, is for these cold experiments subtractive, i.e. the torsion

had to overcome this effect as well as the magnetic effect, and

therefore so much must be taken off the magnetic account and

put to the current account. So 0*25 may be taken from the cold

results. As to the change of torsion, it may have been graduall

from the first cold results; and if I assume it so, then the sums to

be added may be successively 0*03—o-o6-o* 1-0*13 -0*16-0*2

—

0*25-0*3; and if so, the following page shews the results^.

I I.e. par. 13007.
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13007.
Air at

Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Nitrogen

C. A. Gas
Oxygen
Air

Vacuum
Vacuum
Air

16 NOVR. 1852.

F.
60° ll°-4 ii°*4
62°

i 4°-3
0° ii°*6 — 0*25 + 0*03 . . ii°-38
0° 11° — 0*25 + o*o6 . . io°-8i
0° I2°*3 — 0*25 + 0*1 . . I2°*I5
0° i°*6Rf 0*25 -0-13 . . i°-72R
0° 8°-7 — o*25 + 0'i6 . . 8°-6i
0° ii °-9 — 0*25 -(-0-2 . . ii°-85

62° I4°-8 + 0*25 . . i 5°*05

62° 12° + 0*3 . . I2°-3

D— direct torsion

R— reverse torsion

13008. Or again thus:

60° F. 0^ F.

Oxygen i°-8Z> i°-72R

Air
11% n-7

8*6i
12*3 II-2

Vacuum 15^-05
14-4

13-7
ii°-85

Hydrogen i4°-3 14*3 ii °-38

Nitrogen 14 14*3 io°*8i

Carb. A. Gas 14*4 I2°*I5

Water 85-8

about

.
60° F. differences

I-8D

^ ii °*65 3*05

0

I4°-38 2.43

w I4°’3 2-92

e i4°*i5 3.34

1 i4°-4 2*25

85°-8

13009. I incline to trust the cold expts. of to-day, having taken

all care with the beam and bath—but not the cold results of former
days. I incline to trust the warm results of to-day and of the last

time made with the same vessel and distance ( ) but not
those before. The mean results are above.

See these results considered on the 15 Feby. 1853 ( ).

* Numbers in smallest type are in pencil in the MS.
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1301 1 \ Have been making a few general expts. on Stokes’ phe-

nomenon in reference to convenient sources of light for experi-

ments at the magnet. Used the Solution of Sulphate of Quinine
as the dispersing medium generally, either in a flat glass dish or

in a glass cylinder.

13012. Hydrogen, Its flame good. The oxyhydrogen flame very

fine— far stronger for the same amount of hydrogen burned. Now
makes glass luminous and gives a very good expt. for an audience

if burnt horizontally over a large dish of Sulphate of Quinine

solution— or upright in a thick glass jar. The light of an explosion

in a glass Cavendish vessel is chiefly due to this effect. The small

oxyhydrogen jet will do well for the magnet. Hydrogen jet

flame in bottle of oxygen-good; in a bottle of chlorine-bad-no
sensible effect whatever.

1 3013. Cyanogen flame fine effect-over dish and by the

side of the glass.

1 3014. Carbonic ordinary flame-very fine effects; the rays

are low in character and abundant and penetrate the solution to

much depth. Must try an Oxy.-Carb. Oxide flame -it proves to

be very good.

1301 5. Sulphur in Oxygen~vtxy fine effect-great abundance of

low rays.

13016. Weak Alcohol and Strong Alcohol flame- not much dif-

ference for the same amount of alcohol. Ether flame-pretty

good effect.

13017. Oxy, alcohol jet. Much better than the flame without

oxygen.

13018. Oxyether jet. Not so much improvement as in the Alcohol.

1 3019. Oxycoalgas jet flame. So so. Coal gas made to burn pale

by mixture of ammonia produces much better effect than the

ordinary coal gas—and then with oxygen, is very good effect.

13020. Iron hurning—nox. easily sensible. Burning Zinc—the

same.

^ 13010 is omitted in the manuscript.
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13021. Flame of hotglass rodin Ether vapour andAir-no sensible

effect.

13022. Platina wire ignited in hydrogen-no apparent effect.

13023. Pale roaring gas flame-nothing particular.

18 DECK. 1852.

13024. Arranged the double cone at the Great Electro-magnet

with a flint glass prism 4 feet distant and a lamp flame 4 feet from

that, so as to throw the spectrum across the magnetic field and

by a little adjustment bring any of the rays in the spectrum across

the most intense part of the magnetic field. But whichever ray,

from the extreme violet to the red, was taken, no effect on it was

perceived when the Electro-magnet was either excited, or thrown

out of action, or the polarities quickly reversed. The different

rays were admitted through a slit placed about
3
inches from the

prism, but with the same negative result.

13025. The hollow poles were used at the electromagnet, both

with air and also with a cube of heavy glass in the magnetic field,

but the result was negative as to action on a ray of light.

13026. A little silvered glass reflector was piit in the middle of

the magnetic field, so as to send the ray out axially, so as to remove

any antagonistic effect on the opposite sides of the magnetic axis.

The result was negative, both when air was in the magnetic field

and also when heavy glass was between the mirror and the prism

and close to the former.

13027. The heavy glass was in the center of the magnetic field-a

spirit lamp on the one side and a tube of solution of Sul. quinia

on the other. Making or unmaking the magnet produced no

sensible effect on those rays made visible by the sol. quinia.

[13028]^

* Par. 13028 has been struck out and rewritten as par. 13052. See p. 255.
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13029. At last I am able to resume for a little while the con-

sideration of the results of the i6th Novr. last year (13007, 8, etc.).

It would appear from 1 3008 that all the bodies on the balance are

more diamagnetic as they are hotter.

13030. Now is this effect due to the mutual relation of the glass

vessel and the surrounding air on the cell: for they are the only

two things common to all the experiments, and where air was
inside as well as outside (13000), it would appear to be only a

question of air and glass, i.e. if all effects of disturbance in the box
generally were fully guarded against. If such were the case, then

glass would become more diamagnetic by heat or more para-

magnetic by cold than Air\ and of course Air less diamagnetic

by heat and less paramagnetic by cold than glass. As both are

cooled together, they approximate in character; as they are heated

they separate, the difference in the present case as presented by
one body over the other being about 3° of torsion in a change

from 0° to 60° F. Both may have changed much more than ap-

pears, but a change leaving this difference has occurred.

1303 1. This might be, and still the constituents of common air

not change alike. But in that case, if the two constituents of air

were separately employed to fill the bulb, experiments of a like

kind would then shew which ofthem, the Oxygen or the Nitrogen,

changed by cold either with or against the glass. Now when
Nitrogen was in the bulb, the difference of torsion for 0° and 60° F.

is 3°‘34, or more than before but still in the same direction— as if

Nitrogen as well as glass was more diamagnetic than air as the

temperature rose, or more paramagnetic than it as the temperature

fell. Such a result would indicate that as the temperature fell.

Nitrogen increased in paramagnetic character more rapidly than

oxygen, which can hardly be unless Nitrogen becomes para-

magnetic by cold^ and this is not likely at 0° F.

13032. Again, take oxygen^ or the other element of air^ in the

vessel. Now the difference between warm and cold (13008) is

greater than in any other case, being 3°*
5
2 of torsion— though

not much greater. Still, it tends to shew that oxygen is more
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paramagnetic by cold than air, and consequently than nitrogen;

but this result and the last with nitrogen cannot both be true.

In fact the difference is greater with Oxygen alone or with

Nitrogen alone than with the mixture of Oxygen and Nitrogen

or air. One would expect that with true results, Air ought to

be somewhere between Oxygen and Nitrogen and much nearer

to Nitrogen than to Oxygen.

13033. I suspect the final effect does not depend upon the con-

tents of the vessel but on something external to it-as currents, etc.

And this view is supported by the fact that Hydrogen when in

the vessel is nearly up to Air, the difference between it at 0° and
60° being 2°*92 of torsion.

13034. A vacuum shews the difference of 2°*43 (13008) and

Carbonic acid gas that of 2°‘25 of torsion. These are the smallest

differences, but still, they are in the same direction as the others;

and are equal to frds of the largest, so as to indicate rather errors

of experiment than any effect of real physical difference amongst

them and the rest.

13035. Again, looking at Nitrogen, Air and Oxygen. The dif-

ference between Nitrogen and Oxygen at 60° is i2‘^*35 of torsion—

that between Nitrogen and Air at 60*^ is 2°*5, which is nearly

I of the former, as it ought to be. Also the difference between

Nitrogen and Air at 0° F. is 2°‘2 of torsion, and that between

Nitrogen and Oxygen at 0° F. is i2°-53, or as nearly as may be

the same as when warm. So that the relation of Nitrogen, Air

and Oxygen does not seem to be changed in descending from
60° to 0? F.

13036. The difference between a Vacuum and Oxygen at 60° F.

is i 2°*58 torsion, and the difference between them at 0° F. is

13°* 57 torsion, only in favour of oxygen, which is so small

that it does not look like an increase of the paramagnetic power
of oxygen by cold, but rather a difference due to inevitable

uncertainty in the experiment.

13037. So also the difference between Carbonic acid and oxygen

is i 2°*6 of torsion at 60° F. and i3°'87 torsion at 0° F.-too little

to shew much effect of cold on oxygen beyond any effect on
carbonic acid-and probably a result of experimental error.

13038. It would seem therefore that change of temperature
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between 60° F. and 0° F. does not produce any effect on oxygen

other than that it produces on Nitrogen and probably other gases

tried or even a vacuum.

16 APRIL 1853.

13039. The affection of the spark produced on breaking contact

of a Voltaic battery near the poles of a great horseshoe magnet.

See De la Rive, 1846, 7. Phil. Trans. 1846, 7. Page also, Silliman’s

Journal, 1850, vol. x, p. 349- vol. xi, 86, 191. Pouillet~his

Elements, 1853, vol. i, p. 329.

13040. Our great Electro magnet excited by 20 pr. of Grove’s

plates, and the copper wires continued so that contact was com-

pleted or broken in the magnetic held. When broken, of course

the spark due to secondary induction was very powerful. The

terminals were put up with the double cone, and the wire ends

joined in the neighbourhood of the cone and broken again. As

all the effects to be noticed occur only at the breaking contact,

that may be understood in the following description.

13041. On breaking contact of the copper terminals at a distance,

there is a bright momentary discharge accompanied with a

snapping noise, i.e. one sound or snap. Now this snap was much

louder in the close vicinity of the magnetic axis than at a distance.

Also in the former case the light of the spark was larger, though

I think not brighter, and it had a flame, diffused and red, asso-

ciated with it, sometimes on one side and sometimes on the other.

13042*. When two flat faced poles were opposed and the spark

taken between them, the effect was better than round the double

cone, and there appeared to be more regularity in the position

of the flame parts of the spark.

13043. When the terminals were dismissed and the spark caused

about the large faces of the poles, then the effects (peculiar) were

equally strong and the law of action came out clearly. The diagram

shews the faces of the two poles of the Electro magnet as they

stood up through the table. The one marked S attracted the North

end of a magnetic needle and the one marked N attracted the south

end of the needle; the ends of the wires p and n came up as de-

picted-the end p was the positive electrode- the end n the nega-

tive electrode.

* [13042]
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if

f

13044. Now when the ends and n were brought together and

then separated, away from the magnet, there was the usual bright

secondary spark and the snap noise. When they were so dealt

with close over the face of either pole, there was the spark, but

associated with it on one side a reddish flame extending sometimes

almost an inch, and when the bright part was shaded from the

eye it was seen to extend a full inch. The direction of this jet of

flame has now to be observed and shall be indicated by an arrow

rri Gc? thus.

13045. Operating over the middle of the pole S, when the wires

were thus zz2E2Z3> and separated thus the jet was as

indicated, proceeding horizontally and parallel to the surface of

the pole face. When the ends, being thus were separated

thus
,
then the jet of flame was still horizontal but its

direction at right angles to that it had before. When the ends,

being thus were separated thus, then the flame,

still horizontal, went to the left hand 180° round, or 90° from

tlie first position on the contrary side.

13046. All the sparks then taken were horizontal or parallel to

the face of the pole. When the wires were so separated that a

vertical spark was taken, i.e. perpendicular to the face of the pole

and therefore in tlie direction of the lims offorce, then there was

no projected flame. When the separation was such that the spark

was inclined to the face of the pole, there was flame and that

increased until the spark was parallel to the face of the pole.

13047. When the n terminal was bent into a ring and laid on the

middle of the face of the pole S, the p terminal could be placed

any where against its side, as at 7? or yj; and then being separated

by a horizontal motion, the sparks could be obtained at any place

all round the ring and therefore in every direction in a horizontal

plane. The consequence was that the flame was always horizontal

and at right angles with the direction of the spark and always on

one side in relation to its direction; the figure will indicate this

direction.

13048. The like eflfects and directions occurred over every part

of the face of the pole S up to its edges-there was no difference

any where.
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13049. With the wire ends in the same positions over the pole N,

exactly the same effects, with this difference, that the flame was

in every case projected in the opposite direction.

13050. So this appears to be simply the case ofa strong momentary

current which, being produced at right angles to the magnetic

lines of force, tends to and is knocked across them with such A
impetus as to project the flame and cause the increased noise.

The law ofmotion of a wire carrying a current is represented thus, ^ -

and it is seen that the wire would move as the flame moved -so

all these effects agree. And the different directions of the darted

flame round the ring end of the n wire (13047, 8) all depend upon

the direction which the spark (and current) had at the place of its

occurrence. When the flash seems to dart along the side of one

wire or the other or from both, these differences do not depend

upon the wires but upon the position and direction of the spark.

The reason of the horizontal projection of the flame is evident

and also why the spark in the direction of the lines of magnetic

force is not affected The contrary direction at the two poles is

explained.

1 305 1. The spark between charcoal or carbon terminals was

affected as to the flame in the same way, but there was much less

sound. I think that is due to the longer continuance of the char-

coal spark, perhaps because of the more easy diffusion of carbon

in the place of action, and so a gradual letting down of the tension

or condition instead of the sudden one obtained when metals are

used. I think it is a case of time.

13052. Quet has well described the effect and referred it to the

true action of the Magnet on the Electric current, and I do not

think I need go further into it. Comptes Rendus, 1852, xxxiv, 805.

16 MAY 1853.

13053. In regard to the possibility of the Magnetic force affecting

a change in the character of rays emanating from an object place

in the center of an intense magnetic field. The great Electromagnet

was supplied with 20 pair of Grove’s plates and had terminals

arranged as in the figure. A small oxyhydrogen jet was adjusted

in the very center of action, and then the flame examined whilst

submitted to the intermit[t]ed action of the magnet.
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13054. Its light examined by the prism shewed no sensible dif-

ference whether the magnetism was on or off. It shewed no

difference when examined in various ways by polarizers, i.e.

Nicofs prisms. It shewed no difference as regarded Sulphate of

quinia in solution placed either directly beneath it or at one side

of it. If the rays were examined as proceeding out equatorially

or axially, still no difference was seen. No permanent difference

was seen, neither any difference on making or breaking the voltaic

circuit.

13055. When a jet of Carbonic oxide gas was burnt which gave

rays rendered manifest by the quinia solution, i.e. Stokes’ rays,

still no effect of the magnetism on them could be discovered.

13056. When a small helix of platina wire ignited by a voltaic

battery was employed as the source of rays, still no sensible

effect of the magnetism upon the rays could be made out.

13057. All the results were Negative. See Notes of 18 Deer. 1852.

7808-21, 7912-22, 8683-706, 1079 1, 13024-27, 13053-7.
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13058. Have begun to prepare for experimental trials on a ray
of light by rotating bodies, with the hope of educing some signs

of the production of an electric current, or some equivalent action,

having the ray as its cause : hoping to evolve electricity and mag-
netism from light. In reference to such a research, see the former
failing trials at Nos. 7808—21, 912—22, 8683-706.

13059. Look for effects both by my thick wire Galvanometer and
thick wire helices, and also by Dubois-Reymond’s thin wire

Galvanometer and thin wire helices: using rotating bodies, as

Rock crystal, oil of turpentine, syrup, etc. as the cores of the

helices—and also heavy glass as the core of a helix subject to the

Logeman Magnet at the time when the ray passes through it.

For I must not forget the difference of the latter rotation from
that of the quartz or other bodies where the rotating condition is

natural.

13060*. There is a fine crystal of Silica at the British Museum,
having the oblique plagiedral facets on several of the angles.

Herschell says it must rotate a ray and so says Darker. The whole
crystal is very clear and good, having but few flaws comparitively.

13061. Mr G. R. Waterhouse has charge now of this department
and I have applied to him by letter (7 August) by his advice
for the loan of the crystal out of the Museum.
13062. This is intended for the large wire helix. By putting a

cup upon the pyramid end, that can then be covered with Canada
balsam or Camphine and then a sun’s ray made to enter parallel

to the axis of the crystal.

AUG. 10, 1853.

13063. Dubois-Reymond’s Galvanometer cannot be moved
about and I find it difficult to procure a Sun station in sight of it.

The best I can think of at present is the top of the Museum roof
*

[13060]

A guage of this size [diagram

has been reduced to I scale] in

card board freely admits the
crystal at the largest part.

The whole length is 13^

inches. About 8| inches may
be considered as body, 2^
terminal pyramid, very good,

and 2 1 of diminishing base.
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at the N.W. comer. At this time of the year the. Sun is on that

corner long before 9 o’clk. After a time, the shadow of the tree

trunk comes partially over it—then it clears— at 2 o’clk. p.m. the

shadow of our chimneys approach it and at 20' to 3 o*clk. it is

in the shade of the house and after that not available.

II AUGUST 1853.

13064. Tried a few fluids for their rotation power over a polarized

ray in a tube about 2 inches long. A solution of Tartaric acid had

little or none. Sol. of Camphor in Alcohol a little. Camphine
better but not much. Saturated solution of Cane sugar was the

best, but the rotation here was not above 25°. By the bye, I took

the analyzer round in the same direction for all these; i.e. as the

hands of a watch, but I had not ascertained whether their rotations

were in the same direction. So solution of sugar appears to be

the best-but how exceedingly inferior to Silica; the same length

of rock crystal would have revolved the ray very many times.

13065. If a crystal of Silica be cupped over tlie pyramid by a

fluid and held upright, the sun’s rays falling on to the surface

of the fluid will be refracted, but not parallel to the axis of the

prism. If tlie prism be parallel to the incident ray, still the ray

striking the surface of the fluid obliquely will not remain parallel

to the axis of the crystal. In a more upright or intermediate

position, the ray after it has entered the fluid will be parallel 'to

the axis of the crystal, and if the fluid have a refracting power like

that of the crystal, the ray will pass through the crystal itself

parallel to the axis. Now Camphine is not much below quartz

in refracting power, and on filling a glass jar with that fluid and

then inclining it until the light went well down the middle, and

illuminated the bottom, it made an angle of 25° nearly with the

perpendicular at 1 1 o’clk. of this day. Such a position would be

a very convenient one for the prism in its helix.

13066. The following are some refractive powers that concern

me in the cupping of the Rock crystal—

Rock crystal 1*548

Canada balsam i *
549

Oil turpentine i*475

Oil Olive 1*470
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Water 1*336

Syrup

Melted Sugar 1*554

13067. Placing a rock crystal in a cylindrical glass jar and
covering it over with Syrupy there was but little reflection of light

at the meeting of the two surfaces and but little refraction. A wire

looked at through both was distorted in appearance only a very
little even at the angles of the crystal. When the crystal was in

camphine^ the effect was still better and the wire even less distorted.

Canada balsam is too thick alone to give a level surface quickly,

but I think that a mixture of Canada balsam and camphine will do.

13068. Polarising plates. The right angle for a maximum effect

is 56° 15' with the perpendicular, or 33° 45' with the incident ray.

12 AUG. 1853.

13069. Canada balsam and Camphine mix with difficulty at com-
mon temperatures, but if heated in a water bath and well agitated,

they mix perfectly in any proportions; i vol. of each makes
rather too thin a fluid, thinner than treacle; 2 and i make a thicker

and also a more refractive media and one nearer to the Rock
crystal.

13070. A paper cell put round the end of a crystal and attached

by Gum holds exceedingly well; and the 2 1

- 1 mixture being

put into the cell so as to cover the pyramid, it was then very

easy to look into the crystal and examine every place and side

within. So that this arrangement will do very well. By exposure

to air the camphine evaporates and leaves a liardened surface,

which when the fluid is inclined produces a corrugated skin

surface—but a single drop of camphine restores all to good order

again. When the cone of rays from a lens was sent in at the top

surface, the focus appeared on the side of the paper almost as

well whether the cone passed through the fluid alone or through

the fluid and crystal.

13071. Dubois-Reymond's Galvanometer in window. A current

which goes in at 2 and out at 4 sends the east end of the needles

to the North and vice versa. The little magnet is too powerful

at present, so that the needles rest on either side of their proper

position.

17-2
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13072. Have been engaged in preparing many new pieces of

apparatus for the trial of a ray of light and any power it may
have of evolving electricity when made to rotate either in Rock
crystal—or liquids as solution of sugar, camphine, etc.— or in

heavy glass under the Logeman magnet effect.

13073. Galvanometers, First there is minej with thick wire for

currents of low intensity (See Exp. Researches 3123).

13074. Duhois-Reymond's new Galvanometer belonging to Dr.

Bence Jones. He has just completed and arranged it. It is in

fine condition and more sensible than the first one. It contains

28,790 convolutions of silked wire, all of which are imbued with

shell lac from its solution, to increase the insulating power of the

silk. The length of wire is considered as being
,
for the whole

weight is grammes and feet of it weigh grammes.

13075. Rock crystal andfine wire helix. A fine crystal, 4I inches

in length and of an average diameter of of an inch, has been

selected for its clearness and fitness. It has very few flaws—has

both ends cut off perpendicular to the axis and polished— is found

by trial to rotate a ray (from a spirit lamp flame) well-presents

above rings and consequently rotates this ray times.

The direction of rotation is to an observer looking through it

and therefore receiving the coming ray, witli or against^ the

motion of watch hands. Mr Darker has wound round this crystal

10,100 feet of silked copper wire in a helix having a diameter of

3^ inches. The circuit is good throughout. (100 feet of the silked

wire weighs in grains).

13076. This Rock crystal and helix has been mounted on a board

in association with a good simple lens 4I inches in diameter and

26 inches focus. A concave lens is at pleasure associated with tlie

former so as, when receiving the beam of about I an inch diameter,

then to pass it forward in a nearly parallel direction, and thus all

the light from the great lens can be sent through the axis of the

crystal. The whole is mounted on a stand, consisting of a globe

standing in a broad ring, and thus it can be set so that the sun’s

rays shall fall directly on the lens and from it pass on to the

crystal, i.e. the crystal can, with the lens, etc., be adjusted until

parallel to the sun’s ray.

* Words “with or against” are in pencil in the MS.
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13077. Experimenting in the Model room window between the

hours of 10 and 12 o’clk. with the window up-the crystal and

helix was then not above 8 feet from the Galvanometer; and being

connected with it and tried by a piece of platina and zinc held

between the fingers, it was found that the circuit and therefore

the connexion was good. The weather was variable but the sun’s

ray now and then pretty good. As the sun moved, the apparatus

was adjusted so that when the millboard screens were removed,

the compressed ray passed directly through and along the crystal.

13078. When the screens were removed and the ray passed

through- there was no effect at the Galvanometer. Continuing-

the ray produced no effect. Shutting off the ray produced no

effect. No effect whether ray continuous, or when first through

or when extinguished.

13079. Introduced a bundle of glass plates at the right angle with

the axis of the cone of rays. This would pass much less light than

before, but it would be more or less polariied. Still no effect at

the Galvanometer was produced under any of the three con-

ditions already described-or when the ray was first polarized-

or when the polarizer was taken away.

13080. Polariied the ray by introducing a Wicoh prism between

the concave lens and the end of the crystal-but still no effects

at the galvanometer under any variation of circumstances.

13081. Interposed a plate of copper ruhy glass so as to transmit

a fine red ray only and not all the rays. Still there was no effect

at the Galvanometer, either on introducing the glass or taking

it away- or under any of the former variations,

13082. I have a copper wheel cut into spaces and combined with

a commutator
( ),

so that as it revolves between the com-

pressed ray and the crystal, it can rapidly alternate, either letting

the ray pass or stopping it; and the commutator can be set so as

to give or complete the voltaic circuit either whilst the ray is

being cut off, or whilst it is let on- or in other manner. I made

a brief experiment and obtained no result; but then the ray is so

large that it overlapped the spaces and so different effects were

taking place at the same time in different parts of the crystal.

I must remove the concave lens, and introduce the wheel just

at the focus, and then the conditions desired will be obtained.
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13083. The Sun had now left the Model room window. Went
to work therefore upstairs in the Antelecture room with My
galvanometer of thick wire and a large crystal in thick wire helix.

13084. The crystal now employed belong[s] to Mr Dollond and

is excellent in clearness and quality but not large enough in size.

I have tried to obtain one from the British Museum (13060, i)

but have had much and strange impediment thrown in my way.

I have persevered (see the correspondence) but if I obtain it, it

will probably be at too late a period to be ofany use. Mr Dollond’s

crystal is nearly 52 inches long and on an average 3^ inches in

thickness. 150 feet of copper wire o-i8 of an inch in thickness

and covered with cotton has been formed into a helix upon it.

The crystal has a flat and polished face nearly perpendicular to

the axis, and it is not difficult to set it up parallel to the sun’s ray

so that it can fall directly upon it and at the same time to connect

the tinned and amalgamated ends of the wire by the proper cups

with my galvanometer close at hand. It is requisite however very

carefully to screen off the galvanometer and the connexions from

the sun’s rays, otherwise thermo currents are immediately formed.

These did happen, and shewed at the same time that the connexions

were perfect.

13085. After this I made a few trials with sun’s rays on and off.

I obtained no effects—but the Sun’s rays were uncertain and poor.

The ruby glass and the polarizing plate were employed, but no
effects obtained at the galvanometer.

13086. As to Dubois-Reymond’s fine wire galvanometer, though

it was affected easily by touch of finger to zinc and platina or

zinc and copper terminations, still it was not good for feeble

currents, and when the loose parts of the connecting wires were

swung across the magnetic curves of the earth, no signs of any

effect at the instrument were produced. The obstruction of such

a length of wire was too much for such a feeble current as was
then produced.

6 SEPTR. 1853.

13087. Rock crystal—fine wire helix—our lens-and Dubois-

Reymond’s Galvanometer (13074), with the revolving inter-

cepting wheel (13082) adjusted now at the focus of the lens, the
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concave lens being taken away. Now the spaces on the revolving

wheel receive and include the whole of the focus, and all is right

in that respect. The commutator was so adjusted that when the

ray was full on to the intercepting portion of the wheel, or full

on to the crystal (passing through the space cut in the edge of

the wheel), then the contact spring was just passing from metal

to ivory or the reverse. Hence if the ray was excluded and then

the wheel revolved in one direction until it was full on to the

crystal, the spring passing over the metal would make contact

whilst the ray thus came on, and would consequently break con-

tact, being on the ivory, whilst the ray was being cut off. Or if

the wheel were turned the other way, contact would be broken

whilst the ray came on, and made whilst the ray was cut off.

And thus an accumulation of any effect due to the passing of the

ray or to the stopping of the ray might be obtained.

13088. The circuit was perfect when the spring was on the metal

of the commutator and in that respect all was right. But whether

the wheel was revolved one my or the other, no effect was pro-

duced at the galvanometer.

13089. The ray was polarized by the interposed plates (13079)

but still the wheel action did nothing.

13090. The red glass was interposed and tlie ray used natural or

polarized, but still the wheel action did nothing.

1 3091. When the crystal helix and commutator were in the

circuit, a piece of platina and of zinc held in the fingers properly

shewed a current through the galvanometer, but very much less

than the effect when the crystal helix was not included; including

the commutator only did not diminish the effect. Hence it appears

that it opposes obstruction to the current; but from variations

in the trial, it appeared also to discharge across its coils much of

the electricity and so prevent it passing on to the Galvanometer.

The wire of the helix is silked but it is not resinized or varnished

as that of the Galvanometer is.

Proceeded to work up stairs with the large crystal and wire and

my galvanometer (13073). The form of the face at which the

light enters is as in the figure. The crystal was tilted and received

the direct rays of the sun as before, and all the connexions were

good. Began to work about \ p. 12 o’clk. with a very good sun-

the day altogether has been good.
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13092. The sun’s ray into the crystal permanently, produced no

effect.

13093. The interposition of the Ruby glass, so as to produce a

red ray, produced no effect,

13094. The bright sun’s ray, all the rays intermitted with inter-

missions at the Galvanometer made by hand (13087), but no

effect was produced.

13095. The large lens borrowed from Dr Miller has a diameter

of 9 inches and a focus of 20 inches. The ray collected by this

lens was sent into the crystal, but did nothing. Alternations of

the ray on and off, did nothing (13082, 7). The cone was passed

through a bundle of polarizing glass plates, so that many of the

rays would be polarized, but still no effect was produced.

13096. The simple ray had been somewhat polarized, but no

effect was so produced.

13097. The Sun’s ray was then received on a bundle of glass

plates at the polarizing angle, and the crystal altered in position

until the reflected and polarized ray entered it parallel to the axis.

But there was no effect at the Galvanometer.

13098. A glass tube, inches in diameter and 30 inches long,

terminated and closed by flat glass plates, was then filled with

syrup (which rotates better than my oil turpentine) and placed

in the thick wire helix (wire 0*19 of inch in diameter) connected

with the galvanometer, so as to be in a horizontal position. The
sun’s rays were reflected horizontally by a large glass mirror

silvered, and sent along the tube. There was no effect at the

Galvanometer under any condition of the ray. The ray was
polarized: still no effect. The ruby glass was employed: no effect.

The great 9 inch lens was used and its focus directed into the

end: still no effect.

13099. So that all attemps with rotating rock crystal or solution

of sugar, using Sun’s ray, polarized plane, etc., failed in evolving

any signs of electricity.

14 SEPTR. 1853.

13 100. This is the first fit sunny day since the 6th. Now though

rotating bodies, as Rock crystal and solution of Sugar, seem to

be without power over a ray as to any evolution of Electricity,
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yet as their rotation is not due to a state of constraint like the

rotation of heavy glass at the rotation, and in fact is not quite

the same in character as the latter, so it is not yet decided that a

body rotating a ray under the influence of a magnet or a current

of electricity will not also, when under the same influence, produce
a current when a ray is passed through it. So a square prism of

heavy glass, polished at the ends, 7 inches long and 0-7 of an inch

in thickness, had a helix of thick wire constructed for it, which
helix would go within the poles of the Logeman magnet (12363)
and allow the ends of the heavy glass to rest against the extremities

of the poles*. The helix contained 55 feet of wire o*i8 of an inch

in diameter—it was inches long and inches in external

diameter— and was connected properly by mercury cups with my
thick wire galvanometer (13073) placed about 7 feet from the

magnet. The connexion was good; the warmth of the finger

applied to a wire end near the mercury cup gave a ready current

and action at the Galvanometer.

1 3101. A common glass mirror revolving on a polar axis was

adjusted so as to reflect the sun’s ray in a horizontal position

parallel to and along the axis of the Glass prism. The use of a

screen of mill board permitted this ray to pass through the glass

or to be cut off at pleasure. But whether the ray was on or off

made no difference at tlie galvanometer—no effect was produced.

1 3 102. The 4I inch lens was used (13076), its focus being either

at the end of the heavy glass or an inch or two within; and with

this arrangement the ray was on or off^ but no galvanometer effect

was produced.

13 103. The transmitting polarizing glass plates were introduced

into the course of the ray—but without producing any variation

(13079).

1 3 104. Alternations were made (13082), i.e. galvanometer com-
munications were complete whilst the ray was let on but inter-

rupted when the ray was cut off, the alternation being as rapid

as the hand could make them—and many such would occur in

the time of one vibration of the needle—but still no effect (as of

accumulation) could be observed.

13105. So the heavy glass—with Logeman’s magnet— thick wire—

and my galvanometer— gives no hopes of a result in this direction.

[13100]
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13106*. Another piece of heavy glass, | inches in breadth,
I
of an

inch in thickness and 2| inches long, has had 1300 feet of fine wire

wrapped round it to form a helix. This was adjusted at the

Logeman magnet between two iron terminals which were pierced

by conical holes ( ), so that a ray of light, simple or from

the lens, could be passed through them and the glass in the helix.

The helix was then connected by long and comparitively thick

wires with Dubois-Reymond’s Galvanometer below (13074, 86)

and the communication found to be complete. By conducting

rods of deal, a set of acoustic signals were established, and thus

communications made from the Galvanometer to the helix.

13 107. When the Sun’s reflected ray (13101) was simply sent

through the heavy glass, there was no sign of action at the

galvanometer whether the ray were on or off.

13108. When the lens was employed (13076), there was no action

whether the Sun’s ray were on or off. When the rays were polarized

by the bundle of glass plates, there was still no effect produced.

No action in any way could be obtained. So that neither by these

nor by the former trials (8683-771, 92) have any evidence of the

evolution of electricity by light been obtained.

* [13106]
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Crushing of crystals and other bodies.

13109. The thick wire Galvanometer (11706-11) was put in

place-two of the thick wire conductors connected with its wooden

cups reached to a vice-the conductors were 4*25 feet and 3*66 feet

long. The chops of the vice were guarded by a thick card board

-

the ends of the copper conductors were beaten flat and then well

cleaned-a piece of bismuth, being part of a prism cut out of a

crystallized mass (i 31 15), was placed between the flat faces of the

copper conductors in the chops of the vice-tz, a are the vice

chops-^, b the card board-c, c the copper conductors and e the

piece of bismuth. The bismuth was a cube nearly, and so placed

that the magnecrystallic axis was parallel to the line of pressure, i, L

13 1 10. When first put into the vice and with little pressure, the

galvanometer needle was deflected, the S. end to E. about 14° and

continued there-when the end of the conductor was taken out

of the cup, tlie effect ceased, but when the circuit was complete

it was renewed. Reducing the pinch at the vice made the deflec-

tion less- restoring the first slight pinch at the vice made the

deflection rise up again. Increased the pinch still more and the

deflection gradually diminished -still increased the pinch, and the

deflection sank to Zero, then rose up on the other side and gaining

13° E., continued there very steadily for some time, half an hour

or more, and then gradually fell to 2° W.

13111. The Electricity thus evolved is probably a thermo current.

The finger put for a moment on either side against the copper

conductor made a deflection of 20° or more, this or that way

according to the side of the bismuth; but these currents fell in

less than a minute when the finger off. Putting the hand merely

on this or that side of the iron vice instantly caused a deflection

of 32° or more, even though the heat had to travel through the

mass of iron and across the pastboard. Must take care of such

influences, for they are very sensitive. By touching this or that

side of the vice, it was easy to bring the needle to Zero.

13112. The effect of the pressure shewed that the cause of the

current produced was at the vice. Then what is the cause of
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change in its direction? I think it is only this: that the vice and

the copper wire conductors were at two different temperatures

from handling, etc., that from the spring of the conductors there

was contact more perfect with the vice at one side than the other,

and hence the change of temperature would be on that side first

;

that by more force the conductors were brought into more perfect

contact with the vice, so that the interchange of temperature could

occur as well or better on the other side, and that the temperatures

were such as then to cause a current in the contrary direction.

13113. I do not think that any part of the current was due to a

disturbance of the condition of the bismuth by the mere act of

compression. The bismuth was much squeezed, and now the line

which had been that of the Magnecrystallic axis ought according

to Tyndall to go equatorially.

27 FEBY. 1854.

13 1 14. The piece of compressed bismuth appears to be very

dense—attempts at cleavage shew a fine granular structure and

somewhat conchoidal fracture-equal in all directions. I think it

is much harder than before—and certainly seems to me to be

much smaller. I have marked it I. Between the poles of a horse

shoe magnet it set with the length axially, and therefore that

which was the line of pressure equatorially.

1ST MARCH 1854,

13 1 15. The prism cut out of a crystallized mass (13 109) before

referred to was square and long, about inches, and the chief

cleavage [illegible] was parallel to its thickness, i.e. transverse to

its length. Two cubical pieces were taken off by cleavage, and

calling the former piece I, these may be II and III and the re-

maining piece IV
;
the last piece is still above I an inch long, its

breadth not being
\
of an inch.

13116. Piece II was placed in the vice between the conductors

as before, but with the plane of cleavage parallel to the line of

pressure and therefore the Magcrystallic axis transverse or per-

pendicular to the line of pressure. Needle of Galvanometer

deflected as before, though on the contrary side, but no effect
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of mere pressure appeared to evolve any electricity. It appeared

to me, however, that more force was required for compression

than before, that in fact the bismuth was harder in this direction

than in the former. The piece of bismuth cracked and split during

the pressure. It was squeezed until only half its first thickness.

13 1 17. Piece III was treated in the same way, the planes of

cleavage being now perpendicular to the line of pressure, and

therefore as in the first piece. I believe it gave way more easily

than II. No signs of Electricity apart from die temperature. It

was compressed to about half its thickness.

No. I weighed I7‘i56 gr. and its S.G. came out as 9*58

No. II „ 45*4 9*87

No. Ill „ 44-1 9*33

No. IV „ 82*36 9*9

I, II and III were cracked and I believe that the cracks retained

air when the bismuth was weighed in water, hence probably the

reason why the S.G. seems less after pressure. The probability

is that there is in that respect little or no change.

13118. No. IV pointed between Mag. poles with its length axially

and its chief cleavage equatorially. Nos. I, II and III all pointed

with the line of pressure equatorially. In I and III therefore the

direction of pointing had been changed by the pressure.

4 MARCH 1854,

13119. Induction ofcurrents influids. Made a fluid helix thus. An

iron cylinder, 8 inches long and 17 inches in diameter, was

selected. When put on the poles of the great horse shoe magnet,

which are inches apart, it allowed of
^
of an inch resting on

each face. Being a cylinder, it did not adhere to the great magnet

after it had been magnetized and demagnetized, but allowed its

own state to rise and fall better than a square keeper would have

done.

13 1 20. Eight feet 4 inches of Vulcanized India rubber tube was

wound into a spiral round this core. When 12 convolutions were

on, 17 inches were left in two ends of 8 and 9 inches each. The

seven [? twelve] convolutions contained therefore nearly 7 feet and

the internal diameter of the tube was 0*25 ofan inch and its external

diameter about half an inch. It kept its form on the core and was
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protected from pressure, so that the space within was open and

clear throughout. Being measured as to its contents, the spiral

part was found to contain 3 cubic inches of fluid. This helix was

carefully filled with fluid so as to include no air, and then clean

copper wires 0*25 of an inch in diameter were introduced at the

two ends until they occupied the 8 and 9 inch ends up to the spiral,

and were then tied fast so as to secure the existence of a fluid helix

with copper conductors in perfect contact.

13 121 . The Galvanometer first used was the thick wire instrument

(11706-1 1). It was placed 18 feet from the Magnet in the position

above figured and on the same level nearly with its poles, so as

to render it as little subject to the direct action of the magnet as

might be. A voltaic battery of 20 pr. of Grove’s plates was

employed to excite the magnet. The connexions with the Gal-

vanometer were of 0*25 of inch copper wire dipping into mercury

(11708).

1 3 122. The helix was filled with dilute S.A., i vol. oil Vitriol

and
3
of water or Voltameter acid, which is excellent for con-

duction. It with the iron core was put into its place on the

magnet and the connexions with the Galvanometer all prepared,

but the circuit as yet broken. Then on exciting the magnet, its

influence was such at this distance as to send the N. end of the

needles about 5° East.

13 123. I had found that the introduction of the copper wires

into the fluid helix termination caused only a very slight deflec-

tion-not more than 2°,

13 124. Now completed the Galvanometer circuit with the helix

and again excited tlie magnet. There was no deflexion except that

due to the distant direct magnetic action of f. When the battery

contact was broken, there was no effect except the gradual return

of the needle to its first place.

1 3 125 Changed the direction of the Galvanometer conductors.

Still there was nothing when the Magnet was excited or lowered

but the direct magnetic action on the needle.

13126. Dismissed tlie thick wire Galvanometer and used one with

a finer wire, having 310 convolutions and the copper wire of

an inch in diameter-its length was 164 feet (50 meters). Here the

needle did not stand at Zero, but about 10° or 12° either on one

side or the other, because of the magnetic condition of the copper
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wire. At present its set was as figured. The Galvanometer circuit

was as yet not completed : then

Exciting Magnet made the N end go to right or W.
Lowering Magnet made it go to the left or E., but only a very

small degree.

13 127. Then completing the connexions of the Galvanometer
and helix, there was now a current due to the action of the dil.

S. Acid on the copper wires, which set the N end of the needles

or 15° more W.; it was constant, so that the needle soon came
to rest. Then
exciting the Magnet madeN ends of needles move E. or to the left.

Lowering the Magnet „ „ W. or to the right.

13128. Now here we have first the direct magnetic effect setting

the N ends of the needles W. ;
then the voltaic effect of the dilute

acid and copper setting the N ends more W.
;
and quite clear of

these actions, the induced current setting the ends E. on exciting

the battery and W. on lowering it. This can hardly be anything

else but the induced current in the fluid. The effect was small

but very constant in direction. The ends of the conducting wires

were carried so nearly up to a line parallel to the axis of the helix

and over it that they could not produce the effect, and I believe

it is a true induction in a fluid.

13129. Uncrossed the connexions so as to set them parallel. This

set the needles naturally on the other side of zero, and when the

connexion broken, it stood there for the reason already given

(13126). Then exciting the magnet to obtain its direct effect,

the N. ends moved E. or left, and on lowering the magnet they

moved W. or to the right. There was very little effect indeed of

any kind and it was very slow; the needles were nearly end on to

the magnet.

13 130. Completed the connexions ofthe Galvanometer and helix;

this set the N end of needles further E. as the voltaic action should

do (13 1 27). Then
exciting Magnet made N end go W. strongly in comparison,

lowering Magnet „ „ E. in like degree.

There was actually a little push or start on the needle on exciting

the magnet-different to the coming on of the deflections due to

direct action of the magnet or the voltaic current of Acid and

copper wire. Here therefore the induced current.
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1313 1. Breaking the Galvanometer connexions, the magnet

actions were as before (13 129) and the reverse of those just

described. On renewing them they were again reversed, shewing
the induced current.

13 132. It must be remembered that the induced current is not

measured merely by the reverse deflection but by counteracting

the direct action of the magnets also. So that it is stronger than

it appears to be and is proportionate to the sum of the two
deflections.

13 133. Now altered the direction of the Galvanometer con-

nexions so as to cross them, and repeated the experiments when
the needles were at rest. With no Galvanometer connexion:

Making the magnet sent N end to W. or right.

Lowering the Magnet „ „ E. or left.

On completing the connexion :

Making the Magnet sent N end to E. or left,

lowering the Magnet „ „ W. or right,

confirming the former results of induction.

13 134. In order to verify the direction, I made one turn of copper

wire round the core and helix in tlie same direction as the liquid

helix, fastened its ends to the conductors, and then excited the

magnet by a single pair of Grove’s plates.

Exciting the magnet made the N end go to the E. or left.

Lowering the magnet „ „ W. or right.

Thus the fluid and the metal give induced currents in the same

direction.

Repeated the Expts. with the fluid helix and whole battery:

Exciting the Magnet made N end go to E. or left.

Lowering „ „ „ W. or right.

13135. Then again, with the copper wire and i pair of plates as

before— the effects were exactly the same as to direction. It is

to be understood however that the current with the metal wire

was far more powerful than that with fluid helix. The first swung

the needle round, the second moved it only a few degrees.

13136. Took down the helix from the magnet- removed the

conductors and the acid-and then washed out the helix. Ran a

stream of water through it for some time, then filled it with

distilled water and soaked it well—afterwards filled it with fresh
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distilled water—cleaned the conductors well—restored them to

their place in the helix-and the helix to its place on the core and
at the Electro magnet. So now there is a pure water helix to be

acted upon by the magnetic forces. It is of course a very bad

conductor. The connecting wires were placed parallel. The near

or N. end of the needle was about 20° to East and at rest. Then
(having no magnet excitement) the communications were com-
pleted, but there was no change of the needle, proving that there

was now no chemical currem— the copper and water being in-

sufficient to produce one.

The galvanometer connexion being continued, the battery was
connected and

the Magnet excited, the N end of needle went very slowly E.

Lowered the Magnet „ „ went as slowly W,
Repeated with same results.

As this effect might include two actions, either combined or

opposed, namely the direct action of the Magnet and the induced

action on the hydro helix—broke the galvanometer connexions

to cut off the latter—then

Exciting Magnet, the N end of needles went very slowly to E.

Lowering Do. Do. W.
exactly as before, both in direction, degree and time. Hence I con-

clude that pure water is so bad a conductor there is no sensible

production of an induced current in it.

13137. With respect to the difference of Water and dil. S.A.

in relation to Electrolytic conduction and their probable likeness

as to conduction proper— the experiments decide nothing; for

with the dilute Sulc. acid the current may exist by either electro-

lytic induction or conduction proper. Whatever the means of

producing the current in the fluid, by induction or otherwise,

still it is an axis of power and the constituent elements will tend

to go out, as said in Exp. Researches, 517, 518, 524, 537, etc., being

as it were expelled. But though the results do not decide the

nature of the conduction, they prove that a current is induced

in liquids having sufficient conducting power, and I dare say that

with a much finer galvanometer wire even those in water would

appear.

13138. Tried this waier helix with the thick wire galvanometer,

18FDVl
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though not with any expectation of getting signs of current

( ). Such was the case, for whether the galvanometer con-

nexions were completed or broken, the effects at the Galvanometer

remained the same. The direct magnetic action was sensible, but

no signs of an induced current.

13 1 39. Considered that if a very broad band of fluid were passed

once, or half once, round the core, the induced current, though

one of small intensity, would have great quantity; and that this

quantity might be gathered up by metallic plates in the fluid and

so carried off to the galvanometer and made sensible. Took there-

fore a glass dish a, 6
\
inches in circumference and ij deep, and

placed it between the magnet poles so as to be level at its edges

with their upper surface. A square keeper, 12; inches long and

2 inches square, was placed on the poles and over the basin.

Dilute Sulc. Acid (i oil Vitriol+ 3 vols. water) was poured into

the basin until within
J
of an inch of the keeper-its depth being

I inch. Two perfectly clean platina plates, 5^ inches long and

above i\ wide hy soldered to copper wires, were put into the

acid on each side of the keeper, so as to be generally parallel to

it but with one edge and the copper junctions out of the fluid.

In this way, any current induced in the fluid would tend to pass

across from ^ to would be collected by the platina plates and

might be conducted by the wires W, W, to the Galvanometer.

The plates were put into the acid, the ends of their wires con-

nected together and the whole left thus for an hour, that all

voltaic tendency might settle down.

1 3 140. After that, the fine wire Galvanometer was employed,

and on completing its connexion with the plates thus, there was

a little deflection produced, shewing a voltaic current and its

amount; the needle stood thus. Then;

Exciting Magnet made N end of needle move to E.

Lowering Magnet „ „ „ W.

Repeating tlie experiment, there was the same effect-but it

was small. On interrupting the Galvanometer connexions, there

was no effect on the needle on making and breaking contact.

So that the effect produced when connexions were complete must

have been from an induced current.

13141. This square keeper adhered strongly to the magnet after
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the battery was disconnected and in fact sustained its state—so

that the raising and lowering of the magnet power must have
been much smaller than before, and hence one reason for the

diminished effect. I put a sheet of paper between the magnetic
poles and the keeper, but still the change in the magnet state was
only slow. Still the effects were in the same direction as before.

1 31 42. To compensate or correct this effect I employed the

round keeper (13119). When there was no Galvanometer con-

nexion, there was scarcely a trace of motion in the needle, so

that in present position of the needles and strength of voltaic

battery, the direct magnetic action was almost insensible. When
the Galvanometer connexions were completed, there was a little

action on the needle, shewing the existence of a slight voltaic

action in the dish and that the connexions were good. Then
Exciting the magnet sent N end of the needle to the E.

Lowering the magnet „ „ „ W.
This is the induced current—but the effect is not so good as with

the helix.

13 143. In order to verify the direction, etc., connected a copper

wire which passed between the keeper and the dish of acid (so as

to represent the latter) with the wires of the platina plates, and

then used a singlepair ofplates to excite the magnet, the connexions

and other things being as before.

Exciting the magnet sent N end of needle strongly to E.

Lowering the „ „ „ W.
When the connexion was broken, the single pair of plates had

no power to render the magnet influential by direct effect upon

the needle.

13 144. Here again the induced currents in the wire and in the

fluid are in the same direction.

1 3 145. The course of the connexions at the keeper as made by

the helix and the dish of fluid were in contrary directions, i.e.

the course with the dish is from the E. under the keeper to the W.
But with the helix it was from the E. over the keeper round and

round and at last over to the W. Now it will be seen by looking

at the results that they are perfectly accordant, for the induced

current with the hydro helix sent the N end to the E, when the

connexions were _ (13 127, 33, 4), and the induced

18-2
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current with the dish sent the N end of the needles in the same
direction when the connexions were .i as ought to be
the case (13 140, 2., 3).

II MARCH 1854.

13146*. Baden PowelVsRotation results— his evening 3 March, 1854.
The apparatus consists of a brass disc a, 0*4 thick and 3 inches

diameter, moving smoothly but truly on a steel axle b at any part—
c is a frame made out of thick brass plate (drawing to size nearly*),

with two notches at d^ which let in the axle to its true bearing—
the ends of the axle are cones and retained in place by the stops
e, e. There are holes in the frame c so that by wires in these, as

the frame with its axle can be hung up by a piece of braid having
no torsion in any position. The braid then serves as a vertical

axis about which the whole may revolve, and this axis of course
passes through the center of Gravity of the disc and frame. W^ith
the addition of a bar made fast to the frame and a counterpoise,
the whole may be suspended by a vertical axis more or less on
one side of the disc and its particular frame— still the vertical axis

and the center of Gravity of the whole is in the same line. But
by using a vertical rod suspended by braid as an axis and re-

straining it in its place by bearing above and below, and by
attaching the frame to this axis by a rod, the disc with its

* Reduced to | scale.
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immediate frame can be placed at any distance from the Vertical

axis, and the latter not pass through the center of Gravity of the

whole. There is no real difference between this result and the last

except that one half of the (equivalent) weight to be moved is taken

away. The rod between the vertical axis and the disc frame may

be horizontal or ascend or descend without any change in the

results.

13147. There are holes made also in the steel axis and the disc;

by the insertion of wires in these the disc and the axis can be

fixed together-or the axis and the frame. So the disc may rotate

on the axis whi[l]st the latter is fixed to the frame-or the disc

may be fixed to the axis and rotate with it at the bearings of the

latter in the frame-or disc, axis and frame may be all free, so

that the rotation may occur either at one bearing or the other.

I believe that all the peculiar effects are due to friction, momentum

and the resolution of forces, and contain in reality nothing re-

markable except the form of the result.

13148. The disc has a groove round its edge and by winding a

thread in it and pulling it off, rapid rotation can be given. Or by

introducing the bend of a double thread in the axis when it is

fixed to the disc, [illegible] it out and then pulling it out as a double,

very rapid and steady rotation can be given to it. The disc weighs

5766 grains and in most cases turning it by the hand is sufficient.

The axle alone weighs 154 grains.

13 149. In the first place the disc and frame were on a horizontal

lever fixed to the frame and about 6 inches from the vertical axis.

The disc was inclined to the vertical axis but the disc axis was in

the same plane as the vertical axis. Then the disc was rotated, and

the whole being placed in a state of rest, except the rotation, it

was left to itself and quickly began to move, for the disc and

frame soon revolved round the vertical axis in such a manner that

its direction was the same generally as the upper parts of the

moving disc; thus if the upper parts of the disc came towards the

observer, then the disc and frame advanced towards the observer-

if the upper part in revolving went from the observer, the disc and

frame altogether went from the observer. The effect was the same

whether the disc revolved on the fixed axle or whether the disc

and axle, being fixed together, revolved in the frame.
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13 150. The first alteration made was in the inclination of the

disc, its axle always being preserved in the same plane with the

vertical axis. As the disc was rendered more vertical, the effect

of revolution round the V. axis diminished, and I could not

perceive that when it was truly vertical there was any tendency to

revolution round the vertical axis, whicheverway the disc revolved.

But on increasing the inclination of the disc, the effect increased

until the disc was horizontal, when it was at a maximum. On
continuing the successive displacement of the disc, the effect

decreased, but it was now the lower edge (being in fact the same

edge as before) which moved in the same direction as the revolu-

tion round the V. axis. The effect gradually diminished as the

disc was made more and more vertical, and when truly vertical

there was no effect as before.

1 3 15 1. Supposing the disc could be sustained by a perpetual

revolution on its own axis and then that the frame and disc could

be as gradually revolved round a line being tangent to the circle

of revolution round the vertical axis, the effect would be as

follows. Whilst the disc was vertical, there would be no tendency

to move in the horizontal orbit. As the disc became inclined

cither way, motion in the horizontal orbit would come on in a

direction corresponding to that of the outer edge of the disc or

the edge farthest from the V. axis prolonged. This would increase

until the disc was horizontal, when it would be at a maximum,
and afterwds. diminish, to cease altogether when the disc was
vertical. Then it would recur again. The motion in the great

orbit is always in the same direction with that of the outer edge

of the revolving disc.

1 3 152. The next point was to lessen the distance between the

revolving disc and the V. axis, the latter and the axis of the disc

being always in the same plane. The same effects as before oc-

curred at any distance, increasing and decreasing in amount as

the distance decreased and increased. This continued until the

vertical axis passed through the center of Gravity of the disc and

was then most powerful, being the most powerful possible when
the disc was horizontal, for then the frame revolved with the disc,

and if torsion were taken off, it went to the extent that the disc

ceased to revolve in the frame, but it and the frame revolved
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together, revealing the fact that it is just the friction in the axle

which, imparting part of the force in the disc to the frame, sets

it in revolution round the point which is restrained, namely the

vertical axis.

13153. If the frame be carried off on the opposite side of the

vertical axis, or if it be carried out in any direction from the

V. axis, like effects are produced ; the conditions are the same and
the results are the same.

13 154. When the disc is central, i.e. with its center of Gravity
coinciding with the V. axis, it is of no consequence in what
a:iimuth it stands— there is no effect of revolution in the frame
or the supporting part of the system. If in this position it be
carried out parallel to itself in any direction from the vertical

axis, still there is no result of horizontal revolution. Again, if

the disc and its frame be at a distance from the V. axis, the latter

bng. in the same plane as the disc axis and the disc vertical, there

is no result of horizontal revolution (13 150); but if in the latter

case the disc be revolved in azimuth so that its axis shall be always
horizontal, then whatever the position, there is no horizontal

revolution. What occurred at the center with a vertical disc

occurred in every other situation, i.e. cessation of horizontal

revolution, so that the various cases become one.

13 155. The simple experimental result therefore is this. If with

a V. axis a horizontal projection of the revolving disc be made,
and if in that projection the moving parts of the disc describe

straight lines, then there is no tendency to revolution; but if the

moving parts of the disc describe ellipses or circles, then there is

revolution, and the revolution coincides in general direction with

the motion of those parts of the disc which in plan appear furthest

from the V. axis.

13156. Now all is clear. When the disc revolves, it by friction

is retarded and soon brought to rest, even if every other obstruc-

tion were away. If the frame in which it is held is quite free to

move, the frame itself is by the friction carried round with the

disc and at last moves with it, the two being as one. This was the

case when the disc was horizontal and coincident with the V. Axis,

as shewn in this diagram*. But suppose in that case a stop be

applied at which is done when that is made to coincide with

* [13156]
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the vertical axis, then according to the well known laws of

mechanics, h will move so as to revolve round a in the direction

that a before revolved round h when stationary, and consequently

the center of gravity and the whole frame will revolve in a hori-

zontal direction accordant with the parts of the disc furthes[t]

from the V. axis*.

13157. So also in cases where the disc is inclined to the V. axis.

There is, in the resolution of the forces communicated by this

friction from the spinning disc to the frame, a resultant in every

case which is horizontal and at right angles to the line joining

the vertical axis with the disc, the direction of which is the same

generally as that of the parts of the disc furthest from the V. axis.

The resultant is smaller as the disc is more nearly vertical and

ceases altogether when it is vertical. Hence there is then no ten-

dency to horizontal revolution.

13158. So this particular part of the Paradox is I think made out.

13159. As another form of expression, we may say that the outer

edge of the spinning disc will rotate round its own axis and the

Vertical axis in the same direction. If the spinning could be con-

tinued indefinitely and all friction or resistance be removed from

the vertical axis, it is evident that the revolution round the vertical

axis would increase until its angular velocity equalled that of the

disc, in which case the same edge of the disc would always be

towards the inner and outer edge, the disc would move with the

same constant angular velocity, and the disc would become fixed

as it were in the frame. Such a result must happen if there were

no resistance at the V. Axis and some at the disc axis.

13160. In respect of (13156), it is clear that if when the system

is rotated in free space the advance of a be stopped, then the

other half of the power of a and that is the power at h, will

carry the whole system formed round a. Being a couple in the

first instance, one of the powers is neutralized and the other

produces the full effect. Or again, the first rotation of h round

the center c is converted into a rotation of it and c round a,

13 MAR. 1854.

13161. Considering the effort as one always tending by friction

to make the frame carrying the disc revolve with the disc, the central

* [13156]
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position or that where V. Axis passes through the center of

Gravity, and rotation of the disc, should be the most favourable

for the result (13 152), for then all the power of friction is exerted

in turning the frame; none is stopped off by the place of the

V. Axis acting as a resistance (13155). This result was experi-

mentally confirmed.

13162. Thus far the results have all been with a chief vertical

axis. What happens with the axis in that position will happen with

it in any other position, provided the influence of Gravity be

removed by counterpoising.

13163. Now as to equipoise of the revolving disc. It was hung

as represented, by a hook, so that in all positions the disc remained

parallel to itself. Whether the disc was spinning rapidly or at rest,

the beam held precisely the same position. There was no dis-

turbance of or combination with Gravity. The same occurred

whether the beam was horizontal or inclined in the contrary

direction.

13164. Repeated the experiments but with the disc inclined. The

result was precisely the same, so that this inclination did not

disturb gravity. Another effect however took place: the disc

tended to make its frame turn with it according to the law of

action before described (1315O) so it tended to revolve round a

vertical axis at and when that was stopped by the hook, from

then the whole tended to revolve round V. axisj as before, the

upper part of the edge moving in the same direction generally

round its own axis and the vertical axis, because being farthest

out from the latter.

13165. Now fixed the disc frame to the lever, so that as the latter

changed its inclination the former changed with it, but the lever

was parallel to the axis of the disc. No change resulted when the

disc was spun. Whatever inclination was given to the lever before

hand it retained or resumed, whether the disc was at rest or not.

When the disc was vertical, there was no rotation of it round

the V. axis-when oblique as thus there was, but that was simply

a case of friction of the former kind (13155), and the lower part

of the disc, being the farthest away from the V. axis, went

generally in the same direction round the V. axis and its own

axis.
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13166. Fixed the frame to the axis with the disc oblique. This

made no difference with regard to the balance of the lever, so

gravity not affected or disturbed whatever position the beam had.

But the former friction affect arose whenever the disc was not

vertical. So lever being horizontal, it rotated because top part

of the disc was farthest from the V. axis. When lever thus, it did

not rotate round the Vertical axis.

13167. Fixed the frame so that the disc was at the end of the

lever and its axis in a line with the lever. Same results as before,

i.e. that whatever position the beam had whilst disc at rest, it

kept when disc was in motion, and that whenever the disc was

inclined to the V. axis, it rotated round it according to the law

before given (13150*

13168. I hung up a bob by the Vertical axis, which was
3
feet

long. Could perceive no signs of any deflection from a perpen-

dicular line.

14 MAR. 1854.

13169. My point of suspension between the V. Axis and the

beam is too far above the center of Gravity of the beam, etc.

to allow a very small deflecting force to be sensible. So I must

give up experimenting for the present and jot down an expectation

or two. B. Powell, in the report of the evening, states that if

further end of the lever be over poised, so as to bring it down if

at rest, i.e. if the disc is at rest, and then the disc be rotated, the

lever retains any position it is put in; and instead of the descent

of the overpoised end, the lever and weight and frame, etc. begin

to rotate round a V. axis, as if the rotation was the equivalent

of the descent, but being opposed to it, counteracts it. I doubt

this explication. The lever I believe will not rotate if the disc be

vertical, and as a proof trial, I believe it would rotate one way if

the lever were then tilted in one direction and the other way if

tilted in the other direction, because of the reverse inclination of

the disc at those times. Yet the overpoised end would retain

either one or the other position, being that first given to it.

13170. I believe the sustentation of the overpoise is due solely

to the momentum of the disc in a state of revolution, which

causes it to tend to retain the same plane of revolution. To change
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this plane of revolution requires force, according to the principle

of Frisi. A small force can only do this feebly with a heavy disc

in rapid revolution and therefore changes the resultant plane of

revolution very slowly. The overpoise is such a small force, still

it produces its effect, which increases apparently as the momentum,

i.e. rotation, of the disc diminishes.

13 1 71. What the small force does slowly a greater force, as the

push of a finger, does more vigorously. This being applied close

to the vertical axis above, represents the gravity force in direc-

tion, but it may be applied beneath or on one side equally truly

and then becomes Wheatstone’s lateral pressure, or includes it.

Such a push therefore gives a sense of the strong resistance to

change of rotation plane of the disc. When the push is given,

there is a powerful tendency to motion of the part of the lever

pushed, but the direction of this tendency is to one side or the

other of the line of push, i.e. if the push is horizontal, the tendency

is up or down according to the direction of the disc rotation.

I am not sure which way it is and I have not the apparatus at

hand. But suppose for a moment it is friction (or a part of it at

least). Then consider the plan, D the disc revolving so that the

upper part shall proceed from left to right, and then a push made

on the opposite side of the V. axis c at ^ in the direction indicated.

That will transfer the points of friction from the line over the

middle of the axis to a and i.e. the rotation being rapid. The

friction at a will tend to carry a downwds.; that at h being on the

ascending side of tlie disc will tend to carry h [upwards]. This will

tend to make the lever a h revolve round the line D D in such a

manner that L will descend, and consequently, as c is a fixed

point, the disc itself should tend to descend also, that is move

in a direction at right angles to the push. Is it so in fact.^ (13184).

Or being so, should not the fixture of the disc on its axle reverse

the effect.^ For let disc D rotate in frame F, and let a push like

the former be applied at ^
;
the inner or h contact would now

be on the down going side, and the outer or up going contact

would be at a; so that the twist, if due to friction in part, ought

to be reversed. If due to the composition of force, ought to be

as before. Try this.
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13 1
72*. Have constructed a steelyard about ii inches long,

having the steel axle at one end; a counterpoise at the other; a

point of suspension at the end near the axle, so as to be about

0*9 of an inch from the disc when on the latter. When the disc

was just counterpoised, the point of suspension, i.e. the axis for

that purpose, was very little above the center of gravity, and

therefore a sensible beam was obtained; and when set vibrating,

returned very well to its position.

13 1 73. Adjusted the counterpoise so as to set the lever inclined,

left the disc quiescent but rotated the whole about the V. axis.

The position changed instantly and approached the horizontal

even when the rotation only slow. This is a very natural result,

for centrifugal force will tend to depress the disc end and raise

the counterpoise end, and so level the beam. This cause will

come into play in all such revolutions round the V. axis, however

they are produced, and whether that axis be flexible or fixed. It

may often require to be allowed for.

13174. Next, when the disc and beam are still, the latter is in-

clined. When the disc was in rapid rotation, the beam would

remain horizontal if placed so at first, as if against the force of

gravity, or it would remain in any other position, as thus, for

a time and then begin to move. In these first cases, the counter-

poise was but little over and had little force to depress the long

end, so when the beam was horizontal, it remained horizontal

and there was at first no tendency to revolution round the V. axis;

by degrees the disc rose a little-the lower edge projected out and

then revolution round the V. axis came on, in the direction of

the lower edge round its own axis.

13 175. If the fork of the Vertical axis be held stiffly in the hand,

so that rotation round it is prevented, then the disc being quickly

rotated, whatever position the lever is placed in in respect of

gravity, it retains with a power proportionate to the rotation.

This is a simplified effect and is due to the tendency of the disc

from the momentum of its parts to preserve its plane of rotation

unchanged, and only to that.

13176. As with a weak rotation the disc rises and becomes in-

clined, so revolution about the V. axis then comes on according

to the first results separated (13 15 5). This rotation tends to set

* [13172]
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the lever horizontal again, so that the preponderance of the weight,

and its result of Vertical revolution on the other [hand], oppose

each other in their effect on the beam. Whenever there is revolu-

tion of an oblique beam round the vertical axis, the full effect

of Gravity will not appear in the inclination (13 173).

1 3 177. Now made the poise heavier so as to exert a stronger

gravity pull upon the lever and raise the disc over the point of

support when quiescent, so as to make it nearly horizontal. Then
by the employment of rapid spinning of tlie disc, observed two
effects, a first and a foUowing or final one, very different in

character. The disc was in rapid rotation and the beam left

horizontal and quiescent— the beam tended to keep horizontal,

losing that position only slowly, but whilst so balanced the whole

revolved round the Vertical axis, not only when the disc was

vertical but also when inclined a little. The direction of revolution

was the same for both states, but for the inclined states it was in

the contrary direction to that described on the former occasion,

for in all cases the top edge of the disc tended to go in the same

direction round its own axis and the vertical axis.

13178. As the spinning of the disc diminished, it was carried up

and became more and more inclined by the preponderance of the

weight; dien gradually the rotation round the V. axis diminished

and when the inclination was a certain amount and the spinning

slow by comparison, the rotation round the V. axis stopped

altogether and then was renewed in tlie contrary direction, be-

coming the phenomenon first described, which then rose to a

considerable degree.

1 3 179. So the first effect is best shewn in its true and simple state

when the lever is horizontal and the rotation of the disc rapid.

When the disc is a little inclined, it becomes mixed with the first

phenomenon spoken off, and afterwds. it passes altogether into

this effect (1315 5), the old revolution.

13180. This phenomenon, separated from others, is as follows.

Let the observer’s eye be at the point of intersection of the

Vertical axis and the horizontal lever, looking towards the re-

volving disc turning watch fashion or from left above to right:

then the preponderating weight behind the arm tends to pull its

end down and therefore to raise the disc up. If the disc were
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quiescent or were allowed to preserve its plane of rotation

(13163), the weight would raise it effectually; but being in rota-

tion and also on the stiff prolongation of the beam, it resists

ascent; and the new effect comes on, namely a revolution round

the vertical axis from left to right, i.e. accoring with the motion

of the upper edge of the revolving disc.

13181*. Looking at the leverage, etc., the pull down by the weight

at r is equal to a push down at j or a push up at r, and so becomes

the case offorce which the whirling globe, Wheatstone’s apparatus,

etc. shew. So in the case observed above
( )

the result as

to direction is that when the disc was forcibly raised, it tended

to go to the right hand.

13182. Took the lever and disc off the vertical axis suspension,

so now the apparatus consists merely of the revolving disc on

a steel axle fixed in the end of a wooden rod. The rod being held

at r r by the finger and thumb, it was easy to spin the disc very

strongly and then by a quick application of power at t f, to make

the disc revolve about that fixed point either by rising or falling,

or to the right or the left; in fact in any direction and also starting

from any chosen position of the disc at first. The effects were

the same in every case-and exceedingly simple. Of course the

rotation of the disc about it[s] own axis was in a plane perpen-

dicular to that of the revolution about the point t.

13183. In all these cases, it was very easy to feel first the resistance

to displacement of the plane of rotation of the disc (13 175). It

was also as easy to feel that the resistance was not altogether in

the direction of the force applied, but oblique, because of the

tendency of the disc to go oblique, or escape as it were sideways

in one particular direction dependant upon the direction of rota-

tion and of the extra force applied. Thus when the disc revolved

as in the figure and a was made the fixed point, then raising

power applied as at t made the whole disc tend to proceed

laterally, as at \ ;
therefore presents a model for every position.

13184. Now fixed the axle to the disc and held the axle in a fine

smooth socket (a glass tube). Every thing occurred exactly as

in the former case, so that friction does not sensibly enter into

the result, but every thing depends upon the composition of

forces.

* [13181]
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13185. Suppose the disc a globe, the effects would be the same.

Suppose the fixed point a to coincide with the center of rotation,

then the following effect would happen. Let G be the globe

looked at from above, revolving from a to then by the proper

depression of the horizontal axis make the globe revolve round

the diameter a so this second revolution shall be from c to

the resultant of the two forces will be a revolution of the ball in

the line ef; and it is just because the axis x must be of course

perpendicular to any plane ofrotation acquired that themomentum

of the ball or disc first resists the change at all, but if tliat be

persisted in, then urges the axle by pressure on opposite sides of the

bearings into the new and consistent position. Whether it be the

force of the hand or of gravity makes no difference in the character

of the result.

13186. If the plane of the disc in relation to the point about which

the second revolution occurs is altered, so that a line from it to

tile plane of the disc is more or less oblique, then like results

occur, modified as to amount but all of the same kind.

13187. As to the other or reverse effect which occurs when the

disc is much inclined and has only a moderate rotation (13178).

It is not merely a rotation round tlie vertical axis in tlie contrary

direction or according to the motion of the distant edge of the

disc as regards the vertical axis, but besides that, the disc tends

to set its axis vertical and over the real vertical axis; so that

instead of revolving with its frame round the V. axis, it should

rise up over it and the V. Axis pass through the center of rotation

and gravity of the disc. This is an effect which belongs to the

first results and is equivalent to an endeavour of the horizontal

disc (13152) to gather in and place itself over the V. Axis in the

central position. There friction tends to resolve the two forces

into one resultant.

13188. There are three different effects produce[d] which may

occur more or less mingled witli each other.

The first vertical revolution, 1315 5, 8, 13149-62, 87.

Opposition to Gravity or retained plane of rotation, 13 170, i,

13163.

Reverse rotation and oblique reaction, 13 177,
9-86.
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13189. The polarity or the condition of bismuth when in the

magnetic field: is it as I think or is it as Weber thinks.^ Will not

the following considerations help to develope this matter }

13 190. It is conceded that the magnetic power tlirows para-

magnetics into a polar state, and I suppose Weber and others

admit that it throws diamagnetics into their peculiar state of

reverse polarity. Now admitting, as I am inclined to do, that the

force does make all bodies submitted to it assume a new state for

the time, then bismuth will have a state which it gains as it goes

into the magnetic field and looses as it comes out of it.

13191. In the case of Iron, the acquirement of this state takes

time— the Electro magnet takes considerable time to rise to its

maximum, and it takes time to fall again. So if bismuth and

phosphorus assume a new state, time will probably be concerned

there also.

13192. If this state exists, it must be one favouring the trans-

mission or conduction of the magnetic force. It is so in the case

of iron, and it would seem unnatural that it should not be so in

the case of bismuth.

13 193. But if the supposed reverse polarity be occasioned by the

magnetic force, it must be the same as the state set up; and it

would be equivalent to setting up a resistance, not to the removal

of one. Therefore the assumption of a reverse polarity, and the

assumption of a state which tends to diminish the resistance to

magnetic conduction, are in opposition to each other and both

cannot be true,

1 3 194. It seems possible to determine experimentally which of

these is the truth of nature upon the following principles. Suppose

a piece of iron between two magnetic poles: it becomes polar,

i.e. acquires its state. Suppose it turned half way round ; the state

it retains will be adverse to the magnetic conduction, but then

it will in time acquire the new polar or peculiar state which is

favourable. If it be again turned half way round, the same

sequence of changes will occur. So that as the iron moves round,

it will become less favourable to magnetic induction, and the
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lines of force across it from Pole to Pole of the magnets will open
out and pass more through the surrounding air or other body
occupying the magnetic field; and as it is resting and rising to
its final state, it will conduct better and the lines of force will

draw in and concentrate within it. This alternation of the lines

of force which must accompany the change of magnetic conduc-
tion power are well fitted to prove experimentally the condi-
tion of the body: if only the currents which the changes are
competent to produce can be gathered up by proper commutators
and sent on to a galvanometer.
13195*. I have had an apparatus constructed ofwhich the general
plan and measures in inches are here given. A B is a copper rod
serving as an axis, held in holes at the top of the two supports
C, C. D is a handle by which it can be revolved or moved to

and fro. E is a cylinder, solid, of Iron, bismuth or any other body
to be subjected to an experiment, 1*8 inches long and 1*2 inches
diameter; F and G are cylinders of box wood. H and I are two
nuts, and as a small hole runs through the center of the cylinders

E, F and G, these nuts hold all three firm together, especially

when double discs of sand paper are introduced at F and G to

give holding friction. The supports C, C, hold the axis 1*2 inches
from the base, K and L are two cylinders (short) of soft iron
each with a helix of fine wire M round it ; one of these, K, contains

63*7 feet of wire and is i*8 inches in its external diameter; the
other, L, has only 32*3 feet of wire and is 1*3 inches in diameter;
the wire is copper of inch in thickness. These pieces of iron

are blocked up in their place so that one is on each side of the
great cylinder E, their axes being at the same level but at right

angles with its axis.

[13195]
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13196. Two bar magnets S and N, cylinders, each o*8 in diameter
and 8*5 inches long, well magnetized, were placed at the same
level with the soft irons so as to form magnetic continuations

one with the other. Under these circumstances, the soft iron

pieces formed the N. and S. terminations of the magnetic poles

which were acting across the space occupied by the experimental
cylinder E. These bars were held and fixed in their place so as

not to be easily moved.
13197* Now the idea I have is that the lines of force proceeding
from one pole to the other across the three cylinders K, E and L
may, as before said, be concentrated or diffused through E at

given times % and will of course have a like disturbance in K and L
at the same times, some of the lines of force which go through
K, L and E at one moment, being diverged and sent through the

air at the next moment, to return to their first position at the

following moment, and then again sent outwards; and that as

these changes would not depend upon any change of place of
the helices in relation to the magnetic poles, they would piove

the displacement of the lines of force by the position and time

of the experimental cylinder only. Being gathered up by the

Galvanometer and commutator, they would have to shew this

change.
13198*. As the sum of Magnetic force from N to S would be
always the same, I concluded that any lines of force dismissed

for the time from the cylinder E would pass through the sur-

rounding space. With the idea of gathering some of these up,

I had a cylinder of soft iron O prepared, 0*85 inches in diameter

and 4 inches long. Covered copper wire like that round the

pieces K, L, was formed into a helix round this iron; the wire

was of an inch thick and there must have been about feet

employed. It was supported above the other helices, etc. and its

ends overlapped the S and N ends of the magnets about 0*5 or
0*6 of an inch. The idea was that, of the lines thrown out of the

* [13198]
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cylinder E, enough would go into the iron so as to produce an

effect upon its helix, which might upon occasion be added to the

effect of K and L.

22 AUG. 1854.

1 3 199. The Galvanometer I have is Rhumkorf’s. I have put on
a new Cocoon silk and thus got rid of much torsion, and it is

now in Excellent condition. It is about 4 feet south of the

apparatus and its magnets— all is well and steadily fixed.

13200. The experimental cylinder E being soft iroriy and the two
pieces K and L with the magnets in place, the wires were so

joined that any exaltation or any depression of the states of K
and L should combine to send an electric current through their

joint wires. Then the piece of iron O was put into its place above,

and its wire conjoined to the end of the former wires, so that any

fall in power in it should coincide with the rise of power in the

pieces K, L, in sending an electric current through all the wire.

The ends of this long series of wires were connected with a

commutator and that again with the Galvanometer. In order to

test the various connexions, a thermo electric generator was made
with a piece of platinum and a piece of iron wire. This being

introduced at one of the junctions and warmed by the fingers,

sent a current through the whole, deflecting the Galvanometer

needle permanently 10° or 15°.

1 3201. Suppose the Experimental cylinder E to revolve through

i8o°— then stop an instant— then to return back through i8o°—

then to stop—and so on continually. On starting it will, according

to the supposition of change of state, time, etc. (i 31 91-7), cause

a current through the wires in one direction. On coming to rest

and stopping, its state will rise and a current will be caused in

the other direction. On starting back, a fresh current li/:e the

first will be caused-on stopping, another current like the second;

and these contrary currents will be renewed every time the

cylinder moves and comes to rest. Now a commutator which

changes after the cylinder has come to rest, before it starts again

and also in the middle of its motion through the 180°, will gather

up all these currents into one continuous current, and if this

affects the galvanometer, then the research by experiment is open.

19-2
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13202. I made this change by hand (having a cork handle to the

commutator) and therefore very slowly compared to what it

ought to be, but I am happy to say the Galvanometer moved.

27 AUGUST 1854.

13203. The motions were repeated. The effect always followed

and in the same direction— the needle constantly went to one

side. It was even evident with two moves only.

13204. If the commutator were not changed, the effect did not

occur. So that it did not appear to be the result of mere shake,

making the magnets approach towards the central cylinder by
attraction.

13205. In order to distinguish which was most powerful, either

the end pieces of soft iron K, L, or the larger top piece O, I

turned the latter round end for end, keeping the connexions as

they were— this ought to reverse its action, so that it should no[t]

oppose the action of the end pieces; but the result was the same

as before, being in the same direction and I think as strong— as

if the top piece O did little or nothing, I then removed it to a

distance, leaving it still in the circuit. The effect was the same as

before.

13206. Then I removed it out of the circuit altogether and set

it aside; and now the end pieces only could aid in sending on a

current to the galvanometer. The effect was as good and in the

same direction as before.

13207. I turned them both in their places end for end, leaving

the connexions untouched; and now the effect at the Galvano-

meter was produced, but in the reverse direction.

13208. So there is every reason to believe that I have the effect

I am looking for, an iron cylinder E being employed. Now if

I can make the apparatus sensible enough to shew the effect with

bismuth or phosphorus, then the following results will ensue.

13209, If the state assumed in time by bismuth makes it a better

conductor than before (13 192), then the current it may give will

be in the same direction as that obtained with iron, and its polarity

or the equivalent to it (the polarity of the lines of force) will be

like that of iron. If its polarity, or the state assumed in the
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magnetic field, be the reverse of that of iron, then the current

it may give will be in the contrary direction.

13^10. The non action of the cylinder of iron (13205, 6) would
seem to shew how much of the external magnetic force must be

disposed of through the air and space around, since the change
in that part of space occupied by the iron is insensible. All the

effect of the change in place of the lines of force seems to be shewn
by the helices of the terminal pieces, and but little of it by this

piece outside, only its own small fraction as a favourable but

small part of a large acting space.

1321 1. In order to exalt the effects and make them available for

bismuth, etc., first I must have a new commutator acting quickly

and conjointly with the motion of cylinder E ( ).

1 3212. Next a stronger Magnet: even the Logeman magnet.

Perhaps the soft iron need not touch the Logeman, but being

close to the bismuth, may be distant from the Logeman poles— or

else may connect them by soft iron bars.

1321 3. Whether a field between large faced poles or between

pointed compressed poles will give the best effect must be tried

by experiment.

1 3214. May have larger soft iron pieces and more wire on them,

and then may go further off from the Galvanometer.

13215. With much fine wire on end pieces, may use Dubois-

Reymond’s Galvanometer.

13216. Try also end pieces with thick wire round them and the

thick wire Galvanometer.

1 3217. Effect of extent of Arc of vibration of exp. piece E.

13218. Effect of Velocity of change of place.

132 19. Different substances.

13220. A substance which settles nearly at the Zero state, and so

seems to be then indifferent, may not have that for its natural

state but may shew an induction effect. Also the time for each

may be different, although the final state nearly the same.

13221. Consideration. If bodies (and all bodies) assume an in-

duced state, then they will assume it independantly of the medium
which surrounds them. Thus solution of Sul. Iron will assume

it just as much in a magnetic field with air or with like solution

of the Sulphate of iron (except for a small difference). But then.
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what of Space ? How can space assume a new state ? Yet space

must partake generally of the condition which is general to Para

and diamagnetic bodies, and especially if the condition con-

ferred is in the same direction for both-which it will be if in both

case[s] a greater facility of magnetic conduction is the final result.

13222. In such a point of view, one would rather expect that the

change would be in opposite direction, i.e. as paramagnetics

become more paramagnetic, diamagnetics would become more
diamagnetic-but then tliis would not seem to accord with the

idea that the change always favoured the communication or trans-

ference of the force (13 192). Experiment must instruct us.

2 SEPTR. 1854.

13223. I have had a commutator associated with the apparatus

described at (13 195), which will be understood by the above

rough plan*. P is an upright axle, carrying midway the double

clam C, and at the top the arm L and handle H. This handle,

moved in the direction of the arrow, moves all the other parts;

for as F is the experimental cylinder of iron or bismuth, with

its helices, magnets N, S, and handle O, and as this handle is

brought upwards and connected by a light deal rod M with the

arm L at H, so, as H is carried round, it serves as a crank and gives

a to and fro motion to O and the cylinder F. If the arms L and O
were of equal radius, then of course each would describe 180°

or any equal amount in the same time, but if O be made longer

than H, any smaller arc, as 120°, may coincide with 180° of H,

and then the cylinder F will rotate backwards and forwd. through

120° as H continually revolves. This 120° for F is substituted for

the 180° of the former experiments (13201).

13224. Then as regards the Commutator: I is a sliding piece of

boxwood carrying the two spring contact pieces A and B, and
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also the thin stiff plate rod R whose rounded edge bears upon

the edge of the clam C and is kept up to it by the spring T;

so as the clam C turns, it gradually carries the stage I outwards

and then suddenly let[s] it inwards again, and this it does twice

in every revolution. E and D are two pieces of brass plate, not

touching each other, fixed on a box wood stage G which can

be shifted by the hand to and fro to the extent allowed by the

two holes and the pins in them. Now as the depth in the fall

of the clam C is equal to the width of the branches of D and E,

so it is easy to see that the commutator changes twice in every

half revolution of the handle H; for at the falling in of R the

conductor B will pass on to D suddenly and the arm or con-

ductor A on to E, but as the handle goes on, it will gradually

carry the piece I back again, and if properly arranged, will at 90°

(or at any other time if required) pass the conductors back

in to their hrst relation to E and D. There is this still further

power. If by a number of revolutions of H a current has been

gathered up and sent on to the galvanometer, swinging the needle

in one direction, and the needle begins to turn back, then by

carrying the stage G by hand from the spring the required distance

(allowed by the holes and pins), the collected current is changed

in direction and so the effect of accumulation at the galvanometer

still goes on.

13225. The clam C is held on the axle P by two nuts so that it

can be fixed in any position in respect of the arm L, and therefore

the changes at the commutator be made to coincide with any

period of the motion or state of the arm 0, and consequently of

the experimental cylinder F.

13226. I verified the relation of the helices, making one end of

the helix wire black B, the other being left white W ;
and then

when currents were sent through them, marking one (and the

like) end of each helix iron with a cross.

13227*. Now arranged the apparatus, leaving the experimental

cylinder of iron (13200), putting the two short irons and helices

and the magnets into their places in the order indicated, connecting

theW wire of one with the B wire of the other, and the remaining

ends B and W with the commutator and that with the Ruhmkorf’-s

galvanometer (13199). The upper cylinder (13198) was removed
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and out of action. The thermo-current (13200) applied at one of

the junctions shewed a good contact and circuit through the

whole.

13228. Have arranged the commutator so as to give the quick

change just before the experimental cylinder began to move from

its point of rest or return (13224), and therefore the slow reverse

change in the quickest part of its motion, for this was assumed

as the best condition for the expected effect; but I found that on

working the handle and apparatus- /i/r/c’ or no effect was produced

at the Galvanometer.

13229. Proceeding to examine first the joint action of the soft

irons and their helices, I changed the connexions there, joining W
and W together and sending B and B to the commutator; and

now the best effect came out and indeed a very fair one, for

20 revolutions of the handle H sent the galvanometer needle

aside 5° or 6°; and then by going on and changing the piece G

(13224) and so accumulating the effect, the swing became very

good and makes me hope I may succeed with bismuth. I must

develope this effect of position hereafter (13230), accepting it for

the present and working on for other points.

13230. Position ofthe commutator. By the clams the commutator

can be made to change at any period of the motion of the Experi-

mental cylinder. The quick change at the fall is 90° from the slow

change for one revolution of the handle H, there being two quick

and two slow changes for a whole revolution. One revolution

brings the experimental cylinder over to a state of rest and then

carries it back to a state of rest; and each of these journeys, begin-

ning from a state of rest, increases in rapidity to the middle and

then diminishes to a state of rest. The journeys, whether beginning

on the one side or the other, are supposed to be exactly alike in

their effect, and the commutator action is absolutely the same for

the two. The quick commutator change is the most definite and

probably the most influential in separating the numerous feeble

induction currents that I desire to bring up; therefore I proceeded

to make changes in it and mark the effect. These I will indicate

thus. Suppose the clam C fixed on the axis of the arm or crank L

as in this figure; then it is clear that the quick change at the com-

mutator will occur at the instant that the experimental cylinder
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is brought to rest. If L were in the other half of its revolution,

the effect will be the same. I will therefore say that a quick com-

mutator change occurs at 0° from a stop of the experimental

cylinder. Suppose the clam fixed as in this figure, then the qmck

change will occur at about 25° (of the motion) of the arm L after

the Exp. cylinder has begun to move. If the adjustment of the

clam be as in the third figure, then the quick change will occur at

90*^ or when the motion of the experimental cylinder is the very

quickest; and so it may be made to occur at any time of the

movement of the mass experimented with. The effect of tliese and

such changes were tried for both states of the piece G of the com-

mutator with the following results. After means after the moment

of stopping.

0° after- very good- needle left . . very good-right

5 „ very good
))

left . . . very good right

10° „ fair left . . . fair right

20° „ little
>}

left .
.

good right

30° „ nothing „ 0 . . . . fair right

40“ „ fair right

50° „ little » right . . . very little right

70° „ fair
>»

right . . . nothing 0

90° „ good

110° „ middling

right . . . fair left

right . .
.

pretty good left

140° „ nothing 0 . . .
.

pretty good left

150° „ little
)•)

left . . . nothing 0

160°
„ fair

))
left . . . little right

i']Q° „ excellent left . . . better right

180° „ very good left . . . good right

i8i[‘’or5° „ pretty good Tir T . . very good right

190 or 10° „ fair left . , . fair right

All these results were obtained with 20 like revolutions of the

handle H, and therefore with 40 journeys of the Exp. cylinder F.

1 323 1. Now the two positions of piece G ought to give effects

of like amount in opposite directions, but that is not fully the

case. At the beginning and ending of the journeys, the effect is

pretty well, for 160°, 170°, 180°, o'", 5°, 10° and 20° accord in

results and power moderately well. At 40° and jfo° they are

absolutely opposed, the amounts being however small then; and

on each side of these, though not opposed in direction, they are

in amount of effect. The same or something like it occurs at 140°
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and 150°, as was to be expected; 150° is almost nothing and corre-

sponds to the position of change of direction; 50° is the other

correspondant position of change or is near it.

13232. The want of accordance in the two positions of the

piece G probably depends upon the circumstance that the change

does not place the parts E and D in exact like relation to each

other— such a circumstance will make little difference in the

moment of quick change, but may considerably affect the moment
of slow change, and irregularities in the form of the clams in the

gradual part may have some effect also in this matter.

13233. However, as the effects are the same on both sides of 0
°

and are also greatest about that point, so that is the position of

the clams which gives the best results with the commutator.

13234. Leaving the clam adjusted to 0°, and the irons and helices

in their places as described (13229), with like wires, i.e.W andW
joined together; I took out the smaller iron helix L, and found

that the other acted in respect of direction like both but weaker.

I then turned iron helix L 180° round and restored it to its place—

it opposed the action of the other, K, and there was no sensible

action with 20 revolutions of the handle L (13223). I then turned

it back into its first position and now had the effect of both as

before.

13235. Call the weaker helix L and the stronger K (13195).

13236. By movement of Exp, cylinder, had the effect of K and

L— the needle went to the right. Changed connexions only, so

as to join wires B andW of helices together and the other B andW
to Galvanometer— scarcely any effect now, but what there was

was to the left, as if the stronger helix overcame.

13237. Removing L from its place caused the Galvanometer

needle to go to right-and then removing K from its place caused

the same thing, shewing that as now joined together, B to W,
they acted alike by like removing action. Putting L into place,

the needle went to the left-being of course the reverse action

of taking it out. Movement of the cylinder F with L only in

place— scarcely any effect at the needle— it is the weaker iron and

helix. Taking L out again— then the needle to the right as before.

Putting K into place-then needle to the left, accordant with its

action when taken out. With movement of the cylinder F, a little
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motion of the needle and to the left. Now L was again put in

its place, sending the needle left as before.

13238. But when the cylinder F was worked with both K and L

thus in, there was nothing scarcely-a trace to the left. Turning

K, or the stronger, 180° round in its place and then working

cylinder F, diere was a little action and needle to right. When K
turned back and the cylinder F worked, there was a little action

and the needle to the left. All this timeW and B of the cylinders

have been joined together.

13239. Nowjomed white ufL to white o/K-worked cylinder F

-

still only a feeble action and to the right. Tried again after

swinging and clearing the needle-good-perhaps as good as

before when thus conjoined.

13240. The removal of L sends the needle to tlie right and tlie

removal of K sends it to the left, shewing that the two are op-

posedly joined together as regards their wires. Turned K 150°-

then putting it [in] sent needle to the left-L put in without

turning sent needle to the left also-all this consistent, but helices

are now in like position. Then moved the exp. cylinder and there

was a little effect to the left, as if the two opposed in power; turned

K back to its opposed or anomalous position and now by motion

of the cylinder there was a pod effect to the right as if both now

conjoined. This discrepancy must be worked out somehow.

13241. The irons and helices are now in the anomalous position

(13229). Withdrew the magnet N a little way-the needle went

right. Withdrew the magnet S a little way-the needle went left.

On approximation the reverse effects occurred. So these effects

are opposed to those which occur when the cylinder F is worked,

the magnets remaining stationary.

13242. In reference to another point. A north pole of a magnet ^
has lines of force issuing from it which are polar. If two north

~

poles are opposed to each other, the lines of force have the form

indicated. But suppose four N poles- the lines (what few there

might be) would proceed to the middle and then rise upwds. and

downwards. But suppose further, six north poles inclosing a
;

cubical space. What would be the condition of that space } What /

would a magnetic needle do in it.^ Probably nothing. What

would a moving wire or revolving ring do in it.^ Would it have
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any state, as a state of tension; and as the magnets should receed

from it or open out any way what would be its state and how

would it come on?

13243. There could be no lines of force in the inclosed space.

Can it have a state of tension distinct from the polar or current

state, and is it that I tried to find by analogy with static electricity-

a state of magnetic tension without polarity. In that case we ought

to find a quality by which to recognize it. Would it affect the

Electro chemical state and so give voltaic terminations?

13244. The inside of a hole in the end of an iron core ought to

have a like state. Perhaps two holes at the ends of a core might

serve as chambers for experiments.

13245. How would a piece of bismuth behave there? IfNandS

were two poles of magnets, a piece of iron allowed to move along

the oblique line would go from a towds. the angle more strongly

than if one magnet away. Then a piece of bismuth ought to tend

to go from the angle. If the two poles are both N or both S, the

piece of iron should tend to go out, I think, and a piece ofbismuth

tend to go in; for the angle would partake of the character of the

inclosed space before spoken of, i.e. the spot h would have weaker

magnetic power than any where else.

6 SEPTR. 1854.

13246. In the following figures (relating to expts. like those

recently described), N and S are the magnets and the north and

south poles of the magnets (13227), K is the iron with the stronger

helix, L the iron with the weaker, i.e. smaller helix (13235). The

white wire of one shall be constantly connected with the black

wire of the other, and the change shall be made by putting them

accordant with the polarity of the magnet poles, or reversing one

D
so as to bring about the anomalous or opposing condition. When

they are accordant they will stand thus: when anomalous or

opposing, thus.

13247. The two soft irons (13195, 235) were arranged on each

side the iron exp. cylinder E, and connected with wires W and B

together; the other wires went away to the commutator and so

on to the galvanometer. The thermoelectric test shewed a com-

plete circuit. Double movement of E 20 times-gave no effect.

So the soft iron, etc. without the magnets gave no sensible current.
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13248. Turned K round 180° into the anomalous position, and

then gave 20 double movements, i.e. 20 revolutions of the handle L

(13222*). The needle was not sensibly affected. So again the irons

without the magnets do nothing. Returned K to the first position

(13247)-movement of E-no effect.

13249. Put S magnet into its place-this sent the galvanometer

needle to the left (no movement at present and the commutator

kept in one position). Put the N magnet into its place and this

also sent the needle left. Withdrew S magnet- needle went to

right. Withdrew N magnet- the same thing happened. So that

both magnets accord and both helices to these approximating

and receeding action[s], tlie helices, etc. K and L being in accordant

position. Found also in confirmation that when N and S either

close up simultaneously or were removed simultaneously, the

effect was to the left and great, being the sum of the former effects.

So much for approximation or recession of the magnets N and S.

13250. Now examined the effect ofdisplacing the helices K and Z,

leaving the magnets and irons untouched. Took out K-the needle

went to the right. Took out L-the needle also went right. Put

in L-needle went left. Put in K-needle went left. So these

actions are accordant; and whether we take away magnet N or

helix K, the effect is the same, the needle goes to the right.

Removing S or L produces same effect. Putting up S or L has

like effect, and the approaching N or K is alike as to current

produced. This should be so.

1 3251. Now turned K 180°, so as to bring it into the best con-

dition for the production of a current by movement of the iron E,

i.e. into the anomalous position', and then again verified the effect

of approximation and recession. Thus:

Withdrew magnet N needle went left

„ „ S „ „ right-weaker than before because Lis small.

Approached „ N „ „ right-strongly,K being the larger helix.

„ „ S „ „ left- moderately.

„ „NandS „ right- being the difference ofthe two helices.

All this is accordant with the reversed position of K.

13252. Now as to effect of removals of K and L helices:

Took away K-strong action-needle went to left

Restored K-Do right

Took away L- fair action right

Restored L-Do left

* Should be 13223.
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All this accordant with itself and with the former results. Whether

it was the magnet or its associated helix that was withdrawn, the

effect was the same, and a like result was produced by the approxi-

mation of either. But the actions on one side of the cylinder E

were the reverse of those on the other, because the helices are in

the anomalous position.

13253. Now the exp. cylinder E was moved, the magnets being

retained permanently in their places and the helices also. The

motion was as before for 20 revolutions of the handle L (13222*),

and the needle went to the left hand. Repeated the experiment;

again the needle went to the left hand. The commutator was now

moved over by hand, i.e. the part G (13222^), and then move-

ment of E gave a deflection of the needle to the right hand, once

and again. To prove that the two helices were acting together

and the effect the sum of their action, K was turned 180*^ so as

to be consistent; and then movement of E gave a little trace of

action, needle to the right- znd then changing part G of the com-

mutator, movement gave the least trace to the left. This effect

therefore is the real difference of the two helices, and when they

were in the anomalous position, we had the sum of their effects.

13254. I am not sure that the clam has been in the best position

or even well fixed (13230), so now I have fixed it so that the quick

passage one way should be the best, being a few degrees after a

stop of the experimental cylinder (13230), and the following is a

repetition of part of the former results, the magnets being in

place and the helices accordant. Moved E by 20 rotations of the

handle-very little effect to the left. Passed G part of commutator

over-then movement of E gave very little effect to the right.

Returned G to the first position- then movement gave very little

effect to the left.

13255. Then removed the smaller helix L, and now by move-

ment the needle went well to the left^ shewing that K had had

to overcome the opposed action of L while it was in place. Took

out K and put L in as before, and its effect alone (by movement)

was to the right.

13256. Placed K and L in the anomalous position. Now the

movement of E for 20 revolutions of the handle gave a fine

* Should be 13223.
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deflection to the right equal to 5° nearly-and by alternating the

piece G with needle swings obtained a swing up to 8° or (f on

each side of Zero.

13257. It is quite clear that when K and L are opposed in their

action as respects effects produced by the movement of the exp.

cylinder E, they are accordant as respects effects produced by

approach or recession of the magnets N and S. In following this

out and explaining it, it is to be remembered that there is motion

of the commutator in the one case and not in the other- but as

the commutator changes four times in one revolution of the

handle, its influence does not as yet appear to me.

13258. Being in the anomalous position as above (13256) and

therefore best for movement action, I tried in confirmation effects

of removal, etc., the commutator remaining fixed the time.

Removing N sent needle well right
|

Removing K Do. ... rijO'Af Vail alike, as ought to be

Removing N and K Do. ... right]

Removing S sent needle well left
j

Removing L Do. . . . left all alike, as ought to be

Removing S and L Do. . . . left]

But the two sets of effects are opposed in direction to each other.

13259. Now for effects of movement of E, the position of K

and L when in being anomalous as before.

S and L left alone (N and K being taken away). Movement

of E for 20 revolutions of the handle gave a little deflection to

the right.

N and K left acting alone (S and L being taken away). Move-

ment of E for 20 revolutions of the handle gave a good deflection

to the right.

S and L and also N and K being in action at once gave, as was

to be expected, a joint and large effect of deflection to the right.

13260. So the effect of N and K is hy movement to the right-znA

also by withdrawal of the magnet or helix to the n^At-both

effects are alike. The effect of S and L is by movement to the rights

but that due to wididrawal of the magnet or helix is to the left.

So here is the point of difference, and if we speak of the effect

of approximation, then the difference is transferred to N and K,
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for S, L, are alike in effect by movement or by approximation.

Develope clearly this relation of difference.

13261. Made the commutator a fixture and placed N and K thus

in the anomalous position but without S or L. Withdrawing

N and K sent the needle to the left^ and approaching them to E
sent it to the right. The experimental cylinder of iron E was

turned into different positions so that any polarity it might have

might shew its effect, but there was no difference produced by

that change ofE.

13262. Then S and L were put up to E alone, as represented.

When withdrawn, the needle went right; when approached, it

passed left, and that in every position of the iron cylinder E. So

that E acts as if in no way polar, but as soft iron, and the actions

of K and L, which are in contradictory positions, are in their

effects contrary. These effects were obtained again and again.

13263. Now with movement only of E. The joint action of N
and K sent needle well to the right-m^ with like movement only

of E, the joint action of S and L sent the needle also to the right.

So tliat still there is the contrast as to the results-movement

gives like results when approximation gives opposite results.

8 SEPTR. 1854.

13264. Magnetic Polarity. Perhaps have a new paper on this

point. In which case take up (Exp. Res., 2822) and all that part

and reconsider and enlarge it.

13265, Compare a sphere of bismuth and one of iron when both

are stationary in the magnetic field as to their supposed polarity

-

then rotate them and consider the currents out of them and their

indications of polarity (Exp. Res., 3164, etc.).

13266. Compare a sphere of soft iron, one of bismuth and one

of hard steel, magnetized, when in the magnetic field and the

latter reversed in polarity. Will not the hard steel on revolving

give the current due to its own lines of force and be unlike the

spheres ofiron and bismuth revolving, thus shewing the difference

of its polarity from them, and the sameness in character of their

polarity.^

13267*. A sphere of hard steel unmagnetized. When revolved,

will it not be unable to produce currents if quite untouched by

* [13267]
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the lines of force of the field around-and would not a little

magnetic needle shew the deflection of the lines? The steel

should not be polar. Perhaps it ought to be small or be made of

discs of very hard steel plate. Is too Paramagnetic (13421, etc.).

13268. A shell of steel as a cylinder would hardly do, because

the space within would convey lines of force. Would give an

excellent variation of experiment.

13269*. A sphere magnet in the magnetic field either accordant

or discordant. If revolved, will it give its own current and that

the same as if revolved with the magnets N and S away ?

13270. The reverse magnet should be as bismuth-if bismutli is

the reverse of iron; if it gives results contrary to bismutli, tlien

bismuth is polar the same as iron. Examine all these bodies by

revolution in the magnetic field.

13271. Polarity references, Exp. Res., 2825. See also 13242-

13245, the indications which would be given by a crystal of

bismuth in such opposed and complicated magnetic fields.

9 SEPTR. 1854.

13272. Set a hard sphere of steel revolving in a magnetic field.

Ifm lines of magnetic force pass through it, then no current will

be produced in it (Exp. Res., 3097). Perhaps even if a copper

disc or wire were introduced equatorially there might be no cur-

rent, because of the quelling power of the steel over the included

space, i.e. the excluding power of the steel. If so, then contrast

tile effect with a sphere of soft iron-and from that proceed to a

sphere of platinum-of copper-of bismuth, etc.- and so up to

hard steel-hard steel and soft iron being the extremes of the

series.

13273. Probably hard steel will present that most desired medium

or space of no magnetic power. It may claim the right of being a

“nonconductor of magnetism”. If so, it will present a striking

contrast and relation to mere space or a vacuum-and just as

striking a relation to iron as its antipodes.

13274. If hard steel a non conductor of magnetism, then a sphere

of it in the magnetic field (of moderate force) ought to deflect

the lines of force about it (13267), and they ought to pass round

* [13269]
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instead of through it. Then a small magnetic needle ought to shew

this deflection and contrast with the effect with iron*.

13275 1. Again, a plate of hard steel there, as a button, ought to

send the lines of force parallel to its sides, and this should be

shewn by a small weak magnetic needle and be in full contrast

to the effects with iron and half cont[r]ast to those with copper

or space.

13276. If a cylinder, prism or plate of steel, hard, were in the

magnetic field, then filing on a plane midway ought to shew the

same state of things and very well too.

13277. If all this true, we may liken the magnetic field to a

flood ofpower which, when an obstruction comes in its way, as

a block of hard steel, rushes round it and is conformed to it, just

as happens with a flood of air or water. We may perhaps even

reach to interference of its lines of force in the places analogous

to the eddy places of material floods.

13278. If hard steel a non conductor of magnetism (13421) then

it may keep out magnetism, and a flood of other illustrations and

proofs will arise. Thus:

13279. A box of steel plates ought to shew no magnetism at a.

A small needle should not point there.

13280. Filings should not arrange there.

13281. A bismuth crystal should not point there.

13282. A rectangle or ring revolved there should give no cur-

rents.

13283. Little balls of iron should not attract or repel or affect

each other there.

13284. It should be as if N and S were away. Such a chamber

would be free even from the earth’s lines of force (13421).

13285. Fine contrast and likeness between Steel and iron here.

Needle not point in hard steel because steel excludes the power

from passing through itself-not point in soft iron because the

iron gathers to and conducts all the power through itself. See

former error as to hard steel, Exp. R., 3292.

13286. Contrast of the iron and the steel as of a conductor and a

nonconductor. It coincides with the contrast of Paramagnetic and

diamagnetic bodies, and presents the extreme case of such sub-

stances.

* [13274] + [13275]
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13287. Hard steel may be examined in different ways, as:

by a small magnetic needle, when in the magnetic field,

by its movement or the movement of a wire connected

with it or acting about it.

by its action in media-its differential action in relation

to them.

13288. Hard steel ought to be expelled out of the magnetic field

both by Para and diamagnetic bodies, i.e. if it be a non conductor

and so more diamagnetic than any of the rest.

13289. It would be very odd to see it sent out by sol. Sulphate

of iron, solutions of nickel, etc. -these being paramagnetic bodies;

and just as odd to see it sent out in water, Sulphuret of carbon and

diamagnetic bodies.

13290. Hard steel and bismuth on differential balance-bismuth

ought to go in as if magnetic.

1329 1. Hard steel and iron in field of equal force ought to attract

each other equatorially, as iron and bismuth do, but far more

strongly, though for the same reason (Exp. Res., 2817, 31).

13292. Two hard steels ought to repel each other, as phosphorus

does (Exp. Researches, 2814, 5, 6, etc.) and for the same reasons.

13293 *. If a block of steel displaces the lines of force (13421) and

not merely annihilate or otherwise dispose of them, then the

moving wire thus applied will prove many things. Let N and S

be two magnetic poles, B a sphere of hard steel and c ^ a covered

copper wire partly in a vertical plane which would pass through

N and S but partly bent to adapt it to the form of the steel sphere.

Suppose the sphere in its place; the removal of the wire a b out-

wards would intersect half the lines of force passing between the

magnetic poles, for those displaced by the sphere B on this side

would be intersected by it. Then suppose the wire a b returned

to its place and the sphere B remained-dim this a like removal

of the wire would not intercept the same amount of lines of force

but less, in fact by so much less as would amount to half the lines

of force now passing through the space before occupied by the

steel B.

13294. A like effect should be produced if the wire a b were left

in its place and the steel sphere B put into position or taken away.
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Opposite currents ought to be induced in the wire a 3 by this

action.

13295*. A like effect ought to be produced thus. Let N, S, be
the magnetic poles and B the steel sphere, and let a <5, instead of
a mere wire, be a ring helix. Then if it be a fixture and B be ap-
proached towards it, it by throwing the stream of power outwards
before it will throw the lines of force across the parts of the helix

and produce probably a strong current, to be followed by a

contrary one as the steel receeds. Or if the steel be stationary in

the midst and the helix be brought towards it, the contrary cur-

rents will be produced.
13296+. Or have a large field of equal magnetic force and a smaller

ring helix than that above, so small indeed that as it is carried

parallel to the magnetic axis from Pole to pole, it shall shew little

or no current, because it intersects few or no lines of magnetic
force. Then let B be a sphere of space or a neutral body (water

will do, it is so little diamagnetic) and moving a to or from it on
either side will shew no effects, because the lines of force still

go on as before, parallel to each other. Now let B be a ball of
iron ; then movement of a ^ will give currents, shewing that the lines

of force converge upon and enter into and through it. Then make
B a ball of hard steel, of course unmagnetized, and then motion
oi ah will shew that the lines of force diverge away and are driven

from it because it cannot conduct the power.

13297. Does not or will not all this shew that the lines of force

are there, that they can be curved and bent about, displaced, etc.

and have a real physical existence; for the power which the steel

drives from one place is found in another by the moving wire,

which cannot be said to induce it— the whole amount of power in

the media between the poles being always the same.

13298. Will not these experiments prove fine illustrations of the

power of the moving wire.^ Hard steel is paramagnetic and so

no such results (13421).

13299. Again, may not hard steel be forcibly employed to prove
what I have said of the nature and character and use of the media
surrounding a magnet (Exp. Res., 3278, etc.).^

13300. If a magnet, supersaturated, when cast upon its own
resources in the free air, falls in power (Exp. Res., 3285) because

* [13295] t [13296]
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the air as a medium cannot sustain it~it would fall still lower in

bismuth, it being a worse conductor-and in hard steel it ought

to fall lower still, having its power crushed out of it and ex-

tinguished. So a fine needle, well magnetized, if placed between

hard steel plates, ought to be greatly reduced in power; and if

placed in a groove in one plate, just fitting it, and then covered

by another, ought to be demagnetized. Good experiment.

13301. Numerous fine proofs of magnetical principles may be

obtained by the use of well hardened perfect steel in magnetic

fields not too strong in power, i.e. not so strong as to subvert

the coercitive force of the steel itself (13421).

1 3302. Possible titles or heads to consider or determine separately

:

Magnetic polarity.

Lines of magnetic force.

Magnetic media.

Magnetic conduction.

13303. Put the proofs together that hard steel is the extreme

diamagnetic body (13421).

1 3304. Point out emphatically the value and power of the moving

wire as a true natural means of investigating magnetic forces.

13305. Point out emphatically the principles of polarity.

13306. Read, take up and refer to (Exp. Researches, 3155, etc.

3277, 8, 9).

13307. Pieces of steel Must look for the best steel to harden-

and the best process of hardening. Must heat them in leather or

cyanide of potassium, so as to have no iron or soft part on the

surface- or else must remove the outer surface by cold friction

on a sandstone. Must carefully avoid any decarbonized surface

on the steel.

13308. A magnet reversed is in the same relation to zero as hard

steel, but is as far beyond hard steel as hard steel is beyond zero.

So the order would be; a hard magnet direct-bismuth or phos-

phorus-Space or Glass-hard steel-a hard magnet reversed. Iron

is not in a fixed or nearly fixed state. As a conductor it is the

reverse of hard steel (13421).

13309. Experiments with the apparatus (13223) continued. The

N pole to either aoi h sent the galvanometer needle to the left.
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The pole N removed made the needle go to the right. So the

helices are conformable and their currents also with like poles in

like positions.

13310. The S pole applied either xocotd sent the needle to the

left-when removed the needle went to the right. So the action

of the N and S poles accords perfectly- and the effect is the same

whichever magnet is employed.

133 1 1. K and L were put together as one helix, etc. The same

results occurred when the poles were applied at c or as before.

Now K and L were opened about i inch apart and then the N pole

of one of the magnets put in between them at e so as to act on

both. The needle went a little to the right-^hn the magnet was

removed the needle went a little to the left. This was the excess

of action ofK over L-for when L was removed the same applica-

tion of the N pole to K gave a much stronger deflection of the

needle in the same direction, and when L was turned round 180°

and replaced, the N pole caused a very strong action, sending the

needle to the left, for now both helices accord in their relation

to the single pole N.

1 33 12. The cylinder of soft iron E, being introduced at e in either

of the two last positions (1331 1), did nothing. Nothing was

expected, for no source of magnetism was then present.

13313. Now introduced the magnets and also the soft iron E,

having as yet no commutator but direct and constant direction

with the galvanometer as above (13309); and beginning with E

away, I expected that putting it into its place would be equivalent

to an approach of either or both magnets. It was so. The needle

went strongly to the left when the iron was put w-and as strongly

to the right when it was removed.

13314. Turned L round 180® so as to give it the anomalous

position in respect of K- introduced the iron E, expecting only

the differences of K and L. It was so. The iron in: the needle

went a little to the left; when taken out, the needle went a little

to the right. When L was away altogether and K left alone with

the magnetic poles, then introducing the iron E sent the needle

much to the left, and taking it out as much to the right. When L

was there alone, then the iron put in sent the needle to the right,

and when taken out it sent it to the left. All is in accordance.
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13315. The commutator was now introduced into the circuit but

with the parts G and I so adjusted and left as to give like deflec-

tions as before, and for the first two following experiments it did

not move. Then in order to obtain the true relation of introducing

E and of revolving or moving E on its axis, the following expts.

were made. WithJrawing N (which is the same as withdrawing E

(133 14)), the needle went strongly to the right-advancing N, the

needle went strongly to the left^ and that in whatever position E
was placed, being moved round its axis and then left still.

13316. In like manner, when S and L were tried, withdrawal of S

made the needle go to the right-^n& its approach made the needle

go to the left-whatever position E was in, provided it were still.

All these effects of withdrawal or approach are accordant.

13317. Now N and K alone were reexamined as to the power

they acquired by movement to and fro of E (133 15) in its partial

rotation, the part G of the commutator remaining still unchanged.

The clam and connexions were so adjusted that just after the

quick change of the commutator the withdrawal of N sent the

needle strongly to the right as above (133 15): before the quick

change of the commutator, withdrawal of N of course sent the

needle to the left. In this state of things, 20 rotations of the

handle L (13223) sent the needle fairly to the left over and over

again. So vibration of E is equivalent to advancing N (1331 5).

13318. Employed S and L in the conformable position. The

withdrawal of S sends the needle right as before (13316). But

20 revolutions of the handle sent the needle feebly to the left

again and again. So here vibration of E is opposed to the ad-

vancing of S.

13319*. The handle 0 of the experimental cylinder of iron has

thus far been upwards, as in the figure. If carried downwards

and then connected as before (13223), it will make a difierence

in the direction of the motion of the iron, for if the handle being

above moves to the right, the iron will revolve in the direction

of the hands of a watch, but if the handle being below move to

the right, the motion of the iron will be the reverse of the former.

Therefore arranged so that the handle should be below^ and now
resuming N and K (133 17), 20 revolutions of the clam handle

* [13319]
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sent the needle well to the rights i.e. in the contrary direction

to the course taken when the handle 0 was above.

13320. So also with S and L-20 movement[s] with handle 0
downwards sent the needle to the left.

1332 1. So here is a step to the solution of the mystery why the

helices K, L, must be in unconformable positions. When placed

conformably, each can deflect the needle to the right or to the

left^ according as the handle is above or below, but that position

of the handle which gives right deflection for the one gives left

deflection for the other; and therefore, to sum up the two actions,

one of the helices must be reversed or the two be in the anomalous

position in relation to each other.

13322. Still the point to be explained remains behind : one would

have thought that the two helices, etc. would when accordant

in position have risen and fallen together in magnetic force by

movement of the iron-but they do not. One rises as the other

falls and vice versa.

13323. The length of the arm 0 has been such thus far as to

give a vibration of E, the iron cylinder, through only 102° or

103°. So I have had it removed nearer to the axis, so as to give

an Arc of vibration of 1
50° to the iron E. Repeated the former

experiments (133 17, 8) with this handle up and down, and had

exactly the same results as before in regard to direction, but

stronger, i.e. larger amounts of deflection.

13324, This shorter arm and increased arc of vibration ofE gave

me a better effect far than before, and I think I also saw the

effect of time. I could easily now obtain f or 8° of needle deflec-

tion by 14 or 15 revolutions of the clam handle. Even
5
revolu-

tions ofthe clam gave a good deflection. Two revolutions produced

a sensible effect with N and K. Even one revolution of the clam

sensible in its effect, and I think I could perceive the effect of

each passage of the commutator in one revolution of the clam,

both the quick and the slower one, or at least the effect occurring

between these passages. So this large arc of vibration very valuable

and shall easily obtain a good swing now. I could not move the

handle so quickly as before, but I thought that the quickest

motion was not so good as a slower one. If I mistake not,

10 quick revolutions or movements did not produce so good an
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effect as 10 slower revolutions, both being well within the time

of a swing of the needle. Must look at this point of time.

13325. Now placed all in association, but in the anomalous posi-

tion, so as to obtain the greatest effect by movement. Ten

revolutions of the clam handle gave now lo*’ or 11° deflection

of the Galvanometer by vibration of the iron E, with handle

either above or below.

13326. But if the iron E went round continuously either in one

direction or the other, there was no permanent effect. The

cylinder E assumed a condition which was no doubt stable

whilst the rotation continued and therefore produced no current.

It is evidently the alternate condition of the alternating iron

which produces the effect gathered up by the commutator,

and it is the real cause of this alternate condition and why the

helices K and L must be in the anomalous position, that I want

clearly to understand.

13327. Clam action. To verify the former results of clam position,

I now varied its position so as to make the quick passage at the

commutator occur before and also 5° after the moment of rest

of the experimental iron cylinder (13230), and I tried the effect

produced when the handle was above (133 19) and also when it

was below. No other difference was introduced than that of left

and right for the two positions of the handle. The clam was

equally effective for both position[s] and its main effect was when

the quick passage was at the moment of stop of the vibrating exp.

cylinder (13233).

13328. Thought that the effect of the vibrating iron might be

due to its intersection of the lines of force of the earth passing

through it, and if so conceived that, if I put an S pole over the

iron, it would counteract the earth’s lines of force and send its

own lines of force in a contrary direction through the iron. The

handle 0 was below and the movement of the cylinder sent the

needle to the right. But when I changed the upper S pole for an

N pole, still the needle went to the right, though not so strongly

as before. I do not think the effect is due to the intersection of

the earth’s lines of force.

13329. It is more probable that the effect is due to the intersection

of the lines of force proceeding reciprocally through and between
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N, K, E, L, S, all of which are magnetic and permeated by these

lines. It is evident that these lines of force, being horizontal or

nearly so, as the piece revolves continuously in the direction of

the hands of a watch and in a vertical plane, the lines of force will

be so cut or intersected as to form horizontal currents in E, which

will go from a by i to c and produce an N pole below and an

S pole above; whereas if it revolves against the hands of a watch,

the currents will be in the contrary direction and therefore the

N pole above and the S pole below. Every time therefore that

the iron E vibrates, it will be equivalent to a vertical magnet,

having poles in one direction as the motion is with the hands of

a watch and in the other direction as it is against the hands of the

watch.

10 SEPTR. 1854.

13330. The earth’s magnetic force supplies a fine magnetic field

for the steel experiments. Remember the dip (13421).

1333 1. Is there a nickel or cobalt steel What would a tartrate

of nickel or cobalt reduced by heat give.^

13332. Cast iron. What is its place-hard, brittle-and also grey,

soft.^

13333. Examine compounds of iron in respect of magnetic force.

Perhaps some not merely neutral, but having a relation to steel.

Sulphuret, Phosphuret, Arseniuret, Alloy with Antimony, Haema-

tite, Examine them in a feeble magnetic feeble [field] with a

feeble needle.

13334. Employ Nitric acid or dil. S.A. to clear off the decar-

bonized or soft outside of hardened steel.

13335. Helix with E. current inside or outside of a soft iron

cylinder. Reason of the difference in effect-appears to be very

simple, if iron be considered as a magnetic medium. If the iron

inside the helix, there is all the space around the helix to carry

on the parts of the closed lines of force external to the helix.

If the iron be outside the helix, only those lines of force can be

excited in it which can be continued through the air in the helix

and those are very few. Put iron there too and then the outside

iron rises up. We obtain in fact Nickels^ peculiar magnets. Put

‘ Presumably Jerome Nickl^s (1820-1869).
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steel inside the helix and if it does not charge it should diminish

the force of the outside iron.

13336. Hard steel core in a helix having a moderate current of

Electricity. Will it resist charge.^ If so, will a hard steel cylinder

in a helix protect a soft iron core witliin it from charge.^

13337, Can a hard steel cylinder cut olf the power of a current

in a wire, so that it shall cease to deflect a magnetic needle.^

13338. Send a current of Electy. through a hard steel wire. The

lines of magnetic force will be resisted as to their formation. Will

the conducting power of the wire be varied thereby.^

13339. A wire or flat helix carrying a current of electricity.

Inclose it between two hard steel plates. Is the current affected

thereby, either momentarily or permanently Inclose it in iron

plates. Is the current then affected?

13340. Length of conduction through soft iron wire about 0*1

of inch thick, protecting the origin of the wire by a thick steel

plate with a hole in it. Examine the course and end of the wire

by a small magnetic needle.

13341. Magnetic lines offorce convey a far better and purer idea

than the phrase magnetic current or magnetic flood: it avoids the

assumption of a current or of two currents and also of fluids or

a fluid, yet conveys a full and useful pictorial idea to the mind.

13342. Universe Magnetism, Earth, Sun, Moon probably all lie

as mutually related magnets in the common medium of space.

It is only on the supposition that one is reversed in its polarity

to the other that we can suppose it insulated and existing as an

independant and separate system of forces.

13343. the view of Media, may very well speak of atmospheric

magnetism in relation to the earth.

13344. The terms Paramagnetic and diamagnetic have perhaps

now done their duty and but for convenience sake for a time

might be allowed to pass away.

13345. Now the Sphondyloid of power will come into service.

13346. Supposed order of consideration.^

Magnetic conduction- Conductors, etc.

True condition of a magnet and its surrounding media.

Magnetic polarity, as to bismuth, etc. etc.
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13347. Space in a hard steel chamber is deprived of magnetic

force, the force is shut out of it. This space or state of space is

new to our knowledge.^ So also is the space filled with lines of

force new to our knowledge, i.e. to the knowledge of philosophers

generally.

13348. Though Iron and bismuth are antagonistic in air (Tyndall,

etc.), they are not so in bodies more diamagnetic than bismuth

or more paramagnetic than iron. Steel is more diamagnetic than

bismuth perhaps and one might do something with a steel

chamber.

13349. The space in a steel chamber occupied by iron or sul. iron -

then it would be diamagnetic compared to other bodies in air.

It and the chamber together would be sent outwards (13421, etc.).

13350. Iron without lines of force through it and iron with lines

of force through it are diamagnetic and the other paramagnetic.

13351. The putting a steel chamber over a piece of bismuth or

sul. iron or perhaps iron is tlie shutting out of the flood of power

and sending it elsewhere. The state of the body as compared to its

state when lines of force pass across it.

13352. Compare iron and bismuth in a steel chamber-one not

paramagnetic and die other diamagnetic there.

13353. Ths philosophical value of steel in magnetism much

[illegible] h

13354. The great philosophical value of a steel chamber (13421).

13355. Revolving rectangle or circle in a steel chamber.

13356. The power and uses of the surrounding media and its

necessity for the transference and even existence of the magnetic

force gives the true explanation of the peripheric action of iron,

pointed out by Barlow and others. A. large iron core in a helix

has only the external parts excited-they are the parts next to the

source of curves, i.e. the wire convolutions, and they are sufficient

for the curves due to a certain degree of current.

13357. Consider here the physical condition of the iron as a con-

ductor. Shall get the key to the relation of conduction polarity

and permanent polarity perhaps.

13358. The inside of a steel chamber (13421) coincides with the

chamber enclosed by six square like poles, which must also be

a place deprived of magnetism. There may be a tension in the

^ Perhaps “increased.”
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latter (or there may not); there will not be in the former. Both

are analogous to tlie state of the inside of a metal vessel charged

with static electricity.

13359. The current produced in a moving wire as it passes from

left to right over a North magnetic pole is from P to N in the wire.

The current which will produce a magnet such as that represented

has also the relation of magnetism and current shewn by the S

and the arrows*.

13360. The helix K and galvanometer connected directly. When
an N pole was carried from the outside to or towards a in any

direction according to the arrows, such an approximation to the

center of that side sent the needle to the left. When taken from

that part outwards in any direction the needle went to the right.

The S pole produced actions exactly the reverse. See Exp.

Researches, 112, etc.

13361. A pole brought only to C or D did not produce a sensible

effect, or only a very small one. But when the pole N was put up,

then another pole N brought up to either C or D or c sent the

needle to the left, and when taken away the needle went to the

right. Just as before in direction when the magnet was away-and

if a S pole were at N instead of an N pole, the effect of the N pole

on the other side should be still the same (1341 1).

13362. When with the N pole behind (13361), the S pole was

brought to C, D or a, the needle went right-and when taken

away the needle went left.

13363. If an N pole is brought to C and an S pole to D, they

should jointly neutralize each other and produce no current

(13409).

13364. Placed the Experimental iron E up against the helix and

then applied the N pole at C and D; the effects were alike, and

the needle went to the left on approach of N as before (13361)

when iron away.

13365. When theN pole, being at C (or any ofthe other positions),

is changed for an S pole, then the needle goes strongly to the right,

and when that is changed for an N pole it goes as strongly to the

left. This change contains I think the key to the phenomena

( )•

13366. Put both helices, etc. into place in the anomalous position,

D

V
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also the magnetic poles N and S, and connected all with the com-

mutator and galvanometer*. Only E was a box wood cylinder,

but on it was applied a thin bent magnet, so as to make E north

and south on opposite sides.

13367. When the commutator was fixed, and served only as a

simple communication, turning E round continually did nothing.

Turning E round 360° in either direction produced no final cur-

rent. When one pole on E was above and the other below, turning

E 180° so as to change the pole places produced a current deflecting

the needle. Turning it another 180° so as to restore the cylinder E

to its first position produced an equal contrary current.

13368. As the N pole goes from above and the S pole from below,

the needle moves to the right. As the N pole goes from below

and the S pole from above, the needle moves to the left. It does

not matter which way E revolves, whether with or against the

hands of a watch, the effect and direction is the same. So it is

the inversion of the polarity of the cylinder E that produces the

effect. This looks like the result of induction current for the iron

cylinder E (13329).

13369. Moving the clam handle by hand once round for one

revolution of E, I had little or no effect at the galvanometer whether

the quick return of the commutator was just before or just after

the inversion of the E magnet. But as this clam acts twice in a

revolution, so it gathers up counteracting currents and finally

produces little or nothing. Therefore worked the clam handle

through 180° whilst the cylinder E revolved in two movements

through 360*^, and now had strong swings to the left and to the

right, just as I happened to begin, with the clam handle in a given

direction or 90° forward, which of course changed the order of

direction at the commutator.

13370. So I replaced the clam by a single one, i.e. by one which

let the commutator piece I (13223) pass quickly one way and then

slowly back again in one revolution of its handle. The number

of its periods now coincided with those of the Exp. cylinder E.

And now I obtained large deflections of the needle when both

handles revolved through 360° in the same time. For revolution

of E through 180° gives a current, and then its passage through

180° more gives a contrary current, and these the commutator

* [13366]
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can now properly gather up when its changes are made to corre-

spond with the upper and lower positions of the magnetic poles

of the revolving E cylinder.

13371. Dismissed the E magnet (13366), and returned with this

knowledge and the single clam to the soft iron E cylinder (13364).

Connected the clam handle to the handle of E as before by a rod

(13323), the clam being so that the quick change (and of course

the corresponding change back) occurred when the cylinder E
came to its momentary rest. Now four revolutions of the clam

handle gave an excellent deflection of the galvanometer needle.

But whether the handle of E was below or above, i.e. whether E

vibrated with or against the hands of a watch, the deflection

remained the same, the needle going to the right; though the

polarity of E from induced currents must have been reversed.

13372. Now whether the N pole moves to right or left makes

no difference with N and K (13361), but its changing here from

above to below made a great difference. Here the poles do not

move from above to below, but they keep their places, changing

however from N to S and vice versa. But the recession of the

N pole from C is the same thing as the replacement of it by an

S pole, only the latter change has double the power of the former.

Also the approach of an N pole to C is the same thing as the

change of an S for an N pole there. Also the approach of an

N pole to C (which is the same in effect as the approach of an

N pole to D) is the same thing as a change from S to N at C;

whilst the change simultaneously from N to S at D is equivalent

to the approach of an S pole at D. But that would seem to say

that a change equivalent to an approach of an N pole at C, and

another equivalent to the approach of an S pole at D, conspired

to produce the same kind of effect. Whereas N and S poles in

these places neutralized each other (13363, 72). Is the resultant

an oblique action changing from side to side, and is that the cause

of a result?

13373. Changed over the piece G of the Commutator (13223)

so as to have the time of the bearings of the connecting springs

more equally divided.

Six revolutions of the clam, etc. with handle ofE below gave good deflec-

tion to left.

above gave very good de-

flection to left.

Do.
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13374. Altered the clam so that the change at the commutator

was in the middle of the 180° motion of E instead of at the end,

and obtained little or no effect. Returned the clam to its effectual

position, that the commutator might change at the moments of

rest of E as before.

13375. The clam handle and the E handle, being connected by

the rod M, and the shorter arm of E used, it was easy to make

both revolve and E in either direction only if the clam handle

went with an equable motion; it is evident that E in going round

would make two momentary stops 180° apart, coinciding with

the passages at the commutator, and would then gradually gain

and lose velocity, the quickest motions being 90° from the former.

Now carried clam handle round equably, and the cylinder E round

continuously in one direction, as the hands of a watch; the Galvr.

needle went strongly to the left. This occurred again and again.

Did the same thing, except that I made the revolution of E con-

tinuous in the contrary direction and against the hands of a

watch. The Needle still went left.

13376. No matter which way E revolvedy whether to the left or

to the rights or whether it vibrated with the handle above or below^

the needle constantly went to the left.

'^3371 - Separating the cylinderE from the clam handle and leaving

the latter quiescent, rotation or motion of E did nothing. Of
course motion of the clam and commutator without motion of

E did nothing. The effect is clearly due to their joint action, and

I believe to the intermitting motion of E.

13378. So moved E as regularly as I could with one hand and

the clam to correspond with the other, and then I obtained little

or no action. With a perfectly regular motion of E, there would

be none.

13379. The connexion of the clam handle and the cylinder E
handle by a rod M (13232^) necessarily causes that when the one

handle is to the right the other is also, and the same coincidence

occurs on the other side: all this, whichever way E revolved. So

took off the rod M, and moved both handles by hand: then the

hands could be both moved to the left or to the right at once,

representing the rod action, or approach to and recede from each

* ^ Par. 13223.
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other. The first kind of motion gave the same kind of effect as

with the rod-the needle went to the left. But the second kind of

motion gave an equally strong reverse effect, the needle going to

the right, and that in any direction of motion of E.

13380. This change in the hands only operates in reversing the

contacts at the commutator, and that can be done as well by

turning the clam 180°. Did this, and then using the rod connec-

tion as before
( ),

the deflection of the needle was reversed

and became the same as when the hands moved to and from each

other. The clam altered 90° from this position gave a poor effect

as before (13374).

13381. The currents must be due to the intermittances in the

velocity of E rotation or vibration. Now as the cylinder goes

round in one direction, a pole, say N, will be generated and fade

away above in every half revolution, and an S pole at the same

times below. The point is, why do not these poles neutralize

each other in their action on K (13384) ^ As the cylinder revolves

in the other direction, the N pole will be below and the S pole

above. As to likeness of action, the N pole whether below or

above has like action (13361) if it be alone, i.e. not associated

with the S pole; but what is the resultant action of the two poles

N and S of the E cylinder ?

13382. Between one passage of the commutator and the next,

the movement of the cylinder E comes on, is at a maximum and

then falls to nothing. Then the commutator changes and gathers

up a second current, which must by the effect be in the contrary

direction. But if the cylinder is continually revolving in one

direction, how can the current be changed, for tlie polarity in-

duced in E must be the same as before } Trace this out in presence

of the apparatus.

13383. The two helices and their magnets were tried alone, i.e.

N, K, with E and S, L, with E, the anomalous position as the

most effective being preserved. They gave like results, for revolu-

tion of E either way gave left hand deflection of the needle with

both or either one of them.

13384. If the resultants of the magnetic forces of the fixed magnets

and the poles formed in the moving cylinder E be considered

FDVI 21
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and the position be as sketched*, E revolving in the direction of
the hands ofa watch, then whilst moving, an S' pole will be formed
above and an N' pole below. These poles and the old ones would
influence each other; S would be weakened in the direction to-

wards a and strengthened in the direction towards whilst N
would be weakened towards c and strengthened towards and
an oblique resultant ofaction would result, e,f. IfE were revolved
the contrary way, then N' would be above and S' below, and an

oblique result, of action would result, but e ox e would always

be on the side of N, and/*or its like /‘on the side of S, and there

is reason to believe that being above or below would make no
difference (13361). The point is, that replacing the cylinder E
by magnetic poles, will contrary poles at e and/*produce conjoint

actions in the anomalous helices ; and why is it that the commutator
changes at die beginning and end of their existence and not in the

middle, when it may be conceived that the chief change (from N
to S) occurs.^

13385. Will like effects occur when E is made of copper? Wait
for its results.

13 SEPTR. 1854.

13386. Title for first paper—perhaps— or at least the subject: On
Magnetic conduction and magnetic conductors (13421).

13387. I suppose all diamagnetic bodies, as wax and water, resist

the induction just as paramagnetic bodies do—just as steel does
for instance, and iron, but so much less. Then should require to

know the degree in which they give way and the time when it

comes on— I mean of that induction which lets the body return

to its first state when it is removed, not of that which is permanent
or which gives magnetic set,

13388. Should also require to know the resistance to magnetic
set. What is that resistance for steel (13421, etc.)?

13389. Have all bodies a condition equivalent to magnetic set?

If so, how is it shewn and when does it come on?
13390. Table of order of magnetic conducting power.

^3391* Table of the order of conduction polarities. The order will

be just as the media, one above another. The polarity (conduction)
of a substance will change with the surrounding medium, being

* [13384]
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paramagnetic in a diamagnetic medium and diamagnetic in a

paramagnetic medium. But this not the initialpolarity,

13392. Perhaps steel, even when just hardened, has that amount
of magnetic condition which is equivalent to the earth’s force in

the space occupied by it when hot. Then it ought to set to a

magnet carefully adjusted and not too strong. If it has, it must
be hardened in a Magnetic vacuum^ as in a steel or an iron box
(13421).

13393* Hard steel may appear magnetic by its action on a needle—
just because it is not magnetic, disturbing then the order of the

lines of force.

13394. Perhaps some valuable media found amongst the alloys

of steel and Iron. Zinc Iron alloy: what is its quality as a medium ?

^3395* The Ring magnet is a beautiful case of a magnet needing

no surrounding medium. The reason why The lines of magnetic

force being closed curves are all complete within it.

13396. Yet they have some externalforce or some kind of external

force; for when a double helix is round it, a current sent through

one helix induces a current in the other, which is greatly in-

creased by the soft iron acting as core.

13397* We live and experiment within a magnetic flood of force

and subject to a mixed magnetic medium. We ought to live and

experiment in a hard steel or an iron house. A good soft iron

chamber will give a magnetic vacuum when it is wanted.

13398. Hard steel ought to be like bismuth but better^ in Weber’s

experiments and mine and the rest about diamagnetic polarity.

13399* Steel is more opposed to iron than bismuth is. Yet steel

is not reversely polar; therefore bismuth is not. In any case, the

polarity of bismuth is the same in kind as that of steel and not

the reverse of iron.

13400. Initial polarity. Perhaps accept that as polarity which

belongs to an independant permanently excited body, as a steel

magnet, a loadstone, a helix with its electric current. How is the

polarity of the soft iron ring magnet related, and how are all

these polarities related, to the ring of polarity round an electric

current ?

1 3401. Conductionpolarity is variable for the same body, because

it depends, not on the body itself only, but upon the surrounding

2X-2
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media. The initial polarity does not depend on the medium in

the same manner, though it does in most cases, for its existence.

13402. Hard steel polarized, i.e. magnetized in one direction,

would have all the characters of a crystal of bismuth.

13403. Iron struck in one direction in a soft iron chamber: does

it then resemble a bismuth crystal.^

13404. Much doubt of the physical notions of magnetism-cur-

rents or fluids. Would be better to search for some new idea of it.

14 SEPTR. 1854.

13405 Connected the helices K, L, the commutator and the

Galvanometer together. The Galvanometer was fixed, the magnets

N and S in place and the helices conformable.

13406. An N pole to C, D or A sent the needle to the right.

An N pole to E, F or G sent the needle to the left, or the contrary

of the former. An S pole produces the reverse actions.

13407. An N pole from A to G sends the needle strongly to the

left: when passed from G to A-it goes very strongly to the right.

An N pole at A is equivalent to the neutralization or removal of

the N power there, but at G it is equivalent to an addition to or

doubling of the power of the S pole there.

13408. The equal opposite poles of my good Logeman Magnet

(horse shoe) applied at C, D, did nothing (13363, 72). Removing

them did nothing. The same was the case at E and F. Yet this

must have deflected the power of the N and S poles at the helices

very much indeed. So opposite poles at C and D would, and did,

do nothing.

13409. Made the helices anomalous. Then opposite poles applied

simultaneously at C, D, or E, F, or G, H-did nothing.

13410. An N pole at C sent needle to the right-the same pole

at E also sent the needle to the right-as was to be expected in

this anomalous position. An N pole moved from C to E did

nothing but what depended upon the superior power of helix K.

When moved only from E to I and back again properly it did

nothing--^ as was expected.

13411. Put helix K with an N and an S pole and also without

any magnet. Then an N pole up to a sent the needle to the right

in all the cases-and when taken away the needle went to the left.
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The N pole which is brought up does its own work under all

the circumstances; disturbing the forces in the helix in the same

direction.

13412. The magnets differ in strength as well as the helices. Have

now associated the stronger magnet with the weaker helix L:

both helices being in the anomalous condition or position. The

iron cylinder E in place and the commutator with the single clam

(13370). The rod M (13223) connected the clam handle with the

short arm of cylinder E.

13413. All worked well. Six revolutions of the clam, i.e. six to

mdfro of the handle of E gave a good swing to the right.

1 3414. Then as to the simultaneous action of the cylinder E and

the commutator under these circumstances. The commutator

conducts for equal times in contrary direction, and these times

are just the times during which E is revolving or vibrating between

stop and stop. If the cylinder E vibrates, the current is all one

way as the cylinder moves in one direction and all in the other

as it moves back again, i.e. as the part a moves to ^ by 2 or below,

the current is one my] and as it moves back by 2 or below, it

is the otkr my,

1 34 15. But ifE revolve instead of vibrate, the same effect occurs;

i.e. if the part at h goes back to a by 2 below, or forwd. to a by

I above, the effect is the same for 6 revolutions of the clam handle.

But then, what is the difference in the condition of the iron cylinder

which causes this reverse current.^ The return of the part at b

by I to cz is exactly the same thing as the progress of a by 2 to

^-yet the one gives one current and the other gives a contrary

current. What makes these two halves of revolution of E in the

same direction give contrary results.^ I suspect the cylinder is

magnetic.

13416. So revolved the clam and with it E as the watch hands

six times: it gave a good result, needle to the right. Turned the

iron E on its axis thrgh. 180®, and now six revolutions gave the

needle to the left, Turned E on its axis until I found a position

in which six revolutions as before would do nothmg-'axid when

turned 180° from this position it also did nothing-but when

turned 90° from either of these positions, then it was as strong

as ever.
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13417. Marked the part of the cylinder which was upward when

the cylinder came to a stop in its motion; then took it out and

examined it carefully by a small magnetic needle-and at last

found a northness near this place and a Southness on the part

diametrically opposite to it. So here is the explanation ofthe whole.

The iron is magnetic and acted just as the little magnet attached

to the wooden cylinder E (13367, etc.)

13418. So removed the iron E and put in the bismuth E, with

both helices anomalous at present. The single clam was in and its

handle connected with the arm of E by the rod M (13223). The

clam made the passes when the cylinder E stopped in its rotation.

Now whether vibrating below or ahove^ or revolving in either

direction, still there was no current-no motion at the galvano-

meter.

134 19. Put on the double clam, making the commutator changes

to occur at the beginning and middle of each of the 180° journey

of the bismuth E. Whether vibrating below- or above-or re-

volving with the clock hands-there was still nothing at the

Galvanometer.

13420. Put L into the conformable position. Now when the

handle of E was above, there was a minute trace of current to

the left. When the handle of E was helow^ there was a trace of

current to the right. This effect, though doubtful, is worth ob-

serving with the Logeman Magnet (13466).

15 SEPTR. 1854.

13421. Now then for all the foregoing fancies about Steel, and

to ascertain if there be any thing in them; it is perhaps not to be

expected except in a field of very weak magnetic force, for strong

force of course makes it like iron in most points. However, try.

13422. I have had some steel buttons hardened, as much as

possible by me. I have made some small magnetic needles out

of pieces of a sewing needle, one sixth of an inch long, which are

suspended by 6 or 7 inches of cocoon silk. The buttons are free

from initial polarity.

13423. Any part of the edge of one of the buttons could attract

either pole of the little needle if sufficiently near. So the hard

steel cannot resist the inducing power of the little magnet, but
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acquires for the time conduction polarity. Lines of force fall on
to it and not only pass through it but converge upon it. Will a

weak needle do the same thing? I expect it will— try one, of a

piece of weakly charged loadstone (13468).

13424. Then as to the effect on the hard steel of the Earth’s

magnetism. It not only passes through the steel (hard) but con-

verges upon it, giving paramagnetic polarity (conduction). For
considering the direction of the terrestrial lines of magnetic force,

the top of the button held in a vertical plane attracted the N end
of the magnetic needle and repelled the S end

;
whilst the bottom

of the button produced the contrary effects, and that whatever

part of the edge of the button was uppermost. So the Earth’s

force makes the button polar for the time, just as it would iron,

and the steel loses the state instantly by change of position, not

having acquired initial polarity. So there is very little hopes of

steel for any effects of a diamagnetic character; but must try

again when the outer coating of oxide and iron has been removed

by acid or grinding.

13425. I made the earth’s lines of force weaker by the use of a

counteracting magnet, but the results were the same-and accordant

even through the condition and into the state of inversion of the

lines of force. The hard steel appeared always to be paramagnetic.

13426. Hard steel appears to be always paramagnetic even in the

feeblest magnetic field; but as compared to iron, it soon seems to

take magnetic set and then strongly to hold the set. It certainly

cannot conduct as well as iron, even when it has the advantage

of an amount of set which it cannot lose again for the time; and

that is easily shewn by soft iron and hard steel cores in a helix

carrying an electric current.

13427. The hard steel conducts a certain amount of force easily

without magnetic set, and as easily loses it again. But iron con-

ducts far more easily. It cannot conduct a greater amount without

acquiring set^ and then it remains a magnet after the inducing power

is withdrawn. In this respect iron far excells it, for it can conduct

a far greater amount without acquiring set-and can return as the

induction falls.

13428. So hard steel resists the assumption of the conducting state

and yet sets soon under it—then resisting the change back again.
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13429. But on bringing hard steel and soft iron towards a magnet,

so near that the steel has taken some magnetic set: the steel with

set and the iron without set must I think be in the same state

whilst they remain in like approached conditions^ i.e. those which

brought on the induction; though the one retains much and the

other very little of these states when they are removed. Hence

the state retained by steel would seem to be that belonging also

to the iron whilst it was conducting.

13430. So the term polarity may apply for the time to both, but

I think it must be ever dependant upon the direction of the lines

of force in those bodies. It should not merely imply a concentra-

tion of the lines of force, as in a magnet or a conducting body,

but also their direction. Else polarity might change whilst direc-

tion of the lines of force would remain the same, as weak sol.

Sul. iron in stronger solution or in water.

13431. If bismuth have the contrary polarity to iron, it should

have like polarity to a reversed magnet. But a reversed magnet

by rotation in a magnetic field will give one current of Electricity,

and the bismuth by rotation in the same field will give the con-

trary current.

16 SEPTR. 1854.

13432. Made E copper^ being a metal that would give no doubt

any effects due to induction of currents in it by motion. Had

on the double clam with the quick passages of the commutator

at the momentary stops of E (13230). K and L were placed in

the conformable position.

13433. The handle of E being above, 12 revolutions of the clam

gave a trace of motion in the needle to the right-d%m also the

same effect. Handle of E below- 12 revolutions of the clam gave

the same indication to the right feebly.

Suspected this arose from a little shifting of the magnets. So

weighted them and held them in place. Then revolving E with

the clock hands, or against clock hands, or oscillating it with the

handle above or below-gave nothing.

13434. Put on the single clam (13370), making the commutator

passages occur at the stops of E. But oscillation with the handle
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below or above, or rotation with or against the clock hands, gave

nothing,

13435. Turned the clam 90° so as to make the commutator

passages occur in the middle of the motion of E. With the handle

above or below, there was nothing sensible. When rotated with the

clock, perhaps the needle went the smallest degree to the /e/r-and

when rotated against the clock hands, perhaps the smallest degree

to the right] but I rather think it is nothing or a mere accident.

13436. Made K and L anomalous-the copper E still being in-

and the clam (single) turned back through 90°, so that the com-

mutator passages are at the stops of E. With the handle above or

below, or E rotating with the watch hands or against it, still

nothing.

13437. Advanced the clam 90° (13435). Neither rotation nor

oscillation gave any result.

13438. The double clam was put in (13432), the quick com-

mutator passages being made at the stops of E. Neither rotation

or vibration did any thing. Altered the clam 45°-still nothing-

nothing-nothing.

13439. So die currents induced in the copper do nothing. They

must be there, but appear to be so perfectly balanced in their

action as to produce no effects. Indeed I was not expecting any.

But now if effect should appear with the Logeman and the Bis-

muth-iV will not he due to current.

13440. I find the Logeman great magnet may be arranged with

the apparatus in my room without disturbing hurtfully the Gal-

vanometer. Also that by the use of the small observing telescope

( )
at the side of the Logeman, about 9 or 10 feet from the

Galvanometer, I can observe the latter without going up to it.

For which purpose I have put a mirror m at an angle of 45° on

the flat glass top of the galvanometer, which sends the vertical

ray from the dial in a horizontal direction to the telescope. All

acts very well. Also have applied the two square terminations

( )
to the ends of the Logeman and to the helices as repre-

sented in the figure. All will do very well as far as magnetic

force and arrangement are concerned.

13441. Revolution of a round hard steel magnet in a magnetic
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field might give some very instructive results, as the field about

it is stronger or weaker and as the sphondyloid ^ of power is com-
pressed up into the round magnet or allowed to expand entirely

into the surrounding space, i.e. the outer magnetic field.

13442. Compare such a magnet with a like piece of iron- of

bismuth—of copper, etc.

18 SEPTR. 1854.

13443. Might write a useful paper at the present time— stating

strongly and in the way of tests those points which may serve

as settlers between my theory or hypothesis and the former ones—

asking for answers upon the old theory and shewing the answers

from the new one.

13444. The hypothesis is not so much mine as one renewed from

old times. Look at Euler's letters and what he says.

13445. Point one. The supposed reverse polarization of bismuth

and diamagnetics. Look at the atoms of bismuth. Either they

are not polar to each other or they must be alternately the reverse

of each other. If the first be true, then the whole cannot act as

the whole of iron; the power of the magnet would not be to repel

the mass but to act upon the atoms as couples and turn each

round 90° in its place. If the second be true and they are polar

to each other, then the sum of their polarities must leave the

mass without any polarity at all. If it be supposed that the

inducing poles act on the intermediate particles, passing by
altogether the near particles, i.e. that the power acting on the third

particle is not transmitted by the second, then that involves other

odd and contradictory points and is not as the polarity of iron.

13446. Again. Thomson's perpetual motion.

13447. Again. Polarization of a medium solution in stronger and
in weaker solutions.

13448. Point 11 . The moving wire results—and the polarity which
it makes manifest whether in the diamagnetics themselves or

amongst them.

13449. Point III. Curved lines of magnetic force, or else the

independant sustentation of the P. and N. state when unrelated

to each other, as in a straight or globular magnet. I say that the

^ See Exptl. Res. Electy.^ vol. in, p. 422, footnote, regarding Faraday’s
use of this word.
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lines of force are continuous curves; they that they are cut off

at the M. poles. May compare them perhaps to an insulated battery,

where the internal power sustains the terminal state. But even
there, the state not sustained unless the static induction allowed,
and if that be prevented, the battery returns upon itself notwith-
standing the tension. My view is that surrounding medium
essential. So look for cases to prove it.

1 3450. Point IV. Impossibility of sustaining a long thin magnet
equally charged from end to end, i.e. without consecutive poles,

in a bad conducting medium as air. It is not sustained. Magnetise
fine straight long wire by a helix in air, and examine it (13472).
1 345 1. The iron wire ring in the helix gives the case of a very
long magnet sustained because the curves re-enter. Coil a steel

wire round a cylinder of glass, connecting its ends, and then
magnetize it by a second helix round it. Examine its state when
ends a little open and again when opened to full extent.

13452. Consider cases of very long and very short magnets as

bearing on the question.

13453. Point V. Places of no force: either in iron chambers or

between charged poles.

13454 *. The great Logeman Magnet with two moveable terminals,

associated with K and L in conformable positions—E is the copper

cylinder— the double clam is on the axle, and the quick transition

is 45° aside from the stop in the motion of E— it is as it was left

on the 1 6th (13438).

13455* Rotation of E with clock hands sent needle a little to the

right. Rotation in the reverse direction sent needle a little to the

left as seen in the telescope (13440). When the needle goes to

the left looking directly at the galvanometer— it moves to the

right as seen in the telescope. Again obtained the same effect

quite clearly. This cannot be due to any shaking of the poles

together, for that would produce the same both ways.

13456. Oscillation to and fro—with the handle above or below
made the needle move a very little to the left. Rotation to the

right sent the needle to the right. Rotation to the left sent the

needle to the left.

13457. Removal of either pole of the magnet sends the needle to

the left.

[13454]
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13458. Set the double clam so that the quick commutator passage

was at the stops of E. Revolution with the clock sent the needle

to the right—revolution against the clock did nothing.

13459. Put the clam so that the commutator quick passage was
in the middle of the motion of E. Rotation with the clock hands

sent needle to the left hand—rotation against clock hands sent the

needle to right hand. Rotation with the nothing.

13460. Further rotations and vibrations, but very irregular and

the effects always small.

13461. Put on the single clam (13370) with the quick commutator

passage at the stop of the E motion. Rotation or oscillation gave

nothing. Set the clam round 90°. Still no effects.

13462. Restored the double clam (13454), making the quick com-
mutator passage at the stops of motion of E. Revolution with

clock hands made needle go right as before (13455); revolution

against the clock, needle to the left. Seems pretty constant when
all in order.

13463. Vibration, whether with handle above or below, made
the needle go to the right. Then revolution with clock—needle

to the right; against the clock-needle a little to the left. With
Vibration, with handle either above or below, needle always to

the right.

13464. As the cylinder E was a little loose on the axle, I made
every thing tight, cylinder, handle, etc. etc. Now obtained

nothings either by rotation or vibration in any direction. I suspect

this is the true result with this commutator and that the effects

are because of a little motion retained by E when it has been

supposed to stop. Must have a commutator which brings up the

motion of E suddenly, and not gradually^ as the present one does.

13465. Reversed the helix L so as to make the two anomalous

in position. Rotation with or against the tdiock—nothing. Vibra-

tion below—much to the right (accidental). Vibration above—

a

little to the left. Consider the results as nil.

13466. Put helix L conformable again and put the bismuth

cylinder E into place. Whether rotated or vibrated—

Turned L into anomalous position— still nothing—nothing—nothing

(13420).

13467. If northness cannot exist in the presence of northness.
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neither can it exist by itself or independant of the presence of

Southness. It is a dual force and requires the influential presence

of the S force. Both or neither must be there.

19 SEPTR. 1854.

13468. In reference to the Experiments with steels (i 3421), I have

had some digested in dilute Sulc. acid to remove the outer coat

of partially decarbonized iron, but they act as the former pieces

did. I have also made a magnetic needle of a minute piece of

week loadstone -it is able to be attracted and repelled by the steel

and so shews that, weak as it is, it can induce the paramagnetic

state in the hard steel.

22 SEPTR. 1854.

13469. Exp. Revolve two rings or rectangles in the chambers

formed by Six like poles (i.e. tension chambers), one in each

chamber, connecting them in the chambers with the magnets and

externally with a connecting wire and galvanometer. Vary the

connexions and rotations, etc.

13470. Place a wire across the tension chamber of six and also

offour poles : rotate it when across the middle, or nearer to one

side or angle: examine it by a Galvanometer connected with its

ends.

1347 1. Perhaps some communications to the Phil. Mag. in aid

of the development of the theory I hold (which is Euler’s or

older) of the following kind.

13472. I. The opening out of the ends of a long wire magnet

(13450), and the proofs derived from and connected with it, of

the necessity of the surrounding medium.

13473, 2. Polarity (of conductors) not in the body only, but in

it jointly with and dependant on the like condition of the sur-

rounding medium. This is not the polarity of the magnet.

13474. 3. Moving wire. The condition of the space around a

magnet is shewn not to be nil, by the state of the wire there. Its

motion could not produce the relation between it and the magnet

if the power were not there before and had hold of the wire. The
common view will not account for the effect unless curved lines

of force be allowed. Make the point of curved lines and that of
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their physical nature distinct by reference to these and such con-
siderations.

13475* The power of these lines is shewn by Elkington’s machine,
RuhmkorFs apparatus, etc.

30 SEPTR. 1854-

13476*. I have had a new commutator made, acting in a vertical

plane. O is the lever or handle of the experimental cylinder E
(1322,2^), and the parts of the commutator (13222*) are arranged
over it on a vertical board, the spring T being below and keeping
up the piece I against the pin X when at liberty. As therefore

the lever O and exp. cylinder E is carried from the position figured

round with the watch hands through 180°, the connecting piece Y
rises, lets the piece I rise up at once against X, reversing the com-
mutator from the position given, and there it remains until about
10° of motion only have to be completed, when the handle
descending on the right side changes the commutator instantly

and it remains changed until the motion back commences. So
in describing 180°, which is done by hand, stops being applied
on both sides to receive the handle O, the first 10° of slow motion
sets the commutator up; it remains so whilst 160° of motion with
accumulated velocity is on; the last 10° changes the commutator
in the midst of this rapid motion, and then the motion suddenly
ceases, that any effect produced by such cessation may be gathered
up and carried on to the Galvanometer. The same happens on
the opposite side, so that any currents due to displacement or

^ ? Par. 13223.

* [13476] & ^
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accumulated motion, and any currents due to cessation of motion

might be conjoined in their effect (13221).

13477. With the Logeman magnet (13454), the helices placed

consistently, the bismuth E in place, and this new commutator,

made experiments. The connexions were such that when the

magnet pole was a little withdrawn the needle went to the left,

and when a little approached the needle went to the right.

13478. When the bismuth was rotated, there was a little tendency

of the needle to the right-{\ was very small-and as the approach

and therefore strengthening of the magnet force (13477) made

the needle go ri^ht, I thought it might be due to the taps on the

blocks shaking the poles and causing them through attraction to

set a little nearer to each other. The effect was very small.

13479. I then put in the copper E, and had a very small effect

to the left.

13480. I took away the terminal pieces N, S, of the magnet

(13454) and put in the annealed iron cylinder E; tliere was by

motion a trace of action, the needle going left. This not consistent

with a gradual strengthening of the action through the iron.

Turned the iron round on its axis so as to have it in different

position, and then found that sometimes the needle went a little

left and sometimes a little right. So the result is probably due to

a trace of magnetism (13417).

13481. As none of the peculiar effects expected come out by the

use of the iron (13221), I conclude they are either insensible or

nil; and therefore I conclude they cannot be expected with bis-

muth-and consequently that line ofresearch ceases here.
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13482. Expts. on the magnetization of long wires of steel and
iron, i.e. on the character and condition either of long magnets
or of iron as a long narrow conductor.

13483. Soft annealed Steel wire of inch in thickness had a

length of 8*5 feet stretched on a pole—being placed in a horizontal

plane and perpendicular to the dip so as to be free from terrestrial

induction, it was examined by a minute magnetic needle, about

g of an inch long, suspended by Cocoon silk. It had no magnetic

charge but was alike every where.

13484. Two excellent bar magnets made of hard steel, being

selected, were hence forwd. employed. They were 6 inches long;

I inch wide and 0*25 of inch thick. One of them N was applied

for 3 inches to one end of the wire and tied on*^ being left to induce

and act on the wire simply by apposition. Using the small

examining needle (13483) in the same position of the wire as

before, there was no sign of any effect at the other end of the

wire. On making the wire, rod and magnet travel end on so as

to have the parts in succession brought within \ of an inch of the

examining needle, there were no signs of any effect until, coming
near the magnet N, the needle was influenced by it; and when
from 9 to 6 inches or less off, set end on to it. But so little was
the steel magnetized, that (looking at the plant), when the rod and
wire were moved round a vertical axis at N, so as to have the

wire at M either under the test needle, or on one side or the

other, the needle was not sensibly deflected from the position

which the magnet N alone gave it, i.e. the vicinity or removal

of the wire on either side made no sensible difference at distances

from one to 9 inches or more between the magnet and M. I believe

that the steel was magnetic in that neighbourhood, as the pole

touching it, and was a sort of prolongation of that pole; but so

feeble as to have no sensible influence in disturbing the needle

whilst subject to the magnet pole N. At all events, the steel as

a whole is not a magnet— the further end is not N and, even 2 or

3 feet off, a diffuse N does not appear.

* [13484]

craa —— —
t [13484]
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13485*. Now the second magnet had its S pole placed in contact

with the N pole of magnet N and also upon and against the steel

wire, being held a little inclined, and was then drawn steadily

and at one motion to the other end of the steel wire and tied on
there, as the N magnet was, so that the steel wire remained as

a magnetic link between the two polest. On being examined by
the needle, to see whether it was in a uniform or a gradually
progressive state, having that or any state still sustained by the

contact of the two chief poles, it was found that there were many
consecutive poles alternating with one another all along the wire.

So that this is not a means of magnetizing a long steel wire
uniformly.

13486. The wire was not cleared from the coat of black oxide

occasioned by annealing—nor was it stretched— so that it bent
suddenly here and there according as the coat gave way in this

or that place; hence it was not a straight line but irregular and
the magnet S, in travelling, did not touch the steel itself except

accidentally here and there. This state not good.

13487. Removed the magnets N and S and again examed. the wire,

beginning at B and going on to the other end. B end was now
left a north or N pole, as it ought to be; but the part within an
inch of it was S—then came irregularities. About 15 inches on,

a good N pole again and within lialf an inch of it, a strong S-ness

on both sides— at 18 inches N again— at 19 inches S— at 21 inches

N, etc. Then irregularity; N’s and S’s succeeded each other all

along the wire till three inches from A, where the wire was
strong S, and at the very extremity N. The terminal three inches

at each end were not drawn over by the magnets and these three

inches would simply serve as conductors of line[s] of force from
the magnetic poles backwards towards the outer extremities.

13488. This long steel wire was then cleaned thoroughly by sand

paper and 5^ feet of it transferred to a shorter rod of wood—
placed in position as before and examined (13483); it remained
irregularly magnetized. One magnet was fastened on and the

other drawn over it as before once, but now touching the metallic

steel, and then fastened as before (13485). On examination, the

steel was found irregularly magnetic as before, and the same was
the case after the magnet was removed. So though the moving

* [13485]

1 -H

+ [13485]
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magnet touched the steel, it had not obliterated tlie former state,

or rather had not produced a uniform or progressive state.

13489. Began with a new piece of the same steel wire. Cleaned

it well- stretched it until it broke and then extended 5J feet of

it in this unexceptionable state on the shorter wooden rod.

Examined it and found it in a good condition (13483).

13490. The N magnet attached to one end and the S magnet

drawn once carefully along and made fast at the other end as

before. Examined— there were numerous consecutive poles.

1 3491. Drew S magnet several times from the one end to the

other. Still it always left numerous consecutive poles. So new
clean steel wire and magnets will not supply a regular long magnet.

13492. Whilst the magnets were attached to the wire, after the

drawing operations, the part of the wire near the magnetic poles

had the same polarity with them; for repeating the experiment

described ( ) and figured in plan*, the wire was found able

to deflect the needle when on either side of it as the pole did;

and when beneath the test needle it much increased the rapidity

of its vibration[s] when near, beyond those produced when it was

depressed, shewing lines of force thus disposedt.

13493. When the magnet N was taken away, then the part

touching it was left in the contrary state, but the part an inch or

two olf was left as before, giving the first of the consecutive poles.

13494. This is a cause of complication in the final state which a

helix perhaps may not give.

13495. Soft iron, ^ of an inch in diameter— treated as the steel

wire, being cleaned and stretched on the feet rod. Before the

magnets were applied, it was beautifully free from Magnetic

charge. With the magnets it came out as the steel—only it did

not hold or retain such a degree of charge in the consecutive poles.

13496 As to conduction along the wire, there was some power

but not very much. Thus, the figure representing the magnet, test

needle and wire full size^, when the end n was drawn aside, the

test needle M took up a certain position under the power of N

;

but when the end n was brought near M, it deflected it, repelling o

* Reduced to
| scale.

* [13492] + [13492]

* [13496]
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and attracting but not very strongly. The lines of force in the

air were nearly as influential as the lines of force in the end of n
and issuing at its extremity (13500).

13497*. Soft iron wire^ thick^ being ~ of an inch in diameter.

A length of 8^ feet stretched on the long wooden rod—cleaned
and examined, was well clear of magnetism. The two magnets
applied by juxta position only (13484) at the ends. On examining
the wire in this state, it was found that near the poles the wire
had like state with the poles to a distance of 10 or ii inches, that

after that the state passed at one end gradually into the neutral

condition: but that at the other end the polarity changed two or

three times, S, N, S, N, S, etc. at short intervals before the neutral

part was reached.

13498 1, Took off the S magnet, and beginning at N, drew it as

on a former occasion (13485) from N to S in contact with the

clean wire and so restored it and fixed it in its first position at S.

This drawing of the pole along the wire was done steadily and
slowly, so as to give the wire a full charge. Now on examination

there were many consecutive poles and apparent irregularities,

which the rough figures below will indicate.

13499 On taking off the magnets and again examining the wire,

the parts close to the poles had changed their sign as before

(13493), but the wire was full of irregularities. So magnetic

poles promise nothing as regards magnetization of long wires.

Try helices.

135001 As to conduction of magnetic power (13496) with a por-

tion of this soft iron wire, it is perhaps better understood by the

following expts. If a piece of the soft iron wire of jo diameter

and 1 8 inches long, perfectly free from magnetic charge, be placed

* [13497]
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t [13498]
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5
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with one end against the pole N, it will become N throughout

its whole length, but in hardly a sensible degree at the end e.

Its N-ness will increase from thence to the pole N. If it be then

taken away from the magnet and examd., its end a will now be

a strong S pole; this kind of polarity will diminish and change

until at about h will be found a strong N pole; towards e that

N-ness will quickly diminish and be almost insensible at e-but

there will be no other consecutive poles. If then^ the same end a

be brought against an S pole, the reverse effects will take place;

all the wire will be S whilst in contact thus with the pole, but

on separating it from contact, a will become N, which will change

to S at and that S-ness will diminish further on to nothing.

1 3501. However often the end a is thus changed from pole to

pole, the same effects will occur and no consequtive poles beyond

those described will occur. All this is simple enough. But if the

wire be turned end for end, then all becomes complicated, because

of the superposition of a charge at each end. These in a long wire

never meet in the middle sensibly. In a short one they may over-

lap and where a magnet is drawn along from one end to the other.

Very slight circumstances of contact, etc. may cause much variety

and many consequtive poles.

13502. Preliminary expts. on mode of magnetization by a helix,

which being a hollow cylinder had external diameter of ‘8
5
of

inch and an internal diameter of 07, and a length of 7 inches.

Tlie wire, copper, 77 feet in length in two layers.

13503. Soft iron wire p of inch in diameter was used, and in each

case was quite free from previous magnetism. Various lengths

were cut off, introduced into the helix, a current of
5
pr. Grove's

plates sent through the helix-then stopped -they were taken out

of tile helix and then examined by the small magnetic needle

(13483). The place where the helix has been applied is marked

by dotted lines.

13504. A piece of 10 inches long was magnetized simply, the

chief N- and S-ness being at the place of the ends of the helix;

^ a lesser degree of force of like nature appeared quite at the end.

There were no consecutive poles between N and S. Whilst in

the helix and the battery force on, the disposition was the same

but the force more powerful. The helix itself has like power

which was added to the power of the iron core.
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13505. A piece 7 inches long- the poles then quite at the end.

13506*. When a given compass with a needle half an inch in

length was in the line of the helix and 7 inches from one end, the

helix being at right angles to the needle, then on sending the

current through, the action of the helix was to deflect the compass

about 40°. Put in 12 inches of the iron wire thust. Whilst in the

helix and the current on, the action was on the compass as before,

neither more nor less; as if the iron end n had no effect on it, i.e.

not more S effect than the helix alone. When the iron was out

of the helix, the N and S poles were as marked, but the end n was

a little North and not S.

13507. The wire was now reversed and placed in the helix in

the same position as before, as shewn by the dotted letters. After !?
'

~

a momentary contact with the battery, it was again examd. and

found to be as shewn by the upper full letters. So the part within

the helix had been overpowered and uniformly arranged without

consecutive poles, but the part outside was but little disturbed.

The helix governs the inclosed part.

13508 i. A length of 18 inches of the same iron wire was placed

uniformly in the helix-the chief places of N and S are marked,

but these qualities continued on to the ends. Had Nn been away,

S would according to the former experiment have been n (13506).

135095. A length of 24 inches of the same iron wire was placed in

a like position in the helix-the result was nearly the same; the

extreme left end was a little N but the extreme right end was

indifferent or a very little n also. No consecutive poles.

13 510, Bent up the long wire thus and put it in the helix. It was

found afterwds. as marked, each longitudinal portion having its

due polarity-but no consecutive poles. Bent up the part N S

so as to make it eight-fold. The same general result-no consecutive

poles.

1 3 5 1 1 . Placed a piece of like steel wire i.e. ^ softened in the helix.

Its length was 7 inches. It came out very irregular and with many
consecutive poles. Examine further to-morrow.

13512. Worked with Steel wire about the ^ as before with iron-

the steel soft. A piece 7 inches long became as marked. The

intermediateN and S were close togetherand very strong. Reversed

* [13506] ^

t [13506]
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the piece of wire and found the new state induced just what the

first had been and the two middle consecutive poles.

13513. A piece 12 inches long-became charged as indicated.

This being also reversed, became alike from the chief place of

j
polarity to the ends, and the intermediate parts had only a very

few and feeble alterations of force.

13514*. A piece of 18 inches long was polarized very gradually

and well-little or nothing in the intermediate parts.

13515. A new piece of 7 inches long had as before two con-

secutive poles in the middle. Another piece of 7 inches long also

had them, but a little nearer one end than tlie other. A Long

piece of iron wire 4 feet in length, had two helices placed con-

formably on it at the middiet and when all was connected, they

were drawn to the two ends. The chief polarity was at the ends-

the intermediate parts had very little external. Neither did the

opposite poles appear to any degree at x, x. The whole seemed

to be one long magnet-only of soft iron.

3 NOVR. i8J4.

13516. A Gutta percha tube 0-3 of inch external diameter and

33 inches long had about 75 feet of copper wire 35 in diameter

put in a close spiral around it from end to end in about 700

spirals, forming the flexible helix A. A soft iron rod 33*6 inches

long and 0’i5 of inch in thickness was put into it and bent round

so that the ends could touch. Then a Grove’s battery of
5
pr. of

plates was connected with the ends c, after which the latter

were removed from the battery and connected with the extremities

of my Ruhmkorf’s Galvanometer ( ). Lastly the ends of

the magnetized core were opened and the Galvanometer needle

moved a very little, due to the fall in the charged state of the core

consequent upon separation of the ends. When left a few minutes,

putting the core ends together again did not give any sensible

reverse current. The effects were small-probably a thicker wire

Galvanometer would have done better.

1 35 1 7. A like core of soft steel wire was employed and with like

results. The effects were perhaps a little stronger. The results of
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the fall of Magnetic charge are not so strong as to give a very-

workable effect with this galvanometer.

13518. In examination of the effect as to induction produced by
putting the ends of a magnet into connexion by a mass of soft

iron, so as to approximate the magnet to the condition of a ring

iron core, when the lines of force are supposed to be chiefly if

not entirely within the magnet— I took a horse shoe magnet (the

smaller horseshoe of five associated bars ( )) and roughly

wound 1 5 feet of covered copper wire about the two poles
;
then

connecting the ends of this wire with the Galvanometer (13516)
and all being at rest, the keeper was suddenly put in place and

the needle deflected from its position about 20°. When at rest

again, the keeper was suddenly removed and the needle was again

deflected in the reverse direction, about 17°. These results

occurred again and again. Suspecting the needle was (in the haste)

not carefully adjusted at zero, the connexions with the Galvano-

meter were changed, and then putting up the keeper caused a

deflection of 20° and taking it away one of about 17®, of course

on the same sides as before.

135 1 9‘ So putting on the keeper to a steadfast magnet so charged

with a helix induces a current-taking it off induces a contrary

current of equal force.

13520. Now the keeper being away and the needle at rest, the

copper wire helix was slipped off the magnet. This of course

induced a current and it was more than that produced in the

former cases; perhaps the deflection was 25°; but the experiment

was only roughly made.

1 352 1. Taking away the keeper or the helix produced a current

in the same direction. Putting on the helix or putting up the

keeper produced a current of like direction, but contrary to the

former.

13522. I have a ring core made of soft iron wire (13516), and it is

surrounded by two helices. I sent the battery of 5
pr. current

round one of the helices, and of course the iron ring core became

a magnet; but all its power was not within, for a needle on the

outside was considerably affected. Some parts shewed an outward

northness and other parts an outward southness. Unless the iron

is very equable and also unless the helix is very uniform in every

part, the core becomes irregularly magnetized.
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13523 *. The 1 5 feet of copper wire (13518) was made into a more

compact helix of 30 turns on a card fitting on to one of the limbs

of the horse-shoe magnet- it was then permanently connected

with the wires of our large lecture room galvanometer. Being

put on to the magnet at a it produced a current through the gal-

vanometer-when moved from a to h, a like current of the same

kind was produced-when moved from b to c, the same result,

and even when moved from c to ^ there was a like current. This

shews that the helix intersected lines of force all the way down
to d. The current at d was very weak— that from a to ^ the

strongest.

13524. Putting the helix on the magnet to a produced a current.

Then connecting N and S by soft iron produced a strong like

current. This is because lines of force before passing through the

air between the limbs at e^f^g and h are now gathered up and pass

through the iron keeper. The gathering in of these lines across

the helix is just as if the helix had been passed from a to (13523).

13525. So when the helix was first at d and then the soft iron

keeper applied to the poles, there was a little current in the same

direction but only a trace.

13526! Arranged two circular bar magnets as figured and two

connecting pieces of soft iron. Put a helix on one of the magnets

and connected it permanently with the galvanometer; it was too

long but was the most convenient one that I had.

13527. When the helix was at a in the middle of one magnet,

and the keeper R closed up to N' S', a current was produced of

a certain amount of force. Then closing up the other end by L,

another current in the same direction and of the same amount

was produced. When both ends were closed up at once, a like

current of apparently double the amount was produced.

13528! When the helix was at c and then that end was closed

by the soft iron R, a like current to the former was produced

-

strong-nearly as strong as when both ends were before closed

at once (13527). Then on effecting the closure at the other end

* [13528]
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by L, a very feeble current in the like direction produced.

On the other hand, if both ends, being open, the L end was closed

first, then there was a like current ofsmall amount-but on afterwds.

closing the R end, a good current in the same direction occurred.

It is evident that when one end is closed first, the remaining con-

dition is like that of the horse shoe magnet, closed as before

described (13524, 5)
with the helix at different places-and the

results are like the former.

13529. Whether the helix be at c or a or the closing of both

ends at once produces a like amount of effect-and the opening

occasions an equally like amount of current in the opposite

direction.

13530. When the helix was at c, joining up at the L ^ end did

very little-but then joining at c developed a full and equivalent

current. If however the joining was at c first, there was the full

current, and then after joining at h produced a little more.

13531. When the helix was at h end, then joining at h end gave

a good swing and full current, and after joining at c end produced

a little more.

13532. All these things simple and consistent, and I think lead

on very simply to the condition of a ring core^ helix and magnet:

but I do not as yet realize in that case the conception of lines of

force crossing the spirals of the helix. They only as it were appear

or rise into existence on one side of the copper wire of the helix.

That may no doubt be considered as approaching to the neigh-

bourhood of lines of force, but perhaps not as an intersection.

Yet if a second spiral be outside the first, it can be affected by the

lines of force which have all the while been located within the core.

14 DECR. 1854.

13532^ Movement of copper medium hy magnets, a is a copper

disc (or rather two discs put together) 1*3 inches diameter and

0*5 in thickness, weighing 1502 grains-suspended by a copper

wire to the balanced beam of wood h, that being suspended by a

bundle of silk fibres c, so as to give free vibration. S and N are

two bar magnets with opposite poles as in the figure.

13533. In Exp. Res., 2338. Reducing (= taking away) the magnet

' 13532 is repeated in the manuscript.
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caused the copper block to move as if following it. Would with-

drawal of one magnetic pole do the same thing and its approach

cause a repulsion.? Effect not sensible with the poles as in the

figure and one taken away. Neither was it sensible when the two

bars with like poles together applied as one pole on one side.

But the magnets are not good. Probably when the two were on

opposite sides, both would attract as the power of one fell and

so neither attract absolutely.

13534. Arranged the disc thus in plan, i.e. put it edgeways

between two poles and withdrew them, the disc being sheltered

by a screen. There were traces of following on by the disc. In

fact the form of experiment now passes into Arago’s result, the

fundamental principle being still the same.

13535. Removed S above (13532) and made N our cylinder

electro-magnet, exciting it by 10 pr. of Grove’s plates. The effect

was clear : on making the magnet the disc was repelled, on reducing

the magnet it, the disc, was attracted. The actions were compli-

cated, each case containing the effect due to diamagnetism and

that due to the momentary condition of currents.

13536. In place of hanging the disc on the torsion balance,

I hung it up as a pendulum by a suspension of about three feet;

this would separate the effect of momentary attractions and repul-

sions from those that were permanent. Now on exciting the

magnet the disc was repelled out perhaps the A of an inch, but

instantly fell back again and was hardly sensibly diamagnetic, so

little did it remain displaced from its true or first place. On
reducing the magnet, the disc advanced strongly towds. the

magnet for an instant and then returned back as before to its

first place. All ofwhich confirm former results (8418), shew how
little the true diamagnetic force is (Matteucci) and how great the

temporary effect.

13537. We are pretty sure that the effect of making a magnet and

approaching a magnet is the same. Exp. Res., ist Series.

13538*. Places of weak force-neutral places (In development of

results in the Exp. Res., 2298, 2487, 2491).

N, S, is the Logeman great magnet, with its two moveable pole

pieces. © is a cube or a sphere of bismuth \ an inch in diameter,

suspended on a torsion balance so as to have free motion along
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the line between the two poles-its place of rest under the circum-

stances was midway between the two poles. Made the two bars

magnets (with like poles together) as one magnet and put it in

the dotted position-when the N pole was thus approached,

the bismuth moved towards the N pole of the Logeman as figured.

When the S pole of the bar magnet was approached, the bismuth

moved towards the S pole of the Logeman-going in both cases

towards a weaker place of force.

13539. When the bar magnets were replaced by our large cylinder

electro magnet (13535), ^®^ct on making and reducing

the magnet was the same in kind but very powerful-thus when

it was excited the bismuth approached almost up to the like pole

of Logeman’s magnet, and when it was reduced went back in-

stantly into its medium position.

13540. Employed the helix of the cylinder magnet only without

the iron core- the same results occurred but much more feebly-

directions were the same.

1 3541 . Employed a smaller cylinder electro magnet (core 1 2 inches

long and i inch diameter); it shewed the effects well.

13542. Arranged matters so as to be able to place the S pole of

the compound bar magnet on one side of the bismuth-it sent

the bismuth towds. the S pole of the Logeman. Then arranging

the S pole of the smaller cylinder Electro magnet on the other

side of the bismuth, it by itself sent the bismuth also towards

the same pole of Logeman. When the bar magnet pole was first

in place and had sent the bismuth towards the Logeman S pole,

then the addition of the helix S pole on the other side sent it still

further towds. the same Logeman pole. Which I think takes away

all notion of polarity save that of conduction polarity
( ).

13543. In all these cases the bismuth moves from stronger to

weaker places of force. See on (13544).

13544. A point presents a place of strongest force-a spherical

end a surface nearly equal in force at different parts-a plane

termination is weaker in the middle at a than at the edges or

circular angle, where it is strongest-two poles put together would

be weakest at c, for they are like one pole having a depression

in the middle. Three poles arranged as figured* would be still

weaker at a-and so we may go on until we arrive at chambers

of no action. The following are illustrations.
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13545. An iron cylinder core 9 inches long and r6 diameter has

a cylindrical chamber at one extremity 0*9 in diameter and 0*4 in

depth-a ring of iron 1*2 external diameter, 077 internal diameter

and half an inch long, being put on to the end of the core, makes

a chamber of an inch in depth-and this depth can be increased

to any degree by like cylinders of soft iron of different lengths.

A helix of thick wire belonged to this core, being the helix of the

large cylinder magnet
( ); in the following experiments, it

was excited by 10 pair of Grove’s plates.

13546. A piece of iron about this size* held at the end of a piece

of copper wire was felt to be very strongly attracted by this pole

at r and .y-also strongly but less at m and «-a little at k and /-

but not sensibly at a, c, d, e.

13547. A piece of cartridge paper of this shapet was sprinkled

over with iron filings and then put in a horizontal position into

the chamber, after which the magnet was excited, discharged and

then the paper taken out. Throughout the bottom of the chamber

and till near its mouth, the filings were quite undisturbed, but

near the mouth they had been carried away by the forces and

left at r and s, the two strongest places of action. The deficiency

of power within the chamber was beautifully shewn here.

13548. With the chamber only half an inch deep, there was no

sensible attraction at the bottom on the short piece of iron

( ), but with a nail or a longer piece touching only at the

bottom, there was much attraction-for it can polarize and convey

the force from the interior to the exterior-the dualities in it come

into play, though they cannot with a shorter piece.

13549. Employed a cylinder iron core 7 inches long, ri external

diameter and 075 internal diameter, with the same helix and power.

The short pieces of iron (13546) seemed to lose all attractive force

when a very little way up the inside, whereas a long piece touching

a good way up the inside and projecting outside was well attracted

within. When a long slip ofpaper with iron filings was introduced,

only those near the mouth were affected, yet the paper had been

tapped to make every thing favourable^.

=-== ^
t [13547I * [13549]

* [13546]
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13550. A small needle on an axis of cocoon silk, fixed to a piece

of card and held by a long splinter of wood, was introduced into

the cylinder core whilst it was a magnet. At the mouth of the

aperture, at a, it was powerfully affected, but became less and less

affected as it passed in, and at b or inches was not sensibly

affected-its movements were quite slow and just due to torsion

and gravity, whilst at the mouth the vibrations were too quick

to be seen. The same effects happened as the needle was passed

into the former chamber, but there signs of force offered by it,

at the bottom of the chamber, though great diminution had

occurred.

13551 *. The retention of iron filings is another proof of the degree

of magnetic power in presence at any spot. The chamber i inch

in depth (13545) was filled with filings, closed by a card-the core

put into the helix- placed in the upright position-magnetized

and whilst a magnet the card taken away; immediately the filings

fell down; many were caught and hung in bunches from the lower

edges of the chamber but not one filing remained attracted against

the bottom or inside of the chamber.
|

13552. But though the smallest piece of iron cannot be held there,

yet if it be exchanged for a longer piece that can come out into

the free space, then it is attracted at the bottom and all things are

changed.

13553. When the cylinder core was filled with iron filings, closed

by a card, placed vertically and magnetized and then the card

removed-the first filings that ran down were caught by the edge

as a fringe, but all the rest ran out in a stream.

13554. It ^^sy to see how these results pass into those with

the Logeman and two like poles (13542).

13555. I have four very hard bar magnets; each is 6 inches long,

I inch broad and nearly 0*4 of an inch thick. With these it was

easy to build up chambers having the properties of those just

described. They were arranged thust, on a horizontal plane, having

* [13551] t [13555I

B
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a piece of card board placed in the middle square space midway

in the thickness of the magnets. Iron filings were then placed

carefully on the card board or else put on it first, and then the

magnets regularly approached. As they came up, the filings

formed radii from the center of the card board to the edges against

the magnets, and by careful tapping they ultimately arranged them-

selves as in the figure. The four S poles produced the same effect.

13556. Here it is easy to see that the lines of force proceed from

all sides inwards in this central plane, to turn up and then over

and outwards above the plane, and in the reverse direction below

it. The lines of force are stronger and more direct from the

middle of the sides than at the angles-the cause of which is

again easy to see, for at the angles there is distributing space back

in the same plan[e] as well as above to a far larger extent than at

the middles, and part of the northness gets disposed of there,

through the corners of the magnets as it were.

13557*. When a little needle (13550) was applied to the magnet

chamber made up in the air and with the card board removed,

it shewed beautifully the lines of force as radii to the very center

in the medium plane
\
then there was a double axis, i.e. northness

proceeded from a upwards and downwards, rapidly decreasing

in force. But when the needle was raised above die medium

plane, it was seen that the lines of force according to their places

soon took a direction the reverse of the former, proceeding back

to the S poles-and all the lines of force from the outside angles

c, c, c, c, were also in that direction, i.e. north outwards and toward

the souths. When the axis of exit at shall be stopped by two

more poles, as in the case of the six magnets, making
[ ],

then these lines will disappear or nearly so from the cubical

chamber formed.

13558. I placed the poles together edgeways so as to make a

* [13557]
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narrower and a deeper chamber, and then introduced the needle.

The disposition of the power near and about the upper and lower

aperture of the chambers was as before, but in the middle of the

chamber there was scarcely a trace of power, though the needle

was very sensitive. There was a place of no action almost. Very

beautiful. It is easy to see how this coincides on the one hand

with the cavity in a pole ( ) and on the other with the

chamber of six poles
( ).

13559*. Solid copper globe revolved. The globe is inches in

diameter- solid-mounted on a copper axle and revolving in a

lathe standing nearly magnetic north and south. The rotation of

the ball therefore was in the plane of Magnetic East and west.

This would cause electric currents to flow through the top and

bottom of the ball in a manner analogous to those occurring with

a brass ball in my old experiments. The effect however on the

needles prepared was not so good as I expected, and I suspect

that much of the middle part of the globe is discharging currents

produced in the upper and lower parts.

18 DECK. i 854«

13560! A, a globe of any particular metal with a thin copper

equatorial ring B driven hard on to it, grooved to hold a wire.

C is a copper axle held in the supports D, D. E is a pulley on

this axle by which motion can be communicated to the globe

from a large wheel and gut or cord. This pully has a diameter

of 0*8, the large wheel of 17^ or 22 times-N, S, are the sub poles

of the Logeman magnet (the great magnet), which acts well with

such spheres as that described. There are four of these spheres,

* [13559] + [13560]
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all of the same size, Copper^ Iron^ Bismuth^ Hard Steely each with

its own equatorial ring of copper and its axis of copper and its

wooden pulley. A clamp holds the stand D, D, to the table and
then the Magnet is adjusted to the place of the Globe.

13561. The Galvanometer employed is my Rhumkorf, placed

about 13 or 14 feet from the magnet. The wires of the Galvano-
meter are in the experiments held at C and at B in order that

the currents produced by the moving radii may be carried off and

read at the instrument. One of the wires is a little thicker than

the other; the thick wire is always applied at the Equator B and

the thinner wire at the axis C— the contact is a mere friction con-

tact of copper against copper in all cases. The Galvanometer

stands with the needle end north and south; the South end is that

with the graduation and its motion shall always be spoken of as

to the East or to the west. The axis of the revolving globe is also

nearly north and south; looking at it from the north side always,,

its direction of revolution shall be spoken of as with or against

the clock.

13562*. Bismuth globe in—revolved with watch— the S end of the

Galvanometer needle passed westward. Revolved against the

watch— the S end of needle went East. So the effect not a thermo
current from friction. Changed for this time only the contact

of the wires at the equator and axis of the revolving bismuth,

and now when bismuth revolved with the clock the needle end
went East—and when bismuth revolved against the clock the

needle went west. Four revolutions of the large wheel (13560)
were made in each of these experiments and the deflection of the

Galvr. needle was about 5° to the West and 10° to the East.

The difference is due to thermo current due to the heat of friction

at the equator of the bismuth globe.

13563. Resumed the standard movements (13561). Ten revolu-

tions of the large wheel gave higher results, but complicated with

thermo currents— 10 revolutionfs] watch fashion gave only 5° to

West— 10 revolutions against Watch gave 60° to East; the mean
of these, or 33° about, must be taken as the effect due to the rota-

tion induced current in the bismuth globe.

13564. If only a few moments after, the galvanometer wires

were applied to the bismuth globe quiescent, no sensible signs

* [13562]
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of a thermocurrent were obtained, for then the heat evolved by
friction at the copper equator had been conducted away into the

mass of the globe.

13565. To obtain a standard ofrotation for this and other results,

the galvanometer wires Were joined and then moved between the

poles so as to represent the upper radius of the revolving ball—

when moving with the watch^ the needle end passed fFest—when
the motion was against that of the watch, the needle end went
East. So copper and bismuth the same.

13566. A soft iron globe (13560) was put into place and experi-

mented with; the revolutions are those of the great wheel (13560).

4 revolutions Watch fashion sent the end of the needle 20° West

4 Do. Reverse Do. 25° East

The results were so clear and good that no doubt can arise about

them— the thermo effects are of course less than with the bismuth.

13567, So Bismuth^ copper and iron are alike in direction of cur-

rent caused.

13568. Removed the Sub poles, leaving the chief magnet and the

iron globe in the same places; the distances were as above*h

4 Revolns. Watch fashion produced 5° West deflection

4 „ Reverse watch „ 8° East deflection

Made .V distance 13 inches by removing the magnet; then

4 Revolns. Watch fashion produced a trace of West deflection

4 „ Reverse watch „ Do. East deflection

The iron has evidently retained little or no magnetism, or it

would have given its own effect here.

13569. Now worked with the hard steel globe (13560) and first

put it into the place of the iron just left, i.e. 13 inches distant from

the axial line or face line of the poles; the globe being examined

by a magnetic needle was found to be unmagnetized—

4 revolns. Watch fashion gave needle deflection a mere trace West

4 „ Reverse watch Do. Do. East

13570. The magnet brought up into the medium iron position

(13568).

4 revols. Watch fashion caused deflection 6° West

4 Do. Reverse watch Do. 5® East

13571. The globe being taken away from the magnets and

The diagram is reduced to
^
scale.

* [13568]
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examined by a needle, was found as yet almost entirely free from

magnetism.

13572. So Bismuth, copper, iron and hard steel all give the same

direction of induced current.

13573 *. The sub poles of the magnet were put in place with their

extremities 3*3 inches apart and the hard steel globe midway.

4 revols. watch fashion . . . deflection 13° West

Being taken out an[d] examined, the magnet [globe] was

found to have received a little magnetic charge-not quite regular-

so little that it caused no current by revolution when the magnet

was taken away.

13574. Made the Steel ball a magnet by bringing the sub poles

N and S up against it, turning it round on its axis and jumping

the poles mean while against it, so as to charge it in the best

manner possible. When examined by a needle afterwards, it

appeared to be a pretty good short magnet. Being mounted on

the frame but revolved by itself and away from the power of the

Logeman, it gave its own result, namely:

4 revols. Watch fashion . . . cause deflection 6
°
West

4 revols. Reverse watch . . . Do. 5° East

13575. The copper equator of this steel magnet is not tight, nor

the contact so good as it ought to be; nevertheless the results

are quite accordant in direction. For as the globe magnet stands

in the position in which it was made a magnet, so the results

should be in the same direction as with the magnet.

13576. Brought up the great magnet into the position (medium)

of the iron globe (13568), so fliat the influence of the great

magnet and of the globe magnet should coincide.

4 Revol. Watch fashion caused deflection 9° West.

13577 1. Reversed the globe magnet, the position being in all

other respects the same.

* [13573]

+ [13577]
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4 revol. Watch fashion caused deflection 3° West
With the magnet a little further off:

4 revolutions Watch fashion caused deflection 1° West
The magnet a little further removed

:

4 revoln. Watch fashion caused no sensible deflection

With the Magnet away:

4 revolutions Watch fashion caused deflection 4° East

4 Do. Reverse watch Do. 2° West

4 Do. Do. Do. 2° West

4 Do. Watch fashion Do. 4° East

13578. So the globe had remained a magnet all the while— at one
distance its whole system was compressed within itself and there

neither its power nor that of the great magnet was manifest—the

place as a whole was a place of indifference. Inside of this place

the great magnet overpowered the globe, giving the difference

of force as the result. Outside of this place the globe overpowered
the great magnet, and so gave again the difference with a change

in the direction.

13579. Restored the great magnet to the position (13577), the

globe being still reversed:

4 revols. Watch fashion caused deflection 6® West]

4 revols. Reverse watch Do. 6° East
)

These are results of the great magnet overpowering the globe,

but when the globe was taken out and examined, it was still

found magnetized as originally charged.

13580. Then experimented using my thick wire Galvanometer

and found excellent results— perfectly accordant with all that had

gone before. With the Soft iron globe^ half a revolution of the

great wheel. Watch fashion, caused deflection 90° West of the

graduation or N end of needle.

13581. Bismuth globe in:

§ revol. Watch fashion caused deflection 8° West of same end

2 Do. Do. Do. 90° and more West
I revoln. Reverse watch Do. 90° East

I revoln. Watch fashion Do. 1° West only,

for 22 revolutions of the equator (13560) under the wire of con-

tact now produced so much heat as to give a thermo current

counteracting that of the rotation when revolution was with the

watch, and adding to it when revolution was reverse of the watch.

23-2
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13582. Found that our large thick wire galvanometer would

shew all these results.

19 DECK. 1854.

13583. Have formed a magnetic chamber with Six like poles, thus.

Six cores of soft iron,
3 inches long by i inch square, with rounded

edges-each has had 128 inches in length of covered copper wire

0*05 of inch in diameter wound round it in 32 spirals or coils.

These are fixed on a wooden frame so as to be held pretty firmly

in their places, and then the wires soldered together in one con-

tinuous series, so that when the electric current of 10 pr. of

Grove’s battery was sent through them, all the inner poles were

S poles, or else all N poles.

13584. By separating the poles a little, access could be had to the

interior, and so the effects on this or that test observed; but the

effect of such openings was always evident.

13585. A Little magnet supported by a single cocoon thread was

weighted with a little copper wire, without which it could hardly

be kept from the iron at the edges of entrance when the iron was

in its unraagnetized state. The frame and magnets were tilted,

so that it might hang in the middle of the chamber. When there,

it was not affected when the magnets were excited; but if nearer

to the apertures, then it shewed a little pointing action. But it

was as nothing to the amount of force on the outside of the

chamber, even when the needle was several inches away from the

nearest part of the system.

13586. When the currents were taken from the electro magnets,

they sank exceedingly well.

13587. A crystal of bismuth was suspended in the chamber; it

gave no magnetic indication of any kind-neither old nor new.

13588. A little piece of iron hung at the end of a jointed piece

of copper wire-shewed no sensible traces of attraction within

the chamber, except near the edge openings. At the outside it

was powerfully held.

13589. Filings on a card were introduced, then the magnets made

and unmade and the filings examd. Those in the middle part of

the chamber were undisturbed though the card had been tapped-
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those near the edge apertures and also middle of the side were a

little arranged.

13590. A small helix ring of several convolutions of wire was

revolved in the chamber-and with it were connected at different

times two commutators, changing at different periods. My
Rhumkorf and my thick wire Galvanometer were both used (the

latter is the best), but by no arrangement could any but very

feeble results be obtained, due to the disturbance of power at the

opening of introduction. When these helices were brought near

one of the Six outside poles and revolved, then abundant currents

of electricity were obtained.

13591. Bismuth and like magnetic poles-2i cube of bismuth

suspended by a fine wire 13 feet long-N the cylinder electro-

magnet; when excited it drove the bismuth 0 away; then another

electro magnetic N brought up at the side caused the bismuth to

approach again, but the suspension is not long enough and the

effects are small-the torsion balance suspension is better (13538).
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Magnecrystallic force,

13592. I have a prism of bismuth cracked out of a lump— it is

eight sided and 0*45 of an inch long— its weight is 77 grains— its

prismatic form is rather irregular, and there is a small oblique

piece off at both ends. Its magnecrystallic axis is perpendicular

to its length, and to two of its sides; so that when it is suspended

vertically in a field of equal magnetic force, it sets by the difference

of magnecrystallic force in two directions. When it [is] suspended

with the axis vertical, it sets as a long piece of diamagnetic matter,

and when it is suspended by one side with the axis horizontal,

it sets with the combined diamagnetic and magnecrystallic force

united.

13593* I ^3ve also a sphere of Iceland spar given to me by
Professor Thomson. It is 0*67 of an inch in diameter and weighs

103*7 grains: is polished and the optic axis is indicated by a very

small flat plane.

13594. The Logeman magnet is set up, and the pole pieces of

iron are used, having this shape*; the face a is 1*7 inches square.

There is a little screw hole in the middle, but it will not interfere

seriously with my experiments.

13595. The piece of bismuth was used and a silk cocoon fibre

suspender', there were ten fibres and the length only 5 inches, so

the torsion of such a bundle is considerable. At the bottom of

the silk was a little piece of card— sealing wax—copper wire and

soft cement. It pointed between the poles when they were placed

an inch apart but was employed for the first trial experiments.

The soft cement held the bismuth or the sphere perfectly well

for the time by an adhesion not the ~ of an inch in diameter.

13596. The bismuth was suspended vertically in the middle of

the magnetic field, pole faces one inch apart. It would set twice

in one revolution because the force is axial ; I shall therefore always

count the half revolutions, i.e. each 180°, as a unit of motion

either with or against the watch. Being in place, the bismuth

was set round in the direction of the watch by half turns until

the torsion of the suspender was all but enough to overcome the

* [13594]
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magnetic set; and when at that point, the bismuth was then

moved against the watch motion until it had acquired the same
balanced condition on the opposite side—the half of the number
of units shewed the power of torsion (in a rough manner) exerted

by the magnecrystallic force under the circumstances. Now with

the end up, it required 17 half turns or units between the balanced

condition on the one side of no torsion and the balanced condition

on the other. This was repeated two or three times very regularly—

8^ is therefore the torsion.

13597. Now the bismuth piece was suspended with the length

and the magnecrystallic axis also horizontally—and the process

was repeated. It required 39 units or half turns now to raise the

torsion to the balancing point, so that 19I is the required torsion.

13598. When the bismuth was off and away, the copper wire, etc.

at the bottom of the suspender could point and bear several turns,

and though its weight is small and therefore these turns bear no
proportion in torsion force to that when the bismuth was on, yet

the copper, etc. was removed and a piece of clean soft cement

attached to the card. This wax, etc. did set a little, but its power
was not equal to a half turn of the suspender. Hence there was
very little interfering directive force here.

13599. Bismuth prism (13592) on with one end upwards. The
number of units or half turns from extreme to extreme was almost

if not quite 20. Again in the opposite direction, and again almost

20. Tried a third time, and still almost 20. So that 10 may be

taken as the amount of torsion needful to balance the magnetic

force in this position.

13600. Placed the other end of the bismuth upwards. First

observation gave 20 units-also the second in the reverse direction

20 units-and the third also 20 units. Beautifully accordant, so

that 10 is the torsion force. It appears almost certain that the

copper, etc. of the first suspender had been placed across the

magnetic resultant, so as to lower it a little in the first trials.

13601. Now tried the Magnecrystallic power of the sphere of

Iceland spar (13593), using the same suspender. The optic axis

was placed vertically. There was no set except by torsion—no
apparent magnetic action. The optic axis was placed horizontal,

and now there was set^ but the power was small. The sphere
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would bear one half turn but not two. Turned the pole pieces

(13594) and used the pointed ends near together-but still, from
extreme left to extreme right did not amount to two half turns.

13602. Prepared a suspender of less torsion force. It consisted

of four fibres of cocoon silk and these 9 inches long. With this

suspender and the pointed poles, the sphere bore 4 half turns

between the two extremes, and almost five. So this will do,

13603. Took a little rhomboid of Calc, spar—suspended it with

the optic axis horizontal and employed the flat faces of the pole

pieces. There was very little set, for the diamagnetic force of

the lengthed. direction and the optic force of the shorter direction

were almost equal : the optic force was a little the strongest.

13604. As I want copper wire for a bismuth suspender, I ex-

amined a fine wire— cleaning it well; a bundle 0*3 of an inch long,

containing 30 turns of the wire—suspended horizontally by the

more delicate suspender (13602) set and gave 10 halfturns between

the extreme sets in opposite directions, having only its own weight

on the suspender.

13605. The bismuth prism was suspended by one turn of this

wire round it, the bismuth being vertical and the wire in the plane

of the chief magnetic axis. The flat pole faces one inch apart.

The number of half turns between the extremes was 20, being

the same as those when no copper was employed. Then the bismuth

was removed without altering the form of the copper suspender

and it was put alone into the field; it could not sustain one half

revolution of set now, though there was scarcely any weight on

the suspender. So that this copper will do for the bismuth in

phosphorus, etc.

13606. Melted phosphorus under water—put bismuth into it—no

action—no tarnish— will do very well. Bright copper wire into

the water and bismuth was not affected— will also do.

6 MARCH 1855.

13607. As I shall want a water bath in place, I have used the copper

cell ( ). It makes the guage between the poles, being just

an inch wide in that direction, and is supported by blocks on each

side standing on the magnet terminals. It remains always in place
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and having a large top above, that serves as a support for other

things, as a small thermometer or a stop.

13608. This stop is simply a two pronged fork of copper wire

on a foot of lead ; it stands on the top of the cell. The bismuth is

suspended by the wire before described (13604, 5), which took

one turn about it and was then continued upwards for 6 inches— at

that point it was attached immoveably to the little piece of card

at the lower end of the suspender (13595), being there fixed by

sealing wax, and about half an inch of the wire projected hori-

zontally as an arm to serve as an indication of the position of the

bismuth. This arm was parallel nearly to the magnecrystallic axis

and could vibrate between the prongs of the stop. The latter

could be set so as to be just on the outside of the positions of

equilibrium due to the force of the magnecrystallic axis and the

extreme torsion force, in consequence of which the adjustment

of the torsion could be more readily obtained than without such

means.

13609. The bismuth in air^ the piece being vertical and con-

sequently the magnecrystallic axis horizontal. The temperature

about 60° F. The Logeman magnet- the square face pieces (13594)

and these one inch very nearly apart and constantly the same.

My object was to put so much torsion on to the bismuth as to

bring it up to the very verge of instable equilibrium on the one

side, and then, starting from that, to reverse the torsion motion

so as to undo the first and put as much as possible on to the other

side, until the corresponding position of instable equilibrium was

obtained. Then to start from that point as a commencement and

put on torsion in the reverse direction for a second observation

and so on. The torsion was given and counted by a graduated

circle and index fixed on a stand over the magnet and cell,

to which the upper end of the suspender (13595) was per-

manently fixed. Its action was satisfactory. I shall now count

or estimate the torsion by entire revolutions of the index and

degrees.

13610. So torsion (against the watch) was put on until the bis-

muth was just on the point of swinging round, i.e. the extreme

position between magnecrystallic force and the torsion force was

obtained. Then the torsion index was reversed, i.e. moved with
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the watch, until the extreme position on the opposite side was
obtained.

The torsion required was 90°

Again, „ „ ii*- 80°

Again, „ „ 11^120°

Having learned in some degree the use of the stop and how to

employ it so as to avoid rebound of the bismuth index, three

other results of bismuth in air gave

First „ „ 110°

Again, „ „ 11^130°

Again, „ „ ii»- 120"^

The average is 120*^, or 4080° from extreme to extreme.

13611. The apparatus is in my sitting room. The carriages cause

much vibration, and so it is difficult in air to bring the bismutli

up to the extreme point of equilibrium or that of instable equili-

brium, because of its toppling over through the vibration and

tapping of the bismuth indicator against the stop; but in water

things will be better.

13612. Found also that tlie silk suspender took a set, i.e. that

if the torsion were put on on one side to the extreme degree,

so as to seem sufficient to reach the extreme point, that if all were

left, it did not remain sufficient and that more required to be put

on, which by waiting would perhaps amount to 100®. But the

first effect was nearly alike in all cases, and by waiting this set

came on very regularly as to time on both sides, except that when
carriages rattled by they hastened it— 10 minutes or a quarter of

an hour generally brought it nearly to a close. The set was of

course first on one side and then on the other. After this, it was

always waited for, and nearly equably as to time and effect in all

case[s]. When it became not more than 5° or 10° in
5
minutes ~

the observation was made. The preceeding result with air is

probably underrated because these things were not then fully

learned.

13613. The bismuth (13592) inpure water contained in the copper

cell. Here vibrations from carriages were much deadened and the

bismuth itself held steadier in its motions. It wanted more torsion

to carry it to the first extreme and the evident deflection of the

Magnecrystallic axis from the magnetic axis was greater than in
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air~i.e. it could be attained and sustained better in water than

in air—without toppling over. The effect of the waiting was also

here more steadily remarked because of the greater facility of

observation with things in the quiet state.

13614. In order to get an extreme effect of set, the torsion was
brought up on one side, the set waited for a good while and the

torsion then brought up, and then the torsion was reversed as

quickly as possible and an observation made at once-it gave
12’’ 90°; then the torsion unset and counterset was waited for

full 20 minutes— at which time the observation gave 12^ 250°, or

140° of difference-half of which, or 70°, is the effect of set from

the zero or medium state of the suspender up to the extreme state.

This set is allways allowed for, i.e. is allowed and included in the

following experiments. The numbers given shew in fact what the

index shews, and that consists partly of torsion force and partly

of set compensated for.

13615. So the Bismuth in pure water gave . .
12’’ 250°

Again, 12*' 220°

13616. The Bismuth in Absolute Alcohol,

At first, 12”^ 220°

Again 12*^ 180°

Again 12*^ 220°

13617. The Bismuth in Carbonic acid gas.

I have had a C.A.Gas generator connected with a small glass

tube proceeding down the side of the copper cell to the bottom

and I found it easy to fill the cell with C.A.Gas and to keep it

so, or to blow it out and have air there— or to fill it again

with C.A.

In C.A.Gas . . . 12^80°

threw in Air, displacing the C. A. . . still 12^ 80°

C.A.Gas again . . 12^80

C.A.Gas again . .
12*' 100° by

waiting [illegible].

13618. The Bismuth in Phosphorus (13647). A glass tube was

put into the copper cell (13607) and the latter filled with water

and made to serve as a water bath-a little thermometer was placed

in the water. Pure clean transparent uncoloured phosphorus was
put into the tube so as to fill about

j
of it, and all the part between
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the magnetic poles and over the phosphorus was distilled water.

Then the bismuth was lowered into the water—a spirit lamp
applied to the bottom of the copper cell until the contents had

reached i20°-i30° F., at which time the phosphorus was freely

melted; after this, heat was applied from time to time and the

temperature retained between i20°-i30° F. On lowering the

bismuth into the phosphorus, there appeared to be a little action,

for a small bubble appeared now and then which smoked on
reaching the air and breaking, and a few black films rose up as

if phosphuret of copper or perhaps bismuth had formed—but the

effect was very little.

13619. It required care to keep the bismuth in the middle of the

phosphorus; for as it did not wet with the phosphorus, when it

came by any accident or motion against the side of the copper

cell, the phosphorus divided there by the force of capillary attrac-

tion and the bismuth and copper vessel stuck very strongly

together. In the middle of the glass tube and of the phosphorus,

the bismuth had very free motion. The results were as follows.

First time 11*^200°

Again, much waiting . . 11^270°

The torsion seemed to be very clearly less than in air, water,

alcohol, etc. The diameter of the phosphorus medium however

is small and it will be well to have a larger tube.

13620. On raising the bismuth out of the phosphorus into the

water above, it was found to have numerous bubbles of gas

adhering to its surface-also the copper wire w[h]ere immersed

in the water was apparently phosphuretted, having changed

colour— the bismuth itself was not sensibly tarnished, or very

little— these bubbles were easily displaced by a touch with paper—

whether they have affected the result in any way, as to altering

the form of the envelloping phosphorus, must be settled by future

experiments. I think that a voltaic action has gone on to a small

extent between the bismuth, copper and water-aided also by the

phosphorus perhaps-but it probably soon comes to a standstill

or nearly so when the copper is phosphuretted on the surface.

13621. The phosphorus in its tube was removed; it was very

clean except at the top, where some films of metallic black phos-

phuret floated. The bismuth also came away very free from
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adhering phosphorus and easily cleaned from the small particles

that adhered in one or two places to it.

13622. The bismuth (13592) and sat. sol, proto suL Iron. The solu-

tion was placed in a glass tube in the copper cell cleared of water

and all at common temperature. The observations began and it

was soon evident that a high torsion was required. It went up

at once from one extreme position to the other, to 12^— this in

a few minutes rose to 13% and after standing a while 180° were

added.

So the first observation gave . 13^ i8o°|

Again 13^ 220° I average 13*’ 197°

Again 13*^ 190°)

13623. Washed all well and especially the bismuth and its wire

carefully
;
then put pure water into the glass tube, so

:

The bismuth in water again - with the usual care, etc.

First result gave '

. . . . 12^ 330° i

Again, reverse direction . . 13*' o'^[i2*’340°

Again, direct direction . . 12*' 330°]

Is less clearly than the phosphorus.

13624. The bismuth in Air again-in the copper cell.

First result gave . . . .
12*' 190°)

Again, reverse direction . . 12’" 220^^ V 12*^ 217"^

Again, direct direction . . i2*‘ 240°]

13625. When the bismuth is in air, there is more weight on tlie

suspender than when it is in water—and when in Phosphorus the

weight on the suspender still further diminishes. Must ascertain

the effect of this difference. As the bismuth weighs grains,

so when in water, it would require grains added, and when
in phosphorus grains added to make the tension the same

as in air.

13626. Reference to former expts. with bismuth in Water, Air

and soln. Sulphate of Iron. Exp. Res., 2499, 5
^* Torsion

required alike in all.

8 MAR. 1855.

13627. Buoyancy. The weight of the bismuth piece (13592) is

77 grains and its Spec. Gravity is 9*8. The weight of the Calc,

spar sphere is 103*7 gr. and its Specific Gravity 2*72. The Specific
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Gravity of water is i-of the Absolute Alcohol o-8i6-of the

Solution Sul. iron (13622) ri87 and of the phosphorus 1*9. So

the buoyancy of the bismuth and Calc. Spar in the different fluids

is as follows, and the compensating weight required in each case

the same (13692):

Bismuth

piece

Icelandic Sp£

sphere

Air 0 0

Alcohol 6-4 gr. 31

Water 786 38-1

Sol. Sul. iron 732 45

Phosphorus 72-4

9 MARCH 1855.

13628. Have had a new copper cell for bath, larger and better

than the former; but it is wider for the tubes and so the power

in the field will be weaker. When in place, the flat faces of the

pole pieces are 1*3 inches apart,

13629. The bismuth piece (13592) with its proper suspender gave

from extreme to extreme & 50°] 0

Again,

Then put on the largest weight but one (13627) 45 grains, and

now the number of degrees were diminished, as was expected, for

the results, still in Air, came out 5'’ 50°) „ 0

Again, 5"^ o°J
^ ^5 •

The experiments were not very precisely made but enough to

shew the effects of tension on the suspender. When the crystal

was at one extreme, on taking off the weight, then more torsion

was required to be put on to bring the crystal up to the extreme

again.

13630. The poising weight or wire being of some size is affected

by the currents of air about, so that it is needful to surround it

by a paper shade. This I have done and it answers very well.

As the weight[s] are only wanted when the object is immersed

in a fluid, that will help to steady matters.

13631 . Intend also to have two weighted wires as side stays, from

the arm over the edge of the table, so as to break the vibration

from carriages.

i4FDVI
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13632. Have improved matters-have a new stop which acts

better, not so much vibration-have also strings and weights

attached to the support of the torsion index, etc.; they are applied

as side stays, one on each side, and do much to break the carriage

vibration. Have also a new copper cell-it is inches high

and ij inch across from pole to pole and inches in the

equatorial direction; it has within 2 copper slips going nearly

across, but attached only at one side or edge, so that they can be

bent to hold the glass tubes which the cell is to contain.

13633. The poles are now further apart than before and therefore

the magnetic force less, but the torsion required being also less,

the set at the extremes is less also.

Experimented with the bismuth,

13634. I have a paper shade also for the upper part of the wire

where the counterpoise or compensator will be, and I find that

shutting the door (close at hand) does much to prevent aerial

disturbance.

13635. The bismuth (13592) in Air, The copper bath and its glass

cell being all in place.

First time 5*^ 280® from extreme to extreme
|

Again, 5^320° „ „
[average 2100°.

Again, 5'}oo° „ „ J

13636. Bismuth in the Absolute Alcohol (13627).

The Alcohol was poured in to the glass cell and the com-

pensator of 6*4 gr (13627) put on. Three results were:

First time 5'’ 350°!

Again, 6’’ 0°
[
average 2150°.

Again, f34o'’J

13637. Bismuth and water. The bismuth was raised carefully

without displacing its support or adjustments at all-put on one

side-the Alcohol tube removed-cleared out-filled with water

and replaced-and the bismuth, which had remained in distilled

water during the time, was also replaced, so that all was as before

in respect of position. The compensator weight of 7-86 grains

(13627) was put into place.

First time 5"^ 270°

Again, 5*^ 265°.

When at this extreme (which had been waited for about 15'),
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I left the apparatus with the full torsion on, and returning in

about half an hour, I found the set had been such as to require

50° more of torsion—which must be taken into consideration.

13638. Made a third observation and obtained 5*^ 320°, but as

this started from the last extreme and included the 50° of set,

it is evident that upon reversing the torsion that should not be

counted; so that the observation became 5*^ 270°, and I believe

that to be near the truth as compared to the first results.

13639. The average of the three is 2068°.

13640. It is clear that when apparatus is set aside, the torsion

ought to be taken off. Also that on bringing torsion up to an

extreme, the set belonging to 15' or some given time should be

taken for the record. It seems pretty regular as to its repetition.

12 MARCH 1855.

13641. Resumed experiments with the bismuth (13592)— is still

held by the same suspension, Silk (13595). Arranged its stand

so that when once in place it was not changed all day long. The
bismuth therefore went always into the same place. It was always

in the same polar position between the Magnetic poles, for the

indicating wire end above (13608) was always retained on the

same side in respect of the stops. The magnetic poles were retained

unaltered all the day, except once for the cell (13632) being put

into its place
;
the tubes were changed in it without its displace-

ment and it formed both the block for the pole pieces and the

guage of their distance.

13642. As torsion set has to be accounted for, all the following

experiments were made thus. A medium being selected and the

bismuth hanging in it, the torsion nut was turned direct or reverse

until the position was at the extreme. Then 10 minutes were

allowed to elapse, that the set due to that time should come on—
when the additional amount of torsion was put on and the place

of the index, indicated by a like index on the table, moved to the

same position, and a note made of the part of the scale it stood

at. Then reverse motion of the torsion index was put on for 4, 5

or 6 whole revolutions, so as to bring the bismuth into extreme

position on the opposite side, and this being left 10 minutes and

then the counter set compensated for by further torsion. The index

24-2
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was then read off and the whole amount from extreme on one

side to extreme on the other set down as the result.

13643. For a second observation—the index as just left was re-

corded; and then 4, 5 or 6 revolutions back were made-up to

the other extreme- the whole left for 10 minutes, and then the

torsion adjusted and again observed and read off. So that 10

minutes of set is added into each observation at each side. After

10 minutes, the set is but small for the time required in an experi-

ment.

13644. When the medium was to be changed, the torsion was

always reduced to Zero—and then with a new medium the process

commenced as above (13642).

13645. The bismuth (13592) in pure water. Temperature about

60® F. The compensation weight of 7*86 grains put on (13627).

The number of revolution[s] put on at once (13642) was found

to be six, and was made so in all the observations.

First time—from extreme to extreme reverse gave 6*’ 55®!

Again —Do. direct „ d’' 45° - 2215°;

Again -Do. reverse „
6*" 65°)

then reduced the torsion by 3% and so left it for the next

expt.

13646. Bismuth in water at 60° gave therefore a mean of 2215°.

13647. Bismuth in Phosphorus (13618). This phosphorus was

very clean and good, and the tube large, being an inch internal

diameter. During the whole experiment no bubbles of gas ap-

peared either evolved or adhering to the bismuth. It and the

copper appear to have been acted on so far as to be protected

from further action-coated either by oxide or phosphuret; and

the bismuth has a dark brown colour. The heat was applied to

the bath from time to time so as to keep it between 133° and 145°

or nearly so. The bath was covered by a copper plate and a

card-and the heat and vapour of the spirit lamp was conducted

away from the suspension threads above by a spout or chimney
applied to the copper bath. The compensation piece of 15 gr.

(13627) was put on to the suspender.

First observation gave 4^ 280°]

Again, 4^ 260° [

Again, 4^ 250°)

average is 1703 torsion.
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13648. The bismuth in saturated solution proto sulphate ofiron at

60° F. The compensating weight of 9*32 grains put on.

First observation gave 5’’
3 5

5^^
1

Again, 6^ 5° h average, 2158° of torsion.

Again, 5" 355°)

13649. Bismuth in Absolute Alcohol (13627), temp. 60°.

The compensation of 6*4 grains used (13627).

The first observation gave 6^ 65°]

Again, 60"^!- Average, 2225° of torsion.

Again, 6*’ 70^]

13650. Bismuth in Air, temp. 60°. No compensation here

required.

The first observation gave 6*' 80°]

Again, 6^ r average, 2243° torsion.

Again, 95"^]

13651. The results of these experiments on bismuth in different

media at one common temperature are as follows:

in Air 2243° 2100°’!

„ Alcohol 2225° 2150°!- results'ioth March.

„ Water 2215° 2o68°j

„ Sol. Sul. Iron 2158°

„ Phosphorus 1703° but temperature must be considered here.

13652. Now worked with Bismuth in Water— at different tem-

peratures—and first at the temperature of 32°. The division of the

copper cell into three parts made this comparitively easy. Nc
glass tube or cell was used, but the water was in the copper vessel

and ice pieces in the water in the two outer divisions (13632).

The counterpoise of 7*86 grs. was on.

At 32° F. The first observation gave 6^ 150°]

(13669) Again, 6^ 160® Average, 2342° of

Again, 6^^ 200°
|

torsion.

Again, 6^ 220°/

Above 80° F. result was 5^ 245° temp, varying from 80° to 72°

Again, 5
r 150° Do. 94° to 87°

Again, 5^ 100° Do. 102° to 96°

Again, 4^310° Do. 150^^ to 136°.

13653. So temperature greatly affects the magnecrystallic results.

13654. It was difficult in my experiments to avoid the effects of
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currents, and no doubt they did interfere and disturb the observa-

tion of the torsion at the extreme position, for small vertical

currents, i.e. very slow ones, would topple the bismuth to the

one side or the other of the place ofinstable equilibrium. The lamp

was removed from the vessel always 6 or 7 minutes before an

observation was made.

13655. I thought I saw signs now and then of an assumption of

polar state by the piece, which it gave up suddenly or by a jump

when at the point of instable equilibrium, but I think that feeble

currents is enough to account for it or them.

13 MARCH 1855.

13656. For an account of Thompson’s^ sphere of calc spar and

certain experiments with it, see Philosophical Magazine, 1851, 1
,

p. 183 note-and also page 184.

13657. The bismuth prism (13592) when at the same temperature

in different media seems to shew but little differential result as

to the two axes of power when under the same power of magnet.

It will probably shew a small difference dependant upon the

better or worse conducting power of the medium surrounding

it. Thus a better conductor, as Sul. Iron solution, should have

more lines of force passing across it than phosphorus, and so the

bismuth crystal shew a greater difference in the first than in the

second, because it is in a stronger field of action. In that view also

the bulk of the medium around the crystal ought to produce a

little effect, for if that were small, being phosphorus, the rest

being air, the field ought to be stronger than if all the field were

filled with phosphorus. Even the shape of the medium ought to

have an effect, for the transfer of power must be more facile

y/'//^ when a diamagnetic of this shape stands equatorially than when

it is axial, at least as regards the central spot-and also other parts.

13658. The magnecrystallic actions are easily read and stated by

the lines of force representation and Thomson’s Magnecrystallic

axes.

13659. That the Chief magnecrystallic axis of the body retains

the axial position, and with the same amount of force, whether

in paramagnetic or diamagnetic media, is perfectly accordantwith

^ William Thomson, afterwards Lord Kelvin.
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my view of only one direction of force in the magnetic field,

whether occupied by paramagnetic or diamagnetic bodies.

15 MARCH 1855.

13660*. I have had a new temperature bath made— it is as follows.

It is as if the former cell (13632) of copper were put upon a large
reservoir of water, to keep the temperature constant. The dimen-
sions are given. The experimental part between the N and S poles
is I inch wide by three inches; equatorial direction. The interior

is divided into two parts by a vertical plate very near this end
and it is intended to pour in hot or cold water at the small mouth
/72 , which then passes into the body of the vessel at the bottom
where the inner plate leaves an entrance of a quarter of an inch,

and so air, etc. will be prevented from going into the body by
the added water. The two cocks are in the chief compartment,
for the removal of water above or below. The vessel is to be
well cloathed with flannel up to the top and is to be covered by
card board over the aperture. Tubes of copper or glass, either

open at both ends or closed at the bottom, are to be introduced
between N and S, so that currents due to changes of temperature
in the body of the fluid shall not affect their contents. It is expected
that this arrangement will give a steady temperature for a sufficient

length of time. A little oil on the surface of the water in it will

much prevent evaporation at that place and loss of heat thereby.

16 MARCH 1855.

13661. Slung eight pieces of bismuth by thread in dilute Nitric

acid, near the top— so as to be acted upon and dissected. Some of
the surfaces were filled [? filed] and others crystalline, of the same
pieces. Two had copper wire in contact. Six were with thread

only.
March. Not much apparent action—added more N. Acid.

zjth March. See (13725).

[13660]
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13662. The great cell has been cloathed well in double flannel.

Two vulcanized rubber tubes are attached to the cocks and these

come through holes in the flannel, but the cock handles are inside

the cloathing and acted on through. These tubes can be prolonged

by another tube leading away to a pail on the floor. A pewter

funnel introduces the water well at m. The thermometer was put

into place at the other end of the mouth and then cards over the

mouth covered it up when needed.

13663. One flat kettle full of boiling water brought up the whole

to 140° F. A second 6' after brought it up to 180°; it was then

full—drew off a quart and refilled with boiling water-was then

at 184° F. Had the copper central or sheltering tube in its place.

Put a little oil on the surface of the water—and then cards over it

and proceeded to observe the fall of temperature by standing.

At 15' . . 184° F.

10' 4“
10

4
" 2-5 erroneous first observa-

25' . . 180°

25 _
15

tion, currents, etc.

25 15 1-7 '

50' . . 165°

5 2 5 _
2

2*5

55' • • 163°

!l
0

40 17 2.35

2.35' . . 146°

23 9
^3 _
9

2*5

58' . . 137° minutes for each degree of

77 23 II 3-35 loss by cooling.

4.15' . . 114°

50 10
50
10 5

5.5' . . 104°

45 7
45 _
7

6-4

5.50' . . 97
°

60 7
60 _
7

8-5

6.50' . . 90°

So the cloathing is good and sufficient. The water shrank a good
deal during the time and will want making up at m,

13664. Torsion. The cocoon silk is really a good thing—when
from the cocoon it has no torsion of its own by more or less
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weight. Four or more threads will give all supporting power

wanted-the torsion of all comes into play- the set seems steady

for a given time- it may be diminished by using longer threads

and more of them-for if 6 threads of 6 inches in length take up

a certain set by 6 revolutions then 6 threads of 12 inches in

length will require 12 revolutions to give the same set, or 12

threads of 12 inches in length will by 6 revolutions give the same

torsion force but have only half the set. Those I have used lately

seem to have a very constant torsion force for the same weight

on different days, and even warmth or a damp atmosphere does

not much affect them. When a set of several threads are employed,

‘of course the torsion balance or effect is partly torsion and partly

multifilar, but the result is the same.

13665. SupposeN and S too [? two] large magnetic poles, as the pole

pieces of the Logeman-a, c, d four soft iron with helices round

them, and then tn an earthen ware cell filled with freezing mixture

and that moved from m to n. Will the presence or absence of m

at a low temperature (cloathed in flannel) affect the lines of force

across between a and ^-and also c and d} The four may be con-

nected in one series and with a commutator so that the alternate

motion of m to and fro shall accumulate the current if there be

any produced.

22 MARCH 1855.

13666. The Bismuth (13592) in water at Temperature of 60° F.-

working for temperature effects to-day. Used the great copper

cell as cloathed in flannel (13660). Had in the copper tube (open

at both ends) of i inch diameter and 3^ in length surrounding the

bismuth. The bismuth height on its support-the pole pieces, etc.

being all as on recent occasions. The observations were begun

and made as described (13642, 3) except that only
5

minutes

was allowed for set to come on at each extreme position.

13667. Made a new air shade round the part of the suspension

carrying the counterpoise or compensator (13630), of dark mill

board, the white cartridge paper one fatiguing the eye when it

was back ground to the stop and parts observed. Sometimes a

white and sometimes a dark back ground is required.
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13668. The bismuth crystal (13592) in water at 60° F.

8^ 15*". The first observation gave (reverse) 5*" 255°'! Average^

8.23 Again, (direct) 5^ 180° y 5*" 215° or

8.31 Again, (reverse) 5*' 2io°J 2015°.

13669. Worked in water for low temperature (13652). Same bis-

muth (13592)— the copper chamber well adjusted—the sheltering

copper tube in place round the bismuth. The temperature was 33°

at the thermometer situated as the bismuth was. There was always

ice in the top part of the copper chamber and cell about the

bismuth lube.

loh 17m First observation (reverse) 6r 5°

Ioh 24 Second Do. (direct) 6r 10°

10.33 Third Do. (reverse) 6r6o°

10.40 Fourth Do. (direct) 6r55°

10.48 Fifth Do. (reverse) 6r45°

Continued to feed with ice during the time at the top. The
thermometer at the end was 35° F.

13670. Proceeded to work with the same bismuth (13592) at

high temperatures (13652, 13672), i.e. from boiling water down-
wards. So drew off all the cold water-put in some boiling— left

that a while to raise the temperature of the flannel, etc.-drew it

off and then filled up with boiling water- placed the sheltering

copper tube in its place and the bismuth in it and put a touch of

oil only on the upper surfaces, and proceeded to observe. I found

a wind current from the window—and had to pull down the sun

blind. I found also much current in the water—and these currents

were more powerful at the higher temperatures because the

cooling then most rapid. Of course, cooling of the internal parts

of the mass can only go on by currents, and I rather suspect that

the open copper tube is not a protector but may even facilitate

vertical currents or spiral currents about the bismuth. Hence the

numbers are more uncertain because of the difficulty of observing

delicately the extreme point of instable equilibrium.

182° F. ist reverse 5r 95° currents troublesome.

12.5 ... 2nd direct y 140°

12.12 . . . 3rd reverse 5r 90°

12.19 1^0° F. 4th direct 51’ 60° water well above the bismuth.

12.33 • • • 5ffi reverse 5^ 80° more steady.

12.40 . . . 6th direct 5r 100°

I
Average, 6r35° == 2195°-

I

Temperature 34° F.
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12.46 150° F. 7th reverse 51” 80°

12.54 . . . 8th direct 5r 60°

1.1 ... 9th reverse 5r 135°

1.8 142° F. loth direct 5^ 145°

1.18 141° F. nth reverse 5^ 100° water up well— currents.

13671. So the effect of heat in diminishing the magnecrystallic

difference evident by comparison with the cold experiments—but

the currents in the fluid interfere with accurate observation. Only
an average obtainable.

13672. Repeated these experiments in hot and cooling water

(13670)—but employed a thin glass tube i inch in diameter and

closed at the bottom in place of the sheltering copper tube round
the bismuth. I also put more oil on the upper surfaces (13670),

for evaporation there helps to produce the currents where I want

to avoid them. Began to work about 3 o’clk. and went on until

10 o’clk. There were still currents produced but they were less

than before and I think all the observations are better. The degrees

of temperature are not exact for the graduation is for every 2°,

and so I have often left fractions unexpressed. The following are

the results, with the time also taken at the close of each observation.

13673. Bismuth (13592) in hot water gradually cooling.

1 3h 31m reverse 190® F. 5r 50° The compensator ( ) not on.

2 3-39 direct 4^ 335° compensator now on.

3 3-47 reverse 172® 4
*-

335
°

4 3-54 direct 4^ 300®

5 4.1 reverse 169° 4^310°

6 4.8 direct 166° 4r
3 I 2

°

7 4.15 reverse 162° 4
‘'

332
°

8 4.23 direct 158° 5r 0°

9 4.30 reverse 155° 4^355° currents diminishing.

10 4.38 direct 152® 5- 5°

1

1

4.44 reverse 149® 5r 10°

12 4.52 direct 146° 4
''

355
°

12’' 4-59 reverse 144® 5
^ 15°

13 5-5 direct I 4if 5"
30°

14 reverse 138®
5

*- 55
°

15 5.18 direct 1342° 5^ 95
°

16 5.32 reverse 132° 5r 115®

The index was then put direct revolutions, i.e. to zero, and left whilst

I was absent. Returning at 8h 4501^ I found the temperature had fallen

to 90° F.

* 12 is repeated in the MS.
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17 8h 57m reverse 90° 5r 270°^

18 9-3 direct 89° 5r26o°| water had sunk in copper part- but

19 9.10 reverse 88° 5r 260°
1^ not in the glass tube: all right.

20 9.18 direct 87° 00

13674. So the diminution of the Magnecrystallic difference by
heat very evident.

13675. The resumption of the difference by cooling also very

evident.

13676. The magnecrystallic difference disappears probably when
the temperature is so high that the diamagnetic force of the bis-

muth disappears.

13677. If so in all cases, then apart of the rate of change in a body
might tell us at what temperature its diamagnetic or paramagnetic

condition would disappear altogether. Thus, as Calc. Spar sustains

a high temperature and is still magnecrystallic, so I suppose I shall

find but little change in the relations of the force in two directions

by temperatures from 32° to 212°, etc.

13678. But then, all bodies if very hot would loose their dia-

magnetic or paramagnetic character and become as mere space.

This shews that space is or may be a true zero, and is not to be

taken simply as a medium, since no paramagnetic or diamagnetic

medium can have this relation to other media. Concerns the

question between Becquerel and myself whether space is merely

intermediate between magnetic bodies, or a true zero between

paramagnetic and diamagnetic bodies. Further experiments will

elucidate these considerations.

13679. The bismuth was suspended by the silk (13595) con-

tinually from 8^ 3"^ A.M. until 9^ 18"^ p.m., or during 13^ hours.

It worked well all this time and seems but little affected by the

continued torsion. In the morng,, with water at 60° (13668)

the average torsion required for the bismuth was 5*^ 215°; in the

evening, with water at 87° or thereabout it was 5^ 280 or 5^ 260°,

as if its torsion force had diminished a little; but one of the

morning observations was as high as 255°. On the other hand,

about I o’clk. with water at 141° F. (13670) the torsion required

was 5^ 100° or more, and at 5 o’clk. or 4 hours after, with water

at 141!, the torsion was 5^ 30— as if its torsion force had increased.

It is probably but little changed, for the numbers cannot be

trusted by themselves.
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13680. The bismuth crystal (13592) successively in Air, Water,

Alcohol and Sulphate of Iron at the same temperature, 58° F.—
and first in Air, the mode of observation being as yesterday. Silk

suspender.

13681. The bismuth crystal (13592) in Air at 58° F.

1 1^47111 reverse 6r 85°!

2 1.54 direct 6r 90° I Average in air at 58° F.,

3 2.1 reverse 6r 100°
I

6r90°= 2250°.

4 2.13 direct 6r 85°]

13682. The bismuth crystal (13592) in Alcohol of S. G.

Compensation of 6*4 grains put on (13627). Temperature 58° F.

as above.

1 3h 24m reverse 6r ioo°'|

2 3.31 direct 6r 115° I Average in Alcohol at 58° F.,

3 3.38 reverse 6r 115°
j

6r 109° --= 2269°.

4 3.45 direct 6r 105°!

13683, The bismuth crystal (13592) in distilled water. The com-

pensation of 7*86 grains put on (13627). The temperature 58° F.

1
4115m reverse 6r 75°’!

2 4.12 direct 6r 70°
|
Average in Water at 58° F.,

3 4.19 reverse 6r 65° r 6r 70° =2230°.

4 4.26 direct 6ryo°j

13684. The bismuth crystal (13592) in saturated solution of

proto-sulphate of iron. The compensator of 9*32 grains on

(13627). The temperature 58° or 60° F.

1 4.45 reverse 6r65°^

2 4.52 direct 6r65°l Average in sol. Sul. iron at 58°,

3 4.58 reverse 6r 75°
I

6r 74*^ ^ 2234°.

4 5.4 direct 6r90°J

These results very good and especially the two last, which

shew that bodies differing as much as water and sol. Sul. iron do

not alter the differential quantity of the bismuth axes. The other

two are also very near- proving the same thing. In air it is more

difficult to obtain the observation because of the tremor of the

bismuth.

13685. Now endeavd. to compare Water and phosphorus at the

same temperature. So mounted the bath (13660, 13672), put two

glass tubes in, one containing the water and the other phosphorus,

and raised the temperature of all carefully to above 160°. The
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indicating thermometer was between the two tubes-it was easy

by shifting the bath a little to bring either tube between the

magnetic poles and under the point of suspension. The phos-

phorus was covered with a layer of water as before (13647).

I worked with the bismuth in the water first, and then transferred

it quickly to the phosphorus and went on working there—the

results were as follows:

13686. The bismuth crystal (13592) in water.

1 6h5im reverse i55°F. 5r i6o°a

2 6.57 direct 153° 5ri4o°j-

3 7.3 reverse 149° 5r i35°J

Average, B. in water i52°*3 F.,

5r 145° == 1945°.

13687. The bismuth was now transferred into the Phosphorus-,

compensator changed (13 5920*

4 7.19 reverse •43° 5r 150^

5 7.25 direct 141° 5^ 1 10'

6 7-33 reverse 136° r 125'

7 7.38 direct •35 5
*’ 215'

Average, B. in Phosphorus i38°*7 F.,

5^ 150° - 1950°.

So here again bismuth is the same both in water andphosphorus.

13688. I had some trouble with the bismuth in phosphorus— for

a film forms on the phosphorus between it and the water-which

clings and interferes with the last degrees of torsion at the instable

point; and revolved the bismuth to and fro, but could not per-

manently break up this film-it was like that on mercury, rapidly

opening out if gathered together by a slip of paper and yet stiff

when spread over the mercury surface.

13689. The bismuth when taken out had no bubbles upon it.

The phosphorus did not stick to it or wet it. It was black on the

surface and when swept with wet bibulous paper a loose coat of

black particles, small in quantity, came off from its surface— they

consisted apparently of phosphuret of bismuth.

13690. Set of the silk suspender. In my room carriages make
much vibration and this makes the silk set rapidly. So it is not

so much the time which causes the set to come on as the amount

of vibration in a given time. On a stone floor and in the country,

it is probable that the set would be very little in a given brief time

(13698).

^ ? 13627.
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13691. Tourmaline- 3, piece of black tourmaline cut from a prism

by planes perpendicular to the prism-its length is 0*36 of an

inch and its diameter 0*37 of an inch. So that it will have little

set magnetically except when standing o[b]lique, i.e. with cut

faces making an angle of 45° with the magnetic axis. Its weight

is 40*4 grains and its Specific Gravity is given as 3*076. Now
according to these data and the S. G. of the solutions employed

as media (13627), the buoyancy in these media would be as

under-and therefore counterpoises of these weights like the

former have been made (13627).

13692.

Buoyancy in Air = 0 grains

„ Alcohol S.G. 0-8 16 = iO‘i grains, weight of compensator

„ Water S.G. i = lyi „ „ „

„ Sol. Sul. Iron S.G. 1*187 = 15-55 „ „ „

„ Phosphorus S.G. 1*9 = 24*9 „ „ „

24 MARCH 1855.

13693. The Tourmaline (13691) was held by a wire just as the

bismuth had been (13605), the axis of the prism being horizontal,

the side with a flaw in it downwards and the opposite linear angle

upwards. Being attached to the silk suspender
5
inches long and

10 fibres, and then placed between the poles up to the cell as

before (13660), it took above 40 torsion revolutions to pass from

extreme to extreme. I then attached it to a suspender 8 inches

long consisting of 50 cocoon fibres and found it required between

13 and 14 torsion revolutions from extreme to extreme. Reduced

this suspender (of 50 fibres) to 4*3 inches in length and then it

took 6*75 revolutions or thereabouts. This will do.

13694. The Tourmaline (13691) in Air, Temperature 57° F., the

copper cell bath in place as Guage and so the pole pieces the same

distance apart as in the former experiments (13660, 80).

I 4m reverse 6^345°]

2 3.10 direct 7 30"

3 3.18 reverse 7 25°'

4 3.24 direct 7
10°

5 3.30 reverse 7 10°

6 3.36 direct 7 nr
7 3.42 reverse 7

Average of Tourmaline in Air at

57° F. is 7r i4°*3 or 2534°.
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13695. The Tourmaline (13691) transferred into Alcohol Abso-

lute of S.G. 0‘8i6 at temperature of 56° F. The compensation

of 10*7^ grains put on (13692).

1
4(5m

2 3.62

3 4-9

4 4.16

5 4-23

13696. The Tourmaline (13691) in distilled Water at 56° F.

Compensation of 13*1 gr. on (13692). Had stood at Zero on the

Silk 3I hours.

1 8.6

2 8.14

3 8.24

4 8.30

5 8-37

13697. The tourmaline (13691) in saturated solution of proto

sulphate of iron at 57^ F. The compensation of 15*55 g^. put on

(13692).

1 8h55m reverse 7^ 65°

2 9.1 direct 7 no°

3 9.7 reverse 7 107° Average of tourmaline in sol. Sul. Iron

4 9.12 direct 7 122° ' at 57°, 7^ 112° or 2632°.

5 9.18 reverse 7 130°

6 9.24 direct 7 140°

13698. The set of this suspending bundle is important (13690).

Consisting of 50 fibres, each has very little weight to bear and

the set of each alone is probably very little, but as the whole changes

from a twist in one direction to a twist in the other by as much

as 7 revolutions, the set of one thread in relation to and against

the others may be considerable. Now merely standing for 5' or

more does little or nothing-but a passing carriage does much

and a few rapping vibrations with the fingers on the torsion index

circle does much. Thus at the end of the last experiment, when

the set had acquired a certain amount and the tourmaline was in the

extreme position, then the circle was rapped with the fingers; the

^ } 10*1 grains (13692).

reverse 6r 350
direct 7 20'

reverse 7 30'

direct 7 33'

reverse 7 32^

Average, Tourmaline in Water,

Temp. 56'' is 7r 21° or 2541°.

reverse 7^20
direct 7^ 35®

reverse 7r25°

direct 7r 25°

reverse 7^ 25°

Average, Tourmaline in Alcohol

at 56° is 7^ 26° or 2546°.
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tourmaline returned a little and required, to bring it to its position

more torsion equal to 45®

rapped it again well—more torsion requd. equal to 25°

Do. Do. 30°

left it for 12 minutes—Do. 20
°

rapped it well again-Do. 10°

Change altogether by these tappings 130°

and now seems nearly at an end.

13699. As the vibration from carriages is very uncertain, the

whole ought to stand on a stone floor— perhaps in the country—

and a certain measured amount of vibration be applied each

time— or perhaps none at ail, after a first good rapping at Zero.

13700. So as to Air, Alcohol and Water, the Tourmaline may
be accepted as sensibly alike in all, for the numbers are respec-

tively 2534°—2546°—2541°—and the average 2540°, the extreme

difference being 12
° and the results in Air the least and less than

the average by 6^. But the difference in iron seems to be a real

difference— for the experiments came directly after water— the

practise was good and all seemed well. Now the results in the

solution of iron are 2632°, or 92° more than the average of the

other three, as if the solution, being a better conductor of the

magnetic force, had strengthened the power in the magnetic field

and that power increase had been made manifest on the bismuth.

13701. With the bismuth however (13651), a result the reverse

of this was the case. Must repeat the results—but see (13680-4)

or on, (13708).

13702. Remember that bismuth is a diamagnetic body and the

tourmaline a magnetic body. Consider what that may have to

do with the matter,

13703. Consider also tliese crystals as measurers of the strength

of the forces in the magnetic field, and compare them with the

results of a small hard magnet—not subject to change by induction

but invariably charged with power. The crystals of course shew

no differential results in a field of no force, and less or more
difference in fields of less or more force, because of the difference

in the power which dominates.

13704. Consider and correct (3158) and any paragraphs having

likeness to it. A needle being in a medium as magnetic as itself

FDVI
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would point because of the fixity of direction of the lines of force

in it. A needle in a medium much more powerful than it would
also point for the same reason—though it would be repelled like

a diamagnetic if it could move away.

13705. For former effects of heat on the Magnecrystallic results

with bismuth and Antimony, see (2569-2573).

13706. Perhaps a crystal may by change of temperature have one

of the magnecrystallic axes pass by another and so a reversion

take place: though that does not seem very likely; for—

13707. As yet we know of no case of a paramagnetic body
passing into a diamagnetic body by temperature, or vice versa.

If the one could happen the other might.

13708. The results of bismuth in Air, Alcohol, Water, and Sol.

of Iron not the same yesterday (13680) as they were on the former

occasion (13651). Still, in the Solution of iron the bismuth is

low (13700).
Yesterday (13680) (13651)

Bismuth in-Air 2250^^ 2243°

Alcohol 2269° 2225°

Water 2230° 2215°

Sol. Sul. Iron 2234° 2158°

27 MARCH 1855,

13709. The Tourmaline (13691) at different temperatures in

tvater, and first in ice cold water, as before with the bismuth

(13669). The compensation of 13*1 gr. was on (13692).

1 41134111 reverse 34° F. 7^^355*^

2 4.40 direct 34° 7'’355°

3 4.45 reverse 35° 71^ 3
50^^

I Average—Temp. 35° F.—

4 4.50 direct 35° 8r 2°
‘

8^4° =2884°.

5 4.55 reverse 36° 8r 17°

6 5.0 direct 36° 8r 25°

13710. This is very different to the former result in water at

common temperatures (13696) when the expression was 2541°

and the average in Air, Alcohol and water at 57°= 2540—for

(13694, etc.)

Tourmaline in Air at 57° F. 25341

„ „ Alcohol Do. 2546^=2540.

„ „ Water Do. 2541J

„ „ Sol. Sul. Iron. Do. 2632
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13711. Now worked with the tourmaline (13691) in water,

beginning at a high temperature and observing as before with
bismuth as the temperature fell (13673). Same compensator as

for cold water on (13692).

I 5^ 38m reverse 183° F. 8r io°—no sensible signs of currents.

2 5-43 direct 178° 7^257°

3 5-49 reverse 175° 7^ i35°-appearance of slight currents.

4 5.56 direct 172° 7^ 88°

5 5.62 reverse 169° 7^ 88°

6 6.9 direct 166° 7*- 80°

7 6.15 reverse 163° 7** 35°— filled up outer copper vessel with water.

8 6.21 direct 160° 7^ 12°

9 6.29 reverse 156° 7^ 27°

10 6.37 direct 153° 7** 35°

II 6.43 reverse 150° 7*‘ 50°

12 6.50 direct 148° 7^ 50°

13 6.57 reverse 145° 7^ 98°

14 7-3 direct 143° 7^ 93°— filled up copper with water.

15 7.10 reverse 140° jr 100

16 7.17 direct 138° 7r 119°

17 7.23 reverse 136° 7" 134°

18 7.30 direct 134° 7r 140°

19 7-37 reverse 132° 7r 125°

20 7-44 direct 130° 7r 129°

21 7.50 reverse 128° 7^ 134°

22 7.56 direct 127° 7r 140°

23 8.3 reverse 125° 7r
][50

13712. Now the water of the bath was drawn off—some water

at common temperatures introduced— that withdrawn—and then

the glass tube surrounding the tourmaline and the bath itself filled

with water at common temperatures, i.e. at 62"^ F. The com-
pensation was put into place and then the four following observa-

tions made—
8h 34m reverse 62° F. 8r 70'

8.40 direct 62° 8r lOO*^

8.46 reverse 62° 8r 100^

8.52 direct 62°i 8r 90

Average of these four at 62° is 8*^ 90° = 2970°.

13713. Again changed the bath, to a still lower temperature, i.e.

to 32°, so that the first experiment might be repeated (13709).

The same compensator was on all the day. The tourmaline was
not cooled otherwise than by being left a while in its appropriate

25-2
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tube in the bath before the observations commenced. Six suc-

cessive observations were made.
c)h 2ini reverse 34° F. 8r 198°

9.27 direct 35° 8r228° Average = 8r 238°.

9.33 reverse 35° 8r245

9.39 direct 35° 8r26o

9.45 reverse 36° 8r25o

9.51 direct 36° 8r25o

13714. Consider the experiments from a high to a low temperature

(1371 1). The hot results have a much larger differential expression

than I anticipated, for I supposed that, as with bismuth, the power

would be weak there, whereas it is as strong as in ice cold water,

i.e. in the experiments immediately preceeding (13709); and then

the power goes on sinking as the temperature falls from 183° to

about 160°, and after tliat gradually rises again as the temperature

continues to sink, and it does that through all the rest of the

experiments to temp. 125^ F. and then to 62° F. (137 12), and also

still further to 34° F. (13713). So the increase for a falling tempera-

ture is evident from 125® F., but what is the cause of a reverse

effect from 183° to 125°. Either there is a reverse above 125°,

or some other cause interferes.

13715. Now in die beginning of the experiment the Tourmaline,

previously at 34^ F. and then at common temperature, was put

into the hot bath. It would be some little time before it rose to

the temperature of the bath, at least before the inner part did.

Is it possible that whilst heat is going to the inner part, it has a

special magnetic condition.^ So on the other hand, after it had

gained throughout a temperature as high as that of the falling

medium, then heat would be travelling from the inner part out-

wards during the rest of the experiments.

13716. So there are several possibilities that require examination.

Is there any effect due to the difference of temperature between

the inner and the outer part of the tourmaline.^ Such a difference

may act in various ways. Thus when the outside is warmer than

the inside, the outside tends to expand, but by its association with

the inside, it is then in the equivalent to a compressed state, whilst

the inside is in an unpressed or expanded state. On the other

hand, when the inside is warmer than the outside (i.e. during the

cooling), the inside is in a compressed state and the outside in a
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tense expanded state. These conditions would affect a crystal in its

action on light. Do they do any thing in respect of the lines of

magnetic force

137 1 7. The Tourmaline when warm is an excellent insulator of

electricity. So when raised in temperature, it would become
electric, and though the surrounding water would discharge the

superficial electricity, or rather by induction compensate it, still

the internal parts of the crystal would be electrically polar. This

electricity could hardly by any external action affect the position

of the crystal, since the water as a conductor envellops it, but it

may be the accompanyment of a magnetic effect. Only the

difficulty occurs of the reversion of action at temperatures about
160°.

13718. The bismuth shewed nothing of this kind of reversion

in the like experiments (13673)—at least I think not, though there

is an appearance of it, which must be examined. The bismuth,

being a far better conductor of heat and electricity, would not

have that difference in the inner and outer parts that the tourmaline

might have. Magnetic differences might of course exist.

13719. The common temperature results with the Tourmaline

this day (13712) are 2970° at 62° F. The common temperature

results on a former day (13696) with the same tourmaline,

suspender, etc., were very different, being 2541° at 56° F. There

is a difference here of 439° [.yzc]. Is this due to a different distance

of the pole pieces.^— or to a different degree of tremor in the

suspension (13698) which to-day has been made considerable

by the fingers.^—or to a magnetic state acquired by the tourmaline

( 1 37 1 7) for to-day the tourmaline was descending from a higher

to a lower temperature but very slowly only. Perhaps the tourma-

line may even take a certain amount of magnecrystallic charge even.

13720. Again, the Tourmaline is very different at the low tem-

peratures of to-day. At first (13709) the average was 2884° at

35° F. Later (about 6 hours after) (13713) the average was 3118°

at 35° F., or 234° more, so the increase is still to-day as we
progress. What are the causes of this increase.^ In this case we
are proceeding from higher to lower temperature— is that the

favouring point Or is there any thing in the torsion condition;

is the silk less rigid or does it set sooner.^
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13721. Is the gradual increase of the differential amount of the

six cold experiments of (137 13) any thing indicative? It occurred

within half an hour. Does much tapping in an experiment make
the observation for future experiments larger}

13722. In using the hot water medium— the medium itself is

varying in temperature but that ought not to do much in affecting

the results, because the Magnecrystallic difference is the same in

very different media.

On the whole, the results have gone on increasing all day,

whether from increased tapping or other causes. It is evidently

very unsafe to compare the results of different day[s], or made at

different times, together.

13724. To-day at the beginning of the work I made the torsion

nothing and then gave a good long vibratory tapping to the

torsion index support (13698).

13725. The bismuth pieces in Nitric acid dilute (13661). They
are not dissected. The surface seems to shew rather that the

solution has been nearly equal in all directions, for the crystalline

faces and angles are more indistinct than at first (13661).

28 MARCH 1855.

13726. A long experiment with the Tourmaline in water at

common temperatures arranged just as before (13696) and with

the compensator on. The time comes first in the notes as before

;

began near Midday.

12^45111— the magnet keeper removed and the bath—tube— tourmaline, etc.

in place.

12.50 —The tourmaline hanging—suspender now stretched by the weight.

12.54 -Water into the bath and tube. Temperature 46° F.

1.4 —Torsion on direct.

1.9 —index at 70°— torsion reverse put on yr.

1. 14 —after tapping, etc. index at 'x. 86°, so

1. 14 —reverse—46° F. 7^336°'!

1.20 -direct -46° yr 349° r average yr 343°.

1.27 -reverse-47° 7^ 343
°^

being left with this torsion (reverse) on for 26 minutes, then 115° more
required

ih 55m— index at ^ 15° from 80°

1.59 -direct —48°F.— 8r20°
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left again under the direct torsion for 2h 17m and then required 208° more
to bring it to the direct extreme-much set here.

3h 22m—reverse— 53° F.—8r 8°

3.28 —direct -53° -7r320°

3.35 —reverse-53°

3.41 -direct -53° -7'' 354°

left again under this direct torsion for 53 minutes, at the end of which time

it required iii° more of direct torsion. After which at

40^1— reverse— 5
4° — 8 r 30°

4.46 -direct -54° —jr '^22°

left again with direct torsion on for 5 hours and 42 minutes, at the end of

which time it required 193° direct torsion more. After which
loh 33 —reverse— 56° F. 8r 25°

10.40 —direct —56° 7*’ 345°

10.47 —reverse- 56° 8** 20°

13727. Being night, it was now left with the reverse torsion on

until the morning of the 29/A March^ i.e. for 8 hours 40 minutes,

and then 392° reverse torsion were required to bring it to the

extreme; so much sinking or set having occurred during the night.

7h 35m~direct -54°F.-8r i2°j

7.42 -reverse- 54
° — 7r348°|

7.48 -direct -54° -8r 5°|

7.54 -reverse- 54° -8r 9°)

So the proportional number is pretty

constant- though so much one-sided set

has been given to the silk.

13728. Now tried the effect of dampness on the silk suspender.

At 8^ o”' the reverse torsion (— 4*' about from Zero) was on full;

breathed on the silk suspender and immediately 216° more had

to be added. Breathed again (three lungs’ full) about the silk and

now 606° more of torsion were required. On standing 5 minutes

and tapping as in the usual mode of observation, 210° more were

required. So 2*' 312° or 1032° reverse twist has been thrown into

the silk.

13729. Then observations were made of the numbers of degrees

requrd. between the extreme positions.
gh igin— direct— 54°— lo*" 135°. So the torsion force is exceedingly

affected by hygrometric moisture and therefore ever varying.

Being left with this direct torsion on for 63 minutes, it required

350° more, and then by a little tapping it requrd. 110° more, or

altogether and at once 460°, evidently shewing much flexibility

and set. An observation gave at

9^ 30' -reverse-54°— 9*^ 50°; so the silk is drying and is stiffer
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than before-but not nearly what it was before the breathing

operation (13728).

29 MARCH 1855.

13730. So the varying common temperature results (13719, etc.)

easily explicable, and to use silk at all and even for a day it must

be enclosed in a glass tube and preserved from hygrometric

changes. It is long in recovering its first character.

So also the effect with tourmaline at upper temperature as to

increase of torsion is explained (13714), being doubtless due to

the action of dampness rising from the bath and affecting the silk

(13728, 9). But the effect of temperature upon the Magnecrystallic

difference remains only the more distinct and so both bismuth

and the tourmaline shew that at the higher temperatures the

differential is less than at lower temperatures.

13731. Took other observations as follows:

12^^
5
5 "’-direct -56° F.-Sf 315

12.61 -reverse- 56° -S'" 197

1.8 -direct -56° -S’" 272

So sinking, but is still higher than before breathing on the silk.

30 MARCH 1855.

ci

13732. Twelve tourmalines from Mr Tennant, being either colour-

less or only slightly coloured- to ascertain first if magnetic, and

if not, then whether they were magnecrystallic. To ascertain the

first they were suspended between pointed poles at the Logeman

magnet, and to ascertain the second point flat faced poles were

employed.

No. I . Clear throughout-a fine green colour, of the size drawn\

Is magnetic: it points equatorially between the flat poles and is

magnecrystallic.

No. 2. Transparent-very little colour-pale green, brown at a,

faint pink at ^-cracked a good deal. Magnetic a little-not

magnecrystallic sensibly.

No. 3. Pretty clear-blue green at a-pink at h end-brown

between at c. A little magnetic-is Magnecrystallic.

* Reduced to \ scale.
4
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No. 4. Colourless-transparent-fine and clear. Very little Mag-

netic. Not magnecrystallic. When hung with axis vertical, it

points feebly with longest diameter axial.

No. 5 . Clear-Pink-a good deep tint. Well Magnetic-between

flat poles points oblique as if Magnecrystallic, after the fashion of

sulphate of iron.

No. 6. Nearly clear and colourless- dirty on the outside, there

being black particles in the streaks. Magnetic. Magnecrystallic,

oblique as No. 5.

No. 7. Very clear and whole-beautiful-little colour only but

pink at end a- the rest green blue tint except at c where it was

nearly colourless. Magnetic. Not Magnecrystallic.

No. 8. Nearly colourless, faint green brown towards one end.

Well magnetic. Not Magnecrystallic.

No. 9. Very clear-pink pale-more tint at one end than the

other. Magnetic. Not Magnecrystallic.

No. 10. Part at a dark, black almost-^ a pale green brown~c

colourless. Magnetic, the black end being very magnetic. Was
also Magnecrystallic.

No. II. Clear-colourless-cracked-a little felspar on it in

some places. Little magnetic. Not magnecrystallic.

No. 12. A crystal of topaz- pale green tint. A little magnetic-

not magnecrystallic.

13733. ofSuspension, Look to Torsion balance ( ).

References to suspension of silk, glass, wire, etc. on former occa-

sion, 1 1086, 7, 8, different substances; 11108, 2036, 55, 390, 578,

619, 37, 42, Platina wire.

13734. Becquerel’s wire was silver, the finest possible, being

0*045 ^ millimeter or 0*00177 of an inch in diameter. A meter

weighed 21 milligrammes, i.e. loo inches weighed 0*821 of a

grain. Ann. de Chimie, xxviii, p. 300.

13735. My platina wire
( ). It can hold a weight of 3200

grains-28*5 inches = i grain or 100 inches = 3*5 grains. With

23 inches of it as suspender, the tourmaline (13691) required about

200° of torsion from extreme to extreme. Not sensible enough.

13736. I have a fine silver wire- th.d,t will do I think. 20 inches in

length employed as suspender to the tourmaline (13691, 735)

required 2| revolutions nearly of torsion from extreme to extreme.

dP

CD
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13737. Examination of Rhumkorff apparatus-Dr. Bence Jones-

used from I to 10 pair of Grove’s plates.

13738. First as to state ofends simply ofthe secondary wire. When
the Gold leaf electr. is brought so near as to receive a spark from

either terminal, it becomes highly charged positive by one ter-

minal-negative by the other—a change in the direction of the

inducing current produces the same effect with reversed character

of the charge. A Leyden jar can be charged exactly in the same

manner on the same principles-there being always an interval of

air between the terminal and the thing charged. The intensity is

by the Gold leaf electrometer shewn to be very high. It is easy

to obtain single sparks by touching at the batter[y] after the

apparatus connexions have been completed.

13739. If the Gold leaf electrometer be placed in permanent con-

tact with one terminal, a charge the same in kind is shewn, but

of a very much lower degree. In fact the leaves then shew only

the average charge for continuous contact. Now when the sparks

are allowed to pass most quickly, i.e. between the two terminals

and therefore one for every alternation of the breaker, the time

during which a spark is passing is as nothing to the time of the

interval between it and the next spark— so electrometer charges

up for an instant and then falls for a thousand instants (by con-

tinual contact with the coil), to rise up for an instant to fall for

a thousand again. So the leaves quiver about but retain an average

place between the fullest charge and no charge, and that place

we see.

13740. The coil as a mass conducts, but the wire in which the

current is induced has its coils insulated by silk and varnish one

from the other and the coils which are nearest each other are least

apart on the length of the wire. The coils at the two extremes of

the secondary wire, the spark of which is able to break across half

an inch of air, would let the spark break through the varnish if

they were next to each other-but they have the coils and insula-

tion belonging to the intermediate part of the wire between them.

Hence the insulation for a time; i.e. a moment. But the instant
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the induction and its spark is over, the wire itself is a conductor

from end to end and acts in lowering the state of the ends just as

the coil conduction as a mass would do.

13741. When the Secondary circuit is made continuous, as by

connexion of its terminals, then the spark at the primary breaker

is the least; when the secondary circuit is open more or less, there

is more or less spark at the primary breaker. Whether the secondary

circuit is open or closed makes an important difference which a

galvanometer placed in its circuit shews or at least illustrates.

So A, B, being the ends of the secondary coil, the wire termina-

tions are carried on to a galvanometer being introduced at G.

Now when is closed and all other things remain unchanged,

the galvanometer needle moves in one direction by a series of

successive impulses coincident with the interruptions at the

Primary breaker. It moves, stops, moves, stops, etc., the result

being an advance in one direction, which direction shews that

the current causing it is due to that induced on maJdn^ contact

at the primary breaker. When the ruling contact is made at the

V. battery, it is easy to see what the making and breaking does,

and then by holding down the hammer breaker so as to keep it

in continual contact, then the making hattery contact gives a strong

swing at the Galvanometer-^rea^m^ hattery contact gives a

strong swing in the contrary direction-keeping battery contact

and letting the hammer make and break, there is the stepping

advance of the needle described- the resultant motion being that

due to making contact; and when the battery contact is then

broken, this intermitting advance is followed by a strong swing

in the contrary direction due to the final breaking of primary

contact.

13742. All this is clear enough, and the reason why in the summa-

tion of the results at the Galvanometer a residual action occurs

appears to be this. Currents in alternate directions due to the

making and the breaking of the primary current run to and fro

through the secondary current and galvanometer in it, but each

making current is a little stronger than the breaking current. Thus

a making current tends to give a strong swing-which is almost

instantly stopped and neutralized by the succeeding breaking

current, and the reason why the latter cannot quite neutralize the
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former is, I think, because a part of the induced current on

breaking contact passes in the wire of the primary circuit and is

shewn by the spark which occurs there. Whatever induction is

spent on breaking in that wire is so much subtracted from the

secondary wire.^ This effect is favoured because the induction

on making contact is of a lower intensity and takes longer time

than that on breaking, and the inducteous is therefore more like

to be the equivalent of the inductric force than in the case of the

breaking contact, when we know that a part of the induced force

passes as a spark in the primary wire and cannot therefore appear

directly in the secondary wire (13757).

13743. separate the wires at a: (13741) in ever so small a

degree and then the resultant phenomena at the Galvanometer is

entirely reversed. On completing battery contact, the needle moves
regularly and strongly by a current due to the breaking of contact,

and ends with an impulse of that kind when the battery contact

is broken. This is simple enough. The secondary current being

interrupted, those due to making of contact cannot occur in it

but are spent in retarding the coming on of current in primary;

time is consumed; the tendency to current in the secondary never

rises high enough to cross the air interval and the Galvr. is

quiescent: but those due to breaking of primary contact are

intense enough to cross the air—they pass therefore through the

galvanometer and that instrument shews the result in the sum
of the effects. The greater the interval at x~the higher the intensity

required to cross it— the more back action in the secondary wire

and the more conduction in the primary wire (shewn by the

breaker spark) and therefore the less electricity passing across the

interval and through the galvanometer; and the fact is that, though

the intensity of the induced current be greater with a large interval

at AT (coincident with action at the breaker), still, the longer the

interval the less the quantity of electricity sent through the

Galvanometer. The least interval at at coincides with the most
transfer of Electricity through the secondary coil and Galvano-

meter, and the deflection then is strongest—as it ought to be.

13744. So the final current in the secondary wire is reversed if

the contact at be open or closed. When closed the result is

none (13757)-
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13745. ^ open, the current in the secondary wire is

intermitting but all in one direction, and that direction shews it

is the induced current due to breaking primary contact. This is

the current which marks the use and value of the instrument.

When quantity with smaller intensity is desired, the interval at x

should be small. When intensity is wanted a wider interval there

is required. All this agrees perfectly with the Gold leaf Electro-

meter results.

13746. Proceeded to work with Grove’s jar, adding it to the

former arrangement. When it is introduced near the terminals

of the secondary wire as shewn, then with the same interval at a:

the discharge there is far more luminous and sounding than when

the jar is away.

13747. Using now breaking contact effect (for the interval is

always open), there is no more electricity passes than before, for

the galvanometer is affected in the same direction and degree as

before.

13748. Also if the sparks passing at x are examined in number

by a moving mirror, when a; interval is small to a certain degree

they are found to be more numerous when the jar is away than

when it is there, shewing that occasionally the jar charges up; but

a different arrangement is required for this effect.

13749. Taking the arrangement as at (13746), the sparks at x

accord in their occurrence with the alternations at the primary

breaker. Whether the jar be there or not, that is the case, and yet

the spark is in one case brilliant and noisy, in the other case dull

by comparison and quiet, and each must contain the same amount

of electricity. The difference I believe to be due to the time of the

discharge. When the Jar is there, the induction takes up the

Electricity until the whole charge has risen to a certain intensity,

and then off it goes at one instantaneous discharge, having only

that short and good conductor which connects the outside and

inside of the jar, and no part of the secondary coil to travel

through then. When the jar is not there, the whole quantity is

not discharged at once, for time is concerned; it begins to dis-

charge across at when the induced current has a certain intensity;

whilst the progress of the action sustains that current it continues

to discharge, and though in one part of that discharge the intensity
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is even higher than it ever is when the jar is there (for the induc-

tion lowers it), yet the quantity at that instant at the ends of the

secondary wire, i.e. near is small, and so no powerful light or

snap. The great length of the secondary wire aids this effect and

the spark is as if a large quantity were by a wet thread diffused

over time and rendered a quiet flaming spark. The jar enables

this discharge to be accumulated into an instant and hence the

change of character.

13750 ^ The sparks are not longer with the jar though they are

brighter-they do not contain more electricity than with the dull

spark.

13751. The jar was thus arranged, its outside being connected

with the earth. Now when both ;t: and y contacts were com-

pleted- the feeble current due to making contact was obtained as

before (13743, 5); the jar goes for nothing. When either a: or j,

or both, were open, the galvanometer shewed current due to the

breaking of contact of primary as before and the sparks at a: andy

were both alike and comparitively feeble. The jar still goes for

nothing, only there are two interruptions of the secondary

current.

13752. But when Ay is connected with the outside of the Jar,

then the sparks aty are bright and noisy, whilst those at a- remain

as before. Or if the part connected with the outside of the jar is

that from a: to B, then the sparks at a: are bright and noisy, whilst

those at y are quiet, as before. And all this time, whether the

sparks at a: be noisy or those at y only or neither, the Galvano-

meter is affected in the same general degree. (Of course if both

at once be connected with the outside of the jar, there is a con-

tinuous circuit and the sparks at a: andy cease and the Galvano-

meter is affected in the contrary direction).

13753. If whilstAy is connected with the outside of the jar,y be

closed up, then its spark disappears-the one at a; remains quiet

and apparently unchanged, but the galvanometer shews that more

electricity is passing through, for the obstruction is less. Then the

jar is not in action, but if it be thrown into action by opening y,

' Pars. 13750-13805 inclusive were written 23750-23805 and altered

afterwards. References in the text were not altered. In transcription, the

necessary changes have been made.
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then though there is more light and sound, less electricity is going

through than when closed.

13754. When one side is connected, the spark on that side is the

same as with Grove’s jar-the spark on the other side is without

that condition-yet both have the same quantity. So this shews

the truth of what was said before; the one is a long retarded spark,

the other a short quick one. They have their discharges performed

in different times. One will probably fire gunpowder, the other

not.

13755. ®tit another effect can take place. Each induced current

has a given amount of electricity. Now by arranging the size

of the jar and the intervals at and and connecting ky with

the outside, it is easy to adjust so that two or more sparks shall

be required at x to charge the jar up enough to produce a spark

aty, and then the sparks atj not only are more sudden than those

at X, but contain more electricity; and it is then easy by a moving

mirror to see the different number of sparks passing at a; and at

y-and yet both may occur so quickly that the unassisted vision

might think that each dull spark at a: produced a bright noisy

spark at y. When in this way snapping sparks are obtained on

one side as aty, the other or must be considered as the charging

side and the noisy place as the discharging side. So also it is better

to have the charging side wider than the discharging side, and

then the difference in character is more easily seen. The smallest

charging spark no doubt occupies more time than the largest dis-

charging spark, for that is instantaneous and has no retardation.

The discharging spark is as if by a short thick wire- the other is

more like a flaming brush or a water discharge.

13756. When the jar is put into connexion thus, with an interval

at there is of course no complete secondary circuit. Nor can

the induced current circulate. But there is a continual recurrence

of sparks at v (and if the jar be a luminous jar, all over the jar

itself). The Galvanometer is not affected. The fact is that the

discharge oscillates to and fro into and out of the jar- there are

double discharges at a; in opposite directions-the spark in one

direction is instantly succeeded by the reverse spark back again

at the same place, and no doubt the passage is prepared by the

heat and state into which the first discharge has brought the
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space there. This and many other points would connect on

beautifully with the perfect dischge. of a jar (Exp. R., 1417, 8).

23 APRIL 1855.

x'
— ^3757* summation of action in one direction when

the secondary circuit is not interrupted} (13742). Put in the

Galvanometer as before (13741). When x is made continuous,

d there is no doubt movement of the needle in one direction and

' it swings with intermitting motion and then returns even beyond

zero and will go to and fro several times; but when current is

stopped at the battery, there is the reverse swing in the other

direction due to stopping the current. I believe these two im-

pulses to be equal in amount, only the first is interfered with by

the alternations due to making and stopping current by the

breaker, and the second, being the last impulse, is left undisturbed

by such action. Otherwise there is not any residual action in

either direction when the secondary circuit is perfect.

13758. When the circuit at a: is interrupted, then only the actions

due to breaking contact occur and the motion of the galvanometer

is due to the induced currents caused by breaking primary con-

tact (13745).

13759. When the ends at press together and are separated by

interposing the thinnest sheet of paper-a spark occurs and the

effects due to the breaking of contact occur; but if the paper be

moist and so moist as not to allow a spark, the effect is as if con-

tinuity were not destroyed at x and no final deflection of the needle

is produced. Paper wetted with brine is as continuity. If ends

apart the tenth of an inch and a drop of water be there- the effect

is that of continuity. Sixteen thicknesses of damp paper was as

continuity. Wet thread was as continuity.

13760, It was only when a spark passed, i.e. when the space x

presented a place that the intense charge could pass over, but

could not pass in its way back again because of its having been

lowered, that a galvanometer current in one direction ensued.

When the connecting matter there was such as to conduct both

ways, then there was no residual or final result for the galvano-

meter.

13761 . When the wires at x were pressed together with the fingers.
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wet paper, etc. acting as continuous conductor being between,

there was no shock in the fingers—coincident with no galvano-

meter current. When the paper was dry and therefore a spark

at X, there was shock to the compressing fingers and the accom-
paniment of galvanometer current.

13762. Breaker action of the primary coil. When the secondary

coil is out of connexion and action, diere is the bright spark at the

breaker hammer on each breaking of contact, due to Jenkin’s

effect, i.e. the induction in the primary wire itself. This effect is

the same in kind whether 2 or 10 pair of plates be employed.

13763. The breaker hammer lifts a little way (then shewing the

spark beneath)— falls into contact— lifts again— falls, and so dances

or vibrates rapidly, rarely going up to the core. Is it stopped in its

upward course by any counter magnetism due to counter induc-

tion, or is it only because the lift force was very short and therefore

very small? I think perhaps it is only the latter and not any

momentary contrary state produced in the iron core. The little

spark and explosion at the breaker surfaces helps in part to blow
or lift the hammer up in its rising.

13764. If the secondary current is allowed, the contact at at being

perfect, then most of the light, etc. of the induction spark at the

breaker is done away with—but still a little is left. There is a very

small spark there with the secondary circuit in, and a comparatively

large one when it is away. If the distance at at is just within

striking distance, then some of the effect at a: disappears; and just

as a; presents less and less interruption, so is the diminution aided,

until with perfect contact at a: the least inductive spark appears

at the breaker. All very consistent.

13765. Secondary terminals at x. Their form much influences the

length and facility of the spark—points are far better than balls,

as they ought to be—both when jars are included in the circuit

and when they are away.

13766. The recurrence of the discharges at at may be observed by
the sound given—by the moving mirror— or moving eye— or by
Grove’s expedient of the moving paper— the perforations are very

beautiful. When the velocity is moderate, they are near together;

when great, more open; but no velocity opens the holes to a

greater width. When the number was so great as to give a

26FDVI
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continuous sound, still very quick motion of the paper would give

an interval of two inches between the sparks, shewing how little

time is occupied by each spark and how much by the interval

between. The interval is easily rendered a hundred times the

extent of the perforation, so that the interval must endure at least

a hundred times as long as the spark.

13767. Lar^e jar connected with secondary terminals. Grove’s

arrangement. Could put the jar into and out of action quickly.

With a certain distance of the ends at and without the jar, could

easily obtain sparks at x with the use of from
3
to 10 pr. Grove’s

plates on the primary. When the jar was connected^ could not

obtain the sparks at a;: the charge went into the jar and returned

back again.

13768. Whether the jar was connected or not, when sparks

occurred at x they were coincident with those at the primary

breaker and the same in number when the distance at ;i; was such as

to allow complete and free action.

13769, Without the Jar (13767) the sparks (using 10 pr. plates)

could pass over 0*3 of an inch at a;. With the Jar, scarcely over

35 of an inch-as 9 : i -shewing how much each induced current

had been reduced in intensity by its diffusion in the jar, though

the quantity of electricity was the same.

13770. A smaller jar gave a less difference-might so go on up

to no jar; and thus the jar results resolve themselves.

1 3771. The jar does not increase the quantity of electricity in any

one discharge. It does not produce much final result if the

secondary discharge be altogether interrupted-except that it

diminishes the brilliancy and force of the waste spark at the

hammer breaker. The effect is more sensible as the hammer

interval is greater and is useful in removing the induction from

off the primary wire in some degree.

13772. A large jar lowers the intensity so much as to make it

unable to discharge across an interval that could be passed if the

smaller jar were used. Hence the advantage of a jar not too large

for a given induced current.

13773. The relief which the Jar gives to the spark at the primary

breaker (13764, 8) is nothing like so great as that which contact

of the secondary circuit at x produces.
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13774, Whether the Jar is there or not^ if the secondary circuit

be open and out of use, the recurrence of separations and actions

at the hammer breaker of the primary circuit is rapid, and the

hammer rarely rises up to the iron core, if at all: if the secondary

circuit is closed and in use, the recurrences are far less rapid,

interval periods occurring and the hammer often lifts to the core.

The results are the same with 3 or with 10 pair of plates. So with

no secondary currents the primary currents are quicker^ shorter and

the spark at the breaker seems as large as with the secondary

current and fewer intervals. Is there any back action here of the

core on the hammer which prevents it from going up to the core.^

The longer current will make core a more powerful magnet-but

why is the current longer when there is the secondary?

13775. When the secondary is allowed, the primary will rise

more rapidly; that in a given time will make the core a stronger

magnet; that will lift the hammer more powerfully, and therefore

up to it; and that will occupy more time^ and I think this is the

true cause of the effect produced (13774).

13776. Introduced two jars at the terminals of the secondary

circuit in two different ways. In this arrangement, if both dis-

tances x^y^ were arranged for striking interval, then both gave

loud bright sparks under the immediate induction action of the

jars. Each spark here must have contained both a to and a fro

action I think-examine this again (13788).

13777. If either or y opened out beyond limit, then the other

gave only the quiet spark; one jar being thrown out of action

reduced the case to (13736) and then the spark was the quiet to

and fro spark with which there was no final passage (13736).

13778. If either x oxy were closed up to contact, then the other

gave a bright loud spark (13791). The jars are first charged by

the coil and then discharge each -other, so that there should be

first a comparitively quiet charging spark and then a loud dis-

charging spark.^ (i 3790 -

13779. Arranged the two jars thus. The consequences were as

follows. If a and h are not in contact with the insulated jars, then

the quiet spark discharge occurs at x andy; for of course the jars

have then no action and there is the simple secondary circuit

interrupted at x andy as in common cases.

26-2
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13780. If a then put in contact with its jar, the jc discharge either

ceases altogether or becomes loud and bright-it ceases altogether

if the intensity is so much lowered by the induction as to be

unable to dart across there, and then the electricity does not pass

through the secondary circuit but merely oscillate there, being

the to andfro spark at/; or else the spark becomes loud and bright

at the spark at/ remaining quiet. In this latter case the con-

dition at (13752) is taken up, for the / end and spark make the

inside of the jar at a acquire one state, the wire and end a make

the outside acquire the other state, and then the discharge of

jar a through the shortgood circuit gives the loud bright discharge.

13781. If a be open and h be closed up to its jar, the bright spark

is at / and the quiet one at x-2^ the rest being as before in

action, etc.

13782. Bright sparks cannot be obtained at both ;i; and/ at once.

If quiet sparks are passing at both and/, putting both a and b

in contact with their jars at once stops both the discharges, at

;ir and/. Then the current in the secondary circuit is stopped and

converted into a to and fro oscillation, by a, m, and the jars.

If the wire m be opened in the middle, the to and fro passage is

seen there as the soft double spark. The galvanometer shews the

same result. The case is like that described before.

25 APRIL 1855.

13783. Arranged the apparatus with two equal Leyden jars and

the Galvanometer thus-the jars and the Galvanometer being

insulated. When d and V were near each other, so as to give the

secondary circuit with an interruption there and without induc-

tion, then the spark was soft in sound, the Galvanometer was

deflected and all was right.

13784. When d was brought near c, some very slight sparks were

observed there, due to a little induction of the jar/across air, etc.

When b' was near d the like effect observed, and when this was

done at both places at once, the like effect was observed-the jars

being always insulated. The effect is quite natural and due to the

intensity change of the ends of the secondary coil.

13785. When the jars /and ^ were connected outside with the
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earth, the sparks were brighter-the induction through the jars

respectively being now more freely allowed -all right.

13786. When instead of being connected with the earth they were

connected with the ends of the secondary coil opposite to a and l)\

i.e. jar /with 1) and jar h with a, the effects rose still further-if

one jar only was so joined up, the effect there was increased and

usually none occurred at the other jar. If both were joined up,

sparks occurred at both jars x andy, and more luminous and noisy

than before.

13787. All this time there has been no current through the

Galvanometer
;
the terminals have never discharged to each other-

the sparks and actions are due to oscillations to and fro in the

secondary wire.

13788. Resumed case (i3776)-putting h and /in contact and

a and A in contact. There were noisy quick sparks at both a: and

y-but there was no current through the Galvanometer. So each

spark must have been double. The two jars just divided the

momentary induction between them and in that respect were as

one jar (1370). If one interval was enlarged, then the other jar

took up all the action and the sparks appeared at its interval only.

13789. By throwing jar/out of action (13777, 13756), there was

a quieter spark aty, though still a good one, and there was more

spark, etc. at the hammer breaker.

13790. To illustrate the influence over the primary circuit, h was

put in contact with/-a with h-d with c and U with d\ then the

induction through the glass of the jars was the freest and but

little sparking occurred at the hammer breaker. Opening out d c

threw jar / out of action and the spark at the hammer breaker

increased: opening out d d also, by which jar A was excluded,

caused the spark at the primary hammer breaker to increase to

the utmost. In all these cases there was no current through the

secondary coil, only alternations.

1 3791. Took up consideration of (13778). If apparatus, being

as at 13776 or 13790, both a: andy were open a little, there would

be a good spark at both and noisy (13788), but no passage through,

only alternating currents. If the x space is increased, they spark

becomes softer; if the a: space be diminished, they spark is more

and more sudden and the most so when x space is closed up by
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contact. When the /jar is most free to act by induction, it by

its connections most quickens the discharge in the y space and

necessarily so: but all the time there is no current through the

secondary circuit, only the alternations.

13792. Of course, when p touches the outside of the jar and q

the inside- there are loud sparks at a: and a good current through

the galvanometer. When p touches the inside of the jar and
q

the outside, there is no spark nor current, for A leads to the

outside only and B by both wires to the inside, and there is no

virtual discharge place or x.

13793. The Jenkin’s coil effect is connected with these matter[s]

and a large jar applied to its terminals ought to diminish the spark

there. I tried a small jar, but with little effect; the wire of the helix

is not long and is very thick. Probably a battery would take up

the intensity charge.

13794. When the jar is connected thus, so as to have a quick

loud spark at y and a quiet one at a:, it is beautiful to see the

different characters of the sparks, as regards gunpowder or paper

there. No continuance of the sparks aty through paper will set

fire to it, but the same paper is easily fired by the sparks at

though both contain the same quantity of Electricity.

22 MAY 1855.

13795. Masson has an experiment on the Conduction proper of

liquids, of the following kind (See his Prize essay on the E. Spark,

p. 87)^ A glass vessel contained distilled water. Two platina wires

dipped a little way,
|
of an inch, into the water and could be con-

nected at pleasure with the terminals of the secondary coil of a

Ruhmkorff’s apparatus-the latter being excited by 2, 3, 4 or
5
pr.

of Grove’s plates.

13796. On sending the secondary current through a, b, gas was

gradually evolved on the parts of the wire in the water and more

at the wire than the other. When the current was stopped,

some bubbles adhered to the wires-this was instantly displaced

by a momentary renewal of current- the current being stopped

and all left still, gas appeared gradually on the wires. By renewing

* Natuurkundige Verhandelingen van de Hollandsche Maatschappij der

Wetenschappen. Tweede Verzameling. Vol. xi, First Part. Haarlem, 1854.
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the current, gas apprd. on the wires and not only there but against

the sides of the glass at the top part. At the same time the water

became warm and I believe all the gas I have seen as yet has been

air set free from the warmed water.

13797. Made the circuit at a either complete or a little open so

as to
[ ]

a brush spark there, but neither way gave me

sensible signs of electrolyzation in the course of 4 or
5
minutes.

Yet the water became warm, far warmer than it would have

become had a little S.A. been in the tube with it, and far warmer

than that dil. acid would have become by a considerable amount

of electrolyzation.

13798. Convective currents. When the circuit was open either at

a or I) about the ~ of an inch more or less up to \ an inch, the

water became charged, and by means of the bubbles of gas, little

fibres, etc. strong convective currents were seen in it. When the

contact at a and h was perfect, these were hardly sensible, for

then the water had time
( ) to discharge the induced cur-

rent without displacement. When there was interruption, they

were just like the convective currents in non conductors, as

camphine, etc. Whichever side was with my apparatus a little

open, still the currents always appeared to proceed from the

positive wire towards the negative, and not from the negative

towards the positive. Even when one wire was bent as in the

figure, still whichever was positive, whether a or that sent

streams and particles to the other.

13799. These streams were very quick in their motion in different

parts, so that the moving particles almost disappeared from the

eye. Though there were no striking signs of currents from the N.

wire, there must have been a mechanism there by which the

portions or particles charged positively could approach, discharge

themselves and then move off. All this is well worth examining

and referring to its right place amongst the phenomena of con-

vection of liquid insulating bodies (13805).

13800. Must guard the secondary terminal wires with glass tubes

or Gutta Percha or some insulating matter.

13801. When a piece of bibulous paper lying upon a glass plate

is moistened with sol. iodide potassium, one comer connected

by a platina plate with one end of the secondary wire, and a
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platina wire connected with the other end of the secondary wire

be drawn quickly along the paper, a trace of this kind* is made,

shewing the time which each induced current occupies when

there is no interruption of the circuit— its rise in intensity and its

corresponding fall. When an interval occurs, the quantity of

action is much less and the places of evolution contract—the

intervals of no action being larger.

13802. Whether it be the P. or the N. terminal which is in

contact with the solution, iodine is evolved there-but if the

terminal be lifted above the paper a quarter of an inch or so, then

there is a difference, for the mere spark discharge does not then

evolve iodine, i.e. the negative wire then evolves no iodine but

the positive wire does, acting electrolytically. If when the latter

has evolved iodine, the former is brought over the place, the

iodine is quickly recombined again.

13803. In the same way, the Negative air discharge over paper

moistnd. in solution of Sul. Soda evolves alkali—but the Positive

terminal under like conditions does not. It probably evolves acid

but I had not the means of trial at hand.

13804. The Negative wire in a solution of Sul. copper deposits

copper but the indication is very poor and feeble.

13805. The paper moistnd. with sol. iodide of potassium being

on the glass and the Pos. terminal held about \
of an inch above

it at one place, the paper there was soon dried, in part torn up

and dispersed— partly upon the Positive wire. The Negative wire

had a like action but in an exceedingly small degree. When the

Paper was moistened with solution of Sul. soda— the same thing

and difference occurred but not nearly in the same degree. When
the paper was moistened with distilled water there was scarcely

any action of the kind. The difference seemed to depend upon the

conductive power. Whether it was the mere action of heat and

explosion I do not know.

* [13801]
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13806. For further measurements by torsion and that I may

employ a metallic wire instead of cocoon silk (13612, 64), so as

to be free from the effects of moisture (13728, 9, 30, i) or set

(13690,8,9,726), I have dismissed the torsion apparatus and

brought up the former torsion balance (12020) and have been

able to combine this with the Logeman Magnet and the use of

the hot water bath at pleasure (13663^).

13807. The torsion wire is ofsilver and very small in diameter-its

length is 24*5 inches-it is terminated below by a thin copper

plate hook-and is defended in its course by a surrounding copper

tube-in two halves.

13808. The crystal of bismuth or tourmaline is hung as before

(13605, 709) by copper wire-this is thick enough to admit of no

sensible torsion-or if it should slightly give way, that will be

proportionate to the force applied above by the torsion index

and so introduce no error into the results. The length of this wire

is 7 inches, and it is surmounted by a flat hook of thin copper

plate which hangs on to the former and allows of no twist there,

A piece of black bristle is attached to this hook, which serves

to govern the position of the crystal by the stops when under

torsion. The arrangements are such that the crystal takes up its

right place
( )

between the magnetic poles and within the

temperature cell.

13809. The pole pieces are the same as those used before (13594,

13660).

13810. The cell is also the same (i 3660, 2, 3) ;
it comes up through

a hole in the magnet table and is so supported beneath that a lamp

can be applied to the bottom and the water either raised in

temperature or kept hot.

13811. The stop (13608, 32) is a rod of wood passing through

one of the stop apertures before described-its end is slit and in

this is fixed a piece of card, horizontal-with the edge turned up

and cut away in part, so that the two upright edges serve as

^ ? Par. 13660.
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opposite stops on each side of the horizontal bristle attached to
the moving crystal (13808).
13812. The g/ass plates of this box balance ( ) serve to
cover in the poles, crystal, etc., and shut off all external currents

of air.

13813. The thermometer (13662), applied in the cell as before, is

observed by the use of two mirrors within the box. One throws
light on to the stem—which is observed in the other.

13814*. The cell or bath (13660, 2, 3) has had a copper ring fixed

on to the bottom so that, when raised or blocked into its place,

a spirit lamp could be applied there either to raise the heat of the

water within or to keep it warm. Every other part of the bath
but this is cloathed in double flannel, so as to delay change of
temperature; by a temporary screen of copper plate the lamp is

prevented from injuring the flannel.

13815. Filled the bath with water—covered the upper surfaces

with oil, as before ( )—adjusted the thermometer, etc.,

having all in working order, and then place[d] an ordinary glass

spirit lamp with a moderate flame under the bath, the water being
at 67° F.— in 40' it was 130°— in 2 hours 10' it was lyo'^— in 2 h. 20'

at 1 86°. Because of the position of the screen, the spirit lamp had
not air enough at the beginning and the combustion was bad;
by adjustment it was better afterwds. and I think less than 2 hours
would raise the water up to 190°. At 170° steam appeared on the

glass in the box and the inside felt warm. The upper part of the

trough cell should be cloathed in cotton wood^, for there cur-

rents occur.

13816. In order to observe the rate of cooling, took away the

lamp at 12^ 40', put on a clean metal cover to the lamp place and
left all to cool—the times, etc. were as follows:

At 1
40'

12. 50'

P.M. 1 .
10'

1.30'

2.13

186°

182°

172°

164°

148°

4® fall in 10'— 1° fall in 2'*5

10° „ 20' „ „ 2

8°
,, 20 „ ,, 2*5

16® „ 43' „ „ 2*7

> .^Wool.

[13814]
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[2.13 148°]

3.0 134°

3-45 123°

4-45 112°

5-35 105°

9.0 86°

next morning 68°

I4‘’[fallin]47'[- 1° fall in] 3*3

11° „ 45
'

,, w 4*1

60' » »> 5’5

7° „ 50'
yy yy

7’^

19° » 205'
yy yy

18° „ 12 hours

13817. About
I
of the Alcohol in the spirit lamp was employed

in raising the temperature.

13818. When the water was at 186° the cell was full to the top;

the oil touched the covering card. When it was cold again, the

fluid had sunk i| inches below the bottom level of the expansion

at the top of the trough. I had had to let a little out when tempera-

ture about 160^^, so that now the level was below the place of the

crystal and also of the thermometer bulb. Must watch the expan-

sion and contraction.

13819. I think it will be good to cover the top fairly with oil.

13820. For low temperatures, a small cell will probably be best—

and then it should be well covered with cotton, etc. about the

top part, or else heating or cooling will make currents there.

13821. Hung up the tourmaline (13691,709) in position to see

how all acted, and observed a few preparatory points with it.

It remained on the suspension full thirty hours and seemed to be

quite right the whole time. The stops, bristle, etc. etc. answered

perfectly.

25 JULY 1855.

13822. The Tourmaline axis sets equatorial between the poles.

13823. It requires about 2^ 240° or 960° of torsion from the up-

setting point on one side to the upsetting point on the other in Air.

13824. The upsetting points are by experiment as nearly as

possible 45° on opposite sides of the axial line, which indeed they

ought to be. So 90° has to be subtracted from the 960°, i.e. 870°

expresses the whole torsion force exerted between one upsetting

point and the other.
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13825. As the upsetting points ought to occur at the same angle

for the same crystal whedier its force is greater or less, i.e. how-

ever its force may be altered, so the 90° will have to be allowed

in every case of this tourmaline, whether it be at high or low

temperatures.

13826. Though a crystal of tourmaline or bismuth may be com-

pared with itself, yet portions of different crystals cannot be com-

pared together unless they are alike in size and form, and as

respects the torsion wire in weight also-but the latter can be

effected by compensating weights.

13827. The bath ought, whilst under observation, to change in

temperature very slowly, or else the thermometer and the crystal

may not be of the same temperature. Further, as the change can

only happen by means of currents in the fluid, if the change is

quick the currents are then quick, and the crystal gets a set by

them (13564, 5) which introduces error.

TOURMALINE

28 JULY 1855.

13828. The Tourmaline (13691) on the torsion balance with wire

suspension (13807), in water in the bath cell (13660) between the

poles (13660). Sweet oil on the top of the water, about \ of an

inch deep. Took of[f] the horizontal axle and its wheel from the

torsion plug and turned the latter by hand-the effect was good

and the motion easy and even. The ring index was left unaltered,

and then the plug turned to the rights or with the clock, until

the upsetting position on that side was attained, and the degrees

of torsion from 0° observed- they were 423° -after a few minutes

the index was brought back 10° or 20° and again the upsetting

force observed -it was 424°. The observation was repeated in like

manner a second time and the result was 427°. Then the torsion

plug was turned against the watch, or towards the left hand, and

observations made in like manner- the results were 620^-632°-

636°. Then the right hand observations were repeated and so on

several times. The results are below. Temperature 66° F.

Right 423°

Left 621®

Right 417°

Left 621®

Right 415° ....
Torsion force between one upsetting point and the other 961°*

424° 427° average 424®*7

632® 636® 629®*7

422® 425° 42 i °*3

629® 634® 628°

421® 422® 425® 420®-7

Average right 422°*2
5

Average left 628°-
8 5

1051*1

90°
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13829. Altered the circular scale, so as to place Zero more nearly

in the middle of the whole torsion force- and now obtained the

results below:

Right
5
^3

”
526° 53 t° average 526^7

Left
5 t 5

”
528° „ 5^^°7

I049°*4

90

Torsion force-neaily as before- 959°’4

13830. The successive increases in the series of observations is

due to a little set taken up by the fine silver wire-and which no

doubt is greater as the time is prolonged or as vibrations are given

to the system. To ascertain the amount of this effect in a certain

time, when the left hand torsion was extreme, i.e. such as to keep

the crystal close to the upsetting point at the first observation,

it was then left for 15 minutes, and being then examined, was

found to require 13° more of torsion due to set of the wire. Prior

to the first observation, the torsion had been to the extreme right,

so that the unsetting and resetting were both included. The effect

is taken into account by combining left and right hand observa-

tions. Temperature of bath now 67°.

13831. The spirit lamp was now applied as before (13814), and

the following observations made as the temperature rose. Air

was gradually evolved from the water, rising up more and more

abundantly till at last the bubbles knocked the crystal about

-

films also formed between the water and the oil-and the force

of the currents was very evident. Observations made as the

temperature is rising are not so good as those which are made

with falling temperatures. Lamp on at 3'-temperature then

67° F.

13832. At ii^ 14' temp, was 84° F.

right 492° 496° 497" average 495®t_ o_ o_ 0 •

left 495° 498° 498°
„ 497°/

~ ^ ^

At 11^23' temp, was ioo°F.-so mean temperature was 92° F.

and torsion 902°. There were bubbles and also currents during

these observations.

13833. At 1
35' the temp, was ii8^

right 458° 462° 468° 468° average 464° \

left 455° 459° 456° „ 45(S'7/
9207 - 90 = 8307 torsion.

TOURMALINE IN

WATER
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At ii^ 48' temp, was 142° F., so mean temp, was 130° F, and the

torsion 830°7.

13834. The action irregular from bubbles and currents.

13835. Temp. 156°. Water vapour rises and condenses on the

glass-the oil does not remain in a continuous layer-the air and

steam bubbles divide it and make open spaces, circular.

13836. At 12^ 5' temperature was 168° F.; great bubbles rose.

right 414° 416® 415® average 415® \ ^

«

left 419° 422° 427° „ 422°7/
•7 - 90 = 747°*7 torsion.

At 12^ 15' temp. i82°F.-so mean temperature 17f F. and the

torsion 747°7.

13837. At 12^ 28' the bath was simmering and the thermometer

(at the top) at 198°. In a little while it was just at boiling. So the

lamp was removed and then observations began with a falling

temperature-and a comparitively quiet bath- there were no more

bubbles and the oil spread itself equably-but currents continued-

there could be no cooling without.

13838. At 12^ 3
5'
-temperature 204° F.

At 12^ 43' temp, was 199° F. Mean temp. 20i°*5 and the torsion

703^7.

13839. No more bubbling. Oil uniform and clear.

13840. At 12^ 5o'-temp. 195° F.

right 420° 425° 428° average 424"-3] o.,_c
left 418° 435° 428° „ 427® j

5 3 9
761°*

3 torsion.

At 1^0' temp, was i88°F.-so mean temperature I9i°‘5 F. and

the torsion 761*3.

13841. A little irregularity appeared in the settings of the crystal

at this time-as if there were currents-or something else-traced

this to another effect-see further on (13852).

13842. At 10'-temp. 184° F.

right 420° 420° 428°

left 421° 429° 432°

avemge 422°7l
8 ,

„ 427 -3/
’ ^

At i8'-temp. 180° F.-so mean temperature 182° and the

torsion 760°. Same irregularity as before.
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13843. At 25'-temp. 176° F.

ri^t 43^° 440° 437
“ average 43fi“;3U 8460.6 o ^

left 425 430° 436" „ 43o°-3/ 5' "

At 32' -temp, was 172° F. So mean temperature 174° ard

the torsion 'jj6
°'
6 .

The water had so far contracted by fall of temperature that

I now added a little in the feeding aperture (13660) to fill up and

restore the relative level and depdi.

13844. At 40' -temp, was 169° F.

right 4V 433“ 440
^

^’'«=g'= 434“^
8 .

left 430° 441° 443° „ 4387
^ ^ ^

At 5o'-temperature 164° F. So mean temperature 166°
5
and

the torsion 782°. Added a little more water to fill up.

13845. At 2^ 5'-temp. 158° F.

right 435° 440° 446° average 440°‘3l

left 450'' 455
° 457° 454

°

At 2^ i^'-temp. 154° F, So mean temperature 156°/. and the

torsion 804°* 3.

13846. At 2^ 30'-temperature was 148°.

right 433“ 438“ 446“ average 439“! 9050-90“ = 8i5»«
left 464 468 466 „ 466 j

^ ^ '

At 2^ 40' -temperature was 145°. So mean temperature 146°*^

and the torsion 815°.

13847. At 2^ 55'-temp. was 141°.

right 446“ 45t“ 454“ Average 45o“-3l
5«.6_9o« = 8a5“-6m«.n.

left 461° 465 470 „ 4<55*3 /
^ ^ ’

At 3^4'-temp. was 138°. So mean temperature i39°*5 and the

torsion 82 5°* 6. A little more water was added.

13848. At 3^ 25'-temp. was 132° F.

right 441“ 442“ 443“ ^verage44q o
5

left 463 467 471 „ 467 /
^ ^ ^

At 3^34'-temp. 130° F. So average temperature 131° and the

torsion 819°.

13849. At 3^ 46'-temp. was 128° F.

right 449° 455
°

45
<>° average 453°-3\

left 476° 477° 485° » 479°-

At 3^ 52'-temp. was i26°-5. So average temp. i27°-2 F. and the

torsion 842°’ 6.

jo
^ - 90° = 842°*6 torsion.

TOURMALINE
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13850. At 4^ 20'-temp, was 120° F.

right 468° 474° 473° average 47i°7\

left 478® 481° 485° „ 48 i°-3/
= 953° - 90° = 863° torsion.

At 4^30' -temp, was 118° F. Average temp. 11^° F. and the

torsion 863.

13851. At 5^0- temp. 112° F.

right 461° 468° 473° average 467°-3l

left 485° 488° 492° „ 488°*3/
= 955°*6- 90° = 865°'6 torsion.

At 5 h 10'-temp, was iii°. So average temp. iii°‘5 and the

torsion ^6f'6 .

13852. A little water was added here. As the irregularity (13841)

still continued, I began to suspect that the tourmaline might in

its revolution touch the side of the surrounding tube, for it is

not now quite in the middle of the space, the box perhaps having

warped a little with the temperature or the moisture; so readjusted

it by a slight movement which deranged nothing else and then

proceeded to observe.

13853. At 6^ 3' -temp. 103° F.

right 498° 498° 502° average 499°*3\

left 487° 492® 496° „ 49i°7j
991° - 90° = 901° torsion.

At 6^25'-temp. 100° F. So mean temp. ioi°*5 and the torsion

901°. The observations seem to be much more regular and better.

13854. At 6^ 40' -temp, was 99°.

right 486“ 49 t° 495’
87”7 - 90 = 897”7t»«»n.

left 495° 497° 499° „ 497° j
^ ^ I

At 6^ 54 - temp, was 98° F. So average temp, was 98°*
5
F. and

the torsion 897°7.

13855. At 6^
5
5'-temp, was 98° F.

right 488° 494° 499° average 493''7'1 000.
1 V ^0 ' o ^ o

° ^ o = 993 *4 - 90 = 903 *4 torsion.
left 493° 503° 503° „ 499°7i

^ > 4

At 7^ 10'- temp. 97° F. So average temp. 97°-
5
F. and the torsion

903
°-
4.

13856. No further observations were made as to the effect of

falling temperatures, but in order to obtain a result as to set, the

left hand torsion of 503° at 7*^ id was left on for 22 minutes-at

the end of which time it required 17° more of torsion to bring

the tourmaline to the upsetting point; i.e. the set at this amount

of torsion was 17° in 22 minutes.
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13857. I now cleared off the oil from the surface- then withdrew tourmaline

all the present water and replaced it by fiesh water at common

temperature-leaving the tourmaline, etc. all in order and ready

for an observation-and obtained those beneath.

13858. At8hi5'-temp. 72°F.

5i4°-3'| i044"-3

L 90

i 954°*3 torsion.

right 509° 517° 519° Average 515® —^average

left 522° 531° 536° „ 529"7n/
right 505° 517° 519° „
left 524° 528° 532° 537°,, 530°*2—^average

At 8^ 35'-temp. 71° F. So mean temp. 7i°‘5 and the torsion 954*3.

13859. So the whole series of observations for the tourmaline

runs as under:

w i. Average temperature 66
°
F.

3
3

ih „ 67°

2 iiij
,, » 92°

130°

li
V, „
vi,

j)
175°

20 I°-5

,
the torsion 961°-

1

„ 959
°

„ 902°

,,
830°7

„ 703"-7?

Su
3
2

7 6

V „ i 9 i °*5
J,

76i°-3 „
2 viii,

,5
182°

,,
7(So“ £

i ,, „ 174° „ 776°-6
g

„ „ i66°-5 „ g’S.
1 S )5

156° 804° 3 E
s S xii, n „ I 46‘’-5

J, 8if -2 a

xiii, „ „ i 39°-5 825°*6

xiv,
,, „ 131°

,,
819° . . . must be wrong, for it is

XV, „ J,
iif'i 842°*6 less than the preceeding

xvi, „ 119° 863° No.; is within the irre-

xvii, „ 865°-6 gularity (13852).

xviii,
,, ,,

ioi°-5 901°

xix, „ J,
98°'5 897°7

XX, „ „ 97°'5 903°-4

xxi, „ J, 7 i°5 „ 954°’3

13860. The torsion force at the beginning and the end accords

very well and satisfactorily- the increased magnetic power returns

as the temp, falls.

13861. The observations with falling temperatures are better

than those with rising temperatures. There is too much agitation

of the water in the latter case; at high temperatures, air and steam

bubbles interfere and the oil is displaced. Observations v and vi

FDVI 27
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TOURMALINE arc I havc no doubt wrong from these causes-perhaps also iv

may be liable to the same observation.

13862. Better to make hot observations in Oil itself-and as it

cools.

13863. Observation vii is probably doubtful-xiv and xix are

also out of order-but on the whole the progression is very satis-

factory for a first observation. Had better repeat with this tourma-

line in hot water-observing only the falling temperatures.

13864. The thermometer is from its place and nature probably

a little warmer than the tourmaline as the temperature rises and

a little cooler as it falls; for the cooling must be chiefly from

the upper part of the bath.

13865. The difference of torsion force between 66° F. and

1
91°*

5
F. is as nearly as may be 200° of torsion force, i.e.

= of the force at 66° F.
200

2 AUG. 1855.

13866. The Tourmaline (13691) just as before (13828) in relation

to bath and other arrangements. The protecting copper cylinder

was in the water as in former cases (13660).

13867. For low temperatures. Put some ice pieces in the trough

cell to cool it and the flannel jacket-filled up with ice cold water

-put some pieces of ice on the top in the water outside the

protecting cylinder- let all stand awhile so as to obtain a common

temperature. Adjusted the moveable circular graduation so as to

have the torsion to tlie right and left nearly equal in respect of

Zero. When the temperature, which sank to 34° F. at one time,

had become steady, on taking out tlie few pieces of floating ice,

began to observe. In the following columns the time is put first-

then temperature-then the terms right and left to shew the

alternate direction of the torsion from zero to the upsetting points

-then three observations in succession gained by degree, the last

of which including the set is taken as the right expression for the

given temperature- the time is again entered, and then any further

needful remark.

13868. As the sum of a right and a left handed torsion minus 90°

give the torsion force between the two upsetting points, so the
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last or third results of two consecutive observations, being added tourmaline

together, are taken as expressing the torsion force for the tempera-

ture at the close of the first and beginning of the second observa-

tion; these results, with that temperature and the correction of 90°,

are given in the next three columns.

temp . tor-

F. sion

8^26' 38° right 545 556 S5cf at 8^ 33
'

F. torsion

1112 at 39
° = 1022

8.33 39
°

left 546 550 8.38

nil „ 40° - 1021

8.39 40° right 540 553 558 „ 8.47

left

1109 „ 41“ = 1019

8.47 41° 546 550 55 i „ 8.54

1108 „ 42° = 1018

8.54 4i° right 550 553 557,, 9.0

1104 „ 43
°

1014

9.0 43
°

left 538 545 ^47 „ 9-5

1099 „ 44
° = 1009

9-5 44
°

right 544 550 552 „ 9.10

1095 » 45
° - 1005

9.10 45
°

left 537 541 ^43 » 9.14

1092 „ 46° --- 1002

9.14 46° right 541 545 549 » 9.19

1089 „ 47
° =

999

9.19 47
°

left 533 536 Uo » 9.24

1089 „ 48“ 999

9.24 48° right 540 545 549 » 9.30

1088 „ 49
° == 998

9.30 49
°

left 531 537 539 » 9.36

1084 „ 50“ 994

9.36 50° right 537 540 545 „ 9.41 i

1082 „ 51° = 992

9-41 51° left 532 534 537 9.46

1080 „ 5 i°7 =- 990

9.46 5 i°7 right 534 540 U3 „ 951
1081 „ 52%- 991

9.51 52°-4 left 534 536 538 „ 9.58

13869. Added about 2 oz. of water at common temperatures; at

the tof)- stirred-lowered the level by cock-an d left it until .

loh 3' 54
°

right 534 537 ijpat 10^8'

1075 54
°

985

10.8 54
°

left 529 531 53S „ 10.15 temp. 54'^-2

1068 •„ 55
° ^ 978

Added more water as before-left until

10.20 56° right 525 529 532 „ 10.24

1061 „ 56° = 971

10.24 56° left 524 528 529 „ 10.27

1063*5 „ 56°*5 = 973'5

27-2
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Added more water as before-left until

10.32 57“ right 530 534 S3S at loh 37

10.37 57
°

left 5M 524 ^31 » loh 42

A dded (as before
) warm water

-

1

10-49 67° right 518 521 S24 „ 10.52

10.52 64° left 517 521 ^^3 „ 10-57 temp. 63°

1066 at 57° = 976

1056 „ 6o°*5= 966

left until

1047 „ 64° = 957

1044 „ 65°-5= 954

13870. The cooling of this water is I conclude chiefly the effect

of conduction by the copper-not of currents directly amongst

the portions of fluid. More warm water added- left- then at

69° right 506 519 522 at

67° left 512 516 5ic) „ II. II

i-f3
=

325-3

322

319

318

1041 „ 6f

11^17'

11.22

11.32

11.37

Warm water added at top again-then at

I

io39’5

»

72° right 512 517 S20
y,

11^22'

69° left 512 515 5i8 „ 11.27

- 949’5

1038 at 69° = 948

317

316-5

316

Warm water added-left-then at

88° right

81° left

493 500 S08 „

496 503 5oS „ j

11.37 temp. 81°

1013 » 79 923

11.42 temp. 77 I

13871. Emptied the bath altogether, and refilled it with warm

water from a jug- then left until

307-6

11^50'! 88° right 1490 493 499 „ 11.54

1002 „
86° = 912

11.54 |86° left I496 499 5oj „ 11,58 temp. 85°

304

13872. Concluded this set of observations.

13873. Proceeded to prepare for beginning at high temperatures

(13861), so as to avoid as much as might be the currents due to

heating, which are strong, and also the bubbling (13831). Filled

the trough cell with boiling water- the tourmaline being in its

place-covered the water with oil about
|
of an inch in depth and

put cotton wool round the top of the trough. The temperature

was now 172° F., the time 12^ 10'. Placed the spirit lamp under

the bath to raise the temperature higher, and whilst rising made

an observation or two just for general indication.

At I2hl5' 176° right 413 412 i2h 17' strong

823 at i8i°-5= 733currents

12.17 180° left 408 41 I 12.20 temp. 183°,

no bubbles
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13874. The currents were very strong, so that no good observa-

tion could be made-no bubbles as yet— there was very little

vapour from the water through the oil-covered over the top

of the trough with card pieces. At 12^ 27' the temperature was
192° F., all quiet and good as regarded bubbles. The torsion index

was placed at 0° for the time, i.e. the wire was left without torsion

on it. At 12^ 30' the temp, was 197° F.-and bubbles began to

appear. I drew off a little water so as to keep the oil level within

the narrow part. At 12^ 36' the temp, was 208° and the water

below close upon boiling. I withdrew the lamp-immediately

bubbles and all cleared away-and having left it 2 or
3 minutes

I began to observe.

13875.
I temp.

F.

Atj 12^39' 208° right 382 388 12^ 41 currents

784 at 206'^F. - 694
12.41 206° left 395 39 <^ 12.44 currents

786 „ 204° - 696

12,44 204°- 8 right 392 390 12.48 little water in for shrinking

00II000
Ov

12.48 202° left 405 404 408 12.52

805 ,,199° =715
u,. 199 right 397 393 397 12.56 currents

12.56 197° fleft water added

801 „ 196° =711
12.58 196 Ueft 403 405 404 1.

1

,
811 „ 194° =721

1.

1

194° right 404 406 407 1.42 currents

814 ,,192° =724
1-42 192° left 406 404 407 1.9

819 ,,188° =729
1.9 188° right 417 416 412 1.15 temp, 185°

820 ,,185 =730
1.15 185° left 403 405 408 1.18 warm water added

826,, 184 -736
1.18 184° right 413 418 418 1.22 currents

1.22 i8i°-8 dinner

831 „ 180° =741
1.29 178° left 403 411 413 1.33

836 „ 176°-7 ===^746

1-33 176°-7 right 418 423 423 1.362

844,, i 75°*5 =754
1.37 175°*5 left 415 420 421 1.43

851 ,,172° -=761

1

1.43 172° right 424 427 430 1.47

1

854 ,,170° -764
1 1.47 170° left 416 ^\rs 424 1.51

231-3

232

236

238-3

237

240-

3

241-

3

243

243-3

245*3

247

248-6

251-3

253-

6

254-

6
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Tourmaline at different temperatures.

[At 1.47 170 '*
left

1.51 169° right

1.56 167° left

2 ^* o'' 165 ° right

2.6 i 62“-4 left

2. II 161 ° right

2.15 159
° left

2.20 157° right

2.23 156“ left

2.29 1 54
° right

2.34 153
° left

2.40 151 ° right

2.45 149 “ left

2.50 M7°*4 right

13876.
3.0 144° left

u.* S 3-5 143
° right

-rf II

3-9 i 41°-8 left

0
00 3.13 140° right

13877.
3.25 137° left

.

U. ^ 3.28 136° right

o'
^

'-*
II

« CN

3.32 135
° left

a On
00 3-37 i 33°-8 right

13878.
3.48 i 3 i °-5 left

iC 0^
3-51 1

30°-

5

right

°ON II

- O' 3-55 i 29‘’-8 left

:§N
3-59 i 28°-8 right

416 417-5 424 1.51] -^3 =
853 at 169 = 763 154-3

421 425 42S> 1.54 temp. 168°

857 „ 167° = 767 255-6

421 425 428 2.0

862 „ 165° =.772 257-3

422 427 434 2.5 currents currents

863 „ 1 62^-4 = 773 257-6

418 426 429 2.10

864,, 161° = 774 258

424 432 435 2.14

863 „ 159° = 773 257-6

427 430 428 2.20

865 „ 157° = 775 258-3

430 434 437 2.23

878 „ 156° = 788 262-6

434 434 441 2.29 currents

883_„ 154° = 793 264-3

436 440 442 2.36

884,, 153° = 794 264-6

438 439 442 2.39

887 „ 151° = 797 265-6

439 442 445 2.45

885 „ 149° = 795 265

437 438 440 2.50

885 „ I47°'4 = 795 265

440 440 445 2.55 temp. 146°

884 „ 145° = 794'

433 439 439 3-5

890 „ 143° ==800 266-6

447 447 451
^

3-9

893 » I4I°-8 =-803 267-6

441 440 442 3.13

894 „ 140° = 804 268

449 451 45 i 3.i7itemp. 139°

filled up with water

.

893 » 138° == 803’'

437 438 443

443 43 1 453

438 445 447

446 456 45G

435 442 445

455 458 462

439 449 451

447 455 460

3.28

3-3^

3-37

3.41 temp. 13 2°'

5

3-51

3-53

3.59 currents

4.3 temp. 127°'

896 „ 136° =

900 ,,135

903 „ i33'’-8 =

901 „ 132°

907 „ i30°'5 =

913 „ i29°‘8 =

911 „ i28°*8 =

911 „ 127°

= 806

= 810

= 813

= 811*

-817

= 823

= 821

= 8211

268-6

270

271

272-

3

274-3

273-

6

* This line is struck out in pencil.
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at different temperatures.

r oo

0 Oo

is

. Oo

a 'I

4.10 126° left 445 449 4St 4.13

4.13 I23°-2 right 451 461 464 4-17

4.17 i24°-3 left 445 451 454 4.21

4- i23°-5 right 455 462 468 4.23 temp. 123°

0.

4-43 ii9°-3 left 449 442 457 4.46

4.46 119° right 463 466 472 4.50

4.31 118° left 456 457 460 4-55

4-55 117° right 470 476 4j8 4.39I temp. 1 i6°-2

I.

5-*3 115° left 457 456 462 3.16

3.16 1 14" right 478 479 480 3.20

3.20 113" left 460 462 4G5 3.25

5.25 112° right 471 474 481 5,28 temp. ii2°F.

2.

5-36 110° left 456 460 462 3.40

3.40 109° right 476 480 482 5-44

5-44 109° left 458 460 466 5.48

3.48 108° right 477 480 482 3.52 temp. io7°-7 F.

3-

6.3
1

103*" left 459 462 465 6.7

6.7 io4°-8 right 477 487 490 6.10

6.10 i04°-7 left 460 462 4^9 6.13

6.13 104° right 477 485 487 6.17 temp. io3°-8 F.

4-

6.29 102° left 459 462 468 6.33

6.33 102° right 480 488 490 6.36

6.36 ioi°-3 left 461 467 472 6.39

6.39 101° right 475 486 491 6.43 temp. ioo°-6 F.

423

915 at i25°‘2 = 825

918 „ i24°'5 = 828

922 „ i23°'5 = 832

925 „ i2i°-3 -835*

929 ,,119° =839

932 „ xi8° - 842

938 ,,117° =848

940 „ ii5°*6 =830*

942,, 114° =832

943 ,,113° =833

946 ,,112° = 836

943 »”o° =-833*

944 „ I09°’2 =834

948 „ 109° =838

948 „ 108° =838

937 „ io6°-3 =8671

911 » i04°*7 ==8<53

939 „ io4“-7 - 869

936 „ 104° =866

933 „ 102° =863'

938 „ 102° =868

962 „ ioi°’3 =872

963 „ 101° =873

4.3 =
175

276

277-6

279-

6

280-

6

282-6

284

283

283-3

284-6

286

286

288-

3

289-

6

288-6

289-

3

290-

6

291

^ This line is struck out in pencil.
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13885.

u;>

\o II

7.6

7.01

13886.

7.30

97° left 460 463 7.10

right

969 at 97
°

-879
485 496 5o2 7.12

left

977 „ 96°-5 -887
461 474 47S 7.16

980 „ 96° = 890

right I493 502 5oS 7.19 temp. 96° F.

95° left 460 468 47^ 7*34

981 „ 94°’5 = 891

right 495 500 S06 7.37 temp. 94® F.

4-3 =

293
295-

6
296-

6

297

13887, The low temperature results (13868) are here added on

to the series to supply the continuous results-they join on in an

exceedingly satisfactory manner and give a fine series.

[F-l [Torsion] h 3] [F-] [Torsion] [-3]

At 86® 912 304 ”At 5i°7 990 330

79
*^

923 307-6 51° 992 330-6

69° 948 316 50° 994 331-3

68® 949
°*

5 316-5 49
°

998 332-6

67® 951 317 48® 999 333
65®-5 954 318 47

°
999 333

64° 957 319 46® 1002 334
60®-

5

966 322 45
°

1005 335

57
^

976 325-3 44
°

1009 336-3

56®-5 973-5 324-5 43
°

1014 338
56° 971 323-6 42° 1018 339*3

978 326 41° 1019 339*6

54
°

985 328-3 40® 1021 340-3

52°'4 991 330-3 39
°

1022 340-6

13888. The torsion numbers of the 28 July (13859) are all higher

than those of to-day, i.e. for the same temperature in the falling

series. Perhaps the magnetic poles had been slightly closer. It

shews that watchfulness must be used in comparing different

series of results obtained with the same body. Must remember

also that an imperfection in the conditions of that experiment

existed for a while (13841, 52).

[The results for tourmaline (pars. 13866-97, 14054-7 and

14036) were plotted in graphs included in the MS. at this point.

They have not been reproduced.]

13889. Of these results it may be observed, that the gradual

progression of the numbers is good, both with the rising and the

falling temperature, and shews that the magnetic condition of the
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tourmaline varies with the temperature in a constant direction,

the power increasing with diminishing temperature.

13890. What small variations there are appear to be due chiefly

to the currents which exist in the bath fluid and set the crystal

either on the one side or the other. Of course, the bath fluid

cannot cool except by currents.

13891. As the temperature falls, the thermometer being at the

side of the bath against the copper is probably constantly a little

lower than the crystal itself, i.e. a little cooler, and the contrary

on rising.

13892. Whether the tourmaline rises or falls to common tem-

perature, the force at a given temperature seems to be restored

very accurately. The tourmaline returns to its proper state—

there is no disturbance of its specific magnetic capacity for a given

temperature.

13893. There is every proof that the force of the magnet con-

tinues equal for the time—and also that with the precautions of

right and left, the torsion force of the wire continues equal, and

that set is, in the manner adopted, eliminated, or at least made
proportionate for all the cases in one series of observations.

13894. The whole loss of torsion power between 39° F. and
206° F. is 328 degrees, or 0*3116 of the whole force at 39°—equal
to 1*964 of torsion for each degree F.

13895. The diminution from 39° to 123^*5 F. is 190°— that from
1 23°*

5 F. to 206° is 138 degrees— so that it would appear the loss

of torsion is proportionately less for higher than for lower

temperatures.

13896. When every 10° are taken (or nearly), irregularities appear

(due to the current actions ( )), but the main result is the

same. A great difference occurs at 86° and 97° F.; this is just

where the two series of heating and cooling effects meet (13891).

13897. The effect of this difference of temperature is a very

remarkable thing—acting as it appears to do in the same direction

both for paramagnetic and diamagnetic bodies.

9TH AUG. 1855.

13898. Bismuth crystal (13605, 709, 808) at different tempera-

tures. Employed the apparatus as in the last experiments (13828)
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Bismuth crystaL

but without the .surrounding copper jacket in the water (13660,

868). Ice and water in first as before (i3867)-and by 8 o’clk. a.m. :

temp.

F.

8^ 54
'

45° right 120 126 128

9 45° left 117 II7 125 at 9*1 12' Temp, 47° F,

13899. The floating ice was adhering to the suspending wire-

set it loose by a hot wire, and as the temperature was too high,

drew off the bath water on to ice and restored it by pouring

through a funnel containing ice also. Now:

9^ 22^ 41° right 128 130 129

9.25 41“ left 130 131 131-5

9.30 41° right 129 129-5 129-5

9-35 4 i °’5 left 125 130 131 9h 40' temp. 43°

10.0 48° right 128 128-5 128

10.6 48“-

5

left 125 127-5 128 loh ii' temp. 49°

260-5

261

261

256

41° =155-5

41° =156

42° -156

48"-5 = i 5 i

13900. Whilst the temperature was rising, I ascertained the angle

made by the indicating bristle when at the two upsetting points

and found it to be larger than a right angle—and equal to 105°.

So that is the quantity to be subtracted as a correction above to

give the true result of torsion force between the upsetting points.

1390 1. Drew out about a pint of water— mixed other water with

it to raise its temperature 6° or 8°-made it
5
3°*

5
and introduced

it at the usual place-which would partially mix it with the colder

water within. Thermometer shewed at the first
5
3°*

5
F. at lo^ 30'-

left-then:

13902.

loh 38' 56°*
5 right 124 125 124-5

10.43 56°-8 left 120 127 125 loh 48' temp. 56-9

10.54 replaced the water by cistern water of temp. 65°

II.

2

65° right 121 123 122-5

11.7 64°-8 left 120 124 125 11.15 temp. 64°-8

II. 17 64°- 8 right 122 123 123

11.22 64°- 8 left 125 124 125 11.27 temp. 64°'8

1 11*35 water warmed put in ( 13869)- temp. 79°-79°-2

torsion

56“-9-i44°-5

64°-8= i42°-2

64°-8= 143°

64°-8 = i43
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Bismuth crystal.

[Temp.
F.]

11.39 79° right 120 I2I 122'5 currents

11.43 79® left 120 121 X2l 1 ih 47' currents 78°*
5

11.56 warm water again—at temp. 90
11.58 90 right 119 120 120'2

12.1 90° left 114 119 119 12.4 temp. 89°'7 cur-

rents

12,12 warm water again at temp. 97°-97°-8

12.15 97°-5 right 120 122 120'4
1

12-21 temp. 96°‘8

1 currents

[F.] [torsion]

243-5 [at] 79
° =138-5

239-2 „ 90° = 134-2

239-4 at 97°? -134-4

[The results for bismuth crystal (13898 et seq.^ 14046,

7), bismuth compressed (14045), carb. iron crystal (14039, 40,

14068-70), carb. iron bar (14170-4), iron (14089-90), nickel

(14097) and cobalt (14092, 141 12) were plotted in graphs included

in the MS. at this point. They have not been reproduced.]

13903. Bismuth crystal. Now withdrew the water—and intro-

duced boiling water (13873) and covered it as before with oil.

The temp, was then at 12^ 32' at 178° F. Put the spirit lamp

under-there were strong currents whilst heating, disturbing the

crystal much. These currents might affect the crystal of bismuth

more because of the absence of the copper cylinder—but they

would also have more power than in the case of the tourmaline

because of the weak directive force of the bismuth.

13904.
12h 57' 207° right 100 102

12.59 2o6°-5 left 100 S>8

l.I 205° right lOI 101'2

1-3 203°-6 left 100 98

1.6 202° right 100 loo'S

1.9 200°'

5

left 100 100

I. II 199° right 100 100'2

1. 14 198° left 100 99

1. 16 1
96°-

3

right 100 100-3

great currents

t
Do.

zoo at 207° 95

199-2 „ 206° 5=-- 84-2

199-2 „ 205° = 84-2

198-5 » 203° 6- 83-5

200-5 „ 202° 95-5

200-2
,,

200“'
3
= 95-2

199-2 „ 199° = 94-2

199-3 ,,
198° 94-3

13905* There is more disturbance at the right upsetting point

than at the left one—as if a prevailing current in the cell trough

had more influence on the crystal in one position than in the

other-perhaps from its form, etc.
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13906.

Bismuth crystal.

temp.

jh 19' left

200'3 at 1 96°- 3
= 95‘3

i 94°-2 100 100 great currents

right

200'

5

„ i 93°-2 = 93-5
1.21 i 93°-2 100 100’

5

left

20I'5 „ 192° = 96-5

1.24 192“ 100 lOl currents

right

202 „ i 90°-3 = 97
1.27 190° 100 lOl

202 „ i88°'3 = 97
1.30 i88°*3 left 100 lOl

right

201-5 „ 187° = 96-5

1.33 187° 100 100-5 currents

left

201'5 „ i85°-2 = 96-5

1.36 i8s°-2 100 101

right currents water added
202 „ i 83°-5 = 97

1.40 i 83°-5 100 lOl

left

202 „ 181° = 97
1.44 i8i° too lOl

right

202'2
,,

179° = 97-2

1.48 179° 100 101-2

left

203-2 1 77"-

5

== 98-2

1.52 177'’-

5

lOI 102

right

204 „ i 75°'5 = 99
1.5(5 I 75°*5 lOI 102

left currents added water
205 >,i 73

°'
5
- 100

1.60 i 73°’5 102 103

right

205 ,,171° - 100

2.5 171° 102 102

206 „ i 68°-5 = lor

2.10 i 68°-5 left 103 104
206-2 „ i 66°-3 = 101-2

2.15 i 66°‘3 right 102 102'

2

208-2 „ i64°-8 = 103-2

2.20 1 64°-

8

left 103 106 very lilile disturbance-bubble of air or

suspension wire

right

209 „ 162° = 104

2.25 1 (52
°

102 103

left

210 „ i 6o°-5 = 105

2.35 » 59
°

104 107

right

212 » 157° = 107

2.45 155^ 104 107

216 „ i 53°-8 = III

2.50 i 53°-8 left 107 109

218 » 152° - 113

2.55 152° right 107 109

left

218 ,,150° = 113

3.0 150° 108 109

219 „ 148° = 114

13907. In order to increase the amount of cooling for each 5'
,
the

cotton round the top of the bath was removed-but this so much
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Bismuth crystal.

increased the currents, and this so disturbed the bismuth, that I

replaced it.

13908.

temp.

219 at 148° =114
3^5' 148° right 109 1 1

0

220 „ i44®-5=ii5

3-15 144®- 5 left no no
220 „ 143° =-115

3.20 143® right no no
• • * 220 „ I4i°-6=n5

3.25 i 4I°-6 left no no 3
• * • • 220 „ 140® —115

3.30 140° right no no C
0
U 221 „ i38°-5 = n6

3-35 1
38°-

5 left no in c
221 „ 137® =116

3.40 137® right no no
1

221 „ i35°-6=n6

3-45 i 35®-6 left no in
II

3.50 134° right HI III

223 » 133°

3«55 133® left 111 112

224 „ 132® -119
4.0 132® right in 112

225 „ 131® - 120

4-5 1 3
1® left 112 113

227 „ 129°‘6 122

4.10 1 29°- 6 right 112 114
227 „ 128° = 122

4.15 128° left 113 113

1

228 „ 127® -- 123

4.20 127 right 114 n5
229 „ 126® =124

4.25 126® left 113 114
230 „ I24®7=i25

4.30 i24®-7 right 115 116
230 „ i23“-5-i25

4-35 1 23°- 5 left 114 114
232 „ 122° -127

4.40 122° right 116 nS
232 „ 121® =127

4-45 121® left 114 114

234 „ 120° -129
4.50 120® right 118 120

234 „ 119® -129
4-55 119° left 114 114

236 „ 118° =131
5.0 118° right 120 122

236 „ 117® =131
5-5 117° left 114 114

235 „ II6® =130
5.10 116° right 122 121
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Bismuth crystal.

[5.10 116° right 122 72;]

5-15 1 14°*7 left 114 114

5.20 114° right

111° left

121 120

5.40 114 il3

right

107°-
5 left

120 120 5^ 44' temp. iio°-6

6.0 113 114

right

io4°-7 left

120 121 6h 5' temp. 107°

6.20 H4 114

right

ioi°*5 left

121 123 6.26 temp. 104®

6.45 ”5 iiS

right 123 123 6-50 temp. loi*^

currents

235 [at] ii4°7=i30

234 „ 114° =129

233 „ iio°-8==i28

235 „ I07°-3 = I30

237 „ I04°*4=i32

238 „ ioi°-3 = i33

13909. It may be remarked here that, as with the tourmaline, the

progression of the observations is good-and pretty regular.

1 3910. That the diamagnetic force, or the Magnecrystallic force,

diminishes with higher temperatures.

1 391 1. That whether with Paramagnetic or diamagnetic bodies,

heat causes them to approach the Zero of mere space.

1 3912. That in this respect the Zero so taken has a real character

and is not merely a higher or lower degree of paramagnetic force.

1 391 3. That the change is continually progressive and does not

change its sign.

139 14. That the state or specific condition is restored with the

restoration of temperature.

13915. That the observation from point to point, i.e. by doubling,

is very good.

13916. That currents are fruitful sources of error and only to be

compensated for by numerous observations.

13917. That to cool without currents is impossible.

13918. Objects to which this method of working might be

applicable.

13919. Bismuth crystal in hot oil-perhaps the rapid currents in

the oil might affect it too much.

13920. Bismuth cylinder SUD in water or oil—use pointed poles.

13921. Nickel cylinder O in hot oil-currents less consequence,

for the magnetic force is far stronger.
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13922. Cobalt cylinder.

13923. Phosphorus from 32° or even from 0° upwards to melting

point.

13924. Iron even—a very small cylinder, as a wire, in a copper

sphere or cylinder.

13 AUG. 1855.

13925. Bismuth crystal. On laying down the observations as a

curve (see the diagram i) the irregularities from currents appear,

but the diminution of force with rising temperatures is very

evident. A straight line would seem best to represent this part

of the effect, i.e. between 32° and 212°. When so drawn, the

torsion force appears as 88 at 212° and 1 5 8 at 32°, giving a difference

of 70 between these points or nearly one half of the whole force

at 32° F.

13926. Perhaps the bismuth is here, i.e. at 212°, etc., approaching

its diamagnetic state, and would shew a more rapid increase of

power at lower temperatures, so as to give a curved line. It is

worth examining—and phosphorus also.

13927. The Tourmaline observations, being set down, evidently

give a curve (see the diagram^), and part of a large circle repre-

sents this portion of the observation [s] pretty well. The whole loss

of force between 32° and 212° is 349, or one third of the whole
force at 32°, but the difference, as said before (13895), is much
greater at low temperatures than at high temperatures— thus the

difference between the temperatures of

40° zc?3 60° 19 80° 17 100° iG 120° i4'5 140°

is 52-1 47-2 42*7 38*7 35*5

13 160° ll 180° 10 200° c? 220 8 8 7 %
V/J

60
j 1

30-5 28*6 of torsion force.

13928. Suppose the following media to be neutral, para- and

diamagnetic media, cold and hot:
cold hot

Diamagnetic medium, as liquid phosphorus III VI
Neutral medium, as water I IV
Paramagnetic medium, as sol. Iron II V

* I.e. the graph referred to after par. 13902.
^ I.e. the graph referred to after par. 13888.
3 Numbers in italics are in pencil in MS.
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A bismuth crystal, B.C. requires the same torsion force between

the upsetting points in I, II and III when of the same temperature:

when in IV, V and VI, it also requires like torsion force for the

same high temperature, but the amount is less than for the low

temperature.

13929. The change in B.C. by heat may be due either to the loss

of diamagnetic power along the equatorial line or the gain of

diamagnetic power along the axial line-but as bismuth loses

diamagnetic power by heat, it is probably the equatorial line loses

power by the heat—and also the axial line at the same time, but

the latter in a smaller ratio.

13930. For if it were the axial line which gained power (13929),

then the whole mass would gain power probably; whereas if the

equatorial line lose power, then probably the whole mass would

lose—2& it is considered to do, by the few experiments yet made.

1393 1. If compressed bismuth should be found to act as a crystal,

then it is very probable (without other experiments) that the

whole mass loses. Also if an amorphous or confused bismuth

prism should be found to lose diamagnetic force by heat, it will

almost certainly shew that the second case above (13930) is the

true one.

13932. If the hot B.C. is altogether less diamagnetic than before,

there ought to be less difference between it and V and more
difference between it and VI than before: i.e. it will have passed

from diamagnetic towards paramagnetic. It is believed from ex-

periments that that happens with amorphous and confused bis-

muth.

13933. As with the bismuth crystal, so the tourmaline crystal

(13691, 828), T.C., continues to require the same upsetting force

for the same temperature whether it be immersed in I or in II

or in III (13928): but it loses by heat when in IV, V and VI, but

loses alike for the three.

13934. Now T.C. is a paramagnetic body and it may thus change

by heat, by its equatorial line gaining paramagnetic force or its

axial line losing paramagnetic force: it is probable that the latter

is the true case and that the equatorial line also loses force but in

a less degree. If the contrary were the fact, then the whole mass

would increase in paramagnetic force by heat and that is not true.
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13935* If T.C, loses paramagnetic force altogether, then it

will approach in character towards VI and depart from V.

13936. Pieces of noncrystalline paramagnetic and diamagnetic

substances, as far as we yet know, [are] affected generally like T.C.
and B.C., having the same relations to heat and to I, II and III

and also to IV, V and VI.

13937. So assuming IV, V and VI to remain unchanged by the

heat which affects the bismuth- the bismuth would in these liquids

tend (by quality) to pass from VI to V—and the tourmaline from
V to VI. They might not pass across the water or IV, but it is

easy to imagine a solution between V and IV that the tourmaline

would pass over, supposing the solution underwent no change

by heat or a change not proportionate to that of the B. or the T.

13938. If no substance can change its state to such a degree as

to cross the zero presented by space, i.e. be converted from a

paramagnetic to a diamagnetic body as respects that zero, or vice

versa, it would seem to mark the magnetic condition of space

Zero as a real and peculiar zero - especially as it is approached

by the effects of heat on both sides, i.e. in paramagnetic and

diamagnetic bodies.

13939* Whether heat in causing bodies to approach this Zero

state makes them to pass by each other or not is not known:
if they do not, that would be a very striking fact and is a probable

one— it would be very important to know the fact.

13940. If one body can pass another, so as to be paramagnetic

to it at one time by temperature and diamagnetic to it at another:

and yet cannot do so as to mere space, that would be a very

important point to know.

13941. It ought to be possible to have a magnecrystal and a

medium about it having a force intermediate to those of the two
directions of the crystals. Perhaps tourmaline in Sol, Sul. or Mur.

iron, or crystal of Redferropruss. potash in solution of itself. Such

a crystal ought to be attracted in the one direction and repelled

in the other.

FDVI 28
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13942. Time in relation to magnetic force.

13943. If the necessity of time could be experimentally proved

for the propagation of magnetic force^ it would prove physical

lines of force and the probable existence of a medium—on the

other hand, if there be a medium, and if physical lines of magnetic

force exist, time is almost certainly concerned.

13944. But the time (if concerned) will most probably be ex-

ceedingly short, like that of its relation to light, and so perhaps

for ever remain insensible to us. Still, there is the case of time

in the transmission of nervous energy and that is comparatively

slow—and there is the fact that when soft iron is magnetized by
an electric current, it takes time to rise to a maximum

;
and here

the forces themselves are magnetic,

13945. There are two or three great difficulties in the way of

comparing the times of the propagation of magnetic force over

different distances. First the quickness of the action.

13946. Second-the great distance required therefore to make the

propagation such as to require sensible time—and with that great

distance the rapid diminution of the magnetic action that is to

be made sensible.

13947. Third— the want of instantaneous indicators of magnetic

action, such slow things as ordinary galvanometers being utterly

unfit for the purpose because of the great time they require to

start their needles and give them a sensible motion.

13948. Fourth— the want of a sudden source of magnetic power,

for the bringing of a magnet into position either from a distance

or by inversion, or the making of an electro magnet, both require

too much time to allow of the small differences I want being

rendered sensible by them.

13950^- But in respect of these points, consider whether experi-

ments on the following principles may be at all likely to be useful.

If, considering the reasons before given (13944), there be the

least hopes of finding the timCy these hopes ought to be verified

or exhausted. Can that be done tlius.^

13949 is omitted in MS.
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1395 1. The objection (13948), being die fourth above, would
be strongest ifwe attempted to measure the time occupied by the

transmission of magnetic force across the space between A and B,

bringing a magnet up to A from a distance'^ for the time required

would be considerable, and unless the time of propagation were
almost as much, the latter could hardly be distinguished. If instead

of such a process,we had a bar magnet atA and inverted if— the time

of inversion might be made much less than the travelling time in

the former case. Still, it is not likely to be less than the time of
propagation, and if it were not, the latter could hardly be dis-

tinguishable in the first instance. The time required to make or

invert an electromagnet might probably be rendered much less

than either of the former periods— still it is very sensible, and if

that of propagation is not greater, the latter would hardly appear,

especially as the electromagnetization is not a sharp but a pro-

gressive operation.

13952. The lateral force ofan electric current is of the same nature

as the magnetic force, and is as I think the same force, and its

generation is as rapid as the production of the electric current

itself. Now by tlie combination of the electric spark and the

Voltaic battery, we can make that as sudden as light almost, and

if we had only means of appreciating the lateral or magnetic

action at a distance, we might I think count upon the generation

of the force as instantaneous.

13953* Now the distant appreciation belongs to the third objec-

tion (13947):—how can we meet this.^ If the force were strong

enough to generate an electric current in a wire at the place B,

that generation would be as instantaneous as the generation of

the force at A, and then perhaps the time of the propagation

from A to B, whether through space, air, water or other media,

might appear, being separated. But a new difficulty is, how are

we to perceive or know without loss of time the generation of

the current at B.^ Common galvanometers would be far too

sluggish to serve as indicators in such a case.

I 954. Cannot a galvanometer be made of a magnet so small

and fine as to have only a grain, or the tenth or hundredth of a

grain, in weight.^ The magnet will be strong -even if two are

used to make an astatic arrangement, I think that the weight of

28-a
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the whole need not be more than ,-5 of a grain. W^ould not such
a magnet shake instantly by a very small electric current round it

And it is the first shake we desire to know of. The suspension
must be fine cocoon silk and long. The wire round it may be
either a single coil or a helix. It is worth while making such a

galvanometer needle and trying it by ordinary feeble currents

(15405).
13955*. Now as to arrangements that will include distance:— if

A, B, C, be three rings of wire (copper), an electric current set

up in one will induce currents in the two others. If a current
were sent through A, would not its commencement induce cur-

rents in B and C, and if time were concerned, would not the

current in B occur first, i.e. be separated by an instant from
that in C.^

The current in C would probably be strong enough because
of its central position, though C is more distant from A than
B is:— besides, if it were not strong enough, C might be a helix

of several coils.

13956. For as the strengthening of the current in C would not
make it happen sooner (as far as that depends upon distances),

so both B and C might contain each several spirals; but it will

probably be best that wire should be added to the circuit of C
so that the length in it and its galvanometer should be the same
as the length in B and its galvanometer. Probably also B should
be close to A, and C in the center far from it— because it is the

time of the transmission of power between the places of B and C
that is the thing sought for. Perhaps A might be a circle 20 or

30 feet in diameter of very thick wire—B a single or double circle

of thinner wire 6 inches less in diameter—and C a circle a foot in

diameter of the same wire as B and several spirals—but all that

would come out by experiment if the principle were applicable.

13957. Supposing the principle true, then many variations of the

* [13955]
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experiments would occur. Thus, if B were half the diameter ofA
and concentric with it, a short sharp current should be produced

in it, for the action of A would be on all parts of B at once.

Whereas if B were excentric so that one part was close up to A,

the action would be gradual upon it and a longer current of lower

intensity would be produced.

13958*. Another arrangement might be to have the three wires

parallel to each other in the same line-A being at different

distances from B and C. Perhaps more coils in the most distant

one would render it sensible enough.

13959. It will be important to ascertain that the time of the com-

mencement of the current has no relation to its strength; i.e. that

if C be at one time a single wire and at another time have many

convolution[s], that makes no difference on the time as regards

propagation of the magnetic force from the source of power A.

1 3960. Or suppose, as in the next page that A is a short electro-

magnet, its core being very soft iron, and that B and C are the

two inducteous wires; then on making A active by a battery,

a commutator might be introduced into the circuit that would

change the polarity of A very quickly and so perhaps with a

sharpness enough (1395 1) to give a difference of time evident

at B and C.

13961. Or A might be a helix without soft iron.

13962. It might be useful to apply such a commutator to the

source of power current in the former experiment (13955).

13963. All the apparatus ought to be perfect in action, for the

effect sought for must be one soon swallowed up by irregularities

or deficiencies of action. It is the first movement of the galvano-

meters that is to be sought for and not the amount of deflection.

They may perhaps require to be close together for more careful

comparison in the time. They may perhaps require to be

sheltered from the external or acting magnets and currents, and

could be so sheltered by iron chambers about them.

13964. If an effect of time should be by any possibility observed,

then we should have to proceed to investigate the effect of media

introduced into the space traversed by the Magnetic force. For

media may differ in several points and from several causes. Some

‘ I.e. in the diagram.

.A
* [13958]
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allow the formation of Electric currents in them and some do not.

Some are paramagnetic and others diamagnetic.

13965. In regard to the question, are lines of force around a wire

carrying an electric current displacable as those issuing from the

poles of a magnet are, it may be assumed that they are. But it

does not appear that a current has any lines of force about it

except those it excites in the surrounding media. A helix excites

a certain sphondyloid ofpower in the air-or in space or in water

-

or mercury. If iron be in it as a core, more is excited in it than

in the air core, but the lines are all closed curves and the sphondy-

loid contains more power than when air was in place of the iron.

Or if bismuth be introduced, the Electric current excites fewer

lines of force in it and the whole sphondyloid contains a less

amount than in air alone.

13966. Hence the action of the bismuth in the phenomena with

Weber’s apparatus as shewn to me by Tyndall last Tuesday (the

14th). I shall like to know what kind of likeness and of difference

there is between bismuth on the one hand and Phosphorus or

heavy glass on the other.

13967. If a prism of amorphous bismuth should give the same

ratio for change of power at different temperatures as that given

by a cube or sphere of bismuth cut out of a crystal, then it will

shew that the changes in the force in the axial direction are the

same proportionately as the changes in the equatorial direction;

i.e. that there is but one bismuth ratio and that it is the same for

the force in the axial direction of a crystal or the equatorial

direction— or for amorphous bismuth.

13968. Only— this should happen in a zero medium alone— for

if the bismuth were in a medium equidistant between the axial

and equatorial force and not changing by heat with it (13937-41),
then heat ought to make the force in both directions less dia-

magnetic, which, if the medium changed not, would make the

axial force more paramagnetic in relation to it than before and

the equatorial force less paramagnetic, and the latter would at

last pass the medium in character and also become paramagnetic

in relation to it.
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13969. If substances could thus pass each other (13939), can they

also by heat pass the magnetic character of space? If they cannot

pass each other, they form a series constant in order at all tempera-

tures,

13970. If they can pass each other, and not space-then space

alone and space occupied by matter differ.

13971. If they can pass space as well as matter, abundance of new

thoughts will arise.

18 AUG. 1855.

13972. When a large bath is employed (13660), being well

cloathed, almost all the cooling is from the top, and the mass

below is cooled by convection currents, which sadly disturb the

object under examination. Now a smaller trough cooling more

rapidly would have less mass of liquid to move, but the currents

would be more rapid and therefore bad. A very small trough

exceedingly well cloathed, so as to be as long in cooling as the

larger trough, would give the fewest and weakest currents. Is not

a closed protecting cylinder of copper such a small trough, heated

and cooled by a large outer regulating bath? Is not this the right

principle- especially with hot baths of oil?

23 AUG. 1855.

13973. Have attached various substances to suspenders so as to

allow of their being put on to the torsion balance and tried for

power between the poles of the Logeman Magnet (13806, 9). The

torsion wire is the fine silver wire (13807), the pole pieces are

the square masses with flat ends (13594). These were brought up

to the sides of a copper cell and were then 1*14 inches apart. Such

is the power, the torsion force, etc. -all the trials being made in

the air and of a rough character only.

13974. The sphere of calcareous spar (13593) which was tried

before with a silk suspender (13^1, 2), was now hung up, it

being held by fine copper wire going over it in four places. The

optic axis was horizontal. The upsetting points could scarcely

be distinguished, and not more than a few degrees of torsion

could be perceived as due to set between them. So the wire will

not do-must use the silk (14123).
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13975. Bismuth compressed in one direction. A piece-a single

piece- 0*5 of an inch high and 0*36 of an inch square, is suspended

so that the line of compression is in the horizontal direction; the

suspending copper wire goes once round it in a vertical plane

and the axial line of pointing is transverse to this plane. The piece

weighs 128*5 grains. The upsetting points were easily distin-

guished and very good. The whole torsion force between them

was about 280°-and abstracting 90° or 100° for angular difference

of the upsetting points-we have 180° or 190° for measurement.

This is quite sufficient.

13976. Crystal of Carbonate of iron. A good rliomboid was

selected and the faces a^ a, terminating the optic axis, being con-

verted into planes perpendicular to that axis, the linear angles

by b^ were then replaced by grinding so as to give faces per-

pendicular to those on a, j, thus forming a rough quadrangular

prism. This prism was made octagonal by removing the solid

angles formed by the four artificial planes, and was then suspended

at c by the fine copper wire going once round it in a vertical and

once in a horizontal direction. The height of the crystal from

point to point is 0*6 of an inch- the average horizontal width is

0*37 of an inch and the weight 47*5 grains. When in place, the

short axis of the crystal (the optic axis), which is in the plane of

the vertical suspending loop, sets in the axis of the magnetic

field.

13977. The set of this crystal was far too powerful for this

suspension wire and these intervals -it would give the wire an

unmanageable set. So put the pole pieces back until they were

as open as the limbs of the magnet, and then the interval was 4-7

inches. The torsion between the upsetting points was now roughly

620°, which minus 90° gives 530° about of force; this is abundantly

enough for this wire and specimen.

13978. One might use another and thicker torsion wire, as that

probably required for iron, nickel, and cobalt (13990). One

might also take off part of die power of the magnet by a cross

piece of iron on it; but as the coercitive force of that iron might

give way more or less, it would cause irregularity in the amount

of magnetic force in the field.

13979. Red ferro pruss. potassa. The crystal points best when
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the plane passing through the axis of the crystal and the two
obtuse linear angles is vertical— that plane takes up the equatorial

position, and the line perpendicular to it is that which coincides

with the magnetic axis of the field and there is the most paramag-

netic line in the crystal. Selected a crystal and ground off the

two ends on sand paper until its length was 0*54 of an inch— then
removed the two acute linear angles of the piece until the bredth was
0*48 of an inch, suspended it with the obtuse linear angles hori-

zontal and therefore the chief lines of force horizontal (the height

0*46), by the fine copper wire passing once round it in the plane

of the chief magnetic line of force. The weight of the crystal was

32*5 gr.

13980. When in place, this crystal pointed very well and gave

good upsetting points. The whole motion of the torsion index

was 375°, which when minus the angle of upsetting points, will

leave plenty for measurement, so that the wire will do.

13981. I turned the pole pieces round (13594, 973), their points

being at the same distance as the planes were before. The power

was not so much as before, the whole motion of the torsion index

being about 250°, or only frds of the former. This is a good
result and ought to be the case. The upsetting points were very

clear, but were very far apart, 130® or 140^ about: what they will

be with the square ends I have not yet ascertained. It will be

interesting to note and consider the difference.

13982. Pliicker says this salt is decidedly paramagnetic. I and

he had said it was diamagnetic, so it must be near to Zero; and

being highly magnecrystallic, it ought to be easy to find a medium
in which it should be paramagnetic in one direction and dia-

magnetic in another.

13983. Replaced tlie pole pieces with flat ends against the

measuring copper trough (13973) and proceeded to try heavy

glass, amorphous bismuth and phosphorus.

13984. A square prism of heavy glass o*6 of an inch long, 0*26

deep and about 0*12 in thickness was suspended with its length

and thickness horizontal by the fine copper wire passing once

round it. When in the magnetic field, I was scarcely able to dis-

tinguish any upsetting points, so little is the power of the dia-

magnetic set. Turned the pole pieces round so as to have the points
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at the interval, and therefore a variable field of force. Even then,

the set not sensible. So this wire will not do and I must use a

silk fibre.

13985. Prism of amorphous or rather granular bismuth— \tngfci

0*55 of an inch—depth 0-3— thickness 0*12, suspended by copper

wire with the length and thickness vertical. It was more sensible

than the heavy glass but not enough; there were only a few degrees

of torsion above that of the upsetting angle and this wire will not

do with such opening. The pointed poles better than the flat faced

poles— the upsetting points were then nearly 180° apart, i.e.

reckoned on the same side of the magnetic axis. Of course, they

came very nearly up to the plane of the magnetic axis and were a

very little way apart across it.

13986. Prism ofphosphorus-zbout the same size as the bismuth

(13985)— its action not sensible with this torsion wire and in-

tervals.

13986 Now proceeded to try some very paramagnetic sub-

stances, expecting that this wire would be quite unfit to work
with them. Put the pole pieces back as far as possible, leaving

the large interval between of 4*7 inches (13977).

13987. Iron, A small copper cube, 0-25 of an inch in the side,

was suspended as the object—a fine hole was made through it in

a horizontal direction from the middle of one face to the middle

of the opposite. A piece of annealed iron wire, o-oi66 of an inch

in diameter and 0*25 in length, was placed in this hole. When in

the magnetic field, the set of this cube was such that two revolu-

tions of the torsion index caused scarcely a sensible displacement.

Reduced the iron wire to o* i in length ; even then, three revolutions

of the torsion index did not take the cube far from its normal

position. Reduced the length of the wire to 0*05 of an inch, and

now it requires 3^ revolutions of the torsion index from one

upsetting point to the other: this is too much for this torsion wire.

13988. I took away the pole pieces altogether, which is equivalent

to a certain withdrawal of the magnet; and then the torsion was

more manageable, requiring two revolutions and 120° from point

to point.

13989. One might have a thinner wire, but the question is

whether lessening the diameter or shortening the length is the
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best expedient to obtain a manageable mass. One has to consider

the liability to magnetic charge of the body and in that respect

perhaps a short thick piece might be best.

13990. However, probably use the thicker platinum wire for

these paramagnetic bodies.

1399 1. NkkeL I have a small disc of the pure metal about the

size given^—was quite unmanageable, flying to this and that side

inevitably. Must have a very small piece and load it with copper.

13992. Cohalt— I have a prism about this size^-just as the

nickel-far too powerful.

13993. In respect of the Galvanometers before thought of for

the investigation of time (13954), their indication might be made
more nearly instantaneous by converting the upper needle into

a reflector. Thus suppose the needle n a piece of square and

polished steel, suspend[ed] as shewn by s- and suppose Ia luminous

object sending a ray from the reflecting surface to the eye at e.

With the least motion of the needle round the axis the object /

would pass out of the reflector at one end or the other according

to the direction of motion, and the more rapidly as the object I

is at a greater distance. I think that two needles, starting into

motion at differences of time so small as not to be observable

by the eye looking at the needles themselves, would easily give

a sensible difference by looking at these reflected images. For

still greater delicacy, it is possible that Wheatstone’s or Foucault’s

revolving mirrors could be combined with this kind of observa-

tion. A distant Voltaic or lime light might be used- or the light

of the sun. A round needle would not do, for then different parts

of the convexity reflect at different positions, and the image seems

only slowly to leave its place because it appears on different parts

of die reflecting surface.

25 AUG. 1855.

13994. The Garb, iron crystal (13976) varnished with white hard

varnish and hung up in the warm air cupboard to dry.

13995* The red ferro pruss. pot. crystal (13979) varnished in

like manner and put to dry. Three or four other crystals, with

^ Reduced to
|

scale.
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copper wire holders attached to them, were varnished in like

manner and put to dry.

13996. Tried the force of pieces of iron^ nickel and cobalt with

the present fine silver torsion wire, the pole pieces of the magnet

being open to the full extent of 4*7 inches as before (13986I).

13997* A thinner wire than the former (13987), being jo

or 0*011 of an inch in diameter, was annealed and employed, a

piece about o*i of an inch in length being put into the copper

cube as before (13987). It required about 7 revolutions of the

torsion index to carry it from one upsetting point to the other

(14072). The cube, iron and its wire and loop weighed 46 grains.

13998. Nickel. A cube of copper 0*25 of an inch in the side

was suspended as in the former case by the fine copper wire.

A piece of pure Nickel (13991), sawn off from the former piece

by a copper plate and emery, was attached to the cube by soft

cement; the nickel was about 0*1 or 0*09 of an inch in length

and about 0*036 square. It pointed with such force as to require

about 8 revolutions of the torsion index to carry it from one

upsetting point to the other.

13999* Cobalt. A like copper cube had a piece of pure cobalt

(13992) attached to it:- it was about 0*12 of an inch long and 0*14

of an inch square. It was far too strong for the wire; 5 revolutions

of the torsion index did not displace the piece much. A smaller

piece, about o*o8 of an inch long and 0*027 square, required nearly

6 revolutions from one upsetting point to the other. This piece

will do.

14000. It will be best to use the platinum torsion wire ( )

for these metals:— the pieces here referred to will do, and if the

torsion indication is not enough, it can be increased by bringing

the pole pieces nearer together.

28 AUG. 1855.

14001. One of the varnished crystals of red ferro pruss. pot.

(13995), being hung up in water, dissolved away fast—a stream of

solution descended from it and in a little while only the varnish

was left, forming a beautiful cast of the crystal; it broke on lifting

it out, not being able to contain the weight of water within it.

The varnish seemed as porous as a sieve. The red ferro pruss. is
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soluble in the spirit of the varnish, as was seen at the time of

varnishing—perhaps that is the reason they are now so porous.

Revamished the remaining crystals and hung them up in the

warm air cupboard to dry.

14002. Ground off the ends and side edges of two crystals of red

ferro prussiate— attached wires to them—dipped them into white

hard varnish and hung them up to dry.

14003. Crystals of red ferro pruss. potash are insoluble and un-

affected in camphine and also in olive oil.

14004. Wished to obtain a medium, and a crystal which, being

in it, should be attracted bodily in one position and repelled in

another. Worked first with the Tourmaline (13821, 2, 3). So
constructed a torsion balance suspended by four fibres of Cocoon
silk and having a lever of which the arms were about 2 inches

long. By using the copperfoil suspender (13808) and copper foil

edges at the ends of the lever arms, it was easy to have the crystal

so that its axis should be either in one horizontal direction or the

other.

14005. The tourmaline in air. Whether the Crystal axis was
coincident to the magnetic axis or transverse to it, the tourmaline

was attracted'., but I think the attraction was distinctly the strongest

when the Crystal axis was transverse— the transverse position is

that which is taken up by magnecrystallic action when the crystal

is free to move in any direction.

14006. The tourmaline in a saturated solution of proto sulphate

ofiron. Whether the crystal axis was coincident with or transverse

to the magnetic axis, the tourmaline was attracted, but not so

strongly in the first case as in the second. This solution of iron

therefore does not supply the case I want, being less magnetic

than the tourmaline in any position.

14007. The tourmaline in Water. As expected-the tourmaline

more attracted than in the ferrugineous solution, or as I think in

air. It was most attracted when its axis was equatorial or trans-

verse.

14008. As a whole, the tourmaline was most attracted in the

water and least in the iron solution. But when in the same medium,
always attracted most when its axis was equatorial.

14009*. The magnet employed was our large cylinder Electro

* [14009] , C. L
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magnet, excited when needed by 10 pr. of Grove’s plates. The
end of the core was terminated by an iron cone, so as to give a

field of magnetic power rapidly diminishing in strength.

14010. Redferro pruss. potash. I have ground off the ends and

acute linear angles of a crystal of this salt, and suspended it by a

copper wire as before (13979); then worked with it as just now
with the tourmaline (14005), When in air, this crystal was
attracted, whether its axis (which points equatorially) was coinci-

dent with or transverse to the magnetic axis. So it is magnetic,

as Pliicker says; and it is no use trying it in Camphine since there

it must appear more magnetic than in air.

1401 1. Put the crystal into a saturated solution of proto sulphate

of iron; it immediately became invested with a thin transparent

film of Prussian blue, not visible by its own colour but by its

effect, for no solution of the red ferro prussiate descended or

ascended into the iron solution, nor was any change produced

in the latter. But a solution of the red ferro prussiate formed

around the crystal slowly, between it and the inclosing film of

Prussian blue. It had the proper yellow colour and contained no

Prussian blue; the whole of the latter substance which was formed

was in the film itself. This film had much osmotic action and the

quantity of water which could pass through it to dissolve the

crystal is probably very considerable.

1401 2. On making quick observations with the crystal (thus self

protected to a considerable degree), I found that whether the

Crystal axis were coincident with or transverse to the magnetic

axis, still it was repelled. So here I shall, by the use of water, be

able to obtain a medium corresponding to. the mean power of the

crystal-and then it ought to be attracted when Crystal axis

transverse and repelled when coincident with the Magnetic axis.

14013. One vol. Sat. solution of sul. Iron and two vols. of water

mingled and employed as the medium. The crystal wiped dry

and then introduced into this solution. The film formed as before,

but the surrounding solution of the salt formed more rapidly than

in the former case.

14014. At first the Crystal axis coincided with the magnetic axis

and there was attraction. When the Crystal axis was transverse,

I could not be sure of the movements, for the solution of the
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crystal had increased and was dripping down through the solu-

tion. The attraction ought to be stronger in this position and

therefore a weaker solution will be required.

1401 5. Have varnished some crystals (14002) in hopes that they,

by the aid of the prussian blue, will do (14026).

14016. A piece of granular bismuth on this torsion balance

(14004) in melted phosphorus, under the power of this magnet

(14009). I could not. decide whether the metal was paramagnetic

or diamagnetic in relation to the phosphorus. They must be near

together.

14017. As media. Water and bisulphide of carbon are nearly alike

in diamagnetic power. Olive oil is less diamagnetic than either.

14018. Experimented in relation to the equality of the differential

Magnecrystallic force, whatever the medium around the crystal,

and first worked with the Carl, iron (13976, 94), having the

Logeman Magnet in use as before and the pole pieces wide apart

(13977). Observed generally as in the former cases ( ).

14019. Crystal of Carb, iron in air. The torsion to the right was
266— that to the left was 277. The whole torsion between the up-

setting points was 543. The observations were carefully made.

14020. Carb. iron crystal in Water. The right torsion was 265

the left torsion 277. The whole torsion between the upsetting

points 542.

14021. Carb. iron crystal in sat. solution proto sulphate ofiron. The
right torsion was 265:-the left torsion 277: -the whole tor-

sion 542.

14022. In all these cases therefore, the torsion was alike, being

543, 542, 542—notwithstanding the difference in the magnetic

character of the surrounding media. It was not considered neces-

sary to ascertain the angle between the upsetting points, as the

correction for its amount would have made no difference in the

equality of the corrected results.

14023 . Redferro pruss. potassa. The varnished crystal (13995, 79)
was subjected to the action of the Logeman, within a copper

trough about an inch in diameter, up to which the pole pieces

were brought as on former occasions. When Air surrounded the

crystal, the right torsion was 126—and the left torsion 188—the
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whole torsion between the upsetting points being 314, including

the upsetting angle. Then Camphine was poured into the copper

trough, and now the right torsion was 126 and the left torsion

190-the whole torsion being 316, or the same as before. So

what is true of Carbonate of iron and other magnecrystals is true

of this crystal also. The differential force is not disturbed by

variation of the medium.

14024. If the paramagnetic force of the medium round the crystal

were very greatly increased, the differential magnecrystallic force

of the crystal ought to be greater, for the effect would be as if a

stronger magnet were employed. But if the medium spread every

where else, as well as around the crystal, then this increase should

disappear again, because the concentration of force near the crystal

would now be removed and the power be uniform, or rather as

at first.

14025. I have had two new copper troughs made, one hard

soldered for hot oil, the other soft soldered for hot water. They

are about 1*15 inches wide, 3*5 inches long and 7 inches deep-

each has a small stop cock at the bottom and each is to have a

cloathing of double flannel. I have also two protecting copper

cylinders for them, closed at the bottoms.

30 AUG. 1855.

14026. The Varnished crystals of red ferro prussiate were not

protected (1401 5), for both those with one and with two coats

of varnish suffered when put into sol. of Sulphate of iron. The

solution formed within the encasing squeezed out through various

apertures, in strings ascending and descending, but not issuing

laterally; these formed flexible bags or tubes encased in films of

Prussian blue, and the solution continually forming about the

crystals expanded into them. When a crystal is suspended in

dilute solution of sul. Iron, i vol. Sat. sol. -f 3
vols. water, the

solution of red ferro prussiate which forms round the crystal is

heavier than the solution of Iron, and at last the bag of it becomes

so heavy that it falls off, or may be cut off by a wire, and sinks.

After that endosmose goes on through the film of prussian blue;

water only enters and dilutes the solution, and it soon becomes so

light as to float in the solution in which it sank before. The effect
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is very curious; and hence the ascending and the descending

streams or long bags of solution spoken of above.

14027. The former glasses (1401 1-3) had been left to see what

the action would be:-it had go[ne] on to an end and now only

clots of Prussian blue in a liquid were left.

14028. Renewed the expts. with crystals and Solution of sul. Iron

(1401 1-5), using a varnished crystal and a medium consisting of

I vol. Sat. sol. sul. iron,
3
vols. of water and a few drops of dilute

Sulc. acid. As said (14026), the crystal was not protected by the

varnish. It seemed to be nearly indifferent in the solution when

with Crystal axis coincident with magnetic axis-but the air of

the place affected the torsion balance and I must have that within

a jar. Use also the great horse shoe magnet.

14029. Dipped some crystals in melted wax. Some in suddenly-

others kept in until as warm as the melted wax. One of these in

water was some time before it shewed any appearance of solution

formation. I think this expedient will do. The crystals were of

course the red ferro pruss. potassa (1405 1).

14030. Exptd. at low temperatures with the present fine silver

torsion wire (13736) and the square pole faces against the trough,

used as in the former cases. The trough was
3
inches deep, 4 inches

long and ri inches broad inside, and was cloathed in double

flannel. A tight copper cylinder to contain the medium for the

object was there, which was 27 deep and ro^ inches in diameter.

This trough and magnet pieces, being once adjusted, was not

again disturbed whilst the experiments on the Tourmaline and

bismuth crystal continued, that the power might be constant.

When required for low temperatures, an excellent freezing mix-

ture was put into the trough- the copper cylinder, containing

cooled saturated brine, was put into its place and the object

suspended in it. After a little practice, I found it easy to make a

good observation at low temperatures. With each object a fresh

cold mixture was used-but the same cylinder brine. Began first

with the cylinder brine at common temperatures.

14031. Bismuth crystal (13592, 898). Temp. 69° F.

Right torsion 146) torsion

U249- fof upsetting angle (13900)= 144 at 69° F.

left torsion
103J

FDVI 29
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14032. Tourmaline crystal (13691, 828). Temperature 69° F.

Right torsion 330.

Left „ 673!

temp. 69°*4 F.

328

j
1003 - 90 =

1001 - 90 =

999-90 =

torsion fee.

913 at 69°

911

909

Right

left „ 6yJ

14033. Now employed the cold mixture and brine (14030).

Tourmaline
|
right torsion 409 temp. 4°'| 1161 average temp. 7° F.

90

I
left „ 752 „ io°J 1071 torsion at 7° F.

Mixed up salt, ice, etc. and observed again.

left torsion 757 temp. 10° 1 1152 average temp. 11° F.

[ 9^
right „ 395 temp. 12°; 1062 torsion at temp. 11° F.

A fresh freezing mixture used and the bismuth crystal (14031)

temp. 4° F.

14034.

Bismuth right torsion 145 .

269 temp. 5° F.-105 =
left „

0
124 temp. 5

269 „ -105 =
right „

]

270 77 -105 =
left „ 125 temp. 5°^^

164 temp. 5°

164 „

165 „

14035. The angle between the upsetting points is for the bismuth

105° (13900) and for the tourmaline 90° (13824). So the results are

14036.

temp.

^ torsion

156 -41°

143 -64°*

8

1385-5-79°

(13898-902)

Bismuth crystal (14031, 4)
5° F. torsion =164
77 77 77 1^4

77 77 77 1^55

,7 7, 144
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Tourmaline (14032, 3)
temp. 7° F. torsion = 1071 -i- 3 = 357 —371*4—390

11° „ = 1062 354 -368 -386*3

„ = 913 304*3-316*2-332

„ == 911 303*6-315*4-331*2

„ = 909 303 -315 -331

14037. Comparing the former bismuth results (13898-902) with

those of to-day, the latter are the highest^ for temp. 69° gives

144 torsion, whereas before, the lower temperature of 64°*8 gave

only 143 torsion:— this is probably due to the poles being a little

closer together to-day than on the former occasion. Had better

lay these numbers down as a curve by the side of the former

(13875,98).

14038. Comparing the former tourmaline results (13887) with

those of to-day, the former are the highest^ judging by the effects

at 69° F., for then they were 948 torsion and to-day 913. The
difference I believe to be due to a like cause acting in the contrary

direction. Lay these results down as a curve by the side of the

former.

14039. Crystal ofCarh, iron (13976, 7, 8) at temperatures between
4*^ and 66° F. Arranged the pole pieces wide apart (13977), with

wooden blocks between them and the trough so as to keep all

undisturbable when once arranged. Then worked for common
temperature effects first, the crystal being as before in the brine.

Temp. 66° F.

Right torsion 183'j

- 680 - 96 = 584 at temp. 66° F. or -r 2 = 292.

Left „ 497J

Altered the Zero so as to place it nearly intermediate.

Right torsion 344!
[- 680 [j/c]— temp. 66° F.

Left „ 337J

14040. Now applied the cold brine and bath as before (14030).

Temp. 4° F.

69°

torsion

1022-39° „
948—69°

(13887) »

29-2
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o
Right torsion 429

Left „ 420

Right „ 427

Left „ 418

}
849

j
847

}
845

96 = 753 at temp. 4° F. or -r 2 = 376‘5.

,9 ,,751 » 99 99 375*5

99 99 749 at temp. 5° F. „ 374-5

14041. Very Good results. I must ascertain the upsetting angle

of this crystal. The effect of temperature very considerable.

14042. The upsetting angle of the Garb, of iron is 96° (14067).

The series further on (14068, etc.) will not join on badly to these

results, for though the power is there a little less (622 in air at 62°

and here 680 at 66°) because of a little difference in the width of

the blocks, still the difference is small. Being here 849 at 4°

(uncorrected for angle), it is there 340 for 293°. When corrected,

the latter is not one third of the former, the numbers being 753
and 244 for torsion force.

14043. Proceeded to heat experiments with this torsion wire

(14030) and an oil bath. Employed the bath described (14025), up
to the sides ofwhich the square faces ofthe pole pieces were brought

(14030). A flannel covering without a jacket is on the trough,

so that the bottom part can be pushed up, the trough bottom be

protected by a sheet of copper with a square hole in it and then

a lamp be applied to heat the trough and its contents. The copper

cylinder has no hole in it, so that it is the medium cell and the

trough is a bath (oil) for it. Olive oil was put into the medium
cylinder and also into the bath trough and the Compressed bismuth

(13975) was first attached to the torsion balance and observed at

common temperatures and afterwards at higher temperatures.

The upsetting points, though manifest enough, were not very

definite and whilst adding more torsion, the crystal hung to its

position, not turning over at once. This is probably due to the

difference that must exist in a piece of matter so pressed. It cannot

be like a crystal, i.e. every part cannot be equal in condition, and

the part that is laterally outside cannot be under the same con-

ditions of pressure as a part in the middle. The observations are

somewhat confused by this indefiniteness in the upsetting points,

but I did the best that I could. The arc between them may be

taken experimentally as about 109°.
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14044.

At

away at

temp, was -right 1461

left 120J

= 266 - 109
= 157 at 70

3^ 8' placed the small spirit lamp under the trough- then at temp, of 70°

3.12 temp, was

3.24

3.30

3.46

4.0

temp.

i26°-for the oil heats fast enough-lamp away

then right 142'!

249 - 109 =
116° left 107,

160° right 130'

154° left 98,

200° right 126'

188° left 97-

= 228 - 109
=

= 223 - 109
=

218° right i2o\

204° left

20\

91}
= ”’- 109 =

140 at 121 average

. . . lamp on again-away

temp. i62°-currents

1 19 at 157° average

. . . lamp again at 3^ 38'

114 at 194 average

. . .at3*54lampon-away

currents-currents

106 at 211° average

14045. Considered these results as suffi-

cient for the piece ofcompressed bismuth.

The results stand as in the margin, and ^

shew that here as before power is lost as

the temperature rises. Must lay them

down as a curve.

14046. Now removed the piece of compressed bismuth, and

placed the crystal of bismuth (13592, 4031) on the balance, and

went on still to raise the temperature-but the currents that occur

are a serious hindrance to correct observation.

[At 70° torsion is 157

1

121°
» » MO

157° » » 1 19

194°
5, » 1 16

211°
„ „ 106

at 4
h 27m temp.

4-29 »

4-30 »

4-32 „

4-33 »

4-34 »

4-35 »

4*36

202° -right I20x

1 = 22|| - 105 120 at temp. 209

216° -left IO5I

[
= 218- „

= ”3 »
221°

225°*-right II 3
{

\= 214 - „ = 109 „ » 231°

236° -left lOK

[
= 211- „

= io6 „ 240°

2-45? -right iioj

[
= 204- „

=
99 » >» 2J0°

234 -left 94 <

H 201 - „
=

9^ » 259® currents

263 } -right io7<

U202- „ =
97 „ 268

272 -left 95 <

[
= 198- „ =

93 » » 276° torsion

280 -right 103-'

Numbers in italics are in pencil in the MS.

COMPRESSED

BISMUTH
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14047.
temp. 2^0 -right 103].

f
= 198- 105 = 93 at temp. 284

„ 288® —left 9S<
^ = 197- »>

=
9^ » » 285

4.40 the lamp flame was made small
1

so as tc allow slow cooling and now

>» 2S2 -right 102/

\
- 187- „ = 82 „ ,

279°

4.44 >» 275° -left

1 = 187- » = 82 „ ,
272°

-right 102^
U185- = 80 „ ,

265°

4-47 » 261° —left 83 <
1 = 186- = 81 » ,

258°

j) 254 -right 103]
1 = 194- » = 89 » ,

251°

4.50 247° —left 9 i<

> = 198 - ))
= 93 » ,

245°

» 245 -right I07<

J-

= 202 - » = 97 „ ,
240°

4.52 »> 237° —left 95 {
} = 202 - yy

= 97 » ,
235°

2J2 -right loy-;

V = 205 - yy
= 100 „ ,

230°

4-55 228° —left 98
{
y
= 210-

yy
= 105 » ,

225°

222 -right II2{
V= 222-

yy
= 117 „ ,

219°

4-59 „ 216° —left iio{

Y = 222 - „ = ”7 » ,
215°

» -right I12{

Y = 210- = *05 „ ,
212°

5-1 » 211° -left 98{
V = 212-

yy
= 107 „ ,

209°

5-3 206 -right 114^

y
= 218 - „ =

; 108 \sic]. 204°

5-4 ,y
201° —left 104^

|- = 221 - yy
= 116 „ ,

199°

5-5 -right Ii7<

\
= 224- yy

= ”9 », > 197°

5-7 »> 195° —left I07<
1 = 224 - yy

= “9 ,> > 193°

5-9 -right 117]
U223- yy

= 118 „ ,
190°

5.10 188° -left io6i

1 = 226- „ = 121 „ ,
186° lamp quite

»> 184 -right I20;( away
1 = 225 - yy

= 120 „ ,
183°

5*13 » 181° -left

y = 224 - yy
= 119 » ,

180°

»» 178 -right 119^

y
= 224- yy

= ”9 » » 177°

5.16 »> 175° —left 1053
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5.16 temp. 175° —left »o5]|
= 233 - 105 = 128 at temp. 173°

5.20 —right i28<
= 241- ,, 136 „ „ i6f

5.22 » 158° -left
= 239- »

—
134 ,, ,,

156°

iS4 -right 126/
= 238- „ 133 » » 152°

5.26 » 150° -left
= 243 - » 138 „ » 149°

5.32 147 -right

—left

= 242- „ = 137 ,, » 141°

5-34 134° ",
= 247- » 142 „ „ 133°

5-35 » 13^ -right 136)
= 250- „

_
145 » » 131°

5*37 >>
130° -left 114^

5-45

5.48 >>

120
117°

-right
—left

i35\

121J
= 256- „ 119°

6.2

6.4
>>

»

105°

103

-right
—left

I37\

128J
= 265 - „ = 160 „ „ 104°

6.27

6.30
))

>» 91

—right
-left

I42\

138/
- 280 - „ 175 „ » 9

^°

14048. As the angle between the upsetting points for this bismuth

crystal is 105° (13900), the above have been corrected by that

quantity.

4 SEPTR. 1855.

14049. The waxed crystal (14029) of red ferro prussiate which

had been left in water— all the salt was now dissolved out.

14050. One of the crystals waxed a few days ago (14029) was

put into a solution of proto sulphate ofiron-prussian blue formed

at once at the edges of the crystal and not at the faces, so that the

form of the crystal was beautifully marked out. By degrees, fluid,

i.e. water, entered here, solution was formed, rising tubes of

P. Blue were produced from all parts of the edges ;
and these rose

to the surface of the iron solution and served to carry up the new
solution of the salt continually forming. All was very beautiful

and interesting. There was perfect preservation of the crystal on

the planes (14062).

1405 1. Fresh crystals of Red ferro pruss. pot. Dipped some into

melted wax until they were as warm as the wax—took them out
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and let them cool; then with a camel hair brush and melted wax,

touched the linear edges of the crystals. This touching is a clumsy

process—dipping the edges would be better.

14052. The tourmaline (13691) compared in different media

(13693-700). The magnet and pole pieces and trough were just

as left at the end of the experiment (14047), the copper cylinder

being employed to contain the medium surrounding the tourma-

line. The torsion is still measured by the fine silver wire (13736).

The temperature was 65° F.

Tourmaline in Air

right torsion

left torsion 543/
1079

Tourmaline in Alcohol

right torsion

left torsion
534 \
547J

1081

Tourmaline in Water

right torsion

left torsion

53^1

546/
1082

Tourmaline in Sat. solution proto sul. iron

Rjght torsion 534)
left torsion 547;

Tourmaline in Olive oil

Right torsion 535| 1085
Left torsion 550;

14053. The motion in cold oil is very slow, and so, much care

is required in ascertaining the upsetting points. If time and care

be taken, the viscidity of the medium and the time enables one

to go to the extreme force required before the upset takes place.

In air it is the reverse, for it is hardly possible to prevent some

trace of vibration or swing in the crystal, and so it is often swung

up to and beyond the upsetting point, and so passes it too soon.

The result is as follows

:

14054. Tourmaline crystal in Air— 1079 torsion force between up-

Alcohol— 1081 setting pts.

Water— 1082

Sol. Sul. Iron— 1081

Oil— 1085

so that the force required may be considered as the same for all
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the media. The angle between the upsetting points has not been

abstracted, inasmuch as that would make no difference in the

result ( ). This angle is 90° (13824).

14055. Tourmaline (13691) at different temperatures in hot oil,

the arrangement the same as that on the 30th Ult. (14043), and

gives torsion 994 at temp. 65° F.

F.

at 40m temp. 65° spirit lamp put under the oil trough

1.50 „ i 20°-right
I

498 ..
I

torsion 3 =

i 36°-left 494
^

i70°-right 45

2

^

i77°-left 45o|

i95°-right 428
^

i99®-left 43 5
1

220°-right 405

1

226°-left 420 *'

228°-

992-90 =
torsion 3 =
902 at temp, i;

946 „ = 856 „ „ r

902 „ = 812 „ „ I-

878
* = 788 „ „

*11

863 „ = 773 » n 1 '

.

840 „ = 750 „ n 2 '

825 „ =
735 » >»

2

-temp. 148° at ih 56^

-temp. 203 at 2^ i4in

209® 250

223° 245

14056. Tourmaline in hot oil Fine silver torsion wire,

at
I

2.35 temp. I 268°-right I 363 ..
j

torsion -r 3
=

274°-left 373{
280°— v

29i°-right 355
|

286°-left 363/
285°- I

284°-right 353
I

284°-left 364/

276°—right 360
^

274°—left 37oi

274°-right 363
^

274°-left 364
^

274°-right 364
I

270
°-left 364

^

267°-right 366^

-90 = 646 at temp. 271 ° F. 2 i 5’3

- 638 „

= 633 „

= 631 „

= 627 „

= 634 „

= 640 „

= 643 „

= 637 „

= 638 „

- 638 „

= 640 „

282° 212-6

. . spirit flame reduced

289° 21

1

285 ° 210*3

284° 200

. . oil added at the top

280° 211*3

275
° 213-3

274° 214-3

274° 212-3

274° 212-6

272° 212*6

269° 213*3

. . oil added above
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3.1 1 temp.

3-13 »

3-15 „

3.18

3.20 „

3.22 „

3-24 »

3.26

3-27 ,,

3-29

3-34 „

3-36 „

3-38 »

3-39 »

3-44 »

3-46 „

3*48 „

3-50

3-55

3-57 »

3

-

59

3.60 „

4.2 „

4

-

4 „

4.6 „

4-7 „

4.8 „

4-9 »

4 SEPTR. 1855.

267®-right 3<56]-|

26o°~left 375=1

252°-right 367j

25o°-left
375-j

248°—right 370J

244°— left

384I

240°-right 375<

239°- left

384I

238°-right 387

237°-left SSij

230°--right 39o|

229°-left 390/

228°-right 398|

228°-left 395/

222°—right 394/

222°-left
397|

223°—right 400J

224"~left 398|

219°—right 398|

216°- left 405

1

207°-right 403

1

203°-left
415I

i94®-right
404I

i88°-left 420<

i8o°-right
417I

i76°-left 428

1

172®- right
419I

i68°~left 440-1

= 741-90 =

torsion 4- 3

651 at temp. 264° F. 217

742 >»
= 652 „ 256® 2173

742 = 652 „ » 251® 2173

745 655 » 249^^ 2i8*3

oil added above

754 » = 664 „ 5>
246® 221-3

759 669 „ a 242° 223

759 »> 669 „ 240° 223

vessel appears to leak out oil

771 681 „ jj 239 227

769 = 679 ,, » 238® 226-3

oil added above

772 »>
= 682 „ a 234° 227-3

780 = 690 „ ii
230° 230

788 = 698 „ » 229° 232-6

793 » =
703 ,, a 228° 234‘3

oil added above

789 » = 699 » a 225® 233

791 = 701 „ a 222® 233-6

797 » = 707 » » 222® 235-6

. lamp flame increases

798 » = 708 „ » 223° 236
. lamp put out

796 = 706 „ ti
222® 235-3

803 >?
= 713 » a 218° 237

808 718 „ i >
212° 239-3

818 )>
= 728 „ ’>

205® 242-6

oil added above

819 » = 729 » »>
199° 243

824 it 734 » » 191° 244-6

837 » =
747 » 184° 249

845 >»
=

755 » 178® 252-6

847 =
757 „ 174° 252-3

859 ’’
= 769 „ » 170 256-3

oil added above



[at 4-9

4.1

1

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.16

4.17

4.18

4.19

4.20

4.23

4 S

i68°-left 44o]-»

162°—right 434|

i59®-left 44^1

i55°-right 443|

i52°-left 458(

i49°-right 44o|

i47°-left 468/

i44°-right 44o|

1
42°-left 465

1

140°—right 448|

i36°-left 478(

4 SEPTR. 1855. 459

4.24 „ i33®-right 46o<

4.25 » i3i°-left 475

1

4.26 „ 129°—right
464I

4.28 „ 1 26° -left 481^

4-3° » 123°—right 475{

4-32 „ 120°—left 484

1

4.33 » 1 18°—right 475 {

4-36 ,, 1 16°—left 497|

4.37 ,, 113°—right 48i{

4-38 „ ii2°-left 497|

4.40 „ no®—right 485!

4-43 « 107®—left 493 {

4.48 „ 104®—right 49^1

4-56 „ 98®-left
509I

4.58 „ 97®-right 498|

4-59 » 96®-left 520\

4.60 „ 96°—right 499“^

torsion 3
a

= 874--90- 784 at temp 165® F. 261*3

= 879 = 789 „ 161® 263

888 »>
= 00 157° 266

901 811 „ 154° 270*3

898 = 00
99

151° 269*3

908 818 „ » 148® 272*6

908 » 818 „ 146® 272*6

905 99
= 815 » 143° 271*6

913 » - 823 „ » 141“ 274*3
oil added above

926 n = 836 „ » 138® 278*6

938

1

99
= 848 „ » 135® 282*6

938 „ 848 „ if 135° 282*6

935 = 845 ,, if
132® 281*6

939 »> 849 » if
130® 283

945 855 » a 128® 285

956 »>
= 866 „ if

125® 288*6

959 » 869 „ if
122® 289*6

959 869 „ it 1 19® 289*6

972 » 882 „ if
117° 294

oil added above
978 » 888 „ » 115® 296

978 888 „ 99
113° 296

982 892 „ 99 III® 297*3

978 888 „ a 109® 296

985 895 » a 106° 298*3

997 [
= 907 ,, a 101° 302*3

1007 ii
= 917 „ a 97° 305*6

1018 » = 928 „ a 96® 309*3

1019 »> 929 » if
96® 309*6
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at 5.18 temp.

5.20 „

5.21 „

5-23 »

5*40 „

5-42 „

5-43 »

5-44 ,,

6.6 „

6.10 „

6.12 „

6.13 „

14058. The running away of the oil appears to have been caused

by the hot fluid having crept up by and between the thermometer

stem and the trough, so as to reach the flannel jacket, which then

has become oiled and dripping all down to the bottom and acted

like a syphon. Hence the running over effect, which occurred

chiefly when the temperature was high and when oil films run

freely over surfaces, and ceased as the temperature fell and the oil

level was allowed to lower. Must not make the oil level in the

trough too high.

14059. The numbers run on very well. It is easily seen at the

temperatures above 128° F. how much stronger the rising numbers

for force are than the falling numbers, the tourmaline being behind

the thermometer in the attainment of temperature (14046). The
falling indications are most to be trusted because more time is

occupied in cooling than in heating, and there are weaker dis-

turbing currents.

14060. Must lay down the Tourmaline curve.

14061. The length of the torsion wire is such that when the

tourmaline crystal is hanging to it, the bottom of the plate

suspending hook is just 23’2 inches below the under surface of

the wooden top supporting the torsion index.

89°-left

88°—right

88°-left

87°—right

83°— left

83°-right

83°-left

82°—right

79°— left

79°-right

79° -left

79°-right

}

=

1039-90 =

1041 „ =

1033 » =

549

522,

536

= 1071 „

= 1058 „

= 1060 „

torsion 4- 3
=

949 at temp. 88° F. 316*3

951 » „

943 ff ff

973 »

975 » »

966 „ „

88
°

87°

83°

83°

82°

981 „ „ 79
°

9<58 „ ,, 79
°

970 , 79

317

314*3

324*3

325

322

327

322*6

323*3
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14062. Redferro priiss. potassa. The crystal (14050) was now all

gone and only Prussian blue remaining—except the wax case, which

was very thin and imperfect at the edges, though thick on the

flat faces. This is the effect of what we call capillary attraction and

offers some beautiful illustrations of that power. A little dampness

or other such cause would soon make such a thinned film break

through whilst fluid.

14063. The crystals touched at the edges (1405 1), being put into

a solution of Sulphate of iron, immediately shewed some places

where the surface of wax was broken and penetrated: but many
of the edges were well preserved. Still, it will not do.

14064. The crystals dipped at the edges (1405 1) were like the

last, only imperfectly protected.

14065. Some crystals were dipped into melted wax and kept

there until they were as warm as the liquid, then taken out, the

hanging drop taken off by a piece of paper, and the crystals

allowed to cool for an hour. They were then dipped quickly

into and out of wax which was cooled until part was set. This

covered them with a second good coat over the first. After 2 or

3 hours, put these into sol. sulphate of iron. They stand by much
the best, but there are a few points from which solution and then

tubes of P.B. ascend— these would impede motion and such crystals

will not do.

14066. Took some crystals] and ground tliem down, removing

all the edges and angles and irregular parts of the surface, and

reducing them to rounded mass. The object was to do away with

the angles where the liquid film thins out (14062). Dipped these

in hot melted wax until they were heated-cooled them—they
seemed to be well coated at every part. Dipped them quickly into

wax partly solid, and then cooled them for an hour or two. One
of these hung up in the ferruginous solution gave no signs of

action after some hours-left it to see the action of time. It will

do (14088).

14067. Crystal ofCarb, ofIron (13976, 4039). Proceeded to work
with it for effects of temperature, using the oil bath (14043, 55),

and its cylinder. The pole pieces were 4-86 inches apart, with

blocks between them and the oil bath. The oil surface was kept

lower, about | an inch below the trough edge, and there was no
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running over of the oil (14058). When all things in position,

ascertained first the torsion force in Jir, the temperature being

62® F.

To the right the force was 311I . . o z
• • •

1 9 622 — 90 = 5 32 a? 62 being in air,

” ” ^ 1-8=296

The upsetting angle was ascertained to be 96°.

14068. Put oil into the cylinder round the crystal and began to

observe in it.

At 9^ 23m-temp.
F.
62°-right

left

623 - 90 = 533 at temp. 62°

-f- 1*8 == 296'3

9.40 >} the spirit lamp put beneath the oil vessel

9.52 »
10.12

10.14
»> 270

276°—right 182^ • pg
1364- 96 = 268 at temp. 266° F.

10.22 256‘^-left l82j

.364 „ = 268 „ „ 264°

10.28 5) 272°-right

277°-left

182

I366 » ~ 270 „ „ 274°

10,29 184.

. 361 265 „ „ 283®

289°-right10.35 >? 177=

h’- »»
“

255 » » 285°

282°— left10.36 174;

353 257 » » 281°

280°—right10.38 *79
j

» = 256 „ „ 282°

285°-left10.40 *73
j

1

1

1- 344 jy “ 248 „ „ 287°

290°—right10.42
1

\
34*

= 245 „ » 291“

293°— left10.44 I70I

i

^
339 “ 243 „ » 293°

294°-right*0.45 I69I

j[
34* yy

“ 245 » » 291“

288°—left10.48 I72J

^ 345 yy
“ 249 » » 286“

14069. Carb, iron crystal at different temperatures,

]

249 „ „ 286°

255 „ „ 282°

254 » 9 )
279°

25* » » 277°

I

251 ,, » 276°

10.49 J 7
283°—right *73

^

^
345

10.51
J) 28o°-left 178J

35 *

10.52
3 >

278°-right *72^

• 350

I

>»
“

*0-54 )>
276°-left

1

*75 ^

\
347

j

» ~

*0.55 ij 275°-right

1

172 J

|- 347 » ~

,
lamp away

149
currents-strong

150

*47*5

142

lamp increased

*43

*42-3

*38

136-3

*35

136-3

138-5

*38-5

141-8

141-2

*39-5

*39-5
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10.55 temp. 275°-right divided by i*8 gives

273°- left

349- 96 = 253 at temp. 274 F. 1407
10.58

?> 177:

[358 it
~ 262 „ » 273° i45'6

272®-rightII.

I

» 181.

.361 tt
~ 265 „ tt

272° 147-3

271°— left11.2
}»

180J lamp reducec

11.5 }>
267° .361 tt

~ 265 „ 268° 1473
11.6

)>
264°—right i8ij

262°— left

.363 „ = 267 « 263° 148-4

1 1.8 182J

26o°-right
.365 269 „ 261“ i49‘5

II. 10
}»

183J

257°-left

.367 J,
= i7 i ,, 259° 1507

II. 13 » 184J

254'’-right

.371 it
~ 275 » it

256° *53
II. 18

5 > 187J E/>

250°-left
.376 tt

~ 280 „ tt
252° mi S

11.21 J> 189.

377 tt ~ 281 „ it
249° ,

§
156-2 0

247°-right11.22 » issJ . , . no oil running ovei

245°-left
379 283 „ tt 246 1573

11.25 }) 191,

384 288 „ 244° 160

242®-right11.30 Jf 193 =

I386 290 „ 241° 161-3

239°-left11.33 it 193,

1

I386* 290 „ it
236°

put oil in abov€

161-3

232®—right11.37 it 193^

i

1

^389 tt
~ m tt tt

232“ 163
232°-left11.39 it

196J

j

1

[390 it
~

294

»

tt
232°

smaller flame

163-5

23i°-right11.43 it 194
^

1

I396 _ 300 „ tt
229° 166-9

226°— left11.46 it
202 J1

2i9°-right

1

[
407 „ =

3“ » it
223° 173

11.51 tt 205 J
1

2 1
6°-left

1I408
})
“ 312 » tt

218° *73-5

11.53 it 203 J

U03 tt
~ 307 „ tt

214° 170-8

21 1°-right11.57 it 200-|
1

Uii tt
~ 315 » it

210° 175-1

208°— left12.0
it

...J

j

1

1-413 » ~ 317 » a 207° 176-2

2o6®-right12.2
it

202 J1

I410 tt
~ 314 „ tt

205° *75-5

204°— left12.4 it
208 J1

I-

413 it
~ 317 » a 203° 176-2

202°-right12.6
it

205J CO

2oo°-left

1

I- 414 „ == 318 „ it
201° 177 S

12.8
it

209J

j

1

U13 it ~ 317 » it 199° ,
i

176-2 0

i98°-right12.12

12.16

it
204J

1

1

1-417 it ~ 321 » a 197° 178-4

i95°-leftit
213J1
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12.16 temp. i95°-left 213]^

12.22 „ i92°-right

12.28 „ 189°- left

12.31 „ i87®-right .J

12.34 » 181° left 2 * 7^

12.36 i77°-right 2Io|

12.38 „ 172°-left 225/

12.40 „ 167°-right 220/

12.42 „ i6i°-left J
12.44 „ i57®-right 226/

*2.46 „ i53°-left 229/

12.48 „ *49°-right 229/

12.50 „ i45°-left 240/

12.52 „ i42°-right 240/

12.54 „ i38®-left 243
|

12.56 „ i35®-right 242|

6 SEPTR. 1855.

;]-v

I

divided by r 8 gives

[• 427 - 96 = 331 at temp. 194° F. 184
A/

» = 333 :

331 :

.483

485

191° i85’2

. lamp away altogether

188° 184

333 » »

331 » »

339 » »

349 » >,

352 ,, »

358 « »

359 » »

3<52 „ »

373 >, »

384 » „

387 „ „

389 » ,,

392 „ „

184“

179°

175°

170°

164°

159
°

155
°

151°

147
^

144°

140°

137
°

134°

14070. CarL iron crystal at different temperatures.

12.58

1.0

1.4

1-7

1. 10

1. 14

1. 18

1.23

1.28

1.33

i32°-left

i29°-right

I23°-Ieft

1
20®-right

1 16°- left

ii2°-right

io8®-left

i04°-right

ioo°-left

98®-right

24 (;

243
j

258|

260J

259^

265^

271^

275^

274J

488 „ =

489 „ =

50 * „ =

515 „ =

5*7 ,,
=

5*9 » =

522 [«V] =

533W =

546 „ =

549 „ =

392 » »

393 » „

405 „ ,,

4*9 » „

42* „ „

423 ,, „

426,, „

437 » »

450 ,)

453 » »

*34

13*®

126°

122°

118°

*14°

no®

106°

102®

99°

185*2

184

i88*5

194

195*8

*99

199*6

201*2

207*5

214*5

215*2

216*3

218

218

218*5

225*4

233

234**

235*3

237

243

250

251
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divided by i*8 gives

463 at temp. 96° 257-5

474 „ » 91° 26y7

481 „ „ 88*" 267-5

486 „ „ 84° 270-1

503 „ „ 76° 280

510 » „ 73
° ^83-7

oil action— all well

14071. Took off the silver torsion wire (13736, 807) employed

continually up to this time and put on a platinum torsion wire

(13735, 14000), after having straightened out much of its curl by

pulling it through fine sand paper in a straight direction-got it

into its place, and adjusted its flat hook, length, etc. all very suc-

cessfully.

14072. Iron (13997, 14000). A piece of the iron wire described

and 0*1 (about) in lengtli being in the copper cube-the object

was then suspended from the new platinum torsion wire (14000),

the pole faces separated to 3*8 inches apart and the torsion force

between the upsetting points observed; it was 750 degrees. When
tlie magnetic field was diminished to 2-2 inches the torsion force

was 5^ 260 = 2060 degrees. When it was enlarged, the poles faces

being separated 4*8 inches, then the torsion force was 500 degrees.

14073. I think an interval of about 3-5 inches will do for the Iron,

Nickel and Cobalt.

14074. /ron-the upsetting points are nearly 90° apart and are

very definite-is 108°
( ).

14075. Fibrous iron may be considered as a magnecrystallic body.

Try a cube filed out of fibrous iron, or a cylinder turned.

14076. Query the effect of heat on iron.^ Is it not two fold, i.e.

in relation to iron which can take any degree of permanent

charge.^ For if we consider a perfectly hard magnet-all parts

being alike hard and magnetized-a high heat destroys the charge;

FDVI 30

1.33 temp. 98°-right 274]]

559- 96=
1.40 93°- left 285^

570
I.5I

>>
89°-right 2851

577 >5 =
2.0

5 )
86°-left 292]

582

2.10
5 >

82°-right 290'^

2.35 ))
76° -left 305 1

[599
2.37 5 )

76°-right 294 J

3-3 )> 73°-left 3on
r6o6 f>

~

3-4 >5
73°-right 305 J
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if a moderate heat affects it and diminishes the charge, then a

question arises, is the diminution permanent or is the full charge

restored on lowering the temperature? Either answer would be

important in the consideration of the nature of steel magnetic

charge.

14077. If iron, perfectly soft, and able to take no charge were

employed, then we require to know whether it loses power by
increase of temperature and regains it by restoration to its first

temperature—which I suppose it will do just as bismuth or

carbonate of iron does.

14078. If iron be able to take and keep a degree of magnetic

charge, or rather if a mixed mass of hard steel charged and soft

iron wire were used, and the steel be unchangeable by heat, then

the torsion force ought to increase with heat, because the iron

would sink as a conductor. If the steel and the iron both lost and

regained their respective powers by heat and cold, then the mixed

mass should do so. If the steel lost permanently, the whole mass

should lose permanently.

14079. Many interesting points would arise here for considera-

tion-and also in like respects of Nickel and Cobalt—and of Iron

considered as soft but yet able to take a degree ofmagnetic charge.

10 SEPTR. 1855.

14080. Bismuth, Comparing these together, they agree very well.

The mean line of curved appears to be a straight line or nearly so,

for if the curve of the second set of observations is slightly convex

it is hardly sensible in these results—and the lines are close together

and nearly parallel. The crystal (13898-910-14036) had at 5° temp,

a torsion force of 168 and at 207° a torsion force of only 90, the

whole loss for the difference of 202° being 78, or nearly one half

of the torsion force at 5°, and at the rate of 0*386 per temperature

degree, whether high or low.

14081. The other Bismuth crystal observations (14046,7) had

at 92° a torsion force of 166 and at 280° a torsion force of 77 only,

the whole loss for the difference of 188° being 89, i.e. rather more

^ See the notes following pars. 13888 and 13902 regarding the curves

referred to in pars. 14080-87.
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than half the force it had at 92®, the loss being 0*473 degree

of temperature. If the mean line be struck as a curve upon the

top and bottom parts, then a degree of temperature between 100

and 110° would probably cause a change of 0*56 of a degree of

torsion force and a degree between 270° and 280° a change of 0*4

of a degree of force.

14082. The compressed bismuth (14045) had at 70° a torsion

force of 159 and at 210° a torsion force of 105— the loss of force

being 54 for the difference of temperature = 140°. This again is

at the rate of 0-385 of a torsion degree for each degree of F.—being
equable apparently throughout.

14083. If the three observations be taken for their respective

losses between the same temperatures, then the results accord

exceedingly well and shew that compressed bismuth is in the

same condition as a crystal of bismuth. Thus :

at 90°

the first observations,

Crystal A (13898-910) gives 135

the second observations

(14046) C „ 167

the compressed bismuth

(14045) D „ 149

being in the first case
|
of the force at 90°—in the second a little

less, and in the third close upon a third; thus shewing the near

accordance of the results both with the bismuth crystd. and com-
pressed.

14084. The Tourmaline gives a series decreasing with rising

temperatures ; the proportion of loss between 10° and 20° is above

three fold what it is between 280® and 290°—the numbers being

as 2-8 and 0-9 for each degree of F. It had at 7° a torsion power
of 1108 and at 210° a torsion power of 697 only, so that 41

1

degrees of torsion force was lost during the rise of temperature

through these 203 degrees of heat, being above a third of the

whole force. In the other case (14054, 7), the torsion being loii

at 65°, was reduced to 631 at 285°—the loss of 380 being above

a third of the whole force at 65° F.

at 207

90 the difference is
j

107

5 5_ _ I

167 3

42 ^ -L
149 3-5

30-2
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14085. Taking the two sets of observations between 65° and 210°,

the results are

at 65° at 210°

Obs. (13897) 958 697 diminution 261 -^ = 0-272 of the force at 65°

Obs. (14054) toil 715 „ 296-^^=0-292 „ „ 65°

being a very good accordance.

14086. The crystd, carbonate ofiron. This also gives a decreasing

series. The loss between 10° and 20° F. is four times as much
as that between 270° and 300°. The whole loss between 4° and

293° is equal to 654 — 246, or 408 torsion force, i.e. two thirds

nearly of the power at 4°. As the powers at 65°, 210° are 516

and 307, so the loss there is 209 and ^ =0*405. So that it loses

much faster at these temperatures than Tourmaline.

14087. The curve selected is merely approximative but I think

that the numbers about 284 and 294 are near the truth.

II SEPTR. 1855.

14088. Red ferro prussiate potash dipped in wax (14065, 6). The
angular one (14065) was about half gone. The rounded one

(14066) was vulnerable only at one spot, apparently an air hole-a
tube (very fine) of solution and Prussian blue rose up from the

spot on the next morning (the 7th) and by to-day that tube goes

on delivering a little solution to the top. Every where else it is

perfectly preserved. The process will do.

14089. Iron, Worked with the iron and cube before described

(14072, 3, 4) with an interval between the pole faces of 4*86 inches.

The upsetting angle is 108°. The torsion wire is the new platinum

wire ( 14071). The common temperature is 65° F. The following

result is in Air,

at . . temp: 64°— right 224.

> 456 - 108 =
left 232/

X 1-2

348 at temp. 64° 417*6

Then put oil into the cylinder, it being before in the bath

( ) and proceeded to work at different temperatures. The
iron and copper cube in oil,

F.

I ih 44m temp. 64°- right

-left
“V-238^

108 = 354 at temp. 64 in the

oil— 425
11.50 . the spirit lamp put beneath the bath. The set of the iron
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is strong and the cube comes to its place vigorously yibrating, in air much
and

... tt ,

353 at temp. 97° 424
. . . temp. 1 17®

11.55 temp. 97®-right 224

11.56 n -left

\46i - 108 =
237^....

12.25 ?j
257°-right 223.¥ 1 11

-left 237

12.30 )j
268®—right 226v

7463 ,,
=

-left 237 ... .

12.37 287°- right 226

left

>462 „ =
236^. . . .

1

352 „

355 »

354 „

» 257 423

„ 268® 426

temp. 272®

„ 287® 425

temp. 290®-

lamp away.

14090. Thus it seems that there is no sensible difference between

the force at 64° and 290°. Further on will be results at 32°; will

add them here presently. See (14102). These give a close average

of 348 (or 417*6) torsion force at 33°, which is 6 degrees less

than the average at high temperatures. But the observation with

cobalt^ (14099) applies to the case.

14091. The cube was revolved 180°, so that any magnetism that

the iron might hold should shew its effect, if any, in counteracting

or favouring the induction result on the iron. The whole amount

of torsion taken immediately between the upsetting points was
!* 105° or 465°, which may be considered the same as above.

So no permanent charge of the iron ungoverned by the induction

of the magnet was present. The iron with its cube removed for

the present (14 102).

14092. The Cobalt and cube (13999) balance under

the same circumstances as the iron. The upsetting angle is 118°.

ih 33m temp. 128®

1-47 „ 1 12®- right 140

1-49 1 10®- left

>278 - 118 =
i38(

>277 » =
-right

i09®-left

II
00

*

1-53 Spirit lamp under the bath 1

X 2*2

160 at temp, in® 352

159 » 110° 350

160 „ „ 109® 352
. . . temp. 109®

^ nickel.

currents
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Cohalt at different temperatures.

2.15 temp. 240°-right 148

>292- 118 =
—left 144^

2.18 » 250°- right 147

>290
143^—left

2.21 260°-

2.24 270°-

2.30 284°-right 153.

>99 » ~
» 285°-left

288®- right
>99 »

~
2.32

290®- left

>299
55

>00
288°- right i 54(

285®-left
>299

i45
(;>98

2.36 J 5 286®- right i 53\

292®— left

^298
145 1

X 2*2

174 at temp. 245° 383
currents

172 „ » 255° 378

181 „ „ 284° 398

18 1 „ „ 286° 398

181 „ „ 289° 398

182 „ „ 289° 400

181 „ „ 287° 398

180 „ „ 286° 396

180 „ „ 289® 396

14093. The results seem to be highest for the high temperatures.
Will leave room for the cold results (14101) and then compare
the whole.

14094. The cold results (14101) give 155° „ „ 33° 341
and also .... (14,05) „ 155 „ „ 66° 341
14095. So the results above are anomalous, i.e. the force is greater
at higher temperatures than at lower, being i8i at 287° and only
160 at iio'^. That it should be still less at 66° and 33° may be
otherwise accounted for.

14096. The effect may be due to the Cobalt having a trace of
charge in the opposed direction which the higher temperatures
partly dissipated. Must repeat the experiment: heating the cobalt
first to redness (14112).

14097. The Nickel and its copper cube (13998) on the balance.
The upsetting angle is about 112°.
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2.43—temp. 272°

2.47 ,, 277°-right

» 280°— left

2.50 „ 284°-right

289°-left

» 292°— right

2.54 » 294°— left

3-4 » 246°—right

240°— left

3-6 ,,

0 f
» 23i°-left

3-15 » 201°— right

196°— left

3*30 ,, i6o°—right

i58°-left

3-43 » 136°— right

134°— left

4-6 „ 109°—right

left

4.30 „ 95°-right

»> left

207
>392-112 =

i85(
> 393 »»

=

208/

> 395 » =

i87(

> 394 ,,
=

207/

> 393 » =

186^ . . .

209

> 399 »>
=

i9o(

> 399 ,,
=

209/

> 399 »>
=

190"^

209

> 399 » =

19CK

210

\ 402 „ =

192/
211

\ 402 „ =

191/
211

\ 404 » =

193/

193'> 404

X 1*2

280 at temp. 278° 336

281 „ „

283 „ „

282 „ „

281 „ „

287 „ „

287 „ „

287 ,, ,,

287 ,, „

290 „ „

290 „ „

292 „ „

292 ,

316-8

282° 337 317-6

286° 339*6 320-3

290° 338-4 319-0

293° 337 317-6

took away the lamp

243° 344-4 3 ^ 5-2

238° 344*4 325-2

236° 344-4 325-2

199° 344-4 325-2

159° 348 328-4

135° 348 328-4

109° 350-4 330-7

95° 350-4 330-7

14098. There then appears to be an increase at low temperatures.

Took out the oil from the bath and cylinder without disturbing

their positions or that of the magnet poles. Put ice into the bath

with water and ice cold water into the cylinder round the Nickel—

left all for half an hour and then observed again,

at
I

average 278
torsion x 1-2 =

333-6-314-7

5.30—temp. 33°-right 205

left 186C

391 - II2 = 279 at temp 33°

> 391 » = 279 it >>

right 205(

> 389 » = 277
1

left 184/

> 00 >o
II 277 »

right 205(
390 »»

= 278 »> » /

left 185/ , Nickel removed

14099. So it would appear that Nickel, in sinking in temp, from

about 290° to 95°, gained in magnetic power, the forces being 282
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and 292, and I think the result is correct. In the experiments at

33° F. it is true that diminution of force seems to appear—but
the nickel had to be taken out and replaced—and still more in

drawing off the oil and replacing it by ice and water, the trough

had to be tilted a little between the poles-and I think this must
have opened the pole pieces slightly and so caused the diminution

of force.

14100. Assuming this to be true, then the diminution of Nickel

force between 95° and 290° is 10 degrees of torsion force or^ of

the force at the temperature of 95.

14101. Cohalt, The cohalt and cube replaced the Nickel and cube

just dismissed, and the observations made with it were as follows:

4oni—temp. 33°- right 132. X 2*2

>273-118 = 155 at temp. 33 341

„ -left i 4<
> ^73 = 155 » ,,341 Average

5*47 ,, „ -right 132/ 1 5 5-341

> 273 » = 155 » » 341
33°— left 141^

14102. The iron and cube (14089) was put in place in this cold

bath— the Cobalt being removed— the results were:

See (14089, 90) backwards.

56™—temp. 33®-right 205v

> 456 - 108 =
left 25iC>

>457 ,,
=

right 206Q
>458 „ =

left 252^
>454 „ =

right 202>

> 455 » =
6.5 temp. 33°-left 253/

348 at temp. 33®

349 » »

350 „ „ average 348

346 „ «

347 „ „

14103. Now removed the ice by warm water and the stop cock,

and after warming the bath put water at 70° nearly into it and

the cylinder, and placed the Nickel and cube (14097) on the

balance— after a time observed.

6h 27m— temp. 66°-right 20Iv

>387- 112 = 275 at temp. 66
left 186;;

>389 277 j> >>

right 203/

>389 » — 277 „ „ average 276*6

left i86(

>389
203/

>389
186/

right
» — 277 » »

left

» — 277

average 276*6
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14104. The result is a little less than that at temp. 33° which
is 278—and in that respect accords with the general result, assuming
that there has been no displacement of the poles.

14105. Placed the Cohalt in this bath and temperature.

6h 40"^—temp. 66°—right I 3K X 2'2

> 272- 1 18 = 154 at temp. 66° 339
left I4i<^

> 273 „ = 155 ,, „ 341
right 132/

> 273 „ = 155 » „ 341
left 141/

This is the same result with that obtained at 33° F., which was

155 —and both shew that the poles have not changed since (14099).

14106. These three metals, Iron^ Nickel and Cobalt^ can all take

magnetic charge in the held, which they retain with a certain

power. A piece of the iron wire, heated red hot, was when
examined by a minute magnetic needle, without charge—held in

the magnetic held a moment and brought away, it retained a

charge, being magnetic. When held in the contrary position in

the held, the magnetism was reversed, but a part of the reversed

charge was brought away. The same was the case with the Cobalt

and NickeL This with their shape will aid in explaining why the

upsetting angle[s] are so large, being for Iron 108 -Nickel 112—

and Cobalt 1 18. The iron ought to be the least as it is thinnest— the

nickel and cobalt are both square prisms, length not above twice

or thrice the width, and so the diagonal or longest line will form

different angles with the axis of the pieces.

14107. The no change with iron (14090) shews that the force

of the magnet is not affected by the heat of the oil bath so as to

cause any of the effects with the other bodies.

14108. The thick torsion wire is good in that it makes the object

more independant of the currents in the fluid. Though the degrees

are less numerous, still the expression of them at the upsetting

points is more accurately obtained.

13 SEPTR. 1855.

14109. The red ferro pruss. crystal (14066, 88)—preserved to the

same extent as before except that it has now begun to give way
a little at the wire and prussian blue appears there.
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14110. Have rounded the angles and ends of three good crystals.

Mounted them on wires. Waxed them once and then again as

before (i4o65)-fumished the wires with flat loops, leaving the

object wire and loop
5
inches long.

14111. Have constructed a small torsion balance in a glass jar so

as to be sheltered from the wind-it can be raised and lowered

by its stem or rod above. The suspender thread consists of 7

cocoon fibres, the bundle being 4 inches long. The beam is copper

wire and the copper end is hammered thin and bent at right

angles, the edges being up and down, so that a hook can hang

over it in two directions. All this has been arranged at the great

horse-shoe Electromagnet, where one pole piece terminates in a

solid angle and the other presents a large distant surface. A finger

jar to contain solution is placed against the pointed pole and in

this the crystals are to hang in particular directions (14126).

14112. Malt. Repeated the observations, the arrangement being

just as before (14092). The cube and cobalt in oil from first to last:

gh 48m-temp.

9.0

9.17 temp.

9.19

9.21

9.22

9.31

9.32

9-34

9-35

9.42

9.42

9-43

66°-right

left

right

left

spirit lamp

i8o°-right

1 90°- left

i99°-right

207°- left

242°—right

248°-left

252°- right

256°- left

> 278 »

> 278 „
44^^

under the oil bath

3
'

34

4<
118 =

50\

286

\ 288 „
38(
} 288 „

jj>29<S „

/ 299w
43(

> 296 „

297

/ lamp on again

Z43°-right
1

14A

0 If, '

239"- left

This column is in pencil in the MS.

160 at temp, of 66° F. 352 357‘5*

160 „ 66° 352 357-5

160 „ 66° 352 357-5

168 „ V 185° 370 375-5

170 » 194° 374 379-7

170 « » 203° 374 379-7

178 „ 245° 391-6 398

181 „ 2J0° 398 404-2

178 „ 254° 391-6 398
. lamp away

179 »
i

250° 394 400

180 „ 241° 396 402-4
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9-43 temp. 239°--left iS4]v X 2*2

> 297 - 118 = 179 at temp, of 240 F 394 400*

9.44 240°--right
\ 297 179 }> »>

242° 394 400

9-45 245°--left 154/
9-55 281°--right 146

-left
> 302 184 }>

282° 405 411

9.60 283°- i56(

> 300 182
j)

284° 400 406-5

lO.I 285°--right 144c

> 299 181 286° 398 404-2

10.2 287° -left . let a little oil out because of the expansion

301 183 » 288° 402-6 408-6

10.4 290° -right

406-5> 300 182 » » 291° 400

10.5 292° -left 154C

> 300 182
j> »>

293° 400 406-5

10.6 97
294° -right I4<

-left
> 300 182 99 99

295" 400 406-5

10.7 )»
297° i 54(

> 299 181 5> » 297° 398 404-2

10.8 298° -right
\ 300 „ 182 )>

296° 400 406-5

10.9 ))
294° -I^t

> 302 ,, 184 J>
292° 405 411

10.12 290° -right 147; lamp name diminished

\ 303 185 289 407 413-3

/ glass covers and shades on and then less motion

10.13 287°--left 156 as of currents--are n air in pan at high temp.:

\ When slow fall in temp.-then ess of currents

304 186 » >»
285° 409 415-8

10.14 »>
283°--right 148/

> 302 184 „ 99
283^ 405 411

10.15 » 282°--left i I 54C

> 302 184 » 281° 405 411

10.17 }f
280°--right 148/

N 303 ff 185 » 279° 407 413-3

10.18 278°--left

> 301 » 183 » » 277° 402-6 408-6

10.19 27f--right 146/

> 301 99 183 » 99
275° 402-6 408-6

10.21 >>
274°--left i 55<

> 303 )> 185 » » 271° 407 413-3

10.27 267°--right i48(

> 304 » 186 ))
267° 409 415-8

10.28 266°--left i56(

> 305 »» 187 » 266° 411-4 417-9

10.29 »»
265°--right 149;

184 264°

-left
> 302 » 405 411

10.32 }>
263°-

263®302 184 » 405 411

10.33 » 262°--right M9(' name reduced

10.45 237“--left 148/

* This column is in pencil in the MS.
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14113. Cohdt at different temperatures.

at 10.45 temp. 237°-left 148.

\ 298- 118= 180 at temp.
10.46 „ 234®-right 150Q

o , r / ”
„ 231 -left 152/

„ . ,
/299 „ 181 „

10.49 » 228 -right 147/

,0 >^99 » 181 „
10.50 „ 226°-left 152/

0 . , ^ ^99 » 181 „
10.51 „ 222°-nght 147/

0 , r / ^97 » 179 »
10.52 „ 22o°-left 150/
11.0 „ 207°-right 147

, r / ^97 „ 179 „
1 1.

1 „ 206 -left 150:^

0-1 / ^97 „ 179 »
1 1.2 „ 204 -right 147/

O , r / ^95 » 177 „
1 1-3 a 202 —left 148/
11.20 „ i84°-right I46v

o o , r / ^9<5 „ 178 „
11.22 „ 182 —left i5o('

„ o . t / *95 » 177 „
11.23 „ 181 -right 145/

> 296 „ 178 ,,

11.24 » i8o°— left 151/

11.50 „ i68*'-right 146^

_ >295 „ 177 „
left 149^'

7 295 „ 177 „
nght 146^

>296 „ 178 „
left 1

50^^

, >m » 177 „
right 145/

>295 „ 177 „
left 150^

n.56 „ 166°

12.49 » i03°-right 144.

, ^
>292 „ 174 „

left i48<'

7 292 „ 174 „
right 144Q

„ , .
>292 „ 174 ,,

102 —left 148^
2.0 „ 79°-right 143

left
.7^*^ ” ”

>290 „ 172 „
right 144/

o,r o>^5>2 „ 174 „
79 -left 148/

* This column is in pencil in the MS.

np. of 236°
X 2*2

F. 396 402-2’

)> 233° 405 411

j»
230® 398 404-2

5>
227° 398 404-2

>>
224° 398 404-2

221° 394 400

206° 394 400

205° 394 400

203° 389-4 395-7

183° 391-6 397-9

>>
182° 389-4 395-7

» 181° 391-6 397*9

>» i68° 389-4 395*7

167° 389-4 395*7

167° 391-6 397*9

167° 389-4 395*7

» 166° 389-4 395*7

. lamp away

» 103° 383 388-8

if
103° 383 388-8

a 102° 383 388-8

79° 376 382

79° 378 384‘2

79° 383 388’8
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14114. As these powers at 79° are higher than those we started

with (14112), so began to think that the metal either retains or

acquires a charge slowly during the time of a long set of observa-
tions, and that this will affect the results at the beginning and end,

and of course in some degree the order of the series. So I now
turned the cube 180°, i.e. I reversed the cobalt in the magnetic

field, left it so for five minutes, and then restored it to its former

position and again observed, with the following results (14124).

14115. Cohalt at different temperatures—

X 2-2

temp, of 78° F. 354 360*

« 78° 358-3 3<54-8

„ „ 78° 356 362

„ 78° 354 360

» „ 78° 354 3<5o

14116. This is a curious change from the last observations, and
shews the retention of charge. Now left it as it is to see if the

162 „ „ 75° 356 362*

162 ,, „ 75“ 356 362

162 „ „ 75° 356 362

14117. So the force communicated at the reversion (14114) is

pretty permanent. Probably high temperature aids much in

helping either to lower opposing force or to gain like or accordant

force (14124). Took the cube and cobalt off the balance and away.

14118. Made a torsion suspender of 10 fibres of cocoon silk and

10 inches long, continued it downwards by fine suspension copper

wire and a flat loop—then took away the platinum torsion wire and
put this in its place; so that the silk was in the upper part of the

sheltering tubes and away from the action of heat, moisture or

air currents: the loop at the bottom being then in its proper place.

141 19*. The pole pieces of the Logeman magnet werenow arranged

with their pointed ends towards each other and 0-9 of an inch

* This column is in pencil in the MS.

power would gather up again.

2h 48m temp. 75 ''-right I 37v
\ 280 „

left I43C
> 280 „

right i 37<;
> 280 „

1 left 143/

2n I jm—temp. 78 —right i 35\
^ 279-118 =

left i44\
> 281 „

right I 37<^
y 280 „

left I43\
> 279

right 136/

> 279
78°—left 143

[14119]
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14120. apart— air occupying the magnetic field. The piece of
granular bismuth (13985) was placed on the torsion suspender

and then the torsion between the upsetting points observed; it

amounted to 10^ 270°, or 3870°. So there is plenty of power here.

The upsetting points were very wide apart ( )? for of course

the place of greatest repulsion is near to the pole points, for there

the power is strongest and its diminution most rapid.

14121. Phosphorus, The piece of phosphorus (13986) was then

placed between the same poles at the same distance. The torsion

force from point to point was about 840°. The vibrations are very

slow and I am afraid currents may exert much influence here.

14122. Heavy glass. The piece of heavy glass (13984) placed

between the same poles at the same distance: the torsion force

from point to point was only 415*^. The upsetting points 140°

apart (or about) in air. It is difficult to bring the body up to

them-for a little momentum soon causes it to pass over because

of the want of power. One might make the torsion more sensible

by removing some of the fibres, but that would tend to make the

disturbing force of currents only the more sensible.

14123. The Calcareous spar sphere (13974) hung up between these

poles at the distance of 0*9 of inch. The torsion force between

tlie upsetting points was about 450°. The body was very slow

in settling in a place, the time of vibration being very long. The
sphere is heavy.

14124. Cohalt, Though it appears that a set is taken up (141 14, 6)

which the heat partly removes or affects, still it would appear

that Cobalt has a higher force at the high temperatures, for the

fall in the descending series with fall of temperature is very

distinct (14112, 3). As if high temperature loosened its condition

and allowed it to take a higher degree of charge- for it must be

remembered that as the Cobalt prism is carried each time into a

position in which its length is transverse nearly to the magnetic

axis, so its state of charge in the magnetic field has to be con-

tinually reacquired.

14125. Nickel, The same may be said of nickel, as appears by

(14097) and the curve drawn up from it.
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14126. Red ferro pruss. potassa crystals (14110) and the little

torsion balance in the jar (14111). Worked with them and a

saturated solution of proto sulphate of iron now over crystals

at the temperature of 65° F. This solution had a little sulphuric

acid added to it, to keep it clear when diluted, and the addition

of water or the saturated solution was made by volumes.

14127. In the Saturated solution, the crystals are well repelled,

whether the axis of the crystal considered as a prism is equatorial

or axial. In a medium consisting of 4 Vols. Solution and 12 vols.

water, the crystal is attracted in either position.

14128. In a medium of 10 Solution+ 6 Water, the crystal was

attracted well with the side to the pole but attracted very little

with the end on or toward it. With

Solution Water end to pole side to pole

II vols. + 6 vols.-"Crystal-repelle(i weakly -attracted well

12 „ +6 „ „ repelled fairly -attracted well

13 » >5 „ „ „ attracted well

14 » +6 » „ „ „ attracted well

16 „ + 6 „ „ „ „ attracted well

18 })
+ d „ „ repelled strongly-repelled feebly

14129. The second and the third crystals hung in this last medium

gave exactly the same result.

14130. So with 10 vols. solution and 6 vols. of water the crystal

thus coated with wax is always attracted. With 18 vols. solution

and 6 of water- the same crystal and wax is always repelled. In a

medium solution the crystal is attracted or repelled according to

its position. A medium made of 2 vols. of solution and i of water

answered exceedingly well. All the crystals were used. When the

sides were towards the magnetic pole they were attracted, and

when the ends were towards it tliey were repelled.

14131. One would like to find such a crystal in relation to space.

Is it possible that a mixed carb. of lime and iron might do.^

I do not see any reason why it should not exist.

14132. Varied the Magnet terminations. Took away the large

pieces of iron from the distant pole-the effect seemed just as

good. Varied also die near or acting pole. When it was a blunt

point it was best, but a vertical edge or a flat face inches square

id very well, so that there is no difficulty in the arrangement.
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14133. Look at and consider in reference to this MagnecrystalHc

action the following references in the Exp. Res.

2552, 6, 9, 60,74, 91-

2813-17, 28, 37, 9, 40, I, 2.

2743, 4, 5—non expansion of gases.

141 34. Granular bismuth bar (13985, 141 20) at different tempera-

tures—used the hot oil bath (14025, 43) with a copper cylinder

in it for the object, but began by putting the oil into the bath,

then the copper cylinder with water

^

then placed the whole in a

jug with ice round it to bring all to 32°. Stirred up the thickened

oil with a proper stirrer—put a piece of ice in the water of the

cylinder and when all was well cooled, quickly put on the flannel

jacket and put the bath, etc. between the pointed poles at the

magnet (14120); the poles were brought close up to the bath

and the points were 1*2 inches apart. The bismuth bar was cooled

in ice, then put into its place on the balance and an observation

made as quickly as might be. I did not note the zero ofgraduation,

but bringing the bar to its upsetting point on one side, I then

noted the number of degrees between it and the other side. The
torsion suspender is ofsilk (14118).

14135.

Temp. 40°—from right to left point

44° „ left to right „
48° „ right to left „

y 285° = 1365 - 108 =
3r302 = 1382 „ =
3*297 = 1377 „ =

1257 at 40°

1274 „ 44°

1269 „ 48°

14136. Then let the temperature rise, leaving all the adjustments

unchanged-at 2^ 19"^ put a spirit lamp under the bath-also

moved the object cylinder towards one end and stirred up the

oil, and after a time took the lamp away—and then observed.

79°-from right to left 1325- 108 = 1217 at 79°

76°
5J

left to right 1343 1235 ,,76°

right to left 1348 1240 » 75°

left to right 1350 1242 9,
74°

73° j?
right to left 1350 1242 73°

14137. So far the observations are good—and also accordant with

crystals.

14138. The upsetting angle of the bismuth bar was 108°.

14139. Took off the bismuth—took away the cylinder and water—
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put a cylinder and oil in its place—replaced the bar and proceeded

to raise the temperature of the bath by the spirit lamp.

I

... lamp away
At 3^ 2ini— temp. 128°— right 1220 . . motion of object very slow

>1875
3.30 „ ii4°-left 655

V835
3.40 „ 105°— right iiScK . . very slow motion

3.50 „ 100° . . strange apparent rise in power, and strange

retardation— put the lamp under again.

4.8 „ 245'^-right 1340

y^9^4
4.17 „ 300°— left i584(^ §

)>2674 I
4.24 „ 28o°-right 1090 .

1

>530
4.29 „ 280°— left 1440;^"

\2675
4.37 „ 288°— right 1235 . . something very troublesome

^1955
4,43 „ 289°-left 720^ —then on to io8o-soon up to 1180

the temp, now 290°.

14140. Seems as if the silk quickly set, which is not likely. Must
be something else. Appears to be caused by the change from

water to oil as the medium—but oil is less diamagnetic than

water— so cannot be in that relation. May be electric, as hot oil and

metal is concerned, or may be something else.

14141. Let the temperature fall—removing the lamp altogether,

then

at 5h2ni— temp. 220°- right 315

>855
5.7 „ 200°— left 1540 .... very unsteady now

„ 184°

14142. Now took out the bismuth, and found some cotton or

woollen filaments adhering to it at the copper wire holder, and

have no doubt these have caused my trouble. I have used oil

in the cylinder that has been in the bath, and do not wonder at

filaments in it. New oil must be used. The filaments may have

been carried to the metal by the currents that must occur or may
have adhered because of Electric excitement. I think they must

have rubbed against the sides of the copper cylinder, and so

FDVl 3
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causing obstruction, have required the extra torsion force shewn
by the index.

14143. The observations above (14139) are made from a zero

which, though not accordant with the point ofno torsion, was still

a fixed point during all the observations, and therefore gives the

amount of torsion from one side to the other.

14144. Assuming an average force and temperature (1413 5), it

would give about 1266 torsion force at 44° F., and doing the same

for (14136) it would give an average torsion force of 1235 at

75°-4 F. The difference of 31 torsion force is a diminution in

power of 40 of the force at 44°. Taking the forces for the same

temperatures from the curve of (14036), they are 153 at 44° and

141 for 75°‘4— the difference 12, which is in the same direction as

regards temperature, is ^\h of the power at 44° F. This is a great

difference, but the comparitive points of observation are too few

as yet.

18 SEPTR. 1855.

14145. Magnecrystal in intermediate media. Wish to find one

that includes a vacuum between its differences, and tried cal-

careous spar, using the apparatus before described (141 1 1, 26) and

the sphere of Calc spar given to me by W. Thomson (13593)—on

first in water, for as Air is paramagnetic and water diamagnetic,

the calc spar, which is diamagnetic to the former, may still be

paramagnetic to the latter and so come near to or on space.

The optic axis axial— the sphere attracted very slowly

„ „ equatorial- „ attracted more than before.

Calc, spar therefore is less diamagnetic than water and so nearer

to vacuo.

14146. Carbonic acid gas is at Zero, i.e. is like a vacuum, there-

fore tried the sphere in that gas.

The optic axis axial— the sphere repelled well.

„ „ equatorial—
,,

repelled well but not quite so

much.

14147. So the Carb. lime is diamagnetic in relation to Carbonic

acid and to space, and that in both positions. That the attraction

in water is most when the Optic axis is equatorial and the repulsion

least in Carbonic acid for the like position is a consequence of the
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constancy of the Magnecrystallic difference, and accords with the

belief that it would be so with mere space as a medium, i.e. that

the full magnecrystallic difference would exist.

14148. As it is also attracted in water, so the addition of a little

of the salts of iron, nickel or cobalt would give a like fluid

medium. Or diluted Alcohol would give a like medium, for

14149. In Absolute Alcohol, the Calc. Spar sphere

Optic axis axial— the sphere is repelled

„ „ equatorial— „ is repelled but not so much as when
the O. axis is axial, and indeed only very slowly— but the mass

of fluid obstructs the motion as compared with carbonic acid gas.

14150. Perhaps some of the crystals of Calc, spar which contain

a little iron might probably be found to coincide with space.

I have a small rhomboid which Tyndall gave me; its short or

optic axis points axially, therefore as a paramagnetic crystal. In

Air the crystal was attracted whether the optic axis was axial

or equatorial, and of course it would do so in Carbonic acid gas,

or in space. On trying it in Carbonic acid such was the case, the

attraction being far stronger than in air, as it ought to be.

14151. It is evident that an intermediate crystal between this and

that of pure Calcareous spar may be found. Such crystals allow

of adjustment of their Magnecrystallic zero, i.e. of their magnetic

relation, just as media do.

14152. Granular bismuth bar^ different temperatures. The oil

bath, magnet and magnet pieces were left on the last occasion

undisturbed; the distance of the pole points is 1*2 inches (14134).

The torsion fibre is of several silks (14118). The bismuth bar was
carefully examined and found in good condition. To give some
degree of freedom of motion to it at low temperatures, Camphine
was put into the cylinder instead of oil— it is very near in diamag-

netic relation to it. Examined for the upsetting angle and made it

out to be 114°. The temperature is 65° F.

14153. Revolved the torsion index to the Right to the upsetting

point—from that proceeded to the left upsetting point— it required

5^ 308= 2108 degrees of torsion! (14135, 6). Then placed the

torsion index at Zero and turned right— 2^ 226° ^ 946\ r

left 268“ =988/ ^934 from

point to point, the temperature being 65° F.

31-2
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14154. This great difference between 1250 (14135,6) and 1934
at temperatures nearly the same must be considered. It may have

depended upon the fibres of the silk bundle having settled into

place in respect of each other—but renders the quality of the

suspension doubtful.

At 2^ 10“^ put the spirit lamp under the oil bath, leaving the

bismutli in the camphine—at 2^ 17"^ the lamp removed—
2^ 18”^— temp. 135°— right 4** 70°= 1510 of torsionv

2.24"^ „ 130°— left 4*^ 100 = 1540 „
/3050

14155. This is an enormous increase on the former (1415 3);

moreover it seems by the effects as if the torsion suspender took

set or gave way very easily. I suspect the vapour of the camphine

effects it greatly. Returned the index to 0°. Then proceeded to

the right and found it required 3^ 180°, but in a few minutes it

required 90° more and if I had waited would I think have required

much more. The temperature was 1 17*^ F. and there were evidences

of currents in the fluid.

14156. Removed and examined the bismuth: could see nothing

wrong about it; boiled it in Alcohol and cleaned it thoroughly.

Took away the camphine and cylinder from the oil bath. Removed
the tube from around the torsion thread to air it and displace

the vapour of camphine.

14157. Put another cylinder with pure filtered olive oil into the

trough and the bismuth bar into it. The power of the magnet

is so little and the oil so thick that the motion of the bismuth

is exceedingly slow— is as if it were in mud. Being placed at an

angle of 45° with the magnetic axis, it went very slowly into its

place, i.e. into the equatorial position. Put up only a half side

of the torsion protecting tube, so as to shelter it and yet to allow

the air and the removal of camphine vapour.

14158. Adjusted the bismuth prism equatorial and the torsion

index at Zero: then 4*^ not enough to upset it (they were to the

left); one revolution more, i.e. 1800°, after a good while, slowly

upset it. Returned through 5*^ to Zero: the prism moved very

slowly towards zero. Added 5 right revolutions— still moved
slowly but at last passed the upsetting point. Returned the index

to Zero- the bismuth returned very slowly. Will not do.

14159. At 3^ 10*" put the lamp under for an observation or two
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when the oil was hot. At 200° the bismuth moves more freely,

but still very slowly. At 250° moves better. At 292°, still better,

but currents now tell. Right torsion 7} 200 = 920° upset the bar,

and again 3*^ = 1080 left torsion upset it, making 2000° torsion

force from point to point. Temp. 278°—but the observations very

vague and uncertain. Set of torsion fibre— currents, etc. etc. No
use going on this way. Must use a wire.

20 SEPTR. 1855.

14160. Replaced the fine silver torsion wire in the balance (13736),
dismissing the silk bundle (14118).

14161. Made some observations as to the sensibility when dif-

ferent objects were in the magnetic field, but forgot at first to

move the cross piece of soft iron from the arms of the magnet,

so that its power was much diminished.

14162. The Carb. iron crystal with its optic axis vertical (13976),

the pole points being only 1*25 inches apart. The torsion force

with this silver wire was only 380° from one upsetting point to

the other.

14163. Tourmaline-di small dark blue or black crystal, 0*62 of an

inch long and o*i of an inch in diameter. Was magnetic but

shewed no sensible power with this wire.

14164. ThQ granular bismuth bar (13985). Scarcely sensible. The
bar easily stood axially.

14165. Carbonate ofIron, The crystal (13976), in order to make
it more sensible paramagnetically, was ground down into a flat

plate, the directions of the optic axis and of the length being left

untouched. When suspended with the optic axis vertically, its

height was 0*37 of an inch-its length o*6 of an inch-and its

breadth 0-17 of an inch.

14166. The cross piece of soft iron (14161) was now discovered

and taken away and the objects tried again.

14167. Carb. iron plate (14165) with optic axis vertical and the

pole points 2-3 inches apart— torsion force from point to point

was 190°. With a magnetic field 2 inches across, the force was

235° about. With an interval of i*8 inches, the force was 300°.

At this distance the carb. of iron tends to go to the poles, being

attracted by them, and if in oil, being buoyed up, it would probably
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go to them. This will not do: it must not leave its place. I must

hang a little copper cube (13987, 98) on to it to make it heavy.

14168. The tourmaline (14163) with a copper cube (13987, 98)

hanging to it, in the magnetic field, the interval being r8 inches.

No sensible effect with this torsion wire. Made the interval 1*25

inches, or trough width- still the same insensibility. In certain

positions corresponding to the upsetting points the tourmaline is

pulled round a little towards the axial position, but so slowly

that I cannot distinguish them. In fact it goes round the circle

gradually as the torsion wire goes round, but not equably in every

part; the space passed through by it is more or less for a like

number of torsion degrees, but produces no distinct upsetting

points.

14169. The bismuth prism (14152) with the poles close up to

the bath. The torsion force from point to point 184° about, not

more; and when the bar swung past the second upsetting point

it did not move on above 30° or 3^° more, so as to be nearly

equatorial though on the other side of the magnetic axis. This is

not power enough. Perhaps a trough and poles of this kind might

do, bringing the bismuth back by torsion to a constant position

near to the pole points.

14170. Proceeded to work with the Carbonate oflronplate (14165)

for effect of temperature on it as a mere paramagnetic body. One

of the small copper cubes (13987,98) weighing 44 grains was

hung on beneath it. The oil bath had thin pieces of wood between

it and the pole points, so that they were r95 inches apart. The

trough with its oil and a cylinder containing camphine (to give

a free motion at low temperatures) and the crystal and cube was

cooled in ice as before (i4i34)-then the flannel jacket put on

and the whole put quickly into its place at the magnet-then

temp.

46° F. whole torsion force from the left to the right upsetting point = 287°

46° „ „ right „ left „ „
= 280°

46 „ „ left „ right „ „ — 280

14171 . The upsettingangle

is 108° ascertained by ob-

servation

-the above forces
. /or

teforeare
172

14172. Had forgotten to attach the governing bristle to the hook
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of the object ( ) but I found that a piece of straight fine

copper wire or a bristle, dropped into and resting in the angle at

the junction of object and torsion wire, made an excellent indicator,

etc., better than the attached bristle.

14 173. Placed the torsion index at Zero, when the carb. of iron

was in the axial position. Placed the spirit lamp under the trough

a little while and then took it away.

temp. 89° -right

8 8°-left
^263 - 108 =

i3i\
155 at temp.

>262 „ 154

>>
86° -right i3\

86°— left

\ 262 ,,

131/
154 „

lamp under again a while— then away

>9 126°— right I 24v

>251 „ = 143 »
123°— left I27(

>254 „ 146 „
1 20°— right I27<^

7^53 » -= 145 »
1

1

9° -left 126/

lamp under again— then after a while reduced the flame

971 96-8^

95-8 95-7

947 94
-

137-5

134-2

132

>> .u
01

I 25 v

>249 » =
)> 148°— left I24<^

>250 „ = 142 „
fi 151°—right 126('

>248 „ = 140 „
153°— left 122/

i6i-7
^

163-9
I

167-2

Carb. iron, long bar^ at different temperatures, as a paramagnetic

body.

14174. Removed the camphine and its cylinder, replacing it by
another cylinder and pure olive oil, restoring the object to its

place, successfully. Observed after a time, when all had gained

a common temperature, no lamp being beneath.

temp. 136°—right 125 . . . .

\

132°— left
/ 251 — 108 =

126Q
>251 „ =

127°—right .25/
>251 ..

=
125°— left 126^
ii5°-left 132 . . . .

. . . moves very slowly -but quick
enough—object goes steadily to the up-
setting angle and then passes off.

143 (412)* at temp. 134^ 157-3

143 (412) „ 130° 157-3

143 (412) » 157-3

lamp under and left

^ This column is in pencil in the MS,
* Figures in brackets are in pencil in the MS.
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Carh. iron bar at different temperatures.

jh temp.

1.32

1.33

1-35

1.37

1.39

1.41

1.43

1.45

1.46

1.48

1.50

1.52

1-53

1*55

1.0

1.57

1.59

2.0

2.9

2.1

1

2.13

2.14

2.24

2.26

2.28

2.29

200“- right

216°— left

227“- right

234°— left

244®- right

253°- left

2 5 9®- right

269°— left

276°—right

283®-left

289®— right

294®— left

289°- right

287°-left

286°-right

285°-left

285°— right

284°— left

284°—right

258°-left

252®—right

247°— left

246°—right

220°— left

215°—right

2i3°-left

2 14®-right

\-
I23(^

119/

117/

1 i
'

j
('

iio(

llo{

119^

">
124/

>244- 108 136 (394)* at temp 208°
X I*I

149*6

yy 137 (396*2) yy
221° 150*7

>242 » 134 (388) 230° 1474 ss
c

>236 128 (370) » 239° 140-8
1

>234 5 ? 126 (364-2) yy
248° 138*6

>235 » = 127 (3672) yy
256® 139*7

>233 yy
= 125 (362) yy

264° 1375

232 yy 124 (30-8) yy
272° 136-4

>231 123 (356) yy
279® 135*3

231 123 (356) yy
286® 135*3

^
smaller name

229 121 (350) yy
291® 133*1

222 yy 114(330) yy
292° 125*4

1
223 115 (3321) jj

288° 126-5 1
u

223 1 15 (332-2) yy
287® 126-5

223 )) 1 15 (332-2) yy
286® 126*5

224 = 116(335-5) yy
285® 127*6

223 » 115 (332-2) yy
285® 126-5

222 = 114(330) yy
284° 125-4

. lamp away

lamp under, small

227 » = 1 19 (344) yy 255 130-9

229 >> 121 (350) yy
250® 133-1

232 124 (358*8) yy 136*4

. lamp away

241 yy 133 (384*8) yy
218® 146-3 lamp

241 yy
- 133 (384*8) 214®

on, small

146-3

241 yy 133 (384*8) yy
213° 146.3 lamp

ackets

1

are in pencil in the MS.

away
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2.46 temp. 178°- left ii8v

2-47 „ i74°-right .3.>

2-49 i73°-left 120:;^

2-P » 1 75 “-right ...>

3-8 » i46°-left I22s^

3.10 i44°-right

3-n i4i°-left <
3-13 i39°-right 132'^

3-54 1
00°-left > 31

^
3-57 98°-rig}it

40 96“-left

"V
4-5 » 95°-right 144'

) 250 - 108 =

>252 „ =

>252 » =

;254

>274

>274[«c]„ =

274[«V]„ =

X n
142 (410-8)* at temp. 176° 156-2 lamp

on, small

144 (416-5)

144 (416-5)

146 (422)

146 (422)

146 (422)

166 (480)

166 (480)

166 (480)

174° i 58'4

,
174° 158-4

lamp away altogether

145“ i6o*6

143° i6o-6

140° i6o-6

99° 182-6

97° 182-6

96° 182-6

14175. So there is a loss of power by elevation of temperature

and that accords with the crystal. But the loss here seems to be

less than with the crystal, for here at 96° the force is 166 and

at 292° the force is 114, being a loss of^ of the force at 96°.

Whereas with the crystal the force at 96° is 457 and at 292° it

is reduced to 246, the loss being as much as ^ir of the force at 96°.

If however the medium also loses force, being here diamagnetic

substances, then the loss of the prism might be affected, whereas

such a change has no influence over the Magnecrystal.

14176. If the medium lost in diamagnetic force, then the para-

magnetic character of the carbonate of iron ought to fall faster

than if it remained unchanged, and that loss would be added on

to the one above, which would make it still more different from

the crystal. Must consider these points and their consequences.

14177. Fibrous iron Magnecrystallic} Have had some small

cylinders turned out of fibrous iron, of smaller and larger sizes,

so that the fibre is across the cylinders and is parallel to the plane

of the little copper hooks, by which they are to be suspended.

Hung one up by a single cocoon silk fibre and then approached

* Figures in brackets are in pencil in the MS.
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a horse shoe magnet horizontally towards it, to observe whether

it would set with the fibres parallel to the lines of force. It did

vibrate about a given position, but this was indifferent, for when
the cylinder was held for a second in any position and then left

to itself, it then set in and vibrated about that position, having

taken a magnetic charge. One of the cylinders was carefully

ignited, cooled and then subjected to the distant action of the

horse shoe magnet (a small one), but the direction of the fibres

was perfectly indifferent and there was no sign of magnecrystallic

action. The cylinders required great care in their suspension that

they should be perfectly vertical.

14178. As to media, cannot tell at present whether even a medium
at 0° made up of water and Sul. Iron would change or not:— or

even whether space would change its relation. Most interesting

questions arise here.

14179. Carbonate of Iron bar (14173, 4): in the curve^ or line

laid down there is the same apparent straight line as in the crystals

of bismuth (13925): has no reference to bismuth.

14180. Very cold bismuth might make a powerful temporary

magnet. What would it be as a Magnecrystal.^

15TH OCTR. 1855.

14181. Red ferro pruss. potassa, heated in oil, at last blackens,

then breaks up suddenly with a sort of explosion—being after-

wards washed by camphine and water, it gave a dark brown
solution and left Prussian blue. Heated in a tube in air, it changed

and broke up in like manner, evolving prussic fumes. It is the

heat which changes it.

14182. The great horse shoe magnet arranged with 10 pr. Grove’s

plates and pole pieces with opposed flat faces 3*4 x 2 inches and

I* I inches apart. A crystal of red ferro pruss. pot., held by
copper wire and loop from a single cocoon thread, pointed well

between the poles—almost as strong as tourmaline. Then being

gradually heated by a spirit lamp, it pointed well Magnecrystal-

lically, though with diminishing power; until it broke up and was
dissipated it never lost its Magnecrystallic character.

14183. The tourmaline crystal (13691)—pointed well between

^ See note following par. 14187.
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^hese poles when 1*5 inches apart, i.e. powerfully. Being gradually

heated by a spirit lamp, it was raised to a red heat, but never lost

its magnecrystallic character, though it diminished in power. As
it cooled it regained its power. When cold it was digested in Mur.

acid to remove any oxide of iron that the heat and Alcohol vapour

might have changed ( ).

14184. Proto carbonate ofiron~a crystal of this substance pointed

with optic axis axially when poles far apart— its powers are very

great. A crystal, hung by copper wire and heated by spirit lamp,

decrepitated suddenly and powerfully. By heating a crystal first

at the sand bath and then by the lamp, it cracked, but held together

and seemed changed, being black, etc.: but lost it; must try again.

14185. Tyndall’s rhomboid of calc, spar, of which the optic

axis points axially, was broken up into smaller rhomboids each of

which pointed in like manner. On dissolving some of it in pure

M.N. Acid, etc., I found a trace of iron in the crystal, but not much.

14186. Examined some Calcareous spar for further specimens of

like Magnecrystallic character and found three pieces. All of these

gave traces of iron as the former did. Two of them had faint veins

here and there, of a dark green colour, like particles of chlorite

or something proto ferruginous (pyrites).

14187. A piece of this ferruginous Carb. lime heated flew to

pieces. Must proceed carefully and slowly.

[The results for carbonate of iron bar (i 4173, 4) were plotted in

graphs included in the MS. at this point. They have not been re-

produced.]

18 OCTR. 1855.

14188. Pure Ca/c Spar ( ). Rhomboid, suspended by
binding wire^ held above by a single cocoon thread—between

the flat poles of the great Electro magnet (14182)— it pointed with

short axis equatorially. Being gradually raised in temperature

over a gas flame and then transferred to the magnetic field, it was

gradually heated by a spirit lamp up to a red heat. During the

whole time it remained Magnecrystallic, the short axis pointing

equatorially— it never changed in character. A part of the exterior

of the crystal beneath, where the heat and watery vapour acted

most favourabl[y], was converted into caustic lime. Still, at the
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highest temperature, the crystal pointed and as at common
temperatures. As it cooled it continued to possess the same state.

I though[t] the directive force might be less than before.

14189. The suspending copper wire is more magnetic than it

ought to be. A bundle of it at common temperatures sets axially

and is attracted when cold. When hot it is indifferent, or if any-

thing equatorial in air, etc.

14190. Platinum wire, fine, a bundle or ring coil, was not so

magnetic as the cold copper when itself cold, and when heated

still pointed slightly axially. Better to use it than the copper

wire.

14191. A crystal of Carb. Prot oxide of iron^ slung with copper

and hung at the top of a lamp glass with a low flame, bore a temp,

up to 200° or about for i| hours very well, but then being made
a little warmer, it exploded like a Rupert’s drop. So also did two
other crystals.

14192. A crystal of Carbonate of Iron, put with olive oil into

a tube and heated— it bore the first temperatures very well, but at

a certain high temperature it suddenly broke up as before. Some
pieces were left amongst the smaller powdery part— the largest

of these was selected, mounted on platinum wire and suspended

in the magnetic held. It proved to be as Magnecrystallic as before.

It was then gradually heated by a spirit lamp, and then gradually

broke away, but a part remained for some time— this was magne-
crystallic, as the cold crystal in kind but not in degree, for the

power became less and less—at last the wire and remaining frag-

ment was dull red hot, but still the part which remained was
magnecrystallic, though weakly— at last that portion decrepitated

and disappeared from the wire. The effect was very good as far

as it went.

14193. Another Rhomboid of Carb. iron was slung in platina

wire, being wrapped round in two directions, and then suspended
in the Magnetic field. It was strongly Magnecrystallic. It was
then put for a little while over the Argand lamp—returned to the

magnetic field—heated by a spirit lamp applied beneath success-

fully and tried from time to time by exciting the magnet; it was
also Magnecrystallic and in the same manner, but grew weaker
in power as the temperature rose. At a dull red heat it was magne-
crystallic. It then seemed to lose Carbonic acid rapidly by the
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appearance and also all magnecrystallic power-it was a little

magnetic at the high temperature, pointing with its length axially,

but feebly; but on taking away the lamp and letting the tempera-

ture fall, it soon became exceedingly magnetic, loose pieces flew

from it to the magnetic poles and it found no place of rest in the

middle distance. It was in fact very magnetic oxide of iron,

opake, and contained no carbonic acid.

14194. As long as the crystal remained a carbonate it was Magne-
crystallic.

14195. Ferro carbonate of lime crystallized (14185,6), i.e. such

carbonate of lime as in the Magnetic field sets with the optic axis

axially. Hung some pieces slung by copper wire over the gas

lamp (14187). After some time, two flew to pieces, though the

heat not enough to scorch paper. Put a thermometer in the place

:

temp. 220°. Hung up other crystals from other pieces; at 260°

began to fly— at 300"^ die rest broke up like a Rupert’s drop. With
another crystal, about one half remained as a piece fractured

throughout-hung it up in the Magnetic field— it then bore the

heat of the spirit lamp pretty well and with the following result.

When below a certain temperature it pointed with the optic axis

axially, but on raising the temperature considerably, it pointed

with the optic axis equatorially. On lowering the temperature,

this was changed; and again when raised in temperature, the

change was reversed. The crystal pointed Magnecrystallically at

all times, but at the lower temperatures it pointed as a rhomboid
of Garb, of iron and at the upper temperatures as a rhomboid of

Carbonate of lime. When cold it was attracted as a whole, being

paramagnetic.

14196. Another rhomboid of the Ferro carbonate of lime was
put into a tube with oil and heated—at about 300°. Much of it

burst into dust, but even after raising the oil to a decomposing

temperature some fragments of the Rhomboid remained. One
of these was selected and slung by the platina wire—hung in the

magnetic field and tried : it set magnecrystallically, as Garb. Iron.

When the spirit lamp was applied, the fragment remained after

the oil was dissipated and burnt away, and now it always pointed

Magnecrystallically; but when above a certain temperature it

pointed as pure calc, spar, when below as carb. iron—confirming

and enlarging the former result (1419 5).
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14197. Compressed carbonate ofiron, Tyndall gave me a rhomboid

of Carbonate of iron powder pressed together in one direction—

the rhomboid pointed with the short axis axially—being suspended

in the magnetic field, a very short application of the spirit lamp

took away this power, which did not return by cooling—and very

soon parts were decomposed and the magnetic oxide of iron set

free. Might make the experiment better in heated oil.

14198. The ferro carbonate of lime spoken of contains very little

iron (14185) but some of its properties seem much affected,

especially its cohesion. The manner in which it flies to pieces by
a certain elevation of temperature, as if it were then really another

body, seems to shew that there must be contending actions going

on within side; and its change from the paramagnecrystallic to

the diamagnecrystallic state accords with this view. Probably

the optic qualities would alter in some manner and they seem

deserving of examination. The substance is I think harder than

the regular calcareous spar and always more Assured. As far as

I have traced it, the fine veins of minute crystals of pyrites accom-

panies the presence or production of this kind of Calcareous spar.

5 NOVR. 1855.

14199. A, a calcareous spar from Mr Tennant. A little rhomboid

of it set between flat faced poles ( ) with the optic axis

equatorially.

B, another calcareous spar from Mr Tennant-a rhomboid of

it set with the optic axis equatorially.

C, another calcareous spar Do.—rhomboid sets with optic

axis equatorially.

D, another Calcareous spar Do.—rhomboid sets with the optic

axis equatorially.

E, another calcareous spar— labled from Wicklow in Ireland,

very lustrous and having something of the topaz look about it—

also with many conchoidal or cross fractures— a rhomboid of it

sets with the optic axis equatorial, like the rest.

14200. Four crystals of Tantalite from Greenland (from Mr
Tennant). All were strongly magnecrystallic and set with the

length (when they had length) equatorially. Certain planes faced

to the flat poles, and these were I think the planes M in the figure
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in Thomson’s Mineralogy % Vol. i, p. 485 ;
but the crystals I have

do not well identify with that figure. The planes I speak of join

on to other planes which surround the crystal, and the linear

angles are parallel to each other and to an axis round which the

crystal may be revolved-but this happens in two directions which

are at right angles to each other, so that probably the planes are

not difficult to recognise in other crystals.

^ Outlines of Mineralogy^ Geology and Mineral Analysis. By Thomas
Thomson, M.D. London, 1836.
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14201. Static induction experiments in relation to Riess* letter—

Phil. Mag., 1855, ix, p. 410, etc.

14202*. Let P represent the inductric body— S, the insulating plate

whose state under induction is to be investigated an[d] N the flame

or other inducteous body, which is to be uninsulated and to act

as a discharger—as in Riess’ experiments.

14203+. Made P the end of the E. Machine prime inductor, N a

spirit lamp according to Riess, and S a plate of shell lac 4I inches

square and 0*9 of an inch thick. A thick silk thread was fa[s]tened

round it and two silk thread loops proceeded from the four

corners, by which it could be held in any position and yet remain
insulated. The side of this plate facing towards the inductric

body shall always be called the anterior side— the other, the

posterior side.

14204. The shell lac S was first discharged by the near approach
of the flame N to both sides of it, P being away, and then examined
by being laid on to the plate of a gold leaf electrometer— it was
found to possess no charge and could at any time be brought into

this state by a like process. Then the flame N was removed and
the plate S brought into inductive position as regarded P, left

there 5 or 10 seconds, taken away and again examined, and was
found without charge. It was replaced in inductive position and
the hand applied at N, so as to perfect the induction arrangement

but so that the hand should not communicate electricity; after

which the plate S was removed and examined by the electrometer,

but had received no charge, though it must have suffered induction.

14205. Then the shell lac plate S was put into position in respect

of P, and afterward the flame N brought up to within an inch

and a half of it, and moved about for a second and removed ; and
then the shell lac plate, being taken away from P, was examined
at the Electrometer. Whichever side was laid on the electrometer

cap plate, still the shell lac was found to be charged negative,

P being Positive, but the charge was much stronger in its indica-

tions when the posterior surface was against the Electrometer

cap, as according to my theory it ought to be.

* [14202] t [14203]
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14206. The next point was to ascertain whether the anterior

surface was charged Neg. as Riess says- or the posterior surface

negative as I believed, and the result was soon obtained. For on

bringing up the flame towards the posterior surface (14202, etc.)

to discharge it (if charged) and then examining the shell lac at the

Electrometer, it was found uncharged, and that whichever side

of the plate was laid on the cap. If the anterior surface had been

really charged Negative as Riess supposes, the approach of the

flame to the posterior surface would have given the latter a positive

charge, and these two charges would have acted on each other

inductively across the plate; and then on putting the plate on the

electrometer cap, the charge which might appear strong before

the second action of the flame would have appeared weak after-

wards; but then the approach of the hand or a metal plate

uninsltd., by taking of[f] the induction of the upper charge,

would allow the lower to be exerted on the electrometer and shew

its full power: also by this process opposite kinds of electricity

would appear on opposite sides of the shell lac plate. But the

approach of the hand did not produce any effect of this kind,

whichever side of the plate was downward, for the plate was

wholly discharged. Hence therefore it was the posterior side of

the shell lac that had been charged Negative by the flame under

the action of induction, and it was the same surface which was

discharged by the second approach of the flame when the induc-

tion was removed.

14207. To complete this proof, the experiment was repeated up

to the second discharging action of the flame-and at that time

the flame was brought up on the anterior side of the shell lac plate.

The latter was then examined at the electrometer with its posterior

surface on the cap; the charge was Negative and therefore the

same in kind as before, but the effect much lower. On ap-

proaching the hand or an uninsulated conducting plate towards

the top or anterior surface, the negative indication rose up almost

as high as in the first instance, and on removing the hand, etc.

it fell again. On turning the shell lac plate round so that the

anterior surface was on die cap, all the effects were repeated, the

charge indicated by the electrometer being now of positive elec-

tricity.
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14208. Hence it is very clear that the first action of the flame

(under induction) was to charge the posterior face of the shell lac

negative:— that when the induction was removed, that posterior

face remained charged and could then act by induction on things

around, either through the air on one side the face or through the

shell lac and air on the other side. That when the flame was

approached on the air side, the induction across the air was dis-

charged by the flame, and so the charged face itself discharged;

but that when the flame was approached on the other side, i.e. the

anterior side, the induction was through both air and shell lac;

that the flame could discharge that across the air, but because of

the immovability of the particles of the lac, not that across its

surface; and so the discharge ended on the surface of the shell lac,

and it acquired the positive state, i.e. the state the hand or any

undischging. body would have received put in the place of the

flame, and the state the flame itself has before it can exert any

power of discharge.

14209. Instead of employing a flame for N, I used a fine needle

point, with precisely the same results, except that the needle point

is not so good a discharger by convection as flame is; the different

states assumed by the shell lac plate are not so readily assumed or

discharged by it as by the flame.

14210. It is evident that if in the second step of the experiment

the spirit lamp as a discharge^] of the posterior surface were

dispensed with, and a conductor applied to that surface, it might

be made to take all the electricity at once. This was done by laying

a gold leaf on the cap of the electrometer and putting the plate

of Shell lac from position S with the posterior face down upon
it. The electrometer was then well diverged negatively, and by
bringing an uninsulated wire up to the gold leaf or the cap in

contact with it, that negative electricity was drawn off* as a spark

and the plate and electrometer was left entirely discharged.

1421 1. It is just as evident that the metallic coating may be applied

to the posterior surface before the experiment begins. So a plate

of tin foil was attached to this surface and then the experiment

made, using the spirit lamp at N first to charge that surface under

induction, then to discharge it when the induction was over;

the effects were precisely of the same kind as before. But then
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varying the experiment by using an insulated metallic knob for N,

the negative electricity going from N to the posterior surface

whilst under induction, and that going back again when the

induction was taken off, occurred as two visible sparks.

14212. It was but another variation of the experiment with pre-

cisely the same results in kind, when both surfaces of the shell lac

were coated; that only made the extreme limits of the shell lac

conductors, whilst all the intervening parts acted as insulating

matter in the induction polarized condition. The consequences

were the same. The plate being put into position and the flame

applied at N and then removed and the plate then examined, it

was found charged negative on the posterior side; a touch of the

wire there took away this negative electricity and the whole

system was discharged, no electricity remaining in the anterior

surface. But when the flame was applied on the anterior side,

that lining became positively charged, whilst the posterior lining

remained negatively charged, the shell lac being in the inductive

and polarized state between.

14213. When P was made a negatively electrified body, then

precisely the same effects occurred, but the electric states con-

ferred or removed had the contrary signs. Still, it was always

the posterior surface which became first charged under the in-

duction.

142 14. Then S was changed from Shell lac to Sulphur, the plate

being
5
inches square by o-8 of an inch thick. All the experiments

were repeated with precisely the same results; there was not the

slightest difference in the kind of action.

14215. P may be any electrified body. A gutta percha sole excited

may be used and was used in all these experiments. It may be

brought within an inch of the anterior face of the shell lac or

sulphur-it may even touch it (without friction)—and not charge

it in the least. Still, the point or flame or knob on the posterior

side, i.e. the inducteous body, will do its full duty in charging or

discharging the posterior side, so that there is no difficulty in

making all the experiments with ordinary care.

14216. P may be an excited rod of glass or any like charged

body and is easily brought up at the moment the induction is

required. So that the experiments become very easy and simple,
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and they are fundamental as regards the true action in and theory

of induction.

17 DECR. 1855.

14217. Polarized ray of light through Magnecrystals in the

magnetic field. The object was to place a magnecrystal in the

strong magnetic field in different positions and then pass a

polarized ray through it at right angles to the magnetic axis.

For this purpose the Great horseshoe electromagnet was used,

excited when needful by 20 pr. of Grove's plates. The Pole

pieces N and S were employed ( ). A brass tube sustained

between them carried two Nicholfs prisms, one below to polarize

a reflected ray of lamp light, the one above to serve as the optical

analyzer. An opening in the middle of this tube and a little stage

there sufficed to permit the introduction and arrangement of the

crystal to be examined between N and S.

14218. Various crystals, of Sulphate of iron
,
red ferro prussiate

of potassa, etc. had the required parts rubbed down on sand paper

and then by means of a piece of linen stretched over a flat plate

and damped in one part, the surfaces could be finished and

polished so that an excellent image of the lamp flame could be

seen through the crystals as through coloured glass.

14219. Sulphate ofiron crystals were first dealt with-some were

in flat plates, with the polished surfaces parallel to the Magne-

crystallic axis of the crystal. Others were formed into square

prisms, of which two of the faces were parallel to the Magne-

crystallic axis and other two faces perpendicular to this axis.

14220. First the Analyzing Nichol was turned so as to be at

right angles with the Polarizing Nichol, i.e. until all light was

extinguished; the tube with the two Nichols could then be turned

altogether and of course no ray passed during the whole time.

Then a crystal could be placed on the stage between the Magnetic

poles, and this depolarizing the ray from the lower Nichol,

suffered light to pass through the upper. By turning the experi-

mental crystal round on a vertical axis, it could be brought into

one of two diametral positions in which it did not affect the

polarized light and then all remained dark, and by turning the

whole system this arrangement could be preserved and yet the
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varying the experiment by using an insulated metallic knob for N,
the negative electricity going from N to the posterior surface

whilst under induction, and that going back again when the

induction was taken off, occurred as two visible sparks.

14212. It was but another variation of the experiment with pre-

cisely the same results in kind, when both surfaces of the shell lac

were coated; that only made the extreme limits of the shell lac

conductors, whilst all the intervening parts acted as insulating

matter in the induction polarized condition. The consequences

were the same. The plate being put into position and the flame

applied at N and then removed and the plate then examined, it

was found charged negative on the posterior side; a touch of the

wire there took away this negative electricity and the whole

system was discharged, no electricity remaining in the anterior

surface. But when the flame was applied on the anterior side,

that lining became positively charged, whilst the posterior lining

remained negatively charged, the shell lac being in the inductive

and polarized state between.

14213. When P was made a negatively electrified body, then

precisely the same effects occurred, but the electric states con-

ferred or removed had the contrary signs. Still, it was always

the posterior surface which became first charged under the in-

duction.

14214. Then S was changed from Shell lac to Sulphur, the plate

being 5 inches square by o-8 of an inch thick. All the experiments

were repeated with precisely the same results; there was not the

slightest difference in the kind of action.

14215. P may be any electrified body. A gutta percha sole excited

may be used and was used in all these experiments. It may be
brought within an inch of the anterior face of the shell lac or

sulphur— it may even touch it (without friction)—and not charge

it in the least. Still, the point or flame or knob on the posterior

side, i.e. the inducteous body, will do its full duty in charging or

discharging the posterior side, so that there is no difficulty in

making all the experiments with ordinary care.

14216. P may be an excited rod of glass or any like charged

body and is easily brought up at the moment the induction is

required. So that the experiments become very easy and simple,
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and they are fundamental as regards the true action in and theory

of induction.

17 DECR. 1855.

142 1 7. Polarized ray of light through Magnecrystals in the

magnetic field. The object was to place a magnecrystal in the

strong magnetic field in different positions and then pass a

polarized ray through it at right angles to the magnetic axis.

For this purpose the Great horseshoe electromagnet was used,

excited when needful by 20 pr. of Grove’s plates. The Pole

pieces N and S were employed
( ). A brass tube sustained

between them carried two NicholPs prisms, one below to polarize

a reflected ray of lamp light, the one above to serve as the optical fv
analyzer. An opening in the middle of this tube and a little stage

/ '

there sufficed to permit the introduction and arrangement of the

crystal to be examined between N and S.

14218, Various crystals, of Sulphate of iron
,
red ferro prussiate

of potassa, etc. had the required parts rubbed down on sand paper

and then by means of a piece of linen stretched over a flat plate

and damped in one part, the surfaces could be finished and

polished so that an excellent image of the lamp flame could be

seen through the crystals as through coloured glass.

14219. Sulphate of iron crystals were first dealt with-some were

in flat plates, with the polished surfaces parallel to the Magne-

crystallic axis of the crystal. Others were formed into square

prisms, of which two of the faces were parallel to the Magne-

crystallic axis and other two faces perpendicular to this axis.

14220. First the Analyzing Nichol was turned so as to be at

right angles with the Polarizing Nichol, i.e. until all light was

extinguished; the tube with the two Nichols could then be turned

altogether and of course no ray passed during the whole time.

Then a crystal could be placed on the stage between the Magnetic

poles, and this depolarizing the ray from the lower Nichol,

suffered light to pass through the upper. By turning the experi-

mental crystal round on a vertical axis, it could be brought into

one of two diametral positions in which it did not affect the

polarized light and then all remained dark, and by turning the

whole system this arrangement could be preserved and yet the
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Magnecrystal be placed with its M. C. axis parallel to the Magnetic

axis, or transverse to it, or in any other Azimuthal position.

14221. Crystal A, Sul. Iron. A flat crystal with the M. C. axis

parallel to the faces and placed horizontally—adjusted so as not

to affect the polarized ray -all dark. When all was turned until

the M. C. axis coincided with the Mag. axis of the field and then

the Magnet made and unmade, there was no difference—no mag-
netic effect. When all turned until the M. C. axis was equatorial

and then magnetic alternations made, still no effect. The tube and

crystal was turned through every azimuthal position and the

magnet force intermitted-but still no effect. The upper Nicholl

was turned a little round— or much round— but still the magnet

produced no effect.

14222. Crystal B of proto sul. Iron— a square prism polished on

four sides ( ). Adjusted with Nicholls arranged to stop

light— the crystal so as not to alter the polarized ray, and its

M. C. axis horizontal- then the whole turned through all Azimuthal

positions and the magnet continually made and unmade— but no
effect. The crystal now arranged with the M.C. axis vertical.

Same negative effect as before.

14223. Crystal C, proto sulphate of iron— flat plate—M.C. axis

horizontal. Negative results exactly as before.

14224. Crystal D, proto sulphate of iron—plate—M.C. axis hori-

zontal. Negative results as before.

14225. Crystal E, proto sulphate of iron— square prism—but
whether the M.C. axis were vertical or horizontal (14219), the

results were negative as before.

14226. Crystal F. Small long prism, Sul. iron.—M.C. axis hori-

zontal— the same negative results as before.

14227. Redferro prussiate ofpotassa.

Crystal G, red ferro pruss.— also crystals H, I and K— four

being employed in succession. The M. C. axis was horizontal—

but in no azimut[h]al position had they power under the magnetic

influence to affect the ray of light— all the results were negative.

14228. Calcareous spar— a cube— the optic axis being perpendicular

to two of the faces. When the optic axis was horizontal, then dark

positions could be obtained-but no effect was produced by the

magnet. When the optic axis was vertical— light and coloured
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stripes or rings were obtained—but these underwent no change

by the action of the magnet. All variations of the positions were

made, but no magnetic effects produced.

14229. Ferro calcareous spar (14185, 95). Two little rhomboids

were selected and cut so that the optic axis in one was parallel

to the new faces of the plate produced, and in the other, vertical

to these faces. But which ever crystal was in the Magnetic field,

or whatever its position, no magnetic effects could be obtained.

14230. So whatever the positionfs] of these Magnecrystals, para-

magnetic and diamagnetic, were in the field—no magnetic effect

could be obtained on a polarized ray passed through them in a

direction perpendicular to the magnetic line of force.

19 JANUARY 1856.

Time— in Electrodynamic or Magnetic induction .

14231. The facts Exp. Res. 2166, and also MS. notes 7500-7701,

as well also as the former ( ) negative results with a

rapidly revolving cylinder of heavy glass employed as a prism

in the magnetic field, have a relation to time. As the effects looked

for were insensible, so the results, as far as they go, are against

any expectation of sensible time results in other trials.

14232. Professor Henry (Princetown) says I think that lightning

flashes ten miles off affected his induction coil apparatus. I do
not know how; but if the results were instantaneous they are

against the idea of sensible time.

14233. Still, it is not absolutely certain that magnetic propaga-

tion, if in an (or the) ether, must be as quick as light, though it is

likely; and the experiment is worth trying; especially as the

magnetic influence is transverse to the electric current, which

rivals light; and time is certainly required in some magnetic

phenomena, as in the charging of soft iron.

14234. Considering also that the magnetic form of force moves
matter and masses of matter: that point is perhaps in favour of

time, for all actions that result in moving ponderable matter, as

far as we can trace them by cessation and renewall, seem to

occupy sensible time.

14235. The thought at Exp. Res. 1730, as to the difference of

copper and air when employed as screens, may have a reference
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to this point of time-and perhaps such interposition and its

effect on time might be made sensible by the apparatus I propose

employing.

14236. In reference to the indicating galvanometers before thought

of (13993). The image reflected by the moving needle may require

to be very intense. So make the object seen a Voltaic light\ it

will be both small and intense.

14237. Let the needles be very hard, so as to hold a full charge

of power. Also as short and as light as possible that the inertia

of their mass may be the minimum-and I think astatic or very

nearly so.

14238. Both have to be observed at once, i.e. both Galvanometers.

As the size of the coils and apparatus will prevent them from

being placed so near to each other that the two reflected images

shall be seen close together, so it may be necessary to have two

reflectors to turn the rays at right angles, or even between the

instruments, and so adjusted as to give the two images side by

side and close together to the eye.

14239. Small governing magnets (very small) might be used with

each galvanometer in adjusting the place of the place [? needle]

and of the image reflected from it.

14240. To distinguish whether one needle moves before the

other, the images from the two placed side by side must be

observed by a moving mirror or lens. An excentric mirror or

prism would give a certain separation of successive extinctions,

but probably a plane mirror will be best. For it will be easy to

move a mirror rapidly on an axis corresponding to one of its

diameters, and to make the mirror carry a contact key so that the

primary or inducing current and the motions of the needles shall

come on exactly when the mirror is passing that position in which

the light is reflected to the eye.

14241. We might perhaps in this way distinguish the ten-

thousandth part of a second. But there is little likelyhood of that

being enough, since light would move 19 miles in that time, and

electricity in a copper wire as fast.

14242. Still, the apparatus may give some results, and especially

when interposed media as copper, air, bismuth, phosphorus, etc.,

conductors and nonconductors, etc. are concerned.
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14243. Wishing to look at Gold leaf in a good Microscope, I ap-

plied to Mr W. de la Rue, and he has undertaken to aid me with

his instrument. Went last Tuesday Evening (28 Jany.) to his

house for that purpose and we had a good evening together.

14244. Looked at ordinary gold leaf (beaten) spread both on

glass plates and also over small holes in cards. A light behind

such gold leaf appears to be green, as if the Gold were a green

transparent body; it usually appears to be wrinkled and to have

many holes, the latter transmitting white light. On using a lens

the same results appear, but the wrinkles are more developed and

the holes larger.

14245. Being placed in the microscope and examined by trans-

mitted light (sometimes direct from a lamp and sometimes reflected

by a mirror) the development was made more complete, higher

powers being employed in succession. At first fresh wrinkles

and holes appeared-the holes shortly ceased to increase in number

but the gold seemed irregular in form, an effect due to wrinkles,

folds and undulation in a large degree, for by the highest powers

these were opened out and then parts could be distinguished

pretty equable and flat over a certain extent and having every

character of a continuous transparent film of the metal-no holes

appeared there but there were mottlings as if the plate of gold

were irregular in thickness.

14246. Such irregularity is very like to be, in gold beaten out

by such a rough process as hammering and between leaves so

coarse in their nature as gold skin, but the Green tint of the light

was on the whole nearly the same though in the thinner parts it

seemed to change to a purplish or greyish hue. On the whole

it is wonderful to see the leaf so uniform as it is in thickness.

14247. On consideration, it does not seem wonderful that the

gold should retain its continuity and be almost free from holes.

The mere expansion by beating would not tend to make holes

but rather weld together and close up any that might be formed in

the transferring processes. Beating would, by the direction of the

forces laterally, favour the continuity of the film- not destroy it.
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14248. The last power used was such as to make the microscope
able to shew perfectly lines and spaces ^00 of an inch asunder.

Lines ruled by Nobert and others thus close have been dis-

tinguished and the spaces between them; and if it be assumed that

the lines and spaces were of equal width, then the microscope

could shew spaces l40jooo of an inch across. Yet as before said,

holes had not gone on appearing in greater numbers and of
smaller sizes. The smallest could be seen well by a much lower
power than that described.

14249. Every consideration and appearance leads to the con-

clusion that the Gold is truly transparent.

14250. The same general results were obtained with red gold—
with high gold and with pale gold. Each kept its own tint through-

out the observations, but the close observation, with the highest

power, of the colour of the light in the different parts of the mottle

was not made.

1425 1. A film of gold leaf was wetted with Alcohol and then

examined: nothing particular appeared- a little change in the tint

of light perhaps occurred, as was probable.

14252. A polarized ray of light was sent through the gold leaf

and then examd. by an analyzer— both the polarizer and analyzer

being Nicol’s prisms. Nothing distinct appeared. At times there

were suspicions of a little depolarizing action, but not satisfactory.

I4253- By ^e adjustment of a sulphate of lime plate, the colour
of the light sent through the plate could be varied, and then the

portion transmitted by the gold leaf varied: it could be changed
from green to gray and in other manners, and it was evident that

other rays than the green rays could pass through the gold. The
yellow was probably the ray first stopped back-and that is also

accordent with the complementary characters of the reflected and
transmitted light of gold leaf.

14254* L is especially necessary in these experiments to exclude
light from the surface of the gold leaf nearest to the eye, for the

corrugations and undulations of this surface easily catch such light

and reflect the rays to the eye, and then a mixed and confused
result is obtained.

I4255* Propose to reduce films chemically on glass or otherwise—
and also of other metals.
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14256. Remember the transparent films obtained with a lead

tree ( ).

14257. Yesterday (Feb. 1) Mr De la Rue brought me a series

of thin films of gold attached to glass plates— obtained by the

reducing action of phosphorus vapour on solution of gold—

which had been washed by water and then placed on the glass.

They are beautifully thin. Yet when examined by a microscope

of high power, they appear to be perfectly continuous and uni-

form.

14258. Another consideration in favour of their continuity is

that the process of formation is uniform on every part of the

reduced or reducing solution. Also that they have considerable

strength on water.

14259. I have frequently observed that when a piece of gold leaf

lying on the surface of a solution of chlorine or upon mixed

Nitro muriatic acid is undergoing solution, the plate in gradually

thinning becomes more and more transparent—changes in colour—

assumes the purple colour of these plates and even passes into a

thinner and almost colourless plate before it disappears. This a

very good thinning process in proof of the philosophy of the

subject.

14260. Precipitate of Gold by Sul. Iron gives green and blue and

purple tints. These probably all cases of thin gold and the trans-

mission of light through the particles.

14261. As these gold films on glass ( ) are doubtless con-

ductors of Electricity, we shall have the power of throwing more
gold down upon them by Electricity, and so of procuring thicker

films—or if we please, wedges, so as to have transparency in a

plate gradually increasing in thickness. The films of Gold thrown

down on Daguerretypes are transparent films.

14262. Might also thin down a gold film by electricity. Might

thin down a piece of Gold leaf, i.e. beaten gold leaf.

14263. The thinner of these films transmits the light of the

clouds or of a piece of white paper to the eye of a fine violet

colour, so that the film has exactly the appearance of a piece of

manganese glass. It is the same colour as the stains of Gold on

the skin or other organic substance— or the stains obtained by
gold on pottery— or the stain of an electric deflagration of gold—
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and I have little doubt that in all these cases the cause is the same-

the effect being due to the colour of thin transparent plates or

particles of gold.

14264. When the light of the Sun or day is sent through these

films on to white paper, it illuminates the paper with a fine violet

light. Candle light has but few of these rays and therefore pro-

duces little, i.e. a worse effect of the kind.

14265. One film varied in thickness from one end to the other.

At the one end it was so thin as to be transparent almost as the

glass, and here the transmitted light (once transmitted) had a rose

tint; this gradually passed into the violet tint towards the other

end and even reached the green tint or violet green tint at one

part. The effect due to increasing thickness of the plate was very

beautiful.

14266. When a film and glass was laid on white paper so that

the light which went to the paper and from thence to the eye

passed twice through the gold, then the colour was more intense.

So if a film were taken up on white card board instead of glass,

it gave a strong violet tint, and in the place of the thicker part the

tint became so dark as to apprch. to deep violet brown or black.

It did not in these places exhibit the green tint of the thicker

films of gold.

14267. When the spectrum of a candle obtained by a prism was

looked at thrgh. the gold film, all the rays passed thrgh. the thinner

part, almost as thrgh. the glass. As the thicker part was brought

up, the yellow rays appeared to be excluded first.

14268. In considering the proportion of rays which pass through

a film of given thickness, we must remember their proportion

in the spectrum and not merely their colour. Violet appears to

pass as freely as, if not more freely than, any others; but then its

quantity in the ray is small estimated by illuminating power and

so it disappears before the green, which has a high illuminating

power, and thus green appears as the tint of the thicker films or

of gold leaf.

14269. Even Stokes' rays can pass through these films and affect

sol. of Sulphate of quinia afterwds.

14270. As to reflexion oflight by these films, it is very good where

they are thickest, and indeed perfectly golden in parts where still
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transparency is manifest, though the dark slate or greenish colour

by transmission is very dark. Proceeding to thinner parts of the

film, the reflected light becomes less as the transmitted light is

more, and at the thinnest part almost disappears, becoming to gold

what the top of a soap bubble is to water— too thin to reflect light.

14271. But if that be so and if these films are continuous and not

porous nets or aggregations of particles, then it is clear that

reflexion is not altogether superficial, but is an internal action of

the gold: mere surface is not enough, for a thin film, though it

gives a metallic and yellow reflexion, gives it in so poor a degree

that it almost disappears, and it is only as the film becomes thicker

that the reflexion becomes the ordinary strong metallic reflexion

of gold.

14272. So thickness governs reflexion in a large degree.

14273. The undulations for violet light are 59880 in an inch and

for red light 37600. The thickness of Gold leaf is given as

as^ooodth of an inch in thickness, so that it is not ^th the extent

of a red vibration and little more than a fifth of a violet vibration.

Some of the films are probably not the part of the gold leaf in

thickness.

14274. If thickness of continuous film has an influence on re-

flexion, then it is probable that a given film will affect differently

rays of different undulations, such for instance as are above and

such as are below that thickness.

14275. Superposition of two or more thin plates of gold does

not seem to change the colour to that of a thicker plate: thus

several purples do not give a green colour. This would seem to

imply that it is not sum of thickness only that transmits a green

colour but sum of continuous thickness.

14276. As reflexion also required a certain depth of gold, so two

thin plates there cannot be as one thick one. Hence with very

thin plates, light may pass on which would be reflected or absorbed

by one thicker one—and hence probably the reason for the constant

colour of several thin plates— of gold precipitates, etc.

14277. Continuity of the film an important point to prove.

Perhaps take up one of the films on polished silver, then cause

sulphur vapours to be present and see if the gold film will protect

the silver.
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14278. If a wedge film obtained by chemical action or by electrical

action proceeds in the different parts from the first tints to green—

and superposed plates do not- that will shew that there is cohesion

of parts and continuity in the first plate and not merely a layer

of fine particles.

14279. Gold precipitated by sul. iron gives I think screens of

different colours at different times. If this is not due to addition

of the effect of the persulphate of iron produced, it is probably

due to the different sizes of the particles. As these particles are

probably less in thickness than the thickness of a transparent

plate of gold, they ought to transmit coloured light; and as they

are separate the one from the other, the light through a greater

number of them ought not to be changed in colour though it

should be diminished in quantity.

14280. Let a precipitate settle: does the colour of the column

then vary in different parts, as particles of different sizes arrange

themselves at different depths. Use a rectangular column so as

to compare width in one direction with breadth in another part

and direction.

14281. Shall probably be able to deposit a film of silver, copper

or other metals by Electricity on a transparent film of gold, using

cyanides and a light beneath during the process. In this way
may examine such metals.

14282. When forming such plates, especially of the more oxidiz-

able metals as lead, tin, etc., keep them under the fluid and examine

them in it. Use dilute alcohol to wet the metals.

14283. Perhaps obtain crystals of some of the metals thus and

examine them by polarized light.

14284. Transparent crystd. lead-see notes 783, 4, 1935, Deer. 1833.

14285. Zinc crystals
, 1337, Jany. 1834-perhaps obtained on plate

of Gold.

14286. Transparent silver
, 1448, 9—Jany. 1834.

14287. On reducing Acetate of lead by Voltaic battery, I obtained

in the old time very good crystals of lead, quite transparent

apparently. May most likely obtain other metals so by the same

means. Do the crystals of lead polarize or depolarize light?

14288. Reduce by battery Silver- Platina— Gold—Zinc— Palla-

dium—copper-iron-antimony-bismuth.
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14289. The sensible lustre of the films depends much on the

character of the surface on which they are laid. If that be polished

they are polished. If that be dull they are dull, because the film

adapts itself to every minute variation of form in the surface. See

the films on dull and polished cards and magnify the former- then
the lustre came forth.

14290. List of numbered films— p. 2990, 3004 L

1 to 42, films of gold, 14671, 6.

1 to 23, „ „ increasing in thickness, 14671, 6.

8, 11, 12, 15, „ „ graduated or sliding thicknesses, 15238.

17, very dark3
.

23, beaten gold leaf.

27, has been heated.

28, in Canada balsam.

29-33, on polished card.

34, on dull unpolished card.

35-39, two films superposed, 14671.

40, 41, three films superposed, 14625.

42. Four films superposed, 14625.

43-46. Palladium, 14622, 72, 5239.

47-49. Silver, 14672.

50. silvered tube in halves.

51. Thirteen superposed films of Gold, 14625.

No. 4, broken into 2 pieces, 5 Feby.— by a fall.

52. Film, Silver from Nitrate by phosphorus vapour.

53. Film, Silver from Ammoniacal Solution by phosphorus vapour.

54. Gold precipitated by Sul. Iron (14353), 14640, 70.

55. 56, 57, 58, 58^. Thick gold films by phosphorus (14352, 4, 8), 14671.

59. Silver by Electy. on zinc, N.A., etc. (14375).

60. Do (i4375)-

61. Gold Do (14381).

62. Do (14384).

63. Do on paper (14385).

64. Do on glass (14386).

65. Do. . on one side . Do. (1441 5), 621, 72.

66. Do. . two films . . Do. (14416), 621.

67. Deep gold on sol. chlorine— residue (14420).

68-73. Do. . progressive . . (14420), 14628, 69, 5237.

74-82. Extra deep gold. Do. . . (14421), 14620, 69.

83. Deep gold thinned by M.A. . . (14432), 620, 69.

84. Film from red fluid by Evaporation (14437), 627.

1 See pp. 5 5 and 67.
2 This entry is struck out and “made 96?” is written against it in pencil.

See par. 14493.

FD VII 2
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85. De la Rue’s film of Platinum . . 14622.

86-92. High gold subjected to different fluids (14441).

93. Leaf Gold heated (14486), 624, 745.

94. White Gold heated (14487), 624, 73.

95. Purple gold film heated (i4488)-also pressed (14529
1

), 14566, 626, 74.

List continued at page 2990
2
.

5 FEBY. 1856.

14291. Prepared a standard weak solution of Gold marked G.

14292. Prepared a standard solution of proto sulphate of iron,

1 it consisted of 1 vol. saturated solution at 54
0
F. plus 2 vols.

water, and a little sulphuric acid to keep all in solution during

the changes.

14293. Certain precipitates of gold were then made thus:

No. 1 was 1 vol. G + 7 vols. water f 1 vol. I; it gave an im-

mediate good precipitate of gold through which a candle flame

could be seen in daylight. 7 vols. more of water were added,

then the tint of the precipitate was weak. More sol. I was added

but there was no more effect— all the Gold was thrown down.

14294. No. 11. 2 fluid drams of G made up by water to 10 drams:

2 fluid drams of I made up by water to 10 drams. The two mixed—

an immediate precipitate. We know from No. 1 there must have

been enough iron solution here.

14295. No. hi. 2 fluid drams of G made up to 10 drams:

l dram of I made to 10 drams-mixture—an immediate precipitate

like the former.

14296. No. iv. 2 f. drams of G made 10 drams:
f
dram of I

made 10 drams-mixture-precipitation as before.

14297. No. v. 2 f. drams of G made 10 drams—

\

dram of I

made 10 drams-mixture and precipitation as before.

14298. No. vi. 2 f. drams G made 10 drams-f dram of I made
10 drams- mixture-precipitation as before at once.

14299. No. vii. 2 f. drams G made 10 drams—jo dram of I made
10 drams-mixture -precipitation as before at once.

14300. When these were looked at by candle light they seemed

as nearly alike as possible- there appeared to be no want of sul.

iron in No. vn— tints appeared to be all alike— left until the

morrow.
1

? Par. 14529^.
2 See p. 55.
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14301. Simple sun light, bright, sent through gold leaf on to

white paper, transmitted green rays on to the paper in the favour-

able parts. When gold near up to the paper, then the light on the

latter was yellow from light reflected by the corrugated under

surface of the gold on to the paper, that light originating at the

white paper round about: but when that was cut off* or when the

gold and paper was separated, that yellow light in a great measure
disappeared.

14302. Must be careful to cut off all such and all outside light.

Must also observe in a dark box.

I43°3 * When the films on glass were employed, the transmitted

light on the paper was violet or purple.

14304. When the gold film was 12 inches or more from the paper

screen, the form of the coloured space was perfectly distinct.

Also a pencil point, etc. held near the gold film on the sun side

gave as perfect a shadow on the paper as if it had only gone
through glass.

14305. Must make this experiment in dark box and with three

or four superposed films— also with intense light. Seems to

indicate continuity of the plate.

14306. Obtained a solar spectrum— threw its rays successively

on to beaten gold leaf— the green went through best and ap-

peared on the paper. Use a dark box.

14307. Spectrum rays sent through the films— all the colours

passed through the thinnest films—and some of all through most
of them.

14308. There is always extinction of the rays besides reflexion

and transmission— the very thinnest give shadow and colour. In

the thinnest films the ray transmitted is so coloured as to suggest

that such as have not gone on have lost more by absorption in

the gold than by reflexion backwards.

14309. Mr De la Rue tells me that beaten gold leaf inclined at

an angle of 45
0

to the course of a polarized ray depolarizes—

consequent upon the strain of the forces applied in the heating.

When perpendicular to the ray it does not depolarize. This

polar[iz]ing effect is an argument in favour of the continuity of

the mass.
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14310. Glasses of precipitated gold of last night (14293, etc.):

this morning the Gold has settled against the sides and bottom

in all of them.

1431 1. The separation of Gold is perfect in all—apparently.

143 12. Placed in a row and looked into from above, the sides

opposite to the light looked yellowish because of the light re-

flected to the eye by particles of gold adhering to the side; the

bottom looked dark and purplish or violet, because of the deposit

there.

14313. The yellow reflexion was stronger in some than in otherfs]—

the order: Strongest 7, 6, 1, 2, 4, 5, 3 weakest. On looking

down there was also a difference, the order being thus—darkest

3, 2, 4, 1, 5, 6, 7 lightest-so that they are nearly the reverse

of each other, as they should be: the effect depending on the

quantity adhering to the side or falling to the bottom.

143 14. When the glasses were inclined so as to be parallel to the

general rays of light and were looked into from above, all looked

yellow at the bottom from reflexion of the light by the gold.

But when looked at from below, i.e. by transmitted light, all

looked violet or purple, and all of the same tint of colour-no
approach to green.

14315. Glasses 1 and 11 were stirred up and part of the deposit

so diffuzed through the fluid. The obscurity was not nearly so

great as when the precipitates were first made, but the tint was
generally the same as before. Some of the gold adhered to the

glass and some of the particles seemed to have adhered together,

forming larger particles. The precipitate soon fell again and in

half an hour or less was nearly all on the bottom.

14316. The fluid was poured off from the other deposits and

more sul. iron added to it— all remained unchanged; no further

separation of gold took place— so plenty of iron even where least,

as in No. vn (14299).

14317. The deposits being put together and agitated with part

of the fluid, made a very obscure mixture— still the colour was
the same as before. It was foggy and did not transmit a clear

image of an object through it— particles were of course not con-

tinuous. The gold began to fall at once and in two minutes a part

near the top was clear, but though the light transmitted was
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different in quantity in different parts— the colour was the same—
the heavier and the lighter seemed to give the same tint and no
green any where.

14318. The aggregating power of the gold seems very con-

siderable. Collecting all the precipitates into one glass and shaking

this up from time to time, the particles cohere— the opacity of the

fluid becomes less and less and the particles sink more and more
quickly. Also when a splinter of wood was used to disturb that

which adhered to the glass, the end came out gilt at the rubbing

places with patches of bright yellow gold, apparently continuous,

being violet black w[h]ere the unrubbed particles were. Gold
probably welded by rubbing. Pressure makes gold powder
adhere.

143 19. Evening. Have been this morning to De la Rue’s to learn

his mode of making the films of Gold— is as follows. A piece

of phosphorus about this size is dissolved in about 30 minims

of Sulphuret of carbon to form one fluid P— a solution of Gold
free from acid and containing about a sovereign in 2 or 3 ounce

volumes forms the second fluid G. A clean plate of flat glass

about 5 inches square -a glass capsule 6 inches in diameter—

a

large Wedgewood’s dish holding 3 or 4 quarts of water—some
strips of flat glass-card board, polished copper, etc. A little of

the phosphorus solution P was poured into the glass capsule

and moved over its surface to distribute the phosphorus—most
of the sulphuret of carbon evaporated. A portion of the gold

solution G was poured on to the clean glass plate— spread over

its surface by a glass rod— the excess quickly poured off at one

corner back into the bottle, and then the wetted plate inverted

and placed over the phosphorus in its capsule; gradually a film

of gold formed which could be recognized by reflected light

because of its colour and appearance. Then the glass plate was
turned up and, being brought over the dish of water, was inclined

a little to the horizon and depressed until one edge and gradually

the whole was under water— the metallic film floats; if well made
it is stiff and does not change in form by the surface currents of

the water— if badly made it moves about as a film of oil on water,

there being little or no cohesion of the parts. A piece of glass

or of card being immersed in the water—brought beneath the
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film and raised, brings up the film with it, and then bibulous paper

can be used to dry up the water and leave the film on the glass.

14320. To-day he had a fresh solution of Gold and we found it

exceedingly difficult to form the films— they formed imperfectly

or slowly, and when removed would not cohere. The solution G
was evaporated to drive off acid-part had a little ammonia added

and was then filtered, but the films did not form. There had been

something favourable in the former solution.

14321. A very fine red fluid is obtained by letting pieces of the

evaporated phosphorus, with adhering Sulphuret of carbon, lie at

the bottom of a pan containing a very weak solution of gold—

the mere washing.

14322. A piece of copper on which a film of gold had been taken

up was held over the mouth of a bottle containing sol. Sul.

hydrogen - there was instant [action] of the vapour on the copper

under the gold film. I fear the films are very porous and cannot

in any optical sense be considered as continuous plates.

14323. I suspect that the difficulty to-day of obtaining the films

has been due to the formation of a continuous film ,
and the im-

possibility of increasing the thickness of such a film by continuing

the action, inasmuch as it cuts off the connexion between the

solution on one side of the film and the phosphorus vapour on

the other. It is true that visible films of the former kind ( )

were produced and could be put on to the water, but then the

parts moved about. I think that the visible parts are due to breaking

of the first film formed by the motion of the fluid on the plate,

and that as these breakages occur, one part thickens and then a

true continuous film forms and stops the action. That the whole

should seem to move on water is quite natural, for the strength

of the one continuous film could never stand against the mechanical

forces there employed.

14324. So still hopes of a continuous film by one means or

another.

14325. Must ascertain if these films conduct. If they do, then

may hope to employ them as skeletons upon which to deposit

by Electrotyping a film of continuous gold.

14326. Very fine particles (much within the length of an undula-

tion) may not disperse by refraction (or inflection) if all particles
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dispersed, we might use the effect as a test of continuity, for an

interrupted film would disperse but a continuous film not.

7 FEBY. 1856.

14327. Send voltaic light ray through purple film of gold and

observe the shape of the general shadow, and also the shape of

objects casting shadow placed between the film and the light, as

a dissolving view glass, etc. Use also plates with deposits of real

particles— as particles of gold settling on to a plate -or of prussian

blue, etc.

14328. Remember the red bunting effect at the Trinity house.

14329. May probably prepare a thin film of Gold by Electro-

typing on silver or platina-and may examine some of its pro-

perties on them—but the metal beneath is almost sure to interfere

with the optical characters. Perhaps might contrive to dissolve

off the silver by pure nitric acid and leave the Gold film, floating

and yet continuous. Try with a film increasing in thickness from

part to part.

14330. As to incoherent particles of a film of gold and the want

in such cases of continuity-as also of the impossibility that any

microscope can reach such cases when they may well exist, we
may think of an animalcule and its microscopic measurement,

yet the smallest of them has myriads of particles which are con-

tinuous in all the various conditions required by organization.

14331. There seems to be no better or closer chance of testing

continuity than by applying gases and vapours and observing

their power of permeating the films.

14332. The vibrations of light are so large compared to many
of the dimensions that occur in thin plates and particles that, if

the phenomena of reflexion and transmission depend on them,

they ought to change much with particles and films of these

dimensions. Do they depend at all upon other considerations,

which still have relation to dimension?

14333. There may be particles so small as to have no power of

refraction. Refraction may depend essentially on mass. Vibrations

may perhaps (as they are so large) become shorter as they go out

of one body into another, and return again to their first dimension

as they issue out— or change to another vibration.
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14334. Have made different precipitates (14293) varying in the

proportion of Gold

:

No. viii. ~
Q f. dram of G made by water 10 drams— 2 f. drams I

made 10 drams—mixture-precipitation at once.

No. ix.
\

f. dram G made 10 drams—2 f. drams I made
10 drams—mixture— immediate precipitation.

No. x. \ f. dram G made 10 drams— 2 f. drams I made 10

drams—mixture-precipitation at once.

No. xi. 1 dram G made 10 drams— 2 f. drams I made 10

drams—mixture— precipitation.

No. xii. 2 f. drams G made 10 drams— 2 f. drams I made
xo drams—mixture— precipitation at once.

No. xiii. 4 f. drams G made to drams— 2 f. drams I made
10 drams-mixture— precipitation at once.

No. xiv. 6 f. drams G made 10 drams 2 f. drams I made
10 drams—mixture— precipitation at once.

14335. These were mixed at 2 h. 30 m. Character of tint nearly

alike in all and same as before— the light transmitted a purple or

purple blue or violet. Reflected light a brown gold tint. By

4 o’clk., all the precipitates had sunk a little, so that the top of all

was clear, but the depth cleared increased from vm to xiv— in viii

it was just at the surface-in xiv half an inch was clear-far more
gold had descended (in proportion) in xiv, xiii, xii, etc. than

in vm, or ix, as if the particles in the former were larger and

heavier, as if all not alike— or as if those that touched had cohered.

14336. The recent precipitates were more diffused than the old

ones of a day or two— as if aggregation had taken place among
those that touched each other.

14337. The precipitating glass of mixture had the purple tint on
its side, by film or particles of gold.

14338. The precipitation of the gold appears to go on with

increasing rapidity, i.e. it seems to settle much quicker thrgh. the

lower part of the fluid than the upper— as if the particles ran

together or cohered and so became heavier— as rain drops do.

14339. Put 3 f. drams of G to 32 drams of water and 6 dr. of I

to 32 of water; mixed the two, making a precipitate like iv or xi;

put it into a square cell and a plate of glass at the bottom for the

precipitate to settle on— left it for the morrow (14353).
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14340. This morning the seven glasses viii-xiv (14344
l

) had

all deposited to the bottom— the deposits looked through had

all the purple or violet tint. On pouring off the supernatent

liquor, even the one from most gold had plenty of iron, for

further addition of it caused no precipitate.

14341. The deposits differed in their adhesion to the bottom of

the glass: the larger deposits of xiv, xm, etc. were easily

disturbed and broken up-but the deposits of vm, ix, etc.

adhered well to the bottom. On pouring off the fluid and adding

water to wash the gold, the addition seemed to favour the adhesion

of the gold to the glass—and perhaps also that of the particles

one to another-for the tint and its depth appeared rapidly to

diminish, and by comparison with the obscurity on the first

precipitation one would have supposed that
|
of the gold or more

had been taken away.

14342. The red fluid (14321) made 6 Feby. does not apparently

settle; is uniformly red. A portion passed thrgh. a filter twice

went through red, but also left a stain on the filter shewing the

separat ion of some of the particles.

14343. Seven specimens were prepared (14355). No. 1 an un-

altered sample, xx; No. 2 boiled, xxi— the tint became lighter

and the solution turbid from the aggregation of the gold particles,

which then conferred a yellow brown tint, the solution or liquor

being rose colour—more boiling threw down or aggregated most

of the gold (14422).

No. 3, dilute S.A. added—colour changed at once from rose

to violet or blue.

No. 4. Mur. acid added—same change.

No. 5. Nitric acid added—same change.

No. 6. Little ammonia added— rendered the fluid purple—

appears to keep the particles nearly in the original state.

No. 7. Little potassa added—changed to purple and then

violet or blue, looking like 1, 2 or 3.

14344. A little of 4 and
5 put together did not cause solution of

the Gold or change of colour.

14345. A little of No. 3, by addition of ammonia, did not return

to the first tint but took up 6 tint.

1
? M334-
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14346. Five hours afterwards. 1 was still uniform and unchanged.
2. Still uniform, rose colour. 3. Settling from the top—purple.
4. Settling— purple. 5. Settling purple. 6. Settling violet— 7. Hardly
settling (14355).

I4347* A glass full of the deep red fluid (14342) was poured
from off the phosphorus dish last night— this morning there was
a superficial film of bright gold, which being taken off on glass

and dried, was bright yellow gold by reflected light, darkish by
transmitted light, but then seemed mottled and full of holes.

Examined by the microscope, was found to be a mere webb— the

holes being far more in surface than the solid parts or reticulations.

I434^» At the bottom of the glass was a dark black or blue black
deposit of gold— it was aggregated or brown gold; being diffused

through water, it did not give the deep red tint, being too much
aggregated.

14349. The fluid was clear and had very little colour— it was of
a pale brown tint-and contained but little gold. It seems that

when this red solution is too concentrated as to gold, the particles

cohere and precipitate.

14350. In the phosphorus dish was another portion of fluid with
the same floating film of gold and like characters. The liquor was
red and like the former. By heat and boiling, all the gold could
be separated and thrown down.

1435 1. The red fluid in chlorine water— rapid action— the red
colour disappears and an ordinary solution of gold is formed—
which by proto muriate of tin gives the usual gold characters.

I4352 - For Gold films as described (143 19). A solution of phos-
phorus in Sulphuret of carbon was prepared— also a glass dish
for its evaporation-and a covering glass plate for the gold solu-

tion. This was divided into 4 parts and the surface in each division
moistened with solution of Gold

:

No. i with De la Rue’s solution (14320),
No. 2 ditto. much diluted,

No. 3 ditto. more diluted,

No. 3
1

ditto, still more diluted,

and then the plate was turned over the phosphorus dish and left

at u h 20m . It soon began to shew feeble signs of film— at 4
h 3om

?
1 Evidently a mistake for 4.
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No. 1 was dark—No. 2 less dark, No. 3 scarcely sensible—No. 4
still less sensible. All was left until the morrow (14354). Nos. 55,

56, 57, 58. Results.

9 FEBY. 1856.

I4353* Took out the glass plate (14339) with precipitated gold
on it—could not wash it but inclined it and dried it as much
as I could by bibulous paper— then let it dry. In drying, the

surface, which at first had no power of reflecting gold tint,

acquired that power, i.e. presented a golden appearance, looking
like dead brown metallic gold. This was simply a consequence
of the removal of the water and of the effect of its refractive

power. If wetted, it again became unmetallic. There is saline

matter mixed with this gold and that appears in the crystalline

films. The gold particles are very loose and easily disturbed.

When looked through, this specimen is black or opaque—no
green here— it shall be numbered 54 (14290, 14403).

14354. The four films (14351) were all damp but the moisture
not flowing. No. 1. Poor—broken up— golden by reflected light-

purplish by transmitted light— but poor— a drop or two of water
added, the film broke up, having no cohesion— the fluid tested

by proto mur. tin shewed no signs of gold. No. 2. Poor— a little

golden reflexion, but very little— purplish by transmitted light—
film much broken up. Water broke up the film to a purple or

violet powder. No gold left in solution. No. 3. The fluid had
run together into a drop and there was golden reflexion and good
purple by transmitted light, but the place was small. Water broke
up the film except at part where the drop had been. No gold
left in solution. No. 4. Scarcely any sensible film—no effect by
Mur. tin—no gold in solution. No useful result by employing
much diluted solutions, and all tends to shew the films are porous.

14355. The seven glasses (14343) of yesterday were examined.
No. 1 shewed no signs of settling or of change— colour was as

before. No. 2 is settling— the top is clear— it has the same fine

rosy golden hue as before— particles must be exceedingly small.

No. 3 had settled perfectly— liquor clear— deposit violet— the

colour but small in effect compared to that of the original solution,

before acid added. No. 4 is as 3, settled perfectly. No. 5 is as 3.
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No. 6 has also settled (ammonia) but the deposit has a beautiful

violet colour, very different to the others—when the solution was
poured off and the deposit stirred up in pure water, the particles

adhered together forming larger particles, distinctly separate from
each other and giving a poor colour on the whole. As to colour,

I think that this and No. x shew well the effect of aggregation

in diminishing the colour. No. 7 as 3. Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 7 were
dismissed but Nos. 1, 2 and 6 were left until Monday (14360).

14356. Some copper plates from De la Rue, with his films on
them, put into an atmosphere, weak, of sul. hydrogen-the gas

acted on the copper under the plates, appearing to be transmitted.

I here was variety of colour produced. Must put some films on
platinum to compare the actions there with the action on copper

(1436 0-

14357 - Phosphorus films. Put several separate drops of De la

Rue’s strong solution of gold (14320) on a glass plate over
phosphorus (143 19) at 1

1

11 4om . Ati2h 25'—beautiful films covered
the downward surface—golden in parts but evidently not con-
tinuous, for they have contracted from the edges and have split

and evidently have causes of motion in the circumstances either

by force of clinging to each other or otherwise. That which
covered the surface of the whole drop at one time is not large

enough to cover it at a later period, so contracts and fresh film

forms at the edges. At i*
1
15

111 (in 95 minutes) the films were very
golden and beautiful (as seen thrgh. glass and fluid, for all was left

undisturbed) but breaking up by cracks across and at the edges.
At 4

11 i5m (6
h
35

111 in all
1

) they were very beautiful-very bright
and golden and now wrinkling up. The process still goes on and
the films thickness, but this can hardly occur without a porosity
of the films. At 8 o’clk. (i.e. after 8' hours)— the films were
removed— plenty of gold was found in the solutions between the
film and the glass. This was washed away and the gold films

washed in water. They were strong; sank freely in water if wetted
on both sides, though floating if wetted on one side only. They
were very bright and golden. They were put upon glass- the
water partly removed by bibulous paper and then dried. When
on the glass, they looked very bright at first, after the water was

1 ? 4^ 35
m

»
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sopped away; then as they dried a dull appearance came over

them and when quite dry, after a time, the brightness returned

again. Was that due to porosity and water in the pores, or to a

little phosphorus, or what?

14358. These thick films are very golden on the glass. I cannot

see ordinary light through them or get any signs of transparency,

but they will require mounting and examination in a strong light

(14403).

11 FEBRUARY 1856.

14359. Two or three of the film spangles (14358) were put into

water and set aside.

14360. The three glasses of Saturday examined (14355). No. 1

as before is unchanged. No. 2, the aggregated gold is settling

and the clear liquor above is of the same colour as No. 1 but

much weaker. On stirring up the settling particles, all became
lustrous as before, by the mixture of colour and metallic reflexion.

The lustrous particles seem to be exceedingly fine and not there-

fore to owe their lustre to their aggregation -is the purple or red

tint due to particles of paramagnetic gold, or is it a real solution?

No. 3, flocculi of considerable size had settled here, but they were

of the same fine violet colour as before— looks much like an

insoluble state of that which in solution produces No. 1.

14361. The copper plates (14356) have fine colours where the

films have been and they do not wash off by wetting and soft

rubbing.

14362. Proceeded to work with Electricity, endeavouring to

deposit thin films of metals, and first silver for trials.

14363. Battery— 2 pr. of Grove’s plates- the usual Sulc. acid in

the outer cell but only water acidulated with N.A. in the inner

cell.

14364. There are four solutions of silver in Cyanide of potassium

before me. That marked 1, from the shelves— a drop of it on a

silver plate connected with the Pos. end of the battery; a clean

plate of copper, made Negative, brought up to the top of the drop

and retained in the circuit whilst deliberately counting six—copper

removed—washed—wiped, which removed a little loose silver—

the copper found silvered but brightest at the edges of the
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wetting—reddish in the middle of the drop—but this only from

loose or divided silver, for when rubbed all became white.

14365. Made like contact on the same place—counting 20— better

silvering— but it looked coppery in the middle—nothing wiped

off—and rubbing made all white. There was a separated white

flocculent cyanide in the solution— in fact the cyanide formed at

the Pos. pole had not dissolved—and so the drop of solution had

become weakened in silver.

14366. Another solution from the shelves, marked 2—gave results

like those of solution i-but for the same time, stronger effects—

it is probably a stronger solution.

14367. A third solution from the shelves, marked 3—counting
only six gave a strong silvering and I think less wiped off after

the first application than with 1 and 2— all the part of the drop

spot was white-no red in the middle. Merely putting into con-

tact with the fluid and out again at once gave a good coat of silver—

all white, as if little or no loose silver.

14368. A fourth solution of silver, No. 4, made by precipitating

cyanide from the nitrate—washing it well and dissolving it in

solution of cyanide of potassium—gave on using copper as nega-

tive with one quick touch, good silvering, a little dull in the

middle from want of aggregation-by six counts an excellent

silvering—by 20 counts a famous silvg. but red or dark at place

of most intense action. When these dark places are polished by
rubbing, the[y] pass into well silvered surfaces.

14369. Cyanide of silver is formed at and adheres to the Pos.

pole, which is of silver, so the solution becomes thinned of silver

and at last gas is evolved against the Neg. copper pole. To prevent

this, a sufficiently large quantity of the solution must be used.

14370. Nos. 3 and 4 seem to be the best solutions, and probably

a weaker battery and more time would be better with this copper

N. pole.

14371. Now employed a Zinc N. Pole
,
the object being to dis-

solve it away at last and leave the silver film by itself. Used zinc

foil, cleaned by whitening and by fine emery and a cork, and the

solution 3 (14367). The zinc alone acts directly on this solution,

precipitating a film which is at first reddish and then black, and

is evidently unaggregated silver.
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14372. When the Zinc was made Neg. and then placed for a

moment in contact with the drop of solution—and instantly

washed— a brown film was formed—being wiped and touched

with the solution an instant longer, a yellow tint was produced—

a golden tint—wiped and touched again, this yellow film passed

gradually to a cream silver tint.

14373. When the zinc, not Neg. but per se, is in contact with

the solution, the same changes occur— the appearances are suc-

cessively yellowish—brownish—creamy— silvery; and so it goes

on, but the coat of silver is not bright. When the Zinc is made
Neg. and then put in contact, the same changes occur.

14374. When each successive film is rubbed and so laid together,

the coats are whiter and the whole result more continuous

apparently.

14375. A dilute Nitric acid—about 30 drops pure acid to about

2 oz. of water—was put into a plate. Any of the films described,

being laid on this acid with the zinc face downward, float, and

the zinc is gradually dissolved and the silver left as a film, which

if thick, holds together as a film— if thin, generally breaks up or

runs together as a blackish film. For the acid evolves an electrical

action between the zinc and silver, gas is evolved and especially

at the edge and between the separating zinc and silver, and this

mechanical action sadly knocks the film about. The zinc is gone

in two or three minutes, too quick for a good result. The acid

scarcely acts chemically on the silver film at all.

No. 59, three films of silver prepared this way (14403)

60, silver film thrown down by action of zinc foil directly

on the solution of cyanide—continued (14403).

14376. Now worked with a gold solution in cyanide from off

the shelf, having a gold Positive Electrode, and made the Negative

electrode of silver. When silver unconnected was put into the

gold solution, it caused no precipitate whatever.

14377. Made the silver Negative in the solution at a distance

from the P. electrode for 8 or 10 seconds. At the nearest part

there was a yellow golden film, at the further weaker part the

effect was insensible, and between these there were gradations— at

one part the tint was violet or purple-but on washing and wiping,

that disappeared, as if due to disintegrated gold, and then all
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became gradual progression from one part to another. The silver

plate was then put in for three minutes*, with a large surface

varying in distance from the Pos. gold; it was then removed and
washed. There was an effect all over, but feeble by reason of the

extent of surface— the tint was yellowish and the whole feebly

gilt— there was no dark or purple part.

14378. By employing a smaller closer surface of silver, I quickly

threw down a film of which the nearer part was brown gold— dull

—but by rubbing becoming good gold polish— the more distant

part was yellow and polished ; the deposit there had not gone on
to the evident production of loose gold. When the gilt part was
polished and yellow, still on making it negative in the solution,

brown gold was deposited on it again, as if the process was too
quick.

I4379 - Probable that a stronger solution— a weaker battery—and
more time would give a better result; or the same battery and
more distance in the fluid.

14380. Proceeded to work with Negative zinc (14371, 14377)
and the gold solution. The zinc foil alone in the solution soon
threw down a dark purple coat, which by washing and wiping
came to a dull purple gold lustre. But on making the Zinc Nega-
tive and then putting it in contact with the gold solution, the

zinc seemed to gild beautifully; it was yellow at the first instant

and bright as gold. Being gilt on both sides, the end was cut off

and put into the dilute Nitric acid (14375) and submerged. Action
occurred and gas appeared in bubbles over all the surface, as if the

acid went through, which probably it did ( ).

14381. When the Zinc was dissolved, the double film was trans-

ferred to water and examined by the eye glass— it was evidently

much crumpled up—but very golden in appearance. It was trans-

ferred on to a glass plate safely, and I think is transparent and
green ( ). No. 61 (14403). It promises well.

14382. If the zinc were perfectly polished so as to present no
irregularities in thickness, perhaps might get a continuous crust

on the metal—but then it will be difficult to get it of[f]. Perhaps
lay the gold zinc on glass plate, and dissolve by acid over it.

14383. The yellow of the gold on the zinc very striking.

* [14377]
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14384. Zinc made Negative brought against the gold solution

on one side only and near the Positive electrode. Came away
brown, which by soft wiping became bright— the force had been

two [? too] strong. This on dilute N. Acid with the Zinc downward—
when zinc dissolved, was transferred to water and at last on to

glass. It was thicker than the former films— seemed purple or

slate coloured all through— had a bright gold colour. No. 62

(i43 84)-

14385. A face of Zinc made Neg. for an instant only in contact

with the Gold solution—out—washed—was ofgood yellow colour,

more than I should expect for gold only if zinc or metal were

not beneath. Perhaps the plate of gold is thicker than is expected,

the Zinc adding its momentary power to that of the battery.

When put on to the dil.N.Acid zinc downwards, one edge became
wetted above; as the solution went on, this had a better appearance

than the other parts, for they seemed to tarnish and lose colour;

but perhaps this was due to mechanical breaking up between the

gold and zinc. As the solution went on, the film was too thin to

hold together- it started apart, but parts reflected metallically and
they looked more like platinum or lead than gold not yellow

as gold or like gold. The transmitted light was dark slate, not

green— the film more like De la Rue’s films in this respect. Part

was transferred to water and then to paper. No. 63 (14385).

14386. Made another weak or thin film of gold on zinc (14385).

Placed dilute N.A. on a glass plate and the zinc on it, so as to

dispense with transference of the gold film. Had to move it about

to bring the zinc and acid in contact— then washed by removing
the acid and adding water several times; at last removed the water

and left the film, in many broken fragments, adhering to the plate.

No. 64 (14386).

14387. A like gilt zinc put into the dish of dilute N.A., beneath

the surface and with the gold downwards. It dissolved much as

the last did— perhaps fewer gas bubbles, but the gold film left was
all crumpled up and of a dark slate colour.

14388. The action of the dil. N. A. on the ungilt Zinc is slow

by comparison with that on the gilt zinc, the local galvanic action

due to the gold being away. The zinc dissolves almost entirely

but leaves a little black residue floating— copper, etc.

F D VII 3
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14389. Copper foil does not replace zinc foil well. When alone

in the dilute N. Acid, it was not sensibly acted on. When the

copper foil was alone in the gold solution, it did not sensibly act

on it. Being made Negative, it acted and a film of gold formed

on it, apparently in excellent state, i.e. the gilding seemed excel-

lent. Placed this plate on a mixture of 1 N. Acid and 2 water—

the copper dissolved but very slowly. On using a still stronger

acid, the copper is acted on, but the gold peals off from it in a

crumpled film by reason of the powerful voltaic action which

occurs at the angle of contact and which runs up beneath the two
metals like a knife. Very Natural.

14390. Tried to thicken the De la Rue film by making it negative

in the gold solution, and for that purpose employed the fragments

(two) of the broken glass No. 4 (14290). Did not succeed, but

my attempts to make contact with it were rough.

14391. This De la Rue film dissolved slowly in the cyanide of

gold, it not being in contact with the poles of the battery. As it

dissolved, from purple violet it became blue violet, changing

much in colour—probably due to particles being made smaller.

May use this solution probably to thin gold leaf, and perhaps also

a like solution to thin silver leaf and other metals.

14392. Proceeded to act on silver and gold leaf by an atmosphere

of chlorine
,
in hopes of thinning the metal plates and observing

them as they became thinner. Silver leaf hung to the sides of a

dry bottle, and then some chlorine gas poured in, perhaps
\ of

an atmosphere. The silver instantly acted upon and gradually

transmitted light— finally it became like a thin translucent horn.

As the effect proceeded, the appearances by reflected light changed,

the full metallic lustre disappearing instantly—but imperfect lustre

with much mother of pearl tints and appearance came on, until

all became like thin horn. As to the transmitted light— the change

was too rapid to observe that well, but some parts which were

more protected by surrounding metal and otherways presented

a beautiful series of colour, purple, rose, etc., gradually passing

over the part as the metal became thinner. Must observe all this

again, for there are some good effects here.

14393. Gold leaf in chlorine dissolved instantly, leaving a moist

film of chloride of gold. Must try this in a very dilute atmosphere.
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14394. Silver leafhid. on an aqueous solution of chlorine gradually

becomes a floating leaf of chloride. Appearances do not seem to

be very instructive, but must look at it again.

14395. Gold leaf on an aqueous solution of chlorine gave a very

beautiful result. The solution was in a glass dish, placed on a plane

reflector and covered by a glass plate, so that the metal could be
observed both by reflected and transmitted light. The leafgradually

became thinner and thinner until a mere ghost of a leaf was left.

By reflexion -when thinned to a certain degree, the light and
colour diminished, becoming less and less until scarcely any light

was reflected, the film preserving its perfect continuity all the

time and keeping both place and shape. At the same time, more
and more light passed through and this was always green : when
the film was so thin that light reflected upwards and passing only

once thrgh. the film had scarcely any colour, still, by observing

a ray which passed through the gold to the reflector and then

upwds. through the gold again, so as to go thrgh. it twice— the

light was seen to be well green— always the same tint (14397).

The reflected light also was either yellow or colourless. The
process is excellent and the films may easily be thinned, washed

and preserved on glass.

14396. A leaf of gold is 3*25 inches square. So 13 leaves of pale

gold = 137*3 square inches; and being collected by Alcohol, dried

and weighed, they came to i-6 grains. So a square inch of this

gold equals o*on6 of a grain. If an inch cube of gold weighs

4898*5 grains, then the leaf is 422^ of an inch in thickness (14424,

89, 92). Doubtful 1
.

12TH FEBY. 1856.

14397. Resumed the dish of last night (14395); the ghost of the

gold leaf was there on the solution of chlorine— took it up on a

glass plate— it was a very thin transparent film and proved to be

chloride of silver, derived from silver in the leaf, which was of

pale gold. This chloride it was that kept the leaf so well together.

The gold seemed to transmit green light; but pale gold transmits

blue. The green probably was produced by the transmission of

1 A pencilled comment.

3-2
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the ray through the yellow solution of chlorine between the gold

and the mirror beneath (14395).

14398. Tried the solvent power of solution of cyanide of potas-

sium over gold, silver and other metals. Have a strong solution

made two days ago and now brown in colour. A piece of silver

leaf laid on its surface dissolved instantly— a piece of pale gold

leaf laid on the surface dissolved more slowly
,
but very soon.

Both metals in dissolving broke up when very thin, the films

cracking and opening out with a little rend or repulsion.

14399. 1 Vol. °f the above strong solution and 7 vols. Water

made a solution which dissolved silver leaf quickly-added 8 vols.

more of water so that the strong solution only ^ th part. Same
solvent power over silver laid on the surface. When the silver leaf,

instead of being laid on the surface, was submerged and wetted

on both sides, it then dissolved very slowly, requiring 10 or

20 times as long as when on the upper surface. There is every

appearance of the air having some action.

14400. Pale Gold leaf laid on the surface of the weak solution

of cyanide (14399). It dissolved freely, breaking up mechanically

when very thin. Again, some put on the surface and some under

the surface; that on the surface dissolved freely— that below
remained a long while undissolved.

14401. Brass leafon a drop of the strong solution (14398) soon

dissolved away.

14402. A piece of Zinc foil on the top of another portion of the

strong solution— appears to dissolve, but is thick and was left

covered.

14403. Examined some of the deposits and films. No. 54 (14353),

deposit of Gold by Sul. Iron, is just a powder-no transparency

or colour. No. 59 (14375), Silver by Electricity, is full of holes,

but the thinnest parts seem to have a dark brown transparency.

No. 60 (14373
x

), Silver by Electricity, is opaque. No. 61 (14381),

Gold by Electricity-a double film; where single it is transparent

a little, the passing light being slate coloured. No. 62 (14384),

Gold by Electricity, transparent in the thinnest places, where

single- transmitted light is slate colour. No. 63 (14385), thin

electric gold on paper, very little light through. No. 64 (14386),
1

? M375-
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thin Gold by electricity on glass— translucent—blue or slate—has

gold reflexion. Nos. 55, 5 6, 57, 58 (14358), the thick spangles

by phosphorus.

13 FEBY. 1856.

14404. Yesterday pieces of Silver leaf and of pale gold were laid

upon glass first moistened with white hard varnish diluted with

Alcohol. To-day they are pretty dry— the adhesion was very

imperfect at the wrinkles, puckerings, etc.

14405. Some of these pieces of Silver leaf were placed in a weak
atmosphere of chlorine- they quickly changed and were not long

becoming nearly all chloride of silver. Being watched by trans-

mitted light, the progression was from darkness to dark slate

colour—green in parts-green brown—brown— light brown, i.e.

the dull white of the fully made chloride. Another set in a still

weaker atmosphere of chlorine suffered quick action— the pro-

gression was from black opacity by slate colour to the final dull

state—presenting no green. Whether the green is a true silver

colour or not is not yet settled.

14406. By reflected light the film of chloride over the silver

beneath gives green, red, etc. in different positions, acting as a

thin plate to the light passing through. This colour must shew,

I think, that the silver reflector beneath is continuous, i.e. that

the chlorine does act as a thinner of the plate of metal in the first

instance and not a disaggregator of it.

14407. Would a metallic surface made up of particles, like de la

Rue’s films, reflect light so as to give colours of thin plates?

Perhaps may find a test here of continuity. If particles not having

continuity can reflect light as a continuous surface, will it not

shew that several separated particles may act at once and therefore

at a distance on a ray of light—and then must not the particles

be likened rather to centres of force than to solid atoms?

14408. The varnish does not seem to trouble the general effect.

14409. Spaces which when looked through shewed only a dark

translucent film, or with it a sprinkling of opaque parts within

the investing chloride, when looked at by reflected light gave a

surface apparently almost continuously metallic, so much effect

was produced on the eye. Parts of the film which were translucent
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still reflected a dull metallic lustre no doubt, but the eye is much

affected by disseminated bright particles, and without the micro-

scope or the glass they often present a continuous metallic ap-

pearance.

14410. Placed some aqueous solution of chlorine at the bottom

of a glass and some of the silver leaf (14404) in the air above it.

Slow action, and as the leaf was perpendicular, much slower action

on the top than the bottom. The metal becomes more and more

translucent but presents very little colour. It appears by trans-

mitted light as a body always black, gradually disappearing, though

where very thin and still able to reflect metallically, it presents

dark and pale slate colour. I doubt the green tint as a true trans-

mitted tint of silver.

1441 1. The well and completely made film of chloride silver is

by transmitted light of a pale smoke colour-it does not depolarize

polarized light. When not quite converted it has the purple tint

of discoloured chloride of silver, and is in the coloured part no

doubt in the same state- it then has more reflective force. Parts

that have clear continuous metallic reflective power are translucent

to transmitted light and must I think be transparent silver

(14427).

14412. Pale Gold leaf on glass (14404) is by itself and viewed by
transmitted light of a violet or blue colour. Being placed in a very

weak atmosphere of chlorine, it became more and more transparent

—a slate colour or brown came on-printed letters appeared,

where probably the printing of the book had bruised the gold

leaf—yet the metallic lustre by reflection strong—probably from

particles ofgold—more letters-after a time a greenish transparency

came on to the plane parts of the leaf, and that not from the

colour of the chlorine atmosphere, but as the chloride of gold

formed is yellow, that with the original blue may probably have

produced the effect. Parts became converted into chlo. silver

before other parts had lost their gold reflexion
;
but the appearances

were not good, for the film was much wrinkled every where and

the chloride of gold crystallized in the different crackfs], wrinkles,

etc. The effect nothing like so good as on solution of chlorine.

14413. Another set of the Pale gold on glass ( ) was put

above solution of chlorine (14410). The gold became more and
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more transparent—the bottom portions changing fastest. Beautiful

violet transparency in parts here, and truly as I believe of the con-

tinuous gold (14426).

14414. Worked with Electricity-having the battery of 2 pr. plates

(14363) and the gold solution as before (14376). Employed Tin

as the Negative Electrode: the gold did not go down well upon
it— scarcely at all. Added a third cell to the battery and then it

was well precipitated i.e. covered the surface yellow.

14415. Zinc foil (14380). A piece made negative and gilt on both

sides and edges - turned round so as to have every part gilt.

A second piece gilt on one side only. Both laid on dilute Nitric

acid-must not be too weak but sensibly acid to the taste. After

a time, the action being slow, both were found to have gone so

far as to be flexible, and after a longer time both shewed every

undulation of the fluid. They seemed to go on nearly alike, so

that the gold was no protection and must be porous. After a still

longer period, the single film was removed, washed and placed

on glass. It shewed every mark and imperfection of the surface

of the rolled zinc—was of a slate or purple colour by transmitted

light—very porous or broken up-it looked like a very irregular

bad De la Rue’s film, i.e. by phosphorus vapour. By reflected

light it was golden, but dull or matted. It can scarcely be con-

sidered as a continuous film. No. 65 (14290).

14416. The zinc gilt all over (1441 5) gave two films of gold

which fell apart— the upper one which floated was washed and

laid on glass. In one place part of the under film was there, and

so there was double thickness. It was a better piece than No. 65,

but shewed marks of the zinc surface-it was spotted all over

by the action of bubbles of air that had caught under the

film. Between the spots were parts apparently continuous and

transparent, transmitting a purple slate colour, and where the

tint [? film] was double it was of the same colour though very

dark. No. 66.

14417. Zinc foil alone placed floating on solution of chlorine.

Zinc foil, gilt by Electy. on one side, placed on the solution with

the zinc downwards— the zinc dissolved only slowly and the gold

became dull and tarnished by vapour. Process not useful.

14418. Repeated certain results with Silver and Gold leaf on an
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aqueous solution of chlorine. Silver leafon a solution of chlorine

gradually became a film of chloride as before ( ).

14419. Pale Gold leaf on solution of chlorine gradually became

reduced to a very thin film of chloride of silver.

14420. Deep Gold leaf- on solution of chlorine. Dissolved more

slowly, I think, than the pale gold—and finally left a very faint

film of chloride of silver—No. 67. Six deep golds were put on a

fresh solution of chlorine and after a little while taken off in suc-

cession, so that they form a progression. All are green by trans-

mitted light, but the tint is less and less, the films being more

and more transparent. By superposing them, the green tint be-

comes very rich, and by day light can see through the five

thickest films at once. The tint not altered by superposition.

Each plate has a high degree of metallic gold reflexion. By the

lens they all seem transparent. They are numbered 68, 69, 70, 71,

72, 73—68 being the thickest.

1442 X. Extra deep gold. Seven pieces put on to solution of

chlorine and left longer than before and with larger intervals of

time. They all had a redder tint than the original leaf. All were

well metallic by reflexion, but the last films were becoming specky

and rotten. By transmitted light the original gold had a warm
green tint, and the thinnest film and all the others had the same.

The thinnest did not depolarize a polarized ray of light. In the

thinnest the reflected ray becomes feeble and scarcely sensible

in parts which, examined by the lens, still shew the colour of gold

by transmission, and in these cases the necessity of a certain

thickness for reflection appears very evident. The original leaf is

No. 74 and the rest in order down to 82.

14422. The tube of red solution and particles of gold (14343
No. 2, 14355, 60), put into the concentrated voltaic light and

looked at by the reflected light, was of a dead yellow tint and so

obscure as to be opaque to the eye, so much light was sent back

from the gold particles—but yet very much
.
transmitted light

passed thrgh., probably * or more, and that gave on a screen

beyond, either an intense light looking almost white, or if diffuzed,

a fine violet colour. Is a beautiful experiment and would do well

in a square glass cell. No. xxi.
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14423. Went and talked to Mr Cuxon, 228 Tottenham Court

Road, Gold beater-about the beating of Gold. First as to the

alloys and colour—beginning at the deepest.

Extra deep contains 7 gr. copper and 6 grains silver to 1 oz. or 480 gr. gold

Deep contains 6 „ » 12 » „ to i oz. or 480 » gold

New contains 6 „ 5 )
21

77 „ to 1 oz. or 480 » gold

Pale contains 0 „ » 120
7 , „ to 1 oz. or 480 ,,

gold

14424. The leaf finished as to beating and before they are cut,

should average about 4* inches square. Supposing 2 oz. of such

leaves were to be cut, an average result would be that the leaves

would weigh 16 dwt. and the cutting 24 dwt. The leaves when cut

are 3 1
square, and it is considered that 2000 of them would

weigh 1 6 dwt., or 384 grains. Now 3* squared gives each leaf

as a surface of 11*39 square inches, and 2000 of these would give

a surface or rather extension of 22,780 square inches, weighing

384 grains, or 0*01685 of a grain per square inch. I made it less

than this, namely o*oii6 (14396), yet I assumed my leaves as

smaller, namely 3^ inch square. The Gold beater probably includes

lost gold in his estimate of weight (14489).

14425. Pure gold cannot be beaten so thin as alloyed gold. When
of a certain thinness, it ceases to spread in the tools or skins.

Some was beaten by Mr Cuxon about 30 years ago for the ball, etc.

of Bow church. He had to charge
5
or 6 times the price of the

gold of a common leaf. It is now on the church summit-it is

of course so much thicker. This non-extension of the pure gold

is very curious.

14426. The Gold film on glass (144 12) put into dilute and also

into strong solution of ammonia to remove the chloride formed,

which was done, and the gold appeared better; has the same

violet slate hue as before. When dry the varnish still obscured

it; washed with alcohol 2 or 3 times-removed much but not all

the varnish, which has been altered by the chlorine— not much
change; but the varnish is an interference.

14427. The silver films (14405) on glass treated by ammonia,

strong and weak, and then by alcohol. Much brightened up but

no further change. The varnish an impediment to observation.
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14428. Though most of the Phosphorus films ( ) are blue

or violet blue, yet No. 20, a thick film, is green and shews the

green tint of beaten gold. Must trace this effect.

14429. Took the phosphorus film No. 19, which is very dark,

and by pressure on it with a round glass surface endeavoured to

imitate the pressure effect of beating. I could not succeed in

producing any good compression of the place or any appearance

of a green spot -but must try again.

16 FEBY. 1856.

14430. At about 1 1 o’clk., pieces of deep gold leaf were laid on

the following fluids in separate evaporating capsules in order to

observe any solvent action; a piece of the same gold leaf placed

at the same time on water for comparison.

I. Strong Sulc. acid.

II. Strong pure N. Acid.

v. Caustic potassa.

vi. Strong sol. ammonia. (14441)

viii. Water.

vii. Sol. Bichromate potassa.

iv. dilute mixture of N. and M. acids.

1443 1. hi. Strong M. A. -considered pure— this dissolved the

gold leaf freely, both on the surface and beneath, but apparently

quicker in the former case. No chloride of silver is left, for that

dissolves in the strong M.A. Must look closely at this difference

of surface and under action, and see if an air voltaic circle is not

formed. See also that when under the surface it is not the mere

crumpling up that occupies the time.

14432. ix. 1 vol. the M.A. of hi + 2 vols. water. Gold leaf

either on the surface or beneath dissolved very freely, almost as

in hi. Gives a very clean reduced leaf; see No. 83.

14433. x - 1 vol. M.A. of hi + 11 vols. water. Gold leaf in and

on it at u h
45
m

;
at i2h 45™ there was considerable solution of the

gold-the leafwas wet all over but floating at the surface crumpled

up.

At 3 o’clk. iv Gold was dissolving-at 7 o’clk. it was thinner

still.
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14434. Nos. 1, 11, in, v, vi, vii, viii apparently unchanged.

14435. Nos. ix and x, Gold leaf gone.

14436. No. iv— the gold leaf very thin but is there. I think the

chloride of silver is not dissolved here and so retards the solvent

process-perhaps this may offer some advantages.

14437. My red phosphorus gold fluid xx (14321, 42) on the

cool part of the sand bath on Saturday. On Monday it was not

dry, but films of Gold form at the edge— took off a specimen on

glass marked No. 84; the film well golden by reflected light and

violet by transmitted light, exactly like some of the phosphorus

gold films. The fluid was acid as expected and still had colour,

but more violet than before. There was a deposit at the bottom

of the plate and fluid having the gold and purple character just

like some of the common gilt ware obtained by heat. In this

state it cannot contain phosphorus, and being insoluble and un-

changeable by heat, the question is, is it in the same state as whilst

apparently dissolved in the fluid.

14438. Some of the same solution placed on the seats to evaporate

by common temperatures, and also some of De la Rue’s red

fluid of like nature placed there— the latter has nearly lost all

soluble colouring matter and I have thrown it away. Exposure

to air seems to cause gradual separation of the gold as a purple

or violet coat or deposit.

14439. Some ofmy red fluid (14437) and Ether in a bottle shaken

together-the ether separated colourless- shewing no signs of

taking out the gold—neither did it destroy the colour or cause

separation of the gold, in 48 hours.

14440. I had a glass containing old deep violet phosphorus fluid,

xx (14321). It has been standing many days and the coloured

body seems to have settled in part; also in what is apparently

solution there is settling, for on moving it the part beneath moved
up in stride into the upper, having a deeper colour. The particles

must be extraordinarily fine, for it is many days since they were

left quiescent. Now poured off the coloured liquor, which of

course became mixed together, and set it aside marked S at this

date to settle. No. xxvi.
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14441. Examined the deep gold leaves placed on different fluids

ten days ago (i443o)-comparing them in succession with that

from water, vm- after they had been transferred to water and

placed on glass.

vm is that from water—now made No. 86.

I. From Strong Sulc . acid—not dissolved or changed

chemically but is puckered up and crumpled, so that though as

thick and green as that from water, i.e. 86— it is more obscure.

No. 87.

II. From over strong Nitric acid—no change, as vm— is

No. 88.

iv. From over dilute N.M.Acid—has been much eaten

or dissolved away, but not during the last few days—more
dissolved on one part than another— the chloride of silver remains

undissolved and that invests and protects the rest of the gold.

The gold thins beautifully— it has golden reflexion in every part

but weak where it is thinnest, and it is also green in every part

not passing into violet. No. 89.

v. From over caustic potassa-not dissolved and very

little altered-a little paler than vm, or No. 86, by reflected light

and a little bluer in the green by transmitted light-No. 90.

vi. From Ammonia— just as the last— is No. 91.

vii. From Bichromate potassa. No solution, but some
discoloration, as if chromate of silver formed. No. 92.

14442. The red phos. gold fluids . The tube of my fluid No. 1

(14343), or now xx, is not altered; there is no sign of settling.

14443. The tube No. 2 (14343, 422), now xxi, which had been

boiled, has settled beautifully since the 13th instant (14422).

Looked at sideways, the liquid is nearly colourless—looked at

through the bottom, the settlement is almost opaque—but being

inclined, striae of colour quite transparent in appearance flow from

the opaque part. The colour is a fine violet-though it looks

transparent, it must consist of a deposit of solid particles exces-

sively minute. With a little more motion, the middle of the deposit

gradually lets light through, being at first of a deep blue violet

which run in striae and these by dilution become paler and ulti-

mately of a rose violet— but clearly all consists of solid particles

though thus coloured. When shaken up in the supernatent fluid,
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all resumed the appearance it had ten days ago. This tube affords

a very fine illustration of division and connects the phenomena

with the division of the particles in the first tube. It was now left,

having the same tint and appearance as that it had when first

boiled.

14444. The red liquid in Glass S (14440), or No. xxvi, is now
settling—just clearing at the top— the fluid as a whole has a very

fine violet tint but with the hazy golden reflection when looked

at from above (14452).

14445. My bottle of red fluid (14321,42), now made xxvn,

has a sediment in it at the bottom like xxi (14443), which by
motion of the fluid stirs up, forming striae of a violet blue at

the first.

14446. The fluid left in a plate 10 days ago (14438), made xxii-

is now dry-it has left a film deposit coloured violet, purple and

even green in parts, and having golden reflexion just like the gold

surface colouring on cheap pottery.

14447. The De la Rue fluid, made xxvm, has a deep violet

colour; a considerable portion of it boiled in a Florence flask

and set aside, marked M or xxm (14483).

14448. A piece of phosphorus into water— then added a little

solution of Gold— the coloured deposit soon formed around it

but on the whole it was not a good process, because of the ad-

hesion of the violet gold to the phosphorus itself. On stirring

with a rod, to which particles of phosphorus adhered, many of

these particles floated-and fine thin films of gold etc. formed on

the surface of the solution around them.

14449. Employed Phosphorus dissolved in sulrt. carbon as before

(14321). Had two basins. Employed in one my acid gold

solution ( ) and will call the results xxiv; and in the other,

De la Rue's neutral gold solution, and will call it xxv; both

seemed to do very well. Employed pretty strong solutions and

obtained very deep coloured fluids. It seems to me that Proto

mur. tin can not well test the solution for unreduced gold, for

immediately after adding gold I could not find any by it. It seems

to me also that the sol. chloride of gold dissolves the violet gold.

14450. The Ether bottle (14439)-^ violet colour is still there.

Whether it is diminished or not I cannot say.
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14451. Gold fluid observations. The liquid xxiv of yesterday

(14449), a of which had been put into a tube also to rest.

That in the glass seems to present signs of settling— that in the

tube not sensibly so. The other liquid, xxv, that in the glass

settling a little and also that in the tube.

14452. xxvi (14444) has settled since yesterday and now seems

to be in a permanent condition, i.e. to shake up and resume its

uniform state and then to settle again and so on.

14453. A portion of xxv (14449) was diluted 4 or 5 times and

then boiled in a Florence flask—before boiling it was very golden

by reflected light and very violet or crimson by transmitted light.

After boiling it was more golden, but as crimson as ever I think.

It was marked xxx and set aside to settle.

14454. A portion of xxiv (14449)— diluted about three times,

which was not so yellow or reflective as the former and more
transparent, was also boiled— it became more golden and was set

aside to settle. Marked xxxi.

14455. The gold fluid xxix is the after mixed results from the

basins (14449) and may be considered as a mixture of xxiv
and xxv. After being poured out of the dishes, the sinking

films and residue, consisting of phosphorus and aggregated gold

film, was washed by alcohol and then the phosphorus dissolved

out by Sulphuret of Carbon— the gold film which was left was
very small in quantity— and I believe just the same thing as the

diffused gold in the fluids.

14456. I think the various processes] employed all tend to for-

ward the aggregation of the gold particles in one direction, i.e.

from finer to coarser— the point is to know whether the finest

or rose tint particles contain any phosphorus. Endeavour to

obtain them in Sulphuret of carbon or dry upon Glass

plate.

14457. The Red or ruby fluid xxix (14455) in a tube with

some sulphuret of carbon-shaken— the latter did not assume

colour but it caused the adhesion of gold particles in films between

the two fluids, and so lessened the colour of the supernatent

aqueous fluid and changed it from ruby or rosy to violet. A little

boiling lessened or weakened this colour— agitation took it all

out of the watery part, and then the purple or violet films were
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on the surface of the Sulrt. of carbon, wetted by it and between

it and the water or glass—but the sulphuret of carbon itself was

violet from particles diffused thrgh. it. There is no solution or

chemical change of the gold by the sulphuret of carbon. Made
xxxii. (14461, 14475).

14458. Ruby fluid xxix (14455), a drop into a little Wedge-
wood basin, became purple at the edges and by moving about

the whole changed from the ruby to pure violet tint. A portion

spread over a white plate surface shewed the same change at

different parts, producing a mottle; as if something adhering to

the plate had caused the change—and so is not merely action of

the air only. So the ruby fluid changes to violet very easily.

In order to work this change out, put a little of the fluid xxix

into very clean Wedgewood’s basins, and then by a glass rod

added a drop or a touch of other fluids-allowed them to mix

slowly so as to see the striae of colour and observe the change.

The alteration was always from the ruby tint to the violet, and

as the tint came on the amount of colour diminished, i.e. a ruby

liquid of a certain full intensity of colour became a violet liquid

having much less intensity of colour. Probably the Gold, by
aggregation of its particles, has been virtually removed.

14459. The following are some of the results with solutions of

the bodies mentioned. Common salt turns the ruby to violet

readily and well. Sulphate ofsoda causes the same change but not

so quickly. Caustic potassa
( ): the same change—upon

adding dilute Sulc. acid in excess, it did not cause a return, but

the violet result remained. Dilute Sulc . acid added to the Ruby
fluid makes it violet and seems to cause a separation, as if the

colour inclined to flow in striae arising from tendency to separate.

Dilute Nitric acid— causes the same change from Ruby to Violet—

the violet weakened so much as to make me consider whether

the N. Acid had exercised any solvent power over the gold.

Dilute proto sulphate of iron rendered the rose fluid violet. Proto

Mur. tin acid— turned the ruby fluid to violet, and then quickly

gave rise to separating flocculi of Cassius purple, and the liquid

lost all colour; the association of the purple from the liquid with

the oxide of tin here seems very simple. Dilute Mur. acid made
the ruby fluid become violet— then adding a little proto chlo. tin
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solution produced Cassius flocculi, but only slowly. Wants an

attention to proportion, etc.

14460. The ruby fluid xxix (14459
1)—weak solution of Gold

added-changed from ruby to violet and the colour became so

weak that one thinks of solution-but still the whole fluid remains

feebly violet, and the yellow of the gold solution will cover some

colour.

14461. Alcohol
,
Ether

,
Camphine and Sulphuret ofCarbon (14457)

applied in the same manner (14458) produced no change of colour.

14462. The boiled Ruby fluid xxx (14453), being of a ruby

colour and as much so as xxix just used (14459), was trle^

with common salt— the salt turned it violet, but the effect was

not so strong though much more solution of salt was employed.

I think a compound of phosphorus with gold could hardly have

remained after the boiling.

14463. The various violet liquids produced (14459), excluding

the tin experiments, were put together in one tube to settle and

marked xxxm.
14464. As far as I remember of all the experiments, the violet

tints settle fastest— the rose tints slowest; xxxm cleared at the

top a little in an hour or two.

14465. A portion of xxix was rendered violet by common
salt- then a little of the solution of Phosphorus in Sulphuret of

carbon was put on to it and agitated a little— but there was no

tendency in the colour to return to the Ruby tint after an hour

or two (14478).

14466. As to the effect of mere agitation-a little of xxix was

agitated in a bottle with air, and became violet. Another portion

was agitated in a like bottle with mixed air and coal gas, and

became violet. So it would seem not to be the air but the agitation

which caused the change. So filled a smaller bottle with the rose

fluid xxix, and with a wooden agitator passing through a cork

agitated it thoroughly; but it did not change to violet and also

a larger quantity than before being agitated in a bottle with air

did not become violet. There was probably some adhering im-

purity on the bottle which caused the change.

1
? Par. 14457.
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14467. Chlorate of potassa is feeble in causing the change.

Common salt is very powerful.

14468. The rest of xxix was now made violet by common
salt-marked xxxiv and set aside to settle. Even in a few hours

it began to settle.

28 FEBY. 1856.

14469. Red fluid xxiv (14449) a bottle— to-day (from Yester-

day) examined by reflected light-the top is clear across, about

£ of an inch downwards, then it is below cloudy and at the bottom
there is a layer of brown gold particles. By transmitted light it is

transparent to the bottom, Ruby coloured at the very top and

also downwards to the bottom there is no difference in the

character of the tint, only in its depth -as a cloud of particles it

disappears— the only difference seems to be in their abundance.

The fluid xxiv in the tube shews the same effect.

14470. Red fluid xxv left in a bottle since yesterday. By
reflected light the sinking cloud has a lighter, i.e. a browner or

brighter tint than that of xxiv. When a very bright light is

thrown on to either of them, die red brown of the clouds rises

up to yellow— the reflection of the Gold particles being more
abundant.

14471. The Violet fluid xxvi (14440, 4, 52) in a glass has stood

since yesterday; now examined it carefully. By reflected light

it was dark and dingy. By transmitted light, violet transparent

and with evident deposition on the bottom and sides. There was

an internal gold reflexion from suspended particles in certain

positions, as when the light was above and the eye on one side.

Poured off the fluid; whether from the top or bottom it had a

little violet colour of the same depth of tint in all parts. No loose

sediment at the bottom, but the glass was coated with a violet

tint on the sides and bottom—poured in distilled water and shook

it rather strongly— then the whole looked like a glass of violet

fluid, but on pouring out the water it came away colourless, and

the glass remained violet as before. So we here obtain the violet

substance as a washed and adhering film upon the glass.

14472. Tried to mix up this film by a stem of wood but the film

F D VII 4
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would not mingle with the water in contact with it; the wood
swept it off and where it had removed enough it became stained

(i.e. the wood) of a violet colour. Rubbed the coated surface

with the end of a glass rod, which gathered up a good surface

of metallic yellow bright gold-there is no doubt I think that

this film is the same thing as gold exploded on glass by the

Electric discharge. Such particles as could be shaken off into the

washing water tended to give it a faint violet colour.

14473. This violet film, being washed, etc., was tested by various

substances— it was not affected by strong pure nitric acid—nor by
strong solution of caustic potassa-nor by pure hydro-chloric

acid. Strong sulphuric acid displaced it from the glass but did

not dissolve or affect it bodily. A little Nitro muriatic acid

dissolved it, forming a feeble yellow solution, which being

diluted—was precipitated by the addition of proto sulphate of

iron- the precipitate and liquid having a greenish hue, as if the

larger particles of gold were thus formed.

14474. The boiled ruby fluids xxx and xxxi (14453) derived

from xxv and xxiv were just as the latter (14469, 70), except

that the brown reflected colour of xxxi is somewhat lighter

than that of xxiv. A very fine ruby tint is transmitted. Perhaps

boiling will give a degree of permanency to the ruby state.

14475. The tube xxxii (14457, 61) of ruby fluid and Sulphuret

of carbon is as last night:— but the sulphuret of carbon has no

colour in it. It appears violet because the violet film is round it

on the glass. When poured away to one side it is colourless.

14476. XXXIII.

14477. xxxiv. The portion of fluid xxix remaining at the end

of yesterday (14455, 68) was left in a glass after being rendered

violet by salt. To-day the gold had all settled in adhering flocculi—

leaving the liquid clear and colourless. Being shaken up, the

fluid became a dirty obscure violet.

14478. The violet fluid and phosphorus (14465)-^ violet body
has not changed to ruby, but has settled as a violet film on the

capsule. It was washed with alcohol—no change—with ether—no
change- then dried. Then heated up to 400°, and the gold became

more metallic and of a brown colour, as brown gold— or like a
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red copper—a dull red heat brought it to the condition of brown
and brown red gold.

14479. The ruby fluid xxvn (14321,42,5) has little or no
trace of settling— filtered a portion of it through paper several

times, passing it back into the same filter. It lost gold by the first

filtration, the paper retained a stain and the fluid lost colour—

a

little colour was left even after the sixth filtration but then nearly

all the gold had been retained as a violet deposit in the paper -

small in appearance.

14480. This ruby fluid xxvn tried on a plate (14458) with gum
and sugar—neither affected it—a little salt added caused the change

to violet.

14481. The ruby fluid xxiv (14449, 69) was tried with gum and

sugar in the same way and with the same negative results.

14482. Red fluid xli. Some sol. of phosphorus in Sulrt. carbon

was spread on the sides of a glass and after evaporation of the

sulphuret a dilute solution of gold was poured in, so as to cover

over the phosphorus that air might be excluded, and was left.

It is now a very fine ruby solution and is to be left unaltered and

undisturbed for a long time—covered over.

14483. My solution of gold G (14291) is now made xxxix— and
De la Rue’s solution ( ) made XL.

14483 h De la Rue’s ruby fluid boiled yesterday, xxm (14447).

When the flask was turned slowly up, the fluid was still violet—

not having fully settled—and there were but little signs of deposit—

nevertheless as the fluid moved back, it gathered up films from

the surface of the glass; these were the insoluble violet, and by
diffusion through the water they rendered it dull violet.

14484. xxxiii (14463). All settled and fluid colourless— the

violet body was loose, not adhering to the glass; when shaken

up, after much of the clear liquid poured away, it gave the rest

a dull dirty violet appearance.

3 MARCH 1856.

14485. The various gold leaves (14423) were laid on to glass

plates for experiment by means of water only—four or five of

each specimen— as follows:
1

14483 is repeated in the MS.

4-2
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1a, lb
,

ic, I*/, i£. Extra deep leaf—was of a reddish yellow

colour by reflexion— and of a warm green by transmitted light.

Ha, itb
y
IIc

y
lld

y
IIe. Deep leafgold— a fine yellow by reflexion,

green by transmitted light but bluer than 1.

ma, hi by me, uid, me. New leaf gold. Paler yellow by
reflexion than the last- and by transmitted light of a bluer green.

iva, 1vb> ivc, 1vd
y

ive. Green gold leaf Greenish yellow by
reflexion—bluish purple by transmitted light.

Vc, vb
7
Vc

,
vdj Ve. White gold leaf White by reflexion— so

thick as to be opaque to transmitted light.

via, VIb
y

vie, VId, vie. Silver leaf White by reflexion— so

thick as to be opaque.

14486. The Gold leaf laid on glass by water and dried does not

adhere to it very well. If dipped into water, taken out and dipped

in again, it strips off and is left floating on the surface of the

water; unless the glass be introduced with the gold on the under
surface, and then it adheres and can be worked with.

14486 \ Extra deep gold leaf (14485) 1, heated in a spirit lamp
flame on the glass side— the gold leaf did not change in appearance

by reflected or transmitted light, but when the flame was urged
by a blow pipe up to softening of the glass— then there was
a change by transmitted light— the green faded away into pale

gray and at last the gold seemed gone, yet by reflexion there was
much brilliancy at the place, though not so much as w[h]ere

unchanged by heat. It seems as if the particles had been swept
away by the current: yet what is left is not green. Must repeat

this in close tube or between two glasses. In the altered places

the gold adheres strongly to the glass. No. 93.

14487. White Gold leafv (14485). Exhibited a like general effect

by a like application of heat. No. 94.

14488. Gold film by phosphorus, No. 10 (14290), a strip about

this size on glass* 2— pale yellow by reflected light— slate colour

by transmitted light; being heated
,
and more about a than else-

where— the character did not change at first, but on applying

the blow pipe to the glass side, the part about a became by re-

flexion an orange yellow, apparently of more body and throwing
1 14486 is repeated in the MS.
2 Reduced to \ scale.

4

[14488]
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much light back to the eye in position wher[e] the unchanged

parts returned but little light. The lustre was metallic. The effect

was the same in kind whether the gold was looked at through

the glass or not. No part of the gold seemed removed or carried

away. By transmitted light the part was as deep in colour as

before, but more violet in colour. The gold was not fixed to the

glass in any part; not burnt in as the former. Yet I think it was

as hot. Examine by Microscope. This and other films change tint

by inclination. No. 95 (14494).
Difference of reflected and transmitted light greater than before.

14489. Thickness of Gold Leaf Mr De la Rue has sent me his

results as to the weight and thickness of Gold leaf: see the table *.

The diickness and weight is very near that of the gold beater

(14424) and more than my first (14396). As to the second, I have

put 20 leaves of pale gold (very purple by transmitted light) into

alcohol to collect and weigh them (14492).

14490. If the reflexion of metals be internal, think of the quantity

which can enter into and return out of silver. Perhaps ?
5ths.

14491. For a colourless thin film for comparison, refer to the

film of Prussian blue round a crystal of red ferro pruss. potassa

and a solution of iron. Perhaps procure such an one by pouring

one strong solution on another, and send rays through it. Moisten

Glass plate well in red ferro pruss. potassa and then dip it steadily

and quickly into a solution of iron.

5 MARCH 1856.

14492. The 20 leaves of pale gold weigh 3*9 grains (14489), i.e.

0-195 of a grain each. This is more than before (14396) and close

upon the estimate of the Gold beater and of De la Rue.

14493. The red fluids, etc. looked at (see 28 Feby.).

xx : fluid in tube unboiled— not settling,

xxi : same boiled in tube, rosy, etc., settles beautifully—

deposit fine rose red, dense: transparent by transmitted light— stirs

up into ruby striae in the water— fine case of solid particles, ruby

coloured, settling, yet diffusing again.

1 On p. 54. The table as received from Mr De la Rue is bound into the

Diary.
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List ofobjects,
continuedfrom page 2946

1
.

No. 96. Phosphorus Gold film, 17, heated by blow pipe (14494, 566, 626,

74,
6).

97. Extra deep gold leaf— heated between glass (14496, 624) and pressed

(14531, 14673)*

98. White Gold leaf heated between glass (14487, 624).

99. Silver leaf heated between glass (14498).
100

'i

101 [(14531)— Phos. Gold film- weak solution.

102J

103^ —14567 are as No. 180.

104 I —14567— Do.

105 > -(14532)- Phos. gold filrn-stronger solution. Good-thin and

1061 regular.

107^

108 \ —14671.

109 [
-14567.

1 la I (14533) Phos. gold film-strong solution, long time.

hi) No. 1 1
1 (14536)— salt and N. A.; no action on the film.

1 12

1 *3

1 14

1 15 -14647.

it6 • -(r4534)-Phos. gold film-strong solution- strong phosphorus-

117 hi dark.

1 18 14671.

”9
120

121 to 129. Parts of the same leaf of deep gold-121 not altered at all,

122 to 129 (14620) thinned by sol. cyanide of potassium (14669)

more or less (14499).

130 to 139. Parts of the same leaf of silver- 130 not altered but the rest

thinned by sol. cyanide of potassium (14500, 14669).

140 to 148. Parts of the same leaf of copper: 140 not altered— the rest

thinned by surface contact with solution cyanide potassm. 141

on the cyanide and off again directly (14505, 623, 69).

149-15 5. Copper films immersed in the old solution of cyanide (14507).

156-164. Dutch metal in and on the sol. cyanide (145 10).

165. Silver film off Nitric acid good (145 11). Also No. 166 (14623).

167. Silver from under cyanide potassm. (145 19).

168. Silver from under cyanide potassm. and salt (14523).

169-173. Silvers on solution of chlorine. (14524, 14669).

List continued at page 3004
2
.

1 See p. 18.

2 See p. 67.
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xxiii. Settled-a violet deposit, moving in striae— is in

all physical characters like xxi, except being violet instead of

ruby-good case of fine solid particles.

xxiv. Settled, so that at the top almost colourless for

about | of inch down-and xxv the same-the tubes xxiv and

xxv the same-fine case of deposition of particles giving colour,

xxvii : a trace of settling at the top.

xxviii: no settling.

xxx : Settling-cloud below—and that moveable, being

carried up on the warmer side of the flask.

xxxi : Settling- the cloud lifting, as in xxx.

xxxm: clear-settled-shaken up becomes violet,

xxxiv: as xxxm (14594).

xli: beautiful-not changed-no settling-ruby colour.

(14544)-

6 MARCH 1856.

14494. Heat applied (14486, 8) to a fine equal piece of De la

Rue film, being No. 17, by the alcohol and blow pipe flame, as

before. All parts were made pretty hot but the heat was most

intense at a
y
a, and least at b. At a, a, the crown glass supporting

the gold was softened and bent. By transmitted light the tint

at b was unchanged and I think even when hot there was no

change, being a violet slate colour. At a, a, it was changed to a

warmer violet, an intermediate greenish tint coming between-by

inclination of the film, all the tints deepened in colour. Much
more light was transmitted thrgh. a, a, than thrgh. £, as could

be easily seen by reading a book thrgh. the parts. By reflected

light b or the original part was more golden than <z, a . About

a, <2, the gold seemed reduced to the brown state, being probably

run up into globules- the parts between are intermediate-by
inclination several tints appear and there is a mother of pearl

effect-even a white appears in some positions and the play of

light seems to shew the effects are due to the interference of

reflected rays. There are also differences as the gold is regarded

on the uncovered face or on the face against the glass.

14495. A soft wooden point carried from b to a easily removed

the gold until nearly at a, and there also if pressed on forcibly.
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So no fusion into the glass. My microscope only shewed a

uniform film. Must see if De la Rue’s resolves the film at a, a,

into fuzed particles. No. 96.

14496. Extra deep gold (14485) covered by a thinner glass and

then heated by the blow pipe as before (14486) but without any

chance of blowing away the particles. Same change as before

but carried further. The reflexion at the heated part was much less.

What there was was golden but there was also a little play of light

by inclination, like that on the last case (14494). Transmitted light.

The green colour was gone and only a mottled grey left. The gold

seemed gone, but must be there, probably in a fuzed retracted

state in particles, according to the cohesive principle well described

by Plateau in speaking of his wire or liquid cylinder. The particles,

etc. opaque by transmitted light are those which reflect golden

yellow light. The general tint of the ground where not opaque

is by transmitted light a pale gray. It is evidently not clear, for

in the microscope the difference between it and the clear places

due to breaks in the gold leaf originally, are very different indeed.

If it be due to an exceedingly thin film of gold, then it is too thin

to be either green, blue or violet or ruby. Must look at it in the

Microscope. No. 97.

14497. White gold leaf (14485) heated as just described between

glass. Exhibited the same change as before (14487). So the

alteration not due to the dispersion of the metal, but probably

to its running into masses by the heat. No. 98.

14498. Silver leaf (14485) heated in like manner between glass.

The same kind of change and due no doubt to the same cause.

No. 99.

14499. A leaf of deep gold (14485) divided into nine parts. One
laid on glass by water and marked No. 121 as a standard; the

otherfs] laid on the surface of a solution of cyanide of potassium

for a shorter or longer time, then transferred to water, washed

and then transferred to glass. No. 122 was on the cyanide about

half a minute- the otherfs] for increasing periods. The action of

the cyanide was as before, to dissolve and thin the gold— the upper

surface of the metal on it soon dulled a little, as if action there

from vapour or the fluid passing through it, and there is reason

for that action ( ). The reflexion from all is golden and
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unchanged in character except that the more reduced the film the

less reflexion. All are mottled and irregular— the very thinnest

have the same green by transmitted light as the thickest, but

reduced in character and in the thinnest becoming grey. Still,

there seems to be a film of metal even when the green passes into

grey. Some, as 124, shew an appearance of red particles like a

worm track near a [illegible], but whether the gold is really red

there or the effect is simply that of contrast of a cleared track with

the green neighbourhood, I cannot say yet (14743).

14500. A leaf of silver cut up and dealt with as the gold just

referred to (14499), Cyanide of potassium being the solvent; the

pieces are numbered in order from 130 to 139, the lower numbers
being the thicker metal. By reflection all arc silvery. By trans-

mission it seems that silver in dissolving does not leave a smooth

surface and I doubt if what appear as films are any thing else than

frame work of ramifying particles. Must examine them by a

microscope and also make them Electrodes (14743
T

)-

14501. The silver requires more time than the gold to dissolve

on this solution, but then the leaf is much thicker. Ultimately,

when light permeates it, it is more granular than the gold, so that

the films are like coralline ramifications.

14502. Both gold and silver dissolve away far more rapidly when
lying on the surface with the upper metallic surface dry than when
the leaf is dipped in the solution. At 9

h 45' P.M., some gold leaf

was put on to the surface of a portion of the fluid in a glass,

and some gold leaf was also placed beneath the surface; at 9
h
57

the surface gold, which was doubled in several places, had dis-

solved, leaving a mere ghost behind, all having been quiescent

in the meantime. At 10 o’clk. the gold beneath seemed still

untouched. Left all till next morning at 9 o’clk., i.e. for about

11 hours, and still, though some gold was dissolved, I think a

third must have still remained.

14503. Some Silver leaf dealt with in the same way, at the same

time— the surface silver dissolved away in a few minutes. That

beneath the surface was about half dissolved by the next morning,

and what was left was considerable though brittle, and by stirring

1
-
p 14744-
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soon broke up, as if the mass tended to be granular or dissected

out (14504).

8 MARCH 1856.

14504. There were to-day some little pieces of silver still left

at the bottom of the glass, or pieces of what appeared to be silver

(14503).

14505. Copper leafon cyanide. A leaf of copper cut into pieces

and laid on to the same solution of cyanide of potassium which

has been used for the gold and silver 04499 , 500), and which

must therefore contain gold and silver. The copper is well acted

on, and usually becomes rotten and breaks up. The resulting

specimens arc numbered 140-148. Many of them appear full of

holes some of them, as 143, 144, 145-148, give appearances as

of a continuous film of transparent metal. But I am in doubt

whether these may not be films of subcyanide of the copper,

or perhaps precipitated films of silver. Must investigate these

points.

14506. As the copper appeared to receive a peculiar tint on the

side touching the solution of cyanide-and as it appeared to

dissolve in a different manner when both surfaces were under

the solution; so some of the copper leaf was quite immersed in

about 20' it was dissolved, leaving a floating black film. So much
slower than when the upper surface touches air.

14507. Portions of copper leaf were therefore immersed in the

same solution of cyanide and left for a longer or shorter time.

No. 149 was dipped for an instant only, to affect the surface-then

taken out, washed and laid on the glass. Nos. 150, iji, 152, 153

were in for a very much longer time, and some of them, as 151,

152, 153, give indications of a transparent film, but it is green

as of gold-or it may be subcyanide. If gold it will be interesting.

Nos. 154 and 155 were very long underneath this old cyanide;

they are now white like silver, and the only sign of transparency

is a spot on 155. Otherwise they appear as thick precipitated

films of silver (14525).

14508. Some copper leaf was put into sol. of cyanide silver in

cyanide and left there for i
h
40m . There was then plenty of metal

left which was white, looking like silver-washed-dissolved in
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Nitric acid—evaporated to dryness; left a film not cupreous and

yet not nitrate of silver merely, for chlo. sodium did not give its

proper precipitate. Is it a sub cyanide?

14509. Some copper leaf in a like solution of gold for the same

time gave a yellow film, which being washed, then dissolved in

N.M.Acid, gave no trace of gold to proto chloride of tin: must

examine further (14526).

14510. Dutch metal and the old cyanide solution (14500, 5)

Nos. 156 to 164. The metal very full of holes. Nevertheless in

some of the specimens, as 159, there are signs of transparent

films—but whether of Gold, silver or insoluble cyanide of copper

1 cannot yet say. No. 163 was altogether immersed. No. 164

had one corner immersed, dipping down in the solution— there

there is an altered surface and a transparent film, but it is green

and may be golden in character.

10 MARCH 1856.

14511. Nitric acid as a solvent more or less diluted— 1 vol. pure

N.A.+ 2 vols. water. Silver leafon its surface and in its mass—
both dissolve in a minute or two—and the one immersed most

quickly and with the evolution of a little gas. The one on seems

to promise pretty well— a thin film remains even after six minutes.

The browned edge of the leaf (sulphuret of silver) did not dissolve

but was left as a brown film. The silver film from the surface

of this acid after six minutes is No. 165 and a good film. Seems

to be an irregular but continuous transparent leaf, also No. 166.

145 12. 1 Vol. N.A.+ 5 vols. water. Silver leaf on and in the

fluid. Both were long in dissolving— the leaf immersed went

first and in four hours was nearly all gone. That on the surface

had in the same time dissolved in part—had become wet on both

surfaces and sunk-it gave no appearance of gas evolution. In

2 hours it had gone much, but half of the piece in a thin state

yet remained.

14513. 1 Vol. N.A.+ 11 vols. water. Silver leafon and in. Not
much affected after 9I hours-the upper one dull, the immersed

one bright. 24 hours more (Eveng. of Tuesday 1

), no sensible

1 Pencilled note.
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difference- 24 hours more, both silvers a little thinned—but no

useful effect.

14514. 1 Vol. N.A.+ 23 vols. water. Silver leafin and out. Not
sensibly affected after 9! hours—24 hours more, no sensible

difference-24 hours more, no sensible difference.

1 4515. 1 Vol. N.A. + 2 vols. water. Copper leafon and in. Both

dissolve at once and about as the silver (145 n), the one under-

neath quickest. After 5 minutes thin films were left, apparently

not metallic; at the end of 6 hours they remained. They did not

dissolve in N.Acid by heat but did dissolve in N.M. Acid. They

were black when crumpled up and looked like sulphuret. The
copper leaf is tarnished by oxidation or sulphur, besides which

it is not very clean from the book; perhaps a little dust on it.

The acid here used was that of (145 n) and would contain some

silver, so made a fresh mixture of 1 Vol. N.A. + 2 vols. water

and put some of the same leaf of copper into and on it. That in

dissolved at once, with a little evolution of gas and leaving very

little film. That on the surface dissolved quickly, leaving a film,

some of which remained after 32 minutes and even after 3 hours;

and a trace remained an hour later.

14516. 1 vol. N.A.+ 16 Water with a little Mur. acid added.

Copper leaf on and in. That on the surface after 24 minutes left

a mere film, whilst that beneath was not as yet sensibly affected.

In i\ hours more, that immersed was going and very thin—but

3 hours after that a portion of it still remained. No use in N.A.

as a solvent for the copper.

14517. Fresh cyanide of potassium solution, consisting of 1 vol.

saturated solution and 5 vols. of water, employed -it has been

filtered and is of an orange colour, but contains none of the

common metals. When employed, that used for Gold is to be

kept for gold, and that employed for silver kept for silver for

the future.

14518. Cyanide solvent (145 17) and gold leaf(deep) both on and

in the liquid. That on the surface dissolved at once, leaving no

residual film. Good. That beneath not sensibly affected at first,

but after 35 minutes was going and in 80 minutes was gone

entirely. A good solvent for gold-perhaps may be employed

weaker.
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14519 . Cyanide solvent (145 17). Silver leaf on and under. That

on the surface much affected in 9 minutes, and in 3 minutes more

was gone, leaving no film. That beneath was apparently unchanged

in these 12 minutes. At the end of 3 hours it was apparently

unchanged. In 3 hours more it was affected and became rotten,

and being washed in pure water, was laid upon glass. No. 167.

14520 . Cyanide solvent (145 17). Copper leaf on and under. In

two minutes, that at the surface thinned, broken up and almost

gone—no film formed—goes entirely. That also beneath appears

red, cupreous and undiscoloured. After 40 minutes this leaf was

going, evolving a little gas, and in 2 hours more it was all gone.

14521 . So the cyanide must be free from other metals and then

it is good and gives good results.

14522. Some of the cyanide (145 17) had caustic potassa added

to it, and then gold leaf laid on and in it. That beneath now went

quicker than that on the surface and hanging in the fluid; in

5
minutes its upper half was gone, as if the parts were in different

fluids and formed a voltaic circuit. That on the surface remained

whole and opaque a while longer, but after a time went irregularly,

as at one edge and in a patch in the middle. The potash does no

good but harm.

14523. Some of the cyanide (145 17) with a little chloride of

sodium added. Silver leafon and in it. In 7 minutes that on the

surface much thinned-in 10 minutes more still some film, but

in 5 minutes more that gone and no film left. As to the immersed

leaf, in 3 hours it was not sensibly affected. In 3 hours more it

gave indications of action, but still was a thickish leaf though

brittle; a part taken out, washed and placed on glass, though in

a crumpled state. No. 168.

14524 . A weak solution of Chlorine . Silver leaf laid on to it left

for a time— then removed and laid on water— after a little solution

of ammonia poured on the water to float the silver and remove

the chloride formed-then the film removed to pure water and

finally placed on Glass. In this way very good films were ob-

tained; see Nos. 169-173. The action seems quick at first and

then retarded by the coat of chloride formed. This No. 170 was

5 minutes on the chlorine. No. 171 was 8 minutes on it. No. 172

was 11 minutes on. No. 173 was a silver on glass (14485) vi </,
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put into the solution of chlorine with the metal downwards and

hence its crumpled state.

11 MARCH 1856.

14525. The old cyanide (14507, 8, 9) had as much as a whole

copper leaf added to it, all of which gradually dissolved, leaving

at first films, but ultimately these also dissolved.

14526. Some copper leaf in the cyanide of gold (14509) for

24 hours- a film left looking like gold but when washed and

acted on by N.A. much of it dissolved -the dark portion left

dissolved in N.M.Acid and the solution was yellow- being

evaporated and heated in the spirit lamp fiame it left a spot with

clear traces of gold, metallic, and on the glass side the spot was

purple as of gold.

14527. Thin sheet lead put on and under a solution of cyanide

(145 17) at 5 o’clk. In 24 hours, no sensible difference.

14528. Thin sheet tin put on and under a solution of cyanide

(145 17) at 5
o’clk. In 24 hours, no sensible difference.

14529. As to the solubility to be expected of lead and tin, it is

not as of silver, copper and gold. A drop of nitrate of lead, being

precipitated by a little cyanide of potassium, required much more

cyanide to dissolve the precipitate. A drop of chloride of tin

treated in the same way indicated a greater solubility of the cyanide

of tin.

14529^. Pressure . Took No. 95, which has been ignited at one

end so as to change and fix the gold film. Placefd] a part at the

heated end with the glass side on a little paper cushion, and then

put on the gold above the convex surface of a rock crystal piano

convex lens and pressed it by hand steadily, rocking it a little.

This pressure converted the violet or dark tint of the place to a

beautiful green-far more beautiful than any I have seen in gold

leaf beaten- the effect was perfect. Has the pressure converted

the layer of atoms into a continuous layer by expansion and

welding, and is that all the difference? I rather think it is.

No. 95.

14530. Gave a like pressure on the lesser heated and altered part

of the phosphorus film, and obtained the like green there, though

not quite so beautiful. So it appears that these different layers
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are all gold, and owe their different appearances not to com-

position but to physical differences.

14531. No. 97. Deep gold heated until it had lost it[s] body in

appearance-taken and pressure applied in like manner. The place

appeared burnished -reflected as gold leaf— transmitted less and

the colour transmitted was an emerald green. Even the ordinary

act of burnishing with the convex surface of the rock crystal made
the same change. Excellent.

12 MARCH 1856.

1453

1

1
. Made some Phos. gold films

( ). Drop[ped] 6 drops

of our shelf solution of gold on to the flat glass plate by means of

a glass rod, spread it over a surface of about 3 inches square

inverted it and when the fluid level, placed it over the phosphorus

dish in light. There was reduction, but the film seemed mobile

and in curls, and I think the solution is too weak. It was left

over the phosphorus 50 minutes, then transferred to the water

basin: it ran up together as if too feeble. Portions taken off on

to glass plates are numbered 100, 101, 102. By reflexion golden,

by transmission slate colour.

14532. Six drops ofDe la Rue’s stronger solution ofgold ( )

dealt with in like manner, except that the phosphorus basin had

more phosphorus than the former. After 1 5 minutes it was trans-

ferred to the water basin and gave very good films. Numbered

103, 104, 105, 106, 107. These films were also made in the light

and it seemed to me as if the mere act of transferring them to the

water stiffened them. These films are thin but regular. Light

reflected from the metal surface is a little golden, and if the film

may be taken for continuous, shews beautifully] the necessity

of a certain thickness for reflection. On the glass surface of the

metal, the metallic reflexion is almost entirely deficient. By trans-

mitted light the colour is violet green, especially when 4 or 5

plates are employed at once.

14533. De la Rue gold again, in light and as before (14532). The
effect of reduction appears to go on much quicker at first than

afterwards. It was left over the phosphorus i
l

2 hours-then

removed, washed, etc., and gave Nos. 108, 109, no, in. These
1

1453 1 is repeated in the MS.
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films are much thicker than the former. Have a high gold re-

flexion. Colour by transmission, violet slate, passing into fine

green-a green as beautiful as that of gold leaf, though not

compressed: in 108, 109 fine clouds and striae of green pass

gradually into the greyish violet.

14534. De la Rue gold again, as before (14532, 3) except that

the phosphorus was increased and the plate and basin were put

into an obscure and nearly dark place; in 15 minutes the ap-

pearance was very golden in 30 minutes it was taken off and

the film transferred to glass, Nos. 112 to 120. Now the whole

of this film was marbled, i.e. striae and veins were there, formed

at the first whilst the film had motion; and though soon fixed,

yet thickening differently in gold so as to give variations. By
reflexion the whole is golden. By transmission the thinnest places

are slate violet, the thickest are green—and some fine green effects

are seen in 116, 117, and also sudden spots of it in 118, 119. That

which is green by transmitted light is also the part having most

reflection and looking by reflexion as the most solid, for the striae

and veins are visible by reflected light. They are the parts which

seem most continuous. Grey overlapping grey does not make
a green-and it does not appear that the green is due to a mere

obstruction of light or accumulation of tint; but to the joint

action of the mass of particles in one film, whether considered

as forming a porous or a continuous mass.

13 MARCH 1856.

14535. At the end of yesterday’s operations (14534) the phos-

phorus basins were put into the washing water and all left during

the night. This morning the fluid was of a fine ruby colour with

a film of gold on the surface. Some of these films were taken off:

they were golden tint but brassy-much broken up and rotten—

very thin— like the others in character but not so good. The
liquid was cleared of the floating films and then poured of[f]

from the phosphorus pieces below— there was no red or golden

sediment and the colour was very fine: put into a bottle and

marked xlii.

14536. No. hi, being a fine green film, had a drop of salt and

water applied at the place marked S, left a few moments, removed

F D VII
5
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by paper, the place washed twice and then dried; no change of

colour was produced ( ). Another spot marked N was

treated with dilute Nitric acid in the same manner, but there was
no change in the colour there.

14537. Some of the metals on glass heated as before (14494).

No. 174. Extra deep gold -highly heated (14496)— effect as before.

175. Deep gold—heated—same result.

176. New leaf gold (14485)—heated—same result.

177. Green gold leaf (14485).

178. White gold leaf (14485)— effect like the former (14497)

—

broke in heating.

179. Silver leaf heated (14498)— effect as before.

180. Is him 106 which has been heated (14494).
181. Is film no Do.
182. Is film 112 Do.
183. Is one of the films 113 heated and the other left for

compasn.

14538. No. 178. Is now by reflection very like mother of pearl,

and one could imagine had the same surface condition. In some
small parts the reflective power is almost gone. It adheres very

powerfully to the glass. By transmission, there is a good deal

of yellow and orange colour, as if the silver had combined with

the glass. Must try pressure here and burnishing.

14539. No. 179. Silver heated. The retraction of the silver here

is very interesting as shewing how Plateau’s capillary action

breaks up and divides a plate of irregular thickness when softened

or rendered fluid, and this is probably the key to the rearrange-

ment of the metals irw all these heated cases.

14540. No. 180 film heated— has changed in appearance as before

(14494) but is not fixed to the glass, and the transmitted colours

are still purple, slate and green.

14541*. No. 1 81. When it was no, it was fine green in various

places, and many green veins or striae. This green was changed

into the common tint, a violet or greenish violet. There was the

surface play of light by reflection, as if the surface were not

polished, but sandy or rough. Notwithstanding the heat applied,

the gold did not adhere to the glass.

14542. No. 182. Whilst it was 112 was green at the upper edge

* [14541]
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List ofobjects continuedfrom page 2990, 2946
1

.

174-179. Gold and silver leaf on glass-heated (14537, 623, 73).
180-183. Phos. gold films— heated (14537-43, M563, 4, 5, 626, 74, 6).
184-193. Gold and silver leaf on glass— heated, 14624, 73.
194-196. Gold films heated, 14567-9, [6]73, 4, 6.

180. Fine film heated, 14563, 5, 14532, 626, 74-becomes green by pressure.

194. Gold film heated, burnishes green, 14567, 674, 6.

195- Do Ho. . . . 14568, 674, 6.

196. Do Do. . . . 14567, 9, 674, 6.

197. Gold film, phos., 14570, 7, 87, 625.

198. Do
199- Ho heated, 14578, 87, 97, 626.
200. Do heated, 14578, 87, 97, 674, 6.

201. Do 14571, 7, 88.

202. Do heated, 14578, 88, 676.
2°3* Ho heated, 14578, 88, 97, 674.
204. Do
2°5* Ho 14572, 7*

2o6 - Ho 14572, 7, 89.

207. Do
208. Do heated, 14578, 89, 674, 6.

209. Do heated, 14578, 89.
210. Do
21 1- Ho 14573,7,- • - heated, 14578, 90, 676.
212. Do heated, 14578, 90, 9.
213. Do
2 l 4 ~ Do 14573. 7, 9°
215. Do
216. Do
217. Do heated, 14578, 90, 626.

218. Deposit from xxxi, ruby fluid, on glass, 14579, 600, 36.
21 9- Ho 14579, heated, 14600, 36.
220. Do 14579, 600, 3, 27, 36.
221 - Ho 14579, heated, 14600.
222. Do. . . . xxiii, violet fluid . . . 14579, 601, 36.
223. Do. . . . xxiii 14579, heated, 601, 36.
224. Deposit from xlv, ruby by salt, on glass, 1459 1, 605, 37-
225. Do 1459 1 ,

6o 5-

226. Do 14591, 605.
227. Do heated 1459 1, 605, 37.
228. Do. . . . finer state 14592, 606, 37.
229. Deposit from xxxi, on glass, 14595, 604, 36.

230. Do 14595, 604.
23 x - Ho 14595, heated, 604.
232. is Gold film No. 105-heated, 14598, greens well, 14625, 74, 6.
233* Ho 107-heated, 14598, Do. reheated 14603, 25, 74, 6.

234 to 243. Voltaic deflagrations, Gold terminals, 14664, 75.
235, 237, 239- Voltaic deflagrations, heated 14885.

See on to page 3042 z
.

1 See p. 55 and p. 17. 2 See p. 99.
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of the gold towds. the end; now that green is gone. The heat

was high and applied on both sides of the glass, i.e. upon the

face of gold as well as the face of glass. The gold adheres more

than in the last case, but one passage of a wooden point takes it

off. There is not the same adhesion as with leaf gold. Perhaps

the colcodiar acts as a flux.

14543. No. 183. Shews the difference of heated and non-heated

film well.

14 MARCH 1856.

14544. Looked again at the various liquids and sediments (14493).

See 5 th March.

xx. Still not settling.

xxi. Ruby sediment as before.

xxiii. Violet sediment as before.

xxiv and xxv tubes— as before—deposition.

14545. xxiv. Clear and colourless at the top-ruby below—

sediment at the bottom-poured off the top and part of the lower

thicknd. fluid with fine sediment with it and it now makes the

xxiv. The deposit looked through was ruby coloured— that

left at the bottom had distilled water added to [it], but the sedi-

ment adhered chiefly to the glass, not shaking up with the water

as xxi sediment does. When stirred up by a splinter of wood,

it easily rubbed off the glass, and then gave a dull effect of diffused

particles, but nothing like so good as the next, i.e. xxv. This

sediment was dismissed.

14546. xxv. Was as xxiv in general appearance and state-

colourless at the top-ruby below- and much deposit at the

bottom. Poured off the supernatent fluid and made it xxv l,

i.e. liquid.

14547. The deposit with liquid about it is xxv d. The deposit

looks like brown gold by reflected light, but by transmitted light

is of the purest violet where very deep and ruby where less so.

When a drop or two of this mud was dropped into distilled water-

reflected light shewed the striae as brown gold opaquish streaks,

but by transmitted light the striae were of a fine violet or ruby

colour, according to the depth of tint; and this effect occurred

when more of the deposit was added, so that at last the sediment
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and distilled water looked like a very rich sample of xxi. The
sediment in xxv did not stick to the bottom or side of the bottle.

We shall see, now that the mother liquor is removed and distilled

water added, and it made xxv d, [if] there will be any change

or adhesion. It is at present a beautiful preparation.

14548. xxvii and xxvm, just as before (14493). Except that I

think xxvm is more violet than it was, as if changing by a slow

action of aggregation or a slow salt action.

14549 . xxx. Very like xxv. Same partial clearing and sedi-

ment-same looseness of the sediment— same power of the sedi-

ment. The supernatant ruby liquid poured off and made xxx b.

Put distilled water into the flask on to the sediment and obtained

just such a preparation as xxi. Still, call it xxx a.

15 MARCH 1856.

14550. This morning, xxx A had the same characters and

appearance as yesterday, except that I think the solid particles

are aggregating and becoming more gravitating and massy.

xxxi. Very beautiful liquid and sediment- the latter ruby.

xxxiii. Deposit violet, but coarse and aggregated,

xxxiv. The deposited particles cling more and more-
now forming flocculi or adhering masses.

14551. xli. No deposition— fine ruby colour and in its original

state apparently.

14552. xliii. The preparation xxv d shaken up-part poured

into a clean bottle and then a little solution of common salt

added, without more water. It changed at once and from red

brown by reflected light became violet brown. By transmitted

light it was also changed, being far more of a blue violet than

before-the salt having altered it, just as it before did the ruby

fluid ( ). Made the preparation xliii. In two hours, now

the colour nearly gone because the deposition is quick and the

deposit itself is insignificant in appearance, so great is the aggrega-

tion of the gold by the mere effect of the salt solution (14593).

14553. No. 184, which is double deep gold on glass-heated by
blow pipe in spirit lamp flame ( )— its reflective power is

diminished and rendered very moderate. By transmitted light,

instead of a dark green, it is of a pale brown colour when seen
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on paper behind or against it. No green remains in the parts

sufficiently heated— they appear light brown, dark brown or

opaque, and the darkest parts are those which reflect most and

have most gold. A wooden point drawn across can remove the

gold from the parts where the green colour is nearly gone-also

from parts where it is quite gone, but at still more highly heated

parts the gold is scarcely removed; and where a fold makes the

metal double or triple in a hot part, all the thicknesses are joined

and adhere as one thickness.

14554. When a brown part is pressed by a convex surface of

agate, the pressure alone, if enough, can render the place green.

Burnishing with the agate and saliva also renders the place green.

A steel burnisher also makes places green, but it seems liable to

scratch up the gold. The agate pestle top and oil also renders

parts green by pressure and rubbing, but not so well as I expected.

14555. The green appears only on the thick parts and not on

the more translucent parts or thinner parts, i.e. when viewed

against the bright lamp flame; by weaker light, as that of white

paper, the thinner parts are greenish when the thicker parts (of

the granulation) are dark. As the heat is applied, the thicker parts

of the leaf are the last to lose their greenness, and by rubbing, etc.

afterwards they are the first to regain it.

14556. No. 187 is deep gold, heated, etc. ( ); little or no

trace of green left-probably heated on both sides. The agate

pestle by a pressure rolling improves the reflexion of the place

and makes it green by transmitted light. Dry agate rubbing does

the same but less effectually where the heat was highest. Oil

seems to interfere with the development of the green, as if a

certain holding on the metal by the burnisher were required.

When platina foil was laid on the gold and a steel burnisher

applied over it—no greening effect was produced.

14557. No. 189. New gold leaf-much heated-burnishes well

by the agate pestle-becomes fairly green and by day light a good
green. I think there may well be differences of glass; probably

one not too fusible or soft will be best.

14558. No. 191. Green gold, i.e. iv ( ). Well heated so

that no green or blue colour remained-the glass softened. When
burnished it became blue by transmitted light. The burnishing
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improved the reflexion on the upper surface of the gold as if it

laid particles flat; but the surface against the glass suffered no

corresponding change; it was a fixture. The gold surface felt rough

as if the glass beneath was irregular or the gold irregular. The
thick parts of the flocculi surface are green by strong lamp light

flame—but dark by a weaker light. There is a certain golden

reflexion at the back surface of the burnished places, seen when
the gold and glass are held in a peculiar oblique position.

I4559. No. 192. White Gold leaf— well heated. When cold had

a corrugated surface and pearly appearance. Will not burnish

with dry agate—much friction and tears up. Neither with saliva.

The surface is wrinkled and granular, and the tops of the particles

rub off.

14560. No. 193. Silver leaf heated. The metal surface quite

granular, rough to the nail like a file or sandstone- the agate just

rubs off the tops of these prominences.

14561. I begin to think the burnishing only flattens down and

spreads the gold which has gathered up by the heat-in fact that

it thins it as beating it would do.

14562. The Phosphorus film 106, in, 112, 113, have been

heated and now make Nos. 180, 181, 182, 183. On none of

these is the gold so fixed that a wooden point cannot remove it,

except where 3 or 4 folds of the films have given a body of gold,

and there it sticks hard. Some beautiful phenomena appear in

some of these.

14563. No. 180. A fine film— thicker at one side—and perhaps

has been more fired in one part than another. Where most fired

a slight pressure of the wooden point does not displace the gold

but makes it a beautiful green—very beautiful
,
pure and regular—

the reflexion at the streak places is lessened in brilliancy and

becomes copper red and that on both faces of the gold. A rub

with the finger causes the change to green. Wiping with the edge

of a card is excellent. None of the clear spots or cracks originally

in the film are changed in form by this treatment- the gold is not

displaced except a hard wood rub be employed.

14564. No. 1 81. Is not as 180— it rubs off with a wooden point

at every part and does not change to green.

No. 182. Rubs off easily and is as 1 81— the film is thin.
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No. 183. This is a thick film but it rubs off. Agate rubbing

or rolling produces very little green, if any.

14565. No. 180 again. The agate pestel rolling on it makes it

green—or agate rubbing makes it green—a steel burnisher makes

it green.

14566. Nos. 95 and 96, two films heated formerly (14488,94),

rub off with wooden point and produce no green.

14567. Nos. 103 and 104 are parts of the same film as No. 180

(14532); they have been well heated and made No. 194 and 195.

No. 109 was a like film (14533); it has now been heated and made
196. Now 194 is as 180 and changes well to green, and I think

best at the most heated place.

14568. No. 195—half of it is even now green to a certain degree;

the other half is purplish or ruby with rather a sharp outline of

division. Wood rubbing improves the green part and converts

the purple or ruby part into green also— just like No. 180. All

the gold is fast and the most heated part is the best.

14569. No. 196 (14567). This changes and becomes greenish by
rubbing with wood, but is not so good as the two last films 194
and 195. The gold rubs off easier. Still, the green streak is given

here and there— the quality is present. A wipe or rub with a

finger brings out a greenish tint. Look at it by daylight.
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14570. Six drops De la Rue’s gold on a surface about 3 inches

square put over phosphorus vapour as before and left there

40 minutes, then taken of[f]. In taking off, it run up much,

being carried by the water towards the glass, but the plane parts

were film of good character. When laid on glass to dry it made

four specimens numbered 197, 198, 199, 200.

14571. Eight drops of the solution on a like surface left for an

hour-then taken off; very much wrinkled and broken up: the

film had tendency to wet on both surfaces and the edges hung

down in the water. Specimens numbered from 201 to 204. Both

these preparations had been levelled from time to time to make

the fluid between the glass and film flow from place to place.

14572. Six drops on-not disturbed during the hour they were

left. At the end, taken off and made specimens from 205 to 210.

The film ran up and was corrugated as before.

14573. Six drops on with more phosphorus- the gold film formed

rapidly. Being left 30 minutes, it was taken to the washing basin.

The film wetted and went under with the glass and would not

float, being moistened doubtless with phosphoric acid. It looked

like a good film, and rolled about, curving with the water. It

appeared to be slate purple by transmitted light. When touched

by a silver tooth pick— it clung to the point as if immediate

adhesion occurred. When two places touched each other, they

clung together. The film seemfed] to be very metallic and golden.

Some very corrugated specimens were laid on glass and are

numbered from 21 1 to 217.

14574. Whilst these films (all of them) were over the phosphorus

and forming, they tended to contract, so that the edges of that

first formed were after a time, about half an hour, fully the
\
of

an inch less all round than the edge of the solution place.

14575. A piece of double deep gold on glass had a drop of oil

put on the metallic surface; it made scarcely a sensible difference

either in the reflected or transmitted light. When reduced by

wiping to a thin film, the reflection was redder on the oiled face

than on other parts of the face or on the other side-the effect

seemed due to the action of a thin plate of oil.
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14576. The phosphorus dishes of the 20th (14570) were put at

that time into the washing water and left as before (14535).

To-day the liquor is of a fine ruby colour; there is a little film

on the surface but no gold about the particles of phosphorus

at the bottom. It was divided into two portions and bottled;

one was left unaltered and marked XLIV, the other had a little

solution of chloride of sodium added to it, which turned it to

blue violet, and then was marked xlv.

14577. As to the gold films of Thursday (14570), Nos. 197-200

had a dead gold reflexion. By transmitted light the tint was a

slate violet, a little greenish. At the folds of the film it was the

same tint much deeper and approaching and reaching darkness.

When a single film was much inclined the tint changed to purplish

slate. 198, 199 have certainly a greenish tint and where there is

a thickness of two, or when two films are looked through at

once, the tint is a real dull or brown green. Nos. 201-204 had

the same colour and character but were thinner, I think, than the

former series. Nos. 205-210 were generally like the last but not

so thick or so green, more slaty in ccdbur. Nos. 21 1 to 217 were

of a slate violet colour—were golden—and were perhaps the

thinnest of all.

14578. Nos. 199, 200, 202, 203, 208, 209, 21 1, 212, 217 were

heated in the spirit lamp flame (on the back of the glass) as before

(14486,94, 14586).

14579. Placed some of the Ruby and violet deposits on glass.

For this purpose resumed xxxi (14474), which has at the

bottom of the flask a most beautiful deposit, black or opaque in

the middle and a fine ruby at the edge, the whole extending not

more than a sixpence; the fluid generally had the ruby tint. The
fluid was poured off until about a teaspoonful of liquid was left

with the deposit. This deposit being shaken up, mixed with the

fluid, though like settled starch it clung rather to the bottom,

and when mixed up it made a fluid opaque to reflected vision and

looking like diffused brown gold, but translucent and by trans-

mitted light of a fine violet colour . Some drops of diis thickened

liquid were placed on four glass plates to be numbered 218, 219,

220, 221. Then the flask xxm (14483), being De la Rue’s violet

fluid boiled, was taken in hand. The fluid had a violet tint and
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the sediment was violet- the latter was almost too small to collect.

On pouring off the liquor the sediment left tended to clot a little,

but being diffuzed it was disposed of on two glasses to-day. These

are to be numbered 222, 223. These six glassfes] were put on a

plate-a capsule with caustic potassa placed over them to dry

them and the whole covered in by a glass cover. The fluid portions

were left with the same numbers as before, but the separated

deposit of xxxi was made xlvi.

14580. The theory of undulations should either account for all

the phenomena of light, including reflection, absorption, trans-

mission, etc., or else must be accepted as only an imperfect and

partial view of part of the full and true theory to be developed.

14581. To point out or lead to a knowledge of what it either

cannot explain or has not explained, is quite as important for the

progress of knowledge as to establish what it can do.

14582. Hence the importance of dealing with dimensions so far

within the limits of an undulation as those that can be given us

with gold and metals, where all the phenomena of reflexion, trans-

mission, and absorption happen within limits far less than those

of an undulation.

14583. May perhaps hope here to change one undulation into

another, and so change one ray or colour into another, that

problem which I have so long had in mind.

14584. A common ray of mono coloured light is supposed to

consist of lateral undulation in every plane parallel to the course

of the ray. Are the recurring nodes at equal distances from the

source of the light or varying distances? I.e. do they all occur

in the same advancing plane, or are the nodes of some rays in

one plane and some in another? In the latter case, the nodes

would occur in every plane (transverse to the ray), and if in every

plane and in every azimuthal direction, how is it that they do not

neutralize each other?

14585. Fresnel, I think, makes light from common objects to

have this mixed character-but that from the stars, etc. to be in

floods succeeding each other, but each flood regular-and thus

explains Young’s interference when star light is used.
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14586. The films heated on the 22nd (14578) were to-day

examined. They all transmitted more light than the unheated

films and had changed the tint, so as from greenish to become
violet. The reflexion was not much altered. When examined for

the greening effect, none of them came up to the effect in No. 180.

Generally speaking, the gold did not adhere to the glass so well

and yet I think that No. 180 must have been heated less than

these specimens.

14587. No. 197 is the unaltered or unheated film—a touch of

wood, finger or card brings the gold away— there is no adhesion.

Agate rolling pressure brings up all the gold, which adheres to

the agate, shewing a fine reflective surface, but I cannot tell if it

has been rendered green. Must use a piano convex lens for that.

Nos. 199 and 200 are parts of the same film heated (14578). Wood,
card or finger rubs off the gold, which though it adheres more
than with No. 197, still comes away—but a trace of greening

appears here and there in the tracks. Agate rolling pressure

developes green colour very fairly, i.e. in the place where the

film is single, but not where it is doubled by folding over in

corrugations. At these places also the reflexion is much improved,

so that the golden reflexion and the green tint appear at once.

As to this improved reflexion, No. 200 presented the following

effect: looking through the glass at the gold, by reflexion it is

golden at <2, <2*, but at b it appears purple or red brown and not so

metallic as at <2— it seems to be in closer contact with the glass

there and does not rub off so easily. On the other or golden
side, the reflexion is all alike and dead. When the agate pressure

is given over <2, <2, it increases the golden reflexion, whether the

gold is looked at directly or through the glass; but when the

pressure is applied at b
y
though the green appears and the gold

reflexion is improved on the metallic side, it is really diminished

on the glass side and looks a little less metallic there than before.

14588. No. 201 is an unaltered film and just like 197 (14587);
Nos. 202 and 203 are the same film heated. Card and wood rub
remove the gold easily. The agate rolling pressure developes a

very good green in some places where the film is single—and in

some places the green appears imperfectly where the film is

double.

[14587]

6
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14589. No. 206 is an unaltered film and like the others (14587);

Nos. 208 and 209 the same heated. No. 208 resists card a little

and in one or two small placefs] card greens the gold well. Agate

rolling pressure produces the green, but the film is apparently

not thick enough- a good pressure is required. The folds of the

film do not become green. No. 209 is a crumpled heap-the

card does not remove it but also it does not green it. Agate

rolling pressure does not produce green. Doubling or folds seem

to oppose greening. I think that a thicker film is wanting, but

that doubling a film is not equivalent to a thicker film.

14590. Nos. 21 1, 212, 214, 217 are parts of the same film.

No. 214 which has not been heated is like the others (14587).

No. 21
1
gives negative results like 209. Nos. 212 and 217 have

the gold removed by the card and no greening produced. Agate

rolling pressure produces more or less of greening at single film

places, but not at the folds. Very high heating does not seem to

be good.

25 MARCH 1856.

14591. The ruby fluid xliv of the 22nd (14576) remains un-

changed. No. xlv, being the same fluid with a little salt (14576),

has been entirely precipitated and no colour or gold remains in

the fluid when poured off. The deposit seems small and forms

on the bottom of the bottle a good dingy violet film—not adhering.

This deposit, being diffused through water, gave a dingy violet

fluid, muddy-and was put into a glass cell having four flat glasses

at the bottom-to be numbered 224, 225, 226, 227.

14592. Some of the ruby (14576) had a little salt added-it

became violet and was put into a cell with a glass under. No. 228.

14593. The precipitate by salt xliii (14552), being red deposit

with salt, now made violet. The liquid was colourless; there was

a little deposition on the bottom of the bottle but it was hardly

visible. I think the aggregation has gone on since I last looked

at it (14552).

14594. The purple sediment xxxiv (14493) has now clotted

together as a cobweb mass and clings where part touches part:

it appears to have such a perfectly clean metallic surface as to

adhere where it touches.
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14595. xxxi. As the sediments on 218-221 (14579) are very

poor, I shook up the fine deposit xxxi and placed three large

drops on three glass[es] with the caustic potash as before (14579),

to dry. Will make them 229, 230, 231.

14596. A Glass of the ruby fluid xliv had a drop of ammonia

added to it to alter it a little; it was then made xlvii. I want a

purple fluid that will not settle too fast (14608).

14597, Heated films, greened by pressure (14587), were now
reheated. No. 199, on being heated in the spirit lamp flame, lost

its greenness at the pressed places before the blow pipe was

applied and at a comparitively low temperature, perhaps 6oo° F.

or less. Still, I heated with the blow pipe as before the effect of

the pressure as to reflexion disappeared at the single films though

not at the folds. When cold and many hours after, the rolling

agate pressure restored the green at the pressed places. Hence

most likely a condition of the particles and not a consequence of

mere thinness- a condition of restraint and polarity. No. 200

presented the same effects even more beautifully. No. 203 pre-

sented the same phenomena. Reheating the parts not pressed

did not seem to hurt them.

14598. No. 180, which greens so well by pressure, was 106.

So took 105 and 107, which are parts of the same film, and heated

them, making them now Nos. 232 and 233. No. 232 was well

heated as before; still, when cold, card could easily remove the

gold; however, at one corner the gold adhered and there the card

made the gold green and well. Agate rolling pressure did not

take up the gold from the glass and it made it beautifully green.

No. 233 was less heated than 232. Card easily removed the gold

and so did the finger, but the agate with rolling pressure made it

fine green in every part. The films are good and uniform and were

made by me (14532).

14599. No. 212 (14590): the heated gold was moistened with a

solution of clilo. gold; dried and heated, it gave faint green by
Agate rolling pressure. A clear place on 212 had a drop of chlo.

gold put on it- evaporated and heated. This by Agate rolling

and pressure gave an imperfect feeble green-shewing the phe-

nomenon though imperfectly. There is a fine though faint ruby

tint on the glass round the place of the drop at parts where the
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vapour had carried and deposited chloride of gold and gold; it

is the ruby of finely divided gold.

14600. As to the four deposits 218-221 (14579). Two of them

were left unchanged, 218, 220; they were very imperfect films-

very irregular-and seemed to contain very little gold— the reflexion

was very poor, the transmitted light was gray violet. Nos. 219,

221 were heated and were violet rather more. Card did not rub

off the gold and gave a tinge of green, but die particles seem very

separate : must examine them by the microscope.

14601. The two deposits 222, 223 (14579). No. 222 left un-

changed. Still is slate violet by transmitted light, and dull golden

by reflected light. No. 223 has been heated and is more golden

by reflected light and more ruby violet by transmitted light.

Card friction makes it green and agate rolling pressure also,

improving at the same time the reflexion; but there is so little

gold that the effect is very feeble.

14602. The green transmission and the bright reflexion seem to

belong to each other; perhaps the pressure, etc. only places the

faces of the particles in a common plane- or perhaps gives faces

to the particles.

27 MARCH 1856.

14602
1
. The glass with ammonia, xlvii (14596) had not altered

in tint or settled by to-day, but was ruby as before.

14603. No. 200 (14600) has again been heated and again lost

its green transmission and its conjoint reflexion—by rerolling and

pressing it with the agate, both again appeared. No. 233 was also

reheated and lost its greenness and much though not all of the

ref[l]exion it had gained by pressure; it has a general golden

reflexion and a violet transmission. Pressure applied now repro-

duced the former effect.

14604. The three drops of deposit 229, 230, 231 (14595) being

dry were resumed. They make a very poor shew, looking like

dirty spots, but the metal reflects a golden light especially in

sunshine or a strong light. By transmission the light is a dirty

violet. By rolling pressure with agate or glass, the golden

1
14602 is repeated in the MS.
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reflexion come on strongly, but the transmission may have a little

of green but is very dark; and the gold is probably in particles

more separated and thicker than those which transmit green.

No. 231 has been heated: the metal is very little changed in its

appearance or character-it does not adhere to the glass—card

easily sweeps it off-by the agate rolling pressure the golden

reflexion came up highly, but the green transmission was very

imperfect ifany- these films are very unequally spread—and there-

fore very irregular in their different parts— 231 was broken up.

14605. Resumed the four glasses of Nos. 224, 225, 226, 227

(145 91) prepared from the deposit of violet fluid xlv. They
formed not continuous but granulated films on the glasses, which

whilst wet was dingy violet both by reflected and transmitted

light-but as it dried the gold reflected a brown bronze colour,

considerably metallic, whilst the light transmitted was still the

same. In sun light the reflexion was much better from the glass

side of the gold than the other, because the glass gave a plane

reflective surface to the gold. The Gold was very loose on the

glass. Agate or glass rolling makes it highly reflective, but the

particles are too large to become translucent by the pressure.

No. 227 was heated: it became much more bright and golden

by reflected light, and also let more light through by transmission,

the particles having drawn together. Strong rolling agate pressure

gave great metallic reflection and by degrees a translucent effect

just appeared in the parts most pressed—a dark green or purplish

green being transmitted.

14606. No. 228 (14592), being the direct violet deposit from a

ruby fluid with a little salt, is a finer film than the former, but in

all other respects like them. The fluid had almost entirely settled,

but there was a little violet cloud. Whilst wet the film was of a

slate violet colour both by reflected and transmitted light, but

as it dried it became golden yellow with bronze dullness by

reflected light from the gold surface, and with a darker greener

appearance the same effect occurred on the glass side of the gold.

Then by transmitted light it was greener than when wet. The
change depended upon the medium, water or air or glass, in con-

tact with the gold and affecting the action of light at the surfaces

of contact; the change was considerable arid remarkable. When
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dry once-moistening with water caused the film to float and not

to wet—moistening with alcohol did not return the tint to that

of die metal wet with water. Agate pressure gave reflexion-but

no sensible greening.

14607. The ruby and violet fluids contain very little gold— the
effect is due to the great separation.

28 MARCH 1856.

14608. Ruby fluid xlvii (14596) with a little ammonia had

undergone no change of colour or appearance. Added several

drops of sat. solution Mur. Ammonia to it and left it.

14609. Three glasses of die Ruby fluid xliv (14576) were

prepared and a little chloride sodium added to each, the propor-

tions being 1 : 4 and 16 of salt, but the largest quantity very small.

31 MARCH 1856.

14610. No change had happened either in the ruby fluid xlvii

(14608) or in the three glassfes] with small quantities of salt

(14609); a drop of brine was added to each; the three small glasses,

3 c.i. each, turned blue at the bottom at once and were left to

settle. The large glass xlvii changed but little. Next day added

three drops more to this large glass- did not stir up any of them.

2 APRIL 1856.

14611. These four glasses examined: the bottom part violet, the

upper part ruby. The violet part has begun to fall to the bottom—
the ruby part not. Left to precipitate.

14612. A little dilute proto mur. tin made acid by M.A. and a

solution of gold containing excess over the tin were mingled

together— it became red brown, then darker and darker and more

ruby coloured, being at last very like the phosphorus ruby fluid.

It continued to improve for some time and is made No. xlviii.

Common salt does not turn it violet or blue or change its colour;

the tin seemes to have made the divided state of the gold stable.

A portion of this ruby or garnet fluid was taken and excess of

dilute proto mur. tin added— it darkened at once to a red brown

as if all the gold were now at once taken down. It is made xlix.

14613. Examined many of the fluids by a ray of sunlight, the

6F D VII
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fluids being in bottles, glasses and cells. The ray was allowed to

fall on to them, and that light which passed through was received

and observed on white card board. Besides that, much light was

reflected by the particles in the fluid and this made them look

opalescent. Such results of reflected light were well obtained

when the light was collected into a cone by a lens and that sent

into the fluid. The cone was well defined in the fluid by the

illuminated particles. Where this cone came near the surface of

the glass or fluid, the light reflected by the metallic particles there

was yellow and golden, but when the particles were further in,

the light they reflected had to be transmitted through the ruby

or other fluid and then the yellow light was modified. When the

lens was so adjusted that the cone passed thrgh. the glass and fell

on a card board placed to receive the rays, then the transmitted

light was seen there. The lens cone was very beautiful in all the

cases, and always shewed distinctly the presence of the particles

in the fluid.

14614. Ruby fluid xlii (14535) was somewhat thick to the eye

and only a small proportion of light passed finally thrgh. the

quart bottle- the phenomena were very good. The ruby fluid

xliv (14576) was clearer-the transmitted ruby was very fine

and a beautiful cone of illuminated particles was produced. The
ruby fluid xlii (14535) was the same. My old ruby fluid

xxvii (14321, 445) was weaker, but had all the same characters.

14615. De la Rue’s purple fluid xxvm (14447) gave a violet

transmitted light, but the cone of rays shewed the diffuzed

particles and also that their reflected light was yellow, xxx b

is a fine ruby fluid in a glass (14549, 50), but just as the others in

its nature and constitution- the reflection of particles near the

surface was very golden, xxx a (14549) is a very fine ruby

fluid and the golden reflexion in the cone excellent, xxv l

(14546) is a very good ruby, in constitution like the rest-the

cone excellent, xxxi ruby, very fine; is as xxv l.

14616. xlviii, or the Garnet fluid above (14612): the colour

is deep and the light much obstructed-the lens gives the cone

and it is yellow like gold at the entrance surface, but the particles

seem very fine as yet. When this fluid was diluted, it much more

resembled the ruby fluids, and the cone shewed in better manner
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the particles and their golden character. In 6 hours after, the

purple body had separated and fallen in flocculi, and the super-

natent fluid had only a very pale yellowish brown tint. Must see

if it contains any gold in solution, and what is the habit and

constitution of the precipitate where there can be only a very

small portion of tin.

14617. The Gold deposit xxvd (14547) by the reflected sun

light alone or with the lens was yellow or brown yellow, and

shewed a dense gold mud. As the glass was moved and the

particles rose in streams and striae, they shewed well, and then

the cone of rays looked very beautiful, full of veins. The light

that went through on to the paper beyond was purple violet or

ruby according to the density of the muddy stream, but that which

was reflected in all directions but directly across was the brown
yellow of the gold. The preparation xxxi (14550,79,615), i.e.

the deposit from boiled ruby fluid, presented the same phe-

nomena.

14618. The fluids in tube were examined chiefly by a small lens.

XXI, which is boiled ruby fluid (14343,443, 4), had settled so

much that top looked clear of particles, but the cone of light

shewed yellow particles even there. When stirred up it shewed

the beautiful phenomena of the former preparations, but the

settling particles are I think gradually aggregating, xxv in tube

was clear at the top, purple at the bottom with a gradual change

between. The cone of light shewed particles every where-there

were few at the top and the reflected light from them was green,

like that of the heated film greened by a card -there is probably a

common cause in the two cases

;

the particles here must be the finest

possible. On carrying the cone into the lower parts, it was good
to see how the reflected light increased on entering the sensibly

violet shades of fluid. The tube xxiv has stood in the sunshine

a few minutes and the currents formed have carried up the lower

parts, but the effect is generally the same as in the tube xxv.

Only the green was not so clear . The Sun and the lens shewed
beautifully the currents of moving particles where no effect was
visible by ordinary light.

14619. Some ruby fluid (xliv, 14576) was placed in a square

glass cell-a fine ruby tint was transmitted. The lens and cone of

6-2
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rays gave a good effect and shewed abundance of floating, re-

flecting gold. Added common salt- the fluid became violet at

once and I think transmitted more light than before. The cone

of light gave I think a browner reflection, as if the gold more

aggregated and like brown gold-but there was abundance of

reflected light from the interior. Some hours after, this gold had

separated and fallen to the bottom and the liquid was clear. There

were a few air bubbles in this and the Cassius vessel (14612),

but I had used common water from the cock for their dilution

and there is air in that water (14642).

14620. The transmitted light of gold leaf is green. When thinned

by chlorine or by cyanide of potassium, the green continued as

long as there was gold, becoming paler and paler. This was

illustrated by Nos. 69, 71, 73, 77, 82, 83, 121, 122, 126, 129.

No. 73 and 83 were thinned until the green was nearly gone,

and yet a thin transparent film remained; as these were thinned

by chlorine, the film may have consisted in part of chloride of

silver, that metal always being present-but 126 and 129 were

made very thin by cyanide potassium, and then no silver is left

as chloride.

14621. Gold film obtained by V. Electricity on zinc, No. 65.

This film may be transparent- the transmitted light was not

green but bluish perhaps, like No. 41; but the lens and cone of

light did not give good effect of transparency. No. 66, being

double films, was the same in character.

14622. Palladium, No. 46. Grey reflexion and transmission. No
colour. Platinum, No. 85. No sensible trace of the metal.

14623. Silver thinned by N. A., No. 165 -is translucent, passing

a grey light. Copper thinned by Cyanide potassium, Nos. 140,

145, 148, is translucent in parts and these of a bluish grey colour;

but as it was thinned on the surface of cyanide of potassium con-

taining some silver and gold, a film of these substances may have

been deposited on it.

14624. The heated Gold leaf ( ) transmits green rays where

not too much heated; where more heated—more light passes but

the colour disappears. Yet when highly heated, a yellow is trans-

mitted, as if the gold or perhaps the silver in it had stained the

glass. Nos. 93, 94, 97, 98. Heat with silver leaf produces a like
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loss of reflection, etc., but the yellow stain is greater than with

gold Nos. 174, 176, 179, 186, 193.

14625. Films of Gold by Phosphorus. The transmitted light is

almost always blue violet, not green. It was so with two super-

posed films—with three, No. 41 -with four, No. 42-with thirteen

films, No. 51— the colour remains the same when the intensity

is graduated. Many of these, as No. 42, resemble the colour of

pale gold nearly. But some of these films do give a transmitted

light that partakes of green, though dull. Nos. 232, 233, 197.

14626. When such films are heated, both the reflexions and the

transmission is changed and perhaps improved. Nos. 95, 96

when most heated arc most changed. In many cases the beautiful

phenomenon of green transmission by pressure is produced.

Nos. 180, 182, 199, 217.

14627. The ruby fluid evaporated left a blue or violet film,

No. 84. The deposit from ruby fluid No. 220, when looked at

by reflected light, shews a different effect at the surface next the

glass to that at the surface next the air. As the glass and gold do

not adhere except by ordinary contact, this alone shews the

action of two neighbouring particles on one ray of light, for the

glass influences the ray which the gold ultimately reflects or

transmits.

14628. When a little gold mud is added to fluid, as water, it

makes it ruby—when more, it renders it violet.

14629. Preparing red or ruby fluid by phosphorus and solution

of gold, and then adding salt to cause separation, gives a very

finely divided gold free from tin.

14630. There is no going back from violet to ruby in the order

of colour. The ruby fluid cannot be made concentrated above a

certain degree at once-by causing separation of particles and then

using the mud, it may be obtained very concentrated.

14631. All the phenomena look as if they were the proper results

of affections of fine particles.

3 APRIL 1856.

14632. The four glasses (14611) are still in the same state. The
glass with excess of proto Mur. tin, xlix (14612), is very brown
and with no precipitate.
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14633. The Cassius purple, xlviii (14612, 6). A little of it with

pure muriatic acid was not altered in colour at first, but the

flocculi broke up and the gold became diffuzed and gradually

became less ruby or more violet— it then forms a fine deposit.

Salt does not affect the Cassius purple.

14634. A little solution of proto chloride of tin did not change

the violet fluid (14447) to ruby or towds. it. On the contrary,

a little of the same substance tended to change the ruby fluid to

violet slowly. This change soon stops, if any effect at all is pro-

duced; the ruby does not become ultimately blue violet.

14635. The green of the very clear fluid xxv (14618) induced

me to filter some ruby fluid xxvii, and some violet fluid

xxviii through filtering paper to separate the coarser particles

and leave the finer diffuzed. The ruby soon tinted the filter ruby

and of a good colour. The violet did not give a sensible tint and

seemed to pass more freely. After a time and several returns of

the liquids, the latter retained very little diffuzed gold. Had not

sun light- but lamp light and a lens shewed suspended particles.

Marked the ruby filtering paper (14641).

4 APRIL 1856.

14636. Continued the observations of the plates and deposits

in the sun (14620, etc.) Nos. 218, 219, 220 are deposits made
by a drop of the mud deposit from the ruby fluid (14579, 600).

No. 219 has been heated. They make but a very poor show on the

glass in sunshine or not; the light transmitted has a little violet

tint, and that reflected when in the cone of rays is golden; but

there is very little effect considering the quantity of gold there

compared to its effect when diffused in fluid. Nos. 222 and 223

are like deposits from the mud of a violet fluid (14601), the latter

being heated. The light reflected is yellow, that transmitted dull

violet in 222 and rose tint in 223 ;
but the effect of heat has been

great in favouring the transmission of light. No. 229 is a deposit

like 218 in character, but more abundant and has the same trans-

mission.

14637. No. 224. The deposit from ruby fluid by common salt-

reflects golden yellow- that which passes goes thgh. holes and

separation, but is perhaps a little green, very dull and dark, as if
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the particles or massed particles nearly opaque. The same heated,

No. 227, has then a very gold reflexion instead of the slate colour

of the former, i.e. by diffused light; the light which passes is

probably through holes only. No. 228: same thing in a finer

state, unheated; has like 224 a poor golden reflexion, a general

slate reflexion and a tint of purple in the transmitted light.

14638. The No. 229, being particles of Gold from mud on glass,

reflects dull gold on metal side, but a striking green on the glass

side, very like that seen in compressed gold leaf or film. This

must shew conjoint and compound action of the gold particles

and the glass particles on a ray of light between them. The effect

is very striking.

14639. Remember that where the gold films are burnished and

the green appears, the diffuzed reflexion disappears, so that one

has reason to expect that the diffused transmission becomes at the

same moment more direct.

14640. No. 54. The Sul. Iron precipitate gives no distinct trans-

mitted colour.

14641. The filtered ruby fluid (14635), after many filtrations, had

fine diffuzed particles which the cone of sunlight found out, but

their reflected colour was golden, not green. The same was the

case with the filtered violet fluid -the remaining particles were

golden. The tubes xxiv and xxv being looked at again, the

former was golden but the latter a beautiful green as before (14618).

14642. The blue deposit, all from ruby fluid and salt (14619),

when examined by sun light, lens and cone, shewed no particles

left diffused through the fluid. The blue or dark deposit at the

bottom of the cell formed a film dull violet by transmitted light

and, whilst wet, also by general reflected light. When the sun

focus was thrown on to it wet, a dead yellow was reflected; but

the heating rays were active and the spot quickly dried, and then

there was a great increase of reflective power, and then the

reflection by diffused light was much greater and golden-not

dark purple-much as if the film had been heated; but ordinary

drying did the same thing and wetting again did not remove this

character, due probably to aggregation-the light transmitted

remained unchanged in colour. By shaking the fluid with the

wetted particles about, they stick together, and if any spots stick
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to the glass the others stick to them, and at last they all seem to

disappear, except the small adhering spots. This is an effect of

welding or adhesion of the clean metallic gold.

14643. The experiments (14612, 6, 14632, 3, 4), xlviii and

xnx, with sol. of Gold and proto mur. of tin, were resumed.

The mother liquor of the first Cassius which formed contained

no solid particles that the light cone could find. Nor did the

second mother liquor- for both these contained excess of gold

in solution. On adding a little proto chloride of tin to this second

mother liquor, it became brown, shewing gold there. After many
hours it still looked like a solution, but the cone shewed particles

which could reflect.

14644. The Cassius precipitate xlviii, being washed in water,

gave a good violet precipitate in flocculi. Some of the particles

diffused through water and subject to the Sun and lens gave the

cone, and the particles seemed as luminous and light coloured

as gold, though by diffuse light reflected the Cassius looks purple.

Muriatic acid added to a little of the Cassius breaks up the flocculi

and gives a smooth blue violet fluid, looking like the violet gold

fluid. The cone of rays transmitted blue violet rays, and reflected

bright golden light. Nitric acid produced a like effect but not

to the same degree— the cone effect was the same as before. Sulc.

acid slowly produced a similar effect—but less strongly. Caustic

potassa produced no apparent change. The light cone shewed

the same phenomena as the other cases.

14645. No. xlix (14612). Gold with great excess of Pro. chlo.

tin—has to-day arrived at a fine ruby colour and looks at first

like a solution, but in the light focus (being diluted) the cone

shewed particles reflecting golden or strong light.

14646. Gold leaf on sol. cyanide of potassium and light passing

through whilst it thinned: it never lost its green tint or acquired

a ruby or any other colour- the green once conferred is permanent

until heat comes. Whilst dissolving, the parts too thick to transmit

light became thinner and transmitted green light, whilst the still

thinner parts became insensible.

14647. A Gold film deposited by Phos. vapour, No. 1 1 5, and

having a dull olive greenish slate like tint, was put into chlorine

gas diluted— it was gradually thinned but did not change in colour.
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After a time, it was floated on a solution of chlorine and dissolved

away; but the tint did not change in colour, only in intensity.

7 APRIL 1856.

14648. Went to see M. Petitjean’s process of silvering glass—

which was according to the description he gave me. When the

solution was put on to the glass, it took about 4I fluid ounces

to stand on a square foot of surface. By putting white paper under

the glass, enough light was sent back to shew the colour by trans-

mission of the thinnest film, and that was fine slate purple, like

that seen through pale gold. The reflexion was scarcely sensible

at these places yet and by the time it became distinct, as is the

manner with gold, the transmitted light was scarcely any. It

would seem as if there were a great deal of light extinguished by
a film of a certain thickness, for it is almost opaque and yet scarcely

reflects any light. Surely the full reflexion of silver must depend

on the action of many particles at once. Sometimes floating

films in small pieces formed— have a very fine surface, not dead

but brilliant and continuous. Then these were opaque. When so

thin as to give scarcely any reflexion, they transmitted the same
blue light as the former (14723).

14649. The first solution being on, after about 15' the deposit

begins. It is beautiful to see how the dabs of the cotton or

the intermitting rests of the roller used to wet the solution

appear, shewing how small a circumstance influences the deposi-

tion—by further deposition these became covered up and dis-

appear. After the solution has been on sufficiently long, the

reflection from the back of the silver (the dead surface) is at deep

angles yellow; when the coat is thickened and increased, it becomes
a brown violet. When the solution is poured off and the plate

washed, as the back dries the colour changes much from difference

in the light reflected.

14650. He scraped off silver from a place as large as a shilling,

and proceeded to mend it, removing first the varnish by turpen-

tine, and then cleaning the place with rotten-stone, cotton, etc.;

the silver bore hard rubbing on the back and polished well there

-

it was really very tough. The mending was not complete before

I came away.
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14651. The xlix (14612, 32, 45) was of a very fine bright rose

ruby this morning, but had settled as a ruby jelly containing

I think much oxide of tin, and the liquor above was colourless.

Being agitated, it had the appearance of a beautiful bright ruby

cloud or mud. Added Muriatic acid freely— the change was not

immediate, but after some hours there was a purple or violet

deposit and the mass of solid jelly was gone.

14652. A strong solution of Phosphorus in Sulphuret carbon was

put on film 198, and a thin glass put over it to flatten the surface.

The transmitted tint was but little affected
;
the reflexion was less

than before, but of the same character.

14653. Gold leaf pressed on platinum wire gauze and heated over

the spirit lamp. When heated round to a certain degree the gold

leaf began to wrinkle and shrivel up, tearing apart at the weaker

places, and this went on until the gold attained the fuzing point;

but long before that, it had contracted into portionfs] scarcely

visible, seeming to have disappeared, as on the glass, but having

only contracted into denser masses. As long as the gold leaf was

visible it was green-it did not loose its colour of transmitted

light by the heat. A dull red heat was borne by parts without

loosing the leaf state and they still remained green. On the other

hand, there was no part that remained as leaf that was not green-

there was no production of film of any other transmitted colour.

When Gold leaf was put into olive oil and raised to the highest

temperature the oil could bear, the metal leaf did not contract

or change in character or form and it was always transparent

and green- the colour here seemed even more regular and finer

than in air- in fact all interfering reflections were evaded.

14654. A leaf of high gold dissolved in a little solution of chlorine

-filtered— evaporated to dryness in a water bath and dissolved

in water. Five glasses were prepared and numbered. A solution

of phosphorus in sulphide of carbon was also prepared. One
drop was put into glass ci, and one tenth of the solution of gold

having been added to 8 oz. of water, the whole was put into

glass ci and set aside. Glass cn contained at first 3 drops of

the phosphorus fluid and the same proportion of Gold and water

as the last, with the addition of 10 drops of M. A. pure. Glass chi

contained 3 or 4 drops of phosphorus solution-the same gold
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and water as the last and 50 drops or more of pure Muriatic acid.

Glass civ contained 2 or 3 drops phosphorus fluid, three tenths

of the whole of the gold, 8 oz. water and 20 drops of Mur. acid.

Glass [c]v contained 1 or 2 drops phosphorus fluid, four tenths

of the gold, 8 oz. water and no extra muriatic acid. These were all

put on about 11 o’clk. At 1 o’clk. there were signs of ruby in

cv, and perhaps in one or two of the others (14662).

9 APRIL 1856.

14655. The films, solutions, etc. examined by polarized light.

First used a candle flame, and Nichole prisms for polarizer and

analyzer; placed the following specimens between and found no

trace of action on the polarized ray, whether the film was vertical

to the ray or inclined at any angle to it or to the plane of polariza-

tion, i.e. in any azimuth to it: Nos. 39, 41, 42, 54, 65, 66, 84, 96,

98, 117, 122, 126, 129, 130, 135, 138, 139, 140, 145, 148, 172, 179,

197, 218, 220, 222, 224, 225, 226, 228. Certain films seemed to

produce a depolarizing effect when much inclined; these were

Nos. 46, 51, 69, 71, 77, 82, 83, 108, 1 1 8, 121; but in fact they also

were indifferent, and the effect was that produced by the inclined

glass when its inclination (not being either in the plane of polariza-

tion or the transverse plane) was in the plane 45
0
from the plane

of polarization on either side. It was the glass and not the gold

that produced the effect.

14656. The heated films were better examined by a diffuse light

from a globe lamp polarized by reflection from glass— for then,

by turning the glass on which the film was laid and turning the

analyzer, the black lines could be made to traverse all parts of the

glass; and as then the film of gold shewed no effects in these parts,

so it was concluded that it was indifferent. In this way Nos. 95,

94, 97, 174, 180, 182, 186, 199, 217, 219, 221, 223, 227, 229, 230,

232, 233, appeared to have no depolarizing power.

14657. No. 165, being a silver film thinned by nitric acid,

depolarizes a little. I am not clear at present to what this effect

is due-can it possibly be a degree of crystallization by dissection-

or a sub compound of silver?

14658. Several of these films were placed before the polarizer but

with no effect.
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14659, The three ruby and violet fluids, xl, xlii, xliv, were

placed in the course of the polarized ray; they exerted no influence

upon it.

14660. So films beaten, deposited, heated, pressed, thinned,

deposited by electricity, etc., etc., all agreed in shewing no action

on the polarized ray. This result is rather remarkable in a body

which has such high powers of action on a ray of light in other

directions.

14661. Some of the Ruby deposit xxxi, i.e. an opaque drip

of it and its water, was put into a tube and absolute alcohol added

to it. There was the same effect of reflexion and transmission as

with water, but the gold aggregated and so disappeared much- let

it settle-poured off the alcohol; powder dark and heavy—added

oil-heated—powder aggregated still more but preserved its

character— it is unchanged by such treatment except in the degree

of aggregation.

14662. The glasses of different strengths (14654) are to-day as

follows. No. ci— a little colour but very poor, and as deposit

chiefly. No. cn-a little colour, purple violet, in the fluid,

but scarcely sensible. No. cm-no sensible effect. No. civ—

very little effect-only a film on the top of the solution. No. cv—
a good fair purple violet liquid. When a portion of it was diluted

5 times with water- it then had a tint nearly as deep as No. cn.

The process does not promise much.

14663. I made a weak solution of gold, so as to have pale yellow

colour. I prepared two glasses with phosphorus nearly alike.

I put \ oz. of the solution into one of the glasses-and numbered

it cvi. I put \ oz. of the solution with 5^ oz. water into the other

glass, evil. This about 10 o’clk.— the stronger solution began to

act at once and produce ruby fluid -left both to go on.

14664. Provided some gold terminals and a voltaic battery of

30 pr. Grove's plates, then brought the terminals suddenly

together and separate, so as to have a momentary deflagration.

Did this upon and between glass plates, so that the deflagrated

gold should be deposited on the glass in films more or less graduated.

The gold terminals were sometimes the ends of gold wire, or

two sovereigns, or a wire and a sovereign. The deposits had all

a like character, but varied one from another as might be expected.
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They are numbered from 234 to 243. The continuance of the

dischge. between two sovereigns did not increase the deposit

but rather seemed to blow away that previously arranged.

14665. Much of the deposited gold was easily removed by rub-

bing with the finger or a card, but near the focus of action the

glass was often melted and die gold strongly attached. The general

character of the deposition was that of the phosphorus films,

but die golden metallic reflexion was in many parts much stronger.

Many parts which had a very strong reflexion still transmitted

light and that was coloured violet or blue violet passing at

times into ruby and rose tint; but the slate violet was the most

abundant. Still, the outer limits of the deposits where the finer

particles had been driven were often of a ruby tint. There was

no sign of green-it was the ruby or the violet or mixed shades

of these.

14666. When the discharge had been continued for a short time

with sovereigns, which could bear this action, there were evidences

of the effect of heat on the particles, and at these times some good
ruby tinted deposits were produced. This ruby adhered to the

glass more than the violet; still, a rub with a card edge could

often remove it.

14667. Pressure by agate was able in favourable parts of these

films to increase or rather produce a golden reflecting surface

where it was not before, and also to cause transmission then of a

green light (No. 240), though the green was not often good.

Expect to do this better with deflagrations made by the Leyden

battery.

10 APRIL 1856.

Conduction oj these films,
leaves, etc.

14668. Employed our large but sensible Galvanometer-and at

first one pr. of Grove’s plates. These being connected, terminals

of fine copper wire were arranged the ends of which, being bent

into a round loop, pressed downwds. with a little spring force,

and so could be placed on any part of a given film on glass and

be moved by friction from place to place. I found this gave very

good and sufficient contact with the films.

14669. Beaten metal leaves conduct well; so did all those that
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had been thinned down, as 70, 73, 80, 83, also 128, 136, 138, 146,

170 and 173, including Gold, silver and copper. When very thin,

conduction was interfered with, as was shewn by 83 (where the

metal is deep gold thinned by strong Mur. acid (1443 2)) -the

green tint is almost gone and the metal itself, but still it conducted,

but more feebly.

14670. No. 54. The deposited particles from precipitation by

Sulphate of iron-conducts.

14671. Films of Gold hy phosphorus
,
unheated. The regular, uni-

form and freely translucent films did not conduct; this was shewn

by Nos. 2, 5, 7, 9, 35. On the other hand, very thick solid and

golden looking films, as 20, 25, 56, conducted like gold leaf.

No. 13 is a film with doublings across it: the uniform film did

not conduct, the doublings did. The film 205 conducted pretty

well even in parts very translucent and thin as to quantity of gold,

and Nos. 108 and 1 18 had the like comparatively good conducting

power; these films had been a long while over the phosphorus

basin, so that one might expect a certain continuity of film in

their cases.

14672. The films of Palladium, Nos. 43, 46, conducted, for a

feeble current passed. The like film of silver, No. 47, being trans-

parent, conducted. The Electro deposited film of silver conducted

well, No. 65.

14673. Effect ofheat on beaten gold leaf The specimens 97, 177,

185, 19 1, being gold leaf heated, conducted even in the parts

where the signs of the gold were nearly gone, but not so well as

the unchged. leaf. No. 176 seemed to have quite interrupted

places, for some parts or places conducted well and others were

much worse. The White gold, 94, and the Silver, 179, also con-

ducted: in all these cases the conduction was more free than 1

expected.

14674. Certain of the phosphorus goldfilms have been heated. Of
these, Nos. 95, 96, 194, 195, 232, 233, did not conduct sensibly.

No. 196 conducted a little- but feebly. Several films have folds,

as 181, 200, 196, 208-here there was no conduction at the simple

unfolded film, but more or less by the masses or veins formed

by the duplications. No. 202, though folded, did not shew con-

duction; the film was thin. Where parts had been greened by
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agate pressure there was no additional conduction sensible.

No. 183 conducted both in the unheated and the heated part,

but it is a comparitively thick film. I think that, on the whole,

heat impairs the conduction of the films, when they possess the

power before hand.

14675. The deposits from Voltaic deflagration, No. 240 (14664)

do not conduct in the dark part even where pressed and caused

to give metallic reflexion.

14676. Now employed Jour pr. Grove s plates for the films that

had shewn no conduction with one pair. The unheated films

Nos. 2, .5, 7, 35. The heated films 96, 194, 195, 232, 233, did

not conduct. The heated folded films 181, 196, 200, 208, were

as before, and also 21 1, 202 and 204. The film 9 has one end

heated and the other not- the heated end does not conduct but

the unheated end does, and as the wire was moved over the surface

there were even sparks and deflagrations, the current then clearing

until the end was moved to another place, when a like deflagration

occurred; but this did not occur unless both wire ends were on

the unheated part of the film, shewing that the heat had injured

the conduction, and doubtless by separating the particles in con-

sequence of their contraction and aggregation.

14677. Yesterday the fluids cvi and evil examd. (14663).

No. cvi was much changed and very deep in colour. No. evil

was also changed and of a good colour. I added water to cvi,

so as to make it 6 oz., like the cvn. It was somewhat deeper in

colour and of a tint also somewhat different. To-day: the two

fluids are still of different tint, but very nearly alike in depth,

for evil has gained since yesterday. The comparison seems

pretty good, but it will be best to begin with a solution strong

enough, and at least stronger than cvn, and dilute after the ruby

fluid is formed.

14678. Nos. ci, cii, chi, civ and cv (14654, 62) are as they were

on the 9th and are of no value. I added a little ammonia to chi

to neutralize the excess of acid, but expect nothing further now.

1 ith APRIL 1856.

14679. Nos. ci, cii, ciii, civ, cv (14678) still the same, so dis-

missed them. Nos. cvi and evil (14677) were as they were-alike
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in depth—no film on the surface—no change in their condition.

Put the fluids cv, cvi and evil together in a flask, added a little

salt only, and boiled the fluid for nearly an hour— it became more
purple in colour, but not blue—and being then numbered Li,

set it aside to settle. It was at this time a very good purple of

considerable depth.

12 APRIL 1856.

14680. To-day lt (14679) was still purple and there was no
settling— left it still; a portion of it was tried with more salt and

became quite blue violet, so that the quantity of the salt is im-

portant.

14681. Proceeded to make Gold films by phosphorus as before

( ) and arranged to try the conduction of the films for

electricity. Six drops of De la Rue gold solution ( ) was put

on the glass plate over the phosphorus, and after 1 5 minutes was
transferred to water— the film was as dark as I wanted it, but

weak and ran up together a good deal.

14682*. In order to try the conduction, the same arrangement as

before (14668) with a single pair of Grove’s plates was employed,

but the two terminal wires were curved at the ends. Then the

film, being taken up (after ten minutes repose on the water to

wash it) upon a plate of glass and floating on the water on the

glass, was placed under the terminals, the water serving as a

cushion to hold it against them. The films conducted and very

well, and the Galvanometer was deflected. To prove that this

conduction was through the film and not through the water, the

latter was drawn out at one side of the film, as at w, and then

when the terminal b was placed in the water there was no deflection

of the galvanometer. When both terminals were in the water and
within the ^ of an inch of each other, there was no conduction.

Or, if when both were touching the gold film, a card was drawn
across the gold so as to separate it, there was no conduction. When
the film was drained and dried on the glass, it conducted freely.

14683. The specimens of this film on glass are numbered from

244 to 249. Nos. 244 and 245 gave the same results as to conduc-

tion. Nos. 246, 247, 248 had the water drained from beneath

them— then solution of borax introduced— this drained off and

[14682]
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the films then dried; after which they were heated, as was also 249,

which had no borax. The unchanged films 244 and 245 were

greyish green by transmitted light and had a certain amount of

gold metallic reflexion by reflected light. The like film 249 heated

had about the same reflexion but transmitted much more light

than before, as is the case when heat is applied, and that light was

rose violet. Nos. 246, 247 and 248 having borax, are by reflexion

much as 249, but in certain positions there is a fine ruby effect

added here and there. No. 249 gold is easily displaced by the

card rub, and there is no greening. No. 246 with borax is also

easily displaced, and there is no greening. No. 247, which is

more highly heated, has the gold fixed at one side but not at the

other— and where it is fixed the card friction makes it quite green

by transmitted light. No. 248 rubs off and does not green. Agate

pressure applied to Nos. 244, 245 picks off the gold. Applied

to the other four, it makes them all finely green, but 249 adheres

in part to the agate.

14684. Another film formation with 8 drops of gold solution

on the glass plate. It was left over the phosphorus for 22 minutes

and ran up much when transferred to water. Specimens were

collected on glass numbered 250-254. No. 250 conducted as

before, whilst the fluid beneath did not conduct (14682). The films

were about as the last in general character. The four first had

borax introduced, and being dried, Nos. 251, 252 and 253 were

heated; after this they rubbed up without greening and 1 think

the heat is not enough. No. 250 sticks a little and all of them,

i.e. 250, 251, 252 and 253, green well by agate pressure.

14685. No. 254—when from the water, had strong Muriatic acid

placed under it, but the film did not seem to be dissolved or

changed. On a former occasion even gold leaf seemed to be

dissolved by Mur. acid—but it was of course an alloy.

14686. Another film formation, with 4 drops gold solution, over

the phosphorus only
5 minutes. But the film was very thin and

weak and seemed to have no strength at all on the water. It

forms Nos. 255, 256, 257, 258, and the three latter had borax

solution placed under them and when dry were heated. This film

did not conduct— it is very thin— it has but very little reflective

power and it transmits] a greenish gray tint. Nos. 256, 257 and

F D VII 7
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258, being heated, had about as much reflexion as before, but

now the light transmitted is a fine ruby tint, so that when laid

upon white paper the film has a very beautiful colour-just like

that of the finely divided fluid (ruby). Card rubbing does easily

remove the gold, but it turns the transmitted ruby tint to a

blue violet
;
and Agate pressure does the same thing—only there

is so little gold that scarcely any result is obtained, especially in

the point of reflexion. These fine films are very interesting.

14687. Another film formation, but added Sulphuret of carbon

to the phosphorus in hopes it would make a stronger and more

consistent film. Used
5
drops of gold; over the phosphorus for

5 minutes, for by the appearance, the film seemed to form much
faster than before. I found that in this case, when transferring

the film to the water, it was better that the glass should be nearly

flat rather than inclined much. This film conducted feebly but

the fluid beneath not sensibly, so it is intermediate between the

films of the two last formations (14682, 6).

14688. The reflection of this film, Nos. 259, 260, is better than

the last-the transmitted colour also deeper but of the same kind.

Nos. 262, 263 and 264 had borax solution placed under them and

when all were dry, these with 261 having no borax, were heated.

261 then presented a dull purple tint, but the other three gave the

fine ruby tint. Nos. 263 and 264 were more heated at the extreme

end than elsewhere, and they shew the change by the heat, first

from the Greenish grey to ruby and then from ruby to yellow

almost, where the gold seems to have run more together. No. 261

easily rubs off by card and the others are not much more fixed.

Where the Gold adheres in the ruby parts it is changed to violet.

The agate pressure makes the usual change in all the parts, but

more in some than in others.

14689. Parts of this film were submitted to the action of Muriatic

acid, Nitric acid, Sulphuric acid, Sol. potassa and brine, but none

of them appeared to act upon or change them.

14690. Six drops of the gold on the glass plate over much Sulrt.

carbon and phosphorus for 1 5
minutes. The result gave specimens

from 265 to 271. These were I think thinner than the last but

like them in character. Nos. 265, 266, 267 had no borax. Nos. 268,

269, 270, 271 had borax. Nos. 267, 268, 269, 270 were heated.
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List of Objects continued from pp. 2946, 2990, 3004
1
.

244, 245. Gold films by phos., 14681, 3.

246, 247, 248. Do. . . . with borax, 14683, and heated.

249. Do. . . . no borax, but heated, 14683.

250. Do. . . . 14684, with borax.

25L 252, 253. Do. . . with borax and heated, 14684.

254. Do. . . no borax, 14684, 5.

(255. Very thin film, 14686.

(256, 257, 258. Do. . borax and heat, 14686, fine ruby tint,

ps 9, 260-medium gold film, 14687, 8, 5238.

j
261. Do heated, 14688.

I262, 263, 264— with borax, heated, 14688.

(265, 266, 267 -films, no borax, 14690.

4
268, 269, 270, 271 — films with borax, 14690.

V267, 268, 269, 270— films heated, 14690.

f272, 274-film not heated, 14691.

(273, 275, 276— films, borax and heated, 14691.

277 to 300— films and rings from surface ofstanding solution, 14694, 707, 11.

301 to 318. Do 14697, 11, 5238.

319 to 340. Deflagrations of gold wires, 14699, 708, 12.

341 to 354. Deflagrations of silver wire, 14702, 9, 13, 5262.

280, 1, 9, 302, 5, 7, 10, 14-gold films, heated, 1471 1

.

321, 7, 34. Gold deflagrations, heated, 147 12, 5240, 58.

343, 7, 50. Silver deflagrations, heated, 1471 3.

355, 6, 7, 8. Thick gold films by phos., heated, 1471 5, 20.

359-367. Gold films by phos., much borax, heated, 14717.

368-375. Gold films, thick and thin, 14721**.

376-383.

386-393.

394-399
400-405.

406-410.

411

Do. 14723*?

Gold explosions in oxygen, some heated

Do air, Do. . . .

Do hydrogen, Do. . . .

Green films by phosphorus, 15065.

Jelly with gold sol. -blue, 15076, 343.

412. Do. . . . gold surface, blue, 15077, 343.

413. Do. . . . very little colour, 15078.

414. Jelly alone, 15079.

415. Jelly and gold sol., fine ruby, 15079.

416. Do blue pale, 15080, 343.

417-424. Ruby jellies dried on glass, 15 155, 342.

425. Beaker ruby for rotation results (15166).

426, 427. Cells for blue and ruby fluids (15168, 1521 1)

428 to 432— films of Jelly dried, 15228, 32.

On to p. 31723
.

14835-

14835-

14835-

•4L 5 26i > 3*

-41, 5261.

-41.

1 See pp. 17, 55> 67. 2 See p. 207.

7-2
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All assumed the ruby colour. Where the card did not wipe off

the gold, it changed it from ruby to green, and agate pressure did

the same well.

14691. More sulphuret carbon added-6 drops gold, over it for

32 minutes-the result is veiny and not very thick. I think that

after the first film is formed the action goes on slowly. Nos. 272

and 273 had no borax. Nos. 274, 275, 276 with borax. Nos. 273,

275 and 276 heated. Agate pressure effect very good at 273, but

not so good on 275 and 276, which are thinner. Where the card

does not rub off the gold it changes the tint.

14692. Sat. sol. nitrate silver over phosphorus: very poor film in

half an hour. Employ solution of the ammonic nitrate.

14693. The phosphorus basins were now put each into the weak

solution of Gold resulting from the washing of its film-covered

over with a plate and left all night and for more than 15 hours,

that the Ruby fluid might be produced.

13 APRIL 1856.

14694. This morning but little formation of ruby fluid had

taken place, but fine films had formed on the surface of both basins

;

and as minute fragments of phosphorus had floated, so around

each had been formed a fine thicker film as large as a sixpence, a

shilling, etc.; the central part being clear of gold, then a ring

of fine rich gold and that fading off into the thickness or thinness

of the general film. Here most beautiful gradations of thickness

were obtained, and where the gold was thickest it had its full

resplendency of reflexion. Took up many specimens of these

rings and of other parts of the film, which was excellent in

character, and these number from 277 to 300.

14695. The general film is very good and stiff and breaks up as

if solid: the formation of the rings is curious, as if a film of gold

were reduced at the phosphorus particles and then pushed out-

wards, causing the aggregation in the ring. The body of the ring

is of a fine green and it is not very dissimilar in intensity from

one edge to the other, though the ring may be 0-25 or 0*33 of

an inch broad between the inner and outer diameter. It does not

present the gradation that I expected. The golden reflexion at
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the green part is very striking. All the transmitted tints are com-

prized between the green and the slate violet or greyish green.

14696. Left the basins and liquids for 24 hours, to see.

14 APRIL 1856.

14697. This morning took other specimens of films from of[f]

the fluids (14696)— they are numbered from 301 to 318. The
observations before made apply to these. Nos. 315 to 318 are

on paper. Drew off the solutions (ruby but weak) by a syphon-
put them together—added salt until they were blue violet and left

them to settle—made this preparation lii.

14698. The purple stain of organic matter appears to me to be

purely reduced gold.

14699. Gold wires exploded by the Leyden battery. Numbered
from 319 to 340. Here we obtain the general tints obtained by
other processes-supporting the conclusion that these other

processes] yield divided gold and not compounds of it. In

many parts the gold is deposited with its fine reflective lustre,

but at these places it is quite transparent and offers very fine tints

of ruby, green, violet, etc. Nos. 322, 324, 327, 328, 329, 330, 332

offer very fine greens by lamp light. With the highest charges

the division is the best. Nos. 333, 334, 335, 336 present cases

of a two fold wire and they are much beneath those made at the

same time with a single wire.

14700. In some of the cases, as 327, 329, 330, 331, 332, there

are results of a two fold course, all the Electricity not having

gone by one wire in its place, but a part of the charge directly

across; and from the appearances it seems that this second part

has been carried across by gold spread abroad by the first dis-

charge. See 331 and 332.

14701. Much of the Gold is merely dispersed-some is found an

inch from the place of the wire. Much of this is easily wiped

off—but near the place of the wire it is much fixed and there has

a ruby tint. The glass is often fuzed here— scaled off sometimes—

and pulverized if the plate is not strong.

14702. Then silver wire was exploded and gave Nos. from 341

to 354. In the first place, striking to see how dark a deposit it

gives, i.e. how much light is absorbed by the divided silver. In
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some case[s] very little is reflected and very little transmitted, and

that as a dark brown. The deposit is very loose except where

fuzed into the glass, and much of this loose deposit has a deep

chocolate reflexion in the air. Transmitted colour brown chiefly—

violet frequently in small quantities- little green now and then.

14703. A weak solution of gold, 4 drops De la Rue solution to

60 oz. of distilled water, was put into a large basin and when all

was quiet, a plate was put over it having a piece of phosphorus

from the sulrt. carbon solution on it but not touching the solution

of gold, so that the film might be formed slowly on the surface

of the fluid— then this was left in a dark quiet place. Some of the

same solution was put into a glass with a piece of phosphorus

beneath the surface for a comparison (14704).

15 APRIL 1856.

14704. The expt. above (14703) a failure, for covering plate

touched the fluid. Also the phosphorus oxidized in the air and

became covered with phosphatic acid and damp: there was no

film. By the evening there was some reddening—however, left

the fluid with two little fragments of phosphorus moistd. in

sulphuret of carbon floating on the surface and covered it to see

if any film will form by tomorrow. The fluid in the glass with

the piece of phosphorus at the bottom was ruby round the

phosphorus (1471 5).

14705. No. li (14679, 80) is a beautiful and comparitively deep

violet fluid which as yet shews no signs of settling at the bottom

and is equal throughout. By the lens and cone of light it is easy

to illuminate the golden particles within and they shine as fine

gold. Upon looking at them so illuminated and employing a

strong eye glass, I thought I could even distinguish the particles.

14706. No. lii (14697) was a blue fluid. There is no deposit but

the colour is much gone and it is only in large masses that the fluid

appears of a very pale blue green colour. But a lens and a cone

of sun’s rays shews the particles in the fluid of a yellow colour,

golden, and then when looked at through a strong eye glass many
of them are easily seen floating about. They have aggregated and

become individually larger and they are larger than in No. li,
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and hence the disappearance of the general colour as the metal

aggregates.

14707. The gold films (Nos. 277 to 300, 14694) examined by day

light. Every part that reflected, reflected yellow light, and when
the sun’s rays were thrown by a lens on to No. 277, 281, 284,

292 in a dark box and the reflected rays received on white paper,

this was very evident. The transmitted light is from slate blue

in the thinnest part to green in the thickest and most brilliant

part of the rings, i.e. most brilliant by reflected light. There was

no tint of ruby or tendency to it but in other cases the ruby has

appeared in small veins ( ).

14708. The Gold deflagrations (14699), being Nos. 319 to 340,

were examined in day light. Every part of the gold film reflected

yellow light and when the cone of sun’s rays were thrown on to

it in a dark box, this was very evident, for the lights sent back

from the glass alone and from the glass with film on it were very

different. The transmitted light was very various, from a rose on

the outside by a green or green violet to ruby at the place of the

wire and heat. Nos. 321, 7, 8, 30, 1, 3, 4, 5, etc. shew the outside

rosy tint due to the finest particles. Nos. 323, 9, 30, 37, 8, etc.

shew good violet. Nos. 322, 4, 7, 8, 9, 30, 2, which by lamp light

exhibited very fine greens, now shew these places as very fine

violets.

14709. Silver deflagrations (14702), Nos. 341 to 354. In many
parts of these much silver is deposited, looking bright and metallic

by reflection, especially on the glass side- in one case it is even

golden; but the reflection from the general surface is very dark—

brown black. When the sun’s rays in a cone are sent on to it,

the light which is reflected back is not golden but white. In fact

it resembles that reflected from black paper with the same cone,

only there is more of it with the silver. The transmitted light is

brown, greenish brown and fine violet.

14710. I think that in both the Gold and silver deflagrations there

is much loss, absorption or destruction of the light which falls

upon them, and most in the silver cases.

1471 1. Applied heat (gas urged by air) to some of these gold films

( ) and amongst them to Nos. 280, 281, 289, 302, 305, 307,

310, 314. Where the film had been regular and thin, i.e. with
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only a little golden reflexion, there the reflexion was not much

altered, but the transmitted light was fine ruby or violet ruby;

in most places, this easily rubbed off with a card, no borax having

been employed
;
but where it adhered well to the glass, the card

rub changed the colour, and so also did agate pressure -the

reflexion character is also deepened in tint and changed at the

same place. Where the Gold was thicker, as at the rings, there is

much change: thus the chief bright golden reflexion is destroyed,

the Gold having drawn together into particles apparently, as with

the gold leaf heated-the gold does not adhere to the glass in these

places, for a card removes it; the light transmitted there is no

longer green but nearly without tint and far more abundant than

before. Agate pressure develops a little of the green tint on these

parts, but the effect is very imperfect, for the surface has not that

regularity which seems best for the development. In former cases,

when there was mere corrugation of the film, that seemed to

interfere much and to a distance with the production of the

greening on the side parts- apparently an equal film and a regular

pressure is required, perhaps implying the necessity of consecutive

particles in the plate or film altered by the pressure, and then

even a card or finger touch is enough.

14712. Gold deflagrations heated, being Nos. 321, 327, 334

(14699, 708). In these cases the Gold reflection is not much
interfered with, except that where the gold was in quantity it is

lessened and the metal is more dead. Neither is the transmitted

ruby tint in the place of the wire and most heat particularly

altered, but the violet parts are generally changed into ruby, the

change being great. Where however there was most gold, i.e.

near the line of dischge., the gold has disappeared, as in the case

of Gold leaf, not being as a thin uniform film on the glass but

drawn up as I think into independent globules, and a lens focus

sent on to it shews it there, though by common reflected or trans-

mitted light the gold would seem to be away.

14713. The silver deflagrations (14702, 9). These give a line of

silver burnt into the glass and on each side a black film—which

near the line is nearly opaque and thins off in shade in the distance.

On the metal side this film has little metallic lustre; on the glass

side more, its surface being made level and reflective on that side.
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But when agate pressure is applied on the metal side, the full

reflective lustre of silver comes out there and the transmitted light

there increases and become[s] a dark blue ( 14723) ;
further off, where

there is no sign of metallic reflection on either air or glass side,

the agate pressure produces the metallic reflection on both sides,

and at the same time diminishes the transmission of light there,

the colour being then a dark blue. It is very interesting to see

how strong white reflexion and good blue transmission is pro-

duced, as in No. 352, where before there was scarcely a visible

trace of metal. It shews well that the deflagrated silver is metallic

and that the particles are translucent. Now when some of these

are heated, the dark silver deposit becomes of a yellowish brown
hue, much changed in appearance from the former and corre-

sponding to the change of silver leaf heated; but yet when agate

pressed, the same reflective lustre and the same transmitted blue

tint appear as with the unheated specimens: see Nos. 343, 347.

By the application of the heat, the black smokiness of the silver

deposit is changed to a more milky and dead silver appearance.

The particles are I think aggregated. The finest particles seem to

destroy light, i.e. absorb it, etc. very greatly. In the focus of

the lens the white heated silver is much more brilliant than the

black unheated film.

17 APRIL 1856.

14714. The deflagrated gold (14699,708) was not affected by

Nitric acid—nor by muriatic acid. The deflagrated silvers (14702)

were soluble at once in Nitric acid.

14715. The fluid (14704) was a little ruby but there was no film

worth consideration (this was yesterday). A couple of oz. of the

fluid was put into a small dish— one drop of the de la Rue Gold

solution added to it and stirred, then one little piece of phos-

phorus was put floating on the surface and another little piece

placed at the bottom. A ruby diffusion soon occurred round the

submerged piece. Also a ruby film formed round the floating

piece thus, then round that an outer blue tint with golden re-

flexion—the film is forming. Ruby streams or striae fall into the

liquid from the floating piece, and the formation and falling down
appear to be intermitting— the descent is not all direct from the
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phosphorus particles, but from a ring around about the eight[h]

of an inch off or more. As it proceeds, the effects are very

beautiful. To-day the dish presents a fine metallic film on the

surface round the phosphorus and a fine ruby fluid below, but

there is no gold next the phosphorus; all is clear to a distance of

the eighth of an inch, as if emanating phosphorus vapour had

pushed the forming gold film outwards. I took up the thick part

of the film on four plates-introduced borax beneath-then heated

them by blow pipe and numbered them 355, 356, 357 and 358

(14720).

14716. A little piece ofphosphorus was left floating on the cleared

fluid to see if any gold left. Next day no signs of film.

14717. Yesterday 8 drops sol. gold into large basin of
[

]-

and two or three small particles of phosphorus from Sulrt. Carbon

left floating on the surface. In half an hour, circular films were

seen forming round the phosphorus and some faint beautiful

striae of ruby falling. To-day there was a good film on the fluid

-

thickened in the rings round the phosphorus. The phosphorus

does not appear to consume rapidly and very small particles

answer the purpose. I took a large portion of film off on a large

glass and the rest on smaller glass. The ruby formation was but

small-a little gold was still found in the solution by proto muriate

of tin. The Glass plates and film had borax introduced and after-

wards when drained they were left wetter than on former occa-

sions, so that the effect of more borax might be observed. When
dry they were heated at the blow pipe, and form films Nos. 359,

360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367.

14718. Decomposed Acetate of Lead and Acetate of Zinc by the

Voltaic battery, employing Lead and Zinc as the Positive elec-

trodes, but the finest crystals I could procure were opaque when

examined by an eye glass.

14719. A mud of gold in distilled water xxxi gave no sensible

conduction with 4 pr. of Grove’s plates unless the electrodes

were large, and then the effect was the same when the gold was

away (15053).
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14720. The four films (1471 5) Nos. 355, 6, 7, 8 had changed by
heat as usual. Many parts had been over heated and passed the

amethystine ruby character into a browner tint, and these did not

produce the change to green by the card friction, and the agate

pressure only made a little change. The portions not so much
heated had a fine violet or amethystine colour by transmitted light

and these became finely green either by the friction of the card

or the pressure of agate.

14721. Nos. 359-367 (14717) are generally like the last— all

ruby— fine. They did not change tint so well by agate pressure

as by card rub—and Nos. 361, 364, 365, 366, 367 were very good
in that respect. Where the glass has been only little heated,

moisture and a slight rub remove the gold; but where it is well

heated, though not too much, there the gold is fairly fixed.

14722. Yesterday eveng. 12 drops of De la Rue gold was put

into distilled water in the great basin as before and two little

fragments of phosphorus were left floating on the surface at

7 o’clk. P.M. This morning-very fair films have formed, though

with this small quantity of phosphorus, and the action is still

going on-for which purpose it was left undisturbed (14721*).

14723. Mr Petitjean (14648, etc.) sent me two pieces of glass

with deposits of silver on them, graduated from end to end. At

one end little reflection and little obstruction to light—at the

other, perfect reflection on the glass side and quite opaque. The
reflexion was much finer, i.e. more regular, on the glass side than

on the metal side, that being comparitively dead. In passing from

the thinner to the thicker parts of the film, the transmitted light

became dark, i.e. blue dark, the colour blue being very distinct.

A card removed the silver where it was in small quantity- but

agate pressure applied there produced a more reflective surface,

interrupted the transmission of light, and the light transmitted

was blue— like as with the silver deflagrations (14713). No doubt

this effect and the effect on gold are of the same kind.

19 APRIL 1856.

14721*. The film put on to form 2 days ago (14722) was taken

off this evening in eight portions numbered 368-375. They varied

from a moderate grey film to an opaque film, the latter very
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brilliant and able to peal up from the glass in separate leaves. As
the films thickened, they passed from violet or blue gray to green

and then to opaque. I think the green of these films is different

in cause to the green produced on the ruby heated films by the

card or pressure. I left the thin loose disintegrated portions of

the film floating on the fluid and put a larger piece of phosphorus

on the surface (14723*).

21 APRIL 1856.

14722*. In reference to my ancient query, whether it is possible

by any means to alter a ray by change of its number of vibrations

or otherwise, so as to convert one ray into another without

absorption (i.e. without an effect like that of Stokes or like that

produced when a body absorbing sun’s rays sends forth rays of

a lower number of vibrations), I thought it possible that particles

so small in relation to vibration dimension and yet so eminent

in their power on light as is shewn by their reflexion effect, might

perhaps produce some effect of this kind. This expectation indeed

was one great stimulus to this long and as yet nearly fruitless set

of experiments on gold. Therefore prepared an apparatus by
which a thin beam of Sun light, about -£th of an inch broad, was

refracted by a pair of fine Bontemps’ prisms and the spectrum

sent into a dark room. By placing either a sheet or a slip of card

board in the course of the refracted ray, the Spectrum altogether

or any part of it could be received and examined; and then by
interposing the films, etc. in the course of the ray near the screen,

any change they were competent to effect in the character of the

ray could be observed. Very many ofthe films were thus examined.

According to their thickness and their tint, they intercepted more
or less of the ray in which they were interposed, but I could not

find that any one of them changed the colour of the ray which

passed, or in that way produced the slightest indication of a

change in the physical condition of the ray itself. The Nos. of the

films thus employed were 8, n, 15, 23, 35, 38, 42, 46, 53, 54, 68,

73, 80, 83, 89, 94, 95, 98, 127, 137, 145, 148, 174, 182, 195, 199,

204, 214, 218, 220, 222, 223, 228, 232, 234, 246, 249, 253, 265,

269, 319, 321, 334, 343, 346, 371 -including all the varieties of

film which I possess.
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14723*. Took off the film left to form on the 19th (14721*)

and made Nos. 376-383 of it. The film, though apparently thick

by reflexion, was very loose and had little cohesion, and when
taken up was poor in colour and effect by transmitted light. These

films differ much as the time is longer or shorter, etc., and shew

by that, with other things, that they are imperfectly aggregated

and are not thin plates.

14724. Looked at a few of the Roman Numerals:

xxi (14618) tube. Upper half much settled, lower half not

in 20 days (14739); other xxi tube boiled- settled to bottom-

ruby.

xxiii (14479
1

) settled violet.

xxiv (14545) bottle-little gold here (14739)—xxiv tu^e

(14641) settled.

xxv d (14547) ruby settlement, plenty, xxv l (14615) ruby,

half settled sediment at the bottom- the unsettled has been

20 days suspended (14739); xxv
'm tube settled (14739).

xxvn (14653
2
). Ruby-very little sediment— standing 15 days,

M739-
xxx a (14615). Ruby-both diffuzed and deposit fine, 14739.

xxx b (14615). Ruby— diffused and some settlement, 14739.

xxxi (14617). Ruby-diffused and fine sediment, 14739.

xli (145 51). Ruby—no sediment— is nearly 2 months old-

mucus purple (14740).

xliii (14552). No diffused gold-all deposited in little golden

yellow
[ ] 14740.

25 APRIL 1856.

14725. Today passed the prismatic ray (14722*) through various

specimens of Ruby fluid- Violet fluid-Gold mud-Film No. 180

with parts rendered green by friction; but in all cases with the

same results as before, i.e. with negation of any changing action

on the coloured rays.

14726. Reflected the colour rays from the various films and also

from the bottles ofgold diffusions— the colour reflected was always

the colour of the ray. Sent the coloured rays by a lens into the

fluids so as to illuminate the diffused particles by the cone of

1 ? 14483s page 51*
2

? 1463 5-
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light-the reflected colour was always the colour of the ray-no

change.

14727. Rose fluid with little Sul. soda-boiled-changed in tint

and on standing gave a violet precipitate. Some of same rose

fluid with little Mur. acid boiled very long-all colour went and

the gold was left as a brown gold deposit, very small in quantity

and sticking well to the glass so as not to rince off. Another batch

of rose fluid boiled from half an hour to i\ hours-aggregation—by
reflection was yellow brown, turbidness, by transmission ruby.

Settled on standing 12 hours, which it did not before; but not

more than * of an inch from the top was clear of particles or colour.

Another portion of the same, boiled for several hours and half

the fluid evaporated, gave a result quickly settling, i.e. in 2 or 3

minutes, leaving the liquor very nearly without colour. The sedi-

ment was in small visible particles forming a bluish black deposit

but which when shaken up gave no sensible colour to the fluid

containing it. The result of boiling is aggregation, more or less

in extent as the boiling is continued for a longer or shorter time.

14728. The deposit of Gold No.
,
which appears blue black

by common light because of the quantity absorbed is, when illu-

minated by the lens and sun’s rays, of a golden colour in the focus.

14729. Some phosphorus from the sulrt. carbon solution was

deposited on the inside of a small glass. Then 6 drops of De la

Rue solution was put into about
|
wine glass of water, so as to

make a comparitively strong solution, and that was put over the

phosphorus, there being none of the latter at the surface of the

solution-red formation immediately and much of it in 6 hours-it

is Garnet coloured-deep-and sinks to the lower part of the glass.

14730. On the 26th, i.e. next day, the bottom dense part was

drawn off by a syphon, lv, and the less changed portion left

in contact with the phosphorus, lvi. On the 28th the colours

of both glassfes] were still red or ruby, but there seems to be a

gradual segregation of the gold from the liquid, for there was

more appearance of muddiness by reflexion than before— they

still transmit ruby but the liquid is I think more opaque than before.

1473 1. On the 5
th May, the 2 portions of fluid were still deep

red by transmitted colour but muddy by reflected light, lv and

lvi. A drop or two of lv in water made lvii.
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14732. Worked with the great Electro magnet excited by 20 pr.

of plates and a polarized ray sent over the poles parallel to the

magnetic axis. The poles were about the | of an inch apart and

then films, etc. were introduced and their effect, if any, when the

magnet was excited, noted.

Films byphosphorus. Nos. 11, 15, 35, 42, 214, 371 -no effect.

Deposits ofgold. Nos. 54, 220, 222, 228-nothing.

Palladium. No. 46-nothing.

Gold
,
silver and copper leaves more or less thinned. Nos. m<?,

iva, 68, 89, 137, 145, 148-nothing.

Voltaic deflagrations. No. 234-nothing.

Leyden battery deflagrations. Nos. 319, 341, 343-nothing.

Gold and silver leaf heated. Nos. 94, 98, 174. Nothing but

what was due to the glass.

Depositedfilms heated. Nos. 95, 180, 182, 199, 232, 246, 269-

nothing.

Electric explosions, heated. No. 321 -nothing.

14733. Red fluid of 14 April 1856, in thickness of half an inch,

caused rotation of the ray. But pure water did the same and in

the same direction and amount.

14734. Fluid xxxi in different degrees of dilution tried, but

always without effect, except that due to the water.

14735. The rich ruby fluid above (1473 1)-no effect.

14736. The polarized ray was sent across the magnetic axis and

then a gold leaf-and also a tube with ruby solution (14731),

but no effect.

14737. When xxxi was first looked at, the gold had settled to

the bottom and given a deposit that was permeable to the ruby

light of a candle, in all parts I think-but when it was stirred up,

it was opaque to the same light- although it is manifest that far

less gold interfered in the course of the ray in the second case

compared to the first.

14738. Remember the angle of reflexion and that with metals,

according to Potter, more is reflected at high incidences than at

low ones.
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14739. Observations at this date on the fluids:

xxi (14724). Sediment all at the bottom,

xx (14442). Sediment-all at the bottom.

xxiii (14724) -settled perfectly—violet.

xxiv (i4724)-bottle-very little signs of gold-faint yellow.

xxv d (i4724)-fine ruby deposit.

xxiv in tube (14724). No colour in fluid-no sensible deposit.

xxv in tube (i4724)-fluid yellowish-fine ruby deposit,

xxv L (14724) in large glass-fine ruby deposit-but the fluid

also ruby and uniform-must be very fine particles.

xxvii (14724). Ruby deposit now. Also ruby fluid uniform

throughout-very fine particles- standing a month.

xxvm (14653
1

). As it was-no deposit-de la Rue’s first

violet.

xxx A (14724) flask-fluid turbid and violet-fine violet

deposit- think it has changed perhaps towards violet from ruby.

xxx b (14724). Glass-fluid ruby and uniform-ruby deposit.

xxxi (14724) bottle- dense deposit at the bottom-fluid clear

and nearly colourless-faint rose. Small glass.

xxxi flask (14724)-ruby liquid-fine ruby deposit.

xxxii tube (1445 7) -violet as before.

14740. xxxm (145 50)— fluid clear-heavy dark-violet deposit,

xxxiv (145 50)— fluid clear-deposit dark-clotted by mucus.

xli (i4724)-fluid ruby-deposit dark and clotted by mucus.

xlii (i46i4)-fine ruby fluid.

xliii (14724)— fluid clear-deposit is brown gold- a little only.

xliv (i46i4)-deep ruby fluid.

xlviii (i4644)-Cassius-as it was, purple deposit.

li (14705). Violet fluid-very little violet deposit, 14845.

liii. Is a general collection of violet deposit (14777).

liv. Is some De la Rue violet, in a tube boiled long ago-the

fluid is now clear and there is a violet deposit.

lv, dense ruby fluid (i473i)-fine ruby deposit-fluid clearing.

lvi, weaker (14731)—fine ruby deposit-fluid clearing.

1
• 14635-
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lvii, weak, very (1473 1)—here no clearing— fluid ruby

throughout.

14741. Some of the fluids seems to me to become more turbid

when viewed as by reflected light, but I am not sure.

14742. Went to Mr De la Rue with certain preparations, to ex-

amine them by his Microscope. Day time and day light.

14743. No. 124, deep gold thinned by cyanide potassium (14499).

Examined by a power of 50 linear: the green gold is beautifully

transparent, letting more and more light pass through and the

green become[s] paler in the thinnest parts—by power of 700

linear the same thing. This specimen shews a bent line of red

particles (14499) and these by the power of 700 are of a fine purple

or ruby tint; the effect with a lower power is not an effect of

contrast with the neighbouring parts. Seems as if a film of pale

gold might be there. The form of this mark is just like that of

a worm or a fine cotton thread or twisted hair; do not know what

it is, but the gold is red there or ruby.

14744. No. 135. Silver leafthinned by cyanide potassium (14500).

By a power of 700, favourable parts appear as a dark purple—but

Silver does not appear to be as transparent as gold in the same

thickness, i.e. I cannot obtain thinner films of silver of a finer

bluer colour, or freely transmitting purple or blue light. It would

be good to obtain a very thin transparent film of silver.

14745. No. 93. Extra deep gold, heated (14486, 624). Micro-

scopic power 220-aperture 6o°. The unheated parts are of the

usual fine green colour. In the heated parts the gold has run up

more or less, especially at the edges of the pieces which by the

heat contracted and rose up from the glass. Hence more glass

cleared and more light let through and so the change by common
examination. In the middle of a piece rolled up at the edges the

leaf remained, and the colour seemed to have been changed from

green to greenish blue. Many of the other parts were greenish

blue, having a colour in the body of the particle different to what

it was before heating.

14746. No. 189. New gold heated-burnished (14557). Power
700. The heated unchanged part has run up into granules by
the heat, and these are purple and apparently translucent. The
burnished places are generally green— the green parts shew

8FD VII
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continuity in the microscope though often as dark as the purple

parts— the purple particles become green by flattening. The
particles which have run up are very beautiful and small; some

were measured and were of an inch diameter— others as small

as 45^55 of an inch in diameter.

14747. No. 191. Green gold, well heated (14558) and burnished.

The heat appears to have caused retraction of the metal but the

colour of the retracted metal is still deep blue as before heating.

The burnishing seems to the naked eye to restore the blue where

it had disappeared, but under the microscope the effect is rather

to thin thickened parts and to cover more surface with the trans-

lucent gold. The retracted gold has left innumerable square placefs]

from 10,006 to 157006 of an inch across. Usually the gold seems to

have drawn to the edge or edges of the square places, but occa-

sionally it forms a globule in the middle. These cleared spaces

are innumerable- very close together, remarkably alike in size

and form- quadrangular, almost rectangular, and very sharply

defined in die angles. They are very strange and the specimen

must be examined again.

14748. No. 94. White gold, heated (14485,7). Power of 550.

The alloy shrunk up-edges recurved-colour deep purple in the

middle of unmelted films— so also I think in the part not heated.

The specimen is remarkable for the apparent disappearance of the

alloy and the little obstruction to light at the heated place when
examined by the unassisted eye.

14749. No. 183, dense phos. film, small (14564)^01 heated part.

A low power gave green parts passing into purple parts- the green

parts continuous-the purple parts broken up. By a high power,

700, still the same effect; the greens were continuous -the purple

parts broken up.

14750. No. 95. Phos. gold film, heated, pressed (14488, 529^,

66, 626, 74). With a power of 50 linear, every mark of the agate

in rolling was shewn, of a green colour- the unheated part was

gray- the heated unpressed part purple. The light transmitted

appears about equal in the green and purple parts of the pressed

and unpressed film. With an aperture of 90° and power of 700

linear, the part not heated is not resolvable into granules, but the

part heated is granular even in the part greened by pressure. By
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other observations the unheated part is gray and less granular— the

heated part is purple and more granular. That the heated part

should run up seems to shew that many of the particles must

have been touching before hand, though they probably did not

form a continuous film. By close observation the grey unheated

part is resoluble into a mixture of green and purple striae, the

general effect of which is a gray.

14751. No. 195. Phos. film of gold—heated—green by streak

(14568, 674, 6)—power of 60 linear— the purple and green parts

appeared both granulated— the card mark is green—and this green

is not an effect of interference but a positive colour. With a

power of 700 directed on to the edge of the streak, it was seen

that both tints were granulated, it not being altered by the force

which had made the purple gold green. No. 180 was a like film

with like treatment and gave the same phenomena— its references

are (14537, 63, 5,626).

14752. No. 322. Gold deflagration, unheated (14699, 708). Many
large particles, then others, until the smallest not distinguishable,

but forming green or green gray tint. Globules of melted gold

sweeping over previous deposit produce a trace on that deposit

and are fixed at the end, like so many comets and tails. The finest

particles of the film not distinguishable— looks like a uniform tint.

14753. No. 321. A gold deflagration, heated (14699,708, 12).

The ruby character given to the gold is accompanied by granula-

tion, as if the extra heat had caused touching particles to run

together.

14754. No. 220. Deposit on Glass plate from ruby fluid (14579,

600, 3, 27, 36). The particles are violet in colour and of irregular

sizes, but perceptibly distinct from each other.

14755. No. 222. Deposit on glass plate from violet fluid (14579,

601, 36). Mingled with the particles are transparent crystals, but

these are probably the salt that was employed to produce the

violet powder.

14756. xxv d. Gold mud from the ruby fluids (14547, 617, 724,

39) examined with its fluid, as a thin film between two flat glass

[plates]. The gold particles were of different sizes and aggregated

or clotted together more or less— there was no distinct form.

Some of the particles appeared purple or violet, but on the whole

8-2
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they were not transparent. Some of this mud was rubbed up

in an agate mortar and then on glass, where it dried. Under the

microscope transparent crystals or particles appeared, but these

disappeared in N. A., leaving dark colour particles of blue or

violet gold.

14757. XLIV - Ruby fluid (14576, 614, 74o)-a drop by capillary

attraction between two glass plates-some transparent particles

floating about; but I do not believe we saw the particles which

the sun’s ray and a lens could shew were present. As yet the

particles unresolved-would be a fine test object.

Ended with the Microscope for this time.

26 MAY 1856.

14758. No. 227 is a deposit from blue fluid by salt (14637) and

has been heated. It is very granular and the particles seem to be

transparent by small lens- there is a rosy appearance at the side

of the lens axis as if interference on rays passing between the

particles was a cause of red or ruby colour; and where the

particles had been agate pressed, the colour became dark green

and the light transmitted much less than before, as if there it

passed really through" and not between the particles. Specimen

needs further examination.

14759. jlii is a large bottle of turbid ruby fluid. According to

my notes it was at first a ruby solution rendered blue violet by

salt (14697); next day it was a blue fluid not depositing (14706).

A week after, i.e. on the 23 of April, it was all boiled and bottled

up. Now it is a fine ruby fluid but turbid by reflected light, and

it has a ruby deposit. If there is no mistake, it is a case of reversion

of blue or violet fluid to ruby fluid and would be important.

14760. Put some of ui into a glass cell-ruby colour-added salt

which sank to bottom and quickly made the lower half blue

violet- the upper remaining ruby-more light was transmitted

through the lower half- still, particles were shewn there by a ray

through-gold there soon settled and in 4 or 5 hours most was

at the bottom, whilst the ruby fluid remained unaltered- very

interesting (14767).
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14761. Employed my microscope and the highest powers, using

the reflector with transmitted and also direct light, or reflected

light from the sun. Employed the deposit at the bottom of

flask xxxi (14724, 39), which by reflected light is as a brown

mud liquor and by transmitted light of a deep purple violet,

and used it in rather a dense state. Being put on a glass plate

and thin glass over it, there was no sensible colour in so thin a

film-I could not find any traces of gold particles in this form of

experiment. Placing a drop on a glass plate, with no glass over

it, there was evident colour in this drop. Being put on the

Microscope stage with the drop uppermost, I could see no particles

at first, but gradually flocculi formed on the glass by deposition,

and these were of a dark purple grey colour by transmitted light

—

the flocculi were evidently aggregations of numerous smaller

particles and I could move them about by a hair, but the small

particles did not appear. It is probable that the glass surface had

some effect in causing the aggregation of the flocculi particles-

they seemed to be formed on it.

14762. I do not think that we have as yet seen any of the particles

as they exist in the suspended red fluid— except as they are shewn

by a cone of sun’s rays or lamp rays.

28 MAY 1856.

14763. Sent some of fluid xlii, ruby colour, with some of the

deposit shaken up to Mr Brooke in a very clean bottle for Micro-

scopic examination.

14764. No. xxxv. Ruby fluid (14761). A little of it with drop

nitrate of silver shewed chloride silver, which after a little and

by stirring clotted and took down all the gold with it. A portion

of xxxv had some drops of N.A. added-the ruby turned blue

violet and then gradually disappeared, the gold dissolving probably

as it ought to do. A portion of xxxv yesterday with ammonia

added. Today the gold had settled, very little, flocculent and

unchanged in colour, or a little violet-the liquid poured off clear

and colourless-water added to the deposit, then a drop or two

of Mur. acid- the latter aided the aggregation into flocculi but

did not dissolve the gold or cause it to disappear.

14765. A portion of xxxv had lime water added to it yesterday:
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to-day the gold has gone down with lime or carbonate in large

flocculi but the colour of the metal not changed. A drop of Nitric

acid added dissolved the largest part (the lime, etc.), left the gold

finely divided and blue violet in colour, gradually aggregating

to give dull brown reflexion-but also gradually disappearing;

and at last the gold dissolved, as it ought to do, chlorine and N. A.

compounds being present (14778).

29 MAY 1856.

14766. The auriferous chlo. silver above (14764)-a little am-

monia to it-dissolved the chlo. silver and the gold was left finely

divided, violet, as good as ever—boiling then caused it to aggre-

gate but did not change its colour or character (14776).

14767. The cell (14760) -the fluids keep their respective places,

but by diffusion the salt creeps upwds. and the ruby above is

changing violet and gradually precipitating.

14768. f xxxvi is the deposit of xxx a.

t xxxvii is the deposit of xxxi.

14769. lv, the deposit, was shaken up and with the fluid poured

off from the phosphorus below, and then added to lvi and also

lvii, and thus one muddy liquor was obtained and made LVa;

and the deposit, which was brown yellow by reflected light and

deep violet purple by transmitted light, was made lvi<z.

14770. Portions of the deposits xxxvi, xxxvii and LVia had

absolute alcohol added to them to wash them—were agitated

and left to settle. They were washed again on the 31st May and

2nd June. The deposit by reflexion appeared as brown gold.

When shaken up, xxxvi gave purple or violet light by trans-

mission, whilst xxxvii seemed too coarse for that—but LVia

gave a very good blue violet light, though before, it did not—
this light seems to be an effect of the particles acting by diffraction.

14771. On the 4th June examined all the specimens xxxvi-
settles well-aggregated into visible flocculi, which were black as

to transmitted light but by reflexion of a deep brown when a

black ground was behind them-put into a watch glass and the

alcohol removed by imbibition and evaporation-then black by
transmitted light and light brown by reflected light, because of

the removal of the surrounding liquid medium- the face of the
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metal in contact with the glass had a fair golden metallic reflexion.

No. xxxvii was as xxvi 1

,
except that by transmitted light

a little deep violet blue was apparent. lvi<z, looked at generally

by transmitted light, had a rosy tint; by reflexion the gold was

brown. On agitating, part shook up in powder particles but a

large clot adhered together—poured off the fluid and its particles™

it was well violet blue by transmitted light, shewing the particle

action—but the clot by shaking about cohered and became

burnished against the glass, being then fine golden yellow by

reflexion and opaque by transmitted light. In other points, this

sample was as xxvi 1 and xxxvii.

4 JUNE 1856.

14772. All these specimens were alike when dried in the watch

glasses, brown by reflexion. Heat on the sand bath cause no

change and no signs of phosphoric acid. When heated by blow

pipe to higher temperature, the gold acquires a lighter brown
colour, but I could not detect the formation of any phosphoric

acid at this time. I think the gold is metallic and not as a phos-

phuret, but am not yet quite sure.

14773. The day before yesterday, I put a comparatively strong

solution of own gold over phosphorus in a large dish, taking care

that there was no phosphorus particles floating to form films.

Next day, it was seen that red fluid formed, but not so quickly

as expected. Still it formed, when the gold was in large excess,

and remained colouring the rest of the fluid when stirred up with

it. Certainly this red product is the same as that produced when
the gold is weak and neutral and exhausted by the phosphorus,

i.e. when phosphorus is in excess. To-day decanted off about

frds of the liquid, putting it into a bottle and making it lviii,

and left the rest with the phosphorus to continue the action. As it

is, the fluid is altogether of a fine ruby-and full of particles which

because of the strong reflexion hid the bottom (14781).

14774. Took the Pellatt Gold red glass cross as a standard of

depth of colour and compared it with different liquids as ruby

as I had them. The violet fluid of no particular history—4 inches

of it equalled the cross standard in depth-it was very transparent,

1 ? XXXVI.
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as much so as the glass-but rather more violet in colour. 15 cubic

inches had salt added to it, was agitated and then left in a glass

to settle- the salt rendered it blue violet quickly, perfectly and

much. No. xlii: i\ inches in depth equalled the glass standard,

but the tint was rather more violet and the fluid by reflected light

was turbid, indicating larger particles of gold -10 cubic inch

of it were mingled with salt and left. No. lii: a boiled fluid and

considerably turbid by reflected light; more so than xlii. 2 inches

of it equalled Cross in depth of tint and was the nearest to it of

any-it was mouldy and therefore was filtered- which took out

only the mouldiness; 10 cubic inch of it and salt were mingled

together. This fluid was changed in appearance by the salt but

less than the two former. All was left to settle at 12 o’clk. (14783).

14775. The mucus from lii was gathered out by the end of a

wood splinter and put upon paper; it was deeply coloured by gold

particles—violet-it smelt of phosphorus and I found a little piece

of phosphorus in one place which being heated burnt with flame.

When dry, the mucus filaments appeared as dull golden matter.

14776. The cell ( 14760 , 7). As before, parts keep their places,

but the salt has crept up and now there is very little tint in the

fluid in the top half.

5TH JUNE 1856.

14777. The blue or violet deposit, liii, washed again and put

into a watch glass to settle— the fluid from over it neither acid

nor alkaline, but a little salt there, chlo. sodium—washed, drained,

dried-transmitted fine purple light through many particles

-

reflection, dull metallic as indigo-heated in the dark, no smell-no

light-became as brown gold-higher heat of blow pipe did not

give the usual lighting up, and the gold was left so as not to

burnish by glass rod but was brittle and gritty, as if something

besides gold was there (perhaps tin). Threw the rest of liii away
as being an unsatisfactory preparation.

14778. A portion of xxxv (14765) had lime water added-by
standing, a precipitate of like colour formed-poured off the super-

natent clear fluid-added a little M. A. which dissolved the body
of the flocculi, i.e. the lime, leaving the gold purple and very

small in colour appearance.
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14779. De la Rue solution of Gold- 12 drops evaporated in

capsule and decomposed by heat left 0*85 of a grain of metallic

gold-

14780. Six drops of the same solution were put into 100 cubic

inches of water and placed over phosphorus in a clean dish at

5
h 45'. On the morng. of Friday, the 6th, there were very poor

signs of action little violet here and there about the phosphorus

but nothing like what it should be -left to go on. Monday the

9th, very poor action-has been too weak-phosphorus is clean,

not dark or covered-dismissed it altogether.

6 JUNE 1856.

14781. On Wednesday the 4th I put some strong solution (by

comparison) of gold over phosphorus-found that the liquid

(14773) Lvm over Ae gold had strengthened, so poured it off

and put part of the remainder over to carry on the process (14786).

14782. As the Six drops were too little, put 10 drops of de la

Rue solution into 70 c.i. of water. Made a fresh clean solution

of phosphorus in sulphuret of carbon-deposited the phosphorus

by evaporation in a small glass basin, leaving it some time in the

air to evaporate, and then put all on at 10 o’clk. In a few hours

seemed to promise well (14787) lx.

14783. Yesterday resumed the three precipitates of (14774), o,

xlii and lii; the clear fluid was poured off the deposits, which

clung well to the glasses, fresh water was added and each was

shaken well up to wash and then left until to-day. To-day each

was treated thus-the clear fluid containing no gold was poured

away—4 drops of Hydrochloric acid and 4 drops of Nitric acid

were added to each glass and a little warmth applied to dissolve

the gold; this was effected perfectly. The solutions were trans-

ferred to watch glass, each glass being washed with a little water

and the solution added to the rest and then the respective solutions

were evaporated to dryness and heated, so as to leave the metallic

gold in the capsule as a large spot about the size of a sovereign.

The gold was in too small a quantity to weigh, and so a set of

comparitive glasses made thus. One drop of De la Rue solution

was put into a capsule and treated in the same manner and its

gold obtained. Another drop was diluted with water and a fourth
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of it taken and treated in like manner. Two fourths of the same

portion was treated in the same way. Also a full drop was added

to the remaining portion and treated in the same way. Hence a

series of capsules with gold, and I found that ocular examination

enabled me to place them with some confidence in a certain

order.

14784. The preparation xxxa was in a flask and consisted of

the deposit of xxv, boiled, and distilled water (14549,50,615,

724, 39)— the fluid is violet and turbid— neither acid nor alkaline,

and the chlorides in it are not sensible to nit. Silver- it was poured

off the sediment which was fine violet by transmitted light, black

in the middle and brown by reflected light— the deposit was trans-

ferred to a watch glass
;
the liquor returned to the flask was still

marked xxxa. The deposit being dried left the gold as a copper

brown metallic film (with glass particles from stirrer); by heat

it brightened in tint and then as to quantity of gold seemed to

come between capsules lii and xlii (14783). I dissolved it in

the capsule by N.M.Acid, evaporated it to dryness and reduced

it by heat of spirit lamp, and then the colour of the gold became

as in the other capsules and in appearance it seemed to come
about or after that of the one drop. No acid, phosphoric or other,

was evolved when the gold was heated— there was no appearance

of phosphorus in it. The fluid xxxa being evaporated in a

capsule left the merest trace-neither acid nor alkaline.

14785. Again examined the gold in these capsules and believe

they stand in the following order

:

12 drops De la Rue 0*85 of grain of Gold.

f i\ drop 0*0875

(lii very like the former 0*0875 *n 10 c*h

f 1 drop—not much different to xlii . 0*07

(xlii— very like the 1 drop .... 0*07 in 10 c.i.

xxxa—between xlii and the \ drop 0*052 in the deposit

I drop next 0*035

o— a good deal less than the \ drop . 0*02 in the 10 c.i.

4
drop-nearly as o, but a little under . 0*018

So the quantity of gold in the coloured fluids and in the

deposits] is very small: the quantity is not inversely proportional

to the depths of fluid required to produce different depths of tint,
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for the lengths for o, xlii and lii were 4 inches, i~ inches and

2 inches, but it is known that the tint depth is not in proportion

to the gold merely but depends upon its condition of divisibility.

As 10 cubic inches of water weigh 2524*58 grains, so there is

only -

"26,230 by weight of divided gold in the o fluid to give it

the tint ’it has-and by weight of gold in the fluid xlii.

As a leaf of gold weighs 0*1893 a gra^n
>
so ft could colour 6827

grains of water up to degree of fluid xlii; this quantity is equal

to 27 cubic inches of water, and that is equal to a square prism

of 10 square inches base and 2*7 inches high -hence such a quantity

of the fluid contains enough gold to make a leaf of ordinary

thickness and size.

12 JUNE 1856.

14786. No. lviii (14781). On the 9th, poured the liquid from

over the phosphorus and put the other portion on. On the nth,

poured the latter off also and put both liquids together into bottles

as lviii; they are very turbid. Some gold had deposited on the

phosphorus.

14787. The solution (14782) was put into the basin on the 6th

June. On the 7th, the ruby colour was coming on. On the 8th,

it was good. On the 9th, better-rather purplish. I have a glass

plate of this shape, coloured on the four parts gggg by gold of a

ruby tint-which though not the same tint as that of the solution

can be compared in intensity with it. Now a depth of liquid of

2*7 inches appeared equal to the gold tint of the cross. On the

nth, the colour was increased and a depth of 1*3 inches equalled

the standard. On the 12th, the effect did not seem much changed

and a depth of 1*4 inches equalled the standard. I then poured

it off from the phosphorus, but there may be gold in solution

still. Being left standing until the 16th, it had I think become

more turbid and some gold powder had settled. I poured of[f]

the fluid portion from the very bottom part-put both into

bottles and made them lx a and lxL
14788. Ten drops of De la Rue’s solution contain 0*7 gr. of

gold (14785) and this is the utmost that can be present in the

70 c.i. of water (14782), which is just o-oi of a grain in a cubic
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inch of fluid-but I must examine whether all the gold present

is reduced. (^250 of gold l
.)

26 JUNE 1856.

14789. On the 13th instant, I put some ruby fluid with salt

which immediately rendered it blue, and I left it. It soon settled,

but being left until the 24th, the supernatent fluid was of a pale

yellow colour as if part of the gold had dissolved again-the blue

deposit had disappeared; the fluid (still undisturbed) examined

by Sun light and a lens shewed no diffused particles-it was acid

to litmus-and by protomuriate of tin it gave a buff precipitate,

which on the addition of pure M.A. darkened, diminished and

became Purple of Cassius, so that there was gold in solution

(14939). There may have been some gold in solution in the

original ruby fluid. The yellow fluid, being poured off, left a

little heavy aggregated deposit of gold-not soluble in M.A. in

24 hours, but dissolving on the addition of a few drops of N. A.

14790. The yellow fluid (14789), placed over phosphorus, was

in a few hours altered-the tint passed away and the fluid became

colourless-gold film formed on the surface and gold particles

deposited on and about the phosphorus below— the particles

were comparitively large and there was no appearance of ruby

formation.

14791. The yellow fluid (14789) with a little ammonia to neutra-

lize it was rendered turbid-more ammonia cleared it up and

took away the yellow colour.

14792. The yellow fluid (14789) evaporated to dryness gave

much salt tinged yellow, which by a higher heat rose to a mixture

of tints, rose, ruby, brown. Washed out the salt and found some
sulphate of lime present, forming minute crystals. After elimi-

nating these there was nothing extraordinary-but sulphate of

lime seemed to enable gold to render it rose coloured when heated.

The gold ultimately is left as brown gold by reflected light and

is of a dingy violet by transmitted light.

14793. Violetfluid\ no particular history. So tabled. This fluid is

now of a fine ruby colour and very clear-but there are two or

three pieces of mouldiness within beneath, of a dark blue or black

1 In pencil in the MS.
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colour— these have gathered all the deposited particles and pro-

bably helped to gather them, so that there is no deposit at the

bottom of the bottle. These being drawn out by a splinter of

wood were transferred to water— and being shaken gave out the

blue violet particles to a considerable extent, and so a dense violet

fluid was produced. A sun’s ray and lens still shewed particles

suspended, very fine and being those which confer the present

ruby colour. The fluid is very slightly acid.

14794. This feebly acid ruby fluid (14793) experimented with as

to change of colour by acids, ammonia, and salt. It changed to

violet blue at once by a little Hydrochloric or Nitric or Sulphuric

acid—and also by a little salt. Ammonia being added until alkaline,

even much, did not change back the colour, which remained blue.

The sun’s ray and a lens shewed the gold particles as of a brown
golden colour. Heat caused flocculescence of the preparation

with the salt, but agitation broke that up, and the others did not

unite— the flocculi were blue whilst they continued.

14795. The same ruby fluid (14793) with enough ammonia to

make it slightly alkaline did not change colour (10810). The same

ruby fluid with little ammonia to neutralize it and then salt added

to the same amount as before did not change colour—but after some

hours a ruby precipitate formed, which may be a good process

for obtaining that form of particles.

14796. The same ruby fluid (14793) with a large proportion of

common salt-became Violet blue at once- then boiled together,

but there was no sign of any solution of the gold or any ap-

pearance of yellow colour. Perhaps more acid should be present.

14797. Took another ruby fluid, No. xlii (14535, 614, 740,

63, 74, 84, 5). It is at present a fine ruby— turbid -deposit floating

up in clouds very easily if moved. The upper clearer liquid-part

poured off for experiments; this liquid with sun’s ray and lens

gave very fine cone, particles being very numerous but light

—

there is a very little excess of acid present-no mouldiness—

Nitrate of silver shews chlorine, giving a precipitate that takes

down the gold and is of a fine violet colour. This ruby liquid

with common salt, Hydrochloric, Nitric and Sulphuric acids

changes to blue-the cone of light rays shews the solid particles

of gold in all. The same fluid with ammonia did not blue; with
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ammonia and salt- there was a slow change, but the general

action was just as in the former case of a weaker fluid. When
fluid with ammonia had a little S.A. added to neutralize the

alkali, the excess of acid instantly turned all blue, so that Am-
monia had not fixed the ruby condition of the particles. When
any thing has changed them to blue, they do not pass back to

Ruby (14824).

14798. The ruby fluid (14797) boiled alone in a tube became

violet blue and then deposited in flocculi. Does the excess of

acid and of the solution of gold contribute to this effect? The
ruby fluid with addition of a little sol. phosphorus in sulphide

carbon in a tube, boiled-the gold separated in violet particles

or flocculi— the fluid became colourless but the sun’s rays shewed

particles, distinct, moving about, and there is a little ball of clean

phosphorus at the bottom.

14799. Some blue fluid from the mixed glasses of 14797 with a

little phosphorus in sulphide carbon in a tube, boiled-colour all

goes and the gold aggregates as in the last case-the appearances

are the same-there is no phosphorus power either of keeping or

returning towards the ruby condition- look[s] much as if that con-

dition were mere disintegration.

14800. Now wrought with another fluid lviii (14773, 81, 6)

which has much deposit as well as much gold in suspension—

it is strongly turbid but by transmitted light of a fine ruby colour.

The fluid was drawn off* carefully by a syphon from the deposit.

The latter was transferred to a smaller bottle and water added

to it to wash it- it was brown by reflected light and of a fine

violet by transmitted light where not too dense: it was marked

LVIII b.

14801. The fluid lviii left (14800) was acid-by proto chlo. tin

it darkened much, as if it contained gold in solution-by Nitrate

of Silver there was plenty of precipitate, shewing chlorine. When
filtered several times through a thick paper filter, the rose coloured

gold was stopped on the paper, being caught there; and then the

passing fluid, freed from most of the suspended gold, shewed the

gold in solution, being of a faint yellow colour and precipitating

purple of Cassius by proto chlo. tin.

14802. By boiling in a tube, the fluid lviii left (14800) lost of
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its ruby colour, became more luminous and filled with particles

more sensible in size though fewer in number-it was left until

the next day when it had generally a rosy tint, but much had

settled into a dense little compact cloud at the bottom, which was

deep blue when the strong light of the day was seen through it,

but with a duller direct white light it often appeared ruby or rosy

according to the accidents of reflection, refraction, etc. etc.

14803. lviii had been preserved for several days in two bottles,

and when it was now transferred from these and the bottles

washed, the sides and lower part was found tinged or a rosy or

ruby hue, from the adhesion of some finer particles of gold. This

adhesion continued whilst the bottles were well washed out.

Access of air did not alter this tint. A solution of salt, even up to

brine, put into the bottle and left there an hour, did not alter it

in the least. This being washed away, perfectly—and strong Nitric

acid introduced, still the rosy gold was unchanged. This being

removed, Muriatic acid was brought in contact with the gold and

did not change it. Neither did Sulc. acid affect it. A little N.M.
Acid dissolved it at once, producing the usual solution of gold.

I believe that the finely divided gold constituting the ruby state,

being held in place by their adhesion to the glass, could not

cohere together under the influence of the brine, acid, etc. and

therefore were not changed in colour. Any chemical change was

quite free to take place.

14804. Filtered Ruby lviii (14800) through a thick filter, leaving

the ruby gold on the filter and colouring it. Passed a solution

of salt up to brine through the filter; it caused no change of tint

though a little of the same salt [illegible] a little of the fluid itself

instantly altered it, destroying the ruby tint and causing the gold

to appear in adhering visible particles. The brine was washed out

of the filter well and then the moist and coloured filter cut up into

pieces and put into test glassfes] with the following fluids about

them. Strong sol. salt- Hydrochloric acid-Nitric acid-Sul-

phuric acid diluted—water for a standard of comparison— Sol.

Ammonia—of Potassa-of Soda— of Sulphuretted hydrogen. No
change occurred with any of them- thus confirming the results

with the bottles (i48o3)-but they were left for the effect of time

(14811).
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14805. The salt I have been employing contains a good deal of

sulphate of lime, which accounts for the appearance of small

crystals of that body appearing now and then.

14806. Six drops of De la Rue’s gold into about 1* pints of water

to make a fluid of equal strength. The half of this taken, and

10 drops of pure hydrochloric acid added, so that the two solu-

tions were of equal gold strength but one neutral and the other

acid. Four glasses were prepared. Against the sides inside of

two of them slices of common phosphorus were made to adhere.

Against the sides of other two Phosph. from the Evaporation

of the sulphide of carbon solution was made to adhere; then the

Glasses were numbered and the gold solutions introduced so as

to cover the phosphorus and be fit to produce the red or ruby

fluids.

No. 1. Was common phosphorus and neutral gold solution.

No. 11. „ common phosphorus and acid gold solution.

No. hi. „ sulphide phosphorus and neutral gold solution.

No. mi. „ sulphide phosphorus and acid gold solution.

All these were then left covered over until the next day.

27 JUNE 1856.

14807. To-day, after 20 hours, the state of the glasses was as

follows: No. 1. Violet ruby at the bottom over a small extent—

but little effect as yet; but still this phosphorus without sulphide

produces it. Stirred up the fluid and left it. No. 11. There is less

effect here than in No. 1, but it is peculiar and instructive. There

is no colouration of the fluid, but there is the course of streams

marked upon the glass up and also down from the phosphorus.

In these places the gold is fixed upon the glass, and has a metallic

gold reflexion, both on the glass and the solution side. The
appearance by transmitted light is of blue, violet and ruby, varying

with the circumstances of the light, but the ruby is clearly there:

is a fine case of variety of tint and appearance of the same divided

gold. Less effect than in No. 1. No. 111. Presents, as to the

formation of ruby fluid, the finest result of all, but then the patch

of phosphorus is much larger than in the other glasses and still

adheres to the side near the top of the fluid. The ruby is strong

at the lower half, and there is a little bright metallic film on the
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top—being stirred up, all was strong ruby. It seemed very clear

and free from turbidness, but the lens and sun’s rays shewed the

fine dissemination of particles. There is no adhering stain as in

the No. 11 glass. No. 1111. The small patch of phosphorus, i.e.

as small as No. 1 or 11, has fallen to the bottom™ there is no

sensible colour in the fluid but there are violet patches about the

phosphorus at the bottom of the glass. Stirred up and left. The
acid evidently seems to interfere with the production of ruby,

and seems to prevent diffused particles.

28 JUNE 1856.

14808. As to the glasses (14806, 7): No. 1 is getting on-the fluid

is violet all through; there is a deposit on the glass round the

phosphorus which is golden metallic by reflected light, yet trans-

lucent and rosy or purple or violet according to the thickness by
transmitted light-a ray of light shewed particles in the fluid.

No. 11 is progressing very slowly—but there is a little violet at

the bottom, which stirs up into the liquid. The chief effect is a

dark deposit on and close to the phosphorus, and the stream

mark of like nature running to the bottom— all this is metallic

gold by reflexion and transparent violet by transmission. Where
it is thinnest, there it approaches most to ruby colour. The action

is slow— there are particles in the liquid. No. m shews a fine

effect-fluid is ruby and turbid— the light cone fine— there is a

little film on the glass near the phosphorus on one side, in

character like the 11 Glass film. The reduction seems nearly com-

plete. No. iv. There is a little effect and the fluid is violet but

poor— there is black portion of gold round the phosphorus at

the bottom.

14809. No. v. Made a weak solution proper of my gold solu-

tion-neutralized it by a little ammonia and put it into a glass

with a good large patch of phosphorus from solution in sulphide

on the side. The object was to ascertain if the removal of the

excess of acid by ammonia was advantageous to the reduction.

14810. The ruby fluid with Ammonia (14795) still ruby as

before.

14811. The glasses with rosy paper in various fluidjs] (14804)

F D VII 9
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left on Friday, i.e. yesterday, are absolutely unchanged; neither

the salt or any of the acid or the Sul. Hydrogen had power to

alter any of the held particles from rosy or ruby to blue. So

extended the trial by other agents. The fluid was poured off from

that with Salt, and a portion of very dilute solution of chlorine

poured on it at once turned the rosy tint to blue and gradually

dissolved all the gold away. I think the finer ruby particles are

dissolved first, leaving the blue to manifest their presence, which

being larger take longer time to dissolve. However, size cannot

be the only difference between ruby and deep blue gold particles.

Then poured off the potash solution from its glass, washed the

paper with a water, removed it and then poured on a weak solu-

tion of cyanide of potassa, and afterwards a stronger solution.

There was very little action and very slow solution; and that

ought to be so, the gold particles being immersed in the fluid-

they did not become blue. On bringing the gold paper to the

air and leaving it, the gold gradually dissolved, becoming blue

before it disappeared, just as happened with the chlorine but

more slowly.

14812. Took the piece which had been in water only-placed

it on a glass plate-folded it so that two ruby parts laid together

face to face, and then rolled and pressed a place with a glass rod,

endeavouring to displace the particles mechanically and convert

them by adhesion into blue particles. The rosy tint certainly dis-

appeared and I think a blue tint came in its place. The cohesion

of the particles together would render them less visible, but

whether that was the effect or whether they had merely been dis-

placed and washed away I am not sure. Washed the other five

pieces of rosy paper well, and then dried those from the three

acids (14819).

[A pocket made in a blank page of the MS., and bound into

the volume at this point, contains several pieces of the “rosy”

and one of the “blue” paper.]

14813. Rubyfluid with solution of Sulphuretted hydrogen (weak)

became purple and then slowly blue.

14814. Ruby fluid lviii
( ) with sol. Sul. lime- the ruby

disappears and the gold is aggregated. The same ruby fluid

poured on to a piece of cast plaster of Paris produces a rosy tint,
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like that on the filter, but by pouring more and more on the same

spot, so as to accumulate gold, a rotten surface is gradually pro-

duced, and the gold left tends to have a violet colour, yet with

much ruby in it. The gold had been carried some depth into the

plaster.

14815. Some of ruby fluid lviii, with little ammonia to neutra-

lize it, became rather more violet-added sol. of salt and left it

to precipitate, which after a Lime it did in flocculi. Next morning,

bulky settlement-poured off the fluid and added water to wash—
the mixture was ruby violet—washed again and obtained a purple

red precipitate, bluish when looked through. Dilute Mur. acid

put on to the precipitate dissolved much, and being left to act,

brought away some gold in solution and left a dark purple deposit.

More mur. acid dissolved away more and left a dark body,

chocolate brown by reflected light, ruby and blue by transmitted

light according to the accident and quantity of the light. Strong

Mur. acid on this deposit seemed to cause no change when cold,

but by heat the powder became bluish and much of it dissolved,

giving a solution containing gold and leaving a few heavy par-

ticles of gold. Some of this substance was put upon glass slips

and, being dried, left spots of bronze purple particles, translucent

and purple by transmitted light, and consisting apparently of

crystals of some somewhat transparent salt. By sufficient heat

the purple spot became golden by reflection and rosy by trans-

mission. Agate pressure on the heated or unheated [part] gave

bright reflection and green transmission.

14816. I think a phosphate of lime must have been formed here

and taken down the gold with it. Phosphoric acid in the ruby

fluid— Sulphate of lime in the salt—Ammonia added, etc., all tends

to this conclusion, or to formation of phos. amm. and lime with

gold (14832).

14817. The Ruby fluid xlii (14796, 7) -with common salt and

Mur. acid, boiled together; the gold dissolved— the colour dis-

apprd. and the proto mur. tin shewed gold in solution. Even
gold leaf will dissolve on Mur. acid pure by the aid of the air

action (see 14939).

14818. Ruby fluid with little of De la Rue’s solution of gold

added— the tint did not change in several hours.

9-2
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14819. Rubbed face of ruby paper (14812) with glass rod longi-

tudinally- did not succeed in producing a blue tint.

14820. Ruby paper (14812) moistened by different media to

notice optical effect of colour. Moistened with water
,
the ruby

tint darkened a little by the transparency, etc.; drying restored

first tint. Ruby paper moistened by camphine—darkened much
more- seemed really as if blued somewhat, but upon drying off

die camphine the ruby tint returned—boiling in the camphine

made no change in this respect, no final change. Ruby paper

moistnd. by absolute alcohol. Effect intermediate between that of

water and camphine: heat applied—no final change. Ruby paper

moistened by Sulphuret of carbon—made it look very blue, yet

when dried off, the original tint returned no change by boiling.

It was good to see the effect when one end was wetted by water

or alcohol and the other by Sulphuret of carbon-to mark the

difference and to see how by drying both returned to the first tint.

14821. Ruby paper and Almond oil-apparent change more than

alcohol, less than camphine-by heat no change though tempera-

ture raised until the oil became a little brown and the paper

charred. Removed the oil by camphine and that by Alcohol and

dried the paper -it was charred-but the tint of the gold was not

chemically or otherwise altered.

14822. Ruby paper and solution of caustic potassa-cold, no

change-boiling heat, cause change to blue black-which paper

and potash alone in another tube did not do. Poured off the

alkali-washed-added dil. S.A.—no return; added N.A. to the

S.A., rather strong-still no return; boiled and then the dark

tint gradually passed away and something like the original ap-

peared-so that when washed and dried, the rose tint was much
restored but still rather more violet than before. Again added

potash and the bluishness returned, but not so much as before

though heat was given. Water washing alone now restored the

rose tint in part, and adding a little Nitric acid restored it con-

siderably. Finally, the addition of a little M.A. to the N.A.
dissolved all the gold and rendered the paper white.

14823. Ruby paper and N.A. cold- tint not altered, except a

little by the wetting. A boiling heat broke up the paper into

pulp and the colour disappeared. Ruby paper and strong Mur.
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acid-whilst cold perhaps a little blued-heating gradually, the

gold blues a little and dissolves, and at last the paper broke up

into filaments (14833).

JULY 1, 1856.

14824. Took [some] of the Ruby fluid xlii (14797) on the 28th

June and treated it as lviii had been treated (14815); i.e. am-
monia added, produced no change then plenty of salt added,

colour became more violet
;
being left, a bulky precipitate formed -

poured off the supernatant liquid and added water to wash -this

caused much suspension of the particles and the fluid seemed

uniform and violet. On Monday the 30th June, it had settled

and there was a precipitate like that of lviii, but finer in colour

and I think with less brine or salt of lime in it-poured off-

washed and left to settle. To-day, July 1, it is settling, of a dark

purple colour-the difference to the former precipitate of lviii

seeming to depend on the proportion of phos. lime present-

poured off the fluid-added strong M. A. to dissolve out phosphate

-great diminution and only a little fine deep blue gold left.

14825. Continuation of the glasses (14808). No. 1 is now the

darkest and finest in colour-generally violet but ruby rather

more at the bottom-very clear-yet the sun’s rays and a lens

gives a fine yellow cone—no turbidness to common sight except

in the sun light- there are light and settling clouds to be seen

then-it presents a good action of common phosphorus. No. 11

is progressing, but its character just as before-general tint very

weak-but gold adhering to the glass. No. 111 is turbid in all

lights-opaque nearly in sun light—by transmitted light it is of

a fine ruby colour— the phosphorus is clean. I think the gold is

nearly all out of solution and now gradually aggregating. No. mi
is as poor as No. 11 (14844).

14826. No. v (14809) has now a deep blue black sediment-the

fluid has also a dark tint and by lens and sun light shews diffused

gold. There is no gold left in the solution and the liquid is neutral.

The gold settles easily and is the blackest I have yet had. Washed

and set it aside (14844).

14827. The ruby fluid xlii (14797). One specimen in a tube

as a standard, marked i. A second specimen boiled (14798) and
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marked ii—a third specimen had a little ammonia added to neutra-

lize all acid and was then boiled and marked iii—this was on

Saturday, the 28th June, and all were alike when left at 5 o’clk. p.m.

On Monday the 30th, i and ii were alike in rosy tint, but ii shews

striae or clouds of settling, which i did not, being uniform ;
iii was

rather more rosy than the others and shewed no settling. So far

the action of boiling and ammonia is clear. Then as to action of

salt on the original and the neutralized fluid: added a drop of

pure solution of salt to i and also to iii, ii becoming now a standard.

Tuesday, 1 July— i, no signs of ruby; there was a faint blue in

liquid but nearly invisible, and what had settled was so contracted

it could scarcely be seen-the salt had separated and changed all

the gold in this original portion. On the other hand, iii had no

settling and was of a full rosy colour- it was apparently unchanged

—so much for ammonia effect; added much salt- at 9 o’clk., it

produced a little purpling- and at 11 o’clk. there was no more

(14842). No. ii was as before-had striae of settling and was a

little purple compared with iii.

14828. On Saturday, the 28th June, prepared five specimens of

ruby fluid No. xlii in five test glasses. No. 1 was alone for

a standard. No. 2 had a drop of pure solution of salt added to

it, which turned it blue at once. No. 3 had a little ammonia added

—no change, was still rose. No. 4 like 3, but with drop of pure

solution of salt-very little immediate change. No. 5 had am-

monia like 3, and then a little of the salt containing sulphate of

lime was added -after a while it took a lilac tint. Tuesday, i.e.

to-day. No. 1, rose as at first. No. 2 has settled, deposit blue.

No. 3, rose as No. i-no deposit. No. 4 is blue and settling.

No. 5 has a more bulky precipitate and it is of a lilac colour-like

the former combination of lviii and xlii with the lime and

phosphoric acid (14816, 7).

14829. Yesterday, a weak solution ofDe la Rue’s neutral solution

of proper strength to give ruby fluid was put into a bottle-a

little solution of phosphorus in sulphide of carbon added-and
the whole well shaken together; it began to change at once, and

was made No. lxi. In an hour it was of a good purple ruby

colour, with some dark deposit (very little) as of gold about

the particles of phosphorus and at the bottom-in four hours
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more it was of a fine ruby colour, and to-day it is very fine

(14843).

14830. Yesterday, a like solution of De la Rue’s gold and a few

drops of sulphide of carbon without phosphorus were put in like

manner into a bottle and shaken -there was no immediate change.

It was made lxii. To-day the fluid has a ruby colour and [in] sun-

light is turbid and shews the cone of illumination. So that

phosphorus is not essential to die reduction of the gold -and
former experiments shew that the sulphide of carbon is not

essential (14843).

14831. Yesterday afternoon, a like acid solution of gold and sol.

of phosphorus in sulphide of carbon were put together and shaken

and made lxiii. To-day it has a dark purple colour -the acid

shewing its presence and action-examined by sun light, the fine

particles and also coarser ones were made manifest (14843).

14832. I have cleared some salt from its lime by carb. soda-
boiling and neutralization of alkali by M.A.— it is now free

from lime, and will in that respect call it pure salt. Ruby lviii

(14800) with plenty of this salt solution added gradually lost its

rose tint and became a blue so feeble as to be almost colourless,

but the sunbeam and lens shewed the diffused particles both in

the rose and blue parts. So pure salt changes the colour.

14833. Ruby paper (14812, 20) was heated in dry vapour of

alcohol and ether until the paper charred -but there was no bluing

of the gold—no apparent change of the tint before further effect

was hidden by browning of the paper.

14834. Vibration of light. Relation of the length of lateral excur-

sion to the length or extent of axial excursion—and relations of

both to the dimensions of the fine particles of gold.

14835. Leyden battery explosions . Exploded gold wire by the

large machine and great Leyden battery as before ( ).

Placing under the wire and above it—Mica—crown glass- topaz-

rock crystal— plates polished-fluor spar, a cloven plate-and

white paper. The deposition of gold was the same in character

with all: a line abraded, which was covered more thickly with

gold, and was ruby in colour, and green and blue side parts

shading off into insensible quantities offilm. There were differences

of abrasion: thus Mica was more abraded than the glass— the
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glass more than the topaz-the rock crystal least. This makes a

little difference in the hold over the gold, and so the shade is

caught differently; in the glass much is driven in, whilst on the

rock crystal it is seen in small globules, which driving right and

left, have swept the previously deposited film of finer particles

before them and so left clear lines with the globules at the end.

Paper, which catches the finer particles and holds them better

than the other bodies, often shews ruby tints at parts an inch or

more distant from the middle heated line. At that middle line

I think the ruby tint is produced by the (after) heat, which has

affected the particles there. See Results Nos. 386 to 405.

14836. Made the explosion of a like gold wire over the same

substances in the same manner in an atmosphere of oxygen . The
effects were precisely the same, in colours, disposition, etc. etc.

14837. Made the explosion of a like gold wire over the same

substances in the same manner in an atmosphere of hydrogen .

The effects were precisely the same as in the air and in oxygen.

14838. So the condition and character of the divided gold is in

no way affected by the atmospheres or of the substances thus

employed.

14839. The gold deposit wipes off freely from all the substances

except where it is abraided.

14840. Heat applied to the deposits of divided gold on the above

substances has exactly the same effect on all of them— the deposits

on Glass, Rock crystal, Mica, topaz, are all affected alike. The
general effect is to convert the more distant and finer deposit into

ruby from bluish grey or green as they might be. Many green

parts near the axial line are not altered from green but remain so.

The heated gold, whether rubified or remaining green, wipes up

from the glass except where the latter is abraided, and it wipes

or rubs up from the Rock crystal and Mica, and from the topaz

in the ruby part, but it adheres to its smooth surface at the parts

nearer the axis of discharge. Neither substance of the plate or

nature of the atmosphere used for the deflagration has any in-

fluence over the results. The finer parts of the film rubify best

by heat.

14841. Agate pressure converts the ruby by heat into a beautiful

green upon the Glass- Rock crystal- topaz and Mica (the last
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having glass beneath it) alike-the effect optically is very striking.

So no exception from the general results. The pressure effect on

the central ruby on Agate was very excellent. The same effect

of greening is produced on the parts not yet heated which would

rubify by heat—and especially on the Agate.

2 JULY 1856.

14842. To-day, the No. iii (14827) had settled-clear violet

deposit dismissed all.

14843. To-day, No. i/xi (14829) is as yesterday-ruby-very

fine particles— fluid is clear to the eye by common light. No. lxii

(148 30)-turbid both by common and sun light-reflected colour

brown-transmitted, fine violet. No. lxiii (14831), the fluid is

deep violet blue-black deposit about the phosphorus particles

below. It supplies a case of very fine violet blue fluid of suspended

particles, and they must be very small. Think there must be some

physical difference between ruby and blue besides size of par-

ticles.

4 JULY 1856.

14844. Continuation of glasses (14808, 25). No. 1 is now turbid,

cloudy and ruby, as if the larger violet particles were aggregating.

As a blue or violet fluid settles, it leaves generally a clearer ruby

fluid containing the smaller particles. No. 11 fluid is of feeble

colour; the gold adheres to the glass. No. hi is turbid, more ruby

than 1, i.e. less violet. No. iv fluid is very poor in colour; the

gold has been deposited at the bottom. Portions of all these

fluids were tested by proto chloride of tin for gold in solution

-

none appeared. Nos. 1 and in changed in tint to purple but that

was to be expected.

14845. No. li is the purple fluid, boiled on the nth April and

left in a beaker since then (14679, 80, 705, 40). The liquid is clear

and poured off without any sediment; the latter adhered well to

the sides and especially the bottom of the beaker in which it had

been kept-washed. Now whilst wet, this deposit was of a pure

violet colour by transmitted light, but as it dried, first on the

sides and then on the bottom, it changed to a fine green. Also,

whilst wet the light reflected from the bottom layer was dark and
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purplish, but on drying it became metallic and golden and a good

golden surface, as gold leaf [illegible]— the green transmission and

gold reflexion appearing at the same time.

14846. Tried to re-wet the film and restore the former violet

and unmetallic state-but wetting did not produce the effect-the

gold seemed now to be in lateral association or continuity, and

was in fact as if it had been agate pressed- so when wetted, the

metallic reflexion and the green tint remained-it was evidently

adhering well to the glass whilst before the fluid was poured

off for washing did not remove it and when washed and dried

I think the gold would cleave still closer to the glass and be as it

were card pressed-the result seems to be in some degree of that

nature.

14847. Tried other fluids of high refractive power on the dry

parts. Alcohol-Ether- Sulphide of carbon-but they did nothing,

i.e. did not reverse the change. Strong solution of ammonia did

nothing-nor solution of soda to any extent-but a strong solu-

tion of caustic potassa did reverse the tint very considerably.

Strong N. A. and dilute Sul. acid were put on in drops and did

nothing but loosen the gold a little. Now washed off these

different drops and the potassa, and the effect at the latter place

disappeared, but at the same time a fine rubyplace came out along

a line which had probably been the edge of some former trial

fluid. Washed with water and this gradually reduced the ruby tint

to grey nearly, and the other parts of the film gradually took on

grey-it also began to break up and come off in fine thin adhering

flakes. When washed and dry, poured on caustic potassa again-

but the return to violet was not as before; the gold probably had

aggregated somewhat. Washed the gold and let part dry, and

that as it dried changed from its wet blue grey tint to a green,

but not to such an extent as at first (14846). Strong N.A. added

to both dry and damp parts: the blue remained blue-not changed

to ruby or purple; applied a little heat- this impoverished the

blue and made it grey. Acid removed-film washed-potash put

on -still no ruby or violet. Was blue grey, thinning in parts.

Alkali removed-washed -strong Mur. acid on-did not change

the film-they kept their gold reflexion-and nearly all had now
become loosened and was slowly dissolving. When looked through,
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the films that had borne these repeated or successive treatments

were grey, like De la Rue’s phosphorus films on glass. Being

washed and dried, there was no further change— dismissed.

14848. A solution of cyanide of potassium was arranged in a

dish, and also a Galvanometer provided with platinum wire

terminals; sometimes the platinum wire was in the solution alone

and sometimes touched gold leaf either in or on the solution. One
end was named A and the other B. When A and B were both

merely platinum dipping in the solution, there was no sensible

action on the galvanometer which I employed. When A was gold

beneath the surface, and B platinum beneath, A was as line.

When A was gold beneath the surface and B gold (leaf) on the

surface—A was as zinc, though B was dissolving rapidly. When
A was platinum wire in and B gold on the surface, B was as zinc.

So though the gold on the surface dissolves very rapidly, it is not

(as regards the Galvanometer) more effectual or more like Zinc—

the action by which it dissolves is quite local.

14849. Probably compression is effective simply in altering the

relation of the two dimensions along and across the ray of light,

rendering a particle of this shape O for instance, more of this

shape czd
;
but then such particles must consist of many atoms,

although the particles are so small. If so, it might intimate that the

transmission of a given ray depends jointly upon the inner and

outer action, as regards the particle, and not upon mere thickness

of film; for thicker and thinner are still both green - and different

depths of ruby are all fluid.

14850. It does not seem likely that compression can affect a ray

in its length dimension, which is so much greater than the dimen-

sion of the affecting particle; but it may by its lateral extent, which

is probably exceedingly small and so has a nearer proportion to

the size of the particle.

5 JULY 1856.

14851. Either extra deep, deep or even paler gold, if green by
transmitted light, upon examination by a lens presents fine

vermicular lines or spots here and there which appear to be ruby;

they do not appear in blue or purple leaf, i.e. such as contains

silver enough to transmit blue. These red places might appear so
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by contrast with the bounding green- the colour being subjective

rather than objective; nevertheless, they are very distinct from

the minute holes which, transmitting light, transmit it white. Being

examined under the microscope ( ), we thought we saw a

distinct transmission of ruby light through the particles occupying

the place. I was led to think they were produced by bru[i]sing

from the presence of fine filaments for they are almost always

as lines curved or twisted
;
but I could not by rubbing or pressing

hairs between Gold leaf and glass, paper, card, etc. produce any

effect of the kind; where the gold was broken or bruised, the

places transmitted white light. I am doubtful about their nature.
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Observations of the numeral numbers.

14852. xx (14739) tube-violet deposit-the fluid has a faint

tint of the same, with clouds, as if would entirely clear. This tube

is noted as red at 14442- 14321, 22-as if it had changed in colour

by the 6 months since Feby. 6-but I did not shake it up to see

if it would then constitute a red or a violet fluid (14880).

14853. xxi (14739) tube. Blue violet deposit - faint ruby tint in

the fluid. This specimen seems to have been more ruby originally:

see 14343, 443, 4, 618, 724.

14854. xxiii (14739) flask. Blue violet deposit with and amongst

mucus-the fluid has little or no colour. Is as before: 14447, 544,

79, 724.

14855. xxiv (14724) tube. There is no deposit in this tube and

the fluid is of a faint yellow, as if a solution of gold had been

formed. There has been resolution here, 14641, 724. Would a

drop of phos. in sulphuret of carbon and agitation bring on the

ruby again? (14881).

14856. xxv (14739) tube-deposit violet ruby-fluid yellow as

if it contained a solution of gold. This is the tube that had a

green reflexion (14618, 35, 41). Must look at it in sun light to

see if it is there still (14882).

14857. xxvd (14784) tube. Deposit ruby-fluid above almost

colourless-seems to be unchanged from former state: 14617,

724, 39-

14858. xxv l (14739) tube. Little ruby deposit-fluid has a

faint brown red colour-with cloudy parts of less colour as if the

[ ]
would settle. Else there appears to be no change (14615,

724, 39)-

14859. xxvii (14739). Ruby deposit-fluid faint ruby. Same

colour and characters as it had six months ago (14321, 445, 548,

6n, 53% 724, !4739> 859)-

14860. XXVIII (14739). De la Rue’s original fluid, violet then.

Now it has a blue violet deposit and the fluid is of the same

colour. See 14447, 548, 615, 53
1

, 739.
1

? 14635-
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14861. xxx a (14784). In a flask-the deposit is ruby, and the

fluid is of a faint ruby uniform colour. By a former note (14739),

this fluid or mixture would seem to have changed from ruby

towards violet: has it now changed back again, or is it only the

effect of congregation (14883) of the particles? See 14549, 50,

615, 724, 39, 84.

14862. xxx b (14739). Supernatent liquor of the xxx a. It

now presents a beautiful ruby deposit-the fluid also has a fine

ruby colour, but is still settling and about \ of an inch from the

top is nearly colourless. This seems to me a very pure ruby pre-

paration : whether due to its having been poured off from a de-

posit and so consisting of the finer particles unmixed nearly with

heavier ones, I cannot say, 14549, 615, 724, 39.

14863. xxxii (14739) tu^e * Pfep. with Sulrt. carbon and

phosphorus. It is just as on former occasions; the water is clear,

so is the sulphuret of carbon below; but the blue deposit sur-

rounds the latter (14457, 739).

14865 \ xxxiii (14740). Violet or black deposit-fluid colour-

less-particles large; is as before, 14463, 550, 740.

14866. xxxv (14778). There is a ruby deposit now- the fluid

also is ruby and uniform. Is as before, 14761, 4, 5, 78.

14867. xlii (14828). Ruby fluid made 12 March. Has now a

ruby deposit on the side at the bottom nearest the wall— the fluid

also is of a fine ruby colour. No change in colour here.

14868. xliv (14740). Ruby fluid of 22 March, 14576, 614, 740.

Now has much blue violet deposit-and mucus also-fluid is of

a warm violet tint— there are clearing clouds at the top. Would
this violet deposit stir up into the deep ruby fluids of 14576, 614?

14869. lii (14785). There is a violet deposit- whilst the fluid

has a ruby tint—mucus is present- 14697, 706, 59, 74, 84, 5, 869.

14870. liv (14740) tube-is De la Rue’s violet fluid boiled,

14740. There is now a violet deposit-the fluid has very little

violet tint, so the boiling caused separation without altering colour.

If stirred up, what kind of violet fluid would it make? (14884).

14871. lva (14769). There is a fine ruby deposit-and the

supernatent fluid is also of a fine ruby colour.

14872. lviii. There is a good ruby violet deposit at the bottom
1

14864 is omitted in the MS.
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on one side- the fluid also is ruby. There has been no other

change here: see 14773, 81, 6.

14873. lviii deposit (14800). This deposit is by transmitted

light violet—but by reflected light golden brown—the fluid

washing it is a pale violet. The washings from this deposit

marked lviii b in a glass have a ruby rather than a violet colour,

and the fluid is ruby, as if the finer ruby particles could be in

some degree separated by washing (14800). There is some mucus
in the glass and it is violet blue by the gold it has caught up.

14874. LXa is the fluid from over a deposit (14782, 7). It has

now a plentiful deposit at the bottom on one side- the deposit

is violet in mass— the fluid above is well ruby. The deposit

lx£, is a violet deposit- the fluid being clear and colourless- the

deposit easily shakes up into a violet mixture. There is blue mucus

in the fluid.

14875. lxi. This is a ruby solution made with Phosphorus in

Sulrt. carbon shaken together (14829, 43). It is now in fine con-

dition for ruby colour— there is a film on the top, perhaps phos-

phorus or sulrt. carbon-and a little ruby sediment.

14876. lxii. This was sol. gold and sulrt. carbon without phos-

phorus (14830, 43). To-day there is a violet deposit and the fluid

has violet colour and there are suspended particles.

14877. lxiii. This was acid gold solution with phosphorus in

sulphide of carbon in a bottle (14831, 43). The fluid was left a

deep violet blue; now it is colourless and apparently contains no

particles, but there is the deep blue deposit. So the presence of

the acid works thus to cause blue particles and their separation.

14878. lxiv. Violet fluid, no particular history. Now has a

violet deposit at the bottom on one side and the fluid is violet.

Mucus is present.

14879. lxv. Not labled before. Ruby deposit-fluid also ruby.

14880. xx (14852). Will not shake up-the deposit clings to the

glass—and adheres together so as to come off in flocculi—where

it adheres to the glass it is of a blue violet colour by transmitted

light.

14881. xxiv (14855). Added a drop or two of sol. of phos-

phorus in sulphide of carbon and agitated; the whole fluid became

immediately turbid and violet, and on settling the particles of
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sulphide of carbon sank to the bottom, of a dark purple or violet

colour, carrying the gold which had been reduced with them, as

was expected.

14882. xxv (14856). The clear yellow fluid above gave by lens

and cone of sun-light the green reflexion-the fluid, of a chlorine

colour, was poured off and shewed particles and a green cone.

The deposit being shaken up did not adhere together, but diffused

through the liquid and now by the cone of light there was no more

green but a golden yellow reflexion.

14883. xxx A (14861). The deposit here has a fine violet ruby

colour— it does not adhere to the glass or together, but by agita-

tion is diffused and the whole fluid becomes a violet ruby by

transmitted light. I do not think the sample has changed back -it

is a fine specimen.

14884. liv (14870) tube. The cone of light still shews particles

in the fluid above the deposit. On agitating the deposit, the par-

ticles were diffused, and the fluid produced had I think the same

colour and depth of tint as before boiling.

15 AUG. 1856.

14885. Nos. 235, 237, 239, being deflagrations ofgold (sovereigns)

by the Voltaic battery, were heated to redness. The slate violets

became immediately converted into ruby, and more especially at

the outer part of each deposit where there was less gold and

apparently in finer particles- there the tint was most beautiful,

passing into ruby violet as one came to thicker parts of the deposit

and so on to pure violet-as if accumulation of the ruby would

produce violet-the reflection at these places was yellow and

golden. A very slight deposit of gold, hardly sensible before the

application of heat, gave the ruby tint. Pressure of agate pro-

duced its effect and in some cases pretty well, but the tint pro-

duced was more purple than green-the change was very manifest.

21 AUGUST 1856.

14886. Several days ago I put a little of the ruby lxiv into a

plate, to oxidize if it would and form a solution of gold, covering

it with a glass Jar. By to-day it has become violet, perhaps from

matters on the plate-but the gold does not seem to have dissolved.
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Proto chlo. tin shews no gold in the fluid in solution. There is

some violet deposit on the plate.

14887. At the same time put out lxi, using plenty of fluid,

\
to \ inch deep-it was well ruby. No deposit here to-day, nor

any sensible solution of the gold.

14888. At the same time put out xlii in like manner, it being a

ruby fluid. There is no solution of the gold, but there is a rosy

deposit on tile plate- violet in parts; poured off the fluid; as the

rosy parts became denuded of water which ran off here and there,

they became violet. I could not wet them again with water to

see if the tint would return
;
there was evidently a reflecting surface

between the film and the water. Used alcohol : the parts already

dry and violet remained violet, but many were wetted by the

alcohol from the watery state and then remained ruby or rosy—

poured off the alcohol and let the parts dry— they became bluish

in the air, but being wetted by alcohol again became rosy-

solution of common salt did not then affect these parts.

14889. In order to evaporate some specimens of Ruby fluid very

quietly, some lumps of Chloride calcium were put into a clean

pint bottle and then portions of the ruby fluid lxi were put into

five well washed glass tubefs], and these into the bottle and all

closed up and left. Great care was taken to wash the tubes first

with distilled water and then with a portion of the solution lxi,

so as to prevent anything remaining which could change the ruby

to blue-but it must be remembered that all the chlorine, acid, etc.

of the solution remains in the specimens. The tube marked 1

had a depth of fluid equal about 075 of an inch. No. 11 had less.

Nos. hi and mi still less and about alike, and No. mu least,

being about 0*25 of an inch deep. All were plentiful enough to

give a sensible and even good ruby colour. Made them lxvi.

14890. Quantity of Gold in a given ruby solution. Dissolved

four leaves of gold in N.M. Acid-evaporated and heated over

a steam bath until crystallized-dissolved in water-filtered the

fluid; there was some undissolved residue to which a drop of

N.M.Acid was added-it dissolved, giving gold solution—was

evaporated- dissolved and filtered and added to the former, with

water enough to make 80 cubic inches -the solution sensibly

neutral. Put it into a very clean glass bottle-added 4 or 5 drops

FD VII 10
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of solution of phosphorus in sulphide of carbon and agitated

well— it soon began to change and was made No. lxvii— left

to change.

22 AUG. 1856.

14891. The above ruby lxvii tried against the standard glass.

About
l
or

l
of ail inch in depth appeared to be the equivalent,

but the tint was not quite the same with glass-not so scarlet or

bright. The fluid seems very transparent but a candle and lens

shewed the cone of floating particles. On Monday the 25th,

i.e. 4 days after the formation, the fluid had the same intensity

of colour and being examined by proto chloride of tin, there was

no sign of gold in solution. I think the tint is more purple than

it was before. As 80 c.i. make a prism of 10 square inches eight

inches in height, so there is a leaf of gold in every 2 inches-and
two inches in depth give 2 equivalents of colour equal to the glass

standard, for each gold leaf.

30 AUG. 1856.

14892. lviii gold preparations consist of three bottles made
from rather a strong solution of gold in a basin over phosphorus

(14773). LVin ruby fluid with a deposit formed since n June

(14786). lviii b is deposit in a bottle which has been washed

in two waters (14800, 73) and there is a bottle of no consequence

labled lviii washing—containing the first washing waters from

lviii b .

14893. lviii the deposit-examined first: below is the de-

posit, over it the washing fluid. Looked at
,
the deposit is brown,

the fluid a pale ruby violet, and by the sun and lens suspended

particles are found in it looking quite green, probably by contrast

with the amethystine light of the general fluid. When the deposit

was looked through
,
flocculi of sensible sized particles were at the

bottom, and over them a dense violet layer of particles flowing as

an adhesive heavy fluid.

14894. Syphoned off the supernatent fluid—when tested by
nitrate of silver there was very slight trace of precipitate of

chlorine. The gold particles carried over made the fluid in a glass

tube appear brown yellowish when looked at with a black back
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ground— the reflexion effect being then alone and so pure; but

when the back ground was white foolscap so that some transmitted

light could pass and mingle with the reflected light, the colour

was amethyst— this is an important effect and must be carefully

distinguished. There was so little gold in suspension that in com-
mon day light the fluid seemed hardly hazy, but in sun light

it became as a fog from the quantity of light reflected. Put a little

of the deposit lviii £ to it, and then the effects just described

were very strong, and the sun light cast on to it reflected a brown
light but that which passed through was purple or violet.

14895. The residue lviii £ ( )
was so thick that when

stirred up with the fluid about it, it made a sort of paint, which

running over the glass in a thin film, was brown by reflected

light but a fine blue by transmitted light, with little or no signs

of ruby or red seen in this way. A drop of this mud into pure

water made it a very interesting fluid. It often looked violet and

ruby in general lights, but by reflected light only, using a black

back ground, it was a pale reddish brown; and by transmitted

light only, it was a blue tending to violet, but always of that tint,

from a film hardly coloured to a depth so great that scarcely sun

light could pass through it; but by mixed lights was often ruby

violet though dull in tint. Put the third water on to this gold

and left it.

14896. lviii, i.e. the fluid preparation referred to above (14892),

is of a beautiful ruby colour- the deposit at the bottom of the

bottle, when looked at from below before disturbance, seems also

ruby at the thinned edges, but the light which comes through it

came also through the ruby fluid above. Syphoned off the ruby

fluid from the deposit and dealt with the latter first, making it

lviii c. It presented exactly the same phenomena as the former

deposit lviii b, and was left with pure water over it. Hence both

these deposits from fluid lviii are blue by transmitted light.

14897. The mode of examining these deposits and the fluids by
transmitted light alone was as follows. A glass tube closed at

the bottom was surrounded by black paper so as to shut out all

side light, then more or less of the fluid was poured into it and

a sheet of white paper lying on the ground and well illuminated

was looked at as the source of light; when so much fluid was

10-2
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there that little of this light passed, then holding the tube up and

looking to the sky or a sun cloud or die Sun itself gave stronger

light; in this way very faint tints or very deep tints could be

examined and die effect of little or much fluid observed.

14898. Little or much depth of fluid appeared to make no change

in the tint that passed -there was no transition from one tint to

another when side lights were excluded, and so no effect of colour

due to more or less absorption of the transmitted light.

14898!. lviii fluid-with nitrate of silver shewed the chlorine

present—with proto chlo. tin shewed gold in solution. When
examined in tube by transmitted light

( ) it was of a ruby

colour and that through all depths of fluid.

2 SEPTR. 1856.

14899. To-day the deposit lviii^ is settling rather fast from its

third water-is clear about
\
of depth from top- then there is a

violet cloud there and below that the brown opaque part as seen

by reflected light. The deposit lviii c is settling also and pretty

clear near the top, below that is the violet cloud to the bottom,

there not being much gold in the bottle. By pure transmitted

light the fluid is blue. A fine effect is obtained by throwing the

cone of sun’s rays into the lower turbid part and looking from

the front after the cone or along it. Just within the fluid the light

reflected was bright and yellow, but at the distant focus it was a

fine ruby blue, the reflected light having to come through much
fluid-however, I am not sure of what back ground there was,

and must try this again (14926).

14900. As lviii shewed dissolved gold (14898!), I put some

into a bottle on Saturday, 30 Aug.-added a little phosphorus

dissolved in sulphide of carbon and agitated well; in half an hour

it shewed fresh formation of ruby at the surface -agitated well

again and left it until to-day. Found it with gold film on the top

and dark ruby below: shook it well up to make it uniform. It

was now a dark ruby fluid, and in the black tube ruby in all

degrees of concentration and depth, shewing that the reduced

gold is at first all in the ruby state- tested by proto chloride tin,

there was no gold in solution. When a cone of sun’s rays was

thrown into it and looked at from the front, it was yellow near
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the surface, but a beautiful ruby at the focus when in some depth.

I made this preparation lviii </.

14901. As this lviii*/ contained no dissolved gold and no blue

gold, I added a little salt to some of it; it became blue at once

by observation in all lights— and when a cone of light was sent

into it, it gave no ruby light. This blue is quite different from

the blue of the deposits, i.e. of lviii £ and lviiic. In a few

hours the blue gold had deposited and the fluid was clear. Salt

seems to take away that reflexion from the particles of gold which

enable them to give ruby or amethystine colour, and it also seems

to cause their rapid aggregation or condensation, for it then

settles rapidly.

14902. When lviii fluid, containing dissolved gold, had salt

added to it on Saturday, the colour changed to blue. Being left

until to-day, the colour was gone and there was a small quantity

of blue sediment. Gold was in solution, but I cannot say the salt

has caused solution, because there was dissolved gold in the

original lviii.

14903. The fluid labled lviii b washing has a faint ruby tint-a

deposit brown yellow by reflexion but violet by transmission,

and contains mouldiness. Stirred up the whole and run it through

a plug of wet cotton in a funnel, which removed all the mouldiness

and let the gold particles and fluid pass. It was now a good violet

fluid, or rather, by pure transmitted light a deep blue. I do not

think the microscope can shew these particles that cause blue

but must try.

14904. Can clean mould out well by the cotton plug.

14905. Now proceeded with these lights over the rest of the

fluids and deposits, cleansing and arranging some and dismissing

others. I will enter them in numerical order.

14906. Fluid xxvii, made 6 Feb. (14342) and described 14859

six months after, is a fine pale ruby fluid over a deposit. I syphoned

off the fluid and kept it as xxvii still: it was ruby by transmitted

light in all depths of tint-it had a little gold in solution. The
deposit was blue by transmitted light and by diffusion in water

made a fluid also blue by pure transmitted light in any depth.

Made this deposit, after adding water to wash it, xxvii a.

14907. xxx are from a ruby fluid diluted and boiled (14453,
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549). xxxa is the deposit and distilled water left to settle in

a flask, and xxxb is the fluid from over deposit xxx a. As

to xxx a, whilst in the flask undisturbed, the lens like deposit

looks ruby or black by transmitted light-the fluid above being

ruby. Syphoned off the fluid— it was scarcely affected by proto

muriate of tin or nitrate of silver, and scarcely affected litmus

paper. It continued ruby by transmitted light in the dark tube

up to obscurity-it was continued as xxx a. The deposit,

seeming ruby in some parts and blue in others by transmitted

light, being mixed with water, gave a fluid beautifully violet under

common observation, but in the dark tube was blue with some

violet or amethystine light. It is probably a mixture of the so

called blue and ruby particles. Made it xxxc.

14908. The fluid xxxb is a glorious ruby with a deposit

appearing ruby at the bottom. Syphoned off. The fluid was then

found ruby in all depths-is acid and contains no gold dissolved-

chlorine in combination is there. No doubt the acids present are

hydrochloric and phosphoric acids. It was retained as xxxb.

The sediment from beneath it is a ruby sediment
,
and mingled

with water gives a ruby fluid in the dark tube by transmitted light

—

not so pure a ruby as the fluid but still a fine colour- in fact the

particles in it, though small enough to produce the ruby effect,

are not so small as the particles still suspended and hence the more

perfect uniformity or clearness. Put distilled water to it and

made it xxxd. It was the first ruby deposit I have obtained

and it is as well to remember that the original fluid has been boiled.

Probably boiling gives a degree of permanence- and therefore a

ruby fluid prepared and boiled at once would most likely be the

best means of obtaining abundance of ruby deposit.

14909. xxxv is a ruby fluid, taken some time ago from over

a deposit, xxxi, which itself was formed by mingling xxiv,

a ruby fluid, with 3 vols. of water and boiling. It has now a little

deposit which, being separated, was blue by transmitted light,

and with distilled water was made xxxv a. The fluid itself,

xxxv, was a fine ruby in the dark tube in all depths.

14910. xlii is a ruby fluid made 12 March (14535, etc., 14867)

and is now over a deposit. Separated the two. The fluid was

acid-shewed chlorine by Nit. Silver-contained no dissolved
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gold-was ruby by transmitted light in all depths—was retained

still as xlii. The deposit was blue by pure transmitted light-

water was added to it and the preparation made xlii a.

1491 1. lii. Has a doubtful history, see 14697, 706, 59, 74, 84,

5, 869. Is now a ruby fluid with a deposit looking blue below

and has also mucus below. Syphoned off* the fluid and left it ui.

There was no gold in solution it was faintly acid nitrate of

silver shews very little chlorine. I think it must have been a

deposit washed-it can hardly contain the salt spoken of in 14697.

It was ruby with a tinge of violet in the dark tube it continued

ruby until opaque. The deposit was the usual light brown gold,

but a pure blue by transmitted light—with water it gave a fluid

having a good ruby violet tint by mixed common light; it was

made lii a.

14912. in a. Was a beautiful ruby preparation with a deposit,

in an open glass covered over with a beaker. It seems to be the

fluids of lv, lvi and lvii (14769, 871) -is perhaps the deposit

from that fluid with some of the fluid left. Fluid separated and

made still LVa-it has but little colour or gold. The deposit

made LVaA-with water makes a beautiful ruby fluid -not so

clear as lxiv or lxv. The deposit with little water in dark

tube was not blue nor ruby but amethystine.

I49 I 3 - LXa and hxb are from a ruby preparation made in a

basin on the 6th June, 14782, 7. On the 9th Aug. it was separated

into a fluid, LXa, and a deposit lxb (14874). Now resumed.

The lxb is soon done, being a little fluid with sediment below

the sediment is blue by pure transmitted light, as might be

expected, for it is that which was quickly deposited. It probably

has not changed in character by time, for when shaken up and

observed by general light both reflected and transmitted at once

it gives the violet tints, and so differs from the blue deposit

produced by salt. It is still Lxb.

14914. LXa, the fluid, had much floating mucus and a deposit,

the fluid itself being ruby. Took out the mucus by a deal splinter

without shaking gold out of it-it was blue violet in the water

and contained very few particles of gold. Being put with water

into the dark tube-it was blue by transmitted light. Syphoned

off the fluid-it contained no gold in solution-was slightly acid-
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contains chlorine in combination. In the dark tube it was ruby

in every shade of tint up to bright sun light. Was still kept as lx a.

14915. The deposit was made lxc, and must be a finer deposit

than Lxi, or rather a slower one. By pure transmitted light it

gave a pure blue colour. When mingled with water, and reflected

light allowed to come in, it gave quite a ruby violet for instance

when looked at from the front but with a white foolscap back

ground. When the back ground was changed for black, the

reflected light was a pale brown. Can hardly think that it and

the transmitted blue would produce the ruby violet by mere

mixture of the rays unless there was some influence of one on

the other besides mixture. Go further into this (14926, 7, 8, etc.).

14916. lxi is a fine ruby fluid made by shaking sol. of gold

with phosphorus and Sulrt. carbon in a bottle (14829, 43, 75)

made June 30. It is an exceedingly fine ruby fluid- there is no

deposit except of excess of sulphuret carbon, phosphorus, etc.

It was decanted off from that. In dark tube it was a fine ruby to

all depths. Probably boiling would cause it to give a ruby

deposit. It is a good specimen.

14917. lxii. Gold solution and Sulrt. Carbon; no phosphorus

(14830, 43, 76). This fluid has a deep blue deposit and a super-

natent amethystine fluid-the whole shaken up gave a fluid brown
by reflected light, deep blue by transmitted light- the deposit

of gold seems good but there is little appearance of ruby-blue

predominate^]. This was ruby at first-what tint will sun focus

give in it? (14933).

14918. lxiii. Excess of acid in the gold solution (14831, 43,

77) -is as it was before, 14877, fluid nearly colourless, deposit

phosphorus and gold, blue.

14919. lxiv. Amethystine fluid, 14878-passed through cotton

to clear off mucus-the fluid is ruby in the dark tube by trans-

mitted light-yet amethystine in the bottle (14934).

14920. lxv. Made? Is a ruby fluid and deposit, see 14879.

Beautiful supernatent fluid— seems very clear-but have no sun

at present. A deposit below looking ruby whilst in the bottle.

Separated the two. The fluid made Lxv-considerably acid-

contained no dissolved gold-nitrate of silver gave presence of

chlorine. Was ruby in dark tube as long as light could pass. The
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deposit filtered through cotton and diffused in water was ruby

violet in dark tube by sun light, until opaque- as if particles were

either intermediate in size between the ruby and the blue, or were

a mixture of the two; made it lxvu (14935, 6).

14921. lxvii. Ruby from 4 leaves of gold (14890). Was
decanted off from deposited excess of phosphorus— was a very

fine dark fluid—which in dark tube was amethystine in small

quantities and ruby in larger up to obscurity. Appears to be no

blue particles here as yet. Will time cause them to form? Or
boiling?

14922. Dismissed the following:

xx. xxv D.

xxi. xxv L.

xxiv-in tube. xxv-in tube.

xxiii— in flask—blue-mucus. xxxii.

14923. The blue gold or fluid transmits blue light, whatever the

thinness or thickness of tint. The ruby fluid transmits ruby light

up to greatest thickness, becoming perhaps amethystine when
very perfect. Could be no reflected light in either of these cases,

except such as was thrown on from particle to particle; perhaps

that not impossible, but if it occurred at all, it would seem to

indicate a peculiar reflexion in the particles sending the light on.

14924. As to the rosy hue of a fluid blue by transmitted light,

the light reflected from the gold within, when looked at obliquely,

is very different in effect to white light coming through from

the other side yet in the same direction. What would gold light

coming through do? Must examine the lights by a prism,

especially the light of the lens focus.

14925. xliv, see 14868, is a dark deposit and a clear colourless

fluid. By nitrate of silver there was so much chlorine as to shew

salt in the fluid. I have no doubt it has been mixed with xlv

and made one result.
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14926. Deposit lviiic examined again (14899). Had settled

since the 2nd. When shaken up in the bottle it gave a fluid,

reflecting pale brown light but transmitting a pure blue light

from the clouds, using the bottle as vessel. When the sun’s image
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(reflected) was looked [at] through the fluid it gave blue light,

with development of red parts here and there from prismatic

action and the imperfection of the eye. When the sun’s light,

reflected from a leafofgold laid upon glass, was sent through it

to the eye, the light was also blue but with more red in and

about it.

14927. The cone of Sun’s rays by the lens was sent into the fluid

and looked at from the front, i.e. the lens side:-the cone light

was yellow near the surface of the fluid but amethystine from

the deeper parts up to the focus. This effect was beautifully seen

also as the focus was made to fall nearer to the surface or farther

in. When the focus is thrown across and through on to white

paper there, the light on the paper is blue but that which comes

back to the eye through the fluid is amethystine. A more dilute

proportion of the fluid gives like results.

14928. Some of this fluid was put into the dark tube ( )

and different coloured objects examined through it. Over white

paper the tint transmitted was pure blue-over the hand, the

transmitted light was reddish blue-over the gold leaf on glass

in common day light, the transmitted light was amethystine or

violet warm-over red Morocco, the light was very red or ruby.

In fact the fluid transmits red rays very well. When some of this

fluid, lviiic, was placed in sun light, so as to reflect its brown
colour, and was then looked at through the fluid in the tube-the

colour was a good amethystine tint just like some of the former

specimens. So that whether the reflecting gold is in or out of

the fluid makes no difference. The rubification of the fluid is due

to the mixture of red rays with the blue.

14929. Threw the Solar spectrum on to white paper, in a light

room however, so that spectrum was mingled with the white

light of the paper. Looked at this spectrum through the blue

fluid, i.e. lviiic, in the tube; the blue rays passed beautifully-

the red considerably— the green somewhat- the rest were obscured

by the white light from the paper with its general illumination.

Try it in a dark room.

14930. So the cause of the ruby or amethystine produced by

these fluids, looked at generally, when they are really not ruby

by transmitted light, is apparent, being due to the mixed trans-
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mitted blue rays and reflected red rays of the gold. As a whole,

such a fluid as this transmits blue rays best, then red rays— aftwds.

other rays. Of course, other proportion [s] of blue than these

in white light would transmit other final colour than blue. So

a blue fluid in the dark tube, looking at gold surface reflecting

light, can give a ruby or violet ruby to the eye.

14931. The fine ruby fluid lxi (14916) is deep in colour and

yet apparently very clear by comparison with others, i.e. very

little turbid. The sun and lens shews a feeble cone in it. If there

is no gold in solution, the division must be exceedingly fine,

perhaps the extreme case, and the quantity of gold necessary in

that extreme state of division to give a red or ruby tint will be

extremely small. Can tell this by proto chlo. tin. It smells a

little of phosphorus. In the long dark tube the fluid was always

ruby by transmitted light. When the spectrum (14929) was looked

at through this fluid, the red passed well—but very little green

passed and no sensible blue.

14932. Some of this ruby lxi had salt (a little was not enough)

added; it became a fine blue; then the Sun and lens gave a feeble

cone as before, but with no sensible ruby tint. Being put into

the dark tube- then over white paper, it was pure blue— over the

hand and Morocco, amethystine and reddish tints passed as

before ( ), but slightly. Looking at the Spectrum, the blue

and green was transmitted well, the red scarcely. The sun’s image

reflected from the gold leaf on glass seemed all blue. This salt

blue seems to transmit the red rays but not so well as the former

unsalted deposit. Neither does it reflect the red rays in any

degree like that unchanged deposit.

14933. The fluid lxii (14917) put into the darkened tube, when
used over red morocco—gold leaf—and reflected Sun light— was

amethystine to the end, transmitting some red rays as the other

blue fluids did.

14934. The amethystine fluid lxiv (149 19). It is very pale and

clear but the sun’s rays and lens shew the visible cone. In the

short obscure tube— it was amethystine over white paper for full

length of the tube— placing gold leaf-morrocco- the hands, etc.—

the different coloured rays passed well and made the tint more

amethystine or ruby. When in the long tube and examined by
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the sun’s image reflected by silvered mirror, the light was a very

fine ruby with no approach to blue. So lxiv is an amethystine

fluid which in increased depth passes into ruby. Do all true

ruby fluids become violet by dilution or thinning ?

14935. Ruby fluid lxv (14920) is also a very fine clear fluid;

in that respect like lxi (1493 i). So examined it by the sun’s

rays and the lens. Looking from the front, the near particles

were apparently greenish yellow, those more distant in the fluid

ruby or amethystine as in the other cases. Being put into the

long tube and the sun’s image reflected looked at through it, the

colour was a beautiful ruby-no approach to blue, violet or

amethyst.

14936. The deposit lxv a (14920) partly deposited since the

2nd. The sun’s rays and lens gave a cone yellow near the surface

and amethystine farther in. Poured off the upper part, and it

in the dark tube gave over white paper an amethystine blue and

over gold leaf, morocco, etc. more ruby tints. The deposit part

over white paper was a pure blue.

14937. My piece of ruby standard glass ( ) gives a ruby

transmission of light like lxi. No signs of blue transmission

appearing. It is very possible that some specimens may transmit

some blue light.
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14938. The Ruby lxi was tested by proto chlo. tin for gold in

solution (1493 1 ) but there was none there. The ruby lxv was

tested in like manner, but it was free from dissolved gold.

14939. Some of the ruby lxv had on the 4th a little salt added

to it-it became blue-it was boiled in a tube and the signs of gold

colour disappeared -it was left until to-day. By the sun’s light

and a lens, particles of gold were found in it having a brown
tint. Examined by proto chlo. tin, but there were no signs of

solution of the gold, 14789, 90, 1, 2. Some of the same lxv

ruby had pure Mur. acid added; it became blue and pale-it was

boiled also on the 4th and to-day examined-there was no gold

dissolved and by the sun’s rays and lens the particles of gold in

suspension gave a brown reflexion (see 14817).
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14940. Some of the ruby lxv had pure Mur. Ammonia added

to it on the 4th; it soon turned purple. Examined to-day, there

was no colour, either ruby or violet in the fluid; all the gold was

below as a purple precipitate.

14941. The ruby fluid lxi, smelling of phosphoru$-a little of it

was put into a large bottle and agitated with air, to oxidize the

phosphorus-the smell was soon gone but the fluid did not change

in character. Indeed the stock bottle of it is now nearly free from

phosphorus smell-it has been so often opened.

14942. The Ruby lxi was well boiled on the 4th in a flask and

set aside (14916). To-day examined. It is darker and more

amethystine than before-has a little flocculent amethystine de-

posit. The lens cone is as visible in it as in the unboiled portion-

about the same degree. In the long dark tube this fluid was a

fine amethystine ruby. When poured out of the flask, it left an

amethystine film adhering to the glass, which resisted Mur. acid

but dissolved in N.M.Acid, giving the ordinary solution of gold.

The clear boiled fluid was made lxxvi.

14943. The ruby lxvii was boiled also on the 4th in a flask

for some time. To-day examined. It is changed to blue almost or

blue amethyst, i.e. in the same direction as the last. There is no

sensible deposit either loose or onto the glass- the sun’s rays and

lens give a cone about as the unboiled. In the dark tube it is

amethystine blue over white paper. It was made lxxvii. When
the unboiled lxvii was examined in the dark tube, it was fine

amethyst over white paper. The lens gave a feeble cone only

and there can be but very little gold in this preparation.

14944. A little pure Mercury was on the 4th put into a portion

of the ruby lxv and well shaken frequently; it appeared to have

no effect upon it. To-day examined: is still the same though often

agitated-no action of the mercury on the gold-no contact. The
preparation was made lxxviii.

14945. xlii ruby had a little caustic ammonia added to it-it

became a little bluer at once, but not rapidly. Was made lxxix

and left.

14946. On the 4th, 12 drops of De la Rue’s solution of gold

( ) was put into 60 fluid ounces of distilled water for a

common solution. Being examined by the Sun and lens, it gave
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no sensible cone, i.e. there was no gold except what was in solu-

tion, and no other kinds of diffused particles.

14947. A portion equal to 6 fluid oz. was put into a clean bottle-

a few drops of phosphuretted ether added and the whole shaken-

it became a fluid red at once, of a garnet colour. It was made
lxviii and left. Being examined to-day, it was of a deep

amethyst throughout there was a little deposit and the lens gave

a feeble cone; being shaken up there was more light in the cone.

This fluid in the dark tube was of a very fine ruby over white

paper or light. The ruby formation is very fine and ready in this

way, and probably the extreme state of division of gold is pro-

duced at once.

14948. A like portion of the solution 14946, put into a bottle

with some scrapings of clean phosphorus, became amethystine

near the bottom only upon being left until to-day. Now shaken

up many times-the action is very slow and the cone by lens and

sun’s rays is very faint as yet. Made lxix.

14949. A like portion of the solution 14946 put into a bottle

and a little sul. hydrogen gas thrown in to the atmosphere and

shaken—immediate change and brown colour produced, not

deepening any more by time or by the addition of more sul-

phuretted hydrogen. It is in the same state to-day—a pale gray

brown; lens and sun light gave a faint cone and floating sparkling

particles strongly reflecting light. No signs of either pure ruby

or blue gold. Was dismissed. Made for the time lxx.

14950. A like portion of the solution 14946 had two drops of

brine ofpure salt added to it and then the solution of phosphorus

in Sulrt. carbon added from end of a glass rod and all well shaken

up and left at lxxi. To-day the fluid was a pale ruby above and

a beautiful ruby at the bottom for about one third of an inch-

being shaken up, a fine ruby tint was produced-by the sun and

lens a good cone was produced, which looked at from the front,

was yellow in the near parts and ruby within. This ruby tint is

different to that made with the solution of phosphorus in ether

(14947). To-day a second like preparation was made but in which

the salt was thrice as much: it was marked lxxi a. Another

like preparation was made in which the salt was six times that

in lxxi : this was marked lxxi b. All were left.
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1495 1. A like portion of the solution 14946 was put into a bottle

on the 4th with the addition of a little Tartaric acid and made

lxxii. To-day the fluid has a pale violet or amethystine colour—

there is a darker deposit below which shakes up into turbidness.

The sun and lens gave a cone yellow near the first surface but

amethystine further in. In the long dark tube and with reflected

sun light, it was of a fine ruby colour.

14952. A like portion of 14946 in a bottle on the 4th had a dozen

drops of the shelf preparation called Aldehyde. To-day there was

no change and doubt the Aldehyde preparation. Made it how-
ever LXXIII.

14953. A like portion of 14946 in a bottle-a rod dipped into

solution of proto sulphate of iron dipped into the solution with

instant agitation-there was a bluish effect produced at once:

made lxxiv. To-day, the fluid is green and there is a deposit

of gold, brown by reflected light; the gold was in small flocculi,

and being shaken up, made a fluid altogether greenish. By the

Sun’s rays and lens a cone was produced, but the reflected light

was a clear red brown, not the yellow. By transmission, the fluid

was dull green, and in the dark tube a beautiful green-including

at the time the particles.

14954. A like preparation was made, but with more sulphate

of iron-it was twice added by the rod; the change was instan-

taneous and the fluid became a fine peculiar green: it was made

lxxv. To-day the fluid is clear and has scarcely a trace of green,

but there is a deposit in flocculi which by reflected light is of a

brown colour and by transmitted light of a fine green colour, like

pressed or hammered gold. This deposit is flocculent, shewing an

adhesion between the particles. When agitated and examined by

sun’s rays and lens, they reflect a peculiar bronze red. When the

cone is sent into the fluid the near part is brown, but the deeper

parts green, as the reflected light becomes affected by the trans-

mission through the intervening fluid. The stirred up fluid in the

dark tube had a fine green colour. The green colour of the gold

in this state is very remarkable, so like that of pressed or beaten

gold.
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14955. The Ether phosphorus preparation lxviii (14946, 7) is

of a dark purple blue colour and continues so in the dark tube-

there is a little dark flocculi deposit which was separated and

thrown away. It smells of ether— a little in a capsule over the

sand bath deposited a dark blue grey film as the liquid diminished.

There is no dissolved gold in this fluid, and I think it is a very

finely dividedpurple gold.

14956. The phosphorus scrapings lxix (i4948)-goes on very

slowly; the fluid is faintly amethystine ruby at the bottom where

the phosphorus lies. Shook it up and left it.

14957. Salt in the gold solution before hand, lxxi (14950). This

preparation is a fine ruby every where, but half an inch at the

bottom is of a deeper tint than the part over it; it also is apparently

clear, whilst the part over it is sensibly turbid and by reflexion is

full of brown particles. The whole is ruby by ordinary trans-

mitted light. When examined in the sun light by the lens, the

same difference appears, and when the upper part was separated,

the clear bottom part was really deeper in colour by transmitted

light than the part above it. I think that probably the cause is

the presence of phosphorus particles below and the slow mixture

of the different parts. The segregation of the gold into particles

in the upper part was distinct; the change had happened there

which had not happened below. Put all together, agitated and

left it lxxi as before.

14958. The preparation with more salt, lxxi a, 14950, is

altogether darker than the former, lxxi -it has a slight film of

gold on the top. It is a dark purple, and the bottom half inch

as in the former case far darker than the rest (3 or 4 inches) above

it. The bottom is opaque to white paper light, but of the same

amethystine colour as the rest by abundant light. Both it and

the upper seem free from turbidness, whatever the lens may shew.

In general sun light, there are the same appearances— the lens cone

looked at from front and side was more luminous in the upper

than the lower part and could be followed further in- but the

form of glass at the bottom was inconvenient. The whole wants

agitation and mixture. Agitated and left it.

14959. The preparation with still more salt, lxxib (14950).

Was altogether blue-the fluid was weak in colour but there was
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a deep coloured deposit as a coating on the bottom glass; this

coating was blue by transmitted light and so was the fluid. In

sun light the lens cone appeared faintly, some gold being still

in suspension. Decanted the fluid -there was no gold dissolved

in it and very little diffused, so dismissed it . The deposit adheres

to the bottle in flocculi - is dark blue by transmitted light—black

by reflected light. It was shaken up with distilled water and left.

As regard the quantity of gold left here, there was only 3 oz.

of gold fluid originally instead of 6 oz. in the other two prepara-

tions with salt.

14960. The Tartaric acid preparation, lxxii (1495 i). There

was the fluid— a film on the sides of the bottle and a dense deposit.

The fluid had no colour, contained no gold either diffused or

dissolved, and was dismissed. The deposit was shaken up—was
in dark particles, visible, and being turned into the dark tube

with water, gave poor colour, only an obscure blue— it was also

dismissed. The film on the sides of the bottle was agoodamethystine

ruby
,
and being washed, the bottle was filled with distilled water

and kept as a ruby film preparation.

14961. The supposed Aldehyde preparation, lxxiii (14952)—
was still in the original state—no change to colour—gold still in

solution. So dismissed it as lxxiii, and for a trial put Ether

phosphorus to it— it immediately changed, as lxviii had done.

Made it lxxiii.

14962. The sulphate of iron preparation, lxxiv (14953).

A clear fluid and a light brown deposit, green by transmission.

The fluid drawn off has gold still dissolved in it by proto chlo.

tin—by Ether phosphorus—and by proto sul. Iron; added sul.

iron to it—became blue in tint— the general reflexion very brown
both in common and sun light. Made it lxxiv a.

14963. The deposit of lxxiv was by transmitted light either

dark or green and of a good colour. Shaken up in water it was

brown by reflected light. Some in the dark tube-common salt

added—caused no change. Hydrochloric acid changed it slowly

and by heat quickly— a yellow solution was formed and con-

densed black gold left. No gold was dissolved, but iron only,

which had been associated with the gold. Nitric and sulphuric

acids produce the same effects. Potash did not affect the green

F D VII
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deposit, except that when boiled it perhaps made it denser.

M.A. coming after acted as before. So the green precipitate is

an association of gold and iron- probably metal gold and per-

oxide of iron. All the deposit used up-so lxxiv dismissed.

14964. The preparation lxxv (14954) with much proto sul.

iron -the fluid drawn off had no colour— a trace of gold in solu-

tion-also a trace of iron in solution -by lens, little or no diffused

gold it was dismissed. The deposit was more than for lxxiv,

and of a warmer green -washed in much water-whilst diffused

was red brown by reflected light and green by transmitted light.

Then 4 or 5 drops of dilute S.A. was added and the whole fluid,

being acid to litmus paper, was left as lxxv. It gradually

changed, clearing, and will probably become as lxxx ( ).

This is just as before, an association of Gold and Iron.

14965. The boiled ruby lxxvi (14942) is still amethystine—no

signs of deposit as yet. Must leave it for length of time.

14966. The boiled amethystine lxxvii (14943) dark amethystine

blue-no deposit as yet-must leave it.

14967. The ruby with mercury lxxviii (14944) is unchanged.

14968. The Ruby with ammonia lxxix (14945), ruby violet-

no settling.

149682. Precipitated by proto sul. iron from an acid solution of

gold. 6 fluid oz. of the solution (14946) had 5 drops of M.A.
added-it was acid to litmus-then proto sulphate of iron added

by the glass rod as before (149 5 3)-no immediate precipitate as

before-added more sol. iron— an effect came on-a feeble brownish

reflection -the sun’s rays and the lens gave signs of diffused

particles, but they were in a very condensed state. There is very

little colour in the fluid, but yet a certain feeble amethystine

appearance, not a green- yet all the gold is down, for there is

none in solution. To a little of it more proto sul. iron was added,

but it did nothing. Made this preparation lxxx and set it aside.

14969. So this is the true history of the iron action. The precipi-

tated gold is green only when it takes down iron with it; and is,

if any thing, amethystine if it goes down without iron.

14970. A portion of the gold solution (14946) was made feebly

acid, and divided into two parts-then one was precipitated by
proto sulphate of iron and the other by phosphorus ether. There
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was scarcely any sensible colour change in the former* whereas

the latter gave a deep tint. Makes a good illustration of the

difference due to the gold as divided by the two methods* and

of the effect of finely divided gold upon light.

14971. Twelve fluid oz. of the gold solution (14946) had 12 drops

of De la Rue’s solution of gold added* so as to make a strong

solution by comparison with the former. Phosphorus in Ether

was added in successive portion[s] with agitation. The object was

to see if gold would aggregate and make turbid fluid, and also, ii

so* to prepare an Ether deposit. The fluid quickly became a dark

purple or amediyst colour— it still gave a further darkening effect

by proto chloride of tin, as if gold yet in solution. It was made

LXXXI.

14972. Some of the gold solution (14946) had a little ether added

and, after agitation to dissolve the ether, a piece of phosphorus

was put in. But the action was not sudden or good-agitated and

left as lxxxii.

14973. Wanted more of the Sul. carbon Phosphorus prepara-

tion, so took 18 fluid oz. of 14946 solution; added 18 drops of

De la Rue gold solution and then the phos. in Sulrt. carbon in

successive portions, agitating. Soon became a deep ruby. It was

left, gold beingyet in solution
,
as preparation lxxxiii.

14974. Endeavoured to transfer some of the sediments into other

media than water. Took deposit xxxc (14907), which had a

little almost colourless fluid over it, but was itself well settled—

decanted off the fluid and still kept it as xxxc for a type of

the colour character. The deposit, which before disturbance was

ruby at the edges, when mingled up with the little fluid still about

it, was amethystine at the edges and blue in the middle. When
mixed up together, this was the case, shewing the effect of

attenuation at the edges or deepening in the middle with a fluid

uniform in colour and character, as far as agitation could make it

so. Added a drop of alcohol and agitated-mixed well in-no

sensible change-added more alcohol- then more-then more,

agitating always until the alcohol was probably 50 fold the bulk

of the water originally left with the deposit. The colour con-

tinued blue by transmission, but I think it lost character- as if

the gold particles were aggregating. The whole preparation seems

II-Z
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to approach lxxv and lxxx in appearance, but we shall see what

comes of it. Made it xxxe.

14975. Again, liia
( 1491

1

)
is a deposit with weak fluid over

it-decanted the latter and left it as liia/tc. The deposit with

a little water is blue by transmitted light. It was divided into

two equal parts. One had a certain volume of water added to

it and became a blue fluid of certain intensity, marked for the

time liia 1. The other part had an equal amount of absolute

alcohol added to it and was made lii a 2 . They appeared of

about equal depths of blue colour and were left for the action of

time.

14976. Again, lxc (1491 5) is a deposit with pale fluid over it.

Made the fluid lxc m. Added alcohol to the deposit-the re-

flected brown of the gold became darker- the transferred colour

was a fine blue. Set it aside as lxc still.

14977. Endeavoured to divide gold leaf into fine particles, by

grinding it in an agate mortar with a little water and calcareous

spar and then dissolving out the carb. lime by a little M.A.-the

particles left with water in the dark tube gave a very poor result-

an obscurity but no certain colour. Ground some gold leaf up

with honey-had a better result-a pale green tint was transmitted,

but obscure, dirty and poor.

14978. The deposit xxxva (14909) had the fluid drawn off

close and then it was rubbed up in the agate mortar with calc

spar in hopes of impressing the effects of pressure on to its

particles, being well rubbed and the carb. lime dissolved by

M.A.-the powder with water was examined in the dark tube.

The colour was blue as before, but very much less. Probably the

contact of the chloride of calcium alone would cause condensa-

tion, etc. of the particles ofgold. The unused portion of the deposit

and the fluid at first over it were put together and left still as

xxxv A.

11 SEPTR. 1856.

14979. The preparation with salt
,
lxxi (14957), was of a fine

ruby colour-there was settling and clearing at the top-and by

turning up the bottle there was evidently a little sediment at the

bottom of a purple colour; the whole was agitated and left. That
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with more salt, lxxia (14958), was of a deep amethystine

colour, settling also at the top and with very little sediment at

the bottom-it was shaken and left. That with most salt, lxxi b

(14959), had the fluid nearly clear of colour and a marked blue

deposit-it also was left. The three shew very well the progressive

effect of the salt.

14980. The sample lxviii was a ruby from phos. in ether

(14955). To-day it is a dark blue all through-and as yet no

deposition— it is a case of fine blue division, lxxiii (14961) is

also now a phos. ether preparation-it is blue at the bottom for

half an inch and ruby above-the blue being a sediment, which

floated up as the bottle was turned up.

14981. The prep, with proto sul. iron and dil. S. Acid, lxxv

(14964), is a clear fluid of no colour, and a thin brown adhering

deposit at the bottom. The fluid was poured off and dismissed-

the deposit washed first quietly and then by agitation; the part

which was loosened made a feeble diffusion in the fluid, trans-

mitting a dirty blue colour in the obscure tube-but the gold is

dense and in largish particles and flocculi. Phenomena of colour

are nearly gone and no signs of the green translucency remains.

14982. The acid gold sol. with proto sul. iron, lxxx (14968
x

),

has a clear fluid with no colour and no dissolved or diffused gold-

it was poured off and dismissed. The gold was left adhering to the

sides and bottom of the glass -that on the sides produced much

ruby effect, that at the bottom was by reflexion a pale brown.

When shaken with water it did not easily come off; such as was

diffused gave to the water in the dark tube a very faint blue tint.

Water was left with it and all kept as a specimen lxxx.

14983. The strong gold preparation by Phos. Ether lxxxi

( 14971) was very turbid, and red brown by general reflexion.

The top was clearing but clouds rose up into it on moving the

bottle. By transmitted light the fluid was amethystine ruby in all

parts. There was no gold in solution. At the bottom there were

some coarse particles which, being removed, were found to be

clots of gold with a little phosphorus; when they were shaken

with water they produced a diffused fluid, blue in the dark tube.

1 Should be 14968!.
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All being shaken up and then the uniform fluid taken from over

these particles, the former was continued as lxxxi. Took a part

of lxxxi and added more phos. in ether to it-it seemed to

deepen the red brown of the gold deposit at once-made it

LXXXI A.

14984. The strong gold prep, by phos. in Sul. carbon, lxxxiii

(14973), was very red brown by reflexion-had a film, slight, on

the top-was then clear ruby for half an inch down-then very

turbid-and at the bottom, half an inch not turbid but clear again-

quite at the bottom some blue deposit. All was shaken up together

and then it was ruby amethystine, smelling of phosphorus-some

particles soon settle which look like phosphorus and gold. It was

set aside to stand. A portion of it was put into a bottle and a

little Phosphorus in Sul. Carbon added to see if further effect:

it was made lxxxiii a.

14985. Gold sol. and piece of phosphorus, lxxxii (14972), goes

on slowly- it is amethystine.

14986. My solution of gold, xxxix (14291, 483), was dismissed.

It was very acid and contained much sub-chloride of gold.

14987. The deposit with Alcohol xxxe (14974). Looked very

thin, as if the gold compressed— red brown by reflected light—not

much settlement. In the dark tube the liquid was a feeble but

pure blue-gold has become condensed here. This gold lookfs]

very like [that] of lxxx from acid and iron, except that it does

not settle so soon. Dismissed the fluid, xxxc (14974).

14988. Another deposit put into Alcohol, LIIA2 (14975), with

a corresponding portion reserved in water, liia i. Both were

amethystine and much alike- they were passed through cotton

to remove portions of mouldiness-both gave pale blue fluids in

the dark tube. The 2 deposit sticks rather to the glass. So Alcohol

wets the particles and seem not to differ much from water in its

action on them. Dismissed the fluid lii a m.

14989. Another deposit in Alcohol, lxc (14976). The alcohol

clear-the gold all at the bottom-brown by reflexion, by trans-

mission a dark imperfect blue, for metal now clotted and aggre-

gated. lxc m was amethystine-but I threw it away.

14990. After a time, when liia 2 (14988) had settled, which it

soon did-poured off the Alcohol closely and then put on
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camphine in small portions, agitating. The gold did not change,

but it did not diffuse in the camphine or wet with it. It seemed to

separate a small portion ofwater from the alcohol and form a damp
film which stuck to the bottom and sides of the bottom. This gold

was brown by reflected light and a dull dirty blue by transmitted

light. Left it as Liicz 3.

14991. Then took lxc
( ) and dealt with it in the same

way. The camphine and gold would not touch— the camphine

took the Alcohol, the gold clung to water, became condensed and

stuck to the glass as a wet film, poor in effect but still transmitting

blue light.

14992. LXXiv a (14962) is a sulphate of iron preparation-

to-day the fluid above was clear and a deposit brown by reflected

and green by transmitted light was below poured off the fluid

added M.A. to the deposit; it dissolved iron and left dark heavy

gold as before dismissed the whole.

16 SEPTR. 1856.

14993. The preparations with salt-LXXi (14979): it is still a

fine ruby- deep colour— settling, and has some deposit at the

bottom. In sun light is rich in suspended particles and gives an

excellent cone of rays, lxxi a, with more salt, is of a deep violet

blue-and presents a good cone of light- there is a blue deposit

at the bottom, lxxib: is altogether blue, but there is little

colour in the fluid-the gold had gone down as a blue deposit;

this is the most salt.

14994. Reduction by Tartaric acid (14960). No gold in solution.

By sun light and lens none in suspension. All deposited, but it

is in a dense state, yet not blue but as a ruby or amethystine film

adhering to the bottom and sides of the bottle, lxxii.

14995. The two boilings lxxvi and lxxvii (14965 ,
6). The

original fluids, lxi and lxvii, are as they were, deep in colour

and no deposit in them. But lxxvi has its gained amethystine

colour- is settling- a little at the top clear— the rest deeper in

colour. Sun cone very fair- a little amethystine deposit at the

bottom, lxxvii: is Amethystine blue-settling-about 1
}

inch

nearly clear- then about 2\ inches more cloudy, uniform but still

thin in gold. At the bottom a deep blue violet deposit-adhering
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to the glass-it is a good blue violet by transmitted light. The

sun cone less than in lxxvi.

14996. The Ammonia Ruby, lxxix (14968). Fine amethystine

violet in colour as before—settling- nearly clear at the top. At

the bottom a mouldy flocculent deposit—passed it through cotton-

mould left amethystine blue. The loose deposit and the fluid

amethystine, even when in depth-becoming neither blue nor ruby.

14997. Strong ether phos. preparation, lxxxi (14971, 83).

A fine ruby fluid with clouds. Deposit at the bottom blue by

transmitted light, but in thinner parts ruby. Shook up, then left

to settle, lxxxi a (14983), to which more phos. ether had been

added, had now a clear fluid. The deposit at the bottom was blue

and much aggregated-by shaking up it gave a fluid of a dull blue

obscure colour by transmitted light—by standing, the deposit soon

settled again.

14998. The strong prep, with Phos. in Sul. carbon, lxxxiii

(14984). This a fine ruby fluid—dense-turbid—a strong red

brown by reflected light-a deposit at the bottom-it blue by
transmitted light. Shook it up; there was excess of phosphorus.

After some hours decanted off the fluid and kept that as lxxxiii.

The sediment with water passed through cotton, to clear off the

phosphorus and coalesced portions of gold, and make lxxxiii b,

as the first sediment from this preparation.

14999. lxxxiii a with much phosphorus (14984) is of a beautiful

ruby amethystine colour-has a blue deposit. No harm done by
the addition here -but in the lxxxi a or ether case, the separation

of the gold has been hastened.

15000. As to the question whether concentration of a colour pro-

ceeds always in one direction, i.e. from blue or violet, etc. towards

ruby (14934), examined some fluids, xxxb is a good ruby and

becomes a glorious ruby by increased quantity and increased

light; by dilution or rather diminution it became violet, lxxi is

a fine ruby in depth-a violet on diminution of its mass, lxxxi,

amethystine when dense-towards blue by attenuation, lxxxiii

a deep ruby— attenuation makes it amethystine and then blue.

So the red rays appear to pass most freely-then the blue-the

rest being earlier stopped. Try this effect with a deposit of ruby

character (1505 1).
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15001. Deposits in Alcohol, etc., xxxe (i4987)-very little gold

there-is chiefly at the bottom-adhering and dense, liiai-

the gold is at the bottom, a deep blue-shaken up, it makes a

feeble amethystine fluid with the alcohol over it. LiiA2 is denser

and has a deposit more like xxxe.

15002. lii a 3. (14997
1
), a deposit and camphine-no gold in

die fluid-all adhering to the bottom as a brown film or crust,

blue by transmitted [light] -making very little appearance. No
cone of rays is produced in the fluid, lxc (14991) in camphine

was just as before; no association with the fluid.

15003. Change of ruby by Salts. Took the ruby lxvii and

tried it with various salts in solution, adding more or less rather

carelessly. It was changed to or towards blue more powerfully

by some than others. The Nitrates of Potash, Soda, Magnesia,

Manganese and Baryta. The chlorides of lime, strontia, Manganese

-the sulphates of Magnesia, manganese and lime- the acetates of

potash, soda, zinc, lime -effected the change freely. The sulphate

of soda- Phosphates of Soda and potassa- Chlorate of potassa-

Acetate of ammonia-with Boracic acid and Sulpho-cyanic acid,

more feebly. The hypo-sulphite of soda, moderately.

15004. Mercury and deposit. Took the deposit, lxxxia (14999),

poured off the fluid—added water and a little pure mercury,

agitated it to amalgamate the gold-no apparent association. Made
it lxxxiv. Dismissed lxxxia as a preparation.

15005. Some of the solution of gold (14946) with a little pure

glycerine put into a bottle-made lxxxv and left. Next day-
reflexion brown-transmission blue—no deposit-not much depth

of colour— the blue is pale, like an acid iron solution (14968*)-

there is gold yet in solution. Still, there is separation of the gold.

15006. Some of the solution of gold (14946) with a little glycerine

were heated and boiled in a tube -it became blue -all the gold

separated, but in a compressed condensed state, so as not to give

a fluid of any character. Repeated, with the same results. Next

day, both these tube[s] had blue deposits as films adhering to the

glass, and the fluids were clear.

15007. Some of the solution (14946) with a little sugar, heated in

a tube, gave a very fair reduction. The fluid became ruby
1 ? 14990.
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amethystine, turbid, etc., just as by phosphorus in ether. Gold

is all out. Next day- settling at the top, the whole is a fine

amethystine colour. Two days after last-just the same appearance

and colour- settling- 23rd, blue deposit- shaken up gave amethys-

tine fluid in the air but in the dark tube was blue.

15008. Introduced heat into the process of reduction. 1 5
fluid oz.

of the solution (14946) were boiled in a flask, and whilst boiling,

two or three small portions of phosphorus ether were introduced

with stirring-became of a clear ruby-gradually became turbid-

gold all seems out of solution-the fluid is by reflexion brown-by
transmission violet or amethystine; set it aside as lxxxvi. May
be useful. The excess of ether is probably driven off.

15009. 15 fluid oz. of the gold solution (14946) treated in the

same way with sol. Phos. in Sul. carbon-changed to a dark

amethyst-continued to boil-it gradually cleared to a warmer

ruby-not sensibly turbid- floating portions of phosphorus smok-

ing in the steam- then became more dull and of a dirty amethystine

colour-gradually flocculi of gold and phosphorus formed and

floated about and as a coloured flu[id] the specimen lost its

character. Made it lxxxviii. There is no advantage in using a

boiling temperature.

15010. A weak solution of chloride of platinum put into a bottle

with a little phos. ether added-agitated and made lxxxvii.

A weak solution of chloride of palladium with phosphorus in

ether added—change at once-darkening-gradually increased;

made lxxxix— left for examination. A weak solution of proto

nitrate of mercury-neutral-with phosphorus ether in a bottle-it

changed, becoming brown and was left; made xc.

17 SEPTR. 1856.

15011. lxxxi (14997): strong preparation, Ether Phos. Is

clearing at the top-then turbid to the bottom. Drew off turbid

liquid; made that lxxxi still. Passed the deposit through cotton

with water-made lxxxi a.

15012. lxxxiii. Strong Phos. in S.C. (14998). The dense

supernatent thick fluid was separated and made still lxxxiii-

the deposit was passed through cotton and added to that made
lxxxiii b, whilst the fluid of lxxxiii b was added to lxxxiii.
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lxxxiiia was also divided into fluid, which was added to lxxxiii,

and a deposit which, being passed through cotton, was added to

lxxxiii b. lxxxiii a is dismissed therefore.

19tk. lxxxiii fluid decanted, and left Lxxxm-the deposit

with water was blue in tube and made lxxxiii c. The first de-

posit lxxxiii b was clearing above beautifully-it was amethystine

in the glass but blue in obscure tube in all dilutions-the deposit

itself was, in more water, blue in tube in all proportions. The
fluid lxxxiii was in tube ruby when strong, amethystine when
enfeebled.

15013. lxxxviii. Gold and S.Carb.phos. hot (15009), a weak

purple solution which, accumulated in depth, became dull ruby—
the deposit was clotted and black-mingled with phosphorus-

dismissed.

15014. lxxxvi. Gold and Ether, etc., hot (15008). Very ruby

to-day-very turbid-in clouds-drew off the fluid; put it aside

as lxxxvi for a ruby or amethyst deposit. The residue passed

through cotton and water added made a violet deposit, lxxxvi a.

23rd Sept, lxxxvi is a ruby fluid-cloudy— settling-decanted

the fluid and kept it as lxxxvi. The deposit lxxxvi a was

very mouldy- passed it through cotton again and then added the

deposit from lxxxvi to it.

15015. Platinum
,

etc. lxxxvii (15010). Pale yellow brown
solution and a deposit, partly as brown film adhering to the glass

and partly loose. The fluid decanted and left as lxxxvii-the

deposit with water made a turbid fluid, brown: lxxxvii a;

on 19th, deposit just as before, no cone in the liquid-the fluid

lxxxvii clear-no sensible cone-Phos. Ether did nothing more.

Same on the 23rd. Dismissed lxxxvii.

15016. Palladium, etc., lxxxix (15010). Is dark-has settled-

much appearance about - inch from bottom-very light deposit

in weight— looks like an extreme division-drew off the upper

part and left it as lxxxix. Added much water to the lower

part and made it lxxxix a. On the 19th, lxxxix clear

fluid- dark deposit. Phos. ether does nothing more- separated

the deposit, which is dark and clots-the fluid over lxxxix a

was dark grey or slate and gave a feeble cone by sunlight and lens.

Deposits put together- washed -dried-heated; evolved no phos.
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or p. acid or other substance apparently, but was I believe metallic

palladium. Dismissed.

15017. The Mercury and Phos., xc (15010). No mercury in

solution-a dark deposit containing phosphorus, Mercury, etc.

etc. ;
dismissed it.

15018. Mercury and deposit- does not seem to have gathered

together. Agitation gave a fluid with blue tint. Added salt and

agitated it. Is lxxxiv (15004) ;
left. 19th. Mercury is taking up

the gold gradually. 23rd. Still there is loose gold about.

15019. The deposits with camphine, LIIA3 and lxc (15002).

Poured off the camphine and put on absolute alcohol—the

camphine brought away nothing. In the Alcohol the particles

of UIA3 adhered strongly to the glass still—but in lxc they

diffused through the fluid, giving it a dull blue transmitted colour.

On the 19th in the same state. Alcohol off and water on: lii A3

still stuck to the glass; ammonia did not loosen them-in lxc

gained nothing by the water- dismissed.

15020. As to the first tint produced. Some solution of gold

(14946) in a bottle with a little Phos. ether-shaken together-pale

red tint came on, which in dark tube shewed ruby. As it increased

in depth it still shewed ruby-it was made xcii and left for

further observation. Also some of the same sol. gold, with Phos.

in Sul. Carb. in great excess
,
was put into a bottle, shaken and

made xci— its tint came on quicker, but it was also ruby.

19th. xci was a dirty ruby colour and had a dull deposit-it was

cleansed by cotton, xcii, the ether preparation: fluid almost

entirely clear— deposit dark slate or amethystine-shaking up into

a feeble dull blue tint-gold compressed. 23rd Sept, xci:

Amethystine-very little deposit-a poor cone by lens and sun,

distinct but not dense—fine division but much absorption of light,

xcii was a coarse settled deposit and was dismissed.

19TH SEPTR. 1856.

15021. The old gold stained vellum has the ordinary purple stain

to common observation but is of a beautiful ruby by transmitted

light, when doubled and tripled even-it is an excellent localized

divided gold. It is blue here and there, just as blued deposit in

fluid form is. Lens light on to it gave strongly illuminated spot-
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but the heat of a large lens soon shrivelled it up. Being soaked

in distilled water to remove all soluble matter, it presented the

same fine transmitted light as before. A portion being put into

pure strong nitric acid did not change in tint— applied heat-the

gelatine then disintegrated and dissolved, and the violet or

amethystine particles flowed out in beautiful coloured streams.

If urged further, these lost their colour as they would do by
action of the acid—but if diluted, the dissolved gelatine re-

coagulated and with the gold formed a coloured amethystine

deposit which a filter took out.

15022. Moistened a piece of parchment with de la Rue solution

and put it into the Sun shine (15040). Moistened a piece of vellum

with own acid solution it soon became somewhat amethystine.

Put 3 drops of de la Rue solution into § fluid oz. of water and

put a piece of vellum into it, leaving it there to soak (15039).

15023. Filtering out a diffused gold, lxxxiii (14998) is a fine

ruby fluid with much diffused gold. Took the top portion and

passed it through a simple paper filter- 5
or 6 passages took out

much gold, it being deposited on the first surface and in the

paper—removed this filter, making it f lxxxiii i, passed water

through it, which removed none of the caught gold, and then

dried it. Put the rest of the fluid several times through a new
filter and so took out more gold, and made it f lxxxiii 2.

Putting the fluid, now much reduced in gold, through a third

filter, it took away very little each time. Adding salt to this fluid

turned it from rosy to blue, and now the filtration soon separated

the blue gold. Filter 1 had a rosy amethystine colour. Filter 2

took up the same tint, yet the liquid before passing the filter was

blue in the dark tube; is the rosy tint of that in the paper due

to the effect of reflection combined with the transmission ?

15024. LVczAisan amethystine deposit (149 12) in small quantity-

amethystine in dark tube and would become ruby doubtless in

depth. Put it through a paper filter— it would not catch well-

passed through. Added a little salt but not much-filtered and

now easier caught-gave an amethystine violet deposit-was dis-

missed.

15025. It is remarkable to see the ease with which the finer

particles go through a paper filter well wetted. When these filters
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are charged with gold, it is not so striking on the surface as when
they are held up to the light. Much of the gold is inside of the

paper.

15026. The deposit lviii^ (14899), which has been washed

several times, had die water drawn off close- then poured off a

thinner portion and left a thicker mud behind-both were light

brown by reflected light and a fine deep blue by transmitted light.

A spot of the thicker portion, being put on to the hand or a cloth

or a card, lost its bright brown appearance and produced a dull

purple or blue spot just like a gold stain— the gold became blue

here. When dried on the hand, the spot had a purple brown
appearance and a dull dead metallic lustre— it washed off, being

in loose particles. Added its bulk of Glycerine to this thick and

best portion-it immediately concentrated die gold particles -took

away at once the beauty—made the gold clot and change from

light brown to a dark red by reflexion, and from fine blue to dull

feeble slate colour by transmission. Was now common condensed

precipitated gold. Added water to bring it back if possible and

made it ixmbb~\t did return in part and gave an improved

transmitted blue.

15027. The other part of iNiub (15026) was put into a tube to

settle and then to be dried and heated.

15028. Sulphuretted hydrogen gas-LXXXin fluid (15023) is in

the dark tube violet or amethystine-sent in a little S. Hydrogen

gas to atmosphere above and agitated-it became pure blue— yet

when taken out and compared with the original, there was not

much difference, so much effect is produced by the reflexion of

the diffused particles, lxv (14944) was, in the dark tube, a fine

clear ruby with few visible, i.e. larger particles present; the

S. Hydrogen made it amethystine-seemed little changed when
brought out into common light, lxi (14942) a beautifully clear

ruby in the dark tube-the S. Hydrogen gave it a little tendency

to amethyst, but less than in the former cases and less as the fluid

is clearer, i.e. the particles diffused are smaller.

15029. Some of the solution of gold (14946) with Ether only,

put into a bottle and shaken and left: made xcm. 23rd Septr.

Reduction as with glycerine lxxxv, or as with acid sul. iron-

brown by reflected light-fine blue by transmitted light, not deep
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in colour for gold appears to be in dense particles, there is so

much light transmitted -a very good cone of rays by lens-

merest trace of gold in solution.

15030. Set a dish with a solution of gold and floating particles

of phosphorus to form films, green if possible.

15031. The deposit lviiic (14930
1

) with water in dark tube is

blue when dilute and blue when concentrated and strong.

15032. The glycerine and gold solution lxxxv (15005) is as

before-it settles but slowly. The sun’s rays and lens gives a good
cone— the appearance is fine the gold apparently brilliant as to

reflexion. 23rd Septr.-is still the same-but settling.

23 SEPTR. 1856.

15033. The Ruby Vellum (15021) the old piece-part has been

soaking in water for several days; there is no change in the tint.

A portion of this being boiled in water for some hours made no

change. 25th: very dark, but what rubbed up was unchanged

and ruby. 29th: the same.

15034. A portion was put into a strong solution of salt- no

change of the tint after 6 hours-left. 25th: no change. 29th: no

change.

15035. A portion in dilute S.A.-no change in 6 hours. 25th:

no change-29th: No change.

15036. A portion in strong pure Muriatic acid-curled it up-but
after a time the vellum unrolled. After some hours the gold was

gradually loosened and some came out into the acid, forming

an amethystine fluid which gradually gave an amethystine deposit;

the colour of that remaining in the vellum was unchanged. 25 th:

a colourless film left-and violet flocculi of gold and organic

matter-a blue deposit on the glass. 29th: the same as on the

2 5 th-dismissed.

15037. A portion in strong solution of potassa-after some

hours, an uncoloured layer separated from the coloured part-the

colour of the latter was unaltered. After 6 hours the colour of

the solution was pale brown, probably from action on the vellum.

25th: Film same ruby colour as before-very soft and bruises

1 ? 14929.
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by pressure of the glass rod-the fluid is a little ruby or brown.

29th: just the same- tissue is a fine ruby.

15038. A portion in Strong Nitric acid-curled up at once-

swelled and gradually disintegrated-the gold remained un-

changed in the vellum-some became loose and, flowing into the

acid, rendered it amethystine for a short time; but was soon

changed by the acid, perhaps dissolved, as there may have been

a little chloride present- the vellum disintegrates into fibres which

float about and probably dissolve-as long as the gold is with

them it remains amethystine. 25th: the disintegration is furthest

here-what film is left is colourless-the gold is diffused in the

Nitric acid and is blue, forming a good blue liquid. 29th: just

as on the 25th, except that gold is deposited on the glass as a

blue film-took out fragment of film added a drop of brine to

give chlorine and then the blue gold dissolved at once.

15039. The vellum in a weak neutral solution of gold (15022)

four days ago has taken all the gold out of the solution. At the

upper part where it was once wet, it has a fine ruby colour- but

below that, where one wetting and soaking overlaps another, it is

of a deep amethystine purple and even blue. In other parts it

is merely pale brown or yellow, and yet the gold is in more

abundance there and in quantity enough to give a dull metallic

reflection. I think the gold has aggregated here into particles too

large, and that above it is more perfectly separated.

15040. The piece of parchment with De la Rue moistening which

was left in the window (15022) is stained superficially; by reflected

light it is dark purple and metallic in points; by transmitted light

it is blue and ruby in different parts, being ruby in the weakest

parts. It is by no means so beautiful as the old piece.

15041. Paper rendered ruby or violet ruby by filtration of gold

fluid
( ). Being looked through by dark tube so as to shut

out lateral light, it had the same ruby or rosy hue as before -it is

not due to reflexion, but the particles themselves may be con-

sidered as rosy.

15042. Portions of this paper were put into water, brine, dilute

sulphuric acid, alcohol and camphine-the four first of these

remained of like tint; water and brine caused no difference.

Camphine gave its paper a tinge of blue, i.e. the tint passed a
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little to blue and when the camphine was pressed out and dried

off, this effect remained— it is slight but it is there.

15043. The dish with gold solution, etc. (15030) has a film of

different thicknesses in different parts-it was taken off and placed

on water to wash. Phosphorus in Ether being added to the pale

reddish fluid shewed there was gold in solution, so it was put

into a bottle and made xciv. On the 25 th it was passed through

cotton to clear it of phosphorus films and was good ruby.

I5°43h The film by reflexion was brilliant golden yellow-by
transmission it was dark grey or lighter grey according to the

thickness, but in some parts it was of a fine green; but these parts

were few. When a part was placed on cyanide of potassium to

dissolve u, gradually a remarkable change to green occurred the

paler grey parts became green first and afterwards, as they thinned,

the thicker parts. This green was permanent, for when the altered

film was washed and placed on glass to dry, the green remained.

15044. A part of this film, untouched by cyanide and attached

to a glass plate, was heated to dull redness— it became as before

time a thin gray film—a card moved all parts, so there was no
attachment to the glass. Agate pressure did not give good greening

effect on the thicker parts, but was good in greening on one thin

uniform grey part— a green part became gray by the heat.

15045. A part which had become green by the action of the

cyanide, being heated, lost its green tint soon— being removed

from the heat and allowed to cool, the green did not return;

the change was permanent; being heated more highly, i.e. up to

dull red, and cooled— it did not adhere to the glass. Agate pressure

here made many parts, especially the thinnest, of a beautiful green

colour.

15046. Glycerine to gold mud, lviii^ (15026). Has all de-

posited; poured off the fluid. The gold is now a common coarse

deposit adhering to the bottom of the bottle, which shaken up
with water gave a gross imperfect blue tint, obscure by reason

of the many large particles. Dismissed. The other portion with-

out glycerine settling in a tube, lviii£ (15027), has settled: quite

clear for half an inch at the top-then there is an amethyst coloured

top to the brown cloud beneath— left to settle more perfectly

(15062).

F D VII 12
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15047. The gold preparation lxxxi (i 5011) decanted-the

sediment, being blue in the dark tube, was put to lxxxi a and

the decanted fluid replaced as lxxxi to settle more.

15047!. The gold preparation lxxxiii (15012) is a beautiful

fluid-half an inch at the top nearly clear and very rosy-the rest

turbid-but common day light could pierce the whole, making

it appear ruby or amethystine. Being decanted, the fluid was left

as lxxxiii. The part left was divided into two parts, the more

fluid being poured off and made lxxxiii d; the less fluid part

was blue by transmitted light and was added to lxxxiii b.

lxxxiii c deposit (15012) is a clear ruby fluid with settling

clouds and a beautiful ruby deposit— it was left undisturbed.

25TH SEPTR. 1856.

15048. Two days ago, I took two portions of the weak gold

solution (14946), made one a little acid by Hydrochloric acid and

left the other neutral, and dipped like pieces of fine vellum into

each, leaving them in soak. To-day the neutral solution shews no

sign of gold on the vellum except perhaps a very faint yellow

tint
;
yet the gold is very nearly all out of the solution. In the acid

solution, the vellum was more thoroughly soaked and wet-it

was coloured blue and amethyst here and there irregularly, half

its surface at least not being coloured at all— the fluid contained

gold particles and had a feeble bluish deposit at the bottom. There

is still a little gold in solution, as much as was in the former glass.

I hung both these pieces up in the air to dry.

The vellum is dressed with chalk, etc. -it should be soaked in

a little dilute Mur. acid before application of the gold.

15049. I put on two like solutions, 14946, neutral and acid, with

like vellum in to repeat the result. 29th. The results were just

as before (15048), the neutral not stained- the acid stained ir-

regularly. The neutral yet contains a little gold dissolved-the acid

solution none. Sol. of Gold is too weak also.

15050. Moistened the surface of vellum in places with de la Rue
strong solution of gold and also with a weak acid solution- the

former produced only an irregular stain, yellow and violet-

mottled-golden by reflexion in parts. The weak acid solution has

produced a fine ruby stain.
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1505 1. As to progress of change in colour by concentration

(15000). No. lxxxiiic is a beautiful ruby deposit with a ruby

fluid over it—i.e. the deposit is ruby at the edges of the settlement

where only it can be seen through. First decanted off the fluid-

then poured off the more mobile portion of settlement, leaving

the lower heavier part-but much mixture of the parts occurred.

The lower heavier part was blue in the dark tube with all degrees

of intensity. The second was amethystine and by darkening came

to blue; examine this again. The fluid was ruby with all depths.

Seems to be difficult to get a clear ruby deposit -always ruby

(15059).

15052. The deposit lxxxiii d
( )

in like manner divided

into fluid, middle fluid and bottom deposit. The fluid is very

turbid-ametliystine and in the dark tube rises to ruby the middle

fluid is blue amethystine and rises by increase of matter to ruby.

The deposit is blue. Put together again.

15053. A voltaic battery of
5

pr. of Grove’s plates with platina

terminations (wires) was applied to some gold fluids (14719).

Results just as before were obtained with xciv, an amethystine

fluid-LXVii, a ruby fluid and lxxxiii c, a fine deposit. The
spark of the battery occurred beneath the fluids, so free from

salts, etc. were they, when the wire ends were brought together.

The action was not continued for any time.

29TH SEPTR. 1856.

15054. Soaked some fine vellum in dilute hydrochloric acid,

which effervesced a little, and wetted it thoroughly- then poured

off the fluid— shook off what I could and added a little of the

shelf solution of gold, which is acid, to soak it. After a time, left

it in ordinary day light at a window to act. 7th Octr. No good
result in this or the other varied cases-parts were stained ruby

and violet but uncertainly— the vellum seems to have little power
of reducing the gold to the ruby or violet state.

15055. Soaked a piece of foolscap in dilute hydrochloric acid-

poured off the acid-moistd. the paper with sol. of gold (that on

the shelf) and left it moist in the tube in the window for the

action of day light. 7th Octr. Even after so many days, no good
reducing effect— dismissed.
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15056. On the 25 th I put some of the soaked ruby vellum (1 5021)

into an aqueous solution of chlorine-there was no sensible im-

mediate action-it was left. To-day, it appears that the gold has

been gradually attacked and dissolved at the edges and at places

in the middle, so that though central ruby gold remains, it is

thinned and in places gone. The free chlorine is all gone-else

no doubt the whole of the gold would have been dissolved.

15057. A reflected sun beam was sent horizontally- then passed

across a glass cell containing i| inches in thickness of a solution

of sulphate of Quinia-then through another glass cell of equal

size containing either water or some of the gold fluids-and then

into another solution of sulphate of Quinia contained in a blackened

glass with a clear place in the side for the entrance of the ray;

the object being to ascertain whether a ray deprived of Stokes’

rays by the first cell would be affected differently if passed through

the gold fluid and through mere water. There was no sign of a

restoration of the Stokes’ power. On the other hand, when the

first cell was removed and the direct sun ray passed through gold

fluids and water- the former appeared to take out the Stokes’

ray far more rapidly than water. Still, allowance has to be made
for the colour, xui, a fair clear ruby fluid-LXiv, a pale

amethyst fluid-LXVii, a deep ruby fluid, clear-and xciv, a

good clear ruby fluid-were employed in these experiments.

15058. Looked at the Voltaic spark of 10 pr. of plates through all

the above media (15057) and at the sun’s image reflected from a

small silved. sphere, but obtained no particular result of the

action of particles. Also looked at the voltaic spark through

certain phosphorus films of gold, namely Numbers 8, 9, 11, 12,

15, 19, 23, 36, 37, 38, 40 and 42. No particular result.

15059. As to progress of change in colour (1 505 1) and lxxxiii c,

I now again divided it into three portions by pouring off as before.

The first fluid was amethyst and increased up to fine ruby by
deepng. the tint. The second was only in small quantity, not

well enough for my experiment. When in little, it was amethyst,

and I think if I had had enough, would have risen up to Ruby.

The third or deposit part was blue. A very little of this deposit

added to the second when at its deepest made it blue as a whole-

but then when this was diluted or thinned, it did not return to
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amethyst but continued blue, according to what seems the general

progression. Again, lxxxiii d (15052) as a whole was a

beautiful amethyst or ruby violet fluid. Being poured off into

three portions: the first fluid rose up by condensation to a glorious

ruby— the second fluid portion was amethystine and kept so

through much concentration; perhaps at very last just before it

was dark it tended to ruby. The third part or deposit was blue

with all states of concentration.

15060. lxxxi. Ruby (15047)- decanted -the finer part of the

deposit was amethystine and in the dark tube rose when almost

obscure to ruby; it was made lxxxi b. The coarse part was
made lxxxi a, which as a whole is always blue.

15061. lxxxvia deposit ( ) had the fluid poured off—

the mud deposit was blue to day light— it was put on to a glass

plate, floating on it, and the electric spark was looked at through

it— there was nothing particular. Thought it was sometimes red,

but then the spark was dull and the carbons red at these moments.

15062. To-day, the tube lviii^ (15046) has settled so well that

I have poured off the fluid and left the tube with its wet contents

in association with quick lime under cover to dry it thoroughly.

7th Octr.— dry. Golden—by transmitted light black— or in very

thin places, gray—or amethystine even—touched by glass rod, the

gold clings together—perfectly neutral on damp litmus paper-

no P.A.— fibres present, most likely of mouldiness. Heated— gold
became more bright and of a pale brown colour—no water set

free—no acid formed— the gray part became ruby or amethystine-

change the same in nature as when film or gold deposits are

heated.

15063. xlii (14910) has had some more half used solution of

gold and phos. ether added to it.
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15064. Examined some gold leaves for the red marks. I incline

to think these places only look red by contrast with the sur-

rounding green part.

15065. Put a weak solution of De la Rue gold into a large

Wedgwood’s dish yesterday evng. and on it fine little particles

of phosphorus, some from evap. of sol. of phosphorus in S. of C.

and some from cutting of solid phosphorus. All formed films of

like character-grey over the general surface and brilliant golden

round the particles of phosphorus. These were of such thickness,

etc. as to be remarkable for their green transmitted light (made

406 to 410), but the thinner part was gray, etc. On solution of

cyanide of potassium -there was not much change to green in

the grey parts, yet a tendency was evident. Also in solution of

chlorine there was a change, but it was clearly towards amethystine

or ruby tint.

15066. No ruby fluid had been formed by this floating phos-

phorus, which was in very small pieces-nearly all the gold was

separated, for very little remained to be taken out by Phos-

phorized ether. This and some previous fluid were put into two

bottle[s] as Miscellaneous fluid and marked xcv and xcvi.

15067. The vellum, thick and thin, moistened in stronger and

weaker solutions of chloride of gold, acid or not- then put into

atmospheres containing ether vapour-or phosphorus vapour-or

hydrogen-or the vellums touched with a little sugar-or between

poles of a voltaic battery-but no useful result. Gold reduced

probably but often in films with dull metallic reflection and not

presenting fine transmitted colour-the particles not being in the

favourably divided state.

15068. Think I remember that my excellent piece was not vellum

but a piece of gut. So procured a gut and a bladder-and soaked

them in water; then cut off slips, laid them on glass plates, one

piece with one side upwds. and the other piece with the other

side up. Moistened them in four different places with solution

of gold, so as to have 16 specimens, placed them in a plate and

covered them with glass dishes and left them exposed to ordinary
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day light in my room. I left also a piece of the gut in a tube with
a little of our shelf solution of gold, corked up and exposed in

the same light— the specimens were marked thus:*

1. De la Rue’s strong neutral solution.

2. Do much weakened by water.

3. Our shelf acid solution.

4. Do. . . . weakened by water.

Traces of staining and rubification soon appeared on the gut.

9TH OCTR.
15069. The gut specimens are by far the best— the bladder speci-

mens are very poor by comparison, but of the same nature. In

all the cases the places touched by strong solution 1 are the best—

2 places are next— 3 is feeble in effect even on the gut— 4 hardly

sensible. No. 1 on the gut is a very fine deep ruby stain by trans-

mitted light—just like the old vellum as I called it— the gut rather

-

so the effect is reproduceable at pleasure.

15070. The piece of gut in the tube (15069 1
) with shelf solution

of gold is as fine as Gut No. 1 stain, perhaps even finer. The fluid

that is left is a little violet in colour but contains no gold in solution.

All the gold has been reduced within the pores of the membrane—
the stain is progressive from a part hardly coloured to a part

perfectly opaque and black, but wherever light passes the tint is

fine ruby.

11 OCTR. 1856.

1507 1. The bottle lxvi (14889) with five different specimens
of the same ruby fluid to dry— looked at now after 6 weeks of
dessiccation. One tube was quite dry and had left a blue deposit.

Two other of the tubes were not dry but the gold had settled

on the glass— dark blue deposit. The other two specimens had
thrown down some deposit, but were still amethystine— left over
lime to dry. It is evident that as the fluid dimnshd. the gold came
together— it is also evident that the gold changed in all from
ruby to blue.

1 Should be 15068.

* [15068]
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15072. Took a piece of the gut (15068), washed it quickly and

put into a tube, covering it entirely with a weak solution of gold

from the shelf, to see how the general soaking, etc. would do-left

it in ordinary light on the filter stand. 13th. The gut a good

ruby-the fluid a little ruby- poured off-gold all out of solu-

tion-salt added to fluid did not make it blue; remained ruby-
flocculi appeared which settled or filtered out and were ruby—gold

and gelatine- looks like an association of the two. The gut was

soaked in water-a surface film or membrane stripped off-it was

ruby; so was the other part, but more on surface than the middle -

some part of the middle not stained -not reached by the gold-is a

fine specimen of ruby membrane (15075).

15073. Took the green film 410 (15065) and heated it to fair

redness on the glass. It was a thick circular gold film, with thinner

grey film about it on the outside. As the heat rose, the gold lost

in reflective power-the green transmitted ray disappeared and

the film looked grey, and as if a contracted fissured film from

adhesion and retraction of the particles of gold laterally- the thin

surrndg. gray part became ruby or violet ruby by the heat. The
rub of a card edge removed the gold from the glass both in the

thicker and thinner parts. Agate pressure applied to the thin part

developed most beautiful green and reflective power— finest I have

seen; applied to the thick film it did the same, except that there

was too much gold and so the place was dark green, almost black.

The agate slipped and in slipping did not remove the gold but

burnished a line, producing fine yellow reflexion and a dark green

transmission. On the whole, this gold seems in a good state for

producing the pressure effect. The unheated films 406, etc. when
pressed came off, and results could not be obtained.

15074. A ray of light was polarized by a Nichol’s prism in a

vertical plane and extinguished by a second Nichol’s prism em-
ployed as analyzer. Whilst in this state, a plate of glass introduced

across the polarized ray so as to be at right angles to it, did nothing,

i.e. did not depolarize the ray. If inclined so as to make an angle

of 30° or 45
0
or thereabout with the polarized ray, it rendered the

image of the lamp flame visible. If the inclination was either in

the plane of polarization or at right angles to the plane of polariza-

tion, the depolarizing effect, so to call it, was the least, being nul;
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but if it was in the intermediate angles, i.e. at 45
0
with the plane

of polarization on either side, it was a maximum. This I suppose

is an effect like that of Fresnel's rhomb and common to all

transparent bodies not crystalline and therefore not depolarizing

as crystals depolarize. Well, Gold leaf placed over an aperture

does the same thing-but I do not think this proves it to be a

depolarizing body, more than glass, though it proves it to be

transparent (15085).

13 OCTR. 1856,

15075. Put on another piece of the gut (15072) into a solution

in a tube, 8 drops of shelf solution being employed-the change

began at once slowly. Next day, all the gold was out of solution

and the fluid was colourless, not ruby. The vellum was ruby in

parts but where in rolling up it had touched and excluded the

circulation of the solution, there it was not ruby; also the bottom

of the roll in the tube was not ruby, the top being the place of

the gold. Effect is superficial here also in many parts.

15076. Three gelatines selected and jellys prepared from them

by solution in water. Nos. 1 and 111 give good clear jellies;

No. 11 opaque and so not to be used.

No. 1 jelly in large watch glass and 2 drops of shelf gold (acid)

added : made a coagulum which on stirring in disappeared much,

but a part left, this due to the gold solution— the part was removed

by the stirrer, and the mixture, from which the gold did not come
down at once, was left to cool, coagulate and act exposed to

common day light— is A, 41 1. Next day, very little change-jelly

coagulated -there are blue clots and striae but the general mass

is colourless. 17th Octr.— jelly is as before-drying up— leaving

pale blue coat on the glass, and no metallic lustre.

15077. No. 1 jelly and 2 drops de la Rue solution-strong

coagulum, which did not dissolve on stirring, but much came
away on the rod -nevertheless some was mingled in the solution

and it was left to cool-and act-is B, I think 412. Next day, has

a metallic reflexion on the surface and a little blue strias within-

amethystine round the edge and a peculiar amethystine reflexion

when the concave side of the glass is upwards, but the fluid is

not coloured either ruby or blue as a mass. 17th Octr.—has a
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brilliant golden reflexion on upper surface and transmits a blue

light; but effect is entirely superficial, for a touch with the finger

removes the surface and the part beneath is colourless-is drying

up— this result is just a film of gold like the phos. films. A drop
of the same jelly on a glass plate is now dry and shews exactly

the same appearance-but the gold is entirely superficial and
scrapes off, leaving the part beneath colourless-is this an air

voltaic effect ?

15078. No. 1 jelly. 1 drop of de la Rue previously diluted

—

stirred together and left. Made 0,413, Next day, no sensible

effect as yet. 17th Octr.— drying up—no good gold effect, only
a little accidental blue in patches.

15079. D is No. in. Jelly alone 414.

No. hi jelly, with shelf gold previously diluted—mixed fairly-

left— it began to change to blue in less than an hour. Made £,415.
Next day— it was of a fine ruby colour throughout—by ray and
lens shewed the cone and was in fact a fine ruby fluid solidified.

17th Octr. Very fine ruby— is deepening in colour—the dry part

is violet and blue by contrast with the middle—no superficial

film of gold.

15080. No. hi jelly, with de la Rue gold previously diluted and
mixed— left as F, 416. Next day, was uniformly affected, brown
by reflected light, blue by transmitted light and shewed the cone
of rays; this a good case of solidified blue fluid, but will probably
become deeper in colour. 17th Octr.— is a faint blue—no gold
film on surface.

15081. When the gold seems to mix in with the jelly, it alters

it far more than the same addition of water (cold) does— it makes
it glairy and stringy. Pure M.Acid is as water in that respect,

not as gold.

15082. 5 drops of de la Rue solution in water divided into two
bottles: into one, xcvm, no salt was added; into the other,

xcvii, 14 drops of brine were added. Then a weak solution of
jelly was made and equal quantities of it, being small quantities,

added to the bottles to see what the reducing effect of jelly is.

Next day, no sensible effect in either—added more jelly to both,
the quantities being still small-agitated and left. No sensible

action on the 15th Octr. 17th Octr.-no sensible action in either
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xcvn or xcvm, yet found gold in both by proto chlo. tin.

Put a part of each into separate bottles-added Phosphorus in

ether-action at once in both, and xcvm quickest and best-

marked xcvii p, etc. 1 8th Octr.— xcvii p, deposit in flocculi,

dull - reduction of gold such as to give a poor fluid for colour,

xcvm p, a fair ruby fluid but with some deposit. So Jelly

alone does not easily reduce weak solution of gold. 23rd Octr.

xcvii and xcvm. Still colourless but those with phosphorus

had now deposited— dismissed all four.

15083. Two drops of shelf solution of gold into small quantity

of water— this mixed by strong agitation with an equal vol. of

Jelly No. 1 (15077 1

) in a tube— being warmed a little and left to

cool, it then gelatinized well- was made xcix and left in sun

light. Next day—no sensible effect. 17th Octr.—no sensible

action. Melted it and added a little Phos. in S. C., agitated well

and left.

15084. Repeated arrangement (15074) of polarized ray and tried

varying objects and substances.

A thick plate of annealed glass produced all the effects.

A cube of glass, depolarizing in places, produced the same

effect in the black cross parts.

Very thin Microscopic glass— the same effect excellently.

A fresh soap sud film on a copper ring— same effect.

A dried soap film Do -the same effect.

Film of Collodion-excellent effect, the same.

A film of resin on a copper ring—same effect.

Sheets of Jelly depolarized in parts—but wetting them, this

was reduced, and then the peculiar effect sought for came out well.

A film of Jelly— in transparent gauze fabric-shewed the effect

exceedingly well.

15085. When a ray of light impinges at the proper angle on a

plate of glass, the reflected ray is altogether polarized
; that which

passes through contains also polarized light, but the proportion

of common light mixed with it is so great that an analyzer in

common day time does not shew much difference. When a piece

of gold leaf is used for the glass, and the angle it makes with the

ray is considerable, the transmitted ray contains much polarized

1 ? 15076.
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light and the analyser in revolving easily shews the difference

(15074). When the angle between the incident ray and the gold

leaf is about 15
0

,
nearly the whole of the transmitted light is

polarized.

14 OCTR. 1856.

15086. Prepared some portions of dense gold precipitate for the

experiment at the magnet. Took lviiic deposit (15031), decanted

off the fluid and had an excellent dence preparation left. Examined

lxii (149 1 7, 3 3)-drew off the supernatent liquid and dismissed

it— the mud will be an excellent preparation for the experiment.

Went to lxxxib (15060): it is an excellent deposit from ether

phosphorus and will serve for a result. Took the different pre-

parations of lxxxiii, drew off the fluids and made them the

lxxxiii, dividing the deposits into two portions, one trans-

mitting pure blue, which was made lxxxiii d, and the other

transmitting a ruby or amethyst tint, which was made lxxxiii c;

both these will do for the magnetic experiment.

15087. 18 drops of Shelf gold diluted-halved-a little hydro-

chloric acid added to one half and then its bulk of the warm
mixed jellies 1 and 111 (15076) added-all well stirred up, made c

and left. On the morrow it had gelatinized, weakly rather, and

the gold was reduced, but as by acid sulphate of iron-for it looked

yellow brown by reflected light and feeble blue by transmitted

light; and the gold was deposited in large striae, as if very im-

perfectly mixed. 17th Octr.— is in same state.

15088. The other half of the gold had 18 or 20 drops of pure

brine added to [it] and then an equal or larger volume of the jellies

1 and hi. It was made ci and left. On the morrow it was a fine

ruby throughout by transmitted light-is apparently an uniform

mixture of gold-shews the cone as the other does by the lens

and sun’s ray— is stiffer than the other and a very good result.

17th Octr.-is deepening in its ruby tint and more opaque to

reflected light.

i6th OCTR. 1856.

15089. Expts. on polarized light and polarization. For the pur-

pose of repeating the experiments (15074) on the depolarizing
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influence of inclined glass, gold leaf, etc. in other media than air,

I employed a rectangular glass trough, and putting water or

camphine into it, then introduced the glass or gold plate, inclining

it at various angles as needed. As the ray of light employed was

polarized in a plane inclined 45
0

to the perpendicular— so the

varying inclination of the plates was made about a perpendicular

axis, thus producing the maximum effect of depolarization.

First with the polarized ray and air medium— these results

came out:

15090. A Glass plate (crown)-good depolarizing effect as before

(15074).

15091. Gold leaf on card or copper hole- excellent as before and

in same direction as the glass, i.e. like inclination produced like

kinds of effect (15074).

15092. Film No. 8 ( ) acted as glass and gold leaf- this

rather unexpected, as it cannot be considered as continuous; but

in such a case it must have an effective optical continuity. Its effect

was distinguished from that of the glass which supported it by

passing the ray through it and through side places where there

was glass only and no film.
4

15093. Film No. 8 produced another effect. When perpendicular

to the polarized beam, the thicker part near one end acted on the

ray and rendered the image of the light visible and red-in a

manner not occuring with the lower thinner part- nor with the

clear glass of the plate holding it-nor with the glass in the place

where the film acted if the film was cleared away. This is like a

crystalline effect. No. 41 ( ),
consisting of several super-

posed films, and obstructing common light a good deal, did not

produce any general effect of the kind except in one or two spots-

there the result was clear, but the places small. Film 9 did not

shew it. Film 14 did not shew it. Film 96 has been heated and

so the glass interferes, being in a constrained condition. Much
care is required not to hold the plates in the warm fingers- or else

there effect might be mistaken for that of the film.

15094. Gold leaf does not shew this effect.

15095. The effect in film No. 8 is quite clear and not dependant

on any warming of the glass. It is not an effect of rotation, for

the red tint produced has no corresponding blue by any motion
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of the analyzer; and the most obscure position of the analyzer

for it is also the most obscure position for the clear glass.

15096. Proceeded to work with media and the polarized ray,

using first the glass cell and water (15089). Now the glass cell

itself depolarized through deficient annealing, but I chose out a

black place where the effect was nul, and then examined a plate

of crown glass and also gold leaf stretched over a slit in a copper

plate, at that place. The oblique plate of glass acted as in air but

I think with less effect-like inclination produced a like, though

not an equal, result.

15097. Gold leaf in the water—acted generally as the glass—and

therefore corresponded to the effects in air.

I5°97|. Proceeded to employ camphine as the medium (15089),

hoping to reduce the power of the inclined crown glass plate and

so distinguish that of the gold leaf or films held upon it. In this

case the cell employed did not seem to interfere much, but the

camphine rotated the ray. So adjusted the analyser as to give

the least luminous effect between the red and the blue-then

introduced a plate of glass. When transverse, the effect was

nothing-when oblique, it wa^ very small, for it did not increase

the sensible intensity of the lamp image though it changed its

tint a little.

15098. But when gold leaf was on the glass, the effect was very

different and very interesting. Whilst vertical to the ray, it stopped

the remains of light, and in that position the glass of the plate

transferred onwds. a good image through the analyser-but when
inclined, the image through the gold became quite bright, colour

almost entirely disappearing. It was strange to see the gold leaf

becoming quite luminous by inclination—and it was still stranger

to see that, by moving the inclined plate up and down, the gold

was far more transparent to the polarized beam than the glass.

The absolute effect of gold leaf as a transparent plate is well shewn

by the experiment, and also the high refractive power of gold-

and the bearings of this relative force in the cases of air, camphine,

Glass and Gold.

15099. Could now proceed to examine the effects of films which

before were untouchable in air because I had nothing but glass

to support them. Film No. 14 produced the same effect as gold
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leaf, as well or better. On removing part of the film in the middle,

that part as glass only produced no sensible effect. Film No. 9-
produces the same excellent effect. The colour of the image in

the analyzer is at first a very feeble reddish blue—when the oblique

film is in place, it rises up to a comparitively bright yellow white.

I tried film 17, which has been heated to 96, but the tension state

of the glass was such as to prevent me from obtaining a result.

15100. Now as these films produce the effect of an inclined plate

of gold or glass- they must be in effect optically continuous; i.e.,

the form of them as a layer causes them to act, which it would

not do if the two consecutive particles had not a joint action on

a light vibration.

15101. Film No. 8, produced the same effect (1 5099). I examined

it also as to the effect produced when it was perpendicular to

the polarized ray (i5093)-the effect was the same; if the image in

the polarizer was at first of a feeble blue, the gold film converted

it into red.

1 5102. A glass plate dipped in camphine and held vertical to the

ray does not carry enough fluid to shew any rotating effect.

15 103. Now worked with an unpolariied ray in air
,
endeavouring

to polarize by the plates, films, etc. and examine by the analyzer.

1 5104. Gold leaf over hole in a copper plate polarizes when
inclined as before ( ). Gold leaf laid on a glass plate by

water can have its polarizing effect distinguished-for as the glass

when inclined gives a bright image in all positions of the analyzer

because of the quantity of unpolarized light which goes through,

the gold leaf changes this; for acting on the light which has

passed or would pass the glass, it polarizes it and the rotation

of the analyzer shews the full effect.

15 105. The film No. 8 on its glass inclined in air polarized in

like manner as gold leaf, but it required great inclination and then

the ray was only partially polarized, not completely.

15106. The films superposed, No. 41, produced a like effect but

I think not a better. Even at greatest inclination, when the

analyzer is rotated, a little light passes at the minimum and not

much at the maximum.

15107. Heated film, No. 408. The thinner ruby part gave changes

of colour as the analyzer was turned, which the central thicker
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part of the film did not, so that they are probably dependant on

the film, but I did not clear it away to ascertain the effect of the

inclined glass alone- the glass being in tension teased me.

15108. The heated films 406 and 408 shew excellent effects of

agate pressure- the thinner uniform parts become beautifully

green, being before by the heat a good amethyst or ruby- the

thicker central parts looking like dead gold, by the pressure

became golden by reflection and almost black, a green black, by

transmission.

15109. So the films polarize as gold leaf does, but in variable

degrees and not so finely as gold leaf.

15110. Repeated some of the foregoing experiments with an

unpolarizcd ray, employing camphim as die media about the

plate to get rid of the glass effect. Gold leaf on glass- its effect

in polarizing very distinct.

15m. Film No. 9-on glass oblique in camphine. As the

analyzer was rotated, there were changes of colour from red

to green and blue that do not occur on the glass itself-not great

changes but very distinct-shewing the real effect of the films.

15 1 12. Film 14. Same effect as with No. 9. Here a part of the

glass in the middle of the film has been cleared, so that it was

easy to see the film produced its own effect and not the glass

beneath it. Film No. 8 produced like effects.

15113. Film 96 has been heated-there are changes as the analyzer

is revolved, but I did not separate them from the effects of the

heated glass.

17 OCTR. 1856.

15 1 14. A.
5
drops de la Rue's solution in z\ measures of water.

B. Do with 2 measure of brine.

C. 15 drops shelf solution in 3 measures of water.

D. Do with measure of brine.

E. Strong jelly ofNo. 1 gelatine-alone, but warmed to

melt it.

with good deal brine,

with 2 drops of P. in S. C.

shaken up in bottle.

F. Do,

G. Do,
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1 Equal measures of A and E, i.e. de la Rue and Jelly.

2 A and G, i.e. de la Rue and Jelly with

phosphorus.

3

B and F, i.e. de la Rue salted and jelly salted.

4

B and G, i.e. de la Rue salted and Jelly with

phosphorus.

5

C and E, i.e. shelf solution and Jelly.

6

C and G, i.e. shelf solution and jelly with

phosphorus.

7

D and E, i.e. shelf solution salted and jelly.

8

D and G, i.e. shelf solution and Jelly with

phosphorus.

9

D and E, i.e. shelfsolution and jelly with brine.

10 2 vols. G and 1 vol. C and D, i.e. shelf solution, some salt and

jelly with phosphorus.

All these were mixed warm and with agitation in bottles and

then left to jelly. Nos. 2, 6, 8 and 10 began to change at once.

18 OCTR. 1856.

15115. The Jellies (15114). All gelatinized, but those with phos-

phorus the least. See 15206.

1

-

not altered.

2

-

very deep ruby.

3-

not altered.

4-

feeble ruby.

5

-

not altered.

6

-

moderate ruby.

7

-

clear ruby.

8

-

clear and deeper ruby.

9

-

blue and turbid like acid Sul. Iron effect.

10—Red brown.

15116. Worked with a polarized ray in air as the surrounding

medium (15090), interposing the gold leaf, glass plate or film on

it obliquely as before. Now the following leaves, namely, extra

deep gold-deep gold-and new gold gave the depolarizing result.

Pale gold and white gold gave effects hardly sensible: they were

too thick. Deep gold thinned by cyanide was very good. So

also was a variable film of gold on a large glass plate-but the

FD VII 13
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effect of the glass in air mingles up with these effects, and when
a film is employed which transmits much common light, it is

not easy to distinguish its effect from that of the glass ( ).

15117. Sought after the peculiar effect of Film No. 8 (15093). It

was there again very distinctly. But with other specimens, as

Nos. hi, 259, 260, 284, 309, 312, 368, 369, 372, 375, and also

51 containing many superposed films, there was no effect. The
thinned gold, 68-the deflagration of gold and silver, 319, 345,

did nothing-except at middle line of 345, where it had been

heated by the discharge. The silver film 49 and the palladium

film 44 did nothing of the kind. I am still doubtful about the case

of No. 8 and can only settle it by wiping the gold off and then

examining the glass beneath.

15118. Now introduced camphine as the medium, using still the

polariied ray. First put the cell into the polarized ray; it was so

well annealed as to depolarize only a little here and there, and

places quite free from that effect were found and used. Then
introduced the camphine; rotation of the ray and the colours

appeared -adjusted the analyzer for the purple intermediate be-

tween the blue and red, which is also the least illumination position.

15119. Then a plate of crown glass into the camphine, vertical

to the ray: it changed the purple slightly toward red, and it had

the same effect when inclined on either side, but in a somewhat

greater degree. This is the glass effect— is very small and is easily

distinguished from the effects to be observed.

15120. For when the camphine is away and air is the medium
and the analyzer in position to extinguish the ray- putting in

the glass obliquely brings in the image-and it requires a little

direct rotation of the analyzer to reduce this image to the minimum
effect; then removing the glass, the image is left bright, and it

requires reverse rotation of the analyzer to extinguish it. But

when the image is extinguished in air, if the camphine be intro-

duced, it requires direct rotation of the analyzer to obtain mini-

mum image; if then the glass be put in obliquely, the effect is very

small but the analyzer has to move a very little reverse
,
and when

the glass is taken out, it has to be rotated direct a very little, so

as to restore the minimum state. So inclined glass in air requires

rotation one way but in camphine it requires rotation the other
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way— for the glass seems intermediate yet nearer camphine than

air.

15121. Gold leaf on crown glass, the same as that employed
before (15098). When transverse, no effect. When oblique, a fine

effect, the image of the flame appearing not merely coloured but

a bright white. Rotation of the analyzer could reduce this bright-

ness, though not to darkness, but a minimum, often of consider-

able luminosity and between the blue and yellow orange tints;

but it required direct rotation of die analyzer td produce this

effect, and when gold leaf taken out, then reverse rotation of the

analyzer brought back die minimum image. So Gold and glass

are contrasted here in camphine and before the gold can shew
its effect, it has to compensate for that due to the glass which

supports it; in fact, only the difference of the powers of gold and
glass appear here.

15122. Does not this shew that the optic force (query refractive

power) of the camphine is between those of glass and gold?

Also when glass and gold polarize a ray by transmission, both

being in camphine, should the two rays, both being polarized

in the same plane, be alike or will some difference come out,

perhaps made manifest by rotation phenomena?

15 123. A second gold leaf on glass shewed exactly the same

phenomena.

15 124. It is of course understood that in these experiments the

ray of light is polarized in a plane inclined 45
0

to the vertical

and the plates incline about a vertical axis.

15 125. When delicate experiments are in hand, it is good to hold

the glass plates by corks, so as to avoid changing their temperature

in places.

15126. The thinned gold leaves Nos. 68, 69, 70, 71 and 73, all

produced well the same effect as gold. Some seemed to require

more direct rotation of the analyzer than others to produce a

minimum; such was 73 ; 71 seemed to require more and so also 70,

etc. Is it the thickest that requires most, for Gold leaf needs it?

Polarized ray—camphine medium— inclined films and plates.

15127. The gold films Nos. 8, 9, 14, in, 205, 259, 260, 309, 369,

372, 375 all produced the effect in a fine degree, those that were

13-2
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uniform and of a good gray tint, as 259, 260, 372, 375, giving the

best image. All required direct rotation of the analyzer to reduce

the image to a minimum. These films did not seem to require

so much as gold leaf and generally the thinner films seemed to

require least. Probably the films and thinned gold leaf may be

considered as porous and letting through some of the light as

affected by the glass, and as this is affected by the rotation in a

contrary direction, it may lessen the effect of that light affected

by the gold and even neutralize it, as appears to be the case in

some of the instances. One of these films, No. 14, had a part

cleared away from the middle— it was most interesting to contrast

the effect at that place with the effect of the film.

15128. No. 41 consists of 4 superposed films No. 51 of 13 super-

posed. Both acted as simple films, except where the light was too

much obscured. The part of 51 containing fewest films acted best.

Super-position merely seems to give confusion or obstruction.

Single films appear to have a regularity, a lateral continuity about

them, which makes them approach to thin continuous plates.

15129. Nos. 284, 312, 368, 380, 383 are gold films of very

variable thickness. All parts acted as before, even the thick golden

rings, but the thin parts acted as well quite as the thick parts.

15130. No. 406-film heated-the glass has been so left by the

heat that all particular results are too much hidden.

15131. Now proceeded to examine the deposits from deflagra-

tions of gold: Nos. 319, 322, 386, 394, 400. All of them acted

just as gold, requiring the same rotation of the analyzer and with

various degrees of force in the different parts of the deposits.

This is a very interesting result as it removes the gold still further

than before from the condition of thin plates to that of scattered

particles.

15132. Platinum deposit
,
No. 85. No sensible effect—doubt if

there is any deposit on the glass-do not see it.

I 5 I 33* Palladium film ,
Nos. 43, 44, 45, 46. All these produced

a most excellent effect-like that of the gold leaf. The analyzer

required direct rotation, as with gold, to compensate the effect.

No, 46 gave such an image that the right hand rotation of the

analyzer nearly extinguished the image. I think these films are very

continuous- they give an excellent reflexion even in the camphine.
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1 5134. Silver films,
Nos. 47 and 49. Same effect as gold and

palladium—very good. Nos. 342, 345, 348 are silver deflagrations.

They also act well-but require very little rotation of the analyzer.

347 was a heated result and therefore could shew nothing here.

1513 5. Colour ofgold deposits . Have a little cell with flat sides,

also a shining sun. Deposit lxii in the cell-then looked with

eye close up to the cell at cloud light-it was blue, scarcely visible—

looked at the sun direct— it also blue -thickened die deposit until

sun only just visible— it was still blue but amethystine-did not

pass to ruby. Deposit lviii c tried in the same way required

dilution to render the sun visible; then it was amethystine and so

was the colour when the liquid was still more dilute. Deposit

lxxxib was blue by sky observation by light of the sun

violet; and when sun focus sent on to and through it on to a

card, light was amethystine tending to ruby, lxxxiii d deposit

was dense; in diluting, I added water at the top so as to get a

screen of varying depth of gold from top to bottom. Could see

the sun well at the top-not at all at the bottom-but the tint was

the same in all parts-no change from ruby to blue. Deposit

lxxxiii c arranged in the same manner. It was a glorious ruby

in all parts-very luminous at the top, opaque at the bottom.

15136. Experiments in different media . The little lamp— Nicol
tube polarizer— glass cell—and NicoPs prism analyzer arranged

as before (15089). Analyzer adjusted to darkness. Sulphide of
carbon put into the cell-no effect, i.e. no image-no rotation-no
displacement-so a good fluid in that respect. The glass plate

was put in vertical-no change— then it was gradually inclined,

but it did nothing until a certain moment when a spectrum, i.e. a

blue, green and red image appeared which, by the least further

motion, disappeared altogether. When the analyzer was turned

so as to let light through, there was an analogous effect; i.e. as

the glass was inclined, the light continued the same until a

spectrum appeared and immediately after disappeared because of

total reflexion. With a plane unpolarized ray the results were

So this fluid will do with glass as a supporter for films, dusts, etc.

15 137. When the glass was put in direct, i.e. transverse, it ap-

peared to produce a very little effect, bringing in an image, and
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it required a little direct rotation of the analyzer to put it out-

further rotation produced a feeble orange tint, after which of

course brightening of the image; if after the glass was put in

transverse the analyzer rotation was made reverse, the image

cleared a little and brightened at once; had the ray been pure

white light the reverse rotation would probably have shewn blue

at the beginning. Must examine this result again. See 15158 and

onwards, also 15213.

15138. Gold leaf on glass in this S. of Carbon. When vertical

to the ray-it did nothing-when oblique it depolarized-it then

required direct rotation of the analyzer to reduce the image to a

minimum, which was still a coloured image a$ in camphine. So is

it not a rotation of the plane of polarization by the gold leaf, as

camphine rotation is here away ? If but little inclined, the blue

and red come on as the analyzer revolves but the minimum is

bright-if much inclined, less light passes but the extinction by

revolution of the analyzer is better. A second gold leaf on glass

shewed the same thing. No. 71, which is gold thinned, also

shewed the same effects.

I5I39- Again gold leaf-oblique-direct rotation of the analyzer

gradually diminishes the light and then brings in blue and so on

to brightness. Reverse rotation brings in warm tint; have to

remember that gold leaf is green and so affects the tint of that

which should be orange-and also the blue somewhat. Again,

direct rotation diminishes the light and then succeeds blue. Must

examine these minute changes carefully. As to the general effect

of gold leaf, that is all very clear and distinct.

15140. Proceeded to examine other things as to the general effect

only-they being on glass and noted in the inclined position .

Films by phosphorus: No. 205, corrugated-same as gold leaf

but not so bright an image. No. 372, a fine regular gray film-as

gold leaf but the rotation of the analyzer for extinction not so

much as for gold leaf. No. 375, fine regular film. On revolving

the analyzer direct, red and blue tint came on in succession rather

than a marked minimum of light, and so with all the films. Is

this like the action of quartz-except as it includes both rays?

No. 284 is a film variable in thickness, but the effect is the same

in kind in all parts. We cannot consider these films altogether as
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continuous and therefore equivalent to gold leaves. Probably

light passes which is unaffected by the gold and mingles with that

which is affected by it.

15141. Palladium . The films of this metal, which are excellent

and have high reflective power and are probably considerably

continuous: Nos. 45 and 46 act excellently well, as gold.

1 51 42. Took the deflagrations ofgold, which must be considered

as diffused separate particles in one plane. Nos. 319, 400—they
acted exactly as the leaf and films of gold had done-even in the

distant and very thin parts of the deposition. It was very striking

to contrast the thinnest parts of these films with the neighbouring

parts of glass cleared from it.

1 5143. Deflagration ofSilver . No. 342—just as the former.

15 144. It must be remembered of these metallic dusts that the

particles are not like those of starch or crystals, for they have no

action whilst in a plane perpendicular to the polarized ray. Nor
have they a better action for being in a thicker layer— it is only

the two surfaces of the layer of particles which act-this must shew

a joint action of two or many neighbouring particles on one

undulation of the light ray.

15145. A saturated solution of Sulphur in Sulrt. Carbon is much
denser than the Sulphide of carbon alone and when they are

mingled strong striae are formed. The angle of total reflexion

between the two and glass is

15146. Removed the Sulphide Carbon and replaced it by this

medium, the solution of Sulphur in Sul. Carbon— it produced no

rotation or change in the polarized ray. Thin plate of Crown Glass

(as were all these plates employed) across the ray perpendicular

to it: no effect. When more and more oblique, it at last depolarized

a little and required a little direct rotation of the analyzer to put

out the light, which it did very well, after which orange succeeded

and then full brightness; this appears to be the same result as

for the former medium. Another glass produced the same effect.

Total reflexion came on before the angle was very great-perhaps

with 30° to the ray.

15 147. Gold leafon glass. Nothing whilst perpendicular. When
inclined, the light appears. The rotation of the analyzer does not

seem to find out any minimum position other than that it has
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without rotation, as if no displacement of the plane of polariza-

tion; but direct rotation goes on to pale blue and reverse rotation

goes on to orange or warm tints: the gold leaf was inclined about

45
0
to the ray. At greater inclination perhaps displacement of the

plane of polarization. Another gold leaf- the direct rotation goes

to blue and a good way on- the reverse rotation of the analyzer

to orange.

15148. It is probable that a saturated solution of phosphorus in

Sulphide of carbon would give a fine medium as regards high

refractive power for experiment.

15 149. Removed the medium and now replaced it by Ether for

comparitive trial of Glass and gold. A plate of glass inclined gave

an image which required a very little direct rotation of the analyzer

to reduce it to a minimum. A plate of glass with gold leaf on it,

inclined, produced an image which required a very considerable

direct rotation of the analyzer to reach the minimum, which was

blue. In all these observations of colour through gold must

remember the colour of the gold itself, which will have its effect.

So ether acts as the other media, though perhaps not so well, as

the glass is not so thoroughly neutralized by it.

15150. Removed the Ether and replaced it by Camphine
,
and

observed the image with that alone. It rotated the ray and made
the image produced a blue; then direct rotation of the analyzer

continued brought that down to a minimum and then the red

image rose up, afterwds. passing to white. If the rotation of the

analyzer was reversed, these changes were reversed, and if the

rotation was continued reverse beyond the normal position, the

blue due to it grew up into a white. This gives a simple standard

for comparison with this camphine.

15151. Adjusted the analyzer so as to give the minimum (purple)

tint. Then introduced a glass plate perpendicular to the ray. Even
in that position it changed the tint a little on to red; when made
oblique it changed a little more to red. Direct rotation of the

analyzer carried it on to stronger red, and in fact it required a

little reverse rotation of the analyzer to reach the minimum of

light, a little more then producing blue. So the glass alone, whether

perpendicular or oblique, undid a little of that which the camphine

had effected.
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1 5 152. Now gold leaf on a glass plate into the camphine: whilst

perpendicular it did nothing, or if it did the gold was too opaque

to let any image pass; being placed oblique, a good image ap-

peared. Now direct rotation of the analyzer caused the image to

diminish slowly and then it passed to blue, feeble; whilst reverse

rotation, etc. etc. See 15158 and onwards for precise effects.

Must look at all this again, remembering what the gold and glass

tints would be if the camphine tints were not there. Because of

them, it is better to make these comparisons of gold and glass in

Sulphide of carbon, which does not rotate and so produces no
tints.

I5I53- Refractive powers. Vacuum 1.

V^Air 1-000294 Castor oil .... 1*490

Water 1*336 Oil cloves .... 1-535

Alcohol 1*372 Oil Cassia .... 1-641

Ether v/Sulphide Carbon . . 1-768

\/Oil turpentine . . . 1-475 Flint glass .... 1-830

Plate glass, average . 1-528 Sulphur 2-148

v/Crown glass, Do. . . 1*530 Phosphorus .... 2-224

Quartz 1*548

15154. Can consider gold leaf itself as very little like a flat plate-

it is only the average effect that can be had— across a hole very

irregular. As to the thickness, also a very irregular thing.

Films on glass are more like flat plates, but then they are full

of holes or spaces between the particles.

20TH OCTR. 1856.

15155. The ruby jelly ci (15088) has become darker I think.

I melted part and made four specimens to dry; two in watches

glasses, Nos. 417, 418-and two on plates, 421, 422. I also took

the ruby jelly No. 2 of (1 5 1
1 5) and dealt with it in the same way,

making the specimens Nos. 419, 420, 423, 424.

15156. Tried the refractive power of Water, Alcohol, Ether,

Sulphide of Carbon and sol. of Sulphur in sulphide of carbon

by a cube of glass and the phenomena of total reflexion. Water

was far less than Alcohol or Ether- the two latter were very close

together. Sulphide of Carbon again far surpassed them, but it

and a saturated solution of Sulphur in sulphide of carbon seemed

very close together. The cube was of flint glass.
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15157. Arranged the little lamp-the Nicol polarizer-the glass

cell and the Nicol analyzer in place as before (15089). A good

part of the cell selected-Sulphide of Carbon put in-a little (very

little) light comes in, but the plane of polarization does change

its place. No colours appear- the change of plane is very little.

15158. Adjusted the analyzer to minimum. A single crown glass

plate into the cell-perpendicular to the ray-no effect-inclined

up to total reflexion— still nothing— very clear result; so that the

glass and the sulphide very nearly compensate each other.

15159. Now gold leafon crown glass into the cell-produced the

effect well when oblique, upon both inclinations and with both

sides of the plate to the eye -alike in degree. Now take one direc-

tion of inclination about the vertical axis -it brings the light in—

and then it requires analyzer rotation to the right or direct to

reduce the light to a minimum, and beyond that cold tints appear

and brighten up into white light. So if the analyzer be adjusted

to the minimum, right handed rotation produces cold tint and

left handed rotation produces warm tint. This very constant,

shewing a rotation of the plane of polarization.

15160. Sometimes it seems to me that, leaving the gold plate

in the cell and fluid and waiting a time, the effects are less and the

requisite amount of righthanded rotation to reach the minimum
less, though the tints are always on the same sides. But whether

this is due to fatigue of the eye or a real effect and due perhaps

to the cooling of the plate—for the cell by evaporation is below

the common temperature—I am not sure.

15161. If the analyzer be adjusted to extinguish the polarized ray

before the gold leaf be introduced and then the gold leaf be intro-

duced obliquely, a very little rotation reverse brighten [s] the

image produced at once, but rotation to the right or direct has

to be considerable before the image is equally brightened; shewing

in this way that direct rotation has to pass a minimum before it

can exalt the passing ray.

15162. A thinned gold leaf, No. 68, acted just as the former

(15 1 59), except that the minimum presented very little reduction:

direct rotation of the analyzer produced cold tints and reverse

rotation warm tints. As to the amount of reduction of the light

at the minimum position of the analyzer, that must of necessity
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vary uncertainly, for as all these leaves, films, etc. have holes and

pass light unaffected by the gold, that will rise up at once by
motion of the analyzer and mingling with the other will prevent

the true minimum of the latter from being obtained. It is probable

that a very thin continuous film will give thorough extinction at

the minimum, when a thicker film or a leaf because it is porous

will not give extinction (15165, 6).

15163. Rings of thin copper wire had gold leaf stretched across

them, being held by gum. Here there was no glass, only a film

of gold in the medium- die effects were exactly die same as when
the gold was on the glass.

15164. The position of the plane of polarization and that of

inclination may be recorded thus. Looking along the ray towards

the lamp, the position of the Nicol is represented by the section,

and consequently the light is polarized in a plane coincident with

ab. Now cd is the vertical axis about which the plates of glass,

gold, etc. are turned to incline them to the ray. As before said,

when ab or ef coincide with cd ( ), then inclination of the

plates does nothing; but when ab or ef are inclined 45
0
with cd

y

the effect of inclination is a maximum. So there are four quadrants

which ought to alternate in quality, a result which ought to

coincide with a difference produced by the directions ab and ef
changing places one with another. So commencing in the position

above and putting an inclined gold leaf in the cell, it produced

a warm light which by direct rotation of the analyzer was reduced

to a minimum and then rose up with blue or cold tints. Turning

the polarizer 90° so that direction ef now took the place of ab
y

the introduction of the gold leaf oblique now brought in also

a warm light, which by reverse rotation of the analyzer was reduced

to a minimum and then rose up blue or cold in tint. Now turning

the polarizing prism 180
0

,
the effect was precisely the same as

the [latter] -left-handed or reverse rotation of the analyzer being

required for the minimum. Rotation of the polarizer by 90° more

brought back things to their first state, and now direct rotation

of the analyzer was required to compensate for the effect of the

gold leaf. Good.

15165. As to a very thin film or leaf being effectual if continuous

(15162), No. 15 is a fine film, beautifully regular in its gradation
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of thickness from one end to the other— it has a good slate gray-

colour and considerable golden reflexion at one end-at the other

the transmitted tint and the reflexion are hardly sensible. Yet this

film when introduced inclined was as far as I could judge equally

effectual in every part-if any thing, more at the thinner than

the thicker end-perhaps because the thicker part exerted a higher

amount of ordinary obstruction to the passage of light. This layer

must be infinitessimally thin, yet its two surfaces (for it has nothing

like structure) seem to act separately on a light undulation.

15166. I have a beaker which has been used with the gold fluids-

its lower part has a film of gold on it and is stained ruby ( );

the film is exceedingly thin and exhibits very faint traces either

of colour or reflexion, but it seems very continuous. This was

broken up and a piece selected, No. 425. When introduced in-

clined, it brought in the image of a good bright red-direct rota-

tion of the analyzer produced complete extinction at the minimum
place-and then raised up good blue— the reverse rotation of the

analyzer returned these effects. There is good blue on the right

of the minimum and good red on the left. Here see the effect of

a continuous film (15162).

15167. Gold leaf on glass-put a second glass over it and went

round the edges with thick gum to fasten them and exclude the

medium. As the glass is like the Sulphide Carbon, this arrange-

ment ought to present the effect of a plate of air in one part and

of a compound plate of air and gold in the other. When per-

pendicular to the ray, nothing happened at either part. When
inclined, the light was depolarized well at the air part; as the

inclination increased the depolarization increased
;
at about angle

of 45
0
with the ray the light became fine ruby and then disappeared,

total reflexion coming on. When the gold was up, less light passed

but just the same effects occurred. It was as if the gold merely

obscured the light. Must look at all this more closely, to see if

there is rotation and if the gold adds to or takes from the air

action. Whether the air plate was inclined on one or the other

side of the ray made no difference in the result (15296).

15168. Prepared two cells of two plates of glass, each separated

by a card thickness-the edges were attached first by soft cement

and then this was coated externally with thick gum to protect
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it from the sulphide Carbon. Introduced portions of lxxxiii c

and lxxxiii D deposits (15 135) into them; obtained two very

good plates ofgood strong colour and placed them in the medium-
but whether perpendicular to the ray or oblique to it, they pro-

duced no trace of action on the light. So whilst diffused, these

films can do nothing; they must be aggregated into a film-

probably because an equivalent to lateral continuity is required.

Made the cells 426 and 427.

15169. Have put portions of these same fluids on to two glass

plates and allowed them to dry; lxxxiii c is marked 428 and

lxxxiii d made 429; both portions are very badly spread.

Nevertheless, both acted on the ray when oblique in the sulphide—

and by shifting them so that the ray should fall on the parts of

the glass either clear or holding the film, the gold effect was
strikingly made out. No. 428 depolarized, bringing in a red

image as before; by moving the analyzer either right or left, the

light rose up so rapidly that I did not observe the colder tints.

But with No. 429, the cold tints produced by direct revolution

and the warm tints by reverse revolution were clear enough. So

though the particles whilst diffused could not act, they do act

when dry and in a layer—both shew a dull golden reflexion,

shewing their power as layers or film, i.e. their lateral connexion

in their action on light.

15 170. Agate pressure gave to both these films an increased

reflexion and a green transmission.

15171. Raised mercury in vapour and caught it upon glass plates.

Succeeded in getting specimens in which the heat had not given

depolarizing power to the glass. But these plates had no power
of affecting the light. Has the liquid state of the mercury and

orbicular form of the particles any thing to do with this? As a

film, the coat was evident enough, but the particles were too fine

to be distinguished by a glass, in even the thickest part—some
parts were very thin.

15172. Arsenic— a piece set burning without flame on wood—and
then glass plates held close over it. Obtained deposits of the

metal- translucent, etc., but they gave me no signs of any action

on light.

15 173. There are various bronze powders, Red, orange, yellow,
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white and green-being powders of copper, brass, tin, etc.

Endeavoured to lay them on glass plates with and without water.

I obtained no action on light from any of them.

15174- Carbon smoke of a candle did nothing. Zinc smoke did

nothing. Antimony smoke did nothing. Per oxide of iron, i.e.

rouge, did nothing. These seemed to lay very flat and close on the

glass plates.

15175. A piece of red glass Moigno sent me did nothing.

15176. That a film of gold should transmit, after polarizing it,

a ray the whole of which is polarized, which glass never does, is

no doubt connected with the fact that metals reflect so powerfully,

and in that respect the facts of glass and gold are the converse of
each other.

15177. Will not a reason appear why reflexion by gold causes

circular polarization ? Is there any relation to the assumed fact

that metals reflect the same amount of light at all angles ?

15178. Sulphide of carbon compared as to refractive power against

a strong solution of phosphorus in sulphide of carbon by the

use of the flint glass cube ( ); the solution was highest, but
both come too near the flint glass to be well distinguishable.

22 OCTR. 1856.

1 5 179. Constructed a small glass cell about i of an inch in thick-

ness, with sides of very thin Microscopic glass; placed it in the

magnetic field of the great magnet, excited by 20 pr. Grove’s
plates, between my pointed poles. Adjusted an Electric lamp
excited by 30 pr. of plates so as to send its ray along the top
of the poles and along the magnetic axis and through the cell.

Placed a Nicol prism as polarizer and another as analyzer. Selected

a fine gold deposit, lxxxiii d (15086, 135), blue, and filled

the cell with it, so that the polarized ray traversed the gold fluid-
the latter was as dense as I could make it to allow the intense

ray to pass-then excited the magnet and looked for any effect

of rotation of the ray or other effect. The effect was very small,

almost doubtful, but it was this: when the light in the analyzer

was out, putting on Magnetic force brought it in a trace and
revolution of the analyzer direct put that out again. Dr Tyndall
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helped me and looked for the results
; we both saw it alike, though

bodi were doubtful.

15180. List of objects, continued from 3042
1

;
on to p. 3173

2
.

433,434. Arsenic, triturated. 15184,220.

435. Bismuth, triturated. 15184, 220.

436,437. Antimony triturated. 15184,220.

438, 439. Purple of cassius, xlviii. 15184, 221, 9.

440, 441. Blue deposit by salt, lxxi. 15184, 222, 30, 93.

442. Palladium films, many. 15185, 215, 9.

443 to 447. Fine gold leaf. 15183, 4, 214, 36, 59, 72.

448. Silver films, many. 15188, 216, 9, 65.

449. Platinum films, many. 15189, 217.

450. Platinum film rubbed up into powder. 15189.

451. Rhodium film. 15 190, 3, 218.

452. Sulrt. Palladium. 15198.

453. Sulrt. Silver. 15 199, 228 [
a],

454. Sulrt. lead. 15200, 26.

455. Sulrt. antimony. 15201, 23.

456. Sulrt. copper. 15202, 24, 64, 73, 4.

457. Sulrt. Mercury? 15203, 25.

458. Sulrt. Platinum? 15204.

459. Sulrt. Gold? 15205, 27.

460. 461. Deposit of lxxxiii C, dried on glass. 15231, 68.

462. Film of Gold by hydrogen. 15241.

463-466. Films of palladium by hydrogen. 15242, 67.

467-470. Films of rhodium by hydrogen. 15243, 66.

471,472. Films of silver by hydrogen. 15244.

473-477. Platinum films by hydrogen. 15245, 69.

478-480. Gold films by hydrogen. 15254.

481-483. Palladium films Do. 15255.

484-485. Silver films by by. 15256.

486-488. Iridium films by by. 15257,65,70.

489-494. Jelly, ruby, etc. with gold. 15278.

495,496. Gold leaf heated in oil tubes. 15284,307.

497-505. Gold leafon plates heated at a gas lamp. 15292, 308, 38.

506-508. Do heated in an oil bath. 15295,309, 10, 1, 38, 51.

509-5 1 1. Two and three golds on glass, heated, lamp. 15312.

5 12-5 14. Fine gold leaf on Mica, heated. 153 14.

515. Fine gold leaf on Rock crystal, heated. 153 15.

516-517. Fine gold leaf on platinum and silver, heated. 15316,7.
518-523. Copper defln. in hydrogen. 15324, 5.

524-529. Palladium Do. . . . 15326.

530-532. Platinum Do. . . . 15327.

533-538. Iron Do. . . . 15328.

1 I.e. p. 99. * I.e. p. 208.

3 Reference probably belongs to next line.
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539-544. Lead Do. . . . 15329.

545-550. Tin Do. . . . 15330.

551-554. Aluminium Do. . . . 1 5331.

555-560. Zinc Do. . . . 15332.

No. 504. Heated gold leaf in chlorine gas. 15345.

Nos. 561-5. Copper films by oil. 15346.

566, 567. Do. . . . coarse. 15346.

568-570. Double copper films, 15346.

571, 572. Dry gold jelly, blue on surface, No. 1. 15114, 349.

573> 574- Dry gold jelly, violet, No. 2. 15114, 349.

575? 57<5, 577- Dry gold jelly, salt, No. 3. 15114, 349.

578, 579,580. Do. . . . salt, brown gold down, No. 4. 15114,349.

581,582,583. Do. . . . blue, No. 5. 15114,349.

584, 585, 586. Do. . . . fine ruby, No. 6. 15114, 349.

587,588,589. Do. . . . blue, salt, No. 7. 15114,349.

590, 5
9
t, 592. Do. , . . fine ruby, No. 8. 15114, 349.

593, 594, 595- Do. . . . very poor, salt. No. 9. 15114,349.

596,597,598. Do. . . . very poor, No. 10. 15114,349.

599. Gold leaf heated in pure oil. 15352.

600, 601, 602. Gold leaf on rock crystal, heated at lamp. 15353.

603-608. Gold leaf on glass in Muffle. 15356.

609. Silver leaf on glass in Muffle. 15357.

610. Rock crystal and gold sol., heated. 15358.

61 1. Do. . . . and gold leaf, much heated in Muffle. 15359.

612. 613, 614. Do. not so much heated. 15368,70,2.

615. Silver leaf on R. crystal, heated in Muffle. 15368.

616, 617. Silver leaf heated in Muffle. 15370.

618. Do. . . heated on surface to fusion. 15370.

619. Do. . . in alcohol for powder. 15370.

620. Tube and silver leaf, 6 leaves. 11373.

620 a. Do 8 leaves. 15374.

621. 622, 623, 624. Fine Golds on R. Crystal, in muffle. 15375.

625, 626, 627, 628. Silvers on R. Crystal, in muffle. 15375.

629-635. Gold wire deflagrated in hydrogen. 15403.

636-641. Ruby Jelly made for F. E. June 1857.

15181. Replaced this deposit by another ruby, lxxxiii c

( 15086, 135) and made this a little thinner that more light might

pass. Found the same effect rather better and in the same order.

Then replaced the gold solution by water to obtain the effect of

the cell and fluid. The same results were obtained, but more easily

because of the quantity of transmitted light. Finally put a piece

of heavy glass there. Like effects of good strength were obtnd.,

but exactly in the same order. I believe the gold deposit went

for nothing-and that the effect seen was due to the water and cell.
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15182. But in considering the expectation of any rotation, we
must not forget how small a quantity of gold was there and

that the magnerotation effect depends upon the bulk of the

body.

15183. Have some pure gold leaf from Mr. Smirke, beaten by
Marshall—he gives it as averaging 17 dwt. or 408 grains per

2000 leaves; i.e. 0*2 of a grain per leaf. It is a fine rich orange

yellow— very soft and flexible, so that it requires much more care

in handling it on the cushion and hangs on the knife with different

draping folds to ordinary gold leaf. It is sin[g]ularly mottled in the

middle of the leaf, some parts being seemingly 3 or 4 times as

thick as otherfs]. At the side it streaks out like other leaf. Colour

a fine warm green by transmission. Laid on cyanide of potassium

;

it dissolved away, leaving no trace. Laid on chlorine solution; it

also dissolved away, breaking up as it became very thin and

leaving no trace of chloride of silver.

15184. Have been preparing many glasses for experiments widi

polarized light-in Sulphide of Carbon. The metals first men-
tioned in the following list were rubbed up very finely in a mortar

with a little water, the lighter particles washed off and when they

had settled, they were put on the glass with a little water and left

to dry.

Nos. 433, 434. Two Arsenics— much white oxide seems to have

formed (15220).

No. 435. Bismuth (15220).

Nos. 436, 437. Antimony (15220).

Nos. 438, 439. Purple of Cassius, xlviii (15221).

Nos. 440, 441. lxxi, deposit blue by salt.

Nos. 443, 444, 445, 44<>, 447* Pure gold leaf.

15185. Put a weak solution of chloride of Palladium into a dish

and floating particles of phosphorus on to it. After intervals of

3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours, etc., took off specimens, which are

all numbered 442. Many concentric portions were formed and

here I had the circular rings of colours, the effect of thin plates.

Very beautiful whilst floating on the fluid and also very well after

being transferred to the glass plates. The transmitted colour of

Palladium is Indian ink, from faintish shade up to blackness. The
thinnest film has by reflexion the polish of the glass and a good

14FD VII
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metallic reflexion; as they became thicker they became less bril-

liant, but long before they refuse to transmit light appear perfectly

black and dead by reflexion.

15186. Now taking a part of medium thickness and using Agate

pressure on it- that part became as highly reflective as any other

part-very brilliant; and at the same time less light was trans-

mitted but the tint transmitted was the same as before-not

coloured. So seems that transmission and reflection here are not

connected with production of colour-but whether or no, the

principles of action are most likely the same here as in gold. If

so, then pressed gold shews the true characters of the metal and

the other forms of gold-the effect of the joint action of the inside

and outside of particles at the same instant upon an ether undula-

tion. Think this is most probable.

15187. The palladium film when thin is pretty stout upon the

fluid and breaks brittle, i.e. with sharp shining long cracks.

15188. Sol. Nitrate of silver- treated in the same way-films easily

formed - concentric rings effect of thin plates soon appear. The

transmitted colour is from warm brown or sepia in the thinnest

films to blackness in the thicker, but the thick films soon pass into

heaps of mossy silver close to the phosphorus -like a sponge, so

loose. The reflexion is scarcely metallic in any case- the thinner

parts are polished as the glass is, the thicker a dead black. Agate

pressure brings out the polish very well, and then in favourable

places the light transmitted is seen to be less and of a dark blue

or slate blue colour. No. 448.

15189. Sol. Chloride of Platinum- treated in the same way-
After much longer time, signs of a film and of concentric ring

colours round the phosphorus. On examination found a very

thin film all over, and took off specimens and numbered them 449.

They are scarcely visible on the glass except near the center of

the ring part, and there very little colour or lustre even when

on the fluid and before transfer-hardly sensible. The film, when

on glass nearly clear in colour, has a rosy tint perceptible on

looking through it at white paper. When the solution was poured

out of the basin, a thin film was caught on the bottom, and it

shewed the same rosy or purplish tint. This being rubbed up

by the finger aggregated into a sediment of which part was put
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on a glass and made No. 450, but it was poorly spread, for the

particles had welded together. The rest of it examd. by acids

proved to be metallic platinum.

15 190. Solution of Chloride Rhodium dealt with in the same

manner. In 3 or 4 hours, had given a beautiful film of metal in

concentric rings, varying in reflecting and transmitting power and

also in colour. Those which reflected, transmitted little light

—

those which transmitted, reflected little light-one might have

thought that there was no metal in some of the rings between

other rings that reflected brilliantly; but I believe the metal was

there, only in such thickness as transmitted the light. These rings

deserve close attention. Put on more. No. 451.

15191. The application and effect of the S. of Carbon in these

depolarizing experiments compares and measures in some degree

the high refraction force of die metals and so distinguishes them.

Even if other bodies, as glass and metallic oxides or sulphurets,

have like powers, as probably they ought to and will have, yet

there may be a distinction by the amount of inclination and the

medium required.

15192. In respect of the position when a plate of glass or gold

depolarizes (15164), it is a little difficult to me to recognise the

physical cause of non action when the plane of inclination is

transverse to the plane of polarization - and why it does not then

produce most effect. Instead of which, that is an indifferent

position separating two quadrants of opposite rotation (15164).

15193. Made Rhodium solution, feeble strength but coloured red

brown-floated particles of phosphorus (15 190); in an hour was

going on well. In about 6 hours took off three concentric films

(dropping the phosphorus to the bottom of the solution) and left

one center to go on all night. The three, made also 451, were

excellent films. Next morng. the left one was excellent— discs

like and shewing thin films action.

15194. The production of plates of metals, etc. very greatly in-

fluenced by the strength of the solution and the time of action.

15195. Filtered the Platinum solution (15189) to remove frag-

ments of films, etc. and left particles of phosphorus on the surface.

Platinum films next morng. were there, very thin. Knocked the

phosphorus through but it clung very hard. Films almost

14-2
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invisible- thin plate action. Made all the platinums No. 449. Is

the film phosphorus only ? ( ).

15196. On examining the various concentric plates of gold on

glass, I find traces of effects of thin plates, but they are feeble,

probably because hidden by the colour of the film and because

the softness of the gold easily admits of disturbance of the

particles in manipulating with them.

15197. Proceeded to prepare some films of metallic sulphurets,

or rather to reduce some solutions of metals by an atmosphere

containing sulphuretted hydrogen. Put the weak solutions of the

salts into dishes or glasses, and enclosed them all under one large

bell glass and then threw in a little sulphuretted hydrogen: films

soon formed on some, more slowly on others. The following are

first results and were numbered as marked.

15198. No. 452. Sol. chloride of Palladium . Film excellent, and

in appearance and character exactly like those of Palladium by

phosphorus. I doubt whether there is any sulphur in it but we
shall see.

15 199. No. 453. Sol. Nit. Silver. Film very feeble and poor-

easily broke up in the washing-colour marked and brown by

transmitted light. Solution is probably too feeble.

15200. No. 454. Sol. Nit. lead-a good grey film, colour of

galena, having metallic lustre but very brittle and easily breaking

up-is evidently a sulphuret.

15201. No. 455. Sol. Emetic tartar-Antimony. Some precipi-

tate but also a film of very slightly aggregated particles, apparently

crystalline-of an orange colour and good lustre-a sulphuret.

15202. No. 456. Sol. Acetate copper-a good film-of a pale

brown colour- looks adherent-is thin.

15203. No. 457. Sol. Cor. Sublimate. Very thin film-very little

colour- adheres together well-may it be sulphur?

15204. No. 458. Sol. Chlo. Platinum- doubtful if any film-the

solution is too weak.

15205. No. 459. Sol. Chlo. Gold-very feeble if any film-solu-

tion is too weak.

15206. Looked at the ten Jellies (15115).

1. Body not coloured-top surface brilliant golden reflexion

-by reflection-perceive particles within the body.
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2. Body fine ruby-I think it becomes continually deeper. No
reflexion of gold on the surface.

3. Body not coloured-upper surface brilliant golden re-

flexion.

4. Body has a little ruby tint, but is brown and muddy through-

out, as if gold down in large particles.

5. Body slight pale blue-surface not metallic.

6. Body fine ruby, not deep-surface not metallic.

7. Ruby fine but pale- surface not metallic.

8. Body beautiful ruby- surface not metallic.

9. Body blue and turbid like prec. by acid sol. of iron. Surface

has no metallic lustre.

10. Body dirty deep brown throughout—somewhat reddish-

surface not affected.

23 OCTR. 1856.

15207. Proceeded to arrange the polarized ray, etc. ( ) with

the cell and the medium Sul. Carbon for further experiments as

before. Examined the fluid when put in as to any rotation pos-

sessed by itself (15 157). It possesses no rotating power nor any

depolarizing effect- a little trace of light appears due to mal-

formation of the glass cell, annealing, etc. and perhaps in part to

the change of temperature by evaporation.

15208. Polarized the ray in an inclined plane \ as before (15164),

revolving the plates experimented on round a vertical axis.

15209. Tried mica in the air for a supporting plate for films, but

could find no inclined position of no depolarization sufficient for

my purpose. Its own action on light too good.

15210. When either gold film or clear glass is inclined accurately

in the plane of polarization or at right angles to it- there is no

depolarizing effect produced at any angle of inclination.

15211. Compared air, glass, Sulphide of Carbon and gold

together as to the direction in which they rotate the ray when they

depolarize it. Air between glass and sulphide of Carbon in the

cell No. 426. Air is the plate here whilst glass or sulphide of

carbon is the medium. There was good depolarization-which

required the analyzer to rotate direct to compensate for it; there
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was a fair minimum place on the left, but not much signs of

colour produced. Using the same cell No. 426 where the gold

was, is equivalent to employing a compound plate of air and gold

in the medium. The depolarization occurred—and still direct

rotation of the analyzer was required, but much more than before

and there was some colour produced. Then employed a plate

of glass in the air as medium- there was depolarization, still

requiring direct rotation of the analyzer to compensate for it.

Gold leaf in air does the same thing, so that all these contrasts,

strong as they are, give the same results as to direction. They
should do so, for an absolute reversion, if it occurs, would still

bring a quadrant of the same character on to the same position

of the plate.

15212. Used a glass plate in air and revolved the polarized ray

so as to obtain experimentally proof of the alternate quadrants.

1 521 3. The effect of a plate of glass when perpendicular to the

polarized ray is nothing if all be at the same temperature (15 137).

15214. Fine Gold leaf, No. 445, 447, acted as ordinary gold leaf

in the medium. Much direct rotation of the analyzer was required

before the minimum was obtained-which however was not very

dark- then blue came on by further rotation.

15215. Palladium films ,
No. 442. It depolarized a little— a little

direct rotation of the analyzer first extinguished the image and

then brought in cold tint, blue. The thin part of the film did as

well as a thicker part- with a much thinner plate of Palladium

a very good effect, better than a thicker part. Employed a circular

concentric film. A certain thin part did best, but not the thinnest-

the thinnest are clearly not the best-some are so thin as to be

almost insensible by reflexion or transmission of light. Nor is

the thicker or the dull part good. Any part having a dull or dead

surface falls in power. The film is best when it has bright metallic

surfaces, and no doubt also when it is continuous and not

permeable. Many results in other cases shew how a film which

adheres togedier as one thing surpasses in effect a rotten fragile

porous film. All this shew[s] the action of an uniform plate with

good surfaces and without specific action of the particles.

15216. Silver films (15188). Three specimens No. 488 ( )

were employed. They acted as Palladium, etc. Direct rotation
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of the analyzer was required and cold tints followed the neutral

or minimum place. Here a good transparent pale brown film,

thin but continuous and with good metallic face, was better than

thicker parts. Rough or dead surfaces were bad.

15217. Platinum films (15189). Numbered 449. These films are

difficult of formation-an exceedingly thin film forms and then

the process goes on very slowly. The existence of the film is

shewn by the manner in which the surface of the solution moves

when the films are taken up on the glass plates; for a little space

round the phosphorus the rings are seen and where thickest die

platinum film will shew a yellow colour by transmission. When
on the glass, the central or thicker part may be seen by the eye,

but at the more distant parts where I believe film to be, there

are no sensible signs of it to the naked eye. One plate, 44y
,

produced a depolarizing effect at the middle thicker parts of the

same kind as gold, etc., but not in other parts where I believed a

thinner film to be. No. 44? was a very thin film visible by a

tint when over white paper and also before removal from the

bath. But its effect on the polarized ray very doubtful- perhaps

a little change of tint. Another plate,
44

-, with a distinct yellow

spot of film in the center, gave a doubtful effect even at the spot—

though perhaps it came in at the highest inclination but that

place was a little rough by corrugation of the spot. No. 449 had

a good central part about half an inch across and yellow by trans-

mitted light. The effect was distinct but small. The plate even

there is probably too thin. The specimen 450 (15189) of platinum

particles did nothing.

15218. Rhodium films (15190,3). Nos. 451. Both 4
]

1

and 4
[

l

gave good results of the former kind same direction, rotation, etc.

15219. Agate pressure acts on some of the other metals as it

does on gold: thus it gives good reflexion to dead surfaces of

Palladium and silver, just as it does to gold, and then it diminishes

the transmitted light often and in silver tends to give a dark blue

colour ( ). It has the effect also of improving the films in

their action on a polarized ray; both No. 442 palladium and 448

silver shewed this effect. This accords with the idea that it is a

plate with flat reflecting surfaces that is wanted, both for ordinary

transparency and colour and also for these depolarizing effects,
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which depend on the regularly formed mass and not on the

individual particles.

15220. The specimens of pulverized Arsenic, bismuth and anti-

mony (15184) Nos. 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, did nothing, not

having that form of a plate which is requisite.

15221. The Purple of Cassius (15184), Nos. 438, 439, fine dry

films, have a deep purple brownish golden reflexion-but were

too thick, obscuring much light. One of the plate[s] produced

an effect (the effect), bringing in a red image (because of the colour

of the Cassius), but proved to be the effect because direct rotation

of the analyzer carried the image on to cool tints -and reversing

the rotation brought back the tints to red again.

15222. The deposit lxxi (15184) Nos. 440, 441. The specimens

have dried, presenting a dead golden reflexion - but the layers are

not flat. Both gave very imperfect and confused effect, a little

depolarization but confused, and are not continuous plates or the

equivalent of such.

15223. Experimented with the films of Sulphurets prepared

Yesterday (15 197-205) from metallic solutions and sulphuretted

hydrogen gas. The Sulphuret of Antimony (15201), No. 455, an

orange coloured film-did not affect the ray when perpendicular

to it, but when oblique acted as the other bodies, Gold, glass, etc.

15224. Sulphuret ofcopper (15202), No. and This sulphuret

forms a good adhering film which, when on the glass, has excellent

surfaces, though very thin-it transmits a pale brown colour. It

depolarized effectually, bringing in a blue or cold image
;
then right

handed rotation of the analyzer brought in a warm tint. With
one of the plates the effect was very good and as follows: the

image being out, the use of the oblique film brought in the

light-then a very little direct rotation made that image a dark

blue, a minimum, and then a red and then brightness-reverse

rotation of the analyzer passed back through the series. Is this

the proper order of all the cases? (15214).

15225. Sulphuret ofMercury (15203), No. 4p and The films

are brown by transmitted light and look bright and continuous,

reflecting a good image. Produces a very good effect— requires

direct rotation to compensate the effect.

15226. Sulphuret of lead (15200), Nos. 4|4 ancj The films
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are metallic looking but do not adhere together and the medium
floats off much of it from the glasses. It broke up even in the

gathering, 15200. The effect on the ray was very doubtful—

I believe only because of the badness of the films.

15227. Sulphuret of Gold (15205), Nos. 459. There are here two

small spots of film evident a a . They look like accidents from some
particle of dust rather than a film formed by die Sul. hydrogen.

They produce the effect-but the other parts of the glass or film,

if there be one, produces nothing-doubt the existence of a film.

15228. The Jellies ( ). The simple film of dried jelly on

glass, Nos. 429, 428, 432, do nothing when they are perpendicular

to the ray; when oblique they produce exactly the effect of glass

in air-they do not displace the plane of polarization, i.e. they

do not sensibly rotate the ray but they bring in the light and

perhaps colour it. Those jellys which are rendered ruby or blue

by gold, as Nos. 423 and 421, have exactly the same effect in the

smooth parts, but the light is coloured by the gold tint. The jelly

acts as any other plate would act, but the gold in it (diffused)

does nothing as regards the polarity of the incident ray.

25TH OCTR. 1856.

15228 [a]. Sulphuret of Silver tried on Saturday, No. 453 (15 199).

It was exceedingly thin and there was no sensible effect.

15229. Agate pressure applied on to the Purple of Cassius,

Nos. 438, 439-on the thinnest parts of the films giving an in-

creased reflective power and a green transmission, but the particles

are large and coarse and the effects poor.

15230. Agate pressure on deposits lxxi, Nos. 440, 441. More
reflexion, but the particles are too large for transmission and always

appear black and coarse in that direction.

15231. Put lxxxiii c on to plates to dry, Nos. . These

by agate pressure greened well in parts that adhered to the glass

but most of the gold rolled off on to the agate. Unheated and

heated gold both green alike by pressure.

15232. Have glasses jellied on one side, Nos. 428, 429, 432; also

prepared two others jellied on both sides, Nos. (15228).

Then put them into the polarized ray in air, inclining them at

angle of 45
0
to the plane as before. They were the same as glass
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alone and required direct rotation of the analyzer to compensate

effect. Verified the succession of quadrants of opposite rotations

with these glasses.

15233. Proceeded to work with gold leaf, etc. etc. as to their

power ofproducing a polarized ray and its direction-and worked

first in air. Here there was no polarizer- only a screen with a

small hole to let a lamp ray through-then the plate-then the

analyzer. The pure gold leaf was stretched on a ring of copper

wire (15163) and rotated round a vertical axis. When it was

perpendicular to the ray there was nothing, when oblique there

was polarization of the ray; when very oblique the passing ray

is almost wholly polarized and the plane of its polarization is

vertical, i.e. it is perpendicular to the direction of the inclination

as in the case of glass, water, etc. The analyzer stands thus when
it lets the ray pass, the inclination of the gold leaf being about the

axis a b. No colours appeared here.

15234. Plate of crown glass in air produced the same effect; but

so much unpolarized light passes as to obscure the effect and but

little apparent difference occurs at the maximum and minimum
positions of the analyzer-they were the same as for the gold leaf.

I 5235* As I could not work with films in air because they had

to be sustained on glass, proceeded to us[e] the Sulphide ofcarbon

as a medium. Then the thin or thick glass plates in it gave no

sensible traces of polarized light by inclination. Just before total

reflexion, the transmitted light became a fine red, but that was

prismatic and remained red in all positions of the analyzer.

15236. Pure gold on glass
,
No. 445 ( ) in S. of Carbon-

inclined—produced polarization in a vertical plane. Could not

now extinguish the light (as in air) so as to make the whole

transmitted beam polar. When the glass face was toward the

incident ray the effect seemed best. The difference of Gold and

Sulrt. Carbon is sensibly not so great as gold and air.

15237. Thinned gold leaf No. 73, did the same. Much common
light passed, i.e. the image was always luminous, but changing

in tint.

15238. The Goldfilms
,
Nos. 8 and 14. Acted in the same manner

but the effect was small. No. 260 did very well as regarded change

of colour but plenty of light always passes. No. 312 is a circular
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film differing in thickness— the thickest part acted very well as

to colour. Of course much light passes through these as they are

films not continuous.

15239. Palladium films . No. 44 as gold leaf. No. 442 as gold

leaf— the thicker part of this film obstructed more light than the

thinner—but did not polarize more distinctly. Another Palladium

No. 442, irregular in parts as to thickness. Nothing particular

in the different parts.

15240. Deflagrated gold, No. 322. Acted rather well (15258).

So all these bodies polarize by transmission (15258).

15241. Put some solutions on the air pump into an atmosphere

of hydrogen- to ascertain if films could be formed thus. Six

preparations were in small capsules, five were in glasses (test).

The following are their numbers and natures

:

1. Chloride of Gold- 5 drops of de la Rue’s solution and water.

2

Palladium-from the large bottle of diluted

solution.

3

Rhodium, 4 drops from shelf bottle and water.

4. Nit. silver— 9 drops from shelf bottle and water.

5. Chloride Platinum- 8 drops from Stock bottle and water.

6. Chloride Iridium- 20 drops from shelf bottle and water.

7. Solution of Acetate of Copper.

8. „ „ Arsenious acid in water.

9. „ ,,
Emetic tartar.

10. „ „ Proto chloride of tin, acid.

11. ,, „ Bichromate of potassa (15253).

Very soon 1, Gold, shewed trace of action round the edge of

the solution in the capsule and perhaps a fine film over the

whole surface, but in several hours it had not increased-No.

462.

15242. 2, Palladium-instant action-a black powder sinking— in

the course of 6 hours much deposit-but also a film on the surface.

On taking this off by glass, it was found so thin, mobile and

without tenacity that I could scarcely keep specimens. See Nos.

463, 464, 465, 466-there was much deposit.

15243. 3, Rhodium. Action at once-dark film. After 6 hours,

taken off. Made 467, 468, 469, 470-films appear in strias as if
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formed of floating separate particles coming together—very little

lateral adhesion.

15244. 4, Silver. Action at once-darkish film-but it did not

thicken and in six hours was very poor. See Nos. 471,472. Could

not wash it, so rotten and fragile.

15245. 5, Platinum. Quick action. Minute spots appeared here

and there on the surface-then these grew and enlarged-became

rough and dead in the middle but with bright shading narrow

edge parts- these enlarged until they joined together and form

a common crust or film- dark or black by transmitted light- dull

metallic lustre on die air side but black on the glass side, except

at the thinnest edges, and there it was brilliant and metallic. The
whole action seems, after the first formation of spots, as if de-

pendant on air voltaic circles. There was no common film over

the whole surface and in the specimen a little breath of air is

enough to detach the films of platinum from the glass. Made
them Nos. 473-477.

15246. 6, Iridium-no sensible action. Nor with Nos. 7, 8, 9,

10 and 11.

15242 a. At 7 o’clk. p.m. filtered 1, 2 and 4 and put them with

6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 over the air pump with hydrogen and left

them for the 27th.

15243 a. However minute the vibration of an ether molecule, it

must have a sensible relation to the ether wave and therefore a

distinct relation to the very minute molecules of gold, and may
well be reached by them in their action.

15244 a. Think that green is probably the true transmitted colour

of continuous gold- then the reflexion and transmission are most

direct, and the rays affected most parallel and least dispersed.

When lateral separation appears, as in the films, deflagrations,

fluids, etc., then the rays are otherwise affected according to size

of the particles, and all the colours within a certain range come
in with the transmitted light. In that case must consider true

transmitted colour as an action of mass.

15245 a. If green be taken as the true transmitted colour of con-

tinuous gold, and if breaking up the continuity causes change by

the consequent joint action of a center and the parts about it on

an ether molecule-it may well be that further change of the same
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kind should be able to cause still further change of the final effect

on the vibration, and therefore a further change of colour from

the grey of the films to the ruby of the finest particles.

15246 a. As to heating or pressure conferring a constrained con-

dition on the particles of gold, I cannot find signs of that condition.

A plate of it acts as a plate of glass or of air. Pure gold is very

soft and may not be able to keep a constrained condition. A leaf

of pure gold is very irregular in its central and other parts, shewing

there heaps, and these central heaps must cause as much lateral

compression as vertical compression
;
yet they are as green as the

hardest gold leaf and as green in the thin as the thick parts, and

keep green as long on the application of heat. Moreover die heat

does not dismiss the green tint until it lets through much light,

shewing that the effect is one of retraction and not annealing.

15247. The pure gold leaf or film is so soft that the finger or a

card greens it down by a streak. Can such a draught of card be

thought to give much compression vertically or more than

laterally? Perhaps it may, but seems insufficient to account for

the other results.

15248. Gold leaf is a very irregular thing to be considered as a

thinflat plate ,
but it has the advantage of continuity

,
and the thin-

nest parts still act and let the most light through; furthermore,

the lateral distance between a thick and a thin part is probably

many times more than the thickness of the thickest, so diat the

inclinations of the surfaces are probably not very sudden or steep.

15249. The greening effect of pressure may probably be taken

as a test of the metallic condition of the gold (and the like effect

with other metals as a like test), in which case it will prove that

the ruby films either by phosphorus vapour or deflagration are

metallic gold— as well as the films obtained with deposits,

lxxxiii, etc.

15250. If green gold is the state of gold as a really continuous

body (15245 [a]) then the other states are divided more or less-

the polish produced by pressure on dead films, etc. accords with

this. But plates of the divided states, as films, deposits, etc. can

polarize and depolarize. This would seem to shew that the latter

actions are consistent with larger actions than the former, i.e. that

the distance of effectual action is less in the latter.
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15251. The mottled condition of beaten gold is hardly consistent

with a great predominance of compression in one direction. When
heated it looses greenness and opacity together, and lets light

through, shewing change of form of the parts seen through.

15252. If continuity be a condition of the true colour of gold, it

most likely has an influence in many coloured bodies.

27 OCTR. 1856.

15253. T his morning there was a little absorption of hydrogen

or else perhaps a little lowering of temperature. Took down the

experiment (15241). There had been no action on Nos. 7, 8, 9,

10, 11. The others were acted upon.

15254. 1. Gold. Very thin film- too thin to wash the film had

a metallic reflexion and transmitted a dark slate blue colour: made
three specimens, Nos. 478, 479, 480.

15255. 2 - Palladium-as before (15242): dark deposit and bright

black film—very thin. Made three specimens, 481, 482, 483. The
deposited particles clung together on moving the fluid, pouring

it off and adding water.

15256. 4. Silver. Film as thin as before (15244)—no tenacity—

could not wash them— not worth having. Two specimens, Nos.

484, 485.

15257. 6. Iridium. Films had formed something in the manner
of platinum, from centers. Dark coloured and dead. Have three

specimens, 486, 487, 488.

o
0

15258. Continued the experiments from 15240, i.e. used plates

of the substances mentioned in a S. of Carbon bath to polarize

a beam of common light and examined the ray by an analyzer.

Resumed the deflagrated gold
,
No. 322— it acted but produced a

very feeble effect.

15259. Fine gold leafl No. 445. Acts— light always passes and

therefore far more than in air, but the effect is well seen by the

change of colours— the minimum light in the analyzer is obtained

when its position is thus, and that minimum light is pale bluish.

If the gold plate be replaced by a Nicol’s prism as polarizer, the

latter must be placed thus to produce like effect, i.e. at right

angles to the analyzer.
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15260. A bundle of thin plates of glass were then employed as

the polarizer in place of the gold leaf: they had to be placed with

the same inclination to produce the same effect at the analyzer.

15261. Deflagratedgold, No. 386: shewed the like effect produced

by the change of colours in the Analyzer— the effect was but

small. The same result occurred with No. 394.

15262. Deflagration of silver
,
No. 345—produced a trace of

action. No. 348 gave a somewhat better result.

15263. Heated gold deflagration— ruby tint, Nos. 387 and 401:

gave feeble traces of action, but the state of the glass interferes.

15264. Sulphuret ofcopper, ±p and very feeble effect if any—
am in doubts about it.

15265. Silver films . No. 47, fair effect is a thick film. No. 448,

only a slight effect if any. Another 488 I -an effect.

15266. Rhodium film ,
Nos. 467 and 469— very feeble.

15267. Palladium film ,
No. 466-very feeble.

15268. The deposit lxxxiii c, No. 460-does produce an effect

but it is very small.

15269. Platinum film ,
Nos. 473 and 476— dark—no effect.

15270. Iridium film ,
No. 487— dark, not sensible to me.

1 5271. Now polarized a ray by the Nicol’s prism; then put

No. 180, which is made green by pressure, into it, but could see

no difference in the green and purple part. The glass having been

heated is variably active.

15272. Compared direction of rotation and consequent colours

produced by fine gold (15214) and sulphuret of copper (15224);

see 1 521 1 also. Placed the Nicol polarizer thus and employed the

medium Sulphide of Carbon. No. 445 fine gold was introduced.

When inclined it depolarizes -then requires direct rotation of the

analyzer. When the minimum is obtained then reverse rotation

brings in warm tints and direct rotation cool tints. The gold leaf

was revolved 180
0

: still the same thing occurred— it first required

direct rotation, and then left rotation brought in warm tints and

right rotation brought in blue tints.

15273. Now the Sulphuret of copper film No. (15202) pro-

duces a depolarizing action and requires reverse ? rotation of the

analyzer to produce the minimum : but colour[s] appear strong and
1 ? 448; 488 is iridium according to par. 15180.
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close to the minimum; the red is on the right of the minimum
and the blue is on the left. The contrast between it and gold

seems very clear (15298).

15274. The same sulphuret ofcopper on glass in air, ^-produced
an effect—and required direct rotation to compensate it and obtain

minimum. Then the red appeared on the right and the blue on

the left, as in Sulphuret of Carbon, but the effect of colour not

nearly so sharp as before in the sulphide of carbon (15302).

15275. To ascertain the effect of the glass alone in Air— it was

submitted to trial. It required direct rotation of the analyzer. If

any tint was produced, the red was to the right of the minimum

(15301).

15276. Gold in Air— also required direct rotation to produce the

minimum but it was difficult to procure the tints-when most

inclined to warm tints they are to the left of the Minimum; the

cold tints are to the right.

15277. The pure gold leaf on ring in Air-polarized ray-

inclined-requires right handed rotation of the analyzer to reach

minimum- the tints are blue and cold to the left of the minimum.

If inclined only a little and the analyzer rotated to minimum
light- more inclination brings in the light and more rotation of

the analyzer is needed to compensate. The more the gold is

inclined the greater is the rotation of the plane of polarization.

28th OCTR. 1856.

15278. The Jelly in Glass No. c (15087), which is not ruby but

turbid, was transferred by warming, etc. into three watch glassfes]

to dry, and these were made Nos. 489, 490, 491. The jelly in glass

No. ci (15088), which is of a fine ruby and also turbid with gold,

was put into other three watch glasses and numbered 492, 493, 494.

15279. Taking the series Ruby glass-ruby jelly-Ruby gut, and

so on to ruby fluid, where can we stop? Why is not the cause

the same in all ?

15280. Filled a large bottle with hydrogen gas made some days

ago and which has stood over water. Then introduced a moderate

solution of gold, closed it up, agitated well to see if any reduction

could be effected and if a ruby could be produced. No appearance

of change in 6 hours.
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15281. When a particle of phosphorus floats on water, it sends

out a film all round it which may be seen near the phosphorus by
its high reflective power. It is this which reduces the gold and

causes the progressive motion from the center. Phosphorus

oxidizes very slowly on the surface of water.

15282. Fine gold leaf heated in a tube in air by a spirit lamp.

Wrinkled up by degrees and so became dead in appearance - and

by transmitted light became darker than before- but in the part

least heated was green. Think that holes opened out, but not

enough to account altogether for the change- [illegible] would do

a little. Gold leaf in a tube with air over the sand bath wrinkled

up—but remained green.

15283. Fine gold leaf in olive oil in tube on the sand bath left

for some hours— at temperature below decomposition or boiling,

though enough to make the oil brown. It also has wrinkled.

It has lost the green colour . Poured out contents of the tube on

to a glass plate-poured of[f] the oil-inclined the plate-drained

off the oil-washed of[f] remaining oil by camphine—and the

remaining camphine by Alcohol— then dried it and obtained the

gold in a wrinkled leaf-not green by transmitted light-yet

apparently continuous—and of a dead yellow colour by reflected

light. Examined in the microscope, it was as much a leaf as the

original gold leaf and as continuous as it. By pressure with agate

a good reflecting surface came out- and by transmitted light the

previously pale reddish gray part came out much darker and

green.

29TH OCTR. 1856.

15284. Put on two tubes with oil and gold leaf in them into the

sand bath as before (15283) and left them at about 1 o’clk. to

take the chances of heat. Next day the gold in both had lost its

green colour—transferred the pieces to glass plates— drained of[f]

the oil-washed them with camphine and then with Alcohol and

made them Nos. 495, 496. See (15307).

15285. Attached a piece of fine gold leaf to a lamp glass-lighted

the lamp and put the glass on at 12 o’clk. Surrounded it with a

paper jacket at a distance \ inch and closed that at the top to keep

in the heat. The heat was enough to char paper. At 1 o’clk.

F D VII 15
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perhaps a little diminution of green colour: continued the heat

until 9 o’clk. p.m. The gold had not lost its green colour and

adhered well to the glass.

15286. Agate pressure given upon Gold of No. 180, but with

card between the agate and the gold. Still even there the tendency

to greening was evident though imperfectly.

15287. Prepared some graduated films ofgold by putting particles

of phosphorus on to a solution. After 12 hours or more, were

good: took them of[f] the solution by mica plates. When they

were washed and dried, I put gold beater’s skin on to the gold

film, then plates of smooth paper above and below and plates

of card board next, making a bundle and beating it on the anvil

with our heaviest hammer. When opened out, there were signs

of greening but the gold had rather run up into particles— the

effect not very distinct. When the gray gold is first made ruby

by heat, then the effect of greening is more perfectly seen because

of the contrast of colours.

15288. Assume that the colour of annealed gold is not green but

a red gray tint. The compressed state gives green but it does not

seem to give polarizing or any other distinction except the green.

Is it then in too thin a mass ? As some films appear to be too thin

to polarize or depolarize ?

15289. As to condition of a glass plate in Sulphide of Carbon.

When a plate with piece of fine gold leaf on it was in that fluid,

the image of a candle flame, though well reflected from the gold,

was scarcely sensibly reflected from the glass. Only the outlines

of the glass were visible, so nearly is it and die fluid alike.

30 OCTR. 1856.

15290. Fine gold leafjmt on the glass of my lamp; see 15285.

1 5291. Attached specimens of fine gold leaf to thin plates of glass

by water and evaporation, and then when quite dry subjected

them to heat by laying them over the top of the glass chimney

of an Argand burner, sometimes with the gold and sometimes

with the glass upwards, for longer or shorter times. The lowest

heat given was enough to scorch paper. The gold adhered well

to the glass, being laid on by water.

15292. No. 497-gold upwards-good heat-not long. No. 498-
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gold upwards-good heat for 30'— it seemed considerably changed

whilst over the lamp flame-the effect seemed slowest at the thicker

mottled parts of the leaf. No. 499-gold face downwards: in 12

the green colour nearly all gone-lowered the flame and annealed

a little. No. 500-gold upwards-good heat for 70'. No. 501-

Gold upward but a second thin glass plate laid close over it to

keep in the heat-left over the flame for 2 hours. No. 502-gold

downward-heat good-in 3' the green colour was gone. No. 503-

gold face downwards -left over the heat for 8', then annealed.

No. 504-gold face downwards for about 20'. No. 505 -Gold
face downwards, over top of spirit lamp flame. See 15308.

15293. Nos. 502 and 503 were put into the throat of the laboratory

furnace at night time and left to anneal until the morning.

15294. The great difference when gold is down towards the

flame-or up from it-do the products of combustion do any

thing, or is it only the difference of heat ? The bottom face when
gold must become very highly heated- the top face is always

being cooled by a current of air inwards from the ends of the

plate to the middle, from whence it ascends, for the glass was

thus.

15295. Three like portions of fine gold leaf on thin glass plates

were put into an olive oil basin bath on the sand bath at n h
35'

— at n h 45' the oil becoming brown and pretty hot-but gold not

changed-probably time needed. At i2h 0 oil much changed -still

gold green. At i
h 25' p.m., oil very dark but gold green. At

3
h
30', i.e. after 4 hours heat, put the oil vessel back on the sand

bath and covered it well up to cool slowly and anneal the glass

(15309). Make the numbers 506, 507, 508.

15296. Arranged the small lamp-the Nicol’s polarizing prism

looked at from the lamp. Sul. Carbon cell and Nicol prism analyzer

as before ( ). Then proceeded to examine the effect of

plate of air and of gold (15167), using the double plate No. 426

for that purpose. The air part, being perpendicular to the polarized

ray, did nothing-being inclined it depolarized, but a moderate

inclination brought on total reflexion. When less inclined than

this, an image appeared which required a little direct analyzer

rotation to compensate it or reproduce minimum of light. There

was very little colour if any- the more the inclination the more

15-2
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the depolarization, but no colour. When the gold leaf part was

in the course of the ray and inclined, there was depolarization,

but little inclination of the plate could be allowed. The depolariza-

tion was corrected or compensated by direct analyzer rotation.

Very little colour if any, except the green of the gold, was de-

veloped-if any, the warm tints are to the left of the minimum
position and the cool tints to the right.

15297. When a plate of glass is inclined very much in the sulphide

of carbon, a darkness comes in over it from the further edge.

This is just a consequence of the edge cutting off more and more

light and is prior to total reflection.

15298. Resumed the comparison of Gold with Sulphuret of

copper (15272-6). Sulphuret of copper No. 4i5 in S. of carbon-

perpendicular to the ray did nothing. When much inclined it

brings in a blue image- a little direct rotation of the analyzer

darkens it- a little more gives a red image. The red is on the right

hand of the minimum and the blue on the left-they are strong

colours but a very little way apart. If the sulphuret of copper be

inclined in the opposite direction about the vertical axis the same

effect results.

15299. Now fine gold, No. 445, being employed; it when inclined

brings in also a bluish image and also requires direct rotation of

the analyzer for the minimum; though the first image is blue

(because of the colour of the gold) yet when the tints are carefully

examined, the warm tints are to the left of the minimum and the

cold tints to the right, i.e. the reverse of the Sulphuret of copper.

Exactly as before (15272, 3).

15300. When a plate of glass was employed- there was either the

least possible trace of colour or nothing.

15301. The Glass in Air requires a trace of direct rotation of the

analyzer to produce the minimum, and there is no sensible colour

05 *75 )-

15302. The Sulphuret of copper and glass No. in Air requires

a little righthanded rotation-a little colour appears, the red or

warm tints are on the right of the minimum and the cold tints

are on the left (15274).

15303. The heated and discoloured golds, 498, 499 (15292) were

examined, but the glass not having been sufficiently annealed,
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produces so much effect even when perpendicular to the ray as

to prevent any observation—but on the whole the gold seems

to have no effect.

15304. The gold from the oil tube bath (15284) No. 496, which

is not attached to the glass but is loose, gave no effect of depolariza-

tion on the ray. But it is very crumpled minutely and cannot

be considered as any thing but a corrugated plane— it was not

likely to shew any thing.

15305. Brown gold may be the ungreen heated gold. Burnished

or polished gold must be the green gold. Though brown gold

rubbed by the hand or a card becomes polished, it may and does

also become green, i.e. green and brilliant at the same time-

former experiments shew this.

15306. Other metals have these states, perhaps all-perhaps some-

thing of the same kind may be general to all matter.

31 OCTR. 1856.

15307. The oil golds, Nos. 495, 496 (15284) which have been

heated looked at in my microscope-they are corrugated but there

are plenty of thin parts which one can look through -these seem

as continuous as a piece of fine gold leaf which was compared

with them, but the thinnest part and all parts have lost their green

colour and become brown, darker or paler as the parts are thicker

or thinner-it does not appear to me as if what remains is green

gold separated but rather true annealed gold, which by trans-

mitted light is of a brown colour. The specimens are of a fine

dead gold colour by reflected light.

15308. The specimens 497 to 505 (i5292)-fine gold heated over

gas flame. No. 497, heated short time— tends to lose a little of

the warmth of the green tint where most heated— a commence-

ment of action only. No. 498, heated 30'—much more affected-

the warm green became blue green, the thinner parts almost

colourless— the thicker pimples still green. Much more light

therefore passes, but it does not seem to pass by holes. In the

Microscope the dark parts are green and thick- they form a

mottle—between them are the thinner colourless parts or very

light brown; these are not holes—for the holes are very different-

they may be reticulations like porous films, but look as if
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continuous, as continuous as the thin parts which are green in the

unheated gold. The plate has lost a little in reflective power at

the place heated. No. 499, heated 12', gold downwards-green

gone to common observatn.-the reflexion very poor and looks

as if gold were full of holes—but by a lens these places seem to

be continuous but to consist of unreflecting gold—very much
light goes through them but it is a pale grey or grey brown light.

I believe the gold to be all there, though it seems as if gone, swept

away. In the microscope there is a great difference between these

places and the lines where the gold is really removed by accident

and swept away. Agate pressure restored green and increased

reflection, but it is difficult for agate pressure to reach the thinner

parts, because the thicker parts stand up and keep of[f] the

pressure, and it is these which are greened by the pressure.

No. 500. Good heat for 7o'-gold upwards. Green colour well

gone to common observation. In the microscope was as the last.

The green of ordinary beaten gold is chiefly visible in the thinner

parts-the otherjs] are nearly opaque for a common light-with

a high light they also appear green. No. 501, which was covd., is

decoloured only along the two edges where it would be hottest-

the appearances of the different parts are as in the former specimens.

We have had the case of perfect decoloration in covered specimens

at the blow pipe ( ). No. 502, in 3', quite decoloured, gold

being downward. Here even the thicker parts are decoloured.

Made a streak with a needle point; there must I think be a con-

tinuous film of colourless gold on both sides of the streak. Agate

pressure brought out the green even in some of the thinnest parts

reached. Where the agate had picked off the gold, the microscope

shewed the difference between that place and the thin colourless

film. No. 503, same thing. No. 504, very greatly changed-in

best parts hardly any black portions left to common observation-

reflective power almost gone— the light either transmitted or

absorbed. In microscope, same as former, except that more thin

film and less opaque parts -pressure produced the greening both

in thinnest and thicker parts, but the thicker parts took off the

pressure from the thinner. I think the gold must be much re-

tracted in the thicker points-and not laid out as in the leaf. The
leaf consists perhaps of innumerable scales. Not likely, however,
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to be so. No. 505 is affected just as the former, though heated

by the spirit lamp flame. There is little or no adhesion of any

of these specimens to the glass. When wiped off the latter is quite

unchanged.

I5309‘ The gold leaf heated in oil (15295). Nos. 506, 507, 508-

were taken out of the cold dark oil - drained -wiped a very little-

then put into a glass of camphine to wash oft' the oil and after-

wards into a glass of absolute alcohol to wash off the camphine.

The gold on No. 508 was carelessly rubbed off, and it is kept for

another reason. Now the green transmitted tint is almost entirely

gone from Nos. 506 and 507-so that this treatment has done well

and is out of contact with smoke or air- moreover the gold has

not contracted or lost shape, but in form looks under the lens

and in the microscope as if simply the gold leaf deprived of green

colour. They have lost in reflective power, looking pale and

brassy, and transmit more light than before. These specimens do

much to settling the question whether the contraction of the gold

leaf is essentially concerned or not. I think now it is not.

153 10. These three plates 506, 507, 508, are covered on both

sides with a fine film-by reflection it is metallic and looks red,

like copper or titanium, by transmission it is of a green colour,

and when two plates are laid over each other, they transmit as

green a light as gold. The films seem permanent in air and wiped

off from the glass. Under the Microscope it has a mottled ap-

pearance and is as if a green film had formed over the whole and

then contracted as bitumen does, leaving vein spaces between.

Is this carbon or copper? (15320).

1531 1. Agate pressure on 506 gold brought in the green very well

considering the irregular thickness of metal.

15312. Nos. 509 and 510 are glass plates with two thicknesses of

gold leaf. It was (509) heated over the gas lamp with gold face

downwards for five minutes only— in which time it became

permeable to the light of the flame and lost the green colour.

No. 510 was the same. No. 511 has three thicknesses of the fine

gold leaf-it was over the lamp 10 minutes with the metal downwds.

and has like the rest become more permeable to light than before

(when it was opaque) and has lost green colour. The lustre in all

these heated cases is thin and brassy.
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15313. The change of these gold is more easily seen by lamp than

by day light because of the smaller proportion of green rays in

the former.

15314, Nos. 512, 513 and 514 are fine gold leafon mica . As mica

was found to bear the heat requisite to change the gold, so 512

and 513 were put over the lamp and heated for a few minutes.

They changed and lost the green colour just as before— so the

glass is not the cause of the change.

15315. Fine Gold leafon Rock crystal
,
No. 515-then heated: the

same effect produced (15353).

15316. Fine Gold leaf on platinum
,
No. 516—heated, the gold

lost in colour, became pale and the platinum whiteness shone

through it-yet not because of holes, but because of the change

of the green reflecting gold to pale brown unreflecting gold—

a

little agate burnishing brought up the bright gold reflexion and

hid the platinum again.

15317. Fine Gold leaf on Silver
,
No. 517. Heated. The gold leaf

became miserably poor. Almost disappeared as gold, looking

quite pale and white. Here the gold appeared to have combined

with the silver, for on burnishing the place, though it took a

fine polish, it was white like silver with gold—and not the full

colour of gold.

1 NOVR. 1856.

15318. Gold leaf heated until colourless and then submitted to

a ray of polarized light as before ( ). Nos. 498, 499, 501,

502, 503, 504 (15308). The glass too much affected by strain.

Even two which had been annealed in the throat of the furnace

were still depolarizant, so that no observations on the uncoloured

gold could be made.

15319. The three specimens which had been heated in oil (15309)
and lost green colour there were examined in the ray and of

course the S. of Carbon bath. No. 506 when perpendicular to

the ray did not depolarise either at the glass or gold part. When
the gold film was oblique it brought in a red image-and then

direct rotation of the analyzer reduced this somewhat and was

succeeded by a blue or cold image-the minimum was only a

little reduced. When inclined the other side, the effect was the
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same. The reduction was not much, but the difference of colours

was good. So there is a difference between it and the unheated

gold, but perhaps not more than is due to the dissipation of the

green colour. If this plate were looked at through a green glass,

a stronger minimum would appear by the extinction of the fainter

condition of the warm image. The difference may be due to that

altogether, or partly to that and partly to a constrained or

polarized condition of the gold. No. 507 (15309), being a like

preparation, produced the same effect at the gold part: the oblique

gold brought in a red image, which direct rotation of the analyzer

converted into a blue image.

15320. Now examined the optical effect of the coppery-looking

film on these glasses (15 3 10). Employed the clear end of No. 506.

Here the bronze film, being vertical to the polarized ray, did

nothing. When made oblique, it brought in a fine red image-

then direct rotation of the analyzer converted this into a fine blue

image, with no sensible minimum between. Effect was the same

on all sides of the plate. Wiped half the plate at the place; then

the cleared part seemed to have a very little effect of the same

kind-but nothing compared to the effect of the bronze coat. The

glass was not a good specimen of the coat. No. 507 examined

as to the bronze coat on it. Acted just as the former. Wiped

part of this glass also-had the same results as with the former

glass.

1 5321. No. 508 has no gold on it, but the bronze film only and

that on one side only (15309). A clear place was made across one

part of this plate by wiping so as to remove the film. The bronze

film placed oblique depolarized, bringing in a red image which

by direct rotation of analyzer changed to blue. When the plate

was raised so that the clear glass place was in the course of the

ray, it gave a feeble pale cold image, but as nothing compared

to the film part: the glass has a very little effect due probably to

the difference between it and the medium, but the film much; due

to its own power and greater difference from the medium.

15322. Examined this red film on No. 508 by acid, testing by

ammonia and also ferro pruss. potassa-found it to be copper .

So put some black oxide of copper into the remaining oil-and

also several glass plates-gave them a heat on the sand bath-took
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one out after half an hour-signs of the copper film-let the rest

have more heat and left to cool in the oil all night.

15323. Provided an apparatus for the deflagration of different

metal wires in hydrogen between glass plates-and by a power

of the large Leyden battery. All succeeded very well and many
results were obtained in which the metals as such were spread

in a film of fine particles on the plates, and were then examined

as to colour and their action on a polarized ray, before any time

for oxidation had occurred.

15324. Copper deflagration in hydrogen. The deposits reflected a

fine red metallic lustre, inclining a little to purple the light trans-

mitted was a dark green, an olive green, dark but very marked,

and general to the finer and coarser parts of the deposit. The
reflexion on the metal side was not so regular as that on the glass

side; and where the deposit was most abundant, it became dull

and of a dead black from disintegration. The contrast between

the reflected and transmitted light is good. There was a dust over

the whole of the plates -partly the smoke of the deflagration and

partly knocked out of the packing cork by the explosion. In the

polarized ray and Sul. Carbon, the oblique copper film was as

gold-i.e. it brought in a red image, which direct rotation of the

analyzer lowered a little to a minimum, and then came on a blue

or cold image. The specimens are numbered 518 to 523. Nos. 518,

521 and 522 have been dipped in the Sulphide of Carbon, and

so we may expect perhaps a little sulphur action there. The
diffuse film on all the glass is browned by this dip.

15325. Agate pressure gives a bright metallic reflexion to parts

dull before and makes the transmitted green deeper, i.e. more
light is reflected and less transmitted, as with gold; but there is

not the same strong change of colour. The effect is I think the

same in nature for both cases. See No. 519.

15326. Palladium wire deflagrated in hydrogen. Made Nos.

524-529. Reflexion— fine steel grey metallic reflexion, or else

where dead black- like the Palladium films by phosphorus. By
transmission from Sepia brown to black- the palest are clearly of

a warm or brown tint. General cloud on glasses as before. Put

No. 524 in the polarized ray. It brought in a red image, as copper-
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and then direct rotation of the analyzer gave a fair diminution

to the minimum and after that a blue image rising to white, etc.

Agate pressure on a dull part brought up the full steel grey metallic

reflexion-much darkened the transmission and gave it a bluish

tint by comparison with the neighbouring brown film. Good
result. See No. 524, also 527.

15327. Platinum wire deflagrated in hydrogen. Made 530-532,

Reflection-white and metallic- transmitted ray brown or warm
gray-no other colours. In the polarized ray, the image comes

in and it requires direct rotation to bring it to a minimum, but

the difference of colour is not sensible. There is good depolarizing

effect in selected parts of the films, but still, the development

of colour is not sensibly evident. Agate pressure improvejs] the

reflexion and darkens the transmission-but it is simply as if it

had spread the particles—nevertheless there is more light ob-

structed when spread than when not.

15328. Steel Watch hair spring deflagrated in hydrogen. Made

533-538. Fine metallic reflexion, steel gray or slate colour-the

transmitted ray a brown black. It acted on the polarized ray as

the other metals, bringing in the light- direct rotation of the

analyzer brought on a minimum, but the tints on either side of

it were very doubtful. Agate pressure increased the reflexion and

a very little darkened the transmission.

15329. Lead foil strip deflagrated in hydrogen. Made 539-544.

Bright metallic reflexion, white-where dead the reflexion dark

brown or black. Transmission, dark smoky brown. In the

polarized ray, acted as the other metals -direct revolution of the

analyzer gave a minimum, but I could not distinguish colours on

the sides of it. Agate pressure brings up the reflected polish—

diminishes the transmitted ray and renders its colour bluer. See

No. 544. Must remember that all these films are mere scattering

and that probably much light untouched by the particles passes

through. The lead adheres well to the glass in many parts, being

splashed on to it, but when cleared off the glass alone has no effect.

I 533°. Tin foil slip deflagrated in hydrogen. No. 545-550.

Reflexion very bright and metallic, white-where dead is brown.

Transmission is of various shades of brown, some light, others

darker. In the polarized ray- the depolarization occurred and
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needed direct rotation of the analyzer to attain a minimum, but

the colours on each side of it were doubtful. Agate pressure

brought up fine reflexion and darkened the transmission very

much. See 545. This is a good illustration ofone effect of pressure

at least, and it is questionable whether even gold presents any

other effect than this.

1 5331. Aluminium wire hammered out and cut up, deflagrated in

hydrogen. Nos. 551-554. Reflexion- bright metallic and white

except where dead and there dark brown or black. The trans-

mitted ray is dark brown-bluish brown and occasionally in

thinner parts orange. In the polarized ray, it brought in a red

image-direct rotation of the analyser reduced this to a minimum
at a very little distance and after that a cold tint came up. Agate

pressure acted a little as in former cases-improving reflexion, not

much reducing transmission.

15332. Zinc foil slip deflagrated in hydrogen. Nos. 555-560.

Reflexion brilliant, metallic and white-where dead, brown and

black. The transmitted light of a dark smoke colour, blue gray-

brown gray and pale brown w[h]ere thin. In the polarized ray,

acts as the other, a minimum on the right hand but the colours

doubtful. Agate pressure brings up reflexion and tends to make

the bluish transmission brownish but does not obstruct much.

The lighter deposit wipes off leaving the more metallic film

adhering-a dilute acid, as the Sulphuric or hydrochloric, removes

that also instantly with evolution of hydrogen and leaves the

glass with its full polish: then the glass No. 560-has lost the power

of acting on the polarized ray being alone. So glass does not

produce these phenomena but the metal.

15333. Antimony powder gummed on to paper; a slip cut off

and employed; but the explosion passed over it, not through it,

and the metal was not deflagrated.

15334. Placed three minute globules of phosphorus on water,

glass and paper-they remain a long time exposed to air-after

four days parts were still there. The surrounding film of phos-

phorus on water very good and distinct-it is that which reduces

the gold solution.
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15335. Stretched a fine steel wire across the microscope, illuminated

it either directly or by reflected light-brought it into focus-

placed a film of gold leaf stretched on a card over a hole between

it and the microscope at different distances. I could not find that

there was any sensible refraction, i.e. any deformation of the wire

when across a light and a dark part of the gold leaf. Moved
the latter into various positions, but still no effect on the form

of the wire; for the wire employed a fibre of cocoon silk, which

however is a very irregular thing, but could detect no refraction

deformation.

15336. Perhaps such an effect was hardly to be expected, for

considering the matter of the gold uniform, the difference in

absolute thickness between the thicker and thinner parts would

remove the whole very little way from a plane, i.e. the inclines

from thick to thin, etc. would be very small. But besides that,

gold leaf is an exceedingly irregular thing and the darker parts

are not merely thicknesses but more like accumulated corrugations

and heapings.

15337. For a leaf of fine gold in the microscope with my highest

power was a very crumpled thing-veins of opaque folds running

in all directions and parts across both the thicker and thinner

parts— the parts cannot be considered as a mere uniform body

spread out irregularly—but are quite a pucker like crumpled

paper— the thicker parts seem to* be these puckers heaped and

beaten together. Yet even the thinnest parts, when compared with

real holes, appear very different indeed to them or to any thing

like a sieve.

15338. The oil heated and ungreened specimen, No. 506,

examined in like manner—shewed no green, and as far more light

passed, the structure of the leaf and disposition of the running

veiny parts was much better seen. The film is most irregular- still

it seems to be continuous, though the palest thinnest parts are

now spotted as if running up into aggregations. Whether a very

powerful microscope would resolve all these parts into holes

I cannot say.

15339. No. 500 heated over the gas lamp appears wonderfully

broken up or eaten away as regards the greened part- so that the

dark veins are so numerous and so distin[c]t as to look like moss
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in an agate, and yet at cracks or holes the comparitively colourless

ground seems quite continuous. Is there absolute retraction of

the gold tct the extent of forming an infinity of holes through

which white light passes, or is there an absolute change in the

character of the gold? I think the latter is the case; at any rate,

even though division may occur and even if it depend upon

division or porosity, it would imply a change of quality, since

the retracted gold must be considered as in part transparent and

yet transmits no green light.

4 NOVR. 1856.

15340. Ruby jellies and their effect with water. The ruby jellies

in capsules change colour as they dry. They dry first at the circum-

ferance and then towards the center-so that there is a ring of

dry ruby jelly and a central part which is hydrated and projects,

being swelled by the water, becoming less and less until it dis-

appears, all being dry. This central part does not become dry at

the surface whilst the under part remains moist, but the water

from the lower parts travels] towards the upper, so that it is ap-

parently of the same degree of moisture throughout. Now in

drying, the ruby hydrated part changes in tint and became violet,

having much blue in it sometimes; whilst therefore the ring is

violet or ruby violet, the center is ruby; the effect is not superficial

but in the body of the jelly.

15341. As the jelly takes water again, it returns to its first ruby

colour, which colour it loses as it dries, and then the jelly returns

to its violet tint again. This again is a remarkable change in the

colour of gold. Thus No. 415 is a fine violet, being dry-touched

on the surface with a drop of water, there was no instant change

of colour, but in a minute or two it began to change and more

evidently where the jelly was thinnest, but ultimately through the

thickest part; and every part wetted became a fine ruby, like ruby

glass. This colour it retained until it was dry again and then it

resumed the violet hue. If a line is drawn with water from the

center to the circumference, the change in the various parts is

easily seen. After a minute or much less, it seems as if upon

examination the line of water were still upon the surface, but

a touch with the finger or any other delicate object shews that
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the water is not on the surface but has entered the jelly, which has

a swelled state and convex form. If the moist jelly be covered

by a piece of thin microscopic glass so as to adhere, that does not

alter the ruby colour, except that the latter remains longer because

the jelly is longer in becoming dry. The rapid imbibition of the

water is very interesting.

15342. No. 419 is a deep violet jelly, being dry. The same thing

happened with it in all parts, the thick and the thin, except that

more time, perhaps two or three minutes, were required for the

aqueous penetration of the thicker part. On drying— die dry

tint returns. Nos. 417 and 418 have salt with them and are of

a blue violet colour— but the result was the same; in a few minutes

water made them ruby, and a few minutes longer of drying and

they became blue violet again.

15343. No. 416 is a faint blue specimen, being dry, and this

underwent no change of tint by water- the jelly shewed the

effects of absorption, etc. very well, but there was no ruby

originally, i.e. in the dry jelly, and no development by the water.

No. 41 1 is a like blue specimen and acts just like 416. No. 412

is the jelly, having a fine golden surface and appearing blue in

the middle part and violet at the edges. This did not change by
water but here the gold and colour is superficial. Making a line

with water and then wiping it quickly up with the finger, the

gold and the blue colour came away and the jelly beneath was

nearly colourless, so that this is not a case of diffused gold but

rather a case analogous to a phosphorus film— it represents the

latter beautifully.

15344. All this has a beautiful relation to the ruby colour of

particles of finest gold diffused through water and even through

glass— the change of the ruby and violet to and fro is beautiful.

*5345 *• The heated gold No. 504, which has been more heated

in one part than another, so as to have both green gold and colour-

less gold present, was divided into eight parts, being cleared of

gold along the lines marked and then a line of soft cement drawn
between each. The plate was then placed horizontally in an

atmosphere of chlorine and in 12 hours the gold was all converted

into chloride. Being examined, the film of concentrated chloride

of gold on a and £, which were left as green gold, did not appear

* [15345]
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to be more than that on c, d, e,f and g {h gold had been wiped

away), the three first of which had been made colourless and the

two last nearly so. Leaving the plate exposed to the air so that

the chloride should crystallize— long needle form crystals shot

across the spaces-the crop being as abundant from the colourless

gold spaces as from those left green.

15346. Copper films,
15322. Took the plates out of the oil-

drained them-washed them by steeping in Camphine-then in

Alcohol-and obtained plates beautifully coated with copper.

Numbered some with films on one side only: 561, 562, 563, 564,

565 are such. The metallic reflexion and colour is beautiful even

on both sides. The transmitted colour is a fine green, not so yellow

as that of gold, but No. 564 is equally if not more beautiful and

is as yet without pressure. Nos. 566 and 567 have films composed

of very coarse particles and yet a lens here shews the tendency

to green black. Nos. 568, 569 and 570 have films on both sides.

15347. Placed the copper films in S. of Carbon in die polarized

ray ( ). No. 561 an excellent single film -brought in a red

image direct rotation of the analyzer diminished the light and

then brought in blue image-but the red produced at first is not

the most intense red, for a little reverse rotation of the analyzer

makes it more red. Certainly the minimum is a little to the right,

i.e. requires a little direct rotation. No. 565 is also a single film

of copper and gave the same results, but the minimum was not

so distinct as with 561. Placed these two back to back at once so

as to have a compound plate in the medium of copper, Glass,

S. Carbon, Glass and copper -expecting diat the three inter-

mediate plates would go for mediums and the coppers act as two

plates. The effect was not better than for 561 alone. 565 is a

comparitively thin film. No. 569 is glass with a copper film on

each side, both being good. The results were the same as before

and not better than 561 alone.

15348. The Sulphur in the S. Carbon dissolved seems to act

on the copper quickly, changing it. Pressure of the agate renders

the copper tint greener I think— it has not the opportunity of in-

creasing the reflexion, for that is nearly perfect as it is.
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15349. Examined the Ten Jellies (15206), it being now 16 days

since they were looked at. They are in wide mouth small bottles,

the mouths covered with bibulous paper. Warmed them- trans-

ferred them to capsules and when dry numbered them as follows

:

No. 1. Just as before and the jelly tremulous and sound.

Nos. 571 and 572.

No. 2. Ruby as before, but running to decay-becoming R^P 1

fluid-remained fluid till dry. No. 573, 574.

No. 3. Colourless as before-sound and tremulous-dried

white, much salt-no colour, very poor. Nos. 575, 576, 577.

No. 4. As before-sound and tremulous-dried thin blue- P
gold down in brown deposit. Nos. 578, 579, 580. Rubifies by
water.

No. 5. As before-sound and tremulous. Nos. 581, 582, 583.

Blue.

No. 6. As before but mouldy and becoming fluid -fine ruby. R u P
Nos. 584, 585, 586.

No. 7. As before - sound and tremulous blue. Nos. 587, 588, R
589. Rubifies by water.

No. 8. As before- but becoming fluid and mouldy-fine ruby RuP
-salt. Nos. 590, 591, 592.

No. 9. As before-sound and tremulous-very poor. Nos. 593,

594 , 595 -

No. 10. As before-beginning to mould and decay-very poor, u P
Nos. 596, 597, 598. There was much phosphorus at the bottom-

hence smell, etc.

All those with phos. except No. 4 have begun to decay and

liquify.

10 NOVR. 1856.

1535°. Put all the golds on to glass plates and all the glass plates

into a bath of pure oil containing no copper, and heated on the

sand bath from 7 o’clk. until 11 o’clk. Almost all the golds

came loose from the glass plates, but I had not been careful to

heat the plates a little in the air first to drive off all moisture and

air. The green of the fine and deep golds had not disappeared—

1 The marginal notes are in pencil in the MS.

1
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whether this is because there had not been heat enough I do not

know as yet.

15351. The former ungreened plates, Nos. 506 and 507, had

been heated in a bath of oil containing a very little copper, and

a film of copper was no doubt over the gold (153 10). To see if

this could conceal the green, I placed pure Mur. acid on the

surface of No. 506. It dissolved a little copper and also a little

gold, but the film of gold left was as before, not green. Then

washing the gold first, pure strong Nitric acid was put on to it

and heated to remove all copper. The gold leaf, which remained

untouched, was not green
,
but still as before. The place which

had been made green by pressure remained green all this time.

11 NOVR. 1856.

15352. Fine Gold leaf into pure oil in a tube, well heated on the

sand bath for some hours. It shrivelled up and contracted much,

clinging together-being opened out in some degree upon glass

and washed with camphine and alcohol, it appeared as a dead

contracted crumpled film. When examined by a lens, many parts

seemed translucent and of a pale brown-no part seemed green.

In the microscope also-the same result. So the effect of heat and

pure oil is as before. No. 599.

15353. Fine gold leaf was laid upon plates of Rock crystal,

gradually dried, warmed and heated over the gas flame with the

gold leaf downwards (15292, etc.) for 2, 3 or 4 minutes until the

change of the gold came on more or less (153 15). Numbered

600, 601, 602. The first not changed-the other two changed in

the heated places. By lens and my microscope the thin places

change first but do not seem to have disappeared as films-the

thicker parts change by more heat. I cannot think the disap-

pearance of the green is due to holes formed or that the gold is

not there. Agate pressure restores the green beautifully and here

I can reach the thinnest places, and there the green is beautifully

restored. There is no doubt that the gold which there was green,

then became colourless and then green again, is the same gold

which has never left its place; but whether the thin film is in

holes after heating, my microscope will not shew. Try De la

Rue’s.
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15354. The green can hardly be an effect of foldings because it

is most evident in the thinnest parts— disappears there first— but

reappears there as well or better than in thicker parts.

15355* The agate pressure in restoring green restores also the

polished reflecting surface.

15356. Various golds and a silver laid upon crown glass, put

into a little muffle and that placed in the throat of our furnace

for 4 hours perhaps, the heat never rising to redness but being

higher considerably than the sand bath— the muffle was closed,

all but the mouth, which had a loose stopper so that sulphurous

fumes, etc. from the coals had an impeded access. When they

were taken out next morning, having annealed all night— the

glasses were found quite undisturbed in form but covered with

a white dead film which wiped off perfectly. Whether it is deposit

from the smoke, etc. or action on the glass, I do not know as yet.

The gold seems covered with the same coat, but as it is quite dead,

I cannot tell as yet. Must try rock crystal. All the golds look

alike. All trace of green is gone and the gold is by transmission

a pale gray film appearing by the lens and by my microscope to

have the same mechanical structure as the original gold leaf. The
reflected appearance is a pale brown, with no metallic lustre

about it, except that, under the lens, points of gold lustre might

be seen here and there, especially on the glass side— the touch of

a card takes the gold off— the light draught of a knife point also

removes it, but at the same time burnishes it up to bright gold

lustre. Pressure or tapping with the Rock crystal convex

brighten the metal surface but not the glass surface much— as if

the latter had been injured by the film, or had the film under the

gold. As to the devel[op]ment of green, it appeared—but very

imperfectly; nothing like what happens on rock crystal. But a

burnish streak with the rock crystal, though it tore up part of

the gold, left fine green traces in the disturbed metal and shews

well what such disturbance as rubs the gold particles together

can do. One good hard streak with the convex rock crystal is

best—continued burnishing tears up the gold. No. 603, 604, are

fine gold. No. 605 deep gold (14485). Nos. 606 and 607 new
gold. No. 608, Green gold (14485). No. 609, Silver leaf. As
No. 608 was green gold, it no doubt gave a purple tint before

16-2
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heating-now it gives a green colour by the rock crystal rub—
as if the silver had been dissipated (15359).

15357. No. 609, Silver leaf, has disappd. as silver. The parts

covered by it are more transparent and bright than the uncovered

glass— places are left with a yellow coat— but all over this coat

is contracting and drawing up into globules which in many parts

are abundantly visible to the eye, forming little piano convex

colourless lenses—hard and adhering well to the glass even against

washing- the liner ones give way—but all the silver is resolved

into these globules, which must be comparitively very fluid.

12 NOVR. 1856.

15358. Solution of Chloride of gold on plate of rock crystal

-

evaporated and held with gold downwards over spirit lamp to

reduce the gold. All can wipe off easily by card. Much at the

edges is in a line ruby film and some parts blue— so that colours

do not depend on the presence of glass. Rock crystal pressure

produces fine green in the ruby and elsewhere. Made No. 610.

13 NOVR. 1856.

15359. Laid fine gold on plates of rock crystal instead of glass

and heated them as before (15356). Next morning took them out.

The rock crystal was bright and untouched, so no action on it

like that on glass— it was cracked in every direction. The gold

upon it had lost all trace of green colour and was now a dull dead

film, very translucent— it wiped with the least touch from the

rock crystal. In my microscope I could not distinguish any

separation into globules, nor by the lens. The transmitted tint was
pale brown. Rock crystal pressure brought out full lustre— the

transmission of light was very greatly diminished, perhaps a tenth

only passing—and green tints appeared. The effect on the gold

looks like a retraction into gold dew in these extreme cases of

heat. Must try less heat, and silver also on rock crystal. Made
these No. 61 1.

15360. In relation to 15277, compared gold leaf, glass, air, etc.

etc. together with a constant position of polarizer and analyzer

and axis of inclination. Position of polarizer as looked at was 1
.

1 See the diagram.
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Gold leafon copper ring in Air. Inclined it, depolarized the ray;

required direct rotation to go to a Minimum—and there were tints

appearing on each side of the minimum- right hand or direct ro-

tation bringing in blue or cool tints and reverse rotation bringing

in warm tints.

15361. Crown glass in Air, as gold leaf being inclined, i.e. it

required direct rotation to bring in the minimum, but there were

no sensible colours on either side of this minimum.

15362. The Glass in Sul. Carbon -inclined: no sensible action. The
glass and green gold leaf in S. Carbon-inclined-depolarized-

required direct rotation to reach a minimum. Warm tints on the

left of this minimum and cold tints on the right or with direct

rotation. As before.

15363. Tried some of the gold deprived of green colour by heat.

No. 507, heated in oil-inclined in S. of Carbon: brings in a red

image, feeble-direct rotation of the analyzer, goes to a minimum
and then on to blue image. So is as gold in the direction-but it is

feebler I think- that the red image is more distinct is because the

gold is now colourless or nearly so and more light passes also.

No. 506, the corresponding specimen of heated gold, did the same.

15364. No. 605 is Gold on glass from the Muffle
( ); it is

quite dead and lustreless, and almost colourless. It has no effect

on the polarized ray-being without continuous surface, i.e. dead;

perhaps it was not to be expected
;
but I think the specimen looks

quite like a dew of gold, exceedingly fine but yet not as the de-

flagrations, etc.

3:5365. No. 601. Is gold leaf heated on rock crystal, the specimen

being partly un-greened. The rock crystal is too powerful in its

action and prevents any observation of the gold effect.

15366. Gold leaf in Air and polarized ray. Ascertained the

existence of the four alternate quadrants (15277). Whether the

quadrant was such as to require direct or reverse rotation of the

analyzer to gain the minimum, the warm tints came on before the

minimum and the cold tints after it.

35367. Polarization of a common ray by metallic film, the Nicoll

polarizer being removed. Fine gold leaf on Glass in Sul. Carbon

polarized the beam-but very poorly. No. 506, or decoloured

gold on Glass in S. of Carbon, gave a beam differing in colour
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as the analyzer, but offering no extinction of the ray. No. 605,

or gold heated in Muffle and quite lustreless, produced no sensible

effect of polarization, as it before presented no sensible de-

polarizing effect.

15368. Three golds and a silver-leaves on rock crystal plates in

the muffle and furnace throat for 2 hours only and at more

moderate heat. Taken out and cooled. The crystal plates were not

shattered. The golds were partially affected, No. 612 most-the

other two less and purpose to reheat them; 613, 614. The Silver

has become astonishingly translucent; it looks like a piece of

paper or thin mother of pearl; pressure does not make it opaque.

It has a white mother of pearl lustre but I do not think it can be

in the metallic state. Put more in to the muffle in a glass tube

perhaps, or on rock crystal, or simply in. Made 615.

15369. When Gold leaf is looked fat] closely it shews the mottle,

etc. When the heated gold leaf without green colour, as 605, is

looked at direct, it seems to have lost this mottle, but when viewed

by the lens and an oblique light, they are seen again
;
but the thicker

parts are very translucent.

15 NOVR. 1856.

I537°. Placed the golds on R. crystal, Nos. 613, 614, in the

Muffle again and heated them moderately for three hours. Were
more affected. Keep 613. Reheat 614. Some silver wire in and

about glass had also been introduced-rendered dead but not

otherwise strikingly affected-reheat it. Some silver leaf, nearly

three leaves, rolled up and put into a hard glass tube and that into

the muffle in the hottest end. Now very greatly changed in

appearance. Scarcely any part has metallic lustre, only that which,

being on the bottom of the muffle, had least heat and less access of

the air or atmosphere in the chimney than other parts. The leaves

have sunk together into a loose white pearly heap, looking like

an aggregation of chloride of silver films, and quite unlike silver

leaf. Heated to redness in a glass tube-it contracted—adhered to

the glass but did not otherwise change. Placed on platinum and

heated by blow pipe on the surface, it at bright red heat fuzed and

ran together. No. 616 and 617 are specimens as they came from

the muffle. No. 618 are specimens heated and partly fuzed on the
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surface. In Sulphide of Carbon and in Absolute Alcohol it looks

much as in air. No. 619 is the silver and Alcohol to give particles

for the microscope. Strong Ammonia by standing on it dissolved

a very little silver-no signs of any oxide. Dilute N.A. standing

on it dissolved nothing. Strong N.A. dissolved it cold and pro-

duced nitrate of silver.

I 537 I - When put between Zinc and platinum it was found to be

a good conductor by the tongue. It presses together and assumes

the full appearance ofsilver. Agate pressure brightcnfs] the reflexion

to full metallic and darkens it greatly as to the transmitted ray-it

has every appearance of silver, greatly divided.

17 NOVR. 1856.

15372. Muffle experiment
( ). No. 614 gold in again; came

out quite decoloured. Crystal not injured -is a good case of gold

and heat.

15373. Silver leaf in tube as before (15370). Six leaves of silver

weighing 4*7 grains in a Glass tube weighing 253*3 grains. When
taken out there was no change in weight- the leaves had fallen

together but were changed just as before-the light of a candle

could pass through places where there must have been from 40 to

50 thicknesses of leaf silver. Looked at in my microscope, I in-

cline to think it is just a case of altered arrangement-but it is

wonderful how the light creeps through. Made tube and Silver

leaf No. 620.

18 NOVR. 1856.

15374. Eight leaves of silver in 16 thicknesses in a roll-in a tube-

in the muffle. No. 620a.

20 NOVR. 1856.

I 5375* Four fine gold leaf on Rock crystal, numbered 621, 622,

623, 624. Four silver leaf on Rock crystal, numbeted 625, 626,

627, 628. All these heated at once in the muffle. The silver, which

were intermingled, have gone sooner than the golds, requiring only

a lower temperature. They are all well changed. In my microscope

they look quite like cases ofcontraction-there are curious crossing

veins, etc. but the visible spaces between the particles of gold
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seem as light as clear spaces, i.e. spaces cleared on purpose. Here

the effect is gone to the extreme, and the extreme result of con-

traction is obtained. The Golds are more or less decoloured,

Nos. 623 and 624 very well. They have not been overheated and

the film of gold seems to be every where; a scrape with a needle

point shews that in my microscope. Besides which, Rock crystal

pressure greens it well at the very thinnest and most transparent

part, shewing gold there. More heat would I believe make this

gold retract as the silver has retracted, but I do not think that

has yet happened in these moderately heated specimens.

24 NOVR. 1856.

15376. I have a quantity of ruby jelly made variously with salt,

Sul. ammonia, etc.—have put some on flat glasses and other in

watch glasses— as they dried the salt was excluded, crystallizing

out. Soaking these in water, the jelly swelled up but did not

dissolve (as jelly docs not dissolve thus), but the salts soaked

out then removed the salts and saline water rewarmed the

jellies and let them cool, coagulate and dry. All these jellies are

marked thus (j) . Some have not the salts removed and there

they are seen crystallized in the Jellies.

I 5377- Some of this ruby jelly dissolved in warm water—and

then Proto chlo. tin in solution, Phosphorus in ether, Phosphorus

in Sul. carbon, added to portions of it and left-they produced no

increase of tint or change of colour. All the gold seemed disposed

of either as ruby or in combination. The surface of some of the

portions of jelly in capsules (15376) became covered with golden

film here and there as if there was gold yet to reduce- the tests did

not find such. Neither did dilute Sul. Acid— or Hydrochloric

acid-or Nitric acid-change the tint from ruby. Sol. of chlorine

did not change the tint but gradually dissolved it. The gold

seems as if it might be in association with the jelly, I mean the

ruby gold as such.

15378. Diluted some of this red fluid considerably to see if by
standing the ruby would fall. Marked it cvm.

15379. Made a Ruby jelly thus. Sol. Gold and Phos. in S.C.,

then jelly with water warmed and some salt-mixed both; they
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mixed well and gradually gave a good ruby jelly. It and its

preparations are marked ^ . When first made, it was in two

capsules, having been evaporated partly in them. These were

both soaked for some time in water, but probably not long enough

to take all the salt out. In fact four flat plates on which some of

^ was put to evaporate gave results with salt crystals.

15380. Some of diluted— then N.A. added and heated. The

ruby became pale and the gold dissolved-naturally, for Chlo.

sodium was present (15386)- the gold in solution was shewn by

a gold film forming round a spot on the surface, probably phos-

phorus— also by Sol. Phos. in Ether-also by proto chlo. tin.

A black powder was left which seemed to be a compd. of gold

and jelly but doubtful -it did not dissolve in N.M.Acid until it

had been heated, when it charred and then dissolved -but little

signs of gold.

15381. Looked over the various ruby fluids to see what changes

had happened since ( ). Tried all those of good

colour, deep or pale, with the sun’s rays and a lens to see if uniform

as they looked; they were still fluids, holding particles in suspen-

sion.

xxvii (14906)-Ruby fluid-very pale. Cone of rays.

xxvn a (14906) -Fluid very pale- amethystine deposit. Cone of rays.

xxvm-pale blue fluid-uniform-blue deposit—cone of rays.

xxx a (i4907)-pale amethystine ruby fluid—cone of rays.

xxx b (i49o8)-deep ruby fluid-cone of rays-ruby deposit.

xxx d (i49o8)-good ruby fluid-ruby deposit.

\/ xxx e (i5ooi)-fluid colourless- deposit at bottom-brown and blue— poor.

\/ xxxiii (14865)— fiuid colourless- deposit at bottom-shaken up, blue.

Good 1 xxxv (i4909)-clear ruby fluid-cone of rays.

xxxv a (14978) -fluid colourless and very poor deposit- dismissed.

xlii (i5o63)-blue mould at bottom- dismissed.

xlii a (i49io)-colourless fluid— little blue deposit- dismissed.

xliv (i4925)-mouldy-blue adhering deposit.

xliv- colourless fluid-purple deposit.

lii (i49ii)-fluid colourless -amethystine film on glass,

v/ lii a 1 -colourless fluid- little blue deposit,

y/ lii A 2- colourless fluid- coarse brown deposit.

lv a (149 1 2)— colourless fluid-little blue deposit- dismissed.

G lviii (i4902)-fine uniform ruby fluid— cone of rays-deposit ruby.

G v/ lviii c (i49862)-good blue deposit.

1 Ticks and notes in the margin are in pencil in the MS. 2
? 14896.
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lviii d (i490i)-fine uniform violet fluid-cone of rays.

lx b (14913)—very little blue brown deposit— dismissed.

lxi (15028)—good uniform ruby fluid—no deposit—cone of rays.

lxii (i5o86)-deposit amethystine and blue.

lxi 1
1 (149 1 8) -colourless fluid-heavy black deposit.

LXiv(i5o87I)-uniform amethyst fluid-cone of rays-little flocculent deposit.

lxv (15028)-- ruby fluid-cone of rays-little fine ruby deposit.

lxv a (14936)— pale amethyst fluid— ruby deposit.

lxvii (i5057)-uniform deep ruby fluid-no deposit-cone of rays.

lxviii (14980)— clear fluid— deep blue deposit—mouldy.

lxix (14956)—good ruby fluid— little ruby deposit-cone of rays.

lxxi (14993) -nothing hardly- dismissed.

LXXI A (14993)—dark amethyst fluid—cone of rays-little blue deposit.

lxxi b (14993)— little blue deposit- dismissed.

lxxii (14994) -colourless fluid-no deposit- bottle stained ruby.

lxxi 1
1 (14980) -colourless fluid-little blue deposit-much blue mould.

lxxiv (14963)— deposit insensible— dismissed.

Lxxvi (14995)— colourless fluid-dark blue deposit.

lxxvii (14995)- colourless fluid-fine dark blue deposit.

lxxviii (i4967)-ruby tint gone-mercury clean-glass stained.

lxxix (14996) -colourless fluid- ruby violet sediment.

lxxx (i4982)-close brown sediment.

lxxxi (i5o6o)-fine ruby fluid-ruby deposit-cone of rays.

lxxxi A (15060) -colourless fluid-ordinary flocculent heavy deposit.

lxxxi b (15086)— little blue deposit.

lxxxi 1 (1498 5)-Amethyst fluid and amethyst deposit.

lxxxiii (i5o86)-fine deep fluid-cone of rays-ruby and blue deposit.

lxxxiii b ( 1 5047
2)- amethystine fluid-good blue deposit.

lxxxiii c (i5i35)-fine ruby deposit.

lxxxiii d (i5i35)-blue deposit adhering to bottom.

lxxxiv (150 18)-no amalgamation as yet.

lxxxv (15032) -colourless fluid— dark blue deposit.

lxxxvi (1506

1

3)— colourless fluid, very mouldy— blue mould and deposit.

lxxxvi a (15061) -amethystine deposit- mouldy.

lxxxvii a (1501 5)— Brown deposit— is platinum.

xci (1 502o)-fluid very dark, like pale ink- white deposit below, phosphorus.

xciii (15029) -colourless fluid- blue deposit,

xciv (15057)- very mouldy-mouldy blue deposit.

XCV (i5o66)-pale blue fluid— flocculent blue deposit,

xevi (i5o66)-flocculent blue precipitate.

1
? I5057* 15047!- 3 ? 15014.

2
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15382. The jelly marked thus of 15379, has been soaking

well in water-changed once or twice at different times- the last

water was to-day poured off and examined-it has no colour nor

ever has had during the washing— neither is there any salt or

M.A. or any thing that can be found by Nit. Silver, proto chlo. tin

or potassa— in fact it is pure and I conclude the Jelly is pure also.

15383. This jelly was then warmed and about thrice its volume

of pure water added; it formed an excellent ruby fluid. It was

perfectly neutral, neither acid or alkali or salt or any thing of

that kind being present. Different portions had the following

agents added to them—

1. Nit. silver—no precipitation or change of colour either immed. or after

48 hours.

2. Proto chlo. tin

—

. Do Do.

3. Potassa— . . . Do Do.

4. Lime water— . . Do Do.

5. Phos. in Ether

—

. Do Do.

6 . Phos. in Sul. Carbon—Do Do.

7. Sol. Sul. hy.— . . Do Do.
8. Dil. M. Acid- . Do Do.

9. Dil. Nitric acid- . Do Do.

10. Dil. Sulc. acid

—

. Do Do.

Continued so until the 13th Deer, and were then dismissed.

15384. Some of this fluid (15383) was boiled for some hours-

no change. It was boiled even to dryness but remained as ruby

as before. Water was added : some absorbed and the jelly softened-

but though ruby and soft, it did not now dissolve in warm or

hot water. The Jelly was changed but not the ruby. The water

poured off and strong N.Acid added and heated— then the jelly

dissolved-the fluid gradually became amethystine and by further

heat and evaporation left a blue smooth substance- water added

dissolved the organic matter and then heavy blue gold of the

ordinary character settled, having little appearance.

I 53^5 - Some of the fluid (15383) boiled over zinc filings for

some time and even to dryness-no change was caused in the

ruby substance or its characters, except that, being evaporated to

dryness, when redissolved the ruby had become amethystine.

15386. Referring to a former case of solution by Nitric acid

(15380) and now acting by N.A. and heat, there was no like
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action—no solution of gold or disappearance of colour— for now
there is no chloride left in the ruby fluid and nitric acid alone

cannot dissolve the gold. Its effect is only to change the colour

to amethystine and then to blue and then it evaporates. When
water is added to dissolve the altered organic matter, the gold

is left as the usual dense dark or blue deposit.

15387. Some of the washed ruby jelly was put with water into

a flask in the warm air cupbord to decay and change.

15388. A piece of this jelly ^ (15382) has been drying for

some time— it is very dense but not yet dry. It looks black, so

deep is its colour. Mark it

x 53^9- The non action of the tests (15383) can I think only be

accounted for on the supposition that the ruby substance is

metallic gold and not an oxide. To compare them with results

with pure sol. chlo. gold, a weak solution of the latter was tested

by the following substances. A portion

with proto chlo. tin— changed at once— in 24 hours deep brown.

with caustic potassa- colourless at once and after 24 hours; then proto chlo.

tin gave a dense pale brown precipitate- because of Alkali,

with lime water- colourless at once and after 24 hours- then proto chlo. tin

gave deep brown precipitate.

with sol. Sul. hydrogen— action at once— in 24 hours dark brown,
with Phos. in ether- action at once- in 24 hours fine ruby,

with Phos. in S. Carbon-action slowly- in 24 hours fine ruby,

with Zinc filings— gold separated— in 24 hours none left in solution.

Unchanged after a week.

15390. Another portion of ruby jelly which had both common
salt and chloride Amm. in its solution has been left soaking

for 8 or 10 days— the water was changed yesterday and to-day.

The first old washing water had no colour—contained no gold

by Proto chlo. tin -Nit. silver gave a precipitate of chloride which

quickly became yellowish, and then a drop or two of N. A. caused

no resolution but made the precipitate of a pale warm brown, as

if a trace of gold might be there. When N.A. was added first

and then the N. of silver- the precipitate remained white-it was
simply chloride of silver. A little of this washing water evaporated

in a capsule-gave an animal residue which with water gave

[illegible] smell and brown solution but no signs of gold. A little

dissolved organic matter here. The second washing water gave
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scarcely a trace of chloride or other substance. The third washing

water was quite pure.

15391. This jelly with a little warmth dissolved in its own water

and gave deep ruby fluid-a portion of it with its volume of pure

strong N. Acid-underwent no change in colour in half an hour;

being warmed, there seemed to separate a ruby deposit, not heavy

and perhaps a compound with jelly or some derivative-warmed

more and then diluted-it remained ruby and though opalescent,

a deposition did not take place in an hour.

15392. A portion of it (15391) with its volume of strong pure

sol. of hydrochloric acid-did not change in colour in half an

hour-being heated and evaporated, it slowly became amethystine

but threw down nothing-when dry it was amethystine and

organic; water added dissolved it, giving an amethystine liquid

with a little of blue gold particles at the bottom. A little Nitric

acid being added rapidly rendered the fluid blue, and by means

of heat and the M. A. still present, dissolved the ruby and formfed]

a good solution of gold.

15393. A portion of it (1 5391) with its volume of strong Sulc.

acid-did not change colour in half an hour-a little heat soon

changed the ruby to blue, feeble like die denser gold precipitates-

on adding water, the blue gold sank to the bottom leaving a

colourless fluid above.

15394. All consists with the idea that the ruby is metallic gold.

15395. A portion of the ruby jelly (1 5391) in a tube with solution

of Sul. Hydrogen-warmed-but remained ruby-there was no

alteration of the gold.

15396. A portion of the ruby jelly (1 5391) put into a tube with

filings of zinc, and then a few drops of dilute Sulc. acid added so

as to act on the zinc and evolve hydrogen- the ruby tint did not

change. A like preparation in which hydrochloric acid was em-

ployed evolved hydrogen but the ruby did not change. These

were left. A week after, there was no change in these glasses

(i5393> 5,6).

DECR. 13, 1856.

15397. Jelly *n a Aask decays, moulds, liquefies and, especially

at the upper surface, becomes bad in smell.
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15398. Put some of the four deposits lviiic, lxii, lxxxiiib

and lxxxiii c into jelly in watch glasses—marked them so and

left them to dry.

lviii c. When moist is amethystine, when dry blue.

lxii. „ „ amethyst „ blue.

lxxxiiib. „ „ blue „ blue.

lxxxiii c. „ „ ruby violet „ blue.

16 DECR. 1856.

15399. Gallic acid— dissolved in water— a weak solution of De la

Rue’s Gold-a little of the Gallic acid added to it: turned red at

the bottom at once and then change went on quickly and the gold

came down a fine blue as with sul. iron - or green blue
;
by standing

24 hours all the gold separated-liquid poured oil-deposit washed

with water— was the dense blue precipitate. A portion of the

solution of gold made much weaker and very little Gallic acid

added-the action only after a time-the fluid became ruby and

did not settle in 24 hours-then more gallic acid-no immediate

change.

15400. Some jelly ruby fluid with some of this gallic acid under-

went no change of colour in 24 or 72 hours.

1 5401. Pyrogallic acid dissolved in water-when solution of gold

was of first strength, the pyrogallic acid made it at once ruby and

in 24 hours a dark flocculent adhering precipitate of gold was

produced. With the more dilute solution of gold a ruby was

obtained, remaining ruby for 24 hours and turbid by reflected

light. This divided into two portions; one left- the other had

more pyrogallic acid added— it changed at once to darker

amethystine colour and was left 3 days-it still remained amethys-

tine and slowly settling.

15402. The ruby jelly with this pyrogallic acid underwent no

change of tint in several days.

20 DECR. 1856.

15403. Made more deflagrations of gold wire in hydrogen

-

letting the wire soak in the hydrogen for some hours beforehand.

Ruby, green, etc. just as the former specimens (14835-41). Made
these specimens Nos. 629-635.
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15404. Time in Magnetism. 13942-64, 93, 4231-42. Also Exp.

Researches, Par. 2166 and vol. 11, pp. 191, 195.

15405. Began to prepare Galvanometers for indications of time

(13947, 34). Have obtained some fine steel brooches-they are

square, hard-polished, about
'-

0 of an inch square and an inch or

more in length. Magnetised one powerfully-broke of[f] a piece

about O' 1 of an inch in length and suspended it by a filament of

cocoon silk about 4* inches long-it was a good magnet-it

vibrated quickly and that is good -its momentum being very

small and its magnetic force comparitively strong. It felt both

the earth’s force and also the torsion force of die suspension: the

latter is large in proportion for these small needles. To compare

them- the suspension filament being 4* inches-its point of sup-

port was turned until the needle was deflected so far on one side

as to be just on the point of upsetting; then the upper end of the

suspending filament was turned reversely, and it required about

2! revolutions to carry the needle round to the upsetting point

on the other side, i.e. through the 180
0

. So this measure[s] com-

paritively the torsion force of the suspending thread. I do not

think that this will be an objection-for it is the first movement

of a quick moving reflector needle that is required.

15406. Having two such little magnets, they were attached

astatically by soft cement to a piece of fine copper wire about

i| inches long and suspended by cocoon silk; but now the earth’s

directive force was so small that the torsion force of the filament

over-ruled all, and the system turned with every turn of the

suspending thread. The mass of this compound needle was much

greater than the former and therefore its movement and vibration

far slower. This would be a disadvantage- the smaller the mass

to be displaced by the magneto-electric induction current the

better. The suspending filament was 4 inches long.

15407. The single needle (15405) was so attached as to have

one of its plane reflecting faces vertical. Employing a taper light

as a source of a ray, and then bringing the eye into the right

position, it was found that the steel surface was an excellent
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reflector. When the taper was 7 feet from the needle and the eye

15 feet from it, the reflected image was very bright and good,
especially when seen by the opera glass. Any vibration of the

needle sent the image out of sight, so that the tremor of the floor

was quite sufficient. So far I think the principle will do.

15408. The taper being brought up close to the needle, gave
(of course) a reflected image not disappearing so suddenly. The
more distant the taper the more parallel are the rays and the more
sudden is the disappearance. An Electric light at some distance

will be the best. Also the farther off the eye is, the more sudden
and sharp will be the disappearance, and that is what I want.

15409. Observation as to appearance of reflected images in

moving mirror. Moon shining, and when seen in the mirror

appearing near the reflected image of a dark chimney; on moving
the mirror the line of light of the moonfs] travelling image was very

beautiful and manifest, but the chimney image scarcely seemed
to leave its place. The moon seemed to go up to and receed from
the chimney: yet their angular separation must have been the

same all the time. Again— at Brighton, 1 6 Mar. 1857, regarded

a near and a distant gas light in the moving mirror at same time :

the distant gas light seemed to obey the motion of the mirror
quickest; its image was moving back whilst the image of the

nearer and brighter light was still advancing— the two did not
seem to describe like parts of their paths at the same moments.
The effects are probably due to the degree of impression on the

eye and the consequent duration of that impression -but they
require to be known and guarded against. Must watch to see

that they do not interfere with my intended results.

15410*. Suppose A and B connected together with the galvano-
meter at G, all in one circuit and P an inducing current so arranged
that the current induced in A should deflect the galvanometer one
way, and that induced in B by the same act (as the establishing

current in P), should deflect it the other way. Then if time were
necessary, the needle should be moved for an instant and then
stopped. Could such an effect be observed by making the light

distant and looking into the needle mirror? The light, at first a

fixture, should then describe a short line and then stop suddenly

* [15410]
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and afterwds. swing slowly back by the torsion. It would require

however that the induction force in A and B should be equal;

would several spirals at B produce that result? Would have to

work out and arrange that first.

1541 1. If one wants to make tile induction on a distant spiral

equal to that in a near one, is that to be done by making the distant

spiral of thicker wire, or of more convolutions of the same wire,

or by both ?

15412. I have two galvanometer coils prepared in which the

magnetic reflectors (15405) can be hung by cocoon silk 5I inches

long. One coil, B, is of wire A of an inch thick and it contains

38 inches in length in 8 convolutions. The other coil, A, is of

thinner wire and greater length, being 0*033 an inch in diameter

and 43 feet in length, there being probably 120 convolutions or

more in it (15450, 1, 2).

15413. Thick wire coil B (15412) and one magnetic needle

(15407) connected with small zinc and platina plates by fine

wires- the plates to be excited in due time by the tongue. The
needle, observed merely by the eye, did not seem to move on

making or breaking contact with the tongue-the taste on the

tongue came on, shewing conduction through. Then a candle

was placed 42 inches from the needle and its reflected image

observed by the eye 14 inches off. Now when contact was made

the image was seen to move, and again on breaking contact— all

right-

15414. The longer thin wire coil A (15412) with its single needle

(15407) was connected with like zinc and platinum plates. On
observing the needle directly, it was seen to move quickly on

making contact-then to settle oblique-then to move the con-

trary way on breaking contact. On observing the reflected image

as before (15413), the apparent displacement was quick and large

both at making and breaking contact. This arrangement does

exceedingly well.

154 15. Now varied the source of the galvanometer current, using

an indirect current for the purpose. I have a double helix, i.e. two

wires wound one over the other on a tube 0*72 of inch diameter.

The wire is about ^ of an inch in thickness. The inner, A, is

37*3 feet long in 200 coils-the outer, B, is 40-5 feet long in 200

FD VII 17
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coils or convolutions- wire silked. The thin wire galvanometer

(1 5414) was connected with the outer coil of this compound

helix and a battery of
5

pr. Grove’s plates with the inner coil.

Observing the needle directly by the eye-contact at the battery

was seen to shake the needle by the induced current- then it

settled in its first position; and then breaking contact-shook it

again and then it settled as before. The action was very good.

A single pair of Grove’s plates could produce the same effect

though not so strongly.

15416. Now connected the thick wire galvanometer (1 5413) with

the helix and battery in like manner. Observing by the eye only,

the same effect was produced by making and breaking contact

but not so strongly as before. Even one pr. plates produced a

sensible effect.

154 17. Instead of the compound helices, employed 2 flat helices.

They consist of wire about the same diameter-each helix is 5*

inches across and contains 53 feet of wire. One of these was con-

nected with the thick wire galvanometer (1 5413)—-the other with

the voltaic battery of
5

pr. of plates. When the two helices were

laid one on the other, the needle observed direct by the eye was

moved at every occasion of making and breaking contact. When
the helices were separated by books placed between-the space

being inches- the needle was affected but only in a small

degree. When books to the extent of 8 inches were interposed,

the eye alone could not detect any sensible motion in the needle,

but on using the reflected ray of a candle placed 4 feet off, the

needle was seen to move, for the reflected image moved.

15418. Now replaced the thick wire Galvanometer by the one

of thinner longer wire (i54i2)-the helices being as before; and

observed by the reflected ray. Motion of the needle appeared

when the helices were 14 inches apart-and even when the

distance apart was made 22* inches, the needle moved.

1 5419. When one helix was held in a plane perpendicular to that

of the other helix and either near to it or about 4 inches off, there

was motion in the galvanometer needle on making and breaking

contact. Should that be the case if properly adjusted? I had not

time to complete the trial.
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15420. For the purpose of comparing the effect of a fine wire

coil, took the needles out of my Ruhmkorf Galvanometer and
introduced the needle used before (1 5407, 13)—and then associated

the two flat inducing helices (15417) with the battery of 4 pr. of

Grove’s plates with it. This Galvanometer coil was not so good
as the one of 43 feet of medium wire (15412). When the coils

were six inches apart, the needle was scarcely sensibly moved on
making contact and induction. Changed the needle to the coil

of 43 feet and then the needle was equally affected when the

induction coils were 16 inches apart. So must use this coil or

a coil of such wire. I employed an Argand lamp as the source

of light here; because of its size it subtended a larger angle and

the image did not disappear so suddenly. The light should be

small and intense.

15421. If a power, as magnetism, acting statically inversely as the

square of the distance, could be proved to require time for the

establishment of its action, i.e. time dependant on mere distance,

what effect would that have upon the reasoning to such a case

as Gravity?

5TH MAY 1857.

15422. I have constructed four induction spirals named A, B, C
and D. A and B are concentric on one frame and may be con-

joined together and moved to different distances together, but

can not be moved in relation to each other. A is 80 inches diameter,

B 34 inches diameter; each consists of three spirals; side connecting

pieces are soldered on so that either 1, 2 or all 3 of the spirals

may be in circuit at once.

15423. C and D are associated concentrically on another move-
able frame, so as to be separable to any distance from the former.

Each has two spirals. C is of thinner wire than D and is a circle

65 inches in diameter—D is a circle of 58 inches diameter.

15424. Induction helices.

Thickness whole diameter No. of

of wire length of circle spirals

A. 0*175 of inch 62*83 feet 80 inches 3
B. 0*175 of inch 26*5 feet 34 inches 3

C. o* 1 of inch 34 feet 65 inches 2

D. 0*175 of inch 3°*33 » 58 inches 2

E. 0*175 °f inch 7* 1 66 „ 27 inches 1

F. o*ioo of inch 4*66 „ 9 inches 2

Fa. I 5 ‘i 7 „ 29 inches 2

See (15503)
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15425. Galvanometer employed-that before described (15412, 8)

containing 43 feet of wire-needle a square prism, short as before,

reflecting well. Used small lamp flame (15407) about 30 inches

off and observed at the same distance— the motion of the needle

was easily seen.

15426. In these trials, I use the lines of force resulting from the

induction currents only, i.e. I exclude an Electro-magnet, because

the time occupied by the iron core in taking up its state is

considerable and I desire to exclude all consumers of time as

much as possible from the proposed examination of the time of
distance .

15427. In the following experiments the various helices stood

North of the Galvanometer in a vertical position, their planes

being east and west. The connexions were by tinned wire ends

and cups of mercury—such perfect and capable connexion is

requisite for the induced currents passing through the galvano-

meter.

15428. The helix A (15422, 4), with all its spirals in the circuit

of a five celled Grove's battery, affected the Galvanometer at the

distance of 14-5 feet pretty well, i.e. by its direct action and

without any induction. The spiral B (15422, 4) with its 3 convolu-

tions scarcely affected the galvanometer directly at the same

distance.

15429. The helix C (15423, 4) at the distance of 7 feet, with both

its convolutions in same battery circuit, affected the Galvanometer

needle a little-it is of thin wire. The helix D (15423, 4), at the

same distance, battery and other circumstances, affected the

Galvanometer directly in a sensible degree and more than C did :

it is a smaller coil, but then the wire is thicker and hence its

advantage.

15430. So thickness of wire is good.

15431. Even with one spiral at this distance the Galvanometer

was directly affected.

15432. Now experimented with induction currents. A, B are

14*5 feet from the Galvr. C, D are 7 feet from it; so A, B are

7-5 feet from C, D.

15433. First made C an inductric spiral with battery of five cells;

and D, which is within C and only 3-5 inches from it, the induc-

teous circuit, connecting it with the Galvanometer. At every
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making and breaking of contact with C, there was a very strong

effect at the Galvanometer.

15434. B with its three convolutions the inductric circuit—D with

one spiral the inducteous circuit. The spark at B was good-the

needle affected on making and breaking contact. When D was

made inducteous, with both its convolutions, then the needle

much better affected. Here a distance of 7*5 feet between the two

spirals. Also the value of two or more spirals in the inducteous

coil proved.

15435 - B one convolution inductric-D one convolution in-

ducteous: action on die galvanometer needle but very weak.

Then B one, inductric, and D 2 inducteous— the effect on the

needle much improved. B two, inductric-and D two, inducteous

:

still further improved. B three, inductric, and D two, inducteous:

die galvanometer effect is still more exalted.

15436. So adding to the inductric and also to the inducteous

coils does good.

15437. Now made the largest helix, A, the inductric and the

smaller thicker wire helix, D, the inducteous coil. A, one circle

inductric-D, one circle inducteous, 7*5 feet apart: acts fairly on

the galvanometer needle. A, two circles inductric, and D, one

circle inducteous-acts well and better on die needle. A, 3 circles

inductric, and D, 1 circle inducteous-acts very well and better

than the last. A, 3 circles inductric, and D, 2 circles inducteous-

best action on the needle and strong. Value of the additional

circles both in the inductric and inducteous coils well seen here.

15438. Now made A, 3 spirals, inductric-and D, 2 spirals, in-

ducteous, but removed the latter 13*5 feet from the former. The
Galvanometer needle was well moved through this distance.

15439. Laid D, 2 spirals inducteous, horizontal in the middle of

the experimental room. A, 3 spirals, was made inductric. There

was action on the needle, but D was not put carefully in a plane

in the axis of A and unless it were so there ought to be action.

Must not trust to such an arrangement for removing a length of

wire out of the inductric influence.

15440. Servants’ Housekeeper’s Jane’s Servants’

Exp. room. room room room room
feet 14 12 20 14 14 feet

Measures of distance up stairs-whole length 74 feet.
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1 5441. Worked with the inductric helices, etc. in Jane’s room,

i.e. 46 feet from the inducteous helices C, D; for C and D were

connected together properly and used as one helix in communica-

tion with the Galvanometer (15425). The inductric helices were

A and B, also connected properly together, but for convenience

sake the battery of 10 pr. Grove’s plates was in the experimental

room, connected by thick wires 0*175 of inch diameter amounting

to 180 feet together in length with the inductric helix, for in this

way contact could be made and broken at the battery with readi-

ness. Effects were obtained on the Galvanometer and at first

referred to induction through the 46 feet; but on testing the

results in various way[s], as by disconnecting the galvanometer

from the inducteous helix, etc., when action on the needle was

still found to occur, the whole nearly were referred to the current

in the parts of the wire near the Voltaic battery; for the battery

being raised, the wire to one end rested on a chair and that to the

other end on the ground for some feet of distance, and this formed

(with the battery) a loop in the circuit, which was the real and

most effective inductric circuit; being only 6 feet from the in-

ducteous circuit, it affected it well, and when that was disconnected,

affected the needle directly-even when a thick block of iron

7X 7X
l

inches was before it-or another block
5 x 2* X

inches in size.

15442. To confirm this result, used a thick wire in form of a loop

to connect the ends of the battery in the room. When the loop

large as
5

feet in diameter-action of Galvr. strong-but when
reduced to a circle not more than 18 inches diameter, which was

less than the loop in the former connexions-effect on the needle

was produced.

15443. Threw out this interfering effect by bringing the battery

wires on to the same level, so as to annul the loop action; this

being arranged, when A, B was inductric in Jane’s room and

C, D inducteous and connected with the Galvanometer- the effect

of induction upon the helix and needle was sensible whenever

contact was made and broken, but it was very small, 10 pr. of

plates being used and a good breaking spark obtained. When the

ends of the conductors in Jane’s room were separated from the

inductric helix and merely connected together, then making and
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breaking contact did nothing, shewing that the helix inductive

action was real.

15444. Now employed our largest cylinder Electro magnet as

the inductric in Jane’s room, it being 55 feet direct from the

inducteous helix. The spiral of the Electro magnet contains 79 feet

of thick wire with 4 feet of ends-its effect was not sensible.

15445. The iron core of this helix is a cylinder 1*75 inches in

diameter and 21 inches in length. There was now a much in-

creased breaking spark, shewing the influence of the core, but

the effect on the helix C, D was not sensible, the 10 pr. of plates

being employed.

15446. I wonder this Electro magnet does not produce a sensible

effect as the helix A, B did. I should have thought the sphondyloid

of statical or continuous power belonging to it would have been

stronger as a whole than that of the helix A, B. Perhaps if it were

so die time of its rising up may be very much longer (as many

circumstances seem to shew), and then its effect in shaking the

needle would of course be greatly diminished, as the impulse

would be prolonged and feeble instead of sudden and power-

ful.

15447. Galvanometer . The lamp was about 18 inches from the

needle and the eye receiving the reflected ray from 3 to 5 feet

distance. A carriage passing by makes the needle tremble. An
eye glass assists my sight-an opera glass, unless held fixedly, gives

uncertainty because tremor makes the apparent place of the re-

flector needle vary. The reflecting face is very imperfect and gives

a diffused image- the lamp flame is too large and too near, so that

reflected image does not disappear at once.

15448. A screening block of iron does by itself displace the

position of the reflected image more or less. May probably use

a piece of soft iron as a means of adjusting the place of the image

in the complete apparatus.

15449. Towards end of the Evening removed the Voltaic battery

near to the door of Jane’s room and then the effects were as just

described (15443). In this case, no interfering loop action could

occur.

15450. Galvanometer of Becker. Copper wire 27 of inch in

diameter-about 184 feet in length in about 500 convolutions—
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1 foot weighs 2*12 grains-whole weight is 389*5 grains, so length

184 feet. Marked Galvr. C.

1 545 1. The Galvanometer of 43 feet of wire 0*033 of inch

diameter, containing about 120 convolutions (15412) is marked A.

15452. The Galvanometer of 38 inches of wire 0*175 of inch

diameter in 8 convolutions (15412) is marked B.

9TH MAY 1857.

15453. Induction results as to length of connecting wires and

also delicacy of Galvanometers (15450, 1, 2).

15454. The Inductric and inducteous spirals (15424) were placed

only 3 feet 6 inches apart— but they were removed to a direct

distance of 58! feet— so that the battery to the inductric spiral

was away from the galvanometer; and the connecting wires

between the Galvanometer and the inducteous spiral amounted
to twice 80 or 160 feet— thick copper—connected by mercury

joints. The Spirals were parallel to each other and stood with their

planes north and south at the end of the attic passage. Trough

10 pr. Grove’s.

15455. The Inductric coil was A, using its 3 spirals (15424). The
Inducteous coil was C, D, four spirals. The Galvanometer was A
(15451) or the best. 10 pr. of plates produced strong action on
the needle on making and breaking contact, as was to be expected

with so short an inducing distance as 3 feet 6 inches. Two pair

of plates produced a strong action one pair of plates an excellent

action. On disconnecting the galvanometer from its wire, then

the 10 pair of plates produced no effect. So that thus the battery

is removed from direction action on the needle— so is the needle

from the direct action of the Inductric coil in this position and
distance—and the induced current is shewn to run easily through
this length of thick wire.

15456. Reduced the Inductric coil A to 1 spiral— the inducteous

coil remaining as before. 10 pr. plates still produced an excellent

effect— 2 pr. were very good and even 1 pr. good.

15457. Kept the inductric coil at A 1 spiral, but reduced the

inducteous coil to C, only of 2 coils. Still 10 pr. of plates gave an

excellent effect— 2 pair and also 1 pair good effects.

15458. Now the Inductric was a spiral or coil of thick copper
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wire o*i 8 thick— the helix as a whole contained 37 spirals or

convolutions and was 2 inches in diameter— it was placed nearly

in the axis of the Inducteous coils C, D
;
and with Galvanometer A

( )
produced fine effects with 10, 2 and 1 pair of plates.

Reduced the inducteous to one spiral of D and even then there

were good effects with 10 and 2 pair of plates-but with one pair

the result was not sensible-I suspect because the contacts were

not sudden or perfect for such a current at the Inductric circuit.

15459. Made the inductric 20 convolutions of the helix (15458).

Good effect, but not so good as the whole. With 10 convolutions

and 5
and also i{ there was effect, but now found that the battery

connections formed a loop which, as before (1 5441), was all this

time affecting the inducteous helix and which in the last condition

of the inductric of 2 spirals and 1 spiral produced the whole

effect. The Inductric conductors must be parallel and close to each

other in all cases so as to avoid such results.

15460. Dismissing this small coil helix, I returned to B as the

inductric, having 1 convolution of B and 2 convolutions of the

inducteous C. 10 pr. and 2 pr. of plates affect the needle of

Galvanometer A well, and 1 pr. does so in a very useful degree.

Changed the Inducteous C, which is not the thickest wire, for

inducteous D which is the thickest, and has 2 coils also, but some-

what smaller; the effects were about the same.

15461. Now compared the three Galvanometers (15450,1,2).

When the inductric was B, 1 convolution, and the inducteous D,

2 convolutions, the Galvanometer A was well affected as just

said (15460). When the thick wire Galvanometer B was used,

10 pair of plates did affect it, but poorly, and the instrument B

seems far below A in sensibility. Now employed the Galvano-

meter C of far longer wire but obtained no sensible effect at all;

it was far below A or even B (15464).

15462. In order to ascertain whether this was due to want of

inducteous connexion, the Inductric was made the whole of A, B

and the inducteous the whole of C, D. Now 10 pr. of plates

produced a fair shake of the needle— but still the effect was very

poor as compared to that of galvanometer B or A.

15463 • This Galvanometer C has its needle suspended by a

cocoon thread more stiff and rigid than that of the others -it by
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torsion deflects the needle much from its true magnetic position:

by a little magnet I constrained the needle into a convenient

position, but all that would place the needle in a very rigid con-

dition, so that in truth no fair comparison could be made between
this needle and the very tremulous one ofA or of B. Must provide

for all this in the Galvanometers.

12 MAY 1857.

15464. Examined the three Galvanometers (15450, 1, 2). Galvr.

A, medium wire, bore
5 torsion rotations between the upsetting

positions right and left, the needle being influenced by the earth’s

force only the needle was evidently very good. Galvr. B, thick

wire, bore only 3* rotations. Galvr. C, long medium wire,

scarcely sets at all and cannot bear one revolution-in fact the

needle has not been magnetized except by some accident. So no
wonder it gave no results when tried (15461). So both B and C
were not in fair comparison for one cause or another.

15465. First selected a suspension film—drew this out: from a

skein of fine flos silk, where the fibres are very fine and where also

they have been cleansed from Gum, etc. by washing and prepara-

tion in the manufacture. It is far finer than any mere cocoon silk

that I have.

15466. Next tried different lengths of magnetic needle— a square

steel needle (15405) hardened, etc., about
\
of an inch long, was

well magnetized. It was then broken into two pieces, one nearly

twice as long as the other. The short piece was attached to the

end of the new silk film (15465) by a short piece of bristle and
soft cement, and was then examined whilst under the influence

of the earth. It bore 28 torsion revolutions between the two
upsetting points, shewing the goodness of the needle and also

the flexibility and fine condition of the suspension film. When
standing at liberty, i.e. nearly free from torsion force, and set

vibrating, it gave 42 and 43 complete or double vibrations in
^
of

a minute, or 170 vibrations in one minute of time. This is a very
good state of needle and suspension.

15467. The longer piece of needle (15466) was then attached to

the same suspension in place of the short piece. It required as
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many as 82 torsion revolutions between one upsetting point and

the other—shewing how much stronger the directive pull is by
such increased length. When set vibrating as before, it was slower

than the former, giving only 140 complete vibrations per minute.

This shews that its inertia is increased in a greater proportion

than its directive force. The short piece will probably be more

momentary in its indications of a passing current than the long

piece.

15468. The needle of A was now re-examined (1 5464), being on

its own first suspending fibre. It required 6 careful torsion revolu-

tions between the upsetting points and it gave 126 complete

vibrations per minute. This needle is square and is I suspect part

of the same steel bar as the two pieces above (15466). Now at-

tached it to the new suspending fibre (15465) and then 51 torsion

revolutions (instead of 6) were required between the upsetting

points and about T70 double vibrations in a second of time.

15469. I now furnished all the Galvanometers A, B and C with

new needles and new suspenders. The needles are all of Newman’s
square steel needle, which though convex on the sides and not

well polished will do for the present they are all short but not

alike in length—C has the longest needle A the shortest B is

intermediate.

15470. The suspensions are all of the fine white fios silk— but it

cannot be otherwise than that they should differ in torsion force

-

though it is no doubt less in all of them than in ordinary cocoon

silk.

1 5471. Galvr. A needle out of, i.e. on one side of, the coil but

with the proper length of suspension, required n{ torsion revolu-

tions between the upsetting points— it is the shortest needle and

that agrees with the result. It gave 178 double vibrations in one

minute, or at that rate.

15472. Galvr. B needle gave 12 torsion revolutions between the

upsetting points-and 126 double vibrations in a minute, or at

that rate.

15473. Galvr. C needle required 12 torsion revolutions between

the upsetting points. It gave 168 double vibrations in a minute,

or at that rate.

15474. To compare these Galvanometers as to their sensibility
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of induced currents, I took 24 feet of copper wire p of an inch

in diameter, made a helix of two coils at about
\
of its length

from one end, connected the ends by mercury with each of the

Galvanometers in succession and induced a current in the wire

by passing one pole of my single Logeman horseshoe magnet

through the two convolution helix. The motion of the magnet

outside the helix produced no effect on any of the galvano-

meter^]— a single passage of a pole in or out of the helix did

affect them. A and C, being the thinner longer wires, were best

affected. B or the thick short wire was very poor indeed-it of

course carried all the current induced but wanted convolutions.

I think the greater length of C wire did not do any good, for it

was not better than A-the two were very much alike; probably

a Galvanometer of intermediate length, of the same wire, would

have been better than either for this induced current. The effects

were equally good at making or breaking contact-either may
probably be employed in the final arrangement.

15475. Repeated the trials, employing a thick wire ^ of inch in

diameter and 12 feet in length having only one convolution

instead of two - it was connected by mercury with the Galvano-

meters as before and the same inductric magnet employed in the

same way. Now B or the thick wire galvanometer was the best,

though having only 8 coils or convolutions; then came A and

then C not far behind. If there had been two convolutions in this

wire, it is very probable that both A and C would have beaten B.

Must try all three with the large spirals up stairs.

15476. I shall want in the final Galvanometers a means of re-

volving the point of suspension about a vertical axis, so as to

undo or arrange any effect of torsion and set the needles free

from that.

15477. Position . The position of the inductric and inducteous

helices to each other and to the Galvanometer needle is important.

Considering the Sphondyloid of power, i.e. the lines of force

of the inductric helix, the inducing influence must be greatest

when the inducteous helix is parallel to and concentric with it,

i.e. having the same axis whatever the distance may be-for if

the inductric coil be turned 90°, then its lines of force will exert

equal and opposite force on the parts of the inducteous coil which
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are situated at the two opposite ends of any diameter, and so no

induced coil [? current] can occur. Or if the inducteous coil be

turned 90°, the same balance of induction force will occur. It is

indeed evident that if the inducteous coil be at first parallel to the

inductric- the greatest induced current in the former will occur;

that if it be revolved 180
0
so as to be again parallel, a like strong

current in the contrary direction through the coil will be induced,

and that whilst passing through the half revolution it will at 90°

be in the neutral or indifferent position.

15478. If the inductric helix be truly magnetic north or south

of the Galvanometer needle, it will add to or take from the earth's

power, but not tend to displace die needle. The same result would

happen if die inductric helix was either E. or W. truly and

magnetically of the galvanometer. So any of these four positions

may be taken up-and then the Inductric and inducteous spirals

placed in plane parallel to each odier and on the same axis.

14 MAY 1857.

15479. Inductric
,
A, B joined together, 6 spirals in one series,

excited by 10 pair of Grove’s plates and placed in Jane’s room

C, D joined together in 4 spirals placed in the experimental

room, 33 feet from the inductric spirals and with 4 walls or

partitions intervening. The three Galvanometer [s] were 14 feet

further off and connected with the inducteous coils by either thick

or thin wires and mercury connexions.

15480. The thick wirefs] were one 0-2 and the other 0*175 of

inch in diameter and 17 feet long each. The thin wires were

0*055 of inch in diameter and 24 feet each in length-all of copper.

15481. When the galvanometers (15469) were unconnected with

the inducteous circuit, the direct action of the inductric coil was

scarcely sensible on them- perhaps it might be in a very slight

degree on A and C, but doubtful.

15482. When the inducteous coil was connected by the thick

wires with Galvanometer A (15471), the inductric coil exerted a

very little action on it-it was hardly sensible; when the thin wires

(15480) were employed as connexions there was the least possible

action.

15483. When the Galvanometer B (15472) was used with the
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thick wires, the action was uncertain, scarcely sensible. With the

thin wires it was not sensible.

15484. When the Galvanometer C (15473) was employed with

the thick wires or with the thin wires— there was the merest trace

of action, if any.

15485. Now changed the inductric and employed our large

cylinder Electro magnet, of which the iron core is 1*75 inches in

diameter and 21 inches long and the wire 55 feet in length (15444,

15445), leaving it in the right position and same distance in

Jane’s room. There might be a little inducteous effect with

Galvanometers A and C, but it would be safer to count it as

nothing with all three, whether Lhe thick or the thin wire inducteous

connections were employed.

15486. That the inductric connexions were perfect was shewn

by the spark at the battery. To try the inducteous connexions

the two spirals of D were passed between the poles of my single

small Logeman horseshoe. All the Galvanometer[s] were well

affected whether thick or thin connexions were used. A and C
the best.

15487. So in fact the inductive power at the distance of 33 feet

is too small with these spiral [s] and I must prepare better ones.

15488. Considerations. Tf A inductric be concentric with B in-

ducteous in the same plane and also with C inducteous in a

distant plane:—and if B and C contain the same length of the

same wire, what will be the distances from A to B and from

A to C, the effect at the galvanometer being rendered equal ?

15489. Suppose A and B to contain the same length of wire;

will there be any difference in time or force when A is inductric

to B or B to A ?

15490. When B is inductric, it will probably act much more
powerfully on A than A on B it will probably act also more
powerfully on C (i5488)-and so perhaps give the best arrange-

ment.

1 5491 *. What of this arrangement ? A being inductric to B and C
inducteous. Ought the axis of the arrangement be parallel to the

magnetic dip-or transverse— or will it be indifferent?

15492. Would either of these arrangements be important, the

external or the central I being employed as the inductric ?

* [15491] -A

c
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15493. Experiments in the passage, 56 feet in a direct line from

the galvanometers. The Galvanometer wires are
|
of inch or

nearly, and are each in one piece 75 feet in length. The Galvano-

meter C is as to its needle exceedingly tremulous—every little tap

on the table and every carriage that passes causes vibration. The

smallness of the weight of the needle is insufficient to stretch the

silk fibre it therefore has contortions in it, and vibrations up and

down are by these contortions converted in part into a vibratory

state of the needle. The instruments finally must be used in a very

quiet place. The Galvanometer C has far more of this accidental

vibration than A and B. I suspect this is because the supporting

stem is screwed up tightly whilst the stems of the others are loose

by comparison, and that this tightness transfers the house vibra-

tions to the needle (15506).

15494. Ten pair of Grove’s plates were employed in the fol-

lowing experiments.

15495. Provided three spirals A of one convolution 21 feet: in

length and 80 inches in diameter-B of two convolutions 12 feet

in length and 34 inches diameter-and S a helix of 23 convolutions

and 12 feet in length, the spirals being two inches in diameter- all

the wire was thick and alike 0-175 of inch the spirals were con-

centric with each other and, except the helix in part, in the same

plane.

15496. Made A inductric and B inducteous. With Galvr. A

(15451) the effect was very good-with Galvr. C it was less and

with Galvr. B or thick wire very small. When a change was

made to B spiral inductric and A inducteous, the effect was good

as before but I think not better-the order of the Galvanometers

being the same. So with this distance of 23 inches between A
and B, whether the smaller or the larger were inductric or in-

ducteous, the result appeared to be the same (15502).

15497. Now worked with B and the helix S (15495), the distance

between them being 15 or 16 inches and each having the like

quantity of 12 feet of wire. B inductric and the helix inducteous-

produced action on Galvr. A-and a little on Galvrs. C and B,

but the result was nothing like so good as the former; it is true

that A of 21 feet is changed for S of only 12 feet- but the interval

is diminished. Instead of B inductric made A inductric, so now
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the length of wire is increased again to 21 feet, but then the helix

inducteous of 12 feet is 39 inches from it instead of 23 inches.

The action was not increased, but nearly the same to appearance.

15498. The helix (15495,7) was now made inductric and the

large circle A inducteous-effect much as the last, not better.

Also the helix being inductric the circle B was made inducteous,

but still the effect was low and about as just before, or somewhat

better perhaps. So no advantage presented by the wire in form

of helix.

15499. In order to perceive the increased action of an iron core,

the helix S (15495) was made inductric and B (15495) inducteous-

the effect on making and breaking contact was marked. Then an

iron core 12 inches long and inches in diameter was put into

the helix and now its power as an inductric was much increased.

Even Galvr. B shewed the effect well and Galvrs. A and C much

more. That efleel was clear.

15500. I then employed one single convolution of the thick wire,

it being only 2], inches in diameter and containing about 8 inches

in length, and placed it concentric with B (15495): it was made

inductric and B inducteous the effect was only just sensible on

Galvr. A. The helix of 12 feet (15495) was then placed in axis

of small ring, the middle of the helix being 18 inches from the

ring- but when the small ring was made inductric there was no

sensible action. So the helix and the ring B were nearly equidistant

from the small inductric ring- but the ring B seemed the best of

the two as die inducteous arrangement.

15501. Now B was made inductric, the helix S being inducteous.

When the latter was 18 inches from the plane of the former, there

was scarcely a sensible action on Galvr. A-with a distance of

10 inches only there was a little action. With a distance of six

inches only from the plane of B there was still very little action

on the helix. The compressed helix does not appear to present a

good form.

15502. Compared a large and smaller ring together: thus B one

convolution of 6 feet length and 34 inches diameter and A one

convolution of 21 feet in length and 80 inches diameter-wire

alike and thick. Now when B was inductric and A inducteous,

the action was good on Galvr. A. When A was inductric and
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B inducteous, the action was not so good. When B was again

made inductric and A inducteous, die effect was clearly best; thus

the inner inductric and the outer inducteous appeared to be best

(15496).

JUNE 2ND, 1857.

15503. Spirals, experimental, A, B, C, D, E, F (15424). G, a

spiral on the old frame, replacing A for the time; it is of copper

wire of inch in thickness, put on not quite in spirals but poly-

gonally. There are 73 convolutions— they are one third of an

inch apart the outer contains 19 f. 5
inches of wire (being

inches in diameter) and the inner 6 f. 9 inches of wire (being

inches in diameter). Consequently the whole length is about

955 feet. The 22 external spirals contain about 400 feet. The wire

was in three pieces, so there are two solderings.

15504. H, a spiral on a new frame. Copper wire /Q of an inch

in thickness-48 convolutions half an inch apart, the outer 6 feet

in diameier and the inner 2 feet diameter. The oulrr contains

18 f. 6 inches in length of wire and the inner 6 feet 6 inches the

whole length of wire is 604 feet. There are three solderings. The

nine outer coils contain 163 feet in length.

24 JUNE 1857.

15505. I, a flat helix of thick wire, contains 38 convolutions; the

wire, copper, of the 28 outer convolutions is 0*175 of inch in

diameter, that of the 10 inner convolutions is 0*215 of inch in

diameter. The outer coil, which is 72 inches in diameter, contains

19 feet 2 in. of wire, and the inner, which is 34 inches in diameter,

contains 9 feet of wire, so the 38 spirals contain 535 feet in length

of wire.

15506. Galvanometer C. Needle always trembling-loosened the

nuts of the stem and made the latter loose in the stand and then

the vibrations complained off (15493) almost entirely gone. This

is a good expedient to lessen these interfering vibrations in town

or indeed any where else.

FD VII 8
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15507. Inductric coil A (15424), 63 feet of thick copper wire

0* 175 of inch thick in three convolutions 80 inches in diameter-

placed against North wall of Jane's room and connected by long

thick wires with a 10 pr. plates battery in Anderson's sleeping

room. Contact good-no direct action of any part of this arrange-

ment on the galvanometer A (15451).

15508. Inducteous coil G (15503), 995
1 feet of wire ^ of inch in

diameter (thin) in 73 convolutions, making a flat spiral of 6 feet

outer diameter and 2 feet inner diameter on a wooden frame. This

stood against the north wall of the Exp. room parallel to and

concentric with coil A and 46 feet distant from it. It was then

connected by thick wires and cups of mercury with the galvano-

meter A, and this connexion was known to be good by interposing

a feeble voltaic couple of Zinc, platina and pure water, the current

of which passed freely.

15509. On making and breaking contact of the battery with the

Inductric coil A, no sensible effect was produced in the Inducteous

coil G and its galvanometer. Tried several times with the same

negative result.

15510. Changed the Inducteous spiral
,
now employing H, a flat

spiral on frame 6 feet outer diameter and 2 feet inner diameter

and containing 604 feet of wire /0 of inch in diameter in 48

convolutions. The connexions were good as before but here

again the effect upon it of the inductric A was not sensible by

the Galvanometer A. I employed the thick wire galvanometer

B (15452), but there was not the slightest trace of effect.

15511. Changed the Inducteous spiral again, now employing I,

a flat helix on a frame containing 535 feet of thick copper wire

in 38 spirals- the outer of 72 inches diameter and the inner of

34 inches diameter- the 28 outer convolutions were of wire 0*175

of inch thick and the 10 inner convolutions of wire 0*215 °f inch

thick. There were three solderings, over-lapping and well made;

the whole was on a frame and rather heavy. Using the Inductric A
as before, there was no trace of action either on Galvanometer A or

on the thick wire galvanometer B.

15512. So this Inductric coil will not do.

15513, Now used a more powerful Inductric coil
,
namely the

1 Par. 15503 gives 955 feet.
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large helix I (15505, 11) of thick wire - placed it in Jane’s room in

the place of the former and used mercury contacts for the ends

of the connecting wires. Made flat helix G (15503, 8), of much

small wire, the inducteous coil as before, at the given distance of

46 feet. On sending the current through the Inductric helix, there

was a current in the Inducteous helix -and also on breaking con-

tact- the effect was not much, but enough for observation at the

galvanometer A.

1 55 14. In order to see if any hiding or obstructing effect would

be produced by the presence of another coil, I placed H before G,

close to but not touching it, and sometimes left its ends open, or

connected together as an endless spiral, but never connected

with G-the latter having only its proper connexion with the

Galvanometer A. When contact was made and broken, there was

galvanometer effect- the effect seemed to be a little diminished

when the ends of the coil H were open, When they were closed,

I think there was a clear interference, but still effect was produced

at the Galvanometer.

1 5515. Now leaving the thick wire coil I as the Induetrie, I

made H (15504), of wire of o-i, the inducteous coil at the given

distance of 46 feet-and using Galvanometer A, had a fair action

about as before-quite enough for an observation. Tried Galvano-

meter B of thick wire with the same arrangement- there was a

little action but scarcely sensible. Tried Galvanometer C (15450)-

it was about as A- the indication was about equal to that of A
but the needle is a bad reflector, being a rounded surface. Its

action would seem better if the reflexion were good and distinct.

15516. Placed the two coils G and H before each other, connected

them consistently into one coil of 1600 feet of wire associated

as the Inducteous coil with Galvanometer A. There was a very

good effect at making and breaking contact.

15517. I think the effect was perhaps more sharp and distinct

at the breaking contact than at the making.

15518. On connecting the two coils G and H so as to oppose

each other by their induced currents, there was scarcely any

sensible effect left at the galvanometer.

15519. The inductric helix I (15505, 13) was removed further

North and placed against the kitchen door, 66 feet from the
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inducteous- it was also a little oblique, not being parallel to it.

G and H were connected together (15516) as the inducteous coil

and with Galvanometer A there was action at this distance but

it was feeble. G alone as the inducteous coil produced scarcely

a sensible effect. H alone as the inducteous was better than G,

though its wire not so long. G and H together were the best.

15520. I think it very possible the intervening walls may affect

the result.

15521. A single thick copper ring E (15424), 27 inches diameter

and wire of 7*16 feet in length, was made induetrie . Round it was

a single thick copper ring D (15424), 58 inches in diameter, con-

taining 15-17 feet of wire and of course at a distance of 15 inches

from E. Another inducteous coil of 2 spirals, containing on the

whole the same length, i.e. 15-17 feet of wire, was placed parallel

to E in the prolongation of the axis. The object being to see,

with equal action on the two inducteous circles, which was most

distant, so as to take advantage of that disposition. It was not

easy to distinguish the best action either by lowering the battery

power or otherwise, but when at equal distances the effects seemed

to me to be nearly alike at the Galvanometer.

1 JULY 1857.

Galvanometers (15450, 64-76).

15522. Mr. Becker has prepared for me a small square hard steel

needle or prism, so well polished and so flat as to give by reflexion

a true image of a distant object- it is about of an inch square.

It was well magnetized then broken into small lengths, and these

employed as needles in the Galvanometers A and C (15464-76).

The suspensions are of fine white flos silk (15470) and a bristle

end as before. The Galvr. A steel needle is about 0*0675 of an

inch in length. That of Galvr. C is longer, being 0-115 of an inch

in length. When the Galvr. A was on the table, a candle flame

placed 6 feet oft' and the eye also 6 feet off, and when all was

adjusted so that the incident and reflected ray made an angle of

about 6° or 7
0

,
the reflexion was very good and the reflected image

looked at by an opera glass was very distinct and clear. When
die opera glass was moved, the lines and curves of light were

produced. The reflecting plane was not quite vertical but nearly so.
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15523. The Galvanometer C with its longer needle, examined as

to the reflective power of the steel, gave also an equally excellent

reflected image. When the flame was 12 feet off and the eye 1 1 feet

away, there was a feebler but good image- the reflecting plane

was nearly vertical. The floor of my room is unsteady and there-

fore the needles and the reflected images were unsteady. There

were draughts also and probably glass may be needed for pro-

tection from air currents.

2 JULY 1857.

15524. Took the Galvanometers A and C on to the ground floor

into the room called Servants Hall between Laboratory and Area.

The room is on the earth and has a stone floor and in the N.W.
corner of the room a square heavy block of stone is fixed on the

floor by cement. Placed a large (green baize) block on this stone,

with little wedges to keep it steady, and the Galvanometers on

this block-found excellent results as to steadiness, etc. first.

15525. Galvr. A (15522) on the block a wax candle flame at

9 feet distance-and the eye placed at 6 and 9 and 12 feet. The

reflected image was very steady whether the galvanometer was

covered with its glass shade or not. A hand-blow on the top

of the stone did not sensibly shake the reflected image; such a

blow on the side of the stone did affect the needle- the image went

out of sight, and then as the reflector vibrated, returned by swings

to its rest position. A mere finger tap on the wooden box pro-

duces great disturbance. The passage of a magnetic penknife or

of my spectacles distur[b]ed the place of the image when they

were from 1 to 3 or 4 feet from the needle.

15526. The image reflected was good and bright but would

require to be made brighter for use, because of other reflexions

required -and the enfeeblement consequent upon the use of a

moving mirror. So proceeded to examine what kind of light

would be best for use. That from a single candle, as already said,

was good. When the flame was 9 feet off and the eye 7 feet off-

a ring (vertical) was adjusted to fix the place of the reflected ray,

which passed through its center, giving there the most luminous

image. The diameter of this ring, being 1* of inch, would at its

distance subtend an angle of 56', not quite 1 degree. Now when
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adjusted so that the brightest reflexion should be in the axis of

the ring, the motion of the eye up or down or to one side or the

other did not put the image out at once, but it dimind, in bright-

ness and disappeared only when the eye ray was near to the edge

of the ring, i.e. the eye might be moved across a space of nearly

50' and yet see the reflected light more or less during the whole

time. The light did not disappear suddenly and therefore if the

eye were fixed, motion of the needle would not cause the reflected

image instantly to disappear. But I want a quick and sharp

disappearance, not one that comes on slowly or is gradual from

light to darkness. Then as to the remedy.

15527. Let e be the eye, / the light as a mere point, and sn the

needle reflector, all in plan. Then if the first position were such

that the ray / s were reflected to the eye at e
}
the ray / N would be

reflected to the place 0, but if the mirror sn revolved or moved

a little clock fashion, that ray Ino would come into the position

of / s <?, and until that moment the light / would be visible from e

in some part of the reflector. Supposing sn to move with a con-

stant velocity, this time would be longer with a longer mirror,

and indeed sensibly as the length. So the reflecting needle should

he as short as possible to give a quick disappearance of the image

on moving.

15528. Now assume the mirror to be very short and the light

a point: the disappearance will be instantaneous. But make the

light broad, as Im: then if the mirror reflect the ray /sn to the

eye in one position, it must move clock fashion before the ray

m sn will be reflected to the eye. All the time of that motion will

present an impression of the light ml to the eye, and that time will

he longer as ml is broader
,
and in sensible proportion to the

breadth.

15529. A large light, besides prolonging the time, must come in

t and go out gradually. If the reflector revolved clock fashion

slowly, that point of the light ml represented by / will first come

into sight in the reflector at 1; by the time that has passed on

towds. 3, more of the light ml will be seen in the reflector; when

/ is reflected at 2, m will be reflected at 3 and all the light will

be in the mirror-as the motion proceeds the image of the light

will cross the mirror, going out at 4, and will disappear when
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the last ray from m is reflected to the eye from 4. So the light

ought to be as narrow as possible to cause its sudden appearance

and disappearance in the mirror.

15530. Now for some experiments. Employed a lens 4 inches

diameter before the candle, sending the image of the candle on

to the reflecting needle. The reflected image was much brightened

by this, but then it was much extended and the eye had to travel

considerably to the right and left to lose the light, and still more

up and down because of the elongation of the flame upwards.

This accords with (15529), for the lens virtually presents a large

luminous object. It shews that to obtain more light, the size of

the light should not be increased, but the intensity. A very bright

point is the thing wanted, or a very narrow line.

15531. To obtain a line of light, a copper plate had a notch cut

in it of an inch in diameter, and this being placed before the

candle so as to limit its apparent size to that dimension, the

reflected image was regarded the light was very poor and in-

sufficient.

15532. A glass tube was used as a chimney to draw the candle

flame up into a thin narrow column. There was no improvement

in the reflected image and the candle soon burnt very badly. This

arrangement might be made with gas jet and even oxygen supplied

to the flame to increase its intensity.

15533. I ignited a vertical platina wire, by 3
and 4 pr. of Grove’s

plates, just short of the fuzing point- the light was very bright

and was used as that to be reflected. But the reflected ray seemed

as broad, i.e. as diffused, as with the candle unshaded, and the

light not so good. Still, as this light was very narrow, it would

seem as if the cause of the diffusion must be in the reflector.

I employed the lens with this light-the reflected light was then

bright but the size or aberration large, as it ought to be. I removed

the lens and also the French shade which had up to this time

covered the reflecting needle, but still the image was diffuse and

did not come in and go out at once.

15534. The aberration must I think have been due to the needle-

it was either too long or else was not perfectly smooth and true

in the reflexion. The galvanometer A has the shorter needle of

the two.
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15535, Employed the Galvanometer C (15522). Using the open

candle flame, the aberration was wider than before. The eye could

see the image reflected when any where within the ring (15526).

The needle of C was very steady when the Galvanometer stood

on the box on the stone base- knocks on die stone or box acted

just as before (15525). The use of the opera glass gave a good

compact image by moving the opera glass this image described

lines or curves, very distinct if the motion were moderate- faint

when it was very quick.

1 5536. When the box was tapped and the opera glass moved,

the luminous lines were broken up into luminous and dark parts -

but the point of separation or distinction was not very marked.

1 5537* Employed a moving silvered mirror in place of the opera

glass the effects were the same but the light very feeble if mirror

motion was quick tapping the support gave the light and dark

parts in the lines.

15538. Employed the ignited platinum wire as a light the effect

was as before.

15539. 600 feet copper wire of o* 18 inch diameter— 64 lbs. nearly.

600 » » o-i „ „ -20 lbs. „
f>oo „ „ 0-068 or

if „ 7 lb. 1 1 oz. „
15540. I he reflecting needle. If it were rendered concave, that

would compensate for the effect of length (15527), i.e. if the light

were in the focus of the concavity so as to send parallel rays to

the eye. Ihen the light might be much nearer also. A light, as

the ignited platinum wire (15533), being 1 2 inches from the needle,

would require a convexity having a radius of 24 inches -or a

light 24 inches oil would do with a convexity radius of 48 inches.

1 5541 . I he reflecting surface should be worked along its length,

that the aberrations or prolongation of image (15534) may be
across it or in a vertical plane and not in the horizontal plane.

I have ordered such a concave needle of Mr Becker.

31 JULY 1857.

15542. K a helix on wooden frame, like H (15503
1

), of copper
wire o- 1 of an inch in diameter. It contains 620-6 feet of wire in

length in 49 convolutions half an inch apart, the outer of which
1 Should bo 15504.
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contains 226 inches, being nearly 6 feet diameter, and the inner

78 inches, being nearly 2 feet diameter. It is provided with soldered

ends and mercury cups, as the former are.

15543. So the thick wire helix I (15505, 13) is to be the inductric

helix and the helices II and K combined the distant inducteous

helices.

5
AUGUST 1857.

15544. Mounted a platinum wire, by soldering between two

copper wires, for a constant light. The platinum wire was 1 inch

long, in the vertical position, and ,5,, of an inch thick. The electric

current of 2 pr. Grove's plates was sent through it but this was

too much and it required 34 inches of copper wire £ of an inch

thick introduced into the circuit to make the heat bearable by

the wire (15533).

15545. Have prepared a moving reflector on an axis— the reflector

is of thickish glass, silverfed]- found on regarding a fixed light,

as the ignited wire, that the double surface is bad giving a

blurred image. The reflector ultimately must have only one

surface. Steel or reflecting metal.

15546. Placed the ignited wire light (15544) horizontally 16 feet

from the moving reflector (15545), its axis being horizontal

also - the fixed image being pretty well seen in day light and

amongst the luminous things on the table but when the mirror

was moved quickly, the trace described by the light was very

feeble to the eye and scarcely distinguishable, the motion being

given by the hand only.

1:5547. Now the wire was put into a darker place, the eye being

still in the same plane and at the same distance of 16 feet. The

effect now much better and the image on the eye more sensible,

and freely sensible with the quickest motion the hand could give

to the mirror. The needle should be in darkness-- the objects

near it black-the eye also in darkness-and even the light of the

wire carefully shaded.

15548. Now screened of[f] the wire by a card so that only a part

about the
|
of an inch was visible instead of the whole length

of an inch. This was pretty well visible as a trace in the moving

mirror. Then shaded off all but a part about the ^ of an inch this
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light was feeble even to the naked eye when unmoving. When
the reflector was moving, the trace could scarcely be perceived—

but as yet the imperfect darkness was really a dull light and the

eye was in day light and badly circumstanced.

15549. Placed the platinum wire vertical placed a flat galvano-

meter needle (15522) on the stone (15524) in the lower dark room

in dull light and observed from a point near the light. The distance

of the reflector from the light was 6 *

5 feet, and it was the same

distance from the eye. Now the platinum wire was ignited, but

its image reflected in the needle reflector was hardly sensible to

the unaided eye-not using the moving reflector ( ) but the

eye only; so that I do not think the platinum wire light will do,

especially at such a distance as this.

15550. Placed a candle light in the place of the platinum wire

ignited. It gave a moderately good direct image to the eye, but

when the reflector (15545), now moving on a vertical axis, was

put in place, the image was but feeble in that. When the mirror

was moved, the line of light described to the eye was scarcely

or not at all sensible. We want either the lime light or the Electric

light.

15551 . Observations on constancy of needle place. When brought

down from attic into this underground room the needle set very

slowly round, so that the reflected image is not thrown constantly

to the same place-and this is probably due to the hygrometric

effect of the air on the silk. The change at first is progressive.

After a certain time the reflected ray place was noted and then

all left for i\ hours uncovered by the glass shade- there was a

little change, and breathing with the mouth did not increase it.

Being left open half an hour, there was no furdier change - this

was at 4 o’clk. p.m.; being then left open all night until the next

day at 10 o’clk., there was a little change (direct as before); this

was marked and again all was left until o’clk.

15552. When the glass shade is left on, there are unpleasant

reflections of the light from it-a square or flat plate would prevent

this, but it would be better open as die light must be weak and

wants helping. Still, when open the currents of air affect the

needle place and defence may be wanted for that.

15553. Places. Either the dark Exp. Room for the Galvano-
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meters and the Laboratory for the helices, i.e. the laboratory and

yard, etc. Or perhaps, the distilled water cellar and one of the

others for the Galvanometers, and the laby., etc. as before for

die helices. Or perhaps, the Glass house for the Galvanometers

and the Laby., etc. for the helices.

15554 * Now try lime light in the focus of the reflector concave

needle.

15555. Electrometers

K

The two will differ from each other but

we can easily eliminate the effect of their differences by having a

commutator so as to be able to alternate them one for the other—

and then use the mean result.

15556. Telescope . I think I must use a telescope (if not an opera

glass), not merely for defining the image and making it clear

but also for fixing the place of the eye.

8 AUG. 1857.

15557. Took the Galvr. B (15452, 60) of short thick wire with

its flat polished needle and experimented with it simply as a

needle instrument, without the coils. The needle, being left to

vibrate, made 20 or 22 complete vibrations (to and fro) in 10

seconds by the magnetic force of the earth. Then replaced this

needle by another piece more recently prepared by Mr Becker

(15559), having a concavity
,
part of a horizontal circle - this needle,

before being broken off from the larger piece, gave a focus of

about 20 or 21 inches with the parallel rays of the sun. The

piece, when attached to the silk suspender in place of the former

and vibrated, gave 22 complete vibrations in ten seconds under

the earth’s force.

1:5558. Now this piece is to sight nearly if not quite twice as

thick as the first piece (15557) in both directions] and half as

long again; and it must be about six times heavier; yet under

the earth’s influence is moved as quickly as the former. There-

fore there is reason to hope any force in a coil round it would

move it as soon as the former, and it presents a much larger

reflecting surface, indeed three times as large: this will be an

advantage if it hold good.

1 “Gal.” has been written before this word, as though it was intended

to alter it to Galvanometers.
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15559. Mr Becker has been preparing me some square hard steel

needles of which one face only is polished -this face is made

concave and it has been wrought in each case by working the tool

chiefly along the face, so that when suspended with this face

vertical, the lines if any will be in a horizontal direction and any

dispersion they may cause will be in a vertical plane and not in

a horizontal plane. They are to form needle mirrors concave in

the horizontal plane, the luminous object being in the focus.

Being examined in the Sun’s rays, the foci seemed to be as follows,

i.e. the image of the sun seemed to be most small and true at the

distances set down.

15560. No. 1 . . . 14I inches

2 . . . 12 inches-but 17 inches seemed to give

equal effect of disappearance of the light over all parts of the

image. When a reflector was too near or too far, then a card

carried into the incident beams on one side cut off the reflected

light on one side of the image first, either the near or the far side

as the reflector was within or without the focus.

15561. No. 3-18 inches, the single image-increased up to

distance of thirty inches, it gave two distinct images of the

sun OO, as if the needle had been bent in one place.

No. 4 . . . 20* inches focus. A, B, C, D, E (15601).

No.
5

. . . 21 inches focus.

No. 6 ... 27 inches focus-all about these numbers.

These all, as they ought to do, give dispersion in a plane transverse

to the plane of convexity.

15562. Hung up this larger concave reflector (1 5 5 57, 8) as before

(15524) on the stone placed a wax candle flame 6* feet off and

also the eye at an equal or greater distance. The light as seen by

the eye direct in the needle reflector was very good-much finer

than before reflector needle and light steady.

15562b Now replaced the eye by the moving reflector turning

on a vertical axis. The light image was very good in this reflector.

Being made most distinct for the middle of the immovable

reflector, it wrent out as die eye was carried up or down or to

the right or left. This shews the diffusion of the image, and that

is a disadvantage to be avoided. But then the object or candle is

large (15529) and it is also out of focus.
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15563. When the eye was fixed and the reflector moved on its

vertical axis, the trace of light was produced and pretty bright

and visible with any velocity I could give. Of course the trace

was brightest at the middle and fainter at the ends, and it did not

go across the reflector, but appeared thus. Its appearance any

where but at the middle was an effect of diffusion from the size of

the candle and other circumstances.

15564. Placed the opera glass for the eye (15562), observing the

light in the needle directly through it. Seemed best to arrange the

glass to give a good image of the needle, for then there was the

least scattered rays and red light to the eye. The light was very

good and not much diffusion .

1 5565. Increased the candle distance to 20* inches. The opera

glass then shewed a good light. This is the focal distance for

parallel rays. I could then see that there was a sudden appearance

and disappearance of the chief light from the face of the mirror

needle, but there was a good deal of irregular extraneous light

from the ends and edges of the needle, appearing at the wrong

time and continuing the general appearance of a light, gradually

fading as the needle moved. Must touch these parts with black

and perhaps also the upper and lower edges of the visible face;

that will much improve the needle.

15566. Now as to diffusion of this concave unblackened needle

reflector using a large candle flame. The candle was 20I inches

from the mirror- it gave a diffusion to the eye 6* feet oft' in a

horizontal direction equal to 1*5 inches from out to out
,
being

brightest of course in the middle. With the candle at the distance

of 34 inches the diffusion was less, perhaps 1-25 inches. Candle

at 48 inches gave still less diffusion. Candle 6 feet off-diffusion

less still. At feet candle distance -diffusion was still less, being

about 0*75 of an inch. This difference is evidently due to the

smaller angle which the more distant flame subtends- but no

doubt a part of the difference is due to edges and ends of the

reflecting face. As to the brightness of the reflected image, that

is greater, proportionately greater, as the candle flame is more

near to the reflecting needle.

15567. Disappearance of the light by motion of the needle re-

flecting. The light a candle flame about 36 inches from the needle.
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The reflector (15 562J)fixed at the eye place and the eye stationary.

Then the image, whilst still, appeared in the middle of the reflector

at its best. When the needle was vibrated, the image described

a trace across the middle of the reflector, the light going out by

a longish sweep-and coming in in the same manner-that was

as might be expected. This trace was longer as to the mirror as

the candle flame was nearer to the needle reflector.

15568. I want a much narrower light than a candle, one like a

star, or that subtends a small horizontal angle. To make a quick

disappearance, it ought to be distant
,
small and very bright .

15569. Platina wire light . Proceeded to try this narrow light with

the large reflecting surface. Used the platinum wire (15544) of

yesterday, placed 6* feet from the needle in the first instance, the

eye being about 8 feet off. It gave a good luminous image to the

eye, very different to yesterday’s 1
(15546) but not enough for

the final purpose.

15570. At this distance of light the diffusion was more than I

wanted or desired. As the eye moved right and left, rhe luminous

object seemed to come in at one side and go out at the other;

the light not being focal. When made to appear with the maximum
effect in the middle of the eye reflector (15 562*) and the eye kept

fixed - motion of the reflector shewed the light and its diffusion

as a graduated line. But I want a short mark, i.e. a bright light

and at one spot only. The edges of the needle reflector are not yet

blackened.

I 557i. When die needle was made to vibrate so as to give a

disappearing or rather intermitting light, and the eye mirror also

moved, it was not easy to distinguish the places of the maximum
and minimum light in the latter.

15572. When the eye mirror was away and the eye alone there

regarding die light in die needle reflector directly- the motion of

the eye to the right or left seemed to cause motion of die luminous

image across the needle mirror, and that in the same direction as

the eye, the wire light being at the distance of 6
l

z feet. Part of this

must have been due to the edges or ends of the needle reflector

(« 556 5 )-

I 5573- When the luminous wire wras placed at the very short
1 August 5.
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distance of 16 inches only from the needle reflector, there was a

good luminous image in the needle; far beyond that of yesterday 1

(15546). When the eye was moved right or left, the light in the

needle reflector still seemed to move across in the same direction.

When the eye reflector was in place and moved, the luminous

trace was good, and I think that the images appeared and dis-

appeared to the eye short and quick. It is probable that a platinum

light will do.

15574. The platinum wire light (15569) io[ inches or focal

distance from the needle reflector gave a good star of light to

the eye at its place. When the eye was moved to the right or left,

the light in the needle reflector seemed to move in the same

direction. When the light was looked at in the eye reflector, it

was good, and on moving the reflector on its axis gave a short

trace. Also when the needle reflector was set vibrating, I could

on moving the eye reflector distinguish the maximum and

minimum places, according to the place of the image. Still, the

image is far from definite. As the eye was carried back from the

revolving eye mirror, then the trace in the latter became better,

i.e. more contracted in length and local.

1:5575. The little voltaic battery fell at once in power, i.e. went

down visibly judging by the wire ignition. On taking it down,

found the S.A. in one cell quite neutralized to the taste. Recharged

the two cells and found the ignition just as before ( ).

15576. Placed the ignited wire (15569) 6\ feet from the needle

reflector. A good light to the eye in its usual place 8 feet oft'.

As the eye was moved right or left, the light seems to redden

first and then go out, first at the side towards which the eye moves,

which is the reverse appearance to that when light is near the

needle (15573). With the opera glass the light was good and

clear—when moved right or left, red or obscure light comes in

first at the side moved towards, so that the light seems to go out

generally at the opposite side.

1:5577. Placed the ignited wire at the focal distance of io\ inches

from the needle reflector. When either the eye alone or with the

opera glass was moved to the right or left, the effects were the

August 5.
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same as those just described. The going out results are probably

due to the imperfect edges of the reflector (15565).

15578. But at this distance of the wire, the reflected maximum

light was very good and bright, and is as sudden in disappearance

as any of the former arrangements -perhaps more sudden. The

trace in the moving eye mirror is not long-and if the needle

mirror is vibrating, the maxima and minima of light are pretty

well separated.

15579. When the needle was still, examined the diffusion of light

in the vertical and horizontal planes, so as to verify theory: that

in the vertical plane was very extended, as to be expected, both

from the length of the wire vertically and the form of the reflecting

surface the horizontal diffusion is very small. When at the finest

heat, the platinum wire light in the mirror is really good and may

be very useful. If I use platinum lights, then better to make the

two divide from one current or perhaps better to make the two

different parts of one current.

15580. 'The glass shade covering the galvanometer needle is bad

in that it reflects points and lines of light from the platinum light

and these fidget the eye. It should be away and all should lie black

about ilu* Galvanometer and also behind it and beyond as also

behind the eye mirror; the eye should have nothing to observe

but the trace of the moving light. Whilst the shade was on, one

could compare a light from it and that from the quiescent needle

reflector together in the moving eye reflector, as if they were two

needle lights. I think I shall easily see whether two lights, placed

by reflexion one over the other in the still mirror, appear one to

the side of the other in the moving mirror, and that is what I want.

Perhaps it may rise to the extent of making one of the images

disappear before the other.

15581. Theoretically, the eye mirror might be curved, and then

the eye being placed in the right point, the disappearance of one

image before the other might be greatly facilitated.

11 AUGUST 1857.

15582. I have blackened the extreme ends of the reflecting face

of the needle reflector with Brunswick black- (Indian ink and

water pigment will not do). I have blackened also all the bright
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parts of the Galvanometer support with a dead water black-and

placed a dead black cardboard behind the needle reflector at its

place. It is a great improvement.

15583. Employed the platinum wire light (15544) at 24 inches

from the needle reflector and the eye 8 feet off as before. The
naked eye gives a bright light moving across the needle reflector

in the same direction as the eye moves.

15584. With the opera glass at die eye place, adjusted to distinct

view of die galvanometer parts and of the needle reflector itself,

the light then appears as the smallest or most compact and very

bright. As the eye and glass move to the right or left, the light

comes in and goes out, preceeded and followed by a dull and rather

long light. As the eye and glass move one way, the bright light

appears to move the other. The light now has no elongation

vertically but is as a star.

15585. When the opera glass was shortened so as to give distinct

vision of objects 24 feet off, and so used-then die light in the

needle reflector contracted horizontally and expanded verdeafly,

so as to stretch across the image of the needle reflector as a vertical

line (due to the position of the ignited wire), and this line moves

to the right and left of die reflector as it slightly vibrates. When
all was still, it was a still vertical column of light. As the eye and

opera glass moved to the right, it moved to die right in the

reflector, and as the eye went to the left it moved to the left also.

The imperfections of the mirror are shewn upon it and also those

of the eye, making the line irregular in its edges.

15586. Now lengthening the opera glass so as to make it fit for

nearer and more near objects-the vertical line of light gradually

shortened and the image of the mirror became smaller and full

of light, and then the diffusion of the light was least, the light

appearing and disappearing by motion of the eye very quickly.

Being still more lengthened, the luminous image again became a

vertical line across the reflector, and as the eye is moved to the

right, it moves to the left, and vice versa. All this is right except

that the needle mirror is not perfectly worked, for the reddening

of the light as it comes in and goes out still continues when the

opera glass is at the full light state of the needle reflector.

15587. There is much light from the general surface of the needle

F D VII 19
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reflector when the light (chief) is out, and this is not the reflected

light of the room or a door way. I suspect it is the light from the

platinum wire support of deal.

15588. Blackened the wire support in all parts toward tile ignited

wire and illuminated by it, and now restored it to its place, i.e.

to 20* inches from the needle reflector. Now the light in the

reflector was much better, seen either by the eye alone or with

the opera glass, and well sudden . Still, when the light has passed

in the reflector, there remains straggling light, and by the opera

glass this appears to be from fine lines or imperfections in the

working of the surface.

15589. This distance of 20* inches is perhaps the best.

15590. Put up the Kye reflector (155622) there was an excellent

light in it. When it was moved, the trace in it. Will do 1 think.

Using the opera glass also in looking into the reflector, the effect

was very good far better than before. When the reflector was

moved to and fro, it gave a good distinct short trace.

1 5591. Thinking that the light emanating from the unblackened

wire stand (15587) had caused much of the former effect, I cleaned

off all the black from the needle reflector and then repeated the

observations with the platinum light inches off. The effect to

the eye was excellent either without or with the opera glass. But

I could see light from the two ends when the chief light was out,

and also by the opera glass, that they reflect a little light to the

eye, so that a little blacking should be applied there.

15592. I think the platina lights will do.

14 AUG. 1857.

15593. Suspended the small flat needle reflector (15557) so as to

compare it with this concave needle reflector (15557, 61), which

is larger and probably six time[s] heavier, both in respect of

obedience to the force of die earth or any other magnetic source

and also as to the quickness of its disturbance; if its magnetic

force is in anything like a proportion to the weight, diere may not

be much difference, and the large needle may be as delicate as the

smaller one or nearly so. As a reflector it is very much better.

15594. Of diese two needles the heaviest vibrates the slowest,

but diere is not a great difference. The number of vibrations in
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a minute seemed to be about 128: 140, Then swung them by

the side of each other so as to ascertain their coincidences in direc-

tion; these seemed to be at 11 : 12, or again as 12:13, or again

as 15 : 16. If these numbers express the earth’s influence upon the

two needles, they ought also to express the influence of equal

electro magnetic currents. Probably the difference may be ad-

mitted and so advantage be taken of the size.

1:5595. When the needles were about if or 2 inches apart east

and west, I tried to affect them equally by the quick passage of

a distant magnetic bar: the smaller one then seemed most rapidly

affected.

15596. T put both up at once in the Galvanometer place in the

dark, each supplied with a wax candle flame as its object, at equal

distances, so as to send the reflected rays to one eye place and

therefore observable to one eye (or both eyes) at the same time.

The light from the larger and concave needle reflector was vastly

greater than from the odicr. It would do— the other was so feeble

that it would not do in practise.

15597. Disturbed both needles at once by reversing a distant bar

magnet 8 feet off. I could not see that the smaller one gave visibly

the quicker indication -it might be, but the light was so feeble

I could not be sure of the first moment of change. The other

swung well, appearing to the eye to come in and go out very

clearly.

15598. Eye reflectors . I have mounted a polished flat silver plate

and also a polished steel button disk on the axis by the side of

the silvered glass plate (15545), so as to compare these three

reflecting surfaces as to their final use. The silver is pretty true

in form and work, but may be more highly polished. The steel

is well polished but is irregular, not perfectly flat and therefore

giving a distorted image, the deformity being of course more as

the eye receeds from the mirror.

15599. Used the curved needle reflector A (15557, 61, 601), a

candle flame
5 feet off and the eye reflector 8 feet off. The image

in the glass reflector was very good -also that in the silver re-

flector good-but that in the steel deformed because of its irregu-

larity, else it would do too. As it is, probably the glass reflector

silvered will do well for die first trials -using however a thinner

19-2
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glass and allowing the incident light to approach more nearly

to perpendicularity.

15 AUG. 1857.

15600. Galvanometers A and C, being the two intended for the

experiments. Blackened the bright stems and screws and other

light or reflecting parts, making them of a dead black.

15601. Broke up the rest of the Becker concave bar (15 561, 57) of

20 J, inches focus into four pieces. Ground the ends of these on a

hone with oil so as to give them this form L the large surface

left being the polished reflecting surface. Took down the former

piece (15557) and ground it also. All are magnetic because the

bar was magnetised before its first fracture. The former piece

(15557) is now made A and the others B, C, D and E, being laid

upon a diagonal scale and measured as to length (focus io[ inches):

A was 45 parts

1^ « 45*5

C „ 47 „ Each part was the
4Jodth of an inch.

^ » 5
1 »

r> 3^ ?> J

A was not quite perfect in the wedge shape at one end
;
die

othcr[s] were, except E, which was unground and irregular at the

ends.

15602. The films of silk belonging to the Galvanometers A and C

(15464, 522) were very like in thickness to the eye. The steel

needle reflector A (15601) was attached to the Galvanometer A,

being the one with smallest quantity of wire -the reflecting surface

was towards the east and the reflexion was nearly in a horizontal

plane.

15603. The steel needle reflector B (15601) was attached to the

film of Galvanometer C (15464, 522); the reflecting surface was

towards the east and the reflexion very nearly in a horizontal plane.

15604. When these needle reflectors were vibrated, the A re-

flector gave 108 double vibrations in a minute and the B reflector

no vibrations (double) in the same time. So that they are nearly

alike in this respect. I think these galvanometers are now ready.
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15605. Brought Galvr. A with its needle reflector A (15602) into

its place and position in the Experimental room. Arranged the

platinum wire light (15544) at die distance of 6 feet from it and

shall ignite the platinum by 2 pr. of Grove’s plates. Arranged an

oxyhydrogen lime light at the same distance, about 3 inches aside

of die former, so as to have the two reflected images in the same
horizontal plane and about three inches apart. Arranged die eye

places about 8 feet off as before. The lime light was a cut corner

of one of die cylinder[sj of lime the oxyhydrogen flame was not

rendered exceedingly strong but comparitively moderate.

15606. Being compared either by the naked eye or in the eye-

reflector or otherwise, the lime light far surpassed the platinum

light in its intensity— it was a beautiful sunny star as seen in the

eye reflector and gave a fine mark in it when moving.

15607. As to diffusion of the lights that of the lime was greater

in die horizontal direction than that of the platinum light, but

not so much as I expected ; the dull light before and after the chief

light was prolonged, but I had not blackened the different parts

of the apparatus that would light up by the lime. Must do so.

The lime of course presents a wider source of light than the

platinum, but not so wide an object as a candle.

15608. Using an edge of chalk, it gave a more compressed and

an excellent light— it was a very fine light in the needle reflector

and also in the Eye mirror.

15609. The lime light will probably be always more diffuse than

the platinum light— because the oxyhydrogen flame is rendered

luminous considerably by the lime particles: but I think the light

may be very valuable, especially if the observations can be made
upon the motion of the eye mirror putting one of the two lights

out before the other. Must have both platinum and lime lights,

and when the observation has been made with the former then

put on the latter and repeat or confirm it.

15610*. Measures along the laboratory, the yard and the basement
floor. From the South wall projections to the North wall of the

laboratory is 43 feet— from that point across to the north face

of the yard wall is 22 feet, and from that to the north wall or

* [15610]
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partition of the lower apparatus room is 35 feet, and from that

to the North end of the distilled water cellar is 11* feet, making
altogether about 112 feet in length. The glass house in the yard
is 8 feet from N. to S. between the shelves and the heating furnace
and 10 feet from E. to W. between the wall and the door -7 feet

from the door reaches to about the middle of the open yard.

15611. Have ordered an additional lime light from Mr Becker.
Have also ordered an eye reflector axis from Mr Newman. Have
also ordered three piano cylindrical lenses from (New
road), an inch square each and silvered on the convex sides, to

serve as concave eye reflectors.

15612. In respect of the arrangement of the two inducing systems
that have to be compared, probably the two inducteous helices

ought to be alike in length, character, etc., that retardation from
length of wire, induction amongst the spirals, etc. may be pro-
portionately alike in both. But the inductrics acting on the two
must be of different strengths so as to produce something like

equal currents in the two. Still, the inductrics must both be
excited by one current, that the identity of time at the beginning
of the induction may be certain. Theoretically this arrangement*
would do. A, B, two equal inducteous coils with their galvano-
meters C, D. Then E, a large inductric coil and F, a small one,
connected together in one circuit with the battery, F being of
such power as to produce an induced current in B of the force
corresponding to that in A. In order to render the systems AE
and BF independant of each other, diey may be arranged in

planes vertical to each other; thus A and E may stand in vertical

* [15612]
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planes at each end of 100 feet, inducing horizontally*, and BF in

horizontal planes, or in vertical planes at right angles to the former,

adjusting the positions by trials so that the inductric E should

have no action on B, and the inductric F no action on A; also

that the inductrics E and F should have no direct action on the

Galvanometers. Perhaps that may require the common axis of

E and A to be horizontal and also magnetic north and south; in

which case the joint axis of F and B could hardly be horizontal

but might be made vertical, and so as to render the needles inde-

pendant of F.

19 AUG. 1857.

15613. Observing Telescope . Gives good image of the needle

reflector at 8 feet distance. Shews it long, horizontal ^ and full of

light when a candle is 6 feet distance. As the reflected light always

appears in one place, it is evident the eye reflector may revolve

either in the vertical or horizontal or any other plane when looking

for the disappearance of the light. Only when the two reflected

lights arc to be observed at once, the axis of revolution must be

parallel to the line which apparently joins the two lights (15647).

15614. Have prepared two platina wire lights
,
the platinum wires

being
,

of inch in diameter an[d] an inch long each. Have
blackened all the wood surface within reach of the light from the

wire so as to prevent extraneous light passing to the eye reflector.

15615. Commutator for inducteous helices and the two galvano-

meters. A board with 12 mercury cups as figured, the long

channels being connected unchangeably with the galvanometers

and the small cups also unchangeably, as represented, with the

inducteous helices. The only moveable connexions are the four

wires fixed to the cross bar handle. As these are brought forward

or put backward they connect the galvanometers either with

helices A and B or with them as B and A.

31 AUGUST 1857.

15616. Regulator for Electric current ofPlatinum lights. A cylinder

of wood 2 inches in diameter and about inches in length.

A copper wire 0*035 of an inch in diameter is wound round it

from end to end in a spiral of 63 convolutions, each of which

* [15612]
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contains 6* 35 inches, so that the whole length is 400 inches. There
are screws for communication in the circuit at each end and one
end has a sliding spring which, passing over the coils, presses on
any one of them on which it rests and so can bring in successive

lengths of the wire, and so increase the resistance sufficiently at

pleasure.

2 SEPTR. 1857.

15617. Have made a new flat helix, the third one, of wire o-i of
an inch in diameter. Call it L. It contains 50 convolutions; the

outer contains 19 f. 6 inches and the inner 6 f. 6 inches— the

medium is 13 feet, which multiplied by 50 gives 650 feet of copper
wire of o*i diameter. Convolutions \ an inch apart.

4 SEPTR. 1857.

15618. The two galvanometers must stand in the same horizontal

plane to have their connexions clear and bear approaching. Then
by bringing one a little forwarder than the other, the needles may
be brought to within 2 inches ofeach other apparently if necessary,

and then if needful to shelter them, one shade would cover both.

If a shade be used it must probably have a flat glass face to avoid
reflexions.

15619*. Associated a candle flame at c with the needle reflector

at n (1 5605) and 20* inches about from it. The directing reflector d
(r 5627), which is silvered glass, was placed 7 feet from the Galvr.
needle n

,
and threw the ray on to e, being the eye-reflector (15598)

of badly silvered glass and 32 inches from d; and the eye reflector

returned the ray to die telescope t 25 inches from it (15613). All

diese reflections were in the horizontal plane or nearly so; the

adjustment of the parts was easy enough.
15620. The telescope (15613) was focussed to give a good image
of the Galvanometer needle n, for this gave the most compact
and brightest object as light- the needle reflector then seemed
full of light and was bright enough; it as an object having this

form H, but the chief light was accompanied by many reflected

lights. It had one above- then it had a series below, the nearest being
as bright as the one above and the other[s] gradually diminishing in

brightness. Also on the right and left of these were other lights

* [15619] ,*
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as figured, and which as regarding their place and degree of

brilliancy, etc. deserve analyzing. Besides these on the right and

left were faint repetitions of the chief column of lights, but those

on the left raised and those on the right depressed -those on the

left being the brightest. All these are no doubt the effect of the

double surfaces of the reflectors e and d. They make the whole

light as seen in the telescope a very diffuse object instead of an

intense concentrated one.

15621. Using the opera glass (15647) in place of the telescope,

the whole image was much smaller and more compact; it looked

more like a spark and was of good brightness but had a burr

form and appearance. On close examination the disposition of

the parts of the light was seen to be as before. Must use reflectors

with single faces and then probably the telescope will be better

than the opera glass.

15622. Displaced the eye reflector at c and placed the telescope

there, so as to look directly into d
,
thus removing the effect of

the former and taking that of the latter only. Now the right and

left reflexions disappeared and also those above and below the chief

light, the image being bright and reduced to this form dHW; so

wr

e see what the double surface does (15634).

15623. I restored the eye reflector e (15622) but brought into

action the plain polished silver surface (15598), so as to have a

single surface there, but the form of the surface was so bad that

the image could not be concentrated and was quite useless. Still,

I think the extra reflexions of e were all gone. Put a steel button

at e
,
but that gave as bad a result as the silver (15598).

15624. Restored the silvered glass of the eye reflector to its

position at e (15619). Displaced the candle flame at c (15619)

and placed a platinum wire ignited by a voltaic battery as the light

there. When the effect was examined by the telescope at t (15619,

20), the object was found to have the same form and si[e and

reflexions as the candle flame, but was not so bright. It could be

made brighter by more current and was then better in that

respect-but the thinness of the source in a horizontal direction

did not give a better image in the telescope, with the present

reflectors and needle. Theoretically however it ought to disappear

quicker (15529).
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15625. The current regulator (15616) performed its duty very

well. Its wire, so much as was in the circuit, became hot, though

the platinum wire not very bright. Lessened the resistance, then

the heat of the platinum rose much but quickly fuzed, and this

would be very liable witli platinum lamps.

15626. I think I must use oil lamps at first and afterwards lime

light if I have to give great velocity to the eye reflector.

15627. Directing reflectors. The two rays from the two galvano-

meter needles have lo be so directed as to place the two images

close together as one object, so that further observation may shew

which is displaced first it is easy by adjustment of the two lights

to make the reflected rays from the galvanometer needles converge

to one point, but after that they will separate again. I have had

a pair of directing reflectors constructed, to receive the rays at

this point, and reflecting them on in lines so nearly parallel that

the two images shall appear close together when viewed by the

eye or a telescope from any given point. A small plane silvered

glass mirror is supported on a horizontal arm at the top of a little

vertical column, and by a thumb screw can be turned on a hori-

zontal axis; the vertical column is supported in a lower sliding

vertical tube in which it can also turn on a vertical axis
;
the whole

is set on a stand, and within an inch of it is a second like mirror

supported exactly in the same manner. Now it is easy to place

the stand so that the mirrors shall stand side by side or one overlap

the other entirely or in any degree, as for instance thus*: and it is

just as easy, when these directing reflectors are placed at the spot

where the rays reflected from the galvanometer needles meet, to

reflect these two rays in any direction by adjustment of the

reflectors, and therefore to make them appear to the eye reflector

or in the telescope as close together, giving the two lights as one

object. After that, the point is to see which of these two lights

disappears first. I have had such a pair of reflectors made and

find I can place the two images of two separate candle[s] as close

together as I like.

12 SEPTR. 1857.

15628. Guide rings to determine the place of the ray. A ring

1 { inch in diameter fixed on top of a straight wire passing through

* [15627]
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a cork—another wire fixed to a leaden foot passes through the

same cork—by this means the ring is adjustible; cross wires are

fixed to it and when a reflected ray is traced, the ring is set so as

to encompass it and of course the direction of the ray is recorded

for the time.

15629. Light. Microscope lamps, two. The flame of one of these

lamps is
\
of an inch diameter. Being placed 20 inches about from

the galvr. needle reflector and the latter looked at from a distance

of 6 feet, the effect was good, i.e. the needle was very bright;

but the diffusion of the light to the right and left of the axis of

the reflected beam was very great because of the size of the flame

and the angle it subtended at the reflector. When the lamp was

removed 6 feet from the needle, then the diffusion laterally was

very much less -not a fourth of the former; but the light was

weaker.

15630. The lamp flame 6 feet from the Galvr. needle and the

telescope 7 or 8 feet from it, adjusted to give image of the

reflector needle, gave a pretty good image, but not quite good,

for needle reflector is not correct in its action. When a screen with

a slit 2*/8 of an inch wide was placed before the lamp, the light

in the telescope was apparently as good as with the whole flame

open. When the slit was | of an inch wide the light in the tele-

scope was much less, and with a slit of
\

l

6
of an inch wide the light

was still less— the diminution now being very considerable. Must

place the lamp in the focus of 20^ inches and then compare the

effect of different sized slits. They ought not to impare the

maximum brightness, but ou[gh]t to diminish the lateral diffusion.

15631. I focussed the telescope for objects 12 feet distance-as

that is the distance of the light- the light was poor, diffuse and

bad, and I had to reduce the telescope to the focus distance of

the needle reflector to make it good again. This ought to be so,

as the needle reflector is not a plane mirror but concave.

15632. I think the proper light will be a strong one, as die lamp

or a lime light, at 2o\ inches and with a fine slit screen before it.

15633. As to the available angle at the needle reflector, I found

I could easily make that of the incident and reflected ray 90° or

even 120° and have very good light.

15634. Examined the image of the illuminated galvanometer
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needle given by different reflectors employed as eye reflector and

observed by the telescope adjusted so as to give most distinct

image of the galvr. needle, the lamp being always 6 feet from

the galvr. and the latter 6 feet from the reflector examined. The
two directing reflectors (15627), of glass silvered, both gave this

form of light rVflKn (15622). This was due to the inclination of

the reflectors to the incident ray, for when one reflector was turned

90°, being retained in the same plane, the light still had the same
position (not in relation to the turned reflector but) in relation

to the plane of the incident and reflected rays. It is the double

image of the two surfaced glass*. As the incident ray fallfs] more
nearly perpendicularly on the reflector, the image becomes better

and the two outlying portions gather up. If the glass surfaces

were parallel and the incident ray perpendicular to them, then

there would be no outlying portions and only a simple image. So
the more direct the reflexion the better.

15635. The former glass of the eye reflector (15620) gave a very

complicated image but without the lateral wings to the center

portion. The silver surface (15623) gave as before a very bad

diffused image. The steel surface (15623) gave as before a bad
diffused image -but these were single images. Other steel sur-

faces (buttons) all with bad results (15598).

15636. Tried the four silvered glasses from the New Road work-
man ( ). The one professing to be flat gave three images

far apart, and the chief or middle one very much confused by
reduplication. The three concaves are of no use; first because of

their bad surfaces and distorted action and image; next because,

if good, they could not be used with the telescope but with the

naked eye only. In fact a reflector there, if concave and perfect,

would form its own instrument to an eye in the focus and would
require no observing instrument, as the telescope— only a tube to

guide and keep the eye.

15637. These reflectors, being parts of spheres, would confound
two lights seen at once in them. If ever usable, the reflector here

must be part of a cylinder. But probably they will not be
wanted.

15638. So the reflectors, if of glass silvered, must be true and good
in surface and the ray incident perpendicularly or nearly so. But

* [15634]
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may probably obtain pieces of flat speculum metal— in perfect

condition as to surface— that will serve far better. Try.

15639. Have cleared out the distilled water cellar, which has a

stone floor; placed a table on it and the Galvr. A (15605) on the

table:— then by a lamp and reflected ray observed the steadiness

of the Galvr. needle and of the ray reflected from it, and found it

perfect. Will do perfectly well in that respect.

15640*. I think the arrangement had better be made keeping the

reflected ray in the same horizontal plane until it comes to the

eye reflector—which revolving on a horizontal axis, will cause the

images to move apparently in lines nearly vertical; and that the

reflexions had better be as nearly vertical to the reflecting planes

as may be.

15 SEPTR. 1857.

15641. Microscope lamp for light G5629). Copper chimneys

pierced with slits are not good, as the apertures disturb the flame.

Must have copper screens with slits outside of tile glass chimneys.

15642. The whole lamp flame of
£
of inch (15629) at io\ inches

(focal length) from the needle reflector and the telescope 56 inches

off. Great diffusion of the light; it appears on all sides of die

telescope. The image of the reflector in the telescope is good and

full of light, but when the needle is set vibrating in a manner
strongly evident to an eye at the edge of the diffused ray, the

appearance in the telescope or in the axis of the ray is as if the

needle were immovable.

15643. The lamp only 12 inches from the needle reflector—gave

a strong light but the ray still more diffuse and worse than before,

though of the same kind (15642). Lamp at 24 inches distance—

the effect better than in former case, but still when motion was

seen at the edge of the diffused ray, it was not visible by any

variation in the telescope unless the vibration of the needle were

considerable. Lamp at 36 inches distance: as before, but in a less

degree— the telescope would give an apparently fixed needle when
it was really moving. When the lamp was 56 inches off, a portion

of the same effect remained. As regards the perception of needle

motion, the effect was better to the naked eye than with the tele-

scope— the changes of the light in the moving reflector were more

* [15640]
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distinctly seen. This diffusion is I believe chiefly due to the great

size of the lamp flame. It may be partly to the imperfect polish

and face of the needle reflector.

15644. The motion of the needle is no doubt vastly better seen

by the reflected light than by looking simply at the needle as a

whole: the motion was very manifest in the former way when

the eye could not see it in the latter way.

17 SEPTR. 1857.

15645. Have ordered some metallic reflectors from Mr Varley

(15682). Having written to Mr De la Rue, have received 7 or 8

specimens of plane polished reflecting metals from him: lumps

about the size of nuts or wallnuts; but they may be cut.

15646. As edges of ground reflectors (needles or other) must be

more or less rounded in the grinding, they must of course reflect

light when the mirror is a little out of position. The remedy will

be to break them off or else to stop edges by blackening them.

15647. The telescope (15613) magnifies about 1 1 times linear. The

opera glass (15621) magnifies about three times linear.

15648. The lamps have been supplied with copper screens
,
having

slits J, /6 and
J
of inch wide. They are blackened and allow no

light to pass except through die particular slit pointed towards

the Galvanometer.

15649. Lamp (15629, 48) with
g
aperture, 20* (or focal distance)

from the Galvr. needle: the telescope 54^ inches between its object

end and the galvr. needle: so the whole length of ray 75 inches.

Arranged the telescope length for this distance: the needle image

was of course obscure: but the lamp image was also confused in

appearance ^5 . Shortening the telescope (as if for more distant

objects) made this light larger and more indefinite at the edges:

it was the confused image of the flame, and as the needle moved,

it was cut off by its edge on the opposite sides alternately

thus © (§.

15650. Lengthened the telescope gradually so as to fit it for distinct

view of objects more and more near. The light less and less and

at the same time more and more bright until it was thus c®, being

the distinct view of the needle. This was a good object and the

best of those obtained: but as the image of the mirror was far
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smaller than the image of the flame which would have appeared

in a larger mirror, so the eye in the axis of the beam saw the light

steady or fixed, whereas if applied at the side of the beam the

reflector was seen to be in motion. There is no doubt that the

needle is the object to be looked at distinctly, but the light ought

not to subtend a large angle at it.

15651. Keeping all other things the same, the lamp screen was

turned until the slit of
£
was opposite the needle; this would

subtend only half the angle of the former. The light reflected was

very bright and good both to the naked eye and in the telescope.

Moving either to the right or left, the reflected beam was found

to be less diffused than the former; still, not much less; also it is

not so bright-but have to remember that the surface of the steel

reflector is not perfect and that probably much of the diffusion

results from that.

15652. A ray may seem fixed in the telescope and opera glass

which, when viewed by the naked eye, is seen to move. Rut in

these cases both the telescope and opera glass shew that it is

moving when they are moved to one side into the edge of the

diffused ray.

15653. The small slit gives on the wall an illuminated surface of

this character, being the camera image of the flame, in which the

brighter parts a, a, result from the foreshortened projections of

the sides of the flame. It is well to turn the shade on the lamp so

that the brightest part falls upon the reflector.

15654. The lamp being at 2o| inches and the
\

slit towards the

needle, a card screen
J
wide across the middle of the object glass

(which is
l clear) shut off nearly all the regularly reflected light,

so that little more than half the width of the object glass transmits

the ray of light. When the opera glass was used, a vertical screen

of
^
was almost enough to obliterate the image of the light seen

through any part of the glass when adjusted to the place of the

visible object. The opera glass is so large that it is easy to look

aside of the screen, but then adjusting the screen, the effect recurs.

15655. Now moved the lamp to considerable distance, i.e. 54

inches, with l slit- telescope as before, 54* inches-very good

illumination. Reduced the light slit to |, using the brightest light

(15653); still there was a very good light in the axis of the beam,
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but there was much less diffusion than before, so that the motion

of the needle tells quickly in the telescope. The image of the

needle seems fixed but the image of the reflected light travels

across it.

15656. The opera glass gives with this arrangement an excellent

little luminous image of the mirror, which by motion of the opera

glass describes good curved lines of light.

15657. As to a flat needle reflector . Took one of De la Rue’s flat

reflectors (15645)— blackened it over— cleared oft' four places of

about the size marked, by a point of wood— fixed it before the

galvanometer needle as a stationary object of four differently

sized flat reflectors placed the lamp with \ slit aperture at 8 inches

from it and the telescope at the distance of 54 inches as before.

To the naked eye the reflexion was very bright:— the light in

the different reflecting parts built up one image of the flame and

slit, the eye adjusting itself to the flame distance. There was much
diffusion of the reflected ray and of course more in a vertical than

in a horizontal direction,

15658. The telescope, was adjusted to the reflector distance all the

four light images were good but the largest of course the most
prominent and effectual. Shortened the telescope so as to adjust

it to the lamp distance: this was a disadvantage, for the image of

each reflecting place was enlarged and became blurred and the

light became diffuse with it. Using the opera glass adjusted to

the reflecting surfaces’ distance, the images were very good-
small, compressed but very bright- the largest not too large,

quite starlike to the eye. When the glass was moved, the lines

described were very fine and good: the largest spot perhaps the

best line but the smallest was good. I could not make the lines

invisible by the quickest motion the hands could give. The effects

were very good.

15659. Now the lamp with j aperture the full distance of 54
inches. To the eye, the effect in the axis of the beam was good,

but the diffusion, especially in the horizontal direction, far less than

before- the effect star like. In the telescope adjusted to the re-

flector, the effect was very good. The largest reflecting surface

makes most impression on the eye. On shortening the telescope,

the images became worse, ran together and at last obtained the
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image of the slit and flame, losing that of the reflectors: but all

these effects were worse than those with adjustment to the

reflectors. The distance thus experimentally obtained was found

to be right for an object 108 inches off. Now the distance from

the lamp to the reflector and then to the telescope was T04 inches,

so the actions and results coincide. But it is best to adjust to the

reflector, which is the thing whose motions are to be observed.

The opera glass gave an excellent star like effect - with very little

diffusion. When it was moved, the light lines were very good.

15660. Employed the lamp slit to the eye and to the opera

glass the effect was very star like and good.

15661. Now employed a large De la Rue reflector (15645), the

angle subtended by it being much larger than that of the flame

of the l
slit- the lamp was at the full distance of 54 inches. To the

eye the whole flame is in the reflector and of course travels across

it as the eye moves right or left. Telescope up, adjusted to the

reflector, gave it clear and a round confused light in it. Adjusted

to the lamp light, it gave it smaller and more brilliant and distinct,

and the reflector obscure. This is perhaps the best when the

reflector includes the whole of the light, but the worst when

the reflector subtends much smaller angle than the light. When
the opera glass was used, the adjustment to the light was also

the best. Whatever becomes the luminous object, either the whole

light or the whole reflector, should be made distinct in the

instrument.

15662. Have a concave silvered glass reflector, radius about

27 inches, i.e. when a candle flame and its image are equidistant,

27 inches is their distance from the reflector. Of course a lamp

being in the distance and the mirror moved, the image traverses

in one direction if the eye is near the mirror and in the other if

the eye be outside the secondary focus. The image of the flame

is largest when the eye is in the secondary focus and diminishes

as the eye advances or receeds from that position, but at any

distance within those I should use, it is always larger than the

image would be in a plane mirror. When the eye is close up to

the concave mirror, the nearest approach to equality is obtained.

Such is the case for all distances of the flame or object.

15663. Theoretically, a concave reflector with a small light in one

FD VII 20
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focus and the eye in the other would give the most rapid passage

of light, but if the light subtend a larger angle than the reflector,

as is my case, then a plane mirror should give quicker disap-

pearances than the concave one.

15664. Inasmuch as the light by removal to a distance does not

sensibly diminish in apparent intensity but only in area, so as long

as the light subtends an angle at the eye equal to that of the

reflector, a plane rcjlector will probably be best for the needle.

19 SEPTR. 1857.

15665. A and B are the two Argand lamps with the
§
of inch slit

in the dark shades a and b are two of De la Rue’s metallic

reflectors (15645), with small reflecting faces opened in the

blackened surface about /0 of inch long, like the needle reflectors-

C is the double object reflectors (15627), the reflectors being glass

silvered-T is the telescope B is i6J inches from i, and kept

constant A is n inches from a and die effect in the axis of the

ray is equal to that of B-both rays were directed by the position

of the lamps through the center of a ring at C and compared there

both by the eye and the telescope. Then A was removed to 42

inches, or nearly four times die first distance. Now the two

objects a and b both appeared in the telescope of die same size

as before, but a had lost in brilliancy, diough it was still a very

good image. So the lights had better be near.

15666. Left the two lamps A and B and the two fixed reflectors

a and b as they were, sending the reflected rays to the ring at C.

Then replaced that ring by the directive or object reflectors

(15627) of which the reflectors are silvered glass, and taking one

ray in each reflector, sent them on to die eye or telescope at T,

die angle between them being purposely so small that the two

lights appeared as a double object in the telescope at once. This

required much adjustment, but at last was done very well. The

two lights appeared very well both to die eye and in die telescope

and also in the opera glass. The distance from a to C was 41 inches

and from C to die telescope 26 inches.

15667. I now added die eye reflector (15598) only, glass silvered,

at T, 32 inches from C or double object reflectors, and then
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applied the eye or telescope at E, 4 feet from T
;
found good

; two

lights well together in the reflector T-and the same result was

obtained 6 feet off. The arrangement will do. The opera glass

at E, 6 feet from T, gave a very good image, i.e. close, star-like

and bright. I believe that the large concave needle reflector and

the lamps near at hand will do very well.

15668. I placed one of De la Rue’s metal reflectors (15645) at T
and obtained an excellent image of the two lights as one double

object, either with the eye or the telescope or the opera glass.

Even when T was placed more oblique, so as to make the angle

of the reflected ray 90°, the effect was good, and as the eye could

then be taken 24 feet from the reflector, it was found that a good

image could be given even there.

15669. I want now a new directing set of reflectors (15627). The

reflectors must be metallic, not of glass. They must be in one

plane, meeting at their reflecting edges. They must adjust by

long levers or even a screw action. Their friction must be stiller.

They should not be behind each other but equidistant from the

needle reflectors, or else the latter cannot be brought both into

focus at once. The adjustments should all tend to bring the two

lights side by side on a horizontal plane.

22 SEPTR. 1857.

15670. Prepared aDe la Rue reflector (15645, 57), equal in surface

to the concave steel needle employed heretofore (15605) of 20*

inches focus, to ascertain whether the concave had any advantage

at different distances over the plane reflector. Arranged the lamp

with
|

slit (15648) at 20! inches from the reflectors, they being

one over the other so as to throw the images very near to each

other as regarded the eye. Examined the results by the eye, the

telescope and the opera glass at
5

feet distance- the effect of each

was as far as I could judge very nearly alike. Then placed the

lamp
5

feet off, or three times the former distance, and observed

the images as before-the flat one or De la Rue’s was the best.

It would seem therefore that it is not concavity of needle that is

wanted but perfect polish .

1 5671. Examined a Galvanometer in place and for that employed

Becker’s instrument C (15603), with its reflecting needle of 20*

20-2
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inches focus hung in the middle of the coil, associating a single

pair of zinc and platina plates separated by wet paper, and so

adjusted that the circuit was completed by making contact of the

end of one copper wire either with the wet paper on the zinc

or with the platinum on the wet paper. The lamp with slit of l
of

an inch was placed 20* inches off, the eye and telescope being

5
feet off. The light was well visible in the needle whilst it was

quiescent. The shortest tap of the end of the copper wire on either

the wet paper or the platinum instantly sent the light out of sight,

and when the touch was on the platinum the jump out was very

sharp and sudden. As the needle swung to and fro to rest, the

line of light was dim, and J suspect I shall ultimately require the

lime light with high velocity ol moving eye mirror.

15672. In respect of the line of light described in the moving eye

reflector (15545) when the needle is still employed the arrange-

ment just described (15671), but placed the eye reflector at C,

5 feet oft— it was lurnished however with only a had glass reflector

(15636), which gave a broken image in the telescope or eye

18 inches from it. When the contact maker C was on the catch

and the eye so placed that on loosening it the mirror, urged by

the spring of the instrument, should revolve on the axis and form

a line of light apparent to the fixed eye, it was found that that light

was very poor; but I do not know with what velocity the mirror

was turning; probably not more than with 2 or 3 revolutions

per second. This would seem to imply that the lime lights may
be wanted.

15673. The telescope was of no use here because of the badness

of the reflector. The opera glass was better because the image

more compressed and brighter.

15674. The iron spring of the contact maker does not seem to

affect the galvanometer needle by the necessary changes of its

position at die distance of 5
or even 4 or 2 feet off.

15675. When the eye was so placed that the contact stop brought

up the reflector on its axis so that the luminous image was visible

to the eye, the image did not seem to go beyond that point, but

the line of light terminated and stopped in it. So far as this shews

that if the needle moved at that moment the light would disappear

in view, it is well; but it also shews diat it would not be the
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moving but the fixed lights which would disappear and that is

not what is wanted. The apparatus must be such that the mirror

moves after the contact is made.

15676. Tapping or pressing on the Galvanometer table is bad

and greatly disturbs the needles. The galvanometers must pro-

bably have a table to themselves on the stone floor.

15677. The Galvanometer needles will probably require to be

shaded from the wind, but perhaps not in front. The helix itself

will probably make a cell.

25 SEPTR. 1857.

15678. Degree of inclination ol 2 lights to the horizon, visible.

Cut two notches in two black cards so that they could be placed

before the lamp (15629) at any distance apart. They were about

^th inch wide-.n long horizontally-about one tenth apart

horizontally, and the upper edge of one level with the lower edge

of the other, so that they were f of inch apart in a vertical direction

at either their lower or upper edges.

15679. The eye could see their inclination as long as the two

lights were distinct. With the telescope
,
the inclination could be

seen at the distance of either 4 or 35 feet or at any intervening

distance. With the opera glass the inclination was distinct up

to distance of 24 feet; then the lights became starlight and their

separation and inclination doubtful, and quite doubtful or bad

at 35 feet. At 12 feet or less, the lights were very bright and the

inclination very clear.

15680. Made a quarter difference in vertical separation, i.e. 35

between the upper edges of the apertures. The eye could see the

inclination up to a distance of 13 feet, but then the two lights by

irradiation blended. The opera glass could distinguish the inclina-

tion up to 30 feet distance, then the lights combined. The tele-

scope shewed the inclination well at 35 feet distance, which was

the greatest distance I could arrange.

15681. Made the light dimmer thus: the distance between the

lamp and the pierced screens (15678) was three inches-placed

a sheet of foolscap paper against the screens on the lamp side and

made it the visible light. Now the unassisted eye could distinguish

the two lights and their inclination up to a distance of 16 feet in
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a moderately obscure room (the lower apparatus room). The

opera glass could shew the lights and their inclination at a

distance of 35 feet, and far better at these distances than the more

brilliant lights because irradiation does not confuse them. There-

fore the weakening of bright lights by motion will to a certain

extent be an advantage. The telescope could also shew the inclina-

tion at the extreme distance of 35 feet, but the light was then very

feeble- far too feeble to allow of dilution by motion.

26 SEPTR. 1857.

15682. Reflectors . Mr Varley has ground me a flat speculum

metal reflector and broken it into four pieces, size 1 and shape as

in margin. When examined by an eye glass and reflexion of a

distant window frame, the surface seems perfect. Mr Becker has

also polished me a hard steel button
;
but examined in like manner,

its surface is striated, being not perfect in form though well

polished. Examined these thus.

15683. Put up the lamp and the two apertures (15678). Placed

one of De la Rue’s reflectors (15657) which had not a good

surface (15682) 32 inches from it, so to reflect the rays at an angle

of 90° about, and then examined the figure of the object as seen

by the telescope 12 feet off. The image of the two holes when

most perfect was pretty good, but at the best was somewhat

distorted. When Becker’s steel button (15682) was made the

reflector, the two images at 12 feet were at their best; very star like

at their best, not bein[g] clear defined objects. At 27 feet they were

also starlight, but not definite in form. A piece of the Varley

mirror (15682) being put up was best of all and very good-forms

excellent.

15684. Galvanometer . Mr Becker has made me another galvano-

meter like the former (15450: C); the present is to be called D.

It contains about 180 feet of covered copper wire of an inch

in diameter in about 500 convolutions. I have papered the inside

of this and of galvanometer. Have also made two black paper

shades for the coils and needles of C and D, which I hope will

sufficiently shelter the needles without interposing glass in the

way of the ray. D is altogether like C in all points.

1 Reduced to \ scale.
4
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15685. Time . It would appear very hopeless to find the time in

Magnetic action if it at all approached to the time of light, which

is about 190,000 miles in a second, or that of Electricity in copper

wire, which approximates to the former. But then powers which

act on interposed media are known to vary and sometimes wonder-

fully]. Thus the time of action at a distance by conduction is

wonderfully different for electricity in copper, water and wax.

Nor is it likely that the paramagnetic body oxygen can exist in

the air and not retard the transmission of the magnetism. At least

such is my hope.

15686. As to its detection: a difference of jo of an inch can be

seen with a radius say of 10 feet, and it is the ~l~ part. Suppose

we say that the light lines will be visible with a revolution of the

contact mirror thrice in a second
;
that is equivalent to a revolution

of the light ray 6 times in a second, so that 22620 x 6= 135720;

so that the space moved through in the °f a second will

probably be easily distinguished. If that be the time for induction

through 100 feet of distance, it would shew a transmission of

magnetic power with a velocity of 135720 X 100 or 13572000 feet

in a second or 2 5 74 miles, or about 7
*

4
part of that of light. Probably

the radius may be doubled or trippled- perhaps the rotation be

much increased, but then the difficulty will be to catch the moment

of cessation, for the impression of the preceeding lines of light

will remain on the eye if the revolutions are more than ten in a

second.

30 SEPTR. 1857.

15687. Lamps (15629,48). Have supplied each with a tripod

base, the feet being screws for minute adjustment of the

height.

15688. Directing or double reflectors (15627, 69). Have set the

two uprights farther apart, have fixed on the two Varley reflectors

Nos. 3 and 4 (15682) so that they can stand in the same plane

and yet move freely for adjustment-have blackened all the parts

near the reflectors; have put long lever handles both to the hori-

zontal axes and to the vertical axes, so as to allow of a slow and

steady adjustment, and made all ready for practical use.
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15689*. The contact maker carries the eye mirror, i.e. the re-

volving mirror ( ), and it is intended to allow of such adjust-

ment as to make contact with the inductric spirals exactly at that

moment when the mirror on it is in the position to shew the

illuminated stationary galvanometer needles. Then the point is to

ascertain which image of the two sent by the double ref [ljectors

disappears first. A B C is a metal lever fixed on the horizontal

axis B D on this axis is fixed the Varley reflector M (15682)
No. 2, and all these parts move together. A spring E forces up
the A end of the lever but a catch G holds it down. There is a

pin at H to stop the ascending lever when that is necessary.

From A to B the lever is flat, with its edge upwds.; from B to C
it is flat witli its edge horizontal; I is a strong brass support

which carries two adjusting screws K and L. When the catch G
is set free, the lever end C falls upon the top of K and makes
battery contact there, for one wire of the battery is fixed into B
and rhe other wire into the foot of I. Now by adjusting the

screw K, this contact can be made to agree witli the proper

position of the reflector M, so as to obtain the desired result.

Only, as the screw K brings the lever and axis to a stand still

at the moment the contact is made, and as the motion of the

mirror should be continued at that instant, so an additional point

of contact is added on a spring within the arms K and L; the

point is on a part of the spring close by the end of K and the

upper part of the spring is governed by L. In this way the new
point N makes the contact and continues it, whilst the lever still

moves until it is brought up by K. All this implies that the motion
may cease at that time, but probably other principles dependant
upon the duration of impressions on the eye may come into play.

All the parts near the reflector w^cre blackened.

15690. As to the radius of the ray reflected from the revolving
mirror and therefore the circumference of the circle on which the

[15689]
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moving image travels, when the eye was at a constant distance

from the reflector (15689) and a luminous point was the object

looked at, whether that point was 2 feet or 6 feet from the reflector,

the motion of the latter through a given arc caused the object

to traverse exactly the same extent across the mirror, and there-

fore it moved through the same angle in both cases. This of

course would be so, for near and distant objects would all move

as parts of the same picture, suffering no relative displacement.

Rut though the angular distance of motion is the same, the

measurement of die angle by a standard would not be so; an

inch would measure off three times as many degrees on the smaller

circle as on the large one. So that distance of the light increases

the sensibility without increase of velocity.

15691. When the light was fixed as to distance from the mirror

and the eye removed lo different distances from the mirror, the

apparent space across or upon the mirror traversed by the

luminous point increased exactly with the increase of distance;

but as the angular width of that part <>l ihe mirror diminished

exactly in the same proportion, so the apparent angular travelling

of the luminous object would be, as before, the same for all

distances; but as the object distance is increased, so the sensibility

is increased, without any increase of velocity.

15692. The distance to be measured therefore as that which gives

the radius of the circle through which the object apparently

revolves, is the distance of the revolving reflector from the eye

added to its distance from the object: and it consists with con-

venience to place the revolving reflector and its accompanying

discharger at any distance between the two, and so nearer to one

than the other, as may be convenient.

15693. The duration of light on the eye is one tenth of a second.

So if the revolving reflector turn ten times in a second, equivalent

to 20 revolutions of the reflected ray, the light will seem to be

continuous. The question then is, can the successive pulsations

be distinguished ? Or having the two lines of light at once before

the eye of equal intensity, and supposing that one disappeared be-

fore the other, would a corresponding difference in the luminosity

of the two lines be evident before both disappeared ( ) ?

15694. Mounted a plate (polished) cut off from one ofDe la Rue’s
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reflectors (15645) on a revolving apparatus so as to be able to

examine the effect of duration on the eye.

OCTR. 3RD, 1857.

15695. The small pulley is 1*4 inches in diameter and the large

one 17*5 inches so that one revolution of the latter = about 12J

revolutions of the former.

15696. Put up a lamp light with the slit of g wide (15648), the

visible part of the flame being about half an inch high, and looked

at it in the mounted mirror (15694) about 10 feet off. Of course,

when still the image was either in or out of the mirror, and if in,

was very bright. When the mirror was revolved very slowly the

image appeared bright, at long intervals, once for each revolution;

when the revolutions were quicker, the light was less bright but

recurred more frequently as a line crossing die whole of the

mirror-as the revolutions were more rapid, the recurrence of the

light occurred almost as soon as the previous impression had

laded from the eye, and then die light was a pulsating intermitting

effect. With quicker revolution, the light appeared as a pulsating

continuous effect, and as the velocity continually increased, the

light at last appeared a continuous equable line of dull light, due

to recurring images of the light. As the mirror was about 1 inch

broad, the light would recur each 710 part of the time of its revolu-

tion, so that it was visible for that time only, but the number of

revolutions was great enough to make this a continuous effect

on the eye. The constant equable light is not quite so bright

apparently to the eye as the quivering continuous light which

preceeds it.

15697. Six revolutions of the mirror in a second -the eye just

able to see that the light was out between each. Twelve revolu-

tions in a second-the light apparently continuous but inter-

mitting. Twenty-four revolutions in a second-the light appeared

uniform to die eye. With higher velocities the luminosity of the

apparent light sank a little (15696), shewing that it was inter-

mitting in brightness after the eye ceased to perceive diat it was

so by apparent variation. The eye cannot distinguish little dif-

ferences here well-or carry them in remembrance. It would
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probably be difficult to tell whether, of two traces side by side,

one was a little weaker than the other.

15698. Diminished the size of the luminous object by putting up

a black screen with a horizontal slight [? slit] A of an inch wide, so

that the luminous object was \ wide and A high. All the effects were

as before but much weaker. With quick velocity, the constant

line of light was produced, but very poor as an object. In fact,

A of an inch is only ^5 of the circumference of a circle of 10 feet

radius, so that the intensity of this apparent constant light was

only (jdob part of the bright fixed image that was given in the

unmoving mirror,

15699, Made the light slit * wide by half an inch high. The effects

like those with the
f
slit, but feebler, as might be expected

( ).

Put on the cross slit of ^ (15698). All the effects much reduced

and now the constant light with high velocity very feeble indeed.

15700. Took a De la Rue reflector (15645) blackened; cleared

two reflecting places about the size of the galvanometer reflecting

needles-threw the lamp light on to them and directed the reflected

rays to the revolving mirror (15696). When quiescent, there was

a good star light in the mirror, but when in revolution the light

disappeared or nearly so. In a perfectly dark room it would be

better, but not good enough for observation. If the lime light

were employed in place of the lamp, then the lines seen in the

moving mirror would be probably distinct and bright enough.

15701. In order to obtain some coarse practical effects with this

revolving mirror and a continuous light, I arranged the two lamps

with their flames side by side about an inch apart, with the slits

of l of an inch, in use, and half an inch high. Of course the

appearance and effects were as before, except that two lights or

lines of light were visible. When both lines were steady and not

quivering (15696), I let a screen fall sideways at the lamps, so

that it should occult one before the other. Well, the corresponding

lines were put out in succession in right order, but the judgment

was in no respect aided, perhaps not so sure as if one looked

directly at the lamps. The same was the case when the velocity

of the wheel was less and the lines of light were quivering-there

was no power of distinguishing the maximum places of light in

the lines and comparing them instead of the whole of the lines.
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15702. Occulted the flames by letting the screen formed with a

inclined lower edge fall from above. The continuance of one ligl

longer than the other was evident in the mirror, but not more s

than by looking directly at the lights.

15703. I do not sec in all this, or by theory, how a continuou

light is to help me in very short periods of time. It has th

advantage, by rapid revolution of the mirror, of giving a cor

tinuous image, because of the retention of the light on the eye

but il the difference of time at the galvanometer was the
lf
~- c

the
;o

or the
,

r

0th part of the time of a revolution of the mirro]

or even if it were as great as the time of a whole revolution, sti

if that was at the rate of 50 or 100 per second, the eye would nc

be able to perceive the falling in character of one light first, becaus

of the duration of the impression of both on the eye for the tent

of a second. If the time to be measured between the terminatior

of the two lights were long, as the tenth of a second or even muc
less, then indeed constant light might be used, i.e. by employin

the lever apparatus, in which the lever moves with far less velocity

and causing the galvanometer needles to move at the momer
when the reflected lights are in the mirror. But it is not likely the

Magnetic time for 100 feet of interval will be long enough fc

such an observation— yet try.

15704. Supposing we should find the time for 100 feet the -'

0 c

a second or more, then we might separate the luminous appearance

hut it would require that the mirror should shew the needles i

that moment when one had moved and not the other; the ne>

revolution would then not repeat the luminous impression.

15705. In contrast with the constant light is the momentary ligh

as the electric spark
,
which has a fixed and definite place in th

revolving mirror -but then the difficulty is to make it appear i

the mirror. The contact maker is intended to perform this-bi

then it will do it only for slow velocities and with a fixed lighi

to do it for high velocities and for a momentary light would b

very difficult. Must look at Foucault's expedient.

15706. For my purpose too, it would require that one spark ligl

should serve to illuminate both galvanometers, or else the simu

taneity of light at the commencement would not be secured. Th;

may be arranged.
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15707. Then to secure an apparition of the light more frequently,

I want a recurring electric spark. For this purpose employed a

Ruhmkorf apparatus with a Leyden Jar attached and causefd] the

spark to appear between platinum terminations. Now this spark,

which is free enough at first, soon ceases or becomes more

difficult, and I must search for the cause of this effect. By holding

a feeble spirit lamp flame against the termination of the spark

wires- the spark looses its snappishness and become[s] diffuse,

dull and quiet, continuing to go on; but by carrying the flame

along the wire a little way from the end, the bright sharp sparks

were renewed and could be obtained continuously. Is heat carried

over here ?

15708. Put this spark apparatus in the place of the lamp. The

stream of sparks was very rapid and continuous. When the

reflector (15696) was revolved slowly, they appeared as a line

of sparks; but when very rapidly, they only occasionally came

into the mirror, were very distinct and starlight, having no sensible

prolongation, and were just what 1 wanted if I could keep them

in sight. They were not single sparks but each discharge con-

sisted of a larger and several smaller ones*, recurring in groups

at intervals, and though the large intervals between spark and

spark were quite irregular, those between the different sparkfs]

of one discharge were alike.

15709. The stream of sparks from the Ruhmkorf without the

Leyden phial- or if the phial be associated, those obtained by the

use of the spirit lamp at the place-are continuous streams of inter-

mitting prolonged electric discharges, and if such a stream can

be in any way used, they may be well obtained this way. Up to

a certain velocity of rotation, such stream of intermitting light may

be useful. If so, then the ordinary voltaic light will probably be

found to be such a stream, especially when it is accompanied with

noise. Even a constant flame light, if reflected from a mirror on

a spring and that connected with a sounding apparatus, as an

organ pipe or vibrating rod, will give a like intermitting stream.

The double appearance of such a stream in the revolving mirror

would shew one series of dots advanced a little before the other

if the time of motion of one galvanometer needle was a little after

the other.

* [15708]
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15710. Had an accident with the Ruhmkorf by letting it fall, and

sent it to Mr Ladd to repair.

6 OCTR. 1857.

1571 1 *• Use and adjustment of the contact maker (15689). L was
the argand lamp with the slit of | of an inch; G the galvanometer

and its reflecting needle about 18 inches from L. The eye mirror

and conjoined contact maker was at B, about 6 feet from G, and

the eye or telescope at T, about a foot or 18 inches from B. The
galvanometer G was quiescent and so the ray reflected steadfast.

Now the motion needed for breaking and making contact at B
moved the mirror there, and the reflected image of the needle G
moved in a vertical line across it. If die eye were raised or lowered,

it was easy to find a place for it where the first contact was com-
pleted when the image of the light was in the middle of reflector B,

after which it travelled on and out of the mirror, the lever moving
until brought up by the final stiff stop. This of course is the adjust-

ment which I require when the galvanometers are in use. When
the eye was made a fixture,

and that is needful in using the tele-

scope, I could effect the same adjustment by tilting the contact

maker bodily with a wedge— or for finer adjustment by setting

die screws and contacts at L (15689).

15712. Now connected a single pair of zinc and platina plates,

with wet paper between, with the Galvanometer and the contact

maker. All was right, i.e. as long as contact was not made the

Galvanometer needle was steady; but when contact was made the

needle instantly moved and the light image was thrown out of

die contact reflector. Now proceeded with the Voltaic pair in

circuit to make contact by letting the lever off from the catch,

beginning with a quiescent galvanometer needle each time, and
then by trial found a place for die eye at which die light line was
continued unchanged to the middle of die moving reflector of

the contact maker, but disappeared for the other half, shewing
that contact occurred when the luminous image was in the middle

of the visible line. Now this disappearance was not sudden but

gradual, the gradation extending over halfdie reflector and shewing
what time was occupied in die disappearance, which time is against

me. When die voltaic circuit was thrown out of connexion, it was
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easy to see the difference between the permanent line then pro-

duced and this transient or dissolving line; and perhaps if two

lines are placed side by side, the difference in time may be ap-

parent.

1 5713. This time may be affected in two ways or more. It will

depend in part upon the slowness of motion of the Galvanometer

needle, and that may depend in part upon the weakness of the

current-but the current is quite as strong and stronger than any

I am likely to have by induction. It will also depend upon the

size of the light and its nearness to the Galvanometer needle, which

in the present case are against a quick indication. A lime or

voltaic light at a distance would be better in that respect.

1 57 14. Trials to observe with the telescope and the opera glass

did not give me good effects as regards the line of light, but the

brass spring of the contact maker had gone wrong and I could

not adjust properly so as to make any useful observations.
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15715. Must soon resume this subject.

15716. Sundry points to think over: 15658, 80, 92, 701, 3, 4.

15717. Focus for compact image object: 15584, 6, 90, 2.

15718. Continuous light object: 15693 704, 12, 3. 15703 only

useful for long times.

15719. Momentary light: 15705-9.

15720. Continuous light is objectionable because it makes an

apparent line across the moving eye mirror, not a spot as an

electric spark would do because as eye sensation endures for

,'
0 of a second, if the eye mirror revolved at shorter intervals, the

sensation at the eye would be continuous-because if the retarda-

tion of one galvanometer behind the other was only or roos of

a second, the difference in displacement of the galvanometer

needle images would not be visible in two light lines enduring

each for the of a second, though it might be if the light lines

were replaced by two electric spark images, etc. etc. See 15703-

and indeed 15693-704, 12, 3.

1 572 1. A momentary light, as an electric spark, if produced at

the right time, would mark a spot in the revolving eye mirror

and not a line - and two spots from the two galvanometers would

shew a very small relative displacement (15701,2), and perhaps

shew a difference in the galvanometer time
,
even if both were

sluggish, provided they differed. If they did not recur, the

differences of the two spots might be well observed; if they did

recur, still the series of spots side by side might shew the time

difference- because the electric spark light, being instantaneous,

would appear in the revolving mirror as bright and sharp as it

would do in the fixed mirror, whereas the continuous light is

very seriously diminished in the intensity of its light by motion

of the mirror (15696-700).

15722. What is wanted at a given moment is the making or

breaking of a voltaic current to originate the magnetic induction,

and in this respect probably the breaking of the current is the

best
( ), front die circumstance of die action being then

sharpest-also the motion of the eye mirror to watch the deflection
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of the galvanometer needle-and also an electric spark to illuminate

the galvanometer needles and produce the object seen in the eye

piece. Now in principle these three may I think be combined.

The eye mirror and the contact maker or breaker may be so com-

bined, as before described (15689,711, 2), as to give the moment of

induction and the position of the moving eye mirror such as is

required for the observation of the action on the galvanometer

needles: and further, it seems possible by using the interruption

of the current as the source of magnetic induction, to obtain a

spark there, at the right moment for observation. The only

difficulty seems to be that the spark so obtained must be simul-

taneous with the beginning of the inductive action and so anterior

to the motion of the galvanometer needles, and therefore too soon

to shew their motion. But if the spark, by igniting the charcoal

or zinc or other matter at the place of disjunction, is prolonged

only the j^o of a second, it will probably be in time; and if not in

time, it does not seem difficult to arrange another battery and

place of disjunction, so that the motion of the eye mirror should

produce the spark there in time. An essential point 1 think would

be that the same spark should illuminate both needle reflectors,

or else the apparent difference of their places could never be

trusted as a measure of time (15706).

15723. Suppose A an axis, carrying R an eye reflector; L a lever

fixed to the axis A; I the terminals of the inductric induction

current and S the terminals of the spark current, the bent ends being

springs to allow of the opening of these terminals by the descent

of the lever L. Then these may be so adjusted that the inductric

current may be opened at any given distance, in time however

small, before the production of the spark by the opening of the

spark current; and the motion of the lever, before it opens either

of these currents, will be that which sets the eye mirror in motion

and will allow of its place being accurately adjusted to the moment

of time when the reflected spark of S is to be seen in the middle

of the mirror R. There seems to be no difficulty in arranging all

this practically, by good workmanship.

FD VII 21
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15724. Worked on possibility of using disjunction spark as a

source of light (15722), the moving eye mirror being on the

apparatus by which die disjunction is to be effected. The apparatus

(15689) was employed -but the additional point of contact on a

spring there referred to but not lettered is taken away. So the

lever B C makes contact with L and with K if needful
5
when the

part H is under the catch H, the lever at C is in contact with

screw L, and one wire of a battery being connected with it at B

and the other wire with I, separation of C from L breaks the

connexion and occasion [s] a spark which is to act as the light.

If the contact be broken by bringing C down by the finger (the

arm C being elastic enough to allow that), then the spark is

produced whilst the eye mirror M is stationary; or if contact be

broken by letting off the catch G H, the mirror M is in motion

at the time the spark is produced.

15725*. Arranged the contact breaker about 3 feet of[f] from G —
S is the place of disjunction where the spark appears; E is the eye

mirror either fixed or moving as desired (15724) and G represents]

the Galvanometer reflector: at present it is one of De la Rue’s

reflector[s], nearly an inch square, fixed—and so adjusted as to

reflect the ray from the spark S on to the inclined eye mirror

at E and allow of its observation. A battery of 10 pr. Grove’s

plates was connected with the contact breaker, the surfaces of

contact at the place of disjunction S being of brass-the con-

necting wires were about /0 of an inch thick and 54 feet in length,

that the battery fumes might be away from the apparatus.

15726. The breaking spark, looked at directly about a foot off,

was a good bright object, very star like -producing irradiation

and some degree of linear extension, appearing about ^ of an

inch long. Being looked at in E after reflexion from G, the

distance of the spark object being then about 7 times what it

was before, it was much feebler but of the same character; it

appeared fixed, giving irradiation, having no sensible elongation,

and made a very good object. The mirror E was fixed, the contact

at S being broken by the hand.

15727. Now broke contact by the catch (15724) so that mirror E
might move at time of the spark. The spark kept its place gener-

ally-but was drawn out somewhat in length, perhaps to twice

* 1157251 ^
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what it was when mirror was still, and it was brighter at the

bottom than at the top part. The upper part is that of the first

opening, and it elongates downward, both in reality and to the

eye; the lower end is the brighter part. It ceases suddenly and the

effect serves well to mark the place of the spark as a luminous

object. The effect of time in the spark very evident-even with

this comparatively slow velocity of the mirror E, the time of the

spark is shewn by the elongation.

15728. With the gas full up, the place of the reflector G is well

seen and so the eye can be guided by its place-still the spark is

well seen in the reflector E because of its brightness: however,

the gas light might be down and the reflector G rendered visible

by a small lamp near at hand.

15729. The above effects were with a battery of 10 pr. of plates

(15725). With 2 pair of plates the spark was very poor and un-

certain. With
5
pair it was bad also. With 8 pair it was certain

and good. There is too much obstruction at points of contact

and probably part of the effect of time (1 5727) due to this. Must

have the zincs and platinums soldered together- the screw contacts

converted into Mercury contact-and where screws perhaps essen-

tial for adjustment, as at S, perhaps amalgamate the threads.

15730. The great cylinder helix (without its core) put into the

battery circuit-used
5

pair of plates-the breaking spark poor

though better than without the helix. Introduced a soft iron

cylinder 1 inch diameter and 12 inches long: the effect very little

better. Introduced its own large core a little way-not better-put

in the whole core, then the spark pretty good.

15731. It is not enough to bring the surfaces at S in contact to

produce a spark on breaking contact- the oxide from previous

sparks often prevents contact-or sometimes the obstruction is

not enough to prevent discharge, but it is across the obstruction,

and the brass plate lever becomes much heated. The brass lever

has to be pressed up against the screw to make and keep contact

with some considerable force -better to have a mercury and semi-

liquid surface there.

15732. But assuming the contact to be made good always by

careful pressure upwds. of the lever-and die great electromagnet

in the circuit: if the contact be broken by the finger so as not to

21-2
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move the reflector E, the spark appears good, being bright, short

and even round and starlike-but if the contact be broken by the

click (15724), so that the eye mirror E moves at the time, the

spark is drawn out into a line, the length apparently being 6 or

7 times the width, and at this velocity of motion of E, subtending

an angle nearly equal to that subtended by the reflector G itself,

it being about o*8 of an inch wide and 3 feet from the eye. This

effect is due to time, he. the duration of the spark thus obtained

from the
5
pr. plates- the long wires and the electro magnet confer

this duration. When 10 pr. of plates were employed, the spark

in the still mirror E was fixed, compact and beautiful, but in the

moving mirror E it was drawn out until twice as long as before.

15733. Removed the great Electro magnet (15730), retaining the

10 pr. of plates. When the mirror E was fixed, the spark was good

and starlike. When mirror E moved, the spark was drawn into

a line subtending as before an angle equal to that of the reflector G
(15732). Must have perfectly good contacts before this point can

be properly made out.

15734. Changed the reflector G for one exposing only a small

bright surface about
,

J
2
- long and wide, so as to represent more

fairly the reflecting needle of the galvanometer-fixed. Used 10 pr.

of plates in battery but no Electromagnet. It requires careful

adjustment of the reflector G to throw the ray from its small

surface on to a given and constant part of the eye reflector E,

especially as, because of the flatness of one surface at the contact

breaking place S, the oxide and other circumstances- as the shape

of the screw terminal there-the spark varies its place a little and

of necessity its reflected place in E must vary also; but when

right and the spark appears in E at rest, it good and bright, but

confined to a particular part of the reflector E.

15735. But when the click is used so as to move mirror E,

irregularities occur and the spark did not appear always-perhaps

because the mirror has moved before spark appears and become

out of place. By degrees found I could see the spark in the

moving mirror-about the same length as before (15732), but the

line weak in light though pretty uniform throughout. Still, if two

object lines could be adjusted in sight at once, there was light in

them to compare them.
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15736. I should want to place the two simultaneous or fixed lights

one over the other thus
;
then if the eye mirror revolved and the

spark endured equally in time, they would be seen thus. Then if

the galvanometer needles moved, and both alike, they would still

be seen over each other and probably upright, moved as it were

a little to the right or the left. But if they moved in different

times, they would both have moved one way or the other, but

in different degrees, as thus, the lowest having moved first and

furthest. If they moved alike equally
,
that might be shewn by

causing one to deflect to the right and the other to the left. If

each spark took time, that might cause the line to be inclined a

little; but still— the results could be observed and distinguished.

15737. Having this small G reflector up (i 5734)—put the great

cylinder Electro magnet with its core into the circuit of the ten

pair of plates. With the fixed reflector E, the light was much

brighter than before. Also when E was moving (15727-32) could

see pretty well the prolonged light. It was brighter below than

above; but whether this was because the ending of the spark (in

time) was brighter than the beginning (15727), or whether a

better part of the mirror G was brought into sight by the motion

of E, I cannot say, but believe the former was the cause.

15738. By use of a little solution of cyanide of potassium and

cy. mercury at place of spark S, with a little metal mercury,

I rendered all the surfaces there bright and metallic. Now had

an improved spark as to brightness. It would probably give a

spark sensibly longer in duration-but I do not see any disadvan-

tage in that. A perfectly momentary spark would give dots in

the moving mirror E and one with a little duration, lines-but the

lines could be separated as well as dots, and if separated in contrary

directions might aid by their contrary inclination.

15739. The whole apparatus would require very steady arrang-

ment and exceedingly nice adjustment, but I think it possible.

The Galvanometers will have to be very steady and separate from

the table on which the contact breaker is placed.

15740. Time, as a general element in transverse or Magnetic

induction, is beautifully illustrated in Gassiot’s New American

coil-when the iron core is in. What would it be if the iron core

were away? Would it appear at all? In that case it would be
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an effect of true dynamic induction between the primary and

secondary coils, subject to the added effect of the induction of

the secondary coil one part on another.

A jK
rK

19 MAY 1858.

15741. Diminution of the light of a candle 1 by successive

reflexions from the good De la Rue metallic reflectors 2, 3, 4 and 5,

to the eye at 6. There was much diminution of light by the four

reflexions, but still the image of the candle very good and suffi-

cient* by interposing a card with a small slit, made the light object

small still a good final image. By removing the candle 1 to a

distance or the eye to a distance, there was no other diminution

of the light than that due to mere distance along the ray. The
mirrors 2, 3, 4, 5

were in this case about 3 inches apart.

15742. The arrangement may probably be thus*. S the spark—

G G the two galvanometers- 1 and 2 two fixed reflectors to send

the two rays on to the double and directing reflector D, by which

they become double parallel rays nearly and give the two lights

as one object in the moving eye reflector ER, S and ER arc parts

of one apparatus ( ) and should stand on a separate table

from that supporting G G, 1, 2, and D, inasmuch as the motion

of the click, etc. of the contact breaker (15689, 725) might com-
municate else a vibration to the needles of the galvanometers.

29 MAY 1858.

15743. With a view to perfect contact (15729), clips amalgamated

at the surfaces lay hold of the battery plates. Wires soldered to

them dip into mercury cups. Other wires dip into these cups and

proceed to the apparatus— these are laid hold of by screws, etc.

but all the bearing parts have been tinned and amalgamated, so

as to have sure metallic contact both at the battery and at the

contact breaker (15731). The amalgamated zinc plates and the

platinum plates at the battery are considered sufficiently in con-

tact-pieces of card having been introduced to render the wooden
clips more firm in their action.

15744+. At the place of the contact breaker (15738), where the

spark is to appear as a light-object between the end of the thumb
screw L (15689) and the lever C as it separates from it, the thumb

* [15742] + [15744]
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screw has been replaced by a stiff spring carrying a pointed

copper plug P, and the spring holds this fast up against the thumb
screw, so that by the motion of the latter the spark place at the

end of P is determined as the lever C separates from it. The lever

and the plug are both tinned and amalgamated at the place of

contact, so as to give a sure contact and a bright spark on separa-

tion.

15745. With this apparatus arranged and connected with a

battery of 8 pr. of plates, the junction was well made at once, and

upon letting the lever C fall, an excellent disjunctive spark was

obtained at P. So it was also with only 4 pr. of plates-also with

2 pair and even with one pair apparently as good as with the

8 pair, shewing that we now had good contact (15729).

15746*. Placed this spark-place at S; arranged a fixed large De la

Rue reflector 3* feet off at G and the eye place at E, where the

observation could be made directly with the eye or in the moving
or fixed eye mirror. In the fixed eye mirror the spark was very

good. In the moving eye mirror also it was sharp and sudden,

so that there is no longer the effect of retardation from want of

contact.

15747. But the disjunctive place was soon injured, i.c. the

mercury blown away and a depression made there, which by its

edges hid the spark much from the mirror G. The reflector G
and also the contact breaker were on separate tablefs] on the

stone floor. Great good resulted from this arrangement from the

altered contacts and the use of mercury at the spark place.

15748. Attached, by binding, a piece of the Electric lamp carbon

on to the lever at the disjunction place. Put on the battery of

8 pair Grove’s plates-had a good scintillating spark when observed

directly. When looked at in the moving reflector at E there were

good sparks but prolonged— the spark was lengthened. There was

also imperfect contact at the binding wire at S. With four pair

of plates the effect was not good— there was evidently obstruction.

With 2 pair of plates the disjunctive spark was very poor.

15749. Mercury is best; returned to it at S, making a little pool

of it on the lever. With 2 pair of plates the spark was very good

and there was no evidence of any excessive or extra heating at the

place of disjunction.

* [15746] 5 '

_____
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15750. The mirror G seems to keep its place well on the separate

table.

15751. Put up the small fixed mirror at G (15734, 46). Use[d] a

fixed light with a card and a hole for the first adjustment-

answered very well. Soon found and arranged the spark place

in E. Then put on 8 pair of plates and obtained the light image

in E when moving. It was feeble, of course, being so small, but

very fair; did not seem prolonged, and using an eye glass it was

quite distinct. Two side by side would compare very well.

15752. Very little change of position or place would throw the

reflected image out of mirror E.

15753. Took away the fixed reflector (15751) and put up a

galvanometer at G, letting die needle hang above the coil but

still very free to move by currents of air or any other circum-

stance. The shade glass was over the whole to keep oft' currents.

Examined the needle by a light and the reflection. The needle

was very steady and its face was nearly perpendicular, for when

a horizontal ray was passed to it, it was reflected horizontally

again.

15754. When S was a disjunctive spark, could with great diffi-

culty only catch the reflected ray at E. Even when S was a candle,

could not catch the reflected ray at E if contact were made and

broken. Found that making contact deflected the needle a little

and breaking contact threw it back again. Repeating thus junc-

tion and disjunction agitated the needle much and destroyed all

useful results.

15755. Caught a reflected spark from disjunction of 8 pr. plates,

and think it will do very well if I can separate the needle from

die action of the connecting battery wires.

15756. Took two new covered wires, each about 24 feet long;

twisted them so diat the currents through them might neutralize

each other as to external magnetic action. Connected them care-

fully with die battery and the contact breaker, so that the loops

(inevitable) should be in planes being azimuths to the galvano-

meter needles. Still there was affection of the Galvanometer

needle on making and breaking contact. When contact was made

and die eye at E, die image in G went to the right; when contact

was broken it returned to the left.
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15757. Turned the whole contact breaker on the table of support

clock fashion or direct, and found that a position could be obtained

in which it did not affect the galvanometer needle; turned the

contact breaker a little more and then the needle was affected in

the contrary way to the former - then returned the contact breaker

to its indifferent position and then the needle was not moved;
returned it to its first position and then the needle was affected

as at first; turned the contact breaker still more against clock

motion and then the needle was still more violently affected.

15758. So the contact breaker affects the needle at this distance

of 32 feet. There are two steel springs in it I think it must be

these—the lower and larger spring is placed obliquely to the coil

that is formed by the course of the current there. By taking the

upper wire end away and connecting it at once with the cup of

mercury below, so as to throw out the coil formed by the parts

of the contact breaker““then making and breaking contact so as

to have the spark there, did not affect the Galvanometer needle;

so all is at the contact breaker (15759).

JUNE 1, 1858.

15759. Have had the two iron springs taken away from the con-

tact breaker and replaced by brass. Hope now that the needle

will be unaffected by it.

15760. Have examined the Voltaic lamp light by a rapidly re-

volving mirror. The light is apparently quite continuous even when
a little hissing.

29 JUNE 1858.

15761*. Placed things as before (i5746)-i.e. spark or object at

S— galvanometer at G— and the eye at E. Made the object a

silvered glass ball about * inch diameter with the gas light shining

on to it; but it was utterly inefficient as an object.

15762. Battery of 5 pr. Grove’s plates with the contact breaker

as before (15745), using the new associated wires (15756) and

the contact breaker corrected by substitution of a brass spring

for the iron one (15759). Placed as object a candle flame behind

a screen with a hole at S— the eye at E regarding the Galvanometer

needle directly. Now no making or breaking of contact without

[15761]

Jt
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the battery disturbed the needle-no knocking of the table or other

action. But when the battery was in connexion and the spark

occurred at S, tfien the needle was affected as before (15754).

Removing the battery 20 feet off made no difference-the effect

is not in the battery or in the wires.

15763. Repeated (15757). As contact breaker stands, making

contact sends the image to the right, breaking contact sends it to

the left, and a few alternations gave a strong swing. Turned con-

tact breaker watch fashion much, and then reverse effects were

obtained; found a position for contact breaker in which it did

not affect the galvanometer.

15764. With contact breaker as at first, it gave first results. Then

reversed the current at the battery and now the contrary result

on the needle was obtained.

15765. So effect due to the open circle which the connexions at

the contact breaker form, and I must make the connexions there

simpler and as close as possible to each other. As there will be

two galvanometers, it will be difficult to put the contact breaker

into a position equally neutral for both, unless it, the breaker, be

rendered as indifferent as possible upon a galvanometer in any

position.

15766. Motion of my steel spectacles upon my head sadly dis-

turbs the galvanometer needle. I must use the tortoise shell

glasses.

15767*. In reference to the required arrangement at (15742),

made S a full candle flame-G the fixed reflector of De la Rue,

blackened but with a minute space clear to represent the Galvano-

meter needle- 1 a single adjusting mirror, one of Varley’s pieces

on the arranged microscope stand-D the directing double re-

flector, using one of the mirrors -and E the eye reflector on the

moveable axis. Found I could adjust the whole so as to get a very

fair object in E, and that when both the reflectors at D were in

use, I should get the lights from the two galvanometers side by
side as one object in the moving eye mirror E. Expect to do the

same with the voltaic spark as object.

* [15767]
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15768. Experimenting on position of the apparatus, the above*
arrangement seemed very good. It gave the distance from S to G
the largest between the spark apparatus S and the Galvanometer,
so as to cause least affection of the latter, and the two sets of reflect-

ors came in very well. It seemed better than the former (1 5742, 67).

15769. Supposing that the arrow head represented direction of
magnetic north and the galvanometer needles G, G' are in the

magnetic meridian, then the rays from the spark or candle at S

reflected from the Galvanometers gave the angles Gi and G2.
Found that the direction of these rays was usefully under govern-
ment: thus if the needle G' was taken once round clock fashion

by the action of a small magnet and then left to itself, the torsion

on the suspending silk caused the needle to set round a little and
the reflected ray was sent to -

;
a second revolution of the needle

in the same direction would send the reflected ray to By returning

the needle the ray could be sent to i' or 1 again or even to 1"'

and 1"". I think this will be available in the adjustment of the

reflectors 1 and 2.

15770. The reflexion of the round glass shades is bad, coming
in the wrong place. Must procure flat shades.

15771 1. If the Voltaic spark should be too long in duration, then

might probably arrange a Leyden spark in conjunction with the

eye mirror so as to give it at the right time. The spark ought not

to be long, but dense and determinate in its place. Probably a

large jar— or a well connected battery charged to a low degree—

* [15768]
/"'*
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would supply such a spark. The jar might be retained charged

to the proper degree by the use of a feeble discharge train acting

constantly to the earth, whilst the machine was constantly acting.

The lever on the mirror axis might either depress the earth con-

nexion E, or might fall away from it, E being then a spring.

23 AUGUST 1858.

15772. Worked at the arrangement of Galvanometers, etc. Have

cut holes in the sides of the shades, so that the entering and

reflected ray may not be deranged and the image deformed by

the action of the glass. The sheltering of the needle by the shade

seems to be perfect notwithstanding these holes, which are small.

15773. Used a fixed star light at S (15768), it being the image of

a small argand lamp reflected from a silvered sphere about 1^ inch

in diameter. The reflected image seen by the eye at 1 is small

and feeble, and I doubt whether the Galvr. needles are good plane

reflectors.

15774. The least displacement of steel spectacles, or motion of

scizzars or other steel articles in the place, shewed a disturbance

of the Galvanometer needle as proved by the disturbed reflected

ray.

15775. I think I must be content to work with a continuous light

in the first instance, and see what I can obtain with that, and

afterwds. proceed to the use of a momentary light. For the fixed

light, each Galvanometer may have its own light object and that

had better in the first instance be near. Probably an Argand lamp

with a pierced opaque chimney will do. One galvanometer image

may disappear before the other if the time be in any case sensible.

24 AUG. 1858.

15776. Resumed the Expts. began ten years ago (9970, 9971),

24 Novr, 1848, on possible deposition of carbon slowly. The
four bottles were examined and apparently had undergone no

change - they were not darker in colour-no gas had been

generated-no sulphurous acid- the odour was etherial as at first-

the addition of a little water evolved heat-the acid was a mixture

of sulphuric and sulphovinic-and the diamonds in each of the
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two bottles amounted to 07 of a grain in weight and were un-

changed in character.

30 AUG. 1858.

15777. Have been working with a constant light, and the fol-

lowing arrangement of parts*.

15778. A lamp or candle placed at a sent a ray to G', then to

1, then to D and then to E, which was very easily adjusted for E
and seen there as a bright star, that being the image of the illu-

minated needle of G'.

15779. When the candle or lamp was placed far back, as at S,

then the ray required much more care to direct it to E, the

adjustment from D to E being very nice- the image was of course

feebler, and a much smaller motion of the Galvanometer needle

or of the eye at E threw it out of sight.

15780. It is well at first to keep the light at S separate from the

contact breaker and eye reflector; it allows of a little adjustment

of the one or the other separately.

15781. It is well to raise the light at S, so that the ray going

towards G should pass over the head and hands in the adjustment.

15782. A lime light might be used there, if desirable to increase

the distance for delicacy’s sake-or to use a smaller intenser light.

15783. Using a small argand lamp at S, I could get the two

reflected lights from D into the eye mirror E as one object.

15784. It will be well to fix the reflectors 1, 2 and the director D
together on one board or basis-allowing motion to adjust and

the action of screws to clamp. That is being done.

*
1 15777]
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15785. Surely the force of gravitation and its probable relation

to other forms of force may be attacked by experiment. Let us

try to think of some possibilities.

15786. Suppose a relation to exist between gravitation and elec-

tricity, and that as gravitation diminishes or increases by variation

of distance, electricity either position or negative were to appear—

is not likely, nevertheless try, for less likely things apparently

have happened in nature.

15787. There is more chance of any observable effect in a body

acted on by the earth than in the same body acted on by a like

body. There is more chance of a variation being observed in a

ton of water or lead when lifted a hundred yards upwards from

the earth, than in the same ton when removed a hundred yards

in a horizontal direction from the side of another ton by which

it at first stood.

15788. Must not be deterred by the old experiments (root 8, etc.).

If there be any true effect of gravity, it may take much gravitating

matter to make the effect sensible, and I had but very little.

Moreover, the motion of a body with or against gravity ought

not to form a current in a closed circuit, as tried in the former

case, but perhaps give opposite states in lifted or depressed bodies,

and though a current might be formed in a wire connecting two

such, it would not be a current in a circuit. So may consider

the imaginable effects under two views, static or dynamic. Take

the former first and imagine as follows:

15789. If an insulated body, being lifted from the earth, does

evolve electricity in proportion to its loss of gravitating force-

then it may become charged to a very minute degree eitherpositive

or negative. When thus charged it may be discharged, and then

if allowed to descend insulated, it would become charged in the

opposite manner, and so on. If three or more bodies of the same

size, but in weights as 1 ,

2

and
3, then the intensity of the charge

ought to be as the densities.

15790. Might not two globes (or masses, as pigs) of lead be at-

tached to the end of a long rope passing over a large pulley at
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the top of the Clock tower, or in the whispering gallery of
St. Paul’s serve an experimental purpose. Starting with both balls

insulated, discharged and balanced, then it would be easy to raise

B and lower A, and examination by a very delicate static electro-

meter might shew A charged pos. and B negative
;
then discharging

both and reversing the motion, B would come down Positive and
A become negative and so on. The static electrometer might be
applied either above or below or at both places. If the effect

were real but insensible, several journeys up and down might
be effected -the discharge above being made by a bell wire and
touching lever. Or the discharge above and below might be
made automatically to two electroscopes, one above and one
below, so as to accumulate many results into one these electro-

meters being very delicate and of the condensing kind. One man,
having only to turn a windlass, might work the apparatus for half

a day - or it might be kept in motion by a small engine or other

mechanical power.

15791 *. Perhaps a much less height would do -and then perhaps

a balanced lever would do, carrying the insulated balls A and B.

Place could easily be found for such, 15 or 20 feet high and about

40 feet long. A and B would then be easily manageable and
weights made heavy or varied at pleasure.

15792. As to the character of the gravitating matter, it may be

conducting or nonconducting—and probably an important dif-

ference might here arise. Non-conducting matter invested in

conducting matter would be peculiar in its discharging action, etc.

I 5793 - Iron -lead— platinum—copper pigs—Tin blocks—Water
in vessels— Stone—Marble— Crystal.

*5794* ^ would be easy I think to distinguish between an atmo-
spheric and a gravitation effect.

15795. The evolution of one electricity would be a new and very

remarkable thing. The idea throws a doubt on the whole, but still

try, for who knows what is possible in dealing with gravity?

I 579(>* The first thought would give a new relation, a

relation of a dual power to a single power, which would probably

give a modification to the character of singleness supposed to

belong to gravitation— for it would then be as dual as electricity.

15797. If the insulated masses assumed the state supposed, they

[15791]
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would when connected give a current between them and thus

dynamic effects; but it is possible that if connected whilst they

were changing their position, more distinct dynamic effects might

be produced. A bar of metal turned end for end upwards might

have a current flowing along it and especially at the middle.

If in two pieces and these connected by a fine galvanometer, might

have results.

15798. Perhaps a thick wire galvanometer might be better than

a thin wire instrument. Insulation should be good. The oscil-

lating bar
( )

might answer. Might construct a revolving

system, connecting the ascending and descending parts by a com-

mutator with an Electroscope or a galvanometer.

15799. Perhaps a jet of drops of water from a height would tell

below-only water is a bad substance because of the discharging

facility of moist air.

15800. Probably a jet of lead would do better; the fall of shot

in the shot tower. Might insulate the tub of water into which it

falls below and so get traces of any evolution.

15801. One of their pigs of lead, insulated and discharged below,

then raised to the top and examined by the Electroscope.

15802. Two pigs of lead at opposite ends of a cord as before

(* 579°)*

15803. Might make some trial experiments at home from the

Lecture room window to the floor, or even from the top of the

house to the bottom of the yard. Shot might be sent from above

in a stream from a metallic uninsulated vessel, a fine hopper- into

an insulated vessel below. Or as lead may be liable to oxidizing

action, could also use Mercury. Probably 100 lb. or 1 50 lb. would

shew some effect and could then compare the state of one with

the state of the other.

15804. Let us encourage ourselves by a little more imagination

prior to experiment. Atmospheric phenomena favour the idea of

the convertibility of gravitating force into Electricity, and back

again probably (or perhaps then into heat). Matter is continually

falling and rising in the air. The difference and the change of

place of the bodies subject to Gravity would perhaps give a pre-

dominant electric state above, as the Negative; but also an occa-

sional charge of the other state, the Positive. If there be this
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supposed relation of gravity and Electricity, and the above space

be chiefly or generally Negative- then we might expect that, as

matter rises from the earth or moves against Gravity, it becomes

Negative.

15805. Then we might expect a wonderful opening out of the

electrical phenomena.

15806. So to say, even the changed force of Gravity as Elec-

tricity might travel above the earth’s surface, changing its place

and then becoming the equivalent of Gravity.

15807. Perhaps heat is the related condition of the force when

change in Gravity occurs. Atmospheric phenomena are not at

first sight opposed to this view. Might associate a thermo electric

pile or couple, to see if change of elevation from the earth causes

any sensible change of temperature.

15808. Perhaps almost all the varying phenomena of atmospheric

heat, electricity, etc. may be refcrrible to effects of gravitation

and in that respect the latter may prove to be one of die most

changeable powers instead of one of the most unchanged.

15809. Let the imagination go, guiding it by judgment and

principle, but holding it in and directing it by experiment.

15810. If any effect, either electric or calorific-then consider the

infinity of action in nature-a planet or a comet when nearer to

or farther from the Sun. Dr. Winslow’s observations on earth-

quakes-a Falling river or cascade- the falls of Niagara. Evapora-

tion-vapour rising-rain falling-hail. Negative state of the

upper regions. Condition of the inner and deeper parts of the

earth-their heat. A falling stone or aerolite heated. A Volcano

and the Volcanic lightning. Smoke in a chimney perhaps goes

out electrified.

15811. What a multitude of events and changes in the atmosphere

would be elucidated by such actions. I think we have been dull

or blind not to have suspected some such results.

15812. If, etc.-it may be possible in the clock tower, by having

a large heavy conducting mass, to obtain, after its elevation, a

spark and so realise a thunder storm, in the lightning, etc. and

to explode things by it.

15813. What would be the relation of the balloon experiment

with the wire hanging down ?

FD VII 22
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15814. If any thing results, then we should have

15815. An entirely new mode of the excitement of either heat

or electy.

15816. An entirely new relation of natural forces.

15817. An analysis of Gravitation force.

15818. A justification of the conservation of force.

15819. If either heat or electricity evolved, would probably refer

both them and gravitation to actions of the ether or medium in

space.

15820. What relation will the Electric Zero given by the inside

of a metallic vessel bear to these effects and phenomena? Will

it be zero every where ?

15821. The drops at a water fall may not give the state of the

air at the upper part or an effect of induction from that air upon
the brim of the fall but the state related to Gravity acquired by
descending.

4 MARCH 1859.

15822. A, B, heavy weights insulated. C, D, connecting wires.

E, F, two electrometers— all discharged; then A down and B up-
touch electrometers— B down and A up— touch the reverse electro-

meters, and so on for some time, using a commutator for E and F
contacts. Ought to collect opposite charges.

15823. Make A a real weight and B a hollow metal vessel of the

same size— then pull up and down—A should give signs—B little

or none.

15824*. A fly wheel with insulated parts revolving—touch at top

and bottom— should give contrary states; or wheel with insulated

weights— might give a machine?

15825. What would be the electrical equivalent ofa certain weight

moved through a certain vertical space ?

15826. That equivalent would be the equivalent of the mechanical

force required to lift the weight through that space—also, when
of the contrary sign, the equivalent of the mechanical force

acquired in falling through that space.

15827. How would this relate to an equal mechanical force

exerted by other means than gravity, as a push, or gunpowder ?

Or to exertion of force in planes across the lines of gravity force?

* [15824]
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15828. Perhaps whilst the weight is falling it may not shew the

electric state-only when stopped. If so, what would be the

equivalent for rising- the antagonism of gravity?

15829. Motion of weights towds. or from each other in hori-

zontal planes ought to do nothing sensible, i.e. mere motion

should do nothing if not related to gravity.

15830. As to the infinitessimal difference in distance between the

centre of the earth and the center of a heavy body rising or falling

through 100 feet, and therefore the insensible change in the degree

of the force of attraction and the impossibility of measuring it:~

the gravitating force may and must vary and varies by the force

required to raise the body or that produced by its fall that force

becomes die expression for the change of gravity
;
small as it may

appear when estimated by distance effect. It is a true and probably

useful expression of the change of gravity. The Electricity may
detect and even measure it.

15831. What may be the Gravelectro equivalent for one ton of

matter raised 100 feet high-or for any other distance or weight?

Will it be the same for all kinds of matter, or is there any specific

capacity or capability concerned? Will there be any difference

between paramagnetic and diamagnetic bodies?

15832. Suppose a weight P surrounded by a metallic coating

N P insulated from it. The weight P would evolve electricity, but

the coating, because of its little weight, none. Then if P became

positive, it would induce upon the inside of N P negative elec-

tricity and an equal amount of pos. on the outside. Then the ball a

connected with an electrometer would shew a charge exactly of

the nature of P. After that and when N P had been discharged

externally], a spark ought to pass between a and b when brought

together.

15833. In this way all external influence might be separated, for

if P were examined for itself alone and was found to have a state,

it would be independant of such influence.

15834. In shot making— the descending shower of lead ought to

charge the receiving tub below, it being insulated. Another

temporary tub, insulated, might be put for an experiment on the

top of the usual one.

15835. Falls of Niagara-great quantity of matter falling. There

22-2
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ought to be a current of discharge somewhere—probably directly

into the body of the earth.

15836. Our stairs-free space for fall-39 feet from the stones

below to the coal box platform above-and about 4 feet 10 inches

more to the bottom of the hanging hook. The wheel used is a

foot in diameter.

15837. Is it possible that heat, as well as or instead of electricity,

may be evolved? Mr Welsh's anomaly in the temp, of the

atmosphere at a given height. Also Piazzi Smyth's Teneriffe

Report, Phil. Trans., 1858, page 526.

7 MARCH 1859.

15838. A Sling or loop made of thick white silk thread. Four

thickness of this thread sustained half a hundred weight well

when quiet, but if jerked much so as to give impetus, I could

succeed in breaking the silk sometimes at die knot and sometimes

else where. A sling of this silk diread consisting of 14 circles or

convolutions and therefore forming a sling of 28 threads and

about 9 inches long was used to suspend die horseshoe magnet.

A Zamboni was employed to charge the suspended magnet by

a touch, and a delicate Gold leaf electrometer ( ) was em-

ployed to test its state. The Zamboni charged the magnet and

electrometer well, but in three minutes all the charge was lost

by conduction through the silk. Again, the charge was nearly

all lost in one minute . The sling is good as to strength, but as to

insulation will not do.

15839. Gutta Percha sling. A round Gutta Percha band or rope,

0*17 of an inch thick, was made into a loop by a bad sort of tie

and employed to suspend the magnet. There was an insulating

space of 14 inches in length clear. The magnet being charged by
the Zamboni, eighteen minutes after it was found charged, ap-

parently] as strongly as at first. Again charged and left for an

hour and sixteen minutes -at the end of that time it was found

still well charged. So this suspension will do as to insulation.

15840. Another loop made of Gutta percha, nearly 0*25 of an

inch thick and having 9 inches of clear insulating length, was used

with the magnet. Being electrified by the Zamboni, it kept its

charge for i[ hours. On being recharged by the Zamboni, it
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kept its charge for 4 hours and then it was very good. This good
as regards insulation.

10 MARCH 1859.

15841** Suspended a 56 lb. weight on the thinnest Gutta Percha
Sling (15839). The Electrometer was at hand and also one of the
coiled wire connecters with its end support of Gutta percha in
a foot, to make contact with the suspended weight. The Electro-
meter wire and weight being connected and the Zamboni applied
to die iron suspended weight— it seemed to charge slowly only
and not like the magnet (15843). This may be due to the increased
induction on the electrometer, extended wire and on the books
near to and below the weight or perhaps to the bad conducting
power of the oxide of Iron covering the weight and touched by
the Zamboni.
*5842. Left all charged, i.e. weight, galvanometer and the spiral

connecting wire, at ioh 5o'-25 minutes after, all were found fully
charged— left them so and 75 minutes after that again, there was
still a strong charge. So the insulation good.
I 5%43 - Filed a clean place on the iron to allow of good contact—
then found the charge was quick enough (15841).
I 5^44- Placed a piece of wet bibulous paper about 3 inches by 2
on the side of the weight, to create a damp atmosphere against it

at the place. Being charged by a touch of the Zamboni, it kept
a full charge for 25 minutes. Being charged again and left for
an hour, found it well charged, notwithstanding the damp paper.
I 5^45 * Strength of Gutta Percha slings. A ring sling of the 0-17
gutta percha was made, with twisted and warmed joining bound
round with red tape. A scale pan was hung up by it and then the
length of the sling was 13*6 inches—on adding 56 lb. it stretched
to 14-75 inches. 56 lb. more added after a time. Soon after, it

gave way at the joint, which was very bad. Temperature 54
0
F.

15846. Made a sling of the 0-25 gutta percha (15840) : it was better
in the joint than the former. With the Pan only, its length was
13 inches— put in 56 lb.—became 13* inches long— added a second
56 lb., length became 14*2 inches— left at 9

h 45', the parts at the
joint slipping and stretching a little—was holding at i2h 20', with
signs of stretching at the joint and the length 14*75 inches—added
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a third 56 lb.-at 2h 45' the length about 15 inches and I think

a little further stretching at the joint-put on the fourth 56 lb. At

5 o’clk. put on the fifth 56 lb. At 7 o’clk. it was 18 inches long

and had slipped or stretched or both much at the joint— the pan

was touching the papers below. On taking off the 28odb. the

sling contracted in length to 16 inches—not at the joint but

generally. The joint was of this form*.

15847. Have made two electroscopes. No. 1 is of this character:

A
y
a cylindrical glass jar -B, a brass cap to the top, having a brass

tube C in the middle of it. Into this is cemented a glass tube D,
which has within it a brass rod connected at the top to the brass

plate E and below with the gold leaves F. This brass rod is in-

sulated from the glass tube D by two plugs of shell lac, one under

the brass cap E and the other at the bottom of the tube, just above

the setting on of the gold leaves F. G is a flat brass plate carrying

an upright rod H, and at the top of that a brass plate I. By slipping

the glass jar along the brass plate G, the gold leaves can be brought

into any degree of vicinity to L All the brass of this instrument is

kept free from varnish. The insulation and retention is so good

that when the leaves are opened by a Zamboni pile to the extent

of
\
of an inch, it will keep the charge for many hours.

15848 1. No. 2 Electroscope is, as to the jar and cap, mounted in

the same way, except that the Jar is taller and there is but one gold

leaf, longer than the others, about 3 inches long. The bottom is

a thick cake of shell lac. Two bent stout wires N, O, are lodged

in two grooves in the shell lac and are held in place by a thick

sheet of Gutta Percha placed over them adhering to the shell lac.

P and Q are two copper plates soldered to the tops of the wires

N and O. By the motion of N' or O', one or both of these can

be inclined inwds. or outwards so as to be nearer to or farther

from the single gold leafhanging between them. A small Zamboni
column, also insulated if necessary, is connected with these two

t [15848]
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plates so that any desired electric condition can be given to them.

The gold leaf, if charged, is affected accordingly. Is not this

Bohncnberger’s Electrometer? Every part insulates well and

holds a charge. All the metal is free from lacquer or varnish.

15849. When the leaf of gold is excited between the two charged

plates or even between die uncharged plates, it often turns a

little on one side. Might extend this lever principle and make a

torsion instrument that, carrying a small mirror, might shew a

minute deflection to a large audience, as Dubois Reymond did.

11 MARCH 1859.

15850. Arranged the Sling of thick Gutta Percha (15846) as

before-put three 56 lb. weights into the pan-the length of the

sling was then 17* inches-added two 56 lbs. more: the length

became 18 \ inches-added a sixth 56 lb. weight which brought

the pan on to the papers below-removed them and added a

seventh 56 lb. weight. Now the pan by a little time settled on the

floor and the loop was 21* inches long, every part having extended,

but that near the tie joint most. After a few hours, shortened

the rope suspenders-re-arranged the loop and pan -added the

weights by degrees, and after having put in the eighth weight,

the loop in about 10 minutes gave way, having supported 4 cwt.

or 8 times 56 lb. The fracture was sudden and just at the knot, in

a part thinned by the moulding; the place is marked in (15846) a.

The sound unchanged part of the Gutta percha was very good.

I think such a loop of gutta percha safe for two hundred weight.

15851. The silk sling (15838) has been dipped in white hard

varnish, stretched and hung up with a weight for a night- then

put into a warm air cupboard for 48 hours; it is now perfectly

dry. Being employed, as before, to suspend a 56 lb. weight and

tested for insulation, it was found to be much better than before-

it held a charge for 9 minutes-but it would not hold a zamboni

charge for 47 minutes, for all sensible signs were then gone. It

will not compete with gutta percha.

15852. Tried the Electrometer No. 2 (15848) with Zamboni

associated, but it did not appear to me to be so delicate or advan-

tageous in its use as No. 1 (15847).

15853. Delicacy of indication. Connected the 56 lb. weight, the
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Electrometer and the connecting wire as in (15841), using the

same smaller link of gutta percha for insulation. Made a carrier

of a piece of tin foil, the size of half a crown, fixed at the end of a

shell lac stem, and used the Zamboni apparatus to charge it. Six

of these carrier charges conveyed to the weight gave a sensible

indication at the electrometer. Good contact should always be

charges only also gave a sensible charge by this

electrometer -whether the charges were from one end or the

other of the Zamboni pile. Even three charges were evident by

careful observation. I think that probably one may be made

sensible when the earth plate is properly shortened in die electro-

meter.

provided.

is8sa. F

12 MARCH 1859.

15855, At the Clock tower, Houses of Parliament. There are

three shafts there-one to be a chimney for the houses the second

for the clock weight— the third is the stone staircase it has an

iron railing and brick wall and there is a square well down the

middle which is 30 inches in the clear and about 200 feet in per-

pendicular depth. There is also a wheel and rope in it. It will be

excellent for my purpose.

15856. Shot tower-near the Waterloo Bridge, Belvedere road,

Lambeth, S.; belongs to Walker, Parker and Co.
1

15857. Rearranged the broken sling of gutta percha (15850),

making the knot as before (15846) but more carefully, so as not

to soften or strain the part in the knot. Put it up as before with

the scale pan, and then the length of the sling was
13J-

inches.

Added two 561b.: the lengdi became 1475 inches. Added two

more 561b.: the length became 16*25 inches. Temp. 56° F. In

an hour the length became 17 inches-in six hours more it was

1725 inches. In three hours more, still 17}.

15858. Worked in die Stair case-7 o’clk. P.M. and onwds.

Three gas lights alight. Employed the thick Gutta percha sling

(15850, 67) to insulate a 56 lb. weight-it was well arranged and

1

Walkers, Parker and Co. Ltd. The firm has carried on the business of

lead manufacturers continuously since the date of Faraday’s experiments,

and the shot tower is still in daily use.
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could go up and down from the floor to the level of the coal

platform.

15859. Being up and connected with the Electrometer 1 (15847)

by spiral wire and its stand, and then charging all with a touch

of the Zamboni pile-the charge was retained pretty well for a

time.

15860. Being at the bottom, the weight was raised to the top— it

was discharged or uninsulated at the bottom and was found un-

charged above, having received no charge in its passage through

the air. This was done twice.

15861. Being at the bottom, insulated -it was charged by the

Zamboni raised and examined: found the charge in at die top.

The actual lift is 38 or 39 feet (15836).

15862. Being at the top, insulated, the weight was charged by

the Zamboni, being alone, and was left for 20 minutes; at the end

of that time a charge was found in it but much had been lost.

For on making a charge with Zamboni and immediately examining

it, the effect on die Electrometer was much greater.

15863. The Electrometer and its wire, insulated but unconnected

with the weight, were charged by the Zamboni. The charge was

soon lost, as if the thin naked spiral wire and its fine termination

discharged rather easily either to the air or the neighbouring gas

burner. Must not keep the wire and electrometer connected with

the object.

15864. It would seem as if the gold leaves of the Electrometer

charged the air around them sometimes, for a sort of slow irregular

pulsations took place in their opening and shutting- the effect was

very small but still there was something.

15865. Would the effects in the day time be the same?

15866. Should the connecting fine wire be covered and varnished ?

15867. The sling did not seem a very good insulator. I had

wetted the knot when making it. It was of the piece of Gutta

Percha broken by 4 cwt. (15850).

14 MARCH 1859.

15868. Made two long slings of the thick gutta percha of 0-25

of inch in diameter. The one was 43 inches in length when
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stretched in the back room with 56 lb. Next morning at 9 o’clk.-

it was still 43 inches long.

15869. The outer sling, being stretched in the stairs, was 81 inches

long when the scale pan was on. Added
5
6 lbs., which made the

length 83 inches-added 56 lb. more, which made the length

87 inches. The knot is now well set and holds fast. Left with

these weights on at 7 o’clk. P.M. of the 14th March. Next

morning at 9 o’clk. the length was 88j[ nearly and the temperature

55
0
F. When taken down and relieved from all weight, its length

was 83 inches.

15 MARCH.

15870. Insulation of the long loops. The 56 lb. up in my book

room by the loop (15868) 43 inches long. Charged by Zamboni.

After 30' it was found fully charged. Charged again by Zamboni

after 4
h 40' all charge apparently gone. Charged at ioh 25' P.M.-

next morning all charge gone.

15871. The discharge may be along the Gutta Percha or across

the air, etc. by dust and convection, etc. When the Electro-

meter 11 (15848) and its insulated wire were near the weight,

charging the weight made the gold leaf move towards its opposed

discharging plate. This was by an effect of induction through the

air, the charged weight being inductric to the wire and Electro-

meter cap.

15872. One end of Zamboni was uninsulated. A fine communi-

cating wire attached to the other end had its free end brought

within 1 [ inches of the suspended weight. After i
h 20' the weight,

examined, did not appear to have received any charge.

15873. A block of copper weighs 1 12 lbs.

A Pig of lead weighs cwt. or 168 lbs.

15874. On the idea that heat may be evolved or absorbed as

gravity is effectively exerted or opposed, it probably would not

be right to associate a thermo-electric pile with a mass of metal

and air, because the whole pile being metal would charge as the

metal would. The pile must be kept below or above in an un-

exceptionable state and connected with the metal under trial after

rising or falling.

15875. If any charge, it ought not to be greater for a large mass
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than for a small one, so that only mass enough to affect the

thermo electric battery fairly will be required in the trial experi-

ments.

16

MARCH 1859.

15876. Arrangement of 56 lb. and sling of 43 inches as before

(15870). The bottom of the weight was about an inch from a

stool beneath it, and the spiral communicating wires were placed

near the side to see if there would be discharge to them and so

quick loss of charge. The weight charged by the Zamboni Pos.

at io!l

7
/— at i2h 30' or after 2 {l 23' the weight was still fairly

charged though it had lost part of the Electricity.

15877. Then stool and wires away from the neighbourhood, after

which it kept a powerful charge for 45'-and also for 3*1
5'. Being

left charged at 4
11 20', it was found all discharged or gone at

ioh 20', i.e. after six hours. This long sling insulates very well.

17

MARCH 1859.

15878. Put up in my book room the long gutta Percha sling

(15869) with two convolution^], i.e. four strands- it was con-

sequently 41 inches long- would bear 4, 5
or 6 Cwt. well (15846),

but I want to know its insulating power under these circum-

stances-a half hundred weight was attached to it.

15879. The weight was charged Pos. by Zamboni at ioh 7', being

unconnected with the Electrometer; 18' afterwds. it was found

well charged. It was charged Pos. again at ioh 25'-after 4*1 15'

there was still considerable charge in the weight. It was charged

again at 2h 40'. Six hours afterwds. the charge was gone. It was

recharged at 8h 40'. Two hours after, it was only poorly charged.

The weight was all this time exposed to the air, dust, fibres, etc.

in the corner of the library. The insulation seems sufficient.

15880. The weight was charged Pos. and then a fine wire con-

nected with the Electrometer held within half an inch of its side

for ten minutes, but the wire did not draw off any sensible charge

to the Galvanometer in that time.

15881. The oxide of iron on the side of the iron weight and also

the oxide which forms on a cleaned copper wire after a day or
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two offer much obstruction to the communication of electricity

of these low intensities.

18 MARCH 1859.

15882, Charged the weight (15878) Pos. at 7
h 4c/ -after i

h 4o'

found it well charged and took out four successive charges by

touching the electrometer cap before the remaining electricity

became insensible. Charged it again Pos. at 9
h 20'— 4I hours

after, there was a little charge remaining. At i h 50' charged it

Neg. by the Zamboni-2^ hours after, the weight was still charged

and fairly- the insulation will do.

19 MARCH 1859.

15883. The electrometer A, No. 1 (15847) has had the cap

covered with platinum to give good contact-also made stiff in

the stem-the lower part of the glass has been covered with paper

to prevent excitement by touching. Being alone and charged

Neg. by the Zamboni at 5
h
35', it was well diverged 20' after—

after an hour it retained half divergence and at the end of the

i \ hours there was still divergence.

15884. Being charged Positive by Zamboni at 7
h

5', it went down
much by 8 o’clk. Being recharged Pos. at 8h o, it went down a

half or more in 12'. I expect some small spider's web, or else

the Pos. does not hold so well as the Negative.

15885. If the glass jar becomes excited by accidental touching,

it is easily discharged by breathing upon the places, and this does

no harm to the instrument.

21 MARCH 1859.

15886. Examined the thermoelectric pile and its multiplier. There

is no difficulty in connecting the pile and the multiplier by wires

without producing a sensible current. The instrument did not

seem to be sensible enough for my purpose, since a momentary
touch of the finger did little. However, a slight puff of the mouth
was very sensible and sent the needle far off.

15887. The 56 lb. weight-a short gutta percha sling about

10 inches long—annealed connecting wires with platinum ends—
copper of the weight cleaned -all connected and charged at
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ioh 30
,

-was not high—at n h 4o' all charge gone. Suspect

floating films or fibres. So

15888. Dusted round the weight and instrument- reconnected all

together and charged Neg. at n h 4o'-was very well charged

at n h 53'-also at i2h 4'-also at i2
h

15'. Even at 1 o’clk. there

was considerable charge, When the gold leaves were brought

near the platinum earth plate, die charge was very manifest, and

by the same means a trace was discovered as late as
5

11
30', or six

hours after the first charge.

15889. The wiping (15884, 8) is evidently good. Must probably

sweep the shaft of any place for experiment by a frame, and cloths

either dry or damp fastened to it, in order to carry off all spider’s

films, etc.

15890. At
5
h
4o' the weight alone was charged Negative by

Zamboni-at 8.45 connected with the Electrometer and found

charged-at 10.15 charge gone.

22 MAR. 1859.

15891. The weight, sling, Electrometer, etc. as before (15887).

Passed a silk handkerchief round them all and over the face of

the near books, walls, etc. to remove the spiders’ films, etc. in the

air; connected all together. Charged the whole Pos. by Zamboni

at 9
h 25'. The opening of the gold leaves was excellent and the

handkerchief had evidently done good. I think the operation

will be necessary generally. At 12 o’clk. all was well charged.

At 3 o’clk. still well charged. At 4
h 15' there was a fair opening

of the leaves. At y
h 45' the leaves were nearly collapsed, but by

approaching the earth platinum plate there was fair evidence of a

remaining charge. This was above ten hours after the first charge.

At ioh 40' P.M. all signs of the charge were absent.

15892. I have had a condenser made, of two circular plates of

brass about £ of an inch thick and 2*8 inches diameter. The

surface a of the lower plate is platinum, soldered all round at the

edge. The upper surface b of the same plate and the lower surface c

of the upper plate are ground and covered each with two coats

of Shell lac dissolved in absolute alcohol. Being well dried, these

form two insulating dielectric plates through which the induction c

of the condenser is to go on. The upper surface d of the upper
1
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plate is unvarnished and of metallic brass. A brass handle is

screwed into this face of the plate. When the surface a, being

platinum, is put on to the platinum top of the Electrometer, im-

mediate and certain contact is obtained, and when the upper plate

is placed on the lower and any charge given to the electrometer,

induction goes on through the two coats of shell lac towards the

upper plate.

23 MARCH 1859.

15893. Connected the weight and Electrometer by the spiral wire

as before (1 5 887) -placed the lower condenser plate on the Electro-

meter cap-then charged the whole Pos. by Zamboni at 9
h
33'

and then put on the upper condenser plate uninsulated. This

reduced the divergence from [see figure]. Left the upper plate on,

insulated. At9.5oraised the upper condenser plate-the divergence

opened out to the first degree-thcrc seemed to have been no loss

by conduction across the shell lac layers on the plates. Restored

the upper condenser plate and left it insulated.

15894. At to’
1 37' the charge was still excellent. At d 1 40' full

half the charge remained. At
5
o’clk., when the upper condenser

plate was raised, there was divergence of the leaves and the charge

in them, etc. was rendered abundantly evident by bringing the

earth platinum plate near them. At 9ft. P.M. there was sensible

divergence when the upper plate was removed. When the gold

leaves were first brought near die earth platinum plate and then

the upper condenser plate was removed, there was divergence and

striking discharge to the earth plate, and then the discharge of all

was complete.

15895. Thus a part of this charge had been held for twelve hours

nearly, without discharge either through the air-by films—by the

sling-or by the shell lac of the condenser.

15896. This evening at 9 o’clk. all was connected and charged

Pos. as before (15893), the upper plate of the condenser being in

place but insulated. Next morning all charge was gone, and I

expect from filaments or dust particles rather than from conduction

across the shell lac.
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15897. All connected as yesterday (15887, 93). If die upper con-

denser plate be away and a charge be given to the weight, Electro-

meter, etc., then putting on the upper plate causes induction and

lowers the divergence: if the upper plate be raised, the full diver-

gence appears-if it be lowered, it ceases; and if then the upper

and lower be uninsulated, all charge disappears, for on then

raising the upper plate there is no divergence. So the plates of

shell lac had not been penetrated and had received no charge.

15898. Or if the upper plate be first put into its place-then a

charge given to the weight, etc. by the Zamboni, and then the

upper plate be touched, the previous great divergence of course

falls and then things go on just as described (15897).

15899. On the other hand: if the upper plate be first put into

place-then uninsulated and then the charge given to the weight,

it requires time to supply the requisite electricity to cause full

divergence, and of course there is far stronger induction at the

condenser. If now after 2 or
3
seconds only the top and bottom

plates be touched and then insulated, all signs of divergence

disappear, but on raising the upper plate a large divergence comes

on. Putting on the top plate, this ceases; but raising it again,

the divergence reappears. This divergence is evidently due to a

charge on the shell lac of the lower plate, which remains on the

electrometer. When this effect is produced, the upper plate may

be placed on the lower and both uninsulated for five seconds or

more, and yet, being then insulated and separated, the high

divergence is produced; but if while the two plates are separated

they are uninsulated
,
then on bringing them together all charge

appears to be gone. I do not conclude therefore that it is the

surface of shell lac against the metal of the upper and lower plates

that has been charged by penetration of electricity, but rather

think it is the outer surface of the two, which being separated by

a thin film of air whilst in face of each other, became charged from

the air by disturbance when the direction of the induction was

changed, as happened in the Reiss and other cases.

15900. The short slight gutta percha sling which has now been

up with the 56 lb. weight for three days (15887) is now ioj inches

long. So there is no sign of it giving way.
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15901. Went to the Shot tower. Mr Walker not there but

examined the tower. There is a stage or flooring midway for

making small shot- it is about 90 feet from the floor to this stage

and 185 feet from the floor to the upper stage or floor. There is

a chain up the middle of the tower and down die outside to the

engine, and there is a box in this chain to carry up the lead— the

chain is always there, going through large trap doors. There are

two apertures besides in the middle floor, one for a fall of fine

shot from this floor to the tub below, and the other for a fall of

larger shot from the upper tower; the clear fall in the first case

is about 90 feet and in the second about 185 feet: these holes are

perhaps 18 inches square. Besides the chain there is a rope, to

pull up a bag of shot, which runs over a pulley and may perhaps

hold 10 lb.— this would do for the heat apparatus. But I should

want a crab to lift a cwt. weight.

15902. Saturday afternoons are leisure-as the men do not then

work.

15903. Mr K. O. Hodgson gave me a letter of introduction to

Mr Walker.

15904. Pigs of lead weigh difterently-some are i\ cwt.-others

i\ cwt.-and some 1 cwt. I can have any one for an experiment.

28 MAR. 1859.

15905. Sling of the thicker Gutta percha of 0-25 diameter-long,

so that when up in my book room in three coils and with 56 lb.

on it, it was 3 feet long. It and the Electrometer were connected

and charged Pos. by Zamboni at 11 o’clk. It remained pretty

well charged at i
h 20'—and even at 3 o’clk. fair charge was found

when the earth platinum was brought near the gold leaf. Being

recharged at 3 o’clk., it was found charged a little at 6.30-so that

the six strands will do very well and give great strength.

15906. On Tuesday 29th March, this sling was up below stairs

and, with the scale pan and one 56 lb., was 37 inches long-with

three 56 lb. it was 38 inches long-with 5* it was 39 inches long.

At 10 o’clk. A.M. the charge was Nine 56 lbs. weight and length

41* inches. At 10.30 P.M. the pan just touched the bundle of

papers beneath. On Wednesday at 11 o’clk. it had sunk a little

lower and was 41I inches long. At 12 o’clk. the weight was taken
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out, except one 56 lb.— it contracted in length immediately to

40* inches. Being left then until Saturday morng., it was then

39! inches long and was the same in the eveng. Quite strong

enough for Four 56 lb.

11 APRIL 1859.

15907. Went to the Shot tower again to obtain further data. On
tiie basement floor there are three places concerning me : the place

of the lead box, which is in the middle of the floor or nearly so,

and the places of the two tubs which correspond to the shot falls

from the middle and upper floor. A is the place of the lead box,

and B and C are the places of the tubs.

15908. The lead box is of strong wood, 36 inches high by 12 x

inches wide. A strong iron band goes round it from the top to

the bottom and up again. This at the top is fastened to a chain,

which goes up through the middle of the tower, then over pullies

in the inside of the roof, through the side over a pully and down

the outside of the tower to the bottom, where it can be coiled

by the steam engine on to a drum when lead is drawn up. A chain

hangs from the bottom of the box which, elongating as the box

rises, keeps it partly in equipoise, but 2 pigs of lead are always

kept in the box to bring it down when empty. Now these chains

arefixed to the box
;
but when I want to raise a pig insulated, it will

be easy to hold the lower chain to one side, as at a
,
by a chain

from it to the top of the box at b and then by another chain going

from thence to c, to make a good insulating suspension for a pig

of lead there.

15909. I could also easily arrange a shade over the ascending pig,

so as to carry away cobwebs.

15910. The first or middle floor is 84 feet from the ground. Here

the casting hole belonging to the furnace is 12 inches wide in

the floor and has an iron frame about it, raised 4 feet from the

ground or floor, to support the square cullender or sieve. But

there is another hole in the floor which corresponds to the casting

floor above, and this is larger and more convenient for me. It is

an opening 14 X 18 inches, and it is surrounded by a boxing,

perhaps 3 feet high and 24 x 30 inches wide. The top of this frame

FDVII 23
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will support a wheel very well for me for the thermometer experi-

ments (15973,4).

15911. The upper floor is 165 feet from the ground. Its casting

hole is like that below and has a like iron frame which can carry

a wheel; the thickness and strength of the upper iron rim which

supports the sieve is 1-25 inches by 0*4 of an inch and so fully

strong for me.

1 5912. There is a cord at the tower to raise a sample of shot.

It is strong enough to raise a few lbs. and it has been so long in

use that I think all twist has been taken out of it— it is over the

middle hole or that for the box, which has doors. I think I should

like to have sash line.

15913. If the temperature of bodies should be affected, then their

capacity for heat should affect the amount of charge.

15914. The following point is against electricity. There is no

reason why, when two bodies recede or approach, that they should

not change (if they change at all) in the same direction. But this

would be against the idea of a dual power though not against

that of a single power (so to speak), as heat.

15915. It would be strange if a body should heat as gravitation

increases by nearness of distance. We conceive of heat as a positive

force and of gravitation as a positive force, and then instead of

being the inverse of each other, they would seem to grow up

together. Or else heat must be negative to gravity or the con-

verse of gravity and gravity must be in the same negative or

converse relation to heat. This is against the expectation of any

thing from the heat experiment. Nevertheless make it, for who
knows. If gravitation depend upon forces external to the particles,

such results might happen. Try.

15916. Have constructed two apparatus for trials of any heat

effects. One is a square box containing two differential chambers.

Each of these contains an air diermometer bulb. One is to be

surrounded by mercury, die other by air; and when all is ar-

ranged, they are to be connected externally by a scale and fluid

tube, so as to form a differential thermometer, and this shew any

change in the temperature of the chambers. The outer box is of

Mahogany-9 inches long-6 broad-and 7 high. Within it are
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two cylindrical chambers each inches high and inches

in diameter within. The glass bulbs within arc inch in

diameter. Their stems are continued to the outside and are there

to be connected by the scale part. The trials with this apparatus

are given ,
together with the dates, in the following notes (15918 - ).

1 591 7. Another instrument was constructed, first by Mr Ladd and

then a second by Mr Caselli
1
. This was just a large delicate Mer-

curial thermometer, containing about a pound of mercury. It and

its trials, with dates, are generally described in the following notes

(15940- ).

15917 a. May 21. Expd. in the Laboratory with Dr. B. Jones’ two

Malaptereri2
. Dr. B. Jones, Mr Beckett, Tyndall. Shock good.

By passing electric current either of the Leyden jar or of the

Ruhmkorf through the water, the fish shewed their thorough

sense of the electricity and appeared to have no defence against

it, whether they were across the current or were head or tail to it.

By using temporary saddles of platinum plates, we obtained de-

composition of the iodide of potassium, and the place of decom-

position shewed that the current was from the posterior end of

the fish through the wires (and water) to the anterior end -the

reverse of the Gymnotus. In one case evolution of iodine appeared

at both platinum electrodes, shewing that either a spark had

passed there or that the fish could give currents in both directions,

which is not very probable.

Tuesday, 12 APRIL 1859.

The differential air thermometer apparatus.

15918*. The scale part a is given full size below 3—a few portions

of coloured spirit have been introduced into it in broken columns—
and then attached by two pieces of vulcanized rubber, c, c, to the

1 For Casella. Faraday’s spelling of the name varied: see pars. 15937
and 15957 et seq.

2 Malapterurus. A genus of catfishes, certain species of which have the

property of giving an electric shock when handled. O.E.D.
3 Reduced to 5 scale.

*
[15918]
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air thermometers within the box. They are tied by thread and

there is a little coloured spirit in one of the bulbs in the box.

Left at 6h 45' P.M.

15919. On Wednesday morning, the 13th, a change in the places

of the spirit columns had occurred-no doubt because of the

settling equalization of the temperature of the bulbs in the box.

Marked the position at 7
h
30' A.M. -the temp, outside being

57
0
F. Perhaps the same at 1 i

h
o' A.M. At 9

h 0' P.M. the columns

had moved to the right about
jj
of an inch. On Thursday morning,

14th, at 8.45 A.M. the columns were in the same place. The same

at
5
h 15' P.M. Also on the morning of Friday, 15th, the places

were the same. So when the temperature within the box is

equalized-then the variations of temp, outside, which were at

least from 56° to 6i°, caused no change of place.

1 5920. On inclining the box so as to let gravity act on the columns,

they moved freely- so no sticking. Pressure or motion at the

Vulcan rubber connexions caused much change of place either

one way or the other, as desired. They should be stiff- tight and

have as little air capacity as possible— ulsu be dry and not be

disturbed during observations or experiments.

1 5921. The extreme columns or cylinders of fluid, when very

small, shew by their further reduction that they lose a little in

bulk. The change does not seem to be between them and the

intermediate cylinders, which preserve their bulk, but seems

to be due to a slight distillation from the spirit in them to

the interior of the air thermometers during the hotter portions

of the day.

15922. The piece a, the scale or measuring piece, was taken off,

cleared of fluid and recharged with broken cylinders. The air

thermometers and box was inverted, that fluid might drain out-

the vulcan rubber connections made dry-and then all put together

as before with care and the position marked at 5.45 P.M.; though

the bulbs had not been exposed to change of temperature yet the

stems and connections had. Left all night until 7
h
30' A.M. on

morng. of Saturday, 16th. A given column had then moved

about an inch to the left- due to the change of temperature neces-

sarily occurring in the two stems.
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15923. Tried the effect of external circumstances. Jogging or

vibration does not change the place of the fluid. Inclination does

because gravitation of the columns comes into play. For this

reason there should be no fluid in the vertical parts of the stems

nor at or in the caoutchouc connexions. Perhaps a tube of this

form* would be good, especially with a stay or so at c, c.

1 6 APRIL.

15924. Filled both chambers with Mercury—attached an ivory

scale to the tube. Left the apparatus on its side and the scale

tube horizontal— as in the figure!. The fluid was very steady

except when connexion 2 was pressed. At 5
h o' P.M. the fluid

was as in the figure, a being 50° and b 74
0
on the attached scale.

Change of position of the box and scale makes a change of place.

On restoring position, the fluid does not go accurately back.

Also sometimes whilst handling it the fluid sets off with a jerk,

as if there were capillary obstruction somewhere. The fluid was

left between 18° and 43
0

at
5

11 25'.

At 6h 40' the columns were thus!—and think now that tempera-

tures are equalized within.

15925. 17th April
,

at 8h 1' A.M.-same position-inclining the

scale makes the fluid move slowly either way but if left dis-

placed, it does not move back again at once on restoring the box

position. At 9
h 40' P.M. it had returned to its 6h 40' position.

15926. 18th April
,
8h 45'A.M. No change in place of fluid-it

has not evaporated—by change of position of the tube the fluid

changes place easily and on restoration of position goes back

slowly to its place.

15927. 3 May. Faults in the above apparatus. The connexions

* [15923] + [15924]
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1 and 2 are not air tight, though bound by thread very tightly

or even by wire: the application of white hard varnish at angles

made them tight, and then any fluid, as a b
,
being displaced by

Gravity, would return on restoration of the first position. Varnish

however does not adhere to vulcanized rubber, but easily rubs

off. Gum is the same, but not so easily.

15928. The chambers filled with mercury on the 16 April. One
marked 1 has run and let the mercury out. Found that it ran at

a certain spot in the bottom worm marked and not at the

insertion of the thermometers. Not any where else. Marked the

place for Mr Ladd’s attention. Bibulous paper washer does not

cure it.

15929. The scale part a (see note, 12 April) is a source of great

irregularity; because of the bends, the capacity and form of the

space for fluid varies, and consequently when a broken column
of coloured alcohol and air is in the tube, a portion of the fluid

is drawn into this angle and is held there by the counterbalanced

capillary forces developed at the two end surfaces of the portion.

This is able, when one surface is in the narrowest part of the tube,

to sustain an inch of the fluid in a vertical position against its

gravity, and draws the broken column into position against the

elastic force of the air in one or the other bulb. The tube had
better be curved thus and have a sensibly equal diameter in all

its parts. Perhaps also it ought to be made so as to retain its

position in a horizontal plane, to get rid of changes from gravity.

1 6 MAY 1859.

I593°*« A piece of scale tube of this size 1 and curvature—con-

nected as on 16 April by Vulcan rubber pieces tied with wire

and varnished. Portions of red spirit fluid being in the scale,

an irregular paper scale was put under the tube and the portion

1 Reduced to
\ scale.
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of fluid a b selected as the indicating part. The position of this

tube was horiiontal in the scale part, so as to be free from the

effect of gravity on the position of the fluid column. Every thing

appeared right and tight. When the tube was lifted on one side

or the other the column gravitated, but on restoring the position

of the tube the fluid resumed its place, shewing all was tight.

I593 I * l 7 May 1859. At 10 A.M. a b was at 37°*5-45°. At

4 P.M. it was at 36°-43°*5. Difference due to little variation of

temperature on two sides of box standing on the table near the

open door. Put mercury into both cells. Then fluid at 39
0,
8~47°*i.

20 MAY 1859.

15932. Mr Ladd has put washers to the chambers, and they were

filled with mercury on the 16th. Since then they have been shaken

about, but seem all quite tight. To-day emptied the mercury out

of No. 1 chamber-closed it up and packed the box full of well

dried and sifted mahogany sawdust. All was done well-the

indicating fluid is of the same form as that depicted for the 16th

(15930). By inclination of the box it moves freely in the tube.

If the box be returned at once, the fluid returns to its place at

once. If the box be inclined till fluid vertical, it descends much

and does not quite return to its place if the fluid remain vertical

a little while. I expect that the connecting pieces leak a very little

and that the white hard varnish over them has become quite dry

and cracked; must try a tough varnish.

15 33. 23 May- the indicating fluid still keeps its form and

place.

26 MAY.

15934. Tried this apparatus to-day with the arranged pulley and

the selected sash line in our stair case, to see how it would work

at the shot tower. It was slung by a loop 2 feet long from the

top to the eyes in the box side, that it might at all times keep its

level. The weight of the charged apparatus is 10 lbs. and all

worked well, but the following result startled me.

15935. Marking one particular termination of the indicating

fluid-when the box was at the top it was found to stand at 42
0
of

my irregular scale-but when lowered to the bottom the fluid had
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gone back to 40°. When raised again it slowly went from 40 to

41°* 5. Thinking this might be due to the difference in level of

the platform above and the floor beneath, or to a difference in

the position of the box when standing on either and when
suspended, it was observed both above and below when suspended

and when no change in its level could have taken place. Being

above, it was at 41°- 5 —being below, it went to 40°. I did not wait

to see if it would go lower, but raising it, the fluid again advanced

and went to 41
0
and by degrees to 4i°*5. The temperature below

was lower than the temperature above, but I do not see how that

could cause the change. Nevertheless, I will cloathe all the parts

of the stems.

15936. I can hardly think it possible that this is a Gravity effect,

for the height is only 36 feet: but it is encouraging, for the philo-

sopher must hope against hope or he will do nothing great.

15937. Now the fluid passes from cell 1 to cell 2 in descending

cell 1 contains air-cell 2 mercury (15967). So the appearance is

as if die air heated in descending, or as if the mercury cooled.

The compression of the air by change of altitude is a possible

cause. Whether it be the air or the Mercury which changes

temperature will be shewn me by the Casselli instrument.

27 MAY 1859.

*5938*- Applied Copal Varnish and Alcohol over the rubber

connectors and joints. In the eveng., when dried, put flannel

round the stems up to the circular horizontal part in several

thicknesses— then left it to settle in temperature and place. A few
hours later, the fluid in the stem had travelled toward cell 2, and
had probably partly entered the connecting pieces, for the dis-

position is different. Take cd as the indicating column. Probably

the varnishing and the vapour of the Alcohol has had something
to do with it.

15939. May 1859. This morning the fluid as above figured

C 1 5938)^* A little inclination sends it either way, and all seems clear.

It also returns well to its place on replacement of position. Slung

it as before in our stair-case—using the coal pulley (15934), at

about 9 o’clk. A.M. and proceeded to observe in succession above
and below. See (1 5966). I used the termination d as the indicator.

* [15938] x
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15940. The great mercury ball thermometer in its cup, stand,

etc.-trial of its habits-is on my table near the door-has a scale

on the glass rising from o° to 16
0

,
each degree being § an inch in

length and divided into tenths.

At 4
h 40' it was at I4°*86— at 6h 20' it had sunk to io°-88, so

that it changes freely.

15941. Next day, the 13th, I covered it with a glass jar, large, and

included a common thermometer, so as to shew generally the

temperature and proportion of size in the graduation.

At 7
h
45 A.M. the instrument was and the thermometer 57

0

io
h o „ „ „ „ 56°

n*1

0 » y> 3 ‘49 » » 0
I*' 4® » r> r> »

but now the mercury in the instrument was above the scale and

swelling into the upper vacant chamber. There was a little break

in the mercury at I3°75 and ibis went on rising last because ot

the increasing temperature: at
5

h
30 P.M. mercury in the chamber

neck, i.e. break was there, the thermometer being now Ai
0
*^.

At
5

11
45'-broke the mercury away in the neck, leaving less for

the graduation, but the termination is still in the bend. At

9
h

1 P.M. found the temperature falling and the mercury, which

had receded, was as low as f‘%, thermometer being 58
0

,

j. This

is probably a good place for mercury termination.

15942. Supposing that the instrument and the thermometer

changed together above, then a degree in the instrument would

be nearly a degree Fahrenheit, but it would be half an inch in

length. Was left at night as follows:

9
h oP.M. . .

7°-8
. .

58°*5

Next day, the 14th, examd.:

7
h 4o' A.M. . . o°*54 . .

56°

This would give above 3

0
on the instrument for one on the

thermometer or i° F.-and as the night has passed, this is probably

nearer right than the former estimate.
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7b 40' A.M.

10.1 „
12.0 „

2h 45' P.M.

4

5-if „
6.0 „

Instrument o°*54 thermometer 56° F.

» °*54 „ 5
<>°

„ O’ 5 4 „ 56°

Fire made in the room about 12 o’clk.

6o°*2II *10

above bend

down a little

i5°*oo

up in neck again

6 i °*7

6o*8

6o*8-so instrument slower than

thermometer.

61*3

Morning. 15 APRIL.

7h 45' A.M. down to 0*9 ... . 57
0

9 „ still at 0-9 . . . .
58° instrument slower than T.

10.0 „ V 35 .... 59
°

15943. Supposing that 6 o’clk. yesterday eveng. and 7
h 45'

o’clk. this morng. gave like temperatures for die thermometer

and the instrument, then each degree of Fahrenheit would be

represented by 37 degrees on the scale, i.e. by 1*85 inches in

length.

Now rearranged the Jar with another and more sensible mer-

curial thermometer
,
but instrument in the same state.

1oh 20 instrument at 7°*85 thermr. 62° F.

11.0
11 11

OO
11

1 .0 p .M. 11 11
6°- 50 n

4.0 11 11 11
in the neck

11

6.0
11 11

in the neck 11

OO » 11 » i 6°*5
11

11
11 11 11 12*45 11

11.25 11 11 11
11*14

11

6o
0,

3 inst. rising- thermr. falling.

6o°

*2
8

1
too high in temp.

6 l
°*2

6i°-inconsistent.

6o°

Here a fall of thermometer of only 0-2 of a degree at 8h 15'

o’clk. accompanies a descent in the instrument of above 4°-and

dien immediately after, a fall of a whole thermometer degree

causes only i°*3 1 fall in the instrument.

There is no accordance here, but things were left as they were

for the night.

15 APRIL 1859
1

.

15944. This morng. went to the table at j
h 30' A.M.-found

the instrument at 2°35 and the thermometer at 56°. Whilst I

1 ? 16 April 1859.
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looked at the instrument, [it] fell half an inch or a full degree, i.e.

to i
0,

3. On tapping on the table it fell again to o-8 and then

tapping and thumping on the table caused no change. So it falls

intermittingly- requires a vibration-and then acquires its true

place. The true register therefore is:

7.30 A.M. . . o-8 . . .
56° F.

at 9.20 „ . . 0.8 still . .
58*2

Perceive there is a break in the Mercury, and that has probably

caused the fall effect.

15945. The apparent size of the instrument cavity and its form

at top and bottom is about as represented ’, B being the turned

box which holds it. Up to a must be considered as part of the

capacity of the instrument and wants cloathing the break referred

to above is at c.

15946. Opened the box and examined the instrument. There is

a little air in the inside. The mercury runs well as the tube is

inverted, but the bubble which appears in the ball when inverted

contracts to a very small space when the whole is upright but

a lens shews it. It is better in the ball than in the stein.

15947. 16 April. 3*
1 0 P.M. Thermometer 61 -j. Mercury of

instrument in the bend (^-increased the temperature and lessened

the mercury at d. At 4
h 10' mercury still in bend and therm. 65°-2.

At
5

h 30' P.M. lessened the mercury-left it in the bend-thermo-

meter 66°-i F.

At 6h 30 P.M. . . . 12-85 ••• 63°

7.40 „ . . . 9-4 . . . 64°

9.40 „ ... 13-6 . . . 64°
5

10.40 „ ... 12-82 . . . 64°'2

The temperature of the instrument had been raised and not

settled at these times.

17th April

7
h 50' A.M. .

.
quite below scale . .

45°-o F.

9 40 P.M. . . Do 6o°

1 8th April

7
h 45'A.M. .

.
quite below the scale . 54°-o

1 Reduced to
]

scale.
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15949
1
- Have packed the instrument in flannel and fitted it into

the deal box. At night the mercury was up in the bend at d
,

but as flannel, etc. have been handled and warmed, I expect the

night will bring the mercury into the scale. The chief conduction

of heat will be by glass stem-may clothe that or inclose it by a

glass tube.

4TH MAY.

9 o’clk. In the instrument, at 4^9 outside of box, thermtr. 5
8° F.

12 „ „ „ 6*3 „ ,,
61 F.

Other results of the day shewed that the outer thermometer

indicated quickest.

15950. May jth. At 4
11 20-temp. 67° F. Brought the body of

mercury together above and by a given shake broke it off, leaving

the stem mercury in the neck.

P.M. 4I1 20' temp. 67
0
F. . . Mercury in the neck\ the difference in tem-

7h 0 „ 68°. . . Do. perature is 6°*4F.-the

io*i o 65* 2 . . Do. difference in the instru-

* ment is from 3°*3 to the

. t top of the scale (i.e. )May 6tn. and oyer jnt0 tjie neck,

7.50 A.M. 60*6 .
. 3*3 J i.i*. I3°’5 and all over..M. 60*6 .

64
64-8 .

64-8 .

65 .

A. . . 67-5 .

. . 68

F. Mercury broken

64-8 . .15*14 Again the instrument travels after the

64-8 . .15*7 thermometer.

65 . . 1 6*6

2.0 P.M. . . 67*5 . . in the bend a little

7.0 „ . . 68 . . Do. . . much

At 67° F. Mercury broken off above; at 63° and at 64°*8 it was at the

top of the scale, and at 6o*6 it was at the bottom. So that if it be required to

occupy the middle of the scale at any given temperature, it should be

broken off in the neck about 5

0
F. above that temperature.

May 7th.

7.40 A.M. . . 63°*o . . 15*1

8.40 „ . 63
°*5

. . 14*25

12.20 „ . 69°*o . . in the neck

2.30 P.M. . • 73
°

• . mercury shook off in bulb

9 » • . 69° . . „ still in the neck

10.0 „ . 68*2 . . Do. . . but less

May 8th.

8.0 A.M. 66*3 13*1

8.45 „ 66*5 1 2*3 \ yet same temperature

10.15 P-M. 66*5 17*5/ to acquire new tempei

0d 66*6 17

1 There is no par. no. 15948 in the MS.
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May 9th.

7.30 A.M. 64*5 4*5

10.0 „ 64-6 1*9 instrument sinking whilst thermo-

meter rising.

1 1.0 „ 65 2*12 now instrument rising also.

15951. Took the instrument naked into the laboratory and experi-

mented with it. Being placed with stem horizontal- Fahr. 6o°-

mercury at o° of its scale-the finger was applied to the ball-the

mercury went up the scale by expansion, not regularly but in

short starts— if the finger is applied intermittingly the starts can

be made to correspond with it. There is some cause of irregularity

existing within. On cooling, the same effect occurs, the starts

being from \ a degree to i[ degrees. Once there was a click sound

occurring in a large retraction. When the stem was vertical there

was a like irregular result. Whilst expanding, the mercury surface

was always convex but it varied a little in degree. When descending,

it was always concave, and upon a descent it still was concave,

shewing a continual sticking to the glass. Tapping with wood at

the top, end on, broke up these intermitting motions but did not

prevent them.

15952. When the temperature was falling and the instrument stem

horizontal, raising it to the vertical position and so putting on a

pressure of mercury made it sink suddenly; and on taking off

this pressure by putting the stem horizontal, it rose again, but

not to full extent, because the temperature was sinking. The
following are cases

:

H fall V rise H
H V H 165 15 [«c] 148 10 158

60 54 57 i 54 1

6

138 9 i47

5
° 43 45 i 45 15 130 9 09

45 37 39*5 *39 14 I2 5 9 04
39 33 34'5 i 34 13 121 8 129

34 29 3 1 I29 12 117 8 125

28 22 23 * 2 5 O 1 12 8 120

23 i *5 120 12 108 7 115

18 12*5 13 u 5 12 103 7 no
io-5 5 5l 107 13 94 6 100

100 10 90 5*5 95*5

95*5 ii *5 84 6 90

So here we see the fall and the succeeding rise again consequent

upon the change of pressure and the diminution of the effect as

the column diminishes.
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15953. Made some expts. with the globe in a bath to prevent

change of temperature. 154 went down to 141 -change of 13
0

;

and 146 to 1 37 5 -change of 8°. In better experiments the changes

were:

15a, or 122 116 IO9 30
8 8 7

162 T 3° 124 116 28

9

150 121

162
The average change

being 12
0

7

128 105

7

2
5

]

149 1 12 26

161

149'

Being of course large changes for high column and small for

low column.

15954. Worked to know how many degrees on the instrument

equalled a degree of Fahrenheit, so put the instrument and a

thermometer into a bath and kept agitating the fluid with a

stirrer. At 65° F. the instrument was at ii5°-at 64° F. it was

at 76° and 68°, so i° F. equals about 47
0
on the instrument.

Again, F.= 1 5
5° and 62°*8 F.=4; so 3

0
F.= i5i° on the

instrument, or i° F. =50°. Again, 66° F.= 160 and 64° F.=3, the

instrument being vertical; here 2
0
F.= i57° on the instrument.

Some source of error within.

15955. The hand suddenly applied to this instrument shewed the

retraction of the mercury due to the sudden expansion of the

glass very well at the first instant.

15956. The instrument seems very imperfect and badly made.

There is the appearance of a crack round the upper end near the

extreme. Furthermore, the retreating mercury has left particles

sticking in various parts of the tube above, shewing the irregu-

larity and bad state there. On the 12th May, on examining it

again, I found in the lower part of the stem a small column of

clear fluid, either alcohol or water there. On warming the

mercury it rose and was enough to wet the inside of the scale

nearly to the top. The instrument will not do.

I have ordered another of Casella. nth May 1859.
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I 5957* l 9 May 1859. The Casella instrument-about same size

as the former (see 15 April)-a little larger perhaps. It contains

nearly a pound of mercury. The scale is j{ inches long; every inch

is divided into twenty parts, every ten parts is called and figured

as a degree on an arbitrary scale, so that the whole scale has 15

or rather 1
50°. These degrees may be divided by the eye into

\

or even closer. A degree of Fahrenheit is equal to about 47 of

these arbitrary degrees, or is i\ inches in length. When the tem-

perature is about 40° F. die mercury is at die top of the scale.

The bore is flat- the mercury apparently very bright and clear.

15958. 20 May. Examined the instrument. Mercury ascends and

descends very nearly regular, i.e. there is very little starting or

jumping-tapping on the top will cure that.

15959. When resting on the bulb in a horizontal position, and

then raised with stem into vertical position, the mercury sinks in

the stem because of the pressure of the vertical column. When
laid down, it moves back again more or less. With a short column

reaching only to the 24
0

,
die successive positions were as follows-

24-21*5 25 23 25*7 23*6-26-24; temperature was rising

slowly- difference is about 2
0

.

15960. When die column was longer, reaching to 129'’, dien the

difference was greater. The series of numbers were thus: 128*9-

123-8- 130*6- 125*6- 131*5 -126*4- 133- 128- 133*8- 128*5, etc -

the difference being about
5

0
or 6°.

15961. When the instrument was horizontal, and then raised

into the vertical position, the bulb resting all the time on paper

under water, the column took a given position -being then raised

by the stem so as to let the bulb hang, the mercury fell about i°.

This was the proportion when the height was only to 14
0

or

20°~and it was the same in amount when the height was great,

being at 130°. Neither did tapping at the end prior to lifting up

cause any difference. The effect appears to be due to an expansion

of the ball of Glass when it has to sustain the mercury within it.

If a bladder were filled with water, the same thing would happen

gros[s]ly. As long as the resting state of the instrument is un-

changed
,
the effect does not occur and will not interfere.

15962. I think the little jumping or starting as the mercury

ascend[s] or descends is due to this power of variation in the ball-
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this slight range to the set of the particles and consequent irregu-

larity in the variation of the size of the ball and size of the included

mercury. But tapping on the top seems to set me free from this

if the position of the instrument be not changed.

15963. As to the required difference of temperature between

breaking off the mercury above and a given position of the

mercury in the stem: the instrument, with a thermometer, was

put into a bath and the temp, raised to 76° F.— the mercury was

then in contact with the store in the upper bulb. It was broken

off- then on cooling the bath to 74° F. the mercury went to 98°

in the instrument, and at 72
0
F. went to o°. The following are

further successive observations.

F. inst.

7Ay =
7i

u
*9 = 5

0
below o°

72°7 30° plus

75
° - 13^5

So 2
0
F. suffice to bring it from breaking off to about |rds up

the scale. From 72
0

to 74°*6 F., i.e. 2*6 degrees F., the degrees

on the instrument are 111*5, or 43 for each degree of F. From

7i
0,

9 to 75
0
F., or 3*1 degrees, the degrees on the instrument are

141*5, or 45 for each F.

15964. Brought the mercury in contact in the bulb above, and

then broke off at 64°*8 F. On lowering temperature the mercury

fell in the instrument to 112
0
at 62

0
*j F. and to minus

3

0
at 6o°*2 F.

Here, 2*3 degrees F. brought mercury from breaking point to 112

in the scale, which is quite near enough for me, and the number

of degrees for each degree of Faht. is about 47. Also near enough

to give assurance, for the observations were not very carefully

made.

15965. 20 May 1859. Mr Siemens mentioned to me his Gravimeter

instrument-being an attempt to measure heights by the difference

of Gravity. I have not seen the instrument, but think it is some

form of a bulb and mercury-but do not know. Nor do I know
whether he has obtained any indications.
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15966. Differential instrument from 15939.

Observations 9-10 o’clk. A.M.-temp. about 64° or 65°.

Difference in altitude is 36 feet.

Above Below

3*°*5n
’Nr,

)>3
2 ' 6

32-6 /

32-6 /

>32-6>32-

\
3
2-6

32*8 <
/

\
33

So there is no change due to difference of altitude only a little

due to gain in temperature perhaps, if the cells be right, but I must

examine them.

There is an effect due to stride in the glass, so that the place

of the fluid appears half a degree different according as it is looked

at from the convex or concave side of the scale. In fact, the degree

lines are not perpendicular to the stem but inclined, so that the

observation must always be made from the same point of sight.

30 MAY 1859.

15967. Opened the differential apparatus-found Cell ii full of

Mercury and cell i full of air (i5937)-all was right within-no

mercury has got out (15937).

28 MAY 1859.

Casella instrument
,
from (15964).

15968. On the 26th. Thus far the bulb has been cloathed in thick

flannel and that again put into a glass Jar. To-day, took it out

of the flannel and packed it in the middle of the jar, surrounding

it by dry Mahogany saw dust
( ). There is about inches

in thickness all round the bulb. Put flannel at the top in the jar

F D VII *4
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in many folds. Put flannel round the jar and placed it in the box.

Left it to settle.

15969. On the 27th die position of things in the momg. was as

follows:

oh o' A.M, 6
5
"F. . . instrument at 32

0 66° 2 .
11 „ 60

2.15 P.M. C\
OO
O6 • » *°5

70°*o . * „ in the bulb above

n l| o „ <58° . „ Do.

28th. 8.0 A.M. 66
u

*4 . * » „ 100-4

So the conduction is such that the instrument changes slowly,

following the thermometer.

15970. This morning, 28th, this instrument (Casella) was experi-

mented with just as the differential box app. had been used.

I observed above and Anderson below, and it is probably that

there is a difference in the personal equation. The results were thus

:

Above Below

96'4<

i

)9^-

\96-5

97 \

0-5

97'4<(

98 <(

99
/

o*5

0-3

>°'7

)>97

^975

/9»-3

So there is a gradual increase of temperature due to handling,

breathing, etc. But the increase appears to intermit, for the

average for descending is 0*14 whilst that for ascending is 0*46,

or three times as much. Perhaps Anderson and I observe
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differently. Must try that by experiment. The difference in altitude

36 feet.

30 MAY 1859.

15971. Have had an eye piece fitted to rhe Casella instrument: it

consists simply of a single small lens, about i[ inch focus, in a

holder griping the stem of the instrument and able to move and

be fixed any w[h]ere upon it. It is easy to divide the degrees

into tenths by the eye, but much care has to be taken regarding

parallax in relation to the graduation on the front of the stem and

the mercury in the middle of the stem.

31 MAY 1859.

15972*. Packed up the Casella thus. A is the plan of the deal

box, the outer case: it is 6 X 4 inches within. B is a square mill

board box fitting it and 4 inches deep. C, C, C, C, are four sides

of dry cork about | to ^ of an inch thick. D is a cylindrical paper

jar (cartridge paper) 4! inches high, with paper bottom a single

thickness of flannel goes under the bottom between it and the

mill board case B and also up the front and back between [it]

and the cork plates there. E is rolled flannel carefully enclosing

and packing the bulb of the instrument so that the latter is more
than an inch (perhaps inch) from the paper box D. A com-
pound cake of flannels also comes down on the top when the

whole is arranged in the box. F, F, is well packed up with well

dried fine Mahogany saw dust. The whole is now in the box and

is just left to settle-the box thermometer being at 67° -2 and the

Casella at 97
0
(15975).

15973. The differential apparatus weighs 10 lb. The Casella instru-

ment and box weighs 5^ lb. The sash line rope is 228 feet long

when stretched with a fair pull and weighs not 2 lbs.

I5974^* Dimensions of the holes in the floors of the tower

(15910, 1) and form of pulley which I have provided.

* [15972] f [15974]
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15975. The Casella instrument as described (15972) has been

observed on several days as follows:

F. Inst.

T. 31 May 1oh 0 A.M. 67^2 97
°

12.0 69-0 86°

2.0 P.M. 69-4 96°-4

4.30 70*2 160

6.0 697 160

W. 1 June 8.20 A.M. 68 75-2

9 68 74*8

10 678 74*7

11 67-8 74*6

1 P.M. 68 74
3.10 69 83-5

4-45 69-

5

1 *3

1 1.30 68 120

Til. 2nd June 7.45 A.M. 67 32

9.25 P.M. 70-2 in bulb

F. 3 June 9.0 A.M. <$9'3 132*5

The hottest time for the thermometer seems to be about 4 o’clk.

P.M. The instrument is behind the thermometer and shews its

greatest expansion long after that hour; its rising going on often

after the thermometer has begun to fall.

3 JUNE 1859.

15976. This day Anderson and I made successive observations

on the instrument as it, being stationary in a corner but suspended,

shewed the increasing action of heat. The thermometer in the box

was about 71 F.; the time from u h 8' to n h 40' A.M.

1 . . I 4 I *2 21 . • M 5
6

I41*2 . 2 145-6 . . 22

3 • • 141*6 23 * . I46

I 4 I *7 . • 4 I46 . . 24

5 • • I 4 I *8 25 • . I46*2

141*9 . . 6 146-4 . . 26

7 • • I4r8 27 . • i 4<>-5

142 . 8 146-9 . . 28

9 . . 142*4 29 . . I46*8

142*4 . . 10 M7 • • 30
11 . . 142*5 31 * . 147

142*4 • .. 12 M7
*
1 • • 32

13 . . M3 33 • • M7‘3

M3 • M 147*6 . . 34

15 . . M3
*
1 35 • • M7*5

M3 . 16 147*7 • • 36

17 . . M3 37 • . 147*9

M3 . 18 148 . . 38

19 . . M 5

M 5 . 20
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Anderson made his observations of fractions of a degree in

I, I, 4, etc. etc., but in the column I have reduced them to the

nearest decimal, that they might compare with mine. The tempera-

ture was rising all the time, but evidently quicker at the end than

the beginning, because of the hands, breath, etc., but only from

141*2 to 148, which is not more than j of a degree of Fahrenheit

in the half hour.

It is evident that Anderson and I agree very well in our reading—

he read immediately after me, and then after him there was waiting

for a little time. We used our spectacles but not the lens on

the stem.

4TH JUNE 1859.

15977. Went to the Shot tower with Casella instrument (15972).

Men all away had Anderson and Chapman. Placed Anderson

below to observe whilst Chapman and I went to the first floor.

Placed the wheel (15974), which answers very well. The line also

answers, being the braided sash line. The plan of operation [was]

for me to observe first above, then let down the Instrument, when

Anderson observed below then I drew it up, when we observed

it above- then let it down and so on. The following columns

contain our successive observations, those above in black ink,

those below in red 1
.

Self

above Anderson

158°

o/147

The tower and the weather were very hot-and the mercury

was soon above the scale. So took out the instrument- warm[ed]

it by the hand -ejected mercury above and then cooled it by

water until the mercury was near the bottom of the graduation,

35
0
or about. Replaced all and began to observe again.

15978.

Self Anderson

6

44

>55° . . io-8

6i°
X

1 The columns headed “Anderson,” and the right hand columns of

differences, in pars. 1 5977— 1 5979, are in red in the MS.
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[« • •

7 • •

6l
°

] \
/ 67

74° v

. . 6

78° F. 4*5 • •

6 . .

/ 79
»3°<

> 88-4

94°\

• • 5

. . sH

0 / 97 . . 2*5

5 • •

5-8 . .

102° X

\ioj -4

mV . . 3*4

0 )U7 . .
5-8

7 • • >24 (\ii6-4 . . 2-4

5 *i . . 131V

0
/' 35 • • 3-5

5*2 . . MO-*/

79" F.
5 • •

>43
148° (Nneck

. . 2*8

4*3 average

Average 7«

Here the instrument rose rapidly and no wonder for a first

observation. The temperatures of 78° and 79
0
F. were those of a

little thermometer in the box of the apparatus, but the Casella

had probably been cooled below the temperature of the box and

packing and so rose quicker than need be. Now it went on rising,

but the average of rise between my observations and Anderson’s,

i.e. between the upper and lower, is less than between the lower

and upper, being in the first case 4°‘3 and in the second 5°*8.

What this difference is due to has to be discovered. I think on

the whole that the time would be shortest between my observa-

tion and Anderson, and that would give less rise.

15979. Now went to the upper floor or top of the tower and

made two or three observations which gave very nearly equal

ascents.

95° v

\o6° . . n
9*5 • • iU'V

>126 . . 10*5

83
0,

5
F. n-8 . . \yi°'V

But as the mercury was near the top of the scale, I threw off

some and brought the surface of the mercury down as before.
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Then the numbers were as follows, Anderson observing as before

below.

84° F.

Self Anderson

4
°

\

> >9 . . U
5 24 \

/ 29 5

6 35 \
) 40 5

7 47
/

\ 5
2 5

6 58
/

\ 62 4

6 6S /
\ 73 5

6 79
/

00 4

4 87 /

\ 93 6

4-2 972 /
\ioo 2*8

4 104 /
\i07 3

7 114 /
\ii6 2

5
121 /

\l23 2

4 127 /

V 29 2

2 131
/
\

> 3 2 1

3 U 5
/
\
\i 3<5 1

3-2 i 39*2
/

\*39 0

483 Above Average 3-4

82° F.

It will be seen that there is a difference in the same direction

as before and nearly the same in amount. This looks as [if] the

increase in height had done nothing.

15980. After the last recorded observation below, when the instru-

ment came up the mercury was above the scale and there was I

think more in the bulb than ought to be. This must be the result

of an accident, and it is to be noted that whilst Chapman drew

it up it struck at the edge of the aperture in the lower floor-it
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had done so once or twice before. I suspect the column ofmercury

has been thrown up by the blow, or that the lower bulb is cracked.

Came home bringing the Casella with me. In the evening it was

still up above the graduation. Next morning, it had sunk down
and was out of sight below.

6 JUNE 1859.

15981. Found the instrument had not been injured ( )-the

mercury had been bumped up. Restored contact and broke of[f]

in the bulb after i\ hours, thermometer being 72
0
F.

11 JUNE 1859.

15982. At the shot tower again. No fire in upper floor to-day-all

advantageous. Placed Anderson below Chapman on the first

floor to guard the Casella apparatus through the floor and was

myself above. The following were the observations -in order-

thc state of the mercury was favourable, beginning at 18-5 and

rising up to the top, during which 34 observations were made.

72
0
F.

75
° F.

76° F.

Above Beluw

18-5

4 22*5

26

3*5

3*5 29*5

27
32*2

2-8 35

*5
37-5

_ 3*5 _ 41

3

44

4 48

3*4

5i'4

6-6 58

61
3

4 65

69

4

3 72

glove handed here and

so time lengthened
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[
Above

757
37

Below

72]

83*4

4*3

3*4

80

9**3

3*6

4*3

87

99

37

4

95

1075

3-5

5

102*5

1175

3 fw]

5*5

1 1 2

3*5
„

1 2

1

126*5

4*5 \*i* '1

*35

3*5

5

130

144*5

__4

5*5

*39

over the

These observations shew a gradual rise of temperature, but

nothing to indicate an effect due to gravity, for if the 16 differences

descending from me to Anderson be taken, they give an average

of 3*91 due to the gradual accession of temperature, and if the

16 differences ascending from Anderson to me be taken, they

give an average of 3*92 due to the accession-and though the

times may not have been accurately equal, still the results do not

indicate any heat effect due to gravity,

15983. Now I replaced the Casella apparatus by the differential

apparatus ( ), which is not affected [by] general change of

temperature but only by a difference coming on between the two

bulbs. In this case, the indicating surface chosen ( ) stood

at 34
0
on my arbitrary scale. In the beginning, Anderson observed

below- Chapman observed as the apparatus passed the first
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floor-I observed at the top-then as the apparatus descended

Chapman observed at the second floor-and Anderson at the

bottom-and again as the apparatus ascended Chapman observed

again as it ascended. So Chapman observed twice for our once,

and assuming equal intervals of time to be employed between

the ascent and descent, and equal intervals between the first and

second floor, the results may stand as follows-although time

indeed does not come into account but only space.

15984.

Andn. Chapn. Faraday

34— 34-2 —
— — 34-2

—
33

—
33

— —
— p-H —
— —

3 r 5— 31*3 —
31-2 — —
— 31*2 —
—

*1 r

31-2

31*2

3 1

1 T

—

— 3 1

3 i— 006r*\ —
3 1

— —
— 3°’4 —
— — 3°'5— 30-

1

—
30 — —
— 29-9 —
— — 30— 297 —
297

Now here there is a difference, but it is not between above and

below; but all the observations shew that the fluid gradually went

to one side just as if that side became of a lower temperature during

the experiment. The difference was from 34 to 297, or 4°*3. When
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the instrument was taken home and observed again at 7 o’clk. P.M.

the fluid had returned to 34*5. The temperature of the tower was

warmer than that of the instruments (15982) and we know by

the former observations that the box and its contents would be

slowly receiving heat during the experiment. Now the access of

heat would be pretty nearly equal to the two cells, but as Cell 1

is the air cell, and cell 11 is mercury (15967), and as the fluid

whilst going back on the scale would be going towards cell 11,

so it would seem that cell 11 did not warm so fast as cell r, because

of the differences in the masses of matter, and this I believe is

the cause of the change at the tower and of the return to 34*5

when the temperatures were equalized.

15985. So there is no evidence by either apparatus that any

difference due to gravity varying by an elevation of 165 feet

(1591 1) can shew a relation to heat by causing a change of

temperature.

9 JULY 1859. Shot tower.

15986. At the shot tower, to try for Electricity. The lead box

( ) has had the counterbalance chain beneath it removed and

is charged within with lead pigs, so as to go up and down properly

when associated by the break with the Steam Engine. The break

is one acting by friction, so that in the event of a pull on it above,

the friction allows for the ceasing motion without causing any

destruction of continuity. The ascent and descent of the box is

under perfect command.

15987. A pig of lead ofabout 170 lbs. had an iron pin and shackle

put through one end. On to this was attached one ofmy prepared

hooks with a wooden block to receive ( ) the Gutta percha

sling. A like hook with wooden block was hung on to the bottom

of the lead box, and the large sling of Gutta percha was between

the two hooks, for the suspension and insulation of the lead. This

sling, which is of Gutta percha 0*25 in diameter, when made as

now into a coil of three convolutions, is 3 feet long and contains

6 strands. Now such a single strand has carried in trial 2 Cwt.,

and I think therefore that the safe strength at these present

temperatures may be estimated at 1 Cwt. per strand. Other slings

and strengths are referred to 15846-50, 69, 78, 905, 6.
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15988. The Electroscopes ( ) have platinum tops, and to

make their contact with the lead, I had steel spikes prepared with

each a piece of platinum wire brazed on to it. One of these spikes

was driven into the lead, and the contact of the platinum cap of

the electrometer made with the platinum attached to the spike.

15989. As to the insulation of the lead pig-when suspended in

the air. It was charged by a little friction with a piece of Gutta

Percha and ten minutes after gave a very good charge still. It was

then discharged by a single touch. Being again charged by con-

tact with the Zamboni pile ( ), ten minutes after it gave a

charge scarcely sensibly diminished.

15990. The pig was charged by Zamboni-then sent to the top

of the tower, 165 feet, then lowered and examined; it still gave

a fair charge of electricity though the charge had in some degree

diminished.

15991. Now sent the pig to the top-there Chapman touched

and uninsulated it-then it was lowered and examined for elec-

tricity; but there were no signs of any charge. Repeated the

experiment and with exactly the same negative result.

15992. Now charged the lead by Zamboni-sent it up-did not

touch or uninsulate it-brought it down and again examined it.

It was very fairly charged, shewing that there was little or no loss

in the transit up and down.

15993 . I now employed a fine delicate condenser on the cap of

the electrometer to increase any signs of Electricity. Manipulating

with it without any charge in the lead, there were no indications

produced by the use or action of the condenser alone.

15994. The lead was raised-uninsulated above—lowered-ex-

amined by the Electrometer and condenser; there were signs,

and the charge brought down was Positive . Repeated the experi-

ment-first ascertaining that the lead discharged gave no results

with the condenser-and then raising the lead -uninsulating it-

lowering and examining it; when it again gave very slight doubtful

results.

15995. Tried a third time-no results.

15996. Put on a second pig of 1 Cwt. of lead, so as to make the

whole weight of metal about 280 lbs. Still there were no clear

signs of any effect.
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15997. The experiments were well made but the results are

negative. Must try if contact of single pr. of plate$ will affect

this electrometer and condenser. *

15998. Mr Wickens is superintendent at the lead works. Mr
Graham is the Engineer.
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15999. lcc and wool revelation. Thomson’s paper in R.S. pro-

ceedings, x, 152.

Some lightly spun fine wool for fancy work was soaked and

boiled in distilled water to make it thoroughly wet, and was then

left to cool. All air was excluded from it in this way and a thread

of it sank slowly in water, being slightly heavier titan it.

16000. Some pieces of ice were put into a jar of water. Some of

the woollen threads were laid on the floating ice, and also a little

ball of the wetted ice [? wool]. After an hour, the wool had not

frozen to the ice. The whole surface of the ice which floated in the

water was in a thawing state, being rounded, polished and wet.

The jar was wrapped up in flannel, but of course heat was entering

it both through the water and by the air.

16001. The whole was left until next morning. Much of the ice

melted and a depression formed under the ball of wool, shewing

that it had conducted heat from the air to the ice and melted the

latter. Yet at the bottom of the hole the wool was frozen to the

ice by a few threads, and I cannot conceive that any act of pressure

could do this, resulting from the pressure of the wet woollen

fibre and its water. Also, of the single thread of wool lying on

the ice, it was frozen in places to the ice.

1 FEBY. i860.

16002. Pulverized the ice put it with ice cold water into a glass

jar wrapped in flannel - the floating ice was about 2 inches deep

and it was easy to arrange the surface of it, by a glass or wooden

rod, so as to have a depression or pit the bottom of which was

under water and where the water was pretty sure to be ice cold.

Gently laid die wet woollen thread across and in this place as

well as between the ice elsewhere, but with no force except its

own slight weight in water. After two hours, raised die woollen

thread —it drew up several small pieces of ice which had frozen

to it. Restored the wool and left it until the evening. Part of

the ice had disappeared by general diawing, but more ice had

frozen to the wool than in the morng.
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16003. The wool was replaced on the ice last night. This morng.

the whole quantity of ice was less but the quantity frozen to

the wool was increased. Restored and left until die eveng.

Now the ice left unthawed was much reduced, but the quantity

adhering to the wool in different parts, more than ever.

4 FEBY. i860.

16004. A cylindrical glass jar, 10 inches deep and 7 inches wide,

was placed on a three footed iron trivet within a pail- which pail

was put into a circular band box for an outside jacket, and the

whole placed on a wooden tray- the space between the pail and

the glass jar was filled in well with broken ice. Distilled water

was put into the jar
5
inches deep, and clean Wenham lake ice

in lumps and pieces added to bring all to 32
0
F. A glass dish

larger than the aperture of the jar formed a cover to it and was

filled with broken ice, to keep the air in die jar at 32. An inverted

plate covered the dish and four thicknesses of flannel covered

the whole. Two slabs of clear ice, about i[ inches square and o-8

of an inch thick, had holes made through them by hot wires at

a and b- a loop of the wet woollen thread (15999) was passed

through a and hooked on to a leaden weight by a wire hook

which, when all was in the water, served to keep the ice under

water and in the position indicated. A piece of the like woollen

thread, passed through the hole b, served to lower the ice and

weight into the ice-Gold water and could be withdrawn when

the pieces were in place. Before being put into the water, one

face of each was flattened on a warm iron plate and then on a

glass plate; and a groove was sunk between the hole a and the

lower angle of the ice, that the holding loop of woollen thread

might not hold the surfaces apart.

16005. The pieces were now adjusted in the ice-cold water (the

greater lumps of cooling ice being removed), so that they stood

with their flattened faces toward each other and about half an

inch apart. When either one was moved by a splinter of wood

towards the other, it immediately moved back, separating from

the other when the wooden splinter was removed. So that the

tendency of the pieces when together was to separate.

16006. When the faces of the two pieces were brought together
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and held for a moment with the slightest touch, they clung to

each other (being frozen together) with just sufficient force to

hold them, and indeed the slightest force of separation separated

them. But being brought together by such a slight touch, and

then covered up and left at nh. 45 -they were found still clinging

together at 1 oclk., and again at 4 o’clk.-and again at 6.30 o’clk.

At that time they clung together with considerable force. I made

two copper wire lifters, inserted these into the holes b of the two

pieces, took them out of the water as one piece of ice-they resisted

the pulls of the wire and weights, and it was only [when] the mass

dropped from the wires on to some broken ice placed to receive it

that the two pieces separated. There had evidently been much addi-

tional freezing near the places of contact, though the mechanical

forces in action tended not to pressure but to separation and

extension.

16007. The pieces were replaced in the water at 7 P.M. with a

few pieces of clean ice floating over them -and the very gentle

contact having been renewed enough to cause adhesion-the

whole was left for some hours.

6 FEBY. i860.

16008. The bath in good condition at 12 o’clk. The pieces,

sticking well together, are perhaps about half their first size-shews

gradual melting in the very middle. The pieces do not seem to

freeze more together by long standing. Being put together at

first as slightly as possible, they seem to increase in adhesion for

a moment and then continue adhering. The two weights were

removed so far apart that, when the plates were slightly pressed

together for a moment and left, they adhered, and yet the mooring

thread[s] made an angle of45
0
or 50° with each other, shewing much

force tending to separate the pieces overcome by adhesion.

16009. These pieces of ice shew a fine phenomenon of adhesion.

When separated and moored so that they were parallel to each

other and
\
of an inch apart, it was easy by a splinter of wood to

move one round on a vertical axis and bring its corner against

the face of the other; if this was done very gently so as to cause

no rebound, the corner stuck, and then if the splinter were gently

employed to separate the inclined piece, the second piece moved
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with it. When the separating splinter was removed, the buoyancy

of the two pieces caused a motion back again, and this occurred

with a hinge-like motion at the sticking point; so that the inclina-

tion of the pieces to each other could be changed more or less,

yet all the while the mechanical forces in action tended to separate

tile pieces of ice. All this could be done when the point of ad-

hesion was elsewhere, and looked remarkably like the action of

two adhesive clinging bodies.

1 6010. Again, if a flexible adhesive contact was established and

then left undisturbed for 5 or 10 seconds -it became an inflexible

adhesion; for on moving one piece by an act of separation
,
the

other piece moved with it as if stiffly attached, without any change

of the angle between them; but if a little more separating power

was added, then the inflexible adhesion was destroyed and became

a flexible adhesion, the adhering piece of ice changing its position

with regard to the first but clinging to it as if attached by a hinge.

Further, if the new position was retained for a few moments, it

became an inflexible adhesion, and then the two would move

as one mass until die force causes breaking of the adhesion from

rigid to flexible, and then a new position of rest for a few moments

would give a new rigid adhesion. Yet all this whilst the mechanical

forces of buoyancy, push, etc. were such as tended to cause

tension and separation of the two masses of ice, and when no

pressure could be conceived to exist.

1601 1. I conceive that a flexible contact at the rounded comer

of the ice was produced in this way: that the first contact caused

the particle of water at the touching point to freeze, and as the

flexible contact became a stiff contact in a few moments, that after

a little time, particles less favourably placed than the first were

able to freeze and so made the stiff contact to occur; but that if

by motion the contact at the first frozen particle was broken,

the other frozen and freezing particles held on, the adhesion being

thus continued at the same time that it was transferred from one

set of particles to another, and all this occurring under a strain

causing the masses to tend to separate. Nothing, I think, can

shew better that the regelation occurs when there is no pressure

of ice to ice, but when there is a tendency to extension.

16012. Certain striae were found on the inner surfaces of the ice,

FD VII 25
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caused by melting and solution, and also on the outside surfaces.

These happened to be parallel to two sides of the blocks and also

parallel to each other on the faces which had been in long contact.

To be quite sure that they had not caused each other on the

touching faces, two faces were flattened and so placed that the

former striae would, if renewed, be across each other the pieces

were then left in contact at 4 h
.
30', and are to remain until to-

morrow.

7 FEBY. i860.

16013. The adhering pieces were looked at. Both die inner and

outer faces were striated, and striated exactly in die same direction

as before. Hence the striae on opposite sides of the same piece

coincided— the striae on the two contiguous surfaces crossed each

the other set and all the striae; were oblique to the perpendicular,

the angle being about 45°. It is an effect of dissection by solution

and shews that ice is an irregular thing probably because of the

circumstances mentioned in my Tyndall note.

1 6014 *. I have prepared two blocks of ice as before, with counter-

poises or anchors of lead, and placed them in the ice cold water,

which is kept well surrounded by ice in the pail. They were

brought together, but by the insertion of slips of wood into the

holes a
, <2, were previously placed in the position P, so that

though they stuck and adhered as one piece, yet each had a strain

in opposite directions round a horizontal axis. I desire to see

if they will change their position and travel one on the other

whilst they adhere, or whether they are strictly rigid. Left at

5.30 P.M.

Experiments in air.

16015 1. Two rough prisms of ice were prepared and touched

by hot iron so as to round every angle and edge and leave a

smooth surface over the whole. Wet woollen thread was tied

round the middle and they were hung up by lengths of thread

about 12 inches long, each from a separate retort stand, in the

manner of torsion needles. When the threads had run down, but

* [16014] t [16015]
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only so much as to relieve only part of the torsion, the pieces of

ice were brought near each other, so that they would touch in

their revolutions if they happened to come nearly in a line with

each other. Then supposing that they were in the position of plan *

and tending to move in the direction of the arrows so as to

separate; but if a and b were brought together by the slightest f
~ >

touch, only touching by the water, they clung to each other and *

held each other, first by the capillary action which supplied a

moveable or hinge joint; but if left quiet a few moments, the

contact became stiff, and by giving more or less vibrating motion

to the whole, the unchangeable figure and therefore fixity was

easy shewn and the great degree of power required to separate

the pieces, considering that there was contact only at one point.

16016. All the principle facts of regelation can be shewn very

well in this way in air, and though the capillary adhesion remains,

the stiff contact is shewn; and then the removal of the whole into

water shews that capillary action is not necessary.

16017. The effects are so strong that I have no doubt they might

be obtained in common water-first the moveable joint and then

the fixed adhesion.

8 FEBY. i860.

16018. Found the pieces of ice (16014) m the ice cold water jar

in the same relative position as last night, i.e. with no evidence

of any motion on the horizontal axis under the forces which

tended to twist them.

16019, Took these two pieces and put them into a jar of water

at common temperature-of course underneath the surface; found

that all the effects occurring in ice cold water ensued with equal

rapidity-the flexible contact at a rounded point-the rigidity

ensuing in a moment or two-if the fixed joint were broken with-

out separation and the angles of the pieces altered, then the

assumption of a new angle by a fixed contact at pleasure, not-

withstanding the torsion force opposing it. All these points

occurred as in the ice cold water, notwithstanding the thawing

that was going on at all points not in contact.

16020. Try the principle in respect of melting bodies, with

Spermaceti-Sulphur-Lead-Tin-bismuth-and in respect of

25-2
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crystals and their solutions, with Glauber-Nitre-Alum-Carb.

soda.

9 FEBY. i860.

16021. Revelation. Experimented with Tin, having a bath of it

in a ladle over a gas burner. Did very well as to the arrangement,

but when trying pieces of tin, as rods, put into the bath, either

when all melted or when partly melted, either with cooling and

solidification or warming and melting- still could find no adhesion

of the rod ends beneath the surface. This was tested however

only by feeling, and in fact could hardly be expected, for Tin

does not liquefy at once or solidify at once as ice. If a piece is

melting, it half melts as it were, i.e. it will melt partially to the

depth of half an inch or more, whilst yet the greater mass will

remain in a solid condition. The portion therefore becomes like

a sand of tin particles diffused through melted tin -it has no

cohesion because of the liquid in it and yet much of it is solid.

The same state is assumed as the liquid becomes solid, and so

there is no hard point of the surface of the solidifying mass to

test for regelation. The magma of crystals of tin and liquid tin

would almost seem to shew that two substances were there, of

different degrees of fusibility. Perhaps bismuth or sulphur may

do better.

ioth FEBY. i860.

16022. A saturated solution of Carb. Soda has been carefully

prepared and preserved for some time widi crystals at about

46° F. Two large crystals, which have remained some time in this

solution, were suspended by loops of copper wire (fine) and

thread from above, so as to act as torsion masses, and were im-

mersed in the Saturated solution. The surface was cut by the

wire and die threads were about 6 inches long. Whilst in the

solution, being examined for stride in contact with them by a ray

of light passed through the whole, none could be observed, and

therefore it was concluded that neidier deposition nor solution

of the solid salt occurred.

16023. The ends being made to come together and left in con-

tact by a slight degree of torsion force, no adhesion of the crystals
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could be observed, either at once or after 3 h. 1 5
minutes. Being

left at 3 o’clk. P.M. and re-examd. next momg. at 9 o’clk., they

were found adhering; but then a very slight tendency to crystal-

lize on the surface of the solution appeared over night, and this

morning small crystals, newly formed, were over the whole surface

of the crystals at intervals of ^ or — of an inch-and these had no

doubt [? held] the two crystals together.

11 FEBY. i860.

16024. Sulphate of copper. Put this substance on in the same

manner as the Carb. Soda
( ). It was all well arranged and

there were no striae about the crystals. There was no immediate

adhesion as with ice-there was no adhesion after an hour-being

left from I.1 5 to 9.0, there was no adhesion- then left from

9.0 P.M. to 9 next morning, no adhesion.

16025. Sulphate ofSoda. Good large crystals hung up-no im-

mediate adhesion-no strite leftat 1 .-jountil 9 o’clk,,110 adhesion-

being left from 9.0 P.M. until 9 o'clk. next morning, no adhesion-

little crystallization at bottom of the vessel.

16026. Yellow ferro pruss. potassa-no strias-no immediate ad-

hesion-left in contact at 4 o’clk.-but at 9 they had separated;

put on more torsion and left them at 9 o’clk. P.M. until 9 o’clk.

next morning- no adhesion.

13 FEBY. i860.

16027. Sulphate Magnesia-no adhesion at once-or after three

hours or after 24 hours.

16028. Nitre. The same negative result.

16029. Alum. The same negative result.

14 FEBY. i860.

16030. Borax. The same negative result.

15 FEBY. i860.

16031. Sulphate ofZinc. In three hours there was some adhesion,

but this might probably be an appearance due to the direction

of the torsion force. Left all night-no results next day.
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16032.

16033.

16034.

16035.

16036.

16037.

Acetate oflead

Muriate ammonia
|

Rochelle Salt

Nitrate oflead

Nitrate ofsoda

Lead. I tried lead as tin was tried (16021), but with the

Same negative results.

same negative result.

6 MARCH i860.

16038. Glacial Acetic acid. A bottle containing about 4 or
5 oz.

of this acid in the fluid state was at such a temperature that, being

disturbed by a glass rod, the acid began slowly to form crystals

which went on increasing in size and number for several hours.

Rut during this rime there were no signs of regelation. The crystals

when pressed together did not adhere as ice crystals do-but slid

easily one over another and rather shewed an indisposition to

unite and a sort of greasiness in their own fluid, for it tended

to withdraw from their own surfaces. At the end of 12 hours,

about one half of the acid remained fluid amongst the crystals

of the other half. No doubt a little lower temperature and time

would render all solid.

16039. Nitre . Nitre was fuzed -then rods of nitre were put into

it whilst the temperature was just above the melting point. When
they had acquired the temperature of fusion and were brought

together, they sometimes seemed to give slight evidence of regela-

tion; but the point is doubtful, and may have been due to the

internal temperature of the rods not being quite up to the melting

point. Nitre is like water in this respect, that its bulk is larger

in the solid than in the fluid state.

16040. Bismuth . Was melted in a ladle over a gas burner and

tried. No signs of regelation. When the half solid, half fluid mass

was broken up into small crystals in liquid by agitation -there

was no indication that the crystals could cohere like snow or ice

in water. When pressed together, they rubbed loosely just like

grains of sand.

16041 . Ice. Cooled carelessly and only a few degrees below 32
0—

had lost all signs of regelation or of any tendency to adhere.

Pieces offered together in the air shewed no signs of adhesion

until the temperature had risen so far as to allow moisture to

appear on the surface, and then regelation took place.





Tuesday. 4 OCTR. 1853. Telegraph Wires 1
.

Experiments made at the Gutta Percha works on the charge

taken up by wire covered with Gutta Percha when immersed in

water. Shewn me by Mr Latimer Clark and Mr Statham, of the

works.

All the wire is copper and of the same diameter, being No. 16

and about ^ of an inch in diameter. The covering of Gutta Percha

as of two thicknesses, making the one wire No.
3
or f of an inch

in diameter, and the other No. 4 and p of inch in diameter. The

junctions of the covered wire are carefully made by overlaying

the ends, covering with a fine binding wire, soldering, and then

carefully covering up with Gutta Percha, Other junctions at the

ends of coils are made by twisting ends together. Coils ofcovered

wire (each containing j mile) were hung from the sides of two

barges in the canal, into the water, so as to be submerged except

at the wire ends of each coil, which were in the air, twisted to-

gether, and covered with Gutta percha cones to keep off damp.

In this way 100 miles of covered wire was immersed in the water.

120 miles of like covered wire were arranged iri a loft above in

one series in the air- for a contrast or comparison with the

immersed wire.

The Galvanometer used was either a small upright arrange-

ment called a detector
,
or a larger instrument, being a regular

galvanometer. The detector was sufficiently sensible when in the

100 mile circuit to shew deflection when the only source of

Electricity was a slip of {inc
,
the copper wire end and the tongue.

That no short cut for the current was open was shewn by a test

experiment to be described directly.

In the experiments, batteries were used consisting of amalga-

mated Zinc and of copper plates in sand damped with dilute

Sulphuric acid. The troughs were of Gutta Percha and therefore

the contents of each cell insulated. All the connecting wires were

covered with Gutta Percha and therefore insulated. The plates

were simple and 4 inches square. The usual number of pairs

employed was 360. Of course, the force of this battery sent through

the 100 miles in water and air and the detector or the instrument

1
See note in square brackets on p. 411.
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gave powerful deflection. But if the twisted connexions in any

part of the 100 miles were opened, the current stopped-shewing
that the whole 100 miles were in the circuit— and also that the

whole of the circuit was well insulated.

Mr Statham has a very interesting Electric fuze. On a certain

occasion 1 some Gutta Percha was sulphuretted or mixed with

sulphur and then employed to cover copper wire. After being

kept several months, it was found on stripping off the Gutta

percha that it brought away with it a layer or coat of Sulphuret

of copper, formed by the metal and the sulphur in the Gutta

Percha. If a half cylinder of such Gutta percha have wires laid

in it* so that the ends shall be above f of an inch apart, even a

feeble battery current2 having intensity will pass by the sulphuret

and will cause ignition of its particles here and there, and such a

fuze will easily fire gunpowder. This ignition may be repeated

5 or 6 times with the same fuze before it loses its power, and is

obtained by a battery force far too feeble to ignite a platina wire.

Another form is to pull the wire out of the tube— to cut open

the middle part of the tubc+-to introduce two fresh clean wires

as in the figure firing the sulphuret at the opening or inter-

mission of wire.

When the 360 pr. of plates current was sent through the 100

miles of water wire and one of these fuzes, the sulphuret was

instantly ignited. In this way a cartridge of Gunpowder was

exploded under water by one wire only, the other wire from the

cartridge going to a 4 inch copper plate making contact with

the water or earth. Contact with the earth is sufficient in these

cases of insulated wires and batteries, i.e. contact at one end of

the battery and at the other end of the wire.

The fuze seems to conduct better gradually, for when a small

power is used, it gradually rises up to ignition, requiring a second

or two for the purpose.

This battery of 360 pr. plates affects the body well, but I doubt

whether there is much quantity. Its intensity is considerable.

1
It was at one time customary to use wire covered with sulphuretted gutta

percha (Latimer Clark).
3 “Feeble” battery current. I believe that at least 144 cells of an intensity

current are required -quantity is not necessary (Latimer Clark).
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Absolute charge ofwater wire .

The two ends of the 100 miles of water wire were brought into

the house, one end of the battery was connected with the earth

(an 8 inch square copper plate in the canal water being the con-

nexion), and the other end of the battery connected for a moment

with either end of the water wire. Then one end of a fuze being

connected with the earth, either end of the water wire was con-

nected with the other fuze end, and the sulphuret ignited
;
shewing

that the immersed insulated wire had taken a charge and when

insulated could keep it-and could then give it out to the fuze

and ignite it. An intensity battery is requisite for this purpose

and it must be insulated quantity battery is not required. The

action on the fuze is progressive, i.e. the discharge is not instan-

taneous and the fuze takes time to ignite. Either end of the wire

will fire the fuze.

In this case the insulated wire has taken a charge upon the

common principles of induction. The whole wire has become

charged as the end of the battery connected with it-the outside

water takes by induction the opposite state and the gutta percha

is the insulating dielectric thrgh. which induction takes place.

The enormous extent of wire is the cause why so much electricity

is stored up in the static state, to produce a current as it returns.

The whole inducing surface of the 100 miles of /6
wire is 8272

square feet, acting across gutta percha only or /0 of an inch in

thickness.

The fact is a beautiful case of the identity of static and dynamic

electricity and is only a variation of Davy's experiment of charging

a Leyden battery by a Voltaic battery.

Sensation . When the water wire is charged and then discharged

through the uninsulated body, a powerful electric effect is felt, a

regular voltaic battery effect, but only for a moment. The dis-

charge is not instantaneous. By tapping the end of the charged

wire against the uninsulated finger I could break up the one dis-

charge into many smaller successive discharges. I could obtain

even 40 little distinct shocks this way. Here the necessity of time

for the discharge is beautifully manifest-due partly to the re-

sistance to conduction in the body, the outer coating water and
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the wire itself, the latter being considerable, and perhaps in part

to a partial penetration of the Gutta percha by the electric charge.

This same charge of the Water wire affects the Galvanometer or

detector and that very strongly for an instant. As with the shocks,

so a series of effects can be obtained, shewing the point of time.

Here also was shewn the retention of the charge by the wire,

for when it had been charged as described, by contact with one end

of the battery for 2 or 3 seconds, then separated and then left

for an interval before brought in contact with the Galvanometer,

still at last it deflected it upon contact, though less powerfully

as the interval of time was longer. After counting 1, 2, 3, 5 or 10

the action was considerable. It deflected the instrument after an

interval of 3 minutes and even after
5
minutes.

Now the 140
1
miles of like covered wire not immersed in the

water but surrounded by air was equally perfect in its insulation

and also as a continuous conductor-but it shewed no phenomena

of charge. When brought into contact with the end of the in-

sulated battery and then separated, it was utterly unable to affect

in the slightest degree either the fuze or the body or the Galvano-

meter,

This wire having air only next the Gutta percha could not take

up a charge; it could induce only to the distant surrounding walls

of the loft, and to them only by the general surface of the whole

heap of coils, equal perhaps to a cube of 8 or 10 feet in the side

and not to the sum of the superfices of the wire; the supposed

cube, too, being many feet from the walls of the building, whereas

in the water the conducting coatings were only
'

0 of an inch apart.

On a particular occasion, 20 miles of wire covered with Gutta

Percha was afterwards covered with lead-and this acted equally

well with 20 miles of the water wire- the outer lead coating

being the second surface in the induction. The wire was just as

well insulated as in any of the former cases.

Now a Galvanometer, insulated, had the water wire put in con-

tact at one end of its coils, and then one pole of the battery (the

other pole to the earth) placed in contact with the other Galvano-

meter end. Immediately there was a great rush through the

Galvanometer, but contact being continued, this rush ceased

1 Should have been corrected to 120.
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when the water wire was charged and a permanent deflection of

7
0
or 8° only remained. The first rush was due to the run into

the water wire; the 7
0
or 8° permanent was due to the leak of

electricity in the course of the 100 miles of wire, i.e. conduction

away either through the Gutta percha or at the twisted contacts

or elsewhere above. This leak is of course under the influence of

the full tension of the battery of 360 plates.

Then the battery was disconnected with the Galvanometer and

replaced by an earth wire contact: immediately there was a

powerful deflection like the former, due to the return of the

electricity laid up for the time in the wire, and then all effects

ceased for the time, the wire being discharged. Current into and

out of the wire and its assumption and loss of the Static form

beautifully shewn here.

When the 120 miles of air wire connected in place of the water

wire-no effect of this kind occurred.

There were two like telegraph instruments or Galvanometers.

One of these was connected with the 100 miles of wire in the

water, and the other with 100 miles of the air wire. The ends of

these two lengths were connected togedier and with the earth,

and the other two ends of the Galvanometer were connected

together and to one pole of the battery, of which the other was

to the earth. The effects were equal, and that in every way in

which the two wires were changed in respect of the Galvano-

meter. In fact, as to the carrying of a constant current, the two

lengths in air and water were alike
,
notwithstanding a difference

of induction which must have existed in some degree.

Mr Clarke and myself then went to the Telegraph office at

Lothbury, for the purpose of seeing some effects due to this action

of induction, in wires laid underground between London and

Liverpool. The wires are coated with Gutta Percha and then as

many as eight go all the way, each being wrapped about with

tow and then enclosed in tubes, sometimes earthenware, some-

times iron. These tubes containing the eight wires are about 3

inches in diameter, and Mr Clark has little doubt that all the eight

wires are nearly as the 200 miles of wire in the canal \ As the

1 The meaning of this is obscure -the insulation is not so perfect as that

of new wire- 100 miles give 25
0
instead of 8° or io° (Latimer Clark).
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length of each wire is about 200 miles, so by combining two or

more together great lengths can be obtained.

Now effects of this kind occur. Connecting London and Liver-

pool by two earth wires, so as to have metallic circuit all the way -

or by two air wires, so as to have like metallic circuit- when the

signal is made by putting on the current at London, a like signal

occurs at Liverpool in the instrument there it is quick and ready

if the air lines be used and the weather fine, so as to give good

insulation- but it is slower and duller by the earth lines, and as

they tell me, when the insulation is as good or better than that

of the earth 1 lines. The power is transferred sluggishly, as if the

induction disposed of it for a time- the wave ofpower passes more

slowly along the subterranean line than the air line— its elasticity

or propelling force is now disposed of in an exertion of lateral

inductive force.

This fact they tell me is of serious consequence and would be

of great importance in long submarine telegraph wires.

It was shewn to me by putting four of the wires in connexion

with three instruments, as in the diagram*, thus having 800 miles

of wire, with two instruments near to and on opposite sides of

the battery and a third instrument in the middle, or by the wire

400 miles off. When a signal was given at the battery instruments,

they moved instantly and strongly, but the instrument at half

distance moved sensibly after the others and slowly and not so

much.

It was not difficult to make a signal so quickly that whilst very

distinct at London it was not sensible at all at Liverpool. To under-

stand this, it must be remembered that in an instrument the handles

hang perpendicularly or are jerked a little way right or left.

Whilst they hang perpendicularly the instrument helix is not in

the voltaic circuit and the end meant to receive the battery com-
munication is connected with the earth. A motion of the hand

first cuts off the earth and then completes battery communication;

and when the hand comes back, battery communication with the

helix is cut off and earth communication restored. So that any

electricity stored up in the earth wire by induction can come back

again by the instrument to die earth, and does produce a reverse
1

? air.
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current or revulsive action, which knocks the needle back with

a power far surpassing its tendency to fall back to the perpen-

dicular when that earth communication is cut off or prevented

at the time the battery connexion is cut off.

So when a quick to and fro motion was made at London as

mentioned above, the to motion caused separation from the earth

and battery contact with the wire at London, and the fro motion

caused separation from the battery and earth contact at the same

place; and this so quickly that the charge given to the wire by

the ingoing electricity at the to motion had not time to pass to

Liverpool altogether, but came back in part at the fro motion to

the earth in London, and gave the extra impulse backwards on

the needle spoken of. This knock back does not take place with

the air wires it shews the charge of the earth wire by the supple-

mental current due to the charge itself, and it shews the time

taken in the transmission by the earth laid wires-and the cause

why the Liverpool signal is both weaker and later than the London

signal.

By very quick motions it was possible to shew the successive

waves of filed ric force along the wires to the instrument 400 miles

off. Two such quick motions, by management, could be made to

shew the second signal in London occurring at die same time

with the weaker first signal at the 400 miles- or a reverse signal

at London to that at the 400 miles-halving as it were the way-

or causing the laid up induced static electricity to flow out in

opposite directions at both ends of the 400 miles.

Such effects must interfere very much with the determination

of the velocity ofelectricity in wires, when the wires are submarine

or subterranean, and have probably produced some of the dis-

crepancies in measurements of this velocity by different persons.

It must also interfere very much in the determination of longi-

tudes between places far apart. Two places on the same meridian

might appear east or west of each other according as the observa-

tions are made from one end or the other-and if part of the wire

was in air and part in water, the differences might appear to be

unlike at the opposite ends.

The reaction back upon the instrument near the battery when

the earth contact is removed I have spoken of. It is due to the
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return of the induced electricity. A little of it is not objectionable,

for it gives quickness to the motion of the needle. But much of

it knocks the needle back with so much force that it is too long

before it settles, and quickness of communication is interfered

with, for the talker or reader requires more time between the

signals. Some practical means of preventing this action is required.

Then we saw some effects of contact with the earth at different

places -but of these results I am doubtful, for I am not sure of

the condition of the battery, whether insulated or not, and had

to take very much for granted as to the conditions of the wires, etc.

When the circuit was 400 miles of subterranean wire returning

to London but the end left insulated*, then contact of the battery

with the Instrument cause[d] a slight constant deflection of the

needle, shewing a slight discharge in the course of the 400 miles

and its amount.
When the end of the 400 miles in London was connected with

a chemical printing apparatus (Bain's), where marks of prussian

blue were produced on a damp properly prepared paper t, these

marks, which were produced every time battery contact was com-
pleted in London, should appear as straight lines, longer or shorter

according to the time of contact but well terminated at both ends,

thus — ; and so they do appear

with a short wire or with an air wire. But with the earth wire the

marks all have tails and also gradually increasing commencements,
thus —— —

. As the paper travels with a uniform velocity,

these shew the time occupied before the full current is on, by
the raising of the induction, and they also shew the time the

current continues to fall off after battery communication ceases.

By making a series of quick touches at the battery, the marks
would appear thus .By making one quick touch,
it could be seen that the mark was made distinctly after the touch
was over and not simultaneously widi it, the wave ofpower having
run through the 400 miles of wire and existed for a time in it by
itself. So die successive lines above shew the successive waves
running on in die wire.

By making die battery touches very rapidly, it was easy to

obtain a continuous line
y
shewing in this way a series of rapid

intermitting touches of high intensity converted into a continuous
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and nearly constant current by the induction time of 400 miles

of wire.

How extremes meet! It is just the case of the equalization of

force by a fly wheel of many tons in weight moving with an

Engine of 500 horse power. Such actions, however, interfere with

the quick use of the instrument.

Sat. 15 OCTR. 1853.

At Lothbury Telegraph Office from
5

o’clk. to 9 o’clk. P.M.

leisure time. Present: Mr. L. Clark-also Airy, self, E. Clark,

Mr Varley and workmen.

Had all the eight underground wires to Manchester at our

disposal: the distance is 192 miles, and the whole sum of wire

1590 miles of wire.

The Earth contact at Lothbury station is a hollow copper

sphere two feet in diameter, well buried. It is filled with a solution

of sulphate of copper, but that is valueless in effect -'was meant

to be reduced by the currents but can have no such power.

The Lauery was in the Vaults at Lothbury, and not insulated

otherwise than by being in dry places on dry shelves of wood.

There were 508
1
pairs of Zinc and copper plates-averaging 4 inches

square
2
-excited on the zinc side, amalgamated, by sat. sol. of sul-

phate of Zinc and on the copper side by saturated sol. sul. copper-

the fluids being separated by porous diaphragms; copper is

gradually deposited, zinc gradually dissolved, but action is very

slow; crystals of Sul. copper are gradually added. The impervious

divisions are of slate, and these with the inside of the trough are

covered with marine glue-hence an aid in the insulation.

The battery has considerable intensity but not much quantity.

The shock to one or to five persons is very considerable and

continuous-but the action on acidulated water very small. They

like it better than the sand batteries.

The instruments employed have no other insulation than that

1
Altered by Faraday from 288.

2
After the first experiment 508 cells were employed- the current you

received through the hands was from 508 cells- some of the plates (about

|th of them) were only 4 in, by 2 in. instead of square (Latimer Clark).

26FD VII
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afforded by the dry mahogany wood, of which the supporting
parts are made.

The first arrangement was as follows*: w, w, w, are the eight

insulated subterrene wires connected metallically in pairs at the

Manchester ends, and also as shewn at the London ends; but with
three like instruments of indication interposed as shewn at A, B, C.
The whole length of wire therefore is near upon 1600 miles. The
battery whose current is to be sent into it was placed at the A end,
and one of its poles properly connected with the earth; and the

extreme end of the wire at C was also connected with the earth.

Whether connected with the earth at London or at Manchester
or (if possible) at the extreme distance of 1600 miles, is supposed
to make no difference, for no difference due to such a variation

(in kind) has yet been discovered.

Of the Galvanometers or detecting instruments therefore, that

marked A is close to the battery— that marked B is 800 miles off

and that marked C 1600 miles away, as regards the conducting
wire.

When the proper battery contact was made at A, the A needle
moved instantly with a quick strong action: the B needle moved
about a second after A, with much less force, and its motion was
slower. The C needle was about a second after B before the
motion came on- then it was very feeble-and it took a full

second to rise up to the maximum deflection. Each of the galvano-
meters B, C, was later, feebler, slower and finally weaker in action
than its predecessors— the electric current being sent into the wire
the whole time.

On breaking contact, the needle A was knocked back power-
fully and quickly: the needle B was later in returning and fell

back into its natural position easily: the needle C was still later

in returning and returned slowly.

In all these effects, there is the evidence first of the storing up
of Electricity in the wire by the conversion of current into static

electricity, consequent upon an effect ofinduction across or through
the gutta percha which covers the whole wire; and then, after

battery contact is broken, of the reconversion of the static into
current electricity. The continued deflection of the needle C, after

the battery contact is broken, and the simultaneous revulsion or

>41<Z£
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knock back of the needle A, are both due to the same charge

of electricity, which is then flowing out of the two ends of the

wire.

The condition of time is also very manifest in both sets of

phenomena.

The charged condition of the wire was shewn also in this way.

The wire end was separated from Galvanometer A. Next, the

wire end was placed in contact with the battery pole, to charge

it-then separated from the battery and afterwards applied to the

instrument; and the needle was deflected by the charge which

the wire still retained and carried to it.

It must be born in mind that this wire is by no means com-

pletely insulated. This was shewn by separating the end C and

leaving it insulated in the air: then when battery contact was

made with A, it was permanently much deflected, and B also was

permanently and considerably deflected. These effects could only

happen through the dispersion of electricity in the course of the

wire-and hence the reason why, when all three instruments are

connected and the last or C with the earth, the current is far greater

through A than B and thrgh. B than C. I do not think more

than a tenth or twentieth of the electricity which has passed

through A goes on to C.

By making a very rapid short touch with the battery at A, a

very strong direct and reverse motion could be obtained there

without any sensible effect at C or even at B. The electricity went

into the wire and came back again thrgh. A into the earth, there

not having been time for a sensible portion of it to go on to C
or B.

By a touch, quick, but a little longer than the last, B could be

deflected; and because of the time required, this could be effected

after the contact at A was broken
;
the wave of power rolling on

from A to B and not reaching B until after it had ceased at A- the

tide had sometimes even turned there, as was shewn by the

revulsion or back action.

When the electric current was passed through A and continued,

and the dial face turned until the needle took up its deflected

position free of the restraining pins, it was seen that, at the

breaking of electric contact, the needle was for a moment deflected

26-2
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still more strongly than before, after which the revulsion took

place. This extra and intermediate deflexion is due to the in-

creased force of the current at the moment of breaking contact,

which act, as I shewed long ago, is able to induce a current in

the same direction in a neighbouring wire or to increase the force

of the current itself in its own wire.

When instead of the arrangement (p. io1
), the earth was

separated from the battery at A and also from the extreme end
of the wire at C, and the battery and C wire joined together and
insulated from the earth*: then upon contact at A, the instru-

ments A and C move together and at once and are also upon
breaking contact revulsed simultaneously. B, which is 800 miles
off by the wire, acts after a time -more slowly and has no re-

vulsion.

Now the end c of the battery, instead of drawing upon the

earth, draws or acts at once upon the instrument and wire at C,
and with an amount of force equal in all respects to that exerted
at A.
An air wire communication to Liverpool and back was em-

ployed; it was only 400 miles long. None of the above effects

were observed in a sensible degree. With 400 miles of under-
ground wire, they are all very evident.

Proceeded to employ Bain’s printing apparatus. In this arrange-
ment, the end C of the telegraph wire is a fine iron wire, which
rests on the edge of a cylinder about z l

2 inches diameter and half
an inch long, which revolves on a horizontal axis. This cylinder
is connected with the earth, and being a conductor, completes the
electric circuit. It is connected with clock work which causes
it to revolve with a regular velocity; and a second revolving
cylinder bears against it, so that the two in revolving can clip the
end of a long band of paper ‘ inch wide and draw it gradually
onwards. Such a slip, many yards in lengdi, is wound on to a
bobbin or pin and held loosly on its axis so as to unwind with
little force; and being first imbued or rendered slightly damp with
a mixed solution of yellow ferro prus: potassa and nitrate of
ammonia, and can thus be drawn regularly between the iron
point and revolving cylinder. The electric current is so directed

1 See p. 402.
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that the iron point shall be positive, and therefore whenever it is

passing it a deep blue line is formed under the iron wire upon the

moving paper. As the paper moves with uniform velocity, the

marks so produced are either mere dots or lines of different

length, just as the communicant has continued the electric contact

for a longer or shorter time.

In the experimental arrangement, three iron terminals or pens

were employed, placed in a row*, each making its own mark
upon the paper when the electric current passed through it.

a was a short wire, a few yards only in length, connected with a

battery of 24 pairs of plates only: it was connected with a contact

instrument, and being perfect and instantaneous in its action, it

shewed by a blue line (to be called a on the experimental papers

or strips)
1 when the electric current was passing and when not.

The wire or pen c is the end of the 1600 miles of earth wire,

and it of course shews when the current of the 508 pairs of plates

at the A end of the line has made itself manifest at the C end:

this long wire is connected with the contact machine so that the

battery contact with it is simultaneous with that of the small

battery with its short wire. The two currents therefore are started

at the same instant, but that of a has to go only through a few
yards of air wire whilst that of b has to pass through 1600 miles

of earth wire. The breaking of contact at the batteries is also

simultaneous for the two.

The wire or pen b is associated with the A or battery end of

the 1600 miles of wire and also with the contact machine— but in

such a way that it is insulated or out of contact with the battery

and wire when they are in contact with each other; but upon
breaking this contact (See Clarke’s diagram! *), it is at the same

1 The records from the printing apparatus referred to here and subse-

quently are not included or illustrated in the MS.
2 Drawn by Mr Latimer Clark and bound into the MS.

70 tinJery
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instant put into contact with the A end of the long wire. Hence

on putting down the contact key, the battery current can flow

into A end of the earth wire, through it and out at c, making its

mark, and on lifting up the finger, any charge contained in the

wire can flow out either at c or b
,
being manifested by corre-

sponding marks.

With the small battery, short wire and pen 0, the effect was

perfect. The blue lines were of equal thickness and intensity

throughout, beginning and ending sharply; perfectly separated

dots could be marked close to each other, the most rapid touch

of the finger on the contact key being accurately told. (See

Experimental paper M and also N and O.) Rattling contacts

could not be run into a continuous line, so strict was the indica-

tion. Hence the mark made by this pen a will be a true record

of the time when any current from the great battery is running

into the 1600 miles of wire at its battery end A.

Then with the great battery and wire of 1600 miles. There was

a sensible time between the battery contact at A and the ap-

pearance of any effect at the end of the wire or c- a full second

intervened then the line made by a (with continuance of battery

contact) rose gradually to its maximum condition of intensity,

remaining always a feeble line because of the little electricity

which travelled to the extreme end of the wire. Upon breaking

contact the mark of c did not cease suddenly (as that of a did)

but was continued for a couple of seconds or more, being due

now to the electricity flowing out of the charged [wire]. The

wire charged by induction continued to discharge in current

form at the c end (see Exp. papers marked P, Q, R and S).

Then for the revulsion or return of the electricity at the A or

battery end of the wire when contact is broken with the battery

and made with the earth. For this result the C end and therefore

pen c was connected with the ground, or else C insulated (the

results being alike in kind and nearly in degree because of the

little electricity which goes to the end of the 1600 miles of wire),

and then battery contact made for a time and then broken at the

instant earth contact by the printing machine was made at A.

The consequence was that the moment this was done, b printed

a very strong line gradually diminishing to nothing (See Exp.
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paper T). This line is due to the charge returning out of the wire

after the battery is off. It may be seen at the beginning that a

very short battery contact gave a certain portion of return elec-

tricity, a longer contact more, but when a certain time of charge

has been employed, then the wire has acquired its full charge and

a longer contact of battery does not increase the effect. The time

of the charge is measured by the length of the a lines from

* toy- the amount of revulsion by the b lines.

A number of 10" results were obtained when the wire c was

in use, i.e. when the pen at the end of the 1600 miles was doing

duty. They are on the Experimental papers P, Q, R and S. The

contact key was down for 10", then up for 10", then down for 10",

up again for 1o"
1

;
so that the distance from 1 or x toy is the 10" of

battery current and that from 1 or at to 2 the whole 20". The

slowness of the coming on and going off of the effect at c or the

end of the wire is well seen, and the weakness of the maximum

effect and the continuance after the battery current is stopped.

The power of the return current at b is also shewn; it is so intense

at first that a spark even appears and die paper is burnt for a little

time. The duration of this current here appears long, up to 4",

6" or even 8", but that depends in part upon the imperfect con-

duction of the paper. If the pen b touched metal connected with

the earth, the escape of the stored up electricity would he much

quicker. The way too in which, after battery contact is broken,

the electricity runs out of the charged wire at both ends, or b and c

simultaneously, is very evident-and the reason why the c mark

is so much weaker than the b mark for that time is that the near or

A end of the 1600 miles of wire is that which is charged most

highly, for a stronger current has gone into it than into the further

parts.

In consequence of the charge taken up and held for a time by

the wire, it could be used analogically as a storehouse or flywheel,

and the electricity thrown into it in separate portions could be

converted into a continuous stream. Thus if contact was made

1 The key was alternately down for ten seconds, and up for ten seconds,

and so on -not five seconds. The paper travelled about 2 feet per minute

(Latimer Clark).

The times in this paragraph are as corrected by Faraday.
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and broken for equal short intervals, then alternate marks ap-

peared from the pens a and £-at a for the times of contact-at b

for the times of non contact or the times of the returning current.

No return current could appear at b whilst a was in contact with

the battery, for then the b pen was separated from the wire (See

Exp. paper O). But if the contacts were extremely short and the

intervals somewhat long, then the line produced by b or the return

electricity was almost continuous (See exp. paper N), and if b

had been put into permanent contact with the further end of the

earth wire, then the line would have [been] quite continuous.

Now 500 miles of air wire between London and Liverpool

were experimented with, of which about 20 are underground or

in close approximation to tunnel walls, etc. Here there was the

smallest possible trace of effect at the b wire of stored up elec-

tricity, that being due to the underground part; and so the

induction with air wire was proved to be insensible (See Exp.

paper U). The contingent rapidity of transfer was shewn by the

Galvanometer instruments. It may be seen however that c is

after a
,
shewing die time occupied here. I believe the current

was continued for a second, and I think Airy judges the distance

to correspond to about jj of a second or thereaway.

Thick wire - help in curing the slowness of transmission.

A momentary contact with the earth between the wire and the

instrument, near the instrument, ought to cure the reaction back.

Done by causing handle to make contact first with instrument—

mH — then with earth at a— then to break with instrument— then with

earth at a.

27 OCTR. 1853.

As to the contacts between instrument and battery*, m is a

cylinder to which the ordinary handle is attached; it consists of

three pieces, the two ends metal, die middle wood- the C end

is connected by a spring with the copper end of the battery and

the Z end with the zinc end -the C end has a metal pin C attached

to it and the Z end an upright metal pin Z affixed to it also- a, n

are two blocks of metal; b and c, two metal springs rising up from

them and pressing on die fixed piece of metal a . The blocks n , n
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are connected with the telegraph circuit-including the galvano-

meter or instrument, as seen. In the quiescent state therefore,

Fig. 1, the circuit is complete by 0, n, <5
,
a, c, n, g, /?,

etc., including

the galvanometer but no battery: for the battery ends hang

between at C, Z but out of contact. But when the handle below

is carried to the left, as in Fig. 2, the upper pin Z bears against c

spring first and then the lower pin C against <5
,
which action

opens c from a, thus interrupting the circuit there, and then

completes die circuit again through the battery ZC, thus giving

the electric indication. On bringing the handle back, the battery

is taken out of connexion and replaced by die conducting piece c.

On making the handle move to the right hand- the current is

again sent through the circuit in the contrary direction.

So there are six steps in the completion of one signal. This in

fig. 2. The Z end of battery is connected with spring c-then c is

disconnected from u-and then the C end of the battery is con-

nected with h : in that state an electric current runs through the

circuit and galvanometer. On returning die handfle], C first

leaves h and so one end of the battery is taken off and no more

current runs then c doses on a and the circuit is complete for

signals from the other end or station, and finally Z leaves c and

then both ends of the battery are insulated.

DECR. 23, 1853.

Some experiments at home with Mr Statham’s fuze.

A Grove’s battery of 10 pr. plates would not ignite it-not

intensity enough. An inductive apparatus urged by 1 or 10 pr.

of Grove’s plate would not ignite it. Sparks passed at little inter-

ruptions with either the 1 or 10 pr. but there was not quantity

enough to ignite the sulphuret- plenty of intensity.

A Saxton’s Magneto Electric machine would not ignite it.

A Leyden battery of 15 large jars were connected with the ends

of the fuze and of the Saxton coil, but no change.

The same Leyden battery connected with the prime wire of

die inductive apparatus and the 1 or 10 pr. of Grove’s; but no

ignition.

The same Leyden battery charged well up by the E. Machine
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and then discharged through a wet string and the fuze, caused no

ignition of the fuze.

A Leyden Jar-the same result. If the string were away, then

even a small charge of the jar appeared as a bright spark at the

fuze; but only as an electric spark, not as ignition of the fuze.

Charged a battery of one inch plates, zinc and copper, with

dilute Sulc. Acid-insulated 300 pairs; the shock on wet fingers

very sensible. Still it did not ignite the fuze-not quantity enough

and perhaps not intensity enough.

Tuesday, JANY. 17, 1854.

With Mr L. Clarke and Mr [illegible]
1
at the Wharf.

Two miles of wire (covered G.P.) in different coils in three

tubs of water the tubs themselves being insulated on sheet

Gutta Percha.

A battery of 12 X 24 or 288 pr, of plates, sand and S.A.

diluted -also insulated but one end connected with earth - the

other end for use. This battery had very feeble chemical action

on water-but good intensity arid gave a good shock.

Wire ends all connected together and with a detector instru-

ment the tubs and water as ye! insulaled then baltery end up

to the deflector, but no deflection because tubs were insulated

and no induction or entrance could occur.

Water and tubs connected with earth-then battery end to the

deflector: was affected for a moment and then stood at zero-

shewing entrance of Electricity to charge the wire and water-and

also that when charged there was no continuing leak.

Then quickly separating battery from detector and touching

the latter with earth wire, the reverse deflection occurred, shewing

the return of die electricity or discharge of the battery.

The wire was charged -then battery separated and the hand

quickly applied to the wire to discharge it-a sensible shock was

felt. It was not enough to ignite Statham’s fuze.

The water was insulated-and then uninsulated through the

hand and body. Then each time that the battery wire was applied

to charge the wire-a shock was felt in the hand-and each time

1
Possibly Wallis.
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the wire was discharged the shock of the return was again felt

by the hand.

The two miles of wire, instead of being as one wire, was
arranged as two Leyden apparatus in succession or cascade. When
the first was charged by the battery— the hand uninsulating the

water of the last felt the shock-and also on discharge.

When the wire was in a series of three, namely a mile and two
half miles— still the same result was sensible.

The whole length of wire was not enough to shew sensible

influence on time.

By using the horizontal Galvanometer and adding the impulses,
the swing soon rose up to 90°. So a very evident result.

[A page of corrections and comments by Mr Latimer Clark
on the foregoing account of the experiments on Telegraph
Wires is bound in to the MS. here. The corrections have
generally been made by Faraday in the text. The comments
have been added as footnotes with Mr Clark's name attached.]
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1. At Mr Gassiot’s. Saw his fine experiments on the luminous

strias of the Electric discharge, especially with his tubes, and above

all with the four horizontal tubes one over the other. Of the

phenomena here presented, the following seem to me important

:

The well developed alternations of light and darkness at intervals

of
4
of an inch or more. The displacement of them by the fingers

travelling along the outside. The charged condition of the outside,

giving luminous brushes to the finger or a conductor applied there.

The continued recurrence of charge and discharge there, shewn by

the continual recurrence ofthe brushes. The probable intermittence

of the charged state corresponding with each recurrence of the

luminous state. The probable difference in charged condition of the

part opposite an obscure space and a luminous space. The capability

of applying conducting rings or coatings round the tube at the

obscure and the dark spaces and getting indications of the kind

of charge by a spark to a little Leyden phial. The capability of

moving the luminous spaces by moving these ring coatings. The
relation of the coating of a dark place and a luminous place to

each other.

2. The influence of the magnet-first in deflecting the whole dis-

charge whilst the alternations remain unchanged-next in deter-

mining the luminous places; for as the magnet horseshoe moved
along the tube, the luminous column with its alternations moved
with it-so that large drops or globules of light could be drawn

out of the platina wire or sent back into it. The fixed relation of

the places of light and darkness to the lines of magnetic force.

A piece of metal, copper, did not carry these luminous spaces

along in the same way- nor did the bend of the horseshoe magnet

where the magnetism was weak.

3. A single discharge of the Ruhmkorf can produce the alternation.

I am told a single discharge of a Leyden jar can do it.

4*. In the horizontal tubes -there is a prolonged end, small and

fine. Whenever the luminous alternations appear, this part is

filled with like light and I believe truly represents a luminous

space- luminous from die same cause. As this is not due to a

* Ul
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through current, so I suspect the other places are not due to a

through current necessarily, but to a condition due to charge and

discharge

;

whether the discharge be forward or backward, forwd.

in the course of the current by intermittances, but backwd. in

the thin part by alternations. The proposed coating would pro-

bably shew this.

5. The luminous and obscure parts are of course visible only

whilst the discharge is going on, and therefore they intermit,

occurring at each passage whether these succeed each other

quickly, as in the common case, or slowly when they are made at

longer intervals so as to shew the phenomenaby single discharges-

but in the latter case as well as in the former, the luminous and

dark parts recur in the same places, being so to say localized.

6. In the dark part near the Negative wire, the strata of light

often come into existence out of the obscurity and then disappear

again. The dark part there is probably the same in nature as a

dark interval between two luminous parts.

7. As much E. passes at the dark parts as at the luminous parts.

8. The light is not on the surface of the glass tube but in the

space-in the medium within.

9. There must be medium there and this medium acts as a good

conductor-as seen in the long thin termination, where it serves

for a charging and discharging coating.

10. The medium there seems to owe its luminosity to its charge

and immediately succeeding discharge. Where darkness occurs,

probably the discharge more as an uniform than an intermitting

effect.

11. The effect of light perhaps due to a series of charges and dis-

charges at each luminous place.

12. The bands or luminous places are on the pos. side-or end-

whether that be most or least insulated ?

27 JANY. Wednesday. At Royal Institution.

13. As the mercury rises, Mr Gassiot tells me, the column of

strata becomes compressed, but the number of strata remain the

same. This would seem to shew that as the medium was denser

the strata were a smaller distance apart.

14. With one tube Mr Gassiot say[s] that the stra[ta] are not at
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equal distances-being more numerous in an inch at one part

than in another.

15. Weaker battery gives wider intervals of the strata?

16. The mercury rising always tends to cause disappearance of

the strata. ? is it because the medium becomes denser.

17. Dispersion of the platinum is at die negative end only -the

luminous column of strata proceed from the positive wire.

ll^>~ 18. Tube of this kind-no interference?

19. Magnetic influence traced out by single pole of E. Magnet.

20. The pos. wire made if possible soft iron, end on, and made a

magnet by external E. magnet.

21. Make outside ring coating P. and N. by common electricity

or by Leyden Jar-make the P. and N. states intermit.

22. Examine light and dark parts by sol. quinine for rays-use

lenses, etc.

23. Apply the Leyden jar so as to have a snapping current.

24. Fill a tube with steam-seal it and cool lower end: it ought

to make a good vacuum.

25. The column of strata become by application of a magnet a

real spiral ?-revolving one way or the other.

30 JANY. 1858. At Mr. Gassiot’s.

26. Employed Grove’s battery, usually only 1 pr. of plates-to

excite Gassiot’s best Ruhmkorf A. Worked altogether with sealed

Torricellian tubes.

27. Tube No. 12 F. Barr, size, 0*4 of inch outside-2 feet long-

wires platinum, 1 5
inches apart- top wire dips \ inch into the tube-

bottom wire 7 inches from end. The discharge fills it with light-

1

k’n.r pr. of plates only and if platina plate diminished to
\

its size or

even still the discharge will fill it. The light is stratified-about

12 strata to the inch-they are concave to the Pos. wire and con-

vex to the N. wire-they wander to and fro, shifting a little like

northern corruscation, i.e. one into another. The P. wire has a

bright glow on the discharge surface only and the stratified

stream follows on directly from it. The N. wire has a red glow

all over and around it and die dark space next to this, reaching to

the luminous column-the dark space is about
\
of an inch long.
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So narrow tube shews strata, and they are of one nature and suc-

cessive from P. wire to dark space near the N. wire.

28. Tube No. 12 G-similar to the last but smaller bore-pro-

duces like results. The tail below the N. wire becomes luminous

simultaneously with the upper light-and more luminous when

the hand is applied as a coating against the outside there. A coating

of tin foil did betrer-and still better if pressed close to the glass:

if applied at the lowest 2 inches, it induced luminosity in the

whole tail, yet most in the lower coated part. The intervals of the

strata in the light column between the P. and N. wires were about

as with tube 12 F.

29. Tube No. 12 H— like F and G but smaller still —is thermo-

meter tube. Same column as before and the strata about the same

number in an inch. There was light in the tail part as with tubeG.

Could perceive no strata in these parts either with this tube or G.

So die strata occur in the finest tube and there must have been

nearly 200 in the whole column.

30. The tubes 12 F and 12 H, of very different diameters, were

put up in one series side by side, so that the same discharges might

pass through both and allow of a comparison of the light columns

as to die number of strata-they seemed to be very nearly alike

in that respect.

31. A tube (Welch’s, No. 3), one inch diameter- wires 8 inches

apart. Excellent strata from the P. wire downwards about half

way-here it required about i\ to fill an inch -near the P. wire

above, where the column commenced, they were more numerous.

The strata split parallel to themselves and opened and travelled

one into another, the dark and light parts shifting as if the deter-

mining circumstances were not constant. Hence they could not

depend merely on the degree of rarefaction. Luminosity occurred

in the tail termination below the N. wire, but it was feeble.

32. Associated this (Welch) tube, No. 3 W, with the tube 12 H,

so that the discharges passed through both in succession, to see if

the number of strata was affected-but in each tube they kept

nearly their former dimension. In this case the tail of the tube

12 H was luminous whether the wire immediately above it was

P. or N.-but only faintly so when P.?

33. Tube No. 2 D was like 12 G in size, i.e. small barometer
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size. The light was here apparently an uniformly luminous column

and it was only by close observation that striae were brought

forth. On separating the lower wire from N. pole and leaving

the upper wire P., the light fell much in intensity, but the whole

tube was filled with it. There was then no current through the

tube, only oscillation, and apparently no strata in the light. Must

ascertain whether there is no strata in those cases where the cur-

rent is not through but returns.

34. Hung tube 12 H up in the air by a silk thread, so as to have

it free from outer conducting or coating effects, with the tail

downwards and the Ruhmkorf terminal attached to it as before,

i.e. the outer end to the upper platinum wire and none to the

lower wire. Upper wire made P.-the tube luminous throughout,

even to the end of the tail- decreasing in brilliancy from above

downward-the presence of the insulated lower wire seemed to

produce no effect- the brightness of a place seems in proportion

to the quantity of charged surface beyond it, the electricity of

which has to pass to and fro at that place. Found the alternations

of light in this column, but die darker parts were very little less

bright dian die brighter— tfie number of alternations in an inch

were about as before when the through current could exist, so

that it does not essentially require flic through current to produce

them. There were no sensible strata in the tail, but still they were

very weak in the other part.

35. Connected the lower platinum wire with the earth-the gas

pipes- then die light column between the wires far brighter than

before and the strata good and as before. If the lower platinum

wire were recurrently insulated and touched by that from the

earth- then die feeble or the brilliant column appeared. If the

lower platinum wire were connected with an outer copper wire

in the air, but with its end resting on glass— the light was much

better than if that piece were away; but when the earth wire

from the gas pipes touched this wire, the column was better still

in brilliancy. Still, the effect did not rise up to that produced by-

connecting the lower platina widi the inner end of the Ruhmkorf

coil, for that is really N. to the current and not neutral only, and

dierefore discharges better than the earth.

36. When the lower platinum wire was connected with the earth,
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there was the least light in the tail below it:-when it was insulated

there was most light in the tail but least between the two wires.

This agrees with the condition of charge, etc. of the parts.

37. When the lower wire was connected with the earth-we

could not tell by the luminous appearance which was the P. and

which the N. wire. Yet the strata were quite good throughout

and the same from wire to wire. No red halo round the N. wire

or dark space there.

38. The secondary coil of die Ruhmkorf has of course an inner

end near the core and an outer end outside- the inner is almost

uninsulated whilst the outer is most insulated. The outer end is

that which has been used thus far, and being the inductric to the

earth connexion, can be made either P. or N. by the position of

the handle or commutator of die primary coil.

39. Made the outer terminal of the Ruhmkorf connect with the

top wire of the tube and connected the lower platinum of the tube

with the earth- then rendered the inductric terminal either P. or

N. but could see no difference in discharge at either end and could

not dierefore tell which way the current was passing. But when
the lower platinum was connected with the inner or other end

of the Ruhmkorf secondary wire, then could tell at once which

way die discharge was passing by the glow state around the

P. terminal and the dark space round the INI. terminal. The P.

terminal is not altered, but it is at the N. terminal that the change

occurs, and this change occurs whether the N. terminal is in

contact with the outer end of die Ruhmkorf, or with the inner

end; i.e. if the upper platinum wire be connected with the outer

end of Ruhmkorf and made N. inductrically, whilst the lower

platinum wire is connected with the earth or with the other end

of the Ruhmkorf secondary- the negative upper terminal is

luminous as the P. or presents its own dark space accordingly;

or if the wires of the Ruhmkorf be changed-the results are still

the same.

40. Now associated the inner end of the Ruhmkorf with the

upper platinum wire of the tube and left the lower platinum of

the tube insulated. Whether the current from the Rhumkorf

wire P. or N. arranged, there were no effects-no current thgh.

the tube or impulse tending to charge it. Then connected the

FD VII 27
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lower platinum wire with the earth- there was then nothing with

use of one or two cells-when ten cells on, then a feeble discharge

now and then. So that all the important and luminous effect[s]

are when the outer end of Ruhmkorf acts as the inductric. When
that was put on to the lower platinum wire, after removing the

earth contact, then all the phenomena recurred.

41. It will be important to remember this when considering the

phenomena of the tube, for the two ends are not equal in P. and

N. force. One is eminently inductric to the other. What will P.

and N. discharge from a Leyden Jar do?

42. Tube No. 2 A hung up tail downwards. The outer Ruhmkorf

wire to the top platinum and the inner Ruhmkorf to the bottom

platinum. Always one cell of Grove’s battery. The phenomena

were good-but even with 9 cells there was no luminosity in the

lower part or tail. Returned to one cell for the exact phenomena.

Whether the upper or lower platinum wire was P. (the upper

always being the inductric or outer wire of Ruhmkorf), the tube

was about half filled with strata, from the P, wire to the middle

distance; die rest was dark, except that the N. wire had iLs peculiar

red glow - there was no effect in the tail except the Stokes’ phe-

nomena. Then changed the Ruhmkorf connexion, making the

lower platinum communicate with its outer wire end, but the

effects were the same. So this a true and complete case in which

both ends of the Ruhmkorf secondary coil were influential and

the earth’s connexion cut off. With two cells and the lower

platinum P., light appeared feebly in the tail.

43. Now connected the outer Ruhmkorf wire with the upper

platinum wire, removed the lower one, leaving the tube so far

insulated and incapable of a current through it, and used one cell.

Light appeared at each Ruhmkorf alternation in the whole of the

tube
,
and brighter in the lower tail part dian in the wide part above.

The upper part of the column near the charging wire had the

strata feebly but large. Whether the wire was made inductric P.

or N., the phenomena were the same.

44. Employed two cells
,
with the same result as to the strata and

appearances, but the light generally brighter. Used ten cells- still

the characters of the result the same except that the light was

brighter. In this case, when the upper inductric wire was P.,
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brushes of the usual kind went off from it into the air above.

When N. there were no brushes— this is the ordinary effect.

45. So the tube is here charged by the [illegible] power of the

rare medium within and discharged by return of the charge through

the same course. There is no through current. But the strata are

produced here. In this case there can be no interference properly

so called.

46. The superior brightness of the tail part is due to the com-
pression of the tube and therefore denser state of the electricity

which goes to create induction outwards at that part. Whenever
the current is compressed by any circumstance— its brightness

increases in proportion.

47. Now uninsulated the tube by connecting its lower platinum

wire with the earth through the gas pipes— the phenomena im-

mediately became the same as with the small tube (p. 8 1

)? he.

there was no dark discharge near either wire, whether the current

goes up or down, with one cell or with ten of Grove’s battery.

The current must go through the Ruhmkprf to give the darkness

near the N. wire. This looks as if obstruction had to do with the

luminosity, since facilitation turns part of the light into obscurity.

It suggests also that there is more obstruction at the P. wire

onwards than at the N. wire onwards.

48*. Worked with another wide tube, No. 3 W, inch

diameter; this being held horizontally by two corks in a notched

wooden stand and therefore coated and uninsulated there. When
both the Ruhmkorf ends were connected with its wires, the dis-

charge was a stream of light not filling the width of the tube and

without strata— it was like the discharge in an air pump vacuum.

The finger applied against one side of the tube caused the column
to retreat towards the other side and become brighter at the part,

as if the discharge were compressed into a smaller space. When the

finger was moved in one direction round the glass, the column of

light within moved round in the opposite direction
,
always keeping

at the opposite end of the diameter joining the two. Would a

coating round this tube form a dark ring or space there ?

49. Another tube No. 5 (No. 2 E ?). Is generally like tube 6,

being an inch in diameter. It was suspended by silk: the upper
1 Pars. 37-40.

* 148]

l
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platinum wire connected with the outer end of Ruhmkorf and

the lower to the inner end— the upper made P. The luminous

strata were few, large and reached halfway to the lower wire—then
darkness and then the lower negative wire with its close red

glow. When the knuckle was applied to the outside, the strata

obeyed it in some degree, moving with it and being in part

dependant on it - the knuckle acts like a coating. A sound was
produced - feeble—but of a high pitch like a cricket note, but con-

tinuous and constant in pitch -it was loudest when the knuckles

were applied to the middle part of the tube. Could then feel the

tube trembling, especially if it were clipped lightly by the finger

and thumb. When a slip of tin foil held in the fingers had one
end applied in place of the knuckle, it performed the same office,

and now found that it was attracted by the glass when close to it,

adhering to it with some force. A second Ruhmkorf coil B had
been used in this case, but now returned to the use of the first

or former coil A and kept to it onwards.

50. With this A coil, and the outer end to the upper platinum and
made P., the lower platinum being to the inner end and of course

N., then the following was the order of the luminous appearances

at the P. wire P there was a glow, white; then darkness, which
gradually rose up further on into a glow A, which ceased rather

suddenly and then the darkness gradually rose up into another

glow B— then sudden darkness rising up into a third glow C— after

which darkness for three inches up to the glow on the N. wire.

From the bottom or maximum of A to the like point of B was
1*25 inches. Great magnitude of the alternations.

51. Fingers affect these and their place. When the finger and
thumb is applied at any place, the alternations settle in relation

to them, and then if the fingers be moved up or down, the alterna-

tions move with them. If fingers carried up, the alternations go
up, those that approach to the platinum P. disappearing into it

and fresh ones appearing in the parts left below. If the fingers are

carried down, the strata disappear below and flow into existence

at the wire P. above. The place of the fingers is a 1

place.

52. When the fingers grasp the tube, it is felt to vibrate strongly—
1 The words “dark? or light** have been written in pencil in this space.
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and there is also a continuous high note produced. The vibrations

or tremble occur in the lower and dark part as well as. at the part

above.

53. When an outer insulated Leyden Jar (pint) had its inside

connected with the upper platina wire and its outside with the

lower, there was no dark negative part; the light was continuous

throughout and far brighter than before and the strata were

scarcely apparent.

54. Now placed this tube No.
5
horizontal by means of the cork

and stand, and associated the Ruhmkorf to both platinum wires.

Looked for the brushes to the fingers at the side of the tube-they

were there but not very good. Put a piece of tin foil as coating

round the positive strata; it was about an inch wide and ring form,

tied moderate close. When Insulated it did not affect the position

of the light and dark places, but when uninsulated, immediately

the nearest light place went into it, and then if it was moved the

light travelled with it. This tin foil gave a recurring pricking

spark to the finger applied lightly to its edge.

55. Insulated this coating; then applied a little jar to take of[f]

its charge-a weak charge could be obtained and that was P. by

the gold leaf electrometer. If held long against the tin foil coating

the charge did not rise higher. The charge seemed to be positive

at all parts-near the negative wire as well as at the P. Whether

the upper wire was P. or N., still the electricity gathered from the

outside of the tube was P.

56. The long tube, No. 1 1, mounted horizontally and both wires

connected with the Ruhmkorf. The strata were very beautiful,

being about 18 inches of[f] the P. and
3
or 4 inches of dark space

near the neg. wire. The hand applied to the tube felt the tremors

and with peculiarities, for if held still they were hardly sensible,

whereas if the hand moved along the tube to and fro they were

strongly felt.

57. By adjustment of the contact breaker, strata could be made

to appear in the darkness and associated with the negative wire-

these were of a red colour-much fainter than the others and

having a dark space, small, between them and the positive series-

they had the reverse concavity to the former, being concave to

the negative wire.
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58. Curious and requires solution, that finger in p. n 1 made

the space dark near it, whilst in better tubes the light part came

nearest to it.

59. Will a stronger current produce the effect of strata in a

denser air? And if so, how far on towards brush in common air?

60. The number of strata in an inch appears to be affected by the

diameter of the tube- perhaps by the vicinity of the glass and

the state it assumes.

61. Will the tail end of the tube give glow when its wire, being

the inductric, is made P. and not when made N ? Ifany difference,

what is it ? Also if the tube be insulated and only the wire near

the tail be connected with the outer Ruhmkorf, what will be the

effect in the tail when the charge is P. and then N. ?

62. The trembling of the tube shews its reciprocation with the

discharge and I think by the medium. It appears to reciprocate

to the pulsations within. The note produced is very high.

63. Try white of Egg on it. Also Lycopodium. Also the

Kaleidophone.

64*. What would an induction charge only do? If anything,

what would be the diffrence between raising the induction and

lowering it? If light produced by the Ruhmkorf, the magnet

ought not to deflect such a column. If by the Leyden Jar, then

it ought to be deflected the two ways.

65. Observe the heat produced.

66. Try oxygen, hydrogen, Nitrogen and Carb. acid vacua-

produced by the Barometer.

67. Try dark spaces for Stokes’ effect.

68. It seems probable to me that convection occurs through a

certain distance and causes approximation, and that then discharge

of these accumulations occur to each other, with convection on

the return of the particles from the discharge and so discharge

again. By vibration of the whole column in subdivisions, these

would quickly adjust to each other throughout the mass; but

must try to ascertain where the discharge and the light are in

relation to each other. One passage can give the alternating

column, and it would seem to require that it should consist of

innumerable elementary passages to account for the difference

between these appearances and stationary undulations ?

1
Par. 48.

•'7dzz^
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69. Have fire balls any relation to these luminous phenomena?
70. Gassiot has sent me a note saying that wherever the clip

coating were applied to the tubes—gold leaves connected with

them repell each other. This accord with our always finding the

outside positive, p. 13
x
.

[Gassiot’s letter, referred to in par. 70, is bound into the MS.
at this point; it is printed below.]

30 Jany. 1858 s

Saturday, 10 o’clock.

My clear Faraday,

After you left I made the following experiment*:
A No 5 Tube
b, b' 2. Clips attached to

E a Dble. leaf Electroscope
Whether the clips were as in figure or separated to their fullest extent or
nearly in contact

, the leaves of the Electroscope always repelled, shewing that

at no time were there signs of opposite states of Electricity on the Tube.
When Wheatstone saw the Experiment in this (or a similar tube), he

considered the striae as mere cases of induction, alternating + and — ;
if

the experiment is correct this cannot be the case— at all events I give you
the fact as I observed it.

Believe me

Dr. Faraday

truly yours

J. P. Gassiot

Wednesday 3 FEBY. 1858.

71*. The long tube
, p. 13 3

,
No. 11. The wires are about 22 inches

apart. That near the tail end has been always made neg. and
has an extensive deposit of platinum wire there on the glass. The
P. column of light strata is about 18 inches long and the N.
obscurity about 4 inches. It was placed horizontally— is about
o*8 of an inch in diameter. A piece of tin foil put round the tube,

so as to form a loose coating about 3 inches long, but open § of
inch at the top so as to see the state of the light column within.

This put over the middle of the P. light column and then moved
1 Par. 55.

2 Dated by Faraday. 3 Par. 56.
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to and fro along the tube. The character of the column and its

strata remd. generally the same but the strata seemed to move
to and fro with the coating as if sticking to it. Leaving the coating

insulated or touching it and uninsulating it made a little difference

in the appearances and place of the strata. I think the strata were

most regular where there was no coating—and next to that where

the coating was insulated. The coating was applied only very

loosely and not by paste or gum.

72. When this coating was brought along the column towards

the N. wire, as soon as it reached the obscure part the latter was

increased, i.e. the end of the P. luminous column was extinguished

for about 2 inches. As the coating advanced towds. the N. wire,

the end of the column retreated within it and the two could not

be made to coincide. This effect took place only when the coating

was uninsulated; when insulated the light was not extinguished.

73. When the coating was placed in like manner near the P. wire,

it evidently increased the brightness and length of the end of the

luminous column next the obscure N. space.

74*. Inclosed current . Coated the long tube in two places within

the wires :-made these P. and N. by the Ruhmkorf, leaving

the platina wires insulated-immediately the luminous stratified

column appeared between the coatings with all the characters of

the P. luminous column -but no dark part between it and the N.

The stratification is as good as if the currents were through
,
yet

here can be only to andfro, for the internal currents are insulated.

The coatings were about 10 inches apart and each i\ inches long.

As the size of the coatings were diminished the luminosity became

less and less-but even when they were only \ an inch or less in

extent the phenomenon was apparent. This is as it ought to be, for

ofcourse the current within is proportionate to the charged surfaces

of glass at the two coatings.

75. No darkness at the N. surface. Well, there is nothing at this

N. surface to make it- differs from the P. surface -all is glass,

whereas at the N. wire surface there is a continual disintegration

of the metal, producing a cloud of particles and an extensive

lining of deposit. Is not this the cause of the obscurity? Would
not a metallic lining within the tube produce the effect, and

indeed, some important variations of it?

* [74]
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76. In these experiments with inclosed currents, the further ends

of the tube were luminous. The hands applied there increased

the light-acting indeed as coatings.

77. Connecting the wire b with the earth— the luminous strata

appeared well between it and the coating d. This was almost

certainly due to a derived but returning current, not a real through

current-for all current from d would have to return to it.

78. When this wire was to the earth by gas pipes, the luminous

strata had a new appearance. Usually they are dished, the con-

cavity being towards the P. wire, with the through current. With

the inclosed currents before wire b was to the earth, this was

generally the state; but when wire b to the earth, each luminous

stratum became a very flattened spheroid, the outer surfaces of

which were more luminous than the middle, as if there were a

return set of strata consequent upon every direct set; the two

effects being combined together and the intervening dark space

becoming by that more restricted. Could these be opened out

from each other by the revolving mirror, and any separate effect

of the forwd. and backwd. current be established ?

79. Put the coatings c, d
,
as far apart as might be without touching

the wires a, £-the luminous column appeared as before.

80. Coated the extreme ends at e and/: the effect the same but

smaller, because less charged surface.

81*. When two smaller coatingfs] of tin foil, g and A, were near

the chief coatings, small sparks continually passed between them

and the large coatings; if the distance apart was a little greater,

they were larger and fewer-if the distance still greater, they did

not occur. In fact these became small subordinate coatings, which

in contact with c and d acted the like part with them-but at a

little distance could only take their part in the action by sparks

from c and d- as in the diamond jar. But this only happened if

the small coatings were insulated. If one or either were connected

with the earth, then the passage of spark between ceased.

82. I suppose this is the action. Suppose d coating positive— the

inner surface at that place will become negative (the vacuum

within acting as general conductor there) -then the part within

the small coating h will be negative inside and so require h outside

to become positive- this it will do either by a spark from d or

* T8il « tpci
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by a charge from the earth. As the state falls—all these effects

will return.

83. If g and h (the small coatings) be connected together by

wire, and so far from larger coatings c, d
,
as to give no sparks

there, the luminous strata within are fine and reach from c to d:

if nearer, so as to give a few large sparks to the great coating-also

the strata. If still nearer, so as to give an abundant stream of small

sparks— then the luminous column nearly uniform, i.e. unstratified.

If both touch the large coatings, then the tube is dark, for in fact

the Ruhmkorf currents are then all transmitted outside the tube.

84. Added c to g and d to h and took away the wire between

g and A— so this is the first experiment with the outer coating and

the effect was as before ( ). Connected each coating with

the platina wire near it- then there was the simple and usual

effect of a through discharge and the dark Negative space as on

former occasions.

85. In this case, had again the clinging of tin foil slip to die out-

side of the tube as before ( ), but often lose this effect with

shorter tube. Will it happen with the inclosed currents or dis-

charges ?

86. Gold leaf applied in slips at or near the outside of the tube

with through discharge shews its Electrical state very well.

87*. If coating c and d be to the Ruhmkorf so as to have inclosed

currents, and coating g and h be insulated (d being made Neg.),

g and h do not affect the character of the discharge; but if they

be uninsulated
,
they compress the luminous part of the discharge

into their axis, and also render it more luminous there, as if the

central part then conducted more power than before. This is the

same effect as that of the finger in former cases ( ), but it

seems to shew that the part of the medium near the finger is

unfitted in some degree for the full act of conduction, and if so,

by the facil obedience to induction, results which the uninsulated

coating gives.

88. When coatings were added at i and k and these were con-

nected with the Ruhmkorf, i being made neg.—then the inclosed

currents reached from one to the other—and on touching either

c, gy
h or d to uninsulate them, the same compression of the light

into their axes occurred as before.

d, 1
<

k

[87]
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89. Now cleared off all the coatings and sent the Ruhmkorf
currents through the tube, making a wire inductric and N.— it

always having been kept N. up to this time and consequently the

black coating of platinum being there within. Did not obtain

the tremblings on the hand, whether still or moved ( )-or

the high sound -or the attraction of the tin foil—or any crispation

on white ofEgg laid on the tube— or any effects with Lycopodium.

Even a coating of tin foil round the middle of the tube shewed

no signs of external charge or discharge. Yet all the phenomena

inside of strata, etc.

90. But the inductric wire had been the N. all this time. Left the

connexions unaltered, but reversed the current and so rendered

a P. and b N.-and then the coating of foil gave plenty of outer

electricity in sparks.

91. So changed the wires-made b wire inductric and P.-the a

wire then becoming the inducteousand N. (leastwe should
[ J

deposit ofplatinum at a inside ( )). Now obtained the song the

brushes from the outer glass, feeble—and the tremors to the hand,

etc. So that the inductric wire should be P. seems required for

this set of results. So when b inductric and P.—outer signs,

motion, spark, etc.; when b inductric and N.-only a little from

the coating of foil-but poor.

92. The wire b in this tube has only been made N. a few times

to-day by the through current, but the inner black coating of

diffused platinum appeared in considerable proportion-it cannot

be again dispersed or taken away.

93. This long tube, No. n, associated with three large coatings

of tin foil thus*, c, m and d~ the wire b inductric and P.— the three

coatings insulated. The littleLeyden jar applied to coating d; sparks

passed continually-if near enough could catch a fair charge by the

electrometer sometimes, but only by accident-the recurring

sparks shew discharge between the coating and the jar knob to and

fro, and that natural. Same results at coating c and also at coating m.

94. Fixed a needle point on to the jar knob and avoided taking

sparks. Now when opposite d coating, it collected a charge,

always positive. At the middle coating m it collected a much

feeblefr] charge, also positive-at c coating the charge was feeble

* [93]
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and negative. In these experiments the internal current not

through but to and fro.

95. Made the Ruhmkorf connexion to platina wires a and l
,
the

wire h being inductric and the three coatings insulated. The wire b

was rendered P. Now continued contact of the phial knob with

coating d gave positive charge-but little or none was obtained

from c or m coatings.

96. Instead of the jar, connected a gold leaf electrometer to

coating d-the leaves diverged constantly, becoming N.; if dis-

charged by a touch, they rose up again N. The same was the

case with coating c and coating m . All this time the Ruhmkorf
was acting, wire b being inductric and P. and wire a inducteous

and N.

97. For a few moments reversed the inner current, making b

inductric but N.-but the results were the same; all the coatingfs]

became N and if discharged resumed that state.

98. A small tin foil coating gave the same result. One of the

brass clips gave the same result. Made the wire b P.—put a clip

round the tube near it- but whether near to or gradually removed

from it, it charged the Electrometer negatively.

99. Much care is required in making the contacts in these feeble

cases, for varnish or oxide of the apparatus often insulates and

interferes.

100*. Removed the long tube and took tube No. 5 (No. 2, E?)

( ),
placing it horizontal and putting two loose brass clips

on to it. Had a gold leaf electrometer of two separate leaves—

connected one of these with one clip and the other leaf with

the other clip-connected the Ruhmkorf with the wires of

platinum. The bands were very good, but as to the gold leaves,

sometimes they attracted each other and sometimes repelled each

other and that irregularly, and whether they were near together

or far apart, or over light or dark parts.

101. Striking- that these clips and their wires often took a charge

which seemed permanent after the Ruhmkorf was stopped. Also

that their motions were by sudden fits and starts, as if often caught

by rapidly recurring and changing action during the Ruhmkorf
action.

102. Took another of the shorter wide tubes, that called W,

* [100]
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No. 3, and suspended it vertically in free air by silk thread. Made
wire b inductric and wire a inducteous, so had the through

current-3 always P., and a N. Coating, being a ring of tin foil,

/z, to double leaf electrometer A; rendered it Pos. Made the lower

wire a P. and the lower coating 0 connected with the Electrometer

gave no signs-doubtful result. These uncertain results appeared

for a while-at last, changed the tube and took another like it

and took care to have all the contacts clean and good.

103. In this tube, made b inductric and a inducteous, connected

both with the Ruhmkorf and had the two narrow coatings on

as before-clips. Then connected the upper clip to the electro-

meter, and when the upper wire b was P. the Electrometer was P.,

and when the upper wire b was N. the Electrometer was N.-the

clip outside taking the same character as the inductric wire near it.

104. Same position of things: top wire b made N.-then the top

clip made its attached electrometer N. with difficulty. Top wire b

made P.-then the top clip made its electrometer strongly but

uncertainly P. With the top wire b made N.— the bottom clip to

electrometer gave it a little N. charge. Top wire b made P.-

bottom clip to electrometer made it much P. In this state, moved
the clip from bottom gradually to the top, and it always made

the electrometer P.

105. In this state moved the clip from top to bottom and it gave

N.-clip below was N.— clip above was N.-again and again it

was N. and well so-taken down to the bottom-all N.-again

and again. All this while the upper wire was inductric and

positive.

106. The Phenomena seem now quite regular and easy.

107. Also when the clip was either below the lower wire or above

the upper wire, still it made the attached electrometer negative.

108. Now reversed the current, so that though the top wire is

still inductric, it is also Negative. With the clip either above the

top wire or below it, or at the middle, or above the bottom wire

or below it, was always negative to its attached Electrometer.

109. Stopped the Ruhmkorf action- discharged the electrometer

and its attached clip-left it a moment-both rose up into an

electrified state, Negative-discharged it again-again it rose up-
discharged it again-again it took a charge. Just as if the tube had
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become charged P. on the inside and N. on the outside, and that

as these gradually fell, so the outside shewed a gradual discharge

of its negative electricity. Can the glass be charged like spermaceti,

etc. a little way in and so gradually discharge ? But whether the

upper platina wire be made P. or N., the outside seems always N.

Galvanometer gave no results.

HO. Is not the negative obscurity dependant on the presence of

the dispersed platinum there? It seems to me quite sufficient.

There is no negative obscurity in the perfectly inclosed current.

What negative obscurity does a large surface of mercury give- or

the large surfaces in Pliicker’s apparatus ?

111. Gassiot shewed me some of Pliicker’s tubes- but not the

effects.

1 12. In reference to the action of the magnet on the inclosed

current, see Gassiot’s note and description.

[The following letter from Gassiot is bound in to the MS.

after par. 112.]

Wednesday Evg.

3 Feby. 1858 1

My Dear Faraday,

You left your pencil case on the Table, which I return. I am afraid you
were a little fagged today.

I avail myself of the opportunity to enclose a note of two facts, both of

which I will show you when we next meet.

If there are experiments which occur to you and which I can make,

I will do my best. Never mind giving reasons
,
merely say try so and so

,

and I will then endeavour to vary the conditions, and not take any thing

for granted

truly yours

J.
P. Gassiot

M. Faraday Esq.

[Pars. 1
1 3-147 inclusive, which follow here in the MS., are not

printed. They were written by Gassiot and numbered by Faraday,

and are presumably the “note” referred to in the letter above.

The experiments described were repeated by Faraday : see par. 148.

References to Gassiot’s paragraphs have been deleted from the

matter which follows, but explanatory notes (in square brackets)

have been inserted in the text where necessary.]

1 Dated by Faraday.
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148. At Mr Gassiot’s-and he shewed me the phenomena described

in his previous notes. First as to Electric state of the outside

(112), repeated that experiment [with Torricellian vacuum tube

standing in a jar on the plate of an air pump] -the upper wire to

Ruhmkorf was Inductric and Pos., and the lower wire inducteous

and Neg.-C and C' [narrow outer coatings] were each one turn

of wire- continued on to two gold leaves in a glass jar, insulated

but acting towards each other. Whilst the mercury within was

any where below C', the leaves feebly repelled each other,

shewing a general state of charge on the outside, and this had no

reference to the luminous or dark strata. It was no doubt a

general state induced by a general charge of the inside. As soon

as the inner mercury was above the outer coating C', the leaves

attracted each other-shewing that the mercury discharge^] the

inside and consequently reduced the outside state and that the

coating there, C', then acted as earth contact.

149. It would appear that the state induced inside by the inductric

Pos. charge above extends through the whole vacant space of the

tube down to the mercury, or the Ncg. surface.

150. I do not think that the Electric state outside has any thing

at all to do with the origin of the stratification or characters of the

internal discharge-although it is evident by the action of coatings

or the fingers that the latter can be affected by the state of the

outside.

151 . Put up the apparatus No. 6 with platinum balls [8 in. apart]-

Ruhmkorf. Upper ball Inductric and Pos.-the lower ball N.

When by the air pump the mercury in the tube was brought below

the lower ball, then the stratified column of light reached from

above far down towards /, which had the red glow-but when

the mercury was allowed to rise and cover the lower ball, the

strata retreated much and the obscure space between the P. and

N. surfaces increased much. The appearance when the mercury

was at m was thus: red glow 3*5 of inch about upon the mercury-

then a dark stratum about lQ thick- then light stratum, becoming

less luminous upward, so as to give the appearance of a lambent

flame an inch or more in length which passed into the obscurity;

after which came on the strata of light and obscurity belonging

to the Pos. ball u .
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152. When one pole of a cylinder Electro magnet is brought

towards the tube-fine effects occur. Being made to traverse from

above downwards, it affected the Pos. luminous column and in-

creased its length, carrying it into the obscure part below—as it

descended it affected the feeble lambent flame from the Neg.

surface, driving it down an inch or more quelling as it were the

phenomena of the Neg. pole and fostering those of the Pos.

surface. If the mercury be allowed to rise to about 0, then the

Pos. column of light is very short, as the obscure and Neg. effects

always exist, and rising up encroach upon it; but then the Mag.

applied near the upper ball produced very fine strata much in-

creased in brilliancy (211).

153. Now as to the Magnetic division of the double discharge,

i.e. the enclosed current. Had a good horse shoe Electromagnet

with its poles turned upwards and pointed terminations, so that

the tubes could be placed between them and carried over and

round either one or the other.

154*. Took the long tube No. 11 with its platinum wires a and b

and also two tin foil coatings c and J. Connected the wires

a and b with the Ruhmkorf-the light column well stratified

appeared -placed it between the magnetic poles it then moved,

trying to revolve round the poles, and wherever carried to, it

moved tending to go as far as the glass would lei it at right angles

to the lines of magnetic force. It remained a single column or

discharge and moved, as Mr Gassiot tells me, in the right direction

according to the law formerly determined.

155. The discharge seemed much compressed against the side of

the glass and much brightened, as if there was little or no discharge

in the lateral dark part of the tube.

156. Now connected Ruhmkorf with the coatings c and d so as

to have only the enclosed or double current- it was luminous

throughout, there being nothing like negative obscurity. But

there was a common convexity of all the strata and it was from
the coating, which was rendered inductric and positive. This tube

placed between the poles of the Electro magnet had beautiful

division of the column into two with dark space between- as it

was carried round the poles these columns seemed to rotate round

each other, each in fact tending to obey the law by which it

* [154]
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desired to travel across the lines of magnetic force. Each column

had the convexity of the strata turned in opposite directions and

it was thus easy to see which was positive in one direction and

negative in the other. This magnetic analysis of the double stream

is most beautiful. The strata were more numerous in the parts

of the columns nearest to the Magnetic poles, as if they were

restrained within a narrower channel. We shall see an analagous

effect in the Bonn tubes— it seems to shew a dependance in part

of the layers on the width of the channel which limits their extent.

Each column rotated, as Mr Gassiot tells me, according to the

proper law.

157. Surely the middle dark space here can carry no current or

discharge-the two currents must alternate with each other.

158. Does the Electricity in a stratified column move beyond the

interval of two strata ? Is not that the unit ofElectricity contained

in any one of the discharges ?

159. When this tube (154) either with or without coating was
held at one end with the hand, and the other applied to the Ruhm-
korf, being merely laid on the coil, it became filled with a stratified

column of light - and this being a double column divided by the

close application of die magnetic pole. As it was carried nearer

one pole or the other of the Ruhmkorf, so it was affected by the

polarity of its core. When held to the conductor of an Electrical

machine so as to take sparks or discharges on to a coating at the

end, it was filled with light— but not examined for strata [Gassiot

says he also observed a series of pulses of luminosity in the tube,

becoming fainter and fainter, after it was removed from the con-

ductor].

160. No. 16 or the Ether tube with the Machine gave light I

think in the inside. Mr Gassiot reports it as not luminous— see
also (167).

161*. The long tube No. 14—Leyden Jar charged Pos.— a wire

from the outside to wire a of the tube-a wet thread fastened to

wire b—then this wet thread brought towards the ball of the

Leyden Jar; and at the first trial a very fine stratified column of

light obtained. Repeating the trial, obtained the effect but not

constantly. Occasionally a dark space could be observed near a

L* [161]
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but not constantly. With a shorter length, as that figured above x

,

obtained columns of fine strata— con vex from the Pos. or b wire,

which was made inductric by the circumstances. Even when no
wet thread was employed, but a wire from b brought near the

jar knob so as to receive a brush from it— the strata were there

and the convexity from the Positive.

162. Now the Jar was charged N. and of course its ball deter-

mined the inductric and negative condition upon the wire b.

Found the discharge to be slow in many of the trials and difficult

and with no strata. This slow discharge of the Neg. inductric

remarkable. Believe that these trials were with the great distance.

163. Employed the middle wires c and d

\

which arc about 10 inches

apart, using the same arrangement of the Jar. When die inductric

was Pos. there was a fine stratified column and dark space near

the Neg. wire. When the inductric was Neg., there was the same
good result and dark space near the negative— the convexity of

the discs or strata were still from the Pos. or inducteous end.

So the convexity and the darkness occurs even with Leyden
discharges, whichever is the inductric end.

164*. A wire connected a with the earth - a wet thread k from b

went to an insulated ball g which could receive sparks from the

Pos. conductor h of the Electric machine. Such sparks gave light

through the tube but no strata. Changed the thread k for a wire,

and the ball g for the ball of an insulated Leyden jar— still the

sparks only gave uniformly luminous discharge through the

tube -then uninsulated the outside of the Leyden jar and now
obtained the strata and a dark place near the negative wire a— the

jar having always been positively charged.

165+. Mounted Tube 1 5 [3 ft. 3 in. long, mercury vacuum], which
has no wires— applying coatings on the outside 36 inches apart.

In this case there was light inside—but the effects were not

regular— there was too much diffusion from the wire and coatings.

The jar would receive only a very poor charge after many sparks

had passed. The Electricity got away. The experiment with the

tube without wires requires much care and preparation.

166 $. Returned to tube No. 14 (161): connected a to the earth
1 In the diagram on p. 433.
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and b by a wire with the outside of an insulated jar. Sent machine

sparks on to the ball of the Leyden Jar- there was light in the

tube for each spark but not stratified. Made the connexion

between b and the outside of the Jar by wet thread and then each

spark gave the stratified discharge. The case is the same as by

direct sparks from the conductor. But the effect of the wet thread

and of the jar uninsulated all shews that time is wanted for the

Stratified discharge.

167*. Experimented with the Ether tube No* 16 [3
ft.

3
in. long].

The Ruhmkorf was connected with wires a and b -there was no

visible discharge through. Still, if the inductric wire was con-

nected with a, and b with a gold leaf electrometer- the latter

diverged, shewing that some electricity found its way through,

for if the interval from a to b were air or solid glass, there was no

divergence. Ether vapour therefore conducts some -only darkly.

168. A water hammer, coated at a and b
,
having been suspended

some little while, had these coatingfs] connected with the Ruhm-
korf. At first no internal discharge was visible, but after a time

and with a stronger batter[yj the effect was produced, just as

Mr. Gassiot describes it. Either the discharge was double or else-

the current one way being visible- the return back was by the

water on the glass. Probably the latter was the case and probably

the visible discharge or charge was only a part of the whole -the

rest going by the water on the glass.

169. The tube No. 14 and the ether tube No. 16 placed side by

side, d and e connected together, b to the Ruhmkorf inductric

and / to the Ruhmkorf inducteous. There were the results in

No. 16 both above and below b; stratification, and that the more

if the hand were placed as coating on the distant part of the glass-

but there was no light or apparent discharge in the ether tube.

Separating firstf and then d from e, there was no change, shewing

that the ether tube did not enter into the circuit sensibly, but

insulated. Applying the magnet to the streams both above and

below b divided the currents and shewed them double. Putting

on or taking off the ether tube made no difference in that respect.

170. But the two columns into which the magnet divided the

general column were not equal; the one was far stronger than the

other, probably twice as strong. This was due to the fact that of

* [167]
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all that went downwards from b (which gave one luminous current

under the magnetic influence) a part only returned (to give the

other current), the rest escaping by the wires c and d. The same

would happen on the other side and did happen, and it was

beautiful to see how, as the Magnetic pole passed the inductric

wire b
,
the larger of the resolved columns was below on the one

side and above on the other; for as regarded the magnetic pole

the two columns parting from b were in opposite directions and

therefore tended to opposite directions round the pole.

171. [A glass rod had two coatings connected to the coil. When
the coil was excited, a luminous discharge appeared in neigh-

bouring tubes.] The supposed induction actions here were found

to depend on the vicinity of the Ruhmkorf terminals to the tube

shewing the luminous effect. In fact, a brush from a distant wire

or a coating 3 or 4 inches from a tube is able to induce on its

outside and produce light and even strata in it. When the tubes

supposed to induce were taken away from their places, but the

coating left, the effects occurred.

172*. The tube 15, with a coating on the middle and no wires,

had the inductric of Ruhmkorf connected with it. It gave a

beautiful purple light but no sensible striae. There is a sound—
and if the fingers be applied, this sound increases and a tremor

is felt. The fingers at the side draw the discharge, i.e. the visible

light, towards them. Both the streams divide by the magnet, but

still shew no striae or strata. The light is remarkable purple or red.

173. Long German glass tube No. 17 [5 ft. 3 in. long; wires

4 ft. 9 in. apart; mercury vacuum]. Ruhmkorf to its wires and

the current through. It was full of fine strata all the way, with

a little tendency to obscuration near the neg. wire. Whichever

end was made N. gave a green phosphorescence (Stokes) on
the glass there, whilst the other end was of the ordinary gray.

1 74+. Long tube No. 14 [3 ft. 3 in. long, mercury vacuum]—
both a and b were connected to the inductric and made Pos. As
expected, there was a neutral or dark place at at, then a stratified

column each way from the wires a and b . The magnet applied

shewed these as double columns and reversed them, etc. as was
to be expected. All die appearances are as if it were the column

of rarefied medium or ether that originated and sustained the

* I172] t [174]
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appearances, though they may be modified by circumstances of

the tube itself or outside the tube.

175. Apparatus No. 18 [mercury vacuum]. Ruhmkorf to the

wires a and b- as these are covered with mercury, so both the

P. and N. surfaces are mercury. Fine effect. Beautiful but rather

close strata from the P. wire round the curve. There is a red glow

on the N. mercury -then darkness—then large glow— then dark-

ness and then Positive strata glow (15 1).

176. The discharge or passage at the P. surface is quite facil and

goes off even from a small part of it the discharge or passage at

the N. surface seeks after the whole of it, and this is the case

whichever is made inductric and inducteous. Inclined the tube

so that the mercury in one leg was as in the figure. Well when a

was P. and b N., the luminous discharge filled every vacant part

of the leg B and discharged upon all the exposed mercury in B;

but when B was pos. and a neg., then the electricity left at the

very end of the metal and all the space behind it over the mercury

was quite obscure. So it is in other cases. In some of the tubes

from Bonn the platinum terminals have this extended form.

When made pos. the transition is at one or two of the nearest

points on the metal, but if made Neg. the discharge falls on all

parts of the platina and creeps round behind the edges in luminous

discharge. Is this an effect of obstruction at the actual entrance

into the metal, or is it an effect in the lines of force before they

reach the metal? What would plumbago do as the Negative

surface ?

177. Now for some of the Bonn tubes. Very beautifully wrought-

a a platinum wire supporting a brass cylinder to make surface

largt-b a wire, the inner end confined in a little glass cup within

the tube-with Ruhmkorf to a and b
,
beautiful. The Pos. flame

is red and the Negative glow purple. If b be positive, the luminous

stream issues out of the little mouth and expands into striae,

exceedingly beautiful red, then the obscurity above and the

N. purple glow.

178*. A glass globe with two prolonged parts-each contains a

fine tube beginning at one end, going up to the globe, returning

and again going back to the globe, and a and b are platinum wires

inserted into these tubes; so that the electric discharge has to
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enter one of these tubes, pass to and fro thrice, then across the

globe, to and fro thrice at the other side and then out. Well,

by the aid of Ruhmkorf, it does this beautifully. The discharge

is white in colour— the fine tubes are full of close strata and these

apparently seem to coincide in place in the different parts of the

tube.

179. Another large tube— beautiful—colour of column very red,

and this said to be produced by Alcohol.

180. Another. A wide tube— within it a moderate tube, beginning

at one end and going to the other end, where it is open. The
platinum a is fixed in the closed end. At the other end the platinum

b is fixed in a fine tube which goes up the tube, returns at the top,

descends, turns at the bottom and ascends again, so that it is open
at the top. So tracing a discharge from a to b

y
it descends a

moderate sized tube— then it ascendfs] in the capacity of the great

tube enters the fine tube above—descends by it -turns ascends

by it— turns again— descends by it— and terminates on the wire b.

With the Ruhmkorf the whole of this is filled with a luminous

discharge which is brightest in the narrow tube, palest in the

great tube and of medium brightness in the medium tube. In all

parts the strata are seen. They are closest in the narrow tube-
farther apart in the medium tube and widest in the great tube,

and it is very interesting to see these large strata, pierced as they

are by the smaller tubes, but keeping their position across the

lines of discharge and their continuity across the tube from side

to side. Of course the section of any one part is equivalent in

power to the section of any other. The currents inside and outside

the tubes do not appear at all to interfere with each other, which
shews that the medium is the true seat of the phenomena.
181 *. Another form—very beautiful.

182. Dove on light of the Electrical discharge, brush, etc., etc.

and the dark place— Phil. Mag., xiv, p. 386, etc. In connexion
with the striated light:

Biot— light of the Electric discharge: Ann. de Chimie, liii,

p. 321
x
.

Light references in Exp. Researches, 1381-99, 421, 2, 44, 51,

4, 5, 7, 61, 74, 5> *544? 60, 687.
1 This reference cannot be traced.

* [181]
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183. Is not the luminous and stratified discharge a disruptive

discharge, i.e. not a case of conduction-except as conduction

and insulation with disruption are extreme cases of the same

phenomena ?

184. Is the stratified discharge a true but large expanded case of

discharge of polarized particles to each other? Or is it rather a

case of charge of the particles bodily in a certain group and then

their discharge-as a brush may be supposed to be?

185. Silver- Iron-Tellurium- Red Phosphorus- Spermaceti

-

Wax-Icc-Glass Shellac-Sulphur-Gases dry rarefied-vapour

of mercury, etc. Is this a true series? Is the transmission of a

charge by a torricellian vacuum the same as conduction in Silver,

Tellurium, etc., or is it essentially] different from it?

186. Every action requiring time appears to be performed by

means of a medium and is accompanied by a relation like that of

Inductric and inducteous. The time in the Stratified light cases

may be required in the charging of the particles (if they are

charged), or for the act of transmission by the medium. Can the

two be distinguished ?

[Paragraphs 187 and 188 are Gassiot’s.]

27 FEBY. 1858.

187J. At Mr Gassiot’s, when he gave me the MS. notes (187, 188).

Tube 13, 3 [A short mercury vacuum tube having a narrow

end] had been dealt with as Mr Gassiot describes (187) [i.e. re-

sealed after perforation by the spark]. Now with 1 cell of Grove

to the Ruhmkorf and that connected with the tube wires above and

below, it gave red at the negative and red flushes from the red

strata above belonging to the Pos. inductric wire-these red

flushes frequently piercing into the obscure space towards the

Neg. When 5 cells were employed, the light, red, reached from

one wire to the other, with very shifting stratification moving

continually. I could not separate these distinctly by the moving

mirror. The red colour is apparently due to the attenuation of

the medium, i.e. to the degree of it in this case.

i88£. The tube at the N. wire was highly fluorescent and the

light of a greenish colour; it had a marked form on the glass,

with sharpish edges, the forms stretching up and down like fans
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on the glass-a magnet moved these forms; and the whole effect

was [as] if luminous discharge was resident upon the glass or very

near to. Yet on careful inspection had reason to doubt this,

and believe that the whole effect was produced by the deposit

of platinum at the Neg. wire acting as a mirror and sending back

the rays on to the glass about, where it produced Stokes’ effect

in the form of caustics. The magnetic moving of these caustic[s]

depended on the displacement of the light or source of the rays

about the Neg. wire according to the natural law of magnetic

displacement (p. 59
T
).

189. Examined the light and dark parts of a stratified column of

light by two Nichol’s prism[s]-found nothing particular in the

results.

190*. No. 17 a long tube-covered with gold leaf and gum at m .

Sent the Ruhmkorf currents through. Stratification very fine -it

occurred within the gold leaf coat ing as well as outside. By clearing

a line of gold away above and below, the stratification within

could be well seen. The Magnet applied to this through discharge

sent the whole current to one side as it ought to do. But when
the inductric Ruhmkorf was connected with a and the inducteous

with the coating and not with the wire b— then the current,

excellently stratified, was within and double, and the magnet

accordingly divided it.

191. As to the effect of stronger and weaker currents in producing

the stratification or altering it— a stronger current will often bring

it on when a weaker does not shew it but only an uncertain

luminous column. A stronger current brings up the brilliancy

of weakly luminous stratification without altering their places or

distances -until by increasing strength the successive stratifica-

tionfs] seem intermingled and tend to produce a column luminous

throughout, the dark spaces and effect becoming less and less

distinct. By the Leyden Jar rise up to a luminous discharge all

through.

192+. Took the ether tube No. 16 A (a second one, first broken),

which does not give the luminous discharge through-put two
tin foil coatings on at c and ^/-connected these with Ruhmkorf
excited by one cell. When the space between c and d was about

1 A pencilled reference; see par. 242.

t [192]
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3
inches, there were discharges within the tube. These appeared

as brushes and sparks of different degrees of intensity passing

along the inner surface of the glass and not visibly through the

clear space or medium. There were no strata. These discharges

must have been to and fro, but the magnet did not shew any

arrangement on the one side and the other, whether one or ten

cells were employed to excite the Ruhmkorf. The sparks did not

go to and from the edges of the coatings, but over their surface,

often to the inside of the coating, yet close to them-these must

have had some dependance on the medium there perhaps it

became charged by the coating inside at the moment.

193. When the coatingfs] were separated more and more, less

of the discharge was effect, and [at] 6 inches distance there was but

little of it. Occasionally sparks passed outside the tube between

the coatings-but they were easily distinguished from those inside

by the green colour of the latier.

194. Then raising the power from 1 to 10 cells did not produce

stratification.

195 *. l ook a long tube giving strata by Ruhmkorf. Put coatings

over the two wires, held one in the hand and brought the other

near the prime conductor of the machine to take spark-each

spark gave luminous column but no strata. The wet thread would

have produced strata (1 61, 4). So obtain an effect here of intensity,

and shews the time necessary to acquire the state, i.e. the medium

state.

196. Connected a and b with the ground and rubbed with

amalgam on silk at c~had luminous discharges-but no stratifica-

tion. Had also a magnetic division of these discharges, for they

were of necessity double-but not regularly- irregular as the

discharges were.

197. Tube No. 13, 5
is a short thick tube: a made Pos. and in-

ductric and b N. and inducteous. Is a good tube and yields good

stratifications at the Pos. part. The finger applied at the side

causes darkness against the side-applied all round causes dark-

ness all round, but makes the light come to the middle, forming a

luminous axis there. When the cylinder electromagnet, unexcited,

was applied at the side, it acted as the finger. But when excited,

* [195] - , /
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it moved the light along the tube, drawing it out from the Pos.

wire down the tube towards the Neg. wire.

198. When a was made Pos. inductric and b joined to the earth

by gas pipes— then could not tell by the appearance of either the

column or the wires which way the current went; both wires

had a column of luminous discs separated by a dark space, each

column had its convexity turned from its own wire, and when a

pole of the cylinder Electro magnet was placed between them, it

brought the two ends of the respective columns together, and that

whether a was Pos. or Neg.

199. When the tube was thus* and a rendered inductric, the light

cloud or stratum at n seemed to rise up and extend over the wire a,

as if it were part of it; but on the whole I believe this to be re-

flexion of the light on a wire by the concave glass surface beneath

on to the glass above, and there producing Stokes' effect. It

move[d] by the approach of the Mag. pole and in the opposite

direction to the motion of the light on the a wire. The effects were

the same when a was made inductric Negative (241).

200. The discharge when b was to the inducteous Ruhmkorf

wire or to the earth seemed to divide by the magnet, as if it were

a double current- but is there a double current, or is it reflexion

(199)? Experiment on this.

201. Coated the end beyond b and connected that with the earth.

Made a Pos. or Neg., but the discharge was so like in character

that I could not tell the difference.

202 1. Now some curious results as to preparation or education

of the wire or tubes. No. 20 is a new long tube with double

wires (188). a made Pos. and inductric and b Neg. and inducteous:

then a fine column and stratification produced or developed much

on a former occasion (188)— but with a Pos. and b' Neg. the

column was luminous but not stratified. Continued the latter

connexions and the action of the Ruhmkorf—by degrees the

stratification came on and became very fine, the globes or strata

of light running up and down the tube beautifully when affected

and led by the magnetic pole.

203. Now made b inductric pos. and a inducteous Neg.—gave

column of light throughout with very little appearance of strata,

being the converse of a and b above. Returned to b and a con-

* [199]
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nexions : found that whether a or a is connected with l
,
stratifica-

tion occurs freely, but not if they are connected with V Seems

like a case of education or preparation, as if b' made Neg. could

not give the strata, and that U had been raised by continuance of

action to that state. For a moment moved the connexion from

b to b\ so that b' and a were in relation to the Ruhmkorf: at first

made b’ Neg. and a Pos. and obtained fine strata, but on reversing

the current and making a Neg. and b Pos. could obtain no strata.

204. Now made b neg. and a positive—some stratification, but

on reversing the current there was a marked increase in the

abundance. It does seem as if there were a difference dependant

on the platinum wires more than on the medium which is common
to all of them— as if the wire were a reed to the column.

205. Went away for half an hour but these differences remained.

206*. Tube No.
,
being a hydrogen air pump vacuum

,
called

Hy. 1. Being attached to the Ruhmkorf, it gave a uniform column

of light of a purple colour, not divisible apparently into stride. The
Negative dark space was there and about half an inch wide. The
brush in hydrogen at common pressures or rarefied is, according

to former Expts., Exp. Res. (1459), °f a pale gray green colour.

The effect of colour is a proof that the discharge is in the medium.

207. Tube No.
,
being another hydrogen tube like that

above and called Hy. 2. Has like qualities with the former-

discharge of the same colour, i.e. reddish purple. Is the best

vacuum of the two. The column is perfectly stratified- the strata

are very close, there being twenty or thirty in an inch-the dark

spaces are very dark and the stratification very regular. There

is the usual negative dark space. The ordinary horse shoe magnet

scarcely seemed to affect it. The great Electromagnet sends the

column to one side, but does not press it up against the sides as

in the Torricellian vacuums.

208 +. Put a coating on to this tube at c and made a inductric

and c inducteous—working for a double current. Obtained a

column consisting of very fine minute strata. On applying the

Electromagnet, separated the column into two, but the division

appeared difficult and the one current was far stronger than the

other. I suspect through discharge to a considerable extent—

probably from b across the air to c .

* [206] t [208J
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209*. As to the conduction or discharge of these tubefs] for

ordinary electricity, No. 11, being the long tube of the case, had

tin foil put about a and b. Then a being in the hand, b was applied

to the conductor of the machine. The conductor could give good
spark before, but now it gave only small sparks indeed— the tube

carrying off the electricity. There was a charge in the tube,

doubtless on the inside, between the places of the wires, for when
tube was held with b against the conductor- then lifted up-the
prime conductor discharged -the tube put down again and the

prime conductor again touched it gave a spark.

210. The ether tube No. 16, applied in the same way, lowered the

charge of the conductor. It also gave the residual spark from

charge inside-once or twice it gave a spark through from wire

to wire. There must have been dark conduction or discharge

at times.

21 1. No. 6 tube, ball terminals. Repeated results of (152). Either

pole of the cylinder electromagnet produced results, which were

exactly alike except as to the direction of rotation of the whole

column round it. Whether it was the upper or the lower part of

the light column, they tended to go round the same magnetic

pole in the same direction. The power of the magnet in drawing

down the balls and strata of light from the upper Pos. inductric

ball a was wonderful.

212. When the Mercury at b was below the ball and b negative,

the electric discharge went round the ball and covered all the

metal surface. When the mercury was half way over the ball,

there was no sensible difference in the appearance of the platinum

and mercury surface. As the mercury rose towards a, there was
much deposit of that which rose in vapour on the glass, and by
letting the fluid rise and then causing it to fall, it washed off this

deposited surface and shewed the line of demarkation clearly.

There is much vapour of mercury doubtless in the tube in this

state.

213. As the Magnetic pole acting at b when mercury is above the

ball reduces the Neg. flame or light there, it seems to do so by
affecting and repressing that which hinders the elongation of the

Pos. light, etc. from above; as the former light falls, the latter

light comes down after it.

k. /[209]
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214. Put a coating on the part midway between the balls and

made it Neg.-then there was a double current-well stratified-

and divisible by the magnet.

215. A like apparatus, No. 1, but with pointed wires instead of

balls, gave fine effects of the same kind -especially with
5 cells.

216. The tubes sing. This cannot be by the communication of

vibrations from the Ruhmkorf because their spiral wires only

connect them-long and covered by silk.

217. Cannot originate from the mere succession of discharge

impulses, for these would give a very low note-unless each

current caused several vibrations and thus made a note high

enough to sing.

218. Originating at the tube, it may be a proof of the affection

of the medium within it; reciprocating to the tube itself. I think

it must have same reference to the medium as a column (of air),

because of its dependance (in distance apart of the strata) in some

degree upon the diameter of the tube or size of the space. Also

because of its state in the complicated tube (180).

219. By (202), the platinum wires would seem to act as a reed

in setting a vibrating column going.

5 MARCH 1858.

220. At R. Institution. Expts. on mere conduction of the tube

vacua, for which purpose employed the large gold leaf electro-

meter, charging it by friction with warm flannel. The leaves can

diverge until the extremities are 6 inches or even more apart.

The instrument holds charges equivalent to 2 inches of divergence

very well and for some time together.

221. Tube 15 A is 3 feet long and 1*2 wide and is without wires.

Holding one end in the hand and applying the other end to the

charged Electrometer cap, it brought down the divergence from

two inches to one inch. Again excited the Electrometer and

applied the tube; it brought it down even more, but kept some

divergence. Repeating the experiment and exciting the Electro-

meter more at the beginning, the application of the tube would

cause a sudden fall to a lesser divergence, and after that, raising

the tube would cause the leaves to open
,
as if the inside had assumed

a contrary state and were acting by induction -that contrary state
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coming on by a previous sudden brush or equivalent discharge

within, equivalent to disruptive discharge.

222. When the leaves were open and the rod end in contact with

the Electrometer-applying the hand as coating on the upper

surface at that part caused the leaves to close much-then taking

away the hand and the rod caused them to open again, as if there

had been disruptive discharge from one side to the other within

the tube.

223. There were no signs of true conduction through the medium
or the glass-but whether, when continuing to excite the Electro-

meter by the flannel and producing continual sinkings by the

continued contact of the tube did not depend in part upon the

glass (outside), is uncertain.

224*. Tube 23 is three feet long, vi wide, has two wires and

consists of a hydrogen vacuum. The wire a was held in the hand

and the wire b brought to die cap of the excited Electrometer

( ); the divergence fell, but not entirely- a small charge

remained. Recharged the Electrometer, reapplied the tube wire

and again had a fall repeated this- a certain feeble charge was

insulated-if a higher charge was given, the excess passed away.

225. Held the tube by the middle as at c applied h wire to the

excited Electrometer; the divergence fell at once to 2 inches and

would go on falling slowly to about 1 inch if the contact con-

tinued. Holding it at c and applying either a or b to the uncharged

Electrometer, there was no divergence. Then charging the

Electrometer well- touching it by wire h lowered it- quickly

separating the tube- discharging the electrometer and applying

either a or b
,
charged it up again. So it is evident the inside

becomes charged and delivers the charge up at either end-but I

do not think this is by a simple act of conduction of the space or

medium, except as all discharge may be conduction in a

manner.

226. Made this tube 23 warm and then repeated the experiments

:

the results were the same. When the wire a was in the hand and

the wire b on the Electrometer cap, and the excitement of the latter

gradually raised by the flannel-the divergence rose to a certain

height and then went down suddenly, about half way. As the

excitation continued, this happened again and again, as if when
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the electricity was at a certain tension, there was a disruption

discharge through the medium from end to end.

227*. Tube No. 20—same length and . The intervals be-

tween the wires a a and b b' are about j of an inch-£ U had been

made negative and had much platinum diffused on the glass

within— a a wire quite clear. Holding b b' in the hand and

approaching a or a to contact with the charged gold leaf electro-

meter, a very large divergence was sustained = to 2J or 3 inches

;

applying a little more excitement, it would rise and then suddenly

fall to 2 inches or thereabouts. When the tube was held by the

middle, the same thing occurred. When the tube was held by
the middle, touching a with a finger and bringing a on to the

cap of the excited electrometer, the charge would either fall at

once or perhaps after a moment, leaving a divergence of about

2 inches; shewing that the greater charge fell by a sudden or

brush or disruptive discharge, not through conduction by the

medium, and also that the interval of \ of an inch was able to

sustain 2 inches of divergence. Good.
228. The same was the case at the b end, except that the coating

of platinum appeared to act in reducing the divergence to less

than 2 inches at least, the insulated divergence was less.

229 1. No. 11 tube-long—in the case a wire at each end. Held a

wire in the hand, brought the glass at m into contact with the

cap of the excited electrometer: the insulation was very good
with i\ inches divergence. Turned the tube on its axis so as to

bring the wire b into contact with the Electrometer— then a

sudden fall of the divergence to 1 or ij inches, at which it stood.

This effect was due to a discharge at the inside from the wire b
,

and shews that with the wire in contact afterwards there is still

a certain amount of insulation. There seemed to be no sudden

discharge through to a—only a charge of the inside surface of

the tube and consequent slow discharge afterwards.

230. Last night at the R.I. By inclining a new syphon

mercury apparatus, the prolongation of the mercury at one end

could be extended to 8 inches. When this, being associated with

the Ruhmkorf, was made the Neg.— the light filled the space

above to the very end, hovering over the mercury and shewing

that the whole conducted. Also there were abundant stratifica-

* [227] ^
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tion[s] over the mercury, and so to say in contact with it, in that

part of the discharge passing on to the further part.

231. The quantity of medium included in one interval in the

tube No. (180) from Bonn could not be the same in the narrow

as in the wide parts, the medium in all parts being at the same

tension- it therefore could not be the seat or the measure of a

definite charge. If there was any relation to an equivalent dis-

charge through the whole tube, it could only be to a part of that

discharge.

232. If a vibration is set up in the medium, then it may be this

part of the discharge-an accident in fact and not measurable in

the amount of the effect.

233. The coincidence in part (and its constancy) of the curvatures

in the double current
( ) shews a dependance on the medium

and its state of charge.

234. What does the curvature and the sharper definition on one

side of the light strata imply? Combine it with the effects in the

cone form. Is it not a result of the inductric domination ? Make

N. inductric.

235. Is the convexity never from the Neg.? If it is sometimes,

what are the cases and causes ?

236. With certain poles ( ), the positive and negative column

cannot be distinguished in form, colour, or any other point,

except their place in relation to the P. and N. surfaces and their

magnetic rotation.

13 MARCH 1858.

237.

At Mr Gassiot’s-he has an apparatus of this kind connected

with the air pump and filled carefully with Mercury- the distance

from a to b may be perhaps 18 inches-from a to c 28 inches. The
pump easily brings the mercury below h . When the air pressure

is let on, the mercury rises, but have a small cushion of air between

the metal and the end of the tube at a-the wire at a wets with the

mercury but still there is evidently a little air there. Now bringing

the mercury down to £, putting on the Ruhmkorf and establishing

the currents, and then letting the mercury very slowly ascend,

the effect of making the vacuum less and less perfect would be

perceptible.
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238. So brought the mercury just above wire b—made a Pos. and
inductric— the effects very fine. The N. mercury was rose colour

at the surface— then a narrow dark stratum succeeded— then a

white luminous stratum passing upwards into rose and the negative

obscurity, and then the series of light and dark strata constituting

what we call the Pos. column. As the mercury rose, the Negative

light and strata and obscurity rose with it, keeping their relative

dimensions—but the Pos. column became shorter. Also as the

mercury rose and therefore as the medium became shorter and

also more dense, the strata of the Pos. column became closer . By
pressing on the contact maker of the primary coil, the discharges

are made more sudden and intense, and that made the positive

strata redder in colour, brighter, and also gave a conical form to

the strata; so that they dipped into each other in a very beautiful

manner, yet keeping their separate existence. One can hardly

resist the idea of a propulsive axial force here; but remembering
that at each discharge the inside of the glass tube is charged Pos.,

it may be that this act of charge against the glass retards the place

of charge of the medium more there than in the middle. I think

this is the probable cause of both the dished and the cone form
of strata.

239*. Mr Gassiot has received from Cazelli six new tubes numbered
from 24 to 29. They are all of one length and size, being from
shoulder to shoulder 35 inches and from wire to wire about

3 1 inches. Most of them are an inch in diameter and some a little

more. All were filled first with hydrogen—and then exhausted by
the Torricellian vacuum process. They have not been essayed

and are now submitted to the Ruhmkorf and examined for the

first time. The tubes were rendered very dry and clean at the time

of preparation and seem unexceptionable. Mean always to make
a end Pos. and inductric.

240 1. The tube 26 (hydrogen) had tin foil coating on at c and d
to allow of production of included current—connected c with the

Pos. inductric wire of Ruhmkorf and d with the neg. wire— used
one cell of Grove—the coatings were 22 inches apart. Ruhmkorf
action for a moment but no appearance of discharge. Placed

the coatings only one inch apart— still no appearance—and by the

character of the spark between the Ruhmkorf terminals near the

[239] 6
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coil, it seemed as if the tube were an insulation and did not disturb

or take off part of the discharge force. But after three or four trials,

discharge through the tube came on. The light was white and

stratified, the strata being large so that the intervals were an inch

or more apart. Increased the interval between the coatings to

22 inches— still the discharge through occurred— the whole dis-

tance was luminous but the stratification appeared as maxima and

minima of light-and the recurring places were about 1*3 inches

apart— the positions of the maxima were not fixed but shifted to

and fro. This was of course an included current and the magnet
divided it as before into two parts.

241*. Now c and d coatings were unconnected with Ruhmkorf
and the wire a made Pns. and inductric and the wire b Ncg. and
inducteous. At first the tube was luminous throughout but with-

out stratification— but very soon strata appeared— fine, large and
improving in distinctness. When this had attained to a well

developed state, the column of Positive strata reached to within

4 inches of the wire b
,
then there was the great obscurity, gradually

passing into a weak light, another obscurity and after this the

glow which settles directly on the Ncg. wire. With a certain force

on the contact breaker there was the tongue of light (199) above
the Neg. wire, as at rt. This was not reflexion, but is I believe the

beginning of the second light layer counting from the Negative

wire. Now the order of the Negative light over mercury (or

platinum) was this (2 3 8)-a low red glow on the metal which
I will call r— a narrow dark space next to it to be called j—then
a white bright layer to be called r-gradually becoming less and
less luminous upward and forming that flame u

,
sometimes rosy

in tint, which passes into the great negative obscurity w terminated

by the occurrence of the Positive strata. Now I think that the

tongue shaped t above is the t of the lower figure 1

,
the space

between the tongue and the glow on the wire being the obscure

space .y of the lower figure. In many experiments with the air

vacua, and without mercury, r, j and t all wrap round the negative

platinum wire, and yet I think are seen in profile distinct from each
other.

242. The caustics before described (i88|) as occurring at the b
1

In margin,

t [241]
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wire when Neg., appeared here at the same wire, and though they

improved in brightness for a few seconds at the beginning, yet

they evidently did not depend on the deposition of platinum

there. On looking down on to the neg. wire from above, this

fluorescent light, evidently due to Stokes’ rays, etc. appeared

around the wire and it had in it several dark spaces which I cannot

help thinking are the shadows of the wire itself; i.e., I believe

that it is the glow directly on the neg. wire which, sending forth

the rays, many of these are reflected by the surrounding glass

surface within which, being irregular because of the fusion of

the platinum wire there, acts like a series of concave mirrors and

sends the rays back to the other side, where such as pass into the

glass produce light. The shadows of the wire are supposed to be

from rays reflected then from the opposite side. The other more

diffuse light, or rather larger light, and which always appears on

the side and upper part of the glass toward the Pus, column of

light, appears to me to be from reflexions taking place at the hinder

shouldered part of die glass. If a glass cylinder be held vertical

and a taper flame be held in the axis no caustics will appear; if

the flame be moved a very little from the axis a caustic will appear

on the opposite side-a very little movement in the flame will

cause the caustic to move much. So a little movement of the glow

on the neg. wire by a magnet causes these fluorescent caustics

to change their place as if they moved directly under the magnetic

influence.

243. Whilst the action was going on, the outside of this tube was

strongly electric to tin foil. If close, it continually attracted it by

a recurring action dependant on the charges. If kept a little way

apart, there were continual sparks to and fro; but there was no

charge of one kind -it is a recurring state due to the recurring

charge of the inside. When the tin foil was held at a little distance,

the successive sparks could be felt in the fingers as a prickling

sensation.

244. After these experiments were over, examined the neg. wire b

as to the state of the platinum. The wire itself, at first bright, had

become blue by the action and much had been dispersed and

deposited upon the glass surface around it. The electric struggle

must be very strong at the negative wire. Yet all this time the

29-2
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platinum had been Negative only inducteously and the Ruhm-
korf urged by but one pair of plates. The Pos. platinum was
perfectly bright and clean.

245*. Dismissed the last tube and proceeded to examine Tube 24,

which has never been used and is the same, in size, wires, hydrogen
vacuum and other points as the former ( ). Began by
sending the Ruhmkorf discharge from wire to wire— a Pos. and
inductric and b Neg. and inducteous the small coatings e and/
being connected with gold leaves in the same jar. The discharge

through the tube came on at the first, but the light was equal,

not stratified. The gold leaves shewed electricity, but both were
alike and repelled each other.

246. Then the Ruhmkorf wires were removed from a to coating c

and from b to coating d

\

The included discharge thus obtained

at once was white and with places of maximum brightness, indi-

cating the coming on of stratification.

247. Returned the Ruhmkorf wires from c to a and from d to b.

The discharge was of uniform brightness, but being continued

the stratification soon came on with large divisions.

248. The tongue / appeared (241) over the wire b
,
the latter being

turned downwards. It travelled well by the magnet, even the very

nose of it behind the wire travelling round the tube as the magnet
moved beneath it (of course on the opposite side of the tube).

When the tube was turned half round on its axis, so that the

tongue t was below, i.e. against the lower side of the tube, and
a cylinder electromagnet placed with its S pole under the tongue

but unexcited- then making the magnet active sent the tongue

to the right— is this as it should be?

249. The fluorescence appeared just as before and from the first

(242). The tin foil outside gave sparks as before ( ). The
whole examination was not long continued, but still platinum

had begun to deposit at the wire b on the glass there.

250 +. Now took another of the hydrogen tubes, No. 25— it has

a larger diameter than the other and is thought to be specially

good, but has not yet been tried. The Ruhmkorf Pos. wire to

coating c and the neg. inducteous wire to the coating d. At first

no visible effects; then in two or three seconds the stratified

luminous discharge and cracking noise at d coating to the wire,

t [250]
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shewing a sudden discharge to and fro-not a slow conduction.

The discharge was of course included.

251. Now connected the Ruhmkorf Pos. inductric wire to the

wire a and the Negative to the wire b. The strata did not appear

at first, but a generally luminous column, and then the strata rose

up well. The end of the neg. wire b appeared ruby coloured at

the tip at first and the fluorescence also appeared at once, but the

ruby glow spread over the wire shortly and the fluorescence

increased. The magnet affected the place of the fluorescent caustics

;

and though it looked sharp, as if it formed on the glass the edges

of a plane of separation between the electric phenomena, still

I think it is only a result of the motion of the origin of the rays-

the light on the negative wire. The tongue t (241) was over the

neg. wire b; it and the other appearances all moved at once by

the magnet.

252. We made the wire b the inductric wire, but still kept it

negative . All the phenomena were the same. There was the same

long stratified Pos. column-the fluorescence at the Neg. wire -the

action of the magnet-just as before-so that making the Pos. wire

inductric does not determine the essential phenomena.

253. Even the short moderate use of this tube had caused the

dispersion and deposition of Platinum at the neg. wire.

254. Tube No. 27-hydrogen and the same as the others. Con-

nected the Ruhmkorf to the wires only-no coatings on. The
luminous column, stratified, appeared at once but the character of

the stratification improved for a time. Fluorescence at the neg.

wire as before, and believe it to be reflexion which determines

the form. The platinum was dispersed at the neg. wire and this

dispersion in hydrogen shews it is without oxidation. The positive

wire was a little dull before beginning and this dull state was not

removed nor changed.

255. Mr Gassiot tells me that when the Pos. wire is wet with

Mercury or has a globule adhering to it, this mercury is not

dissipated by the action.

256. Tube No. 28 examined. Just as the former- the Ruhmkorf

wires were connected with the tube wires a and b. The stratified

column of light-the negative fluorescence-the tongue r-and all

the other effects appeared at once.
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257. Tube No. 29, hydrogen as the others-supposed to be the

best. Ruhmkorf to the wires. Discharge at once- the light and

colour uniform throughout-in a few seconds the stratifications,

etc. as in the former cases. Phenomena just the same.

258. No. 13,3 is a 12 inch tube- that indeed which had been

cracked and let down on a former occasion ( ) until it

gave a red light. Connected with the Ruhmkorf- the Pos. light

was in three or four balls-but by pressure on the breaker, these

balls could be made to separate into strata, the three becoming 5

or so on, and these returning back again into the three-and all

this by a motion of the smaller strata in opposite directions.

259. No. 13,5 is a like tube which at present gives white light

and the balls, as was ascertained by connexion with the Ruhm-

korf. The negative end of this was held to the Electrical machine,

which quickly caused a spark to pass from the extremity of the

vacuum, cracking the glass in doing so. Then it was connected

with the Ruhmkorf and the action continued, and the change

watched as the air entered. The colour of the light gradually

became red. After a time the balls of light subdivided as above

by pressure on the contact breaker and joined again by relaxation.

Ten cells on the Ruhmkorf gave the columns of light at both

wires, the Pos. and the Neg., the strata of each being convex

respectively to the middle space. The Negative stratification was

very steady- but the Positive stratification was quivering. The

negative obscurity w (241) was apparently between them.

260. No. 18 is the short syphon tube (175). Placed with the bend

downwards and the wire ends upwards-the wires were connected

with the Ruhmkorf and the mercury left unconnected with either

but in the middle of the passage. The discharge was well stratified

and passed all the way through the space over the mercury, being

stratified there as well as elsewhere-a dark narrow space occurred

between them and the mercury, but there was a bright reflection

of them in the face of the mercury. The column was narrower

but brighter over the mercury than in the fully open tube, as if

the discharge were compressed there— little or none apparently

going through the metal.

261. Now wrought with the long syphon tube-its length from

a to b is about 24 inches-from c to b its width is about
5
inches-
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and from c to d about 6 inches. The quantity of mercury in it

will occupy about inches in length of the full tube, i.e. of an

inch in diameter. The tube was laid down* so that vthe mercury

lay in one portion, elongated, from m to /2, 18 inches in length,

the end m being 4 inches from the wire a and the end n 8 inches

from the wire b. Only one cell was used with the Ruhmkorf
;
a

wire was made Pos. and inductric and b Neg. and inducteous.

There were positive strata from a through the whole space of

the tube and over all the mercury up to nearly b. Some of the

electricity entered the mercury all the way along, for the bright-

ness of the column above the mercury became less and less up

to n and then a discharge of Pos. electricity left the mercury there,

manifest by its light, and brightened the rest of the column on

towards b- this addition ran into the strata going from over the

mercury, not disturbing them or making them quiver but

brightening the whole discharge. Judging by the appearance,

I do not think that half the electricity entered the mercury.

262. This result is very striking when collated with the other

results with mercury electrodes (230).

263. When by coating the discharge in this apparatus was made

double, the magnet divided it over tile mercury,

264. Now passed to the examination of certain tubes from Bonn.

One, No. 2, was 39 inches long, i\ in diametert, and had been

filled with hydrogen. When connected with the Ruhmkorf,

it gave a luminous discharge of a purple colour-striated or

stratified—but the strata close-imperfect-not always reaching

across, and shifting in place.

265. Another German tube from Bonn, to be called No. 1, was

of the same size but had last contained air. It[s] negative electrode

was an open brass cylinder attached to the platinum wire. The
discharge was luminous— of a purple colour. The strata very close.

The negative obscurity was there. The negative electrode was

covered with light both inside and outside. There was first the

light directly in contact with the metal- then next that the layer

of darkness -and then the layer ( ) of light passing into

the general negative obscurity. Even the inside of the brass

cylinder had as its core this last obscurity, and between it and the

metal the two layers of light and one of darkness. In that respect

* [261]
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it coincides with the mercury results before described (260,

261).

266. Another Bonn tube, No. 24, was 39 inches long, about
\
or

4 of an inch in diameter (Query fluoboric gas). It was full of

fine small strata with deep blackness between. These were con-

tinued to within an inch of the negative wire and were often

beautifully conical throughout. I think the form depends on a

condition of the glass. The colour was purple white. There was
a fine green fluorescence.

267*. Bonn tube No . 7. Contains Fluo silicon vacuum. Stratifica-

tion every where and always perpendicular or nearly so to the

lines of electric force. There were very fine conical strata at the

passage from a to the larger space and also b
,
c and d. The light

was most brilliant in the finest tube a c .

268. Bonn tube No. 6. Same form as the last. The same pheno-

mena. The colour generally of the light is redder.

269 +. Bonn tube No. 21. This tube is said to contain the vapour

of anhydrous Sulphuric acid. The appearance was very beautiful—

die strata very fine. The conical strata were exceedingly beautiful,

especially where the Pos. discharge passed from the small tube

into wider space. In the spindle shaped part there was a remark-

able appearance, as of clouds travelling among the strata, not

quickly but slowly, perhaps an inch in a second. Pulling on the

action, they would go one way and then soon cease and not

reappear. Reversing the current, they would then go the other

way and then again cease - the strata continuing all the time-then

reversing the current they would appear again and so on. They
suggest some phenomena ofconvection as going on with the action.

270. The tube 13,5 (259) which had been let down and then

sealed up by the blowpipe was again examined and found to

retain its state as it had been left.

271. Is there not some indication that the strata are determined

by some pre-electrification of the glass ?

18 MARCH 1858. Mr Gassiot here.

272. Royal Institution . Mr Caselli has made two tubes of this

kind-of tube 1 inch in diameter. They are mercurial vacua from

atmospheric air. The shorter one, No. 31, tried for the first time

+ [269]
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by Mr Gassiot and his Ruhmkorf. The light passed at once-was

uniform in tint. At the Pos. inductric a there was a fine glow,

brush or cone opening into the full stream of light—but there was

no light on the Neg. b wire, only a small spark at c in the angle

of the wire and the glass on to which the luminous column dis-

charged itself. I think all the electricity or nearly all passed into

this spark, very little, if any, being taken up by the part of the

wire projecting inwards. By degrees the appearances improved:

a reddish glow came over the h Neg. wire within and the stratifi-

cation gradually appeared, but the maxima of light were large and

about six in number. A feeble Ruhmkorf power was best. The

tongue t (241, 248) became very good.

273. Tube No. 32 is the same in form but a little longer. Vacuum

mercurial, from air. The effects gradually rose up in the same

manner as before- but the passing spark at the Neg. b wire was

not in the angle but at a spot midway between that and the end.

Gradually the whole wire became feebly luminous-but that spot

always gave a spark. The tongue (272) was there, very good and

obedient to the magnet. The colour of the general light was white.

The gradual education of the tube was evident. At last the

stratification was distinct— i.e. there were maxima and minnima,

the globes or clouds of light being large.

274. When the fingers or a conducting coating were brought

to the glass of either of these tubes, especially at first when the

light was uniform, there was remarkable repulsion of the light

from the side touched to the opposite side. It seems to be a

repulsion of the real discharge altogether, for the action of the

magnet in sending the luminous column right or left shews that

the discharge is in it rather than in the dark part. Must however

test this point and compare it with the law of magnetic deflexion.

275. New No. 12. This tube has been rearranged by Caselia,

having been filled with oxygen and made vacuum by Air pump.

Is now used for the first time except that the Neg. wire b has been

educated before ( ). The discharge was through at once,

but the Pos. light uniform up to the obscure space short of the

Neg. wire. This Neg. wire was violet all over-the pos. wire

was covered with a fine violet light. There were no strata in this

oxygen tube.
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276. No. 35. Is a new long tube, inch wide— filled with oxygen

and made vacuum by Mercury— wires and all are new—not yet

tried. The discharge through was easy and luminous from the

first. Strata good, etc. -there was no particularity in it as an

oxygen tube from other tubes, by magnet or otherwise— all was
favourable. The fluorescent light at the neg. end appeared from
the first and was very fine after growing up a little. It was very

mobile by the magnet— but still I feel as if the source of the rays

was at the Neg. wire.

277. No. 23 (224) is a hydrogen long tube. Observed it for the

fluorescence at the Neg. wire that was very good as before and

moved well by the Magnet— and I cannot make up my mind
whether it is due to rays reflected to the place where it appears,

or is the outline of an Electric plane crossing the medium. It is

probably the reflection due to the concavity of the shoulder, but

then it should disappear if the Neg. wire were in the middle part

of the tube.

278*. A, B and C are three vacua from air, about 12 or 13 inches

long in the wide part. Being put up in series and at common
temperatures, A gave some stratification, B was to me doubtful,

and C gave no appearance, llien C was plunged up to the

line / in a mixture of pounded ice and muriatic acid -and after a

short time it was full of very close strata from the Pos. wire to

the dark Negative space and gave an excellent result of cooling.

The tube A, being put into the bath up to / in like manner, was
very much improved in the character of the strata, but they ran

to and fro through and by each other.

279. The tube B gave at common temperatures strata scarcely

visible except with a lens, being very narrow especially near the

Pos. wire. When put into the bath of acid and ice, the strata were
very much improved. The series of light and dark layers on the

* 1^78] A 3 C
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Negative wire was there and after them the dark Negative [space] -

t

the whole very good.

280. The effect of cold is manifest here, probably by condensing

some vapour of moisture and so rarefying the medium.

281. No. 18 (175, 260) is the short syphon Mercury tube. It

gives very good striae at common temperatures, and in this posi-

tion these are continued from the pos. wire £3! over the mercury

up to the negative dark space. Placed it thus in a bath of ice and

salt at o° F. When cold, the character of the striae was improved;

they were more separate and the space between was blacker. They

were improved over the mercury as well as elsewhere. Continued

the experiment for some time. When examined afterwards, there

was a metallic deposit about the neg. wire, but this was mercury,

probably dispersed from the wetted neg. wire for when the

body of mercury was brought up to it, it washed the film or dew

off which does not happen with the platinum deposit.

282. Then prepared a cold bath of Ether and solid Carbonic acid

and placed the tube No. 18 in it in the position indicated. The

Mercury within soon solidified and the thermometer fell to -85°F.

Now the strata between the Pos. wire a and the first surface of

the mercury at m much enlarged, being few by comparison and

I think much less in light; but those over the solid mercury were

numerous, bright and very much as at common temperatures. This

difference in the part above m is remarkable.

283. The carbonic acid bath was now applied to the smaller tube

No. 31 (272) in the given position. Before being cooled there

were no signs of stratification -die light was uniform and white.

Nor when the cold was applied was there any sign of stratifica-

tion, either with or without the Ruhmkorf condenser. The column

of light was affected by the magnet. Applied a coating in place

of the wire b so as to have the included current- it divided by

the magnet as it ought to do. Ether [?] did not do for the coating

as it insulated too well- used tin foil.

284. The Negative wire of the cold tube has a pale light over it,

not the rosy reddish light of common temperatures, it being of

course out of the bath and at common temperatures. There was

a shoot of light from the foot of the Neg. b wire. When the horse

shoe magnet was applied from the right, so that the poles were

horizontal and on opposite sides of the tube, as marked byN- then
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in one position of the poles the shoot rose up, made a curve round

the end of the wire and descended into the space beneath, carrying

on the electric discharge. But when the poles were reversed, the

shoot proceeded from the same spot but went downwards at

once. These directions accorded with the expected power of the

magnet in deflecting that part of the current which set off from

the spot in the platinum next the glass. There were no signs of

stratification-and very little fluorescence ( ); the latter fact

seems to shew that the fluorescence depends on the light on the

wire-for now little or no light was there. The temperature was

-97° F.

[A page in Gassiot’s handwriting, included in the MS. here,

records further experiments made by Gassiot with tubes 32 and 18,

at the Royal Institution on March 19.]

285. Took the tube out of the bath placed it on flannel-con-

tinued the Ruhmkorf action and watched the changes as the tem-

perature rose. There was soon a change -more light appeared.

By applying the magnet, found that the shoot of light A identified

itself with the former tongue of light (273), and that when B

was produced by the right position of the magnet, the tongue

appeared at the same time.

286. Also the rosy luminous covering appeared on the negative

,wire, and the fluorescence appeared at the same time. By the
L'

proper application of the magnet, the fluorescence could be thrown

on to and I believe would have appeared further if the corner

at n had not cut off the radiation. Looks wonderfully as if all

depended upon the reflexion of the shoulder above b and the

motion of the light on the wire b by the action of the magnet.

287. On examining the tube, it was found that a dew of mercury

globules had gathered on the bottom from 0 to m . By the lamp

it sublimed from place to place. The tube is not merely full of

the vapour of mercury at common temperatures but there is a

little excess of liquid mercury at that temperature.

288. Then placed this tube 31 in the same position in the air

and applied a spirit lamp to the horizontal part of it. As the heat

rose, the light became more brilliant and there were sparks or

globules of light frequently appearing on the glass here and there,

perhaps from globules of mercury. The fluorescence at the Nega-

tive wire was very fine-and travelled well by the magnet.
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Sometimes puzzled to guess whether (or no) a plane of electric

condition may exist there.

289. No. 18 is the short syphon Mercury tube (282). Hung it

up in air thus-both the electrodes are mercury now. At common
temperatures made a Positive- there was fine Pos. strata continued

over to the Neg. obscurity and then the Negative glow upon the

mercury at b . Applied the spirit lamp to the bend and the end

this made the strata approach each other. As the quantity

of mercury vapour increased, the light increased, and when the

mercury at a was very hot and distilling and condensing all the

way to c-the colour of the light was of a fine green and the dart

of flame upwards from the surface of a very fine and luminous,

but unstratified. This dart seemed bright white and the green

more around it nearer to the glass. The cessation of stratification,

beginning at the Pos. mercury, gradually extended to the end of

the Pos. column but the Negative obscurity remained.

290. Making b Positive and the hotter end a Negative, then a

fine river of light ran through which continued until, by taking

away the lamp, cooling was allowed; and then gradually close

stria? appeared. When the tube was entirely cooled, it returned

to its first state. The neg. terminal then resumed its rose coloured

layer of light and the strata were about /0 or
,

!

2 of an inch apart

in the Pos. column.

291. As to the Positive and Negative mercury surfaces. It

appears that Pos. metal and Neg. insulating medium exchange

with facility. But that Pos. medium and negative metal exchange

with much difficulty. Exp. 1

1600, 1480, 1525.

292. 22 March . Wrote to Gassiot proposing to combine the

Voltaic battery current and the Ruhmkorf current through the

vacuum tubes-connecting both continuously with the tube-or

connecting V. battery with tube and making tapping contact

with the Ruhmkorf- or else making continuous contact of the

Ruhmkorf and connecting the V. Battery by tapping contacts.

[Here follow nine pages of MS. in Gassiot’s handwriting, the

pages (but not the paragraphs) numbered by Faraday in continua-

tion of his own notes. The experiments recorded were made by

Gassiot during the period March 22 to April 23, 1858, and on

the latter date he worked at the Royal Institution.]

1 Experimental Researches.



25 NOVR. 1861.

SteinheillV apparatus up in my room and in order.

For sources of light used two platina terminations placed thus

before the object end of the telescope, at distances from half an

inch to two inches from the slit- the slit also being vertical.

Connected these wires with the Holland Ruhmkorff coil and

excited that by three plates of its own battery.

All acted very well and the different parts of the spectrum

shewed at different heights, the rays from the upper or the middle

or the lower part of the discharge inverted. These parts have

different character through the ignition of the wire ends, etc.

Reversion of the current was very convenient and useful in this

examination.

The discharge between the platinum wires gave its own rays-

well separated by the apparatus.

By moistening the ends of these wires with saturated solutions

of Salts of Soda, Baryta, strontia, lithia, etc. the peculiar rays due

to these substances came out well, but did not last long-rewetting

the ends reproduced them.

Baryta by its green and blue rays-Strontia by its blue ray-and

lithia by its fine red and other rays-will be useful in further experi-

ments.

A Nichol’s prism was placed between the platinum wires and

the object end slit and another as analyser on the eyepiece of the

observing telescope. They answered their purpose very well with

a lithium light- polarizing and analysing the ray in due order.

In one position of the analyser, lines, many, were observed crossing

the line of colour light- but these moved round with the analyzer

and not with the polarising prism- diey were due I think to a

set of reflections in the former.

I put up the Steatite burner with a strong yellow soda flame,

then between it and the slit the platina wires with soda salt on

them. There was no apparent object, but the yellow light of the

wires was added to the yellow light of the gas burner.

1

Presumably C. A. von Steinheil.
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Steinhiirs app. up-associated with E.M.: good-urged by

10 pr. plates-good action.

Also the Ruhmkorf-and the platina points-2 pr. plates. Dis-

charge is mixed, being part bright and part haze.

When course of current in the Ruhmkorf is in one direction

and discharge at x occurs between platina points-then when the

interrupter is most open the sparks are bluest and most distinct

as spark and least hazy. As the interrupter is screwed up, its

interval lessens, the sparks become more powerful as discharges

-

more electy. passes-and there is much haze and much discharge

of E. in the hazy parts around the sparks -the latter seem then

even to carry less Electy.

There is a difference between the two ends of the discharge-red

or yellow and violet concentration. If the Ruhmkorff current be

reversed, these terminations are reversed (the spark being up-

right). Otherwise the general character of the spark discharge

is the same whichever way the current passes.

When tiie interrupter is screwed out and open, and the sparks

are blue with little haze, then the spectrum in the Steinheill ap-

paratus is pale and bluish the yellow and red rays being almost

wanting; and that is the case whether the current is sent in one

direction or the odier, except that in one direction the red and

yellow are almost entirely wanting and a blue is very fine, whereas

in the other direction that blue and the general blue is not so fine

and red and yellow faintly appears.

On screwing up the interruptor-more electricity passes and the

hazy sparks appear. Then the spectrum in the Steinhiell exhibits

yellow very bright and red, in addition to the blues, etc., and it

does this whichever way the current is going through the Ruhm-

korf, only with the difference before spoken of. The difference

seems to depend upon the position of the spark discharge to the

slit, for it is probable that each extremity is not equally placed in

relation to the slit, and if so, changing die direction of the spark

will make a difference.

With interruptor still more screwed up and the sparks still

more hazy- the appearance in the Steinheill was more marked

by the appearance of yellow and red rays. The same whichever

way the current went, but with the same difference as before.
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It seems as if the warm rays come from the luminous haze, which

to the naked eye has a warm coloured light.

When the Rhumkorf discharge is first sent one way, the yellow

and red appear with much brightness and power, but manifestly

sinks as one counts 1, 2, 3, etc. and very shortly sinks in power;

then reversing the Ruhmkorf current, the red and yellow shine

out with much increased brilliancy, to sink in turn; reversing the

current again, they appear brilliant and quickly sink, and so on

continually. The continued discharge one way or the other lessens

the ability to pour out the red and yellow rays. I think the same

may be said of the blue and other rays but in a lesser degree.

They are indeed altogether of lesser brightness.

Arranged the Ruhmkorf terminals so that the discharge was

between the poles of the Electro magnet and adjusted the in-

terruptor so that the discharge was all pale spark and with no

haziness or flame about it. Now put on the Ruhmkorf and then

made magnet -there was no apparent deviation of the course of

the sparks they appeared to be undisturbed in direction. Then

screw up the intcrruptor so as to give a little haze round the

sparks; on putting on the E. Magnet, this haze was increased in

some degree. It was thrown in between the poles or out from

between them according as the Ruhmkorf current was in one

direction or the other, and it was the old phenomenon of the

deflection of the current by the magnetic poles. The haze, i.e. the

flaming luminous part of the discharge, was collected into a flat

plate of a circular or crescent form, thin and perpendicular to

the magnetic axis- thrown in or out so as to be quite distinct

from the place of the sparks, which remained undisturbed in their

course and place.

When the interrupter was screwed up close so as to give a still

more hazy spark and abundant current, then the haze and its

deflection was still greater and finer, and even the bright sparks

were shewn to be deflected a little in the same direction as the

luminous arc, I think the magnet increased the bulk of the

luminous cloud, but it might be only its disposition into a com-

pact flat discharge-its collection from all sides to one side.

I do not find by a slip of paper that there is any draught either

in or out in the direction that the arc seems to blow. It does not
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seem to depend upon any motion of the air, but to be a place or

line of discharge determined by the forces, not the transference

of the charged and discharging air to a distance.

28 JANY. 1862.

Apparatus up as before, same E. Magnet but with 20 pair of

plates. But the Ruhmkorf was dismissed and in place of it the

Gas light used and the platinum wires with salts on it introduced.

The poles were as before-pointed ends about
\
of an inch apart

and tiie flame between diem.

When the flame was between the poles -the making of the

Magnet did not change its form or direction-and there was no

appearance of change in the lines when magnet made or broken.

Used Chlo. sodium on the platinum wire still there was no

appearance of change in the luminous lines in any way by the

magnetism.

Poles
3
of inch apart. No magnetic effect either with or without

the Sodium.

Used Chloride barium—no effect.

Chloride Strontium-no effect.

Lithia-nothing.

12 MARCH 1862.

Apparatus as on last day (28 Jany.) but only 10 pr. of Voltaic

battery for the Electromagnet.

The colourless Gas flame ascended between the poles of the

Magnet and the salts of Sodium, Lithium, etc. were used to give

colour. A Nicol’s polarizer was placed just before the intense

magnetic field and an analizer at the other extreme of the apparatus.

Then the E. Magnet was made and unmade, but not the slightest

trace of effect on or change of the lines in the spectrum were

observed in any position of the Polarizer or analyzer.

Two other pierced poles were adjusted at the magnet-the

coloured flame established between them, and only that ray taken

up by the optic apparatus which came to it along the axis of the

poles, i.e. in the magnetic axis or line of magnetic force. Then the

Electro magnet was excited and rendered neutral
;
but not the

slightest effect on the polarized or unpolarized ray was observed.
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